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ON BUSINESS BANK AGENT

DOUGLAS
Motors Ltd.

Kingswood,

BBISTOL.
39. Newman Ss

Cornwall,

Dear Sirs,

During 3,000 miles ridmg
in the past rough winter on
regular business trips through this

countv. I have relied on the little

bike like a train. I have never
been late for appointments, and
am glad to say good thmgs of

the DOUGLAS,
Signed,

T.R.

.London ..W.l

It mav be of interest to readers to know the "Result of Whit Monday's Reliability Trial. The best performance
,

i \\ • ^ i _. r , ii • J XL- of the day on Formula was the 'Wolf 2-stroke ridden by my son.
following extract from a letter received this ^^' „„,° .Machine to negotiate all the test hUls on Top Gear. Beat-
morning from our agent at Burt. n-on-Trent. ing a field of 21. The machine ran consistently throughout." I
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The Scottish Six Days Trial.

JUST
as. the T.T. is the most searching test

for soIO' machines, the Six Days Trials

organised by the Edinburgh M.C. and the

A.C.U. serve a similar useful purpose in

developing the passenger machine. 'The
first of these starts next Monday, and traverses

approximately a thousand miles of roads, rather

stiffer than those which the average motor cyclist

expects tO' cover in a Scottish tour.

The value of such trials is enhanced by the

fact that in this country we have no- event which
tests reliability and durability of the sidecar

machine as a parallel to the Tourist Trophy race

for solO' motor cycles. The experience gained

by manufacturers whoi compete in such trials,

therefore, provides data which enable them to

eliminate weaknesses which otherwise might be
left for the private owner to discover.

One reason for the success of the Scottish

event and its value to the motor cycle move-
ment is the fact that the trial is run as. a strenuous

tour under conditions such as the private owner
experiences, and the 'final awards are not made
on the results of more or, less technical tests.

For example, there is no need for a special

brake test in the Scottish Six Days, for the
very good reason that no machine could obtain

an award which was not adequately equipped.

Larger Tyres.

THERE are very many riders who sigh for

increased comfort on our post-war roads.

Most of these are men who have passed
their first youth, and are prepared to sacri-

fice a mile or two an hour for a little

extra luxury. Yet in many cases they are in- ,.

clined to be, shy of spring frames.

A good spring frame is undoubtedly the best

solution of the comfort question, and there is

no reason to fear trou^ble from the more reputable

makes, but there are still only a few spring frame

solo machines on the market. Under the cir-

cumstances quite the best compromise is the fit-

ting of larger tyres. AVithout personal experi-

ence few will believe what an enormous differ-

ence can be obtained by the use of tyres of

larger section. The difference between tyres of

2^in. and aj^in. sections is very perceptible,

and a change from 2i^in. to 3in. sections makes
all the difference between physical discomfort

and comparative luxury on pot-holey roads. The
larger tyre can, of course, be run somewhat less

fuMy inflated than, the smaller size, and, pro-

vided a suitable tyre is selected, there will be
no noticeable roll.- Heavier tyres also give com-
parative immunity from small punctures, and
provide a sense of security which must be ex-

perienced to be understood.

Prices.

WHILE the present tendency is for manu-
facturers' prices to continue to rise,

supply now appears to be catching up
with demand in the second-hand market.

One has only to watch the miscellaneous

advertisements to appreciate this, for " slightly

soiled " machines offered a few weeks ago at a

premium, are now quoted lower than catalogue

prices.

It is highly desirable that prices are governed
entirely by cost of production, and not on the

principle that the value of an article is what it

will fetch. In the pedal cycle world the demand
has fallen off very considerably since the last

advances, and this state of affairs may find an

echo in the demand for lightweight motor cycles,

and so on, through the range of motor-propelled

vehicles to the highest priced car. Manu-
facturers must bear in mind that, keen as motor
cyclists have shown themselves to be, the maxi-

mum limit is not fixed by inclination but by the

financial position of the buyer. With the in-

crease in cost of living which has to be met by
the middle class—the section of the public which
purchases the bulk of machines—there are many
pre-war motor cyclists who cannot afford to ride

during this difficult transition period.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the oage facing the back coven.
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Reversing the T.T. Coofse.

SOME wag in the Isle of Man started a rumour
that the race was to be run over the same course

next year, but in the opposite direction. This
notion fairly put the wind up several intending com-
petitors. The present "direction of rotation " is

obviously determined by the mountain road. On the

Ramsey side of Snaefell there are at least three corners

which would be murderous if taken downhill instead

of up. At any of them any serious brake trouble or

miscalculation of speed would spell certain death. It

may be taken for granted that the direction of the race

over the existing course cannot be changed. Whether
the course is suitable for a full entry of crack riders

on racing machines of 192 1 calibre is another question.

It speaks well both for the skill of the riders and the

design of their mounts that no fatalities occurred

this year.

Scott Merchants in the Island.

n
ENJOYED much pleasant badinage with the

sundry Scott enthusiasts in Manxland. The
factory people have christened me " the enemy "

as the result of my frank criticism of the one or two
details which alone are open to comment in this

delightful mount. I came away in a very chastened

mood, feeling that I have much to learn about timing

two-strokes. Would you believe that Tim Wood's
standard touring 'bus can actually beat 60 m.p.h. ?

And that Capt. Vintner's engine starts from stone-

cold in the second kick? Wood gets his cold staj=t

in a way that is new to me. He engages a gear, and
pushes the machine to and fro for a yard or so whilst

flooding the carburetter, after which it responds to

the first kick, or at any rate to the second. Capt.

Vintner says that the engine does about five extra

miles on a gallon if the plugs are put ni the heads

of the cylinder. All Scott users seem (o agree that it

takes 2,000 or 3,000 miles to work a Scott up to the

absolute zenith of its running, in contradistinction to

certain softer engines which age rapidly. When 1 get

mine to do its mile a minute, I shall be ready to die in

peace ; imt just at present I am stuck at the 45 ni.p.li.

mark or thereabouts. Incidentally, I hear that A. A.

Scott is still busy with the Scott Sociable; it has no
(ommcrcjai connection with the Scott liicyclcs, hut is

by no means dead, and may ultimately make its debut

at <|uite an attractive figure.

Wolverhampton on Top!

DT used to be said tliat Coventry would always be the

hub of the motor industry, because no other dis-

trict could furnish the necessary supply of skilleil

labour. I always retorted that if this proplwcy were

true, Coventry would end by being bigger than London,

for no one city could contain the automobile industry.

Already the needed c|ualily of labour is available in

A 26

many other centres. Some of it has migrated, and

some of it has been trained from the raw. Munition

requirements accelerated the distribution and multi-

pUed the supply. Coventry is quite losing caste, and

in this year's T.T. Wolverhampton was completely on

top, with Birmingham a good second. The Triumph

-and Rudge will have to go all out next year to win

back lo.st prestige for the three spires. Just at present

municipal- rates on factory plant are so heavy that

the tendency is towards building big enginet'ring

factories outside urban boundaries. One Scottish firm

has isolated a big works miles from anywhere on the

banks of a salmon river big enough to furni^sh cheap

power. Two steamer tips for the 1921 T.T.—offered

on the voyage home-^were Saltaire and Surbiton.

Some of this year's abstainers are talking very big

about the money they mean to spend on winning next

year; but, thenj the air of the Island and the atmos-

phere of the race are both intoxicants._ When these

aspirants discuss the question in their boardrooms

somewhere in a murky town, their fails may get com-

paratively flabby.

Post-war Material.

GOOD many grumbles are audible about the

quality of some of the stuff which is being put

into some post-war machines, but I can only

counsel users to be patient, and to inake the. best of

things until conditions return to the normal. The T.T.

has proved that manufacturers cannot help themselves,

for every conceiv.able precaution is taken, when a trade

concern spends thousands of pounds on a . critical

occasion," and yet things broke. No firm can test

every bit of stuff which it uses; if you find that one

end of a sample bar is O.K., the other end may be

dud. Moreover, it is such a job to get raw material

in suflficicnt quantities, and riders are so_ clamorous for

deliveries, that inspection cannot be maintained at the

old standard. : Under such conditions we must console

ourselves by noting that cases of serious dissatis-

faction are few and far between,- and that manu-

f:!clurers generally meet them with real promptness

anil honesty.

A Legging Suggestion.

DAM not tickled to death with Mr. Graham's stunt

of using an old stocking to keep his trou-tmifs

clean, when taking ofl' legging overalls. The

cutest fitting at the last car Olympia was a lightning

nutallic seam for side curtains shown on the Auster

stand and fitted to a demonstration Rolls-Royce. I

have forgotten the inventor's name, but I struck the

seam the other day on the Icwlbag of a friend's 10 h.p.

Singer car, so the gadget is evidently being pushed.

I suggest this patent .scam is inunensely applicable to

motor cycling leggings. Its operation is sim()licity

itself. At one end of the seam is a metal tab ; a tug

(jii (lie lab rips the seam o\\k'\\ from end to end, just
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Occasional Comments,

—

like the ripcord of a balloon. A reverse pull on the

tai) stitches the seam lip again. If this gadget were
applied to our leggings, we could shed them without
threading our feet through the legs at all, and we could
then wear golf or cricket shoes widi nails in them.
I Tiope this will catch the inventor's eye.

A
Mudshields.

LOCAL rider who has been impressed by the

mudguarding of my Scott and A. B.C. machines
has been moved to fit a leather mudshield to

his 1915 mount^. in order that he, too, may ride in

trousers, and visit his lady-love without pausing out-

side the paternal gate to rub down his boots with a

wisp of grass or a bunch of dock-leaves. He now
lemarks that there is more in this complete mud-
guarding than meets the eye. True, his boots and
trousers benefit exceedingly, but his engine, which, in

its former nude condition, used to chug away merrily

up single-figure gradients with a sidecar full of femin-

inity, now smells like a traction engine when it is

asked to tackle i in 10 solo. I am afraid it is a fact

that some pre-war engines distort under heat, and that

their cooling safety margin is too narrow for them to

bear any interference with the draught. The draught
windows in the mudshield of the new A. B.C. are fitted

with little slides which can be closed at will. I sup-

pose the idea is that they should be shut when one

is fording rivers or charging water-splashes ? Anyhow,
the cooling is so good that one can tour with the

<lides shut, for I have tried it.

Saluting Ladies from the Saddle.

K
FANCY a Mumbles correspondent must be trying

to pull my elderly and innocent leg. He com-
plains that etiquette compels him to doff his cap

to lady acquaintances when he is motor cycling. He
finds the custom expensive, because his hands are

generally oily, and he is a bit of a dandy where his

headgear is concerned. Moreover, it is dangerous, as

a wobble may develop when the hand is removed
from the bar. Finally, a sportive wind may whisk
the cap out of his hand and waft it over the cliffs.

He wishes to ascertain my personal practice.

I never experience any such difficulty. Not the

least merit of the motor cycle is that it provides a
plausible excuse for cutting undesirable people with-

out their knowing that you are deliberately avoiding

them; I fear my tailor, for instance, more than ever

I feared a machine gun ; but if I am in the saddle

when I meet him, I fix a distant eye on an imaginary
old lady who is blocking the fairway 100 yards ahead,
and hoot vigorously. The good man can thus proceed
on his walk with pleasant dreams of the cheque which
I have no intention of writing. The girl who has
jilted you—on sighting her, you assume a grin of

glee, crouch down, and scrap deliriously, abandoning
her to the torturing suspicion that you never really

loved her. The girl you have jilted—you cast her
a verv' respectful and reproachful glance which com-
forts her without giving her the chance of demanding
an awkward explanation or attempting an unwanted
reconciliation. Mother-in-law—well, ram her in the
region of the bustle. Where more ordinary politeness

is genuinely desired, my
Mumbles correspondent should
tiy a plain service salute, which
may be of the guards, navaJ,

or R.A.F. model where special

puncriliousness is desirable. As
a- matter of fact, many ex-

service men are substituting a
pseudo-military salute for the
old convention of lifting the

hat; it has claims on pedes-
trians, especially if their tresses

are of the unruly variety. Any-
way it gives the impression that

one once served with the forces.

THE 1920 T.T.

Immediately below the grand-
stand were the replenishing depots,
bearing the numbers of the com-
peting machines. It was interesting

to observe the difference in the
speed of despatch of the various
riders. Some were there for seconds
only, and others replenished in quite
a leisurely manner. R. O. Clark
(Levis;, winner of The Motor Cycle
Trophy, is seen in the lower photo-
graph
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Some Refleclions on the Isle of Man Races and the Men and Machines which competed in them.

By B. H. DAVIES.

HOWEVER vhid one's interest in the technical

aspects of motor cycling may be, the dominat-
ing impression of the T.T. is admiration for

the riders. The preliminary weeks of brainy toil ; the

emotional exhaustion of anticipation- of the actnal race,

and of final disappointment (for most of them) ; their

splendid pluck; their phenomenal riding skill; their

cheery sportsmanship when defeat comes— all these are

the raw material which provides us with a thrilling

spectacle and many invaluable technical data.

I go so far as to think we are now taking too much
advantage of the willing sportsmanship of the' racing

boys. Let those who saw the 1920 Senior Race picture

a similar event in 1921, contested by an entry of over

100 machines, most of them hot-stuffed by the con-

centrated efforts of the best British and American
factories. There may well be in next year's race a

dozen trade teams as cleverly and carefully readied

.\s this year's Sunbeams. There may even be three

jr four fliers of Dance's class at the head of the entry.

Can such an event be run off without killing a few

men ? Would not victory depend too much on the

man and too little on the machine? Should we either

take means to limit the pace, or preferably seek a venue
where the engine can be run all out for long periods,

and where less hinges on a jockey's ability to side-

step death round a corner fifty times in each hour
that the race lasts ? These are serious questions which
the A.C.U. will have to weigh.

Marked progress was evident in design. So far as

engines are concerned, it was most notable that the

Norton engine—practically standard in every detail,

and wholly standard in its general outlines—could not

only stand the racket better than any other in the

race, but also came uncommonly near absolute victory.

This is a gigantic feather in the Norton cap. Sun-

beams—the only premier firm with a really special

engine in the Senior race—showed that the best

standard engine does not give quite so much power
as the best specials, and that the latter can be made
quite as reliable; for I put down Dance's broken inlet

to pure hard luck.

SPORTING AGENTS IN THE "T.T."

T. .Siinistcr, of Macclesfield

The asfcnl who rltlen ih^

V. E. Horsman, <

Livcriiool agent.
jjick i liornas, oi Ncnlli. Harold Petty, another agent,

of Leicester,

ic agent who rideH the mnchlnes he sells is always on a better footing with his clicnU-k than those who merely hviy and sell. In lO'O
there were mnic a large proporljon of agent riders. Among these may he mentioned—V. Horsman and 0. Wade, of 1 .IvernonI ; Harold Petty
Lcicciiter

;
T ^"nisler. M iccleslieM

; Jack I homas. Neath : J. W. Shaw, Belfast ; Eric Williams, Worcester ; Cyril Williams, Wolverhampton
:

1. ?. ,,1 r '^'^H.'-f- ?• Glajgow and Iviinhurgh
; P. Pike. Ivxeler ; Bert I loulding. Preston: R.O.Clark, Norwich; and F. W

Ij.x .;.. MiJdleslj.ough. 1 he lour riders depicted above all rode Norlons.

A.:8
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Impressions of the T.T.

—

I doubt if special hot-

stuff engines—or, indeed,

'buses—have ever shown
such ijiagnificent reliability

and stamina as these 1920
Sunbearns exhibit ; and I

beg to plead for a light-

weight sporting single-

cylinder with an engine of

this class.

The A.J.S. machines just

failed to parallel the Sun-

beam feat. In speed and
power they probably repre-

sented a still more signal

advance on past practice.

Anyone who saw a 2^ h.p.

A.J.S. in either race would
judge by its performance that it was a 500 c.c, a

1920 500 c.c, and an uncommonly good sample at

that. But since, the A.J.S. people no longer make
singles for sale, they not unnaturally failed to get their

racers dead right in time, and so they only won the

Junior by the skin of their teeth. If they go for it

next year, it may be a gift for them; for there is

precious little the matter with their 1920 'bus, awd
they know its weaknesses.

F. C. Townshend, a

Sunbeam staff rider, whose

fastest lap was 44in. 58s.

The big fellows naturally

overshadowed the little

ones. But perhaps the

most astounding perform-

ance of the whole week
was that of the Levis.

Remember that nothing but

sheer hard luck prevented
Clark from winning the

Junior outright. Then re-

flect that 35 m.p.h. is about
the limit of the average

250 c.c. twO'-stroke, and
that it eats sparking plugs

if you over-drive it. Give
the public baby two-

strokes akin tO' the racing

Levis, and it will be safe

to assume that the demand
for big solO' mounts will decline. We need efficient

lightweight machines more than we need anything else.

The Blackburne performance is first cousin once
removed to the Norton feat. It just could not win
unless a lot of faster machines fell out ; but it showed
how exceedingly good the standard Blackburne engine is.

Transmission proved one of the most interesting

details in both races. Faulty drives outed the Douglas
in the Senior, and several A.J.S. machines in the

Noel Brown (Norton), one

of four Liverpool enthu-

siasts who rode in this year'

s

T.T.

T.T. REMINISCENCES.
N. W. Loughton (Douglas) passing Keppel Gate on the mountain road in the Junior race (Left) Norman Black (Norton), who finished eleventh,

cutting it close at the Ramsey hairpin. (Right) Capt. A. Lindsay (Norton) at speed through Crosby.

A2)
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Impressions of the T.T.

—

Junior. Here is a point which deserves emphasis.
The machines which used their standard transmission
experienced no trouble with it. I am wholly against
the admission of such freak drives as Alexander's six-

speed Douglas (two engine chains with a three-speed
countershaft box) and the A.J.S. (two engine chains
with a two-speed countershaft box).

I do not believe these freak gadgets Avere of any
real help to their users. Mr. Stevens probably wishes
he had fitted a standard box, and the six-speed
Douglas was not faster than several three-speed
machines. My point is that these three-chain drives
will never pass into ordinary, use, and I would as soon
see the race won -with a steam engine.

If four speeds or six speeds are desiralile for touring,

let us have them in the race: but have them in the
A. B.C. or Rudge stock patterns. The belt is clearly

doomed, so far as heavy machines are concerned ; nor
do I fancy that gear changes of the " square gate

"

pattern Avill win against the " long gate " type. You
cannot cross a broad gate with safety whilst you are
cornering at speed.

Only two machines really "conked" on hills in

either race. One was grossly overgeared, and the
other had a standard pre-war engine. Compare these
facts with the "overheating" of which the A.C.U.
complained .so vehemently in their last Six Days Trial.

It is clear that, when the trade likes, it can turn out
engines which neither " dry up " nor " conk." Let the
few firms which are still careless about such matters, on
their standard engines feel the draught of a sturdy
boycott by private purchasers; and "conking" will

pass out of the motor cycling vocabulary.

Steering Design.

At least one firm learnt something about steering

design in the race. If the T.T. is ever held on a

flatter, straighter course, which compels would-be
winners to hold 80 m.p.h. continuously for five miles,

the steering of motor cycles would receive much
attention.

Another set of incidents in the race suggests a

research job for the A.C.U. It provided numerous
brake tests of a genuine character, wholly distinct from
the playful pretences which pass under the same name
in reliability trials. Two special points of keen in-

terest arose. One was the fact that certain brakes
were very liable to jam in the " on " position. (I

miglit add that the brakes of sundry touring machines
are equally prone to become permanently " off," but
before a race such dangerous designs are faked into

safety by their riders.) Two or three men narrowly
escaped violent deatlis from this fault. Another was
outed l)y a Ijrake control, which is not positively

located. 'J'lie customers of ijie firms concerned will

JULY 1st, 1920.

shortly benefit by these little incidents—a sufircient

answer to the cynics whO' fancy that racing does

no good.

Far more interesting was the demonstrated in-

efficienc'j;' of one system, which ajDplies all the jjraking

power on the rear wheel. The men who used brakes on
both wheels could stop more quickly and more safely.

We must admit that many existing front wheel brakes

are tiresome, inefficient, and even dangerous. The rac-

ing unquestionably proved that a properly designed two-

wheel braking system is better than a single wheel
system. When some of the abseirtee firms begin to

design for a win at 55" m.p.h, in 192 1, they will

have to re-design their brakes ; and if they do. not do
it they will not win. George" Dance could not do a

lap in 40m. 13s. if his engine were installed in certain

bicycles of my acquaintance. This rnatter is parallel

to the new interest in braking all four wheels which
some Continental designers of racing cars have de-

veloped. 'The principle admits of no argument, but

the details of its application require much experiment.

Flexibility.

Readers who did not visit the Island may be inter-

ested tO' hear that most of the racers were perfectly

docile in heavy traffic. They started easily, and ran

in very ladylike fashion at quite 'low road speeds.

I should select the Indian Scouts for special praise in

this respect, though I did not notice one sample of

the old type, which travels a furlong on each pop,

takes one hundred yards to start, and cannot be driven

at less than 30 m.p.h.

The A.B.C.'s did not last long enough to tell us

anything about racing on spring frames. As J. L.

Emerson usually binds his up for sprints, I take it

that it is very hard tO' get absolute lateral rigidity,

such as the speed cornerist must have.

In conclusion, little notice need be taken of frac-

tured parts. I know such cases were numerous, despite

all our talk of metallurgical progres.s during the war.

The A. B.C. advertisements have acquainted motor
cyclists with the tests to which steels are subjected
in the laboratory of a modern factoiy. But the steel

makers are just as much hampered by unskilled and
half-trained labour as anybody else. Steels are diffi-

cult to get, and makers have to use what is obtain-
able. They cannot test every piece over all its length

or surface or core. This phase will pass. That a
side valve, or an overhead valve, or a gcarshaft

snapped in the 1920 T.T. means next to nothing.

There will not be many such incidents in the 1921
race, for tlie steel makers will be getting ahead of
their work by then. Still, one wee yarn is worth re-

counting ; anti-racing cranks please note. We en-
countered one designer in the Island who had never
heard of the use of stainless steel for valves!

SOME 1921
Apropos the jjroposals to limit llie 1921 Senior T.T.

'f^ 350 c.c. engines, the imaginative motor cyclist has
much food for tliouf^it. It is now well known; that

a large Scott entry is expected for this race. A small
Scott machine, with cylindcrsSjf 175 c.c. each, would
strike a new note in lightweights. A 350 c.c. Triumph,
U.S.A., or Norton also would be iiitcreslin', while

POSSIBILITIES.
the A.J.S, would merely be transferred to the Senior
class, as would most of the other competitors in this

year's Junior event.

Is ii too much to expect little twin two-stnikes
(vf 250 c,c, total capacity? Such a machine- would go
fa]- !( MU'ct the demand that exists fur a quiet, ilocile,

.ind sniiiiith-rumiing minuil. Vedette.
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SPEED BURSTS IN THE T.T.
Many riders exceed 70 m.p.h. on the descent through Keppel Gate, while the steady climb from the Gooseneck to the Bungalow is

always taken " all out." (1) V. Horsman (3^ Norton) approaching the Bungalow. (2) H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.), whose four-speed gear was
useful on the mountain. (3) Several slight and therefore dangerous bends occur after the Gooseneck is left behind ; the rider is G. W.
Walker, on a 3J h.p_. Norton. (4) The treacherous Keppel Gate, where a wobble spells disaster. E. Longden (2| Dot-Jap) passing

through at speed. (3) F. C. Townshend (3^ Sunbeam) on a fast straisfht stretch of road 1,300ft. above sea level.

A3I_
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A WEEK IN THE ISLAND.

Attractions for

the Aotor

Cyclist that

Abound in the

Isle of Aan.

The Junior and

Senior Races

through the

Eyes of an

Old Hand.

By "ROAD RIDER."

WONDERFUL place, the Island ! I can't

quite make out why we don't stay there for

ever. It offers us every conceivable attrac-

tion to svit every imaginable taste. Income tax at

lod. in the ;£; no duty on imported Indians and

Harleys ; no speed limit (or if there is one, my 998
C.C.- doesn't seem able to exceed it);- air like cham-

pagne ; cheap grub, all of the best and quantity un-

limited. Petticoats? Well, if you are a sober

Benedict like myself, and take your wife, it's jolly

for her to meet all the other fellows' wives, or to

indulge in feminine gossip about the other fellows'

" Stepneys." If you are young, frisky, and un-

appropriated, there are flappers galore. The Manx
^ype—grey eyes, with that Connemara smudge be-

neath them. The Lancashire type, hard hitters in

repartee, witty,

and shrewd..

The yellow-

haired sort in

pink frocks—

I

don't quite
know w here
i/iey come from.

Anyhow, the
man who
couldn't suit
himself along the

front at Doug-
las would be
hard to please.

Golf — for the

.scratch man

—

at Castletown,

or for the
" rabbits " on

the sporting but

too crowded
links at For t

Aniie. Dancing
—the giant b;ilfs

at the I'.ll.'in;

anrl Villa
Marina. Motor-
ing—two lurid

races in a week,
A32

The Gooseneck, where iatl cornering may be done. Reg. Brown (3i Sunbeam) cutting it fine.

flying kilometres on the sea front, a 'gymkhana at

Belle Vue, -and blinding all over the Island, which is

really a small chunk chopped off Cornwall, quite as

lovely and far more accessible. Picture palaces in

every street. Two or three big variety halls with
stars like Wilkie Bard and Florrie Forde heading
the bill. Fishing. Bathing. Flirting. Pre-war
whisky. Pre-war beer. AH your best and oldest pals

congregated within two square miles or thereabouts.

It is a wonderful island, and when you've once been
over, you are not likely to miss a single T.T. until

you grow old and tiresome.

Nevertheless, I know why we don't all go. The
trip includes a sea crossing. My boat was very

crowded. After vainly seeking a seat in. the saloon,

I sa'crifired my pride and my ticket, and perched on

a bollard in the
^^ - ^ — "-»w— 1 steerage. An

elderly Lanca-

! shire damo,
1 travelHng alone,

instantly capitu-

lated to my
jiersonable self.

" Ah've never

crossed t' wattci

afore !
" she

volunteered. 1

expressed s u r-

prise.

" Ah'm' feart

ah'll be sick! "

she twittered.

1 expressed
scepticism. y\n

hour out from
the Mersey she
s ;i i (1, " Ah'm
feeling summon
bad !

"
I

a I 1 e'g c d the

existence o f

.stewardesses be-

low (are there

any stewardesses

ill the steerage?).
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A Wc^ in the Island.

" Ah think ah'll take a little walk." I encouraged

her mightily. As Kipling puts it, " that fell which

fell."

I know also why, having once mustered courage to

make the voyage, we do not settle in the Island. Not

even a munition profiteer could survive a month there.

A hackman, driving a sorry old nag only fit for making

straps of, charged me 5s. for a seven-minute drive

from the boat. I disgorged money in a continuous

stream at this rate during the whole of my stay, and

finally came home two days early and paid my hotel

bill with a cheque. I have a sneaking fancy that if

I once settled in the Island the Manx might cease

to batten upon nie, and admit me to their fellowship

for • plundering the Saxon. I have a notion of

chancing ;£ioo out of my slender patrimony in making

the experiment. Perhaps some day. ... ?

Hilberry Corner.

But this is a motoring journal, isn't it? Rerenom
a nos moiiions. There are just two places to watch

the racing from. One is Hillberry Corner. It is

located at one of the thrill spots of the course. Cars

can take the bend at " 70." What with the men who
know how to tackle it and the men who don't, you

get both the spectacle of sheer speed and that lovely

f;ulp-in-the-throat feeling which the^T.T. charm con-

sists of. Moreover, you sit on a comfortable seat

on a natural grand stand, and lovely flappers bring

you food and drink to suit whatever weather prevails

(I should admit that the Manx climate is as capricious

as a French daiueuse). Of course, I went to Hill-

berry for. the Junior. We_were wholly fogged by

tlie race, as the A.C.U. carefully withheld all. in-

formation about the order of starting. So when three

riders, say numbers 32, i, and 17, passed all abreast,

we didn't know where we were, but cheered for the

best-looking man. There was a rumpus about this

on Wednesday, and a starting list was issued for the

Senior, which I watched from the official stand.

There x'ou have the aid of the huge timeboard and

of a gadget like a cricket telegraph or footer league

half-time board, which tells you how far the invisible

racers have got on the current lap. Also, you see

some real speed down Glencutchery Road, and the

Castrol depots are right under your nose.

The Junior race was too full of might-have-beens

this year. Given a no-trouble run, there was only

one team in it, for the A.J.S. \\'as miles faster than

anything else. Still, it was exciting enough to watch

whether any of them would survive, and if they

didn't, would the careful tactics of the Blackburnes

pay, or would Clark, who had driven his Levis bluer

than any baby was ever rattled along before, stand

the awful strain of such audacious cornering for five

whole laps ? You know the issue—a course strewn

with derelicts, a lame winn'er, two cruisers hunting

liim home, and a fine sportsman robbed of a sen-

sational victory by hard luck on his last lap. A
somewhat disappointing race, crammed with incident.

The Senior Race.

The Senior race was the exact reverse. Everybody
knew George Dance could win if he could last the

cracking pace . which he was sure to set. Alexander
on the Douglas, given a non-stop, was almost as for-

midable. The Sunbeam team manager was afraid

that de la Hay might chase Dance off the Island, and
kill himself in the effort—it was lucky that the start-

ing ballot put a wide gap between this redoubtable

pair. The wizard O'Donovan had been putting the

'fluence over some of the Nortons, and Shaw was re-

puted a champion road man—more " expected, "per-
haps, than the old hand " Duggie " Brown. It was un-

deniable that the Indians were running beautifully,

and clocking most regular laps. Everything pointed

to a smashing race, and we certainly got it. Dance
jazzed off incredibly fast. He lasted one very purple

lap : then another still more purple. Finally, it was
the engine and not the man that failed to stick as hot

a pace as will ever be set. If Alexander's Douglas
had been given all -chain drive, he would have taken

the lead ; but no belt could stand the rip of such

a learaway engine, so he, too, fell out. That left

D. M. Brown in the lead, riding the sort of race in

which the number of laps doesn't seem to matter; it

was clear that Brown and his Norton, like Tennyson's
brook, could go on for ever. So, too, could de la

Hay's Sunbeam. Whether de la Hay was a bit more
of a firework merchant round corners, or whether the

.Sunbeam engine had one ounce more ginger, deponent
knowetli not. But they gave us a top-hole race and a

breath-catching finish, and I am still hoarse.

Kl Quarter Bridge on the .ast lap o: the Junior race Sixth in the first lapand fifth in the Gecond, Cyril Williams

(A.J5.) lumped into the first position at the third lap and maintained it
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A Week in the Island.—

Then the tension relaxed, and we devoted the rest

of the week to more frivolous amusements. I did not

go to the horse races. Experts told me that it is un-

profitable—that if you put ^£5 on a horse, it never

^yins. We all went to the Palace—3,000 couples

Jazzing on a perfect floor in a crush like a Bakerloo

Tube about 7 p.m. is .some sight. Kilometre trials on

the sea front : George Dance doing 75 m.p.h. down
a narrow bottleneck of human beings, with loose dogs

about and the certainty of a frightful holocaust if

-.-he came over.

Then there was the excitement of trying to keep

half-a-dozen appointments at once—a difficult problem

when one's friends are in different camps and every

man is bound to be at some one else's hotel. Did
you promise to take a certain fair lady to the palace?

(Or was it a golf match with her husband ?) then it

was a sure sign that the Editor would send a message

from the Sefton that you were required to attend

some function to celebrate the victory of somebody's

tyres, or belts, or carburetters. Two such celebrations

in one evening help the confusion.
" What would my wife think of me? " is a

question one only asks when the confetti gets mixed
up in the early morning cup of tea while feeling

across the counterpane for one's case of cigarettes.

And by the time evening comes round again one
is fit to enter into impromptu contortionist competitions
against double-jointed experts for the I.O.M. hospital.

Finally, a sea as calm as a ,pond, and a farewell
of fireworks for the rriidnight boat.

Next Year's T.T.
Well, here's to the 1921 T.T. What a -race we

shall have, gentlemen ! The Scott people talk of
entering twenty-four machines. Triumphs will have
to be there, or the Sunbeam will be challenging their

long-established claim to be our premier single.

Harley-Davidsons will be a new ally for the Indians.

Granville Bradshaw will doubtless put in a team of
A. B.C. engines, capable of 8,000 r.p.m. The Rudges

will defend their

1914 title — and
,

they have a -flair

for unearthing three

new first-class jocks

every year. Doug-
lases now make a

34 h.p. The Col-

lier brothers will

hardly be content

to look on. The
Duzmo, as a hot-

stuff sports solo,

must enter in force.

Is the Island big

enough to hold 100

machines of the

probable calibre ?

Anyhow, it should

be sonic race.

SENIOR PACEMAKERS AT VARIOUS POINTS OF THE COURSE.

(Top) U. M, Brown (Norton), who (inlslud second In the Senior race, nt llie Gooseneck, Ramsey. (Left) Noel Brown settling down a(te'

' " jump HR " Unliig Bridge. (Right) G. Dance (Sunbeam) at Ballacralnc

B4
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THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS
OF THE T.T.

^'^aa,,^^

FIRST impressions are apt to be deceptive, and
this remark is especially true of the results of
the 1920 Tourist Trophy races.

A glance at the finishers shows apparently that
niachines designed on standardised '

lines absolutely swept the board,
whereas specialised high efficiency

engines in the majority of cases failed

to finish. This conclusion, though
true, is misleading, for on closer in-

.spection we find that the causes of
iailure were mainly due to the fact

that the violent acceleration pro-
duced by the high efficiency cylin-

ders caused fractures \\\ the trans-

mission or other engine parts.

This points to a common failing

in all early developments: that one feature has been
developed without corresponding attention being paid
to the results. It is obvious, for instance, that a
crankshaft and transmission which have proved to be
sufficiently strong for the needs of a cylinder develop-

It is essentia] that the T.T. competitor

rides as comfortably as possible. The
Brooks New B225 saddle has been designed

for the speed man, and formed part of the

equipment of the winning Sunbeam

Taping on Walker's Norton,
which prevented the valve
nuts working loose

Punctuie-pieventer fitted to Petty s

Norton m front of the rear wheel

A Review of (he More Salient

Features of (he Isle of Man Races from a

Technical Standpoint.

ing, say, 6 h.p. will not necessarily stand up if an
extra 2 or 3 h.p. are coaxed out of a cylinder of the
same capacity.

Oddly enough, a certain amount of valve trouble
was experienced by engines of all types. This is

curious, since, although the fearful gruelling imposed,
by about two hundred miles of road racing is extremely
hard on valves, there should have been no failures

in this respect if suitable steel had been used.

Possibly the unreliability of some present-day steels

is responsible for some of the troubles, though, from
certain remarks overheard in the Island, it would seem
as if one or two manufacturers have not taken advan-
tage of recent improvements which were brought to

ight during the war.

The 250 c.c. class proved something of a walk-

over for the small two-stroke, and the performance
of the Baby Levises was an eye-opener for those

who consider that two-stroke engines are bound
to overheat if driven hard.

In the Junior race we were able to see the little

two-strokes at their best, and, not only that, but main-

taining their best for 190 miles of all-out driving.

Over 38 m.p.h. is no mean speed for a 250 c.c,

engine, but to average such a rate over a tortuous

and hilly course for hour after hour
is indeed a startling performance.
How was it that the little engines

held their tune, and, when stripped

by the examiners, showed, free piston

rings and a wonderful - absence of

carbon? Undoubtedly the answer
lies in the aluminium cylinder con-

struction, the first to appear in the

Manx races.

Long experience of two-strokes and
sound design are, of course, essen-

tials, but I . am sure that Messrs.

Butterfield will agree that without the aluminium
cylinders the performance would have been im-

probable, if not impossible. Whether the particular

cylinder construction used in the race will prove to be
the final form remains to be seen. It undoubtedly has
its advantages, but the " poultice " head type is apt

to require frequent refitting if the best results are to

be maintained.

The consistent rumiing of the Blackbumes was most
meritorious, and
the firm is to be
congratulated on
obtaining second
and third places

with practically

standard m a -

chines. Watson
Bourne is a heavy
rider for the

Aif extension to the

carburetter of North's
Norton.

The drilled

piston used in

theA.J.S.T.T.
machines.

B9
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THE WINNING ENGINES OP THE SENIOR AND JUNIOR T.T. RACES.
A separate head with side-by-side valve gear distinguished the Overhead valves operated by long push rods were an outstanding

successful 3J h.p. Sunbeams. Mechanical lubrication also feature of the 2f h.p. A.J.S. The separate head v^as held down
contributed to their fine performance. by a steel strap tightened by turn buckles.

Junior class, and J. S. Holroyd was inclined to be
cautious on corners, or their average speeds might have
been slightly liigher. After all, it is probable that

the firm was out to demonstrate the reliability of its

products rather than to win.

While on the subject of the T.T. BlacEburnes, which
are the prototypes of a new model, I am inclined to

hope that the outside drive will be retained in future

engines, as the

short crank-

shaft should
help to obviate

torsional oscil-

lations, especi-The exhaust heated induction pipe on
A. H. Alexander's 3J h.p. Douglas. The
arrows indicate the path of exhaust gas

through the heater.

ally if the

crankshaft is

hollow.

Eric Long-
den's Dot-Jap showed a remarkable turn of speed,
but the Diamond team were handicapped by too short
an experience with the three-valve J. A. P. engine. This
little single-cylinder engine, with its two inlets and one
exhaust, quite obviou.'jly was intended for a different

future when it started life in the drawing-ofTicc, but
I am inclined to agree that, if more than two valves
are necessary for a 250 c.c. cylinder (a very ques-
tionable [)oint), two inlet valves and one exhaust are
preferable to the opposite arrangement:^
The Ivy two-stroke was fast and well ridden, but

suffered liard luck in the breakage of an oil pi]ic,

which naturally caused considerable delay.

As usual, the 2.%' h.p. Douglases performed steadilv,

and, if Alexander had not dropped out, there is lio

knowing what would have liapponed, since his old

191/) nirxuit was going |)articularly well.

Tlic A.J.S. '.s were the. fastest machines on (he
course by several miles iier hour, and everyone who is

looking forward to increased efificiency and advance
in design will share with the makers their disappoint-

ment in the fact that, with one exception, the new
machines failed to finish. The reasons are sufficiently

explained at the beginning of these notes, and the

one exception produced perhaps the most sensational

win in the annals of the T.T.

The Senior Race.
Sunbeams, Nortons, and Indians provided the only

finishers, but of the " also rans " there were one or

two interesting performances. Of these the most
notable was A. H. Alexander's overhead vailve Douglas.

The speed of this machine was wonderful, and

it piovided the fastest lap of the day, with the excep-

tion of Dance's second lap. Unfortunately, once

again the trans-

mission was not

equal to the

power of the en-

gine, and con-

stant belt trouble

eliminated this
very promising

performer. Le
Vack's overheail

valve Duzmo had
an extraordinarily

healthy crackle,

and r.-m well up
for the first few

laps. This is i'n interesting engine o.f which more
will be heard later. The A.B.C.'s were not entered

by the nxikers, and Lioth failed to make any sei'ious

shfiwing. Davies's little A.J.S. made a very fine lap,

and his acceleration was terrilic—in fact, it was superior

to that of the majority of the Senior machines.

Cylinder head of .l.A.l'. engine used

on the Diamond machine. Two inlet

valves and one exhaust were employed.
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AN ANALYSIS OF TYPES IN THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.

Started. Finished.

^ I''jsitions.
Junior. Senior. Total. Junior. Senior. Total.

Single-cylinder two-strokes 6 — 6 5
-

5 Junior : 4th, 7th, 9th, loth, nth

Single-cylinder four-strokes 13 20 33 4 II 15
/Junior
I Senior

.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 8th.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, ,4th, 7tb, 8th, 9th, nth, 12th.

FIat"twins 4

z

3

3

7

4

I

4

Junior

/Junior
\ Senior

:

6th.

5th.

5th, 6th, I2th.
V-twins I 3

Overhead valves 5 15

I

2 Junior

;

ist, 5th.

Overhead inlet only 1

Side-by-side valves 7 21 28 4 "u 18
/junior;
1 Senior

:

2ud, 3rd, 6th, 8th.

ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, ?th, Sth. oth, loth, nth. 12th. 13th, and
T-t th

IHEOTTLE EXTEA
'AIE.

EfflAUST
LIFT

The A.J.S.

TUBE

All eyes were on the Indians until it became apparent
that they would not win unless half a dozen leaders

cracked up. Weight was against the Scouts, and they
'were also handicapped by the absence of front wheel
brakes. In spite of this, they performed consistently,

and both D. Alexander
and Hai'veyson were, always
well up. As sole repre-

sentatives of the V twin in

the Senior race, especial

interest attached to the
Indian entry, butjhe single

cylinder again proved in-

vincible. Norton machines
were so nearly standard
that there is little of fresh

technical interest to be
said on the' subject. The
very fact that a practically

standard machine proved capable of giving the winner
a close run for his money, and of obtaining seven
more places, including the fourth position, is sufificient

evidence of the designer's ability and the high effi-

ciency of the firm's standard productions. \Yithout

a doubt the Sunbeams were ideally suited to the

course. They had been designed and built speci-

ally for the work with that thoroughness which is

characteristic of the Wolverhampton firm, and they

were superbly ridden. A separate head is a new feature

for the Sunbeam 3^ h.p., but fix>m the method of

attachment I gather that it was a separate head, from
a constructional point of view, rather than a detachable
head from the rider's standpoint. Not only was the

spam: FEDtIT

BSAKE

OIL

punp

engine a fine job, but 'the gear box also had been
carefully suited to the race, all unnecessary friction had
been carefully eliminated, and the change was notice-

ably sweet.
.

'

_ There are one or two hardy annuals which crop up
regularly at Tourist Trophy
time, but wliich should be
mentioned once again in
hopes of future improve-

ment. As usual, almost

every rider considered it

necessary to tape all the
'

' twiddly bits " to prevent

loss, and the fact that the

winner of the Junior race

was delayed through lack of

this precaution is surely a re-

flection on the present state

of mechanical perfection.

Every time that the Manx races take place, special

provision is made to render lubrication an easy opera-

tion, and, though it may be admitted that the average

rider has more leisure for actuating a pump, he should

surely be allowed the luxury of a handle-bar or foot

control for the pump.
In conclusion, the absence of more trade entries was

most regrettable, though it is not likely to occur again.

There are many lessons which can only be learned by
a close observance, or, better, still, actual participation

in the great event, and a well-known manufacturer

volunteered the information that he had gained at least

^10,000 worth of information from the 1920 races.

Ubique.

CLUTCH

handle-bar, showing the arrangement of the nine

separate control levers.

The Scottish Six Days Trial.

THE sporting, but strenuous, Six Days Trial organised
by the Edinburgh M.C., starts next Monday. Over
a hundred competitors are supporting the event, which
this year embodies many new features. The Trial

will start from Perth instead of from Edinburgh as in

..previous years. The second day includes a run to John-o'-
GroaVs, while the' last day's route starts and ends at Edin-
burgh. As in previous Scottish Six Days, members of The
Motor Cycle staff, with photographers, will accompany the
competitors, and a full description of the trial will appear
in subsequent issues. The six routes finally chosen by the
organisers are as follow :

FIRST DAY : PERTH—INVERNESS.
Perth, Kenmore, Pitlochry, Kirkmichael, Braemar (lunch), Crathie, Torain-

toul, Grantown, Inverness. Test Hills.—.\niulree, Cockbridge, Bridge of
Rrown.

SECOND DAY : INVERNESS—THURSO.
Inverness, Abriachan, Beauly, Dingwall, Lairg (Imch), Tongue, Melvich,

Thurso, John-o'-Groat's, Thurso. Test Hill.—Abriachan.

THIRD DAY : THURSO—INVERNESS:
Thurso, Latheron, Dunbeath, Brora, Lair ;

(lunch), Evanton, and Inverness.

FOURTH DAY : INVERNESS—INVERNESS.
Inverness, Drumnadrochit, Invermoriston, Cluanie^ Glenelg (lunch), Tora-

doun, Invergarray, Glendoe, Inverness. Test Hills.—Glendoe and Man
Rattachan.

FIFTH DAY : INVERNESS—EDINBURGH.
Inverness, Kingussie, Pitlochry (lunch), Ballinluig, Grantully, Weem)

Kenniore, Edinburgh. Test Hill.—Kenmore.

SIXTH DAY : EDINBURGH—EDINBURGH.
Edinburgh, Broughton, Tweedsmuir, St. Mary's Loch, Innerleithen (lunch),

Gifford, Garvald.-Spott, ElmSclough, St. Agnes, Hadding on. Test Hills.—
Talla Linns, Redstone Rig, and Elmscleugb. ,

BIT
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must he accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ANGLO-DUTen TRIAL.
Sir,—Your correspondent, F. A. Hardy, expresses my

thoughts on the above trial, and as captain of the trade team
for two years, I am naturally anxious to ride again for this

country.

I hope the A.C.U. will give those riders who represented
England before a chance of offering their services again,

W. PRATT.

A PINCH OF SALT.
Sir,—I read some time ago a letter from a correspondent

asking if anyone had tried the Scientific American's tip

for decarbonising, i.e., with a teaspoonful of salt put in

the cylinder. As I intended cleaning out my engine the
other day, and thinking the Yankees may have made a dis-

covery—apart from the fact that England was also in the
late war—I tried it : result, nil 1 A. G. GILL.

HAND CLEANSER.
Sir,—Letters have recently appeared in your columns

advocating various cleansing preparations. After repairing

or otherwise handling greasy chains, etc., the hands should

be well rubbed with a small quantity of engine oil drawn
from the tank by the oil-gun or lubricating oil from the oil-

can. If the oil has been well rubbed in, ordinary soap and
water will do the rest. PALE HANDS.
Harrogate.

REUNION OF EX-D.R.'S

Sir.—Your correspondent, ex-Sergeant Schofield, writes

to say he is trying to arrange a D.R.'s reunion. If this

can be fixed up it will be excellent, but may I respectfully

ask our ex-Sergeant why he restricts it all to " 1914 D.R.'s"?

Surely there were some good fellows

who enlisted afterwards, and I can't

think Mr. Schofield considers the old

remark, "Before you come up, chum I"

is fair to all late arrivals.

Derby. UNDER AGE AT FIRST.

BEHAVIOUR.
Sir,—Can you, or any medical ex-

pert, solve the following problem ?

Eastbourne, I believe, is one of the

healthiest spots on the south coast, and

its air jiartu-ularly bracing for invalids

and those generally "out of sorts."

Yet this same air seems to have a

very adverse effect on certain youthful

motor cyclists of a class unfortunately

becoming only too common nowadays.
They spend most of the day riding

up and down the front with open ex-

liausts and the lowest of Brooklands
bars : the machines, needless to say,

arc standard in every other respect.

When Ihuy do stop, at a point in-

variably opposite the bandstand, where
there is always a crowd, llioy loudly

proclaim Iheir ability to c.vcccd 60

in.p.h. And, recently, I witnessed the
extraordinary phenomenon of four up
on a liKlitwerght two-stroke.

I am w(]iidering if there is any cine
fo]' this form of mental dorangenicnt, or

whether all these unfortunate sufferers

will eventually be certified and vanish from a sorrowing world
into an asylum for such cases. The world will sorrow, not

for their loss, but for the very justifiable police activity

which may be expected as a result of this alarming mania.
Eastbourne. NOT YET DIAGNOSED.

LEFT SIDE DRIVE.
Sir,—I hold no brief for foreign vehicles with left-hand

drive, but it seems to me that, instead of making a lot of

undignified fuss, as we now appear to be doing over these

dangerous customers, a better plan would be to look out

for some efl'ective means of eliminating the danger in those
among us. Would it not be simple to make it illegal for

them to be on the road without means of signalling to the
right, by means of a disc or flag on a stick or some other
form of semaphore, to be actuated by the driver in sub-

stitution for the usual hand signal. J. HARRISON.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,—Have any of your readers had the following curious

experience? Whilst riding a 2^ h.p. Levis without the usual
magneto chain cover, I was obliged to stop at the corner of

some cross roads when I noticed that the magneto chain was
no longer in position. I naturally concluded that it had
come off at the moment of stopping and proceeded to look
about for it, but the most persistent search failed to locate

its whereabouts. A cyclist coming along the- road I had
just passed over produced the chain, informing me that he
saw it come off about half a mile prior to the place at which
I stopped. I had ridden half a mile without a magneto
chain. The engine was very hot at the time, and the only
reason I can give is that a piece o'f hot carbon on the cylinder
head was sufficient to fire the charge on compression, but
not sufficiently hot to cause pre-ignition. A. R. JONES.

On ills fastest lap. An impression of G. Dance taking a winding section on the mountain road.
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POLICE PERSECUTION.
Sir,—^The time has arrived when all motorists and their

associations should use every endeavour to stop this waste
of time in seeking technical offenders, whilst real criminals

remain at large. The disappearance of "drunks" has caused

the policeman to look for motorists as a sort of stock case

to help justify his existence.

How can the burgled householder grumble over his loss,

v/hen he contemplates the splended organisation of a "police
trap"—concealed, except for its feet, with ingenuity worthy
of the legitimate stage.

Never have we had such an epidemic of robbery, and
never such vigilance from the police for technical offenders,

who often prefer a case to go m default, the cost in actual

cash being the same, win or lose.

It is full time that motorists urged tlieir various represen-

tatives to do something towards abating this waste of time
—for which thev have to pay. CRICKET.

S.\V.17.

Sir,—May I reply to Mr. Pennington. My letter was quite
plain enough for even the simple brain to take in, if it weis

properly read before, replies of this kind' were written to it.

Mr. Pennington says, "I fail entirely to see where his

grievance is." Does he? Well, I pity his understanding.
Let him read my letter again, and he will see that I complain
of being stopped several times in one day and delayed on
my journeys whilst policemen measure up, and examine
licences, etc. If Mr. Pennington was a long-distance ri'lc'"

he would perhaps get to understand how- annoying it gets io

be frequently held up. I . take a delight in keeping
my machine nice. I never yet had number plates, silencer,

or licence out of order. I have never been a road hog, and
hope I never shall be. I observe ten-mlTe limits as closely"

as I can, and I ahvays take the line that one gets trouble

without being fooiish enough to go out and look for it.

It is all very well where machines are used for merely
pottering about on and riders have time to be wasting, but
when one uses a machine for business, as I do, and has to

ride long jouniej^, then stopping and undoing coats to get

out licences, getting off and putting the machine on the stand,

and being held up whilst policemen play about with foot

rules and poke pencils in silencers all cause delay, and it is

this I object to. If Mr. Pennington had been held up for

half an hour or more whilst a long line of cars and motor
cycles w«re examined on the roadside, then he would take

a different line I fancy. I have had some, and if it has
become so necessary to have these roadside hold-up schemes,
then let us all lave to take our machines to our local police

station, have them examined there, and a card or disc handed
out to us to say that the machines' comply w"ith the regula-
tions. It would then be merely a question of stopping, pro-

ducing licence and card, and going on quickly.

Will he tell me why, as a motorist, I should be subjected
to interrogation of this kind: "Where have yon come from?
Where are you going? When and where was your machine

registered? Have you baffle plates in your silencer? Are
.your numbers the correct size? (Then wait whilst the rule
is run over them.) Have you any endorsements on your
licence?" All of which questions the Motoi* Car Act does
not give any power to the police to ask.

No. The system is wrong, and it is the meek and mild
lambs who tamely submit who are helping us to be subjected
to this petty annoyance. Perhaps Mr. Pennington will now
see where my grievance is, and having re-read my letter of

June 3rd will see that he replied without thought or realisa-

tion of how some of us are really badgered for no useful
purpose at all. R. C. MEASURES.

Sir,—I read with much interest the letter in your issue

of June 17th, signed "The Victim." I spent all last

summer in the Furness district, and covered several tliousand
miles on my motor cycle, and never met with anything but
courtesy and assistance from the police. Perhaps this was
because I am middle-aged and cautious,, and did not blind
through the narrow and winding streets of towns like Ulyer-
ston at even twenty miles an hour. The truth is that motor
cyclists have not too good a name, either in the Lake District
or anywhere else, owing to the selfish propensity of many of

the younger members of the fraternity to "barge" along at'

speed, no matter who else is on the road or hi the street. I

saw a lot o« it in the North, and only escaped several bad
spills by pure luck, owmg to solo riders blinding round
corners at speed, and not always on their own side of the
road. Now I am in the South, where the roads are better
and it is easier for the quieter' type of motorist to get along,
thongh one sees plenty of bad driving here.

I was talking to a car owner at Keswick last autumn,
and he said he considered there were three curses on the
road at present, viz., chars-a-bancs, hired Ford cars, and
motor cyclists.

Though a very ardent motor cyclist myself, I must endorse
his opinion. I should say that " Victim " just about got
what he deserved. E.Q.
Portsmouth.

Sir,—I have read the letter from the Rev. E. C.
Measures calling for help from the A.A. and A.C.TJ.
to fight the petty tyranny of the police. I hope very much
that his call "win be heard and answered by the associations.

The beliaviour of the police is at times quite intolerable,

and we find the men who are supposed to keep peace and
order doing all they can to badger, bully, and create discord
amongst the community.
Policemen in these days are given very wide powers, where

discretion, judgment, and commonsense are needed. These
qualities are possessed only by a few. Reform is needed
badly, and I only hope the A. A. and A.C.U. will act
immediately. C.L.W.

iMalvern.

[Many similar letters on police persecution have been received
which are unavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]

THE 1920 T.T. The assembled competitors at the starting point of tlie Senior race.
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SHOULD BELTS BE RUN IN ONE DIRECTION?
Sir,—About the question which you ask concerning belts.

I may say that I have ridden several belt-driven machines,
and^at present possess a 3^ Eudge-Multi. I have "pulled
out " many belt-fasteners in my time, and have never
bothered which way I replaced the belt. If there is

a difference caused thus, surely a '-ariable belt device Hke
the Multi gear should show it? RUDGE RIDER.
Uppingham.

SPEEDS.
Sir,—ilay I add a few words re the very interesting corre-

spondence on "Speeds." I cannot help thinking that the
Brooklands speed wizards must begin to feel mighty jealous.
"C.B.W.'s" letter, in which he says he obtained a speed
of 70 m.p.h. on an Indian, with' a passenger on the back,
is, I think, really marvellous. Personally, I have experi-
mented with different sized sprockets and belts on my
Triumph, but I should not care to boast more than 55 to
60 m.p.h., over a timed mile and not by speedometers.
Shoreham. TRANCHE DE VENT.

A USEFUL FITTING.
Sir,—I should like to bring to the notice of motor cyclists—two-strokists especially—the remarkable discovery that I

have made in the small accessory market. The article is a
small cast aluminium plug cap, known as " the 0. and J.
patent plug protector and radiator." While in London a
short time ago I called at a suburban garage for a new plug,
and was asked to purchase one of these little articles, which
I did. The cost was quite cheap, I thought, at Is. 4d. each.

I diji not put the protector on my plug for the run back
home of about eighteen miles.

The next time 1 decided to go for a run (my machine is a
Levis) I placed the radiating cap upon my Apollo No. 1
plug. I was amazed with the results !

On the level I noticed very little difference, only that the
engine seemed to keep up prolonged bursts of speed for a
greater distance without making the usual two-stroke rattle
perceptible ; but on hills it was a boon. I can really
recommend the little fitting, and it quite enhances the
appearance of the plug.

I have sincegiven mine to a friend, who is delighted with
the results. His machine is a 4^ h.p. Triumph.

PERCY M. JAMES.
TOLLS.

Sir,—As the increased taxation seems inevitable, could not
some effort be made in your editorial columns and by the
powerful motoring organisations to put a stop to the system
of toll gates that still exist on many bridges on our main
roads and in many places where there are no bridges at all?

Recently while touring in North Wales with a sidecar outfit

I had to pay the sum of ninepence twice within a distance

of two miles. At Sandwich, Kent, on the main Margate and
Ramsgatc-Dover road, a similar sum has to be paid by all

who go over the bridge at the Barbican, except pedestrians
and pedal cyclists.

My liusiness necessitates me going to Sandwich a good
many times during the year, and these sums mount up very
considerably. There are only two roads out to the Isle of

Thanet, which, in a way, is as much an island as the name
indicates, and is a corner of the world, and one way is through
Snndwich. The other road is so bad that on a "joy ride"
all the pleasure is taken away and damage caused to the
machine. Pullen'.i Kml Ar^u.^, one of the local papers, has
already advocated the alxilisliing of paying tolls here, but
np lo tlie present no notice has been talcen by the authorities.
Tlie money collected is supposed to go towards the upkeep
of the bridge, but the balance-sheet at the end of the year
muvt show a very substantial credit, even after the toll-

keeper's wages and all repairs have been paid for. If you
conlil manage to have this pernicions system abolished I nm
enrc yon would secure the gratitude of all motorists.

RirnsKate. A RUSTNKSR DRIVER.
WHERE ARE THE SCOOTERS?

Sir,
—" Where are the scooter.s?" ^ is. .sir, and where is

this wonderful country wi; were all going to live in happy
eviT after this terribln war, and the himse iiroblem, the mass
proluction cars and motor cycles to he ahno«t given away.
This rertainly dofiBn't anBwer your query, Init how is any one
on theje shores to turn out a decent ncootcr at £25 ,it the
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present day value of money? Certainly I agree the principal

makes of scooters are in the neighbourhood of £50, or over,

which naturally is beyond a lot of people, besides being
^
too

much money for such an article ; but one must take into

consideration that a well-known make of "push bicycle" costs

anything around £20 and over, and that without lamps and
beU, etc. I understand the best known make of scooter

cannot be turned out in sufficient quantities to cover de-

mands, but like a lot of things in the "home country," very
little encouragement is given to anything new, it is the
foreigner who makes us see things. (The aeroplane indus-

try in this country before the war is a typical example—the
Germans held almost all "aero" records.) It must be borne
in mind that those using these little mounts are usually

ladies or gentlemen who know nothing about the mptor
mechanism, and therefore at the slightest sign of trouble
they are unable to effect a remedy, and the agent or
repairer has to be sought ; and there are those who buy
these machines who possess cars, and after a few spins

naturally think the little scooter is not so comfortable as

their Eiolls-Royce car, ' forgetting altogether what the
scooter was designed for. These little niounts have still

some way to go before being up to the modern motor cycle

reliability, but let us just think of .the mounts we had fifteen

years ago and the "fun" to keep 'era going! It is essen-

tial to help a young industry with good criticism lest some-
one takes it from us and shows us " what and how to do
it." We must iiot forget the magneto problem at the com-
mencement of the war : as usual, our only source was from
abroad, which caused things to be very unpleasant for quite a

time. HAROLD SOLOMON.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—I have had a great deal of trouble with plugs on my

1915 Levis popular model. I have tried nearly all makes of

plugs, but they have all " konked out " after very little use.

I was recently going through the local repairer's scrap when
I came across an old rusty plug. Having cleaned it and
fitted it to my machine, I have not had the slightest trouble

since. It has most unusual sized points ana the body is

of porcelain. W. D. THOM.

A WARNING.
Sir,—Perhaps a little experience which befell me recently

might be of interest to your readers. I was about to vault

into the saddle of my countershaft machine, when my trench
coat caught in the belt pulley and was dragged right round
the clutch sprocket. I was pulled right down on to the

tank, the engine pulling up dead, leaving me absolutely

powerless to do anything. I tried to get out of the coat,

but was too close to the tank to get my arms out of the
sleeves. Then I tried tearing it out of the pulley, but with
no effect, and I could not even move the bicycle backwards
or forwards. I simply had to hang on until two passers-by
came along and released me by removing the chain -case and
turning the engine backwards. TRANCHE DE VENT.

Shoreham.

I Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists |

By I

Issued in conjunction with Tin Motor Cycle.

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook oi the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, their management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetul " wrinkles " r^nd helptul

hints in regard tu motor cycles. Seventh Edition.
• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A reli,,ble system lor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
Entrland and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into .inil out ol London and .ivoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set ot three, complete in case,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ol Koad M.ips ol England and
Wales, Scotland, ind the Loiuloii District. New
Edition, Just published

Price
net.

a/6

By
post

2/10

2h 2/3

2/- 2/3

5/6 5/10

S/- 5/A (1

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) irom 1 LI l-'FE & SONS Ltd
20, ludor Street, London, K.C.4, or ol leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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Loughborough and Distiict M.C.C.

A reliability trial has been arranged
by the above club to take place on the
4th inst. The course is a sporting one
confined to a thiitj'-five miles radius of

Loughborough.

Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The Carver cup reliability trial to Land's
End will be held on the 17th inst. Full
particulars and entry forms can be
obtained from the hon. sec, Mr. J. W.
Hooper, The Oaks, Wembden, Bridgwater.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

Entries for tlie 100-mile Fitton trophy
reliability trial, fixed for the 10th inst.,

should reach the sports secretary not later

than the 5rd. The starting point will be
at the Town Hall, fii'st competitor leaving
at 2 p.m. The sports secretarv is Mr.
W. Robb, 31, Wheatreyd Terrace, Healey
Eoad, Ossett,

Bargoed and District M.CX.
Two classes, solo and sidecar, were ruji

in the hill-climb held recently at Top Hill,

near Bargoed, the results being as follow :

Solo—1, R. Saunders (4 Douglas), gold
medal; 2, W. Merchant (King Dick),
silver medal. Sidecar.—1, A. Prichard

(4i B.S.A. sc), gold medal; 2, G.
Gregory (7-9 Harlej-Davidson sc), silver

medal.

Stevenage, Hitchin and District M.C.C.
It is proposed to form a club for Steven-

age, Hitchin, and the surrounding -district,

which will hold the above title. Any
motor cyclists who are interested are
asked to communicate with tli-e secretary
(•pro tern.) at the Sun Hotel, Stevenage,
Herts. A meeting is to be called at a
later date. The eliib is to be afhriated-

to the A.C.U., the A.A. and JM.U. -

Cardili M.C.C.

Arrangements have been made to hold
a hill-cUmb on Eiubina Hill, iJA'e miles
from Cardiff, on Saturday, starting at

2,30 p.m. There will be six classes for
solo machuies and sidecars, and the event
is open to members of anv club in the
Welsh Division of the A.C.U. The
course is 940 yards long with an average
gradient of 1 in 7-8. Entry forms and
lull particulars can be obtained from Mr.

,J. J. Boyd-Harvey, 37, Salisbury Road,
Maesteg,- Glamorganshire.

Derby and District M.C.
The results of the hill-climb held

recently by this club at Hazelwood Hill
were as follow : Class 1 (handicap), H.
Dawson (4 Triumph sc). Class 2 (for-

mula), T. Hill (2J Douglas). Class 5 (for-

mula), H. Palin (3J, Norton). Cla^s 4
(formula), G. W. T. Hartwell (3^ Norton
sc). Classes 5 and 6 (formula), G. W. T.
Hartwell (3^- Norton sc). Fastest time
up to 350 c.c, T. Hill ,(2J Douglas) ; over
350 c.c, H. W. Merrill, jun. (3 A.B.C.).

'^eek-end (Tlub Cveitts,

July 1.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Gt/mkhana.
July l.—i'aTmarthcn M.C. and C.C.C. Speed

TrialB. '

JULY 3.—EAST LANCASHIItE M.C.C. OPEN
HILL-CLIMB AT WAVDINGTON FELLS.

July 3.—N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry). Hill-climb.
July 3.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Hun to

Boston Spa.
July 3.—Bath and West of England M.C. Papef-

cliOBG.

Juhj^3.—North Lindsey A.C. Hun to Baslov).
July^3.—Surhiton and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July 3.—Eastern i^alley M.C.C. Surprise Run.
July 3,—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Picnic.
July 3.—imey M.C. and L.C.C. Reliability Trial.
July 3.—Birmingham M.C.C. Litjhttvei^ht Trial.
July 3.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Stevens Cup

Trial.
July 3.—Lancaster, Morecambe, and District

M.C.C. Captain's Run.
July 3-i.—Public Schools M.C.C. Week-end Run.
July //.

—Lancaster, Morecambe, and District
M.C.C. Run to WMtcwcll.

July f, .—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Pe-
liabiUiii Trial,

July If.—Dcusbury and Dist7-ict M.C.C. Run to
Ashopton.

July !,.
—Canterbury and District M.C.C, Speed-
judging Competition.

July I,.—North London M.C.C. Paperchase.
J^ily It.

—North Lindsey A.C. Monsal Dale.
July If.

—Newcastle and District M.C. Team Trial.
July /,.

—Essex M.C. Standard Ride fgualifying).
July I,.—Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.
July If.—Stalybridge and District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
July I,.—Harrogate and District M.C.C Reliability

Trial.
July //.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
July i.—N.M.C.F.V. (Leeds). Run to Hambleton

Bill.
July l,.—N.M.C.F.V (Wolverhampton). Run to

Leamington Spa.
July i.—Reading and District M.C. and "L.C.C.

Run to Wisley Hut.
July li.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Luppit

Common.
July i.—N.M.C.F.V. (Portsmouth) Run to Wag-

goner's Wells.
JULY S-W.—SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
July t.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Cheltenham.
July i.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Paper-

chase.
July 6.—Lancaster, Morecambe, and District

,M.C.G. Competition.
JULY 7.—GRAND PRIX RACE.
July /.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Run

to Coleorton.
July r.—X. Wilts. M.C. and L.C.C. Surprise Run.
July f.

—

York and District M.C. Picnic.
July 7.-Sea/borough M. and M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
JULY r-l.—ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
July 8.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Hill

clim,b

.

July S.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Hill-climh.
July B.—Oxford M.C. Picnic White Horse Hill.
JULY S.-EASTERN VALLEY M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL. _
July 10.—Northern M.C. Reliability Run.
July 10.~M.C.C. Brooldands Meeting.

The Wasps M.C.C.
A new club with the above title has

recently been formed in Cambridge, and
any local motor cyclist interested should
communicate with the hon. sec, Mr. W.
N. G. Phillips, Winslade, Hill's Road,
Cnmbridge.

Grimsby M.C.C.
Several social runs and sporting events

have already been held by this recently
formed club, and a good programme has
been drawn up'. It is desired to form'

a

catalogue library, and any manufacturers'
or accessory dealers' booklets will be
welcomed by the secretary, Mr. H. W.
Crampin, 169, Welholme Road, iSrimsby!

Grantham and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club has just been formed
under the title of the Grantham and Dis-

trict M.C.C. Secretary, L. 'W. K.
Morley, Motor Works and Garage, Great
Ponton, Grantham.

N.M.C.F.U. CWolverhainpton).

Forty-two members participated in the

gymkhana held recently by this club at

Burnhill Green, near Wolverhampton.
The weather was ideal, and a most enjoy-

able afternoon was spent, tea being pro-

vided, at the Dartmouth Arms Hotel.

'Warrington M.C.C.

On Saturday a reliability trial will be
held for the " Melbourne " challenge bowl
over a course approximately 180 miles in

length. All classes of motor vehicles up
to 1,500 c.c. are eligible to compete in this

event, which is open to anyone becoming
a member of the club.

Amersham, Chesham and District M.C.C.

We are asked to state that a motor
cycling club has been formed to be known
as the Amersham, Chesham and District

M.C.C, and the secretary, Mr. V. Good-
win, Heath House, Hyde Heath, Amer-
sham, will be glad to hear from motor
cyclists who are interested.

Northern M.C.

A very successful flexibility hiU-climb
was held recently at Rothbury, the results

being as follow : 5(D0 c.c. solo class, S.

Bell (3 A.B.C.). Sidecar -class, A. Stot-

hard (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc). 'Un-

limited solo class, S. Bell (3 A.B.C.).

The fastest climb was made by J. Orde

(3i N.U.T.).

Luton and South Beds A.C.

Th« results of the reliability trial to

York and back, held recently, were as

follow : Green Cup and gold medal, H.
A. Reyre (5-6 James sc). Gold medals,

C. Bourley (3^ Sunbeam), R. Burley (4

Triumph), D. R. Ciedge (Eric Campbell),
(Jr. Davison (3^ P. and M.), W. Furr (4

Triumph), L. Kell (2^ New Hudson), J.

Wheeler (8 Royal Ruby sc), N. Albon
(2^ Levis), 'W. J. Cooper (5-6 Rudge),
J. Simpson (2^ Hobart). Silver medals,

J. E. Hill (3i Rudge) and A. Swan (2^
New Imperial).

Rugby and District M.C.C.

A 100-mile non-stop reliability trial was
held on the ^Oth ult. on a sporting course

of 33-^- miles, /covered three times.

Results : 1st (silver cup presented by
Mr. L. C. G.-M. le Champion), M. Fox-
ley (7-9 Indian) ; 2nd (bronze medal), J.

S. Turner (6 A.J.S.); 3rd (bronze medal),

F. J. Askham (3| Scott); 4th (bronze
medal), A. H. Hydes (4^ Quadrant).
Special prizes : H. J. Bennet (3^ Peugeot),
silver cup for most sporting performance
on fixed gear ; A. W. Webb, silver medaJ
for fastest ascent of Nevvnham.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle "
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a id. stamjiHi addressed envelo'jc for reily Corresporidentsare urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of refereAce. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked Legal in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Larger Belt Raises Gear.

I shall te pleased if you will

answer the following queries :

(1.) Does a larger belt alter the

gear ratio t (2.) If so, why ?

—

J.D.K.

(1.) The fitting of a larger belt raises

the gear. (2.) If you care to work out
the figures yourself, the reason for this

is obvious. Supposing you have two
pulleys of 6in. and 18in. diameter re-

spectively, for a Jin. belt, the gear ratio

will be 3 to 1. If you now fit a larger

belt on to these pulleys, so that it stands

^in. higher in the groove, the effective

diameter .of each pulley will be increased

by ^in., consequently the gear ratio will

be in the proportion of 18^ to 6^, or

2.92 to 1.

Irregular Running.

I have a 1912 5 h.p. A.J.S.

combination which has been
recently overhauled and pro-

nounced "perfect," but after a

short journey the following

troubles were noticed : (1.) The
machine is very hard to start, often

requiring fifteen minutes' kicking before

anything happens. There is a good fat

spark, and the petrol seems to reach

the engine all right. When the garage
is darkened I noticed sparking all over

the frame, chiefly the magneto lever on

the tank and the gear lever. (2.) I

replaced the old Amac carburetter with

a 1920 one of the same make ; but,

contrary to expectations, the machine
does not go slowly at all. With the

old one the engine did go fairly slowly,

but now.it will not. We cannot find any
air leaks. What number jet do you
recommend? On the old carburetter a

No. 29 jet was used, and ue have tried

Nos. 27, 29, 30, and 32, but there is

very little difference. The one supplied
was No. 30, so I have kept that one in.

—G.J.

(1.) There is, apparently, some defect in

the magneto, but without inspection we
are unaole to tell you what i.s the e,\aot

cause of tlic trouble. It would bo advis-
able to forward it for repair to a reliable

firm of magneto specialisls. (2.) If the
original carburetter gave satisfactory
results, it would have been better to
retain it rather than experiment with a
new one. Tiio fact that the oigino will

not run flowly on the now carburetter
may bo duo to air leaks at the induction
pipe joints, or to an cxcetw of air through
the carburetter itself. You should study
tho carburetter makers' book of insLiuc-
tions. No. 30 ih aljout the correct size of
jot for the old carburetter.
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Scott Gear Adjustment.

-

I shall be much obliged if you

?' will kindly give me information
on the following points relative

1-2-1 to the Scott gear. (1.) After
replacing the gear recently, I

found that the hollow bolt, which holds
the gear in position on the left-hand

(low gear) side, worked loose when the
machine was run. What is the reason,
of this, and how can it be prevented?
(2.) What means are there of keeping the

left-hand (low gear) hub cone in adjust-
ment? It is easy to adjust the cone, but
what is there to prevent the adjustment
altering? It seems to me, for instance,

that screwing up the hollow bolt must
cause the distance washer to bear
against the cone and tend to tighten

the latter.—W.H.
(1.) There is no reason why the hollow
bolt of the Scott gear should work loose

if it is properly tightened up. (2.) This
bolt, when screwed up, causes the distance

washer to press against the left-hand cone

g (which should be screwed up to the end

of its thread), and, in doing so, holds it

iii place. In thus bearing against the
cone the latter cannot be tightened unless
it is very loose on its thread.

A Question of Contract.

When at the Show last Novem-
ber, I placed an order through
an agent for a 2| h.p. two-stroke.

The price and delivery date were
stated on the receipt for my

deposit of £5, bearing the signature
of the agent, and I insisted at the
time that the price quoted should be
shown. I notice these machines are

now advertised at a higher figure. Can
I now insist on receiving machine at

the original price?—F.C.C.
You can insist upon delivery of the
machine at the price arranged, or in the
event of failure to deliver, can sue for the
difference in the price arranged and the

present market price, unless in any con-

tract or any order signed by the agent or
acceptance there was a provision inserted
showing that the price might be altered.

THE T.T. VICTOR.

T. C. do la Hay appeared not to be distressed in the slightest after his 226i mile ride at a

speed of 31.79 m.p.h. Ho Is shown walking in after the race.
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Belt Alignment.

I have a 90 mm. bore twin J.A.P.
engine, to which I want to fit

a Philipson pulley. This engine
has ball bearings one side, and
the Crank case, therefore, has a

large boss on it. It is probable that
the most recessed model of the pulley
will not give the correct belt line. This
does not seem an important point on
a Zenith or with an ordinary adjustable
pulley, where no lateral compensation
is possible for change of gear, and I

would like you to tell me the greatest
reasonable distance that tlie engine
pulley may be set .to the side. I intend
the machine for colonial work, and not
for speed trials. I do not consider
belt wear a serious draw'back.—N.V.O.

We think you will find that the Philip-

son pulley is not made to suit engines
.with a large crank case boss. In order
'to bring the belt into line, however, you
might set over the engine in the frame
by removing a part of the crank case
lugs, and replacing with, distance pieces
on the side nearest the pulley. You
could set the engine from |in. to fin.
off the centre. The belt itself should be
.in perfect alignment on top gear.

Retarded Ignition.

JMy Indian motor cycle is a

?1914 7-9 h.p. two-speed model,
with the makers' carburetter.

-^ Timing as follows': Inlet, opens
dead centre top, closes about

|in. after bottom of stroke. Spai'k
occurs at the top of the stroke when
fully advanced ; and the machine is run

. thus : the exhau.st valve opens about
gin. before bottom of firing stroke, and
closes at the top. Engine takes very
little air ; air slide open about ^in.

W^ien throttle is opened more than one-
third, there is a blow-back through
the carburetter. By . shorting each
plug alternately : front cylinder runs
strongly—back, very weakly. Same
obtains on changing plugs and leads.

AVhen assembled : compression good,
drags back wheel, and can only be
turned over on stand with difficulty.

But, on. removing plug and compression
tap from each cylinder, alternately,
the other cylinder has no compression.
Valves do not stick and the induction
pipe is well bound with insulation tape.
New .washers have been fitted in the
inlet domes. Small discharge pipe, just
behind sprocket on left-hand side crank
case, is missing. Oil blows out ; but
does this affect running in any way ?

I think I have mentioned everything
which might cause the trouble—and,
incidentally, what I have done to trace
it.—G.H.G.

The valve timing of your engine appears
to be correct, but the ignition timing is

far too much retarded. The sparli should
occur when the piston is 8 mm. from the
top of the compression stroke, with
the control fully advanced. Blow-back
through the carburetter suggests a weak
mixture, and this is borne out by the'
fact that very little extra air can be
taken. It would appear, therefore, that
the main jet is too small. The difference
in power, between the front and back
cylinders, may be due to air leaks, either
in the induction system, or at the valve
stem guides. The running will not be

affected by the crank case relief pipe

being removed. We cannot account for

the fact that you get no compression in

one cylinder when the plug is removed
from the other one, and vice versa.

Gear too High.

My machine is a 4 h.p. single-

cylinder with coachbuilt sidecar,

and although the engine is in

good order it will not pull on
high gear. I fitted the three-

speed gear myself, and I have a 20 T
engine sprocket driving a 30 T sprocket
on the countershaft. The pulleys are

i^in. and lY^in. diameter respectively.

JMy own opinion is that a 14 T sprocket
on the engine-shaft would be better,

as I think the gear , is too high.

—

H.W.H.
The present top gear is much too high
and it is unreasonable to.expect satisfac-

tory running on it. A 14 T sprocket will

bring the top gear down to 5^- to 1 ap-

proximately, which, as you suppose, should
be about right for an engine of 4 h.p.

Erecting a Shed.

About a year ago I erected a
wooden motor shed at the back of

my house. I have now received

an order from the City Building
Surveyor to take down and re-

move it within fourteen days. I would
like to ask (1) if I" am forced to do
this, (2) also what steps the authorities

can take if I do not, and (3) what the
Ministry of Health's new regulations
are in I'espect to these buildings ?—W.S.

You should consult a solicitor or an
architect in your town in order to ascer-

tain what the local byelaws are, but no
doubt you had no right to erect the shed
without having a plan passed or obtaining
the consent of the City Building Sur-
veyor. If you have done this, you will

IMPORTANT DATES.
Sat., July 3rd—

First B.M.C R.C Open Meeting at Brook-
lands.

Sat., July 3rd—:-
East Lancash're Open Hill climb.

M^n , July 5th. to Sat., July lOii-
ScDttish Six Days Trial.

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyclist de France et Automo-
bile Club de rOues*, Grand Prix Ra-e
for Motor Cycles and Cyc'.e Cars.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8lh-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July 15th

—

Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Westcliff-on Sea.

Thurs., July 15th, and Fri., July 16lh—
Irish End-to-end Trial

Sat.. July 17th—
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Re'ia-
bility Trial

Sal , July 24lh—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open Trial
at Luton Hoo.

Sun., July 25th, to Aug. 1st —
International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun.. Aus. Isl. to Wed., Aug. 4th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland,

Sat, Aug. 7th—
S.A.C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

Mon.. Aug 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28lh—
A.C.U, Six Days Trial.

Sat., Sept. 4lh—
Scottish Speed Championships at St.
Andrews.
Scott Trial in York5hire.

Nov. 29th Dec 4lh

—

Olympia Show.

be liable to penalties and also to remove

the shed, and will certainly be prosecuted

if you ignore the Surveyor's letter.

With regard to the last paragraph of

your letter, we do not think it is a

question so much of the Ministry of

Health's regulations as the local byelaws.

The Ministry of Health would be more
concerned with houses than with motor

sheds.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

I shall be very glad if you can

help me out of the following

difficulty. I have a 2| h.p. O.K.
two-speed two-stroke, and am
using the petroil system of lubri-

cation, half pint Vacuum T.T. to one

gallon of petrol, Senspray carburetter,

No. 40 jet. The engine is four-stroking

at all speeds, irrespective of the posi-

tion of air and throttle levers. (1.) Is

the fault in the jet being too large and
causing too rich a mixture, as the.

lubrication seems correct? (2.) Does

the petroil system make the engine

more difficult to start from cold? (3.)

As a separate oil tank with drip

feed is fitted, should you advise me
to use this in preference to the petroil

system, or is the latter the most satis-

factory method of oiling two-strokes?

—R.P'.M.

(1.) The jet is certainly too large; try

a 28 or 30. (2.) The engine should not

be difficult to start, even though lubri-

cated by the petroil system. (3.) If a

separate lubrication system is fitted, we
.should recommend you to use it.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

M.^LVKES TO YOKK.—G.B.L.

Malvern, Worcester, Alcester, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Wellesbourne, Southam,
Dunchurch, Rugby, Lutterworth, Leices-

ter, Newark, Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry,

Doncaster, Askem, Selby, York.

Wimbledon to Llaneeris.—B.S.

Wimbledon, Hammersmith, Knights-

bridge, Marble Arch, Edgware Road, St.

Albans, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford,

Stony Stratford, Towcester, Weedon,
Daventry, Ashby, Kilsby, Watling Street,

Webtoft, Atherstone, Faseley, Weeford,

Galley, Crackley, Bank, Atcham, Shrews-

bury, Oswestry, Llangollen, Corwen,
Cerrig - y - Druidion, Pentre Voelas,

Bettws-y-Coed, Capel Curig, Pen-y-

Grwyd, Llanberis.

Worthing to Keswick.—A.C. A.
Worthing, Washington, Ashing, Bil-

lingshurst. Five Oaks, Cranleigh, Guild-

ford, Ottershaw, Chertsey, Stames, Coin-

brook, Slough, Beaconsfield, Amersham,
Chesham, Bovingdon, Boxmoor, Hemel
Herapsted, Redbourn, Harpenden, Luton,
Stopsley, Hitchin, Baldock, Biggles-

wade, Sandy, Tempsford, Eaton Socon,

Buckden, Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Great Gonerby, Newark, Tuxford, East
Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Went-
bridge. Ferrybridge, Brotherton, Mickle-

field, Aberford, Bramham CoUingham,
Harewood, Otley, Ilkley, Skipton, Car-
grave, Settle, Clapham, Lngleton, Kirkby
Lonsdale, Kendal, Crook, Bowness, Win-
dermere, Ambleside, Rydal, Grasmere,
Dunmail Raise, Thirlmere, Keswick.
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The Show.
November 29th to December 4th are tlie

dates decided upon for this year's Olympia
Motor Cycle Show.

Death of Lady Doctor.

Dr. Ethel JlorcUuiiiJ:, 51. D., of Brom-
ley, met with a fatal accident while riding
a scooter. The lady was an experienced
motor cyclist and car driver.

I.O.M. Charities.

During the T.T. week ilessrs. Alec S.

Boss, F. Olai, F. de Veulle, and D. J.

Lynott collected by various means £272
lis. "for Nobles Hospital, Douglas.

The Scottish Six Days Trial.

The popular annual Si.x Days event,

organised by the Edinburgh M.C., starts

from Perth next Jlonday. Over a hun-
dred competitors are entered.

British Plugs.

Apropos the correspondence which has
appeared in our pages concerning sparking
plugs, it is interesting to know that,

although German plugs predominated in

the 1914 races, the British article was
used with success this year. Lodge plugs
were used in the winning Sunbeam
and A.J.S. machines, and we understand
that they were in no way " special," but
supplied in the ordinary way of business.

As a matter of fact, de lay Hay assured
us that the plug he used in the race was
the one with which he originally com-
menced practising.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

So fiucce.ssful were the Illiley Motor
Cycle and Jjight Car Club in planning a

route for their open reliability trjial a few
weeks ago, tl/at they have been consulted
by Mr. T. W. Lough bonnigh, the Secre-

tary of the Aulo-t'yclc Union, with re-

fard to routes tor the Six Days Trial.

)arlington is to be the centre this year,

and a number of routes have been sug-
gested by the Norlh-Ka.slcrn A. A, The
Ilkley club ofTicidls have .xnbmitled a

selection of routes to Mr. Loughborough,
and these are of an oven mfuc j'cmaik-

able nature than the one which the Ilkley

club outlined for their own tiial. If

tliexe routes are accepted, which we
understand is not at all improbable, then
the competitors in the Six Days 'J'rial

arc promised such a test as they have not
before experienced.

Police Activity.

A correspondent informs us that the
police are working a trap in the Palatine
Eoad, between Barlow Moor Eoad and
Northenden Bridge. The surface on this
stretch is in excellent condition, tempt-
ing motorists to exceed the speed limit.

Birmingham Service Motor Cyclists'

Trophy.

Readers may remember the excellent
"welcome home" organised by Birming-
ham motpr cyclists for their confreres
who "went to the war." The committee
have a balance in hand of i3104 7s., £100
of which is to be used to purchase a
perpetual trophy for open competition
by teams of motor cyclists from the
whole of the United Kingdom. The Bir-
mingham and district motor cycling
clubs have been invited to co-operate in

an annual trial. J'or the trophy. The
balance of £4 7s. has been sent to the
Isle of Man Hospital.

Another A.A. Roadside Benzole Supply
Station.

The second of a series of benzole road-
side supply stations to be provided by
the Automobile Association was formally
opened on Tuesday last, at Coombe Hill,

at the junction of the Cheltenham Eoad
with the main road from Tewkesbury to

Gloucester.
The other supply station referred to is

at Aldermaston on the Bath Road, be-

tween Reading and Newbury.

Special Jf^eatures.

THE M.CC. TEAM TRIAL
IMPRESSIONS OF THE T.T.

A WEEK IN THE ISLAND.

Scottish Competition Rider's Accident.

We regret to report that the well

known Scottish competition rider and
Norton exponent, 5Ir. Claude Duncan,
recently met with an accident near North
Berwick. Duncan will not, therefore,

ride in the Scottish Six Days.

To Encourage Cheaper Fuel.

To encourage the use of cheaper fuel

the R.A.C. (the parent body of the

A.C.U.) has under consideration a trial

of vaporisers and other apparatus by
which internal combustion engines may
be operated with alcohol and heavy oils,

other than petroleum spirit or benzole.

Olympia Aero Exhibition.

All types of fighting and commercial
aeroplanes will be seen at the forthcoming
Olympia Aero Exhibition, which will be
held from the 9th to' the 20th inst. The
exhibits will include flying limousines,
amphibious aeroplanes, fireproof planes,

and numerous types of engines and
machines from the tiny 40 h.p. "baby"
to the giant 1,400 h.p. 'bus capable of

carrying a tremendous weight. The
exhibition will.be open on the 9th from
2 p.m. to 9 p.m., thereafter daily from
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. until the 20th.

Fuel supply slalions are still few nnd far hclvvcen In lliis country, althougli m America and

on the Continent tlury arc cominoniy met with. The photograph shows an Enncld outfit at

the benzoic supply station at Cooinbc Hill, on the Tewkesbury-Cheltenham read, the second

to be installed by tlie A.A.
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WOLVERHAMPTON HONOURS THE T.T. WINNERS.
A CIVIC reception was accorded to Cyril Williams and T. C. de la Hay at Wolverhampton

last week in honour of their success in the T.T. races on A.J.S. and Sunbeam machines
respectively. Both winners are natives of Wolverhampton, the winning machines, too,
were made. in the town. Williams is se^n in the centre facing the photographer, and
de la Hay on the right.

Anglo-Dutch Trial.

From Dutcli sources we learn that the
date of the Anglo-Dutch Trial has been
changed to Saturday, August 7th.

E. Lanes, Open Hill-climb.

The East Lancashire M.C.G. are hold-
ing their" open hill-climb on the Newton
side of Waddington Fells, near Clitheroe,
on Saturday. The event _starts at 1 p.m.

The Humber Trial.

The employees of the Humber works
held their second annual trial last Satur-
day, over fifty competitors taking part.
Our observations on this event will be in

next week's issue.

Late Entries in Scottish Trials.

In addition to the eighty-six compe-
titors given in last week's issue, the
following are also riding in the Scottish
Six Days starting from Perth next
Monday :

Geo. W. Lush (3 A.B.C.)
S. Hubbard (2?i H.B.)
A. Lowe (2^/i Calthorpe)
Bainet Gold (2%i Woli)
Rex G. Mundy (Reading Standard)
W. McLelland, jun. (4 Norton)
E. E. Palmer (3 A.B.O.)
E. Porter (3 A.B.C.)
Leslie Guy {3^i Scott)
C. P. Wood (35,4 Scott)
Norman Black i,i\-z Norton)

Found.

i\Ir. G. Northover, a Zenith owner, of

Little Court, Batheastoir, Som. , has a
pair of pliers belonging to a Triumph
rider, who helped him on the -Wiltshire
Downs on the 12th ult.

At Enfield recently Jlr. C. N. Hay,
of 43, St. Hilda's Road, Stoke Newing-
ton, picked up an aluminium dome or
dust cover apparently off a Triumph.
The organising secretary of the M.C.C.

Team Trial (Mr. B. Allan fflll, 1, The
Homesteads, St. James Lane, JMnswell
Hill, N.IO) has a tobacco pouch picked
up on the course.

Race Meeting Postponed.

At the time of going to press, we hear
that the B.iLC.R.C. race meet fixed for

Saturday has been postponed until the
7th of August.

A Tip for Holiday Makers.

Many motor cyclists in goiirg to the
coast send their luggage by rail "to be
called for"; we wish to warn readers
against the danger of losing such luggage.
A member of the staff sent his luggage
on this way, and thieves, using his name,
called for the luggage, and tlie railway
company repudiated responsibility.

21

Obstruction by Char-a-banc.

Li fining a char-a-banc driver for road
obstruction at Macclesfield the other day,
the Chairman observed that there seemed
to be such a lot of chars-a-bancs on the
road to-day that they appeared to be
monopolising the highway, and the bench
intended to put a stop to tlie practice of

char-a-banc drivers preventing ather "cars

from passing.

Ariel Works Staff Trial.

Eighteen employees of Ariel Works,
Ltd., competed in the staff trial or-

ganised by works recreation club, which
proved to be a very sporting affair. All

competitors were novices, no one who
had previously won a prize being allowed

to compete. H. Hughes (5i Ariel sc.)

proved to be the winner, and F. Deeley

(3i Ariel) and H. Betteridge (6-7 J.A.P.)
tied for second place. The course was
almost eighty miles in length.

Innovations in the 1920 Six Days.

The first four davs of the A.C.U. Six
Days Trial (August 23rd to 28th) will be
run from Darlington ;

-- on the fifth and
sixth day the competitors will ride south-
ward to Brooklands, where a half hour
speed trial will be held. A brake test

will be held on the test hill at Brook-
lands, and flexibility and acceleration

tests introduced last year will not be
included.

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

The Naval Trial for the Arbuthnot
Memorial Trophy, which will be held in

the Home Counties ne.xt Wednesday and
Thursday, has- attracted an entry of

twenty-one. The start is from Purley at

10 a.m., and the course for the first day
includes Brasted, Westerham, and other
well known hills in this district, the
luncheon stop being Reigate. On the
second day a similar hilly course has
been planned, finishing at Brooklands
Track.

HH^^^'^^^jJIaMi ^^MH
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AN employees; TRIAL. Ariel Works, Ltd., is the latest motor cycle firm to

organise a trial for its employees. The illustration shows one of the competitors

negotiating a watersplash.

C7
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South Birmingham M.C.C. the Club Champ ons of 1920.
Finish the Course.

Four Complete Teams

No fewer than twenty-eight teams, re-

presenting clubs from all over
England and Wales, fought for the

honour of club champions last Saturday.
The contest was tlie thirteenth of the kind
organised by the Motor Cycling Club for

TIh' Molor C'l/cla Challenge Cup.
From all parts of the kingdom motor

cyclists converged on Tring, the starting

point, the course used being the same as

last year, and including several single

figure gradients with loose .surfaces, and
measuring slightly less than thirty-three

miles. This circuit was coveicd three

times,, tlie competitors thus filing jjast

the timekeepers, Messrs. F. T. Bidlake
and 0. J. M. Walker at the completion
of each lound.
The cimtest was foiiglit out with (larti-

cular keenness—indeed, tlic enthusiasni
appears to grow apace as the years roll

by. Starting first at 1 p.m. was tlie

Coventry and Warwickshire .Motor

Club team, the holders of the trophy,
followed by the Motor Cycliiig Club.
These clubs each hold two shares in

the pi'cseiit tro|iliy, and a win iiy eitlicr

of tliejii wriuKI have resulted in the
tropliy being won outright. Hut trouble
befell one member of each of these two
teams very eaily in the trial.

At the end of the first round seventeen
romplc'le teams were in the rujniing for

the (11)), which number was rediiciMl to

eleven on the second circuit, and fiirllii'r

stops ii'i^ulted ill four learns loriipli'liiig

the course of approxim.Ttely 100 miles

without a single stop. The clubs claiming
this honour are uiidernoted in order of

merit, the final classification being arrived

at by adding the variiition of each rider's

timets, the most consistent running-

naturally scoring. They were the

—

Total
deviation.

m. s.

South Birmingham M.C.C. ... 14 51

Leicester and District M.C.C. ... 15 10

Surbiton and District M.C.C. ... 19 47

Worcester and District M.C.C. ... 22 32

Midland .clubs, as will be seen, scored
heavily, and there will be great rejoicing

this week in Birmingham motor cycling
circles since, the South Birmingham
organisation is comparatively new.

Excellent Organisation.

The lung line of riders at Ihe starting
jKjiiil formed an impressive spectacle, but
confui-iion was entirely absent, as is

usually the case in M.C.C. events, which
are notable for tlieir excellent organisa-
tion. Mr, B, Alan Hill, the trials lion,

sec, may here be congi'alnluled on
receiving .such an excellent entry, and
for the managemenl of the trial geiierally.

Among the riders were the f/ili> of the
moliu' cycling fraternity. T. C. de la

Jlay, the Senior T.T, winner, win- line of

the successful Worcester non-stop team,
(J. Dance (Snnbe.im), who made the faste.it

l.'ijis in the Isle of .Man the previous wcel;,

formed one of the Wolverhampton team,
and J. A. Watson Bourne, this time on
an Ariel, rode in the Sutton Coldfield

A.C. team. Other T.T. men were Eric
Williams, Le V'ack, F. A. Applebee,
Harry Collier, and Noel Brown. Together
with most of the leading riders in relia-

bility trials, it will be appreciated that
those contesting fhe honour of club
champions were in every sense worthy of
the claim. F. W. Applebee was this time
a looker on.

No. 1 man was Sam Wright (3^ Hum-
ber with Co.x Atmos carburetter), captain
of the Coventry team. A team trial

would be incomplete without this well
known rider, who has figured in the
winning team more often tli.-in any oilier
individual motor cyclist.

All the 286 competitors got away well
except the I'liblic Schools .M.C.C. team,
whicli did not nialiire, their places being
taken by a late entry of the (lipsy .M.C.C.
with !i very strong team composed of
A. F. Selby and A. S. Guthrie on Sun-
beams, H. le Vack (3^ Duzino), .J, A.
.Masters (Ilarley-Uavidsoii sc), S. R.
Axfoid (7 Indiaii sc.) and-K. iM. Oliver
(4 Noitoii tn\).

Of troubles en, roMie there were nuiny.
'I'hat was expected, but stops in the first

few milos were not bargained upon.
On Aston Hill -six miles

—

\l. E.
I'ngli, Sutton (2,1 Levis sc.), broke a
chain ; at a bend soon after the summit,
'i'. II, (iihbins, Coventry (ii Acme sc.),
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The Team Trial.

ran into a non-competitor's machine ; W.
H. Egginton, Birmingham (8 Sunbeam
sc), broke one of the new chains with
which he had equipped his machine just

to make sure ! A. B. Chapra.an, Sheffield

(Brough), sooted a plug at fourteen miles;

S. R. Axford, Gipsy's (Indian sc), punc-
tured—likewise Lloyd (model 4 Triumph).
And so the weeding out process continued.
One wondered how the ten competitors
with only one brake were faring on the
steep descents around Dunsmore. After
Duusmore, the riders filed past the
eastern entrance to Chequer's Court, the
residence of the Prime JNIinister, turned
left at Butler's Cross on to Princes Ris-

borough, and lefi up Whiteleaf Hill, down
Kop and up Pink Hill. Whiteleaf is

quite steep and very rough on the right

hand bend where the steepest gradient

is encountered. Here, A. Wvatt, Nor-

S. Sharratt (Indian), unfortunately suffer-

ing a dry skid when going fast on the

bend approaching Aston Hill. He, Hke
Gibbins, of Coventry, and others re-

mounted and continued, though the rules

provide that any competitor stopping

shall there and then withdraw. One
rider who shall be nameless, clean baffled

the numerous officials around the course,

by passing on the first circuit with a flat

tyre, and repassing next time with a

hard tyre ! The spectators imagined that

the rider had accomplished a non-stop
run, not so the wily observers! The
Bedford team were unlucky in the second
circuit. All the team, including Crawley,
Hines, Collins, Cocker, Green and Rycroft,
were riding 1920 model Triumphs, and
made a great - show on the hills, but
Collins claims to have hit a cow which
bi'ought him down, but continuing he
recorded a " traffic " stop on his card.

The judges, however, decided that a traffic

stop is something different from a traffic

collision, and his mileage, therefore,

counted to that point only. Ealing lost

Tilt (Triumph) with a sooted plug, and
the Blaenavon M.C.C. (Mon.) lost Evans
(Matchless sc.) with a puncture on the
second round.
At intervals it i-ained slightly^-quite an

unusual experience on M.C.C. team trials,

which have been invariably associated
with sunshine and dust. Birmingham
suffered a second stop, R. W. Duke, who
has many team trials to his credit, stop-
ping with a sooted plug following one of

the many steep descents.

Four Seconds Vaiiation.

The timekeepers reported remarkably
regular running by many riders, who, no
doubt, realised that more than one team
would get home complete, necessitating

F. A. Applebee (Indian-Scout) and F. Thorpe

(2i Douglas), of the Essex IVI.C. team, and

S. Crawley (4 h.p. Triumph), Bedford and

District M.C., on the hairpin turn into the

Missenden-Wendover road.

folk (4 Douglas), stopped, and Noel

Brown, Liverpool (4 Norton sc), suffered

from clutch slip—his machine was brand

new and had not really been run in.

On Pink Hill, L. Kell, Luton (New Hud-
son sc), stopped, ran back a yard or

two and restarted. The route, splendidly

arrowed at every doubtful turn—thanks

to Messrs. W. H. Wells and F. T. Bid-

lake, now led through Hampden Park to

Kemble, where there was a sharp left

turn just short of Missenden, and a turn
right, via Lee, St. Leonard's, Choles-

bury and Wiggington, down another
steep hill and left again to the starting

point.

Non-stops on Punctured Tyres.

Keen to uphold their teams' record, the
second lap saw one or two continuing on
flat sidecar tyres, and quite a number
gained non-stops by continuing when
punctures occurred in the final lap. The
hopes of the M.C.C. were dashed by T.

,. ,&&*,i.

-, '^r

On Pink Hill. The steepest gradient immediately follows the bend depicted.

eg
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H. Poynton and E. Stobart, of the Sutton Coldfield and N. Birmingham A.C., both on James sidecars, on the bend of Pink Hill.

consideration of the regularity of lap
times. E. A. GoIIiver, for instance, com-
pleted two laps in precisely the same
time, and was but four seconds out on
the other. As a team the Coventry club

rode mot', regularly, all appearing to

leave the timing to the leader of the van,

the imperturbable Sam Wright. Harry
Collier (Woolwich) stopped on Aston Hill

due to a plug terminal moving and

causing a short circuit with the induction
pipe. Mundy (Surbiton) arrived with
a flat sidecar tyre on his Martinsyde-
Newman, and so enabled his team to

finish intact bedecked in their picturesque
blue tammies with tassels complete !

Symons, Rochester, and Giles (A.J.S.)

also rode on with a flat back tyre.

As the finishing line was crossed and
the team representatives were able to

compare notes, it was amusing, yet sad

!

to observe the chagrni of teams of five to

learn for the first time that the sixth man
had retired. This happened in several

instances, and the poor unfortunate had
usually departed—home, crestfallen no
doubt, but preferring not to await the

"sympathies" of his colleagues!
the North London il.C.C. was another

club which lost one man only, thanks to

/

(L-.-(l) A. B. Chapman (5-6 lirough sc), ShclTield and HallamshircM.C.C, Icadin;? F W. Baker and P. W.White, of the Cambridge and [district

MC.C , both on Sunbeam sidecars. (Right) Eric Williams (3i Sumbcam sc). ot the Worcester team, passing F, A. Jclks (6 Zenith).
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The Bedford and District M.C. team all rode Triumphs. Here they are seen near Aston
with S. Crawley (solo) and J. Cocker (sidecar) in the foreground.

R. H. Baxter (2^ Radco) completing the.
last fifteen miles on a flat back tyre after
making clean ascents of all the test hills.

It was nearly eight o'clock when the
last man arrived home, and an hour or
so later the provisional results were issued
showing that four teams had clean sheets,
their positions being as follows

:

Club Champions of 1930.
SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.

Deviation on time, 14m. 54s.

B. Kershaw (2% Verus)
G. Denley (2% Velocette)
B. Bird (31/2 B.S.A.)
H. S.^ddington (6 .lames sc.)

H. Uzzle (31/2 B.S.A. sc.)

F. Walker (4 Triumph sc.)

The Runners Up.
Each team member accomplished a non-stop run.

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

Deviation on time, 15m. 10s.

A. Wooding (4 Sunbeam)
. J. Willcox (31A Rudge) ^

W.. C. Pvm (4 Douglas)
Will Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc.)

R. Harris (4 Norton sc.)

H. Pole (8 Morgan c.c.)

SURBITON AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

Deviation on time, 19m. 47s.

R. G. Spiliins (7-9 Harlev-Davidson)
R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph)
L. T. Gilson (8 Zenith)
R. C. Charlsworth (8 Zenith sc.)

H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.)

Rex Mundy (6 Martinsyde-Newman sc.)

WORCESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

Deviation on time, 22m. 32s.

E. W'ilUams (S'A Sunbeam sc.)

J. Westwood Wills (2% Verus-Blackburne)
T. C. de la Hay (S'A Sunbeam)
J. A. Chadwick (S'A Diamond)
E. -W. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S. sc.)

J. Dudley (3Vj Sunbeam sc.)

The judges were Messrs. R. H. Head
(appointed by the M.C.C), W. Cooper
(appointed by the A.C.U.), and Geoffrey

Smith (appointed by the donors). The
chief marshal was i\Iajor L. A. Baddeley,
M.C.

NOTES ON THE TRIAL.

The same course a_s last year was
employed? It was better observed than
before, and each observer had an official

number denoting the post at which he
was on duty. It was an excellent idea

and worked admirably. The arrowing
was very well carried out.

Being mostly over by-roads the dust
was trying at times, but later it was laid

by occasional showers. This, by the

way, is the first team trial of the four-

teen previously held during which rain

has fallen. The surface was pretty rough
on most of the hills. ,

The start took place in Cow Lane, so

we were told by a Tring policeman.

Naturally there were no cows in this

lane during the afternoon, but"—these
animals were reported elsewhere on the

course, and it was said that one pre-

vented a club from finishing with a clean

record.

Nine machines started without two
independent brakes as required by law.

These improperly equipped motor cycles,

which are almost_ invariably ex-Govern-
ment stock, may prove an expensive in-

vestment to those riders who have their

defects noticed by promotion-seeking
policemen.

Each rider carried a number card

which also bore the abbreviated title of

his club. Some were distinctly puzzling,

and it required a few moments thought

to recognise BLVN, and STN CLD. In

fact a few Welsh entries might have
caused serious trouble.

The weather, from the competitors'

point of view, was ideal. There was just

sufficient rain to keep down the dust—

a

big factor with-2(X) machines on a thirty-

mile circuit.

The enormous popularity of the single

was again demonstrated. Triumphs pre-

dominated : one club— Bedford and

District—used them exclusively.

It was noticed that, despite their small

tanks, none of the two-strokes earned

extra fuel. On the other hand, the big

single soloists almost to a man carried

ail extra quart or two—in receptacles

ranging from a German water bottle to

a half-gallon Vacuum tin. Auxiliary

tanks were not much in favour.

Has the M.C.C. given up the idea of

finding a more difficult course, and, as

one unfortunate suggested, contented it-

self with "improving" last year's by the

judicious use of some hundredweights of

old nails?

One competitor caused some amusement
by fixing his number to the sidecar wheel.

From the distance it resembled a burst

tyre sailing round—probably the true

source of the rumour that a sidecar was
carrying on in that state.

The Motor Cycle Challenge -Cup—=a

Trophy coveted by all keen club men.

The holders are regarded as the club

champions for the year.
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The Hour Record
Broken.

67.93 Miles covered by J. L. Emerson

on an A. B.C.

J. Emerson (A.B.C), after establish-

i ng the new hour record at Brooklands.

He covered 67.93 miles in the hcur,

beating G. E.

Stanley's (Sin-

ger) 1912 record

by 3 m.p.h

IT is well known that tor some time

past J. L. Emerson has been casting

longing eyes upon the hour record.

The previous distance of 67.44 miles per

hour in the 500 c.c. class has stood to

the credit of G. E. Stanley on a Singer

since October 13th^ 1912. On Saturday,

the 12th ult., Emerson, mounted on a

flat-twin A.B.C. motor cycle, attempted
the record, and had actually completed
nine laps at record speed when a severe

thunderstorm occurred which put an end

to any further riding that day. For
three "laps Emerson averaged a speed of

71.5 miles an hour. '

A second attempt to capture the re

cord was made immediately after the

conclusion of the. B.A_R.C. meeting on

Saturday, the .19th ult. With Mr. A.
V. Ebblewhite as timekeeper, Emerson
at once began to reel Off laps at a speed

in excess of 70 miles an hour, but stopped

on more than one occasion, so that

eventually the distance traversed in the

honr was reduced to 67.93 miles. Actu-
ally, his 400 c.c. machine is capable of

a- record in excess of the mileage with
which he is credited, by reason of the

une.xpected stops which were experienced,

and it is confidently expected that should
any other racing motor cyclist beat the

new figures, Emerson will make a fur-

ther attempt to regain the coveted record.

The A.B.C. machine was fitted Avith

Palmer tyres, a C.A.V. magneto, Flexr
carburetter (described in The Motor

C'l/dc of April 15th, 1920, and made by
Messrs. Jones and JNIarchant, 1, Baker
Street, Weybridge), and Renold chains.

He used Pratt's spirit and Wakefield's
Castrol"R." This lubricant was also used
by ilcNab (when he broke several long-

distance records on a Wooler) and "not the

oil mentioned in the report.

Amateur Breaks Four Hour Sidecar Record.
42 62 Miles per Hour for Four Hours on a B.S.A.

AT 10 a.m.. on Wednesday, June
23rd, Captain iNIaurice C. Breese,

astride a 3^ h.p. B.S.A. and side-

car, made a successful attempt to break

the four-hour record in class G for motor
cycles and sidecars, the cylinder capacity

of which does not exceed 5C0 c.c. The
previous record was held by H. Riddell,

on a Zenith-Cireen-Precision, whose aver-

age speed was 42.42 miles per hour.

Captain Bxeese, who is an amateur rider,

covered a distance of 170 miles 862 yards
in four hours, at an average speed of

42.62 miles an hour. He had no less

than twelve .stops catised by an oily belt,

whilst a twenty minutes halt was
necessitated in the last hour by the same
trouble. Special draught shields were
fitted which, he states, aided considerably
the cooling of his engine. These shields

were made of thin sheet steel and placed
in order to direct the air, on one side,

over the exhaust pocket and, on the
other, over- the side of the cylinder. He
completed one circuit at a speed of

50 m.p.h.
Amongst the equipment used was a

special oil tank to provide increased capa-
city, whilst Wood-Milne tyres and belt,

Cooke plugs, Wakefield Castrol oil,

Shell spirit, and Middleton sidecar were
, employed.

4262 M.iMi. WITH SIDECAR FOR FOUR HOURS.
On Wednesday, June 23r,l, Capt. Maurice C. Breese broke the (our-hour record in

Class (1, for sidecars under 500 c.c. cipaclty His average speed was 42'62 m.p.h.

T.T. PHOTOGRAPHS.

Copies of prints ol the Tourist

Trophy Races by

|yj[0lf([M^ILJS

riiotographers may be obtained

from "The Motor Cycle" Offices,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, at ||

the. foUovi'ing terms:

Half-plate, unmounted. 2/-

„ mounted, 2/9

Whole-plate, unmounted, 2/6

,, mounted, 3/6

riO
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
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High Speeds in the 100 Mile Races

Four Records Broken.
L

THE 2| Blackburne followed up Us

success in the Junior T.T. by win-

ning the 359 c.c. 100 miles race at

Brooklands last Saturday. This event

and the "Senior" race for a similar

distance attracted the greatest interest at

the B.M.C.R.C. meeting.

Eighteen riders faced the starter, Mr.

A. \'. Ebblewhite, for the former event.

From the start, K. B. Ware (N.U.T.-

J.A.P.) and E. Kickham on his o.h.v.

Douglas were well to the fore, whilst T.

Eve (Matchless), whose performance is

usually interesting, was not up to his

previous form, but W. A. Jacobs (Singer)

settled down in his usual manner for a

steady and consistent speed.

Two Woofers were entered, one piloted

bv F. A. McNab, the recent long-distance

record breaker, and the other ridden by

The start of the All-comers' Handicap. This race was won by

Hi R. Harveyson (Indian).

J. F. Hall, who experienced trouble in
the fu-st lap and was delayed for a con-
siderable time.

^^ are and Kickham kept well in front

of the field, but the latter halted towards
the end of the second lap to eiiect repairs,

and lost two circuits. These positions
were again altered when Ware was forced
to stop through rear wheel trouble. J. S.

Holroyd (Blackburne) now gradually
crept to the fore, and soon became the
favourite.

A Blackburne Success.

R. E. L. Saunders (Green - Precision)

retired. in the third lap. Tudor Thomp-
son, whose Douglas had been missing
badly, halted tc^ fit a new plug in the

nineteenth lap. These halts now left

Holroyd, Eve, and Jacobs without serious

competitors. Eve was, however, still slow,

but Jacobs was lapping at high speed.

Holroyd, not having refilled his tank,

had some distance in hand, and Eve s

.chance depended almost entirely upon the

fact that the Blackburne would, sooner

or later, require replenishments.

With only two laps to go the Black-

burne halted. His machine was filled so

quickly, however, that he still retained,

his leading position, and passed the finish-

ing line amid cheers, the possessor of the

five-guinea cup offered as first prize. His
average speed was 52.88 m.p.h.

T. Eve secured second place, followed

by Jacobs, who, incidentally, broke the

Major J. Woodhouse (Matchless-M.A.G.), after setting up a new
100 mile record in Class C.

]. S. Holroyd. who rode third in the Junior T.T.. won the

350 c.c. 100 mile race at an average speed of 52.88 m.p.h.
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Racing at Brooklands.

—

following records : 100-mile in Class A,
raising the previous record held by N. D.
Sclatter on an Alcyon from, 42.33 to 48.79
m.p.h. ; his own one hour record, in which
his speed was 49.47 m.p.h., as against
45.23 m.p.h. ; and the two-hour, helcLby
Sclatter, the speed being increased from
42.45- m.p.h. to 49.04 m.p.h.

J. AVoodhouse (ilatchless), E. Porter,

and J. Emerson (A. B.C.) were well to the
fore in the eighth lap. E. C. Chawner
(Sunbeam), however, retired.

100 Miles "Senior T.T." Race.

The Senior event proved to be a most
exciting race, in which there w'ere fifteen

competitors. V. Horsman (Norton) sus-

tained a broken petrol pipe in the first

lap, whilst S. L. Bailey's chain broke in

the fourth.

H. R. Harveyson (Indian Scout) was
making excellent speed, and as the laps

were reeled off, it became clear that the
race was in the hands of Woodhouse

(Matchless), Emerson (A. B.C.), and
Harveyson (Indian Scout).

In the twenty-fifth lap Woodhouse led

Emerson, but a replenishment stop

brought him level with the latter when
starting away. Meanwhile Harveyson
was still going well. The * proximity of

the riders and the strain of the distance

covered prompted the question as to

whether Emerson would be able to retain

his speed and rob the Indian of

the second jilace. The- A.B.C. passed
the grand stand with a flat tyre.

Undaunted, Emerson pluckily carried on
and passed the finishing line well ahead
of Harveyson. Woodhouse (Matchless)
finished first.

Class C Records Broken.

The fourth and fifth finishers, who
with Emerson and Harveyson secured the
club plaque, were G. S. Smith (B.S.A.)

and Laurie Bailey (N.U.T.).
J. Woodhouse broke the 100 mile

record in Class C, previously held by J.

Emerson (Norton), whose speed was 64.27

m.p.h., and raised the speed ter 69.58

m.p.h. He also secured the five guinea
cup.

The All-comers' Handicap.

Other races on the programme in-

cluded an All-comers' handicap for solo

and sidecar machines which was run off

in two heats. S. L. Bailey (Douglas)
won the first, followed by J. Woodhouse
(Matchless) and E. Porter (A. B.C.),
while Had-veyson (7-9 Indian), D. H.
Davidson (Harley-Davidson), and E."

Remington (Jlatchless-Jap) were first,

second, and third in the second heat.
The final was obviously a match

between Harveyson (Indian Scout) and
Woodhouse (ftlatchless) ; the former
winning, with jBailey tliird.

D. H. Davidson (Harley-Davidson sc.)

won the Surbiton handicap at a speed of
52.84 m.p.h., R. Kaye Don (Norton) and
Harry Martin (Matchless) being second
and third respectively.

RACING ON THE FORESHORE.
The 5outhport A.C. Successful Speed Trials.

THE superiority of the small high effi-

ciency engine over that of large

cubic capacity for short si>eed

events was again demonstrated last

Saturday. At the speed trials organised

by the Southport A.C., on the sands, two
A. B.C. machines ran away from the field

in all the solo events, beating in some
cases those of 1,000 c.c.

Each time they got away smartly, and
by rapid acceleration obtained such a

lead that they crossed the line before the

larger machines had got into their stride.

Tlie course was a measured mile on
the Foreshore, the sand being dry and
firm, though rather uneven. Ropes on
either side prevented the large crowd of

sjiectators from pushing forward in their

endeavour to get a better view.

Good entries were received for the

various classes, the majority of which
were eliminated in the preliminary heats,

leaving a mere handful of men to contest

the finals.

Close Racing.

Quite the most spectacular performance
was put up by the two A.B.C.'s ridden

by Whalley and Russell King. During
one of the heats they came roaring down
the course side by side; the machines-
might have been joined together so close

were they to each other. They kept
dead level until the last few yards, when
Whalley just managed to pull ahead.
H. Mason, who was second in class 3

and fourth in class 4, was astride the
T.T. Norton, ridden in the Senior T.T.
by V. Ol.sson. His best time for the mile
was Im. 8Js., while 0. Carter, wiruier
of the sidecar event, rode a machine
liuilL by hiMisclf and fitted with a 3i
h.p. o.h.v. .I.A.I*, engine.
An unfortunate accitlent, which marred

an otherwise enjoyable aftornoon'.f sport,
occurred during the unlimited solo heats.
J. Taylor, riding a big Harley-I)avi<l8on,
got- into soft sand soon after starling, and
falling heavily sustained injuries to the
face. P. C. Iloylc (Zenith), who was
following, pulled up immediately and

K8

The two A.B.C. riders, who between them won the three solo events,

which was a neck and neck race to the finish

went to the injured ridtr's assistance,

the latter being eventually conveyed by
car to hospital. His injuries, however,
were not nearly so severe as they first

appeared.

The Scooter Race.

Four entries were received for the
.scooter race, though oiily two faced the

starter, these being J. Critcbloy (Mobile
Pup) and H. Morris (Kingsbury). The
event, which amused llie crowd con-
siderably, proved an easy victory for

Critchley, who won by several hundred
yards. 'I'he fastest lime of the day was
made by Whalley (3 A.B.C), who covered
the mile from a, standing start in 1 min.

5J eccB., averaging 56.5 m.p.h. He rod©
very consistently throughout the meeting,
his total variation in times being only

11 BCC8.

The results were as follow :

Class 3.—Solo. 500 c.c
1. JI. EusscU Kine (3 A.B.C.)
2. 11. Mason (S','- Norton)
3. F. Collard (S'o Rudee Multi)
Time, Im. 6Js. Speed, 54 m.p.h.

Cl.\ss 4.—Solo, 750 CO.
1. — . Whallcv (3 .\.n.C.)
2. Tl. Russell Kine (3 .\.T).C.)

3. V. Collard (3i... Itudgc Multi)
Time, Im. Sfs. Speed, 56.5 m.p.h.

Class 5.—Solo, Unlimited.
1. — . Whalley (3 A.B.C)
2. E. C. Kcroyd (4 Triumph)
3. V. Collard (3V. Rudijo Multi)
Time, Im, 6is. Speed, 54.3 m.p.h.

Class 6.—ITnlimiled Sidecars

1. O. Carter (3i..'. O.K.-J.A.P. Be.) ..

2. W. a. Life (3 Zenith bc.)

3. E, JU Clilton (7-9 Harley-Davidson
scM

Class 7.—Scooters.
1. J. Critohley (Mobile Pup)
2. 11, MorriH (Kingsbury)

Speed, 14 m,p,h.

Formula.
Im. 20^3.
Im, igjs.

Im, 18j3.
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The ROYAL ENFIELD Two-stroke Lightweight.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD.

Described by " Motor Cyclms as

"ESSENTIALLY A NO
TROUBLE M3UNr."

Specificat'on includes the Enfield

two-speed and free engine gear, all

chain drive and A.IM.A.C. single

lever automatic caiburetter

Send lor price and complete specification

Head Office and Works: - - REDDITCH.
London Showrooms : 48, Halborn Viaducb, E.C.I

I71 ansu'crina these advertisements it, is desirable to mention "The l\!atnr tliirle. C23
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Hark back
to 1914-

Do you remember the T.T. Race wliich
took place in that year ?—Of course you do

!

Possibly you remember, too, that the

1914 T.T. Winner was

JOHN BULL BELTED
If your memory serves you so well—good.
If it doesn't, we are here to remind you of
the fact—to again recall the remarkable
performance of Mr. C. G. PuUin (the
winner) who covered the

225 miles at 50 m.p.h.
adding practically two miles per hour to
the previous record.

Mr. Pullin established that record

without touching the John Bull

Belt throughout the run.

So much for the most excellent qualities of
the John Bull Deep Drive Belt.

JOHN BULL TYRES
are just as good—they are capable of ser-
vice second to none—and the man who
rides them knows it too

!

How about getting particulars from your
agent ?

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO., LTD.,
LEICESTER

lOlIN BULL DEF.P
J^RIVR liELT—Pulliii's

f.'ivoiiritc ani — THE
JOHN DULL RID
STUD ,TYJ<Ii— cvcry-
l/Kly s pal I

Money back in

lull if they fail

'n: any point.

"Ixion" knows how to keep dry!
" Finally I bought a first-grade suit of grey oilskitis made bv Barbour,
" of South Shields, and loiind 1 could ride my 200 miles of a trial,

"stand in a steady doimipoiir through tivo hill-climbs per diem, sit oji wet
" grass banks whett uiy legs wearied, and get ijito the hotel at night bone-
" dry ; moreover, 1/ iJie oilies were hung up overnighi it^ a' wall-less

"stable for the draughts to play around them, they were invariably tone-
"dry long befm-e the first competitor got away next morning"
"Ixion," in his Occasional Comments—"Tlie Motor Cycle."

Beacon Oilskins
NEVER GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep you as
dry as it does "Ixion," and will enable vou to
drive all day against wind-driven 'Rain and Sleet
without letting you get wet or chilled.

Black double lightweight Jackets with windcuffs,
double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 30/-
Semi-buttoned Legging Overalls, 17/5

SUIT COMPLETE (O 47/6
In Bronze Grev—Jackets, 35/-. Semi-
buttoned Legging Overalls, 20/- Suit
complete post free. 55/-; with Sealed
Trouser Overalls in place of leggings, 60/-
and 68/6 the suit respectively.

Prices given are for Jacket length 33". For
36" and 39" length please add 2 /6
and 5/- per suit respectively.
Overalls ; prices are for 28" to 33"
inside leg, and for Seated Over-
alls up to 40" waist.

PoRMQe Free U.K. ; extra abroad
(A How alst'y ex'tra time for special
Seasoning of Overseas Orders. ^-

To order, kindlf/ state colour iieeded.

(live, jacket length, chest and inside lea

vieaMircs. and enclose remitiance,

ILLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE
Send a postcard to-day for this

T^ooklet of " \Veather Comfort."

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.,

26, Beacon Buildings, /ctk

South Shields, England, (i)^

-BARBOURS

t§ki^^

THE COMFORT
of the Motor Car is fully realised in the

CANOELET
SIDECAR

MEAD & DEAKI
Patentees & Manufacturers,
RUSHEY LANE. TVSELEY,
BIRMINGHAM - ENGN

//( (inxwcnmj tltesc advcrllstmcnln It ft rfrniraOtr U> mrnti„n ' The M,>t,>r Cj/rh:
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No More Lightless Lamps i
!

The EVANS'
"StiUalite"

Single Burner, 3/9.

Inventors and Manufacturers :

EVANS BROS., LTD.
137, Clapham High St.,

LONDON, S W.4

I

EVANS' " Sti!la!ite" Emergency Lights tor Motor Lamps make
carbide and oil lamps give forth their light agam. The

' StiUalite " can be filled from the petrol tank or can, and can

instantly be dipped on to any burner. A match lights up a surprisingly

strong light that v/ill last for two hours—ample time to get home, or to

the nearest gareige

Strongly made, the " StiUalite " Emergency Lights will last a lifetime, and save their cos'

oyer and over again in "fines," " expenses"—not to mention the awkwardness
o{ being without them when your lamp " gives out,'

with Double Buraer. giving
double as bright a hght '

Single Burner with Special
Adapter for Side Oil Lamps

Single Burner

5/3

4/9

3/9

Order one or more ot the type or types " Stiilaiites ' you reouire—"On Appro."—
money back li not delighted

AT ALL MOTOR DEALERS AND GARAGES
or, iE any difficulty in obtaining* write direct to

the inventors and manufacturers

I IIIIIIII Hill IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII ijiiiiii

THE

V E R U S

(£COLMORE CUP f*

Highest award in its class (Gold Medal). The same machine tied for

the " Palmer Cup," Glasgow.

OUR AGENTS CAN GIVE YOU DELIVERIES.

ALFRED WISEMAN, LTD., Glover Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C23
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" Perfect Dependability
"

Oar Motto
Your Safeguard

The many years of close study and
the great experience brought by
timehaveresultedinthepresent day
"New Imperials "—giving the

ease of control, comfort, accessi-

bility, reliability, and speed, which
bring an ever-increasing number of
" New Imperial '

' riders. Investi-

gate their many merits before

deciding on your new mount.

2p.p. Light Tourist 77 & 85 Guineas

8 h.p. Combination . . 178 Guineas

Agents in all to\\'ns.

Send for illustrated lists.

NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, Ltd.,BIRMINGHAM.
over 30 years.

NEW IMPERIAL

Excellent

Workman-
ship.

Also SPARE PARTS for ALL TYPES.

All work executed by highly-skilled

Craftsmen, and absolutely guaranteed.

24-HOUR SERVICE

LOW CHARGES.
LARGE STOCK OP NEW
AND SECOND-HAND MAGNETOS.

Manufacturers ot "The Merit" Accumulator.

PLATINUM SCREWS
A SPECIALITY.

iiiii

MEAGHER^RMCLirfE.
tt\ DEANSGATE. MANCHESTER.

Phofii C'ty t-oj-- -*J, fi/'tcAtttf'

RENNOC SIDECARS
Bodies and Hoods

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Largest Stock in London of complete Sidecars and Bodies.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS THROUGHOUT.
iVholfsaJe^ TirlaiJ, and J'^xport. Sfvd for List.

20 various model'bodies, single and tandems, from £4 10s.

300 complete Sidecars and Bodies in stock.

CHASSIS A SPECIAUITY.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL.

Model 445. 18 Gns., plus 5%
In stock.

Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 86, Victoria Rd.,

STROUD GREEN, N. 'Phono: Ilornscy B50.

BxO /n iin--'ii<:i irhf thi-r ml i-i/ft.--riniT)t^ it i^ i/i'siKihlr to inrntion ^' The Motor C'l/rlc/*
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To Motor Cycle Dealers

THE following firms have been

appointed Sole Selling Agents
for the disposal of the first

batch of Surplus Government
Motor Cycles, recently purchased by

Sir Percival Perry (Slough Syndicate)

consisting of approximately 3,000

machines :-

Messrs. Crabtree & Son, Ltd. - Wisbech.
Telephone 140.

Allen-Bennett Motor Go. - - - Croydon.
Telephone 2450.

Burlington Motor Co., Ltd. - - - Clapham.
Brixton 2417,

Machines for disposal include :—

Douglas 2f h.p. Douglas 4h.p.

P. &M. Glyno.

Enfield. Royal Ruby,
Etc., Etc.

Some Reconstructed. Solos and Combinations.

TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED

We vy^ill load free on rail all lots of one dozen and over.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

"Motor Cycles," Royal Hotel,

SLOUGH.-
II-

In ansivering tins advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyele." B29
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These Piston Rings are manufactured on the most
advanced principles known to-day. The experience

of aircraft requirements during the war is embodied in

both design and material.

We claim that BRICO Piston Rings are as near

perfection as any piston ring in the world.

Even in appearance alone BRICO Piston Rin-s
proclaim "quality," and a practical test of the rings in

an engine will prove that their performance is equal

to their appearanre.

Perfect in finish, in fit, and in material, BRICO
PiBion Rinrs increase engine power and save
lubricating oil.

BRICO Pislon Rings are made
lor aU popular motor car and
motor cycle engines and are

supplied from stock by return.

TradepB should wplto for now Prico List H. Private
motoriets arc supplied by GaradeB and Dealers.

TheBRITISH PISTON RTNG CO., LTD.,

Holbroofc Lane, — — Coventry.
^r'liiis " l^tsii rings, Coventry." 'P/iOMf : 1214-1215.

iiiiiin

Martinsyde-
Newman
Six H.P. Twin

Combination
with Specially Designed

Coachbuilt Sidecar

DELIVERIES SHORTLY.

Malcers List sent
Post Free from

J. Blake ^s?
Dihlributors for Lancashire.
Cheshire ond Isle-of-Man,

LIVERPOOL,
MANCHESTER.

A Machine that any

Rider will be proud

to own—^a Sidecar

that will please the

most fastidious
passenger — that is

the Martinsyde.

Efficiency and Satisfac-

tion have been built into

every detail by men who
know what a Motor
Cycle Combination
should be, and who have

the facilities for putting

that knowledge into
practice.

PRICE

£ 1 70 TimT

B30 In answering thc-ft advertisemtnta It U deiirablc tn mention " Tht Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR «ALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, al) models, early deliveries; all parts
stocked.— F. Speakman. Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale

Rd.. Harpurhey. Manchester. f7414

IN Stock, 31-^.p. Ariel and sidecar, just delivered,
list price.—Haddon and Saunders, Ariel Agents.

S29, Croydon Rd., Beckenham, Kent. [1312

ARIEL SVoh.p. Countershaft 3-speed Combination,
coachbuilt sidecar, immediate deliverv: list price

£152/10.^John C. Beadle, Ltd.,Darttord. [1156

ARIEL-SWIFT Combination, 3V.h.p., 1914, multi
gear, Watsonian sidecar, fifiller lamps, fast,

powerful; «60.—7, Kenyon St., Fulham, S.W.S.

A
[X4806

KIEL 31/^h.p., 1914, Armstrong 3-speed, docom-
pressor, Bosch, B. and B., Inmps and spares;

otter 7 p.m.; iSS.—The Lodge, Prospect Rd., Fam-
borongh. Hants. [1431
ARIEL 31/yh.p., 3-speed. clutch, combination, engine

'J^^ overhauled, new carburetter, tyres excellent, r;de
away; £50; call Saturdays or write.—11, Mount Plea-
sant Rd., Ealing. [1286

A EIEL 5-6h.p. Comhinntion, 3-speed counter.=!haft,
J^^ electric light, hood, wind screen, all spares and ac-
cessories, in perfect condition; best over £125.—Lowe,
114, Hood Lone, Warrington. [9955
"pi.O.C.H. have a 1919 Ariel Combination, electrically
-»• equipped, splendid condition.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdaj-s. (1251
"lOll 8h.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, 2-.speed
-Lt/ gear, handle-start, lamps, born, etc., excellent
condition throughout, both appearance and mechanic-
ally, tyres and sidecar as new; what oiier for quick
sale.—Sargeant. Sibsey, Boston. [9Bi;j

Armis.
AEMIS. 23,ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed Burman gear, hand

clutch and kick start; £86/10; immediate deliveries
from stock,—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service
firm, Taunton. [1209

1 Q 20 (May) 3V>h.p. Armis-Precision, 2-stroke, Bur
J-«/ man 2-speed, clutch, K.S., Lncas lamp. Sterling
gnarde, only run 600 miles: £85,—Verity, Longfleld
House, Hatfield, Herts. [X4706

Auto-Wheels.
AUTOWHEEL, not run 200 miles, perfect; approval

deposit, £15.—Clark, Tideswell. [X4775

AUTOTNTHEEL, B.S.A. Model; £13; another at £12.
—Knight, 4, The Pavement, Coldsdon, Surrey.

[1134
AUTO Wheel, with gent's special bicycle Voltalite

se , fast: £25.-26, Monson Rd., Harlesden.
[1780

AUTO-'WHEEL (Model de Luxe), overhauled and new
cover, pulls like a horse: £10/10.—Witts, Rovston,

Herts. [9834

low, good running
£8.—Norden, Newport,

iffisex. [1320

WALL Auto-wheel, splendid condition, 130 m.p.g.

:

£12, carriage paid.—18, Deansfleld Rd.. Eltham,
B,E,9. [1447

AUTO-WHEEL, condition as new,_ only done 300
miles

AUTO MOTOR 2%h.p., B.B
order, just overhauled

£20.—Boggis, Stroud Copse, Warfield.
[1358

1Q16-17 Wall Auto-wheel, stored 3 years, perfect
X?/ running order; £14.—66. Dalmeny Av., Nor-
bury, 8.W. [1119

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de luxe, perfect condition,
gents 3-speed -bicycle £21, wheel separate £12.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [2025

AUTO-WHEEL, first-class condition, nearly new,
attacl'ed to gent's cycle, complete with lamps : £25,

or near oflei.-143. High St., Stratford, E.15. [9983

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
know of the best Auto Wheels in town; each unit

specially selected and tested. See under Consulting
Engineers. • [2130

AUTO-WHEELS, £27/10 cash, or £8/5 deposit and
£2 monthly; 80 page illustrated list post free.-

M.T Dept., The Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd..

243, Bishopsgite, E.C.2. [9729

WALL Auto-wheel. 2-i?peed gear, for £12, cost 19
gus. ; with strongly-built 26in. Raleigh bicycle,

£24 ; ridden summer only over 5,000 miles, Glonceeter,
Hants, Wight.—J. Dover, Tolland Bay, Isle of. Wight.

(1187
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Solo, new; list price; in stock.-
Cranmore. telephone 40, Potters Bar. [9894

BATS, 1920.—We have commenced deliveries.—The
Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Rochester. [0198

BAT-J.A.P. Combination: £55; ride away, or ex-
change lightweight.—248, Peckham Rye. (X4798

"I Q20 8h.p. Bat, delivered May, hardly used, condi-
Xt/ tion perfect: £150.—Knowles, Gissing, Diss.

[1336
1 Q20 Bat Model 4, new; £160; immediate deliverv.XV -Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16.

[2042
B.A.T. Model 4, new in stock, just arrived; list

price £160.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. [2019

%oy^
Two Strokes—the handy
get you about machines.

The mount for the novice,

the business man, the solo

mem who wants low upkeep

at a low first cost—the

everyday speedy mount
You want a two-stroke.

VERUS - 2-stToke, single speed,

£60

P.V. - Spring Frame, 2z,2-speed,

£78 15

METRO-TYLER - 2i, 2-speed,

£69 18 8

METRO-TYLER - "S " Model,

New Type - - £95 18

PORTLAND - 2i hp.. 2-speed,

£60

CLYNO . 2-speed clutch - £75

Maudes' have every con-

fidence in the above
machines—all of them
guaranteed by the seal of

satisfaction. Look at ALL
our advertisements in this

issue—we are offering you
bargains in plugs, accumu-
lators, machines—^you .can

always get it at Maude's.

MAUDE'SMOTOR MART
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
'Grams - *'Abdicat°, Wesdo, London."
'Phone - Mayfair 522. Museum 557.

100, Paris Street, EXETER.
*Grains - 'Combustion. Exeter."

'Phone - Exe'.er 933.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT 1920 6h.p. in stock, solo £160, combination
£204.—A.S.C. , 60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel.

:

6626 Museum. (9888

BAT 1914 6h.p. C.B. Combination. Armstrong 3
speed, K.S., perfect condition ; £95 ; photo sent.—

5. Tidy St., Brighton. [1381

BAT-J.A.P. 1920 6h.p. Combination, all on, per-
fect: 195 gns.—Express Works, 2, Broadway,

Friem Barnet Rd.. N.ll. {1181

'1Q20 Bat (New) Motor Cycle. 6h.p., solo; £160; im-
J-if mediate delivery.—Wardman's Garage, High St..

Cheltenham. 'Phone: 1108. [1091

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., C.B. combination, 3-speed
countershaft, recent model, as new, equipped;

£135.-7, Daysbrook Rd., Streatham Hill. [2133

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., clutch, excellent canoeist sidecar,
equipped, good condition, bargain; to dear £60.—

8a, Blueball Yard, St. James St., Piccadilly. (1008

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 1914-15, 3-speed Armstrong; gear,
all perfect condition, any trial by appointment:

£65, or offer.—Smith, 74, Vicarage Rd., "* " -

'

Watford.
[1836

BAT 1920 6h.p. Combination, polished aluminium
sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, most luiurions out-

fit: £210.—Brimson, 123, Uxoridgo Rd., Shepherd's
Bush, W.12. (1768

6h.p. Jap-Bat, 2-speed and free engine, with Mont-
gomery sidecar, in exceptionally nice ord6r, and

has been well kept ; £70 ; any trial.—A. J. Young, High
St.. Newmarket. (0220

BAT-J.A.P. Sh.p., C.B. sidecar, 2-3peed, new B.
and B., Bosch, excellent running condition;

sacrifice. £55.—Apply, 53, Louisville Rd., Upper
Tooting. S.W.17 (1567

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., P. and M. 2-speed,

spring saddle, and footboards, Senspray carbu-
retter, coachbuilt sidecar, newly painted, new belt,

perfect condition: £55.—Bland, Bartle Lane, Gt. Hor-
ton. (X4759

Beardmore
"DEARDMORE-PRECISIONS; deUv6ri_7 days; £95.

-Grandex, 138, Gray's Inn R4., W.O. (1216

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, done only 50 miles, com-
plete with lamps and spares; accept £95 cash.—

Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1146

BEAEDMORE-PREOISION, spring frame, lamps and
hooter complete, used twice only by officer ordered

abroad- offers.-39, St. Margaret's EA, Brookley, S.B.4.
(1297

1 Q20- Eeardmore-Precision 314h.p., delivered May
Xi/26th, run 70 mUes; price, with tools, Cowey
horn, plugs, and insurance policy £100, no offers.—

Parish, 98, Mitcham Ed., Croydon. [9961

RIackburne.

~t Q20 4h.p Blackburne Combination, as new; £165.
i.U —IMcManus, Longton, nr. Preston. (X4794

EQERTONS. Northgate, Ipswich.—Place your order

now for earhest delivery Blackburne.—'Phone: 962
[8165

4h.p. Blackburne and Sidecar, 1920, brand new; im-

mediate delivery: list price £160.—John C. Beadle.

Ltd.. Dartford. U15'

BLACKBURNE Combination, coachbuilt sidecar

with screen, all accessories, in good condition;

£95.-Chilton, 199, High St„ Watford, [1195

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4—
8h.p. Blackburne, new 1920 model, £170; also 4

h.p. Blackburne, now 1920, £128/10; from stock. (2112

1 Q20 4hp Blackburne Combination, carefully run
LU in better than new, small mileage, lighting set,

tools, etc.; bargain, £162.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon

-I n20 4h p. Blackburne, Millford Corvette sidecar,

jLt7 PH lamp, etc., small mileage, new condition:

£147/10 or separate.—Hillary, 17. High St., Maidf-
head. l^SS^

1 O20 4h.p. Blackburne, Millford canoelet sidecar.

JLl7 P H. lamp, horn, etc., low mileage, better than

new, owner bought car: £148, or separate.-Hillary

Basingstoke.
'^^'^

BLACKBURNE Combination (1920) 4h.p., 3

soeeds kick starter, complete with accessories,

practically new; £135.-Moiiatt, 406, Garratt Lane

Earlsfield, S.W.18. [1°31

BRAND New 4h.p. T.T. Blackburne, special Swan
sporting sidecar, mileage under 200, guaranteed

throughout: satsifactory reason selling: any trial;

otters starip.-Daffield, 14, South Terace, Bosbam
Susesx. lA43ol

HILI^BLACKBURNE 2ilb.p 2 speed K.S., hand

clutch, guaranteed only done 500 miles and

equal to new, complete with lamps horn, etc.; accept

£95 for immediate sale.-Oarler. 11, Higher ^Altert

St., Chesterfield.
Bown.

T7.O.C.H. have a Bown-ViHiers^ sporting _little^ bus

ready for the road ; £35.-Fair Otter Car House,

5 Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Statton). Thone: H.impstead 3752. ifours g-'?, .n.

eluding Saturdays. l'-^^'

Bradbury.
4h p. Bradbury, 2-spoed, kick start (newh^f9(i.

—Bell, Redtiilch.19= [X4636

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o« the issus. D33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury

20 4h.p. Biadbury and sidecar, S-speed, kirk start,
clutch; irom stock; £150.—Bell, Eedditch.

[X4635

19

19
"READBDRY.—Order dom- to avoid disappointment.

-

•-» The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall.
(5762

14 Bradbury 4h.p., clutch, 3 speeds, tyres new
- condition; £50; after 7.30.—264, Brixton Hill,

S.W.2. [124]:

4h.p. Bradbury with Grade Multi Gear, in good con-
dition; £40 or nearest.—Bloodworth, Hanthorpe,

Bourue, Lines. [1205
3h,p. Bradbury, Bosch, H.B., Amao, good running

order; trial; £15.—John Panes, Hyde Place,
Llanhllleth, Men. tl648
"|qi4 Bradbury, O.B. sidecar, 3-speed, complete with
-»-«' lamps, horn, etc.; £80.—Mason, Moor Lane,
Gomersal, near Leeds. [9970

Al^-P- Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, recently over-
-*^*. ^ hauled by makers at a cost of £22, splendid
condition; £70.—H. Wardle, Alport Rd., Youlgrave,
Bakewell. [iggg

Si'"'^'- P''3'i'"i''y, 2-speed countershaft' gear box and^'^ kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, in good order
appMrance good; £56.-Woodgers Garages, 307, Gold
hawk Ed., W.12.

, [2138
pjKADBURY 4h.p., T.T., Bosch mag., B. and B,
-•-' aluminium disc wheels, very sporty, condition as
new; £68; any evening after 6.30.—S.B., 18, Tunlev
Ed., Balham, S.W. [9885

1Q14 4%h.p. Bradbury Combination, bulbous back-LW sidecar, 2-speed countershaft, all-chain drive
S.11 on, perfect order; £70, or near offer.-Tobias 68'
Church Ed., Acton, W,3. [1242*

^h.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-siieed countershaft

ii
eear kick start, Bo«ch mag., B. and B. carbu

letter, Mille-Pullord O.B. sidecar, with dust sheet
lamps, mechanical born; £78, or near oSer.-53, Richmond Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [1013

Brough.
DEOUGH Combination, 5h.p., countershaft 3-Epeed,J-» fully eauipped.-15, Boyn Valley Ed., K.denliead,
Berks. [X442D

1 *) ™,i°"^'' 5h.p., Sturmey gear, less than 500 miles,

„, J- '"'"• racing cam, fast, all accessories, ok
new; £140.—Bailey, Tunock, Axbridgo, [1750

iqi9 Brough, 5h.p., 3-speea, fitted month ago with
-^^ large coachbuilt sidecar, bulbous back with locker
Blsctnc and acetylene lighting, Stewart horn, tools, in
perfect condition; £165.—Barton, Duxford Aerodrome
Oambndge. [1082

Blown.
"DROWN 234h.p., Bosch, in good running order and
-»-» outer condition throughout; £25.—Egbert Spear-
man, Bishop's Stortford. [1138

BEOWN TOh.p., Bosch, B. and B. carburetter, me-
chanically perfect; £32, or offer.-Hall, IS, Lush-

ington Ed., Harleoden, N.W.IO. [1918

TDBOWN S'/jh.p., Mabon clutch, Bosch, B.B., dropped
J-» frame, in good condition; £22; photos.-2. Cal-
deron Place, North Kensington, London. [1070

B.S.A.
1Q1'' B-S-A. 4yh.p., 2-speed, good condition.—Forstor,
-»-" Oomberback. Northwicli. [1080
D.S.A.-Tlio Walsall Garage, Walsall, booking orders
--' for all models; rotation deliveries. [5761
TJ.S.A. 414b. p . Combination, new condition, all accea-t-f »ories; price £130.—Lines, Alresford. Hantn.

1Q19 B.S.A. Combination, like new; £130—626 Lea-l" Bridge Ed., Loyfon. 'Phone: Wulthanistow ' 800.

T>.8.A. 2-speed Combination, 1913, lamps, horn, etc
-l-» splendid order; ifieo.—591, FoleshiU Ed., Cov-
entry. [X4854
IQIS B.S.A. Combination, B.S.A. sidecar, fully
J-i/ equipped, and perfect; £118.-5, Norwich Bd
Ipswich. [1728

B.S.A. 1915 4'/ih.p. Model K., thoroughly ovcrhanlel
£80.-Leedoni, 13, Fitageruld Ed, " -" •

e.w.i4.
Moitinke,

H801

19 13 U.S.A 2^ipeed, recently overlianlod, good Dnn.
lopn; 59 gns.— Viinn, Komiro, lllinhoim 'Id

Bickley. [1426

B.H.A. SKh.p. 2-Bpced, clutch, 1913, o,\ceplii>iial
I'onilitioD; 46 gnu., lowest.— 13, Lowlslmm Park,

J,«wirib(iin. 12ui
'

1Q13 T.T. B.S.A. , in perfect running order, fyrcii
J.J7 inOt. and plating good; £46.—R, Knd, HuuninB-
dale, l!cil[... H3S1
1Q20 B.S.A. Cnnibinatinn, diOiveri'd May, fully
•LiJ wjuiplH-d; bent ofT<-r fiver £175.-79, Colwyn ltd.,
Noitbuillptoii. IX4bb9
""* H.A. Combination, f^B., 1915, 3-Hpeed, K.8.,

lainni. 2 n«w tyrei.; any trial; 100 gns.—62. New
u:,.,..)l.,.(,l„/, u..f(,.Tb 'I9eB8t., Wiiodbrldge, Hnftolk

rQZO U.S.A. 3-npcnd vyvuiuiuuviuu, luiK-oynunio,
*' Bppclal 3'/^b.p. eiiKim*, (llmnlllt'dy [W-ffcrt; XK,^ —

16, H-«|ii-l Mc«/i, Karl'i (.'emit. !79ai

•SHOP-SOILED-
Our ACCESSORIES STOCK is large. Our
SHOWROOMS are large. We have, therefore,

from time to tirae, accessories that have bpen
used for demonstratioji purposes, or perhaps
they hnve been in a showcase, exposed to iun-
liglit or the atmosphere. We cannot sell these
as new articles, but are sold at PRICES CON-
SIDERABLY UNDER that of unsoihd goods.
We give a selection below of accessories, etc.,

that, although only SLIGHTLY SOILED or
scratched, are PRICED as though they were
SECOND-HAND. Here is a WONDERFUL
OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMICAL MOTOR
CYCLISTS to SAVE MONEY. If you do not see

what you require in the list, kindly write to us
stating your requirements. It is more than
likely that we have what you require at a price
that represents considera"ble saving.

ACCESSORIES.
3iH. LAMPS SETS. Tarnished only. Usual
price, 64/-. Clearance price, 59/-.

LAMP SETS. Soiled only. Usual price.

S2/6. Offered for 42/-.
LUCAS largest size PROJECTOR SETS.
ex-W.D. stock, and finished Service Green.
Never been used. 80/-.
SERVICE PREMIER LAMP SETS, saatched
or slightly damaged in transit, perfectly

serviceable aad complete. Usual price, 63 /-.

Soiled price, 3 /-.

CAST Aluminium REAR LAMPS, to burn
gas and bol on number plate. Large plain

red glass, CO mplete wi th burner. Usua t

price, 8/6. bciled price, 4/6.
Large BUGLE PATTERN HORN, ex-W.D.
stock, and painted Service Green. Usual
price, 27/6. Clearance price, 15/-.

MECHANICAL HORNS, sUghtly soiled.

Usual price, '60/-. Soiled price, 55/-.
Service Handphones. A HIGH - CLASS
MECHANICAL HORN, slightly chipped and
tarnished. Usual price, 27/6. Soiled, 22/6.

1919 Terry PILLION SEATS. Metal part

slightly rusty. Usual price, 50 /-. Take 35 /-

London-made ALUMINIUM LEGSHIELDS.
Scratched only. Usual price, 32 /6. Filled

price, 25/-.

SERPENTINE HORNS. Tarnished only.

Usual price, 22/6. Take 17/6
SPEEDOMETER. Trip model. Window
soiled only. Usual price, £7. Soiled price,

£6 6s..

Ditto. Ordinary model. SPECIAL PRICE,
£5^ 5s.

MATS. Intended for the running board of

light cars, but make a SPLENDID SIDECAR
FOOT MAT. Wonderful value at 7/6.
ACCUMULATORS. TWO-VOLT, ^Uu. wide.

lUn. deep, "^.'-in. total height. BEST
BRITISH MAKE. A few only left at 5-
cach. Usual price 12/6.

MATERIALS.
JOHNSON'S CLEANER, tins only damaged,
contents perfect. Normal price, 2 /-. Clear-

ance price, 1/6.
EMERY CLOTH fine, medium, or coarse, 4d.
per sheet.

SPECIAL WAX POLISH, liquid, EXCELLENT
lor Furniture, SIDECAR OR CAR BODIES.
In larpe earthenware bottles. Usu.al price,

5/-. Offered for 2/6.
CLEANING. BRUSHES, wire-bound, rusty,

otherwise perfect. Offered alT 1 /-.

GENERATOR CONNECTORS. ThicUoncd
rubber ends, :ibout loiii. looR, RUBBER IN
SPLENDID CONDITION, 3(1. each ; ur three
for 6d.

CHAIN RIVET EXTRACTORS. State size of

chain wlicn ordering. Usual price, 6/-.

Offered for 3 /8.

VALVE GRINDING PASTE, in twin tins,

coarse and fine. Usual price, 3 /-. Spcci.ii

price, 2/4.
Two level Taps, an ABSOLUTE PREVENTA-
TIVE against rnnniug out of Pcliiil. VER^
FEW LEFT, tarnished only. Usual price,

s/ii O fcrr 1 fur 2/6.
ABSOLUTELY NEW. I'iiii. British luatU^

I .'lliilnal MOTOR CYCLE PUMPS, loot

sliiiiip iiihI loii); roiinrr'.i Scratched only.

Usii.i! la-icf, 7/1. Olhav.l lor 6/-.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
28i)-293, HICH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1915 Model K, Tery good condition; £87/X0.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1165

1 Q19 B.S.A., chain driTe, S-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
-itf caiefullr used, perfect condition; best offer.—

"

Willson. Crolt House, Burton-on-Trent. [1870^

^75.-1916 4iilh.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt. 3-5peed,
ot'

. K.S., new tyres, lamps, horn, splendid condition;
bargain.—King, Egrove B'ai-m, Oxford. pC4761

1 Q19 4iy4h.p- B.S.A. Combination, countershaft, com-
JLU plete with 3 lamps, horn. Easting's screen, etc.,

all as new.—Lewis, Yelford, Witney, Oxon. [1999

1 Q19 BfS.A. Combination, Model K, No. 3 sidecar,
j-if luggage grid, hood," screen, pBti'ol carrier, tools,

and spare parts; £135.-210, Heather Rd., Small
Heath, Birmingham. [X4785

B.S.A. Combination, 1914-15. recently overhauled,
fully equipped, been stored long tira?, good

hiil-chmber; £115, best olier accepted; worth £130.
—Salters, Sutton, Pulborough, Sussex. [1510

B.S.A. 4Vih.p., 1917, with Phosnix No. 1 sidecar,
perfect running condition; £100, or near offer.—,

F. Stables, 5, Colyers Lane, Eritli, Kent. [9914

1 Q20 (May) B.S.A., 4i:-4h.p.. 3 speeds, chain drive.
J-t/ luxurious coachbuilt sideca.r, all accessories, tw-
soiled; £145.-294, Kennington Park Rd., S.E.II.

[1764
4JLh.p. B.S.A. 3-speed Chain-cum-belt Combination,

4 Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, all in excellent
condition; bargain, £85.—Thomas, Eern Villa, Clynder-
wen. [1521

B.S.A. 1917 Chain-drive Combination, £110; also

1916 Royal Enfield- combination, Sh.p., £125,
lowest.—11 Olive Mount, Rounds Greeu, Oldbury, Bir-
mingham. [9872

B.S.A. 1914 4h.p., 3-speccls, all chain,- just over-

hauled, C.B. sidecaj repainted, transferable in-

surance renewable September; £90.—'Phona; 7377
Harapstead. [9877

B.S.A. 1914 Combination, lamps, horn, spaedometer,
3-speed countershaft, good condition throughout;

£85.—Estreham Garage, 35, Estreham Rd., Streatham.
'Phone: 335. [1351

B.S.A. 1919.- 4i4h.p. ATI-chain Combination, electric

la nipt:, horn, sp^dometer, hood, £ereen> grid,

etc., perfect condition; £135.-4, Cambridge Gveeu, New
Eltliam, &.E.9. [1442

B.S.A.—Early delivevies ol new models, B.S.A. re-

placementi' c-'decars, screens, hoods, etc., always
n stock.—Countv Cycle and Motor Co., 307314, Broad

St., Birmingham. [4691

B.S.A., July, 1919, 4Vih.p., 3-speed countenshalt,
kick start, chain-curn-belt, in perfect ovder,

lamps, horn, tools, knee grips; bargain, £95.—Stevens,
Bridge, Fairford. [1577

B.S.A. SVah.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive, Mill-
[ord sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch mag.,

2 speeds, pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-
land St., London. [1909

1 Q14 B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 4>.ih.p., all-

X«J chain, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, good rnn-
ning order; £95; after 6 p.m.—39, Springfield Gar-
dens, Upper Clapton, E.5. [15B2

B.S.A. 41.4I1.P. AU-choin Combination, 3-speed,
countershaft, clutch, kick-stort. Watford speedo-

meter, splendid condition, accessories; £i37.—Darvey,

14, Evplina Rd., Nunhead. ' [9819

4 ill. p. B.S.A, Model H Combination, in excellent
4 c-ondition, 3 Lucas lamps and generators, wind

screen, good tyres, spareu^ and tools; £95.~Greenfield,
Confectioner, Arundel, Sussex. [1560

B.S.A. 4Viih.p., 1916, 3-speed countershaft, kihk
starter, MilUord underslung car. lamps, wind

screen, legshields. any trial; 98 gns.—Bray, 51, Beck-
enham Rd., Beckenham, Kent. [1371

B.S.A. 4Vih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, K.S., all chain,
lamps, speedometer, liorn, watt'li, vu-acticAlly new

Piiragon coachbuilt sidecar, Camen wind screen; £90.
Garner, Glenholm, Hook Hd., Surbilon. [1536

B.S.A. Coinbiimtion. laio 1916, bulbous hack conch-
huilt Hidi'car. wind Kcrceii, cti-., appearance and

romlition exccliiint, kmnriintocd as udvertiscd ; £105-;

after 6.— 20, Cuiitcrlniry Rd., Croydon. [8790

1 (f|19 B.S.A. Mnilel K. 4Vih.ii.. only used summer
A •/ weck-ciulH, al'sniutcly jierlL-ct roiulitinii, wittl

HIiarc.H; £100; rim W kocii by apiiuintmciit.— 14, Middle-
miin-h Rd., Giiidcu Suburb, Coventry. [X4670

B.S.A. Combinntion (1918) 4'4'h.p.. countershalb 3-

Hpccd, cluU'li, kick, (;oachbiiiIl sidecar, hood,
scvoun, new tyre, tubes, InmpH. and Hpary parls, excel-
lent condition; £120.—W. Evans, St. Michael's Sq.,
Penibvukc. [1805

rQ20
H.S.A. Cnnibimiticu, Model H. Lucas mag.,

•7 (lyuainn litjlii iii|^, l-liisliiin screen, luggage grid,

ili'IivLTiKi May. iiiilf;igr iibi^ui 100, perfect, any trial;

beKt offer over £180.— Williiims, Liverpool Huuae, Col-
wyn Bay. Li791

1QI9 B.S.A. Combination, 4'';ni.p-. Model IT,, all-

A*' rluiin drive, S-spct'd, K.fl., lighting .net, tyres

gnnd. cnniiiel, pliiling. cnKiiu' perfect, Gnnoclct. ?3a»t-

ing MTren, All-in policy; £125.~Cowlishaw, Basfrjrd,

StMkc-iiii-Tieiit. (Xfl676

1*34 '^^ leltciH rclittina lo nd>crtlHcinciils nlioiild quote llic numhcr nt the end of ench ndvcrtlttcmcnt, nnd the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

IQXS Edmund, 4U.p. twin M.A.G. (o.li.i.v.), Enfleid
-'-*' geiirs, last solo machine, complete and perlect

:

58 gns. ; exchange recent lightweight.— 81, Little Ealing
lane, Ealing. [1638

EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminated
spring frame 2S4h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stroke

model, £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear.

—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X47S0

Enfleid.

1Q17 Enfleid Sh.p. Combination, perfect order; £140.
Xt7 —16, Yorli &t.. Dover.' [1504

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, almost as new; f 130.—
St. John's Cottage, Scorton. [9953

ENFIELD 2-stroke, new ; delivery stock ; list price.-
Cranmore, Telephone 40, Totters Bar. [9893

1 Q20 Royal Enfield 6h.p, Combination, complete
M.tJ with accessories.—12, George St., Blackpool.

[1807
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1920, equal new ; Ue.st

offer secures.—Phillips, Holyrood St., Chard, Somei-
nct. 19992

THEEE Enfleid Combinations, one Bli.p., two 6h.p.

;

prices £150 and £;65.—374, Grove Green Ed.,
Leytonstone. [2085

."Id 16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dvnomo light-
J-fJ ins: £130.-626, Lea Bridge Ed., Leytou,

'
Walthamstow 800.

W condition, ready to ride away;
Crescent. Netting Hill.

I'Lone
[1694

ENFIELD 1916 2-stroke. 2-speed, chain drive; £50.
—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (oposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station). [0231

ENFIELD 3h.p. Combination, l.ite 1916, like new,
kick start, all acceseories; £85.—1, Lower Win-

chester Ed., Oatford. [1022

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, latest model, just delivered;
at maker's price; £73/10.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, W.3. [X4770

> OTAL ENFIELD with coachbuilt sidecar, in good
" ""

-126, ElKin
[9975

Sh.p. Eoyal Enfleid, 2-speed, Bosch, Tlinks, overhauled
and in excellent running condition ; £42.-76,

Western Rd., Southall, W. [1390

1Q16 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, fully cfiuipped and
-LC in excellent condition; £130.-436, Whitehorse
Ed., Thornton Heath. S.E. [1883

ENFIELD 2alh.p., 2-speed, kick-start; £40.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6.

'Phone: Hammersmith, 80. [1168

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2-speed, -Bosch, lamps, good
tyres: ride away; £35.-117, Longford Ed., Chorl-

ton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [1583

ENFIELD Twin 2%h.p., 2-SEeed, free engine, lamps,
Duulops, splendid condition

hill's Ed., Eadstock, Bath.
£45.—Brown, Fox-

[1389

ENFIELD 2i/,h.p. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, late model,
mileage 500; £67/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Union St. South, Halifax. [1279

ENFIELD 2Hh.-p. twin, M.A.G. 2-speed, £28/10;
also Henderson featherweight sidecar.^23, Ful-

ham Park Gardens, Fulham. . {1775

ROYAL ENFIELD 2-J4h.p., nearly' new tyres, run-
ning order; owner bought combination; £35.

Pembury Garage, Pembury, Kent. [1856

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition
recently overhauled

"

£120. W. 'Weighell,
any trial; best offer over

Launcestou. [9922

8h.p. Enfleid Combination, August, 1919, perfect con-

dition, lamps, spare tyre, tu\><a, chain,
£170.—Dodd, Duke St., St. Helen's.

Easting
[1864

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
ZVih.p. Royal Enfleid, new 1920, *73/10; also

ZVih-P- Eoyal Enfield, 1919, £60. [9773

1Q16 Bh.p-., Knfield Combination, new tyres and
X«/ lighting sets, perfect order; £130; after 6.

—

73, Brailsford Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. [1238

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, like new. Klaxon horn,
lamp set, watch, spare tyres and tubes; 65 gns.—

103, Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park, N.22. [1227

ENFIELD 2-stroke, brand new, actually in stock for
immediate delivery at list price.—Longman Bros.,

17, Bond St., Ealing, W.5. Tel. : 689. [1796

ENFIELD 1916 Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, over-

hauled, new Duulops, complete equipment; £65.—
Price, Longcroft, Darlaston Ed., V^'edn&ibury. [1306

AFIELD, 2^.p., 2-speed, chain drive, lamps, horn,
"

tst overb-iuled; £40.—Cooper, Hampton Court
Ed., Hampton Court. 'Phone : Kingston 680. [9817

CLIFFOED WILSON MIg. Co.—1917 Enfleid com-
bination, many extras, overhauled: £150.—70,

Royal Hospital Ed., S.W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113.
[9572

1Q18 Eufield Combination, splendid condition,
-l-«7 lamps, etc.. delivered 100 miles purchaser; £145,
or near; exchange.—8. Noll Ed., Edgbaston, Birming-
ham. (X4814

1 Q17 Enfield Combination, 6h-p., beautiful condi-
XtF tion, enamel as new, carefully used, Lucas
lamps; £140.-3, Cluny Mews, Warwick ltd.. Earl's

Court. [1624

ENFII
jusi

We have a

large stock of

7-9 Powerplus
J

Machines 'of

recent date.

J

MOTOR CYCLES 1-OR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, faultless condition,
lamps, horn, tools, speedometer, wind screen, etc.;

£130.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service firm,

Taunton. [1210

ENFIELD Sh.p Twin, 2-speed, clutch and kick-

starter, like new; £68.—Turner, Westbourne
House, Eichmond Ed., Twickenham. 'Phone 217
Richmond. [1569

ENFIELD 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, free engine, Lucas
, front. Miller back, tools, etc., little ridden, ainicst

unscratched: £66.—Owers, 17, Willoughby Park Ed.,

Totenham, N.17. - [14t,j

1Q17 5-6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, fitted with
XJ/ dvnamo lighting set, combination in very good

order; price £140.—Apply, H. Dix, Arcady, Highworth
Av., Cambridge. [1376

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, 8h.p.. Lucas Mag-
dyno lighting set and horn, just taken delivery,

ready tor road; accept £215.—Apply, Box 5,565. c/o
Tlie 'Motor Cycle. [2055

1 4120 Eoyal Enfleid Motor Cycle, 2'/2h.p., 2-stioke, 2-

i-*y speed countershaft and free engine, quite new;
list price £73/10, wil
Terrace, Leamington.

accept £67, no offers. -60, Leani
[X4695

1017 Enfleid Combination, 6h.p., electric lighting,
JLiJ hood, screen, horn, speedometer, tyres as new,
only wants seeing, trial; £155; gen '

'~ "
Park Ed.,.Leyton; E.IO.

19'

The whole of

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents. \\

Write, 'phone, or .

call.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
Phone No.; Maytair, 4535

rr\i---i "»'^^^."U"w--'w^^iJVi?

.

-93, Grange
(8169

ENFIELD-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, complete
with accessories, model in splendid running order,

going cheap.—Write 444, c/o Pool's Advertising Ser-

vice, 180, Fleet St., E.C.4. [1270

1 Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
-8-t/ hood, wind screen, luggage grid, good order, en-

gine rebushed: £148, or near offer; bv appointment.—
Bowers, 41, Fawnbrake Av., Heme HiU, S.E.24. [1043

SPECIALLT-TUNED 1916 Sh.p. T.T. Enfleid, fitted

Triumph tank, footiests, long exhaust, Biuks,
lamps and tools, can average 30 m.p.h. comfortably

;

£59 for quick sale.—Malins. SI, Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[1116

"DOTAL Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Lucas dvuainu
SX lighting, also horn, hood, and luggage^ grid, jii^t

completely overhauled and in excellent condition; piice

£135.-FarrelI, 170, Saracen St., Possilpark, Glasgow.
[1600

16 Enfield Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, Amac, speedo-
meter, Bosch supplying rear light, Powell and

Hanmer, Klaxon, new back and good front tyre, good
condition; nearest £55.—"V. Young, Manor Farm, near
Eomford. [1020

ROYAL ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, electric

light, horn, speedonieter, wind screen, hood, extra
valves, plugs, controls, chain, tyre, tools, etc., carry 3
anywhere; £125, no offers.-Einger, 822, High Ed.,
Leyton, London, E.IO. [X4633

1 Q20 Sh.p. Enfleid Combination, Lucas, magdynoX^ lighting, Cowey speedometer, hom, wind screen

luggage carrier, Tan-San . pillion seat, nine months
fu.. insurance policy, all accessories, as new; £225.—
Box 5,557, o/o T?ie Motor Cycle. [2044

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915-16 J.A.P. engine,
new Einks carburetter, new extra heavy 700x80

covers and tubes, 3 lamps, horn, Cameo wind screen,

apron, and tools, everything in new condition, stored 3

years; expert examination; near offer to £155.—10a,
Hester St., Northampton. [1585

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 2-speed 2-stroke in Stock, new; £67.-
Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.

[2021

1Q15 Excelsior Combination, S-^peed, kick start,

i-if chain drive; £78.-79, Upton Lane, Forest Gafc,

E.7. [1102

T 020 Excelsior 2-stroke. 2-speed, new, just delivered;
X«7 list price.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden.
Tel.: 16. [2036

BRITISH Excelsior, 4>ih.p. single, clutch, late

model, sporting racer, beautiful condition; £46.
—20, Canterbury Rd., Brighton. [1354

EXCELSIOR Brand New (Americanl Solo and Com-
bin-tions actually in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co.,

18, Brulun Place, New Bond St., W.l. [1957

AMERICAN Excelsior. 1920, with G.L. sporting

sidecar, T.T. bars, long exhaust, all extras, very

fast, mileage 450, must sell, owner going abroad; what
offers?-'Phone : Pad. 5855. [9883

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, 1917 7-9h.p..

3-speed gear, mechanical oiling, with head and
tail lamps and mechanical horn, everything in perfcL-t

order, Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, any trial ;
price

£115.—Ormandy, Shottery Manor, Stratford-on-Avon.
[1245

MAGNIFICENT American Excelsior, May, 1920.

fastest 'bus on the road, guaranteed perfect, 3-

spcd K.S., electric model, special racing and touring

sprockets, specially tuned engine, wil! rev. up to

3 500. This machine has climbed Kirkstone and ilon-

is'ter Pass, also Sutton Bank, on top, has done 1,500

miles onlv, just been decarbonised and fitted witli

-special va'lve springs; rc.iSL.n for selling, too fast for

tlic liking of the Clicshire I'olice; price £190, or c:or,o

direr; first cheque sccfiie>— .^lailhcws. Venablcs I'^oiin-

drv. Shaws Ed., AltrnuhMin. Che-sUiiO- [2065

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date oj the issue. 339
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MOTOR CYCLES
F.N.

in runninp order

;

FOR SALE.

£27.—TllompBOn,
[9999

4-OTL. F.N.
Clare, Sniolk-.

CROW Bros., Guildlord, F.N. agents for the 7h.p.
4.cyl. and 2%h.p. lightweiEht. Boot your machine

now. (3171

F.N., 4 cylfl. Bosch, shaft drive, overhauled, etove-
enamelled, as new; £38.-15, Ashvale Rd.,

Tootmj. . [1738

F.N". Motor Cycle, 2-speed, clutch, good condition
;

ride away; £35; af.ter 5 p.m.—106, Theohald's Ed.,
London. [1050

4-CYL. F.N., clutch, sporting T.T. mount, sloping
back, any trial; £34.-185. Shernhall St., Wal-

thamstow. [1414

p.N. 4H;yI. 6-61i.p., 1913, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed,
-- electric light, new tyres; seen after 6.30.— 16,
Archway Ed., Upper Holloway, London, N.19. [9982
pi.N. Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, clutch,
J- K.S., lamps, horn, wind screen, fast and power-
ful: £135.-Farrell, 170, Saracen St., ros.silpaik, Glas-
gow. [1601
"p.N. 6-6h.p., 2-peed, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
-»- 2-eeater idecar. splendid condition, expert ex-
amination invited; £60.—Thompson, Beechcroft, Wor-
cester Park. [1723
4_-CYL. 7h.p. F.N. Combination, Jlills-Fulford side-

»
<'^''. .oomplete electric light, Bonniksen speedo-

meter, all spares, and absoluetly in top-hole con-
dition; £150.-32, Balfour Ed., Derby. [X4851
fiPOnrma F.N., 4-cyl. 2-spe6d, dutch, o.h. valve,^ dropped frame, special sloping tank, discs, oversize

ffi?"'
.Wedgewood blue, lined black, fast and reliable;

f86.—Adelaide Works. Adelaide Ed., Shepherd's Bush.
Tel. : Hammersmith 805. [9854

Gaby.
1 Q20 Gaby, 2%h.p. Arden engine, Albion 2-5peed,
-»-y complete with all accessories, not done 50
miles; a real sacrifice, £58.—Apply, after 8 p.m., 137,
Queen's Ed.. Finsbnry Park, N. [2123

Harley-Davidson.
il9 Harley and Millford Sidecar;

King St., Hammersmith.
IQia .Jlarley and Millford Sidecar; £165.-365,-L*^ King St., Hammersmith. [1941
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, all models.—OfRoial agents.

The Motor Cycle Mart. Stafford St., Walsall.

HAELEr Combination, with new Middleton sidecar,
lull accessories; il20.— Grimes, 18, Brnton Place,

"1- [1960

1 Q18 Harley Combination, mag. model, perfect;xt/ £128 for quick sale.—54, Paddenswick Rd.,
W.6. [1804
ly-SUp . Harley, 1917, 2-8eater sidecar, in splendid
• condition; £140.-38, Berkshire Gardens, Wood
Or«n. [1636
1 Q 19 Harley 7-9h.p., enamel like new, perfect ; bar-

„,fr SJ^Ij
£125.—C, 12, Station Parade, Muswell

Hill, N.IO. [1739
"OROOK Bros. Bumham-on-Sea, can offer all mode'
-«-» Harley-Davidson from stock; write to-day for
particulars. [1261

1 Q 15. Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, tyres

Dj -w
5*™' toPPine; £95.—Wakelin, 5, Eraniford

E<L, Ipswich. [1677
"PLECTRIC Model Harley, 1919, one of the finest
-L' solos r- the road; after 6; £165.-85, Wiverton
Rd.. Sydenham. [X4816
"I Q20 Harley Combination, magneto model, hood,
•-«' screen, speedometer, lamps; £220.—Graham,
Spring Rd.,Wrexham. [1681

WAUCIIOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and sidecar, 1919, splen-

did condition; £105. [9774

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1915, Millford sidecar Bosch,
Cameo, lamps, good condition; £120.—6a, Sedge-

mere Av. East I'inchlcy. [1516

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918. 7-9h.p., £105; 1919,
£110.-Smitir». 86, Chalk Farm Rd. lopposile

Chalk Farm Tube .Station). 10232

"IQ18-19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, fullyAt/ equipped, as new: £165.—Prank Whitworlli,
Ltd.. 139, New St.. Birmingham. [X4716

rQ20
ITarlcy-Davidjion, Model F, and sidecar, nil iic-

>J ccMorir's, riiilonKc 400; £220.—Durstou, Briar
Ci.tt.ipe, Stanley ltd., Woodford, J';.18. [1109

I Q17 Harley-Davidion and Mill«.J''ulloril sidecar, gnoil
J •/ tyiei; £160: trial l,y arninii ent.-Uuliaiii c
-Motor Works, St. Cross Ed., Wlncliiatcr. (1216
HAKLEY-DAVIDSO:^, 1919, bulbous sidecar, with

riluininiriiri tUm wheel, 28jn., uh new. £30.— l-liivc.

5, TJiornricld Hd., Shepherd'« Bu„h. W. (2099

HARLKY-DAVinSON Combination, 1919, coniplotc
with acccHroiicw. rxcellMit condition; £156.—

Mi.Catt, 400. Guriatl Lane, KaiUllchl. H.W.18. 11693

HAULEY-DAVin.tONS, 7 9h.p.. 1919, mcch:inl-
callv potfert, Hf.Kch. riitpcaraiiio aH new; frtmi

CllS.-nutton, Hcd l.inn Mill, Ea^t I'in.hlev. 1^X4050

1Q18 Bupcr Ilnrli-yDavldf.on CombiiiaUon, 1920
i«^ colonrs, diw: wheels, electric liffhtlnK i*et, un-
K.Tnlchcd; £176.-61, New Kent Rd., I^ndon, .S.E.I.

[ 1 4 1 .0

VOLEX'Dry
Etittcry

Lighting Outfits
Britiah Made.

For over ten years the\ liave bee i m » o for tliiR se''7ic^ an.l

of recent leais in coiiseqneuce of their dependency, the de-

mand la constantly nicreabini. Dynamo Luhtinf S»t3 wiih
AccumuJatois reauir, rarefiil atiention ami owint' ti com-
plications, hav« a tendency to ko out of order. Accumulators,
if H'it regularly charred, whether in nsi or not . Kuliiliate a id

become useless. The Batteries, which are fitted in a metal
container with switchboiird mounted on t-ip. lie< cnriveuiontly

in the bottom of the sidecar, and \\ith ordinnrv care will last,

when in use, from 6 mouihs to 18 months ivithoiit renewal.

If one of tlie batteries hecomea evhau'^ted it cm be replaced

independently of t'le others at hut little cost. Comprisint;

Superba Head Lamp f6in. frOnt) Tall or Torpedo Patreni
Side Lamp, Ball Tail Lanp " Volex"
Aero Dry Itatteries in special metal
container witli switchboard mounted
on top, complete with waterpmof
eonductinc cords and spare F(t of

bulbs As iliu-strated. No. 1.C/J9.

£9 15 O
Also supplied with
the " Sui>erba de
Luxe" Headlamp
(oi in. front* as

Illustrated.

£10 15 O
Sect.onal L=st

Jl/201 on request.

Tmp.irtant. Satisfactory resultscan only l»eassured with Volex
Bait ries. Jicltisc firmly Substitutes Acetylene 10 ElectriC

Conversion Sets.

1 Tv pe. Screws
Valvl nellurn-

tiicd forinunediiiUj

Compli-tr'Ontllt, ((.ini)riHin«, "Voles ' Arro 1 vo't, Ury ItidlTy

in Btrri- K fj-athcT Salchi- C-n(»iiii'r. ii,.viTMliin lliirinr, Twni
Ciiriihiciiiu Cord and i'Mt'talKilament Bulb I'ric £1 9 O
Hitti with (1 volt Aero Biitl<iry kiv n>: iniT.'HH d v 1 d
Il«hl. l'ii'<' £1 16 O

Pploe of Units.
Conveslon Burner 3/

,

4\plt Voh-x *ornH,ij(„ry 15/ .

(\vnlt Volex A.r.i Hatlr-y 21/-. Spn'i-l vrlt M(t-ii| kij,, „(.

liu U 1A-. Si.iin- li vdh Jl-lttl l-'llivincnt Ittilh 1/0.

md, .(loldsnm

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-=Davidson

"I
Q15 7-9h.]p, JIarley, complete with MontgomeryX t/ coachbuilt sidecar, extra last one, large brasa

exhaust pipes; sacrifice, £110.—Else, Dimple, Matlock. ~

[X4799
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 7-9Ii.p. Twin, eleetiio

and sidecar, outfit fullv equipped and in new coUt
dition; £177/10.-SprostoD, Ltd., 198, Gt. Poitland St.,

W.l. - [1143

1Q16 Harley-Da-vidson, 5-speed clutch, kick start,
J-^ lamps, Tan-Sad, Easting, special sidecar, with
dickev, fast and sportr; £145.— 76,, Western Rd., South-
all, W. [1393

| Q18 Harley Solo, repainted and overhauled, wants
M-*J seeing, £110; -also 1916 combination, new C.B.
sidecar, outfit £125.—Gen, 147, Beulah Hill, Upper
Norwood. [2106
"1016 Harley Combination, 5-6h.r)., as new, lamps,
JL«J' speedometer, mechanical hom, spares; trial gi^en;
£140.—Manshnll. Church and Co., Automobile En^-
neeiB, Maidstone. , - [9996

1 Q 20- Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, Mont-
,

J-«-' pomery sidecar, wind screen and hoed, practically
new; £230.—Apply after 7 p.m., W.R., 38, Emmantiel
Rd.. Balham, S.W.12. (9932

1Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., appearance and con-X^ dition excellent, £105; brand new bulbous back,
luxurious sidecar and chassis, optional, £35.—J. B.',

34, Bloomsbiuy Sq., W.C.I. [1263

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1918
W.D., rigJit-hand metal sidecar, 3 lamps, all fine

order; ride 100 miles to purchaser; £125, or offer; must
sell.-45, Eltham Ed., Lee, S.E. [9988

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-&h.p.. 1918, late, speed
mode!, fitted with low inudel R34 airship body,

in beautiful trim, unscratched; first reas-mable offer

accepted.—113, Links Rd... Tooting. [9804

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918, electric
light, hood, wind screen, luggage carrier, etc., wants

little time spent on ; owner leaves England -12th July;
£150, a gift.- 86, Grosvenor Terrace, Cumberwell. [9971

RACING Harley, 1916, special engine, Bosch, Brooks
saddle, 1920 enam.elling plating new, mechanically

perfect, very fast, priceless note, lamps, horn, spares

;

£120.-63, Credenhith St., Mitcliam Lane, Streatham.
[1344

1 <> 19 Harley-Davidson, mag. model, new Henderson
X v* Elite sidecar, wind screen, Tan-Sad, epeedoinetei,
lamps, etc., mileage 4,020, engine and appearance per-
fect; good solo entertained; £215.-555, Norwich Ed.,
Ipswich. [1970

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1916 Combination,
electric light, etc., owner no time for use,

beautiful turnout, standing idle; to sell quickly, £125
or nearest.—Hollybush, Maybank Rd., Geoi'ge Lane.
Woodford, Essex. [1287

HAELKY-DAVIDSON (late 1918), very little used,
new bullions sidecar, electric lights, nothing on the

road to touch it for speed, comfort, or appearance;
£175.—Postmaster, 318, Triniby Ed., Wandsworth
Common. Tel. : Battersea 1756. [X4645

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, used 12 mouths,
duuble-seater sidecar, electric lighting, excellent

condition ;. too powerful for owner ; will exchange for
Triuuiph combination ; must be perfect condition,—
Major Baldwin, Zelah, Callestick, Cornwall. [9955

"I
Q19 (Oct.) 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,

X«7 mag, model, mileage 1,500, splendid turnout,
luxurious eidecar, 3 lamps, generator, speedometer,
watch, mechanical horn hood, screen, Tan-Sad; £220.
—48, Devonshire Mews East, Portland Place. W.l.

[1652
1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, condi-X *7 tion and oppenronce as new, new tyres, large
bulbous back sidecar, complete with lamps and light
car generator, horn, etc., aiumininm nuniber-platoa, a
bargain; £185.—Olphert, 66, Church Ed., Barnes, S.W.

[9220
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919. and sidecar, mag., 3-

spced, lainiis, Easting screen new back tyre,

tuJje, and chain, full insurance, fine order and oondi-
lion; £175.—Seen 11, Winterstoke Gardens, Mill Hill,

N.W. (Mid. Klv.), or by. appointment West End,
Saturday.' [1266

Hazlewood.

1 O20 Hnxlewond-Jnp 5-6h.p. Combination. 3-speed
X»/ countershaft, just delivered; £186.—liayuhaui,
Suffion Wiildcu. [5681

"IQ20 nazIewood-.Tap 6h.p. Combinatio:i, brand new,
X*/ cost £204; reiisonnble olTer accepted under list.

- Bi>x 5,560, c/o T/u Motor C'l/do [2048

rC|20 Hazlewood 5-6h.p. Combination, a revelation
9J in motor cycling, immediate delivery; list price,

£186.—Imperial Motor Works, Bournemouth. [1308

1 O^^ Hazlowood-Ja|» Combination. 5-6h.p., elcctrio

t-tJ tiide iind tnil iamp-^. run 100 miles, injured;
iMUMT rilling eolo; £190.— N. Shires, Quarmlty Lndijo.

Huddcrrifiold. [X4850

p^-61i.p. Hnzlowood Combintition, 3-8peed, clutch nnd
*y lilck-stiirtor, at inanufiicturers' current Iwt price,

m on oasy payincntH 4% extra.—Horrods, Ltd., 118,
Jtiomiitou Ed., London. [9798

-| Q20 Hii7,lcw()od Combination, 5-6b.p. .T.A.P., 3-

X«J spoi'd, ctunitershaft, clutch, kick starter, Diud-

Bhielda, upcrdoTMCtcr, mirror, Canoclot sidecar, with
screen, lamps, und tools, complete, new in May;
rice £200, or near otter.—Apply, F, D. T>oxton, Olo-

lurd, I'Vomc, Somerset. [1938

U4 All IcltcrR rcl.itlntf (o advertisements should cinote the number .it Ihc end of each ndvertlsement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Minerva.

3ih.p. 1911 Minerva. Dixie, Amac, m.o.i.v., go any
2 where, £23; also 1911 "---'-- -'-— --;-—

footboards, perfect

;

Harlosden, N.W.IO.
£25.-50,

Douglas, aluminium
Manor Park Rd.,

[1806

Moto-Reve.

MOTO REVE Twin, mag., new B.B., overhauled,
tvres, enamel good; £20; offers.—Pine View,

Highfield Lane, Southampton. [1730

Motosacoche.

ail. p. Motosacoche, 1914, v.nriable gear, splendid
4 condition: £27.-South Bonk, Moreton Ed., Wor-

cester Park, Surrey. [1757

MOTOSACOGHE Lightweight, overhauled, splendid
running order, F.E., good tyres; £21.—H. Jukes,

Chaffey Moor, Bourton, Dorset. [1576

MOTOSACOCHE 2V;;h.p., Bosch, Druids, Pcdley,
iumlops, running order; trial.—Martin, Drill Hall,

Holly Bush Vale, Heath St., Hampstead. [1841

New Hudson
NEW Hudson 2;^h.p., not done 1,000 "miles, 1920,

in Manchester.—Bos 5,518, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[1124

NEW HUDSOX, 1914 J.A.P., 3-3peed, clutch; ride

awav; £40.-110, Mill Lane, West Hampstead.
[1765

Id 16 T.T. New Hudson, 4h.p., excellent condition,
JLt? very last; 49 gns.—25, Gertrude St., Chelsea.

[1343

NEW HFDSOX, 2-speed, 1917, splendid condition
lamps, horn, etc.; £55, offers, — .

-
.

",
Wood Green.

97, Nightingale Ed.,
[1072

NEW HUDSON ZVib.p. 1917. 2 speeds, lamps, splen
did condition; ;

Walk, Enfield.
offers.—Lawn Villa. Holly

[1537

1 020 New Hudson 2-speed Lightweight, in stock
XO £75.—Shepherd and Co.. Enfield "' '

Waltham Cross 31.

Highway.
[8350

NEW HUDSON, 2l4h.p., brand new, . delivered this
\ eek, not been out; list, £75.—Box 5,538, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [1409

1 Q20 New Hudson 2.stroke, 2.6peed countershaft, un-
Atf used; list price. £75.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a,
Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [1710

"I 019 New Hudson Combination, 4h^p., fully
i-tJ equipped; £120.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139,
New St., Birmingham. [X4721

3ill. p. New Hudt:on-Jap, coachhuilt sidecar, 3-speed,
2 clutch, good condition; cheap; after 7 p.m.—

233, Park St., Luton, Beds. [1087

LATE 1917 4h.p. New Hudson Coihbiaation, as new,
all fitted up, and in perfect running order; £120.

693, Holderness Rd., Hull. [1892

"I Q20 New Hudson 2Vih.p., 2-speed, new and perfect,
J-*/ lamps, horn, tools, spares; £70.—Phipps. We<nver-
ham, near Northwich, Cheshire. [9857

33.h.p. New Hudson-Jap, 4-stroke, overhauled, perfect
4 condition, new Dunlops and belt; £30.-240,

Creswell Ed., Clowne, Chesterfield. ' [1061

1 Q20 New Hudson de Luxe Sporting Model. 2
JLt/ speeds, as new; £65; carefully packed, carriage
paid.—Pratt, Royal Hotel, Ross. [X4789

NEW HUDSON-J.A.P., 4h.p., T.T., 3-speed, cbArh
ih.b.c.}. lamps, horn, in excellent condition; ride

away; £60.—Webb, 97, Queen's Ed., Watford. [1382

NEW Hudson 1920 4h.p. Combination, new,
splendid outfit, any trial, countershaft gear bos;

best offer over £100; will deliver to buyer; Warwick-
shire.—Box 5,555, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2043

NEW Hudson 1914 Model, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch.
Senspray, front and Tear lamps, no tools, in per-

fect order; £65, or near offer; also, wanted, Harley-
Davidson back carrier and chain case; call after 6.—
151, Kimberlev ltd., Nunhead. [982

NBWBUEY Late 1919 4Kh.p. C.B. Combination
New Hudson, fine sideoffr, as new, 3-speed counter-

shaft gear, K.S. and hand clutch, B. and B., Thomson-
Bennett, all lamps, including a new 24/- rear lamp,
handle-bar watsh, Cowey horn, new butt-ended tube,

mechanically perfect; £150.-1, Bartholomew St., New-
bury. " \\u^

New Imperial.

CROW Bros.. Guildford—New Imperial-Jap agents and
expert repairers since 1914. [2066

1--Q20 New Imperial Model No. 1, just received, at
XJ7 makers' price.—Eose's Garage, Uxbridge. [9990

Special Clearance Lines.

THESE

iNEW MOTOR!
IGYGLEGOVERS
[JUJ

[Ex Government Stores)

S CARRIAGE PAID
ffl & ON APPROVAL'

(7 days aiainst remittance}

1) Our List

Ijjl
Size. Make. Price. Pric:.

UllJ

24x2 Clincher Junr. de Luxe .

.

25 H 30/-

m .. Avon Lightweight R.S. .

.

22/6 25/1
24X2i Clmcher Hy. de Luxe . .

.

41/- SI/6
Clincher Junt. de Luxe .

.

26/6 31/-
Avon Lightweight R.S. .

.

25/6 28/6
26"x2i Kempshall Hv. Non-skid . 59/6 bq/b

DIE " Palmer Cord Heavv 59/- 69/3
Avon Combination 55/- go/-
Bates Special Heavy 54/- 67/-
Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

52/- 68/6

ja 26X21

47/6
42/-

58/9
55/-Hutchinson T.T.

Kempshall Hy. Non-skid . 63/- 75/9
Palmer Cord Heavy 62/- 75/-

mil Dunlop Ex. Hv. R.S 61/- 74/-
H Bates Sf ecial Heavv 59/6 74/-

B 26x2!

Avon Hy. Rub. Non-skid . 42/6 53/-
Hutchinson T.T 44/- 38/-

W X2i Wood-Milne Combination. 77/- 99/-

m 26X2J Bates Special Heavy .... 63/- 79/-

S :;

Dunlop Combination .... 60/- 92/6
Dunlop Hv. R.S 45/- 67/9
Hutchmson T.T. . , 47/6 65/-

mo 26x3

M ^^^^
Avon Ex. Hv. R.S 60/- 77/-
Bates Special Heavy .... 79/- lOl/-
Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

63/- 93/6
Republic R.N.S 60/- 90/-

Hill " Dunlop Heavy R.S 55/- 78/9

DID 650x65

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy ,

.

52/6 89/-
Moseley 3-rib Ex. Hy. . .

.

45/- 78/-
Pahner Cord Heavy 68/- 81/-

H A^ou Heavv 3-rib 58/- 74/-

m ' Wood-Milne Keygrip .... 55/- 71/-

llj
ALL GUARANTEED FRESH AND
UNPERISHEO. TRADE SUPPLIED

1*1 J 13CQ New and fully

nSize. Our
Price.

List
Price.

Size.

[]26X2.
|26X2i
n26X2j
lJ26X2i

7/6
8/3

10/6
10/6

10 /

10/3
13/3
12/3

Our
Price.

List ]
Price.

I

28x2
28x3
650 X 65
700 X 80

9/6
15/-
12/-
16/6

ir/6
r6/6[
16/6

I

19/6
[

-SPECIAL LINE-

BUTTED
26x2i
26x21

in almost new
condition

TUBES

7/6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IIMPERIALS.-1920, Model No. 1; imme-
diate delivery.—S. E. Clapham (Motors), 27.

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. i206o

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., .2';ih.p., 2-speed, phitiug au.;

enamelling perfect; a mount to be proud of; wlwit
ofiersr— 5, Headstone Ed., Harrow. [Ijd;:

IQia W.D. Model 8h.p. Imperial-Jap and Sideiai
X%J tools, wind screen, born; offers wanted.—4

1

St. John's Wood Rd.. N.W. Paddingtoh 7066. [I5.311

NEW Imperial 1920 61r,p. J.A.P., run few mile-
£135; list price £147. Newnham Mote

Hammersmith Ed.. W.6.

BELTS-
ALL

MAKES
Jin.

2/1

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS

3in. thi. rin. rjin. per !

2/7 3/- 3/6 4/2 Foot
j

The keen, practical motor cyclist

always gets his tyres from us._

NEW IMPERIAL, quite new. unused, ai/zh.p. J.A.P.
engine. 2 speeds; £76.—Surridge. Ongar, 'Essex.

[9907

NEW IMPERIAL Lightweight, lamps, horn, 2-speed,
fine conditiorr^ £45.~-Preston, 6, Gordon St.,

Sutton, Keighley. [X4777

33,h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 1916, 2-speed,_ good condi-
4 tion, horn, tools; £46, or nearest.

Garage, Brixton Hill.
Butterworth's

[1299

1 Q20 Brand New ImperiaL_t_win J.A.P., 6-_8h.p., 3
speeds, combination; £170; never ridden,—61

Linaker St., Sonthport. [1581

OAh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, just overhauled,
/V4 looks and is equal new; f42.—Woodcliffe, Chisle-

Tyre Specialists

Motor Co., 26i
Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[1160

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 23ih.p., 1916, 2-speed,

lamps, new Tan-Sad, splendid condition; £50:
appointment.—Vallis, 129, Cator St., Peckham,
London. [9818

8h.p. IS"ew Imperial W.D. Combination, electric

lamps, horn, screen, Cowey speedometer, Jan
sidecar seat, new tyres, perfect order; offers.—21, Dane-
hurst Ed., Wallasey. [1833

SPECIAL 3^5h.p. o.h.v. twin New Imperial-Jap, 3-

speed Sturmey countershaft, Bosch, T.T. bars,

discs, excellent condition; £80.—Graham, 27, Wandle
Rd., Wandsworth Common. [1782

NEW IMPERIAL 1916 2';ih.p. 2-speed, in perfect
condition, lamps, 2 generators, speedometer, me-

chanical horns, pump, spare belt, chain, etc.; £55.

—

27, Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park. [1240

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8h.p., all-chain

drive, complete, with all lamps and horn, run
only about 600 miles; £145.—Longman Bros.. 17, Bond
St., Ealing, W.5. Tel. : Ealing 689. [1795

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 2%h.p., O.A.V., 2-speed, B.
and B., Dunlopa, drip feed, lamps, mechanical horn,

tools, etc., small mileage, better than new; £55, near
ofter.-33, Gateley Ed.. Brixton, 8.W.9. [1474

"5017 New Imperial 2';ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-8peed counter-
-8- *y shaft gear, fully equipped and guaranteed, carefully

used, and in fine condition: for £48—Stored at Jayes,

9, I'riucess Mews, Belsize Crescent, Hampstead. [1978

NEW IMPEEIAI^J.A.P. 2?4h.p., late 1919, 2-speed,

hand clutch, kick starter, variable jet, tools, etc.,

low mileage, perfect condition throughout ; £74 ; write

or call after 7.—E.B., 15, Trinity Rise, Tulee Hill,

S.W.2. [1432

8h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed, hand clutch, large

sidecar, brand new tyres, guaranteed mechanically
perfect, and practically new; *138,—8a. Blue Ball

Yard, St. James' St., Piccadilly, S.W.I. Tel. : Ger-
rard 6536. [1770

1 Q20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, delivered
X Xj week ago, uot ridden 25 miles, owner taken de-

livery new car; will sacrifice, £140 cash; Klaxon.
jMiller lamps, generators, tools, pump, etc., £7110
extra, cost £10.—Apply, after 6 p.m.. F., 41, Park
Lane, W.l. Mayfair 1874. [2110

Norton.

B.E.S. 1916 Norton, Philipson. lamps. Klaxon, con-

dition as new, been stored; £89.-32. High St..

Eeigate. [1541

NORTON" Big Four Sporting Combination, special

turnout: trial or examination.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [X4665

1Q20 3>/>h.p. Sports Norton, 3-speed lampe, horn.

i-iJ spee'dometer, knee grips; £150; Surrey.—Box
5,554, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1539

NORTON, 1919 (late), 3M,h.p. T.T.. engine No.

19756, Philipson pulley, F.R.3. lamps, as new;
£105; after 7.—Balliver Cottage, Lower Green Ed..

Esher. [1236

1 Q20 Norton Combination Big Four, ridden since

J-*y April, being overhauled makers, ready week;
reasonable offers, going abroad.—167. Maldon Rd., Col-

chester. [X4782

31.h p T.T. Norton, riew engine, tyres almost new.
2 electric lighting, mechanical Cowey, adjustable

pulley, very flexible and fast; £85.—H.. Ramsey Lodge.
Edinburgh. [1413

1 Q20 Norton, special T.T. model, tuned for fast

J-v work, adjustable pulley, new Palmer cord tyres,

has done 75 m.p.h.; £135, or near.—103, Marine
Parade, Brighton. [1359

BIG Four Norton, 1919 model, with Swan torpedi-

sidecar' (aluminium painted), semi-T.T. bars, horn,

Lucas King of the Road head lamp and Lucas rear lamp,

tyres in excellent condition, the whole combination in

perfect running order; £170, or nearest offer.—E. S. F.

Chance, Sandford Park, Sandford St. Martin, Oxforfl-

shiie.
[99*2

N.S.U.

_ J,
Dixie. B. and B.. used every day:

ii £23/10.—Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury. [1207

NS U. 3i^,h.p., Bosch mag., new rear cover and belt;

bargain. £25.—Seen at 87, Battersea Rise, Clap-

ham Junction, S.W.ll.264-266,Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I
_. Telephone^ Victoria_65^53,

hurst, Kent (near station}.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t^e end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

Olh.p. N^S.U.,

[1046

N.S.U. 1914 5-6h.p. 2.speod Combination, Millfoid

sidecar, speedometer, all lamps, etc.. good ordei

and condition; £65.—Colonial Motor Co.. 104a, Fiiicli

ley Rd.. N.W. 3. 'Phone: Hamp. 7822. [1711

B4J
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48 gns.— 105n,
I19S;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—Sole asenta for
Cambridgeshire. A. J. Youne and Co., Ltd., Heath

Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone; 214. [0222

W. SPAKEOW. Ltd,, Oshomc OaraRie. Yeovil, offlclal
N.U.T. agents, now booting orders for early de-

livery.—Write or 'Phone for rarticulars. Tel.: Yeovi]
114. f8395

N.tr.T.—We. are sole wholesale and retail agents for
Staffordshire, end can snpplv these famous ma-

chines for early delivery.—WalsiiU Garage, Walsall.
Tel.: 444. [6766

N.tr.T. B-6h.p. Jap, 8.A., 3-speed clutch, lamps,
speedometer, complete: £85.—Bickell and Sons,

Garage and Motor Engineers, 247-251, Archway Rd.,
Highgate, N.6. [9884

SHEOPSHIRE.—N.tr.T. sole agents for the county
demonstration model in stock. Orders bonked in

rtrict rotation for early deliveries.—James Garages
Church Stretton. 1769?

'M'.D.T. 1920 Model 3%h.p.. Lncai dynamo liglitiun
^v electric horn ; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised IxiL
don agents, Viv.'an Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wm.d
rtock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mai
tal , 6559 Book now for early delivery. I008t

O.K.
/^.K., brand new, Villiers engine, 48 gns,—Bivch"^
'-^ Garage, Wolverhampton. '

[2058

O.K., Villier.s 2V'h.p., brand new;
Higli St., Wandsworth, S.W.18,

O.K. Junior, Villiers etigine, from stock.—Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

„ (X4715
/^.K, -UNION 2%h.p., latest model, just deliveredV/ at maker's price, £50/8.—Eagles and Co., 275
High St., Acton, W.3. [X476E

O.K. Union 2-^4h.p., 1920, single speed, in stock, im-
mediate delivery; list price £50/8.—John C.

Beadle, Ltd., Dartlord. [1158

O.K. 2'/2h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition, fast: ride
60 miles to purchaser; £42, oi&HS.—Owner, Hewens.

Hlllingdon Heaih, Uxbridge. [1385
"1020 O.K.-Union, 2-Etroke, immediate delivery; list
J-«' prio-»; £51.-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., 75,
Albany St., Hegent's Park, London, N.W.I. [02<!i

O.K., 234h.p. M.A.G. engine, overhead valve, 2
.peeds, very little used; bought combination;

£63.—Slater, 51, Finchfield Ed., Wolverhampton.
[1718

||.K. Lightweight, 2^/^h.p., countershaft 2-speed geai
y^ box, free engine, etc., paddles off, fast and ei^u-

nomical, condition and order guaranteed; 36 gns.—
Barrington, 14, Arundel Rd., Croydon. [1972

Omega
OMEGA-J.A P., 2-speed and model de luxe; at 7

anu 79 gns. respectively; early deliveries.- Movr*
End Son, 29, Station St.. Lewes. [796f

OMEGA, 1920, jnst received from makers, unused,
4-itroke, 2-8peed, kick-starter; £90, or nearest

offer.—Nnnn, Clarence Parade, Cheltenham. [982.

3h.p. Twin 1920 Omega-Jap, the only one on the
road with twin engine, 2-speed, kick starter, hand

oontrol clutch, brand new; £85.—Langtord, 1, Mar
taban Rd., Stoke Newington, London, N. [^X4698

P. and M.

P.
and M., 1919 model, in splendid condition £75
-37, Treadgold St.. W.ll. [1678

P.
and M. 1918 Combination. C.B., fully eoiiinned
£92.-2, .Madrid Bd., Barnes. (1933

P.
and M. 1916, 3iAh.p., 2-speed, K„S., good condi-
tion; £65.-10, Baronsincad Rd., Barnes. [1721

P.
and M., late model. In splendid condition; £70 —
The County Garage, Ocrrards Cross, Bucks- |0230

BRIGHTON, Hove and district P. and M. agents
Turpin'b, 2Z and 29, Preston Rd., Brighlnn.

[0204

P.
end M., 1918, new condition, £78; liarBnin.-2
Harewood Rd,, v^oji.ers Wood, Morton, S.Vt.

[2104

P.
end M. Coinbinntion, apcessorio,^, Bpcedoinetcr good
order; £75, offera.—38. Wullbuttou Ufl„ Brorkley

e.E.4. (1019

P.
and M. 3'/-h.p.. 2-»rccd, lamps, etc., In pcrlect
(oudition; £70.-49, Peoliody Ed., Vurnlioi.iugli

HentJ. 11701'

f Q20 R.A.F, Model P. and M., riddpn 200 milrs,Ltf unjcratched ; £110.-North, 79, Mill IM.. Cnni
bridge. I0B9O

RE-CONDITlONEn P. and M.>, splenrlid order. Urn
front binki., pump, tOol»; £76,— Gro.ivr.mu llcin,«n,

Bt. Albans. [UOO

P.
and .M with Box Carrier, also cane body loi

" buHlnoHS or pleasure: £100.—41. Ashlord IM
CrickIcwoo<I,

[ I f,;,ii

P. end M.-Hnr;(nln. RAl". Model, nnnmellod miual
now: £60 to cluar.~Ba, Illuebull Yard, St. JnnicB
riicndllly. |l>-.,

QJLIi.p. I*, rind M.. Brni h, (rood tyrcn, (tnlng orderf^a photofraiih. Mnmi>: £26, or near oiTot.—Jlnrncy'"
(:)068

Bt.

Nouporl. \\ itrlil.

tmm
CARAGE
MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW.
(at Maker's List Price).

ALLON, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

ARIEL :^i h.p. 3-speed Combination.. £152 10
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £123 tO
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch . . £75
HOBART^.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-spced, clutch.

and kick-starter £90
INVICTA-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter .^ 85 gns.

LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p. twin, 2-specd,

clutch, and kick-starter £130
METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., single-speed . £62
METRO-TYLER, 3V h.p., 2-speed £74
METROrTYLER, 2"'. h.p., 2-speed, Type

S .' £95 IS
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed 77 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,2> h.p., 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.

O.K -JUNIOR, 24 h.p., 2-5peed £65
OMEGA-il.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed 71 gns.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2t h.p., 2-speed £73 10
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2:} h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick startc 95 gns.

SOILED.

W.D. ROVER Combination, 5 6 h.p. . . £145
W.D. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, 8 h.p £145
(These machines have J.A.P. engines. 3-speed
countershaft gear box, clutch, kick-stalrter, an.i

all-chain drive, and are finished "Service" green).

SECOND-HAND,

ig2o METRO-TYLER 2.\ h.p., 2-spced,

lamps and horn £70
igrg JAMES, sj h.p.. 2-speed £65
1912 WOLF, 3a h.p., lamp, and horn £38
1916 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, detachable

wheels, lamps, and horn £155
1914 SUNBEAM, 6 h.p.. and Sidecar, Lucas

lamps and horn £130
1916 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination, lamp,

horn, speedometer, windscreen, etc. . £130

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar .. £140
1918 JAMES 4k h.p. Combination de iiixc.

lamps, horn, and speedometer £140
W.D. P. fit M,, 3i h.p.. 2-speed, and kick-

starter
". £78

W.D. P. & M., si h.p., 2-speed, and kick-

^tarter, and new Millford Sidecar .... £103

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

DDoaDDDDDaDnDDDaaDD(3Daac

Eastern Carage Co.,
Otficial Repairers to

K.A.C.. A.C.U.. A.A. &M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E,7.

icicphono—490 East I-Iam.

l(.'It'Kriim<:
—

" K;;araco, London.**

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M. 1919, not W.D., Lucas accessories, good
condition; £95.—Noakes. 316, Bell Barn Rd.,

I Edgbaston, Birminghaia. [1741

T ATEST P. and M., just delivered, mechanical
i-J lubrication, improved kick start, hand brake;
£130.-95, Peel St., Hull. [1937

"I Q 17-18 P. and M. Combination, luxurious sidecar,
-Ltf 2-speed, kick start, excellent condition; £88.—
72, Lon&ridge Rd. Earl's Court. [1625

1 Q20 P. and M., absolutely unscratched. all acces-
Xt7 sories; sell list price or exchange lighter ma-
chine.—Write. B., 2, Kestrel Av., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[1488

P.
and M. (believed 1919) CombinMion, spoi-ty side-

c-ar. all lamps, Co\vey horn, mechanical condition
verv good; £95, or near offer. 'Phone: Hamp. 7822.

[-1713

P.
and M. (1918) Combination or Solo Machine, -n-hole

in perfect condition, all new tyretj; piice £90,
no offers: after 6 o'clock.—9 Leamington Park» Acton,
W. .

[1032

I Cil8 P. andr-M., with coachbnilt sidecar, "black and
I_f7 green finish, first-class order, smart appearance;
nearest £100.—Eodmer, Market Place, Wymondham.
Norfolk. [9978

"I
Q20 P. and M. and Sidecar, perfect condition,

J-t/ fully equipped with lamps, etc.; £135.—Rolls
and Co., 4, Little Cadogan Place, Belgrave Sq., S.W.I.
Vict. 2914. [9905

1 Q18-19 P. and M. Combination. C.B., new chains,
-a- ^ tyres, etc., thoroughly overhauled, excellent

condition; £76.—Harrison, 4, St. JVlary's Terrace,
Paignton, DeYon. [1631

P.
and M. Combination, late R.A.F. model, original

colours, Millford cliassis with new - coach body,
Al condition and appearance; £110.~Osborne. 3. Syr
David's Av., Cardiff. [1354

P. and M. Post-war 1919 Model and Coachbuilt -Side-

car, raehet brake, pump, horn, spare tyre, and tool

kit, on view in London, trial run if desired; price

£130.—Box 5.526, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1132

l Q19 3V2h.p. P. and M. Combination, complete with
J-«/ Watford speedometer. Easting wind screen, and
horn, done 1,300 miles only, excellent condition; £118.
-Write. V.S.W., 39, Festing Grove, Southsea. [1736

PHELON-MOORE, ex-military stores, overhauled
and sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A.

No. 2 sidecar. £115: trade supplied.—Maude's, 100,
Gt. Portland St., London, also Paris St., Exetei. [1908

1 Q20 P. and M. C.B. Combination, as new, un-
.1*7 scratched, done 300 miles, guaranteed perfect,

Lucas, lamps, etc. ; £145, or nearest offer ; private
owner.--Hop. 2337, Inglewood, St. James Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. l9801

"I 020 P. and M. Combination, as new. only run 800
l-*y miles, Lucas head, side, and tail lamps. luggage
grid. Cowey speedometer, raud shield, mirror, kick

starter, and manv spares; £147/10.—Egbert Spearman,
Bishop's Stortford. [1137

P.
and M. Combination (late model), little used, smart
turnout, 2 head lamps, spare chains, tubes, valves,

reliability itself, £120; sepnriitely, new Lncfls head
lamp complete, also powerful horn.—Lieut.. 4. Somerset
Ed.. New Itaniet. [1548

FOR Renovation, P. and M. engine, No. 4068, com-
n'pie tniTT'e. lorki. rnuilauards. t^nk. c:irrjer,

front wheel, engine, and 2-speed gear; parts required,
back wlieei, naigneto, carburetter, ciiaius. etc.; bar-

gain, £40.—Hubert Turner and Co (bel w)

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, R.A.I' model, com-
X t/ pletely overhauled, mechanically perfect, fast

and powerful, now tyres, chains, complete witli all

lamps, horn, ready for instant use; £92.--Hubert
Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Farringdon
Rd,, E.C. [1612

P. and S.

WA0CHOPE3, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London.—
P and S. 2-3troke. 2-speed model. Villiers

engine. £73; kick start and clutch models, .£80; from -

stock. [9779
Peco.

PECO 2-filiJ^kc. T.T. liars. Albion ronnter.-^haft genra,

Aiuac, Itinidrt, Lucas laini's and horn, tyres gooil,

M"'('iltlv nvcrliauled, good condition; £55,- nr nwirewt.

Wanted, Trinniph.—Ivy-Hindes, Slieiboiue Rd., Kiirn-

lmiou«h, Hants. fX4710
Peugeot

/:?]!. p. ppunpot, Ilosch nniR.f C- »"d B. <^tijlmietter,
x> sphMidid condition; nenrest offer £38.— Bowyer, 31,
Unltnii tit, OMlinm. (1641

Philipson.

8Xh.p. 1918 T.T. Pliili|).sim, discs, lamps, oversize
'2 lyres, special low pnaition ; £90, or olfer.—Want,

The Cottage. Addlostono. [2159

Pope.

BtilST Bargain this week: Pope 7-9h.p, conibina-
tinn, condition equal tn now. believed 1916 or

1917, 2-specd, clutch, lamps, wind screen ; photo,
(piick aalo; accept £95.— Brown, 11. Higher Albert St..

Chesterneld. [X4801

Precision.

'1'^.T. Precision. 4h.p., PhilipHon pulley, perfect con-
X dition; £38; cxchnngo.~63. Solon Rd., Brixton.

(1789

D46 All Idlers rcludiiA to ndvertUcmenU flhould ouote the number at the end of each adverttseaient. and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Combination 3M.h.p. : £55: C.B. body, kick
start, Multi pulley.—16, St. Mary Abbott's Ter-

race, Kensington. [1310

"ptTDGE SV^h.p.. clutch, new tyres and belt, just
-tV overhauled, excellent going order; £45.—Llancant,
Smithills. Bolton. [1897

RUDGE Multi 1917 SV^b.p., new tyro, belt, lamps,
excellent condition; £75.—DhtIs. Wellington

Buildings, Bow. E.3. [1688

1Q19 Rudge Multi SV^h.p., in perfect condition, as
J-i' new, onlv run' 600 miles; £105.—John Bailey,
S^nushnir St., Blackburn. [9825

1 «C|20 Brand New- Rudge Multij T.T., I.O.M., com-
*-tf plete with accessories; £123.—Heath House, Cud-
iliugton, Malpas, Cheshire. [X4ai9

3ih.p. Eudge, clutch, iwdal start and electric light
2 in splendid condition, and very fast; £55.—Smith.

35, Conduit Rd., Stamford. [9799

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, latest model, pedal
-L t/ starter, accessories, unused; ^6105.—294, Ken-
nington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [1762

"IQ20 Rudge 5-6h.p. Multi Combination in stock;
J-t/ makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield High-
way. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. . [8348

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, liood, tvind
screen, discs, tools, spare parts; £110, oflera ; any

trial.-Specfc, Florist, Llanelly. [1068

3ih.p. Rudge, Philipson, tyres as new, bom, tools,
2 etc., privately owned: £45.-19, Wilcox Ed.,

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [1592

1 Ql6 Rudge LO.M., perfect' condition, lamps, horn,
J-*^ etc., tank repainted new makers' colours; £85,
or offers.—'Phone : Hamp. 7822. [1712

RUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. Twin, with Rudge sidecar, in
first-class condition, lamps, etc.; £155.—Sproston,

Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,-W.l. [1145

"pUDGE Multi 3.1'^h.p., W.D. model, in absolutely
-*-*^ new condition throughout, equipped new; £83.

—

181, Clapham Rd., Brixton. 2984. [2132

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3y2h.p., splendid con-
dition, speedometer, Klaxon, lamps; £65. After

6.-34, Crauley Mews, South Kensington. [1573

RUDGE 1920 LO.M. T.T. Model, complete with all

accessories, and in new order; accept £105.—
Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1147

"1Q20 Budge Multi, LO.M., delivered May, semi-T.T.,
-»-«/ pedal starter, mileage 180, lamps. Klaxon, tools;
eil5. or nearest.-Hunt, Villa, Eye, SirfEolk. [1863

RUDGE (2), 1 Multi, 1 Philipson pulley; £72/10
and £50.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1166

RU.DGE 1920 T.T. Multi, 3V-h.p., £110; with Canoe-
let sidecar £135, Watsoiiian £140.—Clears and

Lowe, Eudge Depot, 125, High St., Woolwich. [2136

1 Q.19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, wind screen,
--•^ P. and H. lighting set, all as new: bargain, £127.—
Willets, Rookety, Lanesfield, Wolverhampton. [1854

RUDGE Multi Combination, SVah.p., hand clutch,
full equipment, excellent condition; 68 gns.—

Kingston, 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W.
[1727

19 (Nov.) Rudge Multi Combination, guaranteed
perfect order, complete, all accessories; £118.

—C.S., Whellock, Cleeve, High St., Southgate, N.14.
[8883

RUDGE Multi, believed 1916, engine No. 12620,
enamelled 1920 colours, poliehed discs, excellent

condition; any trial; £60.-95, Riversdale Ed., High-
l>ury, N.5. [1380

MANCHESTER District.—1920 (May) T.T. Rudge
Multi, brand new condition; £110; owner bought

combination.—Brown, Eversley, Davenport Park,
Stockport., [1811

pUDGE Multi 1916 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, very niceXV combination, good condition, awfully cheap; '£75.—
Longman Eros., 17. Bond St.. Ealin-^, W.5. Tel. :

EaUng 689. [179?

1 Q20 Rudge Multi 7-9h.p., 'T.T.," Swan sporting
J-t/ sidecar, horn, speedometer, tools, in perfect con-
dition, bought May, must sell; first £165.-151, Moor
Lane, Preston. [X4784

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
know of the best Rudge- Multis in London ; every

machine speciallj selected and tested. See under Con-
sulting Engineers. [2129

I.O.M. Rudge Multi Sporting Combination, 1916-17,
engine and gear overhauled-; 2 new tyres and belt,

all accessories, splendid order; a snip, 78 gns.— 81, Little
Ealing Lane, Ealing, [1640

T> UDGE Multi, complete with Cowey speedometer,
-1-V lamps, horn, etc., only done 500 miles, as new;
solo, £121, or with sidecar, £l40.—364. Lillie Rd.,
Fnlham, London, S.W. [9898

1 Q13 T.T. Rudge, fitted with special 1914 Triumph
X*-' engine, 90 miles per gallon, 1920 MaTSon clutch,
tyres and belt good, lamps; trial; £46.—Ford, Sotwell,
nr. Wallingford, Berks. [X4766

RUDGE Multi, 1919, (late), SVoh.p., with Mills-Fullord
covered basket sidecar, mileage under 1,000, special

oversize tvres, in grand condition; £125.—Sparrow, 6,
Victoria Terrace, Leamington Spa. [X4fi44

19'

DEFIHITE

ADVANTAGES
/or

CLIENTS
Although our ever-increasing circle of

friends realise every day more clearly the

definite advantages that attach to trading

with us, there are circumstances that make
it possible for us to give even greater ad-

vantages at certain periods.

(If At present, owing to the
conclusion of the Summer
Term at Oxford, very many
machines are changing
hands, and these can be
offered while they last at

prices that represent bar-

gains in the most positive

sense of the word.
Ourwider circle of friends can have details

on application by .postcard. Machines
may in every case be had on approval
To those w^o are nev^ to us. we beg to

point out that business by p-sl is a special

feature with us. and thai their letters will

in each case be treated as a call in person.

Here are a few examples taken at random
from oitr June list—
INDIAN, 1920 Powerplufi Combination,
complete with usual equipment. New
March. 1920. Price £205.
ENFIELD 1920 Two-stroke. 2-speed
Lightweight. £67.
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. 19 19 (late) Counter-
shaft with Grindlay Sidecar. Price £ 130
P. & M. 1919 (late) Combination. 3^ h.p-

(P. & M. Sidecar). Head Lamp, Horn
etc. Price £125.
A.B.C. SKOOTAMOTA. 1920. List

price £55. plus carriage. Offered at £51_
ALLON 1920, 2-speed, cost £87 10 0,"

Prce £76.
IVY 1920 Lightwel^l-t. Single speed
model Cost £59. 48 Guinea?.

OUR JUNE LIST gives delaiU of
between 30 & 40 MACHINES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

3JLh.p. Eudge, sloping tank, Brooklands Model, 1913.
2 vory^ fast and powerful, tyres new, all-nM

maker'5''eDamel; bargain «.65; seen at Victory Garage.^i,

Camberwell.—Write, Thomas, 66, Saltoun Ed., Brixtim.

F.O.C.II. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ready
for the road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath

St., Hanipstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includinij
Saturdays. [1253

F.O.C.H, have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
Sidecar, fully equipped, equal to new.—Fair Offer

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstc-;id
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752." Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [1254

I.O.M. Rudge Multi, 1916. sloping frame, special en-
gine, very fast, thoroughly overhauled, £12 of new

piirtfl fitted by Eudge-AVh itworth, new belt, tyres ex-

cellent,
,
all accessories, including speedometer, full kit

of tools, insurance policy; £70. auick sale,—54, Conncp
Rd., Enfield Wa^b, Middlesex. [1700

RUDGE, special T.T., clutch* accessories, spares, in-

cluding Tan-San, speedometer, enamelled red, disc
wheelS; very sporty and fast, general appearance and
condition as new; real bargain, £75.—Peddell, 63,
Grange Av., North Finchley, N.12. [1201

OCTOBER, 1919, 3>^.p. Rudgo Multi Bportins;

Rennoch sidecar outfit, fitted complete, with 3
lamps, large copper exhaust, T.T. bars, overlap valve
timing, can be seen by appointment; nearest £150.—
Hollies, Nursery Av., Hale, Cheshire. [2009

"I Q 14-1915 Rudge Multi, privately owned, stored
-L*/ during war and always been v^y carefully used,
all-black model, speedometer, D.A. lighting, copper ex-
haust, knee grips, semi T.T. bars, engine perfect, ex-

ceptionally smart and sporty machine, fully insured

;

price £80 lowest, only wants seeing.—Box 71, c/o
Tfi& Motor Cycle. [1496

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-Villiera 2-3fcroke,

single-speed £56, 2-speed £66.—London concea-
sionnaires, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies available. [4242

Scale.

1 Q20 New Scale, SVsh.p. Precision engine, 2-strofc6,
J-t/ 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £S5; immediate de-
liveriea.-The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Roches-
ter. [0199

NEW Scale Motor Cycle, 1920, SV^h.v- 2-stroke Pre-
cision engine, 2-speed gear, hand clutch, kick

starter, not yet run in; below list price.— 51, Milton
Rd., Ilkeston, IJerbys. [X4419

Scott.

SCOTT 2-speed, water-cooled, splendid order, all on;
£55.-17, Park Lane, Wembley. [9803

1 Q 20 Scott, 2 pairs of bars, Cowey horn, lamps, etc.
JLt/ £135.-36, Whetley Hill, Bradford. [1893

COTT, 1915, good order throughout; 4i80, or near.
Box 5,565, c/o The Motor Cycic. [2054

SCOTT Standard Solo, just arrived, list price, sub-
ject unsold, immediate delivery.—Central Garage,

Swanage. [1115

SCOTT Combination, excellent condition; £80; after
7 p.m. on Saturdays.—14, ffaltham Rd., Southall,

Middlesex. [9820

SCOTT 1914 Genuine Coachbuilt Combiriation, re-

cently overhauled by makers.—Box 5,534, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1405

SCOTTS, 1920, brand new. solos, combinations, or
sidecars onlv ; list prices

;
prompt delivery.-W.

Pepper, Market Hill. Royston, Herts. [1697

"I
Q20 Scott ana Watsonian E34 purple sidecar,

-i-V "Lucas lamps and horn, very smart outfit; £170,
ho offers.—Dayson, Bryn Rd., Swansea. [1773

SCOTT 1914 33.jh.p., with wicker sidecar; £80;
,

Boacli, Araack, Stewart, horn, good running order,

trial, Cheltenham.-Box 5,298, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[8757

1 Q20 Scott and Sporting Sidecar, delivered last

X J/ month,- not driven 100 miles, lamps, horn; £190.
—I'letcher, Carlton Grange, Stockton-on-Forest, York.

^

[8619

SCOTT, 1915, underslung C.B. sidecar. Bosch, B.
and B., -lamps, horn, all spares, bear expert

examination: 'first £110 secures.—76, Cornwall Rd.,
Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2. [X4S11

SCOTT 1920 Z%h.\}., with Swan de luxe touring
sidecar, painted mauve, speedometer, lamps, hood,

and screen, very smart; £165.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. ^ - [1164

Id 14 Scott, 3^?4h.p., with Scott-Myers C.B. sidecar,
-L*/ mileage. 7.325, Lucas lamps, horn, Cowey epeedo-
meter, Binks, Bosch, Palmers, tools, recently over-

hauled, fine condition, any trial; £95.—Stidwell, 30,

Rosemout Parade, North Finchley, N.12. [1332

Singer.

2ih.p. Singer, Ba^th, lamps, horn; £22.—Pope 32,
4 Elisnore Rd., Forest Hill. [1699

3ih.p. 1914 Singer, clutch model, in splendid condi-
2, tion; £38/10.-9, Tennyson Rd.^ Stratford. [1335

SINGER 4'Ah.p., K.S., C.G., grand condition, mileage
1,000; £65.-35, Cumberland Rd., South Nor-

wood, S.E.25. [1269

s

All letters r^ . .Ing to advei-tlsements should auote the aumber at tbe end ol eacb aJverttsement, and the date ol the Issue a33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Singer.

SINGER SV-.h.-p., 1914, overhauled, re-enamelled, new
Dunlops," tank, Bosch mag., B.B.; 50 gns.—14,

Eegent St., Coventry. [X4691

3Xh.p. Singer, 2-spe6d, eluteh, 1914, in firfit-rlass

2 condition ; £30.—Turner's Motor Works, Curzon
Ed., Ealing. 'Phone: 745. [1522

Sih.p. Singer, iust been completely overhauled, in
4 perfect order; £35 or near offer.—Humphries,

122, London Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [1893

4h.p. Singer 1917 2-speed, kick-start, clutch, lamps,
pump, tools, appearance as new, very little used

£55; after 6 p.m.—Reade, 19, Red Lion St., Woolwich.
[1914

SINGER 1914 Combination, 4h.p. countershaft, 2-

speed, Canoelet S.C., clutch, B. and B., hood,
icreen, lamps, splendid condition; £65.-77, Brookfield
Bd., Bedford Park, Chiswick. [1316

SINGER Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speed gear
box, clutch, new tyres, new Binks, engine re-

bushed, splendid condition, lamps, and accessories; ac-

cept £75 lowest.—66, Barnwell St., Kettering. '[X4815

31h.B. Singer, 1915, 3 speeds, B. and B. carburetter,
2 E.I.C. watertight magneto, Drnid spring forkB.

all good tyres, powerful, fast, splendid condition, smart
outfit, complete lamp set, all .nccessories, sm.nrt, low
coaclibnilt sidecar; bargain, £58.-45, Charles St.,
Exmouth St., Stepney. [1874

.Sparkbrook.

"I Q20 Sparkbrook, 2 speeds, brand new: £69/10, costLif £75.-66, Walnut Tree Close, Guildford. [1117

SPARKBROOK Lightweight, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-

speed, flywheel mag.; ^£75. — Dominy and Co.,
Winchester. [1986

SPARKBROOK, lightweight, countershaft gears,
fully equipped, equal new; £50.—Marks, 121,

Acton Lane, Chiswick. [1428

CPARKBROOK 1919 2>^h.p. Villiers 2.»trol!e,
^^ 2-t.peed, lamps, horn, and pillion seat; £50;
apply after 7 p.m.—140, Winns' Av., Walthamstow,
Essex. [2106

<r>ih.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke, single and 2-speed
/W 2 models in stock, at makers' list price for cash,
or on extended payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. [9797

Stewart.
STEWART 2-stroke, 1919, 2^ih.p., hardly used;

£52/10.-130. High St., Bromley, Kent. [1549

Sun.
OUN 2-spoed 2-stroke, 1920. unciatcd; list price £70;
*-^ first telegram.—Allen, Hairdresser. Oundle. [1544
1018 Sun 2J4h.p., powerful, paddles off, enamel,
;r, .J"™!"^' 'y'^^' "S "f"^' 28 gns.—43, Bushey Grove
Rd., Watford- [1621
GUN 2-stroke, 1919 model, perfect running order
tJ lamps, horn, tyres good; £45.—Turnill, North,
Peterborough. [1247

SUN-PRECISION 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, Sturmey 3-speed; £65.-2, Appian Rd., Old

l^ord, London, [1706
SUN-VILLIEES 23<h.p., good climber, new belt and

magneto chain; £40, offers; London.—Box 5 515
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1121

1 Q16 6h.p, Sun-Jap Combination. S-speed, kick starter,
J-*' perfect order, has been overhauled; what offer?
—J. Dovies, Cilwendeg Lodge, Boncath. [X4752
CUN-yiLLIERS 2-stroke, just overhauled, complete^ with lamps, speedometer, knee grips, pump, and
tool.s. Klaxon horn, and discs, new Dunlop tyres,
machine painted red and black, very smart; 40 gns.;
seen any time.—Ncwlands, Parkhill, Bexley, Kent.

[1533

Sunbeam.
1Q18 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., few spares;
-•-•^ £165.-85, Woodpecker Ed., New Cross. [2096

DAN GUY, Wcymouth.-8h.p. 3-speed Sunbeam,
O.B. sidecar, good condition throughout; £180.

[1179
SUNBEAM 1915 Combination, 3'/-h.p., excellent con-

dition, oil on; £115.-101, Chandos Ed., Strnt-
•"'^ VIC

[J^jyford, E.15.

SUNBEAM Combination, 8Ii.p., new, spjiro wlieel,
IfiiiipH, liood, Hcreiin: offcrH.—Whittnker, Asliton

Pavilion, St, Anne's-on-Seji. [9840

1 Q20 3'/.-h.p. Sunbeam Combination, immediate de-
J-*/ livery; li.it price, .1. Smith and Co., 16, JIanip.
sttart IM., London, N.W.I. [2070

SUNBEAM. 3l,!,h.p., November, 1918, black and Bold,
all-chain, fully criuippcd, tolo; X129.— 102. WcbI-

wood Ud,, EiulHdon, floventry. 1X4856

1Q19 3'yvh.p. flunbcarn Combination, fnllv cnuippcd
-L«.' perfect condil.fc.n; £166.- Erank Whltwortli,
Ltd., 139, New .St., liirrnlnghani. [X4722

3Th.p. fiunbcam Cmnhinatinn, lute April, 1920, liiinpn,
2 Hcrccii, iicccHHOi leu: £200; perfect condition.-.

Miicllcrniott, llackentliorpo, neiir ShcHlfld. [1587

SUNBEAM, 1920, practically new, not run 200 miles,
fully i'(|iiip|)('d with electric liKht: .€200; owner

boui^ht car.— Apply, Cearo, Ripple Vale, Wiilmcr.
18881

"I^HE FINEST SELECTION OF BRAND
NEW MODELS IN LONDON

CAN BE SEEN AT

JONES' GARAGE
Broadway, MUSWELL H ILL,N.10.

'Piujixe: Homsey 25^2.

8 h.p. B.A.T,, Solo or Combination.
4h.E. DOUGLAS Combination.
6 h.p: ENFIELD, electric model.
SJrb.p. N.U.T., electric model.
gp.p. MATCHLESS, elect(-ic model.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, standard model,
3J h.p. ROVER, Solo or Combination.
6 h.p. RO.yER, Solo or Combination.
2|- h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed Enfield gear.

2.1 h.p. DIAHiOND-VILLIERS, 2-specd Enfield gear.

3* h.p. BEji\RDMORE-PRECISION, 2-speed, and
spring frame.

2^ h.p. WOOLER, spring frame (the record breaker).
2j h.p. O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-speed.

2ih.p. O.IC.-UNION, single-speed.

ziTi.p. HOBART, single-speed.

8 h.p. BLACKBURNE and Sidecar.

2I h.p. Junior TRIUMPH.
3i h.p. ARIEL Combination, Lucas electric light-

ing complete. Expected this week.

We also have a large assortment of NEARLY NEW
MACHINES in Stock. A few as follows :

1919 3h h.p. SUNBEAM, all Lucas acces-
sories . . .- £157 10

igrS 8 h.p. SUNBEAM M.A.G. engine
electric dynamo lighting Combination £198

1919 electric model HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., solo,

£165; with a "posh" new! Sidecar . . £205
1919 electric model HARLEY Combina-

tion, all possible accessories £195
1920 COULSON-B., fitted with Blackburne

engine, as new £90
1918-19. ALLDAYS-ALLON, single-speed,

fine order £55
4} h.p. B.S.A., renovated, absolutely as new £110
1919 DOUGLAS Combinations (3), from .. £155
19T9 JAMES Combination, electric lights £160
We have a good stock of Machines rangin;
from £50. SEND FOR BIG LIST.

Kindly send stamp for reply.
.

The "Speedy Sporting Single'.

advocated by the Editor
is a "going" proposition
when fitted with a

Pneu MultiPulley
This super-efficient pulley, the result of

seven years' development, is the ideal

thing for Triumphs, Nortons, Rovers,
and all other fast single drivers with
outside pulleys, also for Douglas, Cedos,
Calthorpe, Diamond, Sparkbrook,
Quadrant, New Hudson, James, etc, etc.;

with offside gear-box pulleys.

It gives a range of speeds on each gear,
where usually the top gear is a little too
high for a moderate hill, and the low gear
too slow.

Gives free engine,, and a range of speeds
from 74 to 1 up to 3J to 1. On two-
speed gear boxes from 3 to I to 20 to 1

.

NO BELT SLIP.

NO END THRUST.

FITTED IN SIX MINUTES.

Price £5 10 O, postage 1/-

Send for Descriptive Folder to

"PNEU^^ AUTO-PULLEY Co.
22, Bessborough Road, BIRKENHEAD.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1Ql9 Sunbeam Combiniition, 800 -mileage, £30 worth
-*-^ accessories, selling doctor's oTdei«, everything as
new; £180, worth £210.—329, Hointon Ay., Grimsby.

[1084
Oih.p. Sunbeam, 1920, sport model, complete -with
'-'2 lamps, horn, et<;., Binks -carburetter, perfect con-
dition; £165.—Spooner, Haslemerc, Yelverton, S. lleTon.

[1858
SUNBEAM, 1919, Sept., 3%h.p., mileage very small,

lamps, perfect condition; £140.~L/onp'man Bros.,
387, Uxbvidge Rd.. Acton, W.3. Tel. : Chiswick 1578.

[1793

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black-gold lettering,
new Nov., 1919, electric lighting set, spare tyre

and wheel; £275.—Ladden, 19, London Kd., Reigate.
[1480

31.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1917, little tised,
2 Lucas equipment, speedometer, leg shields, per-

fect condition; £140,-109, Earlsfield Rd., Wands-
worth. [1609

IDEAL Sunbeam 2^/ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., Bosch,
Lucas King- lighting set, horn and Klaxon, etc.,

all aocessories ; £72; going abroad.—331, Hertford Rd.,
Ponders End. [1466

QUN'BEAM 1914 2-^f4h.p., complete with lamps, horn,
^^' tools, speedometer, etc. ;a real bargain; speedy and
reliable ; £85.—He^rin's Garages, Ltd., the real servic^
firm, Taunton. [1212

LATEST 1919 3V:.h.p. Sunbeam, picked, untouchedv
. Sunbeam sidecar, screen, Lucas set, Klaxon,

speedometer, spares, perfect; £180.—Walter Jones,
Newport, Salop. [1904

SUNBEAM 1918 8h.p. J.A.P., bulbous back sidecar,
all in black and gold, detachable wheels.—Newn-

ham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W-6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith SO [1159a

1 Q20 Sunbeam, 3V2h.p., new May, speedometer,
J-«7 Lucas accessories, knee shields, spares, cost
£ 174 including insurance ; offers.—Holmes, 7, Ouse
Av., King's Lynn. [X4788

SUNBEAM 1918 8h.p., J.A.P., bulbous back sidecar,
all in black and gold, detachable wheels.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223,, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
nammersniith 80, [1159

SUNBEAM, Oct., 1919. Sh.p. Combination, hood>
screen, luggage grid, speedometer, mirror, etc.,

the whole outfit as new; £240.—Fletcher, 5, Warser
Gate, Nottingham. [1733"-

3ih,p. Sunbeam, August". 1919, 2-seater sidecar, com-
2 plete lamps, horns, tools, Tnn-Sad, excellent tyres,

mechanically perfect; best offer over £160.—Box 5,529,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1394

I Q 18 SVjh.p. Sunbeam, complete with Lucn*; head
Li? light, tyres new, long plated exhaust pipe, un-
scratched condition, mechanically perfect; £135.—S.W.V
26, Sun St., Hitchin. [9997

1Q19 3yah,p. Sunbeam Combination, complete with'
-Lv all accessories, iietfect condition, thoroughly re-

commended; £175.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24,
Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [1412

SUNBEAM 3!i Combination, late 1917, black arid
gold model, Cowey speedometer, Klaxon, lamps,

all oot^essories, first-class condition; £140.—Eaves, 5,

Thornfield Rd., Shepherd's Bush, \\\ [2100

1 Q20 SVoh.p. Sporting Sunbeam, delivered April,
JLty Cowey speedometer, best Lucas lamps, horn, knee
grips, mirror, copper exhaust, and iusuranee policy
value £3/5 etc.; £165, or best offer.—O. Clarke, Cov-
entry St.. Kidderminster. - [9864

Sh.p. Sunbeam, July, 19t9, No. 3015. combination,
lamps, Lucas, speedometer, hood, sci'een. spare

wheel, tyres as new, mileage 2,950, overhauled foi*

season , Binks. all spai'es ; offers ; tria 1 .—High ton.

Somerby, St., Bees, Cumberland. [9908

SUNBEAM.—We aro Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in :tock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

and plating undc* the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la

Hay 'late Sunbea.nland).—The Molineux Garage Co.,
Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

20 3Vl>h.p. Sunbeam, with primrose dinky pattern
-t t^ sidecar, largest F.R.S. lamp set, Cowey trip'

speetloineter, Cowey burn, knee grips, mirror, P.R.S.
sidei^ar lamp. Lucas rear lamp, ilisc on sidecar wheel,
dune 450 miles, as new; £230.—R.L., c/o Martin, 36
Frogmoro St., Bristol. [0238

SUNBEAM 2\ih.p., 2-speeti. chain drive, kick star-
ter, hand clutch, footboards, tyres practically un-

soiled, remarkable hill-clinibor, mirror, Lucas horn,
Lucas lamp and generator; 69 gns.; if reguir-ed, light
Watsiinian coachbuilt sidecar, stormproof apron, 11

fna,- Garage, 5, Eglon Mews, Berkley Rd., Pilmrose
Lill <nr. Chalk Farm Tube). [2155

T.D.C.

3 Jill. p. T.D.C. do Luxo, hriuid now, 2-8tioke, gunran-
4 tied perfect ; £49.— (hveniiap, Rising Brook,

HtiiJVoid. [1876

T.D.C. 3V:;h.ji. Coachbuilt Coniliinntion, 3 flp«ede,
clutch, cIiild'B Beat, beautiful outfit; bnrguin, £75.

-FiKlicr, 24, TiOTiiadoc Rd., Claphnm. [1083

1 Q20 T.D.C. Dc Ltixc 2^,',b.p. 2-8trokG, 2-8peed,Xv lampH, mileage under 150, jicrfect; £55; oven-
IngK.-46, Avondiilc Rd., ilarringny, N.16. [1327

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Thrasher.

913 3i/-.h.p. Thrasher-Jap. 3-speert Armstrong
free engine, Bosch maa;., -T.T. handles. Druid

irts. sii^ecar lug-^, Dunlop tyres, unsoratched, head
id tail lamps, horn, in perfect ninuing order, mileage

)Out 1,000; what oflers?-C. T. WiUiams, Post OlHoe

:ouse, Burrr Port. [2015

Triumph.
Ih.p. Triumph, T.T., low and fast.—Gaunter, Eversholt
b Lodge, New Bainet. [1073

rRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition

;

i£80.—30, Boston Bd., HanWell, Loudon. [9957

919 (N'ov.) .Tunior Trimnph, lamps, horn, nuder 500
milas; i£70.—Plat, Bourne End, BudC6. [1015

rRIUMPH, T.T., late model, Philipson pulley, per-
fect order; £65.-7, Linda St., Battersea. [1769

rRIUMPH. clutch model, accessories; £42; evenings.
—48, Broomhouse Ed., Hnrlingham, S.W.6. [1416

clutch; trial; £38/10.-50,
'Phone; 845 Chiswick. [1705

PEIUMPH 3V"h.p..
L Church Kd., Acton.

rRnjMPH. renoTated, bonght May, used during car
overhaul; £85.—Bos 5,521, c/o The Motor ^ycle,

[1127

BABY Triumph, 1914, in good order, Bcsch mag.;
£50.—Langford, 83, George St., Hove, Sussex.

[1367
rEIUMPH 3'Ali.p.. 1913, clutrh, Boscll, lamps. Dun-

lops; rid« away; £45.-5. Deanery Ed;, Stratford.
[1850

Ih.p.
Triumph Sidecar Combination, condition as new;

-any trial; £150.—Collier's Garage, Wansford.
[X4641

£22.-Decent 3Vjb.p. Triumph, good tyres, 2 lamps,
good running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X4762

r.T. TriuuipK beautiful condition, very fast, Philipson
gear £50, snip.—103a, High St., Wandsworth.

[1980
rRIUMPH Engine, 1914, new tank, renovated, fixed

engine, sporty ; £50.—Hopkins, Langley, Bucks.
[1506

rRIUMPH 3Voh.p., clutch model, splendid condition,

lamps and "horn; £48.—B.Y., 2, Orb St., Wal-
orth. [1453

rEIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft; bargain,
£100.—1, Broughton St., Battersea (Builders'

rard). [2092

DRIUMPH Baby, late 1919. excellent condition, little

used, lamps, etc. ; £67.—Davenport, Highlands,
roking. [1747

£45.-1914 T.T. Triumph, Grado gear, fast and re-

liable, ride awav.—Garner, The Common, Saffron
i'alden. [1734
rRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, S..\. clutch, splen-

did condition; £58.—Willis, 19, It Av., Arsenal,
i^oolwich. [J 830

rRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914-15, T.T.. single speed, fast,

and sporty: £45.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill. East
•inchley. ,

[X4701

IQ19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, good condition,
Lt/ accessories; £127.-278. Bolton Ed., Ashton-in-
lakerfield. [1745

I
Q13 Triumph Combination, S.A.. 3-sp?ed, good con-

Lt/ dition; £62.—Markada, New Park Rd., Ashford,
liddlessx. [9874

rEIUMPH, renovated, 1911, clutch, Kood order, new
tvre, belt, mag. overhauled; £30.—Rose. North St.,

iroitwich. [1088

rRIUMPH 1919 (Oct.) Combination, lamps. Klaxon

;

bargain, £154.—Rhosha Motor Co., Bank Mews.
;omford. [2164

rEIUMPH 3y2h.p., 1913, clutch, nearly new Dunlops,
perfect condition ; bargain, £45.-11, St. Stephen's

;d., E.aling. [1460

[XTAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe lane, LondOD, E.O.4.—
V» Triumph Junior, 1914, £60; also 4h.p. Triumph.
914. £75. [9781

Ih.p.
Triumph, clutch model, pinkof condition, over-

hauled in April; £55.—Walker, 3, loxley Rd..
:ennmgton. [8810

rEIUMPH SVsh.p., Bosch, drop frame, plating and
condition good; £30.—38, Berkshire Gardens, Wood

Ireeu. N.22. [1111

CRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1914, 3 speeds and clutch, new
tyres fitted tliis week; £63.-38, Payne St., Dept-

3rd, S.B.8. [1702

e
38.—Triumph, believed 1912, epeedometer, lamps,

sporting bars, new tyres, belt.—28, Goldsmith Av.,
lanor.Park. [1855

"COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late model. No. 45373,
--" splendid order; £90.-374, Grove Green Rd..
iCytonstone. [2086

rRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, like new, best Mont-
gomery sidecar, lamps, etc.; £140.—365, King St..

lammersmith. [1944

VTODEL H Triumph 4h.p., next on agent's list, can-
-iX not accept delivery; best offer.—Box 7*7, c/o 'J'lif

lotor Cycle. [X4774

rRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, K.S., etc., new
lamn set; horn, tools, etc.; any trial: £75.—Dowell,

lyfleet, Surrey.. [2166
rRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, new condition; £87

bargain—Wilkins, 1, Pitcairn Rd., Mitcham
e!,: City 628. [2103

JONES' GARAGE,
•Phone: WOODSIDE PARADE,

Finchley 2334. N, FINOHK-EY,
HAS ALL SPARE PARTS YOU REQUIRE.

XRIUn/IRH
Cylinders^ Pistons, Gudgeon Pins, Bushes, B.E.
and S.E. Rings, Valves {inlet and exhaust).

Valve Guides, Tappets, Tappet Guides, Valve
Caps, Valve Springs, Valve Cottei's, Ball Race
Bearings, Cam Wheels, Rocker Arms, Filler Caps,
Footrest Rubbers, Compression . Taps, Fork
Buttress, extra heavy Co\'ers and Tubes, etc., etc.

From iQio to 1020.DOUGLAS
Footrest Rods, Handle-bar Grips, Mudguards,
Front Stands, Lubricating Glasses, Rear Stand
Clips and Cones, Cups and Lock Rings, Petrol ^
and Compression Taps, Tool Bags, Tool Kits,

Rear Brake Pads, Spokes and Nipples, Exhaust
Wire Inner and Outer Valve Lifters, Fork
Springs, Chains, and Links, Spindles, Filler

Caps, Valves (complete), Valve Caps, Valve
Springs; Collars and Cotters, Gudgeon Pins,

Pistons, Cylinders, Connecting Rods, Crank-
shafts, Small-end Bushes, Rings, Flywheel
Sprockets, Flywheel Nuts, Asbestos Washers,
Pulleys, Magneto "Wheels, Crankshaft Pinions,

etc., etc. From 1910 to 1920.
AFEIEI.S

Cylinders, Pistons. Gudgeon Pins, Bushes, Small-
end and Big-end Rings, Connecting Rods,
Valves (complete). Valve Spdngs, Valve Caps,
Radiator Exhaust Plugs, etc., etc.

We have a very late stock ol B.S.A. Spare Parts,

RUDGE, ROVER, and many others.
Also Belts, Chains, Dunlop and Palmer Tyres
and .Tubes {all sizes). Speedometers (Watford,
Cowey, and Smiths'), Head Larrips, Rear Lamps,

'"and Sidecar Lamps (both electric and gas).

Klaxon Pattern and Bulb Horns (a varied selec-

tion), Tool Kits, Tool Bags, Knee-grips, Handle-
bar Grips, Tan-Sad Pillion Seats, Perry (and
others) Footrests and Backrests.
All the above are at the Lowest London Prices.

(Kindly mention date of machine when ordering
Engine Parts.)

Roc Gear Boxes £6 10s. Trade supplied.

MOTOR CYCLE i
RETREADING

GIVE US A TRIAL E

n£tiwm Extra. Heavy 20,-
^01 n.i Heavy 17/6

^Medium 13'-

650X6S Extra Heavy =
Car type tread 22/6 H

25/-

25/-

Repairs are
executed at

our own
works under
expert super-
vision.

All goods sent must be accompaaied with letter
of instruction, otherwise we cannot hold our-
selves responsible."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IQao (ll.iy) Triumiih 4b. p. Model H., perfect condi-
-*-t/ tiou: sold lor uo fsuilt ; what offers?—\V»xiller.
Ne.s^rlifle, Siilop. [9952

TRIUJIPH 1914 4h.p., new M.L. mag., new Dunlop,
decompresser, good running order; £48.—43, Dur-

ban Ed., Watford. [1620

RENOVATED W.D. Triumph, countershaft, with
new C.B. sidecar; £115.-232. Stockwell Rd.,

Brixton, London. [1535

TEIUSrrH, belieied 1914, 3-speed, clutch, engine
perfect; any trial, any time; £63.-190, Kentish

Town Ed., N.W.S. [1672

1 Oil Triumph, clutch model, eKellent condition,
-Lt/ lamps, and horn; £45.—Solomon, la, High St.,

Oamberley, Siiney. [9837

TEIUMPH and Sidecar, Brampton gears, free en-

gine, tyres nearly new, ride away; £32.—F. Wilson.
6wanlow, Winaford. [1878

TElUirPH 3V..h.p. 19157 clutch model, excellent

condition, engine Ns. 23816YY.—S., McCartney
Beifton, Crayen Arms. [1837

1 Q13 sy.h.p. Triumph (single), T.T. frame, yery fast.

i-iJ goml throughout; ride away; £35.—Appletun, 16.

Kibble Ed., Blackpool. [X4427

1 Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, engine
-Li/ No. 55759, perfect condition; £130.-34, Hcath-
aeia Ed., Brondey, Kent. [1637

TRIUMPH S'.ih.p.. 3-speed, clutch, Dunlop heavy

lamps, eti'..' splendid condition; £55.-17, Eylett

Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W. [1*68

3 ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, Triumph carburetter, over-

2 hauled, in excellent running order; £40.-76.
Western Rd., Southall, W. [1391

TEIUMPH 19J1, clutch model, good running order;

£32.—Longman Bros.. 387. Uxbridge Ed., Acton.

W.3. Tel. : Chiswick 1578. [1797

3 Ih.p. T.T Triumph, good condition; £53, or near
2 ofler; .after 6.30.—A. E. Durham, Thames Bank

Cottage, Long Ditton, Surrey. [1018

TEIUMPH 1912, Bosch, Senspray, good condition,

but requires assembling; bargain, £26.-Gardner.

1, Caxton Ed., Wood Green. [1434

TEIUMPH 3V>h.p., 1911. Armstrong 3-speed 8h.p.

hub, mechanically excellent; £48; eyemng or week-

end.-28, Frogmore St.. Tring. [X4424

1 018 Triiunph Combination*. Millford, all lamps, horn.

i-U etc perfect condition; £115.—Colonial Motor
Co., 104a, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [1714

riTEIUMPH r,lori,a Combination, practically new (not

X renovated) Klaxon, Cowey, full kit spares; £150.

—10, Orowborough Ed., Tooting. [X4704

TEIUMPH 41i.p.. 1915, 3-speed, clutch, T.T, disc

wheels, new sidecar, esicellent condition, all on --

149, Eosendale Rd., W. Dulwioh. U604

-| O20 .Junior Triumph, eioellent condition; view by

XJ7 nppoiutmeut : £67, or nearest offer.-Elliott.

Warden Court, Cuckfield, Susses. [9867

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, Lucss

accessories; £130; seen and tried eyenings.-58

Airthrie Rd., Goodmayes, IHord. [l^iti

TRIUMPH 1907 3V;^h.p., Bosch, new Dunlop back,

lamps, horn, ready ride away; stamp, particulars

-Box 5,573, c/o The Motor Cycle. 12148

1 OaO Babv Triumph, mileage small, owner taking

1-iJ delivery of Combination; £70, no offers —A
125 Forest Lane, Forest Gate, E.7. L1774

w D Triumph, countershaft, engine No. 52735;

£85. or offer.—Lowelen Motors, 4a, St. John 3

i?.4 N W Pnddinirton 7066. [1529

19=

VULCANIZING WORKS,
Latchmere Grove, g

Battersea, S.W.ll.
Telephone: Battersea 1177. i

Wood Rd.,'N.W. Paddington 7066.

20 4h p Tiiumph, countershaft, brand new, un-

ridden- best otier over Ust price secures ;Shroii-

sliire.-Box 51, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4413

TEIUMPH 3^h.p. 1913 T.T. Model, Lucas lamps,

genuine machine, nice condition, well tyred; £42;

photo:-24, South St., Newport, I.W. [1313

BABY Triumph, extra large head lamp and horn,

gears as good as day they were put in; £60.-

Watson, 17, Cross Cheaping, Coventry. [X4690

TRIUMPH 3V'!i.p., excellent order, new heavy Dun-
lop, tube. belt, pulley, lamp, generator; bargaiu.

£39/10.-A. J. Wilkinson, Bordon, Hants. [9959

14 Triumph 4h.p., new, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

speed, accessories, perfect condition ; £85. or

near oaer.-34. Union St., Winchester, Hants. [9824

TEIUMPH 1919 Combination, excellent condition

throughout, lamps, horn speedometer; £140.—
28, Minford Gardens, Shepherd's Bush, W.14. [3056

TEIUMPH 1917-18 Countershaft, coachbuilt sidecar;

£110; trial: take solo part exchange; after 7.—
Cole, 108. Priory Park Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [1444

RES G. MUNDT.—1920 T.T. Triumph, Cowey
speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.. mileage 200, as

new; bargain £117/10.-1.- Duke St., Eichmond.
[2013

TEIUMPH and Gloria Combination, nearly new, con-

dition splendid; bargain at £160; write for ap-

nointment; any tri.a!.-A., 11, Woutner Ed., S.W.17.
"

[1021

19^

All letters relating to advertisements &liould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date ot the l.ssuo a33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH, delivered late 1919, countersllaft, lamps,
horn, etc., any trial: offers over £100; apply

week-ends.—96, Willows Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham.
[1725

THREE Triumphs 4h.p., countershaft. 3 speeds,
clutch, and kick start, all in good condition;

£245 the lot.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.
[1822

TRIUMPH. 1914, 5-speed, clutch, Middleton sidecar,
C.B., sjjlGudid cijndition, complete eauipment; £90,

or near ofl'er ; evening, 7-9.-69, Muswell Rd., N.IO.
[1049

1Q14 Triumph Combination. 3 speeds, clutch, large
--^ coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, good condition
throughout; £84.—Smith, Gt. Gidding, Peterboro'.

[1198
31h.p. Triumph, Bosch mag., Lamps, horn, Dunlop

2 tvres, perfect running order; what offers?—F.
Ex-by, Albert Ed., Clayton West, near Huddersfleld.

[1066
TRIUMPH Combination, new 1919, 3-spee'd, counter-

shaft, beautiful sidecar, whole outfit perfect;
£130.—Bradmore, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddiugton.

[1511
TRIUMPH S'/oKp., 3-speed, clutch, etc., ivith coach-

built sidecar, all accessories, tip-top condition

;

*70.—80, Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke jSTewington,
N.16. [1457

1Q20 Triumph, countershaft, . coachbuilt sidecar,
-i-*^ accessories, spares; 160 gns.; 2,000 miles.—
rFrisby, The Parade, West Norwood, S.E.27. Priv.ate
owner. [8592

TTEIUMPH 3yoh.p., genuine T.T., disc wheels. long
-- exhaust, low, f.nst, sporty, new pattern carburetter,
tvres good, re-enamelled; £38.-23, OtterBurn St., Toot-
ing, S.W. [1301

T^RIUMPH 1918 Combination, lamps, horn, spare
-- tyre, Millford Corvette sidecar, lively condition;
£120.-Palmer, 22o, Cornwall Ed., Stamford St., Water-
loo, S.E. [1461

TRIUMPH Combination, Godfrey C.B. sidecar, S-speed
hub, clutch, really good condition; inspection and

trial by appointment; £70.—Jervis,-fi, Cavendish Ed.,
Croydon. (1462

fTlRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, new August,
-*- 1919, luxurious bulbous sidecar, perfect outfit,
ivell equipped; £130.-60, Wallingford Av., North Ken-
sington. [1514

'T'EIUMPH, 1917, 8h.p., countershaft, splendid
J- machine, as new in appearance and mechanical
condition; £98.—8a, Blueball Yard, St. James St.,
Piccadilly. [1005

1 Q19 Triumph (eng. 61655), Swan sporting eidecar,
-L«/ speedometer, lamps, horn, alnuiiniuln discs, very
smart outfit; £145.-15, Woodstoclc St., W.l. Tet
Mayf.nir 1931. [1675

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, single-speed, recently oyer
liaiiled. fine condition, very reliable and fast

machine; £60; after 7 p.m.—137, Norwood Rd.,
Heme Hill, S.E. [I951

Qih.p. Triumph, in good order, tank, newly sloved,^^2 waterproof mag., good tyres, £38; Mabon gear
and free to fit, £7; Salisbury area.—Box 5,558. c/o
'i'hc Motor Cycle. [2045

TRIUMPH SVoll.p., clutch model, Bosch, Sinks, new
lielt. lamps, bom, just overhauled, very fast, any

trial; £45.—Hodgkinson, 50, High St., Addlestonii,
Weybridge, Surrey. . [1737

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Combination, late model,
complete -with accessories; £130.—Trial and

insjiection at Elce and Co., 15-16, Biahopsgate Av
Camomile St., E.0.3. [0068

ROBERT BAMFOED.-I gener.illy own, and always
know of the liest 4h.p. Triiimphfi in Loudon.

Kverv machine specially selected and tested. See under
Consulting Engineers. [2128
I^RIUMPII Combination. 1914, splendid condition

„o„ uiidcrslnn|{ coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, Bosch;
£80; trial given.- 22, Arcadian Gardens, N 22
'Phone: 1189 Central. [1485

1Q15 Triumph, countershaft, wicker sidecar, new--•^ hearings throughout by makers, new ball races
throughout, mechanically perfect, new tyres; £90 —
'Phone ; 7377 Hampstcad. [9878

COUNTICUSHAFT Triuinph, 1918 niwlel, eiitiiviv
ri'iinvated, replatcd, and criuiil to new; iiiiy trial-

complete with nccemories, IooIh, etc, • £85.-288 Pliim-
ntc^ad Common Ed., S.E. 18. (1867
rpHlUMPH 3i/..h.r). Wicker Combination, Grado gear
-«. Irce engine, kick start, Lucas lighting. Brooks
saddle, guaranteed mechanically perlccf £50—4Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [1935
TO 12 Triumph, Just overhauled, splendid cnili
-"-•^ turn, J'hilipson automatic pulley, privatolv
owned.-tan be scon at County Motorg, Wliytcleale
Surrey. I>'(raro»t ollor to £50. (1360

1Q14 41i.p. Tiiumph, 3-«|iced, T.T. I«ir«, hiiiip», me.J. If cliauic.il lioin, iiiKinc and geniH junt oveiliaiilrd
tvrcH cxcll.-iit

: UcKl offer over £66.—Apply, A/.h Lodge
.Tuu.lion Rd,, ntcntworid, Enncx. (1619

IO19 Triumph, counlcmhaft, buIlionH back sidecar

T'^Y. W,^'.
'""'" "nd last, any triah Inlly equipped;

fil2!.-Ulcliard., 47, KIng'a Rd., Cichca. 'Phinc
Keniinglon 1357. Appointment. [1784

rDETS^
BREATHER

Have you a 2f

DOUGLAS ?

If So, Read This

!

We do not claim that the device illustrated is

beautiful, or adds to the appearance of the machine.
We DO claim, however, that you will derive the
following advantages by fitting one, namely :

—

,1. Easier Starting.

2. Greater Flexibihty.

3. Cooler Ruiifting.

4. An apprccinble increase of Speed.

5. No more leaky Crank Case Joints.

It is a Breather, and its function is to relieve the
air pressure in the Crank Case without allowing
any Oil to escape, or Dust to enter. It contains
no moving parts. livery part is a fixture, and
there is nothing to go wrong. The Flexible Tube
is for carrying away Fumes from the Crank Case,
which are prevalent if the Piston Rings are worn.

It is fitted in a few moments by removing the
small plug in the Crank Case, screwing in by
hand, and secuiing the Tube to the frame by the
Clips provided.

Ot-U r now to ensure delivery by return.

Finished in Nickel. Packing and Postage Free
in Ibe U[utcd Kingdom.

PRICE ONE GUINEA.

The West London Garage,

Kenley Street - - - WJl
(near Holland Park Tube Station).

Trade Inquiries Invited.

If you ring us up on the 'phone, and make an
appointment beforehand, we shall be pleastd
to K've your l^ouplas a complete overhaul and
return it in 3 days, 'Phone : Park 5139.

Prov. Pat applied for.

Wo are evolving other types to suit machines which
lia\e iKi adcquatf- crank case air release, and will

announce Ihern as soon as tlu^y are ready.

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, new August, 1919, 3-speed
countershaft, K:S., hixuTioiis bulbous back side-

car, a perfect outfit, eouipped ; £125.-^Dentist, 216,
Portobello Ed., N. Kensington, W. [1849

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, Gloria sidecar, elec-
tric lighting, wind screen, tools, accessories, and

insurance policy: ally morning before 12 o'clock.--ITob-
£on, 29, Dulwich Rd.,. Heme Hill. [1233

TRIUMPH, fitted with Si/i'h.p. B.S.A. engine, com-
pletely overhauled, new tyres and rubes^ also

new lamps, fiist-class condition; trial ; £40 ; bargain.—
Holley, 2, Melcombe Rd., Durley Park, Bath. [9811

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Motor Cycle with Gloria side-
car, complete with Lucas head, rear, and side-

car !amp.«, horn, Cowey speedometer, hood, coTer, and
wind screen; £200.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X4668
1Q18 Triumph Countershaft Combination, luxurious
-•-t/ bulbous underslung sidecar, the whole outfit in
tip-top condition, including tyres, lamps, any trial;
120 gns.—10, Bonner Hill Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

[1825
"I QlB Triumph (late) 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
-L*-' countershaft, kick-start, hand clut-ch, new belt
and tyre, in perfect condition throughout, brand new
sidecar; £115.-1, Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.

[1558
TRIUMPH 1919-20, '.ii.p., countershaft top gear

change, disc wheels, rear driven speedometer, himps,
aluminium torpedo type sidecar, in new condition
throuRhout; £165.—Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland
St.. W.l. [1142

TO 20 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, and
-- 1/ coaehbuilt sidecar, under 1,000 miles. Miller
lamps, \ horn, and tools; nearest £145 .secures.—
Williamson, Oak Bank, Newtown New Mill. ur.

Stockport. [X4677

"I Q 11 Triumph, wicker sidefar, 3Vi>h.p., 3-speed huh,
-L*^ new B. and B., electric lighting, enamel and
plating as new, stored during war, carefully driven
private owner; £75 lowest.—8, Beech Grove, Princea
Rd., Hull. [1901

3ih.p. Triumph Combination, Grado gear and K.S.,
2 lamps, horn, spare tube, and all accessories,

engine particularly good, excellent tyres; seen any
evening ; trial ; £ 50.—Wilkinson, Wyandotte Inn,
Kenilworth. [X4772

TRIUMPH, late model, in new condition, guaranteed
perfect, complete with special Milford sidecar

and Cowey trip speedometer, £135; or conside: ex-
change for 7-9h.p. road racing twin.—5, North Av.,
West Ealing, W.13. [9875

TmUMPH Junior, July, 1919, 2Vih.p., 2-speecl. V.
and H. lamps, horn. Blandish alumininni foot-

boards, tyres, engine, and condition perfect, only run
250 miles; reasonable trial; pi'ice £63.—Apply, Barnes,
White House, Sunningdale. [1042

TRIUMPH, 1919, 3-speed oounterahaft. bulbous de
hixe sidecar, painted violet, upholstered in red,

lamps, horn, etc., guaranteed perfect throughout, looks
like new: £130.—Mann, Laurie Arms Hotel, Crawford
Place. 'Phone: Padd. 6618. [9900

TRIUMPH, 1920. countershaft. Canoelet sporting
sidecar. F.R.3. head lamp, rear and sidecar

lamps, Stewart trip speedometer. Cowey iiorn, ins^ur-

ance policy ;. .£1,75, or near offer ; seen alter 6.-^78,
Ruskin Av., Manor Park, E. ' Ilo49

TRIUMPH, 1914, renovated and as new, minus mag.
iieto, front mudguard, saddle, and gear controls,

bub gear and engine in perfect order; cheap, £42/10 lor
fiuiek sale: after 6 p.m.. or bv appointment.—19, Audiev
Rd., Ilford. 'Phone: East Ham 463. [1037

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, believed
1917, new tyres, saddle, mudguards. Iront wheels,

etc., 3 lamps, and horn, ,£107. trial given ; also
Triumph, dropped frame, 3'/oh.p.. single speed, new
mag., £38.-591, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [X4853

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, 1918
Dec. (believed), replated and enainelleO, engine

perfect, good tjTes, Streamfort sideear, nearly new. 2
electric, 1 acetylene, very smart turnout; £130, or
offer.—Matthews, 4, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd..
S.W.7. [1484

1 Q19 Triumph Combiniition, No. 59630, Royal
-Li7 Leicester coachbuilt sidecar, wind siTeeu, hood,
side curtains, stnrni aiiron, Watford siiOeilometer, 3
lanipd !ind. genenitors, horn, tuols, iu Hrst-r'Iass eoudi-
tiiiu ; £140, no orters.— J. Ridgwny, at George St..

Leu-estcr. [X4663

TRlUiVIPH Countershaft, piston, and rod. 36/-;
tanks, 60/-; top back stays, 25/-; stands, back,

20/-; cjirburetter. 60/-; hubs, 35/- itair; bars. 25/-;
tools kits, 26/-; Scliobler carburetter, new, suit Ilar-
ley. 60/ -; 4'/ili,p. .Ianio.4 euRine. incumplete, £5/10:
S'.^jh.p. N.H.U.. m.n.v., perteci. £5; Duuglns parts and
wheols, all genuine; (IrsL p.o. secures.—M. Reardon,
Gariigc, Tavistock Tornn'e, lloUowny Rd.. N.19. [1491

TRITTMPH 1919 4li.p. Countershalf. large £33 Empire
.•-Klfi'jir, litlcfl new 60 iimp. accuniulatitr imd ^60-

tii<' IiMbting, KliiKon, Stewiirt Bpredoiui'-ler, alniuinium
bun ids. Oaiueo Krrccn, gviiia, nuiny tools and Hjiarw,
im'hiding trros, tnhcs, rlmhi. valvoB, ringH, etc. (new),
tyrw excellent. hiiuiII niil.'iigo, the whole in excellent
ordflr, plating imd ajjiwamncf iin new; £145, or offer;
own<rr buying car.—87, Cobdeu Ril., South Norwood,
B.E. [1517

A36 All letteiB iclailiig to ndveitlsemcntB should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES F0« SALE.
j

Triumph.
DUAL Gold Medal Triumpb-Glorm Combinri+ion.

London-Land's End and London-Edinlmrgh,
ttod up, regardless of cost, witli acoessories, inchidins

attord speedometer. Cowey horn, large P. and H.
mp set, separnte Lucas generator to rear lamp, knee-

rips, special electric lamp to illuuiinnte route card

ad instniments, spare belt with special atfcichment;

lis machine is late 1919, undisputahle reliability, and
idistinguishalile from new; £160.; Croydon district.—

fire or write. Box 5,524, c/o The Motor Cycle.

?hone: Croydon 2532. [1130

Velocette.

"^YRIL WILLIAMS, for early deliycry ol Velocette
y —Chapel Ash Depot, Wolyerhampton. [2265

[TELOCETTE 214b. p., 2-stroke. 2 speedfi, chain drive,

' latest model, as new-; any trial; £55.—103a, High
t, Wandsworth.

-
[1981

[TELOCETTE, 1920 model, brand new, just delivered;
' f73'10: an aristocratic lightweight.-Eliosha Motoi
0., Bank Mews, EomJord. ,

[2163

[/ELOCETTE, 2l/ih.p., genfs (Feb.), and lady's 1919,
2 speeds, accessories, condition and order good

;

i70 and £60 respectively.—Pritchett, 8, First Av.,
leworth, York. [1397

Verus.
[/EEUS-BLACKiSITENE.—All models from stock; list

price.—Clenre and Lowe, 125, High St., Woolwich,\ _____
[2135

REX G. MUNDY can give immediate delivery ol

Varus; enquiries invited.—1, Duke St., Rich
nond. [0208

> 3,h.p. Vems-Blackburne, 1920, mileage under 200

:

••-i bargain, f85.—Spoouer, Haslemere, Yelverton, fc*

l;vou.
"

[185:

IQ20 Verus 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick starter
t-U and clutch, as new, not done 100 miles: £85.
-Hill and Co., White Hart Garage, Cranford Bridge,
{ounslow. [1374

Vindec.
ST'IN'DEC 5b. p., 2-speed, and coach sidecar {new body)

;

» £65.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St- South
Halifax. [1278

Viper.
ST'IPER 214b. p., .lap, 2-speed, black and gold finish.

y footboards or T.T. bars with footrests; £73/10.-
^rauk Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham

[X4719

Williamson,
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lans, London, E.C.4--

Sh.p. Williamson combination, 1914, w.c.

;

E145. [9782

WILLIAMSON 1914 Water-cooled Combination;
*140.—C-ollier's Motorics, I'nion St. South.

Halifax. [1280

tlTILLIAMSON Combination, C.B. sidec.nr, Sh.p.
vV Ilou;?las, splendid condition; £100.—26, Fairmead
5d., Holloway, opposite G.X. Hospital. [1023

WoH.
JUST Delivered. 1920 Wolf. 2-'4h.p. J.A.P,, 2-speed;

£74, carriage paid.—Jefferv, Eidgeway St., Douglas,
[.CM. [1267

WOLE-J-A.P., 1914, 2?ih.p., 3-ipeed, clutch, per-
fect running order; £32.—Bunce, Farnbam

Royal. Bucks. [1398

IQ19 Wolf, 23ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed countershaft, con-
•-«/ diiton perfect; £65.—Colonial Motor Co.. 104a.
Finchley Ed.. N.W.3.

~-
[1716

WOLF-VILLIEES and Wolf-,Tap, 1920 models, in
stock; sub-agents for London and home coun-

;ies wanted.—A.S.C., £0. Mortimer St.. W.l. Tel.;
5626 Museum. (9889

Wooier.

D.^N GUY, Wevmouth. Sole Wcoler ag?nt, immedi-
ate delivery from stock; £102.

'

[1175

MTOOLEE, the world's wonder, can deliver from
Vv stock; come and in-pe«'t.—Bunting, Motor
Sxchanse, Weald-stone. [200;

W'OOLER, latest model flat twin, lamps. Cowey,
Tan-sad. knee grips, spare belt, recent delivery,

jeautilul condition; £104, or offer.—113, Chevening
Rd., Brondesbury Park. N.W.6. [9879

Zenith.
A.rCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4-

6h.p. Zenith and sidecar, 1913-14: £90. [2115

ZENITH, 3y2h.p. J.A.P., Gradua. combination, £60;
solo *48.— 150, Regent's Park Ed., N.W, [9807

ZENITH New 6-8h.p. Model H; list price, £154, no
premium.—Sloan, AmesbuiT, Wilts .Zenith agent).

[1029
ZENITH Combination, 8h.p., brand new; list price.—

Vidler, 43, Crawford St., W.l. 'Phone: 4al5
Padd. [2016

ZENITH Sporting Combination, as new. seen and
trial any time; £90.—Want, The Cottage, Add'.e-

itone. [2158

ZENITH-GKADUA 6h.p., splendid order and condi-
tion, lamp sets; £75.~22a, Otitram E4., Addis-

;oml*e, Croydon. [1589

w

PATENT

SPRING
FORK.
No. 8679/20.

The Invention provides an improved
Shock Absorber, and has in view placing

the wheel and fork under resilient control.

To this end the fork is pivoted to the struc-

ture of the machine at the place where it

is usually fixed thereto, and re-acts against

a cantilever spring, the thicker end of

which is rigidly connected with the fork

and the thinner end ofwh ich re-acts against

the rigid framework of the machine.
In a gimple embodiment of my Invention

I pivot the front fork to the lower end of the

steering rod at the place^ where there is

usually a rigid connection, and I mount my
cantilever spring on a lug extending, for-

wardly.or outwardly from the upper end
of the pivoted fork from the bridge piece

constituting the groin of the legs of the

fork, this lug extending about at right

angles to the steering head, and, therefore, to

the upper portion of the fork.

On and above this lug I mount the

cantilever spring, by providing an upward
extension from the lug, this extension

being at right angles to the lug. and there-

fore parallel with the steering head. On
to this extension I bolt the thicker end
of the cantilever spring, which therefore

lies parallel to the head, and causes the

upper or thinner end of the spring to re-act, -

I pivot the thin end of the spring to a suit-

able collar on the upper portion of the

steering rod by means of a pair of shackle

plates. The cantilever spring is thus able

to move longitudinally because its upper
or thin end is pivoted to the_plates.

In action, the effect of the Motor Cycle,

running on a bad road, is to cause the fork

to oscillate about its pivoted connection
to the steering rod whene\'er the wheel
rises or falls erratically.

The lug has a corresponding oscillation,

and the spring is simultaneously thus given
longitudinal reciprocation Since its thin

end must have a movement substantially

only parallel to the steering head, the

spring is, therefore, bent when such oscilla-

tions occur, and always tends to restore

the wheel to its normal position.

Any person interested in the above, with

a view to their taking it up and puttmg
it on the market, should apply to

—

SIDNEY ROBINSON,
10, Bamford Road, Didsbury, MANCHESTER.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALt.
Zenith.

ZENITH, good condition, nccessories; no reasonable
offer refused; after 6.30.-103, Brigstock Kd.,

Thornton Hentb. [1875

ZENITH 6b. p. Coiiutershaft Combination, lamp.^,
perfect; £115, or offer; any trial.—207, BUick-

shavr Ed., Tooting. [9112

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, good running order, any trial;
£55; sidecar suit same; £6/10.-25, Rosslyn Cres,

Wealdstone. Harrow, [1417

ZENITH-GRADUA 1914 4h.p. Twin, excellent con-
dition, all accessories; £65.-28, Streatley Rd..

Brondesbury, N.W.6. [1534

ZENITH 4h.p. Combination, splendid running order,
Einks, Bosch, coach sidecar; any trial; £75.~103a.

High St., Wands^vorth. [1982

ONE 8-lOh.p. Zenith Motor Bike Combination,
countershaft gear, 1915; £95.—Herbert, Nymps

field, Stonehouse, Glos. [1967

6h.p. Zenith-Jap Combination, late model, fully
equipped, and equal to new; £115; after 6.-82,

Church Rd.. Mitchan, S.W. [1420

ZENITH 23Xh.p. Flat Twin, with countershaft and
Gradua gear, done few miles only; equal to new.—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4667

4h.p. 1914 T.T. Zenith-Gradua, fully equipped, fast,

new piston; anv trial; att-er 5.30; £50.—Brown,
11a, Maiden Lane, Stamfofd. [1968

ZENITH-GRADUA Sporting Combination, 6h.p.,
like new, very fast, all accessories; £119.—C, 2,

King Edward Gardens, Acton Hill. [1360

6h.p. Zenith, 1913-14. new coach sidecar, horn,
mirror, speedometer. Binks. 3 new tyres; £75,

trial.-34, Cecil At., Barking, Essex. [1623

ZENITH 1915 5-6h.p7 C.B. combination, counter-
shaft, kick start, equipped, in particularly good

condition; £115.-181, Clapham Rd., Brixton. [2134

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, wind screen, etc.
perfect mechanical condition and appearance

fast; £105.—Marchant, Cambridge Rd., Bexhill.
[1646

ZENITH Twin. 90x77V2. perfect tune. Klason, Stew-
art; F.E.S. lamps, D.A. cylinder, 21^ top sear.

sporting sidecar; £125.—Dobson Cafe, Street Cobham,
Surrey. [9710

ZENT:TH-GEADUA 4-5h.p., lata 1915. with Rovet
?idecnr, lamps, complete, K.S.. countershaft, etc.,

just overhauled; £100 for quick sale.—Smith, 18, High
St., Slough. [1094

ZENITH 4h.p. J.A.P.. Gradua, B.B., Bosch, tyres,
lamps, coachlmilt sidecar, good running order

;

£57/10, or exchange higher power.—Stanford, bliripncT
Rd., Bognor.

,
[1103

ZENITH Sli.p., clutch model, late type, with sidecur.
accessories:, lamps, speedometer: the outfit in

niapuificent order; £147.—Spruston, Ltd., 193, Gt. I*oit-

land St., W.l. [1141

ZENITH-GR.\DUA 3"Ah.p.. -1913, lamps, horn,
speedometer, tyres good, trial by appointment,

just OTcrhauled; £55.—Browning, Dormy House. Sari^;-

bury, Southampton. [1113

ZENITH 1914 6h.p. Combination, sporting sidecar,

fast, reliable, and in excellent condition : £75.

—

Seen any time at 7, "Wedmore St., Upper Holloway,
?^.19. 'Phone: North 3366. [9986

"I
Q20 Bh.p. Zenith, countershaft model, kick 'Starter

X*J Swan sporting sidecar, complete with lamps, all

new, immediate delivery; list price.—J. Smith ann
Co.. 16. Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [^071

1 Q14 T.T. Sporting Zenith-Jap. 3'/L;h.p. single, exccl-
M.*7 lent condition, overhauled makers, new belt, tyrea,

tubes, handle-bars, copper exhaust, very fast; £68.—
Pinching Cycle Works, Theale, Reading. [12C2

ZENITH Sh.p. 1920 Countershaft, clutch, kick start,

de luxe sporting coachbuilt sirlecar. every acces-
sory, run 200 miles, a perfect mount; nearest £190.

—

Winter, 17a, Hanover Sq.. London, W. Mayfair 5906.
[9365

"J
Q20 Zenith, 8h.p., mileage 700. lamps, Cowey horn,

Jiiy trip speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, child's fold

iug seat, hood, screen, luggage grid, fully insured

:

£195 or near.-Write, Ritchie, 127, Queen's Gate, S.W
[1917

ZENITH-GR.\DUA. 6-Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, C.B
combination, clutch, lamps, generator. B.B.

Cowev speeJoireter. Bfscli, new tyres, horn, kick start
110 gns.: ofiers.—Evan, 119, Lower Kennington Lane,
S.E.ll. [1487

^f;NITH-GRADUA 4h.p., free engine, perfect condi-
JLJ tion, stove enamelled, plated, looks like new, ihakers'

tracsfers. mechanir-;!! horn, speedometer. lamps. 2V-jV-i.

iJnnlop rear; £66; eveniugs, 1 Saturdays.—Eoseville,
iClaromout Av., Woking. _ [1345

ZENITH. 1920, April, special Sh.p.. side valves,

competition - model, streamline 3-gallon tank,

and niynerous special items, only wants seeing; list

price, plus accessories, for quick sale.—2, Cranes Park,
Surbiton. Kingston 3082. [2083

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith and Coachbuilt
Sporting Sidecar, excellent order, fully equipped.

—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tub3 Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, indudins S:ituidavj. [1256

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith. '

1<ai9 (Dec.) 6h.p. Model E. Zenith Montsomcry Com-
*y bination, stored since Marcli, condition as new,

Triples wind screen, 6in. F.R.S. head lamp, i'nlly

cijnipped lor tonriug ; £170; viewed by appointment.—
Capt. Watkins, Fort Grange, Gosport. [9933

ZENITH 8-lOh.p., 1916, hall bearings, clutch, tici;
starter, Gradna geaj-, T.T. bars and racing sidecar,

just been overhauled; £110; can be seen by appoint-
ment.—J. W. Uodds, Lancaster Gate Hotel, 74, Lan-
caster Gate, Hyde I'ark. London, W. [1053

ZENITH Countershaft Combination. completely
overhauled, re-enamelled and plated, new tyres,

belt, toolbag, etc., low underslung . sidecar, fast and
powerful, mechanical condition guaranteed; bargain,
£120.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Pas-
sage, Farringdon Rd., E.C.I. [1613

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Popular 1915 Levis, 2Vi;h.p., lamps, mecha-
nical horu, £45; speedometer. £2/10.—Mercer,

Polkyth, Main Ed., Dovercourt. [1879
'T'HE Bargain of the Week.—Ladv's S^jih.p. Calthorpc
-^ Motor Cycle, 1916, 2-.strok6, 2-speed, used very
little, original tyres on, quick sale; £41; no oilers,
first cheque secures.—Miss Millard, Eiger House, Ches-
terfield. [X4672

Miscellaneous.
»UBY',S, all models.

19
19

19 6h.p. Zenith, with coachbuilt sidecar; £160.

14 S'/^h.p. Single-speed T.T. RoTer; £65.

THE H.C. Motor Co., Ltd., 347, Finchley Rd., N.W.
[1499

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—Clyno combination,
detachable wheels, £99/10; Clyno gun carriage,

£15/10.

BOOTH'S Motoiies, Halifax.—Eight 1915 Douglas's,
£55/5 each; Douglas 1918 combination, £110/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halitait.-4h.p. Triumph, with
new sidecar, countershaft model; £105/5.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—SV-h.p. Ariel, 3-apced
countershaft, with new sideca'r; £88/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1918 AUdaya AUon
2 speeds 4;59/10; Hobart, £43/10.

BOOTH'S Motories Halifax.—O.K., 2 speeds
£46/10; Calthorpe. Enfield gear, £55710.

BOOTH'S Motories. Halifax.-Large stock of motor
cycles -Addi.iss, Portland Place, Halifax. [X7418

1 Q15 4h.p. 3^peed, nearly new coachbuilt sidecar
--V P. and H. lamp, guaranteed perfect; 90 gn.=.—
linke, Marden Asli, Ongar. [9800

FOR Immediate Delivery, 3h.p. spring frame Roval
Ruby, £120; also 4h.i). Coventry Eagle.-Tbe One

Tree Motor Cycle Co., Haddersflcld. [9554
N.S.IT. 3',ih.p.. 2-speed, splendid condition, £45;

T.n.C. 2-4h.p. 2-stroke, running order, £35 —
May, Cottage Grove, Walworth, S.E.I. [14S6

1Q20 4i/,lLp. James Motor Cycle, 1920 3i;.h.p P
i-*l ami .M.. 1919 Boval Enfield 2^,',li.p., 1916 lady's
New Impen:i] 2'>il].p.-Hart-Davies. Lt<]., Rugby. [S46'34
6h.p. Twin Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 2 speeds, etc.,

Bosch, seen running; bargain, £28.—Speech ley 1
Cunner.sbury Lane, Acton Hill, W.3. Opposite "Red
Lion. [1260

REX G. MUNDY always has a number of flrst-
class machines for sale, and will be pleased to

supply partici'lars upon request.— 1, Duke St.
Richmond. ropoq

WOLX^ 2-8troke,. just arrived from makers, at old
price, *53/10; also Douglas, 1915, in good run

mug order, ie55.- ifales, 103, St. Pa".: s Rd., High
bury, N.l. roior[2107
BARKER'S Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.17.

-In slock. New Henilerson, Douglas, Harley
Zenith combinations, P. and M., etc.; let us know
your wants. 'Phone; Latchmere 4441. [2062
-IQ19 5-6h.p. C.H. Sidecar Ontflt, sideinr painted
-•-•-' mauve, fitted with electric horn, lights Eavtin"
scrr^ep, all ai:cc»»orie« ; £200; would consider exchanije
(or 1920 Indian combination.—Mottcrshcad, 5, Diils-
bury Rd., Stockpoit. [2034
BARGAINS and Exchanges.-Triumph combination,

fully equipped, as new, 115 gn»,; 7-9li.p. Indian
Powcrplus combination, Iillly cquiprierl, sjd. ndi.l inl-
lit, 116 gnu.; 4h.p. Douglas lOmbinal.ion. equipped jiki'
ni-w, 108 gns. ; 41i.p. Douglas scdo, 1916, lamps, horn,
reasonable oiler; a'jh.p. Douglas, equipped, like new,
62 gna. ; 1913 4-cyl. F.N., C.U. si.lci'ar, 2-Rpccd, clutch,
hooft, screen, accessories, yood lot, 65 gns. ; inspection
invited.-143, Ruvcnsbury Rd., EarlsOeld, London
.S.W. [2140
I^'.O.C.II. (The Cor and Motor Bike Peopl.-). Cull and

f«;o us. New and scyond-hand motor cyelos, com-
iiMilirin», ami light cnr* always on view; prices to
nit cverybo<ly. Wo will buy your old mount or allow

1 good ipfico for it in part eicliunge. Agents for Ooiij-
-wn 11, Matchless, Jinrloy-Davidson, ltud«e, A..r.S.,
B.S.A., New Imnerlnls, Allon, Hat, Omega, Hun. O.K

'

Coventry Eiigle, Wolf, and the fntnoiis O.N.. T.iltlo Miii-
land, Ilorslinann, and DeetnHter curs. All 1920 tni"
I fl cycles at makers' list price,— 5, Henth St lliiini,.
«t<.'Ud (near HampstiTid Tube Station). 'I'liou": lliiinp-
»tead, 3752. Hours 9 7. including Saturdays. (8663

Motor Cycle
is dear at any price,

and an unsuitable one

is little better.

All our staff are experienced

riders—let them help you'

in your selection. After

exhaustive tests, we have
selected a machine of each
class, every one the ideal

for the work required.

We recommend:

2-stroke Lightweight

21 METRO-TYLER.
4-stroke Lightweight

2f COVENTRY -EAGLE.
Dual purpose

3J COVENTRY-EAGLE.
Sidecar twins

"AYRES-LAYLAND."
"MARTINSYDE-
NEWMAN."
"AMERICAN EX-
CELSIOR."

"HENDERSON."

A selection of overhaul d
guaranteed machines always

in stock.

Brook Motor & Eng.

Co., Ltd.,

308, Deansgate, Manchester.
"Phone : 3861 Cunlrnl.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
iMiscellaneous.

"BQ14 Pugh, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, 23^
-Ltf h.p., horn, pump, good tyres; 4h.p. Star, 'Bosch
mag., Amac carburetter, good tyres, both thoroughly
overhauled ; the two £55, or offer.—Estaugh, 48, Wan-
lip Rd., Plaistow, London. [1285

THE Kwiksale Private Motor Registry have a large
number of privately owned cars and motor cycles

registered for sale by owners. Call or send sixpence
for current list and free introductions to justi^ what
you want. Everything possible will be done by us
free of . charge to find you exactly what you want.
If possible, please call.—Kwiksale Private Motor
Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. (the link between pur-
chaser and owner).

, [0138

VICTORY Garages.—Buy a machine now for the
fine weather: Matchless combination 2-speed,

K.S. £69; Budge Multi, as new, £65; I.O.M. Eudge,
done 70, perfect, £65; Abingdon, King Dick, 4h.p.
chain-cum-belt, countersnaft, all accessories, as new,
bargain, £62; Douglas, 2-speed, Binks, 234h.p., £52;
Humber and .sidecar, 2-3peed, clutch, perfect, £42;
N.S.U. lightweight 2-.speed, eluteh, nearly new, £35;
Triiimph S.'ih.p., runs well, £27/10; Dayton 2-8troke,
all accessories, perfect, £28; T.D.C. engine, £5; Capac
carburetter, £2 ; magnetos, valves, etc..—Write or call.

Victory ^iarages, Gomjiarbour Place and Denmark Bd.,
Camberwell. [209a

JMOTOR SCOOTERS.
KII^GSBtrET Motor Scooter, with seat, slightly used

—Box 5,47.?. c/o Tftc Motor Cycle. [9947

A .B.C. Skootamotas in Stock; list price £55.-2,
Nightingale Hd., Lower Clapton. [2028

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C. demonstration model; £46.
—Frank Eele, Thame, Oxon. [1685

QKOOTAMOTA, as new, only ridden few miles; £46:
i^' seen after 7 p.m.— 58, Vinevard Hill, Wimbledon.

[X4697
A.B.C. Skootamota, new, just delivered; will sell at

list price, £55.—Livings, High St., Shrewsbury.
[1617

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Autoped scooters from stock, dynamo lighting;

£42. [9783

EGEKTONS, Northgate, Ipswich. - Mobile Pup
seooteis in stock; immediate delivery.—'Phone:

862. [8163

TWO A.B.C. Skootamotas," just delivered, as new;
£55 each.—Tanered Cummins, Church Walks, Llan-

dudno. [9912

AUTO Scooter. 20in. wheels, with seat. Wall IV^h.p.
engine: -£27, or near offer.—Lewis, 158, Nottinp-

Iwim St., Sheffield. [9839

MOTOR Scooter, Autoglide, absolutely new, less 60
miles: private owner: £35, or. offer.—Houghton,

198, Sheen Lane, Bast Sheen. [1627

AUTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled, £37/10: new models
in stock, with clutch and dvnamo lighting, £42.—

Woodgers Garages, 307, Goldhaw'k Ed., W.12. [2139

AUTOPED Scooters, ex-stock, £42, dynamo light-
'ing; another, slightlv second-hand, not done

200 miles; £37.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St..
London W.l. [1907

~t Q20 Two Ilarmoor Motor Scooters, ll^h.p. Auto-
-LiJ wheel, seat, 1 unused, 1 run 80 miles; owner
ordered abroad ; cost price.—Apply, South Parade
Garage, Southsea. [2125

AUTOGLIllEE 2-!:,h.v. 2-stroke, recently delivered,
ridden about 200 miles, with electric lighting

set, horn, etc., carries 2 standing anywhere" 40 gns.;
no offers.—Box 5,575, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [2150

AUTOPBn.—The original. Auto-scooter, IJ-Jh.p., 4-
stroke engine with clutch, dynamo lighting, hofb,

tools, etc., £42 model, slightly used, as new, £35.
Trade supplied.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St.,
Birmingham. [X4729
KINGSBUEY Motor Scooter, with sent, for sale,

pr:icticnlly new. perfect condition; owner, elderly
t;entleinnn, who finds it uiL-^nitable tor his ptirpose,

will Kicrilice it at tlie low price of £37.-Box 5,463,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [9896

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods, 55/-; tandem £3/17/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [1658

CAMBER Wind .Screens, 27/6 lo £4/10.—Bright and
Hayles 78, Church St., Camberwell. [1659

REX G. MUNDY.—Easting wind screens supplied
from sttH-k ; £4/10; the most elHciont acroen on

the nnirket.-l. linki St.. nii'hiiiond. [0210

HBROULl'^S Hoods, 52/6 nnd 65/-; hood re-cnveied
from 27/6,-Heri'illes Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters

lid., Tottenhoiu, Iiondon. [7610

AU.STI'Mt Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Screens,
l;;in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar; 22/6 each.-

McCouucll and Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St., W.L
14499

BODIES.
S.\NmiM Sports Sidecar Body, £6: cliild'ii pillion

seat, 16/-. 9, Hole St., Islinnton, London. (1095

SIDMCAR Boily, Wutsoninii wicker, torpedo, good
cnnditiful : £2.-44, Cranincr Av., West Mnjing. .

[2060

A38 All lettcm rcliitiiig to ndvcrtltiemt'ntii ahniild quote the niimher nt the end of cnch ndvcrtlscnicnt, nnd the date of the Issue.
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BODIES.
VENUS.—Singles, tandems stepped, and anderalunfi;

cbsapct in trade.

yENUa.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen a;sporting,
repainting ; exchanges.

I'TTENUS.—The sidecar .body

repairs.

Bodies, an;. experts.
design, in the rough if desired.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to aaer ; say©
money; listh ready, write.

T'ENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-18. Courley St., 8. Totten-
ham. [3232

A.J.S. Sideonr Body, wind screen, luggage grid, new
liood; best oHer over £14.-69, North St., PInistow

Broadway. ^ [1492

1 Q20 (May) Douglas Sidecar Body, done 50 miles,
--*' poilect, wirterproof coverall; £15/10.—BiaoeweU
Castle St., Clitheroe. [X4646

REMOVAL Sole.— 100 new Perfection coach bodies;
reduced prices; trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Ex

change, Union St. South, HalifaK. [1275

ROYAL Leioeat-e'r Sidecar Bodies are built by experts,
flrst-clnss finish; models supplied to fit every type

of cbassia.—Write The Willowbiook Co., Leicester. [0050

BASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies, latest bulbous
back de luxe; also other patterns, including step,

semi step,- lightweights, torpedos, etc.; all at low
prices.

BASTONE'S.—We have several soiled bodies to clear
to make room for new models; inspection invited.

—228, Pentonyiile Rd., King's Cross, . London, N.l.
[8761

SIBECAR Body Co., 25. Upper Clapton Rd. 'Phone:
Dalston 3110. Rideezi, Lowclap, London. Im-

mediate ex stock, high-class bodies only, bulbous, 2-

eeaters, sporting Kghtweiglits. [75,35

CALL and Inspect open sidecar bodies, any colcair,

from £5; bulboiis backs, £7/10; Harley bodies,
-1 £10/10; fitted free; Thursday, 10 o'clock.—Edwardes.
277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. Hop. 4913. [1605

THE Morri(5 Sidecar Body Co. are manufacturers oi

high-grade coach bodies : all up-to-date models in
stock. Bodies pointed, upholstered, and generally re
paired.—569, Seven Sisters Rd., S. Tottenham, ^.15.

[4296
SIDECAR Body Designs for the tr^de only. Work

ing, coloured, pencil, or line dra'^'ings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers tc

tlie coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wlTen de
signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.0.4. [0004

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designs
and colours to choose from; aprons, hoods, wind

screens, repairs. Trade supplied.- City Motor Co.
121, 123. 125. London Rd., Manchester. [0046

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sidecai
body builders in the country. We have manu-

factured to date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
on hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-senter3, 2-seater3, single-seaters, welded metal pro
jectiles. and featherweight. You can get what you
want and rely on n superfine finish at thei Sandham
Engineering Co.. 336, Gray's Inn Rd., London. W.O
'Phone: Holbom 933. [0020

LOWMAN'S are the people for coach bodies. Why
pav big prices. \\'e ofler full-size coach bodies,

fitted door and locker, finished any colour ; £6 / 10,

uelivered. Absolutely honest value. Read this from a

satisfied customer: I aec'eived sidecar body to-day in
ftrat-class order and think it well wortji the money.
I might tell you I saw one the other day which cost
£4/15 more, but I would sooner have mine any time.
Thanking you, and wishing you every success, etc.,

(signed) J. R. Blake, Chaiieltown, Sheffield.—Send for
list to ju. Lowman and Co., actual manufacturers, 45,
^-^ul*h Lane. Charlton, S.E.7. Ll84'*

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"DASTONE'S for Sidecars at Lowest Prices.

"DASTONE'S lor Sidecars: immediate delivery.

BASTONE'S for Sidecars; no better or cheaper
house.

BASTONE'S for Sidecars; inspection invited. For
price, quality, and finish you cannot do better

BASTONE'S for Sidecars. Latest coachbuilt 1920
models, compete with tyre; £16/10.

Latest underslung models

from £4/15.

BAST0NE3 for Chassis,
iu stock

"DASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies

BASTONE'S.—We have a large stock of coachbuilt
bodies, latest patterns in de luxe, torpedos, un-

derslung, step patterns; also tandems, lightweights,
etc.; all late models, and at low prices; 200 bodies
in stock. --

BASTONE'S for Mongoraery Sidecars, 1920, latest
models in stock, complete with tyre and apron;

distributing agents for London districts; delivery from
Btock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S for Hoods, fit any body, easily fitted;
£3; delivery per return.

BASTONE'S" Sidecar Department, 228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross. London, N.l. Tel. : 2481

North. T.A. : Bastone's, Kincross, London. [8764

TRIUMPHS
1918-19, 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,

kick-starter. Thoroughly overhauled, and in

guaranteed condition.
,

From £90.

DOUGLAS
1916, 23 h.p., 2-speed. Thoroughly overhauled,
and in tip-top condition. Re-enamelled and

plated. In maker's colours.

From £65.
i9;:o DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new, at

Maker's List Price;

1920 ALECTO, 3i h.p., 2-stroke. We are sole

Agents for these machines, and can suppl>%
immediately at List Price.

1919 TRIUMPH Combination, in absolutely
new condition, new Burlington No. 3

Model Sidecar, complete with all

. lamps, tools, pump £145

19 1 8 CLYNO Combination. Thoroughly
overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated.

Ready for the road £135

1917 CLYNO Combination, as above £125

igiS P. & M. Combination. Has been
completely overhauled £100

1917 B.S.A., all-chain "7... £92 10

igi- B.S.A., chain-belt £85
1916 NEW EMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2$ h.p.,

overhauled, re-enamclled, and plated,

as new : £60

1914 INDIAN Combination. 7/9 h.p.,

overhauled, discs, speedometer, electric

lighting, Easting Windscreen £110

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.

No. 2 Model, coachbuilt, underslung, bul-

bous back with locker, spring seat

and back, upholstered in best Pega-
moid. Strong; and well-made chassis.

Complete with tyre £28 10

Speedy Model, specification as above, but
lighter, and with lighter chassis.

Complete with tjTC .

Come early and avoid the crush.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

C50 yards from Claphara Common Underground
Station.)

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

ANDTJM. the Smart Sidecar Speeialista.

ANDUM Sidecar Catalogue lor 1920, the most
comprehensive in the trade;

ANDUM Sidecars.—Our touring modeU, No8. 1, 2,

and 3, are designed for comfort.

SANDUM Models. The racy £22/10, and sporting
£24. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side-
car on the road; highly recommended in "The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to
£35; absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Patent Convertible Sidec^nr with the dis-

appearing seat; a de luxe single-seater, yet capable
of seating two adults comfortably- the latest evolutioa
of the sidecar body; fully patented.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart nnd
racy, weight 18 ll)s., locker in liack and nndei

seat; when not iu use the seat back hinges forward and
neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im-
mediate delivery; £5.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufacturer* of
coachbuilt bodiee, chassis, hoods, serins, end

aprons.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in
the countrT.

QANDHAM Engineering Co.. 336, Gray's Inn Rd.,O W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933 Factories: 162
to 165. Pentonville fid., N.; and Britannia Works.
Britannia St., W.O. [0019

S,
-pOE

QTEVEN3, the super sidecar specialists.

STEVENS Sidecarg. wholesale and retail. Illustrated
list on application.

STEVENS Sidei-ar, Model iSupremc, n beautifully ap-
' pointed full bulbous back model, well sprung; and

uphnlstfred, enclosed wheel type chassis, to suit auy
make of motur cyi'le up to lOh.p.

STEVENS Family Sidecar, a very comfortable and
roomy 2-seater model, coachbuilt, witl^ sliding seat

and large locker ; can be supplied to fit any make of
motor cycle.

•^TEVENS Standard Touring Model No. 7, can be
^' fitted with extra adjustable seat lor child, siotable
for all purposes and pockets, especially de.'^.'gned for
Triumph, Eudge, B.S.A., P. and M., Rover, and Doughig,
etc.

•:2^TEVENS.—Quick delivery can be relied upon. Our
O" plant is most extensive and up to date, ensuring
a regular and continuous output.

•^TEVENS.—Immediate delivery from stock 't side-
f^ cars, suit all makes of motor cj'^ics.

OTEVENS Sidecars.—See that yon get a Steve^is, nnd
>^ you will be satisfied with results.

QTEVENS Sidecars.-Agents in all parts of the^ country.

CTEVENS.—1920 illustrated catalogue on application.

STEVENS Engineering Co., 184 to 186, lei^tonville
Rd., King'tj Cross, London. 'Phone: Central 10264.

CTANDARIO Model No. 1

chine upwards.

[2077

complete for SVi-h.p. ma-
immediate ex stc'"-.

BULBOUS Model 2 complete, for 4ij.:> machines
upwards. Immediate ex stock.

BULBOUS 2-seater complete, for 6h.p. machines up-
wards ; immediate ex stock.

SPORTING Lightweight Model No. 5, for 3i,^h.p. ma-
chines '\ipwards. Immediate ex stock.

COMPLETE Sidecars for American Excelsior, Hen-
derson, Harley-Davidson. Immediate ex stock.

SIDECAR Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton. 'Phone:
Dalston 3110. Rideezi, Lowclap, London. [7558

GOOD Cane Sidecar, with door complete; 6 gus.—Rat-
cliflle, Gt. Holland, Essex. [9934

SIDECAR, off Humber, complete, wicker body, good
tyre; £7.—E. Heard, Torrington. [1673

CHATER-LEA Coachbuilt Sidecar, as new; £12/10.
—72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. [1629

SIDECAR Chassis, perfect, £3; Triumph carburetter,
' complete, £1.-70, Micklegate, York, [X4818

BURBURY Sidecar, good condition, new last Oct.;
£25.-35, Fore St., Wellington, Somerset. [1651

SANDUM Lightweight C.B. Sidecar, good condition;
£13.—Box 5,551, c/o The Motor Vycle. [1434

USEFUL Basket Sidecar, good tyre, all fittings

;

£4/10.—King, EgroTe Farm, Oxford. [X4763

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ME. BEEESE, riding B.S.A. with Mjddleton Flyer,

broke 4-liour record on June 23rd.

MIDDLETONS Flyer, on track or road, the fastest
in the world.

MIDDLETON'S Racing Cars have been, and are
used by the leading racing men.

MIDDLETON'S have four models—the Flyer, loi

racing; lightweight coach, for 2%h.p. machines
etc.; medium touring coach, for SVih.p. upwards; ana
special tourers for big twins. Zenith, Harleys, Hender
sons, Indians, including spring frame model, etc.

IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel, the finest device oi

this kind, now ready; £4 extra on any model.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecai
makers. 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park

N.4. 'Phone: 1584 Hornsey. [2069

CAMBER Semi-touring Model; £20/15.—Makers.
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Sidecars; f16/10.-Makers.
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Streamline Sidecars; *16/2/6.—Makers,
Bright and Hayies, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBBB Tandem Model; £27/10.—Makers, Bright
and Hayles,' 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Utility Model; £27/17/6.—Makers, Bright
and Hayles, 78. Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Sidecars;
78, Church St.,

295.

lists free.-Bright and Hayles.
Camberwell. 'Phone ; Brixtoa

[1657

FOB Bale, coachbuilt sidecar, new -condition : barg.iin.
—20, Latchmere Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1104

SPORTING C.B. Phoenix Sidecar, disc wheel; £15, or
exchange touring.—54, Babington Rd., N.W.4.

[1318
COACHBUILT Sidecar, Phoenix, complete, good con-

dition; £12.-17, Chivalry Rd., Battersea Rise.
[1785

MILLFORD Tradesman's Sidecar, all fittings com-
plete, new condition.—20, Goldsmith's Row, E.2.

[1783
COACHBUILT Sidecar, tyre, mudguard, apron, per-

fect; £10.—Plowman, 46, Iverson Rd., Kilburn.
[1663

SCOTT Sidecar, aluminium body, fittings complete;
£15.—Watts, Mill Lane, KisUngbury, Northamp-

ton. [1326
CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, suit B.S.A., Man-

chester, nearly new.—Box 5,519, c/o The xdotor
Cycle., [1125

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Delivery from

stock.

CORONET Sidecars.—Latest underslung chassis,
fitted with luggage carrier; send for list.

CORONET Sidecars. — Immediate delivery lor
Triumphs, B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant.—Booth's

Motorics, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars.—Special model tor 1920 Har-
ley-Davidson, finished brown.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson or Indian,
grey or red.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, direct or
through the trade Booth's Motories, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars are high-class and sold at a
moderate price.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt; send for
illustrated Lst, post free.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars are giving satisfaction in all
parts of !he world.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecar Bodies, 200 in stock, finished or
in the rci.'gh.—Booth's.

ORONET Sidecars.—Springs. 17/6 and 25/- pair;
wheels. 28/ 6.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

OUONET Sidecars.-Mudguard blades with side
valance, stove enamelled; 7/6.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecar, underslung chassis; large stock,
no waiting; list free.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET .Sidecars.—Models for every make of ma-
chine Bupp'.icd promiitly.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Send for list

I -V 7420

EMPIRE Light Coachbuilt .Sidecar, good order, suit
Triumph, etc.; 11 gns.-81. Little Ealing l.ane,

Ealing. [1639

BRAMBLE coachbuilt bulbous back Sidecar, Tlun-
lop heavy; £20.-18, Matham Grove, East llnl-

wlch. [1291

SCOTT Sidocnri, not dono 200 uiil(»; burBiiin, £25—W. H. Uiiuios and Co., 18. Bruton Pliice. Bond
St.. W.l. [1964

MrLLFOlin SkifT. apron, nluniinium disc, run 1.000
iriilen: i21.— FrimclB Scott, M-'inniNgford Mjiimt

Pewey. (15<)i;

ENI'TELD ChnMiM, complete, brand new, very clicip—W. II. Grime* and Co.. 18, Biuton Place, Bond
St.. W.l. [1966

LIOHT Coiielilinilt Si<lM;ar. nciirly new, with fli.;tri.

tyro iind tuLo; biireuin, £18.—Bhi|i Hotel, V.nvX-
coto, Middicwrx. (0941

c
c

I
RUBBER

I
HIP BOOTS

B Manu-factured by North British
]]]

Rubber Co., Lid., Dominion Rubber
Co., Ltd., etc.

m - QUITE NEW.
I Sizes

5, 6, J, 8, 9, 10.

264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

F.RS.
LAMPSAND GENERA.TORS.
.- HOLD WORLDS RECORD

S

,

NEW ACETYLENE
MODELS

MAJOR, 6" lens, l,200£t. beam, 108/-
BIG, 5" „ 1,000ft. „ 99/-
JUOTOR, 4" „ eOOJt. „ 72/6

Handle bar fittings ol bit:liest (vpc—all cboniscd
bl.icU iin.sb (not enamel). EVERIT FIRST-CLASS
GARAGE HAS NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

FR S I AMPS " 0'='"" Work..'

BIRMINGHAM.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. -

SIDECAR, B.S.A.. Oanoclet, good condition, good
tyre.—51, Cambridge Rd., Hammersmith. 'Phone:

1195 Hammersmith. . [1923 ,

PHOENIX C.B. Sidecar (Indian red), tyre and tube
new; £12/10.—E.P., 1, Roberts Villas, Princes

Ed., Buckhurst Hill.
'

[1339

CHASSIS, underslung, new, with or without body,

fit anv machine; £10, or near offer.—Maddox,
Lexham Mews, W.8. [1367

NEW C.B. Sidecar, done 300 miles only, 28x3in
wheel; £27/ 10.—Humphries, 122, London Kd.,

KingstonK)n-Thames.
" [1894

ENFIELD Sidecar, all complete, luggage carrier. Dun-

lop tyre, exceUent condition; £10.-Thursby, 21,

Harrison St., Barnoldswick. [9991

•aiDECAR, coachbuilt 2-senter, 5-point, luggage grid.

io good condition, enamelled red; f15.-Choppen, 15,

St. Francis Rd., Folkestone. l-^"'^''

COACHBUILT Montgomery, blue, little used, good

tyre and upholstery, suit Douglas; £15.-120.

Oxford St., Totterdown, Bristol. I-1d»"

MILLS-FULFORD Chassis, new cover and tube,

coachbuilt metal body, all m good condition

£11.—Letters, 168, Hither Green Lane, S.E.13. [a322

HENDERSON Sidecars.—All models instock. Elite,

£45; Model Bl, £31; featllcnveight. £23--P-

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X4731

ILLFOHD.-Ail models ins^tock^^__Model^^de^LuM,

m.
[X4732

]Vl^£40?l'4"corvetter £31/10; SkiR.. _-

J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright St., Birmingham.

SWAN Sporting Sidecars for Norton, U.S.A. Excelsior,
^

T'riumpT. and spring frame Indian, fr.™ .to-*-

Motor Exchange. Union fet. South,
Halifax

Halifax.
[1274

Models for nil purposes,

ery satisfaction guar-

catalogue.-The Willowbrook^Co.^
ROYAL Leicester Sidecars-

flrst-class finish: quick delivery;

anteed- Write for

Leicester. ..-

-i-.irMOVAT. Sale- genuine bargains.—Perfection eide-

B,^;^°b^ies and Chassis at'reduced prices ;
trade

supplied.-H.ilifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South^.

Halifax.

r^ANOELET.-All models in ntock. MM.4, £39/5;

\J touring model, £31/10; sporting model, £25-,
•- £18/18.-P. J. Evans, 83-91, John ErigM^St^

Birmingham.

QIDECARS-—We
sidc-ars

have a large find varied stock of

stock, sporting and bulhous-b.ick

models, all prices.-W. H. Grimes and Co., le, Bruton

Place, Bond St., W.l. [1363

taiDECAES.—Canoelet sidecars, touring, suitable for

O Triumph and Rudge, complete with apron, new;

£30 each, to clear.-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd
opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0237

NICE Underslung Sidecar, coachbuilt body. Clincher

cover, enamelled, plated, and lined, brand new,

£16/16; chassis only. £9/10.—Edwardes, 277, Camber-

well Rd., S.E. 'Phone: Hop. 4913. [1607

MONTGOMERY Sidecars. No. 1 £30/10, No. 2 ^27,
No 3 £20/10: spceial Triumph model, £28/10,

plus crate and carriage; cat:ilogue sent.-Uatchelor and

Co., Clarence St, Eingston-on-Thames. [1229

FOE a really good sidecar, moderately priced, ask

tor particul.irs of our Model 19a, topping value;

also sidecar bodies, best vnlue in the trade.—Melville

Cars (Halifax), Ltd., Clarence Works, Halifax. [0218

P.
and M. Sidecars.—We have several W.D, sidecar

bodies for renovation in stock, and can also

quote for chassis overhauled, re-enamelled, complete
with wheel aud mudguard.—Hubert Turner and Co.,

4-5, Crawford Passage, Farringdon Rd., B.C. [1615

SIDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well

tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley,
Upper Highgate St.. Birmingham. (0152

£16/15 Canoclet Minor Sporting D4 and military
models in slock: R34 models H. and N., also

Monarch and coupe \\'atsonians in slook. We have
also in stock Miliford. Skiff. Corvette models to suit

P. and M.'s, Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, and Sunbeams.—
Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X4720
WATSONL^N Sidecars, Models Q., cash £19/5, or

£5/14 depo.»it anil £1/5 monthly; H.. cash £20/16,
or £1/9/2 ninnthly; sidecar bodies, nine vniicties. from
£7/15 to £10/15: chassis. £7/5, £8/18/6, and £10/17;
lionds. aprons, and wind screens stocked iir great variety.

—M.Y. Dopt., Metropolitan Muchinists' Co., Ltd., 248.
Bishopsgatc. E.0.2. 19728

WAUCHOPE'8. 9. Shoe Lane. rx>ndon, E.O.4.—
No. 2 B.S.A. sidecars. 1920 models. £35; Canoe-

Ict sporting sidecars in vaiious colours, also Canoelet
roadster sidecars, from £22; Waucliope No. 1 sidecars
£25/10, Waucliope No. 2 sidecars £24/10. and
Waiu'hope No. 3 sidecars £23/10; Williamson sidecars.
t'28; sidccare to fit IIarlcy-David:sons and of con-

ing colours, various iinces.
—
'Phone: 5777 Hol-

[9784bi-.ni.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q20 6h.p. A.V.. milcago 150, Sinks;
Ai' ford, Ringmer, near LcWCd.

fl64.—Ijiw-
[1303

WAlICHOI'E'fi, 9. Shi« Lane. London. E.C.4.-
eiOli.p. Morgan runabout. 1916; £196. [9785

A40 All letter, relating to advertisement, should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the U.ue.
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The English Six Days Trial.
'ANY innovations are to be introduced

into this year's A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Tlie changes will undoubtedly be wel-

comed by the public, the ti'ade, and the

competitors themselves. In the first

place, the decision to bring the competitors

south from Darlington on the fifth day in order

to finish at Brooklands will give motor cyclists

of many counties a convenient opportunity of

seeing the competing machines. After four days

of hill-climbing in the north-eastern district,

the riders will migrate to the south ready for

Brooklands on tlie last day.

From the trade point of view, the inclusion

of a speed test on Brooklands in place of the

major part of the " final examination " should

finci favour with those entrants who recall

the almost general dissatisfaction on this point

in last year's event.

The schedule speeds for the various classes

are not excessive, but the test will be of

sufficient duration to serve a practical purpose,

and will be one from which the human element

is reduced to a minimum, whereas the defect

of such tests as the consistent driving test of

last year depended too much upon the personal

factor.

The Question of Silence.

Apparently the silence tests—another un-

popular feature of the 191 9 trial—are not to

be renewed. Although such tests are highly

desirable, a better means than adopted last year

could be devised. It was proved that noises

recorded by the instrument used were affected

by the position of the silencer pipe in relation

to the recording instrument, whilst sounds, not

offensive to the human ear, could not be dis-

tinguished from the ear-splitting note.

C Cleanliness is another matter seriously requir-

ing attention, but better means to bring this

about can be devised than observation at the

end of the Trial. If all riders were forbidden

to clean their machines en route, a better com-

parison could be made ; but even then it is hard
to differentiate between mud thrown up by the

wheels of the machine itself and that from pass-

ing vehicles.

While the rules and regulations are in the

preliminary stage, it is to be hoped that the

A.C.U. will not include anything in which
anomalies can creep in to cause dissatisfaction,

and on the question of cleanliness, probably the

best means would be to demand mudguards of

a certain minimum width. •

Trade should have Regulations no^v.

There is every promise that this year's Six

Days Trial will attract a very large entry, which
will include many 192 1 models. An early

distribution of the rules and regulations may in-

fluence makers to give closer attention to such
items as mudguarding.

Finally, in the matter of awarding marks, facts

should be relied upon rather than personal

opinion. Deductions of marks on the final

examination should not be open to controversy.

So long as it is purely a matter of a judge's

opinion, protestation is almost bound to follow

in many cases. Perhaps it would be possible

to make every point entirely clear in the rules

submitted to competitors before they enter.

There is a feeling among would-be competitors

that the regulations could be made much more
clear and concise. We thoroughly endorse this

view, and think that the A.C.U. is much too
" technical " in its regulations, and, in en-

deavouring to make complicated rules clear, pro-

duces results which are often confusing and
difficult for the average competitor to understand.

After last year's criticism on the final report,

the judges may not again be tempted to draw
deductions from the idealist point of view without

giving full consideration to the questions of cost

and general ulitity of future machines. We refer

chiefly to their recommendation of water-cooling

and similar complications which tend to increase

costs

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the baoK ooveir.
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Comments
Rustproofing a New 'Btis.

LIKE one of our correspondents, Mr. Brooker,
of Price's, is quite shocked at my levity in

using hub lubricant for doping the platework
of a new machine. This stuff is intended for internal

use only, so to speak, and to smear it on the plating

is akin to blasphemy. However, Mr. Brooker is

not only critical, but helpful. He bids me dilute

boiled linseed oil with three times its bulk of petrol,

and brush it on lightly. The result is a smooth,
hard coating, which penetrates everywhere, which
cannot be removed, and to whicli neither dust nor flies

will adhere. He uses it liberally under the bonnet
of his small car. This is good hearing, e~xcept that

I feel rather timid about the phrase "cannot be re-

moved." Does Mr. Brooker mean accidentally, or

nohow ? Will he please put us under a further obliga-

tion by clearing this point up? I do not ,want to

sickly the resplendent nickel of mv new mount to

a bilious yellow, which would not come off when I

attempt to profiteer on the machine.

Low Speeds with a Rigid Drive.

AT low speeds, on a high gear with a rigid drive,

two separate unpleasant sensations are possible

if the transmission is not absolutely first-rate.

One is merely audible, and may be described as a

chatter or a clanking, the other is feelable, and con-

sists of a series of tiny jerks. Neither need exist with

an all-chain drive, properly equipped with well-de-

signed absorbers. 1 can cite the 1915 A. B.C. and
tlie 1920 Norton as simply ideal from this point of

view, and, of course, there are others. The sole

criticism which has been passed on the 1920 A. B.C.
in my presence is that its shaft-cum-chain drive is not

i;i all cases immune from either chatter or jerk when
the engine is throttled down on third and fourth gears.

Some riders assert that it is perfect in tliis respect,

and others complain that the higher gears should be
reserved for tolerable throttle openings. My own
sample is assuredly imperfect on its high gears at

small throttle openings, and this is the sole black

mark I have yet scored against a very fa.'jcinating

mount. I raise the point, because I am anxious to

know whether this small defect is really universal, or

whether my pinions have more backlash than they

should, or whether liberal doses of a particular gear

oil damp the trouble out of existence. I notice that

one overseas technical journal roundly asserts that all

good motor cychsts ease their clutches when running

slowly on all-chain drives. I may be lazy, but I have
never done such a thing in my life, and I am not

going to commence so tiresome a practice at my age.

The journal in question actually invites British makers
to fit a variable hand-control of the clutch, so that it

may be set to slip a little at low speed on top.

Front Band Brakes.

WHATEVER may be said in favour of external

contracting band brakes on rear wheels, I

strongly advise motor cyclists to give them a

very wide berth on front wheels. No two of us regard

our front brakes alike. A hard rider of my acquaint-

ance invariably takgs the shoes out of a front rim
brake when he accepts delivery of a new mount. He
says that they will soon drop out, anyhow. That
if they should by some miracle stay in position, they

have no real stopping power. That a decent rear

brake will stop you anywhere. That, so far as the

law is concerned, he has yet to meet the policeman
who was not satisfied so long as the horseshoe re-

mained on the machine. On the other hand, there

are earnest men who speak of the front brake with

bated breath. To enter for a Six Days without one
would strike them as suicidal. Down a freak hill

all the weight is on the front wheel, and a back brake
has about as much arresting power as a trailing stand.

For myself, I let ths front brake stay where the

designer put it, and I never use it. One of my
machines has a front wheel band brake. Its .metal

band is so narrow and light that it has kinked itself,

and taken a set : possibly some friend who borrowed
the machine was fool enough to applv the brake

:

perhaps the metal is merely decrepit with age. Anv-
how, the abominable thing is too decrepit to sprin_,

itself clear of its flanged drum, and a n;ost distressful

Some ol the finest natural speedways in the world are on tide-washed sands, and, as in America, the British coast town clubs arc not slow

to mak" inc "f ih'-m The pholograph depicts a scone at the recent Soiithporl Speed Trials.
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GETTING OFF THE M.\RK. The start of the 750 c.c final at the recent Southpart Speed Trials.

one of the T.T. machines used in the Isle of Man last month.

The Norton in the foreground was

squeaking and rubbing occurs at all times. I cannot

obtain a spare from stock, and must choose between
risking the penalty of the law or making a new band.

Rear band brakes are made wide and tliick, so that

they may be trusted for a life of better duration.

A Dead Bogey.

FROM time to time in narratives of tours or fore-

casts of trials I encounter a phraseology which

ought to be obsolete. The tourist describes how
he paused to cool his engine before a particularly

stfep hill, or the journalist Opines that on a certain

knuckle a large proportion of the entry will be

afflicted with overheating. Without pausing to dis-

cuss the exact purport of that ancient bugbear

commonly called "overheating," I want to charac-

terise such language as a hideous libel on the modern
machine. Motor cycling must plead guilty to a lurid

past, crammed with unsavoury incidents, but this

bygone should now be allowed to be a bygone. For
five or six years at least I have never been stopped on
a hill with " overheating," if I except a few baby
two-stroke engines with a penchant for frying their

sparking plug points. Nor do I recall witnessing a

stoppage of that kind on a competition hill for many
a long day. I have seen plenty of competition riders

baulked on hills through sheer bad driving, and in a
very few cases they have failed to restart easily owing
to clums5P- clutch work or badly adjusted clutches.

But it is surely true- that any modern machine will

climb any hill with ease and certainty on two con-

ditions, viz., that the surface affords tyre grip, and
that the driver is moderately adroit; and is^'it not also

true that if the rider muffs his gears or steering, and
makes a restart on a patch of decent surface after

wheelslip has stalled him, the machine will get away
well ? This being so, we ought to drop nonsense about
overheating on hills. To put the same thing in con-

crete form, Applecross-Tornapress is the most search-

ing ascent in our islands : and even in pre-war days

It did not trouble any standard solo machine which

was not ridiculously overgeared. Trials secretaries

have adopted the " freak hill " policy not because the

average motor cyclist wants a machine which can climb

catwalks, still less because the trade prefers a sporting

course, but simply and solely because this country con-

tains no gradients which can stall riders by dint of

mere length or severity ; and without hill stoppages

the average trial would record an absurd percentage

of gold medallists.

The Ideal Sports Moant.

THERE is hardly a gap left in the current range

of motor cycles, which commence with the

scooter and motorised push-bicycle, and ascend

by easy stages up to the four-cylinder with car trans-

mission, dragging a sidecar with a costly instrument

board, camping outfit, and picnic equipment. Never-

theless I am still looking for the ideal sports model.

I know all about the Brooklands Norton, the T.T.
Triumph, and others of that ilk, but for a go-anywhere
rider the single gear machine can be a shade too

sporting at times. Some readers will remember a year

in which the Scottish Trials went up Applecross, and a

couple of trade teams were mounted on what might

be described as I.O.M. belt-drivers; they had variable

gears, and they were not excruciatingly heavy. But

the unlucky wights who bestrode them had enough
"sport" to last them a season, and said so. They
roared up to blind hairpins at 30 m.p.h., and canted

their 'buses over to make an angle of 30° or so with

the ground-line, but even then they could not get

round. Some of them took heavy crashes, some of

them scraped round, and could not pick up again

afterwards. I am still looking out for a lightweight,

hotstuff, stripped machine, fitted with an emergency
two-speed gear, on which I can get up Applecross

without any pushing.

429
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396 MILE RACE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
The Annual Johannesburg-Durbgn Races for Solo and Sidecar Machines. A Strenuous

Affair over Execrable Surfaces and a Close Finish.

keep going. He was exactly four hours son, three U.S. Excelsior, four Indian,

behind them, without a lamp, and dead one Enfield, one Rudge, and, one Sun-

tired. A car driver found Flook and beam. They were sent off at five minute

./'I

THE Johannesburg-Durban road race

is regarded as the blue riband ot

South African motor cycle events.

So important is it to those directly con-

cerned that entrants spend in preparation

amounts approximating to those of T.T.
entrants. As an example, the expendi-

ture of one Johannesburg firm was in

the neighbourhood of £800, from which
the importance of the event in Rand
e'J'es may be appreciated.

The Solo Event.

It was raining when the men started

from Johannesburg, and continued on
and off all day. As a consequence the

roads, which in the best conditions are

far from good, developed into veritable

quagmires, the surface so slimy, greasy
and holding, pai'ticularly where the

roads passed through the country of

black loam, that it was marvellous how
the riders managed to keep in the saddle.

There were occasional short stretches a
little better that served as a striking

comparison. Soaked through to the skin

as soon as they started, the men, nearly
all of whom rode without mudguards,
were instantly smothered with mud, and
after the first thirty miles, the event
resolved itself into an endurance run.
Speed, as understood in this country,
was out ot the question, the machines
careering from side to side of the road
with the drivers at times out of the
saddle and running alongside to enable
the engines to pull through the grease.

Even with the stripped machines the
forks became clogged, acting as brakes
which called

,
for frequent stoppages.

Process of Elimination,

Of the forty-four starters, ten retired

in the fii'st 50 miles ; at each succeeding
mile falls were so frequent, with minor
damage to the men and worse to the
machines, that further numbers dropped
out, and at Standerton, 96 miles, half

the men had disappeared. So it went on
from hour to hour until Volksrust, 150
miles, was reached, two miles from the

border line between the Transvaal Pro-
vince and Natal Province. Hereabouts
is the fairly easy climb to the top of

Laings Nek, a 40 m.p.h. climb in dry
weather. Some idea of its condition can
be realised when, vei'y late in the even-
ing, two only of the competitors pushed
their machines up the last half mile,
which occupied 30 niins. These two,
Percy Flook (23 Douglas) and F. Owen
(3i Indian), thought themselves the
only survivors. Flook was leading, but
allowed the other man to overtake him
at the top. Holding a council ot war,
they decided it was almost impossible
to cover the 35 miles to Newcastle that
night. So going down the 8 miles
steep d<'.''oetit towards Ingogo, the liis-

Inrieal farm houKe near Majuba Mountain
was approached, and the owner at once
made the men welcome. They decided
to start together at daylight, but they
did not know that when they had left

Volksni.st, still another plucky man, F.
Ziin-her, on a 494 c.c. spring frame
])oiiglas, was doing his level best to

A30

Owen at -Majuba Farm with their wet
clothes before a fire. He told them
Zurcher had gone by. Flook was the

first to . get away, taking only 45
mins. to get into his wet chothes and to

have the engine running. Zurcher
reached Newcastle -in 15 hrs. 49 mins,
total riding time from Johannesburg,
against the 4 hrs. 43 mins. the fastest

time for 1919 over the same portion of

the race route. Flook reached New-
castle 1 hr. 16 mins. later, and Owen
2 hr. 35 min. behind Zurcher.

Zurcher. with a bigger capacity engine
than Flook, and the further advantage

r "

"' —

intervals, the last man to leave being,

therefore, 65 minutes to the rear.

An Exciting Bace.

The roads for 150 miles from the coast

as far as Ladysmith' were dry, so that

very fast times were accomplished for

;

the fifty-four miles to Maritzburg, at

which point there was hardly any change
in positions. Fifty miles' further on,

T. H. Spargo fHarley-Davidson) was in

front, when the outfit turned over. T.
Van Diggelen (Harley-Davidson) broke
his front forks at Estcourt. At thirty-five

miles south of Newcastle, A. Long

F. A. R. Zurcher (3i Douglas) , winner of the Durban-Johannesburg race for solo mounts,
the blue riband event of South Africa.

of a full sprung frame, now looked like

winning easily, as the twenty-four hours'
interval and strong sunshine had almost
dried up the roads. Flook was handi-
capped still more by a cracked handle-
bar, caused by his many tumbles. Yet,
despite the risk of the handle-bar snap-
ping off at any moment, he went after

Zurcher at a wonderful speed, and, just

beyond Estcourt, 100 miles from New-
castle, had Zurcher in sight, when the
handle-bar broke. This left Zurcher a

clear run to the finish.
h. m. s.

1. F. A. R. Zurr.her (494 c.r, Douglas) 23 18 20
- V. Flouk (3G0 o.c. DouRla.s -- -- -

liulinn)
K. (;. Murray (989 r.e. Harley)

' "
" c.c. Harley)

25 17
26 18 50
28 30 15
33 23 6

F. Owen (498
K. (i. Murray
G. T. Taylor (584

The Sidecar Race.

This event was decided concurrently,

but in the reverse direction, viz., Dur-
b.'in (o Jolianncsbin'g. There were fifteen

entries and fourlecn starters. Tlie

.stai'tcrs coiMjiri:-c'(l fiiur Harley-David-

(U.S. Excelsior) had picked up the gaps
between himself and those who had
left earlier and finished first at New-
castle on actual time, with C. C. Smith
(Harley-Davidson) 25m. behind. Long
arrived with several spokes loose in the
driving wheel, threads of nuts stripped
at the front wheel hubs, and, inmiediately
word was given to go on the second day,
he spent 20m. repairing with the aid
of half a dozen helpers. This left

Smith with only 5m. to pick up over
the distance of 1845 miles. In the next
ninety miK-s, be pulled^back 2m., and
when they jiassed through Standerton,
with 96i miles to go, Long led by
exactly 3 min. Yard by yard Smith
reduced the difference, until, at a point
some fifty miles from the finish, ho -yvas

only 300 yards liohind, and then came
an unfortunate occurreiu'e whi<'h uu-
doubtedly lost him the race. Travelling
at over 50 ni.p.li., his passenger shouted
to stop. The sidecar axle -an American-
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Two ExceFsior sidecars

wliich ran first and sixth in

the recent Durban-Johan-
nesburg race.

The winning machine with the rider, A. Long, is shown on the left.

built type—was coming adrift, and, when
they did pull up, it was discovered that

it was only holding by two or three
threads. Smith and his passenger were
so confident of success that they did not
hurry themselves.

Forty-six and a half miles from the
finish. Long was leading, with Smith
exactly 3m. behind. Again he over-
hauled Long until there was but 700
yards between them with 2J miles to

the end. Hereabouts is a mile con-

33

tinuous climb, and at the summit Long
held a lead of some 220 yards. From
the top of this hill is an easy descent

with corresponding ascent, and then less

than a quarter of a mile over tarred

surfacing to the winning line.

A Close Finish.
A dozen or more unthinking non-

competitors on solo machines had chipped
in behind Long at the top of the mile hill

and so spread themselves across the road
that, when nearing the finish, despite the

yells of despair from Smith's passenger,

they did not pull off the road. Without
risking a terrible smash, it was im-

possible for Smith to get by, and thus

Long flashed across the winning line

less than 200 feet in advance. This
wonderful finish, which unbiased specta-

tors agreed that Smith might possibly

have won on the post, was spoiled by
the crowd and the motor cyclists men-
tioned. After such an extraordinary race,

it was hard luck on Smith to have lost by
so small a margin and under such cir-

cumstances. No doubt the officials will

take measures to prevent a similar in-

<'ident in a future event.
h. m. s.

1. A. Long (998 c.c. Excelsior) 13 34 8
2. c. C. Smith, (989 c.c. Harley-

Davidson 13 34 10
3. T. H. Sparm (989 c.c. Harley) ...

J. Pinfold (989 c.c. Harley)
14 40 8

4. A. 16 28 6

NOVELTY
IN

DESIGN.

A useful little run-

about machine has

been made for Mr. R.
Whitty, of Hulf. by
using a bicycle sans

pedalling gear and an
Auto-wheel.

Some Examples of the Utilisation of tfie Auto-wheel,
a Curiously Constructed Passenger Machine, and a

"Home-made" Rear Sprung Lightweight.

A miniature with car type springing,

designed and built by Mr. Geo. Hazel, of

Beaumont, Cumberland. The machine
depicted, with its spring forks and
semi-elliptic rear springing, should be
comfortable to ride,

though not over stable

on grease.

A miniature, which
has been made by Mr.

J. D. Timmins, of St.

Albans, is another ex-

ample of a light

machine utilising an

Auto-wheel

This quaint three-

wheeler is ths patented

design of Mr. J. Cox,
of Tutbury. It has

been on the road for

several months, and
provides accommoda-
tion for three adults.

r
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Joys of (he

Road.

Gems
of Scenery
seen from

a Aotor
Cycle

By A. VOWL^S.

T is generally understood that motor
cyclists as they ride through rural

England cannot possibly "see the

country " or observe local details of an interest-

ing nature. Provided they are interested in the

locality through which they are jiding and have
" an eye " for the antiquated and picturesque, there

is much—veiy much—to interest and instruct them
as they speed through our beautiful English' country-

side. Whether it is possible for the motor cyclist to

gain knowledge and interesting data while he journeys

along the high roads depends ^ery much on their

condition, the state of the weather, the atmosphere

and perhaps,; most of all, on himself. Given fair

conditions, there liiust be anywhere almost an

endless programme of enjoyment, ^nd it surely

must be a relief to many tourists to have objects

to look upon and think about more historical and

truly different from speedometers, valves, belts, gear

ratios, etc.

Since becoming a motor cyclist, the West of England

has become much smaller, so to speak, as every point

seems to be brought within easy reach. Interesting

places can be visited so easily and cheaply, and so much
information and knowledge gleaned by personal obser-

vation that life's arrangements and outlook ha\e been

truly altered.

Beautiful England.

A very beautiful ride, and one which the writer

has enjoyed, is from E.xmoor to the Mendip Hills, a

distance of fifty miles. Both are situated in Somerset,

one of our fairest counties, and the whole journey

lies amidst beautiful and varied scenery. Most of the

country through which this route lies was unknown
to the writer previous to his ownership of a motor
cycle, so that many of the interesting objects en route,

have been appreciated from the saddle of a solo

marliiiie.

Leaving I'orliK;k village, nestling under the steep

and flaiigcrous liills of Exmoor, llic highway strangely

winds eastwards to Allerford, a peep of whose rustic

footbridge and quaint cottages is obtained ju.sl before

ihe road turns off from the village.

A.12

Towering above on the left is Selworthy
Hill, clothed in dense ilex woods. We are

now passing through the bountiful Holni-

cote Vale, and away to the south rise the open
heathered hills of Exmoor, with Dunkery Beacon

(1,707 feet) standing above the surrounding hills.

Venniford Steep soon looms up in front of us, ami
w'ith a slight advance of the throttle lever the top is

quickly gained. As we purr eastward, some delightful

scenery is observed: woodlands, valleys, hills, and
chamiing peeps of the Bristol Channel through the

rifts of the hills. The fine seaside town of Minehead,
under its North Hill, and fine church tower is reached
in a few minutes; and, lea\ing it to the rear, we
settle down on the high road to the Quantocks and
Bridgwater.

Conegar ToTver.
The first artificial object to arouse interest is

Conegar Tower near the historic village of Dunster.

It was erected on the conical hill in the eighteenth

century by a lord of the Castle of Dunster as a land-

mark or finishing touch to the landscape. The motor
cyclist will observe that it is a circular skeleton struc-

ture, and certainly lends itself to the beauty of the

surrounding countiT. The turning to 'Dunster \illage

is passed on the right, and, reaching the ground of

the West Somerset Polo Club, we can plainly see the

magnificent Castle of Dunster standing on a woodetl
hill in the middle of the \alc. This beautiful man-
sion is one of the finest in the south of England, is of

great historic interest, and possesses many objects and
treasures of antiquity. - Its important history, is trace-

able for many hundreds of years. No motor cyclist

should fail to .add Dunster to his list of visits. It is

without doubt one of the most -beautiful spots in" this

country.
'

We must away I Carhampton, another quaint way-

side village, with thatched cottages, is quickly reached,

and on our left stands the church with fine tower siu--

mounted by Decorated pinnacles. We still ride on

liistoric ground, for at Washford, the next place of

note, a glimpse on the riglit of some old ruins is

obtained. These are the silent remains of a Cistercian

abbey, which stand about three hundred yards from
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-the road. The phice was founded in the twelfth

icentury, and flourished up to the time of the Disso-

lution. The ruins are fairly perfect, the gatehouse
being the chief part visible as we pass along. Just
here a quaint little railway runs under the road, it

being the disused remains of a once busy track which
runs to the iron ore mines in the Brendon Hills.

Picturesque Scenery.
The road here has an abominable surface, 'and is

as crooked as it can be. East of Washford, the authori-

ties have tarred the highway, and for one mile we can
speed up through the fresh country aii:. A\'e are now
gaining the open heathered downs of the Quantock
Hills, and some delightful vievi's of them are obtained
on approaching Williton.

'

This is a picturesque Somerset village with many
whitewashed cottages and thatched roofs. In its

long street are two nasty turnings, but the roads are
tarred, and this must be a boon and a
blessing to the villagers. _ Beyond Williton '" •

and crossing the Great Western Railway we
begin the long ascent of the main Quantock
Hills, and the scenery as we climb up is

most beautiful and extensive. All around
are hills, valleys, woodlands, and delightful

meadows. Ever}' motor cyclist who slowly

winds up this hill and observes his surround-

ings will surely feel a tinge of enthusiasm

In a few minutes we are purring through little Kilve
and away up the winding hill beyond, where we reach
the highest parts of the Quantock Range. Across a
valley on our right stands Alfoxden Park, where
\\'illiam Wordsworth and his sister lived at the end
of the eighteenth centuiy. He must have loved and
been inspired by this glorious countryside, for history

records that some of his best works were written

during his sojourn here. This locality was also well

known to Southey and Coleridge, for the latter lived

at Nether Stowey, a typical Quantock village, through

which we soon ride, Coleridge's cottage is about the

first on the right, and the motor cyclist can see an

inscription on the wall telling that " Samuel Taylor

Coleridge made his home," etc. Opposite is an old

wayside inn with a sign describing it as " The First

and Last." Nether Stowey is a- quaint old-world

village, and long may it remain so.

It evidently has an ancient history, for one can see

a camp-like 'formation on a hill near the village,

and admiration for this magnificent stretch of typically

English country. At the top. of the hill we pass

S. Audries, a beautiful mansion surrounded by a deer

park. A pretty church of Gothic design stands near

the highway as the road bends to the left.

In a mile the eastern edge of the Quantocks is

gained, and a great extent of country opens out to

view. This is North Somerset bounded by the

Bristol Channel.

The Welsh coast is plainly seen, with Penarth and
Cardiff, the Islands of Flat and Steep Holm,
Weston, Brean Down, Brent Knoll, Bumham, and,

away in the far distance, the outline of the Mendip
Hills ; in fact, an enormous expanse of sea, hill,

and level.

(Left) Cannington village,

Somerset.

(Right) On the Bristol-Exeter

turnpike road, with Brent Knoll,

a familiar landmark, in the back-

ground. .

which possibly was used

for defence in very early

times.

Past Sto^yey the road is

fairly level, and we can

make the pace along these well-kept stretches. Can-

nington is soon reached. It is a picturesque place,

with tarred roads. One of the beauty spots of the tour

is s'een^on the east side of the village. The highway

with various detached wayside cottages leads up to

a bridge over a river, on the opposite side of which

is an old inn with overhanging trees. Above the

cottages rises the fine church tower, and, above that

again, the open blue sky and shifting clouds. A
charming spot

!

An Old World Town.
In three miles we are in Bridgwater town : a place

of considerable prosperity, it seems'. It is impossible

to note many details here, for the winding streets are

B5
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generally congested with farmers and their flocks and

herds, slow-moving vehicles, and children. Every

motorist knows what this means! It is surprising so

few accidents happen to the children of Bridgwater,

for at many places it seems to be a playground for

them. They are seen playing football, cricket, and

building mud and dust castles, and the noise of a motor

cycle and its violently blown horn seems to possess

no terrors for them.

The Somerset Levels.

Beyond Bridgwater is probably one of the finest

stretches of road in

England. For a

distance of from
two to three miles it

is perfectly straight,

tarred sriiooth, and
generally good:
great temptations to

go " all out." Enor-
m o u s telegraph-

poles rise high on
both sides, • so that

one passes along an
avenue of official

poles. The country

now is perfectly flat,

and is part of the

famous and bounti-

ful Somerset Levels.

Not far away on
the right is Athel-

ney, where KingV

Alfred hid from the

Danes ; and to the south again lies Sedgmoor, where

the last battle in England was fought. Glastonbury,

too, with its historic and legendary lore, is not far

off, for its famous Tor can be seen from some points

rising out of the levels of green.

We can make rapid progress along these splendid

stretches of level road. Dunball and little Pawlett,

with its quaint church and stunted steeple, , are soon

in the ' rear. Huntspill is passed and Highbridge

gained. The road through the main street is in a most
abominable state, and a real disgrace to any road

In the sporting centre of Mlnehead, a great hunting district. Consideration

on the part of motor cyclists when meeting horses and hounds adds to the

maintenance of goodwill between road users—a most desirable point.

authority. Why it is allowed to continue so long like

it must be beyond the understanding of motor cyclists.

Purring away from the jolts and bumps, we still are

passing high telegraph-poles on each side, and the

straight stretches of highway allow us to diminish the

miles with astonishing celerity.

Brent Knoll, a big hill rising alone out of the

level country, is soon "passing by us," and its peculiar

formation proclaims it an ancient camp, probably

Roman. On and on we tear along the smooth, broad
highway, past East Brent, Rooksbridge, Tarnock,

Badgworth, and Weare. The Mendip Hills are now
near, and their smooth, rolling lines confront us. •. On

our right we can
plainly see the es-

carpment of Ched-
dar, one of the

, grandest gorges in.

the world, with its

caves most wonder-
ful. At Cross we
leave the main road,

and, turning to the

left, C o m p!t n

Bishop, our desti-

nation, is reached in

a minute or so. It

i s a delightful

Mendip village lying

in a valley. Above
the cottages rises

the old church
tower, and, above
again. Crook Peak,
a famous landmark,
raises its head 6ooft.

above the level. As we gain the crest of the

hill at " Dunyeat," a magnificent panorama opens
out before us, and comprises most of the interesting

countiy through which we have just passed. Against
the western sky are seen the heights of the Quantocks,
Exmoor, and Minehead Hill.

Thus ends a most interesting and instructive journey,
and, thanks to the excellence and general convenience
of a modern motor cycle, it has been undertaken
quickly, cleanly, economically, and without worry or
much physical exertion.

THE AGENT AND
FROM time to time I address a well-meant word

to the motor cycle agents. I did so to one such

agent in private last week. He has been supply-

ing a motor cycle to the son of a farmer, who has pre-

sumably saved up his aiTny gratuity, and after years

of crowded comradeship in the service does not fancy
being pegged down to a lonely farmstead in the country.

I should suggest that a salesman of imagination would
come to sundry conclusions about such a deal. In
the first place, he would surely consider that in the

spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts
of love, and that therefore the selected machine should
be powerful enough to pull a sidecar, or at least to

transport a well-nourished damsel on the carrier. In
the second place, since the local roads are distinctly

hilly, and one can never say in advance what inning
skill a complete nn\'icc may dcvelup, the selected

b6

THE CUSTOMER.
machine should have lots of power. In the third

place, since the homestead in question has as its sole

exits (a) a very steep hill, and (b) a lane which is

literally under water for part of every winter, whilst as

(a) and (h) open into (c), a steep trench filled with

deep mud, a clutch seems essential.

Actually, the agent concerned has sold his customer
a 1 h.p. two-stroke, of the clutchless, push-to-start

two-speeded variety. It seems unquestionable that the

customer will shortly desire a different type of machine
for any or all of the reasons outlined above. Possibly

the agent is counting on making a second profit; but
there are other agents in the neighbourhood, and it docs
not follow that the original firm will have the triple

job of (i) buying back the two-stroke, (2) reselling the

two-stroke, and (3) selling a three-speeded sidecar.

IXION.
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Competitors to passSpeed Test at Brookknds. Fast Hill-climb. Brake Test.

through the Midlands on the Fifth Day.

Brake Test.

There will be a brake test on Brooklands Test Hill.

One section of the hill will be marked out, which is

T is by no means a new suggestion that the Six

I Days Trials should finish at Brooklands. ' It is

one which has been piit forward by T/ie Motor
Cycle on many occasions, but it is only this year that

the Auto-Cycle Union has finally decided to include

a. track test in the Six Days, It is an interesting fact

to record that as long ago as 1903 the first Auto-Cycle

Club Thousand Miles Trial finished at the Crystal

Palace track and included a speed trial ; while the

1 914 event included a short speed test alongside

Doncaster racecourse.
,

A speed trial such as suggested for this year's event

has a distinct advantage. It not only shows the public

the actual. speeds (within limits) of which the machines
are capable, but it greatly simplifies the final examina-

ticH"). Defects which were not previously apparent

may quite well show themselves when reasonably high

speeds are indulged in for half an hour.

This speed trial forms part of the final examination

for which twenty marks are allowed. Of these fifteen

may be lost in the speed trial itself, one mark being

deducted for each mile per hour, or part of a mile

per hour, covered at less than the set speed, while

a further five marks may be lost during the final

examination if any obvious defects show themselves.

The Brooklands Test Speeds.

No excessive speeds will be asked, but a reasonable

pace of which each class is capable will be demanded.

The schedule speeds are as follow

:

Solo.

Up to 250 c.c 22 m.p.h.

Up to 350 c.c dO m.p.h.

Up to 500 c.c 35 m.p.h.

Up to 750 c.c 38 m.p.h.

Up to 1,000 c.c 40 m.p.h.

It will be seen, therefore, that the speeds required

for the half-hour will be quite reasonable.

Sidecar.

20 m.p.h.
25 m.p.h.
30 m.p.h.
35 m.p.h.

to he covered at a speed of 10 m.p.h., and at the

end of it each competing machine will have to stop

on a defined line.

It needs no comment on our part to point but how
important the holding power of the brake is on a

motor cycle, and it is sincerely to-be hoped that this

test will lead to the fitting of even more efficient brakes

than in the past.

Fast Hill=climb.

Yet another innovation will be a timed hill-climb on
a hill known as Holme Moss, between Holmfirth and
Woodhead Reservoir. The hill is three miles long,

and has a gradient according to the Contour Road
Book of I in 10, with a rather steeper section.' The
results will be decided on the old A.C.U. formula,

C X T
rr^— , in which G is the cubical capacity, T the

time, and W the weight of motor cycle and rider.

There is little doubt that the timed hill-climb will

be. extremely popular, and will be of considerable

spectacular interest. It will be taken during the fifth

day's run, when the competitors will travel from Dar-

lington to die neighbourhood of Warwick and

Coventry, in which distrrct the competitors wnll be bil-

leted in various localities. This will conclude the

fifth day of the trials while the finish will be at

Brooklands track, which will be reached in good time

on the last day.

The run from Darlington to the south of London
will be off the beaten track, totally avoiding the Great

-^North Road. This will include several hills, one of

which we have mentioned.

B9
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Scotland cannot claim the monopoly of hairpin bends, for Ireland can produce

some " double twists. " Those on Glenesh Hill, shown above, hadto be negotiated

by competitors in the recent Dublin and District M.C.C. Trial.

Dublin and Disirict M.C.C. Twenty-four Hours Open Trial

THE twenty-four hours open trial of the
Dublin and District M.C.C. this year
did not attract any English entrants,

but a representative native entry was re-

ceived for the event, Cork sending up a
good contingent. The route was the
usual one to Donegal and back, but owing
to the disturbed state of affairs in London-
derry it was deemed advisable to cut out
that city, and consequently a deviation
of the route was made at the eleventh
hour. After leaving Dungiven the com-
petitors followed an intricate route to

Strabane, joining the original course at
Letterkenny. Thirty-five . competitors
started from Dublin on the Friday even-
ing, and most of them reached Belfast on
time, despite heavy rain in the later stages
of the journey. A lengthy stay was made
in Belfast to reduce the amount of night
riding, and dawn had broken by the time
the Sperrin mountains in Co. Tyrone
were crossed.

In Troubled Country.

Between Dungiven and Strabane the
leaders found the road blocked by a tree,

but the obstruction was easily removed.
Shortly afterwards a smouldering police
barracks explained the reason of the
obstruction.

FINDING A WINNER IN A
HILL-CLIMB.

To find a satisfactory basi.s for handi-
capping, the Newcastle and District

M.C. is running its hill-climb on
July 17th on somewhat original lines.

The competitors in the respective
classes will start in pairs, and in the
Becond round the winners of the first

Ileal will ride with the winner of the
second heat, and mo on inilil only one
liihf ii'mains. All riders will be timetl,

and ill the final two riders from each
class (the winner and rider making the
next fastest time) will compete in a

BIO

The ascent of Glenesh mountain in Co.
Donegal proved the crucial part of the
trial . The hill is regarded as the steepest

to be found on any main road in Ireland,
and its lengthy gradient and surface com-
bine to make it a very severe test. By
the time it was reached the field was
reduced to thirty-two, and of these
twenty-two made clean ascents. None of

the two-strokes got up without help, but
all of the nine singles made good climbs.

The medium-powered sidecars made a very
good show, only two failing out of eleven,

but in the big sidecar five out of nine
failed.

Accident Delays Competitors.

The proportion of finishers in the trial

would have been very high were it not
that in the concluding stages of the
journey a bad accident occurred, and
several of the competitors retired to render
assistance. In trying to pass another
competitor on a sidecar, W. R. Clarke,
whose wife accompanied him as a pas-

senger, miscalculated his speed at a curve.

He struck the grass edge of the road with
his front wheel, and the combination over-

turned, both driver and passenger being
thrown on the road. Both were uncon-
scious for a considerable period. The

accident took place about si.xty miles from
the finish.

Twenty-three riders checked in at the

final control at the Phoenix Park on
Saturday evening. An examination was
made of the machines, and marks de-

ducted for breakages. The penalties

under this heading will be very heavy, as

broken frames and sidecar chassis were
numerous, testifying to the severity of the

400 miles covered. The finishers were as

under :

Browne (2^;i Douglas).
B. Russell (5 Brough).
Woods (6 Martinsyde-Newman sc).
Healy {5-6 James sc).
Carton (3Vo Sunbeam).
H. Dodd {4 Norton sc).
H. Hurse (4 B.S.A.).

,. J. Doyle (7-9 Excelsior sc).
:ajor J. A. H, Waters (4 NorJ^on sc).
Humphries (2I/4 Velocette).
Allen (4 Norton).
H. Bell (5-6 James sc).
CarviUe (4 Triumph).
Wallen (21/1 Triumph).
McAllister (6 A.J.S. sc).
G. Smith (4 Norton sc).
A. Bell (5-6 James sc).

. J. Burney (8 Enfield sc).
S. Kettle (4 BS.A.).
Wilholmj (8 Matchless sc).
W. Johnstone (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
E. Green (4 Blackburnc).
Holland (2''i Trinmph).

fiandicap based on the fastest times in

each class. For example, should the
fastest time in Class 1 be 60s. and in

Class 7 50s., then the Class 1 riders will

•get 10s. start from the C'lass 7 riders.

It will be interesting to know how
this scheme works in practice.

SPORT IN ITALY.

WE underslaiid that the Italian sport-

ing club, known as the " Audace
"

(Jlub Sporlivo, h.as formed a motor
cycle section consisting of about seventy
nienihers, including some of the best

known Uonian motor cyclists. The sccliiin

The official results of the trial will be
announced later.

is well organised and is busily engaged
ill arriiiiging I'aces and reliability trials.

Tlio pi'ogiamine includt's a reliability trial

on July IBtli. racing on the Fiuggi Inick
oil August 15th, and on October 3rd a,

large race meeliiig on the racecourse
in Home : the course -is live miles in

length, and will be covered thirty times.

'I'his, we are informed, will be one of the
most important races in Italy during the
year. Numerous valuable prizes are

being olTerwI, and the liest-kiiiiwii Italian

motor cyclists are to take part. The
course will bo tarred and many stands
will he erected. The club in question
extends a hearty welcome to British com-
IH'titol'S,
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IDEAS : Useful and Ingenious. ^1^.^ ^'

Motor Cycle Tool Box.
MANY motor cyclists 'prefer a strong

metal tool box to the leather pan-
nier bags usually fitted, but often

the position of the filler caps and oil pump
prevent the fitting of a box on the tank.
A very neat tool box of ample size can

A substitute for the leather tool bag.

be made to fit inside the rear of; the

carrier ; the one shown was made in

order to fill this usually unoccupied space,

and fitted to a 6 h.p. A.J.S. it has proved

very satisfactory.—N.M.B.

A Home-made Tank.

A QUICKLY detachable auxiliary

petrol or oil tank can. be quite easily

and cheaply made from an ordinary

quart oil tin. The tin is- suitably drilled

to take copper tubes, which are cut so

that their ends protrude sufficiently to

Useful Method of Tightening
Nuts.

WHEN screwing up a nut in a con-

fined or awkward position, a cold

chisel and hammer have sometimes

to be used in place of a spanner. If the

cold chisel is employed, however, for

this job, a risk is run of cutting the nut

away on one side, or of mauling, it so

badly that, it becomes almost unservice-

able. A. good tip is to cut a notch in one

side of the nut in the direction of rota-

tion, and to punch the nut. up home with

a small piece of steel having a square

head in place of the cold, chisel. It will

be found that this improvised tool does

not tend to. damage the nut> beyond

A method of tightening inaccessible nuts,

repair. This hint applies particularly to

internal flywheels, where a nut loose or
not firmly driven home may lead to

disaster.—A.M.

A useful-spare jtetrol lank.

take large flat washers. They are then
soldered in place as shown in the sectional

illustration. A hooked bolt, made of about
ain. steel rod, is passed through each
tube and secured by a nut, the hooked
end engaging the frame tubes at suitable

points.—L.H-

A Tip for Amac Users.

THE main jet of an Amac carburetter
usually screws up into a chamber
which has five or more smaller- holes

arranged in line immediately above the

jet. It is very important that there
should be a clearance of -jVin. between
the top of the jet and the top of the
inner chamber, as any variation in this

clearance will affect petrol consumption
and running effici-

ency considerably.

When fitting a new
jet, care should be
taken that it does
not screw up tightly
against the top of

the inner chamber,
as, apart from the
bad results obtained
by having no clear-

ance, it will also

prevent the proper
tightening of the

float chamber pro-

jection. A pencil

passed up to the
top of the inner

chamber and marked off at the jet plug

shoulder will enable one to test if the

jet to be fitted will permit of the neces-

sary clearance.—A.V.H.

Jet clearance in

Amac carburetters.

A Rear Stand for Morgans.

OWNERS of Morgan Runabouts who

have experienced rear tyre trouble,

and who have been at a loss as to

how to jack up the rear wheel, will no

doubt appreciate the following description

of an inexpensive method of fitting two

simple stands. An old motor cycle stand

of the type illustrated was purchased at

scrap price from a garage, and the cross-

piece removed, leaving, the two legs. Two

A simple stand for three-wheelers.

clips were made to fit the main tubes

forming the rear frame, and to these clips

the separate legs were attached as shown

in the sketch, the holes in the top of the

legs being bushed to take a -i%in. bolt.

Two extra clips of spring steel were fitted

in order to hold up the legs when not

required. When in use the front wheels

should be adequately scotched both fore

and aft to prevent swinging. —T.T.L.

Economical Wiring.

THE simple method of wiring illus-

trated herewith is claimed to be

most economical in current con-

sumption. A represents a single-way

switch, while B is a two-way and "off"

An electric wiring: system.

switch. Now that electric lighting of

sidecar outfits is becoming increasingly

popular, this suggestion should prove of

considerable use to readers.—J.L B.

BI3
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THE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.
The Leicester and District M.C.C. wins "The Motor Cycle" Cup in the M.C.C, Team Trial.

In consequence of one of its members exceeding the speed limit allowed in each circuit of the M.C C Team Trial, the South
Birmingham M.C.C. team, originally given as winners of ''The Motor Cycle " Trophy, have lost their premier position.

FURTHER investigation of the pro-

visional results has resulted in it

being found that H. H. Saddington
(James) covered a lap in excess of ' the
speed allowed. This has account-ed for

a considerable alteration in the results,

and, as will be seen by the figures

published-, the Leicester and District

M.C.C. secures first place. The organis-
ing club showed a total error only 4 min.
40 sec, and had not Sharratt been riding
with his hands in his pockets, when
he struck a patch of wet tar and skidded,
a different tale would have been told.

The official results are as follow :

FIRST {Cup Winners).—Leicester and District
M.C.C.

Lap variations. Total,
m. s. m. s. m. s.

A. Wooding (.| Sunbeam) i 34 30 24
J. Willcox (3i Rudge) i 55 -55 2 50
W. C. Pym (4 Douglas)- 40 ' 33 I 13
Will Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc.) ... 41 19 i 50
R. Harris (4 Triumph sc.) 19 28 317
H. Pole (8 Morgan) i 46 2 10 3 56

Total consistency figure for team 15 10

SECOND.—SURBITON AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

R. G. Spikins (7-9 Harley-D.) .58 57 i 55
R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph) ... 25 15 i 30
L. T. Gilson (8 Zenith) 52 i 33 2 25

Lap variations. Total.

m. s. m. s. m. s.

R. C. Charlesworth (8 Zenith) . i 32 22 3 34
H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.) 2 2 2 40 4 42
Rex Mundy (6 Martinsyde-New-

man) 2 30 311 541

Total for team 19 47

THIRD.—Worcester and District M.C.C.

E. Williams {3] Sunbeam sc.) .41 i 44 5 45

J. Westwood-El I is {z'i Verus-
Blackburne) i i 215 316

T. C. de la Hay (3^ Sunbeam) . i 25 34 15-)

J. A. Chadwick (ai Diamond) . 3 24 3 37 71
E. W. Choldcrott (6 A.J.S.) ... 13 i 14

J. Dudley (3J Sunbeam sc) ... 2 15 22 4 17

Total for team 22 32

The positions of the other teams, by
mileage, are as follow :

Ealing and District M.C.C, 581^
Kidderminster M.C.C, 55^^
South Birmingham M.C.C, 552^ {one man too fast)

High Wycombe and District M.C.C, 552^ (one man too
slow)

Bedford and District M.C and L.C.C, 543
Luton and S. Beds. A.C., 538
Rochester, Chatham and District M.C, 525
Motor Cvcling Club, 523.V

Sheffield' and Hallamshire M.C.C, 5oii
Gipsy M.C.C, 498^
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C, 493^
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C, 460^
Middlesex M.C.C, 455
Essex M.C, 438
Sutton Coldfield arid North Birmingham A.C., 421

North London M.C.C, 420I
Blaenavon M.C.C, 416
Liverpool M.C, 412
Camberley and District M.C.C, 407.V

Norfolk M.C and L.C.C, 393,V

Birmingham M.C.C, 387!
Waspes M.C.C (Cambridge), 364^^
Oxford M.C, 304i
Wolverhampton M.C.C, 247^
Woolwich, Plumstead and District M..C, no claim

Best Individual Scores.
Kidderminster M.C.C.—R. Fellows

(4 Triumph) jO, o_ j

Gipsy M.C.C—A. F. Selby (3 [ Sun-
beam) i4- 3= 4

Motor Cycling Club.—E. A. CoUiver
(7 Indian sc.) 4-I- 4= 5

Motor Cycling Club.—J. A. Newman
(3 J Sunbeam) i + 10 = 11

Sutton Coldfteld and North Birming-
ham A.C—^J. Watson-Bourne
(3I Ariel) 13 -|- o = 13

Worcester and District M.C.C.—E.
W. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S.) 13 + i = 1

4

Luton and S. Beds. A.C—G. S.
Davidson {2| Diamond) 3 -}- 6=14

Essex M.C.—F. A. Applebee (4

Indian Scout) 3 + 14 = 17
Essex M.C—F. Thorpe (2^ Douglas)... 4 -f- 18 = 2^
Essex M.C—F. Roberts (3 A.B.C) .... 16 -f 12 = 2S

Each machine's first lap was taken as
his standard, the errors axe shown as
the difference from that standard in the
.second and third laps. These two errors
were added to^rether.

ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL.
Comprehensive Programme arranged (o entertain British Competitors in this

International Trial.

AN interesting programme is being
arranged for tlie entertainment of

the British motor cyclists competing
in the Anglo-Dutch trial in Holland,
August 5th to 9th.

Briefly, the programme is as follows

:

Thijksdat, AuiiusT bin.

The British and Dutch competitors
arrive at Maastricht (South Holland),
where they will be received by the Council
of that town. There will be a dinner at

the Hotel '' Savante " in the evening.

FniDAY, August 6Tn.

A social run will be made through the
south of Liml)urg, with dinner at Valke-
burg, where a visit will be made to the
rockery and gardens for which the place
is famous.

Satuedav, August 7th
The Anglo-Dutch trial The start is

from the garage Grabal, Maastricht, and
the route will include Heerlen, Sittard,

Roermond, Venlo, Nymegan, Arnhem,
Ede, Woudenberg, Zeist, Utrecht,
Nieuwersluis, Ouderkkerk, Kalfjestaan,
Amsterdam.

SuND.w, August 8th.

A social run through " t Gooi," lunch
at Hilversum, a visit to the Stadion
OfKcial dinner in Amsterdam.

Monday, August Qth.

The British competitors will leave
Holland.

In the meantime, the Dutch organisers
are busy sele.cting the team to represent
Holland in this popular international con-

test, and if the lists already put up for

selection are any criterion, the machines
will be chiefly American, showing how
the U.S.A. has spread its trade arms over
the country.

Of twenty-four private riders put
forward sixteen ride American Excelsiors,
Harley-Davidsons, Indian and Henderson
machines ; four have British mounts
(Douglas, Cedos, James, and Royal
Enfield) ; two German (Wanderer and
N.S.U.) ; one Belgian (Sarolea) ; and one
Dutch (Simplex).

Among the trade riders suggested,
British machines are better represented,
while several French mounts are included,
and a good sprinkling of American types

British machines mentioned include
Douglas, Cedos, N.U-T., Metro-Tyler,
Blackburno, A.B.C, Martinsyde-Newman,
Clyno, and James.

R. O. CLA^RK IN THE JUNIOR T.T.
WHEN H. 0. Clark finished his

plucky ride in the Junior T.T., on
a flat tyre and a wobbling front

wheel, it was generally a.^sunied that he
had piiiictured, while in many quarters
it w.i« sl:itcd that he had .su.stained a
tyre burst, wliich h.jd Ijceii responsible
for his fall

As Clink ccjll.'ipsi'd .'it the fiiii.'<h and
was taken tu hospital, what had happened
exactly was not known until the rider
returned to Norwich. We have now had
a long letter frrjrri him, in which he
slates that ln' li;i,' IimiI ;i lut of tiDiilili-

with his back as a rosull of his fall,

but is now making recovery.
He t«lls us that he has little to relate

regarding the race; in his own words
"it was head down and throttle wide
nearly the whole time." On the first

lap, he cannot remember having seen a
single machine, and his only mechanical
trouble was that the driving chain came
(iff twice through the connecting link
giving way.
On picking himself up after his spill,

he tells us that the outlook seemed black
iiMlcril, Oil ex.'imining the machine, he

found that the fninl wheel was so badly
buckled that it could not be forced
round its axle. His weight, which had
been a handicap to his little machine on
the u|i graih's, now stood him in good
stead, for lie managed to straighten the
wheel sufficiently to allow it to pass the
forks, by jiiiiiping on it. The tyre, how
ever—a Hutchinson, by the w.ay—had
to be deflated, and in this condition he
finished.

The mncliine is now on view at

Godfreys, Ktd., 208, Groat Portland
Street,' W.l.
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The Club Championship for 1920.
LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C C. THE WINNERS AFTER ALL!

Provisional winners and actual winners of The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup in the M.C.C. Team Trial aie shown on this page.

The upper photograph shows the South Birmingham M.C.C. team, who, until the second checking of observers' sheets, were regarded
as the winners. Subsequent examination by the M.C.C. timekeepers revealed that one of the riders had exceeded the speed limit allowed.

Reading from the left, the riders are: G. Denley (Velocette), J. H. Walker (Triumph sc), H. Uzzle (B.S.A. sc), H. H. Saddington
{James sc), B. Bird (2| Verus), B. Kershaw (21 Verus).

THE VICTORS. In the lower group is shown the victorious Leicester team, which has been Edjudgsd the winner. The riders are

:

J. WiUcox (Rudge). A. Wooding (Sunbeam), H. Pole (Morgan), R. Harris (Norton sc), W. C. Pim (Douglas), anJ W. Chapman (A.J.S.).

B15
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The Leeds branch or the N.M.C.F.U. is a live club, judging from the turn-out for one of its recent social runs, shown above.

Marlow and District M.C.C.

This club held a successful run to

Worthing on the 27th ult., starting from
Marlow at 7.45 a.m., it being the first

all-day run so far undertaken this year.

Pyle and District M.C.

The above club has been organised
with headquarters at " Church Hall,"
Pyle, and is affiliated to the A.C.U.
Applications for membership should be
sent to the lion, secretary, Mr. A. E.
Cooper, Chandos House, Pyle, near
Bridgend.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The second general meeting was held

recently at the Red Lion Hotel, about
forty membej-s attending. The club has
made rapid progress since its reorgani-

sation a short time ago, and a good social

and sporting programme has been
arranged. The next event will be a speed
trial to be held in Stapleton Park, near
Wentbridge, on the 15th inst.

East London (South Africa) M.C.C.

In the hill-climb for the Manning
Trophy, held by the above club last ,]\Iay,

W. E. Courtney (4 Triumph) made the

best performance, winning the cup for

the third time, and also making fastest

time of the day. The results were as

follow : 1, W. E. Courtney (4 Triumph)
;

46 sees. ; 2, C. S. Morris (4 Triumph) ; 3,

Becker (4 Triumph) ; 4, A. Bannock (5

Harlev-Davidson); and 5, VV. T. Snell

(2| Indian).

Edinburgh M.C.

Eight teams participated in the recent
trial for the Dob.soM 'l'ro|)hy organi.'scd

by the above club, the holders of the
cup. The event consisted of a> half-day
reliability tiial including one timed hill

(Harlree, near Biggar).

The Edinljurgb Club, represented by
t\yo teams, ajjain won the cup ; the
wiijnijig team consisting of A. F. Downie
(2^ A..I.S.), H. Fairley (3 A. B.C.), and
G. Grinton (7-9 Harley sc). This club
also gained second place, while Peebles
and Tweed Valley was third and the
•West of Fife Club fourth.

'J'he route was marked liy colour
droppr-d fmin the preceding official car,
this method proving very successful.

Bl6

Wrexham and District M.C.C.

A club has been formed under the

above title, and local motor cyclists de-

sirous of joining should get in touch with
the temporary hon. secretary, C. Gaffney,

52, Norman Road.

The J.B.M.C.C. (Liverpool).

One pint of petrol for solo machines
and a quart for sidecars was allowed in

the consumption trial held on the 23rd
uH. The course was 13 9-lOth miles in

length with varying gradients. Results :

Solo : Christian (Chater Lea) 136 m.p.g.,
D. 0. Sullivan (Douglas) 128 m.p.g., F.

y. L. Roberts (Metro Tyler) 120 m.p.g.
Sidecars : Capt. Harper (Triumph sc.)

116 m.p.g., J. Bromhead (Matchless sc.)

98 m.p.g., W. Reynolds (Enfield sc.) 98
m.p.g.

Aberdare and District M.C.C.

The above club recently held its first

event, when over twenty starters com-
peted for the Illtyd Williams Trial Cup.
The start took place from the Dare
Valley Garage, Aberdare, and the com-
petitors were sent away on_ a non-
stop run to Brecon. A long easy run
followed, via Three Cocks to Builth
(lunch stop) ; returning to Aberdare v\a
Brecon and Merthyr.

Results : first, H. Oxenham (3^
Rudge) and A. Church (3i^ Sunbeam),
tied; third, A. Cranch (6 Rover sc);
fourth, I, Parker (4 Triumph). The
challenge cup goes to H. Oxenham, as

this was confined to Aberdare competitors
only.

Bath and West oi England M.C.

The results of the recent twelve-hour
trial to Lynmouth and back were as

follow : Amateur Cla.«-s.— 1, E. 0. Collins

(4 Norton), {jold medal and F.K.S. lighting
set; 2, L. E. Gunning (4 Norton sc),
.silver medal and prize ; 3, F. Butcher (7-9

Jlarley-Davidson), bronze medal. Trado
Class.—1, A. F. White (3 A. B.C.), gold
medal; 2, E. G. Fcrv (4 Douglas sc),
silver medal ; 3, L. C. Bird (2^ Douglas),
bronze medal.
A special gold medal was awarded to

C. B. Newman, riding a 3^ Douglas,
who, having cracked his piston and cylin-
der early in the trial, finished the course
on time and successfully climbed Porlock
Hill on the one cvlinder.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

A hill-climb is being arranged to take

place at the end of August. The venue

will probably be Stile Kop.

Mid-Cheshire M.C.C.

At a recent meeting of motor cyclists

held at Northwich it was decided to form

a club with the above title. The hon. sec.

is Mr. H. Bailey, 77, London Road,
Northwich, to whom all communications
regarding member^ip should be sent.

Crewe and District M.C.

Motor cyclists in the neighbourhood of

Crewe will be interested to know that a

club has recently been formed for district

motor cyclists. The hon. sec. is Mr. D.
E. Haighton, " Stanroyd," Crewe Road,
Nantwich.

Helensburgh M.C.

Recently this club held a reliability

trial over a stiff course of eighty-four
miles. Only half the competitors suc-

ceeded in finishing. The winner of

the Prosser Cup and first prize was D.
R. Tullis (3 A.B.C.), six other riders
finishing in the following order : W.
Carlow (7-9 Harley), A. McCulloch (3^
James), R. 0. Thorburn (4 Triumph), R.
Prosser (4 Triumph), J. W. JMorton (4
Blackburn), and W. JI. Carlaw (3i Lea-
Francis), who finished pluckily after
being dogged with tyre trouble.

Horsham and District M.C.C.

A good number of members took, part
in the recent hill-climb held at Hurst
Hill on the Ruspar Road, and n large
crowd was present to watch the per-
formances. Results : Class 1, 350 cc. :

1st Miss A. Kent (23 Douglas). Class
2, 500 cc. : 1st H. K. Knight (3 A. B.C.),
2nd L. Coppard (3 A. B.C.), 3rd A. Young
(3' Triumpli). Class 3, 750 cc : 1st H
K. Knight (3 A.B.C.), 2nd L. Coppard
(3 A.B.C), 3rd T. J. Kent (4j Sunbeam).
Class 4, 1,000 cc : 1st H. K, Knight
(3 A.B.C), 2nd W. Goodridge (6 New
Imperial), 3rd L. Coii])ni-d (3 A.B.C).
Cla.^s 5, unlimited solo : 1st II. K. Km'ght
(3 A.B.C.) and W. Goodridge (6 Now
Im])erial), tie 36 2-5 sees. ; 3r<I L. Cop-
pard (3 A.B.C). 'Class 6, sidecars: 1st
O. Coppard (4 Norton sc), 2nd A. C.
Cohen (8 Suidieam sc), 3rd A. Burgess
(5 Abingdon sc).
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THE HUMBER STAFF TRIAL.
Over Fifty Compelitor?, composed of Men who make Moior Cycles.

ORIGINATED last year as a day's
sport for the works and staff, the
Humber trial lias become an annual

event to which the contestants look
forward with more than usual keenness
mixed with no small rivalry. That this

is so fulfils the spirit of the trial, for

when works can beat the offices, or

department prove its valour against
department, that spirit of emulation is

produced which will form the founda-
tion of a more friendly regard.

The conditions of this year's trial,

held on June 25th, were that the con-

testants must ride accurately to a time
schedule and without stopping on any
account save at controls, must climb Sun
Rising and Warmington hills, and bring
their mounts as slowly up Priors JNIars-

t.on Hill as they could.

A Big Entry.

From these rules, it follows that one
stop eliminates a rider. For each of the

two classes, solo and sidecar, there were
cups for the best performance, but the

blue riband of the event was the challenge

cup for the machine which, actually

owned by_ its rider, makes the best per-

formance of the day. irrespective of

class. There were twenty-nine solo

entries, of which all but four actually

started, and thirty-eight sidecars, of

which sixteen did not arrive at the post.

The route to the tea stop at Banbury
took the machines to Stoneleigh, War-
mington, down Edge Hill, and up Sun-

rising, wherebv disaster overtook eighteen

of the competitors, while four others were
eliminated by the time Sunrising had
been reached.

Doubtful Watches.
At the tea stop, the Humber band,

spirited thither in the . works' lorry,

discoursed sweet music to a huge crowd
0) Banbary folk while an excellent tea

was being consumed by all the competi-
tors at the Red Lion. Some trouble was
experienced owing to the antiquity of

the watches used by riders, as even the
minute markings were worn away by
time, making the actual position of the
hand a matter which only the owner
could state. F. G. Suter had the mis-
fortune to drop his watch out of its

sealed case, another competitor's watch
had stopped, and four of these instru-

ments lacked seconds hands.

The Slow Hill-climb.

After Banbury came the slow test at

Priors JMarston. Here fate overtook a

fresh batch of hitherto successful riders,

and a^ain persecuted those bold spirits,

who. having already failed, and having
therefore nothing to win, still were
determined to finish.

On the whole the failures were
numerous, but the riding of the re-

mainder was extraordinarily fine, ma-
chine after machine literally crawling up
the gradient, their barely moving rear

wheels being anxiously watched by
marshals who were as keen for the success

of the competition as the riders them-
selves.

From this hill remained a long dusty,

very dusty, ride to the finish at the

works.

Col. Cole, managing director ot Messrs.

Humber, Ltd., who was keenly interested

in the start of the works' motor cycle run.

The results are as follow :

so gn. Challenge Cup and gold medal : F, J.

Crundall {10 Humber car).

Solo machines: 1, H. Whitten W-, Humber);
2, C. Merrett (4',-. Humber); 3, E. L. Kemp (SVa

Humber).
Sidecars: 1, H. M. Crisp (4"-j Humber); 2, S.

G. King (4'/i Humber); 3, H. Trickett (Ifh

Humber). ,„ „
Cars: 1. H. M. Anderson (Humber); 2, W. P.

Miles (10 Humber).
In the slow hill-climb H. Whitten, winner of the

premier award in the solo class, was 163. slower

than a car and 20s. slower than any sidecar.

PROPOSED A.C.U. MIDLAND CENTRE.

A MEETING was convened at Bir-

mingham by Major R. Vernon C.

Brook last " week to consider the

question of forming a Midland centre of

the A.C.U. The "scheme was puf* for-

ward by Mr. S. W. Philpott, of Liver-

pool, to various officials of prominent

Midland clubs, who agreed to advise their

committees to adopt the proposals. The
following clubs were represented :

Birmingham M.C.C, Coventry and Warwickshire
MC, South Birmingham M.C.C, Kidderminster

M C C , Hedditch and District M.C.C, Nuneaton
and Dibtrn t M CO., Worcester and District M.O.C.,

Wolverhamrton and District M.C.C, Sutton Cold-

field and We=t Birmingham A.C?, and the Midland
CmIo and Athletic Club.

Where Humber motor cycles are made—competitors being checked off at the start of the trial. (Inset) A watersplash was included

in the run but did not cause 'any serious inconvenience.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must tie accompanied by the writer's name and address.

After completing several hundreds of miles on this fuel,

this high speed "Itnock" became so persistently annoying

—

even at 15 m.p.h.—that I had, decided to have the engfne

overhauled, when, from want of a cheaper spirit, I filled up
with "Aviation."

concern,

b pre-

velded

Ali letters must

WANTED!
Sir,—In my opinion, some first-class British

concerns, ought to design and produce

:

(1.) A four-cylinder machine with shaft drive, three-speed
gear, and triangulated spring frame.

(2.) A scooter with two-speed gear and clutch (? epicyclic).

(3.) A high-powered overhead valve, single speed, or
variable speed, twin-cylinder machine of strictly moderate
weight. J. STONEHOUSE, B.A.

THE 1020 MODELS.
Sir,—Here is another victim of a new machine—turned

out "anyhow." I paid £ for an "aristocratic" motor
cycle, which I believed would prove a sure thing, for I was
chary after reading in your columns the laments of other
riders. So I determined to spot a winner. Within a few
days of delivery it was returned to the makers with an inch
crack in the front cylinder (V twin), a leak in the petrol
tank, which wetted my trousers outrageously, several teeth
shed from the kick-starter, in which could be seen clearly a
long vein of flaw, and a groove in the rear chain case, owing
to faulty assembling of the stand. Not a word of regret or
apology, but, of course, nearly £3 for me to pay in carriage.
Within a week of the patched thing's return, the leak in

the tank is worse than ever. Now I understand why I see
so few machines of this make on the road.
Devon. DISAPPOmTED.

WELDING MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
Sir,—Your correspondent " EO 795 " would give

juillced impression to the riding public against the
type of joint in motor cycle and sidecar frames.
We believe that most manufacturers using this metiiod

fully appreciate the simple metallurgical facts which he
states. Before adopting autogenous welding in the Ayres-
Hayman we made careful tests in the laboratory, and found
that the tubes (of heavier gauge than most frames) could be
crushed and distorted in any diiection without disturbing
the weld. By the employment of intelligent, skilled welders
only the damage to the tube is reduced to a minimum, and,
by our special system of jointing, the stress is distributed to
a portion of the tube distant from the actual joint.

It might be pointed out that in brazing practically the
whole of the frame tubing is brought to a cherry heali, and
the action of the spelter ov. the steel tubing tends to brittle-
ness. Brazed frames are never " normalised," and malleable
lugs are of much more doubtful physical structure than the
pure metal deposited when welding.
Brazing was long ago abandoned in aii-craft structure.

THE VIADUCT MOTOR CO.

BENZOLE AND TWO-STROKES.
Sir,— Until recently, I have been running my machine—

a Chatcr Lea two-stroke—almost exclusively on benzole,
and I think my experience with this fuel may possibly in-

terest .some of your readers ; more particularly those whose
machines are fitted with the very excellent Villiers power-unit.

For .ihiiv apei'd town riding, I find benzole considerably
facilitiite.s driving, in that, once the engine is warm, the
air lever may be loft fully open, and the speed of tlie

machine enliiely controlled on the throttle, without an excess
of " po|)|)ing-hack " at small openings.
But th(' gi-eat drawback, in my opinion, and the point

to which I would draw particular attention, is (he tendency
wliicii benzole has to exaggerate tliat mctHllic "clang"
peculiar to two-stroke cjigine.s at high speed.

The result was amazing ! The rattle entirely disappeared

up to 38-40 m.p.h., and the general behaviour of the machine
greatly improved.

Of course, my experience may be an isolated one, but I

shall await, with interest, the views of other readers on

the matter. STANLEY J. BOND.

ASSISTING THE BUYER.
Sir,—Like many others, I have seen advertised a second-

hand machine which seemed suitable, but the advertiser, un-

fortunately, lived too far off for me to examine the machine
before purchasing.

I think those wishing to sell their machines would greatly

help both themselves and prospective purchasers if they
would obtain a detailed mechanical report from the A.C.U.
or A. A., if they happen to be members, and state in their

advertisement that they hold such a report. Prospective
purchasers could then ask to see it, and safely decide
without seeing the machine, if they so desired.

Machines would certainly stand a better chance of sale

to distant enquirers, to the satisfaction of both parties.

Another suggestion is that the distant machine might be
sent up to the nearest motor club, for the prospective pur-
chaser to view, at his expense. E.H.

Southport.

Among tile thousands oi spectators al the Tourist Trophy races

were many lady motor cyclists, who had journeyed over to the Island

specially to witness the " Blue Riband " event of the motor cycle

world. Among them was Mrs. Louis Camm. of Blackburn who
Is seen above, mounted on her two-stroke Royal Ruby
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ROAD REPAIRS.
Sir,—I was sux-prised to read the letter by G.H.W.

in your issue of the 24th ult. Has this correspondent
tried to imagine the condition our roads wou'ld be in if tliey

were not tar-sprayed and patched? I mig+it inform him
that these .are two of the principal items m the maintenance
of a road. , C.B.B.

Cheddar.

SPEEDS.
Sir,—The correspondence in your columns regarding high

speeds on the road impressed me very much until I came
up here for my holidays. In the garage whei'e I keep my
machine, I met a man who told me he could ride his
Multi Rudge from here to a town eighty-four miles away in
59 minutes/ Also that he had frequently done the same
journey on the same machine, with a passenger on the
carrier, in 75 minutes ! A still better feat of this rider is

to do a trip of twenty-four miles in 16 nrinutes!
Surely Emerson, 'Donovan, NcNab, and a few others

had better look out if he ever takes a run down to Brook-
lands—only a three hours' run for him. ELDON.

Scarborough.

TWO AND FOUR-STROKES IN COMPETITION.
Sir,— I would like to draw the attention of the framers

of the conditions o£ competitions (more especially hili-climbs)

to the obvious unfairness of cubic capacity alone, being the
class unit when four-stroke engines are competing against
two-stroke. Now that 350 c.c. two-stroke engines are. being
produced in numbers, the question, in my opinion, really

requu'es attention. Why should the four-stroke _350 c.c.

owner have to compete against a machme which (a) uses
the jDetrol and oil of a. 3g h.p. machine (or perhaps a little

more>,' (b) is actually advertised as a 34 h.p. machine.
It would appear tliat the c.c. unit has grown up with the

development of .the four-stroke engine, on the principle
that machines using the same amount of gas should
develop about the same h.p., any differences in power
obtained being attributable to good or bad design. If the
two-stroke engine, by burning an equal volume of gas, pro-
duced more power, it would be quite entitled to compete
on an equal c.c. basis, but otherwise it is unfair.

I Would suggest that in any class the two-stroke engine
should be allowed capacity less one-third

—

e.g., in the 350
c.c.~class no two-stroke over 233 c.c. should be allowed to
compete. A.L.
Glasgow.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—It seems to me that most of your correspondents

writing on speed wobble have failed to grasp the scientific
points iiivolved. They speak vaguely of gyroscopic action
without actually showing how it comes into play.

ilost speed wobbles are started by the machine striking
some irregularity in the foad. This causes the bicycle to
lean over, the axle of the front wheel being forced "out of
its horizontal plaije as in the
figure, which represents side

and front views of a machine
leaning over to the right,

from the rider's point of
view.

Consider the mass A. The
wheel leans over, out of the
plane of the paper. A cannot
continue in its former path,
but is forced outwards from
paper, giving a corresponding
reaction into paper. This
tends to turn the wheel and
forks In the steering head to the right. To correct this, one
turns the wheel to the left and instinctively leans over to
the left ; this again causes gyroscopic action, turning the
wheel further to the left. 'The wheel is now turned to
the right, one leans over to the right, and so the gyrations

-proceed.
Note that the gyrations would not be_started unless one

leant over without turning the wheel ; they continue because
one leans over too far for the corresponding turn of the
wheel.

It is a well-known fact- that no gyroscopic action can take
place without a certain amount of freedom of movement for

Diagram illustrating the remarks

of "E4003 " on speed wobble.
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the various axes.. In consequence, machines with play in
the steering head and fork spindles, whip in springs and
frames, would be more liable to wobble than those without.
This explains why one gets two machines of identical
design—one which wobbles and one which is steady. Appar-
ently design has little influence on wobble. .E 4003.

Cambridge.

.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—I feel it my duty to inform you and all readers of

your valuable paper who may find it necessary to travel
through Bolton by motor cycle or sidecar that the local
authorities have threatened a campaign against pillion riding,
and are inflicting heavy fines against number plates being
obscured or partly obscured, and in some instances I am
inclined to believe that they 'have not been so obscured.

I therefore suggest that every motor cychst of this to\m
(Bolton) take particular note of all motor cycles with pillion

riders as to whether the number plates are so obscured, and
also note the time and identification marl<s, and volunteer to
give evidence if their drivers are unjustly prosecuted.

Bolton. PRO BONa PUBLICO.

ROADSIDE COURTESY.
Sir,—Referring to "Chinook's" remarks in a recent issue

of The Motor Cycle, I urge the A. A. and the A.C.U. (I am
a member of both) to take the initiative and mutually agree
npon and publish some simple distress signal. Such signal
would then soon become universal in Great Britain.

Henceforth, until such signal is adopted, except in excep-
tional circumstances, I refuse even to slow down when I see
others in trouble, for the following reasons :

Three or four weeks back I had about three hours for a
Sunday evening run. I pulled up for the owner of an
Enfield outfit, and spent an hour getting the driving w*heel

revolving on badly chewed up bearings and adjusting rubbing
brake block from rusted up fittings. On attempting to start

the outfit, I found the ignition and valves "anyhow." The
gas lever refused to stay open, and the machine should never
have been taken out till overhauled. I pushed the owner off,

certain he could make his home. Not even "thank you"!
The folloAMBig Sunday I stopped to help the rider of a

4 h.p. Douglas combination with lamp troubles (machine fitted

with toy lamps) and broken exhaust lifter control, who
accepted all help, including a new spare burner and box of

matches. No oiler to pay for these (though payment would
have been refused), and not even thanks"/

I carry all reasonable spares and tools, and whei^ I do
break down, if I cannot get going alone, probably nothing
.short of a well-equipped workshop could help me. 'Therefore,

in view of the behaviour of the riders who carry nothing, or
only lumber and call it " spares," who do not take the
trouble to understand the 'bus, and the possibility of tricks

by highwaymen in these retrograde days, I will drive on,

unless I am sure help is essential at that moment, until some
signal is arranged. AV8406.

Sheffield.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
l'"Eued m conjunction with The Motor Cv'/rf

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." Ths standard handbook oi the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their management snd care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS,"
Containing over 400 usefu: " wrinkles " and helpful

hints in regard io motor cyc'es. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reh.ible system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedy.ug any trouble when found Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
En^antWnd Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into ^nd out of London and avo.ding London).
Mounted on linen. Set oi three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 paoes of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Price

net.

By
post

2/6 2 /lO

2/- 2/3

2/- 2/3

5/6 5/10

S/- 5/4

Obtainable by post {remittance with order) from tLIFFE & SONS Ltd.

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leading Bookseller^ an 1

KriilwTv Bookstalls

7 ^P' .£> H^-^P:^ -£><^.£P^ 7^.^:^<7^^-e>C<^
'
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers Jind our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be ascompanied by a 'H. stamped adlSrcssed enveEo^C for rejily. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
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A Technical' Question.

What effect does late or early

triming of the valves have on the

power and speed ? I want maxi-
mum power at from 10 to 15

m.p.h., 26in. wl|eels, 19in. belt

and 4in. pulley.—E.W.B.

Your question covers too large a field to

be dealt with here, and' many other con-

siderations are involved. Evidently, you
do not follow petrol ^ngine practice when
you e-xpect to get maximum power at from
10 to 15 m.p.h. Motor cycle engines

usually develop their rated power at about
2,000 'to 2,500 r.p.m., and with a gear of

4^ to 1 this gives a road speed of 35 to

40 m.p.h.

Adjusting Countershaft Gear.

Will yon be so kind as to

advise me in two matters con-

cerning my 1913 Scott motor
cycle? (1.) Although both my
high and low gears operate, I

have to maintain such a firm and con-

tinuous pressure upon the gear pedals^

to prevent them slipping back into freei

engine that I feel something must be,

amis.s 'somewhere. It would be
extremely fatiguing on a long run.

Ought not the gears once pressed into

position to remain ffiere without the

necessity for all this pressure? (2.) In
the second case, I have been unable to

adjust the two gear chains to equal

tension with the countershaft in align-

ment with the engine-shaft. One chain

is a Renold and the other a Brampton.
Both appear in an equal state of preser-

vation, being in very good order. Can
one of the chains have stretched a half

link above the oilier, or what is the

reason?—W.M.
(1.) The trouble is probably due. to the
friction grip baud on the outer quick
thread drum not being sufficiently tight.

If you screw, up the nut on this arrange-
nu'Ml until the gear operating pedal is

only just free in the neutral position the

gearn phould remain engaged willicmt

coiitinnal ijrcs^ure. You would pi'obably

effect an improvement also by adding one
or two thin washers 6n the sliding i^pindle

through the gear axle, placing these
behinii the i^m. sleeve nut which is

screwed through the centre of the pedal.

(2.) Kvidentjy one chain is worn more tlian

I he other, and we W(ndd tiuggcwt that ynu
bring the high gear chain to the correct

length by I'cmoving a, complete link and
in^crling a ernnkea (or half) link. Exact
len»ion of the chiiiris i« not nearly so

cineiitial lo salisfactory result* a« correct

iilignment of the ^|lrorlc(ls.

C4

' A Traveller's Mount.
I use a push bicycle to carry my

^1 samples (totaL weight about 50

> lb,), but sometimes lose time
-2J in waiting for trains to take me

on to the next town, where the
"fag" would be too great to pedal.

Would a motor attachment be a

reasonable proposition to do the work ?

I could not possibly put my load on
an ordinary motor cycle,, and do not
want to run a sidecar. I am not
after great speed, but want something
that can fee relied on for steady,
regular, j^lddding work, day after day,
and sometimes including a fifty-mile

run. Is there anything with sufficient

power and durability ? I should not
mind helping with pedals on hills.

—

Wheels.

A lightweight motor cycle with a four-

stroke engine of about 2% h.p. v?ould- be
the most satisfactory proposition for your
work. Although there is no reason why
the various cycle attachments should not
be perfectly satisfactory, we do not
think it advisable to overload these

small power units.

Speed and Gears.

My engine runs at the rate of

^n 3,600 r.p.m. The two-speed gear

> ratio is 5^ to 1 top gear,, and 9
-U to 1 low. The belt rim is 20in.

and the co\er 26 x 2;iin. The belt

pulley on the gear box jneasures 5in.

across. Will this give me a speed of

70 to 75 m.p.h., or, if not, what size

belt rim shall I require on the rear

wheel, and will the above ratios of

gear suit?—L.R.

We should have been able to work out
the figuj'es you require had you supplied

us with the number of teeth on the

engine and countershaft sprockets* A
table of speeds and gear ratios is included

in " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," published by Ilifte and Sons
Ltd., ,20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,
by post 2s. lOd. With the engine running
at 3,600 r.p.m. you cannot get a speed
of 70 m.p.h. on a 5^ to 1 gear. 3,580
r.p.m. on a 5^ to 1 gear give 50 m.p.h.,

and 3,504 r.p.m. on a 4-^ to 1 gear give

60 m.p.h. " To get 70 m.p.h. with aji

engine revving at 3,500 r.p.m. you would
need a 4 to 1 ratio.

AnionK the hundreds of photographs taken of motor cyclists at speed, only a small

pcrcenlaKc give a real impression of rapid movement. This illustration of R. 0. Clark

(Levis), near Sniliy Bricluc is one of the most successful taken during T.T. wcejt in the

Isle of Man. Incidentally, Clark's corner work was wonderful.
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UnaccountaWe Loss of Power.

(1.) Recently I had new timing

gears made, which, naturally,

were not marked, so I set the

inlet valve to open at. the top

dead 'centre. It is fully open at

18° past top dead centre and closes 17°

past bottom dead centre. The exhaust

closes 20° past top dead centre and

opens about 45° (not exact) before

bottom dead centre. Are these corr^_

or sufficiently incorrect to make a great

loss of power noticeable? (2.) Recently

I took out the machine for a test after

the overhaul. There was a mysterious

loss of power compared with previous

experience. There is no stiffness in the

engine. The spark is good at all speeds.

It starts easily. No air leaks. Com-
pression fairly good. Magneto correctly

set. On- the level and up slight

gradients it is capable of. a fair speed,

but on steeper hills such as it used to

climb with ease it konks in such a

manner as though it were not getting

sufficient petrol. The carburetter is an

old type B. and B.,. with jet .030in. '

(I enlarged it from .d25in. to get more
power.) I cannot give any air on the

level now, whilst before I could give

nearly full air. There is no back

ptessm'e at the exhaust. It does not

answer to retarding of the magneto.

I put washers of different weights on

the float to alter the level until it was
almost flooded when running.—E.W.B.

(1.) The closing of the exhaust valve is

somewhat delayed, but the timing is suffi-

ciently accurate for all ordinary purposes.

(2.) The jet is about the correct size, but

if you cannot give any extra air it would
appear that a larger one" might be fitted.

It is almost impossible to diagnose the

trouble you describe. Apparently, some
small adjustment has been neglected,

which could only be traced by inspection.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Mon., July Sth, to Sat , July 10th

Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8lh-
Arbuthnot Trophy TriaL

Thurs., July ISth—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,

Westcliff-on Sea.

Sal.. July 17th—
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Re'ia-

bi'ity TriaL

Sal . July 24th—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open Trial

at Luton Hoo.

Sun., July 25th, to Autr. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun.. Autr. 1st. to Wed., Aug. 4th—
Anglo-Dulch Trial in Holland.

Sat , Au^. 7lh—
S.A.C U. Inter c'.ub Meet at Callander.

Mon.. Aug 23rd, to Sal., Aug. 281 1
-

A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Sat.. Sept. 4th—
Scottish Spesd Championships at St.

Andr.ws
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Tuning a Douglas.

I wish to take- advantage of

^^ your wide experience. I own a

> 1916 2j h.p. Douglas, and wish
to give it a general adjusting

all over. Will you tell me : (1.)

Correct-sized opening for platinum
points on contact breaker of Thomson-
Bennett magneto. (2.) Correct-sized

gap for plug points. (3.) Correct
clearance between valve and tappet
(when warm engine) ; also valve timing.

(4.) I see that the ^ets of the Amac
carburetter are numbered 24, 25, 27,

and so on. What does this mean ?

—

A.P.

(1.) About ^ mm. (2.) -j^in. (3.) Tappet
clearance when warm about j^fff^ths. As
the timing wheels of the Douglas engine
are marked, there is no difficulty in re-
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erecting after the engine has been dis-

mantled ; merely insert the timing wheels
so that the markings coincide. You will

find complete timing diagrams of this

awgine in the makers' handbook of in-

struction. (4.) The number stamped on
the jet refers to the size in thousandths
of an inch.

READER'S REPLY.
Misfiring Two-stroke.

I notice, by your issue of 10th ult.,

that "CJ.P." has trouble with his two-
stroke missing periodically. I had ex-
actly the same trouble with a 1919 two-
stroke of a well-known make. I even-
tually traced the trouble to be due to too
early ignition. The correct timing for a
two-stroke is piston top dead centre ; mag.
fully retarded, points just separating

—

not fully open. The cause of "G.P. s"
machine missing periodic,<ilIy (if a shade
too early timed) is probably due to the
fact that no chain or set of gear wheels
are absolutely true throughout the whole
range of action, especially when run for
some time—therefore ignition (or spark at
plug) would occur earlier on some strokes,
and my experience of two-strokes proves
that this sometimes results in a misfire.

Why, I don't know, but imagine it due
to some ill effect on the plug. Retard-
ing mag. slightly by control does not cure
the trouble ; retimmg must be done. I

strongly advise "G.P." to try timing
his ignition just very .slightly later than
it is at present. And also to try a Lodge
C'9 plug. "G.P.'s" ignition timing was
probably upset when decarbonising, and
his trouble only manifested itself after

some wear had taken place in magneto
drive.

—

John MacAllister (Taynuilt,
Argyll).

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
AXNWICK TO WiG.iN.—A.L.
Alnwick, Rothbury, Rothley, Scots Gap

Station, Kirkharle, Colwell, Challerton,
Hexham, Langley, Whitfield, Alston,
Penrith, Clifton, Shap, Kendal, Crook-
lands, Burton - in - Kendal, Carnforth,
Lancaster, Garstang, Preston, Chorley,
Wigan.

Chiswiok to Barnstaple.—S.A.W.
Chiswick, Hounslow, Staines, Bagshot,

Basingstoke, Whitchurch, Andover, Salis-

bury, Wilton, Hindon, IN'Iere, Wincanton,
Sparkford, Long Sutton, Langport,
Taunton, Milverton, Wivelscombe, Bamp-
ton, South Molton, Barnstaple.

Oldham to Sundeelandi—P.P.

.

Oldham, Delph, Marsden, Hudders-
field, Cooper Bridge, Birstall, Morley,
Leeds, Roundhay, Wetherby, Borough-
bridge, Dishforth, Topcliffe, Thirsk,
Tontine, Trenholme, Bar, Yarm, Stock-

ton, Norton, Wolviston, Easington, Ry-
hape, Sunderland.

COMPETITORS IN THE M.C C. TEAM TRIAL FOR THE MOTOR CYCLE CUP.
Members of the North London M.C.C. team on Whiteleaf Hill. H. I. Williams (Rudge-Multi)

and R. W. Greaves (7-9 Indian sc 1

Bikmingham to Paignton.—S. E.D.-
Birmingham, Henley-in-Arden, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Mickleton, Weston-sub-
Edge, Broadway, Winchcombe, Chelten-
ham, Leckhampton, Painswick, Stroud,
Nailsworth, Bath, Radstock, Wells,
Glastonbury, Street, Somerton, Ilchester,

Ilminster, Chard, Yarcombe, Honiton,
Exeter, Exminster, Dawlish,_ Teign-
raouth, Torquay, Paignton.

C7
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iD'xvxzs to

July 8th
,.' 10th

„ 12th
„ 14th

Camps,
9.46 p.m.
9.44 „
9.42 „
9.41 „

Cha
The Irish End-to-end Trial.

Ov,-ing to the unsettled state of parts of

the country through which the End-to-end
rideris would have to pass, this trial has
been postponed until August or Septemter.

A.J.S. Competitions Manager.

Howard E. Davies, who rode a 2| h.p.

A.J.S. in both Junior and Senior T.T.,
and' who is well-known as an expert
competitor in trials generally, has

joined the staff of A. J. Stevens, Ltd.,

as competitions manager.

Presentation to Mr. Chas. Sangster.

To celebrate the completion of twenty-
five years with Components Ltd., Mr.
Chas. Sangster was entertained at a

dinner at the Imperial Hotel, Birming-
ham, on Wednesday last, when he was
presented with a handsome piece of

silver and an album contaniing the list

of subscribers. The latter was confined

to directors, managers, and employees
who had been with the company twenty
years and over.

The Limit in Sidecar Outfits.

When the Simple.x motor attachment
was in its experimental stage we jocu-

larly remarked to the designer that even-

tually it would be used to jjropel 'side-

cars. A London owner of one of these

attachments u.sos a light sidecar built to

carry two children, and does quite long

runs on a consumption of 130 m.p.g. with
'_ l.p.a. only on the .steepest hills en-

countered.

Touring in France.

A statement has recently appeared in

the press that grey and pink cards, to

lie obtained ti'om the authorities at the

.^la ports, will in futTire be necessary to

ino(ori.its landing in France.

The A. A. points ont that this state-

ijii-nt is misleadinj;.- English motorists
will continue as ni the past to obtain

I lie International .Travelling Pass (ob-

tainable I'i'oin the A. .4.), which entitles

tlieni to drive in Franco antl most oilier

Kinnpean countries under their Jiritiali

nuniljers, with the addition of an oval

plate bearing the letters "'('i'.B." The
pink and grey cards will not be rcfpiired

by them. 'J'hese latter cards are intended
chiefly for American niotori-iits who cannot
gel the Inlernaliunal Pass in their own
country.

S

Research.

The Piesearch Association of British
rubber tyre manufacturers have secured
laboratory accommodation at the Chemis-
try Department of University College,
Gower Street, W.C.I.

Remarkable Figures.

At a dinner given in his honour last

week, Mr. Chas. Sangster, of Com-
ponents, Ltd., Ariel Works. Ltd., and
.subsiduary companies, mentioned that

with a capital of only £155,000, the com-
pany paid last year over £100,000 in

ta.xation and that the turnover this year

would exceed £900,000.

A Juvenile Pastime.

In various parts of tlie country chil-

dren have resumed their activity in col-

'lecting numbers and uame^ of passing

motor cycles under the misapprehension
that prizes are offered for such lists. At
times these'enthusiast juveniles run grave
risks in their pastime"' and school teachers-

would be doing good work to point

out to their pupils that no prizes are

offered for the lists and that they serve

no useful purpose.

Sfeclal JPeatures

THE SCOTTISH SIX D.^iYS TRL\LS.

IN THE WEST COUNTRY.

INNOVATIONS IN THE 1920
SIX DAYS TRIALS.

.Second-hand Prices.

In order to enable re:iders to follow the

trend of the second-hand market, a brief

summary of prices is given below'. The
figures which are taken from the adver-
tisement colum.ns, represent Jhe highest

and lowest prices asked by advertisers.

Highest and Lowest.

A.J.S., 6 h.p., sidcrar, 3915-16 £i20-£i6£
,, 6 h.p.. sidecar, l9l9-::o £i8o-.r250

Blackbunie, 4 h.p., sidecar, iglio il47-ii.(iO

B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, iQi-t .... £85-^95'

4l h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 11119-20 .

,

£i35-£i45
Calthorpe-Jap, 2:'{ h.p., 2-spced, 1915-16 . . £40-^55
Clyno, 6 h.p.. 3-spced, sidecar, 191.1-16 . . . £ioa-ii35
Douglas, z'l h.p., 2-speed, 1914-16 £4S-£65

4ji.p., sidecar, 1916-1S £95-£ll5
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1917-19 £i25-£i;5
Indian, 7-9 h.p., 3-spoed, sidecar, 1919-20 . £i6o-£220
Levis, Popular, 2-stroive, 1915-iG £33-£46
Matchless, \'ictory Model, Sidecar, 1919 ,

.

£i5o-£i70
Model H, Sidecar, 1920 £2i5-£266

Metro-Tyler, z\ h,p., 2-speed, 1919 £5o-£65
New Imperial-Jap, 2,^ h.p., 2-speed, 1916 . £42-£=i5
V. & M.. 3; h.p., 2-speed, 1916-1S £f'5-£78

Rover, 31 h.p., 3-speed, 1914-15 £55-£6o
Royal Riiby, zi h.p,, 2-stroke, 1915 £38-£45
Rudge-MuUi, 3! h.p., 1914-16 £6o-£6a
Scott, 3^ h.p., sidecar, 1914-15 £So-lgo
Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed. sidecar. 191S-19 . £i2o-£i40

TOURING IN THE IV1,'\L.^Y PENINSULA.
Tills parly of tntliusiasls made a recent tour Irom Singapore to Kuala Lumpur and back,

,1 distance ot over 500 miles, in four and a half days. In spile o( the rough nature t.f the

roods a good average speed was tnninlaincd and no serious Iroulilc experienced. I he

machines used were Reading Standard, Rover, B.S.A., Pope, and Henderson sidecar.
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Chars-a-bancs.

Twenty-seven drivers of motor chars-a-
bancs were last week fined at Wrexham
for driving at a speed dangerous to the
public.

Ex-competition Rider Married.

Sydney A. Rowlandson, who before the
war was a well-known competition rider
on a Eudge machine, was recently married
in Toronto to jMiss Marion Gibson.

Lady Doctor's Death.

We understand that the recent fatality

to a lady doctor was not due to a motor
scooter, as has been reported. She was
at the time ~of the accident riding an ordi-

nary pedal cycle equipped with a motor
attachment.

All Eyes.

It was stated recently in the Doncaster
West Riding Police Court that police'

constables are instructed to memorise the
number of every motor cycle a4i. it ap-

proached in order that the owner can be
traced if it be found" that the rear plate

is obscured.

Found.

Mr. N. C. ChapKng, of 141, Croften
Park" Road, Brockley, S.E.14, is anxious
to find the owner of a parcel of clothing,

apparently dropped by a motor cyclist,

found on the road between Southend Pond
and Beckenham. A tool kit has also been
fomid in the vicinity of Pool Bridge by
Mr. A. E. Flint., 7, Rockery Road, Hors-
field, near Leeds.

Racing at Brooklands.

Over one hundred entries have been
received for the various races, organised

by the JM.C.C. to Be held at Brooklands
next Saturday. These include several

well known successful T.T. riders and
Brooklands cracks, and given favourable
weather the meeting should be very suc-

cessful.

Speed Trials at Westcliffi-on-Sea.

The Essex M.C. and Southend and
District A.C. joint open speed trials, on

Thursday, the 15th, include seventeen

events for motor cycles for the standing

kilometre, and sixteen events for the

same distance with a flying start. There
is also a class for three-wheel cycle cars,

and ten for cars, while two events are

reserved for lady drivers. The venue is

the Western Esplanade, Westcliff-on-Sea.

Racing at Chatsworth Park.

Twenty-two classes comprise the pro-

gramme for the forthcoming open speed

trials to be held in Chatsworth Park on
August 7th. Permission has been kindly

granted by His Grace, the Duke of

Devonshire to use the Park, and the

course will be half a mile with flying and
standing starts. The event is organised

by the East ilidland Centre A.C.U., and
competitors joining one of the affiliated

clubs in this area are entitled to enter

at reduced fees. Motor cycles, sidecars

and three-wheelers .
are eligible to com-

pete, and valuable prizes will be awarded
in the various classes. Full particulars

can be obtained from Jlr. J. Simmonds,
10, Cranmer Street, Nottingham, who

. will also furnish names and addresses of

local secretaries of any of the affiliated

clubs in the East Klidland Centre A.C.U.

fj^S(^!UI
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Trial.

The open reliability trial for the Alan

trophv, organised by the Cumberland
County M.C.C, will be held over a

course in the Lake District on the 17th

inst. All classes of motor cycles and light

cars up to 1,500 c.c. are eligible to com-

pete, and the start will be at 9 a.m. from

the Crown and Mitre Hotel, Carlisle. In

addition to the above trophy, several other

cups, trophies, medals, and prizes will be

awarded in the various classes. Entries

closed yesterday.

JVext week's issue of " THE
MOTOR CYCLE " will contain

a lengthy description of the

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS
TRIALS. Members of the

editorial and photographic
staffs of this journal are
accompanyingthe competitors
throughout the trial.^ I

Powder and Patches.

The officials of the Edinburgh Club
have discovered a new means to mark the

routes for reliability trials. They now
sprinkle coloured powder along the

corners. When they returned from a

recent route marking expedition the occu-

pants of the official car presented a sorry

sight. Mr. Aikman Smith, who is this

year running the Scottish Six Days, was
a bright yellow and quite unrecognisable

except for his cheery smile. ^

The War Motors Association.

We are informed by the, secretary of

the above club that, owing to the pur-

chase of all surplus Government motor
cycles, they have but a few machines
left for disposal under the special privi-

leges and regulations of the Association.

Several officers, however, of the War
Motors Association are remaining in the

trade, and are established at their

registered offices, the Auto Traders, Ltd.,

84, Jermyn Street, London, W.
We are happy to announce that the

profits of this- Association will be handed
to the British Red Cross Society for the

provision of a hospital bed.
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North London M.C.C. Speed Trials.

Owing to a suitable course being un-

obtainable, the speed trials, arranged to

take place on Saturday, have been

cancelled.

B.M.C.R.C. New Press Secretary.

We are informed that Mr. F. A. Hardy

has resigned the post of hon. press secre-

tary of the above club, which he has filled

since its foundation in 1909. ^Ir. 0. E.

Seyd, of the Publicity Department of the

Auto Cycle Union, will in future occupy

this position.

A Handsome Contribution.

£66,810 has been handed to Field

Marshal The Right Hon. The Earl Hai^,

representing subscriptions to the Earl s

Officers' Association Fund, by the petro-

leum and oil companies operatmg m
Great Britain.

International Six Days Motor Cycle Trials.

Intending British competitors in the

motor cycle International Six Days
Trial, to be held on a course radiating

from Grenoble from 25th July to 1st
' August inclusive, should at once com-

municate -with the Auto-Cycle Union,

83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

The Rider feesponsible ?

Last week a Coventry motor cyclist

was fined for riding a machine the

registration number of which had not

been transferred. The fa-ct that he was
not the owner of the machine, and was
only trying it with a view to purchase,

did" not affect the matter, the magistrate

maintaining that the rider was responsible.

The fine was only 10s., therefore an
appeal could not be made.

A SUCCESSFUL
NORTON

RIDER.

V. E. Horsman,

a consistent

winner on Norton

motor cycles.

Among his recent victories in speed contests are five firsts and three seconds in the open

speed trials at Storeton on 15th May-, while on Saturday, 26th ult., he was placed first in tlie

" All Comers" Handicap at Brooklands. He is seen on his I.O.M. racer.
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TEe l92oScoTTiJJf
6 DAYf Trialt

94 Competitors in this Week's North-country Reliability Trial.

Saturday.

A FAIR number of competitors axriv.ed

in Perth to-day, and many of those
who had taken the precaution of

arriving thus early mostly spent their

time in examining the famous Amulree.
One of the first to arrive was J. A.
Newman with liis 3^ Sunbeam, on which
he has travelled across France and
through parts of North Africa. Mr. and

. ilrs. Ivnowles, who have elected to ride
3-^ iS'ortons, were also early arrivals, and
spent their time at minor adjustments.
The Clyno and Indian teams, the Merral-
Brown, two Harley-Davidsons and side-

cars, a B.S.A., a Rudge, and an A.J.S.
put in, an appearance at the official

garage, while, beside the officials, Cjuite a
few well-known faces in the motor cycle

""world were visible about the town.
Perth, by the way, is enjoying an official

holiday, all the shops Ijeing closed, and
*ere it not for the number of mbtor
cyclists to be seen in all parts a Sabbath
calm would prevail.

A Single-geared Entry.
Campbell McGregor's 3^ Brough is one

of the very few of these machines which
have been turned out, the rider whom
everyone will remember as one of the
leading lights in the organisation of
previous Scottish Trials is this year
riding a single-geared machine. The".flat
twin engine has overhead valves, pi'otected
by aluminium covers, and a chain drive
conveys the power to a clutch mounted
under the bottom bracket. The final drive
is also by chain, and the whole machine
has a very neat appearance. Three of the
new P. and M.'s' have turned up, and

To-day's Test Hills

:

Glendoe and Mam
Rattachan. Friday's

Test Hill : Kenmore.
Saturday's Test Hills :

Talla Linns, Redstone
Rig, and Emscleugh.
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Alan Hill, who has been nominated as
one of file riders, is making his first

appearance in public on this make. H.
M. Batten and J. A. Dias complete the
team, whose performance will be watched
with some interest.

T. J. Hutchinson has changed his mount
for a 7-9 Indian, and it is noticeable that
there are but few sidecar entries.

All reports tend to show that the bad
'roads and long mileages are relied on to
eliminate machines to a large extent,
though, of course, many of the long and
steep Scotch gradients' will make their
presence felt in no uncertain manner.
A somewhat unusual method of direct-

ing competitors has been decided upon,
for, in addition to the usual type of
arrows, doubtful corners are to be indi-
cated by coloured powder dropped from
a- car, different colours . being used on
successive days so as to avoid confusion
where the routes cross.

Sporting Entrants.

There are one or two late entries, in-
cluding H. G. Sturgess-Wells, on a Rudge-
Multi (who will probably be classed
amongst the single-geared machines with
Campbell McGregor), R. Carfrae (4
Triumph), A. C!. Cocks (who is riding

„ . .°'*jKlimiCflAEL =;

3
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Beardmore-Precision), and J. Joyhson on
a Coventry Victor", engined "machine
christened the " Can'opit."
Twelve manufacturers' teams are

entered and five club teams, each of the
latter being distinouished by coloured
number plates, whilst the single-geared
entries well deserve the distinction of
their bright red discs.

The evening was passed in makinn-

-iiaBMesBgaaesaggB
I'win two-strokes and .-.ItiRlc fouMtrokct ; llic Scolt and P. and M. teams. The riders are : C .P. Wood, Leslie Gi

Ic83e Uakcr on Scotts, and B. Alan HM, J. A. Dius, and H. Morlimcr Itattco on P. and M.'s

,uy, and
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Two solos and a sidecar comprise the A.B.C. team, consisting of Eric Porter, E. E. Palmer, and G. W. Lush (sc.)

plajis for the morrow, and T. Euther-
t'orcl was prominent with ideas for a
trip to the hill of Kinoul. Unfortunately,
there was a brush with the police, who
took exception to machines standing out-

side the official hotel, ' and acted in a

rather high-handed manner with regard
to the scrutiny of all parts of drivers'

licences. The officials have, of course,

arrived with the exception of A. H. D.
Aikman-Smith, who had been called

away to London, and whose place as

secretary will be taken by W. Frazer.

Sttxdat.

A glorious morning after, a week's
heavy rain raised the hopes of all con-

cerned, and a steadily rising glass tended
to confirm these optimistic feelings.

Shiell's garage filled rapidly, many com-
petitors having a-rrived by night trains.

The Rev. J. M. Philpott, who starts No.
1, was one of yesterday's arrivals, having
ridden up from the Midlands on his 2|
Blackburne engined Wilkin.

Official Examination.

E.xamination and sealing started this

morning amidst the usual scenes of anima-
tion and final adjustments. Reports as

to the road surfaces are such as to induce
riders to carry at least one spare cover,

and tyre trouble seems to be the most
dreaded of all minor ills. Having talked
to many owners of large American side-

car outfits and watched the removal of a
rear wheel in one instance, it is certainly

to be hoped, for the riders' sake, that they
will not have tyre tronblgs.

A.B.C.'s -are plentiful, H. E. Fairley
has fitted tin lids over the sparking plug
terminals of his mount, apparently with

the idea of keeping off rain and providing
extra cooling surface for the central elec-

trodes. G. W. Lush, another' A. B.C.
rider, ha.s a sidecar attached, a plucky

__.J

The M.C.C. team consists of B. Alan Hill (3i P. and M.), E. A. CoUiver (4 Indian Scout),

and R. B. Clark (2J Coulson B.)

The Rev. J. M. Philpott (21 Wilkin-

Blackbume), who drew first place in the

startjng-drder ballot

entry for a 400 c.c. mount. This is the
lowest powered sidecar outfit that has
ever attempted to win an award in the
Scottish Trials. In 1914 there were
several 3^ h.p. sidecars.
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(Left) The Westmorland M.C.C. team: Jesse Baker (Scott), T. Rutherford (Sunbeam), and W.
team is composed of solo riders on the new 4J single-cylinder machines. The riders are :

Amongst the lieavy sidecar outfits is

one of the experimental 8 Clynos.
This machine is very attractive with its

sjiring frame and _ black and grey finish.

Production models are not yet- quite
ready, though it is imderstood that it

will not be king ere deliveries start in

earnest. The A.J.S. are well represented.
H. R. Davies is niaking his cUhut as com-
petition manager for this firm, and E. W.
Choldcroft's 4 twin looks as smart and
well cared for as ever.
Hex Mundy is riding a Reading

Standard fitted with an American type
flexible sidecar, which he has converted
to a rigid type by a multitude of extra
attachments. In addition to this, he has
fitted wooden beams under each chassis

. member lent the conversion shall throw
extra, strains on the chassis and cause
breakages ; the work has been well and
neatly carried out. Norman Black, is

riding his T.T. Norton, this time with
a three-speed Sturmey gear instead of

the Philippon pulley,

Fear of Petrol Shortage.

There is a general talk of the long
stages leading to failure through lack of

petrol, though comparatively few people
have e.xtra tanks. Campbell jMcOregor
i.s an exception, .and has a long tubular,
tank -lilted in wooden chocks on his

carriei'.

t/'. 11. Moir has fitted a two-way tap
to the oil pump on his Harley Davidson
8('., SI) that a charge of oil can be
pumped into the gear box whik on the
riui.

'J'he Ariel team, consisting of T. Peck,
L. Newey, and J. L. Stocks, look ' very
smart and workinanlilie, the machines
l)einn .spotlessly dean and well ijrolected
from the iiiuil. .Icsse Baker's Scott is
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also particularly smart. Leslie Guy
and C. P. Wood, who complete the Scott
team, tunied up rather late.'

R. G. McEwan's 10 Richardson
looks lonel5' ^imongst so many motor
cycles, but the ilerral-Brown and one
or two Morgans will keep- him company.
Of the last' mentioned three-wheelers, the
.machine driven by H. F. Barge is fitted

with a water-cooled Blumfield engine,
and H. B. Denley's M.A.G. engined
machine has a neat exhaust heated induc-
tion pipe and a four-speed gear. The

Westwood (Triumph). (Right) The Ariel

T. Peck, L. Newey, and J. L. Stocks.

B.S.A. Co. has entered t^vo teams, and
their regulaT "miming should give them
a good chance for the team's prize.

Blackburne engines are common and
range from J. S. Holroyd's big 8

to a number of 2J engines in Verus,
Wilkin, H.B. and CouIsoB macliines.

Their slow running propensities are much
admired.
The Gan'opit ridden by J. .Joynson

has a Coventry A'ictor engine, Sturmey
Archer three-speed gear, and is made
up of special parts to suit the engine.

23, 3i, and 4 h.p. machines are ridden by the Worcester M.C.C. Team. J. A. Newman
(3.1 Sunbeam), E. W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.), and J. W. Wills (2i Verus).
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It is a long, low, grey painted machine,

and attracted some' attention on its

arrival.

All things being considered, there are
^

remarkably few "gadgets" fitted to

c(mipeting machines, though the special

cigarette case fitted to the top tube of

the Rev. J. JM. Philpott's nVilkiu must
]iot be overlooked.

The Edinburgh and' District i\Iotor

-Club are to be congratulated on securing
such a very representative entry, which
included all types of vehicles which are
likely to intere.st the motor cyclist, though
with exception , of two Beardmore-
Precisions . there is a noticeable lack of

small two-stroke engines.
Everything is nov>' prepared for to-

morrow's start, and the competing
machines are out of the hands -of their
riders until starting time. If the weather
only holds like this a- most sporting and
enjoyable trial is a certainty, for on paper,
at any rate, the organisation leaves
nothing to be desired.

PkKTH, JION'nAY.
Considering the large entry there were

comparatively few non-starters, eight only
failing to face the time keeper. These
riders were as follow :

J. Robertson Brown (8 ITenderson).
C. Duncan (31,0 Norton).
P. \V. Carter (6 A.J.S.).
S.- Parker iRoyal Enfleld sc).
R. Ball (3-4 Scott).
H. R. Kins (3 A.B.C.).
P. .3. Enticknapp (4 Blackbnrne).
Alan Douglas (3»i Scott).

We ob.served a few changes in mounts
from the jirogramme. A. G. Gocks
(Beardmore-Precision) rede in place of the
entrv booked bv the Symon ilotor Co.

;

No.' 98, H. C' S. Wells jRudge Multi)
took the 'place of the JNew Imperial
entry 101; and an additional entry, No.
102, was J. Joyiison (5-6 Can'opit, solo).

Other alterations from the official

programme inclcded A. B. Fairley. who

Campboll iVlcGregor. the organiser of past Scottish Six Days, this 'ime a competitor on a

smgle-geared 1>\ Brough.

was dov^'u to ride an A. B.C., started on
a 2^ Douglas, while Jlr. and Mrs.
Knowles who were entered on Twin Bats,
rode 3|^ Norto-ns.

P>ain fell heavily during the night, but
by the lime the competitors lined up for

the start, it had ceased, but the weather
was far from bright.

The , start was particularly well

organised andi all competitors got away
well,, except H. F. Barge (Morgan), who
stopped iyid had trouble restarting out-

side control, and Lieut. Lochead (2f New
Imperial) who changed a belt.

The Matchless team : H. Alexander, D. S. Milne, and G. Packman.

ON AAULREF, THE FIRST
TEST HILL.

Thanks to dry winds and spells of sun-

shine" during the previous two days, the

roads had improved considerably. Amul-
ree, the first test hill, was in good
condition, free from loose stones or

grease and, consequently, was not ^ a
severe test . for modern solo- maQhincs.

Sidecars, however, found the second liair-

pin. which is left handed, somewhat
difficult to negotiate. Near the top of

the ascent grease was in evidence

a tew days previously, and had the bad
\\eather continued over the week-end
mnch more trouble would have been
experienced. The descent of Kenmore
\\a-. rather slimy and treacherous under
the trees on the lower parts, as rain fell

duung the previous niglit.

Few solo riders had difficulty, but con-

siderable variation in driving skill was
seen. Jlost of the expert riders took
the second bend wide. P. and J\I.,

B S.A., Scott, and Sunbeam machines
weie exceptionally good. The star fast

ascent was probably C. P. Wood (Scott).

While the best steady climb must be
(1 edited to Gumming (Sunbeam), Bis-

rhoff (2^- Clyno) made the best light-

weight ascent. The sidecars were mostly
good ; Matchless and A..I.S. were excel-

lent, iloir (Harley) was very steady, but
Da^vson, on a sister machine, failed, as

did JIundy (lieading Standard). The
Eichardson cycle car caused much bViulk-

ing, and Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc),

who was climbing well, stopped on this

account. Most competitors arrived at

the foot of the hill very early and allowed
their engines to cool down. The two
single gear entrants both stopped, Cartrae

(4 Triumph) falling on lower corner, while

jMcGregor (3^ Brough) konked out.

To summarise, the single-cylinder and
flat twin machines easily outshone the

other types so far as solo machines were
concerned.
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BIRMINGHAM-LLANGOLLEN-BIRMINGHAM.
A Week-end Tourtng Trial and an Imprompiu Hill-climb on AK-y-Bady.

LLANGOLLEN was the objective of

the forty-six competitors in the

Birmingham M.C.C. trial on Satui'day

last. Rain fell in torrents on the outward
run, but nearly all arrived at Llangollen
that evening. J. Allday (James) was
passed near Shrewsbury with gear box
trouble. A hill-climb on Alt-y-Bady was
arranged for Saturday evening to det-er-

miue the winners of the special awards.
To render this severe climb still more
difficult, competitors were required to run
their engines in the free position for two
minutes before receiving the signal to

"Go." Not only so, but the seven-
tenths of a mile of foothill preceding the

gradient proper had to be covered at

not more than. 6 m.p.h. Couple these
conditions with an almost impossible
surface with large stones strewn about,
and one may appreciate the severity of

the climb. Small wonder then that none
of the sidecars succeeded in getting more
than half way up the hill, due to back
wheel slip, but the best "performance was
credited to W. Woodcock (3^ Ariel sc).

-

F. W. Giles (A.J.S. sc), who had made
the best performance in the slow test,

at the second attempt did much better.

Southend-on-Sea A.C.

Four motor cycles and ten cars entered

for the recent fuel economy trial held

over a forty-six mile course -between

Chelmsford- and Billericay. Some very

good performances were put up, those

ill the motor cycle class being as follow :

1st H. L. Dowsett (Diamond), 163 m.p.g. ;

2nd E. H. Alliott (Douglas), 122 m.p.g. ;

and 3rd E. Barnes (Douglas), 133 m.p.g.

Their ton-mileages were 22.5, 21, and 19.2

respectively.

Lincolnshire A.C.

A members' hill-climb will be held at

Station Hill, Waddington, on Saturday,

starting at 2.30 p.m. Each of the five

classes will be decided on the knock-out
system, and a start of one yard .Avill be

conceded for the difference of every 5 c.c.

less than the maximum capacity in the

respective events. Prizes will be awarded
to the winners in each class, also a

."ipBcial hanillfhnr pliii'UI fnr the fiistost

time of the day.

Sutton Coldfleld and North Birminghani A.C.

Till' .'iniiii.'il liill-cliruli org;nii?-('tl liy the

above club will be held at Stile Cop on
till- 17lh i4i«t. starting at 2 p.m. All

clasiiC'p of motor vehicles are eligible lo

compote in the eleven classes, which are

arranged an follows : Classes' 1 Uj 6 fur

nolo motor cycles; 7 and 8, sidecars; 9,

for tlirce-wheelers ; 10, for light car, 1,500

c.c. ; and 11, for unlimited coi'k. All

com|ietitor« must he members of the club,

the anrnial subscription for car mcml)er.s

being £1 I.h. and motor cycles 15s. Tho
hon. sec. is Mr. 1'. Moaedale, The Nook,
Sntlon Coldfield.
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Of the solo riders, four succeeded in

reaching the summit, and each ascent
was regarded as exceptional!}' praise-

worthy'. The quartet, who shone were
E. Cooke, G. Baragwanath and J.

Walker, all riding three-speed Triumphs,
and W. A. Egginton (4 Sunbeam).
Walker's ascent was adjudged best of all.

Not satisfied with tlieir previous day's
hill-climbing, a party journeyed to the hill

again on Sunday morning, when Wood-
cock (Ariel sc.) "and F. W. Giles (A.J.S.
sc.) made excellent climbs and shared an
impromptu award offered by T. Stevens,
Avhilst Kershaw (Verus-Blackburne) made
a fine ascent, also Walker (Triumph) and
H. Davies (B.S.A.).

The Return Journey.

The homeward trip commenced at

3 p.m., two observed -hills being included.
Harley Bank caused no trouble, but
Lincoln Hill, near Ironbridge, is a gradient

of approximately 1 in 4^, seriously to lie

reckoned with. Most made excellent

aece^its, including E. H. S. Tye (5^ single-

geared Rover) at the second time of

asking. This rider's hil^climbing was the
surprise of the trial.

The survivors commenced to arrive at

the clieck near the " Parson and Clerk,"

on the Chester Road a few miles outside

Birmingham, at 8 p.m., and were mostly

on time.

The following had checked in at the

finish by 8.45 p.m. : H. J. Egginton (3

Enfield)^ W. A. Egginton (4 Sunbeam),
A. H. Edwards (4i James sc), E." W.
Winkee (A.J.S. sc), E. T. Cooke (4

Triumph), -H. C. Jennens (3^ James), W.
E. Emery (4 Rex sc), T. F. Watson
(4 Norton sc), H. C. Haves (3^ Sunbeam),
H. H. Timson (4 Triumph sc;), T. C.

Bowen (4 Triumph), J. C. Orford (2^ New
Imperial), G. T. Baragwanath (4 Triumph),
H. H. Saddington (5-6 James sc), A. R.
Tfaven, jun. (2^ New Comet), H. Boynton
(5-6 James sc), F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S". sc),

B. Kershaw (2-| Verus), H. P. Cutler (5-6
.

James sc), W. A. Bown (2^ Bown-
Villiers), R. H. Pugh (2^ Levis sc), E.

H. S. Tve (3i Rover), A. E. Rollasou (5^
Ariel sc.'), H. H. Peters (4 Triumph), H.
A. Pattison (4 Norton sc), H. Riley (5-6

A.J.S. sc), W. T. Woodcock (3i'Aj-iel

sc), H. Davis
("4-i

B.S.A.), and H. Walker
(4 Triumph). The official results will be
announced later.

CLUB NEWS.
{Continued from page 42.)

"^eak-eiti (Tlub "Events,

Ji'iu /«,—.VortZurn M.C. Reliahilitv Hun.
Jiilii 10.—M.C.C. Broot:lands Meeting.
July 16.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Ttellahility

Trial.
Jiihj 10.—York and District M.C. Ttlin to Lake

District.
JuUj 10.—Dublin and District M.C.C. llill-climb.

Jiilii 10.— Westmorland M.C.C. Speed Trials.
J I'hi 10.—.Vor//j, Lindsey A.C. Consumption Trial.
Julu lO.—Deirsbunj and District M.C.C. Fitton

Trophy. ...

July 10.—Letnrnstcr, Morecambc and District
M.C.C. It un to Settle.

July JO-ll.—X. nuts M.C. and L.C.C. V un to
Clevedon.

J:uhi 10-11.—WarrinntonM.C. Hun to Dolgclly and
TlilldiuiV.

Juhi 10-11.-Sheffield and HaVnmslilre M.C.C.
lloluliead lluu.

Ji'lii ll.—Luu,jhhi,rough and Vialrirt M.C.C.

Ji'hi ll.—llrieshuni and District M.C.C. Itun to
Ihuilf.nl.

Jul,, 11.—Fleet and District .V.C'.(7. Relinbilitti

Tri"K
July 11.—Streatliam and District M.C.C. Itun to

-Tlnilsham.
July Il.—Ooldfhorpe and Thurnscoc M.C.C. Hun

to Cleethorpes.
Julu ll.—liury and District M.C.C. Social Hun.
July U.—llkley M.C. and h.C.C. Social Hun and

Gtimkhann.
Jiihi ll.-S.V.V.F.U. (Leeds). Hun to CeistU

llovuriK
Ji'lu ll.—SeurUorou,ih M. and M.C.C. Hun to

Sliiithes.

Jnhi U.—I,irerpejeil M.C. Hun to Little Bud-
u'orlli.

July 11.- Hcadin,! and District ?I.C. and L.C.C.
.

Hun. to Jnhjien IteeJcoii.

July.. Jl.—N.'^I.C.I'^J'. (Portsmouth). Hun to I\^cw

Forest niidl^oole J'ark.
July ll.—Jlusiutistolrc TH.C.C. Hun to Isle of

ll'inht.

Julu lI.-\-urtli Chesliirr M.C.C. Picnic.
Jul,i II.—Hull M-.C.C. Com'prtilion.
July 11,.— York and District M.C. Inter club Tram-

Trial.
July Ji.—LancnHtcr, Morecambc and District

V.I'.C. Hun to Sllrerrtnle.

JULY la.-ESSF.X M.C. AMI SOrTJlflNn-ON-
SUA. JOIST OrF.X SVKKD THIALS
AT U KSTCLIFF-ONSPIA.

Jul,, ir,.—nedu„d and District M.C. and V.C.C.
Club Itun.

July l.'i.-Donceiftcr and District M.C.C. Speed
Trials.

Liverpool M.C.

0. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc) won the Rudge-
Whit worth cup in this club's twenty-four
hours trial to Edinburgh last Saturday.
S. Parker (10 Singer car) secured tho

president's prize.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Permission has been kindly granted by
Lord Lonsdale for speed trials to be held

in Lowther Park on Saturday, starting

at 3 p.m. The following classes will be
run. 275 c.c, 350 c.c., 550 c.c, 750 cc
and unlimited solo, also 550 cc and un-

limited sidecai's.

N.M.C.F.U. (Shemeld).

A successful reliability trial was held
on June 27th over a Derbyshire course,

including Casfleton, Buxton, Longnor,"
Dovedale, Yoiflgreave and Bakewell, and
in order to make tho event of a social

.nature each competitor had to carry a
lady pansi'iiper. Tlie best performances
were made by H. Oscroft, F. -A. Ward.
and E, 11. Danson.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.f

.

The competition for the "Eric Myers
Cup" took place on the S'Tth ult.,"the

route followed being Boronghbridge,
Scotch Corner, to Brough, and then over'
a further cighleon miles non-.stop -fmir-

tecn miles of which was a freak course,

the total distance covered being 103 miles,

the competitors finishing at lieeth.

Out of forty entries, Ihuty-tlirce start eil

and twenty -seven finished. The resuUs
were as follow : 1, (J!. Hill (3^ Scott)

;

2. H. I.^uigman (3J Scott); 3, C. B.

Ilaig (3i P. and M.).
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Hill-climb on Winding Moorland Road.

East Lancashire A.C.C.'s Successful Event on Waddington Fells.

ALJIOST every big hill-climb brings

to notice a rider unknown outside

his own locality. George Dance

startled everyone by his speeds at the

first of the Stile Kop events last year—

and succeeded in maintaining the reputa-

tion established on that day wherever he

%veut. Atthe Isleofilan speed trials, how-

ever, he had a close rival in L. ^Mitchell,

of dldhaou, who rode a 3i Norton. On
Saturday last -this rider made fastest tipie

of the dav, and won every event ur which

he competed in the East Lancashire

M.C.C.'s hill-climb on Waddington Fells,

near Clitheroe.

It was an open event of no small

importance, since it was one^ of the

twenty open, competitions sanctioned by

the A-.C.U., and attracted 136 entries.

The course was just, under two-thirds

of a mile in length, and included stretches

6f 1 in 8 and 1 in 6, with several easier

sections and sweepiii^ bends which called

for skill and an almost general use of

the e.xhaust lifter.

Fastest Time oi the Day.

*
Mitchell made the fastest time of the

day by covering the distance in 50s.,

ei^uaUiiig 45 m.p.h. approximately.

Considering the bad weather during

the preceding days, the club was ex-

tremelv fortunate in having a dry, it

cold and windy, day for the event.

On the Fell's; the temperature was

more like that generally prevailing in

October than in July, and the otKcials

at the top did pot have such a pleasant

afternoon as the several thousands of

spectators who had- come from all parts

and on every make of machine to witness

the event.

The course was in excellent condition,

especially as the road has not been

repaired' since 1915. Nature and the

road builder together had provided splen-

did "grandstands" on the high banks

on each side of the winding road.

Passenger Machine Classes.

Only one light car turned up for the

first clas3 on the programme. This was
a 1,370 c.c. G.W.K., which covered the

course in Im. 40-^-s., as compared with

Im. 15is. taken by Carter's 3^ O.C.
J.A, P. sidecar in the next event, who
won this event and the 500 c.c. sidecar

class .that followed.

A. Horrocks, of Bolton (10 Morgan),
secured first place in the unlimited
passei-.ger machine class, when his time
was Im. 9|s.

lightweight Honours Well Distributed.

Following theJ^Tbcve events Avere five

. classes tor lightweights and scooters. J.

Coar (2i J.H.-Villiers) and S. A. Marks
(2^ Diamond) won the two 275 c.c.

classes (members and open), their times
being Im. 19|s. and Im 12-|s. re-

spectively, while in the members' 350
c.c. class, Duxbury (2J Douglas) earned
first place with Ini. 12^s., a time greatlv
improved by G. S. Boston (A.J.S.) iii

the open event for machines -of the sa.ine

capacity. His time was 57|s. .,

J. F. Lidstone's 2j James was not in

its usual form, ai)d was apparently over-

geared for the hill.

The three Autoglider scooters entered
were now sent up together. The one
ridden by J. A. Hebden (a seat type
machine) made the best time, which, com-
pared with orthodox motor -cycles with
the same power unit, was rather slow.

His time was Im. 54^s.
'

The Fastest Climbs.

Undoubtedly, th; finest riding was
witncFse'd in the 500 c.c. and larger

classes, ilitchell's success in six classes

Avas due chiefly to his fine riding,

for there were other Nortons and '

A. B.C. machines which were remarkably
fast. Every rider had to cut out on the

top bend, and the fastest times were made
by those who took the greatest risks at

this point. n

In Class 9, for machines up to -500 c.c.
Mitchell attempted to improve his 50s. in

a previous class by taking the bend all

out, but came near to falling. Despite
this, however, his time again was
5Cs. exactly.

.J. Whalley. of Lancaster, was a per-

sistent aspirant for first place honours,
but he was handicapped by riding
ftsndard machines.- He rode well, taking
the corners in good style. This rider did
very well at the Sonthport event the
week before, when he won two events and
made fastest time of the day on an A. B.C.
For the Waddington event he had

brought with him a 2| h.p. Xut, with
which he secured second in Class 5, also

a 3^ Norton and an A. B.C., the latter

sufficiently fast to win second place in th^
members' 500 c.c. class. i .

It was a very go-ad -afternoon's sport,

and a splendidly organised event, upon
which we congratuhte Mr. W. Geo.
Guest, the trials" secretarv.

Considering that the coui'se was on a

main road, there were very few delays
through traffic. Otice or twice the climbs
were held up to allow cars to traverse the
hill, and when a pony cart and a herd of

cattle caused a break in the proceedings.
As usual, there were unthinking

members of the public with 'loose dogs,
which required the vigilant attention of

the officials, for it seems difficult to make
dog owners appreciate the importance
of keeping their pets on the leash.

Good Riding.

Among the many other competitors
whose riding stood out conspicuously we
may mention the following : G. A.
Strange (ii^ James), R. King (A. B.C.), J.
H. Hebden (3i Norton), J. Entwistle (3^
Norton), G. E. C'owlev (3i Norton), E.
Taylor (3 A.B.C.). and C. Ramsden (7-9

Eudga^.
The results were as follow :

L. Mitchell, of Oldham, the star rider at

Waddington Fells, who made fastest time of

the day and won six events on his Norton.

T.

—

Scooters.
m.

K. Hebden {z\ Autoglider) i
Beach (2 J .Autoglider) 2

2.—275 c.c. (Me-mbfrs).

Coar (2.5 J.H.-ViTliers) .' i

H. Cronshnw (2V C.nnipioa-\'illier=) ... 2
Scott (2j Hob:irt-J..A.P.) 2

3.—275 c.c. (Ope:.-).

.A. Marks {z\ Diannmd) i

E. Carter (2i Levis) .

.'

i
F. Lidstone {z\ y, mes) i

4.—350 c.c. (.MEMBER-i).

S. Duxburv f2^ Douglai) i

VVhalky (2; N.U.T.) i

5.—.)50 c.c. (OrE.v).

S. Boston (2; A.J.S.)
A. Pollard (2v Verus) i

F. Lidstone (-2} James) i

0.-500 c.c. (Memkers).

Mitchell (3I Nortoa)
Duxtjury (^-V Norton) ; .

.

Kins (3 A.13.C.) I

7.—500 c.c. {Ope.n').

Mitchell (3I Norton)
E. Cowley (3] Norton)
.A. Strange (s'i James)

8.—600 c.c. (.Members),

Mitchell (3.'. Nortoa)
Whallcf (3 A.H.C.)
H. Whittiilier (3; Norton) i

Q.—600 c.c. (0!'en\ .

Mitchell (3! Norton)
E. Cowley (3i Norton)
E. Strange (3^' James)

10.

—

Unlimited (Members).

Mitchell (3I Norton)
H. Fox (5 .Matchless) '.

H. Fletciier (7-9 Rudge)

II.

—

Unlimited (Open).

Mitchell (3.! Norton) -. .

.

H. Fox (3 Matchless)
E. Cowley (3I Norton) ....,,

_ 12.—500 c.c. Sidecars (Ope.n).

E. Carter (3.5 O.C.-Japl i

Parkinson (3! Norton) i

H. Hebden (3 J Norton) i

13.—600 c.c. Sidecars (Open).

E. Carter (O.C.-Jap) i

H. Hebden (3^ Norton) i

i).

—

Unlimited Passenger.
Horrocks (10 Morgan) i

A. Marks (7-9 Indian) i

H. Fletcher (7-9 Rudge) i

15.

—

Light Cars.

. AIlsup (G.W.K.) I

.')4-3

I3s

195

4:

3f'-

50

57!

53.'

553

50I

50
53;
553

503

55
5;

50s
5^8

53l

15S
23

3/i

15!

33f

92
I3.V

I7g

40,1
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The A.C.U. Committee Meeting at Newcastle.
Lieut.-Col. A. E. Davidson, D.S;0., elected Chairman. Taxation Discussed—a Flat Rate

of 4id. per Gallon on Petrol Probable. The Question of Lighting.

CONSIDERING Newcastle is sepa-

rated from the Auto-Cycle Union
headquarters by some 300 miles, the

second meeting of the 1920-21 Session,

which was held at the County Hotel,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Friday last, was
quite w'ell attended. Considerable credit

is due to Mr. Quintin Nicol for his work
in entertaining the members and arrang-
ing everything possible for their comfort.

The early part of the meeting was
conducted under the able chairmanship
of Mr. W. H. Wells, who read messages
of regret from those unable to attend.

These included the President (the Hon.
Sir Arthur Stanley), Mr. S. Shrapnell-
Smith", the Treasurer, Messrs. J. St.

John, D. H. Noble, R. I. M. Samuel,
F. H. Bevan, Otto Thomas, J. Sim-
monds, Duncan Watson, V. Horsman,
F. A. Hardy, F. S. Whitworth, and
Capt. Geoffrey Smith. He then proceeded
with the first iteip on the agenda, the
election of a chairman. It is with great
pleasure that we have to announce that
Lieut.-Col. A. E. Davidson, D.S.O., has
been electsd to fill this important post.

He has been closely connected with the
Union for a considerable time, having
served on the General Committee for

many years. His work in connection
with the introduction of motor cycles

into the Army and on the committee re-

sulted in his being elected a Tice-presi-
dent of the A.C.U. during the Avar. The
announcement of Colonel Davidson's
election was received with applause on
his occupying the chair then vacated by
Mr. Wells.

An Important Amendment.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough then made
an interesting statement on the questions
relating to the taxation and lighting of
motor vehicles. He pointed out that the
Government had based their conclusions
on eri'oneous information, and an amend-
ment by tlie Motor Legislation Com-
mittee was now likely to Jncet with sup-
port in the House, and to stand a good
chance of being passed. This amend-
ment suggested a flat rate of 4|^d. per
gallon on impoi'.t^fl motor spirit, and that
the local taxatioii licences should be in-

creased by 50 per cent. To this the
Auto-Cycle Union agreed, but intended
iu lay stress on the tact that the licence
duly on lightweights should remain at
£1. Tlie Secretary also pointed out that
this amendment, if adopted, would bring
sufficient funds to tlie I\linistry of Trans-
port.

So far a>« lights were concerned, it was
propo.sed that motor cars should carry
only two head lights of a certain power,
but that motor cycles should be provided

with only one head light half the power
of one motor car head light. This was '

most unfair, and the Auto-Cycle Union
had suggested that the motor cycle head
light should be equal in power to one car

head light. Jlr. Loughborough then an-

nounced that the Ministry of Transport

had statcid that the matter would receive

due consfderation. He also referred to a

model Road Traffic Bill which showed
promise of being favourably received, and
made, among other useful suggestions, one

that the existing speed limit should be
abolished and prosecutions issued only

against those drivers who were alleged to

have driven to the common danger.

(Cheers.)

No "Champion" Scheme.

Several matters arose out of the reports

of various Competition Committees placed

before the meeting, and among the most
important of these was the referring back
of the Championship Sub-committee's
report. This means that the scheme for

selecting a champion for 1920 ' will be-

rendered inoperative, as it was felt that

the idea would favour the trade rider and
would leave the private owner quite in-

capable of bringing oft' the championship.
The question of the date of the Midland

C.A. and A.C. trial was then discussed,

and it was pointed out by the secretary

that no change of date was possible. The
explanation appeared to- satisfy entirely

the representatives of the club concerned

who were present.

A vote of thanks was passed to the

chairman and secretary of the Competi-
tions Committee for the valuable work
they had done regarding the T.T. course.

The affiliation of twenty-eight local clubs

was then passed, and the new local centre

byelaws approved after a few minor altera-

tions had been made.
The question of the danger of motor

vehicles equipped with the steering wheel
on the left-hand side was then considered,
and the following resolution passed

:

" That in the opinion of this meeting the
use on British roads of motor vehicles
with their steering wheels placed on the
left-hand or near side is dangerous to

other road users and should be dis-

couraged." The resolution was strongly
supported by Mr. Harry Reed, who is

now motor expert to the Manchester
Corporation. He subsequently told us
that he had recently investigated a case
in which it had been proved that the
driver of. a sidecar outfit after passing
a tramcar had actually struck a left-hand-
driven motor car before the motorist had
seen him.

'J'ho last item on tlie agenda was the
appointment of delegates to serve on

the Council of the Roads Improvement
Association. Messrs. T. W. Lough-

borough, E. JSI. P. Birkam Moore, and;

Dr. A. M. Low were selected. Afteis

hearty votes of thanks to the North;

Eastern Automobile Association, coupled

with the name of JMr. Quintin Nicol, an4

to the chairman. Col. Davidson, thi

meeting came to an end and the memberi

adjourned to luncheon, to which theys

were entertained by the N.E.A.A. The|

chair was occupied by Major H. S.

Streetfield, chairman of the N.E.A.A..
Committee, and there were present thei

R't. Hon. the Lord JSIavor of Newcastle,

the High Sheriff, the "Chief ConsUble,
the Town Clerk, the City Engineer, th^
County Surveyor of Durham and New
castle, the Chairman and Secretary ol

the N.E.A.A. Motor Cycle Board, ami]

representatives of the firms of Messrs.

C. T. Mailing and Sons, and Messrs,

Swan, Hunter, and Wigham Richardsonj

Ltd.
There were no toasts and the chair-

man on rising said the welcome was
. quite an informal one, and remarked iM

the conrse of his speech that anything?

he might say regarding the state of the

roads or the petrol tax would noti

influence the niuids of those present in

the least, and therefore he would sajs

nothing. (Laughter.)

Civic Welcome.

As an old cyclist, and as ari enthusiastic

motoi-ist, the Lord Mayor extended a;

hearty welcome, to the members of the
Auto-Cycle Union and wished it ever;

success.

Col. Davidson, in a brief reply—his
first public speech after his election toi

the A.C.U. chairmanship—said he was]
happy to visit Newcastle in better com-i
pany than on his previous stay which hei
had in 1911, during the Inter-club Tour
between the R.A.C. and the German
Imperial A.C, being surrounded with
our late enemies. He thanked the chair-

man and Lord Mayor for their kind
remarks, and Messrs. C. T. Mailing and
Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and Wigham
Richardson for welcoming them to their
works that afternoon. He also thanked
i\Ir. Quintin Nicol for the able way in

whicli lie had organised the Auto-Cycle
Union's visit.

In a deluge accompanied by tliunder
and lightning, the party left the County
Hotel ill a char-il-baiic, and were
shown over Messrs. Swan and Hnutei's
shipyards by Mr. A. Sliotton, who was
a most efficient guide. Later the party
were taken over Messrs. Mailing's pottery ',

works, and the afternoon proved to be
a most interesting one.

B.M.C.R.C. BROOKIANDS MEETING.
A very interesting programme has bccii

arranged foi' the fnuith nicniliers' nicel-

iiig of tile British IMulor Cycle Racing
Club to be held at Brooklands track on
Salurday, .July 17lli. The events incliido

ten mile HCiatcli races for solo and side-

car machin<^s of variou.s capacities, and
an all-cotiiei's' haudicaji over thi'cc laps
for mutiu' cycles of all classes and three-
wlieelcd cycle cars. The conniiittee of
the club has given careful consideration
to (he length of the programme, and the

^tait of the next meeting at 2.30 p.m.,
with the last race at 5 p.m. Entries \
for all the events close on Saturday ;

next, and should he directed without delay
to JMr. T. "VV. Loughborough, the Mill.
House, Warlinghani, Surrey.
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FINE PARTS-FINE WHOLE.
The Cleveland 20 is a beautiful machine to look at, but even so, the eye

alone cannot find all its merits.

To know the Cleveland thoroughly, it is necessary to know- the factory

that makes it — the ideals of the designer, the processes of production, the

tolerance on dimensions, the inspection of materials and the standards

of the organisation

.

Such an incidental as the thorough seasoning of cj'linder and piston

castings before they are machined is typical of the soundness and the

care that go into the develapment of every part ; and by insisting on

this care on all the parts, the Cleveland 20 comes out of the assembly

department as the sum total of its detail excellencies.

Manufactured by :

—

THE CLEVELAND MOTOR CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Cleveland, U.S.A..

Concessionnaires for British Isles :—

North Western Motors, Ltd., Nortoti Street, Liverpool.

J^OTOR.

ve
In ansiverijig t/ils advcriisemetit it is desirable to mention "Tlie ilotor Cycle
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ALLEN-BENNl
5,000 TYRES

(EX-GOVERNMENT - STORES)

ALL BRAND NEW AND FRESl STOCK
ALL EXTRA HEAVY

26x21
Our Price :

BELDAM - - 46/- -

List' Price L

67/6

J5 MACINTOSH - - 45/- - 65/-

?> 6ATES - - 48/- 72/-

»» SPENCER-MOULTON 46/- - 70/6

26x 3 X 21 CLINCHER-DE-LUXE 50/- 67/6

28x3 DUNLOPS - - 50/- 83/-

>5 WOOD-MILNE - 48/- 87/6

JJ KEMPSHALL - 47/- 81/10

>» MACINTOSH - - 47/-
,
82/-

5> BATES - - 55/- 91/6

>) MOSELEY - - 47/- 83/-

>> CLINCHER-DE-LUXE 46/- 80/-

COMPARE OUR PRICES !

CARRIAGE PAID ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST REMITTANCE

TRADE SUPPLIED

9
lllllllllll

-10-11
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

9

mill

ROYAL PARADE
iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN

Qz() I li unyiViiiiKj (/lis (id vri(it>i'Hii'Ht it is (Idniidlilc to tiirti/ ion "'/'Ac Motor Cj/ftt.
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DALJON
LIGHXNES.S WITH STRENGTH
POWER WITH LOW PETROL CONSUMPTION.
HIGH SPEEDS WITHOUT EFFORT.
CONTINUOLIS RUNNING WITHOUT REPAIR BILLS.
A SUPER ELEGANT MACHINE GIVING A VERY LOW,

COMFORTABLE RIDING POSITION.
. : i

.

THESE ARE THE POINTS TO WATCH

!

" AND YOU POSSESS THEM ALL.RIDE A

Model "

llllllll I Ul.llUtll'l'

21 h.p. Sporting.
UllllllllUIIIillllllllll I

IIKIIIIlllllllllllllllllltirU: =ll(IIIIIIIIIIIIJII]ll IIIIIIIIIIIIIJI1I.IIIIII1 I llltiiiii iiiiii|]itri)iiiiiiii:iliit^-

MODEL *'A" SPORTING. -

21 h.p., 2-spesd, hand c'utch, k'ck s art,

special y tuned " Blackburne " enjine,
footrests. etc.

Price 95 Gns.
MODEL "A" TOURING.'''

23- h.p,,2-speed. hand clutch, kick start.

extra strong frame, "Blackburne"
eng ne. footboards,
AN IDEAL -MACHINE FOR
LIGHT SIDECAR WORK.

Price 95 Gns.

MODEL '*B."_

4 h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick

start, extra heavy frame, foot-

boards or footrests, "Blackburne"

engine.
PRICE

- 110 Gns.

iiii.iinh'i){;iim!iiiiiii:iiiiiiai:|iiiniiiiitiii[iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiM{tiiin!iiiiiiiiiiii

MODEL "C."

5-7 H.P. "COVENTRY
VICTOR " engine, specially built

for heavy sidecar work.

THE MACHINE YOU
CANNOT OVERLOAD.

Price and full specification on
completion ol final test.

nil] II1IIIIIIIII iiiiii;;ii';iilllillilllllKil'liiinilll:iiiliiilllii:iiiil

Full particulars, with specification, from the MANUFACTURERS :

THE DALTON MOTOR CO., Ltd.
7, 17 & 19, JOHN DALTON STREET,

^^u MANCHESTER. "

^•^..^^^1...^.
WORKS & GARAGE: STRETFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER, 'Phone: 5990 Central.

AGENTS' APPLICATION'S INVITED.

In artswerinej this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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Beaumont Lightweight Models

BEAUMONT B., BlackUme 2| h.p.,

Burman 2-speed, clutch and kick start 95 gns.

BEAUMONT A, Arden 2i h.p.,

Burman 2-speed, clutch and kick start 75 gns.

BEAUMONT W.R., Wall 2| h.p.,

Roc 2-fpeed . . 65 gns.

.BEAUMONT W., Wall 2| h.p.,

single gear . . . . .... . .^ 52 gns.

BEAUMONT MOTORS (Leeds) Ltd.,

CLEOPATRA WORKS, HAREHILLS, LEEDS.

MIDLAND
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
TUBES AND BELTS.

PRICES.
26x2i
26x24

55/- 1

67/6 f

per cover.

NOTE: USE "AERO" GOLF BALLS.

MIDLANDS i GUARANTEE
MEAN MORE MILEAGE * TO SATISFY EVERY CUSTOMER

THE MIDLAND RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Head Office and Works : KYLAND STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
Londin
Dublin

36. Causton S:ree^, Westmin ler, S.W.I.
12, Great Brunswick Street.

CYLINDER
CASTINGS.

GREINER'S BELGIAN
CASTINGS ARE THE BEST.

TO MANUFACTURERS—
Production Increased
and Scrap Reduced
to a Minimum.

Ask the man who
machines and com-
pare the output.

R. H. SYMONDS,
Army and Navy Mansions, 109, Victoria St., S.W.,

Solo 15iiUsh Agent for the above, cnii deliver with-

out delay, and rcnpoftfuUy aolicits cnquirie.'j whieh
shall receive prompt and careful attention.

Here's a List

of Reliable

Machines that's

well worth con-

sidering

In some cases we can

offer immediate
delivery—in others we
are now booking orders

for delivery in strict

rotation at makers

current list prices.

Milkers' L-st for any of these

mnchincB pout free on applicntion to;

A.V. Monocar
American Excelsior
Beardmore-Precision

Brough
Coulson
Cedos

Henderson Four-cylinder
J.E.S. Motor Cyclette

L.M.C.
Martinsyde-Newman

Metro-Tyler
Wilkin

SIDECARS:
Bowser
Canoelet

Calland & Lee
Grindlay
Henderson
MiUford
M.P.
Patey
Swan

ACCESSORIES and
TYRES in great variety.

J. BLAKE & CO.
LIVERPOOL:
MANCHESTER:

110-112, TBold Street.

33, Blackfriars Street.

C.jO /ii iiji!'ir<niuj ///(,>'(, ml i-i:iliKi:iiirntii it In i/ci<iiiilili In iiirnlion "Tim iVutur C'l/clc.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs oJ under 8 words

are ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable_^^—STcoT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.^—

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertissments m this section should be

aoootnpaniei with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUJVIBERED ADDRESSES.
^ For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at
"

'J he Motor Cycle" Oflice.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray tlie cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement cliarge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
will appsar in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Re(?Ues to Box Nvynber advertisements containing

remittances shonld be sent by tegisleied post, but in alt such

cases it is advisable to make use 0/ the Deposit System.

In the case ol motor cycles ofTered lor sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine

oHered may be seen and tried.

IW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing ttiemselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and il a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to ;fio, a

deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ;fio

and under £so, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under£75, 5/-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, A %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
oriiers should be made payable to Iliffe &. Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

eacli one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C. 3h.p., biaud neiv; £155.-1, Hill Ed., Lve.
[X5180

CEOW Bros., Guildford, can offer early deliveries of
A.B.O. Xo premiums accepted. [1634

BRAND new A.B.C., speedometer, equipped, list.—
Box 5,786, c/o T?te Motor Cycle. [3557

A-B.C., very small mileage, with Smith speedometer.
—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [3299

A.B.C., unridden, delivered this week; first cheque
£148.—Box 115, c/c The Motor Cycle. [X5329

"I
020 A.B.C.. new May. milease 100; £150.—Gos-

-t»^ ling and Son, Marellam-le-Fen, Boston. [X5370

^tOaucAt^^

WWrnm
S3C3C

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES
for

Genuine 4, 5, 6, & 8 hp. J.A-P.

Parts. No waiting—parts for-

warded by return on receipt of

cheque or cash.

THE
FOLLOWING NEW J A.P. PARTS

IN STOCK

:

FOR 4, 5, 6 & 8 H.P. ENGINES:

Piston Rings each 2 ;-

Gudgeon Pins , , 2/8

Gudgeon Bustles ,
2/-

Crank Pins „ 3/6

Pulley Bushes „ 3 /-

Gear Bushes , 3 /-

Big-end Bushes 3/6

Gear Side Bushes 3 /-

Pulley Side Bushes 3/6

Valve Springs 3/6

NEW SIDECARS FOR IMMEDATE
DELIVERY:

B.S.A. Sidecars, No. = 842

WAUCHOPE'S, No. I £25 10

WAUCHOPE'S, No. 2 £24 10

WAUCHOPE'S, No. 3 £23 10

WILLIAMSON Sidecars £28

Sidecar to fit Harley-Davidson £37 10

FLYING MIDDLETON (second-hand) .... £16 10

Wicker Sidecar (second-hand) £10

WAUCHOPE'S (second-hand) £23 10

Sidecar to fit Harley (second-hand) £20

CANOELET—Touring, Racing, and Minor Models,
new and second-hand.

Also large variety of Lamps, Horns,

Speedometers, Windscreens, Hoods, Pillion

Seats, and Sundries of every description-

List on Application.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

Thone : Uotborn jj U .

I rams: Ofji/tccr. t*'ieet. Lin, lot

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuijiber at the end o£ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1(Q20 A. B.C.. new, just delivered. Lueafi hoiii: £150.
-l •/ —140, Hoiseley Fields, \Volverliami)ton. LX5311

NEW A.B.C. Motor Cycle, just delivered; list price.-

G. W. Green, Millgate, Thirsk, Yorkshire.
- [X5144

1 Q20 A.B.O., fnlly equipped, beautiful condition;

-Li/ best offer.—Alderton, 23, Hardwicke Rd.,

Reigate. ,
[350"

1 Q20 3h.p. A.B.C, brand new, in stock at list price.

i-fJ £150.-Wnlbro Motor Cj-de \Vpil;s, Satfron ^\ iil-

den. 'Phone: 45. [X5351

A B.C. Motor Cycle, immediate delivery, unused;

list price, £150. — Arthur Lyon and Wrench,

Ltd. Victoria Rd., Willesden Junction. [3345

A.B.C, delivery guaranteed this month; will transfer

option foi: cost of odveit. plus £5 deposit paid

to agent.—Box 5,799, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3697

DELIVERY of the A.B.C Motor Cycle from stock.

Distributers for the county of Lincoln.—The Spa.d-

ing Motor Co., Ltd., Pinchbeck St., Spalding 'Phone:

144. T.A. : Service. \.00\5

AB.C 3h.p., brand new, mileage nesligible, lamps,

tools; what offer above £150; would consider ex-

change late G.P. Morgan, cash adjustment.—Bo.x 121,

c/o The Motor Cycle. 1X5425

AB c —The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,

distributing agents lor Oxfordshire, North Bucks.,

and North Berks., can give immediate delivery of one

new T T model, and have several July deliveries still

open -Phone ; 35 Bicester. T.A. ; Integrity, Bicester.

Please ask for our July bargain list, which gives par-

ticulars of 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible

figures. [3534

AB C Combination, 1920 standard model, with selni-

TT bars, special A.B.C. Swan sporting model

sidecar, electric lighting outfit, not dynamo, Stewart

horn. Smiths trip type speedometer, mileage less than
300" condition as new; cost about £210; best offer

accepted.—The Layton Garages. London Rd., Bicester.

T\- Intcritv, Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester.

Picase ask for July bargain list, which gives particu-

lars of nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible

figures. [3533

Abingdon.

ABINGDON Combin.ition, 6-7h.p.. in stock; ^189.--

Frank Whitworth, New St., Birinmgham. [X5251

ABINGDON King Dick S'ih.p., 2-speed. hand con-

trolled clutch, perfect running order; £45.--

Paddon, Golspie, Sutherlandshire. [X5170

4hp Abingdon, 1914, sports model; bargain, £45;
machines bought or sold.-Call or write. Black

Horse, Reigate Heath, Reigate, Surrey. [3334

31h.p. Abingdon (King Dick), 2-speea, Bosch mag.,

2 B and B., good condition; £35.-Apply after /,

or write' E.A., 12, Elphiiistone Ed., Wiilthamstow.__^_^

Acme.

Tft20 Acme Combination, delivered last week, cost

ia£215, must sell this week; S195; appointment

only.—17, Gordonda'e Rd., Wimbledon Park. [3089

ONE 6-8h.p. 1920 Acme-Jap Combination, C.B.

sidecar, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed spare wheel;

list price.-Jackson, 635-7, Ecclesall ?ld., ShetheW.^

NEW 1920 Acme Sh.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine.

3-speed, kick starter, detachable and mterch.ange-

able wheels, spare wheel and tyre; £213; mimcdmte

deUven-Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor

Co., Astou Rd., Birmingham. \iita

A.J.S.

1 020 A.J.S. Combination, equal to new.-Pickering

Lu Mara»l, Shrewsbury. l^^""

/-I ROW Bros., Guildrord, A.J.S.. agents and experts

V^ since 1912, accept no premiums. laaaj

rQ13
A.J.S., 2-speed, all on, perfect, solo £88; sidwar

fT £4 extra.-50, Addcrley Ed., Leicestei. [3259

1Q16 A.J.S. Combination '? P"|,f' ,5'?"= ro'll?
Iff after 6; £115.-69, Charlotte St.. W.l. [2337

-IQ15 6h.p. A.J.S., complete, lamps, spare wheel

ly etc ;
£l48.-Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [X5337

A J S 1916 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, all acres-

sSrie-.-l. Birches Barn Rd., Wolverhampton [3405

BRIGHTON Hove and district A.J.S. agents.-^Tur-

pin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

ATS Combination 1920. brand new; £220.—Ben

A Erin 6™ \Val°aU Rd., ISridgtown, Staffs. 1X4972

A.J.S. Spares. prompt delivery.-Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. :
Parts^

6hD AJ.S. Combination, complete with lamps;

bargain, £95 or offers.-Crown Garage, Cannodc^

A .J.S. Combination. 3 speeds 1915 sound conditi^on;A £100-51, Maplethorpe Rd.. Thornton Heath.
[6230

A J S Combination, immediate dehvery.-A J Young

and Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket. Phono:
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q20 A.J.S 6h.p. Combination, delivered March
J-t? lOUi. done 500 miles; £228.-32, Wycliffe Rd^
Battersea, S.W.ll. - L27fc0

BRAND New 6h.p. A.J.S. CombiDation, delivered I

this week, never been used; £235.—Box 5,820,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [3319

-a 20 A.J.S. Combination, delivered June, lamps
Xt7 and speedometer; £256.—Pritchard, Hillside,

Johnstown, Wrexham. [3097

0.a]a.p. A.J.S., 1913, 2-speed, clutch, rebushed, new
/W4 chains, carburetter; £37.-11, Lalor St., Fulhara

Palace Rd., Fulham. [3507

A.J.S. 1913 2^41i.p., S-speod. K.S.. eluteh, au<l Canoe-

let sidecnr: woulfl sepiirate; £85.-21. Barmouth
Rd., AVandswoith, S.^Y. [2676

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. C.B. Combination, lamps, horn,

and wind screen, pull anywhere top gear; £127.—
261, Mitcbam Lane, Streatham. [3489

A.J.S. SpecinUsts. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
ton St., Walsall [Tel.: 444). can give iavouiable

deliveries of these grand combinations. [5760

WAUOHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
oh.p. A.J.S. combination. 1918, detachable wheels,

free engine, kick start, accessories; £185. [9769

"I Q16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable
-fl- *y wheels, splendid running order ; £140 ; first

cheque s.ecures.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0239

1Q15-16 A.J.S, 6h.p. Combination, splendid condi-
-i-t/ tion, little used, climbed Porlock, Lynton hills;

£140.—Ajello, 35, Chepstow Crescent, Bayswater. [2595

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, delivery due from makers
XU this week, fitted with all electric lights and
hora: offers.—Box 5,763, c/o T/te Motor Cycle. CD]

[3517

A.J.S. 1916 4h.p. Combination, new Kasting wind
screen, 3 lamps, 2 generators, detacJiable wheels;

£110, or offer.-W., 45, West Sq., St. George's Ed.,

S.E.ll. [2456

A.J.S., late 1919 combination, 6h.p., spare wheel,
wind screen, Lucas head lamp, tail lamp, horn,

and tools, as new.—Careless, Cartwiight St., Wolver-
hampton. [X5363

~|Ql-4 A.J.S. 6h.p. and Sidecar, E2068, exceptional
Xt/ outfit, just overhauled thoroughly, condition ex-

cellent, one owner-driver thrpugliout; £120. Or
will Bell

J Q20 A.J.S. eh.p. Combination, delivered May, un-
Xi/ scratched. Lucas lamp set juf^t delivered, spring
seat-pillar yet to come fiom makers, outfit fully in--

sured 12 m'onths; offers.—Shepherd, Abbotsmead, Weep-
ing Cross, Stafford. . [3316

£180.—A.J.S. combination, all complete, practically

new, Luca.s lamps, horn, pillion seat, etc., green
model.—Miller, 62, Hampstead Ed.. N.W.I 'Phone i

North 1519. [2321

A.J.S. 1919 November Combination, 3 lamps, horn,
speedometer. Tan-sad, hood, and cover, spare

wheel and insurance policy; £215.—A.J.S., Pinehurst,
Headley, Hants. [3656

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1913, Mills-Fullord sidecar, speedometer,
Lucas lamps, Klaxon, Cameo wind screen, 2

new tyres, all in excellent condition; £120.—Rutt,
Contractor, Alton. [2910

LATE 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, black and
gold, detachable wheel, spare wheel, lamps,

almost new condition ; £195.-626. Lea Bridge Rcl..

Leyton. 'Phone : Walthamstow 8O0. [3605

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-A..T.S. 1917 eh.p.

combination, Lucas dynamo lighting; £170, or '/!

down and 12 monthly payments.— 9-10-11, Royal Parade,
\V. Croydon. 'Phone: Oroydon 2450. [3566

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, with Lucas lamps and
Xt/ horn, wind screen, spare wheel, delivered May
19tli, only ridden 700 miles, as new; £245.—Apply by
letter to Morrison, 117, Greenvale Rd., S.E.9. [2554

A.J.S. 19191/2 Combination, black and gold, perfect
condition, small mileage, .spare wheel with unueed

tyre, kimps, speedometer, mechanical horn ; £195, or
nearest offer.—The Gables, Constable Rd., Ipswicli.

[3312
A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, spare wheel,

wind screen, hood, lamps, horn, tools, pump, inter-
changeable wheels very good engine; beat offer over
£130.—Dnvies, IJryncot^h Smithy, Llanbrynmair, Mont-
Kf'Mierysliire. [1186

"I Q20 A.J.S, Combination, June, done 300 miles.
-l V hood, hood cover, screen, spare wheel. Lucas
I.-impR. Cowcy speedometer, horn, etc.; oHera.—A.B.,
39. WcKtijonrne Ternice Nortli, Paddington. "Phoiif :

Padd. 3418. [5175

OH! A.J.S. with Gloria Cane Sidecar and spring
Busiicnsion chassis, Easting screen, siicedometer,

horn, lamps. Palmer cord tyres, Bplcntliil touring
mnunt, in excellent condition; .£130; any trial.—
Grifiln, High St.. WlrI, Mailing, Kent. [2575

A.J.S. 1917 4h.p. with Coachbiiilt Sidecar, in tnod
condition, Lucas lighting set Jvnd horn, compu^tc;

Ail30. Hunbearn 1916 2V^h.p., with LucaK Hghllng
Hi-t and hnrn; £120; trial niven.—Smith Bros.,
Iliuiliigo Contractor. J'cncombo, Worcester. rX5176

. 1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination. miikcrn' Rpeciflcatlr'n,
Xc* spiire wheel, wind Hcrccn, lighting avt complclt!,
nil IooJh and nccfisHorleB, watch, upccflomcter, oyer £15
extra «p!ircB, very carefully treatdd. any trial by ap-
pnlntmfrit; Richrnond, Hurrcy; £220.—liox 5,791. c/n
The Molar f'l/rlr. f35Gl

-'
'"''' miHiimiiiii

^°"^~

&sm
^OR MOTORISTS

83-91, John Bright St.

Phone: Mid. 29 10-291 1.

'Graph ;
" Lytcar, B'ham."

Immediate Delivery
From Stock.

H

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Edmund
Calthorpe

Enfield

James
Connaught
Metro-Tyler

(Type S)

Autoped ** Shooter
>f

Early Delivery
of

Sidecar Combinations

Indian

James
Enfield

Blackburne

Rover

SECOND-HAND.
ROVER, 31 h.p. 1919 Model,

3-speed - , - - - £110
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p. 1918-19

model, spring frame, with-
out rear carrier. No
equipmertt ... £125
Sidecar to suit ... £42

SIDECARS.
HENDERSON, CANOELET,

MILLS-FULFORD.

ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

P. J. EVANS.

MOTOR CYCLES FDR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, late 1919, engine No. 11519, run
1,680 miles, standaid equipment, also Lucas big

bead liglit, elet-tiio side and rear, with 3-cell dry battery,
Luc.as horn, Eunniksen speedometer, Tan-Sad (unused),
tvres nnimuc'tured, perfect order; bougbt car; beat offer

over £210.—Jameson, Kenton, Northumberland. L3116

1 Q 16 A'.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, black and gold.
J-tf complete with electric lighting, Stewart speed-
ometer, mirror, spare wheel, coach sidecar with hood,
screen, luggage carrier; this outfit is one of the makers'
very best, and is in absolutely perfect condition, any
stiff trial, will drive up to 100 miles to purchj^ser upon
receipt of cash; £150; privately and carefully owned.
—Keen, Broad St., Leominstsr. [2733

Aldis.
ALDIS-PRECISION 3,'2h.p., 1914, Philipson, Bosch,

B. and B-, new tyres, low position, fast; £50.—
Porch, No. 3 Coy., Sandhurst, Camberley. [2516

Alecto.
ALECTO Sl-zli.p., 2-stroke. 2.speed, kick starter,
t\. brand new; £87/10.—Lambert's, Ltd., Thetford. ,

[2542

Alldays.
LLON 2'4h.p., late 1919, only run 200 miles; £50.

-Tilleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [347g

ALLDAYS 1920, .2-speed, uncrated; list price, £85;
first telegram secures.-Allen, Hairdresser, Onndle.

[2684
1Q16 Alldavs-Allon, 2-speed, 2-stroke, perfect con-
-I-«^ dition; £40.—Box 5,669, c/o The Motor Cvcle.

[2284
i):3h.p. Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, as new, any trial,
/W4 all accessories; £48.—Stone, Broomhill, Cannock,

[X5145
ALLDAYS Allon, deliveries from stock.—Hewin's

Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Totnes.
[2654

ALLDAYS Matchless and Sidecar, just overhauled;
must sell; offers.—H., 113, Burnt Ash Rd., S.E.

[2583
ALLON 2%h.p., speedometer, all accessories, perfect

condition; £.6.0.-7, Cleveland Rd., Acton Green,
W.4. [2409

1Q20 Alldays Allon, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick starter,
J O lamps, accessoiies, as new ; f75.—Dosser, Slingsby,
Yorks. [319S

NEW 1920 Allon 2-sr)eed, ' hand clutch, kick-starter,
horn, etc.; £79/10.-365, King St., Hammer-

smith. [3224

ONE 1920 Alldays Allon, 2-speed. 2-stroke; list

price; immediate delivery.—Morriss, 139, Finch-
ley Rd., N.W,3. [2579

1 Q16 Countershaft Allon, new condition, mechani-
X«7 callv perfect: £50, or near.—Lurcock, Bostor\
St., Hanwell, W.7. [2961

ALLON, 1920, 2-speed, hand clutch, kick-start, not
ridden 100 miles, 3 weeks' old; £75.-158, Nor-

wood Rd., West Norwood. t2993

ALLDAYS Allon. 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2.fitroke,

perfect running order; £50.—Write, 37, Manor
Rd., Stoke Newington, N. ,. [3jl5,

1 Q20 Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, K.S., clutch,
1-iJ in running order; £75, or near offer.—Brooker,
300, Southampton St., S.E.5. [2403

ALLON 234h.p., 2-Bpeed, countershaft, splendid con
dition, accessories, long exhaust, evenings; £45.—

74, Dollis Park, Finchley, N.3. [2987

ALLDAYS Allon 2?4h.p., 1918, 2-srecd, C.S., drip
feed, just overhauled aud re-enamelled: £58.—

tjoocle. Prince of Wfllefi, East Mole^ey. [311{>

ALLON 2-3troke, luxurious mount, aluminium discs,

Tan-Sad pillion, lamps, etc., all as new; SOgns..
or ofiers over.- 89, Loxellti Rd.', Birmingham, [X5243

ALLON 1920, brand new, 2-stroko, 2-speed and
.

clutch, kick starter, just arrived, at maker's
price.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[2473
ALLON (Sept., 1919) 2^,h.p., 2-specd. clutch, kick

c^tarter, lumps, horn, tools, piuup, mileage under
500, as new; £65.-10, Eorest Rise, near Whipps Cross,
15.17. [2501

ALLON 2'4'h.p. 2:«troke, 1920 model, electric light

and all accesworios, mileage 200, owner buying
combination: price 75 gns.—Apply to Bull Garage, Cam-
bridge. [2510

I'
ATEST 1920 2';h.p. Alldays-Allon, 2-speeds, kick

-J starter and clutch. 3 weeks old, used few times
only; £75.—Glyndhursl, Audlcy Rd., Saflron Walden,
Essex. [X5295

10 20 (May) Alldays Allon, 2-fipeed, clutch, kiclt
t/ starter, leg-shields, mechanical horn, tools, oondi-

tinii as new; £85, no offers.—V. Bill, 4, Austin Friars,
Stafford. [X6271

ALLDAYS-ALLON 1917 2\,h.p., 2..spoods, enamel,
nickel, new, perfect ciuiditinn, fully equipped,

lamps, etc.: £57.-38, (Jrosvcnor Rd., Cniswiok.
'Phcuo: Chiswick 1516. [3725

ALLDAYS 2'!4h,p.. 2.stroke, enuippcd, 1914, but
mileage under 700, perfect tnroughout; £40, or

exchange with cash for 4Vth.p. ; evenings.—53, Hunger-
lord Rd., Camden Rd., London. [3302

BzS All Icttci'g I'cliitiiig to iiilvci'tlHcinentc, .should auotc the luinihcr nt the crul of tiich iidvei'tiHement, nnd the diitc of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson

1020 4h.p. Coulson B, niilease 300, as new; £112.—
lV 4, Taunton lUl., Bridgwater. [3769

^OrLSOJf B., 2^ih.!>.. 1920. just deliverefl: 95gns.,
~y plus carriage.—RL'Uown Motor Co., South Bridge St..

lathgate, Stotlond. [S5179

COUESON B., 1919, 2=jb.ii. Blackburne engine, 2-

speed, spring frame, perfect order, fast; 85 gns.—
C. Bristol University. [3273

COUI.SOX B, B'ljh.p., spring frame, Blackburne
engine, delivery from stock; 95 gns.—Clark, 7,

Ssbibitiou Rd., South Eensington. [3432

I O^Q Coulson B, 2-speed, immediate delivery; list

lO price; £97/10.—A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd., 75,

Ubany St., Eegent's Park, London, N.W.I. [0225

r^OULSON B. 2^4 and 4h.p. models in stock, 2-speed
^ gear, spring frame. Blackburne engine; at manu-
acturers' list prices; easy payments 4% extra.-Harrods.
jtd., 118. Brompton Ed., London. [2172

I Q20 Coulson, with 2^4h.p. Blackburne engine, spring
i-iy frame. 2 speeds, lamps, born, Bonniksen speedo-
neter, any trial; after 6 p.m.; 90 gns. or near offer,

^orne. Corner House. Dollis Park. Church End, Finch-
ey. [3015

Coventry Eagle.
1020 3'2h.p. Coventry Eagle, 3-speed model, just
i-V delivered.-12. Bridge St., Cambridge. [2662

COVEXTKT EAGLE, 2-stroke Villiers engine; £65.
-Albert Bug. Co., 70, Albert St., Rugby. [X5302

COTBXTRY EAGLE-J.A.P., 1920, 2=/ih.p. 4-stioke,
clutcli. E.S., Sturmey 2-speed, accessories; £80.—

?rowder. 258. Victoria Ed., Aston, Birmingham. [2443

COVENTRY EAGLE, 1919, J.A.P. 2''4h.p., 2-speed,
condition as new, complete with spare new belt,

amps. horn, pannier bags; £65.—Horton, Main St.,

Jarlton, Notts. [2898

pOTEXTET EAGLE 2?ih.p., 2-speed, Sturmey-^ Arcber gear, kick start and clutch, T.T. or tour-
ng bars; £90; new.—Frank TVhitworth, Ltd., 139, New
it, Birmingham. [X5248
"lOVEXTEY EAGLE, Villiers (April, 1920), not done
^ 400 miles, unscratched ; cc<st new with spares and
ccessories £73/10: expert examination invited; no
easonable offer refused.— Gist, 9, Ervnmorgan Terrace,
'eny-bont, Abertillery. [2707

Coventry Victor.
"iOVEXTEY VICTOR 5-7h.p. Combination, 3-speed.^ clutch, kick starter. 1920 model; £160.—Webb.
;, Sylvan Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [2603

Cygnus.
"(YGNDS-J.A.P. 3>,ih.p., 2-speed, all-chain drive.^ spring frame, excellent condition: £55.—Rising
un. Hotel, Buryfield, Berks. [2213

Dalm.
>h.p. Dalm, Amac. E.LC perfect condition; £32.-1,
-> Othello St. Liverpool. [2246

De Dion.

LSh.p. De Dion Cycle, two wicker bodv sidecars- £18
4 —Box 5,697, c/o The Motor CylU. [2460

De Luxe.
r\E LUXE 2"!ih.p., 2-stroke. Druids, Amac, E.I.C,
«-' Palmers, splendid condition; £35.—Thomas and
Gilbert, 13, Union St., Smethwick. [2336

jab.p. De Luxe, enamelled red, E.I.C, Sensprav, drip*4 teed, lamp set, born, long exhaust, as new- £45
)argain.—Greet, Council School, Warwick Rd , Bir-
nmgham. [2968
rvE LUXE Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed and
^-^ clutch, tpring frame, electrically equipped, good
^yres, 1 brand new John Bull, machine thoroughly
>verhauled; £120. or reasonable offer.—Bann, Edles"-
-on Rd.. Crewe. [3341

TVE LUXE 2?ai.p. 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed counter-
*-' shaft, new last month splendid bill-climber, trial
niywhere, £65; also pair latest double Druid spring
orks, new, suit 3Vjh,p., £6.—Simmons, 26 Leckwitli
Place, Canton, CardiS. [3370

PJE LUXE 1920 new 2'ih.p.. 2-stroke, E.I.C. mag.,
*-' Amac carburetter, variable gear pulley, semi-
r.T. bars, Pedley grips, polished aluminium discs,
tnee grips. long plated exhaust pipe. Brampton forks,
^unlop tyres, mechanical horn, tools, plated head
amp, generator, tail lamp, very fast sporty machine;
£60.—Bate, Croftside, Knutsford Rd., Grappenball,
iVarrington. [2182

Diamond.
DIAMOND, new 2-stroke in stock; £63.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Ed., South Kensington- [3433
r\l-A!M01SD 2-stroke. single gear, good machine, re-
•-' liable and fast; £45—Moss. Wem. [X5410
nVRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model^ Diamonds.—Chapel \3h, Wolverhampton. [2266
rvIAMOND-J.A.P. 1919 23ih.p., 2-speed. perfect-^ condition. lamp and horn; £75; after 6 pm —
itacy. 29. Kempshott Rd., Streatbam. [2176

I
Q20 2^4h.p. Diamond-Jap, latest Sturmey-Archer 2-

'-«-' speed gear, clutch, kick starter, cost £95, never
idden; £82.—Box 5,768. c/o TM Motor Cycle. [3610

Sole Distributing Agents for tlie

D U Z M O
for London, Heitford, Bedford, Middlesex, & Surrey*

We are also Agents for the following Machines

:

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,
LEA-FRANCIS.

1920 MATCHLESS Comb., Model H. Lucas
accessories, Watford speedometer,
shop soiled Offers.

rgso ENFIELD, 2-stroke £75
1920 RUDGE-MULTI, LO.M. type LisL
1920 WOOLER £98
J920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke,

2-speed. In stock List.

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
leKshields, fullv equipped. In stock . List.

1920 COULSON-B., 2}h.p., Blackburne,
2-speed. In stock £88

1920 COVENTRY-EACLE, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, kick-starter,
and hand control clutch. In stock . . £87 10

1920 fiat twin HARLEY-DAVIDSON
and sporting Sidecar, lamps, horn,
speedometer, run 800 miles £178

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, electric
model, fully equipped —

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, Black-
burne engine, run 200 miles, all

accessories £1 20
1920 EXCELSIOR, 23 h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed £68
1920 A.8.C., privatelv owned, just delivered —
1919 6 h.p. ZENITH, original tyres,

plating and enamelling as new.... £130
1919 GARDEN Monocar £145 Q
1919 (late) COULSON, 2i h.p., Blackburne

engine, D.A. lighting set, speedometer,
legshields -.- £100

B.S.A. 4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps,
horn, speedometer, ftondscreen, Tan-
Sad, perfect condition. In stock . . £125

r920 LEA -FRANCIS, 3* h.p. M.A.G.
engine, fully equipped 120 gns.

1920 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-speed, clutch £100 6
DELIVERY SHORTLY.

DUZMOS. READING STANDARD
JAMES 3i h.p. twin and 5-6h.p. twin.

Lapge Stock of 5-6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or COMBI-
NATIONS, 1918-1919 and 1920.

CAMPING OUT
For HOLIDAYS.
TRY IT. IT PAYS.

See "The Motor Cyc'e," May 13th,
page 535, or write us for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS
92, Gloucester Road,S.W,7.

Telephone: Kensington 6^12.

Telegrams : Efembalmot, Southkens, London.

pioDrictbri-- Erlinj L. Newbmix Cobbett

&- CSdric Crp'irliw.'&ite-

MOTOR, GYGL/E/ DEPT
The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

DIAMOND 1920 2-stroke, single-speed model, as new,
mileage negligible, condition guaranteed; price

£56.—The Layton Garages. London Rd., Bicester, or

90. High St., Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester,

piione : 35 Bicester. Please ask for our .July bargain
list, which gives particujars of nearly 50 machines, all

priced at lowest possible figures. [3538

Douglas.
"VTOFFAT, Douglas Expert, Yeovil.

NEW 1920 Models, 4h.p. combination £170, 2'ih.p.
W. 20, £100 and £105.

TUMEDIATE Delivery. Why ivaitf

TITOFFAT, Yeovil. Tel.: 50 Yeovil. [5698

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane. Ltd.. Douglas Special-

ists,

^h.p. Comoination. 1920 model; £170.

\T7"E Stock Everything you require for your Douglas.

O/t. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
r^^ 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0012

4h.p. Douglas Combination; £120. — Pickering.

Mardol, Shrewsbury. [3302

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £155.—Box 119.

i-tJ c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [X5359

Oiib.p. Douglas, 1914; £50; in good condition; after

/*4, 6.-38, Newstead Rd., Lee, S.E. [28B1

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combin.ation. 1917-18; any trial:

£85.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [2486

CLEARANCE : Wind up.—Brand new Douglas, '^O.;.

£69.-Reynolds, Waterb«ach, Cambs. L344<!

-| 020 Douglas Combination, brand new; list price.--

Lu 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3547

1Q19 2--ih.p. Douglas, as new, lamps tools, etc.;

ly £8o!-80, Streatbam High Rd., S.W. [^358

Ah.v- Douglas. 3-speed, clutch; £80; after 5 p.in.--

4 Parsons, 44a, The Mall, Ealing, W.5. [3192

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination; £100-59, Palfrey

Place. Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [2743

BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents.—

Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., BngTlton

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., army rebuild, practically unriddeu ;

£75, lowest.-Bisbop, luffley At., Gloucester.
[X5175

O50.—1915 2'>lh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, good tyres, horn,

ofe splendid condition.->King. Bgrove Farm. O^'ord-

£52.-51, Jta'plethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath.
-pvOUGLAS 2%_b.p,, 2 speeds. T.T., 1915. not Army;

T~VOUGL.AS_Combination, ljte^l?]8^y'5'^°yYlll"i^!i'
not W.D. ; £120.-

[3235
auled,

2, Hillfleld Rd., Cricklewood.
[3709

4h p Douglas Combination, late model, condition os

new; £130.—Bex 5,787, c/o The Motor Cycle
[3558

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-ereed. Bosch. Amac, good Tun-

ning order; £33.-63, Arbngford Ed., Bniton^^^

DOUGLAS 1916 W.D. Model, perfect condition

throughout; £56.-202, Munster Ed., Fulham^^^

DOUGLAS 2-;ih.p., 2-speed 1914-15, new Dunlops:

evenings; £58.-66. BoviU Ed., Forest Hill. s.K

DOUGLAS 23^h.p.. irants putting together; £12/10.

-Johnston, 216, Rodney Hut, Crayford, L-ent
IZbla

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., uncrated last May. everytlung

perfect; £60.-271. Camberwell New Rd., S^E.^5^

1 ai8 Douglas 2-y4h.p. 2-speed, fast, enamel and plat-

lying unlcratched; 62 gns.-144, Ladbroke Grove

DOUGLAS 2^1h.p., perfect condition, overhauled;

£45; titer 6 p.m.-Knight, 107, Whitfield St..

W.l.
'

[2263

1 rH6 2'jih p Douglas, buffer head, sound mechanical

ii/ condition; £58.-76, Herongate Ed.. Wanstead

Park. [^5^5

1 O20 Brand New Uniised Douglas Combination, 4

-LtJ h.p.; best offer over £160,—West, Bladon Wood-

stock.
'^'^°

DOUGL.AS 2')4h.p., 2-speed, 1915; £55.—Cambridge
Automobile Engineering Co., Hobson St., Cam-

bridge. [3642

1 016 Douglas 23^h.p., in first-class running order,

Lu as new 45 gns.—53, Pelham St., South Ken-
sington. [2191

DOUGLAS 23^h.p. 2-speed> exceptionally fast, smart
machine, all accessories: £56.—179. Brixton Rd..

S.W.9. [2604

DOUGLAS 1914 23;ih.p. 2-ppeed Model, excellent

condition throughout.—Parker's. Bradshawgate.

Bolton. [X5303

1 012 Douglas, 2 speeds, recently spent £15 ou new
Lu parts, runs beautifully; f42/10.—Craivley. Saffron

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the end of each

Walden.

advertisement, and the date ot tbe Issue.

[2348
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TVOIJGLAS 1916 2'!4h.p.,

DOtJGI.AS 111. p., 3-Fpee(l, etc,

away; £76: after 6.~Bo\(

mailers' colours, splendid
condition ; 50 gns.—103, Thuriow Park Rd., West

Duhvich. [3064

1 Q16 Douglas, 2">jh.p., 2-speed, lamps, unscratched,
J- «? perfect order ; 55 gns.—Lynton, Park Crescent,
Finchley. [3366

DOUGLAS 1913, Bosch, requires new carburetter,
recently overhauled; £40.—Haslewood, E.M.A..

Wodlnich.
'

[X5217

DOUGLAS 1916 2^4h.p., makers' colours, splendid
condition; £53.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,

riydenliam. [3065

good condition, ride

Bovett, 147, Southampton
St.. S.E.6. [2884

1 t|20 23^h.p. Douglg?, 3-speed, as new, lampn, horn,
J-«^ knee-grips; £102.—Crook, 136, Harrowby Rd.,
Crantham. [3386

DOLTGLAS 254h.p., 2-sEeed, 1916 model, as new.
60 gns.; alter 5.—IT, Lancester Ed., Stroud

Green, N.4, [1010

1 Q17 4h.p, 13ouglas Solo, makers' colours; fine condi-
J-«/ tiou; £80 -Write W.M.B., 65, King's Hall Rd
Beckenhom. l3730

1016 2^4h.p. Douglas, guaranteed, perfect condition;
X«/ £60.-18, Quen's Gate Mews, Gloucester Rd.
Station, S.W. [9835

IQIB 2^^4h.p. Douglas, just been overhauled, con
J-*/ dition like new; £55. — 257, Cavendish Rd.
Balham, S.W. [33S3

1 QIS 2^/lh.p. 2-speed T.T. Doug-las: and accessories,,
-•-"in good condition; £60.—Seen Bounds, 223, High
Kd.r Kilbum. [2496

1 019, Nov., Douglas Combination, latest clutch, fully
J-O equipped, trial; £160.—Dalby, 5, Craig ,St.,

Peterborough. [3122

DOUGLAS 2%ih.p., W.n., uncrated, little used, con-
dition like new, engine No. 38655; £75.—'Phone :

Hamp. 7822. [3682

1Q16 2^/ih.p. Douglas, buffer forks, makers' colours,
-It.' lootboards, perfect condition; £50.-49, Well St..
Hackney, E.9. [3457

1 014 Douglas 2^,ih.p., fast, splendid
.*-*' stored during war; £58/10.—Sunny
lingham, Cambs.

DOUGLAS 2>^h.p., almost new, slightly incom
plete; £10; evenings.—26, Kilravock St., Queen's

condition.
Dale, Wil-

[3039

Park, Paddington. " [2180

tfJ3b.p. Douglases, completely overhauled, enamelled,
'^4 makers' colours, new tyres; £65.-3, Courtlandt
Av,, Lee, S.E.12. [2948

1 019 4h.p. Dougl.ls Combination -and accessories, in
i-if good condition; £147.—Seen, Boundfi, 223, High
Ud., Kilburn, N.W. 12498

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1917 Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, excellent condition, all on; £11"

Kirkdale, Sydenham.
10.-60a,

[3737

03.h.p.^ Douglas,

DOUGLAS 2J-4h.p., perfect running order, 1916, fast,
B. and H. lamp set; £55, bargain.—Fairland, 180,

Oirt Kent Rd., S.E.I. [2838

_ .
„ood condition, ride away; first

cheque for £18; must sell.—Gratbon, Oxford
St., Burnham-on-Sea. [2222

£49.—234h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, speedometer,
horn, excellent condition, makers' colours.—119,

Sutherland Av., W 9. [3719

DOUGLAS, 2->ih.p. 1915, with light sidecar; £70;
exchiinge or half down.—Bunting's Motors,

Wealdstone, ^larrow. [3416

1Q11 Douglas 2Jih.p., excellent running order, horn,
X«/ footboards, new lamps, tyr&, belti £33.—19,
f'Jxning Rd.. PlaLstow. [3162

3jlh.p. Douglas, late 1915, perfect condition, lamp,
4 horn, etc., long exhaust, footboards; £55.— 12a,

Xew Dock Rd., Llanelly. 1X5538
DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3 speeds, requires few parts to

complete, very eood condition; £50.—Hole. 129.
Park Lane, Carshalton. [3017
1020 New 41i.r. Douglas Comhinatione in stork: list
J.*/ price; seen any time.—Bounds' Garage 223,
High Rif., Kilburn, N.W. [2497

DOUGLAS 1915 25/,h.p. Motor Cycle, 2-Bpecd, tyres
as new, complete: £52/10.-6, Ini

HToad St., Golden Sq., W.
gestre Place,

(3744

pvOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand nc
--' just arrived, at makfT's price.— Wilkf

' ppr^ite Olymplii. London,
ins, Sinipsii

12476

1Q16 2'ih.p. Douglas, condition and appearance
•.^ perfect; £52.-Richardson, Vrcde, Station Rd.,
HyMcct, Surrey. Kvenings. [3207

Oi'iP. Dougl.is. W.D.. 1916. excellent coDdition,
"W'l new P. 11. larop»; £56.-- F.ntwiste, I. Countess
It'.-, Kcnlif.h Town, N.W. [3208

|

DllIKiLAS 2-|ih.n., 2-«peod, 1910, e57/10,-Newn-

'

hum Jfotor Co.. 223. Hunimer«ii|Jtli J,{d.. i\ .6.
Clicne: Hammert'mitii 80. ll.t,..

1 Q20 2';ih.i.. Dougla«. 3-«pecd, chltch, K.8., mileaRc
-»«' 600. Miller larnijn grips. Klaxon; fillO-.f.. 3.
P.lcnhciifi Mount, Mi:idf(pr(J. |.1.'",0H

Delivery froi« stock

TRIUMPHS
iQr8-Tq, 3-speed,' countershaft, clutch, kick-starter.
Thoroughly overhauled, re-euamelled and plated
in makers' colours. Guaranteed mechanically

perfect.

From £90.

DOUGLAS
W.D. Mod'^l, 2j h.p., 2-speed, fully re-conditioned
and overhauled. Finished in makers' colours.

Guaranteed mechanically perfect.

From £65.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE.

DIAMOND, 2} h:p., 2-stroke. Stunney-Archer
2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

ALECTO, 3.V h.p., s-stroke. 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter.

We :re Sole Agents for the=;e. machiaei, and
invite enquiries.

-

NEARLY NEW.
1920 DOUGLAS Combination, complete with

puinp, tools, head lamp, and generator,
not run loo miles £t70

iqig TRIUMPH and Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar, complete with all new accessories £145

1919 TRIUMPH and new " Speedy " Model
Sidecar, fully equipped andieadyfor the
road. A really sporty turnout fiMO-

191 7 B.S.A., all-chain drive, just over
hauled £92 13

1917 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, finished
Service green £83

1915 P. & M". Combination, in good rminiag
order, finished Service green £100

1916 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., re-enamelted
and plated as new £65

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
No. 2 Model, coachbuilt, underslung, bul-

bous back with locker, spring seat

and back, upholstered in best Pega-
moid. Strong and well-made chassis.

Complete with tyre £28 1

Speedy Mode) (or Bird-catcher), the ideal

Sidecar for sporty Triumph riders.

Specification as above. Complete
"

with tyre and tube £24

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

{"^o vards from Clapham Common Uudergroun I

Station.)

li^,\ All Icttci s relat)n>; to ndvcrtlscmtints mIiouIi) i|Uf>te Ihc iiumher ui the end of eticit

motoe: cycles for S.4LE.

Douglas.
"T^OITSLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1915, 3-fpeeil, clntol
Ji-'' kirk-start, disc wheels, lamps, etc.; £110.-151
Xonrood ltd., We?t Konvood. [299

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, good, condition, fool

i"tonrds. including kimps, horn, etc.; £40.—2J
Melbourne Av., West Ealing. [221'

OSh.p. Douglas, late 1914, 2 sipeeds, excellent cond'.
^4: tion, just overhauled, lamps, etc.; £56/10.—IQC
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. [290

D.OITGLAS 2^.Ui.p., 1916, W.n., uncrated 1919. eon:

plete, lootboards, speedometer; after 6.30.— 9t
BMrbage Rd., Heme Hill. S.E. [243

1019 4h.p. DougTns, fully equipped with P. and B
-^«-' lamps, horn, etc, excellent condition, tyres good
£98.-13, Ho]>T\-ell St., Oxiord., X520'

1 Q iSVi? Douglas 4h.r. Combination, many improi^
-^ •-' uients, excellent condition ; £140.—Hnber
NichoIIs, Brorastone, Eroodst^ir*5. [218

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.. uncrated June. 1919, perfect an<

unscratched'; any trial; £58, bargain.—37, Streat
ham I'laee. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [310(

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., clutch, and K.S.. small mileage
exreptional eondition ; £67/10.—Winkivorth, River

side House, Staines. 'L'hone: 98. [310(

1Q14 Douglas, 2';:ih.p., K.S., clutch, and 4in. Drura-
-i- iy mond lathe, exchange for C.B. cumbination.—
14, Farm Rd., Crombie, Fifeshire. [285'

4h.p. })onglas, good condition, powerful, kifk st^iiiter

lamps, good tvres, disc wheels, etc. ; £96.— A. W".

7. Miutern St., New North Rd., N.l. [245£

DOUGLAS 1920 (April) 2^a^i..V: 3-speed. peifcct
condition, lamps, not run 1.000 miles; £96.—

Tabb, Baths Cottage, Tenbury Wells. [2523

1 Q19 Douglas 2^^h.p., 2-speed, mileage about 300,
JLi' beautiful and perfect machine; £72.-60.
Wallingford Av.. North Kensington. [290£

LATE 1919 234h.p. Douglas, lamps, horn and all

accessories, perfe<'t; £85.-36. Pelham St., Soutfli

Kensington. 'Phone : Kensington 7213. [2867

33.h.p. Douglas, 1919, 2-speed, in splendid cond*-

4 tion, with first-class accessories and spares;

£e5.—The Gratwicke Garage, Worthing. [2279

GIBB, Douglas Specialist. Gloucester, gives personal

attention to all orders. All spares at makers' prieea

stocked. No profiteering.-'Phone : 852. [6340

"IQ19, Late, Douglas Combination,, latest clutch, in

-i-V excellent condition, lamps, horn, tools, etc.;

£140.-Tucker, 94, Redcliff Hill, Bristol. [327$

1 Q16 2v'4h.p. 13onglas, in good condition, complete wit&
-Lv lamps, eto., tvres nearly new; price £65 nett.

'Phone: 2451.-63, South End, Croydon. [2675

DOUGLAS 2^Ah.p. 1914, Bosch, footboards, lon«
copper exhaust, splendid condition, stored 3 yeajs

new crankshaft; £58.— Phone : Esher 249. [323ir

D,OUGLAS, 1911, engine reanires correctly timing,'.

otherwise perfect and complete; £20.—Particulars,!

Bury, The Green, Easton, Wells, Somerset [274.4

1 020 New 2^4h.p. 3-speed clutch ,ind kick .stnitef

Lt/ Model W.20 Douglases in stork; list prii^e.-

Bounds, Garage, 223. High Rd., Kilburn. [3421

TQ20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, complete, P.H,
-Lif lamps, Easting wind screen, Klaxon, perfect 1

dition; £165.—Aimytage, Waterside, Liphook. [2612

TO 17-18 Douglas 4h.n.. 3-speed, clutch and kick-
Xi/ start, fine condition, and smart appearance;
£87.—A. Brown, 2. Austin St.. Shoreditch. E.2. [3233

DOUGLAS 1915-16 2^4h.p., as new, lamps, horn,
pump, etc., £65; also Thomson-Bennett mag.

for twin, £5.—Paulks, Homestead, Radlett. [2477

DOUGLAS 23,,h.p., 2-speed. thoroughly overhauled,

perfect condition, like now; £65; seen any time.

—Erans, liondon House, Madeley, Shropshire. [2615

DOUGLAS Combination, 1914. wicker sidecar, pillion

seat, new tyres, just overhauled, mauy spares;

£75.—Hurley, 265, High Rd.. Kilburn. N.W. [X538&

TWO Douglases, both 2-speed, linnps. hnrn, footrests,

long exhaust.'f, discs; biirgiiins, £48 iind £52.—
Racrrs. 5, Spenecr Paik, Wandsworth, S.W.18. [2420

SPORTING 1918 4h.p. Douglas, like new, £6;
speedometer. T.'P. bars, disrs, long exhaust, Binks,

etc.; £89.-9, Rt'tl HiM. Bas.sett, Southampton. [3040

DOUGLAS 2yih.p„ 1916, fully equipped, excellent
running order; no reasonable offer refused;

titter 5.—T.II.S., 126, Finborough Rd., S.W. 10. [2416

WAUCHOPK'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, K.O.4.—
4h.p Douglas combination. 1917 model, £120;

iiUo 4h.p. Douglas combination, J920, £170. [3747

BRAND New 1916 Douglas 2";:ih.p., £75': nho
another, reeonstructod. imd cQ\ial to new, £65.—

Walter Scott, 109, Goldhurst Terrace, llnmpstead, N.W. 6.

[2457

1 019 4h.p. Donpln.i Oombinntion, in BiiotlGss cnndi-
1 »/ tion, as new. only done 500 miles; .£146.—
If.hoslm Motor Co,, Hank Mews. Romford.. Tel.: 95.

[9724
DOUGLAS 1915 2'.ili.p., 2-npccd, iuat overlianlcU, new

' lioivy Dunloii tyres, new HiiddU), and Imrn ; £6S;
Hccn lifter G p.m.— 18. Oailliud Rd., Byfleet, Surrey.

123734 h.p. 1918 DouK'laR Coinbiniitlon, perfect eondition
thronKhout. hood. Hereon, tool»; £115; really smart

|(.t- aftrr 7 p.m.— 68. BiirriiiKton Ud., Eiitt liiixton.
[2915

aOvertlsement, and the dnte of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OTTGLAS. 2"'^h.p., perfect conflition, late madel,
very last, lamps, ete. ; £60, including insurance

:y.—Woodhams, Uphousd'en, Ash, Canterbury.
[3074

OUGLAS, 1915. 2"-4h.p., 2-speed. lamps, foot-

board's, horn, splendid running order; £53.—Con-
.oner, 13, Kilmarsh Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.

[3202
DUGLAS. 1917. 58 gns. ; 1915 ditto, 52 gns.;

ladv's ditto, 42 gns.—Garage, 5. Eglon Me\Ys.

cley Rd., Primrose Hil) (near Chalk Farm Tube).
[3495

VO 4h.p. Douglas Combinations, 1918 and 1914;
I £115 and £75; two 2iih.p. Douglases, 1916 and
I, £63 and £53.-374, Grove Green Ed., Levton-
e. [2084

JTJGLAS Combination, December, 1919, mileage
about 700, unscratehed, Imnps, Jiom, wind screen,

ranee; £149.—"Workman, 54, Baxter Av., Southend
ea. [2561

kl6-17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick start, Douglas sidecar, smart turnout, in ex-

nt condition throughout; £105.-18, Wherstead Kd
ich. [2786

.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, new C.B. sidecar
Watlord speedometer, horn, 3 lamps, electric
gas, all spares; £165.-44, Atwood Rd., Didsbury,

ichester. [3499

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, equal new,
! extra finish, trial, examination; 100 gns; ap-
^ itment. — Particulars, 2, Napier Bd., Bromley
; imon, Kent. tjr

[ OUGLAS 1920 2^;h.ip., brand new. Model W20.
j. 3-sp3ed. clutch, and kick starter, immediate de-
ry at maker's price.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
mpia, London. [2474

: OUGLAS 4h.p. ComHnation, late 1919. wind screen
and electric light top-hole condition ; be;t offer

1' £125 secures.—\Ya Iter Cottage, Builder, Coul.'^don

Ime: 281 Parley. [2183

OUGLASES 25^h.p. always !•> stock at competitive
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satiir

3.—Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
m Tube Station). [0151

tion, in good condition
fitted with accessories and

!lng wind screen; £167.—Seen Bounds, 223, High
E:ilbarn, N.W. . [2494

OUGLAS 1916 254Ji.p., 3-speed, foot and Laud
clutch, footboards, leg-shields. lamps, speedometer
many spares; £70.—Hewiu's Garages, Ltd., the real
ice firm, Taunton. [2653

OUGLAS. 1916, 2^,4h.p., W.D., makers' colours
mileage 500. new A.L. lighting set, horn; £65;
trial.—Wall, Kingslev House, Drayton Green

-t Ealing. W.13. [3705

OBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, £.nd alway;
know of the best 2^4li-P- Douglases in Lon4lon.

ry machine specially selected and tested. See under
suiting Engineers. [2127

;
OUGLAS 2-?4h.p., 1915, all accessories, nearly new

tyres, perfect order and practically indistinguish-
3 from new; £55.-5, Cromwell Mews, South
isington Station. [3388

OUGLAS 4h.p. CombinatiMi, new, only run 100
miles, perfect: cost £170; immediate sale to

rest offer.—67, Torridge Rd., Thornton Heath.
3ne: Croydon 1603. [1045

OUGLAS 2^h.p., 1915-16, 2-sperdi lamps, speed-
ometer, mechanical horn, footboards, heavy Dun-

, knoe-grip6, mechanically perfect; £64.-76, Cricket--
1 Rd., Clapton, E.5. [3061

OUGLAS 25:ih.p., W.D.. uncrated 1919, lamps, horn,
heated Amao carburetter, Thomson-Bennett mag.,

tchinsons, perfect condition; 66 gns.—32, Durant;

|20 4h.p. Douglas Combinatio
" Only done 1,000 miles, fitted

,, Ponder's End, N. [3189

(OUGLAS, new 4h.p. combination. £170; 23^11 p
with clutch, £105; second-hand W.D. models

ellent condition, £58. £63.—Clark
, South Kensington.

Exhibition
[3434

,OUGLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination, 3-speed, perfect
condition, new gear box, clutch, and tyres, lamps,

Q; any trial given; what ofEeis?—75. Cambenvell
ve, Camberwell, S.E.5. [2251

lOUGLAS. 2")4h.p., 3-speed, 1920, T.T. bars, disc
wheels, long exhaust, special Douglas lamp set, not< 1,000 miles; £100.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the

,
service firm, Taunton [2652

lOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new condition, elec-
_

trie lighting, speedometer, legshields, '

fully
lipped, condition guaranteed; bargain.—Challen",
sh Rd., Woking, Surrey. [3338

(OUGLAS 25^h.p., 2-speed, mechanically perfect.
last, Lucas head lamp (new) , speedometer, all

er accessories, Dunlops good; £52, offers.—R. Pack,
pe House, Sunningdale, Berks. [2407

OUGLAS 2^.p. (Sept., 1919). 2-speed, speedometer,
lamp«, tools, footboards, splendid condition, very

ifully run in ; £75 ; owner buving comliination —
Criflel At., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [2367

a.p. Douglas Combination. Sept.. 1915. in mar- I

velloas condition, repainted, cost £11, recently
rhauled. Lucas horn, lamp set. splendid hill-
Qber; £105.-12, Hilldrop Rd., N.7. [2976

CARBURETTERS

for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO -STROKES.

Type B.S.V.

Variable Jet Model

As used by Mr. E. A- McNab
on 21 h.p. WOOLER, 27th

May, 1920, creating

11 WORLD'S RECORDS.

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.
Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

J
1 Q17 2'-4h.p, Douglas, 2-speed, buffer head, tyres
J-*^ and belt nearly new, tank makers' colours, just

[been thoroughly overhauled; any trial; £55.—Learned,
Greenbank, Monument Green, Weybridge. [2875

1 Ql9 2%h.p. Douglas. 2-sp.?eds, been stored, giiar-
-Ltf iiuteed not been 200 miles, just as received
from makers, not a W.D. model, equal brand new;
£80.-49. Hip.'i St.. Saffron Wulden, E«5ses. [X529o

4h.p. Douglas 1917-18 Solo, £60; 4h.p. eombinations,
£68 ; only 10 lelt ; cannot repeat at fhis price

;

a few 23rth.p. Dong:lases Ipft. £40 ; come early.—J. J.
Dooley. 53, Killyoii E^., Clapham, S.W.8. [3466

DOUGLAS 1914 2y4h.p., 2-speed, maker.-!' colours.

P. and H. limiting set, horn, etf., long eshaurit,

Boscb watertight. Amac. very fast; £48/10.-1, Albert
Cottages, Marlborough Kd., Old Kent E4., S.E.I. [2893

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 2-speed. 1919, T.T., tyres equal
new, splendid condition throughout, P.H. lamps,

horn, and accessories, ready ride away; bargain, £80.—
Bawn, 1, Spring Gardens, Longerott Ed., Devizes, Wilts.

[2421^
DOUGLAS 1915 2%K.p.. Amac, C.A.V., just over-

hauled, rebushed throughout, new cyl., chain
and sprockets, just fitted, lamp. Klaxon, guaranteed
perfect, full kit and spares; £60.—Allen, Hydro, Rhyl.

[3081

IT Appears Eidiculoua to Advertise v^hen you nave
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at oisce it you want de-

lireiy— Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196. Cheltenham Ed..

Bristol 10016

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1917, vital parts

1920, twin, countershaft 3-5p:ed, lamps complete,
Montgomery uuderslung. all fine Londition; 125 gns.-
T. Burgess, Hill Cottage, Sussex, or trial, London,
July 3-4. .[2178

"1 Q20 41i.p. Douglas and twin-seat Montgomery sidp-

JB-J7 oar, both delivered new Easter, mileage under
200 engine No. 10156, unscratehed, condition better

than new, owner-driven; il65.—Newman, Misterton,

Somerset. [3163

DOUGLAS 2^,ih.p., August, 1919, long exhaust, speed-

ometer, horn, lamps, full accesf^ories ; first cash
over £72 secures; seen Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
-Write or call, L. West, 71, Norbury Crescent, Kor-
bury, S.W.16. [2340

4 h.p. 1917 Douglas Combination, just overhauled,
engine splendid condition, tyres good, complete,

2 generators, speedometer, Watlord trip, tools complete,

idecar in good order; price £100.—Ivens, Bacombe
Cottage, Wendover, Bucks. [2210

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919-20, dutch, under-
shield, leg shields, 4 lamps, discs, all new tyres,

wind screen. Bonniksen speedometer, horn, extra air,

condition like new, engine No. 9082; £158.—Eobinson,
73c, Portsdown Rd., JMaida Vale, W.9. [3082

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
latest type clutch, fully equipped, ready for the

road.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2643

DOUGLAS 234h.p. 1916, 2-speed, knee-grips, P. and
H. 127 head lamp, miiTor, pump, etc.. tyres

eood, engine mechanically perfect, T.T. bars, W.R.S.
variable jet, fast, reliable machine, any trial; £60.—
Ruddock, 3, Forest Laue, Stratford, E.15. [2631

DOUGLAS 4h.-n. 1918 Combination, sidecar, 1920, 3-

<?peed, kick start, just overhauled, F.E.S. lamp set

[twice ^ised), sidecar and rear lamp set, heavy Dunlops
and Clinchers as new, all in perfect condition; £135, or

near offer.-Edwards, 6, King St., Cwm, ilon. [2336

101-6 Douglas 2-^4h.p., perfect condition, stored 3
At/ years, better than new, 3 speeds, plated lamps,
flywheel and long exhaust, Cowey speedometer, leg

shields, Tan-Sad. footboards, etc., very fast, only wants
seeing; £90.—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane Chiswick. [2301

DOUGLAS 2^4.h.p., 1915. 2-speed, front .and rear light-

ing, polished aluminium discs, trip speedometer.
Klaxon, footboart^, miidshields, new saddle, good tyres

and t:>elt, full T.T, bars, rubber grips; any examination;
must sell- £63, or near.— 147, Ancona Ed., Plumstead.

[2929
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Late 1917 Coachbuilt Combina-

tion, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, fully equipped.
3 lamps, horn, tools, etc., tyres nearly new, mechani-
callv and paintwork as new; a remarkable bargain,
only wants seeing, £110.-59, Aytoun Rd., Brixton.

[3072

1 Q20 2S/4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start.

J- 1? Stewart horn, Cowey speedometer, P. and H.
lamps, complete with spare valves, plugs, tools and
\.>elt, delivered March, mechanically perfect; £115.—
Write, P., 26, Guildford Rd., Stockwell, S.W.8. or

call after 6.30 p.m. [2503

DOUGLAS, 2Hh.p., actual machine mentioned by
Douglas Motors, front cover June 24th. splen-

did condition, Star engine, 2-speed. Amac. Bosch, foot-

boards, new heavy tyres, fully equipped, . expert in-

spection invited: best offer over £60.—Penn, Y.M.C.A.,
Greet, Birmingham. [3636

DOUGLAS 1914 S^ah.p., T.T., 2-sp3ed, Bosch, lamp;.
Klaxon, Dunlops, long exhaust, plating an i

enamel new, appearance and sound condition through
out guaranteed, exceptionally fast, reliable and eco-

nomical 'bus; 65 gns.. nearest; no dealers.—Pinswood,
Oxford Rd., Chiswick. 'Phone : 7€0. [3718

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and iiic aate oi t,(e tsaUS BS5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

41i.p. Douglas Combinatiou, 20;8;i9. electric ligliting,

hood, screen, speedometei . 2 horns, spare belt,

chain, valre, cover and tube, all tools, absolutely per-

fect condition, imdershield, luegage grid, and hand con-

trolled clutch have been fitted, £30 worth o(. acces-

sories, and very small mileage; nearest £165.-24. Hunt-
ingdon Ed., Cambridge. [X5401

A X/LEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Douglas. Several
-ti.; 1916 reconstructed 2^4h.p. models, all overhauled
in oTir own workshops, re-enamelled and plated: £70.
Several 1918 reconstructed 4h.p. solos as alwve, £95:
several 1917-18 combinations, reconstructed, £120, or
-., down and 12 monthlv pavnients.—9-10-11, Royal
r.arade, W. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3569

DOUGLAS, 2-";4h.p.. all-black W.D. model, scarcely
used, makers' original enamel, engine No. 29768,

frame 29500, 2-speed gear, Amac carburetter (1919),
Thomson-Bennett mag., leg shields, footboards, number
plates, brand new heavy Dunlop tyres, with braua
new Henderson lightweight sidecar; £95, or withi.iit

car £75.—Apply, Dr. X., 130, Harley St. Tel. : 4940
Paddington; Seen 1 minute from Regent's Park
Station, after G.30, or earlier by appointment. [3623

DOUGLASES.—We are in a position to supply you
with rebuilt Douglases, gu<aranteed as new, engine

new, tanks, wheels, frame, toolbags, carriers, handle-
bars, and tyres. We give a full guarantee to replace any
defective parts found. Terms £10 with, order; re-

mainder when machine is ready for despatch ; delivery
in about 14 days ex works. Our price is £80.—R.ti.
Motor Works, Offices 36, Frogmore St., Bristol.
Works : Boar's Head Yard, College Green. Communi-
cations to Offices. [0219

Duzmo
LEIOESTEE and County Agent for Duzmo's 3;.5h.p.

and 8n.p. sporting, overhead valves.—The T.T.^
Xaylor's Garage, Anstey, Leicester. 'Phone: 52. [6535

D.UZMO 3y2h.r. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Orders in

strict rotation. Deliveries commence July.—
All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach and
Seed, 16, John Dalton St.. Manchester. [6272

Bdmtind.

1 Q20 Edmund, 2^/4h.p. J.A.P., new stock; list pricei
-L" —Exeter Motor Cycle Co., 28, Tavistock Rd..
Plymouth. [X5383
33.b.p. Edmund Lightweight, Levis engine, spring
4 frame, Enfield 2-speed, lamps, splendid solo

mount; £55.—Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6:
[2906

EDMUND-J.A.P., 2%lh.p., spring frame, believed
1917, overhauled, Lucas lamps, pump, tools,

pannier, enamel, plating, and tvres good; anv trial;
£67.—L., 4, Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill, N.W.2.

r3200
EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminated

spring frame 234h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stroke
model, £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear.
—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X4730
EDMUND, J.A.P. 2';4h.p., spring frame model, 2,

speed, chain-driven with cush drive; one only,
slightly used specimen, condition and appearance as
new, fully guaranteed; present price £92; accept £76.
—The Layton Garages, London Rd,, Bicester. T.A. :

Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. Ask for our
.Inly bargain list, which gives particulars of nearly 50
machines, all priced at lowest possible figures. [3539

Enaeld.
ENFIELD Brand New 1920 2-5troke in Stock, makers'

price.—Moss. Wem. [X5407

3ah.p. Twin Enfield, 2.speed; £40.—Pickering,
4 Mardol, Shrewsbury. [3303

3ill. p. Enfield Combin.ition, 2-3i, 'ed, F.E., new S.C—
2 320, nit'h St. Poplar, B. [2593

13,
sey. X.8. [2617

ENFIELD 2-stroke. brand new; £70.—Lunt, Dene
Cottage, Boreham Wood, Herts. [X5417

6h.p. Enfield, excellent condition; £150.—'W.P.H:,
Waldoyranc Rd., Hornsey. N.8. [!

ENEIElS) 2'z',h.p. 1914 Twin, recently overhauled
£40.—Balshaw, Langclifie, Settle. [3050

IQ20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new: £220.
J-*' —Evcson, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [3454

IQIS 6h.p. Enfield Combination; £115: after 7.15.
J-«^ —119. Hitlier Green Lane, Lewisham. [2720

1 Q16 3li,]). Enfield, in gnnd condition ; £63.— Seen
J-J' Bounds, 223, IIIkIi Ud., Kilbiiin, N.W. [2495

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, brand new, 8li.p. ; £195.
JLtJ —89, Oak Lane, Briullord. Tel.: 2190. [3291

I^NFIKLD Combination, 6h.p. ; a bargain; £84.—
-J Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon<lon.

12469
ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-Kpecd, Bosch, perfect order, ride

away; £36.-4, Briar Rd.. Cricklcwood, N.W.
[2293

ENFIEI.D 2.8lrok«. 2.»pecd, late 1919, mileage
under 800; £50.—Puelney, Walton.on.thc.Nazc.

.„ (3043
I^NFIKLO Combination, lamps, spocdomoter. Ilinks;
1^ any trial; £126.-38, Agincourt Hd., Hnmpslead.

[3076
IJ'NFIKLT) 1920 2-«trnlir., jii^t lli'livnreil, nut un-
J-i irack.-d: £72/10.—ICSu, Lower Oluptoii Ud.. K.6.

_ [X5321
/^NM 1920 RnfleUl, 2-»neod, 2-»lrokc; list firicc;
^^ immediate Uclivory.—Morrl»«, 139, Fini-liley Rd.,
N.W. 3. [2580

Motor Cycle
is dear at any price,

and an unsuitable one

is little better.

All our staff are experienced

riders—let them help you
in your selection. After

exhaustive tests, we have
selected a machine of each

class, every one the ideal

for the work required.

We recommend:

2-'Stroke Lightweight

21 METRO-TYLER.
4'Stroke Lightweight

2i COVENTRY-EAGLE.
Dual purpose

3i COVENTRY-EAGLE.
Sidecar twins

"AYRES-LAYLAND."
"MARTI NS YD E -

NEWMAN."
"AMERICAN EX-
CELSIOR."

"HENDERSON."
'

A selection of overhauled
guaranteed machines always

in stock.

SB
Brook Motor & Eng.

Co., Ltd.,

308, Deansgate, Manchester.
"Phone: 3861 Central.

new tyres; £58.-167, FallsbrookJ-J horn,
Streatham.

THREE Enfield Cgmbiuntions, one. 8h.p,, two 6lJ
prices £150 and £165.—374, Grove GreeQ»^ff

Leytonstone. [gf

ROYAL ENFIELD 2^«troke, 2-Riieed. 1919. condj
fis neTi- ; £60; no dealeiti ; alter 5p^m.—1. Co'

St., Tooting.

ENFIELD 1920 2-sfcroke. brand new.- just ar^
at maker's price.—Wilkins, Simpson,

Olympia, London.

ENFIELD 1916 2-3troke. 2-speed, chain drive-;"
—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd, (oposite-

'

Fflrm Tube Station).

ENFIELI1 3h.p., 1918, 2-speed, K.S., lamp^,,
t( olbags, condition as new : £70.— Goode,

ol' Wales. East Molesey.

ENFIELD Bh.p,, as new, with lamps, speedoH
etc., small mileage; £200.-74, Arthur

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield. m

... . £60.—Rushbrooke, 93, St.imlor^^
London. , ^a
"P^NFIELD 3h.p,, green jnodel, 2-sp^ed, lamp^j

rQl5 Enfield Twin, 3b. p., excellent condition^
*" equipped ;

" " ' '
"

"
'

- ^'^

Wimbledon Park, S.W
ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916

excellent condition, lamps
wood Rd. West Norwood.

[31

2-speed, kick-start*
etc.; £60.-158, j;

[2!

ENFIELD avih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, late mot
mileage 500; £67/ 10.-Halifax Motor Exchao

Union St. South, Halifax. [2i

ENPIELD. just delivered, ai4h.p., 2-speed; ;

price.—Cambridge Automobile Engineering (

Hobson St., Cambridge, [3i

ENFIELD 2i4h.p., 1920, 2-stioke, 2-speed, ;ts &
mileage xmder 500. with lamps and horn : £7i

60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham. [3*;

ENFIELD 2^ih.p., 2-?peed, Mck-stait; £40.-Ne\
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W

'Phono: Hammersmitn, 80. [11

ENFIELD 3h.p. .Twin, 1915, 2-spoed, recently a\

hauled, new tvres, electric ligbting»; £45.-66, P:
well Park, Morilake, oturey. [22

Q3.h.p. Enfield Twin, 1912. new tyres, belt, sadt
-^4 lamps, etc.; £25.—Wright, St. Ives, Doug
Rd., Hazel Grove, Stockport. [27

ENFIELD, 3h.p., kick start, 2 speeds, tools, lam
late model, condition, perlect; £52.-4, N*:

Side, Wandsworth Common. [5;

1Q17 3h.p. Twin Enfield. 2-speed, kick start, o
-Lt!? dition as new; 65 gn^. — Gravett, 15, Cvp-
Rd., Burgess Hill,- Sus-ex. [3,"

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1915-16 Thompson Bennett. Am
2-speed and clutch, stored 214 years, ptrki

£70.—P. Dcery, Strabane. (D) [>'-51

TWIN Lightweight Enfield, perfect running ord
Dunlop tyres, as new;- £27/10; no offers.—Beech

472, Ai-chway Rd., London, N.6. [30

"I
Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, in good oouditi

L«7 with lamps and acce^sorietf ; £135.—J. L. BaJ
tnrth. Park Roiid Gainge, OriuskirU. [3fl

ROTAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, in fine c
dition: £110; apply week-end.—R. Shepheul, Ey

ford Rd,, Croctenhill, Swanley, Kent. [2EI

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, with hood and wij

screen. 6h.p., any trial; £145.—Fordliam. Chn
Gates, Fenstanton, St. Ives, Hunts. [3'i

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-s^ieed, kick-start, iu,

equipped, sjilendid condition, any trial; .£63

Prince of Wales, Shrub Hill, Worcester. [XS:

ENFIELD 3h.p., new November, 1919, M.A.(i.
gine, Lucas Jjimi), horn, etc., little used : £9C

10, AVood.side Rd., Strnth Norwood, S.E.25. [ZZ

MAUDES'. — 1919 lightweight 2-speed Knfif
Palmer tvres, Klaxon horn, Cowev (2) Iain;

£69.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St., London. [31

NEW 1920 Royal Enflcid, 2>^h.p., 2-stroke; pi

£37/10; defivery from stock.—D. J. ShejiJu

and Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [O:

]Q17 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, Lucas lai
t^ nieclianical horn, Easting wind screen: ap

after 5.30.—LeeB, 2, Vicarage St., Holliuwood, Ohlht
[23

6h.p. Enfield Comliiniitiou. May. 1920. Magdvno Ur
inp. Urimd new; aiiv trial; evenings or ucck-em'

£215.-H.IJ.. 230. Hamlet Couit Rd.. Wcati-htt-ou-S
[32

ENFIELD 2:':ih.p. twin, le-cnamclled, overhault
cxcfHcnt running order; bargain, £28.— 2(

Hrnadwav. West Hendnn, N.W. 'Phone: Kingsbu
162. [22

BRAND new 8h.p. Enfield Combinntion. fitted Lu(
best lamps. Lucas horn, miigneto, guard; b'

off-r secures.— E. Southam, Civocer, {ilougester. To
189. [30

1016 31i.p. ETifirld Soln. pcrfert lunning order, n

-I */ lainpH. T.T. liandle-biuH, vOiy taut
; in ii-o £i:

piivately uwnotl.—Macdonald und Ileal, I lurrinuli

WiltH. [X53

ENFIELD 3h.p. twin, 1920, tools, lamp.'', hoi

knco grips, last mnehinp, splendid ciuiditio

£100. Chester district.—Bux 5,784, e/o The ^^ot

Cucic. [35

IJ3O All letters lel-itlnfi to ndvci tlHcmcnU thoiild quote (he number at the end oT encli advertisement, and the date ol the Is.Hiie
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Hazlewood.
1015 6h.p. Hazlewooa-Jap. K.S., S-speed countersliaft

;

ll" £75.—G. Heeley, 297, Atherton Ed., Hindley,
i mga-a. [2601

I Q20 5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination, cost £204:
]Lt/ T.T. Triumph, 2^h.p. Douglas accept part ex-

change: no reasonable offer refused.—Box 5.765, c/o

-he Motor Ciicle. [3606

K-eb.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch and
*J kick-starter, at manufacturers' current liet price,

ir on easy payments 4% estra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,

I

iromptou Ed., London. -{2171

rCll6 rlazlewood-Jap C.B. Combination, 3 speeds.
«/ clutch, kick starter, hood, screen, luggage

' :arrier. lighting set, Stewart horn, spare chaih, cover,

Sube, splendid condition; bought car; bargain, £115.
-11, Betchworth Rd., Seven Kings. [2331

H.B.

EGERTONS. Northgate, Ipswich, can give delivery

H.B.—'Phone: 962. [8164

BARGAIN.-Brand new H.B., Blackburne engine;
list price 95 gus.. accept £89/10; registered, un-

idden.—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [3440

I Q20 H.B. 2^ih.p., 2-speed, kick start, only ridden
L«7 few miles, fully equipped: 95 gnc^.—Whittle,
iTendover, Chatsworth Ed., Chesterfield. [2633

H.B., 2h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, hand con-
trol clutch, just delivered; list price.—Cambridge

Automobile Engineering Co., Hobson St., Cambridge.
[3641

1Q20 H.B., 2'J4h.p. Blackburne engine, Berman
At' 2-S]ieed gear box, with clutch and kick start,

in good condition; seen and tried Winchester; pri-

vately owned; £85.—Box 5,677, c/o The Motor Cycle,
[2351

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-H.B., 2%h.p. Black-
burne engine, silver medal London-Edinburgh, its

first and only journey, all lamps and speedometer; £105,
or V- down and 12 monthly payments.—9-10-11, Eovr.l
I'ara'ile, W. Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon 2450. [3572

H.B. Blackburne. 1920. countershaft 2-speed, kick
start, handle-bar clutch, speedometer, Tan-sad,

Tan-sad (ootrests, etc.. in perfect order, any trial,

guaranteed to pull 2 anywhere; £85; deposit system.
—Waterhouse, 7, Derfold St., Shrewsbury. (D) [2755

Henderson.
16 4-cyl. lOh.p. Henderson, 2-speed clutch, T.T.
bars, condition perfect; £100.— Knowles, Gissing,

Diss. [1337

HENDERSON brand new Combinations in stock.

—

W.H.G. and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St.,

W.l. [3653

ENDERSON 4-cyl. and Sidecar, new; £210.—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
X. [2694

19

H
"1020 lOh.p.
-^«^ superbly.
New Kent Rd.,

Henderson, 4-cyl., 3-speed, glides
unscratched, small mileage; offers.—61,
London, S.E.I. [3283

"I
Q20 Henderson Solo, nn.scratched, only ridden 300

J-t/ miles solo, dynamo lighting set and extras, abso-
lutely as new': £195.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2927

HENDERSOS, late 1914, 2-speed 4-cyl., handle-
start; £110.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'J/iioue: Hammersmith 80. [liu

MODEL Z2 Henderson, lOh.p., 3-speed, with llillford
de luxe sidecar, mileage 500, condition as new;

£215.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [2449

HENDERSON 4-oyl. 1916, S-speed gear, handle
starter, with or without sidecar, excellent condi

tion; any trial; £130.—'Phone; 2403 Streatham.-
Sternhold Engineering Works, Streatham Hill. [2950

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Heuderson 1920 and
Swan sports sidecar, electrically equipped, polished

aluminium, disc wheels, run under 1,000: £150,
or 1-^ down and 12 monthly payments.-9-10-11, Eoval
Parade, W. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3573

Hobart.
19 Hobart, 2-speed, as new; £56 Orme Cycle
Depot, Llandudno. [X4979

HOBART 3i/,h.p. Twin. 2-speed, free engine, kick
. start: £45.—Harper, 34, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

[2508
Id 14 Hobart Twin Combination, 3-speed, ride
i-U away; £45.-79, Upton Lane, Forest Gate.

[3206
HOBART, ZVih.pT Villiers, 2-stroke, single-speed;

£63/15; 1920 model.—Crown Garage, Cannock.
[2851

HOBART-J.A.P. 2?ih.p., Sturmey-Archer 2-speed,
kick start, 1920 model.—Crown Garage, Cannock.

[2852
HOBART 2%lh.p., 1920, uncrated. single; list price,

£63/15; first telegram.—Allen, Hairdresser, Oundle.
[2683

HOBART-J.A.P., 2-spe«i, Sturmey-Archer. kick
start, 1920, aanew; £85.—Beach, Tork St., Stour-

port. [2512

HOBART-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, 2-speed Chater-Lea
gear box, not ridden 10 miles, complete, lamps

and horn, as new; bargain, £72 or near offer.—Crown
Garage, Cannock. [2853

19

(Ex Government Stores)

CARRIAGE PAID
& ON APPROVAL

Size.

24x2}
26x2

26X2}

26X2g

26X2J
Xzj"

26X2!

26X3
X2i

28X3

650X65

'7 days afaitist remittance)

Our
Make. Price.

Clincher Junr. de Luxe .

.

Avon Lightweight R.S. .

.

Clincher By. de Luxe . .

.

Clincher Junr. de Luxe .

.

Avon Lightweight R.S. .

.

Kempshall Hy. Non-skid .

Palmer Cord Heavy
Avon Combination
Bates Special Heavy ....
Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

Palmer Cord
Hutchinson T.T
Kempshall Hy. Non-skid .

Palmer Cord Heavy
Dunlop Ex. Hy. R.S
Bates Special Heavy ....
Hutchinson T.T.
Avon Hy. Rub. Non-skid .

Wood-Milne Combination.
Bates Special Heavy .

.

Dunlop Combination .

.

Dunlop Hy. R.S
Hutchinson T.T

Avon Ex. Hy. R.S. . .

.

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread
Republic R.N.S.
Dunlop Ex. Heavy R.S.
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Moseley 3-rib Ex. Hy. .

Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Avon Heavy 3-rib

Wood-Milne Keygrip .

,

25/-
22/6
41/-
26/6
25/6
59/6
59/-
55/-
54/-
52/-
47/6
42/-
63/-
62/-
61/-
59/6
42/6
44./-

77;-
63/-
60/-
45/-
47/6

60/-
79/-
59/6
60/-
57/6
52/6
45/-
68/-
58/-
55/-

List

Pric;.

35/-
26/3
r,il-

31/-
28/6
69/6
69/3
90/-
67/-
68/6
58/9
55/-
75/9
75/-
74/-
74/-
5i/-
58'-.,

99/-
79/-
92/6
67/9
65/-

77/-
101 /-

93/6
90/-
90/-
89/-
78/-
8r/-
74/-
71/-

ALL GUARANTEED FRESH AND
UNPERISHED. TRADE SUPPLIED

Tl IPCQ New and fully^"^"-^ Guaranteed.
Size. Our

Price.

List

Price.

Size.

26x2 7/6
26x2! 8/3
26x2! 10/6

26X2i 10/6

10/
10/3
13/3
r2/3

Our
Price.

List
Price.

28x2
28x3
650 X 65
700x80

9/6
15/-
12/-

16/S

II /6

16/6
16/6
19/6

-SPECIAL LINE-

BUTTED TUBES
26 X 2| In almost new
26x21 condition 7/6
BELTS- IN STANDARD

LENGTHS
ALL |in. 51n. Jin. lin. liin. per

MAKES 2/1 2/7 3/- 3/6 4/2 Foot

Tyre Specialists

264-266,Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

4''-''st:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

HOBART S'/oh.p 2stroke. Villiers engine, 2 speeds,
lamps, horn, speedometer, new May, 1920, only

ridden 500.miles condition as new; £80.—Hill, Ardlui
North Woolwich.

"

[304E

Hobart Twin, 2-speeds, Iree engine, handle
start. Amac. Bosch, Druids, combination, very

good condition; 65 gns.—For appointment write 64,
Doncaster Rd., Leicester. [3287

1Q20 Hobart. 2^.4h.p. Villiers engine, perfect condi
-*-^ tion, only run 600 mites, fully equipped with
tools. lamps, and horn; bargain, £58; no offers.—Apply,
Owner, c/o Wood and Lambert, 69. High Rd., South
Tottenham. Phone : Tottenham 2074. [3172

HOBAET 1920 Lightweight, one or two slightly u.«ed
shop-soiled models for disposal at much below list

prices.—The Layton Garages, London ltd., Bicester.
Tel.: Integrity Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester. Please
ask for our July bargain list which gives particulars
01 nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowe.st possible
figures. [3545

Dumber.HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine, less power unit;
£25.—Waines, Gladstone Rd., Scarborough.

[3637HUMBER SV.h.p.. Bosch mag., B. and B., recently
overhauled; £35—29. Church St., Helstou, Corn-

waU. [2193

HUMBER, 2-3peed, SMih.p., handle start, ready for

holiday trip; ,£40.—P.W., The Haven, Whyte-
leale. [3716

Oih.p. Humber, Bosch, B.B.. 2 speeds, excellent con-
'>2 dition; £33, bargain.-Welch, 5, Market Place,
Hertford. [2345

1 Q20 Humber Flat Twin Combination: ne;<?est list

JLtf price.—All particulars. Lines, Union House, Foles-

hill, Coventry. [X5278

HUMBER Lightweight, appearance and condition
excellent, good running order; £27/10.-9, Oswald

Rd., Rushdeu, Northants. [3313

3 ah. p. Humber Twin, 3-speed, clutch, 1914, lamps,
4 horn. tools, fine condition, very fast;

-20, Skellbank, Ripon-
£40;

[2999

de-NEVC 1920 4iAh.p. Twin Humber Motor Cycles
livery 14 da'ys "t list price.—Lankeeter Engineeriu:

Co., Sudbiton, Kingston, and Esher. [3638

LIGHTWEIGHT 1914 Humber for sale, top-hole con-
dition; expert examination invited; what offers.

—B., 1, Humber Rd., Stoke, Coventry. [2355

1Q14 3V'h.p. Kick-start Humber Combination, C.B.,
-L *^ all renovated, fully eauipped, speedometer, etc.

;

best over JE60.—Stanley Biss, Waltham Abbey. [3673

HUMBER 1915 3'Ah.p.. 3-speed, kick start, equipped
speedometer, etc., in exceptionally good- condi-

tion; £65.—Watson, 181. Clapham Ed., S.W. Brixton
2984. [3752

EARLS Delivery of the Celebrated Humtier machine*
from the accredited agents.—The Lankester En-

gineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd..

Surbiton [2090

1Q14 Humber, Mills Fulford, 3-speed, lamps and
l.*7 horn, tyres and belt as new, guaranteed in per-

fect order throughoat; £77/10.-140, Fordel Rd.,
Hither Green, Catford, S.E. [2841

14 Humber 3V>h.p. 2-speed, clutch, free engine,

handle starter, B. and B., Bosch, Cowey speedo-

meter, W.D. horn, tyres tubes nearly new, excellent

condition; £48/10.-93, Brudenell Rd., Tooting. [3230

"I Q 19 S'Ah.p. Flat Twin Humber, 3-speed, hand
Xt/ clutch, automatic carburetter, lamps, horn,
spares, condition as new; £120, or nearest offer; going
abroad.—Botwright, 54, Coombe Rd., South Croydon.

(2212
19-20 Flat Twin Humber, done under 500 miles,

3-speed clutch, Claudel-Hobson single lever car-

Iniretter, lamps, horn, etc., condition like new, one of

the finest machines on the road; expert examination in-

vited- any trial: £110. or take good single part.—Mars-
rltn, Sunray, Worcester Rd., Malvern Link. [X5263

Indian.

INDIAN Combination. 1914, 2-speed, clutch, hood,
screen; £35.-6a, Duncan St., Islington. [2941

1019 Indian 7-9h.p., scarcely used; £125.—Wallace
-!-•/ Mattingley, The Rowans, Maidenhead. [2418

1019 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, as new: £145.—
J-fJ Frank Whitworth, New St., Birmingham. [X5256

"IQ14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, good condition;
X«7 £90.—la. Cromwell Mews, South Kensington.

(2839

INDIAN 5-6h.p., F.E. clutch model, ready to ride

away £40; after 7 o'clock.— 73, Eton Ed., Ilford.
[3107

TWO Indians, 7-9h.p. (1914), both in good order:

£50 and £65.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton, Surrey.
[3324

NDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., C.B. lamps and acces-

sories, after 6 p.m.; £90.-19, Valnay St., Toot-

5. [2916

frame.

19^

19^

INDIAN 7-9h.p., spring
electric lamps, perfect; 85

Thetlord

INDIAN Combination, 7h.p.. K.S. and c

exchange Scott or Douglas.—Tyowen
Stafford.

3-speed, kick starter,
:ns.—Lambert's, Ltd.,

[2541

i.tch. would
Stone Rd..

[X5171

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 831,
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fMOTOR CYCKES FOR SALE.
Indian.

7-9]j.p. Combination, f^od runningTXDIAX 1912
J- order, overhauled, privately owned
]r£oIbeach.

T-9h.ij. Indian, 1915. oombination
«:hitch, new condition ; £105,

Lcwishain.

INDIAX 5-6h.p., excellent eouditiou, -Hith sidecar:
£75, 01 sell separately:—32, Rutland Place, Maiden-

jend, Berks. [2749

oflers.—Dnftin,
[5580

or solb. 3-sreed,
-215, High St.,

[2890

INDIA!:?, single, splendid running and condition : best
ofters, or exchange: after 7.— 12, Corbett Rd., ^Yal-

[2346

spring
James'
[2622

change
thanistow, E.1-7.

INT3IAX Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplu
frame, 3-?peed, clutch; best offer.—74, i

lid., Bermondsey.

rQl5 71f.p. Indian and Sidecar, clutch model, goiu;
«-" order: first cheque £59 secures.—Box 5,775. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [3616

INIiIAX Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed. Powerplus, late

modtl, efjual to new; £150.—Owen, 59, Scholefield
Ed., Upper Holloway. [X5399

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, latest model, elec-
-1- iJ tricallv equipped, run 500 miles ; £230.—Aque-
dui.-t Xim, Ewood, Blackburn. [2751

7 -Oil.p. Indian, 3-5peed, clutch, K.S., discs, Lucas
lights, as new, mileage about 300; £115.-81,

Little Ealing Lane, Ealing. [3329

rQ20
Indian Powerplus CombinatioH, dynamo, speed-

»y ometer, hood, wind screen, etc. , little mileage

:

£200.—'Phone: Hamp. 7822. [3676

1 Q14 Indian Road-racer, overhauled and new clutch
A*' fitted, £12 spent on repairs, 50 miles tiial; £70.
-30, York: Rd.. Bnttersea, S.W. [2192

TQ20 Indian Combination, dynamo, horn, speed-
J-t? ometer, wind screen, undershield, insurance; £210,
Dr nearest.— 23, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [3055

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Indian. Several 1919
jeconstrncted models, all overhauled, re-eiiamelied

end plated; £125.

1 Q16 .7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination; £115, or Vl-
J-»? down and 12 monthly pavments:— 9-10-11, Roynl
Parade, W. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3574

"1014 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-«7 spring frame, enamel as new, little used; first

65 gns.—5, Addison Av.,' Holland Park, W.ll. [3469

POWERPLUS Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,
new Cameo and apron, tyres all good ; nearest

±'150.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [2082

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914. T.T.' clutch, £12 overhaul;
£62; exchange T.T. Budge, o.h.v. J.A.P.—Bram-

wel!. 4, Market Sq., Stony Stratford, Bucks. [3314

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London E.G.— 7-9
b.p. Indian combination, 1914, disc wheels, £105;

also 5-6h.p. Indian and sidecar, 1914, £80. [9766

IN 1)1AN Combination, 1920, electrically equipped,
speedometer; £2iu.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
[1162

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian, mag. model, 3-speed, clutch
-1- 1/ and kick starter, enamel and plating as new,
good tyres; £110.-66. Church Rd., Barnes, S.W.

[3346
INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, 2-speed. clutch, kick starter,

spring frame, new Dunlop, lamps, iiorn, perfect;

;mv examination ; £82.—R. Martin, Liudholme, Lewes.
[3669

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus, lamps,
horn, speedometer, clock, tool kit, in splendid con-

dition; 112gns.— 143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.
[3633

1 (fk 1 5 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 5-speed, clutch,
XnJ S(.hpbl(-r, spare new Biuks, sijoedometer, in ex-
ceptionnl condition; £130, lowest.— 73, Edgecombe St.,

Hull. [2710

INDIAN Powerplus, Millford sidecar, 3-speed, clnti-li.

K.S., fully' equipped, engine gears, appearance,
perfect; £155.-10, Devonshire Place, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. [X5355

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p.. late 191 5, 3-speed.
clutch and kick-starter, overhauiod at makers cost-

ing £35, receipt shown, unused since; £ 145.—AIoss,
Wcm. [X5411

T.T. Indian 5-6b.p.. 1915. S-specds, clutch, new
Binks. Englich rontrnh, Dunh.p, and £10

i-ni-'ine parts; £77, it oflers.—54, EusIqii Rd., N( rth-
;triiplon. [X5414

"I
iftlS 5-eh.p. Indian Combination, S-spced clutch, kir],-

X»' stmter. Cameo wind ncreen. luggage grid, tyn-^
iin(nl, good running order; £140.—Falknoi, Station lid,,

Dunmow. [2429

rQl6 7-9h.[i Indian Combination, pf'rf'rt 3 spc-d",
•^ K.8., hrrfHl, screen, clcr-tric liglit anrl lioiii, f-iinn

tvi<-: £115, iiir-lndiit? InMUrancc-.—284, IliKli Rd.. Wm d
tiffin, N. (336£

1Q20 Inf?ian and Ilendersun Elite Sidocar. \uu><\
-!-•' diftca. mllfnp:e 2,200, beautiful cMimhinatinn

;

£205. -Apply, Alhim, Mandiall's Garage, Jo«iiiii Lane.
Cambridge. [3353

ALLKN-nKN'NF,TT Motor Cf).~Imlhin 1925 7 91i.i...

lulcndid (Oriditjon: £90, or '/o down iiml 12 inotithly
I'livrnPntK. 9-10-n, IN.yd Panidt;, W. Crnvdnn. 'Phon.-:
Crnydoii 2450. [3587

I

HAPPY?
Ves 1 certainly we are, because
of the recognition that is so con-
tinually accorded our efforts to

satisfy clients.

Here is a specimen extract from one
of scores of similar letters recently
received :

—

'' // has come as a real pleasure to have
dealings with you, meeting with a courtesy,

by no means general in the business world;
the methods of the Layton Garages are
most encouraging to a prospective cli-ent.

Brentwood, 25.5.20."

OUR JULY BARGAIN LIST

of 30 to 40 machines will be sent you
with pleasure on receipt of a post card.

Fullest possible value is offered, and

you can have any machine oit 24
hours approval . We pay outward
carriage.

Here are a few examples .-—

INDIAN T920 Powerplus Combination,
as new, complete with Dynamo Light-
ing, etc. £205.

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination,
issued new 1920, complete Electrical

equipment, and Speedometer. Very
good conditiou. 170 Guineas.

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. 1919 late. Counter-
shaft 3-speed Model, Grindlay Sidecar.

£130.

P. & M. Combination, late 1919, 3}
h.p., complete with Lamps, Horn, etc.

£125.

EDMUND 2} h.p., 1920 Model. Equal
to new. List price, ^92. £76.

HARLEY -DAVIDSON 1920 Flat

Twin, as new, Speedometer, Lamps.
£145.

ALLON 1920, 2-speed, as new. £70.

A. B. C. SKOOTAMOTA, soiled,

only £49.

See further bargains under
miscellaneous advertisements.

7. W. TOLLADY,
General Manager.

L

.'

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Indiati.

TNDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, thoroughly overliauhd
J- in May by Hendee Co., in perfect condition, neW
lamps and Klaxon; £95.—Shortla'iid Jones, The Bun-
galow, Bridlington^ [2798

1013 Indian Clutch Model, 7-9h.p., in splendid cc®-
-t*^ dition, recently overhauled; any trial; £57;
would exchange lor 3V-'-4i^>h.p. solo or combination.—43,
Oxford Rd., Ealing.

"

r26tD7

j O 20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination,
J-*' dynamo lightin:?, speedometer. Easting wind
screen, mileage 1,000; £220.—Gosling and Son, Mare-
ham-le-Fen Boston. [X3571
"8 Ol5 yh.p. Indian and Sidecar, 3-speed, kick starter,
J-t/ running' order, engine and ge<ars overhauled, ap-
pearance fnir; first cheque £73 secures.—Bos 5,774.
0/0 The Motor Cycle. [3615

1 Q 20 Indian-Millford Powerplus Combination, full
J- *^ electrical equipment, disc wheels, speedometer,
mileage 1,700; £190, no offer; Rutland.—Box 5,729^
c/o The Motor Cycle. [25_flS

INDIAN Combination, 1920 latestj mileage 7d6i
screen, hood, £12 accessories, insurance, etc.g

£220, near offer.—Morse, 69, Sotheby Rd., Highbury.;
'Phone : Dalston 807. [284dij

"I <C|15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 3j
1-*^ si)eed?, clutch, kick starter, re-enamelled and tlior-'

oug-hiv overlinuled, many neiv spares; £115.-25, Morley
Rd., East Twickenham. [2428.

INDIAN.—For early delivery -of the famous power-"
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinations with

electrical equipment write to P. J. Evans, 83-91, Johi
Bright St., Birmingham. [X472

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 2-speed, spring frame, splendid con-^j

dition, heavy Dunlops, too powerful for owner;
£70; would exchange lower power.—78, Springbank
Rd., Hither Green. S.E. [3l6l

INDIAN 1915 Combination, spring frame, clutch,^
K.S., electric light, speedometer, hood, in excel^^

lent comlition, bought car ; £120, or nearest.—W.,i
352, High St., East Ham. [3031"

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, latest modeL
spring frame, indistinguishable from new, lamps,

etc.; £165, no ofiers.—Advertiser, 20, Cornwall Gar-
dens, Willesden Green, N.W. [3210

INDIANS.—Several 1918-19 Powerplus models, many
new tyre-!, re-ennmelled and as new, mechanically

rerfei't ; £i25; or with sidecar Eind fully equipped.—3,
Courtlands Av.. Lee, &.E.12.

.
[2949

"I Q16 (Nov.) 7-9h.p. Inriian Powerplus Spring Frame
At/ Combination, electrically equipped, luxurious
Indian sidecar, perfect mechanicallv; £1G0 cash".-

House, 4, Argyle St., Reading. [3054

"j Q13 Indian, coachbuilt sidecar, 7-9h.p., spring.:
-«- *y frame, escellent order, pulls like new mdfhine,-
new cylinder, new Dunlop, good enamel, lamp, horn.—
Ramsdeh, Branicar, near Wakefield. [3412

1 Ql6 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, spring frame coni-
Xt/ bination, 3-speeds, hand and foot clutch, speed-
ometer, lamps, and accessories, all in first-class cQndi-
tion; £150.—S. Cox, 150, High St., Somtrset. [2229;

INDIAN 7-9h.p., with Swan sporting sidecar, dynamo:
lighting, electric starter and horn, mileage 3.000,*

the whole outfit in magnificent condition; bargain,
£120.—St. Marv's Lodge, Grove Rd., Woodford, E.18.

[3162

NOV. (1919) Indian Powerplu?, 7-9h.p. . eloetrically

equipi)ed, dynamo, etc.. Easting, leg-shields, 3-speed,
K.S.. in fine condition, small mileage; best otter over
£175, 01 exchange.— 90, Claremout Ed., Alexandra Park,
Manchester. [2551 ,

IQ16 5-6h.p, Indian, S-speed, clutch, kick start, rQ-;-\

-l V oently oveihnuled, new valves, etc., complete with
Henderson spoiting C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, all in
first-class condition ; £115.— Masters, Radnor HnU.se,
liownton. Wilt3. [2532

"l
020 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, electric

JL t/ lighting, discs, T.T. bars, mudshields, speedo-
,

meter, spare covers, tubes, etc, in perfect order; trial,

can be seen bv appointment; £210.—Box 5,728. c/o :.

The Motor Cycle. [2584
.

1 ([k20 Indian Powerplns Combination, dynamo lighting
-l-tJ set. new discs and sidecur lamp, new sparo
haius. viihc, buUi.s. etc., mileage only 700, as new;
•est offer over 190 gap. secures.-Renvy, 59, Talbot St.,

MosH Side. Miin«-hestcr.
"

[2297

7-9h.p. Indian, spring finme, 2-apood, clutcl), new sidconr,

tyres, tiilies, chains, Binks, mefhanicnlly pi riWt,
just nverhnuli'd, stored during war. large nuiiiln 1 ^luiro

iiiirtt. anv triid. alter 6; £100.—Chandler, 19, Chelmt^-
lord IM.. licytnnstone. [2619

I Q 14- 15 7- 9b. p. Clutch Indian, speedometer, lamps
A •/ and Loola, condition as good as new, open to

cxpiM-t examination; £80, or near offer; exchange
A V. mnnocar, cash adjustment.— .\pply, Capt. Davis,

100. Snariiatc St., Dover. [2568

IXDI.VN P.nvcrpln« 1919 Type, issued new Jan. 2nd,

1920, complete with u.''ual electrical equipment
nnd s|ieciI(niio1er, vnrv good condition, sidecar new Inst

ninnth; 170 gns.—Tho Lnyton GnrngfiH, London lid.,

Hirestcr. Td. : Integrity, Bicostcr. 'Phone : 35 Bices-

ter. Plenso ask for our July linrgnin list, which gives

pniiiciilars of nearly 50 mnchine.H, d1) priced at lowest

imssihlo flgliro*-. L3546

ij^ AN letters relating to advertlscmcnU sliould (iiiotc llic number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln £!k. .

914 4h.p. Lincoln-Elk Combiation, 2-speed, clutch,
kick start, Busch waterproof, Dunlops, sporting

I'ecar; £60, near offer.—151, Kingston Rd.. Teddinc-
a. [33 G9

tJLh.p. Lincoln-Elk. Bosch mag., B. and B.. Miller
1*2 lamps, horn, long copper exhanst. new Clincher
re, stored during war; bargain; £36/ 10.—Simons,
;tlinge, Harlington, Middlesex. [2854

L.M.C.
.M.C. 4J4h.p., 3-speed Sturmer and K.S., and sidecar.

i-J practically new 1920 : £125.—Longney, Oswestry.
[X5172

920 L.M.C. Combination, complete with lamps,
tools, horn, wind screen, luggage grid, spare

•]t and tnbe, in new condition, and perfect in every
spect; £150, or near offer; only reason for sale owner
lying Indian Powerplus combination.—Seen and tried

, the Lavton Garages. 90. High St., Oxford. "Phone :

34. [X5269

.M.C. 1920 6h.p. C.B. Combination, used twice only.
-i owner changing for Colonial Model for Overseas
je; cost £183, nearest offer to £165 accepted; condi-
on as new, and full guarantee as with a new machine
ven.—The Lavton Garages, Loudon Ud., Bicester.

.A.: Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester. Please
(k for oTir July bargain list, which gives particulars

: nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible

gures. [3526

M.A.G.
i\<r,A.G. 4-5h.p, Twin, Dunlops, Sensprav, perfect
JLl condition: £38.—Write. 3. Osmond Gdns., Wal-
ington. [3006

Martin,
ITAETIX-J.A.P. 8-lOJi.p.. Breoklinds sportr model

£48.—Curtis, 15. Temple Ed., Acton. [2957

MAETIN-.I.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, Un,5eh, lullv eqiupped,
fast; 57 gns.—Horgau, 42, CoivlcT Ed., Brixton.

I

[2944

Martlnsyde.

REX G. MUNDY for early delivery of Martinsyde
combination.— 1. Duke St.. Richmond. [0207

lY/TARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, just de-
ltJ- livered, fully^ equipped; £200.—Coates, Glan,
Conway. [X3602

FOR Sale, 6h.p. Martyngide-Newman combination,
brand new; £200, or near otter.-J. Poate, Mid-

lurst, Sussex. [2635

MARTINSYDE Combination, hood and screen, just
received offers.—68, High Lane, Chorlton-cum-

Eardy, Manchester. [3010

unridden;
—Box
[2586

1 O20 Martinsyde-Newman Combination. _ ._

Liy list price or best offer over; seen Rutland.
3,730, c/o The Molor Cycle.

Matchless.
London. E.C.4.-UCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane,

INIatchless combination, 1918: £i60. [9778

MATCHLESS Combination, 3 speeds: 55 gns., bar-
gain.-Hessey, 14, Rockingham Parade, Uxbridge.

[3418
MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination: price

£120, bargain.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton, Surrev.
[3325

MATCHLESS, Model H, 2 almost new, Lucas light-

ing; otters.— 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [3436

1 Q20 Model H Matchless, Lucas electric lights, as
X«7 new; £230.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clap-
ton. [3550

CROW Bros., Guildford,
this first-class outfit,

quality.

West Surrey agents for

Matchless in name and
[3173

19

MATCHLESS Combination, 130 gns.; Bedford dis-

trict, particulars, stamp.—Bos 5,778, c/o Iht
Molor Cycle. [3521

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
7-9b.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,

1914: £137/10. [3750
e

20 Matchless, M.A.G. engine, fitted all lamps
(Lncasl, cost £220, brand new; £225,—Box 5,773,

r.Jf The Motor Cycle. [3614

MATCHLESS Victory Model 1918-1919 Combination,
fully cfjnipped, splendid turnout.—Write Greenop,

27, Castlegarth, Kendal. [3402

4h-p. Matchless T.T. Twin, 3-speed, splendid running
order: bargain, £55; nearly new.—17, St. John's

Ed., Phmistead Common. [2393

1 Q20 Matchless Brand New Model H. Combination
Xtf speertometer. Lucas acetylene lamp sets; £240
—Smith, Garage, Main St., Mesborougb. - [2640

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p. J.A-P., done 8,000
miles, all accessories and speedometer; £112, real

bargain.—169a, Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. [X5319
in splendid order, Lucas

lauju nB»i""o. iiuuu', leg guards,
2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3548

MATCHLESS, Model H.—Place vour orders with
S. E. Clapbam (Motors). 27. Stockwell St

Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. [2067

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., complete, 1920
Model H, dvnamo lighting, mileage run 250

£235.—Jackson, 29, Vauxball Bridge Rd., S.W. [2335

"I
Q20 Model H Matchless.

J-v dvnamo lighting^, hood', leg guards, horn, etc
£230.- " ^ . -

^^\

326, Euston Rd.
'Phone—Museum 5391.

If you want immediate
delivery of a high-class
machine, wire, 'phone, or
call. The following is a
selection from stock at
time of going to press.

NEW
1920 MODELS (SOLO).
1920 A.B.G., 4-speed, T.T. bars.

1920 SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., sports model.
rg2o SUNBEAM, 3.I h.p., standard model.
1920 TRIUMPH, Model H, 4 h.p., C.S.
1920 B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H.
1920 B.S.A., 4} h.p.. Model K.
1920 NORTON, T.T., 3.1 h.p.

1920 NORTON, Big Foiir, C.S.

1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports.

1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports.

1920 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. spring trams.

NEW
1920 COMBINATIONS.
1920 A.J.S., 6 h.p.

iq:o matchless, M.A.G.
1920 MATCHLESS, M.A.'G., dynamo lighting.

1920 SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p.

1920 TRIUMPH and Gloria.

1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting.

1920 B.S.A., Model H, and No. 2 Sidecar.

1920 B.S.A., Model H, and No. 2 Sidecar, dynamo
lighting.

NEARLY NEW
COMBINATIONS.

1920 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., dynamo lighting,

Easting, spaies £210
1920 MATCH LESS-J.A.P.,Magd>Tio ..... £235
1920 JAMES and Canoelet Sidecar, sporting

outfit, equipped £146
1919 TRIUMPH and Millford, Lucas,

speedometer, late type, gear change,
not done 400 miles £160

1919 TRIUMPH and Swan sporting, discs,

lamps, speedometer, new tyres £140

SOLOS.
igig TRIUMPH, equipped, 4 h.p., counter-

shaft £120
1917-18 TRIUMPH, renovated by makers,

and like new £120
191S TRIUMPH, 4h-P-, countershaft .. £87 Id

Also 1 FORD Tourer, igi6, overhauled and
repainted, elcLtric light £180

WANTED.
Still requiring large quantities of High-class
Machines : 1919-1920 A.J.S., TRIUMPH, SUN-
BEAM, NORTON. B.S.A., MATCHLESS, etc.

MOTOR CYCLtS FOR SALE.
Matchless.

new B. and E. cnrluuettev nud belt,4 h.p. Matchless,
engine perlect ; too t

offer.
•"

t for ownei ; £40, or near
189, Grove -Lnue, Cnmberweil. Ait^-i 5 v.m. [2435

1 Q 19 Matchless Combination, complete, all acces-
J-«-' series, spare wheel, all fir?t-class order; £l60.—
Ramm, c/o DoUis Auto, Church End Station. Finchley.

[2563
IQSO Model H Matchle.<s Comliination, dyunuio liglit-

^*y ing, speedometer, and full equiiJiaeut. splendid
condition, as new; £235.—Box 5,734, c/o Tfte Mulor
Cycle. [2590

MODEL H Matchless Combination, Lucas lamps,
hood and screen, beautiful condition, nearly

new; £225.- '
'

Leeds.
-Cromaek, 15, Trafford Terrace, llarehili

[3001

MATCHLESS 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919, lully

equipped, whole outfit as new, lamps nnurert,
mileage 1,500. ride awav; £185.-75, Howarth Efl..

Plumstead, S.E. [3371

"I 020 Model H Spring Frame Matchless Combination.
-L«7 Lucas lamps, watch, speedometer, screen, tools.

mat, spare wheel; £225.-
Warmsworth, Doncaster.

Sheffield Rd..
[2718

1Q19 Matchless Combination, Sh.p.. spare wheel,
X,%f Lucas lamps, hood, screen, Cowey speedometer,
tools.—W, Inversnaid', St. James Av., Sutton,
tatinb' 1920 model; £165.

Owner
[2863

MATCHLESS 1919 Combination, practically new,
full equipment, speedometer, mirror. Voles elec-

tric lighting, gas lamps unused; any trial; 185 gns.

-

Brand, 24, Sandbourne Rd., Brockley. S.E. [2864

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 4h.p.. Grado gear, kick-start,

engine overhauled, new parts fitted, ready for

road; £45 or near offer; exchange for lightweight con-

sidered.—Hudson, 14, Conway Rd., Plumstead. [3165

LATEST 1920 Model H Matchless, Lucas lamp sets,

all round, spare wheel, wind screen, in stock at
*• £215 ; exchanges.—Walbro Motor C.vcle

Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X5294
list price

,

Works, Saffron Walden,

fe^i-

19^

MATCHLESS 1914 61i.r J.A.P.. stored lor over 2

yenis, i-omplete with lumps, T.T. biirs, nud new

tyresr-cery fast; any trial given; price 90 gns., no oSers.

-Can be seen at Cro-ivn Hotel Garage, Leamington Biw.

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Spring Frame Com-
bination, complete with' M.A.G. engine, Lncas

inagdyno. .=pare wheel and tyre, luggage grid; only done

hundred miles.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
- [X5305

20 Matihless Model H. Combination, Lucas, mag-

dvnamo lighting, Lucas horn, rear drive speed-

ometer magneto h.li.c, mileage 850, condition as new;

£226 -Wolverson, Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton
LXo31.i

ALLE>?-BENNETT Motor Co.-Mat.hless 1920 Model

H. electric lighting, run under 200 miles, un-

scratched- £240, or V., down and 12 monthly payments.—

9-10-11, Royal Parade, W. Croydon. 'Phone; Crovdou

2450. t5578

MATOHLE&S-M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination, 1915, 3-

speed countershaft, screen, apron, and accessories:

be^t over £120, or exchange Triumph combination and

cash —10, E.F.C. Quarters, Lynchford Ed., South Farn-

borough. [2806

MATCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.—Orders

booked for rotational delivery. remonstration

model on view. Replacements for Matchless mode s oi

all dates in stock. -Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plum-

stead S.E. t^""

FOCH have a 1920 Matchless combination.

Model H. mag.; list price.-Fair Offer Car House,

5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta-

tion). 'Phone : Hampstead -3752. Hours 9-7, includ-

ing- Saturdays. \.iwa

MATCHLESS Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P., £60;

Sh.p Matchless combination, £88; also 1914

Matchless combination, chain drive, kick start, clutcli,

heautitnl turnout; £120.-57, Kenbury St., ColdJiail.our

J.Kane, Camberwell. L<;"!^»

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. - Matchless 1920,

MAG. engine model, 4h.p., and acetylene lighting

hood and screen, unscratched ; £230, or V, ao«n

12 monthly payments.-9-lO-ll, Eoyal Parade, ^- Ci".-

don. 'Phoiie; Croydon 2450. _ 13579

19 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. J.A.P., spare

wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, Lucjis, acety-

lene lamps excellent condition, unscratched; expert

examination; any tri.ll: district East Kent; price £170.

Bos 5 752 c.'o The Motor Cycle. '""^ "

19^

and

[2815

1(ai9 Sh.p. Matchless Comliination, hood, windscreen,
-Lf detachable and interchangeiible wheel, spare wheel,

Lucas lamps and generators, and many spares, including

tyres etc £220, or ofter.-Eailway Hotel Garage,

Heatiey, Cheshire. 'Phone; 70 Lymm. LS5246

MATCHLESS Spring-frame Combination. M.A.G.
engine, interchangebale wheels, spare wheel, wrud

screen speedometer, horn, extra leg shields, complete

.accessories. inile;ige under 20; first oiler over £235

secures.—Towuend. Southend Parade, Eltham. [3184,

8B Model, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.
sidecar, hood, screen, speedo-

meter, lamps, seat in sidecar for child, haudsnme
turnout, and any trial given; £160; real bargain.-
625 Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton. 'Phone : Walthamstow
boo: [3604

MATCHLESS. 1916,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

£32.—Tiis is all we are asking for a 1912-13 T.T.
5Vjb-P- Matchless-Jap, good tyres and mechanical

condition, but enamel rough; worth a call or card for
such a snip.—B.P. Garage, 40, Murray Mews, Murray
St., Camden Town, N.W. See Miscellaneous and
Zenith. [3650

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders wilti

Ross, 86, High Road, Lee, S.E., lor 1920 spring
Irame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
on view at above address. Deliveries guaraoleen
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-han.i
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [5242

Maxim.
MAXIM-J.A.P., SVih.p. J.A.P., Bowden 2-speed,

countershaft, kick-starter, new tyres, trip speedo-
meter, lamps, etc., thorough running order; £48.

—

Hudson, 14. Conway Rd., Plumstead. [3164

Metro.
Northgate, Ipswich.—IpswichEGEKTONS,

Metro-Tyler,
'Phone: 962.

METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, drip feed, P. and H. lamp
set and all accessories, seen any time:'^£47.—529.

agents
immediate delivery from stock.-

[8161

accessories, seen
Lordship Lane, East Dulwich.

^£47.—529
[3037

1 CI 20 Metro-Tyler^ delivered February, new lamps
i«-' and horn
Monkham's Av.,

£65 for prompt sale.—Apply, 3
Woodford Green, Essex. [2728

SPECIAL 1920 T.T. Metro-Tyler, fast and irell tuned,
long plated exhaust, absolutely perfect; mu^t sell;

£58.-9, Bedford Ed., Bedford Park, W.4. [2189

"I 016 Metro-Tyler, 4-stroke- Precision engine, lamps
i~iy and epares, excellent condition; £42, or near
ofter.—W. Ashwcll, 78, Mayfield Ed., Dalston. [34'44

METEO-TYLEE 2?ih.p., 1919, just overhauled by
makers, diec wheels, lamps; £65, or nearest ofler,

—A. E. Martin, 90. Portland Ed., Eushden, N(,,-ti]a„t,,

[2390
METEO-TTLEE, April, 1920, 2iih.p., 2-specd, disc

wheels, new lamps, horn, accessories, perfect; must
kU ; 72 gns.—R. Tugby, Oakthorije, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

[2702

Minerva.
31h.p Minerva, E.I.C. mag., spring forks, splendid

2 condition; £23.-31, Canuose St., Plumstead,
S.B. [3404

MINERVA 3',2h.p., new, E.I.C, B.B., Druids, new
belt; £30; ride away.—Graham, 6, Wilkins Ct.,

Caldewgate, Carlisle. [2411

MINERVA aVL.h.p., B. and B., new mag., spare belt
ride away; £20; seen after 6 except Saturdays.

-

10, Barocca Ed., Camberley. [2739

MINERVA Sjjh.p., mechanical valves, new tyres
and tubes, good running order; absolute bargain,

E18/10.—Sargent, New Lodge, Hove, Battle. [2525

Motosacoclie.

MOTOSACOCHB 21/2!.?., perfect order, speedometer,
spares; £25. or nearest.—104, Sheen Rd., Rich-

mond. [2802

MOTOSACOCHE SVih.p. M.A.G., Enfield 2-speed, fast,
clean; £50; after 6.-50, Harold Ed., Upper Nor-

wood. [2357
Moto-Reve,

MOTO REVE 2")4h.p., less front cyl. and induction
pipe; nearest to £10.—Coulson, Carr Lane,

Cottingham, Hull. [2299

MOTO-EEVE 1910 2S/4h.p. Twin, Drnid forks, single
lever carburetter, complete, good tyres, belt, etc.,

good order, magneto needs adjusting; first cheque £12
secures.-Blunt, Addison Lodge, Avenue Rd., Leaming-
ton. [X5377

MOTO-EEVE 2%h.p. Twin spring forks, overhead
mechanical valves, Bosch, B. and B., good tyres

and belt, adjustable pulley, thoroughly overhauled, com-
plete with horn, etc. ; bargain, £23.— Collins, 82, Queen's
Rd., Nuneaton. [3327

New Hudson
"ICJ20 New Hudson 2-Btroke, unu.sed : list price £75
--«-' —'I'iione: Hamp. 7822. [3677

NEW HUDSON 2-specd Lightweights in stock, new;
£76.—Lambert's, Ltd., Thetlord. r2.'i44[2544

£75.
[3479

- m, 1914, 3-Bpeed, r
£58.-97. Calln.urnc Ed., BallKiuj, S.\V.12. [2979

- n, 4li.p..
Flinik Whitwoith, New St., Binji'ing]

NliW IIUU.SON 6h.p. 1914 Conibin:ition. i'fim-.h
K. starter; £65.-21, linrmouth Ed., Wandsworth!

f""' [2677
VIEW lludion Lightweight, tourist model -de luxeJ;^ 2-,i..;cd; £75; in stock.-Uogers, 42, Church Ed.!

[2886

NEW HUn.SON 2,Uh.p., 2-speed, latest model; £75—Tilleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth,

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1914, 3-Bpeed. clutch-
£58.-97. Callnmrnc " ' " ' -— -

1 Ql9 New Hudson Combination, 4li.p., fullv cnninried-
3.t7 £120. l-'iiiitl^ \vi.;*„ ^..ti. V t<i r.... ' ',' '

Ili-ndon, 216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
4I1.P. New Hiidson-.Tnp 0.75. Coinbinntlon. 3-«i...cd ! II 'Ph^ni? No. : Mayfair 453^ '"iV'h. 'Uccdonietcr, liosch, nil on; £68.-62. Tlic ! aOrove, Lnl.nit. 12134

|

/,-«.",-,-.",'ii,-,"_-,%-.%n

\JE\V HUDSON, 2.«peed, 1917, nplendid cnnditinnXI lanii,,,. horn, etc.: £56, oflcr«.-97. Nightingale Uil.
\Vi;f.d (jrcen. (1072

i

j We have a ij

J large stock of J

> 7-9 Powerplus
J

i Machines of J

recent date.

>3S.

•-V"

The whole of

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents.

Write, 'phone, or

call.

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

u%wwv%n.-j

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3 spefds (reverse},
start, coachbuilt isidecar, hood and screen ; £70

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

3ih.p. New Hudson, Bosch mag., 3-speed, in gfli

2 running order, tyres as new; £55.—East M^
Fordingbridge, Hants. [30

NEW HUDSON 1914 Combination, 6h.p., 3-spe^
splendid condition; nearest £95.—Wall, Hoft

wood, lioose, Maidstone. [30i

~| Qld 2i4h.p. New Hudson, 2-speed, perfect, beei
-I-*/ very little used; £60. — Burlingham, Thi
Orchard, Grey's Park, Slough, [-286

clutch,
__ _ _ __ _, _-een; i

Cleary, Eiagham Hill, Kingham, Oxford. [3^

NEW HUDSON SVah.p.. 3-speed and clutch, in exm
lent condition, suitable solo or sidecar macbiira

£47.—S5, Dalberg Kd., Brixton, S.W.2. [2l|

1019 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipBcS
--«/ mileage about 450, perfect condition; £63.—Ii^
dene, Connaught Kd., Brookwood, Surrey. [3'

NEW HUDSON 1914 2^^h.p., 3-speed eh tch, T.*i

bars, lamp, generator, horn, Bosch, B.E., sportfj
£38.-18, Finsbury Rd, Wood Green, N.22. [27a{

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 2-speed, all accessori^
new tyres, belt, overhauled, splendid condition;

£60; no offers.—Write, 41, Broseley Grove, Sydenham,
[3221

1 Q20 New Hudson 2;4h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, un-
-L*? soiled, £70; 1920 Calthorpe 23.4h.p., S-stroke,

2-speed and clutch, new, £70.—P. Deery, Straban,e;

(D) [X517a

NEW HUDSON, 3y2h.p., fitted 3-speed, clutch, kicl

starter, engine requires overhauling; £35:
opportunity for dealers.—71, Approach Rd., Victoria
Park, E.2. [3701

[020 New Hudtfon 2i4h.p., latest sporting model, 2-

^iJ speed, mileage about 200, lamps, horn^_ tools,

knee gripes ; £70

;

The Motor Cycle.
seen appointment.

£130,guaranteed perfect, splendid condition
153, KnoUys Rd., Streatham.

TJEX G. MUNDY.-1920 New Hudson,

-Box 5,759. c/o

[3513,

LATE 1919 New Hudson 41i.p., 3-speed countershaft,!
latest utility sidecar, screen, apron^ lighting set,'

lowest.—

I

[2535

. . , 2rEp6e^
2-stroke, Cowey horn, speedometer, lamps, disjM

tools, §tc., mileage 500, as new; £65 complete, or neffl

offer.— 1, Duke St., Eichmoud. [34aB

NEW HUDSON, 2%h.P. J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch,

Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, tools, as nB%
splendid running condition; best offer over £40.-
Button, 44, Oakdale Rd., Streatham, S.W.

NEW HUDSON Combination De Luxe, 1915. 4h.p,:
chain-cum-belt, Bosch, B. and B., Armstrong 3

speed, kick-starter, lamps, hood, screen, spares, perfeoj

condition, sidecar reupholstered and enamelled; whai

^40,^
[2842

offers ?-
S.E.18.

Warwick Terrace, Plumstead
[317i

1Q14 2?ih.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch^
-i-t/ E. and B., P. and H. lampe, tyres good, platlni

and enamel as new, spare belt, plug, valve, storei
during war, just overhauled £14, real flrst-class mount
offers over £50.—Oasebrook, 8, Thompson St., Nei
Bradwell, Bucks. [230,1

NEW HUDSON 1920 2-etroke, De Luse ligbtweighf
used once only, owner changed for lueher power,

cost £75, nearest ofler accepted.—The Layton Garages
London Rd., Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester
'I'lmne: 55 Bicester. Please ask for our July bargaii
list, which gives particulars of nearly 50 machines, al

priced at lowest possible figures. [3527 i

New Imperial.

CROW Bros,, Guildford—New Imperial-Jap agents and
expert repairers since 1914, [2066

2-speed,
Bytieet, Surrey.

lamps; £44.—
[2394i

33.h.p. Now Imperial, I9l5,
4 Chestnuts, - -

1 020 New Imperial, Model No. 1, just received, at!
J-i^ makers' price.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [2975;

NEW IHl'ERIAL, 2\Uh.-ii. J.A.P., 2-speed, like new:;(
trial; £48.—Rogerson, Newtown, AVigau. [X53395

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap Lightweights, immediate de^
Xt/ livery from stock.—Kemii's Garage, Loutli, tlincs.'

[X5589 "

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp9eds, fast and reliable;
£40.-8, Priory Place, Well St., Hackney, E.9.

[X5418
2^h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-3peed, lamps, born, in

4 nice condition; £38; photo.—24, South St., New-
port, I.W. [3062

"I (Q20 Bh.p. New Imperial Combimition, just delivered;LU list price.—Leonard Cook, Mou'tford, Bridge,
[X5267

(1916) 23,ih,p., 2-speed, perfect
£50.—Pear ley, Fioohley A v., Church

[2272

perfe
Chun

Slirewabury,

NEW IMPERIAL
condition;

ICnd, Finclilcy.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 2-/ih.p., 2-sp6e<l; with all

acce^woriea, only done 200 miles ; £72.—3i; Wnod-
sidc. Wimbledon. [2504

^ l_h.p. New Imperial. 2-speeds, perfect Gondii ion,
/WU lamps, horn, tools, spares; i&58.—40, Walling-
Lun Rd., N.W.8. [2273

1Q20 New Imperial 2'y(h.p., kick start and clutch,
. «7 new stork; list prices,—Excter Motor Cycle Co.,

7, flnth Rd., Exeter. [X5382

B44 411 letters relniing to Pdvertlsementit should quote ttie number at the end o2 each advertl.sement, and the d''».e ol the ISKue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

20 Rudge Multi I.O.M. T.T. Model, just deliTpred;

list price.

Tel.: 95.
-KhGsTaa Motor Co., Bank Mews, Eom

[3675

BUDGE Mutll 1920 Clutch Model, disc rclieels, not
done 2U0 miles; £110.—Hicks, 32, Lena Gardens,

Hammersmitli, W. [2982

MAT, 1920, SVjh.p. Eudse Mnlti, latest pattern
T.T. bars, last; best offer over listr 105 gns.,

secures; ride 50 miles to purctaser.—21, Priars Rd.,
Coventry. Tel. : 237. - [XSiJSg

RTJDGE Ji/oli.p. C.B. Combination, kick start, F.E.,
good appearance; £55.—16, St. Mary Abbott's

Terrace, Kensington. _ [2904

"ptJDGE, 2-speed, free engine, overhanlad, perfect
J^ condition, tank re-enamelled; £40.—^Box 5.667,
c/o. The Motor Ciicle.

' [2282

1 Q20 Brand New Eudge Multi^I.O.lL T.T., complete
Heath House, Cudding-

[X5423
with accessories; £120.

ton, Malpas, Cheshire.

NSW 1920 I.O.M. T.T. Endge Multi, complete with
all lamps, unridden; price £120. 'Phone: 2431.—

63, South End, Croydon. .. , . [2672

31h.p. Eudge Multi, coachbuilt sidecar, .650X65 tyres
2 splendid condition, lamps, i,pares

Cr.ayen Terrace, Coventry.

1 Q14 Eudge, ciuteh model,A« ratorS, DunlopS;
i'ore St., Edmonton,

19"

£87.-5,
[55308

C.A.V., B.B., lamps, gene-
perfect^running order; £50.—35,

London. ;-
, . [2187

I.O.M., Rudge Multi, lamps, KHaxon, knee
grips, spare bslt, etc., excellent condition; £96.

—Monk, Gunmaker, Chester^ [2794

"IQ14 Eudge, 2.«peed N.S.U.,
-L«7 any trial; £45, or offers.

-Nurseries, Waltham Abbey-

in top-hole condition

;

-19, Colvin, Pick Hill
[3672

"1016 Rudge, I.O.M., perfect condition, lamps, horn,
-1-*/ tank repainted makers' colours; £85, or near
"cfler.—'Phone : Hamp. 7822. [3679

ET.TDGE Multi, 1915. new tyres, belt. Miller lamps,
splendid condition, guaranteed; £60.—299.

Shirland Ed., Paddington, Tr.9. [3239

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., 1914, excellent appearance,
just overhauled, new tvres, accessories; £89.

—

28, Laburnum Ed., Birkenhead. [X5359

RUDGE Multi 3;zh.p., W.Tl. model, in absolutely
new condition throughout, equipped new; £83.

—

181, Clapham Ed., Brixton. 2984.. [2132

-| 019 (Dec.) Eudge Multi I.O.M. Sporting Combina-
JLiJ tion, fxilly equipped, very fast, condition as new;
.£120.-9, Belmont Rd., West Green. [2914

• -| Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, lamps, horn, tools, etc.,
JL«/ .^5 new. has done 62 m.p.h. on Brooklands;
£110.-80, Streatham High Ed., S.'W [3356

C.A.V.
£56.—
[3139

jIMMEDIATE
IDELIVERY!
iAt Makers' List Price at

itime of going to press.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Rudge.

SALE.

m

Lightweights.
= CLYNO, c-strokc, 2-speed.= CLEVELAND, ^-stroke, 2-speed.

S CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 speed.— RADCO, 2-stroke, single-speed.= SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2Spoed.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed.B VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

55 WOOLER, variable gear.= COULSON-B., 2j h.p., 2;specd.

S FRANCIS BARNETT-J.A.P., 2-3peed.

Heavyweights.

MAUDES'-Eudge Multi, 1914 (late), SV-h.p.,
mag-, Senspray carburetter, new tyres;

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

w
AV.l

1919,TJDGE Si'L-h-p. Combination,
throughout, speedometer, horn

dition: £150, offers.—61, Argyle Ed.,

. elet'trii? light
tools, new con-
IHord. [3742

RUDGE Multi Zlih.-p., clutch, roadster model, engine
No. 12755, perfect condition, fully equipped

;

£60.-14, Halliford Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames. [2924

rjOl4 Kud^e 3'^h.p., single gear, complete -with usual
A*' accessories, oTerhauled and renovated a6 new;
price £48.—A.M.,

RXJDGE (2), 1
and £50.— :^

smith Rd., W.6.

-| Q20 Rudge Multi 3Voh.p., T.T.,
J- *y A.K. knee-grips, splendid
C. R.

3, Arlington Ed., N.VT.l. [2330

Multi, 1 Philipson pulley; £7g/10
wnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammer-
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1166

pedal starter, clutch,
condition; 95 gns,—

Waddington, Thornton Steward, "Eedale, Torks.
[^528

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, horn, wind
screen, all good tyres, lovely order : iSS, or near

ofler.'^Stratford, 203, Junction Ed., Upper HoUoway.
[2485

RUDGE 1920 SV^h.p., Isle of Man T.T., multi-speed
gear, hand clutch, only used for a few miles

;

£105.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av,, Camomile
^St., E.C.3. [0066
"1020 (May) 3Voh.p. Eudge Multi, I.O.M., pedal start.

^M.*7 all accessories; otJ^rs over £110, or exchange good
chain driven twin : TTandsworth.—Box 5.793, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3265

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
know of the best Eudge Multis in London; every

machine speciall.T selected and tested. See under Con-
sulting Engineers. _ [2129

1920 7-9h.p. Eudge Multwin, Henderson sidecar,-
een. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, 3

lamps, as new, low^ mileage; £160.—G. Tucker, Durlev
Park. Keynsham, Somerset. [3363

RUDGE, 1920 (June) I.O.M., long exhaust. Klaxon,
knee grips^ electric light, condition perfect, done

£500; £115, or offer.-Maxwellton. Chase Side, South-
gate, N. 'Phone: Palmers Green 828. [3589

"I
Ql5 Eudge, 5-6h.p., and sidecar, new engine and new

-L*7 tyres, paint rough, othem'ise in very good condi-
tion, nil lamns, etc.

'Phone: 243"l.— 63,

bargain ; anv trial : price £70 nett.
South End, Croydon." [2674

= BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3-speed, solo.= COULSON-B., 4 li-P-. 2-speed.

m BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3I h.p., 2 speed.

^.LEA-FRANCIS, 3] h.p.. 2-speed.

=:-ROVER, 3?.- h.p., 3-speed.

ROVER, sih.p., T.T.. Pliilipson pulle>^

_ RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., variable gear.H L.M.C., 6 h.p., suspension frame, 3-speed.— L.M.C., 6 h.p,, rigid frame model, 3-speed.

= Combinations, New.
I WILKIN, 4 h.p., 3-spced, full equipment.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Endge, 1920, and
sidecar, all lamps, run 20 miles only; £135. or

_ down and 12 monthly payments.—9-10-11, Eoyal Pai-
ade, W. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3582

"I Q20 I.O.M. Eudge Multi, engine No. 17205, splen-
L*J did condition, tyres unpunctured, horn, Watford
speedometer, trip, spare belt, £108 ; less speedometer,
£103.-1, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings, Eesses. [2799

3ih.p. Eudge i\Iulti, 1914, drip lubricator, h.b.c.
2 mag., new tyres, Millford sidecar, Lucas lamps,

stored during war, only 20 months' careful use; £65.
—Ashford, 35, St. Mark's Ed., Henley-on-Thames.

[X5349
F.O.C.H. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ready

for the road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath,
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station}.
"Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Staurdays. [2644

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
Sidecar, fully equipped, equal to new.—Fair Offer

^ICar House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead [nr. Hampstead
JTube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.

—-{Including Saturdays. [2645

=1 A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Cb.-Eudge 1920 LO.M.,
-i"!- and sporting Canoelet sidecar, run under 100, as

new, all lamps, horn, speedometer; £140, or Vj down
and 12 monthlv payments. —9-10-11, Eoval Parade, "W.

Ciuydon. 'Phoiie: Croydon 2450. • [3581

T.T.' Eudge Multi, ex-competition machiue iu
acmg' condition, polished aluminium crank case,

plated exliaust, lamps never been used, really fast,

private property of a motor engineer, and .-old for no
fault 'watever: cheap, £85.—Seen at thfe EotherUithe
Motor Co., Silwood St., Rotherhithe New Rd., Eother-
hithe, S.E. [2591

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-Villiers 2-stroke,

single-t^peed £56, 2-speed £66.—London concas-
sionnalres, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
iew agencies available. [4242

Scale.

1 Q 20 New Scale 3y.h.p. Precision, clutch model,
-L«? in stock; £90.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [X5335

-| 020 3i'2h.p. Scale, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, coacli-

J-*y built combination, run 500 miles; £95.—Doctor
Brunton, Clifton Asylum, York.

,

[3127

OCALE 3V2h.p., Precision 2-stroke, 2^peed gear, kick-

acceiit

T.O.M..
1; -*- racu

m

Combinations,

Second-hand.

L.M.C., 4jh.p., Henderson Sidecar, 3-speed, full H
.

equipment.^ L.M.C, 6 h.p. suspension frame model, Henderson :^
Sidecar; full equipment.

. nz:

^TRIUMPH, renovated, Cadby Sidecar, lamps, etc. ^
=Z P. & M., s^ h.p., Dunhill Sidecar, full set of lamps, ™

etc. iz:

__ And many others. =
SIMPLEX UNIT ATTACHMENTS fitted to ladies'— and gent's machines. In stock for immediate

m
delivery at List Price.

horn, etc,

no offers.-

£65, lowest; £6 undei
Lciwood, Susses.

Scott.

jn~t delivered; list price.—12

list price;
[2713

rQ20
Scott,

i^ Cambrid^

SCOTT Brand New 1920 Sports Model
makers' price.—Moss, Wem.

IQ20 Scott. T.T. bars; best ofi

i-O' by appointment 9, Tess Ed.,

15 Scott S^Lih.p. Combination,

Bridge "St.,

[2664

in Stock

;

[X540^

:r over £155.—Seen
St. Albans. [5424

good-as new; £100.
19
JUST Delivered, brand new Scott, T.T. bars, list

price plus delivery charges.—Millard's, Chester-

field. .
[X5415

WAUCHOPE',S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.CA'.—
3"^ih.p. Scott, new, 1920 model, irom stock;

£140. [3745

1 CklS Soott-llillford Combination, well equipped, fanlt-

J-»/ less; 135 gns.—12, St. Michael's Terrace, Wood
Gieen; [2526

SCOTT, renovateii'.

Padd. 2423.-89
3"-ih.p.
Abbey

£60; almost new;.

—

Ed., St. John's Wood,
[3151

SCOTT, 1915. overhauled and re-enamelled, acces-

sories, in very good condition; £80.-145. Suther-

land ."^v., Maida Vale. [3722

Scott, engine thoroughly overhaujed, liinks, new
£80.-

1 Q14 Sl..-, - „- - ...
JL ft/ chains throughout, new Liunlops

Sole Agents London and Horns g Ed., East Finchley, N.2. [2419

Counti's for L.M C, Wilkin, S' QCOTT 1917-18 Combination, eauipped, e.vcellcntme-
'

c, ,,. ,j u J =ikJ chanical condition: fllO, or exchange.—12, Com-
Sheffield-Hendarson. =|wall ilews, Gloucester Kd., S.'U'.?. [3726

brand new. solos, combinations.
=: Retail Selling .Agents: BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
Ba Special London Agents for SPARKBROOK and™ VELOCETTE.

= Contracting Agents for all leading makes.

HENDERSON SIDECARS
iz: Complete range on view.

S You ceinnot do better

the b.'st, therefore cor
than
e to

buy =

m
i 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

I QCOTTS, 1920, --

', O sidecars onlv ; list prices ; prompt delivery.-W.
"l Pepper. Market Hill. Eoyston, Herts. [1697

^1 QCOTT 1915, with new C.B. sidecar, new heavy Pun-
cn i^ lops, electric light, splendid condition; £100.

—

^|Aley, 6, Studley Rd., Stockwell, S.W.4. [2917

-|Ol4 Scott Combination, lamps and speedometer,
JL tF new tyres and accessories ; £65.—Watson,
Foresters' Arms, 94, Brady St., Whitehall. [2566

1 Q20 Scoti and Sporting Sidecar, delivered last

J-t/ month, not driven 100 miles, lamps, horn; £175.

—lletcher, Carlton Grange, Stockton-on-Forest, York.
[8619

SCOTT Combination, coachbuilt. Cameo screen, 3
lamps, new chains, very good tyres, tools, etc..

_

readv for touring; £68/10.-184, Boundary Rd., Wood
Green. [3234

20 Scott. Swan sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps.
Cameo -wind screen, luggage grid, run about

miles; £165.—Warne's, 46. Churchfield Rd..

19?°
800 n
Acton, W.3.

^llllll^llllilBBIIIIIISIIllllEBIIIIIimillllf
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT Combination, Oct., 1919, electric lighting,
' Cowey speedometer, Lucns liorn, Easting, new Sin.

tyies, new chains, mechanically perfect; £160.— Aish,

Telverton Ed., Bournemonth. [2706

SCOTT 1915 C.B. Combination, lamps, horn, good
tyros, semi-T.T. ^bars; sell £95, or exchange for

1919, well-known solo mactnne, Blackblirne preferred,

cash either way.—17, Dyer's Lane, Putney, London.
[2870

QCOTT 1920 3;ifh.p., with Swan de Inxe touring
1^ sidecar, painted mauve, speedometer, lamps, hood,
and screen, very smart; £165.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [1164

"Id 14 Scott, all green, C.B. Combination, Cameo
J-^ screen, Binks S-jet, Bosch, just overhauled, worn
parts renewed, tyres good, perfect running order; £95;
trial after 6 o'clock.—31, Onslow Ed., Richmond,
Surrey. C3231

1Q20 Scott, engine 4362, makers' guarantee, 2-

J-^ Beater sidecar, hood, side curtains, screen, lug-

gage .carrier, electric light, not done 500 miles, taken
delivery of car.—Offers to Tailor, 39, Canterbnry St..

Gillingham, Kent. [2918

SCOTT Combination, 1915, 2-cyl., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

K.S., lamps and horn, just been overhauled, new
rings, chains, radiator, new Palmer tyres, excellent condi-

tion, and spare parts; £86.—J. Clark, 389, York Ed.,
Wandsworth, S.W.18. [3173

SCOTT Combination, Bosch, Lucas lamp and gene-
rators, trip speedometer, light sporting sidecar,

folding ehassis, perfect condition, stored 4 years, spare
inner tubes, chain, etc. ; 100 gns., or befit offer.—Box
5,732, do The Motor Cycle. [2588

SCOTT Late 1919 Purple Combination, engine No.
3673, small mileage, condition like new through-

out, Lucas lamps, new Cowey speedometer iust fitted,

Binks carburetter, hot air attachment; £170; seen fitter

7.-35, Bournevale Ed., Streatham. [2221

Singer.

SINGER 4h.p., 2-speed countershaft; £55.-59, Pal-
frey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Rd., S.W.S.

[2742
SINGER 254h.p., Bosch, spring seat and forks, t'oud

Tunning order; £31.—Read, 29, Newington C4reen

Ed., Islington, N.l. [2231

3l,h.p, Singer, chitch model, good condition; £45:
2 or part exchange lightweight, Devon.—Box

5,776, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3519

33.h.p. Singer, 2-speed countershaft, new tyres,
4 lamps, horn, speedometer, just overhauled;

£40.—Perfect, 4, Orchard Ed., Boaconsfield. [3204

Sparkbrook.
1 Ql'7 Sparkbrook, 2-Kpeea, free, perfect; first £53/10.
J.»/ —83, Braemar Ed., Fallordfleld, Manchestsr.

[3385

1 Q 20 Sparkbrook, perfect as new, not done 500 miles

;

.M^U £60, no ofllers.—Napier, Bow Theatre, Wallsend-on-
Tyne. [2734

Qlh.p. Sparkbrook 2-atroke, single and 2-3peed
/V 2 models in stock, at makers' list price for cash,
or on extended payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Ed., London. [2170

SPARKBROOK, 6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-starter,
chain-cum-belt, lamps, and speedometer, new Mill-

ford eidecar, good combination; nearest offer to £120.
—201, Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [X5385

SPARKBEOOK-VILLIEES 1920 Lightweight Model,
with latest flywheel mag., single speed; cost £6^

used few miles, and' indistinguishalile from new; bar-
gain, price £56.—The Layton Garages, London Rd.,
Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicef^ter. 'Phone : 35, Bi-
resier. Please asy for our July bargain list, which gives
liarticnlars of nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest
possible figures. [3530

Sun.

SUN, 2^ipeed, 1920, uncrated ; list price, £70; first
telegram ' secures.—Allen, Hairdresser, Oundle.

[2686
SUN-VILLIERS T.T. 1914 2i/2h.p., very good run-

ning order, sporty: Been any time; 33 gns.—Fisher,
Tadley, Basingstoke. [3498

SUN-VITESSE, delivered March, 1920, excellent con-
' dition, lamps, horn, tools.- Offers to Cecil Entt.

T,jmgford, Biggleswade. [2748

SUN Vitesse 1920 2-«poed Liglitwclght, purchased
new .Tunc, used once and exchanged for combina-

tion, new condition guaranteed, cost £64/10; best
otter over £62/10 aecopted.—The Layton GarngeB
London Rd^ Bicoster. Tel.; Integrity, Bicester.
'I'houc: 35 Bicester. Plonso n«k for our .July bargain
livt, wliieh gives particulars of nearly 50 macliinos.
all priced at lowest possible figures. [3544

Sunbeam
DAN GUY, Weymouth.- 8h. p. 3-»peod Sunbeam,

C.B. uidccar, good condition throughout; £180.
(1 1791QI9 Sunbeam 8h,p. Combination, fully o<iulp|,e<l.X" any trial; £215.—Fcnwick, Olia Works, Yeovil '

[2396
1 Q20 SpoitlTiK Sunbeam, jnut delivered, Lucas (icces-
i^O »or(i'«; i;i85.-Box 6,680, c/o The Motor Cjietr.

12341

RETREADING
26 in.

lesoxesi
l7O0X80^
I 28X3 J

Extra Heavy 20;-

|

Heavy
Medium
Extra Heavy
Car type tread {

17/6
15/-

22/6
25/.
26/-

Ali casing
repairs are
cliarged ex-
tra accord-
ing to the
description
of repair.

Repairi
are executed
at our own
worm under
expert super-
vision.

Mill

m

I All soods sent must beaccom-
I

panied with letter o'f instruc-
]

tion, otherwise we cannot
I

hold ourselves responsible.

iGlVE US A TRIAL

gVULCANIZINQ WORKS,
I Latctimere Grove,
] Battersea, S.W.I 1.

(Telephone: Battersea 1177.

I
INDIAN

S Combinations
2 AND

I SCOUT
i Models.

THE LAST WORD
IN LUXURY.

Very Early Delivery.

I SEAL & BALL,
24, Nevill Street,

g
SOUTHPORT.

Telephone: 163,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Combination, Sli.p., 1917, spare wheel;
£145.—Mons, Churchill Rd., Bordesley Green,

Birmingham. [X5322

SUNBEAM Combinntion, 8h.p.. 1917, just been thor-
oughly overhauled, at works; £170.-89, Lozells

Rd., Birmingham. [X5244

SUNBEAM 3iyl.h.p. rrnil Sidecrir, hnmps, wind screen,
' hood, .iust OTeihanled ; a bargain, 100 gna.—132,

Victoria Drive, Eaetboume. [3197 >

~> Q19 Sunbeam Combination, 4h.p., French military
J-*/ model; bought 1920 model; offers over ^£140.—
Price, Horeefair St., Leicester. (;X497.1

"fQ 20 Sunbeam Combination, S^^h.p., under 500
-i-i' miles, guaranteed perfect; offers.—17, Ryfold
Rd., Wimbledon Park, London. [305l

1 19 Sunbeam, French military, black and gold,
-l-«7 Canoelet sidecar, excellent condition ; £150.^
Box 5,757, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3511

23.h.p. Sunbeam, 2 speeds, K.S., chain drive, Eoech,
4 Amac, Lucas equinment, in good condition ; £68.

—Box 5,699, olo The Motor Cycle. [2462

SUNBEAM 1914 2"?4h.p., complete with lamp, horn,
tools, speedometer, etc., speedy and reliable;

£85.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service fiiTii,

Taunton. [2659'

SUNBEAM S'Ab.p.) brand new, just delivered, Lucas
' Jamp set; best offer; would take 1920 hi^h-class

tightweieht part exchange.—69, St. James'e Park, Tun-
bridge Wells. [2666

1Q19 (Dec.) SV^h.p. Sunbeam, fitted with Sunbeam
-M~tJ leg shields, Lucas lamps, Lueas horn, mileage
200; price £145.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [3621

SUNBEAM 1918 Bh.p. J.A.P.. bulbous back sidecar,
all in black and gold, detachable wheels.—Newn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.Sr'Phone :

Hammersmith 80 [1159a

TQ19 4h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage 4,000,
At/ Lucas head lamp, electric sidecar lamp, mechani-
cal horn, tool kit, spare tyre ; £160.—Dumas, Ferns,
Severnbank, Shrewsbury. [3427

I ATE 1918 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, perfect con-
J dition, discs, and spare wheel, enamelled olive

green, all accessories ; bargain, £175, no dealers.—
Rice, 12, Mill Lane, Cambridge. . [2960

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Sunbeam 1916 com-
bination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine; £140, or V* down

and 12 monthly payments.— 9-10-11, Royal Piinide, W.
Croydon. Thone: Croydon 2450. [3583

SUNBEAM, Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, combination, condi-
' tion as new, donble-seatei sidecar, 700x80 tyres,

hood, screen, and numerous spares : offers, or exehanges.
—21, Dorking Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [2667

SUNBEAM Combination, SMh.p., black and gold,
3-speed, clutch, kick-start, Lucas lamps, horn,

ptunp, tube, apron, fully insured, perfect; £120; after
7.-55, Moncrieff St., Peckham, S.E. [2624

LATE 1913 3i^h.p. Sunbeam, black and gold, fullv
equipped, nice condition, and thoroughly sounti,

owner bought combination; £127.—Stored at Jayes, 9
Princess Mews, Belsize Crescent, Hampstead. [3475

1 Q19 (August) Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare
X*/ wheel and tyre, F.R.S. electric lighting, Stewart
speedometer, Lucas horn, practically as new; £230.—
Jones, Earlswood, Ellesmere Rd,, Shrewsbury. [X5375

31h.p. Sunbeam, 1919 (Oct.), all-chain, P. and H.
3 lamp, tools, mechanical horn, rear lamp, spare

inner' tube, mileage under 3,500, very good condition;
£140.—D. Green, Hailgatc House, Howden, East Yorks.

[2204
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Sunheam 1916 3Vj

h.p., re-enamelled and plated; £40 overhaul:
i;13B, or Vi down and 12 monthly payments.—9-10-11,
Royal Parade, W. Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

15584
1Q14 Sunbeam 3Vab.p. Combination, 3-si)eeil, K.S.,
-L *J new engine, gears, crown, head, shackles, rods,

back and front epindles, front hub, spares, delivery
Hud July; £100; buying larger; Hampshire.—Box
i),795, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3692

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in atock; repaira, overhauls, re-enamelling

and plating undc the supervision of Mr. T. O. de la

Hay 'late Sunbea.-jiland).—The Molinoux Garage Co.,

Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

20 SVah.p. Sunbeani, with primrose dinky pattern
siilecar, largest F.R.S. lamp set, Cowov trip

speedonielev, Cowey horn, knee grips, mirror, 'F.R.S.
sidecar lump, Lucas rear Ininp, disc on sidecar wheel,
done 450 mtles. as new; £230.—R.L., c/o MrtUu, 36,
Froginofe St., Bristol. [0238

QJli.p. Hunhcnni, 1919 (June), and Sunhenm eidocar,
2 EnstitiK wiiiil screen, liUcus lamps, tools, new spare

(iiitiT cover, 4^tc.. low miloapo, has been taken great cnro
ni, and only «nld us owner has furchnsed a car; can
he Hcrn liv (ippointuUMit ; prieo £175.—Apply, Lt.-Col.

Ilcscltino, Etchilhaniptnii Ilouse, Devizes, Wilts, [2386

T.D.C.
4 h.p. T.D.C, ftfl new, very sporty, disc wheels, lamps,

horn, etc.; £76.-100. St. John's R<1., Rcdhill.
[3690

19^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.D.C.

Cj-i-le,2 All. p. T.D.C, 2-stroke Motor L'j-i'le, in nmnlne
•t order; £16.—29, Capstone Kd., Bouiuemoutli.

[2499
33]i.p. T.D.C, Dixie, Amao, lamps, horji, et^^.. rifle

4 invav: £35.—Fowler, 7, Mukleu Ciejcent, Kentish
Town, N.W.I. [2491

NEW 2l4h.p. T.D.C. de Luxe, variable pulley,
E.I.C. mag., Senspray, and footboards j- £44.—H.

Judd, Fringford, Bicester. [2758

Torpedo.
TOEl'EDO-PRECISION 23il).p., 2-speed, goofl condi-

tion; £36.—Apply Sundirrs, 22, WiUoughby Park
Ed., Tottenham, N. [2704

3illi.p. Torpedo Precision, good running condition:
4 £33 near.—11, Becklow "'

Shepherds Bush, W.12.
Place, Askew Rd..

[3183

Triumph.
3ih.p. Triumph, 1911, 2-speed, clutch,

2 —34, Park Ed., Ilford.

TEIUMPH 4h.p. in stock. Model H.

:

Mv'eteu, Motois, Dorking.

perfect

;

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p., little used,
-1-tf Richmond Rd., Kingston.

TRIUMPH T.T., disc irhoels, fast; £40-
St. Peter's St., Hackney Ed., E.2,

TUirMPH, late 1919 T.T., splendid condition- £95.-
23, St. Peter's Rd., Handswoith, BiiTuinsham

Bosch; £37.
[3394

list price.-
[2955

£115.-116,
[3026

-HoM-f, 6.

[2432

,_ fX5260fTRlUMPH, fine condition; 38gns.: must sell.—57,
J- Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell.

[2405
"1Q20 Triumph, Canoelet S.C. lamps, tools, etc., as
-LtJ new; £140.-80, Streatham Hign Ed., S.W.

(3357
1 Q20 Triumuh Combination, lamns. horn, SCO miles;
J-if £160.—Scott, Sarala, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

[X5332
Itl'Ml'H 51/ob.p., 3-speed, free engine, gord condi-
tion; trial; £48.—EojeioOn, Ne^\towu, Wigaii.

lX5339a
TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, overhauled; £65.—

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, \V.3.
[X5362

"|Q18 Triumph Combination, all on, good goer, me-
'JLU chanically sound; £115.—'Phone : Ham[i. 7822

[3681
IRIUMPH IV.h.p., yariable, free, excellent condi-

tion, lamps: £56.—C. Stapleton, Belmont, Bag-
shot. [2303

^EIUMPH' 3V'oh.p., 1913, single speed, Bosch, 'sportv
model, all on; bargain.—34, Milton Ed., Waltholn-

stow. [2267

-f Q20 4h.iJ. Triumph Countershaft, nearly new, lamps,
it? horn, etc.; £132.—Shaw, Morton St.. Royston,
Herts. - [3011

1 Q 18-19 Countershaft Triumph, new rear tyre, all on

-

X*y bargain, £102.—Morgan, 4, Christchurch Ed.".

fpi

19

shot

Ilford. [3108

(020 Triiuuph 4h.p. Countcrsli.ift,
X«7 ridden; best offer.—Box 128
Cijdr.

1 Q20 T.T. Triumph,
i-U done 200 miles;
Cambs.

largest
£110.-

inst delivered, not
c/o The Motor

[3443

F.E.S. lamp set. only
-Reynolds, Waterbeach.

[3441

1 Q19 Baby Triumph, lamps, horn, onlv done 700
Xft/ miles; £65.—Baxter, Hazleniere, Cuthaiu Park
Bristol. [2423

fy GNS.—Triumph, sporting sidecar, Urado gear, new
t) I tyres and belt; rare bargain.—Craig. London Ed
Kingston.

'

[2565

31h.p. Triumph, 1911, N.S.U. gears, in good nmnin"
2 order; eeen after 7.-11, Thurlow Park Ed.,

Dulwich. [2442

1 Q20 Brand New Countershaft Triumph -and sidecar
X«7 owner taken another delivery.-Bird, Metton!
Norwich.

i;289'7

4h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, kick starter, equipped
splendid condition; SO gns.—8, Algernon Ed

Kilburu, [2983

TEIUMPH Combination, S'/sh.p., excellent coiiditinn
£75; view evenings.-Eosebank, Lownds Av., Brom-

ley, Kent. [2735

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, lamps, speedometer,
horn, tools, new condition; £145, offers.— 61 Argyle

Ed., Ilford. [3743

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0 4 —
Triumph Junior, 1914, £60; also 4h,p. Triumph

dington

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

3-speed,4h.p.
iddle
W.9.

Triumph, clutch: delivery
299, Shirland Rd., Pad-

(3240
Borfch mag., new tyres, excel-
£38/10.—Harper, 34, Belgrave

[2507
new, gears, new tyres, accessories,
£55, sacrifice.—Atkins, Stansfcead

[2729
£38.—Triumph, believed 1912, speedometer, lamps, B.

and B. automatic, new tyres, belt.— 28, Goldsinitii
Av., Manor Palk. [3253

1Q19 Triumph C.B. Combination, as new. little
-i-t/ used, all accessories: offers?—Burge, 156, Cam-'
bridge St., S.W.I. (3004

3-speed countersliaft, new coudi-
. 85 gns.—Frank, 76, Trafalgar Rd.,

Horsham, Sussex. [2256

; owner
Tailor,
(X5299

TRIUMPH 3ii;h.p.,

lent condition

;

Gate, Leicester.

TRIUIVIPH, as

must sell;

Abbotts, Herts.

J Q 16-17 Triumph,
-L tr tiun ; any trial;

.1914. £75.

4h.p. Triumph, clutch inodel, pink of condition,
hauled April; £55.—Walker, 3,

[9781

, over-
loxley Ed.,

[8810

St. Pulham.

Every Beldam Tube is
packed in a waterproof
bag, whicli keeps it fresh
and clean and free from
damage until youwant it.

Kennington,

COUNTEESHAFT Triumph, late model. No. 45373
splendid order; £90.-374, Grove Green Ed

'

Leytonstone. [2086
3ih.p. Triumph, been overhauled and re-enamelled

2 perfect condition; £28.—Box 5,668, c/o The
Motor Oiidc. [2283

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph Millford Combination, 3-speed
-'-»' S.A.. perfect order, spares; £130.-102, Kenyon

[2526

All letters relating to advertisements shoult: quote the number at the eod ol each

<)

()

%

^BECAUSE OF THEIR QUALITY
d insist on

IBELDAM
llnner Tubes
()
TTHE life of your tyre depends on the

5 quality of the inner tube. Beldam
y Inner Tubes are of the highest possible

()
quality. They are

% built up layer by

^ layer from the

()
finest sheet rub-

$ ber. Beldam
? Tubes are ex-

\ tremely elastic,

§ of great strength

9 and toughness,

() and, if correctly

5 fitted, will out-

^ last your cover.

^ Get a Beldam
() InnerTubeto-day
' and compare it

1 QI9 Baby Triumph, 2 lamps, horn, insurance
X*J buying larger' machine; £65,—C/o Smyth,
High St., Coventry.

"JQ19 Triumph Combination, Grindlay sidecar, fitted
J-O new Dunlops; £140.—Harold Holland, 60, Marl-
borough Ed., Coventry. rX545S

3ih.p. Triumph (1912) clutch model, new carburetter,
2 lamps, horn, excellent condition; £40,—Evevitt.

Famhain Eoyal, Bucks. [2998

4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, free engine, clutch, lamps,
horn, etc., pink of condition ; £75.—Walker, 3.

Foxley Ed., Kennington. *
' [2778

"1 Ql 4 Special Bracing Triumph, top-hole order, speedo-
X*^ meter, 2 lamps, spare belt and valve; photo.—W.,
Eosenhurst, Sunningdale. [2807

1 016 4h.u. Countershaft Triumnh, Millford coacli-
X«7 biiiltr lamps; £92; carriage extra; trial.—I.am-

bert, 1, Pitlake, Croydon. [3217

TRIUMPH Combination, kick start, Grado gear, new,
irnderslung sidecar; £68.-57, Kenbury St., CokN

harbour Laue, Camberwell. [2240

£70, or offer.- 3',ijh.p. Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar,

lamps, hoin, accessories, good tyres; any trial.—

349, Gloucester' Ed., Bristol. (2757

1 i£|18 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, grey. Speedwell
L^ sidecar, fast, splendid condition; £115: private

owner.—'Phone : Brixton .484, [3249

TRIUMPH, W.D. model, renovated by Triumph
"Co.; £95; exchange or half down. — Bunting's

Motors, Wealdstonc, Harrow. {3415

20 4h.p. Triumph, fitted special Triumph Mont-
gomery sidecar, brand new outfit; £162.—Box

5.767, c/o Tlic Motor Cijde. [3609

rpEIUMPH and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-speed, free en

gine. laps, horn,_ apron, good tyres; £55,--== ^ i"

19=

Boulevard, Balham, S.W.17.
5, The
[3186

complete with

[X5203

disc

A Qiii.. compare

(J
with any others

() you are using.

^ You will realise at

(\ once the superior

i quality of the
> Beldam and why
^ it wears so long.

()

<)

"Ybu ^et ihem in a

T011 41i P- Triumph C- — . ,,,.-
Xi/ tools and lamps, etc.. perfect condition: £95.—
Turner, Welle^bourne, Wan
TRIUMPH' 4h.p., 1915, 3-speed, clutch, 1.1.,

wheels, new sidecar, excellent condition, all nii.~-

149, Eosendale Ed., W. Dulwich. (1604

4h.p. Countershaft Triuipph, late 1917, good tyres,

discs. Bosch, all accessories, absolutely perl"'';

£30.—Ibbott, Sutton, Ely, Cambs. 12214

TRIUMPH, 1912, rebored 1919, horn, speedometer,

lamps, new belt; £35; inspect 5-7 p.m.—Williams

9, Somerfield Rd., Finsbury Park. [2920

TRIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt side-

bar. Easting wind screen; £80, nearest.-Garage_,

6, Boston Place, Dorset Sqnare,

15,

3-speed,
I : a;«u, nearesL.

—

\j

W. [2793

1 14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres, belt,

' overhauled, fast, thoroughly reliable; £63.--

Wickham Ed., Bro.ckley, S.E.4. [2463

:, 7in. mud-
17, Frances

[X5366

All standard sizes made. Write for prices.
^

The Beldam TyreCo.(1920)Ltd. B.entford.Hid'x. I

> .^P'O.S'^S' i

TRIUMPH, single gear, 1919 engini

guards, perfect; £35.-Alexander,
Rd., Stockland Green, Birmingham.

TRIUMPH 3"/,h.p., clutch, 3-speed, guaranteed

sound, runnihg perfectly, accessories; trial; £53

-Brooklyn, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [2866

TRIUMPH 1911 3V^h.p., clutch, Bosch, new rings,

excellent condition, ride away: £43; before 7.—
Fowler, 12, Gleuengle Ed., Streatham. [3153

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., countershaft, lamps, gener-

ators. Klaxon, tools, etc., as new: £135. or nearest

ofler.-Box 5,698, c/o T/ie' Uolor Cycle. [2461

BABT Triumph, late 1919, appearance and condition

as'new, lamps, horn, tools; best offer over £65.—
A.E.O., 35, Board School Ed., Woking. [2705

4h.p. Triumph, countershaft (Nov., 19191, in excellent

condition, as new, lamps, horn, etc.; £120.—Fair-
grieve, 26, Church Crescent, St. Albans. ' [2747

1 Q20 T.T. Triumph, lamps. Klaxon, knee grips,

Xt/ in perfect condition; £100 or offers.—Gilling-

ham, Eingwood Rd., Ferndown, Dorset. [3134

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, rruscratched,
enamel and plating perfect, latest type sidecar

;

£125.-72, Lougiidge Ed., Earl's Court. [3751

1Q 12-13 Clutch Model Triomph, P. and H. lamps,
Xi/ new tvres, excellent condition, very fast; £50
,—6, Grenville Ed.. Hornsey Rise, N.19. [X531«

a'Jvertisement, and the date of the Issuts. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T.T. Triumph, 1913 clutch model, in perfect mn-
nin? order, stored duriuR" war, low mileage; £50.

—Greenwood, 324, Padiham Rd., Burnley. [2354

TEIUMPH 1919 Couiitershaft Combinfition, veil
equipped, mechauieally perfect, good tyres; £119,

bargain.—Brietow's Farm, Cholsey. Berks. [5156

3ih.p. Triumph, Grade gear, overhauled, lamps, good
2 tyres, will pull sidecar; £45; exchange for 2-

Btroke.—5, Addison Av.j Holland Park, W.ll. [3470

TRIUMPH, late 1919 (61950), mileage under 2,000,
Henderson sidecar, P. and H. lamps, horn, speed-

ometer; £135.-34, King Charles Rd., Surbitou. [3198

1 Q 14 Triumph Combination, C.B. sidecar, Mabon
J-t^ gear, set 3 lamps, hood, and screen, and all

accessories; ofiers.—9, Avenue Rd.j Brentford, W. [2712

4h.p, Triumph and Sidecar, fitted with all lamps, tyres
nearly new, machine in very iine condition; price

£125. 'i'hone: 2431.-63, South End, Croydon. [2673

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., running but requires overhaul-
ing; £30, or near offer.—Apply, Sunningdala

Motors, Ltd., London Rd., Sunuingdale, Berks. [2408

£35.—Triumph, Gradua gear, guaranteed in perfect
working order, condition good.—Tamplin's Garage,

20, Heath Rd., Twickenham. 'Phone; Richmond 96.
[2431

TRIUIVIPH 1918 Countershaft, engine No. 54597,
new Watsonian sidecar, lamps, horn, condition

perfect; £122.-30, Belgrave Av., Watford, Herts.
[3395

4h.p. Triumph Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
Binks, Bosch, 3-speed, clutch; £75; splendid con-

dition.—120, Cromwell Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex.
[3397

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., btand new, countershaft, all ac-
cessories and spares, registered and insured;

£135.-159, Trinity R*., -Wandsworth Common, S.W.
[2873

TRIUMPH 1914 41i.p., 3-speed, Gloria sidecar, stored

4 years, overhauled makers March, excellent con-

dition : £90.—Laurel Bank House, Chase Side, Enfield,
[2632

TRIUMPH Clutch Underslung Coach Combination.
scarcely used, original plating, enamel as new;

£60.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham, N.15.
[2942

TRIUMPH 1920 Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
delivery from stock, brand new; £75.—Elce and

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0071

SEVERAL Countershaft Triumphs, in good con-
dition, 1916-17-18 models; from £80 to £90 eachj

combination, £110.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.
[3021

1 Q20 Countershaft Triumph, April, practically new,XU electric light, wind shields, Stewart hom, per-
fect- offers.—Garrington, Neva Rd., Weston-super-Mare.

[3254
~| Q19 Triumph Combination, complete, lamps, toola,
Xt7 horn, perfect tyres, spare outer cover; £130, near
offer.—Capt. Backhouse, Barracks, Bury St. Edmuuds.

- [2557
TRIUMPH, 1918 engine, new wheels, new tyres, new

mag., renovated throughout, in splendid condition i

£90.-County Garage Co., Gerrard's Cross, Bucks.
[0240

1 Q !> 8 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, Canoelet
X*J sidecar, in fine condition, perfect running order;
£115.—County Garage Co., Gerrarde' Cross, Bucks.

[0241
TRIUMPH Sj^.p., clutch model, perfect condition,

new back tyre and belt, engine rebushed, lamps,
horn; £55; after 6.-2, Poplar Grove, Hammersmith.

[3035
TRIUMPH 3Vjh.p., clutch model, about 1913, over-

hauled and renovated 6 months ago, not used since;
offers over £40.—L. Burchell, 4, Goulton Ed., Clapton,
E.5. [2440

SPORTY Si^h.p. Triumph, Bosch, new lamps, rear
tyre, all accesflories, guaranteed !»erfect: any trial;

nearest £30.— Denby, 4, Copley Av., King Cross, Ilali-
fitx. [3255

TRIUMPH Coach Combination, 3-speed, clutch
(foot), speedometer, a'll accessories, ride away;

£60.-134, Crystal Palace Rd., Goose Green, London,
S.E. [2215

TRIUMPH S^h.p., clutch, Bosch mag., adjustable
pulley, tyres nearly new, lamps, horn, perfect con-

dition, ride away; £50.-41, Evelyn Rd., Wimbledon.
S.W. [3459

1 Q19 Trhniiph Combination, 3-ppeed, connterh=luit't,
-1- 1^ with Iainp«. horn, lugguge grid, speedometiT. an
now; £147.—Stevenson, 21, GroBvenor Rd., Ilford,
E.^HCc. t2879

TRiTTMlTI 4h.p., 1914, cane sidecar, 3-Rpecd hub,
new tyres and belt, very fft«t, in oxcfdlont con-

dition; £80; would sell separate.-Rutt, Contractor,
Alton. [2911

rQ12
Triumph, clutch model, porfcit condition, long

*y copper exliauht, tyrew and bi-lt hk new, lonips, et*:.;

£43; or ueary^t ofTor.- 18, HullHwelle ltd., Goldcrs
Grif^m. [2988

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913, 3^^h,p.. hub Bear,"

3 ^i»' '-'is, reliable, in B<'od Koing orrlcr, l.inins;

£60.— Larkiiiii, Inglcdejl, Totturidgc, near Higli Wy-
combt

NO I^REIVIIUMS!
New Machine for immediate delivery at LIST

PRICE.
IN STOCK.

3^ h.p. ARIEL Combination, -fitted with Magdyna
2jh.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed and ciutch,

kick-start.

8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar, fine turnout.

3 h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECISION, spring frame,
2-speed, and clutch.

8 h.p. BLACKBURNE and Sidecar, very smart.

2i h.p. CED08, 2-speed model, very smart little

hghtweight.

al h.p. DIAMOND-a.A.P., 2-speed Enfield gear.

aj h.p. HOBART, single-speed model.
O.K.-UNION, single-speed—the 48 gn. Model.
5-6 h.p. ROVER Combination, or Solo.

3.V h.p. l.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI5, 2 in stock,

2I h.p. WOOLER, " The Record Breakers."

1920 MATCHLESS, Lucas acetylene lighting,

speedometer, hood, etc., £220 (works out at

list price), nearly new.
1920 MATCHLESS, Magdyno model, speedometer,

etc., little mileage, £239 10s. (works out at
list price).

1920 ENFIELD, Magdyno model, as new, £240,
unscratched.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, as new, £175,
unscratched.

Also 50 other machines, too numerous to mention,
from £35. Send for Big List Kindly send stamp

for reply.

Now taking orders for MATCHLESS, Model H.
Delivery 2 to 3 weeks.

SPARES AND ACCESSORIES.
Tyres, all makes, in stock.

Lightweight Roc 2-5peed Gear Boxes, complete
with controls, for Levis, J.A.P., Villiers, etc.

Makers' price, £7 los. Our price, £6 10s.

JONES' GARAGE
Broadway, MUSWELLHILL,N.10.

'Phone : Homsey 25^2.

THE

"ACE''
DISC

SEAMLESS. SPUN ALUMINIUM
ABSOLUTELY FREE from VIBRATION
A HIGHLY FINISHED ONE-PIECE DISC
NO RIVETS, NO SOLDERING.
SIMPLE TO FTT.

90/- SET SIDECAR 45/.
Full particulars with pleasure,

MAUDES'
MOTOR MART
SoU dislributing Agents for London, ComwaU,

Devon,
100. Great Portland St, LONDON. W.l

'Grams : "Abdicate, Wcsdo, LondoD."
Pbooo : Mayfair 552, Miiscvim 557.

100. Paris Street. EXETER.
'Grams : "Combustion, Kxcter."
'I'hoiic : Exeter 933.

mb<;. [2809

41i,p, Triiimiili, Into model, r;ountor8hfift, hnttnn <lc-

roiiiiin-Hii'tr. «-uKiiio No. 45346. and new C.ll. flido-

tar; bfirK;iiti, 110 dim.— 232, Ktockwcll Ed., JJrixton,

London. [2484

A36 AM letters reluting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each udveitlscment. and the date of the ls3ue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TTBIUMPH 1918, 3-speed C.S., engine 50192, disc*,
I

J- 2 lamp sets, Lucas horn, new Dnnlop, smart ma-
ehine; 85 gns.—190, High St., Colliers Wood, Merton, ""

S.W.19. [2977

41i.r. Countershaft Triumph Combination, Gloria C.B.
sidecar, late model, esrellent order tiroughoub,

unscratched; any trial; £115.—6, Quay St., Woodbridge,
Sailolk. [3468

1 Q20 Triumph, H model, complete with Lncas
X«/ lamps. Klaxon horn, disc wheels; immediate de-
livery at list price.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [3620

1 Q13 Triumph Combination, 3-(?peed, clutch, lamps,
J-*/ tools, good running order; £85, or exchange with
higher power combination.—B. Mills, Aehby Rd., Heg-
worth, Derby. [2930

ROBERT EAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
know 01 the best 4h.p. Triumphe in London. -

Every machine specially selected and tested. See under
Consulting Engineers. [2128

1 18 4h.p. Triumph, engine No. 54220, 3-speed,
J~*J countershaft, new tyres, belt, lamps, horn, re-
enamelled, as new; bargain, £85. — H. Rose, 205, '

Western Rd., Southall. [3714

1 Q15 Triumph, countershaft, wicker sidecar, new
Xtf bearings throughout by makers, new ball races
throughout, mechanically perfect, new tyres; £90.—
'Phone: 7377 Hampstead. [9878

1 Q13 Triumph, 3-6peed, clutch, lighting set, horn,
J-*/ complete engine overhaul just finished, ineuf-
pnoe. excellent running order; £60.—Husbands, 26,
Becmead Av., Streatham. " [8682

TRIUMPH T.T., 1918-19, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed countershaft, good tyres, mechanical horn,
new lamps, thoroughly reliable, ready go anywhere: £105.
-64, Balloch Rd., Catford. [2550

1 Q20 T.T. Triumph,. 650, beautifnl condition, tyres
-i-«^ perfect, new belt and spare, big Lucas unused;
no reasonal)le ofEer refused for Quick sale; Esees.—Box
5,750, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2814

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Triumph 1917-18.
Several reconstructed models: £95. or V^ down and

12 monthly payments.—9-10-11, Roval Parade, W. Crov-
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3585

TRIUMPH 1911, 3 speeds, clutch, new tyre and
belt, copper exhaust, trip speedometer, lamps,

hom, foothoardJs, spare belt, etc., just overhauled; £60.
—Harrison, Burnham, Bucks, [2826

1 Q19 Triumph and Swan Sporting Sidecar, electric
-i-*^

. lighting, £34 accessories and spares, outfit guar-
anteed perfect, insured, outlay £166; oHers?—Box •

5,666, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2281

1 Q20 T.T. 4h.p. Triumph, absolutely as new, disc
J-iy wheels, Philipson pulley, hand controlled, lamp,
horn, long exhaust, beautiful machine; lowest, £115.

—

Bos 5,785, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3617

TRIUMPH Combination, new August, 1919, 3-8peed
countershaft, K.S., luxurious bulbous back side-

car, a perfect outfit, equipped: £125.—Dentist, 216,
Portobeiro Rd., N. Kensington, W. [1849

1 19 4h.p, Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, band
Jit' clutch, kick starter. Lucas lighting set and
horn, Sandum sidecar, beautiful outfit ; offers.—
Kempton, Preston St., Faversham. [2291

TRIUMPH, fine condition, runs perfectly, many im-
provements, lamps, horn, etc.; £30, or good offer.

—Silver Star Motors, Frederic Mews, Kinnerton St.,

Knightsbridge, S.W.I. Gerrard 7791. [3665

"I
Q13 Triumph, fitted Sturmey gear box, clutfli, etc.,

-i-t7 all accessories, £65; also canoelet sidecar. £16;
near offers; accumulators, speedometer, carburetter, etc..

private.— 35, Salisbury Av., Barking. [2885

TRIUMPH 4h.p. T.T., Philipson pulley, excellent
condition, veiy fast, tyres as new, tubes unpunc-

tured, toolrt, lumps, horn, spare valve; nearest £95.

—

Philcox, Heathside Park Bd., Woking. [2600

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. — Triumph 1914.
Several reconstructed models with new gears; £68,

or '/i down and 12 monthly payments.— 9-10-11, Royjil

I'lUiide, W. Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [3586

1 Q18 new unused Triumphs, 10 only. 3-speed gear,
-L *y kick starter ; price 98 gns. ; no offers.—Sales

Dopt., Norris and llnll. Ridge Mews, Childs Hill.

Cricklewood, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hampstead 7667. [3724

TRIUMPH Slbb.p.. 2-BiJecd, Bosch, new B. imd B.
and tyres, just oveihiiuk'd and rebushod, very

poworfnl, Tun-Sad, toolbap, nnd all other acceisorieB;

lut £50, or offer.— 63, Ncwlands I'ark, Sydenham. [3736

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.r. Motor Cycle with Gloria side-

car, comiilete with f-ucns head, rear, and side-

car lumps, luirn, C'OMcy Bpoednmotcr, hood, cover, and
wind ecrcen; £200.—Paikci's, Bradahowgiite, Bolton.

[X5307
4 h.p. Triumph [CnunterslmftJ Sporting Comhimition,

new tyies mid tubes and C.A.v. uuip., perfect con-

dition* trial: first £95 sc-ciuc-y; would tjikc 2^/:ih.p. and
cash.—G. Bickley, 20, Stafford St., Wolverhampton.

[2947

TRIUMPH 1918 Coliiitcrshiift Cniubiiinfion, Ctimeo
wind screen, iirci'isnori<w, tonlkit, houikI machine;

£135, or exchaiiR*' for W.C. llnmlicn'llo mid tMish ad-

iustment.-67, Bleuheim (jdidint-. Ciicklcwood, N-W.
[31G1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEItJilPH Junior, August, 1919, tyres as new, new
belt, tools, accessories, etc.. F.R.S. iightweiglit

electric lighting set. very little ridden; £70.—Haseler,
88. Church Lane, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham.

[3396
TRIUMPH, late 1919, 3-speed. with best Triumph

55 gn. sidecar, Easting wind screen, complete
with limps, legshields, splendid condition; £155--
626, Lea Bridge Rd., Lejton. 'Phone : Walthamstow
800. [3602

1Q19 (August) 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Mont-
X*? gomery sidecar, equipped with electric lighting

set. Lixcas horn, mileage und^.r 1,000, tyres unpunc-
tured. condition as new; £150.—Verden House. Lodge
Ed.. Rugby. [X5422

TRIUMPH, late model, in new condition, guaranteed
perfect, complete with special Milfcrd sidecar

and Cowey trip speedometer, £135 ; or conside-. ex-

change lor 7-9h.p. read racing twin.—5. North Av..

West Ealing. W.15. [9875

1 Q20 Triumph Model H Combination, delivered
it/ April, perfect, lamps, Cowey horn. Easting,
new spare belt, tube, etc., 9 months' insurance;
£170: evenings after 7.—Blaikie, Newlands, Ashley
Rd.. Thames Ditton: [2220

DELIVERED March, 1920, mileage 500, 1919 4h.p.

Triumph, countershaft, engine 58182, large F.R.S.
lamps, front and rear, A.K. knee grii5s. Lucas horn,

as new in every resnect; not in Thursdays; £130.—89,

Masey Rd., Plumstead. [3016

1 Q 20 EenoTfited Triumph, still oorrying makers'
-i-t/ guarantee, and new C.B. fsidecar, with hood,

scr-een,, and luggage carrier, best accet??orie3, including

genuine hand Klaxon; £135.—Weston, 26, Inglewood
Ed., West Hampstead, i:^.W.6. [2832

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, polished alu

minium discs, 3 lamps, largest P. and H. head.
mechanical horn, knee-grips, grey sporting Canoelet
sidef'ar, first-class condition throughout; £130.—H,
White, 110. Castle St., Reading. [2364

TRIUMPH Genuine 1918 Countershaft Combination,
brand new underslung chassis, bulbous de luxe

body, new tyres, appearance like new, exceedingly
smart, lamps; sacrifice, 110 gns.—2, Kelton Villas,

Hawk's Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [3393

TRIUiMPH, 1919, Canoelet sporting sidecar, recently
overhauled, log exhaust.^ semi-T.T. bars, knee

grips, new inner tube and cover, spares, lighting set,

clothing, insurance policy; £120.—Price. 45, St:

George's Rd., Golder's Green, N.W.4. [2478

1 1 9 (August) Triumph, 3-speed, perfect condition

.

J-*' Lucas horn, V. and H. large lamps, spare belt.

liuks. valve, pump, tools, mileage about 1,000, T.T.
bars, plating and enamel perfect, brand new tyre: £115.
—E. Coulman, Chesterholme, Newport,- Mon. [3636

"I Q20 Triumph Combination, engine 64747, top
-L»7 bracket cliange speed, mechanically perfect, mag
uitieent roomy body [rotund), luxuriously upholstered,
tullv equipped, including Lucas li£hting ; after 4 o'clock;
145 gns.—Lynton, 56, Gibbon Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

[3193
TRIUMPH 4h.p. Motor . 1919-1920 Combination,

Gloria sidecar, fitted with Lucas lamp, head, rear,

aiurainium, sidecar lamp, horn, fidl kit of tools, spare
new Dunlop cover, inner tube and valve, genuine bar-

gain: £165.—The Minotaur Works, 43, High St.

Windsor. [2668

BEAUTIFL'L 1920 Model Triumph and Gloria sidecar,
enamel and plating perfect, P. and_H. head lamp,

ele*"-tric tail and side, horn. Easting wind scre-en, al!

tfiola, etc., little ridden, guaranteed perfect; £170; ap-

pointment only.—45, Clarence St., Abbey Hey, Gorton,
Manchester. [3700

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft, just renovated, al"

worn parts replaced, replated and enamelled al'

over, makers' colours, new tyres, tubes, belt, new
toolbags, 3 months* written guarantee; £95.—Herbert
Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Farringdon
St.. E.C.4. [3708

1 Q 1 9 Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, coachbuilJ
Xt/ bulbous sidecar, good tyres, small mileage, P.
and H. lamps, pillion seat, speedometer, siiares, new
valves, Dunlop belt, head spring, outer cover and tube,
smart lot, privately owned; £140.-122, Taybridge Rd..
Clanham Common, S.W.ll. [2716

TRIUMPH, 1919 (October), countorshnft. 4h.p., with
Grindlay sidecar, sound ouiit ; £130.—The Layton

Garages, London Ed.. Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bieeo^-
ter. 'Phone: 35, Bicester, Please ask for our July
bargain list, which gives particulars of nearly 50 ma-
chines, all priced at lowest possible figures. [3531

MAG^'IFICENT 1920 Model Triimiph, 3-speed
count ershiift, and £45 Hender.-,ou Elite sidecar,

mileage 500, enamel and plating perfect, electric and
ncetvleue lighting, pillion seat, knee-grips, horn, spring
seat-pillar, all tools, eti\,.a beautiful outtit

: £165- ap
pointuient, or Sunday till 2 o'clock.— 9, Plato St., Har-
puihey, Manchester, [3699
-1 qjig H. Triumph and Sidecar, latest change, lightJ-^ Canoelet, F.R.S. , largest gas set, electric and gas
tail lamps, Klaxon, Sin. Dunlop rear, 2V' front, 2 spare
covers, spare belt, knee-grips, lately overhauled makers
full set toolc;. engine 64170, winner gold medal London-
Edinburgh, 2 other gold medals reliability trials reason-
able trial; £140; Glamoigan.—Box 5,789, c/o The Motor
Cych. (D; -

[;3410

THE "NO PREMIUM DEPOT."
MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

Ig20 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed List price.
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed ..

1920 O.K.-UNION, 2-stroke „
1920 WOOLER, the little yellow wonder „
1920 BEARDMORE-PRECISION
1920 I.O.M. RUDSE, T.T
1920 3', h:p. ROVER Combination

,

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination „
1920 DOUGLAS Combination „
1920 5-6 ii.p. ROVER Combination

,

All the above New Machines are at Makers' List
Prices.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS. (All Guaranteed
Perfect)

1916 8 h.p. M.A.G. SUNBEAM Combination,
Lucas djTiamo lightins: £180

J919 7-9 h.p. HARLEV-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion, djTiamo hghting, in excellent con-
dition , £190

1916 NORTON Combination, speedometer,
lamps, etc £135

4j h.p. BRADBURY Combination, 3-speed
countershaft gear, good going order . . £75

1920 CHATER-LEA, 2-stroke, speedometer,
all lamps, horn £65

1913 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, very nice condition . '£45

1919 (late) 3.1 h.p. SUNBEAM, unscratched.
all Lucas accessories throughout . . , 147 gns.

191.^ 7-9 h.p, INDIAN, 2-speed, and clutch,
enamelUng and plating as new £80

1920 BLERIOT WHIPPET, as new, with £13
worth of accessories £280

Roc Z-speed Gear Boxes, complete with all controls.
Makers' price, £7 los. Our price £6 10s.

Trade supplied.

Covers, Tubes, Lamps, Horns, Speedometers, Tool
Bags, Saddles, and all accessories for the motorist

from Stock.
Note the address

:

JONES' GARAGE,
'Phone: WOODSIDE PARADE,

Fiachley 2334. N, FINCHLEY, N.I 2.

s
IHIBSHI

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS

Manufactured by North British
Rubber Co., Ltd., Dominion Rubber
Co., Ltd., etc.

QUITE NEW.
Siies

5, 6,:, 8, 9, 10.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

1Q19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed counter-
-»-^ shaft gear and comfortable tnuring sidecar,
completely equipped and in fine condition; £li]5.—
Stored at Jayes, 9, Princess Mews, Bclsize Crescent.
Hampstead. [3474

Velocette.
,

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol Velocette.
'

—Chapel Ash Depot. Wclverhampton. 12265

i 016 2i,4h.p. Velocette, tyres, belt good, ride away^^ anr"here; 33 gns., near offer.—181, Newton Ed., I

Burton-on-Trent. - [3289

yELOCETTE, 1920 model, brand new, just delivered:
~ £73'10; an aristoenitic Ughtweight.—Ehosha Motor

Co., Bank Mews, Eomford. [2163

Verus.
VEBITS 2'ih.p.. K.S., brand new, list price £85;

first £75.—Box 5,665, c/o TJie Motor Cvcle.
[2280

REX G. MtJNDY can give immediate delivery of
Verus; enquiries invited.—1, Duke St., -Rich-

mond. [0203

VERTTS, 2^h.p, Blackburne engine, 2 speeds, kick
starter, hand clutch; list price £110/5: my

price £100; delivery at once.—Ames' Garage, Wisbech,
Cambs. (2304

Victoria.

rQ20
Victoria-Villisrs 2'ih.v., 2-speed. 2-stroke,

" lamps. Klaxon; £63. or offer.—130, Drayton
Park, Highbury, London, N.5- [2?92

Villiers.

V'lLLIEES 2Sih.p., T.T. bars, discs, lamps, horn, new
condition; £45, or close offer.—76, London St.,

Chcrtsey. [2952

TO 18 Jnno 2'ih.p., Villiers engine, olntch, 2-spee<l

i-'J .yiiion gear box, head lamp, horn: f50.—Tlinjnr-
son, Eliot, Belsize Ed., Worthing. [3157

Vindec.

VINDEC Combination, 4h.p., free engine, 2-speed,

£35: less sidecar, £28.—la, llothschild Ed., Chi.s-

wick. '- .
[2638

VINDEC 6h.p.. 2-speed, and coach sidecar (new

body) : £55.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union
St. South, Halifax. (2691

V.S.

VS 5-6h p. twin Peugeot, fast 60I0 machine, B.

and B , Bosch, adjustable pulley, footboards,

engine rebushed; £25.—Wallis, Lower St., Stanstetl,

Essex. [3332

Werner.
EEXER 2h.p., good condition, and running order:

£23.-Smith, 15, Prestwich St, Buinley 1XCS2I

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 1914 w.c. Combination;^ £140.

—

Colliers Motorics, Union St. South, Halifax

WILLLiMSON 8h.p. Combination, 1914, uiechmu-

callv neriect: £125.-71, New Ed., iNetherfon,

Dudley. [X53<8

WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

Bh.p. Williamson combination. 1914, w^o-I

£117/10. VSI&2

WILLI ^AtSON Bh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, water-

cooled, screen, hood, splendid condition; £130.—

69, Beckenham Rd., Beckenham, Kent. (2393

Wolf.

19 Wolf 2!!ih.p. J.-\.P., 2-speed countershaft, per-

fect condition ;
£60.-'Phone: Hamp. 7822. l3683

WOLF-J A P 234I1.P., 2-speed, lamps, horn, spare-,

engine jnst overhauled by makers; 42 gas.—19,

London Ed., Eeigate. 1-2319

1 irM3 4i,ih.p. WoU-Jap, just been done up, splendid

Lit condition: £60, or near offer.-Brown, Kossmore

iChislehurst Couimou, Kent. [2342

WOLF T D.C 2Sih.p. 2-stroke, discs, P. and H,
hui'ips, splendid order: £46.-Eead, 29, Newing-

ton Green Ed., Islington, N.l. [2232

1 ftl6 Wolf-Jap 4h.p., single, 3-speed connteishalt,

Xt/ clutch kick starter, all^'hnin. new coachbuilt side-

car- £78- or .solo £55.-D. WiUard, Eugby. [X5352

w

19

19
19

264 266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

Wooler.

20 Wool.er in Stock, immediate delivery.—Orme
Cycle Depot, Llandudno. [X4975

20 Wooler Flat Twin, lamps, hoin, all as new; £95.
-12, Bridge St., Cambridge, [2664

DAN GUV, Weymouth. Sole Woolsr agrnt, immedi-
ate-delivery irom stock; £102. [1175

WOOLER Record-breaking Twin, immediate delivery

from stock.—Kemp s Garage, Louth, Lines. [X538a

O 3.h p. Wooler Flat Twin, just nncrated, can be
tZ 4. ridden away: list price.—Williams' Garage.
Pilton, Shepton Mallet. (2383

Zenith.

19 14 6h.p. Zenith Twin, excellent conditlun : £75.
Yictoria Gnr.Tge, Suvl'iton, Surrey. [3323

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Zenith.

SALE.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lone, London, E.0.4-
6h.p. Zenith and sidecar, 1913-14: £90, [2115

rQ20 Zenith 5h.r. Sporting Model, jnst delivered,
'f unridden; £125.—Noiris, Lechlode, Glos. [2515

ZENITH Countershaft Combination, 8-lOh.p.—Padd.
2423.-89, Abbey Rd„ St. John's Wood, N.W.8.

[3150

NEW 8h.p. Sporting Zenith; list price £139.--
Stives, Burwood Park Rd., Walton-on-Thanies.

[3078
ZENITH eh.p. Combination, 1914, little used, in

splendid condition; £95,—169a, Lower Clapton
Rd,, E,5. [X5320

ZENITH 3M:h.p. Combination, Gradna gear, thorough
running order; £48—.Hudson, 14, Conway Rd.,

Plumstead. [3168

ZENITH Sh.p., clutch, new, but shop-soiled; list price:
Zenith sidecar in stock.— 91, St. Margaret's Bd,,

Twickenham, [2939

ZENITH, 6h,r. 1914-15, T.T. bars, speedometer,
lamps, bargain; best over £70.-31, St. Mark's

Rd., Henley. [2614

Zenith, fully equipped with all accessories,
~ ' £132/10.—Victoria Garage, Surbi-

[3321

ZENITH 6h.p. Countershaft Combination, lamps;
perfect; £115, or offer; any trial.—207, Black-

Bliaw Ed., Tooting. [9112

£56 or Offers, Zenith-Jap SVih.p., 1914-15, Bosch,
B.B., variable jet, horn, goo'd tyres.—Sargent. New

Lodge, Hove, Battle, Sussex. [2524

J.A.P., perfect condi-
£58; Somerset.—Box

[2463

-] Q20 5h.p,
Xt/ mileage 350
ton, Surrey.

-| Q14-15 Zenith-Gradua 4h.p.
JLi' tion ; any trial; bargain,
5,700, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

ZENITH 6h.p., good condition, underslung torpedt,
sidecar, lamps; £85, ox near offer.— 18. Avery Row,

-Bond St. (After 6.30 p.m.) . [3264

ZENITH 2JJh.p. Flat Twin, with countershaft and
Gradua gear, done few miles only; equal to new.—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [XS306

Sold by all Cycle Agents
w.c.

REY5

ZENITH 6h.p., 1920 (April), mileage under 200,
countei shaft, clutch, kick starter, unscriitched

;

£148.-10, Gibbons Hd., Bedford. [2931

"j Q20 8h.p, Zenith, fitted with Swan sporting side-Xv car, lamps, speedometer, new; at makers' list

price.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I.
[3619

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., T.T., long exhaust. 2
new belts, new lamps, new Dunlops, very last,

black and gold model; £72.-57, Kitto Rd., New Cross.
[2796

ZENITH Sh.p. twin, 1915, with sporting canoelet
sidecar, new last February, F.R.S., tyres good;

£92; after 7 p.m.—80, Wcodgrange Rd., Forest Gate.
[2919

1 Q15 8h.p, Zenith-Gradua Combination, Jap engine,
-M-tJ clutch, Bosch, in splendid condition* £105, or
best offer; any trial given.—Prescott, Bath Kd., Bridg-
water. [X5420

ZENITH 1915 5-6h.p. C.B. combination, counter-
shaft, kick start, equipped, in particularly good

cnndition ; £115.-181, Clapham Rd. 'Phune : Brixton
2984. [2134

ZlENITH 1920 5h.p. Sporfcs Model, as new, not done
100 miles, electric head and tail lamp, Cowey

horn; £120.—Heenan, Spbere Works, St. Albans.
Tel.: 258. [2923

TQ20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, with Henderson
J-*^ Elite sidecar, electric battery lamps, special wind
Bcrcen, diBcs, Tan-Sad; iil85.—Seen 151, Burnt Ash
Hill Lee. S.E. [2613

"1 Q20 Special Model Countershaft Zenith, special
A»/ large tank, Zenith carburetter, lamps, etc., de-
liver&l March; £148.—Montague, Gloucester Villae, Asli

ford. Middlesex. [2946

1 Q16 Zenith Combination, 3*4 or 4h.p., clutch,
A*? K-S,, just overhauled and stove enamelled, disc
wheels, fully equipped; price £85.—Purvea, 1, Cherry
Orchard Rd., Croydon. [2515

-| Q15 e-lOb.p. Overhead Valvo Racing Zenith. Grndiiii
-t-i/ gciir. 'ertiflr.ated 78 m.p.h. Bronklande, splendid
'iiitning order; £95, quick sale.—D. McGregor and Sons,
Dryinen Station, by Glasgow. [2237

1 Q16 6-6h.p. Twin Zenith, Montgomery C.B. side-
Xt7 car, lamps, horn, thoroughly overhauled, splen-
did condition tnrouchout; £125; owner bought car.—
60, Cecil Rd., Northampton. [3159

1 Q20 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bars, Cowey horn and
Xt7 spL-oflnrtieter, Lucas lamps, special cams, 3in.
platfd exhaust, spf^cially tuned, condition perfccl.;
£150.—Box 5,792, c/o Tkr, Motor Cycle. [3562

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith and Ccachbnilt
Sportina Sidecar, excellent order, fully equipped.

--Fair Offer Car House, 6, Heath St., llampntead (near
Hampstead Tiib^i Station). "IMioiic ; Hampatcad 3752.

ZENini-GRADUA 6h.p. Combination, drip Iced,
B.B., Bo.'uh, watertight, luggage grid, tools.

sparo«i, new iJunlop back, lampsj £76, offer.—31, Tnp-
man Place, Friar St., Blacklrmrit, 8.E.L After 7
o'clork. [2845

ZENrTH-GUAIMTA 1912 8h.p. J. A. P. Combination,
i^xvA:\\i-ui ordor, IJraniblo ((judibuilt 8ide<fir, goinl

tyre**, lamiiK, etc.; any trial; £90, or offtr. M'hoiio-
Pnlnt<-i« Grt-en 622.-J. H. Wiles, Norlmry Hoiis.-
Koutltff'it'-, N.I 4. [2427

A^8 All letters relating to advertlfiemcnts should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLE
ENAMELLING
How to Obtain
the best results

The leaflet," Instructions .

for Amateurs to Enamel
, a Motor Cycle with
Robbialac," contains
many useful hints and
tips. The leaflet is sent

free by post to all readers of " The Motor
Cycle." Write to Jenson & Nicholson,

Ltd., Pubhcity Department, Robbialac
Works, Stratford, London, E.15.

Robbialac Enamel.
Black, any Colour, or Grey. Post ex.

PedalCycle 2/3 1/-
MotorCycle 3/- 1/-
Motor Cycle and Sidecar . . 5/9 1/3

*

I 173, GT. PORTUND STREET,

• 'Phone : Mayfair 8yg.

I
NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.

\ 1920 2.stroke 2-spced JAMES £75
1 1920 2-stroke 2-speed OLYMPIC £80
f 1920 2-stroke 2-speed ENFIELD £73 10
• 1920 2-stroke single-gear DIAMOND £56 10

I 1920 2-speed 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, fitted with
1 clutch £105

I Without clutch £100
f 1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
S 1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £147

I SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
J915 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £65
1916 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, all accessories . . . £70
1920 2-stroke 2-spccd JAMES £72
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3 speed £90
1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS and Sidecar,

dyn.^mo lighting . .
.' £230

1919 8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model £105
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination .... £165
1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar £175
1915 4 h.p B.S.A. .-inil Sidcc.ir £116
1920 I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI £107 10

CANOELET, MILL8-FULF0RD, and B.S.A. SIDE-
CARS In Stock.

AGENTS FOR ALL MAKES

EASY PAYMENTS. EXCHANGES.

CAR DEPOT: 378, BOSTON
i 'Fbono : Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
renith.

ZENITH 6b.p., 1920, clutch, tick starter. Swan srort-|
ing- sidecar to match, e^ery accessory, spare t,yr«»^

complete iiisurauce; cost over £200 Inst 3Inrc]i,,and is*
in absolutely new condition; £175, or near ofler.—Tho»l
Bungalow, Becktou, JEast Ham. [SSlftv*

ZENITH-GRADUA Late 1919 6h.p., T.T., Millford
coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, liorn, etc., engine aiidJ

paintwork in perfect condition, owner selling aa golng-^
aoroad; £l65, or nearest offer.—Write, White, 17.3
Chester Terrace, Regent's Park, London, N.W. [2928i

VERY Special 90 m.p.h. bore_ o.h.v. Zenith Ti^in.-l
actual record maker and competition winner^

treats 60 m.p.h. as a joke, Canoelet racing' aidccar,*
Cowey and Lucas horn; ofleris; will consider eschang9#
with A.B.O.—W. S. Life, 23a, Scariabrick At.. SoutOtf
port., i:314r

"I Q16 T.T. Zenith, 6lLp., £69. Specially-built fraiue^
JLiJ and tank, discs, latest type brake, oversizej^

tyres, appearance good, specially tuned by our Mr,'
Baragwanath, the well-known Zenith rider,—B.P..
Garage, J.A.P. Specialists, 40, Murray Mews, MurrarJ
St., Camden Town, N.W. - See Miscellaneous una4
Matchless. [3649

1

1 Q20 (May) Zenith Combination, 8h.p., clutch
"

-*-*/ model, MillJord ^derar, 1". and H. head lamp,
and generator, side and rear lamps with generator,
horn, etc., the whole in perfect order and practically
unscratched, owner buying car; best offer received by
Monday, July 19th, secures; trial before purchase.

—

Box 5,790, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3560^

ZENITH, 1919, delivered 1920, 5h.p., special cohi-1
petition machine, gold and silver medals in

3
London-Land's End and London-Edinburgh runs.i
picked engine, very fast, appearance and condition as 1

new. little used, all lamps, tools, etc.; £130, or offer. .S

—Silver Star Motors, Frederic Mews, Kinnerton St., >j

Knightsbridge, S.W.I. Gerrard 7791. [3663

1 Q20 Zenith-Gradua, kick stiirter, clutch, luxurious,^
JLt/ fast combination, Cowey horn and speedometei'i
Lucas mirror and lamp sets, best aluminium.'
wheel discs, Tan-Sad, Millford sidecar. Easting wind;
screen, overalls, tubular steel luggage grid and petrol*

can carrier, new spare belt, tube, J.A.P. valves, done
""50 miles, as new; seen any time; reascnable offer.

—

36, Alexandra Rd., Croydon. [2829;

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

31,h.p. Velocette, lady's, late 1919, nearly new, chain'
4 drive: £55.^FaTreIl, Cycle Agent, Cirencestei.

(2378
LADIES' Lightweight Motosacoche, 2h.p., Bosch'

mag., B. and B. ; £18.-106, East Barnet Rd.,
New Barnet. [2827-

"1 Q14 23/th.p. Singer Lady's Model, free engine, Bosch
J-t7 mag., engine, etc., guaranteed perfect; £35, bar-
gain.—Tucker, 94, Redcliff Hill, Bristol. [3276

^

LADY'S 2V2h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, 1914. 3-speed,
clutch, excellent condition, will ride 60 miles to

genuine purchaser; £36 lowest.—Smith, 28, James St.,

Northampton. [2714

1 Q17 Lady's Doxiglas, 3-speed, kick start, tyres new,
-i-«/ enamelling excellent, mechanically perfect; seen
any time; £80, no offers.—Lynwood Cottage, Central
Av., Worksop. _ [2399

MAUDES'.—Ladies' open frame Dougla?, 1914
model, 2 speeds, kick starter and clutcj, head'

and tail lamps, Dunlop tyres; £55.—Maudes', 100, (it.

Portland St., W.l. [3140

Miscellaneous.
"DUBY'S, all models.

19 6h.p. Zenith, with coachbuilt sidecar; £160.19^

19 14 SVih.p. Single-speed T.T. Rover; £65.

D
HE H.C. Motor Co., Ltd., 347. Plnchley Ed., N.W.

[1499

0UGI/A8, 2%li.li., 1916, scarcely used, 2 speeds;
£65.

ZENITH Sh.p. and Sidecar, good condition; £95,
or very near otter.

MRTRO-TYLEB, 1919, single speed, now condition;
price £52/10.—All seen at 2, South Park Kd.,

Wimbledon. [2810

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—Clyoo combination,
detachable wheels, £99/ie; Clyno gun carri{ige,

£15/10.

BOOTH'S Molorles, HolUal —Elltht 1915 Donglas's,
£5S/6each; Douglas 1918 combination, £110/10.

BOOTH'S Motorios, Halllax.—4h.p. Triumph, with
new sidecar, countershaft model; £105/6.

OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax 3>4h.p. Ariel, 3-»poed
conntorshaft, with new sidecar; £88/10.

OOTH'S Motorics, nalitax.—1918 Alldays AUon,
2 speeds. £59/10; Hobart, £48/10.

OOTH'S Motorics. Halilai.—O.K., 3 speeds,
£46/10; Calthorpo. Enfleld gear, £55/10.

BOOTH'S Motorlei. Halifax.—Largo stoclt ol motor
cyi:li!a—Addi.lis. rortland Place, Halifax. [X7418

nJvci'tlacmciit, iind the date of the Issue.

I
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Taxation.

LAST
week Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P.,

Commander Viscount Curzon, M.P., and

Mr. Pemberton Billing, M.P., made a"

strong effort in the House to bring about an

alteration in the taxation proposals. It

was pointed out by the Member first mentioned

that he was not proposing any reduction of

taxation, but merely a different mode of taxation

by means of a flat rate tax on petrol. The
amendment, however, was defeated 228 to 43.

Considering that motor cyclists outnumber all

other users of mechanically-propelled vehicles, it

was siuprising that Sir W. Joynson-Hicks did not

mention the hardship the proposed taxation would
impose upon motor cyclists. The Hon. Baronet

obviously represented private car owners, and as

their representative he was defeated on his

amendment. Sir Eric Geddes made it quite clear

that he considered "pleasure motoring" of

secondary importance.

Mr. Pemberton Billing made a strong plea for

the motor cyclist, who, as a rule, only used his

machine at the week-end, but without result.

Motor cyclists will have to pay their full share

of taxation, rand to this no one can object, but

they are not to be allowed to pay it in a manner
which they consider fair.

We have repeatedly pointed out that motor
cyclists have not been adequately represented on

the Committee who prepared the report. We are

told that motor cyclists were indirectly repre-

sented by the A.A. and by the R.A.C, the

parent body of the A.C.U. We know that the

Secretary of the A.A. has been opposed to this

taxation scheme, and that he did not sign the

report, but the representative of the R.A.C.

did so.

Again it has been presumed that the A.C.U.
through the R.A.C. was doing its best to obtain

better terms for the rnotor cyclist, yet we find

that the National Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union,

which is affiliated to the A.C.U., actually sup-

ported the Government's proposals as a separate

body. However, the main objection on the part

of the Government to a flat rate tax on petrol is

that such a tax would not bring in all users of

mechanically-propelled vehicles.

The Scottish Six Days Trials.

AT
the close of any important . event, the

remarks of the competitors may be taken

as a very fair indication of the feeling

towards the organisation and general

success of the trial. On Saturday evening

last the popularity of the Scottish Six Days Trials

as a sporting event was beyond any possible

question.

Long daily routes over difficult country im-

pose a considerable strain on riders, machines,

and officials, and a certain amount of give-and-

take is essential if friction is to be avoided.

There were grumbles—there always are—but

they were few and far between, and the readiness

of the officials tO' meet all complaints in a sport-

ing but sufficiently firm manner went far to dis-

arm the grumblers. The courtesy of the offi-

cials who give their time freely to> further the

success of the fixture is a feature which no com-
petition rider could fail to appreciate, and
this perhaps is one of the main reasons for the

pleasure with which the Scottish Six Days is

anticipated. Two points worthy of mention stand

out prominently : each check was complete in

itself, and formed a short distance trial, an
entirely new section being started at the moment
when the checker's sheet is signed, and thus time

lost in one check cannot be regained in the next.

Secondly, the high average speeds voluntarily

maintained by some competitors were probably

responsible for the loss of more gold medals

than either hills, road surfaces, or mechanical

deficiencies.

In short, the Trial discovered the good rider

and machine, and eliminated the indifferent by

sheer hard service, and not, as in some trials,

by complicated tests decided on formula, time,

and the ability of the rider as a mathematician.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cDvei*.
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Motor Cycling Police?

nSEE there is a suggestion that we should adopt
the American practice and mount some of our
" cops " on motor bicycles. In theory the

system is logical. Road follies and "road crimes are

generally committed far from the madding crowd, and
the constable on point duty.—practically the only offi-

cial in. definite charge of our road morals—seldom sees

any worse offence than a mistake about the proper
side of a refuge. On my way to and from the I.O.M.,
r probably saw about one hundred rather dangerous
infringements of road sense, if, not of road law. But

75% of them were committed by horse drivers and
push-cyclists; as it happens, I did not see a single

glaring offence by any motorist. If the " motor cop
"

comes into being, and tackles his job as his American
prototype does, with . the leading idea of benefiting

local funds by persecuting motorists who exceed the

speed limit on empty roads, he would do^ more harm
than good. On the other hand, one can conceive that,

if experienced and sensible men were employed tO'

apply tact—and tact backed by legal authority—to all

Fig. 1.

reckless or foolish road, users, irrespective of whether
they pushed prams, pedalled bicycles, or drove mile-

a-minute motors, a great deal of good would result.

For Example.

MERE is a sample of what I mean, illustrated by

a sketch of which I am seldom guilty. Fig. i

shows the nature of the corner and the positions

of a cyclist and myself two sedonds before a crisis

arose. The cyclist was pedalling as hard as he could

go. I smelt danger and slowed right down. I do not

know who jjossessed the right of way—perhaps some

legal correspondent can inform me? 'I'liere was no

red triangle or other warning, though both arms of

the Y were main roads. The cyclist could not stop,

.so it was lucky for him liial 1 was driving .sensibly.

Fig. 2 shows our respective positions ;i second after

wo sighted each othet—im iilrni;illy I had .screeched

violentiv on a mcchorn—rmd In- did not ring his hell.

Fig. 3 shows the inexplicable course which he subse-

quently pursued; why he crossed over to his wrong

-side goodness only knows, and if I had not been

driving with untisual caution, I must have run him

down." Of course, I ticked him off as politely as my

X^Q SECOtiDS j
DOER.

famous self-control permitted, but he no doubt con-

siders that he was nearly slaughtered by a road-hog.

On the other hand, a sharp reprimand from an official

road scout, armed with legal powers in the event of any

back-chat, would probably have impressed this fool of

a cyclist sufficiently to prevent any similar misiie-

meanour iji future. I fancy he was simply ignorant

of the rule of the road; incredible as it may sound,

my own brother rode a push-bicycle for a whole year

in the Manchester district without knowing there was

anv rule of the road.

Of Again.

[OT many weeks ago I cautiously rounded an easy

bend near Exeter, on the main London road,

and found a highway wide enough to take thrc-'

big cars abreast completely blocked by a traction engine

with two trailers drawn up alongside, and choking the

fairway from hedge to hedge. There were seven men

with the outfit, but it had not occurred to any of then*

that they had no right to blockade a public highway,

and that if necessity compelled their weird manoeuvre,

one of them ought at least to go round the bend and

warn approaching traffic. A few miles nearer town

FiK. 3.
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Occasional Comments.—
I passed a succession of market gardeners' vans, all

on their wrong side, all with dri\'ers asleep. On the
same day I came across some dozen urchins haying a
mimic T.T. down a main road hill with Tate sugar
boxes mounted on perambulator wheels. These are
sample offences of the kind which the police rarely
see. The rebukes of a passing motorist annoy i-ather

than instruct. It is common knowledge, too, that
many of our own number require repressive tx"eatment,
and it is equally common knowledge that the ordinary
police trap is as useless as the number plate and
licence parades to effect what is required. The days are
coining when the motorist w.ill have first claim to the
roads, and the old notion that he is merely a homicidal
maniac will die a natural death. As soon as this new
outlook is established, the times will be ripe for the
motor cyclist police. At present I fear he woui<J
merely increase the ranks of our persecutors, and would
do little to. reform other road offenders.

First Past the Post?

THE sensational finish of the Junior T.T. was
bound to cause keen discussion, and a more pre-

cise phrasing of the rules should result. If I had
ridden second to Cyril Williams, I cannot think \h&t

I should have felt any grievance. In foot racing

and in boat racing it is -part of the game to time one's

effort so that one wins in a state of absolute exhaus-
tion, incapable of travelling an- extra 100 yards; and
I do not see why a motor cycle which is built to win
a five-lap race in the Island should be capable of

lasting an extra lap. It is true that in this year's

• race the winning man and machine could not have
covered an extra mile, let alone an extra lap. This
is certainly cutting matters pretty fine. On the other

hand, the winner had nearly twenty minutes in hand of

59

the second machine wh.en his 'bus gave out ;- and to win
by a safe margin after coasting and pushing over three
miles is surely sufficient proof of superiority. "First
pa.st the post " is a simple, sporting i-ule in such cases,
which does nobody any injustice. In future years it

is hardly probable that any m^ichine will be able to win
after covering three miles "under man-power only

;

the contest will be much keener when the abstainers
return to the fold. But if it should ever happen that
a machine goes dud at Ramsey when in possession of
a sufficient lead to push home and win, I should not-

grudge it the victory.

Cylinder "Washers.

n
CANNOT understand why the candid critics are

so down oh the use of paper washers for cylinder

joints, whether at the loase of the barrel or
between the top of the barrel and a detachable head.
A washer of some kind is desirable to prevent oil

leaks. Given the need of a washer, a paper washer
has several obvious merits. It is cheap. It seldom
adheres to the parts during dismantling. It is easy
to make, since an amateur can produce one by laying

a sheet of paper in position, and lightly tapping round
the joint edges with a small hammer; nor does paper
crumble like some' washer materials when one is pierc-

ing holes for the holding-down studs.

I have just dismantled an engine which employs
washers of another material. They had stuck to the

parts, and it took a lot of very skilled scraping to get

clean faces. When I set to work to make new washers,

the material was very difficult to cut tO' the bore, and
it was impossible to get an even surface round the

stud holes without a special punch, which I did not
happen to possess. Consequently, I had to wait

several days for a manufacturer's spare, which cost

far more than paper.

IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS.
A failure on the part of a cycle car to negotiate the severe gradient of Amulree resulted in several sidecars being baulked. Observe the spare

wheels and tyre on the sidecars.

431^
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A Hand Control for the B.S.A. Clutch.
A Melhod of Converting (he Foot-conlrolled Clutch.

RECENTLY, a correspondent, Mr. H.
Vv'illoughby, of Nottinghanl, men-
tioned a hand control clutch opera-

tion which he had fitted to his B.S.A.
machine.

So many readers suhsequently wrote
a.sking for details of this device that we
invited Mr. Willoughby to furnish us with
til e « necessary information, from which
uie accompanying instructions have been

Showinj bhe telescopic spring joint and

Bov\d?n cable fitted to the B.S.A. gear box

in place of foot operated clutch mechanism.

prepared. As the arrangement can be
fitted up both simply and cheaply, no
doubt numbers of riders who would
prefer hand control of the clutch to foot

operation, will make similar conversions.

A Bowden clutch lever (with a ratchet)

which will give at least fin. movement
to the cable, the necessary length of cable
and casing to reach from the left handle
grip to the gear box without going round
any sharp corners, and a telescopic spring
joint as shown in the sketch are the, parts
required. In fitting, proceed as follows :

Remove the foot pedal .and clutch rod
from the machine, and adjust the clutch
screw A until the 'lug on the clutch dome
is just below horizontal when the clutch
is "in." Attach the yoke end to the lug
L, and see that the pin through S and Y
is a good fit, otherwise the clutch will

snatch and stall the engine.

The Necessary Parts.

Make an angle piece E of mild steel

gin. thick and -^in. broad. Drill it to fit

on the bolt, which holds the toothed sector

operated by the gear lever rod. Drill it

also sufficiently large for the cable to-pass
through, but not the casing or head of

adjusting screw, if one be fitted. . The
exact length of the angle piece will depend
on the size of telescopic joint, etc.

The control can now be assembled, and
when this is done adjust the clutch by
means of A until there is just the slightest

amount of backlash, and so that further
rotation of L in the direction of the arrow
will puU the clutch "out."

Pull the clutch "out" by means of the
handle. It should now be fairly free, and
will probobly be as free as any clutch
running in oil can ever be.

N.B.—This is only likely to be the case
if B.S.A. D-ear oil or other thin oil is used.
Now release tlie handle and notice if

the dome returns to its former position.

If it refuses to do so, clean and lubricate

the quick thread on which the dome
moves. Should it still refuse to return to

its former position, a stronger spring in

the telescopic joint will have to be fitted.

The best position for the lever is on the

left bar, so as to

leave the
hand free

accelerating

engine as

clutch is let

Let the

half "in"

right
for

the
the

" in."

clutch
until

the engine begins

to take up the load

(on low gear), and
hold in that posi-

tion until the
machine is well

under way, mean-
while accelerating

the engine, and
then let in com-
pletely, but slowly.

It is not claimed
that this fitting

will enable the

clutch to be en-

gaged as sweetly

as a properly de-

signed control, but
Mr. Willoughby
considers it much
superior to the

pedal.

Several garage
men tried to dis-

courage our corre-

spondent from

Section of the tele-

scopic spring joint.

attempting the conversion, their answer
being that the clutch sju-ings were too

strong, and would break the cable. Such
an incident has not occurred, however,
despite the fact that the device has been
in use for several months.

Irish Motor Cycle Championship.
THE Ulster centre of the Motor Cycle unlimited capacity he was also successful, Five Miles Scratch (350 c.c. M.sciuNr.s).

Union of Ireland held a series of the positions of the native cracks being ' Time.

open speed trials at Jlagilligan reversed. On this running the champion- j -^ , chambers (A. J.S.) s J^
Sti-and, Co. Londonderry, on Saturday, ship looked a gift for him, and he did 2! F. A. Newell (Verus) ...!!!!.!!!.!. . h 38

the 2rd. ._ the first "lap" of the five miles out 3. W. Andrews (Douglas) 46

Despite the fact that the venue was over and home course quite as fast as in the Five Miles Scratch (600 c.c Maceunes).

sixty miles from Belfast, and that most other race. But at the end of ten miles i. George Dance (Sunbeam) 1 .;

of the competitors were drawn from that he had allowed Redmond to overtake him, =• ^^J- '1^,^"™",1"!!'''';"
^'"'"'> ' I

centre, there, were very large entries for and by tlie time the leaders appeared at ^' w. j. bhauci (i m on) ••••••

the five events that figured on the the turning jioint, with fifteen miles Five Miles Scratch (Unlimited).

programme. covered. Dance had retired with a
\, ^f,XN^^i,Zt^t^^r'^\::::::::::.'. 5 9

An international aspect was given to seized piston.
j S. J. Redmond (Indian Scout), 5 12

the meeting by the presence of George
. F„,i.y Miles Championship or Ireland.

Dance, the Sunbeam su|)er-.spcedman, and Indian Wins Championship.
^ S. J. Uedniond (Indian Scout) 54 n

VV. ,1. W. Shaw, the local crack, who liedinond hd throughout, and ultimatelv =• .! W. Shnw (Norton) 55 4+

won the T.T. speed trials at Douglas, won in 54 min. 11 sec, exactly the same 3- ! a Job.islon (Noiion) 55 46

and S. J. Redmond, of Dublin. Amongst time he Hcconiplished in winning the race 'phe handicap resulted as under:
the entrants there was material for a year aeo.
,,.,,.,: 1 ,..,,i,..,ia All- • 1- -ii ii I. H. Chambci-s, 3-1 B.S.A. (olni.) .so ^s

.-i-nsational contests. A handicap run in connection with the i] F. A. Newell, 2} Vcrus (i8m.) 51 -7

„ , 1,. ,r- I • Ti- *»! event was won by H. Chambers (3i 3! S. J. Redmond, 3J lud'an (.'ui.) 5: it
Sunbeam the Victor m Five Mile b.h.A.), whose faii;or, the better known I .1. w. Kiiaw, 3! Noiton (.„;,.) 5^ -u

Event. \V .1 (:hamber< ll'id lireviouilv won 5- .1. U. Jollnslon, si Noiloii (3m.) 52 .I"

,, 1 ., ,. -1 ii .," -i- "-^"'"""V''"' .';"' l>'t\i<'"*>l> won
^_ S. Adams, 2i Veins 18111.) 55 17

Dance rode 111 the five-mile scratch „ the 350 c.c. five-mile scratch race on -, ,, ,, ,0 .« ^ : - 1

race for 600 c.c. machines, and won with one of the T.T. A.J.S. machines. The .3^™ Mn.Es Hani.icap Sidecar Maci.inM.

ridiculou.s ease from Redmond and Shaw, rcsuKs of the va.rious events were as
^j w. ".'white .riNorUili'tn'ra^ !fi .1.

and ill the five miles for machines of follow; 3' wl j! Cbambers, 3I U.S.A. (scialchV .! lO 55

A?"
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An electric hom marketed by H. Taylor

and Co.. Ltd., 21a, Store Street, W.C.I.

MODERN EQUIPMENT
OF INTEREST TO THE
: MOTOR CYCLIST. :

Pf.

The new W.M.
type Forward plug,

made by the Forward
Sparkmg Plug Co.,

Summer Row, Bir-

mingham. It can be

taken apart com-
pletely for cleaning.

The Woolf graphite lubricator, fitted to

the mduction pipe of a motor cycle engine.

It IS marketed by Graphite Products, Ltd.,

218-220, Queen's Road, Battersea, and is

intended for use with a composition known
as Foliac. It IS claimed that it gives a

glass-like surface to all frictional surfaces.

A new mirror introduced

by the Westwood Rim
and Patents, Ltd., Law-
den Road Foundry,

Bordesley, Birmingham.
It has a ball joint, which
permits it to be placed

in any desired position

and angle.

Bowden cable lubricator, by W. B. Quick,

31, Fitzhamon Embankment, Cardiff. The
price of the fitm.ent is one shilling.

Errmgton patent

filter, brought out

by the Accessories

Supply Co , 15,

Brownlow St W.C.

To operate reed horns by
pressure pump. This device is

the patent of Mr. R. W.
L. Mottram, of Uanberis,
Allesley Old Road, Coventry.
He is open to negotiate with
manufacturers for its pro-

duction.

The "Highlow"
petrol consump-
tion gauge, mar-
keted by Messrs.

Herrtage, Holy-

oake & Co., 127,

Fleet St.. E.C.4.

Easting's spare petrol carrier, which can

be used as a footrest in .the sidecar. Made
by the windscreen house at 132, Steelhouse

Lane, Birmingham.

The new Hans Renold rivet extractor has

a swing arm, which centres and holds the

chain link, and so greatly facilitates operation.

An accelerator pedal for motor cycles

introduced by A. F. Edwards, 25, The
Burroughs, Station Road, Hendon, N.W.
It is, of course, most suitable for use with

a single-lever carburetter, but can be applied

to the two-lever type.

The latest Grado pulley intended for a

countershaft position on single-geared two-

strokes. Its price is £12.

The Lightning Vulcaniser, marketed by
F.W.Woolworth and Co., Ltd. It is small

enough to be earned m the toolbag, and is

sold at the low price of one shilling.

The Ace petrol tap lock, devised by Mr.
L. Deacon, 50, Gipsy Hill, Upper Norwood,
S.E.I 9. Mr. Deacon hopes to meet with

a manufacturer who will take up its pro-

duction commercially.
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A SPORTING
MONOCAR.

A Single -sea!ed Morgan,
built to the Owner's Special

Design.

T r is the ambition of many motor cyclists

1 to have a fleet of machines in order
to have one for every piui^ose. One

of our i-eaders owns two JMorgans and
a solo motor cycle, but all are on sportint
lines.

On this page his two G. P. Morgans
are shown, of which the single-seater is

perhaps of greatest interest. The body
is 21in. wide, and the scuttle is of

exceptional depth and height, a specially

nari'ow and high radiator being fitted to

follow out the streamline effect.

The owner wishing to eliminate the
windscreen had the dash made several

inches higher than standard, and so

successful was the innovation that the

owner found it quite possible to smoke
comfortably at 50 m.p.h. The seating

JULY

The racy appearance of this light

sporting single-seater will be appreciated

by the speed man.

position IS such that the driver is guen
a clear view of the road ahead through
the " slit " between the rim .of the steering

wheel and the top of the dash.

With regard to the engine, this also

is special, and consists of an overhead-
valved 90x85 mni. J.A.P. (1,082 c.c).

This engine is not very well known, as

we believe only a few were manufactured.
It is excellently balanced and splendidly
made, and gives nearly 20 b.h.p. at 2,5C0
revs. Although the valve springs have

The single-seater Morgan alongside the Grand Prix Model. The various diflerences

of design will readily be observed

A SIDECAR
HIRE SERVICE.
FOLLOWING the excellent example of

enterprising motor cyclists who, some
time ago, placed a sidecar taxi

service on the streets of Paris, the X Motor
Cycle Co., Torquay, have recently taken

over a novel sidecar designed by Messrs.

Robertson Motors Ltd., 157 B, Great
Portland Street, London, W.l, and pro-

pose to establish a private hire service

equipped with twenty of these vehicles.

This two-seater sidecar, which is attached

to a 7-9 h.p. Excelsior motor cycle, amply
accommodates two persons, and provides
for each sufficient leg-room and space in

the seats to ensure the maximum com-
fort on a long tour.

The X Motor Cycle Co., are prepared
to supply these machirjes, which will be
eipiipped with a luncheun basket and a
camera at a fixed rale of 8d. per mile, or
for one dav of nine hours for the inclusive
price of P.i 17s. 6d.

very high tension, the valve gear is

unusually quiet for this type of engine,

Originally the compression was 100 lb,

p.s.in., but this proved extremely des-'

tructive to plugs and rendered stai'tingj

difficult. Washers, ^in. in thickness, werei

accordingly fitted, with excellent results,!

and, even with this reduced compression,!

the speed'^and acceleration are considered

ample. The oil consumption is pheno-

menally low, and the petrol consnmpti<r.i

varies from 40 to 60 m.p.g., according

to the make of carburetter fitted. A
pilot jet, B. and B., suits the engine

extremely well ; it gives high speed and
exceptionally slow "tick-over" in neutral.

The standard two-speed gear box gives

ratios of 3^ and 5 to 1. On the dash-

board are two eight-day clocks, speedo-

meter, and revolution counter, the latter

being a very useful and interesting

fitment.

In designing the outfit, it was feared

that the machine would be unstable

owing to the absence of weight in the

rear portion, but experience has shown
that it is extremely steady on giease,

tramlines, etc. The steering, in fajt, i.s

excellent, and this we attribute to

the exceptionally heavy engine fitted.

Although the frame has not been re.n-

forced, no distortion has occurred during
6,000 miles running over the war-wuru
roads of this country.

A two -scatcr sidecar used lor private hire service by a 1 orquay garage
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The winner, on his Sunbeam, and a Wooler rider on the bad surface of Salt Box Hill.

FUNDED to commemorate the glorious

death of Rear-Admiral Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, that gallant motor cyclist

who did so much for the movement in

its early days, the trial for the trophy
of- his' statuette, executed by Lady Scott,

is unique.
First, it is the only trial of which we

are aware which is for solo machines only,

and secondly, it is the only one confined
exclusively to- officers of the Royal Navy.
This year the entries were better than
last, but unfortunately the Fleet
mobilisation and the trouble in Ireland
and the East serioiisly affected the entry.
Although the competition received the
official sanction of the Admiralty, nine
entries were lost from Keyham, and
probably more from officers taking a

course at Cambridge, and these naturally
helped to spoil what would otherwise
have been a good entry.

First Day's Run, 126 Miles.—Winding
Course over the North Downs to

Reigate, then to Guildford, Godal-
ming, and Hindhead by a Circuitous

Route.

Of the twenty-one riders appearing in
the programme, fifteen started from
Purley Corner at 10 a.m. on Wednesday-.
The weather was most uupropitious, as
rain fell at the start, continued most of

the iftorning and fell again heavily during
the afternoon.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secretary

of the Auto-Cycle Union, as usual, dis-

played wonderful ingenuity in devising
a really stiff course, the 'difficulties of
which were enhanced by the bad weather.
To explain this course in detail would
involve much space, and would leave the
reader in comparative ignorance and com-
plete confusion, while its appearance on

the map, to quote Jlr. Ebblewhite, the
timekeeper, whose wit is proverbial, re-

sembled "a worm in agony." It twisted
and turned with diabolical ingenuity and
included even,- hill of note on the North
Downs, from a point east near Cudham
to a point in the west near Guildford.
Besides these there were the ascent of
Bright Street in -Guildford itself, and
the hairpin near Godalming.

Lt. G. P'. Glen

KIdston, R.N. (3i

Sunbeam), wmner

of the Trophy He

was fifth m last

year's event.

Unfortunately, the arrowing was not

too good, owing to the sidecar outfit told

off for this duty failing to carry it out

owing to magneto trouble, and several

men left the route for this reason. The
course was exceedingh' pretty, the first

part passing through leafy lanes, with
trees overhanging the road almost brush-

ing the competitors.

Narrow roads were followed leading to

Cudham, but just where it was thought
that the famous Church Hill would be
climbed an arrow pointed to the right,

and a grassy track was followed. The
going was passable, and that was all that

could be said of it. Next, an arrow
pointed to the left,

and then came the first

real surprise—Salt Box
Hill ; stiff indeed in

dry weather, but doubly
so when the roads
were greasy. True, it

was steep ; but the
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trouble was not the gradient, but tlie
difficulty of adhesion, and many a good
mount failed because the rear wheel
would not grip. Glen Kidston, our star
naval competitor, well in the running
for the trophy, faiJed for this reason.
He was riding a 3i h.p. Sunbeam.

E. H. Mann {2J Wooler) also failed,
but Lawder (3 A.B.C.) and W. E.
V. Baehall (A.B.C.) made surprisingly
good ascents. K. B. Wilson (2| Douglas),
although he wobbled all over the road,
owing to the atrocious surface, came up
very well. G. Plumer (6 Zenith) passed
us going we'.l, but P. H. Back (4 Triumph)
touched the ground with his feet, R. C.
Hovenden (8 Zenith) ran into the bank,
H. L. S. Baker (4 Triumph, single-geared),
F. G. Emley (8 Zenith), and C. J.. M.
Hamilton (2^ Levis) were also among
those who failed.

The course was of so complicated a
nature that it was possible to cover it

all and see everything of the trial, but
it was most productive of incidents and
provided plenty of " fun," especially for
that brave man H. L. S. Baker—No. 13—who rode a 4 h.p. single-gewed
Triumph, and at the end of the day wrote
on his non-stop card " failed on all

decent hills." He is one of those people
who will not admit that motor cycling
provides no exercise.

Bad Hills and Weather.

Leaving Salt Box, such bills as Pol-
steeple, Cudham, Brasted, -and Wester-
ham were climbed. The exceptional
weather caused certain hills to be elimi-

nated, but their loss was hardly noticed.
In the neighbourhood of Woldingham
what was probably the worst hill of all

was encountered. This was Camp Hill,

with a hairpin bend at the bottom, a
good gradient and a bad surface.

There is quite a good rise through the
woods from the Caterham valley to the
Warlingham plateau known as High Lane,
and just as we arrived at its crest, P. F.

F. Browne (Norton), Kidston (Sunbeam)

pir©IS(CTOLE JULY i5ih, ig20.

Leaving Hindhead after refilling : Sub-Lt. R. Whitcraft (Zenith) followed by Lt. Glen Kiditon.

and Lawder (A.B.C.) arrived and came
up well. Poor No. 13 skidded and fell,

breaking his front mudguard. T. H.
Back (Triumph) and W. E. V. Bashall
(A.B.C.) came up magnificently—especi-

ally the latter, whose performance on
every hill was splendid. The machine
steered perfectly, except on mud-dy and
stony surfaces, and it was beautifully

handled. C. J. M. Hamilton's Levis just

got up.
Even at this early stage signs of wear

and tear appeared on the machines ; but
not what might be described as "fair
wear and tear," but petty damage due
to sideslips and spills. Hovenden (8

Zenith) climbed the gradient well, flood-

A scene at the replenishment depot at Hindhead

ing his caiburetter. The next place where
we saw him was on Succombe Hill, which

he made about six attempts to climb. It

proved a severe trial to many, especially

to one who took the wrong turn at the

top, came down Bug Hill again, and again

up Succombe, and on three times.

At the top of Wray Lane, near the

summit of Reigate Hill, we came upoa
Mr. Greenhill's car carrying Col. David-

son, D.S.O., R.E., one of the judges, and

The. Daily Mirror photographer, whose
ambition in life is not, apparently, to

show the public how good a means of

locomotion a motor cycle provides, but

to take pictures of tumbles. He was
disappointed, as he arrived too late to

take Back, who had just skidded, broken

his front number plate and bent the

mudguard. F. G. Emley (4 Zenith) failed.

He had broken a, belt _for the first time

and retired.

Temporary Repair i.

Lunch was served at the White Hart
Hotel, Reigate. At lunch time it was
announced that P. F. F. Bourne (4 Nor-
ton) had retired owing to a damaged
rear brake. Hamilton's lamp was adrift

and made fast by string, while his foot-

rests were badly bent. Hovenden's
Zenith had his crank case drain plug
carried away through striking the ground,
and he successfully stopped the hole with
a cork.

More hills, and still more hills followed
after lunch. There were some old favcnir-

ites among them, notably I'ebblecombe,
which, of course, accounted for poor No.
13, as well as R. V. Mack (2^ Woolor),
and E. Mann, wlm was similarly niounlod.
Bashall, on the A.B.C, soared up witlumt
effort, and sliortly after came the A.B.C.
rider, ,Ianio«, who had retired owing to

various troubles. Wilson's Douglas made
an excellent climb, wliile Plunior (6

Zenith) and Back (Triumph) ciinio up
well, as did Kidston (3^ Sunbeam), Wilson
(2^ Douglas), and Hovenden (8 Zenith).

13^
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Coombe Bottom Hill was the other old

riend, and was utilised instead of White-
owne, as the weather proved to be too

ret for its chalky surface. The few

ours lespite from the rain .soon came to

n end, and the afternoon -n'as wet right

ip to the finish.

The surface low .down on the hill was
30se and .soft, but at the corner, which
5 loose in dry weather, it was smooth and
Tm. The first man to arrive was Whit-
roft (Zenith), who wobbled badly, -but

aade a clean ascent. Lawder (A. B.C.),

tidston (Sunbeam), and Bashall (A.B.C.)

learly made the star climbs, wliile Wil-

ou (Douglas), Plumer (Zenith), and
tack (Triumph) performed well. After
ai'ious detours the survivors reached

tuildtord, and were sent up Bright Street

:i the town, last used as a test hill in tlie

urbiton Club's team trial. It proved the
ndoing x>f many, and only Lawder
i..B.C.) and Kidstone (Sunbeam) made
lean climbs. The next incident was the
airpiu corner at Godalming, whicli w-as

ot very serious, and after a short spell

I the rain the first day's run (126 miles)

ame to an end.

"A Lodging for the Night"

The headquarters offices were at Wood-
eny Hotel, where the machines were
tored, but competitors were billeted in

arious places. Baker, the man with the
nlucky number, had his front mudguard
arried away, and arrived with his face

s black as a, nigger. He had. therefore,

3 put up with much merciless chaii,

'hich he took most good huraonredly.
Twelve competitors in all completed
le course at the end of the first day,
lid none with clean sheets. The foUow-
ig is a record of their performances :

Lt. R. V. Mack, R.X. (2=4 Wooler). Stopped on
II test hills.

Paymaster LL-Cr. P. P. F. Bourne, R.N. (4
oit<jn). Back brake broken; retired.

Lt. E. n. Mann, R.N. (2% Woolei). Failed on
lost hills.

Lt. P. B. Lawder, R.N. (3 A.B.C.)- Stop be-
.veen Titsey and Warlingham—iet or plug. Fell
wing to being nearly run down by a car after
inch.
Sub-Lt. C. R. Whitcroft. H.N. (6 Zenith). Punc-
ire near Warlingham; failed Duke Hill; ran out
t petrol near Warlingham; six attempts on Suc-
3mbe; lost wav from Caterham to Redhill.
Sub-Lt. P. y. James, R.N. (3 A.B.C). Lost
ay; various troubles; retired.

The trophy winner and cecond man, on Sunbeam and Triumph machines respectively,

starting their final lap at Broolclands.

Lt. G. P. Glen Kidston, E.N. (31/2 Sunbeam).
Failed through wheel slip on Salt Box Hill.
Lt. F. G. Emley, R.N. (4 Zenith). Broke belt;

lost way ; retired.
Lt. H. L. S. Baker, R.N. (4 Triumph). Stopped

on all test hills; shed number plate.
Lt. W. E. V. Bashall, R.N. (3 A.B.C.). One

stop; wheel slip on one hill.

Sub-Lt. K. B. Wilson, R.N. (2% Douglas). Side
slip and twice ran out of petrol.
Sub-Lt. G. Plumer, R.N. (6 Zenith). Skidded

Duke's Hill, made two attempts, and cut out hill

;

scarf caught in belt on main Guildford road.
Lt. T. H. Back, E.N. (4 Triumph). Legging

caught in belt; two side slips.

Lt. C. J. M. Hamilton, R.N. (2% Levis). Chain
came off on Cudham Hill; stopped on several hills;

choked jet on Cudham.
Lt. R. C. Hovenden, R.N. (8 Zenith). Owing to

loss of crank case plug, dried up after Salt Box;
sooted plug ; retired Albury.

Second Day, 79J Miles.—Hindliead to

Brooklands via a Circuitous Course

round Hindhead and by Byfleet to

Weybridge.

The first item of interest on the second

day was the hill near Bramshott which

is steep, but with a good surface. It is

quite a short distance from the start at

Hindhead, but was an hour's run for the
competitors. Near the start, E. V. JMack
(Wooler) sheared his flywheel key and
was delayed half an hour, so came straight

on to Brooklands. The actual start took
place in fine weather, but rain began as

soon as the men left and continued to

become worse and worse throughout the
morning. The performances on this hill

were much the same as on the others,

and the only amusing incident was when
Baker, who had to run as usual over the
crest, stopped just as Mr. W. H. Wells,
one of the stewards, was helping him
along. " Where's the merchant with the
blue car?" exclaimed Baker. "He's got
my macintosh !

" Considerable amuse-
ment was caused to the onlookers, as Mr.
Wells was the owner of the blue Chandler,
on which he had followed the trial.

Unfortunately, the aiTowiuCT again broke
down—in fact, one arrow was reported to
have blown down in the high wind, and
after that every survivor lost his way.

The second nian, i-t. T. H.
6a(i. R.N. (4 Triumph). He
was runner up in the 1919 trial.

Sub-Lt. K B. Wilson, K.rM

(21 Douglas), on Pebblecombe

He finished third

3ub-Lt. G. Plumer, R.N.

(6 Zenith), near Hindhead, on

the second day

An A.B.C. nder, Lt. P. B.

Lawder, R.N., taking the cor-

ner at the top of Wray Lane.
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Two incidents occurred to men well in

the running for the -fcrophy. Kidston
(Sunbeam) had a stop through water in

the float chamber, and Bashall (A.B.C.)

collided with two lorries near Guildford

—

exceedingly hard luck, as he was Kid-
ston's only serious rival. Three com-
petitors were involved, and one—IMack

—

escaped. Bashall was thrown off and
escaped personal injury, but the back
wheel of his -motor bicycle was buckled.

On going through the competitors'

cards, it was found that only Back and
Kidston had a chance of winning the
trophy. It was then decided that both
should drive round the track at speed, and
start at the paddock, turn sharp left at

the straight, make two circuits of the

track, stop at the finishing line, and ascend

the test hill. The two survivors tossed

as to who should start first. Kidston
won, and got away well, timed by Mr.
Ebblewhite. He made two fast circuits

and a splendid ascent of the test hill.

Back had all the luck against him. The
track was swimming in water, and his

belt slipped badly during the two laps,

and on the test hill it refused to grip

altogether.

The judges. Col. Davidson and Dr.
Low, recommended that Back (4 Triumph)
should be awarded a silver medal, and K.
B. Wilson (2| Douglas) and E. H. Mann
(2J Wooler) bronze medals. These awards
were made notwithstanding that the com-
petitors had had stops, and were given
for meritorious performances.

JULY 15th, jg20.

The Second Day's Results in Brief.

Lt. G. P. Glen Kidston, R.N. (31/2 Sunbeam),
winncT of Trophy. Water in float chamber; two
stops altogether.
Lt. T. H. Back, R.N. (4 Triumph), second,

silver medal. Engine stopped lor unknown reason;
three stops altogether.

'

Sub-Lt. K. B. Wilson, E.N. (2% Douglas), hrome
mrdal. Stopped for petrol.
Lt. E. H. Mann, R.N. (2% Wooler), ironss

medal. Failed on three hills, and various troubles.
Lt. R. V. Jttack (2% Wooler). Retired; sheared

flywheel key.
Paymaster Lt.-Cr. P. P. T. Bourne (4 Norton).

Retired ; brake came adrift.
Lt. P. B. Lawder, R.N. (3 A.B.C). Lost exhaust

valve rocker; retired Blackdown.
Snb-Lt. C. R. Whitcroft, R.N. (6 Zenith). Retired.
Sub-Lt. P. V. James (3 A.B.C). Retired.
Sub-Lt. H. L. S. Baker, R.N. (31/2 Triumph).

Stopped on three hills ; puncture.
Lt. W. E. V. Bashall, R.M.L.L (3 A.B.C). Re-

tired owing to collision.
Sub-Lt. G. Plumer (6 Zenith). Retired.
Lt. C J. M. Hamilton, R.N. (2% Levis). Chain

came off; choked jet; and footrests adrift.
Lt. R. C. Hovenden, E.N. (8 Zenith). Retired.

MYSTERIOUS NOISES.
Litde Details which Disturb the Meticulous Rider.

THE rider who has an interest in his

jnount notices every vai'iation in its

running and every strange noise

wliich arises. To the sensitive soul any
unfamiliar sound arising from the engine
or transmission at once conjures up visions

of some adjustment neglected, or some
part complainir^g throiigh lack of lubrica-

tion. Although these strange squeaks,
groans, and janglings may occur from
time to time even with the best and most
sturdy 'buses it is seldom that the type
of rider who heeds them is long puzzled
by their origin.

Irritating Effects.

Sometimes, however, the punctilious
motor cyclist senses an abnormal note in

the chord of sound to which his ear is

attuned.
Time goes on, and no obvious cause of

the unfamiliar noise is apparent, exami-
nation reveals no derangement, and the
rider is mystified. During a long day's
run that which at the commencement was
merely an inexplicable minor jangle, in
the later stages becomes a pandemonium
of cacaphonic din, and if the driver is

unduly sensitive on these points and the
cause remains undiscovered, his nerves (to

use a good Americanism) get pulled to -a
frazzle. This is particularly the case with
a normally silent machine, and such a
happening recently occurred to a member
of The Motor Cycle staff.

Spring operated rear stand, which is free

to swing across the open end of exhaust
pipe.

Returning from a considerable distance,

over which the excellent pulling of the
engine demonstrated its perfect order, he
became aware of a minute jingling, the
origin of which was no wise apparent.
Nothing was loose, the transmission
details were clear , of the chain cases at

every point, timing gear in order, mud-
guards, number plates, and accessories
quite rigid. The jingle persisted.

Baffled - and exasperated, he eventually
sought the assistance of a colleague.

The engine was started up, and every
imaginable source of rattle investigated.

For some time the second man listened

in vain, not being able to distinguish the
sound complained of, until, striding the
saddle, and preparing to let in ttie clutch,

a faint and rather musical note, alien to

the usual mechanical sounds and not
synchronous with the engine speed,
assailed his ear. Looking down, he saw
the glass disc in the tank filler cap
slowly rotating under the influence of

minute vibrations. A finger placed upon
it damped its motion, and the mystery
was solved.

On another machine, one of the few
which may be termed really silent and
which possesses no timing or transmission
gears to create noise and confuse the issue,

a rider was worried throughout a long
journey by the fairly frequent recurrence
of a high-pitched drone or squeak. For
many miles the matter remained a pro-
voking mystery, and mentally running
over the possible causes brought no
inspiration. The noise was independent
of engine or road speed, and it was finally

ascertained beyond doubt that its occur-
rence coincided with the moments of
breasting a hill or running from amongst
trees into open country. A slight head
wind was blowing, and the dependence
of the sound on variations of atmospheric
pressure was becoming evident.

^

A Freak of the Wind.

It was noticed shortly afterwards that
by slightly altering the position of the
horn on the handle-bar the trouble dis-
appeared.
The noise, apparently, had been merely

the result of meeting the breeze, thus
.setting up vibrations vvhicli found reson-
ance in tiio horn.

In the early part of the year the writer
possessed a rather hot single-cylinder, the
exhaust note of which was a joy to hear.

It was his custom, of a still evening when
the road was clear, to indulge in utterly
illegal accelerations, what time cocking
his ear aslant to catch the lovely " ponk-
ponk " which burbled away at the rear.

Ever and anon the even beat would be
shattered by one or two ear-splitting notes
in a higher key, . and no cause could
reasonably be ascribed to the occurrence.
A road bump would abno.si always pre-

cede the noise, but not with sufficient

invariability to form a definite clue.

A Helpful Skid. -

Npw this particular machine possessed
a " spring-up " rear stand, which was
operated by a rather too lively spring,
and, in consequence, had a somewhat " up
and down " time of it. One day, during
a lurid mountaineering expedition, in

.company with some of the brighter sparks
of our pet club, a fall was experienced
which resulted in a few of the minoi
fittings being bent, including the stand,
which now appeared to bind in its lugs,
and, consequently, had its mad wagging
somewhat checked.
This "was all to the good, the tout-

ensemble of our appearance (tide passing
reflections in the shop windows) was not
niarred by flappings at the rear. In-
cidentally, the mysterious exhaust note
had disappeared. It had evidently been
caused by the crossbar of the stand inter-
mittently wagging across the end of the I

open exhaust pipe

!

Wimbfedale. ;

Component parts of filler cap ; if the

lock ring is not tight the glass will

rattle;
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to tbe Editor, "T&e Uotoi Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and most lie accompanied by tbe writer's name and address.

DUST RAISING.
Sir,—I hope " Hugh " is a very new rider. ' He does

not appear to have much idea of road manners ; but the fact
of his aslcing for advice wouM seem to indicate that he may
act on it when given. For his information and necessary,
action, therefore, I would say that, among decent people, any
rider or driver'who unnecessarily "smothers with dust" other
ridei-s, especially ladies, is considered a hog.
Two courses wex'e open to him

—

(a) to stay behind out of
the other rider's dust, or (b), having passed them, to get
ahead out of the way. As he states that he was out for
" an easy comfortable ride " the former course -would seem
to be indicated. OLD 'UN.

Leeds.

LACK OF POWER.
Sir,—I am the owner of a 4^ h.p. machine, but since I

have had it (tour months) it has never developed its full

power. Both tappets are apparently adjusted correctly,
and there is nothing else that could po.=sibly be the cause
of the trouble. Still puzzled by the loss of power, I deter-
mined not to ride the machine until I had. found the cause.
I fii'st dismantled the exhaust valve lifter arm, which is an
Xlutside arrangement, merely for the sake of more easily
attacking the tappet. To my great astonishment, the tappet
in question dropped nearly jin., leaving an abnormal gap
between the tappet head and valve toe. I saw immediately
what the trouble was. The exhaust valve litter arm, being
too thick, held the tappet up, away from its cam and up
to a correct clearance of the foot of the valve stem. From
this it was obvious that the valve was not opening to its

full extent, hence the loss of power. The remedy was
to make the proper adjustment with lifter arm not' in place,
and file dewn the arm until it fitted perfectly. Since effect-

ing this, the machine has developed its full power and
greater revs. •

• J.G.

PROPULSION BY AIR SCREW.
Sir,—I was greatly interested in the article recently pub-

lished in your pages on propulsion of vehicles by air screws

—

either propellers or tractors—and it seems more than possible
that useful developments should take place in this direction.
Ivlay I put forward the suggestion that the air-screw system

be combined with " road wheel " drive, enabling the latter

method to be brought into action in places where the former
is not practicable.

A quaint idea from a reader.

To facilitate this, a petrol-electric system could be
em^oyed, and it would be possible to retain the fish-like

streamline form of bodywork a la aeroplane, -which would
give such a vehicle a very smart aspect.

A further development, as shown in sketch, would be the

fitting of clipped planes or wings, by using which it might be
possible to take "long hops" over obstacles under favourable
conditions. Some experimental work in this direction would
certainly not be unfruitful. W. A. WOODWARD.

TYRE CREEPING.
Sir,—Leslie Eveleigh would, I think, cure most of his tyre

trouble by pumping his tyres harder. Security bolts are
" a thing of the past," and were always a source of trouble.

Of course, he may be asking for' trouble by starting with a

jerk and by sudden and excessive braking, but an unduly
stretched bead is something rare in these days, so far as my
rather wide experience goes.

I never use levers to replace either my car or cycle covers

after the first once or twice. OLD 'UN.
Leeds.

COMFORT.
Sir,—The letter of "Satisfied" is of interest and import-

ance, as many of us are of opinion that too little attention

is being paid" by designers of machines to the matter of

comfortable riding position, apart from the question of

sprung or unsprung frames. Personally, I have used wide

T.T. handle-bars and footrests on the many solo machines I

have had during the past few years, and although I am
apjjroaching fifty, I can do a couple of _ hundred miles in

the day without the slightest fatigue, and have no longing

whatever for a spring frame for solo work. Now, with

regard to sidecar work. I submit that the question of ridino

position is of- still greater importance, because the spinal

column receives heavier bumps and jars, which are trans-

mitted from two directions instead of one, and it is, more-
over, subjected to a twisting strain caused by the inevitable

drag of the sidecar. This can be relieved to a great extent

by the use of wide and fairly low handle-bars, footrests

well under the rider, and the saddle adjusted to a level

position, while the use of a hand-controlled clutch saves

many an awkward strain on the back. By reason of the

discomfort I have experienced, I have always disliked side-

car work, for I have found that it causes me more fatigue

after 25 miles than I experience after 100 miles solo. In
consequence, I have been looking forward for j'ears to the

ideal sidecar combination, properly sprung, and at the same
time really comfortable to ride. Sly 1920 spring frame
combination is ideal so far as the springing is concerned,
and that is indeed a great deal to be thanktul for in these

bumpy days, but, on the other hand, the riding position is

atrocious, causing a considerable set-off against the advan-
tage of the springing. Footboards, which I detest, are

fitted. It is impossible to get my feet well underneath me
as a support ; the saddle is a fi.xture, and must for ever

remain with the peak tilted upwards at a ridiculous angle
(throwing a fearful strain on the back), unless the peak is

strapped down to the top tube ; the handle-bar is narrow,
and of the. "beg and pray" position; and as to the foot

clutch, I am not enough of an acrobat to be able ever to

engage it with any degree of efficiency, although it only re-

quires a touch to release it. Had I not known tor a certainty

that the machine had been designed by practical men, I

should never have believed it. I therefore still await the ideal

combination, and, in conclusion, I would like to lay stress

on the fact that the weight of the majority of sidecar

combinations continues to increase. ENTENTE.
London.
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A SCENE IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Two Matchless sidecars ridden by H. Alexander and D S. Milne after negotiating tb

hairpin bends on Amulree. Observe the winding course rising from the valley below.

TWENTY YEARS OF LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sii',—I read with much pleasure "Veteran's" article on

"Twenty Years of Lightweights," and was very glad to
see a word of praise for the good little Clement-Garrard.

I owned one myself many years ago, and though now the
proud possessor of a "big "twin" often wish I had the old
machine. With a few improvements in the way of carburet-
ter, etc., I believe it would be quite capable of stretching
out some of the modern baby two-strokes.

" Veteran " is a trifle pessimistic about the speeds. How-
ever, mine could do thirty-five easily on the level, and pro-
vided a good rush could be obtained, maintain thirty up a
moderate hill. Oi course, if baulked, or on a severe gradient,
" slight pedal assistance " had to be applied.
The belt, however, was, as he states, a terrible affair.

I have done fifty miles with only one breakage, but as a
rule it either broke, or had to be tightened every ten miles
or so.

I question whether for the single man, there was not
better sport to be had then than now with the motor cycle.
Certainly one could get better roads.
Birmingham. EMLAN.

CARBURATION.
Sir,—Much is being written just now about single lever

carburetters, and it seems to me that the drift of modern
practice is to provide an instrument for the novice, with
which you can give him the information, "If you turn this
lever that way the machine goes faster, and if the lever is
turned the other way the machine goes slower." There are,
however, pome reasons to think that the single lever, while
Hirnplc and foolproof, is a great and wasteful error.
ThiK summer I have been riding a 1914 Triumph whose

B. and B. throttle nhultur controls mo.st of the air, the
Keparato air lever being more in the nature of a very small
extra air intake. At Kpocd.s from 30 to 45 m.p.h. this carbu-
retter was thoroughly eflicient in [Kjwer and consumption

;

but under considerable load it was difficult to accelerate from

d8

1 15 to 25 m.p.h. Last January I found
I a 7-9 Indian carburetter to act in

the same manner.
,

." Theoretically, it seems that the
above is just the behaviour that
should be expected from any form of

single-lever carburetter.

j
Even supposing the suction valve

of the engine remains the same
(which, of course, it may not do for

long), there is still the enormous
variation in suction due to variation

of engine speed to which, the carbu-
retter has to adjust itself.

Taking a 4 h.p. engine, to develop
its 4 h.p. a certain number of r.p.m.

must be attained, and a certain

throttle opening made. The makers
will see that with these two condi-

tions the air passages of a single-lever

carburetter are such as to give the
best mixture.
But suppose the full 4 h.p. (or as

near as possible thereto) is wanted at

a much less engine speed, the throttle

is open wide, but the suction being
£0 much less and the air open too

wide, a weak mixture results, and' one
has to try the contradiction of closing

the throttle in order to accelerate,

which my Triumph actually did in

these circumstances. At low engine'

speed, closing the throttle so as to

get correct mixture, may preclude the

po.ssibility of attaining more road
speed unless the load is reduced.

It would seem that with the single-

lever carburetter it is necessary, if

full horse-power is to be developed,

to run the engine at the revolutions

per minute to which the carburetter

IS tuned, for at no other engine speed
will the mixture be right both as

to quantity and quality.

In regard to the Triumph mentioned, I have fitted new
. shutters, made in an amateur fashion ; but the point is that

as they now work the throttle, opening or closing does not
alter the amount of air intake. Similarly, by opening or

closing the extra air intake shutter (which is now of consider-

able size) the throttle opening is not altered. Consequently,
the throttle can be open wide, while the extra air is quite

closed. The result is that at all engine speeds the balance
between air and throttle can be found in a moment, and a
weak or rich mixture obtained in the quantity required for

the load at that time. The Triumph will now run fast or

slowly.

I wonder how many of your other readers favour the single

lever type, and whether there is some point in it which has
escaped my notice, and which might account for the evident
movement in favour of the single lever.

S. T. WILLIAMS.
TOLLS.

Sir,—I read with interest the letter of " A Business Driver
"

in your issue of July 1st re tolls. I recognise the two nine-

penny tolls within two miles as being on the Portmadoc-
Harlech road. One of these is on an embankment, on which
runs the Festiniog railway, and the other on a bridge used
by the Cambrian Railway. Both tolls are an imposition on
the public in the interest of railway transport.
Another scandalous imposition on the public in North

Wales are the gates on mountain roads and crown land
erected by sheep farmers.
The local councils and [Kilice refuse to do anything about

these gates, which have been in existence for many yeare. I

have been in communication with the A. A. about them, who
state that the matter is being enquired into, and that the
Ministry of Transiwrt can probably deal with them. I have
also been in conununicalion with the Ministry of Transport
about the gatra frinn the business .standpoint of motor trans-
port. The .Miiii.stry states that it has no control over these
gates. 'J'he public have no obligation to ."shut these gates,
and the owners have no redress for any damage to them.
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Motorists touring through Wales will help the local people
in their fight against the sheep barons by leaving open all

these relics of feudal oppression.

ANOTHER BUSINESS DRIVER.
Festiniog, North Wales.

UGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—As a regular reader of Th^ Motor Cycle, I have been

very interested from time to time in the discussions as to the
merits, performances, etc., of two-stroke engines, and I

think my own experiences may be of interest to your readers.
On being demobilised in January last I bought a second-

hand Sparkbrook-Villiers engined 1915 model two-stroke of

2^- h.p., this being the only machine in the district available
at the time.

Since then I have averaged 175 miles per week on business?,

wet and fine, and my carefully tested mileage is 57 m.p.g. on
No. 1 Shell. I am rather a heavy hand at oiling, hence I

try and decarbonTse the engine once every eight weeks, but
this small machine has never failed to take me wherever I .

wanted to go, and I have yet the hill to find which it will

. not mount on second gear. It is beautiful to handle in mud
^and grease, and starts at the first push without any exertion.

The only fault I have to find is the way I am covered in mud,
and I have tried wider mudguards, etc., to no effect:

The above mileage may seem very l«w, but I have carefully

measured the petrol and read the distance by cyclometer, so

I am sure of the figures.

My next machine will be a two-stroke of the same make,
but with stronger spring forks, as I have smashed mine four

times by running into pot-holes. A. C. M. LILLIE.

THE MACHINE FOR SPORT.
Sir,—I have been a most' interested r.eader of your paper

for the last ten years. My 'bus is a Sj h.p. 1914 Singer,

geare.d 4^ to 1, belt transmission, disc wheels, etc. I have
no clutch, can touch fifty miles per hour, and throttle down
to five miles per hour in traffic. The acceleration from this

speed is all that can be desired. I live in Newport, Mon.,
where stiff hills are the order of the day; all these hills I

can negotiate with ease, without any sign of overheating.

Last__ summer I took an eight and a half stone passenger

from Newport to London without dismounting on any hill.

The only point w-hich calls for constant attention is belt

slip on an all-belt transmission ; stUl with a minimum of

care this can be practically overcome. Most people who
condemn the sporting single do so because they pay too

little heed to the tune of their engines. An ou^t of tune
T.T. single is a nightmare, but the super-tuned 'bus brings
out all the hidden joys of driving, which, in my belief, are

barred to users of geared machines.
Although it is nearly six years old, I would not part

with my Singer ; the engine is an example of first-class

workmanship and material, all internal working parts are

the originals bought with the machine, and to-day, after

four seasons' use, show no trace of wear.
Lamentable is the day when Singers discontinued the

manufacture of their famous motor cycles. I have no
interests in the Singer Motor Co., only as ,an engineer I

admire an engineering job.

Every success to your paper—instructive to the highest
degree, and indispensable to every practical motor cyclist.

Newport, Mon. T.T. ENTHUSIAST.

SIDECAR LUGSr
Su',—I trust you will allow me to use a little of your

space to draw the attention of motor cycle manufacturers to

the variation there appears to be in the lufjs incorporated in

the many machines for the attachment of sidecars. In many
cases we find that the lugs so incorporated are badly designed,
inasmuch as they are of small area and are totally in-

adequate to withstand the strains placed upon them by
present-day road conditions. In some cases we have over-
come the difficulty by using special high quality alloy steel

for these weak attachment lugs, but there are still a number
of machines with sidecar lugs incorporated for which we our-
selves refuse to supply lugs owing to the danger of fracture.

On some machines which have come under our notice we
find that the front attachment lug is simply a plain hole for

a ^in. diameter spindle to pass through, with no radii on the
front of the hole. It is quite obvious to all concerned how
utterly impossible it is for' a sidecar manufacturer to attempt
to fit a sidecar with such attachments, with any degree of

safety.
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I should like to suggest some form of standardisation of
lugs^ which would facilitate more security and certainly less
strain upon the motor cycle frame.

Production would be considerably cheapened, and any
spares or replacements would be more readily obtained. I
am prepared to spend considerable time and trouble in form-
ing such standardisation for 1921 if I am given the necessary
support. This is a matter which should have the attention
and support of the trade in general.

It is obvious that hundreds of motor cyclists change
machines every year, and in many instances prefer to keep
to their old sidecar, but in every case they experience con-
siderable trouble and expense in the change over. I am
confident that with standard motor cycle lugs sidecars could
be produced approximately £1 cheaper.

LEONARD B. HENDERSON, A.M.LA.E.,
Managing Director, Henderson Sidecars.

REUNION OF EX-D.R.'S.

Sir,—With reference to recurring correspondence in your
columns on the subject of reunions of ex-D.R.'s and the
many attempts which have been made to arrange dinners
and annual gatherings by different sections in different dis-

tricts, I would like to point out that there has been in

existence for yaars an " Old Comrades Association- Royal
Engineers" known as the R.E.O.C.A,, with a "Signals"
branch. Ex-service men will remember the placards ad-
vertising the association which were sent to divisional signal
com.panies after the Armistice.
The annual subscription for rankers is 2s., whilst life

membership only costs 303. The secretary of the Signals
branch is Mr. Edwin C. Honeywill, R.E.O.C.A. Signals
Branch, 96, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.

The first annual dinner after the war was held in the
Connaught Rooms . in London last November, and will

doubtless be held systematically in future. I myself under-
took a 600 mile journey last year, hoping to meet lots of
the old boys at the dinner, but was greatly disappointed.
Amongst several hundred R.E.'s, from Major-Generals . to

Chelsea Pensioners, I was apparently the only ex-D.R.
present.

I hold no brief for this association, but I draw attention

to the ready-made meeting place for an ex-D.R.'s pukka
feed and night out.

Now that " Signals " is to be a distinct and separate
branch of the service, the attractions of the association
are enhanced, for an annual dinner will in future be
"Signals" only, for a separate association will be formed.
Under the above association length of service holds no

sway, and the youngsters who joined as soon as they
matured have the same standing as "old sweats" who were
in it when it ivas a decent war, and the D.R. was a little

tin god.
I would like to add that I shall be glad to hear from

any who remember me with whom I am not in touch.

WILL B. DAVISON
(Ex-D.R. Sergeant of several outfits).

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. I

(\ Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. ^

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook o. the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, tbeir management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

*' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London {showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding L.ondon).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and th? London District. New
Edition, just published

frice
net.

By
post.

2/6 2/10

2/- 2/3

S/6 5/10

- 5/- S/4

Obtamable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd»»
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or ot leading Bookselier.i an'J

Railway Bookstalls.
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ToXmns to

July 16th

„ 18th

„ 20th
„ 22iid

9.39 p.m.
9.37 „
9.35 „
9.32 „

The Price oi Petrol.

In America the price of petrol is less

than one-third that charged in this

country, yet there are grumblers.

'Ware Thieves!

Several readers complain tliat acces-

sories have "been -stolen from their

machines while in hotel yards.

A Misleading Slogan.

A firm has been advertising their

product^ as the "machine for the

engineer." May we suggest that their

slogan, though quite neat, is very much
open to misconstruction !

Point Duty.

Cannot some of our provincial police

arrange lessons from their Metropolitan

brethren in traffic control ? The main
streets of many of the smaller, but busy,

cities and towns are at some hours of

the day in a positive state of chaos ; and
control, if attempted at all, is often so

inefficient as to constitute a further

danger.

The Irish "Twenty-four" Awards.

The awards iu connection with the

twenty-four hours reliability trial of the

Dublin Club to Donegal and back, on the

25lh and 25th ult., are as under:

SPECIAL GOLD MEDALS.
(Pull marks and clean ascent* of UlenKesJi I

J. Browne (2^4 Douglas).
K. n. Eus^ell (6 Broushl.
T. flood* 15-6 Martinsydo-Xewman sd.

A Carton (3'; Stmbeam).
P. H. Hiirso (4»a B.S.A.).

H. McAlliftor (6 A.J.S. sc).

S. G. Smitli (4 Norton sc).

P. A. Bell (5-6 .lames so.).

C. S. Kettle ll";', B.S.A.I.
W. Willieliii 18 Matchless sc).

C. W. .Jolinstonu 18 Harley-Davldson sc).

T. E. Green (4 Blackburne).

GOLD MEDAL.
(Clean awent 'of Glensesli; full innrkB at open

controls an] not nioro tlian ten marks lost other-

wise.)

D Allen (4 Norton sc).

SILVER MEDALS.
(Not l(i«inK inoro than twenty marks.)

J. HcaU- (5.6 .7anie» v.).

1!. H. llodd (4 Nori.in »c.).

Major .7. A. H. Waters (4 Norton sc.).

E. II. Boll (6-6 Jomcd sc).

SIDECAll I'EIZE.
8. O. Smith (4 Norton sc).

LirillTUKKillT pnizB.
T. Uolland (Triunipli .lunior).

TEAM I'KIZE.
Major 3. A. H. (.aters (4 Norton «c.).

8. (1. Smith (4 Norton no.).

1>. Alien (4 NorioD so.).

8IO

Ch(A^
The Utility Machine.

Recently, at a well-known car factory
employing about 1,000 hands, more than
thirty were observed motor cycling to
work ; and when it is considered that
probably 20% of the remainder are also
motor cyclists, the popularity of the
sport in industrial centres is strikinglv
illustrated. - - " '

Risk of Multitudinous Summonses.
A motor cyclist last week, summoned

at Woodstock, Oxon, for failure to pro-
duce his licence, said that he had been
fined by another court on a similar sum-
mons relating to the same day. The
Chairman of the Bench said, " If a man
drives from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
he might be summoned 500 times. 100
policemen might stand in a row and each
one could summon him." The Bench,
however, dismissed the case.

Left-hand Drive.
The Ministry of Transport state that'

the Departmental Committee on the

Regulation of Road Vehicles has been
considering the question of the use in

this country of mechanically propelled

road vehicles with a left-hand drive.

Whilst no decision has yet been arrived

at, the Committee are impressed by the

rapid increase in the nuni.ber of these

vehicles, and the danger to the safety of

all road users v'lii'^h is caused by them,
and it is most probable that their use will

be at least restricted at an early date.

.Special JFeatures.

THE SCOTTISH SIX D.^^YS TRIALS.

ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.

NEW SIDECARS.

Aeroplane as Light as a Sidecar Outfit.

At the Aero Exhibition there is a

50 h.p. aeroplane which weighs but

4i cwt.

Triumph sends Manager to U.S.A.

Mr. A; C!. Franklin, the Triumph works
manager left -Liverpool -la«t Monday on
a business trip to the U.S.A.

Team Work.
The Woi-cester M.C.C. are keen on

team competitions. They had a strong

team in the Scottish Trial, and have
nominated another to represent them in

the Irish End to End, when Eric Williams,

J. Dudley and T. C. de la Hay will ride.

M.C. and A.C. Open Trial.

The open trial organised by the Mid-
land Cycle and Athletic Club will be held

on October 9th. There appears to have
been a little friction between the A.C.U.
and the Midland club over the date
which was originally fixed for July 10th.

Taxation.

The Government appear to be firm

on making motorists pay for the roads in

their own particular day. The Motor
Legislation Committee have pointed out

that the same revenue can be obtained
by a fiat rate on petrol, but the Govern-
ment seem to think "there is a catch in

it somewhere."

A NKW HIGH GRADE LIGHTWEIGHT The Masscy-Arran Jap-cngined motor

cycle—a woll-desif!ned and fmisliccl macliinu, .mbodyinK lirst-class equipment. It is made

by Massey-Arran Motors, Ltd., Bellbarn Road. Birmingham
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Hun M.C.C.

The first annual speed trials and races,

organised by the above club, will be held

at Holrnpton Beach, near Withernsea, on
Saturday.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

The results of the recent hill-climb,

held on Leathley Bank, were as follow :

1st, A. C. Thornton ; 2nd, R. Hortley

;

3rd, W. Beaumont ; and 4th, H. Patterson.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

Recently this club held a reliability

trial in the Peak District for the hand-

some £25 Trophy, given by Messrs. W. A.

Bates, of Leicester. The route was a

secret one, and proved very strenuous,

mcluding such climbs as Green Hill,

Wirksworth, Gorsey Bank, and Riber

Hill. There were thirty-five starters, and
in spite of unfavourable weather, tiie

event was thoroughly enjoyed, though

many varied and candid opinions were

expressed on the nature of the hills in

Derbyshire, the gradients of many being

severe.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

A reliability trial, over a strenuous

120 mile course, was recently held by the

above club. Owing to the adverse

iveather conditions only fourteen com-

petitors started, and of" these the majo-

ity retired on the outward journey to

Buxton. Two more dropped out on the

etu.-n trip, leaving only three competi-

ors to finish. The best performances on

;he hills were made by A. Wath (7-9

al-xcelsior), V. E. Lees (4 Triumph), and

a. Hartley (3J Scott). The official re-

mits were as follow : President's Cup

md gold medal : C. R. Norman (3|

lames). Silver medals : V. E. Lees (4

Triumph), and R. Hartley (3| Scott).

S?^^5^

CLUB NEWS.
West Fife M.C.

This club has recently been formed
with headquarters in Dunfermline and
an attractive programme is being arranged
for the current year. The club is affili-

ated to the S.A.C.U Particulars can be
obtained from the joint honorary secre-
taries, T. D. Gordon Watt, Douglas
Street, Dunfermline, and W. Joanes,
Hospital Hill, Dunfermline.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

The results of the speed-judging
contest to Loch Lomond and back,
recently held by this club, were as
follow : 1st, A. McCuUoch (3^ James),
1 min. 59 sec. error; 2nd, H. W.
Ballardie (6 A.J.S. sc), 2 min. 39 sec.

error: 3rd, R. R. Campbell (10 Morgan),
7 min. 30 sec. error.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
Owing to the most atrocious weather

on the 4th inst. barely half the entrants
faced the starter in the above club's relia-

bility trial, which was I'un over a stiff

course of about 160 miles, including four
non-stop sectionis and four observed hills.

The pick of the whole coui-se was con-
sidered to be a fihwt three-mile run from
Summerbridge to the top of Wikill
Raikes, and only G. A. Reed (3J Scott)
managed to check in to time—in fact this
rider easily made the best performance,
and if he had not stopped to help three
other competitors who had fallen together
he would no doubt have had a clean sheet.

The only sidecar to finish was a 4^ B.S.A.,
driven W H. E. Ellis.

Only five riders checked in to time at
the finish, the pi'ovisional results being as
follow: Winner, G. A, Reed (SJ Scott).
Runners up, H. E. Ellis (4i B.S.A. sc).
C. Jlichell (4 Triumph), E. Wasling (3|
Scott), and W. Atkinson (4 Triumph).

W. S, Life, with his 2fh.p. Diamond-Jap
racer, on which he won both the 300 c.c

and 350 c.c. events at the Southport A.C.
•^reed Trials 'neld recently

N.M.C.F.U. (London).

A meet has ' been arranged with the

Midland and North-country branches for

a run to Oxford on Saturday. Meeting

place, Bald Faced Stag, Edgware, at

12.30 p.m., and the party will leave at

1 p.m. sharp.

Manchester M.C.

It was the intention of the above club

to have held a speed trial at Bill o'Jacks,

Greenfield, on 'Sunday, July 4th. How-
ever, owing to the bad road sui'face and
weather conditions, this had to be post-

poned. It has now been decided by the

committee to hold a hill-climb at Booth-

dene Hill on Sunday, July 18th, for which

the entries of the postponed speed trial

v.ill utand.
The climb will be held on the Ripponden

side of the hill. The best way from Man-
chester is via Oldham, proceeding along

Ripponden Ro'ad to the bridge at the foot

of the hill five miles out of Oldham. The
road surface on the part of the hiU that

the climb will actually take place is in-

first-class condition.

OBUvaaaaaaaaBBDaBB

3v\*j 17.—Sutton Coldfietd and N. Birmingham
A.C. HiU'Climb.

J ulu 17.—Newcastle and District M.C. HiU-climb
July 17.—York and District M.C. Consumption

Trial.
July 17.—N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Captain's

Day.
. July V.—lllzleti M.C. and L.C.C. Cumhcrland

County M.C.C. Trial.

July 17.—Eastern Valley M,C.C. Hun to Wye
Vallcij.

July 17.—Woolwich, Plumstcad and District M.C.
Team Trial.

July 17.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Lanark
Meeting.

JULY 17.—€VMBERLAND COUNTY M.C.C.
OPEN TRIAL.

3 nit] 17.—Coventry and Wancicksliire M.C. Picnic.
July /?.—A'. iri7(a M.C. and L.C.C. Ttiin to

Oxford.
July 17.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Gym-

khana.
July 17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Rudge Cvp

Trial.
July 17.—North Lindsey A.C. Reliability Trial.

July 17.—Bury and District M.C. Gumkhana.
July 17.—Dcicsbury and District M.C.C. Paper-

chase

.

July 17.—Lancaster, Morccambe and District
M.C.C. Secret Check Run.

July I7.—Bridaicatpr and District M.C. and L.C.
Reliability Trial.

July 17.—Liverpool M.C. Amateur Club Trial.

July 17.—Hull M.C.C. Annual Speed Trials.'

Jvly 18.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
Run to N. Foreland.

July 18.—Hull M.C.C. Run to Bridlington.
July IS.—Basingstoke M.C.C. Run to Savernake

Forest.
July /*.

—

Deursbvry and District M.C.C. Run to
Knaresborough.

J lilt} IS.—North London M.C.C. Surprise Run.
July 1 .-Canterbury and District M.C.C. Con

suTiivtion Trial.

July 18.—Essex M.C. Speed-judging Competition
July l-i.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Competi-

tion.

July IS.—Stalybridge and District M.C. Wakes
Week

. July r.—N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Reliability Trial.
July 1\—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run, to Brighton.
July IS.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Lydforti

and Gorge.
Julu ?V.

—

Northern M.C. Run to Leg Cross
July 18.—N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth). Run to

Goodxcodd.
July I'^.-Westmarland M.C.C. Social Run.
j.:h, IS.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Picnic.
Julij 19.—Lancaster. Morccambe and District

M.C.C. Parade.
July 20.—Lancaster. Morccambe and District

M.C.C. Captain's Run.
July 21.—Rochester. Chatham and District M.C.

Run to Tunbrid^jC Wclls^
July 21.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Rut*

to Breedon-on-Hill.
July SS.—Hvll M.C.C. Rvn to TJouden.
JULY S',—LUTOV AND S. BEDS A.C. OPEN

SPEED TRIALS.

BIl
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MODERN
SIDECAR

DESIGN,
Some of the Latest Specimens

of Coach-built Bodies.

A PROMINENT American manufac-
turer recently told us that he thought
the British motor cyclist had too

many sidecar types from which to choose.
By this he meant that so long as every one
of the dozens of manufacturers produced
different types it cannot be expected that
prices will be so low as they are in
America. In the U.S.A. only a few firms
specialise in sidecar construction, and

An exception-

ally roomy and
highly - finished

sidecar made by

Mr. Bradley, of

Gulson Road
Coventry. It

is mounted on
a Rex cantilever

sprung chassis.

JULY isth, ig20

The Delta sidecar

attached to a Henderson

suspension is

^ by quarter elliptic springs.

Disc wheels add to

the smart appear-

pnce.

At the present time, however, most
sidecars are comfortable — even the
apparently uncomfortable sporting
machines now so popular with the younger
generation.

One of the illustrations depicts the
Delta sidecar designed by Mr. J. R.
Volkert, who drove it in the London-
Edinburgh Trial. It is a particularly

then no attempt is made to produce the

de luxe type of vehicle now turned out

by the British industry.

Apparently the viewpoints of British

and American buyers are totally different,

for we cannot imagine British owners of

de luxe . motor cycles fitting the "tin-

shell " types of sidecars which are in

favour in the U.S.A.
On this and the following page we are

able to give illustrations of some of the
latest British designs and an American,
which will shortly be offered to the British
public. The eight designs shown well

illustrate modern tendencies, and if there
is a suggestion of over-elaboration in some
cases, one must remember that they repre-

sent more or less what the motor cyclist

requires. There is a great deal in pride
of possession, and the owner of a really

first-clasa outfit de luxe is at the top of

his class, whereas with a small " cheap
"

car he is at the bottom of another.

From our own experience of sidecarring,
we agree that anything which can be
provided for the comfort of the (lasseiiger

should be added. The sidecar machine
is the most economical means of trans-

portation for two or three persons; but
there is no reason why ii little luxury
should not he added in the way of high
and deep upholstering.
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striking machine of the "torpedo" type,

and is sprung in rather a novel manner,
flat quarter-elliptic springs being fixed

at the rear end of the chassis.

Another sidecar illustrated is the

"B.J.," marketed by W. H. Jenks, of 63,.

Snow IKU, Birmingham. Its chief novelty

lies in the means by which the front of

the body is hinged to serve as a door.

Two types are made, a sporting and a

touring model. The prices of the bodies
alone are £10 and £13 10s. respectively,

and they are constructed of sheet metal,
finished in an attractive shade of purple.

Another unusual design is shown on
the following p"age. It is known as the
Lacelles, and is the product of Mr. P. V.
W. Fenn, 19, Westfield Road, Surbiton,
Surrey.

The seats much resemble the cock pit

of an aeroplane, access being obtained by
lifting the aluminium covers, which are

hinged at the front in the forward seat

and at the rear in the back seat. When
the passengers are seated, the covers are

drawn up and held in position by two
spring clips located on the inside.

Hoods will be fitted to each seat, and,
in order to retain the streamline appear-
ance, they will be constructed as small

as possible.

Arm rests are provided which, with
the seats and backrests, are well-uphol-

stered in leather. Located in the bulbous
back is a locker of generous size which
accommodates spare fuel and luggage.

Mr. Fenn is anxious to dispose of his

patent rights.

A tandem-seated body is also shown

—

a Venus model. It is intended for the

family man with two children,

who can be accommodated in
~ the front seat.

AN AMATEUR'S DESIGN.
A sidecer ot distinctive appearance, designed by Dr. Morris, of Hereford, rather suggesting

a racing boat in appearance It is very light, and is fitted with a comfortable hammock
scat. The too of the body is hinged at tl.e front, and can he raised to allow easy access
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Next Monday Fortnight."

Motoring Comfort at Holiday Time.

When the rest of the world takes a holiday, the

public services are subjected to a spell of

overwork. Just as the railways experience a

rush of passenger traffic at Bank Holiday times, so the

Automobile Association copes with a similar rush of

road traffic and a large addition to its membership,

which now stands at over 1 35,000.

The number of members joining the Association

during a week previous to a general holiday is

gradually increasing as is shown by the following

figures :—August Bank Holiday, 1919 - 2,151

Easter Monday, 1920 - - 2,194

Whit Monday, 1920 - - 2,666

an average of over 2,370 new members a week

On the road the A.A. patrols and the qualified

mechanics in charge of the " Mechanical First-Aid'

Machines will be busy from morning to night

directing memfjers on their way, and rendering

practical mechanical assistance when necessary.

On an average during holiday week-ends, 500

cases of temporary derangement and 60 cases of

mechanical breakdown are sttended to, and members
are enabled to continue their journeys, congratulating

themselves on their foresight in joining the

Association.

After a holiday the Legal Department of the A.A-

receives increased applications from members for

Free Legal Defence in respect of summonses under

the Motor Car Act and Regulations. The value of

this benefit to a motorist who may unwittingly com-
mit a technical offence two hundred miles from home
is apparent. There is no need for him to appear m
court at the other end of the Kingdom, or allow the

case to go undefended. He places the conduct of the

summons in the hands of the Association, and the

case is defended entirely free of cost to him. In

forty-nine cases heard during one week, the

Association secured the dismissal of twenty.

Other practical A.A. benefits which are provided

to members include Home and Foreign Touring

facilities, roadside telephones with a day and night

service, roadside motor fuel supply stations, officially

appointed hotels, also agents and repairers, a special

insurance policy, engineering advice, etc., etc.

Full particulars of all these benefits are given in

the new illustrated booklet :
" The Key to the Open

Road " which can be obtained post free from the

Secretary, The Automobile Association, 21, Fanum
House, Whitcon-ib Street, London, W.C.2. Send a

postcard to-day, the booklet will be sent by return

of post, and in a few days you can motor vrith com-

fort under the protection of the A.A. badge.
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A SUPER TRIUMPH
FOR

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

The hardest road race in the world ; 400 miles ; this year's race in SOUTH
AFRICA was run under appalling conditions ; 42 started ; 5 finished ; first

and second places were occupied by British machines, the 3^ h.p. and
21 h.p. " DOUGLAS."

As a feat of endurance for both riders and machines
there is probably nothing to equal this year's race

in SOUTH AFRICA. The T.T. race in the I.O.M.
is as a " run in a park " compared with it.

In good weather the route is but an ordinary earth road

for most of the way ; sjjrinkle over it a half inch of rain,

and such roads can run like rivers. To run a race—a race,

mind you, not a reliability trial—over this course in the

winter, is always an adventurous proceeding, but vv'hen the

winter is in its worst mood, motor cycle racing on this

route can be little else but a frightful nightmare.

An idea of the conditions may be guessed from a com-
parison of the winner's time this year with that of last year's

winner. In 1919, Mr. PERCY FLOOK, on a 2?- h.p.
" DOUGLAS," covered the first part of the course, appro.xi-

mately half way, NEWCASTLE, in 5 hours 5 mins., but

the
h.p.

same
this year, Mr. F. A. R. ZURCHER, on a

"DOUGLAS," took 13 hours, '1 min. to cover
distance.

Probably no motor cycle race ever started under such
conditions; snow, rain, wind, rivers of mud, that are called

roads when dry, and a temperature which froze up lubrica-

tors and carburetters—such were some of the difficulties

besetting the competitors who started from the CITY DEEP
on SATURDAY, MAY 29th, last. From the word
"to go" it was a battle with the elements, and the

ranks of the competitors were soon thinned out, many
old hands and well tried machines going under to tlie

forces of nature.
Fast going was impossible. Six mjles out,

ZURCHER got gravel thrown up into his face, so

badly that he had to .stop to bathe his

eyes in a stream, and it was some time
before he could see well enough to ride.

"The mud was indescribable," he says,

"one would ride and simply slither down
and got up and try again." At
STANDERTON the positions of the
riders wci'e the same as at 'the start,

ZUI'.CHKH being No. IS, but at

VOLKHUUST he had gained a few
iihii-es, being eleventh to pass this point.
I'roin here to LAINO'S NEK the road.s

were well nigh iMipa.«sable. On SATUR-
DAY EVENING, after ploughing their
way through perfect seas of mud, till

I'l; !<(.-(.> I'LOOK, SECOND
22 DOUGLAS.

every nerve in their half-frozen, rain-soaked bodies ached,
three utterly bedraggled riders found they had reached
MOUNT PROSPECT, and concluding that they were the
only ones left in -the running, they decided to rest for the
night. Meantime, ZURCHER, on his "DOUGLAS," tore

his way through and passed on to NEWCASTLE. The
other three followed as quickly as conditions would permit,

and at NEWCASTLE, ZURCHER arrived first, fifty-five

minutes after midnight. P. FLOOK, on the smaller

"DOUGLAS," followed at 2.11 on SUNDAY MORN-
ING, and F. OWEN, on an INDIAN SCOUT, at 3.20 a.m.

FIVE others on JARLEYS, INDIANS, and A.B.C.'s rolled

in at varying times up till 11 a.m.
At this first stage of the journey, there were only EIGHT

survivors. ZURCHER left again at 7 a.m., and the others

followed at intervals. Local riders, who had gone out to

give assistance had been left behind in the mud, and it was
many hours before they returned, each one having had to

dispense with his mudguards in order to get back. From
NEWCASTLE to the finish, the roads were considerably

improved, the winner says " for the first I got away on
hard road, and had a reasonable ride until a puncture
stopped me. I had completed repairs, and was about to start,

when PERCY FLOOK came up within forty yards. Then en-

sued a series of long stiff climbs with a bitter head wind,
but ravSjh.p. enabled me to keep ahead of FLOOK."
Crowds assembled at MARITZBURG, when a

telephone message came through that the first man
was passing HOWICK, and excitement increased
when word came that FLOOK was close behind.
It is interesting to quote from the local paper

description at this point: "As one
o'clock struck, a wisp of dust was seen
at the corner beyond the bridge, and a
motor cyclist came into view tearing
down the foot of the hill, hatless, chad
in the leather garb of the racing man,
bonding low over his machine. The
waiting throng opelicd and then closed
around him, as in an an.xious voice he
sluiutc'd for peti'ol ; the tank gulped its

till, the mouth shut with a click, the
crowd opened again, and the first man,
F. A. R. ZURCHER, on his new model
"DOUGLAS, "of 3i h.p., took the road with
an easy gait on the final lap to the Port."

IJI4 In answcniiij thin adverliaemcnt it is dc.Kirohte to mention " Thr Motor Cuclc.
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Mv. ZURCHEE was the first competitor to dash into the

crowd which constituted the finishing post at the -Toll Gate
in DURBAN. He arri\-ed at 29 rains, past 2, and was
loudly cheered. Beyond a broken footboard and a thick

coating of dust and mud, his machine was in excellent order,

and he himself did not seem unduly distressed.

PERCY FLOOK, who won last year's race on the same
machine as he was now riding, was the second man to -

arrive, being timed in at eight minutes past three. He
bore signs of a gruelling ride, and was almost exhausted.

He had the misfortune to break his handlebare, but un-

deterred, he had rigged up a wooden device, and it is safe

to say that no ordinary, man would have ridden his machine
for many yards in its then condition.

As an instance of the difficulties which they had to face,

may be mentioned that Mr. ZURCHER started wearing a

heavy pair of brogues, but before he reached NEWCASTLE,
the left one was completely gone, whilst the otlier was worn
through to the sock. A friend supplied a pair of sand shoes,

and he wore these for the rest of the way.
- .The other riders who finished were F. OWEN (Indian

Scout), MURRAY (Harley), and T. NICHOL (A.B.C.),

all of whom arrived many hours after the first two, the last-

named being right out of time (some eleven hours later) for

medals. Mr. ZURCHER wins the SCHLESINGER VASE
and £100 cash prize, also the ADLER CUP and cash prize

£10 for fastest time in handicap, with Club Gold Medal
added. Mr. FLOOK wins a Club Gold Medal and cash
prize £40.
The machine which had fought its wav through such a

remarkable adventure is the 3^ h.p. SPRING FRAME
"DOUGLAS," which is intended for the 1921 market. It

was a standard machine, stripped for the race, and it is

interesting to note that it is the first one to reach the
Colonies, it having arrived only two weeks before the race.

It speaks volumes for Mr. ZLTRCHER that he was able

to take on a strange machine and ride to victory with so

little preparation. It has scored the greatest success ever
attained by any machine in competition in SOUTH AFRICA,
and one cannot help feeling a sense of pride in the fact that

a British machine was able to win where the field is usually

scooped by foreign machines of much greater power, and it

is interesting to note that a number of these machines did

not start, their riders deeming it impossible to get through
under such conditions. It is expected that the result will

have the effect of turning public favour in the Colony to the
medium power mount, which has demonstrated emphatically
that it can do all and more than the " unlimited class."

F. A. R. ZURCHER. THE WINNER,
l',

H.P. DOUGLAS.

To quote the winner:—
"The 3i h.p. 'DOUGLAS' behaved magnificently; it ploughed through

mud, it swam through water, and when dry roads were eventually reached,

200 miles from the starting point, it showed a turn of speed and capacity

for hill-climbing almost beyond belief, and the advantages of the SPRING
FRAME cannot be over estimated."

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD.,

Kingswood - - Bristol.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable- to mention " The Motor Cycle." Bt5
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ITAIN'
American Tyre

EPLY
Invasion

As a proof of our confidence in the quality of our new 1920

type Skew Motor Cycle and Light Car Tyres, we make the

following offer (open for a few weeks only):

TWO-THIRDS
of price to be paid with order, balance on completion of

4,000 MILES.

Skew Heavy Square.

SIZE.

SKEW ALL-RUBBER NON SKIDS. 1

Heavy Square. Heavy Round. Inner Tube.

Cash
witli

order.

Balance
due on
4,000
miles.

Cash
with
order.

Balance
due on
4,000
miles.

Cash
with

order.

Balance
due on
4,000
miles.

26 X 2i 1 to fit

26x2) ( 2J rims.

£ s. d.

1 19
2 6

£ s. d.

19 6
1 2 6

£ s. d.

1 14

£ s. -d.
16 6

£ s. d.

8
9

£ s. d.

3 6
4 6

26x2n to fit

26 X 3 / 2J rims.
2 6
2 12 6

I 2 6
1 6

2 2 1 _0 6 9
13

4 6
6 6

650x65 1 to fit

700 X 80/ 65mm. rims.
2 12 6

3 3 6

1 6
1 11 6

2 7 1 3 6 10
14 ,0

5 a
7

700xS5\ to fit

710x90/85mm.rims.
4 3

4 12 6
2 1

2 6 - - 14 6
16 3

7

S Skew Found.

FIRST PASSENGER TRAIN. CARRIAGE PAID.

Order through our Local Agcnf, or from

C?YLEp^ TYRE MANUFACTUfiERS,
35, New Cavendish Street, Great Portland Street, W.L

22, Parsonage, Blackfriars Street, Manchester.

Telephone—Mayfair 36 & 37 .

Telephone—City 956

BlO In (inswcTin/j this advtriiscmeiit it is dc-^irablc to mention ** The Motor Cycle.**
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Modern Sidecar Design.

—

^^(^ILE 73

OTHER EXAMPLES OF NEW
SIDECAR DESIGNS.

Another example of a boat sidecar, the National, an American
product, which is to be offered in this country.

Dr. Morris, of Hereford, is

responsible for the boat like side-

car shown at the foot of the
preceding psrge, and it has many
3ovel features which are the out-
come of experience on the road,
for e.xaniple a tool rack is em-
bodied in the inner side panel
md is covered with a leather flap.

The Venus " Harley " model is

mother fine sidecar, embodying
I spring wheel, while the Ariieri-

»n
_

e.xaniple illustrated — the"
"National, which is to be marketed
)y Messrs. Shillan, Beck and Co.,
)0, Cannon Street, E.C., strikes
I new note in sidecars in this
ountry. It is comparatively

The tandem-seated Lascelles sidecar, designed by P.V.W.Fenn
referred to en the preceding page. Observe the neat screens.

A smart and roomy Venus sidecar, made especially for attachment

to Harley-Davidson machine.

light and simple in construction,
and no doubt will appeal to

many owners of medium powered
machines.
So far few firms have con-

sidered the possibilities of the
dickey seat for the accommoda-
tion of a juvenile of ten to

twelve years of age. The Rex Co.,

however, has been very success-

ful in this direction, and has
produced for a member of The.

Motor Cycle staff, a sidecar with
a folding rear seat, which has
proved in every way a satisfac-

tory solution of the problem
confronting the family man wno
owns a motor cycle. ^

THE NEWLY-DESIGNED VENUS.

This Venus No. 12 Model is a three-seater, designed to fulfil the

requirements of the family man. The bulbous back incorporates

..a large locker, capable of carrying a petrol can.

The B. J. sporting model sidecar

Ij^OMETHING new in trials is sug-

J gested by Mr. E. C. Paskell, of the
Colmore Depot, Birmingham, who

considers that the ordinary rider is more
nterested in the reliability of standard
aachines than in the performance of

hose unusual or freakish designs pro-

luced to compete in special events. In
irder to provide an opportunity of

lemonstrating the reliability of standard
nachines a special form of trial does
ppear to be necessary.
" It is very surprising," he writes,

' that such a difference of opinion exists

.s to how long any machine would run
iinder ordinary riding conditions. I,

jherefore, intend to promote a compel i-

ion, to be called the ' Colmore Reli-

bility Trial."

A 2.880 MILES NON-STOP ENGINE TEST PROPOSED
" Entries.—Any machine as supplied to

the public.

"CouBSE.—Twenty miles, including

ascent and descent of good hill.-
' Timekeeping.—Every machine must

pass the starting point every hour, not

more than ten minutes early or ten

minutes late.
" Eiders.—Machines can be ridden by

any rider. Change of rider to be made
at the starting point

" Running.—Engine must be kept run-

ning continuously.
" Ad.justments -4XD Repairs.—May be

made if engine is kept running.
" Limit of Tri-4l.—A time to be fixed

for the event to finish (if the event ran
for six days, 2,880 miles would be
covered).

" Sunday riding to be avoided if event
carried on over six days.
"The passenger to be chosen, or

approved, by the committee.
" Prize.—Colmore Depot will give a

prize of £100 to the winner (to be
divided if more than one). Doubtless
this prize will be augmented by others.

'" Rules.—To be made by small com-
mittee.

" A trial on the above rules will provide
.a, good test, especially for lamps, plugs,
magneto and general construction of

machine, and I hope that it may be
possible to get the support of the Manu-
facturers' Union and the leading motor
cycle clubs.

" I shall be pleased to receive advice
or criticism from any one interested.'"

B17



H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S. scj on the Spittal ot Glenshee, a gradient which would be considered tormidable in an English trial, but regarded as

unworthy of being an observed hill in the Scottish Six Days.

Detail Report of Each Day's Run by Aembers of " TJie Motor Cycle" Staff accompanying
the Competitors.

THE FIRST DAY.
Observed Hills—Amulree, Cockbridge
Ladder, and Bridge of Brown.

. Inverness, Monday.

GOOD organisation was responsible for

a wonderful lack of incident at the
start of the trial from Perth. A

few drop.s of rain fell, but the clouds were
high, and throughout the day fine but
dull weather was e.xperienced, with a few
really bright intervals.

All easy road led to Amulree, and
though undoubtedly long and tricky, the
chief trouble experienced on this hill was
due to the terrors that its reputation
inspires, and the fact that it occurs before
competitors have settled down to the
regular hard work of the Scottish Si.\

Days.
The hilJ was in good order, though the

loose flints near the top were trying and
caused a certain amount of anxiety.

As recorded in last week's issue, con-
siderable variation in driving skill was seen
on Amulree, most of tlie e.vpert riders
taking the second bend widely. C. 1'.

Wood (.Scott) made the best ascent, the
steadiest climb was credited to Gumming
(Sunbeam), and ISischoli' (2i Clyno) made
the best performance on a lightweight.

P. and M., B.S.A., Scott, and Sunbeam
machines were exceptionally good, while
among the sidecars the Matchless and
A.J.S. stood out conspicuously. Moir
(Harley-Davidson) was good, but Dawson,
on a similar machine, failed, as did R. G.
Mundy (Reading Standard sc).

The Richardson cycle car also failed,

and both the two single-geared riders,

McGregor (Brough) and Carfrae (4
Triumph), found the hill too much for

them. The latter rider fell on the lower
part of the hill.

At the top of the hill was the first

check.

10 m.p.h. Limits.

The descent of Kenmore gave new-
comers to the trial an idea of what was
to come on the fifth day, and, incidentally,
an opportunity of studying the better
side of the road.
From Pitlochry a moorland road was

traversed, and here A. B. Fairley (2|
Douglas) broke a throttle wire. After a
hurried repair he pushed on, only to hit

a bridge and damage his forks a mile or
two further on.

The second check was just beyond Kirk-
michael, and thence a narrow road with
a long 10 m.p.h. limit led over open
moore.

Incidentally, the Scottish authorities

are too free with their ten-mile limits—

a

fact which causes the unrighteous to dis-

regard them entirely, while even the more
careful riders get tired of limits on wide
roads with no turnings.

Glenshee was the next point of interest,

and the long pull up after the Spittal

Hotel was rough and twisty. Here H.
Gibson (2i- Clyno) got into a rut and fell

while, fiddling with an air tap. Fortu-
nately, he was unhurt, and made a fine

climb of the Devil's Elbow. Both the

corners of this " double twist " have beett.

laid with concrete on the inside, and, i;

spite of the steep gradient, many prtt

ferred to take the smooth surface to thi

rough but easier outside curve. Thi,
Devil's Elbow is too easy a te.st to cause
much trouble to multi-geared mounts, and
R. Carfrae made a fine climb on hia
single-geai-ed Triumph.
The descent tq }5raemar was rutty at,

the top and required careful driving, but;
later the road improved, and it \va^
possible to enjoy the wonderful scenery*
and to note with interest that snow stilli

lay on the mountain heights.
After an excellent lunch at Braemi

the main road was followed to a point jusi^

opposite Balmoral Castle, where a sharpj
left turn led up a narrow lane. Thei
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PROVING THE RELIABILITY
of the

(^"ftCUQ^ SCOUTS

BEFORE SUPPLYING THE PUBLIC.

Up to the present INDLA.N SCOUTS have entered in three long distance ReUability Trials, and in

every instance (as shov^n below) they made a 100 % performance.

December 26th, 1919: London "Exeter-London TriaL
One INDIAN SCOUT entered and secured Gold Medal.

April 3rd, 1920: London "Land's End TriaL
Three INDIAN SCOUTS entered and secured Gold Medals.

May 21st-22nd : London - Edinburgh TriaL
Four INDIAN SCOUTS entered and secured Gold Medals.

Junel7ih: TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
The three INDIAN SCOUTS nominated for the INDIAN team all finished

in the first twelve with no mechanical troubles whatever.

After these conclusive tests of reliability, we have no hesitation in offering the INDIAN SCOUT
to the putlic as an ideal solo touring machine

DELIVERIES will commence in July.

Present price of INDIAN SCOUT Model jp -| ^f\ EX LONDON
as described in current catalogue C^ X ^frV/ WORKS. -

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
" Indian House." 366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Telephone: Museum 16i3. Telegrams: "Hendian, Eusroad, London."

AUSTRALIA—109-113, Russell St., Melbourne. AFRICA—Indian House, 127.9,

Commissioner St. lohannesburg ; Indian House, 579, West St., Durban; Indian House,
Strand St., Port Elizabetb.

in answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B17

.
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232% was the amount of

bonus earned by Policy

Holders during 1919.

To state that Pooling In-

surance renders Cost Price

Insurance is therefore

idle boast.

no

Whenever delivery date is advised
obtain a Cover Note from

The Licenses and General Insurance Co., Ltd.,

25. MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

TEL. : CENTRAL 7360-

lli.W'-'.'.'-".> > > f yi;.>.->=5»j,w.. .^^»^^>q^.^J jt J.JJ I -i^"?»gg^w^"^^^g»'-" > ^-j j i ^ i jt ji i.pj i , i J. - J i.^^B^Bi j ]ii ijn.j 'ij 'y»yi^.yq>wwi.gg3

On a modern motor bicycle is the gear which carried the despatch-

riders through the war, and will carry everyone who values a good
and properly equipped machine through the joy-rides of peace. The
Sturmey-Archer is no experiment. It has been proved through the

greatest of ordeals, when life was the penalty for failure. Specify a

Sturmey-Archer if you would have perfect motor cycling.

Sold by all good agents, and
fitted to all good motor bicycles.

B20 In anawarinr; these culvertisements U is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de.'
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Araulree is one of the best known hills in Scotland, and has two sharp hairpins, with gradients of I in 4i. No. 45, O. P. C Gjllier

(Beardmore-Precision), is seen on the bend.

followed a succession of rough gradients,

both up and down, culminating in a fear-

some hairpin, and after a mile or two of

excellent road came the famous Cock-
bridge Ladder.
Somehow these, at one time appalling,

billfi have lost their terrors, and even the

miles of rough hill with its many hairpins
can be negotiated on middle gear by a
well tuned ''3^." For single-geared
machines, however, the proposition is a

stiff one. The enthusiasts riding these
mounts take the trial in a most sporting
manner, and one of the riders at least

stops at the foot of each observed hill

and removes the greatest possible amount
of clothing in case violent assistance is

necessai'y. Poor Carfrae, after a splendid
ascent of the lower slopes, suffered belt

slip on the upper section and had to foot



/•-

Scottish Trials.—

The rain which threatened at Cock-
bridge cleared off, and the scenery was
gorgeous—in fact, only man and the
road surface were vile, and the latter

was truly so I

|j^^(^lLS

Mrs. Duncan Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.) on the
" unobserved " hill out of Kirkmichael.

This intrepid lady was also a competitor

last year, when she secured a second-

class award.

A series of cross guUeys continued for

miles. Apparently, these gulleys followed
the practice of waves on the seashore,
since every seventh was_the biggest ; any-
how, sidecar frames had a bad time, and
solo riders were none too comfortable.
Tomintoul was the next check, after

which came a short steep hill over the
Bridge of Avon. Then came the worst
hill of the afternoon, covered with loose
stones and having a very nasty _ corner.
This, however, was not ob.served.
A mile or two further on came the

Bridge of Brown, with the subsequent
long ascent. This is an easy hill, yet it

was interesting to watch the riders'
methods.

"Bridge of Brown."

Campbell McGregor (3^ Brough single
geared) and J{. Carfrae (4 Triumph single
geared) came up well; the Sun-
beams, Blackburnes, P. and M.'s, and
Hovers were noticeably silent. All the
Norton.s seemed to be well in hand, and
both R. j\l. and Olive M. Knowlcs came
up f.i.st. U.S.A. 's and Matchless climbed
.steadily, as al.so did the 8 Clyno sc,
handled by A. F. Knight. The Scolls
purred

^

up in faultless style, and the
A.B.C.'h were fa.ft but rather noisy.

E. A. Colliver and T. S. Sharralt
(Indian .scout.i) made very pretty a.scents,

and D'arnton, on a 7-9 model, soared over
the top at great speed.
Just over the crest of the hill, J. Beck

(8 New Imperial) stopped with rear wheel
trouble, which subsequently led to his
retirement. After a long descent, good
surfaces followed to Carrbridge (check),

and thence a fine road led to Inverness
and the finish. This road was deceptive
in places, and some of the pot-holes
encountered in the last eight miles were
very deep and yet not too easily distin-
guishable through the dust.

JULY 15th, ig20.

The Ariel team have had tyre troubles,

vhich led to loss of marks on time.

The following retired on the first day
of the trial :

0. P. C. Collier (Beardmore-Precision).
^R. G. McEwan (10 Richardson cycle

car).

A. Alexander (7-9 Indian).
A..B. Fairley (2| Douglas).

NOTES.
C. F. Plowman (4 Triumph) reported

four falls before Braemar and talked of

retiring, but finally decided to carry on

0. P. C Collier (Beardmore-Precision)
fell and damaged his machine eo badly
that he was unable to continue.

Archie Cocks (Beardmore-Precision)
lost time through contact breaker trouble
and dirty petrol filter.

SECOND DAY.
Observed Hill—Abriachan.

Total Distance 182 Miles.

Thurso, Tuesday.
Last night there were rumours afloat

that owing to the impossible state of the -

surface, Abriachan hill ivould not be
observed. The scare was soon killed,

tor Major Watling, the manager of the
Manufacturers' Union, who is acting as a
steward, gave out that the hill was in a
perfectly safe condition, and would be
observed as previously arranged. Never-
theless, a notice was posted that extreme
caution must be used at a certain point

A surface like a river bed, bends as sharp as a compressed letter Z, and gradients of 1 in 5,

place Amulree among the worst hills in Great Britain. H F. Barge (G.P. Morgan) was at a

disadvantage by having to keep in the centre of the road, but he surmounted the hill

without trouble.

The Can'opit lost the top of the float

chamber.

A certain competitor has been awarded
a clean ascent of Amulree but indignantly,,

denies the honour and claims a failure.

Next year we shall probably hear of a
cimipetitor in the M.C.C. team trial

claiming an unobserved stop ! ,

Choldcroft's 4 A.J.S. ha.s a mysteri-
ous misfire which develops as a rule on
observed hills. However, he has a clean
sheet so far.

where the road is- narrow and a steep

bank slopes away for, perhaps, 300 feet.

Such rumours are common at all big

giitherings oE motor cyclists, and the

usual |)rotosts against lost marks were
duly hoard and considered. A wet start

for the longest trip of the week was not
encouraging, for Inverness does not look

its best in a drizzle; However, the com-
lietitors seemed to be in good spirits,

especially as the only observed hill came
in the first ten miles.

Abriachan is a long steep hill, but looks
nuii'li more furniidable than it really is.
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though there are a few rough bits and pot

holes which require careful negotiation.

No. 50 (R. Ball, 5i Scott) started first

to-day, so that the early comers were all

in the fifties, which provided a change,

bo'th for spectators and competitors.

Observed hills in a strenuous six days

trial are dull affairs unless there are a

few hair-raising corners, for everyone but

the single gear exponents drops into a

low gear and takes no risks. At the
same time it is interesting to watch the

little machines and to study riders'

methods.

Lightweights Doing Well.

The lightweight Clynos are performing
very well. P. W. Bischoff rides like the

old hand he is. C. V. Freeman is a good
^nan, and was unlucky in shedding his

oil filler and smothering the machine in

oil, while Hugh Gibson, who is well

known to all our readers, performed a

wonderful feat after the lunch stop. His
petrol union came adrift, with the result

that he lost most of the contents of his

fuel tank. He decided to return to

Lairg and refill. Thus he lost very much
valuable time, but in spite of this he

made up lost time over the most appal-

ling roads and checked in to time at

Altnaharra.
But to continue our story in sequence.

The view from Abriachan over Loch-

ness is wonderful, and, in spite of the

rain we were tempted to loiter, enjoying

the view, which necessitated a " blind
"

over -greasy tracks to regain time.

During this section care was necessary

to avoid skids, and it was wonderful

^^^IS
were shrouded in mist, and rain fell

steadily as we swung left over a never-

ending upward grade. The roads, how-
ever, were fairly good, and after eight

or nine miles steady rise we made the
close acquaintance of the heights above
Bonar Bridge.
The corresponding descent is compara-

tively short and steep, and timber-haul-
ing had not improved the surface. At
Bonar Bridge a complaint about the rain

drew unexpected comments from the
natives, who have had no xain for six

weeks, and whose water supply had been

77

Rain was now falling really heavily,

and we could not help admiring the
jjlucly performance of Mrs. Duncan Bell

as we passed her piloting her A.J.S.
sidecar over the flooded roads. After
lunch came the test of the day, for the
road to Altnaharra was a mass of loose

stones and parallel rut«, which made
steering a tricky job, especially for solo

riders.

Many falls were experienced in this and
the following section, some riders falling

several times within forty mile^ of the
Imich stop. Mrs. Knowles was seriously

To competitors in the " Six Days," Scotland is all hills, and only a few of the most severe
are "observed." In- the top picture Capt. R. H. Hay-Hill (6 A.J.S. sc.) is seen on the
" Bridge of Brown," and the bottom one depicts Mrs. Knowles (3J Norton) and J. A. Hilger
(5-6 Rover) on Cockbrldge Ladder. These hills were two of the three " observed "

tests

on the first day of the trial. The centre picture shows T. S. Sh.irratt (Indian Scout)
at Tomintoul.

delayed with water in the magneto, and

pluckily " blinded " to make up time over

the villainous roads. In spite of an

average which made many old hands

shudder, it was impossible to save the

situation, and she lost over an hour. Real

hard luck !

From Altnaharra came an easy three

track road round Loch Naver, but the

load deteriorated near the Naver river,

and became patched with loose gravel,

which caused many spills. D. Wright,

jun. (4 Blackburne), burst a tyre and bad
a nasty fall, causing his retirement, and
several others fell, fortunately without

serious damage. The last few miles to

the check at Betty Hill were in good
condition, and finished with a long easy

climb to the village.

Nearing John-o'-Groat's.

Here competitors had their first glimpse

of the North coast and the open sea. We
were informed at the check that the subse-

quent roads to Thurso were good and
hard. Hard, certainly! but good ( ?) .not

until the last ten miles. Nevertheless,

after the fearful gruelling of the first forty

miles from Lairg they were perfection,

and none but those who have tried to

average 20 m.p.h. over this awful stretch,

with blinding rain against them, can
imagine the severity of the trip.

From Thurso to John-o-Groat's is a

twenty-mile run of fairly plain sailing,

and at the latter spot the competitors
were split up into two parties. From No.
1 to No. 50 returned to Thurso, while the
remainder carried on to Wick.

to notice Jesse Baker and C. P. Wood
(Scotts) making time steadily over the
rough greasy tracks ; the way the Scotts
hold the road is astonishing.

Evanton was the spot selected for the
first check after passing through Beauly
and Dingwall. The tops of Ben Wyvis

endangered. At this place also, those,

who had time were enabled to see a
salmon net hauled, with satisfactory re-

sults, for several good fish were taken.
Another long climb through perfect

scenery, the roads being bordered by
silver birch, led to Lairg and lunch.

NOTES.

An echo of the first day is worth
quoting. A. Alexander (not A. H.) (7-9

Indian) had two punctures in the first

twelve miles, and retired when his rear

CI
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tyre collapsed for the third time. This
was very disheartening for a newcomer
to pompetition riding, and we hope it will

not influence a sportnig competitor against

future trials.

The streets of Thurso were strewn .with

nails, a foul trick which the police assisted

in remedying to the best of-'their ability,

and were sportingly helped by the Provost
of the t-own.

A. J. Sproston (5^ Lea-Francis) broke
his driving chain twice before lunch and
twice more afterwards. He has also had
trouble with his carrier, but finished well.

H. F. Barge (Morgan)
wheel trouble at Betty Hill.

retired with

Capt. Hay Will (A.J.S. sc.) had his

sidecar off and was tinkering his machine
just before Dingwall.

THIRD DAY.
No Observed Hills.

Total Distance 139 Miles.

Inverness, Wednesday.
Bright sunshine, a short journey, and

grand scenery combined to make the

third day a comparatively easy , one.

The start took place at nine o'clock in-

stead of eight, as on the two previous

days, and on leaving Thurso an excel-

lent road across the moors led to Lather-

ton (the first check) and the coast.

From this point a good road followed
the coast line to Golspie, a distance of

thirty-five miles.

One result of the good roads was that
almost everyone arrived very early at

the first check, though H. E. Fairley

(3 A. B.C.) was delayed by tyre trouble,

and the Rev. Philpott (2? Wilkin-
Blackburne) was very late in starting

owing to the fact that he ran out of petrol

yesterday, and was forced to use

paraffin, with the consequence that his

carbui'etter was foul.

Rex Mundy pilotmg a Reading-Standard sidecar round the bend on the Spltall

of Gienshee. An A.B C. rider, E. E. Palmer, will be observed taking the bend on
the outside.

I
The sporting spirit with which the

trial is run was admirably exemplified
at the Latherton check by one of the
officials calling out the official time every
minute, so that the waiting competitors
might run in dead on time. ' The wind-
ing coast road afforded a wonderful view
of the sea, with Tarbat Ness and the
distant coast of Elgin in Banff on one
side and of moor and mountain on the
other.

Halfway between Latherton and
Helmsdale lies Berriedale .and the only
steep hill of the day ; the surface, how-

ever, was excellent, and many accom-
plished the climb on top gear. The
second check was at Brora, and H. E.
Fairley barely got in to time after

mending his tyre. Tom Peck (S^ Ariel)

retired in this section owing to a frac-

tured piston when making up time after

a puncture. The roads had been so

good that a section of villainous timber-
hauled road near Mound Station came
as a shock, and for a hundred yards
or so, many solo riders preferred to

jjush- their mounts rather than risk tyre
trouble

A thrcc-whcclcr new to the bij; trials—the Merrali-Brown—near Dingwall.
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A very long but gentle rise followed

to Lairg, where lunch was again taken
at the excellent Lairg Hotel. There-
after yesterday morning's route was fol-

lowed in the reverse direction, except

that the Abriachan sector was cut out

and the main Inverness road followed.

The scenery between Lairg and Evan-
ton is indescribably beautiful, the moors
after Bonar Bridge are in their summer
coat of brown, since it is too early for

the ling to be in bloom. Nevertheless,

the sombre colours are relieved by the

fresh greens of young bracken and hill-

side springs and patches of purple bell

heather.

i^^i^ILE
their many duties. Everything has run
like- clockwork, and there has been a
wonderful absence of grumbles.

A Well-marked Route.

The method of marking the roads with
powder is a distinct success, and though
one or two went astray near Thurso this

morning, the comer was easy to miss.

A complete list of marks lost yester-
day was not available till this evening,
since there was no telephone between .

Wick and Thurso. Each half list was, how-
ever, posted in the respective official

hotels, though many of the tired riders

went to bed early without bothering to

find out their official gate.
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Who was the sportsman who several
times stopped to borrow hairpins from the
native damsels in order to keep a valve
rocker in place?

Campbell McGregor's luck as regards
tyre trouble threatened to rival that of
Claude Duncan last year. Five punctures
per day is about his average, but he is
still in for a possible silver. Keen rivalry
exists between the ex-secretary and Car-
frae, the former on a Brough and the
latter on a Triumph, for the single-gear
award.

Caithne.=s truly gives the impression of
a foreign land. The man from the South

AT BONAR BRIDGE.

(Top) Competitors crossing the Kyle o
Sutherland at Bonar Bridge, between

Evanton and Lairg,

(Bottom) D. M, Hamilton (Harley-

Davidson) taking the S bend on Abriachan

Hill, nine miles frorh Inverness.

A few drops of rain fell near Evan-
ton, but not enough to lay the dust,
which was already beginning to rise

in spite of yesterday's downpour.
Dingwall, iluir of Ord, Beauly, and
so home to Inverness, and everyone
was glad of the easy run after yester-
day's gruelling.

At the control, competitors were
allowed time to change tyres, and
some twenty took advantage of the
opportunity. Tyre trouble has been
the bugbear of the trial, Campbell
McGregor has lost time through this

cause to-day, and G. W. Lush (3
A.B.C. sc.) came in with his rear tyre
in ribands.

Yesterday's run weeded out many
competitors" through falls and tyre
troubles, and only half the trade teams
are left with clean records.

Damaged footrests are common every-
where, and Hugh Gibson has been forced
to spend much time fixing up his footrests
w-ith an elaborate rigging of copper wire.
When he lays himself out to make up
time for this, purpose it is wonderful
how the little Clyno covers the ground.
Speed, it must be confessed, is rather
a feature of the trial, and it is remark-
ably hard to pick up , even one or two
places if one's position is once lost.

A word must be said here for the
wonderful organisation and the pleasant
manner in which all the ofiicials perform

NOTES.
The Rev. Philpott had a run of real bad

luck yesterday. After a series of minor
mishaps he fell into a ditch while making
up time. So deeply was his machine
embedded that it required the help of two
men to get it out. Subsequently, he rail

out of petrol, and the only available
supply of paraflin carried him within two
miles of the check.

Leaving Thurso, Hutchinson (Indian
sc.) and Fairley (A. B.C.) took the wrong
road and went sixteen miles otft of their
way. They made up the time on the
twenty-six-mile check.

cannot help but be struck by the pecu-
liarity of the huge stone slabs, placed on
edge, to function as walls. This is a
land of great distances, and to the south
lie the Highlands in blue and rugged
ridges.

The natives of this land seem to have
an understanding with their animals.

One sees horses confined to their paddocks
by the stone slab fences no higher than
their knees, apparently making no attempt
to escape into the next door neighbour's

mustard patch ; such equine conscien-

tiousness really must be peculiar to

Caithness.

C3
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A busy scene in the check at Latherton on Wednesday. Most of the competitors seized the opportunity of effecting minor adjustments.

One sign of the ever-increasing in-

terest of the public in motor cycles is

the attention now given to big trials

by the newspapers, ftlany" of the London
dailies send rej^resentatives to report such
events as the Scottish trials day by day,
but these telegraphed reports are not
always to be depended upon. For
example one of the national daily papers
gave a summary of the trial up to Wed
nesday night—half way through the trial—which gave the impression that fully
half the competitors had retired and that
only one manufacturer's team had any
chance of winning the coveted team prize.

Instead of fifty per cent, retirements,
thg^ figure was only twenty per cent.,
while at least four teams had so far got
through without loss of marks. These
were the A..T.S., B.S.A. No. 1, P. and,
M., and Matchless teams, while the
Indian trio had only one mark to its

debit account.

The first three days accounted for

nineteen retirements out of the ninety-
four competitors who started. A further
eighteen had lost marks.

FOURTH DAY.
Observed Hills—Mam Ratachan and

Glendoe.

Total Distance 159J.

TjItTK.SD.tT.

A dull morning with intermittent rain.
The optimists promised that the clouds
would lift, and their prognostications
were justified in that a moderately fine
morning resulted.

The route led down the north side of
Loch Ness, past the foot of Abriachan' to
Drumnadrochit and the Invermoriston
Hotel (first check). The road was easy
and the scenery superb, but tlie surface

C4

C. P. Wo(;d and W. L"Guy near Port Gower. These Iwo riders have apiin demonstrated
the wonderful steering qualities of their Scott machines on hills and rough surfaces,

of the road for the last few miles was
such that one was apt to pay more at-

tention to keeping a straight course than
to the view, especially as only a thin

hedge separated the road from a 100 feet

drop into Loch Ness.
R. Carfrae (Triumph) had the misfor-

tune to break his fork spring in this

section, but carried on after strapping up
the fork.

From Invermoriston the road led
through' silver birches with a mountain
torrent on the left, but these pretty
scenes soon changed to the grander and
impressive mountain scenery of Glen
Cluanie.

A loose surfaced mountain road led up
. the glen, and the mountains at the head
were shrouded in mist. Travelling
through the heart of a deer forest with
great hills on both sides, one's eye natur-
ally strayed from the road in search of
stags, but we were vouchsafed only a
glimpse of a herd in a sheltered corrie

and an attempt at a better view nearly
cost us a spill.

Difficult Road Conditions.

C. P. Wood (3= Scott) fell out in tliJs

section and thus spoiled the record of
the Scott teams. The descent from the
tu|) of the pass was tricky in places, as the
loose shingle surface was difficult for the
solo lider, wliik' the throe ruts were an
awkward fit for the sidecar machines.
Next came the ascent of i\fam Pata-

chau, a four-mile grass surfaced hill, two
iiiilos of which wore observed. The climb
was easy enough as far as the gradient
was concerned, but half-way up the sur-
face had been " rcpaijcd " with earth
and stones.

This portion cau.sod a lol of trouble,
since llio wheels sank in to a depth of si.\

inches in places, One would have been
irulined to sav tiiat the surface was unfair
had not H. M, Ijatlcn (3i P, and M,),
L, tiny (3J Scoll), and ,1. A. Newman
(3i Sunbeam) ni.ade .-ibsolulely cle.an

ascents, without even moving their I'eet
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from the rests. A. Downie (2| Wilkin)
made an extremely fine climb, as also did
Mrs. Bell (A.J.S. sc), N. Bla<:k (34

.

Norton), and J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne
sc). The Harley-Davidsons made good
steady climbs, and E. E. Darnton got
over the worst bit in fine form, though he
had the misfortune to break a chain
witliin a few yards of the end of the
observed section.
W. Westwood (4 Triumph chain drive),

who has been riding most consistently
throughout, climbed excellently, but
spoiled his record by bouncing into a
ditch and stopping, as a result of an early
change to top gear. There were many
faihires on this hill. A long grassy
descent followed to Glenelg and lunch.
Glenelg, by the way, is within a mile or
two of the Isle of Skye, and many people
were deceived in thinking that the
adjacent mountains were part of that
island.

More Rain.

After lunch the morning's route was
reversed as far. as Cluanie, 4nd it was
interesting to find that almost everyone
.considered the descent of Mam Eatachan
steeper than the ascent.
At Cluanie the right hand fork was

taken, and a long climb over loose metal
with a corresponding descent led to a
check at Tomdoun.
Eain fell steadily over this sector, and

quite a lot of trouble was noticeable on
the rises. Incidentally it was worth
while watching H. B. Denley (8 Morgan)
making up time over mountain roads;
stones flew in every direction and the rear
wheel seemed to cover the whole road.
Alan Hill (3^ P. and MJ, a most careful
and steady rider, fell near Tomdoun, and
J. Baker (3J Scott) took a nasty toss
while ascending the reverse side of Jlam
Rata^han. Falls throughout the day were
numerous, and T. S. Sharratt (Indian
Scout), who is a good and steady rider,
fell no fewer than three times.
From Tomdoun to Fort Augustus the

road was easy, though twisty and wet,
the last 'few miles being accomplished
against a strong head wind and stinging
rain.

Directly after the town came the ascent
otthe first part of Glendoe—a second gear
climb—thence a short descent, and the
final part of the hill—a short section of
1 in 3 with two nasty corners.
There were a few failures at this spot,

but quite one of the best climbs was made -

by Mrs. Olive M. Knowles (3^ Norton).
Ram now began to fall in earnest, and it
was hard to see more than a few yards
ahead. The roads were quickly flooded,
and the ne.xt few miles over the moor
were anything but pleasant.
Now came a detour to Craggie Inn,

including nearly ten miles of logging road
which was quite unrideable at 20 m.p.h.
This is the first section which has given
cause for a grumble, for it distinctly

-penalised the steady rider and favoure'd
the man who "blinds." It is true that
in dry weather the roads might be
rideable.

Ij^^^ius
stances the judges allowed C. P. Wood
to ride his machine for the concluding
stages of the trial.

Westwood Wills (2| Verus) retired with
water in the magneto.

Hamilton (Harley-Davidson sc.) smashed
up badly after leaving Thurso. He took
a right hand bend too quickly, and
buckled his front wheel.

The Clyno lightweights put up some
remarkable performances on the hills,

hence P. W. Bischofl's happy smi!e

!

NOTES.
Jesse Baker, who has not long recovered

trom. a nervous breakdown, has euflfered
leverely from his tall. Under the circum-

FIFTH DAY.
Observed HIU—Kenmore.

Total Distance 190i Miles.

Edinburgh, Friday.
A long day, but a day of good roads.

The starting time was changed from 8
to 9 o'clock, owing to arrangements for
lunch, and Monday's route was followed
in a reverse direction as far as Carrbridge.
Thence to the second check at Newton-
more all over main roads.
There was but little incident thus far,

except that the iMerrall Brown shed a
fan and damaged the radiator, and the
majority had time in hand at the check.
Near Struan, however, on the moorland
road, E. Palmer (3 A.B.C.) retired with
a broken camshaft.
A fearful rainstorm broke, in the

Grampians, and in five minutes the road
became a torrent. One or two competi-
tors took shelter under a bridge, but the
majority preferred to have plenty of

time in hand, especially as the Dalna-
cardpch check was only a comparatively
short journey ahead.

Close to the bridge just mentioned, T.
Morton (4 Blackburne) ran into a Ford,
and was forced- to retire; an unfortu-
nate accident for which the blinding rain
was partly responsible. Between Dalna-
cardoch and Pitlochry, R. E. Darnton
(7-9 Indian), who had been riding very
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regularly, lost his chance of a gold medal
by suffering tyre trouble ; even after a

repair the tyre went down in four miles,

and he checked in three minutes late.

The Rev. J. M. Phipott, who had been
struggling gamely against a host of minor
troubles, was forced to retire at the lunch
stop, since his carrier and mudguaid
carried away and fell backwards on to

the road. He finished the last five miles
holding the carrier in position with one
hand, but gave up at Pitlochry. A most
excellent lunch was served at the magni-
ficent hydro, the liquid refreshments
being arranged by the officials of the
Edinburgh club.

After lunch Darnton was again unlucky,
tor, being short of petrol, he was directed
to Aberfeldy as the nearest place where
replenishments could be obtained. This
led him seven miles oif the course, and.
in spite of a wonderful effort to regain
time, he checked in late at the top of
Kenmore.
Two miles of wet and deeply jutted

roads led to Kenmore village, immediately
after which comes the famous hill.

Rising from Loch Tay, the narrow road
climbs sharply for over four miles, and
includes four hairpin bends. The bottom
section was badly cut up, and very soft,

but the upper corners were fairly hard-
though rough and ston.v.

The Difficult Ascent of Kenmore.

Amongst the nine failures were Robert
Carfrae (4 Triumph single-gear), who
made a plucky attempt, and Alan Hill (3g
P. and M.), who was severely handicapped
by the fact that yesterday's fall had
damaged his leg to such an extent that
he was unable to use it to steady himself.

T. S. Shan-att (Indian Scout), H. F.
Mase (3 A.B.C), J. R. Fellows (3i
James), J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc),
J. Shepherd (8 Campion sc), G. W.
Lush (3 A.B.C. sc), and S. Hubbard
(2J H.B.), also failed to - make clean
ascents. Exceptionally good climbs were
made by H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S sc), Mrs.
Bell (6 A.J.S. sc), Olive M. Knowles (3i
Norton), and J. A. Newman (3^ Sunbeam).
D. H. Noble and J. A. Hilgar were riding
their 5 Rovers very well and steadily, and
their performances were again good.
Except for Alan Hill's unlucky failure,

the new P^ and M.'s are showing up well
on hills and and rough surfaces, and all

the Sunbeams climbed well. .

C. P. Wood, riding Jesse Baker's Scott,
was baulked, and had to cut the second
corner very closely, but he got up, with
one dig to steady himself. H. B. Denley's
IMorgan climbed well. This machine runs
very nicely, and will tick over very
quietly, besides developing plenty of
power. The Merrall Brown was the only
other three-wheeler left, and made a clean
ascent, though nearly turned over in
descending Amulree.
The drop down Amulree was followed'

^y good roads until nearing Gilmerton,
where the surface was greasy and full of
pot-holes. At Crieff, one and a quarter
mile further on, another cloud burst over-
took the competitors. So heavy was the
rain that it was impossible to see more
than a few yards ahead, but the storm
was purely local, and within a few miles
the roads were quite dry again.
"After lunch, and provided, of course,

that competitors were up to time, the
checkers were lenient as regards the times
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The winning team : L. L. Sealey, F. Turvey, jun., and H. F. Edwards, on their B.S.A.

machines. They thus repeat their performance in the 1919 Enghsh Six Days.

of departure, and at the Stirling check
many spent their spare time in plaster-

ing their magnetos with grease in pre-

paration for the watersplashes on to-

morrow's course.

After Stirling one leaves Highland
scenery and the remainder of the run to

Edinburgh is rather dull, and the miles

seem unduly long. Neither Falkirk nor
Linlithgow is impressive, and the ex-

cellent roads between were the saving
grace.

Owing to the late start and the great

distance covered, the first man was not
due in Edinburgh till about 7.30, and
consequently the day's results were late

in posting.

The first hill—Talla Linir—is a fine

straightforward climb of considerable
length and gradient, but was responsible
lor one failure only, S. Hubbard (2| H.B.)
being the unlucky rider ; though G. Shaw
(4 Norton) had j'ear wheel trouble near
the hill. The Ariel's and T. and JI.'s

climbed steadily, but there were no very
outstanding performances.

Next came a run of moor'land tracks

with a few watersplashes which,
curiously enough, were responsible for

considerable tyre trouble. J. A. Dias

(3^ P. and M.) punctured, but checked

in to time ; T. Rutherford had similar'

trouble but was less fortunate ; and R.
Fellowes (4 Triumph) came into the lunch

control at Innerleithen with a flat tyre.

M. Brown (Merrall Brown) had trouble

in a splash and nearly collided with a

sidecar, but continued all right.

The next section provided good going,

and, with the exception of the effects of

a strong head wind, but little incident.

At Gifford, some competitors arrived

before the checker, who turned up, how-
ever, in time to send them off to tackle

Redstone Rig a few miles further on. This
is an easy hill, and the only failure was
that of R. E. Daxnton (7-9 Indian), who
was making a fast ascent when his engine

gave out owing to carbm-etter trouble.

Tricky roads followed, and after a time
all signs of route marking gave out. A
few of the early numbers went astray, but
soon regained the road, and the remainder
were able to follow their tracks. NaiTow,
greasy roads, with occasional water-

splashes and many corners, made time-

keeping none too easy.

Glass and Watersplashes.

Directly after the check at Elmscleuch
came the ascent.-of Elmscleuch' Hill, a

long, but simple climb, insufficiently

steep to cause trouble. Then folloAved

a grassy track and a few watersplashes,

and an unobserved hill of some severity,

starting with a splash at the bottom.
This hill is known as Crickness, and
though short has a steep, loose surface

with a left-hand hairpin. Then followed

a descent past Agnes Farm to the deepest
splash of the day ; but, in spite of wild

rumours beforehand, it proved quite ride-

able, being about 20ft. wide and perhaps
a little over a foot deep.

H. M. Batten (3i P. and M.), after a

wonderfully regular performance and
steady climbing, nearly lost his' gold medal
at Hmsleuch owing to chain trouble. W.
Chambers (3-^- B.S.A.) had ignition trouble

near the same .--luit. Butb, however.

SIXTH DAY.
Observed Hills—Talla Linn, Redstone

Rig, Elmscleuch.

Total Distance 1551 Miles.

EdINUIIROH, S.VIUEDAT.

There has been much discussion about

the .severity of this day's run, but in

actual practice there can be no complaints,

since it proved to be less arduous than
some previous days. True, there were
two sections which required skilful

driving and which were apt to penalise

a mistake rather severely, but the remain-

der of tile route was on the easy side.

IJiiforlnnately, the club has been un-

lucky this day, and the route mai'king

Ford broke a stub axle, with the result

that parts of the road were badly marked
and Iho Haddington check was altogether

missing owing to the fact that the .second

oflicial car, which went to the aid of

tho first, developed a series of minor
faidls which delayed it considerably.

JSefoie twenty miles of the i iiii had

been covered rain began to fall steadily,

but a strong wind arose which dispersed

the clonds, and only intermitti^nt shuwers
were ex[ierienced alter the Ihiitielh mile.

C8

This is what competitors had to contend with on the last day. R. Fellowes (Triumph) and

A. Downic (Wilkin) negotiating the rock-bottomed stream at Si. Agnes Farm.
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Scottish Trials.—

succeeded in evading penalty. N. Black

(3i Norton) retired with a damaged gear

box on Elmscleuch Hill—a piece of bad

luck after his consistent performance on

all the preceding days.

Near St. Agnes Farm G. W. Lueh

(3 A.B.C. sc) broke a fork, and retired.

After the big watereplash the roads

improved, and Snout Hill proved an easy

climb.

Following the descent of Redstone Rig

a very twisty and greasy course was
followed. This sector included two hills

at least as bad as the observed hills and

two really severe hairpins. Had there

been a check at Haddington, as intended,

it is quite possible that a few more gold

medals would have been lost on tliis part

of the course.

Competitors entered. Haddington by
more than one route owing to the failure

of the arrowing, and, in the absence of

the checkers, carried on to Edinburgh over

moderately decent roads.

Mrs. Bell, who has driven her A.J.S.

and sc. most pluckily throughout, had
engine trouble within a mile of the finish,

a piece of almost inconceivably bad luck.

She was towed in by H. R. Davies on a

similar outfit and finished to time. H. M.
Batten finished with a flat tyre, and in

spite of a broken fork spring Robert
Carfrae brought his single-geared Triumph
safely home. He was the only one of

his class to finish and put up an extra-

ordinarily fine performance

NOTES.
Hugh Gibson finished with a clean

sheet, a wonderful performance for so

fJ^OT^HH
small a machine as the 2^ Clyno, especi-

ally after a nasty fall on the Spittal of

Glenshee. On the last day his gear lever

broke, but he continued the journey hold-

ing the gear control in position with one
hand.

The Edinburgh and District Motor
Club, Ltd., are to be heartily congratu-

lated on the success of a vei-y sporting
trial. The failure of the route marking
car and its relief on the last day was the
only hitch, and nobody was more grieved
over this failure than the club oflScials

themselves.

83

The officials have decided to disqualify
Mrs. Bell—presumably on the ground
that her machine did not finish in run-
ning condition. Strictly speaking this

is probably a correct decision, though our
sympathies go out to Mrs. Bell, who put
up a most plucky performance and com-
pleted the course to within a mile of the
finish.

A lady's gold watch was found at the
Royal George Hotel, Perth. The owner
may recover her property by applying
to the Edinburgh and District Motor
dull, Ltd., 6, Castle Street, Edinburgh.

V

Not the least fascinating part of the Scottish Six Days is that it embrace-, some of the most
magnificent scenery in the British Isles. Norman Black (Norton) near King.

Provisional Results of the Scottish Trials.
94 Starters. 26 Gold (including six sidecars), 18 Silver, and 9 Bronze Medals.

4 Retired Monday, 14 on Tuesday, 2 on Wednesday, 7 on Thursday.
9 on Friday, and 3 on Saturday—Total 39.

A.B.C.
H. E. Fairley. GoU.
H. F. Mase (2 on time, 2 on hills).

Silver.
E. E. Paliiier. Retired.
Eric Porter. Retired.
G. W. Lush (sc). ^Retired.

A.J.S.
H. R. Davies. Gold.
E. W. Choldcroft (18 on time, 1

on hills). Silver.
R. H, Hay-Will.. Retired.
A. . F. Downie. Retired.
Mrs. Duncan Bell. Disqualified.

ARIEL.
J. L. Stocks. Gold.
X. Newey. Gold.
1. Peck. Retired.

B.S.A.
L. L. Sealey. Gold.
H. P. -Edwards. Gold.
F. Turvey, iun. Gold.
J. Steel. Gold.
W. J. Chambers (1 on hill). Silver.

W. Buchanan (1 on hill). Silver.

W. Edwards (1 on hill). Silver.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
A. G. Cocks (75 on time, 1 on

hill). Bronze.
O. P. C. Collier. Retired.

BROUGH.
Campbell McGregor. Retired.

BLACKBURNE.
J. S. Holroyd (1 on hill). Silver.

"J, W. Morton. Retired.
D. Wright, iun. Retired.

COtTLSON-B.
R. B. Clark. Gold.

CLYNO.
•Hugh Gibson. Gold.
A. F. Knight. Gold.
C. V. Freeman (185 on time).

Bronze.
P. W. Bischoff (185 on time, 1

on hill). Bronze.
* Special lightweight prize.

CAMPION.
J. Shepherd. Retired.

CALTHORPE.
A. Mc. L. Lowe. Retired.

CAN'OPIT.
J. Joynsou. Retired.

DO0GLAS.
E. Hawkes (132 on tin}e, 1 on

hill). Bronze.
A. B. Fairley. Retired.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
R. S. Macrae. Gold.
G. Grinton. Gold.
D. M. Hamilton. Retired.
C. H. Moir. Retired.
H. S. Dawson. Retired.

H.B.
S. Hubbard (4 on hill). Bronze.

INDIAN.
B. A. ColIiTer. Gold.
R. E. Darnton (42 on time, 1 on

hill). Silticr.

T. S. Sharratt (2 on hill). Silver.
F. J. Hutchison, Retired.
A. Ale.^ander. Retired.

JAMES.
J. R. Fellows (22 on time, 1 on

hill). Silver.

LEA-FRANCIS.
A. J. Sproston (55 on time).

Silver.

MORGAN.
H. B. Denley. Gold.
H. F. Barge. Retired.

MATCHLESS.
D. S. Milne. Gold.
H. Alexander (7 on time, 1 on

hill). Silver.
G. Packman. Retired.

MERRALL-BROWN.
M. Brown (119 on time). Bronze.

NEW IMPERIAL.
J. Beck. Retired.
lit. Lochead. Retired.

NORTON.
R. M. Knowles. Gold.
C. Gruthrie. Gold.
G. V. Shaw (64 on time). Bronze.
Olive M. Knowles. Retired.
W. McLelland, jun. Retired.
N. Black. Retired.

P. AND M.
H. Mortimer Batten. Gold.
J, A. Dias. ^ Gold.
B. Alan Hill (12 on time, 1 on

hill). Silver.
J. G. Goodenough. Retired.

RICHARDSON LIGHT CAR.
R. G. McEwan. Retired.

READING STANDARD.
R. G. Mundy. Retired.

RUDGE.
H. S. Wells. Retired.

ROVER.
D. H. Noble. Gold.
T. Morton. Gold.
J. A. Hilgar (1 on hill). Silver.
A. J. C. Lindsay (91 on hill).

Bronze.

SCOTT.
Leslie Guy. Gold.
C. P. Wood. Retired.
•Jesse Baker. Retired.
• Machine finished piloted by C.

P. Wood.

SUNBEAM.
J. A. Newman. Gold.
G. Gumming. Gold.
T. Rutherford (7 on time). Silver.
J. A. C. Sangster (1 on hill).

P. W. White (9 on time, 1 on
hill). Silver.

C. G. Dickinson. Retired.
G. G. Barnard. Retired.

TRIUMPH.
W. Westwood (1 on hill). Silver.

R. Fellows (2 on time, 2 on hills).

Silver^
•R. Carirae (5 on hills). Bronze.
C. F. Plowman. Retired.

. Single gear award.

VERUS.
J. Westwood Wills. Retired.

WILKIN.
A L. Downie. Gold.
Rev. J. M. Philpott. Retired.

B. Gold.

WOLF.
' Retired.

ZENITH.
W. Ramsey. Retiri^d.

C9,
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Club-men on Brooklands.
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THE SEVENTH ANNUAL M.C.C. RACE MEETING.

A FAIR attendance, good racing, and
indifferent weather were the chief

features at the first race meeting
held by the Motor Cycling Club at Brook-
lands eince the war on Saturday last.

Naturally, the weather affected the gate,

but the rain, though trying at times, was
not bad enough to spoil the racing.

The first event was the handicap race
for motor cycles witli engines not exceed-
ing 350 c.c. Distance three laps. The
start was at the paddock, the competitors
passed the fork twice, and finished at the
straight on the long finishing line.

Among the entrants was a scooter, but
it did not materialise. Jacob'* Singer
was eight years old, but, .apparently,
not in its usual form, as it failed during
the race, having lost all its compression.

The 850 0.0. Handicap.

E. B. Ware got away particularly
well, making a fine start with his clutch.

F. W. Applebee (Levis), despite his years,
was very active in leaping on to the
saddle, and, as usual, made a fine

performance.
The first lap order was Applebee (Levis),

F. Thorpe (Douglas), J. F. Hull (Wooler),
S. E. Longman (Wooler), L. A. Baddeley
(Douglas). J. S. Bennett (Metro-Tyler). A.
H. Ilslcv (i\Iatch!ess), E. B.- Ware
(N.U.T.-.T.A.P.), and A. 0. Bobbins
(Wooler),

In the second lap Ajiplebeo and Thorpe
were running a close race, while Hull
came' after, followed by Longman, Badde-
ley, and Bobbins some distance after.

Result :
.

Bore and Start.
Stroke. m. s.

1. A. H. Ilslcy (Matchless M.A.G.,
2-cyl.) 54 x;5 —

2. F. W. Applebee {Levis, l^cyl.) . G7 x 70 i 39
3. F. Thorpe (DouRlas. 2-cyl.) .....60.5x60 i 12
The first three finished close together, and, after an

interval c.-iine :

J. V. Mull (Wooler, 2-cyl.) .... 60.5x61 i 27
E. li. Ware (N.U.T.-J.A.P.,

2-cyl.) 60 X 61 —
Time, «in. lajs. Winner's speed, 63} m.p.li.

Many coniplimentary remarlts were
heard 011 all sides concerning Mr. Ebble-
white'w ii;indicap|jing in this race.

'I'lie second ract? was the 2.30 p.m.
handicap motor cycle race forniotor cycles

CIO

with engines exceeding 350 c.c, and not
exceeding 560 c.c. Distance three laps.

In the first lap the limit man, Longman
(Ariel), maintained his lead by a consider-

able distance. Then followed Harveysoij
(Indian), Kaye DonJNorton), and Emerson
(A. B.C.) in the act of passing C. R. Collier

(Matchless). In the second lap Don was
leading, followed by Emerson, Harveyson,
and Collier. Result

:

Bore and Start.

Stroke. m. £.

1. R. Kaye Don (Norton, i-cyl.) . . 79 x 100 9
2. J. L. E. Emerson (A.B.C., 2-cyl.) 68.5 X 54 —
3. C. R. Collier (Matchless M.A.G.,

2-cyl.) 64 X 77 9
H. R. Harveyson (Indian, 2-cyl.) 68.2 x 67.8 21
Time, 7m. 22s. Winner's speed, 67] m.p.h.

,

The third race was the 2.50 p.m. handi-

cap motor cycle race for motor cycles

with engines exceeding 550 c.c, and not
exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance three laps.

The most surprising feature of this race

was the speed of Ciayford's Zenith. He
was leading easily in the first lap, fol-

lowed by Temple (Harley-Davidson), S.

Garrett (Indian), \. Olsson (Indian),

and McBirnie (Indian). In the second
lap Gayford was still leading and in-

creasing his lead, which Ciarrett and
Olsson followed. At the finish Gayford
won literallv by miles. Result :

Bore and Start.

Stroke. ra. s.

76x 82 I 27

79 X 100 21

R. Kaye Don, wlio won the handicap

race for machines .over 350 c.c. and under

560 c.c. on a 3J h.p. Norton. His speed

Wiis 67i m.p.h.

1. V. Gayford (Zenith, 2-cyl-)

2. S, Garrett (Indian, 2-cyi-)

3. V. Olsson (Indian, 2 cyl.) 79 X 100
Time, 7m. 5gs.

The fourth race was the 3.20 p.m.
scratch race for motor cycles with
engines not exceeding 350 c.c. Distance
two laps. First i^rize " Arbuthnot

"

Cup, to be won outright. The chief item
of interest in this race was Axford's
A.J.S., which was one of the I.O.M.
machines which he brought easily to

victory by about a mile. C. R. Collier

made a bad .start, but Ware, as before,

got away well. Result :

Hore and ^1
Stroke. •

1. S. R. Axford (A.J.S., i-cyl.) 74x81
2. E. B. Ware (N.U.T.-J.A.P., 2-cyl.) .... fiox6i
3. F. Thorpe (Douglas, 2-cyI.) . .

." 60 x 60
Time. 5in. 55j!s. Winner's speed, 581 m.p.h.

A Fine Scratch Race.

The fifth race was the 3.40 p.m. scratch

race for any ty)ie of niol(n' cycle with
.

engine not exceeding 560 c.c. Distance!
three laps. The feature in this race was
Emerson's ]>i'rtni'mance. His A. B.C.
machine was pi-actically standard save
for a few details. He made a wonder-
fully good start, and finished first by
I hrce-ipiarters of a mile in lu'ulral with
llu' engine slnp|>eil. The order at the

eiul of the first lap was Emerson lending
easily, Colver (.Matchless), .\xfor()

(A.J.S.), Thompson (A. B.C.), and Don
(Norton); at the end of the second lap,

Emerson had increased his lead, and was
followed by Don and .Axfoi'd. liesnR ;
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L • - ^
J. A. Masters (Harley-Davidson), second in

the three lap sidecar race.
Eore and
Stroke.

1. J. Emerson (A.B.C., 2-cvl.) 68.5 x 5+
2. Kaye Doa (Norton, i-cyl.) 79 X 100

3. S. R. Axford (A.J.S., i-cyl.) 74 X 81
Time, 7m. 2o|s. Winner's speed, 67J m.h.p.

The sixth race was the 4 p.m. scratch

race for any type of motor cycle with
engine exceeding 560 c.c. but not over

1,000 c.c. Distance three laps. First

prize "0. C. Godfrey Cup."
Harveyson (Indian) shot ahead at the

outset and rapidly increased his lead,

he looked like winning by miles, but in

the last lap his front tyre came oft,

Result :

Bore and
Stroke.

1. S. Gari'ett (Indian, 2-cyI.) 82.5 X 93
2. C. F. Temple (Harley-Davidson, 2-cyl.) . 84.1x88.9
3. V. Gayiord (Zenith, 2-cyl.) 76 x 82

Time, 7m. 25s. Winner's time, 67^ m.p.h.

The seventh race was the 4.30 p.m.
handicap sidecar race for any single

cylinder motor cycle with sidecar, stripped
or otherwise. Distance two laps.

The first, second and third men came
in at short intervals, with the fourth man
arriving late. Residt

:

Bore and Start.

Stroke. m. s.

I. P. G. Kennedy (Rudge l-cyl.) . . 85 x88 i 3r)

2 F. A. Longman (Ariel, i-cyl.) .. 86.4x85 I 48
3. Capt. M. C. Breese (Triumph,

I-cyl.) - ...85 x88- I 2

F. Savage (Triumph, i-cyl.) ...85 X97 i 28
Time, 7m. 5i^s. Winner's speed, 43 m.p.h.

The 4.50 p.m. handicap sidecar race
for motor cycles with sidecars, stripped

or otherwise, brought out the big twins.

Distance, three laps. First prize, " The
Captain's Cup," presented by Mr. W. H.
Wells. Fork start, pass fork twice, and
finish in straight at the short line.

Crossthwaite (James), the limit man,
astonished the spectators by his speed
at the outset, as he was rounding the
bend near the fork when the scratch man
(Harveyson) started, but he was not a
survivor. Result

:

Bore and Start.

Stroke. m. s.

1. J. Chater - Lea (Chater - Lea,
2-cyl.) - 86.5 X 85 I 9

2. J. A. Masters (Harley-Davidson,
2-cyl.) 84.1 X S8.9 I 9

3. S. E. Longman (Harlei'-Davidson,
2-cyl.) 84.1 X 88.9 I 24

R. Deguin (Zenith, 2-cyl.) 76 x 82 i 36
F. J. Watson (Ariel, 2-cyI.) .... 67 X 95 2 12
V. Olsson (Indian, 2-cyl.) 79 x 100 i 9
M. H. Selby (Harley-Davidion,

2-cyl.) 84.1 X 88.9 I 24
H. R. Harveyson (Indian, 2-cyl.) 82.5 X 93 —
Time, lom. sojs. Winner's speed, 46 m.p.h.

The- ninth event was the handicap light

car race won by R. C. Empson (two-

cylinder A. v., 85.5 X 85 mm.). 33s. start.

Time, 10m. 29is. Speed, 48i m.p.h.

85

A. H. Ilsley, riding a 2f h.p. Matchless
fitted with M.A.G engine, won the race for

machines under 350 c.c. His speed was

65i m.p.h.

The final motor cycle event was the
club championship for the " Harry Smith "

gold challenge cup. Open to successful
competitors in the first three events.
Distance, ten laps. It was an e.xcellent

race,, the first three men finishing within
.

16s. Results :

I; re aaJ
J: r iCe.

1. Kaye Don (Norton, i-cyl.) 7=; -iioo

2. J. Emerson (A.B.C., 2-cyl.) (• .5 54
3. J. F. Hall (Wooler, 2-cyl.) 0.5 X 60

'Time, 36m. 17s. Winner's speed. 60. iS m.p.h.

'rf-

Mrs. Bell (A.J.S. sc), near Dalwhinnie, in the Scottish Trials. After a sporting ride, Mrs. Bell unfortunately failed within a mile of the f ni h
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CURRENT CHAT ^"°" ""^''

from p. 70 )

Police Activity.

A correspondent informs us that the
police are very active in Conway and
Penmaenmawr, in North Wales. He
speaks very well of the behiiviour of the
police in Llanfairfechan and Bangor.

A Stolen Triumph.

Readers are warned against purchasing
a second-liand countershaft Triumph bear-
ing the following niimbers : frame,
285326; engine, 57868; magntAo, M-L
24775. This machine was stolen from
Army Headquarters, Aldershot.

The Proposed French Sidecar Tax.

Our French friends are very much
exercised concerning the proposed law
which, if passed, will entail owners of

sidecar machines paying the same tax as
motor car owners. The idea is to tax the
sidecar according to horse power. There
is, of course, the chance that the law may
be read to understand that the sidecar
outfit is a motor cycle paying 12 frs. a
year. On the other hand, there is a
danger that the sidecar "Sutfit may be
accounted a motor car. If this is the
case, a 5-6 h.p. sidecar outfit will have
to pay a tax equivalent to about £11 10s.

The law has actually passed through the
Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, and,
unless arrested, will go into effect next
year. There is just one ray of- hope.
Before being finally accepted, the general
Budget proposals will come before Parlia-
ment, and an effort will then be made to
rectify this extraordinary and unjust piece
of legislation. If this effort fails, it is

certain that the sidecar will disappear
from the roads of* France, and an industry
which is on the point of bursting into
activity will be killed. Instead of increas-
ing the revenue, the State will therefore
be the loser.

The underlying thought in this measure
appears to have been that cycle cars in
France are taxed as cars, and that the
same treatment should be meted out to
sidecars.

Imports and Exports.

Imports of motor cycles each month
remain at a fairly consistent level, though
June figures show a slight increase on
the previous month.

IMP0ET.9 FOR JUNE,
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of machines 243 6 254
Value' of machines
and accessories ... £22,066 £4,499 £29,418

British Exports.
Exports of motor cycles, like the im-

ports are not varying much from month
to month. There ifi a very slight decrea.se

to record, as against May's exportation.

EXPORTS FOB JUNE.

Number of machines
Value of ma<!hinc8
and accofisories ...

1913.
1,419

1919.
678

1920.
1,405

£80,938 £66,959 £154,586

The total value of motor cycle and
aocefi.»rtry exports for the last six months
amounted to £852,523 compared with
£468,758 in 1913. Considering the extra-
ordinary demand <if the home market
during this year, the figures would show
that our nianufacliirerH have not been
neglecting Die overseas market to the
degree that some critics have asserted.

Cl6

A One Day Trial in Lakeland.

What promises to be a very sporting
event will be held on Saturday next, in

the northern portion of the Lake District.

This is the open one-day reliability run
organised by the Cumberland County
M.C.C., for which an entry of sixty-one
has already been obtained.
As one of the twenty " supported

"

events many prominent riders are com-
peting, including G. Dance, T. C. de la

Hay, and E. Williams, on Sunbeam
machines. There are many valuable
awards, including the Alan Trophy for

best individual performance and the
Cumberland County Trophy, the Carr
Cup, and the Barron Trophy, for best

performances in the solo, light car, and
passenger machine classes respectively.

International Six Days.

Competitors for the French Interna-

tional Six Days Trial number twenty-
three riders. This event is the French
equivalent to the Scottish . Six Days.

British entries are exceedingly few,

which may be due to the Paris-Nice
fiasco. The following are the names of

the solo entrants : Semiens (Giller), B.

Gold (Wolf), Alfter (Condor), H. Naas
(A.B.C.), Detruche (A.B.C.), Yenne
(A. B.C.I, Duverue (Rudge-Multi), Mahieu
(Rudge-Multi), Gabriel (Triumph), Belli

(Magnat-Debon), Andre (Motosacoche),. P.

Gonnell (Motosacoche), Pinney (Triumph),
Bernard (Indian), H. ]?. Lucas (Zenith).

Sidecars.—A. Gallien (Benoit-Gonin),

E. Grex (Motosacoche), S. Barron (Harley-

Davidson), and. — Sandford (Morgan).
There are also three Scotts and one
Triumph entered, the riders of which-
have not yet been nominated.
The following is the French team en-

tered for the " Concours International de
Tourisme " : H. Naas (solo A. B.C.),
Gabriel (solo Triumph), and A. Gallien

(Benoit-Gonin sc.)!

Route Marking.

Aniline dye will be used to mark the

routes for the A.C.U. Six Days trial in

August.

A Club Rally.

Secretaries of London clubs are re-

minded of the forthcoming rally fixed for

August 8th, and those who have not
already communicated with Mr. B.-Staley,
Victoria Avenue, Finchley, N.6, with a
view to participation, are requested to do.

so, in order to make the event a success.

.

Candour and Otherwise.

Like TliR Motor Cycle Query Depart-_
ment, the A.C.U. are bombarded with,
all kinds of strange requests. A lady
recently telephoned the A.C.U. from the
outskirts of London to say that she' w.is

in a " paralytic fright " of the traffic.

Another member also telephoned that he
was " fed up " and tii'ed, and required
someone to drive his machine into

London. The lady was at least candid.

An Irish Two-day Trial.

The forthcoming Irish Two-day Relia-
bility Trial is an open event, and starts

from Dublin on Saturday, the 31st inst.

Saturday night to Monday is to be spent
at Glengarrift, Co. Cork, and the trial

finishes on Monday evening (August 2nd).
As the Irish End-to-end is indefinitely

postponed, the organisers hope that some
of the English and Scottish, competitors
will support the two-day run. The
famous hill of Gowlane, Co. Kerry, is

included in the course, also >the pass of

the Knockmealdown Mountains between
Tipperary and Cork. A sporting trial is

assured, and no trouble or interference
from the comitry people is anticipated

;

on the contrary, great help and interest
are manifested in everj' district. Full
particulars are obtainable from the sec,
Mr. W. Freeman, 16, Fade St., Dublin.

SILVER AND GOLD MEDAL WINNERS IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS.

T. R. Fellows (James) and G. Grinton (Harley-Davidson) on Abriachan. This hill Is on the

norlh-wcstcrn bank of Loch Ness, between Inverness and Drumnadrochit.

I
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Time to Decarbonise.

(1.) What would be the result
of using a chemical carbon
remover in the cylinder of my
1913 Triumph ? . I notice that it

is claimed to be satisfactory and
to have no harmful results. (2.) Can I

in any way clean out the silencer of my
Triumph without upsetting the Bosch
magneto? To my knowledge, it has
not been cleaned out since the machine
was delivered. (3.) JMy engine runs
hot, and I take it, if everything else is

in order, a perfectly clean silencer would
be an improvement?—R.A.D.

(1.) We have had no experience with the
type of preparation you mention. We do
not think that it will cause any damage
to the engine. (2.) It will be necessary

-, to remove the magneto if you wish to
dismantle the silencer, but you can pro-
bable clean it by removing the exhaust
pipe, which is merely held by the union
nut on

,
the cylinder and the extension

• pipe, which is held by the hanger on the
chain stays of the machine and is only a
push fit in the silencer end plate. (7>.)

Probably the engine requires decarbon-
ising, and also the exhaust valve may
need grinding in.

Crankshaft out o£ Truth.

My 1913 two-stroke Sun-Villiers

^ was recently taken down for over-

> hauling on account of oil and
-^ petrol leakage. After being

assembled again it made a knock-
ing noise, and then stiffened owing to
binding, in the crank case. On taking
down again it appeared to run smoothly
in the two shaft channels of the crank
case, but when built up it tightened
again. Is it a case of the two shafts
being out of line? Would slackening
the crank pin nuts, correcting the
alignments, and tightening tip again
correct matters? Is it a job an ordinary

_ mechanic could accomplish? If it were
necessary to send to the makers, should
the whole cycle or just the crank case
be sent?—A.R.

\o\x should slacken the crank pin nuts
and set the main shafts in line by tapping
the balance weights with' a light hammer.
Then carefully retighten the crank pin
nuts, taking care that the shafts do not
move during the process. If the engine
still gives trouble in this direction, it is

probably due to the tapers of the crank
pin being worn and not fitting well in
the holes in the crank web. In this case,

it would be necessary to return tlie engine,
or, at any rate, the crankshaft and con-
necting rod, etc., to the makers.

pull.

Over-lubrication.

(1.) Being a novice, will you

? kindly advise me on the following
matter? My Ruby two-stroke
will fire as long as I run with it,

but smokes a Jot, and does not
Compression is poor. (2.) Should

the crank case be half full of lubricating
oil? I have not put much in because it

smokes a lot, and I thought too much
oil might be the cause. (3.) Oil runs
from the exhaust, and after I have tried
running it once it will fire out of the
release valve at the cylinder head befo'i.

I drop the lever. (4.) Am I right in
thinking the piston rings a bad fit ?

(5.) Is there danger of catching fire?

(6.) Please state timing for engine.

—

F.R.

(1.) The smoking is caused by over-lubri-
cation, but the details you give are in-

sufficient to enable us to tell you why the
engine does not pull. It may be due to

the ignition being too far retarded. (2.)

The crank case should not be half full of

lubricating oil. You do not state the
method of lubrication employed on your
machine. If the petroil system is used,
about one pint of oil should be mixed
with one gallon of petrol, but if a drip

fe^d is fitted it should be regulated so

that it delivers about thirty drops of oil

per minute. (3.) This trouble again is

due to over-lubrication. (4.) There is no
need to replace the piston rings unless
you are quite sure that they are a bad fit.

As the engine has been excessively over-
lubricated, it would be wise to fit a new
sparking plug. (5.) There is^no danger of

the machine catching fij-e. (6.) Time the
spark to occur when the piston is at the
top of the stroke, the ignition control
being fully retarded.

Magneto for Vertical Twin.

I have an old 12 h.p. car engine

? which has never been fitted for a

magneto. Behind the handle
-2-1 starter on the main crankshaft

there is a forty-tooth wheel
driving the governors, and I intend to

run the magneto off it. What tooth
wheel should I require on the magneto,
and what degree magneto should I

require? The engine is a vertical twin
with a two-throw crankshaft.^C.H.

You will require a two-cylinder magneto
for an engine with firing intervals of 180°,

and this must run at the engine speed.

If yon intend driving it from the forty-

tooth sprocket already on the engine-

shaft, you will require a similar size

sprocket on the. magneto-shaft. If pos-

sible, you should fit smaller sprockets.

AMONG THE FELLS OF LANCASHIRE.
Early arrivals at the East Lancashire M.C.C.'s Hill-climb described last week. During

the afternoon thousands of spectators assembled to witness what proved to be a good

afternoon's sport.

C17
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Worn Gear Paits.

The middle gear of my 4^ h.p.

chain drive B.S.A. slip3 out of

engagement. The control rod is

properly adjust-ed. In testing the

gears with inspection plate off,

I notice that the dogs in the middle
- gear do not mesh fully. They will

go in if pushed with a screwdriver, or

some such tool, but the operating rod
will not send them in proper!}'. This
dog clutch, for engagmg with the
middle and low gears, seems too loose

on its operating fork. (1.) What can
I do to correct this ? (2.) What is the
best way to remove the smaller chain
wheel from the gear box ?—W.W.

The trouble is most probably due to the
selecting fork in the gear box being worn
where it fits in the groove of the dog
clutch. As, of course, both these parts
may be worn, you will possibly have to
renew them. The safest method of re-

moving the small chain sprocket from the
gear shaft is by means of a sprocket
drawing tool, but if you are unable tt

obtain the use of one, the sprocket may
be removed by levering it off the shaft,

and this process will be- helped by sharp
blows on the end of the latter with a
mallet.

A Lightweight Trouble.

(1.) Whilst riding my 1919

? Levis a few days ago the engine
suddenly started to hesitate and

-^ then stopped. Just before stop-
ping, however, loud explosions

occurred in the crank case and the
silencer. I have not been able to start
the engine since, although I have de-
carbonised and retimed the magneto. I
might say that when I opened my drain
tap on the crank case liquid petrol ran
out mixed with oil. (2.) My carburetter
is always dripping at the jet. What
mode of procedure should I take to
overcome this? (3.) Should there be
any side and up and down play in the
piston, also any side play in the con-
necting rod ? (4.) When I insert my finger
through the sparking plug hole and feel
at the piston there appears to be some
movement. Should thi.s be so? The
compression is quite good. (5.) A week
or two ago I had the engine entirely
out of the frame and noticed that there
was a small backward and forward
movement in the front down tube. Do
you think this is caused through the
lug being loose at the top or to the
steering head being loose?—-J.T.H.

(1.) Unfortunately, the details you give
are insufiicieiit to enable us to "tell you
the cause of the stoppage and the reason
which prevents the engine running. It is

possible that the timing of the magneto
slipped, and we suppose that you have
readjusted it correctly, with the spark
occurring when the piston is at the top
of the stroke, the control being fully
retarded. (2.) If your carburetter is an
Amac. a leakage at the base of tlie jet is
probalily due to the coned seating of the
jet platform being damaged, when it no
longer makes a petrol-tight joint. The
carburetter may also be flooding slightly,
and this you can cure by lowoiijig the
petrol level. The easiest method of doing
this is by placing a light washer on the
top of tlie lloat undcnicalh tbc split-pin

on the needle. (3.) Side play in the con-
necting rod bearings is of no importance,

IMPORTANT DATES.
Thurs., July 15th

—

Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Westcliff-on Sea.

Sat.. July ITth—
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Re'ia-
bility Trial.

Sat , July 24tli—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open Trial
at Luton Hoo.

Sun., July 25tll, to Augf. 1st—
International Six Days Trial in France.

Thurs.. Aug. 5th. to Mon., Aug. 9th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat., Aug. 7th—
East Midland Centre AC.U. Open Speed
Trials at Chatsworth Park.

Eat.. Aug. 7lh—
SA.C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

Mon., Aug. 2 3rd, to Sat., Aug. 2 8th -
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat., Sept. 4th—
Scottish Speed Championships at St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Nov. 29th Dec. 4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

but there should not be any up and down
play. (4.) The piston should not move
sideways appreciably when it is in the
cyliiider. (5.) The movement in the front

down tube of the frame, may be merely
the natural spring of the tube. You
should be able to tell, however, whether
it is loose in the head lug or not if j'ou

inspect it closely. It would perhaps be
advisable to remove the enamel from the
region of the lug if you are at all uneasy
about it, as the results might be serious
if the tube breaks away wh§» the machine
ifi travelling at any speed.

JULY isih, ig20.

Cancelling an Order.

I should be pleased if you could

^ put me right on the following

5 point : Last June I adver-

-Ll tised for sale in Tilt Motor CycU
the delivery of a new sidecar

outfit in about three weeks' time, as the

agents thought they could deliver on

or about July, my order being placed

last May. I received a reply and
agreed to let the machine go at list

price when it arrived ; the buyer to

agree to the same terms as regards the

rise in price, etc., as laid down by the

makers. I have now received from him
a letter demanding the return of £10
deposit paid. (I had paid £10 deposit to

the makers.) Am I compelled to return

to him the amount, or must he lose this

as he has cancelled the order? If I

must pay him, can I claim my deposit

from the makers?—C.H.

If the buyer paid a deposit such payment
constitutes a contract to complete the

purchase, and you can insist upon this

being carried out. In the same way, your
deposit of £10 to the manufacturers also

constitutes a conti-act to purchase the

machine, and, unless you can obtain the

return of your deposit, there is no reason
why you should be compelled to cancel

the agreement with the person to whom
you have sold the machine.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Birmingham to Blackpool.—CM.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lich-

field, Rugeley, Stone, Woore, Nantwich,
Tarporley, Colebrook, Weaverham, Stret-

ton, Warrington, Winwick, Ashton-in-
Makerfield, Wigan, Standish, Euxton,
Preston, Kii-kham, Marton^ Blackpool.

South Pethehton to East Dereham.—
J.H.M.

South Petherton, Yeovil, Sherborne,
Shaftesbury, Salisbury, Andover, Tarrant,
Newbury, Shefilord, Wantage, Oxford,
Marne, Aylesbury, Aston Clinton, Iving-
hoe, Dunstable, Luton, Hitchin, Baldock,
Royston, Cambridge, Ely, Littleport,
Downham Market, Swaffham, Dereham.
Approximately 200 miles.

York to Worcester.—E.!M.
York, Fulford, Eserick, Selby, Brayton,

Askern, Doncaster, Worksop, Nottingham,
Leicester, Blaby, Lutterworth, Cottesbach,
Rugby, Dunciiurch, Southam, Bishops
Itchington, Wellesbourne, Stratford-on-
A\'on, Alcester, Worcester. Approxi-
mately 160 miles.

Birmingham to Bournemouth.—G.P.
Birmingham, Stratford-on-Avon, Ships-

ton-on-Stour,^ En.stone, Woodstock, Ox-
ford. Abingdon, Steventon, East Ilsley,
Newbury, Woodhay, Tarrant, Andover,
Salisbury, Fordingbridge, Ringwood,
Christchurch, Bournemouth.

THE SIMPLE SOLO SINGLE.
A sporling entrant, Robert Carfrac, who

rode a single-geared Triumph In the Scottish

Six Da)s Trial.

BlRJlINGHAM TO ChELMSFORD. H.G.P.
Birmingham, Coventry, Dunchurch,

Davontry, Towcester, Stony Stratford,
Wolverton, Newport Pagnell, Broughton,
Ridgmont, Ampthill, Shefford, Baldock,
Buntiiigford, Stnndon, Bishop's Stort-
ford, Takoley, Great Omnnow, Dunmow
Station, Cireat Waltham, Chelmsford.
Approximately 110 miles.
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O'Donovan Motors
76a, Gt. Portland Street, W.l.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
D. R. O'Donovan

begs to inform his friends and the public that he has opened

offices and showrooms for the sale of motor cycles and

accessories at the above address, having secured amongst

others the Sole London and District agency from this

date for the world-famous

NORTON
For July and August deliveries of this make, wire, write, or

call. Distance no object. Official repairers for London
and District to Messrs. Norton Motors Ltd.

NOTE : We are open to tune up a limited number of

second-hand Norton Motor Cycles. Results guaranteed.

Early application essential. Large stocks of spare parts

and accessories carried.

!*

^^^^
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.."
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i HIGH-CLASS fHAfiEtHftSSrsV

I Rep irs to al' makes
i

of chassis & frames.
; Quiclt and effi ie.ic

Write for list—Trade cnly—of all parts-

for building up chassis, whetls, springs,

mudguards, etc. Complete cliassia as
illustrated, or to specification,

Dunhiirs Ltd.,

359-361,
EustonRoid*

K .W 1.

!N STOCK
FOR IMiVIEDIATE DELIVERY
mATCHLESS, IVIodel H.

BLAGKBURNE, 8 h.p.

H.B.
]

V E R U S

GOyLSONi
LEVIS
BVY

ALL WTIH
BLAGKBURNE
ENGINES.

R. A. WHITFIELD & Go.,

CARRINGTON ST. (Tel. 637)

NOTTINGHAM

'Preserve vcun Cv/weferk -l

1 T iUh I C/ TINC 1/3 POST

K.r'.,=r*r7owEHBRos &et?
"

" HUUU.Eng.

NO MORE PUNGTURES !

Once you fix an M.P. Puncture Preventer

to your motor cycle, all puncture troubles
are at an end.
The M.P. Puncture Preventer has been
exhaustively tried and tested for some
years, and has stood the hardest tests.

PROOF.
Without P.P 47 punctures In 11,000 miles.

With P.P punctures In 75,000 mllos.

Th'.'se figures .ire absoliitfly mjar.iiit<<il.

Can be fitted in five minutes.
When onlcrin^, ^lalc nuihc of machine.

Make motor cycling a pleasure by eliiniiiatiiif; puncture
worries. Each JM'. is fuUy guaranteed in every respect.

With (ull instructions, 10/6. Hy post, 11/-.

M.P. PUNCTURE PREVENTER CO.j
38, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

R. B. CLARK & CO.
(Late H. F. EDWARDS & Co.),

7, Exhibition Road, South Kensington.

NEW MACHINES FOB IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combn. £170

„ DOUGLAS 2}, clutch, 3-spd. £105

„ B.A.T., Model No. 4 £160
„ HARLEY Flat Twin, Sports

model List

„ EXCELSIOR 2:1 J.A.P., 2-sp. £78

„ EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke,2-spd. £67

„ DIAMOI^D, 2-stroke £63

„ COULSON BLAGKBURNE
2j, 2-speed £99 15

SECOND . HAND.
1920 Model H IVIATCHLESS, as

new Offers

1915 Overhauled DOUGLASES £58 £63
1916 SINGER I/ight Car, over-

hauled, repainted, lamps,
tools £350

J

SUPER MOTOR SUETS.

Direct from Manufacturers at

wholesale prices. Double breasted
jacket, belt, wind cuffs, j-tirm

collar. Seatless trousers, gaiter

fronts, clip fasteners. In double
texture super cotton cash-

mere. Suit 63;- Jacket
40/- Trousers 25/- In super
double texture tawn stout

twill. Suit 72 /G Jacket
45/- Trousers 30/- In

super cashmere, with Beaver-
teen back. Suit 85/- Jacket
52/6 Trousers 35/- All

carriage paid. Immediate
delivery. Send chest, waist,

and fork to »round
measurements.

North c! England Supply Co.,

Lower Audley St, Blackburn.

Oil Drip Feed, 17/6. Engines : 3', MINERVA, £6 ;

3I ARIEL, £10. MABON Gear, £4 10s. 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Unit Mag. Carburetter, £30. 3I RUDGE-MULTI, less

Piston and Intermediate WHieel, £7 10s. 3'. REX,
incomplete, £3. Frame .ind Tank, ARIEL, £6.

Modern Frame, Tank, and Forks for Countershaft,
£12 10s. DRUID Forks, 3.V h.p., £5. Second-hand
WTieels, Magnetos, Carburetters, Handle-bars,Saddles.
Wriic ns. We have a good assortment of second-hand
and new parts in stock. 'Phone: Pulncv i(^^2.

BRITNE.I-I-, 43-45, HIQH ST., F'Ul.HAIVI.

,
<(

.ELECTRIC
EASILY FITTED
TO ANV
NUMBER
PLATE.

THE " UNIQUE

'

TAIL LAMP
NICKEL PUTEO
WITH BULB
POST FREE
6/-EACH.

A3K YOUR DCALEft TO riT ONE OBAPPUY THE MAKCRS.

M.MoLE & Son LTD.,^°;°SrAlfT<L"R=c=RT
"

CHARLOTTE ST.. BIRMINGHAM

SPARE PARTS
supplied from stock or rnimedialely made to pattern,
any maehmc. Rudgo Spares in stock. Rudfe Repairi
our specialily. [<.8,U, Gears, British made, supplied to

ht any machine, N,8.U, Spares and Repairs. ROC
2-spc'cd Countershaft Gears, to In. any make Liglit-

weiKht, £7-10-0 complete.
Call, write, or 'phone— Kingsburvi62THE C.W. IVIOTOR CO.,

Motor Cycle SpcclallstB.
709. Brc:^,iwoy (tdcwaro Road), West Hendon, N.w

ACME
8 h.p. Combination.

Price £214.
FOR PARTICULARS APPLY SOUTHERN

DISTRIBUTORS

:

B.S.MARSHALL, Ltd.

17a, Hanover Square, W.l.

NIGHT AND DAY GARAGE.

GODDARD'S
MOTOR CYCLE

HOUSES
Ft. Ft. Ft. £s.d.
7x5x6* 10 00
8x6x7 n 10

9x6x7i 13 5
Carriage Paid.

These houses are made in sections to bolt

together. . Easily fixed. Made of well-

seasoned Jin. T. and G. and V-jointed
Matchboards, and complete with fioor

and window. Roof felted.

PILLION

MENTION DEALER Ar4DVVELSEWD BOOK FREH.,
eL.ARl<eS. SINEW WORUS.REDDITeH.

DIE CASTINGS
IN ALUMINIUM
for Motor Cycles

'

Crank. Cases. Gear Boxes,

Chain Covers, etc.,

OPEH FOrIoNG CONTRACTS

(p Robert>^Coan.©
Aluminium Foundry.

215,Goswell Road,London,E.C.l

Jn aiiKirtrimi tlicjst ad rcrli.<iciiic7il« it is ilceirahlc to mention " Tlic Motor Ci/rle.'
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1920 PRICES.

Model No 1. £30 10

jj 2. £27

»» 3. £21

Write lor Delivery Dates.

rr

K

SIDECARS FOR SERVICE
WE ARE SIDECAR SPECIALISTS.

"Montgomery" Sidecars are lighter and

stronger than any others. This means less wear

on your tyres, less strain on your engine, less

petrol consumption, and greater satisfaction.

Ask your Agent, or write for our 1920

Catalogue, free on request.

THE PIONEER FIRM.

18 years' experience in

Sidecar Construction.

SIDECARS FOBCOMFORT
Above all, your passenger must be com-

fortable ; really well-sprung upholstery and

plenty of foot room. " Montgomery " sprung

upholstery is patented, and superior to any

other obtainable. You cannot buy better

sidecars

"^

W. MONTGOMERY & CO., ^"Vfrr" COVENTRY.

-^

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS
(Provisional Results).

MACHINES FITTED WITH THE FAMOUS

BLACKBURNE
ENGINES SECURE

3 GOLD, 1 SILVER, and 1 BRONZE MEDAL.
As usual, no engine trouble was experienced

by any of these riders.

THE

ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
61, Quesn Street, Edinburgh.

£VE/?rMotor Cyclist

Should possess a copy

of this useful book

JjOTOR^CLES
i haw to luaivagc them

.

"Motor Cycles and
How to Manage
Them" IS the stand-
ard handbook on the
motorcycle; its care

and management.
It deals with every
part of the machine,
and with all types
of machines, and
gives useful infor-

mation in regard to

keeping every part

in good order. 286
pages. 400 illus-

trations.

THE TWENTY-FIRST 'EDITION—revised

and brought up to date—is now on sale.

Price 2/6 net ; by post
Obtainable from

—

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20,Tud or St.. London, E.C.4
A^D LEADING BOOKSELLERS.

(Home A
Abro tD. 2/10

In ansu-crimj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' ca3
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fJaroRgcLE
SPECIAL

PRIVILEGE

2 A free weekly copy of S
"THE MOTOR CYCLE"

is sent to every policy holder when

2 the premium paid is £5- - or ovsr S
aBHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBgiBBBB

Insurance Policy
Underwritten by The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company. Ltd. (Incorporating

"The Autocar" Insurance Dept Established 1904).

COVERING MOTOR CYCLES cr CYCLES and SIDECARS-USED FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES.

Complete Comprehensive Cover vexatious Restrictions.

THIRD PARTY. Complete indemnity up to an unlimited a.mount
against all legal liability. All law costs incurred with the Company's consent paid

in addition to compensation awarded. Defence of any police summons for driving

to the danger of the public when an accident, as insured, is concerned free of

legal costs.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE up to full value, including side slip. Reasonable

repairs up to £5 niay be put in hand at once.

Comprehensive Policy
SCHEDULE OF PREMIUMS.

Motor Cycles not exceeding

3h.p. 4 h.p. 5 h.p. 6 h.p. 8 h.p.

£3 13 4 £4 O £4 13 4 £5 13 4 £6 O O

Third Party, Fire, and Theft. |

£1 16 S £2 O
I

£2 3 4.
1

£2 6 8 £2 10 O 1

FIRE up to full value, including tyres and

accessories.

THEFT up to full value, including tyres and

accessories when machine is stolen. Damage through

attempted theft included.

TRANSIT. Accidental damage during transit by

road, rail, or inland waterway.

BONUS : 10% 'reduction oS
renewal premium if no claim.

H present value, including all

accessories, exceeds £ioo, an
extra premium of 10/- is pay-
able, exceeding jC^oo 20 /-

Cycle used to carry passenger on
pillion seat or luggage carrier

—

50% extra.
If machine driven by any person
other than owner

—

1 /- extra
If named extra rider— 5/-
extra.

Oicasional business journeys, 25% extra. Protessiona; rurposes. 40% extra. Trade pur oses, ^5% extra.

REDUCTIONS.

Xo be taken off premiums in schedule (A) only.

15% if Insured bears first £1 of ail claim

25% „ ,. £2
33i% ., .. £5
50% „ .„ £lO

Two cycles insured—one out at one time 25%

ACCIDENTS TO OWNER.
BENEFITS : Death, £250. Loss of two

limbs or sight of both eyes. £250.
Loss of onelimborsight of one eye, £150.
Total disablement, limited to 26 weeks

, each accident. £3 per week.
Premium 25'- cycles, 20/- cycles with
sidecars.

Hal-f Benefits—HalfPremiums

ACCIDENTS TO PASSENGERS.

BENEFITS AS FOR OWNER: it

passenger sfecified by name. Premium

IS,'- sidecars. Any passenger of not

less th::n 16 or more than 55 years ot ags

Premium 20'- sidecars.

PROPOSAL FORM, p-'^-'^x-f
Motor Cycles

Make. H.P.
Date of

Make,
If with

Sidecar.

Value (including Accessorits).
Registered Letter
and NumberNEW Cost. Present Value.

£ £,

Owner's Name (in lull)..

Address

If uot, please give full particulars
,

Will cycle be solely driven by proposer?
,

Have you ever had your licence endorsed or suspended f

Are you now, or have you ever been, \
insured in respect of a Motor Vehicle ? /

Has any Company refused to renew yourl
Insurance or required an increased premium ? /

'

Occupation (if any)

Have you any physical defect or infirmity? Age

Will cycle to be insured be used solely for private pleasure purposes ?

/ declare thai the above statements are true and complete.

Date Proposer's Signature

Immediate protection can be obtained by forwarding this Form, filled in, and remittance for first premium to

The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company Limited
Telegciims—" Cycliat, Fleet, London." 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4-. Telephone—2843 City.

(BIRMINGHAM: Guildhall Buildinfts. NaviRatton Street.

MANCHESTER: Century BuildinRs, 199. DennsRale
LEEDS : Cnlverla Chambers, 8, Commercial Street.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE : Atl b Chamber.. WcslRato Road.
CARDIFF: 1 5, Hinh Street. GLASGOW t 137, West RcRent Street.

C24
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Motor cycle de Luxe.
Daily Graphic.

"The Same as

You can Buy."

<?;•;•;;;;;;;;•;;;;•;;;";;•;:•<>

Easy Riding.
'T*HE Beardmore " Precision " Motor .
-*- Bicycle is intended for the rider who
looks for the fullest possible enjoyment *:*

and the least personal discomfort ; who !
wants to use his machine every day and <
regards motor cychng as a pastime rather
than as a feat of physical endurance : who
prefers comfort and cleanliness to mere
pace : who wants to feel that he has the
best. It has a highly effective spring frame,

and ample protection against mud and dirt.

The Price is £95 complete.
Full particulars from

—

F. E. BAKER, LIMITED,
The Precision Works,

King's Norton, Birmtngham.

V

>::>;;

IPBEdSIONB

Godhold)

"^amonSPORTS COATh
MADE TO
MEASURE.

30/-

30/. NOT £3,
quired, making the " RAMONT "

SOLD WITH "MONEY-
BACK" GUARANTEE.

Every Coat is sold on the

understanding that if you
are not satisfied with it we
refund your money in fuU.

Gre£i-t OfFer ±o
Mo±or Cyclis-ts
Sports Coats direct from makers at

half shop price.

Only by dealing direct with the actual maimers can

a coat similar to the " RAMONT" be bought for

30/-. Our only expense,apart from
^^-^ the manufacture, is the cost of this

(
I advertisement- You deal direct

^ ^^ with the manufacturer, and, by so

doing, cut out the agents' and
middlemen's profits.

The "RAMONT" is a sound,

serviceable Sports Coat, cut on the

smartest of fashion lines. It is

made up in Sand Cloths, Yorkshire

Tweeds, Herring - tone Tweeds,
Donegals, etc., in Brown, Grey, and
Heather mixtures, and is ideal for

motoring or for wear at outdoor

functions The smart, clinging

appearance {for the "RAMONT" is

made to your own measurements)

make it equal to any coat at double

the price. Prices from 30/- to 50/-,

according to the quality of tweeds

TROUSERS can also be made of

the same material as coat if re-

SPORTS COAT into a cheap Summer suit.

SEND NO MONEY—SEND FOR
PATTERNS.

Send p.c. for patterns of

"RAMONT" Tweeds Booklet
and order form. All goods
despatched within seven days
of receipt of order.

RAMONT Ltd. (Dept. i
4)/'nsbury pave«ent

HOUSE, LONDON, E.C.2.
Pleated back,
with 3 pockets.

Langford Model Supreme

*'The Picnic Sidecar"
THE LAST WORD IN LUXURY

SPECIFICATION.
Solid welded Frame, Spring Shock Absorbers to Sidecar
Wheel, Transfer Spring. With New Design tour-point
Easy Attachments. Beautifully finished Coach Built
Spacious Body, with Bulbous Back and Rounded Pillows,
and flttid with Luncheon and Tea Cabinet for two. Camp
Stools, Locker for Petrol and Oil, Patented Design,
finished any. Colour. Delivery within 14 days. Write or
Call for Catalogue. Agents, Foreign and Colonial
Shippers Invited.

THE LANGFORD SIDE - CAR BODY
AND CHASSIS COMPANY, LIMITED,
NORBURY 'WORKS, LONDON ROAD, NORBURY. S.'W.IS

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to "mention "The Motor Cycle. B->7
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A SPECIAL LINE IN MOTOR
CYCLING OVEEALLS.

We tiave no hesitation in claimin'?

that this " Draperstyle*' Motor
Cj'cling Overall has no rival at its

price. Made frcra a special stout

dark fawn material, absolutely dust
proof, and specirlly proofed to give
adequate protection against showers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded in full.

Description of Model O50
Special line in Motor Cycling Overalls,

made from stont dark fawn material
which is absolutely dust proof, and
which has bFen specially proofed so
that if you get caught in a shower it

will give adequate protection. The
Jacket is double breasted, and the
sleeves are made'^with storm straps
al UTist. Slash pockets. The Leg-
ging:; are made with special gusseted
sides and leather straps to go under
i he boot.

"All British" Factory Prices:

31/6
the Suit Complete.

Stocked in sizes :—Breast over
Jacket 34 36 38 40 42 4 i in.

Carriage paid to your door.

WEATHERPROOF BOOKLET
Our new booklet of weatherproofs and waterproofs should t>e in the

hands of every motor cycUst. Contains complete range 01 garments

at direct-to-wearer prices. Send postcard fo.- a free copy.

i!

FREE.

We are offering some epecial lines in t)veralU in Blue Dongaree and Brown
Denim for Mechanics, a'd which are also very suitable for Gentlemen owners
of Cars and Motor Cycles. A copy of our Special Overall B oklet sent free

on rwinest.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "AH British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

J

Our latest mode' of Combijied Sidecar Hood ani Sereea. The whole
folds back and is contained in a neat and compact envelope.

W. D. TAtBERT & CO.,
46 and 4a, Sun Street, LONDON. e.a2.

#^Ml0iLlD^^

To ensure
COMFORT
when riding, even over the

roughest roads, fit your
mount with an EMPIRE-
DE-LUXE Pan Seat.

The Patent Shock-absorb-
ing Link at peak, and the

Double Hangers with
Extension Springs at

rear, ehminate vibration

and road shock.

Write for Catalogue.

The LEATHERIES, Ltd.,

Sempson Road North,

BIRMINGHAM.

rDfi-LlIXE

THE BONNIKSON ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Rocksteady and Unlin?ited Speed

Reading.

Trip and Non-Trip Types for

Motor Cycles, Cars & Cycle Cars.

PRICES.
Motor Cycle Type.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£6 10 each. £5 15 each.

Cycle Gar and Car Type.
Trip. NonTrip.

£8 15 each £8 each.

These Prions are stthfect to an iiurease

of 5% as from the isi May.

For any further information write
stating type required to the
manufacturers

—

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD.,
COVENTRY. Tol cram-f

' BoUierhani^, Coventry.'

ARAGON
2-stroke 2-speed, Spring Frame.
Unit Construction of Power Plant

MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO.. PARAGON WORKS, HANNINGTfiEE

BEARDMORE-PRECISION iE95
STOCKIST AND DISTRIBUTING AGENT—SPARES*

AGENTS WANTED. Delivery this week, E. BENNETT, 138, Gray* Inn Rd., LONDON, W.C.
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Reconstructed Pouglases.

"r\f\T Tf^T A ^ 1917-8 Combinations, 4 h.p., 3-sp. clutch and kick-

^^ ^"'^ V^ *-^^ A.V^
starter, thoroughly overhauled, n -inn r* 1

repainted maker's colours, sidecar repainted and reupholstered oL 1^v V/aSIl

or £60 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £5 15s.

TJ/^IJ/^T A ^ 1917-8, 4 h.p. Solos, thoroughly overhauled,
^^^ ^^ ^^ '^^^^ ^"^ re-enamelled and plated in our o dC. f* L

own workshops, appearance as new, maker's colours .. •• Af*/D x/uSll

or £45 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £4 15s.

T\r^T Jf^T A Q 1916, 2f h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly over-

^^ ^"^ A-V-* hauled, and repainted maker's o (*T* C* 1

colours. .. dUDD VclSn
or £30 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3 7s. Id.

"f^/^T T/^T A ^ '916, 2| h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled,
^"^ ^^^ ^"^ *-^^ A.VJF re-enamelled and plated in our « —a ^ b

own workshops, maker's colours, appearance as new ... . . oC I U V/mSEi

or £35 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3 7s. Id.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
TERMS. — Any machine sent on 24 hours' approval against remittance, and
money returnable In full, less carnage, should machme not be accepted, or on
"The Motor Cycle " Deposit System.

We will replace any part that proves faulty within one month of purchase.

Cash. Exchange. Extended Payments.
SEE MISCELLANEOUS ADVTS. FOR NEW MACHINES.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
-'Phone—Croydon 2450. 'Grams—" Truck, Croydon."

i|Kvvvvvvv-^^vv^':^:^=3?^^v^.^.^^^^v^:^^^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B29
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JULIAN'S
Nsw 1920 BLACKBURNE

anil Sidecar, £198
1920 A.J.$. eombinaUon, DYNAMO Lightin;,

speedomefer, etc., mileage 1000, £245
1920 Indian GoAibinaiian, DYNAMO

Lighting, etc., 160 Gns.
LEVIS
£60

O.K. JUNIOR.
48 Gna.

GLYNO 2-stroke
£T5

ELIVERY TO-DAY
New 1920 FRANCIS BARNETT,

84 Gns.
CALTHORPE-JAP,
T1 Gns. + 5ro

V
MILLS-FULFORD,
Corvette and Sliiff.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-sinke.
TO Gns.

NEW HUDSON, 2-s!roke.
£T5

HENDERSON Sidecar

£45

''BIGGEST DEALERS IN THE SOUTH."

H. JULIAN, 84, Broad St., READING.
'Phone ; 102 4

MOTOR CYCLE CLOTHING
;s GUARANTEED absolutely WATERPROOF

ALSO FOR

' THESE SUITS ARE

UNSURPASSED.
Pi^ICES.

Made in strong double texture
twiU cloth, with best quality
rubber proo6ng.

Jackets. double - breasted
storm cuffs, deep collar and
waist belt . . Price, 52/6
Trousers. Our own new design
with seat, but opening at side

to prevent overheating; gussets
and clip fasteners Price 37 /6

Complete suit .. .. 90/-

TermB:

—

Nett cash with Orders.

A II Goods sent carriags Paid 6i

return,

these suits ai-e made uj the fines! proofed doth. Your
money returned in ftill if not satisfied.

Send lor Patterns a)td self mca>urcm:ni lorm^ to

G. RAWS & SONS. LTD.
THE ALBANY. OLD HALL STREET. LIVERPOOL.
Thonc : 8038 Central. Telegrams :

" Raws, LrverpooL"

RENNOC SIDECARS
Bodies and Hoods

ORDER NOW FOR IIVIMEDIATE DELIVERY

Largest Stock in London of complete Sidecars and Bodies.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS THROUGHOUT.
Wliolesale, Retail, and Export. Send for List.

20 various model bodies, single and tandems, from £4 10s.

300 complete Sidecars and Bodies in stock.

CHASSIS A SRECIAI.ITY.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL.

Mode! 445. 18 Gns., plus 5%
In Stock.

Rennoe Motors, Ltd., 86, Victoria Rd.,

STROUD GREEN, N. 'i'^'°"^- Uoruscy 850.

B30 /h aimwcriiiij this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements" in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words
are "charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for
' advertisements should be made payable
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertLsamsnts m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the oflices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

.
Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the oflices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
"quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, anl the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office:

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only ttie number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.+. Replies to Box Number advertisemetits containing
remlltances should be sent by registered post, but in all such
cases it is advisable to make use 0/ the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention ol the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

2)^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
. persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over ;f10
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, \ %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
30, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilifte Sc Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to reeard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

"1Q20 A.B.C., immediate delivery; £1S0.—Rootes,^^^ Ltd., Maidstone. ^ [5051

A.B.C., absolutely new, Lucas horn; £145.—Desouttes
51, Baker St., W.l. [4884

1 Q20 A.B.C., not done 250 miles, guaranteed: £140
-*-^ —Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. [5057

A.B.C., deliirered this week; 150 gns. secures —Box
5,993, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4155

r^KOW Bros.. Guildford, can ofiei early deliveries of
-^-^ A.B.C. No premiums accepted. [1634

1Q20 A.B.C, ridden 20 miles only, with horn •

J-" £145.-60, London Rd. Reading. (4490 1

a g MM H a a a a

[HgMMMBMUH
WAUCHOPE'S.

The following NEW MACHINES at IWakcr's List
Price—All in Stock for Immetliate Delivery.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Model H. dynamo lighting

CombtiiatioB £173
,RUDGE, 3* h.p., LO.M. Model 4110
TRIUMPH Junior, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke £75
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-start £170
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame,

3-speed, clutch, and kick-start .... £130
SCOTT, 3} h.p £140
QUADRANT Combination, 4i h.p., 3-speed,

countershaft ^ £145
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £73 10
JAWES, 2J h.p., 2-5troke £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-start £130
P. & S., z\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed5 only £73
P. fit S., 2I h.p., 2-stroke, clutch, and kick-

start £78 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2', h.p £89 5
SECOND-HAND MACHINES, all overhauled

and guaranteed.
SOLOS.

LEVIS, 2j h.p., 1915 £57 10
TRIUMPH Junior, 2.I h.p.. 1914 £60
RUDGE, 3i h.p., I.O.M. Model, igig £110
RUDGE, 3-1 h.p., 1912 £45
TRIUIVIPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, 1914 £70

SECONDHAND COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS and Sidecar, 8 h.p. M..4.G.

en!!:ine, 1914 £137 10
ZENITH and Sidecar, 6 h.p,, 1913-14 ... £95
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p., 1920 .... £170
MATCHLESSCombination, 8h.p.,igr8 £160
HARLEY - DAViDSON Combination,

7-9 h.p., 1920 £195
WILLIAMSON Combination, 8 h.p., 1914 £117 10
RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £99 10
POWERPLUS INDIAN, 7-q h.p., 1920 .. £195
A.J.S. Combination, 6 h.p., 1918 .... £185

SECOND-HAND CARS.
CARDEN, 8 h.p., 1919, 2-seater £145
MORGAN Runabout, 8 h.p.. Grand Pri.x . £195
CARDEN Monocar, s-6h.p., 1914 £ioo

SIDECARS.
WATSONIAN Sidecar £33
B.S.A. Sidecar - £49
WILLIAMSON Sidecars '.\ £28 10
WAUCHOPE'S No. 2 Sidecars '

" £23 10
WAUCHOPE'S No. 3 Sidecars £22 10
CANOELET K.. sporting model £22 10
CANOELET K4, sporting model £23 5
CANOELET D4, touring model £30 5
WHITLEY Sidecar, No. 12 £37
Sidecars to fit Harley-Davidson Machines at £37 10s.

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES
for Genuine 4, 5, 6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P. PARTS,
such as Bushes, Gudgeon Pins, Valve Springs, and
Guides, etc

ACCESSORIES.
Large Variety of Lamps, Horns, Speedometers
(Trip and Ordinary Models), Windscreens, Pillion
Seats, Tjres, Sidecar Aprons, and Sundries ol

every description.
List sent on ajsplication.

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

I'Phone: Hoiborn jUI.
drams: Opificer. Fleet, London

19=

q MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

ri A .B.C., just delivered, owner taking delivery car:
" -a. list price.—Hamar, Grocer, Bttilth. . [4077

A.B.C, 1920, 4-speed, T.T. bars; delivery froa
stock.—Pearson's, 52, Elm Grove, Southsea.

[4306

A.B.C. brand new, just delivered ; best offer

accepted.—Kelham, Nassington, Peterborough.
[4291

A.B.C., brand new, unridden, delivered July 7th

;

first £143; buying car.—Robinson, Tailor, 5.

Norwich Rd., Ipswich. [4535

A.B.C, 1920 (May), perfect, electric lighting, too

fast for present owner; £150.—Dr. Thompson,
Salisbury House, Taunton. [5040

I Q20 A.B.C, only ridden a few miles, complete with
-L«7 Lucas dynamo lighting set: rea*?on for sale, pur-

chased car- accept f160.—Chapman, Duke St.. Norwich-
[4859

1020 A.B.C, uneauipped, mileage 200; nearest list

X.*y price, or exchange for flat twin Harley, equal

mileage.—Hampton .Home Farm, Withdeane, Brighton.
[4136

DELIVEKT of the A.B.C. Motor Cycle from stooit.

Distributers for the county of Lincoln.—The Spald-

ing Motor Co., Ltd., Pinchbeck St., Spalding 'Phone:

144. T.A. : Service. [0015

FOE Sale, A.B.C. combination, SVih.p. twin, Bosch
mag., Amao carburetter, just been thoroughly over-

hauled, and in excellent condition, very fast: £70, or

offers to Box 5,992, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4154

20 (May) A.B.C, complete with Lucas dynanro

lighting and electric horn, Bonniksen trip speed-

ometer, copper exhanst pipes. T.T. bars, mileage negli-

gible, beautiful condit on, £200, reason selling, oonght

car.—Bostock, Upmeada, Staflord. [4569

AB C—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,

distributing agents for Oxfordshire, North Bucks.,

and North Berks., can give immediate, delivery of one

new T T model, and have several July deliveries still

open 'Phone : 35 Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.

Please ask for our July bargain list, which gives par-

ticulars of 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible

figures. [5534

BC Combination, 1920 standard model, with sein'-

T T bars, special A.B.C Swan sporting model

sidecar, electric lighting outfit, not dynamo, Stewart

horn. Smiths trip type speedometer, mileage less than

300 condition as new; cost about £210: best oHer

accepted.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester.

T A Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester.

ipiease ask for July bargain list, which gives particu-

I
lars of nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest PO?slBle

j

figures. C3533

A.B.C—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,

distributing agents for Oxfordshire, North Bucks,

and North Berks, can give immediate delivery of new
1920 models at list price, and have always in stock

ready for immediate use a variety of slightly used

1920 A.B.C's. Fullest particulars with pleasure.

T A. : Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester.

Please ask for a copy of our July bargain list, whicli

gives particulars of about 50 modem machmes. all

priced at lowest possible figures. [5/i6U

Abingdon.

ABINGDON 6-7h.p. Combination; £185.—Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X6004

ABINGDON King Dick 7h.p. Twin, brand new, solo

or combination, in stock at list price.—Wel-

lord's, St. James's St., Brighton. [4302

rVcme.

T 020 New 8h.p. Acme-Jnp Combination, spare, wheel:

i-iy £213/15.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union bt

South, Halifax. 1*^48

ACME, Combination, 8h.p., interchangeable wheels;

immediate delivery.-8, Warrington Rd., Ashton-

in-Makerfield. [X6023

NEW 1920 Acme Sh.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine.

Srspeed, kick starter, detach.-ible and interchange-

able wheels, spare wheel and tyre; £213; immediate

deliverv.—Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor

Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [2446

T (rK20 Acme Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., smartest turn-

-Li/ out on the road, 4 interchangeable wheels, wind

screen Bonniksen speedometer and Stuart horn, carefully

used by engineer, mileage 950: for sale after 9tli

August- owner taking delivery of light cor; nett cash

£210. no oSers.-Blumfleld, Ltd., Engineers,' Lower

Essex St., Birmingham. [3974

A.J.S.

GRdW Bros., Guildford, A.J.S. agents and experts

since 1912, accept no premiums. [999J

BRIGHTON, Hove and district A.J.3. agents.—Tur-

pin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0202

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams.

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. ; Parts.
[9624

A J S 2?ih.p. 2-speed, clutch, kick start, good con-

dition; 55 gns.—140a. Broadway, Southend-on-

5.ra.
[3802

•

All letters leUiting to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at the end ol eacJi advertisement and the date of the issue k?.
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A .J.S,
-ti trial

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

Combination, spares,

FOR SALE.

anywhere; £70.-
mechanically perfect

;

F-E.S., 56, Victoria Ed.,
[4445

1912, 2-sp60<
30 gns.-The

Hants.

?, hand
HoUins,

clutch, Kood
Church Rd.,

[3769

A.J.S. 2%h.p
condition

;

Farnboroixgh,

20 A.J.S. Combination, brand new, complete,
lamps, horn, tools; accept £225.—Box 6,057,

Tlie Malor Cycle. [5245

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lucas No. 1 lamps, horn,
spares, only run 300 miles ; £210.-244, Newcastle

3t, " "
"

"

"

19

H H

'
^"""^iiiiSiiiHr

^°'"-

Bursleru, .Stoke-on-Tient.

19
[X5575

20 A.J.S., delivery July, Btandard equipment,
Lucas Magdyno lighting ; near London ; £250.

-Box 6,048, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5232

A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhiimi)-
ton St., Walsall (Tel.: 444). can give favouralite

deliveries of these grand combinations. [5760

1Q16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable
XU -wheels, splendid running order ; £140 ; first

cljeqne secures.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0239

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combiuation, complete with hood,
J-*7 Lucas dynamo lighting; highest over £225; ap-
pointment.—29, Westmount Rd., Eltham, S.E.9. [4672

A.J.S. 2^;ih.p. 19-14, laid up 1916-17-18, chain drive,
3-speed, hand clutch speedometer, Boech, new

ty^es; 60 gn.^.—Lawry, 13, Clifton Rd., Sidcup. [4028

\ .J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, complete with spare
2\. wheel, lamps, speedometer, etc., in splendid con-
dition: £180.—Howlett, 39, Stanmore E,d., Birmingham.

[4376

A.J.S., 2"}4h.p., iust overhauled and re-enamelled,
perfect, 1916 model, engine No. 803.—Motor

Cycle Mart, Fair Row, High St., Chatham. 'Phone:
301. 1.X6108

A.J.S,. late 1919 combination, 6h.p., spare wheel,
wind screen. Lucas head lamp, tail lamp, born,

and tools, as new.—Careless, Cartwright St., Wolver-
JiaiUpton. [X.5363

£180.—A.J.S. combination, all complete, practically

new, Lucas lamps, horn, pillion seat, etc., green
model.—Miller, 62, Hampstead Kd., N.W.I 'Phone:
North 1519. [2321

A-J.S- 1919 November Combination, 3 lamps, horn,
speedometer. Tan-sad, hood, and cover, spare

wheel and insurance policy; £215.—A.J.S., Pinehurst,
Headley, Hants. [3656

A.J.S. 6h.p. Countersliaft Combination, C.B. sidecar
with dickey and wind screen, new tyres, and lamps

nnd horn, just been done up; £145.—Seen, 4, Mel
bourne Kd., Coventry. [X5748

A.J.S., late 1916, new puncture-proof tubes, Bopch,
lamps, speedometer, spares, etc., de luxe sidecar,

jierlect, and beautiful condition.—Crawley and Sons,
Motor Garage, Bedford. [4828

A.J.S. 1920, recently delivered, largd F.R.S. electric
lighting *et, speedometer, horn, mirror, spare

wheel, wind ticreen, cover, spares; offers; buying car.

—

266, Lythani Rd., Blackpool. [3803

Id 19 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, perfect condition,
Xtf spare wheel, original tyres good, Lucas lamp^;
£205; appointment.—Dickinson, Stourwood House,
Stourwood Av., Bournemouth. [4812

BARGAIN.—5-6b. p. A.J.S. combination, 2-spGed (h.c.)

clutcli, K.S., lamps, horn, tools, etc., tyres as
new, splendid condition throughout ; any triaL—Bryan,
2, Sutton Benger, Chippenham, Wilts. [4667

A.J.S. 1915 4h.p., A.J.S. sidecar, fully equipped,
spare wheel, all wheels interchangeable, tyres

good, condition excellent; £140, close Offer; take 3
anywhere: ideal holiday machine.—Maddox, Wychwood,
Hayesfield Park, Bath. [5063

1 Q20 A.J.3. Combination, specially picked engine,
J-t/ in new and perfect condition, Lucas Magdyno
lighting set. hood and screen, latest Amac automatic
single-lever carburetter; any trial; best offer over
£250; Midlands.—Box 190, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X6105
1Q19 (Oct.) A.J.S. Sh.p, Combination, No. 11557,
-*.*J run 1,400 miles, standard equipment, also spring
seat pillar, Lucas lamps, liorn, Watford speedometer,
mirror, Tan-Sad. hood, cover, side curtains, perfect
order; £210.—Arnold. 4, Myrtle Terrace. Sidmouth.

[4635
1Q19 A,.T.S. Combination, new November, complete
M.*J with spare wheel and discs, Easting wmd screen,
3 tli'ctric lamps, Lucas hnrn, spare new tyre and lube,
absnlute perfect mech<inical crder and condition; £215,
inrlii'ling full insurance policy.-Haddon, North St.,
York. [4689

Alder.

ALHER 2'/ib.p. 2-8trokG, good tyrea, fine order, Villierfl
engine, lately overhauled; ie39.—Sirason, 38. The

Polygon, Southampton. [4262

Alecto.
A I''';CTO 1920 V/jU.v. 2-HtwUp, 2-BVml clutch, K.R

.-tTL himii, horn, per} -ft cnndltion; eont £90, £75, iif>nr
—48, iJcrwentwuttr Rd., Acton. [4664

AllJays.
ATEW 1920 AMon 2-8pccd, hand clutch. Wlck-siarlcr

-rr/uh
'""• ^^' J^79/10--365. KiniE St.. Hamni.T-

*"*'^"-
[3224

83-91, John Bright Street.

'Phone: Mid. 2910-29U.

'Graph :
" Lytcar, B'ham."

The August Holidays

are approaching.

Have you secured

your Motor Cycle ?

I am Agent for :

m

A.J.S.,

ENFIELD,
TRIUMPH,
JAMES,
NUMBER,
EDMUND,
ROVER,

INDIAN,
NORTON,
BLAOKBURNE,
CONE^AUGHT,
NEW IMPERIAL,
CALTHORPE,
METRO-TYLER,

ZENITH.

New 1920 Models
I

I

for
I

I Immediate Delivery :i

I

JAMES 4} h.p. Combination £170 |

JAMES 5-6 h.p Combination £190

I

ROVER 3l h.p. 3-speecl and Sidecar . . £187 16
' ROVER zi h.p. T.T £114 11 '

ENFIELD 2i h.p., 2-stroke, =-speed . . £73 10
I JAMESjJ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £70 Ool
METRO-TYLER, latest model type S.

I

2-3 h.p., 2-specd £98 01
CONNAUGHT, Miniature single speed £62

I

CONNAUSHT, 2 speed £70 OOi
' CALTHORPE-JAP, 2j h.p., 2-speed . . £78 5 « '

CALTHORPE 2? h.p., 2-stroke £75

I

EDMUND-JAP 2j h.p., 2-speed, spring I

frame £92 8

,

EDMUND; 2-stroke £86 12 6
,

I AUTOPED 9K0DTER £42 i

AUTOPED 8K00TER, slightly used , . £32

I LIGHT CARS. '

IMERRALL BROWN, lo h.p.,
|

4-cylinder, electric lighting,

I
detachable wheel and spare £375 I

,

BLERIOT WHIPPET, 8 h.p. .. £280 i

P. J. EVANS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alidays,

ALLDAY& Allon ; instant deliveries from stock.

—

Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the Eeal Service Firm,
Totnes. [4192

ALLDATS Allan 1920 Model, 2%h.n.; 2-»peed, brand
new; list price, £85.—John 0. Beadle. Ltd.,

Dnrtford. [4045

Sh.p. Alldays Combination, good as new, hood, wind
screen, lamps, spare gears, etc.j £180.—Box 5,927,

c/o Xhe Motor Cyctc. [3865

~|Q19 Allon 2-';,ih.p., full accessories, excellent con-
y-O dition; £55.-125, Hainault Rd., Leytonstone.
Phone : Woodford 360. [4552

"I £520 Alldays Allon, kick start (in stock), for immedi-
l«3' ate dflivery at maker.s' price.—Hayward'a Garage,
Pembroke St., Cambridge. [3894

Sh.p. S-speed K.S. Alldaya Matchless Combination,
lamps, horn, speedometer; nearest £110.—Know-

elden, 7, Priory Av., London, N.8. [4S4S

A LLOJf 2"/4h.p., 2-speed, hand .clutch, lamps, horn,
-CX Henderson lightweight sidecar, tinst-claas condition

;

£70.-42, Marthotlse Ed., Walthamstow. [4465

ALLON 2-6troke, 1920, engino iri tip-top condition,

£66; 2?ih.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 1914, price £45.—
370, Hornsey Ed., Hollowaj', London, N.19. [3911

ALLON 2¥,h.p., 2-speed, chitch, good Dunlops. B.

and B. carburetter, all in fine order ; trial any time

;

56 gns ; buying combination.—Carpenter, Boaham, Sussex^

{laiS Afldavs Allon 2'4h.p., "2-speed, lamps, horn,

-1- O tools, spare belt and chain, perfect conrtitron

;

455.—39, Camber Grove, Caml)erwell, Loudon, S.B 5

ALLON, 1917, stored iVi years, 2^ipeed, clutch, lamps,

horn, tools, spares, fliscs, tyres and condition ex.

-•ellent- £65.-Write Geach. Kenilivortli, Ncwburgh KiL
Acton. t^SSa

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Allon 2%h.p., 2-

speed, clutch, and kick starter; £85; cash, ex-

change, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-

ade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone :
Croydon

2450. 15508

33h.p. Alldays-Villiers 2.stroke, 1916, just over-

4 hauled, guaranteed mechanically perfect, mile-

age 900, not used last 3 years, room wanted; £36,

or nearest offer.—Thivaites, 29, Greenford Av., Han-
well, W.7. [5087

ALLON, 1920, standard model, 2-speed, clutch and
kick-start, used few miles only, and as new; cost

E86/10. Pricing this machine at £70, we are en-

deavouring to make the ultimate purchaser our friend.

We can also offer one 1919 Allon single-speed model,

in thoroughly nice order, and almost new, at the

specially attractive price of £47/10. New Aliens lor

delivery from stock at list prices.—The Ijiyton Garages,

Londoii Rd.. Bicester. T.A. : Integritjr, Bicester.

Phone : 35 Bicester. Please ask for our July bargain

list, which gives particulars of nearly 60 machines,

all priced at lowest possible figures. [353&

Arden.

AEDEN (April. 19201 2iih.r., 2-stroke, little used,

perfect condition, lamps, horn, accessories ;
trial:

£55. or offer: mnst sell.- 62, Station Ed.. Hundswortli.

Humingham, [3814

Ariel.

20 Ariel, shop-soiled, syjh.p. ; £112 -Koss, 86, High
Ed., Lee. ["212

Sih.p. Ariel, good running order; £36.—Bootes,
2 Ltd., Maidstone [5061

A RIKL, 1920. SV'h.p.. brand new: list price £115/10.—
.lA. Box 6,038. c/o The Motor Cycle. [5220

ARIEL 3'Ah.p., 1915, mag., good running order; £45.

—W. Wood, 17, Five Bells Lane, Rochester. [3874

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.—

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. F2267

J 020 Ariel SV'h.p. Combination, brand new. unridden
;

IJ? first ofler"£150.—Box 6,040, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle
[5223

lOI" Ariel 3V'h,p., S-speed Armstrong, reliable,

i-ij running orcier; £70.—Staley, Highley, nr. Kid-
leiminstor. - [')298

1Q20 3V.h.p. Ariel, 3-speed Countershaft Com-
X«J bination, mileage 250; £125.—Angel Hotel,

Wainfleet. [4767

ARIEL 3'/jh.p. Countershaft Coach Combination, in

crate; list. price.-Brown, Moorhouse View,

South Elmsall, Pontefract. [4711

\ RIEL. all models, early deliveries; alt parts
i\ flocked.— F. Spcakman. Ariel Expert, 7. Rochdale
'Id.. Ilarpurhcy. Manchester. [7414

AEIEL Solo, just delivered, or fitted with Henderson
Model A sidecar; list price.—Mecten Motors.

Aiiil AgontB, Dorking. 'Phono: 163. [2276

AEIKL 3' jh.p. with Countershaft Comhinotion, coach-
huilt* sidccnr. immediate delivery; list price.

£152/10.—John C. Beadle, Ltd., Darttoid. [4048

ARIIOL Combination, 3'/..h.p., 3-Bpecd. clutch and
kick start, lamps, horn, and speedometer ; .£75.

-59, Palfrey Place. Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd.. S.W.S.
[5254

A HIRL Comliinntlon (1915|, 6-6h,n. twin, fully

piiliped, nnd in tlrst-class condition; £135; or

19

irost ollor.—Mowlcs, Old Dcdforil Ed.. Lut(ai.
13850

B32 All IctteiB rel.iiiiig to ndvcrtlscnicnts should quote the number at the end ol each advcrtlBcmcnt, and the date ot the Issui
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

ArieL

LATE 1919 4h.p. Ariel Combination, electric light-

ing, mechanical horn. Cameo screen, etc.; £125.'

bargain.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St.^ Bir-

mingham.

2a 19 (Aug.l

[Xeooo

SV.h.p. Ariel C.B. Combination, com-'

pleie, "head and tail lamps, etc., spare tube and
tools, new cover back, splendid condition; £127.-197,
Higher Hillgate, Stockport. [4275,

AKIEL Countershaft Models, solo or . sidecar, in

stock.—A. J. Touns and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage,
Newmarket ('Phone: 214), and 75, Albany St., N.W.I.
('Phone: 5476 Museum). [4008

"IQ20 Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p., mileat^e under 200,
J.U lamps, horn, pump, tools, apron, absolutely per-

pect auv irial; ^iargain, £180, near offer.—78, Hamilton
Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [45261

ARIEL" S'/ah.p. Combination (E.\hibition model),
delivered December, complete with lamps, horn.

tools, etc., perfect condition

;

Hall Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
£140.—Gilbert, Dyers

[5175

A KIEL, late 1919, Hi/jh.p., speeds, electric lamps
and horn, Einks 3-jet carburetter, decompressor,

hand and toot clutch, discs, only done small mileage,
first-cla<?3 condition; ne.arest £115.—Letters first, Smith.
3, Alexandra Mansions, I'rince of Wales Ed., Norwich.

[3979
Arno

4h.p. 2-speed, Free, Arno Combination
dition, just thoroughly overhauled

exchange good combination,
Smither-s, Kingston.

perfect con-
60 gns., or

cash adjustment.—Apply,
[3913

AutO'Wheels.
WALL Auto-Wheel, verv little used:

Terry St., Chislehurst

AUTO-WHEEL, Model de Luxe,
i:i2/10,-23, Adys Rd., Peckham

A rTO-WHEEI^ ..Perfeft. order
:

.bargain

£10/10. Bailey,'
[4015

B.S-4. Auto Wheel, runnin
offers (cash) ?—Bright, Bridge St,

perfect order

;

[4344

. . - . . ,
£9.-27.

Coleridge Walk, Garden Suburb, N.W.4. [4150

condition; what
Exeter. [4724

ATTIO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de Luxe, as new, £14; also
Wall, £9.—Robinson, Sandy, Bedfordshire. [4Sl9|

WALL Auto-Wheel, just overhauled, complete with
attachment; offers.—Cornforth, Borrowljy, Thirsk.;

[X5567;
TT^ALL Auto-Wheel, good condition, just overhauled;
»» £10.-5, Park View,' Cross Keys, Newport, Hon.

[4594

AUTO WHEEL, 3.S.A. Model, almost new; to clear
£12/10.-The Minotaur Works, 48, High St.,

Windsor. [2569

B.S.A. Auto-Wheel de Luxe, engine No. 43587, in
splendid running order, little used; £10.—Norrie,

28, Cross St., Fraserburgh. [3842

AUTOWHEEL. with strongly built 3-speed back
pedalling brake bicvcle, excellent condition; £23.—Walli.?, 45, Dingwall Rd., Croydon. [6036

"pOBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
•L^ know of the best Auto Wheels in town ; each unit
specially selected and tested. See under Consulting
Engineers. [2130

AUTO-WHEELS, £27/10 cash, or £8/5 deposit and
£2 monthly; 80 page illustrated list post free.—

M.T, ' - -- --

243.
I-'ept., The Metropolitan Machinists'
Bishopsgate, E.C.2.

Co., Ltd.,
[9729

Bat.

BAT-.7.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed. free engine

:

£65: trial.—23, Streatham Rd., S.W.16. Z5014
1Q20 Bat, Model 4, new, £160;
•*-" —Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden.

BAT.- _ _

model.—^Parker's,

immediate delivery.
Tel. ;16.

[5191
-Immediate delivery 6h.p. countershaft 3-spfed
del.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X5923

1 Q20 new 6h.p. Bat-Jap and sidecar;
S,^ Halifax Motor Exchange, Union
Halifax.

"DAT Model _4 _6h.li,, just received;
Ltd.,

£198/10.—
St. South,

'

[4249

£160.—Hewin's
the Real Service Firm, Taunton

[4194
"1Q20 Bat 6h.p. in Stock, solo, £160; combinationLO £204.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel.:
6626 Museum. [3930

EAELT delivery of new 1920 Bat models..,-Sole Bir-
mingham agents

Garages,
and Totnes.

Ed., Birmingham.
The Premier Motor Co., AiJton

[2444

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat, Model 4, not done 20q_miles, abso-
-l-*/ lute bargain, £150, or near offer.

Rd., Smallthorne, Staffs.
Boulton, Seek

[49311-

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., C.B. combination, 3-speed
countershaft, recen; model, as new. equipped;,

£135.-7, Dajsbrook Rd., Streatham Hill. [2133

BAT 6h.p. 1914, 2-speed, disc wheels, long exhaust.

'

complete with lamps^etc, a good sporting 'bus;
£75.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.
Totnes.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p.,
new Pedley belt, lamps, tools

condition ; £55,
Aldershot.

the Real Service Firm,
[4200

spring frame, Dunlop heavy tyres,

, lamps, tools, etc., all in splendid I

nearest.—Evans, 39, Albert Ed.,
'

[4540
I

HOT FAVOURITES
FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

NEW 1920 MODELS
SCOTT, water - cooled, twin - cylinder,

standard model £147
ROVER, 3-^ h.p., 3-speed, complete with

Sidecar £206
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p., lightweight £75
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p. twin, standard

model, solo £170
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-spced £73 10
LEA - FRANCIS, 3.I h p. twin, M.A.G.

engine £130 6
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., twin J.A.P., 3-

spoed £147
DIAMOND, M h.p. Villiers, 2-5peed,

clutch, kick-start £84 3
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2* h.p. J.,\.P.. 2-

spced, clutch,, kick-start £84
RUBY, 2j h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, kick-

Start, spring frame £120
VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60
VERUS, 2} h.p. Blackburne engine £110 5

P.V., spring frame, 2J h.p., 2-speed .... £78 15

METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2-speed £69 18 8
METRO-TYLER, rgjo, new model £93 18
PORTLAND, 2} h.p., 2-speed £60
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75
QUADRANT, 4 h.p., complete with Side-

car £135
F.N. 2i h.p, shaft drive, 2-speed £85
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., Model T £192 17
HARLEY-DAVIDiON,7 9h.,p.ModeJF£1E4 11 6

O.K. JUNIOR, 2j h.p., single-speed £50 8
Actually in stock at time of going to Press.

Second-hand Models

SOLO.
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., W.D. model, 2-speed £65
IVY, 2^ h.p., single-speed model, speedo-

meter, lamps £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2\ h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £70
RUDGE-MULT9, ioi6, ^h h.p., dutch, and

pedal starter £63
ENFIELD, 2^ h.p , all chain drive, all

accessories £69

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., igr2 model, 2-speed. Millford

Sidecar £63
DOUGLAS, r9r4 mo.lel, 3i-h.p., 2-speed,

kick-start, Bosch magneto £110
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p. J.A.P. engine,

3-speed, W.D. model, complete with
Sidecar £145

ROVER, 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, all-

chain drive, complete with Sidecar. . £145

^OTORTAaRT
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
'Grams—" Abdicate, Wcsdo, London."
'Phone—Maytair 552. Museum 557.

100, Paris St., EXETER.
'Grams—'* Comb^istton, Ex.itci.

"

*Phons—Exiier 933.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-.J.A.P. Combination. 1914, 8h.p., 3-3peed conntev-
shaft, kick starter, Bosch mag,, electric light, coach,

built sidecar, in splendid condition : £90.—Mattock Mnto:
Co.. Mattock Lane, Ealing, W.5. [4362

BAT.-J.A.P. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-3peed,
Cham drive, Bosch, B. and B., splendid condi-

tion, t.vres new, toolri, lamps, £10 of spares; any trial;
£75.-153, Peckham Park Ed., S.E.15. [4965

BAT-J.A.P. 1914 8-lOh.p., 3-6peed, clutch, kick
start, co,nchbuilt sidecar, .stored during war. mile-

age 4,000, lamps, panniers, belt case, Watford speedo-
meter, Bosch mag., tyres excellent; immediate disposal;
£90, no offers.— 8, Moorland Ed., Leeds. [4064

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 1914, wicker sidecar, 2-speed
countershaft, new Bints, new discs, new P. and H.

largest set. speedometer, mechanical horn, long ex-
hausts, thoroughly overhauled, good tyres, spare licit,

all tilack; £115, or near offer; done 3,400 miles.—Hard
Crag Farm, Cartmel, Grange-over-Sands. [4394

Beardmore
BE.\EnMORE-PEECISIONS; delivery 7 days; £95.

-Grandex. 138, Gray's Inn Ed., W.O. [12.16

1 Q20 Beardmore-Precision, immediate delivery:
-Li? £95.—Bootes, Ltd., Maidstone. [5053

1 Q20 Beardmore-Precision, run 80 miles: accept
J-«? £86.-5. Victoria Parade, Muswell Hill. [5131

BEAEDMOEE-PEECISION 1920 3.!4h.p. Solo,

spring frame, in stock for immediate delivery;

£95.-Kays, 8, Bond St.. Eahng. 'Phone: 1827.
[4478

RIackburne ,

I7GEET0NS. Northgate, Ipswich.—Place your order
-i now for earlie-'t delivery Blackburne.—'Phone

;

962. [4053

4 h.p. Blackburne, brand new; immediate delivery;

list price, £128/10.—John C. Beadle, Ltd., Dart-

ford. [4046

VTEW 1920 8h.p. Blackburne with Montgomery side-

i> car, smart and powerful outfit; £198/10: in stock

to-day.^Tulian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024
[4105

4 LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Blackburne 8h.p.

A. twin and Henderson Elite sidecar; £215; cash,

exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-

ade, London Rd., West^ Croydon. 'Phone- Croydon
2450. [5237

4h.p. Blackburne and low cane sidecar, Sturmey 3.

speed Imb. tyres very good, spare back wheel with

cover and tube, Bosch mag., special racing engine, elec-

tric lighting; particulars stamp; £100, or best ofler-

Burney, 26, Knoll Ed., Wandsworth, [4287

LATEST 4h.p. Blackburne, engine E 2103, Stnrmey-

.\rcher, plated flywheel and clutch cover. Sterling

legshield watch tank, solo and sidecar, sprockets, lamps,

spare chains, Henderson Elite sidecar ; the whole as

new; £160, or best offer.-Apply Sunday to Wednesday,
Blackburn, 44, West St., Fareham, Hants. [5282

BLACKBUENB 1920 8h.p. Solo, for immediate de-

livery £170. Delivery ol 4h.p. solo or combina-

tion guaranteed July.—Sole Oxfordshire distributers.

The I.avton Garages. London Rd.. Bicester. T.A. :

Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. Please ask

for our July bargain list, which gives particulars of

nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible figures
[3536

Bown.

FO C H have a Bown-Villiers, sporting little bus,

ready lor the road; £35.-Fair Offer Car House.

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead lube
Stationl. 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-V _'^

eluding Saturdays [436,^

Bradbury
1020 Bradbury 4h.p.. just unpacked; list price.

-L«7 £120.—Turnill, North Peterborough. [4227

BEADBtJET.—Order nov.- to avoid disappointment.—

The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St.,
'^p'^^'J;

1 Q20 Bradbury 6h.p., sidecar and accessories: £205.
_Lil —Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South.

Halifax. [''253

LA.TE 1919 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed,

new condition; £120.—Spears, 13, Eastdean Rd.,

Eastbourne. [4935

BRADBUEY Combination, 4h.p., chain drive. 1920

model in stock, at list price.—."^rnatt s. The
Premier Depot, 3, Holdenhnrst Rd., Bournemouth.

[X605B

1014 Bradbury 4^4h.p. Combination, 2-sneed. Bosch
-ly maf coachbuilt sidecar, good condition, only

wants seei'ng; £75.-57. Upham Park Rd., Chiswick

W.4. [H»t04

BRADBURY Combination, 1915, 3-speed, Al condi-

tion no dealers; would exchange lightweight and

cash.-Snjders, 7, Waverley House, Kenton St., Russ""'

Square. L4427

BRADBURY S'^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, Bosch,

new back tyres, lamps, several spares, perfect run-

nin" order, after 6: £60.-2, Queensgate Villas Vic-

toria Park Rd., Hackney. [4317

-1 rM3 Bradbury Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed, kick

1 tJ starter and clutch, conchbuilt sidecar, spares,

Irmps and speedometer ; 50 gns. — Duustiin.
tools,
Meiidhurst, ^Sunbury-on-Thames. [X5882

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each odxertisement, and the date ol the Issue. ii3j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BKADBtTEY 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed oounter-
filiaft. band chiteh, K.S., cliain drive, Bosoh, Amac,

Mills-Fultoid C.E. sidecar, lamps, liig^age ^rid; ridt
uway: £80.-47, Tollington Ed., Hollmvav, N.7. [4124
Ah.p. Bradbury Combinaticn, 1914, Stnraiey-Archer^ 3-speed, Bosch mag., new belt, tank restoved,
splendid condition, stored since 1915i mnst sell; £65,
bargain.—Box 6,041, c/o The Motor Cycle. 'Phone:
Chiswick 1211, Bo.vmoor 62. [5225
TJRADBURY 1915 4.1-411.?. Big Single Combination.
-«-» Sturmey-Arclier 3-spsed and clutch, K.S., Bosch
mag., coachbuilt sidecar, complete set L«cas acetylene
lamps: best offer over £75; can be seen by appoint-
ment.—Box 6,021, c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. [4387

j Q20 Bradbury Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-
-S-*' shaft gear, kick start, hand-eontrolled clutch, cliain
drive, speedometer. F.R.S. head light, latest type Mont-
gomery sidec4ir. Easting wind screen, only run 500
miles; price £200.—F. Hjckey, Aleombe, Minehead,
Somerset. [3954

Brough.
NEW 1920 Brough Model G, 5-6h.p., S-speed ; £140:

now on view.—Sole ElTDiingham agents : Tlte
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2445
DROUGH 6h.p., Olympia 1919 model, speedometpr,
--* Cameo screen, Tan-sad seat, and luxurious side-
car, with iwo receptacles, condition as new; £195.-4
Oak Lodge, Marbury Ed., Chester. [4099

TJROUGH 1920 5h.p., Henderson lightweight sidecar,
J-* not run 700 miles, accessories ; would separate

:

privately owned.—Can be seen at The Eardlev (iarage,
Belvedere. Kent. 'Phone: 239 Erith. " [3915

"I
Q20 Brough Sh.p., Swan sporting sidecar, Cowey,^^ Lucas electric lielits, mileage 1,400, perfect, uii-

pcratched: £160; 1920 solo considered and cash

—

Baines, Wigton St., Hightown, Manchester. [S6028

1 <119 5-6h.p. Brough and Special Sidecar, disc
-Lt/ wheels, electric and acetylene lighting sets,
many spares, gold medal London-Land's End; S175,
or offers.—L. Reynolds, 55, Trentham Ed., Longton,
Staffs. [4843

Brown.
31.h.E. -Brown, thoroughly sound and good running

2 order; any trial; £31.—Rootes, Ltd., Mnld-
stone. [5060

B.S,A.

B.S.A., mileage 200, all on, insurance.-Brovyning.
52a, New St , Durham. [4796

"I O20_B.S.A^ ModelH.. all-ch.ain; £110.-16, H»sre

B
B

Mews, Eiiil's Cor,rt. [4397

S.A. ST'oh.p., 2-speed; £50, or offer.-Kettlewell,
39, Victoria Ed., Clapham, S.W.4, [4609

S.A., K., 1919 (Aug.), all accessories, perfect; after
7; £108.-6, Caple Ed., Harlesden. [3910

B.S.A.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, booking orders
for all models: rotation deliveries. [5761

1 Q14 B.S.A., 3l/:.h.p., clutch, lamps, horn, etc., per-
-Lt^ feet; 55 gns.—39, South Parade, Oxford. [4773

B.S.A. 1915 4h.p., good mnning order: £85, or
ne:irest offer.—Verrall, Walsgrave, Coventry. [X5808

B.S.A. Combination, chain, all acce^ories, trial free;
£110.—Hutchinson, Platts Common, Barnsley.

[4813
1 tJ20 B.S.A. Combination, not run 200 miles ; £166.—
-tt' Yates. Market Pluce. Tickliill, nciir EotherhamBrX5903.S.A. 4%h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershatt,

clutch; £85.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick.
[5024

/I ih.p. B.S.A, and Gloria-sidecar, S-speed eounteishalt*4 Keur and kick starter; git't. £100.-3, Parker I.aue.
Burnley. 1X5900

B.S.A. 3|-<h.p. 1914 T.T. Model, splendid condilion,
carefully used; £57/10.-51, Queen St., Hilchin

Herts. [5034

and Canoelet sidecar,
Wyley Rd.. Radlord,

[X5960

B.S.A. 4i/;h.p. and combination, splendid condition:
£110; «o«n any time.—Apply, 66, Arthur St.. Cliel.

[3777

B.S.A. Combination. 1916,
overhauled; £105.-41,

roventry.

s.w.

B.S.A. 6-7!i.p, Twin Model and sidecar, with spare
wheel; at makers' list price.—Nelson, 39, Queen

St., Ehyl. [X5852

Bk.A. 6-7b.p. Twin Comhination : immediate deliveiv
«cll chance for deposit paid.— 134, Lati»ier Ft..

HirniiiiKhaiii. 14889

IQl? B.S.A. Combination, perfect order, lamps..t" horn, wind screen, apron; £140.—Tuinill, N.rlli
Peterboroiigii, [4225

1Q19 U.S.A. Comhinntion, ns new, fully cquijipt'd
-«•" £126, nuii:k »iili!.-6. iJuusmoro Ed., Hull (iivcii.
KirmiiKrhuiit, [X59];i
r>.S.A, Comblnallon. 1919 mod'l, tlllly equippcH nnl
nr I'l" f.V'''^' "^onilltion; prico £130.-61, Queen St

.

IllUhln, Horln. (503i;

EASTERN

MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
(at Maker's List Price).

i

ALLON, 2f b.p., 2-specd, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

ARIEL 3.1 h.p. 3-speed Combination . . £152 10
1

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter £128 10 I

' BROUGH, 5 h-P-, 3-5peed £140
I

CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch . . £75
DIAMOND, 2i h.p.^ 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND, J.A.P., 25 h.p., 2-speeds . . £82 10

|

HOBART-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £90 |

INVICTA, 3i h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter -. 1 12 gns.

INVICTA-J.A.P., 2; h.p., 2-speed, clutch,^

and kick-starter 85 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3,5 h-p. twin, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter , . . £130 1

METRO-TYLER, 2.'. h.p., single-speed . £62
METRO-TYLER, 3I h.p., 2-speed £74
METRO-TYLER, 2.V h.p., 2-speed, Type

S £95 18
INEW IMPERIAL-i>.AJ>., 2? h.p., 2-speed 77 ens.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 23 h.p., 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.

O.K.-JUNIOR, 2', h.p. 2-speed £65
OM^GA-J.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-speed 71 gns. I

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-speed ... £73 10
ROVER, 3.', h.p.,3-speed, all-chain drive £149 16 I

RUDGE-M'ULTI, 3V h.p., I.O.M. Model. 105 gns.

j
SCOTT vj h.p. Combination £185 It I

I

VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2} h.p., 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter 105 gns. I

SOILED.
I

W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p. .. £t45 I

[

(This machine has a J.A.P. engine, 3-speed
[

countershaft gear box, kick-starter, and all-

I

chain drive, and is finished " Service " green).

SECOND-HAND,
1920 METRO-TYLER, zl h.p., 2-speeJ,

lamps and horn £70 I

igig JAMES. 2J: h.p., 2-speed £65
1912 WOLF, 3i h.p., lamp, and horn ... £38

|

1916 A^S. 6 h.p. Combination, detachable
wheels, lamps, and horn £155

j

1914 SUN&EAM, 6 h.p., and Sidecar, Lucas
lamps and hora £130

|

igi6 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination, lamp,
horn, speedometer, windscreen, etc. . £130 I

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar .. £140
|

W-.D. P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and kick-

starter £78
I

W.D. P. & M., 3.1 h.p., 2-specd, and kick-
starter, and new MilKord Sidecar .... £103

|

SIDECARS.
We have in stock o\cr 50 New Sidecars— I

CANOELET. HENDERSON, GLORIA, MILL-
I

FORD. SWAN. Various models, ranging in

price from 18 gns.

EXCHANGE AND DEFERRED PAYMENTS

|

ARRANGED.

D 00000000000000000000

Eastern Garage Co.,
Olficial Repairers to

K.A.C.. A.C.U., A. A. & M.U.

418, Roinford Road, Forest
|

Gate, E.7.

! ctephone—490 liasl Ham.
lelcpiams

—
" lu;;ir.ifo London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

>-S.A. X319 Combination, all-chain, hood, screen,
* Ijiinpe, horn, spares, and tools, new tyres; £150.—

6,. Granse Ed., Ehyl. [4321

"IQ20 New 4V4h.p. B.S.A. Combination,. Lucas mag-
J-«-' dj'namo lighting, unridden; £185.—Box 6,077,
c/o The Motor Cycle.

. [5261

1Q19 E.S.A., Canoelet sidecar, specral competition
-*-«-' engine, gold medal winner, perfect: £150.—Jack
Fox, Hanarden. Chester. [X5905

"I Q16 B.S.A.. 3-speed. etc., and B.S.A, sidecar, fully
-L*^ equipped; £12,
Queen St., Leek, StaHs.

excellent condition.—63.
[4898

B.S.A. r'l.inblniitlon; Clio; new condition, Inlh
uinipped.-WJIkinn, I, PItrnIrn Rd.. Mll/linni

Tel.: Clly b28. (01^1,

i*34 *ll leltfii rclntlnfl to ndvcrtlscmentii nhoiild uiKitc tlic nunihct iii Ihe end oF each advertisement, nnd the dtite ot the Issue

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, Easting screen, lamps,
-i-w' etc., not ridden 40 miles; best, offer.—O. Birch,
Tiddington, Stratford-on-Avon. [X6015

1 Q20 B.S.A. 3-speed Combination, mag-dynamo,
i-iJ special 3V>h.p. engine, absolutely periect ;

£165.—
16. Hesper M.'ws, Earl's Court. [7941

B.S.A. 1920 4^4h.p:, Model K, delivery very shortly;
list price; London only.—Turner Bros., 134, .

Upper Thames St., London, B.C. [4905

B.S.A. Countershaft Combination, all-chain Model H.,
in lovely condition, complete, lamps, horn; £110.

—75, ~n'arwick Ed., Bones Park. [4571

1 Q16 B.S.A. Combination. excel]?nt condition, in
Xtf use, seen any afternoon; £.90.—Tromans, Bel-
lows Makers, Blackheath, Birmingham. [4163

B.S.A., 1916, all chain drive, 3 speeds, sidecar,

all accessories, etc., as nevk^; £35; after 6 o'clock.

—61, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, E.8. [4899

B.S.A. 4j4h.p., 3-speed, all chain Combination, over-

hauled, repainted, Triple.x screen, smart, perfect;

£92, nearest.—1, Cricklefield Rd., Clapton. [4677

B.S.A. 3V2h.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive, Millford
sidecar, Bosch mag., 2 speeds, pedal start; £63,

—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [5166

1Q16-17 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combimition, screen,

JL*y chain, belt, excellent condition, fully equipped,

spares; £120.—Boydell, Orford, TTarrington. [4060

1 Q20 B.S.A. and B.S..\, best sidecar, disc \Theels, ac-

.L«7 cessorie*;, little use<l. as new throutrhput, beauti-

ful outttt- £150.-89, O.ak Lane (Tel.: 2190), Bradford.
[4866

B.S.A. 1915 Model K, also 1919 Model K, with or

without; sidecars.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Ed., 'W.e. 'Phone ; Hammersmith 80.

[5153
1 iJ14 Ih.p. B.S.A. and ilillford wicker sidecar, 3'-

-Ltf speed countershaft gears, kick start and ciut-.'h,

lamps, horn, etc.—Hayward's Garage, Pembroke St.,

Cambridge. [3895

1 QIS B.S.A. Combination. S-spaed countershatt.
-l-«? splendid engine, all tyres new, 3 lamps, horn.

Tan-sad, equal to new; £110.—Burns, Prehen, rials

Rd., Purley. [4168'

B.S.A.—Early deliveries of nil models, B.S.A. re-

placements, sidecars, screens, hoods, etc., always

in stock.-County Cycle and Motor Co., 307, 314, Bicad
St., Birminghnm. [4080

1Q1S B.S..\. Combination, • 3-speed, countershaft,
JL*J kick start, all chain driven, fully equipped, as

new ; 98 gns., or exchange lightweight.—64, Church
St.. Edgware Rd., W. [5149f|

1 Q 14 B.S..-S.. and Coahbuilt Sidecar, 4yh.p., all-,v

XnJ chain. 3-speed, cluti^h, lamps, horn, good running^*'

Older; £80; after 6 p.m.—39. Springfield Gardeos,

-

Upper Clapton. E-5. [4765

l(f>19 U.S.A. 4',ih.p. Model H., engine 23702, speed-,

-Lt/ onieter, 1 i.-4l. liBhting, Montgomery sidecar, Easting

screen, IngKaKe earlier, perfect; f loO.-Burnes, No. 2

Flat, 388, Finchley Ed., N.-\V.2. (4208

1(ai9 B.S.A. Mixlel K., Mead-Deakin ooacJibuilt side-

i-*y car, engine perfect, and good tyres, mileage 1,000,

3 lamps, hum, tools; trial by uppointment ; bargain,

£133.— Morris, Brogbrook Ed., Dcshorough, Nuithants.'
[4565

B.S.A. Combination, 1920 (May!,, 4Vih.p., 3-speed,

cliiiia drive, coin'lilinilt sidecar, ubsolutclv new,-

nij^oiled: rciisou for sale, owner buying car.— I'ile, c/0;
.

St. .Mbnu's Garage, High St., Teddiugton. 'Phonet'.

Kingston 1533, [470J,

TO>5 B.S.A. Coa-;hhuilt Combination. 3-«peodJ^
Xtl countershaft, dutch. K.R., varia.ble jet carhtlr-

rettcr. Splitdorf re-enamelled green, lamps, pump,
hood, ovcialls, insurance, reliable; any trial; ,€110,—

11, Fromcfield, Fromc. [4911

B.S..V. 4'4li.p., all-chain, S-speed connteiahnft, elec»:

trie light, horn, watch, .Tones trip speedometer,,

Mitlfiiril coaclihnilt sidecar, hooil, wind screen, sjiarea,'

.t,' beautiful condition; best offer over £100.-199,
ntc.xctcr New Rd., Ilelby.

.
[X5670

CAPT. HREESE'S T.T. 1920 B.S.A., on which 4-

lioiii record was bi-okcn Inst week, used <iiily lor

MiiH run. [jorfwt road and track c'liiipiiieiit, siiiiiesj

k-uml for fust toniing, £100; with new si.le.ai, £119.—
Ilrcwe, Tlio Cotliige, Asfnn Clinton, nr. Tring. (3768r

B.S.A. Combination 4>4h.p., .fuiic, 1916, S-slieeHf

'

countershaft, kick start, clutch, enclosed chnin

drive, variable jet, hundwonie Swiin bulbVuis back conch:*

l.iiilt sideciii, wind scieeii, Ingungc ciirriei, etc., gunrniK
teed like new 98|jii».— 20. Caliti'llaiiy Kd., Croydon.

15978

.
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i.A. 1915 4i4h.p.. oli-chain K.S.. clutch, 3-3peed

coiabination, climb nu3Trhere, fast and powerful,
hut not gc»od looking; £75, a real bargain.—Morris, 21,

Bejiuclere Ed., Hiimmersmith, London. [3785

B.S.A. 1914 4>j'b.p. Combination, Gloria cane side-

car, luggage grid, all-fhain, S-speea, countershaft,
kick-start, new Senspray carburettor. Miller lamp set,

corn, thoroughly overliauled, enamelled makers' colours;

£105; or nearest offer.—Truscott, c/o Dorrell, 14, Acre
Place, ]JeYonport. [5958

LATE Model 4i/4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, clutch and
K.S., C.B. combination, horn, lamps, car genera-

tor. \vind screen, discs, new tyres, belt, Brooks*
saddle and Tan-Sad, tools, spare belt, etc., splendid
condition, recently overhauled ;

photo ; £120.-74,
Manville Rd., Balham. [4913

B.S.A., 4i4h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., K.S., all chain,
e.xcellent. extra heavy Dunlops unpunctured,

lamps, speedometer, horn, watch, practically new.
Paragon C.B. sidecar, body removed, chassis folded
in lew minutes, combination pass through 30in. door-
wii- Cameo wind screen; £90, or near offer.—Garner,
Glenholm, Hook Rd., Surbiton. ^ [4618

Calthorpe
3ih.p. Cnlthorpe and Sidefiir, variable gear; £45.—

2 Ben-o'-Fiirleye, 72, High St., Hounslow. [3938

CALTHORPE Junior, Precision, F.E., 2-speed, good
condition; £30.-31, Willoughby Rd., Hornsey,

N.8. [4171

CALTHORPE 1917 2-strok3, 2-speed countershaft,
lighting set; 46 gns., rare bargain.—Fowler, Ston-

ham. [4701

CIALTHOEPE Junior, 2jspeed, Precision^ B. and_B.,
'' splendid condition

Mitcham Junction.
£38.—Claremont, Wolseley R-d..

[4128

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 234h.p., 1915-16, Enfield 2-

speed, tyres nearly new, solendid appearance

:

£45.—Cookson, Malmesbury, Wilts. [2602

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916 '23/ih.p., Enfield 2-speed,
new tyres, take 2 anywhere; £46, near offer.—C.

' Fox, Charnwood St., Sutton-in-Ashfield. [432C

CALTHORPE 1920 Motor Cycles, latest models,
J.A.P. 2-SBeed," 71 gns.; 2-stroke, 2-speed model,

63 gns.—Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, W.3.
[X6041

3ih.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, Bosch, B. and B., new
2 heavy Dunlop tyres, with lamps, horn, com-

plete, good order; £32.—Ogden. 11, Thomas St., Kings
Lynn. [4831

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 4-5h.p. Twin C.B. Combination,
Enfield 2-spe6d countershaft, fully equipped, disc

wheelfi, sporty model; £120, or near offer.— 6, Windsor
Ed., Richmond. [5002

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retai
agents for the county ot Devon, all models in

6tock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co
33, Torwcod St Turquay. [0201

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.-23;4'h.p. Jap model
£78/5; two-stroke model. £75; both fitted wilt.

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0174

CCALTHORPE J.A.P., 254h.p., 1915, Enueld 2-speed
'' gear, well kept and In excellent condition, can

be seen after 7 Friday fvening; £35, no offers.-10,
Pattison Rd., Finchley Rd., Hampstead. [4722

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Calthorpe 25ih.p., 2-

speed, 2-stroke; £71/8; cash, exchange, or ex-
tended payments.—9-10-11. Royal Parade, London
Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5302

ALLEN-BEN?;ETT Motor Co.—Calthorpe-Jap 2^4
h.p., Enfield 2-speed; £74/11; cash, exchange,

or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[5301
*| Q14 4':4h.p. Racing Calthorpe-Precision, disc wheels,
-L«/ long flexible exhaust, Lucas lamps, Bosch mag.,
watertight, full T.T. bars, B.B. pump; this is a very
last machine; £54.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wallingford,
Berks. [X6019

1 CA20 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2^/ih.p., Enfield 2-<=peed, onlyiv ridden 150 miles, absolutely as new, P. and H.
lamp set. horn, tools, full insurance, genuine; £65,
lowest, no offers.—P. Webber, 21, Edinburgh Ed., Wnl-
thamstow. E.17. [3851

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 4h.p. Twin, engine No.
6546. appearance fair, very fast and mechanically

sound. W S.R. jet adapter, long flexible exhaust,
Enfield. 2-Epeed. ^\i and B"4 to 1. handle-start, Hender-
son sporting sidecar with special sprung tool box,
spares, and tools, adjustable pulley and John Bull belt
for speed work, consistentl-^ placed in first three in
Oxford. University jM.C.C. events; took 2 and luggage
over Bwlch-y-Groes on Jan. 4th this year; best offer
over £100, or would sell solo; seen by appointment.—

. G. Harwood. Woodhouse, Almondsbury, Glos. [4850

Campion.
CAMPION T.T. 23ih.p. Twin, o.h.v. Bosch, lamp

set; £29, or offer; must sell.—2a, Church .Gar-
dens, South Ealing, Middlesex [4161

LIGHTWEIGHT Campion, disc wheels, electric
lighting set, excellent condition; £40; or exchange

tor SVjh.p.-Sims, 33, Crompton St., Derby. [X5753

OXi^\3e

c
c

c

c

Know jour Agent.

Find out whether he is

worthy of your confidence.

Don't be influenced by
specious advertisements.
Remember that the magic
of words can misrepresent
just as ea'ily as repre enf.

Make sure, if you would
avoid being sorry.

NEW 1920 MODELS IN STOCK.
iMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

CALTHOnPE - J.A.P. 2» h.p
,

=-speed £78 5 6

CLYNOzi h.p., ^-stroke, 2-speed, £75
DIAMOND - VILLIERS .'i h.p.,

2-stroke, single-speed ........ £62 3
INVICTA2t h.p., 2-stroke, single

speed £71 8
COVENTRY - EAGLE 2! h.p.,

2-^troke, single-speed £72 9
CED0S2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £73 10
CALTHORPE 2J h.p., 2-stroke

2-5peed £74 19 6
IKVICTA-J.A.P. 2i h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £39 5

COVENTRY EAGLE - J.A.P.
24 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter £90 5

DIAMOND 2i h.p., 2-stroke.
2-speed ..£84 3

NEW IMPERIAL 2i h.p. No.f,
clutch, and kick-starter £39 5

ROVER 3,' h.p., T.T., with
Philipson pulley £123 7 6

WOOLER 23 h.p., twin engine,
variable gear , . . . . £102

LEA-FRANCiS3! h.p., 2Specd £130
ARIEL 1920 3i h.p., 3-speed,

countershaft, kick-starter, and
Ariel roachbuilt Sidecar ... . £152 10

DOUGLAS 4 h.p., 3-speed Com-
bination £170 J

COVENTRY - EAGLE 2\ h.p.,

2-5troke, 2-speed, Model 2 . . £84 i

W.D. MODELS.
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. solo, 3-SFeed £125 1

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-
bination, 3-speed £145

P. & M. 3J h.p., 2-specd £78 "

Or with Sidecar £103
ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination,

3-speed , £145

EARLY DELIVERY CAN
BE GIVEN OF
SCOTT,
INDIAN Powerplus,
MATCHLESS,
RUDGE-MULTI,

and
LEVIS Motor Cycles.

Godfreys Ltd

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.

LONDON, W.l.

'Phone: 7091 MAYFAIR
(2 LINES).

offers ?- J.

Trent.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

r^AMPION-VILLIEES 2-3troke, new Inst July, head^ nud tail lamps, horn, etc., in flrst-chiss order; uliat
Miixted, Bridge Chambers, Burton-r.u-

[3893

/^AMPION-J.A.P 6h.p. 1915 Combination, all chain
^^ driv2. kick starter, fine sidecar, perfect, speed-
ometer, lamps, mirror, mechanical horn; price £98.

—

51, Queen St., Hitchin, Herts. [5033

1 1>15 4h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, Stunner-Archer
--•' -gear box, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, Lucas Lorn,
Empire coachbuilt sidecar, underslung chassis, very nice
condition: f75.—Cobbold, Clilton Jlount, Summerhill
Ed., Uartford. [4456

1 Q20 eh.p. Campion-J.A.P. Solo, S.A. 3-speed C.S.
-=-*^ gear, all-chain drive, B. and B., Thcmscn-
Benuett mag., just delivered, -unused,- list price;
owner having another machine.—Vernet, Balsall Com-
mon, nr. Coventry. [X5957

8 h.p, Campion-Jap C^ombination. late model, hood,
screen, side curtains, Binks carburetter, speedo-

meter, lamps. Brooks B150 (padded) saddle, insured,
76 m.p.g. benzol, climb anything with 2 passengers
(Kirkstone last week), speed 4-70 m.p.h., ready for
tour or speed trial; ^160, or close oHer.—8, Church
Ay.,. Harrogate. [4794

Cedes.

CEDOS.—Immediate delivery 2,' ill. p. 2-spsed model.

—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5921

CEL10S genfs model in stock; £73;i0.—Frank Wl.it-
worth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X6006
CEDOS, gent's model; 70 gns.; delivery from stock.

—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the K*al Service Firm.
Taunton and Totnes. [4193

1 Chl4 Centaur Lightweight, unused 4 years, condition
-Ltf and appearance as new, genuine bargain; £35.—

Lower Park lid-, New Southgate.

Centaur.

CENTAUR S'ih.p., new tyres, saddle, tank, etc.:

bargain, £25.-7, Central Hill, Upper Norwood.
[4823

CENTAUR 3!.2h.p.. Bosch, B. and B.. engine, cyer-

hauled, new tyres and tube on back, modern
frame, re-enamelled, tools, horn.—Bailey, 130, Nicholls

St., Coventry. [X€032

Chater-Lea
20 Chater-Lea 2-stroke, 2-speed, just received;

makers' price —Eose's Garage, Uxbridge. [4699

HATER-LEA 3h.p. Twin, Amac, new mag., less

mag. sprocket; cheap.—P. Willcocks, Datchet,

Bucks. [*524

CHATER-LEA latest 8h.p. No. 7 Combination;

£194; immediate delivery.-Frank W hitwort.l.

Ltd., 139, New St.. Birmingham. [Xe002

re-

19
C

7-9h p Chater-Lea Combination, coachbuilt sidec

cently overhauled, tyres nearly new, full kit tools

owner purchased car; what oflers?-29S, Haintou Av
Grimsby. l-^''*''

CHATER-LEA 3i/,h.p., single-speed, belt driye, with

light coachbuilt; sidecar, fast sporty lot, reliable

'limber; sell cheap, £42; trial; bought car.—Chemical

Company, 3, Nicholson Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon

CHATER Combination, 1920, 8-lOh.p.. 3-speed

countershaft, all chain, perfect condition guar-

anteed, wind screen, fully equipped; £130; bargain,

must sell.—7, Seymour Mews, Lower Birkeley St., VV.

'Phone : Mayfair 7070. ['tSIS

Chater.Lea-Jap.

£35; Chater-Lea 8h.p., twin J.A.P^ 3 spMds chain

drive, coachbuilt sidecar.—lOSa, High &U
Wandsworth. [5007

Chater-Lea- rriumph.

f^HATBE-LEA, 1917 Triumph engine fitted (C.A.V.,

'U Clinchers, Mabon gear, all new), Lucas lamps, ine-

chnnical horn, red 'iisc3,-smart. reliable: trial; iB5

oU'ers.-Tarlton, 33, Essex Ed., Manor Park, E. 14115

Cleveland.

u v..icTci«**vi -...p., 2-speed, . -

condition; any trial; £73; owner purchased Sun-

beam combination.-Gaskell, East View Terrace, Lv-thain

Ed., Fulwood, Preston. L*'^'"

Clyde.

nLYDE, 4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, Druids Grado gear,

\y lamps, horn, etc.; £34.-Clarke, Chapel St., Ib-

stock. Leicester.

-J
020 Cleveland 3h.p., ,2-speed, _<^>*.l>'_.,?.S;'_^5er^fect

[5212

Clyno.
-1 Q20 Clyno Ligttweight; £75.—Hootes, Ltd., M^Si^-

1.U stone. [5055

piLTNO Lightweight in stock: £75.—Ehosha Motor

fco.. Bank Mews, Eomford. [2162

CLYNO Combination, 1918, lamps, etc.. £125.—
C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobson St., Cambridge. [5106

CLYNO 1916 6h.p. Twin, C.B. outfit, exceptional con-

dition ; il05.-109, St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake.
[3o73

LATEST Clyno 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch, as new;

£68.—J. H. Clayton, Glazebrook, nr. Manchester.

.All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date 01 luc i»sus. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

rQ20 Clyno 2-stroke. 2-speed, chitch; £75; in Etock
• ' to-day.—Julian, 84, Broad St.. Reading. 'Phone:

1024. [4108

61i.p. Clyno, run 500 miles, equipped, spare wheel,
etc.; £110: bargain.—Pover, Cartref, Burnham, nr.

Windsor. [2883

CLYNO Combin^ition, 1915, new Bowser 2-seater side-

car; £135.—King Edward Garage, Churcli End.
Finchloy. [4968

OCTOBER (1919) Clyno Lightweight, lamps, horn,
good eoDdition: £65.—lUingwoith, Whinney Field,

Halifax. [3989

2ih.p. 1920 Clyno. 2-speed, clutch, brand new; list

2 price, £75;"imme(liEit«i delivery.—John C. Beadle,
Lt-d., Dartford. [4044

CKOW Bros.. Gnildford. West Surrey Clyno agent^
have large cuutracts tor 8b. p. couibiDatlous and

2%h.p. lightweights, 13172

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, countershaft;
any trial; £100, offers; take lightweight.—Coffin,

Holwell, Sherborne. [4922

MAUDES'.—Clyno 2V:.h.p., 2-speed, belt drive, C.A.V.
magneto, Amac carburetter, Dunlop tyres, bulb

horn; £72.—Below.

CLYNO 2M!h.p., 1920 model, C.A.V. magneto, Amac
carbu.- wtter, Dunlop tyres, belt drive, tool bag,

--ump and tools; £73.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,
" 1. [5173

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, guaranteed per-
fect; £45; must sell.—48, Plough Lane, Hay-

dons Rd., South Wimbledon. [X5964

1 Q20 Clyno Lightweights, 2-ppeeds, hand clutche.=,
J-*' in stock tor immediate delivery; £75.—Kavs,
8, Bond tit., Ealing. 'Phone: 1827., [4479

"I Q 16 Clyno Combination, well equipped, mechani
-i-V cally perfect, any trial ; offers near £ 120-—
CrigLton, 12, Burnham Rd., Dartford. [4316

CLYNO 6h.p., 1916, 3-sp3ed. kick start, spare wheel,
interchangeable, smart sidecar, lamps, horn

;

£135.—Turnill, North Peterborough, [4221

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., K.S., bulbous sidecar,

just overhauled, and Tansad; apply after 6 P.m.;
£87/10.-47, Voltaire Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [3788

rQ16
5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 2 spare wheels, lamps,

• / tools, horn, coachbuilt sidecar, in first-class ruit-

ning order; £95.-Taplin, 159, Hoinsey Rd., N. [4209

CLYNO, 2-stroke. 2-sp?ed, aluminium footboards.
engine just overhauled, new belt, in excellent

condition; £45.—F. Claxton, East Harling, Norfolk.
[4802

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders hooked in luta-

tion. Clyno ronihinatioa orders booked in rotation.

—Rothwell and Milbourne. Cowleighi Garage, Malvern.
r6185

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, kick start, clutch,
chain drive; 120 gns.; exchange lower power and

cash.—57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camber-
well. [4901

CLYNO Combination, 1917 W.IJ. Model, 6h.p., 3-

speed countershaft, K.S., iuterchnngeable wheels,

Klaxon, lamps, generator; 105 gnc;.—21, Gleudale Rd..
Erith. [4455

CLYNO 1920 Lightweights, 2 speeds, clutch, new
lamps, horn, nearly new; £66, carriage paid.—

Manager, Lake Hotel, Llangammarch Wells, Brecon-
shire. [X6024

1 020 Clyno 2i/.h.p., 2-Bpeed, clutch, in absolutely
X'^ perfect condition, not jidden 500 miles; 65 gns.,

very great bargain.—Julian. 84, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. [3833

1Q16 Clyno 6h.p. 3-speed C.B. Combination, chain
-* V drive throughout, 4 wheels interchangeable,
equipped complete, splendid order; £12Q.—R.K.. 6.

Kathnor Rd., W.12. [4006

CLYNO.—We a.e sole WoUerhampton agents; write
u^ for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re-

enamelling, and plating.—The Molineiis Garage Co..
Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [3459

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p. twin, 1915, 3-speed, kick
^tart, dctacliable wheels with spare, lamps,

horn, magnificent outfit: £120; accept half down.—
Bunting's Motors, Wealdatone, Harrow. [5080

ALLKN-ltENNETT Motor Co.-CIyno 2Vch.p. 2-
stroke, 2-spGed, clutch; £75; cash, exchange, or

extended payments,-9-10-11, Royal Parade, London
Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [5303

1Q16 Clyno eh.jY. Combination, 3 speeds, kick. 4
J-t/ interchangeable wheels, 700x80 tyres (1 new),
3 lamps, mechanical horn, black and gold, new con-
dition; £125; alter 6.30.~-65, Clilton Av.. Wcmblcv
Hill. [4764

CLYNO Combination, 3-Bi)ced, kick Rtart, clutch,
chain drive, interchangeable wheels, wind screen,

lamps, horn, overhauled and enamelled, any trial;
lU-arpHt £110.—S., c/o Lee and Newman, Portland St.,

Urighton. [4613

C1LVN0 Lightweight Model In Stock for delivery ni
^ li-^t pric(j; aNo similar model, hr new, run few

mile?! only, at bargain price ol £66.—The Layton
(JaragcH, l.ondon Rti.. Biccftter. T.A. ; Integrity,' Bi-
c(:f<(er. "Phone: 35 BicrcHter. Pleane ajik tor our .July
birguin lint, whicli (clves particulnra of nearly 50
mjichincH, all priced at lowcitt poHiubIc flgurcM. [3537

BUY ^as'^OUR

Douglas
FROM *>^tf^

Colmore Depot.

THE

FAMOUS HOUSI
F'OR

Motor Cycles.

The Largest Dealers

in the Country,

WHY?

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.

24, Paradise St.,

/ LIVERPOOL.

62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

The Pamous House

rCoLMOREDepots

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

READY for a Trip to Scotland, 6h.p. Clyno com-
bination, 3-speed. K.S., interchangeable wheels,

machine is equipped with 2 spare wheels complete,
brackets for takrng both spare wheels, 3 P. and H.
lamps, well-filled accessible tool box, whole outfit has •

been re-enamelled Clyno grey, parts replated, etc.,
and equal to new machine both in appearance and
running conditions. Owner having purcnased car, is
desirous of disposing of this smart and well equipped
turnout at the low price of £l25.—A. Roberts, 291,
Green Lanes, London, N.4. [5196

Connaught.
CONNATJGHT 234h.p., as new, lamps, etc.; £55.—

MiteheU, Westbury, Brackley, Northants. [3984

CONNAUGHT Motor Cycles.—2Hh.p. 2-speed model,
£70; single speed, £62; imjnediate delivery.—P.

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

^ [0250
1 014 Connaught 2-stroke 2o4h.p., just compiet-eiy
»-«/ overhauled, sound mechanical condition, very
smart appearance, fast; £40.— S- Berry, 4, Forest Side,
Newport, I.W. '

[4123

23.h.p. Connaught, new 1920, 2-Bpeed, kick-start,
4: sloping tank, mudshields, 26in. wheels, long

exhaust; £90, including lamps, etc.; special machine. -

-2, ^\ hitley ViUas, Whitley, Coventry. [X5963

i ouison
Ij^GERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can give immediat'e

-i delivery Coulson-B.—'Phono: 962. [4054

£85; Coulson B 2^h.p., 2 speeds, spring frame, 1920 v-
model, accessories.—103a, High St., Wandsworth.

[5003
T Q20 Coulson B, 2^ih.p., speedometer, lamps, etc.;
J-t/ £97.—King Edward Garage, Church End, '

Finchley. [4675

COULSON S., 2^h.p., 1920, just delivered; 95 gns.,
plus carriage.-Renown Motor Co., South Bridge St.,

Bathgate, Scotland. [X5179

COCLSON B, 23^^.p., spring frame, - Blac-kburne
engine, delivery from stock; 95 gns.—Clark. 7,

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [X6099 '

1 Q20 Coulson B, 2-speed, immediate delivery; list
;

-Ltf price; £97/10.—A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd., 75,
Albany St., Regent's Park, London, N.W.I. [0225

NEW .Coulson-B-4h.p., with 3-speed clutch and kick .

starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on easy
payment-s 4^ extra,—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., Loudon. [3879

NEW Coulson-B 2% and 4h.p. Models in stock, 2-speed
gear, spring frame, Blackburue engine; at mLiuu- ;

tacturers' list prices ;, easy payments 4% extra.—Harrod^, ^
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3873 .'^

COULSON B. 2?/4h.p., Blackburne engine, spring »
frame, 2-speed gear, delivery from stock at list >

price ; extended terms if desired ; 95 gns.—Elce and ^

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

[0067 ,

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Coulson B 4h.p., •

---i Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame;
£110/5; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-10, -

11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone;
Croydon 2450. . [5289

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 2^^4h.p..
Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame;

£99/15; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-

10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon.
'Phone ; Croydon 2450. [5290

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Coulson B 4h.p.,
Bla.ckburne engine, 3-speed, clutch, and K.o.;

|£123/18; cash, exchange, or extended payments.— 9-

1 10-11, Roval Parade, Loudon Rd., West Crovdon.
'Phone: Croydon 2450. [5291

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Coulson B 2^;4h.j\.

Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch, and K.8.:
£110/5; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-

10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon.
Phone : Croydon 2450. [5292

1 Q19 2-speed Coulson. 2%h.p. Blackburne, D.A.
J-t/ lighting set, Bonniksen speedometer, leaf springs
(rear wheel) enclosed in Wefco spring gaiters, 1920

'

type tank, brake and stand, mudshields, long copper
exhaust, Brampton forks. 3in. rear tyre, almost new,
siiaro 2'/^in. cover good condition, latest jot control to
Capac, mileage 2,000; private owner; £100.—Seen at
Baflards Motors. 92, Gloucester Rd.. S.W.7. [4299

Coventry Engle.
/"COVENTRY EAGLE. 1919, 2-speea, 2-*troke, in tip-
Vy top L'Oiiditiou, Lucas liunps. comulete with siwires:

£53.—Kiuncy, 35, Pridu Hill, Shrewsbury. [3805

COVENTRY, EAGLE 2\,h.p. J.A.P.. 2 speed,
Sturmcy gear, kick start and clutch; £85, bnr-

cain.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
ham. [X6001

1 Q20 Coventry Eaglo, 2:'4h.p. J. A, P., Sturmoy-Archot
-L V gear und clutch, complete yjiares and liocejjsoriefl,

done 300 miloB: £80.—Seol, &isby Rd., Melton Mow-
bray. [4351

CSOVKNTRY EAGLE, 1918, Villiers engine, 2-epepd,
/ tlni«h and couditioo aa new, owner bought com-

bination ; £56, or offer.—63, Albemarle Gardens, New
Maiden, Surrey. [3936

i
7

o^b All letters relating to advcrtlaements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Coventry Eagle.

SALE.

1 Q20 CoventiT Eagle SJ-Jh.p., .

JL^ clutch. T.T. bars, long copper esbaust, all

S.A. 3-speeds,
r es"

llbse Cottage,

K.S.,

19^

accessories;
' £120.—Heariie, llbse Cottage, Penn St.,

Auiersham. [3763

|20 Coventry Eagle-Jap 2?dh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
K.S., Lucas accessories, delivered new April

27th. mileage 700; £78; must sell quickly.—Roberts,
59, Minstead Ed., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. [X6971

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Coventry Eagle 21/2

h.p., single-speed, Villiers engine; £67/1; cash,
exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-
ade. London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon
2450. [5305

De*ie.

1 Q14 Dene 4.'4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 3-sp3ed,
Xt/ clutch, handle-start, new tyres, lamps, tools, in
good running order; a bargain, £80.—Mr. Ralph
Abbott. West End, Witton Gilbert, Co. Durham.

[4097
Diamond.

DIAMOND, Villiers engine, single speed, new; £62,
Nelson. 39. Queen St.. Rhvl. 1X58

DIAMOND, new 2-3troke in stock; £63.—Clart,", 7
Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[X5847

ark, 7,

[X6100

CTRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ot all model
Diamonds.—Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [2266

DIAMOND 2-'f4h.p,, in new condition, bought Febru-
ary; lowest £50 cosh, no ofier.—Jackson, 40, South

St., Crewe. [5278
DIAMOND 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2 lamp sets, spare

belt; write offers.—Kennard, Y.M.C.A., Forest
Gate, E.7. [1562

1Q20 2?.ih.p. Diamoud-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear,
-*-«-' copper exhaust, lamp, speedometer, horn: even-
ings after 5 p.m. ; best offer over £70.—S. Midwood,
Wellington House, Leyland, Lanes. [3912

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Diamond ZV-.h.p.,
sports model; £62/3; cash, exchange, or ex-

tended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,
West Croydon. 'Phone ; Croydon 2450. [5304

J^OFFAT,
Douglas.

Douglas Expert, Yeovil.

NEW 1920 Mrdels, 4h.p. combination £170, 2%h.p.
W. 20, £100 and £105.

[5698

£58.—

TMMEDIATE Delivery. Why wait?

TyrOFFAT, Yeovil. Tel.: 50 Yeovil

DOUGLAS, 2i4Ti.p-, 1915, very nice order;
Below.

DOUGLAS, several W.D. i:

C.A.E. Ci.. Ltd.. Hobson

1Q20 Douglas 4h.p., new,
-l-«^ Union Garage, Ryde.

1 fkl5 2%h.p. Douglas, £54; also 1916 4h.p.
J-U £70.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, brand new; list price.—
Ltf 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3547

1 stock; from £70.—
St., Cambridge. [5104

stock: list price.

—

[5036

model,
[4213

m

new condition
Rd., Peckham,

Combination, 4h.p.,
£85.-179, Holland

bargain, £62.
S.E. [4£59

3-ppeed.
Rd., M

excellent
[4du1

1 Q16 Douglas 23jh.p.,
I-O -103, Chcumert

1Q15 Douglas
-1-^ condition;

4 h.p. Douglas, 1918, complete Inmpri, etc.
Percy Gummer, Clifton Lane, Eotherham.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, makers'
cheap; offers.—114, Hill St., Peckham, S.E. [5127

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., l.ite 1916, exceptionally good;
£57.—Acacia, Centre Av., Acton [side door). [4989

f>ih.p. Douglas late 1916, lamps, etc., perfect; £70.
'^i —W. Webb, Foreot Green, Walford, Ross. [3804

£90.-
[X5910

colour:

going order; first cash
46, Chapel St., Marylebouc.

secures.—
[4464

K.S. ; £90.-62, Barnsbury St., ' Islington.

BRIGHTON, Hove and
Turpia's, 22 and 29

£19/10.-Douglas,
Stationer

D0UGLA9 234h.p., 1916,^2.speed; £50.-59, Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [5257

4 h.p. Douglas Combination. 1917, 3-sreed, clutch,
K.S. : £90.-62. Barn.sbury St., Islington. ' [4603

district Douglas ageiits.—
Preston Rd., Brignton.

[0201
DOUGLAS 1916 2%h,p., 2-spced, makers' tank, good;

£58.—B. Clementson, Mossley, Manchester. (D)
[3990

"PJOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
-L' ride away; 42 gns.—321, Ivydale Rd., Nunhead.

[4436
PJOUGLAS 2?4h.p., engine No. 36124, splendid order;
L' any trial; £60.-43, Canterbury Ed., Whitstlble.

f) iih.p. Douglas, mileage 600. Binks, disc wheels, par-
''*'* feet; cheap.—42. St. Peter's Av.. Kpttprin.^

^75; Douglas 4h.p. solo.
starter, as new.-

Peter's Av., Kettering
[X6037

3 speeds, clutch, kick
-103a, High St.. Wandsworth.

[5006
1 Q16 Douglas 23^ih.p., reconstructed, makers' colours;
-Lt/ £58.-4, Denm.an Place, Piccadilly Circus.

[4986
_ 1912. 2 speeds, need^ attention, or sell
offers.-7, Market St., Mjllam, Cambs. ,

[4975

DOUGLAS
pjirts;

THE FIRM FOR QUICK DELIVERY,

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

DOUGLAS
4 n.p. Combination, Model B.20 .

Delivery Stock.

2| h.p. Solo, Model W.20
Delivery Stock.

2| h.p. Solo Mount, W.20, with-

out clutch

£170

£105

£100

Also the lollowing makes at List Prices

:

LEVIS . . Delivery, ia Stock.

ALECTO .. „ in Stock.

ZENITH, Model H, Combination,

Delivery, 7 weeks.

MATCHLESS .„ 7 weeks.

M.U.T. .. „ 8 weeks.

DOUGLAS SPARES
AT LIST PRICE.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Instruction Book, 1 /9 post free.

DOUGLAS 22 h.p. „ „ „

Metal Undershields for 4 h.p. DOUGLAS
Price 12/6.

DOUGLAS fitting P. & H. Lamps.

Cowey Speedometers.

Cowey and Klaxon Horns.

MANY SPECIALITIES
FOR

DOUGLAS MACHINES.

DEEDS NOT WORDS.

NORFOLK, May 20th, 1920.

Dear Sir,

i am thinking of eettin^ another Douglas (I had
one from you in early 1919) and would be glad if

you will send me full particulars of the 2J models.

I notice in your advertisement in "The Motor
Cycle" "iNlodels W. and W.20" at £t00 and £105.

This is not very enlightening so could you send me
photos, catalogues, etc. to illustrate differences

between the two models. 1 SUPPOSE YOUR
STATEMENTS AS REGARDS DELIVERY
ARE QUITE DEFINITE. IT HAS ALWAYS
BEEN A PLEASURE TO DEAL WITH YOUR
FIRM. SO 1 SUPPOSE THEY ARE.

Y^urs truly,

iSd.) R.l

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, CALL AND SEE US.

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.),

BOND ST., LONDON, W.I.
leleptione;

Telegrams
Mayiair 6559.
IVHARDILAN. WESDQ, LONDON.

D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, equipped, done 1.000
-L«7 miles only; £150.—Bird, Melton, Norwich.

[47094h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect condition; £140;
lamps; offers.—Orton, Blyth, Northumberland.

[4791
DOUGLAS 2^h.p, 2-apeed, exceptionally fast, smart

machine, all accessories; £56.-179, Brixton Rd.,
S.W.9. [2604

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, screen, lamps, etc., only -

--»/ done 500 miles; £145.—Box 6,029, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5209

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, brand new. immediate
delivery; list price, £50/8.—John C. Beadle, Ltd.,

Dartford. [4047

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination; immediate de-
J-*^ livery; list price.—Morriss; 139, Finchley Ud.,
N.W.3. [4075

PUT Your Name on Our List for Douglas Combina-
tions; from 68 gns.—14, Effra Parade, Bri.x-

ton. [5138

DOUGLAS 1914 23ih.p., 2-speed model, excellent
condition throughout.-Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. -[XSgiS

DOUGLAS 2Hh.p., 1916. fully equipped, in splen-

did condition: £64.-22, Roman Rd., Barnsbur.v.

N.7. [4810

£22.—Douglas 2%h.p., single gear, about 1911, splen-

did running order and condition.—42, Lavington
Kd., Ealing. [3776

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Countershaft; £75, or offer.-
Nicholls, 6, Cavendish Rd., Merton. S.W. Tel. :

City 623. [5144

"IQIS 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, perfect; £145;
J-nJ with lamps and horn.-18, Stanley St., Leek,

Staffs.
- [4897

"I Q20 New 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £170.—
Xt/ Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [4251

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., in nice condition, belt and tyres

as new; £35; ride away.—Box 189, o/d The Motor
Cucle.

,

11847

1 020 New 23-4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, c'ntch; £105.—
X^ Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St, South,

Halifax. [4252

OUGLAS 4h.p. and New Sidecar, lamps, horn,

etc, £95; solo £75.—143, Ravensbury Rd., EarJi-

field, S.W. [5194

T Q 18 Douglas Combination, complete with spares,

Xo' accessories, grand oonditic!.n.—Ring Buying Dept.

L.W. 4360.
' [5129

19 Douglas 4h.p., absolutely nnscratched, indis-

tinguishable from new; £90.—Dawson, 34, Amptlull

Ed., Bedford. [4206

DOUGLAS 2Jih.p., 1916, condition aa new, all

lamps, etc.: £55.—Apply side door, 36, High bt^

Hampstead. [4530

4h.p. Douglas, 1918, condition as new throughout,

any trial; 80 gns.—Side door, 36, High St.,

Hampstead. [4531

DOUGLAS Combination 4h.p., 1918 (June), lamps,

tools; £118, near offer.—81, Dundee Rd., South

Norwood. [4738

1 ini20 Brand New Douglas 4h.p. Combination, jnst-

i-O delivered, unused; £160.-West, Bladon, Wood-
stock, O.xon. [4363

DOUGLAS 2Jih.p.—Two of these useful little bikes,

both top hole; one £75, other £65.- Phone:

Hamp. 7822. " [5205

DOLTGLAS 4h.p. Combination, just overhauled,

mechanically perfect.-Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham.

'Phone: 301. [X6110

DOUGLAS Combinalio-i, late 1919, lamps, wind

screen, mal?T spares; offers.-45, The Rushes,

Petersfield. [4742

rt 3 h p WD Douglas, splendid order throughout

;

li'k £48.-Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, -Acton

Hill, L^indon, W.3. [5044

DOUGLAS 2-;ih.p., 1914, 2 speeds, good tyres and

condition, perfect order; bargain, £48.-8, Shali-

mar Rd., Acton. [4176

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916 Combination, 3 speeds, ex-

cellent condition: £85.—Hurst, Southw6od Rd.,

New Eltham, S.E. [4643

T rtl9 25'jhp Douglas, perfect condition, buying

1.V combination; £70. - Charles Dixon, 9, The

Crescent, Surbiton. [5037

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, clutch, kick starter;

offers of £73 considered.—43, Brailsford Rd.,

Tulse Hill, Brixton. - 15139

-I t\12 Douglas 2^ih.p., 2-speed, engine No. 4480, good

l£F condition; £45: after S.-MacLcod. 70h, Lmi-

broke Grove, W.U. [3890

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p.. bufler forks, makers' colours,

splendid running order; £53.-30, Crystal Palace

Park Ed., Sydenham. [4887

DOUGLAS 2"!ih.p.. 3-spped, 1920, debvered April,

bought a car; reasonable offer taken.—Wardle, 1,

Banstead Rd., Purley. [4169

19
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MOTOR SALE.

almost new,
ilete: £75.-20a,

[4185

CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

1Q15 Doug-las 2^^h.p., nice condition, ready lor a
J-'t/ tour; £55.—Seen at Edwardes' Garage, 277,
Camberwell Rd., S.E. [4510

DOUGLAS 2-14h.p., 1919,' 3-speed. cintch. and kick
_ start; £lOO.—59, Palfrey Place. Dorset Ed.,
Clapham Rd., S.W.S. [5255

1 ft 20 Dou^Ifts Combination, lamps, speedometer, etc.,
J-«^ Iierfect condition; £165, complete.—Gibson, 36,
V.Tmge St., Peterborougb. [X5747

D.OUGLAS 2^4b.p.. benutifiU conditi.
speedDiueter, ligliting set, all comp

I'itsbnnger Lane, Ealing.

IQ20 4b.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer, born,
JL^ as new; £145.-626, Lea Bridge Rd„ Leyton.
'Pbone : Waltbamstow 800. [4655

W.D. Douglas, 2-6peed, guaranteed not done 600
miles, acce.ssoiiefi: f65.—Kennett, 7, Lower

George St., Ricbmond, Surrey. ["^283

T^OXJGLAS 2^4b.p.," lamp, born, and tools, new-tVree.
J-' peilect condition ; 60 gns.—Hayward, 59, Kinps-
mead Rd., Tnlse Hill, S.W. [4027

"I Q18 Douplas 4h.p. Combination, in flue condition;
JL*^ be^t ofl'er secures.—Druiff. Wbite Cottage, The
Drive, ^Yembly Park. Middlesex. [4349

1Q19 Douglas 2^4b.p., 2-speed, absolute brand new
J-*^ condition, perfect in every way; £72.-60, Wal-
lingford A v.. North Kensington. [4853

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, Augxist, 1919, new con-
-E-«/ dition, electric lighting, fully equipped, spares;
£165.-112, iVIadrid Rd., Barnes. [4838

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., late 1915, overhauled, new Palmer
cord tyres; bargain, £65, or near offer.—Clarke,

46, Somerset Rd., Teddington, S.W. [4582

4b. p. Late Pattern Douglas, 1919 chassis, De Lnxe
sidecar, all in perfect- condition ; £115.— Shailer.

61. Bedford Hill, Bulhaui, S-W. [411

colours.Oiih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, makers'
/W4 lamps, etc.; bargain, £50, or near.^120,
Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [4561

DOUGLAS 1915 W.D. ilodel, re-enainelled and plated,
perfect condition : £68 ; seen after 6.—GoodleT,

Replingham Rd., Soutbfields. S.W. [4182

1 -Q 18-19 4b.p. Douglas Combination, standardX t7 colours, little used, new condition ; £ 100 ; ex-
cbange.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [4631

DOUGLAS 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 1917-18, 3-

speed, clutch and kick start.—59, Palfrey Place,
Dorset Rd., Clapbam Rd., S.W.8. [5256

GIBB. Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives persona
(ittertiou to nil orders. All spares at makers' pnVcp

stocked. No profiteering.—'Phone: 852. [634r

DOUGLAS 1915 2^-4bp., 2-speed, lamps, footboards,
liorn, splendid running oider; £49.—Confectioner.

13, Kilmarsh Rd., Hammersmith, AV.6. [4601

1 Qia Douglas Combination, 3-speed, royal blue side-
i-iJ car, splendid condition; £100; going abroad.

—

Hurlord, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon.

DOUGLAS 1917, 58 gns. ; 1915 ditto, 52 gns^
ditto, 42 gns.— Garage, 5, Eglon Mews,

Ed., I'niurose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube).

TQ17 2V^h.p. Dispatch Rider, Precision engine,
J~iy lamps, tools, Klaxon, acceseories ; £40, or nearest

[4560

lady's
Berkeley

[4543

With

[4392

perfect.
"'O. or
[4423

Offer.—Beard, Fruiterer, Llandrindod Wells.

"I
Q20 Douglas Combination, 1,000 miles,

-LiJ spares, hood, carrier, etc., insurance; £170,
near offer.-Hirst, 6, Dunedin Rd., llford.

D'OUGLAS 2';4fa.p., "W.D., 2-speed, makers' colours,
new tyres, new lamps and horn, a real good 'un,""^ -- „. . , . „ , .

^^ggg

3 lamps.
£105.
[5135

not trash ; £65.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham.

"1018 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Klaxon,
Xi/ equal to new, any inspection, guarantee
—l.ee, 14, Half Moon Crescent, London, N.l.

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £90, or exchange
A.*y for lightweight and cash "
Motor Cjidc.

Box 192. c/o The
Advertiser please send address. [4814

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, excellenj, condition; £105.~Inglis,

[4921

1916. 3
Mv-ji cii^ii,v;i, -c-n^-^ii^nu vondition; a^nj

30. Inglemert: Ud., Rock Ferry, Birkenhead,

DOUGLAS 2?ih.p. 2-(^peed, clutch and K.S.,
as new, not war model, Eplcndid condition

-1, Larkhill Rise, Clapharo. S.W.

tyres
ride

away; £65.-1, Larkhill Rise, Clapharo. S.W. [4492

2-speed, complete loss carburetter,
'"

., ... £42.
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [X6U94

rfiie Doughi". sphMidid condition, tyre**, tnl'cw, nearly
•/ D.-w: otfer«.—H. R. llaw.N. 16, Kibnai«h Kd..

Hfimniei-siiiitli, W.6. 'Phone; KenHiustun 137. [4278

DOUGLAS 2';',h.p-, clutch, 2-Kpei'd, ('i(:.i_n real Imr-
(fain, £45; also 2 carburetters and a Bowh niag-

urU,. Kotid.— Glciidowor, Liherty Lnuo, Addlewtonc. [4264

2-Bpi'ed, T.T., Idtn 1915, pcMVct
rcL*Ksorie«, very Kinait

: 63 t;uK.

;

-205. Elnihiirnt MiinnionK, Clapljiiiu Ud. Stiiticu

[4129
1 15 Dfiughtti, perfect running order, junt over-

hanUfl. good condition, footbnardR, any trial

£G2/10.~T. Rock. Bakers. Toolinu Junction. S.W. 17
[4821

DOUGLAS. 1915,
engine needs aswerabling, many new parts

DOUGLAS 2y,Ij.p.

conditioti, all

iHtei 7.-

19'

Famous

of the New
SUPER TWO -STROKE

METRO-TYLER

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

2| h.p. 2-speed Oxy-Acety-

lene Welded frame. No
lugs.

Ball Bearing Engine.

Efficient lubrication.

Cylinder Jiead machined and

fitted aluminium head.

One-piece crankshaft.

120 ton steel gear teeth,

oil hardened.

7. Totally enclosed chains.

8. Totally enclosed gear and

" magneto.

Silenced release valve.

Efficient mudguards.

Front wheel stand.

Low running cost

m.p.g.

Excellent springing.

Immediate delivery.

9.

10.

II.

12. 120

13.

14.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Trade Enquiries Invited

The BROOK MOTOR &

ENGINEERING Co.

(Mchr.) Ltd.

308, Deansgate,

MANCHESTER.
Tclcpliono : 3861 Conlral.

D
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
OUGLAS 2'4h.p., 1913, Amac, Boscb, new appear-
ance, fast machine, take 2 anywhere; ££5 fnr

quick sale.—Collumbal], Devonshire Sq-, Loughbr.rongh.
:X6033

"I Q 18 Douglas ^h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, starter,
J- 1' etc., new tyres, smart condition; sacrifice, £98.
-Walker, 769, Komlord Ed., Manor Part, London, E.

'

[4754
1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in spotless condi-
Ai/ tion, as sew, only done 500 miles; ,£146

—

Rhosha Motor Co., Bank Itfews, Romford. Tel. : 95.
[9724

TWO 4h.p. Douglas Combinations, 1918 and 1914-,
£115 and £75; two 2''ih.p. Douglases, 1916 and

1914, £63 and £53.-374, Grove Green Ed., Levton-
stone. [2084

DOUGLAS Combination 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., lamps,
horn, insurance, spare tyre and tube^ splendid

condition; £100.-
N.4.

-62, Kimberley Gardens, Harringay,
[4036

DOUGLAS 1915 Colonial Model, 2 speeds, himps, 2 :

eeneratoTs. discs, mechanical bom, brass e.-vhaiisE,

pillion seat; £58.—Lawson, 391, Lordship Lane, Dul-
ffich. [*951

DOUGL.iS, 1919, Gloria sidecnr. Easting, speed-

ometer, (lu.intity ol spares, insurance, good run-..-

ning order; what ofleisP-Mellows, 52, West St., "iK'™'
Wilts. 11132

1 Q19 (Xng.) Douglas Combination, royal blue,

A.U exceiitional order, any trial, ty-res good; £120.—
Wilson, Purveyor, 226, Shirley Ed., Southampton. Tel.:

1664. [XS754
.

DOUGLAS 1915 2%Ti.p., 2-speed, overhauled and re- -^

enamelled, good tvres, and faultless conditioa

throushout; £47/10.—King,- The Aviary, Oyster Lane,

Bylieet.
- ^261.

DOUGLAS 1917 W.D. Model, overhauled and in good

order- first cheque for £78 secures; no offers.—

.John Dixon, Crown House, Prudboe-on-Tyne. Northum-
berland. L4636

TO 16 Douglas 2Jili.p., overhauled and renovated,

i-O Dunlops, new P. and H. lamp set. new horn,

smart and speedy; trial; f53.-Dowell, Byfleet Village,

Surrey. I-?^"^

1 Oll9 Douglas 2ijh.p., new lamps, and horn, knee-

1-U grips, insured, fine condition; seen London by

appointment; wluit ofEersP-Boi 5,960, c/o The Mota^

Cycle.
1^°^*

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, C.B, ^Mfar,
3-.peert, K.S.. clutch, hood and screen, just been

overhauled at cost nearly £20; £110.-251, Eye Ume
PeckUam, S.E. l^'"

1 ni9 (Oct.l Douglas 2?--4h.p., lully^ equipped, foot-

ly boards, mud shield, ete., l»»i"i "lew condition

wry fast; £80; North Kensington.-Box 5,995. c/o

The Motor Cycle. 1*1 =T

T-kriTTGT.AS 1920 23'ih.p., S-speed, T.T. bars, _diMi

D^'Xri.^s, long exhaust!^ bougL lamp ?ft not oone,

1,000- flOO.-Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Eeal Service

I'irm, Taunton..
'^'"^'

OUGLAS 2.%h,p., 1916;1_7, exceUeirt^running orto.

Phone
D^'^^\rti;"iS^;r'Si:i 'lM;g^eVr;ha^ Motor

Hammer- -

[5157Co 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6,

smith 80.

DOUGLAS 1916, 2')'4h.p., 2-speed, lamps. Klaxon,

-knee grips T.T. bal-s.^yres, bf 't- .^"d fl»«, and

whole conditiin as new; 65 gns.-24, Wlghtman Ed.^

Harringay, N.4.

DOUGLASES 2Jih.p. always i- stock at competilivo

micef onen till 7 p.m. -n-eek days. 5 r.m. Satur-

days.-Smttifs.' 86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station)
'"'^^

19''Kl™n"St;;g':"s';;arrbSt7 aJd- touring handle-

tos- £145: after 7, Saturitays 2.-5. Grosvenor Ed

Guuner.sbury. W.4. l*'^"

DOUGLAS aijh.p.. 1914, 2-specd, mecbanically and

.,pptmince\s new, compjetcly equipped, stored

throughout war: ofIers.-61, Grantham M- SP^^j'^g
.

brook, Birmingh.im. l^ouoa

ROBERT B.-VMFORD.-l generally own, i.nd always,

know of tho best 2^l.',li,p. Douglases in LondoTl.
,

-

Kverv nuu-l,iiio specially selected and tested. See uii,^r

Consnlting Engineers. ^''""

1Q14 Douglas 2',ih.p., 2-«reed, tyres, new, and aln-

ly iMiiiinui discs, very fast, ""<'"'''» Pl-rt";*
"i"/

ning order. I.imps, tools, and horn; £55.-J. Uogeis. St.

John St., Wliithoni. 1"^*"
,

DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p. Sporting Moflel, 2 speeds, new

Aiiuie, fjKjedometer, horn, electric lighting, tyrM

new nNo chain, splendid condition; 54 gns.-81, LiHle

K.-ili.ig L.in«, Ealing. [4580.

1 rt20 (Mavl 4h,p. Douglas Combination, nnscialclied

Xt» and scarcely used, new wind screen and nie-

cl,!,nical horn; £170, or neaiest.-Withers, 60. Orchard

1^1.. Weston-super-Mare. lAaJsi

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D.. done 100 miles, complete •

with Inmiis, Klaxon, spare new tyre and belt;

£68 or part cx(-hango good combination.—Eobsoii, 15.

I.onsdnlc Sq„ Bamsbury. 14432
,

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, brand new condi-

tion, last, iierluct liu-clianically, owner emigrat-

ing- £110: appointment prolerable.—89, Appach Hd.,

JoiJ-pbiiio Av., Bnxlon. [6141

B3fa All Idlers rclolliia to udvcrllsenicnta should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

DOUGLAS 1914-15 3V-li.p. Combination, 2-speed,

complete acressories, spare tyres, chnin, belt; £75;
good order.—Apply by letter. Dr. Woodhouse, 52, Drew-
stead Rd., Streatham Hill. [4487

DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p.. late 1916. buffer head, re-

enamelled and plated, makers' colours, new
C.A.V. mag., tvres, belt footboards; snip, £57.-114,
Hill St., Peckbam. S.E. [5128

p^OUGLAS 1916 2'-,h.p., 1920 carburetter, new tyres,
•L' recently overhauled, enamel, plating good, ride 50
miles. £5 deposit; £59.—Capt. Breeze, The Cottage,
Aston Clinton, Bucks. ^ ^ [3944

DOUGLAS, new 4h.p. combination, £170; 23a.p.
with elutcb, £105; pecoud-hand W.D. models.

excellent condition, £58, £63.—Clark, 7, Exhitution
Rd., South Kensington. [X6101

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1915, thoroughly overhauled, re-
enamelled, lamps, generator, horn, pump, tyres

good, perfect running order; £67/10.—Petersham Rd.
Garage, Petersham, Surrey. [5073

DOUGLAS 2'?ih.p., renovated W.D. model, new
lamps, horn, and tools, new Dunlop tyres and

tubes; £70.—Arnatt's, The Premier Depot, 3, Holden-
hurst Rd., Bournemouth. [X6059

DOUGLAS 2"'jh.p., 2-speed, very sporty, ahiminium
discs, new tyres, lamps, horn, tools, perfect con-

dition, unscratched: £70.—Andrews, 16, Heath Drive.
Hiimpste;id. Tel. : Hampstead 5449. [4269

DOUGLAS 1916 2^4h.p.. makers' colours, fast,
splendid condition, P. and H. lighting set and

insurance policy ; 70 gns., or near offer.—Write,

I

Turner, 91, Tawney St., Boston, Lines. [5269

DOUGLAS 2''4h.p., 1915, makers' colours, lamps,
generator, horn, tools, original enamel, excellent

, condition throughout, new tyres, very fast; £67/10.—
\
4a. Petersham Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [5071

DOUGLAS 1914, 2-speed, special T.T. engine and
copper exhansts fitted, re-enamelled and thor-

' oughly overhauled, all accessories and spares, guaran-
teed perfect; £55.—Harris, Mortimer, Berks. [4390

DOUGLAS 23a].p-. 1919Vo, makers' colours, all on.
mileage 700; best over £70, or exchange for 5-6

ii.p. Rudge Miiiti or 4h.p. Triumph, not earlier tlian

:916.—Clark. Finchley House, Rayleigh. Essex. [3908

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, overhauled, enam-
elled, sidecar painted 1920 colours, good tyres, 1

iteel s"tad. 2 new Dunlop tul>es, new belt; trial given;
', E120, or offer.—Cattedhall Grange, Parncombe, Snrrev.

[4683

IT Appears Eidicnioua to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

;
birds. Place your order at once if- you want de-
ivery.—Eh Clark, Douglas Agent. 196. Cheltenham Rd..
Cristol. [0016

r^OUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, complete. 3
*-' lamps, light car generator, hood, wind screen,
peedometer. etc., fine condition: £150.—'Phone Cen-
ral 4721, or write or call, Country Garage, Gaterham,
'urrey. r4l21

r\OUGLAS 234^.p., late 1917, complete set of lamps.
*^ horn, pillion seat, long eshnuc^ts, in good con-
lition throughout; any trial; £70.—Keith-Jones, March-
ngton, Kingsgat*, Broadstairs. 'Phone: 284 Broad-
-taire. [4070

£55.-2"^ih.p. 1916 W.B. Douglas, entirely rebuilt.

I

fitted with new 1920 magneto, stove enamelled.
ack makers' colours, everv part guaranteed, sound, in
aew condition.—aa. Blue Ball Yard, St. James's Rd..

,
PKOudilly.

'

[4332

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Laiie, London, E.C.4.-

1

4h.p Douglas combination, 1917 model. £120:
also 4h.p. Douglas combination, 1920, £170; also
mother 1920 4h.p. Douglas combination, with acces-
sories, £176. [3747

"TiOUGLAS Zr^h.V; 2-speea,' thoroughly overhauled,
--' new chain, belt, lamps, horn, bars, enamelled and
plated, new tyr^s, magnificent machine, in penect

.
niiining order; £65: call after 6 p.m. — 91, The

I Crescent. StaBiford Hill. [Sb-^S

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
latest type clutch, fully equipped, ready for the

:
road.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station) 'Phone: Hampstead

I

3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4377

T^OUGLAS 2^'ih.p.. 1914 (stored 3 years). 2 speeds,
1

-*-' clutch, kick starter, Stewart speedometer, lamps,
.horn, etc.. full insurance, excellent condition; £60;

' ?pen any time by appointment only.—11, Beeches Av.,
Carshalton, Surrey. 'Phone : 602 Sutton. [4444

I
(Qie 2";ih.p. 2-speed T.T. Douglas, almost unscratched.

i«J^ tyres new, engine thoroughly overhauled, aud
Guaranteed perieet, long exhausts, itlaxon, etc., really
, ine machine, iu first-class condition; 67 gus., or nearest.
j -McCaUuau, 19, Earlsdon Av-, Coventry. [X5892

' iT^OUGLAS, 2^,4h.p., W.D., very fast, post-war finish,
1 J-' bought new last July, splendid condition, done
I
ibout 900 miles. Klaxon horn, footboards, P. and
H. lamps, tools, etc., any trial, privately owned; £75.
-Write, or call. The Garage, Wickiord, Essex .[5086

jlQl9-20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, sidecar specially
*- 17 coach painted dark blue, electrically cQuipped,

I itted undershield, epeedometer. Klaxon, etc., full spares
Deluding new belt, tube, etc.—Apply, Pavilion, Lavender
iill, S.W.H. A very smart outfit, exceptional engine.

[5868

piop.--ci"0'5:- E-rfing L-. Ntwbeiix'C^pbbeft'
'"

-7-: '- - cr 'Cedric ' CrosTlivVdite.

- Motor: CYCLE/ Dept
The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.
Sole Distributing Agents lor the

D U Z IVI O
lor London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex, & Surrey.
We are also Agents lor the following Machines

:

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

1920 A.B.C., 4-speed, spring frame, com
petition tune. List price, plus de-
liver^'. In stock £155

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, Model H.,
Lucas accessories, hood, screen, spare
wheel. Shop-soiled ....." Offers,

1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p. twin M.A.G.
engine, lamps, and all accessories . I £125

1920 8 h.p. twin ZENITH (red and black),

special competition machine, large

tank (3; gallons) £145
1920 I.O.M." RUDGE-MULTI List.

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2J h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, kick-starter,

band control clutch. In stock £87 10
1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 h.p.,

twin. In stock —
1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed. In stock £68
1920 WOOLER, 2:i h.p. twin, variable gear.

In stock £98
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

Ipgshields, fully equipped. In stock . List.

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p. Blackburne
engine, spring frame. In stock. Mile-
age about 200 ,..-: £98

1920 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
1919 (late) COULSON-B., 2J h.p. Blaok-

bume, D.A. lamp set, speedometer,
legshields. In stock £100

1920 COULSON-B., 2jh.p. Blackburne,
2-sp ed. In stock £88

1919 DIAMOND, 2jh.p. J.A.P., Enfield
2-speed gear, electric lamps, horn,
speedometer £60

1920 AUTOPED SCOOTER, dynamo light-

ing £35
BLERIOT Light Car, som.p.g., 50 m.p.h.,

S h.p., wide 2-seater body, Cape hood,
adjustable screen, 5 interchangeable
wheels, light car Dunlop tyres,

internal expanding Ferodo - lined

brakes, electric lighting, absolutely
fool-proof and reliable. Demonstra-
tion given. Distance no object. De-
livery, 9 daj'S. Price (all in) £280

DELIVERY SHORTLY.
DUZMOS. READING STANDARD
JAMES 3I h.p. twin and 5-6 h.p. twin.

Large Stock of 5-6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.

Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or OOMBi-
NATIONS, 1918-1919 and 1920.

CAEVBPING OUT
For HOLIDAYS.
TRY IT. IT PAYS.

See "The Motor Cycle," May 13th,

page S3S, or write us for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS
92, Gloucester Road,S.W.7.

Telephone; Kensington 6112.

Telegrams: Etembalmot, Southkens, London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 1915, W.D., bought new in

crate April, 1920, fitted with speedometer, Tan-
Sad, Klaxon, lamps, footboards, new spares, belt,

chain, plugs, etc., best machine on the road: £95:
owner buying car.—5, Southwest Rd.. Leytonstone,
E. • [4937

23.h.p. Douglases, 1916-17, from £55; entirely re-

4 built, new parts fitted, new 1920 magnetos, con-

trols, belts, etc., stove enamellefl makers' colours, bright

parts plated, every one guaranteed sound and like new
machine^.— St. James's Garage, 8a, Blue Ball Yaiil. St.

James's St., Piccadilly. [4333

GOING Abroad.-25ih.D. Douglas, W.D., not a re-

built, an uncrated one, under 1,000 miles since,

buffers, lamps, horn, foot pump, Dunlops, spares, tools,

very fast, with slow running, engineer kept, £72; also

suit overalls, cost 3 gns. April, 42/-.—Cleeve House,
Lower Wick, "Worcester. [4548

DOUGLAS 2'/itLp., 1911, cyls. rebored and new
pistons, etc., iltted, not yet run in, mag. remag-

neti.sed and repaired, new bearings, new Binks 3-jet

carburetter, new handlebars, senii-T.T., aud mudguard,
tyres and belt as new, getting higher power; £35.-14,^

St. Luke's Av., Eamsgate, Kent. [4142

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, original

enamel, makers' colours, practically unscratched,
sidecar painted Douglas blue, tyres unworn, 3 lamps
and generators, horn, Douglas toolkit, pump, mechani-
cally perfect: £130.—Petersham Rd. Garage, Peter-

sham, Surrey. 'Phone : 1884 Richmond. [5072

DOUGLASES.-I am able to supply 2:!4h.p. rebuilt

Douglases with new tyres, toolbags, handle-bars,

etc., makers' colours, frame stove enamelled. A guaran-

tee is given with every machine. Price £65. Terms £10
with order and balance on delivery.—Apply, RawUugs,
Westwell Ed. Approach Mews, Streatham Common.

[4300

4h.p. Douglases, 1918-19, 3-speeds, K.S., solo, £65;
combination, £75. Come early and have your

pick: only 15 left. 2'>ih.p. Douglases, 2-speed. I9I05

16-17, from £25; these are snips. Come early to

avoid the crush ; dealers invited. 12 Douglas engines ;.

£12 each.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham,
S.W.8. [5143

DOUGLASES —'SVe are in a position to supply >-ou

with rebuilt Douglases, guaranteed as new, engine

new, tanks, wheels, frame, toolbags, carriers, handle-

bars, and tyres. We give a full guarantee to replace any

defective parts found. Terms £10 with order, re-

mainder when machine is ready for despatch; delivery

in about 14 days ex works. Our price is £80.—R.L.
Motor Works, Offices 36, Frogmore St., Bristol.

Works: Boar's Head 'i'ard. College Green. Communi-
cations to Offices. [0219

LOOK I Look ! Douglases.—We can supply rebult

224h.p. Douglases guaranteed as new, complete
with Douglas pattern F.R.S. lighting sets; compare
our prices, £78: without lighting sets, £74/10. We
also guarantee to replace any defective pa.rts found

;

our terms £5 with order, remainder when machine
is ready for despatch; delivery in 7 days. We can

deliver a few at once; we keep a large stock of

spares: state vour requirements.-W. S. Bird and Sons.

Douglas Specialists, Bathwick, Bath. [5067.

Duzmo
DUZMO 3'Ah.p. Single aud 8h.p. Twin. Orders in

strict rotation. Deliveries commence July.—

All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach and

Seed. 16, .John Daltou St.. Manchester 16272

Edmund.
EDMUND-J.A.P., spring frame, Enfield 2-speed pe:u ;

88 gns., new.—Nelsbn, 39, Queen St., Rhyl.
[X5854

20 New Edmund 2y2h.p., 2-specd, spring frame;

£92/6.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,

xiaiiias. ["247

BRAND New unregistered Edmund 2'ih.p. Union,

spring frame; cost price £86/12/6, accept £82.—
H. H. Woolley, Bloxwich Bd., Willenhall, Staffs.

[4807

EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminated

spring frame" 2=4h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stroke

model, £86/10: both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear.

—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[0251

EDMUND, J.iV.P. 254h.p., spring frame model, 2-

speed, chain-driven with cush drive; one only,

slightly used specimen, condition and appearance as

new, fully guaranteed; present price £92; accept £76.

—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester. T-A. :

Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. Ask for our

July bargain list, which gives particulars of nearly 50

machines, all priced at lowest possible figures. [3S39

19 _
Halifax,

E
Elswick.

LSWICKPRECISION, 2%h.p,
81, Dundee Rd,

2 speeds
South' Norwood.

£34.-
[4740

70 gns.—Nelson,
[X5S46

Enfield.

ENFIELD 2-stroke, new machine
39. Queen St., Ehyl.

TJINFIELD Twin, 3h.p., as new; £38.-4, Denman
Place, Piccadilly Circus. [4987

AUCHOPE, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—3h.p.
Royal Enfield, 1918; £72/10. [5276'w

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eac* advertisement, and the date of the issue, B39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD, 2|2h.p.. 2-speed, new, list price.—C.A.E.
Co., Ltd., Hobson St. Cambridge. [5098

1 016 6h^p. _Eiifle!(i_ Combination, dynamo lighting:
£143.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee. [4214

li
055; Enfield 3b.p. twin, late model, 2 speeds, chain
^i' drive, kick starter.—105a, High St., Wandsworth.

[5004
23.h.p. Twin Enfield, excellent condition, lamps, 6peed-

4 ometer; £55.—Tott Farm, Hassocks, Su3ses.
[3968

ENFIELD.—Immediate delivery 2J4h.p. 2-spef:d
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X5919

1 Q20 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, small mileage; £65.
-L^ Yarmouth district.—Box 6,022, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4388

"J
Ol6 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, free, K.S., speedometer,LU perfect; £65, offer.—61, Kensington Av., East

Ham. [4939

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1915 Combination, topping condi-
tion, fully equipped; £120.-85, Church Rd..

Willesden. [5112

1019 Enfield 2-stroke,
-«-' horn, spares, periect; £56^—Harrison, Lea Head,

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, late 1914, completa out-
fit, perfect condition; £115.-19,- St. Mary's Ed.,

Leamington. [X5890

THEEfi Enfield Combinations, one 8h.p., two 6h.p.

;

prices £150 and £165.-374, Grove Green Ed.,
Leytonstone. [2085

JQ20 Eoyal Enfield 2^h.p., 2-6pe€d, clutch; 70 gns.

;

->-«/ in stock to-day.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone; 1024. [4107

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, excellent con-
dition throughout; price £95.-51, Queen St.,

Hitchin, Herts. - [5032

ENFIELD 1916 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain drive; £50.
—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (cposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station). [0231

"IQIS Sh.p. Enfield, M.A.G. twin, 2-speed, clutch,
J-»^ kick starter, thoroughly overhauled; £58.-155,
Mill Rd., Kettering. [X60,38

1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, counter-
-Lt? shaft clutch, lamps, splendid condition; £45.

—

230, Archway Rd., N.6. [4927

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., any trial; a bargain,
£85.—Mitchell, 185, Central Park Rd., East

Ham- 'Phone: East Ham 259. [4809

ENFIEXD 2i4h.p. 2-Btroke, 2-.speed, Palmers, lamps,
horn, etc., condition new; what offers —84, Oak-

hill Ed., E. Putney, S.W.15. [4019

E1532. 2-.speed, 1,200 miles,
t; ;"~ '^ -

- — --

Pipe Gate Market, Drayton. (D) [4233

LATE 1916 Enfield Combination, in topping condition,
with all accessories : going cheap ; cash wvited.

—15. Summerhill Rd., Dartford. [4457

"1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, all lamps, perfect
J-i/ condition, any trial; £140, no offers.—Apper-
ley, Tilston, near Malpas, Cheshire. [5090

MAUDES'.—1919 lightweight 2-speed Enfield, Pal-
mer tyres. Klaxon horn, Cowey, 2 lamps; £69.—

Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5170

ENFIELD 1915-16 6h.p. Combinatioi^ in perfect con-
dition, hood, screen, lamp*, speedometer, spares;

£135.-21, Church Rd., Erith, Kent. [3807

1 Q15 Enfield Bh.p. Combination, in good condition,
M-iJ witli lamps and accessories; £135.—J. L. Balm-
forth. Park Roiid Garage, Ormskirk. [3463

ENFIELD 1917 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn, discs,

splendid condition, new tvres ; owner bought hicher
power; £55.— Smith. Bank, Holbeach. [4365

ENFIELD CombinntioD, Sh.p. etflndard model ; im-
mediate' deliverv from stock.—Deighton Motor

Co., 287-9, High Rd.. Wood Green, N.22. [4081

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, June, 1919, horn,
8p'erl(.met<^T. 3 lamps, new condition: £170; original

tvres.—Shinton, Bull St., West Bromwich. [3922

ROYAL ENFIELD 3L.p. Twin, 1916. 2-speed. clutcb.
gQud condition, himpi. horn, speedouicter , £57.—

Applv. 62. Manor Ed., Stoke Newington. [3829

ENFIELD Combination, overdue, expected any day.
£5 fiepoait paid ; £10, or best oHer for option.

Yorkshire.-Box 6,045, c/o Tftc Motor Cycle. [5229

ENFIELD Combination, Intf 1915. LiicaH dynamo
lighting, mechanicallv and aiijjearance as new

;

£135.-2, Wentgate Villas, High Rd., HoyH.'i, MiddlcKex.
i4463

ENT-'IKLD 3h.p. Twin, fully eqiiippfid with lamps,
horn, tools, orit'iiial tvre-s. all as new; ±80 —

F.W.3., 25, Frederick Rd., Custom Hou^e, E.16.
[4279

I7NFIELD, 1919 Sh.p. Combination, hood, wind
-i Bcreen with eide wind screen; £180.—Hvdesville,

22, Hewitt Rd., North End, PorUmoutli, Hants.
[4499

ENiaj--j^iJ 1917'. 2';ih.p.. 2-ppf;('d, 2-MtrokP. tvv^s

as now, fiicftHKorioH; £55; exclKingQ comliinatinn

or hifther power, adjuht.— 12, Lower Chnrlej* St., K.Cl,
!4t)03

ENFIF^^D 6li.p. Combination, all complete, in

tiiorouKh Kooil condition, 1916. any trial; £140;
any time— 04, ilopppr>< Rd., Winch more Hill, N.

[4949

W.T.DUNN
326, Euston Rd.
'Phone—Museum 5391.

If you want immediate
delivery of a high-class
machine, wire, 'pl^one, or
call. The following is a
selection from stock at

time of going to press.

NEW
1920 MODELS (SOLO).
1920 A.B.C., 4-speed, T.T. bars.

1920 SUNBEAM, 3.^ h.p., sports model.
1920 SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p., standard model.
J920 TRIUMPH, Model H, 4 h.p., C.S.

J920 B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H.
1920 B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K.
1920 NORTON, T.T., 3i h.p.

1920 NORTON, Big Four, C.S.

1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports.

1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports.

1920 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame.

NEW
1920 COMBINATIONS.
1920 A.J.S., 6 h.p.

J920 MATCHLESS, M.A.G.
1920 MATCHLESS, M.A.G., dynamo lighting.

1920 SUNBEAM, 3t h.p.

1920 TRIUMPH and Gloria.

1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting.

1920 B.S.A., Model H, and No. 2 Sidecar.

1920 B.S.A., Model H, and No. 2 Sidecar, dynamo
lighting.

NEARLY NEW
COMBINATIONS.

1920 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., dynamo lighting,

Easting, spai es £210
1920 MATCHLESS-J.A.P., Magdyno £235
1920 JAMES and Cauoelet Sidecar, sporting

outfit, equipped £146
1919 TRIUMPH and Millford, Lucas,

speedometer, late type, gear change,

not done 400 miles £160
1919 TRIUMPH and Swan sporting, discs,

lamps, speedometer, new tyres £140

SOLOS.
1919 TRIUMPH, equipped, 4 h.p., counter-

shaft £120
1917-18 TRIUMPH, renovated by makers,

and like new £120
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft .. £87 10

Also I FORD Tourer, 1916, overhauled and
repainted, electric light £180

WANTED.
still requiring large quantities of High-class
Marhincs: 1919-1920 A.J.S., TRIUMPH, SUN-
BEAM, NORTON. B.S.A., MATCHLESS, etc.

N-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

EW 1920 Eoy.ll Enfield, 2l/ih.p., 2-stroke; price

£37/10; delivery from stock.—D. J. Shepherd
and C!o., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. r0242

ENFIELD Combination, 1916. good condition, com-
plete, speedometer, wind .screen, etc. ; £130.—

Howin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton.
, [4196

LATE 1919 2i4h.p. Eoyal Enfield motor cycle, little

used, in good order, 2-speed gear; price £60.—
Apply, D. H. Watson, Golden Lion Hotel, Newjnarket.

[4152

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, clntch and kick

starter, like new; £66.—Turner, Westbourue House,
Richmond Ed., Twickenham. 'Plione; 217 Riclmiond.

[3928

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1915-16 Combination, screen, apron,

grid, lamps, generators, etc., just rebushed, per-

fect; trial; iE138.—32, St. Martin's Av., Boleyn, East

Ham. ,
[4780

"f(il5 6h.p. Eoval Enfield Combination, Lucas
J-i/ dynamo ligb'ting set, perfect condition, any

trial; £160, no offers.—Apperley, Tilston, near Malpas,

Cheshire. .
[6089

IENFIELD
Combination, 1913-14, stored 3V. years.

J Bosch mag., new chains, fittings, lamps; a

machine of good reputation; £105.—David, 0''"i>i-

wood, ISl-arberth. [4934

1 Q19 Enfield Combin.ltion, small mileage, hom, lamps,

-l-«^ speedometer, wind screen, guaranteed: any trial;

£170.-45, Maiden Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.- 'Phone:

39 M.ilden. ["ISSS

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p. Combination, very. good order,

£137/10; also 1920 Sh.p. Enfield, magdyno
lighting, £220.—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone:

Walthamstow 800. [4654

I Q 19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped,

i-fJ Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad, spares, valves, and

chains, condition equal to new; £155.—Field, 256. Mt.

Pleasant, Eedditoh. [X5976

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, little u*d, hood,

screen, electric lighting, recently overhauled hy

makers; any trial; £i50.-Hill, 60, Maichmont St.,

Russell Sa-, London.
^ [1666

1 OIS Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo light-

-!-«/ ing hood, windscreen, splendid order; no reason-

able offer refused; must sell.-Scholes, Market St..

Buxton. 'Plione 378. [X5989

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1919, new tyres, Tan-

Sad, speedometer, priceless engine, 55 m.p.g., 50

mph climb anything, like new; offers.-Atkins, 71,

East Hill, Wandsworth. [5068

ENFIELD 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, F.E., new May,

1920 mechanical horn, rear lamp, tools; £70, or

offer- would exchange for 1920 AUon, cash ndjustuieut.

-6, Albimy Ed., Ealing, W. [3926

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1916, brand new

Enfield sidecar, grid, etc., lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, in beautiful condition; any trial; £143, or near

offer.-125, High St., Woolwich. [5162

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916, lamps, speedometer,

watch, tools, spares, insurance, enamel as new;

owner bought combination; £68.—Valentine's Park

Lodge, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [40^6

ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Oombinafion, new, fully

equipiwd, 3 electric lamps, wind screen, 2 side cur-

tains, boots fast and powerful; £200.-S. S. BnttOT,

3, Albert Ed., Belvedere, Kent. [6197

FOR Sale, 1915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, coach-

built sidecar, dynamo lighting set, machine in

very nice condition; price £105.—Apply, King «nd

Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. [5094

ROYAL ENFIELD 2'.,h.p. Tirin, scmi-T.T.. low

inile:ige, perfect condition and appearance; bar-

gain, 30 gns. ; appointment by letter after 5 o'clock^

103, Ashby Ed., Loughborough [427?

ENFIELD 1918 2%h.p. 2-Ereed 2-stroke, lamps,

generator, horn, tools, all-chain drive, onglflnl

enamll practically unscratched, perfect; £62/10.-4a.

Petersham Rd., Richmond, hurrey. [5070

1O20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno
Xy liirtitins, Cowcy spedonicter, horn, wind screen.

Tan-Sad "pillion seat, all accessories; £216.—TlireUall.

22, Waldcgrave Rd., Upiier Norwood, S.E. [4907

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p., 2 speeds, K.S., excellent ren-

dition, new r, and H. uipchnuiall horn, etc., font

I'cavv tvre« pillion, fast, 2 nnvwiiere, thoroughly ""'i-

linulcd- £58.—67, Malyous Ed., Ladywell, LewislMini,

S.E. 13.' fSZI

ENFIELD Combination, Jute 1919, just overhanli-a,

hood, screen, lumps, etc., Bosch mag., in new con-

dition- any examination; a genuine bargjiin, £160 Ici

quick 'sale; after 6.30 p.in,-33, Orlando Ed., Chii.liinii

Oouinion, S.W. I''-'

1 Q13 6h.ii. Enfield Combination, 2-srced, Bink.^ r:„

Xt7 burcttcr, 3 lamps, sparer, evovything complet-, m

coml order re.'idy drive inv.'iy, just been complitciv

ovcrlmnlcd; will sell for £135, including .speedoni.tor,

-S:ilni(ni, FairiuKdon Park Farm, Fishwick, Pre.<t.iTi,_

1.1N1''II0L1I 1920 2-Ktroke, 2..'^p6(!d, in stock for ua
li muiliato ilclivcrv, also one or two mmilnr 1921.

moilcli slightlv used, nt bargain pricos.-The T,iiytcr

Oanigc-. l.ciudon Rd., Bicester. Tel.: Integrity

Bicchtcr Tlicmcc: 35 Biccator. I'licnso ask for our .TiOi

l.nriraiu Ucl. which gives lairticnlars of nearly 6t

machines, all priced nt lowest possililo llgnres.
1
' >'[354( I

B40 All letters relating to advei'tlsements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 Combination, lamps, speed-

ometer, 2 liorns, luggage grid, hoed, screen, side

curtains, fully eiiuipped, and in l>ea«titul condition;

illness cause of sale; best oiler accepted.— Grover, Bletch-

ley. 'Phone: 45. [4399

1 Q20 (delivered May) Enfield Combination, 8h.p.,
J-" Magdyno lighting, fitted with speedometer.
Easting. Tan-Sad, luggage grid, priming taps, and
spares, as new ; bargain, £220, or near offer.—355, York
Rd., Battersea. [4786

6-7h.p. Enfield Combination, jnst OTerbauled and re-

enamelled, engine rebiished, new pistons, rings, etc.,

new sidecar, wind screen, new Dunlop tyre, lamps, born,
pump, looks new; reason selling,, ill-health ; £130, or

best offer.—Simpson, i'inningley, Doncas'ter. [3969

Excelsior. ,

8h.p. Excelsior Combination, electric model, perfect

;

£130.—H.G., 595, High Rd., Tottenham. [4424

AMEEICAJS" E.\celsior and Millford de Luxe sidecar,
new combination; £193.—Nelson, 39, Queen St.,

Rhyl. [X585S

"I Q 20 Excelsior, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new, just de-
--" lii'ered; list price.—Wright's Garage, Saffron,
TValden. Tel.: 16. [5185

1 Q20 American Excelsior, 7-9h.p., electric model,
-»-«^ speedometer, new condition; £150.—L. Avery,
Wheatley, nr. Oxford. [4770

EXCELSIOR Brand New (American) Solo and Com-
binations in Stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18,

Bruton Place, New Bond St., W.l, [5048

1 Q20 American Excelsior, solo, mileage 750, as new,
J-U 7-9h.p., in excellent condition; £145.-H. E. Hall,
Jim.. Westnor, Tonbridge, Kent. [X5861
EXCELSIOR, new 2-speed J.A.P., £78; 2-speed

2-strok6, £67; delivery from stock.-Clark, 7.

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [X6102

NEW 1920 aVoh.p. Excelsior, 2-stroke 2-speed model,
actually in stock for immediate delivery: £67.—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed,, Birmingham.
12447

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior, 2%h.p.
J.A.P., 2-speed: £78; cash, exchange, or ex-

tended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd..
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5307

AMERICAN Excelsior 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, full

dynamo lighting set, thoroughly overhauled, re-

enamelled and plated, mileage 6,000 ; offers.—Wibber-
Icy, Trescott, Compton, Wolverhampton. [X5310

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior 2',ih.p. 2-

stroke, 2-sijeed; £67: cash, exchange, or ex-
tended payments.—9-10-11, Roval Parade, London Rd.,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5306

8h.p. 1920 British Excelsior Combination, done 600
miles, electric lighting, horn, all-chain drive, in-

terchangeable wheels: first offer over £175.—F. O.
Taylor, Wireless School, Winchester. [4553

Fatnlr
3ih.p. Eafnir, Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, speed-

2 ometer, splendid running order, low, fast; seen
after 7: £25.-47, Leopold Buildings, Columbia Kd.,
Hackney Ed., B. [4151

F.N.

F.N. 5-6h.p., 4-cvl., overhauled, genuine.— 8, Hatber-
ley Rd., Ee.ading, Berks. [3924

F.N. 2i4h.p., 2-3peed, clutch, Bosch, Binks ; ride away

:

£26.-99, Fielding Rd., Chiswick. [3852

CROW Bros., Guildford, F.N. agents for the 7h.p.
4-cyl. and 2^4h.p. lightweight. Book your machine

no.w. [3171

3ih.p. F.N., Simms-Bosch, running order; £20,
4 nearest.—Yendall, 12, Clapham Terrace, Leaming-

ton Spa. [X5953

F,N., 2y2h.p., Bosch, shaft drive, 2 speeds, good
tyres: what offers ?—Green, The Wents, East

Farleigh, Kent. [4946

F.N. 5-7h.p., Bosch, Binks, Brooks, brand new, heavy
Dunlops and tubes ; £33, nearest.—63, Station Ed..

Poulton-le-Fylde. [X6050

NEW 1920 F.N. 7h.p. Combination and 2i/oh.p. light-
weight, now on view.

—

The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Ed., Birmingham. - [2448

5-6h.p. F.N., drop frame, recentlv overhauled, Amac
mag., lamps, horn, tyres, in good condition; £30.

—48, Witham Green, Boston, Lincolnshire. [X5755
4-CYL. F.N., 6h.p., 1914, now Wood-Milne tyres,

Bosch mag., very powerful, fast, T.T. mount- £50.
-W. Bell, Ermysted House, Skipton, Yorks. [4370
"1 Q13 2yoh.p. F.N. Lightiveight, countershaft gear box,
•L*/ hand clutch, waterproof mag., K.S., mechanical
horn, lamp set, etc., tyres nearly new; any trial, and
written guarantee by owner; £35. After 6 p.m.—30,
Legard Ed., Highbury, London, N.5. [4120

^56.—2?-ai.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, 1920 engine in
c*" 1914 frame, Bosch, B. and B., new head lamp,
horn, tool bag, etc., in perfect order and an ideal solo
mount; must sell, got combination.—Box 5,989 c/o

I The Motor Cycle. (D) [4082
"1 Q14 P.N., No. 70443, 7-9h.p., 4-cyI., 3-speed, kick
-*-•-' start, hand and foot dies clutch, thoroughly
overhauled, oiling system modified to 1920 standard,
new lighting set never used, horn, speedometer, pillion
seat, new Milford Corvette sidecar. Easting screen,
spares; £140.—Box 171, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5969

With the greatest string

of motor cycle thorough-

breds in the Kingdom,

our depots are equipped

for motor cycling needs

to an extent unequalled

out of London.

Over 200 NEW
1920 Models to

choose from
and others arriving daily.

These are the makes we sell,

and those makes marked

X can be delivered

immediately from Stock,

or at an early date.

X DOUGLAS
X INDIAN
X CLYNO
XBAT
X LEVIS
NORTON

X ENFIELD
MATCHLESS

P. &1VI.

HENDERSON
B.S.A.

N.U.T.

HJ XVERUS X NEW IMPERIAL
in ZENITH X VELOCETTE
^ X SPARKBROOK X REX
^ XAOME X CLEVELAND
1 X INVICTA X COVENTRY EAGLE
W X FRANCIS-BARNETT X EDMUND
W XCOULSONB X DIAMOND
m XCALTHORPE X METRO-TYLER
§ X BRADBURY X OMEGA

1
i We sell only at Makers'

^ List Prices, plus delivery

M charges from Works.

iJTji
Ensure satisfaction by deal-

M ing with an old-established

^ Firm, known from Land's End

m to John-o'-Groats ior fair

i dealing.
W

i ALEXANDER & Co.,
M U5-115, Lothian Road. Edinburgh.

fTTf] Telegrams : " Motocycles," Edinburgh.

M 272-274, Gt Western Road, Glasgow.

[jTT
]

Telegrams : " Alexmoto," Glasgow.

ilgllgll^mii

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Francls-Barnett.

FEANCrS-^BAENETT, 2%ih.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-Archer
2-speed, hand clutch, kick starter, new ; 84 sns.—

Nel,son, 39, Queen St., Ehyl. [X5848

NEW Francis-Barnett 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed. clutch
and kick starter, .in stock at manufacturers' list

price: easy payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., lis,
Broinpton Ed., London. [3880

Harley-Davidson.

1 Q18 Harley, as new, only done 500, 7-91). p. ; il20.
-Lt' -133, Liverpool Ed., N.l.

.
[3840

H.\RLET Combination, 1915 mag. model; £120.-
T.H.M., 2, Roseinont Ed., Haiupstead. tS854

HARLEY-DAVID30N, all models.—Official agents.
The Motor Cycle Mart Stafford St., Walsall.

(6430
HARLEY Combination, 1918, mag., perfect; £126,

offer quick sale.- -54, Paddenswick Rd., W.6.
[4532

1Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., absolutely as new,
-L" perfect; £125..-(:;., 12, Station Parade, Jlus\>e!l

Hill. [4423

HARLET-DAVIDSOM Combination,- 1915, 3-speed,

K.S. ; inspection invited.— 2, \\indsor St.,

Leamington. [X5752

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinaticn, electric mod I.

1915; £125.—Ormerod, 66, Hazelbank Rd., Cat-

ford, S.E.6. [4425

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delivery 7-9h.p.

standard model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, BcUon.
Tel.: 1348. [X5922

HARLEY-DAVIDSO:^. Sports Model, delivery one

week; list price.-C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobson St..

Cambridge. [5100

HARLET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919 model, excel-

lent order and appearairce; £125.-12, Guild St.,

btraJford-on-Avon. [X5757

T O20 4h p. Harley-Davidson, lamps, liorn, speedo-

i-V meter, mileage 400, aa new; £150.—O. Chivers,

Wyclifleld, Cambridge. ["954

HARLEV-DAVIDSON, 1913. 7-9h.p., £105: 1919.

£110.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite

Chalk Farm Tube Station). [0232

1 Q20 Harlev-Davidson Flat Twin, new, equipped lamps,

i-fj generator, speedometer, horn, 3-speed; bargain,

£150.-l'liipps, Netley Abbey. [3408

1 O20 Harley Combination, as new, liood, screen, speed-

i.U onieter, lamp.5: £210; take solo and cash.—Ora-

ham, 44, Regent St., Wrexham. [4563

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, with hood,

screen, spares, etc., perfect condition.—Farmer,

Hope Dene, Pengrove Rd., Hereford. [X6007

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4-h-p. Flat Twin, 3-

speed, and speedometer; delivery from stock.—

Pearson's. 52, Elm Grove, Southsea. [4307

1020 Harley 4h.p., new flat twin, speedometer 80

-LI/ m.p.h., lighting and warning; list.—964. War-

wick Rd., Acocks Green, Birmingham. [X6010

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON Solo, 1918, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,

absolutely perfect condition; 120 gns.—Osbonie,

377, Norwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27. [4589

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson and new sidecar, disc wheels,

l£» electric lighting combination, new condition:

£145.-61, New Kent Rd., London, S.E.I. 1.417U

HARLEY Flat Twin, only done 900 miles, speedo-

meter, lamp set. perfect condition, better than

new; £140.-18, South Bruton Mews, Bond St., W.
[5066

"lOlS Harley Davidson Solo 7-9h.p., as new, stove

-LJJ enamelled and plated, mechanically sound; £125.

-H^itwell's Garages, Ltd., 22, Queen St., Oxford^^^^

HAHLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, Gloria sidecar, 1915

Dunlops. splendid condition; too fat:t: £152, with

accessories.-Eichardson, IOC, Eastgate, Worksop, Notts^

NEW 1920 Electric Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combina-

tion most luxurious sidecar made, cost £80, hood,

screen, all on; £270.-366. King St.. HammersrnU^K

1 fkl9 Harlev-Davidson Combination. 7-91i.p., as new,

it» stove enamelled and .plated, meclianically

sound; £155.-Hartwell's Garages. Ltd., 22, Queen St^

Oxford.
^^'^'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9Ii.p. Combination, not

ex-army mag. model.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :
Hammersmith

80.
[5153

1 Q19 HARLEY-DAVIDSON C.B. Family Combina-
i-ij tion lamps, horn, magneto model, all in new

condition; £158.-Hedges, East End Farm, Moss Lan»,

Pinner. L'**' '

1 «Ti20 Harley Flat Twin Combination, all accessories;

i-iy £163; also 1920 solo (new), £162; and 1918 8h.p.

combination, lamps and iorn, £154.—Ross, 86, High

Ed., Lee.
' t421o

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1916, e-Jfc.p.,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, wind screen, good

condition; £127.—King Edward Garage, Churcn End,

Findiley. ["967

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7.9h.p. Combination,

electric, recenfly overhauled, well equipped;

£215, including insurance policy.—223, New Kings

Rd., Fulham. [3781

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tfae number at the end ol each advertisetn&nt, and the date of the issue. 041
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
HarIey«Davidson

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1917 7-9h.p. Combination,
brand new sidecar, all new covers, lamps, bsauti-

lul condition; £185; no offers; appointment.—20, Lyn-
ton Rd., Queen's Park, N.W.6. [4089

1 Q 15 Harley Combination, electric, B.S.A. side-
J- *J car, Cameo wind screen, speedometer, 2 tyres
new, spare retreaded, re-enamelled und plated; £120.
—E., 71. North St., Sudbury, Suffolk. [4624
"1 Q20 Harley-Davidson, 4h.p. twin horizontal engine,
J-«-' fitted with acetylene lighting, mechanical horn,
speedometer, etc., done 100 miles, unscratched; what
cffers ?—Palin, 164. Mansfield Rd., Derby. [5084

1 Q 19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, condi-
\*f tion and appearance as new, large bulbous back
sidecar, complete with lamps, aluminium nximber
plates; £180.-66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W. [4761

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. bought January, 1920. not
ridden 50 miles, ill-health, double seater sidecar,

wind screen, etc., luxurious turnout, any trial; £210.
—Chadwick, Tool Merchant, Wrexham. 'Phone : 341

.

[4562
HARLET-DAVIDSDN 1919 and Sidecar, map.

.

lamps, etc., new tyre and chain, spare tube, lamps,
etc., Easting screen, insurance; £170; owner giving up
driving.— 179, Selhurst Rd., Norwood Junction, S.E.

14458
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, electric

model, Harley sidecar, electric horn, all lanip^, well
kept, overhauled Remy and gears, tools; seen Monday.
Wednesdav, Saturday afternoons; £160. — ^Vhitehead.
Adelbert House, Berkhamsted, Herts. [3837

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, not done
800 miles, complete with all lamps. Tan Sad,

speedometer, wind screen, tools, spares, etc., all as
new; £260, or exchange for good single and cash.

—

155, Stoney Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. [X6017

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1915, 7-9h.p.
Phoenix sidecar, complet-e with oil lamps. Tan

Sad, etc., all tyres just fitted new, only done 5,000
miles, in excellent condition ; trial anywhere ; what
offers?—Welch, 45, Sutherland Rd., Tottenham. [4030

~| Q15 Harley-Davidson and C.B. Sidecar, latter re-

-i- •^ painted as new, machine just completely over-

hauled by Harley Co., lamps, horn, speedometer, tyres
ffood, whole a sound bargain; nearest to £120 secure.s

;

Been London.—Farrell, Harley, Tower Rd. West, St.

Leonards-on-Sea. [4348

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, guaranteed perfect con
dition, stored 3 years, thoroughly overhauled by

makers, re-enamelled kliaki, plated, etc., electric light,

horn; £125; simply wants seeing; sidecar if wanted £30,
as new; any trial; owner taking 1920 model.—^Sparrow,
Photographers, Finchley. [3783

"1 Q20 Ilarley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., electria
J-tf model, equipped with discs, speedometer, Tan-
Sad, watch, £75 sidecar, with specially built
chassis, luggage grid and petrol carrier, large elec-

tric lamp on body, cost £285; will take £260.—Nisbet
Aviemore. Monkhams Drive, Woodford Green. [4305

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination. 7-9h.p., Swar
-L t/ sidecar, compressed aretylene lighting with lamps,
t'tecbanical honi. speedometer. Tan-Sad, mileage (^mal).

in absolutely flrst-clnse condition, new middle March

;

will deliver any reasonable distance aft«r purcluise ; l>e:^1

offer about £250.—Elakey, 20, St. Bedes Terrace, Sundei
land. [501:

HARLEY 1920 Flat Twin, used few miles only and
as new, complete with lighting set and speedu-

meter, bargain; price £140.—The Layton Garages, Lon-
don Rd., Bicoster. Tel.: Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone:
i5 Bicester. Please ask for our July bargain list, whicl
gives particulars of nearly 50 machines, all priced at

lowest possible figures. [3541

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD 6h.p. Coml'ination, new, for £186.-

NelHon, 39, Queen St., Rhyl. [X5853

"I
Q20 Hazlewcod Combination. 5 6h.p. Jap engine,

X«/ 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-belt drive:

£192; little used.—Lytha lis Lane Garages, Foleshill.
Coventry. [X5967

K-61i.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-Bpeed, clutch ano
«-' kick-starter, at manutnctnrerB' current liat price,

or on easy payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118
Brnmi^fon Rd., London. [3877

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-61i.p. Comhination, late
1916, 3-sijcetI counttMsUaft, clutch and kick

et-iit'-r, lampH, hood; wind screen, new tyres, splendid
condition : £116, or near offer.—17ii, Richmond Rd.,
Ilford. |4280

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Combination, brand
new, complete, lamps, horn, tools, cost £209;

i

Bcll £175; consider 'I'.T. or countcrHhaft Triumph,
Z'jih.p. Douglas part exchange.—Wale, Hope St., Milt
Rd., Cambridge. [524?

HAZELWOOD Cambinatinn, 1920 5-6h.p. J. A. P..
3-8pced cfjuntershnft clutch, K.S., mud shifMs,

pccd<jmoter, mirror, cttnoolet nidecar with «crri n,
larnpn, tools complete, new in May; jirici; £188, in

ftlltrs; barifain.— Apply, F. I). Loxton, Clofurd, Frtimc
[4985

COMBINATION. 1915 Hazhiwood-Jitp (grey), S-Glip
K.rt,, Ann^troiiK 3-hi.i id hnh, font rlntcli, n, «

I

liPitvf Iiiinloiis. (tnd 1920 Milltord iiflcciir (Itlacjd. tmi>

nintf i»<>rfiv-t|y, f(i*t. powerful, no lumps; £125- trial
Write C ir .T.'iikin-, l-'iiJl'-ld, Holyport, Mnidfmhciui

[iOlf

COMBINATIONS.

TRIUMPH, ^ h.p.. complete with
Montgromery sidecar, Eastin?
screen, Miller's head, sidecar, and
rear lamps, bulb horn, Bonniksen
speedometer £173 10s.

NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., 3 speeds,
kick-start, all-chain drive, Canoe-
let Model MM4 Sidecar £190

ZENITH, 8 h.p,, Model H, clutch
and kick-start, £162. " Grindlay
de Luxe " Model Sidecar fitted.

£39 extra.

COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P., S h.p.,

3 speeds, kick-start, with detach-
able and spare wheel.. £21 3 158.

NUMBER, 4; h.p. flat twin. 3
speeds, kick-start, all-chain drive,
" Grindlay de Luxe " Sidecar. . .

.

£179 10s.

HAZELWOOD BIG H, 6 h.p., 3
speeds, kick-start £214 12s.

PREMIER "SUPER," [;uaran-
teed delivery (one only) Jiilv 2Qth

' £350

COVENTRY'S BEST
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

HOBART-J.A.P., 2 speeds, kick-
start, footboards £90
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2 speeds, kick-
start £83

RUNABOUTS.

lOVENTRYHOTORNARr

; LONDON Rd;tfb

COVENTRY
w.

Tuecp^iis mecmM'cffi'fATfy

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
H.B.

TT.B., 2^;4h.p., Blackbnrne engine, 2-speed, hand con-
r"T"„ *i°' clutch, immediote deliveiy; list price;—
C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobson. St., Cambridge. [5099

ALlSn-BENNETT Meter Co.—H.B. 2?4h.p., Black-
burne engine, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter;

£99/15; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-
,10-H, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon.
Fhone : Croydon 2450. [5298

Henderson
HENDERSON', eleftriciil model, just arrived; 176

gn?.—Nelson, 39, Queen St., Bbyl. [S5857

1 Q20 New Henderson, 4-cyl. and sidecar; £210.—
-1-" Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. ,• [4255
HENDERSON 2-spee<J, vith C.B. sidecar, first-class

condition, sm.art outftt; £155.— Oaklands, Kendall
Av. South, Sandersteod, Croydon. [3919

HENDERSON Combination, sporting sidecar, smart
lot. lamp*?, Cowev born, speedometer, discs ; cheap.—

2, Mayfair Terrace, Mortlen Rd., Meiton. [4188

I Q20 Henderson Solo, unscr.atchcd, only ridden 300
.*-«^ miles solo, dynamo lighting set and extras, abso-
lutely as new; £195.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2927

MODEL Z2 Henderson, 10h.E., S-speed, with Millford
de luxe eideciir, mileage 500, condition as new;

£215.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd:. Birming-
ham. [2449
TTENDEHSON 4-cyI. 1920 Electric Model, low
-*"*- mileage, specially built 2-seater sidecar by Lang-
ford, hood, etc., maenificent turnout; offers. — 42.
Perran ltd., Tulse Hill. [3849

Hobart.

NEW 1920 21/Jh.r. Hobart 2-stroke, 2-speed, in
stock; £75.

HOBART 2-stroke, footboards, mag., etc, excellent
condition; 35 gns.—7, Central Hill, Upper Nor-

wood. [4822

"I 020 Hobart-Villiers 2-stroke, 100 miles, lamps;
-Lt/ £46.—Gullv, 5, Connaught Villas, Ashtead,
Surrey. [4923

1 Q16 2^4h.p. Hobart.-Villiers. 2-speed, lamps. Klaxon.
-!-«? accessories, new condition; £50; exchange.—63.
Solon Ed., Brixton. [4632

NEW 1920 2iih.p. Hobart 2-stroke T.T. model, in.
stock.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel. ; Waltham Cross 31. [4997

HOBABT-VILLIERS 2-«troke 2li,h.p., new last

month: list price £63/15, will accept £59.-60,.
Leam Terrace, Leamington. [X5566

HOBART 2')4h.p., 3-speed, clufcch, new Dunlops,
new belt, lamps, mechanical horn, footboards;

£35.-58, Erlanger Rd., New Cross. S.E. [4839;

HOBART 2'!ih.p., 1916, 3-speed, clutch, in perlecl

condition, 42 gns. or offer; also sidecar, £9.-
Osborne, 377, Norwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E. 27.

[4590

HOBART 2h.p., 4-stroke, topping little lightweiglit,

go anywhere, fast, slow, flexible, worth trying;

sacrifice, £38.—Chemical Co., 3, Nicholson Rd., Addis-
onibe, Croydon. [5111

HOBART 1920 Lightweight, one or two slightly used
shop-soiled models fcr disposal at much below list

yrices.—The Lavton Garages. London Kd., Bicester,

i'el. : Integrity Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester. Please

ask for our July bargain list which gives particulars

of nearly 50 machines, all priced at low&«t possible

figures. [3545
Humber.

3ih.p. Hrimber. 2-speed, F.E., excellent condition;
2 £38.-67, Leighton Ed., Cheltenham. [4860

LIGHTWEIGHT Hnniber Cvele, running order; £20.

—People, 14, H:,therdou, Andover, Hants. [3951

3ih.p. Huinher, 2-8peed hub gear, accessories, alT

2 good condition; trial here; £35.—Parsons, Win-
:hels«:i." 11541

»>i!h.p. Twin Humhev, luUy equipped, splendid con-
/*4 dition, guaranteed; 55 gus.—19, Streatley Ed.,

r.riinrtesbury. [4513

HUMBER, 1915, 3-speed, kick start, Mills-Fulford
sidecar, snlendid condition; £65.-190, Broad-

ivay, Hcndou, N.W. [6177

NEW 1920 4%h.p. Twin Humber Motor Cycles; d&j

Ijvciv 14 da'ys -t list price—Lnnkeeter Engineerinir

Co.. Siu-biton. Kingston, and Esher. [3638

HUMRER S'.Mi.p., Eoo 2-(ipe«d, Cnpac (new), Bosch,
li.-uKllo stait. good condition; first £50 secure*:

liarg;iia.—Jcnkiut^, OakUmds, Clynderwen. [4078

HIIMIIKE 3' -h.p. 2-.s|>cpd C.B. Comhination, large

nearly new Ridec:tr, good condition, ncccssoricn;

£58, no otters.- 47, TopstteUl Parade, Crouch End. N.B.
[X6800

HUMBER Combination, 1913, 4h.p., 2 siieeds,

clutch, handle stflrt, porlect condition through-
out; bargain, 40 gns.— 102, Hamilton Ed., Wimbledoa,
.-^.W.ig. [4526

HUMnF.R 1915 3',Mi.r., 3»pecd, kick start, equipped f
sjicedonietur, etc., in excoptionally good condi-

tion; £65.—Watson, 181, Clafihum Rd., S.W. Brixton
2984. [3763

Oih.p. Humber, Bosch, B.B., Philipson pulley, leM
02 cvlinitcr. piston, connecting ron. otherwise good

" Turner, Bridgemnn PTao«i

it
.

onditiMn; £25.
Iliiltiin.

I'fter.-

[X6047.

B42 All letters relating to advertlBcmcnts ghould auote the number at the end of each ndvcrtlacnicnt, and the date of the issue
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giueering Co.
Surbiton

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

p]AEL¥ Delivery ot tire Celebrated Humber machine^
-»-' from the accredited agents.—Tlie Lankester En

- Motor Cjcle Dept. 63. Brighton lid.,

[2090
Qih.p. Humber Combination, 2-speeds, free engine,y-i uameo wind :creen. Bosch, lamps, good condi-
tion.- ride away

; f.Sy.-Eldeiton, 7, Upper Ashbv St.,
Clerkenwell.

[5130
T ATE 1918 6h.p. W.O. Humber Combination, gn.ir-

w,! ?f
perlect, complete with electric light, Mill-lora sMecai, hood and cnrt.iins, screen, .nil lamps tools

J^fif',,5?-'^^
lever cirburetter; any trial given'; priceil65 nett.-4, station Buildings, Woodside, S.E 25

, ^. [4237
Indian.

7"'''Aev ^^^'?''TTl°™''i''i'*'™' 2 speeds, ride aw.iy;
£75.-105, Usher Ed., Bow. [4969

] 9^®j,?;?'-Pa l?^'?° Combination, splendid order;-^•^ £105.-9, High St., Barnes. [4527
TNDIAN Combinations, 7-9h.p. 1914 and 1915 eoodJ- running cr..er.-2, -ffindsor St., Leamingtin

JNDIilf 191S 7-9h.p., dutch model, lovely'^'^ondi-
*- tion, discs, etc.; £65.-6, East Drive, Brighton.

[4614
condition; £70,

Ed., Stam

"iq)13 2-spe6d 7-9h.p, Indian, splendid comJ-y cflers.—Williamson, 26, St. Mary's
fold, Lines, [4366
TNDIA^T Combination, wind screen, electric lamps
:^ .

horn, grand condition; £105.—Southgate. High St.Hythe, Kent. [3ei£
AJEW Powerplus Indian, just delivered, owner emigrat-

Ti,\,„i
°' '^^'" °fl«rsf-2. Portman Rd., Kingston-ou-ihame..

^^^^^
TNDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., J-speed, 1916, good
^-...thfiSfn

*'°°' ^^"^ off«rs.'-166, Eevelstoke Ed.,bouthhelds.
[4419

TNDIAN 5-6h.p. Sporting Model, sporting sidecar,A very fast, lamps, horn; £112.—Turnill, North
Peterborough. '

1-4224

"PGEETONS, Northsate, Ipswich, are booking earlyJLJ delivery tor Indian Scout and Powerplus models.rnone: 962. (-4055

TNDIAis; 1914 5-7h.p., -n-ith coachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamos-L tools, in good order; £95.-G. Marland, BadlevHouse, Daventry.

INDIAN Combination,
I

. 7-9h.p., 1

gears,-etc.
; best offer secures.-

Bromley, Kent. ,

(3977

disc wheels, new
~8, Homesdale Rd

[4776
19^^„„??^^^'P^?^^°'^j='°• > flrst-class condition,

TtY Tif^i*"'^'"^
tuned and tested; £120.-Eootes

Ltd., Maidstone. [5058
1Q14 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., excellent condi-

n<y ,, S^ii*!?' E^
"^^'^ ofler.-King Edward Garage,Church End, Finchley. [4674

fY-Sh.p Indi.ln, T.T., 2-speed, clubvh, grand Condi

Oh„„..i Sf- ^J"^ J
.
S<'"U'''6 snip, £73.-Stationer. 46Chapel St., Marylebone. [4465

TNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., May, 1920, 3 electric
.

J- lamps speedometer, fully insured; £225.—Marshall
\
Cannon Hill, Lancaster.

. [3901
• 1 016-17 Indian I'owerplus Combination, electrically

vi.^;„jH""S^'
Swan sidecar, as new; bargain.-554.

tishpouds Ed., Bristol. . [4001
TNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. 1916 model, 3-speed,

i 5i;?;t
°J^'>s. tools and spares; £110.-12, Guild

St., Stratford-on-Avon. [X5766

iy-9h.p Indian. 1915 road racer model, clutch, splen-
• did condition: £75, no offers.—Bowman, 23, Mel-
liourne Av., West Ealing. [4143
1014 Indian Combination, tyres new, verv fast, in

T.vYi F,""^ ™S'?f °"'«' '• i75.-yates. Market Place,
iH-khiU, near Eotherham. [X5904
TNDIAN 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-speed gear, clutch,

ir„ 'tS;™J'/
overhauled, excellent condition; offers.—

Boycott, St. Giles, Norwich. [3941

Ift^*?.
''^^- Indians in stock, combinations or solo-

B Scout^nodels this month.—Sussex Agents, Hewett
Bros., 94, Western Ed., Hove. [4239
TNDIAN 7h.p., blue, clutch, 2-speed, Montgomery

i o f'dscar, condition good, lamps, horn, speedometer
I -Guthrie, Grocer, Lochgelly, Fife. - [X6027

I

poWEEPLUS Indian Combination, dynamo lighting

iJisn "I?,,
'^?,™'=° ",!!<' "I"""' 'yes all good; nearest

j.a-lbU.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [2082
lOSO Indian Powerplus Combination, hood, wind
;-^y screen, little mileage, as good as new, pillion
seat; accept £195. 'Phone: Hamp. 7S22. [5199
TNDIAN. 7-9h.p., 1916, 3 speeds, clutch, overhauled

'Z^J^''^?'"?^'^' .""^ffP*, S'f "^"^'^ e^cbange lower
j

)ov,er._62. Queen's Park Ed., Brighton. (4745
10 20 7-9h.p. Indian Solo, electric lighting, speedo-'^" meter, only ridden few miles, as new; £170 —
.Vnghts Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. [5187

lO^f^J"*'""'. ''""'^''i''^'*
"'"] P'''*^'^' oow electric

jY lighting set and horn, splendid mount: £115-
iedges. East End Farm,

. Moss Lane, Pinner. [4412
J-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 2 speeds
,„- *™-'.,fl'?® running condition-: worth £110. .accent

Tel.,- ^"^" 'r-.-i-

I
I
if

M

bpPEN
fi0:0em

Home Counties Agents
FOR

READING
STANDARD
10 h.p TWIN 1170 C.C.

LONDON - EDINBURGH.
1 Gold Medal.
1 SUver Medal.

THE PRICE REMAINS
UNCHANGED AT

£184
INCLUDING DYNAMO
LIGHTING, ALL LAMPS,

ELECTRIC HORN.

Trial Runs by Appointment.

TO THE TRADE.
Certain Agencies in London
and the surrounding counties
remain unallocated for this,

attractive mount.

Applications Invited.

CLYNO, 8 h.p.
We are very large contractors
for this complete British Mount,
nd can shortly quote definite

delivery dates.

New Hudson
2] h.p.

The Best Two-stroke

£75
Delivery One Week

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Indian.

"DRAND New 1919 7-9b.p. Indian, fitted ivith 1920
J-> uulboiis Imck sidecar (unridden) ; big snip, £185;
bongbt car.—Myrtle Cottage, Ormerod IM., Burulev.
^ _ rX5902
j O20 7-9h.p Indian Combination, with dynamo light-
-•Lt/ ing set and spe'^dometer ; 160 gns. ; in stot-k
to-day.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024

.

' (4111

1 Q19 7-91h.p. Indian, mag. model, 3-speed, clutch
J-«7 and kick starter, enamel and plating as new,
good tyres; £l05.—66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W.

[4760TO 19 Powerplus Indian Speed Model, mileage only
X«/ 700, 65 m.p.h. road speed guaranteed; cost £184;
offers over £130.—Apply, 2, Wolseley Rd., Aldershot.

14857
INDIAN" 5-6h.p., in good condition, yery fast, Boscli

mag. and carburetter, ready for the road; £70,
or nearest offer.

—'Phone 4375 Hop. for appointment.
[3934

1 14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame,
J-t7 2 speeds, legshields. Easting wind screen, in
splendid condition; £95.-5, St. Peter's Rd., Hammer-
smith. [5075

1 Q14 Indian Combination. 2-speed, clutch, kick
-Lt/ start, just overhauled, with all spares;' £80.

—

Anthony, Bryn Celyn, Duffryn Rd., Ammanford. Car-
marthenshire. [4312

INDIAN" 1915 7-9h.p. Spares, frames, rear forts,
chains, crank and cam cases, flywheels, and all

parts; after 5 o'clock.—Indian, 45, Handcroft Rd., W.
Croydon, Surrey. [4537

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, electric
J-*-' lights and horn, splendid condition; must sell;
best offer over £115; after 6.-27, Norman's
Old St., E.C.I.

Buildings.
[4973

fy-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, S-spsed,
*< spring frame, exceptionally good condition, no

Apply, 38,reasonable offer refused,
Marylebone, W.l

1 Q15 5-6h.p. Indian, 2-speed,
-*-«-' lamps, horn, etc., new ba
running- and condition
Terrace, Wrexham.

Blandford St..

[4092

clutch, kick-starter,
new back Dunlop, excellent
£75.~B6ll, 3, St. Mark's

[X5962

I85.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel.; 1032. '[X5899

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t5ie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

INDIAN.—^For early delivery of the famous power-
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinations with

electrical equipment write to P. J. Eyans, 83-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0173

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, clutch, lamps, horn,
etc. splendid condition and in good running

order, any trial; £75, no oft'ers.-59, Macks Rd.,
St. James Rd., Bermondsey. S.E. [4420

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus, dismantled, would take
J-*3' down for inspection, needs handle-bars, one
piston Clacked, otherwise complete and perfect; £96,
offers.— 9, Red Hill, Bassett. Southampton. [4757

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lighting
-Li/ and horn, speedometer, mileage 1.500, alu-
minium discs, the whole guaranteed in top-hole con-
dition; £200.—Mason, 39, Midland Rd., Welling-
borough. [5027

INDIAN Combination, 1920, 7-91]. p., complete with
dynamo lighting, horn, and Easting screen, splen-

did condition, not done 2.000 miles ; 170 gn?., vei v
great bargain.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. [3834

1 Cb 14 Indian Combination, kick starter, 2 speeds,
-Li/ electric lights, speedometer, insurance and
spares, perfect appearance, reliable order throughout;
trial; best offer secures.—Hnlme, 360, Blackburn Rd.,
Accrington. [4494

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, dvnnmo, speed-
ometer, wind screen, new spare chain and tyre,

little mileage, unscratched, wonderful engine, owner
buying car; £200, or nearest. Hull district.—Box
6,043, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [5227

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Spring-frame Indian C.B. Combina-
-L*/ .tion, 3-speed, K.S.. clutch, wind ecreen, in
really splendid condition throujjhout; £130, or beet
offer; mu.-^t sell, bought car.—Wignall, Dental Surgery,
Friargate, Preston, Lanes. ' [4599

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination. 1916, 3 speeds, K.S.,
spring frame, speedometer, horn, acetylene light-

ing, good tyres, recently overhauled, electric head
lamp and horn, IV^h.p. generator and self-starter; £120.
—Seen at Scrase's, 381, Battersea Park Rd., S.W.

[4604
INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915 Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

kick start (right side), Bosch mag., electric lights
and horn, speedometer, luggage grid, all in excep-
tionally good condition, enamel and plating splendid,
trial of any distance or hills given; £120.—60a, Kirk-
dale, Sydenham. [4595

1 Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., clutch, Dixie, -Stewart mechani-
-Lt/ cal horn, large spa're tank. 2 lumps, generator,
tyrei, enamel good, overhauled, £13 spares fitted (re-

neipts shown); seen running any evening, appointment;
£68 ; if fitted with trip-season speedometer, £74 ; no
offers.—50, Dornton Rd., Balham, Loudon, S.W. [3952

INDIAN Powerplus Solo Model, 3-speed, one each,
1918 and 1919, models reriiainiu?, as offered by

other dealers at £125 ; our price £95 each ; sidecars
to suit can t^te supplied if required.—The Layton
Garages, London Rd., Bicester. Tel.: Integrity,
Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester . Plea.se ask for our
July bargain list, which gives particulars of nearly 50
machines, all priced at lowest possible figures. [3542

B43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q20 (May) Powerplus Indian Combination, elee-
J- tf tricaliy equipped, dynamo, speedometer and
horn, in faultleBS condition and unscratched, Easting
wind screen; £200, or what offers? officer going
abroad.—Box 175, c/o" TJie Motor Cych. [X6016

"JQ15 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-*^ spring frame, Lucas head lamp and generator.
Klaxon, little u^d, enamel as new, too powerful far
owner; £95, or near offer.—Box 6,042, c/o The 31otor
Cycle. 'Phone: Chiswick 1211, Boxmoor 62. [5226

1 O 20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, engine No.
4, t/ 70E566, spring frame, Indian bulbous back
sidecar, dynamo *iKhting, 3 lamps, ammeter, electric
hom, Easting wind screen, handle-bar muffs, speedo-
meter, special lej: shields, spare inner tube, spare short
driye chain and links, tyres unpunctured, mileage
2,000, full insurance, perfect condition, all tools and
pump ; £2 32,—Wilmot, Perryet-one Towers, Itoss-on-

Wye. [3957

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, delivered new
- Januarj-, 1920, complete \vith usual electrical

equipment and speedometer, very good condition, side-

car new last month, 170 gns. Several other similar
Indian combinations in stock at indisputable bargain
prices.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester
or 90, High St., Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester,
'Phone : 35 Bicester. Please ask for a copy of our
July bargain list, which gives particulars of about 50
modern machines, all priced at lowest possible figures,

L5261
Invlcta

INVICTA, Villiers 2-speed, Lucas head and tail lamp
sets, Flexa spring pillar, spare tube, accessories,

Oct., 1919; £67.—Moislev, Ftiraihouse Lane, I'ogmoor.
Biunsley. [4265

NEW Invieta, 254h.p. J.A.P., 2-*pecd, clutch and kick
starter, rn etoek at mauuiacturers' list pri£e.

easy piiyments ^% extra.—Han^ds, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Ed., London. . [3881

"VTEW Invieta Lightri-eight, fitted with the famous Vil-
-L* liers 2V2h.p. 2-stroke engine, a thoroughly reliable
mount; many other machines in stock; latest lists

and particulars of Harrods system of easy payments
sent on application.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Rd..
London. [3875

Ivy.

IVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supplv at

early dates. [5763

IVY 2%h.p., 2-speed, pretty machine; £43, or ex-
change.—Burrows, Potton, Beds. [4266

IVY 2-speed 2-stroke in stock.—Rothwell and Mil
bourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [618f

"I Q 15 Ivy 2-stroke, 2 speeds, excellent condition

:

-Lt/ £45, _ 152 Meeting House Lane, Peckham,
S.E.15 [4929

IVY 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1917, pan sent, as new, com-
plete, all on; £50.—Seen 43, Dinsmore Rd., Bal-

hara, S.W.12. [3732

IVY 2-5troke. delivered May, 1920. 2Vjh.p., P. and
H. front lamp and rear, mechanical horn, mile-

age under 400; ^£63, or not equipped, £59.—H. A.
Woodman, Burnham-on-Sea. [4301

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest, lightweight.— Full particulars, H. G

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents, 91, Gt
Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084, [0025

Ixion.

IXION 2-Etroke, single speed, 2 months old, done 100
miles: highest offer secures.—Tibbies, 34, Mans

field Ed., Northampton. [X5578

James.

THE Wal.inll Garn-o\ Walsall, for good deliveries of
all James models. [5764

JAMES 3V-h.p. Solo; list price; early deliverv.—129,
]lrockley Rise, S.E.23. [4374

20 James 6h.p. Combination at li.''t price, plu*;

ruirriage.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0249

JAMES 1920 5-611. p. Gniubination, dynamo lighting,
as new; £188.—Hucclecote Lodge, Gloucester,

[4522
JAMES 1916 2»,4h.p , 2-Btroke, 2-speed, pood condi-

tion throughout; £48.-1'. Granger, Draj-ton. Tnni-
woith. [X5807

JAMES 4'/ih.p. Countershait Combination, pood re-
liable machine; £75.—Turner, 12, Stratford St..

Oxford. - [4833

JAMES 4'/(h.p. Coiiibiiifition, perfect runninc oid-r;
iiiiv trial given; £90.-100, EichordBon St., Hif;l

Wycombe. _ [4670

JAMES 1920 4»4li.p. ComhinntiOD, new; list price—
364. Lillie Rd., Kulhum, S.W. 'Phone: 1553

IlawjincrBinith. [4017

^Xli-I'- James CoriibinQtion ; imiuedinic dcHvory, lint^4 price.— Brixton Motor WorkH, Ltd.. 289a, nrixton
Ed., London. IXG804

1 Q20 S'.i'h.p. .lamcB, lamps. Klaxon, discs, as new;-•^ £125; must sell.—St. IvcB, Burwood Park Hd..
Walton-rm-Thamea. [4378

JAMES 3'/..h.p. Twin. 3-npced, kick fitarter, excellent
condition, lamp, horn; £75; after 8 p.m.—257,

Brocklcy ltd., 8.E. [4658

19

AX/£ CANNOT OFFER
^^ UNBIASED ADVICE
because having an extremely
sincere regard for old friend-
ship and being possessed always
of a desire to win recognition
as men who can be trusted
implicitly, we, considering
our clients' bast interests

identical with our own best
interests, are always biased
in our client s' favour.
^UR large circle of frienis and clients

has been won in this way and if

YOU would like advice biased in your
favour our SPECIAL POSTAL DE-
PARTMENT would like to hear from
you. and is at your service to the fullest

possible extent and at the same time will be
pleased to send you a copy of our special

JULY BARGAIN LIST
which gives particulars of about
50 MODERN MACHINES

and combinations that are in Stock
at our various Depots for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

\Y/E venture to say that we hold to-day." and usually one of the larsest and most
varied Stocks of DESIRABLE MotoV
CycltE in England, and as to the prices

—

well THERE AGAIN we are biased
in your favour, because we firmly believe
your interests are inseparable with our
interests. Every soiled or second-hand
machine mentioned in our July Bargain

List may be had on

24 HOURS APPROVAL,
and we always pay outward carriage

New Machines for Immediate
Delivery

:

A.B.C. ALLOW. DIAMOND,
EDMUND. ENFIELD Lightweieht.
INDIAN Powerplus, L.M.C Com-
bination, O.K., VELOCETTE, -ETC.

19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James,

N^

019 5-61i.p. James, solo, appearance as ne-c, little
•-^ nsed, lamps, horn, spares, etc.; £120.-62, Lati-

mer Ed., Eiistbourne. [4564

1 Q20 4Mh.p. James Combination, Easting, horn, etc.,J-«^ about 200 miles; £160; seen any time.—Lucas,
20, High St., Rugby. [X6051 -

1Q20 6h.p, James Combination, lamps, iiorn, tools.
At.' excellent condition; £l45.—King, " 15, Hope
bt.. Mill Rd., Cambridge. [5247
]>JEW 1920 James 4Vih.p. Combination and 2^p.-L ^ lightweight in stock.—Tii« Premier llotoi Co.,
Asian Rd.. Birmingham. [2450,

TAJSIES, 1916, like new. 3V-.h.p. twin, clutch, kick'" start, 3-speed, fully equipped ; £80.—S. Thwaites, 29,
Greenford Av., Hanwell, W.7. [5088'

TAMES 31/2I1.P. Twin. 1916, 3-speed, kick start, top'
"

*J hole t-ondition; £&5.—Apply, 134, "Westfield R-d.,
King's He<^th, Birmingham. [4598.

1 O 20 James Solo, c.omplet6, lamps, hom, speedo^
J-t/ meter, done about 500 miles; £128.—"Wright's
uarage. Saffron, "W'alden. Tel.: 16. [5189-

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, electric lighting,'
usual accessories ; £200 ; owner bought car.—

Naylor, Leahaven, Kidderminster. [4775

JAl^IES 6h.p. Twin, with James de luxe sidecar,
brand new, in stock, immediate delivery at list

price.—Welford's, St. James's St., Brighton. [4303

EW 1920 5-6h.p. James Combination, in stock;
makers' price plus carriage.—D. J. Shepherd and,

Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 51. [4994]

rQ 19 James Combination, 4*4^. p., 'lamps, hora, ,t

if screen, mileage - about 1,000, as new ; £145.—
Gainer, Causeway House, Godmanehester, Hunts. [4179

5-6h.p, James Solo, August, 1 91 9, thoroughly over-
hauled and worn parts replaced, lamps, spares, etc. : -

£125.—Carter, 66, St. Mary St., Ladywood. Binning- .

hiim. [4704::

JAMES ^Vih.V-, 3-speed, free engine, coachbnilt side-
car, good condition; ride away; £95; higher power

wanted or small car.—Drew. 5. Richmond St., Barns-
bury, N.l. [4286

JAMES Combination, 4JAh.p.', 3=6peed, kick start,.,
clytch, chain drive; £85; exchange lower power

and casb.—57, Kentmry St., Coldharbonr Lane, Cam-
berwell. [4900

JAMES 1915 4i4h.p. Millford Combinfltion, enclosed,
rljain. 3-si,ePd, lamps, horn, speedometer, engine

rieriect; £98; after 6.—Roystou Tea Gardens. Ruislip
Common. [4260"

"I Q19 5-6h.p. James Comhinntiou de JAixe{ low mile-
Ji*y age, Eiif^tiug 8(^reen, Lucas lamps, legshields, Tan-
Sad, spare trie; £175.—Write 103a, Horseleriy Rd.,
Westminster.

~
[4268

JAMES (about -1915) Combination, 3-speed eounter-
ahalt good condition throughout ; illness cause of

sale; first cheque for £70 secures.—GioTer, Blet<?hley.

'I'houe; 45. [4398

1Q19 5-6h.p. James Model De Luie Combination,
J-tJ all accessories, insurance policy; 138 gns.. ot
near offer.—W. A. Low, St. Thomas's Hospital, London,
S.E.I. Tel. : Hop 2450. .

[5142

JUST Delivered, 4^4b.p. James de luxe combination,
unridden, delivered too late, siiecial model. James

Co. recommends, fitted ready lor road; bargain, list

price.—P. T. 43, Brayburne Av., S.W.4. [4642

JAMES 5Vih.p. Twin, late 1919, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, lamps, liorn, prnctically new, mileage

under 100 ; owner going abroad; seen by appointment

;

£1-20.—Kentou Grange, near Htirrow. [3893

JAMES 1915-16 aijh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

speed; kick start, countershaft, Bosch mag., ac-

cessories, spares, excellent condition; ^105; seen by
apiwintment.—25, Ouseley Rd., Balham, S.W. [4778

JAMES Big Single Combijiation. little need, horn,
speedometer, lamps, spare tyre, tube, all acces-

sories, luggage grid, smart .appearance, excellent con-
dition; £95.—Mitchell, Malwood House, Balham Hill.

[4728

JAMES Combination, 5-6h.p., Lucas himp*^, Cnmco
wind scret-n, lepshields, lu^:gllco grid, si»aies, new

a hitsuutide, 1919, mileage 6,000; anv trial; £160.
-H. R€m. Fowler, 28, St. Paul's Sq., Biiminpliiini

[X5801
JAMES 4'^h.p. Conclibnilt Combinntion, 3-8pecil

counlershHft, hick starter, excellent running older,

I'limbs any bill with ease when loaded. Easting wind
iiretin, hiinps, new tyres; 90 gue.— 9, Norwich ltd..

Thetlurd. Norfolk. [3771

JAMES fih.p., 1919. little ridden, engine No. 871,
Empire Hidecur, Lucus electric lights, Blueujol's

wind screen, Tun-Sud pillion with back and inotri'Nta,

tyre outfit, levers, valve, tools complete; £175.— Tre-

IJiwuy, llofi.s, Lyon House. SUerborne. [4127

"I
Q20 James 5-61i.p. Twin Combination, all liyhts,

X*7 liorn, Bonnikscn ispecdometer, luggage prid,

K;iBtinp wind screen, photo; 180 gns., or near oiler;

run 2^'- montliB only.-C. P. Guiso, 1, Bayshill Man-
sions iJaysljill Rd., Cheltenham, Gios. [5074

J.A.P.

J A. P. 2'?ih.p., in flrfit-cliiss con<iition, T.T. bars, good
tyreH nod belt; £45.—Fletcher, Burnuck, Stnmli'ui.

Nurthants. 13819

t'.4^ All letters relating to advcrtliements should auote tbc number at the end ot each advertisement, and the d'^U of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J. A. P.

r T7XTJRI0TTS Combination. 6h.p. Jap, hood, wind
L-* screen, speedometer, all accessories; bargain,
;135; after 7 evening.—105, AUcroft Ed., Kentish
'own. N.W.S. . [4100

r.A.P. 4i/.ih.p, Motor Cycle, new engine, new tyres, in
thorough Rood order ; too fast for owner, speed-

in. t,?r, footboards, T.T. bars; £48/10.—Britton, 3,
.I'nrt Ed., Belvedere, Kent. [5198

J.B.S.

f.E.S. Motoroyclette, 1919, l'4h.p., lamp horn as
' new.—C. Barton, Olapham, Torks. [0247

[TTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
> ' 3h.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine, new 1920

:

;130- [3749
^AUDES'.—J.E.S., 1920 model, standard Dunlop
.TX tyres, Lucas horn, as new; £44.—Maudes', 100.
;t. Portland St., W.l. [5169

915 J.E.S., on 1919 New Hudson, running order;
tirst £18.-Fleming, 4, Westfleld Grove, TVnkeaeld.

[S5860
r.E.S. on B.S.A. 3-speed cycle, perfect, spares, tools;
' £17.-24, St. George's Square, Regents Park.

• W.l. [4422

r.E.S. Lightweight, splendid condition throughout:
£22, or offer.—Cleary, H, Avenue, Arsenal, Wool-

ifh. 1^4470
Kerry.

Jlh.p. Kerry-Abingdon, N.S.U. 2-speed, with nearly
' ^ new coachbuilt sidecar, nice, reliable little lot
58—85, Church Rd., Willesden. [5113

Lea-Francia.
f' EA-FEAICCIS, brand new, M.A.G. engine, in stock-—i £130.—Bhosha Motor Garage, Eomford. Tel.: 95.

[9721
I Q 20 Lea-Francis. M.A.G. engine; list price —JL«/ Smith and Co., 16, Hampsteai Rd., N.W.I.

rEA-FRANCIS, 1920.-Place your name on ou?
t-l waitmg list for delivery of /these aristocratic
lounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 193. Gt. Portland ,St
V.l. . [0099
• EA-FEANCIS 1914 J.A.I'., 3V.h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
™ JP'

"^^ Dunlop on back, condition perfect- £75
The Gaiage, Sandhurst, Sandhurst Ed., Tun'bridgc
e'«- [4369

- EA-FEAXCIS, 1915, 3V2h.p. twin J.A.P., 2*peed,
-' elntoh. Bosch mag., and sporting Canoelet' side-

"l ^^?J},°—^- Martin, 44, High St., Biddi.lnh,
JIfls. (D) - [3905
"EA-FEANCIS, 1920, delivery from stock of this
-J famous twin, fitted with M.A.G. engine; £130
lus carnage from works ; extended terms if desired.-
Ice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St.,
C-4. [0066

Levis.
" EVIS,- 2;ih.p., new; hst price.-C.A.E., Co., Ltd.
-^ Hobson St., Cambridge. [509*7

'EVIS, 1916, 2-speed, lamps, horn, pump; £40.—
-^ 5, Bloomfield Ed., Bromley, Kent. [4845
QIS 2Vih.p. Levis Popular, good condition; £38.—-" 89, Dymehurch Ed., Hythe, Kent. [4024
"EVIS, 1919, single, perfect; £40.—Matthews. 4,
-* Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [4354
EVIS, 1916, 2yh.p., excellent condition, trial 2 up-

-i £45.-49, Beechwood Ed., Hornsey, N.8. [4720

919 Levis 2iih.p., little used, new condition- 47
gns., no offers.— 17, Belgrave Ed., Ilford. [3845

"EVIS Popular, 1915, splendid condition, new tyre:
-' 38 gns.—Davie*, Bertheu, Chester Ed., Flint. [4125
IQ20 Brand New Levis Motor Cvcle in stock- listL" price.—Brook Bros., Burnham-on-Sea. [4354

IQ20 Levis 2i4h.p.: £60; in stock to-day.—Julian.t" 84, Broad St., Beading. .'Phone: 1024. [4109
^ EVIS 2iih.p., 1916, lamps and horn, condition asJ new: £43.—Wellington, 40, Lowlands Ed., Harrow.

[" EVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. Toun"
I-* and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone-
'^i- - [4012
(020 Levifi, magnificent condition; 49 gns., very greatt" bargain.-Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone-
O.al- [3835

POR Sale, Levis Popular, 1915, in excellent condi-
r.„ U™'" -E37/ 10.—Apply, Dr. Coleman, 129, Castle
llli, Eeading. [4289

POB Sale, Levis 2i4h.p., condition as new, not run
k 100 miles, acetylene lamps and horn —90, Park St
rf)ndon, AY.l. [377'8

I r EVIS. 2yh.p., 2-speed countershaft, 1916, new
'-' head lamp, lovj, fast, good condition; i£45, offers
-70, Lenthall Rd., Dalston. [5120
[EVIS 2'^h.p., 2-spBed, clutch, very smart, power-
'-' ful, good lamps, etc., any trial; £54.—Coomber
Princes St., Tunbridge Wells. [4528

yjE'W 1920 Levis 2i4h.p. Popular Model; £60- the
-' master 2-stroke; early delivery.—The Premier
lotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2451
["EVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can supply
Li early, this famous 2-stroke.—District agents. The
ITalsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall 'Phone-
'"- • [5765.

O.K. JUNIOR
48 Guineas.

12 guineas down and 11 payments

of £4 7.

NEW MACHINES AT MAKERS' PRICES.

r92o ARIEL and Ariel Sidecar £152 10
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination . . . £170
rgjo SCOTT, solo £140
rgio B.S.A,, twin, 6 h.p £127 10
r92o JAMES No. 6 Combination £170
ig20 DIAMOND, 2-speed, kick-start, band

clutch £84 3
1920 LEA-FRANCIS £130
1920 CLYNO, 2; h.p., 2-stroke £75
1920 BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p £170
r920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £128 10
1920 2i h.p. O.K. JUNIOR, 2-speed £65
r920 2,V h.p. O.K. JUNIOR, single-speed . £50 8
1920 JAMES 4} h.p. Combination £170
1920 JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination £215
1920 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination £235
1920 ZENITH Combination £20*
1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-3peed ... £78 5 6
1920 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed. £74 19 4
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p £89 5
r920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed . £75
1920 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed .T £73 10
r920 ALLDAYS-ALLON £85
1920 DOUGLAS, 2J h. p., 2-speed £100
1920 ROVER, 3\ h.p. Solo, T.T. Bars £149 16 3

Deferred Terms : Quarter down and rr monthly
instalments.

NEARLY NEW.
r920 P. & M. and P. & M. Sidecar.

1920 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., and Rudge Sidecar, hom.
r9r9 ENFIELD, 2} h.p.

r920 RUDGE, I.O.M., T.T. bars, trip speedo-
meter, lamps.

1920 TRIUMPH and Paragon'' Sidecar (folding),
lamps, and honi.

1919 BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Enfield Sidecar.
lamps, screen, and Klaxon.

1920 COULSON-B., only soiled, 2) h.p.

1919 INDIAN, z'l h.p.. 3-speed, kick-starter.

1919 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting."

1920 A,B,C., 8 h.p.

1920 LEVIS Popular.
r92o WOOLER, with accessories.

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, lamps and
hom.

1920 P. & M,, 3A h.p., lamps and hom.
1920 N.U.T., dynamo, lighting.

1920 QUADRANT Combination.

Deferred Terms : Half down and 11 monthly
payments.

SECOND-HAND.
1917 CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination .. £135
1917 LEVIS £52 10
1015 JAMES, 3.V h.p £85
1916 ENFIELD Combination, lamps and

hom £160
1915 DOUGLAS 2} h.p. Combination £90

TRIUMPH and Sidecar. 3-speed ... £92 10
W.D. B.S.A. and B.S.A. Sidecar . 134 gns.
W.D. B.S.A. and Canoelet Sidecar . 126 gns.
W.D. DOUGLAS, 23 h.p 72 gns.

Deferred Terms : Half down and ri instalments.

CARS.
1920 MAXWELL 5-seater Touring Car,

many spares, 5 months old .... £450
192Q MAXWELL 5-seater Touring Car,

many valuable spares, only 2

months old £51
1920 FORD, 5-5eater Touring Car.

LAMB'S
151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW.
Phone : Walthamstow 169

'Grams : "Cyclotomo, PhDne, London
'

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
N.22.

Phone : Hornsey 1956.

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 4978

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

"POR Sale, 1920 Levis Popular model, not done 100
-*- iiiiles, absolutely newj reason for selling, just got
delivery new Triumph.—Rider, Low Catton, Stamford
Bridge, York [4277

LEVIS 2-"jih.p., 1915, T.T. bars, 2-speed, 2-6allon
tank, footboards, Harcourts, lamps, overhauled

makers, perfect condition; £55.—Long, Barton-under-
Needwood, Staffs. [X6029

"IQ19 2Mh.p. Levis, Amac, E.I.C., Hutchinson tyres,
-Ltf lamps, accessories, hooter, tools, Druids, brand
new, ridden 100 miles; £43. — 35, Perrers Ed.,
Hammersmith. [4634
"T EVIS 2Vih.p. Single, new cyl. and piston, new
-L' E.I.C. mag. (variable) rebushed, good Dunlops.
new belt, lamps, generator,, horn, tools, together with
Levis 2Uh.p. cyl, reground, piston and rings, gudgeon
pin and bush; the whole in excellent condition; £40.
—L. Watts, Sticklepath Hill, Barnstaple. C4906

Lincoln>Elk,
£33.—3h.p. Lincoln Elk,"Bo3Ch, B. and B., splendid

running.—144, Clarence Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.
[4347

"1Q14 T.T. Lincoln-Elk, 3l/oh.p., Philipson pulley,
-L*/ accessories, brand new condition; £40: ex-
change.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4633

L.M.C

L.M.C., 1913, 2-speed, K.S., perfect condition, power-
ful sidecar machine; £47.—White, 62. High St.,

Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. [4916

j 020 L.II.C. Combination, 6h.p. twin, Sturmey 3-
-^tf speed. K.S.. luxurious eoachbuilt sidecar, few miles.
t'eautiful turnout; £175.—George Hotel, rangbourne,
Berks. [3822

L.il.O. 1920 6h.p. C.B. Combination, used twice only,
owner changing for Colonial Model for Overseas

use; co^t £183, nearest offer to £165 accepted: condi-
tion as new, and full guarantee as with d new machine
given.—The Lay'.on Garages. London Rd., Bicester.
T.A. : Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. Please
ask for our July bargain list, which gives particulars
of nearly 50 machines, all priced at lowest possible
figures. [3526

Lugton,
LUGTON" Combination, 3V2h.p., 3-sreed and clutch,

Bosch, B. and B., 3 l.a'mps. in daily use; £60.—
SibThnrp, Abbscross Ed.. Hornchurch, Esses. [4338

Maitlnsyde.
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination for sale, just

delivered.—Tennant. AUsprings Drive, Gt. Har-
wood. [4311

"I
Q20 Martinsyde-Newman 6h.p. Combination, de-

-itF livered June; what offers?—Grimshaw, Deadmnn-
stone, Berrybrow, Hudder(?field. [4515

6 h.p. Martinsyde-j^ewmnn Combination, Cameo screen.

Lucas horn, mileage 1,000; what offers?—Mears,
Confectioner, Peterborough, Northants. [3909

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 6h.p. Combination, fully

equipped, electric^ and screen, new; £210, or

near.—Norman, 855, High Rd., Leytonstoue. [4789

JUNE (1920} Martinsyde Combination, mileage under
400,»-fully equipped, better than new, magnificent

turnout, genuine; £215, no offers.- 2, Northauipton St..

Dover. " [3888

"\fl"ARTINS\'DE-N"EWMAN 6h.p. Twin Combina-
ITL tion : £170; sole distributers for Kent.—Motor
Cycle Mart. Ltd., Fair Eow, High St., Chatham.
Phone: 301. [X6109

Matchless
20 Model H Miitchless, 200 miles, as new, elec-

tkic; list price.—Peel, Watchet. [4069

"j Q20 Matchless Combination, D.A. lighting, Lucas
i-V lamps; £210.-114, Brixton Hill. [4732

"\"I7ADCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
VV 8h.p. Matchless combination, 1918; £160. [9778

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, as delivered; £220.—
i-^y Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16.

[5190
MATCHLESS, Model H, 2 almost new, Lucas light-

ing; offers.—7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensin?
ton. [X6103

1 Q20 Model H Matchless, Lucas electric lights, as
-L«7 new; £230.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clap
ton. [3550

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey agents for

this first-class outfit. Matchless in name and
•luality. (3173

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, recently ovtrhauled. 2-

soeed, kick, ride away.—114, Crystal Palace Rd.,

E. Dulwich.
.

(4690

MATCHLESS Victory Model, lovely sidecar, full

accessories; £155.—Driscoll, 58, Woodfield Rd..

Ealing. [4787

MATCHLESS, 6h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed and free, Bosch
w-atertight; bargain, 42 gns.—Box 6.032, do The

Motor Cycle. [5214

MATCHLESS Combination, 3'^h.p. twin, 3-speed,
countershaft, perfect; £72.-Parkes, Edith St..

West Bromwich. [X5975

MODEL H Matchless, dynamo lighting, delivery
trom ^tock; list price.—Cleare and Lowe, 125,

High St., Woolwich. [3827
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I

Matchless.

MATCHLESS Model H., il.A.G. enfjine, Lncas lamps,
hood, rear drive speedometer, perfect condition;

£228.-16, Hesper Mews, Earl's Court. [4396

MATCHLESS-J.A.r., new, driven from London only,

lamps, spare wlieel, liood, horn ; owner has two

;

cffers,-85, Montagu St., Kettering. 14172

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, com-
JLU plate, all Lucas lamps, horn, etc., brand new;
£225.—Box 6,058, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [5246

MATCHLESS, Model H.—Place vour orders with
S. E. Clapham (Motorsl, 27, StockweH St.,

Sreenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: Greenwich 751. [2067

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed, clutch.
3 lamps, generators; full toolkit, laid up 4 years;

fillO.—Morrifi Smith, Goathland. Yorks. [4073

"I
Q20 Model H ^Matchless, in splendid order. Lucas

J^iJ dvnamo lightiiig. hood', leg yuards, horn, etc.;
£230.-2, Nightingale Kd., Lower Clapton. [3548

"j Q2G Matchless Combination, Model H, as new, com-
-i-U plete, lamps, etc.; £212/10.—Potter, 33, Bird-
hurst Rise, S. Croydon. 'Phone ; 368 Croydon- [4774

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H., hood, Lucas gas set,

speedometer, horn, super J.A.P. engine, 1,700 mile-
ape, perfect condition; £205.—Mack, 111, High St
Woolwich. [4454

"J Q 18-19 Matchless, new Easting screen, new hood,
-Ltf tOD-hole condition; trial anywhere, any distance
£150; consider late FoTd.~335, Bethnal Green Rd.
London. E.2. [4442

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p., J.A.P., 2-spe6d,
chiti'h. Binks 3-jet, nearly new, tvres, lamps

mirrow, all on; nearest £70, mornings.—183, Howard
Ed., Waithamstow-. [4415

1 Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, magdynamo,
Xt/ Lucas fittings, Dunlops, special model, un-
registered; §260, or nearest.—Read, Butcher, High
St., Brentford, W. [4551

1 Q20 Matchless Combiuotiou, Model H., J.A.P. eU'
-Li/ gine, Ltu-as lighting, fully equipped, leg:shields.

mileage 250; private owner; £230, or offer.—Bos 5,990,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4113

fATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combinntion. lamjts
horn, streeu, delivered May; £215; before

o'clock ThuTsdiivs, any time Friday, Saturday.—136,
Lambeth Walk, S.E. [4355

MATCHLESS Combination, 3-speed, interchangeable
wheels and spare, perfect order, lamps, speedometer

horn; £160; alter 2 o'clock.—25. Davisville Ed., Askew
Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [4908

MATCHLESS latest Model H Spring Frame Com
bination, Lucas Magdyno, spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, only done few hundred miles.—Parker's.
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5915

MATCHLESS Combination For Sale, 8h.p.^ Sept.,
1919, Victory Model as new complete, hood

screen 5 tvres ; price £165. — Lister, Holbrook
Shooters Hill, Woolwich [5020

1 Q20 Model H. Matchless Combination, little and
J- »/ carefully used, speedometer, Lucas accessories,
spare wheel, etc., as new; £220.—Wrixon, 41, Eich'
moad Park Rd., East Sheen. [4319

MATCHLESS 1920 (April) H. Combination, standard
equipment, special hood, Cowey horn, F.E.S. acetTT

lene lamp<^ ; £215 for quick sale.— Goodbrook, 5, Finch'
ley Rd., St. John's Wood, N.AT.8. [4568

1 020 Matchlet;? Model H Combination, Magdyno
--*' lightiup, hood, screen, legsliields, 8pi.cdometer,etc.

;

£240, no otfere : would consider 1920 4-stroke part eX'

change.— 106, Atbara Rd., Teddington. [3846

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1917. 8h.p., in per
feet order, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind

screen, Tan-Sad. spare wheel; £135.—Curtis, Link
wood. Link Lane, Wallington, Surrey. [4940

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, Lucas mag
dyne electric lighting, Lucas liorn, legshields,

hood, spare wheel, brand new; at makers' list price,
—Rhosha Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. [5095

8h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, 2-speed, kick start,
C.B. sidecar, smart, powerful, mechanicailv per-

f(\*t, speedometer, mechanical horn, discs, electric
lamps; £95.—S., 560, King's Rd., Chelsea. [4729

"jQl9 Matchless Combination, 8h.p. Victory model
Xt/ Kpnre wheel, screen, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps
(.ncKl tyres, excellent condition; £165.-849, Harrow
Ell., Willesden Junction lafter 7 by appuiiitment).

[4282
MATCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.-Early

delivery at list price. Demonstration model S..

view. Replacements for Matchless models of all dates
ill stock.—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, S.E

[9411
MATCHLESS Model H 1920 Combination. Iampn,

speedometer, horn, B[K-ire wheel und tyre, .-^rceii,
etc., iiiilfMK"; nmlr 1,000, rtmdition an now; £220,
Mvhiin, 197. London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379

(4980
8h.p. Mat*]i]e>JH. Canoelet, BinkH, 2-Bpce(I V.S., K.H.

h|ijiii-m: £100; eli-i:tiic and acetylene lighting, hnrn
hood, wind Hcrpt-n, LucriH linm, pillion. Stewtut trip
pxtrn nptinnal.—Sclioflcld, 33, Longford St., Gorton,
Manchester. (3971
MATCHLESS eh.p. J.A.P. Conchbuilt Combination.

2 Rpeedti, kick ittnrt, engine jnst overhfinlod, m w
o«er*i7,e tyr^^, new liglitinK *<«t, hood, screen, spa re*-,

tooh, liOrfeet; germiae bnrirain, £115.-257, Keckealjam
lid., Beekenhani. (3801

u^6 All letters relating to advcrtlsemcnta shou

"-All machines quoted below 'or immediate

delivery and at fixed prices. Do not be dis-

appointed at the prices going up. We can

quote you the machine you require, foe

immediate dehvery, at a price that will su't

you."

COMBINATIONS.
ig20 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. en-

gine, Lucas magdyno, hood, windscreen.
Watford trip speedometer, rear drive.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new, never been ridden.

IQ20 3i h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, com-
plete with Lucas lamps, Lucas horn.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination,
Lucas Magdyno, complete with horn, as

new.
1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination,

Lucas acetylene lamps, Lucas horn, been
ridden 10 miles.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,
windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all

ready for the road \ never been ridden.

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no
accessories, as new.

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination Lucas
Magd>'no, all complete, a*^ new. .

1920, 3 h.p; ZENITH, countershaft model,
kick starter, Swan Sporting Sidecar,

complete with lamps all new, irmnediate
delivery, list price.

1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan
sporting Sidecar, disc wheels all round,

T.T. bars, dynamo lighting, indistinguish-

able from new. Very smart lot.

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

drive, not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, fitted with hood, windscreen,
as new.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel wind
screen, never been ridden.

SOLO MACHINES,
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

T.T. bars, disc wheels, large Lucas lamp
set, Stewart car horn, only ridden 60 mile,^.

1920 brand new LO.M. RUDGE-MULTI,
immediate delivery.

1920 3.^ h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
only done a few miles.

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A., complete, as received from
makers.

1920 3.^ h.p. SUNBEAM, not been ridden.

igig, November, 3S h.p. SUNBEAM, complete
with Lucas lamps, Lucas horn. Sunbeam
leg shields, very small mileage, as new.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4-speed, brand new, im-
mediate delivery.

1920 6 h.p. countershaft ZENITH. Sidecar tor

same if required.

CARS.
Aero Model MORGAN. Brand New.

immediate Delivery.
For

HENDERSON ELITE SIDECARS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

We are Agents tor the tamous DINKY SIDE-
CAR. All models iti stock.

We are London Agents for CASTLE S-wheclers.
Deliveries commence soon-

l-'irst-class Combinations Wanted for spot cash.
High prices paid ior good machines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, Hampitead Rd., LONDON, N.W.I

'W. : Mu^um 1410-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Model H. Combination, 1920, spare
wheel, screen, luggape grid, Headley's Tan-Snd, 3

lamps (Lucas), also spares, mileage 192; will give any
trial: this is a most splendid outfit; £225/10.—Moxon,
New St., Darfield, Yorks. [4003

1 O 20 Model H Matchless Combination, Lucas light-
-=- *^ ing, liinks carburetter [55 m.p.g.), speedometer,
extra fBowden) back brake. 8 months' in.'^urance, hood,
and all accessories, splendid condition; be^^t offer over
£225.—Bos 5,958, e/o The Motor Cycle. [4039

MATCHLESS Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P., :Meade and
Deakin coachbuilt, engine bearings just renewed

throughorrt., receipts shown, outfit in tip-top condition;
best offer over £100; after 6 p.m.—13, Belsize Cres.,
Hampstead, N.W., or 'phone Norman 6118 Bank.

[4284
LATE Pre-war 6h.p. Matt?hlpss Combination, stored 4

years, overhauled and re-enamelled this stmimer,
1920 Binks, Bosch, new tyres, lamps, speedometer,
wind screen, etc., 2-speed, kick start; trial; £120: alter

6 p.m., or -week-eud.—39, I'ark Kd., Chiswick, W.4.
C-i-5895

MATCHLESS Combination, 2-speed, kick start,

£55: Matchless combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.. 2-

speed, kick: start, £83; Matchless combination, 2-

speed, kick start, clutch, chain drive, fin^ turnout,
£120, or exchange.—57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour
Lane, Camberwell. [4902

1 O 20 Model H. Matchless Combination, luxurious out-
J-*' fit, spring frame, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
speedometer, hood, wind screen, sidecar step, spare wheel,
leeshield, snares, mileage 800, perfect in every way;
£350, no offer; private owner bought car.—Parsons, 237,

Stanley Park Av., Liverpool. [5891

MATCHLE>SS Combination, Victory Model, 7-9h.p.

M.A.G., double-seated spring wheel sidecar,

Cowey, hood, screen, electric or acetylene light, inter-

changeable wheels, car tyres, luggage and petrol tin

carriers, iii first-class condition, any trial given;

price £150.—Walker, Pumping Station, Coulsdon.
[5134

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your ordera wiift

Ross. 86, High Road. Lee, S.E., for 1920 sprio?
frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
en view at above address Deliveries gnaraoieaii

strictly as per order received. Retail price at. ruling at

time of delivery. A large a?sortment ol second-han.i

motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [5247

Mejfrro,

ETRO-TTLER, 2-speedV5nearly new; £70.—Nelson,
39, Queen St., Rhyl. [S58S1

METRO-TTLER. late 1919. the 2-.':troke: going cheafl.

-J., 292, Earl's Court Rd., S.W. [4117'

METRO-TTLER. 2-speed, Sept., 1919. perfect cond^.
tion,' lamps, horn; seen by appointment.— 5, Eo8|r;

lyn Court, Oman Rd., Hampstead, I37S^^

METRO-TYLER, 1919, 2-speed model, 'long nicko^
exhaust, P. and H. lamp set, as new; dE58.—3Bv

St. Thomas Rd., South Hackney.
^

[5121

-| Q 1 5 2^4h.p. 2-speed Metro-Trier, just thoroughly
JiiJ overhauled, re'iushed, and re-enamelled, absolutell

!is new; £46.—Taplin, 159, Hornsey Rd., N. [421C

METRO-TYLER 1919 late, long nickel-plated en:

haust, in perfect running order, done about 80
miles, owner bought Triumph; £45.—Benholm, Wind-
mill Hill, Enfield. [466X

METRO-TYLER.—Delivery from stock of this supel;
2-t^troke, 2-siteed, fitted with " long exhaust anj

disc wheels, £77/17/6; extended terms quarter downs
balance in 12 instalments; call and inspect or writlrj

for particulars.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At^j
Camomile St., E.C.3. [00Q|'*

Minerva.
MINERVA 3V2h-P-. eood running condition, wifll.

sidecar or sell separately: £22, sidecar £9.-*--

Osbourne, 377. Norwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27.
[4591

Moto-Reve
MOTO-REVE Twin, wants timing; £18.-9. Claverler

Grove. Finchley. N.3. [3811

MOTO-REVE 2^-4h,p.. easy starting, climb anywhere,
good tyreB, Triumph (Mrl>uretter ; first cheque £23

secures, bargain.- 32, Stnnit St., Luton, Beds. [466S

Motoaacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE 3V''h.p Twin, believed 1914, ,1)6

Liasn valves, Enfield 2-speed gear, kick start, good
tyres, requires lungneto, and n few nuts and boltti; first

cash £25 to clear, genuine bargain.—Hill, 131n, Uxhridg*
Rd., West Ealing. W.13. [4566

3ih.p. Motosacoche, in flrst-clase order throughout^
3 iiii proved variable gear, free eusine. speedo-

meter, tool-^, spari'v'i, both lamps, good Dunlops ao4
Itelt, o really good liglitwoiglit; £35.—Angus, Th^
Viearnge, Coleshill, Birmingham.

New Comet.
^3 h.p. New Comet. Arden 2-stroko engine. n6W
N»'T tliirt year, guaranteed perfect order, •

lirst £45; lamps, etc.—Barnard, Green Lane,

M

[399

* tliirt year, (cuarantt'i'd rertect order, iiliotflB.

;45; lamps, ete.—Bnniavd, Green Lane, (.'alvoB,

Sf., Norwich. [13081
New Hudson. "'

1020 Now Hudson T.T. a'ali.p., 2.strokc, unnso^'
l-«^ £72.—'Phone: Ilamp. 7822. [5201

NKW HUDSON 2 »troko, 2.spocd, fine condition;
50 b'n».-Bolt, 113, JJatli Rd., E.\etor. (4733

Id quote the number at the end ot each ndvcrtlsemcnt, and the date ot the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1Q20 New Hudson 2i;.h.p., 2-speea; £75; in stock
J-" to-day.—Julian, 84, Broad St.. Reading. 'Pione:
1024. [4106

VTEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery 2;ih.p. 2-stroke
J-^ model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1343. [X5920

eh. p. New Hudson, 1915, 3-speed, chain-cum com-
bination; *84, or best otfer.—21, Spencc* Rd..

Acton. [4671

"lyEW HtrDSON, 2%h.p. J.A.P., perfect condition,
-"-' 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, lamps; £40,—King, Fire
Station, Salisbury. [4367

1 Q15 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect condi-J-y tion, lamps, mechanical horn; £45.-62, More-
lair, Northampton. fS5S93
"VTEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, guaranteed perlect, splendid
J-^ appearanccT £33; after 6.-44, Wargrave Av.,
Stamford Hill, N.15. [4431

TO 20 New Hudson de Luxe, sporting model, usedJ-^ once only; nearest offer £65 accepted.—Box
174, CO The Motor Cycle. [X5996

"IVEW HUDSON 2-stroke, late 1916, very fast, spien-
J-^ did condition; £38. See advt. in Matchless.—
136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [4356

NEW HUDSON, 2»4h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed and clutch,m gcod cunditiou ; £40 ; lamps and horn.—Benno-
ion, 501. Hornsey Ed., N. [3780

NEW HUDSON 1916 2V4h.p., splendid condition
'

Lucas head light; £45.—Apply, 6, Wiuscombi
Crescent, Brentham, Ealing. [402C

NEW HUDSON 3-sreed Coachhuilt Combination, es.

cellent condition, 1915; £80; cycle only £65.-
Knights, High St., Yoxford.

'

[494=

1014 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, good condi !

J-*' tion. 2-5peed, clutch model; £90.—Apperley, I

Tilston. near Malpas, Cheshire. [5091

NEW HUDSON 1919 4h.p. Combination. S-spejd .

countershaft gears; £119.—Frank Whitworth
Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X6007

Oih.p. New Hudson Lightweight. 2-speecl countei^4 shaft, new April this year, perfect condition ;iii<

QDSoiled.—Earl Dunwel], 63, Haglcy Ed., Stourl>rid-(
[594-

"VfEW 1920 2iih.n. New Hudson 2-speed Light
-Li weight, in stock; price £75.—D. J. Shepherd anc
Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

[499e
COMBINATION, New Hudson 6-8h.p. twin, Cfaoi

built siilccnr, undersluug, - 3-speed gear, splendii
order: £95—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Ga-den
Holborn. [X590:

1Q15 4h.p. New Hudson C.B. Combination, 3-spce("
-l-t/ countershaft, kick .starter, T.-B. mag., in thor
ough mechanical order; £80; no offers.— 19, Ashler
Rd., St. Annes-on-Sea. [484]

LATE 1919 New Hudson 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft
latest utility sidecar, screen, apron, lighting set

guaranteed perfect, splendid condition; £130, lowest.-
153; Knollys Ed.. Streatham. [253:

NEW HUDSON, late 1919, 2l4h.p., 2-speed, P. an.
H. lamps. Klaxon horn, perfect condition; £65

or near ofler; owner purchased more powerful machine
apply after 7 p.m.—George Hctel, 210. Haverstock Hih
Hampstead. [403.

3.3h.p. New Hudson-J.A.P.. 3-speed, clutch, BoscL
4 mag., Icn? exhaust, footboards, new Dunlop

inner and outers, climb anywhere, used daily, give^
no trou'''e; £40.—Wilkinson, St. James' Villa, Bridg-
north, Shropshire.

_
[X574C

NEW HUDSON 1914 Combination, special sidecar.
,

6h.p., 3-speed and clutch, kick starter, new 1

Palmer cord back, Binks carburetter, perfect order,
little used, horn, lamps comjjlete; £35, or near offer. !

-Crouch, 91, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. [4534-

NEW HUDSON 2»4h.p. 4-stroke, 2-specd, kick start,
hand clutch, Bosch mag., Brown and Barlow car-

buretter, tyres, tubes, nearly new, in perfect condition
with all accessories; a bargain; first £50 secures.—
Knight, 17, Wilson St., Newark, Notts. [X6018

NEW HUDSON Combination, 3-3peed, clutch, 1919
sidecar, roomy, 4-point attachment. Klaxon, lamps

tools, etc., nearly new tyres, uupunctured. and belt

;

I

seen Saturday eyening or Sunday by appointment;!
£70, or near offer.—Dawe, 48, Ashburton Av., Addis-

'

combe, Croydon. [4190;

New ImperiaL
|

CROW Bros., Guildford—New Imperial-Jap agents anu
expert repairers since 1914. [2066

TMPERIAL-J..4.P., 2",ih.p., 2 speeds, 1916; £46.—31, Dundee Ed., South Norwood. [4739

.JQ20 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, all accessories: 65'
Xt>^ gns.—Keen, 61, Jephson Ed., Forest Gate. [3800!

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., Lucas and P. and H ;

-l-«? fittings, all new; £75; must sell.— 2, Plashet Ed
|E.13. [4453 I

4h.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, hub, good condition
elnipped; £60, offers.—Coffin, Holwell, Sher-

'

borne. . [4923 i

1 Q20 New Imperial, 2-speed, hardly been riddenXtF footboards, horn ; £78.—Turnill, North Peter-
I

borough. [4229
I
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Before selecting
your new machine
CONSULT US
We are Sole London an '^District Agents
for A.J.S. and British Excelsior Motor
Cycles, also Watscnisn Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for Triunip. s, B.S.A..
Clynos, Enfields. Calthoi pes, Allons,
A-B.C.'s. Matchless. Rudse, Scott,

Blackburne. etc.

SIVl MEDIATE
DELIVERY

1920 NEW.
A.B.C., 3h.p.,4-speedsandclutch£150
CLYN0,2'. h. p., 2 speeds and clutch £75
LEA-FRANCIS, kick start. l5 h.p., 2-speed

and clutch £130
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-5peed and clutch,

aud CANOELET SIDECAR.. £179
ERITISH EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p.,3-specd, clutch

and kick start, with Family Sidecar and
Child's Seat £197 10

tCOTT, 3j h.p., 2-5peed 2-stroke £144 10
ENFIELD, 2* h.p.,2-Ereed,2-stroke £73 10
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2

speed £67
ERITISH EXCELSIOR, 25 b.p., Jap, 2-speed

£78
CALTHORPE, 2* ti.p. 2-stroke. Enfield

2-5peed gear . . . . £76 2 6
CALTHORPE, 2.5 h.p., .lap, Enfield 2-speed

gear £78 6
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., 2.sieed, clutch and

kick-starter, spring frame £120
ELACKBUBNE, 4 b.p., 3-speeds clutch and

kick starter £128 10 C
ELACKBURNE 8 h.p., and Sidecar, s-speeds.

clutch and kick-starter . . £208
Plus carriage from works on some machines.

USED MACHINES.
A.1J.S. I9t9 6 h.p. combination, acetylene
lighting set, horn, etc £180
MORGAN.Grand Prix, igi8,8h. p. water-cooled

Lucas acetylene outfit, tyres new, whole
outfit in perfect order ., £235 '"

A.J.S. COMBINATION, rgrS, Military Model,
wath spare wheel, hood, etc., ]ust over-

hauled £160
NEW IMPERIAL COMBINATION, 8 h.p.

Military Model, Lucas head lamp, horn,
etc., .. £120

ZENITH COMBINATION, 1913, 6 h.p. kick
start, coach-built sidecar, Lucas lamps
complete £70

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Shtmrooms—

(Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairsi

21, Store Street, W.C.I.
(Motor Cycles and Cars)

52 - 53, Sussex Place,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

Wliolesale—
38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.

Garage—Tottenham Court Eoad, W.

Telephone

:

Telegrams-

(Accessories and Eepaiis) Draametro,

Westcent,

London."

Museum 1240.

(Motor Cycles and Cars)

Kensington 7260.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

19 New Imperial Combination, 8h.p., complete;
£135, or exchange solo, cash adjustment.—Wilson,

Sunnyside. I'ershore. [4149

"I
01 9 New Imperial, 2?/ih.p., scarcely .ridden,

-*-*^ electric lightin*, accessories; 65 gns.—Box 6,031,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5211

AQ GNS.—New Imperial 2^ih.p., 2 speed, lamps, horn,^tO accessories, perfect throughout; ofiers.—25,
Princes Av., Chester. [4716

IlIPEEIAL-J.A.r. 1916 3V2h.p., S-speed, Boech, all

accessories, excellent condition ; £75.-Wall, 80,
London Ed., Chelmsford. [3925

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
2V>h.p. New Imperial, new, 1920 model, imme-

diate delivery; £89/5. [3746

33.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, just overhauled, hardly dis-

4 tiuguishable from new; £43.—WoodcUtfe, Chisle-
hnrsl, Kent inear Station). [4715

"I Q20 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
-L«/ Klaxon, as new; £73, or near ofler.—17a, Hich-
mond Ed., Ilford, Essex.

'
[4085

NEW IMPEHIAL-J.A.P., 1916, 2%ih.p., 2-speed,

fully equipped, perfect, 130 m.p.g. ; i47.—8,

Bishops Mansions, Fulham. [4644

NEW IMPER1ALS.-1S20, . Model No. 1; imme-
diate delivery.—S. E. Cliipham (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S-E.IO. [2066

MAUDES'.—2V'h. p. New Imperial, 2 speeds Dunlop
tyres, Saxon forks, ^excellent condition; £66.—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5171

NEW IMPERIAL, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, new tyres,

perfect condition, and running order; £55.—"White-
ley, Broadmoor, Crowthorne, Berks. [3817

NEW IJIPERIAL-J.A.P. 2"'ih.p., 2-speed, splendid
condition, recently overhauled; £42, offers.—

Lewis. 51. Earl's Court Sq., S.W.5. [5150

1 020 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, just delivered.

Li/ ridden 40 miles; sacrifice £170 (list £180).-
Cuoke, Grange, Moutford Bridge, Shrewsbury. [S5859

8 h.p. New Imperial W.ll. Combination, almost new.

all accessories, a lovely touring outfit: £135.—8a,
Blue Ball Yard, St. James's St., Piccadilly. Gerrard

6536. l^leo

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2V2h.p.. 1916, 2-speed, elec

trio lamps, speedometer, little used; £60, ex-

cha i^e or half down.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone,
narrow [5079

3 (!il9 New Imperial Combimition, 8h.p. J.A.P
i-t-r Klaxon, lamps, storm apron, screen, Tan-Sad,

tools; trial given; £160.-Iaylor, 59, Vivian St., Aber-

tillery, Mon. [X6573

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2^ih.p., 1916, perfect con-

dition, powerful, 100 m.p.g., accessories: after 2

.jatardays, or appointment ; £55.-Green, 9a, Palace Sq.,

Upper Norwood. L3841

1 020 2'''ib.p. New Imperial, mileage only 150, 2-

J-«/ speed, lamps, pump, mechanical horn; owner

taking delivery of car; nearest to 75 gns.—Apply, 2,

.Vc.lsjley Ed., Aldershot. - [1856

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Model, 6h.p.. 3-speed, all

chain with coachbuilt side;ar, very small mile-

ige- £167/10.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
inii'th Rd. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5151

8h p New Imperial, with elaborate Dunhill limou-

sette sidecar, hood, and wind screeti, all brand

uew actually in stock, tor immediate delivery at list

[jrice.-Welfo'rd's, St. James's St., Brighton. [4304

8h p New Imperial-Jap Combination, late W.D.
model. Sunbeam sidecar, all accessories, includ-

in» =pare wheel, very low mileage, mechanically per-

lect- £140- seen anywhere.—Red House Hotel, Wokin:

8
[4643

h o New Imperial W.D. Combination, Sunbeam
w sidecar, all-chain drive, hand clutch. Fellows

mae lamps side and rear electric, Cowey mechanical

horn" and speedometer. Tan Sad, screen, apron, acces-

sories, excellent running order; £150.-Gheeseright.

Sutton, Cambs. [1=63

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Jap Combination, 3-speed,

kick start, handle-bar control clutch, 28x3 tyres,

totally enclosed chains, special Royal blue bulboiis

back double locker sidecar, luggage carrier, unscratched,

perfect condition, any trial; accept £155, !ist price

£188.-74, Park Rd., Rugby. [X5972

NEW IMPERIAL 1914 2'/Ji.p., 2-speed, engine com-

pletely renewed, new cylinder, valves, bearings,

hushes, cams, rockers, etc.. frame and tank re-

enamelled, new Amao carburetter, new saddle, new lamp

oet, complete with horn and accessories ;
£«8-16

Westover Ed.. Wandsworth Common, S.W.18. (4608

EW nlPEEIAL 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, new

April 1920, all enclosed chain drive, com-

plete lighting set, Klaxon horn, speedometer, tools.
N
6V)l''r'e."°engTne "specially tuned and wliole machine

eiaranteed, in sound mechanical condition, does 65

Tn D - small mileage, carefully used by experienced
m.p.g., small muK.i6c, ^^i.ciuy,. ..o.-.. -j -.-,- ---_

Sder any examination or trial; £155 -Apply, after

tvm or appointment week-end. Brodie. 106, High-

grove St.. Reading. [1619

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

New Ryder.

3hp. New Eyder 2-stroke, roller bearings, splendid

4 condition, lamps, etc.-69. North St.. Plaistow

Broadway
^^'"^

I

advertisement, and the date ot the Issue. B4/
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' Norton.

NORTON Combination, 41i.p., 1914, 3-speed, engine
1920; £95.-1, Grosvenor Rd., Rugby. [X6968

1 4>20 Big 4 Norton Combination, delivered May,
J-V Binks, accessoriea; £175.-81, Parrin Lane, Mnn-
tOD, Munehe<5ter. [X59il

NORTON Big Four Sporting Model, special
bination, trial or examination.—Parker's.

Bhawgate, Bolton.

July 15TH, 1920.

com-
Parker's, Brad-

[X5914

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, brand new, no accessories;
J-«7. reasonable offer; Warwickshire.—Box 179, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X6012

NORTON SVoh.p.. 3-speed, clutch model, lamps, com-
plete; £50.-Hayden, Spring Villa, Church St.,

Chalvey, Slough. [47 6t

NORTON, 1916-17, T.T., Philipson h.c, lamps.
Klaxon, knee grips, splendid condition, Binks,

any trial; £90.—Green, Grocer, Reigate. [4842

B.R.S. Norton, 1919 (late}, Brooklands certificate witL
machine, lamps, horn, 'knee-grips; any trial; £125:

Surrey.~Box 5,991, c/o 2'he Motor Cycle. [4139

A Very Smart 1920 Big Four Norton Sporting Com-
bination for sale at list pric?, no ofters, as new,

exceedingly fast.—Holloway, Torver, Coniston, Lanca-
shire. [Xe034

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, ridden 250 miles, un-
J-iJ scratched, F.R.S. lamps, horn, insurance, spare
pulley, speedometer, all tools.—"Ward, 81, Monk's Rd.,
Lincoln. [4496

1 Q20 Big Fonr Norton, T.T. bars, knee grips, foot-
-LiJ rests, Lncas lamps and horn, low mileage, condi-
tion perfect; 135 gns. Loncashire district.—Box 188,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6035

T.T. Norton, with Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, Mabon gear,
brass tank (Norton pattern), and exhaust pipes,

Binks, quite new and unused; £120; wanted, Mortran.—
Brailsford, 17, Glenahnond Kd., Sheffield. [X5958

1 Q20 Norton, 4h.p., 3-speed, new April, mileage
-i-*? 500. semi-T.T. bars, complete with lamps. Klaxon
horn, tools, etc., better than new, any trial; £130

;

Reading district.-Box 5,928, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D)
[3864

BIG Four Norton, 1920, just delivered, family side-

car, Triplex wind screen, Cowey horn and speed-
ometer, oversize tyres, electric lighting, insurance; near
London; £230.—Box 6,047, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

[5231
NORTON Bis Four. 1916, with De Luxe Sidecar,

completely overhauled by makers, all new parts,

Binks, Cowey, P. and H., complete in every way.—Full
particulars from Ilsham Garage, Wellswood, Torquay.

[3225
NORTON Big 4, countershaft 3-speed, 1919, as new.

Klaxon, Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc., glorious
machine ; accept £1 50 ; any trial.—Montague's Motor
Mart, 85-87, London Ed., Manchester. 'Phone: 7745
Central. [4021

LATE 1915 3V2I1.P. ' T.T. Norton, Philipson pulley,
spare belt, plug, etc., just overhauled by raakers.-

fitted new piston, timing wheels, mag. chain, etc.; any
trial; best offer over £80.— Lyon, 18, Queen Victoria
Rd.. Coventry. [X5947

NORTON, B.R.S., 1916, specially fitted Sturmey-
Archer countershaft kick start, does over 60,

everything on complete, appearance topping, perfect
throughout; £115 cash.—Richardson, Station Rd.,
West Byfieet, Surrey. [4748

NORTON 1920 I.b.M. T.T., all-chain, 3-speed
(racing gears), guaranteed actual machine ridden

in 1920 T.T. by N. Brown, splendid tune and condi-
tion, very fast, ideal sporting mount; best offer over
£160.~Smith, Oakfield, Ashton-on-Mersey. [5176

1 Q20 Special Sporting Norton Combination, special
-L t/ 4h.p. engine, Mabon countershaft gear, racing
sidecar, aluminium discs. Klaxon, head lamp, etc.,

mileage 500, outfit as new, very fast; £160; consider
exchange 1920 Douglas combination, Indian, or iienith,

must tie SB new.—F. Dean, Brent Valley Golf Club,
Church Rd., Hanwell, W. [4755

N.S.U.
fully equipped, ready tour; £30.~42,

" [4345
N.S.U. 3Voh.p,, ....

Pfinces Rd., Holland Park.

6h.p. -N.S.U. 2-speed Combination, overhauled, all

new tyres and sidecar ; £50 ; take lightweight
part exchange,—194, Baker St., Enfield. [4785

N.S.U, 3'/2h.p.. Bosch, B. and B.. lamps, accessories,
running order; alter 7 p.m. or week-end.—54,

HalHIord St.. Essex Rd., Islington, London, N.l. [5065

6h.p. N.S.U. C.B. Combination, 2-8peed, K.S., re
enamelled; £90; evenings, 5.30 to 7, or appoint-

ment.—Butk-r, 20, Airedalo Av., Chiswick, W.4. [4452

N.S.U., lato inrulfA, and coachbuilt sidecar, all in ex-
rf-llent condition, 6H'h.p. twin, kick start.. Boficli

mng., B. and B. cnrliurottor : any part disTuuntled for
examination and trial; Southoll.—Box 166, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3896

N.S.U, 1914'A Vh.p. Combination, jnat I*eon enamelled
and pliitod, and thoroughly overlmnNHl liy tlio

makoffi a uionth ago, 2-«e(itGr Hidwar (Mill lord), aliao-
lut<!ly equal to aew macbtno* rind can do tbo lvnf>ts: hord.
gcroun, etc., cxcfillont tnrnout; £105. uwirt-Bt; by ap-
i>ointinont.~Morriii, 2X, Boaudero Ru., HammerHinith,
London. (420.'^

N.U.T.

I 020 N.U.T., immediate delivery; £165.—RootcR,
M.9J Ltd., MaidHtono, [5052

5
We have a

S, large stock of

^ 7-9 Pov\^erplus

\ Machines of

\ recent date.

MOTOR CYCLES
N.U.T.

FOR SALE.

]>T.TJ.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Toung and
."-" Co., Ltd., Heath Garage. Newmarket {'Phone:
214). L,009
"Vr.U.T,, 1920, dynamo lighting; list price, or nenre'st
-1-^ alter.—Laing, -10, Blenheim Mount, Bradford.'
'Phone: 2719. [X5956

14.A ''"^~'*-^-^- 1920, almost new, guaranteed
-*-^*" perfect, spares, etc.—Waldock, St. John's Ed.,
Spalding, Lines. [4870

"IQ20 Silh.p. N.U.T., immediate deliTery; il65.—
X</ From West Susses Agents, Hewett Bros., 94,
Western Ed., Hove. [4240

"IQ20 N.U.T. SVjh.p. Twin, dynamo lighting, just de-
.*-v liverod, unridden; oflera.—Leonard Cooke, Mont-
ford Bridge, Shrewsbury. [XS859a

N.U.T. 1920 Model, Magdyno lighting, early delivery
from the city agents at list price.—Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.3. [0065

N.U.T. 1920 SVnli.p. V Twin, only ran 500 milea,
in perfect running order and condition

; price
£155.—James' Garages, Ltd., Church Stretton. [4158

W. SPARROW, Ltd.. Osborne Garage, TeoTil, offlcial,

N.U.T. -agents, now booking orders for eaily de-,

livery.—Write or 'Phone for narticuiars. TeL : Yeovil-
114. i83SS

"j Q20 N.U.T., electric lighting model, 3 speeds, equal
-Lt/ to new, only done 500 miles and unscratched;
£160; seen any time.—Bailey, 72, Mitcham Rd., Croy-
don. [4559

N.U.T.—We are sole wholesale and retail agents for
. Staffordshire, and can supply these famous ma-
1 chines for early delivery.—Walsall Garage, Walsall.
Tel.: 444. _ [5766

SHEOl'SHIEB.-N.U.T. sole agents for the countyi;
demonstration model in stock. Orders booked ijk-

Gtrict rotation for early deliveries.-James Garage^
Church Stretton. [7^

1920, Lucas dynamo lightin|f
_ , spares, and all accessories,

mileage 800, very fast, fully insured, 10 months to
go; £160, list price £165.—Kendall, Jubilee Villas,
Staveley, Chesterfield. [3797i

The
these

ofwhole

have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents.

Write, 'phone, or

call.

We have a limited number of spare \
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton. '

I

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
'Phone No.: Mayfair 4535.

N.U.T., 3J/ih.p., May, ]

Cowey speedometer.

-llrcol-

[4145

O.K
NEW 1920 O.K. with Villiers engine; £50/8.-

Bros., Burnham.ou-Sea, Scm.

1 Q20 O.K.; 48 gns.; in stock to-day.-,7ulian.
-tt/ Broad St., Beading. 'Phone: 1024. [41l£

/~k.K. Junior, 2-speed. 2-stroke, just unpacked; list
'-' price, £65.—Turnill, North Peterbcrcugh. [4228

^.K. Union 25^h.p., single speed, in stock, immediate
^' delivery; list price, £50/8.-John C. Beadle, Ltd.,
Dartford. [405C

/~|.K. Union, instant deliveries from stock; 48 gns
}~^ —Hewin'.^ Garages, Ltd., the Heal Service Firm,
Tannton and Totnei. [4198

O.K..VILiaERS and O.K.-Union Models in Stock at
makers' prices; £50/3.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, W.3. [X6042

O.K. Union aetu.'dly in stock, the marvellous light-
weight; list price.—Meeten Motors, O.K. Agents,

Dorking. 'Phone: 163. [2277

1 Q20 2">.'ih.p. 2-speed O.K.-Villiers, fully equipped,
--«-' rnly ridden few miles, private owner; £65.-
Buxted Garage, Sussex. " "[4746

O.K. Union 2',ih.p., March, 1920, I.Tmps, horn, and
accessories, cost £55; accept £52, or near offet—Fairbairn, 26, Alma ltd., Sidcup, Kent. [45^

O.K. 2^4h.p., 2T3peed countershaft gear box, free
engine, very fast, condition new, order guaranten^

sound; 34 gn«.—14, Arundel Ed., Croydon. [4232

1 Q20 O.K.-Union, 2-stroke, immediate delivery; list
-It' prii^; £51.- A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., 75,
Albany St., Regent's Park, London, N.W.I. [0221

O.K.-JUNIOR, 1915. 4-stroke. 2-speed gear, been
stored, little used, good condition; £35; altei

5.—R., 55. Tliornton .\v., Streatham Hill. S.W. [4433

O.K. Juniors from Stock; 48 gns.—A. J. Toung em
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone

214), and 76. Albany St., Regent's Parle, N.W.I rPlmne
Museum 5476). [4011

ALLEN.BENNETT Motor Co.—O.K Villiers, single
speed, 2.strokc; £50/8; cash, exchange, or ex

tended i>aymcnls.—9-10-11, Roval Parade, Londoi,
Rd., West Cniydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5301

O.K. 1915 2V,li.p., 2.epeed oountershnft, lamps, horr.
13nnU>iifi, top.Iinle condition, £39; also <?inglc nbt::

'•W]i O.A.V. magneto, £4 : and Douglas 41i.p. crania
shaft, perfect, £2.-14, Kildoran Ed., Brixton, S.W.2.|

[3961
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—O.K. Villiers 2%h.p|

2-specd, best value on the market; £65; casti
exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Eoyal Pftii
ado. London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phono: Crovdof
2450. [529]

Olives.

OTjIVOS Converted r.N. Solo, 6-6h.p., l-oyl., 2 ap(

band clutch, sloping tank, dific wheels, shaft dL
lamps, spccdnmeter, latest Aniao and Bosch, real ni<l

niacliino: liargnin. £55, or excliange.—G., 63, Bolcl
Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. [47<|

B48 All Icttcre rclutlni; to advertlsemcntg should auote the number at the end of each odverttsement, find the date of the issue.
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1 MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

]

Omega
OiCiNS.—1919 Omega-jMp 2';4h.p. ; olSers.—Roberts,

24, Armitnge Ed., Birkby, Huddersfleld. [3826

iMEGA-J.A.P. 1918 Ligitweiglt ' Combination,
clutch, kick stiirt, lamps, overhauled; £65.-162,

I Ford Ed., E.2. [4681

iMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed and model de luxe; at 71
ana 79 gas. respectively; early deliveries.—Lloyd

1 Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [7966

:j2p Omesa-Jap, 254h.p., 2-specd, complete with full
•» msimiuce, lamps. Klaxon, as new; £73.—Lieut
llsoii, iloiverdown Camp, -Wiuchesfer. [488E
MEfiA-J.A.P. - 2*lli.p., 27Specd, Bosch, B. ,lnd B

,

sjilenrtifl order throughout, bargaiu, ride .iway
'
-j2. Montgomery Ed., Edgware. [4679
in:(;A 1917, 2 speeds, good tyres, accessories, linerniKhtion; trial; £48, lowest, or part exchange",

!i';r pDwer.-20, Somerset Ed., Walthamstow. [5015
P. and M.

apd M 1919 Combination good condition—H., 24, Fulham Ed., S.W.3.
and M., late K.A.F., hardly used nlatert- *7ssn.p.-67, Clarence Bd., Teddington '

[462^

•uiij4,^as^^riSLge-ns

[5146

£115.
[4554

ydon.

|-KuS^<^i&,Ses;?5fi!.-^o„,.7o^

;^&^^f,&-d.u^:3^,^..^g

[4936
;iiul M. 1917 Combination
.speed, free engine
Lpsom.

.in hrst-das.i order, 2-
any trial; £75.-22, Wveths-

[4476

"M ""'mechinicanyr^^'l^'" ^^^^^- '"^'"'^' ""'•I
id 'Ed., Barnes,

13 P. and U.
lamn '

f CI)

phone.—Andrew, 2
[4759

.irTM^:?^^^S-^.|-S,,S;
[4762

•I ^''lampsr'^hSrn 'itf-'lfo' ?•?,"?'"?? '^-'''"ghout,
"

apstead Jl.wi:'
*80.-&ill,

. 51, Nars.ngtonHampsI
[5274

horn, etc..
j

and il. 3iyi.p., 2-speed, K.S. lamo'

i v.'l75'-U "SSr'i™^
^ou^U.'^m insirance

I

J
,

tiB. 11, Crescent Ed., Kamsgate. [4475
' ^^%zetl1'^

*''• Coaphbuilt Combination, new'over-
o~i, i^oncion Bd. South, Lowestoft. [4626

I J \.^,:^^^ ^^"^ ^' aluminium discs lamn ^at l^o-

, few"'' ToS'T'''- '"^^^ =>•' »^«' rans'*bet'ter'nen, „.o._28 ^^arrlngton Ed., Ipswich. [4502

new ^Ihl'ffi^ ^^- ?• ^""i B. carburetter, as

.-IIml^iL"-|-£g.-S-S,rSo^e^=5ar°de^n^--
[4093

not W.D., splendid condition, elec-
- ^'"""^"meter. Klaxon, good tyres

51, Morland Ed., Waltham-
[3950

' trie 'l,vt.+?7.'.;.
""" '-^.'..^i'lcuuiu conmtiortrie ligltiiig, speedometer. Klaxon goodoe transferred : £90.—.Ri m„So„j S,i ^"S?irance transferred; £90

and M. 1918 E.A.F.
splendid condition

Model, overhauled, and
owner_ bought car;
" ' oach.

idin;

br

£76.—
Shep-
[4988

r,.,t
^""^ *? Combination, condition perfect • e\-

£1% "m'^iT'"? ''S'*"'^'
»'"="<= owner, lamps±120, or nearest oaer.-26, St. Edward's -

ji-e^ w„„T ,;"'"-"""". owner sought c

fl'sB^slf
^'"°"' ^^'' Kailway Appr,

J19
P.

Rd
[5252

fi"rstie^r'-V„" 1^*1^*'=''' '>''* overhauled; £37/10,
iona? iK^ b"? '*","^- Sidecar for same, £18ional.-l65, Pentonvrlle Ed., King's Cross, N (Call

'

[4219

J^hom "o™if;
Combination, wind screen, lamps and

'
Lower speedometer, spare chains and acces-e.jcelleat condition; £11'8

ney House, Lydd, Eeit.
or near oiler.- Paine,

[4133

l^cf
"t;„Co™.bination, just overhauled and in per-

-.lometer Mn™A lasting screen, lamp.,, hom,
^deS„,«;

|90.-Arnatt's, The Premier Depot, 3.aenuurst Ed., Bournemouth. [X606d

^ind'?;^t°o°„^'^'
'^''-"""'"^y stores, overhauled

2 sfdecar p,f?"'°*"'i*''^' <^,<>m,Plete with B.S.A.
PoitS'qt T^'

^'I'ie supphed.-Maude's. 100,t-oitland St., London, also Paris St., Eseter
[5165

Patches,
Patent 6866/10.

The Patch that Locks the Puncture.

THE OUTFIT FOR THE MOTOfi CYCLIST.

2/6 plus 10%
See this is in your OulfU.

REAR LIGHT BAG CONNECTOR.
5/ - each.

GAS BAG
CONNECTORS.

6in. 1/2; 9in. 1/4; I2in. 1/6;

I5in. 1/9; i8in. 2/-; 24111. 2/6

each.

A steady and perfect
flame ensured.

Send for List.

SURRIDGE'S PATENTS,
73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E 5.

• MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

ID. and M. 1920 Combination, just driven from works,
-*~ mechanical lubrication, luxurious sidecar, com-
plete with Lucas head, tail, and sidecar lamp sets and
horn; £165, lowest.—21, Tindal St., Chelmsford. [5119
p. and M., 2-speed and kick starter, drip feed,
-*- enamel and plating excellent, underslung sidecar,
Lucas lamps, all on; £90, or near offer.—Apply, after
7 p.m.. 5, Becklow Place, Bccklow Ed., Uxbridge
Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5122

P.-
and M. 1920 R.A.P. Model. ...

lamps, acetylene and electric.

engine, £75
from stock.

kick start and

new February, horn,
- . - - - c, 2 generators, leg

shields, cyclometer, handle-bar mirror, extra toolbag.
Tan-sad, sparps, machine unscratched, mileage 950

;

price £115. or best offer. Lancashire.—Box 6,019. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [4385

LARGE Number of P. and M., 1917 and 1918,
SVsh.p., -2-speed gear, kick starter, all-chain drive,

semi-T.T. bars, W.D. models, overhauled, perfect con-
dition, makers' colours, ready to ride anywhere; real
bargain, £70. The trade supplied. — Barnett, c/o
Morris and Hall, Engineers, Ridge Mews. Child's Hill,
Cricklewood, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hampstead 7667. [6137

P. and S.

WADCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.—
P and S 2-stroke. 2-speed model, Villiers

lutch models, £78/10;
[9779

Pax.
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Pax 2%h.p., Black-

burne engine, 2-speed; -^£96/12; cash, exchange,
or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone Croydon 2450.

[5310
Peugeot

3JLh.p. Peugeot. .U.H., fast and powerful; £35,
2 nearest.—Tendall, 1^, Clapham Terrace, Leaming-

ton Spa. - . [X5952
5-6h.p. Peugeot Combination, Sturmey-Archer; 45

gns.; ride aivay; after 7.—Slade, 290, Brixton
Hill,. S.W.2 (side door). " '[4756

Pope.

POPE 7-9h.p. Combination, in excellent condition ; a
real bargain, £100.—Longney, Oswestry. [X4966

Precision.

PEECISION 4iih.p., single speed, very fast, Bosch,
B.S.A. carburetter, lamps; £38.-202, Trinity Ed.,

S.W.17. 14002

PEECISION, perfect order. Bosch, 4',{,h.p. ; bargain,
.. £30, or exchange lightweight.- 11, Marlborough

Crescent, Bedford Park, W. [4517

PEECISION 33iTr.p., 2 speed,s clutch, everything Al
condition; reason," cash wanted; £45; after 6.—

107a, Granby Ed., Well Hall, S.E:9. ---[4342

Premier.
TO 13 Premier 2V'h.p.,' lamps, horn, splendid con-
-Lt/ dition; £32.-50, Glenparke Rd., Forest Gate.

[4924
"1014 Premier 2'fih.p., 3-speed, 4-stroke, free engine,
J-t/ accessories; £45.-1, Clydesdale Ed., Eomford.

[4328
PRBMIEE 234h.p., Armstrong 3-speed clutch, lamps,

perfect condition; £40, no offers.—15, Alexander
Kd.. Uxbridge. [5023

3 ill. p. Premier, 2-speed; seen running; bargain,
2 £28.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton.

London, W.3. [5043

PREMIER 25/,h.p. Lightweight, 1914, stored since
war, condition new; £40.—5, Southwest Rd.,

Leytonstone, E. [4938

neter,
"A.S.C:, 60, Mor-

[3933

411 letters relating to advertisements sliould auote the number at the end of each advertise

1 Q 15 Premier Combination, lamps, speedometer,
J-*-' Klaxon hom, tyres nearly new.
timer St., AT.l. Tet. : 6626 Museum.

PKEMIEE 4h.p. Coaehbuilt Combination, new tyres.

2-speed countershaft, Bosch, B. and B., acces-

.sories; £60.-20, Leahall Ed., Leytou. [4341

PREMIER 2V;.h.p., 3-speed ohitch, engine and tyres
thoroug'h good order; £42; after 6 p.m. or weo c-

enri—4, St. Alban's Rd., Seven Kings, Essex. [5X2.^

PREMIER SVoh.p., 3-.speed countershaft, chitch. Mill-
ford sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, eto., splendid

order; £70, or near.—J^atchelor, Horley, Surrey. [4346

"1016 4h.p. Premier, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,
-fi- *^ kick start, all accessories, condition perfect;
£68, near offer.—Cole, 7, Nerthcote Rd., Croydon.

[4680
PREMIER Combination, S-speed and clutch, new

sidecar. Easting, etc., good condition : £80.—
Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton.

[4202

PREMIER-J.A.P. 4h.p.. 1914, clutch, K.S., Bosch.
B. and B., lamps. Klaxon, tools, appearance and

mechanical condition perfect; £60.-23, Flaxton Rd.,
Plumstead, S.E.IB. After 7 p.m. [4910

Priory.

NEW Priory, 2V_'h.p. Villiers engine, Albion 2-.speed
gear; easy payments 4% extra.—Hiirrods, Ltd..

118, Brompton Rd., London. [3882

Pullin.

PULLIN'-GROOM, £5 deposit paid, delivery August:
offers wanted,—liox 5,988, c/o The Motor Cvde.

I

[4067

inent. and the date ol ttia Issue A33
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motor cycles FOl^ SALE,
P.Y.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—P.V. 2^4h.p., Villiers
engine, 2-speed, spring frame; £75; cash, ex-

change, or extended payments.—9-10-1 1, Royal Par-
ade, Londoii Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon
2450. [5309

V Quadranto
CLIEFOED WILSON Mfg. Co., the premier Qundrnnt

agents. Quickest deliveriee. See displayed ndvert.
[3670

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4-
For early delivery of Quadrant machines, book

now. Solos £105. combinations £135. [2114

QUADRANT Combination 4.'.2h.p., complete with
accessories and insurance; £154.—Frank Whit-

worth, Ltd., 139. New St., Birmingham. [X6003

41.h.p. Quadrant and C.B. Sidecar, 3 speeds, lamps,
4 horn, thoroughly overhauled; £70, or nearest.

—

247. Droop St., Queen's Park, Paddington. [4790

TV'EW 1920 4'/2h.p. Quadrant Combination, in stock;
-Ll makers' price plus carriage.—D. J. Shepherd
and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

[4995
1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, almost new, only rid-
•i-^ d:-n 200. all accessories. Easting screen, costs
to-day £157/10; offers invited, buying car.—214, Kew
Rd., Richmond. [4679
QUADRANT 2i/-|h.p. 4-stroke, sound and good

throughout, E.I.C mag., Senspray carburetter,
spring forks, low. light, serviceable; bargain, £25,
85, Church Rd., Willesden. [5H6

Radco.
RADCO, 1917-18, 2-speed, kick start, clutch; bar-

gain. 42 gns.; offers.-Toll, London Rd., Steven-
age, Herts. '[4840

I

"VJ'EW 1920 Radco 2Vih.p., 2-speed- £60/10; immedi-
i-^ ate deliveiy.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [2452

ReadingStandard.
j laie Reading-Standard Combination, lamps; £118.—
-*-«/ Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [4216

"DEADING-STANDARD Spares, 1915 and 1916, for
S-Xi sale, clieap.~89, Dvmchurch Rd., Hvtlie, Kent.

[4023
1 Q20 Reading Standard lOh.p., electric lighting,
-l-«^liorn. 3-speed and clutch, as new, under 500 miles;
£155.—Upton, 136, London Rd., St. Leonards-on-Sea.

[4504
READING-STANDARD lOh.p. Combination, just re-

(^eived, magnificent outfit ; owner purchased car

;

rnst £225, what offers?—Lait, Oak Terrace, Burnt Tree.
Tiptoji. [X5309

1 Q16 Reading-Standard Combination, 8-lOh.p., 3-
--«-' speed clutch, kick start, Bosch, tyres nearly
new; £140. or nearest offer.—74, Denison Rd., Collier
Wood, Merton. [4803

TJEADING Standard Combination, lOh.p., S-speed,
-i-V C.S., K.S., excellent order and appearance, any
trial or examination; £140.—jVIaiestic, 197, Stanhouse
St., Claphara Common. [5019

Regal.

1 Q13 S'sh.p. Regal Precision, water-cooled, 3-speed
J- *^ and clutch, gear damaged; £50, or nearest of[:-r.

—Sykes, Eleanor Villa, Nether St., Finchley, N.12.
[4489

REGAL-PRECISION 1914 4i4h.p., c.b. onmbinatiou,
w.c, overhauled, enamelled ob new, tools, acce*^-

sories: £80; seen by appointment.-Hall, 30, Elliott
Ed., Chiswick. [4892

Regent.
REGENT 5-7b.p. Flat Twin; earliest deliveries.- Full

particuliirs from The Lancaster Motor Co., 158,
Norwood Rd., West Norwood, 6.E., distributing agents
tor Soutli-eaat London. [9149

Revere.

REVERE 2'/i;h.p., Villiers, single gear, 1920 model,
the smartest lightweight on the road; £60.

—

Arnatt's. The Premier Depot, 3, Holdenhurst Rd.,
Bournemouth. [X6062

Rex.
61i.p. Rex Combination, excellent condition ; cheap.

—

Apply, 13, Alberr St., Brigg, Line^, [3914

31h.p. Rex, very fa.<t, tyres and belt nearly new, real
2 snip; first cheque over £33 eeuures.—Malmsmead,

Farnliam. [4505

REX 3'/{.li.p., BosL'h, BT'rinp forks, dropped frame, ex-
rellent condition; £30.—Nanh, 49, Riverside. King-

8ton-on-TJianie9. [X5572

5-61i.p. Uos Coachbnilt ComV»inatlon, 2-Bpepd, r.lut

1911. Rood condition; £48.—Root, 79, Huntinpr
Rd.. East Finchloy. [4486

RKX 5-61i.p. C.B. Conibinntion. Bosch, 2-8pef'd, F.E..
liiMipR, etc., niTiniuR order; £40, or offer.—BrundiHli,

9. Clifton Ed., Southall. (3885

"Id 12 6h.p. Rex, overhauled. 2-specd, fiplcndid con-
J-U (lition, itifiurance policy; 45 gns.—Bond, 11. High
SI., Burnham, Somerset. [4758

61i.|). Rex Combination, overhauled at oc-^t £32
Hinks, BoHch, splendid condition; £75.—Foxcotf

(VjttiiK", PeaHcdown, Bath. [4597

3 -SPEED Hex 5-6h.p., ovorlitnd valves, Bo«ch map
wicker iddorar, runninff- oidor ; £50.—Write, 193.

fioiilh Cioxted K<1., W. Dulwlfh. [4286

61i,p. Eirx Combi nation , f-ouiiterHhnft, now tyn'*^ iinii

chains, uxiihI ac-cCH'^orioM, pf-rrcrt; jjaitifularf ; £IO0,
D0eM; IX-von.— li(.x 5,955, c/o The Motvr C././f. (4036

=Volex.
DRY BATTEHY

Lighting Outfit
Sor the

MOTOR CYCLE & SIDECAR.

\
over ten years th3v have bean in use for this service, an '

of recent years, in coiiseanence of their dependency, the de-

mand is constantly hicreasine. Dynamo Lightini? Sets wiih
Accumulators rarimrti careful at:eation, and. owing to com-
plications, have a temleney to so out of order. Accnmulators,
if n'>t regularly cliart:ed, ^vlletlle^ in use or not, sulphate a'nl

become useleBS, The Batteries, which are fitted in a metal
container withswitchboard mounted on top. lie corivenicntly

in the bottom of ihe sidecar, and w ith ordinary care will last,

when in use. from 6 months to 18 months witboutreiiewal.

If one of the batteries becomes evhausted it can be replaced
independently of the others at but little cost. Comprising
Superba Head Lamp (6in. frout) Ball or Torpedo Pattern
Side Lamp, Ball 'J'ail Lamp. " Volex" Aero Dry Batteries in

special metal container witli switcbbourd mounted on toi>,

complete \vitli waterpr.iof cuuilnctiDg cords and spare set Of

bslbs. As illu-^tratefl. Xo- .^ C/-J9. £9 15 O
Also supplied with the "Superba de Luxe" Head Lamp

oiin. frout)

£10 15

Acetylene to Electric Conversion Set
Improved Typa.

SiTcws into tlie acetvlenj burner. W irod f.rinime "i.ite nse

Complete Outfit, comprising" Volcx ' Aero 4 volt Drj' Battery
in strong L atlier Satchel Container. Conversion Burner.
Twin Conducing Cord and Metal IMIsment Bulb. PricM
£1 9s. Ditt with C volt Aero Battery giving increasirt

V lumeoEIicht Price £1 15s
Price of Units. Conversion Burner 3/-, 4 volt Volex A^m
Battery 15/-. 6volfS'nlex Aero Battery 21/-. SpareJ voltMetal
Filament Bulb V-. Sparc 6 volt Metal Filament Bulb 1/6.

The
"GEM"
ELECTRIC

REAR LIGHT.
For Motor Cycles and ///
Sidecars. BritUh Made. V^/, /
Well constructed, ncvX '/ / ' J
appearance, pbony black/
linish, iiickcl-plaled re- :

lief ttttod \vi li ruby
glass and oal tdass for illuininnlinK i umber
bijiinl. I rice 5/6, post fiie; or with motal
llluinL-nt d volt bulb and bi-i feat ol Twiu
Wateipniof Cord. iirit:e7/6; postfiee.

'

'VOLEX '
• Dry Batteries.

BRITISH MADE.
'1 br: mur-t powerful Dry Huttiirirs on the Jlarkot

For I.igliLing. Janitioii, opuratiiife' Electric Horn-., otc , tbej
arc unsuriniK^ed.

Giant-JlvoU9/-,-lJ vnit 10/6, volt 15/-
Aero— -11 volt 15/-. 6 vo't 21/-
Empunil—H volt 25'-. (i voit 30/-

Sectional LUt " Volox Dry Ba ttorica " free on rcauo-it.

JSALfOBD /:^s^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

6h.p. Hex de Luxe Combination, 2-speed, hanille stait
Bosch, Stewart speedometer, lamps. Loin, in spleo

did condition ; ofieis.— Geake, West View, Launcestori
1457;

JDEX Coml.ination, 6-8h.p., 1914, kick start, .lutrljAv and ail-ihain drive, witli coachbuilt sidecai, loi

sale, in perfect condition ; owners bought car.—Address
Rex, William Polteons and Co., Glasgow. [446S

REX 1914 4h.p., Boscli, B.. and B., 2-speed, clutcl
and kick starter, large spring saddle, good tyref

and tubes, lamp, perfect, minus lug for frame, un
assembled; first cheque £25 secures.

—

V. Deerv, Stra
bane. [Xeo.i^E

REX 6h.p. Coach Combination, 2-speed, 'h;iuillt.

start, Bosch -n-aterproof, H. and B., powerful aiic

i-niait, lamps; any tiial; £70, or exchange lightwoiyiil

and cash.—Bootmaker, 82, Godstone ltd., Whyttloii,
Smrej-. 'JSeE

Kover.
3JLh.p. Rovei, 1914, 3-speed clutch model; £65.-

2 Ben-o'Farleys, 72, High St., Hounslow. [39;-

20 Rover, speed model, complete with Inaip;

£100, offers.—29, Preston Sd., Brighton. :020;

OVER J'Ah.p., couuter.shal't, jnst arrived; list liin e

97. Fulhaui Palace Rd., Hammersmith. 1457^

EOVER, T.T., Philipson pulley. Cowey horn; £115
—C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobfon St., Cambridge, .oiut

"JQ19 6h.p. Rover, splendid condition; £130.-
i-v Wright's Garage. Sail'ron Walden. Tel.; 16. [518!

1 Q'20 Rover Jap Combination, screen^ lamps, etc.

-^t' £170.—B. Robbius, Hillmorton Paddox, Rugb\'
[X597C

KOVER, 1920, 4-5h.p., 3-ppeed, done 50fl miles

£150.—C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobson St, CiBiibnaB,
"5101

1 Q20 New 5-6h.p. Rover Combination; £235.-

X«? Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. * utli

Halifax. ["25'

1 02G SV'h.p. Rover, countershaft, mileage 300; b,

J-t/ pric'e £150; sell £138.—Cant, Chrishall. Roy

ston. f''^'

T 019 T.T. Rover, complete, lamps, horn, good con

-L-f rtition £90.—Wright's Garage, SaSron "Vl iiMtii

Tel.; 16. '
''^''

ROVER. 1919. 3i:-h.p.. S-speed, coUutershaft. .xcl

lent condition; oflers.-Spencer Parker, MiW.ii

hall, Siiftolk. '^'^:

LATE. 1919 Rover Combination, 5 -^J?" Tl'i"'i."^!i'J
as new; offers over £120.-97, Pendle Rd., Strsat

liam. S.W. f^O-

1 Q20 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p brand new latest

ly type, in stock; list pnce.-2, Nightingale M.
Lc.yver Clapton.

"'"^

ROVER Jlih.p., lamps and '''SU'-ance, fully Euaraii

teed; £150.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. N"
St., Birmingham. L-'^™"-

T> 0\T2R 3i,ih.p. La-tc IS" C°"^bination lamps^ hwi;

-tt perfe-'t, £130; or would seiiarate, £115.-Damel

I,oughton, Bletchley. Lton,

ROVER 3'/,h.p. T.T., 1917,
""J. J''^'iS'|S" '."ll'jf

overhauled, splendid condition; 70 gns. 4f

llaltemprice St., Hull. f'^'

ROVER Combination ; offers exceeding f70 eonsidere

l,v committee July ZOth.-District Surveyor (,Jft

hill, Birmingham. .

i.\33i'

1 A16 TT. Rover, Pliilipson pulley, perfect spoitiii

i-O machine, fast, well equipped; £70.—Lowctli (

Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. 1"°'

Qlh.p. Rover, original 1914 T.T. raachme, PI..1 il

2 son, lamps, spares, very fast, perfect cond tioi'

£65.-6, Aynho St., Watford. 1^^-

T O20 5-6h.p. Rover and Rover Sidecar, discs, hiniv

ly mechanical horn, triplex screen, luggage i;ri^i

£186.—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. '.="-

ROVER, 1920, new, 3'/ih.p., countershaft: list in

or nearest offer; owner Uiken delivery 2.iuitt hmi

—19, Morley Rd., Leivisliam, S.E.

ROVER 1920 3'jh.p. all chain Combinat'ou jn

delivered, new, owner must sell; £185; iMi.ll"i'

—Box 6,020, c/o The Motor Ciiclc. i'*^"

T rt20 5.6h.p. Rover Combination, all lamps, Luc»

Lif horn and speedometer, mileage 650, in bran

new condition; £185.-'Phone ; Hump. 7822. [530

ROVER SVohp. Combination, 1914 3-speed, gfio

tyres, re-enamelled, uew cotichbuilt sidei'iu ;

:£7li

riuln £60.-31, Sharsted ijt.. Kenuington. [4ti«

1 O20 Rover-Jap Combination, 61i.ii., perlccl. iii

XtJ scratched, mileage abont 150; bargain, filb^i

A. Tholiinnian. Oakhurst, CliigwoU, London, [47.1

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, late

improvonicnts throughout, uist arrived; ninker

jirice.-Eagles and Co., 276, High St., Acton. W'.^

ROVER Combination, 1916, SVjh.P-, machine ui

scratched, new Cameo, new apron, smart and i

liable; *115,—374, Grove Greon Rd., Leytonstono.

1016 Rover. 3-«peed oounterelmlt, new Wiitsonin,

J.V 11.34 sidecar, upeedonietor, himps, just owa
hauled by mnkeis; jC130, or nenrost.—.^.tkinsmi.jgMi
.Mlidl T'iiik, Siuidcihmd. I503|

1Q1"9 Rover Combination, E-6h.li. J.A.P. cngin

XiJ Kcurcely », i-atchod, complete, lamps, horn. »i

spares; bargain. .£175; what olleiif?—J. Hyrd, l.itM

hales Manor, Newport, Salop. [48:

A14 All letters relating to udvertlsenicnts should oiiotc the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

18 (Dec.) Slih.r. 3-ypeed Eover Combination,

escoUent condition, all acceoisories, including

lometer: £110. trial, evening, by appointment.—

r, 47, Museum St., W.C.I. [4417

4.TJDES'.—Rover 1918 61i.p. W.D. combination.

all-chain, 3-speed. kick starter, Dunlop tyres,

mps and horn, very little used £130.—Maudes .

Gt. Portland St., IX)ndon, W.l. [5172

PER-SPORTING Rover. 1918, hand Philipson.

Lucas head lamp, rear light, and- horn, knee
in real good condition throughout; £85, or best

—4, Queen's Mews, Windsor. [4685

)VER S'-h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, adjustable

pulUy, TJunlops. new back, excellent order. £65:
Montgoraerv sidecar. Cam^o screen. £90.-1,

erfield Rd., North Finchley, N.12. [4165

17 Rover Combination, with sporty Sandum side-

ear {exhibition model), oVjh.p.. 3 speeds, 3 good

j

, 3 lamps, and horn, in very excellent condition
r climb anvwhere, mechanically perfect; £95.-Pem
|.
a. Tailor. Crewe. rX5798

I
VER Combination, 5-6b.p., 1920, not done 100

i miles, i)eri>it, disc wheels, himns, wind screen,

j
liield.^. speedometer, hood to sidei'ar; oa-t £250:

or best f)ffer.—Hewin's Gar^iges, Ltd., the Ht-al

ue Firm, Totues. [4199

20 Rover 3'^.p., in stock for deliverv at mater's
list price: 1920 Eover 3' ;h.p. combination, for

ediate delivery, list price; 1920 5-6h.p. liover

ination, immediate delivery at list price.—Kays,
•ond St., Ealing. W. 'Phone: 1827 [4481

)VER 5-6h.p. 1919 Combination. Watford speed-
ometer. Lucas 462 head light, side and tail

s, Cameo wina screen, Lucas horn, new Uunlop
1 heavy spare tyre, spare tube, tools, fully in-

i to May, 192 1 ,
perfect order, owner going

id, trial by appointment: £150.-Rollings, Old
Belton Lane, Grantham. [4623

Royal Ruby.
ti.p. Eoval Rubv 2-stroke, 1915 tvpe; 55 ^us.— 5,

Parker Lnne, Burnley. fX5901

TAL RUBY 1920 3h.p. Solo; list price; early de-
liveTy.-129, Brockley Rise, S.E. [4373

Royal Rubv Combination, 3 speeds, new tyres,
belt; £80.-32'. Poplar St., Failswnrth. Manche^rter.

[4714
YAL RUBY 2^4h.p., 2-speed. splendid condition;
£42.—Swaffer, High Halden, Ashford, Kent.

[4851
T3T Sell.-3h.p. 1920 Royal Ruby, indistiuirinsh-
able from new; £90, or offer.—67, High St., Saffron

[4950
I

I
20 New Royal Ruby 3li.p., 2-speed, spring frame; 1

£120.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. I

I 1. Halifax. [4250
|

YAL RUBY. VilHers 2Vjh.p., n powerful littl?
j

mount, and in excellent ord'-'r.- £55.-75, Warwick
|

Bowes Park.
- [4572 1

18 8b. p. Royal Ruby Crmibination. smart and
pnwerfiil lamps, tools, et^\—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer

W.l. Tel.: 6626 Mu?<eum. [3929

20 Royal Ruby 3h.p. Spring Frame Solo, in
s'-ock for immediate delivt-ry: £120.—Kavs, 8,

St, Elding. 'Phone: 1827. [4480

p. Twin Model 1919 Royal Ruby Combination,
equipped with 3 lamps ,'ind generators and me-
.cal horn, sidecar lifted with hood and screen

;

oSers?—Bos 5,961, c/a The Motor Cycle. [4042

>YAL RUBY 1920 3h.p., standard spring framt-
inodel, used less than 200 miles, and as new; cost

, accept 95 gne.—The I>;iyton Garages. London E,d.,

iter, T.A : Integrity, Bice.'ster. 'Phone: 35 Bice^-
Please ask for our July bargain list, which gives
oulars of neailv 50 machines, all priced nt lowest
bl© 'figures. [3529

Rudge.
13 Rudge. T.T. clutch model; £35.—Rocs, 86, Hish
Rd., Lee. [4217

yW 1920 3'.ih.p. Rudge Multi in stock.—Webster.
Engineers, Folkestone. [4393

I

1
14 Rudge, clutch model, new tyres, pump, horn;

;
£42.-8, Vale Rd., Forest Gate. [5124

i
AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C^ -

3':.h.p. I.O.M. .Rudge, 1919; £105. '[978C

- li p. Rudge Multi, immediate deliverv ; list price,
-. £120/15.—John C. Beadle, Ltd.. Dartford. [4049

17I)GE Multi. 1918, very nice condition: £60.—
C.A.E. Co., Ltd., Hobson St., Cambridge. [5103

!^ li-p. Rudge Multi, late 1919, as new. accessories:
tir^t cheque £88 secures.—Gower, Bridport, Dorset.

[3838
11 20 5-6h.p. Rudge IMulti, perfect, mileage 300

;

,' £110.-13. Missenden Rd., Chesham, Bucks.
[X5990

[ 'DGE Multi Combination, 3',.'>h.p., new tyres and
1 belt; £60.—Trapp, Market Place, Bromsgrove.

[4364
JJDGE Mniti, 19i4, last, sporty, overhauled, per

Tect
: £52, or near cfler.—Bourne, c/o Danliy,

' < MTd rai9L

!jl5 5-6h.p. Rudge IRuiUi. overhauled, very reliable.
sidecar good; £35,—Tu mill, Ncrth Peter-

;igb. [4223

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS.
Delivery from stock

TRIUMPHS
191S-19, 3-5peed, couiitershatt. clutch, kick-starter.

Thoroughly overhauled, re-euamelled aud plated
ia maker's cotours. Guaranteed mechanically

perfect.

From £90.

DOUGLAS
W.D. Model. 2^ h.p., 2-speed, fully re-conditioned
and overhauled. Finished in maker's colours.

Guaranteed mechanically perfect.

From £65.
Trade supplied.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE.

DIAMOND, 2I h.p., 2-stroke, Sturmay-Archer
2-speed. clutch, and kick-starter.

ALECTO, 3.^ h.p., 2-strokc, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter.

We are Sole Agents for these machines, and
invite enquiries.

I

NEARLY NEW.
1920 DOUGLAS Ccmbination, complete with

all accessories ; £170
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter, horn, and pump. Not run
100 miles) ^ £82 10

1919 TRIUMPH and Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar, complete with all new acces-

sories : 2145
1919 TRIUMPH and new Speedy Model Side-

car. Fully equipped and ready for the
road. A really sporty turnout £140

igi7 B.S.A., all-chain drive, just over-

hauled £92 10
T9L7 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt. finished ser-

\'ice green £85

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
No. 2 Model, coachbuilt, underslung, bul-

bous"back with locker, spring ?eat and
back, upholstered in best -Pegamoid.
Strong and well-made chassis. Com-
plete with tyre £28 1

Speedy Model (nicknamed the Bird Catcher),

the ideal Sidecar for sporty riders
;

tliey are just the thing for Triumphs.
Specification as above. Complete with
tvTe £24

Please note that our Sidecars are solidly con-

structed, and are not blown together.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.

•Phone: Brixton 2417.

(50 yards from Claphjm Common Underground
Station.)

1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RtlDSE Multi 5-6h.p.. new model, jnst delivered: 116
ens., on rail Sittingbourne.—Pullen, West St., Sit-

tiiigboiirue. [X5569
"3 1120 I.O.M. Eudge Multi, latest pedal starter, vin-
J- ^ soilefl, accessories ; £105.-294, Kennington Park
IM.. S.E.ll. [4867

Sib. p. Rudse. plutcti, lamps, liorn, as new; after 6:
2 £48.—Hunt, 186, Iverson Ed., West Hamp.«tead,

London, N.W.S. [3949

IQIS Rudge Srulti Coiibination, drive away; £75:
-i-^ yeen any time.—216, Sandycombe Bd., Itich-
uinnd, Surrey. [4523

3JLh.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, Pood condition, Multi
2 gear. £60; sidecar, £5.-36, Cavendish Rd..

Merton, London. [4593

1 Q20 (June) 3'Ah.p. Rudge Multi. I.O.M., clutch.
i-t' perfect, as new; £105.—W. J. Bladder, Sid-
bury, Worcester. [4549

j Q19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, as, new;
JL^ bargain, £115.—Willetts, Rookery, Lanesfield.
Wolverhampton. [4819

rQ19
sr'^h.p. Rudge Multi, lamps, horn, speedometer:

t/ £75, or near offer.—K'unn, i'armer and Co., 73,
Union St., Torquay. [4477

RUDGE, I.O.M. Model, list price; from stock.—
A. J. Touni; and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-

market ("Phone: 2141. [40^.^

RTJDGE Multi, I.O.M., 1916, tanks repainted
makers' colours, .all lamps, tyres good; £80.—

•Phone: Hamp. 7822. [5204

RL^DGE Multi. S'/^h.p., late model, overhauled, new
Dunlops and belt; trial; ie55.—32, St. Martin's

Av.. Boleyn, East Ham. [4731

1 iri|14 Rudgo 3'.',b.p.. clutch model. Free engine, good
J- cJ' condition- £35: no reasonable offer reiirsed.—

103, Warwick St., S.W.I. [4705

Ti UDGE Multi, T.T., 3'Ah.p. model, inst delivered

;

JlV £110/5.— Arnatt's, The Premier Depot, 3. Hol-
denhurst Rd., Bournemouth. [X6061

RUDGE 7-9h.p. Twin Combination for early delivery.

—Newnham Jtotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5155

TJUDGE I.O.M. 3ii,h.p., just delivered; list price.—
Xt Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5154

RUDGE Multi SUh.p.. W.D. model, in absolutely

new condition tnrougbout, equipped new; £83.—
131, Clapham Rd., Brixton. 2984. [2132

1 n20 T.T. I.O.ir. Rudge Multi. mileage 1.200, Lucas
J-«/ lamps and horn, spare belt and tools; £105.—
37, Queen's Rd., Horley, Surrey. [4592

1 .a 20 Eudge Multi. 3i:.h.p., T.T., just delivered from
-LJ> works: 105 gns.—Mundy and Banbury, Motor and

Cytle Agents, Somerton, Somerset. [4133

MAUDES'—Rudge Multi. 1914 (late), SMih.p., C.A.V.

mag., Senspray carburetter, new tyres; £56.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5167

1 O20 Rudge Multi I.O.M. 3i,2h.p., complete with

XJ/ lamps, horn, not done 200 miles, guaranteed

pcriect; £120.—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. [5056

1 ,a20 T.T. Rudge Multi, pedal starter, Cowey hnrn.

-L.V onlv ridden 200 miles, as new; accept £115.—
lic.lton, 2, Suffolk Ed. South, Bournemouth. [4707

Sih.p. Rudge Multi, 1-913-14, roller bearings, sound
2 reliable mount; 50 gns; trial after 7 or week-

end.—9, ToUington Place. Finsbury Park, N. [5265

1019 Rudge Multi, 5-6h.p., n9w lamp set, mei-hani-

J~^ cat horn, small mileage, new londition; £105.—

Wellington, 7, Latchett Rd., S. Woodford, E.18. [4418

1Q19 3'2h.p Eudge Mrrlti Combination, electric

-Lt? li-hH and horn, wind screens, speedometer, new

tyres; £130.—Berridge Mount Ed., Hinckley. [X5961

RUDGE 1914 sy.h.p.. adju.stable pulley, in sound

condition: £48. or near offer: after 5 o'.-loek.--

Kuilge, 134, Farmers Rd., Kennington, S.E. [4533

LATE 1919 S'^h.p. Rudgo Multi, mileage under

1 000 in top-hole condition throughout ;
first

£95 senires.—107, Holyhead Ed., Coventry. [X6749

I.IIllB Eudge Multi. excellent condition and reliable,

-Ly tools, lamus, etc., only wants seeing: £78.-105,

n'alsall Ed., Bridgtown. Cannock, Staffordshire. [5011

TDUDGE Multi 3'ih.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
-ti overhauled, re-enamelled, mechanically perfect,

accessories; £75.-Write S., 38, Grosvenor Rd., Ilford^

RUDGE Midti 1920 3V',h.p. I.O.M. Model, just

arrived from m:lkers, unridden: £120, or nearest.

—Deaville, 4, Wmston Terrace, Portliill, Stoke-on-Trent.

1020 Eudge 5-6h.p. Combination, Lucas lamps and

-LI/ horn. Cameo wind screen, spares. 4 weeks old:

what offers ?-24, Oxton Ed.^ Birkenhead. Tel. : 2^1^5^5^.

1 O12O Eudge Multi I.O.M. 3V>h.p., complete with

i-iy lamps horn, Watsonian sidecar, new condition,

not done 200 miles; £135.-Noah Green, Denby Dale,

Huddersfleld. [*323

RUDGE, 1916, just reassembled and painted, abso-

lutely the stuff, disc wheels, lamps, horn, etc..

oerlect: any trial; accept £60.—Ward, 81, Monk's

IRd., Lincoln. [""S"

AH letters relating to advertisements shnuld ouote the number at the end of each aJvertisement, and the date oT the Issus A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rudge.

I.O.M. Rudge Multi. December, 1919. engine 16621,
C.A.V., knee grips, etc., mileage 500; £92.—

Chaloner, 39, Hungerhill Rd., Nottingham. [X59B6

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
knew of the best Rudge Multis in London; every

machine special!,; selected and tested. ' See under Con^
suiting Engineers. . [2129

3Xh.p. I.O.M. Eiidge. Miilti, 1917, long exhaust, knee
2 giips, horn, tools, unused Dunlop rear, condition

and iipjieaTfince particularly good; £75.—Austin, Irvine
House, Atherstone.

"

[4204

RUDOE Multi, 1916. splendid order, £72/10; also
Rudge with Philipson pulley, £47/10.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone
Hammersmith 80. [5156

T.T. Rudge, fitted with 1914 Triumph engine, 90
miles per gallon, 1920 Mabon new saddle, tool

bags, in perfect condition; £44.—Ford, Sotwell, nr.
Wallingford, Berks. [X6020

RUDGE Multi 7.9h.p. Combination, 1920, Easting
scr&sn, hand Klaxon, F.R.S. lighting, Cowey

epeedometer, Tan-Sad, mileage 800; £180.—Spil^bury,
Spring Gardens, Leek. [X5977

~l Cfc20 (May) Rudge size 6 and Sidecar, lamp, horn,
Xtr Watford, screen, aprou, engine spares, tools, etc.,

etc. ; cost £ 190 ; accept reasonable ofler.—Box 6.049

,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [5233

"pUDGE 3i^h.p. and C.B. Sidecar. N.S.TT. ^-speed.
XV good tyres, new Dunlop belt, 2 lamps, in good
condition; £60, or exchange to value.—Webber, 97,
Haunchwood Rd., Stockingford. [X6022

1 Q20 Rudge Mnlti 3Voh.p. I.O.M., scarcely used and
Xt7 in practically brand new condition; buying com-
bination; £105: after 6.—Newton Villas, Seven Si^^tcn
Rd., (1 min. Finsbury Park Gates). [4034

TJUDGE Multi 3VA\.v., 1916, new cyl.. piston, pulley,
X\i etc., spare valves, fast, poweii'nl, efficient, re-

liable, variable jet. paint good; £60, or offers; Satur-
days.—Thorpe, 41, Regent St., Lancast-er. [4952

RUDGE, 1920 (June) I.O.M., long exhaust. Klaxon.
knee grips, electric light, condition perfect, done

500 miles; £112, or offer.—Maxwellton. Chase Side,
Southgate, N. 'Phone : Palmers Green 828. [3589

RUDGE Multi. believed 1916, eneine No. 12620,
enamelled 1920 colours, polished discs. T.T. bars,

new lamps, perfect appearance and condition; any
ti-ial; £60.-95, Riversdale Rd., Highbury, N.5. [4435

"I Q20 Rudge Mnlti 3V2h.p., LO.M., pedal starter,
Xt7 brand new, just delivered, with fine accessories and
insurance; £115, or best offer.—Lieut. Sorensen, Knights-
bridge Hotel. Letters, or call only Sunday moniing.

[3982
NEW 1920 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps,

horn, unregistered, never been ridden, owner
unable to take delivery; accept £170.—D. J. Shepherd
and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

[4993
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—I.O.M. Rudge Multi

S'/oh.p., sports model; £110/5; cash, exchange,'
or e.xtended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade. Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

i

[5286'

RUDGE :Malti 1920 T.T. Model, run frently for|

fortnight only, absolutely new condition, all
I

accessorias including Tan-Sad, a genuine bargain;!
S7 gns.—Aldous, 119, Brynland Av., Bishopston, Bris-

tol. t4297[

F.O.C.H. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ready
for the road.—Fair Offer Car Houpc. 5. Heath

St.. Hampstead {near Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays. [4378

RUDGE Multi 3i^h.p. I.O.M. T.T., 1920, completely
equipped, lamps, tools, speedometer, and Tan-sad.

only done a few miles, top-hole condition; £120, or ex-
change for twin combination.—Seen 42, Salisbury Rd..
West Ealing. [4687

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
Sidecar, fully equipped, equal to new.—Fair Offer

Car Houee, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). "Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.

including Satnrdny<5. . [4379

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, long stroke,
Xt/ free engine, clutch, multi gear, pedal .'^tarter.

Miller lamp set, horn, tools, new last April, und::-T 500
miJes, same aa new: £150 cash.—E. W, Howard.
Market Place, East Harling, Norfolk. [4103

RUDGE Multi 1914-15, recently overliauled and
fmamellod, D. A. lighting set, speedometer,

ficmi-T.T. bars, knee priii.-i, engine perfect, comiilcte;
bargain, £65: any trial; ap)»ointment. — Mackley,
Downdcrry, Kingndown Av., S. Croydon. [5180

MANCHESTER DJKtrict.—Rudge Multi 3i/sh.p. rom-
liimition. 1914-15, conchbuiit Hidccnr, new P. and

H. hiMipB, Watford, Irnoe scrips, tyrca excellent (new
back Jiimloii), ntw belt, Rn^-ine just thoronghly over-
hJiul«^<I, III ixi*oU»*nt condition; £89.—Rudgo, 1, Man-
Phestijr Rd.. Ki utttford. [4065

Scott.

SCOTT.S, nolo oi ronibination, in stock—WcHord's,
St. .Jiimea'N St. Brighton. [4305
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The AUTOCAR FIRE and :

ACCIDENT INSURANCE •

COMPANY, LIMITED, :

Incorporating The A utocar Insurance J
Department^ EstablisfieJ 1904.

Head Office : i

20, TUDOR St., LONDON, E.C.4. I

Branches? BIRMINGHAM—Guildhall Build- i
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High St. GLASGOW—117, West Rcgenl St •
OOTT T.T.. new: Hit prieo.—Blown, Monrhousc Vieiv.

Bnuth Klmalill, Pontifraot. tlVI.'?

20 Hentf, ImiipK, Bpecdcjincl;*r, n-jtl horn ; £130.—
HtilMa' (iiiniBe, LollKlilifiifiiiKli. [50;>G
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

UNBEGISTERED ia20 Scott; list price; machine i

London.—Aberlady, Danbmy, near Chelmeforf-
[38£

SCOTT, sporting T.T. S^^h.p., 2-speed, F.E., K.s,
£45 for Qnict sale.—Bos 6,039, c/o The Mci'

Cycle. [522

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.
3%li.p. Scott, new, 1920 model, from storl

£140. [37^

SCfJTT Combination, excellent condition; £80; aft-

7 p.m. or Saturdays.—14, Waltham Bd., Souttal
Middlesex. [982

7 014 Scott, coachbuilt sidecar, good condition; in
X*/ gain, £70.—Ridge Cottage, Coleridge Bd., Xon
Einchley. [41£

SCOTT, No. 3685, Sept., 1919, 500 miles only, 192
sidecar, perfect; £156.—^Parkhurst, Carholme Re

Lincoln. [X60.!

1 020 Seott, nnscTjitched, Binks; Ccwey, low niiltflc
J-*^ £135, or best offer.—14, Highham Cr-sr-eii

Sheffield. [46]

T Q19-20 T.T. Scott, mileage 1,000, all Lucns iir.f

-1-t/ Eories;. best offer oyer £125.-41, Tayistocic Ilri^

Nottingham.
_

[39";

SCOTT Combination, 2-speed, 1915, good con^liiin
laiops, horn, Scott sidecar; £95.—Turnill, Nrr:

Peterborough. , [422

7 O20 Scott (May), ridden yery little, lamps nnlicllt*XU trre-^ unpuuctured, pei-fect; £135.-11. Mooi
Suttoubridge, Wisbech. -

[47:

1 Q13 Scott, 2-speed, n-atei-cooled, just OTerhauld
J- *^ any evenins alter 5, or Saturday and Sundap.
146, High St., tVoolwich. - [38*

SCOTT Combination, lamps, . horn, tools, etc., tys

good, whole as new.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer S
W.l. Tel.: 6626 Museum. [39;

SCOTT 354h.p., 2-speed, 'K.S., Bosch, Bin^s, Jom
horn, lamps, generators, mechanically perfec"

triol: £85.-8, Warburton St., Newark. [43!

SCOTT 1919, engine No. 3762, in perfect condiliit

and mechanical order; £138.—Motor Cycle Mai
Fair Row, High St., Chatham. 'Phone : 301. [X6H

A SMART Scott Combination. 1915, speedomett
lamp set, "new tyres, etc., grand condition ; £95,

Dentistry, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London,
[47!

1 Q20 Scott Combination (March), lamps; etc., coi

A't/ plete, guaranteed; first cheque £150 secme
owner bought car.—Holmes, 190, Mere Rd., Leic

r4G(

QCOTT, March, 1920, eports model, with Middleti
•'3' racing sidecar to match, exceptionally smart outfi

£155, or offer.—Deneholme, Tho Beeches, CarshaUc'

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—Jtiat deliyered %
week, 3^4h.p. Scott, list price; T.T. bars; fit

deposit secures.—Millards, Motor Engineers, Cliest"

field. [X57

SCOTT 1915 C.B. Sidecar, Bosch, Jiew
' lamps, horn, and spares, splendid condition.^

pert examination; £100.—Newton, 142. London.!
Preston. C§

SCOTT 1920 Standard Model, T.T. bars, elsl

lamps, Lucas horn, Bonniksen speedometer,
650 miles perfect condition; £140.—Siddeley, Crad
Konilwortli. [Xg

SCOTT Combination, 2-speed, water-cooled, _

genuine Scott sidecar, smart turnout; sacriM
£50; quick sale.—Ison, 29, Old Lane, Blo.x:wich,-1

Walsall. [41

NOV., 1919, Scott and Hendeison sideciir, pflj

mechanical condition, complete eQuipnien^il
lamps, horn, toolkit, etc.: £145, no offers; seen by^
pointment.—Hambro' Lodge, Datchet. Bucks. TPMT
Windsor 348. [9,

SCOTT, 1913. nnd Coachbuilt Sidecar, lamps,
Stewart horn, many spares, good condition;

6:een by Jippoiutnient.^Robeon, 71, Melbury "

West Wimbledon. [^

1 Q20 Scott Combination. No. 3945, insure^J
-i-*^ March, 3 electric lamps, Luoas horn
mirror, watch, Bonniksen trip, 2 spur© sprcw

ready to ride away, bought car; best offer overl
prit-e.— 51, Portland St., Southport.

*"

1Q14 Scott, 3-4h.p., with Scott-Myers C.B. sicl6(

J-*y mileage, 7,325, Lucas lamps, horn, Cowey 6p#l
meter, Binks, li^oscli. Palmers, tools, recently Oil
hauled, fine condition, any trial; £95.—Stidweyf
Rosemont Parade, North Finchley, N.12.

SCOTT. 1913 or 1914, T.T. engine, No. 1305,^
frame, gears just overhauled, and in im

condition, lamps, tools, Binks, yery good accelerj
mat'hinc lately iiroperty of one of the best
Scott riders; owner buying car; X75, or
lledderwick, Purtncy, Birchwood Rd., Parka
Dorset. (D)

SCOTT and Sidecar, in good condition, £75. Ij
' i'i)TiipU>tcly disninntle and re-orcct umchine fflT

ti'iiding piiictiii.sci. I have one now Scott uuHoId foj

livery July 2lKt. Fiiet order seruree. rrioijty
mined l>v poKtiiiiirk. I'rieo current iit time of dell

— K. W. Hjdl, Scott's Birminghiim Agent, 6, WliW
Rd,, KdKl'n»t(>ii. [T
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Twopence a Mile.

aWT is an ill wind that blows no one any
I good," and the proposed increase in

I train fares should encourage the sale of

M motor cycles to a marked degree. There
is an enormous number of people who

li\'e from ten to twenty miles from their work,

and whose means are suchthat the extra half-

penny a mile will make an appreciable difference

to them. Under these circumstances, some alter-

native form of locomotion becomes desirable,

and what more suitable can be found than the

motor cycle ?

A lightweight machine can be run for a con-

siderably smaller sum than even the present rail-

^ way rate. Here is the opportunity for the all-

weather lightweight. The business man requires

no great speed. A light machine should take

him to his office door in approximately the same
time as a suburban train plus the usual 'bus,

tube, or walk; but he must arrive in a pre-

sentable condition, and it is essential that his

machine shall be more or less " foolproof " as

well as cheapo to run. There are already

machines on the market which satisfy all neces-

sary requirements, but there are still many which

are incomplete as regards mudguarding, but satis-

factory in other respects. It will be interesting

to watch the progressive firms who seize the

opportunity which is now presented to them of

modifying existing models in order to catch
,

a

large and growing market. In this connection,

the single-cylinder dual-purpose machine will

be found very suitable as a general utility

mount for the masses'. In the meanwhile,

the sales of the more suitable lightweights and

medium-powered sidecar outfits should increase

steadily, and many prospective purchasers who
have been hovering, on the brink will be con-

verted to the motor cycle, and will find the new
mode of travel- will provide them with better

health and a sense of freedom which those who
" are" tied to trains and a timetable can never

experience.'
'

Imports and Exports.

WHILE everyone is concerned by the in-

creased cost of living, the maximum
effort does not appear to be made to in-

crease production in the manufacturing

world in order to swell our exports.

Our imports are still considerably more than our

exports, and while that state of affairs exists

we cannot reasonably expect a reduction in the

cost of living. Tliis is a question affecting

everyone, and, although only indirectly a motor
cyclist's matter, we are constrained to urge a

general speeding up from a national point of

view, and also because the motor cycle can only

come fully into its own when national prosperity

is as real as it is,_at present, only apparent. An
effort to increase exports by everyone concerned

is the only way by which the present rate of

exchange can be improved. Then we shall

secure a reduction in cost of living.

International Competitions.

ALTHOUGH the T.T. and the A.C.U. Six

Days Trial are international contests, there

has been very little of an international

nature about tliese events since the war.

Even the International Six Days starting

this week-end has not attracted a really repre-

sentative British entry. The Anglo-Dutch trial

in August; therefore, may be counted as the

first truly international event in the motor cycle

world since the signing of the Armistice, and

as such will attract national interest.

In this trial a picked team of British riders

rides against a picked team of Dutch motor
cyclists. The event, therefore, can be likened to

such contests as that for the America Cup in

the yachting world, and the Olympic Games at

Antwerp.
The future may produce competitions in the

motor cycle world between picked riders of Great

Britain, Ireland, U.S.A., Holland, France,

Belgium, and the Overseas Dominions.

An index to the advertisements in thl isssue will be foiind on the page facing the back cjver.
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Exchanging Saddle Springs.

DT may be news to siinie readers that the saddle
makers stock saddle springs to suit different
weights. Saddles— like sidecars — should be

sprung to suit the person whom they carry. So far
as my experience goes, the average "saddle spring is

rather on the stiff side, and is calculated to suit a
twelve-stone man. The makers' fee for exchanging
a set of springs is usually no more than a shilling or
two, and is worth paying when a machine is bought
for keeps.

Chain Drive on Spring Frames.

nT may not have occurred to all users of spring
frames that the chain tension varies a little accord-
ing as the saddle is occupied or empty, because

the centre of the front sprocket does not coincide with
the centre of the pivot of the rear springs. Manu-
facturers are apt to gloss over the point for obvious
reasons, but the difference in tension is sometimes
sufficient to be perceptible. Little or no practical
inconvenience results if the owner is careful to make
his chain adjustments with a friend of approximately
his own weight seated on the saddle.

Night-riding Restrictions.

ET is interesting to notice that the problems of night
riding are now being tackled from both ends.
In connection with the medical examination,

mooted as a preliminary to the issue of driving licences,

the oculists have specified a "minimum vision," and
Sir Eric Geddes will, shortly define a "maximum light."
This looks as if the policy were to limit the use of
the roads after dark to people with hawk-like eyes
travelling in a pallid gloom, and reminds one irresis-

tibly- of Plato's description of- the infernal regions as

a cellar peopled by shadows. ' ^^lie trend of these
proposals is full of danger. If motoritTg is to be
regarded cither a.s a dangerous hobby confined to the •

unco' rich (like hunting), o'r as a utilitarian method
of tratisport (like the railways), severe restrictions

might be justifiable. But motoring actually fulfils

both the above definitions, and is also a great deal
bigger than either of ih'em. It is the favourite hobby
of the midrlle classes and of the more prosperous
artisans. In the past our road law has been framed
and administered, on the whole, in the interests of
liberty. lilind folk are permitted to' walk. Deaf
[K-rsons an; permitted to cycle. Uneducated flappers
arc permitted to wheid prams with twins in them.
Lilllo toddlers are jiermitted to play pegtop. Elderly
females without powers of decision are permitted to
fi-rry great armfuls of parcels about the public streets,

'i'lie safety of road users has been mainly enlrusled to

(he commonsense and sympathy of other road users.

The system has worked well. There are symi)toms of

A7.«

IJCIQTV^
change. The mantle of Dora appears to have fallen

on our bureaucrats. It would be folly to allow blear-

eyed octogenarians to drive three-litre Bentley cars

with 100,000 c.p. head lamps. But it will be

oppression if our lamps are dimmed down to the

likeness of lin. paraffin wicks, and night riding is then

confined to men who can pass the sight tests for an

R.A.F. pilot. Undoubtedly the price of liberty is

eternal vigilance.

Toolbag Fastenings.

T the risk of being taken for a scorcher, I must

plead guilty to having lost the entire contents

of three pannier bags in the last nine months.

In each case the bag was properly fastened, in the

sense that its spring catch was secured, but the bags

were not locked, since I find that the flirnsy keys

usually supplied are apt to buckle when a little in-

evitable dust has entered the lock. In no case did

I recover any of the lost items. (To anticipate several

gleeful assailants, I freely admit that, if I rode a dead
silent machine, I should have heard the tools clatter

on the road.) Can it be wondered tliat I lament the

disappearance of the old strap and buckle fasteners ?

They may be more tiresome for cold fingers to opemte
than any form of press catch, but when they are once
fastened they stay fastened. Existing snap catches

have two main defects. The first is that few of them
are absolutely vibration-proof. The second is that

the catch is moimted on a panel of flexible leatlier, and
that a catch which is perfect when the . bag is ne^v

often shows less security when months of overfilling

have strained the shape^ of the pannier.

The Two-wheeled Car.

THE motor cycling correspondent of Tht Times is

a fearle.ss, outspoken person, and his lucubra-

tions irtvhal a lovely word I) are always worth
reading. The other day he was coquetting with the

notion of a. two-wheeled car on the lines of the

canoe type of bicycle which A. V., Roe begot before

he switched off into aviation. . He considered that

the great weight ronsequcnt upon a very, long -wheel-

base' was the chief snag, 'especially because weight in-

crease spells cost increase. I don't quite see why a

two-wheeled car should necessarily.be very lengthy. .

Of course, if the occujiant is to be recumbent between
the wheels, a In sports car, the bea'stie woiild amass
a wheelbasc of about 12ft., and be a peach to manag<'
over grease. Bui if a two-wheeled car is desirable, it

may be ]X)ssiblo to wangle it upwards instead of

lengthways; the charm of the idea is full weather
])rotection phis the chance of wearing ordinary clothes.

If a windscreen is used, the wheelbase need not be
long, and the machine would not be more top-heavy
than cm-rent patterns. I think the real difficulty is to
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Occasional Comments.—
devise a presentable body which shall be both light

and durable. During the war some of us talked a lot

of ]x>t air about laced fabric over skeleton spreaders,

a la- aeroplane; but the appearance of either laced

linen or plywood after one hundred hours' flying is

worse than that of- my 1920 leg overalls, which are

already ragged, charred, and oily. On the other

hand, my experience of disc wheels suggests that the

side wind might become a horrid fellow if the side

view of the machine resembled a sail, and perhaps
this justifies The Times expe'rt in taking a long, low
profile for granted. Anyway, if the mono track car

comes along, I for one will not ride it in a howling
gale across Dartmoor.

Motorcycleopolis.

COLLEAGUE of mine en The Autoiar staff has

had a brainwave which, like all real brainwaves,

- is attractive, if its practicability is uncertain.

Dealing with the vexed question of the car shows, he

points out that the 1919 Olympia was most unsatis-

factory, that and all proposals yet promulgated for

the improvement of the 1920 Show have been futile.

The root defect was that more people wanted to see

the Show than any know"n building can accommodate,

so long as the exhibition is limited to a single week.;

Actually, the number of people who want to see the

Show far exceeds the attendance, but thousands of

provincial and oversea motorists cannot be in London
during Show week, though they visit town at other

times. Accordingly, he proposes that all the London-

organisations of the car factories should be concen-

91

trated in a single suburb, preferably under one roof,

which would be tantamount to a permanent show,
and prove more economical and more efficient than
the present annual week. The cost of 'such a giant

motor hall would be recouped in a few years by the

money saved through the suspension of the annual show
in a hired building ; and a special Demonstration Week
would still be held annually in November. This sug-

gestion reminds me of the days when the London show-
rooms of the cycle factories were all massed in Holborn
Viaduct. There is already a tendency to clump motor
cycle agencies together, e.g., in Great Portland Street.

-The metropolitan organisations of . the motor cycle

manufacturers occupy comparatively little space, and
need not be massed in or near the West End ; in fact,

such a location as Willesden would suit them better,

for visitors by road and customers who want a trial

run often dislike central London traffic intensely.

My colleague's suggestion seems even more applicable

to the motor cycle than to cars.

C.' B. Franklin on the Warpath.

BREEZY letter from Russell Goes, the Indian
exponent, advises me to try the oldjiiethod of

finding air leaks by squirting petrol on the in-

duction joints whilst the engine is running, and notic-

ing whether the spirit is drawn in and affects the beat.

Goes is very gleeful about the Indian attacks on the

'nev/ Harley-Davidson records, especially Gene Walker's

500 c.c. mile at the gait of 87.8 m.p.h. Goes says

that G. B. Franklin should have the credit for riiaking

all the new Indian records at Daytona possible.

DIFFICULT GOING IN THE 1920 SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Road repairs are in progress in many parts of the country. J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc), A. F. Downie (6 A.JS sc), and seme

solo riders crossing a stretch of unrolled metal.
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Over 70 m.p.h. on Westcliff Esplanade.
Fine Weather favours the Essex and Southend Club's Speed Trial. Some Sensational

Speed?. Fastest Moior Cycle and Fastest Car Tie.

Start of the 750 c.c. sidecar class. C. H. Smith (4 Triumph), G. E. Stobart (5-& James), who won this and several other events,

and E. Kickham (3^ Douglas).

AN excellent meeting I Such was the
general opinion of the many
thousands of sp;ectators who wit-

nessed the very successful meeting held
at Westcliff-on-Sea last Thursday. The
weather was ideal, and remarkable speeds
were attained by small and large machines
alike.

First place in eighteen of the thirty

motor cycle events was secured by five

machines, including a 5-6 h.p. James
sidecar ridden by G. E. Stobart. This
machine and rider carried off no fewer
than six first places. Good performances
were also put up by E. Porter (3

A. B.C.), who won four events.

Close Finishes.

Fastest time of the day was made by
H. E. Harveyson (7 Indian), who attained
a speed of 75.57 m.p.h. in the " un-
limited " event. In this race, C. E.
Baragwanath, on his fearsome looking
8 h.p. Zenith, also put up a good show,
finishing second. His time was but |
of a second longer than the winner.
The most sensational race of the day

was undoubtedly the match between the
motor cycle and car which had created
the highest speed in the ])receding events.

Harveyson, of course, repie.sented the
motor cyclists, and lie was pitted against
ij. V. Cozens (24 Sunbeam).
Harveyson was seen rounding the

corner, quarter of the distance from the .

fiiii.sh, at a terrific speed, practically neck
fur neck with the Sunbeam, and passed
the (inishing line abreast of the car. A
S'jmewhat heattd discussion among .spccl:i-

tiii-.-i then ensued as to the winning
machine. The speed, which wa.s 73.58
m.p.h., was so great that it was im-
possible to venture a ftuggoation, and
hitcr it was oflicially announced as a
Head heat.

A 30

F. W. Applebee, on his little Levis,
finished second in class two in which were
entered eight machines of a greater
capacity. Le Vack's Duzmo, which now
bears a question mark, figured in three
races, capturing the premier place in each,
whilst E. Kickham, who rode both a 2%
and a 3i^ Douglas, secured two firsts.

One motor scooter e\*ent was provided,
the winner piloting a 1^ h.p. Bunty at a
speed of 29.91 m.p.h.
A fa<:tor which possibly led to the

high speeds of the larger machines was
an upwind blowing at approximately
15 to 20 m.p.h.
The officials of the Southend A.C. and

the Essex M.C., the joint organisers,
must be congratulated on the successful
organisation of the meeting. Special
praise is due to iMessrs. A. V. Ebble-
white, T. D. Button, and A. G. Reynolds,
the official timekeepers, who so speedih'
furnished the anxious spectators with the
results at the conclusion of each race,

and supplied members of the press with
the complete time results within ten
minutes of the last event.

Results.

CLASS 1. Motor Scootebs (S.S.).*-1, S. C.
Marshall <!'/. Buntv); 2, G. A. Brov d'/. G.A.B.).
Time, Im. 14>.s. SpeoJ, 29.91 m.p.h.
CLASS 2. TocRiNn Machines not Exoeedino

350 c.c. (S.S.),-1. J. P. Li<lslone (2i/i .Tames); 2.
J''. W. Applebee (2V1 Levis); 3, V. Thorpe (2';,,

IJoiigl.is), Time, Sills, Speed. 13.52 m.p.h.

CLASS 3. TouniNO Maciunks not Exceedinc.
500 c.c. <S.3.).-1. H, la Vack O'/.. Duzmo); 2,
G. Strange (3'/^ .Jaineri): 3. L. H. Ilerrlago (3';.

Uudge). Time. 37-:3, .Speoa'. 59.49 m.p.h.
CLA.SS 4. TouitiNo Maciunks not Exceedinc,

760 c.c. <S.S.).-1, II. le Viick (3i,(. Duzmo); 2.
tapt. H Charlesxtptlh (5 Zonilli); 3, E. L. Gay
(4 Triuuipli). Tin^ 36J.S. Speed, 61.79 m.p.h.

CLAS.S 5. TonuiNd M vcimne.h of llNi.uuTnn
Cai'Acitv (S.S.). 1, G. .HlrauBo (i\'-, .lame.ii; 2.
K. L. Ga,v (4 'J'riumph). Time, lOjlii. ciiieeiJ,

55.10 m.p.h.
CLASiS 7. TooiiiKU au.ECAlta not Ext KEiiixa

500 c.c. (S.S.)..-1. E. Porter (3 A.I).('. sc). Time,
5tl>. Speed, 38.17 m.p.h.

CLASS 8. Sidecar Touring .Machines not
EXCLEDINO 750 c.c. (S.S.). 1, G. E. Stobart (5-6
James); 2, E. Pofter (3 A.B.C.) ; 3, Capt. R.
Charleaworth (5 Zenith). Time, 46s. Speed.
48.63 m.p.h. .

CLASS 9. Touring Sidecars, Unlimited C.^PA-
ciTv (S.S.).—1,' G. E. Stobart <S-6 James sc);
2, W. J. Barker (8 Henderson sc); 3. E Porter
(3 A.B.C. sc). Time, 46i3. Speed, 48.42 m.p.h.

CLASS 10. Solo Machines not Exceeding
350 c.c (S.S.).— 1, E. Kickham (2'>i Douglas); 2,
J. P. Lidstone (a'.j James); 3, E. B. Ware ^2-%
N.U.T.). Time, 42.is. Speed, 53.01 m.p.h.

CLASS 11. Solo M.achines not ExtEEojNa
500 c.c. (S.S.).-l, G. Strange (3i:_, James); 2,

II. le Vack (5"/, Duzmo); 3, P. J. Boshier-.Ionea
(3 A.B.C ). Tiine, 41JS. Speed, 54.03 m.p.h.

CLASS 12, Solo M'achines not Exceeding
750 c.c. (S.S.).-l, P. J. Bosbier-Jones (3 A.B.C);
2, E. Porter (3 A.B.C); 3, H. le Vack (3i;i

Duzmo). Time, 383s. Speed, 57.65 m.p.h.

CLASS 13. Solo M.\ciiines of Unlimited
Capacity (S.S.),— 1, II. R. Ilarvevson (7-9 Indian);
2, C. E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith); 3, II. Boshier-
Jones (3 A.B.C). Time, 393s. Speed, 56.2 m.p.h.

CLASS 15. SlDEC.Mt LIaciiines not Exceeding
500 c.c (S.S.).-l, E. Kickham (3V3 Douglas).
Time, Im. 13s. . Speed, 30.64 m.p.h.
CLASS 16. Sidec.vr Machines not Exceeding

750 c.c (S.S.).— 1. G. E. Stobart (5-6 James sc);
2. E. Kickham (3r:> Douglas sc); 3, C II. Smith
(4 Triumph sc). time 46!s. Speed, 47.80 m.p.h.

CLASS 17. Sidecars, Unlimited Capacity
(S.S.).— 1, G. E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith sc); 2,
\f. 3. Barker (8 Ilenuevson sc); 3, II. It. Har-
veyson (7 Indian sc). Time, 443s. Speed, 49.93
m.p.h.

CLASS 18. Touring Machines not Exceedino
380 c.c (P,S,).-1, V. Thorpe (2^i Douglas); 2,
V. J. Lidstone 121/4 James); 3, C. II. Smith
(2">4 Douglas). Time, 403s. Speed, 55.10 ni.]).h.

CLASS 19. TonaiNG Machines not Exceedino
800 cc (I'.S.).-l. II, le Vack (3':, Duzmo); 2.
G. Strange (31,0 James): 3, N. II. "Herrtage (3i-

Rudge). Time, 32).s, Speed, 69.47 m.p.h.
CL.\SS 20. Touring Machines not Exceeding

750 cc. (P.S.).-l, II, le Vack (3i/:. Duzm,.); 2,

E. L. Cav (4 Triumph); 3, W. 'R. Bailev (3
A.B.C). Til:,e, 32is. .Speed. 69.04 m.p.h.

CLASS 21. TouuiNo Machines, Unllmited
(!''.».). 1, Capt. O. M. Baldwin (8 Matchless); 2,

G. Strange (3i,i; James).

CLASS 23. Touring Sidkcarr not Exceeding
500 CO. (P.S.).- E. Porter (3 A.B.C sc). Time,
lin. 2is. Speed, 35,85 m.p.h.

CLASS 24. Touring Sidecars not Exceeding
760 cc (K,S.).-1, G. E. Stobart (5-6 James sc);
2, E, Porter (3 A. B.C. sc). Time, 39Js. Speed.
56.49 m.p.h.

C'lXss 25. Touring Sidecars, Unlimited CAr\.
ciTv (F.S.).-l, 0. E. Slubart (5-6 James sc); 2,
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ver 70 m.p.h. on Westeliff Esplanade.—
?. J. Barker (8 Henderson sc): 3, E. Porter
iS A.B.C. sc). Time, 39£s. Speed, 56.78 m.p.h.
CLASS 26. Solo IMacuines not Exceeuing
50 cc. (F.S.).— 1. E. Kickham {2^^ DouglasU 2
;. H.,Al]iott (2-,'4 Douglas). Time, 35^s. Kpeed'

!
3.13 m.p.h.

i CLASS 27. Solo Machines not Exceeding
00 cc. (F.S.).—1. E. Porter (3 A.B.C): 2, H.
1 Vack (3^,^ Diizrao); 5. F, J. Boshier-J ones
5 A.B.C.). Time. 31gs. Speed. 70.79 m.p.h.

CLASS 28. Solo Machines not Exceeding
780 cc. (F-S.).—1, E. Porter (3 A.B.C); 2, i\
J. Boshier-Jones (3 A.B.C); 3. H. ]e Vack (3V"
Duzmo). Time, 31;s. Speed, 71.24 m.p.h.
CLASS 29. Solo Maciiine.s, Unlimited Cap\-

-ciTv (F.S.).— 1. H. R. Harveyson (7 Indian); 2,C E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith); 3, Capt. O. M.
Baldwin (8 Matchless). Time, 29'2s. Speed,
75.57 m.p.h.
CLASS 32. Sidecar Machines not Exceeding

750 CO. (F.S.).—1, G. E. Stobart (5-6 James sc.):
2, D. H. Davidson (4 Harley-Davidsou sc); 3
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E. Kickham (SVa Douglas sc). Time, 393. Speed,
57.36 m.p.h.
CItASS 33. SiDECAK Machines op Unlimited

Capacity (P.S.).— 1, C. E. Baragwanatli (8 Zenitli
sc); 2, W. C. Veasey (8 Heuderson sc); 3, H.
R. Harveyson <7 Indian sc). Time, 36's. Speed,
50.78 m.pji.
CLASS 47. Match, 5Iotor Car (.-. Motor CvctE.

—Dead heat : L. V. Cozens (24 Sunbeam). H.
R. Harveyson (7 Indian). Time 30?s. Soeed,
73.58 m.p.h.
*(F.S.) and (S.S.) moan flying or standing start.

Some impressions of men and machines a few yards from the starting line. No. 1 1 , W. R. Bailey (3 A.B.C), is~steBdy. No. 13, G. E
Stobart (3-6 James), in his characteristic style with elbows out. No. 14, H. le Vack, on the Duzmo, has not yet got into his stride.

No. 15,-J. Day (3J Sunbeam), is dangerously near the kerb. No. 3, the veteran F. W. Applebee (2^ Levis), starts off with a skid

AN ECHO OF THE TOURIST TROPHY.
rHE riders of Sunbeam Tourist Trophy

machines were assembled on the
evening of July 15th at the Victoria

fotel, AVolverhampton. A dinner in their

onour had been arranged by Messrs. -

ohn Marston Ltd., and the gathering
leluded the directorate and staff chiefly

3ncemed m the production of the T.T.
nnbeams. With the exception of R.
lice, the reserve rider, who broke his
rm during practice, -all the riders were
resent. Mr. C. JMarstou was in the
hair, supported by Mr. A. S. Bowers as

ice-chair, and a thoroughly -enjoyable
venijig was provided. Following the

toast of " The King," given by Mr. C.
Marston, Mr. Bowers rose to propose
"The T.T. Riders." He congratulated
T. C. de la Hay on his win, Reg. Brown
(third) on being the first amateur -to
finish, F. C. Townsend on a plucky ride,

and Eric WiUiams on his fortunate escape
when he fell through no fault of his own.
George Dance, of course, came in for his

share of felicitations m connection with
his wonderful record lap. In his reply
de la Hay e.\'pressed for himself and the
other riders their cordial feelings towards
the firm. The Vice-chairman then pre-

sented a Sunbeam gold medal to each of

the riders also to the designer, Mr. J.

E. Greenwood, and Mr. T. Rutherford, a

well known Sunbeam amateur rider, who
acted as an official during the race. In.

Teply to Mr. Marston's proposal of "The
Press," Major Axford spoke very ably
and was followed by Mr. H. D. Teage
(The Motor Cycle). Among other
speakers may be mentioned Messrs. Alec
Ross, J. E. Greenwood, W. Newill, and
T. Rutherford. The toasts were inter-

spersed by an excellent musical pro-

gramme provided by Major Axford, Mr.
J. E.- Greenwood, Mr. W. Morgan, and
Mr. T. Green.

ROAD BUILDING BY COMPRESSED AIR.
rHERE is as much engineering in build-

ing -a good road as in building a
motor cycle. rBy building roads in

oncrete they last practically for all time.
Cvery mile of concrete road that is built

epresents a big saving in petrol. Just
low greatly concrete helps in this phase
if conservation may be gathered from the
ollowing figures based on actual tests

nade with motor lorries :

Tractive resistance per ton of weight

:

!;oncrete road, 50 lb.
; gravel, 82 ib. ;

lirt, 99 lb.

Up to the present the methods employed
n handling and carrying concrete have
)een, in most cases, exceedingly crude,
i'^ery few attempts have been made to

impl.oy machinery for this purpose, or to

svolve new methods for the saving of time.

It is becoming a truism to say that the
development of compressed air and its

emploj'ment for all sorts of purposes are
increasing by leaps and bounds. As some
confirmation of this, we may say that we
have recently heard of a concrete cannon
that has been invented for the conveyance
and distribution of concrete by means of

compressed air, and which is particularly

applicable to roads.
The^ concrete cannon is a modern, im-

proved, .efficient application of an old

principle. It operates by the direct

positive displacement of a batch of con-
crete by air under pressure. The only

essentials to successful operation are
adequate supplies of concrete and com-
pressed air. It pumps concrete in any
quantity, to any distance and height. .It

consists of a reservoir (mounted on a^

portable truck with road wheels) with a

valve arrangement controlling the admis-
sion and discharge of concrete and com-
pressed air. An air pipe from a portable
compressor (which may be driven by
steam, oil, or electricity) and a hose pips
for the delivery of concrete, are the only
connections.

In operation, the reservoir is filled

with concrete, from the mixer, when
compressed air is admitted, and this forces

the concrete out to the place of deposit
arranged for. When the reservoir is

empty the air is automatically released.

The proprietors of the device, TheBritish
Compressed Air Building Company, have
temporary offices at 51, Thurlow Park
Road, West Duhvich, S.E.21.

A31
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Gfce Scoilish Six D^s
[Taom'&jiihin

S.v<£ai£2l.4£). ^

A Compslitor records his Impressions of a Strenuous Week.

EVERY competitor iiates the first day of a Six

Days Trial, especially the Scottish Six Days,
which kicks off with that notorious fly-crawl,

Amulree Hill. There is a special horror attached to

the project of failing on the first hill of the first day,

and my initial noteworthy impression of the Trial was
that of a groiip of competitors, who, partly owing to

the chill of the early Scottish morn, and partly on
account of the close proximity of the first hill, were
quivering like so many jellies—leather-skinned, wind-

hardened jellies—while they paused to adjust trans-

missions or to remove some haunting terror by dint

of hammer or spanner.

The Introductory Hill.

Ahead' of us, looming through the cloud wreaths, was
Amulree, a straight pull of .close upon a mile preceding
the treacherous S bends, then with its final stretch

appearing almost perpendicular till it vanished into

the deluges of the upper heavens.

Personally, I do nut believe in this pausing to con-

template misfortune. Modern engines are about at

their best after thirty miles of steady pulling, and by
pausing one merely permits the carburetter to absorb
heat, .so that one may find one's carburation a trifle

tricky when the old familiar setting of the levers is

most desired. Again, the two minutes lost here and
there often lead to nervousness towards the end of
the check, and a resultant blind in the last mile or
so; and these periodical blinds make all the differ-

ence between a loose machine and a sound one when
trouble, falk on about tlie sixth day, and the real

necessity for blinding conies. Far better to "saw

wood " steadily, as the P'rench say, and I must state,

in justice to the new P. and M., that, though every

climb was made with a hot engine, often succeeded

by several miles of low gear work, there was in no
single instance any. indication of overheating when,,

finally, the%ig step into "-top " was made.

Single=gear Sportsmen. ^

A day-to-day report of the Trial has already

appeared in Tht Motor Cyvle, so in the following I

propose to give merely the outstanding impressions of

a competitor. Foremost amonj; these are the repeated

visions of Robert Carfrae, of the single-gear brigade,

shedding superfluous garments at the foot of everyj

observed hill, turning inner tubes about his neck, wind*
ing belts about his middle, but always well ahead oti

time and ready to push a tram over. Then there was
Campbell McGregor, to whom these Trials owe so

much, another single-gear sportsman, who rode a good
machine, and rode it well, but into whom the punctur^
fiend had firmly set his teeth. Generally we sa\i|

McGregor at the side of the road in the attitude of|

a Rugby half waiting for the ball, while rain streamed
off his hat on to the carefully solutioned patch, anc

gathered in a miniature loch about his feet. Foremosd
among all the impressions was the rain itself, and onl
llie second day the Highlands surpassed thcmselvesi

in their own supreme art from Inverness to John-o'-'

Groat's and back to Thurso.

We left Inverness at 8 a.m., and it deluged uiiceas-1

ingly till six in the evening. We were then at Thurso,

j

and tlie trip to John-o' -Groat's ,and back seemed aiij

appalling waste of time and endrgy. Everyone had
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Reminiscences of the 1920 Scottish Trials.

SCENES AND INCIDENTS IN THE

RECENTLY CONCLUDED 1,000 MILE

-TEST IN THE HIGHLANDS.

(I) Once dreaded as one of the worst hills in Scotland, Amulree has not lost its terrors to riders of modern machines. Jesse Baker

(3J Scott) taking the second hairpin on the first day of the trial. (2) F. J. Hutchinson (7-9 Indian sidecar) on Dunbeath Hill, one of the

unobserved climbs. (3) Farthest north. E. A. Colliver (4 Indian Scout) and W. Westwood (Triumph) in the control at Thurso (4) Near

Wick R. C. McCrae (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) and H. F. Barge (Morgan). (5) Feeding time. Machines "parked" during a luncheon

control at Lairg. (6) L. Newey (4J Ariel) on the moors near Wick. (7) In the Sma' Glen. W. Westwood (Triumph) and E. W.

Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.)
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The Scottish Six Days from Within.

—

visions of hot drinks and warm fires. Nothing doing.

Away we went to the far northern point, and now the

sun condescended to shine, and life took on a new
aspect. By wliite-walled cottages and fields of mustar(T

we hurtled, each cottage with its knock-kneed horse

and its village idiot in the way of a rooster deter-

mined to commit suicide—away tO' the dreaming little

"land's end," which most people picture as standing,

isolated^ and grand, alone on a rugged cape, but

which, in reality, might be any spot on the coast of

Norfolk.

A Formidable Stretch.

I have omitted, however, to mention the delightful

little hotel at Lairg where we took lunch that day—
I think the best lunch we had, and, as usual, the

cheapest. The salmon was straight out of the river,

and the ihutton straight from the moor. Och, «mon,

after lunch we ordered something to keep us wann.
It was brought in a tumbler, a double dose and ordi-

n^ price—the choicest pre-war stuff at that.

The road following consists of a series of ridges,

each exactly 2in. wide. You select your ridge, and
tight-rope along it till it terminates in a shell-hole.

Also there are corners, so mild and gentle-looking as

you approach ; but these corners continue and become
sharper till you find yourself ricochetting over the ruts

into the rushes. This ceased at length. We were
skirting a loch—still pouring in solid sheets. One
obtained visions of fairy groves of silver birch, with

beds of flowering " flags " here and there. The
corners became worse, and real grease hampered us

now. Someone overshot, and was found seated

serenely among the iris while his machine reclined at

the loch margin. He said he was all right, anyway,
and f Good old Scotland." He had been taking-

advantage of the one sunny spot in a sunless day

!

Another rider shot \yy me at about 47 m.p.h. over

the ruts and shell holes. He had one finger on the

bars, and he turned right round in the saddle and
grinned at me—a silly, idiotic grin, considering the

roads and the weather, considering our boots were full

of water, and a burn following the trend of our back-

bones. He, too, had been guarding against chill!

Rain and more rain. Colliyer was my riding mate,

and all the week we stuck together, closer^ than

brothers, e}fchanging dust and occasional com.ments.

Other riders hurtled by' in clouds of brown spray.

-Many overshot corners, not a few blued their engines

or had tyre troubles. Often we saw Hugh Gibson, who
was truly one of the heroes of the Trial, surmounting

' insurmountable obstacles, never unduly early, never

late. The little Clyno possessed an extraordinarily

vicious bark, and was a marvel of power and speed.

Naturally, the early numbers saw little of the late.

They belonged to another world, and only on the

sixth day did the writer make their acquaintance.

Then, alas, he saw too much of those late birds, and
roused their ire on every check by passing and
repassing

!

'

An Historic Run,

The fourth day was unquestionably the most his-

toric. Through the morning the weather was inter-

mittently fine, and the scenery down Glen^lg incom-
parably grand. Mam Ratachan was tackled just before

lunch, and a more remarkable hill could not be

Better i?oing on main roads near Pitlochry. G. V. Shaw (4 Norton) and Ellison Hawkes (3i Douglas), followed by two other competitors'

B2
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Tfie Scottish Six Days from Within.—
imagined outside tlie Highlands. On
the hill I met with an extraordinarily

L;cod stroke of luck. I was riding

behind Choldcroft when, coining

round a bend, we struck the rough
stuff where all the failures occurred.

1 obtained one horrifying, vision^ of

Cho-ldcroft skidding broadside, while

his rear wheel slowly buried itself in

the crown of the road.

That was enough. 1 aimed for the

e.xtreme gutter, and rode by in per-

fect safety on a good bottom surface.

Koundiiig the hairpin, I obtained a

glimpse cTf a whole queue of com-
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A CONTRAST IN ROAD CONDITIONS.
V

A. G. Cocks. (Beardmote Precision) near Inverness, and C. H. Moir (Harley-Davidson sidecar) on

Abriachan Hill a few miles further on.

petitoi's stuck on and about the point where Chold-
croft had failed.

A little while later, after a long ascent which ter-

minated in a sharp bend jound a protnrding crag, I

came upon my friend and team mate, Alan Hill,

lying under his machine. It was one of those spills

for which one cannot account, as the road surface

was comparatively good."" Hill had quite seriously

damaged his leg, and at first we thought he had broken
it. - Ten precious minutes were lost ere we could get

him astride his machine again, but the fall led to a,

short circuit in his ignition system and other minor
troubles, which caused him, in a semi-dazed state, to

lose twelve marks on time in .this check. His subse-

quent failure on Kenmore
was due to his partially dis-

abled condition.

The fifth day was not re-

markable except for its tre-

mendous length and the

terrific deluges, but the sixth

day all but proved my Water-

loo. After lunch at Inner-

leithen I missed an arrow,

and duly found myself in iso-

lated splendour almost at

Dalkeith. Then came miles

of full throttle, overshooting

arrows, finishing half the

' corners on the grass, and

feeling thankful that I had
spared my engine earlier in

the week. So'^on to Giffard,

checking in at the last second

of the last minute of my three

minutes' allowa7ice, and on again to Redstone Rig.

Almost at the 'top the low gear chain broke, and
there was nothing for it but to slam into high. A series

of short, savage konks carried me past the non-stop

section, where chain cases were torn off, and the dis-

covery made that the s"pare chain would not fit. It

was at this juncture that- C. P. Wood sportingly came
to my aid, giving up at least twenty minutes of his time-

on the twenty-seven miles check.

One word for the otficials, who' were gentlemen and

sportsmen, and for the organisation-, which was superb.

Though a
'

' reliability trial
.'

' in the true sense, this

year's Scottish Six Days will prove a source of many
happy memories to all who participated in it.

E.1
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DB

" Willie Winter's Stob " on the wild moors between Elsdon and

Harewood Gale, Northumberland.

ii
I

WANTS to make yer flesh creep," like the Fat

Boy in "Pickwick," but I realise fully that

this is nowadays a difficult enterprise. Now
that no one believes in ghosts—or, believing, would
be impudent to one when it appeared, rather than

afraid—and now that the horrors of war are done with,

and we liave come down from those high eminences of

feeling, one's flesh refuses that symptom of fear and
dread.

But I. will do my best—no man can achieve rnore

—and I propose to talk about gibbets. " Thank God,
I have come back to a civilised country !

" exclaimed
the returned traveller long ago, when, coming back to

England, home, and beauty, he perceived those evi-

dences of an ordered and advanced state of society,

the gibbets, on which hung the rotting bodies of

executed highwaymen and other criminals. We Jiave,

in fact, a number of such objects, the gibbets, still in

existence as relics in various parts of the

country, but they have long ceased to bear
their ancient fruit; and, indeed, the last

instance of a person being hanged and
his body afterwards exhibited in tliis way,
as a warning to others, took place nearly
a century ago, when the- body of a mur-
derer named Cook

,
was gibbeted at

Leicester in 1832.

One of our most authentic original

gibbet-posts, which is not now at its olden
full iieight, may be found in a lonely by-
road between Atherstone and Gopsall. It

is well known locally as " Gopsall Gibbet,"
and the road itself is " Gibbet Lane." A
board nailed to this relic says: "This
gibbet was erected here in 1800, a quarter-
mile from the scene of a murder com-
mitted by John Massey, February, 1800."
I woulrj like to know the details of that
crime, but, although I ha\'e long .sought,

they elude my research.

The motor cyclist who finds thcw horrifln

waysirle vestiges of the past very probably
cun-idcrs that- such tilings were few. On
Bo

^h
The Bibbctcd carcase of Tom

Oiler was made a nesting

place for a family of tomtits.

Some Gruesome Relics of Bygone Days
seen by the Motor Cyciist on Tour.

the contrary, they were once common objects of the

country ;_^ and if some people, who like quiet roads

and contemplative, absent-minded walks in the middle
of them, had their way, there might be a reappearance
of them, and the motor cyclists themselves would
dangle in chains and in iron cages just as the old

criminals did. The practice was to suspend the body
by chains, and in a neatly fitting iroii framework, so

that when the clothes rotted, and the body likewise,

the skeleton might be held together. In the best regu-

lated and most thoroughgoing circles, the body,

clothes and all, was plentifully tarred on being hung
up, so that it might last a very long time. And, lest

relations might come and cut it down and bury it,

the gibbet-post was usually studded with hundreds"

of nails and sharp spikes as a deterrent to climbing it.

As my intention is to give you the horrors, I

cannot do better than talk about Tom Otler, and show
s. picture of what happened to his gibbeted carcase.

Tom Otler, in the year 1808, murdered a woman in

the lane still well known locally as " Gibbet Lane,"
Saxilby, in Lincolnshire. He was hanged at Lincoln
Gaol, and his body was, following the olcL custom,

gibbeted at the place of the crime. As time went
on, some tomtits, seeking a likely place to build- a

nest, selected the gaping mouth of hanged and gibbeted

Tom Otler,. and in the nest thus built in this uncon-
ventional situation they reared seven young
ones. The occurrence was so well known
a local curiosity that it gave rise to a
puzzle verse :

" 10 tongues in one head,
9 living and 1 dead,
1 flew forth to fetch some bread,

To feed the living in the dead."

"What were they? " the .stranger would
be asked. And when he " gave it up," he
was told, "The tomtits whose nest was in

Tommy Otler's head." The irons from
this gibbet are still preserved at Dodding-
ton Hall, Lincolnshire.

An old gibbet, which may well compare
with that at Gopsall, is "Jacob's Post,"
as it is called, on the wide common at

Wivelsfield, between that village -and

Ditchling, in Sussex. It is the post on
which was suspended the body of one

Jacob Harris, a Jew pedlar, who in 1734
imu-ilercd two persons at the Royal Oak
Inn, close by. The fragment of it now
remaining is crested with the figure of a

rooster (not a weathercock, because it is
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•- Wayside Gibbets.—
a fixture, and won't go round) pierced with the date.

Turning again to the north, we find, on the wild

Jf moors between Elsdon and Harewood Gale, North-
' umberland, three miles north of Elsdon, a restoration

of the gibbet on which was exposed the body of William

Jacob's Post, on the common at Wivelsfield, Sussex,

Winter, who in 1791 murdered an old woman, Mar-
garet Crozier, who kept a small drapery shop, and

was supposed tO' have plenty of money by her. Winter,

with the aid of two pedlar women, Jane and Eleanor

Clark, broke into the house and did the deed. All

three were hanged at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Winter's

body swung here in the winds of this desolate spot

in sight of the victim's abode, at the place called
' The Raw," by the road leading to Scot's Gap. The
existing post, styled "Willie Winter's Stob "

—

'

' stob
'

' means '

' gallows
'

' in the Northern dialects

—has a wooden head hanging from it. Sir Walter

Trevelyan caused the new post to be set up.

A Footprint Clue.

It is noteworthy that this cruel murder was brought

home to the criminals, as so often, by what seemed
a trivial incident. Winter and his companions were

of a vagrant company of besom-makers. On the day

99

before the murder, one Robert Hindmarsh, a shep.-

herd boy, had idly amused himself by counting the

hob-nails in the boots Winter was wearing, and notmg

their pecuUar pattern, as he sat cutting sticks and

making besoms. ^^'hen footprints were discovered

near the old woman's cottage, he mentioned this fact,

and his evidence secured the conviction. When
Winter's body, after some years, fell, a hideous effigy

was made 4:o take its place, and, that falling, a Moor's

head was made and exhibited. Elsdon will not wil-

lingly forget that old tragedy.

What those cages were like which held gibbeted

bodies we can see by the well-preserved specimen

kept in Rye" Town Hall. John Breeds, a butcher, was

in 1742 hanged for murdering a
~

Mr. Lamb. The crime was one of

revenge. Unfortunately, Mr. Lamb
was jiot the' person whom Breeds

had intended to kill. He mistook

his victim for the real man, who
had, therefore, the extreme satis-

faction of seeing Breeds hanged,

with his revenge not satisfied.

There seem to be several morals

to this story : the usual conven-

tional ones, and another, which is,

"Don't, if possibly you can help

it, resemble anyone else." Mr.
Breeds 's " irons," as they are

called, stand on a dark staircase,

and give strangers the jumps.

I will conclude with a notice of

the spot called "Three Maids'
Cross," a tall wooden cross in the

hedge on the right-hand side of

the road as you go from Win-
chester to Ludgershall, five miles

from Winchester. The legend,

which gives no date to the occur-
rence, tells us tliat three sisters

were buried here, up to their necks, for poisoning
their father, and so left to die of starvation. It was
just one of those picturesque punishments in which
the Middle Ages were so fruitful : not, like the punish-
ment in the " Mikado," " humorous and lingering,"

but lintrerui" without the humour.

" Mr. Breeds's Irons,"

which stand on a dark

staircase in Rye Town
Hall

An advanced

design emanating

from Germany,
and embodying a

pressed steel open

frame.

TWO CONTINENTAL
MINIATURES.

It will be observed that both have

seats and spring forks.
Ji*>-

A "T.T." model

Monet - Goyon, the

wnner of the recent

scooter trials in

BQ
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THE ANGLO-
DUTCH TRIAL.

A Brief Review of Previous

Events and tire BriUsti Teams
competing in them. This Year's

Team for the Contest on Aug. 7th.

THE annual Anglo-Dutch Trial, between
representative riders of Great Britain

and Holland, owes its inception to a

visit of members of tlie Dutch Motor
Cycle Club in 1911. The very friendly relation-

ship which sprang into being between these

riders of Holland and Tim Motor Cycle, as a
result of that visit, brought about the first trial

which was organised by the Dutch club in 1912.

Three types of machines were catered for in

pre-war events : j'.c, machines up to 350 c.c, over
350 c.c. and vqi to 500 c.c, and over 500 c.c,

and each class has been open to three trade
and three private owners of each country. The . Whe
competitive teams being selected by popular
vote.

In the first event, held in Holland in August, 1912, the

Dutch team won by thirty-five points against representative
British riders of that year. The British team consisted of

the following :

Up to 350 c.c. Class.—Private owners : F. C. Wasley (2|
Douglas), C. M. Down (2| Enfield), and *Geoffrey Smith

(2J Humber). Trade : *W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas), R.
Holloway (2^ Premier), and *S. Wright (2| Humber).
351 c.c. TO 500 c.c. Class.—Private owners : Vernon Taylor

(3i Rudge), *Fred Dover (3^- Premier), and *E. Lester (.l^

P. and M.) Trade : *W. F. Newsome (3i Triumph), *W.
Pratt (3i P. and M.), and *J. H. Slaughter (U New Hudson).
Over 500 c.c. Class.—Private owners : W. Cooper (3w

Bradbury), *C. W. Wilson (Morgan), and A. E. Ufflemaii

(6 Re.x-Jap). Trade : *Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc), *F. W.
Barnes (6 Zenith sc), and *F. A. Applebee (3| Scott sc).

Second Contest won by British Team.

in 1913 the Continental riders came to England; and the

trial resulted in a win for the British team by a far greater

margin than that by which the visitors won the year before-

in their own country. Many of the same British riders com-
peted, their names being printed in italics in the list given
below.

Up to 350 c.c. Class.—Private owners : W. Cooper (2|

Humber), *Geoffrey Smith (2| Humber), and *F. A. Hardy
(21 Douglas). Trade : *S. Wright (2| Humber), *E. Hollowa'y
(21 Premier), and *W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas).

500 c.c. Class.—Private owners ; *F. Dover (3^ Premier),

*C. Lester (3^ P. and M.), and A. R. Abbott (3J, Rudge).
Trade: * n'. Pratt (3^ P. and M.), * If. F. Newsome (3i
Triumph), and *F. C. North (3^ Ariel).

Over 500 c.c. Class.—Private owners : 'R, G. Charles-

worth (6 Zenith), *0. W. Wilson (Morgan), and R. E. Guest
(8 Matchless sc). Trade : *C. R. Collier (6 Matchless), *F.

- W. Humes (6 Zenith), and *F. Smith (5- Clyno sc).

'J'hose marked with an asteri.sk made non-stop runs.

Thus it will be seen that a number of British competitors

have clean sheets in the two events which were run befoi'e

the war. These include S. Wright, Geoffrey Smith, R.

Holloway, F. Dover, C, Lester, W. Pratt, W. V. Newsomo,
C. W. Wilson, F. W. Barnes, and F. Smith.

The 1914 event was abandoned owing to the war. On
August 4th a representative British team will again visit

Holland, including a few of the 1912 and 1913 riders. Fred

Dover, W. Pratt, and Geoffrey Smith are the only riders in

this year's team who have competed in both pro-war events,

while W. B. Gibb, C. R. Collier, and F. A. Hardy, who
competed in 1913, are also included

the Dutch team came to England in 1913. A visitor on a Dutch-built

Simplex ascending Station Hili, Wycombe.

The 1920 British team selected is as follows :

UNDER 500 c.c.

Private Owners.

T. Rutherford
Geoffrey Smith
Lt. Glen. Kidston, R.N.
E. A. Edwards (reserve)

3i Sunbeam.'
3^ Sunbeam.
3A Sunbeam.

3i N.U.T.

Trade.
W. B. Gibb
H. Gibson
J. A. Newman

2J Douglas.

2i Clyno. '

3^ Sunbeam.

OVER 500 cic. SOLO.

Private Owners.

D. H. Noble
F. A. Hardy
F. Dover
u. W. G. Codd (reserve)

5-6 Rover.
5-6 Zenith.

4 Triumph.
10 Reading-Standard.

Trade.
Kaye Don
L. Newey
G. W. Moffatt -

6 Zenith.

6 Ariel.

4 Douglas.

SIDECARS.
Private Owners.

C. H. Boynton
C. Crossthwaite
W. A. Fell-Smith

S. Bannon (reserve)

5-6 James sc
5-6 James sc
8 Blackburne sc
7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.

Trade.
C. R. Collier

H. A. Collier

W. Pratt
E. B. Ware (reserve)

H. F. S. Morgan (reserve)

8 Matchless sc
8 Matchless so.

6 A.J.S. sc
8 Matchless sc.

8 Morgan.

The above teams are the choice of the A.C.U. and affiliated

clubs who were asked to vote for their preference among a

long list of names submitted.

As previously mentioned in The Motor Cycle, the Dutch

Club is making arrangements to give the British representa-

tives a real hearty welcome, and no doubt, whichever team

scores the highest' in the trial, the visit will further cement

the very cordial relationship existing between the two

countries. In proportion to its population, Holland is pro-

bably second to Great Britain as a motor cycling country,

and much is gained by the.se international contests, of which

there are so few.
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IT
is not proposed to. enter here into a scientific

discussion -on the theory of magneto ignition and

the construction of the magneto. Readers wlio

wish . to -acquaint themseh'es more, fully with the?e

mysteries are advised to refer to "Magnetos," by

A. P. Young, A.M.I.E.'E., or to the excellent articles

..on -this subject which are included in the latest edition

of " Motor Cycle's and How tO' Manage Them," both

."published by Messrs. Iliffe ,and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.G. 4.

A_few hints on the care and adjustment of magnetos
may, however, help the novice to avoid trouble ; but

it may be .said at once that the magneto needs very

little attention, and a very good rule is " tO' let well

alone." It is, of course, desirable to. keep the outside

. of the . instrument clean, and, while the cleaning

. is being carried out, it is easy to notice whether or

r not the magneto is firmly fixed to

its bed, and that the screws which
'hold the instrument together are

-tight. I have known much trouble,

including the return of the magneto
to its makers for overhaul, to ensue
from neglect of these simple pre-

cautions. It must be remembered
that the magneto^ is a delicate piece

of mechanism, which must be
treated with care, but it is at the

'.same time one of the most reliable

paits of a modern motor cycle.

Timing.
There is no one general rule for

the timing of magnetos, which varies

in the case of different engines and
for different purposes

—

e.g., a greater advance is given
for facing than for touring work, and, again, when a
sidecar is attached, a slight retard is often beneficial.

In this case, it is better to retard the timing through-
out than to run the engine with the ignition lever some-
what retarded, as, when this latter method is adopted,
the spark is not occurring at tire moment of its greatest

intensity.

In the case of a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder engine, the

following timing can be recommended for general pur-
poses and touring. Set the engine on the top dead
centre at the end of the compression and commence-
ment of the firing strokes, and connect up the magneto
(ignition lever two-thirds retarded) with the platf!ium

points just separating. In screwing up the nut which
holds the sprocket or pinion to the spindle of the
magneto, great care must be used, for, as the sprocket
is a. taper fit on' the spindle^ iind held in its place

by friction only, it is very easy to derange the timing

Make-and-break of a well-known British

magneto.

while tightening the nut, and it is always advisable to

check the timing again when this is completed. The
top dead centre just referred to can be found as

follows : Open or remove the compression tap, if one

is fitted to- the top of the cylinder—if not, remove the

plug—and, by inserting a- piece of wire, note when
the piston conies to its highest position. In a. two-

stroke engine, this is all that is required; but, in the

case of a four-stroke, the engine must be slowly

rotated, and the movement of the valves carefully

watched. On one occasion, as the piston reaches its

highest position, the exhaust valve will close and the

inlet open ; on the next rise of the piston, no valve

movement will take place, and' the latter shows the top

dead centre required.

Small engines, which naturally run at a higher

speed, and racing machines should be timed with the

ignition levers fully retarded instead

of only two-thirds. Two-stroke en-

gines generally require a consider-

able advance, but on one occasion

I effected a real, improvement in the

running of a two-stroke by timing

the magneto somewhat later than

the makers had done.

The amount of advance and retard

is usually 20° on the magneto con-

tact breaker, and, as the magneto,

on a four-stroke, runs at half engine

speed," this means 40° of rotation

on the engine itself. On two-strokes,

and in all cases where the magneto
runs at engine speed, the timing

variation is reduced to 20°.

Multi=cylinder Engines.
On multi-cylinder engines, where the firing intervals

are equal, as they are in the case of flat twins, four-

cylinders, vertical twins with cranks ai 360°, and ver-

tical twin two-strokes with cranks at 180° (as the

Scott), magneto ignition presents no difficulty. But

where the firing intervals arp unequal, special provi-

sion must be made to meet these conditions, and the

difficulties increase as the discrepancy in the firing

intervals becomes greater.

-In V twin engines having an angle A between the

cylinders, the firing intervals are 360 -I- A and 360 —

A

alternately. On the magneto these intervals will be

halved. Thus the firing intervals are

:

Intervals Intervals

Angle. on engme. on magneto.
45^ 405 and 315 . . 202i and 157
50" 410 and 310 . . 205 and 155
60° 420 and 300 . . 210 and 150
90° 450 and 270 . . 225 and 135

BI5
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Notes for th- Novice.- -

Originally, the .s]jark was set to occur before the
niaximuni position in one cylinder, and after it in the
other; but, later, the conditions \¥ere improved by
means of staggered armatures and other devices, and
I understand that a speciaf magneto has been designed
ny Mr. A. P. Young for 90" engines, in which type
the discrepancy of the intervals is very marked.

Adjustment.
It is not advisable for the novice to take down a

magn«to for repairs, but there are one or two points
where adjustment or attention may be required. The
platinum points on the contact breaker should separate

Y-z mm., and this distance can be checked by- the gauge
provided on the magneto spanner. If this gap is

allowed to increase, the timing will in consequence
become more advanced, as the fibre block will strike

the steel cam on the peripliery of the contact breaker
a little earlier, while, if the gap decreases, which it

may-do by the wear of the fibre, the contrary takes
place.

Freeing the Rocker Arm.
Sometimes, especially in damp weather, the rocker

,xrfn may become tardy in operation, owing to the swel-
ling of the fibre bush on which.it wofks. If it sticks

entirely, the trouble is easily located, but occasion-
ally when tested by hand it seems to be working
satisfactorily, but it is not in reality springing back
with sufiicient quickness to allow the magneto to func-
tion as it should. It will now be necessary to remove-
th; contact breaker by taking out the centre screw.

JULY 22nd, ig2o.

This done, the spring of the rocker arm should be

released, care being taken that the tiny screw is not

thrown by the spring into the corner of the motor
house. A roll of fine emery-paper may next be used

to ease the bush, but the best thing, in my exqaerience,

is a twist drill of suitable size. This should be re-

volved backwards while being in.serted, so that the

corners of its cutting edge may not damage the bush.

Some magnetos are, owing to the method of their '

construction, immune from this trouble, as they are

-fitted with metal bushes, or, like the C.A.V., have _.

no bearing at this point. A little vaseline on the edge of

the contact breaker ring will make it work more freely,

and help to keep out the wet, and if this part is ^

inclined to stick, a cure may often be effected by
increasing the pressure of the spring which holds the

contact breaker cover in place.

The Carbon Brushes.

It used to be the custom tO' recommend that the
__

carbon brush, from which the current is' taken, to the

plug, should have its end roughened when it became
glazed, but this is now considered quite undesirable.

It is necessary, however, to remove the brush with

its holder from time to time, and to clean the slip

ring with a piece of clean rag soaked in petrol; this

can be wrapped round a piece of wood, such as a

pencil. In the event of the carbon brush being broken -

or lost, a substitute may be rnade from a piece of

lead-pencil, or in some cases the holder may be in-

serted a little further, and the spark will jump to the

brass tube, which normally contains the carbon brush.

J.H.W.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.
Posiiions of Hills not to be Known to Competitors. Three Judges to Test Machines

for Silence. Entries limited to 150.

THE preliminary regulations for the A.C.U. Six Days
Trial have now been issued. It has been mentioned
already in Thz Motor Cycle that the trial is to con-
clude with half an hour's run at speed and a brake

test on the test hill at Brooklands.
Those who disapproved of the "silence" test in last year's

trial may be disappointed to learn that a test for " silence
"

will again be included. This time there will be three judges,
one using the Low audiometer, and the other two will judge
by ear.

Tests will be made on the first and last days, and five
marks, or less, will be forfeited in each test. Only the
quietest motor cycle in each class will lose no marks.

System of Marking.
200 marks will be credited to each competitor distributed

as follow :

100 ntarks for reliabilil;/, s.e.-^ adherence to schedule, 1
mark per minute, or part of a minute, over allowance will
he deducted. Maximum penalty will be 50 in any one day.

fiO Maries for nill-clinibhu/.—The positions of the hills
will not be published. 5 .marks will be deducted for one or
more stops on any one test hill,

71ra!cin/j.—Motor cycles to descend Brooklands test hill

without stopping at a ma.ximum speed from lop to bottom
of 10 m.p.h. 20 marks, or less, at the discretion of the
judges, will be deducted on results only, without design
being taken into consideration.

SO Marks for Condilion at Finish.— Competitor or entrant
ioiiy be present at the examination following the half hour's
mining on Ui'ooklands, 5 marks or less may be deducted at
!lio discretion of the jridgus. and for defects obvious on
'\ainination. 5 inarU.s for failuri; to reach the scheilulo
.•lioed, plusl mark (or every mile or jiart of a mile jier hour

Bl6

below that speed, up to a maximum of 15 marks,

schedule speeds are :

The

Solo. SiDECAB.
m.p.h. m.p.h.

250 c.c. ... ... 25- 350 c.c. ... ... 22

350 c.c. ... ... 30 500 c.c. ... ... 24

500 c.c. ... ... 35 750 c.c. ... ... 28
750 c.c. ... ... 38 1,000 c.c. ... ... 32

1,000 c.c. ... ... 40 Over 1,000 c.c. ... 33

10 Marks for Silence.—5 marks or less in each of tests

on first and last days. The quietest "motor cycle in each
class to lose no marks.
Fuel consumption during part of the trial may be recorded.

Minimum weights and tyre sizes are the same as last

year; i.e., 250 c.c, 88 lb. '(IJin.) ; 350 c.c, 110 lb. (2in.);

500 c.c, 132 lb. (2iin.); 750 c.c, 154 lb. (2]in.) ; 1,000 c.c,

176 lb. (2J-in.).
i;

Awards will be granted on the fol owing marks ;

Gi Id. Silver. Bronze.

Solo. Sc Solo. Sc. Solo. Sc.

250 c.c 150 —
. 135 — ... 110 -

350 c.c 175 150 .'
. 165 135 ... 140 110

50(J c.c. 175 160 . . 165 145 ... 140 120

750 c.c. 180 175 , . 170 165 ... 145 140

1,000 c.c 180 175 . . 170 165 ... 145 140

over 1,000 c.c. — 175 . . — 165 ... — . 140

The end V th is year will be limited to 150 nuichines, and
entries close at mid-day Saturday, July 31st. The fees are,

trade (mannfaclurers, traders, and riders in their employ),
iiVi 12s.

;
private owners, £6 6s. ; or if a member of a,ny

affiliated club, £5 5s.

'J'lie ad<lress uf the Auto Cvde Union is 83, Pall ]\IalI,

London, S.W.I.
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The Big Twin Sidecar at Record Speeds.

ro3

A PARTICULARLY fine series of

records was put up on the 12th
inet. by a standard Harley-Davidson

magneto model to which a light sidecar
was fitted. The performance was due to

..the private enterprise of IMessrs. Ballards
Motors, Ltd., 92, Gloucester Road, South
.Kensington, London, S.W.7, and, contrary
to usual practice, two drivers were
employed—Messrs. J. D. Marvin and J.
A. Sullivan—who each took two-hour
spells of di-iving. Mr. Marvin, who is a
partner of Messrs. Ballards Motors, has

"only one leg.

The following is a list of the records
attained

:

2 hours^ „
4 , „
5 „
6 >,

7 „

In

Mile?.

106
„ . . 160
„ . . 212

„ .. 256
., • . 30S
,, . . 3fio

„ . . 404
,. • 456
„ .- 508
,. .. 5S8
,, .. 609

addition to

Yards.
1,025

909
1,564

46
1,739
1,136

279
398
759
846

M.P.H.
53-29
53.50
53-22
51.21
51-40
51.52
50.51
50.69
-50.48
50.77
50. 8

distance records were made :

h.

these the following

100 miles in

150

250
300
350
400
500
600

53
48
45
53
50
48
55
50

IS

53f
45«
I3i
loS

22i
25*

50t
391

M.P.H.
53.09
53-29
53-17
51.16,
51-40
51-42
50-47
51-77
50. 8

.^

J. D. Marvin and the record-breaking Harley-Davidson.

The petrol consumption worked out to

50 m.p.g., which is remarkably good.
A single lever Schebler automatic car-

buretter was employed. The sidecar
body was a canoelet, the oil used

Wakefield's Castrol, and the petrol Pratt's

No. 1. Other items of the equipment were
K.L.G. plugs, a B.L.I. C. magneto,

Palmer cord tyres, Coventry chains, and
Brooks saddle.

THE manufacturers of the Ivy motor
cycle have decided . to concentrate
on a 348 c.c. engine (75 x 79 mm.)

for next year, and, being determined to

disperse the impression that two-strokes
overheat, at least a-s far as their own
product is concerned, they undertook

Will Two-strokes Keep Cool?
twenty-five consecutive ascents (non-en-

gine-stop) of the old Wyche at Malvern.
The demonstration machine was in the

hands of Jlr. Percv Newman, and. the
t^nks filled, he started at 12.27. Des-
cending the "new" road he took the
by-roacl to the foot of the Old Wvche

Breasting the 1 in 2-2 section of the Old Wyche for the twenty-fifth time.

and connnenced the climb, rounded the

hairpin at the top, and recommenced the

circuit. His time for the first lap, of

1.5 miles, was five minutes; of this

distance about half-a-mile is on the
ascending gradient which reaches a maxi-
mum of 1 in 2.8 at the top.

With only slight variations from the
five minutes per circuit the rider con-

tiiuied with the utmost regularity. It was
noticed that on each round very little

departure Avas made from the wheel
tracks of the previous circuit and gear
changes were made in exactly the skme
place each time, bottom gear being used
on the last 150 yards of steep gradient
only : incidentally, a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed box was employed, in conjunc-
tion with all-chain drive.

The last lap was completed at a higher
speed and Newman came up the 1 in

2| at a great pace to receive the con-
gratulations o£ the observers, exactly two
hours eight minutes after starting.

The distance covered was forty miles,
the time taken was 2hrs. 8mins. , and the
average speed, therefore, was 18.75
m.p.h. . Immediately the engine was
stopped it was examined, but no sign of

excessive heat was observed, the cylinder
was at a normal temperature and tlie

hand could be placed momentarily on
the radiating fins. Altogether the de-

monstration was one which clearly shows
that the 3 h.p. Ivy two-stroke is equipped
with an engine capable of undertaking
any task imposed by the normal' rider.

The test was observed bv a representa-
tive of the A.C.U. '

Big
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REFLECTIONS
ON THE

SCOTTISH
TRIALS.

Some Impressions of (he

Six Days Trials in (lie

Highlands.

Notes on Hills and Out-
slanding Performances of

Hiders by an Observer
who covered (he Course.

^NLV twenty-six competitors

out of ninety-four starters

in the Scottisli Six Days
Trial secured gold medals. If

viewed superficially, this low
percentage of successes ^^ould

seem to reflect discredit upon the modem motor cycle.

It is perhaps well to remember that a competitor
had only to lose one mark to forfeit his " gold." A
stop on one of the ten test hills through carelessness

or misfortune, or to be more than three minutes behind
schedule time at any one of the thirty-three checks,

was sufficient to relegate a rider to the second class.

That twe'nty-six riders covered the difficult course
without loss of a single mark is a remarkable tribute

to the- reliability of present-day motor cycles.

Anyone fresh back from the Highlands, with its

memories of hills, hairpin bends, bad roads, and the

rain must indeed marvel at the performances of both
men and machines.

Tyres the Chief Evil.

Tyre troubles and falls were responsible for more
failures than mechanical deficiencies. B. Alan Hill

(3^ P. and M.) can usually be counted on for a

gold medal, yet was knocked out on this account. He
had a fall on Thursday that was mainly responsible

for his failure on Kenmore the following day, be-

cause he could not use his leg to steady liiniself in

the deep ruts at the foot of the hill. Jesse Baker

(.^f Scott) is another consistently good performer
who had to retire through a fall, although his machine
was in no way damaged. W. Westwood (Triumph)
made a third exjjert rirler who lost a premier award
by a fluke. He changed into " top " a little too soun

on Mam Katacban, causing a momentary wobble in the

rrmgh.
( 'auscs of retirement were various. A. Alexander

(79 Indian) had two punctures in the first twelve
miles of tiie trial, and retired wlicn the rear tyre (jpl-

lapsed altogether. Campbell McGregor (3 J single-

geared lirough) averaged about five [junctures per

(lay, and finally retired on the sixth day through this

cause. O. P. -C. Collier (Beardmore-Prccision) so

<lamnged his machine in .1 l.-ill lli.it liu w:is unable

h.p. New Imperial appeared to be quite an old and well-used model,

excellent performances on the hills. In the pxture he is closely

i Brough srngle-gear) over a bridge near Brora.

to proceed. Beck' (8 New Imperial sc.) retired on
Tuesday owing to the bearings of his rear wheel giving

out. D. Wright (4 Blackburne) burst a tyre, and had

. a fall that caused his retirement, while J. Morton
on a sister machine had a collision with a Ford van.

Tom Peck (4^ Ariel) had tyre troubles, and in striving

to make up time fractured -his piston. G. W. Lush,

wdlo very sportingly drove a 3 h.p. A. B.C. with a

sidecar, can blame tyre troubles for his failure to

finish. He had persistent punctures, and when he

arrived in the control on Wednesday night (when the

rules allowed a change of tyres), his rear tyre was
in ribbons. Making up time and riding with a flat

tyre may have been responsible for the fork breaking

on the last day. ^r'

Illness was responsible for Mrs. KnoAvles's with-»

drawal on the sixth day, and a smash through taking

a right-hand bend too fast accounted for Hamilton
(Harley-Davidson sc.) Water in the magneto led to

the retirement of J. Westwood Wills (2% Verus). The
causes of the retirement of " Parson Wilkin," as

the Rev, J. M. Philpott (2| Wilkin) came to be

known, were many, but he was finally knocked out

by his carrier coming adrift.

Few Mechanical Troubles.

.Serious mechanical breakdowns were exceedingly

few. v.. C. Palmer (A.B.JC.) had a broken camshaft,

and Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.) within a mile of the

finish abso had engine trouble. Norman Black

(Norton) with c>nly a few miles to go, " chewed up "

his gears.

So much for the unfortunates. One must admire
'many of them for their jjlucky but futile efforts to

carry on under difficulties. We will now consider the

credit side of the balance sheet.

There were few new machines to attract altention,

but many watched with interest the performances of

till- new P. and M.'s. This was their first appearance
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-Befleetions on the Scottish Trials.—
in a really long and severe trial, and they have dis-
tinguished themselves considerably. To begin with, it

takes a good 500 c.c. machine to maintain schedule
time over such a course, and yet be able to make clean
ascents of all the observed hills ; and secondly, their
steering and road-holding propensities were noticeably
good on loose surfaces.

Another machine which has so far done but little

competition work in this country is the 3^ h.p. spring
frame Douglas. Ellison Hawkes, the "rider of the
only one in the trial, was dogged with tyre trouble,
but was delighted

with the smooth pull-

ing of the engine,

and at times one
could not help envy-
ing his smooth and
GCHnfortable progress
over the villainous

roads. He managed
to secure a "bronze."

Tyre troubles, as

___already mentioned,

_

were frequent and
disastrous throughout
the trial, but large

"tyres have suddenly
come • into great
prominence, and most
of the machines so

fitted were entirely

immune from punc-
Good riding

a very im-

part over
roads, and
curious that

so many of our very

best and steadiest

riders lost marks
through falls this

year.

J. A. N e w m a n

(3I Sunbeam), H.
MT Batten (3^ P.
and M.), L. Guy (sf
Scott), and A. L.
Downie (zf Wilkin)
were all conspicuous
for their fine riding,

and Hugh Gibson's

performance on the

little two-speed two-stroke Glyno was a thing ,to

wonder at. A fall on the Spittal of Glenshee damaged
his footrests to such an extent that he constantly

"blinded" so as to have time to refix them tem-
porarily, yet his little engine never overheated, and
climbed all hills comfortably.

AVhile on the subject of riding, both the lady com-
petitors deserve special mention, though both had ex-

tremely hard luck. Olive M. Knowles, after some
riding which astonished even the old hands, was forced
to retire through laryngitis, developed on the last

morning, and Mrs. Duncan Bell failed in Princes
Street, Edinburgh, within pushing distance of the finish.

tures.

plays
portant

Scottish

it was

\,

^'

TALLA LINNS ON THE LAST DAY.
Miles of this kind of rough road were responsible for many

tyre troubles.

Only two single-geared machines remained in the

trial long enough to be interesting, and of these Camp-
bell McGregor (3^ Brough) was eliminated by tyre

trouble, while Robert Carfrae (4 Triumph), though
he failed on five hills, lost no marks on time, and is

to be congratulated on a very sporting, if somewhat
arduous, ride.

There were no single-cylinder sidecars in the trial

—

the first time the Scottish Six Days entry has not in-

cluded such machines. This was perhaps unfortunate,

because the single is undoubtedly the utility mount for

the masses, and, although to have got a 4 h.p. sidecar

through the trial
would have been no
mean achievement,

the chances of suc-

cess well merited the

effort on the part of

some of the makers
of these popular
machines.

The performance

of the little A. B.C.
sidecar was really
remarkable, for it

must be remembered
that the engine has

a capacity of only

400 c.c, and yet it

got round, with only

one hill failure, to

within fifty miles of

the finish.

If I Avere asked

which make I con-

sidered had put up
the best, all-round

performance, I

should hesitate be-

tween the B.S.A.,

the C 1 y n o, the

Rover, and the P.

and M. The only

Coulson B entry also

secured a " gold."

This was the only

100% result achieved

by any make of

machine.
The B.S.A. record

is decidedly good.

Seven were entered,

four obtained
" golds," and -three " silver." Tliey secured the team
prize, as they deserved to do, thus repeating their per-

formance in last year's A.C.U. Six Days Trial

in Wales.
Next in order of merit—although standing alone

on account of the type of machine used—comes the

Clyno. Three lightweights started and finished, and
one secured a "gold" and the lightweight prize.

One 8 h.p. model competed and also obtained the

premier award.
Rovers were the only other make to have their

riders finish intact. Of the four entered two secured

gold, one each silver and bronze medals. H.D.T.

^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

REUNION OF EX-D.R.'S.

Sir,—I am an interested reader of the correspondence re

Ex-Sergeant Schofield's scheme for a reunion of D.R.'s,

which, by the way, I think is excellent, but \yhy confine it

to 1914 men only? I was at Dunstable early ill 1915, volun-

teered, and was sent out to France, months before some of

the 1914 men, who, in the meantime, had evaded drafts,

reached the base at Abbeville.

Wrexham. 1915 A.C.O. SIGS.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Sir,—As a possible competitor in the above event, may

I suggest that when the regulations are issued by the A.C.U.
they ghould be complete, so that all the conditions are known
before an entry is invited ? There is no real reason why
there should be any last minute "final regulations," and,

whilst we cannot control the interpretation of these regula-

tions, it is nicer to know them before entering, or to have
an opportunity of refraining from doing so if in disagree-

ment with them. V.- E. HORSMAN.

THE SMALL TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I have been astonished _at the capabilities of the

modern " baby " two-stroke.' My machine has been in daily

use for the last seven months, and I have reason to feel

grateful for its mechanical simplicity, its unfailing relia-

bility, and surprising power. Not so many issues back
brother " I.xion " indulged in a few morbid reflections on
noting the large proportion of youthful two-strokists amosig
the present-day motor cycling fraternity. I am of opinion

On Kenmorc hill in the Scottish Tr al. R. B. Clark (2i Coulson B). who rode the only

machine ol this make in the trial and secured a gold medal

that this proportion will still further increase, because the .

two-.stroke engine provides such a delightful mouiit. -To

those of us who "saw the world and got paid for doing it

during the year 1914-1918, the steady hum of the two-stroke

is" as soothing to the nerves as a pipe of the choicest tobacco.

Personally, the four-stroke single (mechanically magnificent,

I willingly admit), with itg "hot-stuff" exhaust, produces

nervous irritation akin to that engendered by a salvo of

French "75's." Praised be he who invented the Scott, the

possession of which so often fixes the Ultima TlmU of ardent

two-strokists. If Beardmore Precision is disguised as half-

way house, the patient wayfarer will hardly go astray.

West Bergholt. VA DOUCEMENT.

POLICE PERSECUTION.
Sir,—It is with great interest I have read communica-

tions from,-many of your readers on the subject of " police

persecution." I thiiik that the Rev. R. C. Measures has

got the present condition of affairs pretty well sized up,

and I sincerely hope that the associations will do their

utmost to try and put an end to the useless interferences

of the police. In this district at present the police are

conducting a great campaign against " long exhausts," and
several of my friends have been recently fined and ordered

to remove the long pipes. I am quite aware that open

exhaust pijies are against the law (though I may say my own
is four and a half feet long and two and a half inches

in diameter), but I am of the opinion that if motor cycles

were as effectually silenced as motor^ cars there would be
many more accidents. A motor car has bulk which is easily

seen ; a cycle has not bulk, and consequently is not so easily

seen. Therefore, I say, let the cyclist

have the kind of exhaust that makes
its presence felt. In this town there
are some busy corners where the traffic .

is not too well regulated, and ' pedes-
trians wander about like lost souls.'

The unfortunate cyclist is expected to

disengage his clutch with one hand,
throttle down with the other, and keep
his horn going with what? Yes, indeed,
I agree heartily with your corre-

spondents If the police paid more
attention to motor thieves than to

technical offenders they would be doing
a lot more good. K.A.M.

Edinburgh.

Sir,—I heartily agree with everything
said by " Cricket " in your issue of the
1st. I was myself made the victim of
an organised " round-up " in the town
of Rhyl, North Wales. Apart from
this, some of the police seem to think
it their bounden duty to be as insulting

as they can to any motorist whom they
are "lucky" enough to catch.

If we nuist have these "round-ups,"
at least let us have sane men to carry

Ihem out. I may also mention that on
the same day I wa.s caught, I saw three

men drunk in the streets at five o'clock
in the evening, .so evidently there is

work for the "splendid organisation"
of the police in other directions.

St. Asaph. TWO STROKE

E26
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LEFT-HAND DRIVE.
Sir,—In spite of all arguments to the contrary, I fail to

jsee the danger and disadvantage of left-hand drive, on what
J. Harrison is pleased to call foreign vehicles, provided
that ordinary care, due from all drivers of motor cars, is

exercised.

I also suggest that J. Harrison and other nervous road
users, possessing cars with right-hand drive, fit similar

devices to that proposed by the former to actuate on the
left of their cars, thus ensuring perfect immunity from
collision to all concerned. E.G. P.
Garstang.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,—I was very much interested in the letter by Jlr. A.

R. Jones re runniug without magneto. I hardly think he
is correct in crediting the ignition to carbon, however.
Would it -not- be possible for a fairly high compression
engine to ignite the charge by \'irtue of the heat set up
on the compression stroke, or, in other words, on the

Diesel principle ? I fancy on a two-stroke engine this would
result in four-stroking, but, as I am no theorist, I will leave

it at that. Hoping to see other readers' opinions on this

interesting point, and w-ishing your paper every -success.

Monkseaton. VAL-VELESS.

SILENCE TEST IN A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Sir,—Under the heading of "The English Six Days Trial,"

I see it stated that the silence test is not to be renewed on
account of its unpopularity.

I am naturally unable - definitely to state any decision

upon this point, further than the regulations which must be
familiar to you, but it is a fact that the unpopularity existed

solely with a few competitors.

The vast bulk of the public for ^vhom the Auto Gycle
Union caters were much impressed at a genuine attempt on
the part of the Union to render the motor cycle less un-

pleasant to the public and less unpleasant to the every day,

apart from the professional, user.

It was also stated that noises recorded by the instrument
were not distinguishable from the unpleasant note which
chiefly affects the human ear.

The audiometer can be made sufficiently sensitive to dis-

tinguish between the vowel sounds of human speech, and I

might say the apparatus is being adopted for very much
more delicate work than the measurement of motor cycle

-exhaust noises.

I am not aware that any tests have been made with the

audiometer other than those with which I am familiar, but

C(XCILE roj

if you will examine the photographs in T/ie iLv'or Ci/de
itself you will see that the sound is taken directly to the

human ear r|uite apart from the photographic part of the

apparatus. The very point of measuring noise by the ear

driuii through a variable trumpet audiometer, and apart from_

any photographic or electrical apparatus, was brought out
by me when a similar apparatus was used in the A.G.U.
Silencer Trials long before the war. The suggestion that this

question of sensibility of the human ear is not receiving

attention is therefore totally wrong, although as a matter
of fact it is quite easy to make the instrument photograph
the requisite sounds.
Many people seem to discuss the measuring of exhaust

noises as though it were necessary to hold one's breath
during tlie operation. This is far from being the case, as

anything but a really sensitive instrument is needed to

measure the unpleasant noises familiar to anyone who lives

on a main thoroughfare.
As it happens a better method has been designed, and

in order to be absolutely fair to everyone separate judges
are to note the exact degree of offensiveness of the noise as

was done in the A.C.U. silencer trials .successfully conducted
imder. the direction of Gen. Sir Capel Holdeii many years ago.

Also under the heading of the " English Six Days Trial,"
I see it' suggested that the A.C.U. rules are too technical,

and that deduction of marks should not be a matter of

opinion. If exact marking is to be carried out without any
more or less human agency, obviously more apparatus would
liave to be devised, and the rules would have to be far more
technical and complicated^ if an exact deduction is to be
given beforehand for every mishap which may occur.

Is it not far more just to leave it to a certain extent to a
question of discussion? You will notice tliat the riders of

machines will be able this year to discuss everj'lhing with
the officials and to see that they are satisfied in every
possible detail.

Whilst on the question of Six Days Trials I was interested

to read again that no overheating troubles now occur in

competition work.
This remark will seem very strange to anyone who stood

on the Bwylch-y-Groes hill on the last Six Davs held by the
A.C'.U.

I also read that band brakes are always useless. The
words "badly designed" are surely omitted here? I have
a band brake on the front wheel of a 2| li.p. Wooler which, ,

like everything else on tlie machine, is a pleasure to use.

I write this in no carping spirit, but merely as notes and
an appreciation of your most interestmg article.

A. -AI. LOW.

SOME NORTON EXPONENTS.
The Norton machme has two distinct reputations—first, as a big single for sidecar .work, and, secondly, as a speedman's mount.

Ihe performances of the latter type in the T.T. races will long be remembered as an example of what can be done by standard machines in

^°w?^cl"^" ,"iy' special racing models. Above are seen some Norton exponents. Reading from left the riders are : Noel-Brown,
.1. W. Shaw (wB) won The Motor Cycle Cup in the Flying Kilometre at Douglas), D. Brown, J. A. Walker," and F. C. North. Behind
them stand D. R. Donovan, J. L. Norton, and W. J. Hassall.

B29



A hve-cylinder radial engine is embodied in the back wheel of a new German motor cycle.

The drive is through a train of gears.

PUNCTURE-PROOF TUBES.
Sir,— I can thoroughly endorse your recent correspondent's

remarks on puncture-proofed tubes, but the reason they
are not already in universal use is the fact that they are
mistakenly believed by the majority of motor cyclists to
belong to the same class as the old sugar solutions we used
to. insert in the valve stem. The P.P Tube Company are
also unwilling to proof one's own tubes at present," and
some motor cyclists hesitate to scrap their existing tubes,
which may be cjuite good, before being convinced of the
practicability of the P.P. tube. That they will eventually
become " standard practice " I am quite convinced. The
next best precaution is to buy a Sohrader tyre pressure
gauge, and to use it. I use both, but am uninterested in
the firms otherwise. T. S. SHAERATT.

113 M.P.G. WITH A SCOTT.
Sir,—Becently I noticed in "Occasional Comments" by

"Ixion," that Scott merchants on the Island are doing
big things, especially Captain Vinter's engine, which gives
hira five extra miles to the gallon if the plugs are fittijd to
the heads of the cylinders.

I am inclined to think that this is not all he could do,
if he only went the right way about it; I have for some
considerable time been getting thirty extra miles to the
gallon, because I have fitted a Dego'ry carburetter. With
the plugs in the cylinder heads, -I have been able to get
106 to 113 m.p.g. The 106 I got with 40 and 50 mile runs,
and the 113 with a straight run from Chelmsford to Stock-
bridge, in Hants. This included fifteen miles of London
traffic, and was accomplished in 4;| hours, which shows a
fairly high average speed.

I may state now that I find the Degory carburetter suits
the "supposed petrol drinker" better than any other type
I have tried. NOT INFALLIBLE.
Chelmsford.

OVERALLS.
Sir,—Your correspondent "Ixion" and others have been

greatly exercised over the difficulty of keeping their overalls
from leaving dirt on their trou.sers when they take them
off. I have suffered long from the same trouble, and the
.solution may be useful to others. I may say that I visited
all the London stores in the hope of getting something to
meet ,my need, but failed ; finally I wrote to Messrs.
Barbour and Sons, of oilskin fame, asking them if they
would make me a pair of seatless trouser overalls in their
grey-green oilskin to fasten right up the side and so cure
the trouble. They replied to the effect that they did not
think that the .seatless style would be successful, but they
would readily make me a pair in the seated style to fasten
tight down the outside of the leg at the moderate price
of 388. 6d.

'

NeedlesB to say, I ordered them, and they have now
arrived, atul there is every promise that they will be a
complete «ucce8.s. SATISFIED.

Dunstable.
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PLUG EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—Having just completed a tour

of 800 miles, I think it only fair to

bear testimony to the excellent perform-

ance of my machine—a 1919 B.S.A.

with chain-cum-belt transmission, and
a Sphinx D41 plug.

During the whole journey over all

conditions of roads, and in fair and
bad weather, I had no trouble whatever,

and all hills were tackled with ease,

though I used a heavy sidecar—136

lb. in weight without passengers and
heavy luggage.

, The plug was fitted early in Rfay,

since which time I have travelled over

1,100 miles on the macjiine, and it has

not yet been necessary to examine it

once, though previous to fitting it I

was constantly being held up by an

oily or ove,rheated plug. Having ob-

tained such excellent results I am quite

sure I shall not try any other plug for

my B.S.A. W. B. DOUGLAS.

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE TRADE?
Sir.—I was most struck with the editorial comments on

the T.T. Race. It is quite certain to many of "us that the

abstention of leading firms from the T.T. Race was a

mistake, and that next year there will be a desperate fight

to regain. laurels.

There is, however, another question which
_
might be

brought to light just now : it is the general attitude of the

trade during this boom. There is a very self-satisfied spirit

showing. Order books, etc., are all right, and so the idea

of making friends of the rider is entirely being lost sight

of. ilany of the firms are losing sight of the fact that

their position of favour is due in a large extent to the

loyalty of the rider, who^ at personal risk and with a most
sporting instinct, has forced the deAelopment of the motor
cycle to its present stage. Some of us have been through

the mill from the start to now, and it is not a very happy
state of things when old and tried riders find themselves

treated with scant courtesy both by agent and manufacturer.

Some of the young firms are quick to realise this, and
the writer, who sees and talks to many competition riders,

is struck with this. There is going to be quite a keen fight

in this next year for top place, and it might be worth a
lot to the manufacturers if a hint were given that they are

losing old and tried friends just because the old-time

courtesy is being lost sight ot in the rush to, sell machines.

Now the rider is much more an advertisement than the

machine, for if a rider finds he gets generous and courteous
treatment from even a less known firm, he is going to boom
that make. I had a model example of that this week. An
old and tried rider (not a shamateur, for he has paid for

even the smallest item since the earliest days in full) was
talking to me. He pointed out what a difficulty he hat^

had in getting any decent treatment as to delivery ; he had
just made a visit to the firm whose make he has stood loyally'

by since the very first days of the motor cycle, and he
had come away surprised at the scant treatment he got at

his visit to the works. In former days he had been a
welcome visitor always ; this time he left feeling he was an
outsider again, and for the first time in many years I found
he was losing his loyalty to his favourite mount and the
firm that made it. In fact, only a little— a very little—would
make him at this moment cease to ride his old and
favourite make and start in on a new make for his work
and competition riding, and he is a well-known and tried

rider with brainy ideas. What would be the result? Well,
for it, as for his old mount, he would be a live advertisement
wherever he went, with consequent results. Have the
manufacturers thought of this? ONE WHO WATCHES.

Correspondents are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, cspecialfy in view of the jael thai only a small

percentage of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in conse-

quence of their abnormal length.

J
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^Imes to TLlgbt "Camps.
July 24th
' „ 26th

„ 28th

„ 30th

9.29 p.m.
9.26

9.24

9.21

A.C.U. Six Days.
..' This year's event will be limited to 150
competitors.

Records.

, Twenty more records were broken last

.week. This time by the Hai'ley-David-
Bon, see page 103.

Australia makes motor Cycles.
•' Several manufacturers of motor cycles

;are springing up in Australia. The
inachines generally follow American lines.

Gibbets.

Chai-les Harper—the historian of the

road—writes on the fascinating, if grue-

Eome, subject of gibbets in this issue.

His interesting article will be found on

The British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

The first open meeting of the

B.M.C.E.C. will take place on August
.14th, and will be open to both cars and
mbtor -cycles. The car events will be
orga.nised by the Essex Motor Club.;

Paris Policemen Motor Cyclists.

Following the example of many Ameri-
can cities, Paris is to have a force of

motor cyclist policemen, whose machines
will be fitted with speedometers. They
will use these machines for the purpose
of catching motorists who exceed the

spped limit. Sidecars will also be used
for the purposes of transport.

Welsh Championship Meeting.

A Welsh open speed championship
meeting takes place on Penchine sands,

Pembrokeshire, on August 18th. This
. is one of the twenty open events sanc-

tioned by the A.C.U., and a large entry
is expected because the venue is one of

the finest natural speedways in this

country. The organising secretary is Mr.
John Jenkins, Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen.

Open Speed Trials at Chatsworth.

The clubs affiliated to the East Mid-
land and Yorkshire centres of the A.C.U.
have organised open speed trials to take
place on the 7th of next month in Chats-
worth Park. Entries close on Saturday,
the 31st, and should be sent to Mr. J.

Simmonds, 10, Cranmer Street, Notting-
ham. There are classes for all types of

machines and events for both flying and
standing starts.

Hill-climbing on Two-strokes.

Twenty-five times up the Old Wyche
vvithout an engine stop on a two-stroke
lightweight constitutes a demonstration
described on page 103.

Twopence a Mile.

After the August holidays railway
travelling will cost 2d. per mile (third
class). A motor cycle carries two persons
for considerably less than this—and first

class.

Going to U.S.A.

Mr. Arthur Butterfield, of Levis
i\Iotoi-s, and Mr. C. A. Easting, of East-
ing windscreens, are off to America on
the 18th prox.

Should Enow Better.

One of our American contemporaries
shows a sketch of a right-hand sidecar
lifting on a left bend. The opposite
result would happen, of course. —g

Hush

!

There is to be a "silence" test in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial after all. Only
one machine in each class will escape
penalty—according to the preliminary
regulations, a review of which appears on
page 102.

Special features.

THE SCOTTISH TRIAL FROM WITHIN.

A.C.U- SIX DAYS REGULATIONS.

NOTES FOR THE NOVICE.

For the Novice.

An instructive article on magnetos,
specially prepared for the novice, is in-

cluded in this issue (page 101), and is

the first of a series of similar articles

which will appear in subsequent issues.

An Inter-team Trial.

For next week-end the North-Western
Centre A.C.U. are organising an inter-

team trial for the "Blake Cup," starting

from Town Hall Square, Bolton, at 11
a.m. on the 25th.

Machines for Nothing.

Some would-be motor cyclists seem to

think that motor cycle manufacturers
have machines to give away. The
makers of the R.W. Scout recently for-

warded us a letter containing the request
for a free machine for advertising pur-
poses from a rider in Wales. Not very
long ago a Bishop made a similar request.

AMERICAN TWINS ON BROOKLANDS.
In addition to the records put up by J. D. Marvin and T. A. Sullivan on Tuesday of last

week, other Harley-Davidson sidecars have distinguished themselves on the track recently.

Above are shown J. A. Masters (No. 5) and E. Longman (No. 7), who finished first and second

respectively in the 1 ,000 c.c. sidecar event at the last Brooklands meeting. Masters's speed was
officially given as 57*8 m .p.h.
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'MIDST LAKELAND HILLS.
The Cumbarland County M.C.C. One Day Open Trial. Typical Lake District Weather

- Conditions encountered.

Half-way up Kirkstone, with Windermere in the distance S. Parker (8 Enfield sc.) is changing up on one of the easier portions.

AS organisers of an open trial the Cum—
berland County 5I.C.C. are perhaps
a little lacking in experience, and

the event which took place on Saturday
last was, despite its sporting nature,

somewhat long drawn out.

Another feature which
,
might have

heen eliminated with advantage was the

long main road run home and the com-
paratively easy sections early on the out-

ward journey in the morning. This
detail, of course, is due to the club

headquarters being in Carlisle, which is

an appreciable distance away from
Lakeland proper. Had the run started
from, say, Penrith, and ended at Pooley
Bridge, there would have been time for

the inclusion of some much more severe
hill-climbing.

" A Wild Wan Morning."
Rain fell almost continuously during

the preceding night, and the first man
.'it-iited out from the Crown and Mitre
Hotel, Carli.sle, at 9 a.m. in a steady
downpour. The main Cockermonth road
was followed for ten or eleven miles.

Catlands, the first observed hill, was not
a very severe climb, being a long wind-
ing ascent over a stony lane. A dense
mist, however, obscured tlie view.

At Ircljy, a sharp di'op in the village
led to a small watersphish, and tlien fol-

lowed some very greasy lanes until the
main load was rejoined, only to be left

again by a sharp bond, for the second
hill at Endiloton flolf Coiir.'ip. This was
rather ti'ying, having a rough ,'ind slimy
surfarx) and one left-hand a('ut(^ bend on
a steep pitch. The soloists had no difli-

culty, however, but sidecars experienced
a little wheel slip. From here good roads
were followed to Cockermoufh and the

C2

Lake Country was entered in real earnest.

The weather showed signs of improving
as Crummock Water was i^assed by the
earlier competitors, and the rain ceased
and the mist lifted as they climbed
Buttermere Hause. This one-and-a-half
mile climb caused very little trouble.

The Sunbeams especially came up well
but D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.) had
a sooted plug, Ellison Hawkes (3^-

Douglas) was in great difficulties, appar-

ently suffering from faulty carburation
and a. stiff gear change. "W. T. Tiffen (4J;

fi.S.A.) made a splendid ascent, and J.

W. Wills (2| Verus-Blackburne) came up'
well, doing a smart foot geaf change on"

the top corner. Lower down the hill A.
Boggis (4^ Quadrant sc.) caused soma

,

excitement by failing and running baokj.
only just being saved from going over'
the edge of the road into the valley belowi

'':

Of the lightiveighls R. Rape (2| Clynoh

"~1

Buttermere I la use was wreathed m uiist, wliicli ?liroudeii llic distant m ninluui tops.

The rider is G. W. Wilkin on his 2% h.p. Wilkin.
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•Midst Lakeland Hills.—

made an excellent performance but just

Jacked the necessary power to get over

the top, while J. Browne (2% Douglas)

also had to foot-slog.

The drop down to Newlands required

careful negotiation, as the roads were a

mass of slime, and almost everyone was
losing time. Near Keswick the third non-

stop section commenced, and this was
a twenty-mile run over grassy and greasy

tracks, including a hau'-raising descent

and a watersplash. Everyone struggled

on, however, and finished the morning's

run in Keswick in good spirits, despite

soaked garments and a plastering of mud
which was so bad that new number cards

had to be issued all round.

Towards Thirlmere.

A restart was made at 2.15, and a

short distance out of Keswick the route

ascended the hill to the left over some
very greasy lanes, rejoining tbe main
road, a little further on. Towards Thirl- .

mere the spWndid surface and expansive

view was enjoyable, as the rain had
almost ceased. Away in the distance

were patches of sunshine on the moun-
tains. Descending Dunmail Raise, Gras-

mere was skii'ted and the road to Red
Bank taken. The surface was not very

slimy and was rapidly drying, but a
hiatus occurred here as the necessary
timing arrangements for the flexibility

test were incomplete. In consequence,
the competitors were delayed an hour at

the foot of the hill.

The slow section of this test was on

the steepest gradient and was very severe,

After the fast section many competitors
climbed the rest of the hill slowly and
surely, but some continued at speed over
the 1 in 4 at the crest. J. J. Dias (3i
P. and M.), who knowing the course
romped round well ahead of time, was
noticeable in this respect.

Of thoee who made excellent climbs the
following deserve mention : H. W. Glen-
dinning (3^ Sunbeam), steady ; T. C. de
k Hay (3i Sunbeam), fast; J. W. Moffatt

(4 Verus) ; , and R. E. Darnton (7-9

Indian). J. A. Newman (3^ Sunbeam)
came up imperturbably, and T. J. Stordy
(2j A.J.S.) and G- W. Wilkin (2| Wilkin)
both made fine ascents. T. M. Lawson
(4 Harley) was very noisy, a* was E. G.
Lawson, who had special "silencing"
arrangements on his Scott. I. H. Dick-
eon (7 F.N.) came up in a cloud of smoke
at a great pace ; but F. Fieldhouse and
E. A. Edwards on 3^ N.TJ.T. machines
both footed when accelerating. In the
slow section of the climb W. Kantlehem
(3i Wilkin sc), S. Parker (8 Enfield sc),
and A. _E. Pape (4 Triumph sc.) made
excellent performances, and got " away
well, and J. E. Greenwood (3^ Sunbeam)
also was exceptionally good.

0£E the Route.

After leaving Red Bank many competi-
;
tors went astray, but had they followed
the excellent marking they would not
have done so. XJUets Nest and Foolstep
were two bad hiUs, although short, and
on the latter T. C. de la Hay and D. S.

"Alexander came to grief. This non-
stop section also included Kirkstone Pass
—a gruelling climb after the day's adven-
tures. Little trouble was experienced,
however, and there were only two failures.
Descending to Patterdale was no test ol

brakes after the drop down Blea Tarn
Pass, which came earlier in the section,

and everyone was able to gain some lost

time on the main road run of thirty miles

to Carlisle. Near Pooley Bridge, T.
Rutherford (3^ Sunbeam) had a fall, and

^

was somewhat severely damaged, and G.
Dance sportingly retired to render assist-

ance, while J. C. Coney (3^ Wilkin) had
a seized engine near the same place.

Nearing the Finish.

Possibly due to " blinding " along the

main road, several competitors were in

trouble between Penrith and Carlisle. The
most exciting incident was when H. J.

Birch (Le Zebre light car) shed a wheel
at speed. He, nevertheless, finished in

time. The Richardson friction-driven

cycle cars all passed at a great rate, en-

deavoui'ing to finish within their time
allowance, which they did, thus being the

only complete team of one make to finish.

The following is a list of starters ; an
asterisk niarks those who retired.

J. J. A. Dias (31/2 p. and M.).
H. W. Glendinning (3'/i{ Sunbeam).
F. O. Huntrods (3V' Ariel).

T. C. de la Hay (3y. Sunbeam).
•John C. Coney (3V2 Wilkin).
D, S. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc,).

•Herbert W. Crampin (2^4 Wilkin).
•Alan Douglas (S'j Scott).

Eric Williams (SVs Sunbeam).
•Arland Ussher (5 Brough).
Rupert. E. Darnton (7-9 Indian).
J. Wallace Moffatt (4 Verusl.
T. J. Stordy (2% A.J.S.).
J. A. Newman {Z\'t Sunbeam).
G. W. Wilkin (2^i 'Wilkin).
•T. Rutherford (S'/j Sunbeam).
G. CJray Barnard (3',-_. Sunbeam).
T. M. Lawson (4 Harley-Davidteon).

•G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam).
R. G. Lawson (3^ Scott).
W. Westwood (4 Triumph).
W. G. Harrison (31/2 Sunbeam).

•Ellison Hawkes (31/2 Douglas).
B. Hill (3->i Scott).
W. T. Tiffen (41/4 B.S.A.).
Jas. Browne (2% Douglas).
J. WestKood Wills (2":; Verus).
I. H. Dickson (7 F.N,).
Wilfred Marley (31/2 Lea-Francis),
E. A, Edwards (3i/o N,U.T.).
Stanley Beil (3 A.B.C).
A. Ferris Morton (4 Harley-Davidson).
D, H. Watson (31/. Rover)
•John G. Hartley (254 Douglas).

The first part of the course was covered in

a blinding rainstorm. H. W. Glendinning

(3J Sunbeam) in the watersplash at Ireby ;

he is followed by the T.T. winner T. C. de
la Hay (3J Sunbeam),

•E. Eldon Lightloot (2i.,', British E.xcelsior).
Richard Pape (214 Clyno).
•William Myers (2i,4 Ivy),
•W, A, Muncaster (2^,1 Sun Vitesse),
R, Lamlev Williamson (3i/) Norton).
David Robb (3% N.U.T.),
Fred Fieldhouse (3% N.U.T.).
•W C, Thompson (31:. N.U.T.).
W. Kantlehem (3iA Wilkin sc),
•W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackburn sc),
A. E. Pape (4 Triumph sc).
Stanley Parker (8 Roval Enfield sc).
G, W, Shepherd (4 Norton sc).
J. H, Tiffen (8 Matchless sc).
B, S, Tatham (7-9 II.-irley-Davidson sc).

An unfamiliar view on Kirkstone Pass. The steepest gradient is at the foot, amongst the

cottages of Ambleside, between which F. Fieldhouse, on his 3^ h.p. N.U.T., is passing.
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A. E Pape (Triumph sc.) in the slow section ot the Hexibihty test on Red Bank

Grasmere can be seen below.

RECENTLY, the Isle of Man, famous
as the home of the T.T. races, was
honoured by a visit from their

Majesties the King and Queen, who
were accompanied by Princess Mary
and the Home Secretary, ilr. Shortt,

K.C. As there are no mounted police

on the Island, the Chief Constable
requested the assistance ot a number of

the best known motor cyclists to help in

clearing the roads ot the Island and also
the crow.ded streets. These six motor

MOTOR CYCLISTS AS OUTRIDERS TO
cyclists met the Royal party in Ramsey
when they disembarked and rode in

front of the special Daimler cars all the

way to Douglas and then round the

Island, visiting Castletown, Peel, and all

the villages on the way. They kept a

few lengths ahead. Douglas Brown was
in charge, and in the towns they travelled

in file and in the country in pairs,

with one at the back to keep touch with
the pilot car. The arrangements worked
well, and the motor cvclists received a

J. E. Greenwood (3i^.. Sunbeam sc).

•John Shields (8 Sunbeam sc).

B. Jeffreys <4 Norton sc). .

T. Blain Westmorland (7-9 Harlcy-Davidson sc).

•A. Horrocks (10 Morgan).
Leo. Shaw .(10 Morgan).
J. Birch (8 Le Zbbre).
Richardson (9 Richardson light car).

G. McEwen (9 Richardson light car).

J. L. Roy Jenson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

H. M. n. Uee'ey (4 Triumph).
C. E. Richar<l-,on (9 Richardson hght car)

A. H. G. Boggis (41^. Quadrant sc).

George Townend (31/, V. and M.).

•J. C. Boyd (5 A.J.S. sc).

R. W. Loughton (3i,i N.U.T.).

J.
H.
E.
R.

NOTES.

The Lake District is undoubtedly the

rainiest corner of England, and bilies,

racing helmets, and sou'-westers were the.

order of the day until the lunch stop. ?

High averages cannot be maintained in

the winding, stone-walled lanes of Cum-
berland and Westmorland, although the

dalesmen can take some apparently blind

corners at speed with safety ; a knowledge
of local topography is useful. J. J. Dias,

who carried "No. 1," simply T.T.'d the

course, and stopped outside each control-

to clean his machine in true P. and M.
fashion.

In contrast, most of the other machines
were smoothered in mud which the riders

allowed to remain until the trial was
finished.

THE KING.
message of appreciation for their volim-

tary services both from the King's Equerry
and from the Chief Constable, while the

Home Secretary stated that he expected
that motor cyclists, now that they had
shown what they could do in this way,
would be asked to repeat their work in

other places. This is the first time that

motor cyclists have acted in this manner

.

for the King. The other cyclists were
G. Bi^wn, H. Barlow, H. Rylance, G.
Trustrum, H. Lay, and A. Hogg.

NEWCASTLE & DIST. M.C.
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

THE White Cross Insurance Association
added additional interest to the New-
castle and Di.strict Motor Club's

reliability trial by presenting a trophy

—

in the form of a handsome silver rote bowl
to be won outright—for the best perform-
ance. A 204-mile route, x\a the old

Roman road to Carlisle and on to Penrith,
was planned. The Crown Hotel, P»urilh,
was chofien as the lunch stop for the fifty-

seven competitors, comprising cars, ligiit

cars, and motor cycles.

From Penrith the course lay over Kii-k-

stone, and then on to Kendal, Brough,
Barnard Castle, Durham, and Newcastle,
the first man being timed in at the latter

hour at 8 p.m. The Newcastle Club is

composed of prominent ageiit.s and maini-
facturers' rppj'pscntatives in the Xortli of
lM)ghind. CKiiiscqiienlly, mo.«t of llie cnm-
pi'tiiig machines ippi'esented the latest

productions from hotii English and Ameri-
can factories*. Five gold medals were
awarded to cars whilst four were carried
off by motor cycles, Geo. iMiddleton, on
a Harley-Davifiwon sidecar, carrying o(f

the White Crots troi)hy.
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DUBLIN M.C HILL-CLIMB.

AN open handicap hill-climb was held

by the Dublin and District INIotor

Cycle Club on Saturday afternoon,

over a distance of a third of a mile at

Cornelf's Court, Co. Dublin. J. W.
Shaw, of Belfast, on a T.T. Norton, was
the actual scratch man. He received the
distinction of fastest time, but he was
only sixth over the handicap, which
resulted in a tie between a Henderson
niT^l n 3^ R\idge. The times were aa

under : H'cap time.

sees.

G. Thompson, Sio Henderson (scr.) .. z%\
G. Griffin, 3l trudge {z sees.) 28^-
F. Holmes, 3! Rudgo (2 sees.) 292
J. A. H. Waters, 2:i Di,amond (14 sees.) 2gj
C. W. Johnston, 7-9 H. -Davidson (scr.) 30I
J. W. Shaw, 3i Norton (owes 4 sees.) . , 301;
R. Humphreys, 2t Velocctte (14 sees.). . 3og
(1. licwley, 3i Norton (2 sees,) 32ji

H. lLlI(M-ltcr, I'X DouRlas {ji sec5.) .... 34
.1. U. Iloyd, 8 Suiiljcam (srr.) 34J
H. McAllister, 2\ Triumph (1,1 sees.) .. 34$
I. McGrath, 2i \'<-locctlr (14 sees.) ... 3"^?

j. A. Doyle, 3 A, B.C. (5 sees.) 3sj
ICG. Millar, 2\ Verus (7 sees.) 35)i

II. lV)Uert()fi, 3.i Norton (3 sees.) sSjj

U. Neshitt, 4 DourKxs (3 sees.) 38J
W. Wilhelmj, 2J Bradbury (7 sees.) . .

.

39I
W. F. K()binson, 2} Excelsior (17 secj.) 4og
J. Chapman, 2i t-evis (14 sees.) 41
U. J. Mccrcdy, jj Scott (3 sees.) 4 1|

A LONG RUN FOR A TINY
ENGINE.

QUITE a good unofl5ciaI run w'as re-

cently made on a B.S.A. lady's

model bicycle propelled by a Sim-
plex motor attachment manufactured by
the Patrick Engineering Co., Brearley

Street, Birmingham. The run was carried

out by Mr. A. G. Goldsmith, ot the X
Motor Cycle Co., of Torquay, who in-

formed us that his petrol consumption
worked out approximately at 130 miles

per gallon. He covered the distance from
Torquay to Birmingham, which is ap-

proximately 200 miles, at an average
speed of fourteen miles an hour. With
the exception ot a few yards on the worst
hills encountered, the little engine carried

him right through without pedal assist-

ance, and he neither opened his toolbag

nor changed a plug.

Fitted witi) a Runbaken m.agneto, the
attachment weiglis only 26 lb., and the
unit' has a miniature single-cylinder two-
stroke engine lying in a horizontal posi-

tion on a .special aluininiimi carrier, which
also supports a countershaft plate clutch,
which is gear driven.
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The British Motor Cycle Club Meeting,
A Weil -organised Programme of Racing. Two Records Brolcen.

Start of the ten miles scratch race for machines under 350 c.c. E. B. Ware (No. 28, 2| N.U.T.-J.A.P.) is seen mounting his machine.

WITH each event run absolutely to

schedule, and with each race finish-

ing at the fork where the spectators
could note without the aid of powerful
glasses the progress of each lap, the
B.II.C.R.C. meetmg last Saturday proved
how interesting a Brooklands race
meeting could be made.
One of the features of Saturday's

racing was the triumph of the single

lever carburetter. It has often been
argued that better results should be
obtained with the two lever variety, in

speed work at any rate. Notwithstanding
this, single lever carburetters brought
success to the winners of the first, second,
fourth, and fifth races.

It wa-s unfortunate that only two
starters appeared for the first event, the
ten-mile scratch race for motor cycles
with sidecars not exceeding 500 c.c, but
the five other ten-mile scratch races were
well supported on the whole.
The two starters in Event 1 were

E. Porter (A.B.C.) and, W. R.
,
Brown

(3^ Sunbeam), of these the rider of the
-smaller machine had the race his own
way from the outset and increased his

lead on each lap. Result :

'

Time.
1. E. Porter (3 A.B.C.) iiin. ii's.
2. W. R. Brown (3.t Svmbeam) —

The winner's speed was 53.63 m.p.h.

Event 2 prQ\'ided eight starters, and
a casual glance at the machines showed
several items of interest. Baragwanath,
the winner, who, though a consistent
supporter of B.M.C.R.C. events has
never won before, used a Zenith, equipped
with an overhead valve J. A. P. engine
fitted with a car type Zenith carburetter.
Sawer, riding the " X " (American Excel-
sior), had an ingenious foot controlled oil

pump. The first, second, and third men'
all used one lever carburetters. F. W.
Barnes employed both a Flexi, . the car-

buretter designed by Messrs. Jones and
Marchant, and a two-lever Amac.

Sawer, on the " X," who made the best
start and acceleration, was using his
clutch instead of being pushed off like

the others. On Their first appearance at
the fork the order of the competitors was :

Baragwanath (Zenith), Barnes (Zenith),

Harveyson (Indian), Sawer ("X"), Chater-.
Lea (Chater - Lea), Dequin (Zenith),

Bond (Zenith), and Watson-Bourne
(Zenith). ' At the end of the first lap
Baragwanath was followed by Barnes,
Harveyson, and Sawer. In the second
lap Baragwanath again increased his lead.

Barnes, who apparently suffered plug
trouble, retired, so that Harveyson took
second place, while Sawer was third.

The leader won by about a mile. Result :

Time.
1. E. C. E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith-Jap) . . gm. 48s.

2. G. L. Sawer (7-9 American X) —

•

3. H. R. Harveyson (7-9 Indian) —
The winner's speed was 61.22 m.p.h. This beats

F. W. Barnes's record made 13th September. 1913 ;

time lom. 2ijs., speed 58. 78 m.p.h.

Event 3, ten miles scratch race (Class B)
for motor bicycles with engines not exceed-
ing 350 c.c, saw the accomplishment of

another record, this time in Class A, by
6. J. Mcintosh (one-cylinder Singer, 274
c.c), who covered the ten miles in 11m.
35fs., speed 51.74 m.p.h. The previous
best was W. A. Jacobs (one-cylinder
Singer, 65 x 75 mm., 248 c.c.) ; time, 11m.
42s., 51.40 m.p.h., July 25th, 1914.

Jacobs competed in this race, but his luck
forsook him, as in the previous Saturday's
meeting. "Ware, who was riding an
N.L'.T., had a valve cotter' carry away,
and had to retire. McNab was mounted
on a very smart looking Wooler, while
Mcintosh's Singer had rubber pipes con-

._J

THE PRELIIVIINARY CANTER.

Riding down to the starting line. E. B. Ware (2J N.U.T.-J.A.P.) is seen on the extreme

left, and McNab, the Wooler exponent, in a white jersey, behmd him.

(2f Douglas) is in the centre, and G. 1. Mcintosh (2i Singer) on the right.

A. Watson
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Harry Martin {3J Matchless-MA.G.) makes a re-appearance on the track.

necting the crank case releases to the There were two interesting Douglases
main air inlet of the carburetter so as to entered tor the Class C ten miles scratch
convey the waste oil to the engine. race for motor bicycles up to £00 c.c. , both
At the end of the first lap T. Thompson of them had overhead inlet valves. Of

(Douglas) overhauled E. B. Ware, whose .these Bailey's mount had cast iron

engine was missing fire, just opposite the cylinder heads, while Thorpe's engine had
timekeeper's . box, and after them came aluminium cylinder heads. Martin
Watson, Longden, Hull, McNab, and (Matchless M.A.G.) employed a Claudel-
Henry. - Hobson one-lever carburetter, which

Despite his trouble, Ware got ahead of brought him home to victory.

Thompson in the second lap, only to be At the end of the .second lap S. L.

passed again by the Douglas rider at the Bailey shed his belt, arid A. Miller (Match-
fork, less) retired. The leaders all came past

Time. in a bunch in the following order

:

'• J"'3o^7^°'"Pu°? ^.'^°",S'^'' lom. 45Ss. Martin, Emerson, Harveyson. and

3: t\Z^^^t-^^!;t-::::::::
^'"^'^"- Kennedy. The veteran Harry Martin

•Record Class A. Winner's spcM 55.8 m.p.h. rode a splendid race. Result

:
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Time.

1. H. Martin (3I Matchless) 8m. ssj?.
2. H. R. Harveyson (3^ Indian) —
3. J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.) —

The winner's speed was 67.47 m.ii.h.

After leaving the start in the 750 c.c.

scratch race Porter (A.B.C.) was leading,

followed by Horsman (Norton), and Gay-
ford (Zenith), an interval, then Chawner
(Sunbeam), Davidson (Harley-Davidson),
and finally S. L. Bailey whose Douglas
was firing on one cylinder only. In the

' last lap Porter still further increased his

lead, and the order remained unchanged.
Porter was lapping at 73.23 miles an
hour. Result :

Time.
1. E. Porter ( 3A.B.C.) 8m. 2oJs.

2. V. E. Horsman (3^ Norton) '

—

3. V. Gaytord (6 Zenith-Jap) —
The winner's speed was 71.88 m.p.h.

Next came the last of the ten-mile

scratch races (up to 1,000 c.c). Only
five machines materialised, and of these

Sawer's " X " broke a chain on the way
to the start. Remington (N.U.T.-J.A.P!)
was well away at the start, and led

throughout. He was followed by Baldwin
(Matchless), Garrett (Indian), and Newn-
ham (New Imperial), who did not appear
again. In the second and third laps

the order did not change, but Reming-
ton forged further ahead.

Time.
1. E. Remington (8 N.U.T.-J.A.P.) 7ra. "i;-.?

2. O. Baldwin (8 Matchless) —
3. S. F. Garrett (7-9 Indian) . .- —

The winner's speed was 75.44 m.p.h.

The all-comers' three-wheel three-lap
handicap was well supported, and resulted

as follows :

Start. Time.
1. H. Jepson (8 ?enith sc.) im. 3s. 8ra. 6s.

2. J. Chater-Lea {8 Chater-Lea sc.) im. 51s. —
3. C. Cro-^thwaite (5-6 James sc). 3m. 3s. —

The winner's speed was 60.09 m.p.h.

The final event was the all-comers'
motor cycle handicap, distance tliree lap.".

The limit men, Longman, Henry, and
McNab, all on Woofers, had repassed the
starting line before the scratch man,
Garrett (Indian), had been sent o3t.

Result :

Start. Nctt time,

r. Violet Longden (2, Douglas) 3m. 39s. 9m. 2ijs.

2. A. Watson {z'i Douglas) . . , 310,. 39s. —
3. F. A. McNab (2} Wooler) . . 4m. i8s. —
The winner's speed was 52.27 m.p.h. The first eight

men finished within threequarters of a minute.

Lightweight Makes Fastest Time on Stile Kop.
A Hill-climb for Aembers of (he Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

AN excellent half day's sport was
provided by the Sutton Coldfield
and North Birmingham A.C. last

Saturday when several thousand motor
c.yclists journeyed to Stile Kop for the
club members' hill-climb. Competitors
in* the motor cycle events were run off in

jiair.i on the knock-uut principle.

In the 250 c.c. class, G. Kuhn (Levis)
beat F. Whitworth (Cedos) in the first

round, and Newey (Levis) proved faster
than F. Wilkinson (Cedos), while J.
Johnson (.Ma.ssey-Arran) secured a Jjlace
in the second round hy beating C. H.
HanwcU (Cedos). This Iminglit Kuhn
(Levis), Newey (Ijcvi.s), E. Sinitli (Cedo.s),

and .joliiiHoii (Massey-Arran) into the
second riiiiMcl, which resulted in wins
for Newey and .Johji.soii, who met in the
final, the I,evis rider taking lirst plaie,
his time being 6O4 sees.

CIO

A similar process of elimination was
followed- in the 300 c.c. event. Porter and
Pugh, both on Levis machines, meeting
in the final. The former won, his time
being 57|.

Fastest Time of the Day.
H. R. Davies, on his T.T. A.J.S.,

carried off the 350 c.c. class against Bos-
ton on a similar machine. In this event
he made fastest time of the day, 46 sees.

The 560 c.c. event brought., out .some
very "hot stuff" Nortons. The second
round winners proved to be Boston
(A.J.S.), Walker (Norton), Ha.ssall (Nor-
(x)n), and W. K. Smith (Norton), while
the third round resulted in a win for
Walker, the event finally being won by
Hassall (Norton), who also secured fir.st

place in the 750 c.c. class from Smith
(Norton). In the unlimited class, how-
ever, Hassall )iad a partial seizure while

going well, which gave the event to A.
W. Thrush (Triumph).
H. R. Davies (2| A.J.S.) also carried off

both the sidecar events, his fastest time
being 57| sees, at a remark.able speed for

so small an engine propelling a sidecar. A
G.N. cycle car, driven by H. R. Godfrey,
m.ade fastest time in the two car classes

included in the programme, its time
being 51 and 501 .sees., the next best
being G. Bedford (9.5 racing Hillman),
who did the course in 55^- sees, in both
events.

THE GRAND PRIX.
Three British entries have been noti-

fied for the Grand Prix of Le Mans,
which is to take place on August 27th
ind 28Ui. These are D. S. Alexander
and E. Kickham on 3^ Douglas and E.

B. Ware (Morgan).
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Activity
in

Clubland

Resulls of Speed and Reliabilily Trials organised by Provincial Clubs.

A Stiff Derbyshire Couise.

The Loughborough Club recently held

a trial over a sporting 120 mile course, in-

cluding some of the stiffest country in

DerbySiire. The route followed was to

Anibergate Church, with a stiff non-stop
section to Crick (lunch stop). Thence to

Gorsey Bank, another severe climb, many
failures occurring on the sharp gradient
immediately beyond the watersplash.

From Gorsey competitors proceeded to

Green Uill, at Wirksworth, where many
fine performances were witnessed. In the
afternoon two exceptional!}' steep gradi-

ents—Riber Hill and Rowsley Bar—had
to be negotiated, and on the first of

these many competitors found their

Waterloo. The club is indebted to mem-
bers of the Mansfield and North Derby-
shire clubs for their assistance in acting

as marshals and observers. The follow-

ing awards were made :

Gold Medals, full marks.—W. Hadfleld '4

Triumpli), W. Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc.), aud P.
Strong (4 Norton sc).
Silver Medals.—Two stroke Class : H. J. Wood-

sate |2V. Clrnol, E. Heggs (21/, Hobart). Pour-
stroke Lightweights: E. A. Evans (21/2 Terns), A.
Wadlock (2% New Imperial). Unlimited Solo:
.V. Eoberts ;4 Verns), H. S. Harvey (4 Blackburne).
Sidecars: N. Dowland (7-9 Harley sc.J.

One Retirement Out of Sixteen.

With three observed hills on a circuit

of twenty-six miles, ridden three times

in a sporting reliability trial held re-

cently, by the Ilkley Motor Cycle and
Light Car Club, only two riders out of

.sl.xteen failed to make clean ascents of

each hill. Two of the observed hills,

Beamsley Beacon and Snowden Bank,
failed to eliminate any of the riders, and
the only failures were at Church Bank at

Blubberhouses. Here the difficulty lay

in a sharp right hand turn at the foot of

the steepest portion which prevented any
approach at speed.

The route lay over the hilly country

between the Washburn and the Wharfe,
but, despite its hills and awkward
corners, despite the trouble with sheep

on the moorland ways and chars-a-bancs

on the main road«, it was only by re-

sorting to the timing for consistency

riding that the various decisions were
reached. Of the sixteen riders only one
failed to complete the course.

H. W. Sellars (Calthorpe) won the

President's Cup for the best individual

performance, and the gold medal for the

best sidecar or rmiabout performance.
This, in spite of a puncture and the
breaking of a water joint which cost him
nine minutes on the last circuit. W. F.
Scott (5| Scott) won the gold medal for

the best solo performance. The certifi-

cate winners were as follow :

Solo.—275 c.c, W. Eced [2V-, Sparkbrook) ; 350
c.c, E. H. Webster (2=4 Diamond): 500 CO.. P P.
Denton {yk TS.XS.1.); 750 c.c. and over, W. P.
Scott (3";4 Scott).

giDECAE.—750 c.c, C. A. Barker (3 Enfleldl;

1 000 c.c, H. W. Sellars (Calthorpe).

65 m.p.h. with V Twin.

The Westmorland M.C.C. held some
very successful speed trials recently at
Lowther Park, Lord Lonsdale's north
country seat. The course, which was
just over half a mile iu length, had
a splendid surface, and quite satisfac-

tory times were made. The fastest time
of the day was made by Hugh Mason
(N.U.T.), who completed the course in •

28 sec, at an average speed of 65 m.p.h.
Several riders had narrow escapes at the
bends, but fortunately no accidents
occurred. In the solo classes many riders
felt that they could have managed higher
gears, but with the sidecars the experi-
ence was the reverse, the long pull at
the finishing post being a strain on most
of these machines. It will be observed
the V twins won every event but that
for 550 c.c. sidecars. The results were as
follow :

350 c.c. Class.— 1, Hugh Mason (N.U.T.), 32s.;
2, B. Houlding (Douglas), 36s.; 3 T. Lightbody
(2?i Douglas), 37;-(,s.

550 c.c. Class—1, Hugh Mason (N.U.T.), 28s.;
2, H. Eussell King (A.B.C.), 29is. • 3 (tied), J.
Whalley (A.B.C.) and Guy Jeffreys (Norton], 30is.
750 c.c. Class.—1, Hugh M-'.son (N.U.T.), 294s.;

2. H. Russell King (A.B.C), 29^8.; 3, J. Whalley
(A.B.C), 29|s.
DNLuriTED Class.—1, S. A. Marks (Indian), 29Js.

;

2, J. Whalley (A.B.C), H. Mason (N.U.T.), and H.
Eussell King (A.B.C), all tied—30s. each.

In the deciding race Mason finished the
course in 28|s., whilst Whalley occupied
a second longer and Russell King came
in third with 30s.

550 c.c. Sidecau Class.— 1, M. Parkinson (Norton
sc), 44s.; 2, W. G. Hanison (Sunbeam sc), 45s.;
3, E. M. Chaplow (Scott sc), 50s.
tTNLiMiTED Stdecar Class.— 1, S. A. Marks [Indian

sc), 36is. ; 2. E. O. Hodgson (Norton sc), 38is.

;

3, Bryan Jeffreys (Norton sc), 38|.s.

A T.T. Winner Declines Award,
The official results, on time and for-

mula, of the flying half-mile speed trials,

held by the Worcester M.C.C. on the
Gloucester Avenue, Madresfield Court,
were as follow :

TIME.
Gold medal for fastest time of the day.—H. G.

Cullis (23,4 Douglas). Eric Williams actually made
the fastest time on Jiis special Tourist Trophy
machine, but in true sporting spirit retired, leaving
tJie award to Cullis.
Scooters.—P. W. Barker, first-class certificate.
350 c.c—H. G. Cullis (2ji Douglas), flrst-class

certificate; J. Westwood Wills {i'i Verus) and M.
Holland [2?4 Sudbrook), second class.

500 c.c—C. I/. Whatley (3','-. Norton), first class;
H. Moule (31/3 Eudge-Multi), second class; E. W.
Wickham (31/2 Eover), third class.
750 c.c—R. W. Wickham (31/2 Eover), first class;

H. C Cullis (2?-i Douglas), second class; H. Moule
(31/. Rudge-Multi), third class.
TJnlimited c.c—H. Moule (3'/. Rudge-Multi), first

class; F. Drew (3i,:> N.U.T.), second class; H. G.
Cullis (2'a Douglas), third class.
Passenger, 500 c.c—M. Hadland (2% Sudbrook),

first class.

Passenger. 750 c.c—M. Hartlanil [2% Sudbrook),
first class; H. Moule (3V> Budge. Multi), second class.
Passenger, 1,000 c.c—M. Hartlaud (2^^ Sudbrook),

first-ckiss; H. Moule (Stj EudgeMulti), second
class.

Passenger, unlimited c.c—B. Bladder (8 New Im-
perial), first class; M. Haitlaud (2?i Sudbrook),
second class.

FOEMULA.
Class 1.—P. W. Barker (Scooter), first class.
Class 2.—H. G. Cullis (2?.i Douglas), first class,

H. Woodball (2"'4 Douglas), second class.
Class 3.—H. G. Cullis I2^i Douglas), first class;
C L. Whatley (3^,^ Norton), second class; J. West-
wood Wills (23,4 Verus), third class.
Class 4.—H. G. CuUis (2=14 Douglas), first class;

J. WestwRod Willis [23/^ Vents), second chiss; R.
D. Wickham (31/0 Eover). third class.
Classes 5 and 6.—H. G. Cullis (2% Douglas), first

class; J. Westwood Wills (23,4 Verirs), second class;
E. W. Wickham '3l,4 Rover), third class.
Class 8.—O. K. Bevington (314 Sunbeam), first

class.

Classes 9, 10, and 11.—M. Hartlaud 12K Sud-
brook). first class; 0. K. Bevington (SVo Sunbeam),
second class.

Coniparatively few clubs are able to hold local speed trials owing to the difficulty of

obtaining a suitable speedway. The Nottingham and Dist. M.C.C. are fortunate in this

respect. Competitors lining up for the start at the successful meeting held in Bestwocd Park,
the seat of Sir Frank Bowden. For results see " Club News " page.
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Club News.

—

Romiord and District m.C.C.

It has been decided to form a motor

cycle club under the above title, for

liomford and District, open to all in-

terested in motor cycling.

Particulars mav be obtained from the

hon. sec, George" T. Garter, 37, Mildmay
Koad, Komford.

Marlow and District M.C.C.

An enjoyable run was recently held to

Hampton Gourt and Bushey Park, but

was soinewhat marred by the weather.

The club has accepted the invitation to

participate in a rally organised by the

North London M.C.G., to take place on

August 8th, and it is hoped that all

members will endeavour to turn out on

that date.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

On August 2nd, the above club will

hold a gymkhana on the Mathematical

Ground, Rochester Esplanade, in aid of

St. Bartholomew's Hospital. All motor-

ists and motor clubs within reach are

-invited to enter, and a good programme
has been arranged ; there will be no

entrance fees, and competitors can enter

the majority of the events on the field.

Prizes will be given for each event. All

enquiries should be made to the hon.

secretary, Mr. S. White, 34, IMaidstone

Road, Rochester.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial from Yeovil to

Land's End, recently promoted by the

above club, attracted sixty-two entries

from the following clubs : Taunton,

Yeovil, Dorchester, Sidniouth, Bourne-

mouth, and Exeter. ,
Fifty-seven compe-

titors faced the starter and most of these

completed the course.

Rain fell until Exeter was reachffd, and

the going in places was very heavy. The
two ob.served' hills, .Holne Ghase and
_Newbridge, caused most of the competi-

tors to lose time, but this was recovered

before the next check. Thirteen machines
failed to negotiate Holne Chase without

assistance, and five had to be assisted

up Newbridge. Results

:

Harrison' Hotkl Ctip, lor l)est team iierforninnce.—
Yeovil M.C.C. twim, "who lost no nmrks, and whoee
total error in time was 30s. The team were:
P. W. Moltat (S'A DoilRlas), O. E. H. Fletcher (31/2

Zenitli), and M. D. Stirling (4 Trinmph sc).

Solo Performakge.—1, P, W. Moffat (3V2 Douglas):
2. G. L. Morrish (3V2 Rnd^e}. The following also
completed the course without loss of time or marks

:

S. Goodniair (4 Douglas), and F. Hewin (6 Bat).

LiOHTWEiQHT.—1. E. Wood (2)/> Scalc) ; 2, F. A.
M. D«ld (2=4 Coulson-B).
Sidecar,— 1. P. Pike (3'A Coventry Eagle sc); 2

(eiiual), M. D. Stirling and C. Taylor (both 4
Triumph."). The following also comjileted the course
without loss of marks or eiiors in time : H. A.
Pickson (6 A. .7.8. »c.) nnd I. !•'. Anderson (7-9

Indian pc).

Speciai. Pbizh.—L. a. Comfort (2i/l Triumph),

York and District M.C.

The .second annual I'eliahility trial from
York to Edinburgh and ha<,-k, organised
by the above club, will be held on August
Bank Holiday. Staiting from York
Min.ster at 12.1 Sunday niidnight. the
coast route will be followed to Edinburgh,
and competitors will be due back at mid-
night on Monday, Augu.st 2nd. All classes

of motor'.s from scooters to car.i are eligible

to enter, and valuable cups will be
awarded in the various classes. The trial

hon. .-icrri'taiy is Mr. F. E. Wasling, 22,

Blake Street, Vork.

(?I2

CLUB NEWS.

Xil?(i(tk-en6 (Tlub TEvaitts.

3lihj 2i,—Sheffield and HaJJamstiirc M.C.C. Bis-
Icy Trophy.

July 2}.~Ea»tem Valley M.C.C. Il'ije Valley to
LSeu-poTt.

July 2!t.—Westmorland M.C.C. Fixeti Gear Trial.

Jvly '2l-2j.
—Birmingham M.C.C littn to Cfiepstow.

JULY Si.-LUTON AND S. BEDS. A.C. OPEN
Sl'EED THIALS.

July 21,.—Public Schools M.C.C. Speed Trials.

July ai.—Southend and ' District A.C. Club ntn
to Gnat Waltham.

July St.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Hun.

July 2/f.
—Edinburgh and District M.C. Speed
Contest.

Julii 3i.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Club Run.
Julii il,.—York and District M.C. Spcfd Trials.
July si.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. ItLliability

Trial.
July 'U.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.. Hun to Fingic

Bridge.
July 2!,.—Oxford M.C. Map Heading Trial.
July 2l.—North Lindsey A.C. Run to Thirsk and

Sutton Bank:
July 3i.

—

North London M.C.C. Obstacle Race.
July 2lf-'i5.—Dcwsburii and District M.C.C. Week-

end run 'to H'ales.

July 2i.

—

Xeovil and District M.C.C. Reliabilitu
Trial.

July li-ii.— Yorkshire Club's Reliability Trial to
London and Back.

July 21,-25.— \^'Qrcestcr and District M.C.C. Join
Birmingham Club at Chepstow.

July 25.—Stamford and District M.C.C. Run to
Skegness.

July S5.—Sutton M.C.C. Run to Guildford.
July 25.—Ilkeston and District Dl.C.C. Run to

PurHcet.
July 25.—Basingstoke M.C.C. Run to Hayling

Island.
July 25.—Liverpool M.C. Club Run and Picnic.
July 25.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Run

toJ)akham.
July 25.—Lancaster. Morecambe and District

M.C.C. Reliability Run.
July 25.—Fleei and District M.C.C. Run to Pang-

bourne.
J-uly 25.—Goldthorpe and Thurnseoe M.C.C. Run

to Buxton.
July 25.—Bxtry and District M.C. Competition.
July 25.—North Lindsey A.C. Run to Sutton

Whitcstonc Cliff.
July SS.-Esscx M.C. Picnic, Kentish Hills.
July 25.—Stalyhridge and District M.C. Social.
July 25.—N.M.C.F.U. (IVolverhamptonj. Run to

Beirdlei/-

July 25.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Egham.

July 25.- N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Run to V-idting-
ton.

Jiily 25.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Run to
Harrogate.

July 25.—Eastbourne and District M.C. Rdiabilitu
Trial.

July 25.— Woolwich, Plumsteai and District M.C.
Picnic.

July 25.—N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth). Bun to
Hangers.

July 2S.—North-West Centre A.C.U. Inter-team
Trial, Blake Cup

July 25.—Northern M.C. Run *o Alnmouth.
July 27.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. General

Meeting.
July 27.—Lancaster, Morccamhe and District

M.C.C. Run to Knott End.
July S^.—York and District M.C. Run to

Hawnby.
July 28.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Run

to Coslock.
Jvhj 2S.-Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Ashbourne.
July 2S.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to Cop-

grove Park.
July 28.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

Run to Chiddingstone.
July S9.— Yeovil and District M.C.C Crock's Tlill-

climb.
July 29.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Secret Run.

Northern M.C.

In lieu of a badge the above club has
adopted a green pennant. The name of

the club is embroidered thereon in gold,
and a special attachment is included so

that the pennant can be affixed to the
number plate.

In spite of adverse weather, a most
successful run to Whitby was recently
made, the club leaving Newcastle on the
Saturday and returning the following
evening.
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Stamford and District M.C.C.

At a recent meeting of motor cyclists

in Stamford a new club was formed
entitled " The Stamford and District

Motor Cycle Club," with headquarters at

the Grown Hotel, Stamford. In order

that activities might be commenced as

early as possible, the officers of the club

were appointed by those present, who all

signified their intention of becoming
members. All interested in the formation

of the club, which will have social and
sporting events every week-end, are

invited to communicate with the hon.

secretary, H. L. Simpson, Brockenhurst,

4, Emlyn St., Stamford.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The results of the speed trials held

recently in Bestwood Park were as fol-

low : Glass 1, under 500 c.c, solo on

forumla : 1st G. W. T. Hartwell (3i Nor-

ton). 2nd Reg. Lucas (3A.B.C.), 3rd H.
Russell (3i Brough). Class 2, over 500

c.c, solo on formula : 1st G. W. T.

Hartwell (3^ Norton), 2nd H. Russell (3^

Brough), 3rd N. G. Saward (3i Rudge).
Class 3, unlimited passenger machines in

formula : 1st G. W. T. Hartwell (3^ Nor-
ton sc), 2nd H. R. S. Birkin (D.F.P.),

3rd D. R. King (4 Norton sc). The
fastest times were made bv H. Russell

(3-i Brough) 29 3-5 sees., G.""VV._T. Hart-
well (3i Norton) 30| sees., and Reg.
Lucas (3 A.B.G.) 321 sees.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The results of the Birmingham M.C.C.
reliability trial to Llangollen and back,'
a report of which was published recently

in The, Motor Cycle, were as follow :

Winners of Gold Medals for Best Perform-
ance IN THE Various Classes : G. Denley (2V2
Velocette), H. O, Hayes (3',!; Sunbeam), J. H.
Walker (4 Triumph), VV. T. Woodcock (3V' Ariel
sc), F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc), and G. T. Barag-
wanath {4 Triumph).
Silver Medals; W. Bown (Bown-Villiers), H.

J. Egginton (3 Enfield), H. O. Jennens (31/2

James), B. Kershaw (3 Vcrus), E. H. Seymour
Tye (3i/. Rover), W. A. Egsiuton (31/3 Sunbeam),
R. F. Cooke (4 Triumph), T. C. Bowen (4
Triumph), H, H. Peters {4 Triumph), H. Davies
(414 B.S.A.), A, E. Rollason (3'A Ariel sc), E.
E. Pugh (21/2 Levis sc), J. G. Orford (2y2 New
Imperial sc), A. H. Edwards (4i{l James sc),
E. W. Winkle (6 A.J.S. sc), W. E. Emery (4
Rex sc), T. P. Watson (4 Norton sc), H. H.
Timson (4 Triumph sc), H. H. Saddington (5-6

James sc), H. Boynton (5-6 James sc), H. P.
Cutler (5-6 James sc), H. A. Pattman (4 Korton
sc), and H, Riley (6 A.J.S. sc).
Bkonze Medals : J. Buckler (2' 2 Velocette)

and A. H. Haden (2i/j New Comet).

North-west Loudon M.C.C.

Owing to the fact that old North West
London Motor Cycle Club has resumed
its activities, the newly founded club

with this title is changing its name
in order to avoid any possible .chance of

confusion.

Oil the 25th in.st., a gymkhana and
flying meeting is being arranged for at
the Centt-al Aircraft Co.'s Northolt Aero-
drome. The new name of the club will

be announced as soon as a general meeting
has decided on this.

With regard to the original North West
London Club, activities were suspended
only on account of the war, and, as many
members have been scattered over the
Empire, no active work lias been under-
taken until recently, when all members
have -had full opportunity of returning
home.
The hon. sec, Mr. H. J. Poolcy, 23,

Clifton Avenue, Finchley, N.3, would
like all old members to comnninicate with
him.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2J. 5iam;lcd addressed envelor^ for re]lly. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Fitting New Valve Guides.
Being desirous of fitting two

new Yiilve guides to my B.S.A.
engine, will y^u please tell me
(1) if I shall experience any diffi-

culty in removing the existing

guides? (2.) Is there any fear of frac-

turing the . cylinder? (3.) In fitting

new guides, will they fit so well that
I shall have no trouble with the faces

of valve and pocket '; I shall procure
B.S.A. guides, and, being a skilled

mechanic, though not possessing any
machine tools, wondered whether I

shall have a disappointing result.—E.JI.

(1.) It is unlikely that you will have any
great difficulty in removing the valve
guides. (2.) If the guides do not come
out with gentle tapping, it would be
advisable to arrange some form of draw-
ing tool, using a long bolt and nut and
a bush, and then tliere will be no danger
of cracking thg cylinder. (3.) The new
guides should be a perfect fit when
received from the makers.

Enfield Gear Adjustments.

(1.) My machine is fitted with

^ Enifield gear, and I have covered

> about four hundred miles on it.

-2J How do I oil the gear without
taking off the aluminium chain

cover, as there seems to be no special

injecting orifice provided except one
for oiling the chains near the engine-
shaft? (2.) Should I require to dis-

mantle the gear, etc., must I remove
gear handle and rod if I take off the

If so, please inform me as to
- - •

(3.;

cover

:

the correct method of removing.
How is the tension of the gear chains
adjusted? Should they be slack? Is

it better to leave them fairly slack ?

—

W.C.
(1.) Lift the gear handle against the
spring, and turn it away from the pinion

I over which it fits. This latter can then
I
be lifted out and the orifice filled with

I

oil, which will soon make its way into
the gear, when the pinion can be replaced.

f(2.) To dismantle when new, cam is

;
required to be brought into action, take
off cap, turn handle to extreme low gear

j

position, take out the small screws round
gear cover, and remove this ; the three-

cam operating piece can then be with-
drawn. This should not be necessary for

I

many months. (3.) The chain adjust-

1 1 ment of front chains is controlled from
fthe right-hand side. Loosen nut in
1 quadrant and loosen lock ring ; the
countershaft barrel can then be rotated
and front chains adjusted. Do not have
them too loose, but, what is more impor-
tant, there must be no tight spot.

Noisy Driving Chain.

Can you tell me (1) how
to silence the screech of the

countershaft chain on a 1919 2^
h.p. Sparkbrook? The chain has

- always been noisy. It sags about
^in. when pressed down. Is that the

correct tension? (2.) After riding the

machine I get oil on my left leg.

Where can I buy leg shields to stop

this, or can you suggest some better

method ?-TrQ.M.

(1.) The noise arising from the driving

chain is probably due to wear between the
rivets and the rollers, and we cannot
suggest any cure if this is so. We take
it, of course, that the chain is not rubbing
against any stationary part of the machine.
Perhaps the condition of the chain would
be improved by allowing it to soak in a

mixture of melted grease and graphite for

a few hours. (2.) There are no shields on
the market such as you require. It should
be quite easy to improvise one, however,
from sheet steel or aluminium, securing
it to the footrest or footboard.

Legal Action Inadvisable.

I should be much obliged if

you would give me the following

information. I purchased a

B.S.A. outfit, recently advertised,

giving £100 for it.' The side-

car was leaning slightly over towards
the machine. I remarked about this

to the owner, and he said it was set

like that. Going out on the outfit

in the evening of the day it was
bought, I noticed it leaned more when
rounding corners, so I examined the

chassis and found that one of the

connections was broken, the parts being

quite rusty. Can I make the late

owner pay for repairing it?—R.R.
Unless the machine was sold to you under
a definite guarantee as being in perfect

condition, there is very little possibility

of your obtaining satisfaction from the

late owner. In any case, the amount
involved in the repair of the broken con-

nection would be so comparatively small

that it would not be worth while incur-

ring legal expenses in recoveiing it.

ONE OF THE WORST HILLS IN THE SCOTT ISH TRIALS.

Kenmore was conquered by all competitors but ten. and considering the atrocious

surface and bad bends the performances were good. A solo rider using both feet on

the corners.

CI3

i
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A Racing Engine.

I am thinking of rebuilding a

small one-cylinder engine (350

c.c.) with o.h. valvea, and I

should be very glad of your

advice on the following points :

(1.) What compression ratio would you

advise, remembering that this engine

is to be used solely for short sprint

work, and is to be very adequately

cooled? (2.) I intend to use the cams
from a 1920 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine (as

I rather think the valve-contour will

take some beating). What valve timing

do you suggest? I shall be able to

plot out the exact timing chosen, but

once fixed, I shall not be able to depart

from it. (3.) Is the ideal sprint engine

suitable for speed-hill work, gear ratio

being carefully studied, of course ?

—S.S.D.

Without definite knowledge of the design,

we cannot give you the ideal compression

ratio : it would" probably lie between 80

or 90 lb. per square inch. If you intend

using the valve cams from a J.A.P.

engine, you cannot vary the timing other

than by altering the shape of the contact

faces of the rockers. The actual timing,

of course, largely /depends upon the

design of the cylinder, the induction and

exhaust passages, and the valve areas.

You might try the following : inlet valve

opens top dead centre and closes 10°

after bottom dead centre. Exhaust valve

opens 45" before bottom dead centre and

closes 5° after top dead centre. A high

compression, high efficiency, engine would

be the most suitable for short speed hill-

climbs.

Economy, Speeds, and Lubrication.

(1.) What are the most econo-

^ mical speeds of single-cylinder

^ four-strokes in general? (2.)

-D Would a hot air intake reduce

fuel consumption to a sufficient

degree to make it worth the trouble of

fitting it? If so, how could I arrange

it on my 4 h.p. Triumph, having a

Triumph semi-automatic carburetter?

(3.) Is it advisableto run at a slower

epeed (on top gear) than 12 m.p.h.? If

I close the throttle to run at a lower

speed the engine labours and snatches

badly at the transmission. (4.) What
are the immediate signs of under lubri-

cation? It is rather a bugbear to me
in case oil might not be reaching the

engine all unknown to me, and I want
to know the first thing to look for. (5.)

What is " knocking " exactly ? What
is it that actually happens to cause that

metallic ring? Is it harmful to the

engine? Ought not closing of the air

lever, and/or retarding spark immedi-
ately to stop it?—M.J.

(1.) Your query is not quite clear. The
maximum efficiency of the internal combus-
tion engine used on motor cycles is obtained
at a fau'ly high number of engine revolu-

tions. At low .speeds the power output,

in proportion to tlie fuel consumed, is not

so good as it is when the engine is re-

volving at from 1,800 to 2,200 r.p.m., but
in ordinary running you will find (hat the

overall economy of the macliine i.s best at

from 20 to 25 m.p.h. (2.) It is very un-

liliely that a warm air intake would ap-

preciably rodnco the fuel consumption of

your machine. (3.) It should be possible

to run ./U tlip level at aliout or 10 m.p.h.

Cl't
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on top gear, but it is really much better
to change into second gear than to attempt
to -do this for any distance. (4.) If the
engine is badly under-lubricated, the
power will fall oft', the cylinder will

become unduly hot, and the engine will
knock when under heavy load or when
accelerating. You should have no un-
easiness with regard to the delivery of

oil to the engine, as the resistance of the
toil in the pump can be felt when the ,

plunger is depressed. One pumpful per
six or eight miles normal running should
suffice. (5.) Knocking or konking is the
result of the spark occuri-ing too early in
the compression stroke for the particular
engine speed at the moment. The noise
is caused by the hammering of the bear-
ings as the flywheel forces the piston
against the increasifig pressure of the
exploding gases. The spark should be
retarded before the engine commences to
knock and the air lever should be closed
slightly.

READER'S REPLY.

A Technical Question.

If " E.W.B.'' requires maximum power
at low .speeds I would suggest that he
adopts the following valve timing : ex-
haust to close between 30° early and top
dead centre ; inlet to close between 30°
early and bottom dead centre. The
opening positions may be disregarded.

—

J.T.B. (Colne).

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

Whitehaven to fii-ACKrooL.

Whitehaven, Cockermouth, Keswick,
Cumbleside, Kendal, Lancaster, Gar-
stang, Poulton, and Blackpool.

Torquay to Nottingham.

Torquay, Exeter, Taunton, Bridgwater,
Wells, Bath, Stroud, Cheltenham,
Winchcombe, Broadway, Stratford, War-
wick, Rugby, Leicester, and Notting-
ham.

PlYMOL'TH TO SuNDEKLAND.
Plymouth, Exeter, Taunton, Bristol,

Gloucester. Evesham, Birmingham, Lich-
field, Derby, Chesterfield, Sheffield,

Leeds, Ripon, Northallerton, Darlington,
Durham, and Sunderland.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sat, July 24th—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open ''peed
Trias at Luton Hoo.

Sun., July 25th, to Auff. 1st

—

International Six Days Trial in France.

Thurs.. Auff. 5th. to Mon . Auff. 9lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holtand.

Sat. Aui!. 7th

—

East Midland Ccnire A.C.U. Open Speed
Trials at Chatsworth Park

Sal . Aut;. 7lh—
S.A.C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

Moil.. Auk 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28tli-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal.. Sept. 4th—
Sco'tish Speed Championships at St.

Andrt?W8.

Scott Trial in YorUahiro.

Nov. 29lh Dec. -1th

—

Olympic Molor Cycle .Show.

The nkley Trial.

H. W. JMerrall, who rode an A. B.C. in

the Ilkley trial, has been awarded a third-

class certificate.

Stimulating Overseas Efforts.

A handsome silver trophy has been pre-
,

sented by the Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd.,

to their agents in Denmark, to be com-

peted for in an annual trial in that

country.

A Removal.

Burney and Blackburne, Ltd., wish to

give notice that they have concentrated

their administrative and selling depart-

ments at 38, Conduit Street, Regent

Street, W.l, where all communications

should be addressed.

More Lighting Dynamos.

We are informed by the makers of^ -

F.R.S. lamps that their new dynamos for j

motor cycles and cars are in an advanced
stage, and will shortly be possible to give

|!

delivery of these.

Liverpool Garages.

Motor cyclists arriving late in Liver- 1

pool Tjfill fi'id tlie city inhospitable in the I

way of garages. There seems to be no

accommodation for motor cycles after

business hours. We were recently com-
pelled to take a machine across the'

Mersey, where, behind Hamilton Station,

Horn's all-night garage was located.

About Carburetters.

We haVe received from Messrs. Charles

H. Pugh, Ltd., Whitworth Works,
Wilton Road, Birmingham, the latest

booklet describing the 1920 Senspray
carburetter, which should be of ' great J

value to Senspray users. Readers in-
\

terested are invited to write to Messrs.

C. H. Pugh for a copy.

Of Interest to Manufacturers.

The makers of a well-known make of

carburetter are anxious to get into touch
with a firm of manufacturers able to

produce complete carburetters to the said

firm's specification and drawing. Those
interested should address letters, marked
" Carburetter," c/o the Editor, The
Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, when they will be forwarded
without delay.

A Norton Expert.

Mr. D. R. O'Donovaii, the . well-

known exponent of Norton machines on
Bronklands track, is shortly opening
premises at 76a, Great Portland Street,

London, W.l, where ho will act as offi-

cial repairer to, and agent for, Norton
motor bicycles. He is undertaking to

tune up a limited number of seoond-liand

Nortons, and tbo.«e who would like this

work carried out should make early

a|)plication. He is also contemplating
'

taking up other agencies.
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100/ UP!
The Transport Ministry have notified the

Railway Rates Advisory Gommittee that they
desire to increase railway fares not later than
August I in order to take advantage of the
holiday traffic, and the Ministetjias requested
the committee ^ to let him have their recom-
mendations some time before that date.

It appears that the committee will probably
recommend an increase of passenger fares of

33 1-3 per cent, on existing rates, which will

bring railway fares to exactly double what they
. were before the war.

The Minister of Transport desires to net a

large revenue from the holiday-going public, as
otherwise he fears it will be impossible to wipe
off the de&cit on this year's working.

Extract from "The Daily Mail,"

TWO UP
ON THE INDIAN.

Godfrey's can supply you

with just the Combination

you want.

Cali and inspect their large

stock of new machines and
sidebar outfits.

If unable to do so write for

full lists.

PHONi:
7091

MAYFAIR
(2 lines.

EASY TERMS ARRANGED IF DESIRED.

Godfrey's Ltd.
208, GT. PORTLAND ST., P.ONDON, W.I.

hi answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Giicle.' C15
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BENETFINKS
« The City's Own Store,"

Motor Cyclists instinctively turn to our weekly

co'umn of specialities, knowing the value we offer.

MOTOR CYCLE HORNS.
Double twist,

very deep
note, large

bulb, nickel

finish. Price

Postage gd. 10/9
EMERGENCY LIGHT

Bums Petrol. A handy httle lamp you can
carry in }'our tool bag, and if you run out
of carbide fill with petrol from your
tank and clip on to bufner. Q //J
Will last two hours. Price, O/U

post free

A WONDERFUL SUCCESS!

U-NEAD-IT

!

A Real Feono-

miser. Have
you tried it ?

The Tyre Stop-

ping that will

not come out.

REPAIRS
Punctu res in

Tubes and Cuts

in Covers.

No Motor

U-NEAD-IT!
MOTOR CYCLE
OUTFIT consists of

preparatory so-
lution and cement
in patent combina-
tion tins.

Price, post free

3/.
N.B.—Free demon-
stration ai our Store.

Cyclist should be without it.

BOWDEN CONTROL
LEVERS.

Single lever, fin. or lin. clip,

straight or curved handle,
length of lever 5in. Pi'ice

Postage gd.

MOTOR
CYCLE MIRROR.
Uritish made, fully ad-

justable 4in. convex
glass, giving wide
range of vision. Oxy-
discd finish,, will fit

any han<llobar.^ I£*
l^ost free / /O

BOWDEN MOTOR CYCLE FRONT RIM BRAKES in stock.
J.ightwciKlil 28/9. ilfuvywciglit 48/3, post free When order-
ing state uiakc .ind hyi. of m.u hine and date of inanufaiture.

.No. 4IJ
Double control

l<\ir made from Stamp-
ings ant) Bar, right or
Itit hand to fit Jin. or lin.

bar. Price, post free 17/.

BENETFINKS, 107, CHEAPSIDE,
1. ON DON, E.C.2.

JJL

m ^>
"/^

Speed, Power, Strength, and Comfort
are moulded together in the building

of the M.T. S. Type.
The Power Unit has an inbred love

for speed and climb.
The Gears are simple, flawless-
reliable.

The All-Steel Frame gives strength,

and the entire machine is smart
sound, and comfortable.
Bad roads, long hills, don't worry the

M.T. rider—he's confident, comfort-
able, and secure.

The M.T. is the All-Purpose, All-

Weather Mount, it should be your
mount.

Write us 'or particulars.

Meli&Tylen
TYLER APPARATUS CO., LTD.,

Banister Ri., Kilburn Lane,

North Kensington - W.IO.

Telegratns :

'Tylenuttco, Phone, London.
TeUphmie :

Willesden 1356 (2 Hues).

The M.T. S. Type Frame
it, All-Steel

—

No malleable iron lugs
are u"ed

—

It's joints are welded
logtlier, giving abnormal
streng'h.

C16 /n ansivcrincj these adverlisctiients it (s desirable to mention " 7'/^£ Motor Ci/cle.
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It's Easy to Sell
1

a motor bicycle, but it is only possible to sell

more by selling a first-class article. We make

^^^^^^^^^^S^rm^^m^ fe^/^t>if^ fe^/^^t>^^^^^^te. RorAL nUar
If/ It ^VKk z^^^^^^^'^^^^^U ^^-^Si-^ "" agent for more sales by his own re-

\^^;-^_,^^j//^^^^^^^g~"""^~^^^^^~_j^^Jy The Royal Ruby is a real spring-frame which
\^B=1^^/ \^^^^^/ allows the rider to ride without vibration.

Enquire into its merits—the machine for

which everyone has been looking.

Price £120 Nett Cash
Write for address 0/ nearest agent

_ THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD., ROYAL RUBY WORKS,

ALTRINCHAM.
Muiufacturers emd Patentees of Royal Ruby Motor Cycles, Cycles, and Sidecars.

Telephone: AUrincham G55 (1 lines). Telegrams: *' Machines, AUrincham.'*

This is a real Grip^
the Grip you need.

M'

Grip=

GST motor cyclists are

now aware of tlie bene-

fits to be derived from

using the Pedley Pneu-

matic grips—the grips which"

have eHminated tired and
aching wrists.

Naturally, the sale of Pedley

has increased enormously but

we are again in the happy
position of being able to give

our usual prompt delivery.

You should get ii. touch
with us

J PEDLEY& SON.LTD
Oxford Works.Birmingham.

London Address^SO HolywellLanc

CreatlastcraStrcetEC

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C;/cle."
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HERE IS
THE FAMOUS

KICK-STARTER MODEL

GRAD O Gelt
WITH FREE ENGINE

JUST THE THING
ior motor cyclists with single

gear machines.

Gives gear ratios Irom 4 to i to

i^ to I free engine, and kick-

starter.

i hink uhai it mentis to be abU
to start your engine irom t'''

saddle.

IN TWO HOURS
the puJley can be fitted by any-

one to Triumphs, Bradburys,
Precisions, Nortons, B.S.A.

,

l.D.C, etc.

PRICES for 1920 Kick

Starter Models.

We can now supply lor

J.A.P. and otherengines

requiring a recessed

pulley,

rot Machines up to 4i h.p.. £i2 O O
For Machines up to 6 h.p.. £12 10 O

Postage, 4/6 extra

Postage, 4/6 extra

Special Models for Jap Engines, 10/- extra.

Full instructions for fitting supplied with each pulley.

Delivery 'From S-toclc.

,THIS MODEL IS FOR,

TWO =STROKE
MACHINES

Outside Flywheels.with

THE . .

GRADO
Countershaft
Chain-cum-
Belt variable

Gear, with

handle to start,

gives you a free

engine and any
gear. Can be

fitted in two
hours to any
machine

It is the finest

Gear ever made.

Price, all complete with chain, sprocket,

adapter, etc., £12 0.

ORDER TO-DAY.

GRADO LTD., Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

CYLINDER
CASTINGS.
BELGIAN

CASTINGS ARE THE BEST.

TO MANUFACTURERS-
Production Increased
and Scrap Reduced
to a Minimum.

Ask the man who
machines and com-
pare the output.

GREINER FRERES, BRUSSELS.
Sole British Agen tor Automobile Trade.

R. H. SYMONDS,
Army and Navy Mansions, 109, Victoria St., S.W.

Can deliver without doiiiy, and respcctlully Bolicita

cnquirica whicli Bhall rwcive proni|it and careful

nttcntion.

THE MARVEL OF BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE PRODUCTION

A MOUNT FOR THE MILLION.

GUINEAS.

STARTS EASILY, GOES ANYWHERE.
Trade Supplied.

F. J. YOUNGS, 2, The Parade, High Road, KILBURN, N.W.t

>,.. v::iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllli.i.l.:i;ij

Our Intoftt moilol of Coitililiied Sidoofir IIooil ami Srnion Tho wliolo

loldH bnclt mill la contnlnud In a neat and uoiniiact onvolope.

W. D. XAtBERT & CO.,
46 and 48, Sun Stroot, LONDON. E.C.2

In iinnwKriiiij tlicse uiJ ccrtiscmcnts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EX EBYEBHIIEHT MOTOR CYCLES.

Douglas 21 h.p. Douglas 4 h.p.

P. £tM., Clyno, etc.

Motor Cycle Agents desirous of purchasing some of the above

machines, at prices to show them a good profit after

renovation, should communicate at once with

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,
or BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,

Royal Hotel, SLOUGH.

DOUGLAS 21 h.p.

Reconstructed Government machines, thoroughly overhauled,

re-enamelled, and replated, tanks in makers' colours. Guaranteed

as good as new machines. Many machines for immediate delivery.

Price £65 each.

special quotations to the Trade.

CRABTREE & SON; LTD.,
Motor Engineers, WISBECH.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C23
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Langford Model Supreme

"The Picnic Sidecar'^
THE LAST WORD IN LUXURY

SPECIFICATION.
Solid welded Frame, Spring Shock Absorbers to Sidecar
Wheel, Transfer Spring. With New Design four-point
Easy Attachments. Beautifully finished Coach Built
Spacious Body, ivith Bulbous Back and Rounded Pillows,
and fitted with Luncheon and Tea Cabinet for two. Camp
Stools, Locker for Petrol and Oil, Patented Design,
Unisbed any Colour, Delivery within 14 days. Write or
Call for Catalogue. Agents, Foreign and Colonial
Shippers invited.

THE LANGFORD SIDE-CAR BODY
AND CHASSIS COMPANY, LIMITED,
NORBURY WORKS, LONDON ROAD. NORBURY. S.W.16

A SPECIAL LINE IN MOTOR
CYCLING OVERALLS.

We have no hesitation in claiming
that this "Draperstyle" Motor
Cycling Overall has no rival at its

price. Made from a special stout
dark fawn material, absolutely dust
proof, and specipUy proofed to give
adequate protection against showers.
Sa tisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded in full.

Description of Model O50
Special line in Motor Cycling Overalls,
made -from stout dark fawn material
wh,ich is absolutely dust proof, -and
which has been specially proofed so
that if you get caught in a shower it

will give adequate protection. The
Jacket is double breasted, and the
sleeves are made jvith storm straps
at wrist. Slash pockets. The Leg-
gings are made with special gusseted
sides and leather straps to go undei
ihe boot.

*' All British " Factory Prices :

31/6
the Suit Complete. "-

Stocked in sizes :—^Brea^t ovci
Jacket 34 36 38 40 42 44 in.

Carriage paid to your door.

WEATHERPROOF BOOKLET FREE.
Our new booklet of weatherproofs and waterproofs should be mthe

hands of every motor cyclist. Contains complete range of garments
at direct-to-wearer prices. Send postcard for.a free copy.

We are offerinpr some special linea in Overalls in Bine Dongaree and Brown
Denim for Meclianics. and which are also very suitable for Gentlemen owners
of Cars and Motor Cycles. A copy of our Special Overall BLOklet sent free
on renuest. _^
ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "All British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

NoriOells
VertHSro^ues

" Direct from Scotland."

For the links, the hills, the open country, the shore,
there is no finer footwear procurable.

The sound principles of Scotch brogue-building are
carefully adhered to by Norwell craftsmen working
with the finest leather obtainable. Exclusive cut
and distinctive smartness are as characteristic of
Norwell Brogues as their durability and comfort.
The "Byng" (No. 50a). Is a cleverly made shoe for
gentlemen. Uppers of Zulu calfskin. Best butt leather
soles, black & brown.

47/6

Write for Illustrated Catalogue to

NORWELL'S 'PERTH' FOOTWEAR, Ltd.
Perth, ScotUnd. <* I

Special Clearance

Price

When ordering give name
or number required.

Ordcra are sent
post free in Britain,

postage abroad
extra. Should dis-

latinfaclion arise the
purclioBc money
will be fully re-
funded.

The ''IDEAL" Bench
as shown is just the thing
for Motor Cyclists for

doing home repairs. It is

rigid, well braced, made of

special seasoned timber,
well planed and fitted, will

easily fold up, and can be
carried anywhere. Bolts,

etc., all ready for quickly
erecting. Suitable where
room is limited. A good
drawer and tool rack pro-
vided. Made in three sizes.

PRICES: 4ft. £3 5 5ft. £3 10 6ft. £3 15
all by 18 inches wide. CarriaKe paid to nearest Railway Siation.

Parallel vio«. 2 [In jaw, l.')/6 extra,

OLDFIELD & HOUTBY. Wellington Street, LINCOLN.
.

MASS PRODUCTION AS IT SHOULD BE,

O.K.-JUNIOR
The motor cycle that is being pro-
duced in hundreds per week and
British throughout.

GUINEAS.

COME AND TRY ONE.

TOM DAVIES, 229, Deansgate, Manchester.

Ill unswe.rinij Ijicac advert iifcmcntu it ia dcxinthh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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was the only Light

Car or Cycle Car to

obtain a

^ Gold Medal
the

Scottish Six Days
(driven by Private Owner).

Morgan Motor Co.,

Ltd.,

Malvern Link.

Model " C," with Clutch and Kick Starter.

Acceleration-
If you need increase in acceleration, in power,

in speed and flexibility—you need an OMEGA,
"The Sporting Solo Single."

The OMEGA never labours, never lags when you

try to get away suddenly^-open out the OMEGA
and feel how she pulls right away, whether

you're jogging along at 10 miles an hour, or

humming along at 45. That's what we call

OMEGA ACCELERATION—flexibility—power—
an exclusive OMEGA advantage.

^ Get an OMEGA—and get the advantage.

Write TO-DAY for Catalogue.

W. J. GREEN, Ltd., COVENTRY.
London Agents : Bartlett's, 93, Great, Portland Street, W.

''The Sporting Solo Single," <t>The Sporting Solo Single.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B35
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SPEEDWELL' MOTOR CYCLE OILS
Be ahead of the times and use Super Oils.

Some Recent Success :

J

1920
IMav 20

—

14 Records broken at Brooklands by D. R. O'DONOVAN on
3i Norton and Sidecar.

June 5th—UUley Opea Reliability Trial.

GOLD MEDAL
H. PATTIN80N on New Imperator and Sidecar.

June 25—National Motor Cyclist Fuel Union Hill Climb at Leathley
Bank.

HIGHEST AWARD.
H. PATTINSON en 4 Triumph and Sidecar.

1920
June 25-26—24 Hours Reliability Trials of Dublin and District

M.C. Club. TWO GOLD MEDALS.
DENE ALLEN on NORTON.

W. WILHELMJ on MATCHLESS.
July 3—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centrej—Magilligan_

Speed Trials.

50 MILES CHAMPIONSHIP OF IRELAND.
First—S. J. REDMOND, Dublin, on INDIAN.
Second—J. W. SHAW, Belfast, on NORTON.

"SPEEDWELL"
"SPEEDWELL"

GRADES USED
C. (Air-cooled) OIL.
GRANDE VITESSE (Heavy Air-cooled).

-

M.

NOT£—Thess were not specially prepared racing oils but just our usual grades.

Sole Manufacturers :

The British Oil & Turpentine Corporation. Ltd.,

55 & 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C,2.

Branches : Glasgow and Aberdsen
Registered Trade Mark,

: :

Oetacbed wma!L
Cleaned,

and Re- ^
essembled 1

in

2 m 1
Minutes

II1

B"

iRi^DroRDpLUG

UP
The. PIvg vith eatirejynew ^vres

MICROMETER I

ADJUSTMENT «

When ordering; plcaso slate make of
motor cycle or engine.

li iiitfMf
' Barradough-Parker Ltd.

J1IL<UI1UHM F.lcclrtcul & Mechanical Eix^inoers,

mmm~]j
n El 1^ u u

1336

r

The joys of motor cycling will

always be enhanced if the rider

has complete confidence in the

control of his machine.

If he FEELS safe his full enjoyment

awheel is far more likely to be realised,

and

—

If his machine is equipped with

"BOWDEN, Tyscley" Brake and

Control Fitments he will BE safe and
ready for the steepest hill or any

emergency likely lo be encountered on

the road.

BOWDEN BRAKE Co
Tyseley, B'HAM.

Thornton - BRADFORD

In atuwerina these adcertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle."
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cmeisms (noio)
'Well-bred people discuss things, not people."

tactly, whilst not wishing to enter
to any discussion about people, we
sist on discussing the merits of the
Acme" Motor Cycle. Built as a
otor cycle should be, designed in

ery detail, perfect in every part

—

The machine of no regrets." Cat-
ogue list is yours for the asking

8 h.p. Twin-cylinder.
ree-speed Gear Box.
X 3" Detachable Interchangeable Wheefe.
manent Sidecar connections,
ich-built Sidecar,

itilever Sp ingin^, etc.

rice £190-0-0 nett
+ 124%.

Complete Combination, Spare Wheel included

(Cst a copy of the specification }iow.)

cme
MOT-QR Cvci-e:S'. a

HE Machine OF NO Regrets
S h.p. Twin-cylinder "Acme'' Combination.

The Coventry Acme Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry

REVISION OF PRICES
OF

THE RELIABLE QUADRANT
A\ H.P. 3.SPEED STURMEY-ARCHER.

SOLO

£115
COMBINATION

£145

Price came into force on July 3rd,
Write for Specification to

QUADRANT, Lawley St., BIRMINGHAM
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B^9
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From Manufacturer
to Motor Cyclist.

The " T^amonl "
is ideal {or touring or sporting wear.

The " RamonT" is not a ready-made " fit-you-anyhow "

Sports Coat, but is cut on prevailing West Bud lines to
your own measurements. It is the ideal coat for touring
or sporting wear and is equally suitable for Theatre,
Gardening, or even those impromptu occasions when
appearance is a paramotuit consideration.

made to

measure

anion
hSPORTS COAT

is made in a wide range of Sand
Cloths, Yorkshire Tweeds,
Herring Bone Tweeds, Done-
gals, etc., in Brown, Grey, and
Heather Mixtures.

Prices from
30/- to 50/-.

TROUSERS can also be
made to measure fron the

same material as 'he coat

—

making the -RAMONT"
into a sTiart summer suit.

SOLD WITH A MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE.

Don't send money

—

—send for patterns.
A PC. will do 'save post-

age) for full ran"e of pal-

terns, booklet and self-

measurement f:)rm,

RAMONT, LTD,
(Dept 14', 55, Finsbury
Pavement House,
LONDON. E.G.2.

IF YOU WANT TO WASH
and Polish your Motor Cycle witlyi

GOOD MATERIALS ^

^

and 1^

Get the Best Results J

You will send '

TO-DAY I
for one of our Cleaning Outfits complet^-1

in cardboard box. (Free Parcel Pe^st,]^

For

5/6
Cash with

Order.

12 Large Polishing Cloths|^

Special Washing Cloth^ i

Sponge, and Spoke Brush.

"D" Dept.

ROBERTS, limited;!
Arkwright Mills, MANCHESTER."

'Phone : City 3903.
>

ABSOLUTE
ISOLATION
FROM THE
HEAVIEST
SHOCKS IS

ASSURED ON
BAD ROADS

L.M.C
I^eans

Comfort

SUSPENSION
both from seat and footboards

A Postcard will bring

address of nearest Agent

who can demonstrate it.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co , Ltd.

132, Monument Rd.. BIRMINGHAM.
— London Showrooms :

14 4, Great PorUand Strae', W I-

n

NO saddle:.
FATIGUE;^

NO BACK^i
ACHE OR
NECK ACHE

A PERFECT
SUSPENSION
AT LAST

!

BEARDMORE-PRECISION «9S
STOCKIST AND DISTRIBUTING AGENT—SPARES.

AGENTS WANTED. Delivery this week. E. BENNETT, 138, Grays Inn Rd., LONDON, W.C

Deals in a thorough and effec- '

live way with every aspect of I

modern farming. I

/•/r. 2d.

Lalon; M.irlt<*l Price 1,

Adricultural •

I

or .11.1. A7',ir.s,i(;/iA'7i.

Gives the fullest informatioi
regarding FARM TRACTORS

PLOUGHS, etc.
Well Illustrated.

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1
1 20 7I1.P. Ariel Coinl>in<ntiou, as new, large light-

l ine set; f ITO.^Kingston Uene, Halifax. [X6692

/ lEL. 3i^.p., not nm 100 miles, bought June
f 22nd. going abroad; £110.-23, Waterloo Place,

lington. ^ [X6677

I 19 (Sept.) 3M.>b.p. Ariel and sidecar, little used, per-
I t'ect running order; any trial; £120.—H,, Bur-
I Tonliridgc. [5954

I
20 31/ih.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, just

I delivered; list price.-Marriott's Garage, St.

f
IS, Hereford.

, [6826

1 120 a'.ih.p. Ariel, 3-speed countersliaft, just in Jor

J:
immeitlate delivery.—Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236,

t Holborn, W.C.I. [5695
i' lEL, all models, early deliveries; all parts
S' ftocked.-F. Speakman, Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale
I

Harpurhey, Manchester. [7414
lilEL 1920 6h.p. Combination, mileage under 200,
i combined hand an(} foot clutch, grid; £162, or
||<t.—Box 234, c/o I'lie Motor Cycle. [X6704

il 'F'^,. ^",^'i;P' ^^^' Combination, 3-speed counter-
"' shaft, fully equipped, splendid condiliion-, ,£98.—
Weston Lane, Greet, Birmingham. [X6722
lEL, 3h.p., with countershaft combination, coach-
bijilt sidecar, immediate delivery;- list price
10.-John C. Beadle, Ltd., Dartford. [5516
i.p. .\riel Combination, from works at Easter
not done 300 miles, complete with lamps, etc.;

.—Coryn. Walden, Hornchurch, Essex. [6784
|',;0 (Aprill Ariel S'ih.p.. solo, countershaft S-speed,
r large P. and n. lamps, horn, tools, splendid con-
1,; £120.-3. Little Goodge St., London, W.l.

t ' EL SVL'h.P-, Tvith very smart sideear; delivery from
1 itock subject to being unsold; price £151/10, plusy charges.-James' Garages, Ltd., Church Stretton.

. 'E 1919 4h.p. Ariel Combination, electric light-
- ng, mechanical horn. Cameo screen, etc.: £125
u n.—Prank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St. Bir-
'•

•'™- [X6000
I' i':L Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar in

: ; ;^A,V'''- '^'°i'?f
'""1 Co., Ltd., Heath Garage,

e iirket ('Phone; 214), and 75, Albany St., N.W 1
^'

:
5476 JMuseum). [4008

,
,

EL S'/jhj). Combination (Exhibition model),
elivered December, complete with lamps, horn,
"tr.. perlect condition: £140.—Gilbert, 30, Dyers

' v'i.. Leytonstone. E.ll. [5175
KX-BENNETT Motor C0.-1914 Ariel 3iAh.p.,semi-

-; .1. model, splendid condition, very carefully used
t,' asli. exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11'
'}' nlV^ Loudon Bd., West Croydon. 'Phone:'
0; u 2450. [5002

1 ^, -'^''!,' ^I'/s'i-p- Countershaft Combination, de-
iivcred May. Lucas lamps. Easting screen, speed-

'
.

luggage earner. Klaxon, spare belt, inner tube,
'i;f; £130.—Davis, Leigh Holm, Pollards Hill
-Norbury, S.W. [5253

Arno
Arno, good conditoin, good tyres; £38.-117

Parendish Kd., Leicester. [6386

Auto-Wheels.
0-WHEEL, BS.A.. perfect; £I5.^SibIey, 106,Uarket Place. Romford. [5667

°,'^^,S^^' #^2, recently overhauled, excellent
- iJer. -Stent, luglefield. Stoke Bd., Guildford.

0-WHEEL, excellent order, run 500 miles de
ix? model; £14/15.-Box 6-267, c/o The Motor

, [5984

p WHEEL, in excellent condition throughout-
'lO sns.—Apply after 6 p.m., 60a, Kirkdale
riiam.

jgg^j
O-WHEEL, variable carburetter and mag., ex-

>

I

client condition; bargain, £12.—Slessor, Inyer-
11 Peterhead. .

- [6317

,
I

p-fl HEEL good nmning order, attached special
l"icycle; £20; Auto-Wheel separately £12.-10,
ign Kd., \\ eston-super-Mare. [5388
ILL Auto-Wheel, just overhauled, l^h.p., and 120
i-P.g.

; £15, or offers, absolute bargain; ready to
I ride away.-Sanders, 21, Earl's Court Sg., S.W.5.

E^p^^^^t'fV^' t^'^° ?=^'', or £8/5 deposlKSd
nl

"™'>'y; 80 page illustratea list post free—
I lept., The Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd

,

Bishopsgate, E.C.2. [9729

- 1920, 6b.p..
:ie0.- Below.

Bat.
spring frame, new, in stock

;

1

1.' 1920, 6h.p.. spring frame, Henderson Elite
'S?iV' !£, nearly new order, semi-T.T. bars; bariel75.—Elce and Co., ---- -
lile St., E.C.3.

15-16, Eishopsgate' Av.
[0066

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW 1920 MODELS.

SOLO.
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p., lightweight ..£75
BLACKBURNE,8 h.p.twin, standard

model, solo £170
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-specd £73' 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p. twin, M.A.G.

engine £130 6NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., twin J.A.P.,
3-spccd £147

DIAMOND, 2i h.p. Villiers, 2-speed,
clutch, kick-start £84 3

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed, clutch, kick-start £84

RUBY, 2j h.p. J.A.P., Sfspeed, kick-
start, spring frame £120

VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60
VERUS, 2} h.p., Blackburne engine £110 5
P.V., spring frame, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

slightly soiled (less ro%) £78 15
METRO-TYLER,' 2i h.p., 2-speed,

slightly soiled (less 10%) £69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new model . £95 18
PORTLAND, 2} h.p., 2-speed £60
CLYNO, 2.1 h.p., speed, clutch £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
QUADRANT, 4 h.p., complete with

Sidecar £145
SCOTT, water-cooled, twin-cylinder,

standard model £192
ROVER, 3! h.p., 3-specd, complete
with Sidecar £205

SECOND-HAND MODELS.
SOLO.

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., W.D. model,
2-speed, with re-enamelled tank £68

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed £70

RUDGE-MULTI, igre, 3! h.p., clutch,
and pedal starter £63

ENFIELD, 2j h.p., all chain drive, all

accessories £63
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

B.SJV., 1912 model, 2-speed Millford
Sidecar £68

DOUGLAS, r9r4 model, 3.V h.p., 2-sp.,

kick-start, Bosch magneto £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P., en-

gine, 3-speed W.D. model, com-
plete with Sidecar £145

ROVER, 6 h.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed,
all-chain drive, complete with

Sidecar £145
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.

Magneto Model ; r9i8 and rgrg W.D.
models, 7-9 h.p. twin, kick-start, 3-speed
gear, clutch, standard models. Guaranteed

in sound running order.
Solo £110
Combination £145

Trade supplied.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
A third purchase price on delivery of machint,
tlie balame spread aver a period of eight months

7i% extra.

.((MOTOR

|[!O.GKATPORT1.ANOS?;\

LONDON W.l. '

:>^nuDE's
dFf °,l"?'®'

S- Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
1 bU.p. Bat, new, 1920 model; £160. [6920

l]h¥?v*.'l' '' ^^^' "™' '" stock; £160.—Clark, 7,
i^iixliibition Ed., South Kensington. [6760

j

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

RACING Bat-Jap, 8-lOh.p., clutch, do 60 easily;
£65, olfers.-Sirel, Field House, Marlborough.

[5931

1 Q20 new 6h.p. Bat-Jap and sidscar; £193/10.—
--" Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [5912

B.A.T. Model 4 6h.p. ; £160.—Hewin's Garages,
Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton and Tot-

nes. [5759

BAT.—Immediate delivery 6h.p. countershaft 3-speed
model.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

134B. [X6617

1 Q20 Bat, 6h.p., in stock; solo £160, combination
iO" £204. — Tel. ; 6626 Museum. — A.S.C., 60,
Mortimer St., W.l. [5426

8 h.p. Bat-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds, over-

hauled, enamelled; £62, solo £52.—Dornoch,
Bristol Drive, Lincoln. [5394

BAT-J.A.P. ah. p., O.B. combination, 3-speed
countershaft, recen; model, as new, equipped:

£135.-7, Daysbrook Rd., Streatham Hill. [2133

B.A:T.—Early delivery of all models from the sole

Berkshire and Buckingham agent : A. J. Luce.
Hamilton Road Garage, Reading. 'Phone: 967. [6429

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., solo or combination, at list price,

in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton
Place, New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 4792.

[6597

BAT 6h.p. 1914, 2-speed, difiC wheels, long exhaust,
compfeto with lamps, etc., a good sporting 'bus

:

£75.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm,
Totnes. [5766

111120 8h.p. Bat and Montgomery sidecar, under 1,000
Xt/ miles, complete with lamps, speedometer, tools,

pump, wind screen; price £195.—Ivens, Bacombe Cot-

tage, Wendover, Bucks. [5830
'

"I Q20 Bat-Jap Sh.p. Combination, " magnificently
Ji*y equipped, fully insured, mileage 1,030, any
trial: £160; solo £145.—32, Aspland Grove. Hackney
Station, London, N.E. [6277

BAT 1920 6h.p. Combination, spec'ial all-weather

sidecar, electric lighting, horn, watch, complete,
100 miles: £235, or near offer.—Ruck, Eoydene,
Private Rd., Nottingham. [5627

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 1920 (March) 5-6h.p. Twin Combina-
tion, hood, screen, speedometer, horn, and lamps,

every detail as new; £180, or deferred payments.—Bunt-
ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [6803

BAT-jtA.P. 1914 6h.p. C.B. Combination, Armstrong
3-<5peed K.S., h.c. clutch, Lucas horn and lamp,

Stewart speedometer, new Avon covers and tubes, stored

during war; any trial; £85.—Billington, 6, North St.,

Peterborough. [6320

Beardmore
BEARDMOEE-PRECI8ION, brand new, in stock;

£95.—Sibley, Martock, Somerset. [5987

BEABDMOEE-PREOISIONS; delivery 7 days; £96,
—Grande.'!, 138, Gray's Inn Rd., W.O. [1216

BEARDMORE-I'RECISION, 1920 (May), with in-

surance policy, P. and H. lamp, tools, spares; £90;
seen any time.— 98, Mitcham Rd., Croydon. [5460

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1920 3VA.p., spring
frame, 2 speeds and clutch, kick-starter, under

300 miles, glorious machine, buying combination; £80
or offer.—Voss, Grantham Lodge. Friars Place Lane.
Acton. [6256

Blackburne.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,- London, E.C.4.—

4h.p. Blackburne, new, 1920 model; £128/10.
[69224h.p. Blackburne, brand new, immediate delivery;

list price £128/10.—John C. Beadle, Ltd., Dart-
ford. [5514

"I 020 Blackburne, 8h.p., and sidecar, in stock;
J-tJ £198.— Phone : 1024.—Julian. 84, Broad St.,

Reading. ' [5632

BLACKBURNE, 1920, 8h.p. solo, Burman gear,
tew stock; £170. — Roberts, Motor Agent,

Barrow-in-Furness. [6541

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, run 500 miles,
-i-*^ lamps, tools, apron; £148, or exchange small
car.—34, Queen's Rd., Reading. [6212

BLACKBURNE Sli.p., with Montgomery sidecar.

just delivered; £200; a grana combination.—
Whitfield and Co., Carrington St., Nottingham. [X6246

BLACKBURNE. 4h.p.. delivered March, 1920. engine
carefuUv run in. tyres unpunctured. better than

new; £120.—P. Selbie, The Orchards, Chorley Wood.
[5962

BLACKBURNE, 1919. Oct., 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., and accessories, very little used, perfect

condition; £115, or near; offer.—Shalders, Gartmore,
Northwood. [6033

1020 4h.p. Blackburne, Grindlay sidecar. Easting
X?/ screen, speedometer, spare tube, cover, all acces-
sories, run 3.400; owner bought car; £175, or nearest
offer.—Houston. Cambridge House, i'oitsmouth. [6514

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Blackburne Sh.p.
twin and Henderson Elite sidecar; £215; cash,

exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-
ade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon
2450. [5287

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A45

lOO.MRIS STREET
EXETER. -

TELEPHONE.
EXtTt.R 933.-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

BI^ACKBUEXE 1920 41i.p., 3 speeds, connteTsluitt
gear clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, £40 side-

car to uiatch attached, very striking outfit, only doue
200 miles careful driviug, condition better than uevr,

fully insured; owner going abroad; £160, complete with
accessories, etc.. or what offers —16, Beacontree ltd..

Leytohstone, E.ll. [6050

Bradbury
BEADBTTKY 4Uli-P- 3-speed, clutch; ^50; after 6.

—264, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [5973

1 Q20 Bradbuiv 4h.p., chain drive model, in stock;
J-*/ list price.—Cross, Agent, Eotberham. [X6665

BEADBTJEr.— Order now to avoid disappointment.—
The 'Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St, Walsall.

[5762
4h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, countershaft.

K.S., lamps; £76,-60, Lonsdale Av., East Ham,
E.6. [6328

1 Q20 Bradbury 6h.p., sidecar and accessories; £205.
J- •^ —Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [5915

1 Q20 Bradbary, 4h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick-
JL*^ .-tart, ju,it delivered; list price £128.—Turnill,
?sorth Peterborough. [5354

BRADBURY 4J4h.p., Bosch,*B. and B.. adjustable
pulley, discs, lamps, horn, footboards, as new

:

50gns.—85, Larch Rd., Cricklewood. [6171

BRADBURY 1914 6h.p., coachbuilt 2-ssater sidecar,
hood, screen, etc., complete; Nottingham; £120;

trial.—Box 6,213, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5583

6h.p. Bradbury Combination, fitted vrith best spring
wheel Gloria sidecar, delivered October, 1919;

price £180.—Chadwick, Centui-y Works, Oldham.
[X6742

4h.p. Bradbury and C.B. sidecar, 3 speeds and clutch,
complete with lamps, in perfect order; £55, or

jearest offer.—Belcher, Little Tingewick, Buckingham.
[6488

BRADBURY 4h.p. Sidecar, new N.S.U. 2-speed, free
engine, electric light, equipped Bosch mag.

;

first £60.—Dickinson, 7, Upper Ashbv St., Goswell Rd..
E.C.I. [6263

BEADEUEY 1920 4h.p. Model, just delivered, 2
speeds, kick stiirter. with Millfoid Olympia Cor-

vette <^idecar; £128.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

Acton, W.3. [X6713

BEADBUEY CoacliVmtlt Combination. 4iih.p., 2-

speed countershaft, all-chain, sound: any trial;
lamps and accessories; £75.—Allison, c o Wardill's Gar-
age. Pound St.. Carshalton, Surrey. [6745

4ih.p, Bradbury, cane sidecar, 2-speed, tyres good,
4. machine overhauled and perfect, trial; 60 gns.,

or exchange with cash for new Tamplin, Garden, or
similar.—Buxton, Emneth, Wisbech. [6093

6h.p. Twin Bradbury Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick start, all chain drive. C.B.

sidecar, 2 lockers, apron. Easting, luggage grid, lamps,
tools, spares, good running order; £120; trial willingly.
—245, Canterbury St., Gillinghara. Kent. [3298

BRADBURY 4i,ih.p. 3-speed C.B. Combination. 3
larnp.>;, horn, speedometer. Cameo wind screen,

.'pron, perfect running order, engine recently over-
hauled, new tyres; seen Cabeldu's Oarage, 371, High
St., Lewisham; price £80, or near offer.—Cogswell, 30,
Embk-ton Rd.. Lewisham, S.E.

'

[^6707

Brough.
1Q20 Brougli 5h.p., Sturmey gear, less than 500
J-*/ milfs. T.T. bars, racing ram, fast, nil acces-
sorie-';, as new; £135.—Bailey, Tarnock, Axbridge.
„ [X6806
H^.T. BroQgh, 3>^h.p. flat twin, n.h.v., 2-?poed, free
-- oJiciue, just rrverliauled, plated exhaust i'ii>cs, all
a-cessnries: £70.—Smith, British Anns, Iithlingboiough,
Northants. [5519

BBOUGH, new 1920 Model G, 5-6h.p„ S-^reed, now
on view; £140.-For earliest deliveiy place your l

order with the Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
iiiluehani. (5815

BHOUGH Conibinntioii, twin 5-6h.p., 3-siw;pd. now
U.H. twill ung.. new Sen«;iray fitted, in good con-

dition; price £110, or offer.—F. J. Coope, Lime House.
Leacroft, Cannof:k, Staflf. [5423

ALLEN-BENXETT Motor Co.-1914 Brnuch 61., t.
twin, T.T. model, very fast, thoroughly overhauled;

A50 : c.m\\, exch:in»fe, or extended pnyiut'nt^.— 9-10-11,
Itoyal Parade, London, West Crordon, 'Phone: Croy-
dfin 2450. [GOll

Brown.
Qlh.p.^Motor Cycle, Brown; any trial; £30.-603,
•-fa Green Liint-B. Uiiiringny. [5708

1 Q14 Brown ?'Ah p. 2-Rpecd. F.E.; £40.— H. St
-*.«/ Leys iid., Tottenfiam. N.17. [6420

BEOWN 41i.p.. BoMcli, perfect order, acrp-sorlos, taken
2: £28.-56, Sunninglitadu Ud., Hendon. [5444

IQIS Spfcijilly-biiilt Brown, eh.j.., Grntlun Rcnrs, new
•^ lJiinlop<<. veiy powerful, rolinl.le. litth- nf^-vl.

Iirtirifl lu'w I'ondition tliiontf'iout : bnrgnin, 48 gn^,- 102
Hitniillrm Rt].. Wiiribledon, 8,W.19. [6114

E^^flRN

I

g

i

St. Thoma-'i
1602',

e

s

MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
* (at Makers' List Price).

ALLON, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

ARIEL 3! h.p. s-speed Combination .. £152 10
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed. clutch,

and kick-starter £128 10
BROUGH, 5 h.p., 3speed £140
CLYNO, 2\ h.p., 2 -speed, and clutch . . f75
DIAMOND, 2} h.p., 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND, J.A.P., 2.1 h.p., 2-speed . . £82 10
HOBART-J.A.P., 2; h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £90
INVICTA, 3i h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter 112 gns.
INVICTA-g.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter 85 gns.

LEA-FRANCIS, ol bp. tmn, 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter £130

MATCHLESS, S h.p. Combination, with
dvnamo lighting £230

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Combination, \vith

acetylene lightmg £214
METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., smgle-speed . £62
METRO-TYLER, 2V h.p., 2-speed £74
METRO-TYLER, 2I h.p., 2-speed, Type

S : £95 18
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed 77 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.

O.K.-JUNIOR, 2V h.p. 2^peed £65
OMEGA-J.A.P,, 2] h.p., 2-5peed 71 gns.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-speed ... £73 10
ROVER, 3! h.p.,3-speed, all-chain drive £149 16
RUDGE-MULTI, 3', h.p., I.O.M. Model. 105 gns.

SCOTT 3:3 h.p. Combination £185

SOILED.
W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p. . . £145
(This machine has a J.A.P. engine, 3-speed
countershaft gear box, kick-starter, and all-

chain drive, and is finished " Service " green.)

SECOND-HAND.
1020 METRO-TYLER, 2^ h.p.. 2-spee I,

lamps and honi £73
jgrg JA'MES. 2\ h.p., 2-specd £65
1912 WOLF, 3i h.p., lamp, and horn ... £38
igrO A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combitiation, detachable

wheels, lamps, ai\d horn £155
1914 SUNBEAIVI,-6 h.p.. and Sidecar, Lucas

lamp^ and honi £130
1920 ARIEL, 3^ h.p., Canoelct Sidecar,

3-.specd, Lucas accessories, horn,
sp'^efioincter £133

1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3^ h-P-., Henderson
Sidfcar, 1\ & M. lamps, Lucas horn,
spef (loiiK-t<'r. a-; new £150

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7.9 h p..

Sidecar and atxci^sorir:^ £200

SIDECARS.
We ha\i:^ m stock over 50 New Sidecars

—

CANOELET. HEN9ERS0N, GLORIA, MILL-
FORD. SWAN. Various mudt-ls. raiiqins: in

pric" Ir.iin Ifl yis.

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED PAYiVtENTS
ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,
official Repairers to

t-A.C. A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

lelcphonc—490 liast Ham.

rclcgnim*
—

" liifaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 41/ih.p., 1916. but as new, with new aidw
£125.—Longney, Oswestry. [S66i

B.S.A.—The TValsall Garage, Walsall, booking orr
for all models ; rotation deliveries. [5'

B.S.A. 6-7h.r. Twin: immedint* delivery.—Geo. Ba
and Son. ilotor Agents, Ealing Green. - [5i

B.S.A. Combination. Ang., 1919, top-hole conditii

£125.-283, Foleshill Ed., Coventry. [X6-

"I
013 B.S.A., 3'ih.p., 2-=peed, recently overLaule*

-•-" Vaun. Kenora, Blenheim Ed., Bickley. [6:

B.S.A., 1919, late, lamps, speedometer,-' perfect r

dition; £100.—Eice, Oxley, Shrewsbury. [61

41h.p. B.S.A., late date, kick start, chain-cnul-bi
-1 £80.-12. Kinnerton^ St., Knightsbridge. [5'

1 O 14 B.S.A. Combinatiorii 2-speed, kick start. Ian

-Li/ etc.; £65.—Young, Market Place, Andovc
16'

1Q16 B.S.A. Combination, 4,'ib.p., 3-speed. chl
XO" K.S., any trial; £95.-130, Cambenvell Hd., 8.1

• , i^'

B.S.A.. 1915, all-chain, 3-tpeed, K.S.. mechanic:

perfect; £75.-103. St. Paul's Rd., Highbi

N.l. to:

B.S.A. Combination, 2.6peed, 1913. good eonJiti

ride away £65.-82, Ealing Ed., Wembley, Mid

sex. ^
W*

B.S.A.. 1920, Model K. a^ih .p., unused; first rea<

able offer accepted.—Box 6,308. c/o lU M<

^¥-
Furness.

p. B.S.A.. 2.sreed, B.B.. Bosch
accessories.—156. Haitington

new tyree.

St.. Ban'pv
(S-

1 019 B.S.A.. ...... ..^ —-^- ,- -,,, „i-U tion; fllO. or near offer.—Hauberg. 164.*,

St.. Bedford.

"1020 B.S.A. 4l4h.p.. . ^XJ/ first cheque over 115 gns. secures.—Box 2

B
£95.-

(6!

clutch, pt

gns.—Farr,
mag.

; 55

with Eover sidecar, very good oo:— -
. B<,

iX6'

chain and belt, absolutely
"K

c/o rfte Uotor C'ydt. ffei

3ili.p. B.S.A., 3-specd. Bosch, Binks, lamp*, t,

2 in perfect order; first £65 secures.—17, St. Jja

St., Tmio. Cornwall. t^'

.S.A. 4',4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, chain drive,- ac;

sories • anv trial : £75 : after 6.-2, Eoseiuead !

Holland Park, Nv.ll. '='

4ih.r. B.S.A. 1915 Combination, all-chain driv

4 speed, excellent condition, hood, lamps
Wilson St.. Battersea.

B.S.A.. 1914, SVih.p., Bosch
start, good running order

Seward Ed., Hanwell, W.7.

-1019 B.S.A., 3-speed, 4%h.p.. Canoelet sidecai.

JL^ giiie just overhauled, in perfect condition: V.

—29, Chapel Rd., West Norwood. f

B.S.A. 1920 Model K., just arrived; imiii> •

livery London only: list price.—Turner Hi. . .

tTpper Thames St.. London, E.G. '

IQ 15-16 B.S.A., Model K, recently done u! .1
•

Jt-t/ by makers, Lucas lamps, horn, kni-i ^f

.£95.-11. Clarence St., Ulverston.

OR Sale, 1 late 1919 B.S.A,, Model K. 1,,

screen, Montgomery sidecar, all acr -i

£140.—Pryce, Smith. Astley. Lancashire. i

S.A. S'l-Ilp. 1912 Combination, belt drive. liiW

sidecar. Bosch mag.. 2 speeds, pedal start; £

-Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., London.

B.S.A. 4,'ai.p. Conibinntion. 1916-17. pen
dition, everytliiliT on: £115. for quick :,

Shaftuioor Lane, H:ill Green, Birmingham.

•5019 B.S.A., engine No. 29308. all-ch.aiii,

1 «? lainlw. Klaxon, Uuntgomery sidecar,

..mdiliou; £135.—Bagshawe. Chelmortou, Buxl.

£14(

B
!6'

U.S.A.
IJ.S.A. 4M,.|... all chain; £70.-1
-"> Hq.. iri.kncy.

A4i;i All Icttcra rclntinit to udTcrtiiicmeiits should (luulc the luimhcr iit the end ol cnch advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

I

B.S.A. 1918 C
little lijilciig

£115 sec

gSA
Hani

gc, oxcellent ooiiditiou : first '

£115 secmos.— n. Noilis. Tiilbut, Mere, Wih-

1915 Model K. also 1919 ModeJ K.
tlioul sidecars.-Newnham Motor <' ,

Hammoismitli Rd.. W.6. 'Phono: Hammcrsmiti

\. Combination, new Dec. Inst, complete Ian

tools, spares, hood. etc.. perfect, low ulllcl

.£135, ov near offer.—2. Reading Rd., JlenW
Thames.

_

1*°

S.A.—'Enrly deli\ories of all models,' B.S.4-

liicement-*, si.lei'nra, screens, liooils, rt«-.. nls

ill «t..il!.-County Cycle mid Motor Co., 307, 314. Bi

St., Birmingham. '*

(Newi 0-71i.n. Model A Twin-i'vl. Mnb.r Ct

hain diive mid 3-spi>cd eouiitershiift gen/,

Henderson Klite sidecar; £195.-rorter, 18. Ulj

Wliifclinreh. Salop.

B.S..\. 1915 Combination, all-chain, K.8., 9W
clutch, very fast, climb any tiling; £75 OTJ

offer; a real bargain.—Morri:
mersniitli; London.

.S.A. 1917 4h.p. Ccimbinotion, 3.«pe(d, H"
l.ucin horn, llrnmlile C.B. "ideior. wind KJ

[leiiect cnndition inside and out; £120.-^
itli reterboiniigli. . I''

B

B.S.A.
clia

'%

I Itll.VI'lIl.lli , K.fJ w-

21. Beauclerc Rd., »
1°

w
allien,

mil, Nc
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Coulson.

!

lOULSON-BLACKBURNE, 4h.p. sporting model,
' low mileage, unpunctured. engine not vet decar-

lOised; £80.—Bex 6,276, co The Motor 'Cyclt.
[6091EW CoiUson-B 4h,p., 3-speed Stiumev-Arcier, kick

Btarter model, immedi-ite deliverv.—Clapham
jtors), 27, StookK-eU St.. Greenwicli. or 'phone Gre«n-
ll VSl. [6540
'BW CouUon-B 41i.p., irith 3-speed clutch and kick

starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on easv
-inenfs 4SJ extra.—Harrods, Ltd.. 113, Bromptcii
., London. [5402
[120 Coulson B„ spring frame,- 2-speed, irith light

•f
CSinoelet sidecar, lamps, horn, spare belt, chain.

Is, in perfect condition; any trial; £125.—F C '

ivards, Engineer, Tenterden. ''
[5487

EW Coulson-B 2'.; and 4h,p. Models in stock, 2-speed
gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine- at manu-

1 '?f„''?i
prices: easy payments 4j; extra.-Harrods,

I.. 118, Brompton Rd., London. [5401
OlTLSOJr-B 1920, 2=4h.p. Bl.lckburne engine; £97.

or nearest; 2-speed, horn, mileage 600, perfectamoa, fully insured, owner bought combination-
omtment.-Phone: 386.-Tatlow. 23. Poden Hd

.

'^"-
[5381

L^N-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 4h.p
,Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame

Sl'°' i""?.^"' f
^change, or extended payments.—9-10

Royal Parade, London Ed„ West Croydon. 'Phone -

iydon 2450. [5269
I^N-BENNETT Motor -Bo.-Coulson B 234h pBlackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch, and K S -

10/5; cash, exchange, or extended - payments.—9-
11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon
one: Croydon 2450. [5292
I^N-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 4h p
,iril'*'""?^ engine, 3-speed, clutch, and KS-
|5/1|; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-
n. Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon.
one: Croydon 2450. [5291
LMN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 251h pBlackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame;'
1/15, cash, exchange, or extended payments.-9-

h^ 1?^ /"''^f-r, London Rd., West Croydon.one : Croydon 2450. , [5290
O.C.H. Have a New 4h.p. Conison B., S^speedStunner also 2?-.h.p. 2-speed model in stock; list3-1 air Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstpad
5 Hn';;?/*!''?

^abs .Station!. -Phone: Hampstead
2. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [5833

Coventry Eagle.
lis Coventry Eagle 2-stroke, £36; 2-speed P N

all on, £36.-31a, Compton Hd., Kensal Green!

)VENTRY EAG.LE 2'*.p. J.A.P., 2-speed^Sturmey gear, kick start and clutch; £85 bar-
.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming

[X6001
IVEXTET EAGLE 2?4h.p., 2-speed, new tnes en-
gine overhauled by makers, and repainted," pertettew: ttrst offer over £45.—D. Norris, Talbot, Mere

^-
[5502

1 20 (April) Coventry Eagle-Jap, 2?4h.p., Sturmey
2-speed clutch. K.S., long exhaust, horn, lami

plete under 300 miles, condition as new £85/10
'Ck, Preston, Cirencester. [6283
J.EN-BEXNETT Motor Co.—Coventry Eagle 214
h.p., single-speed, Villiers engine; £67/1° cash'lange or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-London R^., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon

[5305

•'^S'?- ^^'^ ^ Coventry Eagle. 23^.p„ kick-

w„l f s™SS^''.,.'°o °'S''': "^ price.-Fait, OfferHone. 5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
fn,^ SP'J'- J

^''""^ • Hampiitead 3752. Hour s9-7.lumg Saturdays. [5839

Cygnus.
:GISITS-J-.A.P. Slih.p., 2-speed. all-chain drive,

wmIi'"?, '",,'2^;., «?,™'!«''* condition; f55.-Eising
Hotel, Burghfleld, Berks. [2213

-^ De:ie.

;n^™r '«?•„'''¥!''"' y"'''^' ^S'os overhauled.-

i

vods-er, Birdivell, Bamsley. [5646
'

Diamond.

'"S^",^!!' ""S"* ;?-" J-^-l"- "I'i 2-stroke modelsin stock.—Moss, Wem. [X6652

'^.^i^J^^P^^P- ,''=' ^"'5- delivery of all model
Uialhonds.-Chapel Ash. Wolverhampton. [2266

..i-iarL. /, Exhibition Ed. South Kensington.

AMOm 1919. 2-sreed, 2-sfoke: £55- excWe
™ml.in;,tiou.-54, Piitdiard Ed., Haekner Ed™-

- " [6710

<5BeJlaxds

ProprieTorS:- Erting L. NewbeiD' Gotbett

& Cedric Croithw&ile

.

MOTOR; CYCLE/ DEPT
1920 8 h.p. ZENITH CombiQatiQU, felite

sidecar, luggage grid, F.R.S. lamp
set, Cowey horn, Cowey speedometer,
excellent condition £210 (

1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination, Lucas
lamps, horn and windscreen £195 (

rgjo T.T.NORTON
- 1920 DOUGLAS Combination, fuUy

equipped £170 c

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, Model H.,
Lucas accessories, hood, screen, spare

, wheel. Shop-soiled ; Offers.

1920 LEA-FRANCIS, sV h.p. twin M.A.G.
engine, lamps, and all accessories . . £125

1920 LO.M. RUDGE-MULTI List.

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2J h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-.ircher 2-speed, kick-starter,
hand control clutch. In stock- £87 10

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 h.p.,
twin. In stock 7. .

1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed. In stock „ £68

1920 WOOLER, 2} h.p. twin, variable gear.
In stock £98

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
legshields, fuUy equipped. In stock . List.

J920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p. Blackburne
engine, spring frame. In stock. Mile-
age about 200 £98

1920 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
igrg (late) COULSON-B., 2} h.p. Black-

burne, D.A. lamp set, speedometer,
legshields. In stock £100

r920 COULSON-B., 2 J h.p. Blackburne,
2-speed. In stock £88

1919 DIAMOND, 2} h.p. J.A.P., Enfield
2-speed gear, electric lamps, hom,
speedometer £60

t9i6-7 TRIUMPH Combination, fully
equipped ;

1920 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSONi mag.
and electric model, from stock List,

1920 2i h.p. F.N.'s from stock List.

1920 AUTOPED SCOOTER, dynamo light-

jig (Dec.) Diamond-Villiers, Stjh.p.. single dists
lamps, spares, 300 miles; £55; 6 D.m —63'

dway, Bexley Heath.
'

(6180

^°'>''!!'if™'V'iP' „"'™" iJ-'^rpt"'! nud Souihport
!f

.S"''! "ledals. Speed Trials: otters considered

-

>. J.ire, 23a, Scarisbnck Av., Sontliport. [67!

5

"g £35
BLERIOT Light Car, 50 m.p.g., 50 m.p.h.,

8 h.p., wide 2-seater bcxiy, Cape hood,
adjustable screen, 5 interchangeable
wheels, light car Dunlop~ tyTes.
internal expanding Ferodo - lined
brakes, electric lighting, absolutely
fool-proof and reliable. Demonstra-
tion given. Distance no object. De-
livery, 9 daj's. Price (all in) £280

DELIVERY SHORTLY.
DUZMOS. READING STANDARD.
JAMES 3I h.p. twin and 5-6 h.p. twin.

Large Stock of 5-6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or COMBj-
NATIONS, 1918-1919 and 1920.

CAMPSNG OUT
-For HOLIDAYS.
TRY IT. IT PAYS.

See "The Motor- Cyc'.e," May 13th,
page 535, or write us for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS.
92, Gloucester Road, S.W,7.

Telephone: Kensington 6-512. .

Telegrams: EiembaUnot. Southkeas, London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I
Diamond.

A IXEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Diamond 2i.,h.p..
-^^ sports model; £52 3; cash, exchange, or" ex-
tended payment5.—9-10-ll. Royal Parade. London Ed.,
West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [5304

Douglas,
J^TOFFAT, Douglas Expert, TeoviL

IVTEW 1920 Models, 4h.p. combination £170, 25-ih.p.
-L^ W. 20. £100 and £105.

TililEDIATE DeUvety. Why wait?

JI^TOFFAT, reoTU. Tel.: 50 TeoviL [5693

4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, powerful; trial; £70.—7a, ilor-
den Terrace, Merton. [6498

iy-kh-p. Douglas, single speed; ride away; £25.-93,
'^i Hessel Ed., West Ealing. [5956

4 h.p. Douglas, 1919, as new; £90.-523, Kingston
Bd., Xew llaldeu, Surrey. [6204

DOrGLAS 23.Ut.p., makers' colours, perfect: £60.—
109, Dalberg Bd., Brixton. [6573

DUFGLAS, 1914, 254h.p., good condition, fast trial.-
Holroyde, St. Paul's Cray. Kent. [532C

•>.3b.p. Douglas, 2-speed, perfect; must sell: 60 gns.
•^4 -18, Eastwood Mount, Eotherham. [5867

Douglas Combination, any trial
cash.—Burnett. Rowsley, Derbyshire.

jiven; £93
[6701

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each a

/Ih.p.* cs

"1 Q20 2!-ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick-starter, as new;
J-U £105.-Chirn3ide, Cable St., Lancaster. [5647

"I Q19 Douelas 4h.p., K.S., solo, excellent order; bar-
-LC gain, £85, solo.-122. Wood Vale, S.E. [6490

DOUGLAS 1914, 2-speed; any trial or examination;
£47.—If. Wheeler, Wixlord, Alcestor. [X6675

DOUGL_AS. 2"\ih.p., ;u5t overhauled; £28, quick
sale.—Hartshorn, 123, Hay St., Heanor. [6533

DOL'GLAS, brend new, 254h.p. ; first cheque £100
secures.—Evans, Fron Terrace, Newtown. [6544

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., new carburetter, tyres, etc.. very
good, ride away.—Parrish, Aveley, Essex. [5737

DOUGLAS, new and second-hand, 50 in stock.

—

Popplewell's, Woodbridge Ed., Ipswich. [5723

DOUGLAS 1912. 2 speeds, needs attention, or sell

parts; offers.-7, Market St., Millom, Cumbs.
r4975

"IQ19 23^h.a 2-speed T.T. Douglas, good condition;
J-if £72.—Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilhurn. [5770

DOUGLAS 2'jh.p., 1916. excellent condition; 50 gns.
—436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [6690

4;>3.b.p. Douglas, 1910, single-speed, Bosch, Druid;-,
n^4= running order,—2, Eeading St., Swindon. [6314

DOUGLAS, 1916, aMi.p.. sound, lamps, tools; £60,
offers.-13, Licon Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E. [5613

NEW 1920 2'4h-p. 3-speed Clutch Douglas; £105.—
Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [5769

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1918, smart, niag-
niflc-ent order; £95.-21, Newton Av., Acton. [5873

BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents.-
Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton.

(0201
~IQ16 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, bufferhead, perfect;
-L" *55.—76, Herongate Ed., Wanstead Park.

[6416
DOUGLAS 2^ih.p. 2-speed, ver^fast, peri'ect running

Older : 45 gns.—Hussey, Eai-nshaw, Bintield, Berks.
15495

OAh.p Douglas. 2-sp6ed. clutch, makers' colours;
'V4 £50, or offer.- 120, Sutherland Ed., W. Croydon.

[66154h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped, as new;
£112.-143, Ravensbury Ed.. Earlsfield. S.W.

[6732
£25.-1911 fbelievedt 2-"4h.p. Douglas, good condition,

good running order.—Kiug. Ecrove Farm. Oxford.
[-i6729

DOUGL.-^S Combination. 1913, clutch, kick starter.
£73.-89. Appach Rd., Josephine's -Av., Brixton.

'6860

NEW 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination in ttock;
£170.—Bounds' Garage, High Rd., Kilbur-J.

[5763
DOUGLAS. 2'4'h.p., 1914 model, equal to new.—

Applv, Cowell, Windmill Lane, Cheshunt, Herts.
1 [5475

DOUGLAS. 4b. p.. 1918, makers' colours; £85.—Rose
Lawn Sycamore Grove, New Maiden, SuiTey.

[5205

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, little used;
first £150.—Box 235, CO The Motor Cyd/.

[X6705
lOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, and

=uares.—Padd. 2423, 89, Abbey Rd., S.W.8.
[6716

lOUGLAS, 1911. good running order, used daily;

or near offer.—Jewell House, Marsden, Kent.
[5673

l^'iOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, lamps, horn;
-L' trial; £96.-64, Framfield Rd., Hanwell, W.7.

[5323

rQ23
i:)ouglas Coml-iiialiou. brand new: list price:

t» exchanees.—2, Nightiugale Rd., Low^r Clapton.
[6752

dvcrlissmeiit, and the dat^: of the issue. P40
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915, fast, lamps, after 7; £54: makers'
colours.—205, Isledor Ed., Finsbury Park, N.4.

[5926
DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 4h.p. com-

bination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. :

1348. . [X6618

41i.p. IDonelas, 3-speed, etc., lamp, horn, go anywhere

;

trial; i75.—W. T. Bovett, 147, Southampton St..

S.E.5. [6510

DOUGLAS 2^.p., perfect condition, overhauled,
lamps, etc.—Vulcanising Works, Havelock St.,

Ilford. [5542

T Q 14 2-speed Douglas, guaranteed perfect, lamps,
-Lt/ horn, a bargain;- £45.—Rice, Oxley, Shrews-
bury. [6639

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, clutch.
-•-" K.S.; £110.—Pope, 9, Pepys Ed., New Cross,
S.E.14. [5628

DOUGLAS, 1920, ridden from works only; what
offers.—B.L., c/o Martin, 36, Frogmore St.,

Bristol. [6929

DOUGLAS, 2%li.p., 1915, bought new in orate last

year; £56; all accessories.—179, Brixton Rd.,
S.W.9. [5960

1 Q18 Donglas, 41i.p., just overhauled, in splendid
-Ltf condition; £88.—45, Venner Rd., Sydenham,
S.E.26. [6642

DOUGLAS 1914 2?4'h.p., 2-speed model, excellent
j

condition throughout.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
1

With the greatest string

of motor cycle thorough- m 4'VI'<;eipr's^hown!^'
•^ ^ == Palmers Green, N.l

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 25-4h.p., 1916-17, perfent running ore
buffer forks, horn, etc.; £55.-F., 16, Clarem

Rd., Putney, S."W.15.
' '

'
' [51

late 1919, fully equipped, makf
as new; £125.—149, Bowes B
3. [66

l,...„J„ 4„ t.L« l^,' ] „. Ullj TTkOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed chitch model, tyres
DreClS m trie IXinSClOni, Sfnj-L' new, good order throughout; £45, ornear.-16,H° ' M\3t; Brentwood, Essex. [6!

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, lamps, ho
tools, new tyres.—Offers to R.L., c/o Martin,

Frogmore St., Bristol. [6S

DOUGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, just overhaul
£85; 1914 2';4h.p., ride away, £60.-Brawn," - [6(

clutch, E.S., lamps, 2 epa
£65.-62, Stanmore Ed., Vi

Bolton. [X6605

^ our depots are equipped

1 tor motor cychng needs m

^ to an extent unequalled ^
i out of London. I
1 - i

I Over- 200 NEW i

I 1920 Models to i
choose from ^

and others arriving daily, jfi

"1 Q20 New 2j4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch; £106
JL^ Halifax Motor Eschauge,

1018 Douglas Combination, "W.D., makers' colours, 3
-Lt/ speeds; inspection.-Richardson, 24, Lisburn St.,

Alnwick. [5673

1 Q15 254h.p. Douglas, enamel poor, but mechanically
J-*y sound and yeiy 4'ast; £48.—Hudson, Brook Ed.,
Eedhill. [6156

DOUGLAS 234h.p,, 1915, 2-speed, perfect condition
and appearance; £55-—Sibley, 106, Market Plac?,

Eomford. [5660j!iiy

DOUGLAS 1915 4h.p., kick-starter, very little used; DID
£85 with lamps, et^;.—Gubbins, Swalclifie Park, f^

Banbury.- [6697 llllj

DOUGLAS Combination, 191^ wants slight adjust-
ment, everything on; £68.-14, Effra Parade,

Brixton. ' [6858

4h.p. Douglas Combination, brand new, immediate
delivery; list price £170.—John C. Beadle, Ltd.,

Dartlord.
'^

[5515

"IQ17 Douglas 2^^h.p., as new, mechanically per-
JL*/ feet; bargain.—J. Ow ^. .. - . - ^^ -.

Union St. South.'— '-j-'i i . ii

[5914 III J hese are the makes we sell,

and those makes marked
X can be delivered m
immediately from Stock,

or at an early dale.

Gloucester.
Cheltenham Rd.,

[6561

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., makers' colours, splendid
condition; £53.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,

Sydenham. [6457

LATE 1914 Douglas, 2.speed, fast, and excellent con-
dition; best offer over £45. — 3, Cedars Rd..

Beckenliam.
"

[6736

23.h.p. Douglas, 1917, new tyre and belt, horn,
4 special iorks, speedy; ££68.-4, North "View.

Wimbledon. [6245

DOUGLAS 4b.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick
starter, condition perfect; £90.— 103a, High St.,

Wandsworth. [6865

1 Q17 3'/-ih.p. Douglas, kick starter, 3-speed; £85, or
-Lf/ near offer.—Horswiil, 42, Bridge St., Chester.
'Phone : 943. [6022

4h.p. Douglas as new; trial; Douglas chassis, perfect;
£100. separate.—Letters, Jury, 7, West St,

Bromley, Kent. [X6754

~|Q16 Douglas, 2'Xlli-p.. 2 speeds, makers' colours,
Xt/ condition as new; £68.-15, Queen's Terrace,
Thame.i Ditton. [5792

"pvOUGLAS_ 2^;ih.p., 2-speed, footboards, ^now Diin
lops, 1914-15

F..rc.sl Hill, S.E.
£55; evenings.—66> Bovill Rd

(6076

£47.— 2-;41i.r. Douglas, 1915, good running order, spiue
lii.lt, cliiiin. valves, etc.— 14, Thurberii Hd., Nuitli

lOiid, Poitstiioutli. 1584;

DOUGIAS 4h.p.
maktfb'

Combination, brand new ; at
list price,—Jack Prucn, Oxford St.,

Weston-super-Mare. ., [5805

OCTOIiEE (1919) 4h.p. DoukIob Solo; wlint o«..r»?-
Kci.tt llainen, 7, 'Xhe Grove. Boltons, S.W.IO.

(Alter 7 o'clo.-k.). [6044

~|Q19 2'fib.]i. Douglan, perlect condition, buying
XZf combination; £70. — Charles Dixon, 9, The

(5037Crf-^c. nt, Surbiton.

rQ20
4h.p. nouglns, new this week, not rcgist(rred

•7 £165.-626. Lea Bridge Rd., Lcyton, ~'

\\'.'illhamf^low 800.

DOUGLAS, 2'<ih.p., 2.»pocd,
tor. Bpecdometor, perlect

f)ld Kent Hrl., 8.K.

'Phono
[6185

clutch, lamp«, genora-"' -364,
(6289

ect condition; £55.-364,
(628!

DOU(;l,AS 2\h.p., 1916, lumps, hnni, ^peedomntcr
uplcndirl conilition

X DOUGLAS
X INDIAN
X CLYNO
XBAT
X LEVIS
NORTON

XVERUS
ZENITH

X SPARKBROOK
XACME

X ENFIELD
MATCHLESS

P. &M.
HENDERSON

B.S.A.

N.U.T.

XNEW IMPERIAL
X VELOCETTE

X REX
X CLEVELAND

X INVDCTA X COVENTRY EAGLE
X FRANCIS-BARNETT X EDMUND
X COULSON B X DIAMOND
X CALTHORPE X METRO-TYLER
X BRADBURY X OMEGA

lUi

High St., Beckenham.

DOUGLAS 2?/4li.p.,

exuellent cider

;

Green, Tottenham. N.15.

DOUGLAS 1916 T.T., Vanxhall exhaust, all a'c

scries, perlect ; can be seen any time ; £70.—
Vernon Kd., Luton, Beds.

1 tn|20 5V:!h-p. Douglas, spring frame, Lucas dyns
J-*? lighting', mileage done 100.—Linington, 54, Ci

uiercial Rd., Poitsmoutb. !&

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., Nov., 1914, renovated, o'

hauled, as new, footboards, etc.; bargain, £6i

43, Ursula St., Battersea.

"I Q 16-17 2-speed a^ih.p. Deuglas, .fast, power
J~*y condition as new, real Largain; 59 gna—
Widdringtou Ed., Ccveutry. [6

J (0(16 2^;ih.p. Douglas, "W.D. model, brand new,
Xtj' milps, exci-^ptionallv fast, buffer forks; £75.-1
6,240, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5

DOUGLAS 1915, 2-speed, lamps, Klaxon, generfl

pump, discs, good condition; £52.—209, Sh:

i^peaie Crescent, East Ham. ^ [5

«>3.h.p. Douglases, brand new tyres, worn parts
/^ 4 placed, in splendid condition ; £ 50.—But
v?orth's Garage, Brixton Hill. [5

1Q19 Douglas Z^h.p., 2-speed, low mileage, bea
Xt/ lul and perfect machine; £72.—60, _Wall
tord Av., North Kgnsington. .

"" [6

NEW 1919-20 4h.p, Douglas, with lamp and b(

£120; n^>- offers; seen by appointment,—!
6,275, c/o The Motor -Cycle.

DOUGLAS 41i.p., 1917, 3-speed, clutob, mat
colours, lamps, horn, etc. ; £ 78.—Write W.M

35, Ivingsball Ed., Beckenham.

DOUGLAS 1916 "2?4h,p., 2-speGd, lamps, horn, I

board, makers' colours, splendid order; £5
36, St. Thomas Ed., Hackney. [6

1Q15 ZJiix.p. Douglas 2-speed. spare belt, new t

Ji*y engine splendid, fast, excellent condition; £6
28, Streatley Rd., Bromiesbury,

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combin.ation, brand i

just arrived ; at makers' price.—Wilkins, &
oon, opposite Olympia, London.

1 Q14 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamp set. spe

i-«t/ meter, all in good order; £110, or near oIT'

Heather, Loudon Rd., Bromlej'. ' [i

DOUGLAS 2^;:ih.p., 2nspeed, not used since thorou
overhauled, £63 ; anotUer. £58,—Clark. 7,_

C6

1 We sell only at Makers'

^ List Prices, plus delivery

m charges from Works.

^ Ensure satisfaction by deal-

^ . ing with an old-established

^ Firm, known from Land's End

^ to John-o'-Groats for fair

i dealing.

I ALEXANDER & Co, |
[U]]

113-115, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

nrn Ti;lc«riuns : '4I"tocycIes," lull ill iurf;h,

gjj
272-274, Gt. Western Road, Glasgow.

frnj li-ii'^jrams : " Aloxiuoto," Glasgow.

Grovr, Clapton, N.E.
very laul; £58.-34, Pcinbiirv

[X6759

uibition Ed., South Kensington. _[(

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2";4h.p.. lamps, makers" colt

splendid machine. £40; another,
away.—8, Shalimar Rd., Aclon.

1 Q20 Douglas, Combination, done 1,000 mill
A »/ condition' iierfect, lor quick sale; £l'
Bird, Metton, Roughton, Norwich.

DOUGLAS 2J4h.p. li-^o T.T. 2-speed, re-eiiainl

plated, and overliauled. as new; bargain £
.*wou. 59, SLholefleld Ed., Holloway. [X'

DOUGLAS 1916, navy model, 2^4h.p., uncnitod «

1920, iiierbanically as new, Lucas horn; 60s
Kii;ip]i. 35, ICendrick Rd., Reading. fX

milc^^l

1020 4h.i). Dauplns Combination, complete
-Ltf lauiiiy, liorn, tools, only run few miles; HI
Dofl, Pokv Hole, Southl\ii;k, AVilts. ,i

-|fjl5 41i.p. Douylas Combination, C.B. siilecai

Xt7 in excellent condition: £97.—Stripp, Old
Stant^iove Hii., lOilen Bridge. Kent.

COMBINATION, 1918, bine Dougla.'! sidecnr, «
ste^y, eondition, und mcelmnicftUy Al; £90.

Brailsford Rd., Tulse IliU, Brixton. ,|

DOUGI.A.S. 2"!4li.p.. 2 speeds, etc., yoiy smarl
gns., or cxehaftge for heavier machine or

binntion.— 158, Avenue Rd, Acton. W. 1

JACKSON'S, High St.. Uuildfoid, nro iUitJli

1 loiiyliis nKents. Hnvo Inrne fltoek oi bo;

spines, tte. UoukIiis repniis n epeeiality. I

COLMOIIE Depot have Douglas motor eyelSB

sidecar eombinalinns in (itock, for first -o

received.—31, Colmoro How, Birmingliam. [J

DOtTdLAS 2Vib.li., W.D. model, 2-speed, eiicini

32335. I.neaB King's Own lamp set, luotUc

i:60.— 57, Lower Addiseombo ltd., Croydon.

"pvOUdLAS 2''jli.p., 2-8pc«l, .lanjpfl, born, ai

3BBHBBI3eaBEII=!E3^ •-' moter, loni; exhaust, fast, splendid coiubtion
3SBHBl3l=ISBeBS@.„„.i 6.-4, St. I'eler's Rd., Haiiniiersiuitb.

BSO All lfttci-8 rclattiiK to iidvei tlscnicnts should auote the number at the end of each advci'tiscment, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Haiiey-Davidson.'

3 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9Ix.p., bought
April, all as new. Easting screen, lamps never

edometer, tools, spares, insured to April, 1921;

air offer taken.—Hignett, Chepstow Mansions,
Durne Grove, W. [6552

ILEV-DAVIDSON, 1917, overhauled by makers,

ew Rennoc sidecar, all spares, lamps, low gener-

insurance policy, re-enamelled, re-tyred, seen

lay; £165.—Fitzgerald, 23, Queen's Gate Gar-

South Kensington. [6637

S.LEY-DAVIDSON 1917 and Mills-Fulford

!iidecar, not army machine, fitted with wind
tyres as new, lamps, and horn, etc., had litble

iccept £145.—Edwavdes, 277, Camberwell Bd..

Phoue : Hop. 4913. [6232

{LEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Mag. Model, 7-9h.p., 3

rears, clutch, kick starter, right-hand all-metal

. upholstered leather, lamps, etc., ride 100 miles
baser; £125, or-offer; must sell; -would separate.

JItham Ed, Lee, S.E^
"

[5578

( (October) Harley-Davidson Combination, elec-

tric model, in perfect condition. Easting screen,

aeter, discs,' tyres excellent, successfully com-
thifi year's London-Edinburgh; price £230.-7.
Id Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. 16048

p. Harley-Davidson Combination, late model, all

as new, finest combination on the road, alu:
I disc, electrically equipped, -absolutely perfect

;

ial: ^£220; owner bought car.—John H. Holt,
s' Merchant, Altrincham. [6406

1. Harley-Davidson and Sidecar, early 1919,
:ctric lighting throughout, electric horn, com-
e and roomy sidecar, engine and coachwork
. very little used; £185, or near offer.—Love-
Garage, Bourne End, Bucks. [6558

LEY-DAVIDSOJS' 7.9h.p., Dec., 1919, won two
id medals Loudon-Edinburgh and London-Exeter,
under 3.000,. disc wheels, speedometer, horn,

J

ill accessories, perfect order; £185, or near offer;
appointment.—Box 257, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X6751
! TING Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric model,
peed, hand and foot clutch, kick starter, T.T.
ing exhaust, electric and bulb horns, lamps.
speedometer, new tyres, laid up for 2 years
war, whole in perfect condition; £145.—Capt.
r, Dettinggen Baracks Blackdown Surrey.

[5571
N-BEjS'NETT Motor CO.-1920 Hnrlev-Davidson
ih.p. and dinky sporting sidecar, electric lamps,
eedometer, polished aluminium dash and instru-
ard, over £40 worth of accessories; cost £275;
er 2,500 ; snip, £235 ; cash, exchange, or ex-
iarments.-9-lO-ll, Eoyal Parade, London Ed.,
oydou. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. ,[6009
Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p. Swan
lecar, compressed acetylene lighting with lamps,
'"} i*""?'

speedometer. Tan-Sad, mileage small,
[.

utely flrst-class condition, new middle March-
ver any reasonalile distance after purchase'
!r about £250.-BIakey, 20, St. Bedes Ter
""'

.
[6680

t ^rley-Davidson, latest delivery, mag model
1
-gh p., Harley-Davidson latest model luxurious
extra large

,
space tor luggage, extra strong

3
Lucas dynamo lighting set just fixed, speedo-

1 I -,i-
Klaxon horn, 2 spare tubes, set ofa pillion seat, fully insured, only done 700

! ;arly new, trial given, can be seen any time-
s' ±-220, or nearest offer.—3, Liverpool Rd
S '' '^'- [6885
A Special Sporting Clutch Model Harlcv, 7-9h p
rJ ctically new condition, complete with lamnss dometer; a glutton for speed work! At i^

milestones turn pale and tremble in their
IncidentaUy, they have been known to lie

r mo.ss standing on end with fright. Altogether
"'''- Ofters invited over £100; also a 1919

node! Harley combination, replete with refine-

, Ai hrst-elass condition throughout. Not
i^rtw , "'7,;*!'^ °'?'' ^^°°- Will potential
indly not© that, owing to these mews being

restricted in space, the queue should not
of a mile m length and 11 feet dfifpP-Applyram Mews, Belsize Lane, HampsteTd, N.VV3

Hazlewood.
5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed
atch and kick starter; £204.-The Garageon St., Derby. [58°94

p.] lazlewood-Milford Combination, just in tor
1 lediate delivery at list price; £204/12.-Victor
mi ijta., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [X6241
a^lilazlewood Combination, 5.6h.p. Jap engine
ipeed countershaft, chain-cum-belt drive-

.' tie used.—Lythalls Lane Garages, Foleshill'
[X5967

Jii.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch
.' kick starter, at manufacturers* current list

.
on easy payments 4% extra.-Harrods, Ltd"

Oi npton Ed., London [5400

H,B,
.j-, BENNETT Motor Co.-H.B. 2%h.p.. Black-We enginer 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter-

oasn, exchange, or extended payments —9.

THE NEWEST
B. S.A.

6-7 h.p.Twin £150
IN STOCK.

NEW MACHINES AT MAKERS' PRICES.

1920 ARIEL and Ariel Sidecar, 3.V h.p. £152 10
J920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination . £170
ig::o JAMES -vl h.p. Combination . . . £170
1920 DIAMOND, 2-5p., K.S., h.-clutch £84 3
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3V h.p £130
1920 CLYNO, 2] h.p., 2-stroke £75
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £123 10
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2} h.p.. single-sp. £65
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, single-speed £50 8
1920 JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination, and

accessories £215
r920 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination ... £235
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., and Zenith S /car £20*
1920 CALTHORPE - J.A.P., 2-speed.

2} h.p £78 5 6
1920 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

2j h.p £74 19 4
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 2t h.p., K.S.,

hand-clutch £89 5
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, a-spjed £75
1920 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75 10
1920 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2} h.p., K.S.,

hand-clutch £85
1920 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 2-speed £100
Deferred Terms : Quarter down and it monthly

pa>-ments.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 SCOTT, 3} h.p ". —
1920 P. & M., and P. & M. Sidecar,

Sjh.p —
1920 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., and Rudge

Sidecar, horn £160
1920 RUOGE, I.O.M., T.T. bars, lamps —
1919 (Dec.) TRIUMPH and Paragon

folding Sidecar, 4 h.p —
1920 COULSON-B. {only soiled), 2j h.p. £90 0^

1919 INDIAN, 2} h.p., kick-st., 3-speed £67 10
igig ENFIELD dynamo lighting 8 h.p.

Combination —
1920 A.B.C., 3.i h.p _
1920 LEVIS Popular —
1920 WOOLER and accessories, 2i h.p.,

hand-clutch £120
1920 P. & M., 3I h.p., lamps and horg —
1920 N.U.T., dynamo lighting, twin . . ^
1920 QUADRANT Combination £135
1920 JAMES, 2?. h.p., 2-speed £63 10
1917 LEVIS, 2i h.p £52 10
1915 JAMES, 3! h.p £85
igi6 ENFIELD Comb., lamps ahd horn,

6 h.p £160
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 3-speed . £92 10
VV.D. B.S.A. and B.S.A. Sidecar . 134 gns.
W.D. B.S.A. and Canoelel Si3ecar 126 ens.
VV.D. DOUGLAS, 2} h.p 72 gns.

1920 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Comb., and
accessories —

1920 MAXWELL Car, 5-seater, fully

equipped £510
1920 FORD Car, 5-seater, fully equipped £320
1920 MORGAN Runabout, discs, and

accessories £285
1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p. M.A.G., dynamo .

fighting . . ;
—

W.D. SUNBEAM Sidecar, new . £45
W.D. ENFIELD Sidecar, new .. £35

Deterred Terms : Half down and 11 monthly
payments.

LAMB'S
151. HIGH ST.. WALTHAMSTOW.
'Pbone : Walthamstow 169.

'Grams ;
" Cyclotomo, Phone, London.

"

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN'
N.22.

'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I.
'Phone • Museum 4978.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
H.B.

H.B. Blackburne, new, 2^'4h.p. 2-sp3ed model, just

arrived.—Moss, Wem. [Xe656

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1920 H.B^ 2?4b.Ii.

Blackburne engine, 2-3peed clutch tiad K.S., Sun-
beam finish, large V. and H. head laiui), Cowey speed-

ometer, horn, veiy small mileage; £100; cash, exchange,
or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal I'aiade, London
Ed., West Croydon. 'Phoue: 2450. 16012

Henderson
"I Q16 Henderson Combination, perfert order; £170'.—
-a-O" Knight. 16. Longmead Ed., Tooting. [6165

"I 015 4-cyI. Henderson Combination, in perfe'ct run-
JLtr ning order, any trial.—Langdon's Garage. Ex-
mouth. - [5383

1 Q20 New Henderson, 4-cyi. and sidecar; £210.—
-i-*^ Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax.

^ [5917

HENDEESON Combinfition, be'ievod 1917. Millford
sidecar, good; £119/10.—Wilkinaous. Engineers,

Do^ica'ster. [X6673

HENDERSON Combination, brand new, in etock.—
W. H. Grimes and Co., 18, Biuton Place, New

Bond St., W.l. • [6594

HENDEESON. 4-crI., late 1915, with new tandem
sidecar, 2 Avind screens, all accessories, new tyres,

in first-class condition ._ £155.—Mathews, Thrift Hall,
Sewardstone Rd., Walfham Abbey, Esses. [6341

HENDERSON, 1920, Model Z2, lOh.p., 4-cyl.. 3-

speed, fitted with si)ecinl Canoelet bulbous-hack
sidecar, enamelled to match; one onlv for fmmediate
delivery; £215.—The Premier Motor Co., .Astou Ed.,
Birmingham. [5818

HENDEESON, 1917, 4-cyl.. amazing power and
flexibility, electrically equipped; clock, Klaxon.

speedometer, etc., commodious steel &ide<.ar and specially
sprung passenger saddle, negligible mileage, . new con-
dition; 185 gns.—Hunter, 3, Park Rd., Wallington.

[6360
HENDERSON lOh.p., 1915, engine just overhauled

and whole machine in perfect running order, mth
nearly new Mills-Fulford underslung sidecar and special
coachbuiit body. Easting wind screen, lamps, and horn,
fast and powerful combination; £160.-36, Portland St..

Leamington. [X6690

HENDERSON 1920, Model Z2, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-
speed, Canoelet bulbous-back sidecar, Ward and

Goldstone electric lighting equipment, leg shields,
Stewart meehauieal horn, mileage 200, carries makers'
full guarantee; £225.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [5808

Hobart.
EW 1920 2i/ih.p. Hobart 2-stroke, 2-speed, in

stock: £75.—Below.

NEW 1920 2>^.p. Hobart 2-strok9 T.T. model, in
stock.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [4997

HOBAET-YILLIEES, brand new 1920 model, un-
packed ; first cheque £60.—Box 6,301, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [6835

HOBART, 23.4h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, lighting se_t.

all accessories, condition perfect; £52.—Evans,
70, Warwick St., Leamington. [6379

1 Q20 Hobart-Jap, 2-.';peed, etc., just delivered, not
J-*7 done 10 miles; £90; accept Baby Triumph or
Levis part exchange.—F. Harrison, West Bradford

[5615

NEW 2^/oh.p. Hobart Lightweight, 2-5peed models,
in stock at manufacturers' list price; 4/^ extra

for easy- payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [5406

"- Hockley.

HOCKLEY Motor Cycle for sale, new condition, ride
away: £70, or near offer.—Tomkins, 73, London

Rd., Wembley. [5377

T Q 18 Hockley 2-stroke 2-speed, 3h.p., aluminium
-i-t' footboards, starts easily, run economically, horn,
lamps, perfect tyres, belt, £42; Watsoniau feather-
weight sideca,r chassis, £4.-76. Langham Rd., Ted-
dihgton. [6729

Humber.
4 h.p. Humber, Bosch, B.B., Brook."?, good condition;

£32, offer.—102, Kenyoa St., Fulham. [6748

HUMBER. latest model, immediate delivery.—
Popplewell's, Woodbridge Rd,, Ipswich. [5725

3 ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, new IDunlops on rear, Bosch

;

2 £30.—Floyd, 23, Queen Victoria Rd., Coventry.
[X6560

HUMBER SJ-jh.p., free engine, perfect condition,
hoin, lamps; bargain £32, or offers.—The Haven,

Whyteleafe. [6878

HUMBER 1914 3V"h.p., 3-speed, stored 4 years,

splendid order; £47.—Covell, 23, Victoria Rd-,
Redhill, Surrey. [6300

HURrBER 191S.3J.^h.p. Twin, all-black, perfect con-
dition; £95, or nearest offer'.-Millward, 26,

Morland Rd., Croydon. [6588

HUMBER SV^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, handle start, ov^-
hauled by makers, new Dunlops ; £49.—Gra^, 15,

Lea St., Kidderminster.

N

ill letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

[X6559
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

3ih.p. Humbsr, 2-sneed, Albion F.E.. mag., B. and
2 B.; £30, cash S: nearest.—K. Hill, 137, High-

fields, North Wingfield, nr. Chesterfield. [6589

J Q20 A'jli.p. Hnmber Flat Tivin Combin.ntion,
-L»/ Milford. Corvette 4-point, 20 miles; nearest list

price; trial.—Lines, Union House, i'oleshill. [X6678

HUMBER Combination, 2 speeds, F.E.,
accessories, anv trial: £70 or near; i

wind screen,
accessories, any trial; £70 or near; iirst-class con-

dition.-.3, Victoria Gardens, Ladbroke Rd., W. [6254

HUMBER Combination 3'2h.p., 3-speed, Bosch,
Dunlop, just thoroughly overhauled, ride a'

new
away

;

£V5; write appointment.—Coles, 5, Ciirlingtord Bd.
[6605

fair condition
[5555

Indian.

7 -9h.'p;^ Indian Combination, 1915, in i

£100.—I'reston, Garage, Ellesnieie.

INDIAN 5-6h.p.,.2-speed, Amac, Palmer cords; £60,
—89, Devas St., Bromley, Bow, E.3. [5868

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, Bosch
mag. : £96.-97, High St., North Finchley. [6191

£50.—Indian 5-6h.p., clutch, Bosch, good condition

;

bargain ; appointment.—Capt. Collins, Sunburv.
[5539

INDIAN 1918 5-6h.p., K.S., 3-spsed, clutch; £90.—
F. Green, 63, Ravensbourne Rd., Bromley, Kent.

[6159
INDIAN 5-6h.p., splendid order and condition: £60,

or near offer.—Wright, 76, High St., Deptford,
S.S. [5442

JNDIAN 7-9h.p., T.T., 1915, like new, with all ac-
cessories; £75.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, Rom-

' " [5665

clutch, been over-
Hur-stbourns Tarrant,

[5650

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed,
hauled; £60.—Thomas,

Hants.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., clutch, in tip-top_condition.
Seen at Lewington, 145

Wash, N.
Hertlord Ed., linfipld

[5899

INDIAK Corabinatioh, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch model
excellent condition; £87/10.-74, Addison St., N

tingham.

INDIAN Combination,
horn, grand condition; £105.-

Hythe, Kent.

1020 7-9h.p.
-LU mileage under 400; £218; Liverpool.

-

[56595

wind screen, elefrtrie lamps,
-Southgate. High St..

[381S

Indian Combination, full efLuipment,
ider 400 ; £218 ; Liverpool.—Bo.x 6,239,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [5713

~|Q15 Indian 7-9h,p. sporting, clutch model, disc.^,
-B-*' splendid condition; £75.—Loweth, 6, Mount
Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [6111

BRAND New 4h.p. Indian Scout Machine, delivery
this week; £10 premium secures.—N. Walker,

17, George St., Hull. [5409

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p.. 3-6peed, clutch,
Ji-^ sporting sidecar, perfect; £125,—Blake, 216,
Westbourne Grove, W.ll. [6426

INDIAN C.B. Combination, complete, lamps, etc.

;

£75, nearest offer; splendid condition.— 11, Friern
Barnet Ed,, New Southgate. [5483

1 Q16 5-6h,p. Indian, 3-speed, K.S., splendid condi-
-i*' tion, sporting sidecar, electric , lamp's, horn; £105.
—Turnill, North Peterborough. [5858

-] Q15 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-Epeed, clutch, kick starter,
J-*y just overhauled, new back tvre; £90, or nearest.
—J. II. Ely, Romscy, Hants. [6650

1Q19 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-
-»-»7 ing, all accessories, good condition; £170.

—

Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [5771

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1916, thoroughly over-
hauled, enamelled and plated as new; £125.

—

Garner. 134, Bracebridge St., Nuneaton. [5319

INDIAN, 1915, good lamps, chains, tyres, appearance
and condition perfect, clutch model, 5-6h.p. ; £60."

[6546-Garage, 37, M,ildcn Rd., Kentish Town.

7h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kiik, Lucas lamps,
mileage about 500, all round ne^r^condition

;

£110.-81, Little Baling Lone, Ealing, W. [5533

5-6h.p. 3-speed Indian, 50 G. 491, Millford Calirin
Hidccar, Hpecdometcr, Kf-ixon. electric; any leasnn-

J-Jlkins, 2, Monrhmd Rd., Bath. [6140

gN'-W'-"-%"U%i%W^"l^^«V%fti-.'Vi

We have a

large stock of

7-9 Powerplus

Machines of
recent date.

lilo offer.-

WAUCnOPE*8, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.G.— 7-9
ii.p. Indian combination, 1914. disc wheels, £105;

ol o 5-6h.p. Indian and fcidei-ar, 1914. .-£80. 16913

"I
020 Indian, Henderson Ridefar, hnod and disc;;;

J-*' £170; will accept 1920 I.O.M. Rudgo in piui-
p,iymcnt.~AIlum, .Tesua Ccdli-gc, Cambridge. [6611

1Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Cnuibinittion. dvuanin liKlitiiiK,
•y ote, ; coHt £227, Jicc.'pt £210; only liddnn 50 1 -

iiiik^H, bought cjir.—30, Talhot SL,, Jlnrnloy. [X66G3

SPKCTAL T.T. Model Indiiin Sporting Coinbiuation. '

torpf.tlo, now fdiHHHi«, sjwires, fn'cei^ories, eoniple't''
: .

torpf tlo, now crlinHHiB, siwires,

£125.—Smith, W^j.'it Siwsox Club, Cliiehoator. [5384

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian, niaK
-A •' and ki'-k-K tarter, ftianicl and
Kood lyrt*; £]0G.-

INIiIAN Combination, 2 upeodi

,

CiHii'io wind Bfieen, dine wIjccIh,

modid, 3-H^U'ed. chiteh
I and idatuiK as now,

Churcd) ild., HarnoK, W.W. [6579

7-91i,p.. C.n. Hideear.
Bfieen, dine wIjccIh, perfcrt ordor

;

J. T. I^diiigloy, SprinKfleld Bt., Market niirlmronKli.
FX(i568

i
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Indian.
TJS'DIAN Srout, 4h.p.—Advertiser nnable take del

_ J- woiilcl accept small preniimn. Delivery in forti, -f10 deposit paid-Box 6,265, c/o The Motor Cyt

TNDIAN 7-9h.jp. Combination, electric lamps
J- horn, recently overhauled by makers, cont
perfect, very smart; £120.-176, High St., Tot
a.w, -

I

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, thorough
-L«/ condition, electric light aijd horn, Kood
£115, or near ofiei.—27, Norman's Buildings, ,01<

E.C.I.
I

INDIAX, 1914, T.T., hand clutch, 7-9h.p., fast,

docile, top-hole order; £ 55 ^ "would take side
Smith, 67, Redcliffe Gardens, Earls Court. We
1232.

7 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, fine cOBd
Xt/ electrically fitted, horn, spares, tyres, pi
nearest, £130; evenings.—16, Dundonald Rd.,.S
Rise.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, electric
stored 3 years, new tyres, makers' overha

£100.—Park Farm, Stoke Trister; Wincanton,
erset.

T-9h.p. Indian C.B. Combination,' as new, abso;

perfect, all accessories, electric lights, any
£125, or nearest offer; alter 6.-78, Gordon
Ealing.

INDIAN, 1915-16 5-6h.p., 3-ppeed, K.S.. clutch.
Lucas lighting set and horu, English con

£77: exchange lower power.— 32, Canterbury
Brixton. '

'

7-9h.p, Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

electric lights, horn, pei'iecfc order, too pOT
for owner; £85.^iobinson,'*79, Main Av., Bush
Park, N. ,

, |

LATE 1914 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed,

start. Kpeedouieter, electric liead light and, hi

in splendid condition; £120.—Franli Mehew,- ^1)

linm, Hunts. • i

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Late Combination,' It

horn, speedometer, clock, tool kit, hood,
screen ; bargain, £115.—143, Ravensbury Rd;, ]

field. S.W.I.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-5peed. kick stt

sporting sidecar, splendid

whole

have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents.

Write' 'phone, or

call.

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

216, Gt. Portland St
LONDON, W.

evening after 7 p.m.-
nington, S.E.

ondition; £l_2S;

12, Alberta

PERFECT 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, q%
overhauled, enamelled for £20, all acci

1 Q15 5-6h.p.
Ji*y lamps, horn, ett*.

best offer.-Michelsen, 26, Blakesly Av., Ealiflgri

'Phone: 1850. 1
Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick-stj

new back Dunlop, 6Kflj

running and condition ; £75.—Bell, 3, bt. .^
Terrace, Wrexham.

INDIAN Powerplus, 1916, 3 speeds, Millfordj
tion, Lucas, dynamo, set discs, speedometf

thing top-hole, luggage grid; snip, £135.-0., 13
Parade, IVIuswcll Hill.

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, spnit^

clutch, K.S.. electric light, si^eedomeb
lovelv condition, bought car; £120, or neaxi

HigTi St., East Ham.

1Q15 Indian C.B. Combination, 7h.p., spriffl

X*^ hand and foot clutch, 2 speeds, overh,,

£30. too powerful; any trial; £95.—61." Kensl
Av., Manor Park, E.12. ' i

INDIAN.—For early delivery of the famous.}
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinatiOBf

electrical equipment write to P. J. Evans, 83-91^

Blight St., Birmingham. /

INDIAN Blotor Cycle, 1915, Rportin^ model,
clnti-h, T,T. baip, acetylene head and electiin tou

full kit of tools; jirice £77.—Cnversham Moton,;
CImrch St., QoverJ^^'am. Oxon.

1 Q16 7-9h,p. Indian Conibinntion, spring frftBl©

JLt/ trie light.", hovn, speedometer, and dirtMLi

I

limt eomlition' ; £140, or near of^er.—H. C.

(
I

Thorus Farm, Lymington, Hants.

1 iftie Indian Combination, 6-6h.p., paintwpri
i~%f ui>w, head light on sidecar, also on Im"
overhauled (costing £20] ; OMner gono nbroqg
complete.— G. Letts, Somer, Ipswich.

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combin.Ttion,
lighting *ct, mileage about 2,000. in bca

condition, ready to go enywliere; £160 gns.—'P
1024.—Julian, 84 Broad St., Reading.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. -1914 Combination, sprinff

hoi"xl. screen, electric lamps and horn, K
Hpecdnmeter. Binks ; seen and trial iippointnient;

-Smith, 65, NorthcroBS Rd., K. Dnlwieh, S.B.

INItlAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2 spei'di, fl

Btavter, electrically eouipped, thnroii^h good
tion and going order; £90: Riod solo nmunt.pflt
iiiptit.— Vnrkinaon, 215, Jamaica Rd., Itcrmnndaey.

INDIAN Cnmbinatioii 7-9h.p., late 1915, 2 i

(liiti'h. upccdoiiictii. pillion scat, wind Hcrecn

iiiKiirainc policy. jiiKt nvcrliaulcd ; a real fine lot;

litter 6 o'ch>ck.-162, link Rd., Itntferyca, S.AV.

1 16 7-9h.p Indian Conibimitioii. 3-flpoe(l.

M-U apriiig Yrame, 1920 bnlhonrt body, Klaxon•Phone No.: Mayfair 4535. i

C56 AM lc!tcra rclnting to ndverllscmcnta should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

.qcrciRU, ajuon, liimiK^, nimre tyre, and insuranw:
"27, Oryutul Palao« Ud., East Dnlwieh, S.K,22,
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

VIS Popular, uncrated January, 1920«».nuleagf>
800, lamp , horn; highest offer over £50.—
comb. 28, Rosemont Rd., Richmond. [5734

P*IS 2^,ilh.p., 2-speed, Inmps, touls, eti'., new tyres,

oondifiou pert'6L-t; trial any time; first ofl'er over
secure?.—D. Noriis, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [5501

fIS. 1920 eugine April, done 750 miles, new baik
tyre, take any hill : bought fomliiuation

; £48 : ap
I, deposit.—Morton, 3, St. David's Rd., Carnarvon

[5393
VIS 1918 (Sept.) 2'2h.p., all-chain drive, Enfield
2-speed, lamps, Tan-Sad, accessories, perfect con
1: £55.—Infleld, 39, Stonebridge Park, Willesd^n

[5538
X C. MUNDY.—Levis 1915 Popular Model, just
overhauled, new cylinder and piston fitted, tools,
£37/10 or near offer.— 1, Duke St., Richmond.

[6736
^K.~We strongly recommend, irnd can supplj
?uily, this famous 2-stroke.—District .agents. The
11 Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone

(5765

'IS, the master 2-stroke,
, for early delivery of

the new 1920 2i,4h,p. popular model; £60; place
order direct with the Premier Motor Co., Aston
Cirmiughflm. [5820

4-15 Levis Popular, 2i4h-p., new piston by makeis,
new 2.speed Roe gear, new chain and tvres, lamps,
-hole condition, tank enamelled blue: nearest £50
miles to meet.—Entwistle, GaiagCj West Haddon,

[5425

Lincoln-Elk.
up. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, B. and B., splendid con-
dition, ride away; £30, or offer; seen after 6.

—

eechill Rd., Eltham, S.E.9. [6591

5Z!—1914 3y2h.p. Lincoln-Elk, B. and B., Bosch,
ane sidecar, Grado pulley, tools, spares, recently

' uled; £50, or nearest.—Rodney, Brockeuhurst.
[5449

COLN-ELK 1920 6h.p. Twin, countershaft 2-
speed, chain and belt drive, MiUford Skiff side
'owey speedometer, P. and H. large head lamp,
tail lamp, sidecar lamp, etc., outfit carefully

id and in first-class order; £170. — Andrew
e,. 13 to 31, Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh.

[X6255
L.M.C

C, 4h.p., 1911, good running order, Bosch mag
£30.—Thompson, 716, Stratford Rd., Birmin_

[5614

. L.M.C. Combination, new; £178; immediate
slivery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St,

[6423

0. 3'^h.p., Bosch, Senspray, Clipper, Wood-Milne,
om, new piston and connecting rod: £35, offers,
jea St., Kidderminster. [5316
) 6-7h.p, L.M.C. with tandem S.C, -with lamps,
tools, horn, wind r^creen, and hood, its new

-Artillery Grounds, Clifton, Bristol. [6112
2 L.M.C. 3'/ih.p., just rebushed, fast and power-
lul, good tyres; a reliable 'bus going cheap-

|liny trial.-Ohver, 120a Bollo Bridge Rd., Acton.
[6253

Martin.
!,TIN-J,A.P., 1914 4h.p. single, T.T., enamelled
"d, black discs, long exhaust, overhauled June
si, splendid condition, very fast; £45.-8, Wool-
Ed., Harriugay, N.4. [6749

Martlnsyde.
mNSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, as new

_
;tewart horn, fully insured; £195.-Davis, 1,

^
.oir Sq., Northampton. - [X6259

D ) Martinsyde-Kewman Combination, brand new
' cmndden, at list price, £170; first cheque secures

;, 91, Cromwell Rd., Luton. [5705
^ND New 6h.p. Martinsyde-Newman Combina-
Lon, just received from makers, complete withmd screen; £190; first deposit secures.-Beau-
. 27, West Park, Clifton, Bristol. [6566

[I ITINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agentk- for Lon-
1 on, Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert-
also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-

lUn combination, £170; deliveries now being
d: sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart
>t. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter

[6618
Matctiless

filPCHLESS Combination.—Padd. 2423, 39, Abbev
lid., N.W.8. [5719
CHLESS-J.A.P. SV.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., run-

4ning order; trial; £28.—Allen, 60, Charlton Rd
[6134

VCHLESS Model H, few miles only, Lucas light
jag; £225.—Clark, 7, E.xhibition Rd., South Ken-

[6767
'W Bros., Guildlord, West Surrey agents loj
nis flrst-class outfit. Matchless in name and

[3173
[jrCHLESS Combination, 130 gns. ; Bedford di>!-
net, particulars, stamp.—Box 5.778. c/o Thr.particulars, stamp.—Box 5,778, c/o The

[6908
n,?CHLESS Model H Combination, just delivered
3*|,J^st price-—Prior, 40, Replingham Rd., South

IBECAUSE OF THEIR QUALITY
I insist on

BELDAM
Inner Tubes

9 'THE life of your tyre depends on the i)

I quality of the inner tube. Beldam S

Hnner Tubes are of the highest possibles

§
quality. They are

^ built up layer by
y layer from the

1 finest sheet rub-

(1 ber. Beldam
? Tubes are ex-

2 tremely elastic,

5 of great strength

5 and toughness,

5i
and, if correctly

5 fitted, -will out-

last your cover.

Get a Beldam
InnerTubeto-day

/ and compare it

5i
with any others

(1 you are using.

? You will realise at i

l&m §fii. fKem in a
Waterproof Ba^ |

....U.,^.,^.1.M».V^tV-,4.^)tJ'WliaiJ3tMi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Matchless.
"I 020 Matchless, brand new. Model H, standard
-«-«.' equipped, unscratched; £205.—Swains, butcher.
Bishops Stortford. [5892

MATCHLESS H Combination, as new, complete
acce:.sorieo

; £25 under list.-Goodbrook, 5,
Pinchley Rd., N.W.3. [6239

6-8h.p. Matchless Coachbuilt Combination, kick, clutch,
2-si«ed, mileage 8,000, unscratched; £135.—Wall,

Aldenham Rd., Bushey. [65C3

MATCHLESS Combination, beautiful turnout; no
reasonable offer refused.—57, Kenbury St., Cold-

harboiir Lane, Camberwell. [6295

MATCHLESS-J.A,1'., new, driven from London oulv,
la;up3, spare wheel, hood, horn ; owner hag two

;

oilers.- 83. Montagu St., Kettering. [4172

J Q20 Matchle'w Model H., dynamo lighting
-L«^ spare wheel, etc., perfect; consider exc

() once the superior
<) quality of the Every Beldam Tube is i5

f) o..ij«™ «„ J „ r, . packed in a waterproof ^

I
Beldam and why g^g^ ^^^^^^ k^eps it fresli (>

() it wears so long. and clean and free from ^
ft damage until youwant it. ^

5 All standard sizes made. Write for prices. a

I
The Beldam Tyre Co.{1920) Ltd. Bcntford.Hid'x.

^

[63251 ^ aodbolM
> tS-^S-*^^?- .£

MATCHLESS Model H., M.A.G. engine, Lucas l.amps,
hood, rear drive speedometer, perfect condition

:

£228.-16, Hesper Mews, Earl's Court. [4396

hood,
perfect; consider exchanges;

£230.-2^ Nightingale Rd,, Lower Clapton. [6753

COLMORE Depot for 1920 Matchless Combination;
order now from the largest dealers in the

Midlands, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X6325

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H CombJnation. Lucas
Magdynarao lighting, brand new, and not

legistercd; £250.—Sandsfield House, Sutton-on-Sea.
[6410

j Q20 (May) Matchless Combination, M'.A.G. engine,
i-*y Lucas acetylene lighting, fnany extras, ab-^^o-

lutely as new; £205.-294, Kennington Park Rd,.

SE,11. _ [5095

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. K,C,4 -
3h.p. Matchless combination, 1918. £160; also

7 9h.p. Matchless Combination, 1914, M.A,G..
£137/10. [9773

VICTORY Model Matchless, 8h.p., 3-speed, detaeh-

able wheels, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer,
condition: £165.-5, Jackson St.,

[X6524

8h.p. Matchless, Amac,
Millford Empress,

M^

etc , in perfect
^ oolwich.

K.S., clutch, chain drive,

Watford, CA.'V. lighting,

.plendid condition,
" great bargain; £90.—Dart, 99

Mayow Rd,, Sydenham. [5349

MATCHLESS latest Model II Spring Frame Com-
bination, Lucas Magdyno, spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, only done few hundred miles.—Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6607

MATCHLESS, latest Model H, M.A.G. engine, Mag-
dyno lighting, speedometer, legshields, just de-

livered- £245.—Levello Dining Rooms, 468, Harrow
Rd., Paddington, W.9. [6861

6h p Matchless Combination, 3 speeds, Binks elec-

tric lighting, large coachbuilt sidecar. Cameo
screen, excellent condition throughout; £93.—Smith,
Gt. Gidding, Peterborough. [6567

1020 Model H. Matchless 8h.p. Combination, Lucaa

Xi/ mag-dynamo lighting, spare wheel, grid, Tan-Sad.

extra acces-'ories, as new ; immediate, delivery ;
»245 --

Jackson's Garage, Guildford. [5591

ATCHLESS Model H Combination, Lucas mag-
dyno electric lighting, Lucas horn, legshields,

hood spare wheel, brand new; at makers' list price.

—Rhosha Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. [5095

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., with coachbuilt side-

car, 2-speed, K.S,, Binks carburetter, hood, screen,

lamps, in good condition, mechanically perfect; £125,

bargain.-20, Somers Rd., Walthamstow. [6743

1 019 Victory Model Matchless Combination, 1920
J-«y colour, new condition, spare wheel, screen,

and all accessories, pillion seat, any trial; £180.--

Rushton, 334, Old Kent Rd„ London, S,E,1. [6035

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination. 1913-14, V.S.,

K.S., Ssnspi-ay, Stewart, electric, large silencer,

heavv tyres, spares; genuine snip; London; £130, See

Exchange.—Box 6,278, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [6818

MATCHLESS, 1914, Sh.p, J.A.P., single gear, T,T.

bars, and C.B. Canoelet sidecar, electric lighting

set, sporty nppearance: £80; after 2 p.m.—68, Roupell

St., Cornwall Rd,, near Waterloo Station, S.E.I. [5336

Sh.p. Matchless Combination, 1914 model, just over-

hauled, perfect order, M.A.G. engine, 3 speeds.

Bosch mag, , fitted for electric light ; owner going abroad

;

£125.-14, Kinver Rd,, North Sydenham, S.E. [6152

MATCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.—Early
delivery at list price. Demonstration model on

view. P^eplacements for Matchless models of all dates
in stock,—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd„ Plumstead, S,E.

[9411
MATCHLESS, 7-9h,p, M.A.G,, 1914-15, 8B model

combination, 3-speed, kick start, speedometer,
lamps, horn; £115, -or near offer; excellent condition.
—Dutton, Rose Bank, Leicester Rd., New Barnet.

[6034
-j Q20 Matchless, Model H, J.A.P., P.R.S. electric
Xt/ lighting, rear driven speedometer, hood and
screen. Klaxon, aluminium discs to four wheels; best
over £200.-204, Selwyn Ay., Higham Pk., Chingford.

[6330

1 Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, Lucas Mag-
l-iy dyno lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, electric
horn, also Lucas horn, spare wheel, etc.; £215, bargain,—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone ; Walthamstow
800. [6184

All letters relatinjs to advertisements sbould auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the i ssue. B59

i...
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"I Q20 Matchless H Combination, as new, negligible

X*/ mileage, standard equipment, F.R.S. lighting,

speedometer, Cowey hoin, special hood, legshields,

mirror: £205, bargain.—Goodbrook, 5, Finchley Rd..

St, John's Wood, N.W.S. [6240

MATCHLESS Combination, 1918, Sh.p., specially

built, special engine for well-known racing
expert, spare wheel, speedometer, wind screen, lamps,
Lucas horn, in excellent condition throughout, guaran-
teed; £180.-278, Walworth Rd., S.E.17. [6165

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. - 1920 Model H.
Matchless, M.A.G. engine, run under 500 miles,

nnsciaTcTied, and indistinguiirhable from new, lamps,
horn, speedometer; £225; cash, exchange, or extended
payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2-450. [5999

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Roes, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., (or 1920 spring

frame 8h.p. Matchless combinatiofl. A model a[ways
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at
time of delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [5242

ftletro

METRO-TrLEE, brand new, 2-SBeed, shop-soiled
only; £68.—Sibley, Martock, Som. [5986

1 Q20 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, just dehvered; list price.
-LfJ —Talbot, Heron Court, Richmond, S.W. 'Phone:
1697. [5432

METRO-TYLEB, 1920 (July), S Model, horn, cost
£98; nearest offer.—Freeman, 18, Caroline St.,

Dudley. [6543

METRO-TYLER, 1919, 2-speed, lamps, horn, per-
fect order; £58: offers.—36, St. Thomas Rd.,

Hackney. [6883

METRO 1916 2^(,h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc.,
splendid condition; £48.—Penn, Land Oak, Kid-

derminster. [6559

iflGERTO-N'S, Northgate, Ipswich, are able to offer
J delivery of Metro Tyler machines from stock.-

Phone : 962. [4058

METRO-TYLER 1919 2l/.h.p., new.. March, 1920,
lamps. Klaxon, Watford; £55.-27, Kendall Av.

South, Parley. [5327

METRO, 2";lh.p., 1918, discs, Icng plated exhaust,
lamps, etc., Al condition; bargain, £48/10.—

38, Roland Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [6464

-j Q19 (Nov.) Sporting Metro-Tyler, 2V.h.p., long ex-
-*-V haust, lamps, horn, tools, spares; £55; after
6.-22, Torbay Rd., Chorlton-cum-IIardv, Manchester.

[6419
TiyETEO-TYLER, 2-speed, lamps, accessories, abso-
LtX hitelv perfect, mileage under 100; private owner-
bargain, £65.—Hill, c/o Hewitt Bros., 94, Western R.I..
Hove, Sussex. [5756

METRO-TYLER 1919 late, long nickel-plated ex-
haust, in perfect running order, done about 80

rniles, owner bought Triumph; £45.—Denholra, Wind-
mill Hill, Enfield. [4661

1Q15 2=lh.p. 2-speed Metro-Tyler, just thoroughly
J-*J overhauled, rebushed, and re-enamelled, abso-
lutely as new; £46.—Taplin, 159, Hornsey Rd., N.
'Phone : North 280. [6771

Minerva
31.h.p. Minerva, new tyre, lamps, etc., good order-

2 £18, no offers.-Aylott, New Maiden. [577'7

1 Qll 3'/ih. p.. Minerva, Dixie, .\mac ; £23- ride away,-
-Lt/ pliuto 6d.— 50, Manor Park Ed., Harlcsdeu, N.W

[6203
311 h.p. Minerva, mag., mechanical valves: £20: ride
4 away.—Platt.s, 602, King's Rd., Pulham, S.W. 6.

[6486
QJth.p. Minerva, Bosch mag., good running ordFM

-

'V4 £23.-46, Chestarfleld Gardens, Harringay, Lon-
don. [5524

MINERVA 4h.p., new Senspray, Bosch, new belt,
Lur-as lighting, rebu.shed and painted, ride away

£25.—Sarjent, Main Rd., Sidcup. [6074

MINERVA 5-6h.p., Grado gear, Boach, new Amac,
laiiipH, re-enamelled, ovcrh.auled, splendid condi-

tion ; £48/10.-113, High St., Putlle.v. [6523
'r-9h.p. Minerva. Bosch. Amac, Mabon, heavy Druids.
• long exhaust, racing tune; nearest £68, baigain

for sportsman.-Hughen, 127, Court Rd., Wolverhamii-
<o"- [X6739

Moto-Ueve
MOTD-EEVE Twin, Druids, Aina-. take any hill;

.ffT».-Ficemantle. Slo.-liliiidg.:, .Hunts. [5526

MOTO-HEVE 2*411. p. Twin, Druids. Aniac, mag., nd-
juKtaMe pulley. koo<1 lunniiie order; £25.—Pickett,

73, Park Lane, Chiupcnh.-iln, Wilt<. [6659

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Hih.p., C.A.V. maK., fine running

condition.-.Stevenson, Oongleton Rd., Butt Lane,
Stoke-on-Trent. [6267
MOTO.SACOCHE S'Ah.p. and 191G C.B. Sidecar,

M.A.c;., l-'.nfleld 2-Kpced, overhauled, new chains,
iti-., good order; £70; London.—Box 6.309, c/o The
Miilur Cycle. 16902

mmwi

m
B

^***'*i^'*'%>
i

r

^^^^^fc. r Our List

mil Size. Make. ^'W Price. Price.

24X 2 Clincher lunior de Luxe .25/- 35/-

H 24X'2J
Avon Lifrhtweight R.S. 22/6 26/3
Clincher Hy. de Luxe .

.

41/- 51/-

M 24X28 32/6 3716

Hutchinson R.S 3b/- 46/-
Avon Lightweiarht R.S. 25/6 28/6

26X2} Kerapshal! Hv. Non'-skid 59/6 69/6

U Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

59/- 69/3

H "

Avon Combination .... 55/- 90/-
Bates Special Heavy .

.

M/- 67/-
Hutchinson Passenger .

!>2/- 61 16

47/6
42/-

58/9

t 26X2,

m ;:

Hutchiiison T.T 48 /fi

Kempshall Hy. N.-skid 63/- 75/9
Palmer Cord Hea\:y . .

.

62/- 75/-
Hutchinson T.T 44/- 50/3

a .\von Hy. Rub. N.-skid. 42/6 55 /-

IS =6x2;

Hutchinson 44/- 50/3

Dunlop Combination .

.

60/- 92/5

M Hutchinson T.T 47/6 52/3

B Dunlop H. R.S 45/- 67/9
Hutchinson 3-rib 37/6 52/3
Hutchinson R.S 37/6 52 ,'3

45/-

ID X 2}

B =8x 3

m
Bates Special Heavy . . 79/- lOr /-

Federal R. Non-sldd . .

.

60/- 90/-
Goodrich Safety Tread . 59/6 93 /S

^ " Dunlop Ex. Hy. R.S. . . 57/6 84/-

ED Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 52/6 89/-H Moseley 3-rib Ex. Hy. . 45/- 73/-
mTi C50 X 65 Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Btt/- 81/-
Avon Heavy 3-rib 58/- 74/-

-

Dunlop Grdo\-ed 57 '6 83/-

m Wood-Milne Kcygrip . . 55/- 71/-

B Best French Make 3-rib. 39/6 79/-

(IF-

IS WIR ED ON COVERS FOR F N. USERS.

HID

B
11

26 : 2 ^

26---2}-

26 • 2V
Hutchinson. ^ 9/6

B TUBES : Endless 7/6

H Butted 9/6

m

2

.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kew Hudson.

4h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, C.B. sirlecar. -Ja
£65.-176, South Ealing Ed., W.5. .

\

1 Q20 2Xh.p. New Hudson, brand new, lampflj'
--t' no otters.—34, Queen's Ed., Reading. ^ ',

|

'IQ20 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed, in stocfc;
-'-'^ —'Phone 1024.—Julian, 34, Broad St., Bea

1Q16 6h.p. New Hudson 3-speed Combinayoi
-•-«/ good condition.—33, Harrison Rd., S&i

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery 2!4h.p. a4
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltonr''

1348. |X

NEW HUDSON, 1914, 5h.p., 3-speed, elutchi''Sm excellent condition; £59.-59, West St,,
ham. '

(

1020 New Hudson 2-stroke, not ridden 109. r
J-*.' with lamps and horn; £74.—Thos. '-B
Frodsham. ^g

1 Q14 3V:,h.p. New Hudfeon, .3-speed Armstrong
-*-«-' and clutch combination.—76. Manor Rd., Wa
ton, Surrey.

.

[

NEW HUDSON, 2-speed, 1917, splendid condi
lamps, horn, etc. ; £55, offers.-97, Nightingale

Wood Green.
[

1 Q19 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, many aXt/ series, practically as new; £140.—Miss By
Wem, Shropshire.

"W'EW HUDSON 2'-4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, footboi
-L^ Bosch mag., perfect condition; £50.—24, Hi
ton Rd., New Brightrtjn.

.[

TVTS'"' Hudson 2>ih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,, .

-1-^ wheel, suitable for lady, new; £75,—Portto,
High St., Whitchmch, Salop. {XI

NEW HUDSON 1919 4h.p. Combination, 3-s
countershaft gears; £119.—Frank Whitwi

Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X<

1 Q20 New Hud.son 2-sBeed Lightweight, ne* .

-**^ plete lamps, horn, insurance policy, all 1I

oflers.-Cave, 74, Rectory Rd., Redditch.

BROUNDELL'S, Engineers, Faversham.—New. 1

son, ='5h.p., 1914, 3-9peed, clutch, accesso
sound condition throughout; £65.—'Phone: 155. [I

NEW 1920 21/ih.p. New Hudson 2-speed Li
weight, in stock; price £75.—D. J. ShepheM

Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross '

TQ20 6-7h.p. New Hudson C.B. Combination,
-Lt/ livered Ea,^ter, hood, screen, lamp^, sp{

1 meter; £165.—Garrett, 20, Moor St., Luton, Bed/
i t!NEW HUDSON 3i,i;h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-sy

clutch, hub speedometer, screen, etc., all w
ing parts replaced 1920; £65, or £50 solo.—296, E
ton Rd., S.W. [{

6h.p. 1917 New Hudson Combination, lamps, h
etc., enamel and plating like new; lowest £13

Minchin Engineering
Kings ton-on-'Thames.

Co., Ltd., 39, Penrhyn

nTUBES New and -fully
Guo-rfLntccd.

Size.

26-/2

26X2i
26x28
26X
endless

Our List

Price. Price.

. 6/9 10/-

. 7,6 10/3

. 7,/9 13/3

12/3i) 8/3

Size.

ted J

26 V 2

650
Butted
28x3
700 X 80

Our List

Price. Price'

10,'

12/9
12/9

5 X 3 Lap-ended 11/3

14/3

16/6 r

19/6
16/6 I

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS

Per Foot 2/1 2/7 3/-
Tin. Ilin.
3ie .4/

NEW HUDSON Combination, Idte 1915, 3-st

clutch, lamps, Bosch, luggage carrier, new tj

splendid condition, genuine bargain; £9&.—Hill

St. Albans Rd., INloseley, Birmingham. [XI

NEW-HUDSON 4h.r. Combination, late 1919, 3<|
cuuutershaft, speedometer, lamps, all perfecLt

;dition, stylish, and carefully use4 turnout; £130
!
uear oiler.—Jenkins, 64, High St., Rochester, [£

New ImperlaL
I r>ROW Bros., Guildford—New ImperiabJap ageoln"[^ expert repairer<s^ since 1&14. [;

1Q20 New Jmperial-.Tap. 2-speed, in stock; 77.
-LU -'Phone; 4O24.—Julian, 34, Broad St., Read

-fS

1 Q20 2Jjh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 200 miles, as 1

1

-L«J^ horn, footlioards; £78.—Tuinill, North Vl
borough. -[5

NEW IMPERIAL 2J,h.p. j.A.P., 2-spced, lal

Klaxou, condition excellent; £50.-4, Dow
I lul.. South Croydon. [6

NEW IMPERIAI,. 2?ih.p., 1918, perfect condil
low mileage; ^50.—.Southern, 30, Callcott

ISrondesbury. N.W.6. (6

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C
2i.,h.p. New Imperial, new, 1920 model, in

diate delivery; £89/5.

0^''-I^- ^'^^^' lraperial..Tap, Dec, 1919, 2 8p<^4 lami>s, and accessories, as new; £70.—Gorri
i 21, Duncdin Rd., Ley ton. (6

1 Q20 New Imperial, 2'^h.p., 2-8peed clutch,'
-L i' starter, lamps, horn, insured; ^"Pe.—Jelly
Co., Oxlord 'M., l.ciccstci-. [xe

" 264-266,Vauxhail Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
j

M Telephone: Victoria 6553.

NEW IMPElllAL-J.A.P. Lightweight, believed I;

2-spccd, lamps, horn, good tyres; ^38; photo.
Orchard St., Newport. Wight. ("

NEW IMPERIAL-.T.A.P. 2;<ll.p., 2.«peod,-
(^taitcr luodel. brand new, unlocked: £85.—
/o The Molur Cycle.

NEW JMPERIAIrJ.A.P., ^,4. .
. .

siilcndid condition; £50.—Lassen,
UiBh Rd., Nottingham, S.E.

2^h.p., dynamo liplil"
- Dnnohl

bCo All letter! relating to ndvcrtlsementa should quote tlio number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date o( the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and S.

vUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
?. and S. 2'Stroke, 2-speed model, Villiers en-

£73: kick start and clutcli models, £80; from
[6916

DCHOPE'3. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.
P and S. 2-stroke. 2-speed model, Villierp

', £73: kick start and clutcli models, £78/10;
stock. [9779

nd S., 3h.p. (April, 1920), 2 speeds, expert ex-
imination invited, owner buying combination,
'Cessories, mileage 1,300 ; £70, no offers.

—

isson, King's Oak Hotel, High Beech, Loughton,
[5321

Pax.
EN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Pax 2=lh.p., Black,
ume engine, 2-speed: £96/12; cash, exchange,
ended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade. Lon-
rd., West Croydon. 'Phone Croydon 2450.

\ [5310
Peugeot

GEOT 5-6h.p. Twin, just overhauled, smart ap-
sarance. very fast; £35.—Powell, 10, Jackson
last Barnet. ' [6279

jEOT 6-7h.p. Single-cyl. 2-seater, hood, screen,
mps, good condition throughout, engine No..

;
price £85.—Scoth, Hextable, Kent. [6105

Pope.
C Comliination, 8-lOh.p., very smart and fast,
lone under 700 miles, special DunhiU sidecar up-
d pale grey, girder chassis, Tan-Sad, large luggage
ir generator, sevotal spare tyres, tubes, chains,
170: M' appointment.—Littlefield, 188a, High
pham, S.W.4. [5333

Portland.
2"^h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Portland, never been

idden : cheap.—Paber, Egglesclitt'e Village, County
1. [5829

Precision, ^
'. Precision, specially built, very fast, just over-
.iiilcd, sporty; price £65.—Hudson, 181, Dnn

W id., Luton, P'eds,

il.

[6710

perfect
Chase-
[5505

Bosch

ISION 41/ih.p. Combinntion. Bosch.
'r: trial; reasonable offer secures.—2,

' Upper Tooting, S.W-.17.

ter-cooled Precision 1914 Crescent,
Zenitii carburetter, friction drive, ^mart .np-
luy trial; £128.—Downing. Chappie Ed.,

' [5372
lOS 1914 3^ih.p., T.T., good^ondition, stored
- war, do 60 m.p.h., discs, Bosch, Cower,
o, or offer.-Coultbard, Belmont, Wesfon-

[5828

Premier.
i:r Combination, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, good
:ig order; £55.-ilorford, Brenchlev, Kent.

D „-,,. r5454
i-K. 2-tin.p., 3-speed, clutch; lamps, horn.
1;
id condition; 36 gns.—Naworth, Parkhurst

J

"Idlord. [6224
I lIIiR, 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and
J
,;°udition and tyres excellent; £38.—Morris, 89,

( 11 Ed., S. Croydon. [6131

I
Premier 3i/4h.p., sidecar, S.A. 3-speed, lamps,

i

'° ?• ?Piendid mechanical condition £48, bargain.
i| ell, Whitegate, Edgworth, Bolton. [5386
[.Premier Combination, lamps, speedometer,
.laxon horn, tyres nearly new.—Teh : 6626

« i.-A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [5427
•1 IIEE Combination 3V'h.p.', BoscJi, White and

oppe engine, 3-speed, new tyres- ride awav
' bargain, £60.-47,- Tolliijgton Ed., Hflllowav.

'

' ITER 3!!h.p., 3-speed, clutch, 1914, coachbuilt
mation, entirely overhauled, any trial, all
£65.—Ives, Gravel Path, Berkhamsted.

^^^R 2^.p., perfect running order, good tyres,
-rh, B.B., pedal start; no dealers; £33 down;
n.—75,. Westmoreland Rd., Walworth, S.E.

[j
Premier Combination, clutch, 3-speea, Bramble
decar. Easting wind screen, new tvres and belt;

111; £76, or nearest.—245, Stoney Stanton Ed.,
'{>

: [X6519
'

I

flEE Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed
, intershaft, 4h.p., new condition and perfect-
yl: goms abroad: first offer of £100.-W,, Colyn-
;Oiise,TVestfaling. Hereford. [5482
tjlIER Combination, Stjh.p., 3 speeds, spacious
jiecar, 4-point attachments, special springs,
; gnd, lamps, horn, good tvres, ready for tour-
|aras6, 37, Maiden Ed., Kentish Town. [6547
-tlEE 1914, Sspeed, clutch, Bosch, new Dun-

's, coachbnilt sidecar, accessories and spares,
' condition,' been carefully used; £70- seen

Ixk.—Perry, Fishmonger, Norbury, S W
II „ [6062
- ij p. Premier, Philipson pulley, Bosch mag.,
!''r exhaust, new cylinder and piston, knee-
'lest,;, T.T. bars, new Duulop extra heavy

; . tube on back wheel, new Dunlop heavy on
lated red, very fast, take 3 anvwhere. £46, or
I -B. E. Bruce, South View, Hail Westow, St.
l""ts. [5509

Ml letters relating to advertisements

i
FR.S
The LAMP with
the SUPER Beam

AND THE

NEW
GENERATOR

^ To make night driving safe, and
free from anxiety and tiouble, fit

the famous " F.R.S."—the lamp
with the SUPER Beam and the
New Generator.

You can always depend upon the
"F.R.S." to "light the way" nnd
give unfailing ef&cient service.

Our latest models are :

Major, 6" lens, 1,200' beam,
Price 108/-

Big, 5" lens, 1,000' beam,
Price 99/-

Junior, 4" lens, 600' beam,
Price 72/6

Handle-bar fittings are of the
highest quality^all ebonised
black finish (not enamel).
All first-class Agents have
now a stock of our models.
Don' t accept any other
before you thoroughly ex-

amine our new generator.

It is 1921 with all faults

eliminated.

F.R.S. LAMPS,
Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

LAMPS AND
Wj:mr7^0];w

33.l1.r1. Quadrant, 2-speed gear, Bosch mag^.,
4: Varhuretter, electric lighting:, ju^t (

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—P.V. Z^ih.p., Villiers
engine, 2-speed, spring frame; £75; cash, ex-

change, or extended payments.—9-10-H, Royal Par-
ade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon
2450. [5309

Quadrant.
QtTADEANT, 1912, mag., Amac, in excellent order;

£20.-Walsh, 43, Ridley Ed., Forest Gate. [6340

QUADRANT 3'Ah.p., new condition, Bosch mag.;
£22.-534. Fulham Bd., Walham Green (Base-

ment). [5415

41h.p. Quadrant Combination, new, immediate de-
2 livery; £145.—Maudes' IMotor Mart, 100, Paris

St., Exeter. [6422

QUADRANT 4h.p., Grndo gear, splendid going order,
and large sidecar; £35. 10 a.m. till- 6' p.m.—37.

Croivthew Grove, Eost Dulwich. [5486

QUADRANT Combination, 4'.'^.p., 1915, registered
1916, new B.S.A. 3-?peed and-clutch; £85.-Gres-

liam, Marine Drive, Bridlington. [5345

1020 Quadrant Combination, almost new, only^ *^ ridden 200, all accessories, Easting screen

;

£135.-214, Kew Rd., Richmond. [6230

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4-
Por early deliveiy of Qmidrant machines, liook

now. Solos £115, combinations £145. [2114

QUADRANT Combination 4^eh.p., complete with
accessories and insurance ; £154.—Frank Whit-

worth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X6003

B. and B.
overhauled

;

£35.-31, New St., Dordon, near Tinmvorth. [5654

NEW 1920 4'/L'h.p. Quadrant Combination, in stock;
makers' price plus carriage.—D. J. Shepherd

and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.
[4995

,

3h.p. Quadrant, Amne, just overhauled, 1 new tyre,
tube, ride awav, £20; sidecar, complete, good con-

dition, £4/10: after 7 o'clock.—Webb, 21, Augustus St.,
Albany St., N.W.I. [6063

QUADRANT 4ii.h.p. Combination, new October,
1919, electric light, usual accessories, done about

300 miles: owner going abroad ; £130.—Carter.
Burnage. Sydenham. [6646

1 Q20 (June) Quadrant Combination, perfect ns from
-*-*.' makers, and under their guarantee; accept for
immodiate sale £20 below list price', £125; cash needed.
—106, Audley Rd., Hendon. [6057

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co.—The pre-
mier Quadrant agents can give delivery of both

models in 3 days; solo £115, combination £145; special
inclusive prices for accessories and insurance, with free
delivery. We extend the makers' guarantee to 1

year and make no charge for periodical overhauls; 14
years' experience with Quadrant-^.-70. Eoval Ho.^pital
Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 711 J. [6602

Radco.
20 Radco. 2^!4h.p. T.D.C. engine, lamps; £38,
offers.—C/o Morgan's Garage, Prittlewell. [5441

ADCO 2-stroke, engine perfect, good tyres and
belt, lamps.—82, Pepys Rd., Wimbledon. [6291

RADCO, new 1920 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, £52; 2i4h.p 2-

stroke .2-fipeed, £60710; now in stock for imme-
diate delivery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [5821

Reading Standard.

1 Q16 Reading-Standard Combjnation, 8-lOh.p., 3-
-Ltf speed clutch, kick start, Bosch, tyres nearly
new; £110.-74, Denison Rd., Collier Wood, Merton.

[4803
READING-STANDARD lOh.p., just received, elec-

trically equipped, 80 m.p.g. tested, own^r return-
ing Canada; first £180.-21, Gloucester Rd., East
Crbydon. [5378

BRAND New Reading-Standards, dynamo lighting,
electric horn, £184: combination. £229; with Elit«

sidecar to match, £229 : immediate delivery.—Heath Gnr-
age, Horsmonden. [5706

Regent.
REGENT 5-7h.p. Flat Twin ; earliest deliveries.—Full

particulars from The Lancaster Motor Co., 158,
Norwood Ed., West Norwood, S.E., diatributing nsents
for South-east London [9149

REGENT in Stock, brand new. Royal blue, with
Hender.=on Elite sidecar, cover, and mat, Binks

carburetter electric lighting, 3 lamps and switchboard,
cowe- horn, a very smart combination; price £195.
—Wallisdown Motor Works, Bournemouth. Dorset
Agents. .

[5643
Revere.

1 Q20 2-stroke 2-speed Revere, with lamps and horn;
-L *y £70

; quite new.—Thos. Booth, Frodsham.
[6676

Rex.
31.h.p. Rex, 1912, Grado gear, running order; £30.

2 —28, Westfield Rd., Hornsey, N. [6027

h.p. Rex, Bosch, 2-speed, handle start; £40.—
Naworth, Parkhurst Rd., Guildford. [6223

REX 5-6h.p.. twin-crl., copper exhaust, good running
order: £30, or near offer.—Bosley, 9, Chertsey

Ed., Leytonstone. [5955

19
R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

WATJCHOPE'S.' 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Rex combination, 8h.p., new, 1920, with spare

wheel; £218/18. [6924

3JLh.p. Bex, new belt and tyre?, 2-speed sear, in
2 tjplendid condition, ride away; £45.-182. .Olci

Bank Rd., Dewsbury. lX6681

"I Q20 New Sh.p. Rex-Biackbiirne Combination, Model
J-«^ 55. spare wheel: ^6218/18.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Union St. South, Halilax. [5911

T> EX 6-8h.p. C.B. Combination, car Klaxon, lamps,
-LV etc., appearance as new; £88. 'Phone: North 870.
-Optician, 46, Camden Rd., N.^V.!. [5841

Sh.p. Rex. a.i.v., Bosch variable ienition, B, and B.
variable jet, full running order, any time: £22/10

or offer,—59, Gartmoor Gardens, Souihfield, S.W. [6483

REX SVi'h.p., Bosch, B. and B., N.S.U. 2-speed, good"
tyres, conitortnhle cane sideciir, rainproof front

^ind screen; £45.-59, Calcutta Ed., Tilbnry. [6390

4ih.p. Rex, Bosch mag., E.B. carburetter, Grndo-
* mnlti puller, good condition ; £45, or near.-

Apply, 124, Old Kent Rd., S.E. (back entrance). [6069

REX Sh.p. 1913 Combination, 2-speed^ clutch.
thoroughly overhauled, climb any hill, trial run

given; £75.—Williams, 343, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon.
[6331

Sh.p. Rex Unit and Canoelet Sidecar, chain drive,
3-speed gear box, kick starter, speedometer, and

accessories; £100.—Bowen, 26, Ford St:, Roman Rd.,
Bow. -

[596^

REX S'/^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1^912. Arm-
strong 3-speed and clutch, just overhauled,

Bosch, B. and B.. hand start, lamps. Klaxon; £50.

—

Gittens, 121, Albany St., Regent's Park, N.W.I. [6269

^h.p. Rex, 1913, engine overhauled by makers (cost-^ ing £12), Bosch, B. and B., 2 new heavy Dun-
lops, Brooks saddle, mudguards, I'edley belt, I'ootrests,

diip feed, Druid spring forks, emergency oil pump

;

^irice £33.—Apply, G.P.K., Manor Croft, Woking. [6047

T>EX, T.T. Speed King model, 5-6h.p., overhead in-
-tV Jets, single speed, just completely overhauled,
rebushed, enamelled purple, fitted new rear whel,
duplicate oiling, long twin exhausts, latest B.S.A. car-
buretter, low dropped frame, new Dunlop belt, tyres
perfect, in splendid condition throughout, very power-
ful and handsome solo mount; photo; £50; write or
'phone appointment any evening alter 6 before Sun-
day.—Rose, Highfield, Gainsborough. Tel. : 36.

[X6693

Rex=Jap.

Sh.p. Rex-Jap, 1914, 2 i?peedy. Miller's lamp.s, Klaxon,
engine recently overbnuled by makers. C.B. side-

car, good sound outfit; £100.—Bagshawe, Chelmorton,
Buxton. [6393

REX-J.A.P. Combination, late 1913. 8h.p., 2-speed,
in good running condition, horn, tools, etc.

;

price £75.—Can be seen Arncliffe, Christchurch Cres.,
Radlett, Herts., by appointment. [5541

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1913 Res-Jap 6h.p.
twin, black and gold finish, T.T. bars, very fast

;

£45; casli, exchange, or extended pajmients,- 9-10-11,
Royiil Parade, London Rd., "West Crovdon. 'Plione

:

West Croydon 2450. [6001

Roc.
3ih.p. Roc Combination, 2-speed, Bosch, Amac;

2 £28 secures.—Glynn, Britannia St., Shepshed.
[6559

ROC 6h.p. Military Model, clutch, handle starting,
Bcfsch, B. and B., coachbuilt sidecar, perfect con-

dition, Ae-enamelled ; £45.-65, Crayford Rd., Erith.
[6513

4ii.p. Roc, 1912, Bosch, B. and B., Druids. 2->peed
and free, handle start, run 50 miles >inre

thorough ovu'rhaul and re-enamelling, low and power-
lul; £40, or near oHer; Saturdays after 6 p.m.— Skel-
tun, 38, Ennerdalc Rd., Riclimond, Surrey. . [5936

Bosrh, good rnndi-
Beds. [5700

. lute 1919, nearly new, corn-
Hunt, Nftherbury, iJi.rsct. [5395

Rover.
ROVER 1914 3'.'.h.p.. Pliilipson.

ti'iii; £50.—Rninlmw, Arlesey,

ROTER Cnnjbinrition
plctu: £I4fa

1 Q20' Rover, speed model, complete with lamps;^^ ^100, o«cr3.-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0203

1Q19 .5-6h.p. Uovor-Jap, Grindlay de luxe Kidecar,
-*-•' hood, screen.—Davie§, Foregate, Stallord. [6438

TACKftOX'S, HlKh St., Guildford, are Rover numiU.
*' Immcdiiite delivery of 1920 3'/.h.p, combiniition

[5591
ROVER. 3',L'h.p.. countcrHliaft. \\n\. arrived; list

pric<_-.-87. rulliam Palace Rd., HarumcrBmith.
[6321

rQ20 Gh.p. Rover Combination, milcuge 50; intent
•' £?0 under list.-Box 236, c/o Th>: M„lnr C'ljrh:

[X670G
ROVER 1917 Oh. p. Twin J.A.P. CollilMnnlinu. 1919

Rover midyear; £130,—Klect Mol Alcr
X667G

T.T. Rover 1916 3"/{fh.p., efjiiipiii-d idenl KportuiK luii-
ihiiie; £70.— Lowoth, 6, AInuiit Plenitant Rd., Kal-

""K- (6110
O Ih.p. T.T, Rover. 12 monthn old, fiict, excclJcnt rt,u-V2 liihi.ii; ncaicKt £80.-213, A]t!e»ter lUl, JliiiriiriK-

[X6582liiini.

ON APPROVAL
CARRIAGE PAID
BOTH WAYS

if not as described.

Carriage paid one way guaranteed.

^
That in a sentence sums up an
ideal way of doing business from
YOUR point of view, and is at once
convincing that the machines
offered are in first-class condition,
and sound value for money. Such

, is the offer of the Layton Garages.

YOU TAKE
NO RISK

from such an offer. Every descrip-
tion is a guarantee. That is the
practical expression of our trade
mark, "Integrity"—the way we
make and keep friends,

EVERY SALE MAKES
ANOTHER FRIEND

a point we appreciate.

#11 If you cannot see a Firm's Stock,
a) do business only on these lines,

IT IS YOUR GUARAN-
TEE OF A FAIR DEAL

Write TO-DAY for our

JULY BARGAIN LIST

it contains really remarkable values
in new and second-hand machines.

For particulars of machines

ACTUALLY IN STOCK
see our further -displayed advertise-
ment in centre column facing, and
write us at once. YOU RUN NO
RISK— WE TAKE IT FOR YOU.

19
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(^ A)) icltcrB iflnthitf <o nJvcrtlficnicntfl nhould quote the number nt the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
- Rover,

20 New Rover 5-6h.p. Coaibination, latest pat
at list price.—Birch's Garage, Wolverhampton

Walsall. (I

1 Q20 New 5-6h.p. Rover Combination; £22
--^ Halifax Motor Exchange,^^^ Union St. So
Halifax.

[;

3 ih.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, in excellent cc

2 tion; £50.—Myers, 103, Scott St., Barroi
Furness. [(

ROVIIR, 1913, 33'2h.p., free engine, esceptional
dition, ridden very little, any trial; £60.—Tip

Mardcn, Kent. [(

X> OVER SV^h.p. Combination, lamps, Horn, ap
J-V new tyres, condition guaranteed; offers,—7,

Vale, Acton, W.3. [£

1Q15 Rover. 3-3peed, clutch, with sporting nn
-*-*y slung sidecar, lamps, etc.; £80.—Voung, Ma
Place, Andover. ,

"
[i

"DOVER 3i.'^h.p., lamps and insurance, fuUv gua
^^ teed; £150.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139.]
S*., Birmingham, • [X6

ROVER Combination, 4h.p., 1915, wind Ecr

lamps, tools, etc.—E.eliance Motor WorlcB,
Cross Rd., Winchester. [6

I

T> OVER Combination, W.D., 6h.p. J;A.P., 3 spe

!
XV pood condition, run 500 miles ; £125.—Bern

: 223, High E<1., Kilburu. [5

T Q20 Rover 3'/2h.p., countershaft, done 100 Ju

-i-tJ' un:?T'ratched ; sacrifice £120; owner must at

f
92, High St., Bromley, Kent. [5

J Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., snlei

JLt7 condition, grand hill climber; bargain. £16
Osbaldeston, Digbeth, Walsall. [6

ROVER, Sy^h.p., 3-ripeed, 1917 model, under 5,

miles, in first-class condition ; oflers over -£8

Box 6,248, c/o The Motor Cycle. ' (5

OVER T.T., 1919, excellent condition, lamps.
Mileage under 2,000: £85, or nearest.—Tnn

Birmingham Rd., Kidderminster. •[(

1 Q20 Rozer 3V'h.p. Combination, very latest in<,

Xt/ all-L*ain drive, just received; exchange ei

taincd.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. 16'-

ROVER, 1920, new, 3V-.'h.p.. countershaft: list i

or nearest oKer ; owner taken delivery 2 macli

-19, Morlcy Rd., Lewisham. S.E. ['

3 ih.p. Rover, 1914, 3-speed clutch, kick sl;i.

2 coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, excellent conciitii

Carwithen, Kenilworth, Southampton. [>>

no OVER, 1915 T.T., clutch, accessories, as new, sli

-ti) during 'war, original tyres, mechanioallv pei

;

£72.—Trodd, 41, Griffin Rd., riunit^tend. [:

ROVER. 1914, T.T., special engine, fast, nitchail
condition' perfect, ready any journey; £50; '

wickshire.—Box 233, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X '

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, Li

improvements tliroughout, just arrived; mal
price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Wl

[X|
ROVER Combination, coachbuilt, 5''_.h.p„ 3:^

lamps, wind screens, good condition;
apply after 7.—Manning, 66. Seaford Rd.,

ROVER T.T., Sejit., 1919, new condition, met^
perfect, IMiilipson imlley, Lucati accessoriei

Southwell, 18, Bournbrook Rd., Boumbrook, liita

Write. .

3 ih.p. Rover, 3-speed. rebushed, new pistop^jL
2 Binks, nfew belt, Dunlops, nice conditiOBi.1

£68 nearest; trial.—R. Bristow, Downley, W^l
Bucks.

-

ROVER Combination, SV^Ii.r., 3 speeds, clntcb.l

plete with lamps, etc.. stored 4 years; £75

1

tiial.-lialey, 31. Crunlirook Kd. (top WhitehaU|
Tottenham.

1 Q19 Rover. 3'-;h.p., S-spCed. delivered Mari
XJ/ mileage about 1.000, hi iierfect eohditl
any time ; price £ 125.—Snale and Collins'

'

llythc. Kent.

4 ih.p. Rover, lat« 1919, count erfsliaft, 3-speed
4 chitcli, K.S.. Inrnp*;, liorn, toola, etc.. cod

splendid condition; £100.—^Harmfl"wortIi Boat 1

Xsh Vale, Snrrey.

1 Q20 5-61i.p. Rover Corabinntion, brand new, m
X«7 rcKistcred, fitted Rover bulbous fiidocai,

typo; at list price; in stock; exchantfct?.— 2. Kigli

Ud.. Lowfr CIniiton.

ROVKR T.T.. late model, ThilipsoD pulley,

oun'trr. I:iiiip8, mei.-Iianicnl liorn, spares, t

Kiiiditinn; £75. nearest; after 6.—Ingle Nouk, )

hdiough Ud., C'civentry. I

ROVER 3'vh,p. Coachbuilt Combinalion,
' liinUs carburetter. 3-spGed, ea.sy stnrtinKi

rumiint;, cxcrllcnt condition; £80.—Wilkinsiii

'I'iivisldik Sq., London.

33.h.p. T.T. Rover, Bosch, Senspray. roccntjl

2 hauled, enamel and plating ns new, D'

Brooks HI 70. fast, rolinble, comfortable; K>(t<

42, SouUisoa Av., Watford.

MAUDES'.-Rovcr 1918 6li.p. W.D. comb!
all-chain, 3-speed. kick starter, DunloTi

3 lamps and horn, very little used £130.—'*
100; Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

ndvertlnement. and the date of the Isaue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

aOVER 1920 4h.p., 3-5peed and countershaft model,
complete with Mills-Fulford Corvette sidecar,

ery small mileage, indistinguishable from new.^
'arkers. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6611

919 Rover 5-6b.p. Comliin.ition, wind screen, lus-
gnge c.niTier, £135: horn, 3 Inmps, 2 generators

II liUciieJ, Smith's speedometer, £14 estrn.—H-C, 30,
pper Urosvenor Kd., Tunliridge Wells. [5340

iOTEE Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920, not done 100
miles, perfect, disc wheels, lamps, wind screen,

z shields, speedometer, etc. : cost £250 ;' £220, or best
Ter.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Ee.il Service Firm,
otnes. '

, [X5765

914 3ioh.p. - Eover Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, hood, wind screen, lamps, acces-

•ries. extra heavy Duiilops, tools, brand new condi-
gn; £78; exchange Ughtweight.—63, Salon Ed.,
rixton. [6403

I LLEN-BENNETT. Motor Co.—1918 Bover 5-6h.p.
». twin, W.O. finisTi, Lucas lamps, -mechanical horn,
c. : snip, £135; cash, exchange, or extended pavments.
9-10-11, Eoral Parade, London Ed., West Crovdon.
bone: Croj-don 2450. [6005

919 5-6h.p. Eover C.B. Sidecar Outfit, sidecar

,
painted mauve, fitted with electric horn, lights,

isting screen, all .accessories; £200; would consider
change for 1920 -Indian combination.—Mottershead,
Didsbury Ed., Stockport. [2034

Q19 (Dei\} Eover, 3i--.h.p., 3-speed, Cowey horn and
*'-" speedometer, large Lucas lamps, sepaiiite rear
nerntor, fast, reliable, c^ilent and economical, climb
ivthing with two up, ^h touring omnibus, perfect

:

.30; trial; seen' by appointment.—89, Palmerston Ed.,
)wes Park, N'.22. "^ [6106

Royal Ruby.
^GEETON.S, Northgafe, Ip.swich, can deliver 5h-p.
•* - Royal Kuby.-from stock.—'Phone :, 962. [4057

i'

'h.p. Royal Ruby, ' spring frame, just arrived from
' works; £110.—Young, Mistertoh, Somerset. [6849

920 3h.p. Eoval Euby, spring frame: £110.-71.
Lansdowne Ed., Haudsworth, Birmingham. [6067

\7AUCH0PE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.—
li V 3h.p. Roval Eu^y, new, 1920, spring frame

j

)del; £120. [6921

920 New Royal Rubv 3h.p ,_2-speed. sprjng frame
£120.—Halifax Motor

nth. Halifax.
Union St.

[5913

OTAL EITBY 1916 2-stroke, unscratch
u 300 mile*, perfect ; £45.-Sibley,
ice, Eomford.

?d. onlv done
106, Market

[5663

»EAXD New Eoyal Ruby Combination, 6h.p.. only
* done 800 miles, splendid condition, speedometer,
axon, hood, screen, siae curtains, locker, best set

ips,- self-generators, any trial; will accept £200 for

iek sale; cash wanted, taking delivery car tuis week.
(lack, 17, Horsemarket St., Warrington. [X6679

Rudge,
>UDGE, brand new, I.O.M. T.T. model, just arrived.
^ —Moss, Wem. [X6655

FEW Eudge 3>2h.p., ridden few miles; £95.—Chard,
I High St., Deal. [5465

ITJDGE Multi, 1920, very little used; £95.-Evans,
li Garage, Newport, Salop. [S6589

[7AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, B.C.4 -
V 3'/2h.p. LO.M. Rudge, 1919; £105. [9730

> TTDGE. SKh.p., single-gear, good running order

;

I £36.-6, Broughton Terrace, Banbury. [S6727

• TJDGE Multi in Stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co..
*< 18, Bruton Place, New Bond St., W.l. [6593

Ih.p. Eudge Multi, LO.M. T.T., 1920; £120.-
' a King Smith, White End Park, Chesham. [6148

n -6h.p. Eudge Multi, immediate delivery; list price

j

£120/15.—John C. Beadle, Ltd.. Dartford. [5517

'iQ14 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p.. new C.B. sidecar, lamps,
'fif- horn; £90.-32, Breftenham Ed., Walthafflstow.

1
[5331

H ih.p. Rudge. clutch, lamps, horn, perfect condi-
:i 2 tion; £47.-16, Belmont Rd., Maidenhead.

I
[X6808

t|»TJDGE Multi, T.T., .3'ih.p., pedal starter, brand
!^ new; £110/5.—Grey's Garage, Beaconsfield.

r! [6539
: >RAND New Rudge Multi. T.T., uncrated ; best
i]' offer accepted.—Box 6,297, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1

1

[6815
920 I.O.M, Eudge in stock, unregistered; at list

price, £110/5.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clap-
i 1.

I

[6755

liih.p. Rudge Multi Combination, good condition;
;
2 nearest oHer £70.-59, Carr Hill, Balby, Don-

' I t^r. [5380

'l»UDGE Mult.. 19i4, fast, sporty, overhauled, per

[
1 1" feet ; £52, or near offer.-Bourne, c/o Danby,

ll-ckloTd. [0190
'» TJDGE Multi, I.O.M. Model, brand new. in stock,
\^ list price.—Longman Bros., 17. Bond St., Ealing,
il. : 689. [6534

I'll 14 Eudge Multi jind-. Cnnoelet sidecar, running
Jt» order: £70.—Featherstone, 22, London Ed., 'run-
age Wells. -

' [S;6554

l|

NEW 1920 MODELS IN STOCK.

(Immediate delivery).

A.B.C., just received £150
ALLON, 23 h.p.."2-spceU, clutch,

kicJ^--start £85
BLACKBURNE, Sh.p.,soIo.. £170
BLACKBURNE, 4h-p.. solo . £128 10
BLACKBURNE 4 h.p. Comb. . £158 ID
EDMUND-J.A.P., 2} h.p., En-

field 2-speed, spring frame. £92 8
ENFIELD 2-5troke, 2-speed .... £73 10
INDIAN Powerplus, solo, with
dynamo lighting, speedometer£181 14

INDIAN Powerplus Combina-
tion, with dynamo lighting £223 14

INDIAN Scout Model t140
IVY, 2i h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £70
L.IVI.C. 6h.p.-3-speed Comb. .. £183 5
METRO - TYLER, 1920, " S "

Type £95 18 10
O.K. - VILLIERS, single - speed,

lightweight £50 8
SPARKBROOK, hghtweight,

single-speed £69
RUDGE-MULTI, LO.M., new

model '.
. £1-10 5

RUDGE-MULTI, RoadsterMod.,
" pedal start ' ;. £110 5

ZENITH, 5 h.p., clutch, and
kick-starter £148

CLYNO, lightweight £75
Etc., etc.

SOILED AND SLIGHTLY USED
MACHINES.

(Which may be had on approval, as our

advertisement on opposite page.)
rg20 A.B.C., as new. Swan sporting Side-

car, eleotric lighting, speedometer,
etc. Cost /J210 (worth £200 now) £175

1920 A.B.C,, solo, almost new . £137 10
1920 EDMUND-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-5peed,

spring frame ; cost £92, used once £78
1920 ENFIELD, lightweight, mileage

under 250 £6S
r920 INDIAN Powerplus Combination,

new May, fully equipped .... £190
1920 INDIAN Powerplus Combination,

new January, very good order, £170
1920 L.M.C. Combihation, 6 h.p. ; cost

£183 ; ahnost new £152 10
1920 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring

frame; cost £120; £92 10
1920 SUN-VITESSE, kick-starter model,

£60 10
1920 A.B.C. Skootamota £49

And many other bargains.

See our Advertisement on opposite pa°e.

Our July Bargain List will be sent vO-i
with pleagfcre on receipt of a postcard.

/. II'. TOLLADY,
General Manage/

SB

Town Hall, Colchester.

RUDGE Multi S-6h.p. C.B. ' Combination, 1916, as

new, with .all accessories; £95.—Sibley, 106,

Market Place, Eomford. - - - . [5661

RUDGE I.O.M. Multi in stock, new, £110/5; with

Millford sidecJir, £137/10.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Ed., South Kensington. [6768

RUDGE, 1914, Sljh.p., clutch, free engine, e!:ceUent

condition, lamps and horn; £48.-36, Windmill

Ed., Headington, Oxford.
.

' [6355

1016 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

i-tJ iu perfect condition, all lamps and accessories,

2 tube.-!- £80, roust sell.—Smith. 97, Tollington Park

HoUoway, N. Hornsey 1241. [6396

1 020 3' ih.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M. T.t., mileage

ii' 250, guaranteed perfect; 102 gns; must sMJ-—
Lynn, 32, Grafton Ed., Bedford. .. L554U

RUDGE 7-9h.p. Twin Combination for early delivery.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. .- [5155

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

T ATE 1919 Eudge Multi^, ^^SV^h.p
ination

;

Ed.. Coventry.
perfect condition

;

,,. , any expert esam-
£90.-107, Holyhead

[X6795

RUDGE Multi S-6h-p.. Jan.. 1920, Lucas horn,
mileagCj ridden solo;

St., Salisbury.
£107.- Lougman, Fisherton

(6375

1Q15 Rudge, Philipson, fine condition; £49; after
l.*y 6 p.m.—Porter, 15, Oberstein Rd., Clapham
.Tunction. S.W. [6025

T> UDGE 5-6h.p. Multi, new, unridd^n. list price
-EV £120/15; accept nearest offer.—Southfields,

HenleyKin-Thames. [5360

1 Q20 T.T. Eudge Multi, little .used, lampa. horn.
-LJy sueedometer, etc.; £121.—G. Crawley, 18, West
Rd., Siiflron Waldeu. - - .. [5978

RUDGE, I.O.M. Model, list price; from stork.—

A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-
market ('Phone: 2141., -

- l'*''*-'

3 ih.p, Eudge Multi, 1913, fully eanipped, insurance,

2 . fine order, new cyl. and tyres; £46.—E.D.G.,
[6364

RUDGE Multi, clutch, engine just overhauled,

lamps, ready to ride away; "" -T'"t.

Somerset Place, Teighmouth, Devon.
£40--

, horn,
-Tasker, 7,

[5944

1020 Eudge-Whitrforth, 3V,h.p., new I.O.M. Model,

ly from stock; list price.-Harvey Hudson and Co.

S. Woodford (next George Hotel). - I574i

31hp E-udge, 1914. guaranteed perfect Tunning

3 order; anv trial; £42 gns.—Laurence, 49, East-

brook Rd., Waltham Abbey, Essex. [6415

RUDGE I.O.M. SVih.p., iust delivered; list Price.-

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd^
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80., -

[5154

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. and new C.B. large Sidecar,

splendid condition, accessories, spares; £98.--

Buck, 6, West Ay., Walthamstow. [6601

RUDGE Multi Combination, Slth.p., good "inning

order; £50, or offer.---Ford, 20, North Terrace

Hermitage Rd., Finsbury Park, N. [6870

MAUDES'-Kudge Multi, 1914 (late), 31/1*. p., C.A.V.

mag., Senspray carburetter, new tyres; £56.--

Maudcs', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6623

RUDGE Multi, 1920, 3i/2h.p., J-O.M. TT model, in

nearly new order; jei05.-Elce and Co., 15-1 6.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

TO 20 Eudge Multi, T.T., delivered this week; list

ly price.-Bickell and Sons, 247-251, Archway Ed
Highgate, N.6. 'Phone: Hornsey 1090. (0254

RUDGE Multi Combination, SVjh.p., coachbuilt side-

car overhauled fortnight ago, fast macbine; £75.--

Hazlewood, Bardon Hill, Leicestershire. 15753

5-6h n Rudge Multi 1916 Combination, excellent

running order, great bargain; £76.-Longman
Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [6533

RUDGE Mlulti, 1920, Stih.p.. T.T., brand new, just

arrived, immediate delivery; at makers price.—

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [5686

1 020 I O.M. Eudge Multi, Cowey horn. Miller lamp,
i-tJ spare belt; £110, or nearest offer.-Bate, Mary-

vale, Greenbank Ed., Latchford, ATamngtou. [5396

3 ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1915, hand clutch, lamps, horn,

2 spares good condition, stored during war ; nearest

f60.—Best, 10, Plymouth Rd., Totnes, Devon. [6577

I Q 20 Eudge Multi, 3; ih.p., T.T. Model, completely
-Ltf eauipped as new, guaranteed: £110.—TaLboti,

Heron Court, Richmond, S.AV. 'Phone; 1697. [5433

FOR Sale, 1914 SV'.h.p. Rudge multi, T.T., fast,

sporty in perfect condition, lamps, etc.; £60.

—D. O. Thomas, 105, Priory St., Carmarthen. [6794

RUDGE Multi, 1915, re-enamelled (latest colours,,

overhauled new belt, tyres, etc., excellent condi-

tion; £66.-18, Fulham Place, Paddington, W.2. [6071

20 I.O.M. T.T. Rudge, excellent condition, lamps,

horn speedometer, and tool kit; £98.—Stafford,
Marshside Rd., Churchtown, Southport. [X6452

1 019 Eudge Multi 3>,«i.p. C.B. Combin.ation, mileage
-LtV under 300, in new condition, mechanicidly perfect:

price £115, no offers.—Carder, Stonebridge, Dorking

19
10,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the eni9 ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue, A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

"VTEW 1920 I.O.M. Rudge with starter ' model, just
-Ll anivwl, immediate delivery.—Clapham (Motors),
27, SiOL'kwell St., Qreemvieh, or 'phoce Greenwich 751.

[6839

1 Q20 Rudge -Mnlti, I.O.M., overlap cam, brand new,
--«/ unregistered; accept £105; guaranteed perfect.—
Fenton, 18, Broughton At.. Bentler Ed., Doncaater.

[6739
1 Q15 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi. overhauled, enamelled,
J-*' like new insiae and out, spare tjTe, etr.; £78,
with sidecar £89.-135, Cann Hall Rd., Leytonstone.

[S6735
RUDGE-ENGINED C.B. Combination, K.S., Multi

pulley (B.S.A.), perfect running order; £48, or
near.—16, St. Mary Abbotts Terrace, Kensington.
V- [6221
NEW 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Twin, T.T. handle-bare;

£6 extras; £140; exchange Sunbeam, Norton,
A.B.C.—Vincent Gatty, Brandlingill, Oockermouth.

[X6648
NEW I.O.M- Rudge Multi, special machine, extra

large exhaust, tuned by a winner of many speed
events, a real speed man's mount; list price.—Wynn,
Alcester. , [6237

"1020 T.T. Rudge, mileage 1,876, Klaxon, speed-
At/ ometer, .Tan-Sad, knee-grips, College shields, ex-
cellent condition; £115.-210, Kew Rd., Richmond,
'rhone: 368. [5508

RUDGE Multi, 1916. splendid order, £72/10; also
Rudge with Philipson pulley. £47/10.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith. 80. [5156

RUDGE 3Vah.p. C.B. Combination, C.A.V. mag., kick
start, free engine, wind screen, all in excellent

condition and appearance, easily detached; £63.-44,
Cr.nnmer Av., West Ealing. [650S

RUDGE Multi 1920 I.O.M. Model, very small mile-
^ge, last, and equal to new, lamps, etc., guar-

anteed; £100.—Longman Bros, 587, Uxbridge Rd.,
Acton. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. [6527

RUDGE Multi, 1920 I.O.M. model, speedy, month
old, ridden under 500 miles, lamps, etc.; £112;

§uick sale, owner going abroad.—Seen at 32, Ancill
t., Fulham, S.W,b. No dealers. [6660

-| 020 Slih.-p. T.T. Rudge Multi, new spare belt, inlet
J-*' and exhaust valves, in absolutely new condition,
tyres unpunctured, mileage about 500; price £100.

~

Sheppard, 12, Maple Grove, Bath. [5580

NEW 1920 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps,
' horn, unregistered, never been ridden, owner

unable to take delivery; accept £170.—D. J. Shepherd
and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31.

[4993
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—I.O.M. Rudge Multi

SVali.p.. sports model; £110/5; cash, exchange,
or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lon-
don Rd., West Croydon, 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[5286
1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, long stroke,
X *^ free engine, clutch, multi gear, j)edal starter.

Miller lamp set. horn, tools, new last April, under 500
miles, same as new; £150 cash.—E. W. Howard,
Market Place, East Harling, Norfolk. [4103

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1919 I.O.M. Rudge
Mnlti, lamps, horn, speedometer, very small mile-

age, splendid condition ; £110 ; cash, exchange, or
fxtended pavments.~9-10-ll. Royal Parade, London Rd.,
We-st Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon 2450. [6000

RUDGE 31/oh.p., 1914, N.S.U. 2-st)eed, new, £45,
with sidecar, £65; Rudge Multi combination,

5-6h.p., with nearly new de luxe Rudge sidecar, £150.
all lamps, horn, and keys both; tyres, belt, and every-
thing perfect.—Jackson, 27a, Cobden St., Burnley.

[6907

Scale.

1 Q20 New Snnle, S'/.-h.p. precision engine, 2-stroke,
^*y 2-speed, clutch, kick start: £90; immediate de-
liveries.—The Rocliester Auto and Supply Co., Rochester.

[0199
NEW SCALE 3y2h.p., Precision engine, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick start; £91/10; from stock.—
Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taun-
ton. [5761

NEW Srale, 3i,$h.p. Precision enginp, mechanical
luhritation, will take ^decar, only done 200

miU-fi, liuyiug more powerful machine; perfect condi-
tion.— Win tlield. City Buildings, CaiTington St.,

Nottingham. [X6247

Scott.

QCiiTT 3%h.p.. recenllv overhauled.—Padd. 2423.
89, Abt>ey Rd.. N.W.8. [6717

J-:w S<ott Combination in Stock; £185.—BrnwnV

,

fisuiinv. M.'iltby, Rotherhani. 15366'

^COTT New Sports Model in Stock, early driivry
3 ol combination.—Moss, Wcm. [X6657

COTT, 1920, 3 weckf old, umall mileage; £135.—
Martin, Harrowby Rd., Grantham. [5825

12 Scott, 2-Kpecd, wfints overhauling, tvre« good

;

£28.-F. C. EdwardH, High St., Tcntc-rden. [6488

SCOTT Combination, 1920, ft« new; .£175.—ITowin'n
(^aruKCH, Ltd.. tlic Real Service Firm, Taunton.

(5762
SCOTT, Or*.. 1919 nui'hinf, Feb., 1920 Kid<M'iir, p.-r-

it'A-A <'i.iiditi(.u; £150.—J. Brnyley, 216. Oximd
St., SwaiiBCii. [5709
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Insurance
• Policy •

This space will be occupied week

by week with copies of actual

letters received from Policy

holders who have had occasion

to make claims. Full names
and addresses will be supplied

to any bona-fide enqitirers.

Gentlemen,

I beg to acknowledge receipt

of your favour of the loth inst.,

and to express to youmy sincere

thanks for the very prompt and
satisfactory settlement effected

by you of the claim against me
in respect of recent accident. I

shall have much pleasure in re-

commending your Company to

my motor-cycling friends.

Regretting that you should

have had to meet a claim on a

Policy so recently issued, and
again thanking you for your

attention.

Yours faithfully.

The only SAFE TEST
of insurance is

CLAIMS.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

IncorlwralinR The Autocar Insurance
Department, EstablisltcJ 1904.

, Hcati Office

:

20, TUDOR St., LONDON. E.C.4.

Branches: BIRMINGHAM—Guildhall Build-

ings, Navigation St. MANCHESTER—igq,
Dcansgate. LEEDS—Calvert's Chambers,
8, Commercial St. NEWCA.STLE—Atlas
Chambers, Westgale Rd. CAKDIEF— 15,

High St. GLASGOW—n7, West Regent St.

(•a •••••MBBai•••••a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, latest model; don't wait, delivery frpB^fc'
' stock; list price. — Central Garage, Swanage."

'Phone : 26. [5934'.

SCOTT 354h.p., 2-speed, free engine, lamps, spaafc*
ometer, splendid machine; £39.-74, Addison St.»-

N ottingham. [S65ff5

TX7AUCH0PE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.^^
'" 3^/jh.p. Scott combination, new, 1920 model, from

stock; £185. [37^.

1 Q 15 3^,.ih.p. Scott, engine perfect, new Binks, Bosob,
J-«^ new front tyie, discs, etc.; £65.—44, Statidg
Rd., Wylde Green. - [X62^
"IO20 Scott (May), ridden very little, lamps unli^l
J-t/ tyrea unpunctured, perfect: £135.—R. Moi
Suttonbridge, Wisbech.

il35.—R. Moam
SCOTT 1920 3Mli.p., 2-speea and clutch, comp:

with head and rear lamps, bulb horn.—Parker:
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X661i

SCOTT Combination, lamps, horn, tools, etc., trf
good, whole as new.—Tel, : 6626 Museum.—A.S.W.

60, Mortimer St., W.l.

SCOTT 1914 Combination, 2-spQed, kick, perfectj^^

overhauled and enamelled; £90, or near offei^
Thaxter, Seagate, Hunstanton. E6533§

SCOTT, 1919, C.B. sidecar, perfect, unscratclieBL;
lamps, Klaxon, new tyres; photo; Derby; iSlSS.^

Box 6,279, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [6820'

SCOTTS, 1920, brand new. solos, eombintrtions, .'pP

sidecars only ; list prices ; prompt delivery.—flr;^
Pepper, Market Hill, Royston, Herts. {Q4S9.i

JULY, 1920, Scott Combination, unused, with liooS^T

jjcreen apron, luggage grid; at cost price.—Write
Scott, Judde House, Tonbridge, Kent. [561Q

1 Q20 Scott, T.T. bars, large Lucas head lamp, elec-
-LiJ trie tail, Cowey horn, Watford speedometerr
£140.—Knox, The Chase, Nuneaton. [X6454..

SCOTT S^^h.p., nearly new, semi T.T. bars, completr
with lamps, horn, tools, insurance, etc.; £120.—;

Ratclifte, 5, Selborne Terrace, Bradford. [644J

SCOTT 1911, used 4 years, thoroughly overhailea,;
splendid working condition; £42, or. near offer'

—Purchas, 25, Hockliffe St., Leighton JBuzzard. [S6669-

A SMART Scott Combination, 1915, Epeedometar?;
lamp set, new tyres, etc., grand condition; £96.—

Dentistry, 769, Romford Rd,, Manor Park, London,^
[4755

QCOTT, latest model, and sidecar, engine just ov<

hauled by makers, perfect "^rder; £120; xi

away.—Nelson, 48a, Marquis Rd., Stroud Green, N.

SCOTT, No. 1388," perfect, Capac, overhaul jus£ (

' £14; accept £60, no offers.—l-'iiller particulars wi
Scott, 98, Michael St., Castle Poregate, Shrei^'sbury.

[544fa

SCOTT, engine No. 3641, Binks carburetter, Palmer
tyres, P.H. lamps, mechanically perfect, everything

like new; £125;—Fawn and Archer, Tictoria Rd., Alder-

shot. - [5701

SCOTT 1920 Combination, in gorgeous tune, a dretKB
' to drive, great climlier, silent, swift, siu-e: £152;

trial by appointment; evenings.—12, Hawkesley Crescent,
Northfield.. [3:6688

"IQ19 Scott Combination, genuine Scott sidecar, fullyAv equipped, 3 lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £145; seen
any time.— 64, York St., Twickenham. 'Phone: Rich-

mond 1135. [6201,

~| Q20 Scott and 2-seater Sidecar, hood, screen, side

JLiJ curtains, electric lighting, ridden 50 miles;

offers.—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone : Wai-
thamstow 800. [6186

33.h,p. Scott, delivered June, 1920, Klaxon horn,

4 full kit of tools, machine unscratched. too

powerful for owner; £130, no offers.—N. Walker. 17i

George St., Hull. [540«

SCOTT Combination, late 1913, laid up during vax,

now fitted now cyls., pntctically good as n«ff(

Bosch, Binks, lamps, horn, speedometer, tooI(s, siKueii;

any trial; £85, lowest.—Edwards, 3, Park VillaR. Oke
hampton. [677(

1 020 Scott Combination, light rax tyres, Konnifi
J-t/ speedometer, horn, spare chain, plugs, tnols, I

miles, perfect condition, makers' guarantee, inaura

to May, 1921: best offer over £190.—Price. 5, 86

ringham St., YoiOr. [6!

1 020 Scott Combination. No. 3945, insured ti

Xt/ March, 3 electric lamps, Lucas horn anr

uiirrnr, wat.i'b, Bonniksen trip. 2 spare sjimckol?

ready to ride away, bought car; best offer over Hal

price—51, Portland St., Southport. [4101

ALLEN-BENNKTT Motor Co.-1920 Scott SViU-p,

large P. and H. head lamp, horn, etc., etc., milfl

ago under 700, uiiwcrnlchfd and indistinguishable fiOJl

new; £127/10; ciish. exrlinnge. or extended paymeuU-
9-10-11, Royal Puradr, Loudon Rd., West CrtrfdOB

'Phone: Croydon 2450. [6**

1 13 Scott Combination, twin cyls., coachUW
XO Myers sidecar, Binks carburetter, Bosch mftl

new Dunlop tyres, new Lucas lamp, new RenOl

chains, Stewart BpeedomeLer, Lloyd double oil feM

horn tools, spares, just done faultless weok s hoUoft,

of 500 miles: £76.—Turner, 11, Temple End. Hig

Wycombe, Bucks. [A671

A34 All leltei-B relating to advertiscmentB should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

(iER 3''>b.p., single gear, lamps and horn; £35.—
[Jioolc Bros., Buruhaiu-ou-Sea, Som. [4147

lEK Lightweight, less carburetter, recently over-
inuied, perfect little machine: £20.-45, Ivor Ed.,
orthy, Dorset. [6489

—Singer 2V2h.p., maff., B. and B., ivants atten.
riou ; nflers : alter 7 cveuiugs.—Soutberan, 55, Bed
ti, Clapham, S.W.4. [5974

5ER Combination, 1915, 4Vjb.l^., 2-speed counter
liaft, iust overhauled, coachbuilt sidecar; £70.—
Is, East View, Northwick Rd., Evesham. [6285

4 Singer Combination, 4b.p., 2-speed and clutch,
kick start, Bosch, B. and B. ; can be seen in

, 1 J first reasonable offer secures.—Write Jenkins,
!
ViUow Brook Kd., Leicester. [5499

Sparkbrook.
.{KBEOOK, 1918, 2-speed, fuUv equipped, splen-
jd condition; £56. — Young, Market Place,

j

er. , [6455

! IKBROOK 1920 2'^4b.p., 2 speeds, at makers'
rice; £75.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.,

!

W.3. [X6714
UKBEOOK, 2-,speed models, £75; from our
lowrooms.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Heath
,
Xcivmarket ('Phone: 214|, and 75, Albany St.,

[4011
2i,i;h.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke, single and 2-speed

aodels in stock at makers' list price for cash, or
ended payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
ton Rd,, London. [5399

Sun.
riTESSE, brand new 1920, 2-speed countershaft:
)2,'10.—Box 6,292, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6834
?'ITESSE, 1919, 2-speed, .iccessories ; bargain,
i5; after 7.-67, Blenheim Gardens, Cricklewood.

[5572
I'lLLIERS 1917 2;$h.p., r-e-enamelled, engine
il nindition perfect; £43; after 6.—110, Sangley
Iford. [6725
5]i.p, ,Srm-J^p Combination, Sturmev-Archer

rns, perfect condition; £120.—Emery, 98, Derby
j.
iithampton. . [5455

;
2'!4h.p. Sun-VilHers 2-speed, splendid order'

mist sell; £33 or offer.—Garaged at 120a, Hollo
i Rd., Acton. [6257
i 'ILLIERS, Z'-'/ih.p , complete with lamps, speed*
=ter, excellent condition; £40. offers.—106,
Rd., Ashford. [5948
"itesse, 2%h.p., single speeds, 2 speeds, clutch,

I

I kick-starter models in stock, immediate de-
Harrison's Cycle Stores. Beverley. [5826
n.LIEHS, 1915-16, single, 5030, C.A.V .

i'\ all accessories. Brooks, spare belt, new
-on, easy starter; £45; trial by appointment.

IS, Mghtingale Rd., Dover. (D) [X6453

Sunbeam.
^ON'S, High St., Guildford,
nts. Inquiries invited':

GetFullPower

from your Engine
BY USING

The "Service" Leather
BELTING DELUXE
For years we have been supplying a belt that srips under
all conditions, is not affected by wet, has no gap .at the
fastener, requires no tools for fitting, and is fastened in
such a way that the fastener will not pull out.

Sunbeam
[5593

^"^^, 3>,4h.p., delivered this week, unridden;
I offers?—95, Peel St., Hull. [6448
.Siuiheam, perfect order; with sidecar £100
itliout £80.-Boker, Ealing Green.- 15675

i-V"-,
^lAh.p., standard, 2 weeks old, un-

lohed; £165.-173, Spring Bank, Hull. [6447
i'.VM 3'$h.p. Combination, late 1915, perfect
iition; £145.-15, Brandram Rd., Lee, S.E.

i,

3h.p. Sunbeam Combination, just overhauled
ly trial; -£180.—E.M., 52, Campbell Rd., Salis-
'"'

. [5277
1920 3^5h.p. Sunbeam Sporting Model, nrn

HI works only; £170; private.-Box 6,181, 0/0
'or Cycle. |-5474

Sunbeam and Coachbuilt Sidecar, all acces-
les, a.< new; best offer over £120.—Day
Dhelmaford. , [5357
EAM 1917, kick starter, 3-apeed, h.b.c. clutch
IP, horn, etc., excellent condition: £120—

C

Clapham, Torks. [0246
EAM, SJ.Jh.p. 1920, ridden 150 miles, bought
;_ accept list price, no otters.—Whitehon^e
Bridgetown, Cannock. [X6760
S'Ah.p. Sunbeam. 3 speeds, clutch, kick start
icker sidecar, must sell; £80.—J. Smith and
Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. [6926
SAM 1919 Combination, P.R.S. ehctric light-
l spare wheel, hood, cover, and wind screen —
., Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6610
French Militury Sunbeam, black and gold
Msh, splendid condition, lamps. Klaxon- £135
.erfteld lid., I'insbury Park. '

[6345
Price; immediate possession, 1920 3V,h.p
ndard Sunbeam, mileage under 100, perfect.
Brittain, Orient Lodge, Buxton. [X6703
iAM 3>41i.p., late 1919, all-weather khaki model,
W.l)., p'erfect condition, all accessories; £120
elock St., Forest Hill (Syd. 13151. [6155

ALL SIZES IN STOCK.
The Service leather Belt can be supplied in all sizes
from stock. Any length cut, and two fasteners given
gratis with each belt. These fasteners have been
specially designed for use with the "Service" belt. Eye-
lets to accommodate them arc placed in the belt about
every inch. The two ends of the belt are brought close
together, and therefore the " Service " belt is particularly
suitable for use on variable geared machines of the
expanding pulley type. If you require a belt that will
outlast three rubber belts, give no trouble, and transmit
the full power that your engine gives, invest in a
"Service" leather belt.

Keep this table of Prices
per foot handy. We can supply any of

these sizes at all times.

TYPE.

Two-ply

Three-Ply

Four- Ply

Fasteners

r J- i" IS"
1

li"

3 4 5 5 6 S

— 5 6 6 6 7

I

- 7
I

8

6d. 1 8d. [ 8d.
I 8d..

Outlasts Three Rubber Belts
This is a gooi serviceable Belting. Strong,
durable, and economical. An exceptionally

good investment.

Come in and see us.

We specialise in all

Motor-cyclists' needs,

and can supply you
at once with the best

quality at the. lowest
price.

The Service Company, Limited,
289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam

3ih,p. Sunbeam, only ridden solo, and in excellent
2 condition, now fitted with brand new ]\Iillford

sidecar to match; £120.—Crow Bros., Guildiord. [6728

LATE 1915 SVsh.p. Sunbeam Coachbuilt Combination
(sidecnr brand new), lamps, accessories, new con-

dition; £135; esclianse Morgiin.—63, Salon Rd., Urix-
ton. X [6402

1 Q14 Sunbeam, 6h.p. twin_ J.A.P. engine. Bosch
-*-«-' mag.. B.B. carburetter, 3-speed gear, new
tyres, perfect, Gloria car.—King, 67, Westbourne Park
E.d., W. [6029.

6h.p. Sunbeam Combination for sale, speedometer,
lamps. Avind screen, accessories, first-rate condition;

£150.-Apply during daytime, Matthews, lao. Idle Kd..
Binclford.

'
[5849

SUNBEAM 1914 2"^4h.p., Inmp,^, horn, toolt^, speedo-
meter, etc., very fast and e.\cellent condition;

£85.—Hewin's' Garage.?, litd., the Heal Service Firm,
Taunton. [5763

ONE 4h.p. Sunbeam Combination, guaranteed in per-
fect order, hardly soiled, delivery Nov. last: £175,

or neare,st otter.—Apply, W. Cross, 29, New Kd., New-
town, Mont. [6741

SUNBEAM, as new, 1918, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine, Lucas
electric lighting, screen, speedometer, etc., any

trial, delivered 100 miles; £175.—Queen's Head, Wal-
tham Abbey. [6480

1Q19 (Dec.) 31/oh.p. Sunbeam, fitted with Sunbeam
i«-' leg shields, Lucas, lamps, Lucas horn, mileage
200; price £145.-J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [362X

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h.p;, 1914, gear box and
clutcli just cvcrahuled by makers, Lucas lamp,

etc. ; £120. or near, for quick sale.-100, Brecknock
Rd., London, N.7. [6177

SUNBEAM, 1914, ZY^h.-p.. 2-speed gear, chain drive,
Bosch mag., Lucas lamp and horn, in very good

order, also few spares; 60 gns.—Mitton, Scarsdale
House, Loscoe, Codnor, Derby. [5644

3ih.p. Sunbeam, 1914, S-.'ipeed, no play anywhere, *

2 enamel unscratched, tyres unpunctured, real pre-
war goods: after 6.30 p.m.; about 98 gn«.—120, Marl-
borough Elat^, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. '[X6646

SUNBEAM 3i-'2h.p., 1916, Green Model, engine No.
4930, general accessorie.'!, including electric lamp

(dry battery), and spare parts, splendid running order;
£115; Fifeshire.—Box 6,184, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D)

[5477
IQIB Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and gold,
JL»/ largest lamps, Lucas horn, detachable wheels,
new 3in. Dunlop tyres, luggage-rarrier, condition and
appearance as new; £165.—106, Church St., Chelsea,
London. - [6242

23.h.p. Sunbeam, 1915, 2-speed, clutch and K.S.,
4 chain drive, oil bath gear cases, lamps, new

Senspray carburetter, Bosch mag., new extra heavy
Dunlops, perfect; £63.—Smith, 11, Guild St., Stratford-
on-Avon. [6705

1 Q20 (July) SVob.p. Sunbeam Combination, leaf
JL */ springs, detachable interchangeable wheels,
accessories, brand new, unregistered, cost £210; accept
£200.—Hamilton, Burton Rd., Kennington, near Ash-
ford, Kent. [6921

French Military Model,
Lucas lamp, generator,

tools, pump, Stewart speedometer, spare new piston,
Montgomery sidecar, lamp, generator; £140.-33,
Devonshire Place, Harrogate. [5929

UNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in :tock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

and plating undc the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la

Hay 'late Sunbea nland).—The Molineus Garage Co.,
Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [3458

tJNBEAM S'/ab-P. T.T. Combination, late 1918.
Bramltle sidecar, Lucas lamps, mechanical horn,

etc., small mileage, perfect condition ;
' price £145, or

exchange with cash for G.P. Morgan.-Harlev, 53, Foun-
tUi :'.iall Kd., Edinburgh. 'Phone: 4684 Cent. [5452

SUNBEAM, late 1919 SVjb.p. sporting model, black
and gold, T.T. bars, speedometer, Klaxon, excep-

tionally fast and wonderful on hills, only ridden few
times, and in at)solutely perfect condition; bargain,
nearest £132.—Winterdvne, 11, Knssell Rd., Hall Green,
Birmingham.

'

[X6672

"I
Q20 3V^h.p. Sunbeam, with primrose dinky pattern

X */ sidecar, largest F.R.S. lamp set. Cowey trip
speedometer, Cowey horn, knee grips, mirror, F.R.S.
sidecar lamp, Lucas rear lamp, disc on sidecar wheel,
done 450 miles, m new; £220.—R.L., c/o Martin, 36,
Frogmore St., Bristol [0238

SUNBEAM 2''Kih.p., 2-speed, chain drive, kick starter,

ohitch, footboards, tyres practically unisoiled, Lucas
accessories, mirror, sjpaie chain parts, etc., 69 gns. ; if

re.iuired, light Watsonian coachlmilt .'iidecar, stormproof
apron, 11 gns.—Garage, 5, Eglon Mews. Berkley Rd..
Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube}. [6304

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1916 Sunbeam 3Vj
h.p., just left repair shop<>, having been thoroughly

overhauled, re-enamelled and plated, and fitted with new
tyres at a cost 01 over £30. now indistinguishable from
new : £125 : cash, exchange, or extended payments.—
9-10-11, Royal Parade. London Rd., West Crovdon.
Phonc: Croydon 2450. [6007

-| Q19 Sunbeam 3.i^4h.p.
jLiJ ehain-cum-belt drive, Lucas

S^

S^

ROY H. .5868

411 letters relating to advertisetnents should quote the number at the end o> each advertisement, and the date ol the Issuf A3 5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Suabeam.

LATE 1918 Sunbeam Combination, SVjh.p., black
and gold. Easting wind screen, Tan-Sad, Klaxon,

splendid turnout, complete: £175; apply after 6.30.
—W., 36, Sumatra Rd., W. Hampstead, N.W.6. [6145

1 Q 19 (Dec.) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage
J~*^ 4,000, Lucas dynamo ligliting, spare wheel.
Tyres Al, gold medal winner in London-Land's End
and London-Edinburgh, engine just been completely
overhauled by makers and is equal to new, any trial
gladly given; £250, or near offer.—Darnton, Corbie
bteps, Harehi.Us Lane, Leeds. [6663

SUNBEAM Black and Gold 3'/.h.p. Combination,
1919 model, delivered January, 1920, Suubeaiti

cane sidecar, fitted spring luggage carrier, Cowey born,
Watford trip speedometer, variable jet Amac, knee-grips,
F.R.S. electric lighting, with 7in. head lamp, fed by
accumulator and dry batteries (2-way), insurance and
spares: owner bought car; an outfit for those who i«-
auiie the best of everything; £200.—Naylor, 85, Beams-
ley Ed.. Frizinghall, Bradford. [5747

T.D.C.

NEW T.D.C. de Luxe 2?4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed;
£56; must sell.—Mrs. Hunter, Gibside Terrace,

Burnopfield, Dorham. [5884

T.D.C. Sl^h.p. Combination, Brampton 2-speed gears.
lamps, speedometer, all Dew Dunlops; £48.-44,

Morning Lane, Hackney. [X6758

TWO Brand New 1920 T.D.C. De Luxe motor cycles,
each fitted with 2-speed gear, 26in. wheels, with

2-ply tyres, pan saddle, aluminium footboards, and
C.A.V. magneto; £52 each; take sidecar anywhere.—
Hockley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Bir-
mingham. [5993

Triumph.
TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914, 3-specds. clutch; £60.—

38, Pas-ne St., Deptford, S.E.8. [6361

"I Q20 (March) Triumph 4h.p., lamps, horn, tool;*, etc.—
Xi/ -Scott, 24, Lisburn St., Alnwick. [5672

TRIUMPH SVjh.p., perfect; £28.-534, Fulham Rd.,
Walham Green Basement. After 2. [6851

"I Q15 Triumph, clutch, perfect condition, £70; also
-Li' ditto with C.B. sidecar, £85.-Below.

1 Q16 Triumpli Countershaft, C.B. outfit, perfect,
Xt/ nicely fitted; £105,-308, Upper Richmond Rd.,
Mortlake. [X6646

1 020 Triumph, Model H, just arrived from makers;
Xt/ £127/10.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [6900

3ih.p. Triumph, engine thoroughly overhauled; £38
2 —Clow, 117, Cavendish Rd., Leicester. [6385

£85.—Ttiumph 1918 4h.p. countershaft, splendid con-
dition.—81, Little Esiling Lane. Ealing. [6109

TRIUMPH, just delivered; £127.—Dulwich Cych
and Carrier Co., 356, Lordship Lane, S.E. [6088

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, engine No.
57827, perfect; £116.-45, Avignon Rd., S.E.4.

[6085
3ih.p. Triumph, renovated, going order, Grado vari-

2 able, free; £25.-53, Stanway Rd., Coventry.
[X6669

jTwoStroke!

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, Canoalet, Easting, all

accessories; £138.-1, Cedar Rd., Crickbwood.
[6169

£32, offers.—Triumph, Bosch, perfect order, ride
away, or send.—Lambeth, 1. Pitlake, Croydon.

[6290
REX G. MUNDY.-1920 T.T. Triumph, ,is new;

£110, or near offer.—1, Duke St., Richmond.
[6735

TRIUMPH, i'Ab.i., good as new, 1914, 2 speeds;
compulsory sale (cash).—Claydon, Eaatry, Kent.

[6348

£30; Triumph 3*,^h.p., clutch model, splendid run-
ning order, new tyres.—Morrell, Melidin, Flint-

shire. [5891

TRIUMPH, 1913, sidecar, colnplete, 3-epeed, splen-
did condition.—Leary, 12, King's Ter., Edgware,

N.W.9. [6075

1 020 Triumph and show «idecar, nearly new accc.i-

A«/ sories; £170.—T., Malt, House, Broom, Bidford-
on-Avon. [X6553

T.T. Triumph, dropped frame, 19f3 engine. Grade
- geai*, ready to ride away; ££45.-Garner, Saffron

Walden. [6167

1Q18 Triumpli-Millford Combinntion, 3-spoed counter-
i-'J shaft, good condition; £124.-102, Kenyon St.,

I'ulham. [674S

TllIUMPH, 1914, Sspeed. K.S., lamps, horn, etc.,

pood order; 55 gns.—19, Shaftesbury Rd., Ham-
mersmith. [6868

3) h.p. Triumph, 1911. splendid condition, lamps;
'i .£38.-13, Cranmor Rd., Hayes End, Hayes,

Middlesex. [5887

JUNIOR Triumph. Into 1919, low milcngo, well
c(|iiipir'(l

: £75; ns new.—Bnnghnn, Long Wyrn St.,

Coli'hCKU-r. [5324

OJLh.p. Triumph, T.T., new, O.A.'V^ B.J)., in02 excellent running oruor; £42.-76, Wostorn Kil,,
Southull, W. [5b5h

1Q13 Triunipli, 3-«pccd, podfil start, excellent condi-
X«7 (mil, hiNivs, horn; £57.-3, Park Uil., Kinustiin
Hill, Hurrcy, (6138
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Does a 2'Stroke |
over 250 c.c.

overheat?

NOT IF IT IS AN I
IVY. S

I

A.C.U. Officially Observed

Trial, July 15th, 1920.

25 I

Consecutive Ascents S
(non-stop) of the Old g
Wyche Cutting at ^
Malvern. S

3 h.p. IVY 2-stroke
350 c.c.

Successfully carried out the above
exceptionally severe test under the

auspicjs of the A.C.U. The Old

Wyoho Cutting is one of the steepest

hiUs in Great Britain, the gradient at

the top being 2-8. The machine
ran with wonderful consistency and
completed the 25 ascents at an
average speed of 18'75 m.p.h. The
total distance was 40 miles and the

time occupied just over 2 hours. The
engine of this machine is our standard
production for 1921.

CATALOGUES FREE ON REQUEST.

I

I

I

I

I S. A. NEWMAN, LTD., |
1^ ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM. ^

!]VRisfo(Mr!
I OP ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE;
Triampfa.

IMMEDIATE Delirery, brand new ModeJ
Triumph; best offer secures.—Bos 214, c/o'

Motor Cycle. ' '""

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, model, appearance fti

ride away;. £56.-2, Beulah Hd„ W: "

nr. Station. [

3ih.p. TTiumph, 1911, N.S-U. gears, in running o;

2 £40, or nearest offer; alter 7.—11, Thurlow
Rd., Dulwich. [

1 Q12-13 3>^h,p. Triumph, clutch model, good q
J-»^ auy trial; £38.—Paine, Downs Paim, Bilainj
Ayliford, Kent.

TRIUMPH. March, 1920, 4h.p. Model H., lamps,
horn, asnew; 130 gns.—Donington, Cheat

VVistow, Hunts.

IQig (Oct.) Triumph with Milford Sidecar,
J-v a.ccessories; £140.—H. M. Lorden, Ravensn
West Hill. Putney. [i

3ih.p. Triumph, single, good tyres, pow
2 machine, owner gone abroad; £30.-17, I

St., Deptford, S.E.

TTRIDMPH 3i,^h4)., speeds, clutcli, K.S., lenot
X perfect condition; £40.—Woodiord, Bla^kai
Market Harborough.

4h.p. Trinmph, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, rea
overhauled and insured; nearest £80.—283, j

shiU Rd., Coventry. [X

W.D. Triumph, completely renovated and in c

lent condition; £85, no offers.—Bla^dale,
Queen St., Coventry. , - [X

TRIUMPH Type H Combination, for iramediil
livery (on rail to us now).^-Kerridges,

High St., Alton, Hants.

TRIUMPH and 1920 C.B. Sidecar, never,,
speed, clutch, nil on; trial; bargain, £6^

45, Charles St., Stepney.

4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, free engine, cluTcli,*

horn, etc., piai: of condition ; £75,—Wat
Fosley Rd., Kenningtoh.

TRIUMPH, Model H, 4h.p.. countershaft,^
new, unridden; £136.—Cathcart Housej-

William St., Mablethorpe.
*

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft (April);^
J- «^ lamjis, indisunguishable from new; £1?
2^6, c/o The Motor Cycle.

A(\ Gns.— S'/oh.p. Triumph, clutch, reuov*^^" makers, iuoks like new, tools, 'etc.—Wildg
Chester Green Rd., Derby.

TRIUMPH, 3M;h.p., "clutch model, engine X^
overhauled, new parts, smart; £40.—Levir^

Ilartfield lid., Wimbledon.

TRIUMPH, countershaft engine. No. 42618, 3^
mechanically perteet, lamps ; £a2.-T-14,

Cottage.'*, Hayes, Middlesex.

-| Q20 (April) Triumph, Model H. perfect
-L«7 u.sed; West Lanes, district; £120.—Box^
c/o T?ic Motor Cycle. (D)

TRIUMPH 3'4,'h.p. single gear, "head lampt
horn, runnfng order, carriage paid; £36.-

Murchison, Fultord, York.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p.. disc-, Tan-Sad, good coridi

evenings, after 7; £50.-10, Allfarthing'

'

Wandsworth Common, S.W.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-ppeed, Ivy c

built sidecar, ju^t overhauled, splendid condl'

£87.—Tippen, Harden, Kent.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, la

spare belt, valve, and other accessories; £W
Wrottesley Rd., Harlesden,

1Q19 T.T. Triumph^ 4h.p., condition exct'lleut
J-*y ;ir-ccs sories, speedometer; £94.—Chirk, 1, C
wortli Gardens, A<:ton, W. I

1 Q14 4h.p. Trinmph and best Gloria Sidecar. liX^ less: £145.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Lffi

Phone: Walthamstow 800. [i

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., Bosch, 3-fipeed, cluteh,

cessories, gplendid condition ; £70, or neuf '

—Cobdeu House, Welshpool. [X

31 h.p. Trinmph Combination, 3 sppeds, clutt-h, IB

2 excellent ronditinn ; £85, near olEer, bargt
Ebbs, Ladbroke Rd., Hurley. [

TRIUMPH 3Vl.h.ii., duti'li model, excellent vont
throujrhout ; m-en iit'ter 6.30 p.m.—31, FhIB

Av., Hiplianis I'aik, Lnudtm. f

TRIUMPH, 1911, Rood tyres, horn, Inmpa, i
eorirs, devoniprcssor, paddles off; £28.—

W

83, Mandr Rd., Wallingtun. [

TUIUMPH Baby 2Vib.n., 2-specd, lamp, horp,
1916, pertiict condition; £56.-49, G^"

I'lm-e, INcwL-astle-upon-Tyne,

TRIUMPH 1911, new tyres and IwH, Inmri
I'lr., in excellent condition ; £38/10.-^

Avoiidiile. Sniilli Park, RciKatc. |l

4h.p. -Triumph, mntrlo-gear, D.R. barp, new I'l

Hcrlinw tyres, etc., In\v nnd fnat; £56.—Coil
Evert>liolt Lodjito, Now Bamet. 1|

4Xh.p. 1919 (Aug.) Triumiili, a* now. Lucas i

4 speedometer, rear generator ; £115; not
|

days.—Bockett, 89, King Charles' Rd., Surbiton.

A36 All letters rclatlnf! to ndvcrtlscmcntii hIiouIJ auote tlic number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the d.ite nl the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Triumph.

4 Triumph 4h.p., A.J.S. sidecar, new engine, 3-

speed. Bosch, lamps, higgage carrier; £80.

—

, Foston, Newport. Salop. [X6744

I

UMPH, 3',-jh.p., good condition, fine running
j: order, new lamps: £40, or nearest. — Jones,

t Place, Corby, Grantham . [6284
' UMPH vjh.p. Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch and
lidck start, just renoxiited throughout; £76.—
129, Park Lane, Carshalton. - ' [6581

p. Triumph Combination, 2-speed, lamps,
scellent condition; £46/10.—Stored at Tan's,
Chippenham Ed., Paddingtou. [6471

11 9 Triumph Combination, luxurious sidecar, fully
equipped, £140; or exchange lower power.—
n, Nassington, Peterborough. [4977
—T.T, Triumph, Siih.p., fixed engine, Bosch
nag., -Senspray carburetter, just overhauled; seen
me.—5, Theisgcr Rd., Penge. [6417
OMPH 4h.p, Countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick

'tart, new sidecar and Tan-Sad; any trial; £100.
, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. _ [6583

'I 1920 Countershalt Triumphs in stock, ready
or dcliyery.—Services Motor Exchange, Bruns-
Terrace, Cambridge. Tel.: 167. [5942

H Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, lamps, coach-
built sidecar.

:
good condition throughout; £74

h, Gt. Giddington, Peterborough. [6568
UMPH, S'/sh.p., 3-speed, and clutch, overhauled,
md in perlect condition; £50.—Smith (Motors)
Hamault Works, ChasJwell Heath. Essex. [5788

,

JMPH Junior, Sept., 1919, new condition, small
nleiifc-e, complete ivith lamps, horn, tools ; £70,
r<.-l<ell, 39, Oxford St.. ITlverstou, Lanes. [5387

9 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt, in beautiful
rnndition throughout, equipped with lamps

:125.-L. Bull, 44, Hills Ed., Cambridge. [6655

'UPH 4h.p. Model 11, overhauled, countershaft
'ir, with brand new Millford Skifl sidecar; file
-s .md Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3. [X6715
i-'lIPH 1920, Lucas lamps, disc wheels, speedo-
.»iei- equal to new; £112/10.—Longman Bros.,ibndge Rd., Acton. Tel. :n578 Chiswick. [6626

.

7-18- Triumph Combination, countershaft, 3-
.>pocd, chitcn, condition and appearance as n^w
lal: £110.-43, Leavesdjn Rd., Watford, [6723
JMPH, 1918 engine, new wheels, now fyies, new
:is., renovated throughout, in splendid condition

>,
Lounty Garage Co., Gerrard's Cross, Bucks.

-Jijh.p. Trinmph Combination, perfer^t me-
lanical order, Bosch Tnag. Palmer tvres: trial
v uppomtment.-l, Elmsworth Av., Hounslow. '

"MPrt 4h.p., brand new, countershaft, insur-
I" e. all accessories, spares, and crate; jElsO-
iii„'. 159, Trinity Rd., VVandsworth Common!

;3IPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, Montgomery No 2
ilerar, mileage 4,000, perfect condition; £160 —
remier Motor Co., Aston Rd,. Birmingham.

Sale, Triumph Sl/oh.p., clutch model, 1912
ondition good, bargain, must sell; apply after
-192, Bedding's Lane, HiiU Ureen, Birmingham.

5 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, Canoelet
jidecar, m fine condition, perfect running order;
-Lounty Garage Co., Gerrarde' Cross, Bucks.

y 'Triumph, about 1918, new bsit and back
"'r^.'". '^'w"""' audition. -trial :-pr4«e £55 cash.
. 1 latt. Home Farm, Quidenham, Attleborough.

[4102C'MPH 1914 4h.p.,- 3-speed, clutch, and C.B
'

o'^*„'''
thoroughly overhauled by makers last

^90, or. nearest.—H. Smith, Purfon. Wilts.

3 Triumph, countershaft, another bcautv similar
" tliose we sold last week; £95; don't he,<i-
Inintrng's Motorclmnge, Wenldstone, Middlesex.

9 Triumph. C<juntershaft C<imbination, Grindley
sidecar (new body), recently fitted new Dunlops,
ink; bargain, *135.—50, Marlborough Rd.. Cov-

[X6810
!?

'f,''''™^'''-
Eood tyres, adjustable pulley.

handle-bar mag. control, long exhaust, good
)g order; £32/10.—Walker, 17, East St., Wor-

[X6804
2 JVSh.p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B., new belt
any tyres, overhauled: £35, or exchange 2-stroke

' value; after 6.—Dimsford, 7, Leighton Ed
/ - [6107
lO Triumph-Gloria Combination, 400 miles all
limps; Easting, spare belt and tube, the whole
»; £170. — 190, Balvernie Grove, Southflelds,

P-
'

[6790
ICJMPH 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start m running order; 96 gns. — Smith, 268.
aer Hill (opposite Arding and Hobbs), Clapham™- [6343
UMPH, countershaft model, 1915. Bosch, Binks,
.11,. lamps, perfect running - order, any trial
no offers.—Humphries, 3, Bowater Place, Black-
S.E.3. [6086

ADVEETrSEMBNTS:, x-lyidLT

VALVE
ATTACHMENT

Suitable for ail side - by - side

Poppet - valve Engines. Petro:

consumption reduced! Air leaks

eliminated. Valves and springs

protected, with perfect lubrica-

t:on for guides and stems.

'J^ User's Teslinnony :

—

Dear Si s,

I am writing to tell yon mv on in ion of
yonrFE.W A'ALVE ATTACHMENT after c
600 mile tour during the Whitsu uiJeHol da .

The ouly feeling L havj m rfyard t>
th m is one of extreme satisfactio!!. I run In
wli ledist mceonmy 3Vh.p.Ko ercombination
withoiitt eslight st tnuble on one d-iy-alone
doing sometliiiifif like 230 miles over veiT t-'ivo-

and-tatce roads and throngh several cities. My
fnel consumption wa- about 85 m.v.g. -whifli is

10 m. |ig. moe than I have ben able to get
betore and flexiblliiy and piwsr were much
improved. I am very jileased with my invest-
ment, as inexiram.p.g. alone the At a-bmeiit
%vi 1 soon pay foritself.

Yoiiis faithfully,
rSiunediT GUEGOBY.

Messrs. Hubberiue Limit d.

Market Koad. Caledonian Boad,
LoiMlon, NT.

Write to •

RUBBERINE Ltd.,
444, Market Rd.,Caledonian Rd.,

LONDON, N.7
Te'ephone - Telegrams :

No-t^ 2082 3 "Rubnmil''a * London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'PRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, engine No. 49723.A as new, very fast, new tyres, lamps, tools; anv
trial; pnce ^82, or nearest. — Box 6,303, c/o 'Jlu-
Motor Ci/cJc. [6811

I fj20 Triumph, H model, complete with Lucasj-t^ lamps, Klaxon horn, di^c wheels; -immediate de-
l^very at list price.—J. Smith and Co.. 16, Hampstead
Rd.. N.W.I. [3620

40.-1912 Triumph, clutch^ splendid condition,o^ lamps, new carburetter, belt, rings, clutch plates;
after 6.—Kendall, Somerset Place, "Wellington St.,
Slough, Bucks. [6479

BABY Triumph, 2y^h.-p., late 1919. mileage undei
100. head lamp (unused), Klaxon, tools, perfect

condition; seen by appointment; £70.—Box 6,238. n/o
The Motor Cycle. [5712

1 (120 4h.p. Triumph Type H Combination, lamps,
J- *^ Cameo screen, Cowey speedometer, Klaxon,
under 500 miles; ^155.—After 7, 18, Ladysmith Av.,
Seven Kings, Essex. [6119

ROBERT BAMFORD.-I generally own, and ahvav-
know of tlie best 4h.p. Triumphs in London,

Every machine specially selected and tested. See under
Consulting Engineers. [2128

'pRIUMPH 4h.p. (1919) and Gloria Sidscar, Lucas
-- lamps, horn, spare tubes, cnmplate spares, care-
fully driven, tyies perfect; £150.—Slater, Decorator.
Styal, nr. Manchester. [6682

"I
<Q20 T.T. Triumph, low mileage, as new. Miller

J-*/ lighting set, knee-grips, long exhaust, spare belt
and tube complete: £105, or near offer, bargain.—
Gregory, Codford, Wilts. [5440

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, purchased
new May, 1919, luxurious sidecar, guaranteed

perfect outfit, well equipped; £120.-60, Wallingford
Av., North Kensington. [6555

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., September. 1914, 3-speed, clutch,
stored 4 years, new Canoelet sideca;r, plating as

new, lamps, etc.; £90. -Phillips, Craven Lane.
Sbutham, nr. Leamington.' [X6708

TRIUMPH Combination 3-speed, countershaft, K.S..
luxurious bulbous back udecir. new 1919, equipped

perfect, ride away; £125.— Dentist. 216, Portobello
Rd., North i ensington, \\

.

[4500

4h.p. Triumph, late model, countershaft, coachbuilt
combination, very smait outfit, with new spare

tyre, tube, belt, valves, etc.; absolute bargain, £110.—
10. Redelifie Rd., S.W.IO. [5325

T Q14 Triumph 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-spsed clntch,
-«- 1/ Bosch, Dunlops good, spare retread, new belt,

lamps, horn, apron; ride 30 miles to purchaser; £85.—
201.. Railway Terrace, Rugby. [X6581

LATE 1914 Triumph, 3 speed, clutch, new Lucas
head and tail lamp sets, mechanical horn, perfect

condition ; any trial ; 65 gns. ; after 5 o/c—6, Etlce
Terrace, Church Rd., Leyton. - [5775

"IQ19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, countershaft, 3-

it/ speed, lamps, tools and spares, perfect condition,
little used, fully insured; 145 gns.—Seen, W. Collins,
Cwrfc Ucha, Port Talbot, Glara. [6687

"I Q 18 Triumph Countershaft, Mills-Fulford coach-
J-iJ built sidecar, 4-point attachment, new Duulop.s,
luggage grid, apron, guaranteed mechanically perfect;
£115.-10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll. [5653

J Q19 Triumph Combination, engine No. 61047,
-I eJ^ lamp.'^, horn, speedometer, wind screen, l'ootbDard.>,

very useful spares, excellent condition.—Carr, Whefit-
etone Park, Codsall, Wolverhampton. [5510

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-speed, 4h.p., has recently been
overhauled, and is- in perfect condition, nearly

new Senspray, new- Dunlops, Brooks 6170, and belt;
£62.-95, Grosvenor Rd., Highbury. [6635

1 Q20 Triumph, countershaft, as new, small mileage.
-t-«^ fully equipped, bargain, £120; new Swan sport-

ing sidecar, luggage grid, wind screen, unscratched,
£30.-43, St. Matthew's St., Ipswich. [6789

TRIUMPH 1919 Model, with nearly new bulbous
back sidecar, electric lighting, splendid condi-

tion; £155.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith
Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersipith 80. [5153

31.h.p. Triumph, single-speed, splendid running
2 order, lamps, horn, spares, climb anything;

245, or exchange lor good lightweight.—Write.
Arthur Lord, Victoria St.. Settle, Yorks.

.
[6318

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. motor cycle with Gloria side

car, Lucas iaead, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn,
Cowey speedometer, hood, cover, and wind screen:
£200.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6609

TRIUMPH, late 1919, with new Foston sidecar, tyres

splendid condition [2 brimd new), in beautiful run-

ling order, nppenranlfe equal to new, ineurauce included;
£145, or offer,—Newall, 8, Gt. King St.. Macclesfield.

[5385

MARCH, 1920, 4h.p. Triumph. Grindlay sidecar,

hood, screen, Lucas lamps, horn, spare tyre.

tube, tjelt, valve, condition as new. owner bought heavier
combination; £l70.—Riley, 5, Newmarket, Norwich.

[5649

TRIUMPH Combinatior 1919, 3-speed coiinter-

shaft, K.S., beautiful bulbous sidecar, lamps,
horn, apron, etc., appearance as new; £125; tyres

unpunctured.—13, Grenfell Rd., Notting Hill, W.ll.
[6557

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tne end ot each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. a37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1914 4li.p., 3 speeds and clutch, Bosch
mag., just completely overhauled and fitted new

rings, valyes, bushes, adjustable pulley, mud^ards,
ac-essories; £70.—Birkenhead, Thornton, Eye, Suf-

folk. [5893

1 Q13 Count^nshoft Triumpli, 4 li.p., every movin)?
-i-^ part new, Triumph finish. £90; also 1914 3- ;.

speed Triumph, similar guarantee; £65.—Bromley Motor
Mart., Orchard Place, Bromley, Kent. Tel.: Bromley;
2277. [5630

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, 4h.p., 3-6peed,

K.S., nearly new sidecar, new Cameo wind screen,!

3 lamps, horn, spare new tube, valve, etc., smart turn-

out, in spleu<atl order; £130.-22, Eflra Rd., Wimbledon,
S.W.19. [6572

TRIUMPH Model H C.B. Combination, hood, screen,

electric lamps, discs, luggage _ grid, spare can
holder, Tan-Sad. numerous accessories and spares;

bargain, pulis like a 7h.p., £170; after 7.-67, Blen-
heim Gardens, Cricklewood. [6077

DELIVERED March, 1920, mneage 800, 1919 4h.p.

countershaft Triumph, engine 58182, large F.R.S.
lamps front and rear, .4..K. knee-grips, Lucas horn, as

new in every respect: not in Thursdays; £126.-83,
Maxey Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [6153

TRIUMPH 1919, with No. 1 1920 Montgomery side-

car, disc wheels, all lamps, speedometer, screen.
and luggage grid, total -mileage about 3,000, perfect
condition, and guaranteed; £135.—Longman Bros, 17,
Bond St., Ealing. Tel. ; 689. [6529

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
2''ih.p. Triumph Junior, new, 1920, £75; 4h.p.

Triumph combination, new, 1920, £182/10; 4h.p.
Triumph solo, £127/10; 2Xti.p. Triumph, 1914, ££0;
ind 4h.p. Triumph, 1914, £75. [6923

1 Q 19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, lamps,
Xtf horn, luggage grid, speedometer, full insurance,
splendid oufit; £135.—View 6 to 7, Thurs., or Friday,
21, Grosvenor Rd., Iltord, or write Stevenson, 34,

Grosvenor Rd., Westcliff-on-Ssa. [6692

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, un-
scratched, exceedingly smart turnout, disc wheels

all round, large P. and H. lamp set, Lucas horn, tools,

etc. : accept ^120.—3, Cluny Mews, Warwick Rd.,
Earl's Court. 'Phone : Western 1344. [6409

TRIUMPH .3M;h.p., cylinder recently regronnd, now.
piston, Binks, Bosch, Grado gear. K.S., drip feed,

frame and tank re enamelled, lamps, horn, etc.;

£47/10; owner buying combination; seen after 7 p.m.
—29, Woodcote Rd., Waliington, Surrey. [5330

~| Q18 As New 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, kick starter
Xt/ tyres, plating, etc., unscratched, brand new
sidecar, complete, £135 ; solo, 98 gns.—Sales Dept.
Norris and Hall, Ridge Mews, Child's Hill, Crickle^

wood, N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [6799

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, 1915, with
all accessories, including lamps and horn, Dunlop

heavy tyres almost new, all in splendid condition ; will-

ing to give prospective purchaser a 20 mile trial run;
£100.—R. Hayward, Inverness, Carshalton Grove, Sutton.

[5702

1 Cbl'^ Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, Cowey
-Lt/ speedometor, Bosch, acetylene lamp, horn, spares,
tyres and belt as new, machine guaranteed mechanically
perfect, not used from 1915 to 1919 ; owner bou;;ht
rnr ; 68 gns.—Usher, Church Place, Paddington. Padd.
355. [X6235
rpBIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, new Jan., 1920,A very carefuUy ridden, mileage 2,000, Lncas electric
lighting equiprfient, Lucas horn, Bonniksen trip fipeedo-
meter, specially picked machine, guaranteed as new;
£180.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [5812

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.~1916 Triumph 4h.p.,
C.S. 3-8peed clutch and K.S., excellent condition,

nearly new coarhbuilt sidecar, coach painted mauve;
£120; cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11,
Royal Parade, London Rd., West Crovdon. 'Phniie

:

Croydon 2450. [6006

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Underslung Coach
Combination, new Avon steel-studded, new P. and

II. lamp, smart lot, £100; also dutch coach underslung
combination, stored 4 years, take 3 anywhere, nice
condition, £60; any trial.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters
Rd.. Tottenham. [6097

1 014 4h.p. 3-apcod Triumph Combination, new rar-
-L »/ huiett<-r, etc., accumulator Uifhting, foldinj?
luggage plutfurm on sidecar, romplotc set of tools and
npiiros, inclndinj,* 5 new vulvew, uew unused John
Hull lin. belt, nnd iJiinlup extra heavy tvro, trial given;
E115.-G.IJ., 33, Broadway, Earlwlon, Coventry. [X6570

4h.ri. Countershaft Triumph and Gloria Sidecar Com.
bination. f)(;t,, 1919, original tyres and belt, small

Toiicagc, fiidccar not used until 6 weckH ago. hcood
and plate glasii wind screen fitted, lamps, horn, and
full kit tools, etc., everything in flrKt-class order,
ready for tour; £150.—Tobacconi.st, 137, Gt. Dover
.St., S.K. [6271

LATK Model Trmniph. 3-spoed oountcrfthaft. and
1920 Swan de Luxe niclecar. compU'to witli linod.

hfTcen. K|K!cial nide valanco and luggngo grid, quick
dftachabjtr IHcinKn, i-Irctric liKliting «ct. 3 laniprt,

I.ucas horn, Jones trip speedometer; the whole out
fit in perfect condition; i)rico 125 gnu.-Box 162, c/r
The Mi-tor C'ucle. [X5796

New 1920 Models

in stock for

IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY

at Makers' Current LIST PRICES.

SOLO MACfflNES :—

RADCO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-specd £60 10

DIAMOND, 2jh.p., 2-stroke £63

BRITISH-EXCELSIOR, zi h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed £67

VELOCETTE, 2j h.p., 2-speed, all-chain

drive £73 10

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2$ h.p. J..\.P.,

4-stroke^ 2-speed £78

BRITISH-EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p. J.A.P.,
4-stroke, 2-speed, Ivick-starter, clutcli £84

F.N., 2=V h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, bevel
drive £85

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS:—
JAMES, No. 6, 4i h.p., 3-speed, James

Model de Luxe Sidecar £170

AMERICAN "X," 7-9 h-P-. 3-speed,

Canoelet MM.4 bulbous back Side-

car £191 4

F.N., 7 h.p., 4-cyIinder, shaft drive,

coachbuilt Sidecar, hood, wind-
screen £208

ACME, 8 h.p., J.A. P., 3-spoed, Acme
Sidecar, detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, spare wheel and
tyre £213 15

HENDERSON, Model Z2, 10 h.p., 4-cyl.,

3-speed, Canoelet MM.4 bulbous
back Sidecar £215

CATALOGUES FULLY DESCRIBING ANY
OF THE ABOVE MACHINES, POST FREE

ON REQUEST.

Machines despatched by road or rail ;
' delivery

free within 50 miles of Birmingham.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY
Aston Road,
Birnning^ham.

Telephone :-

Central.

Telegrams :

—

" Primus.
Birmingham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

31h.p. Triumph, Olivos conversion, wide saddle tan
2 spring irame, sprung carrier, almost new tyn

engine overhauled, aluminium piston, Gradua gei

aluminium discs^ enamelled royal blue and cream,
very fast and powerful machine with beautiful lin

and extremely comfortable, just completed; £65; •

can accept orders for similar macliin€s.—Olivos Motffi

120a, Bollo Bridge Kd., Acton, W.3. [6*

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of 7elooeH
—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverliampton. (2ji

VELOCETTE, 1920 model, brand new, just delhem
£73/10 ; an aristocratic lightrweight.—Ehosta ISsA

Co., Bank Mews. Bomford. [Zii

VELOCETTE, 1920 model, brand new, 2\4h.p.,

speed, all-chain drive ; £73 / 10 ; immediate J
livery,—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Binoii]
ham. t58J

21,h.p. Velocette 2-strolre, watertight mag., goo4tyi?
4 plating and enamel as new, lamps, hom,'""' ' "

feet running order; trial; £59.—Mac, 13, Vii"
Upper Norwo.od, S.E.

MUST Sell.—Velocette 23ih.p., 2-speed, chaifl
complete with lamps, mechanical horn, gnatail

teed as new, only done 250 miles, fast and econjnioail

accept £68 for quick sale.—^Apply, Carter, 11, fiiEml
Albert St., Chesterfield. [;X67||

19
Verua.

20 (April) 4h.p. Terus-Blackburne, acceMO]
any trial; oflers.—Cole, 52, Zetland Ed.,

;#« ^^

I Q20 Verus, 2V'h.p., K.S., as new, all acce:
J-iJ £75.—Seen. Harvey Hudson, South Wi
{next George Hotel).

4h.p. Verus-Blackburne. 1920 (June), Sturme]
Archer, mileage 500, perfect; offers.—47, EdwH

St., Caeracca, Dowlais. [677

0.^h.p. Verus-Blackburne, new; 105 gns.; immedial
/W4: delivery; trade quoted.—Maudes' Motor Marl

100, Paris St., Exeter. [64!

BLACKBURNE-ENGINED 2%h.p. 4-strokc Vera
new; list price £110/10; no reasonable offe

refused.—Foley, West Hagley, Stourbridge. [X60e

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Verus 2^h.p. !

stroke, single-speed; £55; cash, exchange, e

extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Pajade, Londol

Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [62*

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Verus 2%h.p. !

speed, clutch, and kick starter; £80; cash, a
change, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Boyal Pat

ade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydol

2450. [52»

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Verus 2%h.p., Blstk

burne engine, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter

£99/15; cash, exchange, or extended payments.-9

10-11, Royal Parade, London Ed., West Croydon

'Phone : Croydon 2450.

.

E529:

Villiers.

1 Q19 Villiers Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-specd, P. am

IJ/ H. lamps, nearly new Dunlops, perfect runninj

order, ridden only a few miles; ^647/10.—767, Fulha.

Rd., S.W.6. 1«631

^-. -^ Vindec

1 O20 SVih.p. 2^roke, 2-speed, Vindec motor, »

itf new; £65.—Cook Bros,, Newmarket Ed.. Can

bridge. |X«».

5-6h p Vindec Combination, coachbuilt sidecar

Bosch mag., B. and B., clutch, in running ffl

£35.—TapUn. 159, Hbrnsey Ed., N.7. 'Phone:
280.

V.S. Combination, 6-7ti.p., Bosch, B. ol.

2-speed, clutch, overhauled, enamelled,

lamps, generators, horn, tools, spares, perfect ,
tion; £65.-L.K., 101. Lausanne Bd.. Hornsey,'J

-Appointments by letter, or after 6.30.

Williamson. ;

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, B.^
8h.p. WilUamaon combination, 1914, 1..-.

£117/10. ['™

WILLIAMSON Conibin,ation. 8-lOh.p. wnter-code

Douglas engine, large sidecar, new tyres, appea'

oijoe as now; £160.—Lt, Atkins. ' Westconrl Ol'W
Cmiterburj- St., Gillingliam, Kent. [640.

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. Combination, a.o. Dooglj

engine ami 2-speed gear box. clutch, K.S., IWC

equipped, recently thoroughly ovcrliauled. tyres neanl

new, takes 3 anywhere, full inspection invited; £120

uJtcr 6 p.m.—Stevens, 7, Purley Ter. (adjoining In"

depot), Purley. [^'5'

WILLIAMSON lOh.p., water-cooled, 1915-16, 3

speed, kick starter, well equipped, pwl'l

enamel, tvres iierfect, 50-Kn. all aluminium poluBti

sidecar, also 2-seater coachbuilt body, tlic wholo jn'

thoroughlv overhauled, mileage about 5,000, not aw
1917-18- .£180; reasonable offer entertained.— ^Vnw

38, York Mansions. Battersea Park. 'Phonu :
Mi^«'

roick, Wimbledon 961. I""

Wolf.

1tf)ll4 Wulf 2\'i>h.v-, exci'lliut iiinninp nrdei
;

baj

.> JJ28.-40, Old IM. Vivst, Gravesonii.

A^8 '^" letters rclntlni! to advertlsemcntR ohnnlil oiiotc the number at the end of each odvcrtiKcment, and the date ol the l««uo.
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The Three-wheeled Runabout.

MANY words and much ink have been
expended on the subject of sidecars

versus runabouts, but there is a feeUng

in certain sections of tlie manufacturing

world that in tlie near future the over-

developed sidecar will find it difficult to justify

its existence. Prices have risen, and are rising,

until the list price of some fully-equipped big

sidecar machines approaches that of a small

car, and the public are beginning to ask how this

can be so. There are,- of course, and always will

be, some who prefer to pay the top price for

the vei7 best outfit rather than a similar price

for a cheap car, but, in general, the man who
is prepared to lay out ^200 and over expects

more comfort and better protection from the

elements than is afforded by most motor cycles.

Taxation will probatjly handicap the develop-

ment of the liglft~ four-wheeler, though the few

firms who have already good selling propositions

in this line will be sure to do well ; but the

three-wheeler is a simple and inexpensive pro-

position, and we dare prophesy that its develop-

ment during the next few years will be extremely

rapid. Undoubtedly the three-wheeler, as we
now know it, has certain inherent disadvantages,

but it provides proper protection for both driver

and passenger, and, what is equally important,

it can be produced as cheaply as, or clteaper

than, a motor cycle and sidecar. The majority

of high-powered sidecar outfits are never de-

tached from the sidecar, and are clumsy to^ handle

as solo mounts. Why, therefore, should heavy,

unmechanical, and expensive couplings be intro-

duced into the designs? From the one-piece

motor cycle and sidecar chassis, it would be

an obvious step to produce a simpler and more
mechanical frame, even'if well-tried motor cycle

transmission were retained. A good market for

the motor cycle and sidecar, and especially for

dual-purpose machines, is assured, but we expect

that the three-wheeler of the future will meet

with considerable favour.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

UNDOUBTEDLY there is a certain amount
of enthusiasm among manufacturers re-

garding the A.C.U. Six Days Trial next

month, and there seems to be every

likelihood that the limit entry of 150 will

be reached.

There was, however, a - tendency among
would-be entrants to criticise the new rule that

observed hills would not be known to the com-
petitors. It was thought that riders with a

knowledge of the country traversed would have
an unfair advantage, as a study of the route

cards would convey to them a full knowledge
of the hills likely to be observed.

It is an open question whether this new rule

is entirely a wise decision, although, excepting

for the point mentioned, there does not seem to

be any great disadvantage. However, as we
are able elsewhere in this issue to give a list

of the worst hills in the trials, the A.C.U. has

wisely, we think, removed a possible cause for

complaint.

Sidecar Taxation.
' T will be recalled that the motor cycle taxa-

tion proposals include an impost on side-

car outfits of ;£4, irrespective of power

and weight. We have frequently pointed

out that this is distinctly unfair to those

owners of machines under 200 lb. in weight, who
attach a light sidecar for occasional use. A
200 lb. lightweight will be subject to a tax of

30s., and macMnes over this weight ;^3 ; there-

fore, to tax a lightweight sidecar /^4 is to obtain

_^2 los. for the sidecar, whereas the owner of

a larger machine pays only £1 extra for the

passenger attachment.

We are glad to be able to announce that efforts

are being made to bring about an amendment

by which sidecars wiU be taxed ;£i separately,

and that there appears to be every reason to

anticipate that those who are watching motor

cyclists' interests in this matter will be rewarded.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover
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Buying at a Distance.

E
RECENTLY drew attention to the difficulties which
surround the would-be buyer of a second-hand
motor cycle who has the misfortune to reside at

a great distance from any of the big agencies. A
correspondent reminds me that the A.C.U. " consuls

"

are empowered to " vet " second-hand machines in
return for a smaJl fee, and that the employment of a.
consul solves the problem to which I alluded. The
normal exanjination includes a general inspection and
a road trial. For an increased fee, a certain amount
of dismantling is performed.

Springing the Luggage.
|NE of my recent visitors—per two-wheeler—was

an old pal who is too staid to profit by glad
eyes along the road. His wife, I should add,

is. far too timid for pillion riding, and, incidentally,

has a cycle car' of her very own. He dismounted
cautiously outside my garage, cocking his eye at a
kind of Eiffel Tower erection on the carrier. I

examined the structure incredulously, and found that

-it owed its height to the fact that a Tan Sad formed
the first storey. ' What the —

—

;" I began. " Only
way I can get the luggage to stop on over 1920 roads,"
he explained tersely. I kicked myself. The Tan Sad
-people should note this dodge with a view to extending
their business. Xo, they need not send me one—

I

have a sprung frame.

Spare Chains and Tubes.

n
RECENTLY counselled the reckless novice not
to venture too far abroad without a spare chain
and a spare tube. An ostensibly innocent green-

horn has hit me between wind and water by asking
where and how he is to carry these necessities. On
the spur of the moment I wa.s about to pen eloquent
reminiscences of days when motor cycles had capacious
cupboards in the sides of their tanks, but I was fobbed
off this subterfuge by another enthusiast who burst in,

irate with a garage who had refused to split a two-
gallon can, and imploring me to plead for the
standardisation of three-gallon tanks. Seriously, there

are plenty of spare tube carriers on the market, and
up to a point they are excellent. That point is the

occurrence of the puncture. Such a case must not be
large enough to let the tube flop about, or it will

chafe ; consequently, the job of inserting the damaged
tube in the tiny case is perilous to the morals of a

hot, tired, dirty, and irritated motor cyclist. The
punrturefl tube should, therefore, be tied round the
waist until equanimity has been restored by a wee
doch-an-doris, or other suitable prescription. But
I am clean beat as to the proper method of carrying
a spare chain. Personally, 1 fold mine in several

thicknesses ,of stout paper, and strap the resulting

annular (good word, that) parcel to my carrier. But
then I do not carry fia])pers. Can anybcMly advise a

stnind dodge for carrying spare cliains?

B4

Where we Score.

nAM told that many externally keen motor cyclists

inwardly hanker for the day when they will be

able to- afford a thumping big car. Let such

console themselves and curb their impatience with

sundry salutary reflections. Item, our narrow track

enables us to pick out a fairly smooth line amidst the

pot-holes of the modern road. Item, our narrow

width permits us to overtake lorries and chars-a-bancs

at sight, instead of having to hoot till our fingers ache

and then wait for a wide place in the road. Item,

we need not reduce our speed on hills. I have just

had a jaunt in a colleague's light car, and a scooter

was practically the only .motor vehicle we met which

could not pass us on hills; even the popular 500 c.c.

sidecar outfits climbed about as fast as we did.

A HoIic?ay Route.

Tr^iOUBTLESS a good many of our readers will travel

J \JJ West during their annual vacation. I should

advise them to avoid the whilom popular route

westwards from Exeter via Moretonhampstead to Tavi-

stock. I was over it the other day, and for narrowness,

sharp corners, and high hedges it is as prehistoric

as ever it was, whilst its ancient dangers have been

vastly enhanced by the lumbering chars-a-bancs which

nowadays infest it. As the iJaily papers have re-

corded, a tragic smash occurred on it the other day.

No great praise can be given tc> the surfacing of the

alternative route via Okehampton and Launceston,

which is also far less interesting, but the second route

is at least moderately safe. There is, of course, a

third and still more interesting route, viz., along the

south coast of Devon tO' Ashourton, and on to Two
Bridges. The north coast route has appalling sur-

faces in parts of North Devon, and is apt to be bleak

when Cornwall is entered.

The Cynic at Large.

THE other evening it was raining in torrents

—

nothing new for an English July. Four of us

sat and listened to the rain pattering. The
afternoon's golf wouldn't bear talking of. Had we not

been mopped up by a leggy individual who tackled

an ultra-long course with a bag containing nothing

more than (i) a dilapidated brassey, (2) a rusty raashie,

and (3) an antique cleek cut down tO' serve as a

putter? The cynic picked up the current issue of a

famous motor cycle journal. After one of the weekly

features (spare my blushes) had been ruthlessly dis-

sected, he fell to analysing the T.T, advertisements,

one or two of which ingeniously camouflaged the fact

that the wares concerned had not been right down the

course. Then he made venomous capital out of Brook-
lands, where " records are beaten with a bit up the

man's sleeve, only to be won back as soon as they are

broken, and where everybody rides with an eye on
tlie handicappers, takiatj care not to win too easly or

too often."
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A LASCELAMD TRIAL
?l^^^?^^^^^^^^^^^^W^ii.t -:

SCENES IN THE RECENT CUMBERLAND COUNTY M.C.C. TRIAL.
(1) R. E. Damton (7-9 Indian) and AMen Douglas (3|- Scott) coming through the mists on Buttermere Haiise. (2) Red Bank, with

Grasmere in the distance. The rider is H. W. Glendinning (3i Sunbjam). (3) R. G. Lawson (3i Scott) skidding round the corner on the
observed hill at Catlands (4) A Sunbeam rid=r on the 1 in 4 gradient on Red Bank. (5) D. S. Alexander's passenger (7-9 Indian sc.) holds
Ae watch during thj Flexibihty Test on Rid Bink. (6) J. E. Gresnvvjoi (3V Sunbeam sc.) approiching the starting line of the Acceleration
Test. (7) The first hairpin on Kirkstone Pass in Ambleside. W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackbume sc.)
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MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN IN FRANCE.
French Designers, no longer

«, content to follow Britain's

^1 _ Lead, strike out on New and
Unconventional Lines.

By OuK FR!INCit CoilTlESrCXDEXT.

The Louis -Janoir Tat -twin has

aluminium cylinders, overhead valves,

and forms a unit with the gear box.

AFTER being stagnant for a number of

years, French motor cycle desim
showed a wonderful revival at the

last Paris Salon. On that occasion several

machines were brought forth by new con-

cerns and hitherto unknown engineers, in

which were incorporated original ideas of

such merit as to place them in a class by
themselves. France had so long been con-

tent to follow timidly in the wake of

England, in so far as motor cycle design

and production w-as concerned, that the

appeai-ance of the new school created no
little surprise among those who attended
the show.

One of the T head cyhnders of the Bleriot

twin engine.

Machines on exhibition last October
were nothing more than sample models.
Nearly all of them were incomplete, and
in the interval many details have been
modified as the result of extensive tests

on the road. At the present time, eight
months after they were first shown to the
public, some of them are ready to go into
production, while others will still be
.'everal months before they are offered
for sale.

As the most typical of the new French
design, the Louis Clement twin may be
selected. The engine was -designed and
built by M. Calvignac before the war,
and in a frame of quite ordinary design
was in service throughout the hostilities.

Improved and modified, it was placed on
exhibition at the Salon, and after further
modifications, made 2'08sible by modern
production method.s, it is ready to be
offered to the public.
The outstanding feature of this machine

is that the .two cylinders, of 52 x 90 mm.
bore and stroke, mounted at an angle of
55° on an aluminium crank case, have a
common detachable head carrying the

B6

valves, the camshaft, the cam operating

mechanism, and combining the intake and
the exhaust manifolds. There is a detach-

able cover over the head, so that no
moving parts are visible, and the whole of

this mechanism runs in a bath of oil.

In addition to this feature, the engine
and the gear box form a compact unit,

which naturally tends toAvai'd lightness,

as well as longevity, for all working parts

are completely enclosed. As can be
gathered from the illustrations, the drive

IS taken from the crankshaft to the gear
tiox by a short, enclosed chain, and the

final drive is taken to the rear wheel
by a second chain inside a detachable
housing. A spring hub assures a perfectly

flexible drive.

Enclosed Drive.

Reverting to the engine, the crank case
forms a two-piece aluminium casting,
divided horizontally, and forming two
compartments, the front one enclosing the
crankshaft, with its internal flvwheels.

In the L.ouis Clement machine the clutch

is mounted on the engine-shaft. The kick-

starter is on the lay shaft of ihc integral

gear box

the mutiple-disc clutch and the sprocket
for the main driving chain. The rear

compartment is a triree-speed gear box,
with sliding gears, and with sprocket for

the final drive by chain. All the shafts
are mounted in ball beirings. The pistons
are of aluminium, and the I section con-
necting rods have roller bearing big ends.

A bevel pinion on the extremity of the
crankshaft drives an enclosed vertical

shaft which operates the transverse cam-
shaft in the detachable head.

There are four cam.s operating the
vertical valves by means of very long
rockers. One of. the patented features ol

this engine is the simple method of ad-
justing the valve stem clearances.

The overhead valve mechanism of the

Louis Clement V twin

The valve stem has a flat screwdriver
type end, while the extremity of the cylin-
drical portion is threaded. "A special n'ut
with a flat head from which project twii
studs, screws on to the end of the valve
stem, and also receives the forked end of
the rocker. The-fork, while operating the
valve, also prevents the nut from turning
To get adjustment, it is only necessary
to lift the rocker clear of the valve and
turn the nut in the required direction.
The detachable head, which is secured

to the two cylinders by means of eight
studs, has the intake and the e.xhaust
passages cast with it. The carburetter, a
horizontal Zenith, is thus bolted up direct
to the head, without the use of any ex-
ternal intake piping. The main air supply
is from two opposed points on the exhau.st
side of the cylinder head, passing right
through it to the intake valves "on the
opposite side. This not only gives a uni-
form heating of the mixture, which tends
toward economy and oven running, but th,i

cold air cools the oil bath formiiij' a part
of the head. As there are no plain bea.v-

ings in the engine, drip feed is used ffon.>

a tank to the detachable head, and by
means of an overHow in this to the bafo

,
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chamber through the vertical shaft hous-

ing. The magneto, as can be seen, is

placed on the top of the gear box, and
driven by means of a horizontal shaft v?ith

bevel gearing. The engine, which has a

piston displacement of 540 c.c, runs at

ii,50Q revolutions, at which speed it is

declared to develop 8 h.p.

Steel tubes are only used to a limited ex-

tent by the Louis Clement engineers, and-

brazing has been done away with almost

entirely.. The front fork, for instance,

is a steel stuping, carrying at its upper'

rear extremity a forced steering pivot.

Front suspension is by means of a four-

leaf spring shackled at its front end.

Both spring and shackle work under ideal

conditions, for they are enclosed in a
metal housing which constitutes the front

number plate. Pressed steel is also used

for what is generally described as the top

tube In this case it should be described

as the top frame member. It is in two
parts, riveted together, and encircles and
is welded to the head.
Demountable and interchangeable disc

I wheals are another very good feature.

Combmed "half-time*' and change-speed

gear of the BWiot side-by-side twin.

These are built up of a cast aluminium
hub, forming brake drum, aluminium
discs, and a steel rim. The rear wheel
can be taken out, leaving the chain,
sprocket, and brake bands in position, and
either the front or the sidecar wheel can
be put in its place. The advantage of
this when it is necessary to repair a
puncture on the roadside-in bad weather
will be fully appreciated by all practical

motor cyclists. The front wheel brake
is operated from the handle-bar by means
of a Bowden wire. The rear wheel brake
control is by means of a pedal operated

133

Pressed steel construction is a feature of the

Louis Janoir flat twin, which has a spring frame.

Observe the padded seat

by the left foot. When a sidecar is used,
this is also braked by the left foot.

As there is no tube above the tank, the
speed indicator and clock are recessed in

this latter with very neat .effect. A

COMBINED

ENGINE

AND GEAR.

To combine the

engine and gear

box in one unit

IS regarded by
French designers

as an essential in

modem design.

It will be observed that all the machines

described in this article follow this practice.

Above is depicted the Bleriot unit, showing

the side-by-side cylinders, kick-starter, and

gear lever.

pressed steel tool box is fitted, the top
of which forms a strong luggage carrier.

A machine of an entirely different type,

but no less original, is the flat twin 8 h.p.

Janoir. This has been considerably modi-

The Bleriot vertical twin—a very compact design, in which mudguarding appears to have

received serious consideration.

fied since it was first shown at the Paris
Salon, the greatest change being the aboli-

tion of aU steel tubes. The engine has
cylinders measuring 85x85 mm. bore and
stroke giving a piston displacement of

965 c.c. The crank case and the two cylin-

ders are a single aluminium casting with
pressed-in steel liners and a detachable
cylinder head with cast iron valve seats.

With this design there is no joint, and
consequently no holding-down bolts at the

cylinder base. The crank case is cylin-

The clutch unit of the Bleriot twin.

drical, and is closed by two circular steel

end plates, which on being removed give

complete access to the' internal organs.

When the right-hand plate is taken off,

for instance, it shows the skew gear-driven

vertical camshaft, with its four cams, the

drive at the lower end for the oil pump,
and at the upper end for the high-tension

magneto. The main supply of oil is con-

tained in the aluminium sump, but there

is also an auxiliary supply within a tank

in the frame of the machine. The
balanced crankshaft with its two throws

at 180° is carried in ball bearings, and

has connected to it tubular rods with split

big ends. The gudgeon pins are hollow,

and work in aluminium pistons with

bronze bushings.* It is declared that this

engine gives' off 11 h.p. at 2,000 revolu-

tions, and 16 h.p. at 3,200 revolutions.

No attempt will be made to get the

highest power out of the engine, but

rather to adopt a moderate compression

and get a very flexible and smooth run-

ning machine. Before leaving the engine,

it should be stated that starting is by
means of a crank, as in the case of a car

engine.
Mounted on the top of the crank case,

as clearly shown in the illustrations,
_
is

a compact three-speed gear box with

slidinu gears. Connection is made from

the e°ngine shaft to the gear box by

means of a chain, contained in a dust-

proof and oiltight aluminium housing,

and the final drive is taken by chain.
_
A

gate tjTpe change speed mechanism, with

B7
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THE LOUIS CLEMENT
ENGINE

An overhead camshaft and a shaft-driven magneto are embodied in this design. Both are driven through bevel gear.

its lever conveniently placed to the

driver's right hand, is made use of. One
of the features of this is a simple lock-

ing arrangement by means of a tlat blade

spring which automatically locks the

lever in position on the sector as each
gear is successively engaged.

Mention has already been made of the

fact that no steel tubes are employed,
if exception be made of the handle-bar
and the two small tubes for the luggage
carrier. The front fork consists of two
pressed steel members, the top bar of

which is curved. They are united by
three pins, the centre one receiving the
head piece, and the two end ones being
the shackle bolts of opposed leaf springs.
This general arrangement is clearly shown
in one of the illustrations.

A triangular pressed steel open frame
is nsed, and the engine is bolted into it

by a series of bolts going through the
end plates of the crank case. At the

rear a pressed steel fork, only slightly

inclined from the horizontal, is used,
with suspension by means of quarter-
elliptic springs.

As can be judged from the illustrations,

a very low centre of gravity is obtained.
The petrol tank is carried within the
open pressed steel frame, and at first

sight appears to extend from the head to
the spring cushion seat. This is not so,

however, for the tank stops some distance
from the seat, and the intervening space
is filled up with a detachable metal
cover, by removing which access is

obtained to the carburetter and the
magneto immediately below and on the
top of the engine housing. While being
thoroughly protected, these two organs
are most conveniently placed for atten-
tion and adjustment.
Wire wheels are employed on the

but they are interchangeable,
detachable, and self-centring.

No tools are required to
change a wheel, and in

the case of the rear, the
chain, the sprocket, and
the two brakes remain in

position when the wheel is

Janoir,

quickly

Pressed steel construction lii the

modern French machine. The
above picture shows the frame

ernd front fork construction of the

Louis Janoir. The simple but

hefty Loujs Clement front fork and

disc wheel is illustrated on the right.

taken out. Wheel size is 750x85 mm.
In the Bleriot twin an entirely dif-

ferent design has been adopted. Engine
and gear box form a unit attached in

a more or less standard type of fram.e.

The two vertical cylinders are mounted
side by side on an aluminium base

chamber, with the exhaust valves facing

forward, and the intake valves, the car-

buretter and the magneto at the rear.

The crankshaft has a single tlirow, the

two pistons thus moving up and down
together. It is admitted that the balance

does not approach that of the flat

twin, although this defect has been over-

come to a certain extent by light recipro-

cating parts. On the other hand the

cooling is excellent and uniform. Piston
displacement is 5C0 c.c, the cylinder

bore being 50 mm., and the piston

stroke 88 mm. Excellent features of this

engine are the neat arrangement of the
exhaust pipes, with perfect cooling ; the

short intake pipe with
the very accessible car-

buretter ; the well pro-

t e c t e d magneto ; the
spark plugs conveniently
placed in the centre of

I
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the combustion chamber ; and the en-
closed valve stems.
The muUipl'e disc ckitcli and the two-

speed gear set are contained in the rear
portion of the crank case housing. From
the main shaft the drive is transmitted
through the timing gears to a lay shaft
on the extremity of which is mounted
the driving pulley. This shaft runs at

- half engine speed. The lower gear is

obtained by means of a dog clutch^ and
•operation is simple and easy.

The Bleriot machine is supplied with
detachable disc wheels. The mudgum-ds
are particularly big, and tend to give a
massive appearance to the machine. It
has been found, after long road tests,

that this width of guard is not really
'required as a protection against mud, and
in consequence the size has been reduced

""since the machine was first exhibited.

:«(tfaLii

It is stated that the sanie type of

engine, but of 1,000 c.c, will be used in

the Bleriot Whippet cycle car to be
built in France. The I51eriot company
being one of the biggest aeroplane con-
cerns in France, it is quite natural to

find that the sidecars are built up in

the same m-anner as aeroplane fuselages.

The lines are particularly pleasing, while
the design and the high-class workman-
ship give lightness with great rigidity.

Engine Units.

These three machines, the Clement,
Janoir, and Bleriot, are typical of the

new French school. They do not, how-
ever, exhaust the activities of French
motor cycle manufacturers. The product
of the Gnome and Rhone Company need
hardly be mentioned, for this is built

entirely to the British A.B.C. designs.

An entirely French design is the Ballot

two-stroke, built by the largest engine

producing firm in France, witn a reputa-

tion not confined to that country. It is

not the intention of Ballot to produce a

complete motor cycle, but to supply the

engine only. This is now in production

and will he used exclusively by the

Alcyon Company. Other fiiTns have
arranged to lake it up, and the entire

output for the next four years is said to

be booked. The engine is a unit with
its gear set and all control levers. Among
its features are the complete enclosing of

all working parts. Even the magneto is

placed in a dust-proof aluminium casing.

Among the French engine specialists,

mention should also be made of Anzani,
who produced motor cycle engines long
before he became interested in aeroplane
engines, and who is again devoting his

chief attention to power plants for two-
wheelers and for cycle cars.

An Adaptation from Aero Practice.
A Proposed Modification of (he Monosoupape (or "One Vaive") Principle.

PROBABLY most of the large number
of motor cyclists who have been
connected with the E.A.F. during

the last few years have been struck by the
apparent simplicity of the Jlonosoupape
Gnome engine, and have wondered if the
system could be applied to a motor cycle
power unit. There are, however, certain
difficulties to be overcome before this type
of engine can be made roadworthy, and
in circumventing them the advantages are
mitigated.

One of the simplest modifications which
-has yet been brought to our notice is the
idea of Mr. A. W. Doyle, of Duudilim,
Co. Dublin. It is true that the engine
can no longer be called a Monosoupape,
since a second valve has been introduced,
'but the action of the valve is subsidiary
to the main valve, and in other respects
the cycle ie similar to that of the well-
known French rotary.

For the benefit of those who are un-
acquainted with the principles involved,

~it may be as well to explain that the
Monosoupape Gnome has a single valve
in the cylinder head, which serves both
as exhaust and inlet valve, and a series

of holes in connection with the crank case
through which a very rich mixture is

drawn. The cycle is as follows

:

Air is drawn in through the valve (as

The concentric valve arrangement on
the Doyle engine.

the piston descends) while the crank
travels tlu'ough 115° from top dead centre.

The valve then closes, and a partial

vacuum is formed during the next 45° of

crank travel. At this point (i.e., 20°

from bottom dead centre) the piston un-

covers a series of ports through which
rich mixture is drawn from the crank
case. The mixture is compressed and
fired in the usual way, but the valve opens
for exhaust at a very early period—85°

from top dead centre—and remains open
till the end of the inlet stroke.

Now the " Mono " has no silencer, but
exhausts directly into the atmosphere, and,
consequently, it is unsuitable for road
use. If a silencer is fitted it would be
obvious that only exhaust gases would be
sucked back on the induction stroke.

Therefore, JMr. Doyle has introduced a

flat valve w'orking concentrically with the

main valve, through which fresh air may
be admitted.

A Double Lilt Cam.
From the illustration it will be seen that

a double lift cam is used, the first, or

lower, step providing the exhaust lift,

while the second step raises the valve still

further and lifts the auxiliary valve.

In the case of the proposed motor cycle

engine, the ports round the base of the

cylinder would be iu connection with a

special carburetter instead . of with the

crank case.

The working of the suggested engine,

which is shown diagrammatically, is as

follows : Pure air is drawn into the

cylinder by way of the two valves

during 140° of crankshaft revolution ; then
both valves are closed. For a further 20°

of rotation a partial vacuum is formed by
the continued descent of the piston, which
then uncovers a series of holes drilled in

the cylinder and communicating with the
carburetter, thus allowing a charge of

very rich mixture to be drawn in. This
excessively rich mixture mingles with the

pure air jidmitted at the commencement
of the stroke, and forms a coiTeetly pro-

portioned charge. At 20° past bottom
dead centre the rising piston covers up
the gas ports and compresses the charge.

The spark, which is timed to take place

at from 12° to 14° before the top of the

stroke, then fires the charge, and the

exhaust valve, operated by the primary
cam, opens 40° before bottom dead
centre, and remains open until 140° past
top dead centre, thus allowing the burned
gases to escape. The subsidiary, or air,

valve, however, is opened only just after

the induction stroke commences by the

secondary cam, the exhaust valve being
then already open, and as the exhaust
gases by their own velocity will have been
dispersed, pure air is drawn into the
cylinder through the uppermost valve
and the cycle is repeated.

An engine based on the monosoupape

(one valve) prmciple, suggested by A. w.
Doyle.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

The Uses Time and again long-distance trials have
of a proved that the modern lightweight is

Lightweight, capable of enduring long-distance tours

at the legal limit of speed. It should

not, however, be imagined that a little two or four-

stroke engine is intended to do the work of its larger

brethren. It must be obvious to the veriest novice

that'a big engine running normally on small throttle

openings, and consequently developing but a fraction

of its maximum power output, will last longer and give

better service than a teacup engine which is driven

hard in order to obtain similar speeds.

A little common sense on the

part of a lightweight owner is

all that is required to ensure per-

fect satisfaction, but this so-

called cumtmm sense is too often

lacking. It is a daily experience

in this country to see little en-

gines being grossly over-driven,

and it is wonderful, under such

circumstances, that the tiny

machines provide the service that

they do. Nevertheless, the many
possibilities of the lightweight

do not seem to be fully realised

in all parts of the world.

Wherever there are passable

roads or tracks, a .modern light-

weight can go, and a 'pony that

does not get tired on a fifty-mile

trip in hot weather is an advan-
tage not to be scoffed at. In

its early stages, the lightweight

was a machine fit for little more
than an occasional run into town
for shopping purposes, but nowa-
days it is a perfectly reliable and
economical mount for all kinds

of messenger service. There are

already hundreds of owners who
live some miles from their places

of business, and who daily use

a convenient little motor cycle

to take them to work without

any more thought of mechanical
breakdown than if they were
relying on a train. For this type

of service a good lightweight is

ideal, and its popularity is

steadily increasing. Small two-

strokes score on tlie point of

BIO

For

Messenger

Worlt.

licthtwei^hl will

OVERSEAS CONDITIONS.

One of the twenty odd watersplashcs on the last

day of the Scottish Trials This was a very mild

sampli compared with some

simplicity and lack of attention necessary ; the fuel con-

sumption of the better machines is but little higher

than that of equivalent four-strokes. The latter type,

however, will always have staunch adherents, on

account of its proved reliability and orthodox

appearance.
tjl Ijl tj3

In many parts of the world, where a

man may live forty or fifty miles from
town, and be accu-stomed to accomplish
the journey by means of a horse, the

prove invaluable, though there are, of

cour.-e, many places where the

tracks are unsuitable for wheeled
traflic.

At the present time there is

talk of an eventual slump in

motor cycles ; but if manufac-
turers in this country are wise,

thev will turn their attention

to the Overseas market, and
organise a progressive sales cam-
paign, backed by a good service

of spares and replacements.

Under these circumstances, they

will have no difficulty in dis-

posing of their output for many
years to come, while they will

have the additional advantage
of building up a sound Overseas
trade, which leads to a world-

wide reputation.
* t$3 Ij] cji

Australia ELSEWHERE in this

Building is5ue will be found
Motor Cycles, particulars of two

Australian built
machines which have more than
usual interest to both buyers
overseas and the manufacturer in

this country. In both cases, the

outlines somewhat follow Ameri-
can lines, although the specifica-

tions are in no way similar to

the productions of the U.S.A.
One machine is assembled from
British-made components, while
the other is all Australian, and
strikes a new note in motor
cycle design. At the price

mentioned it appears to be a

very attractive proposition.
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A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over tlie World.

A Race for Life.

A race with a cheetah is described by Me. W. A. Smith,
who writes from Uasin Gisliu, British East Africa.
"For some weelis past," lie says, " I have been in tire

habit of visiting daily a neighbouring farm and returning
in the evening on my Indian motor cycle. A few nights
ago I was retui-nmg home as usual at sunset when I became
aware_ of what I took to be a leopard bounding along at
my side. At first I thought mere curiosity had tempted
hijin to such close quarters, but I quickly realised that it

had more serious business m view, so I immediately put
on speed with the idea of outdistancing it. Without any
apparent effort on its part it outflanked me, and attempted
to head me off into the grass. I then made straight for
it; this seemed to be unnerving, for it drew back at the
last moment, and I went by like-a flash. I thought
I had seen the last of it, but was surprised on look-
ing back to see it bounding along at my heels. Then
followed a veritable race for life. I put on as
much speed as the state of the road would allow
(about 40 m.p.h.), but it was only after I had done
about 500 yards that I commenced to increase my
lead. The race continued for another two miles,
and when last I looked it was still bounding along ,

200 yards behind. J
" The next evening a party of us went along to

the same spot in a car, and there we discovered
it lying in wait on
the top of an anthill

at the side of the
road. I immediately
put a bullet through
its head. It turned

, out to Tje a female
cheetah, measuring
74in. from nose to tip

of tail. The cheetah
is by no means rare
in these parts, but
it is not often

-seen, and I have
never heard of
another instance
where one has made
an unprovoked attack
on a human being.
This specimen
appeared- to be in a
starved condition, so
evidently hunger had
driven her to such
desperate efforts."

[Mr. Smith encloses a
photograph of him-

;

' self, his machine,
and the cheetah,
but it is unsuitable
for reproduction,^
Ed.]

Sunny 'paia

Thinking readers of > -

The. Motor Cycle.
would be interested in details - of motor cycling in Spain,

Mk. J. F. Adam, of Valencia, sends the following :

" I thought you might like to know something about motor-
ing in Spain. During the whole time I have been here, I have
only seen one 1920 model—a 5 6 h.p. Rover. I know that

the moulders' strike held up things a lot, but it seems such

a pity that there are not more British machines here, as

the market is simply flooded with American stuff. The
Spanish people show every interest in the motoring move-
ment. On Sundays here, everybody goes to a place for a

'sunning' at twelve o'clock (they are open here all day),

n^-and motor cycles—in fact, every conceivable kind of vehicle

—are seen here at this hour.
" In Valencia there is no speed limit, and cars and motor

cycles do not have to be silenced I cannot imagine what
London would be like if the 'buses, etc., were not silenced.

as the noise here is quite bad enough. Petrol is com-
paratively cheap here to what it is in England. I do not

know whether a flat twin Indian lightweight is new, but

tnere is one here. It makes a noise like a Scot*, and
appears to be very low geared. There are plenty of the

latest American machines here—Indians, Harleys', Reading-

Standards, Excelsiors, and Emblems.
" The roads in Valencia seem to be pretty bad—^pot-holes

everywhere ; how the machines stand up to them I do not

know, as they are far worse than some in England. The
authorities are not very particular whether machines are

registered or whether lamps are lit at the proper time. I

always look forward to your valuable paper, which I have

sent out every week, and I read it from cover to cover

always. I am glad to see that pressed steel frames are

beginning to creep in,

and the design of the

PuUin seems to be
very good. Petrol
seems to be the
fairest way to tax
motor cycles, for the
obvious reason that
the heaviest machine
uses the most fuel,

and does the most
damage to the roads."

Spring Carriers.

Me. C. Harcoubt,
of Melbourne, out-

lines the ideal
machine for Australian
conditions :

"As a reader of

your paper for many
years, may I be per-

mitted to make some
criticism on the up-
to-date British motor
cycle. You have for

many years advocated
spring frames, and
Britain is at last

making a move in

that direction. But
why is it that only
one firm has put on
the market a frame
in which the carrier

is also sprung ? Is it

so difficult to depart
from the tentacles of

convention ? In the
A.B.C., Precision,

Raleigh, and others,

though the rider is

well insulated from
road shocks with an
elaborate system, his

luggage is worse off

than before, for it

gets it all.

" Another mystery which I have hever been able to solve
is, why do we stick to chain and belt systems of drive when
shaft drive has so many advantages? It is more astonish-
ing still when a firm like the A.B.C. actually adopts a
shaft running longitudinally and then uses bevel gearing so
that a chain may be used for the final drive. Chain is a
barbarous device at the best, and where it cannot be com-
pletely enclosed and run in oil it ought to be tabooed.

" In Au.=tralia the roads- are not good, and this is one
of the reasons why American machines are so popular.
They are comfortable and powerful under adverse con-
ditions. Thej' are, however, too heavy for solo work,
and there is an opening for a medium twin of, say, 4
or 5 h.p., with caster front and complete rear springing,
so that the tool bags and luggage float with the body weight
and that of the whole frame."

BII

The two-stroke is now
coming into its own in

the Overseas markets. The
makers of the Ivy lightweight

recently demonstrated that

a properly designed two

stroke does not overheat by

giving an officially observed

test on a famous competitions

hill with a gradient of 1 in 3

(the O.d Wyche, Malvern),

when twenty-five consecu-

tive climbs were made with-

out any engine stop. The
engine was running for over

two hours, and the average

speed was over 18 m.p.h.
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NEW MODELS
AND

NEW NAMES.
The Number of Motor Cycles
offered to llie Public continues

to Grow !

THE motor cycle industry continues to

grow. Every week sees new firms

entering the manufacturing field,

and while the output of a number of the=H

will not be very large, in the aggregate

they must make an impression upon
demand.
Many of these new makes of motor

cycles are what may be termed assembled
machines, but even in this field there is

a great deal of difference in the quality of

the best and the worst examples which
may embody the same main units.

In addition to those machines illus-

ti'ated, there are many which are assem-
bled by garages for local trade, and are
therefore not of interest to .the majorit\'

of our readers. Also, we know of several
new models of dual-purpose mounts which
are intended chiefly to meet the require-

ments of those who consider the dc luxe
tj'pe of machine too high in price.

The Massey-Arran Lightweight.

One of the most interesting of the new-
comers into the motor cycle held, and one
which will appeal especiallv to the rider
who requires a well-made lightweight, is

the Massey-Arran. Two models are at
present being produced—a sporting model
and one for touring, both of which are
extremely well finished and attractive in
appearance.
The engine is the 2-J h.p. single-cylinder

J. A. P., fitted with C.A.V. magneto and
Amac carburetter. No e.xhaust box is

fittedto the sports model, a long pipe with
an easy sweep carrying the gases dii-ectly
to the rear. In the case of the touring
machine, however, a large cast aluminium
box is used. It is made in three parts,"

The sports model Massey-Arran, a lightweight
which largely gains its attractive appearance by the
use of the Arden pressed steel fork and disc wheels.

•^g-.^,.-i..a?'^Bi«:??C. -..., - ..T*:?.
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Valve side of the sports model, showing
the dean sweep of the long exhaust pipe,

neat aluminium footrests, and the heel-

controlled clutch pedal.

as^ shown in the illustration, and fitted
with a long nickel-plated tail pipe, wliich
enhances the appearance of the machine.

Tlie transmission is the conventional
chain-cum-belt tlii'ough a two-speed
Stiirmey-Arclier gear box, the driving
chain being totally enclosed in a neat east
aluminium case made in two halves, which
is of very I'igid consi ruction, yet at llu'

same time permits of easy removal for

purposes of inspection.

As will be seen in .the smaller photo-
graph, in addition to the usual hand lever,

a heel pedal is fitted to the end of the
clutch operating shaft, giving an alter-

native means of clutch control.

Long adjustable aluminium footboards
covered with rubber matting are fitted to

the touring machine, the sports model
having aluminum footrests. Wide and

The large cast aluminium exhaust box

fitted to the touring models is made in three

parts without baffle plates. Asbestos ring

washers are used in the jomts, the whole

being held together by a central bolt.

deeply valanced. mudguards are fitted, and-

the whole machine is finished in smart
black with Mid lines. Disc wheels, knee
grips, and Arden pressed steel forks are -

standard in the sports model, while the

tourist type is fitted with Brampton
Bittex forks.

Other details include 26in. x 2iin. tyres,

two pannier toolbags, and large saddle.

Both machines are marketed at £90, and
are manirfactured by the iMassey-Arran

.Motor , Co., 345, Bellbarn Road,
Birmingham. .

A Big Flat Twin.

Another new machine is the Bulldog,

manufactured by H. H. Timbrell, of 59,

Slaney Street, Birmingham. The frame
is of conventional design with the excep-

tion of a s)>ecial cradle for ciiirying the

engine, which allows nf a six-inch ground
clearance, and is supported in front by
duplex lubes from the head.

The engine is the 5-7 h.p. Coventry
Victor flat twin, and is fitted with a

T.-B. magneto, and B. and B. two-lever

carburettor, Nu exliaust box is used,

the gases being carried directly to the

rear Ihrougli long pipos.

Power is triinsniilted by enclosed chain

to a standard Sturmey -Archer three-

speed gear box, thence to the rear wheel

l)y a Pedley belt.

The usual exhaust lifter is dispensed

with, as we understand this is considered

uinu'ccssarv
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A single-geared lightweight to sei

Particular attention has been paid to
the comfort of the rider, the mudguard-
ing being well carried out ; the front guard
is deeply valanced, while that at the
back is exceptionally wide. Long wide
footboards give ample protection for the
feet and allow a change of riding posi-
tion

The tank is finished in black with red
panels and gold lines ; it is of large
:apacity capable of carrying two and a
lalf gallons of petrol and half a gallon of

5il. Other features of the specification

nclude Brampton Biflex forks, Best and
Lloyd lubrication and Gough saddle.
The price of the outfit is £180, and we
tre informed that G. F. Froome, Central
Jarage, Warwick Road, Olton, who is

.he sole selling agent, can give immedi-
ite dehvery.

A tightweight at a Popular Price.

Known as the Kingsway, the light-

weight illustrated on this page is an

at a popular price—the Kingsway.

B. and B. carburetter, Bowden front
brake, Lycett's pan saddle and toolbags.
Best and Lloyd drip feed, Avon tyres,
and aluminium footboards. The suggested
price for the single-gear model is £55, ,

the two-speed gear being fitted at an
extra £7.

The New American X.

In future the American Excelsior motor
cycle will be known as the American X.
Many modifications of a- distinctly bene-
ficial character have been embodied in

the latest model, and the general appear-
ance of the machine is enhanced by, the
new colour scheme of blue and gold. The
familiar transfer on the tank is substi-

tuted by the simple letter X, and a new
front fork and other detail improverrients

have been introduced.

The frame construction in general is

remarkably sturdy, and the same may be
said of the spring fork, which is similar

in design to that of the four-cylinder

Henderson, but of heavier proportions

and ha\ing stronger springs It con-

sists of an auxdiaiy straight folk bolted

at the lowei ends to locker aims, the

axis of which is the bottom of the main
folk The hub spindle is connected to

the other ends of the rockeis A totallv

enclosed coil spring is located between
the plunger and the uppei end of the

placed between the plunger and the

spimg housing, whilst a lecoil spiing is

bottom of the housing The main folks

aie leintoiced at the head, and the walls

of the tapeied lower ends aie of biggei

dimensions, which equalises the loss of

J2g

strength due to the reduced area of the
section.

The three new models are identical,
with the exception of the lighting and
ignition equipment. i\Iodel 20 R wUl be
equipped with an armoured type Split-
dorf magneto, whilst the model 20 S is

provided with a Splitdorf magneto, in

addition to a dynamo- of the same make
complete with batterj', ammeter, lamps,

The Y spring fork fitted on the Kingsway
1 lightweight

|i.ttempt on the pait of a new Coventry
I'oncein (The Kmgsway IMotor Cycle Co ,

j

Stoke, Coventiy) to produce a motor
l^ycle at a popular price The specifica-

!

ion includes a 2| h.p. Arden two-stroke
mgine, Y spring forks, C.A.V. magneto,

The new American X fork shown in part

section

Another modification is the return to

British practice of utilising a cable, in

place of rods, for the operation from the
off side handle-bar grip of the Schebler
and a. Klaxon horn. JUodel 20 M utilises

the Midco mag-dynamo, and has an elec-

tric hoin.

Large Mudguards.
thiottle Wide 7in domed mudguards
have been fitted, and the redesigned frame
piovides sufficient clearance foi the appli-

cation of non-skid chains The wheels are
now shod with large 27in x 3^in Fire-
stone tyres, a size which is becoming
incieasingly popular in America
The X motor cycle is handled by Messrs

Melchioi, Aimstiong, and Dessau, of

14-14a, Gieat Mailboiough Street, Lon-
don, W.l.

The latest model of the American X, which

has a new spring fork and wide mudguards

B13
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71 e Springucll motor c\clc, a short wheelbase machine with spring trame.

A Short Wheelbase Spring Frame Design.

We recently examined a motor cycle

built by Mr. E. J. Norton, of the Coventry
Welding and Engineering Co., 44a, Much
Park Street, Coventry, and fitted with his

patented system of suspension. A com-
mendable fact is that the wheelbase of the

machine is not unduly lengthened—in fact,

it is as short as the majority of rigid frame
machines. As will be seen from the illus-

tration, the rear portion which carries the

reheel is pivoted to the main portion of

the frame by a wide bearing at the back
of the bottom bracket. The relative move-

The springing system of the Springwell

machine, showing also how the sidecar

wheel is sprung.

ment of this rear portion to the frame
itself is controlled by a long laminated
spring, the further end of which is

anchored at a point nearly midway along

the bottom rails. To this sprung portion

is nlso attached the carrier.

Literal rigidity is as.sured by means of

the extra wide bearing on which the

sprung portion is hinged, and also by the

manner in which the laminated spring is

anchored. At all points where movement
takes place aderiuato provision for lubri-

cation is mp.dc by meanB of large grease
cups fitted to the hollow liingc piiifi,

A Well-sprung Sidecar Wlieel.

The sidecar chassis has its wlicel

sprung in a somewhat similar rnimncr to

that of the rear portion of tlie motor
cycle. A tubular frame ccnnplclcly
encircliiig thf wh<'cl is pivoted at its front,
end on a bc.niiig of l.irge diincnaiiins,

B14

and the other end is attached to a long

laminated spring set transversely across

the chassis. The illustration is self-

explaiiatory and clearly shows the system
adopted.
A short run proved the? elBciency of

the springing beyond question, no undue
shocks being observed when passing over

the most atrocious road surfaces. There
was also a total absence of that tendency
to "swing," which is too often felt when
driving spring frame machines, and the
feeling of "looseness" was non-existent.

We understand that Mr. Norton would
consider offers for the manufacturing
rights of both 'the spring frame and
spring sidecar chassis.

An American Lightweight.

A lightweight of the type in vogue in

this country about ten years ago is the

American made Shaw. It may be
described as a step between the motorised
bicycle and the lightweight proper. It

has a 2^ h.p. four-stroke engine and belt

transmission. We understand that there

is a brisk overseas business for this

machine for short journeys and for general
utility purposes where passable roads
are encountered. This type of motor
cycle is not common in this country at

the present time.

JULY zgiJi, ig2o.

The Harwood Cycle Attachment.

We may say that the neat attachment,
weighing under 21 lb., which is marketed
by the Harwood Motor Co., Long Lane,

.

Bexley Heath, Kent, gives _ considerable

promise both from our experience when
riding the machine, and from the general
arrangement of the power unit.

A two-stroke engine having a bore and
stroke of 52 x 52 mm. (110 c.c.) is held

by two clamps fixed round the two down
tubes of the cycle frame. The magneto
is mounted on a platform, which in

future models will be cast integrally with
the crank case, the rear end of which is

clamped to the saddle down tube. The

.

ustial two-stroke practice has been
observed in the construction of the

TO mEMui
SUD SPEOCHT

(DMOn JEH FIXED
TODiJivm awDif

The Hai"wood transmission, which is enclosed

in the crank case casting.

engine, whilst a useful fitting, an inspec-
tion plate, is secured by two screws to
the transfer port.

As might be expected from an attach-
ment of this type, the final di'ive, which
is by roller chain to an auxiliary sprocket
on the rear wheel, is liable to considerable
chain snatch, and in order to obviate this

a neat cushion drive is incorporated in the
transmission system.
As may be seen from the diagram, a geair'

reducing pinion is in direct engagement!^'
with the crankshaft pinion. The drive,.-,

however, is taken through an arm which
is in contact with the pinion through four

coil springs, which tend to absorb the
snatoh in the chain. The arm thence con-'

ducts the drive, through a spindle run-

ning in a phosphor bronze bush, to th#^

chain sprocket. .';

The Shaw lightweight, a type of American machine which appears to be lavoured in

some Overseas countries
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A NEAT TWO-STROKE MOTOR ATTACHMENT.

t3t

bar actuates the compression release. To
facilitate starting in very cold weather,

there is a shutter at the end of the fixed

air inlet.

The machine, when demonstrated to

us at Portland Place, appeared to run
quite satisfactorily, the roads being ex-

ceedingly wet at the time, but the pulley

appeared to grip the tyre well.

Magneto drive side of the Harwood
power unit.

The magneto is gear driven through an
intermediate pinion in engagement with
the driving pinion.
An Amac carburetter 'is used, and is

supplied from a circular tank, which is

capable of containing half a gallon of

petrol and oil mixed—a quantity sufficient,

it is claimed by the manufacturers, to

carry the machine for a distance of

seventy-five miles.

The makers are prepared to offer the
power unit alone or complete fitted to a
pedal cycle. The price of the former
is £20.

An American Auxiliary Unit.

The " RoUaway " motor cycle attachment
for pedal cycles was recently intro-

duced into this country by Mr. Claude

1 he American Rollaway auxiliary power unit over the (ront whee.
of a pedal cycle.

Flywheel side of the unit, showing the chain

which drives the rear wheel.

Golden, of the Cosmo Commercial Corpora-
tion, New York City, U.S.A., whose tem-
porary address in London is 17, Green
Street, Leicester Square, London, W C.
The Rollaway power plant weighs about

20 lb., and consists of a single-cylinder,
two-stroke engine, of which the bore and
stroke are respectively 50 mm. and
53 mm., developing 1 h.p. at 2,200 r p.m.
It is carried on a suitable bracket bolted
to the front forks and to the ends of the
front wheel spindle, and drives the front
wheel by means of a cast iron pulley shod
with rubber. By means of a lever the
pressure of this pulley can be decreased
or increased at will, so that in the event
of any likelihood of slip in wet weather
greater pressure can be brought to bear
upon the front tyre, whilst it also

allows the engine to be"'^ disconnected altogether.
The petrol tank, which
is cylindrical in shape,
IS carried on the
handle-bars, and holds
half a gallon of petrol
and oil mixed. The
magneto is incorporated
in the flywheel, follow-
ing a practice which is

not uncommon in the
case of American
engines.

The method of con-
trolling the mixture
is slightly out of the
ordinary, as no carbu-
retter proper is used,
petrol entering the
inlet pipe through a
controllable jet worked
by a Bowden lever
from the handle-bar.
Li addition to this,
there is an ordinary
butterfly throttle, by
means of which the
quantity of mixture
may be regulated. The
third lever in the
group on the handle-

The Rollaway friction-driven auxiliary

attachment being tested under adverse

conditions on a rainy day in London

The 4J h.p. Excelsior.

The new 4^ h.p. Excelsior is perhaps
more a sidecar machine than a solo mount

—

in -fact, as the former it has been designed,

and has sidecar lugs cast integral with the

frame, which also has a specially long

head with ^in. balls. The specification of

the machine includes the 4^ h.p. Excelsior
engine, which has a bore and stroke of

86 mm. and 112 mm respectively (650 c.c.

capacity), Sturmey-Archer gear, chain-

cum-belt transmission, 650 x 65 mm.
Dunlop tyres, Hans Renold fin. x fin.

chain, lin. Dunlop belt, C.A.V. magneto,
Senspray carburetter, and Druid forks.

The tank has a capacity for two gallons of

petrol and three pints of oil. The price

of the machine is £125, or with coach-
built sidecar £160, and deliveries are com-
mencing in about two weeks' time.
The machine is finished in the thorough

manner associated with the firm.

B15
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A NEW BINKS CARBURETTER.
A Horizontal Model lor Flat Twin Engines, retaining Well-known Fea'ures.

THE principles of the Biiiks three-jet

carburetter are already well known
to the majority of our readers; but,

in addition to the ingenious " damping

"

pads which prevent leakage of petrol from
jets when not actually in use and the

extra air on the engine side of the throttle,

the latest production embodies new
features which are worthy of - some
description.

Designed primarily for use on flat twin
engines, the carburetter fitted snugly
alongside the timing cover of the S^ h.p.

Douglas on which it was tested, and since

the float chamber is adjustable for

position, it was set close on to the engine
so as to be well out of the way of the
rider's kgs. The construction of the
float mechanism is simple, but somewhat
unusual in that the float is soldered to a
spring clip which grips the inverted needle
in one of two positions, thus the float and
needle become a single unit, and the one

Neat cable adjustment of the Binks

control,

does not "jiggle" on the other. In the
type under review the jets are disposed
horizontally, and are immediately acces-

sible after removing an end cover. This
end cover forms an important item, for

it is constructed in such a manner as to

act as a petrol filter, thus preventing the
access of impurities to the jets.

A throttle barrel containing choke tubes
for each jet, which are opened progres-
sively by a movement of the lever is, of
course, employed, as in other Binks carbu-
retters, and it is hardly necessary to state
that the neat little spring-controlled jet
dampers form part of this unit.

Improved Slow Running.

The first noticeable feature on starting
up was that the engine ran very much
slower than previously. On opening the
throttle the engine accelerated well after
a momentary choke, and with the aid of
the air lever it was the work of a

The Binks carburetter for flat twins.

moment to discover that .the second pilot

jet was too large. To change a jet is a

simi^le matter, and in a few minutes the
machine was burbling along with a steady
hum. With the series of jets now in use,
slow running, acceleration, and speed were
all available, but a certain amount of

juggling with the air lever was necessary
;

but as we had been informed that the

The control, which em-
bodies a miniature cork

insert clutch.

Section ol the horironlal Binks showing th^

carburetter could be used entirely as a
single- instrument, we determined" to tiy
another series of jets. In determining the

correct jet size tlie air

lever is of the utmost
assistance, and the
veriest tyro can tell in

a moment if a jet is

ton large or too small.
(,>nite (piickly a suit-

able range of jets was
clioseii, and so correct
was the .setting that it

was impossible to im-
prove on the road per-,

formance by the use
of tho air lever, thongli
the mixture was sligliily

weak until tho iiiaiii

K the multiple jets. V'^ "as opened.

Such excellent results were obtained

with this setting, especially as regards
consumption, that we determined to make

.

no further alterations except to fit a hot
air pipe which had not been available

when the carburetter was first sent to us.

The addition of an extemporised fitting

made a. Considerable difference, and for

'

some time we used the carburetter with
the utmost satisfaction. The wonderful
slow running and excellent consumption
obtainable with this instrument were •

never equalled by any of the four other i

types of carburetter tested on the same *•

machine.
Mr. Binks makes a speciality of tuning

his carbui'etters to any machine, but the
above notes will make it obvious that the
selection of correct jets is a simple matter

<

for the normal rider.

Details of the instrument are most
carefully carried out and include a simple
adjustment for the cables and a cork
clutch friction device for the operating
levers which provides an extremely T!

smooth action.
"-

BRITISH PROGRESS IN LATE
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

AS far as i.? known liarimar Limited,
the welding engineers of 10, Poland
Street, London, W.l, is one of the

first of British engineering concerns to

invade industrially territory formerly
known as German East Africa. In a.s.-io-

ciation with Messrs. F. Tate, S. Tate
and R. Liversidge, of Nairobi, Briti.'-h

East Africa, the Barimar Company has
arranged a chain of welding factories

effectively to cover German East Africa?
as well as British East Africa, which^
incidontally will be known, in future, aai..

Kcnia Colony, Uganda, Zanzibar, an»^
NyasaUmd.
These countries possess great possibili-

ties for dcvolopment, and it is anticipated

that the new engineering workshops will"!

greatly assist and encourage the use of

motor vehicles in these countries, becausff

it will no longer be necessary to lay up
niachines for many moallis pending tho
arrival of replacements from England.

Bi6
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Australia

Enters the

Manufacturing
Field.

fwo Motor Cycles produced
in the Antipodes,

St OtTR Atjsibalian CoEKJiSPONDENT.

A USTRALIA is to produce its own
~\ motor cycles. True,, only a few

firms have started to make
lachines, but if they are successful others

re bound to follow suit, and a field for

sport trade will gradually be lost to both
.merican and British manufacturers.
One of the Australian produced

lachines is known as the Aussi-Also, is

U-Australian, and the price mentioned
I its connection is so low that without
3ubt it would have a strong appeal with
ritish motor cyclists.

The machine has shaft drive, a large

fo-stroke engine, and sells at £60.
In laying out the machine the designers
ive certamly departed from the accepted
actice of both Great Britain and
merica, although externally the pro-

icts of the latter country have been
Uowed. Mechanically, the machine
eaks new ground by having the gear
I embodied in the crank case of the
o-stroke engine, and by driving with a
aft and worm.

A Large Two-stroke.

The machine was on view in the
hibition of Australian Industry. It is

yertised as designed by Australians,
ilt by Australians, for Australians.
The engine is a large two-stroke, about
h.p. by English rating, but it is claimed
develop 7 h.p. This type of engine
5 adopted for its simplicity, as the
Brage " Aussie " is a slap-dash'individual
t accustomed to fine machinery. The
ink case incorporates the clutch and
o-speed gear, the whole of these moving
rte therefore running in oil. The engine
i gear box unit is placed longitudinally
the frame, and the drive is taken from
> layshaft of the two-speed gear to the

Tie Pasco, another Australian-built
Tiachlne, following American lines but
embodying British components

The Aussi-Also, an all-Australian machine with shaft drive and large two-stroke engine.

rear wheel by shaft via a universal
joint ; it is therefore imaffected by wet
when fording streams. The final drive is

by enclosed worm gear (via another
universal joint).

Close Gear Ratios.

The clutch is of the cone type, Raybestos
lined, of very generous dimensions, and
the two-speed gear is of the constant mesh,
dog clutch variety. The top ratio is 4^ to

1, and the second 6^ to 1. This is one of

the few points open to criticism in the
machine. A lower second gear ratio
would seem advisable, especially if a side-
car is to be fitted. It must be noted,
however, that this model is not designed
for sidecar work, a more powerful model
with twin cylinders arranged tandem
fashion (car practice again) being in
process of evolution for this purpose.
The Delco system of combined lighting

and ignition is fitted as standard, the
dynamo taking the place of a magneto.
The present price of the machine is

£60, which, if it can be maintained, should
cause English manufacturers with their
present high prices to look to their
laurels. A large factory for mass produc-
tion has been erected, but labour troubles
at present prevent it working to its full

capacity, and delivery cannot be promised
within four months of date of order.
The second machine is a J.A.P.-engined

model known as the Pasco, and is

manufacured by Messrs. McCrae and
Pasco, 242, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne,
Victoria.
The frame, it will be observed, has a

curved top tube, and possesses graceful

lines, while Druid forks are fitted. The
mudguards are wide and have deep
valances. The lubrication is by a force

feed pump combined with a drip feed
attached to the lubricating oil tank fitted

to the rear, behind the saddle tube, while
the transmission is chain-cum-belt through
a Sturmey-Archer gear.

Several patents have been incorporated
in the Pasco, namely, a patent toolcase
underneath the carrier, and a locking
device consisting of two lugs brazed to the
stand and joined to the stays so that a
padlock can be passed through without
there being any necessity to use a chain.

The frame is enamelled in black, and
the tank black with gold lines, while the
wheels are white with gold lines.

Combined Lamp and Horn.

WE have before us an experimental
lamp and horn made by a reader
—Mr. A. W. Taylor—to demon-

strate the advantages of his patent com-
bination of these two units. The idea
appears capable of development. Below
we give illustrations of the device for

the production of which the designer is

willing^ to negotiate with manufacturers.

^
A. W. Taylor's patent combined lamp

and horn.

B?8.
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A Trial for Motor-assisted Bicycles.

A French Event which attracted Twenty-five

Competitors.

On the leh the Motor Fly Voisin—the

winners—are shown starting in the h:

cHmb. The centre picture depicts two
Cyclotracteurs starting. A third type—the

Lumen— s shown on the right.

YJT/ I^TH nearly three and a quarterW million bicycles in use in France,
there ought to be a good field for

the small engine.^ designed to assist these
machines over hill and dale. It was as
a matter of propaganda and demonstra-
tion, therefore, that France held its first

motor-assisted bicycle competition on
Sunday, the 11th, in the suburbs of Paris,
over a set of roads of not very excellent
quality. Twenty-five machines faced the
starter for the forty-mile trip, viihich had
to be covered in 3 hr. 12 min., or at an
average of a little more than 12 miles
an hour. Failure to finish within this
time entailed penalisation at the rate
of one point per two minutes.

Eleven of the twenty-five competitors
came home within the time limit, and
in order to find a winner, the clean
score men were sent away, with a stand-

ing start, on a kilometre hill. This gave
an opportunity to Eaimbault, on the
Voisin Motor Fly, to prove the superiority

of his mount, for he climbed the hill in

1 min. 43| sec, or nearly six seconds
faster than his closest rival, Dieudonne,
on a Lumen machine. As all three
Voisin machines had finished within the
time allowance, they secured the team
prize. The Voisin Motor Fly is a friction

type of machine produced by the well-

Three types ol French

motor-assisted bicycles in

the recent trial in Paris.

known a\iation concern, which also builds

a high giade car. The other makes re-

presented in the competition were Lumen,
Cyclotracteur, Johnson Motor Wheel, agd

Monet-Goyon. -^j.'

The number of motor attachments ussc

in this country is increasing rapidly weeli

by week, and a similar trial of Britisl

machines would undoubtedly go far tt

utility of the motordemonstrate the

assisted bicycle.

The B.M.C.RC. First Open Meeting.
One-design Classes to be introduced. Inler-'Varsity Race.

SEVERAL innovation.s in the usual
Uriti.sh Motor Cycle Racing Club
programmes will be made on Satur-

day, August 14lh. Special races will bo
organised for Zenith and Douglas motor
cycles respectively. This is a very
excellent idea, which should bring forth
some surpri.ting finishes, and is following
the linos of yacht racing, when " one
design " classes are often in.stituted. Eaili
yacht competing is similar in every detail,
and the winning of the race is due
(theoretically) solely to the skill of the
helms-man. The suggestion of introducing
this idea into motor cycle racing is not

B30

novel, and was put forward by a member
of our staff some years ago.

In each race the machines entered are
to be standard, the Douglases to be 2| h.p.
and the Zeniths with 6 or 8 h.p. sidc-by-
side valve engines, and in order to decide
what is a standard model, representatives
of the manufacturers concerned will be
appointed lo adjudicate.
One would expect that races of this

kind will produce close finishes, but, as
wo have suggested, some interesting
surprise may be forthcoming.

In addition to the above there will be
the Senior Open Handicap for motor

bicycles with engines exceeding 350 c.C.ii

the Junior Open Handicap for nioto

bicycles with engines not exceeding 3&
c.c, and the I'assengor Open Handicaj
(unlimited).

There will also be car races orgaiiisci

by the Essex Motor Club.

i

Any who rcalisLr what it moans for

3i li.p. machine (o average over 70 m.p.li

for ton laps of Brookliinds will .-ipprociat

the performance of K. Kayo Don, on
490 c.c. Norton, who recently won th

ton-lap H.C.C. Championship. His lini

for the distance was 23 min. 15 sec.

J
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to tbe Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventr;, and must be accompanied bj the writer's name and address.

CYLINDER WASHERS.
Sii',—ilaj' I call your attention to " Ixiou's " remarks on

cylinder washers. I had to fit new washers to the base of my
cylinders, and as they were made of some composition about
j^jin. thick I could not see how I should manage, but thought
of cutting with a fretsaw. It answered extremely well ; the
saw did not leave any frayed edges, and the fit was exact.

I might mention I marked the stud holes with a long needle.
Perhaps " Ixion " might find this useful neixt time.

A. B. HUNT.
IIOADSIDE COURTESY.

Sir,—In reply to " W. 8406's " letter on roadside courtesy :

I was riding, a few weeks ago, about five miles from home,
when my sidecar tyre burst beyond all hope of repair. I

was plodding along by myself when I met the owner of
a Zenith outfit without a passenger ; he asked me what the
trouble was. On being told that I had left my wife and
a lady friend footing it a few miles back, he at once offered
to go and meet them ; which he did and conveyed them
right home—for which kind action I could not express
enough gi'atitude. A. A.
Southampton.

CLUB FOR EX-R.A.F. OFFICERS.
Sir,—I trust I may use some of your space to put forward

a suggestion as to the forming of a motor cycle club for
6X-R.A.F. officers.

I feel sure such a club would meet with plenty of support.
As is well known, a great number of ex-flying offiriers are
keen sporting motor cyclists, and in these days of dull
routine, when the good old happy-go-lucky R.F.C. days are
but memories, it would Uven things up immensely to meet
old friends (and new) at runs, trials, and the like.

I hope others will write and express their views.
Wishing your paper every success, BLIP SWITCH.
Bushey, Herts.

A TYRE REPAIR.
Sir,—Recently I had a bad cut for about two inches in

my outer-cover, on almost a new tyre. The tyre was practi-
cally ruined, and as I hardly liked throwing it away, having
had but little use out of it, I thought of this little plan
which has worked very well, and has enabled me to go on
using it without trouble. First I cut the beads off the
outer cover for about three inches each side of the burst.
Then I cut off six inches from a scrap cover, and put it over
the top of the burst like a gaiter, and tucked the beads
of the short piece of cover into the rim where I had cut
the beads off the burst tyre. Blown up hard, the job is a

1

good one. If it is desired ^to get the short piece in more
easily, it may be riveted on to the burst tyre at the four
:orners near the beads, with the heads of the" rivets inside.

j,
.„ H. J. VAISEY.

WELDING MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
I

,
^'''—-^t seldom happens in questions of practical mechanics

f.hat one can take a point and settle it purely on its own
inerits; there are almost always incidental mall'era that have
U) be considered, and not infrequently the result is that the
nain question is decided on a side issue.
'I think this may prove to -be the case in connection with
be joniting of motor cycle frames. In itself it is quite

libssible that it is better to weld the tubes together than to
braze them into lugs. But a lug joint is much more rigid
than a welded one, that is to say_ it off«-s a far greater
[esistance to angular distur't)ance. Iinfortunatelv, in the pre-

sent undeveloped state of frame design, this rigidity is of

vital importance, as, the parts of the frame being made up
of multi-sided figures, the whole depends for its strength

very largely on the angular rigidity of the joints.

I saw a very practical demonstration of this some time
ago, where the owner of a welded diamond frame pointed to

one of the angles, and complained that the enamel would
not stay on there. The steel was almost bare, and the

explanation was that the constant movement of the metal

around the joint caused the enamel to flake off.

Of course, this tendency of the joints to work does not
exist in any part of the frame that is properly triangulated,

and there it should be possible to adopt welding with a

minimum of risk. DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.

PRICES.
Sir,—On page 697 of the issue for June 24th, " Ixion

"

comments on prices, and states £150 to be not an uncommon
figure for a solo mount. Is it a coincidence that on the

opposite side of the page the Quadrant advertise their big

single combination at £135 ?

Now, the component parts of this make, gears, tyres,

magneto, carburetter, and chain, are all as fitted to many
other leading makes. Therefore the finish, frame and engine

account for the difference.

When the reconstructed Quadrant Company commenced
output in 1914, on the advice of a friend in the trade, I

purchased one. I drove this combination up to the day I

crossed the Cliannel, when it was sold.

In 1919 I ordered another, and took delivery of a 1920
model some months ago.

On any good highway I can easily average 30 m.p.h.
without pushing the 'bus, and I have got to meet the

ordinary main road hill that I cannot roar over on a 5.1

top gear. For hill work I consider the big single hard to

beat.

I have no connection with the Quadrant Company, and
have paid full list price for both my machines, and if I

had to purchase another outfit to-morrow I would not go
past this big single at its price. BIG SINGLE.

Acton.

<)

0.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in coniunction "'ith The Motor Cycle.

I)

Price
act.

By
pOsL.

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook o; the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their management and care.
Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetui " wrmkles " and helpful
hints in regard t>' motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A rehable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS-
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case,

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published .. ... .„ ^j. ei*

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd •,

20. Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellec.i adLi^
RaiJway Bookstalls.

2/6 z jio

2/3

5/6 5/10
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REUNION OF EX-D.R.-S. -

Sir,—The idea of a reunion of old despatch riders seems
to have caught on. In this letter I would like to answer
" Under aged at First."

I quite appreciate this man's feelings in the matter, and
I know of dozens of cases in which boys were unable to

join owing to being under age ; but ray idea was to have a

reunion of despatch riders who came up on their own and
were not sent for. Of course, I know it is very hard lines

for the youngsters who were unable to join, nevertheless

I make the following suggestion, that a Southern and
Northern reunion is held, the Southern to be in London,
and the Northern, say, in Manchestei'. As I stated in the

previous letter, the Northern county fellows perhaps would
not have time or monej' to travel to London, and vice versa.

I am perfectly willing to undertake the reunion for the

North if soineone else will undertake the South. If any
of the old R.E. despatch riders are interested in the North,
and would help me, I shall be very pleased, as it is going to

be a big job. Perhaps 27ie Motor Cycle (a paper which is

always ready to help) can assist. I am sure we shall all

be very grateful. F. C. SCHOFIELD, late Capt. R.E.

GARAGE REPAIRS.
Sir,—Is it not time that something was done to improve

the standard of repair work in garages? I have been in

the habit of using garages from time to time to do small

repairs and decarbonising, etc., in order to save myself the
trouble. In nearly every case I have had to go over the

job myself after the garage people had finished with it. I

have found nuts not screwed up, washers missing, the edges
of nuts that were tightened burred over, and endless small
things, which all go to show in what a very careless and
shipshod way repairs are carried out. No doubt there are

good men in garages—by good men I m^ean experienced
fitters and turners, etc.—but one seldom sees them. No
doubt they spend their time on cars, whilst the unhappy

JULY 2gih, ig2o.

motor cycle is relegated to a boy of sixteen, who has served

perhaps two months of his apprenticeship, and hardly knows
.

a hacksaw from a screwdriver. In addition to his ignorance,

the boy has no interest in the machine he is working on,

and as long as the machine holds together when he has
done his worst he does not care.

Everyone will admit the boy must learn his job, but why
"

can he not learn under the supervision of an experienced
man, rather than at the, expense of motor cyclists? It would
be interesting to hear some of your other readers' views on
this subject. As far as I can see the only way to remedy
the matter is to refuse payment for " dud " repairs, or
report the matter to'the A.C.U. L.P.

Plymouth.

BENZOLE AND TWO-STROKES.
Sir,^In your issue of July, 8th Mr. S. J. Bond asks for

views of readers regarding benzole in two-stroke engines. ^

My machine is a 2j h.p. two-speed Velocette, and has''

done over 3,000 miles on Aiiglo's benzole. Below I give my
experience with home-produced fuel :

1. Engine extremely smooth running and controllable at'

all speeds. No "high speed" knock experienced.
2. Increased power generally. '

3. Increased m.p.g.
4. Jet reduced from 25 to 24. Air lever permanently"

fixed in fully open position. Machine driven solely on'
throttle, with no "popping back" at small openings.

5. On decarbonising after approximately 900 miles,'
deposit in combustion head surprisingly small, but exhaust
port almost choked. ;

5. Benzole appears to attack solder in tank joints, there-"
by causing leaks. So far no trouble has been experienced'
with carburetter float (brass), but on examining a copper.'
float from a car after rmining on benzole for five months

'

the metal was found to be completely eaten away.
West Bergholt. VA DOUCEMENT.

PHASES OF CLUB LIFE:
TRIALS, SPEED, AND SOCIAL EVENTS.

(I) Tl>c fast linlf-milc sirctcli in Lowtlicr Park, used by the

Westmorland M.CC. lor llu-lr speed trials. Hugh Mason (N.U.T.),

who won three events and made fastest time of llie day, is seen
croBLing the line "all out." (2) Lcith Hill, Surrey, is a lavourilc rendezvous for malor cyclisis, niitl invariably presents a busy scene
during the summer week-ends. (3) A. Roberts (4 Verus-Blackburnf) at the commencement of the long cllmli above Ainfcergate Church In

the recent lellablllly trial of the Loughborough and District M.CC.
B24
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,**

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelo;je for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numlaering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Will not Run Anyhow.

(1.) My machine (a two stroke)

came to a sudden standstill with
a click, since when the magneto
has been overhauled and re-

magnetised, three new rings pro-

vided, all air leaks stopped. The
magneto was retimed fully retarded,

with piston on top dead centre, points

just breaking. (2.) Twenty different

plugs have been tried—^all give good
spark outavde cylinder ; but inside—
neither priming nor heating plug results

in the' shadow of an explosion ! All

the usual and likely faults have been
tested, and the only engine fault

apparent is a worn big end. The car-

buretter is O.K., and the compression
good.—A.E.S. -

fe presume that you have not replaced
jur piston the wrong way round, as very
'ten this has been done. When fitting

le" packing between the cylinder and
auk case, it is possible that you so cut
that no free passage was given to the
ansfer port, which would, of course,

revent any mixtm'e from reaching the

>mbustion chamber. - ~

Won't Exceed 53 m.p.h.

Six weeks ago I bought a 1920
"^Tl 6-7 h.p. machine fitted to a side-

> car. I sold the latter and took
-U the machine out. I could only

get 45 m.p.h. all out. The engine
sprocket has sixteen teeth, giving 4|
to 1 gear on top, and the jet is a
size 30. My weight is fourteen stone.

Since then I have (a) retimed magneto,
(b) fitted 31 jet, (cj fitted sprocket with
seventeen teeth, giving 4^ to 1 gear,

(d) removed exhaust extension pipe,

I

(e) widened points of plugs', and (f)
adjusted tappets. On the road I can

I
now just do 53 m.p.h. all out. (1.)

I

Is this a good pace? Surely a 5-7 h.p.

j

twin, even a roadster, ought to do
more. (2.) Can you give me any
other tips for getting a better top

j

speed?—A.B.W.

|.) A speed of 53 m.p.h. as a maximum
not too good for your machine, but,

iter all, you must remember that it

as designed primarily for sidecar use,
id there are comparatively few sidecar
achines which will exceed 55 m.p.h.
) You have apparently made all pos-
de adjustments, and it is quite likely
at you will not better the speed men-
med, no matter how you try. The
gine is not designed for extreme speeds,
it is of a low' compression type.

Poor Consumption and Bad Starting.

I have a 5-6 h.p. Rover outfit

^1 (J.A.P. engine), which, apart

^ from the point now raised, gives

me satisfaction. (1.) Petrol con-

sumption is abnormally high, solo,

30-35 m.p.g.—sidecar does not make
any appreciable difference. Com-
pression very good. The B. and B.
carburetter is not flooding, and I tried

a 28 jet instead of 30 ; is this larger ?

There certainly seemed to be more
power. I give all the air the engine -

will take, until I hear the popping
which indicates weak mixture. (2.) The
clutch is in the gear box chain wheel.
How should it be lubricated—if at all ?

I have done 1,000 miles since buying
the machine. (3.) In a recent issue, a
writer spoke of trouble in starting a
warm engine. I often have this and
wonder if it indicates serious wear.
It seems to. me he ra,ther evades the
question and only hints at poor com-
pression.

—

J.J.B.

(1.) The petrol consumption is very high,
and you should obtain 45-50 m.p.g. with
sidecar. The 28 jet is smaller than the
30, and

. you might try the effect of a
still smaller one, say 25. Possibly the
high consumption is due to leakage from
part' of the petrol supply system, or to
the level in the carburetter being too
high. Carefully overhaul these parts.

(2.) The clutch does not require lubrica-
tion. (3.) If an engine will start
reasonably well when cold, there is no
particular reason why it should not start

- instantly when warm, unless some of the

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sun., July 25th, to Aug. 1st —
International SixDays Trial in France.

Thurs.. Aug. 5th to Mon . Aug. 9th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat. Aun. 7lh

—

East Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Speed
Trials at Chitsworlh Park.

Sat. Aue. 7lh—
S.A.C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

'Wed., Aug. 18th—
South Wales Club's Open Speed
Championship on Penchine Sands.

Mon., Aug. 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28t'a -

A.C.U. Six Days Trial

Sal., Sept. 4th—
Scottish Speed Championships at St
Andrews.

Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Nov. 29thDec. -4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

adjustments are affected by the expan-

sion of parts when heated ; for instance,

the valve stems may expand when the

engine is hot, and so take tip the tappet

clearance, thus preventing the valves

seating and so causing loss of compression.

In the case to which you refer, the

trouble was probably due to lack of

compression resulting from the piston

being badly worn in the cylinder. When
the engine was cold, the thick oil on the

cylinder walls would retain the com-

pression.

Eonking.

Having recently bought an old

1910 or 1911 Triumph motor cycle,

I should be glad of your advice

on the following points : (1.) Is the

compression ratio too high, as the

engine knocks when accelerating rapidly

or ascending hill slowly? The ignition

is not too far advanced, points just

commencing to op'en on fiill retard.

(2.) Approximate m.p.g. per quart of

oil (T.T. Mobiloi!)? (3.) I had a new
crank pin fitted, and when I came to I'e-

assemble the engine I found that the

flywheels when bolted together were not

parallel. "V\'hen tested with inside

callipers there was about -[Vi"- difference

between opposite sides. I reassembled

the engine completely, and it runs per-

fectly with no vibration whatever.

'WiU' this be deleterious to the engine or

bearings? (4.) Is it possible to make
the carburetter semi-automatic, at the

same time preserving economy? I

believe I can now get about 90 m.p.g.

—M.B.

(1.) The compression ratios of the earlier

Triumph engine were rather high, and it

is usually necessary to retard the ignition

when accelerating from a slow speed or

when ascending hills. The ignition tiniiug

is rather too far advanced ; the points

should be just about to open when the

control is two-thirds retarded, the piston

being on the top dead centre of. the com-

pression stroke. (2.) About 200 to 250

miles per quart of oil. (3.) There should

not be the amount of difference you men-

tion between the two flywheels ; but,

provided the main shafts are in correct

alignment, and as the engine runs well

without vibration, little harm should

result. If any trouble is experienced,

however, it will probably have an effect

on the bearings ; but this depends, of

course, on the correct alignment of^the

shafts. (4.) It is not likely that you can

make the carburetter automatic without

sacrificing economy to some degree.
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75 to 95 M.P.G.

I have a 1920 Baby Triumph,
and sliall be very pleased to have
your advice on the following.

(1.) I am only getting about
50 m.p.g. What do you consider

a reasonable consumption ? (2.) The
fault seems to be in the carburetter,
which is always flooding, the crank
case being covered with mixture after

a run. Do you consider I should alter

the petrol level ? If so, how ? (3.)

Which type and make of plug do you
consider best for this machine ? (4.)

Do you consider this machine capable
of taking a 10 st. man a tour of 500
miles, in a hilly district, at the rate

of 170 miles per day?—C.S.C.

(1.) 75 to 95 m.p.g. (2.) Apparently your
petrol level is too high. It will be
necessary for you to lower the position

of the collar on the needle so that the

petrol supply is cut off earlier. (3.) Any
single point plug with a large and sub-

stantial central electrode will give satis-

faction. (4.) The machine is no doubt
capable of the journey, but you will find

170 miles per day extremely tiring.

Jj^^^im

Two-stroke without Power.

Up to about a month ago my
2^ h.p. two-stroke has run fairly

well, but I could not get more
than 15 to 20 m.p.h. out of

it, also not more than 20 m.p.g.

(benzole). I have tried petrol, but with
no better result. Can you explain the

cause? There seems to be practically

na power, but the engine will start quite

easilj' on bottom or top gears. On
mounting, it slows down and stops com-
pression. The carburetter and magneto
all seem in good order.—A.B.P.

There is evidently something radically

wrong with either your engine or carbu-
retter, as you should get from 75 to 95
m.p.g. You might verify the following
points : (1.) The petrol level should be
5%in. below the top of the spraying jets,

with the carburetter in a level position.

(2.) See that the float itself is not punc-
tured. (3.) See that the petrol pipe is

thoroughly clear. (4.) We trust you nave
not reversed your piston by any chance.
The short lip on the top of the piston

should be nearest the sparking plug hole,

i.e., towards the back of the engine. (5.)

Magneto timing, which will be near
enough if the platinum points are opening
with the contact breaker cover in the fully

retarded position, when the piston is on
top dead centre. You state that compres-

sion is good, therefore the assumption is

that your rings are in decent order. If

you notice a large amount of oil exuding
from the main bearing of the crank case

it will mean that your crank case compres-
sion is being lost at these points, and
attention to the bearings will he necessary.

Worn Bearing Housing.

(1.) I have taken down engine
shaft and gears of my 2J h.p.

F.N., and find considerable play
between the crankshaft bushes
and crank case, although the shaft

fits bushes perfectly. I found remains of

thin copper packing between bushes
and crank case : is this the usual

method of making bushes a tight fit?

Would the usual brown paper packing,
as used for crank case, hold the bushes ?

(2.) Both cams being on one wheel,
what would be the best method of

timing F.N. ?—F.J.W.
(1.) It is usual when a bearing is slack in

the crank case to .pack it with copper foil

or some similar substance. Brown paper
is sometimes used, but is not very satis-

factory. If you find that copper foil

does not fulfil your requirements, we
would recommend you to have a new
bearing turned up. (2.) Arrange the valve

timing so that the exhaust valve closes

on top dead centre, or a fraction later

—

this will give you the correct valve timing
throughout.

Qualifications of Patent Agent.

(1.) What qualifications are

necessary to become a patent
agent? (2.) Is it necessary to

pass any examinations for this

purpose? If so, what examina-
tions? (3.) What does the term "regis-

tered" patent agent signify? What
registration fees are payable, and who
is the registering authority?—S.L.H.

(1.) You require a knowledge of

mechanics, various manufacturers, foreign
and British patents, designs, and trade
mark laws. (2.) It is necessary to pass
(a) a preliminary examination, such as
the London iVIatriculation

; (b) an inter-

mediate examination ; and (c) a final

examination. The examinations (b) and
(c) are held by the Chartered Institute
of Patent Agents under the auspices of

the Board of Trade: (3.) No one may
practise as a patent agent until he is

registered, i.e., has passed the above
examinations and is qualified. A further
step is to become "chartered." The
registration fee is three guineas per
anniun, and is payable to the registrar of
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the Chartered Institute of. Patent Agents.

Fuller particulars can be obtained from
him at Staple Inn Buildings, London,
W.C.2.

Fitting Aluminium Fins.

I have a 3 h.p. Twin Enfield

and am desirous of fitting alii

minium radiating fins to the

cylinders ; one reason being that

I want to keep the engine cool,

and another is to improve the appear-

ance of the cylinders which have several

fins knocked off at the top. Will you
please tell me the best method of

fastening these fins, which I intend to

cut out of thin sheet aluminium ?

—

F.W.C.
j

It is possible to fit aluminium fins bj
wedging sheet aluminium discs between'
the existing fins with aluminium wedge
pieces ; but you will find that this ia

a very delicate and rather diflScult job.

RECOMMENDED ROUJES.
DoNCASTER TO St. Anne's.—G^A.M.

Doncaster, Barnsley, Huddersfiel^,
Halifax, Todmorden, Burnley, Accring-
ton, Blackburn, Preston, Lytham, Sfe

Anne's.

SwindcTn to Liverpool.—N.J.B.
Swindon, Highworth, Lechlade, Ciren-

cester, Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Worces-
ter, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Welling
ton, Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warringto]
Liverpool. ^

London to New Brighton (Cheshire
VIA Bromsgrove.—W.H.C.

London, Watford, Aylesbury, Biceste
Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon, Alcest^
Bromsgrove, Kidderminster, Bridgnortl
Wellington, Chester, Birkenhead, NeT
Brighton.

"Whitley Bay to Derby via Chestee.-
H.L.M.

Whitley Bay, Newcastle, Durham, Dar
lington, Catterick, Boroughbridg<
Wetherby, Aberford, Wakefield, BarnS
ley, Penistone, Stockport, Northwich
Chester, Tarporley, Nantwich, Stoke

Leek, Ashbourne, Derby.

Birmingham to Edinburgh.—G.H.W.
Birmingham, Lichfield, Derby, Mans

field, Worksop, Doncaster, Ferrybridge
Wetherby, Eoronghbridge, Catterick, Dai
lington, Diirliam, Newcastle, Pontelaaii

Otterburn, Hawick, Selkirk, Galashiels

Stow, Edinburgh.

At first sight a large road staff (or testing Bowdcn wire suggests Heath Robinson, and it may surprise motor cychsts generally to know
that a really large staff Is used by the makers of Bowdcn wire to test their various specialities. The road test is the only safe means of

trying out the efficiency of anythmg connected with a motor cycle.
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BRITISH PLUGS.
A Long Road Test of the Progress

Plug.

OF recent days there has been a con-

siderable amount of discussion with
regard to the merits, or otherwise,

o£ British sparking plugs. Some com-
plaints have certainly reached us, and as

we have in daily

use an engine which
quickly decides the
value of a plug,

and has eschewed
three unsuitable

articles in as many
weeks, we are in a
position to provide a

useful test. Not
' long ago we obtained
I new Progress plug,
iianufactured by W.

j

H. Harris and Co.,
Upper Dean Street,

j

Birmingham. This
olug was inserted
mniediately before
:he Ilkley One Day

; Trial. Having sue-
! ^essfuUy survived a

t

'onsiderable amount
if low gear work in

' his strenuous event,

i he plug remained

I

a commission for

i veryday use, and
!
nally started on its adventures through

I

le Scottish Six Days Trials. In spite
E the rough treatment meted -out to a
press " machine on a long and arduous
ial of this description, the plug was
3ver touched, and remains to-day
,oparently in as good condition as when
;ted.

'

The Progress plug,

which has a detach-

able steatite and
central electrode.

THE AUTOCAR" HAND-
BOOK.

rHOSE of our readers who own cars

will be interested to learn that a

new and completely revised edition
'' y/ie Autocar HandlDook" is now in

i€ press, and that copies will be avail-

jle shortly.

All the various matters relating to

ectrical appliances—electric engine
arters, electric lighting sets, and so

rth—have been brought together into

new chapter headed '

' Electrical In-

allations," and another innovation is

1 entirely new chapter devoted to the
ord car.

'

-

Special mention should be made of the
rge folding sectional \'iew of a chassis

dicating all the mechanical features of

car, which has always been a feature
the books. For this new edition—the

nth—an entirely new and up-to-date
awing has been specially prepared by
e chief artist of The Autocar, Mr. F.
lordon Crosby.

I

This will form the frontispiece of the
iiok, and is specially arranged to make
j
easy for reference while the book is

j

ing read. An extra chapter—explana-
jry of the drawing—has been inserted.
[The price of the new edition will be

. 6d. net, or with postage 3s. lOd.
.iaders desirous of securing early copies
ould address their orders and remit-
aces to the publishers, Iliffe and Sons,
d., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

SPEED TRIALS AT
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

Formula Results.

WHATEVER^ the size of a speed trial

on the point of entries, the net
results are usually divided aniong

a few competitors with exceptionally fast

machines. The official results on formula
of the recent Westcliff-on-Sea, event show
that A.B.C. machines secured thirteen
firsts, James five, and the Indian four,

Levis two, and the Duzmo one. Below
we give the results showing the perform-
ances of individual riders and the classes
in which they scored.

F. J. Boshier-Jones (3 A.B.C), twelve firsts
(members' and open events. Classes 11, 12, 13, 27,
28. and 29).

E. Kickham (2% Douglas), five firsts {members,
Classes 16 and 26; open, Classes 10, 16, and 26),
iour seconds (members, Classes 10, 11, 12, and 28),
and one third (open, Class 28).

W. R. Bailey (3 A.B.C), sis firsts (members.
Classes 3, 4, and 20; open. Classes 3, 19, and 20)
and one second (members. Class 19).

J. F. Lidstone (2Y4 James), iour firsts (members,
Classes 2, 10, 18, and 21) and one second
(members, Class 26).

H. R. Harveyson (Indian), four firsts (members,
Classes 17 and 33; open. Classes 17 and 33), one
second (members. Class 27), and one third, {open,
Class 13).

F. W. Applebee (214 Levis), two firsts (open.
Classes 2 and 18), one second (members, Class 2),
and three thirds (members. Classes 3, 18, and 19).

E. L. Gay (4 Triumph), two seconds (members.
Classes 5 and 29) and two thirds (members.
Classes 13 and 21).

G. E. Stobart (5-6 James), four firsts (members,
Classes 8, 9, 24, and 25) and one second
(members. Class 16).

E. B. Ware (2% N.U.T.). one second (open. Class
10) and one third (members. Class 10).
W. J. Barber (8 Henderson), three seconds

(members, Classes 9. 17, and 25).

E. Porter (3 A.B.C), two firsts (open. Classes
9 and 25).

S. L. Bailey {3V-y Douglas), one third (member?,
Class 11).

H. Le Vack (3V> Duzmo), one first (members.
Class 19). six seconds (members. Classes 3, 4, and
20; open. Classes 11, 27, and 28), and one third
(open. Class 12).

H. E. King (3 A.B.C), two seconds (open.
Classes 12 and 13) and two thirds (open, Classes
11 and 27).

S; M. Greening {2\4 Diamond), one second (open.
Class 2) and one third (members, Class 2).
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G. Strange (3V2 James), one first (members,
Class 5), one second (members, Class 21), and one
third (members. Class 27).

D. Crawford (Zenith), one second (open. Class
9) and one third (members. Class 25).
H. E. AUiott (2^4 Douglas), one second (open.

Class 29).

C H. Smith (4 Triumph), one third (members.
Class 16).

S. C. Marshall (IV2 Bunly Scooter), one first
(members. Class 1).

G. A. Bray (IV^ Auto Scooter), one first (open,
Class 1).

SIDECAR Taxis at last.
Vehicle approved by Authorities.

A COMPANY in Nottingham is put-
ting into service a novel sidecar
taxi, seating two persons side by

side. Nottingham, true to its tradition

as an up-to-date city, is the first in the
British Isles to adopt this innovation.

Permission was granted by the Not-
tingham Watch Committee witTi the dis-

tinct understanding that only ex-service
men must be employed. The fare is to

be at the old rate of Is. for the first

mile and 8d. a mile afterwards.

These little vehicles should be particu-

larly adaptable to commercial travellers

carrying light samples ; also for touring
purposes, for which special low rates

will be charged.

The sidecar is fitted with a leather

hood and celluloid windscreen. In addi-
tion, there are side screens that can be
raised at will, and are held in position

by a. catch, thus making the sidecar abso-

lutely weatherproof.

The taximeter (which is driven from
the sidecar wheel) is fitted on a small
platform at the front of the sidecar, so

that the passenger can read the dial

while seated.

The machine is a 6 h.p. Campion, and
with two passengers second gear is only
necessary on the steepest hills ; in fact,

it has been proved much handier than the
ordinary taxicab.

The company intend having half a

dozen outfits running within a month.

-.v

I

THE FIRST TAXI-SIDECAR.

The first taxi-sidecar to be officially passed by Scotland

Yard. The body is of the two-seater type, and the machine a Campion.

C7
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The Luton and South Beds A.C. Speed Trials.
A Head Wind lowers Maximum Speeds.

General view of the course in Luton Hod Parle, showing the fine speedway and the large crowd which assembled to witness the racing.

The rider is George Dance crossing the finishing line at 70 m.p.h. on his 2i h.p. Sunbeam.

THE annual open speed trials run off

in Luton Hoc Park are becoming
more popular every year. For Satur-

day's event the entries were in the neigh-

bourhood of^ 200, while the excellent

organisation which enabled the classes to

be run off promptly, the fine though
blustery weather, and the good condition

of the course all helped towards the
success of the afternoon. The course was
half a kilometre in length, and was situ-

ated on a straight piece of road at the

south end of the park. The surface was
in excellent condition for an ordinary
macadam road, and had not the strong
north-westerly wind blown against the
competitors some wonderfuly fast times
would have been made. There was only
just one small hitch at the beginning
before the field telephone had properly
settled down to work. The times were

taken by Mr. J. Burley, one of the few of

the older timekeepers, who is also an
active motor cyclist, and who arrived in

his Chater-Lea sidecar outfit. He took
the times at the finish, receiving notice of

the machine passing the starting line by
means of a buzzer. Thanks to the excel-

lent marshalling by Rlr. W. Cooper (the

A.C.U. steward) and the organising powers
of Mr. J. Simpson (the hon. sec.) and his

willing helpers, there were no tiresome
delays. Despite the adverse wind, the
speeds were remarkably good, while the
chief feature of the meeting was the
struggle for supremacy between Dance, on
the Sunbeam and Davies on an A.J.S.
Both these machines and that ridden by
Boston did remarkably well. Owing to the
failure of the telephone, F. W. . Apple-
bee was not timed in Event 1 and had to
run again. Baragwanath had the mis-

fortune to break his piston almost jjn

the finishing line.

There were few novel machines, but

Wallace appeared with a 50° twin cylin-

der Duzmo, built on the same lines as tho

single of this make, on which he won
Event 10.

Considerable amusement was caused by
the firet sidecar event when H. R. Daviea
collected a small boy as passenger, and
packed him lying face downwards in the

sidecar, with the result that as he passed

nothing of the sidecar's occupant could

be seen but two small feet.

A machine which acquitted itself very

well was E. Hill's Eudge, which tied tor

second place with Capt. Millar's Matchless
in Event 6.

Speed attracts Spectators.

As previously mentioned, some excellent

times were made, but many of the lesser

known riders came by at touring speed.

Quite a large number of spectators arrived

to witness the trials which began at 1

p.m. and finished at 5.30 p.m. 'There was
an interval of half an hour at the conclu-

sion of Event 7. The following were the

results :

EVENT J.—Class i (Expert and General),
with engines up to 275 c.c.

Machines i.

Time.

. . 23ts.
I

. . 26s.

. . 26JS-

Machines *l

The course was half a kilometre in length, with a flying start. P. A. Child, or. a Morgan,

is seen crossing the starting line. Observe the telephone operator and flagman on

the right.

1. G. D.lvison {2\ Levis)

2. J. F. Lidstone {2\ James
3. W. A. Jacol>s {2i Singer)

Winner's speed, 46.99 m.p.h.

EVENT 2.—Class i (Experts barred),

with engines np to 275 c.c.

1. G. D.lvison (2} Levis) 23|s,

2. F. Biggs {2\ New Hudson) 33JS.

Winner's speed, 47.39 m.p.h.

EVENT 3.

—

Class 2 (Expert and General). Macllinei,

with engines np to 350 c.c. -r

1. G.- Dance (2} Sunbeam) X7\i i

2. H. K. Davies (2} A.J.S.) l8js

3. G. S. Boston (23 A.J.S.) aos. ,

Winner's speed, 64.28 m.p.h. >

EVENT 4.

—

Class 2 (Experts barred). Machine
'

with engines up to 350 e.c.

1. H. K. Davies (23 A.J.S.) j;s.

2. E. L. Boston (23 A.J.S.) 2i(s

3. A. Sims (?3 Dniniond) 23s.

Winner's speed, 65 : 79 m.p.h.

C8
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EVENT 20.

—

Class 10 (Experts barred). Cycle cars.

I. F. A. Child (8 Morgan) zgfs
i. P. A. Child (8 Morgan) 3o|s

Winner's speed, 37.53 m.p.h.

The competition was run in Luton Hoo
Park by the kind permission of Lady
Ludlow, who is distributing the sura
obtained from the admission fees to the
park to local charities.

Awards.

Gold, silver, and bronze medals were
awarded in all classes in which there were
nine entries, gold and silver medals when
there were five entries,' and if only three
entries were received for a class bronze
medals. Special prizes are to be awarded
to the competitor making the fastest time
of the day in the expert and ako in the
expert barred classes. A special prize,
value two guineas, is to be awarded by
Mr. P. A. Child to the competitor making
the fastest time of the day, and residing
within a radius of ten miles of Luton.

Another V twin with an outside flywheel. The 8 h.p. Duzmo has overhead valves, and is

. practically a duplication of the well-known single.

EyENT 5.

—

Class 3 (Expert and General). Machines
With engines up to 500 c.c.

H. R. Da\nes (2J A.J.S.) 17s.

G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) I7§s.

3. V. Horsman (3^ Norton) i8^s.
Winner's tpeed, 65.79 m.p.h.

i

EVENT 6.

—

Class 3 (Experts barred). Machines
with engines up to 500 c.c.

I. H. R.Oa\-ies (zi A.J.S.) I7is.
fCapt. Millar (3?^ Matchless) 22-Js.

'• \E. Hill (3i Rudge) 22JS.
Winner's speed, 65.03 m.p.h.

It will be noticed that in the last two

1
events Davies beat machines in the class

above him, and that his running was so

|:obnsistent that of the last three events his

I
time was identical in the first two and

lonly varied by a fifth of a second in the

1 tod.

j
.iVENT 7.

—

Class 4 (Expert and General). Machines
with engines up to 750 c.c.

G. Dance (3I Sunbeam) I7^s.
G. S. Boston (2 J A.J.S.) i7ss.
V. Horsman (3^ Norton) i8|s.

Winner's speed, 65 . 03 m.p.h.

5VENT 8.

—

Class 4 (E.xperts barred). Machines
with engines up to 750 c.c.

E. Hill (3I Rudge) 2r?s.
Capt. Millar (3J Matchless) 22jis.

E. L.Coston (2j A.J.S.) 2.'ts.

Winner's speed, 52.7 m.p.h.

I'-YENT 9.

—

Class 5 (E.xpert and General). Machines
^. with engines up to 1,000 c.c.

E. Barag\vanath (8 Zenith) . . .

.'

« l6is.

I
2. G. Dance (3!, Sunbeam) I7^s.

f G. S. Boston' (2} A.J.S.) i8Js.
^' \V. Horsman (3^ Norton) l8^s.
Fastest time of the day. Winner's speed, 69.04 m.p.h .

VENT 10.

—

Class 5 (Experts barred). Machines
with engines up to 1,000 c.c.

J. Wallace (8 Duzmo) 20s.
W. C. Veasey (ro Henderson) 2o|s.
E. Hill (3l Rudge) 215s.

Winner's speed, 55.92 m.p.h.

VENT II.—Class 6 (Expert and General). Scooters

.

R. Whincup (i^- Whippet) '. 45s.

EVENT 12.—Class 6 (Experts barred).

R. WTiincup (ij Whippet) —
VENT 13.—Class 7 (Expert and General). Sidecar

Machines, 500 c.c.

G. Dance (3.V Sunbeam) 2its'a Davies (2j A.J.S.) 22is.
E. L. Boston (2j A.J.S.) 27|s.

Winner's speed, 51.31 m.p.b.

ITENT 14.—Class 7 (Experts barred). Sidecar
Machines up to 500 c.c.

H. R..Davies (2^ A.J.S.) 22s.
E. L. Boston (2f A.J.S.) 26*3.
G. Davison (23 Diamond) 32s.

Winner's speed 50.34 m.p.h.

EVENT 15.

—

Class 8 (Expert and General). Sidecar
Machines up to 750 c.c.

1. G. Dance (3.V Sunbeam) 2i^s-

2. H. Davison "(2j A.J.S.) 22 Js.

3. G. E. Stobart (5-6 James) 233s.

Winner's speed, 52.27 m.p.h.

EVENT 16.—Class 8 (Experts barred). Sidecar
Machines up to 750 c.c.

1. H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.) 22s.

2. H. Reyre (5-6 James) 25^.
3. E. J. Boston (2i A.J.S.) 27JS.

EVENT 17.

—

Class 9 (Expert and General). Sidecar

Machines up to i.ooo c.c.

1. G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) 2i^s.

2. G. Stobart (5-6 James) 25|s.

3. E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith) 25fs.
Winner's speed, 50.76 m.p.h.

EVENT 18.

—

Class 9 (Experts barred). Sidecar

Machines up to 1,000 c.c.

1. H. Re\Te {5-6 James) 25SS.

2. W. J. iSarker (10 Hehderson) 26gs,

Winner's speed, 44.03 m.p.h.

EVENT ig.

—

Class 10 (Expert'and General). Cycle-

cars.

1. P. A. Child (8 Morgan) 30SS.

2. S. Hall (8 Morgan) 31SS.
Winner's speed, 36.79 m.p.h.

HILL-CLIMB AT SOUTH
HARTING.

ON Saturday last the Junior Car
Club held a successful hill-climb at

South Harting in which there were
included several classes for cycle cars.

The following are the results :

CLASS 1.—Three-wheeled Cycle Cars, engine not
exceeding 1,100 c.c; passenger to be carried:
W. D. Hawkes (Morgan), only runner.
CLASS 2.—Touring Two-seaters, engine not ex-

ceeding 1,100 c.c; passenger to be carried; 1, G.
H. Tamplin |8 Tamplin) ; 2, S. Watson (10
Deemster); 3, C. Finch (10 G.N.).
CLASS 6.—Lady Drivers ; 1, Mrs. A. Warren

Lambert (10 Warren Lambert).
CLASS 6.—Monocars regularly sold and used as

Single-seaters, engine not exceeding 1,100 C.a :

1, Kaye Don (8 Tamplin).
CLASS 7.-1,100 c.c Racing Cars: 1, A. F.

Nash (10 G.N.); 2, H. B. Godirey (10 G N.).
CLASS 9.—Sporting Cars ; a passenger to be

carried; 1, T. Gilmore Ellis (8.7 G.N.); 2, H. E.
Godfrey (10 G.N.-Vitesse).

In Class 7 W. D. Hawkes blew off a
cylinder while travelling at speed.

South Harting is an admirable venue
for an event of this nature. The scenery
is beautiful and the hill sufficiently steep.

A sporting three-wheeler on South Harting.

special o.h.i

W. D. Hawkes taking the bend at

. Morgan-Jap.

eg
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A LIGHTWEIGHT TRIAL.

JULY 2gth, ig20.

Successful Week-end Event organised by the Birmingham Club.

THAT the Birmingham M.C. was able -

to secure an entry of ov«r twenty
riders for its lightweight trial

last week-end shows tliat the junior

machine is no longer regarded as a

runabout unsuitable for serious touring.

In addition to the twenty machines of

under 300 c.c. there were several others,

which only exceeded the limit mentioned
by a few cubic centimetres, in the touring

trial, which was run concurrently with
the lightweight event.

Starting at 2.30 p.m. from Birmingham
on Satxirday, the competitors had to

maintain an average of 20 m.p.h. over a

main road course Avhich included Eose
Hill, Bromsgrove, Worcester, the Old
Wyche at iWalvern, Colwall, Ledbury,
Ross, Whitchurch, Monmouth, Bigsweir
Bridge, Tintern to Chepstow, while the

return, next day, also started at 2.30,

and took in Lydney, Blakeney, Newn-
ham-on-Severn, Gloucester, Birdlip Hill, -

Cheltenham, Rising Sun, Winchcombe,
Sudeley Hill, a short "colonial" section

to Snows Hill, Broadway, Stratford-on-

Avon and Henley-in-Arden ; a total

mileage of seventy-six and fifty-one miles

respectively.

English Weather.

The first day's run was in splendid

weather, and competitors " were able to

see the Wye Valley at its best ; but the

conditions for the return were not so

propitious, liigli winds and heavy rain

prevailing- all day.

Rose Hill, a few miles from the start,

accounted for one failure only—H. C.

Jennens (2^ James) had a sooted plug,

but there were many failures on the Old
Wyche. On the other hand, Birdlip, as

severe as it is, troubled none of the

miniatures, but these, however, found
Rising Sun very trying in the ^ain.

Several competitors wlio afterwards made
a good climb of the worst part of the

gradient stopped on the lower portion

through wheel spin and skids, as the

grease was indeed very bad.

Individual Performances.

As usual the Levis machines performed
conspicuously. E. J. Bastock (2^ Levis)

climbed the hills mentioned splendidly,

as did Edwards on a 2^ h.p. model, and
R. E. Pugh, but R. Urwin (2^ Levis),

after successfully ascending the Wyche
and Birdlip, got into a guUey on Rising
Sun, and could not recover his speed. G.
Kuhn as usual made good ascents. He
toured up Birdlip and reserved plenty
of power with which to accelerate on the

top bend. Some of the machines were
slightly under-powered for their weight.

The development of the true lightweight

is bound up in its weight, and this lignt-

weight trial demonstrated the value of

light weight, for the machines that are

the most successful at hill-climbing were
lighter than others which were unduly
handicapped by heavy frame construc-

tion.

On the Old Wyche and on Rising Sun
H. C. Jennens (2^ James) was forced to

run beside his machine, not because his

engine lacked the power which had car-

ried others up with' ease, but because it

was asked to do more. V. Williams and
F. Povey, on similar machines, repeated
Jennens's performance.

J. C. Walker (2^ Edmund-Jap) climbed
the three hills in good style, but the
riders of the two Sun V.T.S. machines
were not so fortunate. J. W. Parkes
broke a chain on the Wyche, was good

A MAIL TENDER. Considering the economy of ihc modern sidecar, it is surprisins that

more arc not used lor rural mail service. Before the war there were many in use, and above
is depicted a Royal Enfield used as a tender between the G.P.O. eind the Croydon Aerodrome,
carrying mails for despatch by aerial post.

on Birdlip, but had to use his feet on
Rising Sun. F. C. Parkes, similarly

mounted, paddled on the fii-st and last

mentioned, but made a splendid ascent

of Birdlip.

The little Velocette machines were '

splendid with 6. Denley and Eric Wil-
liams in the saddles. They created a very
good impression on all the hills, which
they climbed "with ease.

B. Kershaw, on the smallest of the

Verus models, also performed well, but
G. Smith (2^ Clyno) had to run beside
his mount on the Wyche, and made a
steady ascent of Birdlip. The younger
Haden (who ran so steadily in the T.T.).
had to paddle on the Wyche, made a
clean ascent of Birdlip, and was excep--
tionally good on Rising Sun.
To summarise the trial, one may say

that for all but such severe acclivities as
the Old Wyche and Rising Sun, all the
lightweights in the trial proved them'
selves capable, and that too heavy con-
struction was responsible for most of the
failures on the hills mentioned.

ANOTHER SCOTTISH
TRIAL.

FOLLOWING upon the success of

the Scottish Six Days Trial, thc-

organisers — the Edinburgh and'

District Motor Club, Ltd.—have decided,
to hold a two days Highland Trial, which,
might be described as a Scottish Six.

Days in condensed form. This trial ia

to "be held September 18th- to the 20th—
the Scottish autumn holiday. On Satur;
day, the 18th, the competitors will leave
Edinburgh and proceed via Stirling,'

Amulree, Kenmore, Killin, Crianlaricny
Arrochar, Inveraray. Cladich, Dalmally,
Taynuilt, Connel to Oban, approximately
190 miles. Sunday is to be spent in the
last-named beautiful Highland resort;

the competitors thus obtaining a day of

rest.

The return route on Monday will be
as follows : Oban, Connel, Ballaghulish,
Glericoe, Tyndrum, Crianlarich, Lochearn-
head, Callander', Stirling to Edinburgh.

It is fully expected that a large num-
ber - of riders who took part in the

Scottish Six Days will participate in

this event, which possesses unique and
sporting attractions, and which, wi
understand, vvill become an annual trial.

Further particulars can be obtained from
G. Graham Davidson, Hon. Trials Secre-

tary, Edinburgh and District Motor Club,
Ltd., 6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh

H

Owing to the numerous breakages of

axles, etc., police are now stationed daily

at each end of the Sevenoaks Road at

Bromley Common warning motorists to

slow down owing to the bad state of

the road. It is said the Council cannot'
obtain stone for repair owing to transport
difficulty. The bad stretch extends from
the " Crown " public house to the junc>
tion of the Westerham Road. To avoid
Bromley Common, motor cyclists sliould

travel via Hayes Lane, Hayes Common,
cross the Westerham Road and rejoin

Sevonoaks Road at Farnborough.

cio
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t?lme5 to TLlgbt "Camps.
July 29th 9.22 p.m.

„ 31st 9.19 ,,

Aug. 2nd 9.16 „
„ 4th 9.12 „

Tandem Miniature.

The tandem seater scooter is the latest

development of the miniature machine.

Flat Twins interest A.C.U. Royal Patron.

H.R.H. the Duke of York recently
visited the A. B.C. vporks. It will be
recalled that His Royal Highness rides a

Douglas.

French Design.

As will be seen from the article appear-
ing on pages 122 to 124, the French
motor cycle industry has been very busy
since " the Armistice. Unconventionality
without any suggestion of freakishness
appears to be the keynote of French
design.

Police Sidecars in Paris.

It has been decided that the Paris
traffic police shall be provided with
twelve motor cycles and sidecars. The
use to which these will be put is not to

chase speedsters, for Paris has never
known a definite speed limit, but to

maintain a general control over traffic

and to be made use of for very rapid
transportation. •

Martin Motor Cycles.

Mr Harry Martin, who is one of the
oldest of British motor cycle racing men,
is about to recommence the manufacture
of Martin motor cycles, and will specialise

in the production of 750 c.c. twin-cylinder,
speed models with ^I.A.G. engines and
1,000 c.c. machines fitted to sidecars.

The offices of the new company, which
are under the direction of Capt. Sir A.
J. Millar, Bart., are 60, Cheval Road,
Brompton Road, London, S.W.I. The

^"Bew jlartin Works are to be in London.

"An A.A. Filling Station in the North.

j'i _' The Automobile Association is extend-
ing its benzole filling station activities

still further afield, and the latest depot
to be opened is 'situated in West York-

jj-
shire at Bramham cross-roads, on the
•Leeds-York and Great North Roads.
The opening took place at 3 p.m. on the

I: 21st inst., and was largely attended by
representatives of the benzole industry,
the A. A. and the motor traders in York-
shire. Amongst-the first four motorists
to obtain replenishments from the benzole
tank installation were A. Jenkins
(Triumph) and N. 0. Vinter (Scott).

The Price of Petrol.

Petrol has gone up to 40 cents (approxi-
mately 2s.) per gallon in the U.S.A.
Does this pre-shadow another rise in this
country?

Fonnd.

A set of motor cyclist's overalls were
recently picked up by Mr, T. A. Thomp-
son, Bank House, Burtonwood, Newton-
le-Willows, Lanes., between Earlestown
and St. Helen's Junction.

New Vulcanising Process.

The rubber industry was founded in

Manchester by iMacintosh in 1825. A
lectiu'er in chemistry—ilr. Peachey—of

the Jlanchester School of Technology has
now discovered a method of cold vul-

canisation by means of two gases.

Club Race at Biooklands.

A race for members of the Public
School M.C.C. will be held at Brook-
lands in connection with the meeting on
August 18th. The race will be open for

all classes of machines. A ftip will be
given to the wmner and prizes for

second and third men ; in addition, chib

prizes which shall carry with them the

club class championship will be given to

the fastest in each class.

Special "features.

MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN IN FRANCE.
WEEK-END EVENTS.

AUSTRALIAN MOTOR CYCLES

A New Fuel.

The latest attempt to produce a new
motor fuel has been made by a resident

of South Africa ; it is to be called Acetol.

The 1920 Grand Prix Circuit du Mans.

Thirty-one entrants have been received

for the motor cycle class, and twenty-two
for the Cycle Car Grand Prix Race to be
held near Le Mans on August 28th, mak-
ing fifty-three entries in all.

Provisional Results of Lakeland TriaL

The following riders completed the
course of the recent Cumberland County
JLCC. One Day Reliability Trial without
loss of marks; E. Williams (3^ Sunbeam),
R. E. Darnton (7-9 Indian), J. A. New-
man (3^ Sunbeam), W. G. Harrison (3j
Sunbeam), J. W. Wills (2J Verus), I. H.
Dickson (7 F.N.), S. Bell (3 A. B.C.),
R. L. Williamson (3i Norton), T. C.
de la Hay (3i Sunbeam), G. W. Wilkin
(2| Wilkin), and S. Parker (8 Royal En-
field sc).

THIRD A.A. ROADSIDE BENZOLE FILLING STATION. A road guide is seen

fixing up the sign on the filling station, which was recently opened at the Bramham cross

roads (Leeds-York and Great North Roads), a busy spot in Yorkshire.
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A TEAM TRIAL IN LANCASHIRE.
Twenty Teams, representing Eleven Clubs, compete for the Blake Challenge Cup.

ALTH0UC4H the district in which they

are situated presents anything but

ideal conditions for the enjoyment
of a motor cycle, the clubmen embraced
in the North-Western Centre of the

A.C.U. are none the less keen.

In consequence of this keenness, eighty

riders (pure amateurs for the most part)

faced the starter last week-end in the

Town Hall Square, Bolton, each anxious

to uphold the standing of his club. The
event holds the distinction of being the

first separate inter-club team trial

organised by an A.C.U. "centre."

At Rivington Pike.

The route from Bolton led towards the

foothills of the Pennines and the first,

and as it proved the most severe hill of

the day was climbed about six miles from
the start. Although the gradient of

Rivington Pike does not appear to be
very severe, it is deceptive, and quite a
number of even high-powered machines
failed before reaching the first hairpin of

the three at the top. The chief troubles

appeared to be due to nervousness on the

part of the riders when they approached
the roughly paved cross-gulleys or the
hairpin comers, and there was also great
dissimilarity in the manner in which
machines of identical specification were
handled. Thus E. Foster's Scott was
knocking badly on the first hairpin, while
N. S. Walsh on a similar model came up
quite easily. R; Lock's 3^ h.p. Coventry-
Eagle had ample power, but the rider
himself appeared to be nervous. P. Dal-
ton (4 Triumph) and S. Parker (3^ Wilkin
sc.) made very steady ascents, as did N.
Houlding on a 3 h.p. Cleveland. One or
two sportsmen started out on single

gears, and of these G. Brill (4 Triumph)
came up at great speed, picking his way
round the hairpins. E. F. Ganton on a

3^ h.p. Duzmo was not successful, how-
ever, the last hairpin proving too much
for his one gear. Amongst others who
made nice climbs were J. Butterworth
(5-6 James sc), H. R. Caldwell (8 Martin-
syde sc), W. Greenaway (4^ L.M.C.),
and J. Collinson (6 Ariel sc).
Beyond Rivington some wild moorland

scenery was passed, and then a variety
of roads (pot-holes, pavi and excellent
Tarmac) were traversed through Whalley
and Boiton-by-Bowland to the lunch stop
at Whitewell. Each team of four (two
solos and two sidecars) had to complete
the course absolutely non-stop, with the
exception of the observed hill, where a
stop entailed the loss of five marks.

Three Hairpins.

From Whitewell, which is one of the
beauty spots of the North-East Lanca-
shire uplands, an exceedingly stiff test
had been devised. The observed hill

commenced as soon as the riders crossed
th* starting line, and although the
gradient was not abnormal, a succession
of three acute hairpin bends, taken before
the engines had chance to warm up, was
very trying.

'J'hc "first man away, W. Richards (3^
James), ma<ic an excellent olimb, as did
W. R. Eadiiigton (3i Sunbeam so.) ; the
latler'.s lady passenger in an adept at

cornering, and leaned out in the style

which used to be known as " Weatheril-
ting." The 5-6 h.p. James sidecar was
again exceptionally good, and 6. Ormerod,
who was driving quite an old 5-5 h.p.

A.J.S. sidecar, made a splendid ascent.

Amongst the solo riders R. S. Jackson
(4 Triumph) calls for special conmient,
while B. Caldwell (3^ Norton), after

taking the comers steadily, accelerated

at a great pace up the hill—his machine
was very noisy, however. . T. 6. Pearn
(Sj N.U.T.) made a smooth climb, and
M. Booth (5-6 Indian) and S. A. Marks
(7-9 Indian sc.) both did well. After
leaving the top of the observed hill a

rough and grassy descent of great steep-

ness was taken. It was one of the kind
of hills at the foot of which one expects

a watersplash, but, fortunately, the
coast was clear. No more serious hills

were encounfered on the forty-five miles

run home, but many miles of greasy lanes

were traversed. The fine weather of the
morning had changed to a steady down-
pour, and everyone who finished was
damped in everything but spirit.

The trial was a great success in every
way, the course was well arrowed, and
the arrangements generally reflect great

credit on the organising secretary. Future
competitions should be well supported.

W. Howarth (5-6 Indian sc.) followinR an official MorRan near the top of RivInRton Pike.

I
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A Team Trial in Lancashire.—
The following is a list of the teams

that started ; an asterisk marks those
who retired :

WARRINGTON M.C.-Team 1 : R. S. Jackson
(4 Triumph), B, Caldwell (3^- NortonJ, J. Roberts
(6 A.J.S. sc.l. and *J. B. Terras (6 Bradbury sc 1

Team 2 : T. G. Pearn (3ii N.U.T). H Aldred (4TrmmphL H, Wrags (8 Sunbeam sc). and J.
Massey fS Royal Ruby sc).

EAST LANCS. M.C.C.-N. Houlding (3 Cleve-
land). C. Pilling (3!A Norton), B. Houlding (4Norton sc), and S. A. Marks (7-9 Indian sc).
STAIYBRIDGE AND DISTRICT M.C.C.-*G.

S-,
Watts (3io Ariel), »A. Watts (7-9 American

X), 'A. Green (7-9 American X sc). and L.
Mercer (6 British Excelsior sc).
N. CHESHIRE M.C.-M. Booth (5-6 Indian), R.

Lock (31/, Coventry Eagle), W. R. Eadinfjton (3i,4

Sunbeam so,), and *0. Jessop (4 Triumph sc). "

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT M.C.—Team 1 :

*E. Rigg (2% New Imperial), -J. W. Windall
(2% New Imperial), *H. Pool (6 Enfield sc), and
*E. Pool (4I4 B.S.A. sc). Team 2 : >J. Swindle-
hurst (31,4 Bradbury), *J. B. Walton^ (2i/, Con-
naught), J. Collinson (6 Ariel sc), and *W
Nutter (6 Bradbury sc). Team 3: W. Greenaway
(4;i L.M.C.), *H. Holden (2% Aurora), J. Hartley
(8 Ruby sc), and P. Duckworth (8 Dot sc).

BURY AND DISTRICT M.C.—Team 1: M.
Parkinson (3¥j Rudge). J. W. Glover (31/2 Sun-
beam), J. Whittaker (4 Triumph sc), and G.
Ormerod (6 A.J.S. sc). Team 2: C. Lord (3>/,
Sunbeam), N. S. Walsh (3>4 Scott), W. Howarth
(5-6 Indian sc), and *J. L. Houghton (5-7 Dalton
sc). Team 3 : P. Dalton (4 Triumph), H. Comp-
ton {3^y Sunbeam), J. Knowles (4 Triumph sc),
and O. Entwhistle (Sio Sunbeam sc).
BOLTON .4ND DISTRICT M.C.C.—Team I • W

Richards (31/2 James), C. Guthrie (3y, Norton),
*H. Jackson (8 Matchless sc), and C. Scowcrott
(8 Enfleld sc). Team 2 : L. Hargreaves (4
Harley), J. Hartly (4 Norton), J. Cottam (6 A.J.S.

sc), and P. Vickers (3 Matchless). Team 3 : J.
Dunning (4 Douglas), A. Roberts (214 Bown-
Villiers). M. Brown (10 Merrall-Brown), and A.
Horrocks (10 Morgan).
MANCHESTER M.C.-Team 1 : E. F. Ganton

(S'/i Duzmo). E. Bottomley (7-9 Harley), T E
Williams (6 Bradbury sc), and *E. Gill (6 Brad-
bury sc). Team 2: *J. S. Clayton (4 Harley-
Davidson), H. Clayton (3V. Marlow), G. Call (8-10
Henderson), and G. Cowley, junr. (6 A.J.S. sc).
Team 3 : E. Foster (3% Scott), G. Brill (31/0
Triumph), *0. E. Carter (31,4 A.B.C. sc), and 'JT
W. Clayton (8 Morgan).
J.B. CLUB (Liverpool).—Team 1: N. E.

Uilliams (31/2 Beardmore- Precision), H, T.
Williams (7-9 American X). *S. Parker (-31/. Wilkin
sc). and J. N, Green |5 Martinsyde sc). Team
2: R. R. Bromley (4 Triumph), 'N. Dean (3V.
Wilkin). C. Harper (4 Triumph sc), and H. R'
Caldwell (6 Martinsyde sc).
WIDNES M.C.—*H. Hodgson (3'/. Rudge), W.

Cook (4 Triumph). A. ,T. Bailey (4 Norton sc),
and J. H. Sandland (8 Morgan).

A.C.U. NOTES AND NEWS.
Next Year's T.T. Class for 250 c.c. Machines refained. Hitls in llie Six Days Trial,

Entries (o be Limiled. -.

Next Year's T.T.

AFTER careful consideration of all the
lessons to be learnt from -this year's
Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races,

not- only as regards the "improvement
of the breed," but also the question of

safety and the debatable point as to
whether a machine should be obliged to

finish, under, its own power, the Com-
petitions Committee of the Auto-Cycle
Union has unanimously recommended
that a Junior and Senior T.T. Race be
held in the earlj^ summer of 1921 over the
same course and under the same condi-
tions^as this year. The total number of

motor cycles that will be accepted for

next year's races will be limited to one
hmidred in each of the two races, and
applications for entry may be made forth-
with. It is proposed that in the Junior
Race there shall again be- a class for 250
c.c. machines, as proved so successful last

June.

Six Days Trial. Special Prizes to be

Awarded.
' The Auto-Cycle Union desires to notify
intending competitors in the forthcoming
Six Days Reliability Trial that a number
of special prizes have now been offered
in connection with this event. A prize
will be awarded in each class for the best
performance on formula for the hill-climb

up Holme Moss. A team prize is offered
for the best performance by a team of

three private owners .riding the same
make of machine, another team prize for

the best performance by a team of three
trade riderr. on the same make of machine
and a third team prize for the best per-

formance, by an amateur team of three
private owners nominated by an affiliated

club and consisting of riders of one three-
wheeler and two solo motor cycles.
Finally, a special prize is offered by
Messrs. C. W. Smith (Darlington), Ltd.,
for the best performance by a member

"^m:

.Ht^ * "•« -"' '*""•

Whitewell Inn, a pretty rendezvous In

north-east Lancashire. The lunch stop in

the North-western Centre (A.C.U.) inter-

club team trial

of the North-Eastern Automobile Asso-
ciation. These special awards will, no
doubt, add considerably to the general
interest in this classic reliability trial.

Principal Hills.

The principal hills in the trial will be
Rosedale Bank, near Rosedale Abbey,
Boltby, Park_ Rash, Whiteshaw Moss,
and Buttertubs Pass.

First List of Entries.
W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackburne sc).
A S. Guthrie (3'A Sunbeam).
L. G. Bachelier (8 Blackburne sc).
D. F. & M. Engineering Co.—

F. J. Price (21., Diamond).
H. W. Merrill, jr. (3 A.B.C).
G. Packman (8 Matchless sc).
R. H. Baxter (2i,i Radco).
New Rover Cycle Co.—

W. Brandish, jr. (5 Rover).
D. H. Noble (5 Rover).
G. Featherstonhaugh (3'/" Rover).

A. Wilkes (31/2 Rover).
R. C. Winn (3 A.B.C).
E. A. Edwards (3ii, Nut-Jap).
D. n. Atfcin (5 Rover).
G. S. Astlcy (5 Rover).
G L. White (5 Rover).
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. (three entries).
John Marston, Ltd.

—

G. Dance (5'/' Sunbeam).
F. C. Tov.-nshend (3'A Sunbeam).
T. G. de la Hay (3'/. Sunbeam).

J. Joynson (5 Coventry Victor sc).
F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless sc).
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless sc).
C. Mosei- (4 Triumph).
W. Mcl.elland 14 Norton).

- D. L. Gregg (3'/. Sunbeam).
W. Westwood (4 Triumph).
A. G. Ashley (6 L.M.C).
James Cycle Co.

—

G. A. Strange f3V' James).
G. E. Stobart (7 jaraos sc).
J. F. Lidstone (2Vj James).

R. E. Darnton (7-9 Indian).
Triumph Cycle Co.—

F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc).
H. Green (4 Triumph sc).
T. J. Shemans (4 Triumph).

Sopwith Aviation Co.—
(A.B.C. sc).
(A.B.C sc).
(A.B.C).

ACROBATICS ON A FREAK HILL.
FTER the recent strenuous Cumber-

land one day trial, arguments arose
as to the possibility of making a

clean ascent of the famous Blea Tarn Pass.

The competitors had descended this hill

in the course of the event, and on the
morning following a party of enthusiasts
journeyed to the Pass.
A wonderful ascent was made by G.

Dance (S^ Sunbeam), who ro3e in his
well-known .style, and took the hill

very fast on second gear. Eric Williams
made an equally good climb, though not so
fast ; de la Hay, Newman, and Barnard,
all riding Sunbeams, also made light of

the hill. J. Westwood Wills put up a
remarkably fine performance in view of
the fact that he was riding a low-powered
machine (2| h.p. Verus-Blackburne).
This climb is essentially a solo per-

formance, but nevertheless S. Parker
(8 Enfield sc.) made a clean ascent, but

a Morgan suffered from wheel slip.

After all had made successful climte,

these sportsmen again ascended, this time
carrying pillion passengers, whilst G.
Dance returned down the hill standing
on his saddle, and great excitement
prevailed amongst the spectators when
he commenced and actually made a. clean

ascent in this fashion. While exceedingly
spectacular, this form of riding is not to

be recommended for amateurs.

C17
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Worcester and District M.C.C.

On August 7th, a one day reliability

trial will be held over a strenuous 115
mile course. T\vo cups and several gold,
silver and bronze medals will be awarded.

Goiseinon and District M.C.C.

A rough course of one and a half miles

on the Mount Hill, Gowerton, was selec-.

ted for the recent club hill-climb. Three
classes were run off, and the large crowd
of spectators showed great interest in the

proceedings. Results : Class 1, light-

weights, D. Jones (2J Juno) ; Class- 2, un-

limited solo, E. Thomas (7-9 Harley-
Davidson) ; Class 3, unlimited sidecars,

W. Firth (6 Enfield sc).

North London M.C.C.

The eighty-mile reliability trial for the
Maybmy Trophy (value 25 guineas),

presented by the H.C. Motor Co., of Gt.

Portland Street, W.l, will take place on
August 2nd, over a strenuous course in

Bucks., starting at 1 p.m. from Amer-
sham. Brakes of competitors' machines
will be officially inspected prior to the

start, as several very steep descents will

have to be negotiated.

Sheffield and South Yorks M.C. and L.C.C.

Recently this club held a reliability

trial for the Ni.xon Trophy, over a rough
forty-eight mile course, starting from the

Bell Hagg Inn, Sheffield. The weather
was anything but favourable, and no
competitor succeeded in finishing with a

clean sheet. Results : First, A. Blake
(Morgan) ; second, F. W. James (6

Williamson sc.) ; third, P. Moon (3^
Rudge).

Doncaster M.C.C.

Despite the rain which tell persistently

all the morning, a large number of

members and friends assembled at the club

headquarters for the run to Roche Abbey,
on the occasion of the gymkhana recently

held by the above club. A varied

programme was arranged, including a
horse-power judging test for ladies, which
proved very amusing.

Sutton M.C.C.

A keenly contested hill-climb at New-
lands Corner between the Sutton Hor-
sham clubs was run off on the 18th inst.

The results were as follow :

275 CO. Ct.\fis. -Quick (21/2 Sun), Im. lis.; Long
(21/, Levis), Im. lOg
360 CO. Class.—Tritcliard (2% New Imperial),

S6i8. ; Holmes (2";^, Douglas), Im. 4s.
500 c.c. C1.A8S.—Knicht (3 A. B.C.), 3&i.s. ; Turnei

(3 A.U.C.). 13?8.
700 c.c. Olass.—Dnwborn (4 Triumph), 50s.

;

Ennle 14 DouKlaa), 681^.
81DF-CAR Class.—GofMlriflge (8 New Imiterial so.),

III). 2h. ; Coo (4 Triuinpli vv.), Im. 9fi.

Fastest Time of Uay.-Knitht (3 A.B.C.), 3e!s.

West Fife M.C.

The recent hill-climb held at Cleifih

(Kinross-shire) attracted thiity entries in

the various classe.s, and, although marred
to Home extent by rain which fell fairly

heavily dining the evening, the event
was carried through very successfiilly.

A crowd (if several hundred spectaloi's

wilncHtv^l the iusceiits from variouH points

of vantage. RchuHh.
350 CO Clan.—W. Illair, jiin. (2>4 DoubImh).
600 CO. Cln«ii.—A. liriiwii (3% Norton).
UnllniitMl OkiM,—A, Iliown (5',^ Norton).
TJiilirnltod Bidocan,—C. Cordwai (7-8 Hurler-

iJriviiliion).
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CLUB NEWS.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The hill-climb to be organised by this

club will take place on September 4th.
The venue will be Stile Cop.

The Northern M.C.

It has been decided that in future
premier awards of' cups and trophies will

be made only for amateur performances.
Machines entering for competitions must
be ridden without any previous alteration
of sprockets, etc.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The club has been compelled by cir-

cumstances to abandon its intenti'on to
run the 200 guinea Travers Trophy for

a hill-climb during the present year.
Messrs. Travers have agreed that the
trophy shall be utilised for a club re-

liability trial this summer, and it is

hoped that next year the trophy will be
available for an open hill-climb.

Amersham, Chesham, and District M.C.C.

Two events were recently held by this
club—a hill-climb on Mafels Hill and a
short petrol consumption trial, the results
of which were as follow :

Hill-climb.—350 c.c Class: 1, H. Eobinson [2^k
Doiiglasl, 18s.; 2, Freme (23.4 Douglas); 3, A.
Howard (2?i Douglas). 600 c.c. Class: 1, G. A.
B. Ward (SV' Euclge). 175s. ;- 2, J. Murfey (3V.
Triumpli); 3, W. H. T. Ward {31/2 Eudge). \S-a-

limited Class: 1, V. K. Goodwin (4 Triumph), 15is.

;

2, G. A. E. Ward (31/3 Eudge); 3, J. Murtey (314
Triumph).
CoN6U.MPTroN Trial.—1, W. H. T. Ward &/<

Eudge), 188 m.p.g. ; 2. H. Eobinson (2% Douglas),
16& m.p.g.; 3, J. Murfey [31/2 Triumpli), 160 m.p.g.

^eek-<tn6 Club Cv&nts,
3uhj 30.—Ealing and Diatrict M.C.C. London-

Jioh/hcad Trial.
July 31.—Cumberland County HI.C.C. Social

Week-end.
July 31.—Worcester and District M.C.C. Gym-

khana.
July 31.—Sheffield and HaVamshire M.C.C. Jtill-

climb.
July 31.—Deu'sbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Blubberhouses.
July 31.-^'Lancaster, Morecamhe and District

M.C.C. Special Tlim.
July 31.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Tlill-ctimb.
July 31.—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. Social liun and

Giimkhana.
July 31.—M.C.C, Ltd. Devon liun.
JULY 31.—DUBLIN AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

TWO DAYS OPEN RELIABILITY
TRIAL.

July 31.—South Wales Club's Tlill-clivib.
Aug. 1,—Basingstoke M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 1.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Picnic,
^g. l.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Buxton,
.lug. 1.—Warrington M.C. Team Trial, Matlock.
Aufi. l.—Siahihridgr and. District M.C. Captain's

Cu» Coin jirtilion.

Aug. l.—Rendnni and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to II iiitfhcad.

Aug. 1.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
TlHiabiUty Trial.

Aug. l.—N.M.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Biiji to Mid-
'hurst,

.lug. 1-!.—Newcastle and District M.C. Two-day
Trial,

.lug. 1--2.—Manchester M.C. Welsh Tour.
Aug. 1-2.—Sutton. M.C.C. Week-end Run to

Bournemouth.
Aug. 2.~Doncaster and District M.C.C. Rcliahility

Trial.
Aug. S.—Scarborough U. and M.C.C. Oipsi/

Meeting.
Aug. 3.—Hiirrngulf and District M.C.C. Club Run.
Aug. ^.-;^<l,/,,,,( and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run li: llniiikhinds.
Aug. l.—Kretrr M.C. and J.C.C. Gipsy Meet at

' Dulverton.
Aug. i.-North Lindscy .A.C. HilUUmb.
Aug. S.—North London M.C.C. Picnic.
Aug. i.—Rochester, ChatUavi, and District M.C.

Gynikhuud.
Aug. I.— York und District M.C. York-Edinburgh-

York Trial.
Aug. i.—Louglihoroug?t and District M.C.C. Run

to Rolhlrt.

Birkenhead M.C.C,

Motor cyclists in Birkenhead and the
surrounding districts who are interested

in the formation of this club should com-
municate with Mr. T. Amery, the Oxtbn
Cycle and Motor Works, la, Village Road,
Oxton.

Stevenage and North Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

A large number of motor cyclists assem-
bled at the first meeting of the new club
when the following officers were elected ;

Captain, Mr. S. Hall ; vice-captain, Mr.
W. Sworder ; and hon. secretary and
treasurer, Mr. A. Egan.
Any motorists desirous of becoming

members should communicate with the

hon. sec. at the Sun Hotel, Stevenage.

Berwick and District M.C.

At a well attended meeting held re-

ceritly, it was unanimously agreed to

form a motor club for Berwick and dis<-

trict. Officials -were duly elected, and
it was decided to affiliate the club to:

N.E.A.A. Over forty members have
already been enrolled. JMr. Gore, 42,

Castlegate, Berwick, is the hon. secre-

tary, to whom all communications should
be addressed.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

Seven competitors out of sixteen starters

finished in the recent 100 mile reliability

trial for the Fitton Trophy, over main
roads in Upper Wharfedale, Yorkshire.
The order of finishing was as follows :

1st, J. F. Groocock (4 Triumph), Avinner

of Fitton shield; 2nd, H. H. Smith (6

Enfield sc), awarded the "Pelican"
prize; 3rd, A. Oates (4 Triumph); 4th,

J. Asquith (3^ P. and M.) ; 5th R. Halli-

day (3i P. and M.) ; 6th, A. E. Scayill

(6 Enfield sc); and 7th, F. Bray ' (4

Triumph sc).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Recently a large crowd of motorists
and others assembled at the Town Hall,
Sheffield, at midnight, to see this year's '

competitors leave on the 315 miles
journey to and from Holyhead. Twenty
seven riders started, including five solo,

twenty-one sidecars, and one Morgan
Runabout. The night was fine but
cloudy, and until Chester was reached
the journey was made in darkness.

Early breakfast was taken at North-
wich at 5.15 a.m., and head lights were
no longer necessary. The ride along the
sea coast r/o Conway and Bangor waS
most enjoyable.
The return journey from Holyhead

was made in splendid weather, and WaS
much enjoyed. The Anglesea and North
Wales coast rides were glorious, and all

went well.

At 8 p.m. the first man arrived home,
twenty in all completing the course.
The results were as follow :

PAssKNOF.n Class.- 1, A. Blake (10 Morgira),
awarded Hilttoil Sliield; 2, (J. W. Wilkin (314
Wilkin); 3, K Ropor (7 Indian).
Solo Class.—1, !•'. O. Wale,^ (4 TriumpW- 2, (J

Tumor (4 Triumpli); 3, D. Kiiye (4 Triumph).

The following were awarded bronze
medals :

E. Matlhows, ,\. II. Cliapiuna, J. (). Vosjeli
Kentk-hnor, O. Fletcher, L. I'ndley, ,T. Walker, yK
Ji. A]iK<»l, F. W. James, J. Beot, U. Starey. ilDa
K. Seorle. •?-

O. Stewart won the epeeial pii/,o for the billpi
perforuinneo np to 350 c.c. ^
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RELIABILITY wi™ LOW COST
THE experience of the designer and the manufacturer of the R. W. SCOUT, Mr. R. Weatherell, In every phase

of Motor Cycling, under all and every condition, is beyond doubt very extensive. After experimenting on
various types of two-stroke machines for the past 8 years, we are now able to place on the market the most

reliable, economic-il, and most speedy machine ever produced and at a low cost. Severe tests have been made in

hill-climbinR. etc., and the R. W. SCOUT has proved beyond doubt absolutely perfect m every detail

Price : 60 GUINEAS (Deliveries are from 7 to 14 days)
THE

m

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION:
Engine—Specially designed 3 h.p. Dalm Engine, Two stroke.
Frame.—Specially designed for strength and giving comfortable riding position.

Petrol Consumption during tests has proved to be in the region of 120 miles to the
gallon, due to special design of the engine.

All Materials used in the construction of this machine are carefully selected, and
tested before erecting the machine, and we guarantee a tensile strength of over 15 tons
in our Cylinders, Pistons, and Flywheels, workmanship ia of the very best, and
^l\ parts are interchangeable. .

To obtain particulars and specificatiort 0/ the R, W. SCOUT, apply to

Dept. B. for Illustrated Leaflet, which will be sent free on application.

R. WEATHERELL
Tekpiions- Motor Wotks, South Grecii,

No. 18, Btiiericav. Billcrlcay : : Essex.

Telegrams :

' Weaiherell, Motors
BiUericay"
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The "CALTHORPE-J.A.P;'
2 1 h.p., Two-speed, 71 Guineas, pius s %

No motor cycle could be more
comfortable to ride than the

"CALTHORPE- J.A.P."—
mile after mile can be reeled

off without fatigue, the rider's

position is natural and correct.

Personal comfort and confi-

dence m the machme means
everythmg to the man who
would thoroughly enjoy the

pleasures which motoring can

provide.
We regret that owing to prevailing conditions

we loere compelled to make a further advance in

price of 5 per cent., commencing on June 1st, last.

Send for the Calthorpe Catalogue for 1920.

The Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., Barn Street, Birmingham.

igggggggi

(Proprietors : Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co., Ltd.)
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In answering these- advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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are different to all other Patches

WHY?
They will not stretch in one direction. They auto-
matically lock the Puncture. The Special Woven
Fabric incorporated in the Red Rubber enables this

action to take place. (Surridges Patent 6866/10).

Ask your Agent to
shoiv you the

difference.

Price 2/6
plus 10%

YOUR AGENT CAN
SUPPLY. INSIST
ON HOLDTITE.

REFUSE any
other Outfit

offered.

Oarry ihe

Best and
avoid bother.

ihe Holdtite Patch prevents the heat generated by
the tyre getting; between the. patch and tube, thus
making a positive repair and no worry.

Send for Full List of Patches, etc.

SURRIDGES PATENTS,
73, CHURCH ST., CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5

SEE THE BRITISH ISLES ON THE

O.K.-JUNIOR
The motor cycle that was ridden from
Inverness to Land's End, last November,
through snow, mud, and fog.

ALEC MUNRO,
FALCON SQUARE,
INVERNESS.

iiaii BIIIBIIIIIBIIIIISIIIIII

48
GUINEAS.

IIBIIIIIHIIIIIBI

THE BONNIKSON ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Rocksteady and Unliirited Speed

Reading.

Trip and Non-Trip Types for

Motor Cycles, Cars & Cycle Cars.

PRICES.
Motor Cycle Type.

Trip. Non-Trip.
£3 10 each. £5 15 each.

Cycle Car and Car Type.
Trip. Non-Trip.

£8 15 each £8 each.

These Prices are stibjectio an increase

of 5% as from ihe ist May.

For any further inforraation write
staling type required to the
manufacturers

—

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD.,
Teleplione: 752^753. COVENTRY, Telf grams

:

Rotherham?, Coventry.'

IT-

By A
Appointment.

SPIRIT.
"THE BLUE CAN WITH THE

RED LABEL."

THE GAS LIGHTING
IMPROVEMENT Co., Ltd.

CG. I., I. CO., L.TD.)

SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL
LONDON, E.C.2.

UP
The. PIo^ vith entirelynew^patares

MICMMETm »

ADJUSTMENT ^

ALLMKA INSULATION

Motor Cycle
Pattern

TYPE •• MA"

Car
Pattern

TYPE "MW-

7/- 6/. i

When orderins please state make of
mo'or cycle or engine.

n
mmm~i)

Barraclough-Parker Ltd.
Electrical &. Mechanical Ent;ineera,

Thornton - BRADFORD

In annwcrinq tf""<e advertlsetnents it is dcsirnblc to nicnlinn " Tlic Motor Cycle."

I
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Price £120 Nett Cash

k)/^V>f/ iD/li5V^ h.p. Single-cylinder

[\VIitL M\UDf Patent Spring Frame

A real spring-frame motor bicycle which allows the rider to ride without vibration,

and other special features, which commend it to the practical motor cyclist.

THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD., ROYAL RUBY WORKS, ALTRINCHAM
Manufacturers and Patentees of Royal Ruby Motor Cycles, Cycles, and Sidecars.

TelepJione: AUrincham 655 (4 lines).
'

Write for address of nearest agent. Telegrams

:

Machines, AUrincham,'

i

"Stanley" St Belts, Fasteners, and Accessories.
World-renowned for their reliability.

MILLIONS USED BY H.M. WAR OFFICE AND ALLIES.

"STANLEY I ASTENER."
With the Bend that never Breaks.

"Used wherever Motor Cycles are used. The Bssl

at any price. Handsome nickel finish. Hardened
and tempered hook and flanged pins. The no-

trouble kind. The most secure yet easily Defach-
able Fastener ever invented. Outlasts ail others.

The original and best. 1 /2.

"STANLEY" BELTmG.
Best now as in iqo2. Supple
strong, and long wearing. Used
everywhere. A Stanley Fastener

supplied free with each Belt.

Correct 28" angle.

Sizes % 3- I

1/3 2/2 2/8
per foot.

BELT PUNCHE3, 2/S.
Adjustable ,. 4/6.

THE "STANLEY"
SPARE LINK.

The best b=lt length adjuster
(for lenKilieninR or -Iiorten-

ing) yet invented. Saves
time, tr uble, aod money.
Gr ps the in ey all round
The pads a o o£ tough
leather. 1/1,

\

West Moors, Dorset,

Dear S.rs,—1 nave ]ust removed one of your "STANLEY'
BELT FASTENERS after 8,270 miles on one Belt, and i^

is in very good condition. Il you would like to see tbi?

Fastener I shall be pleased to forward same to you. It

was only removed because the Belt (not a "STANLEY";
broke. Yours faithfully,

F, HINES.

BOX OF *' STANLEY " SPARES.

Sizes I i I I liin

per set 3 /S Post Free. . State sizp

of belt when ordering.

THE '^STANLiir aHiELO,

protects tise bzM astener

Prevents wear of the pal'ey and conserves power. Speciallr

desisned for u^e with the '" Philipson " rulley. Ensares
!i i^'ood -rii> ou adjustable pulleys.

'STANLEY" SPARE

r
Stanley Spjre Link which is th2 best belt length adiu

, invented. Saves tims, troable, and money. Savts
fSt of a new 1-elt 1/1.

THE "LiON" BELT FASTENER.

-Intnduced tn meet the demmd for a cbeip. reliable Hook
Fastener. Hardened hook and pins. The best Detachable

Belt Fastene- at th° p ice, better ihan mi-t at double tlu

rrice. iNiclte'-rlited Guaranteed 5,OO0 miles, lid.

THE "STANLEY" SHiELD.

The Stan'ey Shield, which protects the belt fastener, pre-

vents wtar of the pulley, and conserves rower. Specially

design, d Eo use with the Philipson Pulley 9d.

*it'!l'!.i';i^„^rr Stanley motor belt & fastener go., bromley, kent.
Ifany difficulty in obtaining write direct. (STANLEY WEBB. Inventor of iha Original Hook Belt Fastener and other Belt Aids.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to n\ention "The Motor Cycle." B25
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NO DANGER
In dealing with us, whether you live next door or 500 miles away, you
may buy a machine from us with every confidence. EVERY MACHINE
OFFERED BELOW GUARANTEED FOR 3 MONTHS FROM DATE
OF PURCHASE, and sent on 24 HOURS' APPROVAL against remit-
tance, or on "THE MOTOR CYCLE" DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
These terms also apply to machines purchased on our EXTENDED PAYMENT SYSTEM.
ASK YOUR MOTOR CYCLING FRIENDS ABOUT US, WE ARE KNOWN FROM
LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROATS, AND ONE OF THEM IS SURE TO HAVE
HAD DEAUNGS WITH US.

RECONSTRUCTED EX GOVERNMENT MACHINES.
T\/^T T/^T AC 1 91 7-8 Combinations, 4 h.p., 3-sp. clutch and kick-
^^y^yjyj'M^-t^'^ starter, thoroughly overhauled, n -i n(\ p 1

repainted makers' colours, sidecar repainted and re-upholstered ^ * ^^ v-»a.Sn

or £60 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £5 I5s.

TJf^¥ TflT A ^ 1917-8, 4 h.p. Solos, thoroughly overhauled.
•^^^ ^-^ ^^•*-''*^^^ re-enamelled and plated in our nQct C 1%own workshops, appearance as new, makers' colours .

.

• • ^»'0 v^rtSJl

or £45 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £4 15s.

HOI IC^T A Q '^1^' 2f h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly over-
^-^^^ ^-y ^J'^'ll.O hauled, and repainted makers' naC C U
colours . . dCoD V/8LSn
or £30 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3 7s. Id.

TJ/^T JflT A Q '916, 2| h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled,
*^ ^J^ ^-^ \J ^^^-iM.^^ re-enamelled and plated in our nijrk f> 1

own workshops, makers' colours, appearance as new .

.

. . A</U v^3.Sn
or £35 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3 7s. Id.

BC^ jA 1917-8, 4|- h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, thoroughly over-
•^^•*^» hauled, finish Service green, chain-cum-belt or e*r\i\ f^ 1

all-chain drive 3C.yO CaSh
or £45 down, and 1 2 monthly instalments of £4 6s. 3d., or with newcoachbuilt sidecar £120

TRADE SUPPLIED,
Extended Payment Orders can only be accepted in England.

Cash. Exchange. Extended Payments.
See Miscellaneous Advts. for New and other Second-hand Machines.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'I'Ikhh; -Croydon 2.|v. Grams

—

"'IracU, Croydon.'

1126 /ii urtuwtrin:/ l/iia ridrrrlixiiiicnt it is liasiriihU to iiuiilitni " 7'lie Mulor Ci/clc.
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FORlMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW 1920 MODELS.

SOLO.
HARLEY- DAVIDSON, 7 9 b.p.,

electric £192 17
HARLEY- DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.,

magneto £184 11
BLACKBURNE,3 b.p.twin, standard

model, solo £170
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., a-speed £73 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 35 h.p. twin, M.A.G.

engine £130 8
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., twin J.A.P.,

3-5peed £147
DIAMOND, ^t h.p. ViUiers, 2-speed.

clutch, kick-start £84 3
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2j h.p. J.-'V.P.,

2-speed, clutch, kick-start .... £84 i

RUBY, 2} h.p. J.A.P., 3-speecl, kick-
start, spring frame £1 20 3

VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £50 J
VERUS, 2j h,p., Blackburne engine £110 5

VERUS, 4 h.p., Blackburne engine £125
P.V., spring trame, 2ii h.p., 2-speed,

slightly soiled (less io%) £73 15
METRO-TYLER, 2th.p., 2-£peed,

slightlv soiled (less io%) £69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new model . £95 18
PORTLAND, 2j h.p., 2-speed £60
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-3peed, clutch £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
QUADRANT, 4 h.p. complete with

Sidecar £145
ROVER, 3I h.p., 3-specd, complete

with Sidecar £203
Actually in stock at inne 01 going to Press,

SECOND-HAN a MODELS,
SOi.0.

DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., VV.D. model,
2-speed. with re-enamelled tank £68

NEW IMPERIAL, 2S h.p J.A.P.
2-speed £70

RUDGE-MULTI, igre, 3* h.p., clutch,

and pedal starter £63
ENFIELD, 2] h.p., all chain drive, all

accessories £69

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
B.S.A., igi2 model, 2-5peed MiUford

Sidecar £83
DOUGLAS, 1914 model, si h.p., 2-sp.,

kick-start, Bosch magneto ... , £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P., en-

gine, 3-speed W.D. model, com-
plete with Sidecar £143

RCVER, 6 h.p., J..A.P. engine, 3-speed,

all-chain drive, complete with
Sidecar £145

HARLEV-DAVIDSON.
tgiS and igig W.D. 7-9 h.p. twin, magneto,
kick-start, 3-sp*ec-d gear, clutch, standard
models. Guaranteed in sound running order.

Solo £110
Combination £14n

Trade supplied.

DEFERRED RAYMkNlb.—/! third pur-

citase price on deliver v 0/ machine^ 'I'e balance

spread over a t>eriod of- K'hl months 7A% exira

19'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

6 h.p. {late 1919) A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel,
hoed, screen, Cowey speedometer, F.R.S. big

1.000ft. beaiil head lamp set, sidecar and tail lamp,
separate generator, Lucas horn. Tan-sad, pillion seat,

rendition absolutely perfect: offers.—Ramm, The
Orchard, Godstone, Surrey. 'Phone: 10. [7547

TWIN-CYL. A.J.S. Combination. 1916 model, with
de luxe sidecar, in perfect rtinning condition,

with new gears, new Dunlop Magnum covers and
tubes, spare wheel, new set of electric lighting with
2 accumulators, each 4 volts 80 amps., and all acces-
sories: £200.—Reply to E.G.B., 530, Dialstone Lane,
Stockport. [6711

Alecto.

ALECTO 3"ih.p. 2-stroke, 1920 model, 2 speeds,
clut'-lj, K.S.. fully equipped, mileage 500, as new;

70 gns., offers.-48, Derweutwater Ed., Aeton. [7761

Alldays,

ALLOX 1920 2.«peed 2-stroke: list price; immediate
delivfiT.—Morriss, 139, Finchley Hd., X. »\'.3.

[7422

1 Q20 Alldays Allon, unused, K.S., clutch, 2-speed;
XJ/ £85.—Thorntoii, Springfield House, Reigate.

[8154
-|Q20 Alldays Allon 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand
X«7 clutch, countershaft; £66,-176, South Ealing
Rd., W.5 [7715

ALLO>f, countershaft, single, fully equipped, small
mileage, perfect; trial run; £48.—Lurcock, Boston

Rd,, Hanwell, \V. [8250
ALLDAYS Matchless 2-stroke. perfect appearance
LA and condition, full accessories.—37, Maiden Rd.
Centish Town, N.W. [8323

A LLDAYS Allon, 2^h p.;- 2-speed, in first-class con-^ dition, appearance as new; £56.-27, Orchard
it., Gt. Ilarwood, Lanes. [8055

ALLON, new. 1920, 2-speed, kick starter, hand
cy clutch, must sell, sacrifice; £76/10.-365,
\ing St., Hammersmith. [7773
ALLOX, 2?ih.p., 1920, perfect condition throngh-
.^ out, lamps, horn, legshields; £68/10.-42, Dane-
rott Rd., Herne~HiH, S.E.24. [7943

Jh.p. 3-speed K.S. Alldays Matchless Combination,
J lampp. horn, "speedometer: nearest £110.—Know-
den. 7. Priory Av., London, K.8. [4845

I LLOX, late 1919, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
»- horn, etc., mileage 300, like new; £73.—Tucker,
1, Marlborough Ed., Bryamill, Swansea. [7427

kLLON 1916 2!?4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, Dunlops,
*. lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid condition;
48.—176, Walmer Rd., North Kensington. [7879

919 Allon, single-speed, all accessories, mileage
2,500; £50.—The Napier Garage, Forest New

,

i.. South Woodford. 'Phone : Woodford 360. [8092

I
ILON, late 1918, 23Jh.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick

\
L start, lamp, generator, liorn, leg-shields, tools,

'1 es Al. new condition; £67/10.-88, Connaught Ed.,
;

ading. [69B6

LLON 1920, brand new, 2-stroke, 2-spsed and
, >- clutch, kick-starter, just arrived; immediate de-

ery at maker's price, £85.—Wilkins. Simpson, oppo-
3 01>Tnpia, London. [7417

h.p. Allda.vs Matchless, underslung wicker sidecar,
with child's seat, 2-speed, handle starting,

5ch, Senspray, lamps, horn, exc^ent running order-
7.—Apply, 537, Holloway Rd., Tl. [7669
LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Allon 2%h.p., 2-
speed, clutch, and kick starter; £86; casn, ex-

nge, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-
, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : 'Croydon
'0- [5308

Alcyoti.
LCYOX 1914 2»ih.p., T.T., good condition, reliable:
£30; after 6 o'clock.—97, reabody Cottages, Tot-

-"a. [7020
Ariel.

;
BIEL. brand, new, eolo or combination, 3i/,h,p.. in

stock; list price.—Tew, Petersfield. "
[7753

VRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of ArieU.-
I

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2267
REEL, 3'/2h.p., old tj'pe. incomplete; £11/16'

^

stamp reply.—Wickiug, Biggin Hill, Kent. [7702
r JIEL OombiuatiOA, Bh.p., recently overhauled, splen-
• did condition, last; trial; £110.—Sutton, Bagshot,
^1^

«y- [6988

J
MEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, splendid order, all

+ on; £155.-94, Cloekhouse Ed., Beckenham (atter-
t,i s). L7450
!IEL 1920 6h.p. Combination, little used, seen

- near London; first £155.—Box 293, c/o TIte

I

" t^!":''- [y7339

I ARCH 1920 Ariel 3>^.p., 3-speed, Lucas lamps,
^ as nswj near Hertford; £110.—Box 6,497, c/o
'' Motor Cycle. [763O

1 20 6-7h-p. Ariel Combination, low mileage; £20
J; under list.—68, High Lane, Chorlton-cum-
»- ly, Manchester. (7725

a 'J?!-
I'd'h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, and

^'- kick start: £75.-59. Palfrey Place, Dorset Hd.,
( iam Rd.. S.W.8. [8340

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AKIEL, all models, earlv deliveries; all parts stocked.

—F. Spenkman, Ariel Expert, 7, Eochdale Ed..
Harpurhey, Manchester. [7414

"I 020 Ariel 3'Ah.p. Combination, lamps, Cowey, etc.,

J-tJ small mifeage; £140.-374, Grove Green Rd.,

Leytonstone. [8415

ARIEL 3i!.h.p., late 1919, lamps, mechanical horn,

punctureproof tube, new bock cover, spare luner

tube; £100.-2, Carlton Bank, Harpenden. [(3.1^

3ih.p. Ariel, fixed engine, O.A.V. mag., tyres, and
2 enamel in good condition; cheap £25; room

wanted.-Xash, 19, Earlsmead Ed., Tottenham. [7461

1019 (.\ug.) Ariel Combination, lamps, Klaxon,
Xt7 tools^ etc.,- perfect, condition, done about 900
miles; £130.—R. Scott, St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. [8205

-] Q20 Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p., horn, lamps, tools,

Xtf apron, and extras, in perfect order, any trial;

£180, or offers; must sell. — Beaumont, Beast

Market, Huddersfield. [7933

17 6-7h.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, all

-«-tr lamps, mechanical horn, speedometer, spares,

in perfect condition; £125; lower power wantea'-20

Derby Rd., Croydon. -. [8326

AKiiCL Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar, in

stock.-A. J. Youni and Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage,

Xewmarket ('Phone: 214), and 75, Albany St., N.W.I
,'1'hone: 5476 Museum). [400i

1 Q 19 (Sept.) 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, fast and
-I-«3' reliable, small mileage, horn, luggage carrier,

spares, insurance; £l85; Stockport district.—Box
290, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7698

ARIEL 3'/$h.p., 1920, 3-5peed, countershaft, kick-

starter,' decompressor, lamps, horn, tools, com-

plete, carefully run in, sale deposit system; £llf-—
Porter, Hadleigh, Essex. [/loa

ARIEL (Late 1919) 6-7h.p. Combination, luxurious

sidecar, 3 lamps, horn, tools, speedometer, lug-

gage grid, low mileage: trial by appointment; £180, or

near offer.—Moy, Beach" Hotel, Frmton on-Sea. [831b

ARIEL SKli.p., 3-speed countershaft, the ideal

single-cyl. sidecar machine; immediate delivery

can now be given, with or without sidecar, £115; de-

monstration with pleasure.—Meeten Motors, Dorkmg^

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1914 Ariel Si/jh p.,semi-

TT. model, splendid condition, very carefully used

:

£48- cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11,

Roval Parade, London Ed.. West Croydon. 'Phone:

Croydon 2450. ^™°^

Arno
3JLh.p. Arno, clutch, new tyres, B. and B., lamp, etc.,

2 ride awav: £32, near ofEer.-51, Ashbourne Kd
Gorringe Park, Mitoham. t76!)b

A.S.L

A.S.L. Precision. 4h.p., Grade gear, Bosch, B. and

B., Dunlop belt, good tyres, P. and H. lamps,

horn, powerful, mechanically perfect, splendid running

order, trial; £46.-Campbell, Jacktrces Rd., C eator

Moor, Cumberland. i.(sol

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall, in good condition; i'^0 jxo

offers.-Lucey, Haslemcre, Surrey. 18631

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to No. 21 Triumph cycle:

£20.—George Wray Engineer, Southport. [8009

WALL Auto-Wheel, mechanically Perfect; £11/11-

—Lewis, 153. Nottingham St., Sheffield. [7946

A UTO-WHEEL complete, in ej<;e»eit running order.

A. -Northern Motors, 42, North Audley St.,.Wa.^^

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect condition; ready *« ™'i'

away; £12/10.-0uen, 19, Battersea Rise, S.W^^

AUTO-WHEEL. Model de Luxe, excellent condition,

attached genfs cycle: 20 gns.-47. Approach Ed.^,

Kavnes Paik.

AUTO Wheel 1920 Model de Luxe, _ in stock; im-

^medirte detoery,
' £27/10.-Wilkins, Simpson

opposite Olympia, London. i

WALL Auto-Wheel, purchased less than. 3 mmiths

ago, hardly used; sell for £15: letummg al road^

Denne, 63, Eock Av., Gdhnghain, Kent. 17074

A UTO-WHEEL, beautiful condition 8"=^ new tyre

A and tube, magneto control, tools fitted tp 24m.

S'eigh cycle; £17/10.-14. Estcouit St., Devizes.^^^

A UTO WHFETS £27/10 c?5h. or £8/5 deposit and

A £2 nSnthly:' 80 page illustrated list post free

-

^ Depr iSe Metr^opolitan Machinists' Co.. Ltd.

245.' Bishopsgate. E.C.2. [9729

Avon. "

A^s^rf^-^£i^^s^is§r^^.°fe^s^S

W.ilesden.
'

4 vnN 31'..',, D singl- speed, belt drive, and light

^4^?£e!'^' ^^ht^^^clS^ic^S
3, Nicholson Rd Addfoome. l^^^^"
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MOTOR CYCLES
Bat.

FOR SALE.

9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C-4.
6h.p. Bat, new, 1920 model; £160. [8592

WADCHOPE'S,
6h.p. Bat, nf

B.A.T., New Model 4, 6h.p.. in stock; £160.—Clark
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [8365

BAT 6h.p. Solo, immediate <lelivery from stock : lisl

price.—Cranmore, Potters Bar. 'Phone; 40. [781£

BAT Model 4, 6h.p. ; £160.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,
the Real Service Firm. Taunton and Totnes.

[7386
BAT.—Immediate delivery 6h.p. countershaft 3-speed

model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, BoltoB. Tel.

:

1348. [X7291

IMMEDIATE Delivery 6Ii.p. Bat, solo or combina-
tion; list price iBieo.—One Tree Motocycle Co.,

Huddersfield. [X7408

"Id 20 6h.p. Bat, 3-speed, etc.; list price, £160.—

R

J-f Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbaiik St., South
port. Tel. : 607. 7614

1O20 Bat Combination in Stock, eb.p.j solo £160
combination £204.—A.S.O., 60,
Tel. : Museum 6626.

Mortimer St
[7067

194,
[7604

BAT 1920 6h.p., with Henderson Elite sidecar, just
delivered, very smart; £180; Birmingham.—Box

6,525, c/o The Motor Cycle [8450

BAT-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. 0.1. V. Brooklands Model, excel
lent condition, new tyres, belt, saddle; i65,

Belham High Rd. (Any time.)

£50.—Bat-.Tap Combination, 8h.p.. 2-Epeed. clutclr

kick starter, chain drive, in good condition^—

7

Pleaflant Rd., Southend-on-Sea,

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 1913, single gear, Bosch, B. a
B., splendid condition, Dunlop heavy tvr

£50.—42a, Victoria Rd., Aldershot. [7950

SALE, Bat 6h.p. combination, Canoelet coachbuilt
sidecar, clutch, equipped; £60.—8a, Blue Ball

[7283

. and

Piccadilly, W. [7885

1 Q20 6h.p. Sporting Model Bat, with mauve and
XiJ grey Montgomery sidecar, electric lamps, horn;
£175.—Ken Barker, Sawston, Cambridge. [8241

BAT-J.A.P., 4h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled,
excellent condition, new belt; £43, first cheque

secures.—Colley, High St., Pembroke Dock. [7782

8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 2-Bpeed, free engine, good
condition, tyres good, lamps, horn ; 60 gns.—

Wheeler, Baker, Mitcham Rd., W. Oroydon. [7358

Bat Combination, new May, F.R.S. lamps.
Stewart horn, Easting screen, spare chain; £205,

—Dumas, 78. Caetle Eoregate, Shrewsbury. [X7278

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat, twin-cyl., clutch and kick starter,

gh.p

not used, as delivered ; list price,

Apply, R.A.B., The Shrubbery, Basingstoke.
£160

[7221

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 6-8h.p., clutcli model
Enfield chassis, coachbuilt sidecar, in good con-

dition; £75—A. Read, 274, Baker St., Enfield. [8028

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., Eolo or combination, at list price,
in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton

Place, New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 4792.
[6597

BAT 6h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels, long exhaust, com-
plete with lamps, etc., a good sporting 'bus; £75.

—Hewin'a Garages, Ltd,, the Real Service Firm,
Totnes. [7383

6h.p. Bat-Jap, 2-8peed pear box, Bosch mag., new
tyrefl, in top-hole condition, long ©xhauet, fast and

bargain, J378.—Foster, Greyhound,
[7071

sporty machine;
Ardingly, Sassei.

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 7-9h.p., about 1914, Bosch
mag., spring frame, all-chain, countershaft gear,

2-speed clutch ; will give any trial ; £85.—Pert, 6,

York Sq.. Stepney, E.14. [7947

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Twin-cyl., Boech mag., S-speed gear,
coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, electric light (ac-

cumulator); £85, bargnin : stamp.—Moore, 45, Hadham
Qd., Bishop's Stortford, Herts. [7603

BAT-J.A.P. 1915 8h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, just re-cnaraelled and plated, un-

usually smart, all new equipment; £135.-181, Clap-
ham Rd., 8.W. [8409

BAT-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed, N.S.U. gear, Bosch
mac., horn, Lucas lump, new covers, stored during

war, F.plrmdid condition
; price £75.—Morris, Caris-

brooke, Lavender Rd., Enfield, Middlesex. [7920

1 Q20 6h,p. Bat. Model 4. MontRnmery sidecar, nil
-*-«/ grey, Triplex wind Bcrceri, luggage grid, Cowcy
trip, 3 lamps (olty:tric), 6 vnlt ticcnniulntor, alurainiuiD
dfics, horn, exceptioiinlly siiinit; trial locally

; £190.
complete.—Uawo, 41, High St., BariiBtaple. [7740

Bcardmorc
1Q20 Bcardmoro-Preclslon. just arrived; first £95.—Xt/ Hloan'n Garage, Dumlrics, Scotland. [7452
l3i;AUI».M(mK.PRKCIST0N-H: doUvery 7 days; £95
--^ -i;riindi-x. 138, (iray'it Inn Rd.. W.O. 11216
BEARDMORK Precision, brand new, unri.l.Jm,

rcnUtfTrnJ, bought combination; £94.-10, Amble-
rot* Rd., Orovo Park, 8.E.12. [8101
1020 Heardiiion.-Prwljilon, now; dcHvory fronj stock-

;\ „^''''". *^^' ^'"'' *"rr'"K'-.-GcorBo llMn, 4, Pii«tnn!
St., iinwnhy. J7354
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beaumont.

"DEAUMONT 2-stroke, 2-sii6ed, free cneine, kio
-•-» starter, run 250 miles; £75.—D"-"'- ""-

—

Carnforth.

Blackburne.
"DLACEBTJEN Engine Beaumont, S-speed, free ei
-•-' gine. kick starter, delivery from stock; £99/11
—Dean'a Garage. Carnlorth. - [X.723

TI/'AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, for twi
T'

» 8h.p. Blackburnes and 4h.p. solos, with or witl
sidecars

; particulars on application. [859

"DLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920 model, complete witl
--' F.R.S. electric lighting, horn, and speedometei
small mileage; £120.—Petersen, London Hospital, E

[711;

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, Bnrman gear box, complet
J- *J' with Cowey horn, speedometer, P. and H. lam-
set, in first-class order; £120.—Rootes, Ltd., Maic
stone. [798

"I Q20 Blackburne Uh.p. Combination, ridden SOi
J- 1' miles, jnst oyerliauled, better than new, lamps
horn, accessories, spare tyre, etc.- £155.-176, Glor
cester Terrace, Paddington, W.2, [7661

1Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, brand new, in stock, lisJ-^ price; also Bh.p. combination, list price, new
—J- Smith and Co-, 16, Hampstead Rd., London
N.W.I. [848:
A ELEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Blackburne 8h,n
•A twin and Henderson Elite sidecar; £215; cash
exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par
\de, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydoi
2450. [528'

"DLACKBURNE 1920 4h-p- Solo or Combination
-L* also 8h-p. solo model; delivery from stock at lis!

prices.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,
or 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 35 Bicester
Grams : Integrity, Bicester- [8489

Bradbury
BRADBURY 6h.p- Twin, 1915, sonnd; £85.-Lam-

bert's, Thetford- [7229

1 Q20 Bradbury 4h-p. Solo; £120, or near oiler.—
-tt/ Apply, Marshall, Square, Retford. [8088

1Q13 T.T. Bradburv, adjustable pulley, lamps, etc.;
-«-»/ £38.—Youag, Market Place, Andover- [8008

BRADBURY-— Order now to avoid disappointment.—
The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall,

[5762
BRADBURY 4h.p., N.S.U. gear, wicker sidecar, first-

class going order; trial; £40.—Crosby, Evesham.
[7d98

"I Q20 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, counter

-

J-«7 ehaft, in stock; £155. Bradbeer Bros., Mine-!
head. [7939

"jQ20 4i,4h.p. Bradbury, Grindley sidecar; list price.XO —Central Works, Market St., Hebden Bridge.,
[840a

T Q20 Bradbury 6h-p., sidecar and accessories; £205J
-»- *^ —Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. Soutbj
Halifax. [7583

BRADBURY 4b.p. Combination, 3-speed, fret

engine, perfect; £50.-534, Fulham Rd., S.W.6,
Basement. - [790J

NEW 6h.p. Bradbury and Henderson Elite Sidein
with Screen; £205.—J. Hebden and Son, 149. Pt

James' St., Burnley. [BOi;

1 Cfcl5V2 6h.p. Bradbury Combination. ro;'lcIit)uil

J-*J carrier seat, 1h#k1, wind screen, etc.; £115.-Artlen

39, Bushey Hill Rd., London, S.E.5. [76'1'

BRADBURY 1920 4h.p. model, just delivernd, 2

speeds, kick-starter, with Millford skiff sidecar

£124/5.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton. W.;
(X73S

BRADBURY 4yih.p., 2 speeds, black and goli

speedometer, everything on, take eidecar. goo

condition; £55; after 6 o'clock.—Billinghay, Totlci

ham Lane, Hornsey, near Fire Station. [745

6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-specd, kick start, tl

tachable wheel, enamel and .plating like new, vei

smart turnout, climb anywhere; £140, or neaiost.-

Oheadlo St., ott Louisa St., Higher Oponsluiw, Mil

Chester. [80;

BRADBURY 4%h.p. Combination, 2 epeeds, Idi

start, good condition, new Amnc corburetN
npnres, including sidecar chnssis, less nnidguard ai,

tyre, and Senspray carburettor: the lot £46.—A. Olml
Oak Lodge, Mathews Orccii, Wokingham, Berks. 172'.

Brough.
(

31 b.p. Brough. 2-spccd. splendid order; £60.—2:^

2 Crystal Palace Rd.. East Dulwicb. [83

BARGAIN, Brough, 1916, nil now parts gunrnntcf

£105; purticulQrs.—Rectory, Castlogoto, Tbiisj!

1 020 Brough, 500 miles, br.ind new Dinky siilci'!

-It/ £182.-RodBton, 19, St. Nicholas St., CovciitiTf

BROUGH 1916 S'/sh.p., S.A. 3-spced, K.S.. lln|

clutch, excellent •condition; £03.-20, St. Ooori

St., Canterbury. ["

IQIS Brough 3V*h.p., 2-spood, lovely condition, v'

-IJ? fast; £77.—Minchin Motor Mart, 39, Penrl
.

Rd., KIngston-on-Tlmmos. m
BROUmr B-61i.r.. 1920, with disc*,' Oowey lio" A

Bpoodonietor, lamps; bnrgoJn for Quick nale, xlji.

-Pntcr, Motor Agent, Bedford.

B30 All letters reli.ti.iri lo imvcrtiHoniei.tn should quote the number lit the cnU ol each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue.

I'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Connaught,
OXNAUGHT, immediate deliveries.—Popplewell's.

Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich. [5723
iXN.iUGHT 2-speed, new condition; £52.—Ander-

1' II, 21, Bolton St., Blackpool. [8421
L\.NAUGHT, 2.s[jeed, 1914, good ruqnins, stored

»ar; biiyins mailcart; £28.—Edenmcre, Jiine
t' ^^ ltd., Surbitou, [7787
'\ -NAUGHT 1916 2i,yi.p. 2-stroke, good condi-
Mon, oifsi-hauled, equipped; 35 gns.— 5, Addison
ll,illand Park, W.ll. [8155
'\\AUGHT 1917 2^.4h.p. 2-stroke, new belt, ex-
.pl.ent condition; £50, or nearest oHer.—Burton,

i.aubaldi Rd., Eedliill. [8087
'NXAUGHT 2jili.p., 2-stroke, single speed £62
.2 speeds £75; brand new, Jor immediate delivery

-

ington, Garage, Evesham. [S7220
XNAUGHT, 1920, delivered March, fitted with
alniiiinuim tootboards. Klaxon horn (cost £67);oHer.-A. Wood, 48, High St., Windsor. [7242
NNAUGHT Motor Cycles.-2Mh.p. 2-speed model,

,
£70, single speed, £62; immediate delivery.—

P

,1 vans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[0252

. i.p. 2-spe6d Connaught, 2in. heavy Dunlop tyres
Bnleudid condition, little used, 1915, Jones

. ..iMeter many spares; £40, no oflere.-Smith,
1' » Cottage, Potters Bar. [8513

Coulson.

I
20 Coulson B 23/4h.p., 2 speeds, a flyer, condition

i. as new; £85.-103a. High St., Wandsworth

(I 'LSOX-B, Blackburne 2}ih.p.. spring frame.^nw
>- 3Ut ohop-soiled; special price £90—Tew. Peters.
"*

[7765

C l'^^°^ar^ ^'**' .Blackburne engine, in stock,N new; 95 gns.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kl ngton.

[gjg.^

T .0 2-'^jh.r. Coulson-B., small mileage-" nearest 90
;f;

gns.
;

owner buying combination.-Alton, Trim-
acl ,arage, Co. Durham. (D) [8000

C Tiu'^t ^- \^^°' ^^^' '^P"°S '™™e, under 100
i,i , i, *'?°'^t^''<"?'

^P^re plug; bargain £61-12.
4l[ rst Park, Stamtord Hill, N.16. [7674

J< L^"^^"":?,- "-'P'i.'^i"'
B, 2-speed, spring frame, 96

;^i ns., with clutch and kick-starter, 105 en« -J
Hi; a and hon, 149, St. James' St., Burnley [8011

K " Coulsou-B 4h.p., 3-speed Sfinmey-Archer, kick

* "'?,"
«t'"'?^'"'„

™ii!,e<Jiate delivery.-Clapham
^^

-1. 27, Stoekwell St., Greenwich, or -phone Greeu-
JZ -. [6840

JNi „?™'^™"P "J-I"' "* 3-speed clutch and kick

na, „ '../"'" *^ ''^^''' "''' "8 gns.. cr on easv

id' 'ndon
^^*'»-H.l"Ods, Ltd., 118, ]iiomrto"i,

Advertisements, xv.

XT t'^'8°m Coulson-B 2% and 4h.p. Models in stock, 2.speed

So J'r'f""?
'rame,

.

Blackburne engiue; at m;mum t« ir^l"'f' '^^' Pjrmeuts 4;j extra.-Uarn.d'»-«i IS, Brompton Rd., London. [6979
.
Coulson-Blackburne 2«h.r 2-sr>eed snrinn

--90.-Buntmg, 13, Atherton Ed., Forest Gate
[7817

li

Sale, late 1919 2S/;h.p. Coulson B.. Albion 2-
-ed, mechanically -sound and excellent condi-i85. offers.-AppIy by letter to Cant EvelvnWeasenham House, Swaffham, Norfolk [7272
N-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 4h p
c^'l,™" u"''""' 2-speed, spring fram^'-'.cash, exchange, or extended payments -9-10

'"V,""^"-
London Rd., West Croydon. "Phone •'

[5289
' r'lv^ENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 2y4h p

"

c»?h™^
lysine, 2-speed, spring frame'

Rm=l 'P j"""?' °J
extended payments.-g:

^ ''c''r''oVdon"f4=50.^™'°"
''^- ^^'-^' ^royd^on.

^ ,^-BENNETT : Motor Co.-Coulson B 4h pckburne engine. 3-speed, clutch, and K "s
'

I. cash, exchange, or extended payments —9-

VBENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B 2%h p
iflCi ™=i,

'*

"l^''""'
2-speed, clutch, and K.s'-'

Mi ^„v,l •n''"'';^""?,
or extended payments.-3-

'H %%£r2fd0.^°'''°'' '^^- ^"' Cro>*,|

^°i ed^nH/^^°• ^'i"^-'- Blackburne engine, 2-

-'neI „n„ff""'5 [:""'"' 0^'-' used *or a fevv m les

cepi -flW ^combination; list price £99/15; w!li
16 •; hnn ""!>'"'' sale.-Seen at Elce and Coi»hopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

Coventry Eagle.

'fl™Dr'?^'ln'^p^^^,°' T^''4"-I'- ^"""^- sins'"a- U-C. 3, 20, Parade, Leamington Spa, [8626

M^a^d&^If^''' ^'4^'"- '^"liere. splendid con-

E.20^a7te?'61 °'^"-' *'^-^' ^''"'=' G™",

S^r,„ffGLE 2J/,h.p., practieolly new, 2-

. iSB.-t. c. Tolson, Doethill House. Tam-
[X7375

"tii.l nis'

mmH
mmcm
MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
(at Makers' List Price).

ARIEL fi-7h.p. CombinatioQ £172 10
ARIEL 3.V h.p. Combination £152 10
BLACKBURNE 3 h.p. Combination £225
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

dutch, and kick-starter £135 Q
B.S.A. 4 h.p. Combination, with

oi «,«a"*™° "=''''"8 set £180
CLYNO, sVh.p., 2-spced and clutch £75
DIAMOND, 2i h.p. 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2.S h.p., 2-speed . £82 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £105
INVICTA-J.A.P., 2;h.p., 2 speed,

clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3-I h.p. twin, 2 speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £130
LEVIS, 2-stioke £60
METRO-TYLER, 2.V h.p., 2-spced,

TsTC S £95 18NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination 178 gns.NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,
2-speed 77 -ns.NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,
2-spccd, clutch, and kick-starter 85 ens.

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2 speed ... 71 ens.
ROVER, 3.1, h.p., 3-5peed, all-chain

drive £149 ig
ROYAL ENFIELD, :i h.p., 2 speed £73 10
RUDGE - MULTI, 3? h.p., I.O.M.

,„-,.i'-i°'^''' 1*5 gns.
SCOTT 3; h.p. Combination £185
VERUS - BLACKBURNE, 2f h.p.,

2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter 105 gns.

SOILED.
W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-5 h.p. £145
(This machine has J.A.P. engine, 3-speed
countershaft gear box, clutch, kick-starter,
and all-chain drive, and finished " Service "

green.)

SECOND-HAND.
1916 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination,

lamp, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen, etc £130

1919 COULSON - BLACKBURNE,
2] h.p.. 2-spced, lamps, horn,
speedometer £90 )

iqi5 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed,
R.N. model £55

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 79 h.p.,
with Sidecar and acci?ssories . . £200

I9t5 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Side-
car £140

1-119 JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed £65
1920 LEA - FRANCIS, 3! h.p.,

Hendei-son Sidecar, P. & H.
lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer,
as new £159

W.D. P. & M., 3! h.p., 2-5peed, and
kick-starter £78

W.D. P. & M., 3j h.p., 2-speed, and
kick-starter, and new Miilford
Sidecar £103

1912 WOLF, 3.V h.p., lamp and horn £38
SIDECARS.

We have in stock over 50 New SIDECARS,
Canoelet, Henderson, Gloria, Miilford, Swan.
Various models ranging in price from 18 ens.

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED PAYMENTS
ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C.. A.CU., A.A. &M.a,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

leiephone—490 Hast Ham.
Telegrams—" Rgaraco London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coventry Eagle 2K
h.p., single-speed, ViUiers engine; £67/1; casli"

eichange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Par-
Jd?' London Rd., West Croydon. Phone ; Croydon
24S0. [5305

De Dion.
E DION 2v.lh.p., mag., spring forks. Advance
adjustable pulley, tyres, belt, good, low, ride

j; £18.—Spencer, Potter St., Bishop's Stortlord.
[8025

Oe Luxe.
E LUXE 2')ih.p.. 2-speed, clutch, K.S., mileage
300; £55.-1, Ashgrove Rd., Bromley, Kent.E[8026AELT Delivery 1920 De Luxe 2-stroke, C.A.V.
mag,, pan saddle, beautiful machine. £48. with

Albion 2-3peed gear £7/10 extra. Full specification and
illustration sent if desired. Take sidecar anywhere.
Agents required.—Motorities, 191, Siveetman St., Wolver-
hampton. [8444

Despatch=Rider.
17 2V2h.p. Despatch Rider, Precision engine, v.-ith

lamps, tools. Klaxon, accessories : £40, or nearest
offer.—Beard, Fruiterer, Llandrindod Wells. [8622

19'

Vll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Diamond.
1Q19 Di.amond 2-stroke: £47.-12. Bridge St., Cam-
-•" bridge. [7434

7019 2-stroke Diamond, in good condition; £35.—
J-U Bounds, 223, Hish Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [7591

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol all model
Diamonds.—Cbapel \sh. Woiverharapton. [2266

DIAMOND 23/ih.p., 2-stroke. in stock, new; £63.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[8368
DIAMOND-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,

horn; £48.—Thomas, 20, Blessington Rd., S.E.I 3.

[7479
3.3h.p. Diamond-Jap, in perfect order, 1920 model;

4, price reasonable.-D. K. M. Petley, The Nest,

Torquay. [7301

DIAMOND. 2?ih.p. J.A.P., 1916, Enfleld 2-speed,

lamps, horn, good tyres and belt, perfect running
order; £55.—Barker, 19, Eookfleld Av., Muswell Hill.

N.IO. [7299

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Diamond Zi/ah.p.,

sports model; £62/3; cash, exchange, or ex-

tended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,

West Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon 2450. [5304

1 020 Dia;mond-Jap 2=4'h.p., Sturmey-Archer a-speed,
JLi' clutch, kick-starter, latest top gear change,
brand new, fitted P. and H. lamp set, horn, rear lamp,
tubing, unregistered; cost £98, accept £84.—Box
6,514, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8288

DIAMOND 2-stroke, single-speed, genuine 1920
model; this machine represents a special bargain;

it was sold new by ourselves at £62/3 only 3 weeks
ago, and is now offeied at £53.—The Layton Garages,

London Rd., Bicester, or 90, High St., Oxford.

'Phone : 35 Bicester. 'Grams : Integrity, Bicester.
[8437

Dot.

1 Q20 Dot>Jap 2-spced Model; Ust price.—12,
i-O" Bridge St., Cambridge. ['7429

Douglas,
RTOFFAT, Douglas Expert, YeoyiL

NEW 1920 Models. 4h.p. combination £170, 2',lh.p.

W. 20, £100 and £105.

TMMEDIATE Delivery. Why wait?

lyrOFFAT, Yeoril. Tel.: 50 Yeo-jiL [6698

1 Q17 Douglas 23/,h.p., lamps, horn, new tyres; £65.
JL«/ —'Phone: Hampstead 7822. [8574

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. 1918, thoroughly overhauled; £50.
—Dorling, Star Yard, Barnet. [7066

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1917, top-hole combination; £95.
141, Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [8508a

1 Q 15 Douglas, 2^;4b.p-, 2-speed, good condition;
i-ij' £50.—Gilford, Overton, Hants. [8269

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps; £130.—
-LtJ Dorn, 291, Iffley Ed., 0.xiord. [7912

JQle 2^ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed; £70; Thursdays 2-4.
-Li/ 43, Coleraine Rd., Blackheath. [7704

DOUGLAS 23ih.p. 1916. very fast; £60; exchanges.
141, Merton Hd., Wimbledon. [8508

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New Douglas
1920 Combinations from stock; £170. [8594

DOUGLAS 2-l4h.p.. Bo.^ch, 1912, overhauled; £28.-
769, Harrow Hd., Willesden, N.W. [6964

OHh.p. 1916 Douglas, perfect condition; £65.—Maker,
'W4 106, Stoekwell Park Rd., Bri.i;ton. [7034

Douglas' 1911, only wants seeing; £28.—Saun-
ders, 67, Inverene Ed., Charlton, S.E. [8139

23.h.p. Douglas, 1911, in running order; £26.—P. G.
4 Cray, 38, Station Rd., Hendon, N.W. [7014

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, etc. ; £155.
-Li/ —Sickelmore, 10, Ford St., Bow, E. [7893

advertisement, and the date of the issue. "333
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2">,ili.p., c.lutcli model, in stock; list

price.—Longman, Fisherton. Salisbury- [7565

DOUGLAS 2\,h.p., late 1916. exceptionally good,

Bcnuino: £60.-21, Newton Av., Acton. [8546

DOUGLAS 2''ah.ii., 2.«pceil, eijuippeil ; riile invii\';

,*40.—321, Ivydale Hd., Peckham, S.E. [7366

4li.p. Pouglas 1918 3-speed, nbsolntely as new: 175
gns.—Side door, 36, Uigh St., Hampslend. [8504

DOUGL.\S, 2^ih.p., 1916, going cheap; oHers;
after 6.—11, Avenue Gardens, Acton, W.3. [8337

3.b.p. 2-speed 1913 Douglas, splendid condition:
fV^ £45.-616, King's Hd., Fulham, Loudon. [7808

DOUGLAS, new and second-hand, 50 in stock.—
Popiilewell's, Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich. [5723

1014 Douslas 2;^.lh.p., 2-spced, accessories; £49.—
J-t/ E., Woodcote, Stuflord Rd., Wallinston. [7282

1 Q20 S-'jh.p. Douglas, with lamp?, horn, etc.; price
J-ff £108.-Uox 6,429, c/o The Motor Clicle. [7210

DOUGLAS 2"'ili.p., 1916, buffer forks, plating, etc

as new; f58,-103, Choumert Ed„ I'eckham, [7648

DOUGLAS 2Mh.p., 1915, 2-speed, ready to ride away;
£52.-5, Station Ed., Edgware, Middlesex. [X7392

DOUGLAS 1916 2''jli.p.. 2-sp«ed, absolutely as new;
£55.-Sid6 door, 36, High St., Hampstead. [7017

DOUGLAS, 1916, condition as new; s.icritice, £55
lovvest.-202, Munster Rd., Fulliam, S.W.6. [7276

BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents. -

Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
[0201

DOLTGLAS 1916, buffer forks, makers' colours, good
condition; £60.-25, Auckland Hill, West Norwood.

[7194

1 19 4h.p. Douglas, condition and appearance as
-Itf new; 78 gns.—24, Park Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO.

[7340
1 Q20 New 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £170.—Hali-
i'-'fax Motor Exchange. Union St. South. Halifax.

[7681
1Q19 4h.p. Donglas Combination, 3-speeds, clutch,
Ltf K.S.; £110.—Pope, 9, Pcpys Rd., New Cross.

[7376
DOUOL.\S 2^;lh.p., . Bosch, Amac, perfect order:

£23.-8, Shalmar Hd., Acton (near G.W.R.).
[8089

T^OUGL.\S 4h.p., 5 speeds, clutch, few parts miss-
£56.—Hole, 129. Park Lane, Wallington.

[3227
ing;

With the greatest string

of motor cycle thorough-

breds in the Kingdom,

our depots are equipped

for motor cycling needs

to an extent unequalled

out of London.

Over 200 NEW
1920 Models to

choose from
and others arriving daily.

These are the makes we sell,

and those makes marked

X can be delivered

immediately from Stock,

or at an early date.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

4h.p. Poughls Combination, a.^ new, eleetrie iightli
electric horn; £140,—Cooper. 20, Sistova S

BiiUiam. [f^
liHill Douglas, in good condition, thorough runj
-!-«> order: any trial; £32;iO.-H.S., 52, ChristolH
St., Ipswich. [M
1 Q 1 S Douglas 4h.p. Combination, like new ; M-
-•-•J' easy payments.—Eton, 260, Balhaul High TI
S.\V.12. .[73

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new, in stock
--*' list price; exchanges.— 2, Nightingale ltd.. Lot
Clapton. [83

1 Q20 41i.p. Douglas Combination, nearly as 'pt
»-«-' £145.—Charles Koxham'and Co., 52, Tom
St., Toriiuay. X7J

DOUGLAS 4hp. Combination, kte 1918, as new
91 gns.- Acacia, Centre .\v., Acton Iside door).

[8646
1Q16 Douglas 2^ili.p.. lumps and hooter, in good
At/ condition; £55.—Hare, 13, Loates Lane. Wattoid

[8431
^illi.p. Douglas, 1916 model, brand new engine, re-

O-l plated, good tyres; £65.-8, Craven Ed., Ealing.
[7746

DOUGL^VS, 2S4h.p., 1915. bought new in orate last
year; £56; all accessories.-179, Brixton Rd..

S W.9. [5960

1 Q16 Douglas a^jh.p., splendid condition, very fast
-Li/ 2-speed, accessories; £65.— Gray^s Garage, Wat
ford [8436

DOUGt.VS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 4h.p. com-
bination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X7292

1 Q14 Fast 2'^4h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, lamps, horn;
i-iJ 60 ens.—Chewy, 109, Wilberforce Ed., Finsbury
P:irk. "^ [7117

DOUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, 1920; list price; im-
mediate delivery.—Morriss, 139. Finchley Rd.,

X.W.S. [7421

DOUGLAS 1914 2\h.p.. 2-speed model, excellent
condition throughout.-Parker's, Bradshawgate.

ll.ilton. [X7279

NEW 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination in stock:
£170.—Bounds. Garage. 223. High Rd.. Kilbnrn.

N.W. [7593

£75 Trade, private buyere supplied with 1918 Douglas
combinations, running.—14, Effra Parade. Brix-

ton. [8522

DOUGLAS 3Vjb.p., 2 speeds, recently overhauled, pood
running order; £55.-4, Cotton End, Northamp-

ton. [7997

DOUGLAS 2";h.p., 2.specd. new condition; £60.
bargain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Ken-

sington. •

[8369

DOUCL,\S 2")ih.p., W.D.. reconditioned, malvrs'
colours. 2 left only; £60 each.— 181, ClapSam

IM.. S.W. (8408

1Q18 41i.p. DouRlaii Combination, electric lighting
-i.«/ 5cl. splondfu condition; £125.-33, Laud St..
Croydon [8168

DOUGT..\S 4h.p. 1918 Combinntion, just completely
overhauled; £100. — Thorpe. Croasin-Hand.

Suj-cx. (776E

1Q17 non(tla« 2V,li.p.. 2.(ipoc<l, Icg-riiieldn, lampn, hnrn
t/ Jn»l nvoihauleU; £65; after 7.-52, Crouch Hill

London. N. (709li

DOUGLAS ZV.h.p., 2..peoil, all arce»nrio^, ride
nwny; CSS; or ncorc»t.-IlDWTer, 62. rillorv St ,-„-

(X695d)@i

BJ.; All letters rel:itlri|! to .nlvcitlsutncnts slioii

X DOUGLAS
X INDIAN
X CLYNO
XBAT
X LEVIS
NORTON

X VERUS
ZENITH

X SPARKBROOK
X ACME

X ENFIELD
MATCHLESS

P. &IVI.

HENDERSON
B.S.A.

N.U.T.

XNEW IMPERIAL
X VELOCETTE

XREX
X CLEVELAND

: Jh.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, perfect couditi
J;Tt run 2,000 miles; £150.-Wicks, 115, Banb.
; Ud., O.Mford. [71

Ji "ntiUGLAS 1917 2Ssh.p., perfect, good as new,.!
]!--' lamps, hoin, etc.; £55.—Woodbine Cottaga:,
-j tloet, Surrey. .g;

y 1 1 Q 1 1 Douglas, in good condition, thorough nHln

Dl
-L t/ order ; any trial ; £32/10.—H.S„ 52, Christtjill

.1st., Ipswich. [?S

Dl T^OUGLAS 1916 23.,-h.p., 2-speed, only used a
'

D"!

-^-^ times: £62.—Lambert. Gooseyard, St. John
_[ Angel, E.O. [7

Hi 1Q^8 Douglas Combination, lamps, screen, etc.,
- XU cellent condition; £110. — 101, UppSiT
a\ Islington, N.l. -il

E' 1 Q'^^ Douglas 2^.',h.p., 2 speeds, makers' coIo
' X. \J condition as new - ~ "
Thames Ditton.

£65.-15, Queen's T6rl

X INVICTA X COVENTRY EAGLE
X FRANCIS-BARNETT X EDMUND
X COULSON B X DIAMOND
X CALTHORPE X METRO-TYLER
X BRADBURY X OMEGA

We sell only at Makers*

List Prices, plus delivery

charges from Works.

Ensure satisfaction by deal-

ing with an old-established

Firm, known from Land's End

to John-o'-Groats for fair

dealing.

ALEXANDER & Co.,
115-115, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

lclc^;ranis :
" Motocyclcs," l£diuburgh.

272-274, fit. Western Road, Glasj<ow.

Telegram) : " Aloxmoto," Glasgow

"I
Q 1 6 2^.ih.p. Douglas Engine, complete with lXO neto, carburetter; £18.—S. Penn, Church'

Brightlingsea. \.[1

"TiOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1918, 3 speeds, clutch, kioBsXJ in splendid condition; ^70.—G., 65, Solon
Brixton, S.W.2.

1 Q19 Douglas 2'^ih.p., 2-speed, Beautiful and pot
-L" machine, low mileage; £72.-60, Wallinstonl ,,

N. Kensington. ; 1

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, P. and U. l.i

XrJ small mileage; £163. — Wright, Lieu II

Uttoxeter, StaHs. [10

DOUGLAS, 1918, 2%ih.p., 2-speed (unused). Id

lamp, complete; ^670.-Write, J.M., 46. Cv'm

I

St., London, W. ,

'

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, makers' .,

clutch, kick, mechauicfllly perfect; £76—14. i.:

Parade, Brixton. j-i

1 Q20 2^jh.p. Donglas, 500 miles, lamps, horn. •.;

-*-t/ £107; no offers, no dealers.—Barson, 52, ti

way Rd., Leicester. 1J6

£58; 1916 Douglas 2?ih.p., replated and cnnafil

makers' colours; another, £60.—374, Grove (fi)

Rd., Leytonstone. lilf

DOUGLAS, 2"'4h.p., 1915, splendid condition, 'Of

exhaust, lamps, etc., sporty machine: £65 iS

Laud St., Croydou. 7£

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, standard ci^'Xi.XU splendid condition; £98.-63, Soiou id,-

Brixton. Exchange. 5f

4h.p. Douglas Comhination.makers' colours, spllfcl

condition: £110.—Graham, 27. Waudle Ed., W*
worth Commou. S.W. 't

DOUGLAS 1916 2-\,h.p. 2-speed, makers' tM
splendid condition; £53,-103, Thurlow 1»

Rd., West Dulwich. !S

1 tb20 Douglas Combiuation, lamps. Klaxon, iasr.iijr

i-J/ perfect condition; 160 gns.-Aldridge, 13, VfM»
Ud.. B:dham, S.W. -U

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, thercU
overhauled, but wants repainting; £100.J«

ling, Star Yard, Barnet. U

rQ15
Douglas, like new. £76; 1913 nouplaiit

O overhauled, .£55.
luiul lardy. Manchester.

68, High Lane, t'luol

71

»ny
XoDtwicli.

rfm "TkOUGLAS 2'4h.p., new C.A.V. mag., nink-tx
UUJ U tyres, ride away; £22/10; no otrers.-81, nfo

rmi; Hd.. Perry Hill, Catford. w
KSl T~kOUGL.\S 1914 5h.p. Combination, lamps, M
mil, J_i .uul si.iuvs; f90.-l'add 2423. 89, AM', ft

jmilst, John's Wood, N.W.8. «!

"' Oilh.p. Douglas. 2-specd, makers' colours, foot -rt

[III],
'W-i perfect condition; £65, or oHcr.—The "'

—
I

Hotel Garage, liltham, S.E.

u^ 1<116 2^4h.p. Douglai, makers' colours, tihlll

mrii X tJ* footboards, splcnd.d condition; £58.-'7fll

ridse Rd., Karl's Court, S.W.

DOVGL.\S 1916 2''jh.p., makers' coloUMl
forks, splendid condition; £53.-30,

Palace Park Ud., Sydenham.

1(^18 4h.ii. Douglas (?ombinatiou, abfiOll^J
JL t/ condition, any tiino after 6.-2, Iuo|

ltd., Church End, Finchley.

irfn' /I h p. Doughia Combination. 1918, brand »«* L
ji|i|41: excellent eonditiouj £130.-3, Lexham Mi'iM

ham Gardens. Earl's Court,

Id (u;iiic Ihc niinihei' lit tile end nf cmlIi tulvci'tlscinciit. ;iiid the d:it<; i>( the Issue i

\
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

e30;
Douglas 4h.p. and coach sidecar, 3 speeds,

kirJc ?Urter, appearance and condition as new.

—

03a. High .St., Wandsworth. [8527

IQ20 Dou,ila3 Combination, 800 miles, Cowey,
-ft/ hood, screen, fully equipped, delivered May:
17S.-21. Rectory Rd., N.16. [7329

917 4h.p. Doaglaa. 3-spePd, clutch, kick-starter,
perfo.'-t order, orerbonled; £80; new sidecar £22.—

^ightin^nle Ed., Lower Clai-ton, [8383

1 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, electric lamps,
' bora, per/ect, ready for any distance; £110.—
:2, Green Lanes. Finsbury Park. [7775

j
Q19 Donslas 4h.p. Solo, 3-!;peeil, clatch. K.S., brand

I

«/ nf-'W rt.u'Uti'm, email raileaze; £90, or near; after
-82, Church Ud., Mitdiam, S,\\'. [7234 1

I

\OrtiLA.S. 2'>yi.p., 1916. perfect mnnin? order. •

^.
' I'.H. liehting set; £50. — Moon, Ches8inf,'ton, t

r*iifon. 'Phone: 1111 Kingston. [7040

f
(OUGLAS 2-ih.p., 1916, condition thronghout like I

V. new, tyres unpunrtured: 68 gns., real bargain.— !

iner. High St., I'arnborongh, Kent. [7492 I

lOUGLAS 1915 25Ui*.. 2 speeds, nice little mount,!
' «S2;10; 1 1914 2>ih.p., 2 speeds, £47/10.— ^

le, 129, Park Lane. Wallington. [3225
j

lis Dc.nJ:!-. 2"-4h.p., 2-speed. Bosrh, lamps. Klaxon.
' makers' colours, recently oyerhauJed; best offf-r

r £45 —99. Tollington Park, N 4. [8174
iTB 1919 2J4h.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, ppeedo-

'

•meter. 9;ilendid running order: £80.—Apply, Lt
te, B.X., Trinity Hall, Cambridge. [7264
OUGLAS 2'4h p., 2-fpeed, 1914, new P. and H.
lamp set and tyres, speedometer, splendid con-

Mi; 60 ens.—195, Tn!«e Hill, S.W. [8182
J

0UGLA3 4h.p.. genuine 1919 combination, lamps,
|

horn, sp;3dometer, splendid ccnditicn; £125.—

j

kirrossa Terrace, Church 'St., Chelsea. [7370 '

OUGLAS. 2=ih.p., 1912, 2-speed, footboards, ex-

1

cellent condition, accessories; £40.-57, Gros-

;

ir Park Rd-. Hoe St., Walthamstow. [7941

'

3UGL.\S 4h.p. Combin^.tion. 3-speed. clutch, and
kick start, in good condition: £90.—59, Palfrey

e, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W. 8. [8342;

JUGLAS 2'',h,p., 1916. W.D., rebuilt by m.lkers,
perfect condition, all accessories: £60.—Write
1,4, Holbein House. Sloace St., S.W. [6985

)tJGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new, just '

arrived, immediate deliysry at maker's price.—

!

ins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [7415

UGLAS 1915, stored during wisr. makers' colours,
Bosch, Binfcs. new e-ttra heavy Danlops, splendid
tiott: £65.—Brunswick House, Maidstone. [7502

ffGLAS 4h.p. Combination, engine Xo. 6377, will
drive 50 miles to genuine purch.iser : cash needed-
worth £120.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [7613

UGL.AS 2^ih.p., 1916, 2-speed, P. and H. 127
,
held lamps, accessories, spares, fast, reliable

:

rial; £52.-3. Forest Lane. Stratford, E.1S. [7514
t. Douglas Combination. 1916, in perfect mechani-
al conditio 1, in regular use: bargain, £100;
t Car.-Engineer, Fountain Hospital, Tooting.

[5702
.p--. Douglas, 1916, completely overhauled and
eoaranteed, mechanically perfect, re-eaamelled

s-'Colours; £65-—3, Courtlands Av.. Lee, S.E.12.
[7843

8 2^h.p. Douglas. W.D. model.- overhauled and
»«namelled. buffer forks; ride 20 miles to
Uer; £55.—Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans. I

r84S6
4Ii,p. Douglas Combination, just delivered, nn-

egwtered, ^±0 under U.^ pri^e: bargain.—626,
rideC Ed.. Levtcn. 'Phone : Walthamstow 800.

[7828
TjilSert.l 4h.p. Douglas ComKination, screen.
0:A.V. lighting set. fccm, pillion, rests, perfect
:.iU03: eveoingo.- 3, Jnlien Ed.. Xorthfields. W.

, "4- - [7402
Ik^Pouglas, late 1919, perfect condition, many

[

!l^33ories; can be seen and tried, Cambridge:
I

jaSi—Wills, Sidney Susses College, Cambridge.
„~ [7334
wtt&S 1915 2-3peed, lamps, 2 generators, discs,
nigC. horn, pillion, eACellent condition; £58,
S. Athenlay Ed., Ivydale Ed-, Xuahead, S.E.15.

J- -- [8071
GLAS, 1917, 58 gnc; 1915 ditto. 52 gns.;
drt ditto, 42 gris-—Garage, 5. Eglon Mews,
'Bd., Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube).

r r^ .
[8021

SLAS 4h.p., 1913, just had £20 spent on it, new
1
Hnders, new forks, T.T. bars; £54.-Eolb and
utile Cadogan Place, Belgrave £q., S.W.I. Vie.

[5991
l%&a 2^.p., 1914, grey, hand clutch, kick

J
[1^ ftiothoards, lamps, tools, horn, running order

;

! ine Farm, Wokingham, Berks. (Appozntment
[7137

I QonElas Solo, 1919, delivered 1920. 3 speeds,

I
ifch, speedometer, spares, run 1,500 miles;

1 Murgatroyd, Hague Bar, Strines, near Stock-

[
[7243

ILAS 1916 25ih.p., 3-speed clutch. Model VT.,
moid condition and appearance, all accessories
re«: £65.—Dakin, Hatherton Lodge, Cradlev.

[8359

THE FIRM F0;{ QUICK OELIVERr.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

DOUGLAS
4 h.p. Combination, Model S.20

Delivery Stock.

2f h.p. Solo, Motiel W.20
Delivery Stock.

2f h.p. Solo Mount, W.20, with,
out clutcn

£170

£105

£100

Also the follo'*ing makes at List Prices

:

LEVIS . . Delivery, in Stock.

ALECTO .. „ in Stock.

ZENITH, Model H. Combination,
Delivery, 7 weeks.

MATCHLES3 „ 7 weeks.

N.U.T. „ 8 weeks.

DOUGLAS SPARES
AT LIST PRICE.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Inrtruction Book, 1/9 post free.

DOUGLAS 23 h.p. „ „ „

Metal Undershields for 4 h.p. DOUGLAS
Pr.ce 12/6.

DOUGLAS fitting P. & H. Umps.

Oowey Speedometers.

Cowe-y and Klaxon Horns.

MANY SPECIALITIES

DOUGLAS' MACHINES.

DEEDS NOT WORDS.

NORFOLK May 20tn, 1920.,
Dear Sir,

I am thinking; of settinj another Dousrlas (1 had
one from you in early 1919) and would be jiad it

vou will send me full particulars of the 2J modeU.
'I notice in your advertisement in "The Motor
Cvde" "Models W. and W.20" at £100 and £105.
Thb IS not very enlijhtenin:; so could you send me
photos, catalogrues, etc. to illustrate difierences

between the two models. I SUPPOSE YOUR
STATEME.^TS AS REGARDS DELIVERY
ARE QUITE DEFINITE. IT .MAS ALWAYS
BEEN A PLEASURE TO DEAL WITH YOUR
FIRM SO 1 SUPPOSE THEY ARE.

y urs truly,

Sd.. R.I.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTEO, CALL AND -SEE Ui.

24, Woodstock St, (off Oxford St.),

BOND ST., LONDON, W.l.
lelepctoDe: llaylair 6555.

Telegrams- IVHARDLLAN. VVESDQ. LONBO.N

I

MOTOR CYCM.S FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"r\OUOLAS 4h.p, Combination. 1916, 3-speed, kick
--' itart, guaranteed good running order, take 3
anywhere; £80, no offers.—£51, Rye f^ne. Peckham,
"i-K [7933

DOCGLAS Lightweight Combination, 2-14h.ji., 2-

speed, splendid condition. Watsonian sidecar,
iamp,^ horn. IccJe : £65.--97, Nightingale Rd., Wood
Green. N. [6675
"1018 rjonclaa Combination, re-enamc-lled, 3 new
J-t/ heavy Dimlopa and tabes, 3 lamps, Sparton, over-
hauled, exeellent condition : £125,—F. I'urEona, M^o-
phain, Kent. ' [7291

4h.p. Douglas solo, delivered February, 1920. Locaa
horn, lamps, fast, as new, engine perfect; £125,

or near offer.—Phillips, Park View, Kew Rd., Rich-
mond, Surrey. [7476

1 Q18 2^.ih.p. W.D. Donglas, engine No. 36734, Bosch
^*J m.n^., makers' colours, very fast, practically nn-
m^d : £65 : after 6.30.— Warner, 55, Drewstead Ed.,
Streattam Hill. [7206

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 model, used 6
weeks, completely equipped: £165.—Recommended

f'y Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St.,

London, W.l. [7201

4h.p. Donglas Combination, 1917-18, perfect, ln,-nrs.

apron. Klason, new, only needs seeing: £85, no
offers.— 6, Tottenham Terrace, White Hart Lane. T^t-
tenbam, N".17. [8093

DOUGLAS 2^.p., 2-Epeed, Cowey horn, speedo-
meter. P. and H. lighting set, all necessary

accessories; £65.—Chesshire's Garage, Hockley Heath.
Birmingham.^ [8224

DOUGLAS 1918. not a war model, very little used,
and in perfect condition, gnaranteed; 65 gns.—

Longman Bros, 337. Usbridge Rd.. Acton. TeL : 1573
Chi:^wick. [6528

DOUGLAS 2Kh.p.. not W.D.. 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, Bosch, original enamel, perfect condition,

n-w Dunlop, Palmer cord; £70.-141. Park .Rd,,
Crouch End. _ [8661

1019 4h,p. Douglas Combination, complete with
X*/ lamps. Easting wind screen, exceptional condi-

tion; £135.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd..

London, N.W.I. [8482

DOUGLAS 1920 2'fih.p., brand new. Model W20,
3-si)eed, clutch andT kick starter; immediate

dp-Iivery; at makers' price.—Wilk ins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [7414

DOUGLAS 4h.p, Combination. 1917-18, lamp?,
mechanical horn, new era hwork, "lidecar excel-

lent fonflition: price £125. -Hunt, 221, High .St., Cam-
den Town, N.W.I. [7036

LATE 1913 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Lucas light-

ing:, Lucas horn, raiiTor. etc., outfit as new
throughout: £108/10.-436. Wfiitehorse Ed., Thorn-
ton Heath, S.X. C8169

"IQ17 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speecI. all accessories,
XJr tooh, spares, speedometer, Klaxon, fast, guar-

anteed perfect throughout,—Write, Thomas, 66, Saltoan
Rd., Brixton. [7932

j Q19 (Oct.) 4h.p. Don?la.<i Combination, elec-tric li^ht-

X*' in?, speedometfr. honi, Inggase grid, tooi.«, per-

i>r:t fondition; £160.-217, Bishopsgate, E.C.I. 'Phone:
London Wall 4857. [6974

DOUGLASES. 2^ih.p.. 1916. 1917, and 1918, splen-

did condition, all accessories, mnfeere* colonr?.

IntPst bnffer forks; bargains, £52,-73, New Park Ed.,

liriston Hill, S.W.2. [3064

DOUGLASES 234h.p. always 1- stock at corapetitiTg

piice*', open till 7 p.m. week day?. 5 p.m. Satnr-

<ia73 —Smith s, 85, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Cha'k
Farm Tnbe Station). [0151

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own. snd always
know of the best 2^:ih.p. Douglases in London.

'Every machine specially eelected and te^ed. See under
Consulting Engineers. [2127

DOUGLAS Combin-qtion, 19ia, .3-speed, K.S., in good
condition, with new sidecar and tyres, little mile-

x\^f, the lot- as new; bargain, £110.-262, Blackhorse
Lime, Walthamstow. [7190

1 Q 20 (June) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage
Xt/ 300, lamps, horn, leg shields, perfect condition;

t"i\\- £170- rea<:on for selling.—Glenwood, 170, Broom
E<L, 'Hampton Wick. [7562

4h.p. 1918 Don?la':, plated, enamelled as new, tvres,

belt, lamps, "etc.. all new, .and new N"o. 2 Mont-
gomery sidecar; £105, snip.—Banister and Botten, 341,

Upper St., London. N".!. [8516

DOUGLAS 1916 2=^. p., makers' colours, in perfect

condition, complete with lamps, horn, tcols, etc.;

59 gns • niter 5.30.-80, Lawrie Park Ed.j_Sydenham.
'Phone: Sydenham 1476.

-'^ [7011

DOUGLAS 2^'4h.p., 1919-20, condition as new, net

W D , lamps, aluminium discs, all accessories

:

bargain, £30.-37, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

'Phone: Streatham 40. 1806.3

1 016 25ib.p. Donglas, overhanled, re-enamelled and
X*/ plated, complete with lamps and horn, tyres

nf^arly new; £65, or near offer,—Ash Lodge, Junction

Rd.. Brentwccd, Esssx. [8109

NEW Douglas Combination, 4h.p., to makers' speci-

fication at Hit price, including carriage from

I

works; easy payments 4% extra.—Hanods, Ltd., 118.

Brompton Rd., London, [6982

I

40 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverticement, and the date of the issue. E35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, 5-speed, kick
start, lamps, geuer;itor, and hoin, splendid condi-

tion thronghout; anj' trial; bargain, £110; seen any
time.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham. [8545

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with
X t/ Easting screen, electric light, tyres Dunlop,
nearly new, all tools, etc., perfect condition; £135.

—

4, Station Buildings, Woodside, S.E.25. [8331

4h.p. 1919 Douglas Combination, excellent condi-
tion, £120 lowejit; 2^!.'ih-P. Douglas, 2-speed,

fast machine, £45; exchanges.—jNIinchin Motor Mart,
59, Penrhyn Rd., Kingstou-on-Thames. [8085

^3.h.p. Douglas, W.D., uncrated November, 1919, en-
^'i gine No, 38486, low mileage, lamps, horn, tools,
spares, splendid condition ;- £70.— Garaged Clayton Gar-
age, Hermitage Lane, Childs Hill, N.W.2. [7499

4h.p, Douglas, 1918, saxe blue sidecar, refinisbed. re-

upholstered, lamps. Lucas horn, etc., re-enamelled,
replated, fine lot; £110; seen before 7 p.m.—Railway
Arch Garage, Denmark Rd., Camberwell. [7870

23.h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, new tyres, been
4 overhauled, lamps. Klaxon, footboards, long

exhaust, splendid condition; £55.—Warner, Gothland
Bencombe Rd., Pur'ey. Tel. ; Purley 245. [X7319

1 Ol9 Douglas Combination, splendid condition, lamps,
--*' horn, hood, screen, speedometer, 2 new IJunlops.
]U6t overhauled: best ort'er ovsr £140; inspection and
trial.- Greig, Highlands, Lampton, Hounslow. [7090

VEET Smart Douglas Turnout, torpedo sidecar, alu-
minium discs, electric lighting, Cowey horn, long

exhaust, late model, condition as new, spares: £175,
offer,

----- - -
, spares,

-11, The Promenade, Seven Kings, Esses. [7150

4h.p. Douglas W.D. Combination, October [1916},
lamps, brand new back cover, Wood-Milne, first-

class running order; £85; owner going abroad; trial
run. etc.—Apply after six, 31, Conyers Ed., Streathara.N[8564EW 4h.p. Douglas Combination, £170, ex-works;

1920 4h.p. Douglas, combination, as new, lamps,
horn, screen, Tan-Sad, insurance, motor suit; £185.—
J. Hebden and Son, 149, St. James' St., Burnley.

[8013
DOUGLAS 23ih.p.. 1919. 3-speeds. hand clutch,

kick starter, under tray, leg shields, lamps, horn,
spares, as new, very fast, owner bought combination;
bargain, £90.—Emms, 29, City Arcades, Birmingham.

[7637
1 Q19 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, complete with Klaxon,
X»^ Tan-Sad seat. 1". and H. lamps, footboards, tool
kit, mileage very low, condition perfect; any inspection;
appointment: £85.-29, Haslemere Av., West Ealing.

[7346
DOUGLAS 1919 (July) 4h.p. Combination, excellent

condition, running perfectly, electric lighting, horn,
spares, tools, extra tyre, tubes, chain, belt; £150.—Col.
Rogers, 48, Queensboro' Terrace, Bayswater, London.

[7072

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you ha ve
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Ploce your order at once if you want de-
livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Rd.,
IJristol. [0016
"TVOUGLAS 1920 4h,p. Combination, just delivered,
--' complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, pump,
'^idecar cover, and all accessories, never ridden, London
best offer by return secures.—Box 6,501, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7697

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1919 Douglas 2^/ih.p.,
2-speed, all lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition

;

£78: cash, exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11,
Royal I'arade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 2450. [6008

£65 for qniek sale.—1913 racing Douglas 2-yih.p„ 2-
Bpeed, all 1920 new parts in engine, new cylinders

and pistons, tyres like new, repainted, discs; reason
lor selling owing to ill-henlth ; baigain.—Barlow, 20,
Whitehall St., Shrewsbury, Salop. [7174

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 4h.p. Douglas combina-
tion, latest cintch. fully equipped, small mileage.

-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstcad
(near Hampstead Tube Station}. 'Phone : Hampstcad
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [7533

ini9 (Nov.) 23^h.p. Douglas, 2-3peed. mileage 1.200,
-L*' Watford Bpeedonieter, Lucas liE;hting set, Klaxon
Iiorn, Tan-Sad, long exhaust, full equipment, insurance,
perfect condition; 80 gns.—'Phone (after 7 p.m.) 4278
Pudd, or write V. Euasoll, 42, Lanen«ter Gate, W. [7651

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 1915, splendid condition,
plating and enamel like new, new Dnnlops, new

Lucas and generator, all accessories; £63. or cx-
• liange for late combination of good make with cash;
write or call.—Hull, 274, Amhurst Rd., Stoke Ncwing-
ton, N.16. [7880
41i.p. DouglaHns, 1918-19, 3-Hpeed, K.S., clutch, W,l).

inodelK, iiuming ord'-r, £65 soln, £75 coinliiiiJitiun.

I huvo 30 of thc»o machines, so come early and hswn
vniir pick. AIbo 20 2'yilij). DouglasoH, 1916-17, juict^

£45 each, running,—J. J. Doolcy, 33, Killyon Rd.,
Claiphnm, S.W.8. [7501

IOOK I I^ok I DouKlryicfi.-Wo can supply rebnit
J 2'jih.p. DoukIaroh Knarantecd aw new, coinplelc

with DouglnPi pntterri J'\R,8. liRlitinff W!t»; compaic
onr priccn, £78; without llKlitInK hctK, £74/10. VVr
alM) Kiiarantee to repIu<'P any defective psirin found;
our t<Trm« £5 witli order, remnindi*r when madilnr'
(i ready lor d(r«pat*!li ; dcUvcry in 7 dQ.y«. \Vti r-mi

flrllvcr a lew nt onff ; we Keep a large «t(ii'k of
iimrci; ittAlo yonr rc()urrrin<Mitii,- W. S. Bird and HonF«. '

DoukIui tipcciiiliiitii, it:ithwJr-k, Biitti. [6067
i

New
1920 Models
in STOCK for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

at Makers' Current List Price.

i

SOLO MACHINES.
RADCO, 2J h.p., 2-stroke £52 16

RADCO, 21 h.p., 2-stroke,

2 speed £60 10

DIAIVIOND, 21- h.p., 2-str. £62
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2|

h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £67
BRITISH-EXCELSIOR, 2f

h.p. J.A.P., 4-stroke,

2-speed £73
VELOCETTE, 2i h.p., 2-

speed, all chain drive.. £73 10

F.N., 2i h.p., 4-stroke, 2-

speed, beve! drive .... £85

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
JAMES, No. 6, 41 h.p., 3-

speed, JAMES Model-

de-Luxe Sidecar £170
AMERICAN "X," 7-9 h.p.,

3-sp.,CANOELETMM4
Bulbous back Sidecar £191 4

BAT-J.A.P., No. 4, 6 h.p..

3-speed, special MONT-
GOMERY Sidecar . . . .£195

F.N., 7 h.p., 4-cylinder,

shaft drive. Coach-built

Sidecar, hood, wind
screen £208

ACME, 8 h.p. J.A.P., 3-

speed, ACME Sidecar,

detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, spare

wheel and tyre £213 15
HENDERSON, Model Z 2,

10 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-

sp., GANOELET MM 4
Bulbous back Sidecar £215

Machines despatched by road or

rail — delivery free — within

50 miles of Birmingham.

Early delivery of new 1920 Model
BAT, BROUGH, LEVIS, REX,

TRIUMPH.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Tclpiiranis ; "IVimus. R rinincliain."

Tvirpliont.- : C<iiiral 7367.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"T^OUGLAS 1920 4b.p. Combination, better than new,
--' fitted ivitli lamps, horn, wind screen, and all acces-
sories, in perfect condition, owner ridden ; only selling

as has had gift of more powerful cycle; price £150.—
Apply, 120, Leonard Rd., Birchfield, Handsworth. [7294

TT^OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, new Douglai
--' sidecar with storm apron, etc., new P. nnd H.
lamp set, new Klaxon, pump, tools, and toolbaga,
engine perfect. enamelUnrr and plating like new, very
smart turnout, delivery within thirty miles; pjice £115.—
Dowell Higu Bd., Byfleet, Surrey. [7161

"I Q 14-1 5 Douglas 2^,4Ji.p., 2 speeds, Dunlop tyres,
J-tf condition next to new, only wants seeing-; also
1914 Premier 2^;4h.p., Grado gem,- condition beiiutiful,
Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, Dunlops, long esha\ist(
offers for both; money needed.— 62, Lower Kenningtbn,
Lane, London, E.C. [7306

3.ah.p. All-black Douglas, engine 28768, stored, not
* rebuilt, used few weeks only, splendid . machine,

perfect order, 3 months' insurance, registered, foot-
boards, legshielda, pump, carrier, horn, tools filled

petrol and oil tanks, ready for immediate journey; £75,
130, Harley St. Tel.: 4940 Paddingtou. [7091

T Q 20 3-speed 2%h.p. Douglas, spun ahiminipn)
J-t/ discs, long polished copper exhaust pipe, cast
aluminium number plates, 2 large lamp sets, large
horn, specially fitted Brooks saddle, leg shields,
whole better than new, and guaranteed perlect, £2C
worth o£ extras; bargain, i?112/10.—3, Courtlands
Av., Lee, S.E.12. 17SM

DOUGLASES.—Book your macliine with us now:
save disappointment. We guarantee these ,ma

chaines to bs as new in all respects; the frames havt
a higlily finished gloss obtained only by good ename
and stoved. 1916 engines, tanks makers' colours, too
bags, new tyres, and a full guarantee to replace an;
defective parts found, provided the trouble is not catisei

by bad driving. Let us send you a full specification
trade supplied; price £80. Terms, £10 deposit wit!
order, remainder when machine is ready lor delivery.-
R. L. Motor Co.. Ofnces, 36, Frogmore St., Worfc
Boar's Head Yard, College Green, Bristol. All con
munications to the offices. [021

Edmund
EDMUND 2^ili.p.. spring frame, 3 models; yo

simply float.—GonsIay, Fallowfield. [693

1 Q20 New Edmund 2V''h.p., 2-speed, spring fiauH
-*-</ £92/8.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. Soot
Halifax. §5'

EDMUND.—The lightweight with the lamitiaf*
spring frame 234h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stlro!

model, £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gei

—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham
[0.2

Elswick.

ELSWICK 25/4h.p., almost new, perfect ords

£58.—Osmans, 231, Leigh Rd., Leigh-oniSt
Phone: 81. '[72

Enfield.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3h.p.
field 2-speed Model; £60. [85

-j O20 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-snecd, in stock; £73/l0
i ^ Vine and Lee. Portslade, Sussex. [82

19 20 6b. r. Enfield Combinntion, unused ; otfera.-

Qneen's Bd., Kingston Hill, S.1,V. [8C

ENFIELD 2Vih.p. 2-strolse, 2-speed, in stock;
in-ice.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [7!

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, H. and
£135.-P.F., 73, First Av., Woltbamstmv. [7'

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke ; owner having hoiipht c
. binntion.—Auply Lyons, Spitalrtelds ilajl:et, I

f6
ENFIELD 1914 Combination, fully equipped, re

for tour; £110.-85, Church Rd., Willesde;
[Sj

rQlS Enfield 2-speed, 2-stroke, good condition, #
• ' accessories; £45.—Wood, 11, Hillcrost Ed., Aci

[7|

"I Q 1^-14 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, fiplendid cor
i-tf tiou, £110.-69, Cambridge Bd., Kilburn, N.j

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroltes, 2-speed, in stork; ini

diate delivery.-Owen, 19, Battersea Rise, S.Vt

171NFIELD, 6h.p., with box bodv sidecar, flue
j

U dition, £115.—Popplcwcll's, Woodbridm l
Iliswicb. [%

ROYAL ENFIELD 2-strokes, prompt delivaw :

stock; no delay.—Crnnmore, Potters Bar. rPliJ

40. :tf

3 h.p. Enfield, Just overhauled, enamelled and; pll

all on, privately owned
i
£65.—Abbott, Victljnnl

8uibiton. . [|

ITINFIELD.-Immediato delivery 2'/Sb.v. 8-?

-i model.—Parker's, BradahawgntG, BoltoO.
1348.

i:;iNFIF.LD 6h.p. 1913 Combination, W. sidooMi
I J -Apply aiter 6 p.m., 19, Viotorio Rd., Willi

stow. . .

8 h.p. Mas. Enflold Twin, Bood conditionjj_til

Uffhtiug: £45, and rido away.—68«, Maxff|ti9l

19 19 Royal Enfield Combination, 8h.p., 'lOW'n
160 gns.—Taylor, Tobacconist, 314, Higli B<i,j

IS3O All Icltcrn rel:itlin! t'l iKlvcrli-ciiientM sliouUI iiuotc the nciinhcr iit Ihi; end of eiicli udveiliscmcnt, iiiiil the date of the issi:e.
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)ULY 29TH, 1920. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplemeot.
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Enfield.
I kl6 3h.p. Twin Eufleld, 2-speed, K.S., lamps, horn.

' excellent condition; £75.-12, Elmore Kd., Shef-
[X7344

5, Enfield 3h.p. twin, 2 speeds, kick starter, chain
drive, go anywhere.—103a, High St., Wands-

" [8523
ATCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

—

S'lh.p. Eoyal Enfield, new 1920, 2-stroke;
''-'

[8577
It (late) 31l.p. Enfield, with light sidecar,
lamps, horn; £55, or separate.—Ken Barker,

ton, . . , ,_ |.g242

1
'YAL Enfield, twin. 2-speed, speedometer, lamps

J new tyres; £45.-Mr. Harrison, Glan-y-Mor, Flint,
> , Ual,s.

^ [7153

I FIELD Lightweight- 1920 2~troke 2-speed; list

3 PpM; immediate delivery.-Morriss, 139, Finchlcr
H, ^.W.3. [742^
X 0. Enfield Combination, in thorough good run-
J,

ning condition throughout.-Eobbins' Garage,
U| UUl-Ch. [ggjO
T FIELD Combination, 6h.p. : a bargain, £79/15-A read.v to drive awEy.--Wiikins, Simpson, opposite
01 pia. London. [7409

T IF'^^, ^J^-H\, Combination, excellent order
•J

'J'™»f';out;. 4^100; complete.-Fogwill, 161, Tar-
rr Rd., Worthing. [8129

f, ''F-^i ^^•'f,
2-stroke. 2-speed, chain drive; £50.

^1 iS'l^'tio^'f.
'=''^"' ^"- ''^- I"-'-"-

"-I^J

J ''lELD 3h.p 2-spe6d. K.S., free, all on, spares,

a\ anby, E. lorks. [7239

E 'J{ =^?F^' „ Engineers, Faversham.-Enfield,

£l -Thine'; Piw'"^''"' '"'^^ ='"''"
'"''''[^i^i

I '^h'\?S'Sh''^'-'°^' 1^^^ ™°.^'''' *""y equipped
ai "b? ,?;'""|; ?Plen<3id condition; £135.-151W; Kd., Mile End. [7776

E J^^R ^^\* ^^-P- Combination, splendid condi-

r3 r„o'r'"pTt"lL'se^°^
*"^'' ^^25.-810. Eom.ord

E Pi;°i-"T?''T''''i?-
Combination, just delivered,

. '...l.:"«^,?ha^- fit'''
""'^ °°- ^-aeld Hi^hl

1
I

1 Enfield \(M:ay) 2-stroke, 2-5peed, 2l/4h.p
, per-

kl rk'LarrTeeJ^^^'"^;"-
''''''' -^'^

JJ Enfield Combination, lamps, horn speedometer

H^i ^Tn±°tw:7: "SO-Ed'^ard.'afd cTso;

15 »S;'''
.'=="2'=";, 2-speed, kick start, lamps, gene-

Boc ^ w'^ excellent condition; £60-158 No?-»M; d., West Norwood, S.E.27. [8305

Advertisements, xix.

CgfTJMf^

E ^i;?i,"?"
2^troke, brand new; just arrived

iQ makers price; immediate delivery -Wilkinsm ., opposite Olympia. London. [7411
^'1

'i'^t?.;::^!!?
"gl't>^eisht 2-speed Enfield, Pal-

}ll''^-r.^\''°'^ horn, Cowev, 2 lamps- £69-1
. 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. " '

[8377

i^k uj''As"Vm,'S^*'"'**™'
^^'^- I'""^*' '^'"^trie

).k 7,
' ?,, '"t'"?,-

s<;reen, spares; £175.—Lockett« iuse. Church St., Warrington! [8301

E ^J;2,„9?'"''''"i'.;"?»-
ISl". just overhauled, and

-Id,. ie*B'.,l =r°°*"5."' "lO.-Hewin's Garages"-™' le Ksal Service Firm, Taunton. ' [7392

E" f^es'V,-n„^.^¥-i
'^'^\ ^?^''^' ^'"t'^1'. K.S.,

5"- '.
Hirf, qt

' p, i''^™' ,

tooli^. perfect condition
1

niga bt., East Finchley, N.2. [7683
:iD Combination 6h.p., 1920. magdyno light-

^ ,rtw' ^a^ivi"-
^°° ""« *""!, pleasure,; Hst

I

J''er.-54, Maygrove Kd., N.W.6. [7689

SI ?™,.;i^^l„^P-^-/-=P«*'3. ^ndition as new,
-J x6c"'-''„ '™'»^. ,nnd accessories, been stored

-<>5.-l95, Longley Bd., Tootiug. [7153

n°hZ?'f„M™' 1918. perfect order, Easting
A r-TP^ '°"'s. ready for long tour- £150-^Lxhibmon Rd., South KensTngton. [3370

.<^^nm„?''p"''
^^'^- '^"'''' 2-speed, kick start,

< iition
;
i95.-Clay, Llamshei, Chepstow. [7088

h^'fo 'dT' ^°?"'''' 2V4h.p., 2-stroke; price
v;S\J&"'^'^y 'ro™ stocL-.-D. J. slenliVrdEnfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31 [0242

9' hZ^i
Enfield Combination, 3h.p., dynamo

SPl'60 l?k "f^'"- '"i^'
--eturned from £ev"n°

', *-160.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone.

' rn Combination, 1915, 3h.p.. fnllr eouiown^
'

n'° t'S""^"*'
^*<"'"J 1915-1919 ;^Sel?e?tsn>.-113, Cornwall Kd., Brixton Hill.

-"'iil,S
.Comiiination. 1920, 6h.p.. ma"dvno

120- rif!'
"omediate deliver- brand new unriddenfu^rite appointment, Lockyer, 12, Bath St.! C™;

^"^Ix^n'^hTn^/"''"'"!,' '"*= l"". Sh.p., lamps,

[7768

lie

[K̂rmm
' We have the largest stock of New Moto

Cycles and Combinations for immediate de
hvery in London. We have just opened
additional .showrooms, and it will be well
your while to visit our stock which includes
the fcllowing -quoted beTow foe" immediate
delivery." ...

COMBINATIONS.
iq2o MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. en-

gine, Lucas magdyno, hood, windscreen,
Watford trip speedometer, rear drive.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new, never been ridden.

iQSo 3J h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, com-
plete with Lucas lamps, Lucas horn.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combinatioa,
Lucas Magdyno, complete with horn, as
new.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination.
Lucas acetylene lamps, Lucas horn, beea
ridden lo miles.

IC320 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,
windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn; all
ready for the road : never been ridden.

IQ20 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no
accessories, as new.

ig2o 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, all complete, as new.

1920, 3 h.p. ZENITH, countei-shaft mode.,
kick starter, Swan Sporting Sidecar,
complete with lamps ail new, immediate
delivery, list vnr.c

1920 7-9 hp- HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Hender-
son Elite Sidecar, lamps, speedometer,
all complete, disc, whee^, very small
mileage.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, without
dynamo.

1920 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, Sports model, fitted
with Sunbeam Sidecar,detachable wheels,
Dinky body ;, exceptionally smart.

1920 B.S.A. Combination, chain cum belt
model ; brand new.

1920 4t h.p. B.S.A. Combination, ail-chain
drive, not registered.

1920 6 h.p ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, fitted with hood, windscreen,
as new.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, ^.vind

screen, never been ridden.

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

T.T. bars, disc whee s, large Lucas lamp
Fct, Stewart car horn, onlv ridden 60 miles.

1920 brand new LO.M. RUOQE-MULTI,
immediate deliverv.

1920 3_l h.p. LEA-FRANCIS. I.A.R engine,
onlv done a lew nrle^,

T920 Sports Model ZENITH, complete with
lamps, speedometer, horn, long nickel
plated exhaust, guaranteed to do 65 miles
p.h.

1920 si ti-P- SUNBEAM, not been ridJjn.
1919, November, 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, complete

with Lucas iamps, Lucas horn, Sunbeam
leg shields, very ^mali mileage, as new.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4-speed, brand new, im-
mediate delivery.

1920 6h.p. countershatt ZENITH. Sidecar tor
same ii required.

For

C/\RS.
Aero Model MORGAN, l^raad New.

immediate Deliverv.

HENDERSON ELITE SIDECARS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

We are Agents lor the tamous UINKY SIDE-
CAB. All models in stock.

We are London Agents foi CASTLE J-whOClers.
Deliveries commence soon.

First-class ComDmations Wanted lor spot casu.
High prices paid tor good machines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, 52, & 54, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.I.

ilJottom end oi rottenhara Ojurr Rd\
Phone: Museum 3419.

" letters relating to adve.ti.sements should quote tl.e number at the end of each a

MOTOH CYCLES I OR SALE.

I

Enfield.
T^NFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps,
-^ horu, perfect, any trial, new mag.; £60; cn-
chnnse for Eudgs' Multi.-l'arsous, Neivall St., AbeV-

^ ' [8333
1020 Enfield 3h.p. Twin. 2-speed, kick start, clutch.:*«' eneme No. G3660, oonditioa aa new: owner buv-'mg combination; £78.-J.S.T., Russell House, Liskearfl.
oomwaii. r77^9
TOl? Enfield Combination, oh. p., very excellent
-^«-' condition, light car tyres, Lucas lamps, horn,
etc.; £140.—3, Climy Mews, Warwick Rd., Earla
Court. S.W. [;8221

"PNFIELD Combination. 1917, 8h.p., dynamo light-J-J ing set, recently overhauled, Bosch mag.. Cape
hood; £150.-10,, The Avenue, Acocks Green, Nr.
Birmingham. .

[8125
TCINFIELD Combination, 1919,- 6h.p., perfect rnn-
-*-J ning order and condition, Lucas lamps, tools, etc.
complete; real bargain, £150.—Rowntree, Alcester.
Warwickshire. [8122

1 Q 20 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, in tip-top
-«-^ order, Magdyno lighting, had little mnninp, plentr
spares; price £210 cash.-Palfrey, Wood St., Wollaston,
Stourbridge. [X7395
piNFIELD Combination, 1916, complete, wind
-*-^ screen, and hood to sidecar, good condition

;

£130.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm.
Taunton. [7391

3 h.p. Enfleld Combination, 1915, K.S., 2-sp6ed, elec-
tric light, canoe-ahaped C.B. sidecar, etc., good

condition; £71, or separate.—5, Bloomfield Ed., Brom-
ley, Kent. [8623

ROYAL ENFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, delivered
July 17th, Lucas Magdyno lighting, horn, trind

screen, hood, luggage grid, tools; £240.—Brewery, Cran-
brook, Kent. [7256

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, believed 1913 or 1914,
running order, tyres as new; bargain, best offer

over £85, or exchange ligbtweight.—Bos 286, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X7322

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, 6h.p., hood (aided).
screen. Klaxon, speedometer, 3 lamps, tools, all

spares, perfect condition; £140, near offer.—Topley, 3,
Alford Kd., Erith. [7225

"|015 6h.p. Enfield Combinntion, electric lighting, uei-
-»-*^ feet condition, new spare Dunlop extra lieaw
tyre; £145; trial by appointment; Susses.—Box 6.432,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [8652

"J Q 17 6h.p. Enfi.eld Combination, screen, spcedo-
A*' meter, etc.; £125.—Clifford Wilson Manufactur-
ing Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3.
Tel.: Kensington 7113. [6603

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, 1918 machine. 1920
sidecar, mudshields, hdbd, screen, lamp^, horn,

luggage grid; £200, or nearest offer; must sell.—Nor-
man, Winton Sq., Basingstoke. [7233

1 Q20 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, dynamo
JLU lighting, Cowey speedometer, Cameo screen

,

Stewart horn, Tan-Sad. mirror, spares; £210.—Bisset,
129-130, nigh St., Cheltenham. [8056

"I Q14 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., in excellent run-
Xi/ ning condition, speedometer, lamps, tools,

spares; £85 for quick sale.—21, Leinster Terrace,
Lancaster Gate. W.2. Tel. ; 7233 Padd. [8203

-|C|17 Royal Enfield 3h.p. Twin, K.S., 2 speeds, all
-M-*y cliain, new tyres, excellent condition, fast and
powerful, any trial 2 up; £65, or exchange sidecar
machine.—56, Cherry St., Warwick. [X7347

lQl-4 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, in excellent run-
-- *y ning order lamps, speedometer, and spares

;

£85 for quick sale.—21, Leinster Terrace, Lancaster
Gate, W.2. 'Phone ; 7233 Paddington. [8472

BRAND New 6h.p. Enfield Combination, luggage grid,

Lucas horn and Magdyno lighting set, unridden
and unregistered, just as delivered; £210.—Arnold,
Summerlaud Ed., Minehead, Soi^ierset. [6968

ENFIELD 1920 6h.p. Combination, electjic light,

perfect condition ; any trial ; owner going abroad

;

price £180, no offers.—Apply, Mr. Storey, Storey, Xious-
las and Co., Ltd., 17, Hanover Sq., W.l. [7080

J Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, just delivered, un
-•-*>' registered standard model, £190; also 1917 bji.p.

Eufield combination, like new; £135.-626, Lea Bridge
JRd., Leyton. 'Phone: AValthamstow 800. [7827

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., screen, apron, all

lamiis, mechanical horn, pillion seat, luggage
grid, perfect condition throughout, fit for long tour:
£95.-26, Bryanstone Rd., Crouch End, N.8. [8235

ENFIELD 1915 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting set, coachbuilt sidecar. Easting wind

screen, 650x65 Dunlop tyres, guaranteed perfect con-
dition; £130.—Tlie Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.,
Birmingham, [7363

6 h.p. 1916 Royai Enfield Combination. Lucas lamps
and horn, Cowey speedometer, engine No. 55077,

condition perfect, appearance as new, tools and spares;
£135. — Fleming, 36, Edward Rd., Fieemantle.
Southampton. [7877

ROYAL Enfield 1914 Combination, 6h.p.. speedo-
meter, new lamps. Klaxon, luggage grid, screen,

2 spare tyres, new Dunlops, fully equipped, very
little used, in beautiful condition; £135.—Crowe. Fern
Cottage. Acle, Norfolk. [7765

dvertisement. and the date of thp issue. E37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

T[tOE Sale, 1917 8h.p. Twin Royal Enfield Combina-
-- tlon, dynamo lighting- and horn, Ecreen, epeedn-
met^, all aoceseories, the whole in splendid condition,
excellent tourist's outfit ; £165.—Apply. P. Wheatley.
34, St. Barnabas Ud., Cnmbiidge. [7610

"I Q 13-14 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, 3
J- tf lamps, wind screen, Cowey speedometer, tools,

cTerything in good order, ready drive away, just been
completely overhauled ; any trial given ; £ 1 10 for
quick eale.—34, Manchester ltd.. Swindon. [7814

ENFtELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916-17, excellent
condition throughout, luxurious eidecar, fitted

with 2 lockers, luggage grid, hood, screen, lamps, and
spares, recently overhauled, ready lor any tour; £125;
between 5 end 8.—21, Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill,
8.E, [7934

FOR Sale, 1913 or 1914 Enfield coach combination,
6h.p., stored 1915 until April, 1920, Cameo

ecreen, storm apron, all lamps, tools, tyres, and chains
OS new, perfect condition throughout, and ready for
any journey; nearest £130; Morgan wanted.—Henson,
Barnack, Stamford. [8475

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke 2-speed Lightweight, stan-
dard type, sold new by ourselves 3 weeks since,

email mileage, ha.d genuine careful use; cost 70 gps.,
offered at £66.—The Layton Garages, London Rd.,
Bicester, or 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 35
Bicester. 'Grams ; Integrity, Bicester. [8488

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 2i/2b.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, In stock; list

price.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [7567

"I Q20 2V2b-p. British Excelsior, complete with lamps
-I-«y and horn; £60.—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. [7988

EXCELSIOR 4V2b.p. Combination, 3-speed; any trial;

£70.—Cunningham, 29, Montpelier Vale, Black-
heath. [7155

Oih.p. T.T. Excelsior, Bosch, B. and B., adjustable
3, Rayleigh Rd.,

[7192

1 Q15 4>$h.p. Excelsior Coachbuilt Combination,
LiJ speed,- countershaft, all-chain drive; £75

;

pulley; £34; seen after 6
S.W.19.

1 Q19 British Excelsior, 2-stroke. 2-sp6ed. clutch ond
J-t^ kick start, perfect; £60.-12, Bridge St., Cam-
bridge. [7438

EXCELSIOR 2Kh.p., J.A.P., 2-speed, £78; Villiers
2-speed, £67.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [8371

AMERICAN Excelsior, new 1920 combination, Mill-
ford sidecar; £186.—George Wray, Engineer,

Southport. [8010

EXCELSIOR 2-speed 2-stroke, brand new, only run
20 miles ; £ 62 ; approval anywhere. — Allen,

Barnwell, Peterboro'. [7481

EXCELSIOR-J.A.P. 2%hrp., clutch and kick start.
from stock: £85.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the

Real Service Firm, Taunton. [7387

EXCELSIOR, brand new (American), solo and com-
binations in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18,

Braton Place, New Bond St., W.l. [6595

3-

Irive; £75 ; ex-
change.—79, Upton Lane, Forest Gate. [7559

AMERICAN Excelsior, 7.9h.p., clutch, Bosch, little

used, Henderson C.B. sidecar, new June, 1919;
Mcrifice £105.-70, Abbotts Rd.. Southall. [5361

AMERICAN Excelsior 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
hood, screen, lamps, tools, take 4 up on niiddle

gear anywhere; £110, no oflers.—440, Fore St., Low
Edmonton. [7268

Excelsior. 7-9h.p., eleetric model."
. £135: with 1920

Swan sport sidecar, £170.-L. Avery, Wheatley, neni
Oxford. [7733

BRITISH Excelsior, 23/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, all-

chain drive, practically new condition, fast, will
take two anywhere; nearest £60.—Chivers, Hillside.
Fleet, Hants. [7865

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1920. 7-9h.p., electrically
equipped, hardly used, aosolutely pertect con-

dition; £150.—Stamps, 33, Speedwell Rd,, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, [7764

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior 2';4h.p. 2-

fitroke, 2-speed; £67; cash, exchange, or ex-
tended payment3.—9-10-ll, Royal Parade, London Rd.,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5306

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior, 2%h.p.
J. A. P., 2-specd; £78; cash, exchange, or cx-

-9-10-11, Royal Parade. London Rd.,
Phone : Croydon 2450. [5307

1 Q20 American _ , __.

J- «7 speedometer, new condition.

tended payments.

-

West Croydon.

6h'.p. British Exrclnior Coinhimitfon, done 400 miles,
.7. A. P. cnKinf, Ijicas ImiipB and liorii, EiiKting

wind screen, 28x3 intprchnngpahlo whoels, liltc now;
JlTHt o or over £175.—Duvieu, Glontowy, Nantgamdip,
Cormarthenrthiro, [71 33

I^XCELSIOR Now 1920 Models in stork for iniuie-
J diut(; delivery ; 2'^.h.p, 2-stroko. 2-Hpood, £67

;

2'^h.ii. J.A.P. 4-jrtrokc, 2-«pend, £78; 2-yih.p. .T.A.P.,
y-Hpoo'l, klf:k Bturtcr, clnt<-h, £84.—The I'leniier Motor
Co., Artton Ud., BirniliiKhiiin. (5816

EXCELSTOK, British, 4h.p. Jnp, Into 1917, umo<1
|

only hiiui'. Jiilv 1919. Stnriuoy-Ari^lirr, rountor-
nhuit, Mllfonl hidfcnr, V. nnd H. Liiiiipx, 1ju<-n*i horn, 1

new Uuiilop liiii'k. i-xc-lliMit '-rmdition: £110.— 7, Cold- ^^^m
hj;ilionr Place, CiiltiheiMi-ll iiI'ltT 6.30). (7457jllOV II

A FEW POINTERS
TO REMEMBER
This is the house for all Motor Cycles and Accessories.

We supply any make of machine you require. If it isn't

in stock, WE can get it for you.

The only place in London
where you can obtain at once

THE BROUGH 5 H.P.

VIBRATIONLESS
horizontally opposed twin.

We are the

Sole London Agents
and can guarantee delivery hi a few days at list price, £140

plus carriage from works.

Come to the recognised

Distributing Agents for
O.K. UNION, 2-stroke .. .. 48 Gns,

O.K. JUNIOR, 2-speed .. .. £65.

We are Contracting Agents
for all the well-known and tried makes. Come and see

IN STOCK NOW.
ALLDAYS ALLON £85

B.S.A., Model H £j07

CLYNO, 2l h.p £75

ENFIELD, 2ih.p £73 to

TRIUMPH, 2l h.p £75

NEW SCALE, 3j h.p., a-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
and kicli-starter £go (

N.U.T., 3* h.p.,' with dynamo lighting £165 (

VERUS, 23 h.p,, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter 105 gns,

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination 178 gns

(These prices are plus carriage paid from works.)

CASH. CREDIT OR EXCHANGE,
ComeWe endeavour to meet all our customer's wishes,

and see us at once.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
can be arranged.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
We have a large and very fine Stock from £40 upw.irds.
Write or call. We shall be pleased to send lull list on

request.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
272, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

"Admittedly London." Holborn 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

1 C|20 7-9h.p. American Excelsior Combination, el(
J-*' trie lighting and horn, Watford speedometi
spacious luxurette sidecar, bulbous back, Easti;
screen, all tools, many spares, little used, as new, ve
fast, magnificent outfit; sacrifice at £205.—Jacksc
Woodlands, Garstang, Lancashire. . [73

AMERICAN X, new 1920 7-9h.p. S-speed standsj
model, hand and foot control to clutch, meeha

cal Inbrication, fitted with epeciai bulbous-back sidew
£191; the best value in high-grade eidecar machinea
Immediate delivery from sole Midland agents, 1
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Binuingham. [58

F.N.

F'.N. 2V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Sinks, Bosch, tyies-go(
ride awayj i32.—23, Eadipole Ed., Fulham..[71

4-CYL. F.N., shaft dri-ve, clutch, Bosch, Amac, fa
first £35.—Faggotters, Matching, Harlow, Esse:

[6S

CROW Bros., Guildford, F.N. agents for the 71l

4-cyl. and 2%h.p. lightweight. Book your mach
now. ~ [31

£S5.—F.N. 1920 grey combination, 4-cyl., only wa
seeing, beautiful.—9, Baronsmgte Ed., E

Finchley, N.2. [71

F.N., 4 cyls., Bosch, overhauled, restoved, as n
accessories, ride away; £35.-15, Ashvale .1

Tooting, S.W.17. [7!

r.N., the pioneer 4-cyl.^Early deliveries from
Birmingham agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd^ 2

New St., Birmingham IXT

J? 55; 5-6h.p. F.N. coachbuilt combination, 4-cyl.^ speeds, hand clutch good tyres, exchange for

h.p. solo and cash.—96, Albion Rd., Dalston. [8

F.N. 2>'2h.p., May, 1920, 2-speea, clutch, and K>
as new, owner buying combination ; list p i

£105; oflurs.—37, Kathbono Rd., Wavertree, Livery

4-OXL. F.N., fixed drive. Kood tyres, in good :

ning order, saddle wants attention; first eho
J;22/10, sent carriage paid.—H. Brown and Sou, Broi'.

E, Yorks. [7)

F'.N. -New 1920 7h.p. Ssspeed Combination, i:;

2V2h.p. 2-speed lightweight, £85 ; now iu y

:

for immediate delivery.—Tlie Premier Motor Co., A .

Rd., Birmingham. [^'

1 Q20 7h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. and Swan Sporting
J- «^ perfect condition, mileage 1,100, sin

carburetter, variable ignition, new Lucas ;irt

lamps, tyres excellent, complete tools and siai

eluding new tyre; seen by appointment; £195.
man, Trinity College, Cambridge.

-| Q14 F.N. 7-9h.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, K.S., multiv
-i-U clutch, clock, speedometer, horn, V.M.
seat, Purcell coachbuilt sidecar, luggage grid,

screen, 2 complete lighting sets (acetylene and elect

tools, sparee, completely overhauled, replated, xe-ei

elled, new back tyre; 150 gns.— Gerard, Brimj
Fleet, Hants. L'

Francis Barnett. ,

NEW Francis-Barnett 2Kh-P- J.A.P. , 2-spGed, clitt

and kick starter, in stock at manufacturers'
price; easy payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd.,

Brompton Rd., London. [(

TO 20 Francis-Barnett, 2V2h.p. J.A.P.
Xft/ Sturmey-Archer 2-si eed gear, clutch,

starter, in stock; list price 84 gns.—'Phone : 10

Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

Grandex
REAL Bargain,—1913 Grandex, SVjh.p. Prec

engine, Bosch watertight mag., Grado gean

kick start, 1919 Rennoc coachbuilt sidecar, read;

ride away; £60.—Grandex, c/o Norris, Ashe Wa
Basingstoke.

Harley-Davidson.
"|016 7-9h.p. Harlev, renovated as new; £105.
J-O Liverpool Rd., N.l.

le-1 r

HAELEY 1918, posh, like new, trini ; 115 gnj
1.—30, Lj'siiis Rd., Claphom Comuiou, S.r

IN Stock, now Hurley Model F nnd Harley si?

list price.—Edwards nnd Co., 60, Harriustoil

S.W.7.

HARLEY Sports Model, new, in stock,

eauippcd; £161.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ka,,

Kensington.

1Q15 Hiirlov 7-9h.p., speodomcter, acie.isories,!

J-t? oonditinn; £90.-Garnham, 64, HillsidS,

liridRO, N.W.IO.

IQIS 7-91i.p. Harley-Davidson. 3-specd, oU>., OxC
XV londition, fast and reliable; £135.-2, B(«|
St., Soutliport.

HAHLEY-D.VVIDSON.—Immediate delivoty, ij

standard model.—I'arker's, Bradshawg«teJ
ton. Tel. : 1348. ll

7 -911. p. Harley-Davidson Condiination, 19J|.
sniuely etiiiiiiped, nearly new; 155 gns.— IB.

ley ltd.. Bromiesliury.

I Q20 7-91i,p. Horley-Dnvidson, oompleto with
i-O luirn. speedometer; list priee, *244,—

1

Noith I'eterborongh.

HAUI.EY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p., mileage JO

loot, nnscriitehcd, all fittings; £150-0.
339. lirainforti Rd., Iliswieh.

D38 All Icttcm I'LlMtliiti to iidvcrtlHCiiicntH should iiiiotc the luimbcr at tlic cud ot each adveiiLsciiieiit, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ha rley-Davidson.

16 Hurley 7-9h.p., mas. model. 3.#;peecl, clutch.
many spares, sidecar, screen: £130.—Bliike, 216.

bourne Grove, W.ll. [6427

iRLEY-DAVlDSON, 1918. 7-9h.p., £105; 1919
£no.-Smitli's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite

It Farm Tube Station). [0232

iBLEY-DAVinsON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1918,
,
perfect condition: must sell; f165.—"Wallis, 78,
ide Ed., Chalk Farm, N.W. [7788
IRLEY-BAVIDSON 1915, Gloria sidecar, good

•^ condition, too last; £150; any trial.—Richardson,
.1! Eastgate, Worksop, Notts. [8506
I' 19 late 7-9h.p. Hnrley-Davidson Combination,

dynamo model, as new; £190.—J. Hebden and
1.49, ,St.. James' St., Burnley. [8014

18 Harley Davidson, solo, overhauled, enamelled,
and plated; .£125, or near ofler.-H. Eilii 17

^s Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames. [8166
:0 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model: list
priCB. £199/9/1.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.

5tbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [7613
RLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918, reno-
fated as new, perfect condition throughout —
41, Greencoat Place, Westminster. [7873
RLEY, 1915, fast, silent, high compression,
lawless condition, unused 3 years, new Dunlops

U| horn; £95.-97, Angell Rd., Brixton. [8216

I
\

a Harley-Davidson Combination, mag., dynamo,
U- sidecar electric lamp. Easting; wind screen, low

136 Lavenham Rd., Southflelds. [8535
r !T.EY-DAVIDSON, 1918, mag. model, re-enam-
Lj led, in excellent condition; £95. or nearest
fllj Walker. 39, Argyle St.'. Northampton. [8143
a LEY.DAVIDSON Combination. 1918. perfect
'i. 'nditiou. new Inilljous sidecar. Klaxon, lamps
'V ISO: after 6.30.-16. Artillery Row, S.W.I. [8563

j (
I Harley Davidson Solo 7-9h.p.. as new stove

u "'.'.'.'""S''
'""' plated, mechanically sound: £125'

-11| veils Garages, Ltd, "" " - "' - - -

B

22, Queen St., Oxford.

LEY-DAVIDSON, late 1919. magnificeit'^W
1. sidecar, condition perfect, unscratched

; £165
' .inse lower power.—288. Sangley Rd., Catford.

'

/ u I r. 1 , [8462
t Harley-Davidson and Mills-Pulford Sidecar
' 'liable mount, original tyres: £155; lamps

'
recn, etc.—365, King St., Hammersmltll.

( 4h p. Harley-Dayidson Flat Twin, complete
«' hcedometer, lamps, mechanical horn, as new-

-Hiclair. 24. Page St.. Westminster, London. '

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, Mont-
iiaiery sidebar. Cameo, new chains and tyrea
"ey. Frederick St., Crcsland Moor. Hudder.--

[X7423
EY-DAVIDSON, 1920. 7.9h.p.. electrical
'Id. specially built sidecar, speedometer de
une; accept £205.—Box 291. c/o The Motor

[X7337
Q, Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9b.p.. as new
^t \\^ ^u™.*"^ ^^"-^ P'^*^''' mechanically
'HI; ISS.-Hartwell's Garages, Ltd., 22, Queen St

l3767
ITarley Combination, 7-9h.p., £85 sidecar

iill.v built chassi.5 and petrol carrier; cost
II take f260.-Avieniore. Monkhams llrive

[6996
-91i.p. Harley-Dayidson Combination, electric
'del. speedometer, luxurious sidecar, tyres
11 as new; £245.—Wright. Langford, Biggles-

[8137
HY 1916 Combination, mag. model, speedo-
!r hood, other accessories; £150, or near
by appointment.—Oakley, 3. Tliornwood Rd.

[8049
:y-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, electric
ting, 7-9h.p.. splendid condition, well
roomy sidecar.—223, New King's Rd Pul-
'o"-

[8243
Harley-Davidson, 1919. with new sidecar

cq ete. ready for road, in perfect condition.-
iita .-ind Co., jutd., 1, Albemarle St., Picca-nt 31. |-72^j

V DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, lamps
speedometer, hood, wind screen, splendid
thro ghout; £155.-26, Harrington Rd"^-

[8134
'-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1920 Combination,

-H; lighting, speedometer, wind screen, large

'ik\i fkJ""' ^'^'Siin; £185; any trial.-60a.
\is,lt ydcnham. [8541
)19Urley-Davidson Combination. 7-9h.p.. smallS '^ "nS ab.splutely indistingnishable from
,'fl ."^T"'-,

*^®°' ^™M '^'^U solo.-Box 6,430,
01 Lycte, ir^Ll

Combination, carefully used for abont
:

™''ss. electric lamps, wind screen, guaran-

^idfn\™W.S! °««'-™. 21. Marlborongh

'^?
^diL?'^^?' '-?''-P- 1S17, mag. model.
Jndition not ex Army, with sidecar: £140Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W 6mmersmith 80. [8612

tWPPEN

Allan^CS

Home Counties Agents
FOR

READING
STANDARD
THE PRICE REMAINS UN-

CHANGED AT

£184 ^oLo K
Ligh

Includinsr
Dynamo
Lighting,

all Lamps. Eleclric Horn.

With Bu'.bous Back. Military
Model Cano3let Sideca-. Sidecar

^ OOQ Lamp, Apron, etc.

S^£4^%y NO EXTRAS

As abov3, but with C & M Side-
car fitted with Disappearing Hood,
Screen, Lamp, Apron, Slep, etc.

NO
EXTRAS£270-5-0

Trial Runs by Appointment.

TO TKE TRADE.
Certain Agencies in London and

the surrouncUng Countie3 remain
unallocated for this attractive mount.

Applications inviteil.

Early definite delivery dates quoted.
7-10 dav's. Solo or Combination.

NEW AND USED IWACHJNES IH
STOCK.

1920 TRIUMPH Co.-nbination 4 h.p.
1920 ENFIELD Co.-nbination. 6 ,,

rg:io P. & M. Combination. , 3V „
ri3i9 P. & M. Combination. . 3! ,,

igio DOUGLAS Combination 4 „
igrg HEj^DERSON, Solo ... 10 „
I9r9 SUNBEAM Combination 8. „
rgio MORGAN, 3-wheel ... 8

,

1920 NORTON Combination. 4'
,.

rgig HENDERSON Comb. . . 10 „
igrg SUNBEAM, Solo a
rgig BLACKBURNE, Solo.,
rgao LEA-FRANCIS, Solo ..

4
3i

i

CLYNO, S h.p
Wa are very larga Conlraclors
for this complete British Mount

NEW HUDSON, 2^ h p.
The Best Two-Strolie.

Delivery One Week.

Agents for C. & M. Sidecars,
MEAD & DEAKIN Sidecars.

All Models.

Street London.
MAYrAlR ' "-

I

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson.

XJARLEY-DAVIDSON Klectiic Combination, benuti-

T/v^r,
'^ outfit, new condition, vpry fast, only dono^uoo, yu.nranteed peitec-t. plenty spares; £lfiO.—14, The

Crescent, New Soulhgate, N. [7761

XTARLET-DAyiDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., -3-
*-^ spesd, K.S., Swan tide ar. glec-tric lamps and
Uoin, \ery fast, splenrlid condition; £120.-97, Lone-
hur.^t Ed., Lewisham, S.E.13. [8360

1 Q 18 Harley-Davidson Combination, perfect order,

f~^ electric Jightinj,', mechanical liprn, roomy bul-
bous back sidecar, trial arranged; £150.—Apply, Ash
Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex. [8107

TXARLEy-DAVIDSON, 1915, stored until 1919.
---a- Mills-FuUord sidecar, hood, screen, new lyres,
speedometer, Lucas lighting set, horn, mileage 5.600,
perfect condition; £160.—Crouch, Ilminster. [X7411

^110.-1915 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, magneto
<^ mod?l, all lamps. Bonniksen, tools, good condition,
thorough touring order; any trial or expert examina-
tion

; no offers.—69, Queensland Av., Coventry. [X7ai3

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model,
-»• *^ Montgomery sidecar, hood, Triphx screen,

I

speedometer, mileage 1,100, perfect condition; best
offer over £220.-8, St. John's Crescent, Cardiff. [7915

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916,
-^f- 7-9h.p., luxurious sidecar, bulbous back, luggage
grid, 3 lamps, Low generator, spares, perfect order;
£150.—Alexandra House, Temple St., Sidmouth. [7724

"IQ20 (April) 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Electric
J-^ Model, with Montgomery sidecar, almiliniiun
discs, speedometer registers 1,100, 03 new; £235.—
Charles Noxliam and Co., 32, Tonvood St., Toronay.

[X7150

"I
Q20 Harley-Davidson, electric model, with sidecar,

At/ wind screen, speedometer, lamps, etc., not done
2,000 miles, perfect running order; nearest offer to
£210; owner deceased,—Write, W. Hollis Biigge, Mack-
worth House, near Derby. [7252^-

1 Q19 Harlev-David.sou Electric, 7-91i.p. model, Bur-
-L*/ Imry de luxe sidecar, hood, screen, 3 electric
lights, horn, perfect, not W.D.; any trial; £170; ex-
f'hange lightweight solo and cash.—Davies, Co-opex'ative
Society, Crynant, Glamorgan. [7132

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, overhauled by makers,
new Rennoc sidecar, wind screen, all spares,

lamps, horn. Low generator, insurance policy, re-

enamelled, retyred; £155.—FitzGerald, 23, Queen's
Gate Gardens, South Kensington. [8091

THE Smartest Harley on the road tor sale, late 1918
machine, just overhauled and finished in black

and gold. low mileage; accept £123 for quick sale.

—

N'oyes, Wood Turner, 1C3, Railway Approach, Shep-
herd's Bush. Hammersmith 942. [8262

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, mag.,
engine just overhauled, handle-bars replated,

aluminium discs, tyres good, electric lighting. Klaxon,
fully insured; £130, or offer; seen at Finchley by
appointment.—'Phone : Thomas, Hop 3532. [7767

1Q19 Electric Model Harley-Dnvid^on, complete with
-I *J discs, tools, Barker's niudshields, etc., with Hen-
derson Elite sidecar, wind screen, and hood, new front
tvre, original back tyre ; trial run at onv time : price
£200.—Apply to Owner, G. A. Jenkin, Trinity College,
Cambridge. [7204

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917 model, magneto and
Milford sidecar (not army machine), fitted with

wind screen, machine had vwy little us©, lamps, horn,
new spare cover, tube, etc., only wants seeing; accept
£145.—Fdwardes 277, Camberwell Ed., S.E. Phone:
Hop 4913. [7856

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, khaki mag.
model, indistinguishable from new 7-9h.p.,

clutch, 3-speed, kick start, large bulbous backed side-

car, discs, long exhaust pipe, electric lighting through-
out, ready to go anywhere; £150.—Curtis, 18, St.

Thomas Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [8474

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1920 Harlev-Davidson
7-9h.p. and dinky sporting sidecar, electric lamps,

born, speedometer, polished aluminium dash and instru-

ment board, over £40 worth of accessories; cost £275;
run under 2,500; snip, £235; cash, exchange, or ex-
tended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,
West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [6009

HazlevvoocL

HAZLEWOOD, 2V.b.p. J.A.P., 3-speed and clutch; -

45 gns.—4, The" Square, Carshalton. [8397

3,h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, lamps, horn, ride away, 3

^4 speeds; £45.-43, King Edward Rd., Waltham-
stow. [''166

1 Q15 Hazlewood-Jap 6h.p. 3-sp6ed Combination, good
-ILft/ .condition, trial; £100; or offer.—Taber^r, Builder.

Queen's Rd., Nuneaton. [X6948

1 Q20 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. Jap engine,
\-*y 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-belt drive:

£192: little used.-Ljthalls Lane Garages, Foleshill,

Coventry. [X5967

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch

and kick starter, at manufacturers' current list

price, or on ea^v payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd ,

118, Brompton Rd., London. [6973

ertisement. and the date of the issue. B39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
H.B.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—H.B. 234h.p., Black-
bume engine, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter;

£99/15- cash, eKchange, or extended payments.—9-

10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd.. West Croydon, I

•Phone : Croydon 2450. (5296

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1920 H.B^ 2^/ih.p.
Blackburne engine, 2-speed clutch and E..S., Sun-

beam finish, large P. and H. head lamp, Cowey speed-
ometer, horn, very small mileage; £100; cash, exchange,
or extended payments.—9-10-11, Koyal Parade, London
Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450. [6012

Henderson.
1Q20 New Henderson, 4-cvL ; £168.—Taylor, 83,^^ Halifax Rd., Todmorderi. [X7377

1 Q20 Henderson 4-cyl. Solo Model, dynamo lighting,
L*^ absolutely new; £195.-43, Langley Rd., Tooting,
S.W.17. [7042

HENDERSON Combination, brand new, in stock.—
W. H. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, New

Bond St., W.l. [6594

1 Q20 New Henderson, 4-cyl. and sidecar; £210.—
-i-*' Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [7584

HENDERSON, 1920, Model Z2, LOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-

s'peed, fitted with special Ganoelet bulbous-back
sidecar, eoamelled to m-itch ; one only for immediate
delivery; £215.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
Birmingham. ^ [5818

1 020 Henderson, 4-cyl., luxurious sidecar, electric
-i-tf lamps and horn, Cowey trip, mileage 600, very
flexible, magnificent outfit, tyi'es unpunctured; owner
wants G.P. Morgan, recent.—Cole, Potteries, Totten-
ham, N.17. [8079

HENDERSON, 4-cyI., 1920, mileage 100, Derwent
sidecar, built specially for machine, extra large

with seats for 2 children, Easting wind screen, elec-

tric lighting, horn, tools, etc.; £250, or near offer.—
Fletcher, Cavendish Place, BeestoB, Notts. " [7708

HENDERSON, 1920, Model Z2, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-

speed, Canoelet bulbous back sidecar. Ward and
Goldstone electric ligliting equipment, leg shields,
Stewart mechanical horn, mileage 200, carries makers'
full guarant-ee; £225.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [7364

Hobart.

NEW 1920 2Mb. p. Hobart 2-stroke, 2-speed, in
stock; £75.—Below.

NEW 1920 2Kh.p. Hobart 2-stroke T.T. model, in
stock.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highwav.

Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [4997

"I (V20 Hobart 2-stroke, 2-3peed, as new; £62.-12
X*/ Bridge St., C^nmbridge. [7431

HOBART. 1920, new, unridden; accept £68.-
Morrison, 31, St. Mark's Rd.-, Henley-on-Thames.

r7875
HOBART 2V(b.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed. good condi

tion; £34.—Long, Newton, Grange-on-Sands.
[X734E

~|Q16 2%h.p. Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, lamps,
JLtF Klaxon, almost new; £48.-63, Solon Rd..
Brixton. Exchange. [8259

1 O20 Hobait-ViUiers, 2-speed, P. end H. lamp, horn,
Li/ and insurance, perfect condition and running
order; £65.-21, All Salnt'K Rd., St. Anne'a-on-Sea,

[X7398
NEW GVoh.p. Hobart Lightweight, 2-speed models,

in stock at manufacturers' list price; 4% extra
for easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [6983

HOBART 1920 2-stroke, single-speed, Villiere engine,
used one day only, and as new in every way,

full written guarantee given, cost £63/15; offei s

at £53/10. — The Layton Garages, London Rd..
Bicester, and at 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 35
Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester. [8490

Humber.
"|Q20 Humber 2j^b.p. Flat Twin, from Btock. hst
--t.' price.-Gray's Garage, Watford. [8433

HUMBER, latest model, immediate delivery,
Poppiewell's, Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich. [5725

1 Q14 Hurober 2%h.p., in excellent condition; 37
-L»/ gns.—39, Donaldson Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

[8136
,

just overh.'inled; £27/10.-
Clurciiiunt, Anglesey RU., Alvcrstnke.

18032
HUMIIKR 1913 21i.p., Bosch, Dnnlopa, good con-

dilioti, iippearunce; £30, lowcBt.—Hedges, 54, Lmv-
fnrd ltd., Rugby. LX6951
HUMBEft 1915 3y:ih.p., 3-sncod, K.S.. lamps.

(ir)Cfidomptcr, horn, etc., perfect, any teat; .£62.
-181. Clapbam Rd., S.W. ' [8410

14 Humber Ligbtwright, Eissmonn, B. and B.

TTUMBER Lightweight.
llrumnc

19 ufw tyrcB, pi rfcct order guaranteed; £32.-—
1, Btjotrnaki-r, Newbury. [811

HUMIiEU Combimition. Sli.n..

Joid Midociir, rotiiplete wiUr lamps, horn.—Si'liolc

W.O., 3 ppeodg, Mill-

iU-Ui mill Pr<w<ton, (iiiriiKC. Nnntwich. [X7380

4'/i.h.p. Huiiibcr Cniriliinotion, 3-iipo('d

LnrxH lampH and liorn, very Kood condition allId'
round; £140.-2. Eiuitlmnk Hl„ doulhport. (7618

HUMni;!*., Z'Vih.p., fJracIo Kcar, Kood lamp., ll((h(.,

fA.,t, niiicliln':, untul rorulltlon : £29.— CoopiT, 7,

II.imllli.n Mcwd, .St. Jol.n'» Wood lid., N.W. |X7.?3r,

FARES
are the burning
question. To
motor cyclists

I
th e price of
tyres is more

IMPORTANT

These tyres

Ex Govt.

Stores are

senicarriage

paid and on

approval.

Seven days

against
remittance.

Size.

I

Z4X 2

26 X:

a™ T-
!""""* LuxeAvon Lightweight R.S.

Clincher Hy. de Luxe
,

Wutchmson

Hutchinson R S
Avon Lightweight R s
Kempshalj Hy. Non-skid
Palmer Cord Heavy
Avon Combination '

'

Bates Special Heavy
'

"

Hutcfenson Passenger'
Palmer Cord .

.

Hutchinson T T
Kempsh,,, Hy. N.-skid
Pahner Cord Heavy
Hutchinson T T ' '

'

'

Avon Hy. Rub. k.'-^kid.
ttutclunson

<55ox 65

Dunlop Combination
Hutchmson T T
Du.ilop H. R.S. '.

Hutchinson 3-rib
Hutcliinson R.S.

I
Hutchinson

Bates Special Heavy
I

Federal R. Ncn skid
'

I

Goodrich Safety Tread
Dunlop Ex. Hy. R s
Wood-MUne Ex. Heavy
Moseley j.rib Ex. Hv
Palmer Cord Heavy " '

Avon Heavy 3-rib. "
Dunlop Grooved
Wood-MUneKeygrip'"
Best French Mak?3-rib

?5'-
I
35/-

22/6 26/3
*'/- 51/-
32/6

I

37/6

35/-

25/6
59/6
59/-
55/-
54/-
52/-
47/6
42/-
63/-
62/-
44/-
42/6
44/-

60/-
47/6
45/-

,
37/6
37/6
45/-

I 79/-
60/-
59/6
57/6
52/6
45/-
68/-
58/-
57/6
55/-
39/6

101/-
90/-

93/6
-84/-

89/-
78/-

79 5
74/-
83/-
71/-
79/-

TUBES Endless ,7/6
Butted 9/6

BTUBES- New and fully
Guaranteed.

Size.

26x2
26X2l
26X2!
26X2i
endless

Our List

Price. Price.

6/9
7,6
7/9

8/3

10/-

10/3
13/3

12/3

Size.

26x2
6SOX65
Butted
28x3
700x80

^l-

Our List.

Price. Price

10/- 14/3

12/9 16/6 i

12/9 19/6
28 X 3 Lap-ended 11/3 16/6

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS
|

n .- ... tin. Hn. iin. Tin liin.Per Foot 5„ !,n ,;. 3,5 4",

264-266.Vauxhall Bridge Rd.

^ Victoria, S.W.I.
Hill Telephone

:

BagHUBaBBi
Victoria 6553. "

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAIB.
Humber

HUMBEB S'jh.p., Bosch, B. and B., footboa
just overhauled and enamelled, perfect conditi

£45.—"Whitehouse, 8, Christopher Terrase, Staflord.

17

HUMBER 1920 4!$h.p. Flat Twin ComliinatJoa
Stock, makers' price, plus carriage.—D.

Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway. J-'el.: Waltl
X31. [7

3ih.p. Humber,. 1912, and coaehbuilt sidecar, Eo<
S* speed gear and wneel [new], tyres, tubes, lielt on

wheels new; £65.—Pyner, 75, Godintou Kd., Aslif

Kent. [7

3 ill. p. Humber T.T,, single-gear, footboard.s, so

2 condition, engine rebushed and overhauled, t

repainted lamps and mechanical horn; £45.-27, F
ton Bd., London, S.E.18. [7

HUMBER. 1916, 6h.p., water-cooled, 3-ip

clutch, C.S., C.B. sidecar, 3 lamps, horn, spe^

ometer, perfect running order; £105.
—

"Randall,

Church Rd., Barnes. [£

HLTMBER and Mills-Fulford Corvette, 3',ih.p. t

3-spefd, electric lighting set, Steivart speedouK

mileage 3,570, new last October; floO.— Whit«, .

lands, Lonpstanton, Canibs. I'

HUMBER Combination, 1913, 2-speeds, '

clo

handle start, good tyres, accessories, fast, Telii

excellent condition, perfect running order throogh

bargain, 43 gns.—102, Hamilton Rd., Wimbls
S.W.19. ['

1 Q20 3'/ih.p. Humber, delivered late May, flat.'

LV 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, oham drive,

accessories, mileage negligible, owner ju.st reel

delivery ol car; nearest offer to list price.—Mol
16, Salisbury Rd., Leices-tcr. t

HUMBEB SV.h.p., 1911, Roe gear, handle
i

Bosch mag., will take sidecar. speedOB

hooter, tools, excellent condition, almost nev? ,'

guaranteed running order; £35.—Osmans, 231, J

Rd., Leigh-on-Sea- Thone : 81. \«

1 Q18 Late Humber 6hp. W.C. Combination, :r

A-*y anteed perfect, complete with electrlt i(

Alilltord sidecar, hood and curtains, screen, all 1^

tools, spares, single-lever carburetter, and trial t

price £165 netfc.—4, Station Buildings, Wou
S.E.25.

1Q14 3i$b.p. Humber, engine and gears thoKl
JL3' overhauled, rebushed. and new roller be*

tliroughout, new belt, tyres, Tan-Sad, shields, 11

tools, and horn, gnaianteed perfe-t; £B5
;

atter li|

trial.-Eoy, 72, Doggett Ed., Cotford, b.E.6,

3ih.p. Humber, chain drive, new piston ritt

2 nesting rod bearings, timing gear rebusued;

new U.H. mag., new carrier, adjustable tyje

pattern bars, complete lor assembling with -'

Mdecor, complete absolutely ash frame for tj

ijody 8 serviceable 26y.2'A tyres, 2 inner ta08f

lot £20.-9, Stoke Ed., Guildlird.

Indian.

NEW Indian Scouts, from stock.—Lambert's,

I

ford. I

1Q19 Powerplus Indian, guaranteed; £115.—

J

-LJ Ltd., Maidstone.

f7-9hp. Indian Combination, 1915, in fair conJ

i ilOO.—rreston. Garage, Ellesmere.

£90—1915 Indian combination, splendid

15, Mervan Rd., Effra Rd., Brixt_on.

iAl-( Combination. 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-sp—
,,

ag.; £95.-97, High St., North FmohleyiINDIAN Combination. 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-spoea,

mag.; £95.-97, High St., North Fmohley

1 fM9 7-9h.p. Indian, electric model, Hendersol

i-iJ sidecar; £175.—12, Bridge St., Cambridge^

Anne'ilTVEW Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., less

i^ £125.—Jones, "Hurst Nook," St &

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., clutch, speedometsr.

70 m.p.h.; 65 gns.—141, Melton Rd., WU

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, just overhlDlJ

lect; otters by letter.-Walker, 313, Greei*

N.4. ;

1 O20 Indian Powerplus Combination, d£n»ii|

All ing throughout; £200.—Graham. Wnitl|

Coventry.

1 Q20 Indian Combination, dynamo lightinf,

LU coilipment; what offers ?-Sherrard, 8t.|

Colleiie, Caiiihvidgo.
, P

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, L?ndon.-J911
conibiniition. 100 gns.; also H 1«<I

Indian, second-hand.

i7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2 speeds, cWtol

I proof Hosch. iiood running order; t^f
I-'ingringhoe, Colihostor.

1016 PnwerpluB Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-eiwijJ

LU spoitiuB sidecar, porleot; fl26.—111"|
Wastln-vurno <jrove, W.ll. r

INllTAN Scout, delivery guaranteed any lioiljl

hiid .Tan.; any otter uecoptlW.—Lotton,

59. Minnie St., Cnrditl.

INDIAN Combination, ready tor holidoyj, jj
needed, 7-91i. p.; £95; no swanlt.-7a, »|

West Ilampstcnd, N.W.6. ,1

7 -911. p. Tiidiiin. 1915 road rneev model, clUt|

did ciinditiou; £75, no offers.—BowBOnilf

hounio Av., West Ealing.

B40 Icllen lulilint; lo lulvcjllveiiicnls should iiuotc llie minihcr .it the end ot each udvcrtisenicnt, .ind tlic djitc of the isnuo.
\\
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

DR Sale, two solo 7-9b.p. Powerphis clectrically-

equipiied Indians, brand new 1920 models; liat

e fl8I/14.—Below.

)Il Sale, two 7-91i.r. Powerplus Indian oonihinations,
elertrieally equipped, brand new 1920 models; list

B £223/14.—King and Harper, Uridga St., Cnm-
50. [7597

DIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speed, F.E., K.S.. in

sound mechanical order; any trial; £85.—53, Ens-
Ed., South Tottenham. [8514

DI.4N, 7-9h.p., clutch model, single speed, Bosch,
Binki carTjuretter, good tyres, in fine condition;
.—43, Oxford Rd., Ealing. [7478

i

DIAN and Sidecar, 7-9h.p.. small mileage, as new:
£165 liartrain.-Indian, 69, Bavent Ed., Coldhar-

I
Lano, Camberwell, S.E. [7124

IIAN Combination (1914), 7.9h.p., 2-speed, clutch
I model, spring frame, hcod, screen; £75, or near.—
]\ Iroolce Kd., Walthamstow. . [7443

i IIAN T.T. 7-9h.p., 2-3peed, clutch, sporting side-

K car, lamps, horn, etc. ; bargain, £80 ; before 8, or

^ .-358, Old Kent Ed., S.E. [7185

I
)IAN 7-9h.p., 2-spsed, family sidecar, hood,

I screen, lamps, horn, in spl ndid condition, smart:
t -41, Suffleld Ed., S. Tottenham. [7851

i IS Indian, clutch model, and tcrpedo sidecar; best
i ciier secures, or escliuuge, privately owned.—
I ooste. Look Mead, Maidenhead. [7793

I :0 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo light-
* ing, milexge 900, everything perfect; £220.

—

W man, Draper, Market St., Watford. [7509

r[AN Combination, 7-9h.p., clutch, and 2-speed
ear box, spring frame, in good running order;

E, -A. Read, 274, Baker St., Enfield. [8027

10 Indian Powerplus Combination, hood, wind
! screen, little mileage, as good as new, all acces-

10^ f 190.—'I'hone: Hampstead 7822. [8571

7 .p. Indian Combination, 1916, thoroughly OTer-
auled, enamelled and plated as new; £125.

—

G« r, 134, Bracebridge St., Nuneaton. [5319

11 9 INcw} Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo
! lighting, 3 lamps, speedometer, electric horn,

Ea » screen; £225.—London Wall 3046. [7257

I;
AN Combination 7-9h.p., 2-6peed, clutch, new
ileiar de luxe, all accessories, free insurance, per-

lec 20 gns.-139, South Park Drive, Ilford. [7003

An interesting leaflet which is enclosed
with every pair of Ustikon Solepieces.
It explains the method of fixing without
the use of nails or screws. Once you
have fitted Ustikon Solepieces you will
be surprised at the money saved by
repairing yotir boots or shoes at your
leisure. They can be fitted to the
thinnest sole, and by following the
directio-TS carefully a permanent result
will be obtained.

1^.

It
I 7-9h.p. Indian Combinatiou. dvnamo lighting

< etc.; cost £227, accept £210; only ridden 50
nil bought c<ar.—30, Talbot St.. Burnley. [X6663

II A.N 5h.p. Twin, 3-speed. just tb<iroughly over-

I

uled; ^85.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
me th Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [8613

If, i,N 5-6h.p., clutch model, thoroughly over-

J uled and re-enamelled; any trial; £4(^ no offers.
—P| 73. Loughborough Park, Brlxtrui, S.W.9. [7220

7-1 . Indian 1915; £58; good tyres, chains, lamps,
1 tch model, racing, sprocket, mechanically per-

t«t rage. oV, Maiden Rd,, Kentish Town, N.W.
[8324

Indian Combination, late 1919, -electric light-
. 2 hooters, spare inner tube and tools; prii.*e

Vpply, 93, Pembroke Crescent, Hove, Sussex
[7144

.N *-9h.p., 1915, engine. 3-speed gear, luag.,
es, ttansraission new, clutch, E.S., spring frame,
ine condition; £85.-19, Micheldever Kd., Lee.

[7350

Indian C.B. Combination, as new, absolutely
.oct, all acgessorie:, electric lights, any trial;
r nearest offer; after 6.-78, Gordon Rd..

[5740

iX| -N Cnmbiciation, kick start, 2-speed, excellent
j

iditiou, npw chains, tubes, will ride 200 miles
'">

! haser; 70 gns.—12, Tiengrove Rd., Knowle,
[7558

N Combination, 1916. 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
lically equipped, splendid condition, usual
a; £125.-39, Palewell Park, East Sheen.

[8123

5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
an sporting sidecar, lamps, hooter, spares.
condition; £95.-53, Solon Rd.. Brixton.

[3256
-V Combination, 7-9h.p., 1919 Montgomery de

sidecar, lamps. Klaxon horn, speedometer,
125; little used.—Parker, Chemist. Hertford

' ^Dt-O-. [X7329
;•! Indian, 1917, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, con-

in external and internal as new, original tyres
(1 70 m.p.h".; £90: 361, Green Lanes, Har-

'' [8512

, -:i=, ^ Combination, 5-6h.p., engine No. 13036,
^^j ill6, 2-speed. complete with all spares, ready^1 jy; sacrifice £60 for immediate sale. Cam-
•^K istrlct.—Box 6,493, c/o T?ie 'Motor Cycle.

FNDi
*f Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, spring

>l e. underslung coachbuiU sidecar. Easting
'"'°c nd accessories, good running order; £95, or

I

•.—Llanfair, Sutton Rd., Erdington, Birming-
[X7391

oAV I
S

'

SOLEPIECES
AN IDEAL FITTING FOR
LIGHT SUMMER WEAR.

GENTS' sizes, 5-8 3/-

LADIES' sizes, 2-3, 2/-; 4 2/6
CHILDREN'S sizes. 2-3 2/-

CompSete with Sol-fix and full directions.

Please state, size when orderintj^ and remit 6d
extra towards cost of postage to Department " £/

ELITE
RUBBER
Co., Ltd.,

2ti4-26ti,

Vauxhall Bridge
Road,
S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Combination. 1916, 7-9h.p. Powerplus,
spring frame, speedometer, lamp, kick start, 3-

speed, clutch; best offer.—74, St. James' Rd.. Ber-
mondsey, S.E. [8246

1 Q15 7h.p. Clutch Indian, Indian sidecar, guaranteed
-H-*-' running order; first r-heque £59 secures; agree
purchaser send cheque " Motor Cycle."—Box 6,411,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7031

T-9h.p. Indian • Combination, 1915, 2-speed. clutch,
spring frame, handle starter, lamps, horn, in

splendid condition; £95, or offer.—Poynter, 55, Land-
seer Rd., Holloway, N. [7639

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combinatiou, delivered
Feb., 1920, electric light, all accessoiie?; can be

fcen and tried by appointment.—Offers to 28, Wood-
ford Rd., Watford. [7962

INDIAN, 1920, spring frame, K.S., lamps, horn, ac-

cessories, and insurance, perfect order, . has run
150 miles; bargain, £140; after 6 p.m.—15, Nelson
Terrace, City Rd., N.l. [8236

INDIAN.—For early delivei;y of the famous power-
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinations with

electrical equipment write to P. J. Evans, 83-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0173

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Spnres: Frames, rear forks,

clutch parts, engine partd. domes, footboards, ki(k
start and all parts; after 5 o'clock.—Indian, 45, Hau't-
crolt Rd., West Croydon, Surrey. [8060

7-9h.p. Indian and Torpedo Sidecar 2-.=;peed, Bink^
disc wheels. 3 lamps, tyres very good, a very

smart outfit, any trial; £75.—Learned, Greenbank,
Monument Gardens, Weybridge. [7836

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 3-speed, purchased new
1918, 7-9h.p., new tyres and chains, rebushed,

lamps, horn, and speedometer, mileage about 5,000:
£110.—Ilsiey, Harston, Cambridse. [7899

INDIA N 1920 Powerplus Combination, dynamo
lighting <et, mileage about 2,000, in beautiful

condition, ready to go anywhere; £160 gns.—'Phone :

1024.—Julian, 84 Broad St., Reading. [5637

NOVEMBER. 1919, bi? Indian combination. East-
ing wind screen, speedometer, every accessory, hardly

used, guaranteed equal new, genuine, any examination:
£200.—Vicar, Whaplode Drove, Wisbech. [7038

rQl4 Indian Si^Mlp., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,
• ^ lamps, horn, tyres and chains good, with cane

f-nrpedo sidecar, just overhauled £19, good condition

:

£fi.'S.—Fisher, Walton. Buiton-on-Trent. [7060

'JQ15-16 Indian, 7h.p., 3-Epeed. clutch, kick starter.

-l-tf Indian t^idecar, guaranteed good running order;

first chenue secures, £69: agree send cheque "Motor
Cycle."—Box 6,410, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7030

INDIAN 7-9h.p., C.B. sidecar, electric lamps, electric

horn, tyres as new, 2-spced countershaft gear,

speedometer, and spares; £120, or near offer.—F. Hil-

dreth. 137, Portobello Rd., Netting Hill. [6952

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick start,

hand and loot clutch, Binks, Easting wind screen,

electric lamps and horn, everything in perfect condi-

tion.—Kennell, Norton Cuckney. Mansfield. [8047

T|Q14 Indian Combination, 7*9h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
XtJ kick start, electric lamps, spares, stored 3

years in splendid condition; exchange lower power
or sell; £95.-Frank Marshall, Hagg, Spilsby. [3405

1 C&IS Indian Comliination, 3 speeds, clutch, kirk
J-*/ starter, .disc wheels, B. and B. carburetter, just

heen overhauled, first-class condition; will lide 50 miles

for inspection; best offers over £115.—Moody, Penley,

Ellesmere, Salop. [7143

DE LUXE Indian Combination, '7-9h.p., 2->reed and
clutch, spring frame, electrically equipped, good

tyres, 1 brand new John Bull, machine thoroughly
overhauled; £120, or reasonable offer.—Bana, Edles-

ton Rd., Crewe. [3541

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1915 7-91i.p. Indian,.
2-si)ecd, spring frame, splendid condition tJirougb-

nut : £88 : cash, exchange, or extended payments.—
9-10-11 Rovnl Parade. London Rd., West Crovdon.
Tlioue: Croydon 2450. [6010

INDIAN 1916 Combin.ation, Swan sideoarT" sporting
mount, 6h.n., 3 speeds nod clutch, kick start, disc

wbeek, 1'. and H, lamps. Ford mechanical horn, all in

good order; loo fast for owner; must V)e sold; £110.—
H. Caiier, 104, Moor St., Birminghanl. [7175

INDIAN- 1919 Combination,^ braud new, coachbuilt
bulbous back sidecar, spring frame, Powerplus.

£165; several 1918-19 Powerplus models, many new
tyres, makers' colour.'^, guaranteed mechanically per-

fect. £125.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee. S.E.12. [7842

F.O.C.H. have several Indian combinations, 1920
downwards, dynamo lighting, excellent order.—

Fair Otter Car House, 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [7536

INDIAN 7-91i.p. Combination, late 1915, 5-speed,

rlutch, K.S., also portable shed 12ft.x8ft., 9ft.

high, floor included; 100 gns., or nearest offer; will

separate- combiuation seen at 110, Fulham Palace Rd.

;

shed at 400, Fulham Palace Rd. [7205

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,
-L t/ ail accessories condition good, new Henderson
Elite sidecar with screen, etc.; £200, or reasonable
offer; ov/ner bought car; view appointment.—Applv.
E.R., 5, Devonshire Rd . Liverpool. [8222

»II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, n^ i.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

ALIiEN-EENNETT Motor Co.—1919 reconstructed
Indian 7-9h.p. Pow^iplus, spring frnnie. thorouglily

overhauled, re-enamelled and plated; £125; cash, ex-
change, or extended "payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade,
London Ed., "West Croydon. 'I'hone: Croydon 2450.

[5998

1 Q20 Indian Combination for sale, done 300 miles,
-L«7 electric lighting (3 lamps), electric hora, speed-
ometer, foot and hand clutch, discs on all three wheels,
leg-gnards, Easting- ivind screen, insured; what ofiers

—Write or apply, Bossutt. 79, High St., Southampton.
[7086

INDIAN 7-9h.p. genuine ^not army) 1915 combina-
tion, 3-speed, electric lighting and horn, speed-

ometer, luggage grid, all in top-hole condition, owner
bought late model, any trial to genuine prospective
purchaser; £120.—Seen at 60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham.

[8540
IQie 5-6h.p. Indian, purchased 1917, 3-speed. stored
-LiJ' 18 months, sporting Canoelet, new Easter, East-
ing, e.^cellent condition, Tan-Sad, speedometer, me-
chanical horn; P.C. brings lull particulars; £130: ex-
change Monocar (late).—Luckett, Electricity Woits. Ban-
bury. 18095

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916, clutch, 3-speed,
Millford sidecar, wind screen, new hood, with side

valances, electric lights with, switch, new Goodyear
tyres on cycle, overhauled, re-enamelled and plated,
unscratched, equal to new; £145.—Fox, 11, Dickens
St., Peterborough. [8215

1 Q 20 (May) Powerplus Indian Combination, elec-
J-»/ trically equipped model, complete lamps, elec-

tric horn, speedometer, tools, tyres unpunctured,
luxurious Indian sidecar, ample luggage capacity,
cost £230, owner buying car; £220, or near offer.—
148, Earlsdon At., Coventry. [X7472

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, issued new January
2nd, 1920, complete with usual electrical equip-

ment and speedometer, very good condition, sidecar
new last month; price £170.—The Layton Garages,
Ixindon Rd., Bicester, and at 90, High St., Oxford
Thone : 35 Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.

[8496
INDIAN 1920 Powerplus, solo or combination.—The

Layton Garages, official representatives of the
Hendee Co., can always give delivery at list price,
and guarantee to put on rail by first train after receipt
of remittance.—The Layton Garages, London Rd.,
Bicester, or 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 35
Bicester. 'Grams : Integrity, Bicester. [8500

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, <:omplete
with usual equipments, including dynamo light-

ing, rear-driven speedometer, electric head and tail

lamp, and electric horn, new June, 1920, and scarcely
used, very fast, and guaranteed in perfect condition;
this outfit will carry the usual guarantee given with
new combination; price £190.—The Layton Garages,
London Rd., Bicester, or 90, High St., Oxford,
Thone : 35 Bicister. 'Grams ; Integrity, Bicester.

[8486
Invlcta

TV'EW Invicta Lightweight, fitted with the famous Vil-
1* liers 2V2h.p. 2-stroke engine, a thoroughly reliable
mount; many other machines in stock; latest lists

and particulars of Harrods system of easy payments
tent on application.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [6976

Ivy.

IVT.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supplv at
early dates. [5763

IVY 2-speed 2-stroke in stock.—Rothwell and Mil
bourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern, [6186

"1020 Ivy, 2-speed model, just delivered; £70, ex
XiJ works.—The Napier Garage, Ivy Agents, Forest
New Rd.. South Woodford. 'Phone: Woodford 360.

[8093
IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow

ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G
Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91, Gt
Portland St.. W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0023

IVY, all-purpose model, 1920, Albion 2-speed gear,
used under 100 miles, and in condition as new,

will carry the usual guarantee as supplied with a
new machine; list price £70, offered at £60/10.—The
Layton Garage?, London Rd., Bicester, and at 90, High
St. Oxiord. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. T.A. : Integrity,
Bicester. [8493

lulon.

IXION 2%h.p. 2-stroke, new; list price.—Pater, Motor
Agent, Bedford. [7971

James,

THE Wfllflflll Gnrn.-'.' Walsall, for good deliveriea of
all James mcKlela [5764

1 Q20 James 6h.p. Combination nt list price, plnfl
i-v carriage.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0249

TAHE8 1916 Combination, perfect condition, com-
plete, lamps and horn; any trial; bargain, £115.

JAMES 4»4h.p. Combinntion. 1916, fully equipped;
any trial; £110.-33, Temple Ed., Windsor. [7608

1Q20 6h.p. Jamoa de Luxe Combination, firat-clnas
J-v order; £145.—Box G,405. c/o 37tc Motor Cuclc

[7025
JAMES 1919 2-Btrokc. lomplcto with lampn and lioni

perfect order tbroughout; £60.—Tew. Petoraflold

[7756
WAUCnOPE'S, 9. Shoo Lnno, London, R,c.4.-

2'/ii,h.v- Jumoa 2-Btrolio, now 1920 model; £75
[8586

JAMES 1914 41/ili.p., 3-Hpeed eliilch, nil arrfWHorir-H

;

£48: BpJendId iimcliiiie.— 35, Frecgrovo Rd., Hnl-
loway, N.7. [7352

IN STOCK TO-DAY,
24-6-20.

Sh.p.BLACKBURNEand
Henderson Sidecar,

List price.

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke,

£75

CLYNO, 2-speed £75

NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P.,

2-speed 77 Gns.

INDIAN Combination,
1920, 7-9 h.p., complete,

180 Gns.

LEVIS £60

CALTHORPE J.A.P., 2-

speed and clutch . . 71 Gns.
and 5%

FRANCIS- BARNETT,
2i h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed,

kick start and clutch,

84 Gns.

Full particulars of above

from

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

Phone 1024.

BIGGEST DEALERS
IN THE SOUTH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

TAMES 1920 Combination, Lucas lighting set, Luci
*-* horn, indistinguishable from new.—Parker's, Bra
sJiawgate, Boltou. [X72f

JAMES, 4"4h.p., 1916, 3-speed, tandem sideca;
thorough order ; £ 100. — Girling, Bungalo

Wrentham, Suffolk. [74-

I Q19 4j-4h.p. James Combination,' horn, lamps, Eai
-^*^ ing, speedometer; £130.—Hutchins, Poste]
School, Sherborne. [79:

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, dynamo lightir
new throughout; ^£189, or nearest offer.—Hucc

cote Lodge, Gloucester. [?&

TAMES Coaohbuilt Combination, gears, clutch, K.'
*^ very good condition and appearance ; £90.-^
Harehills Lane, Leeds. [^J

4I.h.p. James, in perfect condition, 3-speed count
4 shaft gear, clutch, irind screen, lamps; offers.—

(

Lathom Ed., East Ham, E.6. [70

TAMES 1920 SVoh.p. Twin. Binke, only ridden^ f
«' miles, complete with lamps, honi; £140.-^3
6,417, c/o The Motor Cycle. [70

1 Q20 James 5-6h.p. Combination, just arriv*
-Lft? £190; 1920 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, £75
Vine and Lee, Portslade, Sussex. [83

JAMEK 4i4h.p. Combination, countershaft; £90,
near offer.—12, Jewiop.s Bd., opposite Turnh

Green 'Bus GJrage, London, "WA. [69

JAMES 1918 6h.p. Combination de Luxe, Luc
\>atford. Easting, pillion, little used, perfs

£140, offers.—Vicar, Comberton, Cambridge. [71

£160, or best offer till Sunday secures AY^b.-p- Jai
de luxe combination, just delivered, cost £1

ridden 120 miles.—224a, Clapham Rd., Loudon. [8J

NEW 1920 5-6h.p. James Combination, in sto

makers' price plus carriage.—D. J. Shepherd a

Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. ; Waltham Cross 31. [4!

TWIN James SV^h-p., late 1915, perfect num
order, excellent condition, lamp, horn ; £75,

nearest offer.—257, Biockley Bd.. S.E. (Evenings.)
[s:

JAMES SVob.p. Twin, 1920. very small milea

speedometer; £125.—Newnham Motor Co., 2

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 8

[81

3ih.p. Twin James, 1917, 3-speed, kick etart. syko
2 condition throughout, Lucas horn, lamps, toe

£70, no offers.—Moss. Esplanade, Fleetwood, Lanrs.

AS GNS.; 1917-18 ZVa^.v. James 2-stroke Lis

TTtl weight, 2 speeds, new tyres, all accessories.'

first-class condition.—81, Little Ealing Lane, Eali

4ih.p. James C.B. Combination, 1915, 3-speed, :^

4 chain, Dunlops, in perfect running order i//-

condition; £110.~Iidwards, Longbredy Rectory, If
Chester. [S|

5-6h.p. James Combination, used about 500
indistinguishable from new, complete with I

lamps, privately owned; £165.-27, Sidmouth_^_

Devizes.

NEW 1920 James 4i,^h.p. 3(?peed Combination. £1^
2Vjh.p. 2-^reed lishtweight, £75; now in stockr

immediate delivery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aiji

Rd., Birmingham. [5»j

TAMES Combination, 4yih.p., 3;speed,^ kick stjtj

tl clutch, chain drive, coachbuilt sidecar, Inrrf

horn, complete, Tide away; £90.—206a, Green Lnji

Finsbury Park, N.4. [7J^

1Q19 James 4Vibp- Combination, lamps, h,ii

-i-*/ speedometer, etc., mileage. 2,000; £145.—

g

Napier Garage, Forest New Hd., Soutk WoodM
'Phone: Woodford 360. i^

JAMES Combination, 1915-16, 4V'ih.p., 3-speed I

box, all accessories, valves, chains, spare tri

cover wind screen, apron, etc.; £95; can be seen ij|

7 p.m.—Scott, 6, Lysons Rd., Aldershot. [if

1 Q16 James Combination, in splendid order,

-L»' cylinder and valves just fitted, lamps, spaedoa^
horn, tyres nearly new ail round, 2 spare valves i
chain, puinp, etc.; £110.-64, Chapel St., Dnltrl

Furness, Lanes. , {X.J

J, A. P.

BARGAIN.—J.A.P. t^viu, Bosch, 2-sreed, good
take sidecar; £35.—Withers, 4, College J

Cheshunt.

J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. overhead valve Racing Cnmbi&tl
2-spccd. replated and enamelled Indian I

Bramble undershing sidecar, disc wheels, 70j
tvrus, exceptionally smart and sporty outfit; r

£95.-158, Norwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27.

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Cycle Attnoliiiicnl.. complete; £14.—J'l
Bultoii HoU(*o, Si'Uthowram, Halifax.

J.E.S. Motorcyclotto, recently overhnuled; ,

bargain, £16.—Apply, Postmaster, Sliirconkfl.

GALE, J.E.S., attached to a new Starh-y cyclcj

been overhauled; first £16 aecuros,

57, Derby Oreacont, Loeda.

T.E.S. Motor Cvclc, specially built, lumps. I"*"'!,

cliaiiical horn. Whittle belt; £30: owner'

B42 AM letters relalinft to ndvertiKcments should quote the number at the end of each

iibnmd.-AilkPii, 14, Gordon Rd., Aldnrshot.

aJvcitiseniCnt. and the date of the issue.

mmifl
ner^

J
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{ MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

i
J.H.

; lUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4.-
fi 7-9h.p. J. PI. Combination, 1915, M.A.G. engine.
A srshaft Sturmey-Archer gear, all-chain drive;

I [8584

5 Kerry.
i .p. Kerrj', frame, forks, mudguards, stand, Dixie,
R B. and B. and controls, all working order; £8,
Hin.—Cavill. Down Hall, Harlow, Essex. (8157

EIRY. 2%h.p., B.B. carburetter, spring forks,
almost new tyres and tubes, new belt, new
y, reject, a really good serviceable machine

;

14,' Estcourt St., Devizes. [8265

Lagonda.
Lagondn, rebored, new piston, free engine, Boecli

lag.: ride away; £25.—8e, Peabody Estate, Ecd-
i., Walwortli. [7193

f.ea-Francls.

.3>ai.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G. : £130.—J. Hehdcn
id Son, 149, St. James' St., purnley. [8015

FEAi!?CIS. brand new. M.A.G. engine, in stock;
130.—Ehosha Motor Garage, EomJord. Tel.: 95.

[9721
i ) Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine; list price.—J.
.« amith and Co., 16, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I.

[3618
FRANCIS in stock, new, list price £130.—

^ i.irk, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.
[3362

-lie. 1920 model 3"/.h.p. Lea Francis, M.A.G.
-ue; £130.—King and Harper, Bridge St., Oiui-

i" [7598

1 FEANCIS 1914 Iwia, 2-speed, K.S., in new
J

1
'Dflition ; £70. or nearest oiler.—Flint, Queen's

' llerkhamsted. [7954

KANCIS, M.A.G.. delirerea this week, un-
a. unregistered: £125, plus carriage.-Bex

11 The Motor Cycle. [7208
I HOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—31i.p. brand
w Lea and Francis, 1920 model, M.A.G. en-

J ?0 ; delivery from stock. [8599

li-^NCIS Si/oh.p. J.A.P., 1914, 2-speed clutch,
.ill. new Binks : 52 gns. : trial: seen any time.

itij and. The Den, Laleliani, Middlesex. [8069

9 Lea-Francis Combination, all lamps. Klaxon,
'asting wind screen, fullv insured, first-class

1 11; £150.-90, Lewin Ed., Streatham. [8463
I RANCIS, 1920.— Place your name on our

iting list lor delivery of these aristocratic
-A. J. Sproston. Ltd., 193, Gt. Portland St.

[0099

KANCIS 3V'_.h.p. Twin. M.A.G. engine, 1920
1-1. equipped; :£130. — Newnham Motor Co.,
mimersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-

[8610
HANCIS 1917' 3"/2h.p., 2-speed and clutch,
ntly overhauled and renovated, fitted with
IV 1920 3h.p. engine, J.A.P.—Parker's, Brad-
Bolton. [X7287

Levis.

Levis 2-stroke;, £60, from stock.—Lambert's,
lord. [ , ^

I .'^vis, 2Vih.p., m new condition; £48.—Gifford,
' .'iton, Hants. [8270

' immediate delivery.—Popplewell's, "Wood-
Ige Ed., Ipswich [5726

Motor C>'ele, Just delivered; £60.—Central
ise, Lord St., Southport. [7963

1916, mileage 900, perfect; £46/10.—Box
1, c/o Iht Motor Cycle. [8295

1914. 2-speed, new tvres, overhauled; £45.—
Jrrniugham Ed., New Cross. [7646

2-3troke, new, lamps, horn, accessories ; £75.
u, 260, Balham High Ed., S.'W.12. [7344

Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. Young
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket {'Phone:

[4012

^ 2yh.p. 1917, lamps, accessories, good condi-
bargain, £38.-2, Pern Cottages, Shirley,

[8425

.evis, good condition. lamps, etc.; £46.—
ply, Mr. A. Clack. Teddington, near Strat-
on. [7245

, 1916. splendid condition, discs, lamps, fast,
climber; £40.—Phillips, 258, Commercial

Biam. S.E. - [8245

Mtevifi Combination, new. lamp, horn,
Hwnrds, very fast;' £52.—E. Gray,
l^lmunds.

MACHINETOdS

owner forbidden to ride;
Clapham Common.

pump,
Eisbv,
[7047

Popular, 1920, perfect condition, mileage
£55.-49,

[7666
evis 2V4h.p., excellent condition, lamps, me-
lical horn, etc.: £40; evenings alter 7.— 1.
l^d., Catford, S.B. [7650
234h.p., 1918, splendid condition, just over-
•a; bargain, £45.—Osmans, 231, Leigh Ed
ea. 'Phone: 81. [7214
920, not done 200 miles, unscratched, speci-
fitted pimcturcproof tubes, horn, pneumatir-
.—Clarke, 16, South St., Louth. [8280

POLLOCK & MACNAB 6Mn.
Friction Geared Capstan]
Lathes for I sin. bar.

,
\

New iqx24in. CHURCHILL
I

type Universal Grinders. '

New lOin. X 36in. LANDISI
Plain Grindipg Machine

|

New No. 2 Cincinnati!
Vertical Milling Machines.

|

6in. X 14in. PRATT &I
WHITNEY Internal Thread 1

Miller.
I

New PRATT &_ WHITNEY

!

Die Shaving Machines. i

IPin. swing 8ft. bed AMERICAN
]

Tool Works Lathe
|

KEMPSMITH No. 2 Universal \

Millers. I

ARCHDALE PLAIN MILLER, 1

table 25JinXlOin.
j

No. 3H LE BLOND Universal I

Miller. I

I

PRATT & WHITNEY Automa-
]

tic Millers, lOin. size.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

T EVIS Popular Late 1919 2l,.;h.p., splendid condi-
-L' tion, lamps, horn, etc.; £50; after 6 o'clock.—
Wallace, 33, Chester St., Kennington Ed., S.E. (7326

T EVIS 2i.jh.p.. engine just overhauled, re-enamelled,
--^ Culle^-e Shield, hinins, horn, footljoaids, new spare

'

belt; £38.—322, Shobnali St.. Burton-on-Tient. [X742S
LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can supply

eaily, this famous 2-stroke.— District agents. The
Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone:
444 [5765

LEVIS, the master 2-strokc, lor early delivery o*
the new 1920 2V41i. p. popular model: £60; place

vonr order direct with the Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. [5820

1 Q20 Levis Popular, very carefully run in, Miller
->-"' lamp set. Klaxon, W.S.E. jet, cyclometer, tools,
pump, all in new condition; £60, or exchange, with
catfb, for late sidecar machine, in perfect mechanical
condition.-168, Eisley Av., Bruce Grove. [8317

Lincoln-Elk.
3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, Druids, variable jet;

2 £23.-434, Eulham Ed., London. - [7948

31i.p. Lincnin-Elk, single, re-enamelled and overhauled,
tyres fair condition; any trial; £32.—Lodge, Un-

vvin St., Penistone. [7084

LINCOLN-ELK 3h.p., Philipson pulley, Druids, 2
lamps, 2 generators, brand new condition; £38.

—63, Solon Ed., Brixton. Exchange. [8257

1 012-13 Lincoln-Elk SVjh.p., Grado, 1919 B. and B.,
-Ltf just rebushed, absolutely sound, accessories,
Diiulops as new; £38, or close offer.-King, Ford School.
Shrewsbury. [S7190

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1914, Bosch, B. and B.,
2 thoroughly overhauled, rebushed, and enamelled,

£40: also C.B. sidecar, £10.—J. Turner, 58, Alder-
brook Ed., Balham, London. [8209

L.M.C,
6h.p. L.il.C. Combination; £178; immediate de-

livery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Paris St..

Exeter. [7488

L.M.C. 4.'<h.p. Combination, Watsonian, hood,
screen, lunch, oil and petrol lockers, full equip-

ment; £130: seen evenings.—Gardner, 33, East Dul-
wich Ed., S.E. [7852

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p. 3-8peed Combination, used twice
only, owner changing for Colonial model for

overseas use, cost £183, condition as new, and full
guarantee given as with a new machine; price
£152/10.—The Layton Garages, London Ed., Bicester,
and at 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 35 Bicester.
T.A. . Integrit.v. Bicester. [8491

Martlnsyde.
6h.p. Martinsyde Combination; £170; immediate

delivery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [7486

1 Q20 Martinsyde Combination, electric lighting,
J-9J hood, screen, a beautiful combination: 170 gns.
—Julian, 84, Broad St., Eeading. 'Phone ; 1024. [7583

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for Lon-
don. Essex. Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert^

ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now being
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter.

[6613

Matchless
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 3VL>h.p., Bosch, B. and B-, run-

ning order; trial; £28.—Allen, 60, Charlton Ed..
S.E.7. [6134

CEOW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey agents lor

this first-class outfit. Matchless in name ana
quality. [317i

6h.p. Matchless, sidecar; any trial ; in good condi-
tion; £55.— Seen, 57, Stonhouse St., Clapham."

S.W.4. [7981

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, £140.—
Padd. 2423 89. Abbey Ed., St. John's Wood.

N.W.8. [8554

W.AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe I.ane. London. K.C.4.-
7-9h.p. Matchless combination. 1914. M.A.G.:

£137/10. [8573

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination. 6h.p.. climb any-
thing, fine tm'nout ; £85.-8. Taylor's Lane.

Sydenham. [X7274

M.ATCHLESS Combination. 6h.p.. 3-speed gear.

Bosch mag., in thorough running order; £70.—
Sims, Longfield, Kent. [8247

MATCHLESS Mag. 1915 Dynamo Lighting Com-
biu;ition. just re-enamelled; 130 gns.—Lonsuia:;

Bros.. 17, Bond St., Ealing. [Soil

MATCHLESS Model H, indistinguishable from new.
Lucas lighting, horn; £225.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

tion Rd., South Kensington. [8364

£45; alatchless 3',-,h.p. J..A..P., 1914 racing machine,
unused since '1914.—8a. Blue Ball Yard. St.

James's St.. Piccadilly. W. [7383

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. fully equipped, run
300 miles; £210.—Before 1 o'clock Thursday,

any time Friday. Saturday.—136. Lambeth Walk, S.E.
[7926

I letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, com-
A*' plete, all Lucas Inmps, horn, unridden; £228.-*
Box 6,407, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7027

IN Stock, new Motchless, M.A.G. engine, Magdyno.
rear-drive speedometer ; list "urice.—Edwards and

Co., 50, Harrington Ed., S.W.7. [7528

BEAND New (July 9th, 1920) Matchless Bh.p. Com-
bination, M.A-G. engine, Magdyuo lighting; list

price.—85, Bead's Rd., Blackpool. L8'318

/?h.p. Matchless-Jap Coachbnilt Combination 2-8peed,
^^ kick-start, thoroughlv overhauled, new B.B. car-
buretter; £85.—Court, Bracknell, Berks. [7164

MATOHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, 1916, dynamo
lighting, excellent condition; £150.—3, Cluny

Mews, Warwick Rd., Earl's Court, S.W. [8217

MATCHLESS Model H, M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno,
latest type, just delivered; makers' list price.—

Prior, EepUngham Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. [7957

1 O 20 Model H Matchless, dynamo lighting, hood,
-- *^ leg guards, horn, etc., pertect ; £225, cash or
exchanges.—2, Nightingale ltd.. Lower Clapton. [8386

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, com-
-i-*' pleta Lucas lamps, unridden, cost £220; accept
cost price.—Box 6,511, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8285

MATCHLESS Model H (April), M.A.G. engine, Lucas
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, leg-

shield, etc.; £220.-93, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. [7784

MATCHLESS, 1919 model, complete with spare
wheel, only run about 2.000 miles.—Major Smith,

atUched Royal Irish Regt., Tidworth. ^£180. [8457
"1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, Lucas Magdyno, hood,
-Lv screen, leg shields, etc., perfect condition;
£235.-87, Lauriston Rd., South Hackney,' E.9. [8080

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed. recently
overhauled, splendid running order.-Wylde, "29,

Fox Lane, Palmer's Green. Write appointment. [7111

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, M.A.G.
engine, dynamo lighting, speedometer, new last

month; £230.-29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow.
[8073

MATCHLESS Model H Combination; in stock for
immediate delivery.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammeramith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[8604

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 (May), M.A.G.
engine, Lucas acetylene lighting, many extras,

absolutely as new; £205.-294, Ivennington Park Rd.,
S.E.ll. [8334

1 Q 19 Matchless Victory Model Bh.p. Combination,
-I- *-' spare wheel, lamps, horn, tools, etc., fine con-
dition.—Broomhead, Yorkshire Main Colliery, Don-
caster. [7373

MATCHLESS Combination, latest model, fitted re-
gardless of cost, luxurious outfit; £235, or near

offer.—Beale, Glengarry, Portchester Rd., Bourne-
mouth. [7549

1 QIV Matchless Combination, spare wheel, dynamo
*- *^ lighting pet, M. A.C. engine, splendid condition

;

tiD5.—Eton, 260, Balham High Rd. 'Phone: Streat-
bam 352. [7046

kATOHLESS Victory Model, perfect condition
throughout, spare wheel, new tyres, all on, ready

to go anywhere; 140 gus.—123, Gray's Inn Rd., Lon-
don, W.C. [7599

"IQ20 Model H Matchless, M.A.G. engine, rear drive
-L */ speedometer, hood, Lucas ilamps, horn, perfect
condition; £220.—Edwards and Co., 50. Harrington
Rd., 8.W.7. [7527

1 Q14 C.B. Matchless Combination, thoroughly over-
-LiJ hauled, re-enamelled and plated by makers, as
new; what offers ?—26, Harrington Sq., N.W. 'Phone :

Museum 532. [8537

1 Q 19 Matchless Combination, completely equipped,
i-*y 2 new tyres, just overhauled, powerful, silent,

owner purchased 1920 model; £165; letters.—4, Napier
Rd.. Wembley. [8126

MATCHLESS latest Model H Spring Frame Com-
bination, Lucas Magdyno, spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, only done lew hundred miles.-Parker's,
Brad.^hawgate, Boltcn. [X7281

MATCHLESS Combination. Sh.p., late 1919, MorU^l
11, hood, screen, electric light, spare whofl

etc.; a reliable outfit; £ 130.—Sparks, Upfolds Farm
Holmbury St. Mary. [8164

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, mileage
about 500. hond. screen Lucas lamps, horn,

speedometer; £225.— Eire and Co., 15-16, Bishopspnle
Av., Camomile St., E.C,3. [0066

1 Q13 Matchlu^s Combination, 2-speed, Klaxon,
jL«/ EpOLddnieler. etc.; .-£80 ; entertain exchaiit:.

lightweight and in^h.—After 6, Tucker, 28, The Ci^.v,

Camberwell, London, S.E. [79:jS

MATCHLESS 1920 Model II. spring frame, earlic^^l

d'elivcries at list price from the city agents,
Elco and Co., 15-16, Bishnpsgate Av., Camomiio St.,

E.G. 3. 'Ph'-nc; Avenue 5548. [006!^

1 C|20 MiitchlesR, spring frninc, M.A.G. entwine, sprni-
X«7 wheel, Lncns Imin. leg-sliieUls, rear driven rjcciI
fiuieter, juit delivered; obliged sell; £220 ouick hiiIl.—

W., r/o CiippH GiiniKO. Sid<;up. |7i05|

1 Q20 Model 11 MntchlesB Comliiuation, mnirdvim
j

--•-' liKhtiiiir, Bli.p. Jiip euKinn. liood. wioen Hpcedn-
niPlor. new (;i>n.litioii; £210; ImCKiiiu.— 626, Leu llri'l-o

Kd., Loylon. 'IMioiio: N\ nltliiiiii-tow 800. [78.',0

^geTS^I-^^es-

TYRE HdOSE!
L-.^ -_- _ _ J

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

Brand New Covers
1st Grade only.

From Government Stores, etc.

FOR 2i RIM.^",;. p^ist

24x2 rubber Studded 33/-
26 X 2| Skew heavy nou-skid 48/8 58/6
26 X2i Skew round non-skid 41/6 50/6
26 X 2^ Avon combination 55 /- 90 /-

26X2J Hutchinson T.T. 42/- 55/-
26 X 2j Hutchinson heavy passenger 50/- 68/9
26 X 2\ Wood-Milne extra heavy Key-

grip 52/- 62/-
26 X 2j Pedley heavy 3-rib 54/6 70/-
26 X 2j- Pedley medium 3-rib 49/6 62/6
26 X 2I- Hutchinson T.T. 3-nb 45 /- 58 /-

26 X2iX2i Skew heavy rubber stud. 60/- 75/4
26x2iX2j Hutchinson heavy rubber

studded 52/- 71 Is

FOR 2J RIM.
26X2i Skew heavy rubber non-skid . 57/- 68/6
26 X2-i Skew round non-skid 50/3 62/6
26 xs'for 2^ Skew heavy non-skid ., 62/8 78/6
26x2?. Clincher de Luxe heavv non-

skid ; 50/- 73/-
26x3 for 2^ Dunlop extra heavy . . 57/6 77/3

28 X 2-J.

For American Rims.
28X2i Kempshall heavy non-sldd. . 46/- 80/9
28x2! Hutchinson Passenger 45/- 80/9
28 X 2h Kempshall anti-skid 41 /- 68/3
28 X 2-V Hutchinson heavy rub. stud. 41 /- 6g /6

28 X 3
For American Rims.

28 X 3 Avon 3-ribbed 65 /- 90/6
28 X 3 Goodrich safety tread 59/6 93/6
28x3 Wood-Milne extra heavy .... 55 /- 76 /-

28 X 3 Dunlop extra heavy non-skid 57/6 87/6
28x3 Clincher de Luxe extra heavy . 54 /- 80 /-

28 X 3 Palmer Cord heavy 55 /- 78/9

650 X 65
650 X 65 Avon 3-rib 62/- 70/-
650 X 65 extra heavy rubber studded 59/- 71/-
650 X 65 Avon square 59 /- 69/6
650 X 75 Wood-Milne Keygrip 49 /- 69/6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26X2i Endless 6/S
26 X 2I Endless 6/9
26 X 2,', X 2j Endless 7/S
26X2JX2t Butted 10/-
26 X2I Endless 6/6
28x3 Endless 8/6
28x3 Hutchinson 16/-
28x3Avon 16/6

NEW BELTS.
'Jin. Jin. lin. I^in.

21- 2/4 2/9 3/3 per foo:.

RE-TREADING.
Extra heavy 20/- Heavy 17/3

All goods advertised in sock, and
sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83 Theobald's Road,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.
19119 Metro-Tyler, di«c wheels, long exhnustj

55 una.: iilao 1915-1916 2-V,h.|i. Umigltn^
ust oYorhaulcd and ro-ennnielle<l, £G5, or OWfj
-7, Victoria Urove Mewa, Ossiuytou St., Notti

Gate.

B44 All IcUcrs iclaliiiii to :id\crliscniciits slumld (|i.otc the miiiihcr :tt the end of encli adverliscment, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS 1919 Combination, fully equipp
practically new, speedometer, mirror, Volex el

trie lighting, gas lamps, unused; best offer securet
Brand, 24, Sandbourne Rd., Brockley, S.E. [8^

MATCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.—Ea
delivery at list price. Demonstration model

view. Replacements for Matchless models of all da
tn stock.—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead, 8

[9'

MATCHLESS Model H, dynamo lighting, hi*
new, in stock, immediate delivery, list pri

second-hand ditto, but . with D.A. Lucas lignti

!£205.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton Hill, S.W;2.
[8:

MATCHLESS Sh.p. J.A.P. Coachbuilt CombinatJ
2 speeds, tick st<irt, engine just overhauled, "1

oversize tyres, new lighting set, hood, screen, spR
tools, perfect; genuine bargain, £115.-257, Becl^iin
Ed.. Beckeuham. t^fl

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, wind -^J
luggage grid, trunk pillion seat, Palmer ^i

3 Lucas sets, used twice, Watford speedometer, Qnl
outfit, exceptional condition; £l50.—Reed, 160, Ha
field Rd., Wimbledon. [Bl

1020 Matchless H Combination, special engine. La
Jt-*y dynamo lighting, horn, spare wheel, "^atJ
ralieage 951), new condition, mechanically perfect, I
to purchn<ser : £220. or accept solo part.—Wolveri
Horssley Fields, Wolverhampton. C^?!

1| 020 Matchless Combination, brand new. unra
JL*' tered, Lucas Magdyno lighting, Lucas hi
hood, leg shields, sidecar step, immediate delivery,!
waiting, makers' list price; £247.—Rhosho Motor I
Bank Me>vs, Romford. Tel. : 95. Matchless agran.

[sl
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. - 1920 Model r

Matchless, M.A.G. engine, run under 500 ml
unserafched, and indistinguishable from new,
horn, speedometer; £225: rash, exchange, or esteJ
payments.— 9-10-11, Roynl Parade, Loudon Rd.,. w
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. -'[3

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. enj
3-speeds, kick-starter, enclosed chain drive, ' hr

Cameo screen, extra child's seat in front, disc wk]
Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, clock, mirror,
Tan-Sad, luggage carrier, etc.. in perfect order,

,

wants seeing; a bargain £150.-2, Nightingale
Lower Clapton. [fl

MATCHLESS 8B Combination. 1915, chassis G3I
M.A.G. engine, good condition, mechani^

sound, acetylene lighting, and speedometer, hooa,

screeu, dashboard, petrol and luggage carriers to

car. full tools, spares, privately own&l; £150
apply evenings (except Sunday) after 6.—Boyes,
LcSge, Bessels Green, Sevenoaks. [1

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book yoTir ordelSt^ f
Ross, 86. High Rd., Lee, S.E., for 1920-8J

frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model all

on view at above address. Deliveries guaran
strictly OS per order received. Retail price as rulini

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-1

motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [%

Maxim.
MAXIM-JAP., SV-h.p. J.A.P., Bowden 2-^

countershaft, kick starter, new tyres, trip s|
ometer, lamps, etc., thorough running order,
£45.—Hudson, 14, Conway Rd., Plumstead.

Metro.
1 Q20 2V2h.p. Model S Metro-Tyler; immedial^XU

, livery.—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone.

METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, splendid order

;

146. Waller Rd., New Cross.

ETRO-TYLER. 2-speed, clutch, KS.; £76;
Light Car Hiring Co., Nelson, Lanes.

ETRO-TYLER 2-stroke, 2-speed ; bargain,
after 6 evening.—29, Conder St., Stepney.

1 020 Metro-Tvler, single speed, new belt and!
-I t/ 800 miles ; £55.-0. AVhat^, Dunham-oh-J
Ne.wark.

METRO-TYLER, 1919 (Dec), 2-fipeed, plotel
Imust. lamps, etc.; £60.—Richards. ^Ij

Miulborougll.

1 Q20 21/iih.p. Metro-Tvler, 2-speed; Ust price^ J_
J-tf n. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbaak|
South port. Tel.: 607.

1Q20 2U'h.p. Metro-Tyler, S type; list price, >

-!-•-' R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbi
Soiitbport. Tel. : 607.

METRO 2'>ih.p. 2-stroke, single speed, lamps,!
footboards, condition perfect; £44. — e|

Kouse, Elvaston Lane, Alvaston, Derby. |D)

METRO-TYLER. 1917 2-strokG, 2-speed, 2J/Jl^.|

hauled by makers 1920 (receipts shown), mil
vories; ride away; £45.-4, Bridport Rd., Hostou|
Alter 7 p.m.

UGUST nnlid:ivs.-1919 I^fctm-Tvlcr, single]

jii^t bc.'ii uviiliaiik-d liy r.'lii.l.Ic lirni, I

hmips, linui, [iiMiiii, iliMc. wlii'cis, loim c.\li;iust; £66j

plole. — Tliuiiiiisou, Lil<.'U<liilc, Clarendon Rd.j

Clieshire.

M
M

A^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Minerva

2; 3'-'>b.p. IVILnerva, roag., sprinj

31, tamrose St., Plumstead.

SALE.

p. Minervfi, pcod rnnniug order
—Gothic Villn, Middle Laue.

forks, perfect.

—

[8133

£25: .iftev 6 p.m.
Hornsev. [8192

:P^RVA Sl^b.p.. mag., spring forks, wants
timing or sell separate; £17; offer.—Daniels,
sfleld Rd., Midhurst. [7977

XERVA 234I1.P., Berling ivaterprooi magneto,
B. and B. carburetter, fully e(]uipped, good run-
order: £25, or offer.—178, Iverson Ed., West

[istead. [7839
Alonarch.

XARCH, 2^4h.p. ViUiers, 1920, single speed, lamps,
horn, like new; £50.—Franck, 15, Craster Rd.,
on Hill. [7104

MotO'Reve
i.p. Moto-Eeve; £28, or exchange higher power.

I —Datfern, Jun., Han-kesbury, I'oleshill, Coventry.
[X6943

TO-REVE 2; 2h.p1,- Bosch, M.R. carburetter, new
Dunlop belt, good tyres, good climber, splendid
Qg order, trial; £34.—Campbell, Jacktrees Rd.,
)r Moor, Cumberland. [7552

IMotosacoche.
SV'h.p., late model, nice condition,
£25.-67, Wantage Ed., Reading.

[X7379
1/ rOS.\COCHE Lightweight, mag., B. and B..
ij Druids, jockey pulley, new tyres, good running
Kl £18.—Gates, Cemetery Rd„ St. lyes, Hunts.

,

- [7513
a rOSACOOHE 1914, M.A.G. 3lih.p. twin, De
u r.Hs;i valves, 2-speed, jy.S., clutch. £22 overhaul,

-: Te;itl}erweight co;ich sidecar, everything on,
lii^olntely as new: £85, close offer.—Ellis. 40.

)u..iter Rd., Croydon. [7545

New Hudson.
Sew Hlidson T.T. 2?ih.p., 2-stroke,

£70.—'I'hone: Hampstead 7822

l«4 3!£b.p^ New Hudson. 3

T03AC0CHE
new belt, tyre;

{4 3

Lt £7

iiition; £52.-H. Wright,
speeds,
Arlesey,

unused

:

[8573

plendid con-
Beds. [7122

>. ['. New Hudson, 3-speed and clutch, in first-class
?: uudition: £45.-85, Dalbe; "" " '

; Ed.,

:3

Brixton, S.W.2
(7662

HUnSOK', 1914, J.A.E., 2-speed, clutch ; ride
vay: £35.-110, Mill Lane, West Hampstead.

[7199
) New Hudson 2-stroke, 2.speed, in stock; £75.
-'Phone 1024.—Julian, 34, Broad St., Reading.

[5633
HrDSON 2-stroke Lightweiglit, perfect condi-

on; £35.—Marks. 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick.
[7696

RUD.SON.—Immediate delivery 2'<h.p. 2-strok?
'I —Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.:

[X7289
HUDSON 23,ai.p., 3-peed hub. clutch, new

-05; £47.—Green. 4, Keats Grove, Hampstead,
[7464

^^ie. 4h.p. New Hudson combination with all
...cries, i^st overhauled; £85,—HoUins, The
Miiyfieia, Sussex. [7156
New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, B.B., Bosch,

0,1 tvres and belt, lamps, etc.—Taylor, Brook-
k Works, Bolton. [8058

\>w Hudson 2-strcke, P. and H.. CdVey horn.
i accessories, not ridden 500 miles; £70, or
;,ng, Gouville House, Eastbourne. [7942

HrDSON" Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed.
t:*.h. kick start, good condition, splendid run-

;' fers.—Smith, Police Station, Eppirig. [7763

i920 a'ih.p. New Hudson 2-speed Light-
-iit, in stock; price, £75.—D. J. Shepherd and
lild Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

[4996
lUDSON Combination, all black. 6h.p., Bosch,

• :d. kick-starter, clutch, splendid condition;
ej, Mydroilyn, Feliufach, Cardiganshire.

[X6955
tUDSON, 234h.p. J.A.F., 3-speed, clutch, full
/ssories, thoroughly overhauled, splendid con-
S35.-E.W., 69, Gladstone Ay., East Ham.
„ [7707
HUDSON Combination, 4h.p. Colonial Model,
-ed, clutch, Binks, Bosch, lamps, etc.; £65,
seen after 7 or 2 Saturdays.—66, Hornsev

[7676

fC'DSON Big Six Corabinotion, 3-speed, kick-
,

clntch, lamps, wind screen, hood, speedo-
-.. owner buying car; £85, after 3 p.m.—
Iplborn Stadium, Holborn; [7887

New Imperial,
[ih.p. Imperial-Jap, 140 gns., in stock.
Vs. Thetford.

ffew Imperial, 2-speed, new, in stock
loose's Garage, Uxbridge. — -'

-

iBroa., Guildford—New Imperial-Jap agents and
jjrt repairers since 1914. [2066

I few Impcrial-Jap Lightweights, immediate de-
" list price.—Kemp's Gaage, Louth, Linct^

,.- , . , , [X7254
lew Impenal.Jap, 2-speed, in stock; 77 "us
Ipne: J 024.—Julian, 34, Broad St., Reading

[5640

-Lam-
[7227

77 gns.
[8161

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
We can give you just the mount
you \vantlor the ideal holiday, and
when you want it—NOW.
If your favourite is not in the Ust
below, send us your requirements,
or call and inspect the stock at our
showrooms."

1920 Moiels. New Stock.

QUADRANT Combination £145
TRJUIVIPH, 4 h.p., complete with Mont-

gomery Sidecar, Easting screen,
KliUer's head, sidecar, and rear
lamps, bulb horn, Bonniksen
speedometer £173 10

HEW IMPERIAL, Sh.p., 3-speed,
kick-start, all-chaiil drive, Canoelet
Model MM.4 Sidecar £190

ZENITH, 8 h.p.. Model H, clutch, and
kick-start : £162
Grindlay de Luxe Model Sidecar,
fitted £39 extra.

NUMBER, 4S h.p., flat twin, 3-speed,
kick-start, all-chain drive, Gr'ind-

lav de Luxe Sidecar £179 10
ARIEL 3i h.p. Combination £154
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P. ,S h.p. Com-

- bination, detachable spare wheel . £213 15
HAZLEWOOD-.I.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-

tion £214 12
QUADRANT Combination £145
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . £109 14
CLYNO, lightweight, 2-speed £75
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £74 11
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £71 8
HOBART-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-start £90
CONNAUGHT, 2 stroke, Sturmey 2-sp.,

kick-start £80
CONNAUGHT, 2-5troke, single gear .. £68 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed, kick-start £85
OIWEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-start . . £83
!VY, all-purpose, 2-speed £75
SCOTT Combination £185

(Subject to being unsold.)

SIDECARS IN STOCK.
(With fittings for any make of Motor Cycle.)

Grindlay. Canoelet. —
Montgomery. Mills-Fulloril.

m. M
CoyentryNotorHart

LONDDN ROAD

CdVENTRY
T£L£C»*/fiiSn£Cr/D/(. Ce/SMTKY^

'm

MOTOR

NEW iaiPEEIAl^J.A.P.
Cnnieo scresn, done £

Bicester.

CYCLES FOR
New Imperial.

61i.p.

SALE.

FuUford siJeear.

cerf6:?t; £155.—Dixon.
[8320

NEW laiPERIAL. 2-speed, late model, good lun-
nins order and condition; 48 gns.—325, Essex

Rd.,' Ulington. [3536

10 20 Xew Imperial, 2^4h.p., 2-spe5d, complete; £75,
-*-*-' or nearest; seen Saturdays.—JarviB, Soiitii

Cernej'i Cirencester. [S7295

fJ-U.li-P. New Imperial, 2 speeds, owner goin" away,
t^4= must sell; offers.—WoodcUffe, Chislehurst,
Kent (nr. station). [8231

Lane. London, E.C.4.~
new, 1920 model, imme-

C?579

New Imperial 2-stroke, 2-Epeed, and acces-

sories, in good condition; £53.—Bounds, 223,
h Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [7592

"I Q19 W.D. Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, lamps,
-Li/ horn, wind ecreen, all in perfect order; £155.—

WAUCIIOPE'S. 9, Shoe
21/ih.p. New Imperial,

diate delivery; £89/5.

1Q17
Xt/
Hi,

12, Bridge St., Cambridge. [7436

countershaft, 2-1 Q 17 2>ih.p. New Imperial-Jap,
J-v speed, good running order; £52/10.—Harper,

splendid
Edmonton,

condition;
N.18.

[7806

1917, 2-speed, all acces-
£57.—Apply, 17.

[73.63

for immediate delivery.-
"1 Kd
[3607

1 Q19 New Imperial-Jap 23ih.p.
-L */ mechanical horn, any trial,

Evans, 33, Salop St., Bridgnorth.

£55.—Hare, 13, Loates Xane,

lyEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P.

2-speed,
genuine;

19 20

34, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

NEW IMPERIAL 2-;ih.p.,

sories,
King.'s Ed.,

lyEW ISIPERIAL Machines

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

MAUDES'.— Z'/ah. p. New Imperial, 2 speeds Dunlop
tyres. Saxon forks, excellent condition; £66 —

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., 'W.l. [8378

lamps,
£70.—
[8128

Imperial-Jap, 23^.p,, 2-speed, lamps. B. and
E.I.C., and Kempshalls as new.; £50.—Blans-

hard, 45, Fenton St., St. Helens. [7468

ALE, New Imperial 2!i4h.p., 1920, 2^ipeed. lishtinp;

set, accessories, done about 400 miles; £70.-
Bishop, 35, Princes Rd., Wimbledon. [712S

NE'W IMPEEIAIrJ.A.P. 2^ili.p., 2-speed, tick starter,

lamps, speedometer, hooter, all in good condition

;

— - - -
Watford. [8432

2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps,

accessories, practically unscratched, equal new;
£59.-2, Fern Cottages, Shirley, Croydon. [8426

New Imperial, Sh.p., Montgomery sidecar, lug-

re carrier. Klaxon, handsome turnout, new May;
£165.-The Poplars, Dmkar, near 'U'akefleld. [8353

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2 speeds, brand new B.

and B., engine first-class order, new belt, good

tyres, tubes, lamps, horn; £50.— Cunnell, Saddlebow

Ed.. Lynn. fJ".'

NEW IMPERIAL, Sh.p., 1920 model, with Sun-
beam sidecar, complete; £167/10.-Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:

Hammersmith 80. [8609

6 -Sh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 1920 Montgomery sidecar,

3.Bpeed, enclosed chains, 28x3 Dunlops. lamps,

grid, spares, practically new; £170; exchange car.—

Cowper's House, Huntingdon. [X6ti47

20 New Imperial 6h.p. Combination, electric

lighting, all accessories, beautiful turnout;

185 gns.; exchange for Morgan; after 6 p.m.—Bar-

dett, 15, Waldemar Ay., Ealing, W.13. [8153

SPOETII^i 2y..h.p. New Imperial-Jap, late 1915. stored

3 years, semi-T.T., long exliaust, lamps. Klaxon,

new mag., re-enamelled red and cyerhauled; any trial:

£49 secures.—FayeU, Hatfield, Doncaster. [707o

1020 New Imperial Combination, with large bulbous
-Lt/ back sidecar, 28x3 wheels, heavy Dunlops, de-

livered 2 weeks; accept £175, or near offer; owner bought

car- list price £188; latest model.— 3, Central Ed.,

Blackpool. [X7399

EW IMPERIAL Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., '3-

peed, kick start, handle-bar control clutch,

2Sin X5in. Dunlops, totally enclosed chains, magnifi-

cent royal bine bulbous back double locker sidecar,

lu^-^age carrier, unscratched, perfect condition, any
trial: accept £150; Ust price £188.-78, Park Rd.,

Rugby. tX7349
New Kyder

19 New Ryder 2^4h.p. 2-stroke, perfect condition;

£40.-Lloyd, 366, Ivydale Rd., Nunhead. S.E.
[7897

18 23ih.p. New Ryder, Villiers engine, lamps,

horn, speedometer. T.T. bars, perfect condition;

£45.—Ash Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex.

Norton.

EW 3',hp. T.T. Norton; £98, ex-works.—J. Hehden
and Son, 149, St. James' St., Burnley. [8016

20 Norton Combination, almost neiv; £175, lowest.

-Lathbury, 167, Maldon Rd., Colchester. [7602

Norton, completely overhauled, in perfect order ;

£45.—A. Stephen, Market Terrace, Strichen. [7425

20 Norton, new, T.T., Phihpson" pulley; £110.—
Chesshire's Garage; Hockley Heath, Birming-

19=

W

19^

19^

W
19^

1

19=
ham.

II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1 O 20 T.T. Norton, new June, complete witli lamps,
-Lt/ horn, and tools; 105 gns. — Hargrave, Jun.,
Wath, Eipon. [X7480
'hJ'ORTON 1920 Big Four Sporting Model Special
^^ Combination; trial or examination.—Parker's Brad-
Bhawgate, Bolton. [X7280

NORTON Big Four. Oct., 1919. Lucas lamps, horn,
etc.. excellent condition; £120.—Coverdale. Cains

College, Cambridge. [7279

1 Q16 Norton Bis 4, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed counter-
-*-«.' shaft, kick start, all accessories; £85.-18,
Holbrook At.. Rugby. [7271

4h.p. Norton, 3 speeds, kick start, new tyres, speedo-
meter, electric lights, sporting sidecar; £95.-84,

Greenside Rd., Croydon. [8135

"I Q20 Norton Big Four Combination, mileage under
J~*y 100, splendid outfit; £190, or offers; Midlands.
—Box 288, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7404

1 Q16 T.T. Norton, Philipson, lamps, horn, splendid
Xt/ 'bus, makes big twins look like two-strokes;
£89.-32, High St., Reigate. [7903

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, Gloria sidecar. Easting,
J- tf p. and H. lamps. Klaxon. 500 miles, perfect,
as new; offers.—2, London Rd., Faversham. [7110

1 Q13 T.T. Norton, Philipson, recently overhaul^l by
J-*-' makers, complete with accessories and spares;
£90.— 113. Grove Lane, Handswoith, Birmingham. (H'

[7735
~IQ19 B.E.S. Norton, speedometer, lamps, horn, knee
J~*J gripe, drip feed, etc., B. and B. variable jet;
£110.—H. W. Pomfret, Thornfield, Garatang Rd..
Preston. [7539

NORTON SVah.p., 1914, Philipson 1919. new belt,

spare, lamps, etc., stored 2 years, overhauled,
tuned to perfection; £50.—Wilson. 415, Seaside, Ea<^t-

bourne. [7285

"I
Q20 Big Four Norton. T.T. bars, knee grips, foot-L^ rests, Lucas lamps and horn, low mileage, condi-

tion perfect; 135 gna. Lancashire district.—Box 188,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6035

1Q16 3V2h.p. T.T. Norton. Philipson pulley, just
-1-tf thoroughly overhauled, perfect condition, very
fast machine, specially tuned, lamps, horn, etc.;

£100, no offers.-Riach, Charlcombe Grange, Bath.
[7587

NORTON Big Four 1919 Combination De Luxe,
Easting wind screen, speedometer, dynamo light-

ing, Lucas horn, College mudshields; £195; selling
as bought car.—On view, Victor Horsman, 7, Mount
Pleasant, Liverpool. [X7343

1 Q19 (late Oct.) SVob.p. T.T. Norton, 3-speed oounter-
J-t' shaft, hand controlled clutch, complete with Hen-
derson sporting sidecar, lamps, horn, etc., tyres and ap-
pearance equal to new, mileage 780,; any trial; £137/10.
—H. Fridlington, Kexby, York. [7290

NORTON 1920 3>^.p. I.O.M.,' 3-speed Sturmey-
Archer, racing gears, all-chain, actiial machine

that finished 8th in IbzO T.T., perfect tune and condi-
tion, exceptionally fast, ideal sporting mount; best otter.

—Smith, Oakfield. Ashtonnan-Mersey, Cheshire [7398

1 Q16 Big; 4 Norton De Luxe Combination, splendid
JL «/ condition, chain-cum-belt drive, small mileage,
been stored 3 years, complete with all lamps, Stewart
speedometer and horn, wind screen, spare tube, and
other accessories; best offer over £120 eecures ; owner
buying car.-Davies, Eccleshall, Staffs. [7075

N.S.U.
.S.TJ. 3M^.p., complete, fully equipp^ £27.-42,

Princes Ed., Holland Park, W. [7959

N.S.tr., 2%h.p. engine, plates, silencer, handle-bars,
rear hab, speedometer, and cable, C.A.V., magnets

and base new, S.A. hub, gear clutch parts, rear lamp,
Smith spefdometer instrument; the lot £7.-27, Floxton
Rd., Plujristead, S.E.18. [7832

n.u.t.
3Lh.p. N.U.T., electric; immediate delivery.—Rootes,

2 Ltd., Maidstone. [7994

N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J.. Young and
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone:

214). Lh009

1 Q20 N.TJ.T., electric lighting; immediate delivery;
JLt/ £165.-—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [7486

N.U.T. J.A.P. 3>^.p. Twin T.T., 1914, lamps, fast;
what offers, or exchange higher power.-29, Selkirk

Rd.. Tooting, S.W.17. [7840

N.U.T. 1920 3Vyh.p. Twin, delivery from stock at
list price; £165.~E]fe and Co., 15-16, Bishops-

gate At., Camomile St., E.G. 3. [0067

N.U.T.—We ore sole wholesale and retail agents for
Staffordshire, and can suiiply these famona uin-

cliines for early delivery.—Walsall Garage, Wals;ill.

T.rl.: 444. [5766

W SPARROW, Ltd., Oiborne Garflgo, Yeovil,
• ofTicial N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

rarly delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—Tel, :

Yeovil 314. [6023

SUItOI'HITTRE.-N.U.T. Bole nRcnts for the ronnty;
dcriKmHt ration modol in bUk'M. Onlorfl bookwl in

•trirt r<jtJitinri lor early dclivorieH.—JauieH GaniK<'H.
Churrh btretton. [7G93

N

= Instiraivce \

I • Policy «

I

This space will be occupied week

by week with copies of actual

letters received from Policy

holders who have had occasion

to make claims. Full names
and addresses will be supplied

to any bona-fide enquirers.

Gentlemen, ;
B

I beg to acknowledge receipt :

of your favour of the loth inst., ;

and to express to you my sincere I

thanks for the very prompt and :

satisfactory settlement effected ;

by you of the claim against me •

in respect of recent accident. I ;

shall have much pleasure in re- •

commending your Company to :

my motor-cycling friends. ;
a

Regretting that you should I

have had to meet a claim on a ;

Policy so recently issued, and •

again thanking you for your ;

attention, ;

Yours faithfully, ;

The only SAFE TEST
of insurance is

CLAIMS.

: The AUTOCAR FIRE and :

: ACCIDENT INSURANCE
\

: COMPANY, LIMITED,
j

Incorporating Tht: Autocar Insuratice ;
2 Department, Established 1904.

Head Office

:

\

\ 20, TUDOR St., LONDON. E.C.4.
\

\ Branches; BIRMINGHAM—Guildhall BuQd-
: ings, Navigation St. MANCHESTER—log •

: Deansgate. LEEDS—Calvert's Chambers !
• e. Commercial St. N EWCASTLE—Atlas :
> Chambers, Westgate Rd. CARDIFF—i^

: High St. GLASGOW—137, West Regent St] ;

FJ••••«« a\

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

U.T. 5-6h.p. J.A.P. , S.A., 3-speed, clutch, lamKT' - - . --. --..--,
^^ epeedometer, complete; £86.-Bickell anS
Garage and Motor Engineers, 247-251, Arctavay
Higligate, N.6. 'Phone: Homsey 1090

1Q20 (mid-June) N.U.T., Lucas dynamo lighti
-*-«^ extra electric horn, absolutely spotless, as b
an opportunity to obtain one of these magnific
machines below list price without waiting: £16;
R., 53, Eastern Ed., Romford. [81

o K. Union 2^4h.p.
Carshalton.

O.K.

48 gns.—Mitchell's Garj
[8.

NEW O.E. Unions, 48 gns., from stock.-Lambei
Thetford.

O.K. Union, immediate deliveries.—Popplewe
Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich. \c

1 Q20 O.K. Unions, 23^11. p., immediate delivery JJ-«> stock; £50/8.—Kemp's Garage, Louth. {57

O.K. Union Models in stock at makers' price; 'i5
—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.," Acton, "W.^

[X?
r~J.K.-UXION" 1920 2-Ptrok6; list price; immed
^-^ delivery.—Morriss, 139, Einchley Rd., N.W.3

b
O.K. Union, 1920. 2-stroke, nnder 50 miles, perf

£47/10.-10. Grena Gardens, Richmond, Sui

O.K., 1916, 2-speed, lamps, horn, pump, as i

£46, or offer.—Carter, 5, Bloomfield Rd., Bi
ley, Kent.

"I Q 20 O.K. Junior, Vilhers engine in .=;tock
J- tf Kns.—'Phone : 1024.—Julian, 84, Broad
Reading". rj

O.K. Villiers, new, 2-stroke, fine valuer £50/
Dudlev-Oavis Motor Exchange, 103a, High

Wandsworth. - Jj

O.K. Union, instant deliveries from stock; W—Hewin'6 Garages, Ltd., the Real Seivice J
Taunton and Totnes.

O.K. Junior, the 48 gn. marvel.—Early deliv
from the Birmingham agents, Frank Whitw(

Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. §C
"1 Q15 O.K. 2y2h.p., 2-speed countershaft, lamp^";';
-»*/ nearly new Duulops, just overhauled, iio

condition; £37.-14, Kildoran Rd., Brixton, S.W.'

[

O.K. Juniors from Stock; 48 gns.—A. J. TouBB
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket (?PI

214), and 75. Albany St., Regent's Park, N.W.I ('.lib

Museum 5476). ..[

.siyre

,

buy the lightweight Avith
Meeten Motors, Dorking.

O.K. Juni6r, 48 gns., actually in stock; demon*^
tion with pleasiyre; don't pay ridiculous pri;

reputation behind -

[I

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—O.K Villiers, ?ie.

speed, 2-stroke ; £50 / 8 ; cash, exchange, ct*
tended payments.—9-10-1 1 , Royal Parade, Lofl"
Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—O.K. Villiers 2^
2-speed, best value on the market; £65; 1

exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royall
ade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone ; OrJ
2450.

ALLEN*BENNETT Motor Co.-1916 O.K., Xi\
2-speed, exceptionally fine condition ; £48 ; f

exchange, or extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal I

nde, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone; CrJ
2450.

Omega
NEW Omega-Jap's, 71 gns., from stock.—Lamll

Thetford.

20 Omega
Bridge St.,

2-speed Model;
Cambridge.

lifit .ptici19
r~iMEGA_2%h.p. Model C. from stock; 79 gna.-

o
ton. Garage, Ellesniere.

MEGA, J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2-speed: £76.—Hi
Garages, Ltd.. the Real Service Firm, Taaif

23,h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, ridden under 500
4 lamps, etc.; £68.—Brooks, 23, Malpas EdJ

port, Mon.
""

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-3peed and model de luxe;
ana 79 gns. respectively; early deliverieB.-J

and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes.

1Q20 Omega-Jap 2'/ih.p., 2-speed, complete, fl
i-t^ cessories and lamps, new condition.—Brnl
and Day, Nelson Works, King St., Longton, Sti

1 Q20 2%\x.\\. Onicpn-Jnp, brand new. 2 epooflaJ
-i-^ starter and clutch. <\i^v- wlieels. very smartJ
iug; in stock at list prioo £86/10.—Wolbro Motoif
Works, Saffron Walden, Ep^^es. 'Phone: 45. [|

P. and M.
>. and M. Combinntion, 1913, as new, very fflsll

-41, Ashford Rd., Ciicklcwood.

>. and M., 1918, perfect condition, original fli

£68.—Andrew, 2, Madrid Rd., Barnes.

>. and M.. late model, in splendid condition;
Tlio County Garago, Gerrards Cross, BtlAksl

RIGIITON, Hove and district P. and itf." flPBRIGIITC
Turpinrpin"3,'22 and 29, Preston' Rd., BrlBl

R46 AH lcttcr.s rtthxiing to .idvertlscniciits should auotc the nnnihcr at the end of each aUvcitJsement. niid the date of the issue.
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The International Six Days Trial.

THE
general lack of support of the Inter-

national Six Days Trial just completed is a

matter for regret. The apathy of the-

French trade is partly responsible, and no
doubt the unfortunate ending of the Paris-

Nice event "has had some influence upon the

withholding of British support. As secretary of

the Federation of ' International Motor Cycle

Clubs, the Secretary of the A.C.U. might have
done more to exploit the Trial had not the

Tourist Trophy Race taken precedence.

When we regret the lack of support on the

' part of British manufacturers, it is not only the

national aspect we have in mind. After all, the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial and the Tourist Trophy
Race are international events, and they receive

very little support from makers outside this

country. Our chief concern is that manufacturers

have neglected to _ avail themselves of an
opportunity to test their products under con-

ditions impossible to obtain in any other event

convenient to our shores, and very few British

designers have the slightest conception of the

nature of the country in which the Trial has been
held. British motor cycles are not intended for

British motor cyclists only ; they are needed by
overseas riders, some of whom Jive thousands of

feet above sea level in hot countries.

The F.I.CM. has an important duty to per-

form. It has to encourage international com-

petitions. Friendly contests between the nations

are most desirable, and, if properly run, en-

courage good feeling and a friendly rivalry which

cement the good friendship of the past.

It seems desirable that the Manufacturers'

Union should meet the Auto-Cycle Union and

discuss the matter of these international trials,

as the trade seems to have a very hazy idea as

to which to support.

The Anglo-Dutch Trial of this week is an

excellent example of the successful international

contest, in which connection it is of interest to

British manufacturers to know that the majority

of the Dutch competitors will be mounted on
American machines. The performances of the

machines of two great exporting natiofis no
doubt will be carefully watched by the motor
cyclists of a country which imports most of its

motor cycles. This is an aspect affecting all

manufacturers who have designs upon Continental

and overseas markets.

Sunday Competitions Again.

IT
has been freely stated by some that the

time for reliability trials is past, and that,

following the history of care, motor cycle

trials will become gradually fewer in

number until they cease to exist, except as

sporting club events. On the other hand, trials

are actually multiplying in number to such an
extent that, not only is every Saturday replete

with fixtures, but there is an overflow to Sundays.

The attitude of this journal towards Sunday
trials is too well known to need any further

explanation, but it is perhaps as well to remind
organising secretaries that, though social runs

in comparatively small bodies are popular with

club members, and do nothing but good if

reasonably conducted, the passage of large

numbers of motor cyclists, especially through

quiet villages, is apt to disturb the peace of the

inhabitants, and thus becomes a cause of ill-

feeling towards motor cyclists in general.

Numbered machines and riders merely aggra-

vate the case, since they advertise the fact

that a certain number of persons propose to

enjoy their day's sport regardless of the feel-

ings and susceptibilities of the general public.

We would especially remind motor cyclists,

whether competitors or otherwise, of the neces-

sity of riding quietly through villages during

Church hours, or at such times as the com-
munity are on their way to church, for it is

largely due to inconsiderate driving at such times

that a certain amount of prejudice- still exists

in manv parts of the country.

An index to the advertisements in tinis issue will be fou.id on the page facing the back covei-,
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Rustproof Dopes.
[R. BROOKER kindly replies that his anti-rust

dope (boiled linseed oil diluted witii petrol) is

practically irremovable ; neither . petrol nor

benzole will shift it. On the. other hand, it Is all

but invisible. I. have also received a sample bottle

of stuff bearing the ominous name "Corrosine," which
appears to be something of a misnomer; for when I

doped a small bolt, specially selected because its coat

of nickel was about the poorest I have ever struck,

and left the bolt out on the lawn all night, it turned

up merry and bright next morning ; forijierly this plating

turned bright orange if I rode, through a sea fret.

[Note.—"Corrosine"' is good . stuff; made by

Thomas Howes, Ltd., Union Works, Smethwick].

ABout Weight.

nHAVE never met "-Kuklos " in the flesh, but I have
read him long enough to know that he is no longer a

boy, and that he enjoys a push-bicycle as well as a

motor cycle. In some recent notes in th^ Daily News
he talks about weiglit. He grew aweary of balancing a

couple of hundredweights .whilst wheeling it about,

and promised himself something . lighter for 1920.

Procuring catalogues, he found a discreet absence of

any notes about weight in the various specifications,

with two exceptions, viz., the O.K. -Union (145 lb.)

and the Rudge Multi (roadster 214 lb., T.T. .model
188 lb.). In denouncing the immense-weight of the

average modern solo machine, " Kuklos " speaks for

a very large public, whose custom the trade' will be
scheming to obtain as soon. as supply has overtaken

demand. I am in the mood to endorse' his remarks,

seeing that recently, in the endeavour to extricate my
touring machine from a loose box which it shared with

three push-bicycles, I nosedived over the saddle and
marked my proboscis severely on the knob, of the gear
lever, just as the 'motor and myself crushed the three

push-bicycles into a heap of spillikins. It follows that

I perused with cold hauteur a letter to hand next

morning imploring me to press for a British foiir-

c\linder with shaft drive, four-speed gear, dynamo
lighting, and electric starting.

An Unreported Race.

FROM time to time cjuile illegal and interesting

races are organised by. local riders, generally as

the re.sult of a bet. The hair of the B.M.C.R.C.
would doubtless stand on end at the idea of starting

a Sunbeam, a Sco(t, and two ex-W.D. Doi^ases level

sdjis liandicap; and the A.C.U. would certainly take

punitive rneasures if it had official cognisance of such
an event on the jniblic road.s. Nevertlreless, such

things occur. The prime necessities are to finil a

safe, straight, piece of road-—since tlie quartet must
be starled abreast, seeing that Mr. Ebblewhite canmil

Ik' engaged for such jobs; and to (livert all the local

constables by Sinn Eein tactics. Eield glasses will

,I©W>^L
F/ 'jKi(yi'

COMMCNT6
show, when the road is clear, and if the oddly-assorted

machines are all elderly and in private ownership a

good finish is quite likely to result. It is a great jiity

we cannot rig up such events on Brooklands, but the

clever man, the shamateur, and the camouflaged trader

would ruin them.

On Single Gears.

[ODESTY and pathos are equally blended in a

letter to hand from an officer who has splashed

part of his gratuity on a 191 1 Triumph. It -is

geared 4.2/3:1, carries two heavy suitcases and an At
fighting man, and will not climb steep hills. Is he

a bad driver, or is he asking his mount to do too mucli?

That is the query. Obviously, he is expecting a great

deal too much. It is perfectly true that in 191 1 or

thereabouts experts like Frank Hulbert and the late

Ivan Hart-Davies scrambled up all the more famous

test hills on sister, machines. But their mounts were

stripped, and the adjustable pulley was generally

screwed pretty well down. In the Six Days Trials of

that era most of us ascended various steep hills in

heavy marching order ; but the routes were carefully

planned to dodge anything approaching a freak liill,

and our invariable procedure was to take a long eoo.lei

at the foot, screw out the pulleys," fit small section

belts, change. the oil in the crank case, etc., etc. 0n
the top of these precautions some of us failed, and

others improved their calf measurement considerablyJ

It is perhaps worth adding that about the year 195.I

the trade went rather too far in the direction of hijlf

compression ratios, and that a washer under iJja

cylinder of engines of that date sometimes has''^

marked effect.

A Suggestion for the Six Days.

NE of my correspondents considers that thJ

A.C.U. hardly proposes to make sufficient,^!

of Brooklands in the Six Days Trials

suggests- that every machine should do five laps^

speed marks, and immediately afterwards do a si

climb up the test hill, any conks to disqualify it fr^
receiving any marks in the double test. This souOM
suspiciously like our old friend the " C.D.T." ,i|

another form. In fact, it is hardly as good as Sefitej

tary Eoughbojough's original ntition, which compel|gl

the riders to do both a slow and a fast climb, so thiij

they could not fit abnormal gears. The suggestiou ,

also open to the old objection that it puts too high

"premium on skilled driving. On the other hand, J;h|

competitions committee might consider part of.Sh

idea, to wit, the "conk test." If the machin^rj

immediately after the speed test already arrang^
were sent up the test hill under a speed limit wBld

was just not low enough to call for acrobatic balajnl

ing, the climb might show up those engines wliRl

distort. I take it this was one of the ideas behini

thi' ' C.D.T." in 1919, and it fiu-ther tested accelei'f

lion, which the tests here outline<l would not do.'.

I
3Lm
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The " Colmofe '' Trial.

fR. PASKELL'S ferocious suggestions for an

ideal reliability trial will arouse keen interest.

There is not the least doubt that, in principle,

his notion is superior to current- events, which depend

for their severity on freak hills and freak sur-

faces, testing the

rider more than is

strictly fair to the

machine. On the

other hand, there

are obvious flaws

in his rough draft.

,\. twenty minutes'

margin without

penalty in ' every

liour is absurd, un-

less tyre repairs

were in liis mind,

and these irrelevant

stoppages would be

better dealt with in

another way, e.g.,

-hortening the

::ourse to permit of

continuous observa-

ion, or limiting the

ntry to sidecar

uachmes. Again,

he imposition of lin

ibsolute engine non-
I fop needs careful

I

oanaging. On the

Jifie hand, it de-

^'nands a perfect

I

librication system

n'd a well-screened

J
arburetter. But a

I »ted plug o-r a- bit

[
f' dust in the jet is

•more pardonable

I

latter than a loose

[ludguard; yet,
|er the draft, it

Ku 1 d apparently

rail a heavier

Jlttalt)'. Amateur
Iwners will welcome
Tie trial if it sub-

1 itutes a really

jiprough test of the

Lfchine for the

l#e usual combina-
|am of a medium
I St for the machine
lib a searching

l|t of riding skill.

TOURING IN LANCASHIRE.

Even the manufacturing districts of the cotton county have their beauty

spots. This is a scene on Rivington Pike, only six miles out of Bolton.

"

One-gallon Cans.

DON''T want to ride a subject to death, but the
" won't split a can " policy is becoming so

common that it is a real nuisance to motor
"clists. I have alluded ti> it b-efore, and I have no
&son to suppose that any association of traders or

[y petrol distributers have come to an agreement
lout it. It is easily justified from a vendor's stand-
ant. The profit on selling a little petrol is not

enormous in any case. When the vendor has to detail

a boy, spend some time ^n measuring out the fuel,

and, finally, lose money by, reason of short measure
in the can, he naturally objects to splitting a can

;

Very few of his motor cycling customers have other
and more profitable transactions with him, From our

point of view, the

policy of refusing

to split cans is an
abominable n u i s -

ance. It can only

be met in four ways,

namely

:

(i.) By standard-
ising 254 gallon

tanks.

(2.) By carrying

a spare can on the

carrier.

(3.) By the petrol-

companies market-
ing one-gallon cans

in the interests of

motor cyclists.

(4.) Bulk fuel

storage by garages,

with pavement
standpipes.

We are quite

numerous enough to

make our power
felt if this nuisance

increases. If we
show that we will

stand no nonsense,

the policy will pro-

bably die a natural

death. Of the four

counter measures

tabulated above, the

big tank or the one-

gallon can are both

quite feasible. For
the moment it is

only necessary that

the A.C.U. should

convince the powers
that be that we are

not going to be

trifled with. Then
we can wait and see

how matters shape.

The secret of the

whole business is

that, however care-

fully the petrol com-
panies can their

petrol, losses occur by leakage and evaporation.

To quote an extreme instance : My garage now
contains a can purchased twelve months ago. It is

still sealed, but it doesn't contain much over one

gallon, presumably due to evaporation past a perished

washer. I do not pretend that the average retailer

keeps a can twelve months in stock ; it is only by sheer

carelessness that I have done so. But a leakage of

only a pint per can is serious when it extends to

hiindreds or thousands of cans per annum.
A3V
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nOTOR^GCLE ^PINGwithaIiGHTWEIGHT

Touring zaifh the

Minimum Expense

inTiccommoUdtion \

an3

'HEN you have an urgent

appointment and 'bus

after 'bus comes by
with the notice "Full up!" it

is annoying, to say the least of

it. And when et^ery morning
you eagerly open your letters

to find the scrawl of various

landladies at your old holiday

haunts saying " I'm very sorry,

but we're full up til! October,"
you begin to get desperate.

Yet the man who has crossed

the " donkey's bridge " of

cleaning his own engine may be
as independent of landladies as

he is of raihvaymen, as the

following will show!
My wife and I intended to

have a walking tour in the Lake
District, but, as the weather
seemed to have broken, we
changed our minds at the last

minute, and determined to try

a motor cycle camping tour

down the East Coast. The
little machine is a 2 3| h.p. New
Imperial Jap, and, to the

"general pubhc " it w-ould seem
quite impossible to get diouse and home, bed and
bedding, stove and china pantry, to say nothing of

change of clothes and priceless sundries, all aboard
such a lightweight, still leaving room, for the comrade
on the carrier. However, it can be done, as the

illustration shows.

The Problem of Luggage Accommodation.

With a full load up, we had a stiff proposition in

crossing the Pennines, -but, starting from Penrith and
taking the Appleby-Brough route, we climbed beauti-

fully, chanting praise to the north-westerly wind that

urged us onward. Once on the rugged heights of

the moorland the world lay at our feet, and tiie rest

was child's play.

Running through Barnard Gastle and Darlington,

we struck the sea at Redcar, touring south through

Saltburn, Sandsend, Whitlty, Robin Hood's Ba)

,

Scarborough, Eiley, I<'lamJ)oroiigh, and Bridlington.

We stayed where wo liked, and as long as we liked

—

fancy free

!

The camjjing places were quite \;nled. Sometimes
they were on the far .strct('hing moors, liy some little

stream that ran thfinigh the jieat and heather; sonic-

times on some • perilous ledge of a cliff with just

room enough for pegging out, and the waves. breaking

on the rocks below. ' After being forbidden to

pitch within sight c>f the sea the.sc war years, we
Wei"* a little dcspcrale and took risks." Near Kunswick
Bay, w'c pitched on just such a ledge thf)U;;h iialf a

A32

gale was blowing from the

north-east. It increased to i.

gale by 10.30 p.m., catchmg

the little tent and shaking i!

like a terrier does a, rat. It

seemed probable that there

might be a limit to the staying;

powers of the light - bamboo'

poles, delicately shaped to fit

into a walking stick! Well-

there was ! But we had fairly

asked for it. The people at

Runswick Bay Hotel had not

gone to bed, so our luck still

held. Next day, at Whitby, we

discovered an umbrella makeji

master of his craft and_ wi^i

(]uite a pre-war pleasure in his

work, and he. quickly mended

the broken limb.

That was our only misfprtun^

and quite worth the fun of if.

TJie- machine never required

more than a little finger during'

the whole tour. It ^zfi? -require

that, for the spring holding tije

contact-breaker rocker -mugt

have got a bit of sand under-

neath, for it worked off and

conseciuently caused misfiring.
^

.

One night we camped in a depression in the moor

that completely screened us from the road. Aft<r

packing, I started' the engine and coiiimenced to ride

up the rabbit track that led out of it, when suddenly,

over a gorse bush, I saw the most astonished

tourist's face I have ever se-fin. Whether, the man thought

[ came out of the earth or had ridden cross-country

over the moors from Scarborough, I could not say!

The greater part of our time was spent at a camp

above a stony beach, where the white cliffs that ran

out to Flamborough Head start up from Filey Bay.

We were disappointed to find we had just missed the

famous egg-collecting along Benipton cliffs, the season

having closed the previous day. Thousands upon

thousands of the guillemots were perched on the chalky

ledges,- with here and there the brilliant red beak and

feet of the sea parrot.

Open Scenes on Moor and Coast.

The homeward journey was made inland to the main

York jind Darlington road, via Sherburn, Pickeriii};.

and Helmsley. The road from Helmsley ihrougli

Aniplelorlh to avoid Sutton Bank was simply appalling

—deep ruts filled with water and the rest slime.

Practical readers will want some idea of the weigl't

which it is 'necessary to carry for a trip of this kind

Much, "of course, depends upon character, and lln'

rest on sense. The man who cannot travel wilhoiii

a trouscr stretcher had belter give it up. The oiil)
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Motor Cycle Camping wifi a Lightweight.

—

way is to get all you think you will -need on the table

and start w^eighing it with the kitchen scales seriatim.

When brought down to the irreducible minimum, sleep

on it, and next day go through the same process with

what is left. After the- trip, you will find that a third

of the things have never been used, and the one thing

essential to comfort was left at home. It is the same
story as to what spares to carry for the macl"i.ine.

We have all been
through that ! The
following weights of

my own outfit will

be, at any rate, a

guide, though I may
vas well confess that

my first camp re-

quired two heavy
Here, then,

weights at

which will

ridiculously

some' and

boxes

!

are my
present,

seem
light lo

"unnecessarily heavy

to otliers :

Tent 2 lb.

Aluminium pegs 2oz.

Rubber ground sheet

12 oz.

Ground blanket 1 lb.

Eiderdown sleeping bag 4 lb.

Baby Primus stove 1 lb. 8 oz. (a- pocket Primus would be

better).

Paraffin for the Primus I carried in my auxiliary

tank. The sleeping bag was rolled up_^ in the ground

sheet and carried in a hol-d-alf on the handle-bars.

The rest went into a brown' canvas motor cycle pannier

that fell on either side of the carrier As the weather

-was very cold and wet, we also slung on a knapsack. A

Camping on the lonely moors of Yorkshire.

white canvas shoulder satchel was useful for provisions.

The poles were fitted within one another in the

final form of a walking stick" and strapped along the

tank. A part of an old ground sheet served to cover

the machine when camping in the open away from
houses. If near a farm, they will supply milk, butter,

and eggs, and find cover for the motor cycle. The
concern for one's welfare is post amusing.

It is to Mr. T. H. Holding, who was the founder

of the C.T.C.,
'^~ "'"^ that I am indebted

li for the light equip-
ji ment, in which he

has speciaHsed. He
i still carries ,on at

h 7, Maddox St., W.
My only bond is

that of gratitude

for many a good
holiday at home
and abroad.

For lovers of

the wild, this is

an ideal way of

spending a holiday.

Many a glorious

bay and moorland
stream lies unknown
to the ccJmpany

promoters. And to many with limited purse and sport-

ing taste, there is the value of its cheapness. One
pound will go as far as five in real pleasure and fresh

and vivid memory.

To keep the sport on a decent footing, it is neces-

sary to remember that the true camper will never leave

a trace of his sojourn save the blackened ring of his .

camp fire. F. Chenhalls Williams.

THE~ PICNIC: NOT THE LEAST ENJOYABLE FEATURE OF THE WEEK-END RUN.

^4--
;

No family sidecar is complete without a picnic basket, which provides one of the greatest pleasures of summer time rides In the country.
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NEW ACCESSORIES.
IT 13 well known that every purchaser

of _a motor cycle is a potential buyer
of accessories : hence the number of

new articles which are introduced every
week. The selection illustrated this week
is of quite a useful character; in fact,

most 'fitments now introduced are of a

The Apax plug cleaner, made by the

Aircraft Improvements Co., 10, Coleman
Street, E.C.2. The device consists of an

alummmm case which contains a number of

fine steel wires, which clean the plug points

when the case Is shaken.

more serious nature than those which enced by one man- has been experienced
were sold before the war. They are the out- by others.

come of experience on the part of riders Very rare is it that a would-be manu-
who have found a need for something to facturer of accessories thinks out what he
meet their requirements and are usually . shall make in order to enter the market
produced for the market on the assump- —rather is it a question of what he shall

tion that the need for an a-rticle experi- make fiist.

iDOl
tiriswing pillion seat, made by C. Bryant,

Bridge StreSt, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire.

The upholstered seat is mounted centrally,

and may be moved round to any desired

angle

f-'or motor cyclists who wear glasses. Goggles fitted with lenses

a speciality of F. Wilson, 28, Church Road, Upper Norwood.

London, S.E.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious.
Removing Water Irom Petrol.

OUESTIONS asking advice on how to

remove water from the tank are of
^ recurring frequency : therefore the

following., method, which I invariably

use, may be of service. Obtain a medical

syringe "of any description, and .add suffi-

cient rubber tubing to the business end
" "

of it to reach the

liottom of the tank.

Lift the front
wheel slightly,

thus allowing the

water to collect

where it can be

seen from the filler

cap hole. Place

the rubber tube
over the bead of

water, and with-

draw the plunger
sufficiently to suck

the water into the

tube. A tank can

be cleared in a few
minutes w i t h a

7",~; , £ • minimum loss of
Method of removmg trol.-G.T.

water horn tank. '

ROIES FC2 VTOCO SC2iW
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A Magneto Cut-out.

AN easily-made magneto switch, which
is actuated by the e.xhaust lifter

• lever, is shown in the accompanying
illustration. Most exhaust controls have
sufficient " play " to allow a certain

A Silencing Tip.

A TIP for silencing the engine is

clearly shown in the drawing, and

can, of course, be applied to almost

any machine. It is very effective, and

does not appear to cause back pressure.

A simple silencjng arrangement.

[For competitions the plug can be removed

I
in -a few seconds, and absolute freedom
'f exit thus reinstated.—H.M.B.

\x\ Inexpensive Pillion Seat.

1''0 those motor cyclists who desire to

make a neat and comfortable pillion

seat without going to any great
•xpense, the design illustrated on this

A home-made pillion seat.

ige and costing well under ten shillings,

lould be of interest. It consists of two
eces of lin. board hinged at the front
J ordinary gate hinges curved over, as

own, and sprung at the back by two
jddle springs carried on a simple

[jacket. The lower board is, of course,
i:ed rigidly fo the carrier.—C.H.

Combined valve lifter and magneto switch.

amount of movement of the lever before
the valve is actually raised off its seat

;

this movement is utilised to " earth
"

the low-tension current by adjusting the
metal strip close to the tip of the
inverted lever.—E.G.

A" Mechanical" Rear Light.

AC®RRESPONDENT has recently
protected a rear lighting device
which is a compromise between the

ordinary lamp and the red reflector.

It, consists of a cylindrical metal body
provided with a ruby glass, containing a

A mechanical tail lamp which emits a series

of flashes in place of a light.

simple form of mechanism operated by
tlie spokes of the rear wheel, whereby a
series of sparks are made by friction

between a partially rotable disc A on
which " is mounted a file' B and a flint

rod C, which is kept in contact with
the file by reason of the weight D.

Rear Lamp Attachment.

I
'HE law requires that the rear light

1 of any motor vehicle shall be on the
off side, with the result that in the

case of motor cycles it is invariably fixed

to the rear carrier or number plate. In
this position it is subject to excessive
vibration and jolting—unless the carrier

is well sprung—which is the main cause
of lamp failures.

In the case of sidecar outfits the sprung
body of the sidecar would undoubtedly
be the best position for fixing the lamp
if one did not run the risk of the police
taking exception ; a reader, however,
has overcome this difficulty by an arrange-
ment which he has protected and which
is iUustiated herewith.

It will be seen that a neat bracket is

mounted on the sidecar body and forms
a clamp for a long rod to the end of
which is fi-xed the tail lamp, allowing
the latter to overhang the motor cycle
carrier, thus complying with the law.
When not. in use the lamp can be pushed
up close 'to the sidecar body.—B.E.

Fixing a Gudgeon Pin.

\T often, happens when a cylinder is sent
to -be rebored and a new piston fitted

that no provision is made in the latter

for securing the gudgeon pin. This
presents no difficulty in the case of an
ordinary piston where copper buttons can

be used, but in

the case' of a
deeply waisted
design the pro-

blem of retaining
the gudgeon pin
in position is

more difficult. A
method which
has proved
satisfactory i s

the use of a

length of brass
rod which fits

the hollow
gudgeon pin

nicely and pro-

ti-udes about fin.

at each end. The ends are split with a

fine saw and made soft, -so that when the
pi=ton and gudgeon pin are assembled,
the ends can be turned down as showm,
thus preventing the gudgeon pin work-
iirg out.—CM. - -

A simple method of

fixing the gudgeon
pin.

Sidecar attachment for rear lamps.

Handle-bar Controlled Clutch
on F.N.

OWNERS of 2i h.p. two-speed F.N.
motor cycles, who probably find the

present position of the clutch lever

does not allow of easy manipulation in

traffic, wiU be in-

terested in " an._ easy

method of making
the clutch control-

lable from the
handle-bar by ordin-

ary Bowden mechan-
ism, without inter-

fering with t he-
combined clutch and
gear control in any
way. As win be
seen from the illus-

tration, a suitable

clip is fitted to the

bottom frame mem-
ber and supports the

cable sheath, while

the end of the cable

is conveniently fixed to the. bottom of the

clutch operating rod.—R.C.W.

F.N. clutch con-

verted to handle-

bar control.
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rburetter has two levers

THEDTTLE
5I.IBE

IT
is almost impossible to exaggerate the importance

of cprrect carburation ; therefore, the vital part

which the carburetter plays on a nrodeni motor
cycle can easily be realised.- The carburetters at

present in use are mainly of three kinds : automatic,

semi-automatic, and hand-Controlled.

'The first-named has but one lever, and, by means
of its internal construction, it aims at giving a perfect

mixture at all speeds and throttle openings—that is

to say, the single lever. controls both the supply of gas

to the engine and the supply of air to the carburetter,

so far as may be, at the same time. There are,

however, many difficulties to be overcome in attaining

this object, dnd some of these will be touched upon
later.

The semi-automatic

for general use only

one of them is re-

quired after a start

has been made. The
air lever is closed,

or nearly closed, for

starting purposes

when the engine is

cold; it is then fully

opened, and so left

for all ordinary

speeds. In some
carburetters it is de-

sirable to close the

air lever slightly

when the throttle is

opened wide for hill-

climbing purposes, and also for town rifling and
bad corners. This is because the throttle barrel
also controls the admission of air . to some extent,

though not so completely as in the case of the auto-
matic carburetter, and for the particular circumstances
just mentioned the air is sometimes in excess of what
is required. Very often in the semi-automatic type of
carburetter the jet orifice is enlarged as the throttle
opens. This is done by means of a taper needle,
which is attached to the throttle barrel,' and projects
into the jet. Then, again, some jets are varied by
means of a similar needle operated by a screw above
or below them.

Sensitive Air Adjusfnnents.
What I luivc termed the hand-controlled carburetter

differs from the semi-automalic, in that it is much
more sensitive to the i)ositinn of the air lever. This
cannot be fully opened for the greater part of the run-
ning, but must be constantly manipulated as the speed
or throttle opening may ve(|uirc, and consequently

B4

What happens in the carburetter,

and the air lever is closed a heavy

jet. (Right) The air slide open.

much more skill and experience are needed to obtain
satisfactory results from carburetters of this type, but
when skilfully used they- give excellent consumption

—

perhaps better than any other type^ample speed, and
good pulling power for hill-climbing. It is, however,
much easier to upset the mixture and so stop the

engine at a critical moment when a sensitive carbu-

retter is in use.

Semi-automatic Carburetters.

The latest Senspray carburetter has a device which
can be set in three different positions to render the

carburetter automatic, semi-automatic, or sensitive, the

last named giving the best consumption, and the first

being simplest to' use. The two-lever Amac, B. and-
B., B.S.A., and Triumph carburetters are excellent

examples of^ the

PFTRCL LEvn.
semi-automatic type.-

The B. and B. Uni,-

versal with adjust-

able jet is an ex-

ample of the hand-
controlled type, and
gave very good re-

sults in- skilled'
hands, so' long as it

was not allowed t(^

flood, when if be--:

came most erratic^

The Claudel-Hob-
son, single - lever

Amac, and several

American carburef-^

ters may be mentioned as automatic carburetters, which
leave but little to be desired, and the Eta is a desigB'

which seems to promise great things, for it is cort
structed on the principle of scientific calculation, but
I have not yet-liad aiiy personal experience of it. Tl^fi

R.C.F. is another carburetter controlled by one lever !!

only. This has three jets, Which when the throttle is

closed are entirely outside the spraying chamber, -but

as the throttle Qpens they are in turn subjected to a
\

rush of air, which draws petrol from them and carrier
it into the carburetter, and so to the engine. This
carburetter is economical, and can he tuned to give
high speed and power.

I do not for a moment suggest that the carburetters i

just mentioned by any means exhaust the list of effi-

cient instruments of the various" classes, for there are!
many more which could be added. I have, however,)
referred principally to those with which I am person-',
ally familiar, and these include the majority of the
most popular instrun-icnts of to-day, as a glance
over any large assembly of machines will show.

(LeW Wl-en the throttle is- open

suction is concentrated on the
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Notes for<the Novice.

—

The simplest form of carburetter is a jet placed in

a pipe (the racing Binks is an example of this); but
such a carburetter being designed expressly for racing

will be satisfactory only at certain speeds, where only
the highest possible revs, are desired, but not for

general purposes. _There is a touring model Binks for

the latter service.

The Construction of a Carburetter.

Unfortunately the problem of making a satisfactory

automatic carburetter is much more involved than
this. 'It is necessar}' to construct an instrument which
will in the first place give a perfect mixture at all

throttle' openings, and in tlie second place give a
perfect mixture at all speeds. In addition to these

desiderata, some adjustments for temperature which
requires only occasional settings and for a change of

fuel are necessary. It is possible that the same adjust-

ment might be employed for both these purposes,

though it is probably better to control for temperature

and atmospheric conditions on the air as in the latest

Everest or Claudel-Hobson, and for a change of fuel

by means of a variable jet. If the adjustment neces-

sitates taking the carburetter down and wasting the'

fuel it contains it is Fikely to be neglected. Adjustable

jets are generally controlled by needles, and I strongly

advise that the taper of the needle be not too blunt,

in which case a' small movement of the needle makes

a considerable difference to the petrol orifice, and

consequently the correct setting may be very easily

lost and not so easily recovered. It should always

"be possible to go back to the original setting with

exactness. The W.S.R. adjustable jet is a very useful

fitment, but I should prefer a finer taper to the needle.

J.H.W.

Flat Twins and Sparking Plugs.
The Question of Over-oilmg and Overheating. Some Peculiar Experiences.

I

AM inclined to think that nearly all the trouble

e.xperiehced with present-day flat twins has its root
in faulty oiling systems. Years ago, with a water-

cooled Scott, I experienced plug troubles identical to

those that harass flat twin experimentalists to-day,

and those trqjjbles certainly were not. due to over-

heating, since the plugs screwed into the water jacket.

Nor were they due to excessive revs, for they occurred
when progressing moderately on a 3 to i gear.

I am not overlooking the fact that it is the central

electrode which overheats, and that therefore the

temperature of the plug base does not play a very

important part ; nor am I forgetting that, even with

my 3 to I gear, the plug points of the two-stroke were
subjected'to as much heat as they would be on a four-

• stroke geared 6 to i ; I am merely relying on the fact

that we purposely used plugs the points of which were
calculated to become incandescent, for only by tliis

means could we ensure against the troubles accruing
from an imperfect system of lubrication. What I

mean is that the ovejheating does not matter much so

long as the lubricating system be perfect.

Scott Experiences.

One or two experiences go to back that belief.

What is it?' In the first place, we had two recognised

ways of abolishing for ever all suggestions of plug
trouble with the Scott engine. -The first was to cease

oiling it—or rather to cut the oil supply down to the

merest sniff, and use the best oil procurable. Owing
.. to the roller big ends and the water cooling no damage
-ensuecl. Ha-ving reached a very satisfactory poi'nt

of economy, we w'ere able to use almost any type.

of plug that would fit the cylinder, whereas previously
we- were confined practically to one make of the plati-

num wire point variety, which burnt itself clean of oil.

Another way to remove one's plug troubles was to

scrap the original Scott automatic oiling system, ^

whereby the cylinder with the better compression got
the lion's share of lubricant, and employ a double drip

feed which gave both cylinders a like amount.
Yet one more experience that goes to support the

theory set forth concerns a certain little hot-stuff car

of world-wide reputation, though a certain shadow

of doubt may exist as to its exact nationality. During

a long night journey engine troubles developed, and

were finally traced to the sparking plugs, whereupon

we stopped at -a garage for renewals. Here the only

plugs we could obtain were the very cheapest pro-

ductions of the States. They had long crooked wire

points which projected well into the cylinder. How-
ever, we bought four at about a shilling each, equipped

owselves with adapters to suit, and sallied forth into

the night.

Hey -presto I Never before had the engine pulled

as it pulled during the remaining six leagues home.

There was positively no holding it, and the trip evolved

itself into a glorious blind, so that we turned in feeling

that we had made something by way of a discovery.

Next morning, however, the engine refused to start,

and examination showed that the plug points had
absolutely fused away, and were hanging in little

globules, thus affording sparking gaps of about J^in.

Lubrication and Compression Ratio.
" By the foregoing I do not wish to infer that in-

candescent plug points are a feature to be encouraged.

Overheating of the points is undesirable, but is not

so common a cause of plug trouble as imperfect lubri-

cation. Given a high compression high speed engine,

plug troubles are to be expected, first because much'
more strain is thrown upon the plugs, secondly because

they are exposed tcr greater heat, and thirdly because

the heat and the high compression together are the

ideal conditions for pre-ignition of the charge. If

imperfect lubrication is added we apply an irritant to

an already sore pointj, and the band begins to play.

Moreover, if the lubricating system is bad we are com-
pelled to use plugs that are apt to cause pre-

ignition, foi if . cool running plugs are used one can
never get anywhere owing to oiling up.

Therefore the first step to be taken in removing our
plug troubles is to perfect our oiling system, and in

this the flat twin presents difficulties. One is inclined

to think that splash feed will never prove wholly satis-

factory for this type of engine. Chinook.
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TWO NEW
CYCLE CARS.

Friction Transmission and
Air-cooled V Twin Engines

favoured by Maimers of Light

Four-wheelers.

Two new cycle cars have recently been

introduced to the British market
for those who desire the protectioii

afforded by a car at a price approxi-

mating to that of a motor cycle and
sidecar. The first of these has many
novel features including a friction trans-

mission which utilises a cone in place of

the Jiiore usual disc. This is the C.F.B.
cycle car manufactured by the C.F.B.
Car Syndicate, Ltd., 51, Church Eoad,
Upper Norwood, SE.19.

'
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The C.F.B. cycle car has §nal belt

drive over large pulleys

an additional bearing which is housed in
the centre cross - member. As may be
seen froin' the illustration, the friction
disc is, mounted on a splined shaft rotating
ill ball bearings licld, at the rear, in an
aluminium bracket and, at the front, in

the bevel box casting.

Novel friction transmission system on the C.F.B. cycle car.

The friction unit is located at the rear
of the chassis and is driven by a long
propeller-shaft provided, at either ex-
tremity, with a Hardy pattern steel plate
universal joint. The length of and the
consequent whip in the shaft necessitates

: "
"" ^

A very ingenious drive is incorporated^
in the box whereby an indefinite number
of gear ratios can be obtained, both for-

ward and reverse, controllable from a
lever in a recess in the back cushion. A
small constant mesh bevel pinion is fixed

to the end -of the' splined shaft and en-
gages with two crown wheels mounted
on a countershaft to which lOin. diameter
belt pulleys are attached. These crown
wheels are free to rotate on the shaft
until engaged by a central sliding dog
which, meshing with a correspondjng
dog on one or the either crown wh i:i.

provides forward and - reverse speeds
respectively. The gear change is effected
from a centrally disposed gear lever,
wliilst the disc is raised from the cone
by two cranked, lever-s connected to the
"clutch" pedal. Contact with the cone
IS enforced by a laminated spring later-
ally located at the rear of the chassis.
The engine fitted is an 8 h.p. Nove-

lettij—a French-made V twin specially
designed for cycle car wgrk. It may be
remembered that this power unit has
been previously described in Thz Motor
Cijch. It IS provided with two fans
mounted in the front of the cylinders :

it has a bore and stroke of 85 mm. and
95 mm. respectively.

Adequate seating accommodation is
provided for two persons, and the full
cantilever front and rear springs provide
an extremely comfortable vehicle.

The Winson Cycle Car.
The second vehicle illustrated is the

production of J. Winn, of 86, Reform
Street, -Rochdale, who f6r some time has
been knojvn in connection with all-metal
sidecars and motor bodywork generally.

It has a more or less conventional
specification, embodying an air-cooled
Precision or Blackburne engine, friction
transmission and final drive by silent
chain to live back axle. The steerino- is
by chain and cable, and the suspension
by coil springs.

Having a wheelbase of 8ft. 5in and
a track of 3ft. lOin., the vehicle comes
very near to a light car in, appearance.

The Winson cycle car—another
friction-driven machine.
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MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS
SEEN BY THE CAMERA.

TRIALS IN NORTH, SOUTH, MIDLANDS
AND WEST.

'_.3i*>iu..w:i» -

(1) A lightweight at speed. E. B. Ware (2f Matchless-Jap) crossing the starting line at Luton Hoc. (2) Two Harley-Davldson riders

in the Sheffield and Hallamshire run to Holyhead and back. (3) C. Scowcroft (8 Enfield sc.) on a hairpin bend at Whitewel! in the first

North-western Centre (A.C.U.) inter-club trial. (4) Soma watersplash ! Fifty yards of deep water being traversed by a Triumph sidecar in

a Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C. event. (5) At Chepstow, where the Worcester M.C.C. met the competitors in the recent Birmingham
M.C.C. lightweight trial. (6) Merrall Brown on his 10 h.p. three-wheeler checking in at Whitewell in the Noith-western (A.C.U.)

inter-team trial. ..
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AN UNTAPPED MARKET.
A plea for a popular-priced motor cycle of about 4 h.p.

Views as to the best design to reduce costs to permit
the production of a low-priced machine.

B^ftftftftftft/^

IN
these days of soaring prices, it seems hopelessly

out of place to even visualise a 4 h.p. motor cycle

selling at such a figure as to be within the reach

of that enormous section of the public which every

week scans with longing eyes the
'

' For Sale
'

' columns
of The Motor Cycle, and, after a careful search for

a moderate priced mount, reluctantly gives up the

idea of becoming an owner. -There is an ever^

increasing number of prospective motor cyclists who
are unable to afford, say, ;^ioo for a 3^ or 4 h.p.

machine, and who, on the other hand, will not con-

sider a more moderately priced scooter or small two-

stroke as an alternative. The manufacturer who
catered for this class would be assured of such an
output as to make it a commercial proposition to

undertake the necessary heavy" outlay necessitated by
organising for mass production.

The motor cycle is now quite recognised as a sound,
reliable, and pleasapt means of travel, and is becoming
more popular every. day among those who have the

means to purchase machines. There is thus every
excuse for adopting an optimistic outlook -as to the

future of the industry.

The figures given on this page are of considerable
educational value to manufacturers, and the 1928
total is entirely governed by the attitude they adopt
in the next two or three years. While admitting that

the cost of raw materials is very high, the writer con-

tends that cost of labour is the predominating feature

in the prime cost of the motor cycle of to-day, and
therefore a machine designed with a view to reducing
the number of manufacturing operations and quantity
of components could be sold at a figure far below that

asked at the present time. It is the aim of this article

to endeavour to describe a machine which would lend

itself to the necessary curtailment of expenditure of
labour.

Expensive Tubular Frames.

The modern diamond frame consists of a miscel-

laneous collection of expensive lugs and tubes which
call for a large number
of expensive operations

A totally unconventional design of picaoing appearance, which may
be lioscd down without ill-effects.

before they can be built up into a complete frame,

added to which bad workmanship or material in any
one of these component? may easily cause a failure

of tlie whole structure. The major portion of the

labour called for in a frame of tubular construction

could be eliminated by the adoption of the pressed

steel type, which also can be so designed as to form
petrol and oil tanks, fool box, etc., thus further cutting

down the cost of production. The makers of the

Beardmore-Precision are to be congratulated upon
their departure from the strictly conventional, and are

undoubtedly progressing in the right direction. A
pressed steel frame, following those produced by
the Pullin and D.F.M. Co., which totally enclose

the power unit and at the same time present

a wonderfully cleafi exterior, is, in the opinion 'Of

the writer, the ideal frame. The initial cost of

the dies necessary for producing, this form of. frame
is admittedly high, but the demand for a popular-

priced motor cycle of this type' would more than

justify the outlay. The modern wheels, which usually

consist of a huge number of small parts, such -as

nipples, spokes, and washers, could be replaced by
pressed steel wheels, such as the new Sankey disc-

wheel, which is of excellent design,, ample strength,

and pleasing appearance. " The
front forks should be similar

to the Starley production, such

% 3^^^. ^s is fitted to the 1920 Ariel.

^—jfas : For a cheap machine the sprung

frame is hardly a necessity. This.

The power unit, which incorporates a

flywheel generator and epicyclic two-speed

gear with final worm drive.

as

statement will no doubt raise a "hornet's nest"
around the writer's head, but the fact remains that

for years riders have been qui,te content to use rigid

frames, and even to-day the majority of motor cyclists

are bestriding the simpler type. Provided the tyres

are on the large side, 28in. wheels are fitted, and|

the wheelbase is fairly long, the road shocks ar? not

excessive. Without a doubt spring frames are delight-'

ful, but it is far better actually to own an unsprung
'bus one can afford than merely long for a more eX''

pensive and luxurious mount.
re ex-jU'

km
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An Untapped Market.—

It is essential, for an engine which is to be inex-

pensive, that the design be as simple as possible and
the number of parts minimised. It should be capable

of retaining, its pristine " tune " for long periods

without attention, and should therefore not be of the

ultra-efficient, spiall capacity type. An engine on the

following lines would appear to be suitable for the

machine in view : A fairly low compression unit of

. about 600 c.c, with detachable head and really large
'- plain bearings throughout. The latter are most satis-

factory if the area is suiJicieni

(hence the italics). They also have.

.the advantage of being much
,quieter than ball or roller bearings.

.The unit should include a flywheel

generator (for ignition and light-

ing), and a two-speed epicyclic

gear after the Ford pattern—the

whole to be mounted across the

.- frame in the same manner as the

lightweight F.N. The cylinder

barrel, top half of the crank case,

flywheel, and gear casing should be cast integral, and
"the corresponding bottom half pressed from sheet

steel.

Lubrication.
The oiling system of' a plain bearing is most im-

portant, and tQ obtain the best results, true forced
lubrication (a:s opposed to mechanical lubrication)

should be used. This, however, entails considerable
manufacturing expense, which, in the

present instance, is undesirable; there- |
,-

' "'

fore, a system of modified splash

lubrication on the following lines could
; advantageously be adopted. An ordi-

nary meshed gear wheel pump, fitted

in the sump and discharging into' a
trough of generous dimensions into

which the big end scoop dipped, would
vgjve excellent results provided the

various oilways were correctly cut and
^dfejposed. The walls of the cylinder

could be adequately oiled by means of

;holes drilled in the walls of the piston,

and a scraper ring might be fitted to

.the latter.

Combined leg shields and footboards, ensurins

cleanliness of the rider

The Sankey disc wheel, which is

dished, so that the hub and rim centre

lines coincide
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Transmission.
After many years of trouble with the accepted forms

of drive, the writer is astonished that the claims of
the shaft drive have not received more consideration.

In the case of the suggested machine at present under
discussion, the fact that the engine is set across the

frame immediately fits it for this system. An inex-

pensive shock-absorber, such as is fitted to rriany of

our sidecar machines, could be fitted ; this could also

be. made to' act as a universal joint. to compensate for

the small amount of deviation in line which might
take place (the frame being unsprung).

Controls, Accessories, and
Finish.

Twist grip controls and single-

lever carburetter, which relieve one

of the necessity of continuous
'

' tap

twiddling " and of removing one's

hands from the bars, should be" in-

corporated, while the gears could

be foot-controlled. Electric lamps

and horn should be supplied from

the flywheel generator, the lamps so constructed as to

present a clean exterior with no dirt-accumulating pro-

pensities. The whole machine must be rustpfoof-

treated, in the same efficient manner as the Lea-

Francis, so that hosing down after a dirty run would

have no ill -effects.

Possible or Other^vise ?

It is well known that a certain American car was

produced at a ridiculously low figure

before the war, yet tl^e company
responsible -for its production is by

no means in danger of becoming bank-

rupt. The contention of the writer

is that it is possible to design a motor

cycle which can be sold at a low

figure if produced in sufficient quan-

tities. British manufacturers to-day

have more orders than they can cope

with, but tliis will not be the case

when the present demand for high-

priced machines is satisfied. The firm,

or combination of fifms, which tackles

the problem of producing a cheap ma-

chine -will reap its reward. Rekol.

NEAR DALN.^CARDOCH. To tour the Highlands is the ambition ot every keen motor cyclist. Once he has been he never tot gets the

^perience, for it is brought home to him with force that there is no need for Biitishers to go out ol their own country for hne scenery.
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JOHN CITIZEN has always wanted a little vehicle

for running about—one which he can step into

and go to the office without need of donning
overalls.

The requirements for a machine to meet this demand
are not out of reason, and should include (i) speed

up to, say, 35 m.pdr., (2) hill-climbing ability for

main load hills, (3) a single-seated body with pro-

vision for carrying an extra passenger when required,

and (4) any unit which will give the necessary power
with a minimum attention and at a moderate cost.

The writer, like many other enthusiastic amateur^'

cycle car builders, has worked out plans for the " ideal

machine," but, unlike others, has concentrated on a

monocar with the lowest possible horse-power. The
following is a brief description of this machine :

ENGiXE.^Air-coolcd, 59x73 mm., 273 c.c, 2^ li. p., single-

cylinder oveiliead valves.

Frajie.—Either wood reinforced witli steel flitcli plates

or steel tubular.

Wheels.—Detachable 24x2in. wire wheels

(E

, _ -^ / FRiCTIon CLUTCHES

=3 =1=3 i; 4i3^- CH-\INS

:3-sc- «^-

Fig. 1.—A simple two-speed friction clutch transmission

A.^LES.—Straight tubular.

Steeking.—Central pivot wire and bobbin steering, oper
- ated by wheel.

Snsi'ExsioN.—Single coil front spring, double coil or

quarter-elliptic i-ear springs.

Wheelb.\se.—About 5ft.

Track.—2ft. to 2ft. 6in. .

Body.—Built with wire, wood framing, aiid canvas.

In this brief description it will be seen that any
mention of type of transmission employed or position

of engine has been studiously avoided, the. reason

being that the choice of transmission is so wide. The
following types of transmission and engine positions,

however, will be found suitable for this ma,chine :

(i.) From an engine situated in front, a chain
drives a countershaft on which are two friction

clutches, thence by two chain wheels carrying chains
to the back axle, thereby giving a two-speed clutch
gear.

(2.) Drive first taken through gear box and clutch,

attached to engine situated at rear, thence by single

chain to back axle.

(3.) The engine, which is over the back axle, drives

a frictlfjn disc mounted on a countershaft. A chain
from the latter drives the back axle.

B12

If the engine is placed at the rear, particular care

must be taken with the cooling arrangements. If, how-
ever, the top of the engine is totally enclosed except

for air shutters. at the rear, by a largo removable cover

and a big air scoop attached under the car so that

a constant blast of cool air is directed on to the cylin-

der, the cooling should be efliciently performed.

c D €
OE5.I2. E35L

(5 CLUICH'"

ESC-TC SHAFT
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Fig. 2.—Transmission by gear box and chain.

Undoubtedly the machine-^which can be called a

"moriocarette" on account of its small size—would suit

the average person for runabout purposes. Carefully

thought oijt, its weight would be in the neighbourhood
of 150 lb. The comfort of such a machine would be

undeniable. The body, with the aid, of a storm apron,

would keep its occupant entirely free from rain, while

the mudguarding would be better than that 011 motor
cycles, as there is more room for wide spacious guards

on a four than on. a two-wheeled vehicle. Provision

for a second passenger would depend upon .the position

of the engine. If the latter were situated at the front,

outsp^reading bars, with a. dickey seat attached, could

be clipped to the frame. .

Now as to the price of tlie vehicle. With the

ordinary methods of selling, it should be as cheap as

manv of the small lightweights.

c J c
COUHTEJiSHAET

N,Q,,,,

FEICTIOH DISC

FU-\VHEZL--

CHAIN

^EMGIHE
SHAFT

Fig, 3.—Friction discs and final drive by chain with the engine

at the rear.

The monocarette should be able to carry—judging

by motor cycle practice—including driver, over two

hundredweight. After deducting 70 lb. for the driver,

a boy, say, of fourteen years, we find that the vehicle

should be able to carry a 150 lb. of goods. This

would be the ideal weight for small grocers, chemists, -

confectioners, etc., who at present employ a cycle or

tricycle carrier. L.F.

>
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THE SINGLE LEVER
CARBURETTER.

100 m.p-g. wilh a 3h.p. Twin.

Some Tesis and ExDeriments made with (he

Y Model Amac.

OME little while ago—to be exact, on October
30th last—we described in detail the latest .

models of the Amac carburetter. Since the

middle of December ^we have been making constant

and careful tests with one of these instruments,- -viz.,

the Y model with vertical mixing chamber and hori-

zontal outlet, on a 3 h.p. twin Enfield,

and we may say at once with most
satisfactory results.

We first fitted- the carburetter exactly

as sent out, and, though it started

easily and ran well at first, we soon
found that when the engine was warm
the mixture was far too rich, and sooted

,^ - plugs were the result. A smaller jet

'rrhrottle slide- and lower petrol level effected a con-
-with slot seen siderablc- improvement, but rendered
-from the rear,

gt^j-fing j^Qj-g difficult and slow running

a little less steady. We then -fitted, a

Ij.jhoke tube having a smaller hole coijinecting the

]|5prayer with the venturi. This had the effect of

Ijfeducing the air for slow running on the pilot

lorifice, and gave even greater power when the throttle

Iras fully opened.

Testing Out Adjustments.
This hole was bored out with a No. 41 drill, which

Ijives a diameter of .096in., the pilot hole and. air

lole to the rear being of slightly less diameter. We
lave found by experiment that the orifices in

the choke or adapter are of consider-

able importance, for we have obtained

almost similar results from the several

different throttle slides, of which
examples are ^hown in the accompany-
ing sketches.

For experimental purposes we fitted

a small handle to the top air control,

and cut the series of air holes into one
continuous slot. This enabled us to

arrive more quickly at our conclusions,

but is unnecessary for general use, for

we do not find that the position of the
>ntrol requires to be altered while driving. It is

:rhaps desirable to warn riders against fitting too large
jet. We found that this might be considerably

'laller than when a two-lever Amac was used;

f

Section of

choke tube,
showing the

petrol and air

orifices.

Back and front of the throttle slide.

and a No. 23 (.023in.) gives very good results on
our machine with the standard choke. Some riders

are apt to increase the jet size with a view to obtaining

more power, but unless the air can be correspond-

ingly increased, this will n.Q,t have the desired effect

—

rather the reverse—and plugs will suffer from a thick

deposit of soot.

S'weetness of Running.
With a suitable adapter and jet, the Amac will give

a good mixture at all

throttle openings and
all speeds. Pro-

bably the position of

the pilot hole has the

effect of equalising

the suction of the^

main hole into the

venturi upon the

sprayer, thus prevent-

ing the mixture from/
becoming unduly rich as the speed rises. In practice

the acceleration is excellent, slow running all that can

be desired, and speed and power very good. The
engine seems to- settle down to its work as the throttle

opens, as if it liked it, and with an entire absence

of that feeling of labouring which is so objectionable

to the sensitive driver.

Several tests showed that our

machine fitted with the automatic

Amac was slightly faster, than a

similar mount with a two-lever car-

buretter of the same make, but the

chiefs improvement lies in the

pleasant running rather than in the

speed and power. In the m-atter

of consurcrption we find that the „. , . , , ,

.'^
. ^ . bide view or throttle

automatic mstrument is not quite so backed off instead of

economical as the two-lever, but cut out. This has

the difference is small, and the proved most satis-

consumption is about 100 rn.p.g. ;
factory.

and the. fact that we have ascended

a hill upwards of half a mile in length, having a

rough surface and moderate gradient, at a speed

approximately 40 m.p.h., shows that there is little

fault to be found with the power that can be obtained

when desired.
Rii;-

W'U

''iiiiniiiiiiilliiliUUIiiuinil
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Southampton and District M.C.

This club has lately been restarted

with a greatly increased membership, and -

an interesting programme arranged. All

communications should be sent to the hon.

sec, Mr. E. C. Prince, " Kenihvorth,"

90, Gordon Avenue^ Southampton.

Stockport M.C.

The results of the recent hill-climb held

at Axe Edge, Buxton, were as follow :

Class 1 (500 c.c. solo)—1, T. Simister

(Norton), Im. 18|s. ; 2, E. Abram
(A.B.C.), Im. 21-Ls.

; 3, H. Swindeles
(A.B.C.), Im. 28|s. Class 2 (sidecars)—

1, T. Simister (Norton sc), Im. 54s. ;

2, R. W. Peel (Excelsior sc), 2m. 42|s. ;

3, J. Hulme (Indian sc), 2m. 47|s.

North Notts M.C.C.

A new club has recently been formed
in North Notts, under the name of the

North Notts M.C.C. Two teams of this

club will compete in the open speed
trials at Chatsworth Park on Saturday.
A char-a-banc will run from Worksop
for the event. The hon. sec. of the new
club is Mr. W. Pitchford, Westlands,
Creswell, Notts.

Pyle and District M.C.

A very interesting circuit reliability

trial was recently held under the auspices
of the above club. The circuit, which
was about ten miles, and included some
stiff hills, had to be covered twice, the
second time in the reverse direction. It

was keenly contested, and no watches or
speedometers were allowed. Results ;

1, W. Bowden (4 h.p. New Hudson) ; 2,

A. T. Bennet (4i h.p. B.S.A. sc); 3,

G. Anderson (4 h.p. Triumiih).

Essex M.C.
' The annual twenty-four hour relia-

biUty trial organised by this well-known
club will take place on September 10th
next.

This event, which is confined to mem-
bers, has hitherto been known as " The
London-to-York and Back Hun." Tliis
year it will be held over a new course,
which will prove more formidable, and
certainly far more intcrestii}g, tlian the
old route

Intending compctitor.s wlio are not
already members .o!-onld apply for inrni-
bersliip .-il once. I'lill particulars of the
trial can be obtained .shortly from (he
organiser.'), Mr. F. A. Applebee nnd Mr:
E. A. Collivcr, 203, Great P(n'll;:iid

Street, Luiidoc \V,1

Bl6

"future Cvents.^
AiKj T.—B.M.C.R.C. Racing at Brooklatids.

Aug. 7.— Worcester and District M.C.C. One Day
licliabilitv Trial,

.iuij. T.—LomihtiorouQh and District M.C.C. Speed
Trials.

Ana. 7.—Rublic Schools M.C.C. Night Rclialidity

Trial.

AUG. 7.—EAST MIDL.iND CENTRE A.C.V.
OPEN STEED TRIALS.

Atm. 7.— Kdinbvrr,h and District M.C. Meet at

Call:ind2r.
Aug. 7.^Ensteni Valley M.C.C. Competition.
Aug. 7.—Essex M.C. Gyrnhhana.
Aug. 7.—Westmorland M.C.C. Obstacle Race.
Aug. 7.—Helensburgh M.C.C. Hill-climb.

Aug. 7.—North Lindsey A.C. Run to Chatsuorth
Parle.

Aug. 7.—Dcwsbury and District M.C.C. Run to

North Sarah's.
Aug. S.Southampton and District M.C. Run to

Bognor.
Aug. S.—Livcrvool M.C. Gilisy Meet, Monsal Dale.

Aug. S.—Publh Schools M.C.C. " Crocks " Hill-

climb
Aug. 8.—Heading and District M.C. and L.C.C

Run to Hog's Back.
Aug. S.—Exeter M.C, and J.C.C. Run to Dart-

Aug. S.—N.'m.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run So tip-

hook.
Aug. S.—Goldthorpe and Thnrnscoe M.C.C. Run to

Garrowhy.
Aug.. S.—Fleet and District M.C.C. Run to Lce-

on-Solent.
Aug. S.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Bridlington.
Aug. 9.^Loughborough and District M.C.C. Seven-

d:iy Tour.
Avg. 11.—Southampton and District M.C. Run to

Alrcsjord.
Aug. 12.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. R«n to

Work.^O!]
Auh 12.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Surprise

Hill-climb.
Aug. 12.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Kim to tlangorsc

Lake.
Aug. 12 —Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club linn.
Aug. 1/,.—North London M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. li.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Eric Williams

Shield Hill-climb.
Aug. li.—Westmorland M.C.C. All-nig7it Run.
Aug. Itf.-Southend and District A.C. Gymkhana.
Aug. U.—N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Picnic.

Aug. U.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Run to

Carfracmill,
Aug. II,.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. li.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Reliability

'^ Trial..

A,ug. li.—Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. IS.—Dublin and District M.C.C. 100 Mile

llandiMtp.
Aug. 1' --Slirfjicld and Hallamshire M.C.C. J.

Tlioums.m Cvn.
Arc. p,.-\yi:Ls<i eastern OROvr M.c.c.'s

Oi-EN HlLL-CLlMB.
lug. V,.—North l.indicy A.C. Run to Ashbourne

and Doveiliilc.

Aug. U-lC—Oxlord M.C.' Week-end Run to
l.udtov.

Aug. I.;.—Putkirk and DistriC M.C.C. Club Run.

Cambridge University M.C.C.
U IK hoped to obtain the necessary per-

niisfion from Lady Ludlow to hold a

series of speed trials in Luton IIoo

Pnik in the near future.

Public Schools M.C.C.

In connection with the all-night trials

on the 7th-8th inst., arrangements have

been made with Silver Star Motors,

Frederick Mews, Ninnerton Street,

Knightsbridge (near Hyde Park Corner)

for garaging members' machines at a fixed

charge of Is., and the supply of petrol,

oil, etc., up to 11.30 p.m.

Huddersfield M.C.C.
Arrangements are being made to hold

a reliability trial of about eighty miles

on August 15th. Local clubs are invited^

to take part, and their support will

materially help to make the event a

success. Full particulars may be obtaine^

from the hon. sec,', Mr. F. Dyson, Allen

Dene, Netherton, near Huddersfield.

West Birmingham M.C.C.

This newly-formed club recently held

a reliability trial to Hereford and back.

Starting from the King's Head, Edgbas-
ton, the course iay via Bromsgrove,
Dvoitwich, Worcester, Old Wyche, British

Camp to Hereford (lunch stop), the return

journey being made over the Clee Hills—

I

a total distance of 120 miles. There^wefBJ
twenty-nine starters, all of whom finished I

the course, though there were several

|

failures on the Old Wyche. '

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The results of the' recent haff-day sport

ing trial, which included several water
splashes, are a's follow : Solo class.-rljj

Meakin (4 Triumph). Sidecars.—1, iS.

Wright (4-^- Humber sc). .'.

Local motor cyclists wishing to . enterj

the club hill-climb at Stile Kop on f
.

tember 4th should get into communicv]
tion ,with the hon. secretary, Mr. 'F.j

Spencer, Priory Street, Coventry, re

specting joining the club.

Warrington M.C.

Recently this North-west club held' a

trial over a sporting course throngl'

North Wales, including Chester, E'03

sett, Northop, Holywell and Llanarmoil
Only six out of the original number ol

competitors who left Warrington checkeC|

in at the finish. Results : Winner o

Blake Cup, S. Doward (7-9 Indian)

who, although he failed on one of tin!"

obsorvoH hills, kept much better ti;"'

than tlie rest of the competitors ; sidccnn

pri/.c, J, Roberts (6 A..I.S. sc). OlliP'

competitors to finish were F. Parker ('.i

Ariel sc), H. Aldrcd (4 Triumph), H,

Caldwell (3i- Norton), W. Hollowell, (3 ,

Nor(on). 1
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cjole," HertJord Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied bj the writer's name and address.

lU M.P.G. WITH A SCOTT.
Sir,-^Many Scott riders will be much interested in " Not

Infallible's " remarkable consumption figures.
I was not aware that the Degory carburetter was made

in motor cycle sizes, and I shall be glad to receive further
information from your correspondent; particularly as to
how his machiije behaves in starting from cold and'running
light. Also_ if he is troubled with the peculiar pre-ignition
trouble which sometimes occurs on _these machines when
running with a weak mixture.
The address of the manufacturers of the Degory carburetter

would also be acceptable information. 75 M.P.G.
New Moston.

{The makers of the Degory carburetter are the Degory No- jet
Carburetter Co., 93, Moore Park Road, Fulham, S.W.6.

.- —Ed.] ;

I(VLE OF THE ROAD.
Sir,—Having received a poUce summons some months ago

.for drivmg on the wrong side of the road in College Green,
,
Dublin, and having been fined 10s. for that offence, I was
rather surprised to see " the law " recently allow a car to
commit the same offence in the same place without stopping
it or taking its number.
'-Q« the occasion on which I broke the law the official
on pomt duty was standing on the extreme left so that I
did not notice him, and so my offence was a pure mistake.
The car I mention, however, passed in the other direction

and as Robert was therefore standing on its extreme right
one may be able to gauge the extent to which that car broke
tlje taw in passing on his right. There is a strong contrast
between this case and mine and its subsequent treatment
by the police, and while the complaint is, in a sense, com--
paratively unimportant, it goes to show that the guardians
of the law sometimes break the. law themselves, and that
very eften it appears there is one law for one individual and
quite a different one for another.

I may add it was the same official who summoned me for
my offence and let the car mentioned go by unheeded.

ONLY OFFENCE.

lACK OF FINISH.
Sir,
—"Disappointed," I am , afraid, is only one out of

nany sufferers, with regard to his experience with a so-called
iristocratic motor cycle. I, too, paid umpteen pounds for
i. V twm fitted with an engipe of reputable make, and
ilthough I have iad no serious trouble with the engine, the
ietails of the machine seem to be lacking that finish which
s so loudly claimed by the firm in question. The back
tand will not clear the "chain case, and has consequently
ubbed through it, whilst the controls and kick starter have
aused me much annoyance and unparliamentary language.
)f

_
course, one refrains from doing so ungentleraanly an

iCtion as giving names; but ivhen a good price (no mean
hing these days) is paid for a machine, one expects good
ifesults. CHARGE ENGINEER,

ncs.

'Sir,—Having noticed some letters from time to time in
he Motor Cycle with regard to the finish of new hiachines,
thought my experience might be interesting.
In February last I bought a 1920 2| h.p. two-speed
liamond. The machine was quite ready for the road when
jiken out if its crate, while the finish and workmanship were
eatitiful. I have since covered over 2,000 miles, chiefly

i

on business, in ^1 winds and weathers, over -some of the
roughest and most hilly parts of Devonshire, and have had
no trouble at all worth mentioning.

I might add that I have no connection whatever with the

makers of the Diamond nor with the motor trade.

In conclusion, I should like \o thank you, Mr. Editor,

for tlie hours of interesting and instructive reading I get
out of The Motor Cycle, which is invaluable to a novice
like myself. WEST-COUNTRYMAN. .

Exeter.

SPARKING PLUGS IN TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—Letters constantly appear in your columns complain-

ing of poor service of sparking plugs in two-strokes, and
what is referred to as the twn-stroke clang, and, as I have
neither of these troubles apparent in my two-stroke, I am
rather interested in the cause.

My machine is a 2^ h.p. Royal Enfield, and, in view of

the solid workmanship about the engine, I should feel in-

clined to think that possibly some makers invite the

objectionable clang by cutting rnatters too fine in an en-

deavour to secure thorough cooling. The Enfield has very
deep fins, and I have never yet been able to dry it up.

As to the plugs, 1 have the original one still runniug
after a very considerable mileage, and I think I can suggest

a probable cause of riders' trouble with plugs. The usual

advice given to riders as to timing the two-stroke is—points

breaking with ignition fiilly retarded and piston at top dead
centre. This is correct enough, but the trouble arises

through the bulk of small two-strokes being fitted with
£xed ignition, and I fancy many of them adopt the above
timing. For everyday running 1 prefer to time on full

advance, and set my ignition as follows : Points breaking
(ignition if variable fully advanced), piston ^in. before top
dead centre. If top dead centre is marked on the flywheel,

the above position may be attained by moving the -flywheel

in the reverse direction about l-^in.

I trust the above may be of use to someone, and should
like to- hear other experienced riders' op.inion on it.

J. STUART WHITE.

A Bntlsh-made electric monocar manufactured by A. Lyon
and Co., Victoria Street, S.W., and which runs thirty miles on one
charge at an average speed of 10 m.p.h. It is intended for the use

of ladies for shopping purposes, and also for invalids and cripples.

Big
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COURTESY.
Sir,—On Sunday morning, July 4th, at tlivee o'clock, I'

was returning from the South Coast on a club night trial,

when I came across two riders on a Harley-Davidson outfit

who were stranded for the want of a tyre valve seating. I

had a spare one with me, and had the pleasure of fixing
them up and -probably saving them a long walk and longer
wait. They took my name and address, but have not had
the decency to"^ replace J;he spare. On Saturday, July 10th, ,

I lent a plug to the rider of a Triumph outfit, and he has
treated me in the same unspbrtsmaniike way.

It seems to me that the genuine motor cyclist, who keeps
his machine in decent order and very seldom requires to

make roadside adjustments, carries his spares for the
benefit of these riders, who take their chance of a break-
down, knowinsr that they will be able to "sponge" on
someone or other. DISGUSTED..

Purley.

on THE ROAD. •

Sir,—In touring about the country one sees some very
astounding attempts at motor car and motor cycle driving.

But for the seriousness of the matter, I think it is really

amusing to witness some of the various "stunts" which
are attempted in di-iving round dangerous corners. One
comes across a large number of so-called motorists, who
are apparently quite new at the game, and unfortunately

.

possess only a very small knowledge of the rules and courtesy
of the high road.

When one witnesses ^ motor car or sidecar outfit being
driven round a difficult left-hand bend (without sounding
the horn at all) at speed (after previously passing a danger
sign), and consequently swerving on to the right-hand side
of the road, one wonders, first of all, if the driver has any
brains at all, and, secondly, how he: can reasonably expect
to avoid an accident, in the event of his meeting another
vehicle coming in the opposite direction just round the
corner. The deliberate manner in which these "experts"
ignore the danger signs referring to dangerous cross roads,

and simply dash helter-skelter over the crossing;, is really

astounding.

The following points of advice, which I have taken from
the very excelleiit article by JNIr. Max -Pemberton in a daily
paper, should, I think, be of great service to motorists
generally, and particularly to the above-mentioned " amateur
experts "

:

1. At a cross road do not regard the blowing of your
horn as the whole duty of man or woman. If you blow and
carry on, the other man may do the same. The coroner will

interview the survivor.

AUGUST 5th, 1920..^

2. Have your ai-gument as to which was the niain anj

which the side road before, and not" after, the accide"'

Dogmatism is no compensation for a fractured skull.

3. Never overtake another vehicle upon a corner round

which you cannot see. There ai'e easier roads to suicide.

4. Remember, if you are coming from a byway into a

main road, that if you have to turn to the left you will

be going with the stream of traflSc (^-ovided you keep on
your own side) ; if to the right, "you are cutting dead
across it, and must be prepared to stop in a yard.

5. Do not try to show off. The man who drives within

a foot of danger may also- be within a foot of the grave. In

this case a mile is bettei^ than a miss.

5. Directly you begin to race with another car on th

high road you are in danger. Go to Brooklands if you want ^
to test the efficiency of your' engine-.

7. A good driver is one with a wide outlook,_ He sees

the child who is about to run across the road. The other

fellow sees nothing but the road ahead of him.

8. Having taken a decision, stick to it. The man who
hesitates is lost. Remember that the. other driver may be-
watching your movements, and depending upon them.

9. Never in a narrow road overtake an'd try to pass;
another car until the driver is aware of your presence. SleiV'

lie under tombstones who have do.ne this thing.

10. Remember that courtesy was once a great tradition,,

of the high road. We should seek to maintain its splendid''

story.
_ _

-^
11. Finally, drive as yon expect the other man- to dg^

There will then be no need to appeal to the insuranci
companies. - HAROLD E. HILL "

CANVAS BELT.
Sir,—I think perhaps the following tip , may be useful

to some of your readers. I use my 7-9 h.p. Rudge Multwin
and sidecar for business purposes, and consequently have to
face all weathers. At first I experienced belt slip in wet'
weather, but have no^v entirely overcome this -by using a belt
from which the rubber has been worn away from the sides v

and by cutting away the rubber from the underneath side
until it is quite level and smooth. My contention is that the
slipping is caused by the wet holding in the grooves on the
bottom of the belt, and when it passes over the engine piiUey
the wet is forced out of these grooves and causes the slip-

ping. It is only a matter of a couple of minutes to change
your belt.

I have been running this outfit since May last, and hav«-|
to undertake some long journevs and not once has it failed
me-.

i

"

ALLWEATHER,'
Birmingham.

CANINE PILLION PASSENGERS

The motoring dog is as much a reality as the motoring child, and- the intelligence of the canine pet in connection with motor cycles Is

sometimes almost uncanny. For example, it can distinguish the engine note of Its master's machine from others which may be in the

vicinity. Above arc depicted a lady and licr pet on a Scott, and a Clltheroe rider, Mr. G, A. Earlc. who regularly travels with his dog

on the carrier.

iK2')
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Make your Combination the finest on the road by

attaching a " Henderson " Sidecar to your Machine.

EXCELLENT DELIVERIES
Our huge production enables us to offef the following deliveries of

Standard Models :

Models "A" and "Bl" \. .4 Days.

ELITE" and SPRING FRAME 3-4 Weeks.

DON'T HESITATE ! ORDER NOW

!

Our Models "A" and "Bl" are made adaptable

to the famous "A.B.C." Motor Cycle-

Special Aero type Windscreens for our Model "Elite" can now be delivered from stock.

Write for all particulars and fully illustrated Catalogue to i
'='

AERO WORKS, Fitzwilllam Street, SHEFFIELD.
GRAMS: "AERO, SHEFFIELD

In ansicerina this advertisement it is clegircibic to mention "The Motor Ci/e!e."
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OF PRICES
OF

THE RELIABLE QUADRANT
4A H.P. 3-SPEED STURMEY-ARCHER

SOLO

£115

i

j

^^^^^^^^s^^

^1
S^^^^ ^^.^^ v^^^^ /

1

'

^'--<i7T^=^=-w-^ V\^^^\
£145

Price came into force on July 3rd.
Write for Specification to

The secret of the absence of "four-stroking" on the Cedos Motor Cycle, and one that
contributes to its success, is in the

CEDOS PATENT

ECONOMICAL-

CARBURETTOR

— POWERFUL -
FLEXIBLE

RAPID ACCELERATION AND TWO-STROKING AT ALL SPEEDS.

WIAMUFACTURERS' ENQUIRIES FOR THIS CARBURETTOR INVITED.

CEDOS GVIOTORS (^^rSJi^EN^s '??!:) NORTHABVIPTON.
In uuswcrinij those advertise.iiicnls it is dcairablc to lacnlion "The Motor Ci/cle.'

I
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SCOOTERS.
Sir,—From public remarks that I heard after the scooter

race at F;^Uowfield, it was evident that this class of machine
is not quite understood as regards general efficiency, and
has not up to now been given the publicity it deserves.
When one considers that the race Avas run in a downpour
of rain, with the track three inches under water in places,
it proves that these machines are not built for fair
weather riding only; also every machine that started
finished. So much for speed. I was asked several times
if scooters could be relied upon to do journeys " of fifty
mOes or so. This distance has already been covered by
that excellent little machine, the Whippet, and I think that
it is due to the interested members of the motor cycling
community, both present and future, that some performance
figures based on weight and horse-power should be available.

. 1 would be very pleased to meet any owners of scooters,
both private and trade, with the idea that suggestions could
be made with the bepe of forming a reliability trial.

J. D.- TIMMINS,
MiNATi'R Auto Scooters.

: THANSPORT DELAYS.
Sir,—I would like to bring before your readeis an example

of ,post-war delay to goods on the railway which, I believe,
has been sent up to the Ministry of Transport as a test case.
On May 24th, owing to ignition trouble, and being pressed

for time, I was compelled to leave my motor cycle at
• Biggar—180 miles from my destination—to be forwarded on

. per goods train.

It left Biggar on Jlay 28th for Earlestown (Lanes.). On
June 7th having no word of it, I sent in a claim to Earles-
town—the claim was declined, as no advice had been received.
During the next ten days the railway company were asked

.whether they had received the advice, or whether they had
traced the machine. They answered in the negative,' the
excuse for the delay being the damage on. the line at Barton,
although I knew that normal service had been resumed on
that line by the 3rd June.
On June 17th, I learnt that the machine had left the

Caledonian at Carlisle on June 5th. I then thought of the
A.A., and wrote off to their l^Ianchester office without
further delay.

Thanks to their efforts, the cvcle turned up eventually
six days later.

'

E. J. BORRON.

SEASIDE MANNERS.
Sir,—The remarks of one of your correspondents apropos

the disgusting behaviour of some motor cyclists at. fashion-
able seaside resorts are as deplorable as they are true. I
have just returned from Southport, where exists a similar
.state of affairs to those at Eastbourne. Southport lends
itself admirably to any display of the nature indicated—

a

fact which is appreciated. At this admirable place the
knut seems to spend his leisure—very considerable" leisure,
too—in "lapping" Lord Street and the Promenade in a
praiseworthy conscientious manner. He leaves behind him
a "powerful" noise, smell, and impression, although it
must be admitted that sighs of envy and surreptitious
glances of admiration follow his retreating brilliance as
well. Such futility and ostentation are incomprehensible
when one recollects that fine stretches of "speed" sand are
available on the foreshore most mornings before breakfast.
Most of the "regular" machines are indifferently driven,
and are obvionsly not intended for serious work ; indeed, 1
-often saw an ancient Triumph stripped of mudguards, etc. !

_
Perhaps the most effective (?) performance I witnessed—

it left me faint, almost—was that of a Masii youth who
larove. his two-stroke along Lord Street sitting side-saddh
Xgreatly unconcerned), the while his admiring friends, with
their hog-'buses, congregated in a group and effectually

J;

blocked part of the roadway. This was, however, eclipsed
i

by a flapper of few summers and less scruples, who repeated
the performance, riding through a. denser crowd, the follow-
ing evening

! There was a policeman on point duty less
than one hundred yards away who probably saw the above
incidents.

Apparently thisf-conduct can go on with impunity, while
^0''>'\al motor cyclists get fined for incorrect numbers, etc.
it makes one feel inclined to go back to the push-bicycle.
Newcastle-on-Tyne. NORTON.

r65

CARBURATION.
Sir,—Mr. S. T. Williams, in his letter on " Carburatlon " in

your issue of July 15th, seems to lose sight of the inherent

properties of the internal combustion engine. To obtain
power from such an engine one must obtain "revs." Refer-

ring to a 4 h.p. engine, to develop its 4 h.p. at a certain

number of revolutions, he remarks: "But, suppose the full

4 li.p. (or as near as possible thereto) is wanted at a much
less engine speed. . .

." No possible combination of

tap-twiddling will do this, and, if it did, hea\eu help the

transmission.

I maintain that the two-lever carburetter is more foolproof

than- the single lever. The vast majority of riders imagine
that to get maximiun acceleration one must bang open the

throttle fully like a steam engine. On most two-lever carbu-
retters this is mercifully counteracted by the air slide, which
acts as a throttle, and is an unsatisfactory expedient. A
well designed and properly adj^usted single-lever carburetter,

skilfully opened up, will give the engine the exact quantity
of correct mixture that it can consume in its maximum
acceleration.

I h.Tve recentlv fitted an Am.ac single-lever carburetter to

my 1914 5 h.p. Enfield, and the increase in power, accelera-

tion, and slow running is equal to and better than many 1920
machines of many makes with various carburetters. When
crawling in traffic I always run on low gear. My machine
has two gears only. Thumping an engine" over on high gear
with a rich mixture is not skill; it is ignorance. The petrol

consumption is about the same as before, but is really im-
proved, considering the increased speed up hills, which abound
in my district. A single-lever carburetter requires a good

- deal more careful tuning than the two-lever, and this is why
the two-lever still finds many supporters ; but, once in tune
it remains so, if the same spirit is used and the engine kept
in proper trim. The adjustment for atmospheric.conditions is

simple, and more certain than guessing at it with an air lever.

T. R..DRUITT.

MYSTERIOUS NOISES.
Sir,—The article, " Mysterious Noises," in your issue of

July 15th, reminds me of an amusing experience I had some
time ago.

I was driving an ambulance (Studebaker 6), and went
to a Welsh seaside resort to bring an invalid lady back .to

Liverpool^ The car ran Al till starting on the homeward
journey with the patient, nurse and luggage in the ambu-
lance. Immediately on • starting the car a decided squeak
was noticed which ceased as soon as the car was stopped
for examination ; nothing however could be found amiss, so

the car was restarted, when the squeak immediately started

again. Another stop was made for a further inspection

but without result, but on starting again the nurse
opened the front of the ambulance, and I noticed a fox terrier

dog sitting on the bed in the ambulance who did not like

the motion of the car and showed it in his canine way by
making a noise like a hot bearing.

LEONARD F. S. SINGTON.
?-.^i^^:^.,:p-,^.c^<y-i:^^ '^oo<:p--^>.^p-i^

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
l = sued in i-oninnnt'rm with Th^ J\fotor C^'t^d

"MOTOR CYCLES AND .HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard haadbooko- the motor
cvcle. Covei^ every subject relating to all types

. of motor cycles, tbcr management cud care.

Xwenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usecu; "wrinkles" r.nd helptui

hints in regard to motor cycies. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reli.ible system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedy.ng any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
road= into and out of Loudon and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set oi ihree.^complete.in case.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales. Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published .. ... _ •„,

Price

net.

By
post

-2/6 2/10

2/3

2/3

5/6 5A0

S/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) (rom ILIFFE & SONS Ltdi,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or ot leading BookseQer; anJ '

"~ Railw.iy Bookstalls

633
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The International Six Days Trials in France.

Disappointing Enlry for First

Post-war French Six Days.

English machines in the Trial. (Left) Gabriel on a Triumph. (Right) Graeme Fenton who is riding a Scott

IX was most disappointing to the Union
Moto Cycliste de France that their

first po.st war Six Days Trials in the

French Alps attracted so few entries.

Only fifteen competitors .^started on the

25th ult., several entrants failing to

reach Grenoble for various reasons.

Bad luck seems to have pursued the

organisers this year and

every sportsman will no

doubt •sympathise with

them. First 'of all, the

unsatisfactory ending of

the Paris-Kice Trial,

which was declared null

and void owing to the

breakdown in the check

ing organisation, seriously

affected the number of

possible entries 'from Eng
land, although the Pans- Li
Nice event was not or- %-5

ganised by the same bod\
Then, having secured in

entry of twenty-two, nnl>

fifteen started. M. iMahieu.

who was entered on a

R'.idge, had an accident
which ended fatally. A
Gillet rider—Sermeub

—

was jjrevented from stait

ing by illness. Lucas
(Zenith), Barron (Harlev-
Davidson), and H.
Wood (Scott) did 11 1

cross th.fi Clianiiel. Tin i

the Magnat-Debon, a

French machine, w l^

absenl. and Gold (Weill),

an Kriglish ('onipetltoi,

although ill France, ,u-

rived late at Grenobl'e.

15y July 24tli most tii

the compptilors had
aiiived,. and those who
l:iiou' the i'o.ids were of
(lie iinaniTitous opininii

that no t(mriiig ciinipcti-

tinn previiMifly lielif would
jnove so sluMiiious. They Le Pond-d'Au
priiphesiod that all Hip (he allractions
.Si\ Davs 'Irial niiMi uoukl

tl,,. ^g^,,,^ |,j,sj,es

be penalised and that cei'tain sections of

the road could- not be covered at the
average speed imposed without the risk

of smashing the machines.
The regulations provided that the or-

ganisers had the right . to add certain
tests, notably hill climbs, consequently
the LTnion I\Iotor Cvclists de Franca

ris—On the course of the International Six Days
of the Trial is the magnificent scenery

decided to include Laftrey hill in the

,

second portion of the -first day's route.

The weighing operations were in charge
of i\L Longuemare, Vice-president of the
Union INIoto Cycliste de France, while
51. Rene de Knyff—that grand old sports-
man whose name has been associated
with every important race and trial held

in France since the be-
ginning of motoring

—

arrived from Paris by^
motor cycle. He is

President of the Union:
Moto Cycliste de France.
Competitors started at

seven o'clock from the

enclosure for the hill-

climb at Vizille. There
was a control at Cordis

where the riders had
a thirty minutes interval.

The competitors were
sent away in the follow-

ing order on the first

daV :

SOLO M.\CHINES.
Giaeme Fcntou (Scott).
Bernard (Indian).
~Venne (A.B.C.).
Deti-uclle (A.B.C.). ^
Baitlieleniv (.ScotI).

Naas (A.B.C.l.
-Vndre (Motosaroche).
Borgotti (A.B.C.).
r.abriel (Ti-iumpli).
iMorand (Condoi-).
Roily (INlotosacoche).
Pinney (Triumph).

SIDECARS AND CYCLE
CARS.

Gex (Motosacoche).
Gallien (Beuoist-Gonin).
Sand ford (Morgaa). -

The course was divided

into six sections of 45,

42. 39, 42, 35, and 40

kilometres respectively:

Girenoble (start), Seyasi^

net, St., Ninii^-, Pont de

la Goule Noire (45 151.),,

control ; La Balmo do

Rencurel, Pont-en-RoyaM,
Saijit - Jean - en - Royans,

Leoncel (88 kil.j, con-

trol ; La Vacherie, Plande
Baix, Blacons, Saillaiu

Trial, One of

through which
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Borgotti (A.B.C.) in the heart of the French Alps.

(127 kil.), lunch; Pontaix, Chamaloc, col

due Rousset JH69 kil.), control; tunnel of

630 metres, Rousset, St.-Martin-en-
\'erons, St.-JuUen-en-Noire (204 kil.),

conti'ol ; Les Jarrants, Sassenage, Grenoble
(244 kil.), finish.

THE SECOND DAY.
On the 27_th ult., the Laffrey hill-

climb, taken iri the course of the trial,

took place in rainy weather. The re-

sults in the various classes were as

follow :

350 c.c. CLASS.
m. B.

, 1. Morand (Condor) 12 55

m.
500 c.c. CLASS.

'
1. Borgotti (A.B.C.)
2. Yenne (A.B.C.)
3. Rollv (Motosacoche)

Gabriel (Triumph)
Detruche (A.B.C.)
Nans (A.B.C).
Robert (Motosacoclie)

760 c.c. CLASS.
1. Pinney (Triumph)
2. Bartheleiny (Scott) ..^
3. Graeme Fenton, (Scj^t) ...

1,000 CO. "-CLASS.
1. Bernard (Indian) " 6 498

1,000' c.c. CLASS.- SIDECARS.
1. Gex (Motosacoche) 11 17i
1,100 c.c. CLASS.—CYCLE CARS.

1. Sandiord (Morgan) ..." ... ... 11 7J

The best time was made by Bernard
(Indian), who won the Vizille Cup. The

R 3
K ?..',

H 41
8 5?
9 - 3^

1 1 9
13 Vii

10 5t
11 4i
13 38?

167

record for this hill-climb was established
by Guiguet, on a 350 c.c. machine, in
1914 ; time 5 min. 36 sec. It will be
noted that this time was not beaten, but
it appears that Guiguet rode a racing
machine while those entered for the Six
Days Trials were naturally touring models.
The second stage of the trial appears

to have been less difficult than the first

stage, from the point of view, at any rate,
of tlie steepness of the hills and the nature
of the road surface, nevertheless there
were more penalties on the second day
than on the first. Tyre troubles are
beginning to show themselves, but the
machines stood up well. The day's run
began with the timed hill-climb, the
results of which we have just given. The
competitors then continued as far as Corps,
where the second start was made on the
hill test. It seems, however, that there
was a misunderstanding, as several com-
petitors turned up late at Vizille, thereby
running the risk of penalisation. Detruche
(A.B.C.) hurt himself in the previous day's

Andre (Motosacoche) climbing one of the Ions but solendidly graded hills in the trial.

Bernard (Indian) re-starting from an

Alpine village.

run after a fall caused by a dog, and lost

three marks. . He also suffered several
punctures, and broke his saddle. Yenne,
riding a similar machine,- lost his way,
and had two punctures—one in the front

and one in the back wheel—and lost nine
marks. Graeme "Fenton (Scott), unfortu-
nately, had to retire also, through a fall

caused bj' riding in a cloud of dust which
hid a corner. His machine was seriously

damaged, but he managed to patch up
his mount, and arrived in time at the
next control, when a side-slip finally put
him out of the running.
There were now thirteen competitors in

the trial, and eleven who had probably
lost no marks. Further particulars of this

event will be given in our next issue.

C3

H:
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A.CU. SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Routes and Entries for this Year's Big Event in the North-eastern District of England,

to be held from Monday, Aug. 23rd. to Saturday, 28th, Inclusive.

ON the point of the number of entries,
the success of this year's A.CU.
Si.x Days

, Trial is assured. We are
able ±0 give this week a list of 120
entries received by the Auto Cycle Union.
As has already been stated, Darlington

will be the centre for the first four days,
the fifth day's route being a run from
the North to the Midlands. The com-
petitors will stop at Coleshill, Kenil-
worth, Warwick or Leamington, accord-
ing to their numbers, and on the sixth,

day will ride to Brooklands for speed and
brake tests and final examination.
On this and the following page we are

able to give maps and particulars of the
first five days routes.

The names of the observed hills will

not be published, but the following are
the principal hills to be climbed : Rose-
dale, Abbey Bank, Boltby, White Shaw
Moss, Buttertubs Pass, and Park Rash.

MONDAY, AUGUST 23rd.
Schedule
Time of

Leader.
a.m.
8.0 Darlington
8.12 Croft
8.30 Great Smeaton
8,521 Northallerton
9.13' Bedale
9.37
9.59
10.19
10.4,2

11.5
11.18
11.41
12.15

leij MILES.
Mileage.

Inter-

mediate. Total.

4
6
7.V

8.V

4
10
171
26"

321

37i
46i
64
6U
G6"

73J
85

Masham 6f
Kirkby Malzeard 5
Pateley Bridge 9
Blubberhouses 7-J

Otley 71-

Guiseley 41
Binglev 7}
Ilkley' llj

(Ih. 15m. limch interval at the Middieton House.)
p.m.
1.30 Ilkley — —
1.49.1 Bolton Abbey G.V 6.1

2.26 Grassington 11} 18^
2.431 Kettlewell f,\ 241
8.20 Carlton lOJ 35}
3.44 West Witton . SJ 41
3.60 Thoralby 6 46
4.151 Redmire 61 611
4.50 Richmond Ill 63'

6.4 Middieton Tyas 6" 68
5,20 Croft 5 73
6.31 Darlington (Victoria Roadl ..'.

3.J 701

Some of the best Yorkshire Dale
scenery is traversed, and much hill-climb-

ing will be done on both morning and
afternoon routes.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 24th.
Schedule
Time of
Leader.
a.m.
8.0 Darlington (ex Siinncr Gate) . —
8.17 Barton 5J
9.9 Reeth I7J

10.11 Feotham 17
11 .

'.'>\ Hawes 241
12.161 Dent 14-
12..11IJ Ingleton 11

(Lunch at Inglcborough Hotel, Ih. SOlm.)
p.m.
2 .'30 Ingleton —
2.44 Clapham -.^ 4-j

3.0J Stainforth 61
3.6J Langcliffe \\
3.44 Arnclific 9}
4.1 Kcttlewcll ;; 61
4.1U liuckdcn 31
4.374 StallinK Busk '.. 7

4.40J Bainbridge H
4.r,li Aslirigg \_ 1]
6.13 Redmire 7^
6.48 Kii-hinond
n.aj Middieton Tyas
«.!«} Croft
6.29 Darlington (Victoria Road) ...

Total (or two days, 3J7 milci.

?4

165.V MILES.
Mileage.

Inter-

mediate. Total.

6i
23
40

64.J
781

89i

4,i

lU
13

22}
2S.J

32
39
42

43J
61

02J
67}

72J
70

Hi
6}
It

3i

!5lH. 1341. MILES.
~ Mileage.
Inter-

mediate. Total.

WEDNESDi^Y, AUGUST
Schedule
Time of

Leader
a.m.
8 , Darlington (Haughton Road) . -^ - —
S .16 Long Newton 6i 5J
8.201 Stockton-on-Tees 4.V. 9}
8 .

32" Thornabv-on-Tees J 101
9.18 Guisborough 1.51 - 26"

9. 40 Castleton 9} 35i
10.281 Hulton-le-Hole l-li 491
10.371 Kirbv Moorside 3 621
10.461 Lawton 1 3 651
10.55" Helmsley 2J 58t
11.22 Kilburn j.. 9 67}
11.35 Bagby 41 71}
11.45 Thirsk 3J 75

(Lunch at Three Tuns Hotel, Ih. 45m.)
p.m.
1.30 Thirsk

The afternoon route will provide some
rough going over elementary roads.

Wednesday's route breaks country new to

trials riders, who will find some stiff

gradients amongst the Hambleton and
Cleveland Hills.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26Ta.
Schedule
of Time
Leader.

1601 MILES.
Mileage.

Inter-

mediate. Total

1 .40 Felixkirk 3}
1.461 Boltby 2}
2.41' Hornby 4J
2 .431 Swainby 11

2.58V Carlton 3}
3.2S1 Inglebv Greenhow 10
3.43' Stokesiey 4i
4 .

4

Craythorne 7

4.7 Yarm 4}
4. 44 Darlington (Park Gate) 9.}

Total for three days, 4611 miles.

On Tuesday the chief feature of the
morning's run will be the climbing of

White Shaw Moss ; this hill caused a

"strike" in the 1913 Trials, and the
performances of the 1920 machines and
riders wiU be watched with interest.

St
61
10
21

24t
341
39'

46

60i
691

8.0 Darlington (ex Bond Gate) ... -^
8.33 Slaihdrop . . . ^ 11
9 . 3 Egglestone 10
9.101 Mickleton 21
9.641 Brough 14}

10.7.1 Kirkby Stephen 4i
10;]5 Soulby 2I
10.51 Crosby Ravensworth 12

'

"11.3 Shao 4
11.27 Clifton 8

11.36 Penrith 3

(Lunch interval, Ih. 24m.)
p.m.
1.0 Penrith —
1.14} Langworthy
1,27 Mehlierby
1.6SI Alston
2,13 Nenthead
2 . 41 St. John's Chapel
2 . 521 Westgate
3.71 Bolts Burn
4.13 Wolsingham
4.231 Tow Law
4.37 Crook
4 . 531 Bishop Aucldand
6. 06 Darlington (Bond Gate) ..

Total for four days, 62:

4}
4}

101

4|
91

3}
5

181
3|
41
51

14"

!S,)

11
21
231

38i
421
45
67
61
69
72

4}
«
19i
24i
33}

37i
42i
61
641
69"

741
881

First day's route, 161}iniles.

^y
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 27th. SOOJ MILES.
Schedule Mileage.
Time of Inter-

Leader, mediate. Total.
a.m.
8.0 Darlington (ex Skinner Gate) . — —
8.171 Barton 5J 5}
8.37J CatterickBridse CJ 121
8.57 Huntoii 6J 19"

9.17.1 Middleham fi} 25J
9.31.1 Carlton 4J 30S-
10.3' Kettlewell 101 41'

10.211 Threshfield 01 47i
10. .505 Bolton Abbey 9V 56i
11. 7\ Ilklev 5} 62,V

12.9.. Brighouse 20.V S3
12.22.! Huddersfield i\ 87i

(Luncti interval, Ih. 74m.)
p.m.
1.30 Huddersfield — —
1..57 Bottom ot Timed Hill-climb ..9
2.2SI Glossop 101 19.1

J. Ill Buxton Ui 33}
4.13 Aslibourne 201 64^
4.43 Sudbury 10 64i
6.10 Yoxall 9' 73i
6.30 Lichfield 0} SO
6.16 Coleshill t lo.V 9-51

6.2S1 Stonebridge 4 991
6.551 Kenilworth 9 108!
7-9 Warwick or Leamington • 4J 113

Total for live days, , 8221 miles.

THE LAST DAY.
Schedule -

Mileage.
Time of ._ Inter-

Leader. mediate. Total.
a.m.
8.0 Coleshill _ —
8.12 Stonebridge 4 4
S.39 Ke.ulworth 9 13
8.521 Warwick or Leamington 4X 171
9.52 Banbury T^. 19J- 37i
11.0 Oxford 221 59i
p.m.
12.9 Henley-on-Thames 23i S3
12.35 Maidenhead 8} 91J
12.55 Windsor 61 98i
1.13 Staines 6" IO4J
1.22 Chertsey 3 107i
i.40.5 Brooklands Motor Course 6i 1131

To'.al mileage, 9181.

Official List of Entiles.
>^Humnhries and Dawes, Ltd. ^O.K. Junior) :

W. L. Handley.
P. Pike.
N. M. Hall.

Veloce, l.td. (velocette):
G. Deuley. -

E. F. Goodman.
5. Jones.

^ Enfleld Cycle Co., Ltd. :

• ' H. L. Hanks.
. W. E. Smith.

D. S. -Alexanden
Reg. n. Baxter (Radco).
Butterfields, Ltd. (Levis) :

F. W. Applebee.
G. Kuhn.
F. Porter.

New Imperial Cycle Co. :

J. A. Newman.
L. Horton.
L. Tonks.
B. Bladder.

D.F. and M. Eng. Go. (Diamond)

:

F. J. Price.
E. B. Clark (2^)4 Blackburne).
Hoskison Motors. Ltd. :

H R. Guest.
D. L. Greig (3!.^ Sunbeam).
E. A. Edwards (3'-, J.A.P.) . -
it.. C. Winn (3 A.B.C.).
A. Wilkes (3':. Rover).
II. W. Merrill, jnn. (3 A.B.C.).
A. S. Guthrie ^^i., Sunbeam;.
N.U.T. Motor Co. (N.U.T.) :

D. C. Thompson.
D. Robb.
F. J. Fieldhotise.

rheion and .Aloure (P. and M.) :

G. M. Town-^end.
H. M. Batten.

F. W. Longman :

F. A. Longman (314 Ariel).
Tnimiph Cycle Co., Ltd. :

G. J, Shemans.
H. Gleen.
F. G. Edmond.

W. H. Owen (Indiaii Scout).
A. Colcombe (Indian Scout).
U: Bead and Co. (Headyl •

D. Read.

II

H. M. KuoTles (3iA IS'orton).
i Mrs. O.. M. Knowles (3i'o Norton).
Sopwith Aviation Co. (A'B.C):

K. Robinson.
6. W\ Lush.
E. E^ Palmer,

James Cvole Co., Ltd..
.

J. F. Lidstone (21i James).
; - G. A. Strange (31/, James).
I &. E. Stotiart (7 James so.).

160

Second day's route, 165i miles.

^\ Hycvott (4 Triumph).
John Maiston, Ltd. iSunbeam':

T. C. de la Hay.
F. C. TOTvnshend.
Hi. Dance.

Xew Rover CTycle Co.

:

' G. Featherstonhaugh.
D. Brandish.
D. H. Noble.

B. W. Duke (4 Triumph).
E. Cross (4 Triumph)
B. Alan Hill (3% Scott).

W. Westwood (4 Triumph).
G. L. Tiniite (5 J.A.P.)
E. S. Astley (5 J.A.P.).
D. A. Atkin (5 J.A.P.).
C. Moser (4 Triumph).
P. H. Hall (4 Blackburne).

Third day's route. 134i miles.
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Fourth day's route, 160Jmiles.

c; W. "VMiit« (4 Norton).
\S. Edivards (41,1 U.S.A.).
... J. Stevens, Ltd. (A. J.S.)

:

Cvril Williams.
H. E. D.avie~.
Eric Williams.

, O. Wade.
n. E. Darnton (7-9 Indian).
S. Sawer [4 Xorton).
W. Mt-Lellan (4 Norton).
J. Johnson (5-7 Coventr.v Victor);
W. J. Montgomery (5-7 Montgomery)
H. W. livn-aters fG A.J.S.).
G Xott (7 Matehless-Jir.A.G.l.
C. E. Collier '7 Matchless-M.A.G.l.
!'. J. Watson !6 Ariel).

T. J. Boss (7 M.A.G.).
H. E. Aslrlev (6 L.M.C.).
G. W. Hardoe (7 M A.G.).
V. J. Ellis :7 M.A.G.I.
(r. Pacliirjan 8 Mate liless).

I,. G Jfarl.Hli.r 8 lil.i. kl.nrne).
W. A. F.;.ll.rf,„,tii 8 Bla.k-lmrue)
II. P. 1). Motor Co.:

J. H. V\nn (8 not).
Moicaii Motor Co.:

Three riiarhintM.
T. Clmrli-swortli (8 Zenith).
Scott Motor Cyjle Co., Ltd.:

C. P. Wofxl.
H. Lanwiiian.
O. Hill.
W. L. Gil!-.

U.S.A. Cycle. Ltd.:
L. L. Senior.
V. Tiirvey.
H. K EdM.irdn.
W. G. lifirriHOn.

V. E. riukT, Ltd.:
Hurry fiicen.

A. G. Cul.
M. A. Ilcei.

Clyiir» Knir. Co., Ltd.

:

A. K. KiiiKllt.

C. I''roeiiiiin.

Illlfrll filhKrjII.

Harley-I'avidion Motor Co.l
J. A. Sulllvnn.
I>. A, Iiaviddori.

M. Grintoii.
Hlltllber, Ltd.:

». WrlKht
/inllith Motor*:

H. .Ii'pson.

L. C. lillxin.

Itenntiioiil Motrin ;L(.>0(bJ. Ltd,

:

N. A. Woi,l.)f.

CO

Dunford and Elliott, Ltd.:
Two machines.

W. J. Lal;e (2^1 A.J.S.). •

J. Cooper (6 A.J.S.).
Gilston M.C. Depot:

M. C. Davie.!.

Barnet Gold (2"'i-Wolf).
W. J. Chambers (41.4 B.S.A.).
A. L. Cranch (5 Rover).
H. Patterson (4 Triumph). «-
Capt. E. Locke (3'.. Coventry Eagle).

LIGHTWEIGHT TRIAL
RESULTS.

THE official results of the recent Bir-

mingham ^I.C.C. lightweight trial to

Chepstow and back show that no
fewer than six competitors lost no marl^s,

and therefore tie for the premier award.
These were; E. J, Bastock (2^ Levis), R.
E. Pugh-

(2i- Levis), J. C. Walker (2i
Bdrnund-Jap), A. R. Edwards (2^ Levis),
Eric Williams (2^ Velocette), and U. JCuhn
(2^ Levis). These ties will be decided in

a later event. The best amateur perform-
ance was made by E. J. ]5astock ; and
the '.silver medallists were (J. Denley (2^
Velocette), W. R. Urwin (2i Levis), and
B. Kershaw \2\ Verus).

In the touring trial for larger machines
run concurrently with the lightweight
event the following secured the chief
awards in their respected chuss^cs :

r, Puynter (31-. Norton), W. A. EcRinton (4
Sunhoam), H. A. Vawwdt (4'/i U.S.A.), and U. H
Peters (4 Trlunipli) tied, W. T. Woodcock (3'A
Ariel if.). A. M. i:dward» (4',', James sc), and
B. Bladder (8 New Imiienal »(:.).

Be*t Amateur Performance; A. H. Edwards (4'^
Jamen sc.).

In addition there were no fewer than
thirteen silver medal winners.

Fifth day's rout*.
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LONDON TO HOLYHEAD.
Holiday Event for the Maude's Challenge Shield, organised by the Ealing and

District M.C.C., -proved to be a hard Trial. i

THE Ealing and District M.C.C. held
their first . Loiidon-Holyhead Trial

on 31st July and 1st August, start-

ing from Cranford ^'idge. Unfortu-
nately the ti-ial attracted only sixteen

entries, of whitli number only one (W.
J. Phillips. 10 h.p. Deemster light car)

failed to start. The course' proved to be
3 very severe one indeed, including as it

did the crossing of Machynlleth and the

ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes. The former
was taken in the opposite direction to

that of the English Six Days in 1919,

and Bwlch-y-Groes took its usual toll of

gold medals. The first competitor was
despatched by Dr. Low at midnight, and
Ihe course followed the Bath JRoad to

Reading, and thence through Faringdon
mc| Gloucester to Hereford, where one
lOur and fifteen minutes were allowed for

breakfast. At this point the first check
.vas held, and most of the competitors
irrived to time. Here S. A. Lees (2|
i.p. Priory), ai-rived late, ha\ang suffered

i rouble with slipped magneto timing, and
lecided to retire. The ne.xt point of in-

^

erest was just beyond Rhayader, where
i
he first observed hill was found, and on

j

he summit of which the secret check was

I

nstituted, which is only to be used to

1 leeide the winner of tlie shield in case
f a tie. The. hill did not preseiH many

difficulties, and several competitors were
caught considerably early.

From here we rode in company with
H. Welsh (2J Priory) and J. Harrison
(3 Calthorpe), both of whom had great
difficulty with slipping belt after- the
many watersplashes encountered.

A Difficult Descent.

Conditions now stiffened considerably,
for after climbing up to Van Mines via

Stay-a-Little, an old English six days
friend, the mountain was descended on
the jNIachynlleth side. The surface was
appalling, being composed of large slabs

of rock, water gulleys running across the

road' at various angles, and two cart ruts

several inches deep.
Lunch was arranged '-at Bala, but

Bwlch-y-Groes had to be climbed en

route. Clean ascents were made by W.
G. Bower (5-6 Rover). D. D. Tilt (4

Triumph), A. G. Battley (4 . Triumph),
Mrs. 0. M. Knowles (3^ Norton), George
Nott (8 Matchless sc), and Rex G. Mundy
(10 G.N. light car).

Here there were no observed hills

. or checks until Holyhead was reached,

where F. T. Bidlake timed in the ten

survivors. The a^vards w'ill be decided

on the basis of climbing all observed hills,

adherence to schedule, and, if a tie should

result, the secret check will be resorted
to—but only in the event of a tie. The
following finished within their respective
time limits :

P. S, Spouse (10 T.B. cycle c.nrl.

W. G. Boyei (6-6 Eover).
D. D. Tilt (4 Triumph).
A. G. B.nttlev (4 Triumph].
P. Cuuuingh.nm (31/2 P. and M.).
Mrs. O. M. Knonies [Sy- Norton).
Capt. E. M. Kuov-les (31/2 Norton).
George Nott [8 Matchless sc).
T. J. Boss (8 Matchless sc).
Kes G. Mnndy (10 G.N. cycle car).

A remarkable performance was -put up
by Mrs. Knowles, who, although she had
an accident near Festiniog, damaging her
handle-bars, controls, and tank, managed
to finish within her time limit.

It is proposed that a permit be asked
for from the Auto-Cycle Union for this

event to be made open_next year. If this

is done, it is to be hoped that the trial

will be better supported, as it undoubtedly
deserves to be with such a sporting

.

course.

We were truly sorry for F. T. Bidlake,
whom Longman took over the worst part
of the course in his sidecar, and en-

deavoured to arrow the route in addition

to arriving at each check before the first

competitor. It .speaks well for his 3^
Ariel that it accomplished what it did.

ENGLAND v. HOLLAND.
Next Saturday's International Motor Cycle Trial from Maastricht (South Holland)

to Amsterdam. Third of the Series.

The following year,, a. Dutch team visited

England, Oxford being the starting and
finishing point of the trial, organised by
the A.C.XJ. Hills are almost non-existent

in- Holland, and when the Dutchmen saw
—and felt—Kop, near Princes Risboro',

they fell off like shelling peas. England
thus won comfortably in 1913. The war
upset the return trip to Holland in 1914,

which was to settle the ultimate winners

of the Trophy, and next Saturday's con-

test represents the postponed event.

A strong British team crossed over to

Antwerp from Harwich on Tuesday
evening last, and were due at Maastricht,

South Holland, to-day (Thursday). The
Dutch folk are extremely hospitable, and

an interesting programme in commemora-
.tion of the visit had been mapped out

NSTITUTED in 1912, the third Anglo-

iJiiteh trial is to be held in Holland

on Saturday, the 7th inst. Eighteen

ritish and a" similar number of Dutch
lers, each team composed of nine

iiateurs and nine trade representatives,

ill compete over a course divided into

lee .sections and extending from
.lastricht, on the Belgian-Dutch border,

Amsterdam. A mass of checking

itioiis have been arranged on the com'se

approximately 150 miles, and regularity

running is to settle the final destination

the "N. M. V. Beker," presented by
€ssrs._ J. Ferwerda and A. Citroen in

12. Controls have been arranged
.
at

-nils and Utrecht, . besides secret check-

j, stations. The start is at 7 a.m.

The Anglo-Dutch trial is a growingly

Zenith), L. Newey (6 Ariel), and G. W. Moffatt
<4 Douglas).
SlDKCAHS.—Pn'ia/e Ou-ncrs : G. H. Boynton (5-6

James sc), C. Crossthwaite (5-6 James sc), W. A.
Fell-Smith (8 Blackburne sc), and S. Bannon
(reserve) (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc) Trade: C. R.
Collier (8 Matchless sc), II. A. Collier (8 Match-
less sc), W. Pratt (6 A.J.S. sc), E. B. Ware
(reserve) (8 jMatchless sc), and II. F. S. Morgari
reserve) (8 Morgan).

BROOKLANDS AUGUST
MEETING.

AKEN as a whole the August Broqk-

pular event. Its origin is interesting.

1911 a pary of keen Dutch motor
clists journeyed to the Isle of Man
witness theT.T. Races of that year.

1 their return, an invitation was ex-

ided to The Motor Cycle to organise

team to compete against an equal
inber of Dutch motor cyclists, which
ugestion we readily acted upon, and
representative team duly arrived in

lUand full of confidence in success.

t Dame Fortune decided that a German
igiieto should be deranged on one

.
itish mount, and as a result the rider

ired and lost the maximum number
marks for his team at successive con-

' lis. Holland thus won deservedly.

There was to be a reception by the

iVIaastricht Council this evening at a

dinner to the international riders.

In the trial on Saturday the Dutchmen
will mostly ride American-made machines.

The Britis'h riders are, of course, to a man
astride British mounts.

The 1920 British team selected is as

follows :

Under 500 C.c.—Piirate Oimers: T. Rutherford

(3V' Sunbeam), Geoirrey Smith (3V.' Sunbeam), Lt.

Glen Kidston. R.N. (S'-j Sunbeam), and E. A.

Edwards (reserve) (3',; V.V.1 .) Trade : W. B.

Gibb (2>i Douglas). H. Gibson (2M: Clyno). and J.

A. Newman dVi Sunbeam).
Over 500 c.c. Solo.—Prirflte Omners: D. H.

Noble (5-6 Eoveri, F. A. Hardy (5-6 Zenith), 1.

Dovor (4 Triumph), and G. W. G. Codd (reserve)

(10 R«ading-Standard). Trade: Kaye Don (6

lands meeting was a success ni epite

of the weather, though, obviously, a

great number of visitors must have been

kept at home by the series, of annoying

showers. Small "cars- had the second race,

which was the third, light car short handi-

cap, to themselves, and E. B. Ware's red

Morgan won a fine race, covering the

five and threequarter miles at a speed of

68.5 m.p.h., well ahead of the field.

Unfortunately, Frazer Nash's famous

G.N. suffered from a bad side-slip while

just behind Bedford's Hillman as both

cars were entering the railway straight.

The G.N. turned round completely, then

crashed into the foliage and through the

fence on the railway side. Nash, by a

miracle, escaped w'ith minor injuries,

though the car turned upside down.

The second light car long handicap was

won by Ware (Morgan) at 69.5 m.p.h.

Hawkes (Morgan) won the cycle car short

handicap ft 64 m.p.h.

en
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NEW IDEAS IN SIDECAR DESIGN.
A Converdble Tandem Seater—an Australian Design. Sparling and Tourini Types.

THE popularity of the sidecar in-

creases day by day, .and as a result

new 'models are constantly being
introduced to meet the -demand. Com-
pared with the pre-war product, the

sidecar of to-day is a vastly improved
article, and this is a point which should
be' borne in mind when prices of the two
periods are compared.

Illustrated on this and the following
page are new sidecars to suit the various
requirements of different drivers, from
the owner of a sporting machine to the

one who wishes to accommodate his

family.

The first machine illusti-ated is a con-

vertible tandenl seater, produced by the
Sandham Engineering Co., 336, Gray's
Inn Road, London, W.C.I, and seems to

have overcome a number of difficulties.

As may be seen from the plan view of

the sidecar, additional length is afforded

in the body by extending the rear back
rest. A pit is arranged for this passen-

ger's feet. The side pieces which limit

the angle of the rear back rest are re-

inforced by a strip of stout leather

running through the centre.

fOR ONE OR TWO
PASSENGERS.

Semi-plan view of the convertible tandem-seated Sandum sidecar, showing the back extended

for the accommodation of a second passenger.

dash over the nose show consijleration it a compromise between the two, and^
for the passenger's limbs. A change of therefore, likely to have a wider appeal,

position is rendered possible by a movable The price ^ ^'
'

-^'--' ^ - """ot this attachment £22.

The Sandum convertible tandem_,as a single-

seater. The back cushion of the front seat is

now placed further to the rear.

When it is required to carry one pas-

senger only, a very neat method is used
for converting the body into a single-

seater. The rear seat is placed rtn end,
and rests against the rear back rest,

which latter falls forward and follows

the contour of the rear of the body. The
front back rest, which is held in two
grooves, is removed and placed in similar
slots at the rear, whilst the front seat

slides back an equivalent distance. 'J'he

-

change can be made in a few minutes.
'I'liis model is to be handled in London

by Duiihills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I.
A sporting type .sidecar—but not so

" sporting " as to be uncomfortable—is

the Stanford, Classic, manufactured by
the Stanford Sidecar Co., of Sampson
lload Noilh, I'.irnjijigham. It is as wide
and as well-upholstered as the average
tourist model, .'ind as strongly constructed.
The angle of the footboard and the raised

seat, the semi-reclining
position favoured by
some passengers being
possible, but is left a
matter of choice. The
ma,kers say that it is

neither a flying camp
bi?d nor a portable
lounge chair, rather is

Rear view of the Rock sidecar.

Adjustable screen and apron £2 10s. and
I

aluminium disc for wheel £2 extra.

Another model made by this firm is

a tourist model, more or less on con-

Suitable for

medium-powercJ
machines.

The rear locker of the Stanford

semi-sporting model. The Stanlord "classic" semi-sporting sidecar.

4;
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Details of the unconventional

construction of the Rock sidecar.

_,|Vehtional lines—well-made and finished,
'ind at a reasonable price, viz., £26 10s.
Both these sidecars are also made in
metal for overseas.

The Rock Sidecar.

In our issue for .July 29th, we gave
larticulars of Australian produced motor
voles. Apropos the entrance of the
\nlipodes into the manufacturing field,

ve recently had a call from Mr. J. W.
': Jnderwood, managing director of the
Juderwood Patent Sidecar Pty., Ltd.,
f Melbourne, Australia. This gentle-
1=111 gave us particulars of the Rock side-

,
ar which embodies the company's

I

stents. The chief features are in the

j

esign of the chassis and the springing,

j

oth of which are distinctly unconven-
onal. The main weight of the sidecar

It the rear is taken by a U-shaped steel

I
ar attached flexibly to the chain stays

ft the top of the saddle tube, the body
sing bolted to a bar insulated from the

i
-shaped member by means either of

)il springs or a transverse semi-elltptic

n'ing, the front of the body being sus-

>iided in a similar fashion.

It may be said that the Rock sidecar

IS no frifme in the usual sense of the

liis design, Mr. Underwood haa en-

deavoured to do away with rigidity as

far as possibly, to allow plenty of vertical

movement with no horizontal movement.
His firm has turned out as many as 1,000

sidecars per annum in Australia, and
liopes very shortly to introduce the Rock
on the English market.
Mr. Underwood's design certainly is

not the first attempt to provide a non-
rigid construction, but it appears to have
greater possibilities than the majority of

such devices we have inspected. We hope
later to try the device.

Mr. Underwood's present address is

30, Dunsford Road, Bearwood Road,
Bearwood, Birmingham.

A Chassis for Four-cylinder Henderson
Machines.

We recently inspected a sidecar chassis

which lias been specially constructed for

attachment to Henderson motor cycles,

and will shortly be placed on the market,
equipped with ar special body by the
Sidecar Body Co., 23, Upper Clapton

The Stanford tourist sidecar.

term. The " a.xle " member is free to
move in bearings on the body. Attached
to this member are two shock absorbers.
One of the advantages of this system

of springing is that the weight may be
adjusted by slackening two bolts and
nuts which shorten or increase the lever-
age on the arm. The total weight of the
chassis is about 50 lb., and it can be

attached either to , a light

machine or a heavy twin.
Its inventor informs us that

it has proved itself in Aus-
tralia to be stronger than any-
thing on the road, and capable
of carrying anything up to

. 4 cwt. with absolute safety,

and with considerably less

stress on the machine. In

\S special chassis for fieavy machines made by the Sidecar Body Gj

Road, London, E.5. Exceptionally sturdy
construction and the capability to with-

stand the' violent road shocks, to which it

is submitted when attached to a heavy
four-cylinder machine are two of its

principal features.

The chassis is made of 12 gauge steel

tubing throughout, and the lugs are

machined from the solid.

As clearly shown in the illustration,

in addition to the three cross members,
a diagonal tube, linking up the front
ends of the twin longitudinal members, is

introduced.
Four vertic^ supports bridge the off-

side members, and of the four-joint at-

tachment, the shape of the upper tube
at the rear is such that easy access can
be made to the left-hand kick-starfer.

As the lower lug on the Henderson
rear forks is not, in line with the wheel
a.xle, the lower sidecar lug is lowered
in order to keep the chassis horizontal,
and yet retain the alignment of the sidecar
and motor cycle wheels. The body is

suspended on a front and rear bracket,
which latter are attached to two long C
springs. A special two-seater body will

also be fitted, the price of which will be
in the vicinity of iG35.
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Olntds to TLlg^t Camps.
5th ... 9.11 p.m
7th ... ... 9,8 ,,

9th .... '... 9.4 „
nth ... 9.0 ,

Aug.

Taxation of Sidecars.

Thanks to pressure exerted by the
Motor Legislation Committee tlirough Sir
W. Joynson-Hiclis. The £4 sidecar tax
has been amended. We forecasted this in

last week's issue. The amendment pro-
vides that in cases where the cycle does'
not exceed 200 lb. in weight unladen
the total duty will be £2 10s. only.

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

The amount of hotel accommodation at

.Darlington is somewhat limited, and with
a view to assisting the competitors, etc.,

the Darlington Bicycle and Motor Club
are getting up. a list of available beds.

If any of the competitors wish any
assistance in this direction, they should
communicate with the hon. secretary,

I\Ir. T. W. Watson, Central Chambers,
Darlington.

In the Cumberland Trial.

At the conclusion of the recent Cumber-
land County M.C.C. Trial it was generally

thought that the team of three Richard-
son cars was the only one to complete
the course, but this supposition proved''

to be incorr-ect. The idea arose no doubt
from the fact that these cars composed
the only manufacturers' team to finish.

The team prize was taken by the
\\'orcester and District IM.C.C., the

'nders in which were all niounted on
Sunbeams.

Motor Cycle Enthusiasm at Newcastle.

There are now three motor clubs with
headquarters at Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The aggregate membership of the three

is well over 400. The Newcastle Motor
Club, started in 1906, has been quiescent
during and since tlie war, but was resus-

citated at a meeting held recently, when
an Advisory Coinmitlee was appointed
to consider steps to revive the club.

At the present moment, Hlie only club
alliliated through the N.E.A.A. with
the .\,C.U, is the Newcastle and District
j\l,C'.C., which was started the same
night in 1906 as the Newcastle Motor
Clul), The former club last numlh held
a most successful trial for the White
Cross Trcjphy, for which there were fifty-

four competitors. It is one of the most
pi'iigreasive organisations in the North,
iiaving a paid up membership of over
200, the majdrity of wbum are amateurs.
1'lic tliird Newca.itio body, the Northern
M.C., ia of comparatively recent origin.

CI4

Next Year's T.T. Races—First Entries
Received.

The Auto Cycle Union is already deal-

ing with the preliminary organisation of

next year's Tourist Trophy Races, to be
held over the same course as was used
this June. In this connection the Union
makes ' the interesting announcement
that the first entry for the 1921 Senior
T.T. has already been received; this

consists of three Norton motor cycles

which the makers have put forward as a

team in the 350 c.c. class. - A Norton
machine finished second in this year's

Senior Race, and this make only missed
winning the team prize by a matter of

seconds, no team actually qualifying. It

may be safely assumed that the present
holders of the Tourist Trophies, the

makers of the A.J.S. and Sunbeam motor
cycles, will exercise their right to defend
their titles to the Blue Ribands of the

motor cycle world next year.

Sf&clal J^eatures.

CAMPING WITH A LIGHTWEIGHT
AN UNTAPPED MARKET.
A.C.U. SIX DAYS ROUTES.

Lancashire Team Trial Results.

The North - Western Centre A.C.U.
event resulted in a victory for the

Warrington M.C.C. No. 2 Team, who
thus secure the Blake Trophy and gold'

medals. Bury and District M.C. No. 3

Team secure second place and receive

silver medals. In order, the placing of

the other clubs is as follows : Bolton No.

1, Manchester No. 2, Bolton No. 2, Bury
No. 2, E. Lanes., Warrington No. 1,

Burnley No. 3, Bolton No. 3, J.B. (Liveiv

pool)' No. 1, J.B. (Liverpool) No. 2, N.
Cheshire, Widnes, Burnley No. 2, Staly-

bridge, Manchester No. 3, Manchester
No. 1, Burnley No. 1, and Bury No. 1.

SIX DAYS TRIAL IN THE FRENCH ALPS.

Competitors enjoying the view at Pont de la Goule Noire.
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Sui'plus.

45,000 surplus military pedal cycles
have been sold by tbe Government which
may account for the falling off in demand
for new bicycles which agents seem to

think foreshadows a decline in the de-

mand for lightweight motor cycles.

The White City.

The Executive of the " Great White
City" announce the first of a series of

exhibitions of national importance to be
held at the Exhibition Buildings, Shep-
herd's Bush, during the winter months
of this and succeeding years. ' A part of

the car show will be held here this year.

The Ruling Body in Belgium.

Up to this year motor cycling in Bel-
gium has been under the care of the
Belgian Royal Automobile Club, but now
the affairs and welfare of Belgian motor
cyclists have been delegated to the
Federation of Belgian Hotor Cvclists bv
the E.A.C.B. The first active" work of

the., new body, was to attend the
F.I.CM. Conference in Paris on August
3rd, and then to meet the delegates of

England and France., One of the most
.important items on the agenda was the
settling of the international classification

rules.

American Opinion.

Since America produced two spring
frame machines, one of her motor cycle
journals appears to think that U.S.A. has
4. monopoly in brains so far as spring
frames are concerned. The following is

cujled from a recent paragraph :
" Over

in the land of Johnny Bull the riders are

tortured with about 700 varieties of

'

spring frame. Every British trade paper
has photos of new types, each one. worse
than its predecessor. The one ambition
of the designers seems to be to depart

, entirely from the conventional leaf springs
which have proved so successful."

Second-hand Prices.

No appreciable change in the prices of

second-hand machines has beeft apparent
during the past few weeks, though the

ji&nber of 1920 models coming into this

market is steadily increasing. The list

given below shows the highest and lowest

prices asked by advertisers, and enables
riaders to keep in touch with current
.'econd-hand prices generally.

Highest and Lowest.
A.B.C, 3 h.p., 4-spepd, 1920 ^JiS^-iiSS

.\.J.5., 6 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 ^l75-£245
,, 6 h.p., sidecar, 1916-18 £100-^145

AUdays-Allon, 2-stroke, 1916-18 £48-^6;^
Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £i55-£i85
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, r9i6-i8 . . £io5-/,iig

,, 4j h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919-20 . £l25-£i55
Calthorpe-Jap, 24 h.p.. 2-speed, 1915-16 . . . £40-^46
Clyno, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1914-16 . . i8o-£i35

„ 2-stroke, lightweight, 1919-20 - £55-£75
Coulson-B., 2ih.p., 2-speed, 1919-20 .... £85-rio5
Diamond-Jap, 2^- h.p., 2-speed, 1916 £5o-£6o
Douglas, 2^ h.p., 2-5peed, 1914-16 fc50-£65
Douglas, 4 h.p., 3-speed, 1916-18 £9i-£i25
Enfield, 6 h.p., sidecar, 1916-18 £125^145
Harley-Da\'idson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £i8(>-/.22o

Indian, 7-9 h.p;, Powerplus, sidecar, 1919-20 £i65-£2io
Le\TS, 2-stroke, Popular, 1919-20 £50-£6o
Matchless, Model H, 1920 £205-£235
New Imperial-Jap, z\ h.p., 2-speed, 1916-17 £5o-£59
Norton Big 4 sc, 1919-20 £190-19,1
^to^ton, 3l-h.p., T.T., Philipson, 1919-20 . £90-£l05
P. and M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, 1917-19 £68-£78
Rover, 3.^ h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919-20 .. £ii5-£i8i

., 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1920 .... £i7o-£22q
Rudge, 35 h.p., I.O.M., 1919-20 £90-£li9
Scott, 3J h.p., 2-speed, 1919-20 £95-£i38
Sunbeam, 3J h.p., 3-spced, 1919-20 £i35-£i7o
Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed, 1918-19 f78-£96
' „ Junior, 2-stroke, 1919-20 / G=i-i .'^o

\

A Road Conference.

A conference to consider the develop-
ment of roads throughout the Empii-e is

being arranged by the Imperial Road
Transport Council", to take place at
Olympia from October 18th to 21st. The
hon. secretary of the conference is Mr.
Horace Wyatt, Imperial Transport Coun-
cil, R.A.C., S.W.I.

Irish End-to-end Abandoned.

The' Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland has definitely decided
to abandon the End-to-end trial which
was originally fLxed for last month and
postponed to a date in September. In
substitution thereof it is proposed to hold
an open two-day trial on September 8th
and 9th, staiting and finishing each day
at Belfast. The first day's run will be
through the Mourne Mountains' in Co.
Down, and the second day through the
Co. Antrim, principally along the line

of hills verging on the coast, with a
special flexibility test at Iscar Hill, near
Fair Head. It is hoped that a number of

English entries will be attracted for this

event.

Welsh Open Hill-climb.

The open hill-climb of the Welsh Eastern'
Group of Motor Cycling Clubs, to be held
under A.C.U. open conyietition rules, will

be held at Govilon - Hill, near Aberga-
venny, on the 14th inst.

Ten open and five members classes com-
prise the programme, and awards will be
made on time only, competitors being timed
electrically. The classes are as follow

:

Class 1.^Scooters (open). Class 2.—Solo

machines up to 275 c.c. (members'). Class
3.—Solo machines up to 275 c.c. (open).

Class 4.—Solo machines up to 350 c.c.

(members'). Class 5 —Solo macliines up to

350 c.c. (open). CU-s 6.—Solo machines

^75

up to 500 c.c. (members'). Class 1.—Solo

machines up to 500 c.c. (open). Class 8.

—

Solo machines up to 750 c.c. (members').
Class 9.—Solo machines up to 750 c.c.

(open). Class 10.—Solo machines, un-
limited (members'). Class 11. — Solo

, machines, unlimited (open). Class 12.

—

Sidecar machines to 500 c.c. (open).

Class 13.—Sidecar machines to 750 c.c.

(open). Class 14.—Passenger machines,
unlimited (including three-wheel cycle

cars) (open). Class 15.—Light cars up to

1,500 c.c. (open).

New Registration Index Letters.

In addition to the distiugushing index
letters D, KN , and KT, assigned to thp
County Council of Kent, KE has now
been added. The letters XE, XF, and
XH have also been- assigned to the
county of London. These make a total

of twenty-seven different index marks
for this district.

The Chatsworth Speed Trials.

The inter-club team event in the open
speed trials at Chatsworth Park on
Saturday next is arousing more than usual
interest owing to the larger area thrown
open _to the competing clubs. The open
classes are receiving the support of

many well-known riders, G. Dance and
-other riders in this year's T.T. having
entered. Being held at the end of^a
holiday week in a popular touring centre,

the event will undoubtedly draw a large

number of visitors. Club runs from the
neighbouring towns are being an'ranged,

and no admission fee is being made for

entrance to the park. In the team event
affiliated :clubs from the counties of

Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham,
and York are competing for the East
Midland Centre Challenge Cup, which,
for the clubman at least, will be the
event of the day

Lifting the sidecar wheel at speed—a demonstration ol skill, nerve, and the strcnslh ot ihe

machine. The Norton, with Henderson sidecar, depicted above, is driven tv A Flshei. ol

Sheffield, who was a D.R. during the war

n-'s
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A CAREFULLY DESIGNED TWO-STROKE.
Some Details of an Inleresdng Machine.

WE know of few motor cycles fitted

with two-strolie engines in which
more careful design has been in-

corporated than in the 2^ h.p. S. type
Metro-Tyler. Unlike many two-stroke
lightweights, the Metro-Tyler has been
most carefully thought out in every detail.

The machine was described in our issue,

for November 20th, 1919, but a few fm-ther
remarks on its construction will not be
out of place.

The engine and gear box ai-e built up
to form a single unit, the engine, magneto,
and gear box being carried between two
side plates, and entirely enclosed. The
engine is naturally placed in front, next
comes the magneto, and at the extreme
rear the gear box. Both magneto and
geaj box are fastened m slotted holes so
that movement is allowed for chain adjust-
ment. The aluminium case, which en-

closes these three main pj^rts, adds
greatly to the appearance of the machine.

Two-speed Gear.i

Of the ordinary two-speed dog clutch
pattern, the gear box has a main shaft
running on double ball bearings on the
pulley side and single ball bearings on the
chain side, while the lay-shaft rune on
plain be^ings. ^
To show how carefully details have been

studied, we may mention that there is

ooiHi oiHmEisioH vmm.

The compression retainmg bearing and gland

of the S type Metro-Tyler.

not a nut, on the machine but which is

secured adequately, either by means of a

spring washer, a split pin, or by wiring

the nuts so that they cannot move.
By boring the cylinders right through

to the head and by machining the exterior

as well as the interior, a perfectly smooth
finish is secured in order to assist cooling.

Bolted to the head is a series of. three

aluminium cooling fins which assist in

the radiation of the heat.

Crank Case Compiession.

So far as internal parts of the engine
are concerned it is worthy of note that
a roller bearing connecting rod is fitted.

Special care has been taken to render the
main bearings compression tight, and
this is effected by means of two fibre

washers and a steel diaphragm pressing

fl2C

Tlie lubrication system. Arrows indicate

the patli o( the oil.

A flexible pipe conveys the release gas
to the chain case to lubricate the chain by
oil vapour.

against a washer held by pins to the
engine sprocket. By this means all danger
of leakage is obviated.

Lubrication is effected through a drip
feed provided with an auxiliary pump, the
engine receiving the oil through crank case

suction. There are two unions on the fly-

wheel side of the engine. Through one
the oil enters, and is carried via spiral

grooves in the cylinder, out at the other
union, and round to the induction pipe,

thi'ough which it is drawn into the crank
case, thus adequately lubricating the con-
necting rod and main bearings, the spiral
grooves serving, of course, to keep the
piston and gudgeon pin continuously
supplied with oil.

Novel Exhaust Release.

It has been customary in the past in the
design of some two-stroke engines to bring-

the gas from the release valve into the
exhaust pipe, but in tiie ease of the Metro-
Tyler it is introduced -into the unit cover
so that oil spray from the cylinder is'

br'ought on to the magneto chain. Die,
castings are employed wherever possible,"

resulting in cheapness of manufacture
and in an exceptionally neat and

,
well

finished appearance.

A point not often observed by motor
,

cycle manufacturers is that of placing the
date and type of the machine, and also

The Metro-Tyler method of enclosing

crank case, magneto, and gear box.

the unit number, on the unit case, in a^

conspicuous position ; so that the pur-
chai^er of a second-hand Metro-Tyler can
make no mistake as to the date of manu-
facture.

The frame is also of great interest, .ijj

no lugs are used with the exception of the
tank brackets, whore brazing is employed'
all joints being acetylene welded. All

back members', namely, the back fork and
chain stays, have exactly the same contow
on each side, so that the manufacture of

these is considerably simplified. The
chain stays are bored with two holes, one
of these taking the mudguard support,
while the rearward holes take the spinilje

for the foot brake on one side and the

silencer bracket on the other. The to<jlbag

is of triangular shape at the rciu' of the

carrier. It is of metal, and is litted with
a spring-held cover, while the rearmost
side is of the correct dimensions and so

serves as a number plate.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*

BO, Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2U, stamped adilressed envelope for re<:ly. Correspondents
ftre urged to write clearly and'on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Fitting Large Tyres.

If there is no danger from skid-

ding more easily or blowing off,

should I be doing right in order-

ing 26in. X 2iin. or even 26in. x
2Jin. (if made) for my wheels

which are made to take 25in. x 2|in.

covers? Will it be necessary to replace
the inner tubes with larger at the same
.time?—CO. F.

The largest tyre you can fit to the 26in. x
2|in. rim is 26in. x 2^in. for 2iin. A

'

26in. x 2|in. cover will also fit satis-

• factorily, but an ordinary 26in. x 2^in.

js unsuitable. Tubes of the same size as

the covers are advisable.

Single-handed Control.

Will you kindly suggest the
?best way of altering the controls

of a New Imperial-Jap with kick-
-2J starter and handle-bar clutch for

a person with an artificial left-

^and (from the wrist). I was thinking
of putting the clutch on the right-hand
side and making the gear change foot-

operated. How can I make a pedal
with stops for high, low, and neutral
gears^? Any suggestion 'will oblige.

—

b.C.H.

We would suggest that an easier altera-
tion to make would be a foot control
arrangement for the clutch operation.
The gears could then be changed by the
right hand, or you might even fix up foot
operation for the exhaust valve lifter, and
use this when changing gear.

Cork Clutch Trouble.

I shall be glad of your advice
-

^IqI
on the following : I have a 1914

> twin Eex with three-speed gear
-LI and clutch of A.J.S. pattern.

' Should the corks be dressed ? I

cannot get my clutch to come out
freely : I- cannot get into low from
free cleanly, but only with a deal of

noise : the same applies to getting
from low to second—from second to

high is not so bad. Coming down
seems all right. The wheels in the gear
box are perfect. I am of opinion that
this is due to the clutch, but I want
your expert opinion before making a
move, as I am not expert.—G.C.

Possibly the difficulty with the clutch is

due to the operating cable having
stretched, you should take up the ad-
justment provided. . It would also be
advisable to dismantle the clutch itself,

and find out whether the clutch plates
slide freely on the shaft, as they may
be binding. The cork mserts do not

' require any dressing.

Limited Maximum Speed.

I shall be extremely obliged

f-l if you will kindly give me a little

> of your expert advice on the
-IJ following matters : (1.) I have

had considerable difficulty in

starting my machine of late. The. plati-

num points are slightly worn, but iiL

. spite of this there is praftically always
a good spark at the plug. I have taken
the carburetter down, but cannot find

anything wrong with it. Some time
ago I got a spare jet (size 28) and
closed it up slightly and put it in the
carburetter,- in place of the original

28 jet. The. Vnachine at that time
(about January last) appeared to run
just as well, so I have used that jet

ever since. I have not at any time
altered the float level. (2.) The
machine appears to run quite well up
to about 130 m.p.h., but I have noticed

once or twice that above this speed

it slows up._ The macliine will get up
to 35 or 40 m.p.h. all right, but after

running at this speed for about . 100
yards or so, commences to slow up (and
eventually starts knocking) a-s though
it were going up a steep hill. After
declutching and throttling down to

about 15 or 20 m.p.h. it will go away
as ' well as ever. The engine was dg-

carbonised on 23rd jNIay, and since then
has done about 400 miles.—H.H.B.

From .the symptoms you have described

we should imagine that the mixture is

on* the weak side, due to your having
closed up the orifice in the jet, and
possibly also owing to a too low petrol

level. We should recommend that you
verify the petrol level (it should be -^nds
from the top of the jet when the car-

buretter is held in a level position).

You might also carefully true up the

?

platinum points of the contact breaker,

and also replace your sparking plug by
^ one with a large and substantial central

electrode. Possibly yoirr present plug

electrode becomes semi-incandescent at

high speeds, which would naturally cause

pre-ignition and consequent knocking. A
slight restriction of the jet orifice caused

by dirt in the petrol would probably
account for the trouble.

A Backfire.

My motor cycle is a 7-9 h.p..

Indian with kick-starter in front

of the engine on the left hand
side. The kick-starter consists

of a crank and chain wheel
which works a sprocket wheel on the

projecting engine-shaft. Quite recently I

had the kick-starter repaired, and, in

testing the. first time, I was most fortu-

nate in not having my left foot smashed.
After priming the engine I gave the

starter a good kick. The engine fired

but worked in the opposite way to •

which it should, for it brought the

kick-starter crank swiftly back and
forcibly down, it striking the project-

ing engine sprocket, thus preventing

it from revolving. The kick-starter

chain then broke under the engine
pressure. Had it not been for the
engine sprocket preventing the starter

crank from revolving my left foot would
certainly have been smashed on the

footboard by the terrific force of the
starter crank. Would you kindly in-

form me why tlie engine worked in

the contrary direction?

—

Puzzled.

The reason your engine started in the

opposite direction was because it back-

fired due to the magneto being timed too

much in advance. If you have a variable

magneto, retard it slightly when starting.

K fleet of Auto-gliders used in connection with a hospital collection in Birmingham.

B.17
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An Old Engine.

I am experimenting to obtain
the very best results from an old
5-6 h. p. .twin Rex engine, and
should be obliged if you would tell

me the formula to, get correct
balance' and smooth running.—S.M.W.

Generally speaking, you may take it for

granted that tKe manufacturers have
already balanced the reciprocating parts
quite satisfactoi-ily, and little, if any,
improvement can be made in this direc-
tion, .unless, of course, new pistons of

different weight from the . original ones
have been fitted. " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them" containe some useful
hints and tips on tune and its mainten-
ance, and also on many points which would
be irjvaluable to you in, connection with
the work which you are at present under-
taking.

A Dry Clutch.

I have a 2| h.p. New Imperial
(1919) motor cycle, and would be
pleased to have your advice on
the following matter : Recently
the clutch has been 'hard to

operate, and -squeaks slightly when in
tree engine position. It is a plate
clutch with cork insets. Does it require
oiling, and, if so, what" kind of oil? I

have read through the makers' booklet,
but find no mention of oiling the clutch;
so will be greatly obliged if you will
answer this query.—C.H.C. ,

This type of clutch does not require oil,

as it is designed to run in a dry condition.
We should recommend you to dismantle
it when you find that there is a slight
binding occasioned in a portion of the
clutch > oper.'iting gear. You should
experience no difficulty in taking it down
or reassembling, as these clutches are
quite simple.

Unbalanced Parts.

Having had a new piston and
big and little end bus'hes fitted to
my o| h.p. Arno, I find that at
speeds about 15 m.p.h. (or coast-
iug down a hill, or when just

slowing down) the engine beg'ins to
bump badly. I can stop it for a time
by lifting the exhaust valve a trifle

;

also I find that the big end bush is

worn out after about 200 miles running.
If you will advise me what to do I shall
be greatly obliged.—A. C.

The fact that- your new piston is heavier
than the one originally fitted will throw
the engine out of balance and cause vibra-
tion. It will be necessary to have your
moving parts rebalanced, '

If you drive
with your exhaust valve lifted slightly
you will speedily have trouble, as both the
valve and the seating will become badly
burned. The big end bush was probably
liadly fitted, or the oil may be of unsuit-
able grade if the bush has worn out in
200 miles. We should recommend that
vou go to a reputable I'epairer and ask
hini to e.vamine youi' engine, as there is
undoubtedly .something I'adically wi'ong
with it. Withfiut [lersonal examination
we are unable to give you any furllier

'

help.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Thurs., Aug. 5th. lo Mon., Aug. 9th

—

Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland,

Sat., Ausr. 7lh

—

East Midland Cenlre A.C.U. Open Speed
Trials at Chatsworth Park.

Sat, Auc 7th—
S.A.C.U. Inter c'ub Meet at Callander.

Wed.. Aug. 18th—
South Wales Club's Open Speed
Champiorsh'p on Penchine Sands.

IWon.. Aug. 23rd, lo Sal., Aug, 28lh-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal., Sept. 4lh—
Scottish Speed Championships at St.
Andrews.

Scolt Trial in Yorkshire.

Nov. 29th Dec. 4 th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Chelse.\ to S.\lcombe.—J.E.S.

Chelsea, Richmond, Kingston, Staines,
Egham, Bagshot, Hartley Row, Hook,
Basingstoke, Overton, Whitchurch,
Andover, Salisbury, Wilton, Compton,
Shaftesbury, East Stour, Sherborne,
Yeovil, Ilminster, Chard, Yarcombe,
Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh, Newton
Abbot, Totnes, Halwell, Kingsbridge,
West Alvington, Marlborough, Salcombe

E.XPEIilENCES WANTED.
".I.e." (.Marirlicstcr).—Any method of

dealing celliiltjid windscreen which has
boeoine yellow through exposure.
" J.S." (Noweastle-oii-Tynp).- Cioneral

opinions of fourcylinder Henderson.

B28

Dick Tiirpm up to date. An official at

a recent carniv.TJ at I I.inipslcntI uses his

motor cycle to niarslial the procession

A Tan Sad Stool.

The Tan Sad Works are now manu-
facturing an office stool on the lines of

their well-known pillion seat. It should

appeal to business men, shopkeepers, etc.

The Price of Platinum.

Jebron contacts have long been known
to our readers as being practically in-

destructible and highly suitable for the
contact breakers of riiagnetos. Mr. J.

E. Brown, 35, Hermit Road, Plumstead,
London, S.E., informs us that he is now
able to reduce the price of his contact
points, which will continue to be of

the same quality as before.

New Enfield Repair Works.
Riders of Enfield motor cycles who

live in London and the south will be
glad to learn that the makers of these-

machines have acquired extensive repair
shops at the rear of their showrooms
(48, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I).
All classes of repairs will be dealt with,
and the equipment is such that the staff

are capable of handling forty ovei^hauls

a week.

A Production Record ?

In some directions, at any rate, output
is rapidly mounting up ; for instance, in

the last two weeks the production of

O.K. Juniors has risen from 175 machines
to 200, and even this figure does not
reach the limit of the firm's pro-

ductivity. Perhaps the comfortable and
convenient equipment and the pleasant
situation of Messrs. Humphries and
Dawes model works at Hall Green on
the borders - of Birmingham has much
to do with the happy state of the work-
people, whose efforts achieved this

splendid result.

An laterestins Catalogue.

A very pleasant half hour may be
spent in perusing the 1920 catalogue
which is now obtainable from Messrs.
Brown Brothers, Ltd., Great Eastern
Street, London, E.G. 2. It contains illus-

trations and prices of almost everything
which the motorist or motor cyclist is

likely to require, and includes not ojily

accessories for the machine but com-
ponent parts, such as frames, and also

fittings and tools for the workshop. The
miniature edition of this catalogue will

be sent free to readers who apply for it.

Service Depots for Scott Riders.

A useful little booklet has just been
'

issued by the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,
which contains a li.st of Scott agents
throughout the Hritish Isles. At all

these depots Scott owners on tour will

bo able to obtain spares and repair ser-

vice. A map is includod on which the

names of all towns having these special

agents are underlined in red. This is a

scheme which other manufacturers might'

^

well adopt, as it is decidedly helpful to

the rider who is away from home and
in need of sonic essential spare.
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.\ h.p. ALLON, 2-stroke. 2-speed. clutch, and kick-

starter * £85

3?j h.p. ARIEL, countershaft 3-E'pecd gear^ kick-£tarter,

and coachbuilt Sidecar -. £152 10
e-7h.p. ARIEL, countershaft 3-specd gCjir, kick-starter,

chain drive £143
a;! h.p. BLAGKBURNE, --speed, clutch, and kick-

starter, chain dri\'e —
4 h.p. BLACKBURNE,'3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter,

chain dri%-c £135
5 h.p. BLAGKBURNE, 3-spced, clutch and kick-starter £130
8 h.p. BLAGKBURNE Sidecar Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter, detachable wheels, chain
drive, spare wheel —

6-7 h.p. B.S.A.j Model A, 3-speed countershaft gear,

chain drive , ^ £150

2] h.p. CALTHORPE, J.A.R engine, 2-speed £78 5 6

2.^ h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-s?ecd £74 19 6

2} h.p. CEDOS, 2-stroke, 2-speed £73 10
2', h.p. GOVENTRY-EAGLE, 2-strokc, sin-lc-speed ... £72 9

2.V h.p. COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2-stroke, 2-spsed, and
Idck-starter £84

EARLY DELIVERY CAN BE GIVEN OF:
3 h.p. A.B.G., 2-cyl., horizontal, 4-speed, countershaft

gear, spring frame £150
2i h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed £80 17
8 h.p. IMPERIAL, twin, cylinder, J.A.P. engine,

countershaft 3-spepd gear, Idck-starter £147
8 h.p. IW FERIAL, as above, with coichbuilt Sidecar . £186 18
6 h.p. IMPERIAL, twin cylinder, J.A.P. engine, coun-

tershaft 3-speed gear^ kick-starter . . ; £147
7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, twin engine, cradle spring

frame, kick-starter, 3-speed, with electrical equip-
ment, ?nd speedometer £181 14

7 h.p. INDIAN, Powerplus, as above, with Indian
1 coachbuilt Sidecar , . , --. £221 14

4 h.p. INDIAN ^Scout), twin engine, rigid frame, 3-speed
kicli -starter,- and clutch £140

SIDECARS IN STOCK :

MILLFORD Skiff, coachbuilt £27 15 6
MILLFORD Olympia Corvette, coaclibuiit £31 10
MILLFORD Model de Luxe : . £40 14
HENDERSON Featherweiglit £23

GoDFREY^s Ltd.
CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK THE FOLLOWING

s NEW MACHINES :

', h.p. COVENTRY-EAGLE, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
scar £117 12

J h.p. COVENTRY-EAGLE, J..4..P., 2-speed; clutch,

aud Idcli-starter £90 6
I h.p. CLYNO, liKhtweittht, 2-stroke, a-speed £75
j h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed gear —
,i h.p. DIAMOND, 2-stroIie, single-speed £62 3
5 h.p. DIAMOND, 2-strolve, 2-speed £81 3
.', h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter £83 5

; h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P., 2-speed £89 5
', h.p. INVICTA, 2-stroke„ single-speed £71 8
i h.p. INVICTA, 2-stroke, 2-speed £8»
I fr.p. INVICTA, countershaft, 3-5peed model £117 12
J h.p. LEA-FRANCiS, 2-speed £130
{ h.p. LEVIS, Popular, 2-stroke £60

i h.p. O.K.-UNION ' £50 8

.1 hj>. RUDGE-MULTI, T.T. model £110 5

J li^. SCOTT, :-stroke, 2-speed £140

i h.p. SCOTT 2-stroke 2-speed Sidecar Combination . £185

I h.p. Junior TRIUMi'H, 2-stroke, 2-specd -..£75

f h.p. WOOLER, twin engine, variable gear £102
-5 h.p. ZENITH, Model C, twin-cylinder. Gradua ge.ir S12J

4 h.p. INDIAN (Scout), as above, with Indian coach-

built Sidecar £180
.Sh.p. MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, J,A.P.

engine, spring forks, countershaft 3-5peed gear,

silent chain drive, patent quick detachable wheeU,
including spare wheel, sin. tyres on all four wheels,
kick-starter £203

6 h.p. MARTINSYDE-NcWMAN Combination, twin
engine £170

2-]- h.p. N.U.T., twin engine, with Lucas Magdo lighting
Set r £165

5 6 h.p. RUDGEMULTI £120 15

7-9 h.p. RUDGS MULTWIN £147
RUDGE Sidecar £42

HENDERSON Model B.I £31

CANOELET Minor £18 18

CANOELET K 4 £25

EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT
CAN BE ARRANGED. WRITE FOR TERMS AND PROPOSAL FORM.
'PHONE:

7091

MAYFAIR
12 lines) Godfrey's Lt

208, GT. POeTLAPJD ST., ILONDON, W.I.

j|!|ili!i|j;i!||||||l i'i nili!
=2 2I
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Choose the Tread
that Suits the Roads

you Ride oh.

No matter what roads you ride on,

whether sandy, gravelly, or " clayey,"

you can get

MOTOR
CYCLE TYRES

with just the right tread to suit theln.

For Sandy or Flinty Roads—
You need a good plain tread, to withstand sharp edges
without the necessity for very much " grip."

BATES NO. I PATTERN
gives you all the- grip you need with a saving of
friction which considerably lengthens the life of )'our

tyre. The side ridges prevent skids when " cornering. 'p

For Greasy or " Clayey " Roads

—

A tread that will bite into the road without skidding
or " forward-slipping " when climbing hills.

BATES NO. 2 PATTERN
gets a grip on the - greasiest- road with no undue
friction or wear on the tread.

For Heavy Combinations

—

A tread that will give you the additional " grip

"

required and yet withstand the extra wear and tear.

BATES ALL-WEATHERS PATTERN.
Made in 650 x 65, 3in., for 650 x 65, 26 x 3, and 700 x 80,

Send for Interesting Booklet.

W. & A. BATES, LTD.,
ST. MARY'S MILLS, LEICESTER.
DEPOTS IN LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, BELFAST, and BRISTOL.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders

:

AUSTRALIA—A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354, Post Office Place
West, .Melbourne; Bennett & Barkell, Ltd., Meagher and Ctiippen
Streets. Chippendale, Sydney ; Cornell, Ltd., l::2, Pirie Street,
Adelaide, S.A. BRITISH EAST AFRICA—Sultani, Kampala,
Uganda. BURMA—Skippers & Co., Ltd., 51, Barr Street, Raiifioon,

F.M.S. & S.S.—A. C. Davis, Pcnans. INDIA—Skippers & Co., Ltd.,

86, Clyde Street, Cal'-ntta ; Elphinstone Circle, lionibav : and at
Cawnpore. NEW ZEALAND—Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd.,

Fcalhcrstoiie and lohn'.lon Streets, WelIiii}j:ton ; 140, Lichlield Street,

Chrijtchurch. SOUTH AFRICA— II. E. A. Smith, 31, Von Brandil
Street, Johannesbiiri;. WEST INDIES—Frederick N. Maatlnez,
Barbados. CANADA—Associated British Industries (of Canada),
Ltd., I.)9, Victoria Street, Toronto, Ofitario.

My Hire Purchase

System—A Motor
Cyclg—Your Holidays.

No need to trouble about increased

Railway Tariff. All that worry can be

eliminated. See me about my hire

purchase system, select your machine
from my extensive stock of motor

cycles, and then — away for your

holidays, having effected a saving in

fare, opened out a new way to health,

and made travelling a veritable pleasure

A^ent for—
Rex, Levis, Ixion, ^^Humb^r, Omega,
Calthorpe, Zenith, Rover, Brough,

Chater-L.ea. Aiecto. aad Acms.

AGKSON
iUo'or Engineer,

Hunter's Bar,
SHEFFIELD.

^ SAPON SOAPyRapidly Removes
GRAPHITE GREASE

Cold Water.

X

1 n
Hundreds or motor engineers "use SAPON SOAP,
because experience has taughj them that there is no

other soap on the market to compare with it for

removing graphite grease.

No matter what the water is like, hot or cold, hard or

soft, SAPON SOAP quickly removes every suspicion

of grease or oil.

It is not a trictional cleaner, but converts the ^ease

into lather.

Russian Tar, " Ideal "
toilet, or any other Sapon Soap

is equally suitable for the use of motor engineers.

Always keep some in the Garage or the Works.

6d. per tablet.
A perfect Skin-healing Soap.

Can be obtained from all the leading chemists and

stores or any of the 620 branches of Boots Ltd.,

or direct from the Makers,

SAPON SOAPS LTD.,
SAPON HOUSE,

LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.4.

In nvRwerlnn these advertisements U is desirable to-mcnlign "The Motor Cycle."
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HUMPHRIES & DAWES, Ltd
Hall Green Works,

for the finest little

IVIotbr Cycle in the
world. 200 per
week being produced
and sold. Tram or
train fares do not
worry the possessor
of an O.K. -Junior.
They get there and
back every time at
half the cost.

HERE IS
THE FAMOUS

KICK-STARTER MODEL

GRAD orai-
WITH FREE ENGINE. ^

JUST THE THING
icr motor cyclists with single

pear machines.

Civcs gear ratios *rom 4 to 1 to

i lo I free engine, and kick-

starter

2hink what it means lo be able

lo start rour engine iTom i'tf

saddle,

IN TWO HOURS
the pulley can be fitted by any-
one to Triumphs, Bradbury?,
Precisions. Nortons, B.S.A.

,

l.D.C, etc.

PRICES for 1920 Kick

Starter Models.

We can now supply for

J*A,P. and other engines
requiring a recessed
pulley.

ror Machines up to 4t h.p.. JC12 O O t'ostage, 4/3 extra.
For Machines up to 6 h.p., £12 10 O ^ostage, 4/6 c.tra

Special Models for Jap Engines, 10/-e.Ktri.

Full instructions for fitting supplied wit;i eacli pulley.

Delivery 'From S-tock.

^^ '^

K ^^^^^s
^fr" f

:^^&
if ^^^
^^5B®^

V

iTHIS MODEL IS FOR,

TWO =STROKE
MACHINES
with Outside Flywheels.

THE . .

GRADO
Countershaft
Chain-cum-
Belt variable

Gear with

handle to start,

gives you a free

engine and any

gear. Can be

fitted in two
hours to any

machine,

it is the finest

Gear evef made.

Price, all complete with chain, sprocket,

adapter, etc., £12 0.

ORDER TO-DAY. '

GRADO LTD., Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

p\M» TO

SPMCrE

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/rle B33
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for Real Riding Comfort and Sturdy Simplicity
A frame that's sprung like a car, witli long cantilever leaf

springs that give buoyant insulation from the road and
absolute lateral rigidity;—so comfortable that even the m.an
who's " not so young as he used to be " can ride all day with-
out fatigue or distress.

A powerful no-trouble well-balanced two-stroke engine
giving steady even pull, lack of vibration, and smooth rapid
acceleration, with a system of automatic lubrication at all

engine speeds which can't go wrong.
A simple two-speed gear that takes up the drive and gives

speed transition so gently as to be imperceptible.
Two powerful brakes, one foot operated and acting upon a

brake drum of large diameter fixed to the countershaft, and

the other, hand-operated, acting similarly on the front wheel
—either of which will stop the machine.

A smart, business-like all-weather all-black finish, and
neat appearance, due to the absence of redundant struts and
dirt-collecting corners. „
A stream-line two gallon fuel tank, which with the wide

mudguards forms an integral part of the frame.

Ample mudguarding for machine and rider.

The neat arrangement of all controls (including change
speed lever) on the handle-bars.

These are a few of the features which make the Beardmore-
Prccision a machine for utilitj;^—for business or for pleasure.

Beardmore-Precision
DESIGNED AND BUILT THROUGHOUT AT THE PRECISION WORKS, KINGS NORTON, BIRMINGHAM.

ALL MOTOR TRADERS in Lancashire
and Cheshire who desire lo fix up an
Agency for 1921 which will not only
prov.de a good seller bul enhance your
reputation with the motor cyclists in your
district write for particulars to
ADept, 110, Bold Street, Liverpool.

Immediate
Delivery

£95
Plus D ^livery Liverpool

J. BLAKE & Co.
LIVERPOOL - 110-112, Bold St.

MANCHESTER - 33, Blackfriars St.

|IIIIIIIIIIJ|lllll|l|UllfllllJIIIM|llll Illlllllll IIIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIMItlMIIIIIIIIMIIIMT IllllllllllllllllllirillJIIIIIII Illll Mill Illlllll IIIIMIMIIlTlMlinilllllJ Illl IIIJ Illll Ill IIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIMIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIU-

I
Recently Published in New and Improved Form

|

= iiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiMiiii]iniMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiii
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1 ^^^^

P1otot(ycie

ROUTE BOOK iiliMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiinH

With Road Maps of England & Wales,
Scotland, and the London District

A WELCOME departure from the stereotyped form ot
'"» road book is made in "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
ROUTE BOOK. In addition to the usual routes from
London, radiating main routes are given from other large and
populous centres in England and Wales, and Scotland, as well
as "linking-up" routes from all other cities and towns of fair

size The intersecting or linking-up routes are clearly shown
by reference numbers. The iffems o: interest on the main
roads are described by the well-known authority on roads,
Mr. Chas. G. Harper. A useful set of Maps of England
Wales, and Scotland, in Atlas form, and printed in red and
black, is included.

Price 5/- net. By Post, 5/6.

List of Contents

Radiating Routes from Large and Populous
Towns,Traffic«avoiding Routes, and Routes
into and out of London.

Linking-up Routes from and to smaller
Towns.

List of Ferries in England, Wales, and
Scotland, with their charges.

List of Speed Limits in Various Counties.
Lighting up Time Table.

A!so 32-page MAP SECTION.

B.3)

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20. TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 [
And I.uadiii); Bookaollors. _ =

'""""""" ' i"ii"i"iiiiiiimimii 11 iinmiiiiii miimiimiiiimimimiimiimi iiiit imiiiiimiiiimii iiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiii i i i iiiiiiiiiitiii iiiiiiiiiil miiiiiirmij

/;i unswciinij l/iene uU ctilUciiicnls it is desirable lo inenliim "The Motor Cycle."
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The Easting Windscreen makes
those disfiguring goggles absolutely
unnecessary. .

It substitutes a neat and attractive

celluloid screen than, can be bought
in any colour to match your
combination.

It can be adjusted in nine different

positions to ensure her comfort
under any circumstances.

Let your passenger be really happy.

GET ONE NOW for HER
comfort.
IVritG us for all pariicidan^.

Easting Windscreens, Ltd.,
132, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham

aiid all tJie leading Factors in ihc couniry.

They mean "life"—that

indefinable something
which is a combination
of all the virtues—reli-

ability, speed, responsive-

ness, flexibility, power

-ENGLAND'S MOST DURABLE PLUGS
There is a type suitable for every *

engine. Catalogue free upon request.

THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.. BIRMINGHAM.
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DIAMOND MOTOR CYOft-ES
ARE THE BEST LIGHTWEIGHTS ON THE ROAD.

LIVERPOOL SPEED TRIALS—The 248 c.c. " DIAMOND " did the flying kilo at an average speed o! over 65 miles per hour.
Rcmarltable tor an engine ot only 230 c.c. (Vide " Motor Cycle.")

f„*d"nui;tr",St'otriprSJ.- c^r"^^ "^"' THE DIAMOND made FASTEST TIIVIE in its CLASS.

VICTORY CUP TRIAL, THE DIAMOIVD WON
VICTORY CUP, Alec Ross Special Prize, GOLD MEDAL.

THE MACHINE THAT WILL GIVE BEST SERVICE.

FOR SPEED.

FOR RELIABILITY.

London & District

:

ROBERTSONS MOTORS, LTD.,

Great Portland Street.

Tel. 651.

Telegrams: "Diamond."

Sth Edition Code.

THE D.F.& M. ENG. CO., LTD.,
Diamond Worl(s,

Wolverliampton.

Fit your A.M.A.C., B. & B., Senspray. or Triamph
Carburetter V7lth a

W.S,R. Patent Variable Jet Adapter.
WHAT IT DOES.

Glrei Too More Power—Hi u'lier Speed—Slow Itnnninj;—Easy
Stftrtluf—Cooler Enniiit,—More Mileage per Gallon—Greater
Tfcporiaatlon. Petrol emerBing in Circular Sprny.

Fitted in one niinnte to aljove-iitime 1 cnrbiiretters—Bimply
nnsorew plus lioklinw jet and screw in tlie jet adapter.

Thli Jet can be varied while riinMJng. giving a larfie jet for stiff

hilU down to a amall one for ordinary running. No atopiiins to

take ODt Jet to clear obstruction—the W.S.R, can be cleared whila

Biadilne li In motion.
State make oi Engine, Carljiireiter, and lenRth of iet (includinT

plag) when ordering. For Triumph state dia. of thread across
base pUig, and date of carburetter.

Agents: The Brook Motor &Eng. Co., 803, Deansgate. Manchester,
Till* D.R, Engineering Co., Dunfermline, and Edinburgh.
ThaMahryatt Enp. Co., ftTarryatt St., London, W., The Service

Co , aS9. High Holborn, Loncicm, E.G.. The Halfocd Cycle Cj.,

Birmingham, and all Hallord Depots.
Manufacture I Can be obtained from above

6'/ asenlis or direct from

OfTrfcriP ROr*^ motor fittings
ttiJXJKlC^f DJKUO*, MANUFACTURERS,
Fleet Street - - BIRMINGHAM.

Not suitable for

Needle Control
Carburetters.

Senspray \ lA/C
Triumph / *"/"

Postage and
Packing. 6d.

Ik^mESTLUBRICAmS
'WTmoDucm '^

MOTOl
CYCLE OILS

ManufachireH by- "':

HILTON, RIDER & C°;:LJ°-'
C SUFFOLK HOUSE, SOUTHWARK. S E.I
PHoNis MOP. S37i 2829 tcsTASLrSHEo 19;

/' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiihiiiii lUiiiii

On lilt »i oih of Comllnid KlUo ir IIool an I Scrioi Ilio wliolo
lol Ih I n It rind Ih cuiiLiiliicd hi \ iKiit in J coiiit act u ni I tin

W. O. TAUBERT &. CO.,
46 and 48 Sun Street. LONDON E.C.7

H

FOR Al
SHILLING

you ceinnot get bettc

value tha.n a.

SIMPLEX"
The "SIMPLEX'
Hooic is an im-

proved model ot

the original Hoolc

Fastener; the
"SIMPLEX" Ad-
justable is the same
pattern complete
with three links^ of

yaryinET lent^ths.

BRITISH BELT FASTENER
STREI4QTH combined with SERVICE.

Simplex " Improved, 1/- 'Simplex" Adjustalils, 1/

Standard " 1913, 1/3 "Stan:arJ " Adjustalile 1,

All size; same price. .

PATENTEES AND MANUFACfURERS

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
William St., WOOLWICH. LONDON.

The fefi IDEAL." Bench
as shown is just the thing i

for Motor Cyclists -for i

doing home repairs. It is I

rigid, well braced, made of
'

special seasoned timber, \

well planed and fitted, will

easily fold up, and can be

carried anywhere. Bolts,

etc., all ready for quickly

erecting. Suitable where
room is limited. A good
drawer and tool rack pro

vided. Made in three sizes.

5ft. £3 10 6ft. £3 15
all by 18 inches wido. Carriace paid to nearest Railway Station.

Paniilcfl vJL't!, 2Hn jaw. 15/6 extra. '
'

OLDFIELO & HOUTBY, Wellington Street, LINCOLN.

PRICES: 4ft. £3 5

B.18

"SPEEDON" Motor Oils
For

Cars, Cycles, Tractors, Aeroplanes & Boats.

High Grade and Unexcelled.
Can be obtained /rovi all Motor Qarages <C- il/o/or Car Dealers.

DON'T BE SATISFIED WITH LESS THAN THE
BEST, BUT DEMAND "SPEEDON."

Sole Maniifaeturcrs :

JOHN S. MORRIS & SON (OILS), Ltd.,

CROSS LANE OIL WORKS,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

In amn-eilnij l/ieen mlferllieiiun/.i it j'.f dc-iiiahtc In mention "'I'/tr Motor Cycle."
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ucces
ALL-BRJTISH.

32 Gold and 26 Silver Medals,
three Cups and over 30 other prizes have

been won recently by riders using " M-L

"

All-British Magnetos. These include a

1st and 3rd in the Senior T.T. and fastest

time, and a world's record.

These successes afford ample proof of ihe

ability of M-L Magnetos to- give perfect

service under any conditions, and assure you

of the certainty of magneto satisfaction if

your motor cycle is fitted with an " M-L.'

All enquiries and correspondence relating to

overseas trade, and to retail and trade business

in this country, to be addressed to Messrs. S.

Smith & Sons (M.A.), Ltd., 179-185, Great

Portland St., London, W.i. Sole Makers: The

M-L Magneto Synd., Ltd., Coventry, to whom
all enquiries from manufacturers should be sent.

IT PURRS ! !

THE OMEGA J.A.P. Engine gives a smooth

resistless flow of power without hesitation—

a

speed that every sporting rider rejoices in.

—and in traffic, its deep, slow, regular beat
through congested streets—its lightningresponse

to the throttle as he opens out when clear—such
responsiveness is every solo rider's ideal.

// YOU want an ideal solo single

— GET AN OMEGA —
Models A and B . . 71 Guineas.

Model C, with clutch and kick-starter . . 79 Guineas.

Write. TO-DAY for Catalogue.

W. J. GREEN, Ltd., COVENTRY.
London Agents : Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portlan Street, W.

" The Sporting Solo Single."
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tfie Motor Ci/cle." A41
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CAN WE HELP YOUl TODATS STOCK III
m

A.B.C. 1920.

Cedos 1920.

Glyno 1920.

Calthorpe 1920.

Enfield 1920.

Francis Barnet 1920.

Humber 1920.

Indian Combination 1920.

Levis 1920.

Martinsyde Combination 1920.

New Hudson 1920.

O.K. 1920.

P. & M. 1920.

Rudge 1920.

JULIAN, 84, Broad Street, READING.
BIGGEST DEALERS IN THE SOUTH.

'Phone : 1024.
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If the BANK would feel the Draft, buy it the easy payment way
romLAM B'S

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I. (Opp. Gt Portland St. Stn.) 50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, N 22.
'Phone—Mu-:eam (1978. 'l hone—Hornsey 195i3.

151, HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW.
"I'hone— \v althamstow 1G9
'Grrnns

—
"Cyclotomi, Plione, London "

IQIQ (Dec.)

A. «l, S.
combiaation and accessorios, £130, or

£95 down and eleven payments of jfg i8s. 8d.

OAL.THORRE vlAF>
2,? h.p.; £T8 5s. 6cl., or £22 down
and eleven payments of £5 18s. 4d.

New

SCOTT
£140, or ,^39 down and eleven payments
of £io i2s. 3d.

1020 (S/H)

MATOHI-ESS
8 hj). and sidecar, beautifully equipped,
£225 cash, or £112 los. down and elcvpn
payments of £11 15s. 3d.

O. K.
£50 8s., or £14 down and eleven pay-
ments of £3 i6s. 6d.

1920 (S;H)

QUADRANT
combination, £135 cash, or £67 los.

down and eleven payments of £3 i6s. 6d,

10^'

UAIVI£S
5-G combinntion, many spares, £215. or

£107 ifw. down and < even payments ot£ 1 •;. </J

CLiYNO
fiTS cash, or j£2i down and eleven pay-

ments of £5 139.

ROVER
T.T, £I<»9 16s. 3ci., or £41 down

and eleven payments of f,\i 8s. 8d.

f

(Keener prices for short term payments.)

B42 III luiswciiiuj l/icsc acIccrtineiiiciUs it in dcsiruble to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

^ tVERTISEMENTS in these columns

it 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

iti al word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

[» ;harged double rafe. Each paiagraph is

lisi jd separately. 'Kfame and address must

B anted. Series discounts, conditions, and

pe| 1 terms to regular trade advertisers will

9 ( ited on application.

E al Orders and Cheques sent in paymentlor

Iv^ isements should be made payable^.—STcoT
) i^ FFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed,,—-=

'

tOi ry Notes, being untraceable if lost in

m . shouli not be sent as remittances.

advertisj.nents in this section should be

janiel with remittance, and be addressed

offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

ry. To ensure insertion letters should

tel in time to reach the olfices of " The
Cycle," by the first post on Friday

ig previous to the day of issue-

etters relating to advertisements should

he number which is printed at the end of

ivertisement, and the date of the issue

;h it appeared.

proprietors are not respGnsible for clerical-

ters' errors, although every care is taken

1 mistakes.

lUMBEHED ADDRESSES.
conveiiieDce of adverlisers, letters may be
to nimibers at " llie Motor Cycle " Office.

IS desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the costof
1 nud to cover postage on replies must be added
.ertiieineut charge, which must include the

. )0, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tiie number
r ill" the advertiseivietit. All replies should be
^"o. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, 'li:dor Street,

rlids to Box Number aciveitisementb coniainiug
should be sent by legislered post^but in ail such
advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

asa of motor cycles offered for sale under a box
; it is unusual Jor these to be sold without first

rV.eJ by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

...I., jusinesa by embodying in their advertiseinents

m ' ition of th€ district in which the machine
jsred ly be seen and tried.

W- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
r- who lie?itate to send money to unUnown persons

'.

: 1 perfect safety by availing themselves of our
.te:n. If the money be deposited with "The
_," both parties are advised- of this receipt.

.1 allowed fpx a decision after receipt of the
iLse days, and il a sale is effected we remit the
the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

oiitor. and eacli party to the transaction pays
le way. For all transactions up to £10, a
of 1/- is charged; on transections over jTio

{so, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

Liid under £100, 7/0; and on all transactions
V %. All deposit matters are dealt with al

Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
lid be made payable to llilie & Sons Limited.
-L" " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

'-

,

liiat the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

)'•

it System. Other advertisers may be equally
ut have not advised us to tfe^ef!ect.t^ef!

N'H
at

SPECIAL not;
I

"s who reply to advertisements and. receive no
i their enquiries are requested to regard the
an indication that the goods advertised have
3a disposed of. Advertisers often' receive so
ijiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

: ly post.

OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Motor Cycle, ju^t delivered; flSO.-C^ntrHl
-e, 'Scuthport. rX7849
BrOc._, Guildford, can offer early deliveries' ofU ISo premiimas accepted, , [8569

V.B.C., 400 miles, trip speedometer ; £1-^5

—

' irester, Narborough , Leicester. [8865
brand new; £145 for Quick sale; owner
ht cai.—Box 6,715, c/o The Motor Cycle.

:. new A.K.C. 19-20, complete with kick st^rt,

l it price. £150.—Tilley^, 31. South St., Dor-^ ' [8752

1919

HARLEY-
DAVIDSON,

7-9 h.p., special purchase,

£120
Great Bargain—Sidecar to suit

in Stock.

NEW MACHINESJN STOCK.

1920 ARIEL and Ariel Sidecar, 3.'. h.p. £152 10
nijo DOUGLAS Combination, +b,p. .. £170
1920 SCOTT, solo £140
1920 ROVER, T.T £149 10
1920 HARLEV, sports model, andaccess. £164 9
19-0 DIAMONO-J.A.P., 2-speed, . rare

model ^. 86 gns.
J920 JAMES No. 6 Combination, 4I h.p. £1T0
1920 DIAMOND, K.-starter, hand-clutch,

2Jh.p £84 3
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3 V h.p £130
J920 CLYNO. hand-clutch, 23 h.p. ..... £75
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-spced, 2j h.p. ... £65
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2} h.p £50 8
1920 JAMES, 5-6 h.p £215
1920 ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p. . . £235
1920 OALTHORPE-J.A.P., jj h.p. . £78 5 6
1920 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2} h.n. . £74 19 4
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, h.aud-c'lutdi,

kick-starter. 23 h.p £89 5
J920NEW HUDSON, 2lh.p £75
1920 ALLDAYS ALLON, hand-clutch.

kick-starter, 2J h.p £85
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4h.p £135
1920 AR*EL, solo ~ £115
1920 RUDGE, I.O.M £110 5
1920 RUDGE, I.O.M.. pedal starter ... £110 5
1920 LEVIS £60
1920 JAMES Lightweight £75
1920 A.B.C £150 C
IQ20 HARLEY.-DAVIDSON, dec, and

and Sidecar £249
1920 DIAMOND, single-speed S65
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and sport-

ing Swan Sidecar —

NEARLY NEW.

1920 JAMES, lightweight £63 1

1920 NEW IMPERIAL, lightweight,

kick-starter, clutcli £72 10
1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, hand-clutch,

kick-starter _ £85
1920 QUADRANT 4i h.p. Combimtion

and accessories £135
1919 (Dec.) A.J.S. Combination, lamps,

and horn '. £85
1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed hub £65

W.D. DOUGLAS, lamps, horn, tool-

bag 72 gns.

CANOELET Sidecar, touring model
(new) £34

ENFIELD Sidecar, new W.D £35
SUNBEAM Sidecar, new W.D. ..£45

LAMB'S,
151,HighSt.,Walthamstow

'Phone: Walthamstow 169.
'Grams: "' Cydotomo. 'Phone. Londo'."

50, High Rd., Wood Green,
N.22.

Phone: Hornsey1955.

387, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
•PiTone: Museum 4978

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

TX Stock for Immediate Delivery New 1920 .A.B.C.
;*- .

3l!.p. IVin; £150.-Sab.age and Sons, Meet St.
Swmdon, Wilts. [9318

\ .B.C. 1920 Late.«t Model, ju.<t delivered, unnsedi li.-it

^-»- pnce lor tiuick sale.—Kini', Itendetla, Uiford Ed.,'
Birkdale, Southijort. [92uo

A.B.C, years ahead in design.—Earlv deliveries from
the Birmingham agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd.,

139, New St., Birmingham. [X7363

A -B.C. Motor Cycle, 3h.p. twin engine, 4-speed, very
-^^

. powerful, in stock, bntud new; £150.—Birch's
Gaiage, Walsall. 'Phone: 315. [S6J8

pjELIVEEY of the A.B.C. Motor Cycle fioin stocir.
-L-^ Distributers for the county of Lincoln.—The Spald-
ing Motor Co., Ltd., Einehheek St.,. Sualdiug 'Plions:
144. T.A.: Service. -

. [0015

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co.—New
.\.B.C-, dynamo lighting modtfl, in stock; list

price. £173/7.-70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq.,
S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113: [6604

A.B.C, done 50 miles only, fitted with Lucas
dynamo lighting set and electric horn, with in-

surance policy; £170; no offers considered; bought
car.—J. Jones, 19, Santley St., Bri.\ton, S.W. I8b45

Abingdon.
ABINGDON C.B. Comliination, 6h.p., Armstrong

Mark VI. hub ; £70.-H. Williams, High ' St..

EccleshaU. Stafls.
,

[S:7807

S.ih.p. Abingdon, Bosch, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, good
2 condition, ride away; £38; after 7.-12, Elphin-

stone Rd., Walthamstow. [9192

,\cme.

1 020 New Sh.p. Acme-Jap Combination, spare wheel;
-Lt? £213/15.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St.

South. Halifax. [9142

ACME 1920 Sh.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine,
coachbuilt sidecar with patent cantilever spring-

ing. Ward and Goldstone electric lighting equipment,
interchangeable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, only
used for few demonstration runs, condition as new

;

£210.—The Premier
mingham.

Motor Co.,

A.J

Aston Rd., Bir-
[7367

19
A
19
C
A-

B

list.—Sam
[X7592

20 A.-J S. - Combinatius, es woik5;
Kobbins, Ltd., Nuueiiton.

J-S, Combinatiou, brand new; £220.—Norman WTiite-
liousc, Cbeslyn Hay, Stall's. [X7595

20 A.J.S. Coiuhinntion, just delivered; £250.—I'or
6,665, c/o The Motor Cycl&. [8901

LlOW Bros.. Gtuldlord, A.J.S. ageuts ^od «x[jeiL3
Biiiie 1912, accept do premiums. i

99= >

J.S. Combination, 1920, brand new, in stock.—
CUfford aiotoiies, Eastwood, Nctts. [8717

aiGHTON, Hove and district A.J.S. agents.—Tnr
pin's. 22 ai)d 29. Preston lid.. lirj^hton. L0J02

A.J.S. 1919 Combination, screen, full equipment, first-

class condition, spare wheel ; ^220.—Frank Eele,
TLame. [9207

J Q2G A.J.S. Combination, brand new, unregistered;
A-iJ 215 gns.—Ponlton, Westliagley, Stourbridge,
Worcester. [8730

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, unregistered, brand new

;

£230 ; Nottingham district. — Bos 340, c/o The
Moior Cycle. [8719

LATE 1919 A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped, many
spares, absolutely perfect condition; nearest £210.

—Eeadett, Hand Lane, Leigh, Lanes. [8948

A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
lOD St., Walsall (Tel.: 444). can give favourable

deliveiies of these grand combinations. [5760

A.J.S. 1915 4h.p., 3-fipeed, with large E.S.A. sidecar,
complet^a, thorough mechanical order; nearest to

£135.—Poynton, 21, Bore St., Lichfield. [X7147

1 Q 1 6 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, ' interchangeable
-«-*' wheels, splendid - running order; £140; first

cheque secures.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0239

1 Q15 2^.ib.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, clutch, and kick start,
J-t/ lamps, honi, speedometer; £75, or near offer.—
Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union St., Torquay. [8714

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combiuation, Nov., 1919, 500 miles,
hood, screen spare wheel (unused), Lucas lamps,

horn, as new; best offer.—Collier, County Hall, Cardifl.
[9172

NEW A.J.S. 1920 Combinatiou for immediate de-
livery from- stock, £210; also 6h.p. 1918 A.J.S.

combination, £165.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
-. - . .

-
- Ly-^-'

1 01934 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., nearly new condi-
Xt/ tion, complete Avith hood, wind screen, spare wheel,

Tan-Sad seat, lamps; £2^8:—Chemist, 5, Darlington St.,

Wigan. '
,

[3742

A.J.S. Sparer. prompt delivery.-Cyril Williama,
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[9624

Ul letters relating to advei-t^sements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 020 A.J.S. Combination, new, fitted hood, screen,
J-t/ spare wheel, 3 Lucas lamps and 3 generators;
£245 ; eKcbanges considered.—2, Nightingale Rd..
Lower Clapton. [9238

A-iS. 1919 (Oot.) Combin<ntion, hood, lamps, tools,

several apaies, e.x:ceHent condition, tyres unpune-
tnred, spiire wheel umised : £215.—W., 47, Hnmiltnn
Terrace, r^.W.8. Padd. 819. [8725

1 C|19 (late) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Sin. unusedX iJ Dunlop, spare wheel, apron, mirror, etc., per-
lect condition, engine guaranteed; any trial; £198.

—

Glenside, Goldsworth, Woking, Surrey. [9133

LATE 1917 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood,
wind screen, , lamps, and tools complete, perfect

condition, stored 1918 till July, 1919, veiT little used;
£170.—Thornicioft, Nottington, Dorchester. [883?

£190.—A.J.S. combination, new September, 1919. 1920
sidecar, finished green, iittle used, iuterehangeabli'

wheels, spare unused, hood, Lucas lamps, horn, ctr.,

maguificeut condition ; . buying car.—Wynter, Beechley.
Wrexham^ fX7876

F'.O.C.H. have a second-hand A.J.S., fully equipped,
spare wheel; a bargain.—Fair Ofler Car House.

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [8957

A.J.S. High-class Combination, electric lighting set,

3 lamps, hood, screen, spare wheel, everytUing in
new condition, unseratehed, black and gold;, any ex-
amination, any trial; nearest £190 securec.—E.
Willoughby, 370, Newhampton Rd. W., ^YoIverhampton.

.[X7585
TWIN-CYL. A.J.S. Combination, 1916 model, with

de luxe sidecar, in perfect running condition,
with new gears, new Dunlop Magnum covers and
tubes, spare wheel, new set of electric lighting with
2 accumulators, each 4 volts 80 amps., and all acces-
sories; £200.—Reply to E.G.B., 530, Dialstone Lane,
Stockport. [6711

Alecto.

AliECTO S'/ah.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycles, 6 machines
,for August delivery; trade enquiries invited for

Durham and Northumberland.—Kenneth A. Beadnall,
Lome Terrace, Brotton. , [8857

Alldays.

1Q19 Allon '2^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, horn, and
-*-«/ tool kit, mileage 500; £65, or oflers.—Bottomley,
Westholme, Mossley. [8666

ALLON Alldays 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, new tyre anc} belt,
lamps, perfect order; £40.-300, Holdenhurst

Rd., Bournemouth. [9132

ALLDAYS-ALLON.—Immediate delivery 2^-.;h.p., 2-

speed, hand-controlled clutch.—Parker's, Brad-
ehawgate, Bolton. Tel.: 1348. [X7869

ALLON 1920. brand new, 2-stroke, 2-speed and
clutch, kick-starter, just arrived ; immediate de-

livery at makers' price, £85.—Wilkins, Simpson, oppo-
site Olympia, London. "^

, [9187

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Alklavs Allon 2";4b.p.,

2-speed clutch and kick starter, brand new; £85.
or half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11,
Royal Parade. West " Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon 2450.

[9344
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Allon a'^^h-p. 2-

stroke 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter, brand
new; £85, or half down and 12 monthly instalments.
-9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 2450. [9368

Ariel.

ARfEL, brand new, Sj/^h.p. combination in stock,
separate if required.—Moss, Wem. [X6651

C
£35.—Ariel, 3V2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., all on, single

gear, mechanically perfect; any trial.—Sparkes.
Hermitage, Berks. [9090

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; nil parts stonked.
—F. Speakmnii, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Ed.,

Harpurliey, Manchester. [7414

ARIEL 1917 S'/uh.p. Combination, perfect condition,
fast, lamps, horn, speedometer; £110.—Jefferys',

Motor Depot, Dorchester. [9277

IN Stock for Immediatfi Delivery New 1920 Ariel
Condiinntion, 3'/oh.T». ; £152/10.—Salvage and Sons.

Fleet St.. Svrindon, \\i\U.
"

[9319

rQ15
Ariel Combination, SVoh.p., 3-specd, clutch,

• * kick starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror,
in pood condition; JE70.—Dakin, 19, Weech Rd., West
llamp.'itead. [9095

AjtlKL CouDler.Hhaft Models, boIo or pidecnr, in
btock.—A. J, Youutr and Co., Ltd., Heath Garn','o,

Newmarket CPlione: 214), and 75. Albany St., N.W.I,
(•Phono: 5476 Museum}. ' (4008

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1914 Ariel, 3"/.h.p.,
semi-T.T. model, splendid condition throughout;

£45. or hall down and 12 irionthly instalmcntti.—
910-11. Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone; Croy
don 2450. [9392

.\uto Wbecls.

ATITO-WHEEL. £10; with 3-«poed cycle, £16.-124.
Stondon Park, Foro-t IIiII, S.E l90Gr?

AUTOWHEKL. in viU-H condition. - N(uth*rn
Motors, 42, Noith Audh-y St.. W. [8811

YRIL WILLIAMS, tor early delivery of Anels-
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhamptcn. (2267

'^OR MOTORISTS

83-91, John Bright Street I

'Phone: Mid. 2910-2911.
i

'Graph :
" Lytcar, B'ham." '

Immediate Delivery

from Stock

New 1920 Models.

JAMES
ROVER

' HUMBER
' BLACKBURNE
' NEW IMPERIAL

I

EDMUND
I

CALTHORPE
,
METROTYLER

B

hA limited number of

^ orders can be accepted

" for the following

:

B
INDIAN Delivery August

H TRIUMPH . September

^ZENITH -. October

NORTON .. November

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto=Whe'els.

WALL Auto-Wheel, in excellent condition thrt li.

out; 10 gns.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham, Lo a;
Alter 6 p.m

| J4

AUTO Wheel, 1920 Model de Luxe, in stock ]«
mediate delivery, £27/10.— Wilkins, Sim.n,

opilosits Olympia, Loudon. jBj

1 Q14 De Luxe Auto-Wheel, done about 1,000 lyj
-*-^ just overhauled, splendid condition; £12.—As3_
Roman Bd., Weymouth. (D) IS.

SIMPLEX Unit, lV4h.p., 2-stroke, fitted to genii.
Will-o'-the-Wisp bicycle, complete with- di

lamps, carrier, bell, etc., quite new, ridden once
Owner, 74 years old, cannot ride it.—Oiraer, c/o'Hi
bridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W.I. [S

Bat.
AT Model 4, 6h.p. ; £160.—Hewin's Garages,
the Real Service Firm. Taunton and Totat

BAT.—Immediate delivery 6h.p. countershaft 3-

model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
1348. [X

1 Ch20 Bat, sidecar, mag., splendid condition, b
-L iy fully sprung : seen any time : what oflere?-

I'lace, Haverhill, Suffolk.

BAT-J.A.P. SlOh.p., cJutdi. kick start, 3-speed,
excellent, Watford speedometer ; £90, qmdk t

14, Tweedale St., Eochdale.

1020 Bat Combination in stock; Gh.p. solo, i

J-if combination, £204.-Tel.: 6626 Masff
A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, splendid cond
Bosch mag., Ri^eedometer, etc.; £75, or. o

Haywards,- 537, HoUoway Rd., N.

6ii.p. But Combination, new May, F.R.Si 1

Stewart horn. Easting screen, spare chain.
—Dumas, 78. Castle Foregate,' Shrewsbury. (J

BAT 6h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels, long exhanst,
pleto with lamps, etc., a good sporting 'busi

—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., tlie Real Service
Totnes.

BAT-J.A.P. Twin 6h.p. Combination, C.B., ;

B.E. carburetter, gear box, E.T.C., all-chain

in splendid order; £90; Loudon district.—BSS
c/o Thi Motor Cycle.

"VTEW 1920 Bat, Model No. 4, 6h.p.. 3-spee(
-I^ chain drive, for immediate delivery, fitted

Montgomery sidecar: £190.—The Premier MotO]
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

6-8h.p. Bat-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, Boscli. I

frame, lamps, Phcenix coachbuilt sidecar, I

new tyres: £89: trial-: exchange considered.—

E

Fern View, Rodbourne Green, Swindon.

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 1920, 6h.p., SwanJ
-car, speedometer, F.R.S. lamp set, full

series, only done a few miles; £170.—W. H. ^

and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l.

BRAND New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat," '3-

countershaft gear, kick starter and clut"'

vhain drive model; £160, solo; or can be fltt)

any make of sidecar to order,—Wauchope's, "9.

Lane, London. '

Beardmore
BEAltDMORE-PRECISIOJJS; delivery 7 days,

-Grandex, 138, Gray's Inn Rd.. W.O.

BEARDMORE-PEECISION: deliveries from
£95.—Hewin'ti Garages, Ltd., the real servit

Taunton.
Beaumont.

BEAUMOiS'T 2-stroke, 2-speed, free engine

starter, run 250 miles; £75.—Dean's ( >•

Carnforth.

BLACKBURN Engine Beaumont, 2-speed, t; ',

gine. kick starter, delivery from stock : i '

B

P. J EVANS.

-Dean's Garage, Carnforth.

BInckburne.
1 020 41i.p. Blackburne, ridden 250 miles, ne
JLi/ diliou; £125.—J. Selfe, 11, Frome M,
ford-ou-Avou, Wilts.

ALLEN-BKNNETT Motor Co.-Blackburne 11

speed .-lilt;!! and kick starter, brand new; £.

ball' down and 12 niouthlv instalments.—9-10-11,
I'arade, \\est Cmydnn. 'Phone: Croydon 2460,

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Pax, 2-';ihA>.

burne engine, 2-speed, brand new; £96/
'J

hall down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-lO-U,
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Blackbuiuo eli.l

with Henderson Elite sidecar, brand new;

or half down ;nid 12 mouthlv instalnients.-£

Royal Parade. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon

ALI.EN-UENNETT Motor Co.—Blaekburlie eil.(

3-s]> 1 clutch and kick starter, brand new
01- half down and 12 monthly instuluioiit».-i

Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon;

1 O20 8h.p. Blackburne Combination, coinpletl

l-O original Blackburne sidecar, spare wlir<

mileage about 2,000. special heavy l'al"'"',li i^-

lanips, horn siu-udoiueUr hood, screen, tool '»}.,'<

recently overhauled by makers; price ^';''"r"V
seen at London Motors. 61, Holborn Viaduct,

i

,1

B44 All letters rehitiiii; to nilveitisemcnta .slioulj niote tlic mimhcr ;il ihc cud ot ciich mlveniscmciit, and the date of the issue. *
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury

tBADBURY.— Ordor no-./ to nvr.nl disnppoiiitinent.—
The Wnlsa'l Garage. Wolverl;;impton St., Wolsnll.

.' [5762
JBADBTjRY 4h.p. Combination, 2.speed, just over-
ly liaiiled : £40.—Kuikers, Teterhouse, Cambridge.

[8970
ih.p." Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
4 -and clutch. Bosch .mag., new tyres, any trial

;

5: owner having car.—Welford, Pjrestou Bissett,
' gham. [8879

EADBUEY 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
/ kick start, variable jet, etc.; £68.-33, Deronda

, Herns Hill. [9210

[•aApBTJUr (1920! 4h.p., 3-speed, clutih, chain
r drive, condition as new, ridden barely 100 miles;
ler piuchased car; prue f105.—Holcroft, 77. Col-
'6 Eow,. Biniiingbaui. [8949

Brough.
^ KOTIGH, in stock, not done 50 miles.—W. H.
1 Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St.,
\l. Mayfair 4792. [9232

! LLEN-BENXETT Motor Co.—1914 Brough 6h.p. V
twin, thoroughly overhauled, very fast; £50, or

I down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11, Royal
•ade. West Crovdon. 'Phonf ; Croydon 2450 ,

[9393
Brown.

[

EOWIf 6-eh.p. Twin, wicker S,C., Bosch mag., B.B.
carburetter, Dunlop car tvres, very powertul, es-

;
int. condition. privatWv owned; £45.—Victory Motor

I
age, 184, Tulse Hill, West Norwood, S.W.2." [9211

B,S,A.
.8A.—The Walsall G.nrage, Walsall, booking orders
for all models: rotation deliveries. - [5761

)18 B.S.A., 3-speed, perfect order, little used; £95,

J,

or near offer.—Alwyn, Lyminge, Kent. [8653

.3.A., 1919, late, lamps, speedometer, perfect con-
" dition; £100.—Rice, O.tley, Shrewsbury. rX7743a

lliaO-B.S.A. Model H in stock; £110; with Empire[ sidecar; £142.—Taylor's Garage, Wednesburv.
• - [8739

;''2.—T.T. E.S.A.,^913, good order and appearance.—
; B.E., 1, Springfleld Cottage, Blacknest Ed., Sun-
;

dole. • [9222

!(14 B.S.A. Combination, S-speed, clutch, K.S.

;

J' any trial; £75.—Lewis, 31, Windmill St.,

|[ -esend. [8991

' SiA. Combination, Dunlops. Cameo, Miller, Tan-
I

Sad, e":icellent condition; £116.—Smith, 229,
Tvale Ed., Bournville. [X7579

1
3.A. (Model K.) and sidecar, August, 1919, excel-
lent condition: owner buying car; £125.—Drake,

j
tten's Garage, O.^ord. [6947

,19 B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, lamps, horn,
BDeedometer, in perfect condition; £105.—J. E.

i, Ltd., The Triangle, Aldorshot. ' [8796

I

20 B.S.A. Combination, little used, in splendid
condition, fully equipped, all^:'liain drive; oilers.—

jOlson and Sons, Brewery, Maidenhead. ' [X7S75
3A. Combination, excellent condition, complete

I
with wind screen, and all accessories, also some

J
a; £130.—Lc.-Col. Marjoribauks, Glen Lea, Hind
Haslemere. 'Phone : Grayshott 16. [9333

||i.A. 1919 Ccmbination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, - electric
1 lighting, Eastini; s.-reen, new condition; £145.—

I

;12, Crictlewood Lane, London, jVr.W.2. [8774

j

15 .4i,4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, just overhauled,
I speed'omcter. wind screen, lamps, and horn; best
I £100.— Grisdale, 50, Greengats St., Barrow-in-1'ur-

ff>) [8674

|j!|4. 1913 3V-.'hp., engine No. 3782^ Bosch mag.,
i jnst overhauled, new mudgttards, a good honest ma

£40, no oflers.-J. D. V. Holmes, East Hanney,
'Se. - [8684

II
19 ^S.A. AV^h.^., 3-speed, as new, nnscratched,

Jj very fast, mudshields, muf^., large head lamp;
i]

. or nsar offer.-Atlas Works, LozcUs St., Bir
m| tiam. [X7810
T A.—Early deliveries of all models, B.S.A. re-
-- placements, sidecars, screens, hoods, etc., always
•0 >ck.—County Cycle and Motor Co., 307, 314, Broad
olj Birmingham. _ [4080

y i.A. 1920 Model H. Combination, brand new,
*•! B.S.A. sidecar, chain drive, Magdyno lighting,

'iiate delivery at makers' pri:;e, £178.—"NA'ilkins
ou, opposite Oiympia, London. [9186

ri 5' 1920 4;fti.p. B.S.A. Combination, fitted with
I B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar, brand new combination, all-

ele, drive model; £152; immediate delivery from stock,
-lichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [9260

I JL 1920 Model E Combination, hood, screen,
I'higgage grid, Lucas lamps (sidecar and tail), horn
"llfflen speedometer, very small mileage, practically
.[fies.—Elce and Co., 16-16, Bishopsgate Av
BtaUe St., E.C.3. [0068

JA. 4i4h.p., lat« 1917, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed
' -ountershaft, new tyres, lamps, mechanical horn,

J
everything in perfect conditionr coachbuilt sidecar,

Hilg wind screen, 'all guaranteed^in running order
l«er over £100.-8, Bridge St., Belper, Derby.

[8682

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW 1920 MODELS.

SOLO.
HARLEY- DAVIDSON, 7g h.p.,

electric £192 1/
HARLEY- DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.,

magneto , £184 11
BLAGKBURNE.8 b.p.twin, standard

model, solo £170
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed £73 10
LEA-FRANGtS, 3! h.p. twin, M.A.G.

engine £133 6
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., twin J.A.P.,

3-specd £147
CIAMOND, 2j h.p. Villiers, 2-speed,

clutch, kick-start £8t 3
FRANCiS-BARNETT, 2J h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed, clutch, kick-start , . , . £84 'J

RUBY, 2j h.p. J.A.P., 3-specd, kick-
s .art, spring frame £120

VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60
VERUS, 2} h.p., Blackburne engine £110 5
VERUS, 4 h.p., Blackburne engine £126
H.V., spring trame, 2^ h.p., 2-speed,

slightly sQiled (less 10%) £78 15
METRO-TYLER, 2ih.p., 2-.peed,

sliehtlv soiled (less ro%) £69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new model . £95 18
PORTLAND, 2i h.p., 2-speed £60
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-5pccd. clutch £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
QUADRANT, 4 h.p., co.mplete witb

Sidecar £145
ROVER, 3} h.p., 3-specd, complete
with Sidecar £233
Actually in stock at time ot going to Press.

SECOND-HAND MODELS.
SOi-O.

DOUGLAS, 2( h.p., W.D. model,
2-spced. with re-enamelled tank £63

NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p J.A.P.,
2-speed £70

RUDGE-MULTI,i9t6,3l h.p., clutch,

and pedal starter £63 9

ENFIELD, 2J h.p., all chain drive, all

accessories £63

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
B.S.A., I9r2 model, 2-spced Millford

Sidecar £63
DOUGLAS, rgi4 model, 3I h.p., 2-sp.,

kick-start, Bosch magneto .... £1 1

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P., en-
gine, 3-speed W.D. model, com-
plete with Sidecar £145

ROVER, 6 h.p., J.A-P. engine, 3-speed,
all-chain -drive, complete with

Sidecar £145

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
igrS and rgrg W.D. 7-9 h.p. twin, magneto,
kick-start. 3-specd gear, clutch, standard
models. Guaranteed in sound running order.

Solo £110
Combination- £145

Trade suppliel

DEFERRED P/tYIVIENTS.~A third par-

chase price on delivery of machine, lie balance

spread over a ttsriod ofjAsht months 7i% extra

MnUDE'S' TELBFMONC.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

in 16 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination. 4i.'ili.p., 3-
J-t' speed, countershaft, lamps, mechanical horn,
apron, luggage carrier, detachable wheels, etc., new
belt, tyres, spares, excellent condition; trial; £115;
after 8 o'clock or week-ends.—Trefusis, Headstone
Lane, Pinner.

. [8740

B.S.A. Combination, No. 2 sidecar, new Sept.. 1919,
hood, af:reen, sprung luggage grid', Volex electric

lamps, Lucas horn, tools, quantity spares, in excellent
condition, very carefully driven, taking delivery Match-
less; £150.—Burns, 28, Poppleton Rd., Leytonstone.
E.ll. [8939

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1917 B.S.A. 4V4h.p.,
3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, all-chain drive,

and brand new Bamco coachbuilt sidecar, all lamps
and horn, splendid; £145, or half down and 12
monthly instalments.—9-10-11. Royal Parade, West
Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9387

ALLEN-BENNETT Mot-or Co. — B.S.A., 1917-18
models, 4Vih.p., reconstructed ex-Government

machine, thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed by
us to be in sound mechanical condition throughout,
3-speed, clutch, and K.S., service green. Triumph
finish; £90. or half down and 12 monthly instalments.
—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. Thone

:

Croydon 2450. [9395

Calcott.
6>3.h.p. Calcott. 1914*^ Precision, Bo^ch, new fvre?,^4 lamps, spare belt^ tube, 2 up anywhere; £33
bargain.—59, Victoria St., New Bilton, Eugby. [886?

19

19

ATOTOR TySqiBLT

Calthorpe
19 Calthorpe-Jap 2-speed; £52/10.—Taylor's Gar-

age, Wesnesbury. . [8736

CALTHOBPE, new, 2=4h.p. J.A.P. 2.speed model
in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X6658

17 Calthorp€ 2%h.p., 2 speeds, Dunlops, Druids:
£40; apaointment.—Oapt. Collins, Snnbury. [9121

CALTHOEPE 2.stroke. 1920: f30.-H. E. Woodman,
11, Brook Green Ed., Hammersmith Broadway.

[8S4f

MAT (1920) 2t4h.p. Cnltborpe-Jap, 2.6peed, too heavy
(leg disobilitv) : exchange good baby 2-stroke.— Ill,

Winchester Rd., Basingstoke. [8640

1 .Q20 Calthorpe 2-^tTOke, 2-speed, 23ih.p., new June
-i-if lasf^ only ridden lew times, tools and lamps,
complete; any trial; 63 gns.—WiUison, 31, Lansdowne
St., Leamington. [X7815

CALTHORPE, 1920, J.A.P., Enfleld 2-5peed, brand
new; Just arrived; at makers' price; immediate

delivery; £78/5/6. — Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Oiympia, London. [9183

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail

agents for the county of Devon, all models in

stock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co ,

33, Torwood St- Torquay. [0201

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 25/ih.p., 2-3peed model, also

Hobart-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick start,

both new; nearest offer list price secures.— Gtav, 7,

Craven St., Melton Mowbray. [S7586

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.—234h.p. Jap model,
£78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0174

ALLEi^-BENNETT Motor Co.-Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p.,
Enfield ' 2-gpeed, brand new; £74/11, plus 5%, or

half down and 12 monthly instalments.— 9-10-11, Eoyal
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9361

ALLEN"-BENNETT Motor Co.-Ca'lthorpe, 2?ih.p. 2-

stroke, Enfield 2-speed, brand new; £71/8,. plU6

5%, or half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11,

Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.
[9362

Campion.
CAMPIOX-J.A.P. 6h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, engine just rebushed throughout,

lamps, spares: owner buying lower power; £140.—Reed
Sawmills, Weston Birt. GIos. [8865

-|Q15 Campion-Jap Combination, 4fa.p., excellent
X-iJ condition, Sturmey-Archer gear box, 3-speed,

clutch, kick start; £75, or exchange lightweight and
cash.—35, High St., Dartford. [9107

-| O20 Campion-Jap Combination, 6-8h.p. special en-

-Lt/ gine, all-chain, Sturraey, h.c. clutch, Cowey horn,

speedometer. Cameo, Tan-Sad, all lamps, appearance as

new, in perfect order; £180.—Hempshall, Redniile,

Notts. [8776

Cedos.

CEDOS.—Immediate delivery, 2r/ih.p. 2-strQke model
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 134R

[X78e0
CEDOS, -gent's model; 70 gns.; delivery from stock

—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm
Taunton and Totnes. [9154

CEDOS, daintiest featherweight made.—Early de-

liveries from the Birmingham agents, Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, Kew St., Birmingham. [X7366

Chater-Lea.

CHATEE-LEA 8h.p. Twin All-chain C.B. Outfit,

overhauled,' re.enamelled, new fyres; bargain. £80-

-Baths Garage, Wandsworth. [9004

All Utters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a;Ivertisenie.-it, and the d^te of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater=Lea-Jap.

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8-lOh.p., racing model, lamps,
horn, and accessories. 1915 model, built to speci-

fication, absolutelv * perfect ; aCyO, or near offer.

—

Martin, Hermitage", Berks. [9091

£43; Chater-Lea-.Tap Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed
gear box, clutch, handle starter, chain drive,

Bosch, Lukin automatic carburetter, speedometer,
Klaxon, tyres almost new, footboards. Best and Lloyd
lubricator, accessories, tools, excellent; exchange
lightweight.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9040

Chater'Lea-Precision.
6h.p. Chater-Lea-Precision Combination, 3-speed chitfh

and K.S., jnst OTeihauled, guaranteed; nearest
£90.—Monk, School House, Lovel Rd.. "Winkfield,
Windsor.- 18670

Clyno.

CLTNO Lightweight in stock.—The Castle Motor Co.,
Ltd., Kidderminster. - - [8701

1Q20 Clyno 2-speed,__jnileage 100; £65.—Taylor's
-l-«^ Garage, Wednesbury, [8738

CLTNO Lightweig:!lt in stock; £75.—Rhosha Motoi
Co., Bank Me\v6, Romford. 12162

CLYNO 8h.p. Combination, 1921 demonstrator model
now in stock ; £250.—Tom Norton, Ltd., Llan-

drindod Wells. [9298

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey Clyno agents,-
have large contracts for Sh.p. combinations and

2%h.p. lightweights. . [3172

CLYNO.—Sole Bristol and District Agents. Light-
weight models in stock.—S. J. Fair, 201, and

203, Cheltenham Rd,, Bristol. [X7406

23.h.p. Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed clutch, about 500 miles,
4 perfecfcondition, like new; trial; ofiers.—A. Hob-

son, Old Hall, Coole Pilate, Nantwich. [8790

1 Q20 2i4h.p. Clyno 2-strokes, new, fitted with clutch
J- V and 2-speed gear ; £75.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777. [9266

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke. 2-speed and clutch: £75;
brand new; actually in stock at makers' price.

—Wilkins', Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9181

CLTNO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked fn rota
tion. Clyno romi>ination orders booked in mtntion

—Rothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern
[6185

CLTNO 1912 2-sp.e6d Combination, coachbuilt eid?-
car, lamps, horn, etc., needs slight overhaul; £70

Epcures; Romford, Esses.—Bos 6.674, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9000
5-6h.p, 3-speed K.S. Clynos, 1916, just overhauled

and enamelled, £65; usual price £l00. Come and
give your eyes a treat.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd.,
Clapham, S.W.8. [9035

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, kick start, chain drive,

4 interchangeable wheels, 120 gns. ; or exchange
lower power, cash adjustment.—57, Kenbury St.. Cold-
harbour Lane, Camberwell. "

[9057

1 020 New CbTio Lightweights, in stock, for imme-
JL?/ diate delivery: £75; the go anywhere machine;
call and inspect.—Kavs, 8, Bond St., Ealing Broad-
way. 'Phone: 1827 Ealing. [7821

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Clyno 2V2h.p. 2-stroke.
2-speed, clutch, brand new; £75, or half down and

12 monthly instalments.— 9-10-11, Royal Parade, West
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9363

CLYNO.—We a.e sole Wolverhampton agents; write
Ui for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re-

enamelling, and plating.—The Molinenx Garage Co.,
Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [3459

CLYNO 1916 Combination, 3-speed, kick start, 4
detachable wheels, 3 lamps, horn, spares, re-

cently re-enamelled, overhauled, fine condition; 115
gns.-9, Coleman St., New Nortn Rd., N. [9295

CLTNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, K.S., inter-
changeable wheels, lamps, car generator, horn,

pillion, accessories, fully insured ; bargain, £110, or
eareet offer.—101, Long Lane, East Finchlev,- N.2.

[8894
CLTNO Combination. 1914. total mileage under 5,000,

3-speed countershaft just overhauled by makers,
condition gnaranteed, spare wheel, new tyres, speed-
ometer, battery lighting, large sprung luggage grid- bar-
gain, £130.-Miller, 32, Sydenham Rd., Cotham, Bristol.

[X7808
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1918 Clyno 6h.p.

combination, just been thoroughly o^'erhauled,
re-enamelled and plated, fitted with new sidecar body,
finish blue; £145, or half down and 12 monthly in-
Rtalments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West. Croydon.
'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9385

Connaught

1 Q15 Connaught 2}^h.p., 2-stroke. running order,
J-«/ flcccsfiories; £45, near oftor ; evenings aftfr 7.—
21. Drappcra Rd., Bormondsoy, S.E. . [8986
CONNAUGHT, 1920, delivered March, fitted witli

Qluminiiirn fontboordi'. Klaxon horn (cost £67);
hot offer.— A. Wood, 48, High St., Windsor. [7242

C10NNAUGUT Motor Cyclcs.-ai^h.p. 2-flneod morM,
-' £70; single speed, £62; immediate delivery.—P.

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham,
[0252

Coulson. (

COXJLSON U. 2^h.p. 2.»trokc. 1920, qb new. Bpecl-
aily sprung frame, Dunlop heavy tyres, mileage

500 ; £60. - 90. Margravlno Gardens, Barons Court,
W.6, [8876

JONES

GARAGE,
1, The Broadway,

Muswell Hlli, N.10.

'Phone: Hornsey 2562.

NO PREMIUMS.
New Machines in stock
at Makers' list prices.

COMBINATIOIMS.
3! h.p. ARIEL, Magdyno.
e'h.p. ARIEL.
8 h.p. BLAGKBURNE.
6 h.p. BAT.
Sh.p. NEW IMPERIAL.

|:6'h'p.RSvlR ^
Can be supplied Solo.

And others.

SOLOtS.
3', h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE.
2^ h.p. CEDOS, 2-speed model.
O.K.-VILLIERS, sinsle-speeds.

O.K.-JUNIORS, 2-speed.

2} h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2 speed.

2", h.p. DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2-speed.

CLYMO, 2-speed, 2-stroke.

HOBART, 2-stroke.

WOOLER, 2} h.p., 2-speed.

;— And others.

We have also a large selec-

tion of neai-ly new and

second-hand machines.

Here are a few :

igi6 3-speed DOUGLAS, lamps, and speedo-
meter ; £65

1914 2-speed INDIAN, spring frame £83
1913 TRIUMPH, clutch model £58
igig TRIUMPH, countershaft model, and

Sidecar £160
1915 5-6 h.p. JAIV.ES Combination £165
1920 DOUGLAS Combinations, like new .... £165
1919 HARLEY Combination, electric model . £195
igrO NORTON Combination £125
igig P. & M. Combination, like new, all

accessories £155
1920 4 h.p. COULSON, lovely machine £85

SEND FOR BIG LIST.
Please send stamp for reply.

SIDECARS.
£19. Comprising underslung Chassis, 26x2}

wheel and tyre, all fittings, and body any
colour. •

Cowey Speedometers.
Smith Speedometers.
Watford Speedometers.
Stewart Speedometers.

Cowey Horns.
Klaxon Horns.
Gameo Windscreens.
Easting Windscreens.

Have you a Magdyno? No? Never, mind !

Have a Perna Set, comprising generator, accumu-
lator (in case), switch, and ammeter, head lamp,
sidecar lamp, rear lamp, and wires . . £22 13s. 7d.
Roc 2-8peed Gears £6 10s.

(Complete with controls, etc.)

We have Accetsories and Spares of every descrip-
tion for all well-kiiowu machines.

MOTOR SALF,CYCLES FOR
Cotitson.

NEW CouIsoiMi 4h.p., S-spped Stnrmev-Archerj-^
starter' model, immediate delivery.—C]aph^

^Motors], 27, Stockivell St., Greeuwieh. or. 'phone- Gfet
wi/h 751. [68

NEW Coulson-B 4h.p., with 3-speed clutch g/id,ki
starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on ea

paymeots ^% extra.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompt
Rd., London. [gg

T^EW Coulson-B 2^. and 4h.p. Models in stock, a-gpc
-L~ gear, spring iiame, Blaokburne engine; at mai
facturers' list price?: easv payments 4z extra.—Harro<
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [8f

A LLE?v'-BE^^NETT Motor Co.—Coulson B. ah.p.,
-'-^ speed sporto model, brand new; £110/5, 01 h
down and 12 monthlv instahuents.—9-10-11. Boyal'Jp
-.ide. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.' £93

ALLEN-BEXXETT Motor Co.-Conlson B., 25il]
Hhii'kliiirTie engine, 2-speed, spring frame, bra

ncM-; £99,15, or ball" down and 12 monthlv instalmen
-9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Cri
don 2450. ^

"
,X&%

ALLEK-P,EXNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B.,"^!!
Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame, bra

new; £110/5, or half down and 12 monthlv instalmer
—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon, 'Phone: Ci
don 2450. — [9.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson E.,
23541J

Blackburne engine, 2-speed clutch and kick star!
brand new; £99/15, or halt" down and 12 monthly
stahnents.— 9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydj
'Phone: Croydon 2450.-

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Coulson B., 41.

Blackburne engine, 3-i?peed clutch arid kick starlj

brand new; £127/10, or half down and 12 monthly .

stalments.— 9-10-11. Royal Parade, West Croyd
'Phone: Croydon 2450. -[9;

starlH

royd^l

4lX

Coventry Eagle.
/COVENTRY EAGLE 1920, 2';4h.P;

A^

DIAMOND,
in stock.-

.. . .J.A.P., 2-spe|
Sturraey gear, kick-start, hand clu.tch, 'speel

meter, horn, condition excellent, done ' 561 mill
£80.—G. Beggs, 31, Drayton Mews, High St., KmsM
ton. |;8^

LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-^Coventry Eog"
h.i). single speed, Villiers -engine, Drand

£67/1, or half down and 12 montblv instalmentL
9-10-11. Rcval Parade, West Croydon.' 'Phone vCil
don 2450. [9;|

Danutn.
DANTJM 4h.p. Motor Cycles, 3 machines for ifcn^

delivery; send for full particulars; trade enqtt
invireh—Kenueth A. Beadnall, Lome 'i'erracc, Brot^

Diamond
brnnd neiv, J.A.P. .and 2-stroke -Dld^

-Moss, Wem. [X6(

1Q19 Diamond 2-spced C-stroke, mileage 31XU £52/10.—Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury. [8f
("tyRlL WILLIAMS, tor early delivery of all-
^^ Diamonds.—Chaiiel \sh, VVolverbamptotl,:J^

1 Q19 Diamond 2i,gi.p. 2-strolce, footboards,
-Lif accessories; £53.-66, Wood Green WednesHil

^iili.p. Dinmond-.Tap, in perfect order, 1920 _

^4, price reasonal'le.—D. K. 3VI. Petley, Tbe^ Neaf^
i;n;iy.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Diamond
sports model, brand new; £62/3. or hall"

and 12 montlily instalments.—9-10-11. Royal Parijl

West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9t|

Dot.
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.- 1920 Dot-Jap,

,

h.p. 2-speed, as new, unscratched; £78. or

down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11. R"

Parade. West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9'

OFFAT, Douglas

Douglas.
Expert, YeoTil.M

NEW 1920 Models, 4h.p. combination £170,
W. 20, £100 and £105.

TIIMEDIATE Delivery. Why -wait?

"jVrOFFAT, Yeovil. Tel. : 60 Yeovil

2%

DOTJGIiAS 1914 2%h.p.,
£50.-29. Windsor Ed.,

2-speed, perfectly
Wanste.idL

SOI

[I

DOUGLAS 2"^h.p., clutch model, in stool,

price.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. L',

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combinations from stock; *1/
Tom Norton, Ltd., Llandrindod, Wells. P

f>.iih.p. Doni-dns, sinclc, Bosch, Druids, PalmeM;
'W 4 —Particulars, Chcsuuts, Over, Citmbs. It

£54.—Douglas 2=iih.p.. 1916, 2-spcod model, firsts

condition.—81, Little Ealing Lane, Ealing. (!ki

DOTIOLAS 2'!'ili.p., 1916, 2-sr«ed, and in_new
Jj

dition; X70.—Tilloys, 31, South St.. DonjlKj

4h.p. nouRliis, overhauled; any trial evenings aftelj

£85 80411108.-64, Clnromont Ed., LoytoMW j

B46 All letters relating to advertisements Bhoultl quote the number at the eml of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

nrOLAS 1920 2-"4li.p., 3-i^peed, less clntoh, just

delivercii iroiu maUors; £100.—Eobinson'?; below.

I TOLAS 1'920 2Uh-p. 3-speed -nith chitch and
kiL-k start; £105.—Robinsou's; below.

(iT'GLAS 1920 4h. p., 3-speed solo; £130.—Kobin-
- lu's; below.

TOLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, late?t type
Mdi'L-nr, finished iu taxe blue; £170.—Robinson's:

' X'i >ND-HAXD Douglas and Triumph Machines
I Lilceu in P;irt Fayiitent.—Eobin^cn's; below.

I xn For lUu^tratod Ijst. po?t free.—Herbert Uotiin-
I - u, Ltd., Green St.. C;imbiid^e. Tel.: 995 Cam-

- T.A. : Bicycies Cambridge. , [9329

I'IGHTON, Hiive and district Douglas agents.

-

I'urpins. 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
1.0201

. f Douglas, 1916 or 1917, clutch model, many new
,

;tj; £80, or offer.-Jennings, Cricketers, Orpii!^-
[8709

/(.LAS Combin-itiou, 4h.p., 1919, 3-speed, kic
-rat. as'new; £120; side door,—32, Brixton lid.,

[8993
^"GLAS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 4h.p. com-

J Lmation.—Parker's, Bradshavrgate, Bolton. Tel.

;

I 1. [X7a62
;

1 -0 2"'4h.p. Df-ugins, r-r^pesd, scarcely riddea : £80.
(

J —Conrade. 14, Station Parade, Kew (iaidens,

!

S -v. ' L8812;

] 'I'GLAS.—Immediats delivsry 23-ih.p., S-spsed and
J rlutch.—Parker's, Eradshawgate. Boltcn. Tel. :

'

I .

"

. - [X7867
j

])CGLAS 1914 2^ih.p.. 2-spGed model, excellent i

condition thrr-iiglicut.—Parker's, Rradshawgate. '<

B -a. [X7851
j

"1 17 Douglas 4h.p., 3-spsed3, clutch, kick start, i

J oTtrhauled; £80.-2, Nightingah Rd., Lower
( ten. [9242

i h.p. Douglas, 1915, Tan-Sad, Klaxcn, electric !

' lighting, speedometer, etc. ; £75.-35, Union
R S.\V.4. [8988

,

GNS.. near offer,—Douglas 1913-14, spares, all
j

iin, fine condition, tria' —Sun Inn, Castle Hill,
|

. ahead. .

'

[8864 i

IGGIE 4h.p., Dec. 18, as new; any trial; best offer'
over £80; owner starving:—22, Buller Rd.. Thorn-

1

to' leath.
'

[9130

120 Brand New Douglas Combination ; list price,'
£170: my price. £160.—West, Bladon, Wood-

j

3t . Oxon. [9016:

120 Douglas Combination, new, in stock at li^t:

exchanges consid ?red .—2, Nightingale Rd.

.

L r Clapton. [9239

^ i.p. Douelas, 1916, 2-speed, jnst overhauled, per-
"» ie;f, Uimps. etc.; £68/10.—Reeves. The Knoll.]
K Tick, Sussex. [9053

1

1.9 [AnsHt^t) 41i.p. Douglas Combination, splendid
• ondition, fuUv equipped; £160.—Heald. 74, Bnr-

ci;j St., Grim>hy.
, [9046

J UGLAS 1^15 2''.,h.p., 2-speed, "makers' colours.

^ splendid condition ; 50 gns.-30, Crystal Palace
Pi Rd.. Sydenham. [9071

Ti OGLAS 2^4,h.p., jastr thoroughly overhauled, ill-

•*! ness cause of sale, lamps, tools; £28.-1, Lochaline
S^ rammersmith, W.6.. - [8942

!

I UGLAS 2^.ih.p., tyres, belt, etc., in pood condition,
, a lunning order; £27/10, offers.—Pat, 119, Clon-

mij St., Southfields, S.W.18. _ [8680

\ CGLAS, overhauled by makers, new tyres fDun-
lop5), splendid condition : £40. or near offer.—

8fc n, 63. St. Mary's Rd.. Eeigate. [8907

1 19 4h,p. Dcuglas Combination, bine sidecar.
*- sphndid condition. any trial; £125.-30,
Gl al Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [9070

1 '.0 4b. p. Doui;la*i Combination, new this week, ud-

^ registered: £160, plus carriage.— 626, I^ea Bridge
Bj^ Leyton. 'Phone: Walthamstow 800. [8976

A] Douglas Combination, 1918, replated and enam-^ ?lled makers' colours, brand new sidecar, tyres as
ne^ perfect; £i20.-26a, Tulse Hill, S.W. [8804

fl JB. Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, giyes personalV attention to all orders. All spares at makers'
Pt stocked. No profiteering.-'Phone : 852. [6340

r UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, engine No. 6377. will

;

^ drive 50 mile^ to genuine purchaser; cash needed;
ag worth £120.-272. Green St., Forest Gate. [7611

"V UGLAS 1912 2^4h.p., 2-speed, engine just over-
•^ iiaided at cost of £12, all accessories; £45, or
Ofi>, it.-Crawley. 18, West Rd., Saffron Walden, Esses.

j

^ [8690
4j'-. Douslas Combination, about 1918, 3 speeds,
rfi:kick starter, clutch, splendid going order, compl^.^
iMamps: £110.—Adams, 82. York Rd., Battersea.

-^ - [9045
r UGLAS 23ih.p., 1916, Klaxon, new lamps, tyres,
*- >elt, machine recently overhauled, splendid condi-
tio^ £67/10.-Hurst. 57, Leicester Rd., Bedworth.
_J fX7846
flUQLAS a^^h.p., 1920, just delivered, and not
-*^ lone 30 miles- £105 for immediate sale.—Appiv

Dewdeswell, 58, Sturgess Rd., Wokingham, Berks.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE EEADLAM?.
Adjustable Focu".

Piist and Wentt-er ^
prooV

mi 1

/- each.

H.A.H.

COMPLETE REAR SET.

With an Acetyiene Headlamp use an Electric
Rear-lamp Set, which cannot blow out, and is

always ready to be switched on at a moment's
notice.

Complete Set, 29/6 As illustrated.

Comprising : Fig. 573. Reax-lamp, 9 /Beach.
'Force" Genuine Hellesen Dry

Ba;;tery, 9/11 each.
Fig. 386. Metal Carrying Case,

10/6 each.

AJLHUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. Works,

Tnnstall Rd., CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones :

CroydoQ 2225, 2226.
Telegrams

:

' Keyage, Croydca."

i

f MOTOR- CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"TJOUGLAS 1920 lli.p. Coml.iiialion, just deliverea.--' couiijlete -^.th Cimleo ivind screen, P.H. liiuiij,
spares, ete.

; £168.-2, The Cliine, Wincliluore Hill,
N.21. [8662
"TJOUGLAS Comliination, 1920 41i.p., fully 'pqiiiuiied.
-V' j"=t taken flelivetr; doctor's orders not ride; ivli.it
offers? S;en aar time.—Sre.Timan, 526, HoUow.iy Ed.,
^^-

.
1X7823

"TJOUGLAS 2iih.p., 2-=peed. 1916, perfect condition,
J-' aH ace?s=ories, fully insured, ride away; 60 gns.

L

offers.- 232, Elmhurst Mansions, off Manor St. Clap
liam.

, [90eO
T~kOrGlAS 1915 25jh.p., 2-sBeed, alumiuiiijii foot-
->-' lioarrts, 1919 pistons, just overhauled, fast: 50 gns.,
li.irsain. 'Phone: 926 Eeadins.—Hoyle, 10, Duke ?t

.

Reading. [8931

FiOUOL.VS 1920 41i.p. Combination, brand new;
-fi-^ just arrived: immediate delivery; at makers'
price, £170.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia,
London. " [9185
31h.p. Douglas, Aug., 1914, C.B. sidecar, 2-ipeed.

2 kic'n-start, clutch, Bosch, Amac, speedometer,
horn; nearest £100,—Chaplin, 2, Bay View Rd.,
Cohvyn Bay. [8950

1(ai7 Douilas 2''ih.p.. Imfier forks, hear/ Dunlops,
J- ^ makers' colouis, indistinguishable from new, coin-
I'lete, minus power unit; 29 ens.—Dawson. 34, Amp-
tlrlll Kd.. riedlord.

"

[8904

TOURING 1920 Douglas Combination, the ideal
medium weight outfit: also 2^:4h.p. models, ready

for immediate delivery.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row. Birmingham. [X7796

rjOBERT B.'V.MFOal).-! generally ow^ .and always
XV know of the best 254h.p. DouglfT^es in London.
Every -mnchine specially selected and tested. See under
Consulting Engineers. 12127

DOUGLAS Comhinatioa, 1918, 3-speed, U.S., in good
condition, i\ith new sidecar and tyres, little mile-

age, the lot as new; bargain, £110..—262, Elackliorse
Lane, Walthaiustow. [VI 90

DOUGLASES 23ih.p. always I- stock at competitiva
piices, open till 7 p.m week days, 5 p.m. Satur-

da'ys.—Smith's, 86, Ch?.Ik Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station).

"
[0151

NEW Douglas Combination, 4h.p., tio makers' speci-
fication at list' price, including carriage from

works; easy payments 4% ettra.—Harrods, Ltd.,--'^18,
Brompton Rd,, London. [3829

f>3.h.p. Douglases from £55;. 4h.p. Douglas, 1918
^^4 £5; all overhauled, re-enamelled, and in splendid
runuing order.-Estreham Garage, 35, Eetreham Ed.,
Streatbam. 'Phone: 335. [9123

TF you want a good little Doug., come and see us.

We have some good 'uns, 1916-17-18. '' '" "
.".ge, '3, Cluny Mews, W^arwick Rd.,
'-Phone ; W'estern 1344.

Bart's Gar-
Earl's Court.

[9104

1Q15 Douglas 4h.p., with Sunbeam sidecar, as new,
-i-tf just overhauled, new gears, C.A.V. mag., just
overhauled bv makers, will climb anything; £125.—
Gardner, Carter St., Uttoxeter. r8955

BEAXD New 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, £170;
also 2^iih.p. new 1920 S-speed models, £100;

trade supplied.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

London. 'Phone : Holborn 5777.
'

[9262

DOD'GLAS 4t.p. Combination, 1920 (Junel, practi-

cally uuridden, aluminium discs, lamps, horn,' lug-

gage carrier, fully insured, lovely outfit; £175, or near
ofler.—150, Franciscan Ed., Tooting. [8642

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, replated and enam-
elled makers' colours, brand new sidecar, hood,

apron, screen, and lamps, never used; £152.-22, Efira

Mansions, Crownstone Ed., Brixton. [8805

TT. 4h p. Douglas and Sporting Millford Sidecar, 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., disc wheels, long exhaust,

electric and acetylene lighting, fast and powerful;

£120.-51, Bargary Ed., Catford, S.E.6. [9224

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, done less than 200 miles,

-l-O' horn, spare chain, belt, valve, etc.; £170, or

near offer; seen any time bv appointment.— Watson,
Glebe House, Whitton Ed., Twickenham. [8877

FOR Sale, Douglas combination. 4h.p., 1919 model,

Lucas lamps and horn, perfect condition, about

800 miles, ride away; £140; inspection after 4 p.m.

Saturday.—Write Faure, 41, Holland Rd., Kensington.

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds Plf^'e your order at once if you want de-

IJTerv-Eli Clark, Do'aglas Agent. 196, Cheltenham Ed..

Bristol.
' [°°15

DOUGL\S 4h.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2 speeds,

free engine, kick starter, new belt, perfect order,

^ood condition, accessories, seen and tried ang
bargain, £78:—77, Salmons Lane, facing

Station.

4hr Douglas Combination, small mileage, late 1919,

looks and runs as well as new, electric lighting,

hood and screen, all tools and spares, about £30 ol

extras included in price, £150.-Box 6,635, c/o r/ie

Molor Cycle. [8710

1 019 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

-L«7 kick, start, etc., engine perfect, new Douglas

sidecar, new P. and H. lamp set, Lucas horn, pnmP.

tool kit, the whole as new; £115.-Dowell, High Ed.
Byfleet, Surrey.

time;
Stepney

[9033

[9094

All letters relating to advertisements should (juote the number at the end of each aJvertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR

1 Q20 41i.p. Douglas Combination,
-L*/ (75 m.p.g.}, Austei-

DOUGLAS Late 1918 Combination;
3-speed, clutch, kick start, all c

p.O.C.H. have

DOUGLAS 1917-18 Combinations,
clutch, and K.S.,

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, S^Ah.p., 1916 model, Np. 26752, 3-speed
gear, F.R.S. lamp and generator, Jones speed-

ometer, Stewart mechanical horn, good tyres; £65.—
George England. Ltd., 11, Curzon, St., Maylair, "VV-l.

'Phone : Mayfair 2191. [0264

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—191 9 Douglas a'j^h.p.,

lamp, horn, etc., splendid condition throughout;
semi T.T. bars; £30, or hall down and 12 monthly
instalments.—9-10-11. Roval Parade, West Croydon.
'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9382

TQriable jet .Amnc
Triplex wind screen, horn,

speedometer, tool kit, coverall, and accident insurance,
mileage 900, guaranteed perfect; cost £185, best offer.—

9. Prospect Vale, Eairfield, Liverpool. [8771

£110;- 4h.p..
n, new lan^ps,

generators and horn, in excellent condition through-
out, tyres perfect, really good lot ; would take any
trial.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham, London. [9292

4h.p. Douglases, 3-sreed, K.S., 1918-19. These are
just demobbed and want a good*home, solo £65.

combination £75; 25,4h.p. Douglases, 1916, just over
hauled, £45. Come early to avoid disappointment.—
J. J. Dooley, 33. Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [9086

1919 Douglas Latest Clutch 4h.p.
Combination, fully equipped, wind screen; a

bargain.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[8958

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-DoUglns. 1916 models,
2%h.p., reconstructed ex-Government machines,

thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed by us to be
in sound mechanical condition throughout, 2-speed,
re-enamelled, and plated in our own workshops,
makers' colours; £70.

DOUGLAS, 1916 models, as above, but repainted
makers' colours ; £ 65.

4h.p., 3-speed,

, makers' colours ; £ 1 20, with
new sidecar body £5 extra, or half dowTi and 12
monttly instalments.—9-10-11. Royal Parade, West
Croydon. 'Phone : Croj'don 2450. [9397

LOOK! Look"! Douglases.—We can supply rebu
2^fih.p Douglases guaranteed as new, complete

with Douglas pattern F.R.S. lighting eets ; compare
onr prices, £78; without lighting sets. £74/10. We
also guarantee to replace any defective parts found
our terms £5 with order, remainder when machine
is ready for despatch; delivery in 7 days. ' We can
deliver a few at once ; we keep a large stock ol
spares; state your requirements.—W. S. Bird and Sons.
Douglas Specialists. Bathwiek. Bath. [5067

Edmund
EDMUND 21ili.p., spring frame. 3 models ; vou

simply float.—Gonslay, Fallowfield. (6933

1 Q20 New Edmund 2V'h.p., 2-speed. spring frame-,
-l-t/ £92/8.—Halifax Motor Ex'-liange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [9141

EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminated
spring frame 234h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-strokp

model. £86/10;'both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear
—P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[025]
E«ifield.

ENFIELD, brand new, 2-stroke model in stock;
makers' price.—Moss, AVem. [X6654

ENFIELD 2V,h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, in stock;, list

price.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [7566

ROYAL ENFIELD 2%h.Y'. Twin, Bosch map., goo*'
condition ; £45.-51, Conglctou Rd.. Biddulph

Stafls. [886r

ENFIELD.—Immediate delivery 2i<h.p. 2-speed
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

1348. [X7858
ENFIELD Z^h.p. Twin. Bosch mng., new tyres, tubes

and chains, first-class condition; £50.—Howes
Bray, Berkshire. [890?

IJ^NFIELD Combination. 6h.p.; a bargain, £79/15;
-J ready to drive away.—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite

Olympla. London. [9180

ENFIELD 3h.p. 2-speed, condition new, accessories,
etc.. any trial; 60 gns.—279, Romford' Rd.,

Forest gate, E.7. [8932

Stock for Immediotf* Delivery New 1920 Enfield
2-ctrnko, 2-wpoed; £68.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet

St., Bwindou, Wilts. [9326

1Q19 Enfield Comblnntinn, 6h.p., new tyres, new
-i.*^ condition. HpcedoiiK-t<;r, Boscli mag.; £165.-76
Honley R-*]., Catford, [8695

ENFIELD 1916 2-Btrokc. 2-speed. chain drive; £50.—Smith'fl. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (oposite Clialk
Farm Tube Station). [0231

1020 81i. p. Enfiem Combination, new, and

JN

._. , , unrej:iH-
torod; £190.-626, Lcn Bridge Ed.. Lcvtnn,

'I'liono: Widthanjstow 800. [8977

ENFIELD Combination, 6Ji.p., completely ovcrlinnlcd
KOfxl condition, lampi and Jiorn ; £90, or offer.—

326, Ooldharbour Lnno. Brixton. [8724

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, hood, icreon, lamps.X«/ horn, iplendld condition, any trial; £190.—
Goodman, 18, Vilett St., Hwindon. [9U4

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
We can give you just the mount
you want lor the ideal holiday, and
when you want it—NOW.

- If your favourite is not in the list

below, send us your requirements,
or call and inspect the stock at our
showrooms.

1920 MoJels. New Stock.

QUADRANT Combinatioii £145
1 RIUmPH, 4 h.p., complete witli Mont-

gomery Sidecar, Easting screen,
Miller's head, sidecar, and rear
lamp?, bulb horn, Bonaiksen
speedometer £173 10

NEW IMPERrAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed,
kick-start, all -chain drive, Canoelet
Model MM.4 Sidecar £19D )

ZENITH, 8 h.p.. Model H, clutch, and
kick-start £162
Grindlav de Luxe Model Sidecar,
fitted..'. ...£39 extra.

NUMBER, 4l h.p., flat twin, 3-speed,
kick-start, all-chain drive, Grind-
lay de Luxe Sidecar £179 10

ARIEL 3} h.p. Combination £154 d'

COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P. S h.p. Com-
bination, detachable spare wheel . £213 13

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-
tion £214 12

QUADRANT Combination £145
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . £109 14
CLYNO, lightweight, 2-speed £75
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £74 11
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £71 8
HOBART-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-start £90
CONNAUGHT, 2-5troke, Sturmey 2-sp.,

kick-start *. £80
CONNAUGHT, a-stroke, single gear .. £68 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, a-speed, kick-start £85
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-start . . £83
IVY, all-purpose, 2-speed £75
SCOTT Combination £1S5

(Subject to being unsold.l

SIDECARS IN STOCK.

(With fittings for any make of Motor Cycle.t

Grinillay. CanoeleL

Montgomery. Mills-Fulford.

m.

[dventryHotorNart

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY
m^

TciecMMS seucr/oN. coi'tNTRr

'W

MOTOR

3F*

CYCLES
EnSeld.

Royal Enfield

FOR SALE.

New Royal Enfield 2- stroke, ideal
cycle for service in traffic, 2 speeds; £73/10

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [92

MAUDES'.—1919 lightweight 2-speed Enfleliij'fi
mer tvres, Klaxon horn. Cowev. 2 lamps

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
£69,
[92
*

1 Q20 2i/.ih.p_,

A*' with all accessor
Enfield, as new, speedometer; Klaxc

ies ; £85 ; can be seen any day
Inchmery Rd., Calford, S.E. [90!

£55.—Royal Enfield 3^,,Ui.p. twin, chain-driven"; 19Jr
model, 2-speed, mechanically perfect, appearan •

as new.—Rogers, Jeweller, V^hithorn. [911

E INFIELD Conibin.ition. 1917-18,' new from ag<L
Jan., 1919, perfect condition, new tyres; prit

£145.—Lloyd, North End, Aberystwytli. " '

ENFIELT) Combination,. 1914, just overhauled _,,

in perfect condition; £110.-Hewin's Gaiagi
Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [91

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, brand new; just arrivei
at mikers' Tprice; immediate delivery; £73/10|

.Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9X|

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., engine No. 614S|X *-' all in really new condition and very smarB

J
135.—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [90|

NEW 1920 Kov:d Enfield, 2V4I1.P., 2-strobe; pril

£73/10; delivery from stock.—D. J. Shephei
and Co., Enfield-Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [021

ENFIELD Twin Lightweight, about 1911 or 19l|
in perfect running order, nearly new Dunlop tyilT

bargain, £24.—Beeclier, 472, Archway Rd., London, "Nl
[87|

ROl'AL ENFIELD 2^4Ji.p., 2-speed, in splendid ctf
dition, 1914 model, £42; also Peugeot car,"~€li

£35, or nearest.—Howard, c/o 14, St. Mary's Hill, Sts

lord.

Enfield Ccmbinntion, 1917, excellent conditij
accessories, including lamps, wind sereea,: la

gage grid, tools, apron, etc.—Dunlop, 41, West Cunaba
land St., Glasgow. ' [87|

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, March, 1920, lamps. B.
used, 2 generators, horn, Binks, insured, milea '

350, perfect condition; 65 gns.—C^pt. Rice, Ivy Hou:

Sutfcon-on-Sea. Lines. [90

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, 8h.p., brand new, ili

dynd lighting, jiist arrived from works; imniSiIi;

6"'

delivery at makei's' price, £202/2.-
opposite Olympia, Loudon.

Wilkins, Simjisc

[91

19 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., lamps, Easti

screen, D,A. lighting, child's seat, 3in. tyiv

spares, perfe;'t condition

;

19^
London

Box 6,705,

6 h.p. Enfield
ing, with

district

[92
£170;

c/o r/io Motor Cycle.

Late 1915 Combination, electric lifrl
-^

g, with all accessories, complete, in first-ck I

condition- subject to inspection; £138, lowest.—J.

McGill, 55, Frostoms Rd., Workington. [89,.

1 Q 15 Bh.p. Enfield Combination, jnst thorough?!
JLtJ overhauled, rebushed. and many new parts, fl

splendid order; full particulars by post or any tn&l
£145.—Andersun, Bentham, Nr. Lancaster. [89(j

LATE Enfield Sli.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick stmt, Inttji"

Amac, new Dunlop, all accessories, mechanicajt
perfert, like new; trial, photo; 60 gns. ; exchange fliiij ..

Zenitli pieferred, or 2-}ih.p. Douglas.—Stouelmrst Fai -

Liugfieid. [89,

ENFIELD 1916 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynaq,'

lighting s<?t, coachbuilt sidecar, Easting wi,,)

screen, 650x65 Dunlop tyres, guaranteed perfect cq*^

dition; £130.—The Premier jMotor Co.. Aston R! :•,

Birmingham. _
[73'

17 Enfield Combination, 6h.ir^ in first-class cJ.l

dition, little used, fitted 3 lamps, generate^

,

Klaxon, speedometer,' ^va.tch, new tyres, hood, screi I

spares; £l40, or n-earest.—Cobbold, Cliltou Mo\i]

Summerhill Rd.. Dartford. [911

OYAL ENFIELD 8h.p. ilagdyno Combiiiatiou. '

livered March, 1920, Liicas electric ligMliI

Smith speedometer. Easting wind screen. niirrU

Klaxon, luxurious turnout; £210.-484, lAlancheat^

Rd. East, Little Hulton, Ni-. Bolton. '[Bt^i

"i C|16 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, fiu^ comlitilj

Ju*y wind screen, apron, liood, lioru, speedometer.^

acetylene lamps, spare covers and tubes, and -tradeiint*

tittat to fix on sidecar chassis; £175, a real Imrgiiiirl

Colliuge, Plumber, Duke Bar, Burnley, Lauoa8hiro[I

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 19fi

perfect condition, any expert examination, ck
^

plete with Lucas lighting set, mechanical I'orn. 'M-a

iu\r screen, tools, and pump, all as new; would C'.a

sider part exchange for good solo mount, but must^j

late sporting model.—Write, T. D. Jackson, 4, Lofli
~- - "

' Stoke-on-Trent. [9

19^

W

St Birches Head, Hanley,

Hxcelsioi*.
stock;EXCICLSIOR 2'Mi.p. 2-stroke, 2-stiecd. in .

price—Longnian, Fisherton, Salisbury. ['||

8"

price.—Longman,

p. Exrolsinr Conihijintion, electric model, JK'rf
jj

£130.-H.J., 695, High Ed.,- Tottonhnm, N. [9

EXORLSTOR Combiniitions, ready to drive »W«C
W. P. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton rlftM, »

St., W.l. JfT
1O20 Model American Excelsior, dynamo .raflg

Lu in perfect order;. £l<tO.-J. E. LnVOl ^
The Triangle, Aldershot. n

B48 All letters relnting to ndvcrtlscmcnts should quote the numbci' at the end ol each adveitiscnient, and the date Of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

BEITISH Exi-elsioi Combinution
hitest. miignilieent mouDt;

1 Motories, Eastwood, Notts.

8h.p,, spare wheel.
list price —Cliltoid

[8718

EXCELSIOR 4h.p.. a.o.i.v., fixed gear, very low
position, spring forks, lamps, new Dunlop, fast;

L26; olTers.—88, Soiithbritlge Kd., Croydon. [8647

1Q15 Briti.<h E.'CceLior 5-6h,p. Single Couibiniition

i

*-" 3-speed countershaft, all chain. Klaxon, speedo
uc't'?r, 3 lamps, wind sereen ; any trial; £120.—Hodge.«

: l; lluont, Surrey. [9054

I 020 British Excelsior Combination, 8h.p. .J.A.I'., 4
L fJ interchangeable wheels, firm's own Mmlel de Luxe

!- ar, patent wind screen, fluest combination on road
:j5.-Box 6,664, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8905

V LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior 2Sih.p,^ 2-8troke, 2-.speed, brand new: £67, or hall down
111 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11. Royal Parade.
Vest Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9367

i LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Excelsior. 2-'/,h.p,
A .T.A.P., 2-speed. brand new; £78. or half down
ad 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11. Royal Parade.
I'eit Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9366

*b,p. British Excelsior Combination, done 400 miles.
^ J.A.r. engine, Lucas lamps and horn. Easting
ind screen, 28x3 interchangeable wheels, like new;
r-t er over £175.—Davies, Glantowy, Nantgaredig,
irmarthenshire. [713i
I lIEit>.CAN Excelsior 1920 Special Demon.ttration
i Model, 9-llu.p., 3-.«peed. clutch, kick-start; this
i.ii.ae Las been driven only by E. JD. Varty, and is
Ted wi... Swan sporting sidecar, 4-point attachment,
mplete with P. and H. lamps, mechanical horn, Bon-
ksen speedometer. Tan-Sad pillion seat, perfect
roaghout. better than new ; any trial given ; fully
•iired until next May for ;e225; accept £200; part
rhange entertained.—R. D. Varty. Thunderslev, Kay-
L'h. E,ssex. [9174

F.N.
j^.-N. 2'^ih.p., brakes required; £10.-F. Twist, 12,

Vale Tiew Rd., Dover. [9025
1R0W Bros., Guildford. F.N. agents lor the 7h.p
'' 4-cyl. and 2%h.p. lightweight. Book your machine" (3171
V\.. the pioneer 4-cyl.—Early deliveries from the

Birmingham agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139,
w St., Birmingham [X7365

Francis-Barnett,
'E-\NCIS-BARNETT, new. 2'ih.p., 2-speed. J.A.P.

model, in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X6653
'' .Stock tor Immediate Delivery New 1920 Francis

Barnett 25yi.p. Jap; £90.—Salvage and Sons,
"i Stv Swindon, Wilts. [9323
EW Francis-Barnett 2?-4'h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch
and kick starter, in stock at manufacturers' list

C; easy payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
mpton Rd.. Lcndon. [8828

Cough.
OUGn 3h.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycle. Villiers engine.
Burman 2-specd gear, clutch and kick-starter. 6

iimes for immediate delivery at works; trade en-
ies invited for Yorkshire.—Kenneth A. Beadtiall
ae. Terrace, Brotton. [8856

'[. Harley-Davidson.
AELET-DAVIDSONS Shipped to Order, any

Unautity.-Box 6,640, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8760

J
19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., splendid condition-
i£125.—Heady, 44, Alma Ed., Carshalton, Sur-

1 [9073

I

ARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate deliv ry 4h.p
- model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. TpI.-
/' - [X786S

1 16 Harley 7:9h.p., mag. model. 3Tspeed, clutch,
- many sp,ar6s, sidecar, screen; £130.—Blake, 216
* tboume Grove, W.ll. •

[642'7

1 ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918. 7-9h.p., £105; 1919
I

'110.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite
!: Farm Tube Station). (0232
13 Harley-Davidson Solo, 7-9h.p., appearance new,

1 T '?"'''„''* ""'^ lamps, generator: £120.—Jones,
'*, iudhoe Colliery, Spennymoor. [9034

( L.MORE Depot for 1920 Harley-Davidsons all
moo'ils m stock; also sidecars, ready for the
ays.— 31. Colmore Eow. Birmingham. [X7795

j^lBLEy-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, disc
Epeels. electric lanyps and horn, late 1917, grand
^: £175.-43, Cleveland Ed., Ilfoid. (After 6.).

|fc,EY-pAVIDSON-.-Immediate delivery 7-9^h.p^

[
[Standard model, with Mills-Fulford or Henderson

- -Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. ; 1348.

T-0 4h.p. Harley, ridden, only 100 miles, electric
liBhting. Klaxon, speedometer; best offer over

- - -ijal.les, Monkham's Drive, Woo<lford Green.

j- RLET-DA.VID30NS, 1919 and 1918 modeS^ln
i.cod rimniug order, from £95; new sidecars to

ai| aiue, fsS.-Owen, 59. Scholefleld Ed.. HoUowav.

jigLET-JlAVIDSON, 1919, 3 speetfe. clutch, E.S.,

I

Vr^T .'^^.l^'h'^n'-ex'^elieDt condition; £115.-

'* We have ttie largest stock of New Motof
Cycles and Combinations for immediate de-
livery in London. We have just opened
additional showrooms, and it will be well
your while to visit our stock which includes
the fcUowing quoted below for immediate
delivery."

COMBINATIONS.
IQ20 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. en-

gine, Lucas magdyno, hood, windscreen,
Watford trip speedometer, rear drive.

1920 4 h-P- DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new, never been ridden.

IQ20 3I h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, com-
plete with Lucas lamps, Lucas horn,

iq^o H Model MATCHLESS Combination.
Lucas Magdyno, complete with horn, a5
new.

IQ20 H Model MATCHLESS Combination.
Lucas acetylene lamps. Luca^-horn, been
ridden 10 miles.

jg20 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hool,
windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all

ready for the road ; never been ridden.
1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no

accessories, as new.
1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combinatioa, Lucas

Magdyno, all complete, as new.
rg20, 8 h.p. ZENITH, counte~sbaft mode

,

kick starter. Swan Sporting Sidecar,
complete with lamps all new, immediate
delivery, list price.

1920 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON. Hender-
son Elite Sidecar, lamps, speedometer,
all complete, disc, wheels, very small
mileage.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, without
dynamo.

1920 3* b.p. SUNBEAM, Sports model, fitted

with Sunbeam Sidecar,detachable wheels.
Dinky body ; exceptionally smart,

1920 B.S.A. Combination, chain cum belt
model ; brand new.

1920 4,1 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain
drive, not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Luca^
Magdytio, fitted with hood, windscreen
as new.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, winl
screen, never been ridden.

SOLO MAOHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, cwntcrshaft model,

T.T. bars, disc wheels, large Lucas lamp
set, Stewart car horn, only ridden 60 mile,.

1920 brand new LO.M. RUDGE-MULTl,
immediate delivery.

1920 3* b-P- LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P, engine,
only done a tew miles.

1920 Sports Model ZENITH, complete with
lamps, speedometer, horn, long nickel
plated exhaust, guaranteed to do 65 mil^
p.h.

1920 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, not been ridden.

1919, November, 3* h.p. SUNBEAM, complete
'. with Lucas lamps, Lucas horn, Sunbeam
leg shields, very small mileage, as new.

1920 soks A.B.C., 4-speed, brand new, im-
mediate delivery.

1920 6 h.p. countershiatt ZENITH. Sidecar toi"

same if required.

CARS.
Aero Model MORGAN. Brand New. For

immediate Delivery.

HENDERSON ELITE SIDECARS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

We are Agents lor the famous JINKY SIDE-
CAR. AH models in stock.

We are London Agents for CASTLE 3-wheeler3.
Deliveries commence soon-

First-class Combinations Wanted for spot cas^i.

High prices paid lor good machines.

J. SMITH & CO
16, 52, & 64, Hampstead Rd.. London, N.W.I.

iBottom end oi Tottenbam Court Kd',

Phone: Museum 3419,

fci!.aiuimd8 Terrace. North Gute. Eegent's "Prirk

j/ .

-^ [8665

.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davldson.

"I 020 Harley, Henderson sidecar, fully eaniiiped,
-Ltf beuutiful condition; first offer near £220- any
trial after 6.30.—K. J'oster, Fernclilfe, Apperley Jtridge,
Bradford. [8792

"I Q20 (June) 7-9h.p. Harley-Dovidoon and si<lecar,
-i-t/ electric model, speedometer, electric janips and
hnrn, ns new, mileage 500; £235.—Box 6,636, c/o T/w
Motor Cycle. [8756

1 Q16 Harley Combination, 3-speed clutch, lamps,
Xt/ Tau-Siul, special engine, Easting, dickey, etc.;
nuy trial; £130, or exchange sporting 2-8eafer car.—76,
Western Rd., Southall. [8910

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Hariey-Davidson 5h.p.
sports model, flat twin, brand new; £164/9/10, or

half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11, Royal
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phoi^e: Croydon 2450. [934X

1 Q15 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-Davidson and Sidecar,
-L*? re-enameJled, replated, 3 lamps, Klaxon, Wat-
ford speedometer, dropped bars, perfect throughout;
£110.—Roddick, 31, York Rd., Birkdale, Lanes. [6453

HARLET-DATIDSONS, 1918 and 1919, solos and
combinations, as new; £118 and £145 ; engines

overhauled £5; all spares in stock.- l-'uturist Garage,
Harley Specialist, Poplar Ed., Bearwood, Birmingham.

[X7799
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Electrically Eqiupped

Combination, in beautiful condition, and splendid
running order, speedometer, and full insurance policy;
£170.-28, Granville Gardens, Shepherd's Bush. W.12.

[8882
HARLEY'-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1916, speedometer,

doubie-seater sidecar, sidecar hood, screen, spare
tyre, lamps, tool kit, etc., splendid condition; best
offer over £125 secures.—Hardynian, Westland' Foundry,
Yeovil. - [8967

IMMEDIATE Delivery, no spares .to buy, Harley-
Davidson. 1920, electric light and horn, complete

livith Montgomery sidecar, screen, and apron, ijerfect

ondition : £225, or nearest oSer.—Can be seen Hedley's
Garage, Gnnneisbury. Tel.: Chiswick 1581. 1:8973

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1920 Harley-Davidson
7-9h.p. and Dinky sporting sidecar, exceptionally

fast outfit, over £40 worth of accessories, electrically
equipped, speedometer, etc., etc.; £230, or hall down
and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9372

1 Q18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, speed-
Li/ ometsr, douMe seater Rennoc sidecar, hood, side

curtains, Easting wind screen, luggage carrier, wicker
pillion seat, aryioured panniers, tools, new suit over-

alla ; this, is a smart and fast outfit ; owner at sea ; no
time to use; £180.—Watson, 5, Hertford Drive, Liscard.
Cheshire. [8773

Hazlewood.
"I Cft20 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, ex works): list.

-lO' —Sam Robbins, Ltd., Nuneaton. [X7591

HAZLEWOOD Combination: £110; exchange solo.

—Box 6,696, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9031

IN Stock for Immediate Delivery new 1920 Hazle-
wood Combination; £204.—Salvage and Sons,

Fleet St., Swindon, Wats.

HAZLEWOOD 1920 5-6h.p.
new: accept £175; S.W.

6,706, c/o 27(6 Molor Cycle.

[9316

Combination in stock,
England.—Apply, Box

[9276

ra20 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. enginp,
ff 3-speed countershaft, cbain-cum-belt, little used;

£190. or nearest ofier.—Moore, Dentist, Tewkesbnrv.
[8788

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutcli

and kick starter, at manufacturers' current lit^t

price, or on easy payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd ,

118, Brompton Bd., London. [8825

H.B.

H.B. Blackburne, new, 2^th.p. 2-3peed model, ju?t

arrived.—Moss, Wem. [X6656

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—H.B., 2^4h.p. Black-
£i- burne eugine, 2-8peed, clutcIi and kick smarter, braird

new; £99/15, or half down and 12 monthly instalments.
— 9-io-ll, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croy-
don 2450. [9356

Henderson
HENDERSON Combinations, ready to drive away.—

W. F. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond
St., W.l. [9230

HENDERSON, 1920, 4-cyl.,

Klaxon horn, condition
drnamo lighting set,

and appearance indis-

tinguishable from new, run about 500 miles ; too power-
ful for present owner ; offers, or exchange for SVjh.p.
Sunbeam, Lea-Francis.—.J E. Davis, Highfield, Hinck-
ley, Leicestershire.

^
[X7747

HENDERSON, 1920, Model" Z2, lOh.p., 4-cyl.. 3-

speed. Canoelet bulbous back sidecar, Ward and
Goldstone electric lighting equipment, leg shields,
Stewart mechanical horn, mileage 200. carries makers*
full guarantee; £225.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [7364

Hobart.
-j 020 Hobart-Jap 2'!4h.p., Sturmey 2-speed, kick, ex-
i- 1/ cellent conflifion, accessories : £85.—Martin, 23,
Westbourne Ed,, Wesf Kirby, Chesliii« [9119

IN Stock for Immediate Deliverj" New 1920 Hobart,
2 stroke Yilliers, flywheel mac. Sturmey gear,

E.S. and hand clutch; £82/10.—Salvage and Sons,
Swindon, Wilts. . [9325

issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

IX Stock for Immediate Delivery New. 1920 Hobart
23;ih.H. Jap, kick Btarter, hand clutch; £90.—

Salvage and Sons, Fleet St., Swindon, Wilte. [9322

"VTEW 2V2l2-P. Hobart Lightweight, 2-speed models,
-t^ in stock at manufacturers' list price; 4% extra
for easy payments.—Harrods, Lt^., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [8830

HOBART-J.A.P., 1920 (May), 2%h.p., Sturmey-
Archer 2-speed, long plated exhaust, mechanical

horn, knee grips, lamps, new spare belt, insurance,
.100 m.p.g. ; trial given 2 up anywhere; nearest £90.—
156, Dalmally Ed., Addisoombe, Croydon. [9099

HumberHUMBER 2?^ih.p. Twin, 3-speed, ohit<;h, overhauled,
last: £40.-23, Radipole R^., Fulham. [9051

HTIMBER Combination, first-class condition, power-
ful; £90, or nearest offer.-Moore,- Dentist, Tewkes-

bury. [8789

HUMBER SV-h.p., aplendid condition; £40.—Apply
after 7 p.m. Thursday, 183, Portobello Bd., Not-

tiuf Hill. [8675

HUMBER SV^h.p., speeds, perfect .condition, well
equipped; offers.^Firstbrobk, 21, Albemarle Rd.,

Beckenham. (8885

3ih.p. Humber, single' speed, Rirthardt mag., B. and
2 B., in perfect running order ; £45.—I'aige, 99,

Maple Rd., Penge. [8778

HUMBER Combination, S^h.p., 3-speed, excellent
condition, just overhauled; best oner after trial.

-Write Coles, 5, Carlingford Rd.. N.W.3. [9067

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Humber 4V2h.p. flat

- twin, 3-speed clutch and kick etarter, brand new;
£140, or half down and 12 monthly instalments.-
9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone : Croy-
don 2450. [9338

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1917 Humber 3y2h.p.
l\. flat twin, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, thor-
oughly overhauled; £78, or half down and 12 monthly
instalments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Crovdon.
'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9386

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model; best offer, or exchange
good Triumph.—309, Roman Rd, Bow. [884:'

14 Indian 2-speed Clutch Combination, new tyres;
£95.-84, Earl St., Edgware Rd., N.W.8. [8875

iy-Sfa-p. Indian Solo, 2-spBed, clutch model, brand new;
• £100.—Spring Hotel, EwelL 'Phone: Epsom 614.

[8697
INDIAN 1915 Clutch Model, fine condition, 7-9h.p.

;

d£55.-Apply. D., 119. Alderney St., Victoria, Lon
don. [9193

INDIAN 5-6h.p., clutch model, splendid puller: £38
—Eambridge, Decorator, Riverside, Kingston-on-

Thames. [X774^a

7-9h.p. 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sidecar
£175; latest improvements.—Wauchope's, 9, Sho

Lane, London. [9255

1 Q16 Powerplua Indian, 7-9h.p., S-epeed, clutch
-LiF sporting sidecar, perfect; £125.—Blake, 216,
Westbourne Grove, W.ll. [6426

7i.p. Indian, 3-8peed, clutch, K.S., discs, Lucas lamps,
oil round new condition; 100 gns., snip.—Matthews,

81, Little Ealing Lane, Ealing. [8911

7-9h.p. Indian, 1.914, 2-speed and clutch, h.c, engine
recently overhauled, mechanically perfect; £85.

Humphrey, Empingham, Stamford. [8660

1Q15 Indian, clutch model, and torpedo sidecar; best
M.^ offer secures, or exchange, privately owned.
Ye Rooete, Lock Mead, Maidenhead. [7793

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1919 Indian 7-9h.p.,
Powerplus model, spring frame, re-enamelled and

plated and thoroughly overhauled; £125.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—As above, but with
brand new Baraco sidecar to match; £167/10

or half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11,
Rpyal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[9379
1 Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, 3-
^•f speed, kick start, in very fine condition; any
trial; £155.—Whitaker, 17, Brighton Rd., Rhyl. [9166

INDIAN 5-6h,p., free engine, fast, good condition

;

£60, or nearest offer; seen after 6 p.m.— 5, Wilier
Terrace, Nuthurat Rd., New Moston, Fujlswoith. [8763

7-9h,Ii. Indian Combination, spring fnirae, 2 spoeda,
Bpwl'niieter, electric lamps, luxurious tuninut;

trial, appointment; £85.-16. Burton St., Gorton, Mjni-
chester. [8734

1Q15 G-6li.p. Indiim, S-spccd, K.S., lamps, horn, recent
J-*/ inaliTTs' ovorhnul (£21 receipt shown); trial li\

appointment; £85, or nourcst.—Windermere, Ohinbrrmif
Rd., Grove Park, 8.E. [8889

INDIAN.—For early delivery of the famous power
plua motor cyctcs and «idecar combiniitions with

electrical equipment wrlto to P. J, Kvans, 83-91, John
EriKht St., Jlirniinghitm. [017.?'

NOV.. 1919, Indian Combination, doublo-Hcatcr
sidecar, electric model, fully oguippen', Kparo tube,

cover, valven. oxcepUontiUv numH turnout; £210.^-
BurgesH, 247, Whitegutc Drive, Blackpool. [8869

OUR REPLY"
Amei-ica.ra Tyre
AsTSression.

The opportunity for motor cyclists to

benefit from Government purchases.
We offer the following lines at

approximately

TWO -THIRDS
off the manufacturers' list price, and to

show our confidence in the goods are
prepared to guarantee cover for

4,000 MIUES.

Size.

,
24 X 2i

' 24X2J
X2i

I

26X 2

26X2!

26 X 2§
X2}

! 26X2^

26 X 2.i

,

X2i'
i

zSx 3

650 X 65

Make.

Clincher Jun. de Luxe .

Avon Lightweight R.S.
Clincher Hy. de Luxe .

.

Hutchinsoa . . .-.

Hutcliinson R.S
Avon Lightweight R.S.
Kerapshall Hy. N.-skid
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Avon Combination . . .

;

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Hutchinson Passenger .

Palmer Cord
Dunlop Hy. R.S
Hutchinson T.T. ......
Kempshall Hy. N.-skid
Palmer Cord Heavy . ;

.

Dunlop Hy. R.S
Hutchinson^T.T
Avon Hy. Rubber N.S. .

Hutchinson

Dunlop Combination .

.

Hutchinson T.T. ......

DmiloE Heavy R.S. . .

.

Hutchinson 3 -rib

Hutchinson R.S ,

Hutchinson

Bates Special Heavy ,

,

Federal R. Non-skid . ,

.

Goodrich Safety Tread .

Dunlop Ex. Hy. Latest
Pattern

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy,
Moseley 3-ribEx. Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Avon Heavy 3-rib

Dunlop Grooved
Wood-Milne Keygrip .

.

Best French Make 3-rib

TUBES— New and fully*'»^*» Guaranteed.

uur 1.1st

Prfce. Prict.

45/- -t;/-
22/6 26 /s
42/- 51/-
32/6 37/6

35/- 46/-
2b /B 28/6
59/6 69/6
59/- 68 /Q
55/- 90/-
54/- 67/-
52/- 61/6
47/6 57/9
42/6 53/9
37/6 48/6
63/- 75/9
62/- 72/2
45/- 56/9
44/- 50/3
42/6 55 /-

44/- 50/3

60/- Q2/6
47/6 52/,
45/- 67/9
3//6 52/1
37/6 52/3
45/- 55/-

79/- lOl/-
60/- 90/-
59/6 93/6

57/6 84/-
52/6 89/-
45/- 78/-
68/- 79/6
58/- 74/-
57/6 83/-
55/- 71/-
39/6 79/-

Size. Our List

Price. Price,

26x2 ...6/9 10/-

26X2i ... 7;6 10/3
26x21 ... 7/9 13/3

Size.

Per Foot.
2/1 2/7 3/- • 3/6 4/2

264-266.Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

Our List
Price. Price.

26x241
650x65 \. 10/- 14/3
Butted J

28x3 ... 12/9 16/6
700x80 . 12/9 19 /6

3X3 Lap-ended 11/3 16/6
j_^—^—^.^—^—^—

j

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Sin. 3in. Sin. lin ijin.

Ill
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MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALE.
Indian.

F.O.G.H. have several Indian Combinations, 1920
downwards, dynamo lighting, Al order.—Fair

Offer Car ' House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Houre. 9-7, including Saturdays. [8959

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1915 Indian, 7-9h.p.,
3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, spring frame,

splendid condition throughout; £88, or half down and
12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West
Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [9394

"IQ20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, new April, mileage

.

--•' 1,100, perfect condition, Easting screen, luggajge .

grid,
. dynamo Ifghting, electric horn; all tools, Bpara

'

chiiin, fully insured till April, 1921; 200 gns., or near
i

offer.—Box 6,641, c/o The Motor Cycle. 18761 '

ALLEN-BENNETT' Motor Co.—1919 Indian 7-9h.p.
combination, splendid condition throughout^- very

,

small mileage, electrically equipped, as new; £l86i L
or half down and 12 monthly instalments.-^9-10-ll|
Royal Parade, West Croydon, 'Phone : Croydon 2450

[937.8

INDIAN Combination, 84E630, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-

speed, K.S., clutch, spring frame, coach body,,
stored 5 years, mileage 1,500 only, thoroughly over-j

.hauled, plating as new, guaranteed perfect through-
out, any trial, owner disabled; £85.—Westfield, Hen-
low, Bedfordshire. [9101

FOR Sale, Indian and sidecar, 1914 macbine, un-

used during war, sidecar new this year, tyres

new, clutch, electric lighting, speedometer, KlaSon,
splendid condition; test if required; Bona-fide reasons;

£152, or offers.-Apply, Tate, Cliffe Court, Seaton
Carew, West Hartlepool. [9368

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-Indian, 1919 models!
7-9h.p., Reconstructed ex-Government machines

thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed by us to be ir

sound mechanical (Condition throughout, Powerplus, sprifii

frume, re-enalnelled, and plated, new condition; £125, jj]

half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-10-11, Eoy?;
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [939(

Invlcta

IN Stock for Immediate Delivery, New 1920 Invicte
234h.p. Jap, ,

Sturmey gear, 2-.«pe6d K.S. bant

clutch; £88.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet St., Swindon
Wilts. [932*

^TEW Invicta Lightweight, fitted- with the famous Vil 3
H Hers 2V2h.p. 2-stroke engine, a thoroughly reiiabl;^

mount; many other machines in stock; latest list,

and particulars of Harrods system of easy payment
(

sent on application.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.i

London. [882

Ivy.

IVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supplv
early dates. [S^G,

IVY -2-speed 2-stroke in stock.—Rothwell and ,_

bourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [Bit

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknG*
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. C

Kenly and Co.. London and District Agents. 91, GI

Portland St.. W.l. Maylair 4084. ro02

James.

THE Wnlsall Gara,'.v Walsall, for good deliverieB

all Jcmes models. [576

I Q20 James 6h.p. Combination at list prioe, pli

M-U carriage.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [02''

"1020 James Combination, 5-6h.p., in stock; list p]

JL*/ -Reyre and Williams, Sun St., Hitchin. 'PljOin)

165. C88i

IN Stock for Immediate Delivery New 1920 Jam<
2-3troke ; £75.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet S

Swindon, Wilts. [93

IN Stock for Immediate Delivery, new 1920 Jtttil<

Twin, SIzh.p.; £135.—Salvage and Sons,

St., Swindon, AVilt^. [9B1|

JAMES 1920 Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-spced,
scratched: £65; exchange or deferred payments,

Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [90'

TAMES 1917 3>/oh.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutoh. lami

etc., just overhauled, new piirts fitted ; £8Pj
iipi7__j.H., College Farm, Southwater, Sussex,

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. De Luxe Combination, compld
with leg shields, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., i

new condition throughout ; ^£200.—R, D. Varty, Th«|

dersley, Essex. [91

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor do.-Jnmes 5-6h.D, CO

bination. brand new; £190, or half down una
monthlv instalment.'!.— 9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Cn
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [93

1Q14 Ay4h.11, Jnmes Combination, Bosch, B. and J

At/ 3-spi'pd gear box, chain tifinsniiBBion, nearly n

DunlopH, lamps, speedometer, just overhauled; £95
Middleton, Askcrn, Doucoster. 188

1 Q18 Jnme.i Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, \3ii

X«7 ajid foot clutch, kick >^t:irt, Eastinir flcreen, r

gage grid, siteedometer, low milenKP.
£1^10. -Arthur Belcher, Wuntage,

JAMES 1920 (Mav) 5-6h,p. Coinbinntion, lupfti

grid, Watfoid 8p(Aod(>nK*tnr, throo 1920 luj
lami«, Klaxon, ftpiir*^ valve, bij-tic new cover and tii|

fiK-t and &'onomicul outfit; £200.—James, 9, WMtHl
Rd., WaiforO. [9n

chic condfli(

Berks. f9C

A34 All letters reluting to udvcrtiaemcntii shuulU quote the number ut the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. • 'illti
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1919 James 5-6h.p.
twin combination, in sx>lendid condition through-

out: £135, or hall down and 12 monthly instalments,
i
—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone

:

Croydon 2450. [9377

ALL^-BENNETT Motor C-o.—1919 James 5-6h.p.
twirr and James Canoelet sidecar, all lamps.

ioro, etc., splendid condition throughout, very fast
ind powerful; £145, or half down and 12 monthly in-
.t8lments.~9-10-ll. Eoyal Parade, West Croydon.
Phone ; Croydon 2450. . ^ [9376

I
Q 19 (Dec.) 5-6h.p. James Combination, Lucas

1.*' lamps, Camoo wind screen, 2 horns (mechanical
nd bulb), Tan-Sad, knee grips, good tyres, complete
ath spare chains, tools, etc., carefully used, in
xcellent condition throughout: £L40 for quick sale.—
iernard, Jacques Court, Elham, Canterbury. [9286

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1920 James 4Uh.p.
r\ combination, electrically equipped, all lamps,
orn, speedometer, run under 200 miles, unscratched,
nd indistinguishable from new in every respect:
:i85. or half down and 12 monthly instalments.—9-

0-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone : Croy-
on 2450. [9375

J.A.P

f;A.P. 4^4h.p., late model, very fast, well fitted up;
' £38.—77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. 19083

J.H.
h.p. J.H., 1915, M.A.G. engine, 3-?peed. clutch and

kick start, countershaft ?ears, fitted with nnder-
iine sidecar; £115.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Xiane, Fleet

; .. London. [92b^

L.A.C. .

-8h.p. L.A.C. Twin, o^noe sidecar, Bosch, N.&.TJ., just
overhauled ; bareain, 50 gns. ; after 6 p.m.—Fire

j ation, :Mile End Rd., E.l. [8891

Lea-Francis.
'h.p. Lea and Francis, new 1920 model; ^£130.—
• Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, London. [9268

'EA-FRANCIS, 1920, done 500, indistinguishable
li from new, speedometer, horn;^ £125.—Rice, Ox-

Shrewsbury, [X7743
EA-FRANCIS SVi^h.p- Twin, chain drive, clutch, kick

M starter, disc wheels, lamps, very sporty machine:
fa.—Tucker, Highbridge, Som. [X7877

' EA-FRANCIS, 1920. brand new. in stock, tani
!* Slightly" damaged in transit; what offers?—Rhosha

1
-tor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. Tel.: 95. [9315

E;ill9 Lea-Fraueis, Lucas lamps, horn, si>eedometer,
t'l'. spare cover, valves, etc., insurance, perfect condi-

i
V:^fHO.-Box 329, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8798

EA-FRANCIS.—Immediate delivery twin-cyl.. 2-

speed, hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G. engine.

—

jicker's, Bradshawgate, Boltcn. Tdl. : 1348. [X7866

lA-FRANClS. 1920.-Place your name on our
'waitmg list for delivery of these aristocratic

J ants.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 193. Gt. Portland St..

fL 10099

1 EA-FRANCIS, famous 3i^>li.p. twin M.A.G." engine,
•2-3peed. in c^tock at makers' list price; £130.—
anj Co., 15-16", Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St

,

i .3. [0065

[ EW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
M.A.G. engine; at list price for cash, or on easy

I
ntients 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 1 18, Brompton
London. [9399

I BA-FRANCI3 1917 SV^b-P-. 2'-speed and clutch,

I

- recently overhauled and renovated, fitted with
I id new 1920 3V''h.p. J.A.P. engine.—Parker's. Brad-
|?«ate. Bolton. [X7857

j ULEN-BENXETT Motor Co.-Lea-Frnncis 3VAP-. 3-

apeed clutch and kick starter, alln^'haiu rfrive, brand
K^130, or half down and 12 monthly instalments.—
W:, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Plioue ; Croydon
Wk- [9348
W- . Levis.

I
JSVJS 2lih.p., new condition : £49 ; after 6.-55,
Ballapond Rd., Islington, N.l. [8974

OTIS, September, 1919, fast, powerful, 150 m.p.g.;
i»a0.-Dean, Colne Rd., Brierfield, Lanes. [9168

IrSO Popular Levis, done 1,400 miles, perfect con-
l''-:ditiou; £50.—Routh, Longparish, Hants. [8661

j'STiS Popular, overhauled by makers; £40, nearest
^ of!er.—Longhuret; Middle Rd., Leatherhead. [8729

IBVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. Touns
I ^and Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone:
ll. [4012

|;EX G. MUNDY.—Levis 1915 Popular Model, just
I .'overhauled, new cylinder and piston fitted, tools,

I;. £37/10 or near offer.—1. Duke St.. Richmomr.
\- [9010
lEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can supply

I eaily. this famous 2-atroke.—Dietrict agents. The
R:taU Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone:
"
*"

[5765
jipTE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., sole district
l| Levis agents. Deliven- from stock, list price.
IjiaV repairers to A.A. and M.IT., R.A.C., A.C.TJ.,
jlK-Cr. Established 12 years. [8743

j|l7 Levis 2i,2h.p., 2-speed, all-chain drive, re-
cently overhauled completely, and guaranteed

lift, lamps, horn. -tools, etc.; will ride any reason-
1 distance to purchaser; price £55.--Storrur,
|F., Netheravon. [9288

YOU CAN
STICK

a pair of Ustikon Solepieces to

your shoes as easy as you can
stick a stamp on your letters. No
tools are required, neither screws
nor rivets. The method is

simplicity itself. What can be
easier ?

Though marketed recently, these sole-
pieces are worn now habitually by men,
women, and ckUdrai all over the country.

This quick, wide demand for a new pro-
duct can be explained only by the
tremendous need for it. These solepieces
resist slipping, thus making walking safe.

They are flexible and easy to the feet of
men and women, and permit proper
growtb-to younger feet.

Surely in Ihese days of high prices Ustikon
Solepieces are worth consideration. You
save money oil every shoe so repaired and
get double the wear at half the cost. Once
you have fitted you will readily appreciate
the economy.

oAVIS'

SOLEPIECES
GENTS', Sizes 5-8 ........ 3/-
LADIES', Sizes 2-3 2/-

„ 4 2/6
CHILDS', Sizes 2-3 2/-

Comiilcte^with Sol-fix and full directions.

Please state size when ordering and remit 6d.
extra towards cost of postage to Dept. E.

ELITE RUBBER CO.,LTD
,

264-66. Vauxhall Bridge Bsad,

LONDON — S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Lincoln-Elk.

SALE.

31.h.p. Lincoln EUi. Bosch. B. and B., new Dunlop,
2 good rtinuing order; £30.—A. G. Atkins. Penn.

Nr. High Wycombe. Buclts. [8867

LINCOLN ELK 3'.ih.p.. Bosch, Senspray. tyres good,
splendid condition; best offer.—211, Westminster

Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [9018

L.M.C.
6 h.p. L.M.C. Combination; £178: immediate de-

livery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Paris St..

Exeter. [9129
Martin.

4h.p. ilartin-Jap, overhead valves, Brooklands model
£65.—Apply side door, 120, Home Park Kd

.

Wimbledon Park. (After 6.). [8895

Martlnsyde.

IN Stock for Immediate Il^-livery New 1920 Martin-
syde combination: £170.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet

,St., Swindon, Wilts. [9320

MAETIJSrSTDE-NEWMAN, 6h.p.. new, fully equipped,
electric, screen, only wants seeing ; £200, cflers.—

Norman, 33, Chester Ed., Wanstead. [8715

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for Lon-
don, Esse.Y, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertr

ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now being
effected: sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter.

[6613
Matchless

4ih.p. Matchless, 3-speed, clutch, P. and H. lamps.
2 new tyres ; £45.-2, Austin Waye, Uxbridge. [9126

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 3V^h.p., 2-speed, C.B. sidecar,
all acce-ssoriei ; £65.—Frayne, 28, Brooklyn St.,

Bolton. [8652

CROW Bros.. Guildford, West Surrey agents loi

this n'rst-class outfit. Matchless in name and
quality. - [3173

MATCHLESS Combination, coacbbuilt, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
Bosch, splendid condition; £95.-97, Sylvan Av.,

Wood Green. [8689

MATCHLESS Combination, new, electric light. Mog-
dvno, M.A.G. engine, nothing finer; £225; bought

car.— 19. Stoneby Drive, New Brighton. [317848

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., excellent condi-
tion, makers' <-oIour3, all on; £95.—Chatfield, Gros-

venor Gardens Mews East, Victoria, S.W.I. [8887

HERE'S a Bargain; Matchless M.A.G. combination,
Lucas magdyno lighting, Cowey speedometer,

etc.; £150.-72, Longridge Rd;, Earl's Court. [9105

MODEL H Matchless, dynamo lighting, hood, leg

guards, horn, spare wheel, perfect; £225; ex-

changes.—2, Nightingale Kd., Lower Clapton. [9241

MATCHLESS, 8b. p., 1920, spring frame combina-
tions, early delivery, with or without dynamo

lighting.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-
don. [9271

6-8h.p. Matchless Twin, 1912, and sidecar, new
tyres, lamps, etc., mechanically sound; £75, or

near offer.—Apply, 70, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Putney. [9079

MATCHLESS Combination. 2-sp3ed, kick start, fine -

turnout; £88, or exchange lower power," cash ad-

justment.—57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Cam-
berwell. [9058

MATCHLESS Combination, July, 1920, Magdyno,
screen, horn, 4 interchiingeable wheels, speedometer

600 miles ; £245 ; owner gone abroad.-26, Aldersmead
Ed., Beckeuham. ,

18890

MATCHLESS latest Model H Spring Frame Com-
bination, Lucas Magdyno, spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, only done few hundred miles.—Parker's.
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X7852

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, Magdyno, mileaga
recorder, lamps, horn, spare wheel and tyre, screen,

tools, done under 500 rniles, perfect; £240.—Tavlor,
365, Croydon Ed., Caterham Valley. [8842

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Matchless Model H.
eornbination, spare wheel, brand new: £205, or

half down and 12 monthly instalments.-9-10-11, Rovnl
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [9337

M.-iTCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.—Early .

delivery at list price. Demonstration model on

view Replacements for Matchless models of all dates ,

in stock.—Tassell, la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead, S.E.
[9411

MATCHLESS Comluuationi. Model H, 1920. two
for sale, one Lui:is g.as lighting, one dynamo

lighting, as brand new, recently delivered ;
reasonable

prices.-Evans' Garage, Seven Kings, Essex 'Phone:

IHord 253. * [S691

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your order's with

Eo*s, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E.. for 1920 spring

frame Sh.p. Matchless combination. A model always

on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed

strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-hand

motor cycles of':ill makes always in stock. [5242

METRO-TILER. 2-5pee,1. late 1919.' I.u.as lamps,

horn. (,ulv done 500 miles: £50. or m:ii ott>r --

Capt SaJle;, Blandlord Camp, Dorset. l9^Ui

All letters relating to advertisements should tiuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.ate of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METRO-TYLEE, type fe', Intact model, brand new,
2^/ili.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear bos;

£95/18; deliTery from stock.—P. J. Evans, 83-91. John
Biiglit St., Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.
MINERVA 2"i4h.p., new tyres, belt, Douglas bars,

spring forks, Dixie, Amac, low, m.o.i.v. ; £28/10;
ride away.—Norden, Newport, Essex. [9226

SJi 3.h.p, Minerva Motor Cycle, good tyres, new belt,
'^4 just overhauled; £28, or exehanse for lisht 2-

Btroke.-22, Little Park Gardens, Enfield, Kiddlesex.
[8914

Moto-Reve
31.h.p. Moto-Reve, twin, 1914, new back tyre and

4: belt, in daily use; £25.—Townley, Medwenham,
Marlow. [9227

New Hudson.
"VTEW HUDSON 2-Etroke, splendid running condition

;

-L^ £45.-45, Canon St., Shrewsbury. rX7825

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery 2J^.p. 2-strok8
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel -

1348. [X7859
1 O20 New Hudson, 2-stroke, with lamps, perfect con-
-l*J^ flition; £65.—Airedale, Swanlow, Winsford,
Cheshire. [8639
6h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, kick start;

£75.—Stewart, 42, Kimherely Gardens, Haninsav.
N. London. [8831
6h.p, 1919 New Hudson Combination, beautiful out-

•fit, practically as new; only £135.—Miss Bygott,
Wem, Salop. [9023

"I Q15 New Hudson 2-stroke, just overhauled, new
-Lt? tyres and belt, perfect; £36.—James, 109, High
St., Camden Town. [9106

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p. 3-

speed, countershaft, gears,; best offer.—C. Upper-
ton, Fittleworth, Sussex. [8648

NEW HUDSON Combination. 6h.p., late 1915, coun-
tershaft, 3-speed clutch, all new tyres, absolutely

sound condition, genuine bargain; £95.-22, Burgess
St., Leominster, Herefordshire. [9027

NEW HUDSON 1919 4h.p. and New Hudson side-

car, with lamps, horn, took and spares, miletipe

about £2,500. privately owned and quite sound; £130.
—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., 28, Tavistock RlI., Plymouth,

[8852

NEW HUDSON 1914 4b.p., C.B. combination, 3-

speed, clutch. Bosch, B. and B.. lamps, horn, lug-

gage grid, etc., good condition, rids away; 68 gns.

lowest; appointment.^21, Leadale Rd., Stamford Hill,

N.16. [8980

1 Q20 New Hudson Touring De Luxe, 2i4h.p., new
L*y June, ridden 200, makers' guarantee, perfect,
beautiful model, fully insured, licences, lull kit, horn;
£75; seen appointment.—Kitching, 52, Falmer Rd.,
Harringay, N.15. [8966

New Imperial.

CROW Bros.. Guildford—New Imperial-Jap agents nnit

expert repairers since 1914 [2066

1 0^7 New Imperial, 2Vili.ii. J.A.P., 2-sT^eed, lamps.
i-iJ etc.: £48.-13, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford. [8731

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2"^4h.p., 1916, 2-speed,
lamps; £45.—Tom Tregoning, Gulval, Penzan<e.

[8797
1 OlS New Imperial Combination, 8h.p., last, power-
Xt/ ful, complete; £135.—Wilson, Sunnyside, Per-
Bhore. [9113

NEW nrPERIAL 1916 2Vih.p., clutch, 2 speeds,
kick-starter, splendid condition; £48.—Stevenson,

11. King's Terrace, Edg^vare. [8649

33.1i.p. New Imperial-Jap 2-speed, Bosch maR., lamps
4 and horn, perfect condition; £42.—J, Chambers,

Preston Bissett. Buckingham. [8878

MAUDES'.— 2V.;h. p. New Imperial, 2 sneeds Dunlop
tyre^. Saxon forks, excellent condition; £66 -

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.L [9251

IN Stock, New Imperial 2^|h.p., 1920, 2-6peed and
kir',: start, hand clutch, at makers' list price, 85

gne.—TilleyH. 31, South St., Dorcheeter. [8753

1 020 Nf:w Imperial-Jap 2^h.r., clutch, kick starter
J~iy model, all accessories, done very little mileage
£79.—P. Tuck, 69, Boundary Rd., East Ham, E. [8975

6h.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, new August,
1919, complete with lamps and horn, very small

mileage, condition as new.—G, T. Vaughan, Minster,
Thanet. [8671
8h.p. New Imperial Combination, to makers' speci-

fication ; at list price for cash or- on easy pay-
ments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [9400

1 Q20 Nf-w Imperial 61i.p. Combination, mileage under
--«-' 500. condition as new. Lucas lamps and horn,-
ownor bought ear; best offer over £160 securea.-Pet*>rs,
IIB, Fore St., Exeter. [8851
Qih.p. New Imperial Light Tnurist, 2-Bpeed, clutch,
iV4 and kick starter; at manufacturers' list price
for cash or on eany payments 4% extra.—Harrods,
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [9401
ALLKN-BKNNETT Motor Co.-N-^w Imperial 81

roiiihinntion, brand- new; £186/18, or half
am! 12 monthly fnBtalmciitH.— 9-10-11. Royal 1'

Went Crnvdon. 'Phono: Croyrlon 2450.

NEW IMPKIUAL-J.A.P.-Immedrato rtelivory
tito'k of thin popnlnr 2';.'ih.p. mfu-hine, 2-Hpo,d

iiioilel, £82/17: ffitb clutch and kick-stnitrr, £89/5 —
V. J. EvQijH, 83-91. John Bripht fit., Biiniingluini.

[026
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• Policy •
j

This space will be occupied week
\

by week with copies of actual !

Jetlers received from Policy I

holders who have had occasion I

to make claims. Full names :

and addresses will be supplied :

to any bona-fide enquirers. I

Gentlemen,

I beg to acknowledge receipt

of your favour of the loth inst.,

and to express to you my sincere

thanks for the very prompt and
satisfactory settlement effected

by you of the claim against me
in respect of recent accident. I

shall have much pleasure in re-

commending .your Company to

my motor-cycling friends.

Regretting that you should

have had to meet a claim on a

Policy so recently issued, and
again thanking you for your
attention.

Yours faithfully,

The only SAFE TEST
of insurance is

CLAIMS.

: The AUTOCAR FIRE and ;

I
ACCIDENT INSURANCE :

j
COMPANY, LIMITED,

j

J
Incorpotalvtn The Autocar Insurance a

Department^ Establishei 1904. \
' Head Office: •

: 20, TUDOR St., LONDON, E.C.4.

; Branches: BIRMINGHAM—Guildliali Build- !
i inKs. Navigation St. MANtCHESTER—19, ;
; Ucan'igato. LEEDS—Calvert's Chambers, !

; 8, Commercial St. NEWCASTLE—Atlas S
• Chambers, Weslgale Rd. CARDIKF—i^ !
: Hi)?li St. GLASGOW— 1,37, West Regcot St' !
: :

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
New Imperial.

>ih.p. 1920 New Imperials, No. 1 and No.

SALE.
.•I

ALLEN-P.ENNETT ilotor Ca-1919
Jap 8h.p. combination, all lamps,

condition throughout; £145, or half
monthly Instalments.—9-10-11, Royal
Croydon, 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

A36 All letters relating tu advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

2ih.p. 1920 New Imperials, No. 1 and No. 2 modeb-'
2 irom stock ; No. 1, without kick starter and-'

clutch, 2 speeds only, d£80/17; clutch model, with
kitk starter, 2-speed gear, £89.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe '

Lane, London. [9275

New Imperial-'
*

horn, -Splendid
down and 12,

Parade, West
[9380

NEW IMI'ERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 1919
W.B.J IMt.S. Major head lamp, side and tail,»

Canoelet sidecar with rear locker, Khixon horn, Eastinjf
wind screen, perfect mechnnic:it order; by appointment
evenings after 7.30.—Barley, 29, Laufiley Drive, Wait
stead. 'Phone: City 2374. Price £145. r8821

Norton.

T.T. Norton, 1920, run 100 miles, ilier : best ovel' £108.-
—213, Aicester Ed., Moseley, Birmiugham. [X7809^_

1 Q13 SVdi.p. T.T. Norton, adjustable piUley, Seiii",.

J-t/ spray, .Stewart horn, new back tyre, recently otsN.
hauled; nearest £50.—Capper, Trent, South St., Fiivew^
ham. t^l^'
NORTON, B.R.S., Sept., 1919, 2-speed, also smC

gear pulley, tyres good, rebushed; £117/10.
Morton, Topsham Barracks, Exeter. Owner goii

abroad. [90;

N.u.T. -

:

N.tr.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Young ai

Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phoi

214). L-'OI

N.U.T., 1920, Lucas dynamo lighting set, la'

model, just delivered; list price.—King, Rende]
Oxford Bu.,. Birkdale, Southport. . [9:

N.TX.T., 1920, fitted with Magdyno lighting; imme-;
diate delivery from stock fit list price, £165.—Eire

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3.,
[ooes;.

"Vr.tr.T., SVol.p. twin J.A.P., n real fast- and siiorte

J-^ machine, good condition throughout, tyres goMlV-

with lamps; first £58.—Pratt, Burton Leonard, Hqi«*

rogate. [X75M
N.U.T.—We are sole wholesale -ftud retail agents foj "

Staffordshire, and can supply these famous mn-
chines for early delivery.—Walsall Garage, Walsall.

Teh: 444. [5766W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage. Yeogl,>|
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders _,.

early delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—Teli
Yeovil 114.

"IQ20 (July) N.U.T., Lucas dynamo lighting,
J-t/ scratched ; first cheque £155 secures; owmf
going abroad. — Hughes, Abbey- House, Cob;
Stoke-on-Trent. J9(

N.U.T. 3V2h.p. Twin, lamps, knee-grips. Klaxon,' Tal

Sad, many spares, in splendid condition, and very

fast, one of last o.h.v. models made; nearest £100.—
Fielden, Bracknell, Berks. f8917

N.U.T. 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. S.A., 3-speed, clutch, lamj^
speedometer, complete ; £85.—Bickell and Sr""*

Garage and Motor Engineers, 247-251, Archway ElU;

Highgate, N.6. 'Phone: Honisey 1090. [025B-,

OK X
O.K. 4-stroke, 2 speed.-;, perfect order, like new ; £35i*gj

Hichons, The Club, St. Ires, Cornwall. [87JS?

OAh.p. O.K. Junior. 4-etroke, 2-6peea; £35. or nmj^
'^* oflcr.—Elliott, Ivy Cotage, Kookham, Surrey. [SffilT

O.K. Union Motor Cycle, ViUiers, C.A.V., AmiB;
brand new; £50.^*earce. Woodman St., Ciroih

cester. (D) [9109

O.K. 2^h.p., 2-speed C.S. gear, in very good oidflTiV

lamps, and Lorn; £42.—H. Williams, Hifli Bt.ll
Bccleshall. StafEs. fX780S*

O.K. Union, instant deliveries from stock: 48 ^ H
—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the E«ol Service Film. S

Taunton and Totnes. [91611

O.K. Junior, 1915, 4-stroke, 2-speed, o.h.i.v., IWK
carburetter, very good condition ; 40 gns.

High St., Whitecliapel, E.l

O.K. Junior, tile 48 gn. marvel.—Early delivfirieft

Irom the Birmingham agents, Frank Whitv/orth.'

Ltd., 139, New St., Birmiugham. [X7367

O.K. Juniors from Stock; 48 gns.—A. J. Tounc and

Co.. Ltd., Heath Gornge, Newmarket ('PhOB«l

214). and 75. Albany St., Ecgeut's Park, N.W.I ('PhoM:
Museum 5476). [4010^

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-O.E.-Villiors, singlf?

speed, brand uew; £50/8, or half down and I2r|

monthly instalments.— 9-10-11. Royal Parade, W«i
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [856' .

O.K.-J.A.P., about 1915. 4-fitroke, 2-Bpeed, T.T. bfltit

spore belt, lamp and horn, etc., full ineurauc* .

ju6t overhauled: 36 gne.. or near offer.—^A- J. Hflffl ;

mant, 8, Greys Ed., ITenloy-on-Thamos. [8691

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Oo.-O.K.-Villier», S-ipwl.:

best value for nuHicv, brand new: £65, or hnl k

down and 12 monthly in.^talniBnts.—9-10-11, Koynl l'«IJ

ado, West Croydon. 'I'houc: Croydon 2450. [m»1

P. and M. f
LAllCiE Numbnr of P. and M.. 1917 and 1911

»

S'.oli.p.. 2-specd gear, kick starter, all-chain drivi,,

scnii-T.T. bars, W.D. models, overhauled, perfect COM
dition. makers' colours, ready to ride anywhere; rej

bargain, .£70. The trade supplied. — Harnrtt, Cj
^

Norris and ITall. Engineers. Ridge Mews. Child's HU:
Oriiklcwood. N.W.2. Phone : Hampstcnd 7667. IBJf

uUverliscnieiit, and the dute of the issue.

ill

'.. sen J
ns.-19,|
ronea T
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Performance and Price.

THE
present-day big reliability trials are run

with little regard to the comparative

values of competing machines. - The
attitude of judges and the public generally'

is that of letting the best machine win,

and perhaps insufficient attention is paid to the

relative cost of the various machines rnatched

against each other.

Ob%'i6usly,- if two machines are entered side

by side and secure " golds" in, say, the English

Six Days, the- inference is that they are of equal

merit, : and the public may think no more of

the matter so long as the system of judging takes

no account of the comparative price of those two
rh a chines. If, however, .we -learn that the manu-

facturer of the "A" machine sells his product

for ;£^iio, while the maker of the " B " asks

^150, there is a strong temptation to regard

the former as a more meritorious performance,

inasmuch that the machine is one appealing to

4 wider circle and is evidently produced with an

eye on that greater piiblic on the patronage of

which depends the future of the motor cycle

movement.
In the present stage of mechanical develop-

ment, there is no reason at all why a machine

cannot be built (regardless' of price) successfully

to negotiate anything a trials committee cares

to organise ; to build a motor cycle at a moderate

price with the same powers of performance is

a problem tied up with future progress.

It would seem thaty as the A.C.U. has already-

done much -to raise the technical standard of

'the annual Six Days Trials, it might well extend

its' purview to this essentially technical matter.

of cost. Many makers of the cheaper light-

weights are deterred from entering such events

by the consideration that'their machines- will be

compared, in the public eye at any rate, with

machines costing twice as much ; and they feel

.that their performances, on a comparative basis,

are somewhat overshadowed.

Of course, it may be argued that the ruling

body would be exceeding its scope if it placed any
embargo on the maximum price -of machines or

awarded marks according to their varying cost

;

a price ruling would also have an effect on design

which might tend towards crudity. - This, how-
ever, should not carry much weight, as at the

present time all machines must conform more or

less to certain main lines of specification already

laid down and generally accepted.

Two-stroKe Development.

ALTHOUGH the two-stroke principle is of

about the sanae age as the Otto cycle, its

progress in the motor cycle world is of

comparatively recent growth. After ten

years' four-stroke development,, the Scott

engine more or less burst upon the public as a

revelation, but it was not until some time later

that the Levis and Connaught air-cooled engines

showed "the latent possibilities of the type;

indeed, it may be said that these were the fore-

runners of a new trend of design.

Latter-day progress has . accepted^ the air-

cooled two-stroke as a type well worthy of the

concentration of much designing ability and

manufacturing organisaton. The result of this

effort is now beginning to show itself. A two-

stroke engine has propelled a machine round

the T.T. course of 188 miles at an average speed

of 38.1 m.p.h. ; another has made twenty-five

consecutive non-stop - climbs of the famous

Old Wyche at Malvem (one of the steepest test

hills in Great Britain); whilst the latest reports

tell us of yet another machine of the same type

which has averaged 4r.7i m.p.h.. for twelve

hours on Brooklands, thus creating new records,

afnd, incidentally, being the first two-stroke to

achieve a success of this nature.

All these performances have " been accom-.,

plished on air-cooled engines of less than

350 c.c. capacity; and, in view of such results,

there can be no doubt that this type of engine

is now fully entering into its own.

An index to the advertisements in this issue wilt be found on the page facing the back cover.
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A Knee Apron.

EFIND I was in error in stating that nobody ha"S
marketed an apron designed to stretch back prac-
tically horizontally from the steering head and

protect the rider's knees in rainy weather. Such a
fitting has long been an optional extra on the College
leg-shield. Its "fore edge is secured to the vertical
shield, and its rear edge is hooked to the rider's coat
or belt when he is mounted, and also serves to keep the
saddle dry when the owner dismounts in wet weather.

The New Claudel Carboretter.

ALTOGETHER I have owned three Claudel-
Hobson carburetters on motor cycle engines,
and have been uniformly enamoured with the

simple control and gee^whizz acceleration which they
afford. The latest pattern is adorned with a stub
lever about an inch long, inscribed with three arrows
pointing in divers directions, and distinguished by
the respective legends, "Start," "Run," and
" Weak.'" I have not yet had time to dismantle the
gadget and investigate its innards; I dislike stripping
strang^carburetters without a drawing, ever since 1

tore the jet of a hush-hush carburetter in half on a

lonely moor by such an error in tactics. But this

stub lever appears to be the goods. . It gives a push
start in one yard from cold on current petrol. When
started, the engine sulks till you shift the lever to

"Run." Should you accidentally move it too far

with a clumsy gloved hand, so that it reaches the
" Weak " position, you will get a pop-back for sure.

This is a move in the right direction. Too many
designers provide the same mixture for starting with
a cold engine, and for running a hot engine slowly.

Which is absurd.

Motor Bicycle v. Railway.

THE other week- a correspondent gave the running
expenses of a motor bicycle at 2.6d. per mile

as' contrasted with 3d. a mile on the railway.

There is surely more in it than these figures suggest.

In the days when railways were railways, I accom-
panied an End-to-end aspirant, a follower or two, and
several motor bicycles per train from London to Wick.
The Parliamentary penny per mile was the least con-
siderable item of our expenses. There was getting to

the London terminus—with our baggage. There was
light literature to beguile the tedium of the train

—

one omnivorous brain merchant in the party almost
cleared a bookstall. There was tobacco. Baskets of

food. Visits to the restaurant car. Tips to various
officials. Finally, our lightened pockets shovelled out
the last of their small cliange at Wick. By contrast,

a motor cycle takes you from door to door. You
cannot read in the saddle. You cannot smoke; you
light a pipe when you start~up, the first mile burns
lip the baccy by forced draught, and you cheW the

cool mouthpiece on the cheap till the next st<ip. There

^ommtfm

is no'body to tip. Surely, the incidental expenses of

railway travel are far heavier than those of motor

cycling?^ I am never so extravagant on a petty scale

as when my evil angel compels me to put in a long

day on the train.

A Peculiar Trouble.

WHEN a motor cycle is in a waggish mood,, it

can be almost as whimsical as a woman, and

I have just heard of a particularly elfish

machine, which puzzled an experienced rider for days.

The engine was in perfect mechanical order, the

ignition was superb, the jet was in action on aviation "*:

spirit, all controls were operating, and yet the

behaviour of the machine was eccentric to a degree.

Sometimes the engine would start at the first kick;

sometimes it took nearly an hour to get it going wheri

its reluctance would suddenly cease without apparent

rhyme or reason. Once started, its subsequent

behaviour was equally erratic. One day it would be

as obedient as de la Hay's Sunbeam when supertuned

for a stunt. Then without warning it would go com-

pletely crazy, slow down " when it should have

accelerated, accelerated when it should have slowed

dowiv, or even stop altogether and refuse to restart.

Occasionally a fit of misfiring would intervene, and

continue for various periods. These symptoms became
a regular nightmare. The solution was ridiculously

simple at the finish, and I will publish it in our next

issue after amateur physicians have had time to pre-

pare a diagnosis.

Riders as Designers.

E¥
the publicity manaij;er of any firm^is seeking for

a new way of s'pending money, he might do worse

than offer a set of prizes for the best suggestions

from his customers for improving the machine which

it is his business to push. Concerns differ enormously

in the fashion in -which they accept criticism and ideas.

A letter before me tells how the writer forwarded a

list of desirable improvements to his maker, and re-

ceived nn reply a letter reminiscent of those which

Government Departments are such adepts in compos-

ing ; it might be paraphrased as " our experts know

all about everything." At the next Olympia, the firm

in question printed eight new talking points on their

folders, and five of them coincided with my corre-

spondent's suggestions. Here and there one "meets .i

firm which is positively dishonest. A friend of mine

piit about 8 m.p.h. on to his T.T. model some years
;

1

ago by a gadget which was not patentable. He dis- •
i|

closed it to the makers under pledge of secrecy, wasj :

thoroughly pooh-poohed, and found the gadget on,j

their next season's model in due course. Personally,' j .

I have been rnore fortunate. When' any of niy|-|

suggestions have- been sound, they have often beerj

ado])trd. A customers' suggestion competition woult;,|

be money well spent.
"
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"^?^^TJ° ^ ENCOUNTERED IN THE 1920 SIX DAYS TRIALA.C.U. S„ Day, Even. „ ,he No,«-„.«„ 0„u„.,.,. „„„,.,, a„,. ,3,,, „ ,„„,.^ ^„^' "^l^"-

(Top) A scene on Stake Fell.

This road will be traversed on
Tuesday afternoon.

(Bottom) Near Semmerwater

—

a typical stretch of road in

Wensleydale. This district will

be touched on Monday, Tuesday,

and Friday.

THERE are over 120

entries in tlie most
important reliability

trial of 1920, and^ many in-

novations in the running of

the event will be made.
Much of the country to

be covered is unfamiliar to

the habitual trials-rider, and
some very sporting liills are

included. The last two
days involve a run from
Darlington to the Soutli of

England, for a final speed
test on Brooklands.

A full list of entries,

maps of the routes, and
timetable appeared in our

last week's issue.
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INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TO BE
IN SWITZERLAND NEXT YEAR.

Representatives of the World's Motor Cyclists meet in Paris.

Important Decision*. Short Distance Records to be the mean

of I wo Runs in Opposite Directions.

M. Jules Neher, chairman
of the F.I.C.M. .meeting
held in Paris last week. He
is managing director of the
Motosacoche Co., Geneva.

AN international Six Days Trial in

Switzerland is to be held in August

next year. This was decided at the

congress of the International Federation of

Motor Cycle Clubs held last week in Pans.

Another important decision was that from

January 1st next year certain short

distance records shall be the mean of

two runs in opposite directions.

The International Federation of Motor

Cycle Clubs exists for the purpose not

only of organising competitions, but for

making rules governing these competitions

and attempts at record, so that all~ motor

cycle events in countries belonging to the

Federation may be properly run and all

records claimed correctly established.

At the present moment most European
countries are represented on the F.I.C.M.,

and these are Great Britain, France,
• Holland, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, the

United States, Norway, and Sweden.

The last two countries joined at the meet-

ing held in Paris on the 3rd inst. All the

Rational motor cycle clubs niust be recog-

nised by the leading national automobile

club. Now, motor cyclists are probably

more active in Spain than in many other

European countries, but- owing to the

failure of Spani-sh motor cyclists to

establish a truly representative motor

cycle club or union recognised by the

Royal Automobile Club of Spain, the

joining of that country to the Federation

is still in abeyance.

Fenton (France), G. A. de Ro (Belgium),

E. M. P. Boileau (Great Britain) (by

special invitation), and T". W. Lough-
borough (secretary of the F.I.C.M.).

Various suggestions were made by the

different countries interested. Belgium,

for instance, aimed at abolishing the 250

c.c. class, and grouping all machines up
to 350 c.c. in Class 1, making Class 2

up to 60<) c.c, and Class 3 up to 1,000 c.c.

France was content to leave things as

at present, but a valuajjle idea, which
was finally adopted, emanated from
Switzerland as regards silencers. So far-

as Great Britain was concerned the

A.C.U. put forward numerous suggested

alterations. Among" these it was pro-

posed that the rule stating that in Divi-

sion 2 (motor bicycles with sidecars),

all vehicles must be fitted with a clutch

or other free engine device.

Division 3.—Cycle cars with clutch or

other free engine device and change speed
• gears should be abolished. As it was
thought that since it was obvious that

at this stage of the motor cycle industry
these fittings were indispensable, the

rules were, therefore, unnecessary.
When, however, the matter came before

the sub-committee, 'it was at once pointed
out that if freak vehicles are to be
eliminated the rules must stand : as in

France the absence ot these regulations
would result in the entering of mon-
strosities designed only for special events.

This shows how necessary it is that
such regulations should be drawn up so

as to suit all countries, and gives an idea
of the work carri-ed out by the F.I.C.M.
So far as the rules governing the classi-

fication of motor cycles in open com-
petitions are concerned, the following are
the principal alterations, the first ot

DIVISION II.

„ „ .. , .. 1 m 1 • e -J. .,,1 A which comes under the definition of a
The Next International Tiial in Switzerland j^^^^j, ^j^y^i^ j^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ .

An important decision come to at the "A motor bicycle is defined as a
meeting was that of holding the 1921 Inter- vehicle comprising a frame, two wheels,
national Six Days Trial in Switzerland. and a suitable engine. Motor vehicles
No happier choice could have been made, with more than two wheels, and weigh-
as Switzerland is the playground of Europe : ing, without oil, fuel, or water, less than
it provides ample opportunities for testnig 350 kilos., are included in the term
the machines to an extent quite impossible 'motor cycle.' Thus the weight is in-

in this country. British majiufacturers will creased by fifty kilos = 100.^ lb."
get the fullest possible benefit-s from Considerable alterations have been
entering owing to the number and various made so far as the classes are concerned
nationalities visiting the country, and the ,t,s regards minimum weights and size of
event will be organised by that most tyres,
active and efficient body, the Swiss Motor
Cycle Union. The trial is to lake place

during the first fortnight of Augmst.
The proceedings opened at 10.30 in the

morning, when a sub-committee met to

revise the classification rules. Several
irnfjortant alterations were made, which,
of course, will be adojited by the Auto
Cycle Union, and new njes were drawn
up governing the recognition of records.

There were present M. Jules Neher
(prcKident of the Swisw Motor Cycle.
Union) in the chair, Messrs. Graeme

DIVISION I.—MOTOR BICYCLES.

Class CO

Min. WeiRlit,
without Oil or
Fuel, in Kilos

Min. Size of
TjTcs. Cover and
Tube Separate
and Detachable.

Now. Fornioiiy. Now. Foraierly.

A
11

C
I)

V.

2.10

:iriu

rioo

I.OUO

CO
75

100
I'.'U

•10'

fjl)

70

mm.
60
56
CD
06

•

75

mm.
«
60
65 -
CO
CO

-MOTOR BICYCLES WITH
SIDECARS.

Classes F (350 c.c.) and G (500 c.c.) have been
abolished, and are substituted by

Class. C.C.

Min. Weight,
without Oil or
Fuel, in Kilos.

^ Min. Size of

'Tyres. Cover and
Tube Separate
and Detachable.

Now. Formerly. Now. Formerly.

F

G

COO

1,000

125

ICO

110 (750C.C.

class)

130

mm.
65

7.5

mm.
60

65.

DIVISION III.-CYCLE CARS. (All three or
four-wheeled motor vehicles other than motor

bicj'cles with sidecars, carrying one or two per-
sons, and of raaxinttim weight without fuel,

oil, or water, ot 0ij, instead of 300. kilogs.)
' Class J (750 c.c.) has been abolished-

Class. C.C

Miji. Weight,
without Oil or
Fuel, in Kilos.

Min. Size of

Tyres. Cover and
Tube Separate
and Detachable.

Now. Formerly. Now. Formerly.

1 1,100 250' 175
mm.
75

mm.
GO ^

Article 7 now reads as follows (the additioiis
are in italics) ;

" All vehicles in Division II. must
be constructed to carry two persons. Both seats
must be occupied in all oj>€n races, open rcti-

ability trials, attcmi'ts on records, and other open
competitions. The minimum weight of any driver
or passenger carried by either a motor bicycle or
any other class of vehicle is uniformly fixed at
60 kilogs. This weight must be made up, if neces-
sary, by ballast."

EQUIPMENT ARTICLE 8.

DIVISION I.~For all open road races over OTrt

mile, motor bicycles must be equipped as follows:
Two brakes working independently.
(One toolbag—deleted.)
Efficient mudguards, projecting beyond the tyre

at least 10 mm. each side, etc., etc.
One saddle (or seat—deleted).
One stand.
One efficient silencer : the use of a free exhaust

is permitted in speed trials only. The following
rule was proposed by the Swiss !M.C Upion and
adopted: ''The silencer consistini] of pipes with
or without expansion chnmbir invnt have a volurM
of the exhaust piping from the cylinder flange to

the outlet' of the pipe at least one-fifth of t?ie total

of the piston area of the engine."
The exhaust gases must not be so directed as to

raise the dust. .

•

Uncovered exhaust ports in the cylinder wells
are forbidden.
In reliability trials the motor bicycles engaged

must be genuine touring machines equipped
accordingly.
In addition to the above equipment, they must

also be furnished with one carrier, to be cnjiahlt

of carrying not less than 50 kilogs. (about 1 cwb.};
one or more fuel tanks of a minimum ' total

capacity of 5 litres; one or more oil tanks ol

minimum total capacity of 1 litre; one front wheel
stand.
DIVISIONS 2 and 3.— [i'ov all open road races

cxceedin(} one mile motor bicycled with cither three
or four wheels must be equipped as aboiuj, except
as regards stands.
In the case o! motor bicycles with three or lour

wheels, the stand may be substituted by a jack.
AuTtCLE 10.—In road races under one niilo, and

all races on trades, the classification rules must be
adhered to. As regards equipment, machines must
be fitted with two independent brakes. The covorn*
ing body of tho sport in each country is auUioriflod
to mako ^ts own regulations as regards theao

events.

These rnlrs are bindinc; npnn all pro-

moters of motor cycle coniitetitions as

i'rum tiie first d;iy of Jaiuiary, 1921.
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international Six Days to be in Switzerland.

With regard to tlie rules governing the

making of records, it was proposed by
Switzerland that all kilometre and mile

records up to jive Mometres or three

miles should be accomplished in both

directions, the mean speed of both
attempts to be the official result of the

trial ; both attempts to be run inside one

hour, durinij ichich the viachincs must
not he altered in any way. This applies

to all record trials on the road. Brook-

lauds, or any other tracks.

Rules for Record Attempts.

Great Britain (The Auto Cycle Union)
proposed :

1. That the following distances or periods only

be recognised ior world's records : B'iying start,

1 km. and 1 mile {Record to be the mean of the
two times taken to traverse the specified distance,

once in each direction of the same course; attempts
to be made within a period of ten minutes from
the start to finish of the seccnd run), 5 km., and

1 5 miles; standing start. 10 km.. 10 miles, 50 km.,
50 miles, 100 km., 100 miles, 200 km., 200 jniles,

1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 12, and 24 hours.
! 2. AH attempts at world's records must be

\
raade on a motor <;ycle -having an engine the

1 cylinder capacity of which must not exceed the
raaxinium capacity permissible under the rules of

the International Federation. .4^^ imhlicttij with
! roaaTd to records nmst state the class in vjliich

.1 the record was made.

I

These rules, with the amendments and
ilterations in italics, were subsequently

aassed at the meeting of the congress.

At the conclusion of the sub-committee

.jhose present at the congress were in-

' dted to lunch tiy the Automobile Club
1 .f France, where the meetings were he!ld.

! ?he affair -was a very informal one, but
sliort speech welcoming the delegates

as made by the chairman, M. Rene de
.iiyff, who had just returned from
i\ing followed the Grenoble trial on a

3i h.p. Douglas. Naturally, he deplored
the meagre entry, but stated that he was
well aware of the difficulties with which
manufacturers had to contend.

A Representative Gathering.

The congress proper met at 3 p.m.
.There were present M. Ilene de Knyff
(president ot the French Motor Cycle
Union) in the chair, Messrs. G. Longue-
mare (France), Ch. Fourreau (secretary
of the U.M.F.), Jules Neher (Switzer-
land), Graeme Fenton (France), G. de
Eg, M. Fagard, and A. Michant (Bel-
gium), E. M. P. Boileau (England), and
T. W. Loughborough (secretary of the
F.I.C.M.). These attended unofficially

and R'ithout the right to vote : 0. L. de
Lissa (England) and Signer Enrico Peila
(Italy). Messages of regret at not being
able to attend were received from the
Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, G.B.E.,
M.V.O., M. P., and from various delegates
-who. could not be present. Mr. W. H.
Wells (U.S.A.) could not attend, having
arfTved in London without his passport,
while the Italian representative wired
that he had missed the connection at a
junction en route. Representatives from
Holland who were expected did not
turn up.

International Trial Results.

The chief business transacted at the
meeting has already been dealt with, and
it only remains to say that the proposals
as regards the rules 'put forward by the
sub-committee were adopted. In the
course of the proceedings, which were
held under the chairmanship of M. R..

de Knyff, M. Longuemare, a vice-presi-

dent of the Federation, announced briefly

i8j-

the results of the Si.x Days Trials at
Grenoble. Of fifteen starters twelve had
finished, 'and of these eight had lost no
marks. The special prize offered by the
Touring Club de' France had' been won
by Gex (Motosacoche), and the Swiss
team had won the International Cup.

In reply, M. Neher said he felt deeply
lionoured at the confidence placed by the
meeting in the Swiss Motor Cycle Union
in deciding to hold next year's inter-

national trial in Switzerland, and thanked
the promoters of this year's trial 4ot its

splendid organisation. It had been a
difficult one for the competitors, who had
suffered intense cold on the higher passes,
and had had frequent difficulties as re-

gards carburation.

Automatic Timing Devices.

Following on - M. Neher's report of

the morning's sub-committee meeting
came a long discussion on the proposal
made by the representatives of France
that automatic timing be considered for
recording attempts at records. In Swit-
zerland competitors are timed by the
machine touching a cord which actuates
the watch. The Chairman inferred that
this method was not so accurate as that
by General Sir Capel Holden's apparatus
used by the B.A.R.C. and the A.C.F.
The proposal, however, was finally

accepted after it had been agreed to

employ watches with -^ sec. divisions.

The proceedings terminated at 6 p.m.

The December Congress in Brussels.

The next meeting of the' Federation is

to he held in Brussels during the second
fortnight in December, the time the
Brussels Automobile Show will be held.

A POPULAR INTERNATIONAL TRIAL;

The'contest, between amateur and trade teams of England t>. Holland, was run off last week (see page 197). Above are rlepicted

some members of the English team at Harwich, en route for the Continent.

B5
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THE DEGORY "NO-JET" CARBURETTER.
A Single Lever Instrumen! of Extremely Simple Construction.

THE Degory carburetter, like, many
excellent inventions, is delightfully

simple. It -is correctly called the

"No-jet " carburetter, as there is certainly

no jet proper. The petrol flows tlxrough a

channel, the entrance of which is some
distance from the bottom of the float

chambei^ so that it cannot be obstructed

by foreign matter, not excluding water,

and enters a ring in which there are two
holes—one in the centre leading to the

main petrol supply and a small one at the

side leading to the bypass. The main
flow of petrol passes round the. ring

surrounding the exterio'r of the choke

tube, and in this ring are numerous small

holes arranged radially through which the

petrol issues in a fine stream, and becomes
vapour before entering the inlet pipe.

When starting with the throttle very

slightly open the suction of the engine

draws a small quantity of air very rapidly

between the throttle and the channel

THROTTLE- LEVER STOP AOJUSTINO SCPEW
TMPOTrLE LtVtR.

ADJUSTING 3C(?EW.
for PIPE fo
ANNULAR GROOVe.

ANNULAP
GROOVE MAIN
PETROL SUPPLY

AIR VENT IN
BIPASS PIPE

Pipe to annular groove ii\ choke tube-

The Degory " No-jet " carburetter in section.

leading to a bypass, the entrance to which
is in the float chamber and situated above
the main fuel supply. A further supply
of air enters an orifTce between the float

chamber and the vaporising portion of the
carburetter, and a perfect mixtni-e is

formed at the point where the air enters.

The result is that a very small quantity of

mixture is admitted, which allows the
engine just to turn over.

Providing for Pick-up.

The air current passing through the

choke tube is not sufficiently strong to

create a vacuupi in the chamber round the
choke tube, but a certain amount of fuel

is accumulated there, and when the
throttle is gradually opened the suction in ^

the bypass channel ceases, but increases

automaticall.v in the choke tube owing to

the increased velocity of the air entering.

Owing to the collection of petrol in the

chamber round the choke tube when the
throttle is partially
closed a certain amount
of reserve is formed so

that when a sudden
acceleration is required
there is plenty of petrOl
available to meet th^
demand.
There are two adjust-

ing screws, one of
which regulates the
main supply of fuel,

and is clearly seen in

the illustration ; while
the other, situated at
the back of the carbu-
retter and not visible in

the diagram, regulates
the size of the air pas-
sage leading to the by-
pass, and, consequently,
the flow of fuel as well.

The construction of the
carburetter is extremely
simple. There are no
moving parts or valves
other than the throttle.

The main air intake is

through the' funnel
which secures the choke

tube. The float chamber is held on to

the vaporising portion of the carbm-etter

by means of four equally spaced bolts,/

allowing the position ,of the float cham-

ber to be easily changed and the carbu- <

retter instantly converted from a verti--

cal to a horizontal one.

Diagram of the Degory carburetter :

A. Channel bringing fnel G. Butterfly throttle
to the lower part of H. Funnel of fixation of
vacuum chamber E

B. Regulating screw
C. Choke tube
D. Circular channel of

choke tube
E. Vacuum chamber
F. Communication

channel for low speed

choke tube
I. Fuel channel for low

speed

J. Air channel for low
speed

L. Holes of the choke
tube

At present the carburetter is not very
well known to motor-cyclists, but Mr. A.
E. Willis succeeded in winning the one-
mile and six-mile standing start races at

St. Andrews, using this carburetter on a

Douglas. So far as its use on a car is

concerned, it has done extremely well,

especially in an R.A.C. observed test in

November, 1919, when most excellent
results were obtained as regards both
economy and efficiency.

We are now fitting a Degory No-jet
carburetter to a motor bicycle, and hope
to announce the results of its 'working in

the near future.
The Degory carburetter is made by

Messrs. Degory No-jet Carburetter Co.,

93, Moore Park Road, Fulham, Londofi,
S.W.6.

1

LUNCHEON was held at the Hol-

Aborn Restaurant on July 26th with
the object of introducing Mr. E. R.

Preston, the new managing director o(

the Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co. of

Great Britain, fjtd., to the principal

members of the motor press. The chair
was taken by Mr. H. 15. Levin, who
called upon Mr. Preston to give a short
account of the history of tlie Goodyear Co.

i\lr. Preston began by complimenting
the J'l'itish papers on the sound lines in

which the.y were conducted. He had
recently had a motor tour in Great
Jiritain, and had found the scenery to be
full uf variety and most attractive, and
as regards our voids, he .said they were
"mighty good," liowevcr much we com-
plained about tlieni. JIc liad lately been
in lierlin, and found there how much
pneumatic lyres were ajjpreciated when

b6

50,000 TYRES A DAY.
they could not be had. The Germans had
had an unparalleled opportunity of trying
rubber substitutes, and found none of

them satisfactory, in spite of their having
been numerous contraptions introduced.
The Goodyear Tyre Co. was started in

1898 at Akron, Ohio, and carried on the
man.ufacture of carriage and bicycle tyres.

Nine years ago, when he joinedthe com-
pany, the output of tyres was 2,000 per
day, now it was 35,000, and lie hopecl
that it would shortly be 50,000. They
opened their Canadian branch in 1910,
and in 1912 a branch was started in Great
Britain, followed by branches in Glasgow,
Urisfol; and Helfast. They were now
growing tlieir own collon, liad tlioir own
fabric factory, and had "bought (heir own
coal mine, so tliat they can be never again
short of material or coal, wliile they liad

their own jubber plantations in tlie East.

A few words were also spoken by Mr.
1

Sidney Oxon and by ilr. Lucien King,
the publicity manager of the Goodyear 1

Co., wlio said he had come to learn I

English methods of advertising. Th6

1

essentials of good advertising were, h«.

told those present, to create interest, to I

call attention, and to tell the truth. I

Thanks on behalf of the press wei'el

proposed by Mr. H. C. Lafone of Thiy
Avtocar.

A NEW NATIONAL ASSOGlATION[
At a recent meeting of the Portsmouth;

and Hamp.shire Cycle and Motor CyclejJ

Ti'ades Association it was decided tol|

change the name to the National As30-i'

ciation of Cycle and Motor Cycle Traders, [1

])ermission from tlie Board of Trade lieinR '

asked to increase -the inenilier.ship by a

further live hundred
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Otmes to TLlgbt TLamps.
Aug. 12th 8.59 p.m.
„ 14th 8.55 „
„ 16th 8.50 „
„ 18th 8.47 „

Npisy Motor Cycles.

Our readers are -wanie-d that it is

possible th^ ]Metropolitan police may
;
li^e active steps in the very near future
with regard to exceedingly niosy motor
cycles. It should be borne in mind that

Metropolitan Police area is very
esktensive; for example, the northern-
most boundary is Potter's Bar, and the
southernmost Epsom. Much of it is in

flpcn country.

I
A Scottish Open Hill-climb.

'The following classes will be run in

I

tlie open hill-climb to be held at Lewins-
idsfle Hill, Lanarkshire, on Saturday,
disss 1 350 c.c, Class 2 600 c.c. Class 3
ju^mited, Glass 4 sidecars 600 c.c. Class

j
S. "sidecars unlimited. This event is

lajlganised by the Western M.C.C., Glas-

I'gb.w, and will Tie held under* the open
hompetition rules of the Scottish A.C.U.

I
Entries closed yesterday.

PSO c.c. Machines.

The 350 c.c. Sunbeams have already
|.)een proved to be almost as fast as
[hose of the 500 c.c. type, and the 350 c.c.

[A.J.S. in the Isle of Man demonstrated
lihat another Wolverhampton machine

'I vonld be a serious rival to that just men-
ioned. Only recently, H. R. Davies,
iding one of the T.T. A.J.S. mounts,
iiade fastest time of the day on Stile
Cop, his time being 45|s., which is

irobably ' a record for the hill. Next
ear's Junior T.T., with a representative

J
ivtry of these two Wolverhampton

laaehines, should be Interesting, while it

[St said that a Norton team will be coni-

ig.in the Junior event.

fhe A.Ar in Coventry.

The latest move of the A.A. is the
Ipening of an office at 23, Hertford
ilreet, Coventry, under the management
i Mr. W. H. Stonier. iNIr. Stonier is

fell-known in Coventry, having for many
ears been associated in an editorial

iftpacity with sister publications of

'he Motor Cycle. During the gi,'eater

ai't of the war he was in charge of the
.A.'s Birmingham branch at Central
louse, New Street.

Amongst Midland motorists Mr.
tonier has many friends, and, under
is management, the Coventry office

lould speedily become an important
ranch of the A.A.

In Canada.
In Winnipeg, Canada, the authorities

have a way of their own of dealing with
those who exceed the speed hmit. For
the first offence, a fine is imposed ; the
second, a fine and the machine is im-
pounded for a month; third offence, the
offender is locked up for a month. Lastly,
it is said, the culprit is to be incarcerated
in a lunatic asylum. Already, we are
informed, seXieral cars have been con-
fiscated.

The Sporting Constable.

At a North country trial recently, a

local competitor told us that while doing
a little unofficial speed trial in excess of

50 m.p.h. , he was observed by a constable

who waited until he , stopped and then
approached him. The rider had already
commenced to produce his licence, when
the policeman said, with evident interest,
" Do you know, sh', that's the fastest

motor cycle I've ever seen

—

what make
is it ?

"

Lakeland Trial Awards.

The following is a complete list of the

awards made in ,the Cumberland County
M.C.C. open reliability trial, which
took place last month :

Aian Trophy, gold medal, and first-class certifi-

cate : J. E. Greenwood (3V,, Sunbeam sc).
Cumberland County Trophy, gold medal, and

first-class, certificate ; W. G. Harrison (3'/.. Sun-
beam).
Carr Cup, gold medal, and first-class certificate ;

H. J. Birch (8 Le Zebre light car).

ijarron Trophy, gold medal, and first-class certifi-

cate : S. Parker (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

Best perlormanc.e on a machine of 351 c.c. to
350 c.c. (special prize and first-class certificate) :

G. W. Willrin (2.;i Wilkin).
Best performance on a machine ol 351 c.c. to

500 c.c. (special prize) : J. E. Greenwood (3\U

Sunbeam sc).
Best performance on a machine of 501 c.c. to

750 c.c. (special prize and first-class certificate) :

I. H. Dickson (7 F.N.).
Best performance on a machine over 750 c.c,

excluding light cars (special prize and first-class

certificate) : R. E. Darnton (7-9 Indian).
Best performance in light car class (special

prize) : H. J. Birch (8 Le Zebre).
Best amateur (pair of R.O.M. tyres value £10) :

E. L. Williamson (31,2 Norton).
Second amateur (Matchless Cup) : R. E. Darn-

ton (7-9 -Indian).
Gold medals and' first-class certificates ; T. C.

de la Hay (3Vj Sunbeam), E. Williams (31A Sun-
beam), ,r. A. Kewman (3V. Sunbeam), J. W. Mills
(2''4 Veruo)» S. Bell (3 A.B.C.), and G. Townsend
(31/2 P. and M.).
Silver medals and second-class certificates : J. .J.

A. Dias (31^ P. and M.), J. Wallace Moffat (4
Verus), T. J. Stordy (2 A.J.S. ): G. G. Barnard
(3if. Sunbeam), W^ Westwood (4 Triumph), B.
HMl (3^•J

Scott), Wilfred Marlcy (31/2 Lea-Francis),
A. Ferris Morton (4" Harley-Davidson), W. Kant-
lehner (31,!. Wilkin sc), B. Jefl'reys (4 Norton
sc.),-and T. B. Westmorland (7-9 Harley-David'son
sc).
Bronze medals and third-class certificates : F,.

O. Huntrods (3''.. Ariel). W. T. TilTen (4»4 B.S.A.),
D, Robb (3i,!> N.U.T.), F, Fieldhouse (3i/. N.TJ.T.),
A. -B. Pape (4 Triumph sc), J. H. Tifl"en (8
Matchless sc), B. S. Tatham (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sC), J. L. R. Jenson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc),
H. M. H. Deelev (4 Triumph), and R. W. Lough-
ton (31/2 N.U.T.).
Winners of team prize ; Worcester Motor Cvcle

Club B." Team ; T. C. de la Hay (3Vj Sunbeam), '

E. Williams (SVs Sunbeam), and J. A. Newman
(3'/2 Sunbeam).

Special IFnature-s.

ENGLAND v. HOLLAND.
INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.

NOTES FOR THE NOVICE.

Taxation.

An amendment of'the Finance Bill so

far as it concerns motorists is that the

new taxes will be confined to vehicles

using "public" roads, and not extended,
as was apparently the intention of the

Government draftsman, to the mere
"keeping" of a motor vehicle.

I.A.E. Erogramme.
The first meeting of the Institution of

Autcmobile Engineers for the 1920-21

session will be held on Wednesday,
October 13th, and subsequent meetings
will be on the second Wednesday in each
month up to May llth, 1921. Birming-
ham meetings will be held on October
28th and December 30th, 1920, and Feb-
ruary 24th and April 28th, 1921; the

London, graduates' section on the second
Thursday in each,, month; Birmingham
graduates on the third Wednesday in

each month ; and the Coventry graduates
on September 28th, November 2nd, 17th,

and 30th, December 14th7 1920, and Janu-
ary 4th and 18th, February 1st and 15th,

Mai-ch 1st, 13th and 15th, and April 5th,

1921.

Taxes in France.

As the' result of the campaign which
has been opened in France against the

new sidecar and cycle car taxes, it is

more than probable that a special annual

<i^ax of £4 per machine wiU be applied.

It will be remembered that in the past

the motor cyclist paid an annual ta.K of

tivelve francs, and when, a sidecar was
attached an additional 'tax of twelve
francs had to be met. Under the new
law, which seriously threatened the
existence of the whole motor cycle move-
ment, sidecars were to be considered as

motor cars, which have to bear a mini-

mum tax, a horse-power tax, a. circula-

tion tax, and several other smaller taxes,

the total for the smallest powered
machine amounting to about £18.
Earliament has now recognised that

this is unjust, and the latest arrange-

ment, which undoubtedly will become
law, is that sidecrar machines shall pay
an annual taxf of £4. The same treats

ment will be accorded to cj'cle cars

which, up to the present, have sometimes
been treated as motor cycles and some-
times as motor cars. The definition of a

cycle car is a machine of not more than
1,100 c.c, and with a maximum weight

.

of 770 lb.
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NEWCASTLE CLUB'S TWO
DAYS TRIA1-.

Two days borrowed from a normal
summer, and sandwiched between a
series of the sloppy days we have

experienced; during 1920, graced the
Nexvcastle and District Motor Club's re-

liability trial on the first two days in
August. The roads were good, the sliglit

showers keeping the dust down, and the
conditions throughout were delightful
from a motorist's point of view.
The outward journey was via Hexham

and Alston, direct to Penrith for lunch,
including three controls ; thence by a cir-

cular run of fifty-nine miles, through
Keswick and Grasmere, Ambleside, and
Kirkstone,. and back to Penrith for
the

. night. The evening was devoted
to sociability, and as the majority of
the sidecars carried lady passengers, a
very pleasant time was spent.
The following day's run included

Appleby, Brough, Middleton-in-Teesdale,
Stanhope, and Alston. The Killhope
Hill was observed. The road from
Middleton was grassgrown and loose,
and much time was lost at Stanhope in
consequence.

After lunch the return journey was
commenced from Penrith at 2.30, via
Carlisle, Greenhead, and Chollerford.

The awards were as follow : C. Arm-
strong (7-9 Harlev-Cavidson sc). Special
Trophy and Collier Cup ; A. S. C. Broad-
way (8 Matchless sc), special prize and
gold medal, error 5s. Gold medals : W.
Crompton (4 Triumph), error lis. ; 0.
Birse (8 Rex sc), error 14s. Silver
medals : W. H. Lindin-Travers (4 Black-
burne), error IBs. ; F. Fieldhouse (34
N.U.T.), error 53s.

YORK-EDINBUftGH-YORK.
FIFTY competitors took part in the

second annual York-Edinburgh-York
reliability trial, organised by pro-

minent Yorkshire clubs, held on August
Bank Holiday. Starting from York
Minster at 12.1 a.m., competitors fol-

lowed the coast route, and were due
back at midnight, the run taking exactly
twenty-four hours. The weather was
ideal, and everyone thoroughly enjoyed
the run, only ten competitors failing to

complete the distance. Very praiseworthy
performances were put up by the two
lady competitors, Miss S. F. Wilson (2^
Velocettfe) and Miss E. Dent (2| Douglas),
who both completed the course and
gained special awards. Awards :

Solo.—Solid silver cup (presented by Mr. R. A.
Bonner, Stanninglej'). for best time : Guy Jeffreys
(SVii Norton) ; total time error 3m. 12s. Cups were
also awarded for not more than 15m.- early or late
at any check: W. Atkinson (4 Triumph), R.
Almond (4 Triumph),- H. D. Woodcock (Sy™ Budge
Multi), Mai. G. Jefferson (4 Triumph), G. A. Reed
(3% Scott), T. V. S. Twentyman (3% Scott), H.
Taylor (3%i Scott), G. Eastwood (4 Triumph), A.
C. de Pledge (4 Triumph), Miss S. F. Wilson (214 ^

Velocette), J. S. Wilson (8 Zenith), A. Roberts
(4 Verus-Blackburne). C. E. Turner, A. F. Mor-
ton (4 Ivorton), H. V. Walker (4 Indian Scout),
G. Dawson (31/2 Rudge Multi), W. V. Wright-Hull
(4 Norton), and C. Sidney (3 A.B.C.). Special
gold brooches (given by Mr. F. E. Wasling) were
presented to Miss S. F. Wilson and Miss E. Dent,
both of whom completed the journey. Miss Dent
being also awarded a club silver badge brooch.
Silver medals \Yere awarded for not being more
than half an hour behind scheduled time to W.
Moss, J. F. Barnes, M. Sedgwick, and W. Padgett;
bronze medals, W. R. G(rantham and J. H. Holmes.
Sidecars.—Special silver cup (presented by

Palmer Tyre, Ltd.) : T. C. BuUas (3% P. and M.).
Cups also awarded to B. Jeffreys (4 Norton), T. B.
Westmoreland (7-9 Harley-Davidson), H. C. Andel'-
son (6 Sunbeam). E. Wasling (3^i Scott), and E.
Hawkes (4 Douglas).
Light Oars and Cycle Cars (Air-cooled).

—

Special silver cup (presented by Mr. Rowland
Winn, Leeds) : A. Clark (9 Richardson). Silver
medal to C. E. Richardson (9 Richardson).
Cycle Car (Water-cooled).—Cup : W. Marriott

(10 Morgan).
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TWO-DAY TRIAL IN

IRELAND.
IF only on account of the very fine

scenery on the shores of Bantry Bay,
it is surprising that the Dublin Club's

1920 two-day trial to Glengarriff did not
attract more than twenty starters. The
unsettled state of the country undoubtedly
was responsible, and, we are told, some
of the competitors were far from easy in^
their minds.
The two days' run covered a distance

of approximately 450 niiles, and the
length of the journey and the nature of
the roads traversed made it a trying test,

despite the absence of any very severe
hills. Eighteen of the starters reached
Glengarriff on Saturday evening, but
many of them were already without hope,
of awards. N. Lepler (Indian sc.) broke
his sidecar axle in crossing Knockmeal-
down mountain. He was the only one to

fail on this hill. J. Adair (4i B.S.A.
sc.) damaged' his sidecar wheel later on,
but rebuilt it and continued. G. Smith
(4 Norton sc). was an early retirer, and
E. Adair (3^ Premier sc.) was not seen
after Cashel.
The eighteen arrivals at the turning

point left for the return journey on the
Monday morning, travelling via Ken-
mare, Killarney, and Limerick to Dublin.
The following finished the course :

R. P. Hurse (41/2 B.S.A.)
J. Browne (2% Douglas)
M. McAllister (6 A.J.S. so.)

R. Humphreys (2y Velocette)
A. Carton (4 Indian)
N. Lepler (7-9 Indian sc.)

D. Allen (4 Norton) -l

T, E. Greene (31/2 Douglas)
J. McEntaggart (7-9 Indian)
Hon. E. Massey (7-9 Harley-Dgvidson sc.)
J. Adair (4l,i B.S.A. sc.)

T. Doyle (3 A.B.Cj
P. McGrath (2^ Velocette)

International Six Days Trial in France.
Twelve Competitors Complete the Alpine Course. Eight Lose no Marks.

Switzerland takes the Team Prize.

As recorded in last week's issue the given a list of those competitors who with long but fairly easy gradients. The
starters in this year's International finished but lost marks : — stage, however, was fatal to three com-
'Six Days Trial totalled only fif-

ri t 1, (akci
Marks. petitors. Greame Fenton skidded and

teen. Such a small number revealed Bmgotti" (A.b.c.) V.
'.'. '.'. .'.' 44 fell, and after his accident of the previous

apathy on the part of manufacturers who, Barthelemy (Scott) .. .. .. ..31 day was unable to repair his machine;
it is obvious, do not fully appreciate the Sandford (Morgan) ..

^

55 consequently the Scott team was reduced
importance of the event. In some The first day's run in the mountains to one member. Yenne, of' the A.B.C.^
quarters we have found that the trial around Grenoble- caused the elimination team, missed his way, and had several

has been confused with purely national of <J^^h' o"^ rider, Gallien, on a Benoist- punctures, which lost him nine -points,

events, whereas, although held in France
' Gonin sidecar, thus robbing France of The A. B.C. team was not lucky, for an-,

and organised by a French club, the trial one of its members in the team com- other of its members, Detruche, was de-

is the only one specially organised as an petition. This day's run was rather diffi- layed by punctures, broke his saddle, and
international contest to encourage com- cult, for on four distinct occasions the finally came in with a loss of three points,

petition among motor cyclists of various competitors had to climb to altitudes of The third day's ti'ials completed the

nationalities, " more than 3,000 feet, the highest - point ill-luck of the A. B.C. team, for Yennfi

We gave some details in last week's touched being the Col du Rousset at had to retire with magneto trouble, but

. issue of the first two days of the trial 4,297 feet above sea level. The road afterwards joined in and continued un-

and the hill-climb on Laff'rey Hill on the generally was of a chalky nat^ire, and officially, and his companion Detruche
second day, in which Bernard (Indian) i*- frequently happened that the riders lost eight more points for late arrival,

made fastest time ij., 6 min. 49| sec. went into the dangerous bends in a cloud The great difliiculty of the day was the

m, p ,,
of diist. On one such occasion Graeme climb to the top of Col de la Porte,'

ine itesmts. Fenton, the Franco-British rider, was 4,429 feet above sea level ; this was fol-
Of the twelve survivors who finislied brought down heavily with his Scott, but lowed in the afternoon by a climb over

the course, eight had clean sheets. These despite a damaged gear was able to con- the Col de Plainpalais, 3,870 feet above
were as follow : tinue and finish the stage without the sea level. In addition to these climbs,

Rnn rf ^I'J«f'~N»''.''''"?A'Sn"'?°''l; T, ^ ,»/> loss of points. the morning stage was rendered very600 CO. Cla.ss.—Naas (A. B.C.), Robert (Moto- „,, ^
1 j > , 1 •

i j-zc li 1 ° ^
i 1 • 1 jv,

sacoche). Roily (Motosacoche), and Galjriel -l^he second days stage—whicli com- dimcult by reason ot rain, which made

'^'^n"J.''.!'''r. .„„ n- ,,.. ,., , „ ,
priscd clinibs over Col Bayard, 4,117 feet the roads slippery and dangerous.

750 CO. Class.—Pjnney (Triumph) and Bernard i t i i /-i i i i /-< mi \ j ' • 1 ^j
(Indian).

"'-uiiiu above .«ea level, and Col de la Croix The piice de r(^sista7icc was reserved
Sidecars.—Cex (Motosacoche). Haute, 3,857 feet above .sea level—was not for the last day in the Alps, when the
Switzerland, with its Motosacoche as difficult as the initial stage, for it com])etitors . had to climb to the top of

,

entry, takes the team prize. Below is comprised well-made, hard, Alpine roads, Galibicr, 8,392 feet above sea level, with

b8

I
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SCENES ON THE INTER-
NATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.

(Top) A magnificent mountain
panorama at one of the liighest points

of the course. Gex (Motosacoche), ,

one of the winnmg team, at ihe Col

de Galibier.

(Bottom) A control in the shadow of

a towering peak on the Col de Galibier.

the Lautaret Pass at over 6,500
thrown in as an additional morsel on
the way up. Lunch was taken at St.

Michel de Maurienne, and during the'

afternoon a very difficult task was
set the ' cempetitors with the four

tunnels. Col de la Croix de Fer, and
Col du Glandoii. The roads-, unlike

those of the morning, were exceed-

ingly rough, wind&g, and narrow,
and any delay by reason of punctures
was practically impossible to make
up. In the i'un down from the Col

de la Croix de Fer, Borgotti, who up
to then had remained with Naas as

clean' score members of the A.B.C.
team, punctured four times.

After the' four days in the Alps
the machines were placed on exhibi-

tion at Grenoble, thus giving the

riders an opportunity of resting for a

day before taking the two-stage trip

to Paris ria Macon and Nevers.
Only three competitors had been
eTiminated, and three others -had in-

curred loss of marks. As there were
fifteen starters there thus remained
nine clean-score cornpetitors for the

final two stages from Grenoble to Paris

of 104 and 110- miles respectively.

B9
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OME little while ago there was a certain amount

of controversy on the respective advantages of

admitting*' the fuel to the float chamber at the

top or bottom. Both are quite satijractory if

properly -carried out, but I remember that at the

time tlie arguments used in favour of top-feed had
. upon me an effect opposite to that which ^yas

intended. For instance, in the matter of moving
parts it was pointed out that top-feed removed the

necessity for toggles and joints which are subject

to wear. True! but so does the bottom' feed with

the inverted needle. Then again when " referring to

the ease with which the needle can be removed, com-
parison was made with the inverted needle type, to get

which the carburetter must be detached, oblivious of

the fact . that, where toggles or levers are used, the

needle can be withdrawn with*the cover. It is of

course seldom necessary to remove the needle of any
type, as a slight twist will generallv get rid of any bit

of grit which is preventing it from closing properly.

My own experience suggests that the top feed is less

liable to flooding from the cause just mentioned, as

any grit will naturally fall to the bottom of the float

chamber, but that it is more likely to be stopped up
by dirt coming through from the tank. I have
experienced this with a top-feed, but never on the older

pattern, the reason being that any dirt would tend to

fall away from the valve and remain in the petrol pipe
(see sketches). This is not very vital, as the obstruc-
tion is easily removed, but it may cause a stoppage on '

the road, more especially with a new machine,' or when
a fine gauze filter is not used when filling the tank.

On the other hand, I have never yet known my present
carburetter, a Claudel-Hobson with a top feed, to
flood.

Warming Devices.
Because all evaporation causes coldness, the carbu-

retter and inlet pipes become very cold unless some
means is taken to warm them. In many single-
cylinder motor cycle engines there -is practically no
inlet pipe, the carburetter being attached" to a 'stub
pipe close to the cylinder itself, and thus the whole is

warmed directly by conduction of heat from the
cylinder. Now a long inlet pipe is no disadvantage

—

rather the
" reverse, since it gives more time for the

vaporisation of the fuel—unless it is so cold that it

causes the vaporised petrol to condense upon its walls

;

but it makes it more necessary to have some warming
device fitted, either a pipe which takes the air from
some warm spot, say from a muff around the exhaust
pipe, or better still a chamber surrounding the inlet
pipe itself warmed by the exhaust gas, some of which
is made to pass through it instead of directly through
-the silencer to the ojwn air.

. This is a great aid to the proper vaporisation -and

'mixing of^the -gas, which should, so far as possible, be

delivered' to the engine as a dry homogeneous gas,

rather than as tiny globules of moisture suspended in

air. This tends both to economy and to steady run-

ning, and 'is more necessary in the case of an automatic

carburetter than when a hand-controlled instrument is

in use, si;»:e it renders the carburation less susceptible

to changes of temperature.

Effect of Long Induction Pipe.

It is also more than ever necessary when a long

inlet pipe, exposed to the draught caused by the

movement of the machine, is fitted. The temperature

of. such a pipe, although it will of course be exactly

equal to that of the surrounding atmosphere when the

. engine is started, will quickly drop owing to the fact

. already mentioned, that vaporisation causes a reduc-

tion of heat unless additional heat be supplied to it

H2T LODflES HEM i
JT0P5 FLO*- OF Fua

3 DIM LODGES HIRZ

5Sy°5i?Sd™^
"^"^ BOTTOM AND TOP '

FEEDS COMPARED.

In the bottom feed car- A top feed carburetter is

. buretter stoppages in the more easily choked by foreign
pipe are not frequent. matter.

from the exhaust, or in the case of a water-cooled

'

engine from the radiator. This is very well carried^
out in the 1920 A. B.C., where a pipp about half ai>-

inch in diameter takes the hot gas to a chamber sur-
roiinding the inlet pipe where it branches off to eaclv
cylinder. <a

_
With the Capac carburetter can be suppHed a flexible

pipe which fits over the air intake of the carburetter
and draws its supply of extra air from a muff
surrounding the exhaust pipe. This is fitted with a
door_ by which the amount of hot air can be varied as
required by circumstances. J.H.\V.
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Matlock and District M.C.C.

It is proposed to revive the Matlock
and District Club. Any- Matlock rider

interested may obtain particulars from
the lion. sec. of the E.M. Centre, A.C.U.,
Mr. J. Simmonds, 10, Cranmer Street,

Nottingham.

Suffolk M.C.

The results of the gymkhana held on
August Bank Holiday at Shrublands
Park were as follow : Scooter race : 1,

E. T. Elliott (Mobile Pup); 2, Mrs.
Elliott (A. B.C.). Scooter obstacle race :

llMrs. J)lliott (A.B.C.). V.C. race : 1,

IE. T. Elliott (Metro Tyler); 2, D. Gold-

lEniith (4 Harlev). Coat and waistcoat

Slrace : 1, E. T. Elliott (Metro Tyler) ; 2,

}D. Goldsmith (4 Harlev).

West Birmingham M.C.C.

The results of the recent reliability

trial to Hereford and back were as fol-

low : Under 500 c.c. : 1, S. Sprang (2J
ibonglas) ; 2, W. C. Shelton (2| Douglas).

lOVer 500 c.c. : 1, - E. F. Cop« (7.9

[[ndian); 2, W. G. Deague (4 Triumph).
'Best performance of the day : H. L.
>anmore (3J Scott sc). Best passenger
jerformance : H. B. Hartland (10 Mor-
gan M.A.G.).

,
Liverpool M.C.

Was Liverpool motor cycle traders

fecently organised a reliability trial for

'he Liverpool Motor Club, entries being

Gufined to private owners. The course

|«afi a short sporting one of thirty-one

loiles in North Wales, and proved to -be

|oo severe for a number of riders. Of
ihirty-four starters only foui'teen finished.

'.'he winners .were : 1, E. A. Eastwood
American X) ; 2, R. R. Bromley
Triumph)

; 3, N. C. Sclater (Norton)

;

, B. Caldwell (Norton).

Macclesfield M.C.

A reliability trial was recently held

I

nder the, auspices of the Macclesfield

lotor Club. Starting at the junction of

'ongletbn Road and !Moss Lane the course
ly along the Leek Road to Bosley, up
jie Dumbers to Clewlow Cross, Allgraves,

•urbage, Axe Edge, Upperhulme, Ruston,
i'osley, ilarton, Siddington, Broken Cross,
' nd back to the starting point, a distance

! fifty miles. The results were as foUow :

- _ .
irst priz« and Birchenough challenge cup,

\Mk Leech (4 Douglas sc.) ; 2 and 3 (draw),
^*V\<. N. Drvbrough (6 A.J.S. sc.) and G. W.

owe (3J- A.B.C.) ; 4, H. Seel (4 Sunbeam).
est sidecar single performance, W. Whit-
iker (3^ B.S.A. ec). Fixed gear award,

j . Yates
(3jJ Triumph). Best lightweight

brformance under 300 c.c, G. R. Well-
gs (2i Dot). Consolation prize, J. R.
'.i-lde [2i F.N.).

Stockport M.C.

Recently this club held a non-stop
inter-club run in conjunction with the
Denton club. Each club was represented
by three solos and three sidecars as fol-

low : Stockport team : Solo—H. J. Scale
(Scale), E. Abram (A.B.C), B. Wallen
(A.B.C). Sidecar—H. Marsden (Match-
less sc), F. Mottershead (Rover sc), and
J. Hulme (Indian sc). Denton team :

Solo—F. Cheetham (A.B.C), W. Hall
and A. Hoyle (Triumph). Sidecars—J.

Walker, H. Clayton, F. Bingen, all on
Triumphs. Starting from Kerridge the
course lay via Macclesfield, Axe Edge,
to Burbage, Cat and Fiddle, Maccles-
field Forest.—Each team started with 600

, marks, and the result was a win for the

Stockport club by one and a half points
;

the winners lost thirty-three and a half

points as against the thirty-five points
dropped by the Denton club.

Penzance and District M.C.C.

The second reliability trial, held under
the auspices of the above club took place

recently, starting from Penzance Station

at 6.15 p.m. .There were sixteen entrants,

and the course was a particularly trying

one, being to .St. Ives, and thence via the
North Coast Road to Land's End (Sennen),

returning via Treen Hill and St. Bm'yan
to the "First and Last," Penzance, a

distance of about forty miles. Competi-

tors were checked at St. Ives, and
there was a " secret " check between this

place and St. Just; also riders had to

make a clean ascent of Treen Hill, where
an obser\"er was stationed on the hairpin

bend. The first prize (gold medal) was
gained by S. Phillips, who made a very
consistent performance with his Tamplin
cycle car. He was run very closely by H.
R. Wilcox and N. Trudgeon,~ the latter

putting up a fine and praiseworthy effort

on a single-geared machine of only
2^ h.p. The following members quali-

fied for silver medals by obtaining over
85%- of marks : H. R. Wilcox (2i Royal
Enfield), F. L. Jeffrey (4 Triumph), W. H.
Lawley (2i Sun-Villiers), E. H. Thomas
m Rover), L. il. Chapman (2J- Allon), W.
Penberthy (4 Triumph sc), R. J. Trego-
ning (4 Triumph), S. B. Haddon (2i New
Hudson), and N. Trudgeon (2^ Royal
Ruby).

Blaenavon M.C.C.

A successful reliability trial was held
recently over a course of eighty-four

miles. The route lay through Builth via
Talgarth, over the mountain roads, to

Brecon, thence to Llangj-nidr, over the
Llangynidr Mountain to Beaufort, Gly-

dach Valley, and back over Fiddler's

Elbow to Blaenavon. The special award
for the Best performance was gained by" B.

R. Evans (8 Matchless), who completed the
course non-stop with a total time error

of only thirty seconds. Only eight of the
twenty competitors finished the course.

Results.—Gold medals : B. R. Evans (8

Matchless sc), Gwyn Thomas (6 Juno-
Jap), D. Lewis (2| Calthorpe), and W. T.

Timmins (4^- B.S.A.). Silver medals :

Hayden Lewis (3^ Rudge), Geo. Broome
(6

' A.J.S. sc), and G. Griffiths (4

Triumph).

A hilly route via Penrith and Carlisle was selected by the Newcastle and District M.C.

for their recent Two-day Reliability Trial, a report of which appears on page 185. The

photograph depicts competitors about to sfart for Penrith.

BII
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Jittjejs to t/ic £cUtor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addresseil to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

APPRECIATION

.

Sir,—May I trespass on the hospitality of your columns
in the hope that my letter may meet the eyes of one, if not
all, of those friendly motor cyclists who eo kindly came to

my aid on a recent Sunday, when my car overturned on
Sawley Hill. Their ready and efficient help, so willingly

given, did much to help me and my three passengers, two
of whom were underneath the cai', and I am anxious to
convey to them all my warmest thanks, and to assure them
that their action will always be remembered with the greatest
gratitude and appreciation. H. TREVOR WANKLY.

MYSTERIOUS NOISES.
Sir,—I think that the following curious incident which

occurred during a recent night run might interest you.
Hearing a slight rattle which I suspected to be a bolt in

the foot brake pedal, I looked down, and, after ascertaining
the source, noticed a tiny spark at the edge of the engine
pulley.

I think it must have been the belt fastener touching the
pulley every revolution. It ceased on decelerating and
restarted on accelerating.

The solution of the incident is very simple, but was rather
mysterious at first. I think that this might be interesting
to your readers. J. BOOEER.

Sir,—I note with interest your correspondent's article on
mysterious noises in this week's Motor Cycle. I am also one
of the sufferers of an aggravating tinkle somewhere down
in the region of. the engine, when the latter is just running
light or taking up a load, I have had the engine taken
down and examined. Everything was passed O.K. No loose
bearings or faulty rings—in fact, everything perfect. The
machine pulls splendidly, and has never given any trouble,
and yet the wretched noise mars an otherwise perfect
machine. I may add that P am a very careful rider, and
nobody could take more care in trying to eliminate troubles
within one's power.
Perhaps some, other readers will offer some solution to this

mystery. PUZZLE.
Carnforth, Lanes.

ROADSIDE COURTESY.
-.Sir,—Several letters Jiave appeared in your columns re-

cently concerning the courtesy shown by motor cyclists to
tho.se in trouble on the road. If your valuable space per-
mits, I would like to place on record the courtesy, or some-
thing more, shown to me only just recently.

I was cycling home from Skegness and had a bad smash
some ten miles from Boston, which rendered my machine
quite useless and myself nearly so. Within a minute or
.so Of my " noticing things " I had two offers of assistance.
Two gentlemen with an already overloaded outfit offered
to convey me to Boston, while another offered me the use
of his sidecar for the matter of a sixty-odd piile run to
Nottingham. 1 chose the latter course, vvith a view to
better railway connection.
Not only_ was I taken to Nottingham, but my good

Samaritan insisted on bearing the expense of a meal en
rovie, and on arrival at the city went some considerable
distance out of hi.s way to see me safely into the railway

station. Should this meet the eye of my benefactor (whose
name unfortunately I do not know], I would like him to

know that I reached home without difficulty ; also that a
badly sprained wrist and sundry lacerations are the sum
total of my injuries. G.H.

Kettering.

M.M.G.S.

Sir,—Knowing the interest you have always taken in the

affairs of the old M.M.G.S., or, as they are now termed,
the M.G.C.(M.), I shall be greatly obliged if you will give

publicity to this letter in your columns.
I find that I have lost touch with a good many, old Army

friends since demobilisation, and should be very glad to

hear from old members, of the 23rd Battery M.M.G.S., the

1st A.M.B., or the Light Car Patrols (Egypt).
Could not some sort of address exchange bureau be

organist for the benefit of ex-members of this corps, so

that members could get into touch again with old friends ?

The opinions of your readers on this subject would be

interesting, and possibly some scheme could be arranged.

ARTHUR M. PHILLIPSON,
Late No. 1868, M.M.G.S.

SCOTTISH ROADS.
Sir,—Having just returned from a 2,0CI0 mile tour to

the north-west of Scotland and back, a few notes may
j:)rove useful to your readers.

The Great North Road is good except for a few bad
patches, until Yorkshire is reached. From the Yorkshire
border to Alnwick it- is pot-holed and bumpy. From Aln-
wick we cut across by Wooler and Coldstream to Melrose^
a good road for these d'ays. From ISIeb'ose to Edinburgh
there is an excellent road through Lauder. Edinbiirgli to

Stirling begins well, but falls off after Falkirkr From
Stirling round Loch Earn to Crieff is very poor, owing to

char-a-banc traffic, and it is the same at Crieff, 'Amulree,
Dunkeld, Pitlochry, and Loch Rannoch. Pitlochry to In-

verness is very fair on the whole for a Highland road, but
round Inverness the roads are painful riding. Inverness,
Gairloch, LUlapool; Lochinver, and Lairg had vile roads
and perfect scenery, but one has to stop to enjoy it. Four
sidecar springs broke under the strain, and were replaced by
the blacksmiths at Pitlochry and Lochinver very well and
cheaply. Anyone in a similar plight could not fall into

. better hands.

The homeward journey was down the east coast by Nairn,
Banff, and Aberdeen over much improved roads. At Aber-
deen the engine was taken down and decarbonised. Thi>

chain cases and magneto had to be removed, and the engine
dropped out of the frame. The whole job only caused a
day's delay, and was very well done by the Arcade Motor
Co., of Diamond Street, whom I can heartily recommend.
The result was a no-trouble run home, following tlie coast

to Burntisland, then Edinburgh to Moffat t-io Peebles

—

another excellent road—and so on to Preston over very I,

good roads. Preston, Warrington, and Chester were bad,
but the rest of the run by Birmingham, Stratford, Stow, •

Burford, Oxford, Henley, and Windsor was quite good.
ihe machine was a 1919 Matchless' and ran perfectly.

East Putney. • PA 3345.
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' JM M.P.G.
Sir,—EegaTding the reliability of two-stroke lightweights

for every-day travelling, and economical cost of running,
perhaps it may interest your readers to know that since
April 12th up to the present time, I have travelled daily
(Sundays excepted) between Hayfield and Oldham, a dis-
tance of eighteen miles each way, five miles of which are
oyer roads in very bad condition. The district is very
hilly, and I freq^^ently have to take parts of the stiffest hills
on low gear. My mount is a 1919 2^ Velocette, with Amac
carburetter, and I keep a very careful account of all ex-
penses in connection with the journeys.

Including slow travellmg through Oldham and Ashton
and on rough roads, the journey takes me' from an hour to
an hour and a quarter each way, and mv petrol consumption
from April 12th to the present time averages 1^4 miles per
gaHon. I have had no mechanical breakdown at all, and
smce fittmg heavy tyres have had no tyre trouble.

I have no interest in tlie Veloce Companv, but in my case
the two-stroke lightweight is proving itself' most reliable

Dl^T RAISING.
THOS. H. WHEELDON.

Sir,—As a regular reader of The Motor Cycle for some
years, I am always interested in the page devoted to
'.'Letters to the Editor." I have occasionally noticed that
correspondents who reply to letters published are not always
as courteous as they might be, and would like to make "a
plea for a little. restraint by these motor cyclists.
The e.xample which caught my eye was " Old 'Un's " reply

to ''Hugh" re " Dust Raising. " Was it really necessary
for hmi to bring m his remarks about "road manners"
decent people," and " hogs "

? There seemed to me to be
•too much ' implied " in that letter for it to be in good taste

the fact that "Hugh" wrote to T/ie Motor Gyele for'
advice showed his good faith (however much his query may
have surprised some of us), and he was entitled to a courteous
"^^P'y- D.H.D.

Sir,—I think it quite time "Hugh" had a tutor to teach
him the rules and manners of the road.
"Whoever heard of anybody going for " an easy com-

fortable ride," and making it "uncomfortable" for other
people, especially ladies?
- If they were travelling too slowly for "Hugh," it would'be up to Jum to keep his " 'bus " accelerated until he had

'.passed them sufficiently to clear them of his dust or else
.keep behind (in their dust if he likes).
. He is either inexperienced, or else a road hog. The former'
wiU certainly cure himself while the latter is hopeless.

Bristol. AE 1167.

REVIVAL OF THE PACING MOTOR CYCLE.
Leon Meredith, an eld path racer, after breaking the five miles motor-paced record at the Paddington

Kecreation Ground. The motor cycle was specially built for pacing purposes.

IQI

FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I believe Mr. J. Stonehouse, in his letter in The

Motor Cycle of July 8th, expresses the requirements of a
very large section of the British motor cycling public, i.e.,

the requirement for a British four-cylinder machine. It is'

unnecessary to point out the obvious advantages of this type;
these have many times been dealt with in your columns.
It does, however, seem necessary to impress on the British
manufacturer that a ready sale awaits a machine of this

type, constructed on sound engineering lines. Four-cylinder
motor cycle development has hitherto been left to the
Americans, and to the famous F.N. Co. Is it not now time
that Britain took a hand, and secured both the home and
the colonial market which undoubtedly exists for these
machines? . S. LATOUE HORDLE.

SPARE CHAINS AND TUBES.
Sir,
—" Ixion " asks for suggestions how to carry spare

chains and tubes.

I have found that the spare front chain of my Triumph
can be carried along with the spare tube in the new aluminium
non-chafe tube carrier which was conspicuous on many of

the machines in the Scottish. Six Days Trial.

The chain should be wrapped in greaseproof jDaper if oily

and wound round the spindle of the carrier, a disc of card-

board being interposed between it and the tube.
There is plenty of room in the tube carrier for both, but

of course a full length driving chain could not be stowed
away in this way.
The method is ideal on a chain-oum-belt machine.

C. F. PLOWMAN.
THE THREE-WHEELED RUNABOUT.

Sir,—As a convinced believer in the three-wheeler I read
with much pleasure your editorial in The Motor Cycle of

July 29th. 'Towards the end of last year there was a small
- boom in three-wheelers, but, like many other booms, it seems
to have been short lived. Scarcely half a dozen have sur-

vived, and even of these, with the exception of the Morgan,
very few are as yet seen on the road.

You say truly that the three-wheeler is a "simple and
inexpensive proposition." Unless it is this it has no reason
to exist. It has its limitations. If you want " a car of dis-

tinction "—something that looks like a Rolls-Royce, but
isn't—you will not get a three-wheeler. I do not admit that
on purely aesthetic grounds the three-wheeler is inferior in

appearance to the light car. It really looks as well, but no
one can say that it looks the same. ^One cannot swank about
"my little car"; which, as I gather, is what a good many
people wish to do—though one may swank a bit on the

road when the other* fellow's " little

car" is left behind. One cannot pile

luxuries and complications on the three-

wheeler, or it loses its simplicity and
lightness and in consequence its speed,

reliability and economy. The over-

developed three-wheeler is a mon-
strosity. Moreover, the three-wheeler
must inake its way Ijy jfroved merit.

Light cars have found (and possibly

may still find) patrons on account
of their appearance, or even their

advertisement. But it will not be so .

with the three-wheeler. It is true that
at Olympia last year anythhig on
wheels found purchasers. Agents and
public were out to buy all that they
could get. That will not be the case
this year. It seems, therefore, strange
that, with the exception of the-
Morgan, three-wheelers have been con-
spicuous by their absence, or at any
rate by their rarity, at public com-
petitions. One hopes that the great"

opportunity of the A.C.U. Six Days
will not be lost, and that every self-

respecting three-wheeled runabout will

be represented. If such opportunities
of proving their merits are neglected,
the untried cycle cars have no chance
of competing for public favour with the
well tried sidecar combinations.

H. GEORGE MORGAN.



HOTELS.
Sir,—Last week while travelling through Doncaster with

my daughter we called at the Reindeer Hotel for a meal,
after which my daughter visited the bathroom for a wash.
When we reached Chatham my daughter discovered she

had left her wrist watch behind in the bathroom. We did
not know the name of the hotel at the time, so communi-
cated with the police, giving description of hotel, with the
result that in two days we received the watch by registered
post (together with a courteous letter) from the manager of

the hotel.

I think these facts should be a good recommendation to
any motorists visiting Doncaster to use this hotel, where,
I can assure them,, they will receive every attention, as we
did, and at a moderate price. C. S. COLLINS. ',

CHAIN DRIVE ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Sir,
—

" Ixion's " comments- on the fitting of chain drives on
spring frame motor cycles, in your issue of July 22nd,
were most opportune. A manufacturer apparently sets out
to produce a spring frame mechanism which does not abso-
lutely infringe a competitor's design, and then decides to
connect his driving wheel to his countershaft by means of a
chain, forgetting that a chain drive is just as important a
piece of mecliaftism as the spring frame.
As "I.xion" so clearly points out, owing to the centre of

the countershaft sprocket not being coincident with the centre
of the pivot of the rear springing, a variable tension is

thrown on the chain during the movement of the spring
frame. He does not, however,, point out what I consider to
be the most serious objection to this general arrangement,
and that is, that at the maximum movement of the spring
frame the chain can become so slack that it will mount the
teeth of the back wheel and strain itself or break. In one_
case that recently came to my notice the vertical movement*
in the chain varied from .5in. to 2. 75in., "according to the
relative positions of the sprung and unsprung portions of
the bicycle.

It mu.st be remembered that the. very conditions that bring
the spring frame into action (i.e., road shocks) also set up a
corresponding period of vibration in the chain, which causSs"
a slack chain to whip violently, and is liable to damage
described above.
The ideal arrangement would, of course,^be a spring frame,

with the centre of pivot of spring coincident with the counter-
shaft sprocket spindle, and, to my mind, the maker who
first of all introduces this arrangement will reap the benefit
to be derived from introducing an efficient spring-frame
design to the motor cycle public. T.

Altrincham.

BLEA TARN P^SS.
Sir,-—With reference to your short report regarding the

excursion to Blea Tarn Pass by several well-known competi-
tors the day following the date of the open trial held in the
Lake District recently by the Cumberland County M.C.C.,
I think it only right that you should acquaint your readers
with the following facts.

I have no -desire to depreciate, in the slightest degree the
climbs of this formidable pass made by G. Dance, T. de la
Hay, G. Wilkin, S. Parker, etc., but 'in view of these fine
performances it might be 'difficult for- an outsider to under-
stand why the Trials Committee of the club decided, after
careful consideration, to omit the climbing of this hill from
their recent trial.

Several -."isits by members of the Trials Committee were
made to this hill, and on every occasion we were therff the
surface was in an appalling condition. It was well nigh
impossible lor a solo machine to make a perfectly clean ascent.
We have plenty of members of our club who climbed this
pass, but, owing to the appalling surface, caused by the loose
shingle, the.se riders had to use their feet to steady their
machines on the way up. We were never able to get sidecars
up with passengers sitting in a normal position in the sidecar,
but with a passenger sitting on the carrier it was managed
once or twice.
Our committee reluctantly came to the conclusion that to

include Ihis hill in the trial would cause a tremendous amount
of complaining through being baulked.
Wo in tliis district are perfectly aware that the nature of

our mountain road.s is such tlint licavy rain has a binding
elfoct on their surfaces, but never in our wildest dreams did
wo imngine that Blea Tarn Pass could be in such a passable

Bl6
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state as it was during the week-end of our trial. The con-

dition was entirely brought about by the perfect deluge of

rain we had had for several days previously.

The surprise was on a par with the one we experienced

at the small quantity of water cCming down the watersplash

at Longlands ford. W. B. ANDERSON,
Hon. Treasurer Cumberland County M.C.C.

CLVB FOR EX-OFFICERS.
Sir,—I thiiik the suggestion of "Blip Switch" with refer-

ence to a club for ex-K.A.F. officers very good; but why
reserved for officers? There are many ex-R.A.P. men who
possess motor cycles but would be barred from the club simply

because they were not officers.

During the war an officer was certainly cou.sidered in a

different class from the rest, but the distinction was only for

the purpose of discipline, and I hope " Blip- Switch" is not.

of the type that still considers himself' beyond the reach of

the man that served in the rante. Surely this class distinc-

tion is ended.
I should like to see the motor cyclists one body ready to

-

help each other at any time whether they were officers or

otherwise.

I hope "Blip Switch" will reconsider his suggestion, and
make the club open to all who served with the R.A.F.

WALTER L. LORD.
PRWES.

Sir,—It is with pleasure we note and endorse the remarks
of your correspondent " Big_ Single " in your issue of the

29th ult. relative to the sterling value contained in the

present-day Quadrant products. It is certainly a fact that
there is no combination on the market to-day, embodying
the same or similar specification, listed at a price within a
£10 note of the Quadrant price. We believe we are correo.t

in stating- that the Quadrant works are available for inspec-

tion by anyone interested, and a half-day spent there will

at once explain why the Quadrant is cheaper.

Your correspondent is somewhat in error in referring to

the present Qtiadrant Co. as having been reconstructed so

recently as 1914. It was in 1911 that the present pro-

'

prietors acquired the Quadrant and built the new works.
Mr. T. Silver (the designer and works, manager) and a large
proportion of the personnel have b^en engaged in the manu-
facture of Quadrant motor cycles since 1900.

We have in our possession an 1887 pamphlet, illustrating

the Quadrant pi jhat day, this being the Quadrant No. 8
large pilot wheel tricycle, with chain drive and spring forks
•—surely an anticipation of present-day requirements. Since
those days the Quadrant has played its part in three warSj^
was -the first machine to cross Africa, had its works utilised

as an aeroplane and mobile workshop engine factory during
the last war, and now, in the thirty-fourth year of. its exist-

ence, is becoming famous as the motor cycle "By appoint-
ment to the new poor."^

THE CLIFFORD WILSON MFG. CO.
C. Wilson.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
T iT

Issued in conjunction "with TJie Motor Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook O' the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their management and care.
Twenty-first Edition. Just published

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing'Over 400 us,eful " wrinlcles " nnd helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sevienth Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Areluble system tor tracing motor cycle fault^nd
of remedying any trouble when found. pJIrth
Edition. " ...

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set ot three, complete in case.

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot- Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published ... ... .., ei. kIa

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) IromlLIl'FE &SONSLtdi^
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or ot leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.

Price By
net. post

2/6 2/10

2h 2/3

2/- 2/3

5/6 5/10
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2J. stamped adufessed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Testing Alignment.

I snould'like your advic:e on
?tlie following point. I suspect

the back wheel of my outfit to be
out of truth in the forks, but
owing, to the build of the machine

it is impossible to set up a straight

edge, and the chain adjusters are no
. guide. Looking towards the front of

, . the machine, it the tyre showed moi-e
; wear on the left side of the tread, would
-. that indicate that the front' of the wheel
_ was setting to the right or the left of

- the true centre line?—B.R.C.

The usual method of testing wheel align-

ment is to stretch a cord across the lower
"cart of the wheels from the front to the

"ijack of the machine. This should touch
"

-the rims or be equidistant from them at

the four points of circumferences over
which it passes. Uneven wear of the
tyres is not an exact guide, but it gives

some indication that the alignment, is not
absolutely- correct.

Bieakage o£ Overhead Valves.

I am the owner of a single-

^ cylinder 4 h.p. Re.x-Jap motor

> cycle, overhead valves, 90 x 77^-

-i-i mm., and recently I broke the

exhaust valve (J.S.N.-J.A.P.),

thus damaging the piston beyond repair.^

i , Will you please let me know : (1.) If

1 ariything can be fitted to prevent such
valve breakages? ^(2.) Would it suit if

-

I get one made from tungsten steel at

25s.? Would this be unbreakable? (3.)

How would drilling the valve right

through, and fitting a Bowden inner

cable with nipple flush at each end,

answer in case of breakage?
,
(4.) I am

anticipating fitting an aluminium piston,

probably a Ricardo. .In this case",

should I have to rebalance the engine,

and would there be any advantage in

fitting one? (5.) Will you please give

me correct timiuo for tliis engine in the

simplest form?—-H.L.M.

(1.) It is possible to fit valve cages by
screwing small L-shaped lugs into the

cybnder head so as to catch the valves

if they drop. (2.) You should have no
^trouble with your exhaust valves if they
'are made of stainless steel or tungsten
alloy of about 18%. (3.) DriUing the

valve and fitting a Bowden cable might
Avork satisfactorily as,a safety device, but
it will probably infringe on the Bucking-
ham patent, which consists of a spoke let

into a hollow valve stem. In this patent

the valve head is arranged so that it di'ops

on to a projecting ledge of the cylinder,

and thus, even if the valve breaks, it is

unable to get on to the top of the piston,

since the spoke acts as a guide. (4.) If

you use a " Ricardo " piston, which will

be considerably lighter than your present

cast iron piston, the engine must be re-

balanced to get good results. The use of

such a light piston wiU probably give you
somewhat higher speed, and will reduce
the wear - on the big end to a certain

extent, owing to lighter reciprocating

parts. (5.) W^th regard to the valve

timing of the engine, you would be safe

in arranging that the e.xhaust valve closes

dead on top, or a fraction after top dead
centre. This, of course, will give you
correct setting for the valve inlet, which
is operated by the same cam.

Removing Scott Crankshaft.

I have a 1911 3J h.p. Scott

machine, and I wish to take the

engine down in order to have

the crank case welded. I have

taken out the crankshaft bolt,

„„„ caimot move the cranks ; would

you give me the correct way to take

these off, and which side first ?—F.J.D.

To dismantle the crankshaft and flywheel

assembly of the Scott engine, proceed as-

follows : Remove the left hand lock nut

of the central bolt and then unscrew the

bolt itself five or six funis. One or

two sharp blows on the head of this bolt

should now drive out the right hand

crankshaft, when the bolt is completely

unscrewed and the crank removed. The

left hand crank is knocked out from the

right hand side, using a steel bar which

is°passed through the centre of the fly-

zole.

but

fliheel.

Over-rich Mixture.

Will you kindly give me your

advice upon the following trouble

concerning my two-stroke t The _

engine is a 1920 2| h.p. T.D.C,
B. and B. carburetter using ben-

„„-.. The machine will run -very well

at speeds -up to about 15 m.p.h., but

if I open the throttle above this speed,

a series of loud explosions occurs and

flames come from the silencer. The
trouble ceases as soon as the^^ throttle

is closed as before. I have tried a

Lodge standard, an Aero plug, and also

a single point of good make. _
The

carburetter is clean, and the jets I

have tried were 27, 28, 30. The lubri-

cation is by drip feed, and although I

have varied the setting the result is

the same. Furthermore, although the

machine -will run and start easily from

cold, if I stop for half an hour or so,

it is impossible to get more than about

half a dozen explosions from it upon
restarting.—H.C.

Your trouble appears to be connected with

carburation,- and might be explained by

the following : After a certain -thi'ottle

opening, the mixture becomes too rich,-

and is incapable of ignition by means

of the spark iii the ordinary way. This

charge is expelled into the silencer and

woufd possibly be ignited by the foUo-w-

"ing charge, provided that this was fired

by the spark. We .sliould suggest that

you reduce the size of the jet and lower

the petrol level. The fact that the machine

is sluggish in starting, after being rim,"

would point to the fact that the rich

mixture has partially sooted up the

sparking plug.

-~\

• The 2 h p. Cambro monocar, manufactured by the Central Aircraft Co., 179, High Road

Cilbum, N.W.6. It has a Johnson motor wheel engine unit (flat twin two-stroke) and
Kilbu --. _ . ,„ .

.20in. wheels. The price of the vehicle is_79 guineas.
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Slight Blow-back.

(1.) My machine is a two-

^^ stroke two-speed Eadco; The
> cap covering tlie air intalce is

-iJ always full of oil, which blows
back through the carburetter.

Can this be remedied? (2.) The engine
makes a very loud exhaust, so I have
fitted a round tin -drilled with holes in

the sitencer. Will this damage the

engine?—W.L.
(1.) Provided the machine runs satis-

factorily, we should not advise you to

make any alteration with a view to pre-

venting the slight amount of blow-back
through the carburetter ; this defect -is

usually .caused by the mixture being too

weak or by the ignition being unduly
retarded. (2.) The baffle which you have
fitted in the silencer will not damage the
engine in - any way.

Mysterious Lack o£ Power.
I have a motor cycle fitted with^ a 2^ h.p. J. A.P. engine, and as

> I seem to obtain by no means
i-^ satisfactory results I am ajiproach-

ing you for your kind help in

tracing the trouble. Internally, the'
engine seems in perfect order ; exter-

nally, there is nothing to be desired,

excef)t that the crank case gets oily.

All bearings work freely, without the
slightest uj] and down play in either

the big of little end bearings, or' worn
rings—in fact, as I have already said,

all bearings seem in new condition.

Compression is really very good, and
there are no browar marks on the piston

rings to denote blowing past of com-
pressed gases. Valves and ignition

are all timed correctly, and there is no
carbon deposit in the cylinder or on
the piston, as I have cleaned all this

off, and yet I still get the same trouble.

The machine is fitted with an Amac
two-lever carburetter and a No. 27 jet.

When I took the machine out for a trial

run after the overhaul recently I found
not the slightest difference in the power
of it, and although I obtained a fairish

speed it failed on a hill on top gear
(4|- to 1), but managed to craw'l up on'
low gear (9^ to 1). The cylinder was
very hot—in fact, it was " glowing," so
to speak, and the crank case was also
very hot. Compression was still quite
good even with the engine warm, and
it cannot be thr-ough under-oiling, as
when I overhauled I flushed all bearings
with parafBn oil_, then with lubricating'
oil, drained this, and then^ gave a
liberal supply of fresh oil. When run-
ning, the drip feed was set to empty
the pump in about eight miles, and at
the foot of the hill I gave it a full pump
and set the drip faster. The trouble
cannot be due to over-oUing. as sug-
gested by smoky e.xhaust. The valve
.springs are quite strong enough, so I
really cannot make out w-hy this
machine, with my light weight (8^ st.),

fliould fail on a small hill. There is

quite a powerful spark at the plug.

—

Fi't)ni your description, the engine appears
to be in pci-fect order, and it is therefore
.'liinost impos.silile to suggest a cause for
its poor performance on liills without
actually inspecting it. Possibly the
exhaust valve tappet clearance 'is too
great, thug cau.sing early closing of the
valve. The spark may pos-sibly be

C4
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advanced too far, or the sparking plug
may be defective, causing pre-ignition.

Try the effect of a slightly larger jet, say,
28 or 29. We pr-esurae, of course, that
you have eliminated such obvious causes
of the trouble as a binding rear brake,
tight wheel bearing, etc., and have satis-

fied yourself that there is no undue friction
arising from the gear box.

EXPERIENCES WANTEB.
"W.E.B. " (HoUoway).—Eta carbu-

retter on 4^ h.p. single with' sidecar.
Starting, slow running, power, and
economy.

IMPORTANT DATES.

•Wed., Aug. 18lh—
South 'Wales Club's Open Speed
Championship on Penchine Sands.

Mon., Aug. 23rd, lo Sa!.. Aug. 28lh—
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal., Sepl. 4lh—
Scottish Speed Championships ab St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

,,

Nov. 29lh Dec. 4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
BEADrORD TO Caelisle.—S.W.

Bradford, Menston, Burley, Ilkley,

Skipton, Settle, Ingleton, Kendal, Shap,

Penrith, Carlisle.

Derby to SCAEBOEOtrGH.^ANTI-RAILWAY.

Derby,- Ripley, Chesterfield, Sheffield,

Rotherham, Doncaster, Selby, York,

Malton, Scarborough.

•Newport to Torquay.—E.I.

Newport, Usk, Monmouth, Coleford,

Little Dean, Westbury, Gloucester,

Frocester, Stone, Alveston, Almondsbury,
Bristol, Redhill, -Sidcot, Highbridge,
Pawlett, Bridgwater, Taunton, Welling-

ton, Willand, Cullompton, Exeter, Alph-
ington, Chudleigh, Newton Abbot, Tor-

quay. Approximately 110 miles.

Peterborough to Ilfeacombe.—C.W.S.
Peterborough, Yaxley, Stilton, St.

Neots,. Sandy, Shefford, Hitchin, Luton,
St. Albans, Watford, Rickmansworth,
Denham, Slough, Maidenhead, Twyford,
Reading, Newbury, Hungerford, j\Iarl-

borough, Calne, Chippenham, Box, Bath,
'Radstock, Wells, Glastonbury, Bridg-
water, ilinehead, Lynton, Ilfracombe.

Birmingham, Torquay, Ilpbacombe,
Lynton, and 'Weston-super-Maee,
BlElIIXOHAM.

—

C.W.B.
Birmingham, Alcesttr, Evesham, Winch-

combe, Cheltenham, Leckhampton, Pains-
wick; Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath, Radstock,
Shepton Mallet, llchester, llminster,
Chard, Honiton, Exeter, Exminster,
Dawlish, Teignmouth, Torquay, Newton
Abbot, Bovey Tracy, Moreton'hampstead,
Okcluimpton, Hatherleigh, Merton, Tor-
liiigton, Bideford, Barnstaple, Ilfracombe,
Lynton, Countisbury, Porlock, Dunster,
JJridgwater, Pawlett, Highbridge, Brent
Knoll, Bleadon, Weston - sujier - Mare,
Worle, Congresbury, Bristol, TImrnbury,
Stone, (Jlouce.ster, 'lewkesbury . Worcester,
D|^twicli, Brom.sgrove, Biriinngliam.

New Prices.

The prices of Ariel motor ^cycles are

now as follow: 3^ h.p., £120; 6-7 h-i).,

£140; sidecar, £37 10s.

Agents Wanted.
The makers of the Beardmore-Precision

motor bicycle, Messrs. F. E. Baker, Ltd.,

King's Norton, near Birmingham,.-Wn-

timate that they are open to receive

applications for agencies during the

forthcoming season from districts where
they are not already -fully represented.

C^alogues Received.

The latest catalogue of Messrs. Weather-
proofs, Ltd., 10, Lovell's Court, Pater-

noster Row, London, E.G. 2, includes the

Wim rubbered motor cycle suit. We have
been using one of these during the last

six months, and have found it to be
quite waterproof in the heaviest of rains. ,

Surplus Tyres.

Messrs. Leo. Swain and Co. have been
appointed sole sales agents for the Slough
Trading Co., for the whole of the- Govern-
ment surplus tyres, solid and pneumatic.
Enquiries for these tyres should be sent

to 237-239, Deansgate, Manchester, or to >

Leo Swain and Co., tyre sales agents,

Slough Depot, Bucks.

An Alteration of Title.

Mr. A. H. Hunt, the vendor of

.

numerous electrical and other accessories

which are so popular among motor
cyclists, informs us that he has altered

the style of his firm, which in future
will be known as Messrs. A. H. Hunt,
Ltd., H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road,
Croydon, Surrey. ^ Mr. A.' H. Hunt,
together with his son, Mr. Cyril H.
Hunt, are joint managing directors.

Assistance.

A 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar, owned by a

High Wycombe reader, recently towed
for four miles a broken-down Ford car

containing the Mayor of that town,
weighing seventeen stones, the Mayoress-
thirteen stones, their daughter eleven,"

stones, and two other persons of twelve
and fourteen stones respectively. In
addition, there were the motor cyclist

and a passenger, making a grand total,

of eighty-eight and a halt stones plus tli?',

Ford, and a heavy chain used for towing.

An Advance in Price.

We have been asked to state by the

Tamplin Engineering Works, Kingston
Road, Staines, Cf7at in connection with
the necessary advance in price of the

Tamplin cycle car, which is now £150
plus 20%, several detailed improvements
are being carried out, such as the engine

fixing, the rear spring bearer allowing

for adjustment of the rear springs, ana
the exhaust rear tail pipe. Arrangements
are also being made to supply these im-

provements to present owners of the

vehicle at cost price.
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SOME RECENT PATENTS.
REVIEWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

Latest Details in Design, as revealed

by the Patent Files.

ME. and Mrs. Warne have certainly

succeeded in inventing a promising
adjusting device for Bowden wires,

which has the special merit of being finger-

operated, and of affording a very large

rajige of settings. The sketch is tolerably

self-explanatory. The sheath is cut away
amidships, and a short tube is fitted over

the internal wire or "core, being slotted

for the purpose. The. tube is fitted with

„ A. and H. Wame's adjustment for Bowden
cables. No. 136,912. 30/4/18.

slotted end caps, and after it is placed

in position on the core these end caps

4re turned, so that their slots do not

coincide, when the tube cannot slip ott the

obre. The drawing shows that only one

oi the end caps is socketed to act as a
"stop" for the Bowden sheath. The
'second stop is provided by a slotted bush
which slides inside the tube, and may be
locked in any desired position within

the tube by means of a protruding finger

and a wing nut.

Two-stroke with Variable Timing.

"Messrs. Lynn and Fison, to judge by
the Patent Office records, are developing
ail unusual type of two-stroke engine, in

which the fuel is supplied from a special

eompressor and injected into the cylinder

latie in the upward
Imroke of the piston,

flhus allowing -the crank
&a s e to be utilised

for compressing a

ilpavenging charge of

|Kr. It would appear
Ipiat during, their ex-
'gferiments some diffi-

£ulty has been en-
1 countered in obtaining
iiS" good mixture, since
a proportion of the air

used for scavenging
mingles with the in-

jjBcted charge of fuel,

'hey have surmounted
this detail in rather an
ingenious fashion. An
overhead poppet valve
[iB used for the exhaust, ,

shown in the sketch. (

jits tappet is made in ^

J
iwo portions, screwed

I
logether : the - upper

|]^arfc is squared, and
! passes through a
square hole in a plate

!

1 1

which is rotated by a control linked to

the throttle. As the throttle is closed,

the tappet or push-rod is lengthened, so
that the exhaust valve is held open
longer, and a larger proportion of the
scavenging charge of air escapes from
the cylinder. In other words, the patent
consists of a valve gear with a timing
which can be varied from the saddle.

A Compact Kick-starter.

Signer Garelli, of Milan, offers a modi-
fication of that type of kick starter in

which the toothed quadrant actuates a
pinion loosely mounted between the gear

c
A. Garelli's kick-starter. No.

126,621. 3/5/19.

wheels on the secondary shaft of the

gear box. As shown, the spindle of this

quadrant is parallel to. the gearshafts,

and the helical teeth on the side of the

loose pinion engage helical teeth on the

'de of a secondary gear wheel.

-G. W. Lynn and
F. J. Fison's two-

stroke engine. No.
136,879. 19/12/18.

Simplifying the Starter.

Mr. T. L. Williams has protected a

very neat ratchet device for use on kick

or handle engine
starters. The
drawing is prac-
tically self-ex-

planatory, A
ratchet wheel
i s. concentrically

mounted on the
shaft which it is

desired to rotate.

This ratchet lies

within a circular

recess formed in

the end of the
kick., lever, but
this recess is
eccentric in rela-

tion to the shaft.

The pawl is
mounted inside the
recess, and, as

shown, is clear of

the ratchet in the
idle position, and
is also, cleared if a
back fire occurs. A.
useful device where
overall width is a
consideration.

T. L. Williams s

kick-starter ratchet.

No, 134,990. 4/12/18.

Three-wheeler Construction.

I thought it was impossible to devise

anything new in the layout of a three-

wheeler frame. We have had the one-

wheel-astern and the one-wlieel-ahead

type, and the sidecar. But I do not re-

member having eeeiT anything like Mr.
Webb's proposals before. They are, of

course, tantamount to a sidecar in general

W. A. Webb's three-

wheeler chassis/ No.
133,740. 7/10/18.

effect, but the departures are by no means
without interest. The chassis is far less

lobsided, and the cross s'tresses are re-

duced. Moreover, side-by-side seating is

obviously suggested, and a wooden frame
is a cheap possibility. As the plan view
makes clear, the front wheel is not

mounted in forks, but on a' stub axle on
motor car lines, and is operated by a

gear and wheel. Mr. Webb has tackled

the sidecar afresh, as a distinct pro-

position, ignoring its evolution from a

bicycle_and a detachable fitting. It is

true he suggests as an alternative that

his chassis might be run broad end fore-

most, but the other notion appeals more.

C7
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A Neat Gear Control.

The next patent covers the very neat
gear control fitted to the Velocette
two-stroke. For those readers who have
not seen it, I should explain that the
sliding dog clutcli of the gear box is

fitted at one end witlr a circular rack,
Avhich is operated by a pinion on the
lower end of the straight gear control
rod. The " handle end " of this control
rod is a disc with a "detent" or tooth
on its underside ; this tooth engage.*:

with the notches of a ring-shaped
quadrant formed in the bracket protrud-
ing from the top tube of the frame. The

Veloce, Ltd., and P. J. Goodman's gear

control. No. 137,186. 20/3/19.

gear control rod is coupled to the gear

box by a uniyersal joint which is tele-

scopic and embodies a spring. The
whole device is extremely simple, prac-

tical, and cheap to make.

Detachable Wheel for Morgans.

From Mr. H. F. S. Morgan's latest

patent, I presume that his famous run-

about will in due course be equipped Avith

a detachable rear wheel. Cages in the

rear forks contain ball bearings, mounted
in housings which terminate in tubular
sleeves, projecting inwards. Similar

sleeves of smaller diameter project out-

wards from the two chain sprockets, so

that these sleeves .support the sprockets
when the knockout axle is withdrawn.
The drop-out rear wheel just fills the

space between the tw'o sprockets. The
drive passes from the wheel to the
fiprockets as follows : On the inner face

of each sprocket is a rectangular groove,
machined across a diameter, and cham-
fered for easy engagement. A rib or dog
of the same shape is machined on each
end of the wheel hub. The knock-out
spindle is threaded
tin'ough the assembly
and suitably locked.
It the axle is freed and
withdrawn the wheel
cnn he slid nut, leaving
the sprockets in n'llu.

'Jo replace, the driving
dogs are registered, the
wheel inserted, the
dugs tinned into thi'

horizontal position In

take the weight of the
whe<'l, and linally the
axle is Ihie.iiled ' back
and the nul «(•( nrcd.

Simplified Fork Springing.

A decidedly interesting spring fork is

shown ; the idea is M. Violet's, and it is--

given prominence in acknowledgment of

its novel simplicity. It is a telescopic

fork and the telescoiiic notions and re-

M. A. Violet's spring fork. No. 1 27,8 1 1

.

1/6/18.

actions produced by shocks are daruped
by a pack of leaf springs affixed to the
handle-bar by link work at each end.
The central rod or sliding member of the
Jork may be square or polygonal, though

^^his is not " essential. A lubricator is

fitted at the top, and a leather cojicej-tina

device is fitted beneath the steering head
t-o exclude dirt. I should much like to

try tliis fork on the road.

A Dutch Belt Fastener,

I hate to show any want of sympathy
towards inventors, but I do not love belt-

fasteners as a class, and I like ilr. J.

be shortened. Consequently, he eliminates

the usual fastener bolts, and substitutes

the fearsome saw-toothed pincers shown
in the sketch. Of course, I have not tried

this fastener : but in all respect, I suggest

that Mr. Stanley and the Forward people

might nurse the Dutch market, seeing that

Mr. Bouvy hails from Dordrecht.

Enclosed Tappet Rods.

Humphries and Dawes, in conjunction
with Mr. C. H.»Sims, are out to protect

us from the rage which arises when we
try to secure a delicate adjustment of

a tappet rod, which Js either

well and truly rusted up, or

has its threads so choked
with dirt that we are tempted
to Sccept a makeshift setting._

They achieve this ideal very

simply. The business por-

tion of the adjustment is',

sheathed in two tubes of sucli

diameters as to slide within

each other. Adjustment
complete, the
tubes are set to

cover the parts,

and a spring

clamp is bolted

round them < at

the ijoint where
they overlap. At
the' p r e s ejit

moment I own
two tappets sinii-

1 a r to those

shown in the

drawing, but
minus a n v

wer£ new, it

as they rusted

a good pait-ot

J. J. B. Bouvy 's belt fastener.

No. 133,923 28/1/19.
.

J, B. Bouvy's less than most. When a
" belt fastener is behaving itself it is out of

mind. Our business relationships w>ith

them are alwaj's strafes ; so no motor
cyclist can do justice to their merits.

Mr. Bouvy has conceived an intense

hatred of punches, knives, and boring
tools, which, in his opinion, weaken the

belt so that it pulls through, and has to

Humphries and Dawes
and C. H. Sims s valve

gear. No. 136,386.

20/2/19.

sheathing. When they
was a job to shift them
home : I ahvays needed
gaspliers to hold the pushrod, and a

well-fitting open-ended spanner to grasp

the tiny nut. After 10,000 miles the

adjustment ceased to hold, because the

screwing action over threads containing

road grit abraded the pitch. Mr. Sims

probably owns a sister engine, and has

allowed it to stimulate his brain.

Springing the Carrier.

It is unquestionably both difficult 'to

design a good spring frame, and expensive I

to manufacture one. Sundry designers 1

have already endeavoiired to outflauM

these twin problems by improving tho"!

suspension of a saddle on a rigid a'arijie.

Mr. W." P. Young completes .th?il|

coward's castle by devising a most tak

W. p. Young's spring carrier.

spring carrier, which must cei'tainly I

advertised as the " Flapper's Joy." ^1
sketch is self-explanatory, save that

must draw attention to tlie cam platj

beneath the spriiig.s. This enables tuj

insulation to be adjusted for succesfivl

inamoratas.

I
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HOLLAND WINS THE THIRD ANGLO-DUICH COMPETITION.
Trophy known as the "N. M. V. Beker," now the Property of the Country of its Origin.

LAST Saturday the fates decided that

the thrice run trial i'or^ the
" N.M.V. Beker" should be a win

|or the sporting Dutchmen. Thus the

cup becomes the property of the coimtry

,of its origin.

The Dutch team won by 45 marks,
losing a total of 234 against the 281 lost

:by the English team. Debited to Hol-
-la.nd's team there were four stops, while

all the British, team, except one, made
iian-stop runs. The unfortunate English-
'man was H. Colver (Matchless), who
•rode in, the place of C. E. Collier, and
who lost 135 marks.
Only two competitors had entirely

clean sheets, England and Holland shar-

ing in this Ijonour : J. A. Newman
(Sunbeam) being the English rider, and
J. H. P. Jansen (7-9 Harley-Davidson),

the fortunate Dutchman.

The Deciding Contest.

It was a happy baud of motor cyclists

that crossed from Harwich to Antwerp
on Tuesday of last week. Their ultimate

destination was Maastricht, the starting

^oint of the third International Trial,

England v. Holland. Additional interest

was vested in the event by reason of the

fact that both Holland and England held
one share Til the cup presented by Messrs.

Ferwerda and Citroen in 1912, and success

in the event rejuvenated since the war
settled the final destination of the trophy.

So many trials having been arranged in

England during 1920, and the F.I.CM.
Grenoble Si.x Days Trial having failed to

attract a representative British industry,
this International event provided ^ wel-

The route of the Trial in Holland, which
took place last Saturday.

come change from the ordinary run of

contests. On the way to the mouth of

the Scheldt, a Marconigram was

despatched from the-s.s. Antwerp, con-

veying greetings to the Dutch Club from
the British riders aboard. It was a

curious coincidence that, travelling by
the same boat, was the team. of British

pedal .cyclists selected to represent the

home counti'y in the Olympic Inter-

national events at Antwerp. A photo-

graph was taken by The Motor Ci/ele

operator of the group of cyclists and
motor cyclists on the upper deck.

Arriving at Antwerp after a good
crossing, the machines were disembarked
by rope slings what time the riders

stood by with an.xious eyes. Customs
formalities took- some considerable time,

no . assistance being rendered by the

A.C.U. either here or at Harwich, which
was the subject of much bitter comment.
So much time was lost that the idea of

continuing that afternoon over the Bel-

gian border was abandoned, and the
night was, therefore, spent in Antwerp.

A Sporting Dutchman.

Next day proved wet, yet not suffici-

ently to deter the sporting Dutch motor
cyclist J. H. Neninhys from riding his

N.U.T. machine to Antwerp in order to

pilot the Britishers across Belgium. This
good sportsman's action was greatly
appreciated, and at 11 a.m., rain still

falling fast, he led the way rin SLalines

and Louvain. Quite naturally, the many
traces of war proved a source of interest

to the riders. Active work is in pro-

, Some of the competing riders and machines at Harwich just

previous to embarking for Belgium en route to Holland.
Observe the additional identificatiop plates necessary to conform
to international touring regulations. G.B. signifies that the

machines are from Great Britain.
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English and Dutch riders by the Canal, Maarsen. E'. A. Edwards (3i N.U.T.) and L. J.

Haren (2f Douglas), incidentally both reserve riders.

Near Utrecht. G. Smith (31 Sunbeam), who, with L. Hunse (4 Wanderer), led their

fellow competitors.

Near Cinbl Two British machines in opposinR teams—.1 3^ N.U.T. and a Douglas.

gress in restoration—in fact, a genuine
impression of activity was left upon the
minds of the riders. The roads, how-
ever, were so bad that comparatively
little attention could be paid to the
scenery ; it was bump, bump all the
time over stone setts, only one short
stretch . of macadam road being en-
countered. Through St. Trond and
Tongres the riders journeyed to Vise
and, extraordinarily enough, passed,
without knowing it, the Belgian frontier
station. The officials are usually most
wary, and how everybody passed through "

to the Dutch douune is beyond compre-
hension. Here no delay was experiencedj
but the sidecar drivers had to return
to the Belgian frontier to get their

papers' signed, so that a reclaim could
correctly be lodged for the £20 deposit
paid. Arrived at jMaastricht, the mem-
bers of the Nederlands Club were met
in force, and, clad in their dust begrimed
clothes, the riders were forthwith led to

the ancient Town Hall for the official

reception accorded by the burgomaster,
Mr. Chas. von Oppen. His private room
was packed to .overflowing as he wel-

comed first in Dutch and then in English
the sixty or seventy riders and officials

congregated. This honour was greatly

appreciated, and the thanks of the

British riders were conveyed by Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, Editor of The Motor^
Cycle, who had been previously elected

the captain of the British team. ,

Excellent Arrangements.

Then followed the secRnd demonstra-
tion of the wonderful organisation

notable throughout the trial by the Eoyal
Dutch Motor Cyclists' Union. A book
of tickets was handed to each rider,

showing hotel arranged, price, all meals,

garage, etc., with tear-out slips which
themselves acted as an itinerary of the

arrangements. Moreover, every bill had
been paid in advance, the total amourit

shown on the front—averaging about
forty gulden—being shown on the cover,

which amount Avas refunded ria the Auto
Cycle Union to the Eoyal' Dutch M.C.U.
Then followed the first of a series of

dinners in real Dutch style.

The Grabal Garage was full to overflow-

ing on Friday, the Dutch riders for the

most part having American machines, the-

British riders being mounted on all

British mounts of a variety of makes,
with the exception of one reserve.

After a preliminary look I'ound the

machines after their, short yet shaky trip

from Antwerp, a move was made ta

Valkenburg, in the Province of Limbure,
where lunch w'as takei), il. Nic Jannink
(the sporting president), E. J. Maas (the

treasurer), and i\Ir. L. G. Zegers Veeckens
(the secretary) being present. Mr. Zegers
Veeckens proved a very cheery soul and
an indefatigable worker, and earned the
warmest praise from the competitors.

From one o'clock till after four the lunch
was in progress, and a jovial affair it

proved. \'ery tired, the riders then
visited caves for which Valkenburg is

fasious. Walking for nearly lialt a mile
underground amidst rocks the Britishers
enjoyed a weird and novel experience in

the pitch black grolto. The long line was
headed by a brass baiul and men carrying
huid'rns, and the procession—not by any
nR\ui.s a silent one !— will long be re-

called by those of the parly.

I
Itiii
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Supper timed for 6.50 was abandoned
by the Britishers, who were incapable of

another repast. Consequently, tliey

wended their way back to the garage at

Maastricht, replenished the tanks, and
affixed the number plates, each set of

which w-ere handed over in a neat card-

hoard box, together with route and control

cards.

Extraordinary keenness was shown by
both Dutch and British riders, nothing
was left to chance. Hunse had the

valves of his Wanderer out for cleaning,

and nearly all cleaned out the carburetters

and examined the plugs. Crosswaithe
(James sc. ) found a damaged washer in

his gear box, and had another made at

the official garage Grabal. At the last

moment the British team elected H. P.

Lucas (8 Zenith), a reserve man, to fill

the vacant position in Class B. By
9 p.m. all machines were in garage com-
plete Tvitli number-plates ready for the

start on the morrow, sundry details on
the extraordinarily complete route card
having been 'explained.

A Non-stop Trial.

The total course measured 292.9 kilo-

metres, divided into three sections, and
the speeds varied from thirty to thirty-

fefive kilometres per hour (18| and 22
m.p.h. ) for" the various sizes Of engines.

^It was a' non-stop event throughout,
though provision was, of course, made
for possible delays at railway crossings.

_

At the very outset on Saturday, the

7th inst., an oppoi-tunity of losing marks
was provided, tor sixty seconds ^ere
allowed each rider in which to get his

engine running.

£; At the start at . 6.30 a.m. some con-

g-fusion was caused by the absence of

Swatch cases ; they arrived but five

^minutes prior to the start. All got away
[Swell in favourable weatb&r, and com-
£.jnenced with a curious course to the

I -g
south-west, of Maastricht, j^^ Very tricky

1^ the bends' proved, and arrows were not
iptoo plentiful. It was too early for the
jg^.^'illagers, who assisted later to point tlT6

jfT^way. Ellis (Matchless sc.) went off the
i.'t'route, and was nearly up to the German
,:?-lrontier before he discovered his mistake.

|J
Lt. Kidstone (Sunbeam) found that his

t

En route lo.HoUand. Pav^ at Malines, Belgium.

watch gained time, and soon he over-

hauled the leaders, G. Smith (Sunbeam),
England, and Hunse (Wanderer), Hol-
land.

, Early Troubles.

Another Matchless rider was unfor-
tunate,- for Colver, who took C. R.
Collier's place in the team, broke a

chain. But the Dutcli team's ranks were
also being thinned, one suffering a punc-
ture and "another plug trouble. Through
i-emarkably picturesque scenery the

route twisted first this way and then
that, but always over passably good
macadam roads, much to tlie competitors'

glee. In one town rejoicing in the' name
of Sittard, some very bad lyavi was^
crossed, but, macadam roads were agaii)

the order. As the procession proceeded,

official cars, w-hi.cli seemed to be legion,

would speed past with open exhausts

ready for the seciet checks. There weie

no fewer than seven of these, besides
three stated controls, and herein, we
think, the Dutch club made a mistake,
for secret checks place far too great a
factor on the reliability of the watch
instead of the reliability of the machine.
Aft€r such a long distance the run
positively became a bore due to a con-

stant eye on the watch, and the diffi-

culty in deciding where one actually was.
Railway crossings caused temporary halts,

perhaps naturally, as they are so

numerous in the Netherlands. The,first
stage ended at Veuls (111 kilometres),

and most reported non-stops to this

point. *rhe remarkably regular running
of Gibb (Douglas), Newman (Sunbeam),
Hugh Gibson (Clyno), and Don (Zenith)
was interesting to observe. No more
careful quartette could be imagined.

The second stage was to St Anna (fifty-

nine kilom), a pretty stretch oi countiy

V.K»^H9«

H. Pels (7-9 Harley-Davidson), one of the Dut:h amateur riders, in Grondveldt.

CI 3
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Amateurs.—G Smith (31 > Sunbeam), Lt. G. P.
Glen Kidston, B.N. (S'A Sunbeam), E A. Edwards
(3"/, NUT), F. A Hardy (5 Zenith), F. Dover
(4 TnuBphj, H P Lucas (8 Zenith), H. IBoyn-
ton (5 6 James sc ), C Crossthwaits (5 6 .Tames
sc ) F J Ellis (8 Matchless sc ), and 8. Barron
(7 9 Harley Davidson sc )

Teade Kidees.—W B Gibb (2'4 Douglas). J.
A Newman (31/2 Sunbeam), Hugh Gibeon (2Vo
Clyno), Kaye Don (6 Zenith), L Newey (6 Ariel)^
P W Moffatt (4 Douglas), W. Pratt (6 MatchleBs
sc ), H V Colver (8 Matchle^s-'sc ). E B. Ware
(8 Matchless sc ), and J W G Todd (8 Reading
Standard)

j A. Newman (Sunbeam) in the vicmity of Amsterdam.

which, howevei, could not be enjoyed to

the full. At St Anna the teiry was used

to cioss the water, and due to this and
anothei feuy over a tiibutary of the

Rhine, coupled with railway ciossings,

it had been arranged that the lun to

Arnhem should not be timed

The thud, last, and prettiest section

of this enjoyable and spoiling trial wab
from Arnhem to Amsterdam (111 9 kilom<i)

The Dutch iideig lode magnificently. It

was noticeable how dexterously they

handled their British and American
mounts. A Beardmore-Precision, a Metro-

Tyler, a Cedos, and a James formed a

quartette of most reliable British machines
in the Dutch team, checking at ' each

tontrol most regularly. Two or three

Douglas riders also kept splendidly to

time, and generally it can be stated

that reliability was the outstanding

feature, marks lost being due to being"

early or late at controls. Dutchmen
consider it a double sin to be a minute
too early, so penalised riders two marks

for e\ery minute eaily, and onl> one for

every miuute late

In Utrecht ciowdt, as u=ual on these

occasions ' lined the streets Todd
(Reading-Standard), a resei\e British

iider, took a toss on one of the many
acute bends.

The Final Section.

Delightfully picturesque Dutch scenery

was enjoyed about Nieuweisluis—where
the road ciossed and recrossed when it

did not run actually beside the Merwede
Canal. There were occasional hold ups
while sailing barges and steamers passed
through the swing bridges. A goodly
concourse of interested people gathered
at the Stadium to witness the' finish, most
pf the riders receiving an ovation as they
clocked in as regularly as clockwork. At
the conclusion of the run no one could
forecast the result, for the complicated
series of checks entailed much work for

' the willing Dutch officials.

The British team which competed, was
composed of the following riders :

H. Gibson (2i Clyno) near Zeist.

The machines used by the Dutch team
and its reserves included four Douglas,
two James, nine Harley-Davidson, tliree

Indian, two Simplex,
,
and one each

Wanderer, Bianchi, Sarolea, Henderson,
Royal Enfield, Metro-Tyler, Blackburne,"
Cedos, Excelsior, and Martinsvde.

CURRENT CHAT ^^^TT^L,
The Degory Carburetter.

Readers have manifested a keen interest

in the Degory carburetter with which a

reader recently claimed a petrol con-

sumption of 113 m.p.h. on a Scott. In
this week's issue (page 184) we are able

to give details to this no-jet instrument.

Motor Cycle Detectives.

Announcements have appeared in

various journals concerning the recent
decision to employ motor cycles in the
detective branch of the Metropolitan
Police.

We recently had an interview with one
of the heads of the detective branch, who
gave us a certain amount of information
concerning this new departure, which is

A further sign of the appreciation by the
Government of the work 'which can be
performed by motor cycles.

The machines employed are 4 h.p.
Triumphs, and are reconstructed Army
models equipped with comfortable side-
carH They are to be used in the Metro-
))olitan police area, a district whicli ex-
and hope shortly to give particulars of a
test by a incnibcr of the staff.

CI.
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tends over a far greater tract of country
than most people imagine, having an
average radius of fifteen miles.

These sidecar outfits will be extremely
useful ill taking detective officers to out-
lying districts, and will enable them to
reach quickly the scene of any crime
which may have been committed, and
to facilitate the superintendence of those
working under them.

Naturally, it would be unwise to deal
in detail with the nature of the work
these officers have to perform, so we
give but a sketchy outline of their duties.
The officers who are taking up the
driving of these motor cycles are .being
instructed by the Public Carriage Depart-
ment under Superintendent Bassom,
who informs us that some are already
becoming quite proficient, but, naturally,
the time taken to learn ' properly varies
considerably with each man. The men
are instructed in theory as well as in
practice, and are given a considerable
amoiint of instruction in driving in
London traffic. Superintendent Bassom
informs us that the men are exceptionally
enthusiastic.

The Late Captain M. A. J. Orde, R.A.F.

It is with very deep regret - that we
have to announce the death of Captain
Michael A. J. Orde, eldest son of Sir
Julian (3rde, secretary of- the Royal
Automobile Club, who' was killed whOe
Hying at Netheravon on the 5th inst.

His loss will be greatly felt by those
who knev/.him. He w-as- of a popular
and generous disposition, and an excep-
tionally charming fellow. We extend
our heartfelt sympathies to Sir Julian
aiid Lady Orde in their irrevocable loss.

London to Holyhead Trial Results.
The awards for the Ealing Club's suc-

cessful holiday event to Holyhead have
now been announced. Maude's fifty

guinea challenge shield, replica of same
and gold medal, Rex G. Mundy (10 h.p.
G.N.). Gold medals.—D. D. Tilt (4
Triumph), W. G. Boyer (5-6 Rover), A.
G. Battley (4 Triumph), "G. Nott (8
-Matchless sc), Mrs. Knowles (5i Norton),
P. Cunningham (3^ P. and M.). Silver
medals: ¥. S. Spouse (10 T.B. cycle car),
R. M. Knowles (3^ ISIorton), and T. J.

Ross (8 Matchless sc).
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A BATTLE OF SPLIT
SECONDS.

Due! between 330 c.c. and 500 c.c. Machines at

Chatsworih Park.

NEVER before was such a scene wit-

nessed in the historic park of
C'hatswortli as occurred last Satur-

day. In this sylvan setting, midst the
oaks and elms, and to the music of the
Kiver Derwent, was held the open speed
trials organised by the East Midland and
Yorkshire Clubs. The meeting was most
opportrme, for hundreds of holiday-

makers in the district took advantage of

the afternoon's sport. At one period of
the day there were 5.000 spectators pre-

sent, and hundreds of motor vehicles of

all descriptions, from baby two-strokes to

Eolls-Eoyce cars, parked thickly near to

the course. One adverse comment has
to be made, and it may as well be made
at the outset. The programme was in-

ordinately lengthy. Eight" solid hours
of speed events are more than sufficient

to tire the keenest enthusiast. It was
satisfactory for the clubs to obtain an
entry of 450, but if it desirable to attract

so many entrants, why not start the
trial earlier in the day ? As it was, the
last event on the programme took place
close on 9 p.m.

Wolverhampton Rivalry.

After a few events had taken place,

it was obvious that the feature of the
day was to be the tussle between A.J.S.
and Sunbeam machines, class after class

affording the public so'me fine duels be-
tween H. R. Davies and G. Dance. In
Class 4, for sidecars from standing start,

possibly H. R. Davies was seen at his

best. Few thought that Geo. Grinton's
time on the 7-9 h.p. Harley would be
equalled, but immediately after the big
sidecar had hurtled down the course
Davies brought along his little 2J A.J.S.
and sidecar in exactly the same time of
37|s. ," a fine performance that was
applauded by the spectators and freely

commented upon by many people.

J

Later in the afternoon Davies broke
a valve, which unfortunately put him
out of the running for subsequent events.

But another A.J.S. rider, G. S.

Boston, -immediately showed' what his

little machine could do solo, and proved
just as formidable- in the solo classes

as Davies had in the. sidecar events. Of
the Norton entrants V. Horsman made
the best time, being only two-fifths of a

second behind Dance (S^ Sunbeam), who
attained officially the best time of the

day. This was an extremely good per-

formance, for, as is well known, Norton
racing engines, do not vary fundamentally
from standard speed models.
- As the afternoon progressed there was
speculation • as to whether Boston's
figures would be improved. He had
obtained 27^s. in two classes, and it was
not until Class 19 was reached that
Dance equalted that time. Of all the
classes this- one revealed the best riding,

A scene at the finishing point. G. S. Boston, with his A.J.S. sidecar, in Class 6.

cig
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X

A study of H. R. Davies, who made gcod

speeds with his A.J.S. sidecar.

for Boston once more covered the course
in 27-^-s., making three times in all.

Horsman in |s. more.
By the time the last class was reached

these times had not been bettered, and
as a final wind up to the long drawn out
afternoon, Dance and Boston rode for the

fastest time of the day. There was
almost a hush at the finishing tape when
Boston's machine ' was seen streaking
down the course, .and the geileral com-
ment was as he flashed by that he had
bettered his time of 27^s., but to the
general disappointment a hitch had
occurred in the telephone department,
and his time had not been' taken, thus
necessitating another run down for him.
A hum in the distance denoted that
Dance had started on his 3^ h.p. Sun-
beam, and in a few seconds he flashed
by, just equalling the old times of
Boston and liimself—27^-s.

"Fastest" Time o£ the Day.

Now would the little A.J.S. beat it?

Opinion was divided, and incidentally a

little problem also created in some
people's mind. Must the " fastest time
of the day" actually be so, in fact. If

Boston failed to beat his own record of
27-^s., would Dance obtain " fastest time
of the day" with his 27-^-s ? This was
soon decided, for 27|s. was recorded for
Boston* a few seconds after he had
flashed by. Dance, in consequence, ob-
tained fastest time of the day, though _

his time had been equalled on three occa-
sions by Boston. There need be no
questioning the right or wrong of the
case, however, for the last " event " to

decide the tie ' for "fastest time," and
the best time in this last duel was
the deciding factor, anomalous as it may
appear. The following are the results
(length of course halt a mile) :

CX-ASS I.

—

Open. Sidkcars - under 350 c.c.

Standing Start.

Time.
J. George Dance (23 Sunbeam) ...-. 39ts.
2. G. S. Boston (2? A.J.S.) 40JS.
3. H. R. Davies (2i A.J..S.) 45js,

CLASS 2.—tMembers, Sidecar« fNoER 600 C.C-

Standing Start.

1. H. R. Davies (2 J A.J.S.)
'.

3gjs.
2. V. Horsman {3'. Norton) .(ois.

3. G. Dance \2\ Sunbeam) 40i[3,

CLASS 3.

—

Open. Sidecars under 750 cr.
Standing Start.

I. H. R. Davies (2j A.I.S.) 384-,
• G. S. lioston (2} A.j.S.) (ojs
• G. Dance (23 Sunbeam) tojs

• Equal, 2nd place.
'
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CLASS 4.

—

Open. Sidecars, unlimited c.c.

Standing Start:

Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davi:l?on) 37*5.
• H. R, Da\-ies {2% A-J-S.) ' 37ts.

% Geo. Stobart (5-6 James) 39s5.
* Equal for ist place,

CLASS 5.—Open. Sidecars under 350 c.c.

Flying Start.

1. G. S. Boston {2^- A.J.S.) 33^s.

2. G. Dance {2\ Sunbeam) , , z\\~-

3. G. Cowley, senr. (2 J A.J.S.) 47|?-

Class 6.

—

Members. Sidecars um^r 6qo c.c.

Fhing Start.
'^

T. H. R. Davies {z\ A.J.S.) , 32^5.

2. G. Dance (3.'. Sunbeam) 33^s.

3. G. S. Boston (2.^ A.J.S.) - 33§s.

CLASS 7.

—

Open. Sidecars under 750 C.C.

Fhang Start.

I. G. Dance {3?. Sunbeam) 32?s.
* E. W. Walker (3.'. Norton) 33^8.
* H. R. Davies {z\ A.J.S.) 33*5.

Equal for 2nd place.

CLASS 8.

—

Open. Sidec.\rs, unlimited c.c.

Flying Start.

1. G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson) 3o|s.

2. F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson) 3iis.

3. G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) 3^s_

CLASS 9.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 275 c.c.

Standing Start.

T. F. Borter (sj Lexis) 40^5.

2. Marv C. Tennison (2! Velocette) 45^s.

3. J. S.' Bennett {2V Metr--TyleF) 50^5.

CLASS 10.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 350 c.c.

Standing Start.

1. G, S. Boston (2| A.J.S.) 33^s.

2. G. Dance (2J Sunbeam) 33fs.

3. F. Porter (2^ Levis) 40^5.

CLASS II.

—

Open. Solo M.\ctnNES under 500 c.c.

Standing Start.

1. G. S. Boston {2\ A.J.S.) 32?s.
* V. Horsman (30 Norton) 33s.

* G. Dance (2 J Sunbeam) 33s.
* Equal for 2nd place,

CLASS 12.

—

Members. Solo Machines under
600 c.c. Standing Start, j

* G. S. Boston (23 A.J.S.) 32^5.
* G. Dance (2J Sunbeam) 3-3?s.

2. V. Horsman (3^ Norton) 33^5
Equal for ist place.

CLASS 13.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 750 c.c.

Standing Start.

-I. G. Dance (2J Suabeam) 33]ts.

2, H. R. Harvcyson (3! Indian) 36s.

CLASS 14.

—

Open, Solo Machines, UNLimTro C.C.
. Standing Start.

I. G S Boston (2^> A J"S ) 32!^
2 G Gr nton {7 9 Harle> Davidbon) 33fs
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CLASS 15.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 275 c.c.

Flying Start.

1. Fred. Porter (2^ Levis) 36|s.
2. Marj' C. Jennison (2J Velocette) 4o{s.

3. J. „. Bennett [zl Metro-Tyler) ^-z\s.

CLASS i6.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 350 c.c.

Flying Start.

1. G. S. Boston {2% A.J.S 27^5.
2. G. Dance (2^ Sunbeam) 27|s.-

3. A. Hodgson (2^ Douglas) . .

.
, 32|s. -

CLASS 17.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 500 c.c.-

Fl>-ing Start.

I. G. S. Boston (2I A.J.S.) 27is.
"

* V. Horeman (3^ Norton) 27|S,
* G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) 27fs*

,
* Equal for 2nd place.

CLASS 18,

—

Members. Solo Machines under
600 c.c. * Flying Start.

I. G. S. Boston {2% A.J.S.) 27is.

'

* V. Horsman (3^ Norton) 27|s,
* G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) . . , 27gs.

* Equal for 2nd place.

CLASS 19.

—

Open. Solo Machines under 750 c.c,

*

Flying Start.

I. G. S. Boston (2J A.J.S.) 27^5.
* V. Horsman (3^ Norton) . 27|s,
* G. Dance (30 Sunbeam) 27|s.

'

* Equal for 2nd place.

CLASS 20.

—

Open. Solo Machines, unlimited c.c.'

Fljnng Start.

1. Geo. Grinton {7-9 Harley-Davidson) 27§s.

2. Geo. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) . . . ; 27^5..

,

3. H. R. Harveyscn (7-9 Indian) 27^3."

CLASS_ 2i.^0pen. Three-wheel Runabouts.
Standing Start.

1. F. W. James (Morgan) 441s-.

2. W. Marriot (Morgan) 50^5;

CLASS 22.

—

Open. Three-wheel Runabouts.
Flying Start.

1. F. W. James (Morgan) 4ofs.
2. W. Marriot (Morgan) 43fs.

THE NEW SIDECAR TAXES,
As announced in last week's issue, an

amendment has been made in the side-

car taxes for next year. The interests

of motor cyclists on the Motor Legis-

lation Committee are represented by the

A.C.U. and the Manufacturers' Union.
On a recent occasion these two bodies
suggested that, lightweight sidecar out-

fits should be taxed £2 10s. This means
30s. for the motor bicycle and £1 for

the sidecar. As previously announced,
the heavyweight sidecar outfit is taxed
£4, that is, £3 for the motor bicycle

and £1 for the sidecar.

A Norton at speed. Victor Horsman, who put up very good performances, travelling at ,«

over 60 m.p.h.
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A New Dual Pprpose
Machine.

The 4 h p. Powell

with Outside Fly-

wheel.

FOR some montlis past we
have been in toucli with
the well-known firm of

"Powell Bros., Ltd., the Cam-
It
/brian Iron Works, Wrexham,
who have been quietly develop-

ing a new line o£ business
which takes the form of a 4

h.p. motor cycle. They are by no means
newcomers to the field of internal com-
bustion engines, though it was not until

after the war that they decided to enter
the lists as producers of a motor cycle.

Having secured as designer !Mr. E.

A. Burney, whose name is already well
known in connection with the Blackburne
and Burney machine, it is perhaps hardly
,,surprising to find that the new engine
is fitted with

, a large outside flywheel,

but here the -resemblance between the

two engines ends, for many new and
distinctive features are incorporated in

the new Powell engine. Mr. Burney,
who became a despatch rider in August,
1914, and ended his war-time career in

charge of a repair workshop, had many
opportunities of studying motor cycles

under the hardest possible services and,
naturally, the results of his experience
have been embodied in the new design.

The new Powell engine In an experimental frame
for testmg purposes. Several amendments are likely

to be embodied in the production model.

The engine luis a bore and stroke ot
85 mm. and 96.5 mm. respectively (547.8
c.c), and the cylinder is inclined for-

ward at an angle of 30°. A detachable
cylinder head is held down by four long
studs, the cylinder itself being. separately
attached by nuts at the base of these
studs.

Sprocket Outside the Flywheel.

A one-piece hollow crankshaft is car-

ried in very large Skefko ball bearings
on either side, and the flywheel is fixed
on to the shaft immediately outside the
crank case. By using a short, large
diamet«r hollow shaft torsional oscilla-

tion is minimised, and the primary drive
is rendered extremely accessible by its

position on the outside of the flywheel.

A split big end (Igin. diameter xljin.
long) is employed, and the patented
method of lubrication for this part is

most interesting. llie leadmg face of
each crank web is grooved, tlie groove
becoming, gradually deeper until it

reaches the inside of the hollow crank
pin, so that oil is flung into the pin by
centrifugal force. It then reaches the
bearing via a hole drilled radially in

the crank pin, and- is distributed over
the surface by two grooves cut in the
crank pin and formhig an inclined angle
of 50°. These grooves have a maximum
depth at the hole and taper away to
nothing, while there are no grooves in
the bronze bearing. Half-inch diameter
hollow adjustable tappets, working in

cast iron guides, operate the side-by-side
valves, and the arrangement of cam and
distribution gear deserves special atten-
tion. A single cam controls the lift

of both inlet and exhaust valves, while
sjiecially formed rockers are relied on to
provide the necessary variation in

periods. Meshing with the cam wheel is

a large bronze intermediate wheel, which
in turn drives a steel w'heel on the mag-
neto spindle.

Lubricating the Timing Gear.

The cam and rockers are provided witli

.special means of lubrication, and the
intermediate wheel bearing is lubricated
by oil thrown, oft t'^c i^'im wheel, the gear
teeth of the former being narrower by
ain. than the latter to facilitate this

arrangement. Anhardened thruet plate
locates the loose gear wheels, and a single

cover plate encloses all the timing gear.

It will be gathered from the above that
the magneto is carried on -the crank case.

Valve side of tjie engine designed by Mr. E. A. Burney for iKe Powell motor cycle.

j'- Observe the cradle supporting the unit, which permits the engine, complete with magneto and

Mi equipment, to be reirioved from the frame m ten minutes.

The crankshaft of the Powell engine,

showing the oil grooves in the webs. There

ore also oil grooves m the centre of the

crank pin from the oil exit, so arranged that

a capillary action is produced in addition to

that of centrifugal force, combining to make

a simple but very efficient lubrication system

at the " big end.'

C2I
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A New Dual Purpose Machine.—
A special bracket is, in fact, cast on the
base cliamber behind the cylinder, and
the magneto is held in position by a single

large stud.

Two points immediately strike the

observer. The engine is remarkably clean

as regards oil leakage, and it has no
iLwkward crevices or excrescences to collect

mud, every corner being cal-efully rounded.
Probably the disposition and arrangement
«f the large ball release valve has much
to do with the fact that the engine keeps
so clean.

Before passing on to the frame and
transmission, one other important point
must be mentioned. Owing to special

constTuction, it is claimed that the engine

]^^OT(^1L®
unit complete with magneto and carbu-

retter can be removed from the frame in

ten minutes. Tlris is largely due to the
method of engine fixing, for the unit is

carried by plates, permanently fixed to

the frame and extending from front to

back so as to form in effect a loop frame.

Chain-cum-belt Tiansmission.

Transmission is by chain and belt

through a Stnrmey-Archer three-speed

gear. The frame has a slightly sloping

top tube curved downwards at the rear,

and a two-gallon petrol tank is fitted.

Oil is pumped to the engine by a plain

enclosed oil pump, and the frame details

follow standard lines, though only the

highest class of fittings are employed.

AUGUST i2th, ig20.

On the road a curious and desirable

combination of effects is noticeable, for

the engine combines the slow tick over
and excellent pulling powers, which go
with a large outside flywheel, with the
freedom .and " revving " qualities of the
more usual inside flywheel type.

A very fair turn of speed is available
in spite of the fact that the machine
which we handled is the first, of its type,
and remains unfinished in certain details,

having fifed for the first time a. day or
two before our trial.. .

It is expected that the new machine will

be in production in time for the next
Olympia Show, and we feel justified in

prophesying a I'osy future for such an
admirably designed motor cycle.

'.-A

Two-stroke Takes Long Distance Records.
330 c.c. Alecto at Brooklands averages over 41 m.p.h. for Twelve Hours.

AFTER the performances of the simple
two-stroke in post-war reliability

trials, and its success in winning
The Motor Cycle trophy in the T.T., it

only remained for someone to break
records on Brooklands firmly to establish

this type of engine for every purpose.

On Tuesday of last week Stanley Gill,

riding a 350 c.c. Alecto, broke, among
others, the ten, eleven, and twelve hours
records in Classes B, C, and E, and the

nine-hour record for Class B.

The following are new times and speeds
set up by the Alecto, and also the figm-es

of the records broken :

Kine hours.—583 miles 764 yards= 42.60

nrTp.h. in Class B, beating F. A. Hc-Nab's
record of 6lb miles 1,658 yards of

May 27th.

Ten hours.—421 miles 758 yards = 42.14

m.p.h. in Classes B, C, and E, beating

McNab's Jlay record in the first mentioned
class, Pullen and Green Rudge record of

1913 41.94 m.p.h. in Classes C and E.

Eleven hours.—459 miles 1,165 yards =
41.78 m.p.h. in Classes B; C, and E.'beat-
ingMcNab's speed by 1.56 m.p.h.

42is. = 41.75

C. Previous

154s. = 41.71

Twelve hours.—500 milcLS 951 yards =
41.71 m.p.h. in Classes B, C, and E.

400 miles.—9h. 31m. 29|s. =41.99 m.p.h.

Class B-, previously held by McNab =
41.94 m.p.h.

450 miles. — lOh. 46m.
m.p.h. Classes B. and
record, llh. lOm. 8|s.

500 miles. — llh. 59m.
m.p.h. Classes B, C, and E.

Classes C and E are for 500 c.c. and
1,000 c.c. machines respectively, so Gill's

performance on a single- cylinder air-cooled

two-stroke is really remarkable.
The bore and stroke of the' Alecto engine

are 76, mm. respectively, the capacity
being 345 c.c. The equipment of the
record-breaking machine included Brooks
saddle, Amac carburetter, C.A.V. mag-
neto, Dunlop fin. belt, and Lodge plug,

while Shell spirit and Castrol oil. were
used.

Worthy of special mention is the per-

formance of the Hutchinson tyres used on
the record-breaking run. The same tyres

were used tliroughout, and one was by
ho means new. The official timekeeeper,

Mr. A. y. Ebbewhite, informs us thati?;

he has timed every motor cycle record'
on Brooklands, and he does not recall any^
similar performance by a pair of tyres.
We congratulate all concerned, especi-

'

ally Stanley Gill as the rider, and Cash-
more Bros., the makers of the first two-
stroke" to secure long-distance records on
Brooklands.

-£^^:

A SCOTTISH TWO DAYS
TRIAL.

AVERY excellent idea is to be carried
into effect in the forthcoming
Scottish Two Days Trial to be held

in September next, as already announced
in this journal. The D.R. Engineering
Company of Dunfermline and Edinburgh
have offered a special prize for any team
of three riders nominated by an agent.

. The conditions are as follows :

(1.) The machines need not necessarily
be of one make, but must be makes for

which the agent holds an agency or sub-
agency.

(2.) At least one rider in each team,
must be nominated by the agent. '1

(3.) The agent may enter as mariy
teams as he likes.

(4.) No I'ider may be nominated ''by

more than one agent.
This arrangement, we consider, is a

most excellent and original idea, whereby
the small country agent will be given
an opportunity of distinguishing himsdlf
to the same extent as will a larger agent.

Entries for this trial should be sent

in as soon as possible to Mr. GrahaiB
Davidson, hon. trials secretary, Edilt-

burgh and District Motor Club, Ltd., 6,

Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. ^
No ballot is to be held for riding

position, but competitors will be des-

patched in the order in which their

entries are received.

ilcy ho, on a 350 c c. two-strol<c Alecto, broke several records on Brooklands last week.

DEATH OF BLACK PRINCE
DESIGNER. ^

We regret to have to report the death

la.«t week of Ernest William Cameron, I

the designer of tlic Black Prince single

])lug (hit twin and the Black Prince Run-

about. The deceased was found dead in

a wood near his home at Askern, where,

during temporary insanity, he ha<l

hanged himself.
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" Earnestness is ever deeply solemn." (Jane Eyre).

isms (No. 14)

Carry this into your motor cycling world,

have you noticed the promises and announce"
ments of many new comers? How often

have these promises been kept ?

The " Acme " is a new comer, a mount of

distinction, a machine to be proud of.

Solemn is my promise and earnest my
intention that the " Acme " shall always be

to every rider " The Machine of no regrets."

S h.p. Twin-cylinder,
Three-speed Gear Box.
28" X 3* Detachable Interchangeable Wheels.
Permanent Sidecar connections.

Coach-built Sidecar.

Cantilever Sprinjine;, etc.

Price £19O-0-O nett

'

+ 12i%.
Complete Combination, Spare Wheel included.

iGd a copy of ilie specification now.\

cme
MOTOR CN^Cl-ESTa 8 h.p. Twin-cyluider "Acme' Combination.

The Machine of no Regrets j^g Coventry Acme Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry

Would you travel

far and wide ?

Fit a Brooks

enjoy the ride.

It is a great feature of a

BROOKS
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

' Saddle that it enables the rider to travel greater

distances. " It makes life worth motor

cycling." Write for a " Brooks Book."

J. B. BROOKS & CO,. LTD., 49, Criterion Works. Birmingham.

In nnswerinq them adrcrtisemeyUs it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cych.
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Holiday Bargains.

Cash. Exchange. Extended Payments.
BLACKBURNE8 h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter

BLACKBURNE 8 h.p. Twin, with Hendersoi^L Elite sidecar

MATCHLESS MODEL H, Combination, spare wheel ...
HUMBER 4I h.p Flat Twin, 3-speed clutch and kick-starter

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. 3-speed-, clutch and kick-starter . .

RUDGE I.O.M., sih.p.'Multi andclutch
HARLEY-DAVlbSON, 5 h.p. Sports model flat twin

JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination .. .. .. ..

NEW IMPERIALS h.p. Combination
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2J h.p., 2-speed clutch and kick-starter

COULSON B, 4 h.p., 3-speed Sports model .

.

. . .

.

VERUS, 2f h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter

VERUS, 4 h.p. Blackburne 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter . . \

.

LEA-FRANCIS, 34- h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, all chain drive

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 8 h.p. Blackburne engine, electric lighting, 2-seater body, spare

COULSON B, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame
COULSON B, 2| h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring

COULSON B, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter

COULSON B, 2J h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-spee"d, clutch and kick starter

VERUS, 2f h.p., 2-stroke 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter

VERUS, 2| h.p. 2-stroke, single speed. .. .. ..

H.B., 2j h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter

WOOLER, i\ h.p. flat twin, variable gear, touring models .

.

WOOLER, 2j h.p. Flat twin, variable gear. Semi T.T. Model, with footboards

ALLON, 2 J h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch and kick-start .

.

. . .

.

O.K., Villiers 2-speed, 'best value for money ....
CALTHORPE J. A.P., 2j h.p., Enfield 2-speed
CALTHORPE, 2| h,p., 2-stroke, Enfield 2-speed

P.V., 2| h.p., Villiers 2-speed, spring frame
CLYNO, i\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

DIAMOND 2^ h.p. Sports model
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2i h.p., single speed, Villie-s engine .. ..

EXCELSIOR, 2|- h.p J.A.P.,- 2-speed.

EXCELSIOR, 2| h. p.-, 2-stroke, 2-speed

PAX, 2;| h.p., Blackburne engine, 2-speed ....
All the above are brand new and may be purchased bypaying halfdown and balance

£180
£225
£205
£140
£135 a
£110 5
£164 9 10

. . .. £190

. . .. £186 18
£85
£110 5
£110 5
£127 10
£130

vheel, etc. £280
£110 5
£99 15
£127 10
£110 5
£80 -0

£60
£99 15
£102
£103 10
£85
£65

£74 11 plus 5
0/

£71 8
£75 plus 5%

£75
£62 3
£67 1

£78
£67
£96 12

i9»

nl2 monthly instalments.

BRAND NEW 1920 MODELS.
SPECIAL OFFER.

O.K. JUNIOR, 2| h.p. Union engine^ Hutchinson tyres, B. and B. Carburetter, C.A.V. Magneto,
very best finish throughout. Finest value on the market. Cash £50 8 or £16 16 down
and 12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £3 3 0.

DOUGLAS, 1917-8 Combination, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, thoroughly over-

hauled, repainted makers' colours, £120 Cash, or £60 down and 12 Monthly payments
of £5 15 0. A new bulbous back sidecar body can be fitted for £5 extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Extended Payment Orders can only be accepted in England,

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'Phone—Croydon 2450. 'Grams—"Track, Croydon."

C26 In annwrimj this advcrtinemcnt it is (Icsirabh to mention " Thc\Motor Cj/cle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

20 AllJays Allon, iludel de Luxe, 2-speed oounter-
3li;ift, kick starter. Laud chittJi, meclianifal horn,

,u,j belt iind case, tools, eto., only ridden lew times,
I-, .liit-'Iv fis new; £75,—Allen, Suliool House, Tovil,

.Mn.l:^tune. [1375

.^Xli-P- Alldaj-s Allon, late 1920, mileage under 300,
-w 2 liimlops uupunctuied, as new. Cowey liorn, tools

1 outfit, eleitric light, Tan-Sad ; inspection any time
ilav.—Hardv, S.K. Hospital, New Croes. £75, or

- :.est offer. [9544
American X.

I MEPaCAX X Combination, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,i dynamo lighting, Watsonian sidecar, bulbous
.u^ks 2 lockers, hood, screen, first-class order £120,
; nearest.—13, Woodstock Rd., Poplar. [1266

\ MERICAN X 7-9h.p., dynamo-mag." lighting, elec-
A trie lamps, extra strong reinforced sidecar, elec-
; horn, late 1917; £l40.—Martin, 7, Reynolds Av.,
ithdean, Brighton. Anv trial bv appointment.

[1272
JVTEW 1920 7-9h.p. American X. 3-5peed standard
H;-^, model, hand and foot-ccntrolled clutch., .mechani-
iiil lubrication, fitted with latest model de luxe bul-
Bl3Us back Millford sidecar; £198; one, only in stock
Ir immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
I'd., Birmingham.

"

[1637
Ariel.

Hi^YRlL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Anels.-
w-^ Chapel -Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. F2257

ijl BIEL Combination,
_

6h.p., S-speed countershaft,
1^1- clutch and E.S., as new; £120,-4, The- Square,
|jirsha}toa. [1924

920 S'/^h.p. Ariel, 3-speed countershaft, just in for
immediate delivery.-Wincvcle Co., Ltd., 236

ph Holborn, W.C.I. [9867

^ BIEL, all models, early deliTerif-.s ; all parts st:ocked.

-F. Speakman. Ariel Expert, -~7, Eochdale Ed.,
krpurhey, Manchester.

'

[7414

920 3'2li-P- Ariel and Henderson Sidecar, as new;
£130, or part exchange 2?4h.p. Douglas.—P.'

issham, Cirencester. [1592

I' ili.p. Ariel Combination, in nice running order,
1^2 variable gear; £47, or near.-Meager' Bros., 58,
^lepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [1777

BIEL 3-speed 3y2h.p. ; list price ; demonstration
- with pleasure ; approximate ccn-t with sidecar and
essoi'ies, £150, or solo.—Phone ileeten; 163 Dorking.

[1854
RIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, perfect condition, all

> accessories and extrar-; £115, or near offer; seen
appointment.—50, Billington R,d., New Cross, S.E.

[1540
iTAtJCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Ariels. De-
T ." livery from* stock of 3 brand new 3^oh.p. com-
[lataons; exchange arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
lej London. . [2039
RIEL S^oh.p. Combination, underslung, 3-speed
clutch, llecompressor, horn, lamps, etc., perfect
ing order; bargain price; Thursday after 7.—73d,

I'rtedown Rd., W.9. [X8079

RIEL 3i^h.p, Combination, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
• speedometer, Bosch, B. and B., decompressor, 3
' tyres, accessories; trial; £75.—Write Lines, 49,
ie Rd., Sticod, Kent. l1905
RIEL Countershaft -Models, solo or sidecar, in

stock.-A. J. Youns and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage,
Tmarfcet ('Phone: 214), and 75, Albany St., N.W.I
hone; 5476 Museum). [1096

J
20 3i-jh.p. Ariel Combination, fast, reliable, con-

dition as new, delivered April, complete, 3 new
PS, 2 generators, oisner going abroad; £150.—Capt.
pes, Southfleet, Dorchester. [1110

IBIEL 1920 6-7h.p., and Hontgomery sidecar, cdin-
plete Tvith Lucas Tiead lamp, tail lamp, Cowey

a, low mileage, first-class condition throughout:
,r3,-4, Taunton Rd., Bridgwater. [9795
' BARGAIN at £107/10.-1920 Ariel, 3-speed
;

coQBtershaft iuodel, K.S., lauip^s, bom, tools, com-
e, tonditioii as new, tvres nnpuncrured or will sell
osii system.—Porter, Hadleigh, Essex. [1032

lis Ariel S^/i.h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
^ lamps. Klaxon, tyres splendid condition, back
iid new, all spares, will climb, anything ; bargain, £86.
jcpzier, 68, Owston Rd., Carcroft, Doncaster. [9694

BIEL S^.^h.p. Combination, new December, 3-€peed
countershaft, splendid condition, makers' sidecar,

li 12 Tolt lighting set, lamps, horn, spares, insurance

;

' trial; £135.-A.. 1. Princes Av., Muswell Hill, N.
i»™

"
[1718

|RIEL 1919 (Oct.) Si-t.p.. coachbuilt sidecar,
mechanical horn, 3 generators, rear lamp, punc*

j>-proof tube-, spare inner tube, splendid condition

;

.15.—Bradley, 2, Carlton Bank," Harpenden, Herts.
1

. [XS249
llTli.p. Ariel Combination, late 1919, sidecar brand

I

new, lamps, horn," speedometer, new condition
mghout, only done small mileage; anv examination
inal; owner bought car; £146 ' 10.—Burton, Foundry
'ise, London Rd., East Dereham. [1874
120 (June) 6-7h.p. Ariel and Grindlay sprung

wheel sidecar de luxe, large P. and H. head
p. Cowe y horn, speedometer, luggage carrier,
01 tm carrier. Easting wind screen, full length
*^' 2 spare belts, numerous other spares, complete
kit^ mileage under 1,500, take 3 anvwhere. climb

;huig: nearest offer to £200.—A. Goodfellow,
Urd Rd., Birkdale, Southpbrt. [X8428

FOR BiVlMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW 1920 MODELS.

SOLO.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7 9 h.p.. electric £192 17
HARLEY-DAVIDS0N,r-9b.p., magneto . 1184 11
BLACKBURNE, . 8 h.p. twin, standard

model, solo . . .
.- £170

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., a-speed £73 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3V h.p. twin, M..\.G.

engine £130' 6
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p. twin J..\.P., 3-sp. £147
DIAMOND, 2i h.p. Villiers. 2-speed, clutch,

kick start » £84 3
FRANOIS-BARNETT, 2:; h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed, clutch, kick-start £84
RUBY, 2", h.p. J..\.P., y^peed, kick-start.

sprins; frame £120 D
VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60
VERUS, 2} h.p., Blackbume engine £110 5
VERUS, 4 h.p., Blackbume engine £126
P.V.,'spring frame, 2} h.p., 2-speed, slightly

soiled (less io»„) '. £78 15
METRO-TYLER, 2} h.p., 2-speed, slightly .

soiled (less id'o) S69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new ntodel £95 18
PORTLAND, 23 h.p., 2 speed £60
CLYNO, 2j h.p., speed, cKitch £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

QUADRANT, 4 h.p., complete with Sd> -

car £145
ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, complete with

Sidecar £208
ARIEL, 3^ h.p., chain-cum-beit,3'-speed . £115
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p.. twin, standard

model i £170
ActjuiUy ijt stock at tims of ^oiii-^ to Prc^s.

SECOND-HAND M03E1.S
SOLO.

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., W.D. model, 2-5peed,
with re-enamelled tank ^ £68

NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £70
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., all-chain drive, all

accessories £69

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
DOUGLAS, 1914 model. 3.! h.p.. 2 sp., kick-

start, Bosch magneto £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J..\.P. engine,

3-speed, W.D. model, complete with
Sidecar '. £145

ROVER, 6 h.p. J.-'V^P. engine. 3-speed, all-

chain drive, complet-i with Sidecar . . £145
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.

1918 and r9i9 W.D., 7-9 h.p. twin, magneto,
kick start, 3-specd gear, clutch, standard models.

Guaranteed in sound niuning order.
Solo £110
Combinatioa '. £145"

Trade supplied.

DEFERRED PAYMEXTS.—A third purchase
price on delivery of machisi^, the balance spread
over a pjrioi of eight months 7\'^o extra.

lOaCreATPOIIUANDSli-V

LONDOM W.I. '^'t'orsK"*'"

TELEGRAMS- ^ ^m ' TELCff'

Motor T^TflRT

IOO,mRIS STREET,

EXETER. -

TCLctf'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

IMilEDIATE Deliuery from stock, one only, 3i^h.p.
Ariel combination, 3-stieed. clutch, etc.

;
price

£152/10.—Loynds, Garage, Darwen. [9432

Ai'mis.

AEMIS, 1920, brand new, 2iih,p. J.A.P., 2 speeds,
kick start, clutch, straight tube frame, Saxon,

Tliomson-Bennett. Amac, drip feed, handsome machine;
ueare.3t list price secures.—59, Rogers Kd., Birming-
ham. - [1864

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, in perfect condition.—Northern

Motors, 42, North Audley St., W. [9883

AUTO-WHEEL, attached gent's cycle, ride away:
£15.-15- St. Winifred's Rd., Teddington. [1735

WALL Auto-wheel, excellent order throughout

;

£11/11, or nearest offer.-Bennet. 41, Hermitus'e
Gardens, Edinburgh. [9986

AUTO Wheel, 1920 Model de Luxe, in stock; im-
mediate delivery, £27/10.—Wilkins, Simpson,

opposite Olympia London, [1027 .

AUTO-ATHEEL, Wall de luxe, only run 50 miles,
packed and railed; £12/10.—Oak Lodge, Brook

Lano, Salisbvrry Green, Hants. [9926

AUTO-WHEEL Model de Luxe, condition as new,
120 m.p.g.: mechanical inspection invited; £13;

attached gent's cycle, £20.—Abbott, Garthorpe, Goole.
[9705

WALL Auto-Wheel, fitted to Chater-Lea tandem,
ladv-back, 3-speed, Dunlop Magnums, electric

I
lamps, cyclometer, accessories, and spares, equal to new

;

£35.-159, Trinitv Ed., Wandsworth Common. [9591
Bat,

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat, horn, lamps, etc., perfect; £145.

—

-Li? 43, St. Matthews St., Ipswich. [1937

1 Q20 Bat, Model 4, new, immediate delivery; S160.
i-V —Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden-. Tel.: 16.

tl505
BAT 6h.p., 3-speed, in stock, new; list, £160.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.
[1625

BAT-J.A.P. o.h.v. 5h.p., Sinks, 2-speed, K.S.; £65
—Oxford House-,*.Southbourne, Bournemouth.

[1523

BAT.—Immediate delivery 6h.p. countershaft 3-speed
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X8210

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Canoelet sidecar;
£60.—8a, Blue Ball "i'ard, St. James' St., Pitca-

dilly, W. [9446

BAT Model 4 6h.p.. 3-speed; £160; in stock.--

Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real > Service Firm,
Taunton and Totnes. - [1054

1020 Bat Combination in Stock, 6h.p.; solo £160,
-LJ7 combination £204.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.,

W.l. Tel.: 6626 Museum. ' [9930

"IO20 8h.p. Bat, 3-speed, etc., brand new; list

XJ7 price, £160.—E. Bamber and Co., . Ltd., 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [1118

7-9h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, in good condition,
new cylinders, coachbuilt sidecar, requires tuning

up; £65, or offer.-274, Baker St., Enfield. [1380

BAT-J.A.P. 1915 Sh.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, iust re-enamelled and plated, un-

usually smart, all new equipment; £125.—181, Clap-

ham Rd., S.W. [2056

BAT. 1920, 6h.p., spring frame, 3-speed, chain drive,

semi-T.T.. only used for a small mileage, guaran-
teed sound; £150.—JSlce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. , [0066

NEW 1920 Bat, Model No. 4, 6h.p., 3-speed, all- -

chain drive, fitted with Montgomery sidecar;

£190; immediate delivery fi>om stock. The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1638

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 1914, 8h.p., 3-speed counter-

shaft, kick starter, Bosch mag., electric light,

coachbuilt sidecar, in splendid condition; £90.—Mattock
! Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing, W.5. [9586

BAT Sh.p. Combination, September, 1919, 1920
engine, dynamo and acetylene lighting, hood,

screen, luggage grid, spares, etc.; £175.—Seen at 9,

Eaton Mews South, Victoria. Tel. : "Vic. 9294. [1709

BKAXD New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat, 3-ppeed,

countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all-

chain drive model; £160, solo; or can be fitted wita

anv make of sidecar to order.—Wauchope's, 9, Rhre

Lane, London. [2044
Beardmore

BEAEDMOEE-PEECISIONS; delivery 7 days; £95.
-Grnndex, 138, Gray's Inn Ed., W.O. [1216

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, slightly soiled; £95
with hooter.—Turpin, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton

[0202
BEAEDMORE-PEECISION, 1920, ridden 150 miles;

£75.—Janes and Adams, 101, High St., E. Finch;

ley.

TQ20 Beardmore-Precision,
Xt/ ridden; bought car;

Grimsby.
BEAEDMOEE-PEECISION; deliveries from .itock

;

£95.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service
Firm, Taunton. [1060

"I Q20 Beardmore-Precision, not done 100 miles, as
it/ new, £95; or with electric lighting (Hunt's),
and Cowey horn, £105.—Captain Studd, R.A.F..
Worthy Down, Winchester. [9893

[9752

absolutely new, un-
£85.—Cook, Millfield,

[X8316

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each ad\ ertisement, and the date of the issue. c29
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motor cycles for sale.
Blackburne.

"I
020 4h.p. Elackbuine jCombination, small mileage;

-Lv lide 50 uiiles to purchaser; suip, £148, completi?.
—Sheldon, AVheatley, Oxon. - [9765

'1 Q20 4h.p. Bhickbnine -CombiiiotLOu," F.E.S. lamps,
J-*' mechanical horu, perfect condition, very small
mileage; offers.—4, Taunton Ed., Bridgirater. [9796

BLACKBURNE, 1920 models, delivered irom stock.
4h.p. single and 8h.p. twin; list price.—Elce and

Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C^
[0072

"|'Q20 4L.p. Blnokimrne Comiiination, Lucas lamps,
-«-t7 horn, Easting mnd ecreeu, and, accessories, in-

surance policy for" 9 months, afi new; 140 gne., baif^ain.

—37, AYcston Ed., Stafford. [9958

1 Q20 8h.p, Blackburne and Henderson de Luxe
JLt/ sidecai-j not 1 month old, as new, complete
lamps, horn, etc.; £190; owner got delivery of car.—
Fell, Gladstone St., Scarborough. [9999

1 0)20 411. p. Blackburne Combination, Millford side-
J-t? car, electric light [accumulator), leg-shields, spare
Tahes, tyiee perfect, done under 1,000 miles, insurance;
owner going abroad ; £165.—Impey, Steeple Ashtun,
Trowbridge. [9731

"IQ20 8h.p. Blackburne Combination, complete with
-Lt/ oiriginal Blackburne sidecar, spare wheel, etc.,

mileage about 2,000, special heavy Palmer tyres,
lamps, "horu speedometer, hood, screen, tools, etc.,

recently overhanled by makers; price £240.—Can be
Been at London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

[9403
Blumfield.

BLOOMFIELD Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, acces-
sories, smart, good condition ; £70.—Maida Vale

Motor Works, Porisdown Ed., AY. . L940P

tiown.

1 Q16 2^4h.p. Bown, 2-stroke, Sturmey 3 speeds, clutch,
J-t/ 2Vl> Dirnlop tyres, excellent condition; £63.—Hey,
B2, Bradley Hall Ed., Nelson. [X8186

' Bradbury
BEADBUET.— Order no:.- to avoid disappointment.—

TJie Walsa'l Grarage. Wokerhampton St, Walsall.
[5762

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 1914-. 2-speed, kick
f-tart, chain tlrive, clutch ; near £60.—(xilyard, 5,

KoTth Wing, Bradiord. [9949

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-spe6d, N.S.U.; £42/10; cash,
credit; exchange.—Service Co., Ltd., 292, High

Holborn, W.C.I. [1237

BRADBURY 4.'^h.p. 1916 Combination, C.B., K.S.,
Grado gear, Bosch; £65, or near.-110, Harringay

Ed., Harringay, N.15. [laiio

BRADBURY Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed, new
cylinder, overhauled as new ; 55 gns.—249. Sel-

Luict Ed.; South' Nor"wood_ - [9680

IMMEDIATE Delivery from stock, one only, 4h.p.
Bradlniry combination, 3-epeed clutch, etc.; price

£160/10.—Loynds, Garage, Danven. [943?

1 Q20 New 6h.p. Bradbury and Henderson Elite side
X*7- car with screen; £205.
149, St. James' St., Burnley. Tel.

;

Hebden and Son,
488. [9846

N

£96.— 6b. p. twin Bradbiiry (A.J.S. engine, countershaft,
kick start], C.B. combination, speedometer, hood,

lamps; any trial.—Lambert, 1, Pitlake, Croydon. [9571

1 Q'14 4h.p. T.T. Bradbury, low, fast, and reliable
J- if machine, lamps, horn, and tools, perfect con-
dition; £42.—Box 6,896, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2019

Brough.
EW Model S- 5-6h.p. Brongh in etock, at list price.
—Markovitz, Tideswell, Buxton. [1015

T.T. 3i/.h.p, Brough, 2-speed, grand machine; £70.—
Minchin Motor Mart, 39, Penrhyn Rd., King-

ston-on-Thames. [1349

BROUGH, new 5-6h.p. model in stock; immediate
delivery; £140.—Redditch Garages, Ltd., Unicorn

Hill, Redditch. [X8323

EARLY delivery of new 1920 model Brough from
sole Birmingham agents.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Astcn Rd., Birmingham. [1639

BROUGH 3'ih.p., T.T., o.h.v., S.A. 3-sreed, K.S.,
lamp, tools, etc., very fast and economical, good

condition; £90.-Write, Dibbs, Rock House, Cromloi-d.
[1446

BROUGH 3Kh.p. Flat Twin," o.h.v., T.T. model,
very last, original tyres, ))aint like new, 28 lbs.

sidecar if wanted.—Apply, Westwood Morriss, Ltd., 67,
.lermyn St., S.W.I. . [8481

BROUGH 1916 S'/^h.p., overhead valves. Stiirmcy-
Arche; gear box, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,

fast, f^plendid condition-; 70 gns.—Loweth, 6, Mount
Pleasant Rd., Ealing, [1476

1Q20 Brough 5b. p. Twin, 3-speed Stnrmey-Arcber,XU Rramnton buffer, spring forks, R.S.4 type side-
car, elei:tric lighting, splendid order; £140.—Aiderton.

Rramnton buffer, spring forks, R.S.4 type side
ei:tric lighting, splendid order; £140.—Aiderton,

Haidwick Rd., Reigate. 'Phone: 154. [1165

• ROUGH, late model, opposed twin, counter.^haftB' Stuimcy-Arcber 3-8pced, K,S.. liiind clutfdi, Wat
Konian Hporttnif sidcciir, all accessorieH, very fast; any
trial nr examination ; £80 ; seoji nnv time.—O.S , ]4
Bwuton Rd.. liow, E.3. Tel.: E3 155. [1^159

Brown.
15 4'/(b.i). B.S.A., all-cliaiii. lamiJP. horn, vpocdo-

rn.tfr; .£75.'-ninnd, lUd JIou^o. Soham. [1833

KEYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away

4. h.p. DOUGLAS Combina^ £170

2} h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with dutch ... . £105

2j h.p. DOUGLAS, without dutch £100

Other New Machines in Stock.

2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-specd^ £80 17
27 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and

kick-starter £89 5
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Combina-

tion £186 18
3lh.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.

engine £130
JAMES, 2-spced, 2-stroke £75
OLYMPIC, 2-speed, l-stroke, with clutch

and kick-starter £80
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £56 10"

4^ h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-cbain. and Side-

car £152
3! h.p. RUDGE-MULTI.IsleofManmodel £110 5
ALLON, 2-speed, 2-strQke, clutch, and kick-

starter £85
8 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model (2 weeks) . . £162
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, dynamo ~

lighting .
. £231 7 6

Second-hand Machines.

SPECIAL OFFER.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, and Side-

car, with head lamps, tail lamp,
mechanical horn, and sidecar lamp.
As new. Bargain £163

1915 2} h.p. 2-spced DOUGLAS £65
1916 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS, fitted with

all lamps and speedometer £70
1917 3-5peed 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, with all

ac essories £100
1920 JAMES, 2-5trokc, 2-speed £72
Victory Model MATCHLESS and Sidecar . £160

Sidecars in Stock.

GANOELET, for Harley-Davidson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Skiff £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.
'

Large Slock ol Powell & Hanmer Lamps,

and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

19
C.v^ •*" l>:tter« rchiting to advcitisemciits should quote the number at the end of each a<ivei'ti«cmunt, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Brown.
31-4h.p. Brown, 3-speed hub, inst overhauled, acre--

2 series: £18.-349. Church Rd.. Leyton, F i .^

[1387^
enclosed. B. ar...

'^-

B

;
£28, or offer.—Merifleld, 17. Church Ed., Richmond

[1S71
B.S.A.

series; £38.—349, Church Bd.,

BHCWN, 1914, 3V;h.p., Boich,
excellent conditinn, Guaranteed, after 6

B S.A Combination, 3'/'h.n., 2-siieed, K ?.,

drive: £65.—Bown, Chithurst, Petersfield. [190!

4ih.p. B.S.A., complete witli lamps, etc. ; P^
.

4 Pickering, Shrewsbury. [X83gC

B.S.A.—The Walsall Gar.Tge, Walsall, booking oideii

for all models : rotation . deliveries. . [576:

B.S.A. IMO Brand New Model H. Combinatiim aoi
twin model in stoek.—Moss, Wem. (X8l4<

BROWN 4h.p. : first reasonable offer; seen an]

time.—56, Sunnmgfields Rd., Hendon. [1041

I Q20 B.S.A. Model H in stock; £110; ivith Emjiin
X«/ sidecar; £142.—Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury;

[873S

"I Q17 B.S.A. Combination, all chain; £88; bargaia
-LU after 6.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes

[160:

1019 B.S.A. Combination, all accessories and spares
-It/ £130.-Elliott, Glondale, King Charles Rd., Sui

.

biton. [210,^

B.S.A. Combinations from stock at list prices.—A. JS
Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, NewmarketH

Phone: 214. [109:'*

B.S.A. 3-speed 4i4h.p. Coach Combination, spe«c

ometer, lamps, horn; £75, or offer.—202, Trinit
'

Rd., S.W.17. [974^

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. twin 4]^ solo or combination; lis*

prices ; call and inspect.—Paskell's, 45, Gray's In; »

Rd., W.C.2. [129

B.S.A.. 1920 T.T., perfect, insured, niile.age 300; fSi

oilers.-Breese, Church Croft, Weston Pail

Thames Ditton. [990

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4l4h.p. Solo, all chain, mileage 50( i;

-Lf/ lamps, tools, Klaxon; £il5.—Bishop, Tuffls
'

Av., Gloucester. [X839

-

B.S.A. 1915 4Mh.p.. countershaft, 3 speeds, iio
-i

siiirt, all-chain drive; £80.—Hole, 129, Par
Lane, Carshalton.

.
[179

"I Q20 B.S.A., all-chain, Montgomery sidecar, con

i~*y bination new, unregistered; £142.—^Box 6,871

c/o The Motor Cycle. . [183

B.S.A- Combination, 1916, countershaft, chain-oui

belt, speedometer, -lamps, etc., perfect; £110.

33, Kew Rd., Richmond. (13:

B.S.A. (Model K.) and sidecar, August, 1919, e.'iM.j

lent condition; owner buying car; £125.—Drakii
Wootten's Garage, Oxford. [69<|

"IQ13 B.S.A., 2-speed, all-chain drive, restoved ml
-ii/ overhauled, complete lamps and horn; £80. I

Jackson Bros., Horsham. [99(
^

1 O20 B.S.A. SVsh.p., single gear, holder of 4 hoi

Xt/ 500 CO. record; 100 gns.—Edwards and, Cc]

50, Harrington Ed., S.W.7. [9BII

B.S.A. 1913. S'/ohp. Clutch Model, P.11mer oorii

lamps, horn, si)€edometer, tools, spares; £48.[f

78. Adelaide Ed., West Ealing. [IL

B.S.A. Combination, 1918. new tyres, lamp, iota
tools, etc., splendid order and condition ; lOOgnsp

D. Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. ,^U
1020 B.S.A., all-cli.iin, Montgomery No. 2 grej

i-'J B.S.A. sidecar, outfit brand new; £139.—

W

6,810, c/o The Motor Cycle. 19S\

~i 015 B.S.A. Combination, 4i,4b.p., 3-speed countl
-i-t? Shalt K.S., sood condition; £105, or offers; aj
trial.-37. Regent St., Engby. [X80

-J

B.S.A. 1917 4i4h.p. 3-speed Combination, bennli:ij

coudition; £115: exchange eolo machine^'!
Springbanl: Ed., Hither Green. [18 (

B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, new frame a

bearings, Millford sidecar, 2 new tyres, lami

£100.—Chambers, Faringdon, Berks. [17
J

B.S.A., excellent condition, coaehbnilt sidecar, I*u

liguting and born, email mileage; bargain, £

—Toui.s, 111, Hagley Ed., Stourbridge. - [1<|

B.S.A. 1917 4h.p. Combination. 3-5peed counterehjl tij.,

B.S.A. sidecar, like new; £90.-1, Havelook Ji *
"

Forest Hill, S.E.23. Sydenham 1315. [ST

TJ.S.A. 1920 Model K, just delivered; owner «j
jy accept first offer over £110.—Baker, 6, Bedf.

Pliice, W.e.l. 'Phone: Gcrrard 3801. W-

Sih.p. B.S.A., 2-speeds, free engine, ppdal sU;

2 Hinks carburetter, enamel .and plating So

£48.—H. Wailcs, High Ackworth, Pontofract. [U

B.S.A. Cnmliinatum 4"/Sh.p., late 1915, allA
<nnntershatt, new tyies, lamps, horn, etc. ; i

..«i>r/!.-Ri<e, 32, Eagle Ed., Guildford, Surrey, [I

1 Q19 4',llip. Ji.S.A. Model K. 3-8Pced Co?uhin»t

L?/ lamps, horu, tools, etc., iierfcit condition

raiining order; trial'; £130.-Ilofrock8, 51, Soymoor 1

Boltnu. 1'

-1017 B.S.A. 3Kll.P- T.T., Miller Innip.i, horn,
JLt/ tools, very fast, any trial; jiricc £65.—AP
Goddard. Hazel Wofld, Kingslnn Rd., Leathern'

Surrey. tfi
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orie«. as new;
i-'athampton. -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

COVEITTET EAGLE 2?ih.p., 2-spes!d, repainted, en-
pine overhauled by m&ker3. new tvres; first cheque

for £40 secures—D. Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [1149

1 020 Coventrj- Eagle, 2Kh.p. J.A.P., Stnrmey-Archer
1-^ gears, cluteh and kick start, not done 200 miles,
-•iiaranteed; £75.—Hnmmel, Pangbourne, Berks. [9531
nOVENTEY EAGLE, 1920, 23<h.p. J.A.P. hand^ clutch, kick start, S.A. 2^pe9d, mileage 25, accea-

£85.—Gardner. 53, Atherley Ed.,
[9437

Coventry Record. ,

4-''-,?,;i.„'^°™'"7
Record, Bosch mag., adjustablea: pulley, good condition and appearance; £25 lor

imck sale.—\ates, 9, Tudor Rd., Hampton, Middlesex

„ ,
[1280

19^^.,.^^'^' •°^''°' Bowns 2.speed, 2-stroke, pillion

liiA n? ',, n"'*'
'"^''essories, good condition; £50.-iVindmiU, 17, Wmslow Ed., Fulham. W.6. [9606

De Luxe.

D'^fm'-'S^ ^J+'"";'
™",™se 300, perfect condition

:

-' i44.-13, Kmgskerwell Ed., Newton Abbot. [1720nE LUXE 2;!ih.p.. 2-stroke, Druids, Amac, BICY aS"^\ '^^P^ ^""i generator; £36.-13 tfni^n
It., Smethwick, Birmingham. '

[2076

'V'^]I.,",^°*^^-*I'- °« ^'^^^- 2-stroke, 2-speed, Palmer
ert; £56.-Lancaster Lodge, Orpington. [9649

Diamond.
.rjIAMOIJp, single speed, just delirered; £6,3.-Bar-i-f ratt. Worcester St., Wolverhampton. [X8034

L9^^£5?ni?"'"r^ .^iPeed 2-stroke. mileage 300;!-•' £52/10.-Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury [8737

J^'^nJ^J^'J^'-J^P' '""^ "rty delivery ol all modal•J Diamonds.-Cbapel \sh, Wolverhampton 12266

iD^tit^h^" "?,° Single-speed 2-stroke. demonstration

m W^uJ? '^''' ''^'°* ^^^ !'"'=«; 56 gns.-Bedford
larage, Walsall.

DIAMOND finest finish, best value on market, 2-

f^J^;.fi63; in stock.-CIark, 7, Exhibition Ed,outh Kensington.
[1627

Colmore Depot
THE

FAMOUS HOUSE
FOR

MTIW 1920 21^h.p. Diamond. 2-stroke, in stock for

n Tl^'^Bi'
delivery; £62.-The Premier Motor

0., Aaton Ed., Birmingham. [1640

O^^J^"""' t^^i';-"- Diamond-Jap, Enfield 2-speed,.^speedometer lamps, etc., as new; £68.-Write o^
ill, Swaine, 4, Eippla Villa, Dagenhai Dock, Essex

j2'''^l„?h'"™f'o'''"' .''''='' "'»»'"• hand-controfltd
„,.,,* and 2-speed gear, in stock for delivery

, manufacturers list price, 3e84/3.-Davison, Bute St.""*"•
[1704

i|\IAMOND, 2?ih.p. J.A.P., 1919%, Enfield 2-sneed

m1^^'' ^'J™' *r' '^"' sood t.vri and belt, iJ'^^i
^ Maid?lhe°ad."^

'''-^- ' ^'"*^^='"' ^^^ ^f^
[(JIAMOND T.T. Nov., isig" ViUiers 2i;.h.p. special

J
piston, 2-speed, Amac W.S.R. jet, limps, horn

.d tools complete, perfect condition; £65, or nea^.:er.-Apply, 24, Victoria Ed., Leigh-in-Sea! [2077

,
Douglas.

|,\OUGLAS.

|?ffiTANT DeUvery.

11

.iL Latest Models.

• h.p. Cdmbination, fitted with tradesman's box

It cintir^.foo
^'^^^- ""*"" "°'1«'- *105: ^itt

DEMONSTRATION Run and Every Facility for
I

Examination; personal attention and advice

"'An'2' ?r''\' "P'^V*".?" mauiries.-Lakernan!
Jjong Acre, London, W.C.2 [0268

I^OPFXt, Douglas Expert, Teovil.

|fT20?°£l'^S''and i'lSs.'"""'""*'™
^"°' ^''''''^

IjMMEDIATE Delivery. Why wait?

|[OFFAT, Yeovil. Tel.
:'

50 YeoviL [5698

^20 2?ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed ;< list price, £100.

120 4h.p. Douglas Combination, brand new list' price £170.-E. Bamber aid Co, Ltd 2iftank St., Southport. Tel.: 607. [1115
Ih.p. Douglas Combination; £115.—Pickering Mar-

,.^ '
^''""^''"^y- " !S8382

iP'^np^Wn'Jf' 'S],''^-^^-^'
*"/10; cash wanted.-

Ij^
202. Munster Ed., Fulliam. [1313

J 20 Douglas 20hp., delivery from stock; list price
Sf —PBilpot, Motors, Gmterbury. [9733

l9''cnl'^--''- P°J!"las, fast and reliable; £32.-Platts!«' 602, King's Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [1178
|Q18 Douglas 4h.p. 3-speed, KS., .little used; £85.—°", Brighton Rd., Croydon. [9514

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tile number at tlie

Motor Cycles.

The Largest Dealers

in the Country,

WHY?

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.

24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.

62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

35.h.p. Douglas, renovated, new tyres; £56 —E.
Peck, Boilder. Eedbourn, Herts. [1333

/o

9430

"TiOUGLAS 25ih.p.. late model, like new; 57 gns.—--' Yates, 26b, Ingleton St., Brixton. [9742

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, little used; firstt-tJ £140.—Walker, Eedbourn, Herts. [X8349
1 Q19 Douglas Combination, lamps, etc.; £143 —C-Lif p. Clower, Nottingham Ed., Eipley. [942

T\OUGLAS 1915 2';4h.p., 2 speeds, gSod condition;
-'-' £53.—Wilson, Lambert's Yard, Leeds. [1077

DOUGLAS 1910-11 2?/4'h.p., Bosch, perfect, ride
away; £30.-8, Shalimar Ed., Acton. [9821

4h.p. Douglas, 1919, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., perfect;
£85.-82, Church Ed., Mltcham, S.W. [1661

DOUGLAS 2s,4h.p., 1914, thoroughly overhauled, new
tyres; £40.-H., 25, Alma Sq., N.W.8. [1137

1Q15 254h.p. Douglas, excellent condition; trial; £48.^ —97, Charlmont Ed., Tooting, S.W. [1312

OFFERS.—1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, standard
colours, perfect.—63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [1820

1 Q17 2=411. p. Douglas, 2-speed, privately owned: £65,
-L«/ no offers.-26, Knotts Lane, Colne, Lanes. [X8360
T~iOUGLAS, 1920, 2S4h.p., 3-speed, with clutch and
-"-^ kict" starter; £105, in stock.—Eobinson's.—Below.

pvOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, £170; Douglas,
-L' solo, £130; in stock.—Robinson's. Below.

DOUGLAS, 1920. 2ijh.D., 3-speed, without clutch,
£100; in stock.—Eobinson's. Below.

T\OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas. For prompt deliveries
-L' of 1920 models and all spare parts, write, 'phone,
or wire, Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
Tel.: 995. T.A:: Bicstles. [1332

DOUGLAS, 1916, in good condition; £68.—Apply,
189b, Lower Clapton, E.5. [2096

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p., in perfect running condition : bar-
gain, £28.—Mole, Church St., Eopley, Hants. [1371

4h.p. Douglas, 1918, with sidecar, in first-class con-
dition; 80 gns.—36, High St., Hampstead. [2086

LATE Model Douglas Combination makers' colours;
£95.—Pope, 9, Pepys Rd., New Cross, S.E. [9941

BRIGHTON, HoTe and district Douglas agents.

-

Turpin's, 22 and 23, Preston Ed., Brighton.
[0201

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 1916, perfect condition; £55.—
Lea, 13. Willoughby Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3

[1012
3.h.p.. 1916 2-speed Douglas, ready to- ride away;

'W* £47/10.-5, Station Ed., Edgware, Middlesex.
[X8322

1 018 Douglas Combination, just overhauled: £95.—
-LU —Master, 10, Willes Terrace, Leamington Spa.

-

[1775
DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1913, new condition, no reasonable

offer refused.—63, KnatchbuU Rd., Camberwell.
[1812

DOUGLAS Combination, 1917, all accessories; £110,
or offer.—43, Goring Rd,, Bowes Park, N.ll.

[2101
"IOi-8 Douglas 2^4b.PM 2 speeds, excellent condition;
Lif £58.-172, Greenvale Ed., Well Hall, S.E.9.

[1517
1 019 2^4h.p. Douglas, lamps, Cowey, nearly new. £70;
Xt/ 1920 4h.p., new, £130.-114, Bri.xton Hill.

t.
[1926

"I
Q12 2-speed Douglas, dismantled, sell complete or

-LJ/ parts; offers.—11, Temple Rd., Cricklewood.
. [1691

TOie Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, overhauled, renovated;
J-tJ any trial allowed; £50.—Dowell, High Ed., Bytleet.

[1721
1 016 Douglas 2%h.p., good condition, tyres, lamps;
-L" 57 gns.—228, St. Paul's Ed., Highbury, London,
N.l. [9583

DOUGLAS 1913 2e4h.p., 2 speeds, clutcfi. good con-
dition; £40.-322, Canterbury St., Gillinghaui,

Kent
.

[9560

BOUGLAS 2^.p., nearly new, not done 100 miles,
lamps, horn, etc.;

"

head.
68, Grenfell Ed., Maiden-

[X8368

2 ih.p. Douglas, 1913, good condition; £29.—Black-
4 bum. Fell View, Halton Lea Gate, Lambley,

[1328

DOUGLAS 1911 Cycle and Engine Parts 7 days,
cash, approval.—35, Clitford St., C.-on-M., Man-

chester. [9489

£25.—Douglas, Bosch, Druids, tyres good, overhauled:
ride away; bar^in.—E. Hadley, Ipswich Rd., Col-

chester. [943-3

SPECIAL Finish and Tuned.—Brand new 4h.p
Douglas combination; list price.—Durose, Foston

Derby. [9884

1 Q 20 Douglas Combination, list price, in stock

;

X*/ exchanges.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton,
N.E. [1971

DOUGLAS.-Immediate delivery, 1920 4h.p. com-
bination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X8211

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery 2^4h.p„ 3-speed_and
clutch.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

1348.

end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Bolton. Tel.

:

[XS215

BI7



xii. Advertisements. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2^Ah.j)., 'single gear, o?erl]auled, new
tyres, lamp; £28; after 6.30. Cos, 161, Eye Lane,

reekham. [9672

DOUGLAS 1914 2Hh.v., 2-speed mode!, excellent
condition throughout.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. [X8200

1Q15 Douglas 2^ih.p., 3-speed, kick, clutch, excellent
Xt? condition, lamps; £65. Evehinss.—1065, London
Ed., Derby. [9667

1 Q18 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, as new, very fast;
J-*/ 62 gns.—144, Ladbroke Grove, North Kensing-
ton, W. [1471

OUGLAS 2?ih.p., 1916, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
' colours; £53.-36, St. Thomas Ed.

[1919
makers' colt

Hackney,

D,OUGLAS 2=4h.p., 3-epeed Colonial model, 1915, new
condition ; £75.—Elva Lodge, Castle HiU. Maiden-

head. [1681

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, list price, im-
mediate delivery.—Morriss, 139, Finchley Ed..

N.W.3. , [1969-

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., reconditioned, makers
colours, 2 left only; £60 each.—Ul, Clapham

Ed., S.W. [2057

DOUGLAS 254h.B., late 1919, lamps, horn, all acces-

sories, perfect; £70.-36, relham St, South Ken-
sington, S.W. [9679

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 191S, 2 speeds, £46; one 1914
2'!4h.i)., 2 speeds, £42/10.-Hole, 129, Park Lajie

Carshalton, [1796

1 015 Douglas 25^h.p., clutch, lamps, etc., makers*X^ colours; bargain, £50; ofTer.—120, Sutherland
Rd., Croydon. [9745

1014 2%h.p. Douglas, overhauled, enamelled, plated
Ji*y July, perfect mechanical condition.—Symes, 36,

Park St., Bath. [9580

rtiih.p, Douglas, 1916, mechanically perfect, r©-enamel-
^4 led makers' colours; £60.—3, Courblahds Av.,

Lee, S.E.12. [9759

"I Q18 Douglas 4h.p., makers' colours, just over
X5/ hauled, condition as new; £75.-
Ed., Sydenham.

Venner
[9749

DOUGLAS 1916 2Kh.p., 2-speed, maters' colours,

splendid conditoin; £53.—30, Crystal Palace Park
Bd., Sydenhani. [1949

DOUGLAS, Bosch, new tyres, running order; first

£21.—M. Jennings, 14, Windmill Row, Kenning-
ton Ed., S.E.ll. [1370

DOUGLAS, 254Ti.p., 2-sp6ed, W.D.; £62/10; cash,

credit. - exchange.—Service Co., Ltd., 292, High
Holborn, W.O.I. [1229

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., 2-speed model, excellent
condition throughout; £48/10.—Allen, Spital Ed.,

Alaldon, Essex. [1679

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1918, electric light-

ing, speedometer, etc.; £125, or near oliei
""

Laud St., Croydon. [1680

23.h.p. Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, just overhauled, per-

4, feet, lamps, etc.; £68/10.-Eeeves, The Knoll,
Eudgwick, Sussex. [1608

1 Q 18 4h.p. Donglas Combination, blue sidecar, splen-
JL*y did condition; trial; £105.-30, Crystal Palace
Park Ed., Sydenham. [1948

DOUGU^S. 2 speeds, engine recently overhauled, new
crankshaft and cylinders; '"' "" '

Royal Bank, Forres.
£ 50.—Macpherson

[1536

I O20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Cowey horn and
J-*y speedometer; going abroad; £160.—F. Jephsoo.
HaHwav. Hersham. [1285

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, perfect cond
tion, all acci

'
'

' '
' ---...

Alma Ed.. Windsor.
iries, any trial; £115.—M., 72.

[9465

rtlLh.p. Douglas, engine 18845, 2-speed, splendid
/W4 order, lamps; £S5; Ixjndon.-Box 6,870, c/o
flic Motor Cycle. . [1830

DOUGLA-'j, 1915, £45; 1917 ditto, £49/10.-Garage,
5, Eiiion Minvs, Berkley Ed., Primrose Hill (uenr

Cliiill; I'ann Tiibp]. [1898

DOUGLAS 1915 4h p. Combination, splendid con
tion; £98.—Padd. 2423.-"" •...--

John's Wood. N W.
Abbey Ed.. St,

[1965

£24.—About 1911 2^;{ih.p. Douglas, single speed, Dun-
lop tyies, belt, just overhauled: bargain.—King,

Kgrove Fann, Oxford." [X8306

DOUGLAS 1914 234h.p.; T.T., niSe condition; £50,
—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Clialk

Form Tube Station). [0269

1016 2v',b.p. 2-wpeed Douglas, electric light, horn.
XiJ |.iiiii|), ^nd tools, very fast and reliable; £58.—
50. .Manor Park Ed., N W. [1757

1 Q20 4h,p. Douglas Combination, as new, P. and
-It/ H. lamps, Stewart horn; £160.—Wright, Lion
Hotel, Ultoxcler Stalls. [1404

DOUGLAS, 2'51i,p., 2-spoea, 1915, lamps, horn, a
U)olrt, fiiil.Midid condition; £60.—Davidaon.

VArn (irove, Wiriibicdon.

August izTir/igao.

ld«on. IG
(1344

1 Q17 Douglafl 4h.p,, clutch, kick starter. 3 flneeds
Xif perlcct order; Hacrillce at £80.-2, NiRhtincnlc

Accessories.

H.A.H.
CtSmpIete

Electric
Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Send a px. for address of nearest agent.

O.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS.
Fig. Sgi.

Best quality
finish
throng hout
Very mas-
s i V e
s t r o n g . ijii

Adjustable
focus,

i

)ut. / /

:%!A
:'cus. Ad W^^"i^i
u s t a b I e ^ f
rackets. ^^jjj^V

Special dust ~

andweatlier-
proof front.
Price as illustrated, 66/- each,

' Fig. 878.

Similar to Fig. 895, but
smaller, and with special
" ffuH on " front. Rub-
ber ring casting for

glass. Price as illus-

trated, 54/- each.

Fig. 886.

Sid?car Lamp. Double insu-

J^fta^ lated adjustable holderj screw

rsJ^jpC"^ front, and heavy side lug. Price

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

"I Q19 Douglas 2%h.p. 2-speed, beautiful and perfect
-S-i/ machine, low mileage; £72.-60, Wallmeford
Av., N. Kensington, W. (SKB

15 25,4h.p. Douglas, in splendid condition, spares,
lamps, knee grips, etc.; £65.—Capt. Eeeves,

raric Ed., Wellingborough. [1598

TO 16 Douglas 2%h.p., has been well looked after,
X*J looks really nice; £65.—Alderton, Hardwick
Ed., Eeigate. 'Phone; 154. [1166

D,OUGLAS, 1916, in perfect order, 2-spced, fast, new
tyres: £55.—H. Eenben Harveyson, 87, Station

Ed., Church End, I'tnchley, N. [9550

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 2-speed, ^uncratcd 1918, new
condition; £58; iust completed Devonshire tour.

—12, Stanger Ed.^ South Norwood. riizco'
[1668

DOUGLAS, special bargain, 1915, excellent older,

new tyres, Douglas colours; £46.—Clark, 7, Ex-
hibition Ed., South Kensington. [1634

DOUGLAS 25,Jh.p. 1914 2-speed, excellent condition,

lamps, spares; £50; after 6.30 p.m.—Morris, 42,

Wellington Ed., Charlton, S.E.7. '[9502

DOUGLAS 2'4h-P.. single-speed, countershaft, Bosch
mag., footboards, in good condition throughout;

£32.-18, Wherstead Ed., Ipswich. [1952

DOUGLAS, overhauled by makers, new tyres fDun-

lops), splendid condition ; f40. or near ofter.-

Skilton, 63, St. Mary's Ed.. Eeigate. 18907

IQIS 4h.s. Douglas Combination, perfect, 3 lamps,

XV Klaxon, speedometer; sacrifice £120, best over.--

.., 29, Lea Bridge Ed., Clapton, E.6. [9922

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917. makers' colours,

royal blue sidecar, efiual new; £100, cash wanted.

-Adams, 120, Sutherland Ed., Croydon. [9744

WAKEFIBLD.-2%h.p. Douglas, 2-£peed, rjm-

amelled, overhauled, fast, guarantewl perfect ; £60.

-Parkers, Woodcock St., Sandal, Wakefield. [9438

4hn. Douglas Combination, late model electric IjgW-.

ing, tyres nearly ™^' »lg'>,,'=xcellent condrtm;

£110.-Apply, Townshend, 22, Walhrook, E.C. L9971

4hr Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick

s'^^art Tamps, etc., excellent "°ditmn insurance;

£120, or near oJter.-4, New Ed., Seven Kings. [1282

iai9 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all spares etj,,

ly any trial; £135 lowest; P""t^ly
,5ri*'*'r^'S

after 6 o'clock.-21, Powis Terrace, Bayswater. [1792,^

A h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid c™?-^!™,

4 enamel as new; 105 gns nearest^ ofier^Graham,

27, Wandle _Ed., Wandsworth Common, S.W. [1533 f

DnTTGT AS 2-¥ih p . 1916, excellent running order;

°«2^/w: o7*oif^eV; owner taking delivery of. ca^

bination.--2, Thjrsk Ed., South Norwood, S.E. [1698 I

-r~»rmr!TAS 2^0. v late 1916, practically new, not!

D°S?ontt?u?ta'^BkceptionaIly good eugm^^^^^

-Acacia, Centre Av., Acton, W. (Side door.) [isas,

DOUGLAS 25/4h.p., 1920 (Aprill, Klaxon horn, LuoM
|

*^hcad and itu' lamps, complete »«* t°°^' J^,'" "S.
perfect; £109.^Palmer, 181, Snaregate St., Dover. [997.7

r-IIBB. Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personaj

ijr attention to all orders, A 1 spares at maka& I

prices stocked. No profiteering.- Phone . 862. [esip.l

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, engine No. 6377, itfllj

drive 50 miles to genuine purchaser; cash leeflffli,!'

£88, worth fl20.—272, Green St., Forest Gate. [761I'I

1 014 2%h.p . Douglas, lamps, speedometer, Tan.So|,*l

lil horri, etc., new Gapac carburetter engine ]i»t|

overhauled, perfect: £60.-52, Pelham Ed.. Grnve3m(Vr

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 2 moriths old, fittrf I

XV with lamps, liorn, wind screen, and all tools; ^'l"/!

A.S.G., 60, Mortimer, St. W.l. Tel.: 6626 Museui^-'

"

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, new Dunlpps and belt. 1^
lamp set, horn, etc., ride away; £30 to *;

storage.-Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Cluswick, W.4^-j

DOUGLAS Combination, not W.D., Sept., iSl^..

enamel, plating, engine guaranteed perteot, sp^MSi

lamps; £130.-Hopkinson, 39, Park Ed., Prestom^^^,

O.I h.p. Douglas, 1916. 2-specd, thoroughly OTfl
'

rSZ hauled, re-enamelled, now tyres, belt, eo«l_,

now; £62.-89, Oak Lane, Bradford. Tel.: ^ISOfcg.

1 m9 Douglas 4h.r. Combination, enamelled, nickel;

I

Xif plated, and as new, with best lamps, mechanical

horn, etc.; £155.-Douglas, 60, Castle bt., ^rowbrid^.l

4h.p. Douglas Solo, 1919, delivered 1920, 3 spaSf

clutch, speedometer, spares, run 1.500 mU
flOO.-Murgatioyd, Hagut Bar, Strines, near S®
port. tg,

1 Q20 (Aprill Douglas Combination, with telesM
X i/ wind screen and lug-gage carrier, perfect condlfl"

£160: owner going abroad.—Write, 24, Bracken i

Halhom. ,
• t?

__

DOUGL.AS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand inS^|j|

jusl. arrived: immediate delivery; at makw* |
price. £170.— Wilkins. Simpson, opposite 0'^'<>B«]
London. ^'^ "I

"IQ 15-16 2';,',h.p. Douglases, re-ennmolled and plaiWil
XV makers' colour tanks, perfect order, trial ElV?lJii

prices £56 to £65.—Ash Lodge, Junction Ed.. Br«ntj

wood. Essex. [15"Ud., Lower Clapton, N.E. [rt72

Ei8 All letters reliitliift to atlvtitisemeiits should quote the number at the end ol each aJvei-tisement, and the date of the issue.



August i3th, 1920. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—SyppLEMENT.
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Enfield.
;-p]NriELp 1920 Combination, 8h.p., brand new, Mac-J-J dyno Jighting, just arrived from works; immediate
omn^fJl ft^

makers' price, £202/2.-Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [1028
I'Oh.p. Enfield 1913-14 S-speod. Bosch, Amac, tyres

iJ!; ..Si fr^°''
ineolianical parts good condition; £40lor near offer; after 7 or 3 Saturday.-Broyd 11 StiAIbans Rd., Woodford Green,

°»"Ju,
^^^^'^

I

W
J lll9^l,-/i-^- 1^"'° Enfield, 1920 Canoelet

'

Minor
' Z:^li!?^^^' '""£" '1°™' speedometer, in perfectcondition; owner bought car; £80, oi^ offer -711Manchester Kd., Castleton, Lanes. [lOTs

j1 Q20 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, Lucas Magdvno,

,?}? J^?-T^^^^l^. *''• Stephens, Vine Products Co
|Oil Mill Lane, Kingston-on-Thames. [1050

tE'^.^?^'? "„^^ ^-^^-P- ^-speed. 2*ti-oke, lamps.:'iJ generator, horn, tools, all-chain drive, oriRinaljnamel practically iinscratched. perlect; £57/10 "4aiPetersham Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [9537

!N^^n?!^-^V ^°^''" Eiiefleld 2-stroke Models, 2-speed

'tilt ^^f^iJf "»™«'i'rt« delivery from stock, low
^TOilt, and Ideal machine lor traffic; £73/10 s each

-

llVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. '

[2026
11 Q 16-17 3h.p Twin Koyal Enfleld, M.A.G. engine
V ^-,^1',^'^, •"* sl^rt, almost new; £75, or eviange T.T. Nortcn; c^asli adjustment eith« way
i. Gray, 8, Low Rd., Bajby, Doncaster. [1264

E^S^i'' Combination, 8h.p., 1917-18 Colonial,LJ models, overhauled, replated, re-enamelled, all

I

amps, horn, like new; £150; cash, credit, exchange
-Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C 1 [1247

O^cvlfn^rf^^,'*^
Combination, in good conditioa. new•f cylinder, piston, and valves fitted recently and

l/s-Tonlv"! "W^^ri ''""^A'
«P=>intBd'aSdVinedf

i.l-ib.-Apply, A. Di-ittill, Jun., Clifle, Selby. [X8045IQ20 Enfleld Combination, 6h.p., absolutely new
IL alfT^r^'f' '^'''""^ screen.'^gas cylinder light.'

*xial, £190.-16, Randolph Mews, Portsdown Rd.,

«Ul [2093
ilQlS Enfield-Motosacoche, SVih.p. M.A G twin
Imti ™^""'' ^^ M^^^ "^'"^s. Enfield 2-spted sSd-
Ifeli il*™?"' '""" ^t'^-: ^tO; Middletou Jfght

p\t"wiff^?^y °'''°''^'- ^''- ^""
'~'\i?s

IE^%'^S^£P°T?'"^"°°' "16 (late), 6h.p., Easting,

Is in nerW'o^Pt"' "1™ tyres; this combination-*. in perfect condition, only been used week-ends-|uy reasonable trial; £125, or near offer.-ole 454'
j.ordeslej' Green, Birmingham. [1406

lL9^''li?h°t?ni'^,£™!'i°f^'°"'
believed Sh.p., dynamo

K-
lighting and electric horn, speedometer screen

te'muYt"'sell"/l'=4l==°/^^\^"^ '^ =p"^'"d "-d-
«'°\\Wlev ^d «t fe

° "^"^^ genuine bargain.-
j. HUeatley, 34, St. Barnabas Rd., Cambridge. [1525

Excelsior.

f.9"_f2''"il",,fiV-'-p^"'*i*?' ^tP*^''' "'-^^sories.id, i>elville Rd., Fnzakerley, Liverpool. [1192
jQJ'8 British Excelsior, 2-stroke, (ully eauiDueri • *=!H|.£J orofter.-64, Church St., Edgw-aie M ,'^^W [2100

I9^''li^''"'?'°'' 2,-,=,*':*«' 2-speed, new, just delivered-
l.r. ''f

Pnce.-Wnghfs Garage, Saflron wilder,'
Jl' , [1499
|nXCELSIOR, 2-speed, J.A.P., £78; 2-stroke £67-

|4sinVo*n*
°™-Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.' sfut'h

\i»
' '

[1628
?>*»„„'?'' Excelsior Combination, new 6 weeks

|e,.lf4, D*\^;o??°RZ;V:;b^y"^'-'- '"°' "^
i9"siIoar'-''£fio''»'n,^?P''"^' '='°"=^ '^''^'"s, canoe
lent Co?t\1e,'io?kle?,Xel.°""' ^°°^

'"^^^^^i^S

i9"hi??'^-l?-?,'' ^"'^^-S- clutch, B. and B. (mag horn

^^Del"'rv-'^2T^ht' VS^i' '"o®*"^! '"' Immediate
^need T .P-ii

'^^a'^-P:. 2-s*™H 2-speed, £67; 23.ih p
nt^r r„ '^A-^.- ^fS}"^ 4-.strol-e, £78.-The Premierotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1641

9^°wrtrcSf'"°'i ?'--'•'; ^^^^''^- 2-stroke, £68-
',„„ 0""' clutch and klCK starter, £75- 2=',h n p-t

, Jameo St., Burnley. Tel.: 488. "[9852

Fafnir.

I

*l2^.o=;^?hoLTon?cfa?r-s'uToS'.
^"^^'^

fAU

;'''^6r39l!'&L^riM^f„\=^-i^=-''^Mjf;

P'*'Mr*;°-i'fin'^°S?'^''*S°l
2-speed, clutch, C.B. side-

!

car, £60.-50, E. Dulwich Rd., S.E.22; [1684
!"

lJie'^M'^?°''T™°'^'."°°- ™"'s timing; £28-
llRnw ;

^°'' "^'""^ ^"'^Ee, Bolton. [iSbs

4?yl^ISd'2B^h"'''??^w^-^-.^eents for the 7h.p^ '""^ ^'^''P- liglitweight. Book your machine
[3171
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THE FIRM FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

DOUGLAS
4 h.p. Combination, Model B.20,

Delivery Stock.

2i h.p. Solo, Model W.20,
Deliverj' 7 days.

2| h.p. Solo, Model W., without clutch,

Delivery 7 days.

&S0 the following makes at List Prices

;

LEVIS . . Delivery, in Stock.

ALECTO ., „ in Stock.

ZENITH, Model H. Combination,
Delivery 4 weeks.

MATCHLESS, Model H. Combina-
tion, Delivery 4 weeks.

N.U.T. Solo „ 5 weeks.

DOUGLAS SPARES
AT i.IST PRICE._

Aluminium Cliain Guards for 2? h.p. DOUSLAS
Model W., price 10,'6.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Instruction Book, 1/9 post frao.

DOUGLAS 2J h.p.

Metal Undershields for^a h.3. DOUGLAS
Prise 12/6.

DOUGLAJ fitting P. & H. Lanns
Cov/ey Speedometers.

Cowey and Klaxon Horns.

MANY SPECIALITIES
FOR

DOUGLAS MACHINES.

We are now able to offer

immediate delivery of the

- famous "V.H.L." Streamline
Sidecar Body, price £20, com-
plete with waterproof apron.

IF YOf ARE INTERESTED, CALL AND SEE US.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.L
Telephone : Maj'fair 6559.
Telegrams: IVHARDILAN, WESDO, LONDON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

'^i„i"°t!;'„J'''^'5'ft
'^'"'*<^''' ^°'^ ty^^'' speedometer,

IpswiS. ' "' oflers.-103. Back Hamlet;

F"'^- ^"^J^-Py. ''^y'- 2-speed, new tyres, mechanically
r1,1o • "™'' aoytiiKE; £40.—Bean, H9.rlington,
"'°^- '

CX8243 ,

Xp-N., 4-cyl. old pattern, transmission to wheel out of

M , °J?*V ''"St offer oyer JEI6.-.B01 6,753, c/o The
IMotor Cycle. '

[9619
p.N., 4 cyls., 5-6h.p., Bosch, shaft driye, lamps,^ accessories, re-enamelled; £36.-15, Ashyale Rd.,
Tooting. jijog
"C^.N. 4-oyl. 7h.p. Motor Cycle, in excellent condition,

i "il
occessories; price £95.-Eoaoli, Queen's Ed.Bury St. Edmunds. [9902

"pi.N^ the pioneer 4-cyl.—Early deliveries from the
^ Birmingham agents, Frank Whitworth. Ltd., 139,
i>ew bt., Birmingham. [X8445
1Q13 2,Uh.p. P.N", 2-sp6ed' and clutchshaft drive,
j;-" in pertoct condition; £25.—Birch, 15, Lower
^.orth At., Barnoldswick. [9947
Qlh.p. F.N., 2 speeds, '4 cyls., Bosch, B. and B.

;

"-5 £32; exchange 2-stroke.—C. Houlston, 560,
Kings Rd., Fulham, London. [1163

1Q14 F.N. 7h.p., mechanical valve model, new-^^ pistons, etc., very iaf.t, new condition, all acces-
sories; solo £110, combination f 130.—Philpot, Motors,
C.anterbury. [9734
p'.iS"., 4-cyl., Thomson-Bennett, tow-built, royal blue,
-^ mechanically perfect, but requires new carburetter

;

£28/10, no offers or kind suggestions.—45, Quay St.,
Newport, Wight. '[1145

1 t> 13-14 4-cyI. F.N. and sidecar, 2-speed, kick starter,
-*-•' clutch, speedometer, lamps, all accessories, heavy
ilunlops as new, excellent running order; £68.—Bone,
Jeweller, Fakenham. [9714

1 014 P.N. 7-9h.p. 4-cyl. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
J-*' multiple disc clutch, in new condition and per-
fect; best offer oyer £125 secures.-Parker, Kelvin
House, Pontypool, Man. |;1591

"DRAND New 1920 F.N. 7h.p. 3-speed Combination,
-"-' shaft drive 4-cyl. engine, coachbuilt sidecar, hood,
wind screen; £205. on© only in stock for immediate
delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston ltd., Birming-
ham. [1642

Forward.
33.h.p. Foreward Twin, Bosch,"Druids, drop frame.
4 ride away; £28.-151, Kingston Ed., Ted-

dington. [1735

Francis-Barnett.

J A.* STACBY, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield, can
. give immediate delivery from stock of 19£'0

Francis-Barnett 2^4h.p. [1985

"]V"EW Francis-Barnett, 23jh.p. J.A.P:, 2-speed clutch
-!-* and kick starter; in stock at manufacturers' list
price, £88/19, easy payments 4% extra.-Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., London. [1357

Orandex
GEANnEX-PRECISION 3y2-4h.p. Combination, 1914.

splendid condition ; £90, or nearest.—Leader, 53.
Calabria Rd., Highbury, N.5. [9414

/^RANDEX Motor Cycle, 2?4h.p. Precision engine,
^-^ just overhauled and enamelled, good tyres and
good running order; £35.—W. Whiting, Alfold,
Billingshurst, Sussex. [1177

Harley-Davidson.
I 015 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Coinbination ; £135.

"I Q 15 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, sporting
-Ltf sidecar; £100.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd, 2,
Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607. [1124
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, as new; £160.

—Davison, Bute St., Luton. [1703

18 T.T. Harley, discs, done up, as new, all on;
£130.-18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham. [2082

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

19
I 1 Q 1 9 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.,- splendid condition

;Xt/ £120.—Heady, 44, Alma Rd., Carshalton, Surrey.
11911

1Q15 7-9h.p. Harley Canoelet Combination, perfect;
X»/ £135.—Harry Fielding, Tobacconist, Hebden
Bridge.

.

[X8376

IN Stock, new Harley Model F and Harlev sidecar

;

list price.—Edwards and Co.. 50, Harrington Ed,
S.W.7.

•

[9882

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, good running order,
all on; £105.—Broomfleld; 322, Whitehorse Ed.,

Croydon." - - - [9611

HAELET Combination, 1915, new tyres, perfect con-
dition; £105.-5, Tankeiyille Ed., Streatham,

S.W. [1376

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—AH models in stock,' new;
list price.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Ken-

sington. [1629

HARLEY Combinations (two), absolutely like new;
any trial; £190.—Warne's. 46, Churchfleld Ed.,

Acton, W.3. [9651

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915;
£110.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham

I Ed., S.W.8. [1588

advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2i
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H
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Harley-Davidsoa
jiELEY-DAVmSON Combination, 1916, screen,
liiuiys, spares, little used.—25, Gatefield Ed., Abbey-

dale, Sheffield. [9694

1 Q 1 9 Harley, recently imported, splendid condition,
J-»/ electrio model; what otters ?—Stubbs, 41, Adelaide
ltd. Chichester. [9940

HAELET-DAVIDSON.-Immediate delivery 4h.p.
3 speeds and clutch model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. Tel. : 134S. [X8213
HARLEY-DAVID30N Combination, 1916, screen,

lamps, spares, little used.—25, Gatefield Rd.,
Abbeydale, Sheffield. [9792

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson, perfect order, ready to rideL^ away; bargain, £106.—Post Office, 324, White-
horse Ed., Croydon. [liilS

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., rideaway; £95.
—Smith's, 86, -Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station).' [0271

"J
Q20 Harley. Model F, and Harley sidecar, new,

•LU in stock; list price.—Edwards and Co.. 50,
Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [1956

HARLEY 1918 7-9h.p. Combination perfect; offers,

or exchange lower power and casn.—26, Barring-
ton Rd., Brixton, S.W. [1962

J A. STAGEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield, can
• give immediate delivery from stock of 1920

Harley-Davidsons, all models. [1986

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, mag. model,
lampo. horn; £100, or exchange 4h.p. combination.

—103a, High St., Wandsworth. [2110

Id 20 Flat Twin Harley, Sandum sporting sidecar,
-i-«^ hardly used, lamps, etc.; a gilt at £145.—
Harley, 7, Orleans Rd., N.19.

1 O20 Harley-Davidson and special sidecar,
J- *y electric model, mileage 300, speedometer

;

£205.—Walker, Eedbourn, Herts.

[9478

7-9h.B.,
tiargain,

;X8346

new bulbons sidecar,
lamps, etc.; £162.—

[9927

19
33,

LATE 1919 Harley 7-9h.p.
apron, locker, nnscratcheci,

39. Chatsworth Av., Merton, S.W

HAELEYS, 1918 £95, 1919 £100, in thorough going
order, all on; bargain; only 16 left.—Briggs and

Sons, 1, Wellesley Parade, Croydon. [1214

HARLEYS. running order, good condition; 1918,
£95; 1919, £100; bargams.—Briggs iind-Sons,

1, Wellesley Parade, W. Croydon. [9525

17 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., elec-
trically equipped, wind screen; ^150.—Horsfield,

Federation St., Barnollswick, Yorks. [1487

T Q15 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, luxurious turnout,
-Lv in new condition throughout, extr.-i fast one;
sacrifice £120.—Else, Dimple, Matlock. [S8337

H.AELEYDAVIDSON , 1915 Combination, over-
hauled, discs, excellent condition throughout;

£ 148.—Monro, Bjnnockburn, New Barnet. [1573

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1919 Tind 1918 models, good
.tppearanee, and in perfect running order : from

f95.-Oiveu, 59, Schotefleld Ed., Holloway. [S8369

HAELEy-D.-4VIDS0N, 1915, magneto model, or -ex-
change 1920 Matchle&i and cash.—Barter, 4"7,

Broomfield Av., Palmer's Green. Avenue 7769. [7316

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delivery 7-9h.p.
standard model, with Mills-Fulford or Henderson

sidecars.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348.
[X8212

HAELEY-DAYIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919, appearance
eiiual to new, with large roomy coachbuilt sidecar

:

any trial; £165.-Owen, 95, High Ed., East Finchley.
[X8370

HAELE,Y-DAVIDSON Lata 1.918 Combination, all
tyres nearly new. grand condition; £125, or any

offer; trial.-W., 45, West Sa., St. George's Ed,, S.E.ll.
[2104

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, etc., just overhauled, mechanically per-

fect; after 6 p.m.; £105.-17, Cranmore Way, Muswell
Hill, W. [1467

HAELEY ComI)inafion, 1915-16, renovated, brand
new, overhauled by makers; £135, offers, or ex-

change lower power.—304, Fulliam Ed., S.W.IO. 'Phone:
Krnsington 2372. [1043

rtjl9 Harley Combination, electric model, 1920 side-
t' car. perfect condition, smart outfit, fast, spare

tyie, owner (joing away; accept £190, near offer.-Hniit.
Ashcroft, Ciieocester. - [1456

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, with nearly new C.B.
sidecar, ncv/ tyres, D.A. lighting, very smart out-

fit, in perfect condition; £135.-181, Clapham Rd
S.W. Brixton 2984. - [2058

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Combination, in stock
for immediate delivery, nett price ^£248; also

flat twin model.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0068

"I Q20 Harley Combination, electric, specially built
-Ltf chassis, £85 sidecar, discs, speedometer, watch,
etc.; co*t £285, offers over f225.—Aviemore, Monk-
liams l-)rivc, Woodford. [1381

F'OE Sale, 7.91].p. 1920 Harley-Dnvidson, with well
sprung Swan sidecar, .complete with usu;il ac<es-

BOries, and aininat new condition.—Blukoy, 20, St
Bcde's Terrace, Sunderland. - [1902

1Q18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, K.S.,J." new Dunlops, lamps, horn, bofid, perfect condi-
tion, buying car; £155, or near ofler.-llS, Cambur-
well New ltd., S.E.5. [2099

B22 All letters rclotinji to iiUveitiscmcnts sli

Garage
The following

NEW MACHINES
will be ready forDELIVERY
in 7 to 1 4 days
(at makers' list prices)

:

A .B.C., 3 b.p., 4-speed, clutch, kick-
starter £150 J

A.B.C, as above, with Dynamo
Lighting ..£173

ALLON, 2\ b.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

ARIEL 3lh.p. Combination £152 10
BROUGH, 5 h.p., 3-spced, clutch,

and kick-starter £140
B.S.A., 4 h.p. ^--Combination, with

Dynamo Lighting £180
HOBART-J.A.P., 2j h,p., 2-5peed,

clutch, and Idck-starter £90
INVICTA, 3; h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter 112 gns.
MARTINSYDE - NEWMAN, 6 h.p.

Combination - £170
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination,

with dynamo lighting £230
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination,

with acetylene lighting £214
N.U.T., 3.1 h.p.. dvnamo lighting . . £165
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed 70 gns.
ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination £235
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., JHodel H., with

Gloria Sidecar £172 10
ZENITH,

,5
h.p., standard model .. £123

See opposite page for New Motor Cycles
actually in stock.

EXCHANGES & DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

NEW SIDECARS IN STOCK.
Canoelet, Military Model £38 15
Canoelet, Model 'D.4 £31 10
Canoelet, Sporting Model K.4 £25
Canoelet, Racing Model £18 18
Henderson, Model A £23
Henderson, Model Bi £31
Henderson, Elite . . i £45
Millford, Skiff £27 13 6
Mrllford, Corvette £31 10
Millford, de Luxe £40 14
Swan, Stiindard Model £32 11
Swan, Sporting Model £30 17 6

ACCESSORIES IN STOCK.
The following is a selection only.

LAMPS.
Powell »& Hanmer No. 127 Set. £4

No. 128 Set. £3 3
Nq. 125 Set. £2 15

„ Sidecar Lamp £1 7

,, Rear Lamp. 11

Miller's Headlight Set, 31H. . . £3 4
,, Sidecar Lamp £1 2

Rear Lamp, torpedo, aluminium 8
F.R.S. Electac Set for combina-

tion £9 10
HORNS.
Cowey (mcchanical)-

Klaxon (mechanical)
Smiths (mechanical)
Clavrite (bulb)

SPEEDOMETERS.
Cowey, standard £6
Cowev, with trip £7
WaKurd, standard £5 4

£3
£1 16
£1 10
£1 7

Watford, with trip £5 15 6

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A'.C.U., A.A., & M.U.,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
relej-rams—" Egaraco, London."

»••••••i
ould quote tlic number at the ciid of each

August i2th^ 1920.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarIey=Davidson.

1Q20 Harley 7-9h.p. Magneto Model, run 2,000J-v miles, large luxurious Dunhill sidecar, whole in
perfect condition, fully equipped; 200 gns; bpught car.
—Birch, Cotmore, - Thame. [9789

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, mag. model, 3-speed,
good condition, accessories ; £100 ; escttange

8h.p. Blackburne, cash adjustment.—Hood, 32, Fulham
Palace Rd,. Hammersmith. [1818

"JQ19 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p.. little
-I-*-' used aud pood as new, both mechanically and ia
appearance, lamps, spares; £180; London district—Box
6,791, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9771

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p. Solo, enamelled
and plated, discs, new tyres, lamps and born, per-

fect running: order, and some power; £117.—261,'
Mitcbam Lane, StreMham. . [1451-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, complete.
with Swan sporting sidecar, electric lighting, me-

chanically perfect and quite indistinguishable from new.
-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X820e-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, 1920 electric

model, fully equipped; owner abroad since March;
mileage nnder 1,000, in.surance transferred; £«i0.-^

"

Barnett, 2, Cholmeley Park, Highgate, N.16. [2114

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, magneto model, separ-
ate electric equipment, luxurious 2-seater sidecar

to match, tvres as new; anv trial, expert examination;"
£140, bargain—Deane, Matlock, Bath. [X8014

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, perfect order, small.-

mileage, large sidecar with large locker, magneto
model, speedometer, Klaxou, unscratohed; nearest ofler-

to £180.—Robinson, Vicarage, Seaton, -Devon. [9435

'

1 Q20 Harley, practically new, 7-9h,p., Montgomery
J-t7 sidecar, . hood and ecreen, electric lamps, tyres

uhpunctured; nearest offer to £210.—Apply by appoint-
ment, or after 7 p.m., to R., '38, Emmanuel Rd., -Bal-'

ham. [9973

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918. 7-9h.B., completely
overhauled, replated and enamelled, finished

black with gold lines, exceptionally smart; £125, or
close offer.—Noyes, 163. Railway Approach, Shepherd's

'

Bush. [1484

7-9h.p. 1916 Harley Combination, electric lighting
and horn, speedometer, . bulbous sidecar, hoo<i,."^

screen, luggage grid, mileage 3,000, new condition; sell

£115, or exchange lower jJower.—77, Sussex Bd.,^
Southall, W. .. [1666'

LATE 1917 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson 3-speed Com-
bination, complete with electric lighting set, Lucas

horn, Cowey speedometer, etc., guaranteed perfect con-
dition throughout, not W.D. ; accept £125 for quick
sale.—Holdsworth, Rothwell Lodge, Kettering. [9969

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1919, 7-9h.p., just in-'
sured, overhauled, plated, enamelled black, acces-

sories ; £148 ; with 40 gns. purple and black sidecaTi;

Triplex wind screen, lamps, smart turnout; 185 gns.—
33, Londe.sborough Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [9655'

"I Q18 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick
Xtf fftart, mag. model, electric lighting, mechanical
horn, etc., large bulbous back sidecar; price £160,
or' take late model solo machine part payment, trial

arranged.—Ash Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex.
[139Q

-| (Q19 Harley (19 A. 5601), -magneto model, special
-L »/ Henderson spring wheel sidecar, Easting, large

MiUar, very handsome combination, perfect mechani-
cally, and first-class condition, mileage 1.500: £165.-^
12, Castelnau Mansions, Barnes, S.Vv. Hammersmith
928. [1191

IQao Harley-Davidson 7-9h.r., Tvith Dinky sporting
JL iy sidecar, electric model, complete with full kit, al6o-

speedomtter and 3 spare tubes, fitted with electric horn,

mileage 2,300, in perfe<t nmning order; any trial^ven;
very luxurious outfit; price £230, bargain; owner going

abroad in following month.—F. Berni, 52, Hanbury EAj
Bargoed, Glam. [XIW

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, mile-.
JLi7 age under 2,000, with specially painted and
enamelled Dunhill luxe sidecar and chassis, fitted

hood, screen, etc., sidecar in use only 3 weeks; £245.
or near offer, or would exchange for good modern
cvcle car.—Warren Lodge, Kingston Hill, Surrey,
•Phone: Kingston 222. [157^

Hazlewood.

HAZLEWOOD Combination, 6h.p. .T.A.P.. brand
new : li.st price, £204, or near offer.—Bo.'C 6.755,

c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [9621

"IQ14 Hazlewoocl Combination, 5-6h.p„ 3-spee(1. Jtick

-Ltf starter, lamps, speedometer, good condition,

fast; £100 or offer.—Flemmg, Estate OUice, Wall Hall.

Watford. [9889

NKW 5-61i.p. Hazlewood Comltiuation, S-speed, clutnh,

and kick starter; nt nianufacturors' cnrrent list

price, £204/12, or on easy payments 4% extra.—Ha rrods,

Ltd., 118, Broiupton lid., London. [1364

"1 Q20 (March) Hazlewood Combination, 5-61i.p.

i-V .I.A.P.. 3-specd. kick start, clutch. Luca* lampa
and horn, fully insured: list £204, accept nearest

£160.—E. Haius 51, Bath Hd., Bristol. [1335

HAS5LEW00D-J.A.I'.. 1915, 6h.p., chain, bi-lt, 3-

spccd, clutch, Iv.S., new tyres, new Brooks, re-

cently ovcrliunlcd, onaiiiclled, new chain, etc., fa»ti

l«nvcitul: £80.—Love's Uarago, 21, I'ark ltd., Brouilcy,

K..nt. r963S

idvertisemciit. and the date o{ the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

TEW 1920 4<yl- Henderson, electric model
-B. Homes, 38, Aboyne Ed.,

£175.
Tooting, S.W. [9683

HENDEESOX Combination, cheap, smart lot : mu.-t
sell : can be seffli any time.—2, Mayfair Terrace,

[iirden Ed.. Merton. [9556

tTEXDBESOX 1920 Electric Model and Swan de
Ij- Luxe sidecar. Eastings, Tan-Sad, as new; £230, or
• I test ojler.—Cole, 73, Old Chester Ed., Birkenhead.

[1033
~kEDEES Now Booking for Early Deliyery of the
-^ Wonderful lOh.p. 4-cyl. Henderson; sole Midland
I'tribntors.—The Premier 'Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
iiugham. [1643

aENDERSON 1915 lOh.p., sidecar, electric lamps,
speedometer, and Klaxon, £140: ditto 1914

Oh. p., coachUuilt sidecar, £125: cash, credit, ex-
liange.—Scryice Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I.

[1244
p, |Q20 Sporting Henderson, Swan sidecar, aluminium
,Lt7 discs, dynamo lighting, Avro wind screen, elec-
iric horn, plated exhaust, best sporting mount, pri-
itely owned.—Apply, Coppen Allen, 89, Gt. Portland
t., W. Mayfair 5399. [9912

iqpENDEESOX 4-cyl., 2-speed, late 1915, new bulbous
|-X tandem seated sidecar, 2 wind .^icreens, new tyres
ad tubes, Bosch mag., tiip speedometer, 3 lamps, horn,
3trol carrier, splendid condition, mechanically perfect

:

de away; £175.-22, Somers Ed., Walthamstow, E.17.
[9674

JENDEESOIf lOh.p. 1920 Model Z2, with Hender-
son Elite sidecar to match. Easting wind screen,

terling leg-shields, Eonniksen, Cowey horn, carrier,
tted extra with complete Tan-Sad efiuipment, small
ilenge, in loyely condition to tour anywhere- £220, or
iai offer.—Talbot, 119, Butter St., Walsall. [X8032
lAh.p. yspeed 4-cyl. Henderson (kite 1919), fitted
-Vwith Millford sidecar having a G.L. semi-racing
3dy; the combination is in yery excellent comiition
iroughout, and is fitted with many extras, including
reetric light ; the machine has been well looked after,
,ad nms beautifully; price £235, or very near offer.—
J.H., Ivanhoe, Frith End, near Farnham, Surrey.

[9970

Hobart.
OB.\RT, Villiers 2-stroke 2-speed, 1915; £45 —

153, Manor Hd., West Ham, E.15. [1089

£63/15.-
[X8Q36

a
fTOBAET,
HX Barratt, Worcester St.

single speed, just delivered;
Wolverhampton.

9^

(TOBAET 2%]i.p. 4-.itrt)ke, new bushes, lamps, good
}*-. tyres,- new belt ; oSers.—Pass, 6. Radnor Ed., Wey-
riiee. [1903
1020 Hobart ^%h.p., 4-stroke J.A.P., new, just de-

^m'*' hvered; £90.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Wal-
Tel.: 16. ' [1506

i^^FFEHS.-1916 Hobart-Villiers, 2%h.p., 2-speed.
^ M-L mag., Amac, lamps, accessories, new condi-
m.—63, Solon Ed.. Brixton. [1822

20 2yoh.p. Hobart, 2-speed, brand new: list
price, £70.—R. 'Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2.

istbaiik St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [1121
TEW 2>gi.p. Hobart Lightweight 2-speed Models; in
' stock at manufacturers' list price, £75, 4% extra
easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Ed.,

ndon. [1359

Humber
Ih.p. Humber, take 2 anywhere, Bosch, B. and Bi £25.—Ward, Eed Bank, Ohorley. [X8019
IGHTWEIGHT Humber Motor Cycle, good running

' order.-Hillyart, Dane End, Ware, Herts. [1521
NT Trial, 3>^h.p. Humbar, splendid condition- yiew

>- after 7 Friday.—183, Portobello Rd., Bayswatjr.

rUMBEE Lightweight, good order and condition,» recently overhauled; £29.-90, Queenswood Ed
rest Hill. [Ijii
rclIBEE Lightweight, tyres good, new belt and
f piston

: owner trying 2-stroke ; £25.—Fred Lewis,
ipping Iforton. 1X8310
rUMBEE Combination, SV.h.p., 2-speed, handle
r '^^ '„ Basch mag., running order; £40.-143,
itonviUe St.. Southfields. . [1112
jrUMBER 1915 S'/oh.p., 3-speed, K.S., lamps,
liio,^"^?"",™'''''''' '""" ='<=•> perfect, any test: £62
|181, Clapham Ed., S.W. [2055
|rt-12h.p. Humber 2-seater, Bosch, Zenith re-

"Y P^',?'!'',', ^J^' "' etchango lightweight and
a.— I. Othello St., Liverpool. tl802
Ih.p. Humber 1912 2-speed, handle start, condition

•1 't .5? "''"',!. ^stored during war; bargain, £48.—Ellis.
IITK. View. Sundndge, Sevcnoaks. [9748
|f'§IBEE 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds
lu • ,' ^5 gus., near offer; trial; wind screen.- 3,|5toria Gardens, Netting Hill Gate. [9592
iniMBEE Lightweight, excellent running order, goo«"

it *^?S'"ii-°'''
le-enamelled, new Dunlop belt, lamp's

BjS.-lo, Heathfleld Ed., Bromley, Kent. |94ir
ffirUMBER 1920 4i.'2h.p. Flat Twin Combination in

ll r.^^'.s'Pf „.=', P™<=' P'<»=^ carriage.—Shepherd
1^ Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

Ip.p. Humber, 2.speed, Bosch, B. and B., new belt
tyres good, just overhauled, take sidecar anv-

: after 5 Mn.-Douglas Fox, 52, Tankerslev, near
[9593

Bmsl'ey.

MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
• (at Makers' List Price).

BLACKBURNE 3 h.p. Combination £225
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter . ; . . . £135
CLYNO, 2.i h.p., 2-speed and clutch £75
DIAMOND, 2j h.p., 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2! h.p., 2-speed . £82 10
DOUGLAS, 2JI1.P., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £105
INVICTA-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 J h.p. twin,2-5peed,

clutch, and kick-starter £130
METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

Types £95 18
NEW IMPERIAL 3 h.p. Combination *78 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,

2speed 77 gni.
NEW IMPER1AL-J.A.P., 2} h.p..

2-specd. clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.
O.K.-UNION, 2; h.p., 2-stroke 48 gns.
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed ... 71 gns.
ROVER, 3.1 h.p., 3-5peed, all-chain

drive : £149 15
RUDGE - MULTI, 3* h.p., LO.M.

model 1O3 gns.
SCOTT, 3; h.p., tviia £140

SECOND-HAND.
it)r6 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination,

lamp, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen, etc £130 9

1920 COULSON - BLACKBURNE,
2j h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
speedometer £90

1918 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p.. 2-speed,
R.N. model . .-. £65

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 79 h.p.,
with Sidecar and acci;ssories . .-HE210

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Side-
car £140

I9r9 JAMES, 2J h.p.. 2-speed £65
1920 LEA - FRANCIS, 3.1 h.p.,

Henderson Sidecar, P. '& H.
lamps. Lucas horn, speedometer,
as new £150

t9i2 WOLF, 3,5 h.p., lamp and horn £33
1916 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination,

detachable wheels, lamps, and
horn £155 Q

t9r4 SUNBEAM, 6 h.p., and Sidecar,
lamps, and horn £130

I9r6 JAMES, 2^ h.p., 2-speed,
lamps, and horn £50

I9r4 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed ... £55
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and

Milltord Sidecar, lamps, horn,
and speedometer £135

W.D. P. "St M., 3i h.p.. 2-speed. and
kick-starter £73

' WJ3. P. & M., 3V h.p., 2-speed, and
kick-starter, and new Millford
Sidecar £103

W.D. ROVER, 5-6 h.p. combination,
3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
all chain drive £135

EXCHANGES & DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,
' Official Kepairers to

K.A.C.. A.C.a, A.A. & M.U
,

4 1 S, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E,7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—" Egaraco, London,"

aDaaasaaBaaaBBBaaaiaaaaBaaaBBBSBBaaaBBaaBBai
All letters relating to advertisements : houlcl quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

NOW in Stock, nen- Humber S^/^b.p. 3-speed motor
cycie combination, also Skootnmotas and Autopeds,

at list price.—Lanfcester Engineering Co., 83, Victoria
Rd., Surbiton. [9862

HUMBER S'/jh.p., chain drive, Bosch mag., Amac
carburetter, tyres good, only needs slight adjust-

ments; £20, or nearest offer.—12a, Wissett Rd., Hales-
worth, Suffolk. [1337

Indian.
5-6h.p. Indian and Sidecar, new lamps, etc.; £60.

~

1, Osterley St., St. Thomas, Swansea. [9791

BEAXD Xew 1919 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., un-
u.?ed; £185.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X8075

7 -9h. p. Indian Solo. 2-speed, < '.ntch model, brand new;
. £100.—Spring Hotel, Ewei:. 'Phone: Epsom 614.

[8697
INDIAN 1915 Combination, n excellent running

order; sacrifice, £80 gns.—2 2, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.

[1621
"I 16 7-9D,p. Powerplus Inaian Combination, very
J-t? fast; big snip, 136gas.—3, Parker Lane, Burn-
ley. [X8074

7 -9b. p. Indian, clutch model, perfect order ri^ht
through; £60.—I'ayne, 115, Wrotham Ed., Grave.s-

eud.
'

[1416

INDIAN" Powerplus, 3-speed, clutch, disc, lamps, horn,
perfect running order; £95.-6, Holly Mount.

Hampstead. ' . [941.'^

INDIAN Combination, 7.9h.p., 1915, H. and F.
clutch, speeds, lamps, etc. ; £85.—15, MerTan Ed,,

Brixton, S.W.2. [121ff

7-9h.p. 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sideca,r

;

£175; latest improvements.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lan^, London. [2046

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, electrically equipped,
beautiful order; £90.—Park Farm, Stoke Trister,

Wincanton, Somerset. [1867

7-9h.p. Indian C.B. Combination, as new, absolutely
perfect, accessories, electttic lights; anv trial;

£120, or offers.—78, Gordon Rd., Ealing. [1610

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed clutch, kick
start, spring frame, excellent condition; £87.—

35, Annesley Av., The Hyde. Hendon, N.W.9. [1524

INDIAN Combination, clutch, wind screen, hood,
etc. ; exceptional bargain, £70--Minchin Motor

Mart, 39, Penrhyn Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [135Q

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Solo, electric lighting, speedo-
J-iJ meter, only ridden few miles, as new; £170.

—

Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel. : 16. [1501

LATE Model Powerplus Indian and Swan sidecar, all

electrical equipment with Magdvno; £160.—Browett.
Folwell and Co., Ltd., Dover St., Leicester. [9908-

1 Q 15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, K.S., dual clut.^h,
-L t' spring frame, indistinguishable from new ; £85,
ofEers.-Canleigh, College Slip, Bromley, Kent. [1727

INDIAN 1914 2-speed Combination, spring frame,
electric lights, Binks, Split-dorf: any trial; £95, or

nearest.—12, Sandall Ed., Kentish Town. [9724

1 Q 1 7 Powerplus Indian, enamel, plating new, long
X iy exhaust, every accessory, gold medal hill-climb

;

£100, bargain.—Grey Court, Thorpe Bay, Essex. [9820

1Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Coachbuilt Combination. 3-

J-t/ speed, kick start, clutch, wind screen, hood,
spares, any trial; £95.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [9464

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, Milford combination. 3-speed.
JLt/ spring frame, splendid condition; £105, a bar-

gain.—25, Morley Rd., Twickenham, Middlesex. [1656

"TNDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-

X speed, clutch, speedometer, lamps, new' sidecar,
low irileage, smart turnout, good condition; £105-
—Guttridge, 36, St. Leonard's Rd., Windsor, [1343

INDIAN 7-9h.p. T.T. Clutch Model, rear driven
speedometer, lamp, et-Q. ; £50, bargain ; seen any

time.-r-C.S.. 14, Swaton E'd., Bow, E.3. "Tel.: E3 155.
[1458

INDIAN 1918-19 Powerplus, new tyres, completely
overh.auled and re-enamelled, makers' colours, re-

plated, snip; £115.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12.
. [9761

1Q15 Indian Combination, spring frame, lamps.
-jL*J horn, etc., overhauled, splendid order; £90.—
Grove Cottage, Standish. Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.

[1409

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, spring" frame and
Xtf torpedo Gloria sidecar, new tyres and accessories;
£95,—Aspden, 33, Lower East Av,, Bainoldswick.

[9946
7-9h.p, Indian Combination, go anywhere, spares,

accessories, lamps, horn, tools, Tan-Sad; £95. or
'nearest.—Carter, Fallowfield, Fairfax Drive. Westcliff-
on-Sea. [9987

OFFERS.--1915 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, Swan sijorting sidecar, new Dunlops.

lamps, accessories, new condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-
ton. [1821

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-
J- *y ing, new Dunlops. mileage 4,000 ; £200, or n«ar
offer ; trial run given.—Batchelor, 33., Moriand Av.

,

E. Croydon. [9826

£95.—Indian combination. 7-5h.p.. clutch. 2-speed.
K.S.. excellent condition and going order, acces-

sorie?.—Jonei Bridge House, Crescent rid., Southall.
Middlesex. [9928

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. '

Indian. ',

j (njlS Indian Sporting Combination, 5-6h.p., kic'k '.

-L«-' start, 3-speed, hand and foot clutch, splendid con-
dition; ofEers.—51, TowTishend Cottages, Townshend Ed.,
Eefjent's I'aik. [9711

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, electric lamps
and hora, wind screen, hood, speedometer, spares,

,

Al condition; £130; seen after 6 p.m.—38, Cavendish;
Rd., N.W.6. [1284

j

1 O20 7-9h.p. Indian PowerpluE Combination, dynamo
J- *^ h'ghting-, speedometer, Easting wind screen, mile-
age 1,000 : offers.—Gosling and Son, Mareham-le-Fen,
near Boston • [X8336

1019 Indian Powerplus, lamps, tools, Bonniksen
-i-*J trip speedometer, Klaxon horn, low mileage;
£135; privately owned; no offers.—21, Powis Terrace,
Bayswater. [1791

INDIAN Combination, late 1919, sidecar with wind
screen, dynamo lighting, electric horn, excellent

condition, onlv ridden 1,0U;^ miles.—Thwaites, Alveston,
Stratiord-on-Avon. ;. [X8257

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus, delivered Easter, as new,
£5 spaie parts, insurance policy, wind sereen, etc.;

£210.— Daily after 6 p.m. at 66. Cleaveland Ed.. Ealinp.
Tel.: 1263 Ealing. [9799

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, 3-speed,. K.S.,
clutch, electric lights and Klaxon; first 105 gn?.

;

monev urgent.—Baigent, Treverbyn, Cambridge Park,
Wanstead, N.B. [9686

INDIAN 7-9h.p., mileage guaranteed under 2,500,
with balbous back sidecar, Cowey speedometer,

all in excellent condition; £160.—Warne's, 46, Church-
field Ed., Acton. W.3. [9653

INDIAN.—For early delivery of the famous power-
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinations with

electrical equipment write to P. J. Evans, 83-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0173

1 Q.15 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, lamps. Klaxon,
J-tf new back cover and tube, front tyre good, engine
.I'ust overhauled, long exhaust and cut-out;

,
£75.~Sar-

geaunt, Ingatestone, Essex. - [X8364

10 20 (May) 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo elec-
-»-^ tiio liglitinft-, etc., run 500 miles, perfer^t : cost
£231, accept £210, -or best offer.—Lawson, Aaneduct
Inn, Bolton Ed., Blackburn. L9'/u3

1 Ql^ Indian Coachbuilt Combination, spring frame,
J-t/ 2-^peed, kick start, hand ana foot clntch. lamp^,
speedometer, splendid condition ; £89, near ofiei'.- 61,
Kensington Av., East Ham. '

[1320

INDIAN Combination. 7-9h.p., late 19-15, spring
frame, K.S., new tyres, new C.B. family sidecar,

2 wind screens, new lamps, splendid outfit; £96.-104
Chobham Ed., Stratford, E.15. [2115

1 Q20 {i\Iay) Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo
JLt/ lighting, speedometer. Easting wind screen,
mileage 600, as new; £220, or near offer.—Holmes.
Hawthorns, Belmont Ed- "Hereford. [1760

5h.p. Indian, 1915, and torpedo ooachbuilt sidecar,

3-speed, hand controlled clutch, semi-T.T. bars,

lamp, and accessoiies, just re-enamelled; £100.—Ivy-
done, Cross St., Fainborough, Hants. . [9541

INDIAN-FULFOED Combination, 1919, 7-9h.p., de-

livered January, "1920, full equipment, hood,
screen, luggage carrier ; trial; £190.—Major Shipster.
Machine Gun School, Seaford, Susses. [9441

"1Q14 Indian 3V2h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,
J-^ lamiis. horn, tyres and 'chains good, with cane
torpedo sidecar, just overhauled £19, ggod condition.;
£60.—Fisber, Walton, Burton-on-Trent. [X8330

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. and Swan Sidecar, only just
Ji*y run in, tyres as new, dynamo lighting, electric
liorn, speedometer; £170; wind screen. £2.—Seen after
August 13th, at 30, Leckford Rd., Oxford. [1934

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed clutch, electric equipment,
spring frame, £85 ; ditto 7-9h.p., 2-speed and

clutch, overhauled, £65 ; cash, credit, exchange.—
Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [1242

NOVEMBER. 1919, Indian Powerplus Combination,
electrically eqoipped, Easting wind screen, speedo-

meter, every accessory, hardly used, guaranteed equal
new; £185.—Vicar, Whaplode Drove, Wisbech. [9996

1 Q 20 Indian Powerplus, Henderson Elite sidecar,
i-ij special screen, speedometer, electric lamps,
horn, all tools, spares; seen I^ndon ; cost ^240, best
offer over £200.~Lowe Watson, Leafiand, Harrow.

[1816
1Q16 7-9h.p, Indian Combination, sporting Phosjiix
-*-»? coachbuilt sidecar, electric lights, Klaxon,
tools, etc., in excellent condition; must .sell, £120, a
bargain.—P. Whcatley, 34, St. Barnabas Rd., Cam-
bridge. [1526
1 19 Indian 7-9h.p., electric ligliting, speedometer.
X*" i'tr., (inly ridden 4 ifKnifli.^, wdiild lis sold snjo, or
with I\[dl^-l""iili'ord sidecar (1919). juivately owned.—
r;irti''n];rrs from Eeliuncc Mniov Wniks, St. Crosa Ed.,
Winchester. [9719

"I NDIAN 1916 5-6h.p. Comhlnation. 3-epeed, K.S., new
-iL i.i«(oiiH, tyres new oondition, disc wheel.'j, 3 lainp.s,
1 ' t II t.iirin, J.'ifirriine wind Bcrecn, very sporty mndel

:

ii:", i';iii-,(iii.— 0. Crossley,' Town Bottom, Kirklieatuu
j.':n liii.ii|i[sflcld. [9596
''P.T. Indian 7-9h.p., clutch model, complete with
J- horn, head and tail lamps, Rpares, rear-driven.
80 m.p.h. Hijeedometer, encinc and ennmcHing in
Hplcndid condition: £85.—Ilowarth, 76, Morris St.,
Oldham, Lancashire,

. [2071

NO PREMIUMS.
Here are a few of our
new machines in stocl<.

3| h.p. ARIEL Combination, Magdyno
6-7 h.p. ARIEL Combination
8 li.p. BLACKBURNE and Sidecar

3| li.p. ROVER Combination
5-6 h.p. ROVER Combination
4:1 h.p. B.S.A. Model H. and Sidecar

2| h.p. WOOLER, Variable Gear,
Spring Frame

O.K.! O.K.! O.K.! O.K.!
O.K. JUNIORS, 2-speed Gear
O.K. JUNIORS, Single Gears
UNION AND VILLIERS ENGINES

We have many more.

1 920 machines that are
unscratched & indistinguish-

able from new.

ENFIELD 6 h.p., Dynamo Model
ENFIELD 8 h.p., Standard Combination
SPARKBROOK VILLIERS,

2-speed £63
BEARDMORE PRECISION,

wonderful Springing £93
BLERIOT WHIPPET, £20

worth of Accessories £275
EARL Cycle Car, 2-speed and reverse £105

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

1919 SUNBEAM, 31 h.p.,

Electric Lighting and Spares £127 10
1916 TRIUMPH, Countershaft

Model and Sidecar £115
1917 SUNBEAM, 8 h.p., Mag.,

Electric Combination ...... £200
1919 TRIUMPH and Sidecar,

like new £160
1915 DOUGLAS, 2i h.p.,

3-speed, all accessories £65

Many others.

SEND FOR OUR
BiG LIST!!!

MAG. ENGINES, brand new,
8 h.p., air-cooled £38

SIDECARS, any shape, size,

or colour, from £19
BODIES from £5 15

Our deferred payment system.

One half down plus 15% on the balance if

paid within 12 months, or 10% if paid in

6 months.

NO BOTHER. NO FUSS.

JONES

GARAGE,
1, The Broadway,

Muswell Hill, N.10.
'Phone: Hornsey 2562.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Indian. *

-
,

20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, delivered April,

F.O.C.H. have
c

i, 1920
f

r.—Fair
|

(near 1

carefully riddon, 1,500 miles, electric light-s ^.;
and horn, sDeedoraeter, Indian bulbous sidecar. W''"
Easting, unpunctured, luxurious outfit;- £210.—Cam \

Brea, Lion Lane, Haslemere. [1733

several Indian Combinations,
downwards, dynamo lighting, Al order.-

Otfer Car House, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. X1080

TO 18 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-speed, Iv.S., estrn
-i*^ large sidecar, child's front detachable seat, hooa,
wind screen, only used 2 trip.s, Claeton, imposing turn-
out, matchless colour, mechanically perfect; £165.
15, Argyl© ltd., Tottenham, N.17. [1321

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., epring frame, Rennoc sporting
torpedo sidecar, wind screen, lamps, horn, speed-

-Qiiieter, aluminium, ^liscs, tools, indistinguishable froui
new ; 125gns., near ofier considered.—Singleton, 15,
Enmore Rd., S. Norwood, S.B.25. [9808

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame, S-spee^j
hand-toot clutch, kick start, aluminium disc, Ict

shields, lamps, horn, speedometer. Cameo scre^a
luggage carrier, splendid order ; anv trial ; nearest
£130.-36, Claude Rd., Plaistow, E.13. [1342

]Q 16 Indian <^ombination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,
- 1^ enamel unscratched, perfect condition, any

examination, de luxe coachbuilt sidecar cost £30,
June, receipt shown, unscratched, outfit" insu'red^lSO;
.urgent sale, £l00 - lowest.—14, Willowbridge Rd.,
Canonbury. N.l. [2073

JUNE, 1920, Big ValTO Sporting Model Powei-plus
Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., and Swan sidei^,.

perfect condition, as new, electric lighting and speedo-
meter, -^11 spares; reason for selling, too powerful for

present owner; p-ric© £210.—Greaves, 132, Feilowes HA.i-
Swiss Cottage, London. [1311 ^[^^

WE;

INDIAN, new May, T920, 7-9h.p., electrically

equipped, dynamo, head, toil, sidecar and iiisiw--

tion lamp, 2 aeroplane lamps {one a speedometer, one
an ammeter}, bike in lOvely condition, eideear perfect,

new patent one-man type Jiood and Easting wind screen, pi

dymimo shields tyres good, very fast 'bps, specialV P*

sprockets; any trial; nenrest £230: buying car; Derhy-
c-ihiie.—Box 6,763, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'

[9629:

Invlcts

J A. STACEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Shefneld, carf

• give immediate delivery from stock of 1920;

m

In>-icta 2^;4h.p. [1987

NEW Invicta Lightweight,
Villlers 2!-- "

' '

.. fitted with the famoHJB

. jh.p. 2-stroke engine-, Dunlop heavy
Maynum tyres, a thoroughly reliable mount; many other
machines in stock; easy payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118,

Urompton Rd., London. [1352

Ivy.

IVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supply at

early date:;. [5763

IVY 2-speed 2-stroke in stock.—Rothwell and Mil-

bourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [6186

T\\0
1930 Ivy Motor Cycles at £65 each, in escellejit

order.—Queensberry Mews, S.W. [9921

1Q19 I-vy 2-speed 2-stroke, 2y-h.p., gcod cpiditjoa^
-»-*-' £55.~Pearce, Eeverstone, near Tetbury) Gios,

[1886
33.h.p, T.T. Ivy-Precision, fully equipped. Klaxon,
4 spares, as new ; £58.-18, Emperor's-^ Gate,

S.W.7. -

^
[9750

iiM.MEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G,

-llenly and Co., London and District Agtnts, 91, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [002^

IVY-J.A.P., 4-5h.p., 3-specd S.A., countershaft and
clutch, Dec, 1916, speedometer, Klaxon, new

large P. and H., just overhauled, " very fast, must
sell; £80, or near offer.—Write, Nichols, Duusinnan,
Inglemero Rd., Forest Hill. [1^81

Ixion.

IXION New 2Vi;h.p. 2-stroke, hand control cintch
and kick starter, Stnrmey-Archer 2-speed gear I

in stock for immediate deliverv; price £72.—Rcdditcli
Garages. Ltd., Unicorn Hill, Redditch. [X8325

James.
Walsall, for good deliveriea of

[5764

£4*

THE Walsall Gara;\^
all Jr.tnea models

20 5"6h.p. James Combination, as new; £185.—
Westlake, Station Rd., Taunton, [1424

"I Q20 James 2-stroke, 2speed, new; cheap.—Fishfer,
J-iJ' 39, Penny St., Lancaster. [1396

19
lO^'^'^S Jaraes 2V|Ii.n., 2-specd, splendid condition:
JLU £44.-81, Little Ealing Lane, Ealing. [1594

1 Q20 James 6h.p. Coml>inntion .at listr price, pllw
M-U carriage.—Taylor's Garase, Faliuoilth. [0249

1 Q20 James 3'/;h.p., solo model, delivery from stnclJi,

i- *y list price.—riiilpol. Motors, Canterliury. [9735!

r(4
20 3'/'li.p. Twin James, mileage 500, tally eqnipped i

• ' £125.-Margrave, Mottraiu, Mauelrcitcr. iX8046i

JAMES 3'/.li.p. Tivin, laic 1914, light cano sidecar

£68; after 6 p.m.—235, .Fetsliani Kd., Putney.
[1207

1 O20 James 5-6h.p. Combination: immediate
J-t/ livery; £192.-334, Shirley Rd.,t8outhampt

B24 All letters i'el:itinii ti> aclvci'tiseinents should quote tlic niinibcr at tlie end ot encli ndvei'tiscnieiit, and the diite of the Issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

I Q20 4iih.p. James Combination, equipped, speedo-
L«/ meter, etc.; £165.-80, Streatham High Ed.,
I.W. [1433

IQ18 James Combination, speedometer, etc.—
hU Drever, 24, The Grove, Finchley. 'Phone

;

.351. [1755

ih.p. James Combination, a bargain, kick start. 3-

speed, coachbuilt sidecar; £85.—Pickering,i
Ihrewsbury. [X8383

FAMES 2-stroke, 2-spped, good tyres and condition;
I great bargain, £48.^iIa^soQ s Garage, Letcii-
?prth. Herts.- [ITGA

FAMES 6h.p. Combination de Luxe, jusfc delivered;
' £190; bought car while waiting.—Graham, 6,

Tilbrook, Salisbury. [2053

i|Q20 6h.p. James de Luxe Combiaation, mileage
(Lt/ 2,500, excellent condition; £135.—Box 6,807,
to The Motor Cycle. [9868

J.Q20 6h.p. James Combination, James de Luxe
L«/ sidecar, excellent condition; £135.—Box 6.877,
,/o The Motor Cycle. [1837

IFAMES 1920 ^lih.p., 2-ppe6d, 2-stroke, just arrived
' tiom makers, ulfridden; list price £75.-48, Gren-
ille Ed., Hornsey Kise. [9938

IJTILL Guaranteed, James 4^h.p. combination, 160
5 miles, cost £178; best over £150.—Write, P.T..
5, Brayburne Av., S.W.4. [1571

920 4i4h.p. James Combination, Easting, horn,
etc., mileage under 200; seen any time; £155,

\: Dffer.--20, High St., Rugby. [X8327

IfAMES.—Immediate delivery 6h.p. combination, com-
' plete vrith 3 speeds and clutch.—Parker^s, Brad-
lawgate, Bolton. Tek: 1348. [X8220

914 .Tames Combination, good tyres, lamps, sidecar
repainted, perfect condition; any trial; £90.—

ise, Lowsoniord, Henley-in-Arden. [X8279

AMES 1920 3Vih.p., 3-speedi special machine, new
last month, not soiled : 115 gns., cash.—Hallam.

osedate. Dove Holee, Stockport. [X8017

920 James Solo, complete, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, done about 500 miles; £128.—Wright's

itage, Saffron Walden. Tel. : 16. [1503

AMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination in stock; makers'
price, plus carriage.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield

iifehway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [1881

920 James 5-6h.p. Combination, with hood,
screen, and Sparton horn, insured, delivered

ily; £195.-28, New Rd., Ware, Herts. [9777

AMES~ 1916 4i'4h.p. C.B. Combination, in perfect
order, lamps, horn, wind screen, new tyres, very

T mileage; £110, a bargain.—Box 360, c/o The
oioT Cycle. [X8066

AMES 31/i.h.p. ^920 Twin, as new, complete with
lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, complete tool

;; trial nnv time; £110, or ofEers.—E. MeltoUi Bri^h-
II Kd., Sutton, Surrey. [1203

,U"

srt

luJ

m

SfT;i

1Q20 (April) 5-6h.p. JamCfi Combination, Be LuxeV sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn, carefully used, every-
.ng equal to new, mileage small; £180.—Tyr Bryn.
theme, Coulsdon, Surrey. [1901

f|20 James 2-stroke, new March, fully insured.
t' pillion, second driver, tools, accessories, ap-
intment; £75.—Wilson. McWhirter House, Abbev
!.; St. John's Wood, N.W. [9501

AMES 1919 4i4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, Tan-Sad, Easting, mechanically i>erfect,

es, rear nearly new, front new, car good; £130.—
itcnins, Foster's School, Sherborne. [1676

'140.—James 4V4h.p. combination, 3-speed. K.S., foot
' clutch, 1917, dynamo model, all chain, Stewart,
iionditioned makers 1919, handsome outfit, guar-
teed.—Southbourne, Victoria Place, Eastbourne.

' [9523
lCfcl4 James ^\i\i.v- Big Single, chain 'drive, 3-speed,
*' Montgomery Canoelet sidecar, speedometer, lamps,
i'Ib, done 4,589 miles, etored during war, just over-
llled; £90.—J. Evans, Ashby Ed,, Bonisthorpe, Ashby.

. I"9545
lire!

I ^16-17 4i^h.p. James Combination, C.B., chain
r-fri wf drive, new tvres, hood, screen, side curtains,
•-Es jiedometer, lam,ps, tools, spares, child's seat, excellent

idition: £100, or near oflo:.—Davis, 1, Old Bedford
., Luton. [1018

AMES (Sept., 1919) 4i4h.p. Combina'tion, complete
with all spares and hood, screen, luggage grid,

'nps, etc., under 2,000 miles, perfect condition, ready
Mong tour; £125 for quick sale.—2, St. John's Wood
jl.; N.W. 8. . [1815

;AHES 1920 (May) 5-6h.p. Combination, luggage
grid. Watford speedometer, three 1920 Lucas

SB,
Klaxon, spare valve, spare new cover and tube,

and economical outfit; £200.—James, 9, Westland
Watford. - [9049

20 New James 5-6h.p; Combination, £190; 1919
James 5-6h.p. combination, disc wheels, lamps,

m, screen, luggage carrier, and, equal to new, £175.
u Hebden and Son, 149, St. Jamea' St., Burnley.

488. [9853

916 James 3-speed Combination, 4^4h.p., splendid
condition throughout, recently overhauled, all

lessories. Easting, pillion, spares, tools, used very
He; £120, or offer; evenings after 6.30.-1, Eastern
1., Brockley, S.E: _ [9608 J

CLYHO 2^ h.Pv 1
hand clutch, 2-speed, 1

£75 cash, 1
or £21 down and 11

of £5 13s.
payments 1
0. I

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1920 ZENITH, Model G £139
1920 B.S.A., 6-7 h.p £150
1920 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £175
1920 ARIEL and Ariel Sidecar, 3J h.p. . . £152 10

^1920 ARIEL, solo ^ . . .

.' £115
J920 DOUGLAS Combination, 4 b.D £170
1920 SCOTT, solo ." £140
1920 ROVER, T.T £149 10
1920 ROVER Combination. 5-5 h.p £235
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports model,

and accessories £164 9
1926 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric, and

Sidecar £249
1920 JAMES N*. '6' Combination, 4J h.p. . £170
1920 DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2speed £90 6
1920 DIAMOND, single-speed £65
1920 DIAMOND £84 3
IQ20 LEA-FRANCIS, 3'. h.p £130
1920 CLYMO, hand clutch. 2J h.p £75
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-speed, 2\ h.p £65
1920 O.K.-JUNIOR, 25 h.p £50 8
1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p £78 5 6
1920 CALTHORPE, sstroke, 2? h.p. . . £74 19 4
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p £89 5
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sport-

ing Swan Sidecar £182 5
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p £75
1920 ALLDAYS ALLON £85
1920BLACKBURNE, 4h.p £135
1920 RUDGE, I.O.M £110 5
1920 RUDGE, I.O.M., pedal starter £110 5
1920 LEVIS £60
1920 A.B.C £150
1920 B.S.A. and B.S.A. Sidecar £152
Deferred Terms : Quarter down and 11 instal-

ments.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 JAMES, lightweight £63
1920 QUADRANT 4^ h.p. Combination

and accessories £135
1920 COVENTRY - EAGLE, hand - clutch,

kick-starter '. . . . £85
1920 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., and Rudge Sidecar £160
1920 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., and accessories,

ridden 300 miles £170
1920 P. & M. Combination ; —
1919 P. & M. Combination £135
1919 A.J.S. Combination, lamps, and horn £195
r920 N.U.T ; —
I9r9 ENFIELD, 2i h.p £60
Deferred Terms ; Half down and 11 instalments

SECOND-HAND.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., bar-

gain £95
1916 B.S.A., 4i h.p £90
1917 LEVIS £52 10

WOLF, lightweight 30 gns.
W.D. DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., lamps.

horn, tools, bag 72 gns.
WD. DOUGLAS, 2? h.p 65 gns.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar £49 10

Deferred Terms : Half down and 11 instalments.

LAMB'S,
50, HIGH RD„ WOOD GREEN, N.22.

'Phone: Hornsey 1956.

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAIMSTOW, E.17.

•Plione: Walthamstdw 1 69.
'Grams; '' Cyclotomo, 'Phone. London."

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I.

Phone: Museum 4978
Telegraphic Address: "Lamocy, Eusroad, London.''

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 James 4'4h.p. pombinatioiL
electric lighting, small mileage, new condition.—

Fair OfEer t^ar^Honse, 5, Heath St., Hampstead [near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [1084

1 Q20 (May) 5-6h.p. James Combination, Magdyno
J- «/ lighting set, electric Klaxon, Watford, Easting,
leg shields, Terry's pillion seat, Binks; price, including
£7/16 insurance up to Mav, £195; to-day's list price,
£243.—'Phone Mr. Jay, 379 Dalston. [1964

1 Q19 James 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, complete with
J- 1' all accessories and Cameo wind screen, little used,
appearance and condition faultless; an obvious bargain:
owner must sell; accept £130.—View by appointment
only at Hubert Turner and Co.'s Garage, 4-5, Craw-
ford .Passage, Eay St., Farringdon Kd., E.C.I. [1544

J. A. P.

J .A. P. 6h.p., twin encine, ab.=olutel7 brand new and
unused. 1919 pattern; £37/10.—A. J. Sprin-ett,

Billericay, Esses. [9923
6 h.p. Twin .T.A.P. Combination. Mills-Fulford side-

car, enamelled black with gold leaf (like Sun-
beam), unscratched, new tyres, first-class mechanical
order; worth ^00; first cheque £75 secures.—Bracling,
Totland Bav, I.W. .. [9787

J.E.S:

J.E.S. Motor Cyclette Auxiliary, condition as new; £20,
or offers.—Willis, 19, H^. Avenue, Arsenal, Wool-

wich. [9712
J.H.

8 h.p. J.H., 1515, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed, clutch and
kick start, countershaft -gears,, fitted with under-

slung sidecar; £115.—Wauchope'e, 9, Shoe ijane. Fleet
St., London. [2042

Kerr\
3ih.p. Kerry, magneto ignition, B. and B., lamps,

4 horn, tools, splendid order; £r28.—10, Oatlands
Rd.. Burgheath, Surrey. [1672

KEERT 2^ih.p., B.B. carburetter, spring forks,

almost new tyres, new belt, new battery, a good
climber, sound and perfect ; £10.-14, Estcourt St.,

Devizes. [9661
Lea-Francis.

3 h.p.. Lea and Francis, new 1920 model; £130: ex-
dh'fenge arranged. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

London. [2033

T Q20 N«fr Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine; £130.—J.
Xt7 Hebden and Son, 149, St. James' St., Burnley.
Tel. : 488. [9854

LEA-FRANCIS, superb machine, M.A.G. engine,
new; £130.—Clark, 7, Exhibitioa Rd., South

Kensington. [1630

J A. STAGEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield, can
• give immediate delivery from stock of 1920

Lea and Francis 3i/2h.p, [1988

LEA-FRANCIS.—Immediate deliyery twin-cyl., 2-

speed, hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G. engine.

—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. TeU 1348.. [S8214

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.-Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 193. Gt. Portland St..

W.l. (0099

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clijtch and kick starter,

M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on ea^y

payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [1360

LEA-FRANCIS 1917 S'^t-P-. 2-'speed and clutch,

recently overhauled and renovated, fitted with
brand new 1920 3i/'h.p. J.A.P. engine.—Parker's. Brad-
slKiwtiate, Bolton.

' [5:8205

LEA-FRANCIS [Aug.. 1919) '^Combination, perfect,

4h.p. J.A.P., Montgomery 5-poiut. luggage car-

rier, Luca^ lamps, Binks, Stewart speedometer, nearly

n''w Palmers, just overhauled, worn parts renewed,
spiires, Dunlop combination, Dunlop heavy, 4 tubes,

\;ilves, chain.s, solo f^proeket, Amac; any trial or ex-

aMiination: nearest £140; exchange higher power, cash
adjustment.-14a, Emscote Rd., Warwick. [X8354

Levis.

LEVIS 2'4Ti.p. 2-speed, 1916; £42.-36, St. Thomas
Rd., Hackney. [191''

1 015 Levis 2V'*h.p., 2-fipeed model; £48.—P. Brewster,
Xt/ 114, Goldhurst Terrace, N.W.6. [1128

LEVIS 1917 2'Ah.p., Enfield gear, 600 miles, perfect;

bargain, £63.—Box 384, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X8371

1015 Levis 2i/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, speedometer,
-It/ lamps, horn, etc.; £47/10.-31, Turnpike Lane,
Hornsey. ' [9633

LEVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. Young
and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket.

Phone: 214. [1097

NEW 1920 Levis 2j/^.p. Popular Model, £60; im-
mediate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co , Aston

Rd., Birmingham, [1644

Oih.p. Levis, 1915, lamps, horn, tools, good condi-
/Vi tion; £38, or offer.—89, Dymchurch Rd.,
Hythe, Kent. [1742

LEVIS Popular 2^h.p., 1916, lamps, horn, new
belt and tvre perfect condition ; after 6.—198,

Oxford Rd., Reading. [1434

LEVIS 2^/4h.p-, Bosch mag., new tyres, belt, carbu-
retter; bargain, £33.—Petersen, 66, Richmond

Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [1155

All .letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS 2V'Ii.p.. Bosch, excellent coBdition, Lucas
lamps, "bom, etc.; after 5.30 p.m.; 40 gns.— 122,

Oglnnder Rd., E. Dulwicli. - [9542

"JQ14 214I1.P. Levis, in good running order, Bosch,
-A^ Amac; must sell; £33.—M. Ward, Oak House,
Enfield Rd., Souihgate, N.14. [9667

"IQ16 Levis 2%h.p., Bosch, mag., Dunlop tyres, per-
J~*J feet conditiou ; lide away; price £40.—H. Cam-
pion, 163, East St., Walworth, S.E. [1287

LEVIS 1920 Popular Model, just arriTed from works;
imuiediate delivery at makers' price, £60.—Wil-

kins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London, [1029

LEVIS, 1920, low mileage, unscratched, horn, tools,

insurance; £52; owner bought combination.—Mill-
ington,. Potters Hill, Aston, Birmingham. [9811

"I Q15 Levis, 2V2h.p., lamps, etc., lovely machine,
J-tF excellent condition; £38/10.—Minchin Motor
Mart, 39, Penrhyn Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1346

LEVIS.—We stronfely recommend, and can supply
eaily, this famous 2-stroke.—District agents, The

Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone:
444, « , [5765

LEVIS 2V2h.p., chain drive, Enfield 2-speed, Stewart
speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, just overhauled;

£50, or near offer.—Brunner, 4, Broadfield Rd.,
Folkestone, - [1819

r.O.C.H. have a Levis, in fine condition.—Fair Ofier
Car House, 5, Heath St.. Hompstead (near Hamp-

Btead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. ^ [1085

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdox Rd., sole district
Levis agents, v Delivery from stocky list price-

Official repairers to A.A. and M.U., E.A.C., A.C.U.,
and N.atJ. Established 12 years. [8743

Lincoln^Elk.
31.h.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1912, Bosch, ride away; £18.—

2 2p, Treen Av., -Boggers Corner, Barnes. [1602

3ih.p. Lincoln Elk Combination. 2-speed, clutch,
2 kick start, Dunlop heavies, brand new mag.

;

£55.-151, Kingston R^., Teddington. [9512

LINCOLN-ELK SVsh.p., 1912, just overhauled, new
tyres, accumulator and wiring, £30; also wicker

sidecar, £7/10.—Taylor, Beaconsfield, Bridhngton. [9965

OFFERS.—1914 Lincoln-Elk, 3h.p., Bosch, enclosed,
Philipson pulley, 2 lamps, 2 generators, acces-

sories, new condition.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1823

L.M.C
1 20 L.M.C. 6h.p. Combination, twin, Stuirney-

-* «' Archer 3-speed, canchbuilt S.C. new, beautiful
turnout, insured; accept £150 quick^ sale, cost, £176;
mileage 100.—George Hotel, Pangbourne. [1863

M.A.G.

1 Q20 M.A.G. Matchless Combination, all Lucas
JLt' lamps, brand new; £215, cost £220.—Box
6,879, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1839

Martinsyde.

MABTINSYDE-NEWMAN 6h.p. Combination, jnst
delivered; list price £170.—Box 6,850 c/o The

Motor Cycle. [1222
MARTINSTDE-NEWMAN New Combination, Klaxon,

numbeied plates; £171/10.—D., c/o Hartwpll's
Garages, Oxford. [1885
6h.p. Martinsyde-NewTnan Combination,- .only done a

few miles, complete with lamps, horn, hood and
screen, perfect as new; £190,—Coates, Glanconwav.

rX8023
1Q20 (July 24th} 6h.p. Martinsyde-Newman Com-Xf bination, electric side and gas lamps, Klaxon,
screen, etc.,' mileage under 100; , £180.—Matthews,
49, Sidwell St., Exeter. [1915

1 Q20 Martinsyde-Newman 6h,p. Coml'ination, de-
Ji*y livcjed 31st July, Lucns" dynamo Ui^htiup, Lurns
hnrn, <'0mplete Tan-Sad, perfect condition; £215.-26,
Woolliope Rd., Worcester. [1894

MA RTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for Lon-
don, Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert-

ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now being
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100. Gt. Portland St., W.l. and Paris St., Exeter.

'* [6618
Massey-Arian.

23.b.p, Mas-scy-Arran, sports model, with 2-speed.
4 kick j-tarter, hand and foot-controlled clutch,

difc whctly-, etc., in Ktuck for delivery at manufac-
turers' liKt price, £90.~Davison. Bute SL, Lutoii.

[1705
Matchless

10)20 H -Intclil0';«-M,A.G.. nuicdyno, new, imnirdiiit**
•y d. livery; £230.-114. Brixton Hill, [1929

MATCHLESS 1915 M.A..G. Combination, -Iniiu....

etc.; £110.—Padd. 2423.-89. Abbey Bd., N,W.8,
[1846

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, as delivered; £220 —
M.9J Wriglit'H GaraR.-, HaHron Waldcn. Td. : 16,

[1504
r^UiOW Brog., Cuildlord, West Surrey ngcniB r..

Vy thia flrst-clabB outfit. Matchless Id namo nnd
qnallty. [3171

J A. STAGEY. 12,' Ecelesall Rd., Shefljehl. can.
• Rive wirly rielivery o( MatchloHs Model 11. corn-

(jtnation. [1993

WILL
USTIKON
A PAIR?
A SURE SUMMER SHOE
^^SAVER is afforded to all who
fit Ustikon Solepieces. They can

be fitted to the thinnest sole without
the aid of nails or screws.^They're
s'uckon!

oAViS'

19=

SOLEPIECES
AN IDEAL FITTING FOR
LIGHT SUMMER WEAR

GENTS', sizes 5-8 2/9

LADIES', sizes 4 2/

CHILDS', sizes 2-3 1/9

Complete with Sol fix and full directions,

Please state size when ordering, and

remit 6d. extra towards cost of postage

lo Dept. E.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
264-66, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCnXBSS Model H., Lucas lamps and horn.
immediate delivery, list "price.—Dominy and Co.,

Winchester. [9528

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., new, lamps, spare -wlieel, lood,
^ools, born; £2^5, or nearest.—83, Montagu Bt,,

Kettering. (D) [1141

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, Model H, brand
new; immediate delivery; £205.—Box 6,884, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [1835

"I Q16 Matchless Combination, Model SB., M.A.G. eo-
-L*' gine, condition and appearance perfect.—37, Ar-

lington Ed., Surbiton. [1783

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., .
1920, electric, speedometer,

horn, unused, at makers' list price.—Bos 6,815,
c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [9915

"1 Q20 Matchless Model H., dynamo, hood, leg shields,
X?/ perfect; £215; exchanges.—2, Nightingale Rd.,
Lower Clapton, N.E. [1973

MATCHLESS, Model H, indistinguishable from new,

Lucas lamps, horn; offers.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd., South Kensington. [1633

MATCHLESS 1915 M.A.G. Combination, re-en-

amelled, ovoihauled, perfect order; £120.-324,
WJuteJiorse Ed., Croydon. [9610

IN Stock, new Matchless, M.A.G. engine, . Magdyno,
reiiKlrive epeedometer ; list price.—Edwards and

Co., 50. Harrington Ed., S.W.7.
'

[9881

MATCHLESS Mcxlel H, Magdyno, hood,, ecreen,

speedometer, etc.. mileage 1,000, gnaranteprt

:

£214.-125, High St., Woolwich. [1310

1 Q20 Matchless Model H„ Lucas Magdyno, hood,
J-'J screen, leg-shields, step, etc., perfect; £220.-87,
Lauriston Ed.. South Hackney, E.9. [9829

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, Magdyntt, speedometer,
i-'J new. in stock, list price; £236/16/6.—Edwarils
and Co., 50, Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [1954

1 Q 20 Matchless, Model H, Lucas acetylene, hood,

i-O screen, mud shields; £198, bargain.—Newton,
Butcher, Barljw Ed., Levenshulme.

,

[X8275

MATCHLESS, Model H, magdyno, M.A.G. engine,

iust delivered; list price; exchanges.—Prior. 40,

Replingham Ed., Southfields, S.W.18. [1584,

MATCHLESS Model H., 1920, Magdyno, special Z-i

seater sidecar, electric horn, hood, screen.; ofler5.--.l

11, Richmond Park Ed., East Sheen. [968SI

MATCHLESS, 1919, Victory model, interchangeable]

wheels, fully equipped, splendid condition; »iiM

trial.— Iff, Westmoreland Ed., Bromley, Kent. [161

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. Combination, done S
miles; £200; before 1 o'clock Thursdays, any tU

Friday, Satmday.-136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [10'

1 O20 Matchless Combination, not ridden, not legi

X«/ tered advertiser cannot take delivery, but on

wishes to save deposit.—4, Napier Rd., Wembley. [952f

TO 18 Matchless Combination, 8h.p., 3 si>eeds, lomm
it? horn, tools, perfect mechanically, tyres B«o«

cheque £120 secures.-Howell's Garage, Tisbury, Wjjtl
[1^8371

1Qil4 8h.p. Matchless Sporting Combination, witl

-It)' 1920 racing sidecar, perfect, very fast, new trie

tubes, etc.; £87, or oHers.-l, Bradmore Ed., OMOa

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, Luoas dynaoj

lighting and horn, Cowey speedometer, feplea

did condition; £145.-72, Longridge Ed., Earls Court
• [149P

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine

Lucas dynamo lighting, perfect in every wa.v

i£140.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Baling. Tel.

689. 11°''

MATCHLESS, Sb.p., 1920, spring frame combina'

tions, early delivery, with or without dynani.

lighting.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon

don.- [204

rQ20
Mntcliless Combination, M.A.G. , all liira

«? lauuiB, horn; cost £220, accept £220; not niMcj

guarant'eed as advertised.—Box 6,811, c/o fhe iloin

Cycle [387

MATCHLESS Combination perfect condition, Sli.i'

now tyres, all on; £130, or neat otter; mvnr

going abroaa.—76, Forth Bridge Ed.,
mon.

MATCHLESS Combination, the V2ry latest niiM

engine, djnamj lighting, speedometer, leg shii'lih

li«l, price.-Rogers, 106, Fulham Palace Kd., IlaniiiH,

smith. U30

1 O20 Model H Matchless, MA.G. engine, rc<ir dji .

i-O speedometer, hood, Lucas bilnps, horn, pertt~

inn.litiou- £210.-Edward8 and Co., 50, Harmitt; .i

Ud., S.\V.7. [98,.

-| r»l9 Victory Model Matchless Combination, railMlfi

J-tF 3.034, now rear tyro, fitted Tan-Sad, liror
i

born, s)>ecdometer.-Windle, Manora, Hollington Pw.ti

St. Leonards. 11'

ItiaO Matililoss Combination, dynamo lightiM'

A" M.A.U. uiigino. new this week, unregistcroii

list iiriic.-626. Le:i Bridge Rd., Loytou. ^Plion;
i

Waltluilustow son [13

MATCHLESS Model H., new May 27th. Lucni M«' •

dyiin, rear ilrpve speednnieler, sidecar stop, aj '

spares, lullv gnaiiuilced; £238 or nearest. -Scott. '.

tiningc 1!(1., RiiMi.sgale. l'"

Claphnm Cou
[995

B26 All letters relatlnil to advertisements should quote the luinihcr nt the end of cnch ndvertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

^/1rATCHLESS latest Model H Spring Frame Com
j

IX bination, Lucas Magdi^no, spare wheel and tyre,

i ggage grid, only done few hundred miles.—Parker's.
jrndstaivgate, Bolton. [XB201

920 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, horn, hood, mudshields,

i rfeot condition: 205 gns.—Edwards and Co., 50,
iirrington Rd., S.W.7. [1955

1 TATCHLESS. delivery Irom stock of new spring
'J- frame model, equipped to your requirements:
:il'i,^nients for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassel 1.

, HI- omfield Rd., Plumstead. . [1958

tVTCHLESS Combination, 2-speed, chain drive, all
on, beautiful turnout; £120, or exchange lower

wer. cash adjustment.—57, Kenbury St., Coldhar-
ur Lane, CamberM'ell, London. [1554
[.VTCHLESS Combination, July, 1920, magdyno,

screen, horn, 4 interchangeable wheels, speedo-
Ur. 600 miles: £240, or offer; owner gone abroad.

—

.Vldersmead Rd., Beckenham. [1274
r.VTCHLESS, Victory model, perfect condition
I tlirougliout, spare wheel, new tyres; any trial;
1 gDs., nearest offer, must sell.—123. Gray's Inn

. London, W.G. Museum 6103. [1002

TATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, with D.A. lighting,
L Lucas lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, run
00 miles, splendid condition, any trial; £200.—

i

son's Garage, Letchworth, Herts. [1763

I [i20 Matchless Combination, Magdyno, lamps, horn,
[J spare wheel (unused), sidecar step, speedo-

r. mileage 950, as new; £215, accept solo part.—
i, Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton. [X8363
"-VTCHLE^ 1920 Model H. Combination, dynamo
- lighting, speedometer. Basting wind screen, spares,
feet running condition, done 500 miles trial •

5.—Burbrook. Hale Lane, Mill Hill. [9508

f'ATCHLESS 1920 Model H., 8h.p. .JA.P. engine.
V Lucas lighting, speedometer, leg-gunrds, only done
t luuidred miles ; owner buying oar ; view by appoint-
1 it.-H.S.G., 24, Ossory Ed., S.E.I. [9548
"ATCHLESS 7-9h.p., M.A.G. engine, Lucas lamps,

^ speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and
.jaameltad; £145; cash, credit, exchange.—Service
^

Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [1243
;' ATCHLESS 1919 Victory Combination, spare
T wheel. Klaxon, speedometer, acetylene lighting,
8; ig seat pdlar, tools, £tc., excellent condition- £175
- ;impton. Regent St., Clifton, BristoL {1910
(20 Model H2 Matchless Coinbination, M.A.G. en-

gine, Lucas Magdyno, electric horn, hood
.- ;^^i, sidecar step, leg shields, rear drive speedometer:
- ^—Packman, Grove House, Rochester.' [1695
( OIi.p. Matchless Combination (new 1914). overhead
ji ,Y'>"= J-A.P., multi-gear, sporting sidecar match-

illji msc wheels, Binks carburetter, streamline, exhausts -

»li;ns. only.-Cotton. Belleorchard, Ledbury. [;1726

1 20 Matchless H. Combination, as new, negligible

S 1 "l^.D^"'
"'""dard equipment, special hood, leg-

8if IS, J?.K.S. lighting, Coivey horn, mirror; £205, bar-
e-- -A.O., 14, Sheldon Ed., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [9984

I
ATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, rear drive, speedo- ^6sox6s

...
,™'". hqod, Lucas gas set, leg'shields, spares,

°5oxo5
fn xi coachbuilt pilhon seat, insurance, owner buy-

^^
ffi -^U. £216.-32, Morrab Gardens, Water Lane,
°|' '^'"S^- .[1568

ITCHLESS Combination, 1918 (Sept.), inter-

it!
''hangeable wheels and spare wheel, 3-speed,M 5, speedimeter, horn, tools, perfect; £150 —

M ipson 25, Davisville Rd., Askew Ed., Shepherd's
".

, London. [1049
"S'lTCHLESS Special, lOh.p. racing J.A.P. engine« specially designed for track work, but converted

last touring machine with vaTiable gear all
iories; £85 or offer.— 1, Havelock St., Forest Hill
3. Sydenham 1315. [950'?

J 20 Matchless Model H Combination, just de-* livered, with Lucas Magdyno lighting, Lucas
screen, and speedometer; cost £238/19, accept

--,1 pnce.---K., 16 Oamberwell Ed., London, sTE.
J-C Hop 2918 or Sydenham 696. [1537
11. lTCHLESS Model H Combination, Lucas Mag-•^1 dyno, hood, speedometer, special footboardi,

h carburetter. Tan-Sad. back, rest to saddle

28 B„^L,^t"ii-°'"°IE
buying car; £230.-Lindsay:

^8, Borough Higu St.. Southwark, S.E.I. [1006

OUR REPLY
American Tyre

Aggression.

The opportunity for motor cyclists to
benefit from Govt, purchases. We offer
the following lines at approxi:nately

TWO -THIRDS
off manufacturers' list price
and to show our confidence in
these goods are prepared to
guarantee these covers for

4,000 MILES.

lie

Bi

^S?^^®' " "O'^"'' 1920, Magdyno with elec-
tric horn, rear drive, speedometer, watch,s back rest and carrier bag, wind screen and

. ^ii „I?J' ^™¥ ^'"S'" ^^^ 2-lever carburetters,

liSt'ti'^T^rii'^r: M}?' Croydon district.
«^,),B43, c/o Iht Motor C^cle.

'
" ""[1169

]W''^tff^?^
^-Sh.p. M.A.G. Model 8B. Combina-

tlhipSi' IZ""'^ ?"*; ^^^^f' l"^u^io"s sidecar, full

wj onn-iit^ '^^i*°°^\
speedometer, mechanical horn,

3n^nrn-i.i"
*'^^^"?l^out; sole reason selling, new

Boli %?"r^?' r^^ f"^
tried by appointment.-AppIv,

•
laik Lodge,

,

Bessels Green, Sevenoaks. {1569

]M'?vn?i'^^T^v,f^P-V'^«"^^i"^tion, M.A.G. engine,

aiil «
1^° 'J^^^^'^S' ^°°d' screen, speedometer, leg

mil' ^i;^* 1^
^^', ^^^JIT'^^^"^

complete, only run iew

Skim TT?""^'^' ^^^- t^G"'''i"<'tion, 1918, P. and
fill at;A i^^^'^^'^^^f J' "^^ t^rss, perfect condition;

wi^Mn"^^^"' W°°^land Cottage, AVoodcote A v.
y=^°'*-

V [2094

Make.

Clincher Ju'n. de Luxe
Avon Lightweight R.S.
Clincher Hy. de Luxe .

.

Hutchinson
,

Hutchinson R.S '.

,

Avon Lightweight R.S.
Kempshall Hy. N.-skid
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

,

Avon Combination
Bates Special Heavy
Hutchinson Passenger .

Dunlop Hy. RvS.
Hutchinson T.T.
Hutchinson Wired-on
Covers for F.N Users
Kempshall Hy. N.-skid
Palmer-Cord Heavy . .

.

Dunlop Hy. R.S
Hutchinson T.T
4von Hy. Rubber N.S. .

Hutchinson

Hutchinson T.T
Dunlop Heavy R.S. . .

.

Hutchinson 3 -rib

Hutcbinson R.S
Hutchinson

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Federal R. Non-skid . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread .

Dunlop Ex. Hy. Latest
Pattern

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy.
Moseley 3-rib Ex. Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Avon Heavy 3-rib . . .

,

Dunlop Grooved
Wood-Mihie Keygrip .

.

Best French Make 3-rib

Our T.ist

Price. Price

25/- IW-
22/6 26/,
42/- ;i/-
32/6 37/6

35/- 46/-
25/6 28 /fi

59/6 be 16

59/- 68 /q
bb/- gof-
54/- 07/-
52/- 61/6
39/6 filll
37/6 48/(>

39/6

63/- 7s/g
62/- 72/2
4b/- "ibh
44/- .w/lt

42/6 "iw-
44/- 50/3

47/6 52/1
45/- 67 /g

37/6 •52/1

37/6 =12 /I
45/- 55/-

79/- roi/-
60/- 90/-
59/6 93/6

57/6 84/-
52/6 8g/-
45/- 78/-
68/- 79/6
58/- 74/-
57/6 8^/-
55/- 71;-
39/6 79/-

TUBES- New a.nd fully
Gua.ra.nteed.

Size.

26 X 2 .

.

26X2^ ..

26x28 .

.

26X2i \
endless /

Our List

Price. Price.

, 6/9 10/-
. 7/6 10/3
. 7/9 13/3

8/3 12/3

Our List
Price. Price

65'

Butted
28x3 ,.. 12/9
700x80 . 12/9

10/- 14/3

16/6 '

19/6 I

16/6
I

28 X 3 Lap-ended 11 /3
:

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS
fin. Jiii. sin. lin- liin. jPer Foot-
2/1 2/7 3/-

iin-

3/6 4/2

fcfflBfcHBMHBai

264-266,VaoxhaU Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Ross. 86, Higli Ed., Lee, S.E., lor 1920 spring

tranie Sh.i). Matchless combination. A model nhvnys
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at
time of delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [5242

Metro
METRO-TYLER, like new; £45.—Pickering, iVIardol,

Shrewsbury. [X8384
1020 2'/,h.p. Metro-Tj-ler, S type, brand new; list
-*-•.' price, £96. -

1 Q20 2iAh.p. Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, brand new; list
Lif price, /£74.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2,

Eastbank St. Southport. Tel.^ 607. [1120

METRO, late 1919,, unscratched, perfect, equipped,
discs; £60.-355, Norwich Rd., Ipswich. [1938

METEO-TYLER, 1919 2?ih.p.. 2-speed, almost new,
lamps liorn; £55.-36, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney.

« [1918

NEW Unregistered Metro-Tyler, 1920, 2 speeds:
sacrifice £65.—Cunningham, 37, Eldon Rd.,

Blackburn. [X8321

1 Q20 Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke, 2-specd, Klaxon, lamps;
-L" 60 gns.; appointment—Lt. Firth, Maresfield
Park Camp, Uckfield. [9447

METRO-TYLER (1919), with .lamps and horn; £55;
cash, credit, exchange.—Service Co., Ltd., 292,

High Holborn, W.0.1. [1232

METRO-TYLER Late 1919 2y2h.p., 2-speed, long
plated exhaust>. lamps, horn, in perfect condi-

tion, very little mileage; bargain, £62.—30. Pharos
St., Fleetwood. [9998

METRO-TYLER, type b', latest model, brand new,
2^h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear box;

£95/18; delivery from stock.— P. J. Evans, 85-91,, John
Bright St., Birmiugliam. I [0260

METROTYLER. 1920, latest S Type, delivered from
stock, the super 2-stroke, ,£95 ; also the all-red

Model' A, £74; trade supplied.—City Agents, Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

Minerva.
33,h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., magneto, new Amac, fast
4 and reliable; £18.-Platts, 602, King's Rd.,

Fulham, S.W.6. [1180

MINERVA, 1913, 5-6h.p., Indian sidecar, electric
lights, new tyres and belt, running order; £65.

—

Wilmer, SoothiU, Batley, Yorks. [1652

MINERVA 3V:.h,p,, adjustable pulley, new Dunlop
tyres, new wheels and belt; what offers over £40?

r-Roberts, I'icturedrome, Ehos, "Wrexham. [1042

3JLh.p. Minerva, mag., B. and B., spring forks,
i- dropped frame, good condition; £25, offer; be-

tween 5 and 8.—21, Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill.
[1707

6h.p. Twin Racing Minerva. Bosch; B,..and B., just
overhauled, splendid condition, trial; £48, or

nearest,—Johnson, 206, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.
[1576

MotO'Reve
21.h-P. - Twin Moto-Reve, mag., Druids, Senspray,

2 ride away; bargain, £19.—151, Kingston Rd.,
Teddington. [1733

Motosacoche '

M0T09.\CH0CHE I'ih.p,, bciutiful condition, reli-

able; any trial; deposit; after 6; 22 gns.—Atkins.
34, Mallinson Ed.. Clapham Junction, S.W.ll. [1134

MOTOSACOCHE.—M.A.G. S'/^jh.p. De Lissa, valved
Motosacoche, Enfield enclosed gears, kick starter.

£53.-50, Harold Ed., nr. Crystal Patace, S.E. After
6. [9500
MOTOSACOCHE a^ih.p., Bosch, Amac, acetylene

lighting set. T.T. bars, sporting mount, condition
as new, fully equipped; £36.—16, Crimscotb St., Ber-
mondsey, S.E.I.

'

[1299

MOTOSACOCHE, 2i2h.p., Bosch, Druids, new tyres,
overhauled, new piston and rings fitted, perfect

condition; £25, or nearest.—Clarkson, Linden Cottage,
Grravel Lane, ^Yilm,slow, Manchester. [X8251

New Comet.
1(0)19 (late) New Comet 2^h.p,, 2-speed Albion gear,
^iy E.I^C. mag., good running order; £48; seen any
time.—Parson's Garage, Billingshurst, Sussex. [9976

New Hudson, ,

EW HUDSON 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, 1914; £50.—
97, Calbourne Rd.. Balham, S.W.12. [1441

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery a^ih.p. 2-stroke,
brand new; f75.-Floyd, 127, High St., Staines.

[9533
^ilh.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3-speed, clutch-, Bosch,
^4- Capac; £35.—Thomson, 59, London Rd., Crovdon.

[18974 ill. p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
2 clutch, Bosch; £80.-17, Woodrifle Ed., -Leyton-

stoue. [9631

1O20 New Hudson 2^;4h.p., lamp and horn, not
i-iJ ridden 100 miles; £70.—Floyd, 127, High St..

Staines. [9534

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery 2',-ib.p. 2-stroke
model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. :

1348. [X8208

N

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1 020 New Huaeon 2-sTfol:e, 2-speea, in stock; £75.—
i-«? J. IleMen and Son, 149, St. James' St., Burn-
ley. 'I'el.: 488.

^ [9855

"VfEW HUDSON 2 stroke Lightweights, immediate
Xl delivery, spares stocked.—New Hudson Depot, 45,

Grays Inn Rd , W.C.2.
'

W^^^

1Q14 New Hudson syji. p., excellent condition, splen-
J-«^ did rnnniug order, ideal solo machine.; £50.-98,
lieaiivnl Ed., Dnlwicb. [1136

4h.p. New Hudson, J.A.P., 3-speed gear, clutch,

Bosch mag.; £48. hi quick sale.-Yates, ,9. Tudor
Ed., Hampton, Middlesex. [1279

NEW HUnSON i'/ih.V; 2-i'peed, 1917, lamps, horn,

tools, etc., splendid condition; £46, og'ers,-97.

Nightingale Kd.. Wood Green. ' [1253

"I Q20 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, electric light-

J^*y in;,', speedometer, wind screen, a*, new; £155, no
oUer.-lliealt, 274, O.vford Ed., Eertding. • [15.34

"VTRW HUDSON 1915 2-stroke, 2y:.h.p., good condi-
Xl tioii, new tvres, siiare belt and tulte, mechanical
l;,-.in, and"tools: £30.—80a, The Chase, Clapham. [1201

NEW IIunsON 2"!ih.p., 1914, S-speed, Bosch mas.
buijp, liorn : 40 gn.s., or exchange Triumph, 19]?

or 1920, cash adjustment.-Marathon, Oxshott. [941'

TCtEW HUHSON 2i/,h.p., 2-speed, complete witli

1^ lamps and horn, sliglitly used; £65, easy payments
airaoged.—Hairods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London.

[1365

NEW HUDSON 3'/oh.p., S-speed and clutch, Bosch,
engine rebustied, iiew gears,- lamp set, perfect order:

£50, ' or exchange.— Wingtieia. King St., \\ okingh;ini.

Berks. [9578

1 Q14 3Vjh.p. New Hudson-Jap G.B. Combination, 3-

.L*/ speed, clutch, comfortable sidecar, excellent

condition: any trial: approval: £58.—Gibbs, 58.

Ashdown Ed., Worthing. [1045

T Q16 New Hudson 4h.p. Coaehbuilt Combination, 3-

JL t/ Sliced, all accessories, recently overhauled, splen-

did condition ; best offer over £85.—Hawthorn, 10, Clarke
St., Scunthorpe, Linc9lnshire. 11194

NEW HUIJSON 6h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick start, extremely conil'ortable side

car, engine and gears recently overhauled, machine tuUy
C'luiiuied: any trial given; £100.—Sibley, 7, Martock,
Somerset. ,-«S, - [9601

1 Q20 New Hudson Sporting Model. 2-stroke, 2-soeed.
Xt/ not run 200 miles, and in condition as new, fitted

with Lucas himps and horn, spare belt and all acces-

sories, ridden by private owner; any trial given; £70,
cr best offer.—Purden, 13. Aston Rd. North, Birming-
ham. - [9470,

NEW HUDSON Combination, iate 1916, 4h.p., 3-

speed dutch, kick start, lamps, speedometer, etc..

stored 2 years, mileage only 3,500, thorougblv over-

haiUed and re-enamelled this sea<:on, really leliaUlc

;

offers over £115.-6, Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens,
Surrey. _ 19713

3Ah. p. New Hudson, 1920 model, 2-speed, fitted witl
4 iMillers lamps back and front, Tan-Sad, pumj:

fools, horn, aluminium footboardis, leg-shields, long p>"

baust, etc.; only done about 200 miles, perfect; bargain,
tB9, insured £80.— Collins, 82, Queen's Ed., Nuneaton,
\\":irwickshire. [9416

New Imperial

rQ 20 New Imperial Lightweight, delivery from ptock

;

*f list price.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. - [9736

NEW IMPEEIAL-.T.A.P. 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, in gooc
condition ; £45.—A. Goebbels, Emneth, Wisbech

|941f

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1915 Lightweight, 2-

speed, like new; £47/10.-83, Kew Rd., Rich-
mond. - ^ - [1339

Tj MPEEIAL-J.A.P. 1916 3i^h.p., Bosch mag., 3-specd,
X excellent condition throughout; £65.—Wall, Upper
Ford, IJroitwich. [1904

1 Qie New Imperial-.Tap 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, K.S., HO..
Xt/ insurance: first offer over £50. After 7.-41, Park
Crescent, Clapham. [1786

NEW IMl'EEIAL-J.A.P. 2y2h.n., 1915, 2-spcea, good
condition and running order; £50.—Love, OaU-

dcnc, Morfimar, Berks. [9584

NEW IMPERIAL 2'!4h.p., 1917, like new, counter-
€lraft, 2 speeds: any trial.—Pack Horse Hotel,

Kgbam Hill, Egham; Surrey. [1168

T A. STAGEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield, can
'-" - give iinmediri4,e delivery from stock of 1920
New fniperials, 27',b.p. and 4h.p. [1989

NEW IMl'KBIAL-J.A.P. 2yjh.p., 2 speeds, etc., splen-
did condition; accept £40 cash.-Allen, 24, Grcs-

v.-nor Av., East Sheen. S.W.14. [1788

"1016 New Imi)crial-Jap 2^/ih,p., 2-specd gear, inX */ good running order, climb anywhere: 40 gns.—
Iio.x 6,846, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1173

"I Q 1 5 2yih.p. 2-speed New Imperial, lovely machine;
X«J bargain, £42.— Minchin Motor Mart, 39. f^cn
rlivn Rd., Kingston-on-Tharnc:?. • [1348

NKW IMPERIAL 2Kll.p., 2 Sficeda, new condition;
i:58, no oKorj.—WK.ji. Motors, Ltd., Eden St,

N.W.I. 'Phono: Museum 1628. [9C39

"IQIB New Inipeiinl-Jjip Lady'H Model, 2Vjh.p., 2-

X #7 ^peod, kick Htnrt, recently ovcrlniulcd, hunps ; £70,
or oHen.-Ram, .Mcpal, Ely, Cainbs. [1017

1

Patches,
-'

Patent 6886/10.

The Patch that Locks the Puncture.

^

^
The

/ Premier

PATCH.
The Patch with
Best Resulis.

Ask your
Agent tor

HOLDTITE

Refuse any
other offered.

From

2/-
per dozen.

1^ PLACC %.

^S ACROSS ~

\'*?Vc-!^''^-

THE OUTFIT FOR THE MOTOfi CYCLIST.

2/6 plus ioo/„

See tfiis is in your>. Outfit.

REAR LIGHT BAG CONNECTOR.
5/ - each.

GAS BAG
CONNECTORS.

6in. 1/2; gin- 1/4; i2in. 1/6;

ijin. 1/9; iSin. 2/-; 24in. 2/6

each.

A steady and perfect
flame ensured.

Send for List.

SURRIDGE'S PATENTS,
73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E 5.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

jl/TAUDES'.-2V2h.p. New Imperial, 2 ?T)eedfi Dunlop
-t-"-*-^ tyres. Saxon forks, excellent condition; £66-
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2066

|qi9 New Imperial, light tourist, 2 speeds, kiels--" starter and clutch, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; bar-
gam, £55.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [lOlS

0.3.h.p. New Imperial, April, 1920, done under 400
'^4 miles, good as new, lighting set, all accessories-
£70.—Dishop, 35, Princes Ed., Wimbledon. [1133

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap, 234h.p., 2-speed, kick starter,
-Ltf Tvide seuri-T.T. bare, brand new, uniracked;'nnaef
Irst; offers.-Box 6,759, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9625

TV'EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1916 25Ah.p., 2-speed,
^" lamps, horn, speedometer, spare belt, chain, etc.;
£50; after 7,-27, Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park, N.22.

[9985
1 019 Sept., New Imperial 8h.p. .7.A. P. Combination,
Xtr ]ow mileage, electric lighting, all accessories,
guaranteed; £140.—Kelhara, Nassington, Peterborough

[9491
XTEW IMPEEIAL (1919), 23.ih.p., J.A.P., 2-spfij!(l,
1-' c.irrtch, kick-starter, lamps, etc.; £73/10; cash,
credit, exchange.-Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holhom
W.C.I. ^ . [1233

BEAND New 2>^h.p. 1920 New Imperial-Japs: No.
1, without kick start, £80/17; clutch model with

kick start, 2 speeds, £89.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [2031

8h.p. New'Impenal Combination, to makers' speci-
fication; at list price, £186, or on easy pay-

ments 4X extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [1361

jQ19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, semi-T.T.,
X*/ Klaxon, lamps. Dunlop extra heavy, exchange
4h.p,, cash; what offers?—Johnson, Tailor, Gabriels
Hill, Maidstone, Kent. [1306

Qtilh.p. New Imperial Light Tourist,. 2-speed, clutch,^4 and kick starter; at manufacturers' list price,

£90/4/9, or on easy payments' 4% extra.—Harrtids,
Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. {13M

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery ftrai
stock of thi.^ popular 2^411. p! machine, 2-8p6ed

model, £82/17; with clrrtch and kick-starter, £89/5.
P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham...

\.m

.

NEW IMPEEIAL 2^;5h.p., 1915-15, completely oveiy

hauled and enamelled, 2--speed, lamps, Stewarti
panniers, rrew bai-k tvre, front unpnrrctured. accessolifis-

£47.-154, Church St., Newton Heath, Manchester;" ••

[9641

1 Q20 New Imperials, nev/ 8h.p. combinations, alsi

Xt? light tourist models, dtrring this week; wrib

or call to secure.—Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwel
St., Greenwich. S.E. 10, or 'phone: Greenwich 751..

[200

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1917 2"!!;h.p., 2-spee

cormtershaft,- semi-T.T. bars, P. and H. lightillg

new tyres a.nd belt, accessories, excellent couditioil;

£52.—Richard Deeley, 7, Admiral St., WarringtOHji l

[H8I

NEW IMPEEIAL 254h.p. (Oct., 1915), 9629, eugiu
reltuslied this year, magneto overhauled by mateti

spiires, appearance and condition excellent: any .(J^

:ini\nation: £55.-Snell, 2, Hawthorne Ed., Chippenhog
Wilts.

"
[18S

1 Q20 (June) 8h.p. New Imperial and Hendeisd
Xt7 Elite Sidecar to Match, disc wheels, F.%S
lamp (3 sets), Watford trip, Tan-Sad, Cameo: R
£190; list price to-day, £225.-'Phone : Mr. Jay, J

Dalston. [1!

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1920 models, delivered**

from stock, 2%h.p. 2-spced model. *30/17; cliitcb;,

and kick starter model, £89/5; extended terms; trade--

supplied.—Elce and Co., 16-16, Bishopsgate Av.,-Camo <

mile St., E.C.3. [006£Jj

1 Q19 (Sept. 2^-4h.p. 2-speed lurperinl-Jap, engine No.l5

XtJ U1175, semi-T.T. bars, long exhaust, polisbrf'!

aluminium gear box cover, lamps, etc., low mileage.:,

decarbonised once;- will sell on eight; £65.—Astley. )7,-j

(jower St.. Wolverhampton. [995M

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 1914, 2i4h.p.. 2-speed, cn-i

ginc pr;u-tically new, new cylinder, valves, beariDgal

cam, rockers, rings, new Amac carburetter. Bofich mflff.;^

new' saddle, new head lamp, frame and tiink re-enom!*

died, tvrcs good, complete with panniers ;uk1 horn; £45

—16. Wcstover Ed., Wandsworth Conimun, S.W.18.
[9411

Norbreck.
NORBEECK-VILLIEES 2i4h.p.., 2-spccd, 2-stI0l!«

1.1 and new; 66 gns.-Valentine, 24, Frnedon Bd.

WcllinBl.orough. [U"
s Norton.

1O20 Nort:in, T.T., complete, lamps, horn, yer;

X«/ little used.—.\lderton, Hardwick Rd„ Rcigatc.^

. [116

3)h.p. Sporting Norton, 3-speed, cbairi drive, htm
5 new. and onlv ridden 40 miles; olfers^llw

390, c/o The Motor Cijrlr. 1X837.

J A. STACEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd„ ShelTield,

• give immediate delivery from stock of lB?!i

Big Norton Combination, 4h.p. V

BRAND New Norlons.—1920 rjnused Big 4; 192'

unused T.T., Philipsou; 1919 (Nov.) T.T., lamp!

horn, £98.-32, High St., Reigale. _
[962

NORTON. S'.'.h.p.. T.T., late 1916, just ro-cnam«llPl

white discs, long plated exhaust, easy 65 nl-y-"-

£75.-Wliitc, Sarbournc Farm, Iver, Bucks. [176

B28 All letters relating to advertisements siimild qiKite the iiuniber iit the end of encli advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

920 Norton Big Four and de luxe sidecar, Easting,

D.A. lighting, speedometer, horn, etc., mileage

lider 1,000- £200.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury.
), [9737

920 4h.p. Norton Sporting Combination, un-
scratched, perfect, lully equipped; £1B5; T.T.

rlon part exchange.—Box 6,386, c/o The Motor Cpclc.
[1939

rib.p. 3^peed Countershaft Norton, 161410, tor-

V2 pedo fiidecar, complete, perfect condition, in-

red; £110.—Manor Farm, Little Bookham, Surrey.
1 [9823
rORTON 1915 3V-h.p., T.T., Philipson, lamps, horn.
I last, splendid condition, stored during war;

: exchange countershaft machine, Triumph pre-

red.—Ireland, 20, Westminster Rd., Coventry.
[X8271

rOETON Four, 1920 (June), Henderson Elite side-

car Tvith dickey eeat for hefty child. Easting
epu, lamps, spares, fullv e<iU!pped for tour; £190

:

,-iiiS cur.—194, Shortheath Kd., Erdington. Birming-
u. [1862

UPEE-SPORTING Big 4 Norton Combination,
special light sidecar, 3in. exhaust, accessories

rytliing new and perfect condition, about fastest con^
iition of any h.p. on road; full particulars; £135.—
Brook Green, Hammersmith. [9404

;i20 Norton Big Four Combination, Watsonian H34
y sidecar, knee-giips, Klaxon, tyres 650x65 all

ad, condition perfect, ouite the smartest outfit on
roiid; anv trial; owner bought car: £175.—F. R.

a^iugton, Thornton Steward, Bedale, Torks. [9968

)19 4h.p.-^ Norton Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
painted to match tank, Easting, new Lucas

ting set, horn, knee grips, spare tyre, auxiliary oil

k, extra gear sprocket giving two ranges ofy^ears,
-, trials machine entered last London-Edinburgh,
trial by appointment; £165. no offers.—Sawtell,

;on House, Sheen Rd., Richmond. [2084

N.S.U.
3h.p. N.S.tJ. Combination, 2 speeds, good condi-

' tion, Bosch mag. ; £^5, or near offer.—B., 13, Glad-
5 le Rd., Wimbledon. [1814

3.U. 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, new condition;
£65. no offers.—W.K.B. Motors, Ltd., Eden St..

; M. 'Phone: Museum 1628. [9640

I .p. N.S.U., good running order, mag., Bosch. B.
and B. carburetter, 51-All spring forks; £14.—
Pearson, Gate House, Cbeylesmore, Coventry.

[X8431
,
;h.p. N.S.U. Coach Combination, 2-speed, free en-

» gine, tvrbs, tubes good, new belt, good order
t j?hout; £45.— Greatwocd, 55, Chaucer Ed., Herno
1 London, S.E. ' [1713

n.u.t.
tJ.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Toung and

-^ Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone

:

2 [1098

1 U.T.-J.A.P., ' latest type, complete with Lucas
-i dvnamo lighting, for immediate delivery at list

p .—Pollard, Broomtield Rd., Chelmsford. [X&392

i
14-15 2^4h.p. N.U.T. Twin, overhead valves, new

tyres, in good condition; £70.—R. Eamber and
;l Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607.
' [1125
R.J.T.-We are sole wholesale and retail agents for

I
Btaflordshire, and can supply these famous ma-
s for early delivery.—Walsall Garage, Walsall.
444. [5766
SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,

• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for
delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—Tel, :

Kil 114.
*

[6023

11). N.U.T., overhead J.A.P., sporting model, separate
V long exhaust pipes, a real good-bye howler, appear-

as new;, £95; photo sent.—Northey Trethewey,
]:iton, S. Devop. [1895

IJ.T. 5-6h.p. J.A.P., S.A., 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
I speedometer, complete; £85.—Bickell and Sons,
*;e and Motor Engineers, 247-251, Archway Ed..
ijate, N.6. 'Phone: Hornsey 1090. [0255
Ir.T. 1914 2"^lh.p., o.h.v., T.T., lamps, tools, grips.
II new tyres, tubes, and belt, fast sporting mount
|il; £68; aft«r 6.30 p.m.—26, Fairfax Ed.. S.
I?sl«ad (Swiss Cottage Station). N.W.6. [9467

If.T., 1916, 3',L>h.p., o.h.v., T.T., overhauled and
\
Te-enamelled grey and red, perfectly sound,
many spares, photo: take a^ih.p. A.J.S. (K.S.,

|ad) part exchange.—Foulkes, College, Newport,

|f^. (new May, 1920), Magdyno, Binks carbur-
etter, Watford trip speedometer, with luminous
1 large Lucas horn, handle-bar watch and mirror,
jjBte tool kit; accept reasonable ofler.—Deric Gatty.
|llingill, Cockermouth. [518028

O.K.
|::-J.A.P. 23ah.p., 2-speed, absolutely as new-
|£43/10, dirt cheap.^Eggleton, Eastieigh. [1462

:., 4 strokes, 2-sp6ed; £40; cash, credit, exchange.
-Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I.

1230
.-UNION 1920 2-stroke, list price, immediate

laehvery.—Mprriss, 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
[1970

[j*7 ,O.K.-J.A.P. 2^ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.; £46-
jigood condition.—Blackfriars, St. James'e, Bristol"

[9665

SAVE MONEY

!

EASY IF YOU BUY WISELY.

^ ALWAYS
/ LOWEST PRICES AT THE

SERVICE COY.
LOOK AT THESE
NEW TYRES at second-hand prices.

26" X 2" Ribbed Motor Cycle Cover,
normal price, 24s. 3d. A limited
number ofiered for 19s. 26"x2j"
De Luxe, extra heavy covers, normal
price, 48s. Offered for 40s. 28" x 3"

extra heavy covers, normal price,

67s. gd. Offered for 5 7s. 6d. 26"x 2J"
to fit 26"x 2j" or 26"X2§" rims.
Safety tread covers, normal price
63s. Offered at 41s. 3d. 28" x 3"

rubber studded heavy covers, normal
price, 72s. 3d. Offered at 57s. 6d.

650 X 65 Gruvrib covers. Bargain at

59s. 6d.; 700 X So ditto., 75s.

A FEW ONLY
Inner tubes perfectly new, but each
one having one small defect, which
has been vulcanised. Best standard
make, 26 x 2-J", 26- x 2-|", an^^

26x 2i", 5s. 6d.; 28x 3", 6s.

YOU NEED THIS-
If you would buy wisely and cheaply.

Our first Post-war Motor Cycle Acces-
sories Catalogue is now ready for

distribution. Have you had your
copy ? It will be sent free of all

charge on application.

HIGHEST GRADE ENGINES.
All the following sre the very latest type, and

are oSered at the lowest possible figure.

8 h.p. Twin J.A.P., 50 degrees, 85.5 bore x 85
stroke, open type magneto drive, complete
with silencer, e.xhaust and inlet pipes, and
magneto sprockets. ^^. £38

S h.p. TwinBLAGKBURNE, 60 degrees, 85 bore
XS8 stroke, with inlet pipe £40

7-9 h.p. Twin M.A.G., 45 degrees, 82 borax 92
stroke , £42

7-9 h.p. Horizontal Twin COVENTRY VICTOR,
75 boreX78 stroke, outside flywheel, T B.
magneto, plugs and inlet pipe, handle starting,
water-cooled cylinders £57

7 h.p. Air-cooled"COVENTRY VICTOR. detaUs as
above but not handle starting £47

5 h.p. Twin J.A.P., 50 degrees, 70 bore x 85 stroke,
can be fitted in place of most 3.V h.p. singles

£34
Magnetos to suit above engines in stock.
Second-hand magnetos from £3 los.

MAKE IT YOURSELF

V
S

Why not build yoiir own Runabout? We can
supply all the components. The pleasure you
will get from doing so is well worth the
trouble. Besides, look what you save.

Gome and see our showrooms. We give

expert advice on all technical details.

ERVICE CO., LTD.,
Everylhins: for your Motor Cycle.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON W^.C. 1.-
"Admittedly, London." Holborn 6430

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K

O.K. Junior; instant deliveries from stock; 48 gns.

—HewinV Garages, Ltd.', the R«al Service Finn,
Taunton and Totnes. [1052

O.K. Junior, tlie 43 gn. marvel.—Early deliveries

from the Birmingham agents, Frank Whitworth,
Ltd., 139, New St.,' Birmingham. [X8447

3 lb. p. O.K. 2-stroke, 2-speed, F.E., climbs anything
2 on top, condition as new, accessories and insur-

ance; £45.—Mac, 13, Victoria Ed., Upper Norwood,
S.E. [1130

O.K. Juniors from Stock; 48 ghs.—A. J. Toung and
.Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone;

2141. and 75, Albany St.., Regent's I'ark, N.W.I ('Phone:
Museum 5476). [1100

1 Q20 O.K., Villiers engine, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
-Lt/ insurance, etc., as new; any examination;
£55.-4, Gt. Western Ed., Harrow Rd., W.9. 'Phone :

Hampstead 2417. [1756

O.K. Juniors, 48 gns., actually in stock; demonstra-
tion with pleasure; don't pay ridiculous prices:

huy the lightweight with a reputation behind it.—'Phone
Mecten, 163 Dorking. [1855

Omega
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2f;ih.p.. 2-speed. almost new; £48.

—71,- Saltoun Rd., Brixton. S.W.2. [1474

OilEGA Motor Cycle, just delivered: f83.—Barrattt,
Garage, Worcester St., Wolverhampton. (X8035

OMEGA 2!!4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn^ nearly new
tyres; £45, or near.— 19, Saxon Ed., Bow, E.3.

[9801

1Q19% Omega-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed. new condition,
X*7 accessories; £60.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner,

Barnes. , [9459

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, kil;k starter, un-

wrapped; £82.—G. and C. Coy, 127, High St.,

March, Cambs. [1092

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2=,4h.p., 2-speed, .1919, horn, rear

lamp, etc., tyres perfect, new condition; £63.—
Buxton, Station, Belper, Derbyshire. [1477

OMEGA 1920, 2';4h.p. J.A.P., clutch, kick starter,

long exhaust, electric lamps complete. Klaxon,

spare valve complete, extra lot tools, detachable leg

shields, new insurance policy, just overhauled, appear-

ance as new, any examination; £75; no offers.—76,

Shoot-up-Hill, Cricklewood. N.W. [9747

P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, as new, any trial; £110.-4,
The Square, Carshalton. - [1923

P.
and M., 1918. perfect condition, new tyres: £65.—
Andrew, 2, Madrid Ed., Barnes. [1789

BRIGHTON, Hove and district P. and M. agents.-

-

Turpin's. 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
[0204

P.
and M. Combination, 1919. air accessories ; £115.—
May be seen at Jones' Garage, Eickmansworth.

[1382

P.
and M., new December, 1919, all on, after 6.30

p.m.- 89 gus.— 67, Flaxman Ed., Camberw'ell, S.E. 5.

[2088
T 019 P. and M. Combination, as new, lamps, hood,
Xi/etc.; £115.-48, Shakespeare Crescent, East Ham,
E. [9753

FOR Sale, P. and M., 1918, 3!,^h.p., 2-speed, K S.,

excellent condition; £70.-10, Baronsmead Rd.,

Barnes. [1951

3ih.p. P. and M. 2-speed Coach Combination, run-
2 ning order; £50.—Hart, 27, Walpole Ed., New

Cross,. S.E.
- [1176

P.
and M., overhauled, and rin very good condition;
£75.—Meager Bros., 58, Shepherd's Bush Rd.,

Hammersmith. [1776

P".
and M. 1919, just thoroughly overhauled, perfect

in every' way; £90.—Pollard, Broomtield Rd..

Chelmsford. [X8394

P.
and M. Motor Cycle, brand new, unregistered; iqjj-

mediate delivery; what offers ?—Box 6,875, c/o
The Motor Ci/cle. [1825

Pand M., E.A.F. model, all accessories, £rst-clas3

running order, very smart; £68.-19, Shaftesbury

Ed., Hammersmith. [9837

P.
and M. 1916 Combination, in splendid condition,

lamps, horn, speedometer, spares; £95.—Phillips,
East St., Rye, Sussex. . - . [1158

1 018 P. and M.. as new, mechanically perfect, lamps,
LO horn- £80, or close, ofier.—Rev. Gill, 51, Nassing-

ton R(3., Hampstead. [1712

P.
and M. Combination, late, model, 2-speed. new
E.I.C. mag. and tvre. perfect runner; £87/10.—

261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [1449

Pand M 1918-19, makers' colours, guaranteed per-

fect mechanicallv; £80.-1, Havelock St., Forest

Hill, S.E.23. Sydenham 1315. [9505

P.
and M. Combination, 1919 (late), not W.D.,
accessories; nearest £115; ride away. — 19,

Ribblesdale Ed., Streatham, S.W. [1731

J fi20 P. and M. and Canoelet sporting sidecar, run
J- J' 400 miles, in perfect condition; price £140.—
Clegg, 1, Broad St., Teddington. [9428

1 Q17 E.A.F. Model P. and M., recently purchased
1-iJ from Maudes for £78, overhauled, re-enamclled

:

£65.—Beanlieu, Avenue Ed., St. Albans. [9630

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B^g

is* I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M. Combination, 1913, as new, very fast;
£75.-41, Ashford Rd., Cricklewood. [1258

P. and M. Combination, late model, lamps, horn,
good- order; £73.-38, Payne St., Depbford, S.E.8.

[1293

P. and M., 1918, E.A.F. model, overhauled and in
perfect condition, new tyres; £72/10. — Noyes,

163, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush. [1485

3ih.p. P. and M., just es new, only been about 500
2 miles, appearance aod condition perfect; first

£100.-51, Ciaremout Ed., Alexandra Park, Manchester.
[X8342

P. and ^., 1919, mechanically perfect, as new, K.S.,
lamps, horn, spare chain tyres; £90; -combination

£105, alter 7 p.m.—56, Burnt A.^h Rd., Xee, S.E.12.
[1513

P. and M. 1919 3i/>h.p., R.A.F. model, splendid con-
dition ; £80, or faire<^t offer.-W. Boston, St.

Katherine's, Hazlewood Lane, Palmer's Green, N.13.
(D} [9833

'"J
Q20 P. and M. Solo, Luea? lamps, Cowey speedo-

J-*^ meter and horn, spare tube, tool.?, etc., mileage
700; £115.—A.S.C., .60. Mortimer St.. W.l. Tel.; 6bdb
Mn.^eum. [993<J

P. and M., W.D.r 3>^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-
btartei, thorougbly- oveEhauled and renovated; £84;

ca:^h, credit, exchange.—Service Co., Ltd., 292, Hifjb
Holborn, W.C.I. [1240

LATE 1919 P. and M. Combination, SVoh.p., lamps,
acetylene head, electric side and tail, horn.

tools, excellent condition; £95.—8. East Park
Parade, Isorthampton. "

[1008

1 Q20 P. and M. ^lombination (not R.A.F.}, complete
-Lt? efjuipment, Lucas lamps and horn, luggage cairiei
new outtit; accept liet price, or near offor.—193, Broom
u<Kd Rd., Clapham. S.W.ll.

'~
[1774

1 Q20 P. and M., delivered brand now July 2r>th,
Xt/ mileage under 100 miles, owner ordered abroad;
any offer over list prrce; between 9 and 6 p.m.

—

l^.D.B., 228a, Gipsy Rd., .West Norwood.. [9511

PHELOiN-MOORE, ex-military stores, overhauled
- and sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A

No 2 sidecar, £115; trade supplied.— Alaude's. 100,
Gt. Portland St., London, also Paris St., Exeter

[2064

P. and M. Late 1919 Combination, electric lamps,
horn, Bonniksen, luggage carrier, tool lockers

attached, 2 inner tubes, valve, tools; £125, or near
offer.—R., 63, Wharfedale Gaidensi Thornton Heath.

[9291

P.
and M. SVjh.p., 2rspeed, topping condition, new
cylinder and vrdves, taxes paid, extra strong back

wheel, complete, brnnd new equipment,, tiioroughly over-
hauled; bargain, £84.—Mr. Marcar, 2, Huguenot I'iace,

Wani^worth. [1283

1 Q20 P. and M. Standard Combination, delivered
X«7 22nd July, latest sidecar, mud shields, rhechaai-
cal lubrication, Lucas horn and lamp, done 70 miles,
an excellent go-anywhere combination, in brand new
conditionj 150 gns.—Bicknell, 9, Radnor Place, W.2.

' [X8188
-j Q19 P. and M. and Mills-Fulford Sidecar, complete
-LiJ with head, sidecar, and rear lamps, 2 generators,
horn. Easting wind screen, tools, privately owned; in-
spection invited, trial willingly given bv arrangement
in London; £120.—Box 6,872, c/o 7'he Motor Ci/clc.

[1828

P.
and M. Combination, 1919 model, 2-speed, kick
start, half-compression device, E.I.G. mag., coach-

built sidecar, condition as new throufrhout. fa?t and
economical, £95; genuine bargain, delivered anywhere.—
Ma.son, 42, Gleuthorn Rd., Jesmond, Newcnstle-on-
Tyne. [X8258
"I Q18 P. and M. Combination, completely renovated.
-i-iy re-enamelled, and plated, 1920 colours, new
chains and fittings throughout, tyres nearly new, the
whole in appearance and condition almost equal to
new; price, complete with special head lamp, rear,
and sidecar lamps, and kit of toqls, including registra-
tion and 3 montlis' guarantee; £95.—Hubert Turner
and Co. (below).

P. and M., 1918, incomplete, comprising complete
engine, frame, part forks, carrier, W.IJ. bars. £25.

<T euirine only, overhauled and in running order;'£18.—
Hubert Turner and Co. (below).

P.
and M., 1917-18, for reiiovation, complete engine
frame, gears, spring forks, front wheel an.l guard"

tank, and bars, only requires back wheel, mag and
carburetter; bargain at £35 for anyone wanting a
real cheap mount.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
furd Passage, Ray St., Farringdon Rd., E.C.I. [9774
^T ARGE Number of P. and ' M.. 1917 and 1918

.^i'^^'V-'
2-speed gear. kick. starter, all-chain drive.

semi-T.T. bars, W.D. models, overhauled, perfect con-
dition, makers' colours, ready to ride anywhere: real
bargain. £70. The trade supplied. — Barnett, cfo
Norris and Hall. Engineers, Ridge Mews, Child's Hill
Cricklewood. N.W.2. phone: Hampstead 7667. [8567

P. and S.

NEW 2';:ih.p, P. and S., fitted with the Villiers 2-
etroke engine. 2-spt.cd. clutch model ; ^£73 —

\V nuchopf 8. 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2047

Paraxon.
PARAGOX.-Enrjr dolivericB.-Sole agents for \V.,r-

*"e(itei»hire, The Castlo Mo*nr Pn 1 1,^ Tr:.i/.^i

mlnHtcr.

Peugeot.
[8700

pKUOlJOT 5-6h.p. Twin Couibinntinn. clutch. Rose),

IN STOCK TO-DAY,
24-6-20.

8h.p.BLACKBURNEand
, Henderson Sidecar,

List price.

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke,

£75

CLYNO, 2-speed...... £75

NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P.,

2-speed .77 Gns.

INDIAN Combination,
1920, 7-9 h.p.; complete,

180 Gns.

LEVIS .:.... ...£60

CALTHORPE J.A.P., 2-

speed and clutch . .71 Gns.
and 5%

FRANCrS-BARNETT.
2i h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed,

kick start and clutch,

84 Gns.

Ai// particulars of above

from

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

Phone 1024.

BIGGEST DEALERS
IN THE SOUTH.

[.\83C7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

"IQ14 5^:ih.p- Precision, good order, lamps, nevJ-if tyre and tnbe; £48.—Mundley, Bedford Honse
Tenby. [X822;,
PRECISION 4i4h.p. Comibination, Binks, 2-speed

, „ i^.^-'P^' speedometer; £75; after 6.—19, Camg
bell Ed., Hanwell. [138

"pEECISIOjSr 2^4b.p., diecs, red, good machine, iU
J- aivay: cbeop, £29/10, or near offer.—16, BelsSo
Hd., West Norwood, S.B.27. [178
O-lOb.p. W.C. Precision Twin, No. 10697, B. and S" Bosch, belt drive, pump, clutch, new 1915, stOT«
during war; what offers ?—Cole, Brigsley, Grimsby^

risft
^ih.p. Precision £J.B. Combination, 3 speeds, cliitn
^Jt4 lamps, horn, and luggage grid, complete, loo
well, and reliable; cheap.— 175, Morris Green Lane. Bo
ton. [104

PRECI.SION, 1917, and C.B. sidecar, excellent cmi
dition, 4 speeds, free engine, clutch, 3 lanips

speedometer, trial: £140, or near offer.—78, Orchan
Rd., Erdinguon, Birmingham. [180;

PRECISION SVjh.p. and Light" Coachbuilt Sideoai

3-speed countershaft, all-chain drive, hand GQI

clutch, lamps, etc., any trial; £75; before 7<
Chambers, 4, Station Parade, Purley, Surrey. [18(1^

J

Premier.
^

1Q14 2i,4h.p. 3-speed Premier; bargain, £27/10.-
-11- .7 Collelt Bros., opposite Norwood Junction. [1941

21h.p. Premier, good condition, all accessories: £25
2 trial.- 105, Queen's Ed., Richmond, SurieT.

[991.

PREMIEE 4h.p. and Sidecar: nearest offer to £100
can be seen 7 to 9 p.m.—The Grot, Ealing Gresi

W.5. [120

31.h.r. Premier, clutch model, 'kick starter, good'ftu
2 ning condition ; best offer taken.—'11, Lornc St

Lvtham. [970

1 Oils Premier 3-speed Countershaft KS. Coaehbuii
-Li/ Combination, accessories; £80; guaranteed.—?(
CanterliTiry Rd., Croydon. [114

PREMIER Combination, Jamps, speedometer. KlosQ
horn, tvres nearly new.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer^S

W.l. Tel.: 6626 Museum. [SM

4h.p. 1914 Sporting Premier, Philipson, winner^gt
medals, very fast; £55; apply after 6 p.inie

Woodstock Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. DJ

PREMIER ay.h.p., new belt, mudguard, tyres,

did condition; £30; after 7.—Lawrence,-J
Tweedy Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'Phone: Wimbledon i

PREMIER SViih.p. 1914-15 Combination, 3-a"

K.S., Klaxon, speedometer, P.H. lamps,

machine; £72.—Poultuey. 59, Sumatra Rd.. W.
stead.

SPEED !—Special full diniensione'd SV^h.p. ball ;__

ing T.T. Premier, Bosch, Druids, very smart./*

racy, absolutely perfect throughout; £53.—Norris, T
Cross Sunbury.. [Ill

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, splendid coni

tion, perfect order guaranteed, sidecar andijj

holstery as new; 42 gns; first deposit secures.rR

Arundel Rd., Croydon. , [^
PREMIER-REX 3>/.h.p., Bosch, B. and B. GliS

Hunt electric lamps, new back Dunlop, .at

belt spring footboards, just overhauled; nearest JUI

photo.-12, Hollov.ay Bank, West Bromwich. , [XHS

1 014 S'Ah.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft,
'

i«? starter, bought new 1915. semi-T.T. bars, P«l
grips, Biuks 3-jet. Klaxon, P. and H. head lamp, Luc
rear, numerous accessories, spare jets, higher .^
sprocket and chain, worn parts renewed throughout,>*|

chains, tyres very good, unused four years, in exiSiM©

tune; £67.—Bacon, 122, Kilmarlin Av., Notlmi

S.W.i6.
'

CSBi

Priory.

PRIOEY Motor Cycles, 2.stroke. 2 speeds, 2%h.p.
,

price. Sole agents for Manchester and distnr

Trade supplied.-R. Parr and Son, 81, Castle St., TjW?,,

ley. near Manchester. [X83; ]

Pullin,

PULLIN-GROOM.-£7/10 accepted for March im:^
£5.—Bower, 3, Park Terrace, Bognor. - I173j

PULLIN, lightweight, delivery August. £5 depoi

paid; what offers ?—Box 6.899, c/o Tho .Mo''

Cycle. &0'.

PULLIN, delivery promised August, £5 deposit piii|

depositor going overseas ; offers for transfer?—Bi

6,849, c/o The Motor Cycle. [12'

Quadrant
QUADRANT 1920 4U-b.p. Combination in sloe'

makers" price, plus carriage— Sheiilierd and C'

Enfield Highway. Teh : Walthom Cross 31. [181

NEW 1920 4Uh.p. Qnndrant Combination, 3-Bp«
Stnrniey-.\rclier couutersliaft gear, clutoli. B'

kick starter; £145.—Wauchopo's, 9, Shoe Lane, FI*,

St.. l.ondon. (20

QUADRANT 4VJh.p. Big Single; combination £H
solo £115; now machines always in stock; t

only moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Ilorsmn
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [X62'

NEW 4i2h.p. Quadrant Combination, to inako
specification; at lift price, inchidinir cnrringo fri

works. £147/7/3. or on easy iiavtiicnts 4% extrft

UarrodB, Ltd., 118, liri.iiipt<in IM., Lundon. [15

lijo All letters reluti.ig to aUvcrtiscnients sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

H'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

. LTFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.. the 'premier

Quadrant agents.—Immediate delivery of solo

: IA> £115. combinations £145; special accessories.

-tiation, insurance, and free delivery £10 extra;

ijliscd service available day or night. Official

di;int repair service. Deferred payments aranged.
v( aii' ^perience with Quadrant products. — 70.

M Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. : Ken-
,

inn 7113. [2124
Radco.

ADCO 2i4h.p'. 2-stroke, electric lamps, all on; £30.
—75, Richmond Rd.. Barnsbury. [1308

} iJiC'O, 1917, 2-speed. clutch, kick starter, ride away;
i £44, oflers.-G. Toll, Stevenage, Herte. I941f

'117 Radco de Luxe, 2-speed, perfect; £32.-20.
- Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [1603
" M6 Radco, good condition, carburetter, Dunlop.

' footboards, horn: £45.-2, Weston Av., Esher.
ly. [1432

", V I >C0 2-stroke, splendid condition, tyres nearly
^

i new, lamps; £27; no offers.—82, Pepys Rd.,

\ ibledon.
' [9636

T i:W 1920 Radco 2>ih.p., 2-strok6, £52; 2-speed
- model, £60/10; now in stock for immediate de-

, —The Premier Motor Co., Aston- Ed., Birminjr-
[1645

"1 \nCO 1916. recently rebushed; new tyres and
J tubes, runs splendidly; £28 or near offer.—Jenner,

V ilhmds, Miteham Common, - Surrey. 'I'lioue:

J ham 860. - [9890
Ray.

/ Ml'ULSORY Sale.-Modern smart 2iAh.p. Ray light-.

\ weight, sprinfT torks, new mas., drip feed oil. pri-

nwnor; first £32 ta^es, carriage paid.—Price, 49,

i: lay St., York. 19595

Reading=Standard.
3ADING-STANDARD, the American masterpiece.
—Early deliveries from the_ Birminghana agents.

Ilk Wbitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.
j

[X8444
jaADING-STANDAED, 4h.p., line powerful solo or

sidecar mount, Bosch mag. ; too powerful for

; £70 for quick sale.—Livesiey, 19, Shropshire
jiMarket Drayton, Salop. L9814

.'ADING-STANDARD 1920 lOh.p., full electrical

BQuipment, canoelet bulbous back sidecar, ' speedo-
- flnd all spares, mileage 800,- cost £250, best offer

>t^; seen in London.—Bos 6,847, c/o The Motor

^
[1219

[iADING-STANDARD lOh.p. 1920 Model Solo,

delivered last month, complete with dynamo light-

electric horn, semi-T.T. bars, special long large

l^ter exhaust, repair outfit, and all tools, owner
ag delivery oi car; £180 or nearest offer.—Ran-

t
The Cottage, Shortlands, Keob. [9989

Ready.
E Ready-Jap. 23^h.p., Brompton Forks, Albion
gears, Amac, E.I.C. magnetos; £76.—From agents
iiect from manufacturers, D. Read and Co.,
m-suDer-Maie. [X8078

Ifegent
GENT 6h.o. Flat Twin 1920 Combination, mileage
utider 100, hood, screen, all lamps, generators,
'. horn ; £175.-25, Ashburton Av., Addiscomhe,
(in. [1561

Revere
P'ERE Motor Cycle. 2V>h.p., 2-stroke, single speed.
1920 model; £60.—R. Parr and Son, 81, Castle
'yldesley, near Manchester. [X8340

(TERE 1919 2-stroke. 2-speed, complete; £60; a
really topping machine.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,
!eal Service Firm, Taunton. [1057

Rex
i.!t 6h.p., recently overhauled; £25, or near offer;
ly appointment.- 6, Beverley ,R4.. Bttrnes. [9617

.4 Rex 8h.j). Combination, A.J.S. gears, kick
starter, good condition; £85.—Townson. Bolton-le-
,<Lanos. [X8185

!Q Rex Combination, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed countershaft gear; £110. — Edney, Fur-
•; Basingstoke. [1651

5 6h.p. Rex de Luxe Combination, recently over-
hauled : any trial ; owner bought car,—Wilson

leton, near Nuneaton. [X782'?

r. Rex, splendid condition. 2-speed. Bosch,
lamps, horn,: trial anywhere^- -£50.-140, Whip-
B Rd.. Watford. Herts. , [9604

jP'New 8h.p. Rex-Blackburne Combination, Model
.SS.'spare wheel; £218/18.—Halifax Motor Ex-^
5/ Union St., South Halifax. [1070

1^ 8h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., coachbuilt sidecar,
Ihood, screen, lamps, good tyres; £50.—Woodger's

'i, 307, Goldhawk R<1., W.12. [1127

Rex Coachbuilt Combination, free engine, 2
Ifeeeds, lamps; £75; 2-stroke taken in part ex-
II.—5. Addison Av., Holland Park, W.li. [1480

|C;:5-6h.p: 2-speed Combination, handle start, wind
ibreen, sidecar cover, spare cover, lamps,

v>«-_-j

H We have a

large stock of ^

7-9 Powerplus

Machines of J

recent date.

The
these

tool.
|lttn given; £65.—Eston, 19, Harefield Rd., Cov-

[X8067
Rex-Blackburne Combination, complete with

[pare wheel, etc., in stock for immediate deljvery
Timifacturers' list price, £218/18.—Davison, Bute
|uton. [1702

whole

have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents.

Write, 'phone, or

call.

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed, Orto screen,
speedometer, lainps. horn, tyres almost new,

splendid running order, trial; £65.-111. Pemberton
Rd., Harringay, N.4. [1573

REX SVoh.p., mag., Amac, T.T.^ bars, long exhaust,
good tyres, recently enamelled and overhauled,

makers' transfers; bargain, £26/10.-76, Grange Walk,
Tower Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [9988

REX 1913 6-ah.p. Twin, 2 speeds, handle start,
coachbuilt sidecar. Klaxon, splendid running

order; £60.—Clements. 19, Stockwell Park Crescent,
S.W.9. Tel. : Brixton 2336. [X8333

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, new tyres, tubes, Bowden to iuag.,
Mabon clutch, Humber twin-t^ank, just thoroughly

overhauled, bushed, rings, very fast, nice appearance;
appointment; £37/10.—3, Freke Ed., Battersea. [1860

THE New Model 55 Rex Combination with Bh.p.
Blackburne engine, coachbuilt sidecar with canti-

lever springing, detachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre,
is tiie most luxurious and efficient outfit possible,
immediate delivery! from stock; £218/18.—Sole Mid-
laud agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [1646

REX 6h.p. C.B. Combination. 2-speed, clutch, E.S.,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, handsome brass

lamps, Cowey speedometer. Easting, new Avon com-
bination tyre*, completely overhauled as new \Yhitsun-
tide, finish Matchless grey, sidecar to match, very smart
and absolutely reliable,, go anywhere, spare lighting ac-
cumulator, tube, ali tools, etc. ; first reasonable offer
i^ecures : inspection invited; evenings only.—Crane, 103,
neane Church I>ane, Bolton. [9576

Poc.

Roc 4h-.p., clutch, discs, T.T. bars, good tyres,
Senspray, overhauled and enamelled, low and

sporty; £45, offers; photo.—The Cedars, Long Law-
lord, Rugby. [X8317

Rover.
3ih.p. Rover C.B. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, clutch;

2 £70.-11, Heathhu#st Rd., Hampstead. [9980

20 Brand New 5-6h.p. Rover, Grindlay sidecar;
£200.-Eveson, The Wingle, Stourbridge. [9810

"|"Q20 (March) T.T, Rover, Philipson, Binks, dona
J-tF 2.400; £99.—Conybeare, Sbaldon. Tei^nmouth.

[X8276
ROVER 1919 S-speed. £100; later model, vl ike new,

with sidecar, £135.—Pickering, Shrewsburv.
_- rX8385

IQld 6h.p. Rover, splendid condition; £130.—
J-t/ Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16.

[1502
"l(Ch20 6h.p. Rover Combination, driven from works
J-tF onljv; £40 under list.—Walker, Redbourn, Herts.

[X8347
ROVER, T.T., 1919, Lucas lamps, mechanical horn,

Philipson; £85.—Warne's, 46, Churchfield Rd.,
Acton. W.3. [9649

ROVER Combination, .1914, S^yah.p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, fiiie condition; £65.-5, Oxhey Av.,

Watford. [1152

T.T. Rover 3V2h.p., 1916, Bosch, long open exhaust,
horn, etc. ; £68. — Haines, 8, Adelaide Sq.,

Bedford.
'

[1750

1 Q19 T.T. Rover, complete, lamps, horn, good- con-
X*? dition; £90.—Wright's Garage, Satfron Walden.
Tel.: 16.

'

[1500

ROVER 3V2h.p., Bosch waterproof, clutch, semi-T.T.,
running order; £35, or offer.-83, Cherry Orchard

Rd., Croydon. [1411

3ih.p. 1914 Rover 3-speed Clutch Model, good con-
2 dition. all accessories; £50.—C. Warren, Wil-

19

burton, Cambs. [9509

Pho No Mayfair 45 35

^-^^--^^-----%-.v%^--%----^'uv

ROVER 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, SVsh.p.. 3-speed
clutch, lamps, tools; £65.-89, Southwaik Bridge

Rd. Hours 8.30-5.0. [948^

RO^ER SVah.p., countershaft, all-chain drive, unused,
7'A% below listr owner must sell.—Box 391, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [1936

1Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., splendid
Xt/' condition, grand hill climber; bargain, £160.

—

Osbaldeston, .pigbeth, Walsall. [9844

"j Q20 5-6h.p. Rover, with Rover bulbous sidecar, in
X»/ stock at list; exchange Morgan, etc.—2, Night-
ingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.. [1975

ROVER SVyh.p., 3-speed and clutch, 1514. perfect
running order, good tyres ; bargain at £50.—

Granger, Icewell Hill, Newmarket. [1980

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, 1917, 3-speed, chain
drive, first-class condition ; £ 140.—Turner's Motor

Works, Curzon Rd., Ealing, W.5. [2129

Oih.p. Rover, Bosch, B. and B.; 2-speed and clutch,O2 sound condition, tyres excellent; £50, nearest.—
Write 91. Hurst. Rd., Eastbourne. [9815

Id 19 (Dec.) Rover SMjh.p., 3-speed, 1920 Canoelet
XJ/ sidecar, combination as new, small mileage;
£140.-5, Laurels, XTlverston, Lanes. [X8197

3ih.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, all accessories, condition
2 perfect, verv smart mount; best offer over £50.—

Proctor, 33, Alexandra Rd., Hitchin. [X801G

1 Q16 3'/^h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, equipped,
Xt/ fast, economical, excellent condition; 65 gns.

—

Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [1475

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

"IQ18-19 syoh.p. T.T. Hover, Philipson pulley, ex-
J-«/ cellent conditiou; £95.-^R. BamT^er and Co.,
Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport.^-Tel. : 607. [1125

"OOYEB. 1920 SVjlLp., lamps, tools, only douG 400
-B-*' mile?, in splendid condition; £135, or ne:ir offer.—
Mattock Motor Co., Matto.'k Lane, Ealing, W.5. [95S7

Ty OVER 5-6h.p. 1 920 Combination, horn,, speedo-
-tv meter, lamp^, etc.; £180; cash, credit, exchange.
-Service Co., Ltd.. 292, Hi?b Holborn, W.C.I. [1238

ROVER, T.T., 1919 (November), all accessories, spare
valve, long plated exhaust, fast, and in new condi

tion : £98, or nearest.—20, Mount Tieasaut, Redditeh
[9a2P

1 Q15 Rover Combination, 4h.p. wind screen, lamps,
J- V tools, etc. : £85 ; privately owned.—I'articulars
from Reliance Motor Works, St. Cross Rd., Winche.ster.

[9720
"I Q20 (July) Rover 6h.p. Combination, C.A.V.
J- «/ lighting (accumulator), horn, luggage grid

;

£225.~Moriey, Ranmore, Beverley High Rd., Hull.
. [X8196

ROVER, 1914, 3^,2h.p., 3-speed, splendid order, low
mileage, speedometer, horn, lamps, tools.—Robin

son. Old Hall, Little Budworth, Tarporley, Cheshire-
[1392

BOVER/- 1914, 3',2h.p., 3-speed S.A.. nearly new
Canoelet sidecar, all lamps, speedometer, good

condition; £85.—Palmer's, Albion Place, Wisbech.
[1395

"j Q12 Rover SMjIi-P-. Bosch, B. aod B., 3-6peed, ckitch,
J-*y perfect order; sell £55, or ^exchange for Douglas
2^.4'h.p, ; offere.—W. Jaivis, Watermoor. Cirencester.

[X8437
ROVER 3Vi:h.p. 5-speed, countershalt, kick starter,

new. nnridden, perfect; list £150; no reasonable
offer refused.—Box 356, c/o The Motor C'/clc.

Leicestershire. [X8043

ROVER, late 1913, C.B. sidecar, storm cape, 3-speed
hub. Binks carburetter, ba'ttery lighting, speedo-

meter, tools, spares; £6 5.—Hodgson, 71, Leighton Rd.,
AVest Ealing. [1597

T> OVER, 1919, 3Vih.p., S-speed. accessories; any
XV trial- £105. Rover, 1914, SVjh.p., 3-speed. per-

fect order; £70.-1, Norwood Ed., Heme Hill. 'Phone:
Brixton 1964. [1623

ROVER SVoh.p., 1919, T.T., now fitted N.S.E. gear.

clutch. Flying Middleton sidecar, usual acoes-
eories ; trial welcomed ; 90 gns.—44, Finehley Rd.,
Westclifi-on-Sea

' '

[1527

ROVER SVjh.p, 3-speed Hiib Combination, coach,
new t>res and belt, . excellent condition; ride

awav, anv distance; £80.—Norbury, Nurseryman, Mar-
ket Harborough. [1782

"OOVER 1920 5-6h,p. Twin Combination, latest
-Ev model; delivery from stock at list price, £235;
extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St.. E.C.3. - . 10071

NEW Sj^ih.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed
clutch and kick starter and with smart conchbnilt

si'lecar; £180, or on easy payments 5% extra.—Harrods.
118, Brompton Hd., London. [1364

MAUDES'.—Rover 1918 6h.p.- W.D. combination,
all-chain, 3-speed, kick starter, Dunlop tyres.

3 lamps and horn, very little used £130.—Maudes'.
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. . [2067

ROVER 1920 4h.p., 3-speed and countershaft model.
complete with Mills-Fulford Corvette sidecar.

done very srhall mileage, indistinguishable from new.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. - [S:8204

ROVER 1914-15 Combination, 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
speedometer, wind screen, hood, enamelling, plating,

tvres in good condition, stored 3 years; would separate;
£90.-202, Trinity Ed.. S.W.17, [9543

"IQ20 5-6b.r. Rover Twin Combination, Millford Eni-
J- 1/ jiresH sidecar, Cowey horn, P. and H. lamps, onlr
delivered 7 weeks, as new; £206; owner purchasing c-ar.

— L. Harriss, 332, Helliuglioro' Rd., Northampton, [942i

F.O.C.H. have a 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, small
mileage.—Fair Offer Car Hou-e, 5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone :

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satu^^y?.
[1082

"DOVER Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920. not done 100
-LV mile.s, perfect, disc wheels, lamps, wind screen.
leg ;hi'-ld>. .'speedometer, hood to sidecar; best, offei
over £200,—jlewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service
Eirm, Tolnes. [1053
ROVER 3'Ah.p., 3 speeds, all lamps, horn, tools,

3in. Dunlops, new Brooks saddle and belt, dropped
frame. 1920 Aniac, 100 miles to gallon, guaranteed
absidutely faultless; £65, a snip.— 2, Nightingale Rd.,
Lower Clapton, N.E, [1976

ROVER Combination, very Jate 1918. 6h.p. .T.A.P.,
i-siieed, countershaft, kick start, hand and foot

cluUrh. enclosed chain drive. Easting screen, all lamps,
1 h'jrn, tools, perfect condition; bargain, £150.—Manor
Garage. Manor Place, Walworth, S.E. ' [9763

1 Q19 Rover 5.6h.p., French grey lounge sidc-ar, all^*J larunn. Cowey, Klaxon, and Cameo wind screen,
new liiKt ^farch, mileage under 1.000. enamel and
plating like a ahow model, only wants seeing; orrers

—

C. Bni^well, Esq., Tver House, Abbotts Rd., New Barnct.
liertB. P2000
TJOVER 1914 3^Jh.p., underslung sidecar, excellent
--•^ Hpptarfinre and condition, engine and gears re-
ci'TiUy overhauled at considerable cxjienKD, fast
inachme, hood, ncreen, lighting set, new extra heavy

fieO.-Seen and tried at Clarke's Garage.-*'-'
[1801

Diiniop- •-uM.—otvii
South St., Romford,

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
ASTONISHING VALUE!!!

SURPLUS GOVERNMENT STOCK.
Brand New, in perfect condition. Ca!;h refunded if not

approved. Delivery guaranteed immediately on reseipt

of order. Carriage Paid.

28 X 3.

Dunlop Extra Heavj- Rubber Studded :... 50/-
PalmerCord ; 50/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 47/6
Wood-Milne Kevi^rip Extra Strong 45 /-

' ,26x3 to fit 2!.

Dunlop Extra Heavy Rubber Studded ............ 50 /-

Dunlop- Heavy Rubber Studded I~; . . . . 45 /-

26x2!.
Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded 45 /-

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 50 /

Avon Sunstone 47/6

26 X 2}.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong Kcygrip 45 /-

650x6.5.
Clincher de Luxe Extra^ Heavy 50 /-

Wood-Millie Kevirrip Extra Stron.si 45 /-

700 X 80 (to fit 650 X 65).

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy _ 55 /-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

"1 Q20 Latest Model 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mi|c'
-»-«-^ age 250, new lamps, spee'dometer ; £220.ii
Collier's Hotories, Union St., South Halifax. [1078

In response to many requests as to the regular Stocks
I hold, particulars are given below :

24x2.
Clincher Junior de Luxe 29/6
Palmer Two-ply 39 /-

Dunlop Light Rubber-studded 29 /-

26 X 2.

Clincher -Junior de Luxe .-.

.

31 /
Palmer Cord '.

55 /-

Dunlop Lighl Rubber-studded 31/3
Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded 50 /-

26 X 2i.
Clincher Junior de Luxe ". 32/9
Palmer Two-ply 46/2
Palmer Cord 57/9
Dunlop Sidecar '. . . . 34/6
Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded —

26x21.
Clincher Junior de Luxe 36/3^
Palmer Two-plv --. 51/9
Palmer Cord .'.

, 63/9
Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded 59/3

26x2}.
Dunlop Heavy Rubber-studded 56/9

^ " 28x3.
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 80 /-

650x65.
Palmer Cord 68/6
Dunlop Heavy Rubber-studded 64/9
Dunlop Combination 100 /-

Special purchase of Clearance INNER
TUBES by one of the largest British
Manufacturers. Slight vulcanized
patch covering pin holaxLuring manu-
facture. Cash refunded if notsatisfied

2fiX3 6/9
28X2j 7/3
28x3 7/6
29x3s 7/9
650x65 8/-
700 X 80 8/3

4x2 5/6
24X2i 5/9
26 X 2 5/9
26 X 2i 6 ,'-

26x2; 6/3
>:2J 6/6

26X2.VX23 6/9

New Rubber

Thigh Boots
Sizes

:

9,

5. 6, 7,
10,11.

17/6
PAIR.

Carriage Paid.

Less than third

of usual price.

H.EMANUEL,
Tyro Factor,

Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
LONDON, N.I.

Telet>hone : Dalston^ 3 1 6 1 .

1 (£fc20 RoTer 5-6h,p., Grindlay sidecar, .Lood,- Htr^
J-tf 3 lamps. Premier horn, Bonniksen speedou»;tfti;
spare piufrs, valve, eto., insured M;ir. 1921. very carr
fully used, . absolutely perfect; owuer buying; car;-
months' private garoRe accommodation free; £205.—4(?
Lancaster Ed., Rugby. f886£

LATE 1919 T.T. Rover, engine 7794. H.B.C. Philip;
son pulley^ dynamo electric lighting, long plated

exhaust horn, knee grips. _actual machine made lasteA
time of day Colchester Club hill-climb in June, spiels

condition throughout, genuine bargain; £8ff^did . .„ ^ ..._„

Braithwaite, 32, Winchester Rd., Colchester.

"*
Royal Ruby.

1 fil9 Royal Ruby 2^}4h.p., electric lighting. Klaxon;
Xt? £50.—Cline, 57, New Rd., Whitechapel,, -Ej.-

[18M
NEW 1920 Roval Rubv, latest 5h.p. spring Iraj

'

model; £120.-Clarke and Co., Qneen St., Loui
T949fl

"j016 Royal Ruby 2V2li-P-. 2-speed, lnmpi=, horn, spec^
om-eter,

Canterbury;
little used; £40.—Philpot, Motor*

[973*

ROYAL RUBY 1919 2-.stri!ke, single speed, lamps
etc.. little used; £42.-Write Tuwnsend. 30, Ml]

wood Rd., Balham, S.W, t96K

1 Q 20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p,, 2-speed, spring Iramg
-L*^ moderate mileage; ^1(55.—Collier's Motories
Union -St., Soutiv Halifax. [107:

TO 19 Royal Ruby 8-h.p. J.A.P. Combination, eleotTJ
J-*' side and tail, perfect condition; £180, or ocffer

- MoArthur, Jesus, Cambridge. [Sfcffi

1 Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h,p., spring frame, kick efawt
J-*? .2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clj^s
dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [OaSi

ROYAL RUBY, new 3h.p. spring frame model
immediate delivery from stock; price £120.-

Redditch Garages, Ltd., Unicorn Hill, Redditeh.

TJOYAL RUBY Late 1919 8h.p. Combination, coq»'-

-tV plete with all accessories and tools, escellenSi
condition; £150.—Jones, 52, Cleveland St., W,l. 'M

[191tfF

~|Q20 New 3h.p. Royal Ruby 2-speed. clutch. anoM
M-tJ kick starter, spring frame; £120.—J. HebdeDii
and Son. 149, St. James" St., Burnley. Tel. : 488. «!

[985efj

"I
Q18 Royal Ruby 2?4hp., 2-stroke, 2 speeds. Aniiir;

-L*^ JM.L.. discs, lamps, et-c., guaranteed perfect; 6C -•

gns., or nearest.—J. Cole, Elms, Minetv, Malmesbnrv i

19481

i

8h.p. 1919 (Aug.) Royal Ruby Red CombinatioDrf
J. A. P., 3 speeds, etc., lamps, horn, 'exceptiouafl

engine, special screen, trial ; sacrifice, first £145.-f
Ruby, 7, Orleans Rd., N.19. (947^

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. and Mat^iless sidecar, just rej

painted, Easting, Cowey, Klnson, all lamps, speeiaS

outfit spares (cost £10), including nuused tyre, mileng^
2,500; best offer over £145; Westminster.-Box 6,794j

c/o The- Molar Cycle. [984^

Rudge.

l Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, unregistered; accept £j
J-*y under list.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool.

RUDGE Miilti, ridden 25 miles only, with
etc.; £100.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. . [i

RAND New I.O.M. Rudge, accessories; £10Q.-rQ
Mal>ey, 5, Anerley St., Battersen.

arrived

:

NEW 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, 1920, just arnvcu^^mj
£120/15.—Holiday, Deddington, Oxon. Vkm

UDGE, 3i/.li,p., clutch model, good order; £4|5i

near offer.—22, Bonar Rd.. Peckham, S.E, [£

n6.^rest 348J

R
RUDGE Chrtci Model, good condition

.

muet sell.—337. Eailsfiold Rd., Eoilslleld.

1Q20 New T.T. Rudge Multi;
-L.t^ and Son, 149, St. James'
488.

1915

105 cns.-J. H^
St., .Burnley.

5-6h:r. Rudge Ooaclihuilt Couiliin.ition, tcmi
nlete; nearest f110.—Eii'hards. Airteer, BunI

[99el

RUDGE Motor Cyi'le, clutcb, condition as new.
after 6.— 186, Iverson Ed., West HauiprtMl

MHlt.1

£52,
RUDGE

feet:
iVickiord.

-1019 (Aug.)
J- *^ sidecar.
Maidenhead.

311i.r. Rndge
2 C.B. sir

Twickenham.

(DGE Mult!,
Iiricc, £110,

Tlic DIotor Cijcli.

oSeral
ist«a{l

[103|

19i4, fast, sporty, overhanied.
,

or near offer.—Bourne, c/o DoobJ
roisj

Rndgc Multi SVih.p. and MilIlor|
new condition. — Catliff, Sta;

Multi, just overhauled

:

£48;',
Park J

w
Lower Clapton, N.E,

1920, T.T., just delivered:
or near offer.—Box 6,756,

196:

1

T.T. bar J
£110/5.-2, Nightingale Rn>

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudije, clutch, Multi gear,
At? in stock at list

"

RUDGE,
A. .T.

I.O.M. Model,
Young and Co.,

Phone: 214.

Hut price : from
Ltd., Heath Garage,

.32 All letters relating to ndveitisemeiits should quote the nunihcr nt the eiiU of each alavertlsement, and the date or the issue.
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The Six Days Trials.

ON
Monday next the most importajtt reli-

ability trial of the year comroeirces at

Darlington, and there is every evidence

to show that the Auto Cycle Union has

spared no pains to make it a series of

tests in ev«i-y way worthy of the support which
h-as be&n given to it by the British roo.tor cycle

indnstrv.

So far as can be judged from the rules and
regulations the innovations introduced this year

are steps in the right direction. In the first

place the limiting of the entry—^although this

limit has not been reached—is a ^•ery wise move
on the part of the governing body. As we sug-

gested after the last London-Edinburgh run,

:there is a danger of very large' numbers of com-
petitors ultimately bringing about legislation

which might prohibit the holding *of trials on
the public roads. In addition, 150 competitors

-r-the A.C.U. limit—form an entry quite large

enougli to require careful handling even by the

host of officials at the disposal of the organisers.

The finish of the trial at Brooklands is an-

-other suggestion of T/ie Motor Cycle, and is one
- which will be appreciated by the motor cycling

public, while Friday's' ,aiid Saturday's routes,

Tight, down the centre- of "England, provide a

very large number "of riders with a chance to

-see the competitors. ' -
. .

Probably tlie tests at Brooklands will be the

most interesting of the series. The perform-

ances of tbe various types and. makes of machines
in half an hour's high speed 'run -after. a week's

gruelling work under touring -conditions should

provide the public and the makers vvith rnuch

useful data.

This year there are several new' types of

machines in the trial, in addition to new makes
of motor cycles ofpeonventidna} lines. We refer

to the 500 CO. two-strokes in' both solo and

/sidecar classes, and the miniature three-cylinder

adial engines, a type which is quite unknown

to the majority_pf motor cyclists.

The courses are certainly severe—more
difficult, perhaps, than any preceding Six Days
Trials—^but increased severity is necessary if the

overall efficiency of motor cycles is to be
developed. Each year see.s greater difficulty in

finding a route which will give a machine, in six

days, work approximating to that of twelve

months' use in the hands of the average owner.

Standardisation of Controls.

EFFORTS have been made at various times

to bring, about standardisation of motor
cycle controls. So far, however, nothing

has accrued to the ad^v'antage of the user.

Probably this may be due to the very com-
prehensive aims of the engineering standards

committees who have studied this and kindred

subjects. Recent fatal accidents due to un-

familiarity of the carburetter controls on new
or borrowed machines reveal the urgent

necessity for carburetter manufacturers, at least,

to come to- some agreemeirt as to which way the

levers shall open.

There is a diversity of opinion as to which
is the better way. to open in an outward direc-

tion or to operate the opposite way, and sup-

porters of both systems have good arguments in

favour of their choice. Which of the two is

the better may be open to argument, but it is

not such an important poinf as the desirability

for all carburetter levers to operate alike, and as

carburetter manufacturers are comparatively

small in number, there-should be no real difficulty

in the trade deciding for one or the other. Which
ever way is considered the better by the majority

should be adopted by all. and the personal

opinions of the minority should be sunk. We
invite carburetter jnanufacturers to state their

opinion as to which is the, better method. Some
time ago the Manufacturers' Union interested

itself in the question, and we should like to see

the subject revived and a final settlement arrived

at in the interests of the motor cycling com-
munitv.

. . .^
An indiBx to^ the -»dv«rtisements in this issue will be found-on the page facing the back
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Some Facts about Weight.

THE present weights of motor cycles have no
justfication about them. Like Topsy, they just

"growed." The original Morgan Runabout
chassis—an 8 h.p. two-seated three-wheeler—scaled

no more than 2% cwt. The new Grahame-White
buckboard—a four-wheeled 4 h.p. two-seater—does
not vastly exceed 3 cwt. Both figures are commonly
exceeded by current types of two-wheeler. To take

. an alternative contrast, the single-geared belt-driven

'T.T. motor bicycle of to-day is not appreciably faster

on the level or uphill than the" outwardly similar

machines manufactured at the time' when". Jack Mar-
'

shall last rode in the T.T. The engines of such 1920
models are bigger and of better design than those
predecessors to which I refer; and their failure to give

a vastly better road performance is chiefly due to the

quite unnecessary increase in weight—sometimes
amounting to 100 lb. I sometimes fancy.it is a great

pity that a maximum weight limit is no longer specified

in the T.T.

'A Pecttliaf Trouble Explained.

LAST week I described how a machine which
appeared to be in perfect order puzzled its owner
by a long fit of erratic behaviour. The symptoms

(see page 180, in our issue for August 12th) were
due to the carburetter. This was of the type in which
the sliding control pistons are located in regard to the

air and gas passages by a small dowel or lug on the

outer piston, fitting in a vertical groove machined in

the piston housing. This lug' or dowel had sheared,

so that the pistons became free to rotate in the

carburetter body, and were no longer in register with
the air intake and inlet pipe respectively. As a con-

sequence they twisted about in response to any twist

on the control wires ; the throttle sometimes assumed
control of the extra air, sometimes attended to its

own duties, and occasionally divided responsibility .for

both functions with the air piston. The rider should

certainly have spotted the. mishap fairly quickly, but
it is well calculated to perplex a rider for a few minutes.

I commend the notion to organisers of breakdown
competitions.

The Chain on Tour.

EAM just preparing for a journey of something like

2,000 miles, which will occupy about a fortnight,

during which time I shall seldom sleep twice

in the same bed. My thinking-cap is pressed hard
down on my temples, because I am perforce riding a
machine with a naked chain. I know ^quite well

what I ought to do. I should carry a spare chain,

swop the two over nightly, rinse the dirty chain in

paraffin, lubricate it, and wrap it in a greaseproof paper
during its idle day on the carrier. But as I am a lazy

man, and my luggage space is too scant to accom-
A32 -

modate a spare suit-^of clothes (or a boiler suit),

pint of liquid soap, and a manicure outfit, I know
what I am going to do. , I shall take but one chain,

plus a few spare, links. Each night—when I do not

forget—I shall dope the chain with engine "oil, without

removing it from the sprockets, and—probably—with-

out ijrushing the dirt off it. Next morning much of

the oil will be -sprayed over the rear half of the ma-

chine during its first 400 yards on the road. What oil

remains will play the part of a flypaper towards what
ever dust a British summer may permit to rise. 'Whea-

I return home, my chain will be worn out and both mj
sprockets will be hook-toothed ; all of which is ai

eloquent argument in favour of chain cases, n'est (k

pas? Yes, I have had some, thank you. But I .?-"—

on hoping all tlie same.

Disconnect the Transmissions.

nHA¥£ never ridden down the test hill at Broofc-

'

lands on a brakeless machine. But I rather fancy

that . Secretary Loughborough is within smelling

distance ' of . the first real brake test to which motor

cycles have ever been subjected en masse. He pro^;

poses that the machines shall descend the test hill with^;

out stopping, and inside lo m.p.h. If an ' experiment-

shows that a brakeless machine can safely tackle the-

sudden change from i in 8 to dead level at the foot,

of the hill,;it is only necessary to remove all the reati

chairis and belts to secure a really vaHd test of the:

brakes, and a test which would have penalised quite-a

number of the finishers in the Scottish Trials. Since

many front brakes are pure camouflage, and since a

week's rough-riding plus a few tumbles often makes a

foot brake rather dicky, many of us resort to engine

. cornpression and low. gears towards the, end of a Si»

Days. The. test which I ha\-e indicated would proye

how the brakes stand the ..racket, and would certainljf

impose a few pejialties,. -

Maker?,. Look to .Your Agencies.

THE other week our editorial drew the attentioi'

to the need for increased exports if prices ala

home are ever to fall. About the same time, on(|

or two overseas friends called on me and gave.mij

some appalling details of some of our motor cycli|

agencies. • In some cases they are in the hands

clerks, grocers, native' chauffeurs, etc., and. that ii

quilJe considerable towns. 'Where such evil exists, tli

sequence of events appears to have been as follows

The principfil garages in a town take up agencies fo

the British bicycles which they consider to be the bes:

;
sellers. Other British makers, .'being unable to seCUf'

first-class agents, - all|Ot their supplies to almost an;

body who asks for them. Thus, only one or tw

British machines are properly handled or supplied wit

any " service "
;
just at present the garages which coul

I
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handle agencies well are often pushing American ma-
chines for preference, because they had continuous

stocks during the war. No wonder our 'buses are in

bad odour in some places, when the sole agent is a

clerk without capital, who is earning his living in an

office five and a half days per week, ignorant how to

tune the machine, possesses neither workshop nor spares,

and probably takes little further interest in the deal

when he has once pocketed his commission. It would

be better not to export isolated machines in this

fashion; a good agent and good service are essential

to sound dealings in complicated mechanical goods.

Our Roads—and Taxes.

(^AID a cute rider to me this week: "I shouldn't

^^ really mind paying the new taxes if I were sure

they wouldn't waste the cash." When asked

to explain, he produced five samples of modern
Government methods. The first was a number of tar

: barrels wasting their sweetness on the heather, because

. they had been plunked overboard from a high lorry.

BRITISH INTERNATIONAL CYCLISTS

AND MOTOR CYCLISTS ABOARD THE

S.S. "ANTWERP.-

and were all gaping at the seams. The second was a

deep mud-hole bang in the centre of a patch of road

which the gang had left as " repaired " on the pre-

vious day. The third was a patch of loose stone on
a steep hill, which had been ripped open by wheel-

pans within forty-eight hours of the cTeparture of the

steam-roller. The fourth was a choice mile of pot-

holes on a main road which had been reconstructed

within the past eight weeks. The fifth was a huge

road gang abiding in their tents like Israel, because a

sunny day had capriciously turned to rain. In all

fairness to the "Government " it should be said that

road work at preserit is in the hands of local councils

tO' whom these examples should be ascribed. Instances

one to four obviously supported an indictment of

stupidity and waste ; but I have nothing to say against

roadmen drawing their pay when the weather breaks.

Presumably they have wives and children to support,

like other people, and rain is what the lawyers call
'' an act of God." Personally I would as soon have

stopped the pay of cur artillery .during the shell

shorta 're.

By a curious coincidence the British cyclists selected to represent this country in the Olympic games journeyed to Antwerp by the same boat

the British motor cyclists in the Anglo-Dutch Trial. Here they are grouped together. The cyclists included W. T. Hall, Leon Meredith,
'.Davey, B. Bragg, W. H. Genders, E. Newell, D. Marsh, H. T. Johnson, W. A. Ormston, J. F. Ditchman, H.H.Lee, Ben Jones,

Crowe, S. Ayres, H. W. Bartleet, A. T. Ryam, A. White, W- G. Stewart, T. G. Lance, T. Harvey, and C. A. Alden.
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How Holland won the Third International Trial. A Memorable Week in the Netherlands.

HISTORY repeated itself in the third

of the series of International Trials

England r. Holland. Our. first

illustrated description of the event in

the last issue showed that, whereas
England was credited with seventeen out

of eighteen non-stop runs, and Holland
fourteen out of eighteen possibles, one
member of the British team unluckily

lost such a big total of marks that

Holland scored a second notable success,,

and thus won outright the " N.M.V.
Beker." It has already been observed
that the Dutch riders handled their

machines with consummate skill, and
entered keenly into the contest. Their
victory was well deserved, and the

British contestants were themselves the
first to give three stentorian cheers for

the sporting Dutchmen when the result

was announced at the memorable dinner
on the .8th inst. at the Trianon
Restaurant in Amsterdam. Witfli seven
secret checks and three open timed con-
trols, there was plenty to keep the com-
petitors busy on a strange course
measuring nearly 200 miles. Dutch roads
are, unfortunately, not such that one
may concentrate on the watch and route
card. One has to keep a watchful eye
on the road ahead, though for this year's
event the road surfaces were for the most
part wonderfully good for Holland. But
machines were proved to be more reliable
than watches this year, for two watches
Btojipcd, to the great consternation of
thrj.'.e who suffered this remarkable ex-
perience. Colver'.s trouble was a lost

washer on his silent chain. He fitted

another of brass, but that gave out also,

and ho had to repeat the repair with one

made of steel, but he lost many marks
during the process. Ellis went off the
route near the German frontier, and
was only aware of the fact when ad-
vised that he should be getting his
" papers " ready. Papers were quite a
joke during the trial. Each man carried
a perfect sheaf, including passport, in-

ternational travelling pass, identification

cards for Belgium and Holland, hotel
lunch and dinner tickets, and a constant

password was the query " Have you got

your papers ?
"

^

Bad luck also befell the Dutch team,
for one man, Eijkse, lost 118 marks on

account of tyre trouble, the new cover

being so stiff that the rider found it

almost impossible to replace on the rim

after the puncture which stopped
him. Why more difficult hills were

not included in the Limburg district

one cannot say, for the general iiii-

THE DUTCH TEAM.
AMATEURS. Marks

Lost.
H 2. L. Hunse (4 Wanderer) Non-stop 4H 4. B. H. Paine Strieker (2:^. Douglas) i stop 16
H 6. W. H. Willensiek (2}James). . Noa-stop 15
H22. G. Hawiukels (4 Sarolea) ..... Non-stop 4 .

H24. J. F. M. Smits (7-9 Harley-D.) Non-stop 3
H26. C. J. Van Mansum (7-9 Harley-

Davidson) 1 stop 10
H42. H. Fels, capt. (7-9 HarJey-D. sc.) Non-stop r
H44. F.Janssen (7-9 Harley-D. sc). , Non-stop o
H46. Jac Rijkse (7-9 Harley-D. sc). . i stop 118

Marks Lost, Amateur 171

TRADE RIDERS,
H12. Jac Brunt (2,? Douglas) Non-stop 4
H14. Jac Fonck {zll Douglas) Non-stop 7
H16. F. J. C. Schuver (2! Metro-T ). Non-stop 10
_H32. J. V^. Len Dam (7-9 Harley-D.) Non-stop 3
'H34. F. J. Visscher (7-9 Indian) i stop 6
H36. G. Hoogeveen (5 Indian) Non-stop 5
H52. C. Witteveen, jun., capt. (5-6

James sc.) Non-stop 4
H54. L. Wiels (7-9 Harley-Davidson) Non-stop 3
H56. P. Nieraan (9 Simplex) Non-stop 11

Marks Lost, Tr.ide 53
Marks Lost, Amateur 171

Total Marks Lost 224

THE BRITISH TEAM
AMATEURS. Marks

Lost.

E I. G. Smith, capt. (3.\ Sunbeam).

.

Non-stop 18

E 3. Lt. G. P. Glen Kidston, R.N.
(3.', Sunbeam) Non-stop 17

E 5. E. A" Edwards (3.5 N.U.T.) Non-stop 9
E21. F. A. Hardy (5 Zenith) Non-stop 12

E23. F. Dover (4 Triumphl Non-stop 17

E25. H. P. Lucas (8 Zenith) Non-stop 11

E41. H. Boynton (5-6 James sc.) ... Non-stop 9
E43. C. Crossthwaite (5-6 James sc). Non-stop 4
E45. F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.) Non-stop M

Marlis Lost, Amateur 123

TRADE RIDERS.
En. W. B. Gibb (23 Douglas) Non-stop AI

I

E13. J. A. Newman (3V Sunbeam) .. Non-stop^
E15. Hugh Gibson (2J Clyno) Nou-stdp '^3 1

E31. Kayc Doi\ ((i Zenith) Non-stop ' 5 j

E33. L. Newey (6 .\riel) Non-stop " I
[

E35. P. W. Modatt (t Douela.s) Non-stop^8l
E51.. W. Pratt, capt. (8 Matchless sc) Non-stop^

J
E53. H. V. Col\-cr (8 Matchless sc).

.

2 stops P'
E55. E. B. Ware (8 Matchless sc.) .

.

Non-stop

Marks Ix)5t, Trade J58J
Marks Lost, Amatcvn* li}m

Total Marks Lost .^>§

. Ii_
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SCENES IN BELGIUM.

The British riders crossed

from Harwich to Antwerp, and
passed through the Belgian

war zone on their way to

Holland.

(!) A group of riders in

Louvain
; part of the Cathedral

in the background.

(2) A scene In Malines, en

route to Maastricht.

(3) Contrast in modes ot

transport near the Belgian-

Dutch frontier.

,^s,

pression of the British riders was that the object of

ptartmg the trial from JIaastricht was to embrace
some of the short steep , ascents in this picturesq^ue

Province of Limbarg.

Excellent Organisation.

Of the organisation, congratulations must be ex-
tended to our Dutch friends. Everything was
splendidly arranged, reflecting great credit upon
Mynheer L. G. Zegers Veeckeus, the trials secretary,
and his fellow committeemen, ^^'hen the Dutch team
visits England next year (a new trophy has already
been offered by Jlr. A. Citroen), the A.C.U. can at
least take some points from the Dutchmen's methods.
The Dutch amateur captain, H. Fels, of The Hague,

who rode a Harley-Davidson sidecar, told us he will

compete in the Scottish Trials ne.xt year, as well as
in the Dutch Trial in England. Of course, in Hol-

;
land,^he rule of the road being opposite to our own,
"zijspans" (which, being interpreted, means side-

cars) are applied to tho
right side of the machine.
The chassis of the Dutch
machuies looked frail, yet
seemed to stand up all

right, though one trials

machine had a tube break.

Throughout. the event,

however, reliability of run-

ning was the outstanding
factor. As we have already

intimated, full apprecia-

tion of the scenery was
not possible, yet Holland
provides a delightful tour-

ing ground for one
acquainted with the roads.

The beauty of the low
lands, the succession of

canals, sometimes really

beautiful with yachts in

full sail dotted here and

B3



Impressions of the Dutch Trial.^

there, the curious swing bridges
^

by

which traffic crosses and re-crosses these

canals, the quaint costumes, and customs

of the people, all iorm a delightful

change for the long-distance tourist.

From Utrecht to the outskirts of Amster-

dam via Nieuwersluis, Brambrugge, and

Lake Abcoude, first through avenues of

trees, now along river banks with charm-

ing residences of original^ design studded

about, was quite the prettiest

section of the whole route.

Dutch Ferries and Bridges.

The ferry over the river

Waal to Lent was a new i

experience for the Britishers,
\

but there was ample accom-

modation for quite half the

competitors. The pontoon

bridge over the Rhine before

Arnhem was "broken" to

permit the passage of several

steamers. Some rather wel-

comed this unexpected delay

in order to -enjoy the scene

to the full. Others who had
breakfasted at 5 a.m. were
pining for their two o'clock

lunch, in view of the rapid

recommencement.
Traffic on the road in

Holland observes no rule of

road. Ahead you observe a

group of cyclists. They

the streets are not so perky as our own
youthful element. They usually wear
glum faces, and stare in blank astonish-

ment at the passage of a motor cycle.

Railway crossings are very trying. They
abound everywhere, and the j«ates rise

vertically. To see one descending just

as one is about to cross the railway
lines is enough to send a cold shiver

down one's back. It is reminiscent of

a descending sword. But these are ex-

AUGUST igth, ig20.

A Full Programme of Social Events.

Sunday saw a recommencement of the
social events. In the morning there was
a run to Hilversum for lunch by a
charming roundabout route. Returning
to the Stadium in the afternoon, motor-
paced cycle and motor cycles were wit-
nessed on the saucer track. Very ex-
citing they proved, to tho.se who had
only read and never actually witnessed
racing on these steeply banlced tracks.

1

I

F. J. Ellis and E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Matchless sidecars) passing coal mines near Heerlen.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secretary of the A.C.U., occupies the second sidecar.

hear you, but never move. You repeat
the blast on the horn, and they at
once spread out on both sides and
expect you to pick your way through
the centre. Again, a horse and cart
is approaching. A motor cycle passes,

and the driver of the cart turns
with his eyes fixed to the rider, never
supposing for an instant that there might
be another motor cyclist on earth. Again,
you overtake a cart on the wrong side
of the road. When within earshot you
hoot. Will the driver (uill a.side? Not
a bit of it. He fir.st turns round .ilowly,

just to confirm that the horn definitely

lias a motor attached to it, and having
confirmed his impression, draws .ilowly,

painfully shjvvly, aside. The kiddies m
B4

periences enjoyable and amusing to the
observant motor cyclist in the happy
frame of mind engendered by the wel-
come accorded and continuous attention
paid by the Dutch club officials. It was
their object to give the Britishers a
good time, and they succeeded to the
limit. Not a man of the English team
returned witliout the greatest respect and
appreciation of the sporting Dutchmen.
The Amsterdam Stadium was the finish-

ing point, and here competitors' machines
were garaged and

,
dinner proviiled.

Meanwiiile the Briti.shers' baggage, con-
veyed by the Dutch club from Maastricht,
was being delivered to the different

hotels ; this thoughtful service proving
a very great convonioiice to all.

1
In the first control near

i Epen. C. Witteveen, jun. (on

j
a 5-6 h.p. James sidecar) and

I

W. Pratt (8 h.p. Matchless .

sidecar).

Many daring British riders

admitted thorough "wind
I up " to see the two Dutch
I riders astride stripped

I twin American Excelsior

mounts flash round and
round at over a mile a

, minute, whilst to see them
' pass one another on the

]

steep banking was thrilling
' in the extreme. A

motor-paced cycle race of

fifty-six laps was another
- J event with a petrol flavour,

A huge V twin Laurin

and Klenient of about 20

h.p. proved naturally more
fleet than an Anzani ^

twin of about 10-12 h.p., and the foriiier

pacer succeeded in piloting his man homo
;

first in wonderful time.

Floral Tributes.

That evening the official dinner, a

really brilliant function, was held at

the Trianon Restaurant, presided over

by M". Nio Jannink. Ever ready to do

honour to their British guests, the tables

were decorated with the national flags,

whilst on the head table was a splendid I

representation of the Union Jack in I

beautiful flowers. Welcome assurances!

of a continuance of the event, a readllyl

accepted invitation to visit England nextl

year, congratulations to the winningi

team, a now international trophy audi

.biTtll
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PICTORIAL IMPRESSIONS
OF

THE ANGLO-DUTCH
TRIAL.

,_
,4) J. A. Newman (Sunbeam) m Ede. To tljis rider

belongs the credit of completing the long course without the

[kJoss of a single point.

|p (5) The course passed through very attractive Dutch
|]';scenery, particularly around Utrecht. Observe the paved
^roads, which were the usual order.

B5
I!. .
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On the pontoon bridge which spans the Rhine near Arnhem. In the foregrouud rnay be seen Mr. Nic Jannink, president of the Royal Dutch

Motor Cycle Union, driving the official car: beside him, Mr. E. J. Maas, secretary: and, standing by the car, Mr. L. J. Zegers Veeckens,

secretary of the trial. Competitors are held up behind the o-'ficial car while the bridge is opened.

further offers of cups for 1920, repre-

sented the tenor of the speeches. The
speakers included Mr. Jannink, Mr.
Zegers Veeckens, iSIr. T. W. Ijough-
borough (secretary A.C.U.), Mr. Geoffrey
Smith (Editor oi The Motor Cych), Mr.
Boom (Editor of Der Auto), Mr. Maas
(secretary Royal Dutch M.C.U.), Messrs.
Pratt, Fels, Hardy, Newman, and Boer.
The two lady passengers of the British
team, Mrs. Boynton and Mrs. Cross-
thwaifce, received handsome bouquets of

flowers as well as a souvenir of their
visit.

Dykes and Windmills.

Monday witnessed the departure of the
British party from Amsterdam. First
they were taken through delightful lanes
in the Blomendal neighbourhood, and
thence to the coast at Zandvoort for
lunch. Each party was piloted by Dutch
riders acqiuiinted with the roads. At
the .seaside, lunch was taken at the
Kur.saal, and many would have preferred
to have tarried awhile, but it was not
to be, for, keen that the British parly
should see the dykes and windmills, the
procession of a hundred odd rideis,
headed by Mi'. Ztgers Veeckens on his
1920 niodel A,.J.S. and sidecar, proceeded
to 'J'he Hague riii Noordwijkerhinit and
Haag.sclio Scliouw (pardon !) 'I'he dust
cloud raiscfl was almost impeneti'able.
but it w.is IK) use losing the party, for.

b6

with names like the two mentioned to

enquire for, a solitary Englishman would
experience an anxious time ! Among the
party were a number of Dutch solo

riders with ladies on pillion seats.

Pillion riding, despite the rough road
,

surfaces, is very popular in Holland, but
it is done properly. The seats are
sprung, of course, and the lady sits

astride with rests for her dainty feet

on each side. Immediately in front of

the seat is a stout plated rail, by which
she may mount gracefully. To see a

young couple wearing skull caps aboard
a sporting twin bellowing through its

stovepipe apology for a silencer, the
riders rising and falling in unison by
the action of the springs, is a most
animating spectacle. A " Tally Ho !

"

bugle would add quite the final touch
to a sporting turnout.

Au Revoir!

A cup of tea near The Hague, pro-
vided by the Editors of Der Avio and
Auto Lcrrn. the party continued to the
Hook of Holland, where adieu was paid
to the hospitable Dutchmen till another
year. Aboard the s.s. .S/. (Jeonji: that
niglrt a telegram reached the captain of
(lie British team from Mr. Jannink, con-
\ eying good wishes to 'the dcjiarting
\isitors. Thus ended tlvs tliird and
most nu'uinrablo .\nglo-Dutch Tri.il

O.S.

OBSERVATIONS IN HOLLAND.
Ask W. B. Gibb if he has yet solved

the mystery as to how he lost that

solitary mark in the Netherlands I

The four British riders who have com-
peted in all three Dutch trials, viz., F.
Doyer, W. Pratt, F. A. Hardy, and G. .,

Smith, again succeeded in accomplishing i'
non-stop runs.

The Worcester and Surbiton clubs have
ali'eady offered cups for next year's
event, as well as The Motor Cycle.

On. one occasion Kaye Don gave a
waiter a number of Dutch coins as a
tip, thinking he had done him proudly.
His amusement was complete on dis-

covering that the value of the tip was
about Ijd. They have coins of one-tenth
of a penny in Holland.

Travelling passes and passports seem
to be becoming a farce. Abroad no
notice was taken of half the papers the

'

15nlish riders carried.

Another lime the A.C.U. would be
well advised to look after a British party
of motor cyclists properly at the ports.
The sequel to the much-vaunted claim of
special touring facilities abroad was not
appreciated by the party.
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impressions of the Dutch Trial.—

What is liappening to Britain in the

world of sport? The yacht race lost, the

niotor boat race lost, the tennis champion-
ships wrested from us, and now an all-

British team of motor cyclists beaten.

1921 must see a chauKC !

There were six British-made motor
cycles in the Dutch team—a smaller pro-

portion than usual^

Motor cycles are in demand in Holland.
1921 should see a considerable expan-
sion of the motor cycling movement.

To enable the exclusive illustrated re-

port of the Anglo-Dutch Trial to appear in

last week's issue. The Motor Cycle, photo-

grapher journeyed with the competitors

throughout the trial on his Matchless
sidecar, and then continued from Amster
dam to the Hook in order to catch the

boat to Harwich that evening. Lt. Kid-
stone, E.N. (3^ Sunbeam), who was
under orders to join his ship, accom-
panied him.

SPECIAL AWARD3.
Each rider completing the trip without

the loss of marks will be awarded a gold

medal.
Each rider completing the trip with a

loss of one to ten points receives a large

gold-plated medal, eleven to twenty points

a large silver medal, and with twentj'-one

to thirty points lost a bronze medal.

J. Xew'man (Sunbeam) gained the silver

cup presented by Xic Janniuk, also the

B.S.A. gold medal.
A special prize pre.sented by " Cedos

House " for the best performance on a

two-stroke was won by Hugh Gibson (2^

Clyno).

L. Newey (Ariel) and W. B. Gibb
(Douglas) tied for ihe gold-plated silver

medal presented by Herman Smit.

H. Fels (Harley-Davidson sc.) won the

gold-plated silver medal presented by E,

J. E. ilaas.

The sUver cup presented by J. A. Boom
was won by F. Janssen (7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson).
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Reserve Riders m the Trial.

hv conjunction with the Anglo-Dutch
trial, a class was set aside for reserve
riders, and run on precisely the same
conditions as the International event.
The score of the reserve riders was as

follows

:

Points
lost.

J. W. G. Todd (Peading-.Standard) ... 552
1.. J. van Haren (2"'4 b.p. Douglas) ... 8
E. Ekker. Jr. (4 h.p. Bianchi) ... 31
N, Rouwens, Jr. (6 h.p. Simplex) ... 18
J. M. Boom (7-9 h.p. Indian) 3
D. S. Kluit (7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson) 3
J. A. Hanse (6 h.p. Royal Enfield) ... 3
A. Steensma (4 h.p. Blackburne) ... 5
V. Fonck, Jr. (2V2 h.p. Cedes) 571
H. van der Wal (8 h.p. American X) 12
J. H. P. Jansen (7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson) : 28
H. C. Dolk (6 h.p. Martinsyde) ... 11
V. van ZijU (7-9 h.p. Harley-lDavidson) 3

The best performances among the
reserve riders were, as will be noted,

accomplished by JMessrs. Boom, Kluit,

Hanse, and van ZijU, whom it was
decided should draw lots for the silver

cup presented by Mr. L. J. Zegers
\'eeckens.*

When Secretary Loughborough arrived

at Maastricht from Paris he was full

of the International Six Days Trial to

be held in Switzerland next summer.
Switzerland won the Grenoble Trial this

month, so that the succeeding event auto-

matically takes place over Swiss mountain
roads

" Ixion " recently asked how to carry

a spare chain. Fred Dover has solved

the difficulty on his Triumph by lash-

ing with insulation tape a spare chain to

each of the legs of the stand.

The Dutch motor cyclists were very

interested in the Easting , windscreen on
H. Bojiiton's James sidecar. Hitherto,

most of the sidecars imported into Holland
have been of the American variety—small

in dimensions and bare of such refinements

as hood and screen.
Constant traces ol war were evident during the trip across Belgium to Holland. A railway

crossing near Louvain

The Longest Hill-climb in
THE longest hill-climb in Europe, if

not in the world, is the annaal
sporting event up the Italian side of

the Alps, from Suza to near the top of

-Mont Cenis Pass. This event, which is

open to both motor cycles and cars, is

the most important of its kind in Italy,

and although it has never attracted many .

foreign competitors there is never any lack
of Italian riders, not all of whom mount
machines of home production.
As the event starts at six o'clock- in

the morning it is necessary to set out at

daybreak to reach a point of vantage on
the top of the mountain, nearly 6,000
feet above sea level. The start is in the
village of Suza, and by Government Order
the road is closed to all other traffic.

At the outset a steep gradient has to be
tackled, and of thi? 13| miles constituting
the climb, about half a mile is almost
level and the rest varies from easy gradi-
ents with gentle curves -to successions of

zigzags and hairpins which tax the skill

ut"-the riders.

The mo^t difficult portion comes near
the end, when after covering a half-mile

straightaway with a verj' slight gradient,

the " Staircase " has to be tackled. This
is very appropriately named, for the

.

road doubles back on itself in such a

series of ledges that viewed from a dis-

tance it looKS like a giant's staircase.

From the top " landing" there is a most
wonderful v!-jw, not only right down the

"Staircase," but towards the valley miles
below. The whole scenery, with its con-

trasts of blue sk}', snow-capped peaks-aud
abrupt precipices, is beyond description.

It was possible to appreciate the diffi-

culties of the route when going up the
mountain in the early morning to witness
the race. Whilst most of the solo

machines made the climb without diffi-

culty, not a few of the sidecars had to

shed their passengers, and getting away
again on the steep gradients was not
always an easy matter. Among those
going up were the competitors in the
Rome-Antwerp reliability run, many of

Europe.
whom found it possible to wait an hour
and watch the hill-climb.

This 3^ear the best performance was
made by the Italian Delia Ferrera on a
500 CO. raacliine of his own construction.
His time was 21m. 453., which was 26s,

slower than the record set up in 1914 by
Bordino on a 500 c.c. Motosacoche.

The results were -as follow ;

350 c.c. CLASS.
rime,
m. s.

1. Foglia (Douglas) 33 52^,

'

2. Fiandesio (Imperial; 34 4I

500 c.c. CL.ASS.

1. Delia Ferrera (Delia Ferrera) 21 45
2. Gnesa (Motosacoche) 22 32=
3. Gianoli (Motosacoche) 25 55 =

1,000 c.c. CLASS.

1. Bordino (Harey-Davidson) 21 47
7.. Malvisi (Harley-Da'vidson) 22 i|
3. Contarini (Harley-Davidson) 22 46J:

SIDECARS, 1,000 c.c

1. Borgarello (Harley-Davidson) 29 lo'^

2. Zanchi (Clyno) 32 42

I
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A LIGHTWEIGHT TENT FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Dunhills light tent for motor cyclists can conveniently be carried on a sidecar.
'

AUGUST igtU, igio.

DIFFICULTY of arranging for suit-

able accommodation has made the

camping tour exceptionally popular

during the present holiday season.

Consequently, a reference to some very

useful tents, which are suitable for this

purpose, and can be folded in such a way
as to allow their easy accommodation on

the machine, cannot fail to interest many
of our readers.

A lightweight tent, suitable for two
motor cyclists, and._ known as the

"Bivouac," is made by the Lightweight

Tent Supply Co., High Holborn, W.C.I,
is made in three sizes, the largest measur-

ing 6ft. 6in. X 4ft. 4in., and weighs only

60, oz. This firm also manufactures
ground sheets, sleeping bags, and numer-
ous utensils and equipment which go to

complete the camping kit.

Another useful tent of reasonable size

for two persons is sold by Alfred Dun-
hill, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road, Lon-
don, N.W.I. The feature of this shelter

i.s, that' it can be folded so that its

measurements are reduced to 2ft.

6in. x8iri. x5in., and therefore can easily

be housed in the rear of a sidecar or
strapped to the carrier of the motor cycle.

A ground sheet is not required, as the two
walls and the floor of the tent are made
in one piece forming a triangle. Three
collapsible poles support the roof, an-d the
usual guy ropes and pegs are included.
The total weight is less than. 7 lb.

IN PRAISE OF LARGER TYRES.
THE modern reliability trial is apt to

include a cei'tain amount of freak

surfaces, and ' such surfaces when
they consist of rock outcrop and large

stones are none too good for wheel rims.

After sustaining one or two bad dents in

the rim and innumerable jolts to the
spinal column, the rider, who was intend-

ing to cover the route of the Scotti.sh Six

Days Trials cast around for a suitable

means of saving both the rims of his motor
cycle and that part of his person which
in youth is reserved for castigation.

After some thought he decided to write

to the Palmer Tyre Ltd. and enquire what
might be the largest tyre which could be
fitted to 26in. x S^in. rims, and in reply

received a courteous answer explaining

that 26in. x 2^in. tyres were, obviously,

the correct size, but that, though they
were unable to guarantee results, they
were aware that 28in. x 3in. tyres were
sometimes fitted.

A Successful Experiment.

Now it is unwise to start on a Scottish

Six Days with experimental fittings ; but
as the writer also had met with instances
where 28in. x 3in. tyres had been used
successfully on similar rims, and in France
at that, he decided to try the experiment.
A Palmer cord heavy 28in. x 3ii.i., to fit

American rims, was accordingly obtained
and fitted to the rear wheel. The tyre
sli|)ped into place so easily that caution
demanded security bolts. These were
duly fitted, and the machine was driven
hard for some two or three hundred miles

over good roads. So satisfactory were the

results from the point of view of comfort
and reliability that the e.vperiment was
considered a success. Nevertheless, it

was not without some qualms that the

loose and rutty Scottish roads were

tackled, for if anything will " roll off

"

a badly fitting tyre it is ruts or gravel.

After safely negotiating the fearful roads
from Lairg to Bettyhill on the second
day of the trial all fears departed, and it

is sufficient to state that the tyre gave no
signs of trouble throughout the arduous
trip. At the close of the trial the tyre

was carefully examined. A nail had
entered the cover and turned sideways,
doing no damage whatever, and there
were two slight cuts in the tread.

Beyond this and a reasonable amount of
wear on the three rib tread, the tyre
was in faultless condition, and the only
attention which it has since received has
been to allow a certain amount of air to
escape so as to provide easier riding over
Midland roads, which between the pot-
Iioles are tolerably smooth.
As a result, the writer has formed a

resolution that nothing under 3in. tyres is

good enough for him on future mounts.
H.D.T.

ACCOMMODATING A CHILD IN A MORG/\N.

THE pleasure of a long ride in

a sidecar, or cycle car, can be

totally marred from the pas-

senger's point of view if one is

encumbered with a child on the

knees. Even if the extra passenger
is accommodated with an ordinary

footstool, there is a likelihood of

the passenger's knees and feet being
cramped. The Barton auxiliai-y

seat is designed to obviate this

discomfort, the seat being sup-

ported on a single pedestal that

fits into a socket containing a coil

spring fixed in the floor of the side-

car. We have had this little seat

in use 'for several months on a

JNIorgan, and its decided advantage
over an ordinary makeshift seat,

with four supports, has been fully

appreciated by the passengers. The ii

circular seat js well sprung and f,

padded, and the child's back is

supported by a rest that can be
adjusted to any height. The
milker of the seat is JMr. S. Barton,
4, Windsor Street, Coventry.

The Barton auxiliary seat as used in a Morgan
de Luxe

BIO
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THE HOUR RECORD.
A Few Facts and Figures concer

ECENTLY, J. Emerson, on an A.B.C., beat

the previous hour record for motor cycles of

any size excepting i.ooo c.c, covering 67.93
miles in the 60 minutes. This is a wonderful perform-

ance for an engine of less than 400 c.c, and a few
notes about what such a performance means may be of

interest.

In the first place such a speed indicates that the

engine must be turning over at the rate of 4,240 r.p.m.,

and the number of " revs " accomplished during the

hour amount to upwards of 254,400, well over a quarter

of a million, with a gear of 4.8 tO' i. It is generally

considered that high " revs " mean large horse power,
arid up to a certain point this is true—in fact, more
than one horse power formula includes the number of

revolutions among the other figures, by which it

arrives at its result ; for instance, the Hospitaller

formula, which is well suited to motor cycle calcula-

tions, gives very reasonable results for a_ motor
cycle in ordinary, and travelling at moderate speeds.

The formula usually ascribed to Dendv Marshall
(but claimed by more than one) also includes " revs "

.

in one of its forms. This formula gives results which
may be reached
by careful tun-

ing.

Although, as

I have said,

the horse
power increases

with the
'

' revs
'

' up tO'

a certain point,

it does not con-

tinue to do so,

up to the full

speed of which
the . engine
is capable, and
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Fig. I.—Curves showing tlie brake horse

power and brake mean effective pressure for

a single-cylinder engine, 85 X 88 mm. =
499 c.c. capacity.

it is the aim of engineering to make the power cun'e

of an engine as straight as possible, so that it may
continue to rise with the "revs " to the utmost extent.

As a rule, the power will begin to drop some time be-

fore the 4, coo r.p.m. mark is reached, therefore it

says much for the engine in question that the required

horse power could be sustained at so high a speed

for so long as an hour.

Maximum Speed,
Fig. r shows a typical brake horse power curve,

which", it will be seen, drops quickly when the " revs
''

jsxceed 3,800 per minute, or fall below 1,500 per

minute, the maximum power being given at just over

3,600 r.p.m. On the same graph I have also shown
the cur^'e representing the mean effective pressure, or

jjP as it is sometimes called. These are the curves

given by a well-known successful -^Y^ h.p. single-

cylinder engine, the Rudge. - It is, of course, largely

the fall in the mean effective pressure, owing to the

j

difficulty of completely filling the cylinder with gas at

'high speeds, that accounts for the falling off in horse

power when the speed becomes ver}- high. Obviously,-

jlfor racing purposes, a motor cycle should be so geared
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ning (he existing 500 c.c. Record.

that its maximum speed is attained at that number of

r.p.m. Avhich gives the greatest possible horse power.

Air Resistance.
At high speeds air resistance, which is a neg!igil)le

quantity when moving slowly, absorbs the greatest

amount of horse power. The air resistance varies

approximately as the Square of the speed, and as the

area of the sur-

face exposed to

the air. But
the shape of

t h e surfaces

also has con-

siderable bear-

ing upon the

resistance,
hence the

streamlining of

aeroplanes and
racing motor
,c a r s . T h e

upper curve in

fig. 2 shows the

resistance of a

racing motor
cyclist (who 4s

supposed to.

present a sur-

face of 5ft. to

the air) by the

Eiffel Tower
formula, taking

.003 as a con-

stant ; but as

the surface in question is bv no means flat, and thii

curved surfaces give a certain amount of stream-

lining effect, I have plotted out a second Turve taking

the constant as .002. If a motor cycle could be

.streamlined this figure might be still further reduced,
but tlie streamlining of motor cycles (although sug-

gested more than once in these pages) is still to become
a fnit accompli, but the rider has been streamlined to

some extent. This was done in the case of Emerson
himself, some
years ago.

Horse=po'wer.

We have
seen that the

air resistance

varies as the

square of the

speed, but the

horse power re-

quired to over-

come that re-

sistance varies

as the cube of

the speed, for

not only is the

power of the

resistance in-

10 20 je 40 60 60 71

HILE5 PER HOUE.

Fig. 2.—Curves indicating the air resistance

to a racing motor cyclist. The top curve
gives the Eiffel formula, taking. the surface as

five square feet. The bottom curve is a
modification to allow for the shape of the

surface.

\

1

/ -I

MMS ?Llt WOO.

Fig. 3.—Curve showing the horse power

required to propel a racing motor cycle over

Brooklands track, taking the road resistance

as 36 lb. per ton, and the air resistance as

given by the lower curve in fig. 2.
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creased by the faster passage through the air, but

that resistance has also to be overcome in a shorter

time, and horse power is the rate of doing work.

Now,- Emerson covered many laps at a speed of 70

m.p.h., and on reference to fig. 2, taking the lower

curve as more likely to give a correct result, we find

the air resistance at 70 m.p.h. to be 49 lb. If

we take the weight of the machine and rider to be

about 370 lb. {Yb of a ton), and the tractive resistance

REMINISCENCES OF THE DUTCH TRIAL.

on Brooklands track at 36 lb. per ton, we have a total

resistance of 55 lb., and the required horse power 10

maintain this speed will be ^^ "-^ = 10.26
IS X 55°

.

and this is, as I have already said, very creditable to

so small an engine. The average piston speed was

about 1,500 feet per minute, consequently the velocity

of the inlet gas must have been in the neighbourhood

of 17,100 feet per minute, or 285 feet per second,

which exceeds 194 m.p.h. Auriga.

(1) One of the travelling marshals appointed by the organising

club astride a Reading Standard machine. (2) Passing over the

railway crossing in Hcerlcn—C. Wittevcen, jun. (5-6 h.p. James sidecar). (3) W. van Zijll (Douglas sidecar) in a typical Dutch .^ountryside

scene. (4) H. Boyntcn (5-6 h.p. James sidecar) crossing the swing bridge over the canal at Nieuwersluis. (5) Three competitors on the road to

Ginkel. Observe the railway lines by the roadside.

FULL TIME
THERE are places where garages rank themselves

in the same category as hotels, churches,

surgeries, and pharmacies, remaining open prac-

tically continuously for emergency purposes, and at

practically all daylight hours for routine services.

There are others where garages take their responsi-

bilities very lightly indeed. It is extremelv common
for the entire staff of a garage, excepting only a single

casual urchin, to take their lunch simultanentisly. It

is by no means inicommon for a garage to shut on the

local early closing day. I always feel a profound
svmpnlhy for people like publicans and agriculturi.'ts,

B14

GARAGES.
who never get a dav off ; and I quite admit the prob-

lems involved. If the staff is big, there should be no'

trouble in arranging for one responsible individual to

lunch early or late, and to rernain on duty thixiughout

early closing day. Early closing day is seldom the.

])et holiday for employees, who prefer Saturdays ioS
their day off. An) how, garage owners who wish tfi

draw custom and make money must perceive that th^

|ilace where service is always obtainable is the one"?

which will ultimately make good. Last week in quite

an important town I spent an hoiu' on early closing'

dav in obtaining a tin of petrol. IxiON.

I
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A Sporting Trial

on the Welsh
Border.
Worcesler and District M.C.C.

One Day Trial.

FINE weather,, an interesting course,

and excellent organisation, charac-

terised the recent one-day trial

organised by the Worcester and District

M.C.C. The course, which was 116

miles in length, was very well marked
with arrows and colour. The system of

timing was the same that was found
- so successful in the Scottish Six Days
Trials, i.e., each check stands by itself,

nnd once marks are lost they cannot be
regained. This innovation, so far as

English trials are concerned, is due to

the fact that several of the most active

members of the Worcester club have com-
peted in the Scottish trials, and thus
appreciated this feature.

Starting outside Worcester at 10 a.m.
competitors took the main road through
Bromyard, Leominster, to Aymestrey,
where the course lay to the right down
a rough and narrow lane. Here the first

obstacle, a watersplash 25 yards long,

was encountered ; it caused a number of
failures. A. Thomas (Diamond), E. S.

Banstedt (3^ Ariel), D. B. Flux (4

Triumph sc), and Edkins (Edmund),
.failed to make a clean passage or stopped
on the rise with belt slip. .J. A.. Chad-

-•^-

L. C. M. Davies (Velocette), wlio rode

consistently throughout, on the narrow lane

near Lingen.

ITH fifty -three motor cycles and
cycle cars entered for the Grand
Prix Race at Le JIans on August

28th, and twenty-four machines for the
,voiturette or light car race on the foUow-
jiiig day, this two-day meeting in the
"arthe ought to. be the most interesting
'rench event of the year. The club has

selected a short circuit only two or three
^les from the city, with direct tramway
bommunication to the main grandstands.

T. B. G. Vale (Norton), followed by M. Hartland (N.U.T.), negotiating the watersplasli

The deep ruts on both sides caused several failures

wick (Diamond) sheered his pulley key
but managed to effect a repair of sorts
and continued. The main road' was
gained at Presteign, tlirough Walton and
Gladestry, followed by another very
rough section to Clyro. A second splash
was encountered but did not prove diffi-

cult. E. Ranstedt, however, took it fast

and suffered with belt slip and carbu-
retter trouble ; shortly afterwards we
passed D. B. Flux in the ditch minus his
sidecar disc, and in trouble with tyres.

A Stiff Climb after Lunch.

Twenty-three riders checked in at tire

lunch stop at Glasbury, D. L. Greig (34
Sunbeam) arriving late, having punctured.
We noticed J. A. Chadwick (2^ hrp.
Diamond) trymg to repair his transmis-
sion, but apparently he was unsuccessful

as he failed to finish. The first obstacle

encountered in the afternoon was
Trevadoc Pitch outside Hay—a long
rough climb with countless cross guUeys
terminating in an S bend with a very
loose surface and a gradient of about
one in six. The star performances here
were made by A. F. Harris (A.J.S.), T.
B. G. Vale (Norton), L. C. Davies (Velo-
cette), B. Bladder (New Imperial), and
the two Morgans. A. Thomas (2^ h.p.

Diamond) broke his__belt on the first turn,

v?hile E. S. Ranstedt (3^ h.p. Ariel) ran
up the bank. J. W. Wills (7-9 h.p.

THE GRAND PRIX.
The roads, while not being really bad,
are somewhat rough for a motor cycle
race, and will test the solidity and
stability of the machines. The firms

represented in the three motor cycle
classes of 250, 350, and 500 c.c. are
Thomann, Moto Solo, Alcyon, Moto-
sacoche, Verus, Rudge, Peugeot, Bleriot,

A. B.C., and Douglas.
There are two cycle car classes, but as

there are only a couple of 750 c.c.

Indian sc), who was carrying Fell Smith
in his sidecar, failed near the top
through clutch slip, and later on his

coat caught fire, but without any serious

consequences. L. Warren (2J h.p. Doug-
las) appeared " done up," having hit a

cow near Hay. He. however, pluckily

carried on minus footboards and finished.

H. Moule (5-6 h.p. Rover sc.) just failed

to make the climb, other failures being

C. F. Quant (Triumph sc.) and W. Edkins
(Edmund). Onwards the course lay over
by-roads to Hereford, thence by the

Worcester road over Froome Hili to

the starting point. This hill was not
observed, the majority of the competitors
making light of it, though one or two
failed.

The following competitors completed
the course :

A. F. Harris (6 A.J.S.)
J. Westwood Wills (7-9 Indian sc).
T. B. G. Vale (4 Norton).
L. C. M. Davies (2'/i Velocette).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
N. A. Bain (3Vj Sunbeam).
G. Bernard {3V' Sunbeam sc).
W. A. Carr (10 Morgan).
A. Thomas (Diamor.d).
F.. Drew (3'/. N.U.T.).
J. A. Fellows (James).
M. Hartland (3'/- N.U.T.).
O K Bevington (3V2 Sunbeam sc).
H. Moule (5-6 Rover sc).
L. Warran (2^^4 -Douglas).
D. L. Grei" (3V> Sunbeam).
C. F. Quant (4 Triumpli sc).
G. H. Leelte (10 Morgan).
J. M Dosher (6 Enfield sc).
W. Edkins (Edmund-Jap).
E. S. Ranstedt (31,4 Ariel).

machines all the interest centres in the

1,100 c.c. class. If exception is made of

tiie well-known Morgan, all the cycle cars

are of new designs brought out since the

Armistice, and some of them are by

entirely new firms. The makes are Elfe,

Automobilette, Ruby, .Tourdain, Douglas.

Ch. Fournier, Noel^ Blanc and Guillon,

Soriano-Pedroso, Major, and Morgan,

each firm entering from two to four

vehicles.

E17
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry^ and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ONE-GALLON PETROL CANS.
Sir,—With reference to "Ixion's" remarks on the above

subject in your August 5th issue, under " Occasional Com-
rnents," I have got over the difficulty by converting a gallon
oil tin with a petrol filler fitting and cap, off an old motor
cycle tank, soldered in place of the existing filler, which makes
it petrol tight. This is easily carried in a sidecar.

W. N. SPARKES.
TYRE CREEPING.

Sir,—We notice a letter in a recent issue of your journal
from Mr. Leslie Eveleigh, stating the trouble" he has e.x-

perienced due to his tyres creeping.
We suggest that- he fit Leosco patent tube savers to his

rims, when he will find that they will cure his trouble en-
tirely, without having to worry with security bolts. In afidi-
tion, as is well known, they protect the inner tube from the
rim, etc.

"

LEO SWAIN AND CO. -

CARRYING SPARE CHAINS.
Sir,—In your issue of July 29th, " I.xion " asks for sug-

gestions for carryhig spare chains. The following method
may seem to him worth trying.
Procure a fiat tin which will just -hold the chain when

rolled up. Then roll up the chain with a strip of thick brown
paper between the turns. Place the chain thus rolled up
m the tin and pour in meUed tallow. Prices' Candle Co.
would no doubt be able to supply a better lubricant to use
ni place of tallow. In any case the chain will not come to
any harm. H. EOTTENBURG.
Cambridge.

THE DEGORY CARBURETTER.
Sir,— I was very much interested to read that your cor-

respondent ' Not Infallible " had achieved 113 m.p.g. on a
Scott, and would very much like to know whether he has
tried a Binks carburetter, tor, if the Degory is a 30 m.p.o-.
improvement on that, I shall certainly get oiie for my Scott"

_^
My niachine has, perhaps, hardly" had time to get quite

" run in " yet, but I am getting just over 40 m.p.g. with
a sidecar, and I feel I ought to be able to improve on that.

I should also like to know how he e.xplains his gettinc
better results with the plugs in the cylinder heads.

"

A. K. GORDON.
Sir,—With reference to " Not Infallible's " experience

with the Degory No-jet carburetter, I have been using this
carburetter for some time, with most e.xcellent results and
on my standard 2J h.p. Douglas I have been obtaining over
120 m.p.g. on long runs. A. E. WILLS.
CHIVALRY.

Sir,—Returning from Horsham recently on my two-stroke
I ran short of petrol one and a half miles from East Grin-
stead. I had to push my machine there, as nobody offered
assistance. When I .stopped occasionally for a rest, menm cars and on bicycles laughed at me; one man rudely
suggested that I "hit it, and perhaps it will go.''' Probably
he thought It quite a good joke. Anyway, he rode oil
laugliing, without offering help. Considering' I am a girl I
should liave thought- that at least one man would h.ave
shown liimself gentlemanly enough to stop, even if he could
not be of any assistance.

It makes one feel disgusted with boys of eighteen and
twenty, and some of the older men arc not much better
It 1.S those who would be very grateful for help that are
unlucky enough not to receive any. (MISS) H PEALL
Bl8

FINISH.
Sir,—I note with pleasure "West Countryman's" lines

on the finish of Diamond machines ;. mine is a similar ex-

perience to his, although hailing from the North Country,

where, perhaps, there has been more severe tests due to the

weather this year. Although seldom cleaned properly, ray

machine shows no sign of bad use. I have disc wheels

attached, which save an enormous amount of cleaning. I

have no connection with this firm bevond being a satisfied

owner. NORTH COUNTRYMAN.
Masham.

A SILENCING TIP.

Sir,—I ride a 2| h.p. Douglas, and have found an effective

method of silencing the noise made by the tappets striking

the valve stems. I obtained four spent .22 rifle cartridges

(copper) and inside each I put a small piece of rubber about
^in. in depth. I fitted these to the ends of the valve stems,

and adjusted the tappets so that the base of the cartridge

just rested tight on the tappet head. The necessary space
between the valve stem and the tappet head is taken up by
the play in the rubber. This could be done on other

machines by obtaining a larger size of cartridge. When the

copper wears out, new cartridges can be fitted.

Maybole. HIGHWAY.

FREEMASONRY OF THE ROAD.
Sir,-^Last Saturday, having mended a puncture in the

Edgware Road by the flying ground, I rode away having in-

securely fastened a tool bag. I was pulled up in about one
hundred yards, and turned back to have my tool roll re-

turned to me 'oy an honest motor driver who had seen it

fall. But there was still missing a roll of tools in a duster,

including two Triumph special spanners and a large King
Dick.
On speaking to a constable some ten minutes afterwards

after a fruitless search, he said :
" Oh, were they yours? I

saw the chauffeur of a car with two occupants stop and
pick them up. I thought it curious that such a thing should
have dropped from his car and asked him if they were
his. He replied that they were. And departed."
Where is the freemasonry of the road?

C. J. GORDON SEDDON.
MINIATURES.

Sir.—We have carefully noted the letter signed by Mr.
J. D. Timmins, relative to motor scooters in your issue
of the Sth in St.

We welcome the views expressed by this contributor re-

specting the question of reliability trials for these little

machines. We understand that in order to prove the pos-
sibility of travelling a distance of over a hundred miles on
an A. B.C. Skootamota, a client of ours last Sunday travelled
to Brighton and back, and in his report to us he stated
that no trouble was experienced, but he emphasised the
necessity of travelling at a pace within the limits of the
engine fitted to the machine. We mention these facts, as
we rather fear from reports received that the general
public consider the possibilities of the motor scooter un-
limited, whereas it is most desirable that they should be
educated up to the fact that, used with intelligence and
care, these machines, although essentially designed for short
journeys, can be used for long distances.

We should welcome the views of other contributors and
users, and trust you will bring this letter to the notice
of numerous interested readers.

GILBERT CAMPLING, LTD.
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CONSIDERATE DRIVING.
Sir,—I think a general warning should be given to tour-

ing motor cyclists in general, and South Wales motor cyclists

in particular, to take great care in driving through Neath,
Burton Ferry, and Port Talbot. Several prosecutions for

driving to the public danger are pending. As is charac-

teristic of most centres of police activity, the condition of

the general street traffic is chaotic. In Port Talbot in par-

ticular the police have no control whatever over pedestrians

or vehicles. ALEX. LINDSAY.

TOOLBAG FASTENERS.
Sir,—With reference to " I.xion's " comments on toolbag

fastenings, it may be comforting for him to know that _the

(old strap and buckle fastening is not altogether dead and

I unused.
As toolbag manufacturers, we are constantly pointing

tout the obvious advantages of the old method of fastening,

and many motor cycle manufacturers, whom we have the

ilea«ure of supplying, fix to their machines bags with the
'strap and buckle fastening.

We venture to suggest that " I.xion's " lamentations would
he permanently relieved if he strode into the premises of

a modem motor cycle depot and noted the makes which still

stick to the ancient fastener, " the strap and buckle."
J. PAEFIELD AND CO.

SANS MAGNETO
Sir,—In The Motor Ci/rle lately there has been some

correspondence about "running without a magneto." Al-

though I have not come across it in a motor cycle, I have
had an " Eviiirude " rowboat motor, which did so. This
u-as entirely due to the water circulating pump ceasing to

work, the motor then got overheated, and pulling the high-

len.sion cable off would not stop it running. I do not think

any petrol engine is capable of firing a charge by compres-
sion alone as " Valveless " suggests in his letter. He also

.says he thinks it would make a two-stroke motor four-stroke ;

this engine two-stroked all the time except that it went very
slowly and stiffly. PERCY L. OGDEN.

Sir,— I was very much interested reading the letter

written by "Valveless" on the above subject.

For a long time it has been my opinion that the Diesel

principle of ignition has been responsible for a hot engine

to continue firing, after the magneto has been cut out.

And also tJiat it is responsible for pre-ignition in a great

many cases. Like "Valveless." I do not put myself forward

as an advanced theorist, but as • a keen observant motor
cyclist. I will go a step further than ".Valveless " and try

to e.xplain.

The theory of incandescent carbon is all right and accept-

able if we can be persuaded that carbon or plug points will

retain heat enough to fire the next charge after the passage

-of the piston through the power-stroke, exhaust-stroke, and
the induction-stroke. It seems to me that the fact of the cool-

ing influence of the incoming fresh gases would be enough
to make the hot carbon ineffective on the next compression
stroke ; likewise the plug points to my mind would not be
sufficiently incandescent to fire it. One would think if the

carbon did retain sufficient heat to fire the next charge, why
will it not continue to fire so long as there is carbon left

for the flame to feed on?
But this is not what happens, it only continues to fire for

a few seconds and .stops. This is my case for the carbon
theory. It may be wrong, and I shall be glad to stand

corrected.

The Diesel system offers us another solution, and to my
mind a more acceptable one for the simple reason that the
carbon and plug points theory as far as I can see must be
purely guesswork, whereas the Diesel principle of ignition

is an established fact.

With a naturally high compression engine the combustion
space further reduced by excessive carbon, the engine already
hot from heavy running, engine otherwise in good condition
as regards compression, etc. : I contend that under these
conditions it is quite possible tor this engine to run for a

^iew revolutions on the Diesel principle, sans magneto.
Southport. J. MILNER.

r Sir,—Anent this subject which appears to be interesting
to so many observant motor cyclists, perhaps some enthusiast
who has experimented with small petrol engines for driving
model aeroplanes will give us details as to hoAv the ignition

worked on these small engines. Unless my memory fails me,
it was the practice of certain pseudo-engineers who designed
these diminutive power plants to have a high compression,
and to start up by means of coil and battery. Having
warmed up, this heavy ecjuipment was disconnected and re-

moved, and the engine flew off with its aeroplane, saus any
special apparatus to make the spark. X.P.D.N.C.

Earlsdon.

SPEEDOMETER FITTING.
Sir,—The purpose of this letter is to call riders' atten-

tion to a small detail of fitting up speedometers, which has
revealed a potential source of danger.

. I recently took delivery of a new B.S.A. machine and
sidecar, having had a speedometer fitted by the agents.
At the end of the twelfth mile, while driving the machine
home and while passing an overtaken vehicle, the front
wheel liecame detached from the off side of the front fork,
with disastrous^ consequences to the steering, the machine
finishing up with the horse (with which I collided head on)
dancing on the fortunately empty sidecar. The speed at

the time was not more than 8 m.p.h.
On examination it was found that the near side of the

front fork was bent to an angle of 45°, while the off side

of the fork was still quite true. The wheel would still

spin truly on the spindle, and vvas apparently unscratched.
These details are mentioned in order that the cause of the
accident may be seen clearly.

The front spindle nut is .so shaped that it has a collar

which fits into a circular rebate in the fork end for the
purpose of preventing the spindle from coming out of the
slotted fork end unless screwed back several threads. The
agents in fitting the speedometer had merely slipped the
clip holding the smaller toothed wheel over the collar on
the nut and then screwed up.
The thickness of the speedometer clip is such that the

collar of the nut, instead of projecting v.-ell into the rebate,
was only in to a depth of about yjin. The result was
that the function of the rebate in the fork end and the
collar on the nut was completely destroyed. The retention
of the spindle in the slotted fork end must now rely entirely
upon non-slipping of the nut when screwecl up.
On recovering from the effects of the accident I called

the attention of the agents and also the speedometer manu-
facturers to this palpable defect in fitting, and enquired for
a special nut having a longer collar to accommodate the
added thickness of the speedometer clip. To my surprise
the agents informed me that it was the usual custom in

the trade to fit speedometers as mine had been fitted, and
also volunteered the information that unless a front spindle
nut was screwed up with a hammer on-the spanner it would
loosen in the first fifty miles or so !

The speedometer manufacturers also seem unaware that
a special nut is necessary ! On the other hand, our local

garage manager informs me that he would not dream of

fitting a speedometer without a special nut. So until I

can obtain the nut necessary to make a safe job, I remain
Tipton. SPEEDOJIETEELESS.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
l=sued m conjunction with Tiie Motor Cvcie

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM.'' The standard handbook o- _ Ih^ motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

oi motor cycles, tbeir management Mid care.

Tweni>- -first Editron. Just published
'* HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Containing over 400 usetu. "wrinkles" r.ud helplm
hints in regard i-~> nutor cyc.es. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reu^ble system lor tracmg motor cycle tauits and
of remedying any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
Enrland and Wales, Scotland. London (showm^
roads into ^nd out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on tinen. Se^ or three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOIC.
With 32 pages oi Koad Maps oi Hn^lanJ and
Wales, Scotland, and the Lomlou District. New
Edition. Just published

Hnce
net.

By
post

2/6 2/10

2/3

5/6 5/10

5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) trom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or ot leading BookseUecj ;m.l

Railway Bookstalls.
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TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—We think "A.L., Glasgow," loses sight of the fact

that the two-stroke capacity is really much less than the
stated capacity. The true c.c. of the simple three-port two-
stroke engine, in our opinion, should be reckoned from the

point where the piston closes the exhaust port. This will give

the true c.c. For instance, in the Velocette the rated

capacity by ordinary reckoninjj is 220 c.c, the bore and
stroke being 52x73 mm. The effective stroke, i.e., the amount
of piston travel from the point where the piston closes the

exhaust port to the top of its compression stroke, is equal

to a volume of 155 c.c, that is lowering the capacity by 25%,
which is quite sufficient handicap.

VELOCE LIMTIED.
P. J, Goodman', Director.

Sir,—I think that " A.L., Glasgow," is prejudiced
against the two-stroke engine. Do you not think that it

ought to be encouraged on account of its great simplicity

instead of discouraged, as " A.L." suggests. I think it is

only fair to give it a few years to develop. Surely four-

stroke enthusiasts are not afraid of it in its -infancy.
Ibstock. H.P.C.

INDIAN KICK-STARTER.
Sir,—If your correspondent " Puzzled " will examine the

kick starter pawl of his 7-9 h.p. Indian, he will find that
this pawl carries a supplementary pawl, to release the main
pawl when a reverse movement takes place.

I have had a similar experience with my 1914 Indian front

starter, and, upon examination, found that the fine spring

bearing upon the supplementary pawl had slipped its

anchorage.
Since replacing this, I have had scores of backfires, as

the 1914 Indian is, as far as road running is concerned,
a fixed ignition machine, and consequently, when being
started up, is irlclined to early- ignition.

If properly fitted, the supplementary pawl will release

the main pawl within 3° reverse movement.
Broughton-in-Furness. 1914 7-9 h.p. INDIAN.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Satisfactory Treatment.—We have received a large num-

ber of letters of appreciation relative to the good treatment
received at the hands of various garages and manufacturers.
Among the firms mentioned are the following : The makers
of the E.I.C. magneto, who replaced by return of post a

magneto claimed to be defective ; Ariel Works, Ltd. ; the
James Cycle Co. ; and the makers of the Bonniksen speedo-
meter, for similar prompt service. F.N. (England), Ltd.,
are also referred to in complimentary terms, while a dis-

charged soldier—A. J. Biggs—who has opened a garage at
Clarence Road, Southsea, is recommended on account of

a prompt repair. The good work of the Euston Ignition
Co., 329, Euston Road, London, on a rush job is the sub-
ject of another long letter, as is the promptitude of North •

and Sons, the makers of the Watford speedometer.

J. W. Todd C. Cross-

(Reading thwaite
Standard) (James)

England v. Holland, solo riders in the British team
H. Gibson P. Moffat G. P. G!en- W. B. Gibb G. Smith Kaye Don L. Newey H. P. Lucas F. A. Hardy E. A. Ed-

(Clvno) (Douglas) Kidstons (Douglas) (Sunbeam) (Zenith) (Ariel) (Zeni':h) (Zenith) wards
(Sunbeam) (N.U.T.-

J. A. New
man
;Sunbe;iin

DRIVERS OF passenger MACHINES
F. J. Ellis (Matchless) i;. li. Ware (Matchless, II. v. Colver (Matchless) M. lioyutoi) ( lames; W. I'ratt (Malelikss)
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CARBURETTERS ill.

(Oontinued from page 7SS.)

THE problem of so constructing a carburetter

that it shall give a perfect mixture at all

throttle openings is not, I think, a very difficult

one. Tlie required proportions of air and petrol are

known, and it is not difficult to produce a carburetter

that will supply increased amounts of the t^o con-

stituents of an explosive gas in the correct proportions

either by increasing the suction on the jet, and so

obtaining an increased amount of fuel as the air valve

is opened, or by enlarging the jet by withdrawing a

needle or uncovering extra holes.

A Perfect Mixture at Varying Speeds.
The second requirement, viz., that of giving a per-

fect mixture at different speeds with the same throttle

opening, is by no means so simple. As the speed of

the air through the carburetter increases, it naturally

takes more petrol from the jet. If this is all, the

proportion of air to petrol would continue tO' be cor-

rect, but greater engine speed also causes a higher

vacuum in the carburetter, and consequently a greater

suction on the jet. This also has the effect of taking

up more fuel, and therefore, the fuel supply being

increased for two reasons, the mixture becomes too

rich, unless some method of counteracting this be in-

corporated in the carburetter.

In the Cox-Atmos carburetter this end is achieved

by placing the jet in a small ^enturi tube of its own,
instead of in the main venturi. The Eta attains the

same purpose^ by means of an injector connected by a

tube to the interior of the carburetter on the engine

side of the venturi, but on the atmospheric side of

the throttle. The single-lever Amac resembles both
these to a certain extent, seeing that it has a passage

between the jet and the venturi, and another to the

engine side of the venturi which acts as a pilot jet.

In all three the controlling va\\e or jet is removed
from the spraying jet. The Claudel-Hobson venteri

tube is supplied with the usual jet, and this is sur-

rounded by an annular space where air can enter as

the suction increases, and keep the mixture uniform
at different speeds. This carburetter has, in addition,

an adjustment^of the air supply controlled by a small

lever on the side of the carburetter, by means of w'hich

a rich mixture can be given for starting purposes.
When the engine is in motion the lever can be set

to give the amount of air required by the fuel in use,

^r the atmospheric conditions prevailing at the time,

but it need not be touched while driving.
' The novice is very likely to form the opinion that he

pwill obtain greater power by enlarging his- jet and

greater economy by reducing it. Although both of

these opinions are broadly correct, they do not apply

to every case. . If the mixture be too weak a larger jet

will naturally 'increase the power, but if the carbu-

retter is already giving a perfect mixture no advantage

will accrue from the use of a larger jet unless the air

supply is also increased, and consequently an increased

charge got into the engine—in fact the reverse will be
the case, for the mixture will become too rich and will

not burn so quickly, or exert so great a force upon the

piston, the inside of the engine will become coated

with a fine soot, the plugs will be sooted up, and mis-

firing will result.

Jet Sizes and Economy.

On any given engine the advantage of increasing

both the jet size and the air supply is strictly limited,
' for it is essential to keep up the air velocity through

the carburetter, and so promote suction turbulence, and
this can only be done by having a choke tube of a

reasonable size. Too large a choke combined with

too large a jet may give a perfect mixture, but no more
gas will enter the cylinder than if the air velocity were
higher and the jet smaller, and the suction turbulence,

which is so necessary to rapid combustion, would be

lacking to a large degree.

Similarly a reduction of the jet size must be accom-

panied by a corresponding reduction in the air orifice,

and consequent increase of air speed, so that we soon

arrive at a point where a further decrease in the size

of the jet no longer effects an economy of fuel, for the

air must be kept closed and the throttle more open,

and we have in effect a smaller carburetter working at

a greater throttle opening. As a matter of fact it is

sometimes possible to improve the m.p.g. by slightly

enlarging the jet.
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Notes for the Novice.

—

Again, when using benzole in a carburetter tuned for

petrol it is better in the interests of economy to reduce

the jet than to increase the air supply, though it is not

always so convenient to adopt this procedure. This

is where the advantage of a variable jet is so apparent.

To give an example—a month or so ago I was obliged

to fill up my tank with' petrol when my single lever

Amac was tuned for use with benzole. This gave

quite satisfactory running on the level, and on mode-
rate hills, but on the steep grade of Birdlip the engine

seemed to lack its usual power. However, a very

slight opening of the W.S.R. jet made a world of dif-

ference. I passed the Knapp (i in 5) and finished the

climb in no uncertain fashion and with plenty of

speed.

It is a very good plan when testing jet sizes to

examine the plug (or plugs) at frequent intervals, and
to cut down the jet size at the slightest sign of soot

—

not burnt oil, which may be wet or hard, but powdery
black soot, such as can be easily wiped off with a rag

or brush.

The Float Chamber.
The petrol level at the jet is controlled by the level

in the float chamber, and, although this is always sup-

posed to be correctly set "by the makers of the carbu-

retter before the instrument leaves the works, I have

met with but few carburetters where the economy
. could not be improved by lowering the level a trifle.

An easy means of adjusting the level is therefore very

desirable, and- preferably^one which will allow the level

to be set back to its former height, should the alteration

not prove beneficial. In some cases where the needle

has a brass collar, the collar can be moved up or down

as required, but great care must be taken not to

damage the point of the needle. In top feed carbu-

retters and those having bottom feed with an inverted

needle.(such as the Amac), the collar must be lowered

to lower the petrol level, and naturally in cases where

the needle is operated by toggles, as the float rises,

the collar must be raised to attain the same result.

In some carburetters a slot turned on the needle takes

the place of a movable collar, in which case the level

can be lowered by placing a very light washer or ring

(of aluminium, if such is obtainable, but a brass boot

eyelet will do very well) under the spring clip above
the float, or the level raised (but this is seldom neces-

sary) by means of a heavy washer above the clip.

Personally, I prefer these methods to tampering with

the collar, as there is no chance of doing any damage,
and they allow of an immediate and certain, return to

the original conditions if desired.

Effect of Level.
Some carburetters

—

e.g., the Senspray—admit of a

very low petrol level owing to the principles of their

construction ; others are much more sensitive to level.

Generally speaking, a low level tends to economy, but- J
makes starting a little more difficult, while a high level

is beneficial for slow running. It need hardly be said

that the highest allowable level must be below the

orifices of the spraying jet, or flooding and waste of
fuel will result.

I have occasionally met with carburetters in which
the only method of altering the level of the fuel at the

jet was by tilting the whole carburetter, since there was,

owing to its construction, no con-\-enient method of

altermg the level in the float chamber. This I con-

sider, to be a defect in design. J.H.V7.

WHERE OLD-WORLD CUSTOMS STILL PREVAIL-BELGIUM, 1920.

C2
A typical Belgian village scene. A bullock, cart in St. Trond.
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Local motor cyclists wishing to join

the club in order to participate in the
hill-climb at Stile Kop on September 4th
should communicate at once with the hon.

secretary, Mr. J. F. Spencer, 27, Priory
Street, Coventry.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

Owing to lack of entries for the recent

hill-climb held on Garshake Hill, Dum-
barton, several of the classes were can-

celled. The results of those run off were
as follow : Class 2 (600 c.c.).—1, E. N.
White {3i Edmund) ; 2, D. C. TuUis (3

A.B.C.). Class 4 (sidecars).—!, W. M.
McLellan (4 Norton sc). Class 6 (600

cc, novices).—1, W. M. Carlaw (3^ Lea-
Francis) ; 2, T. Godley (3i Rudge).

Colwyu Bay, Llandudno, and District

M.C.C.

., A club has recently been formed in the
above district. All motor cyclists de-
sirous of becoming members should get
into communication with the hon. sec,
Mr. R. H. Jones, " Greenfield," St.

Bfavid's 'Road, Llandudno, or the hon.
treasurer, Mr. D. R. Clarke, " Holm-
leigh," Woodland Park, Colwyn Bay.

Essex M.C.

Further particulars are now to hand
.concerning the Essex Motor Club's
Twenty-four Hours Trial, which promises
ia be a most interesting event, embracing
as • it does two of the famous hills

situated in the neighbourhood of Bala.

The start wOl take place from the
'Old Gatehouse," Highgate, on -Sep-

tember 10th, and the route will pass
through Barnet, Daventry, Tamworth,
Shrewsbury, Welshpool, and Bala.

Having partaken of breakfast at Bala,

competitors will ascend the Hirnant
Piass, vfell remembered by competitors in

tbS 1919 Six Days A.C.U. Trials, de-

scending into Llauwyddyn and along the
shores of Lake Vyrnwy. Thereafter the
route proceeds via Cann Office to Shrews-
bury, Tamworth, Daventry, to Dun-
stable, making a total mileage of 410
miles.

Entries close on August 28th, and full

particulars can be obtained from the hon.
organisers, F. A. Applebee and E. A.
Colliver, 208, Great Portland Street, Lon-
don, W.l.

Basingstoke M.C. and L.C.C.

A large crowd of spectators assembled
to witness the club's recent hill-climb on
Farleigh Hill. The weather was ideal,

and the organisation very well carried out.

Forty-seven competitors took part in the
various classes, which were run off without
3. hitch, and some good riding was wit-

nessed. . The results on formula were as
follow : 275 c.c—1, W. Julian (Cedes) ;

!, T. Mansbridge (Metro-Tyler). 350 ce-
il,! G. Ody (2J Douglas) ; 2, S. Odv (2-|

Dq.uglas. 550 c.c—1, W. Julian (A.B.C.)

;

|, S. Julian (3^ Norton). 1,000 c.c—1, W.
iFulian (A.B.C.) ; 2, S. Julian (3i Norton).
too c.c. sidecars.—1, S. Julian (3^ Nojton
ic.); 2, W. Julian (3i Norton sc). Light
!ars.—1, R. Baxter (A.V.). Fastest sflo,
f. Bickerton (Lidian), 33|s. Fastest side-
lar, S. and W. Julian tied, 43is.

CLUB NEWS.
Aug. 1!/.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
A tuj. il.—Plynioittli and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Okehampton.
Aiiij. ^1.—Southampton and District M.C. Trials

for Club Cup.
Aug. SI.—Falkirk and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. il.—Dcwsbury and District M.C.C. Competi-

tion.
Aug. Sl.—Sheffield and Ilallamshire M.C.C. Petrol

Consum-ption.
Aug 21.—-Edinburgh and District M.C. Hun to

Gifford.
Aug. ^1.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Tiun to Malvern.
Aug. 21.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Aug. -21.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Picnic.
AUG. 21.—YORK AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN

EVENT, SUTTON BANK.
Aug. 21-2i.—Public Schools M.C.C. Week-end Run.
Aug. 22.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Inter-club Run.
Aug. 22.—Southampton and District M.C. Neio

Forest Picnic,
.lug. 22.—Leeds and District M.C. One-day Trial.
Aug. 22.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Tiun to

Malham.
Aug. 22.—North London M.C.C. Run to Cam-

bridge,
.ivg. 22.—Bury and District M.C. Social Run.
Aug. 22.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Ironbridge.
Aug. 22.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Gymkhana.
Aug. 22.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Paperchase.
Aug. 22.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Babba-

combe.
Aug. 22.—N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth). Run to

Christchurch.
Aug. 22.— Westmorland M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 22.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Run to

Harro'iate.
Aug. 22.—Northern M.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 22.—Fleet and District M.C.C. Picnic and

Gymkhana.
Aug. 22.—Nune'erton and District M.C.C. Run, .to

.BreedoH.
Aug. 22.—Derby and District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
.-1 ug. 22.—North London M.C.C. Run to Cam-

bridge.
AUG. 23-2S.-A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Aug. 2i.—Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Reliability Trial.
Aug. 25.—Leeds and District M.C Run to Butter-

combe.
Aug. 2i.—Southampton and District M.C. Run to

Barton-on-Sea:
Aug. 26.—Nuneaton and District M.C.C. Run to

Capstone.
Aug. 2e.—Eastcrn Valley M.C.C. Slow Ilin-dimb.

Southport A.C.

The Southport Automobile Club is

holding a speed trial on August 28th,

to be run on the Southport sands. There
will be ten classes for motor cycles and
two for cars. Full particulars can be
obtained from Mr. E. Jones, 33, Morven
Grove, Southport.

North London M.C.C.
The North London M.C.C. were the

organisers of a well-attended flying meet
held at Northolt Aerodrome on the 8th
inst. Flights were obtainable at reduced
rates, and a raffle which was arranged re-

sulted in six lucky numbers securing a
guinea flight in an Avro machine at a
cost of a shilling each. The visiting
clubs were the Stevenage and District,
Bedford, Marlow and District, and
N.W. London.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

Following up the recent successful
events of this club a hill-climb is fixed
for to-day at West Buckland Hill,
near Wellington, and the first event is

timed for 3 p.m. There are twelve
classes in all, six for the Taunton Club
only, and six for members of the Bourne-
mouth, Bridgwater, Dorchester, Exeter,
Sidniouth, Taunton and Yeovil M.C.C.
The results will all be on time, and
prizes are to be given as follow—one in

every class, tw-o if five or more starters,
three if eight or more starters.

Warrington M.C.

Last month a reliability trial was held
over a very severe course 185 miles in
length, including Bwlch-y-Gjroes, reputed
to be the stiffest climb in England and
Wales, for the Melbourne Challenge
Bowl and other valuable prizes. Out
of the thirty competitors who faced the
starter, only twelve checked in at the
finish without having lost any marks.

Protests were received from two . of
the competitors, an error being discovered
in the watch used to check the com-
petitors, in at the finish. . It was there-
fore decided to re-run the trial over a
short but very severe course in Wales
on August 7th, only those who completed
the original course without loss of marks
being allowed to compete. Results :

Melbourne Bowl and First Prize.—J. H. Green
(6 Martinsyde-Newman sc), 100 marks.
Second Prize.—F. Parlter (7-9 Indian sc), 96

marlis.
Third Prize.—B. Caldwell (31/2 Norton), 951/2

marks, '

Gold IMedal.—W. Jackson (4 Triumph), 91 marks.
H. A, Leach (4 Douglas), goVi marks.
D, W, Berk (31,?. Sunbeam), 87 marks.
R. S. Jackson (4 Triumph), 81 marks.
J. Roberts (6 A.J.S. sc), 80 marks.

p-

Compehtors on the Scottish coast route in the recent York-Edinburgh-York trial. The leadin

rider is B. Jefferys (4 Norton sc), who won a cup in the sidecar class.

C5
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Olmes to "Clgbt TLamps.
19th ... ... 8.45 p.m
21st ... 8.41 ,.

23rd ... ... 8.37 ,,

25th ... ... 8.32 ,,

Auk.

Found.

Mr. A. E. Barrett, 323, St, John
Street, Clerkenwell, recently picked up
a motor cyclist's new waterproof jacket.

Police Persecution.

According to a daily newspaper, a motor
cyclist was recently summoned at York
for allowing exhaust gas to escape from
his motor cycle.

One of the British Team.
We understand that the reason S.

Barron, who was entered for both the
International and the Anglo-Dutch trials,

failed to reach Grenoble was that he broke
his sidecar axle near Paris on the way to

the French Alps.

Fixing Accessories.

One frequently comes across riders

who have such things as tool bags and
spare belts flapping about their machines.
Because a spare tube case got jammed
between the back wheel and the carrier

of his machine, a well-known Welling-
borough motor cyclist recently met with
a serious accident.

Imports and Exports.

Last month (July) there was a con-

siderable increase both in the importa-
tion and exportation of motor cycles.

Imports showed a very big increase, the

figures being nearly double those of June,
but in cars, curiously enough, there was a

slight reduction.

Impoiits for July.
1913 1919 1920

No. of motor cvcles 82 . 27 . 666
Value, including

parts and acces- £ 8, S
sories 14.074 . . 2.586 . . 51.179

Exports.
To find an actual increase of £116,492

in motor cycle exports, against the pre-

vious month, is satisfactory indeed, the

total amount for July being £271,078.

In 1913 the figures for the same month
were £92,178, so that even allowing for

the difference in the value of the £,
the recent progress made in our o\'erseas

trade would, on the face of it, appear
to be decidedly good.

ExpoBTs FOR July.
1913 1919 1920

No. ol motor cycles 1.621 . 501 . 2,641
Value ol motor £ £ £
cycles

Value ol motor
71.287 . . 33,521 . . 203,849

cycles, includinff
parts and ixcctyi..

sones 92.178 . . 50,773 . . 271,073

Motor Cycle Police v. Car Burglars.

Police Inspector Brunning, of Bromley,
Kent, who on his three-year-old standard
Douglas overhauled and captured bur-
glars on a 30 h.p. car, after a five mile
chase on the London Koad, is an old

motor cyclist. For several years he
owned an Enfield sidecar outfit. He is

a divisional police inspector, not a de-
tective. Motor cycles are not yet i.=sued

to detectives, but no doubt will be as their

value is realised.

The Scottish Two Days Trial.

Already there has been a ready response
in the way of entries for the Scottish
Two Days Highland Trial to be held
Septem"ber 18th to 20th, and announced
in Tlte Motor Cycle. The competitors
leave Edinburgh at 7.30 on the Satur-
day morning for Oban, where Sunday is

to be spent, from which resort the com-
petitors return on Monday. The follow-
ing entries have so far been received :

K. S. Macrae [Harley 5C.).

N. D. Cran (7-9 Harley solo),

H. Mortimer Batten (P. and M.).

Harry E. Fairley (A.B.C. sc).

Mrs. Olive M. Knowjes {4 Xoiton).
E. M. Ivuowles (4 Norton).

G. H. Moir (Harley so.).

George Grinton (Harley sc).

James Steel (3M? Norton).

W. Lyle (H.Trley sc).

A. H. Fairley {American X).
Baxter Norton ( ).

Mrs. Duncan Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Hugh Gibson (Clyno).

James Beck (3V:; Sunbe.nm .sc).

Full particulars of this event can be
obtained from Mr. Graham Davidson,
hon. sec. Edinburgh and District M.C.C.,
Ltd., 6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

^^9^r

Special ^features.

NEXT WEEK'S BIG TRIAL.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE ANGLO-DUTCH
TRIAU

/I

Carburetter Controls.

The lack of standardisation in carbu-

retter controls was, in the opinion of

a coroner's jury, responsible for a fatal

accident in Norfolk recently.

20,000 Gallon Petrol Fire.
;

20,000 gallons of petrol were destroyed
by fire at the Anglo-American Company's'
Bromley depot. The fire followed two:

other outbreaks in a month at the Bickey
depot close by.

New Types in the Six Days.

Two three-cylinder radial engined
machines are entered for the A.C.U. Six

Days Trial. These are the Piedrup, of

which a description was given in our
issue of Feb. 5th, 1920. Another interest-

ing machine entered is the 500 c.c. two-

stroke Dunelt, shown at the last Olympia
Show, and which is now emerging from
the experimental stage.

An Extensible Rear Lam?.
The idea (illustrated on page 153 of

our issue of August 5th) of carrying a.

rear lamp on the sidecar, using an ex-

tensible bracket to bring it to the off

side of the vehicle when in use, is pro-
tected by. the reader who submitted it.

He is -svilling to negotiate with any
manufacturer interested in its commer-

-

cial possibilities. ;

M

A miniature aeroplane, occupying in the aviation field the same place as the lightweight

motor cycle in the world of wheels. The machine, which weighs 2 cwt., has been built by

M. Pischoff, and Is fitted with a Clerget flat twin engine of 16 h.p.

C6
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|POWELL&HANMEflg>

BIRMINGHAM
"'— ut we can't go all that way back in the

rlav*l^" .Why not? There's no need to worry
"*** "-

at all with those "P. & H." LAMPS,
you can ride as SAFELY by NIGHT as by DAY.
They are absolutely the thing in Lighting Sets, giving a steady

beam of clear white light for some distance ahead, and you spin

along in comfort and safety.

Enjoy all your happy summer days to (iT% Q ¥J " ¥ \ IV /I DC!
the full with an easy mind about the r At £^ | , /\ |V| | ^
night ride home by using

No. 127 HB.
PRICE - 80/-.
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You know that crawl—when you've got to get down
to a slow walk and then suddenly sprint at record

speed. There's onlj^ one way of doing it—to have
a Sturmey-Archer on your machine. Slip in the gear

occasion warrants, and you have 2 or 50 rr.iles an
hour at your will.

Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., Nottingham.

ma

Carefully finished throughout
and undeniably the finest

value offered to-day.

PRICE 84 Guineas.

THE SVPER LIGHTWEIGHT

2| h.p. Jap Engine, Sturmey-Archer
Two-Speed Gear, with Clutch and
Kick starter. Frame specially

designed and of very handsome
appearance. Brampton Fork, Saddle, Tank, Quick-action

Chain Adjustment. Brake adjustment by cam disc on
pull rod. Ample Mudguards ; Pannier Bags on metal

platforms. Metal Toe Shields and Undershield.

Oveisgas etlquirics /.-/

Sole At;enci€s soHpilat. FRANCIS & BARNETT, Ltd., Works : Lower Ford St., COVENTRY.
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Police Activity in the MetiopoUs.

We learn that there is a police trap

working on the Golder's Green-Tally Ho
Road, Church End, Finchley, between
Eedbourn Avenue and Long Lane. A
plain clothes policeman is stationed at

Redbourn Avenue end.

Cup for Ex-D.R.'s.

Among the several special prizes in

next week's Six Days Trial is a cup pre-

sented by Brigadier-General E. G. (God-

frey Fausset, C.B., C.M.G., on behalf

of the Signal Service Association. This
is for the best performance in the trial

by an e.\-D.E.

Chatswoith Park Speed Trials.

The provisional results given on page
202 of last week's issue have been con-

fii'med by the organising committee with
a few exceptions. In Class 4 G. E. Hobart
(5-6 James) is now placed third. Class 13,

G. S. Boston (2| A.J.S.) is placed first

instead of G. Dance, who takes second
place, G. Gruntou (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
being third. In Class 14 G. Dance is

second instead of G. Grunton, who now
figures third ; and in Class 17 G. Dance
takes second, with V. Horsman (3^ Norton)
third, the positions in Classes 18 and 19

being altered in the same w;iy.

As regards the fastest time of the day,

this is now given as a tie between G. S.

Boston (A.J.S.) and G. Dance (Sunbeam).
In each open class there was a gold

medal for the fastest time by private

owner, and this brings Boston's total of

gold medals to 15 and second private

owner twice out of seventeen clafses.

The East Midland Centre A.C.U.—the
organisers—also gave " county " medals
for members in different counties. The
winners of these are as follow

:

Yorkshire.—F. W. Dixon, York.
Derbyshire.—R. Carter, Chesteriield.

Nottinghamshire.—G. W. T. Hartwell
and R. Lucas, tied.

Leicestershire.—H. Petty,Loughborough.
Lincolnshire.—L. W. Forington, Boston.
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L. Runton making the fastest time at the Hull M.C.C. hill-climb last Saturday. The machine
is an A.B.C.

North-Western Centre Hill-climb.

It is proposed to hold a hill-climb at

Heyden Bridge on September 12th, open
to all clubs in the North-west centre of

the A.C.U., provided that satisfactory

arrangements can be made ; also on
September 26th it is intended to run a
reliability trial over a secret course of 100
miles. Further details of these events will

be published later.

"The Motor Cycle" and the Six Days
Tiials.

As usual in the case of all important
trials, members of The Motwr Cycle edi-

torial and photograph staffs will journey
with the competitors thi-oughout the

A.C.TJ. Six Days Trials. Impressions of

the start will appear in our next issue, and
a fully illustrated description of the event
will be published in The Motor Cycle
dated Thursday, September 2nd.

1«fc**

' A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR CLUB RUN.
Members of the Hull M.C.C. crossing the Humber during their recent reliability trial to

London and back. The winner was H. Scarlett (3J Rudge), standing second from left

Fifteen o'Clock.

One interesting feature of the A.C.U.
Six Days Trial is that competitors will

ride to times quoted on the service system.
It will be strange to many to follow route
card times which, for example, show that
Langcliffe is to be reached at 15.5^
o'clock.

The Black Prince.

We are informed that A. G. Cocks

—

and not the late E. W. Cameron, of
Askern—is the designer of the -Black
Prince runabout, andjhat the single plug
flat twin engine is the patent of H.
Singleton, of Liverpool. Mr. Cameron's
efforts were chiefly concerned with the
pressed steel construction of the Black
Prince frame.

Riders as Designers.

Acting on the suggestion contained in
" Ixion's " contribution last week,
Messrs. Clifford Wilson Manufacturing
Co., 70, Royal Hospital Road, Chelsea,
are offering prizes for the best suggestion
by a Quadrant owner for the improve-
ment of the 1920 model of this well-known
make of machine.

Second-hand Prices.

In order that readers may follow the
general trend of the second-hand market,
a list is given below showing the current
highest and lowest prices asked by adver-
tisers.

Highest and Lowest.
A.B.C, 3 h.p., 4-speed, 1920 £i35-£t5o
A.J.S., 6 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 ^165-^230
AUdays AUon, 2j h.p., 2-speed, 1915-16 ... £50-^55
Ariel, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919-20 . . . fio5-£i50
Blackburne, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 /;i40-£iG,=i

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1918-19 . . iio5-£i3S
Calthorpe-Jap, 2| h.p., 2-speed, 1915-16... jf4o-£+.T

Clyno, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 1920 £65-05
Coulson-B., 2f h.p., 1919-20 £79-199
Diamond-Jap, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 1919 £6S-£72
Douglas, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 1914-1G 1 io-£68
Douglas, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1917-18 £8 )-£iio

Enfield, 6 h.p., sidecar, 1916-17 £l28-£i43
Harley-Davidson. 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1917-19 £i35-£i65
Indian, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus, sidecar, 1918-19 £ii5-£[75
Matchless, Model H. sidecar, 1920 £200-£2 33

Matchless, Victory Model, sidecar, 1919 .. £i40-£i75
New Imperial Jap, 2'[ h.p., 2-speed, 1915-16 lAi-it-
Norton Big 4, sidecar, 1919-20 £165-/200
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speed, 1918-19 £65-£9o

Rover, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 fi0o-£225
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p., 1918-19 £i4o-£i65
Triumph, .3V h.p., 3-speed, 1914-15 £55-£*^^

Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i55-£^7J

eg
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A Guide to the A.C.U. Six Days Event, starting from Darlington on Monday next.
Complete List o( Competitors and iheir Numbers. Each Day's Timetable.

FROM our knowledge of the routes

chosen for next week's A.C.U.
Trials, we can prophesy that the 120

competitors will have no touring holiday.

,

This year, no doubt, there will be a larger

gathering, of interested spectators at

various points of the route, if only on
account of the more populous districts

through which the routes lie. Further, on
Friday of ne.xt week, the competitors will

journey from the North to the Midlands,
concluding the trial on the following day
with a run to Brooklands for the speed

test and final examination. The pre-

liminary examination takes place at Dar-
lington on Sunday next.

For the benefit of those readers who
wish to see the entrants at various points

of the course, we append below a time-

table, showing the times at which the

first competitor is due at the places

mentioned.

Monday's Programme.
The first day's run is comparatively

easy. A southerly route is taken, and
the foothills of the Pennines entered after

passing through Masham. Ffom there a

direct road is taken through Pateiey
Bridge and Blubberhouses to Otley, where,
after climbing the Chevin, the route runs
westwards to Keighley and over Eom-
bolds Moor into Ilkley, the first lun-

£000 i

Monday MorN'INC : An undulating route,

not freakish, but with stifJ gradients

cheon stop. After lunch a by-road is

taken joining the main road at Bolton
Abbey and proceeding up Wharfedale to

Kettlewell. From Kettlewell the steep
ascent known as Park Rash is taken over
the Moors, into Wensleydale, the home-
ward journey being through Redmire and
Richmond.

Timetable for Monday.
M()RNIX(i.-7),irliMKt.™ 8. Ciolt 8.1Z. Gient

Smiatuii 9.30, Nortliiilleitoii 8.52';. ncdalo 9.18.
Mii-liiiln 9.37. Kiikliv Malzeard 9.52. PiitdPV
)lncli-r- 10.19. Hlnl.li!)rliou.=o« 10.12. Dtlnv 11.5,
riiiisi-lfT 11.18. BinKle^' 11.11. llklev 12.15. (Hi.
15m. lunch stop at the Middleton Hotel.)
AVTKRXOON.-IlklM- 1.30. liolton Al.hov lA^M.

Or.is.'iiiftoil 2.26. Kettlewell 2,43' .. Carlton 3,26,

CIO

West Witton 3,44, Thoralhv 3.59. EedBiire 4.15>J.
Richmond 4.50. Middleton Tvas 5,4. Croft 5,20.
Darlington (Vutoria Rd,) 5.31.

Tuesday's Run.

On Tuesday the route is again in the
Pennines and is a succession of long and
short climbs over the Yorkshire moors.
After passing just to the north of

Richmond, Swaledale is followed as far

as Crackpot, where the road bears to the
south over Askrigg Common, doubling
back on itself across Swaledale up on to

Arkengarthdale Moor. After passing
through Keld and Thwaite, Wensleydale
is crossed at Hawes, and the road running

aoo^W s iU2&

Monday Afternoon : Park Rash is

included, one of the most difficult hills in

the country,

up Widdale is followed until the water-

shed is crossed at Newhy Head. From
Dent the well-known trials route over

White Shaw Moss is followed until

Ingleton, is reached for lunch. After

lunch the first point of interest is the

tunnel at Clapham, and then the steep

climb up to Malham Tarn after passing
through Langcliff. The grass-covered

hill at Darnbrook House will prove
difiicult if the weather should happen to

be wet, and thereafter nothing very
difficult is met with on the homeward
journey through Kettlewell, Askrigg, and
Richmond.

Timetable for Tuesday.
MORNING.-Darlington (Skinner Gate) 8.0.

Barton 8.17. Eeeth 9.9. Feetham 10.11. Hawes
11.34. Dent 12.16' J, Ingleton 12.59;;, (1.30>^m.
lunch stop at Inglcborough Hotel,}
AFTESNOON.-Insleton 2.30. Claphain 2.44.

Stainfortii 3.0' i langclifle J.S'j. Arncliffe 3.44.

Kettlewell 4.1. Duckden 4.11'-;. Stalling Busk
4.37^;.^ Bambiidge 4.46;,^, Askrigg 4,51j;. Eed-
inire 5,13. Richmond 5,48, .Middleton Tyas
6,3'/^. Croft 6.18>^. Darlington (Victoria Road)
6,29,

The Third Day.

For the third day the trial lies in the

Cleveland Hills, but, unfortunately, a

considerable distance of uninteresting

country has to be traversed at each end
of the day's run. After passing through
Stockton-on-Tees and Guisborough, a turn

southwards is made through Castleton

on to Glaisdale Moor. After descending
gently to Rosedale Abbey, the road
suddenly rises on to Spenton Moor, this

ascent is probably the most difficult in the
trial. Nothing further of interest occurs
before lunch at Thirsk, but in the after-

noon the first thirty-five miles are all

difficult going, and include numeroufi
watersplashes. High ground is gained by
the climb up Boltby Bank, from which
point the run is approximately northwards
until the plains are again reached at

Ingleby Greenhow.

Wednesday's Timetable.

MORNING.-Darlington (Haughton Eoadl 8,0,
Long Kewton 8.16. Stockton-on-Teea 8.29'-;,

Thornaby-on-Tees 8,32, Guisl.orough 9.18, Castle-
ton 9,46, Hutton-le-Hole 10.28';, Kirby Moor
side 10,37!^. Laivton 10.46',,. Helm.^lev 10,55,
Kilburn 11,22. Bagby 11,35. Tliir^k 11.45
(Ih. 45ni. lun.'h stop at Three Tuns Hotel.)
AFTERNCIOX.-Thirsk 1.30. Felix Kirk 1.40.

Boltliy 1.46'-;. Hornby ZA'A. Swainliy 2.48;;.
Carlton 2.58, Ingleby Greenhow 3,28.'-;, Stokea-
ley 3,43, Craythorne 4.4. Yarm 4.7. DarlingtoD
(Park Gate) 4.44.

The Last Day in the North.

On Thursday a circular route is taken
with Penrith as the object. The roads

_2SC^flI£_ IS 20

Tuesday Morning : The descents on this

section will test brakes to the utmost.

Tuesday Afternoon : Darnbrook will

prove almost unclimbable if wet.

in the morning, although probably trying

to the ordinary tourist, are not par-

ticularly difficult, whilst in the afternoon
much of the run is over the same country

as was traversed in the 1913 trials.

Penrith is reached by way of Middleton-
in-Teesdale, Kirkby Stephen, and Shap,
and left by the direct road over Hart-
side to Alston, the highest town in

England, and from there by a somewhat
circuitous route over the moors of South
Durham back to Darlington, thus ending
the northern section of the trial.
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Timetable for Xhoisday. -

MOENIN^G.—Darlington (Bond Gate! S.O. Stiiiu-

arop 8.33. Eggleslone 9.3. llickleton 9. 10';.
Brougi 9.54;^. Kirkby Stephen 10.7M. Soulby
10.15. Crosby Eavensworth 10.51. Shap 11.3.
Cailcon 11.27. Peniitb 11.36. (Ih. 24m. lunch
stop.}

AITEENOON.-Penrith 1.0. lanjrirorthy 1.14ii.

Melmerby 1.27. Alston l.SS'A. Nenthead 2.13.
West Gate 2.521,4. Bolt's Burn 3.714. Wolsingham
4.13. Tow Law 4.23'^. Crook 4.37. Bishop
Aucklanfl 4.53V2. Darlington (Bond Gate) 5.36.

On Friday the rim southwards is com-
menced, but the familiar Great ISTorth

saiBuM

Thursday Afternoon : The highest point

in the trial (2,000 ft.) is reached.

pir©l(CYOLIE

Road is left severely alone except for

some five miles north of Catterick. From
Catterick a by-road is taken up Cover-
dale and down Park Rash into Kettle-

well. After Kettlewell the direct road
to Ilkley is followed, and from there
Monday's run is repeated in a reverse

direction as far as Harden. After
climbing Harden Bank the industrial

district to the west of Bradford is

traversed.

Friday's. Timetable
MOENIlSrG.-Darlinston (Skinner Gate) 8.0. Bar-

ton 8.171,2. Catterick Bridge 8.371-',. Hunton 8.57.
iliddleham 9.17ii. Carlton 9.31i,i. Kettlewell 10.3.
Threshfield 10.21i,.j. Bolton' Abbev 10.501,4. Ilklev
11.712. Brighonse 12.9. Huddersfleld 12.221,2.

'Ih. fi^m. lunch stop.)

AFTEENOON. — Huddersfleld 1.30. Glossop
2.281,',. Buxton 3.11V'. Ashbourne 4.13. Sndbujv
4.43." YoxaU 5.10. Lieiiield 5.30. Coleshill 6.16.
Stonebridge 6.28i,2. Eenilworth 6.551,2. Warwick
and Leamington 7.9
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The Last Day.

On Saturday the road work is of an
easy nature, and Brooklands is reached
in time for lunch, immediately after
which the brake test will be held, fol-

lowed by the half hour's run at speed
and the final examination.

Coleshill 8.0. Stonebridge 8.12. Eenilworth 8.39.
Warwick and Leamington 8.521A. Banburv 9.52.
Osford 11.0. Henley-on-Thames '12.9. Maidenhead
12.35. Windsor 12.55. Staines 1.13. Chertsey
1.22. Brooklands 1.40'2.

loTZOmris

Friday ArrERNOON : The timed hill-climb

is taken non-stop after nine miles climbing.

LIST OF ENTRANTS FOR THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
CL.^SS A.

—

Solo M.^ciiines under

Entrant and Machine.

275 c.c.

No. and
order of Entrant and Machine. Driver. Cubic
starting.

^ Capacity.

1 Reg. H. Baxter (2^ Radco) Entrant 2ir
2 Butterfields, Ltd. (2* Levis) F. W. Applebee ... 247
3 S. Jones (2:1 Velocette) Entrant 220

4 Humphreys and Dawes (2i O.K. Junior).

.

N. M. Hall 246
5 Enfield Cycle Co. Ltd. (2} Royal Enfield). H. L. Hanks 223
6 Veloce, Ltd. (2J Velocette) G. Denlev 220
7 Humphrevs and Dawes (2i O.K. Junior).

.

W. L. Handley 246
8 Butterfields, Ltd. (2.^ Levis) Gus Kuhn 247
9 James Cycle Co., Ltd. (2J James) J. F. Lidstone 239.3
JO Veloce, Ltd. (2.} Velocette) E. F. Goodman . .

.

220
II Butter6eld5, Ltd. (2J Le\ns) F. Porter 247
r2 Clyno Eng. Co., Ltd. (2J Clyno) C. V. Freeman 269
13 H. P. KnoH-les (:l\ Hobart) Entrant 269
14 Clyno Eng. Co., Ltd. {z\ Clyno). H. Gibson 269

2+
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47

CLASS B.

—

Solo Machines tjjnjER 350 c.c.

B. Gold (25 Wolf) Entrant
B. Kershaw (25 Verus) Entrant
J. A Newman (2^ New Imperial) Entrant
D.F. and M. Eng. Co., Ltd. (2* Diamond), F. J. Price . .

.

R. B. Clark (2} Coulson) Entrant
Beaumont Motors, Ltd. (2| Redrup Radial) N. A. Woolley
C. B. Redrup {z\ Redrup) Entrant
J. W. Wills (2} Verus) Entrant
Hoskison Motors, Ltd. (2J Hoskison) H. R. Guest .

.

F. E. Baker, Ltd. (3^ Beardmore-Precision) L. A. Bees . . .

.

Humphreys and Dawes {i\ O.K. Union).

.

P. Pike
D. Read and Co. (2J The Ready) D. Read
W. J. Lake (2i A.J.S.) Entrant
New Imperial Cycle Co. (2f New Imperial) L. Horton . . .

.

New Imperial Cycle Co. (2I New Imperial) L. Tonks
F. E. Baker, Ltd. (3! Beardmore-Precision) A. G. Cocks . .

.

F. E. Baker, Ltd. (3* Beardmore-Precision) 11. Greaves . .

.

CLASS C.

—

Solo Machines under 500 c.c.

Sop\\ith A\iation Co., Ltd. (3 .\.B.C.) . . . K. Robinson
P. H. Hall (4 Blackbume) Entrant
H. W. Merrill, jun. (3 A.B.C.) Entrant
Norman Rycroft (4 Triumph) Entrant
John Marston, Ltd. (3* Sunbeam) G. Dance
John Marston, Ltd. {3I Sunbeam) F. C. To-\\'nshend .

.

H. Church (3^ Sunbeam) Entrant
Capt. R. M. Knowles {3^ Norton) Entrant
A. S. Guthrie (3^ Sunbeam) Entrant
Alex. Wilkes (3* Rover) Entrant
N.U.T. Motor Co., Ltd. (3* N.U.T.) F. J. Fieldhouse . .

.

R. C. Winn (3 A.B.C.) .
.'. Entrant

E. A. Edwards (3* N.U.T.) Entrant
N.U.T. Motor Co.," Ltd. (31- N.U.T.) W. C. Thompson .

.

John Marston, Ltd. (3! Sunbeam) ...... T. C. de la Hay . .

.

N.U.T. Motor Co , LttC (3I N.U.T:) D. Robb
Mrs. O. M. Knowles (3! Norton) Entrant
D. L. Greig {3* Sunbeam) Entrant
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd. (si Rover) . . G. Featherstonhaugh
B.S.A. Co., Ltd. (3* B.S.A.) .". H. F. Edwards ....
James Cycle Co., Ltd. (3I James) G. A. Stran,»e -

W, G. Harrison {3A Sunbeam) Entrant
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. (34 P. and M.) . . . H. M. Batten
F. A. Longman (3J Ariel) Entrant
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. (3* P. and M.) . . . G. M. Townsend . .

.

Capt. R. Locke (3! Coventry Eagle) Entrant
M. Da\-ies (34 Sunbeam) Entrant
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. (3.^ P. and M.) ... J. J. A. Dias
Dunford.and Elliott (Shefdeld) (4* Dunelt) Dudley Barton

CL.\SS D.

—

Solo Machines under 750 c.c.

G. L. White (5 Rover) Entrant
• Harlev-Davidson Motor Co. (4 Harlev-D.) . D.H.Davidson ...
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. (3I Scott) . . Capt. C. P. Wood .

.

New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd. (5 Rover) , . . W. Brandish
Harlev-Davidson Motor Co. (4 Harley-D.). J. .A. O. SuUivan ..

B. Alan Hill (3J Scott) Entrant
E. S. Astley (5 Rover) ; Entrant
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd. (5 Rover) D. H. Noble
Harley-Davidson Motor Co. {4 Harley-D.) . G. Grinton
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. (4 Triumph) G. J. Shemans

293
350
292.

293
349
309
309
348

349
350
292

293
349
294.,
292.,

350
350

400

499
400
550
499
499
499
490
499
499
499
398

499
+99
499
499
490
499
499
499
495-:

499
498
498
49S

499
499
498

499

654
584.02
532-5
654.

584.02
532-5
650
654
584.02
550

No. and
order of

starling.

71

72

73
74
75
76
77
7S

79
80
8r
82
83

Entrant and Machine. Driver. Cnl'ic

Capacity.
W. H. Owen {5 Rover) Entrant 654
Zenith Motors, Ltd. (5 Zenith) L. T. Gilson 654
A. Colcombe (4 Indian Scout) Entrant 596
W. Edwards (4-i B.S.A.) Entrant 557
H. Langroan (3I Scott) Entrant 532.5
C. Moser (4 Triumph) Entrant , . .

.

550
E. Cross, M.B.E. (4 Triumph) Entrant 550
D. A. Atkin (5 Rover) Entrant 65 (

Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. (3J Scott) ... W. L. Guy 532. <

R. W. Duke (4 Triumph) Entrant 550
H. Pattison (4 Triumph) Entrant 550
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd. (4i B.S.A.) L. L. Sealey 557
W. Westwood (4 Triumph) Entrant 550
G. W. Ellis (4 Norton) Entrant 633

85 B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd. (45 B.S.A.) F. Turvey, jun. ... 557
86 H. Taylor (3I Scott) Entrant 532. i

87 Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. (3J Scott) ... G. Hill 532 .

3

88 Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. (4 Triumph) .... H. Green 550
89 Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. (4 Triumph) .... F. G. Edmond .... 550
90 Humber, Ltd. (4^ Humber) L. Crisp 600
91 Humber, Ltd. (4* Humber) H. F. O. Evans . .

.

600
92 Humlier, Ltd. {4^ Humber) E. Redvers Johnson 600

93 Ariel Works, Ltd. (44 Ariel) Tom Peck 610

94 Ariel Works, Ltd. (4* Ariel) L. Newey 61Q
93 Ariel Works, Ltd. (44 Ariel) Capt. J. L. Stocks.

.

fiio

96 W. J. Chambers (4! B.S.A.) Entrant 557

CL.\SS E.

—

Solo Machines under 1,000 c.c.

97 R. E. Damton (7-9 Indian) Entrant 997
98 V. Gayford (6 Zenith) Entrant 770
99 Zenith Motors, Ltd. (6 Zenith) Kaye Don 770

CL.ASS G. StDECARS UNDER 500 C.C.

loi Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd. (3 A.B.C.) ... G. W. Lush 400
102 Sopwith A\'iation Co., Ltd. (3 A.B.C.) ... E. E. Palmer 400
103 Dunford and Elliott (Sheffield) (4^ Dunelt) P. Pehrson 499

CL.\SS H.

—

Sidecars under 750 c.c.

104 A.J.StevensandCo.(i9i4), Ltd. (6 .AJ.S.) CyriT Williams 74S

103 James Cooper, jim. (6 A.J.S.) Entrant 748
106 A. J. Stevens and Co. (i9r4), Ltd. (6 A.J.S.) H. R. Davies 748
107 W. J. Montgomery (5-6 Rover) Entrant 634
108 Sam Wright (4^ fiumber) Entrant 600
109 A. I.. Cranch (3 Rover) Entrant 634
no Capt. R. H. Bywaters (6 A.J.S.) Entrant 748
in A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914), Ltd .(6 A.J.S.) E. Williams 7+8
lr2 S. Sawer (4 Norton) Entrant 633
113 O. Wade (6 A.J.S.) Entrant 748
114 W. McLeUan (4 Norton) Entrant 622
115 A. Joynson (5-7 Coventry Victor) Entrant 683
116 James Cycle Co., Ltd. (7 James) G. E. Stobart 749 .

2

CLASS K.

—

Sidecars .^nd Three-wheelers under 1,000 c.c.

117 G. Packman (3 Matchless) Entrant 968
118 G. Nott (7 Matchless) Entrant 992
119 F. J. Watson (6 Ariel) Entrant 79**

120 F. J. 'Ellis (7 Matchless) Entrant 992
121 G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless) Entrant 992
122 C, R. Collier (7 Matchless) Entrant 992
123 L. G. Bacbelier (8 Blackbume) Entrant 99S

124 H.P.D. Motor Co. (8 Dot-Jap) J. H. Place 9S0
125 New Imperial Cycle Co. (8 New Imperial). Bert Bladder 9S0
126 H. E. Ashley (6 L.M.C.) Entrant 842
127 Morgan Motor Co., Ltd. (8 Morgan) H. F. S. Morgan . .

.

980
128 l\[organ Motor Co., Ltd. (8 Morgan) ..... T. James 9S0
129 T. J. Ross (7 Matchless) Entrant 992
130 Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. (8 Enfield) W. E. Smith 998
I3r Zenith Motors, Ltd. (8 Zenith) H. Jepson 988

132 Clyno Eng. Co., Ltd. (8 Clvno) A. F. Knight 925

133 Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. (S Enfield) D. Alexander 99S

134 W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackbume) Entrant 998
133 Capt. R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith) Entrant 976
136 E. Foster (S Dot-Jap) Entrant 980

137 Dot Motors (8 Dot-Jap) Harry Reed 980

CLASS L.

—

Sidecars and Three-wheelers e-xceeding 1,000 c.c.

138 S Hall (ro Morgan) Entrant iioo

139 Morgan Motor Co , Ltd (10 Morgan) .... F James 1100
140 F G Boddington (10 Morgan) Entrant noo
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"One Design" Classes at Brooklands.
The B.M.C.R.C. Firsi Open Meeting.

THE race meeting which toolc place at
Brooklands on Saturday last was
the first of a new series. Formerly

the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club
always included at least two motor cycle
races at its meetings, and since this prac-
tice has been discontinued there have been
no car and motor cycle races held
during one afternoon. On Saturday,
however, several motor car races figured
in the programme, which was organised
by the Essex Motor Club, a really live
body which kept its events right up to
schedule and provided excellent sport.
From the spectator's point of view the

racing was not so interesting to watch
as at the last B.M.C.R.C. meeting,

' owing to the events not starting and
finishing at the fork. When this method
of procedure is followed the competing
vehicles pass close to the spectators at
the end of every lap, and their progress
throughout the race may be easily fol-

lowed.

Various Starting Points.

On this occasion the starts took place
.sometimes at the fork, in the finishing
straight or in the railway straight ; the
lap progress was impossible to follow, as
the motor Cycle competitors' numbers"
viewed from the finishing line were not
discernible, even through powerful glasses.

Very little more could be seen even
from the stewards' tower where we were
allowed to stand, through the courtesy
of Col. Lloyd and Mr. Loughborough",
and had it not been for the kindness of
Mr. T. D. Button, the circuit counter, it

would have been impossible to have given
a coherent account of each event.
Owing to the inadequacy of the tem-

porary barrier placed across the top of
the finishing straight car races cannot at
present be started and finished at the
fork, as the said barrier would not stop
a wheel which might become detached from
a competing car from running amok among
the spectators. If this is so it would
have been better to have started all the
motor cycle events at the fork, and to
have run them off separately at the be-
ginning of the meeting, and to have
organised the car races during the latter
part of the afternoon.

The Junior Race.

The weather was gloriously fine, and
there was a very fair attendance. The
first event was the Junior Open Motor
Cycle Handicap (about eight miles), for
solo motor cycles not exceeding 500 c.c.

The start was in the paddock and the
machines had to pass the fork twice, then
enter the straight and finish at the long
finishing line. The event was very well
supported, and of the machines which
were present at the start, the most in-
teresting and novel was S. L. Bailey's
Douglas, which he has entered for the
Grand Prix race at Le Mans on August
28th. It was in full touring trim, and
had a ribbed aluminium casing contain-
ing oil to lubricate the overhead valve
rockers, and a front rim brake. Emerson
had a 460 c.c. French built A. B.C. for this
event, but it did not compete.
The start was devoid of incident, and

the first lap order at the fork was :

Bennett, Longman, McNab, Hemy, Hull,
Watson, Weatherall, Jacobs, Longden,
Eve, Thorpe, Thompson, Bailey, and
Miller. The second lap order was

;

Watson, Hull, Longman, McXab, Miller,

Bennett, Eve, Thorpe, Thompson, and
Jacobs. The result was a triumph for

Douglas machines.
C.C. Start,

m. s.

1. *H. Thorpe (Douglas) 350 i 3
2. A. Watson (Doiiglas) 350 2 42

3. T. Ttiompson (Douglas) 350 i 45
T. Eve (Matchless) 330 . i 30
A. G. Miller (Matchless) 496 42

J. F. Hull (Woolcr) 3,|6 2 48
F. A. McNab (V^'o('^e^) 346 3 3
S. L. Bailey (Douglas) 500 —

Closely followed by :

J. L. Emerson (A. B.C.) 400 Scr.

P. G. Dallison (Norton) 490 42
W. A. Jacobs (Singer) 2.^0 2 15
S. E. Longman (Wooler) 346 3 9

*\Vinner's time, 9m. 425s. =63} m.p.h.

In the Essex Short Handicap (about
five and threequarter miles) which fol-

lowed only two vehicles with which this

journal deals took part, and of these
Major Empson's A.V. retired, and Lieut.
W. R. Steeles, G.N., came in fourth.

Event 3 was a motor bicycle race—the
Senior Open Motor Cycle Handicap (about
eight and a half miles), for machines
with engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

The start was at the fork, which was
passed twice before the straight was
entered. There were tweU-e entries, all

of which, save one, starteti. The first

time past the fork, the competitors came
by in the following order : Gayford,
Davidson, Bond, Le Vack, Baldwin,
Sawer, Harveyson, Remington, while the
second lap order was : Gayford, Le Vack,
Baldwin, Davidson, Bond, Harveyson,
Sawer, and Remington. Rolfe (J. A. P.)
retired in the second lap, as his front
cylinder refused to fire. A brilliant win
was made by Le Vack, who made his first

appearance as an Indian rider at this
meeting. Earlier he had been mounted
on Godfrey's old single cylinder racer,
his machine caught fire after passing the
finishing line, but was pi'omptly put out
by the red-coated Pyrene meh, but not
before the rider had sustained a burn in

the leg. Result ;

C.C. Start.
— m. s.

1. *H. Le Vack (Indian) 994 15
2. O. M. Baldwin (Matchless-Jap) . .

.

.9S6 15
3. V. Gayford (Zenith-Jap) 744 i 12

G. L. Sawer (.\merican X) r.ooo 27
H. R. Harveyson (Indian) 99S Scr.
E. Remington (Nut-Jap) 98G Scr.
D. H. Davidson (Hoxley-Davidson) 584 i' 12
R. Bond (Zenith-Jap) 976 i o

Winner's, time. 7m. i4js.=So ni.p.h.

In the Light Car Essex Long Handicap
(about eight and half miles), W. D.
Hawkes's Morgan came in third. He had
45s. start.

The cliief novelty of the meeting was
the introduction of the two " one
design " races, of which the first was the
Zenith Open Scratch Race (about four and
threequarter miles). First prize, silver
cup, value ten guineas, presented by
Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd. Second
prize, Zenith gold medal and £3. Third
prize. Zenith gold medal and £1. The
start was at the railway straight, and the
machines, after passing the fork once,
entered the straight. Unfortunately, it

is not quite accurate to name this a one

design race. The Zeniths had to have

side-ljy-side valve engines not exceeding

85 mm. bore. This resulted in a varia-

tion of engine sizes, and several different

makes of carburetters were fitted. Conse-

quently close finishes were hardly to be

expected. The event was well supported.

Bond took the lead past the fork, and *as-

followed by Salter, Gayford, Don (riding

Dequin's machine), Harwood, Newbold,
Harveyson, Jacks, Baragwanath, Cushman,
Piuder, Mcnab, and Spikens. Result

:

1. 'K ' e Don (Zenith) 9815 c.c.

2. R. Bond (Zenith) 070 c.c.

3. V. Ga^•ford (Zenith) 750 c.c

F. E. Salter (Zenith) 986 c.c.

J. E. G. Harwood (Zenith) 986 c.c.

H. R. Harveyson (Zenith) 986 c.c.

F. A. McNab (Zenith) . 986 c.c.

E. C. E. Baragwanath (Zenith) 986 c.c.

W. J. Kelly (Zenith) 986 c.c.

L, A. Cushman "(Zenith) 966 c.c.

M. lacks (Zenith) —
F. R. G. Spikens (Zenith) 086 c.c,

•Winner's time, 4m. 30gs.=64^ m.p.ll.

The Douglas Open Scratch Race for

Douglases with side-by-side valve engines

was not at all well supported, as there
'

were only nine entries and five starters.

The starting place, distance, and method
of running were the same as for the

Zenith race. First prize, silver cUp,

value ten guineas, presented by Messrs.

Douglas Motors, Ltd. Second prize, £5.
Third prize, £3. As they passed the

fork, V. Longden was leading, followed

by Watson and Thompson, who led at -

the start ; Amery and Lloyd brought up '

the rear. Result :

1. *T. H. Amery (2^^ Douglas) 350 c.c. .

2. A. Watson (2,t Douglas) 350 c.c.

3. V. Longden (2^ Douglas) , . 350 c.c.

R. T. Lloyd {z\ Douglas) S . 350 c.c.

*\\'iuner's time, 5m. 265S.= 53.55 m.p.h.

The finish was a close one.

The last event was the Open Three-
wheeler Handicap (about eight and a half
miles). For three-wheeled cars and motor
cycles w'ith sidecars. The machines
started at the fork, which they_ passed
twice, and then entered the straight.

Handicap for Three-wheelers.

This was an excellent race. F. A.
Longman, the limit man, was leading at
the first round, followed by Dickenson,
Crossthwaite, and De Lissa, who was
travelling well, Dequin, S. E. Longman,
Bond, Chater Lea, Davidson, Openshaw,
Sawer, Harveyson, Jepson, and Hawkes.
The next time the competitors appeared
De Lissa tt'as leading, followed by S. E.
Longman, Crossthwaite, Bond, Dequin,
Dickenson, Chater-Lea, Sawer, Davidson,

'

Openshaw, F. A. Longman, Jepson,
Harveyson. and Hawkes. De Lissa in-

creased his lead at the finish and won
'

easily. Result
;

C.C. Start,

m. s.

1. *0. de Lissa (Motosacocbe) 990 2 6
2. R. Bond (Zenith-Jap) 976 2 6
3. S. E. Longman (Harley-Davidson) 990 2 6

G. L. Sawer (.American X) ....... 1,000 i 6
R. Dequin (Zenith-Jap) 744 2 ,21

C. Crossthwaite (James) .

'.

. — —
W. D. Hawkes (Morgan) 1,098 Scr.
H. Jepson (Zenith-Jap) 986 48
H. R. Harveyson (Indian) ..;.... 904 i 6
D. H. Davidson (Harley-Davidson) 584 2 6
L. r. Openshaw (Zenith-Jap) 986 '

l 6
P. R. Diclienson (Triumph) 499 3 15?!

J. Chater-Loa -(Chater-Lea) 999 i 54 j
•Winner's time, loni. 33s. = 56.81 m.p.li.
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Open Hill-climb in South Wales.
High speeds over a Long Course.

ONCE again Sunbeam and Xorton
riders liave sho-nn tlieir prowess
when, on the occasion of the Welsh

Eastern Group M.C.C.'s open hill-climb on
Govelin Hill, last Saturday, they vied

with each other for premier awards.
- The course was two and threequarter

miles in length, with an average gradient
- of 1 in 9. Starting on the bridge, com-
petitors had atout a hundred yards of

level to get into their stride, then swing-

ing sharply to the left a straight steep

6tret<?h brought them to the famous
Fiddler's Elbow. This was, of coui'se, the

main point of vantage from a spectacular

point of view, and a good crowd had
a-ssembled to watch the various methods
of cornering.
• After taking the Elbow a stiff, almost
straight mile is followed by' a series of

snake-like bends until the summit is

reached, where a short "blind" of flat

allowed high speeds over the finishing

line.

• The weather was ideal -throughout the
afternoon, and the road surface hard
and for the most part very good.
Marshals were posted at entervals in

route, especially near the top, where some
slight trouble was experienced by
mountain sheep . straying on the road.

The organisation was excellent, though
with such a long course the necessary
intervals between performances proved
rather tiring to some of the on-lookers.

Good Scooter Climb.
Punctually at two o'clock the first man.

S. E. W. Lineup (Ij Whippet scooter), was
sent off. He climbed well, but was easily

beaten by his only rival, W. G. C. Hay-
ward, who was similarly mounted. Tlie

latter made the climb in 7m. 30|s.—faster

than one of the lightweights.

Six riders competed in the 350 c.c.

members' class, which proved an easy win
for Reg. Brown, who made a very fine

ascent on a 2j Diamond in 4ni. 34fs. T.

J. Parfitt (2| Douglas) came up well, but
missed his gear change after the Elbow,
and stopped. He however, made a verj-

good get away on the steep incline. N.
Slitchell (2| Verus) was slow, though he
improved his time considerably in the
open class which followed. Here George
Dance made his appearance with his 2|
Sunbeam. He came up very fast ; his time,
however, was some 16s. slower than that
of Eeg. Brown. The spectators were
keenly interested in the proceedings, and
many who were perched high on the hill,

in order to get a longer view, called out
for results as wa trudged up the seemingly
endless slope to view the riders from a
different point.

Fast Climbing and Cornering.

The larger classes brought out several

very fast machines and proved a tussle

for best times between G. Dance (Sj

Sunbeam), Eeg. Brown (5^ Sunbeam), C.

Sgonma (Sj S'orton), and E. E. Toms
(3 A.B.C.). Some very fast riding and
beautiful corner work was witnessed,
one of the most noticeable features being
the extraordinary acceleration of these
machines on the stiff rise after taking the
Elbow. R. E. Toms (A.B.C.) hugged the
inside well, his little engine screaming up
while his confrire, A. White, struck the
bank, stopped, and was later baulked by
sheep near the top. Reg. Brown and
G. Dance both made very fast ascents,

and in spite of the latter losing his float

chamber cover he covered the distance
in 3m. 39^5., a speed of over 45 m.p.h.
S. C. Chivers was handicapped with a
single gear on his Norton, but made a

right

Hill

with

good climb as did R. Jenks and A. Thorn,
both riding Harlcy-Davidson sports
machines.
The second fastest man was C. Sgonina

who was riding a Sj Norton, fitted with
a special overhead valve cylinder. He
seemed quite a 'favourite with the crowd,
but was 5s. slower than Dance's time.
E. H. Ivens (4 Norton) skidded
round on the Elbow, while E. W
(4-5 Veriot-Precision) came round
his petrol pipe adrift, his fuel spurting
all over the engine.

It was unfortunate that a breakdown
in the telephonic timing arrangements
marred an otherwise excellent afternoon's
sport. The results were as follow :

CLASS l._Scooters (Open).
1. W. G. C. Hayward (l^i Whippet).
2. S. R. W. Lineup (1% Whippet).

Winner's time 7m. 39is.

CLASS 4.—350 c.c. Solo (Members)'.
1. Reg, Brown (21,4 Diamond).
2. F. T. Stephens (a?^ Douglas).
3. F. E. Jenkinson (2'ij Williin).

Winner's time 4m. 345S.

CLASS 5.—350 c.c. Solo (Open).

1. G. Dance (2'u Sunbeam).
2. N. Mitchell (2'4 Veru.s).
3. F. E. Jenkinson (2''4 Wilkin).

Winner's time 4m. SOis.

CLASS 6.—500 c.c. Solo (Members).
1._- Reg. Brown (3'-. Sunbeam).
2. R, E. Toms' (3 A.B.C).
3. C. Sgonina (3^j Norton).

Winner's time 3m. 55^s.

CLASS 7.—500 c.c. Solo (Open).

G. Dance (3I:, Sunbeam).
C. Sgonina (3i-^ Norton).

1

2. _. _„ ,_ ^
3. Reg. Brown (3^2 Sunbeam).

Winner's time 3m. 39ss.

CLASS 8.—750 c.c. Solo (Members).
1- C. Sgonina (3i'. Norton).
2. Reg. Brown (31,;, Sunbeam).
3. 8. C. Chivers (31.. Norton).

Winner's time 3m. 44|s.

CL.'VSS 9.—750 c.c. Solo (Open).

G. Dance (3'.i Sunbeam). 3m. 4155.

The fastest time was made bv G. Dance
(3i Sunbeam) in 3m. 39is. (45.16 m.p.h.).

S..C. Chivers, who rode a3i single-geared' Norton. He made the ascent of 2J mill

in 4m. 25.1s.

A SPORTING TRIAL IN

YORKSHIRE.
The Scott trial, which will take place

on September 4th, is an annual event in

which the organisers (the Scott Motor
Cycle Co., Ltd.) endeavour to select the
most arduous course that can be found on
the. West Yorkshire moors.
A map of the 1920 course is now before

us, and from an intimate knowledge of

the district, we can vouch for the '' colo-

nial " nature of the obstacles to be en-

countered. There are four observed
water-splashes and five observed hills,

and the scenery on all parts of the route
is exceptionally fine.

The event is open to anyone, irrespec-

tive of make of machine ; there are no
entry fees, and competitors 'nill find that
all arrangements for meals, marshalling
and arrowing are carried out most effi-

ciently. Several valuable a'u'ards are

offered, including trade and amateur
team prizes, best solo prize and club

team prize. Entries close on Satur-

day, and mtending competitors should
write at once to Sales Department, the

Scott Jlotor Cycle Co., Ltd., Saltaire.

Shipley, Yorkshire.
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AN AMBITIOUS MINIATURE.
The Unibus, embodying many Features which follow Car Practice.

ALTHOUGH from its appearance the
Unibus is sure to be called a motor
scooter, yet when one comes to con-

sider the design of this machine, it seems
to warrant a more dignified title, for it is

a veritable miniature car on two wheels.
The little machine can best be described
by considering it as a chassis with the
bodywork (including the ample mud
shields which completely protect the
rider) removed. It is then seen to consist

of a frame composed of steel side mem-
bers with pre.ssed steel ends. To the front

end the steering head is fixed, and to the
rear the back wheel is attached through
the medium of leaf springs and radius
rods.

The suspension deserves par-ticnlar

attention, as quarter elliptic springs are
used both front and rear, the front
springs being anchored to a plate at the
base of the steering column, and their

free ends attached to small links which

This view shows the position of the starting

handle, gear change, and tank.

hold the spindle of the front wheel, and
which are also held by radius rods, them-
selves connected together so that lateral

rigidity is secured. At the rear the
quarter elliptic springs are anchored to

the steel frame in a horizontal position,

and over the springs radius rods are
arranged, again rigidly connected together.

A substantial link on each side connects
the free end of one spring to the radius
rod above it, and also accommodates the

AN
OPEN-FRAMED
MACHINE WITH
SHAFT-DRIVE.

Designed to provide

every protection for the

driver, the Unibus is

the nearest approach to

a miniature single track

car that has yet been

produced.

The front mudguard and engine shield are built to form one

piece;, the rear guard, too, being constructed in a similar

manner, giving ample protection to the rider.

spindle of the rear wheel, so that here
again lateral rigidity is assured, and the
back wheel has its motion restrained to
an appro-ximately vertical path.
At the front of the frame the two-stroke

engine is mounted, together with four
pillars which support the petrol and oil

tank and the top of the steering head.
This engine has a bore and stroke of
70 X 70 mm., giving a capacity of 269 c.c.
It is of the three-port type, and is
equipped with magneto ignition. The
engine is set across the frame in a vertical
position, and attached to the engine-shaft
is a Perodo-lined dry plate clutch of
ample size. From this the drive is trans-
mitted to a two-speed gear box which has
the gears always in mesh, engagement
being by means of dog clutches. The
drive is indirect on both gears, and from
the gear box is taken by a shaft to an
underslung worm drive attached to the
rear wheel. Universal and sliding joints

are arranged at each
end of the propeller-
shaft, and the under-
slung worm is of steel,

while the worm wheel
is of phosphor bronze.

Thus, it will be seen
that the transmission
is entirely on car lines,

and the same remark
applies to the brakes.
The phosphor bronze
worm wheel is
arranged to form a
drum, in which are
situated, side by side,

two pairs of expanding
cast iron brake shoes,

one pair being operated

by Bowden control from the handle-bar
and the other pair by a pedal con-
veniently situated near the driver's heel.

Before leaving the " chassis " the wheels
themselves are worthy of description, since
they are formed of two dished steel stamp-

The underslung worm drive in part section,

and rear hub brakes.

ings, held rigidly on a hub by a special

device, and clamped together at their

edge by small thumbscrews. The edge of

each disc is formed as one half of the rim,

to hold the 16 x 2iin. wired-on Dunlop

C14
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General arrangement of the Unibus, show-
ing frame construction and disposition of the
mechanical units.

tyres. Should it become necessary to

lemove the tyres, the wheel is easily

detached from the machine, and then is

a£ easily taken apart in order that the

tjTe may be removed. A stand on motor
. cycle lines is arranged in front of the rear

wheel, and is automatic in action, since

a leaf spring bears on a cam formed on
tlie spindle of the stand. The tank accom-
modates both petrol and oil. and a sight

feed drip lubricator supplies oil to the

cylinder and crank case of the engine.
' Not only is the rider protected from
mud and water thrown up on wet
roads by the very complete mudguarding.
but the engine is completely boxed in also,

.so that the rider's clothes are in no danger
of becoming soiled with oil.

, The seat is formed of a steel pressing,

suitably padded, supported on a pillar,

which forms a portion of the rear of the

frame. Over the rear mudguard or shield

a compartment is formed which accommo-
dates a dry battery for supplying current

to the electric lamps, a pump and a tool

kit. and also leaves sufficient room for

carrying a number of small parcels. This
compartment is closed by the seat, which
can be swung forward out of the way
when access to the compartment is

required. Suitable apertures are left in

the front portion of the " body " to allow

{or cooling, and we are informed that no
danger from overheating need be feared.

Protection for the Rider.

One of the chief attractions of the
machine is that it is possible to use it in

any weather, and in any clothes, without
danger of becoming soiled or splashed,
and, in addition to this, the ease of con-
trol of the little vehicle is a great asset.

A handle starter is arranged by means
of a chain and sprockets embodying a

ratchet. On the road the speed may
be varied from 3 to 25 m.p.h., as the
driver wishes. The two gear ratios are
6 to 1 and 10 to 1, and on the top cear

Section through centre ol rear wheel,

showing side - by - side internal e.xpanding

brakes.

understand that the design of the Unibus
is on car lines, and is excellently carried

out in practice. It is designed not as

a motor scooter but as a small utility

mount for ladies or gentlemen.
Such a machine as the Unibus should

prove an interesting e.xperiment, for when
it has been on the market for a reasonable

of 6 to 1 we are informed that Cleeve Hill

and Leckhampton Hill, near Cheltenham,
are climbed with ease.

Manufactured in the fine modern work-
shops of the Gloucestershire Aircraft Co.,

at Sunningend Works, Cheltenham, the
machine will be handled by the Service
Motor Co., Ltd.. Circus House, O.xford
Circus. W.l, and its price, we understand,
will be ninety-five guineas. This, of

course, is a high figure, but one must

time it will be possible to judge whether
the buying public prefer to pay appro.xi-

matelv £100 for a luxurious and well-made

End elevation and section of the Unibus gear box.

Exterior of rear wheel showing springing

arrangement. Observe the radius rod.

miniature of this type or a motor cycle
following- conventional lines, with possibly
fewer refinements, but capable of higher
speeds and a wider sphere of action.
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Market Harborough M.C.C.

A motor cycle club is being formed at

Market Harborough, and motor cyclists

residing in that district who are in-

terested should communicate with Mr. A.
M. Dawbarn, 96, St. Mary's Road,
Market Harborough.

Lancaster, Morecambe, and District IVI.CC.

It in proposed to hold a flying kilo-

metre speed trial on Morecambe Pro-
menade on September 22nd. As this

will be a closed event, only members
are eligible to compete. The hon. sec,
Mr R. L. Ducksbury, will furnish par-
ticulars regarding visiting membership to

anyone interested. Enquiries should be
sent to him at Elms Hotel, Bare.

Hill-climb at Brighton.

With a view to forming a much-needed
motor cycle club for Brighton and dis-

trict a successful hill-climb was held oir

Sunday, 8th inst., the venue being
Saddlescombe Hill. The unlimited solo

class had to be run off twic<?, Dobson
(3i A.B.C.) and Hampton (8 Zenith)

"dead-heating" twice. Dobson had an
unfortunate accident, but was eventually
proclaimed the winner after Hampton had
lun for a third time, he failing to beat
Dobson's best time.

The organisers would be glad if in-

tending members would forward their

names and addresses to Jlr. C. Wattj5,

secretary {p7-o tern), 24, York Villas,

Brighton. It is hoped, if the member-
ship warrants it, to get the famous
Madeira Drive for a speed contest in the
near future. Results :

CLASS 1 (up to 350 c.c. Solo).—C. Volk (2%
Douglas), 28is.; H, W. IWoreton (2"/4 Douglas),
235s.
Class 2 (up to eOO c.c. Solo).—H. D. Dobson

(3V2 A.B.C), 22s.; H. Dyer (4 Triumph), 26|s.
CLASS 3 (Unlimited solo).—H. D. Dobson (3>A

A.B.C), 22|s.; H. A. Hampton (8 Zenith), 23|s.
(After run off.)

CLASS 4 (Unlimited passenger) .—W. Teeson (6
Enfield), 37is.; —. Trill, 7-9 Indian), 38is.

CLUB NEWSf^rr/^l)

AUGUST igth, ig20.

A flying start. G. Hill (Scott) in the Harrogate and District M.C.C. hiU-climb last Saturday.

Northern M.C.
Recently this Northern club held a

most successful reliability trial. The
course, which covered Newcastle, Berwick,
and Rothbury, with a total mileage of

about 135 miles, was rather an easy one,
and no great effort was required to keep to

time. The attendance was quite good, and
most of the competitors did well, about
ten of the club's gold medals being won.
There were two observed hills, these being
well-known in the North, i.e.. Lakeside
and Corbie Hills. Three competitors
failed on the former.

The next big event of this club will be
the two days' reliability trial to Scar-
borough, when it is expected that there

wiU be a good entry. This trial, which
will decide the winner of the Rudge-

A. Alexander making tastest time ot the day in the Glasgow Western M.C.C. last Saturday

on a 3^- Douglas.

Whitworth Cup, will nol be an easy one,
many well-known hills in the Whitby
and Cleveland districts being included.

Hull M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on Saturday last

at Garrowby Hill, the York Club ably
officiating. The fastest time of the day
was made by L. Runton (3 A.B.C), and
in the lightweight class Mr. W. V. Worth-
inglon (2j Wooler) was fastest. Mr., N. .

Walker (4 Triumph) won second places in
Classes 3 and 4. Next Satui-day Major A.
J. Atkinson is entertaining the members
of both local clubs to a gymkhana and
hill-climb at his residence, Elloughton
Dale. Events start at 3.30 prompt, and all

Saturday. A good number of members
turned out and everything was run off

without a hitch, some quite good per-
formances being put up in the various
classes. The results on formula were as
follow :

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
For the first time this year the Harro-

gate Club managed to have a fine day for
a competition, and a nice little event in
the form of a hill-climb was run off on
Saturday, August 14th, with the following
on formula results

:

CLASS 1.—Solos up to 275 c.c.

1. J. Naylor (2Vi New Hudson).
2. W. E. Grange (2i/i Autoglider).
3. Mrs. T. Baxter (2V.i Triumph).

Winner's time 43s.

CLASS 2.—Solos up to 350 c.c.

M, Parkinson {2^i Douglas).
T, Leak (2!l Douglas).
E. R. Davies (2U Triumph).

Winner's time 38|s.

CLASS 3.—Solos up to 560 c.c.

1. H. E. Ellis (414 B.S.A.).
. 2. G. A. Nunneley (3'/' Norton).

3. G. Hill (3% Scott)."
Winner's time 34?s.

Fastest time in class. A. Hill (4 Triumph), 34^8.

CLASS 4.—Solos (Unlimited).

1. M. Parkinson (2% Douglas).
2. W. Backhouse (4 Triumph).
3. H. E. Ellis (4Vi B.S.A.).

Winner's time 43s.
Fastest time on class and fastest time of the

day to BackhoT.se (4 Triumph), 32gs.

CLASS 5.—Passenger Machine?.

1. A. Hill (4 Triumph sc).
2. T. W. Monkhouse (4 Triumph sc).
3. J. Baxter (4 Triumph sc).

Winner's time 46gs.

1.

2.

3.

ri6
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, £.0-4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjecls.

I

A Lightweight Consumption.

I ride a 1919 2{ h.p. Levis, and

^^ the petrol consumption lately has
- y been excessive. It is only doing
-i-i about 45 m.p.g. Can you tell

me how to remedy this ? The
bicycle is fitted with an Aniac carbu-
retter with a 24 jet. There is no belt

slip, but the engine gets overheated
after runnijig a few miles. As far as I

can tell, the petrol level is correct.

—

A.R.H.B.

The details you give are quite insufficient

;o enable us to suggest the cause of the

n'ouble. It is possible that the carburetter
is flooding, or may be the ignition timing
has slipped, thus causiiig a late spark,

which' is especially detrimental to good
results in a two-stroke engine. The cylin-

der may also require decarbonising,
-especially in the region of the exhaust
"port.

Building a Machine.

(1.) Having recently purchased^ a 4 h.p. 50^ twin J. A. P. engine,

^ bore and stroke of which I under-
-i-l stand to be 60 x 76 mm., I intend

fitting this up with a two-speed
Albion gear box, but being unacquainted
with the merits of this particular type

of engine, so far as revolutions are

concerned, I .am in doubt as to what
gear ratios to employ. (2.) What size

of sprockets and pulleys do you recom-
mend on the gear box, engine-shaft, and
back wheel? (3.) What make of carbu-

retter would you advLse for flexibility?

(4.) Is there any particular type of

magneto most suited for this engine?

(5.) I am fitting 26in. x 2iin. wheels to

this machine. Do you consider this

quite heavy* enough?—A.A.B.

(1 and 2.) You will not be able to obtain

any variation from standard in the size of

the sprocket and pulley fitted to the gear

box which you intend purchasing, and the

belt rim also you will probably have to

obtain in a standard size, such as 18in.

or 19in. The only variation you will be
able to make will be in the size of the

crankshaft sprocket, which you will have
lo have specially made. We would suggest
that a gear in the neighbourhood of 6 to 1

would be most suitable for this engine.

The rule for finding gear ratio is to

multiply the diameters or number of teeth

of all the driving wheels, and also to

multiply the similar dimensions of the
driven wheels. Di\ade the latter product
by the former to obtain the ratio. (3.)

^Almost any well-known make of carbu-
R'etter would suit this engine if you obtain
^pne of the correct size. It would b«

advisable to consult the makers of the

engine, however, as they will be able to

inform you of the particular carburetter

which they have found to be most satis-

factory. (4.) You will, of course, require

a 50° magneto, but we cannot tell you the

direction of rotation, as this depends on
the driving arrangements provided for on
the engine. (5.) 26in. x 2iin. wheels will

be quite in order, but it would be advis-

able to fit 2|in. covers on them.

Defective Drip Feed.

I have trouble with the drip

feed of my B.S.A. The oil flows

down quite freely when engine
is stopped, but once the machine
is going the oil stays in the

glass. I have often cleaned the little

pen steel disc, etc., but with no im-

provement. Can you say why it does
not work? I have to stop every four

miles to let the oil go down.—B.W.
Possibly the trouble is due to the small

ball valve between the oil pump and the

drip feed sight body. Y'ou will be able

to dismantle and clean this on removing
the small set screw which you will find

beside the gland nut at the top of the

pump. If this is clear, andi'if the pen

steel nou-return valve is also working,

the oil pump .should work correctly

provided the crankshaft air-release is

clear.

Chain Adjustments.

(1.) There is a little wrong with

^ the gears of my 3^ h.p. Sunbeam,

V and I wish to- take down the gear

-LI box. Please give details how to

take this down, i-egarding clutch

plates and sprocket. (2.) If repair is

necessary on examination, would it be

advisable to send the box to the makers?

(3.) Back chain, I find on turning the

wheel, is slack at one place ; turning a

little further it becomes tight. What
is the necessary adjustment to effect a

remedy?—H. H.

(1.) You should obtain the makers' in-

struction booklet, as this will give you
all the details you require. Dismantling

the gear box is a fairly simple operation,

as it is quite obvious when you take the

box off the frame what parts must be

removed
;

j'ou can scarcely go wrong in

this. (2.) As you do not state the natui'e

of the trouble we cannot advise you on
this point. If any parts are defective,

you would probably be able to replace

them yourself. (3.) This trouble is

usually experienced on all chain-drive

machines. When adjusting the chains

you should try them in various positions,

and take care that the adjustment is

correct when the chain is at its tightest

point.

HIGH SPEEDS WITH A SIDECAR.

60 m.p.h. is glibly spoken of by many motor cyclists, but few ever accomplish that speed

solo, much less with a sidecar. Here Is G. W. Walker (Norton) travelling at over a miie a

minute—a photograph obtained at the recent speed trials at Chatsworth Park.
CI7
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An Uncontrolled Dog.

While riding a motor cycle

along a highway, a dog, which
was behind its master, suddenly
bolted out at me right under the

front wheel, and as a result

I have been laid up three weeks with
injuries to my knee. The machine itself

is not much damaged. My friends advise

me to sue the owner of the dog for

damages. I shall be obliged for your
reply to the following questions. I

may mention that the machine is not

insured for accident—nor am I. (1.)

Do you think I have a good claim for

damages? (2.) Should I interview the

o>\'ner of the dog and thereby try to

settle the matter with him ; or (3.) Is

it better to place the matter straight

into the hands of my solicitor? (4.) I

am told that I have a good claim, as all

dogs are supposed to be under control

on the highway. Is this correct? (5.)

I can get witnesses who all say the

dog deliberately charged out at me.
Will this make the case stronger?—G.F.

(i.) No, unless you can show that the dog
.was to the owner's knowledge in the

habit of rushing in front of motor cycles.

(2.) Yes. (3.) This would be a waste of

money, unless there is evidence to sup-

port the ansAver to No. 1. (4.) No, the

law is quite clear that the owner of a dog
is not liable for an act of a vicious or

mischievous kind, unless it is known to

the owner that the animal had that parti-

cular vice or mischievous propensity
previously. - •

, -

Raising the Gear.

Would you kindly give me
your expert advice upon the
following questions, as I con-
template purchasing an Army
Triumph renovated by the

makers? (1.) The number of teeth on
the engine sprocket to give between
4^- and 4| to 1 on top, as I understand
the standard ratio is 5 to 1, and con-

sider this rather low for solo work.
(2.) What 28 x Sin. tyres will fit the
Triumph rims and clear the forks, and
what effect will these tyres have with
regard to gear ratio and speedometer
readings? (3.) Could I fit a pair of

4 h.p. Douglas 1920 type front forks to

a Triumph, and what effect would
they have on the rake of the steering,

etc.? At present I own a 2| h.p.
Douglas and have also had a twin
Zenith, and understand about keeping
the revs, up by using my gears.—A.B.

(1.) You will find it very difficult to
obtain a larger sprocket, although the
makers may be able to supply one with
seventeen teeth instead of the standard
sixteen. (2.) You will probably find that
Palmer cord tyres, size 28x3 will fit 26 x2|
rims of the Triumph, but the makers do
not guarantee them to do .so. The 28in.
tyre, of course, has the effect of raising
the gear slightly, and it causes the speetlo-
rneter to give a lower reading than the
actual speed obtained. You can calculate
tlie difference by working out the circum-
feience of the two sizes of tyres and

,

dividing these figures into one mile, thus
finding out the number of revolutions the
wheel will make in each case. (3.) It
might be possible to fit a pair of 4 h.p.
Douglas forks to the Triumph, but you
would require special hall races to suit '

the 1'riuiiiph head lug.

Ci8

Excessive Oil Consumption.

I . bought a 3g h.p. J.A.P.-

^1 engined 1914 motor cycle six

> months ago. The engine pulls
-2J well when cold, and for about a

mile. Then it overheats (especi-

ally the crank case) owing to shortage
of oil. It consumes about one quart
of oil every forty miles (B.B.), and even

. then does not get enough. I have just
had it rebushed and new rings at a
first-class works. The timing of the
valves and ignition is correct. There
is absolutely no oil leakage any-
where, and it is not being burnt in the
combustion head, as the exhaust is

practically colourless. The engine is

mechanically perfect. Can you state

any reason why this engine uses so
much oil?—G.AiB.

The oil consumption of your engine is

excessive, but without examination we
are at a loss to give you any useful advice,
aSi from your description, the whole of
the working parts are in good order. We
can only suppose that one or more of the
new beai-ings is too tightly fitted, and it

will be advisable to remove the cylinder
and make sure that all parts are moving
freelv.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sa ., Aug. 21st

—

York and District M.C. Open Hill-dimb
at Sutton Bank.

Mon., Aug. 23rd, to SaL, Aug. 28t'3-

A.C.U. Six Days Trial Darl'nglon as a
centre.

Sat., Sept. 4th—
Scoltish Speed Champlonsliipi at St.

Andrews.

Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Nov. 29th Dec. 4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Speed and Consumption.

In an argument with a friend

^1 the other day on the subject of

> jets I advanced the opinion that,

-^ no matter what size the jet may
be, the petrol consumption is

always the same for a given speed. I

do not profess to know much about
carhuretters, so for the sake of con-
venience I would take the Senspray as

an example. Supposing, on a 5^ h.p.

machine on top gear, I can do 50 m.p.h.
on full throttle with a 38 jet ; then
with a 40 jet I can do more, say 55
m.p.h., on full throttle, therefore to
get 50 m.p.h. with the 40 jet the
throttle will riot need to be open quite
fully. Similarly, with a 42 jet, the
throttle will not need to be open

.
as

much as it was with the 40 jet in order
to get the 50 m.p.h., and so on, until
the jet is of such a size that the mixture
will be too rich if the throttle is open
wide. The fact that the tlrrottle will

have to be opened less, the larger the
jet, to get the 50 m.p.h. seems to point
tO' my supposition that the amount of
petrol used at a given speed is a
constant. Am I coiTect?—F.C.S,

In a properly designed cai-bm-etter there
is only one correct size of jet, and any
other .'^ize will aft'ect the running or petrol
consumption, although to what extent
depends entirely on the particular carbu-

retter in use. Provided that the carbu-

retter is correctly adjusted for the par-

ticular size of jet in use, it is presumabl6
that the petrol consumption for a given

distance at a given speed will be constant.

In the instance you mention, we should
imagine that, if you can attain the same
speed with a smaller throttle opening by
inci'easing the jet, the consumption will be
raised owing to the higher velocity of the

air stream over the jet orifice.

A Sidecairiei.

I require an attachment for a
7-9 h.p. Indian motor cycle to

enable me to carry a light load

daily over a practically level road.

Would you kindly enlighten me
on the following points? (1.) Which
would be the more satisfactory : an

'

ammunition carrier or a specially-built

carrier? (2.) The dimensions of an
ammunition carrier? (3.) ; The maxi
mum load I could carry with- a inachine
of this power?—J.B.G. "

(1.) As you do not state the' nature of

the goods which you have to carry, we
cannot give you much assistance in sug-
gesting the type of body you should
use. (2.) We regret that vpe have not
got the dimensions. (3.) Thfe maximum
load you can carry depends upon the
design of the sidecar chassis. Given a

properly constructed and ' substantial
attachment, you should be able to take
a load of about 2 cwt.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
'A.E.S." (Colne).—Grade gear.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newport to Hastingleigh.—R.E.
Newport, Chepstow, Gloucester, Ciren-

cester, Faringdon, Wantage, - Didcot,
Beading, Wokingham, Bracknell, Staines,

Kingston, Sutton, Croydon, Westerham,
Sevenoaks, Ashford, Hastingleigh.

LeIGHTON BuZZAKD to WESTON-.St;PER-
Maee.—H.G.R.

Leighton Buzzard, Wing, Aylesbury,
Thame, Oxford, Kingston Bagpuze,
Faringdon, Highworth, Cricklade, Minety,
ilalmesbury, Easton Grey, Acton Turvill'e,

Tormarton, Bristol, Bedminster Bridge,
Congresbury, Worle, Weston-super-Mare.

Grimsby to Torquay.—J.C.C.
Grimsby, Laceby, Caistor, Market

Rasen, Lincoln, Newark, Leicester,
Lutterworth, Rugby, Dunchurch,
Southam, Gaydon, Kineton, Shipston-on-
Stour, Broadway, Winchcombe, Chel-
tenham, Leckhampton, Painswick, Stroud,
Nailsworth, Leighterton, Bath, Radstock,
Shepton Mallet, Ilchester, Ilminster,
Chard, Yarcombe, Honiton, Exeter,
Exminster, Teignmonth', Torquay.

Birmingham to Hastings.—A.A.H.
Birmingham, Stratford, Shipston, En-

stone, Woodstock, Oxford, Littlemore,
Dorchester, Benson, Nettlebed, Henley-
on-Thames, Wargrave, Twytord, Hurst,
Wokingham, Bracknell, Bagshot, past
Bisley Camp, Warplesdon, Stoughton,
Guildford, Shalford, Cranleigh, Hor-
sham, CoM{-fo!d, Partridge Green, Stey-
ning. Old Shoreham, New Shoreham,
Brighton, Lewes, Wilmington, Revesby,
Bexhill-on-Sea, St. Leonards, Hastings. -
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^Mici Jimic m
m

r| THE DRONE OF THE ENGINE, RISING AND FALLING
11 ACCORDING TO SPEED. THE HUM-OFTHE WHEELS

ON THE OPEN ROAD IS MUSIC TO THE EAR OF THE
MOTOR CYCLIST.

m- THERE IS MUSIC AND HARMONY ALL THE WAY FOR
11 THE OWNER OF A WELL-TUNED ENGINE.

T GODFREY'S BEING ENTHUSIASTIC MOTOR CYCLISTS,
11 TAKE THE KEENEST INTEREST IN EVERY MACHINE

THEY SEND OUT. THE Y DO NOT SELL MOTOR CYCLES
AS SO MUCH METAL, KNOWING LITTLE (AND CARING
LESS) OF THEIR POTENTIALITIES. IT IS THEIR AIM
TO SEE THAT EACH MACHINE HAS THE PROPER NOTE
AND IS PERFECT IN EVERY DETAIL.

AT THE MOMENT we can give immediate delivery of:

A.B.C., BLACKBURNE, COVENTRY EAGLE,
LEVIS, and SCOTT Motor Cycles.

We can also supply from stock new models of any of the following makes: n

ALLON, ARIEL, CALTHORPE, CEDOS, CLYNO, DIAMOND, IMPERIAL,
INVICTA, LEA FRANCIS, O.K. UNION, RUDGE MULTI, WOOLER.

EARLY DELIVERY OF—
A.J.S., B.S.A., INDIAN, MATCHLESS, N.U.T., TRIUMPH, ZENITH.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—
SIDECAR COMBINATION?.

1920 3i h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed, Idck-starter and clutch, and
Canoelet K.4 Sidecar, semi-T.T. or touring handle-

bars £150
191+ 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Xombinatiou, M.A.G. engine,

3-speed, chain drive, all lamps, horn, and luggage
grid ". £150

1916 "h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, 3-speed, chain drive,

spring franre, coachbuiit Sidecar £160
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD and Sidecar, lamp, horn, and speedo-

meter, not overhauled ; the propertv of a customer £100
1920 S h.p. BLACKBURNE and Sidecar, spare wheel and

tjTe, horn, lamps, speedometer, luggage grid .... £210
1916 7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus and Sidecar, spring frame,

electric equipment, speedometer, luggage carrier . . £160
1919 7 h.p. Powerplus INDIAN Combination, twin engine,

3-speed, chain drive, kiclt-starter, electrically

equipped, horn, and luggage carrier. In good
lunning order, not o\'erhauled £175

1920 3"i h.p. SCOTT Combination, 2-speed, kick-starter,

3in. tyres, electrically equipped, hood, screen, speedo-
meter, horn, very little used, condition as new .... £180

WD. Models—
7-9 h.p. INDIAN, ispecd. and coachbuilt Sidecar £165
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 3-spced £145
5-6 h.p. ROVER Combination. 3-spced £145

SOLO M4CHIN'='S.
1915 Standard DOUGLAS, 2-speed, electric lighting, hom £68
1920 3J h.p. SCOTT, 2-5peed, sporting model, semi-T.T.

or touring bars £12S
1915 2j h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed. Enfield gear £55

:ih.p. TRIUMPH Junior. 2-stroke, 2-3pecd, Klaxon
honi £B0

;i h.p. TRIUMPH Junior. 2-stroke, 2-speed £62
:J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, kick-starter, and
clutch, lady's model , £55

1913 34 h.p. SCOTT, 2-spced. chain drive £60
1915 24 h.p. ALLON, 2-speed, lamp, generator, and rear

light £65

W.D. Models—
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, kick-starter, and clutch, re-

enamcllcd and plated £98
7-9 h.p. INDIAN, solo, 3-5peed £125

1919

1919
1915

EASY TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED WITHOUT DIFFICULTY.

IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH GODFREY'S.

Godfrey's l™
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.I.

'PHCNE: 7091, MAYFAIR (2 lines.)

!i!i Mi!i!i!i! i!i!ilm!lli
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MIDLAND
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
TUBES AND BELTS.

PRICES.
26x2j
26x2i

ALL
SIZES.

67/6 }
P" "''^'•

NOTE: USE "AERO" GOLF BALLS.

MIDLANDS I GUARANTEE
MEAN MOBE MILEAGE TO SATISFY EVERY CUSTOMER

THE MIDLAND RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Head Offi.e and Works: RYLAND STREET, BIRMINGHAM
London - - 36, Causton Street, Westminster, S.W.I
Dubli. 12, Great Brunswick Street

1920 -lAMtETN
£165.

TANDEM

TAMPLIN SUCCESSES.
1. NAILSWORTH LADDER HILL-CLIMB (Gradient 1 in 2}), Mono-

cr.r Class.—Clean Ascent.

2. JUNIOR CAR CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.—Gold Medal.

3. LONDON-EXETER —Gold Medal (t Car entered).

4. LONDON-LAND'S END.—Silver Medal. Clean Ascent ol Porlock Hill

(1 Car entered).

£. JUNIOR CAR CLDB FUEL CONSUMPTION TEST.—102 Miles per

Gallon. (Lowest actual consumption).

6. LONDON-MANCHESTER RUN.—Two Gold Medals (2 Cars entered).

7. ALMS HILL CLIMB. J.C.C. EVENT.—Clean Ascent with passenger

and full equipment. Gear 13 to 1.

LATEST SUCCESS.
AT SOUTH HARTING HILL CLIMB. J.C.C. Event, July 2«li.—Fastest

Ascent of any Touring Two-seater in 1,100 c.c. Class.

Also winner of Monocar Class.

Price £ 1 SO pius 10 /o Accessories extra.

Enquiries: THE TAMPLIN ENG. CO..
KINGSTON ROAD, STAINES, MIDDX.
Phone : 189 Staines. ^l^«^i^"«i^i«««"^B«

For Speciflcation see onr alternate

anmmncement appearing fortniKlitly.

Tubular box spanners.

2i

H.P. CEDOS TWO
STROKE

PRICE yO GUINEAS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ,

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

S.G.S. MOTORS LTD.,
167 ALBERT ROAD, POLLOKSHIELDS.

GLASGOW.

Our latest model ot Combined Sidecar Hood and Screen The whole
folds back and is contained in a neat and compact envelope.

W. D. XA1,BERX &. CO.,
46 and 48, Sun Street. LONDON. E.O.2.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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was the only Light Car or Cycle Car to win a

Gold Medal in the Scottish Six Days.
At

Brooklands, Aug. 2nd. All Three Races
for Light Cars and Cycle Cars was won by MORGANS, driven by Mr. W. D. Ware and
Mr. W. D. Hawkes. Mr. Wares fastest time was 69J M.P.H. with a side-valved 977 cc-
J.A.P. engine in the 8|in. Light Car Long Handicap.

INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS GRENOBLE GOLD MEDAL.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Malvern Link.

This is a real Grip^
the Grip you need.

M OST motor cyclists are

now aware of the bene-

fits to be derived from

using the Pedley Pneu-

matic grips—the grips which
have eliminated tired and
aching wrists.

NaturaOy, the sale of Pedley Grips

has increased enormously but

we are again in the happy
position of being able to give

our usual prompt delivery.

You should get ii. touch
with us.

J PfiDLEY& SON.LTD
Oxford Works.Birmingham.

London Address^WHolywellLaiie

CreatlastcrnStrectEC

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C23
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HERE IS
THE FAMOUS

KICK-STARTER MODEL

GRAD Ora"
WITH FREE ENGINE

JUST THE THING
lor motor cyclists with single

eear machines.

Gives gear ratios from 4 to ito
i lo I free engine, and kick-

jtarter,

'I link vJiat u means to be ahU
lo start your engine itom thi

'addle.

IN TWO HOURS
the pulley can be fitted by an?-
one to Triumphs, Bradburys,
Precisions, Nortons, B.S.A.,

T.D.C., etc.

~,^

^mT^
^'.MMBi
W9X^.^mWp'm ':•- V... ^ft

^w^^^
PRICES for 1920 Kick

Starter Models.

We can now supply /or

J.A.P. and otherengines

requiring a recessed

pulley.

ror Machines up to 4i n.p., ^£12 O O Postage, 4/6 extra

For Machines up to 6 h.p., £12 10 O Postage, 4/6 ctra

Special Models lor Jap ;ingines, 10/-ejctri.

Full instructions for fitting; supplied with each pulley.

Delivei-v 'From S'tock.

BiRADroRPniUG

!\lrfuGIil
JJP

The PJvg vJth eiitir̂ new ^tires

MICR^ETER I

ADJUSTMENT ^

ALL MI(A INSULATION

Car B
Pattern

TYPE "MW'

When ordering please state make of
motor cycle or engine.

,THIS MODEL IS FOR,

TWO =STROKE
MACHINES
with Outside Flywheels.

THE . . """"O

GRADO
Countershaft
Chain-cum-
Belt variable

Gear, with

handle to start.

gives you a free

engine and any
gear Can be
fitted in two
hours to any

machine.

U is the finest

Gear ever made.

Price, all complete with chain, sprocket,

adapter, etc., £12 0.

ORDER TO-DAY.

GRADO LTD., Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Barraclough-Parker Ltd.
"

Electrical & Mechanical Engineers,

Thornton - BRADFORD H

BHBHBBBBnaB
In answering the«c advertisements it in dcsi.

ARDEN 2i h.p.

TWO-STROKE ENGINES

ARDEN PATENT

PRESSED STEEL FORKS

PROMPT DELIVERY.

NO AGENTS.

TbeArden Motor Co., Ltd.,

BERKSWELL,
Near COVENTRY.

able to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,
NEW MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

RUDGE IWULTWIN 7-9 h.p £147
BLACKBURNE 8 h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. .. .. £180
BLACKBURNE 8 h.p. Twin, with Henderson Elite sidecar .. .. .. .. .. £225
MATCHLESS MODEL H, Combination, spare wheel £205
HUMBER 4^ h.p Flat Twin, 3-speed clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. .. .. £140
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. ,. .. .. £135
RUDGE I.O.M., 3 J h.p- Multi and clutch £110 5
HARLEY-DAVlbSON, 5 h.p. Sports model flat twin .. .. > £164 9 10

JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £190
NEW IMPERIAL S h.p. Combination £186 18
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2 J h.p., 2-speed clutch and kick-starter . . . . .

.

£85
COULSON B, 4 h.p., 3-speed Sports model .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £110 5
VERUS, 2j h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. £110 5

VERUS, 4 h.p. Blackburne 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. .. .. £127 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, all chain drive . . . . .

.

£130
BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 8h.p. Blackburne engine, electric lighting, 2-seater body, spare wheel, etc. £280
COULSON B, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring frame .. .. .. .. £110 5
COULSON B, 2| h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, spring .. .. .. .. .. £99 15
COULSON B, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. £127 10
COULSON B, 2j h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter .. .. .. £110 5
VERUS, 2j h.p., 2-stroke 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. .. .. £80
VERUS, 2| h.p. 2-stroke, single speed. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £60
H.B., 2 j h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter .. .. .. .. £99 15

WOOLER, 2 J h.p. flat twin, variable gear, touring models .. .. .. .. .. £102
WOOLER, 2.1 h.p. Flat twin, variable gear. Semi t.T. Model, with footboards . . .

.

£103 10
O.K., Villiers 2-speed, best value for money .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £65
CALTHORPE J.A. P., 2I h.p., Enfield 2-speed .. .; £74 11 plus 5%
CALTHORPE, 2| h,p., 2-strokc, Enfield 2-5peed .. £71 8
P.V., 2| h.p., Villiers 2-speed, spring frame .. .. .. .. .. .. £75 plus 5%
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch .. .. ., .. .. .. .. £75
DIAMOND' 2.V h.p. Sports model £62 3

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2I h.p., single speed, V'illie's engine £67 1

EXCELSIOR, 2? h.p J.A.P., 2-speed £78
EXCELSIOR, 2fh. p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed - .. £67
PAX, 2^ h.p., Blackburne engine, 2-speed .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £96 12

COVENTRY-EAGLE 25 h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 h.p. Mag. model
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 h.p. Mag. model and sidecai

£90 6
£193 1 6

£235 1 6

SPECIAL OFFER.
O.K. JUNIOR,2| h.p. Union engine, Hutchinson tyres, B. and B. Carburetter, C.A.V.

very best finish throughout. Finest value on the market. Cash £50 8 or £16
and 12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £3 3 0.

SOME SRECIAU BARGAINS.

Magneto,

16 down

1920
MATCHLESS H,
dynamo lighting,
hood-screen, speedo.,

unscratched, t230

1919
JAIWIES 5-6 h.-p.,

twin and sidecar,
splendid condition,

£130

1920
MATCHLESS H.
dynamo lighting,
as new in every re*

spect, £225

1910
INDIAN 7-9 h.p.

combination, electrically

equipped, as new
throughout, £175

1920
H A R 1. E Y and
Dinky Sports Sidecar,
over £40 worth of

accessories, £220

1920
N. U. X., Mag.
dynamo, 3i h.p. twin,
speedometer, etc., as

new, £155

1920
Z E N I X H and
Swan Sports Sidecar,
all accessories, £210

1919
INDIAN 7-9 h.p..

reconstructed, enam-
elled and pl.ited,£125

1920SCOXX 3J h.p.

2-speed, all lamps and
horn, unscratched, as

new, £130

191SCLYNO combina-
tion, re-enamelled and
plated, as new in

every respect, £140

We hold the largest stock
o f guaranteed motor
cycles in the United King-
dom. Let us know your

requirements.

SIDECARS! SIDECARS! SIDECARS!
Actually in stock over 50 sidecars. All
leading makes and suitable for all types
of machines.
HENDERSON CANOELET MILLFORD
BAMCO HARLEY WATSONIAN

Swan Sports from £30

Any machine may be pur-
chased by paying half
down. Balance in 12
monthly instalments. No
extended payment orders
can be accepted outside

England.

TRADE SUPRUIED.
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'Phone—Croy Ion 2450. Grams—" Track, Croydon."

231
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In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B27
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"II
a

MLi r%.
151, High St., Walthamstow.

'Phone—Walthamslow 169
'G'fams

—
" Cyclotomo, Phone, Lon-'on

"

1

50, High Rd., Wood Green.
'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I,
'Phone- Mussum 497S
Grams—"Lamoiy, Eusroad, Londoti."

NEW EVIACHISMES in Stock
CALTHORPE 2-stroke 74 19

CALTHORPE-J.A.P 78

ARIEL combination 152

ARIEL solo 120

NEW HUDSON 75

LEA FRANCIS 3J h.p 130

ROVER 3i- h.p;, t.T., 3-speed 149

HARLEY-DAVIDSON electric.

7-9 h.p 195

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4 h.p . . 164

HARLEY-DAVIDSON F

'

and sidecar 247

JAMES combination, 4^ h.p. . . 170

JAMES combination, 5-6 h.p. . . 215

JAMES 2^ h.p., 2-speed 75

BLACKBURNE and sidecar,

4 h.p . . .165
DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2| h.p. ... 84

DIAMOND single speed, 2h h.

O.K. JUNIORS single speed

6

65

10

10

10

10

185

60

160

65

93
^4NEW IMPERIAL solo

B.S.A. combination, 4j h.p

CLYNO 2f h.

.p.

p-

SCOTT 31 h.p

A.B.C. solo

RUDGE MULTI 3i h.p., I.O.M.

63

50

89

152

75

140

150

110

5

10

5

PyEARLY NEW.
1920 TRIUMPH solo

1920 TRIUMPH and Sunbeam
sidecar

1920 TRIUMPH and Gloria

sidecar 170
1920 COULSON 2| h.p. and

accessories 85
1920 COULSON 4 h.p , comb. 133

DEFERRED TERWSS— I dc

1920 NEW IMPERIAL 2f h.p.

and accessories

1920 NEW IMPERIAL and

Swan sidecar

LEVIS Popular ...

1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
and Bulbous H.D. sidecar. .

1920 ENFIELD 6 h.p

1919 ENFIELD lightweight. . .

.

1919 ENHELD 8 h.p., dynamo
lighting

1919 ENFIELD comb., 6 h.p. ..

1920 A.B.C, ridden 100 miles. .

1919 JAMES 2| h.p

1920 RUDGE 5-6 h.p., comb. ..

1920 ROVER 5-6 h.p.. comb. ..

1920 W00LER2f h.p

1920.INDIAN 7-9 h.p

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p.. o
and accessories

1920 N.U.T. solo

1920 COVENTRY EAGLE
1920 P. & M. combination

1920 QUADRANT 135

1919 W.D. HARLEY-
DAVIDSON 110

W.D. DOUGLAS 65

SECONDHAND.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

and H.D. sidecar ........

1917/20 KING DICK 6-7 comb.
1916B.S.A., asnew
1917 LEVIS
1916 NEW imperial" and

accessories

1915 WOLF 29

1914 TRIUMPH 65

75

160

lb.

63

160

210

120

100

170

185

85

175

1916

140

110

95

50

52 10

10

and 11 monthly payments (with certain exception).

DISCOUNTS allowed off easy payment price if account be paid in 1, 3, or 6 months.

EXCHAI^CES ARRANGED.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

917-13 Allon, 2-speed. large Lucas lamp. Klaxon,
tools, pump, speeds, undershield, semi-T.T., new

D0x65 Uunlop and 26x2^^ front, very economical and
St, in perfect condition: offers.—Andrew, 2, Madrid
d., Barnes. [2605

LTjLDATS 1918 6-81. p. Twin Combination, S-speod
Stnrmev-Archer, cluteh, K.S., Beech, exception-

Ij- lar(,:e and luxurious Cooper sidecar. Easting screen,
lil accoisories, all in excellent condition ; an excep-
onal tiuaoiit: nearest £180.-40, Suramerfield Cies-

:at, Edgbaston, Birmingliam. [2836

i LLOX de Luxe, ready for holidays, in perfect order,
»- late 1919, only few miles, ail as new, speedometer,
ilaxou, lamps. 2 generators, legshields, unique under-
lield, tools, kick start, all on : £90. No question of
loking for trouble : only reason selling, owner wishes
uy small car: see machine, recognise splendid pur-
!iase; seen by special appointment. — Oatdene,
.lleyn Park, Dulwich. [2408

American X.

920 American X, iust overhauled. per{e<:fc condition,
accessories, with new Mills-Fulford C.B. sidecar:

170.-49. Belvedere Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E. [3357

4 IIERICAN X Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick
A starter, Afillford sidecar, a luxurious mount, just
ilivered.—Graham, Motor Agent, Kirkpatrick. Lock-
•bie. (D) [X8069

919 Americftii X, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, condition as new, mileage less than

50; £135 or near offer.— II. E. Hall, Jun., Westnnr,
onbridge. [X8853

920 American X 7-9h.p. with Grindley super-sprung
Sidecar, hood, and screen, done 1,800 miles, 60

p.g., in perfect order: £175; after 6 p.m.— 76, Vic-
>ria Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [3159

1MERIC.\N X 1917 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kickA ,si-^rr.. luxurious Cooper bulbous sidecar, com-
lete with hood, screen, lamps, horn, perfect through-
ut, small mileage, better than new: £150.-—Photo
nd particulars, 179, .Osmaston Kd., Derby. [3120

Ariel

Bo^ch, good;t KIEL 3iih.p., Bosch, good; £32.—Froude, 55,
»- Montpelier Ed., Peokham, S.E.15. [2767
^YRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol Ariels.-
^ Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. (2267

Q20_ Ariel, shop^soiled, 3;5h.p., £110; also
T.T.: £42.—Ross,

3;5h.p., £110;
?6, High Rd., Lee,

vEIEL 1914 3Vih.p., Bosch mag., P.
_ 2-3peed and freo engine, accessories; £30.-

Erith.

1914
S.E.
[3187

V KIEL 3'l.h.p. Combination ; delivery from stock jit

1- list price.—JR. M. Wright and Co., Ltd,, Newland,
mcolu. [3412
l.WEL 2V2h.p., 1914, lamps; £42.-18, St. Edmund's
1. Terrace, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. 'Phone

:

-ampstead 8600. [2806

916 5-6h.p. Ariel and Sidecar, hood, screen, lamiw,
speedometer, pan seat; £130.—Monk, 6, Sun St.,

altham Abbey. [X8954

920 3'/!,h.p. Ariel, 3-speed countershaft, iust in for
immediate delivery.—Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236

igh Holborn. W.C.I. [9867

?38'10.—Ariel SVjh.p., 1914, sporty machine, new
» holt, good Dualops, adjustable pulley.—189,
^we8 Rd., Brighton. [2191
L EIEL. all modeli, early deliveries; all parts stocked.
•- —P. Spenkman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Ed.,
arpurhey, Manchester. [7414
IRIEL 1919, 3y:,h.p., 3-speed. kick start, complete
^ with lamps, etc., good as new; £95.—Boves, West
111, Retford, Notts. " [2643

and H. lamps.
Eastop.
[2230

3-speed, countershaft, kick
. eauipped, as new; bargain,

Hadleigh, Essex. (D) [2803
IRIEL, 31/oh.p., 3-speed, K.S., 1915. perfect, over-
». hauled by makers, £70; with sidecar, £80 —
ingley. New Rents, Ashford, Kent. [2445

ion, spring
,, ^ . _-, ---....--..- ..--^, ..„-... spares; £160, or
ler.—bauds, The Garage, Kelsall, near Chester. [2269

._ p., 3-speed, countershaft,
... -pring wheel sidecar, small mileage

le condition; best offer.-110, Granby St., Leicester.

•llrp. Ariel. 1911, S-speed hub, clutch, sidecar wfth
•^ wicker and commercial bodies, suitable parcel
'l.iyery, good running order; offers.—Slingo, 11 HvtheHuge tat.. Oxford. [3237
X/-ArrCHOI>E'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.-Ariels. De-
» hvery from stock of 3 brand new 3V,h.p. com-
nations; £152/10: exchange arranged.—Wauchope'^
talloe Lane, London. [2039

kRIEL Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar, in
,-l~,-^ J- Young and Co.. Ltd.. Heath Garageewmarket ('Phone : 214), and 75. Albany St., NWlPhone
: 5476 Museum). [1096

^AUDES'.-Latest 1920 6h.p. twin Ariel, 3-speed»- model, complete with sidecar; £172/10- extual stock; deferred payments arranged.-Maudes'.
Portland St., W.l. [351'7

Pembroke Rd.,

KIELI KIEL 1920 31/Ji.p.,
*- starter, completely
103.—Porter, ~ - -

019 (Oct.) 6-7h.p. Ariel Twin Combinaticy seat-pillar, luggage grid, born, spares-
ler.—Sands, The Garage, Ke
k RIEL Combination, 3Voh ]

»- 1914. C.B. spring wlieel

10, Gt.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
NEW 1920 MODELS.

SOLO.
HARLEY-DAVIDSOK, 7-9 h.p., electric £192 17
HARLEY-DAVIDS0N,7-gh.p., magneto . £184 11
VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60
VERUS, 23 h.p., Blackburne engine £110 5
VERUS, 4 h.p., Blackburne engine £126
P.v., spring frame, 2| h.p., 2-speed, slightly

soiled (less 10%) £78 15
METRO-TYLER, i\ h.p., 2-5peed, slightly

soiled (less 10%) £69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new model £95 18
PORTLAND, 2i h.p., 2-spced £60
CLYNO, 2\ h.p., speed, clutch £75
NUMBER, 4.V h.p. flat twin £125
RUDGE-MULTI, standard model £110 5
A.B.C., dynamo lighting model £173 12
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports model,

with speedometer £154 2
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p. twin, standard

model £170
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-spesd . . . £73 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p. twin, M.A.G.

engine £130 6
NEWIMPERIAL, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 3-sp. £147
DIAMOND, z\ h.p. Villiers, 2-speed, clutch,

kick-start £84 3
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2? h.p. J.A.P.,

2-specd, clutch, kick-start £84
RUBY, 23 h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, kick-start.

spring frame £1 20

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-speed, complete with

Sidecar £206
QUADRANT, 4 h.o., complete with Side-

car £145
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p. twin, 3-speed £172 10

Actually in stock at time oj going to Press,

SECOND-HAND MODELS.
SOLO.

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. model, 2-5peed.
with re-enamelled tank „ £68

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £70
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., all-chain drive, all

accessories £69
A.V. Monocar, 1920, as new £170

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
DOUGLAS, 1914 model, 3! h.p., 2-sp., kick-

start. Bosch magneto £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

3-spced, W.D. model, complete with
Sidecar £145

ROVER, 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-speed, all-

chain drive, complet? with Sidecar . . £145
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.

1918 and igrg W.D., 7-9 h.p. twin, magneto,
kick start, 3-speed gear, clutch, standard models.

Guaranteed in sound running order.
Solo £110
Combination £145

Trade supplied.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.—A tlnrd purchase
price on delivery of machine, the balance spread
over a period of eight months 7^% extra.

100.MEATPI)I1TIANDST.-V

LONDON W.L- ''''lo

HArrAIRS».HUS[IIN»;T^UDE'si

IOO.mRIS STREET.
• EXETER. -

tclc^iUms.

TCLCPMOKE.
EXtTER 933.-

Motor TVftRT

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, perfect condition,
-Lt/ lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, hand and foot
clutch, luggage carrier, mileage 900; £165.-18,
Shaftesbury Rd., Luton, Beds. (3095

Qih.p. Ariel Combination, iirst-class order, reuphol-
'-'i stered, electric sidecar lamp, tools and spares,
owner-driven; any trial; £115.—Apply, H.T., 23. Mason
Av.. Whitley Bay, Northumberland. [X8796

A RIEL 1916 5-6b.p. Combination, engine A5506.
•^^ Binks. U.H., all tools, many spares. 3 belts, 3
spare tubce, all lights (Lneas), Cameo, apron, spare tour-
ing bars; £126 all on, £115 without accessories: South
Wales district.-Box 441, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2249

ARIEL 1913 4Vjh.p. Underslnng Coachbnilt Com-
bination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick, 3 lamps, Tan-

Sad, exceedingly comfortable roomy sidecar, perfect
running order, just overhauled; any trial, 3 up;
£90, or nearest.-Snow, Nurseryman, Broadstone. [2478

Auto- Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, perfect order; £15, ofEers.-Gibhs. 68.

South St., Bridport, Dorset. [3165

WALL Auto-W^heel, splendid condition, nearly new;
£15.—Apps, 12, Stanley Gardens, Hampstead.

[3043WALL Auto-wheel, complete, with attachment;
£9/10.—Howard, 30, Dawlish Drive, Leigh-on-

Sea. [2604

WALL Auto-Wheel. 1914, good running order, with
controls: £10.—Truscott, Rosewyn Cottage, Truro.

Cornwall. [2677

AUTO Wheel, 1920 Model de Luxe, in stock; im
mediate delivery, £27/10.— Wilkins, Simpson,

opposite Olynpia, London. [2502

AUTO-WHEELS tor Sale (2), excellent ranning order:
1 Wall tandem model, 1 B.S.A. model de luxe.—

Oliver, 17, Willoughby Rd., Acton Vale, London, W.3.
[2778

Bat,

Batrjap, 2-speed, countershaft
cally new condition.—Cole, Stores,

Kh.p,O c

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p. Sporting T.T.,
sound throughout ; £40.-10,

gear, practi-
Little Clacton.

[3226
2-speed, F.E., clutch,

Embden Grove, Man-
[X8955

BAT.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. Countershaft,
3 speeds model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

BAT-J.A.P.
2; £80.-

Padd. 2423.

[X8883

B-lOh.p Combination, sidecar built for

-89, Abbey Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.8
[3458

1 Q20 Bat, Model 4, never been ridden; absolute
-*-t/ bargain. £145, or nearest offer; must be sold.—
lioulton, Smallthorne, Staffs. [2452

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, chain
drive, in good condition, just been overhauled

and repainted: £70.-3, Queen's Gate Place Mews.
S.W.7. [2179

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. 1916 Combination, countershaft
3-speed, kick start, in_ splendid condJf,ion,_ fully

£85.—Allen, 24, Grosvenor Ay.,equipped
S.W.14.

B.Ai.T. 1920 Sh.p
perfect condition,

bargain £170.—Clark,
sington.

East Sheen.
[2S71

Combination, sprung sidecar,

electric lamps, Bluemel screen;
7. Exhibition Rd., South Ken-

[3433

B^

BAT-J.A.P. 8b. p.. Millford 2-seater sidecar, 3-speed,

clutch. K.S., lamps, horn, etc., recently over-

hauled; £95, or near offer; trial.—40, Lr. Richmond
Rd., Putney. [3039

SOMETHING Special.—Sh.p., 90x77j^ o.h.v.. Bat,
appearance, tyres, engine, absolutely as new, tuned

up and prepared by one well known Brooklands rider;

£85.—Lambert, 343a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Behind
Langfiers. [3475

AT-J.A.P. Combination, Sh.p., 3-Rpeed, K.S., 1914
model, stored during war, engine recently over-

hauled -nnd rebushed by makers, top-hole condition, com-
plete £110- after 6 o'clock-—Head, 1, Cumnor Rd.,
Sutton, Surrey. [2414

BRAND New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat, S-speed,

countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all-

chain drive model; £160, solo; or can be fitted with
any make of sidecar to order.—"Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [2044

AT-J.A.P. Sh.p. C.B. Combination, kick starter,
. 2-speed, F.E., clutch, chain drive, Senspray

;

£70, or offer; would exchange for lighter powered com-
bination with cash adjustment. — Apply, by letter,

Sawer, 27, Burnaby Gardens, Gunnersbury. [3271

B'

BEARDMOEE-PRECISION, delivery from
£95.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. W.

BEARUMORE-PKBOISIOKS; delivery

-Grandex, 138, Gray's Inn Ed.. W.D.

Beardmore
stock

:

[3381

7 days; £95.
(1216

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, slightly soiled; £95
with hooter.—Turpin, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

[0202
BEARDMORE-PRECISION, immediate delivery

;

£95.—Seymour and Baker, 215, High St., Lewisham,
S.E. (2233

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement. and the date o£ the issue. B3I
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jMOtor cycles f6r sale,
I

Beardmore
BEAUDMORE-PRECISION; aeliveries from stock;

£95.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the Real Service
Firm, Taunton. [2694

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 1920, lamps, horn,
speedometer, tools, etc., not done 200 miles

;

£87/10.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3311

Black Prince.

BLACK Prince Buckboard; 95 gns.; one for immedi-

j

ate delivery.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. New
|

St., Birmingham. [X8866 '

Blackburne.
"1020 4h.p. Blacklmrne Combination, small mileage:
-L^y ride 50 niilet; to purchaser; snip, £148, complete.
-Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon. [9765

MAUDES'.-Latest 1920 Sh.p. 3-speed model Black-
burne. detachable wheels; £180; ex actual

stock.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3519

"I
41 20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, as new, not

J-t/ -done 200 miles, complete with knee gi^ipe, horn,
and tools, very smart machine; £150; owner bought
car.—Box 7,051, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3273

BLACliBURNE flh.p., 1920, 2,000 miles, no aece^-
Boiies, new driving tyre, 28x3in., spare larger

engine sprocket, evening trial with light sidecar; solo

£110, combination £130, with screen.—Deuchar, 30,
Nuttord" Place, W.l.

.
[2557

BLACKBURNE, 1920, immediate delivery from
stock; 4h.p. solo £135, combination £164; Sh.p.

solo £180, combination £212. Exchanges, extended
terms.—City Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. [0065

Blumfleld.

BLOOMFIELD Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, acces-
sories, smart, good condition ; £70.—Maida Vale

Motor Works. Portsdowu Rd., W. [940?

Bradbury
1 Q20 Bradbury 4h.p., just delivered; list price, £128.
Xt/ —Turnill and North. Peterborough. [2646

BRADBURY.— Ortiar no^,' to avoid disappointment.—
The Walsa!! Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall

r5762
BRADBURY, 2-speed ; £39 coachbuilt sidecar

;

£111.-534, Fulham Ed., Walham Green, Ba.se-

meut. [3579

23,h.p. Bradbury, new tyres, mag., running order;
4 £38.—Larchcroit, Ridgeway Rd., Redhill.

Surrey. Saturday. [2903

BRADBURY Sh.p. 1920 ilodel, new, complete, lamps.
horn, etc.; £145.—Seymour and Baker, 215, Hipb

St., Lewisham, S.E. [2234

4ib.p. Bradbury, Grndo gear, clutch, pillion t^eat.

4 splendid running order; £38.—Turner, 81, Wood
St., High Barnet, Herts. [2471

4h.p. Combination, Bradbury, N.S.U. gear, lamps,
torn, good running order; £50,. or offers.—J. H.

Isaac, 17, Ufford St., S.E.I. [2791

4h.p. Bradbury Combination, kick start, clutch,
Watsonian canoelet C.B. sidecar, Bosch, B. and

B.; £57/10—81, Burford Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [3076

BRADBURY. 1920. 4h.p. model, just delivered. 2
speeds, kick starter, with MilHord sidecar;

£124/5.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.. Acton, W.3.
[X8983

BRAND New 4h.p. Bradburv 3-speed Countershatt
Model, fitted with Grindley sidecar, immediate

delivery: list price.—Longworth's, 30, Borough Rd.. Sea-
combe, Wallasey. [2254

"jQ14 Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, kick start,
-L *y clutch model, nearly new ; £75, or exchange
with higher power.—27, Cbipka St. East, Ferry Rd.,
Cubitt Town, E. [2510

BRAND New 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, kick start,

fitted with Burbury coachbuilt sidecar, Immediate
delivery: £125.—Longworth's, 30, Borough Ed.. Sea-
comhe, A^alhisey. [2253

BRADBURY 4Vih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, mag.,
Binks carburetter, lamps, .etc., good order; £45

(>! nearest offer at Exuioutli, Devon.—Box 454. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [2883

"I
Q14-15 Bradbury 4Vih-P- Coachbuilt Combination,

-L«^ 2-speed countershaft, Inrape. horn, spares, over-
hauled ; any trial ; £65,—Auckland, Brancfister Drive,
Boultham, Lincoln. [3236

BRADBURY Red, 4h,p. or 4i^h.p.. T.T. bars, clutch,
tree, Bosch uiag., B. and B., long exhaust, good

limning order; 43 gns.— G. - Hollingshead, Pambpt.
Basingstoke, Hants. [2350

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, Watsonian
coachbuilt sidecar, Easting wind screen, tyres new

condition, all accessories; any trial; £65.-13, Beaulieu
Villas, Finsbury Park, N.4. [2290

BRADBURY 1914 4-'^h.p. Combination, Sturmey-
Archcr 3-speed, excellent condition, not used

since 1915, new belt. Lucas lamp, horn, etc., any trial;
what offers? 'Phone: Chi.'jwick 1211 or Boxmoor 62.
-Write, Box 7.087, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3436

Brough.

T.T. 3V.?h.p. Brough, 2-spGed, grand machine; £70.—
Minrliin Motor Mart, 39, Penrhyn Rd., Kinp-

bton-on-Thamc3. [3459

,

173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away.
4 h.p. DOUGS.AS Combination £170

2} h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105

2i h.p. DOUGLAS, nithout clutch £100

Other New Machines in Stock.

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, IsperA £80 17

2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and
kicli-starter £89 5

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Combina-
tion £186 18

35 h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.-A.G.

engine £130
JAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke £75
OLYMPIC, 2-speed, 2-stroke, with clutch

and kick-starter £80
DIAMOND, 2 stroke, single-gear £56 10

4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and Side-

car £152
5S h.p. RUDGE-MULTI,Isleof Man model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed. 2-stroke, clutch, and kick-

starter £85
8 h.D. ZENITH, sports model. £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190

Second-hand Machines.

1915 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS : . . £60
1916 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65

1915 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £100
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH an i accessories £90
1920 2-stroke 2-spee'' JAMES and accessorie: £72
1,20 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Cornbiuation and

accessories £162
Victory Model MATCHLESS, Sidecar, and

accessories - £150
1915 A.J.S. and Sidecar, all accessories .... £135
1920 2.i h.p. 3-speed DOUGLAS, Lucas lamps,

speedometer, complete £100
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £115
1917 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar, and acces-

saries £11(;

Sidecars in Stock.

CANOELET, lor H.irley-Dav'idson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5

CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Sldff £27 15 6

E.1SY TAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
M.\CHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps,

and other Actessories.

L

CAR DEPOT

:

378, EustoiY Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

quick sale,

rX906U

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough. '

T.r. Countershaft Brough, 1916, S'/ah.p., o.v., 3.A.
3-speed, clutch, kick start; 70 gns.—6, Monnt

Pleasant Rd., Ealini;, W.5. [3122

BROUGH, special £16 new parts, K.S., S.A. 3.

speed, satisfaction guaranteed; nearest £100,
quick sale.—Rectory, Castlegate, ThLrsk. [2628

1 Q20 5h.p. Brough and Splendid Sidecar, hood, screen,
M-iJ lamps, grid, cover, tube, valves; photo; first

£150 secures.—71, Churchill At., Foleshill, Coventry.
tX9063

1 Ci20 Brough Sh.p,, lamps, horn, oversize Dimloy,
J-V spares, unscratebed, condition as new ; nearest
fl36.—57, Mandalny St., Baaford, JfottingLam. (Aftei

6 p.m.) [X8962

LATE 1919 6-6h.p. Brough, with Grindley sidecnr,
hood, wind screen, lantps, horn, etc. ; a bargain,

£155, or neare.st ofler; any trial.—Gee, Decorator, Sutton-
in-Ashfleld, Notts. [X852a

BBODGH Combination, 5h.p., 1919, mileage 1,000,
perfect condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, chaii

Tan-Sad, luxurious *^idefar, cost £50, fitted hcod, car.

tains, wind screen: £180. no oilers.—Iddon. 309, Holilej-

ness Ed., Hull. [2258

Brown.
BROWN Motor Cycle, fixed engine, good mag., tyres.

etc.; £17.—Yelf, Shipston-on-Stour, Worcester
shirs. [213=

BROWN Combination, 3-speed, clutch, 4h.p.; S68
or exchange.— 57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane,

London, S.E. [349E

Sh.p. Brown, new s.iddle, mag., new parte, in tip-tor
running order; £25, or offers.—.—Apply, 18, Alma

Rd., Wind.-or. [253E

j Q 14 Brown 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, large side-

-»-*/ car, good condition, ride away; £57/10.-34,
Manor Rd., Erith, Kent.

'
[2361

BROWN Combination, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,
Bosch mag., complete lamps, etc., new condition

owner giving up owing to illness; £85.-157. Homes
dale Rd., Bromley, Kent. [216t

B.S.A.

B.S.A. 2-speed Model, fully equipped

;

£55.—Shaw, Motor Works, Perth.

B.S.A.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, booking orders

for all models : rotation deliveries. [5761

"IQ20 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Model K Combination, liraiKl

-•-" new; £149.—Freeman, 50, Brighton Ed., Redliill,

[2SES

1 Q20 B.S.A. Twin, new, in stock; list price-Ed-
-L»/ wards and Co., 50, -Harrington Rd., S.W.7.

[3105

B.S.A. Combinations from stock at list prices.—A. J.

Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket.
Phone: 214.

'

[1095

1 Q20 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, new 5 weeks
J-f ago; price with spares, £165.—Foulkes. Shaw-
bury, Salop. [33be

B.S.A. Combination 4h.p., 3-speed, Easting screen
as new; £95.—Wilkins, 1, Pitcairn Rd., Mitcham

3.W. Tel : City 628 - [348'i

B.S.A. (Model K.) and sidecar, August, 1919, excel

lent condition: owner buying car; £125.— Drake.
Wootten's Garage, Oxford. [6947

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, magdyno, Lucas horn,
i-t? perfect condition; £155.—Edwards and Co., 50,

Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [3402

LATE 1916 B.S.A. Combination, perfect running
order, all accessories, new tyre; 95 gns.—Kilner

The Terrace, Shoeburyness. • [2957

B.S.A. 3-speeid Countershaft Combination, fully

equipped, insured, speedometer; £88.-49, Soi-t"

Lambeth Rd., Vauxhall. [324f

"I Q20 (June) B.S.A. All-chain Combination, wiTid

J-*7 screen: no reasonable offer refused.—Worrall.

32, Raleigh Rd., Coventry. [X8931

B.S.A., Model K, with sidecar, good condition; £95,

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd
W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [274C

B.S.A. New 6h.p. Twin Combination, just arrived;

list price.—James and Adams. The Promenade,
Palmer's Green. 'Phone : 681. [3143

"IQ15 B.S.A. Combination, 414I1.P., excellent condi-

X«7 tion; £100, bargain.—Walker, Ennerdale, Dru-

mother Drive, Parkhead, Glasgow. [2675

6-7h p Twin B.S.A. and luxurious Canoelet sidecar,

just delivered: cost £240. acoept £185, or oflcr;

before 6.-335, Gray's Inn Rd., Loudon. [2195

1 020 B.S.A., belt and chain, 4Vih.p., Montgomery
J-«? sidecar, brand new outfit; first cheque £128
secures.—Box 7,082, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3427

4ih p B.S.A. Combination, Magdyno, brand new;

4 list price, no delivery charges; owner must

realise.—Burchell, Hinton St. George, Crewkernc. [3226

B.S.A. 3y™h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag., H. and B.,

t:d;e 2 im^-where: trial any time after 5 p.m.;

price £45.-Colliiis, Church St., Chalvey, Slough, Bucks.

TO 20 B S.A Combination, perfect condition, niileait.-

Lu 300, very tine set lamp,?. Klaxon, tools, nen

spare tube; IwrKaln, £150; bought cur.—F. Levett. 17,

Tutl St., Oxford. [2323

332 All letters relating to advertisements should fliiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Connaught.

f^OiS-N-AUGHT 2^il.p., 2-stroke, perfect, new ivres,
V-/ taljes and belt, iilso lamps, etc.; £39/10, no oiEere.—Butcher, Ironmonger, Waltham Cross. [3169
riONNAUGHT Motor C.vcles.-2>«h.p. 2-speed model,
, „^™' single speed, £62: immediate delivery.—

P

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

1Q17 Connaugh, 2-stroke, new C.A.Y. mag., new belt

IV I. 'S?^^ ,.*°™' perfect; £40, oner ; must sell

-

TJ right, 8t, Sutton Buildings, James St., Bethnal Green,
^•'=-

^ [2416

Corah.
QOEAH-J.AP. 3U,h.p.. Simms, B. and B., adjust-

fa^f. fit ^Vi^''«"!r 4?iite» rear, good running cider,last, £25.-15. South St., Ashbourne, Derbyshire
[X8974

Coulson.
(]|OULSON Blacljburne in Stock, £99; 2...peea, spring

tOT.
""'"'^-'^l'-'^''-. '• Exhibition Ed., 'South KensFng-

C"^H^^'f' ^^^-P- 1920. Blackburae engine,
"2

103-, wth it ^i'^""/"' 5.1
"w; £80, real ba?gaii.-ruoa, nigJi St., Wandsworth. - [3197

1Q20 (June 19th) 25ih.p. Conlson B., 2-speedAt/ sprmg trame, last, better than new- 87Kns-Shackleton, 74, Eastworth Pd., Chertsey [3072

C°M^fl°^'-,f- O^'i,'
r"^^,' T^""^' ^°°°' Brampton's.

tZ.t
^Ji'^'^T lamp, horn, tools, spares, absolutely ner

iiiden'S'""*' *" °' ''^=' ofl^r.-Gurner^T^pr;
[2326

Coventry Eagle.
/^OVENTRY -EAGLE Combination. Mav 1920 mile
P and'H"?amn Uf°T

"'="{"^' "f <» ^nd' uns??atc'hed;r. ana n. Jamp sets. Lucas larce horn- arrpnh fixr
Keeble, 2, Ferndale Cottage. Uroer Sivercourt [Ilbs

'^Ue%r'j:nTro'6 ^-ir^'i'-t-?,-!'' .P'ating'^per^e^''

Advertisements, xvil.

Special Clearance Lines
for short time only.

PERFECTLY NEW

3 DUNLOP
Heavy Motor

Covers.
(Ex Government Stores)

£117.—Holland. Handscombe
[3064

Dalni.
Dalm 3h.p 2-stroke, 2-speed, good

no oflers.—Coupland, 35, Poplar
[X8999

Dayton.

D-'^]Hi°n'. ^IW?;'^'"^"
Lightweight, very good con-

iaven''B^Si„rd^^cVii°,-B°Jur"nt^^o^I^- ^- «'"^'
\^\\

Stoneygata, Leicester.'

THE Pilot.-
coartitirru

; £50,
jrove. liuciby.

Deie

i "'"t" 1— ^'
'

Sturraey-Archer countershaft

cce,so°ri- f?.^
"" ™°;$80. speedomete?, limps;

?::^tlSl"":.V^^f,^H'^h si.decar machine but always

QE.VE-J.A.P. _8h.p-^ Dun

^^5,#mSSr^^.!^S^|,-t- Sr^caj^
[3468

Diamond

l.9^°=to°i'"°.?°'^i
f'nsle-spced, with footboards- In<-" stock.-Taylcr s Garage, Wednesbury. [357?

TJYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all mnrfe^ Diamonrts.-Cbapel Ash, WolverhamPton "2266

i-.ark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensin-ton

)'^™?';?tee:i^1:;mlf ^-ho^"^
'/«'« "-''. -n^lon

.ry, w;l:e£rEd.,'ETeley';"'°'
"""- "=-^g*"

ATE 1919 Diamond-Villiers, disc wheels acce,
Sltk n" r' ,

"^^'l?-" condition: reasonabU'ofler-
E26 '^°"^='^' Lawrie Park Crescent. Sydenham

/TAUDES-.-Latest 1920 Diamond 2-stroke model

[3524

Douglas.

170; fitted with tradesman's

JOrGLAS.

NSTA^-T Delivery.'

LL Latest Models.

li.p. Combination, £1'

I ci;S!^^°' ^^-^^ elui?hmodd:iT05r wiS^

pMOKSTRA'nON Hun and Every Facility for

.rp,ffv"i'f"*'?"'
P""™"' attentio/ and Idv ?e

[OFFAT. Douglas Expert, reovil.

^w in^°i,,^^'='^' "''"• wmbination
». 20. £100 and £105.

iilEDIATE Delivery, -n-hy wait.'

[OFFAT. YeovU. Tel.: 50 Yeovil

£170. 2%h.p.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TJOPGLAS Spares, front forks, ete.-262. Blackhoise--' Lane, ^ aithamstow. [2272
g^h.p Doiiglas, 2spe'ed, lamps; £45; eveninss.-41,^i ili'l'le Ed., Anerley, S.E. [2416
1 OI6 Douglas, in perfect order; trial; £43'.—53, Pel-
^f ham St., South Keusiagtoa. [3489
O^h.p Douglas, excellent condition: £50.—Weeks"•* Linslade, Leighton Buzzard. [2978
Qih.p Douglas, single speed, ride away; £18—93,
'^'t Hesiel Ed., West Ealing. [2555

"I 015 Douglas 2"'jh.p , £53; also 1917 4h.p., £75.—
-l-*^ Boss. 86. High Ed., Lee, S.E. [3183
"TiOUGLAS 1920 23ih.p.. 3-speed, as new; £95.--^ Gomm, Corn Jlerchant, Staines. [3370
Qih.p. Douglas, good running order; £10. no offers.
'^4- —in. Earlsfield Rd., S.W.18. [2313

DOUGLAS, 1916. buflars, in new condition; £53/10:
snip.—202, Jlunster Rd., Fulham. [2636

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., late 1916. thoroughlv overhauled;
£50.—Dorling, Star Yard. Barnet. [2288

£53.—Douglas, W.D., lamps, horn, tools,
insured.—243, Burdett Rd., Bow.

Tan-Sad.
[2599

in splendid o'der;
W.l. [3313

DOL'GLAS. 1914, lamps, etc.,
£45.-198. Qt. Portland St.,

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, splendid order throughout;
4 £44.-40, Old Rd. W., Gravesend. [2852

DOUGLAS 1911 23ih-p., complete, -needs adjusting:
£20; photo.—Tilley, Studio. Wimboine. [2468

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, from Stock; £170.—
Toui Norton. Ltd., Llandrindod Wells. [2213

DOUGLAS 1916 2'!4h.p., in good running order;
£55.-12, Banbury St., Battersea, S.W. [3097

DOUGLAS 2ijh.p., late model, any trial, as new,
accessories.—Brown, Brookside, Emsworth. [3173

£90.-89, Abbey
Padd. 2423. [3455

DOUGLAS 1915 Combination;
Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.S.

DOUGLAS, 2''4h.p., 1916, perfect: £65.—Ainsworth,
10, Adolphui Rd.. Finsbury Park, N.4. [2603

DOUGLAS, 1912. 2-sp2ed. all accessories, ride away;
£45.—Peters, Millstone Lane, Nanlwich. [X3947

1 016 Douglas (reconstructed); £55.-4, Deniunu Place.
-i-tf Piccadilly Circus. ^Y.1. 'Phnue: Ecg. 986. [2130

/| h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, nice condition;
rt nearest £100.-20, W'hitley St., Reading. [X8940

DOUGLAS, 2=ih.p., fine condition, 2-speed, free,

1913: 45 gns.—Slade, 290, Brixton Hill, S.W.
[2182

DOUGLAS Combination, new condition, uew Palmer
tvres; £110.-262, Elnckhorse Laue, \Talthauistoi\.

[2271

DOUGL.A.S 2»lh.p., 1916, all accessories; £55.-
Lea, 13, Willoughby Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3.

[3377

DOUGLAS 234h.p-, 1916, good condition: £55, or

near offer; after 6.30.-119, Brecknock Ed., Is. 19.
[2183

OUGLAS 1913 2-speed, eoJiipped, overhauled, gooil

condition; 38 gns.— 521, Ivydale Rd., Nunhead.
[2356

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, condition as new; £60.—
Lambert, Goose Yard, St. John St., Angle.

[2627
1Q20 Douglas, 2*4h.p., 3 speeds, standard model.
Xt7 condition as new: £90.—Stradlings, Newbury.

[3267
BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents. -

Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
[0201

bargain.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition' Ed., South Kensington.

[34'---

D0UGL.4.S 2-;jh.p., 2-fipeed, splendid condition, Bosch,
tvres good; £55.—Croft, Kingsway, Gerrard's

Cross. [2243

D^

"TiOUGLAS 1915 234h.p._ 2-speed; £45,

OUGLAS 2^4h.p., engine No. 35525. lamp, horn.DOUGL
etc.; £59.—Motor Cycle Mart, Stafford St., Wal-

[2378

(OUGLAS, W.D., all
Portland St., W.l.

accessories; £70.-

[5698

198, Gt.
(8316

264-266,Vanxball Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6553.

2iih.p. Douglas, £20; 2^iih.p. de luxe. £56; la'

4 go anywhere.—Simmons, 26, Leckwith PI:

An letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ofeach advertisement, and the date o, the 1

DOUGLAS 2%;h.p., 1916, excellent condition;
from £50.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Ed., Holloway,

N.19. [X8939

4h.p. 1919 Douglas Combination, splendid condition,
accessories; £125.-17, Sussex Rd.. New Maiden.

Surrey. [3094

4h.p. Douglas, 1916, perfect running order: must
sell; £70: after 6.-64, Claremont Rd., Levton-

stone. [2620

tter
ace.

[2161

DOUGLAS 1914 2'Jh.p.. 2-speed model, excellent
condition throughout.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.

Bolton. [X8S74

DOUGLAS 25,lh.p., 1915, C.A.V. lamps, long ex-
haust; £62- perfect.—45, Duke St., Henlev.on-

Thames. [2684

T^ OUGLAS.—Immediate delivery 1920 2'ijh.p.. 3 speeds
-* ' and clutch.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel
1348. [X888S

r:35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 4h.p. com-
bination.—Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton. Tel. :

1348. [X8884

"I C||19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, wind screen.
i-if etc.; £136; any trial.-Barnes, Holme Ed., Mat-
lock Bath. [X8857

DOUGLAS, 2'J4h.p., 2-speed, T.T. handle-bars, good
machine; £33.—Surgery. 27, Sydney St., South

Kensington. [2432

2iJh.p. Douglas, overhauled, new crankshaft fitted,

4 fast; f 27/10.—Simpson, Orchard Ed., Sunbury-
on-Thames. [2569

"I Q16 4h.p. Douglas, good condition; £70; can be
-*-tf seen by appointment.—Pox, 274, Moitlake Ed.,
Iltord, E,siex. [2835

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917-18, 3-speeds, clutch,
kick starter, complete; jElOO.—Adams, 82, York

Ed., Battersca. [2989

1 C&20 Douglas Combination, brand new* £170.—
i-if Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston Ed., N.W.I.
Museum 4827. [3395,

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., No. 37653, practically new en-
gine, tyres, appearance excellent; £55.—21, New-

ton Av., Acton. [3092

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, 500
miles, as new; £138.-Rhosha Motor Co., Bank

Mews, Romford. [3397

DOUGLAS 1916 2%lh.p., 2-sp«ed, makers' colours,

splendid condition ; £54.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Rd., Sydenham. [3009

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combinjition, 1918; thoroughly
overhauled, sidecar lepainted; £100.—Dorling,

Star Yard, Barnet. [2287

DOUGLAS 2?i4h.p.. late model, buffer forks, foot-

boards, discs, perfect; £58.—Biggs, Wormiey.
Broxbourne, Herts. [2527

"I
Q18 Douglas, 4h.p., 3-^peed, very fast, perfect

-LJ7 throughout; bargain, £75.—Fox. 41, Greencoat
Place, Westminster. [3145

4h.p. Douglas, engine No. 5183X, all accessories,

tyres unpunctured; £80.—Cleghorn, 24, Bellamy
St., Belham, S.W. [3131

DOUGLAS 1915 2y(h.p., makers' colours, lamp set,

splendid condition; 50 gns.—103, Thurlow Park
Ed., West Dulwich. [3011

DOUGLAS, 2'i4h.p., 1916, engine No. 35005,, perfect,
new condition, makers' colour; £65.—Evans, 38.

Linver Ed.. Fulham. [2433

DOUGLAS 1914 2?4h.p., T.T., nice condition; £50.
-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station). . . [0269

D.OUGLAS 1920 Combination, wind screen, Lucas
ivirn. etc., as new

StatSord St., Walsall.
£156.—Motor Cycle Mart

12.^7'?

IF you recjuire a fast and really dependable Douglas,
write to me. I supply under guarantee.—^Robert,

l^amford [see below).

ROBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
know of the l)e=t 2-Vih.u. Dou^'lassPS in Londo'i.

Every m.ichine epecxnlly selected and tested. See nnriet

Consulting Engineers. [2127

"I
Q'16 ^Y.D. Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, good lanin set,

Ji*y perfect order; £55.—Babb, Wayford House,
Southmolton. Devon. [3334

Oilh.p. Douglas, top-hole condition, 38 gns.; also^4 Re.^ combination, 55 gns.; must sell.—20, Mor-
daunt Rd., Harlesden. [2147

33.h.p. Douglas, 1916, plated, enamelled, engine ovcr-
4 hauled, lamps, horn, etc.; £65.—Reeves, The

Knoll, Rudgwick. Sussex. [2869

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., 2-speed, excellent condition.,
lamps, generators, spare belt; £45.—Trevena,

Stanley Villas, Redruth. [2602

23.h.p. Douglas, 1915, splendid condition, not W.D.,
4 footboards, lamps; sacrifice £48.—8, Franccnia

Ed., Clapham, London. [3375

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new, just
arrived from works; £170; immediate delivery.

—

Ginger Motors, Banbury. [X8944

DOUGLAS Combination, July, 1919, perfect, spares,
drum. Prices 'oil, full kit; £125.-11, Bedford

Rd., Kempston. Bedford. [3223

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., been stored, new condition,
clutch, K.S., footrest, guard, lamps, Klaxon.—

L., 21, Market Place, Kingston. [3041

OO GNS.—Dougliis 2^^411. p., good tyres, aluminiumO /W footboards, mechanical horn, in splendid order.
-2. Victoria Park Ed., N.E. [2873

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 (June), perfect
condition, fully equipped, iusuxed; £155.— 160,

Franciscan Ed., Tooting. [2937

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, lamps, hood,
tools, etc., little used; £115, as new.—142b, Ful-

ham Rd., Kensington, S.W. [3104

IQIS Douglas, 2~):'ih.p., 2-speed, in splendid condi-
-i-*J tion, lamps, horn, and accessories; £48.-45
Bow Common Lane, E.3. [^2431

DOUGLAS 1918 4b. p., 3-ap«ed, makers' colours,
.splendid condition

; 80 gns;—Bee:;lienhur3t, Crystal
Paliiie Park Rd., Sydenham. [3010

Accessories.

H.A.H.
ContpEe'e

Electric
Lightitis Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries

FREE on application.

Send a px. jof address ot Clearest a^ntt.

TO THE TRADE.
We wish to add your imnie to oitr mailing list, a few
names from which we publish keie each week.

Slocks carried bv
Walsli & Sons, Ipswich. G. A. Howard, Lincoln.
E. Nickham, Bristol. Dan Morgan, Swansea.
Frank Chick, Exeter. J. Bevan, Cardiff.

Robinson's, Ltd., Cambridge.
Johnson. Burton & Theobald, Norwich.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS

Prjce as illustrated, 66/- each

WHAT IS IT?

FREE ADVICE
ouwiring.up, etc., etc., on application,
sent by return.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5
H.A.H. COMPLETE REARSET .

Complete Sei, 2d/6 As illustrated.

romiirUinc: Fie, 57D, Rear-ln.tnp, 9/6 cac'i. "Force '

Genuiuo Hellegon Dry Uiictery, 9/11 each. Fit'. 3H6
MotHl Ciirryinf,' Chug, 10/6.ea(.-li.

WitJi an Acetyleiiti HoHillumi] use an Electric Eenr-lainp
Set, whicli oajinot l)lo\v out. and 'm alwavs ready to bo

s\\ itehtfd. uu at a moineiit s notif-o

A. H. HUNT, L.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telpphones : Telegrams:

CroydoD 2225, 2226. Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Motor Cytlfe, 1915, lamiis, tools, et<'., prir
vately ow-aed and ridden, fiiat-class order; ±60.—

Raynliaiu, Saffroa "Walden. [2214

SKA C.C., December. 1918, Douglas, not W.D.,
•-^ " all on, hardly used, guaranteed perfect; £80.

—7, Milner E,d., Merton, S.W. [2797

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., lamps, horn, discs; £125.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammeremith Rd.. W.

'Phone : Hammersmith 30. [2742

23;h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, lamps, horn, not done 2D
-* miles; actually ia stock.—R. M. Wright and

Co., Ltd., Newland, Lincoln. [3413

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916. lamps, horn, 3 speeds, K,8.,
good condition; reasonable offer accepted.—143,

Raveusbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [3346

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, splendid condi-
tion and appearance, not had- much, use; £85 —

207, Blackshaw Kd., Tooting. [3004

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2->4h.p., buffer forks, new tyres,
as new; £65.—Jones and Adams, The Pri

Palmer's Green. 'Phone ; 681.
omenade,

[3149

2 3^h.p, Douglas, 1916, completely OTerhauJed and re*

4 enamelled makers' colours, perfect condition; £55.
-3, Cuurtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [2729

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, lamps, horn, etc.,

new tyres, splendid condition; £93.-0. Connell,
82b, Bedford Rd., Clapham, S.W. [2896

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, October, 1917, Binks. per-
4 - feet order, little used, inspection invited ; 63

gns.—Dean, Barclay's Bank, Lingfield. [2222

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, recently overhauled,
sidecflr body new; £90, or nearest.—4, Salisbury

Terrace, Mytchett, Frimley, Surrey. [2841

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, 4h.p., completely
fitted, condition good; £110.—Hewius' . Garages,

Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [2696

1 Q18 Douglas Combination, hood, screen, etc., con-
-Li/ dition as new, owner going abroad; nearest
100 gns.—68, Barriugtou Rd., Brixton. [:?986

"IQIS 4h.p. Douglas Combination, C.A.V. mag.. P.
j~*y and H. lamps, excellent cortdition; £95.— 10, St.

Albans Crescent, Woodfurd Green, E.18. [3358

DOUGLAS 1915 23^.p., 3-speed, good apeparance,
very iast, lamps, etc., seen any time; £65.—G.

Mayne, Inworth Grange, Tiptree, Essex. [2422

4h.p. Douglas Combinntion, 1917-18, 3-spesd, clutch,

splendid condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc;
£115.-67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E. [3016

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas, 3-sp2ed, K.S., foot clutch, good
J-*i condition, appearance; £80.-24. Park Rd.. near
Craven Park Junction, Harlesdon, N.W.IO. [3052

"I Q 20 Douglas Combination, complete accessories,
-L t/ hood and wind screen, insurance paid; £160,
no offers.—Shutter and Co., Bath St., Bath. [2848

1 Q20 Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick
X.*J starter, mileage negligible, perfect condition;
£100. or near offer.—Stradlings, Newbury. 1^326^

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed, buffer forl^
speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, carry 2 anywhere^

£56.-4, North Side, Wandsworth Common. [309&

O 56-—1916 23/4h.p. 2-speed Doufilas, electric lighting*^ horn, pump, and tools, very fast and reliable;^
bargain.—50, Manor Park Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [355^"

"I
Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, first-class condfe*X^ tion, re-enamelled, reupholst^red. good tyres,;

£90.—Thomas,. 254, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. [29^

4h.p. Douglas. late pattern, with ,1919 chassis,, dtf

luxe side lamps, speedometer, perfect conditionj;-

£115.—Shailot, 61, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. [2566

17-18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect run-
ning order, new tyres, and all accessories, re-

tly overhauled.—Ring, Valentine, East 4456. [2792

GIBB. Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives persona
attention to all orders. All spares at maken

Ijrices stocked. No profiteering.—'Phone : 852. [634j

LATE 1914 4h.p. Douglas, thoroughly overhauled, fi

very good nmninq' condition, lamps, horn; £90.-:

I'ollit, Rusby Beok, Einley-in-Wbarfedale, Leeds. [272*

2-speed, 1917, lamps, horift
— Newnham Motor Co., 223;

Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 86>
[274a

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1920, clutch model, not don*
30 miles; best offer accepted for immediate sale.

—Dowdeswell, 58, Sturges Rd., Wokingham, Berks.-"'
[305ff

DOUGLAS 1916 2^/4h.p., 2-speed, makers' coloursr

new lamp set. Klaxon, long exhaust, very fast;

£55._18. Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. -

[3200

rQ19
(Novembsr) Douglas 2?4li.P- nob W.D. macnine,

vJ lamps, horn, snares, transferable insurance, ex-

pert cxaminaLion; £83.—Lloyd, Moira, Leicestershire.

DOUGLAS 2Vih.p., single-speed, overhauled, siilcn-

did condition; £27; exchange combination, cash

adjustment.—13, Henning St., Battersea, S.W. 11.

1 Q20 Douglas 2'/ih.p., 3 speeds, 200 miles, un-

X*/ scratched, Cowey, Miller lamps, insurance; £105;'

no offers.-A.H.R., 12. Church Rd., Ashford,. Kent.

19

DOUGLAS, 23/4h.p.,

knee pads: £70.

B36 iSll letters relnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

•h.p. Enfield Combination (May, 1920), Lucas Mag-
9 dyne lighting set, practically brand new, any
lal; £195; evenings or week-end.—230, Hamlet
ouit Kd., Westclitt-on-Sea, [2612

JEW 23,ih.p. Eoyol Enefleld 2-stroke Models, 2-spe6(l
' models, for niimwliate dolirerv from stock, low
ult, and ideal machine lor traffic ; £73/10 each —
aiichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2026

»ah.p. Ho.val Enfield, Bradbury engine, spring
'* forks, new belt, B. and B., horn, pump, lamps,
•olbag tyres good, low, ride away; £35, or nearest
(er.—K. W. Taylor, 32, Newtown Ed., Carlisle. [2399

Q17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas head, sidet7 and rear lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer, East-
g wind screen, Palmer cords, condition as new
160.-Lewis, 2, Boyward St., St. John's, Worcester!

qi7 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, excellent conditiony screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad leg
lelds, spare tyre, tube, tools, run two seasons onlv-
i.v trial; best ofter over £150.-70. The Grove Bed-™-

[3368
jiNPIELD Combination, 6h,p., new condition, lamps
-i tastmg screen, speedometer, hovn. Kla.von all'

rllTn"''*!^^?
covers guaranteed perfect; geriuine

S,"Bfdl°
'°^"^'-'^- A. Shaw, 19, Vernon ^Ed„

Q20 (delivered May) Enfield Combination, Sh.p.
Y Magdyno lighting, fitted with speedometer
.sting. Tan-sad luggage grid, priming taps" and

bed, splendid condition; il25, for nuiok sale take"«'?!;' '-'.» Part.-Wilkes, 99, St. Alban'!' Edlethwick, Birmingham. [X9070
Q20 8h.p, Enfield Combination, new end of June
dcarr?e?»''nd°r P° ""es. born,' Lucas lamps. Tan:
r mfce eTrr ?°'h'

^^'™did condition; owner buying
'. price £185 cash.—Montague J. Chater Buck and
II. Long Itchmgton, Nr. Eugby. '

[XslsO

iiatters3a Hise, Clapham Common, London. [2802

i'*diS°i,S'"fK"'"'°S', ^•'P- "16> excellent con-

f|^'°aftl?'a.S!-5^ -^l^ySf'^-stS
_ ' [3068

9 new^' pS'lnf""ci";, 1°' '^"l?
ISO' miles, and as

erato™' K^n .3™gt *S 'full°kit'';„'r'',
"-"^

at bargain, £68/lo';°-list priJe"'of ''Sachin'?°alinl

'I'in-den
"'"""* ^eeures.-Stlncliffe, SummefHouse!

[3272

'*Liiri^°,?.!l-''-
Ciachbuilt Combination, late model

trie and t^hT ''^'l^'"S' 3 lamps, speedometer
on 700x-8n t.l»

' *^'"°'° "'.""^ screen'^and storni
rT'.,! 9 ^^'^"^ "ew. new chains, full kit tools

ri.HLnam Paik Ed., New Cross Gate, S.E. [2916

Excelsior.

S3^-^^-JS?'7"^aiS5e£
^"on1^'|67^''Mnt?J"r "'i ^l?^*?' "''d™ 'ew ""«oniy, £67.-Motor Cycle Mart, Staflord St., Wal-

[2379

*"'snJ?di'''S f™'!'""- Combination, S-6h p 3
ondge St., Waltham Abbey. -Phone : Walthani'

[2531

Advertisements. XM.

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO -STROKES.

They get the
best results
from your
engine.

Type B.S.V.

Variable Jet Model.

Send for descriptive
Booklets (post free),

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED.

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.
Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

"p.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, shaft drive, Bosch, B.
-.- and B., extra heavy tyres, tools, spares, slight
adjustinent necessary; £30, or exchange lightweight —
Devonshire, Elston, Newark, Notts [2849
Oih.p P.N., shaft, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,'*4 tools, good tyres, many extras, large mudguards,
ri„ tVlK- ^u°'' l'?'"P *"" Pnrticulars and pTioto.-
Onyett, 91, Cherryhinton Ed., Cambridge. [X88S1
"P.N 4-cyl., 1920, .7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, shaft
. ,

drive, combination, coachbuilt sidecar, spacious
locker, hood, screen. D.A. lighting set complete, speed-
ometer, horn, 3in. tyres, all spares, as new £220-owner buying car; any trial by appointment.-Bo.';
7,0G4. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3287

Francis-Barnett.
lyrAUDES' Latest 1920 2'i;h.p. 2-speed mod-l Fran-xvjL cis-Barnett, 84 gns., ex actual stock; deferred
payments arranged.—Maudes', .100, Gt. Portland St,^^1- [3521

Gloria.
rj.LOEIA-TEIUMPH Combination, Sh.p., screen,^ hood, legshields, pillion seat, luggage carrier,
petrol carrier, all new tyres, excellent condition;
7 •?( °L e^<:hange Eover; cash adjustment.—Hart,
Jubilee Terrace. Donisthorpe, Ashby-dela-Zouch

[X9011

flrandex
rjEANDEX Precision 2i,,h.p., splendid little mount;
,Yr ,?'"• bargain; exchange.—Bunting's Motors.
Uealdstone, Harrow. [2967
O.RANDEX 4;{h.p., coach combination, 3-sp«ed>Ji K.S.; £85; trial after 8 p.m.—20, Tyrrell Ed.,
Peckhara Eye, S.E. [2585
GEANDEX-PEECrSION 4Wh.p. Combination. 1915,

excellent extra large C.B. sidecar. Enfield gears
engine just thoroughly overliaule<l by makers, 2 new
tyres, several spares, lamps, tools, liorii etc., perfect con-
dition, smart turn out, onlv wants seeing; illO- after
7.—H., 32, Felday Ed., Lewisliaiu. '[278E

Harley-Davldson
IQIS Harley 3-speed Combination, fully equipped;-^^ £150.-353, King St., Hammersmith, Vf.e. [3366

TTAELEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delivery of flat
J--"- twins.-Motor Cycle Mart, Stafford St., Walsall.

£100.—Harley 7-9h.p., 1918, plated and stove°w enamelled, as new; snip.—341, Upper St., N.l.
(2406

1018 Harles-Davidson, fully guaranteed, £110; also
Jf-'f 1920 opposed, £160.-Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee,
S-E. [3185
TTABLET 7-9h.p. Combination, fine running order.
-^-- acces.-^oiies; £95, don't liesitate.-103a. High St.
W andsworiii. [3196

JOIS Harley-Davidson ComWnation, real posh lot;
-•-•^ what oilers?-Thompson, 10. Ulverstone Ed..
AVest Norwood. [3582

"IQ18 Harley Combination, completely equipped,
-fl-«^ ready to ride away; £140.-18, Burlington Ed..
New Maiden, Surrey. [2144

1 Q20 Flat Twin Harley. lamps, horn, mileage 1,000,
-*-*' insured, condition guaranteed: £135.—Harlev,
7, Orleans Ed., N.19. [2546

1 Q20 Model Harley-Davidson Electric Combination;
-Lft^ immediate delivery; £235.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [3523

HAELjiT, 7-9h.p., It),

running order, no ace
103a, High St., Wandsworth.

5, and coach sidecar splendid
.cessories, and £85 secures it.—

[3199

HAELET-DAVIDSON.-Immediate delivery 1920 4
h.p., 3 speeds and clutch model.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X8886

HAELEY 4h.p. Flat Twin, equipped; £150.-
Xewnham Motor- Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed.,

W. 'Pnone : Hammersmith 80. [2743

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination and Sports
Model in Stock, new; Itst price.—Clark, 7, Exhi-

bition Rd., South Kensin.gton. [3443

Combination, 3-speed, just
price £135.—

Wilson, 84, Whitley St., Reading. [2845

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, dynamo lighting, en-
amel and mechanical condition perfect ; £75. first

cheque.—125, High St., Woolwich. [2551

1 Q20 Harley, Model F, Harley sidecar, speedometet.
-Lt/ horn, lamps, _not done 50 mjles; £225.—Ed-

1Q16 Harley-Davidson
JL *y been overhauled at the cost of £40

;

wards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [3404

HARLEY, 1919^ repainted, all as new, solo; £130;
very fast.—Newnham Rlotor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. 12739

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 191.5, magneto model, or ex-
change 1920 Matchless and cash.—Barter, 47,

Broomfield Av., Palmer's Green. Avenue 7769. [7316

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combinations, 1918 and
1919, from £130; solo from £95; all in running

order.-Owen, 59, Scholefield Ed., Holloway. N.19.
[X8933

1Q15 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
-. tf ignition, in first-class condition; £125, or near
offer.—Linington, 54, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth.

[X90744" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at th^ ,n^ , ,q oic iiie numoer at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the i E39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1918. 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds,
clutch, L'tc. merhanieally perfect, and ready to

vide awiiy ; £98.-17, Cianmore Wav, Muswell Hill,

N. [2950

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-Imnipdinte delivery 1920 7-9

li.I). staniliird model, with Mills-Fulford or Hender-
sc'i r^iilecnis.— I'aikei's, Eiadshiiwgote, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. [X8885

7-9h.p. Harfey-Davidson, late tnodel, condition as
new; any tiial and examination; £112.— 174,

Harcnmbe Av., Streatham Hill. 'Phone: Streatham
2563. [3467

HARLEY Combination, 1916, discs, overhauled,
grand condition and appearance, tyres as new;

X MO. or near ofler. — Monro. Bannockburn, New
B;i;nel. [3253

HARLEY-nAVIDSON. 1920. new, jnst out of crate,

.-peedometer. ampiueter, electric lighting, full kit

mills seen any time; £185, or near offer.—Bray,
Stationer, Potter's Bar. • [2812

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination.
excellent condition, lamps, etc.; any trial; best

offer over £110.-4, St. John's Wood Park. N.W.8.
Plioue: Hampstead 3496. [3079

F"OR SnlG, 7-9h.p. 1920 Harley-Davidson, with well
spiunjr Swan sidecar, complete with usual acces-

sories, and almost new condition.—Blakey, 20, St.

Bede"s Terrace, Sunderland. [1902

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, mag. model, 3-speed.
good condition, accessories ; £100 ; exchange

8h.p. Biackburne, cash adjustment.—Hood. 32, Fulham
Palace Rd,. Hammersmith. [1818

1 Q20 (June) Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. and sidecar.
-3- 1/ electric model 20J, fully equipped, speedometer.
! tcctric lamps and horn, splendid outfit; £230.-75.
Cleave Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [3180

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, complete
with Swan sporting sidecar, electric lighting, me-

cliauicnilv perfect and quite indistinguishable from new.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X8879

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1920 Electrical Model, sidecar
de luxe, disappeaiing hood, etc., disc wheels, spring

[lillion seat, not been 30 miles, fully insured; at list

price, £295.—Apply, 70, Knightsbridge. S.W. [270fi

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., fitted to de
luxe sidecar, with hood, screen, and luggage grid,

excellent condition ; cas.t £245, accept £210 ; buying
car—Slater, 133, Sandyford Rd., Newcaetle-on-Tyne.

[2427
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination,

Bramley C.B. sidecar, luggage carrier, screen,
tyres, chains as new, good running order, lamps,
etc.; £115.—Roy Miller, Burnham Overy, Norfolk.

[2306
1 Q20 7 9h p. Fully Equipped Harley. mag. model,
I-iy mechanically perfect, luxurious Dunhill sidecar,
oonibination practically iinscratched, and tyres iin-

punctured, many extras; £200.—Birch, Cotmore.
Thame. [X8863

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 electric model Harley-
DavidsoT: just delivered, delivery ex actual

-tock, solo £201/6. with Millford sidecar £244.
1920 flat twin, sports -model, £164/9. — Maude
(below).

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 magneto model, complete
with Millford de luxe sidecar, £237/6; solo

:nachine .only £184/11.—^laudes, 100, Gt. Portland
St.. W.l. [3509

1 tfi20 7-9b.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 50 gn.
A •' Hnilev sidecar, electric model. Easting, electric

and bulb horns, speedometer, tyres unpunctured, mileage
1.000, ningnificent outfit, absoluetly as new; £240.—
53, Leagrave Rd., Lutou. [X8791

I Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, winner
l«> of 3 gold medals, gold cuo at Brooklands, ?

ncber awards, faultless condition, speedometer, etc.,

\]] accessories: 180 gns., or best offer.—Seen at South
Western Hotel, Richmond. [217&

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, as new, 7-9h.p.,
wind screen, lamps, speedometer, splendid condi-

tion, only wants seeing; £170 or near offer; seen be-
fore 6 p.m. or after by appointment.—206a, Green
Lanes. Finsbury Park, N.4. [2198

I Q 20 Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, complete with
M-t7 makers lighting set, speedometer, and horn,
nnly done 700 miles, absolutely perfect condition

;

£160; owner bought car.— "Phone Park 2168. or apply
18, Holland Park Mews. W 11. [3087

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p.. Magneto Model.
1918. overhauled, tested, and tune.. \ip; £95, or

with brand new coachbuilt sidecar, bulbous back; £130
-LandlordV, 37, Broadway. Cricklewood, London.
X.\V.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 861b. [3192

I Q 20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, in ab
XiJ solutely unsoratched condition, speedometer, 3
lamps, generator, legshields, handle muffs, spares and
tnoU. wind scieen,- tyres unpunctured ; trial by ap-
pointment; £200.~Leney. Chilham. Kent. [2309

I Q IS Harley Combination, 7-9h.p.. 3-speed. kick
1.*/ slart, mag. model, electric lighting, mechanical
liorn; etc., large bulbous back sidecar; price £160,
I r take late moilel solo macliine part payment, trial
i.rrani^ed.— Asii Lodge. JiincLion Rd., Brentwood, Essex

[1390

Oitr position m the midst oi tJie

manufacturers . is unique, enabling

us to give IMMEDIATE DE-
LIVERY of motor cycle combina
lions, spare parts, or accessories.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
f>EW IMPERIAL • h.p. 1

speeds, kick start, all chain
drive, Canoelet model
IVIM.4, sidecar .. ..£19D

ZENITH, 8 h.p., model H,
clutch and kick start . . £1 62
" Grindlay de Luxe"
model sidecar fitted £39
extra

NUMBER. 4i h.p,, flat twin,

3 speeds, kick start, all

chain drive, "Grindlay
de Luxe" sidecar .. .. £179 ,0

ARIEL, 3J h.p. combination £154

COVENTRY AC.VIE J. A. P.,

a h.p. combination, de-
lachable, i spare wheel .. £213 15

KAZLEWOOD-J.A.P., 6 h.p.
combination . . . . £214 12

SCOTT, 2j h.p., twin.
2-stroke combination ..£135

QUADRANT, comhination . . £145

INDIAN POWERPLUS,
Comb, electrically equipped £223 14

INDIAN Powerplus, solo ..£181 14

INDIAN Scout £140

ROYAL RUBY 3 n.p.. spring
frame.. ,. .. .. £109 14

CLYNO, lightweight, 3-speed £75

CALTHORPE, J.A.P. -speed £74 11

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £71

^EW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com „

bination, 3-speed, kick-

start, all chain-drive 178 fi:ns.

ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination,
Model H, clutch, and kick-
start £203

KAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. « h.p.
Combination £204 12

SIDECARS IN STOCK, with

FiStings, etc., etc

I If your favourite mount is

(,ot iu this list, send us your
r quiiements.

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE,
Harley.Dtividson.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1919 In
-^.»- perfect condition .ind indistinguishable from new
special large bulbous back sidecar. Easting wind
screen. Tan-sad, fully equipped; accept £155 cash: seen
any time.—Allen, 2(1, Grosyenor Av., East Sheen.
S.W. 14. [2970

1015-16 Harley-Davidson Electrically-equipped Com-
-- •' bination, hood, double-^jided screen, pillion eeat
with step, 5 lamps, hand and foot clutch, recently
overhauled by makers, formerly a show model: £145,
or near offer.—Owner away; seen, St. Paneras Garage,
Judd St., London. [2268

IQIS 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Millford sidecar,
-*-*-' Ricardo aluminium racing pistons, new mag.
and carburette.-, repainted, plated, upholstered, electric
lights, horn, voltmeter, switchboard in tool box on
tank, disc wheels, wind screen, spares, tools; open to
any examination; £150; owner buying car.—Haswell,
Seymour Rd.. Plymouth. [2634

Hazlewood,
5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination, new May 1920,

httle used; £180; exchanges.—Chas. Ashby,
Cycle Agent, Northampton, [259'4

1 ia20 Hazlcwood-Jap 5-6h.p. with Mills-Fullord Side-
--^ ear, not ridden 500 luil&t, lamps, tools, horn;
£180.-Eiiynham, Saffron Walden. [2215

33.h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 1914, 3 speeds and FJ3.,
4 adjustable pulley and tappets, Bosch, B. and B.,

B. and L. drip feed, new I14 gal. tank, machine
enamelled grey, new tubes, tyres, and belt; £45;
will e-xchange combination with cash adjustment.—
'Phone ; Urmston 208.—Monk. Housing Dept.. Council
Offices, Irlam, Lanes. [2397

Henderson
HENDERSON Combinations, ready to ride away.—

W. H. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond
St., W. [2966

1 Q15 Henderson Combination, lOh.p. 2-speed, clutch,
X*/ very fast and powerful, perfect condition; £95,
bargain.—Badham, Zion, Begelly. [2298

Robart.

1 020 Hobart-Jap, 2-speed and clutch, K.S. ; £90.-
-Ltr Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [3186

1 Q14 Hobart 4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, perfect, everything
-LtJ good as new; £47, worth £80.—Miss E. Holland,!

Eastry, Kent. [5567

1Q20 Hobart-ViUiers, as new, run 100 miles, horn.l

Xt? tools, registered, etc.—Warren, 40, GoodmayesI
Rd., Goodmayes. Essex. [2170.

1 Q14 SV-h.p. Hobart-Jap Combination, overhead valves,

Xi/ 3-speed Sturmey hub, just repaired, as new, en-

gine in good order, lamps, tools, etc.; £60.—31, Hut-

land Rd., Ipswich. - [3330

A REAL Bargain.—Hobart-Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speei

believed 1917. engine, tyres, etc., in splen^J
condition, but requires new front mudguard; fim
£45 secures —11, Higher Albert St., Chesterfield.

[X9002
Hockley.

BRAND new 1920 Hockley 2-stroke, Albion 2-speea

gear, duplex frame, Dunlcp tyres, O.A.V. ia_ag

neto, drip feed, pan saddle, luxurious machine; hst

price £70, to clear £55; illustration sent.— 191, SwMt-1
man St., Wolverhampton. [3f|

COVENTRYNOTaRNART i

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY
^ T£Lec/iA/is'sn£cr/mc€i's/«TJiy

Huraber

HUMBER Lightweight, 1914, splendid order, Lt^^
lamps, etc.; £30.—Ross, 290, Uxbridge Rd., WSB

Ealing. .
f^""

HUMBER Motor Cycle, 2y2h.p., coil ignition. li|

away; £17.—Howarth. opposite Post Oflioe, Hei'tOB

near ikonnslow. ~ [356.

MAUDES'.—Latest flat twin Humber, 3;-^.p., 1920

model: £125: ex actual stock.—Maudes ,
M)I)

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [351i"

HUMBER 3V.h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, clutch

handle start, in perfect order; £55.—Carter, 75

Penyston Ed., Maidenhead. [276

HUMBEE, Dec, 1919, SVjh.p. flat twin, 3-spece

clutch, all accessories; nearest £110.-H. P.irdcf

Brook Farm, WoUeecote, Stourbridge. U<:'

HUMBEE Roc. 1909 to 1914, Eex Eoc, 1912 t

1915, all standard parts used.—J. Connolly. li;i

-, 13, Carmelite Ed., Coventry. 1X9U'

20 4^-i.h p Flat Twin Hnmber Combination, Mil

• ford 4-point, run 100 miles; any trial; £165.-

!s. Union House, Foleshill, Coventry. [Xsy.;

19 Humber SV'h.p., flat twin, lamps, spcedomete

j-v horn, tools and pumn, 1,000 miles, as new; £10i

or best offer.-A. Taylor, Hamble, Hants. (Dl [23

HUMBER 1920 4',;.h.p. Flat Twin Combination il

stock; makers' price, plus carnage.—Shepheii

and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. ;
Waltham Cro^^

3^

ir»18 sy-h.p. Twin Humber. all black, exceUel,

ly condition, little used, £85; also new 19.

4i,<,h.p. number, £140.-26, Morland Rd., Croydon.^

HUMBER i'Ah.p. Flat Twin Combination, 191

latest modSl, just arrived: £173/12/6: immet

ate delivery.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympi

London. '"

E40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each aJvertisement, and the date of the issue

t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

19 (Dec.) 5-6h.p. James Combination, Lncas
lamps. Cameo -wind screen, 2 horns (mechanical

mlb). Tan-Sad, complete with spare chains, tools,

carefully used, in excellent condition through-
£140.—Bernard, Jacques Court, Elham, Canter-

[3374
J. A. P.

). J.A. P. Sporting Combination, 2-speed, fret

sngine; £110.-201, lillie Rd.. Fulham, S.W.6.
[3262

P. 4Ii.p. Single, OTerbaTiled, rebushed, new Druids,
imac, t-'luteh, tj'res good, perfect condition; £42.—
Clovelly, Bury St., Lower Edmonton. [2825

14 SU'b.p. J.A.P. and wicker eidecar, 2-speed geai
bos. speedometer, good condition; £45; exchange

lered.—58, Tustin St., Old Kent Kd., S.E. [2763

1. J.A.P., Stnrmey 3 speed gear bos, K.S., Binks
cnrjuretter, Bosch mag., in perfect iX)ndition

;

-Field, 35, Wellshouse Rd., Willesden Junction,
10. [2847

20 3'2b.p. Twin Jap-Lea Francis, all lamps,
horn. Cowey speedometer, 400 miles, better than
£115.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a-106a, Finchley
X.W.3. 'Phone : Hamp. 7322. [2173

J.E.S.

.S. Motorcyclette, on special made Centaur cycle.

ll?so OEtI

J
IT'S EASY

J
TO FINDTHE MONEY n
When you buy from us. We en- ^^
deavour to meet our customers

|j in every respect. Here are our
extended payment terms for 1 920

D

ood condition throughout;
Uxbridge.

£21.- -Rose's Gar
C3032

A-FRANCIS,
new; £120.-

J.H.

>. J.H., 1915, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed, clutclt and
kick- start, countershaft gears, fitted with nnder-
sideoar; £115.—"Wauchope's. 9, Shoe juane. Fleet

London. [2042

' Kerry
lERY Combination, B. ond B., Bosch, wicker side-

car, in going order and good condition ; £35.—Box
., CO The Motor Click. f2359

I. ea.Francis.
1920. M.A.G. engine, absohrtelv as

-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [?.3n

.A-PRANCIS in .Stock, new M.A.G. engine; £130.
Clark, 7, Exhibit.on Ed., Soutn Kensington.

[3441
p. Lea and Francis, new 1920 model: £130: ex
change arranged. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
on. [2033

A-FR.ANCIS, as new, mag., 1920 model, good
condition: any trial; £120; pillion seat. Klaxon,
-35, Warwick Rd., Banbury, Oxon. [3544

A-FRANCIS, 1920, M.A.G. engine, Cowey speedo-
meter, large P. nnd H. lamp, horn, etc., as new;
.-Motor Cycle Mart, Staflord St., Walsrdl. [2380

A-FRANCIS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 twin^yl..
2 speeds, hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G. engine.-
er's, Bradshawgnte, Bolton, Tel.: 1348. [S.8887

.A-FRANCIS Sporting Combination, recent, J.A.P.
twin, Bosch, hood, electric; £100, or near offer.

itaiu, 34, Olive Rd., Cricklewood. Museum 3694,
[2140

A-FRANCIS. 1920.— Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
Its,—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 193. Gt. Poitland St.,

(0099

LUDES'.—Latest 1920 W-.h.p. model Lea-Prancis.
M..A.G. engine: £130; ex actual stock; deferrec'

ents arranged.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St
[3622

4-FR-ANCIS 1917 S'/sh-p., 2-speed and clutch,
recently overhauled and renovated, fitted with
I new 1920 SV^h'.p. J.A.P. engine.—Parker's. Brad-
rate, Bolton. [X8878
A-FRANCIS, 1920, M.A.G. engine, run few miles
only, witli coachbuilt sidecar, accessories; £155.
vnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.
le ; Hammersmith 80. [2738

20 Lea-Francis 3Vi>h.p. 2-speed, kick starter and
clutch, complete with electric head and tail

:, and battery in box, as new, mileage 150; £130.
E. Hall, Jun., "Westnor, Tonbridge. [X8854
i-FRANCIS 1920 SMih.p. Twin; delivery from
stock of this famous mount at list price, £130
Exchange or extended terms.-City Agents, Elce

'0., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3
[0066

K.L.M.
..M. Cycle, 5h.p., Bosch, Amac, new Dunlop
heavies and belt, lamps, gotid. condition ; ride away

;

-1, Woodlands Place, Trafalgar Rd., East Green-

I

': [2774
Levis.

PIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. roun-
,lud Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket,
e: 214. [IO97
/IS 1919 2i4b.p., fast, powerful, guaranteed per-

condition: £55.—Fisher, Cross,
[3075

lyiS 2V41t.p., 1916-17, single speed, excellent con-
,

lition, accessories: £38; offers.-Davis Crow-
• Berks. [2509

feet mechanical
ester.

'IS Popular, 1916, excellent condition, accessories-
;45: exchange higher power. ^'- -^ •"" — -

'

nt, Slough.
-Sheppard, 108, The

[2831

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
Levis.

excellent condition. lamps nnd
£35.—Perntt,

[2280

D
o
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n
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A new motor cycle for

£13 10 deposit and 11

monthly instalments of £3 14.

OTHER 1920 MODELS
on Similar Terms.

CLYNO, 2-speed, and clutch. £20 3s. deposit,

and II instalments of £5 IDs.

DIAMOND, 3I h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter. £22 IDs. deposit, and it

equal raonthlv instalments of £6 3s. 7d.

NEW SCALE, 2-stroke. 2-speed. clutch, and
kick-starter. £24 Is. deposit, and 11

equal monthly instalments of £6 12s. 3d.

CALTHORPE - J.A.P., 2^ h.p.. 2-speed,

clutch, £21 deposit, and 11 instalments of

£5 14s. lOd.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 2, 2-spced. £24
deposit, and n instalments cf £6 10s.

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2} h.p., clutch, and kick-

starter, £22 6s. deposit, and 11 instal

ments of £6 Is. 7d.

ALLON, 2? h.p.. 2-5peed, clutch, and kick-

start, £23 deposit, and 11 instalments ot

£6 4s. 4d.

SCOTT, 3^ h.p., deposit, and 11 instal-

ments of £10 Is.

RUDGE-MULTI, 3,\ h.p., I.O.M. model, with
clutch, deposit £29 IDs., and 11 instal-

ments of £8 Is. lid.

NUMBER, 3-1 h.p., H.O. tmn, 3-speed, all-

chaiu dri\'e, deposit £34, and 11 instal-

ments of £9 2s. 6d.

BLACKBURNE, S h.p., deposit £50, and 11

instalments of £12 17s. 4d.

N.U.T., 3.V h.p. twin, with dyaamc lighting,

deposit £44 IDs., and 11 instalments of

£12 Is. 7d.

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p..

deposit £50, and 1 1 instalments of

£13 15s. 7d.

ARIEL Combinaltion. 6-7 h.p., deposit
£46 10s., and 11 instalment^ of £12 12s, 8d.

Etc., etc.

ALL THE FAMOUS MAKES
OF SIDECARS IN STOCK.
CANOELET, M.M.4 model, with

23 X 3in. wheel and tyre £39 5
Ditto, finished to match and fit

Harlev-Davidson £40
GRINDLAY Popular £27 10
GRINOLAY de Luxe £39
TRIUMPH Gloria £55
WATSONIAN Coupe £41 5
HENDERSON, Model A £23

ft CANOELET Minor 18 gns.
\0 CANOELET, Sporting Model, K..| . . £25

M TERMS TO SUIT ALL.
Any of these Sidecars can be purchased bv
Extended Payments on our usual terms.

Particulars on application.

Prices of New Machines and Sidecars are
plus carriage from works.

List 0? SECOND-HAND MACHINES from
£35 upwards NOW READY.

o
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LETIS 2-stroke,
tools, etc. : can be tried any time

Wall HaU, Watford.

LEVIS 1917, Model E. Enfield 2-speed, mileaRe 600.
perfect; £62; exchange cunsidered.—Box 442, c/o

I'he Motor Cycle. [X8897

and
73.

[2132

LEVIS, 1920. 2-speed gear, semi-T.T., Pedley grips,
P. and H. lamps, et<;. ; £60.— 13a, Victory Sq..

New Church Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [X8934

lovely machine,
Minchin Motor

Mart, 39, Penrhyn Rd., Kinsston-on-Thames. [3463

LEVIS 1920 Popular Model, just arrived from work^;
immediate delivery at makers' price, £60.—Wil-

kins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2504

LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can supply
ea:ly, this fnnious 2-stroke.—District agents, T).e

Wnlsall Garaye. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone:
444 [5765

LEVIS 2J<h.p. 1920 Popular Model, tools., knee
grips, horn, very low mileage^ owner forbidden to

ride; sacrifice to '

'

"
Cockermouth.

1 Q20 2i4h.p. Levis mileage about 200, lamps
-*-tf accessories; £55 for quick sale.—Owen
Harrogate St., Barrow-in-Furness.

1 Q15 Levis, 2^/>h.x)., lamps, etc.,
J-*? excellent condition: £38/10.-

ride away, £55.—Kneen,

ead Tube Station). 'Phone
9-7, including Saturdays.

Brigham,
[2387

in fine condition,—Fair_Ofter
Hampstead (nea
Hampstead 3752.

F.O.C.H. have a Levi; . .

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
Hours
(2521

LincoIn°Elk.
£27.—Lincoln-Elk 3h.p., Bosch, Amac, Druids, in

perfect running order, ready to ride away ; first

cheque secures.— 1, Castle St., Warwick. [X8749

L.M.C,

L.M.C. 4i4h.p. C.B. Combinati
running order.—Avery, 85, Sta

ion, 3-speed, clutch,
anley Rd., Walliupton.

[2194

M.A.G.

1 Q20 M.A.G. Matchless Combination, as new, £200;
-i-t/ also 1919, all on, £170.—Ross, 86, High Rd..
Lee, S.E. [3183

Martin.
MARTIN-J.A.P., 8h.p., o.h.v., also sidecar; offers.—

Hart, Causeway, Mitcham. [2850

1 Q 20 Model
-1- 17 immediate

Mnrtlnsyde.
Martinsyde-Newman
delivery; £170,

Paris St., Exeter.

Combination

;

Maudes' Motor
[3527

new,
_. 143.

Durham, [3215

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination^
lampr, horn, speedometer; £190.—Young,

Sunderland St., Houghton-le-Spring,

MARTINSYDE ComVunation, Magdyno lighting, hood,
srreen, full eQuipment, spares, horn, as new; ofiers

over £200.—Collins, 33, Rosamund Rd.. Bedford. [2342

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St.. Bir-
mingham.—Marlinsyde-Newmau; £170; dynamo

lighting (Lucas). £200; delivery from stock; cheapest
combination marketed. [X8867

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for Lon-
don. Essex, Bucks. Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert-

ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, tor Martinsyde-
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now being
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100. (it. Portland St., W.l. and Paris St.. Exeter.

t66ie

Matchless
Ti/TATCHLESS.

-J
Q 20 Model.

"[^EW-Instant Delivery.

Qh.p. Combin:ition. mag., Jap engine; £205.

READY
horn

;

for Road, Lucas electric lighting eet and
£231/7/6.—Lakeman, 26, Long Acre, Lon-

i.
- [0274

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, fully equipped;
£110, or offer.—Toop, Caterham Valley. [3083

MATCHLESS Combination, eoncbbuUt, 8h.p.

on; £85.—Seen, Crow Bros., Guildford. [3007
all

MATCHLESS Combination,
£130, or offer.-Atkinson,

THE SERVICE Co., Ltd

O 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, Q
^ LONDON^ W.C.I
I
I

"Admittedly' London, Ho'born, 6430.

OE 30

2-speed, kick starter,

West Rd., Lancaster.
[2482

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p., coach painted
Januarr, wind screen ; £130, bargain.—Sutton,

Bagshot, Surrey. " [2561

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. S^Sh.p., 2-speed, free, kick
start, good running order ; £25.-88, Kew Rd.

Garage, Richmond. [3176

new, in
50, Har-

rington Rd., S.W.7. [3405

ATCHLESS-J.A.P., Montgomery sidecar, splendid
coniNination ;

£65.—McClean. Redlands, Whitton
Rd.. Twickenham, S.W. [2834

-| Q20 Matchless, magdyno, speedometer,
Xt/ stock; list price.—Edwards and Co.,

M^
411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 643
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchiess,

1 Q20 Miitoblesf:. perfect, all on, 2-seat'er sidecar; cost
JL«^ 235, nucept £220 " ---.-- ^

.

IJci-nisley.

Legards, Leather Merchant
[2544

MATCHLESS 1914 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speeds,
new tyres; £65; bargain, or separate.— 1, Clayton

Rd., Hayes, Middlesex. [2910

J O20 Matchless Combination, complete outfit, new
J- «-' condition, many extras; any trial ; £210.—38.
Blenheim Av., Barnsley. [2946

8h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, kick start
perfect order, room wanted; £68.-114, Crysta

Palace Rd., E. Dulwich. [3178

1 Q14 Specifil Itncinf? Matchless, J.A.P. sin.q'le, not
-L«J' iised since 1914: £40 to clear.—Sa, Blue Bal!
Yard, St. Jauies' St., Piccadilly. [2758

1 Q20 Model H Matchless, dynamo lighting, hood.
-Lt/ Ii?n; guards, horn, etc., perfect; .£215; exchanges.
—2, Nii^'htingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3298

jp 115.— 8h p. Matchless-Jap Combination, everything
cw* equal to new, privately owned, room wanted thi
week.— 257, Beckenham Rd., Beckenham. [2532

liiihting

l.iaj;;ain

[3161

1 20 MatoJiIess, M.A.G. engine, dynamo
J-*^ hood and screen: any trial; 900 miles;
£220.-50, Gloucester Rd., Tottenham, N.15.

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919, spare wheel, wind
screen, Lucas lamps, footboards, splenAd con

dition; £160. " -_ ^ .. ..„-,,
-Greenop, 27, Castlegarth, Kendal

[2389
MATCHLESS C.B. Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.,

cently overhauled and all new tyres, splendid, order
—AVylde, 29, Eos Lane, Palmer's Green, London, N.

[2205
"jlTATCHLESS, April, 1920, Model H, dynamo light-
Lvi ing, .speedometer, hood, etc., mileage 1,100,
tiULiranteed perfect; £214.-125, High St., Woolwich.

£2550
Sih.p. T.T. Matchless, 1914, o.u.v. twin J.A.P.,

2 alumininm pistons, Gradua gear, very hot stuff;
bargain, £80.—Tyne Lodge, Grange Loan, Edinburgh.

[3371
Q K ix65 Overhead Valve Matchless J.A. P., adjust
0«J2 able pulky, sporty bicycle, £85; if with 2
speed, £95; photo 6d.—Mills, 16, Hall St., MansfieJd,

[2606
MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine

Lucas dynamo lighting, perfect in every way
.£140.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.
689. [1614

MATCHLESS. 8b.p., 1920, spring frame combina
tions. early delivery, with or without dynamo

lighting.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon
don. [2048

MATCHLESS Combination, the very latest M.A.G
engine, speedometer, legshields, magdyno light-

ing; £255; near oifer.—Rogers, 106, Fulham Palace
Rd., AV.6. [3483

MATCHLESS Combination (July, 1919), inter-
changeable wheels, lamps, hood, etc. ; better

than new ; reasonable oHer.-
worth. S.E.

-113, Rodney Rd., Wal
[2622

"I Q 20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
-L*J' horn, lamps, speedometer, legshields, hood, per-
le^'t condition; 205 gns.—Edwards and Co., 50, Harring
ton Rd., S.W.7. [3407

MATCHLESS Model H Combinations, new and
second-hp-nd; immediate delivery.—Newnhani

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Plammersmith 80.

'Phone
[2733

MATCHLESS latest Model H Spring Frame Com
bination, Lucas Magdyno, spare wh^l and tyre,

luggage grid, only done few hundred mile^.-Parker's,
Biadshiuvgate, Bolton. [X8S7f

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements:

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tas^cll.
-la, Bloomficld Rd., Plumstead. [1958

8h.p. Matchless-Jap, Gradua gear, sporting model, P.
and H. lamps, perfect order throughout; £85 or

nearest; exchange for good machine of lower power.—
Moure, Kirton Lindsey, Lines. [2299

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery late.st Model B
coniliination, conK-ilete with Lucas Mngdyno electric

lii^hting, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel and tyre,—Parker's
Bradsliawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X8894

MAUDES".-1920 H Matchless combination, Lura«
lampf^ Klaxon horn, Bonniksen speedometer,

vf ry small mileage, and as new ; moderate price —
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3526

MATCPILESS, 1920, Model H, with D.A. lighting.
Lucas lamp-. Bonniksen speedometer, run

2.10.'J miles, splendid condition, any trial; £200.—
Masons Garage, Letchworth, Herts. [1763

"lYTATCHLESS 1919 8h.p. Victory Model Combina-±fX tion, detachable wheels and spare, Lucas acces-
sories, in very ni.-e order: £165.—Elce and, Co., 15-16
Bishopsgate Av., Camoniile St., E.G.3. [OOe"?

1C|20 Model H Matchless Combination, electric and
--«/ acetylene lighting, tyres unpunctiired, speedo-
meter, and every accessory, better than new; ofTers.—
12, Little Heath, Old Cbarltun, S.E. 7. [2524

"jVTATCnr^ESS Combination, 2-<?peed. kick start
-LTX eluti-h, rhain drive, Sh.p. J.A.P. , fine turnout;
;£120. or excIiiiiiEe lower power, cash adjuf^tment. -57
Kcnbury St., Coldharbour Lane, London, S.E. [3498

J
We have a

i large stock of

"i 7-9 Powerplus

Mm
Machines of
recent date.

The whole

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
Phone No.: Maytair 4535.

."---"---.V-.-.

^
Price £125

I
«V Special Terms to Agents. '',

Write, 'phone, or J

call I

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale. '.

-%I.•^l.1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"|Q19 Victory Model Matchlesa Combination,
J-«^ age 3,093, new rear- tyre, fitted with la
horn, mirror, Tan-Sad, speedometer, tools, epa
Windle, Manora, HoUington Park. St. Leonarc

"1020 Modern Matchless Combination, Mae^^ li^htinc, speedometer, screen^ spare wheel
shield, horn, fully equipment, splendid condition; i—Rackham, Charlton House, Old Charlton. S.E.

MATCHLESS Combination, 1916, Model 8E,
engine, Lueti s dynamo lighting, tpeedon

discs, screen, faultless condition tlirougbout; i

after 6 p.m.—62, Camden Av., Catford, London.

MATCHLESS. 1920, Model H. rear drive, sp
meter, hood, Lucas gas set, legshields, sj

special coachbnilt pillion seat, insurance, owner
ing car- £215.-32, Morrab Gardens, Water ]

Seven Kings.
|

MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G., 3 speeds, cl

Lucas dynamo lighting, electric and bulb h
hood, screen, and speedometer, all in excellent
dition; £160.—Griflan, 53, Denmark Hill, Cambei
3.E.5.

[

1 Q20 Matchless, full touring equipment, mag(
--«-' everything on, superior combination, gui

teed sound throughout, 50-100 miles trial willi

8 months' insurance; £240.-35, Whittingstall
Fulham. [

MATCHLESS Combination, completely overhf
cofichbuilt sidecar, new tyres, tnlies, belt,

wind screen, horn, lamps ; any trial ; bargain : for >

sale, £105.~Patterson, Lawton Rd., Rainhill, L
shire.

[

MATCHLESS M.A.G. 1914 Combination.
countershaft, thoroughly overhauled and

enamelled by makers April, 1920, acetylene ligh

splendid condition; offers.—Pickerill, Calveley Scl

Tarporley, Cheshire. [

-| Q15 Matchless Combination, 7-9h-p. M.A.G., B
Ji*y 3 speed?, countershaft, clutch, kick sU
electric lightiag, speedometer, screen, hood, Tan
beautiful condition, been very carefully driven; £

—34, Mancr Rd., Erith, Kent. " [

1 Q 19 8h.p. Victory Model Matchless ComhiuE
Xtl 3-sipeed, with spare wheel, Lucas horn,

accumulator lighting eet, low mileage, tyres as

all wheels interchangeable, in perfect running o

£155.—Farr, Contractor, Cliichester. [

MATCHLESS 1918 (Nov.) 8b. p., 3 speeds, with
sidecar, interchangeable wheels and spare, 1

screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, leg shield, 4 n
new tyres, complete set spares and tools, perfect; i

—133, Plaistow Rd., West Ham, E.15. [

F.O.C.H. have a nev/ 1920 Matchles.s combina
Lucas equipment, £t:'eedometer; list price

carriage.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., H
stead (near Himpstead Tube Station). 'Ph
Hamp-tead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturda;

MODEL H Matchless, M.A.G. engine, Lucas la

Lucas horn, rear drive speedometer, leg shi

adjustable wings to wind screen, sidecar step, ,

cut-out, complete with spare wheel, tools, pump,
feet condition, mileage to date 475; price £220,-=-

Clieltenhara Rd., Bristol.
_

[

MATCHLESS' Combination.—Book your orders

-

Uo*?s, 86. High Rd., Lee, S.E., for 1920 si

frame Sh.p. Matchless combination. A model al

on view at above address. Deliveries guarm
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruliu

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-

motor cycles of all makes always in stock. ['

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., believed 1

3 speeds, kick starter, totally enclosed ch;

speedometer, spare wheel. 3 new tyres, Lucas dyn

lighting, accumulator, storage, large luggage
Easting wind screen, beautifully sprung, store

ye^rs, perfect throughout; £165.—Gladish, Carolf

Retford, Notts. 'Phone; 173. I'

MATCHLESS, late 1919, Magdyno lighting, !

lamp (dim and full), spare wheel, curved d

triple folding screen, unites witli hood, side curtJ

folding luggage grid, petrol carrier, leg shields. :

boards, horn, rear drive speedometer, low mile

£200; apply letter or evenings between 6-7.—PJ

Side Door, Caley House, Leopold Rd., Wimble
S.W.19. [2

1 Q 20 Matchless Combination. Model H, M.A.G.
Li/ giue, Lucas dvnauin lighting, rear-drive spe

meter. Lucas bulb and electric horns, leg-guards, spi

undershield, and discs all round, and interchaug*

wheels, unpunctured, mirror, special Binlw carlmiej

sidecar has special dash, -wind screen, with side wi

hood, and adjustable footresta and other refineun

perfect in eveiv wav, better tlian new, privatt-ly ov

and driven; 250 gns., well under li^t: apply eve

S.9.—Owner. 41. Rookfteld Av., Muswell Hill, N.IC

M
M

Metro.

ETEO Spnitiiig, all on, perfect coutlition , £45.
Fulham Eil., S.W

ETEO 1916, T.T. bnrs, discs, enmnelleil red,

new, siusle epeed; £15, or offer.—I<i5, Hlgn
WoohvicJi

1 Q20 2V-li.p. Metro-Tvler, 2-speed, lamps, horn,

i-iJ in excellent condition; f65.-2a, EycliuuU

Seyuionr Giovc, Manchester. _.'

B44 All letters reletting to nclvertiscnieiits should iiuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

rRO-TYLEE, 2'ih.p., 2-speed, and all acces-
scries. in top-hole condition; £55.—F. Moor,
rpbisher Rd., Hornsey, N. [2940

DEO-TrLEB, type b, latest model, brand new,
S^jli.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear bos;
J; delivery from stock.— 1'. J. Kvans, 85-91, .Toliii

St., Birmiuglinijl. [0260

.p. Metro-Tyler, not done 100 miles, perfect con-
dition, lamps and tools complete: owner going
r combination; £60, or nearest offer.—E. H.
ill, Ogbovirne, Wilts. [2476

[JDES.—Latest 1920 model Metro-Tyler, Type
S, £95. ex actual stock; 1919 model, brand
reduced price, £65. ex actual stock; deferred
nts arranged.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St..

[3523

rRO-TYLER, latest S type, super 2-stroke,
delivery from stock at list price, £95 cash,
nge or extended terms. Trade supplied.—Citv
i. Eire and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
;t., E.C.3. [0069

Minerva.
lERVA 3Kh.p., B. and B., Eisemann, new tvres;
U5.—322, Glyn Rd., E.5. [3056

p. Minerva, mag., Amac, good mechanical order
and comfortable, suit learner; N. London; £17
7,056, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3278

:EBVA Twin S-6h.p., Grade gear, Bosch mag..
lew Amac, P.H. lamps, splendid condition- must
i; no reasonable ofler refused.—118, High St,
'• [3167

Moto-Revo.

p. Moto-Reve, splendid running condition, Amac
mag., tyres~good; no reasonable offer refused.—
1, New R^i., Talywain. [3220

New Hudson.
r HUDSON, 3-speed, sidecar: quick sale, £65.—
.19. Plumste-id Common Rd., Plumsteacl [3018

New Hudson 2.stroke. mileage 500 : £70, 01
' offer.—Miller, Ashover Hvdro, nr. Chpst«rfie]d.

[X8521
t HUDSON, 1915, 2-£troke, new, mai., tyres am!
elt perfect; £32.—James, Empire, Wood Green.

[234f
r HUDSON.-Immediate delivery 1920 2'/ih.p. ;

Deeds models.—Parker's, Bradsliawgate, Bolton.
1348. [X8881
1 HUDSON 2i4h.p., 1920, little used: £72, 01
ear cffer; Te^vke3bury district.—Bos 6,984. c/'
olor Cycle. [2211

p. New Hudson, 3-speerl and clutch, in fine con-
dition, suitable for ridecar; £43.-85, Dalberp
!ri.tton, S.W.2, (282;

6 New Hudson 2-stroke, condition and appearance
like new, lamps, tools, etc.; £40.-16, Gains-
h Rd., Crewe. [X8668
' HUDSON 2 stroke Lightweights, immediate
elivery, spares stocked.—New Hudson Depot. 45,
Inu Rd , W.C.2. [1298

3 New Hud.'OQ 2-stroke, new July, mileage 800.
perfect running older ; £65,-Enmsey, Wi;iteliill
111, Midlothian. [2190
' HUDSON 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, com-
lete; £70.—Hewins' Garages, Ltd., The Real
; Firm, Taunton. [2697

) New Hudson 2-stroke, unused; £72.—Colonia^
Motor Co., 104a-106a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3
:: Hamp. 7822. [2175

f HUDSON 2i,^.p., 2-speed, 1917, lamps, born,
ools, etc., splendid condition; £46, offers—97.
agale Rd., Wood Green. [1253

7 HUDSON, 1920. 2l,/,h.p., 2-stroke, T.T. model,
speed gear, lamps, been used for demonstrating

;

Partridge, 10, Chapel St., Luton. [2947

T HUDSON 4h.p., 3-spsed, clutch, ooachbuilt
idecar with hood, electric light, perfect condition

;

3apt. Betts, S.R.D., Deptford. S.E. [X8826

9 (Aug.) New Hudson Combination, 6h.p., East-
ing vs'ind screen, lamps, tools, new spare tyre,
£160.—Kempson, 33, Temple Rd., WiUenhall,

[3022

J 3Voh.p. New Hudson, Comfy sidecar, 3^peed
Armstrong, Klasou, Cameo wind screen ; £80.

er; seen" evenings.-94, Clarence Ed., Grays,
[2463

5 New Hudson, 2y2h.p.. 2-stroke, Thomson-
Bennett mag., Amac, nearly new tyre-s, lamps,

»ries, tools, spares, new condition; £38.-35,
s Rd., Hammersmith. [3547

7 HUDSON 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
tc; bargain, £135; worth £160; must sell.—
!; 1289 Hampstead.—Seen,- Stag Garage, Fleet
lampstead, N.W.3. [2655

E 1919 New Hudson, 4h.p.. 3 speeds, K.S., and
1920 Henderson sidecar, tools, spares, lamps, in-
&: mn^t sell; £125. or near; .Woohvicli district.
7.024, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [2472

TRAVEL IN
r
COMFORT

J= by purchasing one of the

I

45
leading makes of Motor Cycles that

! we have in stock for immediate !

: delivery at makers' list price.

\
SOLOS.

I AS.LDAYS ALLON, 2? h.p At list price. I

I

BAT, f, h.p At list price.
|

: BRADBURY, 6 h.p At list price. :

: BEARDMORE-PRECISiON At list price. :

1
COULSON-B., 4h.p At list price,

j

; COULSON-B., =3 h.p At list price. :

: CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p At list price. :

I

CLYNO, 2; h.p At list price.
|

I

CLEVELAND, 3 h.p At list price. 1

! FRANCIS-BARNETT At list price. !

;
L.H.CjaJ) h.p., rigid frame At list price. [

L.M.C, 6 h.p., rear-suspension i

frame At list price. .

NEW IIWPERIAL, 2; h.p. ' At list price. -_

RADCO, 2i h.p., single-speed At list price,
j

ROVER, 3J, h.p., tourist At list price. -

ROVER, 3! h.p., T.T. At list price. ;

SPARKBROOK, 2} h.p At list price, c

WOOLER, ;J h.p.. variable gear . At list price. -

ZENITH, Model G .' At list price. E

COMBINATIONS (New),
f

QUADRANT, 4} h.p., complete as =
makers' specification At list price. |

GOMBINATiONS
(Second-hand). |

L.M.C, 1920, 4} h.p., Hendei-son B.i Sidecar, all I
lamps, fully equipped, as new. ^

L.M.C.f 1920, 6 h.p., suspension frame model, z
Henderson B.i Sidecar, speedometer, wind- C
screen, lamps, many extras, as new, -

P. & M., 3^ h.p., Dunh'-ll Sidecar, apron, lamps, z
horn, etc., fully equipped. Z

BAT, 1920, 6 h.p., Henderson Elite Sidecar, grey, I
Windscreen, Cowey horn, and speedometer, |
Tan-Sad seat, Luggage grid, lamps, as new

;

z
done 150 miles. -

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 1920, Henderson feather- c
weight Sidecar, lamp^, horn, apron, etc. =

m

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1 Q20 New Hudson Touring De Luxe aHh.p. 2-strnke,
-- *^ new June, ridden 200, makers' guarantee, per-
fect, insured, licences, full kiL; best over £70; appoint-
ment.—Kitching, 32, Falmer Rd.. Harringay, N.15.

[2486

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIALS.—Model, 1, 234h.p. J.A.P., •^-

speed.—Below.

MODEL 2, 2'':ili.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and kick
start.—Be'.ow.

Qh.p. New Imperial-Jap and Canoelet Sidecar.—Below.

/*h.p. New Imperial-Jap and Canoelet Sidecar.— Below.'

Oh.p. New Imperial-Jap Solo.—Below.

ALL Brand
price.—R.

Lincoln.

New, for immediate
M. Wright and Co.,

delivery at list

Ltd., Newland,
[3416

"I 020 New Imperial Lightweight, delivery from stock;
-Lt7 list prices.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [3033

"|019 New Imperial-Jap Combination, 6h.p.; £130.
X«7 —Burch, Guildford St., Chertsey. - [2878

as new; £75.
[2680

1 C|20 New Imperial, kick start perfect,
J-*y —Pickett, Optician, Andover.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p.. accessories; ^48.-
Castleman, 285, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.
£33, near offer.-8.

Hackney.

[2574
2 speeds, perfect order;
Priory Place, Well St..

[X9019

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, 1919: fl40,
or offer : exchange SunL>eam.—Cadman, 20, Ald-

ridge Rd., Bayswater. [X8825

rQ19
8h.p. New Imperial Combination, splendid con-

*y dition; seen by appointment.—10, Chestnut Rd..

Kingston-on-Thames, [2997

models.NEW IMPERIAL: immediate delivery all

—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd,

£190.
[2808

lamps.
£58.—
[2479

m

m

m

We ar? Sole Agents for LONDON and the HOME I

COUNTIES for L.WI.C. and WILKIN. Live
'

Agents please write for terms. Retail Selling
;

Agents, London and 20 miles, BEARDMORE-
j

PRECISION, fhe Motor Cycle that is five years I

ahead of its time. Contracting Agents for every ;

well-known make from A to Z. :

HENDERSON SIDECARS.

|

/ll Models for immediate delivery in stock.
;

Elite, B.r, A, and Spring-frame models. i

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENT. !

Fitted to both lady's and gent's cycle for im-
J

mediate delivery at Makers' List Price. :

ACCESSORIES. !

A large and complete stock at competitive prices.

Service at all times at the House of " MEBE3,"

154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.|
llililSIIIIIIHBIIIIII^IIIlllBBIIIIIISIIIIIW

m

W.'Phone : Hammersmith BO. r2737

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 1917, like new. counter-
shaft, 2 speeds: any trial.—Pack Horse Hotel.

Egham Hill, Egham. Surrey. [116B

2-speed New Imperial, lovely machine:
£42.—Minchin Motor Mart. 39, Pen-

hyn Rd.,~ Kingston-on-Thames. [3464

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2V>h.p., 2-speed, 77 gns.;

ditto, With clutcli and kick starter, 85 gns.—
Edwin Knight, High St., Reigate. [2601

1O20 234h.p. New Imperial. 2-3peed, clutch, kick
e^ starter, little used, bought sidecar machine; £75.

—Ivens, Linden Av., Kidderminster. [3230

1 020'/' 6h.p. New Imperial, Henderson Elite side-

AtF car, mileage 150, all accessories, as new:
—Write, Tait, 65, Coventry Rd., Iltord.

NEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P. 2"'ih.p., 2 speeds,

Stewart horn, complete, practically new

:

Rackham,- 23, Benedict Rd., Brixton, S.W.

MAUDES'.-Latest 1920 Sh.p. modfel TMew Imperial:

140 gns.; complete with Millford sidecar, ,£179:

ex actual stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[3520

1 020 New Imperial-Jap, Sh.p., with Montgomery
J-tf sidecar. Klaxon, handsome turnout; £155;
new June; un^cratched.-Shaw, Durkar, near Wake-
field. [2449

19 (Sept.) New Imperial-Jap Sh.p. Combination,

low mileage, electric lighting, all accessories,

perfect order; £140.—Kelham, Nassington, Peter-

borough. . [3367

1 O20 New Imperial Sh.p., with Millford 30 gn. side-

i-tJ car (C.B.), lamps, and horn, as new, un-

scratched; £159.—Wrighton, The Drapery, North-

ampton.

1 O20 New Imperial, 6-8h.p. J.A.P.,
X*y sidecar, hood, screen, Lucas lamps <iini iium,

small mileage, condition as new, very smart; £175.—
Brooks, Hawthorns, Worting, Basingstoke. [2442

NEW IMPEEIAL-J. A. P.—Immediate delivery from
stock of this popular 2-;ih.p. machine, 2-speed

model, £82/17; with clutch and kick-starter,

P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright

-1015 2"'ih.p.
-Lv bargain.

19^

[3378

Sandum Elite

kick start,

London.

New 21/r.h.p.

nt kick s

speeds. £89,

1920

£89/5.-
Birrainghain.

[0262
New Imperial-Japs: No.

St..

BRAND i.-„ _,,...K. - ,-, , 3 , .,

1 without kick stnrt, £80/17; clutch model with
--- -Wouchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

[2031

combinations, also8h.p.

St.

1Q20 New Imperials, nev .-.,.. ----.
„„:,„LV light tourist models, during this week; write

" call to secnre.-Clapham (Motors), 27, .Stockwell

Greenwich- S.E.IO, or 'phone: Greenwich '751^^^

BW IMPERIAL, 1919, 2-spced, Watford speedo-

meter, hoin, and lamps, aluminium leg shields,

excellent condition: 59 gns.-Cusdin.

Turnpike Lane, Hillingdon Rd.,
{3074

N^
insurance policy.

The Bungalow.
Uxbridge

FOE Sale, New Imperinl-J.ip 2ijh.p., 2 speeds, free

eufi^ne 1919, vaiinl.le mag., 1919, B. and B. cni-

hnretter, new cvl. nnd engine parts, T.T. bars, long ex-

iKinst nil-red finish, disc wheels, very fast, acce^soTi_es^

£1S -Wyndhaiu. Thomas, Ewhurst, Surrey. (2410

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is.sue. .j^j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

i|20 6h.p. Kuw luiperiiil-Jar and Sunbefim Sidecni
||

Couihination, beautifully fitted up, all best accc:

sciiies, condition us new, niileape under 300 ; illness sole

teaeon for selling; any trial given; £178 for quick sale.—
Apply, Arthur B. Warren, Oakfield House, Scriyen Ed..
Knaresborougb. [2259

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Light Tourist Models, de-

livered from stock: 2^4h.p. 2-speed model,
£80/17; clutcli and kick starter, £89/15. -Cash,
extended terms, or exchange. Trade supplied.—City
Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. .

[0070

Norton.

NOKTON Big Four, 3-speed, just delivered, un-
ridden.—222, Beacon St., Lichfield. [2960

"I 019-20 T.T. Norton, lamps, horn, knee grips, fast;

Xu trial" anywhere; £95.^Ileg, 32, High St., Rei-

;,ite. •
.

[3279

NOETON 4h.p., Brampton gear, complete with lamps
Klaxon, etc. ; £65.—Seymour and Baker, 215, Hish

St., Lewisham, S.E. [2236

1019 (Oct.) Big Four Norton, Lucas tamps, horn,
i-iJ etc., excellent condition; £118.—Coverd.^le, Caius
College, Cambridge. [2246

BIG Four Norton Combination, S-speed, counter-
jiaft, perfect condition, any trial; £120, all in.

—64a, Emmanuel Rd., Balham. [2931!

NORTON 1919 Big Four Combination do LuM, very

powerfnl, new condition; trial; £157.-78, Bays
nater Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [X896(;

NOETON 1916 Big Four de Lujre Combination, 3

speed, all-chain, mileage under 3,000; £130.—
Woods, Connaught Rd., Gainsborough. [2711

-| Q20 SV^b.p. Sports Norton, speedometer, etc., excep-
J-iJ tionally last, over 70 m.p.h., few miles only;
£110.-11, Craven Park. Harlesden, N.W.IO. [3150

NOETON, 1919 (late), T.T., fully equipped: best
over £90; newl920 Big Four; also 1920 T.T.; list

price; London.—Box 7,057, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3280

"I Q17 Norton 3iAh.p., good condition, ridden about
J-ij 600 miles, Cowey trip speedometer, electric horn,
and tools; £90.—A. J. Hammant, 8, Greys Rd., Ilenley-

un-Thames. [2512

- 1 Q 20 Big Four Norton, semi-T.T. bars, knee grips
JLt/ Lucas lamps, horn, low mileage, condition per^

lect; 135 gns.—Holloway, c/o Parkes. Dartmouth St..

Birmingham. [3128

1 Q15 3i/:,h.p. Norton Combination. 3-speed counter
Xft/ shaft, clutch, 1920 engine, lamps, horn, tools,

new Norton sidecar; £120.—Haines, Canynge Ed..
Clilton, Bristol. [2315

NORTON Big Four Combination, 1918, Sturmey
.\rcher 3-speed countershaft gear, lamps, screen

e.Kcelient condition ; £160, or nearest.— 3, Burleigh I'nrl

Ed., Peverell, Plymouth. __ [2833

L-4TE 1919 (Sept.) Big Four Norton Combination
Norton de luxe sidecar, in good condition anil

tborouch running order; £155, offer; motor cycle, £130
-74, Windsor Ed., Neath, S. Wales, [2264

HEB,E'S a Snip.—Special B.R.S. Norton, guaranteed
in splendid condition, really hot stuff, complete

with lamps and accessories; first £87/10 secures.—R.
Carter, 11, Higher Albert St., Chesterfield. [X9004

NORTON Big Four 1919 Combination, chain drive
very little used. Easting, dynamo electric lighting,

speedometer, leg shields. Lucas horn, sidecar has
bulbous back specially arranged stow luggage beside
tin petrol, also lubricating oil; £170; selling, as bought
car.— 19, Stoneby D-ive, New Brighton. [3221

N.S.U.

N.S.U. 3Vih.p., 2-speed, F.E., footboards: £32
Leicestershire.-Box 7,072, c/o Tlu Motor Cycle.

[3294

N.S.U. 3V2h.p., free engine, Bosch; £22: running
order; after 6.—80, Stamford St., London, S.E.

[3091

N.S.U. 3'Ah.p. 2-speed Coaclibuilt Combination, ex
celleut condition; £47.—Sharp, 11, Vorley Rd.

Upper Holloway. Alter 6. [3135

N.S.U. 2^4h.p. Twin, o.i.v., Bosch, new Dunlops, new
.Stewart mechanical horn, good lamp, fast

machine; £30.-36, Radnor Gardens. Twickenham
[2888

N.S.U. 6h.p,. 2 speeds, with Ciine sidecar, new B
and B.. Bosch, 2 lamps, new back tyre, starter,

Tiowerful ; £33/10.—Willoughby, Merstham, Surrey.
[3019

POWERFUL Combination 8h.p. N.S.U., Millfor<l
sidecar, upholstered green leather, horn, lamps

speedometer, in good nmuing order; £65, quick sale—
26, (luecn's Ter., Southampton. [2237

N.U.T.
NUT..1.A.P. O.H. Twin, T.T., 1914-15, vry fast, any

trial; £75.—Ralph Jackson, Sunnyside, Alccstcr.N[X8946.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. .7. Young and
Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage, Newmarket. "Phone :

214 [1098

1 Q20 Model N.U.T.: immediate delivery: Lucas
^*7 electric lighting; 145 gns.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [3530

BUY YOUR MACHINE AT

JONES' GARAGE
AND GET GUARANTEED SATISFACTION.

'Phones : Hornsey 2562 ; Finchley 2334.

VLe have the lart,es: selection of New and Second-

hand Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Accessories of

every description.

If unable to call at our Showrooms to inspect our
goods

SEND FOR BIG LIST!!
There is nothinfi that a Motorist requires which
caimnt be obtained from us, and at the Lowest

Market Price. Now what about your Motor Cycle?
Surely you can sec it is positively cheaper, quicker,

and more delightful than sticking in a train and
travelling 50 or 100 miles, most probably in a

cramped position. Ride a Motor Cycle, and get

the fresh air and beautiful scenery, and—Dodge
the Doctor.
We have in stock for immediate sale 100 New and
Second-hand Motor Cycles and Sidecars, ANY OF
WHICH C.A.N BE PURCHASED UPON THE
DEFERRED PAYMENT SY.STF.M, PAYABLE
IN THREE, SI.\, OR TWELVE MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.
We are the Sole North London Agents for the

Cheapest and most reliable Lightweight on the

market ; immediate delivery. The O.K.-JUNIOR,
with ViUiers or Union engine, 48 gns. Send for

partic\ilars. Also 2-speed models, £65. Trade
Supplied.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1920 3i h.p. ARIEL, solo £120

Tg20 3^ h.p. ARIEL Combination £157 10

1920 3.1 h.p. ARIEL Comb.. Magdyno . . £182 10

1920 fi-7h.p. ARIEL Comb. (2 in stock) £177 10

1020 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE and lovely

bulbous back Sidecar to match . . £225
r920 A.B.C., Magdyno £173 7

1920 A.B.C., standard _ £150

1920 8 h.p. spring frame B.A.T £165
Or with posh Sidecar £205

r920 I.O.M. RUDSE (2 in stock) £110 5

1920 2} h.p. CEDOS, 2-5peed £73 10

1920 3.1 h.p. ROVER, 3-speed £200
1920 5-fi h.p. ROVER, 3-speed £227
(Either ol the above liovers can be sold solo, -f

required).

r920 DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed £82 10
r92o CLYNO, 2-stroke. 2-speed £75

1920 HOBART, 2-stroke . . ., £53
J920 WOOLER (The Record Breakers) . . £103
ic,2o DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2-spced £8? 3

rQ2o B.S.A., Model H. and Sidecar £152

1920 ALLDAVS ALLO»!, 2 soetd £85

A few 1920, slightly used, unscratched and indis-

tinguishable from new.

rgao S h.p. St.rndard Mol'-l ENFIELD . . £190

1920 6 h.p. standard model ENFIELD ..£190
JQ20 6 h.p. MagdjTio model ENFIELD .. £230
r920 3! h.p. BEARDMORE- PRECISION,

spring frame fore and aft; list price,£95.

With lamps and Klaxon horn. Our
price £90

CYCLE CARS.
1920 EARL Cycle Car. 2-speed and reverse,

special T.A. P. engine (dirt cheap) ... £85

rq20 BLERIbT WHIPPET, with £20 worth
of accessories. Cost over £300. A
gift ^ £265

SOME OF OUR SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN
STOCK.

1919 3V h.p. SUNBEAMS, with r920
cylinders, 2 in stock, with acces-

sories £132 10 and £145

1919 HARLEY Combinations, 3 in stock,

from £175
i9r9-20 P. & M. and Sidecar, all Lucas

accessories : £150
iqro s-6 h.p. JAMES Combination, 2 in

stock £155
r920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS' Combinations, as

new, 2 in stock £160 and £165
Several others, including r9i9 TRIUMPH and Side-

car, £180, as new ; dynamo Hghting SUNBEAM
Combination, £175 ; 7-9 h-P- INDIAN, £75 ;

clutch model TRIUMPH, £52 ; 3i h.p. NORTON
Combination. £125.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF CLEARANCE
TYRES, Perfect. Send for List of Sizes and Prices.

Brand New M.A.G. Engines, at less than wholesale

price £37 10s.

Note .Address •

THE BROADWAY,
IVIUSWELL HILL, N.10

ALSO AT

4, Woodside Parade, N. Finchley.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

MAUDES'.-Latest 1920 model N.U.T., with Lc
dynamo set; £165; ex actual stock.—Maud

100 Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3

1 Q20 N.U.T., magdyno lighting, extra electric h(
-*-«.' spotless, as new; first £160 secures.—Rho
Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. [3

1 Q20 SVjh.p. N.U.T., dynamo lighting, extra air
-»-*' take, special saddle, condition ae new; £14
The Gables, Monkham's Drive, Woodford Green. [3

N.U.T. 1920, _ ridden under 1,000 miles, dyn:
lighting, discs, all accessories and spares; £1

—The Gables, Monkhams Drive, Woodford Green, Es
[2

N.U.T.—We are sole wholesale and retail agents
Staffordshire, and can supply these famous

chines for early delivery.—Walsall Garage, Wal
Tel : 444. [5

W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Tei
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders

early delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—

T

Yeovil 114. [6

"jQ20 3y2h.p. N.U.T., May, Magdyno lighting, I.i

^*y bulb horn and electric, Bonniksen trip spei

meter, mirror, insured for £175; cost £185, higl
over £170 secures.—Box 7,052, c/o The Motor Cue

[3

1020 SVsh.p. N.U.T., Recherche model, Magd
X*J lighting set, with tube and belt case and si

belt, Henderson sidecar painted to match, with ai

mutator lighting: combination £183, will separat
Gibson, 9, Bank St., Carlisle. [XS

O.K.

O.K. Uniou : deliveries from stock ; 48 gns.—Cen
Garage, Carmarthen. , [2

1Q20 O.K. Juniors 2-stroke, just delivered; all

J-«7 gns.—Turnill North, Peterborough. [2

O.K. Union Models in stock at maker's price £5(
—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3

[X8

O.K. Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-speed, almost new,
scratcheil.-J. Jones, Holly Bush, Cowbridfre

[2

"IQ20 Demonstration Model O.K., new, f

X •? equipped ; list price.—Ascott. 5, Western 1

Mitcham. [3

O.K., 2ijh.p. J.A.P.; £60; July, 1919, splendid (

dition, 2-speed.—3, Fanthorpe St., Put
S.W.15. [3

O.K. Junior, 2-stroke, 1916, 2-speed, fine condit
£40 cash.-Smith. 67, Eedclifie Gardens, f

Western 1232. [58

O.K. .lunior: instant- deliveries from stock; 48
—IIewiii',5 Garages, Ltd., the Real Service F

Taunton and Totnes. [2

O.K. 25/lh.p., 1917, 2-speed, 4-stroke: £44.-18.
Edmund's Terr.ace, St. John's Wood, N.A

'Phone : Hampstcad 8600. [2

O.K. Juniors from Stock: 48 gns.—A. J. Touns
Co.. Ltd.. Heath Garage, -Newmarket ('Phi

214), and 75, Albaiiy St.. Regent's Park. N.W.I ('Pht

Museum 5476). (1

OK.. 2^,4h.p. 2-stroke, Senspray, Drufds, lamps, g

tyres, smart appearance, fast, late model;
gns., or exchange higher power.—79, Wolfington

'

West Norwood, S.E. [3

Omega
20 Omega, 2-speed, lamps, mileage 100: £0
Andrews, South St., Wellington, Somerset. [!

.^3.h.p. Omega, late 1919 2-speed gear box, run 1,

/V4 miles only, all accessories; f55.—Linington,
Commercial Ed., Portsmouth. [XS

1 Q19 Omega-T.D.C 2%h.p.. 2-speed, 2-str

XiP Klaxon. 2 toolbags, Xl-All saddle; 49 !

offer.—260, 'Victoria Dock Ed., London, E.16. [2

"IQ20 (Jtily) 2'''4h.p. Omega-Jap, Miller's lamp, e

Xij rator uieclianical horn, perfect condition,

miles; £75.-124, Nelson Ed. Central, Great Tarmo
[2

1 020 Oraega-Jap, brand new, 2-speed. kick start, li;

X*/ controlled clutch, disc wheels, delivery from r'

at list price.—Longworth's, 30, Borough Ed., Seacm
Wallasey. [2

P. and M.

1020 P. and M.. lamps and horn, 700 miles, pert

Xt/ £117.-35, Talbot St., Whitchurch. [X8

P.
and M. Combination, just overhauled, lamps, <

£125.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3

P.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination, splendid co

tion; oilers.—68, Burton Rd., Brixton. [2

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, all lamps ,ajid fitti

as new; £138.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3

-|Q20 P. and 51. SVJi.p., just delivered; list pi

Xif £116.—Turnill and North, Peterborough, l^

BRIGHTON, Hove and district P. and M. agenl

Turpin's, 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brighto

20 Model P. and IM.: immediate delivery; £11

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.. Kxele

and M. 1917-18 E.A.F., splendid condition.; £'

Cot.per, 47, Ulackliorsc Lane, Addisconibe, l

19

19

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

L8 P. and M. Combination, 2-speed, tick start,

good condition, ride away; £95.-42, Lillian Ed,.

s. [2542

md M. 1918 SVoh.p., 2-speed, K.S., excellent con-

dition: £68.-10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes,
)n. . .. .

[3132

19 P. and M. Combiuation, condition perfect, not
W.D., private owner, lamps, etc.; £115.-26, St.

rd's Ed., Reading-. [2201

i.p. 1917 P. and M. Motor Cycles, -'W.r). type, in

good condition, for sale.—Apply, Cliffords, 19b.
im Palace Rd., Hammersmith. [2335

18 P. and M., 3V2I1-P-. 2-speed, kick starter,

good tyre.?, enamel almost as new, meclmnieally
:t: £69.-Mines, 80, Churcli Rd., Barn&s, S.W.

[2980
and M. Combination, late R.A.F. model recon-
structed, perfect condition, new enamel and

ig, 1920 colours; £82/10; equipped.—114, Hill
Peckham, S.E.15. [3257

ELOIs'-lSIOORE, ex-military stores, oTerhauled
and sent on approval. £73; complete with B.S.A.
2 sidecar, £115; trade supplied.—Maude's. 100,
Portland St., London, also Paris St., Exeter.

[3504
RGE Number P. and M. 1917 and 1918 W.D.
Models, all-chain drive, 2-5peed, kick starter, over-

d, original oolouis, ready to ride away, price £70;
inations, £98; the trade eupplied.—Bnrnett, 0/0
is and Hall, Ridge Mews. Child's Hill, Crickle-
, N.W, 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [3269

P. and S.

and S., 1920, 2-speed, 2-stroke, Cowey horn, lamps,
practically unused; £70,-3, Couitlands Av., Lee.
2. [2T31

:W 25^h.p. P. and S., fitted with the Villiers 2-

stroke engine, 2-speed, clutch model; ^73.—
cbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2047

Paragon.
itAGON.—Early deliveiies.—Sole agents for Wor-
cestershire. The Ciistle Motor Co.', Ltd., Kidder-
ter. [8700

-l^AGOiV 3h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, spring frame; de-
livery from stock at list price.—R. M. Wright and
Ltd., Newland, Lincoln. [3417

20 Paragon 2-6trok€, 3h.p., 2-speed, spring frame,
just delivered, owner must sell; £58, cost £70,

lin.—Roope, Jessamine House, Manningtree Ef^sex.
'0 [2317

Peco.
ICO 2^4h p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, speedometer, horn,
new tyres, belt; £33.—Bell, Holmedeu, Datchet.

[2390

Precision.

1.ECISI0N 4h.p., discs, 3-speed. 1914-15, very
sporting ; £45.-57, Clarence Rd., Teddington.

[3056
iECISIOX 2',;'h.p., 3-speed, clutch, pedal starter

;

£45.—Smith, Ivy Villas, Thornton Ed., PottPis
[2320

h.p. Precision, 1912, Bosch. B. and B., adjustable
pulley, just overhauled; £25.—Faulkner, Spion

, Cliffe-at-Hoo, Kent. [3085

.h.p. T.T. Precision, overhead valves, Sturmey 3-

speed countershaft gear, thoroughly overhauled^
lamelled and plated, new tyres, belt, horn, etc.

;

. bargain ; after 6 p.m.—Betry, 41, Somerset Ed..
;Ontou, N. [2769

:h.p. Precision, 1915. 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
new heavy tyres, belt, and horn, Druid spring

a, Brooks saddle and bags, etc., enamel as new.
starting, guaranteed mechanicallv perfect; accept

.—Collins, 9, Riversley Rd.. Nuneaton. [2955

Premier.
116 Premier 3-speed Countershaft K.S. Coachbuilt
' Combination, accessories ; £80

;

guaranteed.—20^
terbury Rd., Croydon. [1146

lEMIER 2VL'h.p., handle-bar controlled clutch, good
tyres, all accessories; £35 or nearest.—Hebditch,
Hendford Hill, Yeovil. [2209

lEMIEE, pre-war model, 3M;h.p., fast, nearly new
tyres, all accesFories, Mabon clutch, owner going
ad.—Hirst, 17, Shoebury Rd., East Ham. [2462

lEMIER 7-9h.p., with Swan coachbuilt sidecar
and all accessories; cheap, £50, or near offer;

;y after 6 p.m.—158, Lynton Rd., Upper Grange
, Bermondsey, S.E. [2398

iEMIER 3J2h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch,
kick" starter, lamps and generator, reliable and

line machine, will pull a sidecar anywhere; 60 gns.
oodside, Robin Hood Lane, Sut'tou, Surrey. [3177

S.EMIER 3V:h.p. 1914 Combination, Cameo screen,
3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, engine and gear

]'ust overhauled at Premiers, new Amac carbu-
er, nearly new tvres; £85. — Doole, Southlea,
gland Rd.. Poole. [3251

Pullin.
) Deposit on PuUin motor cycle, delivery about
Sept.—Write, Ferrar, Bleak House, Keddington
Louth, Lines. [2536

garage
MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
(at Makers' List Price).

BLACKBU RNE 8 h.p. Combiaation £223
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed.

clutch, and kick-starter £1 35
BROUGH, 5 h.p., 3-speed, kick-

starter .

.

£140
CLYNO, 2\ h.p., ^-speert and clutch £75
CLYNO S h p. Combination £250
DIAMOND, cl h.p., 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2.V h.p.. 2-3pee3 . £82 10
irJVICTA-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-5peed,

clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns..

LEA-FRANCIS, 3.V h.p. twin.2-speed,
clutch, and kiclc-starter £130

METRO-TYLER, 2.', h.p., 2-speed,

TvpeS £95 18
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination 178 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p.,

2 -speed 77 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,

2-spccd, clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns.

O.K.-UNION, 25 h.p., 2-5troke 48 gns.
OMEGA-al.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speod ... 71 gns.

ROVER, 3.' h.p., 3-5peed, all-chain

drive ". £149 18
RUDGE - MULTI, 3J h.p., I.O.M.

model 105 gns.

SCOTT, 3i h.p., twin £140

SECOND-HAND.
1916 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination,

lamp, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen, etc £131) I

[920 COULSON - BLACKBURNE,
2;| h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horu,

speedometer £90
rgi8 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-speed,

R.N. model £65
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7 9 h.p.,

with Sidecar and accessories . . £210
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Side-

car £140
igig JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed £65
1920 LEA - FRANCIS, 3! h.p..

Henderson Sidecar, P. & H.
lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer,
as new £150 3

iQr2 WOLF. 3\ h.p.. lamp and horn £38
W.D. NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-

bination, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

starter, all-chain drive £145
1914 SUNBEAM, 6 h.p., and Sidecar,

lamps, and horn £130
1916 JAMES, 2j h.p., 2-speed,

lamps, and horn £50
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed ... £55
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-speed, and

MiUford Sidecar, lamps, horn,

and speedometer £135
W.D. P. & M., 3! h.p., 2-speed, and

kick-starter '. £78
W.D. P. & M., 3! h.p., 2-speed, and

kick-starter, and new MiUford
Sidecar £103 )

W.D. ROVER, 5-6 h.p. combination,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,

all chain drive £135

EXCHANGES & DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,

Official Repairers to

K.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.a,

4 1 S, Ronnford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 Hast Ham. 1

Telegrams
—

" Egaraco, Londoa."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

P.V. 6-8h.p. Twin J. A.P., spring frame, good con
dition: £80; exchange.—Apply, Box 7,022, c/o

Tilt Mulor Cycle. 12440

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 model P.V.. 2 speeds; re-
duced price, £71; easy payments arranged;

ex actual stock.—IMaudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. [3515

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 4V'h.p., very fast, special engine; any

trial; great sacrifice, £27.-179, Earlsfield Hd.,
S.W.18. 12314

CLIFFORD Wilson Mfg. Co., the premier Quadrant
agents; in stock.— Tel.: Kensington 7113. (See

diplayed advertisement.) [3046

QUADRANT 1920 4iAh.p. Combination in stock;
makers' price, plus carriage.—Shepherd and Co.,

Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [1883

NEW 1920 1'Ah.f. Quadrant Combination, S-speed,
Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and

kick starter; £145.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., London. [2043

QUADRANT 1920 ^Vib.v.. Cnnoelet sidecar, horn,
tools, not done 2,000 miles.' condition as new

:

best offer over £150 secures.- SIcLellan, 12, King
Edward's Av., Chelmsford. [2706

1Q16 Quadrant Combination. 4i4h.p., countershaft
-ILtf 3-speed, clutch, kick, chain drive, Canoelet conch-
built fadeear, new chain and Duulop, lamps, horn ; £85.
—Bird. 125, Goddard Av., Swindon. [2231

QUADRANT 4M!h.p. Big Single; combination £145.
solo £115; new machines always in stock; the

only moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsman.
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [X8266

41h.p. Quadrant Combination, 1915-16, B.S.A. 3-

2 speed gear box, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer.
Easting, spares, 3,000 miles only, perfect; £95.—Har-
wood, 71, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E.12. [2583

19
Radco.

14 Radco, 2i,4h.p., perlect order; £33.-34, Spring-
field Rd., Tottenham, K.15. [2149

KADCO 2-stroke. 1915, good tyres and belt; £35.—
Damsell, "The Mount, Lydbrook, Gloucestershire.

[X9000

1 Q19 Radco, in perfect order; £37; fully equipped.—i^ Simmonds, Ceres, Maidstone Rd., Chatham.
[2817

"IQ19 2i4h.p. Radco, good condition, lamps, etc.;
-l-i> first £45, or best offer.—Crosieigh,. Aspenden.
Buntingford, Herts. [3111

Reading-Standard.
1017 Reading-Standard Combination lOhj). 3-speed.
J-tJ clutch, K.S.; £120.-2, Kingston Lane, Ted-
dington. [2307

]Q16 Reading-Standard with Rennoe Canoelet Sidecar.
•' hood, and ecreen, disc wheels, sporting and power-

ful 'bus- trial arranged; £120.—Hughes. Catstree House,
Woitleld. Bridgnorth. [2707

Ready.

THE Ready-Jap. 2?4h.p., Brompton Forks, Albion
gears, Amac, E.LC. magnetos; £76.-From agent.t

or direct from manufacturers, D. Read and Co.,

Weston-super-Mare. [X8078

Regal.

1 O^^ Regal-Precision A^^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
-L*-? all on, ride away; £63, nearest.—Blairgowrie,

Ciowborough, Sussex. [2547

Revere

REVERE 1919 2-stroke. 2-speed, complete; £60; a

really topping machine.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd..

the Heal Service Firm, Taunton. [2692

Res

REX 4h.p. good condition; £38, bargain.— 14, Mild,

may Ed., Romford. [3157

rrfcl4 8h p. Rex Combination, 3 speeds, kick starter

•/ and accessories; £95.—Mitchell Bros., HartHcld,

Sussex. t2343

£48—6h.p. Eex, C.B. Canoelet, 3-speed, K.S., new

Draide. good tyres.—Millard, Abbey Ed., Belve-

dere, Kent. [2764

REX 5-6h.p. a.i.Y., Bosch, B. and B., reanires slight

adjustment; £17/10.-30, Chancelot Ed., Abliev

Wood, S.E. [3158

REX 6h.p. Twin, Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar in

splendid order; 100 gns. - 21. Norbury Av..

Thornton Heath. [dyid

REX 3i/.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., spring forks, power-

ful, recently done up, little used; £40.-Steven=^

76, High St., Bamet. ^"'^^

REX 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, 2-speed, in good condition,

tyres almost new, with lamps; £47; very cheap

—109, Bowes Rd., Palmers Green. 1310b

1 rt20 New Bh.p. Rex-Blackburne Combination Model

IV 55, spare wheel; «218/18.-Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Union St. South, Halifax. li/^^

REX 3>Ah.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

copper tank, just overhauled, in. good .runnmg

order -F King, West St., Scotter, Gamsboro .
[2531

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rex.

REX 4h.p. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, free engine,
' hiindle stnrt, 4 speeds, in good running order,

room wanted, bought a car; £45.—J. Cassidy, 16, WpIIs
St., Eurv, Iiancasliiie. [2419

T| Q20 Model 55 8h.p. Rex Combination, new, Black-
-i-iy Imrne engine, interchangeable and spare wheel, 3
Lucas lamps and generators, horn; £220.—Box 446, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X8936

3i-4h.p. Rex Motor Cycle, mechanical Bosch, Dun-
2 lop belt, Brooks, etc., take £19/10; another 2'ji

Roc H.T.M. mag., good tyres, Dunlop, etc., £19/10.—
Madison, _ Littleover Works, Derby. [X8708

REX Combination, 1914 6-8h.p.,. chain drive, 5-speed
gear box, dutch, kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar,

houtl, screen, lamps, horn, etc., little used, ready for
touring; bargain, £135, or exchange.—Gardners' Motor
Works, Wendover, Bucks. [2644

Roc.
IXGLE-SrEED Koc, in running order.-reople,

' Hiitherden, Andover, Hants. [2354

4Xh.p. Roc, also sidecar, Bosch, mag., good condi-
2 tion ; £30 ; would separate, — Collins, 29,

Hartham Rd., Isleworth. [2959

Rover.
1 Q15 T.T. Rover, verv hot; £75, uear.-346, Bouifoid
^iy Rd., Forest Gate. [21G3

"DOVER Combination; 5-6h.p., brand ne-n"; £225.—Box
-E-V 426, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8786

T.T. Rover. 1916, 3V'h.p., Philipson, equipped; 65
gns.— 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing, W.5. [5121

T.T. Rover, balieved 1917. splendid condition; £40.
—Grimes, IS, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [2965

OVER 3'/>h.p., 1920 (June), chain drive, absolutely
perfei't; £145.-Diagon House, Rettrsfield. [2466

EOVER 31i.p., in splendid order: £40, or ncniei^t
ofter.- Gladwell. Bnrshaui, nr. Beccles, Suffolk.

[2344
ROVER T.T., Philipson, Xov.. 1919, all accessories,

spares, fast; £35.—Llunfair, Sutton Ed., Erdingtou.
[X8968

KOVEE 1920 5 6h.p. Combination, immediate de-
livery; £235.—Kavs, 8, Boud St., Ealing Broad-

ivay. [3383

ROVER-J.A.P. 6h.p., 1917 tw=n combination, top-
hole condition; cheap.—Bach, Dunning ton,

Alcester. [X8950

ROVER Sy^h.p., 1910, fixed engine, Bosch mag.,
good running order; £25.-117, Hugh Rd., Stoke,

Coventry. [X9084

"I
020 5-6h.p. Rover, special sidecar, new .Tune, mile-

X*/ age 800, Cameo screen; £200.—Rhodes, AVel-

burn, York. - [2686

"I Q 20 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., brand new, in
J- 1? stock at list; exchanges.— 2, Nightingale RH.
Lower Clapton. [3299

IN Stock, 1920 T.T. Rover, SVoh.p.. Philipson pulley,
lovely machine; list, £123/7/6.—Davis's Garages,

Ltd., Bargoed, Glam. [2263

ROVER 5-6h.p. New Countershaft Model Combina-
tion, Milliord sidecar; £210.—Edwin Knight.

High St., Reigate. . [2600

ROVER Combination, C.B. sidecar, cohntershaft, 3-

speed, splendid condition; reasonable price.— 64,
Smith St.. "Warwick. [X8957

ROVER, 1918, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, machine
, as

new, new £40 sidecar, complete with acces-
sories; £150.—Below.

ROVER Combination, SVjh.p., equal to new. com-
pletely equipped, 3-speed. C.S. ; £110.—Cope's

Garage, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. r2186

MAUDES'.—Latest new 1920 Rover combinatioe.
3V'h.p., ex actual stock; £'206.—Maudes', 100,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5508

ROVER Combination. 1919, 5-6h.p., guaranteed un-
scratched, and as new ; £ 1 50, or offer.—374

Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [2393

ROVER Combination. 6h.p. twin, 1920. small mile-
age, unscratched; first reasonable offer.—FuUerton,

23, Addycombe Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [2508

"I Q20 Latent Model 5-6h.p. Rover Combination. mUe-
JL*/ age 250. new lamps, speedometer; £220.—
Collier's Motorics, Union St.. South, Halifax. [2724

1 Q20 Rover 4h.p. and £40 Sidecar, 3 speeds, a<-ces-
Xi/ sories, Easting wind screen, mud shields, cheap;
£140.-143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [3346

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, latest
improvements throughout, just arrived; makers'

prirc—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3.
[XS982

ROVER 1919 S'/nh-P-i 3-speed, accessories, any trial,

£95: Rover 1914 3V2I1-P-, 3-siieed, perfect order,
£70.-1, Norwood Rd,. Heme Hill. "Phone: Brixton
1964. [3573

ROVER 1920 5-6h. p., brand new combination, lamps,
wind screen: list price £245; my price £220.

—

626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone: Walthamstow
800. [3494

1 Q 19 (November) Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, not
J-tJ W.D,, under 1,000, perfect, Lucas accessories;
£ 1 80.-Day, 177, Churchill Rd., Handsworth, Bir-
mingham. [2683

Price

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable all makes of Motor

Cycles. Write tor particulars.

^^^^^

^ © .

TAIL LAMP
List No. 19 /l.

Frice, 6 /6 each.

Mechanical
Horns.

One year's

Guarantee.

List No 19 /6a.

32 /6 each.

List No. 19/ 6b.

27/ 6 each.-

_ Westwood
Special Lines
are stocked by

all

Reputable
Agents.

SIDE LAMP
List No 19/4

Price, 18 6 each
Right or left fitUn-

ROYAL
RUBY.

SIDE CAB LAMP.
List No, 19 [2.

Price, 7 /6 each.

MADE]
TO

LAST
^'a le from -. ih 1 b ^s turn
e I and th ended at joints
E\LTi part ofsol dLonstm
tion These limpt. jiiaj be

t ken to p cce for cl(,auin„ and i\ill re
jiam alifcht m the st.ongest gale. Best
quality lensrs are fitted, and can be ra^i'y
replaced if broken. These lamps will last

.as Ion.' as the machines tUry areuscdon, & are nbsalntely rustless

WESTWOOD
MIRROR

For Motor Cycles.

Thi-i exceptionul'y
strone and durable Mir-
ror ha3 t\v> d stiiict

patented advjntaRes.
and can bi ailjusted
and locked ftrraly and
ri;,'idlr in any desired
position. Solder, rivet-
er loose wires have en-
tirely been dispensed
with in tUis design.
This Mirror will stand
renl hard wear, and will
always give eflioient sat-

iBfaction, List No. 19/7

Price, 13/- each.

Finished in nickel plate
and ebony black.

R
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Rover.
OVER 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, latest mod
bulbous back sidecar, in stock for immedia

delivery at list price; £235. Exchanges, extend
terms.—Below.

ROVER 1918 5.6h.p. W.D. Model Combination, i

constructed and guaranteed sound; £135.—El
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C

.[00

ROVER, 3'^h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, horn, too
etc., guaranteed faultless in every way, take si(

car anywhere; £65, or with new coach sidecar ^85
2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [33

F.O.C.H. have a 5.6h.p. RoVer Combination, em,
.mileage.—Fair Offer Car Hou -e. 5, Heath S

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phon
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays

[25

ROVER 3V2h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sidec;

Bosch magneto, kick start, lamps, horn, et

3 bpeed Armstrong gear; just overhauled; excelle

condition; 95 gns.—63, Gauden Rd., Clapham, S.W
[26

"I Q20 5.6h,p Rover Combination, complete wi
-LJy lamps, Cowey horn, and speedometer, milea
600, in brand new condition: £175.—Colonial Mol
Co , 104a-106a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. 'Phone : Han
7822. [21

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920, not done li

miles, perfect, disc wheels, lamps, wind scree

1-^g shields, speedometer, hood to sidecar; best of
-iver £200.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Serv

Firm, Totnes-
"

[26

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, Oct., 1919, run 9

miles, J.A.P. engine, chain drive. Klaxon, Can]

screen, spare tube, Lucas head lamp, sidecar and t

lanfps, tools, repair outfit, no faults; £170.—Sherra
Church Stretton.

.

[X88

ROVER Combination. 5.6h.p., 1919, 3-speed, elect;

lighting, Watford luminous trip speedomet
Easting -wind screen, good tyres, all accessorj&i, C;ip

< arburetter, luggage grid, perfect condition: Colchesi

district.—Box 6,985, c/o The Motor Cycle. [22

"I Q 19 (Dec.) 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, hand ai

A-*y foot clutch. Cameo wind screen, storm apro

luggage and petrol carriers, sfde arid rear lamps, licl

numerous spares, excellent condition; £170.—Kit
Whitworth Rd., Grange Town, Yorks. [26;

Royal Ruby.
... ^ 1919 CombinatiL ,

used; £190.—Alexander, Hale, Altrincham. [26'

"I Q 18-1919 Royal Ruby Combiuation, Sh.u., wi

-L*/ lamps and wind screen; £135.—Kays, 8. Bo
St., Ealing Broa^iway. [33

1 O20 Royal Ruby 3h.p., spring frame, brand ne'

XS> £100.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Buston Hi

N.W.I, Museum 4827. [33!

1 O20 Royal Rubv, 3h.p.. 2-speed, spring fran

i-O moderate milease ; £105.—Collier's Motors

Union St. South, Halifax. • [27:

IQie Roval Ruby 2%h.p.. 2.apeed, 4-Etroke, J.A 1

-La' verv fittle used; perfect condition; £52/10, or \x

offer.-A. Taylor, Haiublc, Hants. (D) [23,

1Q20 Spring-frame Royal Ruby, 3h.p., 2 speeds ai

i-V clutch, actually in stock for immediate deliver

f120.—Kays, 8 Bond St., Ealing Broadway. [331

1 020 Royal Ruby, 3h.p.. spring frame, kick stai

J-t7 2-5peed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Uydi

dale Supply Co.. Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. ro2i

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 3-speed model Royal Hub
spring frame; £120; ex actual stock; ea

payments arranged.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland -S

W.l. - [35

TO 20 Royal Ruby Combination,- J.A.P. engine, pu

Xi/ chased end March, little used, mileage b^

beautiful -condition, disc wheels. Klaxon horn, hoo

screen, side curtains; first £185 secures; cash urgent

wanted.— 2, Alexandria Rd., Stockton Heath, Warrm
ton. - - [X89'=

Rudge.
5-eh.p. Rudge Multi Combination, in siiiendid orde

Alexander, Hale. Altrincham. t26.

RUDGE Multi, 1917-18, 105 m.p.g.; £65; after 7.

28, Archway Rd., Holloway, N. I34i

RUDGE Multi, 1920, I.O.M., good as new, lamii

etc.; £90.—The Green, Banbury. L23S

RUL^J I.CM. Multi, new; in rtock; £110.-Glar

7 Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. lo«'

Oh.p. Royal Ruby 1919 Conibination,j3een very htl

19
19

7, Exhil

20 Rudge Multi Twin, 7-9h.p.. just delivered- lis

140 gns.—Turnill North, Peterborough. [26f

16 Rudge Multi, cluti-li, in perfect order; £65,

Stanley Cycle Works, Ealing Rd., \Aembley. 131.

RUDGE Multi, 1920, T.T. model, just dcliverec

105 gns.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W.3

IN Stock, 1920 I.O.M- Ruds-> Mnltis, 3' -l.b.p. i
li*

£110/5.-Davis's Garages, Lt-l., Bargoed, (jlani

RUDGE Multi 3'/jb.p. Motor Cycle, late 1916, i

good condition; £65.-13, Portland St., Walsa^

1Q20 Kudse SVoh.p. I.O.M. Model, £110; iilso 191

lif T T. clutch model, £36.-Koss, 86, High Ed.. I/'

S.E. t'"

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

9.M. Rudge Mnlti, clutch and starter, in stock at
list; eiclianges.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clap-

[3301

UDGE Combination. 7-9h.p.. 1920, lamps, tools,
' etc.: great bargain, £140.-196, Gt. Portland St.,

1. [3320

)20 Rudge Models in stock; list price.—Fowler
and Brigdin, 130, Euston Rd., ^f.W.l. Museum

;7. [3393

EW 1920 3>/2h.p. Eudge ITulti Motor Cycle, pedal
starter, T:TI iKindle^bare.—Websteis, Engineers,,

keaton^. ."...- [2229

Ih.p. Rudge Multi. 1914 model, good condition;
2 what offers?—Mitchell, Westbury, Bracklev.
rthants. [2492

R-IND New T.T. Eudge Multi, K.S., unscratched,
insured, all on; £110, no oHers.—Nelson, Berkel?v

sel. Brighton. [3023

UDGE Multi, 3y2h.p., late 1919, mileage 200 miles
' only : must sell ; £95, or nearest.—"Wilts, Dash-
id Ed., Banbury. [X8793
120 Brand New Kudge Multi, T.T., I.OL, com-
y plete with accessories; list price.—Black Park,
itchurch, Salop. [X8858

Ih.p. Budge Multi, excellent condition, £65;
2 Douglas C.B; sidecar, £17; offers.—Claremont.
ry Hill, Catford. [3053

PECIAL Sporting Rudge Multi, unregistered: offers
wanted: exchanges; Yorkshire.—Box 7,084, c/o

! Molor Cycle. [3429

tTDGE, I.O.M., 3Voh.p., lamps, horn, speedometer,
f' tools, etc.. splendid condition; £100.-198, Gt.
rtland St., W.l. [3310

UDGE. I.O.M. Model, list' price: from stock.-
' A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-
iket. 'Phone: 214. [1101

[J
20 New T.T. Eudge Multi; sell for be.5t offer;

1/ exchange for lightweight and cash.—88, Park
., Dulwich. S.E.21. [3341

fAUDES'. — Latest 1920 model Eudge multi;
L £110/5; ex actual stock.—Maudes', 100, ^Gt.
rtland St., W.l. [3518

[il3 Rndge 3i/^h.p.,
. single, lamps, -tyjes -good, ' ex-

y f-ellent appearjmce: £36, or near o:ffer.—Soanes,
llington House, Thame. [3307

XTDGE Multi 5-6h.p., completo with all accessories,
' done about 200 miles.—Offers to Box 38, High
Wellington, Somerset. [2709

'UDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M., brand new, unpacked,
J guaranteed perfect; 'accept '£102.—J. Shaw,
rkar, near "Wakefield. -

. [2448

UD<3E Multi, SVih.p., I.O.M. model, new, delivered
' too late: what offers under list price?—164,
>adfield Rd., Catford. . [3250

UDGE Multi Combination, 1914 (late), clutch,
' Senspray, lamps, speedometer. Klaxon; bargain,
5.-76, Seely Ed., Tooting. [2589

I UDGE, I.O.M. model, in stock: list price.—Newn-
' :ham MotDr- Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., "W.
lone ; Hammersmith 80. [2734

UDGE SV^h.p. J.O.M. Multi, June, 1920, "Watford
' rear drive speedometer, and all accessories; £106.
S'atson, 10, Prospect Ed., St. Albans. [2983

i"UDGE 7-9h.p. Twin Combination, in stock; list
' ..-price.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
., W. Thone : Hammersmith 80. [2735

[|£0 3V4h.p. I.O.M. T.T. Rudge Multi, ' condition
y as new, mileage about 500, all necessary spares;
>.—Sbeppard, Maple Grove, Bath. [9498

120 Eudge Multi. T.T., deUvered this week; list
' price.—BicteH and Sons, 247-251, Arch'a'av Ed.,
[hgqte. N.6. 'thone: Homsey 1090. [0254

'UDGE I.O.M. Model, 1920. hardly used, guaran-
' teed equal to new, equipped; £98/10.—Longman
IS., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [1611

[i20 I.O.M. Budge Multi. new, lamps, horn, >ieed.f ometer, tools. Tan-sad, tyre, insurance; £105.

—

Cromwell Crescent, Earl's Court, London. [2913

[120 I.O.M. Eudge- Multi, littlo mileage, abso-
'' lutely perfect, lamps, horn, tools; £100.—
dgwick, Biltmore, Portsmouth Ed., Hindhead. [3380

'OH Sale, 7-9h.p. twin Rudge Multi combination, only
ridden 100 milefl : what offers? Reason for selling,

ler Luring car.—Apply, Box 433, c/o T)ui Motor Cycle.
[X8829UDGE Mnlti 1920 3i/jh.p.. T.T.. brand new; just

' arrived
: immediate delivery : at makers' price,

10/5.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
„ [2498
ft 20 Eudge Mnlti, I.O.M., T.T., clutch, specially^ picked "engine, Dunlops, just delivered; best
;rover £107.—Chemist, 268, Oxford Ed., Beading.

[3100
I UDGE Mnlti SMih.p., 1917, perfect condition
^ throughout, enamel as new, lamps, et^., complete;
S; Surrey district.-Bos 7,023, c/o The Motor Cyelt.

r. -[2464
[|19 Eudge Multi, complete -with Lucas horn, P.H.^ lamps, ioi^, spare belt, -done 500 miles, un-
itched; £90.-11, Stanley Parade, Ealing Ed., "Wemb--

["3155

TYRE HOUSE i

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.

Brand Hew Covers
1st Grade only.

From Government Stores, etc.

FOR 2i RIM.^^^ pi^i'

26x21 Skew hea\-ynoQ-skid 39/6 58/6
26 X 2J Skew round non-skid 35/6 50/6

\S.6x 2I Avon combinatioa 5S/- 90/-
"26 X2i Hutchinson T.T, 42/- 55/-
26X2i Hutchinson heavy passenger 59/- 68/9
26 X 2i Wood-Milne extra heavy Key-

grip 52 /- 62 /-

26 X 2} Pedley heavy 3-rib 54/6 70 /-

26x2i Fedley medium 3-rib 49/6 62/6
26 X 2i Goodrich safety tread (over-

sLze 56/6 66/6
26 x 2% Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib ...... 45 /- -iS /-

26x2^ X2j Goodrich safety tread. . 61/- 71/6
26 X 2% x^i HutchinsoQ heavy rubber

studded 52 /- 71/3
FOR 2i RIM.

26x2! Skew heavy rubbernon-skid . 48/- 68/6
26 X2^ Skew round non-skid 42/6 62/6
26 X 3'for 2i Skew heavy non-skid . .- 52 /6 78 /o
26 X 2^ Clincher de Luxe heavv non-

skid .' 50/- 73/-
28 X 2h.

For American Rims.
28x2^ Kempshail heavy non-skid. . 48/- 80/9
28X2J Hutchinson Pas'^enger 45/- 80/9
28 X 2 J Kempshail anti-skid 41 /- 68/3
28x2|Hutchinsonheavy rub. stud. 41/- 69/6

28 X 3
For American Rims.

28x3 Goodrich safety tread 59/6 93/6
28 X 3 Wood-Milne extra heavy .... 55/- 76/-
28x3Dun]op extra heavy non-skid 57/6 87/6
28x3 Clincher de Luxe extra heavy . 54/- 80/-
28x3 Palmer Cord heavy ."

. . 55/- 78/9

650 X 65
650 X 65 Avon 3-rib 62/- 70 /-

650x65 est«a heavy rubber studded 59/- 71/-
650 X 65 Avon square 59 /- 69/6
650 X 75 Wood-Milne Keygrip 49 /- 69/6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26 X 2i Endless 6 /S

26x2! Endless 6/9
26x2! X2} Endless 7/6
26 X 2i X 2\ Butted 10/-
26x21 Endless , 6/6
28x3 Endless 8/6
28x3 Hutchinson 16/-
28 X 3 Avon 16)6

NEW BELTS.
iin. .iin. tin. ijin.

21- 2/4 2/9 3/3 per loo:.

RE-TREADING.
Extra heavy 20/- Heavy 17/3

All goods advertised in stock, and
sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Road,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

TJUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. and 5-6h.p. Multi CombinaJ-^ tions in -stock; makers': price, plus carriage —
Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham
Cross 31. [igao

RAND New Hndee Multi. T.T., in stock, just
delivered, IVjh.p., 1920 model, Dunlop tyre,
etc.—Jackson, 21, Market St., Whaley Bridge.

13081
19 Si^h.p. Rudge Multi and Eudge Sidecar, all

disc wheels, speedometer, wind screen, etc
nearest £110. bargain.—57, Villiers St., Stoke, Coy.
entry. [X8928
1Q19 3i4h.p. Rudge Multi, with coachbuilt sidecar,
--*' the whole in perfect , condition, complete with
lamps, tools, etc.; £90.—Rogerson, Orton Waterville
Peterborough. [2296

5(\(\ C.C. Budge Multi, 1918, pedal start, newWf tyres and belt, lamps, horn, tools, appear-
ance and condition as new; £76.-7, Mtlner Rd , Mer-
ton, S.W.19.

. [3480

RUDGE Multi, 1915, 5-6h.p., new Palmer cord, gear
renewed, spare belt, tools, excellent appearance

;

offers.—Trial by appointment to -Matt, 13, Flamborough
St., Stepney, E. [2951

RUDGE Multi, I.O.M., believed 1916, in first-rate
condition, tyres very good; a bargain at £65.

—Colonial Motor Co.. 104a-106a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
"Phone : Hamp. 7822. [2176

1 Q14 5-6b.p. Eudge Multi and new roacbbuilt sidec.nr.
J-»' engine just overhauled, fitted new Sinks 3-jet,
tyres good, good hill-climber ; cheap at £85- must sell.—
Sant, Draper, Mortimer, Berks. [2345

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—Brand new
I.O.M. 1920 Eudge Multi and free engine,

ieilO/5; also second-hand I.O.M. Rudge, 1919 model,
j£95; single-speed 1914 model, £35. [3554

3 ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913, and sidecar, new belt,
2 all lamps, horn, speedometer, recently over-

hauled, insurance; £75; appointment. — Turner, 1,
Crewdson Rd., Brixton Ed., S.W. [3261

3 ih.p. Rudge Multi and Featherweight Sidecar, mud
2 shields, lamps, horn, and mirror, mechanically

perfect, good tyres and belt; £90.—Radcliffe's Garage,
Spenser Av., Rock Ferry, Cheshire. [3351

1 020 Eudge Multi SVjlLp. Touring, fully eauipped,
X«7 small mileage; £95, or with 40 gns. nearly new
Eudge sidecar. £130 ; lovely outfit, £22 below makers'
price—Bos 7,006, #o Th-e Molar Cycle. [2358

1Q19 Eudge Multi Combination, 3^2h.p., guaranteed
--*' in perfect condition, lamps, horn, had very Uttle
use; £120.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
Loudon, N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampsteod 8616. [3191

1 Q20 Brand New I.O.M. Eudge 3Vih.p.. sloping
Xt7 tank, multi gear and free engine, £110/5; also
second-hand Rudge, 1919 model, £95; another, single
speed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London-

[2040

3 ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1916, in good order, new bacfc
2 wheel and multi pulley, also new valves, com-

plete with big F.R.S. lamp set and coachbuilt sidecar,
all tyres as new; £75.—H. Judd, Fringford, Bicester.

(3379
F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi, coach sidecar,

everything on ; bargain.-Fair OSer Car House,
5, Heath Street, Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [2517

Scale.

1 Q20 New Scale, SV^h.p. Precision engine, 2-stroke,
X«7 2-sDeed, clutch, kick start: £90; immediate de-
liveries.—The Eochester Auto and Supply Co., Rochester.

[0193

Scott.

20 Brand New Scott Combinations; offers.—626,
Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. [3495

JCOTTS in Stock, 1920 models; list prices.—Plaxton,
5 24, Westborough, Scarborough. [2624

JCOTT, just delivered; £140.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,
> the Eeal Service Firm, Taunton. [269S

20 T.T. Scott for sale. Tun 50 miles; £135.—
Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick. [5193

SCOTT, sports model, just delivered, new; £140.—
Wilkinson's, Engineers, Silver St., Dcncaster.

[X8948
SCOTT Combination in Stock for immediate delivery.

—R. M. Wright and Co., Ltd., Newland, Lincoln.
[3418

SCOTT 1915 Combination, excellent order, lamps,
mechanical horn.—19, Victoria Parade, Muswell

Hill. [2580

I
4^19 Scott Combination, very little u.s6d, Orto wind

-*-^ screen; £168.—Motorcycle Mart, Fair Row, Chat-
x.am. [2820

SCOTT 33^h.p., in splendid condition: £45.-89.
Abbey Ed., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. Padd.

2425. [3465

"I Q20 Scott, done 1,000 miles, complete with lamps.
X*7 horn, in perfect and new condition; £130.—Jesse
Baker, Wigan. [2651

1 O^^ Scott and Scott Sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn.
XXf never been used; £193; handsome outfit.— Je--=e

Baker. W^gan. {2662

19

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
scote.

SCOTT 3^ib.D., needs overbauliug, water-ooolefl, Iip-

lie^ed 1913; fiiet i20. secures.—Biyant. 36, Enst
St.. Cokliester. [X8808

SCOTT OombinatLDn, 1920, perfect condition, acetylene
' lamps, horn ana tools, tyres good; £165.-227,

Maidstone Ed., Kochester. [2204

SOOTT.—Immediate delivery 1920 3%li.r., 2 speeds,
liand^iontrolled cltitch model.—l'arkei"'s. Bi

gate, Bolton. Tel.: 1348.
Biad(*haw'

[X&8e9

SCOTT (late 1914) Coachbuilt Combination, speed-
ometer. Cameo, perfect condition; £75.—F., 31,

Onslow Rd., Biclrmond, Surrey. [2935

3^h.p. Scott, ear^^ excellent condition, ridden daily;
4 £37; e-^cbange S.S.S. lathe and tools,— Ocborne,

202,- Foley Park, Kidderminster. 19513

I Q20 Scott, mileage about 700, lamps and acces-
J-i/ sories, fully insured; £128 for qxiick sale^
Owen, 73, Harrogate St., Barrow-in-Furness. [213]

SCOTT Combination, late 1919, little used, good
condition, fully equipped, spares; £130, or

nearest; solo, £110.—Staite, Radford, Leamington
rX9021

1 Q20 (July) Scotb, semi-T.T, bars, lamps and horn,
Xif mileage about 600; £137; cost £145; would
exchange for A.B.C.—T. Twentyman, Pickering, Yorks

[3354
1 Q15 Scott, lamps and horn, just overhauled, fitted
S.iJ with Henderson featherweight sidecar, in good
condition throughout; £95.—Hutchinson, Borough
bridge. [3243

1019 Scott, sports model, wide mudguards, kng
Ai' exhaust, disc wheels, equal to new; £115; no
dealers.—Jesse 3aker, 46, Market Place, Wigan. Tel
457.

_ [2663

SCOTT, 1920, standard model, T.T. bars, electric
lamps. Lucas horn, Bonniksen speedometer, small

mileage; £110, or nearest.—Siddeley, Crackley, Kenil-
worth. [X9066

SCOTT S^ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, lamp, speed-
ometer, good running order, but needs slight le-

pair; £38, or exchange lightweight.—Logan, Fleming
Square, Maryport. [2919

SCOTT, 1913, 2-speed, kick start, Bosch mag., -semi
T.T., lamps, 2 -.generators, speedometer, neaih

new Dunlops, Sin. rear; £45; after 6.30 or week-end
—Ketbro, St. John's Ed., Orpington. Kent. [2867

Scout.
LIGHTWEIGHT 254h.p. Scout, Bosch mag.. Triumph

carburetter, sloping frame and tank, T.T: bars, long
exhaust pipe, in good running order; £28/10.-26,
Queen's Ter., Southampton. [2238

Singer.
3ib.p. Singer, Bosch, B. and B., perfect order; £45,

2 or nearest offer.—15, Bruce Groye, Tottenham,
N. [3063

SINGER, 3V'h.p., 2.speed, clutch. Bosch, combina-
tion, 1914; £65.—Butts, 15, Haverstock St.. City

Ed., N.l. [2615

SINGER 234h.p., little used, B. and B., Bosch. Druid
forks. Grade gear, reliable; £50.—Stevens, 76, High

St., Barnet. [2892

SLt^GEE 234h.p., single speed, just overhauled, per-
fect running order, appearance good; £27.—Horgau,

42, Cowley Ed., Bri.xton. [2202

SINGER 3',ih.p., 1914, Bosch, B. and B., perfect
iiiftcliauicnl c.ondition. will do 45 m.p.h., Armstrong

Mark VI. gear, clutch, tyres good, starts easily, fast,
economical, toots, spares, lamps; £45.—Akester, 1,
Luther St., Leicester. ' [X8959

Sparkbrook.

1 Q20 Sparkbrook,. 2V'h.p., 2-speed, condition as new;
J-U £68.-W. Cork, Sheep St., Skipton, Yorks. [X8964
SPARKBROOK, 1920, 2%lh.p., 2 speeds; at makers'

price 5675.-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
W.3. _ [XS984

~| Q19 Sparkbrook. as new. under 800, new lighting
-L" set; £55, or nearest.—88, Westcombe Hill.
Blackheath. [2192

SPAEKBEOOE 1919 2M..h.p., 2-speed, lamps, C.A.V.,
perfect condition; £60.-Marchanl, 132, Widmnre

Ed., Bromley Kent.
"

. . [2193

SPARKEEOOIC, 2.speed models. £75; from our
Bhowrooms.—A. J. Young an^ Co., Ltd., Heath

Garage, Newmarket ('Phone: 214), and 75, Albany St.,
N.W.I, [109ff

SPARKBROOK Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine
(recently overhauled, cost £18), hood, screen,

speedometer, lamps, Voltalite dynamo, 2 gas genera-
tors, oversize tyres, new spare (unused). Sinks carbu-
retter, insured to May, 1921, condition excellent
throughout: £120, ov near offer.—Post Office. North-
gate, Chester. [2135

Sun.
1 Q20 Sun 2i/!,h.p. 2-speed. kick start, just delivered;
-•-*» list, £70.—Turnill North, Pcterljorough. [2650

3 ah. p. Sun-Villiers, 1915, powerful, good condition,
4 himps, hern; best above £30.-92, Fellows Ed.,

.V.W.3. [2559

1Qi7 2%h.^'. Sun-'Vitessc 2-4roke, 2-speed, lamps,
*-fc' born, etc.; £42/ 10.—Banister and Bottcu. 341
Upper St., N.l. (2405

jBECAUSE OF THEIR QUALITY
insist on

BELDAM
Inner Tubes

. "yHE life of your tyre depends on the I

^ quality of the inner tube. Beldam y

Inner Tubes are of the highest possible
5)

quality. They are

built up layer by
) layer from the

I finest sheet rub-

1

)ber. Bel dam
) Tubes are ex-

1

i tremely elastic,
'

ft of great strength

J and toughness.

J and, if correctly

^ fitted, 'Will out-

5 last your cover.
<i

^ Get a Beldam
6 I nnerTube to-day
? and compare it

I with any others

() you are using.
|

^ You will realise at

K once the superior

Equality of
'
the Every__ Beldam Tube is

ft A 1

J

J i_ packed io a waterproof
V Beldam and why |,ag_ which keeps It fresh
X it wears so long- and clean and free from
ft

damageuntilyouwantit.

9 AU slah^ard sizeymadc. Write ior prices,

I The Beldam Tyre Co. (192») Ltd. Brentford, Mid'x.

"ibu ^et them in a
Waterproof

MOTOR CYCLES F0« SALE.
Sun.

CUN-VILI.IERS 2"i.ih.p. 4-stroke, o.li.v., 2-sp<!P(l.
KJ K.S., new back tyre, belt, fullv equipped, fine
condition; £42.-3, Grove Rd., Chertsey. 12618

SUN-VIO.IERS 2-strdke, 2-speed. good condition.
Xl'all saddle, new tyre and belt, lamps, complete;

48 gU;.—Herbert Guest, Huntingdon Rd., Thrapstfln.
:X9017,

Sunbeam
1'014 3',^h.p. Snaheam Combination, fnllr e^uippeij;
J-if £110.—li-arnett, Barnett and Co., Deal. ^233*

SUNBEAM 1916 3V,h.p. Combination, good order;
nearest f115.—Potts, High St., Biddnlph. [SOOfl

SUNBEAM Combination for Sale, brand new: £208.
Norman Whitehouse, Bridgtown, Cannock. [X886I

£55 (nearest).—1915 3V.jh.p. Sunbeam unit complete,
mechanically perfect; see Engines.—Cos. lX'90i4

1 018 Suul>eam SVab.p-, «olo, in splendid condition;
J-if £120.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing Broadway."

[3387
SUiS'BKAM 3'/»li.p., 1920, new, not done WO luilesj

148 gus.
—

'iViitson Jones, Whitley Manor; Newport^
Salop. . [2428

"1:019 Simbeam, sporting side(*flr, ele^^-tric UiHit, tti

X«7 new; first £165.—Stone, 116, Chelteuhum Eil..

Bristol. [3254

8ii.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919. spare wheel, good
condition; £1«5.—Burgess, 272, High Rd., Tot-

"1-017 Sunl^am Gouibinatiou, S^ih.p.. with larap^ coin-
At' • plete ; £145.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing Broad'
way. [3386

£3 Unrler List.—For immediate sale, new 1920
standard Sunbeam. — Capt. Britfain. . Orient

Lodge, Buxton. [X9Q0S

3ih.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam, late iuo<lel, perfect
2 condition. 3

Queen St.^ Hitchin.
speeds, etc.; price £102/10.-51.-^ -

_ [2890

SUNBEAM Sh.p. Combination. 1919. perfect condi-
tion, lamps, horn, speedometer: £215.-222,

Beacon 3t., Lichfield. [2961

SUNBE.4M 1917 Ji/.h.r.. kick starter. S-speed, h.b.c,

clutch, lamp, _liorn, etc., excelient condition;
£110.—C. Barton, Clapham, "Vorks. [0246

[5286

£160;
flying

rX9069

1 Q19 3Vjhip. Sunbeam Combination, splenxlid con--
J-Kf dition, 2 spare tyres: £150; seen by appoint-
ment.—Box 7,063, c/o- The Motor Cycle.

-|<|20 Sunbeam, 3V,h.p., electric lighting.
-L«7 B.F.C., beaver-lined helmet, new. 22/6;_flying
suit, £4.-133, Baikerend Ed., Bradford

AUG.. 1920, SVah.p. Sunbeam Combination, all

wheels interchangeable, Lucas Jamp set.^. horn,

tools; £212.-Simpson, Chemist, Ibstock. X^8989

SUNBEAM 2%;h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, good
running condition, Bosch mag., jnst overhauled:

£60.—52, Chatsworth Gardens, Acton, W.3. [2865

Sih.p. T.T. Sunbeam, .June, 1920, Millford sidecar,
2 Lucas, Bormiksen spares, ^tc, mileage 800,:

£200, or offer.—Gilbert, 217, ParlTSt., Luton. [3126

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919 (Sept.). mileage 950,

uuscratche<l, carefully driven, unpurictnred i any
examination
ton.

£170,—26. Wanderers' Av., Wolverh^rmp'
[2155

GodholHt.
> ^^.e>.e> ^<^^^'^>a;^i^

SUNBEAM 5V:.'h.p. brand new, all accessories, any Trial:

first r^aeesable ofler accepted; after 6 p.m.; engine
No. 4977.— 14a, Draycott Mansions, Albert Rd., Hendon,
N.W.4. - - {2826

"j Q15 - (Sept.) 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam,- 3-speed, etc., flew
-Lf coachbuilt sidecar, ne'w lamps, accessories, ex-

cellent condition: reasonable offer. — 63, Solon Rd..
Brixton.

" " [3548

SUNBEAM 1916, SV'jh.p. Combination; exceUeut conr

dition, new C.B. sidecar, for immediate .^ale : ilSOj
including insurance.—G.adaden, 77, Chatsworth Ed..

Bournemouth. [2270

SUNBEAM Combination 8h.p., late model, electric

lights, hood, screen, spare wheel, equal to new:
£180 near offer.—Roberts, 81, Dundee Rd., South Nor-

wood, SJE. . .
- [33S9

1Q19 ,<Sept.) Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric

X.X9 lighting, wind screen, hood, and Klaxoir; £220,

bargain.—Hampton, c/o Boyce, 329, Archway Rd.,
Highgate, N. , . [3361

Sh.p. Sunbeam . Combinrition, now January this yeal,

accessories,, in practically new condition throughotit:

£260, or near ofler.—Seeii at Green-wood's Garage, Paflg-

bourne, Berks. [2385

1 019 3V>b.p. Sunbeam, Hender-^oa sidecar: .TvitU wind
X.%} screen, lamps, speedometer, kneei .grips, ..tools and

spores; nearest £150; Derbyshire.—Bos 6,994, co We
Motor -eijcle. [2283

"I Q20 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, . scra^
X*7- Lucas lamps, all spares, spare wheel, "riot U'
used, just as from works; £246.—Sanitary Inspeol

Lye, Stourbridge. 1"'

-| Q20 3'/2h-P. Sunbeam^ Combination, ap n«w,
JL*y mileage, perfect, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn,;.

3

ror, etc. ; £200, lowest.—Turner, Saddler, Blackburn )

."- Ohuxeli, Lancashire.

A34 All letterli relating to ndvertlsemehts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the. date of the issue.
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This WeeK's Trials.

FORTY different makes of motor cycles are

represented in this week's annual relia-

bilitv trials of the Auto Cycle Union. It

will be recalled that the entry list was
limited to 150, and actually 139 names

were sent in. Of this number 133 started on

Monday last. Right from the commencement
of the 9i8j-4 miles trial the hills were severe

in the extreme, as those acquainted mth the

Yorkshire and Northumbrian districts will agree.

Writing at Darlington from a recollection of

some of the hills which in pre-war days were

accepted as freak climbs, it can confidently

be forecasted that the conditions will prove quite

the most difficult yet encountered. One remem-
bers similar suppositions on the part of

competitors on the eve of previous big trials,

but there can be no gainsaying that a gold medal
in the 1920 Six Days Trials will prove a tjophy

of wfiich to be proud. After an. examination of

the 95 solo and 38 passenger machines ranged
up in the official garages, one is impressed by
their workmanlike appearance and complete
equipment.

Worthy of the Test.

Judged as a whole, the machines are magnifi-

cent. If any motor cycles in the world are

capable of the worst trial that even the

A.C.U. can provide, then the 1920 models
assembled at Darlington this week will come
through all right. Belie\ing, as The Motor
Cycle does, in the future of the lightweight, we
were glad to see fourteen, entrants in this class

for engines up to 275 c.c. _ But thecourse does
not favour lightweights. Mountain tracks which
no sane man would ever dream of traversing

awheel in, the ordinary way are there to transrhit

shocks and exert the greatest possible stresses on
frames and fittings. And this is in a measure
the weakness of the event, for its very difficulties

encourage the* piling on of weight to meet
extreme conditions to the disadvantage of the

ordinary ever^'day tourist. This explains to

soiiie extent why ^% h.p. machines have gone
up from 160 lb. to the modern weight of approxi-
mately 300 lb. Weight reduction

—

not addition

—should, we again urge, be one of the objects

of the A.C.U.- in both solo and sidecar machines',

and particularly the former. Light weight
means economy in tyre wear and general

running costs. Single-cylinder engines easily

held sway with a total of 69, V twins numbering

49, and flat twins 13. There were also 6 side

by side twin two-strokes entered, and 2 three

cylinder radial engines, but one regrets that there

are no four-cylinder machines in this year's

event.

Mudguarding and Silencing.

Improved attention is clearly being paid to

mudguarding and silencing, though two-strokes

(25 of them were entered) with one exception
appear noisy in comparison with the four-stroke

engine. The results will bring out the efficacy

of the design of these two outstanding items. It

is interesting also to note that a 500 c.c. two-

stroke made its appearance in this week's
trial, and its performance will be watched jvith

considerable interest by two-stroke enthusiasts.

Since there are many who look upon this type

of mount as foreshadowing the moderate priced

passenger machine of the future.

'1920 marks the first trial in which radial

engined machines have appeared. The Redrup
is the latest and most original design of engine
in the trial, and represents still anotlier promis-
ing type of motor cycle hailing from Yorkshire.
Those readers who can do so should see the

competitors and their machines at some point
or.other on the long course. Fortunately, three

important districts are embraced.

A review of the features of the machines re-

presented, as well as impressions of the start,

appear on another page of this issue, and a full

description of the event with personal observa-

tions . of the performances of the riders will

appear in The Motor Cycle next Thursday.

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the oafie facing the back coven.
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Carbaretter Lever Atcs.

nHAVE been freak-hilling with one of the modern
single-lever carburetters. Its throttle lever tip

travels through a curve of about pin. between the

• fully-closed and wide-open positions, as is the wont
of such beasties. I have such long taper fingers that

my fond parents wanted to have me trained as a

Paderewski, but this lever quite baffles me. I can't

do a lightning close-down with it nohow, and I found

freak-hilling very arduous work in conseqtence. I had
to resort to the novice's favourite dodge of cutting out

on the exhaust whenever my machine tried to- rear

over backwards or climb the liedgerows. If these

controls are going to. become standard, somebody will

have to invent a little reduction gear which reduces

the length of their arc. Of course, all Yankee lovers

will say, " Why not twist grips? " Well, I am always

willing to adopt Sinn Fein methods when I quarrel

with design, but I don't like twist grips as well as the

radial lever : the motion does not seem so easy and

natural to me. But, honestly, the radial lever is

" na poo " when its arc makes your thumb and fore-

finger do splits.

W Six Days Innovations.

''E must Wait a bit to see how the innovations in

the A.C.U. Six Days work out. The track

test is obviously thorny to organise, but the

brief resume of the published conditions leaves me
stone cold. I have before now brought several

3K h-P- machines through a six days in very rocky

condition ; but I have only once finished vvith a 'bus

so dud that it couldn't manage 35 m.p.h. for half an

hour; and that was umpteen years ago. I opine that

every entrant who struggles as far as Brooklands will

earn his 15 marks in the " speed " test, unless the full

conditions contain some catch not yet announced.

The brake test sounds like the real goods ; but I hope
that a staff of marshals have been engaged to make
the men descend at a pukka 10 m.p.h, ; otherwise some
of the wangling fraternity will have to be sent down
the hill more than once. I suppose it would be too

much to make the men start down the hill with chains

(or belts) removed, and their arras folded until they

reach the " stop " flag. (N.B.—I am not an entrant

this year.) The fast hill-climb will, occasion great

excitement, but is it going to cut much ice? Either

you give no marks for it (in which case it is merely
a pleasant interlude); or else you give a lot of marks.

In the latter case (making free with names), it is

hard luck on a machine like the B.S.A., which has
built up a reputation on faithful years of no-trouble

service, to a.sk it to try speed stunts against the Norton,
which has always plumped tor pace. Until further

particulars appear, the innovations have a slight savour
of window dressing ; but if you are going to permit an
entry of 150 machines, it will always be difficult to be
fair, exacting, and technical in the several tests.

A ,2 ,

Against Excessive Weight.

E
COMMENTED a few weeks ago on the amazing

popularity of baby machines, and especially of the

smaller two-strokes. Riders and agents alike

inform me that the boom in babies is not merely a

question of prices or deliveries,, but marks the com-

mencement of a definite reaction against excessively

heavy machines. This symptom should be noted

by all concerned. Motor cycling is
_
entering

upori a new phase, and tapping new strata in-

the market. The sporting youngster ' does not

particularly mind what a machine weighs
^

so long

as it will" tote him round. The newer riders are

often stout and pursy. They do not always care

for high speeds or long distances. Many of them are

compelled to store their machines in extremely in-

convenient places. For such owners the difference

between 2 cwt. and 3 cwt. is more than perceptible.,

If they accidentally purchase a real heavyweight,^ thejT-

find it a perfect incubus. Tremendous sales await the

first genuine touring machine to weigh a bare 1 ^ cwt.

Technically, the problem is by no means insoluble.

In the past, first-class 3^ h.p. machines have finished

the T.T., though they weighed no more than 160 lb.

The motor cycle industry is awaiting an engineer

who will do for it what Mons. Mathis did for the

light car when he produced in 1914 a three-speeded

10 h.p. two-seater which weighed 8 cwt. as against

the 12 cwt. which was then the normal weight for

such vehicles. The aeroplane industry has shown

-

what engineers can do when weight reduction is com-

pulsory. Where motor cycles are concerned, low

weight cannot become compulsory until one inspired

designer sets the example.

Dual-porpose Designs.

TJ SUPPOSE there is no doubt that the single model

il policy has tremendous manufacturing advantages.

If a firm is going to concentrate on a 500 c.c.

machine, for example, it -is simpler and more re-

munerative to design a model which is adaptable for

either solo or combination purposes.. The rider's

interests are, however, diametrically opposed to this

policy. The man who wants a 500 c.c. solo machine

wants it as light as possible, and this implies that his

frame need not be stiff and heavy enough to take the

pull of a sidecar. Similar reasoning applies to engine, •

gear box, transmission, and other items. At present

the commercial factors are in the ascendant, and the

market contains few — if any— medium-powered
machines designed simply and solely for solo tourist

purposes. It is a.great pity. The solo men may ulti'^

mately regain their lost ideals via a circuitous path.

One or two firms are concentrating on the sports 'bus—e.g., the Duzmo. The sidecar may get in its bane-

ful work once more, and prevent such machines from
becoming the acme of lightness. Then a slightly

detuned edition of the solo sports model would make
a good solo tourist.
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The Ideal Alacm.w'HENEVER I attend

any big assembly

of motor cyclists,

1 look out for a better

alarm signal than I have yet

discovered ; and so far my
search has been- fruitless.

The bulb horn is too weak
for fast men. The mechani-

cal horn is noisy enough,

and has been greatly im-

proved by the rounded
knobs now so fashionable

;

but its note is unnecessarily

disagreeable, and you must
remove a hand from the bar

to operate it. Exhaust

FRONTIER FORMALITIES.

(Top) At Cannes ; here com-
petitors have to show their Customs
card and national driving licences.

The Dutch Customs -is about a

quarter of a mile away.

(Centre) The Dutch Customs at

Cannes, where the same procedure
had to be followed. The com-
petitors' destination was about two
and half miles away.

(Bottom) Another view of the

Belgian Customs House at Cannes.
Thxir papers having been signed,

the riders are about to cross the

frontier into Holland. Both Belgian

and Dutch Customs officers were
kind, courteous, and expeditious.

whistles had a brief vogue
some years ago, but our
smoky exhausts soon
killed them. M'^e want
handle-bar control of a

penetrating signal with a

pleasant note ; and, in

all probability, we shall

Ti a V e to wait for full

electrical equipment be-

fore we get this desirable

combination. I must
frankly admit that on
occasions I ride too

"blue" to relish a horn
on the top tube, whilst an
enormous hooter mounted
on the handle-bar is bad
for steering. Sortie of

the American electric

hooters and dial equip-

ments are ahead of ours.

BI
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SALISBURY TO

SHAFTESBURY,

SHERBORNE,

DORCHESTER,

AND WIMBORNE.

St. Martin's, Wareham.
This quaint church is

mentioned in Thomas
Hardy's novel,

" Desperate Remedies."

WILTSHIRE and Dorsetshire roads are not of
the best. A Warwickshire man would despise

their surface, and feel aggrieved at their

constant change of gradient ; but the explorer who
seeks new interests has to

take traveller's luck. A
great disposing cause of

the loose surface we often

find in these parts is the

sheep-rearing nature of the

farming. Driven along the

roads, the sheep very soon
injure the best of surfaces.

However, the way out

of Salisbury is sufficiently

good. Leaving the city

from the Poultry Cross

and proceeding past the

railway station into Fisher-

ton, we reach Wilton
through the long avenue of

elms that makes so gracious

a feature of these first

miles. We turn left to

enter Wilton, that little

town once thought im-

portant enough to give a

name to the entire shire of
Wilts before ever Salisbury

came into being. It was
the capital of the tribe
called the "Wilsaetas."
To-day it is remarkable
only for Wilton House and
Park, the seat of the Earl
of Pembroke adjoining

;

for the carpet factory, and

In the old town of Shaftesbury

this one—Gold Hill—being one of

historic town

for an odious modern church built in the Italian style

,

in 1844, and replacing a modest English building.

This was the doing of Sidney Herbert, Lord Herbert

of Lea. It is worth the traveller's while to examine

closely this pretentious and

costly building ; and he

will probably be in agree-

ment with the present
writer that it was an error

of taste which could not

possibly be repeated to-day.

At Barford, in three

miles, we turn left and

cross the river Nadder,

following a switchback

road through C o.m p t o n

Chamberlayne and Fovant.

Away on the left, at an

average distance of one
mile, the lofty downs run

parallel for some miles.

They are the characteristic

sheep downs of Wiltshire,

lonely except for the flocks,

the shepherds, and their

dogs. They grow nearer

as we proceed by Swallow-
cliffe and Austy Hollow,

whence the road descends

to Brookswater. The hollow

at Austy is romantic, and
so is that by-way on the

right which leads in one

and a half miles to the

picturesque ruins of War-
dour Castle, battered in

there are many quaint streets,

the most characteristic of the
the sieges of 1643 and
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1644, when Lady Arundell
gallantly defended it in the

absence of her husband. She
was one of the several force-

ful combatant dames of that

time who warred with des-

perate courage on one side or

the other; Lady Bankes, of

Corfe Castle; Lady Brilliana

Harley, of Brampton Bryan,
the mighty Bess of Hard-
wicke ; and others.

C^"^^^ rs^?^«<a^«,;,;^.^.

Faded Splendour.
A steepish rise leads into

Shaftesbury, that grey, quiet, time-worn and weary
old town on the hill : the ancient place called variously
" Shaston " and " Palladour," which once possessed

twelve churches, an abbey, and three mints. It is

difficult, looking upon the town to-day, to realise that

ever it was thus. Of the abbey only the site and some
broken tiles are left ; there are but three churches
(two of them modern), and it is scarcely necessary to

say that there is not any mint. _ We have come sharply

up into Shaftesbury, but by the easiest road into it.

All others are very steep indeed, and one is frankly
impossible, being, indeed, in the nature of a cobble-

stone staircase. It is called " Gold Hill." Truly,
there is nothing so interesting in Shaftesbury as the

view from it : that wonderful view over the vale of
Blackmore. We shall see exactly how steep and long
are the hills when leaving for Sherbourne. The road
seeks the level in many turns, and comes down into

the vale at East Slower. Passing that and the sister

village of West Stower, the cross-roads at Henstridge
Ash are gained. Here is the " Virginia Inn,"
traditionally one of the spots where Sir Walter Raleigh
smoked his first pipe. He smoked that first pipe (by
tradition) in at least five other places. We expect that

of so brilliant a figure of history and romance.

Links with the Spacious Days.
Milborne Port, in four miles, has a name which

might lead the stranger to suppose it a port for ships.

But it is not. This pleasant little town takes the

second part of its name from the ancient Port family,

long since extinct. The
tennis court, pro-

minently adjoining the
church, is a curious old
feature, built for the

game of wall tennis.

It is but two and a half
miles into Sherborne,
a pleasing and busy
little market town,
whose great and noble
abbey church gives it

the appearance of a
cathedral city. W e

approach by Oborne
and the outlying Castle-
ton, where, on the
left, are" the ruins of

an ancient Sherborne
Castle, and the stately

Ceme Abbey ; on the hillside can be seen the figure
of the "Ceme Giant." Ceme village, once a busy
community, is now a small hamlet.

Wolverton House, a picturesque feature of Charminster.

home of the Trenchards.

mass of a newer, old enough,
however, to have been partly

built by the unfortunate Sii

Walter Raleigh, who had
never any good fortune after

this old property of the
Abbots of Sherborne had been
granted to him.

A Sermon in Stone.

The chief cause for the

cheerful appearance of Sher-
borne is the lovely colour of
the stone of which the abbey
and many of the houses are

built. It is the local golden-
yellow Ham Hill stone : seen, however, in its greatest

beauty within the abbey, where it is worked into that

final triumph and glory of Gothic arclritecture, the
fan-vaulting of the early years of the sixteenth century.

At Sherborne we turn south for Dorchester, nine-

teen miles—a charming and excellent road, part of
the old coach route from Bristol to Dorchester and
Weymouth. The long rise surmounted, and passing
Long Burton, the distant heights of Dorset, crowned
with eerie clumps of trees, appear. The loftiest of

these is High Stoy, which, together with the crests

of Bulbarrow and Dogbury, looks very imposing.
The road descends into level lands at Holnest. It

is a most endearing region of scrub-woods, and ex-

tremely rural. Here on the right is Holnest Lodge,
once a seat of that eccentric person of many names,

J. S. W. Sawbridge Erle-Drax, M.P. for Wareham,
an exceedingly wealthy and conceited squire, who has

left his mark on Holnest Lodge by erecting a lofty

column in front of tlie house in honour of himself

and in default of anyone else being likely to do it for

him. It is surmounted by a bronze statue of himself,

in frock coat ; and altogether is a quaint and laughable

affair. The squire, long since gathered to the bosom
of Abraham, or of Ahrimanes, lies in a vast mausoleum
which he built in the churchyard. It overshadows
the humble church.

Picturesque Decadency.
From Middlemarsh we climb to those downs seen

in the distance, and, passing Mintern© Magna, come
to Cerne Abbas, which
lies chiefly to the left

of the road. Cerne is

an extreme example of

decay. It was once a

market town, but is

now a derelict village,

too tired to complete

the act of dying. But,

oh! so picturesque,

with the old abbey
gateway, and the sun-

baked and windswept
d owns enfolding it

lovingly. On those
downs there is seen the

great outlined figure of

the " Cerne Giant,"
180ft. long, supposed

to have been traced
It is the old
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there by the worshippers of the sun god Heil, about

A.D. 600.

Dorchester is reached in seven and a quarter miles,

past Nether Cerne and Charminster, where the manor
house of Wolverton is ghmpsed on the left, the old

home of the Trenchards.' On the right, approaching

Dorchester, is the Roman camp of Poundbury, used

of later years as a camp for German prisoners of war.

We turn sharp to fhe left into Dorchester, that pros-

perous town, meeting-place of many roads, and, de-

scending its main street, emerge by a right turn at

Fordington on to the Wareham road. It is sixteen

miles to Wareham, delightful all the way, through

Broadmayne, Warmwell Cross, Owermoigne, and

Wool, where Wool railway station, Woolbridge old

manor house, and the Gothic bridge over the river

Frome oddly neighbour one another. Wareham itself

is a quiet old town, enclosed within ancient earth-

works, relics of a day when it needed all the protection

it could get from marauding Danes and Vikings, who
assailed it by way of Poole Harbour. There are old

churches at Wareham, notably that of St. Martin :

all too large for the small population. Heath roads

are mostly our portion onwards, past Lytchett Minster, >

with its oddly-named "Peter's Finger Inn," and,

thence (avoiding a right-hand turning for Poole) to

Fleet's Corner, where we bear left at the fork of roads

for Wimborne.
Wimborne's interest is in its Minster Church,

Norman and Early EngHsh : a grand relic, containing a

library of chained books and the curious tomb of

Anthony Etricke in the wall of the south choir aisle.

It is a chest of polished slate, decorated with coats of

arms and bearing a date in large numerals, oddly

altered from 1691 to 1703. The explanation given of

this is that the chest was prepared in his lifetime, and

that he expected to die in 1691. By reason of grace,

he had an extension of twelve years.

In nine and a half miles we come to Cranborne,

marked on most maps in larger letters than it deserves,

for it is a very tiny and primitive place ; and then

by a lonely and indifferent road in seven miles to the

main Blandford and Salisbury road, at Coombe Bisset

Hill, five miles from Salisbury. By the time we have

reached the city, we shall have covered 106 miles,

through many towns and villages, each of which has

something of interest to offer.

Covers for Speedometer Drive.
A Sugges ion for (he Refinement of a Detail sadly needing Attention.

IT
has often been suggested in the pages of The
Motor Cycle by " Ixion " that the cog-wheel

which drives a speedometer should be screwed on
an extension of the front hub in-

stead of the rough and ready
method of attachment to the

spokes by means of a number of

screws. This, as has been
pointed out, would save much
trouble in adjustment, and the

speedometer drive could b e

attached easily and quickly by the

veriest novice. (The present plan
requires a certain amount of time
and skill.) It would be a very
simple matter for the manufac-
turers of motor cycles on the one
hand, and of speedometers on the

other, to agree upon a standard
thread which could

_^
be placed

upon the hub of every machine and covered with a
washer and locking ring. These would be removed
when the speedometer was fitted, the drive screwed
on to the flange and the locking ring returned to its

Showing how the fitting of a speedometer drive

might be carried out.

place. The removal of the wheel, which would have'

to be done in any case, would be the most tiresome

part of the operation.

The advantages of all this are

very obvious, but the benefit need

not end here. The fact of the

driving wheel having a small space

between it and the spokes would
allow of the fitting of a neat cover

for the speedometer drive, and this

would improve its wearing qualities

and render it more silent—both

very desirable objects. The
accompanying illustrations show
how this could be carried out quite

effectively. The case could be

made of any sheet metal (alumi-

nium would perhaps be better) split

horizontally and held in position

by being gripped between the fork

and the flange of the cone. Dust could be excluded

by the use of felt washers at the two openings. Such

a case would also enable the speedomter drive to

be effectively lubricated.

WEA.THER AND THE
UNDOUBTEDLY the very indifferent weather

prevailing during this summer has been re-

sponsible for the easing off in demand which
in some quarters is regarded as a "slump." The
enormous and ever increasing circulation of Tht Motor
Cycle is sufficient proof that there is no falling off in

interest in motor cycles.

At this time of the year there is bound to be less

multiplication of enquiries than in the early spring,
as new comers to the pastime have not yet learned
B4

MOTOR CYCLIST.
that the motor cycle is an qll-the-year-ronnd utility

mount. It is, the prospect of summer rides in the

country that first attracts the man who has never

before owned a motor vehicle. The weather has been

very bad this year, and many potential owners have
deferred buying on this account. However, according

to an Italian statistician, good and bad " seasons
"

run in cycles of seven years, and next year is to be

the first of a promised seven years of fine weather

summers. Let us hope so! Vedette.
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An impression of D. Danskin at speed on his 73 m.p.h. Rover.

SEVENTY-FIVE mHes per hour ! Such
a speed is only appreciated by those

who know the difficulty of obtaining
even 65 m.p.h. The kilometre record
stands at 82 m.p.h. for a 500 c.c. machine;
but this speed is not for the average
owner of a T.T. mount. Generally, any
BOO c.c. machine buUt for road as weD as

track work, capable of exceeding 65
m.p.h. may be regarded as being above
the average.
Realising the demand among the young

' clubmen for a simple solo single capable of

!
good performances in those local speed
events so dear to the clubman's heart, the

\
New Rover Cycle Co. has of late been

I

experimenting to speed up its standard
I
r.T. model. The machine illustrated is

j

the result. It is capable of 75 m.p.h., and

I

this without any suggestion of freakishness

]

in the engine or a specially lightened

j

Erame.

Certain parts of the engine have been
redesigned, and stronger valve springs

\

liave been fitted, but otherwise the
machine is standard.
On a quarter of a mile of quiet and

unfrequented stretch of road we last week
timed D. Danskin on one of these

machines, and he covered the distance in

12.50s. and 12.25s. respectively on two
runs. This works out at 71.99 m.p.h.
and 73.47 m.p.h. ; but the day before,

when the conditions were slightly more
favourable, the same rider had accom-
plished the quarter mile in 12s. dead =
75.01 m p h.

This modified T.T. Rover is practically

the same as the catalogued machine,
excepting for the slight alterations in the
engine and the absence of a silencer. Its

specification includes a roller big end
bearing to the connecting rod, an E.I. C.

magneto, B. and B. carburetter, and
650 X 55 mm tyres.

The modified 3J h.p. T.T. Rover.

SPRING CARRIERS—AN EXPERIENCE.
SEVERAL correspondents having urged

the advantages of the spring carrier
as a suitable means of carrying

spares and equipment, I decided to
purchase a spring pillion seat specially
to transport my baggage (of an inanimate
nature, of course!).
The device selected was equipped with

a large tool bag and in this was placed

j

all the most vulnerable spares, such as

I
sparking plugs, repair outfit and chain

j

links. These parts had remained in
J almost perfect condition in the ordinary
pannier bag of my rigid-framed machine

! for some six thousand miles, but as I

f projected a long tour in Scotland, some
j

better insulation from the vibration of
!
bad roads was considered advisable.

j

After covering nine hundred miles I got

j

my first puncture and opened that spring

j

supported tool hag. Horrors! The plugs,

j

once in separate leather cases, the chains

once tightly packed in rag, and the repair
outfit were one pounded mass of frag-

ments !

The tyre repair was affected by the
d&ris of the outfit, and the plugs were
carried in my pocket for another three
hundred miles, unserviceable until the
threads had been rechased in the lathe.

What is the lesson to be leai-ned? The

SIX DAYS TRIALS REPORT
NEXT WEEK.

In t!ie next issue of The Motor Cycle

a complete description of the A.C.U.
Six Days Trials will be published, with

many exclusive illustrations.

pillion seat is normally sprung to carry

the weight of an average person ; with
any less weight, or entirely unladen, the
bouncing and vibration set up by the
uncompressed springs is infinitely worse
than anything to which the rigid carrier

is subjected, and, in consequence, dam-
age to anytliing carried thereon may be
expected. In the case in question the
springs could not be readily adjusted
(or some of their number removed) to

carry a load of a few pounds, and as a

result the jolting of the carrier was in-

tensified by their violent oscillations.

In order to be suitable for luggage
carrj'ing (where only light loads are con-
cerned), the springs of a pillion seat should
be instantly adjustable for tension, other-

wise the rider is advised to attach any
light and delicate articles rigidlr/ to

some rigid part of the motor cycle frame.

Whakfed.^le.

B5
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

International There is. an aspect of International
Competitions, trials quite apart from the cementing of

national goodwill, which is bound to

result whenever two nations meet in friendly contest.

We refer to opportunity afforded British manufacturers

to show their product to riders of other countries.

For this reason, perhaps, it was regrettable that more
British makers did not compete in the International

Six Days Trial in France. It must not be forgotten

that France is now a motor cycle manufacturing coun-

try, and that a very different state of affairs exists

from that which prevailed prior to the war. The
motor cycle manufacturers of that country promise to

become noteworthy competitors to British and Ameri-

can houses in the Continental and Overseas markets.

The motor cyclist and potential motor cyclist on
tlie Continent is a new generation, and it is thought

in some quarters that an opportunity was lost when

makers on this side of the Channel overlooked the

value of the publicity of such a trial to demonstrate

their products in a sadly neglected market.

Cj] CfJ tji

Criticism of FROM time to time we receive letters

British View- from Overseas motor cyclists severely

point. criticising British methods, and wliile we
appreciate the difficulties of our manu-

facturers, we cannot but admit that many of the

complaints are justifiable. This week's mail bag
contains a letter from a Continental rider who is

under the impression that British manufacturers assess

any event outside Great Britain on its publicity value

in this country, and not on its value as propaganda
for future overseas trade. It is also thought that enter-

prise is lacking, and that there is a tendency for manu-
facturers to consider past and present business as a

basis for justification, or otherwise, instead of the

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES IN

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.

It is a good sign to hear of the motor
cycle enthusiasm displayed m a country

which has for so long been in a state of

unrest. Our Czecho correspondent, who
sends the photographs, says that great

keenness is shown at speed trials, which
are organised on similar lines to those held

in England. The top photograph depicts

a scene at a speed event, the two machines

shown being a Rudge and Douglas.

(Left) A Clyno outfit; the lady, like

her British sisters, is not content with the

sidecar seat, but takes turns on the saddle.

(Right) Two B.S.A. enthusiasts, one of

whom has lost an arm, the other a leg.

b6
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iverseas Comments.—
uture. We have observed this tendency ourseh-es,

md in some quarters liave been told by certain makers
hat, " Our business in does not justify the cost

)f entering competitions in tliat country." Surely

)otential, and not past, demand should be the basis

if valuation.
tj3 Ijl Ij)

riie Anglo- The recent international trial in Holland
)uich Trial, must react in favour of British motor

cycles in that country. The Dutch
)eople depend almost entirely upon imported motor
ycles, and are prepared to buy the m.achines they

aiow to be satisfactory. Every machine that was
idden by members of the English team in the Trial

eferred to proved its reliability, and, if this goodwill

s used to advantage, the makers must benefit in no
mall measure. There were also British machines in

he Dutch team, but their value had already been
.ssessed by the Hollanders, or they would not have

leen chosen to represent Holland in the Trial.

Although the members of the British team were

aounted on British machines, their opponents' mounts

were a mixture of British, American, Belgian, Dutch,
and German productions. With one exception all

the British team made non-stop runs—a really

remarkable performance—but four Dutchmen stopped,
and these were debited against one rider of a British

machine and three who were mounted on Americans.
Now if the Trial is finely analysed by buyers m that

part of the Continent, they must be impressed by the

superiority of those machines which came from this

countr)'.

If nori-stops are taken as the basis of reliability,

then the following may be said to be the international

results :

British machines ... 24 ... 22 non-stop.
American machines ... 9 ... 6 „
Belgian machine ... 1 ... 1 „
German machine ... 1 ... 1 „
Dutch machine ... 1 ... 1 „

Based on percentages, 'the individual instances

shown above take pride of place, but in a case of this

kind a high proportion of non-stops in a large number
of starters, as happened amongst the British machines,

is decidedly more meritorious.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over ttie World.

Take Your Own Machine to India.

A correspondent from Cachar, India, protests against the
prices asked for British machines in his district. " The price

harged for British machines here is past words," he eays.

Profiteering is not in it ! I bought my machine new in

i-Ugust laet, and brought it out with me in December. The
mport duty is only 7^% on the owner's valuation of the
lachine, and it can always be shipped as persoTial luggage,
n my case I had no steamship freight to pay. I should
Iso advise anyone taking a machine out to have it very
ecurely packed in a totally enclosed case."

An American Likes British Machines.

Mr. K. T. Robins, an American reader, favours British

lachines after experience with them during the war.
Vriting from Rochester, N.Y., he says : "I have been a

onstant reader of The Motor Cycle, and I receive it here
egularly every week.
" In my opinion, American motor cycles certainly have some

ery good points over English macliines. Twist grip control,

ue of the most prominent factors on American motor cycles,

3 by far the best means of control. The heaviness of the motor
ycle, combined with horse-power, tank capacity, large wheels
nd tyres, certainly helps to make motor cycling a pleasure

"I have had a lot to do with Triumphs, B.S.A.'s and
Douglases, both in the British Army and in civilian life, and
- must say give me the English machine every time."

Manufacturers' Treatment.

A reader in Rawalpindi, who signs himself "India," draws
ittention to the high prices of British machines, and com-
pares them with the cost of American big twins. A 4^ h.p.

3.S.A., he says, is advertised by an agent at a price equiva-

ent to £206 13s. 4d. (1,600 rupees), and proceeds :

'

' Recently in one shop in Karachi I saw a brand new
Triumph and a brand new four-cylinder Henderson standing
iide by side. The price of the former was Rs. 1,525, and
;hat of the latter Rs. 1,650—roughly £215 each. It makes
ne tired to hear all this hot air about British goods when
this sort of thing exists. The manufacturers themselves are

the people to blame. They exercise no check on their

•gents' prices and actions, and if private individuals write
them direct, they reply referring us to their agents.
" Of twenty firms to whom I wrote for specific details of

machines suitable for certain specified rough work here, not
1 single firm replied giving me clear answers to my tabulated
questions. Some simply stuffed a sheaf of literature, which
did not answer many of my questions, into an envelope.

" The two firms who have made more song about Overseas
conditions and the suitability of their machines for these

than any other firms actually gave me less information than
others.

" Consequently, after treatment of this kind, followed by
the most casual attention to personal calls when in England
some months later, I have now gone in for a big American
twin, and have also been responsible for the purchase of

several others by my friends, who acted on my advice."

Scootei Possibilities in India.

On the subject of motor scooters, an Indian correspondent
agrees that a seat is an absolute essential. " There is room
for these miniatures out here," he says, " provided they are

fitted with a seat, but they must be good, light, strong,

economical, and cheap to buy. At half the price of the

cheapest motor cycle they should find a ready market."

Shaft Drive Wanted.

Mr. J. H. D. HiEJi-KHOOESHir), of Hyderabad, Deccan,
writes about his ideal machine as follows,: " Having been
an enthusiastic reader of long standing of your very valu-

able paper, I have often read different readers' comments on
various models of motor cycles for Colonial use, and I beg
to offer a few ideas of an ideal machine, with a hope that
some enterprising British manufacturers will put one on the

market with all the necessary spare parts at a reasonable
price, inclusive of all the necessities.

" Brief Specifications.
"1. 4 h.p., horizontally-opposed twin cylinders.
" 2. Spring frame.
"3. Shaft drive (as per the celebrated F.N.).
"4. Drum brakes, with hand and foot controls.
" 5. Detachable wheels with a spare wheel.
" 6. Mechanical lubrication, with sight feed.
" 7. Binks carburetter, with extra air lever.
" 8. Electric lighting dynamo, with magneto.
" 9. Three-speed countershaft, with kick-starter.

" 10. Speedometer, with engine attachment.
"11. Petrol indicator, with filter tap, attached to tank

capable of holding two gallons of fuel and half a gallon of

lubricating oil.

"12. Hand and foot clutch (dry plate).
" I believe that the celebrated Douglas, with the excep-

tion of No. 3, is the ideal mount, and if this renowned
machine is turned out with a shaft drive it will be a boon
to the Douglas enthusiasts. It is a pity that the manufac-
turers do not realise the immense benefit of the shaft drive.

A Douglas so turned out, with all the above-mentioned
attachments (which, by the way, is very easy to do), will,

no doubt, command a better market throughout the world,

asserting the superiority of the British manufacture

—

'British, therefore best.'"
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TIME TRIALS AT BROOKLANDS.
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Fifth B.M.C.R.C. Members' Meeting. ^273c.c. Kilometre Record Broken.

THE fifth B.M.C.R.C. members' meet-
ing ' was held at Brooklands on
Wednesday, August 18th, and at the

beginning of the programme the first 1920
time trials were run off.

A strong wind blowing from the south-
west caused considerable difficulty during
certain portions of the races, but aided
those who competed in the kilometre
speed trial, in which some excellent speeds
were attained. The firet trial, Class Al,
for motor bicycles not exceeding 275 c.c,
attracted one entrant only, whilst the
remaining five classes were well supported.
Reenlt

:

CLASS A.i.^FoR Motor Bicycles not e.\ceeding
275 c.c.

Mile. Kilom.

Time. Speed. Time. Speed.

•W. A. Jacobs (Singer) 62.4 57.69 38 58.87

52.2 68.97 32.2

54.4 66.18 32.+
57.4 62.72 34.6

58.6 61.43 35.2
59.8 60.81 37
64.8 55.56 40
67.4 53-41 40.8
69 52.17 42
69.8 51.58 42.6
7?.8 48.78 43.6

77 46.75 50.6

CLASS B.

—

For Motor Bicycles
350 c.c.

S. Bailey (Douglns) . .

.

T. Eve (Matchless)
V. Longden (Douglas) .

Tudor Thomp50u(Doug-
las)

E. Longden (Dot-Jap) .

J. F. Hull (Wookr) . .

.

E. Longman (Wooler) .

F. MacNab (Wooler) .

.

S. Gill (Alecto)

A. Watson (Douglas) .

.

G. Senior (A.J.S.)

CLASS C.

—

For Motor Bicycles
500 r.c.

V. Horsman (Norton) .

J. Emerson (A. B.C.) .

.

S. L Bailey (Douglas) .

H. Martin (.Matchless) .

T. Patterson (Morton) .

A. Jliller (Matchless) .

.

H. Harvcv'snn (Indian)
L, Pope (Matchless) . .

.

F. Collard (Rudge) . .

,

J. Newall (Lea-Francis)
M. Lapize (Rudge) ....
B. Remington (Rudge)

CLASS 1:.

—

For Motor Bicycles not exceeding
1,000 c.c.

IJ. Harvevson flu'lian) .[ 42
E. Remini^ton (Nnt-Jap) 42.2
0. R.iWwin (Matclilc'ss) .1 44

BIO

NOT EXCEEDING

69.47
69.04

64.65

63.55
60.46

55^92
54.8j
53-26
52.51
51.32
44.21

NOT E.XCEEDING

8t.03

79.32
77.14
75-07
72.15

74.57
73.58

75.57
67.38
60.1^

57.95
54.29

83.71
I
25.2 1 88.77

83.31 25.4 88.07
81.82 I 27 I 82.83

46 7S.26 27.6
47.6 75.63 28.2

48.4 74.38 29
48.8 73-77 29.8

50.4 71.33 31
50.8 70.87 30
51 70.59 30.4
52 69.23 29.6

52 69.23 33.2
61.4 58.63 37.2
65.6 34.88 38.6
63.4 52.63 41.2

CL.\SS H.

—

For Motor Cycles and Sidecars not
E.XCEEDING 750 C.C.

V. Gayford (Zenith) I 51.8 I 69.5 I 30.6 1 73.1
R. Dequin (Zenith) ....163 '57.14137.8 | 59.18

CLASS L

—

For Motor Cycles and Sidecars not
EXCEEDING 1,000 C.C.

E. Baragwanath (Zenith)
}I. Jepson (Zenith) ....

J. Chater-Lea (Chater-
Lea)

O. de Lissa (Motosacoche)
L. Pope (Harley-D.)

51.36

53

55.6

55.8
78.2

69.82
I

31.:

67.9,2 -
-

64.75
64.52
46.04

32.2

33.8

33.4
48.2

71,63

69.47

66.97
66.13

46.41

* Tn Class A.i. W.A. Jacobs, astride the same Singer
on which he established the flying kilometre record on
April 17th, 1914, broke his own record. His previous
speed was 57.65 m.p.h., as compared to his latest speed
of 58.87 m.p.h.

The first race, the Jmiior Scratch Race
tor motor cycles not exceeding 350 c.c,
attracted, twelve entrants, all of whom
got away well.

At the conclusion of the first lap T. Eve
(Matchless), S. L. Bailey on his overhead
valve Douglas), and H. Thorpe (Douglas)
led the field, and as the leading machines
crossed the line on their third la^ T. Eve's
machine was missing badly, and Bailey had
overhauled him, wdiilst Thorpe was now
running second.

S. L. Bailey won easily, and Thorpe,
who had retained his place, came in

second, followed by Tudor Thompson. S.

Gill, who recently established and broke
several records, retired during the second
lap. Results

:

Speed.
1. S. L. Bailey- (Douglas) 59.g4m.p.h.
2. H. Thorpe (Douglas) —
3. Tudor Thompson (Douglas) —

The Senior three-lap scratch race for
motor cycles with engines not exceeding
500 c.c. provided one of the closest and
most exciting finishes ever witnessed at

Brooklands. At the end of the first Jap

Horsman was leading, followed by Porter,
Emerson, S. L. Bailey, JMiller, Dallison,

Martin, Pope, Harveyson, Collard, and
Card.

Porter led in the second lap, and after

him came Horsman, Emerson—these
three in a bunch—tlien Bailey, Miller,

Pope, Harveyegn, Collard, and Gard.
Ill the final lap Emersion was leading

as the finishing line was approached, with

Horsman second, but Porter apparently

had plenty in hand, and shot forward

winning by a length. Result :

Speed.

1. E. Porter (3 A.B.C.) 70.69 m.p.h.

2. J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.) —
3. V. Horsman (3J Norton) —
The aU-comers' one lap scratch race

provided no such excitement as the last

race. Sidecars and three-wheelers were

to have been included, but none mate-

rialised. Davidson and Sawer were

quickest oft the mark, and Miller, who
was not ready when the flag fell, failed

to start. Result :

Spee',
1. E. Remington (8 Nut-Jap) 71.84 m.p.h.

2. J. R. Harve^'son (3^ Indian) —
3. G. L. Sawer (7-9 American X) —
The all-comers' solo handicap (three

laps) came to a sad end. There were

thirty-six entries for this event, and only

three non-starters, and there was every

prospect of a fine race, but the rain which

had been threatening all the afternoon

came down with a vengeance. Belts

slipped on many machines, one after

another fell out during the second lap

and the race was eventually stopped.

After an interval it was decided to

run off the Ealing handicap (two laps)

for motor cycles, sidecars, and three-

wheeled cars owned and driven by a

member of the Ealing and District

M.C.G. The winner, P. Cunningham,
rode a brand new P. and M. in full tour-

ing trim,' which he had only just pur-

chased and put up a speed of nearly 50

m.p.h.^a very fine performance. The
first lap order was : Cunningham, Hyem,
Tilbury, Ijongman, Malone, Davidson,
and Keogh, whose machine was missing

badly (it was raining at the time). Cun-'
ningham won easily. Result :

Start. Speed,

m. s. in.p.q.

1. P. Cunningham (3.V P. & M.) 2 38 49.81
2. P. J. Malone (7-9 Harley-Davidson) Scr. —
V D. H. Davidson (7-9 Ilarley-David-

son) ' 14 —
Owing to the bad weather the meeting

was then abandoned.
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North Lindsey A.C.

The result of the reliability trial held
by the above club on August 14th, over
a very sporting course, is as follow : 1,

Reg. Smith, 5 marks lost; 2, T. Goodson,
8 marks lost ; 3, Jos. Beaman, 10 marks
lost.

North-Western Centre A.C.U.

The North-Western Centre A.C.U.,
which comprises the clubs affiliated to

the A.C.U. in Lancashire, Cheshire, and
North Wales, is holding a hill-climb on
September 12th, and has also decided
to run a trial over a secret course on the
26th prox. The hon. sec. is Mr. J. H.
Place, 8, Dugdale Eoad, Burnley.

Leeds and District M.C.

The results of the recent trial to

London and back, heid in conjunction
with the Bradfield, Wakefield, and Hull
clubs, were as follovr ;

Bold Medal and Trophv: J. H. Leutv (Calthorpe).
Gold Medals: Major \V. H. Dates (Lasonda). S.

Jepson (6 A.J.S ), W. AtkiEson 14 Triumph), and
B. J. Brown (7 Indian).
Silver Medals: F E Waslini? (Ford), T. Hardy

(8 Enftelui. B. Almond {4 Triumph], C. L. Adams
(3'/2 Rudgel W.Wood (4 Triumph), W. E. Asquith
(6 A.J.S.), and 0- F. Lane [i'A Eudge).
Bronze Medals; »v N. Jackson (-» Triumph) and

J. Ford (7 F.X.).

Night Trial of the Westmorland Club.

The
. Westmorland Motor Cycle Club

held its first night trial on the 14th
inst., from Kendal to Portobello and
back, the course being 140 miles each
way. All the macliines entered were
single cylinders. Triumphs and Nortons
being well represented. There was only
one sidecar competing and that was
ridden by Bryan Jefferys, a one-legged
rider, who was on the 4 h.p. Norton,
which he rode successfully in the York-
Edinburgh run. His brother rode the

3i h.p. Norton, which gained premiei
honours in the same trial. The first

machine left Kendal at eleven o'clock
op Saturday night, the weather condi-
tions being ideal. The course was laid
over, Sha-p Fells to Penrith and Carlisle,
Lockerbie, Moffat, and Edinburgh, but
the return journey was made via. Gala-
shiels and Hawick. Portobello was
reached by all machines promptly, but on
the return run many riders had to stop
owing to being too early at the checks.
The first machine was timed to return to
Kendal at 5.30 on Sunday evening. Not
one of the competing machines had a
mechanical breakdown, and the only tool
kit unstrapped was that of Byran Jef-
ferys, Avho encountered a puncture close to
Edinburgh. The results were as follow :

1, Bryan Jegerys (4 h.p. Norton and
sidecar); 2, Guy Jefferj's (3i h.p. Nor-
ton); 3, R. R. RothweU (Triumph); 4
(equal), R. P. Roddick and P. Hoggarth
(Triumphs) ; 5, M. Sedgwick (Triumph).

-future "Events.
Aug. iS.—Korth Lindsay A.C. Speed Trials.
Aufj. 2H.~ShEifield and Hallamshire il/.C.C. Com-

petition.
Aug. IS.—N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Kelia-

-bility Trial
Aug. IS.—Edinburgh and Dist. M.C. Social Bun.
Aug. BS.—Manchester M C. Gymkhana and Social.
Aug. SS.^Dublin and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
Aug. 28.—North London M.C.C Run to Windsor.
Aug. SS.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Surprise

Run
Aug. IS.—Leeds and District M.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. SS.— Plymotith and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Gymkhana.
Aug. SS.-Vublir. Schools M.C.C RcliabUily Trial.
Au(i. 2S-t9.—Northern M.C. Run to Scarborough.
Aug. 28-SS.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Week-end Run to Llangollen.
Aug. S9.-N.M.C.F V (Sheficid). Run to Blyth

and Retjo-rd
Aug. 19.—Bradford M.C. and L CO. Freak Hill-

climb at Rosevale Abbey.
Aug. !9.—Macclesfield and District M.C. Hill-

climb at Axe Edge.
.lug. 19.—Sutton M.C.C Surprise Run
Aug. 29.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to Kirk-

ham. .Abbey.
A tig. 29. -Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.

Inter-team Trial.
Aug. 29. -Nvntaton and District M.CC. Run to

Bcrksu-cU.
Aug. 29. -Southampton and District M.C. Run to

Hai/linq Island.
Aug. 29.—N.M.C.F.V. (Lcedal. Speed Trials.
Aug. 29.—N. Wilts M C. and L.CC Run to

Stratford-on-A von.
Aug. es.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Batba-

combe.
Aug. 29.—K.M.C.FV. (TortsmouthJ Run to Hay-

ling Island
Aug. 29.— Westmorland M.C.C. Relialility Trial.
.Aug. 29.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Rellabilitii

Trial.
Aug. 29.—Warrington M.C. Piin to Llangollen.
.lug. 29.—Reading and District M.C and L.C.C.

Run to Dorking.
Aug. 29.—Harrogate and District TtLC.C. Social

Run.
Aug. S9.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Ladies' Day.
Aug. 29.—Derbu and District M.C. Run to Dukeries.
Sept. 2.—Norwich and District ?I.C. Hill-cli-mb.
Sept. i.—N.M.C.F.V. ^Sheffield). Sports at Cord-

well Valley.
Sept. i-5.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C Tour-

ing Trial to Llangollen.
Sept. 5.~North London M.CC. Inter-club Run.
Sept. 10-11.—Essex M.C. Reliability Trial. London-

. Bala-Dunstable.
Sept. ll.—B.M.CR.C Members Meeting.
Sept. 11.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Ilill-

climb at Stile Cop.
Sent. 12.—North-Western Centre A.C.U. Hill-

climb at Heyden Bridge.
Sept. IS.—B.M.C.R.C Open Meeting.
Sept. 25.—B.A.R.C Meeting at Brooklands.
Sept. 26.—North-Western A.CV. Reliability Trial.
Oct. 2.—B.M.CR.C Championship Meeting.

OBOoaea

The Bradford, Leeds, and Hull Two-day
Trial.

The results of the recent Yorkshire-
London-Yorkshire Trial, organised by the
Bradford, Leeds, and Hull clubs, are as

follow :

Briggs Cup: S. M. Haigh (3'/j P. and M. sc).
Hodgson Cup: Geo. Townsend {'5\<i P. and M.).
Gold Medals: D. H. Rhodes (31, j Scott sc). H.

K. Watson {314 Scott so, H. Langham (3>^ Scott
sc), C. Knowle (SVo Scott sc), F. Smith (3M;
Triumph), A. R. Naylor (3V^ Triumph), F. Scriven
(9.6 Hampton). F. Bpencer (9.6 Hampton), C.
Sidney (3 A.B.Cl, and C. xs. Hnigh (3;i P. and
M. sc).
Silver Medals: H. Harrop (3'/a P. and M. sc),

A. Mortimer (3i^P. and M. sc), J. Leyland (3V3
P. and M. sc), J. Spencer (7 Indian sc), A.
Fearnley (4 B.S.A.), -W. E. Anderton (31/2 P. and
M sc), Geo. Allen (3V- P. and M. sc), D. Parkin-
son (25i Sunbeam), A. Dovener li'A Scott sc),

and A. Holyroyd (3>2 Scott scl.

Norwich and District M.C.

Amongst the various classes included
in the Ringland hill-climb to be held on
September 2nd is an "old crocks" class

for machines built prior to 1914.

Cardenden M.C.

Witnessed by several thousand specta-

tors, the newly formed Cardenden (Fife)

Motor Club held a successful hill-climb

on the 11th inst. The vfinners were :

Class 1, under 350 c.c. : J. Beveridge,
jun, (Douglas). Class 2, 600 c.c. : J.

Reed (Norton). Class 3, unlimited : T.

Stewart (8 Zenith), and fastest time of

the day. Class 5 : C. Garden (7-9

Harley-Davidson).

Birmingham M.C.C.

A hill-climb at Stile Cop is being

organised for September 4th by this

active club. Twelve classes will be

available, including scooters on time

only, and on time and formula for motor
cycles of 250 c.c, 300 c.c, 350 c.c, 499

c.c, 600 c.c, 750 c.c, and unlimited.

There will also be two sidecar classes,

499 c.c and unlimited, on time and
formula, and one for cycle cars up to

1,100 c.c. on time only. An interesting

event will be for the four fastest

machines of the day, for which there

will be no entry fee. A long list of

prizes is ofiered, and the entries are :

Trade, 153. first entry, 10s. 6d. subsequent
entries, and 12s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. respec-

tively for private owners or amateurs.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Owing to a clashing of dates with
another Midland club, the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. hill-climb has been
postponed until September 11th. The
programme for this event includes four-

teen classes as follows : 300 c.c, and 350

c.c. for amateurs, 350 c.c. open, touring

machines up to 500 r.c for amateurs and
for all members, 501 c.c. to 650 c.c. side-

cars up to 500 c.c, and up to 650 c.c

for amateurs, and unlimited sidecars for

all members. Cj'cle cars and light cars

up to 1,100 c.c, light cars up to 1,600

c.c, both for amateurs; any light car

up to 1,600 c.c, open to all membei-s,

and unlimited cars.

Among the awards two challenge cups

are being offered. The entry fees are

5s. for first entry, and 2s. 6d. each sub-

sequent entry for motor cycles and side-

car machines ; 10s. 6d. and 5s. 6d.

respectively for cars. Entries close on

Saturday next, and should be sent to

Mr. Gordon Francis, c/o Francis and
Barnet, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

A week-end touring trial has been

arranged for September 4th and 5th, when
members will journey to Llangollen.

BI3
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The Miniature as a Utility Mount.
Scooter Evolution : The Practical Possibilities of ilie Type.

JUST as the crude cycle cars of 1911

created prejudice, which for some time

reacted upon the better productions

introduced by responsible engineers, so is

the earlier type motor scooter causing

confusion where genuine miniature motor
cycles are concerned.
We repeat what we have often stated,

that there is a very certain field of utility

for a miniature machine with an open
frame and a comfortable seat, and con-

firmation of our early prophecies concern-

ing the ultimate decline of the stand-up
type scooter and rise of the seat type
miniature is to be found without seeking.

Those makers of the former who have seen

the truth of our contentions and who have
developed their machines into miniature
motor cycles, will, we think, admit that

the latter have proved to be the better

proposition, both from a selling point of

view and from the standpoint of the
user.

Seats Almost Universal.

Few indeed are the people who prefer

to stand when they can sit comfortably,,
and while one or two hardy riders have
undertaken long journeys in the former
position, we do not think any private
owners of such machines have attempted
a journey of, say, one hundred miles.

On the other hand, owners of some of

the better known seat type miniatures
frequently use them for journeys such as
are undertaken on a fully fledged motor
cycle.

The Kenilworth Miniature is one of

these, and as proof of its popularity as a

utility mount, it is interesting to observe
that in the city of its origin—Coventry

—

and the residential districts adjacent, there
are many in use by owners directly
and indirectly connected with the motor

industry, who use them for runabout
purposes, such as home to office service

and visits to the links or tennis courts.

We have before us lettere from owners
in various parts of the country who have

The Kenilworth Minia-

ture—a development of

the scooter of the same

name, but provided with

a doubly sprung seat and

electric light installation.

weight, increased comfort and cleanli-

ness. Another owner made a journey from
Redhill (Surrey) to Gloucestershire—

a

distance of 145 miles in eleven hours—with

a petrol consumption of 130 m.p.g.
The above are mentioned as examples to

show that the range of utility of the

Miniature is considerably increased by the

use of a seat, and as the Kenilworth is a

£50 proposition—one may say £25 on
pre-war standard—it represents a type

undertaken long journeys on these

machines. Amongst these is one from
two ladies who recently rode from Coven-
try to Brighton—a distance of 145 miles.

The first seventy-five miles were covered
HI about six hours' running time. These
ladies previously owned two-stroke motor
cycles, and affirm their preference for the

Kenilworth on account of its lighter

which fills a gap undoubtedly existing at

the present time between the pedal bicycle

and the orthodox motor cycle.

Incidentally, the Kenilworth is a well-

made and finished machine, fitted with/

a small but highly efficient four-stroke

engine having an outside flywheel and

overhead valves: It is manufactured by

Booth Bros., Coventry.

A Dual-purpose Rex.
New Single-cylinder 4 h.p. Blackburne-engined Model for Solo or Sidecar Use.

QUITE a number of British motor
cycle manufacturers consider that
in developing the De Luxe sidecar

machine, another just as profitable field

is being neglected. We refer to the dual-
purpose machine—handy enough for solo

work and suitably built for propelling a
sidecar—which prior to the war was the

A Rex-Blackbume single, the latest

double-purpose mount.

most common type of motor cycle on
the market, and which has subsequently
suffered no loss of popularity.
The Rex Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Coventry, hold this opinion, and for some
time their experimental department has
been at work on a machine on the lines
we have indicated.

Although following the main lines of

the Rex twin model and the Model 77

big single, the new machine is smaller,

shorter, and consequently much lighter

than those machines which were designed

exclusively for sidecar work. As will be

seen from the illustration, the new model
has extremely pleasing outlines, and since

its equipment consists of very popular

units—i.e., 4 h.p. Blackburne engine,

Sturmey Archer gear box, 28x2^111.
tyres, Brampton forks, Rex cantilever

saddle pillar, and adjustable handle-bars

—

and its finish the same which charac-

terises all the company's post-war pro-

ducts, it will undoubtedly prove a very
popular machine.

Sidecar Lugs lucoipoiated.

The illustration shows that sidecar

fixings are integral with the frame,

and that the rear stay lug is incor-

porated in both stays, so that the machine
may be used for continental sidecara

without alteration.

A special sidecar is being produced tor

this machine.

BI4
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A Big Single
Sidecar Machine

The 4J h.p. Excelsior, designed

for economical sidecar work.

4J h.p. British Excelsior
Revived.

DESPITE the general tendency for

the sidecar machine to become a

de luxe outfit with, in some cases,

,

ver-elaborated equipment, there are

till manufacturers who appreciate the
alue of the market which exists for a
lachine at a more popular price. To
ender such machines a commercial pro-
osition, many post-war luxuries, such
s enclosed chain drive, dynamo lighting,

I
oods, screens, and detachable wheels,

]

ave to be omitted. Some, however,

i

ivour this simplicity.

:
Among the several machines of this

ype now available is the new % h.p.

;.\celsior, which embodies an 86x112
im. (650 c.c.) engine, with which the
lakers were very successful before the
ar, and a conventional specification in-

cludes Sturmey-Archer gear, 650x65
mm. Dunlop tyres, Hans Renold fxfin.
chain, lin. Dunlop belt, C.A.V. magneto,
Senspray carburetter, and Druid forks.

The price of the machine is £125, or

with coachbuilt sidecar £160. The
makers are Bayliss, Thomas and Co.,

King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.

A Wolf with 350 c.c. Blackburne Engine.

The latest name to become associated with the Blackburne 350 c.c. engine is the Woll, a new model ot which, embodying this engine, is shown above.

A S an intermediate between the light-^ weight and the 500 c.c. single, the
350 c.c. single-cylinder has taken a

irin hold of the riding public. It has

J ong been recognised that an engine of
I size sufficient to propel a sidecar is

innecessarily large for purely solo use,
.vhile the motor cyclists who formerly

' ised 500 c.c. machines of the lighter type

A Dalm-engined
Scout.

ONE of the latest entrants to the

lightweight market is a 3 h.p.

! E.W. Scout motor cycle, which is

equipped with a 73x76 mm. (318 c.c.)

Dalm two-stroke engine. The character-

istics of this unit, it will be remembered,
i include the provision of double exhaust

j

ports and exhaust pipes, which are said

to eliminate "four stroking."

The new pattern Amac carburetter is

fitted, and an E.I.C. magneto supplies

,
the current for ignition. Saxon forks,

large mudguards, and 25x2iin. three-

l ply Beldam tyres form part of its equip-

1 ment. Direct transmission is provided

! by a -|in. Dunlop. belt. A two-speed
model is also marketed.

require something a little larger than the

popular lightweignt. The 350 c.c. machine
fills this need, hence the increasing popu-
larity of the 2J h.p. -Blackburne engine
unit, which seems to find new sponsors
every week.
One of the latest firms to adopt this

engine is the Wulfruna Engineering Co.,

Ltd., of Wolverhampton, who have suc-

ceeded in producing a mount of verj

pleasing lines. The specification includes
Brampton Biflex forks, Dunlop 26x2^
heavy tyres, Sturmey-Archer two-speed
gear, with kick starter and hand-con-
trolled clutch.

The finish is all-black with the tank
relieved by a gold line, and the provisional
price is 105 guineas.

The R. W. Scout, a two-stroke lightweight

on conventional lines
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied bj the writer's name and adirssa.

ASSISTING COOLING.
Sir —I noted in the " Questions and Beplies " columns

of The Motor Cycle of July 29th that " F.W.C." wishes

to fit aluminium fins to the cylinders of his 5 h.p. Enfield

in order to keep his engine cool. He will probably be
surprised to know that accurately carried out experiments

with air-cooled cylinders showed that by adding aluminium
fins or other " gadgets " for the purpose of keeping the

cylinder cooler actually resulted in increasing the cylinder

temperature by 10° C. approximately.
The cylinder temperature was found by means of thermo-

couples, and was measured in two places in the region of

tlie exhaust valve seat.

D. P. MUIRHEAD, A.M.I.A.E.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—Not long ago you gave an article in your paper on

the experience of various cyclists in trouble and the lack of

courtesy accorded to those in distress. May I give you my
experience as a dii-ect contradiction of the facts you stated?

I was riding a Baby Levis near Sloane Square when the

engine stopped and no persuasion in my part would start

my machine. I was accosted by a gentleman, who sug-

gested various remedies and eventually came to the con-

clusion it was the plug. He took it out for me, and soon
put matters right, so that I was able to get to my destina-

tion without further trouble. I can assure you I was ex-

tremely grateful for the assistance rendered, and I trust

this letter will prove that not all to whom assistance have
been given proceed on their way without the usual thanks
for services rendered, and my sincere wish is that at some
future date I may, in return, be able to give some one in dis-

tress, like myself, some help, should the occasion arise.

E. T. PROUDFOOT.
i

CHAIN DRIVE ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Sir,—Your correspondent " T " is, I am sure, correct

in his statement about the necessity of concentric movement
between the countershaft pulley in springing the driving
wheel of a motor cycle. What he says with regard to a
chain-driven machine is, in a lesser degree, true of the belt-
driven machine ; it stands to reason that the extra strain
on the belt must in time tell.

Most makers get over the difficulty of the unconcentric
motion by seriously restricting the springing of the machine.
About an inch seems to be the average, and, in my
modest opinion, it is not sufficient. From personal experience,
2-^-in. gives a delightful sense of comfort, which is a
revelation to anyone trying it for the first time, similar to
the effect of riding in a well-sprung car. E.F.H.
Southampton.

Sir,
—"T's" letter, re "Chain Drive on Spring Frame

Machines," in The Motor Cycle, August 12th, is the first

letter, so far, which is getting on the right track.
But, although being almost correct in saying that the

centre of pivot of spring should be coincident with the
countershaft sprocket spindle, tliis, by itself, will not
maintain the transmission tension constant.
Two other things are absolutely necessary to achieve this,

one of which is so simple that 'it is surprising that so far
the principle has escaped attention, and for thfe idea one
is indebted to the locomotive, c.r, rather, Stephenson. The
other is a means for maintaining the centre of the fulcrum
(not pivot) always coincident with the centre of the final
transmission, even when the countershaft is moved.
B18

In conclusion, I wish to inform "T" that I have com-

pleted a design for a rear springing system, which main-

tains transmission tension and centres constant irrespective

of the amount of the movement of the wheel, and that this

design is now being fully protected. There are two designs,

one specifically for the Scott and the other for standard

machines. In both the principle is the same as mentioned,

with the two necessary additional features, one of which I

am not just now disclosing. G. HAROLD DURSTON.
[Several patents have been filed which cover

_
the point

mentioned by our correspondent. The springing system

of the Coventry Premier Runabout also embodies this

feature.

—

Ed.]

A UNION OF MOTORISTS.
Sir,—Is it too much to hope that one day the A. A. and

the R.A.C. will amalgamate and form a sort of Motorists'

Union ? Surely we should then be in a position to insist

upon fair treatment in the way of taxes and the price of

petrol. The " Union " officials should have power to order

a strike
—" all vehicles off the road "—and so bring the

Government and oil companies to their senses. " All

vehicles off the road may not sound much, but the conse-

quent dislocation of business would be enormous. I am no
Bolshevist ; on the contrary, my King and country come
first, right or wrong, but I do believe that the people who
pay should have their say. Personally, I should sadly,

but gladly, miss my machine. And that brings me to

another little matter which I am sure must be of interest

to thousands of your readers. Many of us bear the mark
of the Hun, and being deprived of the total, or partial,

could not the Government, on the question of taxes, be
induced to show a little consideration towards men who
are compelled to "mote" or stay at home? GRINGO.

Bristol.

DETAILS OF BUSINESS.
Sir,—One would imagine that the object of motor cycle

manufacturers and accessory dealers advertising in your
pages is to call the attention of the public to the fact

that they have these goods and are anxious to supply them.
In our big cities business people are far more ready to

communicate by telephone than by letter, and most readers
do

, so if they can, yet out of 225 displayed advertisements
in your issue of August 12th I note that only eighty con-
tain a telephone number. One of your client's advertise-

ments states "they" invite enquiries, and yet omits the
telephone number. This seems to me to be particularly
unenterprising, as the reader who wants to communicate
with a manufacturer, dealer, or agent through the tele-

phone turns naturally at once to the advertisements
m The Motor Cycle in preference to the telephone directory.
Many manufacturers, agents, and dealers who display

their goods for sale in The Motor Cycle are unkind enough
not to let readers know the price of them, and this involves
great hardship on Overseas readers of your paper, as I
have noticed before in the Correspondence columns. Prices
are continually changing, and since this is so, the current
price should always appear in the advertisements. Nothing
can be more galling to the Overseas reader than to have
to write to the Homeland so as to know the price before
giving an order. This procedure means anything from six
to nine months, or even a year's, delay.

If the business of the country is to be rebuilt, surely
the details to which I call attention should not be ignored !

Harpenden. OBSERVER.
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}AHAGE HEPAIRS
Sir,
—"L.P.," Plymouth, has brought up a point of con-

;
jiderable importance when he complains of the manner in

i ivhich motor cycle repairs are carried out in some garages,

3ut he is hardly fair to the trade when he implies that this

1 js "in nearly every case." There are many garages in

1
;he country specialising in motor cycle work, in which ex-

i jerienced fitters and turners are employed exclusively for
i overhauls and repairs, boys and apprentices being kept in

;heir proper place. Unfortunafely, what he says is often
mly too true ; on the one hand the iile and hacksaw merchant
is the culprit, and in a large number of cases the large
Tarage which does mainly car business. In the latter the
motor cyclist is looked upon as a nuisance, and suffers

iccordingly.

There is another side to every opinion, and "L.P." would
be well advised to take it into consideration. From actual
experience I can definitely state that, when it comes to

repairs, the average motor cyclist is a far more difficult

customer to deal with than the car owner, especially when
qualified men are employed on the job. Good men get big
wages : the motor cyclist is

usually of moderate means. It

often takes as long to tackle a
bicycle job . as it does a car

owing to the delicacy of the
parts in .comparison, and often
their inaccessibility. When the
owner is presented with the
bill, which in reality shows the
proprietor only a fair profit,

there is a scene. The motor
cyclist writes to the papers
about profiteers, whilst the
garage owner tears his hair,

sacks his men, and employs
boys in the hope of meeting
the motor cyclist's pocket.
Then "L.P." comes along,

doubtless being quite willing to

pay a fair price for a good job,

gets badly bitten, and he writes
to the papers.

There is always the remedy, as "L.P." states, of re-

fusing to pay for " dud " repairs, but a much more satis-

factory method is to inspect the garage workshop and
satisfy oneself first that the job is likely to be properly
executed, instead ot handing in the work on cliance and
kicking up a row afterwards.

If " L.P." cares to call on the writer, he can see motor
cycles being repaired by real live mechanics, who are motor
cyclists themselves. H. F. W. FLOWEB,

Plymouth Branch, Exeter Motor Cycle Co.

ROADSIDE CONVERSION.
Sir,—The following " get-you-home " tip for converting the

overhead mechanical inlet of Rudge, M.A.G., N.S.U., Harley-

Davidson, and Indian engines to automatic working in the

event of a breakage of the rocker or long tappet rod, may be
of use to some of your readers

:

Take the inlet tappet out of the timing case and dismantle
the rocker on the inlet valve dome. Unscrew the dome and
take the strong spring off the inlet valve, and put in the place

of tlie usual inlet valve spring a light coil spring. Make

ANOTHER USE FOR THE SIDECAR

With hood and screen

in position it makes a

convenient if somewhat

cramped "bathin?

tent."

ONE SHILLING WHILE YOU WAIT.

There are many people who enjoy the fun of make-believe Here are people posing in a sidecar belonging

to the photographer who appeared to be doing good business in an inland watering-place, charging

one shilling a photograph.

quite sure that the spring
is only just strong enough
to close the valve. Re-
place the dome, and knock
a small plug (a sharpened
pencil will do) into the
guide in the top of the
dome in order to make
the dome airtight.

It should be remembered
that as the inlet valve is

now automatic the engine
will not take so much air,

and the spark lever will

have to be kept slightly

retarded. In the case of

twin engines, both mlet
valves will have to be
converted, with two light

springs of equal strength.

H. E. PORTER.
[A suitable light spring is

usually to be found on
the plunger of the tjre

inflator.

—

Ed.]
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A neatly-designed motorised ladies' bicycle.

The power unit is an Auto Wheel. (See
letter, C. J. Beckett.)

A MOTORISED LADIES' BICYCLE.
Sir,— I wafe interested with the picture of the Auto Wheel

lightweights in a recent issue of 7'he Motor Cycle
and venture to

; ^end you a phoixD-

. , gitiph of an Auto
bi-ooter that I

have designed
and made in the
little village of

Fulbourn, utilis-

ing An Auto
Wheel for the
driving power. I

may say that its

capabilities are
really wonderful

-—«^/ Bt> iHi s J- •- ''-"' such a small

^^ ^/\ Bj Wlfjr ''' • '2"S'"^- It Js very

f ^OlM^^^ / • ^ ''S'^*' weighing
if .^smmmm vSm.i /* 1 eo ib,, win travel

4 to 20 m.p.h.,
and is a good hill

climber. It may
interest the
numerous readers
of The Motor
Cycle to learn
what can be done

. .
with the small

unit if fitted to rear forks of any cycle, this being direct
drive, gains power and speed, and saves the tyre wear con-
siderably. C. J. BECKETT.

BLEA TARN PASS.
Sir,— I have read with interest your correspondent's

remarks on the above in The Motor Cycle for August 12th.May I point out that the trip in question was organised by
myself, and was the result of a wager made by Mr. 3.
Westwood Wills and mysetf with certain officials of the
Cumberland Club who claimed that a clean climb of this
hill, without putting a foot to the ground, and at the
first attempt, was impossible.
As events proved, these gentlemen were mistaken, but

wbether the hill was in good condition that day or not, both
Mr. Wills and I are quite prepared again to accept a
wager, and to essay a clean climb, when the hill is in the
worst possible condition, the Cumberland Club to be the
judges in this respect. J. A. NEWMAN.

Hon. Trials Sec, Worcester and Dist. M.C.C.

OIL IN THE T.T
Sir,—We issued to the trade recently a poster dealing

with the result of the T.T. races which, by inadvertence
claimed more for Castrol than it should have done. On
discovering the error we at once took steps to withdraw
all copies^ issued and substitute a corrected poster, but as
a -complaint has reached us from another lubricating oil
firm that some of the originals issued are still being exhibited
we should be extremely glad if you would allow us to state
the facts in your columns.
The first place in the Senior T.T. race has been won on

each occasion since 1911 by riders using Castrol. In 1913
this oil was also used by the third in the Senior event and
second in the Junior, and in 1914 the two riders who tied
for second place in the Senior and the third in the Junior
were again assisted by our lubricant.

C. C. WAKEFIELD AND CO., LTD.
SPARE PARTS

Sir,—As an occasional contributor and enthusiastic reader
of your paper, may I be allowed to back up " Ixion " in his
remarks re spares? I do 1,000 miles touring monthly for
seven months in the year, but beyond the usual tool outfit
supplied by the Douglas people, do not carry a single spare,
except a belt and tube. My IDouglas was received on January
1st, has gone perfectly, the plugs are still Al, valves
quite unworn, and, what is more, in three long tours—London
to Falmouth and back and a host of smaller trips this year—
not a .single part of the machine has shaken loose either on
the road or oflf it. Therefore, it seems that the modern
machine, if carefully driven and periodically examined, say
B22

once every 1,000 miles, needs no spares, and can be thoroughly
lehed on. Re plugs: Two Lodge plugs lasted me 16,001
miles on a 1914 P. and M., and gave no trouble. My presen
mount is^ very light on belts and tyres. Can one of you:
readers give me a tip to prevent my 'brake pedal turnine ovei
on to the footboard?

^ t- 5

May I remark m passant that if the names of " reasonable'
hotels in the country could be published (I would be pleasec
to give several) it would be a great boon. C.M.-T.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—In answer to the letter from " Unknown " in Thi

Motor Cycle of May 27th re Bosch plugs.
I have had just the same experience. The Bosch plug 1

have on my machine has been in use for eight years, an(
though the porcelain dome is chipped and pitted all over '.

dare not risk using another plug, especially on a long run.
The secret, I think, is in the alloy of which the meta

points are made. The points will not bridge over with carbon
as is the case with our plugs. But there is one plug whicl
comes up to the Bosch, and that is the Bethlehem {Indian
American plug. I find my engine ticks over most regularly

and there are no signs of pre-ignition at the fastest speed

INDIA.
COURTESY ON THE ROAD.

Sir,—In reply to "Disgusted" I must say that my
experience of courtesy among motor cyclists on the road is

quite the reverse to his.

Quite recently I was travelling to Maidstone when I

passed a "very amateur" motor cyclist, who was tinkering

with his engine, and evidently knew nothing whatever about

it. He had taken out the plugs and removed the carburetter,

and on my stopping to inquire his trouble, he was unable

to tell me. I looked round the

machine and found his needle

valve was missing, and on tell-

ing him this he remembered
having taken the carburetter oft

some hundred yards or so further

along the road, and must have
forgotten to replace it; we were,
however, unable to find it.

After some consideration, I

asked him it he would object to

my removing one of his spokes.
This I did, and using the
nipple as the seating, and cut-

ting the spoke off at the height
gauged by the petrol level, I

fitted a small nut to the spoke
and burred it over to prevent
it slipping through the float {see illustration).

This was quite effective, and the owner of the cycle asked
for my address, which I gave him. A few days later a
small parcel arrived containing a couple of new plugs and
a letter thanking me for my trouble and also for a very
useful "tip." J. G. CLEMETSON.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
I=sued in com'unction with Tha Motor Cycle.

Using part oi a spoke to

repair a carburetter. (See

letter, J. G. Clemetson.)

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook o. the motoc
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, tbeir management and care.
Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetu. " vvrmkics " nnd helptiil

hints in regard to motor cycies. Seventh Edition.
*' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A reliable system tor tracmg motor cycle taults and
of remedymg any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
Encrland and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Sec of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotbnd, and the Londou District. New
Edition, just published ... ... g^_ -y.

Obtainable by post {remittance witn order) trom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd,^
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or ot leading Booksellers find

Railway Bookstalls.

Price By
net. post.

3/6 s /lo

2/- »/3

S/<5 5A0

^ C^-i^.C^'^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor "The Motor Cycle "
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelone for reply Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

(
questions should be marked " Legal " m the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Converting a Three-wheeler.

I have a number of commercial

IqI Auto-Carriers in use, and conse-

I I I
I'^^'^'ly kfww the capabilities of

;
,LsJ these little machines, and it has

occurred to me that a decent
pleasure car could be made up of one
of these. Could you advise me if it is

practicable, and where I could get the
necessary bodywork, dummy radiator,
etc. ? I have particularly in mind an
8 h.p. 1916 model.—H.W.

^here is no reason why you should not
lake quite a satisfactory pleasure vehicle
ased on an A.C. chassis. The necessary
Iterations, however, will have to be done
jcally, as we do not know of anyone who
an supply you with the parts you specify.
Lt various times we have seen conver-
ions such as you suggest, and when
quipped with bonnet and dummy radia-
or the appearance is quite good.

Badly Fitted Bearings.

Recently I returned my 1919 2^

Sh.p.
two-stroke to the agents

from whom I bought the
machine, and they have replaced
the wliite metal big-end and

main bearings with phosphor bronze.
I removed the cylinder to locate an
engine noise, and I find the connect-
ing rod fouls, with its forward edge,
the aluminium of the crank case each
time piston descends. The new big
end has up and down play, and new
main bearings are also slack. I have
only ridden machine fifty miles since
rebushing. (1.) Will you please tell

me if the repairers are responsible for
this occurring and the reason for it?
Can the fault easily be corrected? (2.)

Is not this very bad work, and com-
bined with No. 1 responsible for a
great lack of power, as timing and car-
buration are right?—W.H.S.

[f the connecting rod fouls the crank
3ase, as you state, it would point to the
fact that there has been some very bad
fitting, as in order for this to happen the
bush must be eccentric in the big end of
the connecting rod ; that is, provided
the original parts have been refitted.
The wear seems to indicate that- either
grossly unsuitable material for the new
parts has been used, or that the work-
manship is very bad. We presume that
you have given the engine ample oil.

\yithout actual examination it is impos-
sible to state whether the repairers are
responsible, and -we would suggest that
you take the machine to them and point
out what has happened, and at the same
time ask for an exjilanation.

Overheats after Overhaul.

Could you enlighten me on the
following? I have had the
cylinder of my P. and M. motor
cycle at the makers to be re-

ground, valve seatings refaced,
with new piston, new valves, and
valve guides. I have assembled them,
and I find that the engine overheats
badly. I have timed it as follows :

Piston on top, exhaust valve just
closed, inlet just to open, and it blows
back just a littl© through the carbu-
retter; if I advance the inlet one tooth
the engine won't run. It has to be
cooled down every three or four miles.

—H.W.
Try the eifect of retarding the exhaust
valve one tooth, so that it does not close

until the piston has reached top dead
centre. It may even be allowed to re-

main open until the piston has passed
the top dead centre position, while the
inlet valve should open at the same time,
or it may commence to open as the ex-

haust valve is just about to close. The
ignition should be set so that the spark
occurs when the piston is on top dead
centre, the control being two-thirds
retarded.

Intermittent Slowing Down.

A week ago I took off the

cylinder of my 1911 Triumph
(which has been running well),

and also dismantled the timing

gear. These I replaced in their

right position and gave the machine a

trial. Now, when I am going down
hiU after two or three miles rim, a
clatter sets up in the engine every few
yards and the machine slows up. But
if I lifii the exhaust lever slightly the

machine runs quite all right. Of course,

more slowly. And again, if I let the
machine out on the level or up hiU it

goes well for about 100 yards, then
drags for a yard or two, and rushes

off again. I took the cylinder off and
gears out, thinking perhaps one of the
bearings had worn, but everything
seemed right, but on replacing them
and giving the machine another trial

the same trouble occurs.—H.B.
The symptoms you describe would lead

us to suspect a fault in the petrol supply.

Possibly the petrol pipe is blocked up, or

there may be an air lock in the petrol

tank. The clatter you mention is diffi-

cult to account for, but it may be due
to starvation.

A REAL BOAT BODY.
Considerable interest was arotised in London streets recently when Mr. Armstrong, of

Messrs. Ballard's Motors, 92, Gloucester Road, London, S.W.7, drove this outfit with the

canoe up to the City. One would imagine that such a lengthy body as the Canadian

canoe entails—15ft. long—would render the machme extremely unwieldy in traffic, but this is

not the case, as Mr. Armstrong turned the machine round in Tudor Street with the greatest

ease, and alter a short trial run, brought it up alongside the pavement without overlapping it

in the slightest. The beauty of the means of carrying the canoe is that it can be detached in

about thirty seconds. It is held in a Willesden canvas " hammock," and is secured by straps

fore and aft, while amidships is a steel rod with a lever screw which keeps the canoe securely

in place.
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Side Play in Gearshaft.

Recently I had chain cases ofl

IqI my 2| h.p. Sunbeam, and noticed

I ^ the sprocket wheel of gear box
' 1 (althougji tight on shaft) had

about gin. play, viz., the wheel
and shaft could be moved in and out of
box. Please tell me what to do with
this? Will it make chain run off

sprocket wheel?—J.G.

Apparently the movement is confined to
side play, which is quite in order, and
will have no ill-effect on the running.
We do not think you need have any fear
that the symptoms you describe will

cause your chain to run off the sprocket
wheel.

Anottier Mysterious Noise.

I have a 1919 3^ h.p. Ariel,

which has run about 6,000 miles.

It has lately developed a grind,
which appears to come from the
crank case. The engine has been

dismantled entirely, but no fault

whatever can be found. The gear box
is also found to be in perfect condition.
Can you advise me what is the best
course to adopt in discovering this

"grind"? The machine will only
touch 35 m.p.h.—O.W.

Without examination we are unable to

tell you the source of the noise, which
appears to come from the engine,
especially as you tell us, after dis-

mantling, both engine and gear box
appear to be in perfect condition. The
speed of the machine is certainly not
good, but you must recollect that this

particular model has been developed
rather as a touring sidecar machine than
a high speed solo mount. Possibly you
could improve its pace by advancing the
ignition somewhat.

Lightening Pistons.

I have a 1914 6 h.p. N.S.U.,
and I want to increase the speed.
The pistons with gudgeon and
rings weigh 1 lb. 10 oz. each.
Please let me know : (1.) Is this

excessive? (2.) What should they
weigh? (3.) Where can I get light

cast iron ones? (4.'

light steel ones ?

price? (6.) How
wheels ?~R.G.K.

Where can I get

(5.) Approximate
to rebalance fly-

(1.) The weight of the pistons is certainly

rather heavy, but it may not be possible

to lighten them without affecting their

strength, and without having them before
us we cannot give you any definite infor-

mation on the point. (2.) It is all a
question of design. In all probability
correctly designed pistons can be brought
down to 16 or 18 ounces. (3 and 4.)

You will find it extremely difficult to

obtain pistons at the present moment,
although if you peruse the miscellaneous
advertisement columns of The Motor
Cijcle you might get in touch with a
repairer who would undertake to make
some for you. (5.) We cannot give.you
the price. (6.) In a V twin engine it is

usual to balance half the weight of the
reciprocating masses plus the weight of

the rotating masses. The reciprocating
parts are the pistons, gudgeon pins, and
top halves of the connecting rods, while
the rotating parts are the lower halves
of the connecting rods together with the
crank pin.
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Bad Pick Up.

Having purchased a new

^^ machine with 4 h.p. Blackburne

> engine, with Amac single-lever
-SJ carburetter, I find that, at what-

ever speed I am running, an
opening of the throttle causes a

momentary pause, and then the engine
goes on all right. The same applies to

any size jet. I am using No. 25 at

present. What is the correct size jet

for solo work, and 'what setting for the

air intake ? I find the latter can be
set at or 5 without any great differ-

ence. Two motor mechanics have over-

hauled and experimented, but without
success. Apart from this trouble, the

machine runs perfectly, and everything
seems in order.—R.J.P.

A 25 jet should be about the right size

for the engine you are using, but since

you are able to use either or 6 holes of

extra air without apparent effect, we
gather that the choke is too small, and
should recommend you to write to the
manufacturers of the carburetter, who
will no doubt give you the requisite

information.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Mon., Aug 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28th—
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL DaLrlington as a
centre.

Sat.. Sept. 4th—
Scottish Speed Championships at St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Sat., Sept 25th—
~ East M diand Open Reliability Trial,
organised by the Wolverhampton. Red-
ditch, and Kidderminster M.C. Clubs.

Sat. Oct. 9th —
M.C. and AX. Open ReliablUty TriaL

Nov. 29th.Dec 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

READER'S REPLY.

Mysterious Lack of Power.

Seeing "P.E.T.'s" query in your issue

of the 12th inst., I feel I would like to

give him some information regarding his

trouble with the 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine. I

had precisely the same difficulty with
my 4 h.p. J.A.P. • additional troubles were
high petrol consumption and frequent
breakage of exhaust valves. As you sug-

gest, I kept the tappets properly adjusted
and tried all kinds of pet timings both
for ignition and valve gear, but met with
no success. I then dismantled the engine
with a very determined spirit to run the

trouble to earth and spent pounds in

special valves, etc. The engine was
apparently in perfect mechanical order
throughout, but the cam and rockers were
badly worn, and when I had these re-

placed I was immediately rewarded by
the engine developing its full power and
giving 120 miles per gallon.—B. Kent.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Staines to Ilfracombe.—A.S.

Staines, Bagshot, Blaekwater, Hartley
Row, Basingstoke, Whitchurch, Andover,
Amesbury, Heytesbury, Warminster,
Frome, Shepton Mallet, Glastonbury,
Bridgwater, Taunton, Milverton, Wivelis-

combe, Bampton, South Molton, Barn-
staple, Ilfracombe.

The Winning T.T. Machine.

Leicestershire readers will be inter-

ested to know that the Sunbeam which

won the Senior T.T. race will be on view

at the Sunbeam Depot, 16, London Road,

Leicester, during the present week.

The Stocktaking Period.

The Triumph Cycle Company, Coventry,

ask us to notify our readers, and particu-

larly Triumph riders, that their works

will be closed from August 25th to Sep-

tember 6th for annual stocktaking and re-

arrangement of plant.

Motor Cycles for Hire.

In view of the numerous enquiries we

are receiving asking where motor cycles

may be hired, North-country readers will

be interested to learn that the Northern

Motor Exchange, Marion Street, Sunder-

land, have a number of 2J h.p. Douglas

motor cycles, which they are prepared

to let out on hire.

Patronised by Royalty.

H.R.H. Prince Henry uses both a

solo and a sidecar machine; moreover,

be appreciates that a good machine de-

serves to be well cared for. He has

recently purchased for both his mounts
Howard covers, which are made by the

Howard Car and Cycle Cover Co., Vl,

High Holborn, W.C.I.

Plug Testing Free.

A sparking plug testing apparatus has
.

recently been installed at the London
depot of the Apollo Plug Co., 84a, Great

Titchfield Street, W.l. It is capable of

testing any type of plug, a voltage of

250,000 (under a pressure of anything up

to 250 lb. per square inch) being passed

through the plug. Motorists can avail

themselves of this apparatus free of

charge.

Units and Odds and Ends.

Enthusiastic amateurs are again turn-

ing their attention to cycle car construc-

tion in their spare time. One firm, the

Service Co., 289-293, High Holborn,

W.C., is laying itself out to supply

materials, such as engines, gear boxes,

frame parts, etc. The firm also keeps in

stock a large selection of second-hand
motor cycle parts.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a copy of the

miniature edition of Messrs. Brown
Brothers' 1920 catalogue. This contains

the same complete information of the

goods marketed by this firm as the

ordinary catalogue, but should prove ex-

ceedingly useful for ready reference.

The Service Company, Ltd., 228-293,

High Holborn, London, W.C.I, have sent

us a copy of their latest catalogue of

accessories interesting to motor cyclists

and light car owners. This contains a

very attractive list of accessories.
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The Rotax Motor Cycle
Lighting Outfit.

1 TT is with great pleasure that we are
' 1 able to announce that the Rotax

motor cycle electric lighting outfit

IS now ready for the market. We have
I known for a considerable time that this

well-known electrical firm had at last

turned its attention to adapting this

equipment for use on solo motor cycles

(
and sidecar outfits. Not only in connec-
tion with motor car installations is the
house of Rotax famous, but the system
used by them—Leitner's—is also em-
ployed for the illumination of trains, not
only in this country, but all over the
world. This variable speed dynamo is

provided with three: brusiies, and is

shunt wound with the winding across
the positive and demagnetising brushes.

Each dynamo is capable of adjustment
by the makers, and is ' so set by them
that it gives the maximum charging out-
put of five amperes. The Rotax is a
six volt set, extremely neat and com-
pact in design, weighs only 5^ lb., and
occupies but little space on the machine
to which it is fitted.

A Variable Speed

Dynamo of

Compact Design

for Use on

Solo Machines or

Sidecars.

The Rotax dynamo, driven

off an auxiliary pulley fixed

to the flywheel on a Douglas.

The switch box is situated

on the top of the tank.

reputation they enjoy with their car
lighting Outfits, have" not placed it on
the market before it has been thoroughly
proved.

- The switchboard is designed so that
it can be fixed into the side of the
.tank, or placed on the top of it, or on
the top tube. It is fitted in the' last

mentioned position on the 4 h.p. Douglas
sidecar outfit. Simplicity is the keynote
.of its construction. On the box is a
pointer operating a barrel switch, which
has .three positions, (1) for lighting the
lamps, (2) for charging, and (3) "off."
At the top of "the switchbox is

a smail slot through which a white
mark appears. When the engine is

rmining and the pointer is moved to
the word " cliarge " or " lamps," a red
mark appears in the orifice, thus denot-
ing that the battery is charging. This
red mark is situated on the top of the
cut-out switch, and indicates that the
switch has cut in and the dynamo is

charging.

Holes for the
leads in the
switchbo.x ' cover
are at an angle
so that wet is

e X c 1 u d ed. A
suitable box i s

supplied for

the b a 1 1 er y.

The dynamo
The Rotax tail lamp. in this case

Dynamo with

commu t ator

cover removed,

showing brush

gear.

is provided with a pulley, and is driven
by means of a Whittle belt with an extra

pulley bolted on to the Douglas flywheel,

while the instrument is held in a strap

clip situated at the bottom of the duplex
down tube of the Douglas frame.

Numbered Terminals.

All terminals are numbered, so that in-

stallation should be quite easy. The set

illustrated has been under test for a long
time, and the Rotax Jlotor Accessories
Co., Ltd., Rotax Works, Willesden
Junction, London, N.W.IO, knowing the

The Rotax head

Much care and attention have been be-
stowed upon the design of the lamps,
which are both neat and efficient. The
head lamp has a smooth exterior which
is easily cleaned, and a large knurled
nut is provided for adjusting the focus
of the bulb.

Details of the Rotax switchboard

C3
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Auff. 23th

,r 28th

., 30th
Sept. 1st

... " ... 8.27 p.m.
8.24 ,,

8.21 „
8.17 .;.

25,000 Eliles per Day for a Year.

Misiii'iiits and a few ciphers are re-

sponsible for strange news in the daily
papers. 2,000,000 miles on a set of tyre's

which still look new is one of the latest.

182 Government Motor Cycles Missing.

The third report of the Public
Accounts. Committee mentions that, of
the 351 motor cycles issued tr,i the
IMinistry of Food during the railway
strike, only 169 have as yet •been re-

turned to Slough. The matter is being
further investigated.

Where the A.C.U. Competitors are To-day-

To-day (Thursday) competitors in the
A.C.U. Si.K Days Trials will start from
Darlington (Bond CTate) at 8 a.m. on
the fourth day of their strenuous ride.
The times of the first man at the various
places eii route are as follows ; Stain-
drop, 8.33 a.m. J. Egglestone, 9.3;
IMickleton, 9.10^; Brouij'h, 9.544; Kirk-
by Stephen, 10.71; " Soulby, 10.15;
C'rosbv Ravensworth, 10.51: Shap, 11.3;
Clifton, 11.27: Penrith, 11.36.

In the afternoon they will commence
to leave Penrith at one o'clock, and the
first competitor is " due at Langworthy
at 1.14i : IMelmerbv,

1.58i; Neuthend, 2".13;

Bolt's Burn, 3.74-

Tow Law, 4.23A:
Auckland, 4.53i

2.524
4.13;
Bishop
5.36.

.27 : Alston,
\Vest Gate,
Wolsingham,
Crook, 4.37;
Darlington,

Where the Competitors go To-morrow
(Friday).

iloRNlNG.—Darlington (Skinner Gate),
8.0: Barton, 8.174: Catterick Bridge,
8.374: Hunton, 8.57: Middleham,
9.174: Carlton, 9.314; ' Kettlewell,
10.3:Threshfield, 10.214: Bolton Abbev,
10.504 Ilklev, 11.74; Brighouse, 12.9;
Huddersfield, 12.224. (Ih. 74m. lunch
stop.)

Afternoon.—Huddersfield, 1.30 ; Glos-
sop, 2.284; Bu.\ton, 3.114: Ashbourne,
4.13: Sudburv, 4.43: Yo.xall. 5.10;
Lichfield, 5.30; Coleshill, 5.15: Stone-
bridge. 6.284"; Kenilworlh, 6.554; War-
wick and Leamington, 7.9.

Saturday's Timetable.

Coleshill, '8.0 a.m. ; Stonebridge,
8.12; Kenilworth, 8.39: Warwick and
Leamington, 8.524; Banbury, 9.52;
O.Nfnrd, 11.0; Henlev - on - Thames,
12.9 p.m.; Maidenhead,' 12.35: Wind-
:ior, 12,55: Staines. 1.13; Chertsev,
1.22; Brockliuicl;-, 1 4C.:,

1-4

Tanks and their Future.
In view of the number of motor cycli.'^ts

who have been more or less intimately
connected with tanks during the late

war, the book entitled "Tanks in the
Great War," by Col. J. F. C. Fvdler,

p.S.O., published by John MuiTay, may
be of interest to our readers. In a
review of this work in "The New Wit-
ness " (edited by G. K. Chesterton), of

August' 6th, are some interesting facts

I'elative to the Army prejudice against this

new weapon, ilany people, including some
of the German high officials, consider
that the tanks were largely instrumental
in winning the war, hut, in spite of thiSj

it is pointed out that some of the regular
army, and esijecially the cavalry element,
who have a large voice in control, are

apparently endeavouring to oust tanks
from the prominent position which they
have won for themselves.

An Ex-Despatch Riders' Rally.

The second annual rally of ex-motor
cyclist despatch riders who once formed
tiiat section of the late 24th Division

took place recently at Knutsford.
On this occasion ten "answered the

call," coming by road from distant parts

of the counti-y.

throughout there was shown that fine

spirit of camaraderie which almost in-

variably mellows the meetings of ex-

service men, and it was unanimously
decided to continue the rally as an annual
event to take place on the last Saturday
in Jmie at somewhere central to all.

Such reunions as this are to be com-
mended, as the interchange of reminis-

cences, even if often retold, keeps green

the friendships struck up during hazard-

ous times.

Special Jf^eatures.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS

DAY TRIPS AND WEEK ENDS.

NEW MODELS.

Open Air Camping.
Many motor cyclists are interested in .

the subject of camping. The current

issue of The Autocar contains a number-

of special articles and illustrations dealing

with ojjen-air camping in its various

phases, including trailer, caravan, and

with the aid of an ordinary car loaded

with camping equipment. Useful advice

of a general nature will be found in the' ^

interesting matter which forms the special
^

subject of this particiilarly attractive,,

number of The Autocar.

Hundred Miles at Portmarnock. %

The open hundred miles handicap forr,

the cup presented by Mr. W. P. Nash
;^

was held at Portmarnock under the?
auspices of the Dublin and District Motor ;
Cycle Club, and resulted in a win for a

Harley-Davidson. Although the preceding

..days were very calm, the sands were not

in the usual good condition, and the times
'

were slow. S. J. Redmond, bn a 34 h.p.

overhead valved Indian, was on scratch,

but ,he retired at half distance owing to ^

engine trouble. C. W. Johnson (7-9
• Harley-Davidson), with 5m. start, was at

the head of affairs at half distance, and,

riding out steadily, won easily. The
placings were as follows : 1, C. W. John-
son (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 5m. ; 2, A..

Carton (4 h.p. Indian Scout), 12m. ; 3, J.

A. Carville (4 h.p. Triumph), 17m. The
winner's net time was 2h. 40m. 45s.

Ex-D.R.'s of the late 24th Division on the occasion o( a rally recently held at Knutsford,

Cheshire.
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Midland Open Trial.

All open trial, which forms one of the
ve:ity events sanctioned by the A.C.U.,
to be run off on September 25th, by

I joint committee of the Wolverhampton,
! idderminster, and Redditch clubs. The
:
Durse will be approximately 150 miles.

"iitrance fees are, for club members 21s.

nd for trade members £1 10s. Particu-

irs are now available from tlie hon.

ecretary, Mr. A. G. Hilton, Hume
treet, Kidderminster.

lotor Cycle Works Fire.

An outbreak of fire occurred at the
;irmingham works of the James Cycle

1 ., Ltd., in the early houi's of last Sun-
ay morning, and considerable damage
as done to the motor cycle assembling
cctions. The productive side of the

.orlcs was little affected, however, and
nly current output is lost ; deliveries

,111 only be held up temporarily, and
ext year's programme is not" likely to

uffer in any way. , _

'he Autocar Handbook.
The tsnth edition of The Autocar

handbook will appear next week and will

le on sale at all bookstalls, etc. The
vork had been revised during the war,

rat the advances made lately have been
great that the book has been ^e^vTitte^

hroughout, and is now by far the largest

ind most up-to-date popular work on the

ubject. In order to deal with modern
levelopments, the chapters on engines
ind transmission have each been divided
1110 two,- and an entirely new chapter
10 s been added on the electrical instal-

ation. which has so increased in import-
inee on modem cars. The special points

t the "Ford car are also treated in a

eparate chapter. The whole work has
een compiled with great care, each divi-

iijii of the subject having been put in

he hands of an expert ; and about 250
lew illustrations have been prepared.
The book is published at 3s. 5d. net, by
lie proprietors of The Jlotor Cycle,

.Messrs. Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20, Tudor
Street, E.C.4.

prOMOfCIL!!

Two Ceams aluminmm spare tube

carriers are fitted to H. Mortimer Batten's

P. and M in the Six Days Trials.

Eastern Group Welsh Motor Cycling Clubs-

The following are the results of the

open hill-climb held at Govillon Hill en
Saturday, August 14th :

Class 1 : Scooters (open).— 1. W. G. S. Hayward
[V-X Whippet), 7in. 39|s.; 2. S. R. W. Lineup
(l^i Whippet), 13m. 8is.

Class 2 Solo machines up to 550 c,c. (mem-
bers)'—!, Reg. Brown (2U Diamond), 4m. 34|s.-;

2, F. T. Stephens (2---'^ Douglas), 5m. 31=s.

Class 5 : Solo machines up to 350 c.c. (open).—
1, Geo. Dance (2^i Sunbeam), 4m. 50is. ; 2, N.
Mitchell (2^i Verus), 5m. 32;S.

Class 6 : Solo machines up to 500 c.c. (mem-
bers).— 1, Reg. Brown (3^-' Sunbeam). 3m. 55|s.

;

2, R. E. Toms (3 A.B.C.), 4m. 6^s.

Class 7 Solo machines up to 500 c.c. (open).—
1, Geo. Dance (3^- Sunbeam), - 3m. 39is.; 2. C.
Sgonina (3I2 Norton), 3m. 44sS.
Class 8 : Solo machines up to 750 c.c. (mem-

bers).—!. C. Sgonina (3^-. Norton), 3m. 44is.; 2.

Reg. Brown (S'^ Sunbeam), 3m. 54ss.
Cl.\ss 9,

' Solo machines up to 750 c.c. (open).—
1, Geo. Dance (3^2 Sunbeam), 3m. 41ts.; 2, C
Sgonina (3'.o Norton). 3m. 44s.
Class 10 • Unlimited solo (members).— !, Reg.

Brown (3^ Sunbeam), 3m. 55is.; 2, Alf. Parfitt
(6 Sun-Jap), 4m. 13is.
Class 1! : Unlimited solo (open).— 1, C. Sgonina

(3^2 Norton)- 3m. 455.; .2, G. H. Tucker (3'L'
Norton), ,4m. 15s.

Classes 13 and 14.—Unable to run, due to tele-

graphic breakdown.
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American View of British Motor Cycle
Industry.

Returning to the U.S.A. after his trip
to this country, Mr. Arthur Davidson,
of the Harley-Davidson Co., told an
American contemporary that he had
acquired an even higher respect than he
possessed before for British business
methods, sportsmanship, and sacoir faire.
" We Americans ought to forget a lot of
that stuff they fed us on in our school-

books," he added.

An Outing !or Wounded Soldiers.

It would appear that many people are
apt to forget that many of our" wounded
soldiers are still in hospital. In this

connection the members of the Surbiton
and District il.C. and L.C.C. recently
arranged a most successful outing, and
conveyed about fifty limbless soldiers for

a pleasant trip iucluding tea at Reigate
Hill. As we are told that many of the
patients have had no such treat for many
months we take this opportunity of re-

minding club secretaries that opportuni-
ties of combining a kindness with their
own pleasure still e.xist.

The Number of Motor Bicycles Registered
in France

The total number of motor cycles

registered in France is 28.558. The
Department of the Seine, which comprises
Paris, has 7,169 machines ; the Depart-
ment of the Rhone has 1,251 ; and
another Southern Department—Bouches-
•du-Rhone—has 822. Curiously enough, in

some of the Departments which include
the greatest number of hills, like the
Haute Pyrenees, only sixty-four motor
cycles are to be found—while, probably,
the smallest number is in Lozere, where
there are only twenty-one.
Though the numbers of motor cycles

in France are increasing, there seems to
be na reason why they sliould not be coir-

siderably augmented, considering the
.small number there are compared with'
the population of the countrv, which is

40,000,000. Probably the bad state of
the French main roads is responsible.

A FURTHER DOUGLAS SUCCESS.

I.N
the report of the B.M.C.R.C. meet-

ing of August 14th, we made mention
of a special racing Douglas intended

for the Grand Prix Race at Le Mans.
On this machine S. L. Bailey was suc-

cessful on Tuesday, the 17th inst., in

beating the flying five miles "record.

His time was 4m. 32s., equalling 66.18

m.p.h., the previous best being G. E.

Stanley, 2j h.p. Singer, 75x79 mm.,
349 ex., -June 14th, 1913. 4m. 37|s.,

64.93 m.p.h. Bailey also covered the ten
miles standing start in 9m. 16|s., at a
speed of 64.55 m.p.h., beating the previ-

ous record made by Stanle.^', August 9th,

1913, on a Singer machine, on which
he covered the distance in 46m. 58s., at
a speed of 53.88 m.p.h.
Hutchinson tyres, an E.I.C. magneto,

and Shell motor spirit w»ere used.
Mr. BaUey, who is general manager of

the motor cycle departments at the Doug-
las works, is now on a business visit to
his home country, Australia. He sailed
on Saturday, and takes a new 2| h.p.
chain driven model with him.

S. L. Bailey (Douglas), who beat the Hying five mile record on the

was 66' 18 m.p.h. He also lowered the figures for the ten mile

1 7th inst

standmg
. His speed

start

C7
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The worst hill on the first day's run—Park Rash. This hill has a maximum gradient of about 1 in 4 and a very loose surface.

A Review of (he Competing Machines. Impressions of the Start.

ALL roads led to Darlington on dinner tables on Saturday evening. It sitioned, and in true A.C'.U. style the

Saturday, the centre for the 1920 goes without saying, too, that "the hills floors are clearly spaced.
Auto Cycle Union Six Daj-s Reli- are the roughest and most severe ever Generally speaking, they are a fine lot

ability Trials. As a matter of fact the knoAvn, etcetera.'' One gets used to this of Avorkmaniike mounts, which go to form-

majority of those who journeyed up from sort of eleventh hour summing up of the a splendid representation of the various

the Midlands manufacturing districts Six Days Trials as the years "roll round; types of motor cycles manufactured to-

elected to sample Park Rash Hill, near still, from our knowledge of several of day. From lightweights of 275 c.c. the

Kettlewell, one of the most terrifying the freak hills included, we are inclined machines range throughout the scale up to

gradients of the Trial, which had to be to agree that the whole event will be up luxurious sidecars and runabouts, all cf

ascended on the first day. They experi- to 1921 standard, by which we mean that which are bound to be examined with
enced varyi-ng fortunes, some proclaiming conditions must necessarily increase in keen interest at Brooklands on Saturday,

the hill nnclinibable with a sidecar—

a

severity as machines are improved year Judged by numbers, the most popular
rash statement, the truth of which was by year. One must remember that Park machine in the Trial is the Rover with
dispelled by several successful ascents late Rash in the Ilklej' Club's trial earlier in ten representatives, Triumphs having
in the afternoon. the summer stopped four-fifths of the nine. Sunbeams eight, and A.J.S. seven.

Those iiders who were not sampling entry, and Yorkshiremen, who l-now Avhat An analysis of the entries is interesting,

test hills [and, in this connection, it steep and rough hills are, can handle their Forty different makes are represented

.should be stated that a considerable 'machines in first-class style. How the by the 133 competitors who started from
amount of practising has been the rule motor cycle experts of the whole country Darlington last Monday, of which thirty-

this year), went to Sutton Bank to see will Jfa're is mere speculation at the eight" are on passenger machines and
the hill-climb. In Thirsk we saw Mr. moment of writing, and the chronicle of ninety-five are riding solo. Twenty-five

and Mrs. J. E. Greenwood aboard a long their experiences will appear in The two-stroke are entered,

stroke 4 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar outfit, who Motor C'l/ch next Thursdav. „. , ,, _,
Side-by

were spending a holiday in Yorkshire. '
S.nglcs. V- Flat side s-cyi. 4-cyl.

The experimental mount they had with ,
.

The Eve o£ the Trial. ,.,j„,„ ,,
turns. Tw_ms. Twms. _. _

them has an engine modelled on the lines- . Sunday jirorning last saw competitors 4-strokc3 46 48 12, — ^ —
of the 'T.T. engine, i.e., with a detach- putting the finishing touches to their The numbers of machines in the various
able cylinder head having vertical radiat- machines in the various garages through- classes are as brfow :

ing fins. At the post office we saw the out the town. Between 2 and 3 p.m. each SOLO
James team on their way to Darlington. man had to report to the A.C.U. offices Class A. 275 c.c. 14
Stobart's sidecar spring had snapped, and and there receive numbers and route „ B. 3500.0 17

a wire was being despatched for a re- cards and book of meal coupons (a re- " j^-
sooc.c 25 .

placement. From Thirsk we rode behind minder of the Dutch Trial), afterwards "
e.' i.ooocx! !!!!!!!!.'!! ^3

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Knowles, who are handing his machine over to the weigh- '

PASSENGER
competing on their Scottish Trials bridge officials ' and then to the official Class G. sooc.c 3
Norton machines. garage for sealing. Each mount had its , H. 730 c.c n

Naturally, the severity of this year's tank filled before the -iveighing operations "
J''-

1.00° c.c 21

cour.=-e was the subject of general com- I'eady for the start at 8 a.m. on the " '

vci 1,000 c.c. ••• _3
ment as the riders gathered round the morrow. Two garages have been requi- Total 133

c8 '
'
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A Review oi the Competing Machines.

In the main the competing machines
are of standard pattern, but here and
there one notices new features which
usually herald their adoption as standard

in the" succeeding year. • The twin
Humber, driven by Sam Wright, for in-

stance, has a sidecar brake consisting of

a dummy belt rim of about 12in. dia-

n)eter and the usual V block, the brake

being operated by the passenger. Coii-

sidering the precipitous and winding de-

scents, this seems a desii'able move.
Wright's flat twin Humber. by the way,
ticks over beautifully quietly, and seems

to be quite the most silent machine in

the Trial. It ha? a Cox Atmos carbu-

retter, which instrument is found on a

number of machines. The little Velo-

cettes, whose desigrt still arouses feelings

of admiiation, now ha\ e internal expand-
ing front wheel brakes. If the dimen-
sions are large enough, this desirable solo

lightweight goes up another stage toward
perfection. Alan Hill's Scott has a B.

and B. carburetter and twin Splitdorf

plugs w'ith spring terminals to each cylin-

der. Hill assures • us that his machine
is five miles faster when the plugs fixed

in the cylinder head are used. Both mud-
guarding and silencing have received

much attention. Ariels, for instance,

have double silencer.'s, and fine mudguards
, are applied to the Zeniths, one of which
has horizontal extensions from the lower
stays of the front guard. All the A.J.S.
sidecar machines have 700x80 mm.
Dunlop ^lagnum light car tyres. The
machines themselves appear to be brand
new and well up to the standard of finish

attained by this first-class firm. The
Sunbeams make a fine show, and have a

star team in the saddle whose names have
become household words. These solo

mounts actually have 700x80 mm. tyres,

and, apart from their carburetters, repre-

sent standard practice. The carburetters

t
are Amac, B. and B., and Binks respec-

tively. No trial would be complete with-

e:;.^

The last stage of the competitors' preliminaries—entering one of the official garages for

sealing and storage.

out a. Levis team. The machines have
the identical engines used in the Isle of
Man. On Park Rash they had plenty of

power, but their speed was too high on
the atrocious sm'face, and so, to prevent
being buffeted about on the road, the
machines were reduced in speed by alter-

ing the gear ratios on Sunday to 6.2 and
15.2 to l.~ F. W. Applebee (Pa), of

course, is astride one of the Levises.
Unquestionably the real novelty of the

Trial is the Redrup Radial, of which
there are two specimens. One has its

engine entirely enclosed ; the other is

similar to the unit we exclusively de-
scribed and illustrated in these pages on
Feb. 5th, 1920. They run very smoothly,
are flexible, and hum like a four-cylinder.

If the machines survive the hilla and get
to Brooklands on Saturday (as we hope
and expect they will as an encouragement
for the enterprising designer), one can
predict quite definitely that they will form
a centre of attraction. Lake's A.J.S. has
one of the old 2-J h.p. T.T. engines with
a very tall cylinder and side-by-side
valves. He found definite traces of
water in the ta^ik on Sunday and was

The competitors did not appear to like this, A dull, cold Sunday morning in Darlington had damped the spirits of many, and to stand in a

queue to obtain access to the number stewards was far from pleasant.

eg
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NEW TYPES IN THE TRIAL.

The Redrup three-cylinder radial, a miniature four-stroke of 309 c.c. (the cylinders are hidden by the fan flywheel), and a big single two-stroke.

'The riders are N. A. Woolley (2f Redrup) and Capt. Barton (4J Dunelt).

busy fov some time with the machine up-

side down. There were several changes
in the riders ; P. W. Bischoff took Free-

man's place on a two-stroke Clyno, and
Frank H. Applebee is riding one of the

five A.B.C.'s in place of Keith Robinson.

A mount new to competition work is

the Ready which has a 2| h.p. J.A.P.
engine, and is altogether a neat and well

proportioned machine. The O.K. two-

strokes should do well, for their riders are

seasoned competition men, and the

machines themselves sound in design and
workmanlike in appearance. Incident-

car outfit in the hands of A. F. ls.uight

has electrical equipment and combination
Avons of 700x80 mm. Beardmore-Pre-
cisions look spick and span, their riders

being tended by Maurice Holroyd (the

son of Mr. Victor Holroyd), who has
lately joined Messrs. F. E. Baker, Ltd.

(Inly two Indians are in the running:
a Scout and a 7-9 h.p. Powerplus. One
wonders whether the Coventry Victor
has sufficient ground clearance for the
rough roads in store, but we shall see.

The sidecars form an important section,

and range from a 400 c.c. A. B.C. to the
heavy brigade represented by the Dots
and Jlatchlesses. \Vhereas the Dots with
their red finish are all British, having

J.aI.P. engines, the Matchlesses have
M.A.G. engines and Schebler carbu-
retters. Another departure is the fit-

ting of front wheel contracting band
brakes and extra large hubs having ^-in.

balls. A big two-strok6 Dunelt has a

sidecar attached, so evidently the makers
have great faith in its climbing abilities.

New pattern silencer on the Six Days Rove.r

The extension pipe is quite short.

ally, two are equipped with the 1921 O.K.
engine. Enfields have a strong repre-

sentation, and started off well, for Doug-
las Alexander bad the advantage of

acquaintanceship with Park Rash, which
he found within his compass provide'd

the' left side of the road was hugged
tenaciously. The Triumph team this

year have solo machines with all chain
transmission, the new Triumph three-

speed ge^r boxes and . enclosed spring
fork. Grinton's flat twin Hai'ley-David-
pon looks fit foj- any task. This rider,

by the way, is reported to have seen his

machine off by train at Edinburgh, then
journeyed to Darlington by road in time
to witness the arrival of the train with
Ills trial's mount.
Hugh Gibson is riding, his Dutch Trials

ClytKj with a reserve supply of petrol
acconnnodated in n neat flat tin affixed
In I lie carrier. The spiing frame side-

A IVIatchless modification. Front wheel

brakes of the contracting type are fitted to

the team from Plumstcad.

On the Ro\'er machines several detail

improvements are in evidence. .Above are

shown the rear brake operating rod and crank.

The latter is much longer than standard.

Quite one of the most attractive side-

cars is Charlesworth's French grey
Zenith with disc wdieels. Sawer has again
set himself the task of piloting a single-

cylinder sidecar round the course, and is

again astride a 4 h.p. Norton, a make
of machine on which he has done .so

well in the past. The Morgans mostly
have J.A.P. water-cooled engines, and
appear to be exactly the same designs
us have shown up so conspicuously in

past events. The Douglas is a notable
absentee this year.

J-

"-il
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Eleventh Hour Impressions of the Trial.
Conjeclures as to the Severity of ihe Course. The Freak Hill Policy.

DaIILINGTOX. SvXPAY XlGHT."

WE luifoi'tunates who liav"e come up
to Darlington by road fully under-
stand why the A.C'.U. have come

Xovth for its 1920 trials venue. The
modern machine is so reliable that no
week of ordinary riding can find out its

weaknesses. Hence, the tendency in

modern trials is to select roads guaranteed
to smash up anything, and north of Don-
caster heavy industrial- traffic has simply
knocked the roads to pieces. They are

scolloped from side to side iiito potholes
as big as soup tureens, and several com-
peting machines were stalled by the road-
side yesterday all the way from Doncaster
to Catterick. It is not definitely "known
how much of this kind of surface is in-

cluded in the official ro«te. and it must
be admitted that the going began to im-
prove north of Borouglibridge. But the
Southern entrants had a rare shaking up
on their way here, and are saying glumily
that the " blinding " previously utilised to

make up time after a bad section in the
Si.x Days will be a physical impossibility
this year.

Prospects.

On the eve of a big trial the men alwaj's

have "wind up" about the hills, but we
do not remember ever to have noticed
such intense nervousness on the uight
before any previous event. As usual, there
is much circumstantial evidence about
the ferocity of the hills. The Rev. E.

P. Greenhill fought the Competitions Com-
mittee tooth and nail to get Rosedale
Abbey Bank excluded, and failed. A
Yorkshire enthusiast, who owns a Rolls-

Royce, has made umpteen attempts to
climb Park Rash, and has given it best
in sheer despair. One firm intended
to enter a team of single-cylinder side-

cars, but after a jiractice tour elected to

send its men round solo. Tim Wood
considers that Darnbrook is as near un-
rideable in wet weather as a hill can be:
and there were torrents of rain last night.
Hugh Mason says none cii these hills com-
pare w-ith the Stake. Thirty or forty men.
who went to practise on Park Rash yester-

day, turn pale, and hastily order drinks

when any local pundit pronounces that
Park Rash is a gentle incline by .compari-
son with others which he names. Then
some veteran competitor commences to
reminisce aliout the strike over White
Shaw i[oss in 1913. This is the kind of
atmosphere which is alwavs created by

Hugh Gibson and the 21 Clyno he is

piloting. A neat three-quarter gallon tank

is strapped to the carrier.

the dread of the unknown in a company
of keen riders who are anxious to _do

justice to their machines ; and large

deduction.? mirst always be made for

rumour and nerves. Nevertheless, the

1920 trials will unquestionably prove far

more severe than any of their predecessors.

Indeed, writing before the event has

actually started, we tliink. it possible that

these trials may at last bring the okl
" freak hill " policy to a head. If the

weather is dry, everything will go otf

smoothly. If the weather converts arduous
stunts into practical impossibilities we
mav see a radical revision of policy in

1921.

Riding to Time.

As all old competition riders know5
thei-e is usually a vast amount of " blind-

ing " in an A.C'.U. Six Days. Reliablility

marks used to depend on punctual arrival

at certain given points. It paid the men
to keep -well ahead of time in case some
rough and dangerous section should have
to be taken at a mere crawl. This year
a rider's time " may " be taken at any
point of the 918 mile course. This is

roiighly equivalent to threatening us with
an unlimited number of secret checks over
the whole 918 miles of the route. This
threat is modified by a printed hint that
in practice no timing will be attempted
at -points where we are likely to have
lost time. Still to the general strain of

riding must now be added the necessity

of being not more than ten minutes late

or early for a whole weeh ! Every
twenty miles from start to finish we shall

see a large board b.v the roadside show-
ing the distance covered since 8 a.m. on
Monday : thus somewhere near Buxton
on Friday afternoon we shall be greeted

by the figures 740, and rejoice tliat we
have only 178 more miles to cover.

The first petty controversy is likely to

arise about replenishing tanks. The rules

say that this may only be done in con-
trols, i.e., at midday and night. Pre-
sumably this regulation is meant to rob
riders of plans and excuses for visiting

garages and also to enforce capacious
tanks. Many of the babies and of the
sideca"' cannot do anything like one
hundred miles on a tank, and something
like this distance is set on several half

days. So the owners intend to carry
reserves with them, and the interpreta-

tion of the rule remains to be cleared up
later on.

(Leftl A large tool locker In the new Enfield sidecars. Observe
that the mudguard is fitted to the body.

(Right) The improved front wheel mudguarding on H. Jepson s

Zenith
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A.J.S.
W, J. Lake ^2'/^^.

('yril Williams (6 sc).
J. Cooper, jiinr. (6 scO
II. R. Davies (b sc).
lOrio Williams (6 sc).
U Wa'lp (6 =,c).
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MEN AND MACHINES IN THE TRIAL.
HUMBEK.

L. Crisp (4*).
E. Redvers Johtison (4V').

•S. Wright M'A «c.).

ARIEL.
F.
T,
L
•T.

F.

A. Longman (3'/>)-

Peck (41/.1

Newey (4'^)),

L. .Stocks (4<4).

J. Watson (6 sc).

. A. B.C.
G.
E.
F.
E.

W Li.sll (3 sc).
E. Palmer (3 sc).
A. AjnJlebee ('3).

C. Winn (5).

BEARDMORE-PRECISION
L.
A.
H,

A. Bees (31/.).

G. Cocks (3Vo).
Greaves (3Vi').

BLAOKBURNE.
I..

W
G. Bachelicr (8 sc).
A. FelUSmlth (8 s.i;.).

B.S.A.
H.
W
h.
F.
W

F. Edwards (3^.).
Edwards (41.',).

L. .Sealey (4V.i).

Turvey. junr. (4Vi).
Jv Chambers (4%)."

CLYNO.
P.

H.
A

W. BischoB {2';-,)-

Gibson (2i/,).

F. Knight, (8 sc).

COUiSON.
R B, Clark (2^;i).

COVENTRY VICTOR.
A. Joynson (5-6 sc).

P.
DIAMOND.

J. Price (2Vj).,

DUNELT.
Capl. Barton (41/.).

P. Pehrson (4Vj sc).

DOT-JAP.
J. H. Place (8 sc).
Harry Reed (8 sc).
E. Foster (8 sc).

ENFIELD.
H
D.
W

L. Hanks (21/4).

Alexander (8 sc).
E. Smith (8 sc).

HOBART.
H P Knowles (2%).

H
H0SKI.SON.

R. Guest (2%).

H. F. 0. Evans (4','2).

HARLEY-DAVID.SON
J.
D.
G.

A. 0. Sullivan (4).

H. Davidson (4).

Grinton (4).

JAMES.
J.
G.
G.

L-. Lidstone (2V.i).

E. Stobart- (7 sc).
A. Strange (31/..).

INDIAN.
A.
R.

Colcombe (4).

E. Darnton (7-9).

LEVIS.
F.
G.
F.

W. Applebee (21/.).

Kuhn (2i/j).

Porter (21/4).

L.M.C.

H. B. Ashley (6 sc).

MORGAN.
H.
T.
S.

F.
F.

F. S. Morgan (8).

James 18).
Hall (10).
James (10).
G. Boddington (10).

NEW IMPERIAL
J.

L.
L.
B.

A. Newman (214).
Horton (2^4).

Tonks (2%).
Bladder (8 sc).

MATCHLESS.
G.
F.
H.
T.
G.
G.

Packman (8 sc).
J. Ellis (8 sc)..
V. Colver (8 sc).
J. Ross (8 sc).
Nott (8 sc),
W. Hardee (8 sc). -

NORTON.
M
S.

R.
G.

s. 0. M. Knov,les l.i\-<).

Sawer (4 sc).
M. Knowles (4).

W. Ellis (4).

N.U.T. '

F.
W
E.
D

J. Fieldhouse (3V-.).
-

C. Thompson (3'^.).

A. Edwards (3i,y."

Robb (3t.).

O.K. JUNIOR.
N
W
P

M. Hall (21,:,)

. L. Handley (21/,).

Pike (2%).
P. and M.

H
G
J

M. Batten (31/,).

M. Townsend (31/,).

J. A. Dias (31/0).

ROVER.
G L White (5) .

W. Brandisu, junr. (3).

E S. Astley (5)

D. Danskin (5).

W. H. Owen (5).

D. A. Atk.n (5).

Alex. Wilkes 13i,4).

G. Featherstonhaugh (SV..).

W. J Montgomery (5 sc).
A. L. Cranch (5 sc).

RADCO.
R. H. Baxter (2',i).

REDRUP RADIAL.
N. A. Woolley.
C. B. Redri.'p.

READY.
D. - Read ( 2'/ j

.

SCOTT.
'

W. L. Guy (3^,i).

G. Hill (_.%).

H. Taylor (35,i).

B. Alan Hill (3i4).

H. Longman {V'.'i).

C. P Wood (3':4).

SUNBEAM.
H. Church (31,,).

D. L. Greig OV-,).
W. G. Harrison (3ii).

G. Dance (3V,).
T. C. de la Hay (3i,i).

A. S. Guthrie (31/,).

F. C. Townshend (3V;).

TRIUMPH.
E. Cross (4).

P. G. Edmond (4).

C. Moser (4).
N. Rycroft (4).

W. Westwood (4).

R. W; Duke (4).

H. Green (4).

H. Pattison (4).

G. J. Shemans (4).

VELOCETTE.
E. F. Goodman (2i,l).

ii. Jones (2'.',).

G. Denley (2ij).

VERUS.
B. Kershaw (2';4).

J. \V. Wills (2''i).

WOLF-JAP.
B. Gold [i^ti).

ZENITH..
L. T. Gilson (S).

V. Gayiord (6).

H. Jepson (8 sc).
Kaye Don (6).

R. Charlesworth (8 sc).

THE START ON MONDAY.
Competitors were early aetir oir Monday

for the eight o'clock start. They were

despatched in pairs by F. T. Bidlake—one

solo and one sidecar—until the 120 had
departed, after which solo riders went off

singly. The weather was dull, but fine,

and all except six weighed in. These non-

starters were P. PI. Hall (4 Blackburiie).

H. W. Merrill, juii. (3 A. B.C.), K. Locke
(3-^ Coventry Eagle), i\I. Davies (3-i- Sun-
beam), R. H. Bywaters {5 A.J.S. sc),

and W. McClennan (4 Norton sc).

M'ost of the others made good starts,

but one could detect whether they used
benzole or petrol, thus despatching the

claim that modern benzole is odourless.

J. A. Newman, now mounted on a

S|)ring frame 2| h.p. New Imperial, started

well. ]\Irs. 0. M. Knowles (3^ Norton),
the only lady competitor, received a hearty
cheer from the spectators. N. A. Woolley
(2| Redrup Radial) started splendidly, but
C. B. Redrup himself stopped his engine
on the word to go, as it was misfiring.

After cleaning the plug, however, he started
well, L. A. Bees, on the Beardmore-
Pi'ecision, got away impressively. The
Enfields are forerunners of the 1921 models,
having new rear mudguard and a special

.shield inside the sidecar wheel. A long
tool-box is fitted at the side of the body.

ci6

The Dot machines are identical with those

used last year.

Several competitors were wearing light-

coloured oilskins, which, worn with a
belt, stuck out at the skirt like the dress
of the ballet girl

Silencer efficiency varied noticeably.

H. E. Ashley (5 L.M.C. sc) started

splendidly. All were e-\pectant of Park
Rash, which was bound, to weed out many,
but the morning's I'jin was mild in com-
parison with the afternoon section.

_...J

J. A. Newman's spring frame New Imperial—a new model which emboclies i

three-speed gear box..
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UP SUTTON
BANK IN 1 MIN.

18 SECS.
York and District M.C.C.

Open Hill-ctlmb.

SUTTON Bank is one o£ the famous
hills of England, but its location nn

the Hambktoii Hills in Noitl\

Yorkshire renders it inaccessible to the

majority of motor c.vclists, to whom, in

consequence, it is unfamiliar.

Last Saturday it was the scene of the

York and District M.C.C. annual, open

hill-climb, which attracted 119 entries;

The programme was not without its

stars, however, and the spectators at

various parts of the coarse were soon

to learn that most of tlie classes were
to be close duels between L. Mitchell (3j

Norton) a-nd C!. S. Boston (21 A.J.S.).

Boston's Tirst run up w-as in Class 3

for 350 c.c. solo machines, when he
reached the summit in Im. 37|s. But
the duel did not really open until

Mitchell clipped 85S. oft this time in

Class 8 (500 c.c). L. A. Eunton (3

A.B.C.) was O^s. slower, but E. Searle

(3^ Norton) narrowed the margin to

ifs. Then Boston beat ilitehell's time
by 4fs.

In the following class it was evident
' that these two riders were using to ad-
vantage the experience gained on the

Erevious runs. Mitchell succeeded in

ringing the time down to Im. 22s.,

which was thought by many to be the
fastest time possible for the day.
Boston's little A.J.S was running better

On Sutton Bank. A big'crowd gathered at the bend, where some good cornering was witnessed.

G. S. Boston (A.J.S.), who has done remarkably

well in speed events lately.

than ever, but he failed to do better
tlian Im. 23|s.

In Class 10. ^Mitchell decreased his

time of over 2s., and it was thought
that Im. 20s. was surely the limit. 'The
e.xcitement was great when Boston came
hurtling lip the winding course, and
roared over the summit with |s. to the
good, his time being Im. 19|s.

It was now apparent that the heavier
weight of the Norton would be in

Mitchell's favour if it were possible at

all for him to improve upon his time,
Boston found it difficult to prevent his

machine from sludding under him.
In his final run up (in Class 11).

Mitchell succeeded again in lowering li's

time (Im. 18|s.), but Boston's luck was
out, and he took Im. 26|s., thus leaving
the Norton champion of the day.
Two other Norton riders, E. Searle

and G. E. Cowley, came next in order
of merit, but Eunton's A.B.C. was fast,

as was Debenham's Brough. Blackhouse,
on 3 Triumph, also accomplished some
good fpeeds.

Individual Perlormances.
L. Mitchell (3".. Koi Ion).—Class 8: Im. 293.

Class 9: Im. 22s.* Class 10: Im. 20s. Class 11:
Im. 18s."
G. .S. Boston (2=i A.J..S.).—Class 3: Im. 37s."

Class 4 (sidecars) ; Im. "465S.* Class 5 (sidecars) :

Im. 4655.* Class 6 (sidecars) : Im. 46|s." Class
7 (sidecars): Im. 46J.S.* Class 8: Im. 24§s."
Cla-5 9 : Im. 23ts. Class 10 : Im. 19?s.* Class 11 :

Im. 26Js.
E. Searle (314. Norton).—Class 8: Im. 30Js. Class

9: Im. 29|s. Class 10: Im. 31s. Class 11:
Im. 32ss.
G. E. Cowley (3',-*. Norton).—Clf^ss 4 (sidecars) :

Im. 54;s. Class 5 (sidecars) : Im. 541s. Class 6
(sidecars); Im. 545S. Class 7 (sidecars): Im.
64is. Class 8 : Im. 33|s. Class 9 : Im. 30|s.
Class 10 : Im. 30Ss. Class 11 : Im. 314s.
F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).—Class 7

(sidecars) : Im. 47s. Class 11 : Im. 26is.
L. A. Runton (3 A.B.C.) : Class 8 : Im. 38is.

Class 9 : Im. 3S2s. Class 10 : Im. 59is. Class 11-

;

Im. 5Bs.
Miss S. F.-WilsoH (2i,i Velocette).—Class 2:

2m. 44Ss." Class 3 : 2m. 38?s.
R. T. Cawthorne (2ii Autoglider).—Class 1:

2m. Sis.* Class 3: -2m. 9is.

G. Hellewell (3 A.B.C.).—Class 8: Im. 445s.
Cla.5s 9 : Im. 46s. Class 10 : Im. 46|s. Class 11 :

Im. 475S.
W. Wilkinson (4 Triumph).—Class 9: Im. 49is.
G, A. Reed (3% Scott).—Class 9 : 2m. 21is.

Class 10 : 2m. 42|s.
T. V. S. Twentvman (3% Scott).—Class 10

:

Im. 53§s.

VV. L. Guv (3''i Scott).—Class 9: Im. 465s.
S. S. Debenham (3.1- Brough).—Class 9 : Im. 35.is.

G. Clapham (4 Triumph).-Class 9: Im. 45i's.

Class 10: Im. 45?s. Class 11 : Im. 44;^.
R. W. Stanfleld (3"';i Scottl.-Class 9:
G. Eastwood (4 Triumph) : Class 9:

crass 10 : 2m. 363s. Class 11: Im. 46.,.

Im. 41;s
Im. Sis

G. Thompson (6 Zenith).—Class 11 : Im. 45s.
Geoffery Hill (o'u Scott).—Class 9: Im. 38s.
\V. Blackhouse*(4 Triumph).—Class 9: Im. 36;s.

Class 9 : Im. 4Ss. Class
Class 10 : Im. 39...
R. Flint (3 A.B.C.)

10 : Im. 41,;s.

W. H. Hadfleld (4 Triumph).—Class 9: 2m
Class 10 : Im. 47;s.
S. R. Whincup (l'!. Whiiiiiet).—Class 1 : 3m.
H. Clay (Essex).—im. 58\s. Fastest car.
• Winner of class.

L. Mitchell (Norton), who made lastesl

time of the day
'

CI}'
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CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 245.)

Essex M.C. Twenty-four Hours Trial

Entries for the Essex jMotor Club
twenty-four hours trial on September
10th and 11th should reach the trials hon.

sec., Mr. F. A. Applebee, 208, Great

Portland Street, London, W.l, not later

than August 28th.

Stockport and District M.C.

It is the intention of the Stockport and
District Motor Club to have a closed

rehability run on the 29th August, of 100

miles. The Talbot Challenge Cup pre-

sented to the club by Messrs. The Talbot
Garage, Ltd,, is to be presented for the

best performance of the day and a matter
of a dozen more prizes are offered. For
particulars re. membership and entry

forms apply to Trials Hon. Secretary, E.
S. Abram, 226, Manchester Road, Stock-

port.

Bristol M.C.C.

The above club will hold its open hill-

climb on Saturday, September 11th. The
hill selected is within a twenty miles

radius of Bristol, perfectly safe at speed,

and has a very excellent surface. Fur-
ther particulars and entry forms may be
obtained either from Mr. A. E. Tozer,
Rudge-Whitwbrth, Ltd., Queen's Road,
Bristol, or Mr. H. W. Jacobs, 4, Ravens-
wood Road, Redland, Bristol. Entries
close first post, Saturday, September 4th.

North London M.C.C.

The annual hill-climb was held recently
at Handpost Hill, near Northaw, and
attracted a large and varied entry. The
surface was good, the weather ideal, and
the police rendered all assistance in their
power to make the event a success.

Fastest solo of the day was G. J. Read
(6 Enfield), and fastest sidecar R. W.
Greaves (7-9 Indian sc.) A. A. Prest-
wich (2| Diamond) made a fine ascent
in the 350 c.c. class.

Glengarriff and Back Awards.

The following -are the awards in the
two days trial of the Dublin Club to

Glengarriff and back :

Gold Medals: P. H. Hurse {4^4 B.S.A.). Jas.
Browne (2% DoiiBlas], H. McAllister (6 A.J.S. so.).

T. E. Greene [i'A Dougln.'i). A. Carton (4 Indian),
J. McEntaggort (7-9 -Indian), D. Allen (4 Norton),
and Hon. H. Massy (7 Harley sc).

Silver Medal: J. Doyle (3 A.B.C.)
Bronze Medals: B. Humphreys (2>i Velocette),

J. A. Adair (4;^ B.S.A. sc), and P. McGtath (2i^

Velocette).
N. Lepler was disqualified for repairs in Mary-

borougli control. -^.^

Roche Cup: Best performance, P. H, Hurse
(4;4 B.S.A.)
Unlimited Sidecar Prize: Hon. H. Massy (7-9

Hurley-Davidson).
Under 600 c.c Sidecar Prize: J. Adair (4J4

B.S.A.)
Lightweight Prize; II. Humphreys [2% Velocette)

and P. McGrath y'i.'A Velocette).

Team Prize: J. Browne (Ifl-i Douglas), T. E.
Greene (3>2 Douglas), and P. H. Hurse (4>i B.S.A.)

Newcastle and District. M.C.

The Newcastle and District Motor
Club's Travers reliability trial on 15th
August, over a 120 miles course, which
included some of the freak hills to be
found in the County of Durham, com-
prised nine checks' and five observed
hills.

Competitors were allowed one minute
late or early at each control without de-

duction of marks. There were forty-six
competitors. A flexibility and accelera-
tion test was included near Edmund-
byers. .

Mr. W. Crompton worked out the for-

mula results, whilst Mr. W. Baxter was
chiefly responsible for scrutinising the
various reports. Mr. Linden Travers
was present at the adjudication in an
advisory capacity.

Messrs. Travers provided £50 for

prizes, and the club undertook to present
gold medals for the best performance
by a novice in each class. The results

were as follow :

Under 350 c.c. Class (solo).— 1, £7. E. W.
Lawton (2% Douglas) ; 2, £3, J. E. Reed (2%

Wolf) ; novice gold medal, W. Rickard (21,^

Diamond-Jap).
Under 600 c.c. Class (solo).—1, £7, R. iteid

(4>4 B.S.A.); 2, £3, A. Dixon (31/2 Rover); Mr.
itixon also took the novice gold medal.
Under 600 c.c. and Sidecar.— 1, £7, C. Armstrong

(3 A.B.C.),; 2, £3, W, Crompton (4 Triumph).
Sidecar Class (any capacity).—1, £7, J. Cooper

(6 A.J.S.) ; 2, £3, O. Birse (8 Eex-Blackburne)

;

-'lovice gold medal, R. Astbury (8 Chater-Lea).
Car Class (any capacity).— 1, £7, R. Seed (16.9

Arrol-Johnston) ; 2, £3, A. G. Wood, D.S.O., M.C.
( 10 Le Zebre) ; Mr. Seed also secured the novice
gold medal.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A hill-climb will be held at Huckaby
for a cup, presented by Major Moon,
on September llth, also a reliability

trial on September 25th for a prize given
.

• by , Sir Thomas Baker.

Liverpool M.C. Open Trial.

A sporting one day trial which usually
includes some of the worst hills in North

'

Wales is the competition for the Reliance
cup, organised annually by the club.

This year the trial is to take place on .

September 18th, and Wales will again be ':

the objective. Entry forms and full par--r

tieulars can be obtained from the hon.
sec, Mr. E. E. Holloway, 36, Sandown ;

Lane, Wavertree, Liverpool.

Hull Clubs' Joint Outing.

A most enjoyable afternoon was spent
last week-end by members of the Hull
Motor Cycle and'the Hull Auto Cycle and
Light Car Clubs, when the vice-president
of the latter, Major A J. Atkinson, enter-
tained both clubs at his residence, Ellough-

"

ton Dale, on Saturday last: Before tea a
gymkhana was held and five out of the
eighteen events decided. The winners of
these were :

Colour race, Mr. Griffin; cigarette race Mr
Walker; obstacle race, Mr. Walker: potato race,
Mr. Struthers; riding the plank, Mr. Dodsworth.
Owing to the wet weather after tea, it

was decided to continue the sports next
Saturday at 3 p.m. in the same field, again
kindly lent by Major Atkinson.

Open Welsh Speed Championships.
A Well-organised Programme carried out on a Perfectly Natural Speedway.

ASSISTED by the officials of the Car-

marthen and the Neath and Ystaly-

fera Clubs the open Welsh speed
championships were decided on the 19th
inst. The' organisation of the event was
excellent, the entire programme being run
off under three hours without a hitch.

Many and varied styles of cornering

were witnessed : some good and some
indifferent. Great fears were entertained

by the crowds for the safety of one
rider, who proceeded steadily seaward
for some distance. It was thought he
had heard the call of the sea; however,
he changed his mind ultimately, to the
relief of all.

Pendine Sands form the finest natural
speedway imaginable, inasmuch as a
machine can be steered " hands off " on
them, and there are few places of which
this can be said. The results given below
are subject to confirmation by the execu-
tive committee.

OPKN CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Ci.A-ss 1 : 300 c.c, four miles (two laps).— 1, W.

Rdwards (Omega); 2, T. Hoiikins (Edmund); 3,

Morris Isaac Jliflm^ind), Time: 6m. 45s.

1 i8

Class 2 : Ten miles (five laps).— 1, George Dance
(2% Sunbeam); 2, Howard Davies (2% A.J.S.); 3,

W. Edwards (2?4 Verus). Time: 12m. 15s.
Class 3 : 500 c.c. ten miles (five laps).—1,

George Dance (S'/o Sunbeam); 2, C. Sgonina (3y2
o.h.v. Norton) ; 3, Howard R. Davies (2% A.J.S.).
Time : 11m. 23Ss. ,

R. C. Toms, on his A.B.C, had en-

gine trouble, and Lindsay (Norton)
failed to start owing to another machine
falling on his machine and breaking off

the vulcanite magneto high-tension ter-

minal. Sgonina and Dance had a good
tussle, 'Dance ultimately winning com-
fortably.

Class 4 : Unlimited solo, ten miles (five laps).—
1, George Dance (3'/-. Sunbeam); 2, A. Lindsay
(3V3 Norton); 3, C. Sgonina (31/2 o.h.v. Norton).

A good tussle. Dance's acceleration

after cornering won him victory. The
first three machines came' home within
twenty seconds of one another. G.

Dance, 10m. 38|s. ; A. Lindsay, 10m.

45is. ; C. Sgonini, 10m. 53s.

WELSH CLOSED SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Class 5 : 300 c.c, four miles (two laps).—!,

Morris Lsaac (Edmund); 2, T. Hopkins (Edmund).
Time : 6m. 443s.
Class 6 : 350 c.c, lour miles.— 1, S. Jones (2'.1

Verus) ; 2, S. Pitman (2% Douglas). Time : 6m. BJs.

W. Edwards (2| Verus) blew a cylin-
der head in pieces when leading well
ahead.
Class 7 : 500 c.c, four miles (two laps).—1,

A. Lindsay (31/2 Norton), 4m. 16s.; 2, C. Sgonina
(31/2 Norton), 4m. 27is.; 3, J. Thomas (3V. Norton),
4m. 35s.
Class 8 : Unlimited, fout miles (two laps) —1,

A. Lindsay (31/2 Norton), 4m. 15!s.; 2, C. Sgonina
(31/2 Norton), 4m. 204s. ; 3, R. E. Toms (3 A.B.C):
4, J. Thomas (31/0 Norton) ; 5, J. O. Smith (4
Norton).

,Class 8 had the best entry,' attracting
si.xteen entries, of whom tour or five

failed to materialise. None of the big
twin enthusiasts got up very much speed.
Class 9 : Sidecars, 750 c.c, straight mile.—1,

Handel Davies (5-6 James) ; 2, Jack Thomas {3^
Norton )

.

Class 10 : Sidecars. 1,000 c.c, straight mile.—
1, E. R. Mitchell (7-9 Indian); 2, Handel Davies
(5-6 James); 3, Jack Thomas (3V2 Norton); 4, A.
King Srnith (8 Harley-Davidson).

George Dance takes three open cham-
pion.ships, and A. Lindsay two closed

championships and the Triumph Co.'s

silver cup for best performance by a

WeLsh competitor.

Howard Davies (A.J.S.), whilst fast,

did not seem up to recent form.
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"Look for the Big 'H' always in the front.'

The "no-trouble"
Combination
npHE owner of a Hazlewood Combination
^ commences his tour with the confidence

born of experience resulting from long and
satisfying service.

It will take you anywKEre over the w:rst

roads to -be found at home or abroad, and
will brinz you back. You can c'epend upon
the "BigH** with its famous J A. P. Engine

to do more than is asked t>f it.

Remember i'.s past record of remarkable succe:S3s,

anl you understand way it is callel the "no
trouble' ' combination.

Let YOUR next combination be a

#iazlewoo!
Established 1876.

,

Q^ptoasS/tarA

They mean " life
"—that

indefinable something
which is a combination
of all the virtues—reli-

ability, speed, responsive-
ness, flexibility, power

BYAIRWAYS USINO

-ENGLAND'S MOST DURABLE PLUGS
There is a typ*b suitable for every

en:;ine. Cat.^logue free upon request.

THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.. BIRMINGHAM

HAZLEWOODS LTD., COVENTRY. <^

V
-iSt,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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FOBTHEB TRIUMPHS
B.M.C.R.C.

OPEN MEETING,
BROORLANDS,

Aug. 14.

7 FIRSTS

7 SECONDS
8 THIRDS

OUT OF 9 EVENTS

WON
ON

PRATTS
PERFECTION

SPIRIT
First Prizes are tlie objective of all racing
motorists, Tliey study details . and place

,

confidence in Pratt's Spirit, because it is the

SPIRIT
OF
EXCELLENCEUNIFORM

IN THE GREEN CAN.

ANGLO-AMERICAN
OIL CO., LTD.,

Available everywhere.

36, QUEEN ANNE'S
GATE, S.VV.I.

The plug that recommends itself

Extract from "The Motor Cycle" June \7th, 1920.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.

Sir,

i give the following experience, which
occurred some little time ago. On a fairly new
two-stroke engine the plug suddenly went wrong
after previously doing quite well. 1 tried five

different plugs of the best known makes, and none
lasted more than ten minutes. 1 then asked the

garage people if they could suggest anything, and
was advised to try a Burton, which was unknown
to me. I never had another moment's trouble. 1

know nothing else whatever about it, not even the

makers' name or address, but wish to give credit

where it is due.

Apply for particulars—
SALES MANAGER,

Burton Sparking PluganJ Motor Accessories,

Progress Works, Bernard St., WALSALL.

Jn answcrhiij these advcrtiscincnis it ig desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Not a single rider
can feel safe on any motor cycle if he has to keep turning to look back. It

only nature had endowed us with two sets of eyes all would be well, as it is

—

mechanical aids must be used.

The " Clayrite " No. 10 mirror, a really high-class article, provides an eye for

the rider's blind side, allowing him to keep his eyes on the road ahead, yet at

the same time being able to discern all movement to the rear. In traffic,

" Clayrite " mirrorL prevent many an accident. Ask your dealer about it, and
if he cannot supply, send us his name. We wiU do the rest.

PRICE - 13'.

i CUYTON.WRIGHT,Ltd.
Great Hampton Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

L.M.C.
iVIeans

Comfort

New Suspension ^'°*-'°"''"'

This suspension system is the

outcome of long experience and

experimenting; it assures abso-

lute isolation from the heaviest

shocks. No saddle fatigue, neck

or back-ache on L.M.C. machmes
fitted with it.

and Footboards)

A Postcard will bring address

of nearest Agent who can
demonstrate it.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., LtcL,

132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

London Showrooms :

144, Great Portland Street, Wl.

Show this to your lady enthusiast.

This Beautiful Model direct

from Ramon t Fashion Rooms

MADE TO MEASURE
In Two Styles far below prices of

ready-mades.

The Stylish Ramont Raglan

WARM WINTER COAT
(Made by the popular Ramont

Sports Coat people)

Tweeds, Striped and Over-check

Fleecy Blanket Cloths

SAVE MONEY ! Doa't buy ready-mades at

ridiculous prices, but order lo your measure-
ments and your own choice of material the
stylish tailor-made RAMONT COAT. AU
garments are guaranteed cut and finished to

each customer's requirements on generous
lines by men tailors. No stocks held. Goods
delivered within 7 days of receipt of order. Do
not delay—send for patterns now.

FflCH COAT
MADE TO
MEASURE

from

45/-

SOLDWITH MONEY.
BACK GUARANTEE.
Model loi {as illusirafed)

Dotiblc - breasted Raglan
Coat. Deep collar mid
reveres to button up. Deep,
gauntlet cuffs and Raglan
side-pockets. ' ••"

SEND NO MONEY—PATTERNS FREE.

3)if" Patterns, Styles, Booklet and
Measurement Forms free from

Ramont, Ltd., (DepL 14a)
Finsbury Pavement House, E.C.2.

THE COMFORT
of the Motor Car is fully realised in the

CANOELET
SIDECAR

EAD & DEAHIiyr
Patentees & Mannfactnrers,

BUSHEY LANE, TYSELEY,

BIRMINGHAM - ENG.X.
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THE

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER

YEAR BOOK /or 1920
220 Pages. Cloth Bound.

The only Technical Automobile Reference Book Published.

THE purpose ot this book is to give tabulated

information, data, tables, and formulae ot

value to automobile engineers, designers, draughts-

men, manufacturers, managers and others engaged

on the production side of the indus'try. Before

the war it had become firmly established as the

standard technical automobile reference book,

and was universally regarded as the most com-
plete and rehable work of its kind in existence.

The present edition, which is the first published

since 1914, is in many ways an improvement
on all previous issues. The main features,

which have proved their usefulness, are retained,

but new ones have been introduced and particular

attention has been given to the arrangement of

the matter to allow the greatest ease of reference.

The contents include tabulated details of British,

Continental, and American private cars, also

British commercial vehicles, whilst an innovation

is the very complete data relating to the principal

aircraft engines of the world that have been in-

cluded. A large number of new tables, formulae

and general data have also been added.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.

TABLES AND DATA OF SPECIAL APPLL
CATION TO AUTOMOBILE WORK:

Including Cylinder Capacities, Circumferences

and Areas, Squares, Cubes, Square Roots,

Logarithms, and Reciprocals, Conversion

Tables, Equivalents, Standards and Gauges,

Gear Data, Mild Steel Tubing (sectional areas,

weights, etc.), Brooklands Lap Speeds,

Reference Tables, British Engineering

Standards, etc., etc.

TABULATED DETAILS OF THE BRITISH.
CONTINENTAL, AND AMERICAN
PRIVATE CARS, BRITISH COM-
MERCIAL CHASSIS, AND BRITISH
AIRCRAFT ENGINES OF 1920.

WORLD'S RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS
(to October, 1913).

BROOKLANDS CUBIC CAPACITY
CLASSES.

ENGLISH - FRENCH DICTIONARY.

The First Edition Published Since 1914.

Price 6/- net. By Post 6/6

moM ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St. London, E.C.4.
And all leading Booksellers

B2&

1
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TOUR IN COMFORT— AT SIDECAR COST !

45 m.p.g. is

the regular

consumption.

Price £315
complete with hood,

screen, five detach-

able wheels with

Dunlop tyres.

Cheap to buy, most economical m running costs, the 8 h.p. Crouch Light Car offers complete protection
from the elements. In speed and hill climbing it is as lively .as a twin-cylinder sideaur combination

SPECIFICATION. 8 h.p , 2 cylinders 85X 90 mm., water-cooled engine, three speeds, weatherproof transmission,
650x65 mm. hsavy tyres. Weight—only 9| cwt. Wheelbase—7ft. 9in. Track—4ft.

Detailed Specification on application to

CROUCH MOTORS (1915) LTD., Tower Gate Works, COVENTRY.

igigngnggnggigggigmiggiimmgigggggggii iimi

imi

ll
H
AID

BLAENAVON M.C.C.

Reliability Trial, July 24th.

Held over a course of eighty-four miles, over

mountainous roads, this trial was a severe

test for rider and machine, but Mr. D.

LEWIS on the

CALTHORPE
Two-stroke, 2| h.p., Two-speed,

put up a remarkable performance taking a

THE CALTHORPE Two-stroke. GOLD MEDAL,
Price 6S Guineas (plus 5 per cent.)

Send for Calthorpe Catalogues giving complete specifications

of this Wonderful little machine andthe CALTHORPE—J.A.P.

one of the four issued, and of the twenty

machines entered (eight finished) was

THE ONLY LIGHTWEIGHT

TO FINISH.

The Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., Barn Street, Birmingham
(Proprietors ; Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co., Ltd.)

In answering' these advertisements It U desirabU to mention " The Motor Cyclt."

W.H.W.

B27
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BIGGEST DEALERS
IN

THE SOUTH.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

,

Ariel.

A RIEL 6h.p. Combination in Stock; list price
i £177/10.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

; Phone: 1024. [4162

I
A BIEL. all models, early deliTeries; all parts stocked,

i

"1- —F. Speakmnn, Ariel Expert, 7, Eochdale Rd..

]
larpurliey, ilanchester. [7414

1 !*-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Jnne, 1920. mileage 500,
I

* speedometer, horn, etc., unscratched; offers.—126,

j
'town St., Peterborough. [4292

1 A ItlEL Combination, 1920, 3J^.p., 3-sp6ed, counter-
f^ shaft: list price, first cheque secures. Wootten's
larage. High St., Orford. [3694

A RIEL Sloh.p. Combination, brand new, 1920 model:
-i 10% betow list price, for immediate cash.—Box
',255, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4827

A RIEL Combination, sy^h.p., brand new, immediate
A delivery.—Longman Bros., Ariel Specialists, 17,
lond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [4598

A EIEL Combination, SVjh.p., 1913, Bosch. B.B.,
-i. lamps, accessories, perfect order; £70.—Chapman.
45, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W. [4071

I
A 20 Ariel S^^h.p., 3-speed, perfect condition, mile-

Li' age 700, lamps, Cowey horn; £116.—Beaumont,
leathfield Ed., Golcar, Huddersfield. ^. [3986

A EIEL 3V2h.p. Demonstration Machine, not run 100^ miles, with or without new sidecar : accept reason-
ble cash ofier.-ileeten, Motors, Dorking. [4714

?ih.p. Ariel, 2-speed, free, top-hole order, £40 ; also
.^2 sy^h.p. White and Poppe, bargain, £30, offers,
r exchange two for higher power.—Copthorne, Chase
;d., Epsom. [4650

ntTAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane. London.—Ariels. De-
»T lijery from stock of 3 brand new 3'Ah.p. com-
inations; £152/10; exchange arranged.—Wauchope's,
, Shoe Lane, London. [2039
A EIEL Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar, in
-^ stoc--,—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage,
fewmarket (Thone: 214). and 75. Albany St., N W 1
"Phone; 5476 Museum). [1096

(Q20 3i/2h.p. Ariel, 3-speed, K.S.. hand and foot-
•-«/ operated clutch, mileage 300, Lucas horn-
.114, or part exchange recent lightweight.—Paddon,
'Sgebank, Spennymoor. [4562

• ITAUDES'.—Latest 1920 6h.p. twin Ariel, 3-speed'A model, complete with sidecar; £172/10; ex
ctual stock: deferred payments arranged,-Maudfr
00, Gt. Portland St., W.l. _ [4960

IQ19 (July) A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood
Lt/ and screen, 3 Lucas lamps, Watford speedo-

,

leter, horn, Tan-Sad complete; £190.—A J S 27
lOwer Mosley St., Manchester. [4612
I EIEL (July, 1919) 6-7h.p. and sidecar, electric
^. lights, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, leg guards fuHv
inipped, very fast, take 3 anywhere, privately owned"
Jrgam, £150.-Gale, 58, George St., Villa Cross Bir-
mgham.

'

•|-473g

020 SV'jh.p. Ariel Combination, C.S. 3-specd, ma--M chine delivered
. 24th July, mileage about 900

• ^"1. P- lamps, mechanical horn, perfect condition

'L*,"^'.-..*!^^-""' Wilmot Place, Eochest«r Ed..
.W.l. After 6.30. [4626

Armis.
Q20 Armis-Precision, 3h.p. engine, 2-stroke, 2-

'co
^veii, kick starter, legshields, cost £90; accept68.—.—Box 7,274, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4849

/Vrno.
IRNO 4h.p. C.B. Combination, accessories, perfect

^,^''°2'^i?'?S *5°' lo"Mt--4, Cotman St., Wands-
orth, S.W. 18. [4276

\'k^r-\-
^1^° Combination, 3-speed and clutch, new

^Si,9 n^*7' ^°°^ enamel; £35, offers.—Manor Hotel,
atchet, Bucks. [3614
I END 4hp. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, fully

^rfrn^^'^P^^V*^"'
°' <'ft".-26, Portmau Mews. £ortman Sa., W. [4538

iENO Combination, 3-speed, kick start, beautifulA condition, any trial; £72.—124 Ouepn's "RH
msbury Park. TeL : Nokh 28a7 [4739

Auto- Wheels.
kUTO-WHEEL, complete, little used; 11 gns.-31,»- Vinery Place, York Ed., Leeds. [3724

V'*'^^>\"*,?"^?®®'' e^ceUent order; £12, or nearest.—ivntcnell. Ironmonger, Stonehaven. [3947
kUTO-WHEEL, perfect condition; 9 gns, or offers.
»- -Moore, Oakbank, Callander, Perthshire. [3940

^^ord;y-^4???-^'r^*'' *i5' V\^ *"''^' CTlendid running^ order; £11.-Ctoss, 37, Alma St., Stockton-on-Tees.

i^or';$orV'^^f'o
t^omplete irith attachments, perfMt

t BMlVl^rk?^ ^'X.
°«—^>>°^. 20. Abinger

iV^'^i'Prf^i'.*""''''^^''
"^prnplete with cycle, back lamp,

hapel^ft.r''gSS ^£^ -^1^*'™^ " S--W. HayJ

^^?,,-^''^'''i }^^° ^^°^''^ -S' Luxe, in stock; ima. mediate delivery. £27/10.-Wilkins, Simnson
?P08it« Olympia, London. '

'

[3885

^'^rtS^ln- S^flti^^ /""^ *?^' "^"e- «>ntrol,* penect; ±ii; or fitt€d to gent's 24in crc(« in

f^DertSf-
"^•~**- Howley. China sSs. Esteourt^»™«^-

[3799

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ayres=Layland.

AYEES-LAYLAND Combination, 5-6h.p. Coventry
Victor engine, sprin g frame, interchangeable

wheels, new; £174. —J.C.J. , 124, Holdenhurst Rd.,
Bournemouth. [4638

Bat.

BAT Model 4, in stock, new, 6h.p.; £160.—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [4795

"DAT.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. Countershiiit,
-*-* 3 speeds model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
TeL: 1348. [X9491

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat CombinBtion, run about 50 miles;
-!-«.' £190.-A.S.C.. 60. Mortimer St.. W.l. Tel.:
Museum 6626 [368E

BAT 1920 Combination, sprung frame and sidecar
excellent condition; £170.—Clark. 7. Exhibitiot

Rd., South Kensington. [479J

B.4T-J.A.P. 1920 Combination, Swan sidecar, ful:

accessories; £170.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18,
Bruton Place, Bond St.. W.l. [444C

BAT-J.A.P. 8b.p.. C.B. Sidecar, 2-speed, K.S., lamps,
generator, horn, speedometer, just overhauled,

rebushed, new pistons and gudgeon pin; £35, ot

offer.—8, Warner Rd.. Homser, N.8. [441f

BAT-J.A.P. Combination. 1920. 6h.p. twin, abso
liitely as new throughout, lavishly equipped, one

of nicest outfits on road; £180; exchange or deferred
payments.—Bunting's Motors. Wealdstone. [4771

BRAND New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat, 3-speed
countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all-

chain drive model; £160. solo; or can be fitted witb
any make of sidecar to order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [2044

NEW 8h,p. Bat-Jap. 3-apeed, clutch and kick starter,

T.T. bars. Klaxon horn, special 3in. exhaust
pipe, fitted with a Watsonian E34 sidecar; fJie whole
lot is new, and a very smart combination ; too powerful
for owner.—Best offer to The Eectory. Cockayne Hatley.
Potton. Beds. [4496

Beardmore
BEARDMOEE-PRECISION, immediate delivery.—

Pater's, Motors, Bedford. [4980

BEAEDMOEE-PEECISION, delivery from stock;
£95.—Kays, 8. Bond St.. Ealing. W. [3381

BEAEDMOEE-PRECISIONS; delivery 7 dBys; £95.
-Grandex. 138. Gray's Inn Ed., W.O. [1216

BEARDMORE-PEECISION, slightly soiled; £95
with hooter.-Turpin, 29, Preston Ed., Brighton.

[0202
BEAEDMOEE-PEECISION, the perfect solo mount,

deliveries from stock; £95.—Hewin's Garages,
Ltd., the Real Service Firm. Taunton. [4332

BEARDMORE-PEECISION, 1920, brand new. nn-
ridden, spares, exchange Triumph, Sunbeam, or

combination, cash adjustment; sell £80.—10, Amble-
cote Ed., Grove Park, S.E. [3991

4
Blackburne.

h.p. Blackburn; immediate delivery.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [4147

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, new last month, absolutely
L *y as new ; must sell.—44, Cunningham Rd., Don-
-aiter. [4451

BLACKBTTRNE 1920 4h.p., mileage 300, lamps,
horn; what offers.—Noakes, 37, west St., Buxton,

Derbyshire. 3620

4 h.p. 1920 Blackburne, delivered July 29iih; £130, or
exchange for Bh.p. Zenith combination.—Belmont,

Lyme Kegis, Dorset. [3728

"I Q20 Blackburne- a^ih.p., very little used, extra
J-tP strong; frame, new appearance; £80.—Bailey,
The Butts, Matlock. [4142

1 Q20 T.T. 4h.p. Blackburne and special Limousette
-Lt? sidecar, fast, unscratched, exceptionally smart;
London.—Bo-; 7,277, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4852

MAUDES'.-Latest 1920 8h.p. 3-speed model Black-
b'l rne, detachable wheels ; £ 180 ; ex actiial

stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [4962

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., latest 1920 model, immediate
d'^livery; price £135.—Vivian Hardie and Lane,

Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. . [3822

"I Q20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, very small mile-
-!-•' age, tyres as new, all accessories.— A.S.C., 60,

Mortimer St., W.l- TeL: Museum 6626. [3725

1 Q20 Blackburne Combination. 4h.p., 3 speeds, all
-Lt/ lamps, horn, etc., delivered in June; £155; ex-
changes.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [4779

MAUDES'.-Verus, 4h.p. 3-speed Blackburne model,
complete with Canoelet sidecar, £154; less side-

car, £126; delivery ex actual stock.—Maudes' (below).

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 2%h.p. model; £110: ex
actual stock; deferred payments arranged.

—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Pc^rtland St., W.l. [4953

1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, new June, all
J-*^ accessories, splendid condition; bargain 150 gns.—
Rutherford, 47. Oakdale Ed., Streatham, S.W. 4179

BLACKBURNE, 8h.p., 1920, P. and H. head lamp,
Lucas hooter and rear lamp, ridden only 300

miles, almost as new; £170.—J.C.J., 124, Holdenhurst
Rd., Bournemouth. [4640

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue, b^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Blackburne.
1 Q20 Blackbuine-Dart, 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination.
-«-«' dj.iin drive, A.J.S. 3-spee<J clntch, K.S., P. and
H. lamps Klason horn, tools, and spares; £125.—
Tomkys, 188, Walsall St., Wcherhampton. ts;9558

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, Sturmey 5-speed, KS.,
hand clutcli. Klaxon, electric lighting, all acces-

sories, spares, new 28x3 Palmer heavy cord tyre, small
mileage, perfect; £128.—Bryant, 40, Grove Lane,
Kingston-on-Thamea. [4272

BLACKBURNE, 1920, immediate delivery Irom
stock; 4h.p. solo £135, combination £164; Bh.p.

solo £180, combination £212. Exchanges, extended
terms.—City Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination, Watsonian
Tourist sidecar, electiic lighting, Easting wind

screen, Cowey speedometer, folding luggage grid, Stewart
horn, spares, in perfect condition, appearance as new

;

£160.—Bliukhorn, Picture House, Banbury. [3897

Bown.

F.O.C.H. have a Bown-Villiers^ overhauled; bar-

gain, £35.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone :

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[4037

Bradbury.
4h.p. Bradbury, lamps, Tan-Sad, spares, splendid con-

dition; £39.-31, Oheylesmore, Coventry. [X9408

4h.p. Bradbury Combination, Eaetings, luggage grid
all-chain; £160.-107, Higher Bridge St., Bolton.

[X9354
BRADBURY.—0r(.3r how to avoid disappointment.—

The Walsa:i Gnrage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall
15762

3J.h.p. Bradbury. Splitdorf, Amac, fine condition
2 £26; after 6.30.-71, St. Qermains Ed., Forest

Hill, S.E. [4495

6h.p. Twin Bradbury Combination, brand new; £199;
just delivered; full details.—Jackson, 109, Chet-

wynd Ed., N.W.5. [4301

BRAND New 4h.p. 3-sp6ed Bradbury Combination,
just delivered, fully equipped; £165, or nearest.—

Page, Dulverton, Somerset. [4478

NEW 1920 4h.p. 3-speed Kick Start Bradbury,
brand new slightly shop-soiled; accept £112,

Parker an.. Son, St. Ives Hunts. [4890

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 1920, new April
last, perfect condition; £135; private owner.-

163, Derby Ed., Lenton Sands, Nottingham. [4625

BRADBURY 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete
with all lamps, very low mileage, indistinguish-

able from new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X9435

BRADBURY, 1920, 4h.p. model, just delivered, 2

'speeds, kick starter, with Millford sidecar-

£124/5.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3.
[X8983

BRADBURY 1920 Combination, 2-speed clutch, kick

start, all on, 1 month old; cheap for quick sale.

—304 Fulham Rd., S.W.IO. 'Phone : Kensington
2372.' ["589

lOlG Bradbury Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed,

Li/ countershalt, kick start, lamps, horn, etc.;

£98. or exchange lightweight.—385, Garrett Lane,
Wandsworth ,^

[4425

F'OE Disposal, 6h.p. Bradbury and sidecar, 3-speed,

K S cork clntch, Binks, accessories, and valuable

spares,
'

perfect order.—Writo S.A.P., Public Trustee

Office, Kingsway, W.C. [3809

-I O20 (May) 6h.p. Bradbury and Sporting Alu-

Lu minium sidecar, 3 lamps, speedometer, fully

equipped, owner-driven, small mileage; offers around
£200.—Mould, Leyland, Lanes. [X9630

BEADBUEY (1920) 4h.p., 3-speea, clntrti, chain

drive, condition as new, ridden barely 100 miles;

owner purchased car; price £105. or near ofi'cr^Hol

croft, 77, Colmore How, Birmingham. [X9274

BEADBUEY Coachbuilt Combination, 4»4h.p..

countershaft gear box, hand controlled clutch, kick

'tavt Pilot jet carburetter, niagniticeQt condition and

order; price 68 gns.— 14, Arundel Ed., Croydon. [4718

BEADBUEY 4y4h.p. (Nov., 1919), 3-speed, K.S., all-

chain, Montgomery sidecar, complete, lamps, horn,

tools all snares, splendid condition mileage 1,200: York
district; £il5.—Box 479, c/o TIk Motor Cycle. [X9581

Brough.

BEOUGH 5-6h.p. in stock; immediate delivery; £140,
or exchange.—Mnrkovitz, Tideswell, Buxton. [4015

r(i20 Brough, 5-6h.p., countershaft, aluminium
•y discs, perfect condition; £10,—10, Gibbons Rd..

IJe.lIord. [4407

BROUGH, 5-6h.p., 1920, only ridden 50 miles, as
new; *130.—J.C.J., 124, > Holdenhurst Rd.

Bournemouth. [4639

T.T, 3'//h,p. Brough, 2-speed, grand machine: £70,—
Minchin Motor Mart, 39, Penrbyn Rd., King

fton-on-Thames. [3459

1Q16 3J,Jh.p. Brough, II.O. twin. Sturmey, Binks,
-»-*/ excrHlent condition, fast, overhauled; £77.-24.
Melrose Ud., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4343

EYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair Sjq

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Beady to Side away
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combmation £170

2? h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105

2] h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch £100

Other New Machines in Stock.

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed £80 17
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and

8 h.p. NEW IMPERJAL 3-speed' Combina-
tion £186 18

SS h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

ifAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke £75
OLYMPIC, 2-speed, 2-stroke. with clutch

and kick-starter £80
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £5S 10

4j h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and Side-

car £152
l! h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle of Man model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed, 2-stroke, clutch, and kick-

starter £85
8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model £139 8
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190

Second-hand Machines.
1915 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60
igrfi 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
J915 2'i h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
iQr? 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £100
r9r6 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £95

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH an i accessories £90
1920 2-stroke 2-5pee'-' JAMES and accessorie- £72
l.j2o 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
Victory Model MATCHLESS, Sidecar, and

accessories £150
1915 A.J.S. and Sidecar, all accessories .... £135
1920 2.3 h.p. 3-specd DOUGLAS, Lucas lamps,

speedometer, complete £100
igrs 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and SidecaE £115
I9r7 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar, and acces-

siries £11.

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, lot Harley-Davidson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5

CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight £18 18

B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Skis £27 15

tiASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON A,.L

MACHINES, AND EXCHANGED
ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock ci Powell & Hanmer Lamps

and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Eustotv Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

TATE 1919 5-6h.p. Brough, with Grindley sidecar.
J-* hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, etc. ; a bargain,
£155, or nearest offer; any trial.—Gee. Decorator, Sutton-
in-Ashfleld, Notts. [X8628
Kh.p. Brough Flat Twin Combination, all-chain drive,
«/ special Henderson Elite sidecar, aluminium discs,
Cowey, 3 lamps, many extras, absolutely perfect condi-
tion, gold medal London-Edinburgh; £180. Englemeie,
Toulgrave. Bakewell. [4027

Brown.
"DROWN 4h.p. ; first rea-sonable offer; seen any time.
--' —56, Sunningfields

. Ed., Hendon. [1046

Qih.p. Brown, practically new Dunlop tyres, tabes,^^ ^ and belt: £25, or nearest offer; appointment,—
11, Bramshill Gardens, N.W.5. [4067

nPHE Brown 3i^h.p. can be ridden away, Bosch, B.
-- and B., new piston and rings, new covers, etc.;
£25.—Jones, Kimbolton, Hunts. [4664

B

19

B

B.S.A.
S.A.—District agents. The Walsall Garage, W»!-
sall. Tel. : 444. [5761

4ih.p. B.S.A. 1914 Combination, perfect; £95.—T..
4. 52, Brodrick Rd., S.W.17. [440i

1Q20 B.S.A. 4iAh.p., new. magdyno lighting; £145,
*^ —27 Merton Ed., Bootle. [X9570

B.S.A. Combination, 4Vih.p., 3-speed, kick starter;
£85.-121, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [397S

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, just deliyered:
-t»/ premium.—Phillips Bros., Aldershot. [4S7S

20 B.S A. 4l^h.p., chain drive, just delivered; no
premium.—Phillips Bros., Aldershot. [4574

Jih.p. B.S.A., splendid order, Bosch mag.; £50.—
' 2 Marsh, Scots Grove, Chobham, Surrey. [3849

S.A. 1920 6-7h.p. Twin, 3-Epeed kick start.—PoxoB
and Co., Ltd., 24, Castle St., Canterbury. [3829

31 h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, splendid condition;
2 £45.—Fetters, 13. Uppercourt Rd., Epsom.

[4417

"I Q20 B.S.A. Twin, new, in stock; list price.—Ed-
J-t/ wards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd., S.W.7.

[3403
l Q 20 B.S.A. and No. 3 Montgomery Sidecar, bradd
J-V new; £138.—Box 7.271, c/o The Motor Cycll..

[4845-

B.S.A. 1916 41/ih.p., 3-speed countershaft gear, all-

chain, K.S., Mills-Fulford sidecar.— 6, John St.,

Stafford. [X9474

B.S.A. 1918 Combination, perfect; cheap; going
abroad.—Tooth, Stoneleigh, Patchinghall Lane,

Chelmsford. [4459

B.S.A. Combinations from stock at list prices.—A. J.^

Young and Cj., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket
Phone: 214. [1095

41h.p. B.S.A. 1917 Combination, perfect; £115, or
4, exchange lightweight and cash.—T., 52, Brodriok

Rd., S.W.17. [440P

1 020 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 6h.p. Bradbniy,
LI/ and N.XJ.T. in stock.— 0. Orton and Co., 6.

Bridge St., Blyth. [4711

BuS.A. 4h.p., 1914, just overhauled, splendid con^
dition: bargain, £57/10.—Hutton, Red Lion

Hill, East Finchley. [X9457.

B.S.A. Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, thoroughly good,
tyres very good, lamps, speedometer; £70.-202,,

Trinity Ed., S.W.17. [4057

B.S.A., thoroughly overhauled, in perfect condition,
ride away; a bargain, £60:-after 7.—11, Audley

Gardenfl, Seven Kings. [3723

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, perfect condition, little

JLt/ used, fully equipped: offers.—Nicholsons, The
Brewery, Maidenli^ead. [X9641.

B.S.A. Combination. 1918; £100.—Clifford Wilson
JSlfg. Co.. 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

Tel. : Kensington 7113. [4516.

NEW B.S.A., Model A, chain-cum-belt. Palmer tyresi
and No. 2 B.S.A. sidecar. Palmer tyres: £152.-3

Glovers, Witham. Essex. [397^

1 020 4|4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, little used, in
XI/ spleuuid condition, fully equipped; £145.—Varney,-
95, Alma Kd., Windsor. [4877

"I Q20 B.S.A. Combination, magdyno, Lucas horn,!
-L«7 perfect condition; £155.—Edwards and Co., Sfc

Harrington Ed., S.W.7. [340|

B.S.A. [Model K.) and sidecar, August, 1919, exc^
lent condition: owner buying car; £125.—Drafca

Wootten's Garage, Oxford. (6948

B.S.A. 4'ih.p., 1914, K.S., C.B. sidecar, privateS
owned; £90.—Apply. Crystal Garage, 86, CbmlM

Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E. [413S'

I Q20 U.S.A. 6h.p. Twin, delivery from stock; lin
-LJy price.—.Tones and Adams, The Promenade, Palk
uiers Green. 'Phone: 681. [47^:

B.S.A., Model K. with sidecar, good condition; £9ft'
—Newnham iVIotor Co.. 223, Hammersmith RAj

W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [274(fi

B.S.A. Combination, 1915, complete with acCMp
series; .C115.—Seen Harvey, Hudsons' (next Tfij;sorie; .

George), South Woodford, E.18.

B32 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

TEW Coulson B 4h.p., with 3-speed clutch and kick
I starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on easy
^rnents 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by
monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118 Bromp-

1 Rd., London. [4372

'EW Coulson B 2?4h.p., £'99/15; 4h.p. models,
£110/5; eacii fitted with 2-speed gear, spring

me, Blackburne engine; at manufacturers' list prices,
5y payiuents 4% extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance
IS-monthly inetalmeuts.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
Ed., London. [3636

'EW Coulson B^ 2?'4h.p., £99/15; 4h.p. models,
£110/5; each fitted with 2-speed gear, spring

me, Blackburne engine, at manufacturers' list
ces; easy payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit,
ance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.,

13, Brompton Rd., London. [4371

I

Coventry Eagte.

920 Coyentry Eagle, B'Ah.p., 3-speed countershaft,
brand new, unpacke"d; £112.—Bos 7,266, c/o

', Molor Cycle. [4839

920 Coyentry Eagle, 2-stroke Villiers engine, single-
speed, in stock; special price, £65.—Crescent

rage Co., Chandos St., Leamington Spa. [4221

.O.C.H. have a new Coventry Eagle, Model 7; list
price.—Pair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

mpstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
mpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[4043
Dayton.

jAYTON 2'/4h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition- £50,
]

or near offer.—E. Fry, Hadlow Down, Sussex.
(4327

De Luxe.
'^20 2Mh.p, De Luxe; nearest £42; exchange equal^ heavier machine, callers only.—79, Haliburton

, St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [3617

De:ie.

Ih.p. Dene Motor Cycle, 1914, and coachbuilt side-
!2 car with screen, speedometer, lamps, tools, etc.,
t overhauled and re-enamelled throughout; £100.—
V. Watson, 29, Friar Lane, Leicester. (X9576

Diamond.
.lAMOND 2-stroke, 'Villiers, new; £63.—Clark, 7,
Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [4802

YRIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery of all model
Diamonds.—Chapel A.sh. Wolverhampton. [2266

"AUDES'.-Latest 1920 Diamond 2-strok6 model,
- Sturmey-Archer gear; £85; ex actual stock;
,'rred payments arranged.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Port-
iSt., W.l. [4966

lOUGLAS.

fSTANT Delivery.

LL Latest Models.

Douglas.

i.p. Combination. £170; solo, £130; 23ih p £100-
clutch mo.iei. £105.

'

EMONSTRATION Run and Every Facility for
Examination; advice offered by Douglas special-

.—Lakeman, 26, Long Acre, London. W.C.2. [0268
'OFFAI. Douglas Expert. Yaovil.

EW 1920 Models, 4h.p. combination £170 2"dh n
W. 20, £100 and £105.

'"'

IMBDIATE Delivery. Why wait?

'OFFAT. Yeovil. Tel.: 50 Yeovil [5698

lOUGLAS, 234h.p., 1915, 3 speeds; £58.-Pater's,
Motors, Bedford. [4977

a.p. Douglas Combination; list pries—Haynes Bros.,
Ltd., Maidstone. [4399

lOtlGLAS Combination, 4h.p., electric light, as new,
only wants seeing.-Below.

(OUGLAS 2'aTi.p., perfect condition, fitted new alu-miomm discs, lamp set, belt, large copper ex-
ist spare belt, eporty machine.-llO, Fulham I'.iloce
, Hammersmith, W.6. [3964

fi^''T,P.?.'^s'^l,*''-P- i"st delivered; no premium.-
'-^ Phillips Bros., Aldershot. [4578
kOUGLAS 254h.p., 2 speeds; bargain, £32.-63,

Arlingford Ed.. Brixton, S.W. [4318
kOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, lamps and horn

—5, Shorudean St., Catford, S.E. [4715
ah.p. Douglas, good running order; £19; no offers
* —177. Earlsfield Ed., S.W.18. [2313
lOlJGLAS 23ih.p., late 1916, thoroughly overhauled:

£50.—Dorling, Star Yard. Barnst. [2288
48j--Douplas 2^.p., 1916, good ninning order.—436

Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [4620

-Pollard,
[3859

(OUGLAS 1918 4h.p., condition new; bargain £70
—65. KnatchbuU Ed., Camberwell. [3603

[JIS 2^4h.p. Douglas, excellent condition.-
^ Chestnuts. Boreham, Chelmsford.

fASTERH
garage
MACHINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
(at Makers' List Price).

EiyiCKEURNE 8h.p. Combination £225
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £135
BROUGH, 5 h.p., 3-speed, kick-

starter £140
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed and clutch £75
CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination £250
DIAMOND, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke £62 3
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2\ h.p.. 2-speed . £82 10
INVICTA-J.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-speeJ,

clutch, and kick-starter 85 gns,
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p. twin, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-sta"rter £130
aETRO-TYLER, 2j h.p., 2-speed,

Type S £95 18
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combinatioa 178 sns.
NEV/ IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,

2-speed Tlgxa.
NEW iMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p.,

2-speed. clutch, and idck-starter 85 gns.
O.K.-UNION, 2} h.p., 2-stroke .... 48 gnt
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speed ... 71 gn&
ROVER, 3J h.p., 3-speed, all-chain

drive £149 16
RUD6E - MULTI, 3i hp., I.O.M.

model 105 %m.
SCOTT, 3} h.p., twin £140

SECOND-HAND.
'gr6 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination,

lamp, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen, etc £133 I

1920 COULSON - BLACKBURNE,
2j h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
speedometer £93 u

1918 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed,
R.N. model £65

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-g h.p.,

with Sidecar and aco:ssories . . £210 J

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Side-
car £140

1919 JAMES, 2} h.p., 2-speed £65
1920 LEA - FRANCIS, 3I h.p.,

Henderson Sidecar, P. & H.
lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer,
as new £150 )

iqr2 WOLF. ^% h.p., lamp and horn £33
W.D. NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-

bination, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, all-chain drive £145

1914 SUNBEAM, 6 h.p., and Sidecar,
lamps, and horn £130

1916 JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed,
lamps, and horn £50

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed ... £55
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and

Millford Sidecar, lamps, horn,
and speedometer £135

W.D. Pi & M., 3.i h.p., 2-speed, and
kick-starter £78

W.D. P. & M., 3l h.p., 2-speed, and
Idck-starter, and new Millford
Sidecar £103 )

W.D. ROVER, 5-6 h.p. combination,
3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
all chain drive £135

EXCHANGES & DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
relegrams

—
" Egaraoo, London."

D
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
OIGLAS. 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.. 1918- £75-

-r 7.-97. Calbourne Rd., Balham. [43U6
1Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, just delivered-^t^ no premium.—Phillips Bros., Aldershot. [4579
"TiOUGLAS 234h.p., not war finish; £55.—Sinclair, 5,
-"-^ Orescent Grove, Clapham Common, S.W.4. [4531
r)OUGi:,A,S 234h.p. 1917. just overhauled; £60, or-L.' offers.—6 Ho"ii,y Place, Waterloo, S.E.I. [131a

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, nice condition-
nearest £100.-20, Whitley St., Reading. [X8940

J f|16 Douglas, mauve tank, fast, T.T. ; snip, £57/10
-•-" —Louvant, Manorgate Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

1Q17 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, running order, all
-'-«.' on; quick sale £90.-202, Trinity Ed., S.W 17.

^^ [4059
J^ODGLAS 1918 25/ih.p., C.A.V., long exhaust, very
-L' fast; snip, £60.-54, Paddenswick Ed., W.6.D[3936ODGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, all accessories.

-Poxon and Co., Ltd., 24, Castle St., Canterbury.
[3828

£30.—Douglas 2-^4h.p., 2-speed, riding order; approval;
must sell.—Box 7,278. c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4853
DOUGLAS 1912-13 23,lh.p., thoroughly overhauled,

new parts; £50.—Burton, Regent St., Spalding.
[4587

TVTEW 1920 2",ih.p. 2-speed (less clutch) Douglas;
J-^ £100.—Bound's Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn.

[4746
BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents.

-

Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.
(0201

T\OUGLAS 25/4h.p., W.D., new April, perfect; £60j
-S--' appointment.—38, Alton Rd., Waddon, Croydon.

[3665
DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., perfect order, 900 miles, lamps,

hoin, etc.; £80.—Weddell, Lisburn Villa, Alnwick.
[3944

DOUGLAS, 1916, buffer head, excellent condition;
bargain. £45/10.-202, Munster Rd., Fulham.

[3989
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch; £105; in stock.

—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
[4798

I 016 2^:ih.p. 2-speed Douglas Bufferhead. as new;
J-'J £52/10.-76, Herongate Ed., Wanstead Park.

[4217

1 Q20 Douglas 2?4h.p., kick starter model, just de-
JL*J livered; no premium.—Phillips Bros., Aider-
shot. [4577

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery 1920 4h.p. com-
bination.—Parker's, Bradfihawgate, Bolton. Tel.;

1348. [X9492

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition, Bosch,
tyres good: £55.—Croft. Kingsway, Gerrard'a

Cross. [2243

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. excellent condition; bargain,

£57/10.-112, Crescent Rd., Alexandra Park.
N.22. [3856

FINCHLEY.—Douglas 1916-17 2%h.p.. 2-speed, ac-

cessories perfect order; 59 gns.—Lynton. Park
Crescent. [X9470

DOUGLAS 1914 24ih.p., 2-speed model, excellent

condition throughout.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X9479

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., new, with 3-speed, kick start,

solo; £130; in stock.—Herbert Robmson, Ltd.

(Below).

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., 3-sneed, with latest type

sidecar, finished in saxe blue; £170; in stock.-

Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3-speed, with hand-con-

trolled clutch and kick st=!;rt<=t '"Pf°"'' y,'."-™^'

forks, and tank; £105; in stock.-Herbert Robinson,

Ltd. (below).

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p.^ with improved frame,

forks, and tank, less clutch and kick starter;

£100- all the above actually in stock; can be de-

spatched immediately. Second-hand Douglas, Triumph,
and Sunbeam motor cycles entertained in part pay-

ment -Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A, : Bicycles. [4160

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., late 1916, buHer springs, little

used, lamps, etc. ; £58.-32, Poppleton Ed., Ley-

tonstone. [4452

1 tfil4 Dcuglas 2';ih.p., 2-speed, fitted new pistons,

i-Xy etc.- best offer over £38.—Woodcote, Stafford Ed.,

Wallington. [4264

DOUGLAS 1916 2'!ih.p., makers' colours, aluminium
' footboards, very fast; £56.-72, Longndge Ed.,

Earl's Court. [=599

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. (2), one uncrated, W.D like

new, £75; other very good bike, £55.— Phone:
Hamp. 7823. [3980

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., overhauled and re-enam-

elled makers' colours; £65.-E. D. Varty, Thun-
dersley, Essex. [4355

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, 500
miles, as new; £138.—Ehosha Motor Co., Bank

Mews, Romford. '339?

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, bought new 1918. ex-

cellent condition; £55.-12. Stanger Rd.. South

Norwood, S.E.25. [4679

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b^s
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 41j.p. Combination, 1918, thoroughly
overhauled, sidecar repainted; £100.—Dorling,

Star Tard, Barnet. [2287

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 S'Ah.p., 2

speeds and clutch.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-

ton. Tel. : 1348. [X9496

IF you require a fast and really dependable Douglas,
write to me. I Bupply under guarantee.—Robert

Bamford (see below).

"D OBERT BAMFORD.—I generally own, and always
.tX know of the best 25/ih.p. Douglasses in London.
Every machine 6peci:ally selected and tested- See under
Consulting Engineers. [2127

3^h.p. Douglas, fast and reliable, go anywhere, good
4 tyres, Binks, 2-speed. 1912 model; £50.-Neal,

Horbury, Wakefield. [3784

DOUGLAS 2')4h.p., 1915. 2-Bpeed, just overhauled,
makers' colours; £56/10.-42. Claremont Rd.,

Walthamstow. E.17. [3730

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped, not
W.D.; £95; any trial evenings.—1, Broomhill

Rd., Goodmayes. (D) [4180

33.h.p. Douglas, in good running order, with acces-
4 series; £35; seen only after 6 p.m.—Brick House.

BilUngshuTst, Sussex. [4492

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, late 1915, kick, re-

enamelled, all in good condition; £45.—Hole, 129,
Park Lane, Carshalton. [4280

1 Q 20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, lamps. Klaxon,
-L«/ new tyres, complete; £165.-43, Stock Orchard
Crescent, Hollaway, N. [4421

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., new June, 1919, aceessoriee, in
splendid condition; price £55.—Pilley, 167, Cam-

berwell Grove, London. [4097

DOUGLAS 23-ih.p., 1916, all complete, brand new
mag., whole require renovation; £42/10.—Dowell,

High Rd., Byfleet, Surrey. [[3945

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new, just

arrived from works; £170; immediate delivery.—
Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X9555

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 1918. condition throughout as
new ; £ 69 ; or exchange 2-stroke.—Dawson. 88,

Beresford Rd., Lowestoft [4317

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late model, good order,

3-speed, kick start, good condition; £90.-8,
Connop Rd., Enfield Wash. [4512

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 (June), perfect
condition, iully equipped, insured; £155.-160,

Franciscan Rd., Tooting. — [2937

1 Q16 Douglas, new tyres, bufler forks, good as new;
Xt/ £65.—Jones and Adams, The Promenade^ Pal-
mers Green. 'Phoue: 681. [4723

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, 3-speed, in new con-
dition, new tyres; bargain, £llO.—262, Black-

horse Lane, Walthamstow. [4128

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., lamps, horn, discs; £125.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2742

IMMEDIATE.—Colmore Depots can supply Douglas
and siaetar; also 2^.'4h.p. models; at once.—31,

Colmore How, Birmingham. [S94l^

DOUGLAS 1916 2'}4h.p., butter forks, makers'
colours, splendid condition; £53.

—

iO, Crystal
Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [4568

1Q 15-16 Douglases, 2%h.p., renovated, new mag.
it/ (C.A.V.); £45; only 12 left.—J. J. Dooley, 33,
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [4382

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, immediate delivery;
£170.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-

stock St., New Bond St., W.l. [3826

DOUGLAS 4h.p., Henderson lightweight sidecar, 3
speeds, clutch, K.S., lamias, horn, tools, perfect;

£99._23, Victoria Rd., Bexley. [4225

tf3y3.h.p. Douglafi, W.D.. 1919, spring seat-pillar, Miller
/W4 head lamp, footboards. Teiry spring finks^ £75.—
Bos 7.178. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3752

"B(Cil5 2Y.ih.-p. Douglas, Thomeon-Bennet mag., lamp,
J-iJ horn, accessories, excellent condition; £65.

—

SLOne, Printer, MiUord-on-Sea, Hants. [3651

"|Q15 Douglas, good order, £40; 1918 W.D. com-X tf bination, good order, £85 : 4h.p.—195, Ston-
houso St., Clapham Common, S.W. [4022

1Q15 Douglas 2-Bpced, electric lighting, etc., little
i-fJ used, ab.solutely perlect. overhauled, spares; 57
gns.—12, Leopold Rd., Wimbledon. [4186

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, kick ttart,
wants back exhaust pipe, in good condition; £55.

—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [4281

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-spe6d, mechanicallv perfoct, £10
4 wnrtii acceff-orie?, heavy Dunlops, sound; £50.

~

R. Pack, Hope House, Sunningdale. [4085

DOUGLAS 4b.p. 1918 Combination, fully equipped,
j^]^'t been ovorhouled; £105. or close ofter.- 12,

'j.no Quadrant, Winchmoro Hill, N.21. [3757

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speed, blue aidec-ar,
lamprt. etc.. new condition; £100 near offer.—The

Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Cruydun. [4588

GUARANTEED
MECHANICALLY

PERFECT.
We challenge anyone to pro-
dnce a finer reconditioned
machine.

Appearance as new.

Re-enamelled and plated in maker's
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops and guaranteed by us to
be mechanically perfect.

2| h.p.

DOUGLAS.
£65

Trade Supplied.

Machines in stock.

NEW AT LIST PRICE.
.ALECTO, 3i b.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter. The machines that broke 21 records at

Brooklands.

We are the Sole Agents for these machines, and
invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2^ h.p.. 2-stroke, Sturmey-
Archer 2-ipeed gear box, clutch, and kick-
starter.

DIAMOND-J.A P., 2? h.p., Sturmey-Archer gea"^

box, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, lack"

starter. The first of the new machines as

exhibited at the OljTnpia.

SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., 3-speed gear box: com"

plete with lamps, speeaoraeter, pump, too^

bags, etc., very little used £100
1920 COULSON-B, 4h.p., 2-speed, complete witn

laiiij.>s till i .icces=ones £110
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter, horn, and pump. Not run 100
miles £82 10s.

1919 TRIUMPH and new Speedy Model Sidecar.

Fully equipped, and ready for the road. A
really sporty turnout £140

1917 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, finished service

green £85
1917 B.S.A., all chain in splendid condition.

Tyres as new £92 lOs.

(This machine is not a W.D. model.)

Any Machines supplied on *'The Motor
Cycle " Deposit System.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors, Clapham,"

(50 yards from Claphara Common Uodergroiind
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ^
Douglas. :•

T^OTJGLAS, 2Kli.p., irithout clutch, immerfii
-'--' delivery ; ClOO.-Vivian Hardie and Lane, i)
24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [S8

"TiOUGLAS 1915 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, spe
J-' ometer, new tyres, makers' colours, insured ; •£!

-Whitney, 172, Mitcham Ed., Tooting. [X91

1 Q20 Douglas, S-speed, Cowey horn, Tan-Sad pilli
--•^ seat, lamp, tools, only ridden few miles; £90
51, Cambridge Ed., Wanstead, E.ll. [XSI

DOUGLAS 1915 2")ih.p., 2-speed, new heavy DunF
tyres, new saddle and horn; £50; seen after

p.m.—18, Caillard Rd.. Byfteet, Surrey. [40

DOUGLAS Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
excellent condition, any trial with 3 up; fill

cheque £88.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [41

DOUGLAS 1919 Late 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combh
tion, in excellent condition throughout; £14

exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [48

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919. 4h,p., complete
fitted and good condition; £120.—Hewi

Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton. [43:

DOUGLAS 3-8p«ed Model, April, 1920, Miller lam
mechanical horn, knee-grips; £95,—W. E. Sho

249, Marshalls Cross Ed., S. Helens, Lancashire. [37

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, 2-speed, with all acc<

sories; any reasonable oifer.—Seen Harvey, Hv
sons' (next The George), South Woodlord, E.18. [39

LATE 1914 4h.p. Douglas, thoroughly overhauled,
very good running condition, lamps, horn ; £90

I'olht, Eusby Beck, Binley-in-Wharfedale, Leeds. [27

1020 2*lh.p. Douglas, lamps, Cowey speedomeb
JLJ/ hoiTi, Tan-Sad, done 1,700; £100, or near; ail

5.30.-Farrand, 364, Goldhawk Ed., London, W. [X96'

DOUGIxAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1917, lamps, hoi
knee pads; £70. — Newnham Motor Co., 22

Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone ; Hammersmith (

[27

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, with wii

screens, lamps, etc., as new; £170. or neare
oHer: by appointment.—Claremont, Deane, Bolton,

[40
| Q20 Douglas Combination, used twice, Eastii
JL%f lamps, etc., £16 worth accessories; what oHe
or exchange.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton.

[47'

4 h.p. 1917 Douglas Combination, 3-speed, splend

condition, very smart coaclibuilt sidecar ; ^610

r- inings after 5.—11, Southflelds Rd , Tunbridge Wei
[46

DOUGLAS 1916 2»lh.p.. butter springing, lami

horn, footboards, makers' colours, excellent cc

dition; 60 gns.—Freema.son's Hospital, Ftilham Ed
[36

~| Q20 Douglas Combination, 2 months old, fitt

X*y with lamps, horn, wind screen, tools, etc

A S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel. : Museum 662
[36

1 Q19 Douglas 2%h.p., Binks carburetter, copper <

-L»7 haust, Tan-Sad, fully equipped, small mileaf

£85. bargain.-Goodridge, 6, Eichmond St., Biightc

DOPGLAS Combination, Oct., 1917, good conditio

£120, or exchange 1920 Enfield or similar mal

6h p cnsh £40.-4 Wolflngton Ed., West Norwood.
[37

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1916, 3-speed. ki

start, electric lighting, screen, spare time; bi

gain, £105.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill. East FmchU
(X94

tJS-liP- Douglas Combination, 1916. in excellent cc

'*4 dition and good hill-climber, all accessories, 1

sale at low price.—Box; 7,252, o/o The Motor Cycle

-|015 Douglas 2>ih.p.; 2-speed, fully equipped I

-Ltl tour, fast, guaranteed mechanically pertec

£60.-27, Flaxton Rd., Plumstead, London, S.E.^8,

16 Douglas. 2i4h.p.. renovated, everything as ne

Tan-Sad, horn, etc., beautiful machine; £60

Mrs. Butler, 35, Hertlord Rd., Enfield Highway, ^

OUGLAS Combination, April, 1920, .
splendid cc

dition throughout, under 300 miles; any tii;

£160, or near offer.—Marvin, 70, 'Whitwell Ed., Soni

sea. l"

DOUGLAS 2'ih.p.. 1920, 3-spced. without clntc

guaranteed unscratched and as new, approv

with pleasure; £95.—Gibb, Douglas Expert, Glo

cester.
1°^'

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand ne

just arrived; immediate delivery; at make

price £170.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olymn

London. t'^

1018 Dougla-'s 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, olnti

XV starter, lighting set, etc., appearance as no

sacrifice £97.-769, Eomfoid Ed., Manor Park, u
don, E. 127

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920, pjated lair

and horn, accessories, done less than 300 mi

new condition; £155.—H. Swayne, Mornay Lodi

Torquay. 1^*

4hp Douglas' C.B. Combination, late 1917, ov

hauled bv Douglas, equal new, doctor own'

bought car; £90, quick sale.-Jury, 7, West St.. Bio

ley, Kent. f

19^

D^

B3O All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

fNTIELD (Nov., 1919) 3h.p. Twin, M.A.G. engine.
J 2-spepd, kick sUrt, complete with Lucas lamps,
2chanical horn, insurance policy, only ridden a few
indred miles; £87/10. no offers.—10. Woodside Rd.,
nth Norwood. S.E.25. [4678

INFIELD, 3h.p., reg. No. 602702, 2-speed, clutch.
i kick start, mechanical lubrication, delivered Jan.,
20, fully equipped, powerful head lamp, only used
ek-ends, Thomson-Bennett mag., new condition; ^90.
I. Hanover St., London, W. [4487

^NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1917, electric lightingr
i Orto hood and screen, horn, speedometer, pillion
it, spare tyre, tube, chains, everything complete, new
Qdition, very smart turnout: £145.—Shrimpton, 24,
ittersea Rise, Clapham .Junction, London. [4884

919 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting. Lucas horn, Watford speedometer,

ring handle-bars, 2 wind screens, child's seat, hood,
)t shields, luggage grid, magnificent outfit, good
adition; £195.-5. Downs Park East. Bristol. [3934

Embro.
9X9 Embro with new ZHh.xi unit; £46.—Bowers.

27, Fox St.. Scunthorpe, Lines. [4460

Excelsior.
ISCELSIOE, 4y,h.p., 3 speeds; £45.—Pater's.
I Motors. Bedford. [4979

ih.p. Excelsior, new mag., in good order; £12. or
4 uearest.—Perriu, South Carlton, Lincoln. [S749

IXCELSIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed, £78; with clutch.
I £84; in stock.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
msington. ^ [4801

'XCELSIOR Motor Cycle, all models in stock, Z'A,
' 2K. 1'A, and 8h.p.—J. Hebden and Son, 149. St.
mes St., Burnley. [4905

IXCELSIOE Combination, 4y2h.p., the new big single

;

* from stock: £160.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the
al Service Firm, Taunton. [4336

IXCELSIOE 1918 8h.p. Combination, sporty side-
' car, perfect order; trial, appointment; £140.—
nMSe, 11, Howgate Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. [3600

916 Excelsior, 2V4h.p. Peco, semi-T.T.'s, Brooks,
new Dnnlope, lamps, Amac, variable ignition and

^6y, good condition, reliable: £40; exchange good
S.—Skittles, Letchworth. [3719

F.N
f.N. Lightweight, shaft, 2-speed, new tyre, stored

wartime, perfect; first £35.-21, Cambridge Ter-
e, W.2. [3901

'.N. 5h.p., clutch model, flrst-class condition, goci]
appearance; £60.—Bryant, Quarry Farm, Scar-

rough Ed.. Malton, Torks. [3899
'.N. 4-cyl.. low built, running order (requires new

carburetter], Thompson-Bennett, good tyres;
3/10, or near offer.—45. Quay St., Newport, Wight.

9
[4481

14 F.N. 7-9h.p., 3-6p6ed, multi-diec clutch, with
splendid coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, over-

Ued; real bargain, £110.-Tondeur, 4a, Chapel St..
gware Ed., N.W.I. [3555
'.N., 4-cyl.. 2-speed, gate change, hand clutch, sloping

frame, saddle tank, separate oil tank, disc wheels.
Dtrrc lighting, etc. : for quick sale £55.—Spencei,
tter St., Bishops Stortford. [4522
'.N 6-6h.p., C.B. sidecar, 2 speeds, handle-bar con-

trolled clutch, just been thoroughly overhauled,
IPS, good tyres; £68; anv morning before 10 o'clock
, 75, Talgarth Rd., West Kensington. [4881
I.N., 4-cyl., 1920. 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, shaft

drive combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 2 spacious
kers, hood, screen, D.A. lighting compIet«. speedo-
ter, horn. Sin. tyres, all spares, as new; £220, or
tteat offer for quick sale; owner bought car- any
il by appointment.—Bos 7,297, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4'939

Francis-Barnett.
lEANCla-BARNETT 2?4'h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, kick

starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, new June
SO; £90.—Tameta, Epplebay Rd., Birchington.

[4345
FAUDES' Latest 1920 2Kh.p. 2-speed model Fran-
•- cis-Barnett. 84 gns.. ex actual stock; deferred
rments arranged.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland St .

1- [4963
^EW Francis-Barnett, 2'ai-P- J.A.P., 2-5peed clutch

ana kick starter: in stnck at manufacturers' list
oe, £88/19; easy payments 4% extra, only one-fifth
msit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods
1.. 118, Brompton Rd.. London. [3638
rEW Francis Barnett, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
' clutch, and kick starter, in stock at manufac-
|ers list price; £88/19; easy payments 4% extra;
ly one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal-
nts—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

„ [4373
narley-Davidson

FARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination; £145.—
- Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4931

Q19 Harley, as new; £130; exchange lower power
tf and cash.—T.. 52, Brodrick Rd., S.W.17. [4402

[ARLEY Sports Model in Stock, new; list price
Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[4800

Special Clearance Lines
for short time only.

PERFECTLY NEW

DUNLOP
Heavy Mo'tor Cycle

Covers.
{Ex Government Stores)

Our List

Price Price
26x21 39/6 53/6
26x2! 45/- 67/9
28x3 Ex. Hy 56/- 84./-

motor cycles for sale.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY Combination. 1915, special trial winner;
£110.—Seen 40, Thornton Rd.. Thornton Heath.

S.E. [3987
TQ18 Harley-Davidson Combination, real posh lot;
-ILt/ what olYprs?—Thnmnson. 10. TTlvers+nnft Rd .

24X2

24X2}
X2i
26X2
26X2J

23X2J

I
Indian
28X2}
to fit

1

28x3
28x3

630 X 65

Make.

Clincher Junior de Luxe .

Avon Lightweight R.S. .

,

Hutchinson

Avon Lightweight R.S. .

.

Avon Combination
Palmer Cord Heavy . . . .

,

Bates No. i Special
Clincher Ex. Hy. de Luxe
Beldam Ex. Heavy
Palmer Cord
Spencer Moulton
Palmer Cord Heavy
Avon Hy. Rubber N.S. .

.

Hutchinson T.T
Kempshall Hy. Non-skid
Goodyear A.W.T.

> Goodyear A.W.T

Bates Special Heavy
Federal R. Non-skid ....

Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Moseley 3-rib Ex. Heavy .

Palmer Cord Heavy
Avon Heavy 3-rib

Dunlop Grooved
Best French Make, ?-rib .

Our
Price.

35/-.
26/31
37/61

25/-
22/6
32/6

25/6
55/-
50/-
47/6
44/-
39(6
39/6
39/6
62/-
42/6
44/-
63/-
45/-

47/6 71/

List

Price. I

what oJiers
West . Norwood.

Thompson, 10,

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days agahist remittajjcc.)

i

Al! euaran'.eed fresh and unoerished.
Tr?' d** pupp'ied. ^^^^"

± TUBES New and fully
Guarantced-

5ize- Our List

Price. Price.

26x2 ... 6/9 10/-

26X2J ... 7/6 10/3

26X2i ... 7/9 13/3
Butted .. 9/6 13/3
26X2J \ „,,
endless / "''' 12/3

iize.

26X2i
650x65 1-

Butted I

28x3 ..

700x80

Our List
Price. Prio-'

• 10/- r4/3

12/9 16/5
12/9 ig/6

28 X 3 Lap-ended 11/3 16 (6 i

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Sin. Jin. gin. lin. ijin. |Per Foot. 2/1 2/7 3/- 3/6 4/2

E^
264-266,Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

mmmmi II

Ulverstone Rd.,
[3582

HARLEY 1915 Coach Ck)mbination, nice running
order, 5-speed ; real bargain, ^85.—103a, High

rit.. Wandsworth. [4608

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, like new,
£130; 1918 solo, £105; bargains.-322, White-

horse Rd., Croydon. [3894

NEW Electric Model Harley, complete with speedo-
meter, etc.; £199/9/1.—Maudes' Motor Mart,

100, Paris St., Exeter. [4143

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS. 1918-1919; £100 each, re-

enamelled and overhauled, ready to ride away.— 1,

Wellesley Parade, Croydon. [5895

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p.. with Mills-Fulford
sidecar, perfect condition ; any trial: £135.—Sen-

born, Mile End, Colchester. [4029

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, immediate delivery, 1920, 4

h.p.. 3 speeds and clutch.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton. Tel. : 134B. [X9494

HARLEY-D.AVID30N, 1919, 7-9h.p., 2 lamps,
generator, horn, complete, perfect order; £110.—

8. Nassau Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [4455

HARLEY 4h.p. Flat Twin, equipped; £150.-
Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd..

W. 'Pnone : Hammersmith 80. [2743

RUSSELL and Co. have lor sale Harley-Davidson,
1919. room required tor new stock; what offers?

-275, Regent St., London, W.l. (S609

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., Model F, 1920,
just delivered: list price, first cheque secures.-

wootten's Garage, High St., Oxford. [3693

1 015 Harley. mag. model, and sidecar, electric

i-O lamps, etc.: price £160.—Winstan Henney 63.

South End. Croydon. 'Phone : 2431. [4445

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, lamps.

Klaxon, wind screen, looks smart; £145.-1,

Shakespeare Av., Hailesden, N.W.IO. [3610

LATE 1915 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, in practically

new condition throughout, magnificent turnout;

sacrifice, £120.—Else, Dimple, Matlock. [X9544

TMMEDIATE.-Colmore Depots can deliver at once
-J- all models of Harley-Davidsoj motor cycles and

sidecars.-31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X94ia

H.ARLEY. 1919. repainted, all as new. solo; £130:
very fast.-Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammer.

»mith Rd., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [273S

1 O20 Harley. Model F, Harley sidecar, speedometer,

i-if horn, lamps, not done 50 miles; £225.---Ed-

wards and Co.. 50, Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [3404

HARLET-DAVIDSON New 1920 7-9h.p., electric

lighting, with Model MM4 Canoelet sidecar:

£232/17/3.-Flemiug, Amblecote Garage. Stourbridge.^

TO 20 Harlcv 4h.p., flat twin, perfect, carefuUy used,

-l»/ equipped, owner bought car; bargain, £145.—

Phone: Victoria 1977.—24, Page St.. Westmmster.^^^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919, splendid con-

dition, appearance as new, comple less carrier,

any trial; £95.-Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Pinch-

ley.
[X.945b

HiRLET-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delivery 1920 7-9

h^ standard mSdel, with Mills-Fulford or Hender-

son sidecars. -Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. lei.

1343. I „
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Motor Cycle, new 1920. a

hp sports model, fiat twin, with Klpon horn and

speedonlcter; £159/16/6.-Fleming, Amblecote Gpra|c.

Stourbridge.
^^^"^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,

electric lighting, special Rennoc sidecar hood,

and Easting screen; £180, or nearest-Hodson Blox^

wicb. Staffs. '-

1017 Harley-Davidson. not \V.D., Harley sidecar,

iy bnlbons back, discs Tan Sad legshields hood

screen, spares; also garage.-61, Radnor St., Bradford

Moor, Bradford.
1-^^°^

1 nig Harley-Davidson. electric model, splendid con-

ly dition, as new; £165, or near o«er; exchange

for good solo mount--Hearne, Rose Cottage, I'«n^ St^.

Amersham, Bucks- L3f>5U

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Electric Coin-

bination- £200; exchange 4h.p- solo or combina-

tion, c?sh adinttmei;t.-Graves, Bilberry Tea Koom«

Rednal, Birmingham. iJi-atjo

1Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h-p., mag. model, excellent

ly condition, £97/10: sidecar bulbous lM<;lt«| «'

new, optional, £35.-J.B., 2, Exchange Mansions

Golders Green, London. 1^=^""

-I ni20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, .-ind

19 sid«ar,lully equipped, jH accessories only done

1000 miles; owner abroad; £225.-Barnett, 2. Choi

melev Park, Highgate, N.S. !"»»»

1 a 17 Harley-Davidson CombinBtion, just overhanlixl

LU by makers, lamps, horn, tools, spare *Tre, tube,

and chain, insurance policy-A.S.C. 60 Mortimer St

Wl Tel.: Museum 6626. l^'''*'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. D39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Model K, clutch, 7-9

h.p., vei-y fast, £40 overhaul at Harleys, receipts
6ho\vn; nearest £90.—Seen at Cridland Bros., 85,
Boundary Bd.. St. John's Wood. [4671

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, complete
with Swan sporting sidecar, electric lighting,

mechanically perfect and indistinguishable from new.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X9484

T Q"20 7-91i.p. Harley-Davidson, magneto model, lus-
J-«J urious Dunhill sideciir, fully equipped, many extras
and sparer, mechanicaly perfect, practically unscratched,
tyres unpunctuied; £190.—Birch, Cotmore, Tliame.

[X9545
"1 Q 19 Harley-DaTideon Combination, mag., magniti-
•M-iJ cent sidecar, hardly scratched, wind screen, elec-

tric lights, all usual accessoriei? ; seen any time; £185,
or good solo part exchange.-257, Clapham Ed., S.W.9.

[4885

1 Q17 Harley, electric model, with Capjon and Mudd
J- *y £85 sidecar, Tan-Sad, Cowey horn, hood and
Ecreen, perfect condition; price £230 nett.—Winstan
Henney, 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone ; 2431.

[4442
MAUDES',—Latest 1920 electric model Harley-

Davidson just delivered, delivery ex actual
stork, solo £201/6. with Millford sidecar £244;
1920 flat twin, sports model, £164/9. — Maudes
(below).

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 magneto model, complete
with Millford de luxe sidecar, £237/6; solo

machine onlv £184/1 1.—Maudes. 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. and 100, Paris St., Exeter. [4952

HAELEY-DAYIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., with well apmng
SwaLU Sidecar, compressed acetylene lighting,

speedometer, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, perfect condition ; bet
offer above 200 gns.—Blakey, 20, St. Bede's Terare.
Sunderland. [4732

1C|17 Harley-Davideon 7-9h.p., magneto model,
J- •-' bulbous back, aluminiimi sidecar, disc wheels,
lamps, good tyres, spare cover and tubes, climb anythint:,
enamel good; £155.—E.W., 11, Peter St., Kimberwfirth,
Rotherham, Torks. CX^i63

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, new Renoc sidecar,
re-enamelletl, retyred. Low generator, insurance

policy, lamps, spares, recently overhauled; oflfer nearest
£140.—Fitzgerald, 23, Queen's Gate Gardens, South
Kensington, S.W. [4406

"I
Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model,

J-iy aluminium discs, hood and screen, leg shields,
speedometer, used 800 miles only, and is as new

;

price £240 nett.—Winstan Henney, 63, South End.
Croydon. 'Phone : 2431. [4441

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, splendid
condition, perfect running order, new tyres, elec-

tric lights and horn, new accumulator, screen, speed-
oraeter: £165, or near ofler.—32, Ederline Av., Nor-
bury, S.W.16. (After 7 p.m.) [3615

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, as new. 7-9h.p..
wind ecreen, lamps, speedometer, splendid con-

dition, only wants seeing; £155, or near offer; seen
before 6 p.m cr after by appointment.—D., 206a,
Gieen Lanes, Finsbury Park, N.4 [4751

1 Q18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1920
-1-t^ Rideezi sidecar, discs, D.A. lighting set,
Klaxon, tyres, chains, and 2 tubes, new Aug. 1st,
enamel as new, perfect order throughout ; £155.

—

Worters, Hatchford Hill, Cobham, Surrey. ' [4367

1 Q20 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
L t/ specially made sidecar (cost £85], large electric
head lamp on body, discs, speedometer, watch, petrol
carrier, etc.; lot cost £285; will take any reasonable
offer.—Aviemore, Monkhams Drive, Woodford. [4205

4 h.p. Harley-Davidson, 200 miles, speedometer,
lamps, horn, tools, perfectly new condition, new

Canoelet sidecar, Sin. American rims, tyres, inter-
changeable, colour to match, not used; £185; no
offers; Lincolnshire.—Box 7,245, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4153
-| Q20 Harley, 7-9h.p., just delivered, mag. model.
-*-«-' Klaxon horn. Easting wind screen, Grindlay
double spring sidecar, petrol and luggage carrier, spare
29X3V2 tj-re and tube, speedometer; £260; owner
having light car.—Banner, Chemist, Ferryhill Village.

[445J
rQl8 Harley Combination, perfect order, tyres as

o' new, IJtrge electric lighting set, head, tail, and
sidecar, horn, spare tyre, tubes, etc., roomy bulbous
back sidecar; £150, or late model 4h.p. in part pay-
ment, Douglas preferred.—Ash Lodge, Junction Rd.,
Brentwood, Essex. [4699

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. late 1919, mag., not used
until June 4ast, Millford special sidecar, uphol-

stered Harley colour, outfit as new, mileage 500, Har-
ley lamps, horn, sidecar lamp, unused Tan Sad,
spares; price £220; owner going abroad.—Barnes, 85,
Boundary Rd., West Hove. [4561

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., 1920,

brand new. unregistered; what offers under list

price?—Box 7,249, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4150

rC|20 TIazlewood-Jap Combination, demon.'^tration
•y model, 5-6h.p., 3-speed connterBhaft, kick start,

clutch, fool':, mileage very low; exceptional oppor-
tunity, £188.—Lythalh Lane Garages, Foleshill, Cov-
entry. [X9538

TAYLORS
1920

SIDECARS
FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
WE ARE

SOLE LONDON AGENTS
FOR THE FAMOUS

VlfATSONIAN
SI DECARS

THE PICK OF THE BUNCH
MONARCH. Large roomy Side-

car with locker and apron,
painted blue £31 3 8

R3«. Sporting Sidecar, highly
finished in blue £30 6

MONARCH, with special U
chassis for Harley-David-
son, painted to match
machine

.

. £36 10

MONARCH, with special U
chassis for Zenith, painted
grey £34 4

WATSONIAN SIDECARS ARE
made to fit all machiiies and supplied

in any colour.

TRADE SUPPLIED
MILLFORD . Skiff Sidecars

£27 15 6

£31 10

to fit all leading makes
OLYMPIA Corvette

CANOELET,_ Model D4, 4
attachment corn-point

plete with tyre .

.

WHITLEY Sidecar,

. ..£31 10 6

black
finish, to fit Triumph .. £35 15

WHITLEY De Luxe Sidecar,

handsomely upholstered
and well finished for

Triumph .. .... .. £45

Special Agents tor
Albion Gear Boxes and Parts.

Convert your Single Speed Machine to

Two Speed by fitting an Albion Gear Box.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD-
Shovprooms

—

AccQBSorics, Spare Paris and Repairs.

21, Store St. ToKenham Court Road, W.C.I
Motor Cycles and Cara.

52-53, Sussex Place, Soulh Kensinston.
Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE. W.C.I
Qarage: Tottenham Court Rood, W.

ThoneB: AccesBoriee and Repalrsr Masenm. 1240,

Motor Cycles & Cars, Kenflington 7260.

TelejiramB :
" Dynainelro. Weetcent, Lnndon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood

TV^^ 6-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, S-speed, clnteb^^ and kick starter; at manularturers' current li»
price, £204/12, or on easy payments 4% extra; odI
one-flfth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments

-

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [363,

"|\JEW 5-61i.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed
-L' clutcti and kick starter, at manufacturers' cur
rent list price, a thoroughly reliable outfit; £204, o
on easy payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.
lla. Brompton Ed., London. [437(

Henderson
1 Q20 Henderson Electric Model, mileage 250; £175
-»-«^ —38, Aboyne Rd., Tooting. [411!

1 Q20 Henderson Solo, done 100 miles, deliverecJ-^ August; £170.—F. Bossutt, 79, High St.
Southampton, [39i(

HENDERSON Solo and Combinations, actually Id

stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co.. 18. Bruton Place,
W.l. Mayfair 4792. (443£

HENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cyl. model, fitted with
Langford special sidecar, brand- new ; £240.—

Lloyd, 9, South Molton St.,W. Mayfair 1011.' [0282

"I O20 Henderson and bulbous sidecar, disc wbeeis
-L*^ electric lighting, heavy wind screen, uns6ratc,htd;
£220, nearest.- 61, New Kent Ed., London, S.E.I. [462;

HENDEBSON 1920 Electric Combination, all acces-
sories, discs, plaied exhaust, perfect, must sell;

sacrifice; £210.—Ansell 5a, Lanark Place, Mffida Vale,
London. Paddington 5855. [4248

HENDERSON, late 1919 electric model, complete
with Canoelet military model sidecar, electric

Brolt lampe and Klaxon, also hand horn, Easting
screen, Watford speedometer, mileage under 2,500, spares
and tools, engineer owned and driven, guaranteed per-

fect; nearest £240 secures.-J.P.W., Dudbridge Iron
Works, Stroud, Glofi. [4306

Hobart,

1 Q19 Hobart-Villiers 2-stroke, as new; any trial;
lif £50.—Alfieri, 17, Homepark Rd., Wimbledon
Park. [3896

HOBAET-VILLIEES 2-stroke SVoh.p., ridden 500
miles; £48; seen after 6 p.m.—23, Werter M.,

Putney. [3871

HOBAET-VILLIEES 2-6troke, 2-speea, believed 1916-
17, accessories: nearest £46; photo 6d—153,

Manor Ed., West Ham, E.15. [4506

£50.-1916 2%h.p. Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, Amac,
M-L, lamps. Klaxon, accessories, new condition.—

63, Solon Rd., Brixton. Exchange. [4916

HOBART ViUiers, single speed, new July, 1919,
good lamps, footboards, tyres unpunctured, finish

as new, 120 m.p.g.; £55; after 6 p.m.—20, Warwick
Row, Coventry. [X964a

1 Q20 Hobart-Jap, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, kick
-Ltf start, all lamps, Cowey, only ridden 200 miles,

all as new : accept £5, or otjer for iiuick sale.—10,
Amblicote Rd , Grove Park, S.E.12. [4340'

HOBART, 2%h.p. Villiers engine, 2-speed gear boxj;

C.A.V. mag., Amac carburetter, 1916, perfect con-

dition, lamps, horn, spare belt, etc. ; £40.—P. Smith,
1, Bartons Lane, Old Basing, Hants. [37|7

NEW 2>5h.p. Hobart Lightweight 2-Ere6d Models; in
stock at mauulacturers' list price, £75, 4% extrd

for easy payments; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 13
monthly instalments.—Harro'Ls, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Ed.. London. [3640

*S
"^EW 2V2li-P- Hobart- Lightweight, 2-speed models
i-T- stock at manufacturers* list price; £75;
extra for easy payments; only one-fifth deposit
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Lte
118, Brompton Rd., London. [437

Humber
new, 4'^h.p., in stock; £140.—JuHaijTTUMEER

ih.p. Humber Combination (wieker), 2 speeds, 2 n^
2 tvres find 3 tubes; £47.-35, Weymouth St., Apsfi

End, Herts. [43S

84, Broad St.. Reading. [41?

QXl-. -- - „_Oa tvres find 3 tubes; £47.-35, Weymouth St., Apslf

MATTDES'.—Latest flat twin S^^h.p. Humber, 192
model; £125; ex actual stock.—Maudes', 100,

Portland St., W.l. [496

HUMBER 3M;li.p., with sidebar, Gradua gear, BoslS

mng., engine just overhauled ; £55.-85, Wall*
Rd., London, S.E.14. [438

HITMBER Combination, in good condition, free ei

gine, clutch, good condition; £40.-262, Blad
horse Lane, Waltbamstow. [41fl

HUMBER Combination, 3Kh.p., 2-speed, hand]
start, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, very gow

condition; £38.-54. Little Heath, S.E.7. [4541

4 h.p. Humber, C.B. new sidecar. 2 speeds, free i

gine, starter, makers' overhaul, trial; 50 gns.—

i

Victoria Gardens. Netting Hill Gate, W. [3975

HUMBER 1920 4M!h.p_. Flat Twin Combination 1&
stock; makers' price, plus carriage.—Shepherd

and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltbam Cross 31,
[lasa

Id 19 Sl^h.p. Flat Twin Humber and Sidecar, eloft*

J-t/ trio lights. Klaxon, Easting, many spares, tyr«8

good, guaranteed; £105.-37, Kensington Rd.. CoT-^

entry. [XS

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

EA-FRANCIS, 1920, M.A.G. engine, inn few miles
only, witfi coachbuilt sidecar, accessories: £155,

!i ewnham Motor Co., 225, Hammersmith Rd., W
' one : Hammersmith 80. [2738

i
EW Lea-Francis. 2-sp6ed, clutch and kick-starter,

f
iJ.A.i^. engine; at list price, £130, or on easy

i ments 4^ extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by
[' Dof tt'T instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton
I

, London. [4376

EW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clntch and kick starter,
M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on easy

ments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by
' monthly instalments.—^Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
I Ed., London. [3641

EA-FRANCIS 1920 SVili.p. Twin, delivery from
stock of this famous mount at list price; £130:

b, exchange, or extended terms; trade supplied.

—

? agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

i

nomile St., E.C.3. [0066
Levis.

i
EVIS. 2>4h.p., 1916; £39.—Pater's, Motors. Bed-

ford. [4978

EW Levis in Stock; list price.—Fancourt's Garage,
Stamford. [3701

EVIS.—District agents. The Walsall Garage, Wal-
sall. Tel. : 444. [5765

EVIS 2i^h.p., new condition; offers; cash urgently
needed.—55, Ballspond Ed.. Islington. [4499

EVIS 2i4h.p, 1915, splendid condition, climb any-
thing; price £3^5.-89, Wyley Rd., Coventry.

' [X9634
[

120 Popular Levis, done 200 miles, new June; £58,
,
' with insurance.-207, Shirland Ed., Paddington,

' [3789

46.—1916 Levis. 2 speeds, fully equipped, excellent
running order.—436, Whitehorse Rd_, Thornton

ith. [4619
EVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. Toang
and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket,

one
: 214. [1097

EVIS, 1916. everything good, makers 'overhaul, new
condition

; genuine bargain, £42.—Croft, Dunsell,
Aham. Woking. [4202
EVIS, 1913, m good order and condition, all acces-

sories : can be seen and tried on appointment

;

i
J.—Apply, Lowe, Haining, Ascot. [3837

;

EVIS 1920 Popular Model, just arrived from works;
]

immediate delivery at makers' price. £60.—Wil-
i, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3887

)15 Levis, 2l^h.p., lamps, etc., lovely machine,
excellent conciition: £38/10 —Minchin Motor

' rt. 39. Penrhyn Rd., Kingston-ol -Thames. [3463

j

il6 2Vth.p. Levis, overhauled, new mag., piston,
.
' and rings, gudgeon pin, and flywheel, trial,

!
it sell; £45, or offer.-G. Tidy, Ewhurst, Surrey.

I
[4573

EVIS 1920 Popular Model, delivered from makers
I

May. all accessories, lamps, horn, licence and in-
1 ince ; owner taken deliverv sidecar outfit ; what offers f

iS, High Ed., Tottenham. [3733

Lincoln-Elk.
kl2-13 Lincoln-Elk, Bosch. B. and B., clntch, new
' Dunlops and belt; £35.—Penistan, 93, St.
Irew's St., Lincoln. [4730

RACTICAILY New T.T. Lincoln-Elk, 3h.p., Philip-
son pulley, lamps, accessories ; £33.—63, Solon

, Brixton. Exchange. [4919

114-15 syoh.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination. 2-3p6ed.
' clutch, kick start, juet overhauled; £55.—Seen at
, Kingston Ed.. Teddington. [4944

L.M.C.
M.C. 6h.p., spring frame and rigid models in stock;
trade supplied.—Huflam. Exciange St., Norwich.

th.p. L.M.C, latest model, 3-speed. K.S.. decom-
* pressor, ridden only 100 miles; what offers?—
Upper Richmond Rd.. East Putney. [4525

.M.a 1917 6h.p.. 3-speed. hand clutch, k-iok start,
lamps, spares; £95; with sidecar, hood, screen

to tyre, £120.—35,' Prince of Wales Ed.. Norwich.

119 L.M.C. 4^4h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Archei
^ 3-spee(l. electric lighting, fully equipped, excel-
; condition; £110.-153. Cromwell Ed.. Peter-
^ngh. [3802

Lugton.
UGTON-PRECISION, 1914. 4%h.p.. low, sporty
long exhaust, very fast, Bosch. B.S.A.. fixed gear

3-speed wheel; iE42.—After 6 p.m., 4. Lenthall Rd
ston. [4694

Martin.
114 o.h.v. Martin, SVoh.p., with new pattern N.S.U.
' gear, very fast, and in guaranteed condition •

>6 £75, or near offer.—Winstan Henney, 63, South
I, Croydon. 'Phone : 2431. [4444

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.

Martlnsyde.
120 Martinsyde-isrewman Combination, just delivered
' no premium.—Phillips Bros., Aldershot. [4582
ARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combinations; imme-
- diate delivery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris
Exeter. [4145

Buy it this way if it's
more convenient.

LAMB'S,
50, HIGH RD„ WOOD GREEN, N.22.

'Plione : Hornsey 1956.

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I
- , . 'Pi'°"s: Museum 4978
Telegrap.iic Address: "Lamocy, Eusroad, London.'

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.
''''^.?"^- Walthamstow 1 69.

Grams: Cyclotomo. 'Phone London."

Ex Gov.

HARI.EY.DAVIDSON,
1919 7-9 h. p., and H.D. bulbous back sidecar.
-ISO cash or £80 down and tr payments

of £& 7s. 4d.

New
ROVER.

3ih.p. T.T.. £149 169. 3cl. cash
or £41 dovrn and 11 payments of £11 8s. 8d.

O.K.
^SGns. cash or £t^ down anci

payments of £3 i6s. 6d.

F». & IW.
1919 combination. £135 cash, or
f67 los down and 11 payments of

C7 IS. 2d.

1920

T R I U nn r> H and Sidecar,

Discs, lamps, and horn. £180 cash, or
£50 2s. down and ri payments of £13 13.

A. B. C.
£150 cash or £.ii 14s. 6d. down and

payments of £11 7s. 7d.

New
CAkTHORPE.JAF>,

£T3 5s. 6cl. cash or £21 down and
II pajTnents of f5 iSs. 4d.

Ex Gov.

B. S. A. and B.S.A. Sidecar,

£135 cash, or £67 los. down and
payments of £? is. 2d.

£65

Ex Gov.

DOUG UAS,
cash or £32 los. down

payments of £j 8s. od.

New 1920

SOOXT,
£140 cash or £s9 down and 11 payments

of £10 T2S. 3d.

Soiled 1920

CO U I.SO N,
4 h.p. and sidecar. £130 cash or 1^65

down and 11 payments of £6 15s. iid.

NewNEW HUDSON,
£T5 cash or £21 down and ir payments

of £5 13s. 5d.

and many others.

Advertisements, xxv.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

lVr^#,'E5,^'^y'?^' "="• 6h.p. combination, in stock:

Tno., ^1™ -Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone
1024 Reading. [416S
TITAR'TINSYDE - NEWMAN Combination, delivered

n^ r.'}^ ^^'**' I-icas dynamo lighting, Lucas horn,
ran-Sad wind screen: cost £211; will «icritice for any
reasonable ofler; must sell iuimediately.-26, Woolhope
Rd.. Worcester. [4328

TITARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents lor Lon-^»X don, Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert
ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now being
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St.. E.veter

16618

ATCHLESS.
Matchless

M
1 Q20 Models for Instant Delivery.

STANDARD Model, fitted M.A.G. or J A.P. engine.
£205; with dynamo lighting, £230.—Lakeman, 26.

Long Acre, London. W.C.2. [0274

1013 Matchless Combination. 8h.p. ; £115; exchange
-Lf./ solo.—Lewis. Exton's Rd.. King's Lynn. [3805

MATCHLESS. 1920. Model H. dual lighting, acces-
sories, insurance; cash offers.—14, Leslie Rd.,

Levton. E.ll. [3935

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Twin 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch,
o.h.v., good condition; £50.-53. Falmouth Av..

Higham'a Park. [4219

MATCHLESS Combinations at makers' prices ; en-
quiries invited. — Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. - [3890

1 Q20 Matchless, magdyno. speedometer, new, in
Xi/ stock; list price.—Edwards and Co., 50, Har-
rington Rd.. S.W.7. [3405

'1Q20 Matchless Combination, Model H. M.A.G. eu-
-*-^ gine. brand new. unridden"; £195.—Box 7,268.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4341

MATCHLESS M.A.G. Combination, dyn.^mo lighting
excellent condition; £135.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. Tel. [4600

1Q14 Matchle.'is-Mag. 8h.p. Combination, horn, 3^^ generators, lamps: £95.—Apply (letter). Berry,

Whale Island, Portsmouth. [4110

6I1-P. Matchless Coachbuilt Combination, fully

equipped, perfect condition; any trial; £95.—101,
Fentiman Rd., Kennington. S.W.8. [3720

8h.p. Matchless-Jap. 2 speeds, kick start. Venus
sidecar, perfect running order; £100.—West, 32,

Thornhill Terrace, Aldershot. [3848

"DACING Matchless 3iAh.p., special engine, 63x80,
-tV twin, long exhaust, like new; £70.—Woodwards,
Chiltern Green, nr. Luton. Beds. [3929

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, immediate
delivery; £205.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd..

24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [3824

MATCHLESS latest Model 11 Spring Frame Com.
bination, Lucas Magdyno. spare wheel and tyre,

luggage grid, only done few hundred miles, equal to

new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X9480

-1 Q20 Model H Matchless, all complete bar lamps,
X*/ very small mileage, perfect; any trial; £E185.

—

Webster, 33, Birdhurst Rise, S. Croydon. [4286

~| Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, standard
-I-i' equipment, new condition, mileage 2,500.

—

Greenwood, 5, St. Michael's Rd., Croydon. [4358

MATCHLESS 1915 M.A.G. Combination, grid. East-
ing, overhauled and enamelled like new; £115.—

Broomfleld, 322, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [3893

1 Q16 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine. ModelXv SB, 3-speed. guaranteed perfect; £115;
Triumph part.—37. Arlington Rd.. Surbiton. [4567

1 Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, M.A.G. en-
Xt/ gine, new and unregistered; £200.-626, Lea
Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone : Walthamstow 800.

[4705
MATCHLESS H Combination, July, 1920, makdyno,

spare wheel, screen, horn, speedometer 600 miles;
offer owner gone abroad.—26, Aldersmead Ed. Becken-
ham. [4184

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination. M.A.G., good
condition: 120 gns. ; owner bought car.-Write,

in first instance, 12, Ailsa Ed., St. Margaret's-on-
Thames. [3619

"I Q20 Matchless Combination, brand new, unregis-
S-Xj tered, dynamo, etc.; list price.

—
'Phone: Croy-

don 1643. Minson, 2, Blenheim Gardens, Wallington,
Surrey. [4122

1 020 Matchless, Watford speedometer. Lu,cas horn.
X.U.. dynamo lighting, hood and screen, spare wheel;
no offers; £235.—Kirton, 17, Springfield Ay., Muswell
Hill, N. [3846

8h.p. Matchless Combination, 1915 model, dynamo
lighting, speedometer and electric horn, perfect

order; £165, or nearest offer.—Topcott. Hadham,
Herts. [3909

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, combination, done
300 mi'es; nearest £200; before 1 o'clock Thurs-

days, any time Friday. Saturday.—136, Lambeth
Walk, S.E. _ [3937

1

MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. engine, Lucas,
dynamo, good condition, S-speed, kick start,

coachbuilt sidecar; best oSer.— 74, St. James' Ed.,
Bermondsey. [4533

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 Model H., speed-
ometer with trip, lamps, horn, special screen, spare

wheel; £205.—Lark House, Longcauseway, Farnworth,
near Bolton. [4111

1 Ql5 8h.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,
-L*^ lamps, and mechanical horn, just overhauled at
Matchless ; £125.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead
Rd., N.W.I. [4911

MATCHLESS H Combination, brand new, unregis-
tered, M.A.G., Magdyno. Lucas fittings, Dunlops,

special fittings; £245.—Read, Butcher, High St.,

Brentford, N. [4547

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
JLiJ horn, lamps, speedometer, legshields, hood, per-
fect condition; 205 gns.—Edwards and Co., 50, Harring-
ton Rd., S.W.7. [3407

MATCHLESS Model H Combinations, new and
second-hand; immediate delivery.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone ;

Hammersmith 80. [2733

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination. Model H, 8h.p.
J.A.P., complete, as new; £220; appointments

only.—Meek, 686, Forest Rd., Walthamstow. 'Phone
Walthamstow 542. [3722

MATCHLESS Combination. 1915, 7-9h.p., M.A.G.,
dynamo lighting set, newly overhauled, all in

perfect condition: £140.—Apply, Waburn Garage, The
Colonade, Russell Sq.. London. [4098

8h.v. Matchless, cane sidecar, overhauled and re-

bushed, 2-speedj Amac, Bosch, good tyres, lamps,
accessories, believed 1912; £70, or nearest.—Wifjg, 1.

Birchfield Rd. Northampton. [X9552

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements;

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassell,
la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead. [1958

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 1920, spring frame combina-
tions, early delivery, with or without dynamo

lighting ; also a second-hand 1 920 model, offers.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4933

1016 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, sprinp
J- £/ sidecar wheel, hood, screen, speedometer., all

accessories and spares, lovely outfit, any trial; £150.—
J., 77, Howarth Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [4542

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 Model H
combination, complete with Lucas Mngdyno electric

lighting, M.A.G, engine, spare wheel and tyre.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X9501

MAUDES' can now give immediate delivery of latest
1520 Matchless-Jap or M.A.G. engine, spare wheel

etc., £205: with Lucas lighting equipment, £230.-
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4968

MATCHLESS 1919 Sh.p. Victory Model Combina-
tion, detachable wheels and spare, Lucas acces-

sories, in very nice order; £l65.—Elce and Co., 15-16.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0075

MATCHLESS Combination, delivered July, done
500 miles, complete with acetylene lighting:

£225, or exchange Victory model or Triumph with
cash adjustment.-19, Audrey Rd., Ilford. [4386

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, M.A.G. engine,
Magdyno, every accessory, cost £270 May,

hardly used, as new, guaranteed; reasonable offers;
evenings.—41, Rookfield Av., Muswell Hill. [4427

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
kick start, any trial, sacrifice, 58 gns.; another,

chain drive, £120, or exchange lower power, cash ad-
jusLment.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

[4681
TITATCHLESS Combination, 1916, Model 8B, mag..
XTX engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedometer,
discs, screen, faultless condition throughout,; £147
after 6 p.m.—62, Canadian Av., Catlord, London.

[3594
1 C|20 Matchless Model H Combination, dynamo light-
Xt' ing, speedometer, hood, screen. Klaxon, sidecar
step, pillion seat, perfect condition; owner buving car;
£340. or near offer.-Fisher. 35, New Park Rd., Bri.x-
ton. S.W.2. [4323

F.O.C.H. have a new Matchless-M.A.G. Combination,
Lucas equipment; list price.—Fair Offer Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Harapstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [4048

1 Q19 Sh.p. Victory Model Matchless Combination.
J-t/ 3-speed, with spare wheel, Lucas horn, and
accumulator lighting pet, low milenjje, tyres as new.
nil wheels interchangeable, in perfect running order;
£155.—Farr, Contractor, Chichester. [2467

MATCHLESS Sh.p. J.A.P. Victory Modol Combina-
tion, electric side and tail, acetylene head lamp, I'al-

nier ccrd tyres, spare wheel complete, nearly new Paliiiei
cord syare cover, liom, speedometer, Orto folding screen.
hood, hige^ge carrier, Tan-Sad pillion seat, and usual
fifCCKSOiios. exceptionally good engine, all in rerlr^ct ron-
dition: £175. or nearest offer.—W.^Y.C.. 20, Red Brid^p
Lane, ^\ anstcad. E.ll. [4879

ALLEN-BENNETT
MOTOR CO.,

1920 MATCHLESS Model H.2 Combination,
Lucas Magdyno lighting, unscratched,
and indistinguishable from new , . . . i . £230

1920 MATCHLESS Model H Combination,
as above, but with J.A.P. engine £225

ig2o HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 li-p.. and
Dinky Sporting Sidecar ; over £40 worth
accessories ; very small mileage £215

1920 ZENITH, S h.p., C.S., and Swan sporting

Sidecar, all lamps, bom, speedometer,
as new £210

1930 SCOTT, 33 h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, etc.,

as new £130

1920 N.U.T4, 3V h.p. twin, Lueas Magdyno
lighting, as" new in every respect, Bon-
nikscn speedometer £155

1919 JAMES 5-6 h.p. twin Combination,
splendid condition throughout. Snip . £130

r9i9 IVY, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, new condition . £47 10

TRIUMPHS. — A few left—countershaft

3-speed models, thoroughly overhauled;

£90, cash; or with brand new coachbuilt

Sidecar, £117 lOS.

DOUGLAS.—A few r9r7-i8 4 h.p. Combina-

tions still available, overhauled, finished

makers' colours ; £120, cash ; or £60
down and 12 monthly payments of £5 15s.

New bulbous back Sidecar body, £5 extra.

B.S.A.—A few 4i h.p. 3-speed countershaft

clutch and kickstarter models available

;

thoroughly overhauled, finished Service

ercen ; £85, cash ; or £40 down and 12

monthly payments of £4 6S. 3d.

INDIAN.—A few 1919 Powerplus spring

frame INDIANS available, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter ; thoroughly over-

bauled. re-enamelled, and plated ; £120,
cash : or £60 down and rz monthly pavments

of £5 15s.

The above is only a selection from
our stock of over 1 50 machines

that are ready for " IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY Let us know your

requirements. Extended Payment
Terms—half down and balance in

1 2 monthly instalments No Ex-
tended Payment Orders can be

accepted outside England.

9,10,11, ROYAL PARADE,
WEST CROYDON.

Phone: Croydon 2450.

'Grams: "Track, Croydon.'*

Hours of Business : 9-7 including Saturdays.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q20 MaJ;chless Combination. 8h.p., ridden only ,

-M.*^ miles, Lucas dynamo lighting, hood, fold
wind screen, spare wheel, legshields, tools, spares, e
insurance policy, all risks; £260.—Allen, 139, Lav
der Sweep, Clapham Common, S.W.ll. [4'

1 Q20 Matchless. Model H2, M.A.G., Lucas magdy
-»- *' hood, wind screen, luggage grid, spare vih

step, every possible accessory, practically new,
done 1,500 miles, any trial up to 100 miles; £23(
Ekins, 60, Grange Drive, Winchmore HilL [ii

1 Q16 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.,
-i-v speeds, all-enclosed chain drive, lamps, ho
Watford, clock, discs, hood, screen, luggage and pet
carrier extra seat for child, also Tan Sad, perle
£150.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [41

1 Q15 M.A.G. Matchless SB., -nith 8B2 sideoar.
-i- 1/ size D.A. set, with case, Cowey speedomel
Cfimeo wind screen, Tan-Sad, oversize tyres new, j

overhauled for holidays, found perfect, splendid app*
ance, full insurance (May), extras; £135.-10, Gei

Ed., Anerley, S.E.20. [42

MODEL H Matchless, M.A.G. engine, Lucas lam
Lucas horn, rear drive speedometer, leg shiel

adjustable wings to wind screen, sidecar step, m
cul-out, complete with spare wheel, tools, pump, p
feet condition, mileage to date 475; price £220.—2i

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [33

BARGAIN.—Matchless combination, 8h.p. J.A.'

Victory Model, 1919, just overhauled, re-enamel
in makers' colours, 3 new tyres, spare wheel, Klas
horn, special apron, and hood, spare parts and tools,

good spare tyres, 2 new tubes, Tan-Sad, Lucas set lam
special dry electric batteries to fit same: quick s

£185; no dealers: can be seen any day from 1 to

p.m.; any trial given.—14, Soho St., Oxford St., Li

(Ion. Cause of sale, buying car. [48

Metro.

METRO, late 1919, perfect condition, long exhau
brass bearings ; £50.—Tunetall, Highlegh. [X93

METRaTYLER 1919 SVzh.p., 2-speed, plated <

haust, little used: £60; offers.—37, Bishop, S

Shrewsbury. [S95

"I Q19 (Nov.) Mecro, new tyres and belt, spare be
Lt/disc wheels, long plated exhaust, fast and e<

nomical, tools, etc.; £60.—Yokes, 1, Belmont Av., N'
Maiden. [42

METRO-TYLER, type &, latest model, brand m
2'J4h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag; and gear bo

£95/18: dehvery from stock.—P. J. Evans. 83-91, Jo
Bright St., Birmingham. [02

METRO-TYLEB, 1919 model, 2V2h.p., 2-speed. wi

clutch and kick starter, just been thoroughly oy
hauled and re-enamelled, equal to new; £70.—Apply, 3

Prebend Mansions, Chiswick, W.4. [46

MAUDES'.-Latest 1920 model Metro-Tyler, Ty
S, £95. ex actual stock; 1919 model, brai

Dew, reduced price, £65. ex actual stock ; deferT'

payments arranged.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland 8
W.l. [49<

METRO-TYLER, latest S type, super 2-strok
delivery from stock at list price, £95 cas

Exchange or extended terms. Trade supplied.—Ci
Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Cam
.mile St., E.C.3. [OOi

Minerva.
MINERVA Sy^h.p., m.o.i.v., mag., B. and B., Brool

new tapes and belt, been stored; first £18 gecun
^P. Blackman, 61, Kingsley R4., Maidstone. [3&

Slh.p. Minerva, mag., B. and B., good tyres, spri
2 forks, dropped frame; trial between 6 and

p.m.; £20, or offer.~21, Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill
[45P

3JLh.p. Minerva, good tyres and belt, E.I.C. magi
2 B. and B. carburetter, adjustable pulley, sprii

leaf forks; £18 secures; no offers.— 14, Estcourt S(

Devizes. [407

MotO'Reve.
LIGHTWEIGHT Motor-Reve. good condition, ri(

away; £30.-32, Upper Richmond Rd.. Ea
Putney. [451

Alotosacoche.
1Q16 500 c.c. M.A.G. Motosacoche. Enfield 2-spee
Xt7 kick start; £54.-50. Harold Rd., S.E.19 (ne
Crystal Palace). After 6. [43;

New Hudson.
20 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed; £65.-19
Stonhouse St., Clapham Common, S.W. [<0I

£35, 2'.^. p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, New Hudson; seen I

appointment.—4, Marine Park, West Kirby. [45!

NEW HUDSON. J.A.P. 2:^4h.p., 3-speed clutch. go(
runnmg order; £30,-266. Hornby Rd., Blac

pool. [443

"I C|20 New Hudson 2-6troke, new July, perfect co
J-tf ditiou; £65.—Ramsay, Whitehill, Rosewell. Mi
lothian. [36'

1 Q20 2^4h.p. New Hudson 2-stroke. unused; U
Xt/ price £75; will accept £72.—'Phone : Ham
7822. [39(

NEW HUDSON, immediate delivery, 1920 2iih.p. i

stroke model.—Parker's, Bradsnawgate. Boitoi
Tel. : 1348. tX94l

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' New Hudson.
3W HUDSON, 41i.p., single speed, splendid con-

dition: £42.—Holmewood, Southern Rd., Fortis

^n. K.2. [4749

5W HUDSON 2 -stroke Lightweights, Immediate
delivery, spares stocked.^New Hudson Depot, 45,

,3 Inn Rd , W.C.2. [1298

3W HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed. just overhauled,
new piston, perfect condition.—Townsend, Tyrley,

I ket Drayton, Shropshire. [4669

. BW HUDSON 2>Jh.p., 2-speed. 1917, lamps, horn,

tools, etc., splendid condition; £46, offers.—97.
itingale Ed.. Wood Green'. [1253

SW HUDSON SVoh.p., 3-speed, late 1915, just
overhauled, good condition; £60, or nearest.

—

liam. High St., Eynsham, Oxon. [3988

|15 New Hudson 254h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start
'

lately rebushed, lamps, horn, good condition

:

; after 7.—Roberts, 29, Clarendon Rd., Lewishnm,
[4106

119 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed countershaft, C.B.
sidecar, patent folding chassis, fully equipped.

Uent condition; £125, ofters.—15, St. Paul's Rd.,
:ord. [4291

EW HUDSON, SV^h-V; 3-speed, clutch, T.T. bars,
accessories, new tyre and belt, -very fast, excel-
condition; £55.—9, Hamilton Gardens, St. John's

id, N.W.8. [4646

EW HUDSON Lightweights 1920. 2i4h.p., 2-spsed,
£75, or fully equipped with head lamp and gener-

'. tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration,
ol. and oil, £79/15.—uoppeu. Allfii ana Co., t9
Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mavfair

}. [0280

EW HUDSON, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., 3-spepd hub geai
with all new ball racee, in perfect condition,

;h, new belt, splendid tyres, one practically new, in
I running order; £40, or offer.—Richardson, 5, High
St.. Albans. [9843

EW HUDSON 1916 6h.p. Coachbnilt Combination,
kick start, 3-speed countersliaft, foot and hand

trolled clutch, B. and B. carburetter, type B.S.V.
^h mag., fitted Mills-Fulford sidecar, Dnnlops.
.S. lamps, perfect order throughout; price £110.—

iisoii. The Grove, Victoria At., Prestatyn, Nortl
lei. [X9095

New Imperial.
't.p. New Imperial 1920 Combination, 1.000 miles;
[

near offer list price.—Belmont, Lyme Regis. [4641

;
EPEEIAL Lightweight, Bosch, running order, gowl
tyrefi; first cheque £22.-59, Somers Rd., South-

[4825

1 19 8h.p.' New Imperial Combination, 3 lamps, 2
' horns; £140.—Jenkins, 4, Glamorgan Terrace,
nsea. [4354

EW mPERIAL-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p.. excel
lent condition; £135.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
Ealing. [4599
120 New Impenal-Jap 2^h.p., 2-speed, kick star-
' ter, brand new, unridden; £82/10.—Box 7,267.
T7te Motor Cycle. [4840
EW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Solo, 1919, under 600 miles.
stored siuce Sept..; £125; appointment.—Majoi

len, Gt. Missenden. [419S
EW IMPERIAL; immediate delivery all model.—-Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.
Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2737
il5 2-;4h.p. 2.speed New Imperial, lovely machine
' bargain £42.—Minchin Motor Mart, 39, Pen
a Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [3464

'AUDES'.-2i/2h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, Dnnlop
tyres, Saxon forks, excellent condition * £66 —

ides', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4949
i20 New Imperial 25ih.p. J.A.P., 2-3peed, kick
^ start, clutch, accessories, excellent condition;
).—Alencar, 21, Edith Rd., W.14. [4090
il9 (July) 8h.p. New Imperial and 1920 sidecar toJ match, all as new. £15 worth of accessories and
res; £165.—Hyde, Poplars, Wool, Dorset. [3707

EW IMPERIAL 1917 Z'Ah.p., 2-speed, in perfect
order, genuine, any trial; can be seen any time

ept week-ends.—Bate, 8, West St., Horsham. [3847

[AUDES'.—Latest 1920 8h.p. model New Imneria
I- 140 gns. ; complete with Millford sidecar, £179-
actual stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l

[4969EW IMPERIAL Combination, 8h.p., late 1919, con-
dition aa new, complete with lamps. Klaxon, etc.,

sndid machine; £140.—Owen, Southwold, Thunders-
Essex. [3790

"EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1916-17 2^.p., 2-speed.
semi T.T. bars, long exhaust pipe, lamps, me-

mical horn; £46; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thun-
sley, Essex. [4858

[120 New Imperial, 6h.p. J.A.P., Henderson Elitef sidecar, horn, mirror. Easting, spares, mileage
00. everything as new; bargain, £165.—Chase,
lach, Llandudno. [4690
'EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 1917.

with all lamps, horn, etc., as good as new, only
d 800 miles, guaranteed perfect; £132.—Wallis, 23.
rtington Grove, Cambridge. [4823

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Suppleivient.

ALLEN-BENNETT
MOTOR CO.,

NEW MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
RUDGE MULTWIN, 7-9 h.p £147
BLAGKBURNE, 8 h.p. twin, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £180
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p. twin, with Hender-

son Elite .Sidecar £225
MATCHLESS Model H Combination,

spare wheel £205
HUMBER, 4! h.p. flat twin, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £140
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £135
RUDGE, I.O.M.. 3* h.p., Multi, and clutch £110 5
HARLEY - DAVIDSON, 5 h.p., sports

model, flat twin £164 9 10
JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination £190
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination .. £186 18
ALLDAYS ALLON, zj h.p., 2-speed

clutch, and kick-starter £85
VERUS, 2i h.p. Blackbume engine,

2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter ... £110 5
VERUS, 4 h.p. Blackbume, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £127 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter, all-chain drive . . £130
BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 8 h.p. Blackbume

engine, electric lighting, 2-seater
body, spare wheel, etc £280

COULSON-B., 4 h.p. Blackbume engine,
2-speed, spring frame £110 5

OOULSON-B., 2 J h.p. Blackbume engine,
2-speed, spring frame £99 15

COULSON-B., 4 h.p. Blackbume engine,
3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter . . £127 10

COULSON-B., 2} h.p. Blackbume engine,
z-speed, clutch, and kick-starter .. £110 5

VERUS, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £80
VERUS, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed . . £60
H.B., 2I h.p. Blackbume engine, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £99 15
WOOLER, 2j h.p. flat twin, variable gear,

touring models £102
WOOLER, 23 h.p. flat twin, \'ariable gear,

semi-'T.T. model, with footboards .. £103 10
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2-speed, best value for

money £65
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p., Enfield

2-speed (plus 5%) £74 11
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, Enfield

2-speed £71 8
P.V., 2j h.p. Villiers, 2-speed, spring

frame (plus 5%) £75
CLYNO, 2I h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch £75
DIAMOND", 2^ h.p., sports model £62 3
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2i h.p., single-speed,

Villiers engine £67 1

EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed .... £78
EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £67
PAX, 2] h.p. Blackbume engine, 2-speed £96 12
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter . . . £90 6
HARLEY - DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., Mag.

model £193 1 6
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., Mag.

model, and Sidecar £235 1 6

SPECIAL OFFER.
O.K.-JUNIOR, 2i h.p. Union engine, Hutchinson

tyres, B. & B. carburetter, C.A.V. magneto,
very best finish throughout. Finest value on
the market. Cash, £50 8s. ; or £16 16s. down
and r2 monthly payments of £3 3s.

We hold the largest stock of guaranteed Motor
Cycles in the United Kingdom. Let us know your

requirements.

Any machine may be purchased by paving-half
down. Balance in 12 monthly instalments. No
extended payment orders can be accepted outside

England.

SIDECARS ! SIDECARS ! SIDECARS !

Actually in stock over 50 Sidecars. All leading
makes, and suitable for all types of machines.
Henderson. Canoelet. Millford.

Bamco. Harley. Watsonian.

Swan Sports from £30. Trade supplied.

The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
WEST CROYDON.

Croydon, 2450.
"Track, Croydon."

'Phone -

*Grams-

Advertisements, xxvii.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Imperial.

1 0)19-20 New Imperial 8-h.p. J.A.P. Combination.
-^^ excellent order, low mileage, 28x3 wheels, en-
closed chain drive, electric lighting; exchange for light-
weight and cash.—Kelham, Nassington, Peterborough.N[4392EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery from

stock of this popular 2^ih.p. machine, 2-sp6ed
model, £82/17; with clutch and kick-starter, £89/5.—
P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright gt. Birmingham.
.^, (0262
T71.O.C.H. have a New Imperial Light Tourist, No. 2,
-L list price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[4033

"IQ20 New Imperials, new 8h.p. combinations, also
-i-O light tourist models, during this week; write
or call to secure.—Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich. S.E.IO, or 'phone; Greenwich 751.

(2008
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. and Tradesman's

Side Van. carry 3 cwt., 1919. electric lamps,
mechanical hom, spare tubes, guaranteed perfect con-
dition: £135, or near'offer.—Jones, Margaret's Build-
ings, Bath. [4069

"D 020 6h.p. New Imperial-Jap and Sunbeam Sidecar
-!-«-' Combination, beautifully fitted up, all best acces-
sories, condition as new, mileage under 300; iUness sole

reason for selling; any trial given; £168 for quick sale.—
Apply, Arthur E. Warren, Oakfield House, Scriven Bd..
Ivnaresborough. [4700

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Light Tourist Models, de-

livered from stock; 2'j4h.p. 2-speed model,
£80/17; clutch and kick starter, £89/5. Cash,
extended terms, or exchange. Trade supplied.—City
Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3 [0069

Norton.

B.E.S., 1916, late Norton, lamps, hood, grips; £85.—
Green, Grocer, Eeigate. [4486

NOR'A^N Big Fotir, 3-sp8ed, just delivered, unridden,

registered.-32, High St., Reigate. (4485

1 Q19 (Oct.) Big Four Norton Sporting Combination,
iJ/ fully equipped; offers.—Collins, 26, Cardiff Ed..

Luton. (4670

IN Stock for immediate delivery, Norton Big Four,

also lightweight Omega, 2-speed.—Howley,

Devizes. WSl^

B.E.S. Norton, June, 1919, thoroughly overhauled,

as new; £100, or nearest offer.—Hebron Lodge^

Evington, Leicester. [3925

NORTON.—Immediate delivery 1920 Big Four and
3i4h p T T. countershaft models.—Parker s,

Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X9503

NORTON 1916 Big Four do Luxe Combination, 3-

Bpeed, all-chain, mileage under 3,000; £\^0.-
Woods, Connaught Ed, Gainflborough. [<i71l

BARGAIN.—1920 Norton Big Four, Gloria sidecar.

Easting, P.H. lamps. Klaxon, perfect condition, as

new; ofiers.-2, London Ed., Faversham. [3739

085.—4h.p. Norton, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

ofe C.A.V. mag., late model, excellent conditioo.--

436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4^21

1 ft20 Big 4h.p. Norton Do Luxe Combination, only

LU mn 800 miles, equal to new, 700x80 tyres,

Binks, all accessories; £170.-81, Parrin Lane, Mo™n,
Manchester. li.94 / /

1 Q20 (June) T.T. Norton, 600 miles, 6 to 60 m.p.h.,

XiJ lamps, horn, speedometer, knee gnps, spare belt

and inner tube, tools, property officer ordered abroad:

f 115.—Holdway, Woolverton, Beckmgton, Bath. [4310

1 019 Four Norton, sporting Swan sidecar, disc wheels,

l-iJ Klaxon, 3 lighting sets, mechanioaUy perfect

;

£165, or would exchange late model p."-. Mor-

gan, or other fast 2-8eater, anah adjustment.—Box

7,194, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [383b

rri20 3'/2bp. T-T. Norton, 3 speeds, chain drive, de-

if livered last week, only ridden 50 miles, Lucas
large head and tail lamps, horn, A.K. knee grips

and tools, any trial willingly; £155; no offers.—9.

Mostyn Crescent, Llandudno. L3921

NORTON Big 4 Combination, 1915, with 1920 en-

gine complete, 3-3peed, speedometer, electric light-

ing sidecar has additional side panel for child, wind

screen, hood, perfect condition: £120.-27, Glenthorn

Grove, Brooklands, near Manchester. [4388

T 020 Norton Big Four Combination, Watsonian
LtJ E34 sidecar, knee grips. Klaxon, tyres 660x
65 all round, condition perfect, quite the smartest

outfit on the road, any trial, owner bought car; will

accept £165 for quick sale; insured.-F. B. Wadding-
tou, Thornton Steward, Bedale, Yorks. [4020

BIG Pour Norton, late 1916, special machine, pur-
chased from T.T. second winner, 2in. plated ex-

haust, brand new piston, gudgeon, big and small ends,

controls, bars, footrests, stove-enamelled, makers'

transfers, accessories, special built racing Canadian
canoe type 3-ply sidecar, revarnished blue and linings,

whole guaranteed perfect and unscratched, about
fastest and smartest combination of any horse-power

on road; after 6; £140, or near offer. Wanted, late

twin combination and 3V2h.p. Norton engine.—88, Brook
Green, Hammersmith. [4157

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. 345
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

N.S.U. Clutch Model Twin, Bosoh mag., B. and B.
carburetter, lamp, horn, running order, over-

hauled; eschanee Levis.—Thorpe, East Heath, Woking-
ham. [4535

3h.p. N.S.U. , good running condition, 23 gns. ; Singer
3y;;li.p., Armstrong 3-speed and pedal starting,

clutch, good running order? bargain, £39/10.—Carters,
Ibstocli. . [X956]

31,h.p. N.S.U. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds,
2 clutch, spring frame, Bosch, overhauled, good

condition and appearance: £45.—Simpson, 28, Dulwi^h
Wood Park, S.E.19. L4074

N.U.T.

N.U.T. Electric; immediate delivery.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [4145

N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Young and
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone

:

214 [1093

N.U.T.—Sole wholesale and retail agents for Staf-
fordshire.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.

:

444. [6766

FEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., . 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, for immediate delivery of N.U.T. at

£165. [X9590

I^UT, 1920, just delivered, dynamo lighting, etc.;
-^' list price, first cheque secures.—Wootten's Garage,
High St., Oxford. [3692

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 model N.U.T. vrith Lucas
dynamo set; £165; ex actual stock.—Maudes'

100, Qt. Portland St.. W.l. [4955

FOB Sale, £170, or exchange for 1920 N.U.T., 1919
Rover, with special sidecar costing £60, mileage

150.—Perrin, Richardson Bd., Hove, Brighton. [4181

W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—Tel.

:

Yeovil 114. [6023

LATE Special T.T. 3V2h.p. N.U.T., clutch, 5 to 55
m.p.h., 120 m.p.g., exceptionally smart, new

tyres, enamel unscratched; £86, offers.—9, Bed Hill.
Bassett, Southampton. [4672

N.U.T. 1920 3y2h.p. Twin, Lucas magdyno, delivery
of this famous mount can be given from stock

at list price; £165; cash, exchange, or extended
terms; trade supplied.—City agents, Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0071

8h.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P., 3-speed sporting combination,
all-red finish, fully equipped with Tamps, Klaxon,

tools, spare valves and tubes, etc.. splendid coachbuilt
sidecar with wind screen and apron, the whole outfit
in excellent condition throughout; accept £95, or
near offer.—Noyce, Butcher, Andover, Hants. [3860

O.K.
O.K.-VILLIERS 2iAh.p. 2-stroke, 1920, unused;

£48.—103a, High'St., Wandsworth. [4606

O.K. Union Models in stock at maker's price £50/8.
—Eagles and Co., 275. High St.. Acton, W.3.

[X8981

O.K. Union 1916 2V2h.p., all on. good condition;
£37.-17, Sydney Rd., Eaynes Park. London.

[4134

O.K. 2%h.p., 2-3peed, free engine, lamps; £40, or
near offer, bargain.—27. Witham Rd., Isleworth.

[4713

O.K. Junior, as new, only done 20 miles : any ex-
amination and trial; £50, or nearest.—Tippen, Mar-

den, Kent. [4266

O.K. Junior, instant deliveries from stock ; 48 gns.

—

Hewin's Garages. Ltd., the Real Service Firm,
Taunton and Totnes. [4329

O.K.-UNION, 1920, £45, lowest, or exchange with
cycle car engine, magneto, and clutch, with cash.—

Fnirbairn. Station Approach, Sidcup. Kent. [4521

O.K. Juniors from Stock; 48 gne.—A. J. Young and
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone:

214). and 75, Albany St., Regent's Park, N.W.I ('Phone:
Museum 5476). [1100

F.O.C.H. for O.K. Unions and Juniors, list price.—
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead

(near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4035

Olympic.
OLYMPIC-J.A.P. Motor Cycle, new 1920, 6h.p. twin,

Enfield 2-speed gear, with model 1)4 Canoelet
sidecar; £136.—Fleming, Amblecote Garage, Stcurliridgc

[3963

Omega
OMEGA-J.A.P., May. 1920, 2-spced, pparcs, little

used; £66.—Randall, 23, Soho Sq., W. [3607

"I Q20 25iih.p. Omega-Jap. 2-Epced, disc wheels,
-Li/ Olympia model, hardly ridden; £68.—.Smith,
34, Coddard Av., Swindon. [3996
"j^.O.O.H. (or Omegas; list price.—Fair Offer Car
*- flouse, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [4039
/^MEfiA Motor Cycles: delivery from st0f:k Model A,
'-' 71 gnsi.; Model O, 79 gns.; carriage paid tn
nearest railway station.—Campbell and Scrapie, 39, St.
Leonard's St., Dunfermline. [3626

SPECIAL OFFER
FROM THE HOUSE OF

"GOOD SERVICE
ft

750 Surplus Motor Cycle Carrier
Oases of well-known make. Made from
3-ply board, covered with best quality
weather resisting material, fitted with
lock and two tab straps and buckles
These cases have been carefully sorted
into two grades and the present price is

46/6

Our Pricel Grade 1, equal to new 'I'f/Q

Postpaid] •' 2, Soiled 8/3

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR LATEST

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE

POST FREE UPON APPLICATION.

The now famous "Sepvice" No. 1

TRIED
TESTED

PROVED
RELIABLE at all times
AND UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.
"Service" No. 1 BELTED SUIT
(as illustrated) made in extra
stout Double Texture Cape Car
Hood Material, interlined pure
rubber. All seams stitched and
solutioned, giving absohtie
weather protection. Jacket
D.B., 4oin. long, belted, fitted

wind cuffs and storm collar,

four roomy pockets. Seatless

trousers, fasten round waist
with heavy chrome strap.

Neatly shaped spats, openings
have gussets inserted to exclude
wet and mud. Adjustable
leather foot straps. Overalls
have gussets, etc. Exceedingly
strong and smart outfit.

Jacket 60/-
Seatless Trousers . . .. 38 /S

Overalls 27/6
State heipM and chest

measurement.

289-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.Cl.
' Admiltedly, Lofidon," Holborn 6430

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

r\MEGA-J.A.P. T.T. Z^Ah.v-, 2-sreed. Sept., 19ljiV^ lamps, horn, pump, tools, knee-grips, wheel dlBcii
long exhaust, heavy tyres, and condition as ncwi
accept £58.—Collins, 9, Riversley Rd., Nuneaton.

[4321020 Omega-Jap 23ai.p.. 2-EpescI, free, H.B. clutcl
-*-*^ kick start, all on, lamps, horn, tools, etc., ton
copper exhaust, cost £85 a fortnight ago, as neiv
£75 cash, no offers.—N. Cook, Glebesido. 5, Harringto
Kd., Brighton. [408

P. and M.

P.
and M., 2-sp6s(l, engine perfect; best offer— 21

Bt. John's Ed., Putney. [373

BRIGHTON, Hove and district P. and M. agenta.-
Turpin's, 2Z and 29, Preston Rd„ Brighton.

[020

P.
and M. Combination, new sidecar; exchange oycl
car or twin; sell.—Dunn, Milton St., Peterboroug']

[365

"I
Q18 P. and M. Combination, 2-speed, kick star

L^J splendid condition; £75.— 69, King Edward Bd
Rugby. [5954

P. and M. 3i^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, new sidecai
running; £35.—Hutton. Red Lion Hill, Eas,

Finchley. [X945
j

P.
and M. Combination, SV^h.p., 1916, 2-speed, K.S:
excellent condition; £72.-38, Payne St., Dept

ford, S.E.8. [455|

P.
and M. liightweight, running order, Bosch, 20 gns

I

must sell; also clutch pulley, 30/-.—Barney, New
port, Wight. [462

P.
and M. Combination, R.A.F. model, late tj'p(

good running order; £75, real snip.—103a, Hig
St., Wandsworth. [460,

P.
and M. Combination, coachbuilt, all on, smar
lot, any trial ; £92.—A.G.. 12, Thrale Rd

Streatham, S.W. -
[476.,

3ih.p. p. and M., mechanically perfect, appearand!
2 as new; £58/10; photo stamp.—JEligby, Mano;'

Estate, Hemel Hempstead. [406!

P.
and M., 1918, W.D., 2-speed, kick starter, ovei

hauled, condition guaranteed, tyres excellent

£73._Box 7,304, c/o The Motor Cycle. [492';

1Q18 P, and M., excellent condition, tyres, lamps,
X«7 mechanical horn, as new; £75.—Harvey, C0S5

nook, Churchfields, Cheshunt, Herts. [456!

1 Q19 P.M. Combination, excellent engine, tyre

X*/ good, lamps, and horn, condition hardly scratched'

any trial; £125.-202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17. [405'

P. and M. Combination, sy^h-p., R.A.F. model, 2,

speed, kick start, new back Dunlop tyre, sideon

nearly new, lamps, etc. ; £98.-8, Clitton Gardens, W.9
[488;!

"I Q18 P. and M., 3V2h.p., 2-speed, kick starter
X tf good tyres, enamel almost as new, mechanicall;
perfect; £69.~Mines, 80. Church Rd., Barnes. S.W-

[2981

1 Q20 P. and M., latest model, delivered fortnight
Xt7 hardly used, select macliine; write, or call week
ends.—Six Hills House, Sis Hills, Leicestershire.

[363:

P.
and M. 3V2b.p., R.A.F. reconstructed model, 2

speed, kick" starter, chain drive; £78.—Elce anc

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
[007i

P.
and M. (1917), incomplete, comprising engiue

frame, wheels, tank, saddle, carrier, fork (missing

gear, spring handlebars ; £25 lot ; wanted, gears.—9a

John St., Norwich. [X935f

PHELON-MOOKE, ex military stores, overhauled ait(

sent OD approval, £78; with Millford latest 192(

sidecar, £109; trade supplied.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Port

land St., London; alec Paris St., Exeter. [494!

P'heLON and Moore 1920 SVah-p., W.D. model

splendid condition, tuned and only ridden l.OOti

miles by mechanic, Cowey speedometer, accessories

£112.—Long, 17, Sheen Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [3861

1Q19 P. and M. Combination (not W.D.). Easting
Xr? Klaxon, luggage carrier, apron, 3 lamps, ne^i

tvres, spare valve, 2 covers, tubes etc.. low mileage

perfect, practically nnscratched; £150.~Vernon. ,2

Liskeard Gardens, Blackheath. [4481

"I Q20 (May) P. and M. Combination, coachbuilt side

X«7 car ^with apron, enamel (blue), plating, and al

details, inrluding tyres, perfect condition, tools, am
Stewart signal; £155.—Andrews, Orton Longueville

Peterborough. 14101

IARGE Number P. and M. 1917 and 1918 W.D
J Models, all-chain drive, 2-speed, kick starter, ovfii

hauled, original colouis, ready to ride away, price £70
combinations, £98; the trade supplied.—Barnett, ch

Morris and Hall, Ridge Mews. Child's Hill, CrlckM
wood, N.W. 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [3261

P. and S.

NEW 2%h.p. p. and S., fitted with the VillLera'S
stroke engine, 2-speed, clutch model; £73.-]

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [204

Paragon.
PARAGON".—Early deliveries.—Sole agents for W01

coetershire, Tlie Castle Motor Co., Ltd., Kiddei

minster. [870i

J3i)6 AH letters relating to advertisements shoultl quote the number at the end of each advertieemcnt, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Peugeot

\BY Peugeot 6h.p., 3-speed and reverse, Bosch
mag., Stepney, hood, wind screen and lamps, in

1 running order; £45.—Barker. 90, Gt. KnoUys
Reading. [4362

S,LiVIER PEUGEOT.—Palmer spring frame (the
world's best), Peugeot 5-61l.p., Bosch, Binks 3-

trres. belt, saddle new all round, fast, no road
ks; £60; a real bargain.—Spion Kop Garage,
iedown, Bath. [X9642

P.F.

F. Motor Cycle, tyres as new, Bosch mag., B. and
B. carburetter, lighting eet. mechanical horn;

. nearest offer.—Maunder, 2, Victoria Kd., Yeovil.
[X9484

Pope.
)R Immediate Disposal, one 7-9h.p. Pope. 2-speed
gear box and clutch, spring frame, electric light-
mechanical horn, fitted with large l)ulbous bacli

hbuilt sidecar and Easting wind screen; ^115. We
also supply from stock all spare parts for these
hines.—Samuel Reed and Sons, 136, Gt. Dover St.,

1. 'Phone : Hop. 2537. [4631

Precision.
DECISION 2i/2h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, pedal starter;

j
£45,—Smith. Ivy 'Villas, Thornton Ed., Potters

I [2320

\ JECISION 4t4h.p. Combination, 2.«peed, lamps,
, speedometer; £60; after 6.—19, Campbell Ed.,
I iweil, [3629

;
EtECISION 3%h.p., 2-speed gear, with coachbuilt

I

sidecar, well sprung, new Dunlops throughout, com-
e with lamp, horn, etc., also few epar.js and tools,
?ood condition and running order; £65, bargain;

1
t sell.—Apply, 5, Park Av., Mittham. [3675

j

Premier.

i'

55.—1914 4h.p. Premier combination, 2-speed gear
!

bos, clutch, excellent condition.—63, Solon Rd.,
ston. Exchange. [4917

EEMIER 3','2h.p. Combination, 2-speed clutch,
handle start, good condition; £50.—M. Kerron,

t Bannatyne, Scotland. [4113

114 Premier Combination, horn, tools, etc., over-
. ' hauled throughout and in excellent condition.—
.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel.: Museum 6626.

,
[3688

Ih.p. Premier Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
i W'nd screen, lamps, and spares, in new condi-
i; £120, or reasonable offer.-Wood, 20. Greenway

I
, Taunton. [4692

P.V.
; 'AUDES.—Latest 1920 model P.V., 2 speeds; reduced

price £71; easy payments arranged; ex actual
t :k.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., 'W.l. [4958

I

Quadrant.
)20 -Quadrant 4%h.p., as new, all on; £100: seen

bv - appointment.-Montgomery Eunis, Melrose
ce, Clifton, Bristol. [X9415
IlADRANT 1920 4M.>h.p. Combination in stock;
makers' price, plus carriage.—Shepherd and Co..

ield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [1883

il6 4y»h.p. Quadrant, B.S.A. 3-speed, clutch, kick
-' start, chain-belt, heavy Dunlops and tubes, new
, splendid condition ; £75.-90, Park Av., Barrow-in-
ness. [4104
EW 1920 4>2b.p. Quadrant Combination, S-speed,
Stnmiey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and

\l starter; £145.—'n'auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
London. [2043

lUADRANT 4y2h.p. Big Single; combination £145,
' solo £115; new machines always in stock; the
y moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsman,
1., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0277
A... ?>$1] p. Q aac 'ant Combination, to makers

specification; at list price, includin;; carriage from
rks, £147/7/3, or on easy payments 4% e.xtra.—
rrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [4377
lUADRANT 1920 4y»h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick
' starter combination, £145; solo, £115; delivery
im stock; cash, exchange, or extended terms; trade
pplied.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
le St., E.C.3. [0072
[EW 4iih.p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'
I specification; at list price, including carriage from
rka. £147/7/3, 01 on easy payments 4% extra.—
irrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed.. London. [3642
'LIFFORD 'WILSON Mfg. Co., the premier Quad-

rant agents.—We can give immediate delivery of
models, £115, or combinations, £145.—Free de-

^f?. within 150 miles from Birmingham. Special
iihties for suitable accessories and insurance. Service
iilable day or night. Trade supplied.—70, Royal
ispital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113

[4514
Kadco.

[ADCO 2Vih.p., new condition, P. and H. lamps, all
''.on: bargain, £30.-Carter. 45. Bayston Ed., Stoke
•wington. [3902
[ADCO 2JAh.p. 2-stroke, lamps, horn, insurance;

S-43.—Blackman, 26, Pyrland Ed., Newington
een, N.5. [4563
[ADCO 1920 2-speed 2-strdie, splendid equipment;
^ £55; exchange or deferred payments.—Bunting's
>tors, Wealdstone. [4772

Accessories

H.A.H.
Comprete
Electric

Lighting Seis.

Write for Catalogue,

Specialities,

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Semi a p.c. for address of jiearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
A p.c. will include your name on our Mailing

List and periodically in this advertisement.

Stocks of H.A .H. Accessories carried by—

•

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., R. W. Surplice, Bourne-
Holborn. mouth,

lames Grose, Ltd., Old Haynes Bros., Maidstone.
Jewry. Jcsiins Ltd., Colchester.

H. TayIor&Co.,StoreSt. Fred Burils & Sons,
Hunt's Ltd., Long Acre. Bristol.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS

Fij. 895.
Best quality
finish
throughout.
^'e^y mas-
s i ve and
strong.
Adju s t able
focus. Ad-
i u s t a b 1 e
br a c ke t s.

Special dust
andweather-
proof front,

as Illustrated, 66/- each

H.A.H. ELECTfilC
BEARLAMP.

NEW MODEL
SWITCH.

Fis. 428.

Ha* a positive screw up
or down action. Cannot

-- ., 1 , T- ^.,.. tliake on, totally in-
Nej Model. F,r. 573.

sulate,!. Complete as

f^^.^^^tP-^l^^^f^'^'^n^"^ illustrated. Price 3/S
lii;ht, liK'htd No. pliite. Com* c&ch
plete with switch bulh, wire,

clip. etc. Price 9/6 each.

EUECTRIC LIGHTING SETS from £5 per set.

H.A.H. WIRING SUNDRIES.

Fig. 255-
Suppl-ed with the best car tyre sheathed cable.

Set A, for solo machines. Price 7/-

3 yards twin lighting wire, tape, clips, ring
terminals, etc.

Set B, for sidecar combination. Price 11/6
6 yards twin lighting wire, tape, clips, ring

terminals, etc.

Delivery of all above from stock.

Note.—Postage extra on all the above.

A. H. L,TD.HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

"I Q20 Eadco 2V4h.p. 2-strolte, 2-speed, discs, 120
J-t' m.p.g., perfect condition; £50.—Alleway, Upper
Sombourne, Winchester. [3850

EADCO, 1920, 2Kb.p., 2-speed, equal new, spare
belt, lamps, tools; £68, or ofler.—White, iz.

Stone St., Hastings, Susaes. [4469

IQIS (July) Radco, practically new, lamps, horn,
-•-" spare tyre, belt, etc., ridden 700; £45.-10,
King's Hd., Kingston-on-Thames, [4322

RADCO 1915 2-stroke 2i4h,p., perfect running order,
new back tvre, spare belt ; seen any time : Us-

bridge district; £38.—Box 7,193, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3835

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDARD, 2 late models, want slight

repairs; very cheap to clear.—Grimes. 18, Bruton
Place, Bond St.. W.l. [4437

READING-STANDARD Combination, 1920. electri-
cally eauipped, hardly used; £195.—W. H.

Grimes and Co.- 18. Bruton Place. Bond St.. W.l.
[4438

T> EADING-STANDARD 1920 Electric Combination.
-B-ft* all access^ories, mileage 560, superb outfit, cost
£255. Koing abroad; sacrifice £210.—Pasmore, 39,
Maida Vale, London. [4247

Ready.
THE Eearty-Jap. 2?4h.p., Brompton Forks, Albion

eears, Amac, E.I.C. magnetos; £76.—From agents
nr direct from manufacturers, t). Head and Co.,
\Yo3ton-super-Mar«. [K8078

Regal.
REGAtPRECISION S'jib.p., special engine, 2-speed

countershaft, lamps, Klaxon knee grips, sporty,
as new; £85.—Harcombe, 30, Mason Rd., Headless
Cross, Redditch. [4614

Revere

NEW 1920 2i2'h.p. Revere, 2-speed, 2-Etrok6; £65.—
Thos. Booth, Frodsham. [3667

REVERE 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete, lamps,
etc.; £60.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real

Service Firm, Taunton. [4330

Rex.
EX Twin 6h.p., perfect, ride away; £35.-62,
Grafton Rd., Horn Lane, Acton. [4361

EK-BLACKBURNE Sh.p. Combination, immediate
delivery.—Pater's, Motors, Bedford. [4975

EX SVah.p., mag., Amac, T.T. bars; ride away; £20,
no offers.-76, Grange Walk, Bermondsey. [4108

REX 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination ; £75 ; seen
after 6 evenings.— 13. Copland Ed., Wembley. [3611

REX Twin, 2-speed, handle start, good condition;
£40. Sidecar to fit; £10.-52, Westfield Rd.,

Bletchley. [4637

1 Q13 4h.p. Rex, Bosch, B.B., with or without side-
i-iy car, splendid condition; offers.—Gill, Euchurst
Rd., Cranleigh, Surrey. [4809

REX Si^h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, Bosch, Binks,
piilley, perfect running order; £45, or offer.—

Holyport School, Maidenhead. [4112

1 Q20 New Sh.p. Rex-Blackburna Combination,
i-'f Model 55, spare wheel; £218/18. or exchange.—
Halifax Motor Exchange. Horton St., Halifax. [4011

REX 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick
Bosch, B. and B. pilot, speedometer, lamps, wind

screen, god condition; £75.-32, Melfort Rd.. Thornton
Heath. [4236

6 -Sh.p. Twin Rex, 1913, .splendid condition, coach-
built combination, handle start, 2-speed, lamp,

horn; £60.—A. S., 6 Van Diemana Ed., Chelmsford,
Essex. [3682

REX 2%h.p., Bosch mag., Senspray carburetter,

Klaxon, perfectly new back 3-ply heavy Dunlop
cover and inner tube, footboards; £25,—Swift, 31,

Milton Ed., Sittingbourne. [3842

"I Q14 Twin Rex, all-chain drive combination, speedo-
iJJ meter, lamp set, 3-speed, A.J.S. gear box, kick

start, new tyres; exchanges. — Humphries. 185,
Brighton Rd., South Croydon. (X9450

Riley.

ih.p. Riley, mag.. Triumph carburetter, new belt
^Lx 2 and back tyre, take 2 up anywhere, sound order;

£30.—Palmer's Garage, Peasedown, Bath. [X9643

Roc.

ROC 3Hh.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, good condition,

slight adjustment to gears; 20 gus.. or near offer.

—46, Peabody Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [4349

Rover.

OVER T.T.. 1919, like new; £80.—Wame's. 46,

Churchfleld Rd., Acton. [3959

ROVEE Combination, 5-6h.p., brand new; £225.—Bos
426, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X8786

ROVER 3Mh.p.. clutch, new tyres; £40, oBers.—
Druitt, 47, Ordell Rd., Bow. [4553

16 3y.)h.p. T.T .Eover, Philipson, equipped, perfect;
£68".—6, Mount Pleasant Rd., EaUng. [4490

3

R

19
OVER 1913 3^h.p., clutch model, exceptionnllv
good condition ; £60.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [4267

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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Rover.
OVER Combinntion, 5-6h.p.. 1920, only flone 500
miles.—55, Greenbank Rd., Birkenhead. [X9587

1 Q14 3yi;b.p. Rover, 3-speed, perfect, £66; wanted,
Xt7 Moudcar or fast solo.—46, Uunchurch Rd., Rug^by.

[X9431
3 ill. p. Rover, Eoecli, B. and B., Grado Multi gear,

2 running order; £30.-1, Plantation Rd., Sunder-
land. [3717

ROVER SVoh.p. 1914, 3-speed, perfect condition guar-
anteed ; nearest £60.-15, Brandram Rd., Lee,

B.E. [4590

ROVER 1920 S-Bh.p. Combination, immediate de-
livery; £235.—Kays, 8. Bond St., Ealing Broad-

Fay. [3383

MAUDES'.—Latest new 1920 Rover combination, SV2
h.p., ex actual stock; £206.—Maudes', 100, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [4951

ROVER 5-6h.p. 1919 Combination, splendid condi-
tion; bargain, £150.— 12, The Quadrant, Winch-

more Hill, N.W.21. [3756

4 h.p. Rover, clutch model, Bosch ma^., excellent
condition, lamp, etc., all complete; £47.-77,

Church St., Shoreditch. [4092

"B Q20 Latest Model 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mile-XU age 250. new lamps, speedometer; £220.—
Collier's Motories, Halifax. [4013

ROVER 3V2li-P-. fixed gear, lamps, registration, etc.,

sound workine order; £30; seen by appointment.
—Yeo, Woodhurst, Warlingham, Surrey. [4216

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, latest

improvements throughout, just arrived; makers*
price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3.

[X8982
31.h.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, C.B. Combination,

2 condition as new; must sell, cheap; what
offers ?—Williams, 9. Blanmerle Rd.. New Eltham,
S.E.9. [4212

"I
Q14 3^^h.p. Rover O.B. Combination, 3-speed clutch,

J-t/ fully equipped, new tyres, excellent mechanical
condition; £65, or offer; appointment.-14, Pepys Rd.,
New Cross. [3666

EOVER 6h.p. Combination, 1919, lamps, horn,
speedometer, wind screen, luggage grid, perfect

condition; £165.—Pangbourne, Milton Rd., Weston-
super-Mare. [393

1

ROVER, 1919, speed model, Philipson pulley, lamps,
horn, new oversize tyre; accept £85; bargain;

consider lightweight and cash.—L. Cantrill, 172, Cross
Rd., Coventry. [X9534

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, latest model,
bulbous back sidecar, in etock for immediate

delivery at list price; £235. Exchanges, extended
term&i—^Below.

ROVER 1918 5-6h.p. W.D. Model Combination, re-

constructed and guaranteed sound; £135.—Eke
and Co.. 15-16, Biahopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C13.

[0067

1 C||19 Rover SV^h.p., 3-speed, kick start, lamps, horn,
JLt/ tcols, spares, excellent condition; seen by ap-
pointment; nearest offer to £105.—A. Gray, Somerton.
Bury St. Edmunds. [4616

rQ20
Rover, T.T. model, brand new. with Cowey

*y horn, Philipson pulley; fet price £124, will oc-

nept £95; only used 200 miles.—Wallis, 23, HartinR-
ton Grove, Cambridge. [4822

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, all lamps, Cowey
J-iJ horn and speedometer, mileage 600, looks and
is, as good as new, very silent and beautiful machine;
£170.—'Phone : Hamp. 7822. [3978

ROVER Combination, SVsh.p., 3-speed countershaft,
late modei, bulbous sidecar, lamps, tools, etc.,

perfect condition; £135, or near oHer; Leaming-
ton.—Box 477, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9468

"IQ19 (late) 3i/^h.p. Rover and sidecar, electric light
J-t/ ing, mechanical horn, speedometer. Easting
Bcreen, faultless condition; £160.—Paymaster Lieutenant
Carter, H.M.S. Greenwich, Poitsmouth- [3747

T.T. Rover, new Sept., 1919, not done 1,500 miles,
Philipson pulley, hand-controlled, Lucas lamps

and horn, and spares, knee grips, in excellent con-
dition and very fast; £86.—Leigh, Radford Bank.
Stafford. [X956a

ROVER 1914 31/^h.p., 3-speed S.A., Bosch mag.,
recentl- overhauled, brand new, Bamco sidecar;

nearest offer £85 Bocures; can be seen any time.—
B.A.M. Co., Ltd., 1 69-171, High Rd., Willesden
Green, N.W.IO. [3695

F.O.C.H. have a 5-6h.p. W.D. Rover Combination,
Easting, negligible mileage.—Fair Offer Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead fnr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [4036

ROVER Combination, late 1918, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. 3-

speed, K.S., hand and foot clutch, car tyres
(28in. X 3in.), coachbuilt sidecar. Easting ecreen, lug-
gage carrier, lamps, all complete ; £ 150, offer.—25,
Hampton St., Walworth, S.E.17. [4758

ROVER 5-6h.p, 3-speed Combination, new from
makers Oct., 1919, special roomy sidecar, Lucas

lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, wind screen, hood, lug-
eape grid, 28x3in. tyres unpunctured; £175; owner
going abroad.-A. Legg 7 7, Pepys Rd,, Raynes Park,
8.W.19. . [4237

bPPEN
Allan &(b

Horns Counties Agents for

Reading Standard

THE PRICE REMAINS UN-
CHANGED AT

£184^010 '5v!rat"o'

all Lamps. Eleclrlc Horn.

Wilh Bulbons Back, Mililaur

Model Canoelet Sidecar, Sidecar

£229 Lam?, Apron, etc.

NO EXTRAS.

£270-5-0

As above, but with C. & M, Side-

c:ir fitted wilh Diaappearing Hood,
Screen, Lamp, Apron, Step, etc

NO
EXTRAS

Trial Rons by Appointment,

TO THE TRADE.
Certain Agencies in. Lendon and

the surrounding Counties remain
.unallocated for this attractive mount.

A FEW BARGAINS.
First Cheque Secures.

ABiNGDON, 1919, 6 h.p. twin, fitted

with Model D Canoelet, repainted,

hood. Cameo screen, Watford speedo-

meter, F.R.S. lamps. Perfect order.

£135 a

P. & M., 1919, si h.p., fitted with
Kaye Sidecar, Came© screen, dry
battery lighting set, all lamps, horn,

Stewart speedometer, handle-bar
watch. Not a " W.D." reconstruct.

' £115
NEW HUDSON, 19Z0, July delivery,

2i h.p., T.T. bars, only done lo miles.

£69
RIDEASY SIDECAR, new, sSin. wheel
and tyre, upholstered in leather, and
painted Harley green, 4 points cover-

all apron. £33

OFFERS WANTED for two genuine

1919 4-r.yIinder H^DERSONS, com-
plete with all Acetylene lamps, horns
and speedometers, either Solo or
fitted with Swan or bulbous back
Sidecars. Any trial arranged. Both
privately owned.

SCOTT, 1920, May delivery, lamps
and horn complete, with Scott Side-

car, the outfit in lovely condition.
£147 10

1920 MATCHLESS Comb., Magdyno,
horn, screen, leg shields. In new
condition. £230

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK AT
LIST PRICES.

Include—F.N. 4-cylinder Combina-
tion. DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combmatioc
HUMBER ii h.p. Solo LEA-
FRANCIS 3i h.p. Solo. CLYNO 2}
h.p. Solo. NEW HUDSON 2i h.p.

Solo. RUDGE 3i h.p. Solo.

89, Gt Ryrtlana

Street London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

IVTEW 3i^.p. Rover Motor Cyde, fitted with 3-«pf
-^^ clutch and kick-starter, and with smart coachhr
sidecar r £180 or on easy payments 5% extra; (

quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalment"
Harroda. Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [HZ

]>JE^y SVih.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-sp*
^^ clutch and kick starter and with smart coaohbi
sidecar; £180, or on easy payments 5% extra, c

quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly inetalment?
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [se

IQlB-19 3V2h.p. Rover and Rover Sidecar, 3-spe
-L*/ countershaft, clutch, K,S., 3 lamps, horn, fci

grips, mirror, storm apron, insurance, a perfect tui
out, in excellent condition, 110 m.p.g. solo, 80 sit

car; cash offers over £l20.—Phillips, Glenmore, Da
ley, Shropshire. [X95

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RTTEY 2-stroke, excellent order, new Di

lops, lamps, horn; trial; £39.-122, Wood Va
Honor Oak. ' [42

1 lh20 Royal Ruby, new, 3h.p., spring frame Djodt
-Ltf £95.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., West E
burn, N.W.6. 137

1Q19 Royal Ruby, 2^4h.p. J.A.R., speedometer, re
J-«^ iaat, nice looking; £52, ofier.—69, Laitwood Ef
Balham, S.W., [36-

rQl9 Royal Ruby, 8h.p. J.A.P. combination, e!e
•' trie lighting and accessories; £150.—Gunar

Rainham, Essex. [39:

1 Q20 Royal Ruby Motor Cycle, jnst unpacked. 3h.
J- 1/ spring frame; £115.—Royal Garage, Clacto
on-Sea. 'Phone : 26. [38J

1 Q 18-1919 Royal Ruby Combination, Sh.n, wil
-M-^J lamps and wind screen; £135.—Kaya, 8, Bol
St., Ealing Broadway. - [33£

T Q 20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., 2-st)eed, spring (ram
*- tf moderate mileace ; £105.—Collier's Motorie
Union St. South, Halifax.

_
[401

1 Q20 Rayal Ruby (new), 3h.p., speeds, clutch, spricXU frames, etc.; lic^t price £120, accept £110.—Yxiunj„
Gascoinge, Mistcrton, Somerset. t370|j

1Q18 Royal Ruby 2^^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, P.
XtJ H. lamps, horn, etc., guaranteed perfect; £50.-1

E. A. Saunders, Sutton, Weymouth. [450|

ROYAL RUBY Combination, 1919, Sh.p. . XA;g
little used, perfect; £165. or thereabouts;

cashire.—Box 7,225, c/o The Motor Cycle. {3|

ROYAL RUBY. Sept., 1919, 2-stToke Villiers, lai

etc., mileage negligible; £46-—Parker, - <

Powell, The Swillet, Chorley Wood, Herts. \13G^

1020 Spring-frame Royal Ruby. 3h-p., 2 speeda^au
XfJ clutch, actually in stock for immediate delivery

£120.—Kays, 8 Bond St., Ealing Broadway. [35^

1Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick ebXU 2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clyl"

dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [r"

1 Q20 Sh.p. Royal Ruby, sidecar, sprunp grid, lockei
*-U Easting screen, D.A. lighting, condition perfect
172 gns.—Captain Puckle, H.M.S. Eagle, Portsmouth.

t396

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 3-speeci model Royal Raliy
spring frame ; £ 120 ; ex actual stock ; eaS

payments- arranged.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland SJ
W.l. [498

"D OYAL RUBY 1918 8h.p., all-chain, enamel
XX plating as new, with Mills Fulford 2-seafcer_s3
car, any expert examination, 50 miles trial witlJaL

up: £140, or nearest.—272, Green St., Forest Gaw
[412

Rtidge.

EW Rudge Multi, with second-hand sidecar; £13C
Glovers, Witham. Essex. [397N-

"IQ17 Rudge Multi, splendid order, usual accessori)XU £65.-41, Southam Rd., Banbury. [4r

RUDGE I.O.M., Multi, in stock; £110.—Clark,
Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

19

3

S3S>9

[480

20 Rudge Multi, T.T. , Just delivered: no premian
no premium.—Phillips Bra?., Aldershot. [458

1 Q20 I.O.M. EndOT in Stock at List; £110/5; ej

-te/ changes.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Claptol
[W

RUDGE Multi, 1920, T.T. model, just deliverei

105 gns.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W.i
[X8,

MAUDES'—Latest 1920 model Endge MuIH. £11
ex actual stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland!

W.l. r*

RUDGE Multi, 1920, perfect condition, under ^.i

miles; what offers ?—Box 7,243, c/o The MoU
Cycle.

- W
UDGE Multi, 1914, good condition, lamps, at

, £70.—Hewin's GaJ'ages, Ltd., the Renl Servico H"
Taunton, C^

1 O20 Rudge, complete with lamps and horn, ^
JLi/ on the road 19 days; what offers ?—Br«-,
BurnhaJn, Somerset. [WL

RUDGE Multi, SVjh.V: late 1919, mileage 200 milI

only: must sell; £95, or uearest. -Willis. Uns3

wood Bd., Ennbury. 1X87.

R^

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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MOTOR S.4LE.CYCLES FOR
Rudge.

th.p. Rudge MuHi Coachbuilt Combination, excel-

4 lent condition; £105; after 7 p.m.—44, View-
i RJ.. Plumstead. [4508

UDGE IMulti y5-6h.p. and sidecar, lamps, speed-
ometer, etc., worth £130, like new; £95.-140.

adeu St., London. [4357

trbGE, I.O.M. Model, list price: from stock.—
A. J. Tonng and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-

ket. 'Phone : 214. [1101

UDGE Multi, I.O.M., believed 1916, Palmers in
good condition, good goer; cheap at £65.

—

one : Hamp. 7822. [3983

PDGE Multi 1920 L0.5L, pedal start, unregistered:
offers over £100; cash "wanted; bargain.—Bos

18, Co The Motor Cycle. [4940

TJDGE, I.O.M. model, in stock; list price.—Newn-
ham i\Iotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

one : Hammersmith 80. [2734

Sh.p. Eudge Multi, 1914, and Canoelet sidecar, in
good running order: £70, or near offer.-F., 22,

doa Bd., Tunbridge Wells. [X9416

..h.p. Rudge, excellent condition; any trial; en-
i quiries alter 2 p.m.; £80.—Goldsworthy, M.W.B.
ks. Battersea Park Rd., S.W. [4289

120 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, with Rudge sidecar, com-
' i)lete with lamps, etc. ; cheap tor cash.—Berry,
teredge, Hipperholme. Halifax. [4450

I.M. SVjh.p. Rudge Multi. T.T., late June, 1920.
little used, iierfect order, full tool kit. horn; £100.

vne, 27, Spring Gardens, Crewe. [3677
(JDuiS Multi Coachbuilt Combination, latest
colours, overhauled, perfect, lamps, speedometer,
£75.-38. Grosvenor Rd., niord. [4878

UDGE 7._9h.p. Twin Combination, in
. price.—XewTiham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitb

tock; list

smitb
[2735

lighting, new
£105.-Lieut,

[3773

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80.

|20 Eiidge Hulti S^'li-p., electric
' ilarch, spares, tools us supplied-
0£i. H.M.S. Vulcan II., Portland.

120 Rndge Multi. T.T., delivered this week- ii^t
4)riC6.-BickeU and Sons, 247-251, Archway Kd.,

igate, Nj,6. 'Phone: Hornsey 1090. [0254

120 Hndge Multi, ns new, mileage 100, complete
• with lamps; £110; ride 30 miles to purchaser.—
Ij-, H. I'entelow, Eothwell, Kettering. [3872

|20 New I.O.M. lUidge Multi, correct model,
' with spoked belt rim, clutch, and pedal starter;
price.—Fancourt's Garage, Stamford. [3700

JDGE Multi 1920 I.O.M., pedul starter, mileage
120, guaranteed perlect, unregistered; £98/10-
examination.—Hunt, Villa, Eye, Suffolk. [,4942

(20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, new, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, tools, Tan-Sad, tyre, insurance; £100.—

Cromwell Crescent, Earls Court, London. [4454

JDGE Multi 1920 3i/.h.p., T.T.. brand new; just
arrived ; immediate delivery : at makers* price
)/5.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olyrapia. London.'

[3881
TDGE Multi 1920 3'.^h.p. LO.M., lamp?, horn,
,tools, etc., perfect condition; offers over £95.—

:fe, 10, Gretna Gardens, Richmond, Surrey. (D)
[4197

20 LO.M. Rudge, in stock for immediate delivery;
price 105 gns., crate and carriage extra.—Win-

Henney, 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone ; 2431.
[4443

•U Sale. 7-9h.p. twin Eudze Multi combination, only
ridden 100 miles; what offers? Reason for selling,
r buying car.—Apply, Box 433, c/o The Motor C^cle.

[X8829
h.p. Rudge Multi and Wicker Sidecar, good con-
iition throughout, trial; offers, or exchange light-
ht and rash.—Piatt, Duxbury, Chorley, Lanes.

13917
1
19-20 Rudge Multi I.O.M. Combination, fully
equippe 1, very last, perfect ccndiiion; £110,

(^er.—Linzell, 1, Conway Ld , Souih Tottenham
'. [4227

JpGE 1920 7-9h.p. and 5-6h.p. Multi Combina-
tions in stock ; makers' price, plus carriage.

—

iherd and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. ; Waltham
3 31. [1880

JDGE Multi, 3^/^h,p., MilHord sidecar, spring
wheel, apron, fine condition, good tyres, new i

lamps, horn, spares; £75, lowest.—12, Chester
e, Plumstead. [4752 I

JDGE Multi 3V2h.p., late 1917. clutch, pedal
start, fe'st, powerful, splendid condition, appear-

; £76.—Motor Cyclc> - 114, Coedfeumaen Rd.,
:ypridd, S. Wales. [4671

IDGE Sl'jh.p. C.B. Combination, kick start, wind
Bi-reeu, lamns. excellent condition and appe:iiauie.

y detachable; any trial aJt^r 6 p.m.; £62.—M.. 44^
imer Av., West Ealing. [4352

JDGE Multi, 1914 31/211.?., clutch, pedal starter,
lamps, horn, speedometer, uew belt, good tyres'

itly overhauled; ride awav; £55; apiiointment ~
Leadale Ed., Stamford Hill, N.16.

*

[3672

(14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, coachbuilt sidecar,
Walbro screen, complete, lamps, Lucas horn,

5, tubes, as new, new cylinders, re-enamelled, all
lient condition; £100.-101, Holly Rd., Aldershot.

[3857

%n\

jTwDStroke!
• -•
I Does a 2-stroke |
iover 250 c.c. S

8 overheat ? J
I
•

8 25 !
H Consecutive Ascents

JJ
(non-stop) of the Old

H Wyche Cutting at
|^A Malvern. m

NOT IF IT IS AN

IVY.
A.C.U. Officially Observed

'trial, Jnly 15th, 1920-

I

H

3 h,p. IVY 2-stroke
350 c.c.

Successfully carried out the above
exceptionally severe test under the

auspices 'of the A.C.U. The Old
Wyche Cutting is one of the steepest

hiUs in Great Britain, the gradient at

the top being 2-8. The machine
ran with vronderful consistency and
completed the 2.5 ascents at an
average speed of 18'75 m.p.h. The
total distance was 40 miles and the

time occupied just over 2 hours. The
engine of this machine is our standard
production for 1921.

CATALOGUES FREE ON REQUEST.

I

I

I

I
_ „.„ •
Rs. A. NEWMAN, LTD., I
A| ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM, ^

Imstocmt!
I OP ITStype!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1020 T.T. Rudge Multi. lamps. Klaxon. Watford
-L%/ speedometer, spare belt, tools, mileage under
2.500, just completely overhauled by Rudge depot;
£105.— Goodwiiil, Imperial Hotel, Ensthonme. [4315

1Q20 Brand New I.O.M. Rudge SV^h.p.. sloping
J-«^ tank, multi gear and free engine. £110/5; also
second-hand Rudge. 1919 model. £95; another, single
speed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

r2040
F.O.C.H. have a new I.O.M. Rudge Multi. S'L.h.p.;

list prine.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St..
Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone;
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[4044
1 Q 16 Rudge Multi, 3Vi;b.p., fully equipped with
i-iJ lamps, horn, tools; new covers and belt, full in-
surance, in excellent condition, must sell, room
wanted; nearest £60.—Joiftes, 25, Frederick Rd.. Cus-
tom House. E.16. [4410

XT'-O.C.H. have late model Rudge Multi and sporting
-T coach sidecar, fine order ; £65.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-
tncluding Saturdays. [4038

3ih.p. Rudge Multi Com'iination. late model, fully
2 eouipped. electric lighting throughout, new De

Luxe sidecar, C:imeo screen, new tyres, tools, etc ,

wonderful condition, rgcently overhauled: £85 ? instnl-

ments considered.— 209. Broadway, W. Hendon, N.W.
'Phone: Kingsbury 162. " [4882

-| Q20 3V-h-P. T.T. Rudge Multi, electric lighting,
-l-*y red discs, T.T. bars, grips, Tan^Sad. horn, speedo-
meter, mirror, tube and carrier, tools, spare*;, sports-

man's mount, 80 in.p.g.. guaranteeil 56 m.p.h. perfect
condition, l>ousht June: £115.-Searle. Ruabcn, Avon-
dale Rd., Seaiord, Sussex. [3685

Scale.

1 Q20 New Scale with Coachbuilt Sidecar, any trial;
-i-*^ offers.-68, Hamborough Rd., Southall. [4461

1 Q20 New Scale, SV^h.p. Precision engine, 2-stroke,
JLi/ 2-Bpeed, clutch, kick start: £90; immediate de-
liveries.—The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Rochester.

[0199

Scott.

WAUCHOPE'tl, 9. Shne Lnne. London.—New 1920
Scott, delivery from stock; £140. [4937

SCOTT, as new, in perfect condition, semi T.T. bars,

any trial; £105.—Eadington, Alderley Edge.
Cheshire. [X9472

SCOTT, 1915, ju3t overhauled and re-enamelled, like

new; £72/10.-145, Sutherland Av., Maida Vale.
Hamp. 3919.

deliveries from stock,SCOTT,
£140 and_£185.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real

Service Firm, Taunton.

[4191

solo or combination

;

J. Ltd.. the _...
[4331

SCOTT, 1920, T.T., complete lamps, horn, and spares,

Palmer tyre?, perfect condition: £140.—Herbert,
28, Howard St., Bradford. [4468

1 Q14 Scott Combination, excellent condition, Mills-
J-t' Fulford sidecar, hood and screen; £85.—Andrews,
Oliver Cottage, Ecclesfield. [X9548

SCOTT Spares are stocked by Godfreys, Ltd. Postal
enquiries receive prompt attention.—203, Gt.

Portland St., London, W.l. [9081

SCOTT, 1920, Swan sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps,
horn, etc.. £165; another. 1920, £155.—^arne's.

46. Churchfield Rd., Acton.

SCOTT 3%h.p.. 1915, roomy
perfect order, good tvres

Rathcoole Ay., Hornsey, N.8.

[3958

coachbuilt sidecar, in
any trial; £85.-18,

[4204

iJCOTT ;i920, June), mileage 400, absolutely as new
^' and perfect; nearest £130; buying lightweisht.—
Hutchings, Poltair, St. Austell. [4054

O 3.h.p. Scott and Bramble Sidecar, electric lighting,^4 excellent condition, complete; £100.—Seen Rane-
higb Garage, Lower Common, I'ntney, S.W. [4870

1 Q20 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, horn, tools.
XJ/ etc., only run few miles; best offer over £1-20.
-Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick. [0275

OCOTT Combination, 1915, 3?ih.p., just overhauled,
O' ac^ new, all on: £75: Thursdav or Sundhv.—J.
Chirk, 589, York Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4052

SCOTT, solo; exchange Bradbury 4h.p. combination,
2-speed, kick starter; sell £60; cash, adjustrnent.

—

145, Upper Thomas St., Aston, Birmingham. [3622

SCOTT 1920 3';4h.p., water-cooled engine, immediate
. delivery can be given of these machines.—H. A.

Saunders, Ltd., 182,' Broad St., Birmingham. [4787

SCOTT 1920 3";ih.p. Sports Model, full racing T.T.
bars, very fast, done 100 miles only, quite equal

to new; price £138.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X9487

SCOTT 1915. electric light, re-enamelled and plated,
splendid condition, 65 gns.; also nearly new C.B.

sidecar off same. £17.-6, Studley Rd., Stockwell, S.W. 4.

[378ff

SCOTT Combination, 1916, perfect condition. Cameo.
Klaxon. F.R.S. lamps, trip speedometer ; bargain,

£100.—15, Ar-acia Ed., Lordship Lane, Wood Green.
[4502

-| Q20 Scott, little used, Stewart horn, lamps, Sandnm
Li/ sidecar, Eaisting. insurance transferred, readv to
ride £155 ; owner got car.—OUiver and Addis, Mar-
gate. [3709

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunrtjer at t:ie end o£ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOW CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, believed 1915, le-eDanieUeil, engine, gears.
liuTiator good, Bosch, Cower horn, long exhanst;

trial willingly- £70; Snney.—Box 462, o/o The Motor
Ciidc. [X9190

SGO'IT, 1920, ppeedometer, all acees-sories, as new,
wicu or without absolutelv new Watsonian K34

siderar.—Edwards, 5, St. Mary's lid., Crumpsall, Man-
ihester. [4086

SCOTT 1914 C.B. Combination, 2-speed, kick-
.'itart^r, complete lamps ana tools, new tyres,

chains; £65.—Seen Bellchamber's Garage, The Bell,
Hcndon. [S625

SCOTT, 23/lh.p., disc wheels, semi-T.T. bars, lone
exhanst, brand new heavy tyres, engine and gears

perfect, Binks 3-iet; £80.—Berrv, SI, Hawthorne
Rtl., Bolton. [4347

1 Ql2 Scott Combination, mileage 1,000, stored
J-*J^ thrqughont the war, tyres excellent, needs tuning
up and slight adinstmenta •

19, High St.. fienilworth.
£60, or offers.—i'aliicnlar

rX9577

1 014 S;'ott 334h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, Lncas
J- •' lamps, sijeedometer, Binks, Bosch, Palmers,
tools, fine condition ; £&5, lowest.—3, Rosemont Parade,
North Finchley. N.12. [4049

SCOTT Combination, 1920, as new, royal bine, power
ful and quiet, fitted with lamps, horn, speed

omcter, mirror; £150.—Mace, Pendenuis, Hightteld Ed.
PuTley, or City 7768. [3712

"I 1*7 Scott Combination, 3^4h.p., water-cooled, 2
J-«^ speed, kick start, in top-hole condition, any
trial; £97, or exchange considered; all on.—385,
Garrett Lane, Wandsworth. [4424

SCOTT 1917 Combination, aluminium sidecar, com-
pletely overhauled, good condition, new tyres, B.B.

carburetter, T.T. bars; £115; seen London.—6, Mount-
field Ed., Tunbridg

1 Q20 Scott Combination, splendid condition,
-«-0' mileage, Cowey speedometer, Lucas horn,
inirple discs, spare tyre, etc.; £185.—Hemmings,
House, Hewlett St., Cheltenham.

Wells. [4643

sma]
lamps,
.Terser

[4622

Singer.
JIXGEE 3',i,h.p. Clutch Model;
' Burnham-on-Sea.

SINGER 25,jh.p.,

£35 or near;
Forest Gate, E.7.

£40.—Brook Bros.
[3949

good condition, lamps, Tan-Sad;
seen mornings.—34, Stacey Rd.,

[4075
2ih.p. Singer, clutch, adjustable pulley, splendid

2 condition; £45, or near oHer.—Camm, Little
Bytham, Grantham. [4667

SINGER, 2%h.p., clutch. Druid toiks, B. and B.,
Bosch, lamps and generator, enamel new; £33.-

8, Nassau Rd., Barnes, S.W. [4456

QINGER Combination, 4h.p., new C.B. sidecar,
*^ cluteu C.S. gears, lamps very reliable, fine appenr-
aace.—B., 13, Barons Court Rd., W,14. [4471

CINGER, 4i/;.h.p., clutch, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
>~^ tyres and appearance new, engine periect

;

'£55.—
Hislop, 3, Lillieshall Rd., Old Town, Clapham. [4634

SINGER Combination, 4i4h.p., 1914, 2-speed, all
accessories, hood, screen, speedometer, spares, per-

lect condition, fine appearance; £95.-14, Ermine Rd..
Lewisham. [4447
41h.p. 2-speed Countershaft Singer and Sidecar,

a C.B., tip-top running order,, as new, lamps,
horn, tyres good; £75, or near offer.—Holland, Ring-
wood, Hants. [4149
yiNGER, believed 1914, 4h.p., K starter, clutch
t^ Grado gear, lamps, -horn, speedometer, take sidecar-
£42,-Cox, 3, Southhridge Row, Southbridgc Rd , South-
end, Croydon. [3875

Spaikbrook,
GPARKBROOK, 1920, 2l'4h.p., 2 speeds; at makers'^ price £75.-E.lgles and Co.,' 275, High St., Acton,
" -S- [X8984
1" ATE 1919 Sparkbronk 2V',h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed asAJ new, lamps, horn, etc.; £60.-Jones, 610 St
Helen's Rd., Bolton. [X9356
CjPAEKBEOOK, 2-6peed models, £75; from on'
<~f

showrooms.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heatli
Garage, Newmarket ('Phone: 214|, and 75, Albany StN.W.I. [JOgg
lyEW 2>Jlj.p Sparkbrook, 2-stroke, .single-ispeed ; £69;i-^ 2-speecl, £75, in .stock, or on extended payments
./i extra; only ont-ftfth deposit, balance by 12 nionthlv
.-talmcnfs.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd. ' Lon-

ion. [3634
TVJEW 2Vih.p. Sparkbrook 2-5troke, single speed, £69
tJ 2:fl"=™' *-75, in stock, or on extended payments
4.°.^ extra; only one-fifth deposit,
monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd
Rd., London,

STTN-VILLIERS
and condition

Sun.
1917 2'ah.p.

balance by 12
118, Brompton

[4369

licriect

:

lid Rd., Knst Sheen.

re-enamelled, engine
£40.-495, Upper Rich-

[4663

19"XU IIP

U crncr

;

Lynn.

Sun Vilhers 2J^h.p.. good order, new tnl.p=
'• I'alnicr cord, Lucas tamps, horn; £47; aNo

iflurs.—Giles, Nina, Tonnyscm Av., Kinf'«
[4253

£16,

RAVEL IN
COIVIFORT

ffl by purchasing one of ths

I 45 m
= leading makes of Motorcycles tlnat =
H we have In stock for immediate
H delivery at makers' list price.

I SOLOS. IS ALLDAVS ALLON, 2? h.p At list price. ™= BAT, 6 h.p At list price. == BRADBURY, 6 h.p At list price. S
BEARDMORE-PRECISION At list price. ™
COULSON-B., 4h.p At list price.= COULSON-B., :3 h.p At list price. =

== CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2j h.p At list price. ==
S CLYNO, 2jh.p At list price, ffl= CLEVELAND, 3 h.p At list price. =— FRANCIS-BARNETT At list price. —
H L.M.C, 6 h.p., rigid frame At list price. JlH L.M.C, 6 h.p., rear-suspension m— frame At list Orice. z=.= LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p:, twin . . At list price. =;
^ NEW IMPERIAL. 2? n.p At list price, ffi— N.U.T., sfh.p. Twin Lucas Mag- ^
r: dynamo At list price. =B RADCO, 2\ h.p., single-speed At list price. H
;;= ROVER, 3.5 h.p., tourist At list price, rr= ROVER, 3i h.p., T.T At list price. =
S SPAi?KBRbOK, 23 h.p At list price, ffl

=: TRIUMPH, Renovated by the =
=: Triumph Co. . . . -. At list price. =:

VELOCETTE, 2} h.p., two-speed At list price. SB WOOLER, 2j h.p.. variable gear . At list price. ™S WILKIN, 22 h.p. Bl'liburne engine At lis! price.= ZENITH, Model G At list price. =

I COMBINATIONS (New). |= QUADRANT, 4} h.p., complete as =H makers' specification At list price. —

I COMBBNATIONS 8
^ (Second-fiand). =
33 L.M.C, 1920. 4|- h.p., Henderson D.i Sidecar, all —
r— lamps, fully equipped, as new. kI
B L.M.C, 1920, 6 h.p,. suspension fr^me model, ^
ZZ Henderson B.i Sidecar, speedometer, wind- ^— screen, lamps, many extras, as new.

^ P. & M., 3^ h.p., DunhUl Sidecar, apron, lamps, Sj
ZZ horn, etc., fully equipped. 5
ZZ BAT, 1920, 6 h.p., Henderson Elite Sidecar, srey, ZZ
m Windscreen, Cowey horn, apd speedometer, ^^
H' Tan-Sad seat. Luggage grid, lamps, as new

; ^—
2

done 150 miles. ^— TRIUMPH, Renovated, Cadby sidecar, lamps,m horn, tools, etc. Fully equipped.

^ TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 1920, Henderson teather-

—

;

weight Sidecar, lamps, horn, apron, etc.

a

We are Sole Agents for LONDON and the HOME
[

COUNTIES for L.M.C and WILKIN. Live !

Agents please write for terms. Retail Selling
;

Agents. London and 20 miles, BEARDMORE-
j

PRECISION. The Motor Cycle that is live years I

al bad of its time. Contracting Agents for every
|

well-known make from A to Z. \

HENDERSON SIDECARS.;
A 1 Models for immediate dcli\'ery in stock. !

Elite. 13.1, A, and Soring-frame models. '•

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENT.
Fitted to both lady's and gent's cycle for im- I

mediate delivery nt MaUei-^' Li-^t Price.

ACCESSORIES,
A larffc and complete stuck .Tl competitive prices,

j

Service at all times at the House of " MEBES." !

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

SUN-VrrxnURS 2-slroke, new tyres and belt, laai
good conc'ition; £48.—Newell, 71, Mount Xrai

Rd.. Richmond, Surrey. . r43(

SUN-J.A.l'. 1916 4h.p. Combination (.ydecar 191!
3-speed Sturmey-Archci oonnter^haft gear, §teifa

.speedometer, double lighting; £115, or near ofler.

Kimbor, 78, Dr.akefleld Ed., Balham, S.W.17. 1381

8

Trinmpli,
.—95, Gro.-ivenor

Sunbeam
41i.p., _^3-speed, condition

Highbury.E(i.,

1 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.|
Riiiiii^iiiiiiBHiiiiii^iiiiiianiiiiiiEiiiiiiH

All letters relating to advertisements sliould auote the number at the end of e.nch ndvertisement. nnd the date of the issue,

perfe.!

h.p. Sunbeam Combination and Spare Wheel; HJ

price.—Haynes Bros., Ltd., Maidstone. [43£

1Q19 Sunbeam BVih.p. Combination, as new, re
Xi/ good; £175.—Yellow Garage, Surbiton. [371;

SUNBEAM Combination, brand new: list price.—

X

man Whitehouse, Bridgtown, Cannock. [X9.:

1 Q18 Sunbeam^ 3M,Tr.p., eolo, in splendid conditi
i-if £120.-Eays, S, Bond St., Ealing Broadwav

[3?

1Q20 Sunbeam 3V>h.p., magdyno lighting, perl'.

-Lf condition; £195.-27, Merton Rd., Bootle.
[X96:

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, brand new, all ace*

2 sories ; cost £206, ott'ers.-203, Newland Av., Hii

1 Q17 Sunbeam Combination, 3i^h.p., with lamps coi
-Lt? pletc; £145.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Baling Broa
way. [331

OlOO.—3VJi.p. Sunbeam, Sepfc^,_1915, new lamps, a

cessories, new vondition.
Exchange.

-63, Solon Rd., Brixto
[49:

1019 3«h.p.
-I «-' ofler.s.

Nottingham.

SUNBEAM S'Ah.p. Late 1919 Combination, in exc
lent eonditfon,. little used; £140.—Prall, Hank

Stoke-on-Trent.
'

137:

Sunbeam (military), perfect conditio)

"U'ilkins, 52, Waldeok Rd., Caninst^i
-

. [43;

S^^'
NBEAM 1919 41i.p. Combination, fnlly

Langpoit, Somerset. {37!

T Q20 Sunbeam, 3'/.b.p., Lucas accessoiies, mVtea
XtF 200, sports model, July; £160.—Goodman, 311i

mere, Northampton. I?2;

^UNBEAM 1919 4h.p., Frenoli ililitary Atodel,^ complete, good condition; £110.—Abell, NewatM
Rntelifle Ed. , Leicester. t|e

QUXEEAM 1919
i3' fully equipped;

SUNBEAM 1917 3';^h.p,
clutch, lamp,

£110.—C. Barton,

41i.p. Combinatiou, covers, '

£145.-R. L. T. Kelway,
'

lands, Liiugpoif, Somorwt.

OUNEEAM Combinntion, late 1919, 8h.p., iw^ screen, Lucas lamps and horn, Tan-Sad ; £23Qj
Healey, The Ciott. Llandudno' [3"'

LUCAS Magdyno Lighting and Ignition Sets
SV^h.p. Sunbeam from stock; others in" lewj

—27, Merton Rd., Bootle, Lanes.

. . kick starter. 3-ppeed/
horn, etc., excellent condg

Clai)ham, Yorks.

SUNBEAM SViih.p., 3-speed, 1916, black and goia
1920 cylinder, piston and rings, Senspray, m

chains; £100.-62, Gerai'd St., Derby. O
1920, 3V2h.p. Sunbeam CombiuatioiJ

interchangeable, Lucas lamp sets,^

£212, or near offer.^Simpson, Chemist,

AUG.,
wheels.

tools
;

0> 3 h.p. 1914 Sunbeam, 2-speed, kick start.
/W4 arcet^sories, splendid con^lition, ready to ridel
£65, or near offer.—Noel, Temple Guiting, Winclhal
Glos.

1 Q20 SV-ih.p. Sunbeam, lam]>s, Klaxon.
JLt/ speedometer, splendid condition, all

sorie.s; £l'?0, or near offer.—Morris, Delamere
Chester.

SUNBEAM S'/jh.p., and coachbuilt sidecar.
Cameo ^vin(l scri^en, luggase grid, lamps,

goorl condition; bargain, £100.-132, Tictoria
Eastbourne.

SUNBEAM, late 1914, Bosch ZU, 2'>ih.p.,.<
K.S., starts wfth touch. 2 speeds, good condl

lamps, horn, and pump: £70.-11, Queen's Rd., L$
.'^toue, E.ll.

, f
1Q19 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, all lamps».'Jll
X«7 speedometer, very well kept, tyres, etCr^pi
feet., owner giving up; £180, or near offer.—'Pffljoi
Hamp. 7822. We
"IQ19 /Oct.) Sunbeam. 3ii.h.p.. black and gold, pwli
-I-t/ engine. Bosch mag., 600 miles, largest -

lamps. Klaxon, etc. ; £130.—Vallaucey, seen 24, '.

.itock St., W. V

SUNBEAM 1917 8h.p., mag. -engine, Lucas el^ttl
lighting, finest sidecar, spare wheel, all ipt|

changeable, handsome outfit; £170; any trial.—Qnf
Head. WaltJKim Abbey.

1 Q20 Snnl'cani 8h.p. Combination, lamps,
L »/ onicter. horn, spare wheel, mirror, and
perfect condition

; price £210 ; owner Imying
Efltcourt Av., Headingley, Leeds.

SUNBEAM 2^/ih.p.. 2 speeds, countershalt,
ginc. kick start, fitted speedometer, lamps,

stand and carrier, siilcndid condition : £65.~Mft
37a, Cliarlc.s St.. Hatton Garden, Holbonv
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The Six Days Trials.

IT
would appear that tta A.C.U. judges did

not pay their usual careful attention to

.:

'
' condition

'

' at the finish of the Six Days

Trials. Had they done so fewer gold

medals would have been awarded. This

year, machines with (i) a broken footboard, (2)

leaks cured with Plasticine, (3) a broken valve

rocker, (4) a broken piston, and (5) a burst

silencer were passed with full marks for con-

dition. Clearly the five cases enumerated

escaped the usually keen eye of the examiners^

who completed their task in three or four hours

on Saturday evening. Why such cursory in-

spection should have satisfied the judges this

year, when last September the examination was

iiot only severe but ultra critical, we are unable

to explain. There is no object in our hiding

these facts, for many competitors well-know the

machines we refer to. The effect of the omis-

sion to discover and penalise such defects has

the effect of discounting the value of a gold

medal. No fewer than eighty-eight riders of the

ninety-six finishers are provisionally awarded gold

medals, when actually a careful examination of

the machines under the important, heading of
'

'. condition at the finish
'

' would have provided

valuable data and thinned the ranks of the gold

- medalists, whilst at the same time increasing the

value of the chief award.

There are always grumbles after every big

trial, and this year the nature of the route came

in for the greatest criticism. It must, however,'

be realised that the A.C.U. is doing its best

to provide for the motor cycles, a year's work

in a week's time, and the surfaces must be vile

to fulfil such demands. Generally, the trial was

well organised, and is bound tO' benefit the

pastime in many. ways. It will be obseiTed

from our description that certain competitors

withdrew in protest against the diflSeult nature -

of the route. Their action only served to

emphasise the merit of the achievement of those

who successfully survived the course.

A Wobbly Policy.

The A.C.U. is, however, somewhat to blame

for including hills in the programme which were

afterwards omitted on the score of condition.

Either these hills should never have been included

or else the competitors should have been taken

over the route published at all costs. Not only

do such changes affect competitors, but also

.spectators. Some hundreds of keen motor
cyclists had assembled to watch the perform-

ances at Rosedale Abbey Bank, some having

ridden a distance or nearly two hundred miles

only to be doomed to di.sappointment. Not-

withstanding the omissictn of Rosedale, the

course for the first two days ensured that this

year's trial should prove the stiffest event of its

kind ever held, but this is as it should be.

Performances of the T'w^o=stroRes.

Outstanding- performances were made by some
of the little two-strokes which excited the admira-

tion of' all spectators. A single-cylinder air-

cooled two-stroke sidecar is a novelty in a six

days trials, and we are glad to state that such a

machine distinguished itself on its first appear-

ance, and completed the course satisfactorily.

One or two sidecar machines were conspicu-

ous for their performances, but treak hills, with

really loose surfaces, put the sidecar outfits and
three wheelers to a serious disadvantage, since

the)' are often unable to use the only tracks on
which wheel grip is attainable.

Brooklands failed to eliminate many of those

who survived thus far, a matter of surprise to

many who know track conditions, but probably

the fact that the speed.s' set in the \'arious classes

did not necessitate full throttle work all the time,

saved many first class awards.

The number of gold medals provisionally

awardeii is high considering the se\'erity of the

course, and though this may be partly due to a

less rigid final examination than was expected,

it speaks volumes for the reliability and capa-

bilities of- the modern motor cvcle.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the baci< covep.
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None Too Sure.

THE other week I advised west-bound motor
cyclists to avoid the Moretonhampstead route

across Dartmoor, because of the kimbering

chars-a-bancs which blanket the narrow, tortuous lanes.

I came back east next day, via Launceston, on a

spring-frame A. B.C. I retract my advice. It is better

to die swiftly, beneath the ruthless wheels of a char-a-

banc, than to skid and bump for a couple of 1 urs. A
few miles north of Bodmin, an unholy alliance between

the Cornish .rainfall and some timber lorries has

trenched the roadw'ay for miles._ Where the lorries

turn off, potholes commence, and continue as far as

.Crockernwell, so that only the last dozen miles into

Exeter are tolerable. To judge by the convulsed
faces of the rigid-framed enthusiasts whon^ I met, I

was by no means the chief or only sufferer. Next
time I go west it will be bv aeroplane or the G.W.R.

2,000 Miles on a G.N.
"

FRIEND of mine has just completed 2,000

miles on a 1920 G.N., and his experiences are

of interest to all who belie\^ in the future of

the cycle car and consider that three wheels are funda-

mentally inferior to four. He has_^ encountered no

leal trouble, though the machine was bought second-

hand, and has been worked very hard. Such few
- attentions as the machine has required have been of

the petty order, and relate to a broken valve spring,

loose woodscrews in the body work, etc. It is often

asserted that a featherweight vehicle cannot be
properly sprung, but the suspension of the'light G.N.
is probably equal to that of so well known a car as

the 10 h.p. Singer; I tried both vehicles over the

same roads in the same w'cek, ancV should put them on
a par. The chains have not yet been adjusted, though
they are now about ripe for tightening ; few sidecar

outfits would last 2,000 miles without chain tightening.

The fuel consumption a\'erages 50 m.p.g., and the

little vehicle has altogether given him immense
satisfaction.

Our Crowded Inns.

YEARS ago, when I was tame sociologist on the

staff of a daily paper, I penned some thrilling

articles on " How the Poor Live." I slept in

fourpenny dosshouses, and acquired a wide experience
,of those greedy little insects which I'rof. . Shipley has
immortalised as the minor horrors of war. During
August week I was perforce reminded of .those bygone
days. When I travel on professional duty, my
expenses are a matter for the office treasury, and after
the manner of employees all the world over, I pull uji

at the Hotel Superb, and charter one . of their best
rooms. But this August 1 had been involved in a
slight fracas with my rear chain, which, during
replacement, had dropped off^the sprockets and flicked
me across the nose. So w-hen I sighted my rugged
visaf!;e in a mirror as the commissionnaiie at the Hotel
A28
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COMMENT6
Superb answered tersely, " No room here !" I hied

me to a garage,-, washed, and strutted up to the Hotel

Splendide. Half an hour later I meekly and furtively

crept up to a shabbv little hostelry which bore the

plaque of a push-bicycle club. Two hours later I turned

disconsolately away from the door of the last inn in

the last town to which my carbide would carry me.

Moral : book accommodation ahead at holiday times,

even at onehorse burghs of an intermediate character.

I came near discovering whether the fourpenny doss

has gone up to eightpence.

The Number-plate Strafe.

A GO.OD many of us are gradually discovering that

the pohce campaign anent number-plates was

not primarily inspired by meticulosities about

measurements, as seemed to be the case. The real

animus .is a suspicion that many riders are using

numbers w^hich do not belong to them or to their

machines, and that others have never paid 'carriage

tax on their machines. If any such sly merchants

should read. these words, I advise thefn, in their own

interests, to exercise honesty as the best poHcy. No,

I have not been detected using im.'ginary numbers on

eight different 'buses. I have merely been put through

a very searching cross-examination about the umpteeti

machines which I have registered during the past six

years. I have had a little fun out of it, as my local

authorities are extraordinarily ignorant of the law, an

ignorance which is clearly shared by many of the

riders, who have bought machines from me. Points

on which- the average practice is weak are as follows

:

-I. When a machine changes hands, the seller

must notify the registering authority of the sala,

and supply the name and address of the buyer.

This terminates the seller's responsibility. It is

not his business to transfer the numbers, or pay

the fee.

2.. The buyer imtst immediately notify the

registering authority whether he wishes to cancel

or transfer the registration. In the latter case

he must pay the fee. Until he has transferred

the numbers, the machine is technically unregis-

tered, and he may be punished for riding it.

3. Under the present taxation scheme, all

motor cycles are taxed alike, and no new carriage

licence is necessary. It is only necessary for

every rider to have as many licences as he owns
machines.

4. Should the proposed new taxation scheme
come intoi force in 1921, any change of mount will

plainly have to he- taken up with the taxation

people, since motor cycles will be differentiated

for taxation purposes according to weight, etc.

At |iresent many buyers lay themselves open to

penalties by failing to transfer numbers when they buy,

machines already registered bv somebody else.
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" Ixion " refuses to let Bygones be Bygones and reopens the Book of Time.

An extract from the preface, and the first chapter of a long-promised book by our popular contributor, which
will shortly be published by the proprietors of "The Motor Cycle." The title of the book will be "My Motor
Cycle Reminiscences," and will contain over a dozen long chapters illustrated with drawings by F. Gordon
Crosby, and many old photographs.

rHE other day I saw a revival of The Belle of
New York. Its cast includes a shabby lunatic

who amongst other eccentricities' strolls into a

iiidy store, interrupts" the lyrics of the spangled

lorus, and orders a ton of coal. The assembled
luts and flappers receiAe him with a bored, puzzled

>liteness. That is exactly how we pioneer motor
'clists were regarded by the general public twenty

;ars ago—we were incomprehensible lunatics. Our
lOin was preferred to our company, and only persons

ith perfect manners forebore to tell us so.

Merely Tolerated,

Indeed, unless we frightened people's horses, they

ere quite astoundingly polite" to us. Our weird

sbby seemed to be without excuse or justification:

\-eneered us with a permanent grime which ex-

;eded every known fomi of filth alike in squalor and

1 adhesiveness. The uncertainty of being able to

art on a journey was only exceedeil by the improba-

ility of our ever reaching

Jr destinatoin in the

iddle. We were unques-

onably doomed to spend
ing hours by the roadside,

nder conditions that ranged

om grilling sun to a frosty

ight, from desperate soli-

ide to a seething mob.
uch tirnes of penance
'ere usually devoted to

le identification of some
lystic ailment w h i c h

fflicted our machines. The
dds in the first place were
eavily against our being

ble to trace the trouble

;

n the second place" the

letting was equally strong

Lgainsf our being able to

emedy it, if found. There
vere no garages ; the

" Such times of penance were usually devoted to the identification

of some mystic ailment which afflicted our machines. The odds

in the first place were heavily against our being able to trace the

trouble ; in the second place, the betting was equally strong against

our being able to remedy it.'

longest push could only bring us to the door of some
ambitions cycle^ repairer, jnore ignorant and less

cautious than ourselves.

Difficult Days.

When it rained, we sideslipped and got drenched,

for our machines were woefully top-heavy, and the

moilern dreadnought clothing was not dreamt of.

In winter we suffered from frostbite. In summer our
engines overheated. Our belts slipped and broke and
pulled through without partiality under all conditions

;

the slip wdhch they de-^-eloped in wet weather was
not more habitual than the gla2e from which their

leather suffered when roads were dry and dusty. ^lost

of us were ex-cyclists ; but such a hideous past was
no palliation of our folly. We could not claim that

motor cycles were faster than push bicycles ; we often

covered a few miles at a speed vvliich was then

regarded as suicidal—say twenty-four miles an hotir

or so ; but from .beginning tO' end of a cross-country

- journey , the prehistoric

motor cycle was ge'nerally •

slower than a scissor-

grinder's handcart. We
could not claim that we
preferred the motor cycle

lor hill-work ; for the main
difference between it and
the push bicycle, where
gradients were concerned,

was that the latter was very

distinctly easier to push.

Economy could be no
factor in our inexplicable

conduct. A new machine
might easily cost £,"1^ 'o

buy. Its repair bill was
long enough to stagger a

munition magnate, and it

was out-of-date LOon after

it had been delivered. The
inijSt sympathetic stuiient

A2()
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" A run on this monstrosity was a hideous experience,

of human nature might be pardoned for comparing
us to the gentleman wlio carried a slice of toast

about with him under the delusion that he was a

poached egg.

The Horse Age.

If we were studied from the standpoint of the com-
munity, we appeared absolutely unpardonable. The
country was horsey in those by-gone days—horse

"buses, horse trams, horse cabs, horse carriages ; every

man, wonian and child who did not possess a horse

occasionally lay awake at nights and dreamt of having

one, just as nowadays in our day-dreams lost uncles

expire in Kalamazoo City and leave us enough money
to run a Rolls-Royce. N.ow that the horse is all but
extinct, I may inform the curious that it. was an

observant, suspicious, and. ignorant animal. When
motor cycles first dawned on its vision, it took careful

stock of them. Several disturbing points were im-

mediately obvious. Motor cycles smelt abominably.

The men who accompanied them on the roads were

dreadful rufSans. Sometimes a motor cycle might be
met travelling at inconceivable velocities. On other

occasions, indeed more commonly, they were found
stationary by the roadside. This latter attitude was
pure cunning,' intended tO' entice "unwary -horses up
to close. range before the noise and smell began. The
new. monster was evidently, a lethal projectile, a kind

of bomb on .wheels ; when it was in motion you could-

hear the clockwork whirring in its inside, and you.

would be - half deafened by. its repeated efforts to

detonate. , AV'e produced some such impression on the

horses of our day. The consequence Was .that when
they sighted us they immediately did an " about

turn " and worked up to maximum revolutions in an
amazingly few yards.: The staidest old Dobbin would
instantly become oblivious to the. presence of kind

mistress and the family barouche behind him. Many
nasty, accidents occurred as a re-

sult, and timid horse, owners .became-
afraid to venture on the .roads.

The uplift beneath motor; cycling

in those early days must have been
equivalent to , a religion, .• or we
should never have bOrne its mani-
fold disagreeables as we did. It

was derived from three motives

:

Some of' us were engineers ; we
may hardly have believed in the

ultimate road possibilities of a

featherweight high-speed engine,

but even if we privately regarded

the machine as a product of Bed-
lam, if vva.s cer{.Tinly an amusing
little tov. Others ijambled on its
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commercial possibilities. The aver- •

age cycle agent saw that the papers

were full of the new locomotion; •

he reflected that -he made two or
1

three pounds out of every ordinary 1

cycle he sold,. plus a small but regu-

lar income out of repairing it ; a

machine which retailed at six times 1

the price of a pedal cycle would tie ;

proportionately remunerative ; so

lie took pains to get into the new
trade on the ground floor. Others,

again, were adventurers, pure and_ simple. When'
there is no war on, no filibustering in South America,

nO' uncharted islands tO' explore, this land of police-

men and accurate maps- and black coats on Sundays

is apt to bore a certain type of temperament. The
purchase of a motor cycle imported a spice of risk

and uncertainty and Bohemianism into such a life,
i

' In the early days I did not actually own a motor
'

cycle. For one thing I was too poor; for another

1 was too timid. Neither co'nfession stirs any shame
in me. The first motor bicycle I ever rode had its

engine insecurely perched on the top of the front

mudguard ; the carburetter resembled a 2 lb. biscuit

box full, of-lamp wicks and petrol, and the ignition

consisted of a platinum tube kept red-hot by means
of a petrol burner. The contraption cost about ^£50
to buy, and perhaps j£i fi -week to run. I was in at

its death—it sideslipped on the grease in the Euston

Road, leapt on lop of its owner, pummelled him
severely, and, catching fire, burnt itself to scrap-

iron. Such costly spectacles did not commend the

investment to an ambitious youth with a career to be

carved. So I owed my first road experiences to rich

and foolish friends, and they usually confirmed my
decision not to own a machine.

A Ghastly Mechanism.

Take, the Bollee tandem for example. This

ingeiiious three-wheeler had a large air-cooled engine

placed horizontally in line with the rear chain stays.

Amidships was a gigantic cavern, containing a three-

speed sliding gear, the shafts of which. were supported

in bearings attached to a particularly Isulky frame.

The transmission from the gear box to the back wheel

was by means of a short flat belt, three inches wide:

in lieu of a clutch, the back wheel was levered forward

in the frame to- slacken the belt during gear changes.

A run on this monstrosity was a hideous experience.

'"The first motor bicycle I ever rode had its engine insecurely perched on the top of the

front mudguard. The carburetter resembled a 2 lb. biscuit box full of lampVicks, and the

ignition consisted of a platinum tube kept red hot by means of a petrol burner.
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\ Bag Bag of Recollections.

—

At the outset the thing -cajaled you by a twenty-mile

non-stop. Then the gearshaft bearings got out of

trtth. You uncovered the central cavern, and ladled

in a hundredweight of grease with a large wooden
spoon. Then the cylinder began to glow redly. You
took it off and found the slots' of all the piston rings

in line. Then the belt slipped. Then the belt broke.

And so on. .

An Early Victorian.
Motoring on such a Pegasus was lively, even when

an expert accompanied the novice. Occasionally we
I'entured abroad without a tutor. A gilded youth of

ny acquaintance possessed a spider Avheel machine,
:he make of which escapes me. He called it liis

'victoria" from the shape of its coachwork. He
nvited two of us to travel out from Oxford to Bicester

:o dinner one .summer evening. The beastie did the

)iit\vard joui-ney non-stop. Two hours later, full of

neat and wine, we emerged into the hotel yard to
;tart the engine before an admiring crowd of ostlers.

Four Jiour.s later three sweating, wearied men had
ixhaustcd every known expletive, and still the engine
.vas mute. Finally she started. She ran rather badly
for four miles, and came to a standstill. " The crew
Jisembarked, and wondered. One of us struck some
Hatches. By their fitful hght we spotted a wet stain

>n the road behind the car—in fact, a wet trail

eading Bicesterwards in tlie darkness. • The water's
caking," quoth the skipper. The first mate investi-

gated the stain somewhat closelv witli a match. Over
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the smouldering ashes we decided that the leakage

must have been petrol.

With another noAice I essayed a fifty-mile trip on
a weird four-wheeler, having two wheels in tlie centre,

one in front, and one behind. I believe it was an
Ariel tricycle, with the rear half of a ladies' bicycle

attached to the back axle, trailerwise. Anyway, it went
uncommonly well. We accomplished the outward
journey without incident. One mile back on the way
home it stopped dead. We discussed and surveyed

for hours ; but as neither of us had the least notion

as to the name of any part, or even as to how the

engine worked, we got no forrarder. At last I dis-

covered a small brass nut lying on the road behind
the machine. It might ha^'e fallen off the machine; or

again, it might not. We decided to hunt for a vacant
-Stud or bolt. After three-quarters -of an hour we
spotted an insignificant little thread projecting from
a cone of white china behind the tricycle saddle.

Triumphantly we screwed the brass nut back, and
for die next half-hoirr we pedalled the outfit madly
up and down the road in efforts to start the engine.

Fate frowned on us. There was nothing doing.

Another dismount. Further discussion. At last my
"companion drew my attention to a rather limp-looking

wire, hanging down in rather detached fashion from
a small black coil.

" That looks as if it ought to be tied up somehow,"
he opined. It was- my brain that leapt to the idea of

attaching the wire by the brass nut to the porcelain
cone.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Bultertubs Pass. In the toreground, Douglas Alexander (8 Enfield sidecar), whose hill-climbing was a tealure ol the Irial. A31
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(1) Except to those who know its

difficulties, Park Rash is almost un-
climbable on a sidecar outfit. W. J.
Montgomery (5-6 Rover sc.) and E.
Williams (6 A.J.S. sc.) have their

passengers on the carriers to prevent
wheel slip.

(2) F. J. Fieldhouse (3i N.U.T.),
followed by F. A. Longman (3J Ariel),

on Buttertubs Pass, in Wensleydale.

(3) The lightweights have done won-
derfully well. F. Porter (2i Levis) is

shown in the midst of a confident climb
of Boltby Bank.

m^mm^^^m^mm
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(4) But for the paved cross gulleys,

Carlton Hill presented no great difficulty,

and tKe big sidecars came up with ease.

B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.) pleased

the large crowd by his steady ascent.

(5) What West Yorkshire moorland

road surfaces are really like. This is

H. R. Davies climbing The Stake on
his 6 h.p. A.J.S. outfit.

(6) E. Foster (8 Dct-Jap sc.) at

the top of The Stake : far below can

be seen the level road joining the

summits of Kidstone Pass and Ciay

Ghyll.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to tbe Editor, "Tbe Motor Cycle," ferUord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and. address.

A.C.V. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—After shouting myself hoarse warning people to

"clear the course" on Monday afternoon at Park Rash, 1

am sorry to report that I was guilty of baulking a rider

who was one of the last to arrive. That I did this under
a misapprehension is no excuse, and I apologise most humbly
for my stupidity. I think the number was- one of the
eighties and the machine a B.S.A. He nearly bowled me
over, in which event I should have been jolly well served.

Southport. N.A. 5744.

CHIVALRY.
Sir,—Miss Peall's letter has been a revelation to me.

Previously I have held the opinion that the lady rider had
the best time of all upon the highway, for it is almost in-

conceivabtfe to me that any man, however urgent his business,

could pass a lady obviously in distress.

All the male riders I have met so admire the pluclj of

lady motor cyclists that they are only too ready to render
them any assistance in their power.

I may, however, add, from my experience, and speaking
in' general, it is of little use to expect assistance from the

pedal cyclist or the car driver, but I sincerely hope that
Miss Peall may yet form a different opinion at any rate of

the motor cycling boys, of eighteen and twenty. '

But if an Englishman can treat a lady thus, the day is

approaching when he must cease to boast his nationality.'

Louth. DOUGLAS.

An

B2

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.

abrupt corner follov.'mG the descent of Satron Side. The competitors

arc H. Jepson (8 Zenith si'lccar) and H. P. Knowles (2',' Hubart).

THE TWO-STROKE AS A TELL-TALE.
Sir,-^I was interested in "Notes for the Novice" on car-

buretter^ (Chapter III.), and have derived some benefit there-

from. In his remarks re perfect mixture, however, I presume
the writer was referring to four-strokes. I saw no reference

to two-strokes. This is a common fallacy ; the two types

perform differently. Regarding the sooted plug test, this

will not apply to a two-stroke"; the latter, if correctly lubri-

cated, consumes too much oil to allow any dry soot to

accumulate. One of the advantages of a two-stroke (usual

three-port type) is that it automatically regulates the correct

mixture. If the mixture is too rich the engine rebels by
four-stroking, while if too weak it will spit back through
the carburetter—this is, of course, provided the ignition and
other factors are right.

I have a W.S.R. variable jet fitted to my Amac double-
lever carburetter, and I can descend a gentle gradient with-

out four-stroking. I can also run along at 3 m.p.h. (on low)

with the-- engine two-stroking constantly, and am able to

paddle -away from cold inside three feet (measured).
.1 should like to testify to the, efficiency of- tjie , L-JI

plug; the porcelain is magnificent. I have already run 2,000
miles on one, and it has never given me the slightest trouble.
It is perfectly clear every time I inspect it, and it is still

going strong, although the electrode is slightly burnt.
In conclusion, I think the two-stroke a delightful machine— )'/' kden care of. In my opinion the four-stroke is doomed

to extinction as soon as the two-stroke is perfected. The
advantage of the more constant torque is at once apparent.

Manchester.
,

TWO-STROKE ENTHUSIAST.

A PETROL CONSUMPTION CHALLENGE.
Sir,—Referring to A. K. Gordon's letter relative to petrol

consumption on the " Scott," the correct way to tune up a Biuks
carburetter is to fit three jets of the correct size. If when
running on the first pilot jet the machine accelerates perma-
nently when the extra air lever is opeiied slightly, this 'jet

is too large, and the same applies to tlie second jet and to
the niain jet. When the carburetter is correctly jetted when-
running on any or all of the jets the machine should not
accelerate, but rather ease up if the extra air levej is opened.
This proves that you are then running on a correct mixture
and the most economical mixture .possible, and when riding
the machine find you are only _ii.sing one of the three jets the
other two are damped out and no petrol can be epillecLout of
them: consequently, when a machine is so jetted no further
advantage is possible. --

We get scores of letters from users saying they are getting
from fifty to seventy miles to the gallon! It is quite possibfe
to exceed this amount by what I call freak riding. One of
my customers once wrote me saying he had achieved a
twenty-five-mile journey at the -rate of 155 m.p.g. ; but I am
open to challenge any other carburetter or rider to get as
many miles to the gallon as I can get with my carburetter.
The test journey that '^- would suggest would be from i\Ian-

chester to^ Preston, over Belmont Hills, about forty miles,
the condition being that I will take mv Scott out" with a
standard Binks carburetter in competition with any other
standard Scott machine with any other carburetter, and I will
set the pace, and when on arriving at Preston tlie competing
machine will have used as little petrol as I have done, I
will give £10 to any charity the editor likes to mention, pro-
vided my com)>etitor will do likewise, but a condition would
liave to be that the com|)etilor keeps withhi ten yifrds of me
throngh the entire journey. C. BINKS.
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Af-PRECIATION
Sir,—I have seen in yonr valuable

paper comments on " Lack of Finish."

1 thoioughly sympathise with " Dis-

appointed " and " Charge Engineer,"

but I must add that my 2^ h.p. Spark-

brook is an ideal machine for finish,

and is the admiration of all my
friends, one of whom went off and
bought the sister machine.

Several people when they knew I

was getting a two-stroke adxised me
to the contrary, saying it was slow, a

bad hill-cliinber, and got overheated
so quickly, etc. I have had my
machine some little time now, and I

liave found it speedy, excellent on hiUs,

such as Hindhead and others, often

leaving other machines and cars far

behind, and the machine has never
failed me, even in the worst weather.
Before ending, I would like to bring

to your notice the unwillingness of
garages to open a two-gallon tin of

petrol for a rider A-\ho only requires
one gallon. The other day I had to

push my machine two and a half miles
to a garage at which I purchased the
desired amount. I feel sure that many
riders have only a gallon tank, and
therefore perhaps have felt eUher the
need of one-gallon tins, or the stirring
up of these disobliging places. I would
like to hear other riders' opinions on
the subject. TWO-STROKE.
Woking.

Sir.—May I encroach on your good
nature by annexing a small portion li

your valuable paper ?

I started off from Northwood,
Middlesex, recently, with my brother.
Our machine was an 8 h.p. Blackburne
and Canoelet sidecar. We covered 155
miles on the first day bv speedometer,
and averaged 23 m.p.h.'for the whole
run, while our petrol consumption was
62 m.p.g. The total weight carried-
was fifty-five" stone.
The machine had only covered 108 miles previously, and

so was not run ni. We had no trouble of any sort during
the whole of the trip, which we completed on the second
(lav after coveruig seventy miles to Ilkley. We have now
had three Blackburnes between us, and I may say, with
all due respect to other makers, that there is not a machine
on the road to-day that we would change for ours. (We
add the usual disclaimer.)
As regards the roads, they are perfect from St. Albans

te Doncaster, but directly one gets to the north side of
Uoncaster they develop- into a miniature battlefield, with
shell-holes every few yards. It is nothing more or less than
a disgrace to the West Riding Council.

NORMAN B. SHAXDERS.
FITTING A SPEEDOMETER.

Sir,—I have just read " Speedometerless's " letter in
your issue of the 19th ult., complaining of speedometer
fitting, and am very surprised that both he and the garage
manager are at a loss for a remedy.
The same defect was very plain to me when I fitted the

speedometer to my B.S.A. "and to my previous machine, a
2| h.p. Douglas, but I did not risk an accident. Instead,
I reamered out a suitable 'washer to slip over the wheel

I spindle, and then cut down the outside diameter of the
washer, so that it just fitted the' rebate in the fork-ends.

I

The front, wheel was put back, the washer slipped into

I

place (thus doing the same -work as the collar- on the nut
1
supplied, viz., keeping the spindle from falling out), then-

1
the small spindle bracket slipped on, and. lastly, the nut.

1
Result: perfect safety .for the last four years, at a cost
of fifteen minutes extra work.

I
Should " Speedometerless " not be able clearly to under-

j

stand my description, I will gladly make the necessary
part, or send him a sketch. SOLUTION.

-.«•':»' .? .-.?«»' -I?;!

The experimental Scott Sociable was seen on several occasions on the Six Days route last

week. Mr. Alfred A. Scott is here seen passing through the watersplash near the summit of

The Stake. He also climbed Park Rash on his latest creation.

Sir,—I have read with interest the letter of " Speedometer-"
less " in the issue of August 19th.

I have several times had similar cases come to my notice,

but can assure "Speedometerless" there is no necessity

for him to adhere to his nom-de-phiine, as the Watford
people have for tAvelve months supplied an instrument which
in no way interferes with the front spindle. The bracket
which carries the small pinion is secured to the front forks
by adequate clips, and during the present season I have
fitted dozens without anj' subsequent trouble.

I am sure if he wrote Messrs. North and Sons, they
would give him full details'and doubtless an illustration.

Gosport. _ W. J. REYNOLDS.
[Letters have also been received from several other users

of Watford speedometers on the same lines.

—

Ed.]

Sir,— I have read the letter of " Speedometerless," in

your issue of Augtist 19th with interest. In the first place I

consider the Carelessness shown in fitting the speedometer,
to your correspondent's machine -blameworthy.

Last year I bought a B.S.A.- and" wished to fit a "Wat-
ford" speedometer, but I und-ertook the work myself. I

soon fomid that the- clip of the speedometer would prevent
the collar of- the nut on the off side of the spindle being
screwed into the rebate in the fork, so I had one sixteenth
of an inch turned off the flange of the nut, and I filed the
flat clip down by one thirty-second of an inch, thus pro-
longing the collar three thirty-seconds of an inch, which
was of sufficient length to make the front wheel safe, ^ That
it was a success is proved by the fact that I after-n-ards rode
the machine over 2.000 miles, and then sold it to a party who
has since ridden it a further 2,000 miles without the nut
once having come loose of its own accord.
Bradford. - AMATEUR MECHANIC.
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PLUG EFFICIENCY

.

Sii',—I have read with much inteiest the article* on plugs
that have so often appeared in the Correspondence pages.
As yet I have not found any reference to a plug that was
given to me about eight months ago by a two-stroke rider.

This motor cyclist came to my aid when I was stranded with
a burnt-out plug on the back cylinder of my Douglas (spares
lost through tool-bag jolting open). It has" "Heath Patent"
printed on the insulator, and seems to possess the apparently
impossible feature of neither oiling up nor overheating, altholig'h

1 have put five plugs out of action since. It seero« rather a
]iity tha't .such a good plug should be practically unknown.
I have tried to get one a good many times since, but without
success. Can any reader tell me where it is obtainable?

Golder's Green. DOUGLASITE.
[The makers of the Heath plug are Heath Plugs, Ltd., San-

crott, Kennington Cross, London, SII.^Ed,]

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE TRADE?
Sir,—I heartily endorse everything written by "One who

watches" on "What is Happening to the Trade."
1 paid over £200 for an owtfit which I have ridden

a few times. I have been kept waiting so far ten weeks
for a replacement part costing 3s. I am much attached
tu this make of machine, but the poor service I have of late

leceived has decided me to try elsewheie tor my ne.xt mount,
'

though I know it will not give me such satisfaction.

I trust, sir, that this letter will not evoke columns of corre-

spondence again on " Good Service," for I am convinced that
such is the exception, not the rule. The object of some
manufacturers to-day is to get rid of new machines. They
appear then to lose all interest in the client. However, a

year or two will tell its tale.
'

I'EDESTRIAN.
Loughborough.

POLICE PERSECUTION

.

Sir,—Much as I dislike the attentions of the man in blue
when on the road, I nevertheless can confess to little

sympathy with "K.A.M." in his whine about the police,

cainpaigu against Ibng exhausts in Edinburgh. It is about
the first campaign initiated by the police against motor
cyclists which ha.s glimmerings of reason in it. There is

no rhyme or reason in the ridiculous lengths of 'flue piping
which one sees attached to eveiy second op third motor
cycle, and the motive of their owners in transforming a

muffled boom into a barking crackle is Cjuite beyond me.
If they think it impresses the lay public with the terrific

|iower and speed of their machines, they are much mistaken,
lor there" is nothing more exasperating to ]:)eople whose
houses abut upon main roads than motor cvcies with ex-
hausts like that of " K.A.M."—" ^-M't. long and 2^-in. in

iliarneler."

The argument aiiout silence being a cause of accident is

worn so thin as to be merely silly ; one does not hear of

the wholesale Slaughter of riders of Scott machines.
IMuch of the police persecution is, admittedly, to be de-

plored ; but I_think a good deal of it is due to excessive
i.'oise and speed on the part of motor cyclists in places
wliere noise and speed are entirely undesirable, and merely
give motor cyclists in general a bad namie. And I think if

the police would transfer their "traps"- to dangerous
corners ijnd cross-roads, their efforts would hetvsefu! rather
than an annoyance. But long exhaiists are a sign of pure
selfishness on the part of the rider, and a perfect nuisance
to the whole community; and I hope the police will continue
this campaign and extend it throughout the oountry in
.lieu of their efforts against, for example, inadequate num-
ber plate's, which cause annoyance to nobody. DUGGIE.
Cambridge.

Sir,—1 have just bought a 2J h.p. motor cycle of a
popular make from a motor cycle mechanic in this town.
The machine, instead of having a silencer on (which
I uiulerstand it should have in the ut<nal wav), has two
separate exhaust pipes, from either cylinder to the rear, the
pi))es having slits in and partially closed ends.

\yiien the machine is going a decent pace the exhausts
emit a kind of cr-crackle. The first lime I went out with
it I was told by a police superintendent that I should have to
have a .silencer fitted at once.
Now the previous owner had it eight months, had ridden

hundreds of miles, passed scores of policemen, and ridden
through many largo towns, and had never been pulled up
B4

once. Why is it then that I should be pulled up the first

time I was on the machine? I do not mind having to fit a

silencer,, but what, to rny mind, was unfair, was that the

old owner could ride the machine for eight months, lives

not far from^ the police station, and should never be pulled

up once, although riding it in the same condition as I bought
it. It is such things as this, and petty trifles' such as

measuring number plates, etc., that rankle the motor cyclist,

and cause criticism. THE PIKE.
Pickering.

AUTO-WHEEL ON TANDEMS.
Sir,—I have followed with much interest the discussions

appearing in your journal on lightweights. I am running
an Auto-wheel attached to a lady-back tandem and find the

combination very successful, and now do rides with lady

passengers I would have never attempted before I fitted, the

Aulo-wheel. I have a three-speed gear on the tandem, and
always assist the engine on hill with the pedals. Have any
of vonr readers nad experience with the "J.E.S." motor
bicvcle? B.Y

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDEN'CE.
Plug Efficiency.—In recent issues we have published

letters from a reader wdio signed himself "An Old Hand

"

anent the respective efficiency of British and German plugs,

and from the" makers of Cooke plugs, who offered our corre-

spondent a set of plugs for test. The firm in question, desired

that the. report of service in "Old Hand's" machine should
be published in these columns. The foUow-ing is " Old Hand's"
further contribution on this question :

" Sir,—Since my letter

of ^lay 27th, under the above heading, appeared in TJic Motor
Ci/ch, I have had the pleasure of testing a good number of

plugs, courteously sent to me by British plug makers. During
the time- I have had my present machine I may say I have
tried no fewer than fifty-two plugs, i.e.^ twenty-six different

types, and up to July 16th have only found two plugs of

British make that will drive it. One of them is a plug made
by Howard S. C!eoke and Co.. which they referred to in their

letter in your issue of June 16th. I accepted their offer and
conditions, and find, as far as my engine is concerned, after

exhaustive tests, that their plug gives almost exactly the same
results as the Bosdi single point plug with regard to si>eed,

power, and petrol consumption, the most noticeable features

of similarity being slow starting, with a little misfiring.

When' warmed up both plugs fire regularly, but the engine
travels with a sluggish beat. The other plug referred" to is

the AimIIo No. 1, a pair of which I have tested for the
Apollo Co. The way my engine starts, the manner in which
it ticks over at a crawling pace, and the power and speed the

engine develops with the Apollo plugs, in comparison, has
simply amazed me. My mileage per gallon of jjetrol is also

increased considerably. I have tried every conceivable plan
to put this plug out of action without success. In every way
it outclasses, I am pleased to say,, the Bosch, which I have
had to depend upon for so long.

—

An Oi.d Haxd, Ashington."

ft

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Ifsued in roniunction witti TJrg Motor Cycli.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO "MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook oi the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, tbeir management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. .Uist pviblished

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over .400 useful "wrinkles" rnd helpful

hints in regard t'- motor cycles Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system tor tracing motor cycle laults and
ot remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads mlo ?nd out of London and avoiding London),
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. '
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition, just published

Price By
net. post

2/6 zlio

zt?

5/5 S/io

5/- f/4

Obtainable by post {remittance with order) trora ILIFFE & SOXS Ltd.,
2o. ludor Street. London, E.C.4, or ot leading Bookseller, i.n I

Railway Bookstalls

? ^>^<?.^. ;*^><?. e:* iSf.^^.;^.^£? *;
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West Birmingham M.C.C.

I A one-day reliability trial is being

"i arranged for Septeniber 26th. and an
; entry of at least fifty is expected. Par-
ticulars are available from Mr. A. J.

Jacobs, 258, Hagley Road, Edgbaston.

Runcorn and District M.C.

J A hundred miles sporting trial will be

I held by th€ Runcorn and District il.C.

, on the 5th inst., beginning at 10,30 a.m.,
i and starting from Moughland Lane (Park
End). The . course will be Euncorn,
Chester, Wrexham, Llangollen, Jtuthin,

Mold, Chester, Delamere, and Runcorn.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

(;)]i Saturday the members of the

N.M.C.F.U. in the city of steel makers
i
will hold a sports meeting, while on the

'1 12th inst. a paperchasehae been arranged.
This event will start from Owler Bar
at 10.30 a.m.

Bristol M.C.C.

i| Twenty-three riders competed tor the

Douglas Cup in the Bristol Club's Trial

on the 21st ult. The following obtained

gold medals : 1 (Douglas Cup and gold

medal), J. Langfear (5-6 h.p. Clyno and
sidecar) ; 2, W. Courtney (3; Sunbeam
and sidecar) ; 3, S. Powlesland (3| Scott

and sidecar); 4,- F. A, Simpson (2%

Douglas) ; 5, two competitors tied—W.
Ousley and Eli Clarke, sen. (3^ Sunbeam
sc, and 6 Douglas sc).

Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C.

A -speed hill-climb on Portesham Hill

was recently organised by the Dor-

chester Motor Cycle and Light Car Club.

Tliere was some delay at the start owing
to the difficulty experienced in timing on
^uch a winding hill, but this w-as soon

satisfactorily settled, and the 350 c.c. class

ru-n off, the first man awaj'_ being C. B.

Brudenell on a 2| Coulson-B, which
made a steady touring climb. The fastest

time in this class was by H. Peckham,
riding a 2| Douglas, time Ira. 4gS. A
very creditable performance was also put

up by G. Pursey, riding another 2|
Douglas, which seemed to have a remark-
able turn of speed.
The 600 c.c. class was very representa-

tive, and consisted of Triumphs, Nottons,
A.B.C. 6. Yeruses, and Douglases. All
the competitors made splendid climbs, but
tlie 4 Triumph, ridden by A. J. Trenchard,
and the 3 A. B.C., ridden by A. E. Hann,
particularly excelled themselves.

In the unlimited class amazing speeds
were attained by J. Caslake, jun. (Harley-
Davidson), C. Taylor (3 A.B.C.), A. E.
Hann (3 A.B.C.), and A. J. Trenchard (4

Triumph), the result being a victory for

A. E. Hann, W"ho covered the distance in

51|s., thereby beating his record by |s.,

and making fastest time of the day.

.Ss/Jt." S.—Sorurich niiii Diatrict M.C. rliU-rliMb.
Sept. {.— H'raf Bhminnham M.C.C. Faijcrckasc.
Srfpf. !,.—X.M.C.F.U. (Shefuldj. GymklMun.
^cpt. i.—LoughborouijIi and District M.C.C. THIl-

climb.
Scl>t. ^.—Dcu'sbvri/ and District M.C.C. Jinn to

Burnsali.
Srpt. !,.

—yorth Lindsai/ A.C. Papi:rcJiase. ^
SEPT. i.—nOOUIICH, PLUMSTEAD AXD

DISTRICT M.C. OUEX TRIAL FOR
MATCHLESS CUP. .

Srpt. .'i.—Eostrrn Valleti M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Srpt. i.—y.M.C.F.C. '(n'oU-cr\amptonJ. -Paprr-

-. chase.
Srpt.

'f.
—Edinb'irgh and District M.C. One Dan
Trial.

Sriit. ',.—Eject cr M.C. and -J. C.C. Run to Bitston.
Sept. l—Public Schuoh M.C.C. lliU-cHmb.
S'lit. i.—Birminoham M.C.C. Si>eed Trials.
'S pt. i.^U'estmorland M.C.C. Mill-climb, Kirk-

stonc I*ass.

Sent, i.—Helen sbnrgli: M.C.C. Girmkhar.a.
Sept. i.—Camberland Connht M.C.C. Reliabilittj

Trial. "

Sept. i.—Sheffield and Hollamshirc M.C.C. Com-
petition.

Sept. i.
—Wolcerhampton M.C.C. sheppard Cup
Trial.

Sept. i.-N..U.C.F.V. (Sheffield). Sports at Ccid-
ifell Valley.

Sept. i-S.—Corentry and ]Varn-icJcshire M.C. Tour-
ina Trial to Llanaollen.

Sept. i-S.—\. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Bourne-
mouth.

Sept. i.-\'orth London M.C.C. Inter-rliib Run.
Sept. S.—PUimoiith and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Meet at Grenofin Brietge, 3 p.m..
Sept. D.—S'.M.C.F.U. IShcfficld). Run to Monsal

Dale.
Sept. i.—Fleet and District M.C.C. Run to Lijn'd-

hnrst..
Sept.5.—Rc^lding and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Cobham.
Srpt. S.—'S.M.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run to Hor-

sham..
Spt. 5.—Burn and District ?I.C. Competition'.
Sept. 5.—Deu-sburn and District M.C.C. Run to

Phimpton Rods.
Sept. 5.— Worcester and District M.CX!. Social

Run.
Sejyt. 5.—yeu-costlc and District M.C. Hill-climb.
Sept. 5.—Stall/bridge and District M.C. Social

Run. '

SeiH. o.—Lirerpool M.C. Short Trial.
Sept. 5.—Xorth London M.C.C. Inter-club Run.
Sept. t.—Pliimouth and District U.JU. and L.C.C.

Muuthlu General Meetinij.
Sept. f.—Plumouil, and District M.C. and L.C.C.— Meet at the Roele, 1.30 p.m.

-

Srpt. !l.—Eastern Valhii M.C.C. Non-stop Trial.
Sept. y.-Bedlord and 'District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Sept. W.—Esser M.C. Ticcnitj-jour Hour Reli-

ahititii Trial.
Sept. 10-11.—y. Wilts. M.C. and L.C.C. Run to

Clilton.
Sipt. ll.—Phimouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Hill-rlimh ut Huceabu To^
Srpt. It.— Public Schools M'.C.CrRoute Competi-

tion.
Sept. 11.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Car Hill-

cliui b'.

Sept. 11.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Paperchase.
Sept. ll.—yorll, London M.C.C. Supper Ruri to

Essendon.
Sept. 11.—Luton and Beds. A.C. Hill-climb.
Sept. 11.—Leeds and District M.C. Speed Trial.

Sept. 11.—Sheffield and HallamsMre M.C.C. Sp ed
Trial.

Sept. II.—Burn and District M.C. Run to Chrsur.
Srpt. ll-l!.—Deiesburii and District M C.C. Week-

end Run. t

Sept. It— West Birmingham 7I.C.C. Run to Mol-

Srpf. ll-illrl,u M.C. and LC.C. SoeinI Run.
S<pt. 12.—Birmingham M-C'.C. Coproin's Don. .

Srpt. i:.— Westmorland M.CC. Soeiul Run.
Sept. 12.—Exeter M.C. and .J.C.f. Run to T-eign-

mouth.
S'Pt. 12.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Paper-

chase.
Sept. n.—Stalubridne and District M.C. Social.

Sept. IS.-Reailing and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Bogncr.

Srpt. 12.—Xorthern M.C. Giimkhana, Rothbury.

Sept. I'.-Woolicich, Plamstead and District M.C.
Picnic.

Sept. 12.—Scarborough 3/iH and M.C.C. Run to -

Falling Cross.
Sept. 12.—N.M.C.F.U. fPortsm.ou(h). Run to

Cocking Causeu-au.
Sept. li.—Loughborough' and District M.C.C. Run

to Lutteruorth. "^

S-pt. 15.—fi. Wilts. M.C. and L.C.C. Picnic.
Sept. IS.—Southampton an.d District M.C. Hill-

climb.
Sept. IS.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Run. to

St ratlord.
Sept. 2o.—Phimauth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Rcliabilitii Trial. -

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Owing to the absence of many members
at the Six Days Trials, the committee
has extended the closing date for entries
for the hill-climb at Stile Cop (Septem-
ber 14th) until Saturday next.

Berwick and District M.C.
Recently a surprise run was held in

which A. Welsh and J. R. Brown secured
first and second places respectively, while
last week-end was set apart for a relia-

bility trial to Peebles, via St. Mary's Loch.

Southampton and District M.C.

A speed-judging and reliability trial was
held on August 21st over a forty-mile
circular colfrse in the New Forest district.

Fifteen out of the seventeen starters made
non-stop runs, and the winner was H.
Hobbs (3^ Sunbeam sc), error nil ; 2, E.

C. Prince (2| Douglas), error 3m. 5'7s. ;

3, W. T. Hunt (8 Rex-.Jap sc), error

5m.- 56s.

Isle of Wight M.C.C.

The first annual reliability trial of the

newly formed Isle of Wight Motor Cycle
Club was held en Saturday, August 21st.

The course, which was a circuit of the

Island, was about seventy-five miles, and
included some very stiff hills and. bad
roads. It was keenly contested, and no
speedometers were allowed. Result :

1. G. Scotney (6 h.p. Enfield sc); 2, F.

Evles (5-6 Zenith) and E. Warrior
(8 h.p. Chater-Lea) ; 3, W. C. L. Brown
(35 Indian) and A. Elderfield (6 h.p.

Enfield).

Worcester and District M.C.C.

The results of the one-day reliability

trial, which was held on August 7th, are
now finally announced as follows :

General Cl.^ss (Passenger).—G. H. Leeke (8

Morgan) and W. A. Carr (3 Morgan) tied for

president's cup and gold medal; O. K. Bevington
(3'/2 Sunbeam sc), silver ined,Tl.

General Cla,ss (Solo).--\V. H. Harris (6
-\.J.S.) and F. Drew (3',L' N.tT.T.) tied tor E.
Williams's cup and gold medal; N. Brain (5V'
Sunbeam), silver medal.
Expert Class.—G-. G. Barnard (3V2 Sunbeam

so.). B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.), and T. B,
G. Vale (4 Norton) gold medals.
Team Prize,—W. A, Carr, G, H. Leeke, and

X M, Dosher.
Secretary's Novices' Prize.—Solo, L. "Warren;

passenger, R. E. Quant.
Mrs. Bevington's Prize.—A. Thomas,
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The Four-cylinder Ace American
Car-type Power Unit, 68 mm. x 82 mm.

;

SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1920.

Motor Bicycle.
1.192 c.c.

THE four-cylinder Ace, which was
briefly described in Tlie Motor
Cycle of February 26th, 1920, has

how arrived in England, and delivei-y

can be made from stock by Messrs. Mel-

chior, Armstrong, and Dessau, 14, Great
Marlborough Street, London, W.l.

Since it was designed by Mr. W. G.

Henderson, it is not strange that it bears

a very strong resemblance to the machine
which carries his name ; but when we
,study the interior mechanism, we find

important imiovations. The frame is of

very strong construction, being made of

heav}' gauge tubing. It is of the duplex
•ariety, and carries the engine in a hori-

L.intal cradle. Instead of the ordinary
saddle tube are two steel stays joining

- the rear forks and chain stays on both
sides of -the back wheel.

Enclosed Overhead Inlet Rockeis.

E-\ternally, the engine is reminiscent pf
the o.h.v. Henderson, but the inlet valve

rockers and springs are totally enclosed

by means of special pressed steel hous-

ings, on the top of each of which are

si.N: holes for oil protected by a lid kept
closed by means of a spring, consequently
all dust and dirt are completely e.xcluded.

The inlet valves themselves work iji

cages, and are H'm. in diameter with a

lift of jin. The inlet valve cages con-

sist of tw'O castings in pairs, and the
general exterior appearance of the engine
is most attractive. The e.xhaust valves

are of the usual pattern, and both they
and the overhead inlet valve tappet rods
are provided with large adjustable
tappets.

The lubrication system is intere.?ting.

Here, as elsewhere in this engine, motor
car practice has been closely followed.

There is no separate oil tank.. The crank
case is designed to hold three quarts of

lubricant. Driven off the timing gear at

the forw'ard end of the crank case is a
gear pump, which draws oil from the
sump at the bottom of the crank case and
sprays it into troughs moulded in a tray

above the normal level of'the oil. These
troughs are consequently kept full of oil,

and the big ends, which are )iiovided with

As was to be expected, perhaps, the

new Ace follows the lines of the earlier

design of Mr. W. G. Henderson.

The Ace engine rtlains many of the characteristics of

/Ir. Henderson's previous design, including overhead inlet valves

dippers, dip into oil at each revolution,

lubricating their bearings and filling the

crank case with oil mist. The' excess of

oil flows back to the sump through a hole

in the centi-e of the tray. The level of the

oil is ascertained by a steel rod. dipping

into the base of the sump, which, it with-

drawn, t.iows the level at a glance. Air

is introduced, into the crank case through

a breather provided with suitable baffles

to prevent the oil from being blown, out.

The exit of the breather is turned down-
wards to the ground so that no oil is

sprayed upon the exterior of the crank
case.

Large Bearing Areas.

Noteworthy also are the dimensions of

the principal bearings. The front bearing
is l^in, long, the centre bearing of the
four-throw crankshaft l^in., and the rear
bearing liin. Following automobile
practice, the bearings are of bronze, lined
with white metal.
A Schebler carbnre.tter is fitted which

delivers the gas into an inlet manifold of
special construction provided with a wall
that extends to a point midway between
the two valve inlets. Gas follows along
the wall to the central point, whence it

travels equal distances to. each inlet, thus
equalising the distribution. A "hot spot

"

is provided by a projecting elbow on the
rear end of the inlet
manifold, which is

connected to the ex-
haust of No. 4 cylin-
der by means of ' a

small pipe.

Automobile_ practice
has been so". far fol-

lowed that the bottom
of the aluminium
crank case may be re-

moved without dis-

turbing the engine,
and is provided with
ribs • to give addi-
tional strength and to

assist 'in cooling.

The gear 6ox con-
tains three speeds and
a bevel transmitting
power from the crank-
shaft to the sprocket,
which is connected to

the rear wheel i by

m.ea-ns of a single chain; and in liie lear

half of the crank ca'se casting is a housiiii;

for the flywheel and multiple-disc clutch,

which runs in a bath of oil.

Driven off the timing gear is the Berhng

magneto, and on its shaft is a belt pulley

di-iving the Splitdorf- dynamo, .
carried

under the forward end of the tank on the

near side of the machine and fastened to

the secondary frame tube by means of a

clip. On.the opposite side' is the Klaxon

horn.

All excellent head lamp and tail light

are provided, while the battery case is

"clirried under the saddle and behind the

carburetter.

Usual American practice is followed as

regards the clutch and change-speed lever,

which are interlocking^that is to say,

unless the clutch is withdrawn the geais

cannot be changed.

Control Mechanism.

The brakes are of the external contract-
.

ing pattern, one operating by a heel pedal

on the near side and the other by a pedal

on the oft', side,' while the clutch may be

actuated either by foot or by hand.

An interesting feature is the petrol

tank, which holds four American gallons.
^

The front forks are of substantial con-

struction, and follow lines somewhat like-

those of the 1914 Henderson. I-ug.s are

provided for the attachment of a sidecar.
.

.A tool box IS carried in a recessed portion

of the petrol 'ank.

bij
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked ''Legal" in the left-hand comer'bf envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Tax on Light Four-wheeler.

I am going to build a small

a
four-wheeled iiionocar weighing
under 200 lb., and should be
glad of your advice regarding
taxation. Under the new

system, should I have to pay a car

tax, or would it come under the
class of lightweight motor cycles ?

—

A.E.B.F.

ny vehicle with four wheels (not being
1 the nature of an invalid's carriage!

>mes vmder car ta.xation, irrespective of

igine size or weight.

Time Limit for Legal Action.

^ had the misfortune of being

I

in a collision recently, and was
notified five weeks later that the

-IJ other party was going to hold
me responsible for the damage.

Tile question I wish to ask you is

whether I should not have been notified
before this time had elapsed, as I have
been given to understand that a claim
iniinot be made after fouiteen days.

—

.\.G.E.

riaira can be made against you, not-
itlistanding the fact that you did not
eeive notification until five weeks after
c event. As a matter of fact, an action
ly be brought within six years, but
i,v um-easonable delay in making the
aim would certainly not help the
aintiff.

Knocking and Gear Slip.

(1.) My 1919 Scott has always
slijjped on high gear when climb-

ing anything like a steep hill,

whether I hold my foot on high

gear pedal or not, but it' grips

again on th^ level ; what can I do to

remedy this, please? (2.) Also when
I open out on to third jet a knock-
ing occurs. What would this be, do
you think? My high gear chain is

loose, but not the low one, and I have
fitted a new high g«ar chain, this is

also loose, but not loose enough to get

a half link out. The machine has only

run about 700 miles, and I have been
most careful in my driving.—W.T.O.

(1.) Gear slipping on the Scott machine
may be due to one or other of these

causes—insulficient grip on the friction

band of the outer quick thread drum
which is attached to the control pedal

;

excess of oil on the expandiiig band

;

wear of the expanding band and gear
drum, or wear of the rollers which expand
the gear band. . As your machine has
only done 700 miles, wear should not

have taken place. Try the effect of

tightening the friction grip band on the

outer worm drum, and if this does not
cure the trouble, inject petrol through
the small holes which you will find in

the periphery of the high gear drum.
(2.) The knocking may be caused, by
the main jet being too small, also the

ignition may be slightly too far advanced.

A slack high gear chain also tends to

cause harsh running, but liere again a

new chain should not yet be necessary

;

{we have obtained slightly more than

4,000 miles out of one of these high gear

chains before a renewal was necessary).

Knocking on full throttle may also be
caused by the sparking plugs becoming
overheated

;
perhaps those fitted on your

machine are not suitable, and -it might be
advisable to change them.

READER'S REPLY.
Defective Drip Feed.

In the issue of The. Motor Cycle for

the 19th of August, you reply to " B.W."
about a defective drip feed. The trouble

is a defective ball valve entering the

crank case, the spring not .holding the ball

in place at top. I have had the same
trouble. I do not think it is the ball

valve between the oil pump and drip feed

sight body, as the oil gets into the body
but not down the pipe.—R.M.B.

I am a B.S.A. owner and have had the
same trouble as " B.W." with the drip.

I listened to the various ideas about the
pen steel disc, etc., but found out my-
self, after having considerable trouble,
that the complete cure was to tighten
up the gland nut of the regulating screw.
MX other joints should be airtight.

—

SCOTIIE,

THE SIDECAR OUTFIT IN BUSINESS.

Cne^of the New Imperial machines used by the depot engineers of Mickleover Transport, Ltd., for keeping In touch with the work ol

lorries on the road. The company named run 300 lorries In different parts of the country, and they collect 150,000 gallons of milk daily

for United Dairies, Ltd. Like the lorries, the sidecar machines are on the road every day whatever the weather may be, and we
understand that they are giving every satisfaction. The work of organising such a big fleet to alve economical results Is a big under-

taking, and readers Interested in the "heavy" side are referred io Motor Traction

of August 30th, which contains a full description of the operations of Mickleover

Transport,. Ltd.
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" THE A.C.O. SIl DAYS TRIALS,
A Memorable Test over Jhe Yorkshire Moors. The A.G.U. and its Much Criticised

"Freak" Hill Policy. A Day-to-day Description of the Incidents.

4
Miles and miles ol Yorkshire moors were included in last week's Six Days Trials route. Some of thi

vehicle for months past. A general view of The Stake, 1 ,700ft. up, showing R. Charlesworth

MONDAY'S RUN, 161J Miles.

Route : Darlington, Croit, Great Smeaton,
Northallerton, Bedale, Masham, Kirkby
Malzeard, Pateley Bridge, Blubber-
houses, Otley, Guiseley, Bingley, Ilkley

(lunch), Bolton Abbey, Grassington,
Kettlewell, Carlton, West Witton,
Thoralby, Redmire, Richmond, Middle-
ton Tyas, Croft, Darlington.

Test Hill : Park Rash.

AS recorded iu last week's issue, 133
competitors started from Darlington
on the first day of the A.C.U. big

trial. Those mentioned included thirty-
eight on passenger machines and ninety-
five who were riding solo. An analysis
of the starters showed that the various
classes had received support as follows :

Lightweights up to 275 c.c, fourteen:
up to 350 c.c, seventeen ; solo machines
of 500 c.c, twenty-five; 750 c.c, thirty-
si.>: ; and 1,000 c'c, three. Among the
))assenger machines there were three with
engines under 500 c.c, eleven 750 c.c,
and twenty-one 1,000 c.c. ; in addition
thpre were three Morgans with engines
slightly over 1,000 c.c.

i'crfect weather greeted the start, the
week-end's rain having laid the dust,

whilst a' cold wind had dried off all the
grease, and the absence of sun suggested
that the A.C.U. would have less cause
to criticise' air-cooling than in 1919.

Alec Ross called each man's number
15m. before he was due to start, and he
was then allowed to enter the official

garage and ride off to the quiet street in

which the men were marshalled for the
formal start. The first forty solo men
had sidecars brigaded with them, so to
speak, an aiTangeraent wdiich was later

to prove catastrophic, as it led to serious
banfking on Part-c Kash after lunch ThusI

THE TRIAL IN A NUTSHELL.

DISTANCE OlSi mile:- {Aug. 23rd
to 2Stti).

NUMBER OF STARTERS 133
{3S solo, 95 sidecar).

FOUR DAYS over Yorkshire Moors.

ONE DAY down centre of England.

LAST DAY at Brooklands for Speed
and Brake Tests and Final Ex-
amination.

Forty manufacturers represented.

e surfaces were grass grown, and had borne on ^

(8 Zenith sc.) and S.' Hall (10 Morgan).

Nips. 1 (Radco solo) and 101 (A.B.C. side-;

car) started simultaneously, and so on.

The first forty miles inspired incredulity,,

in the competitors' minds. Tlie surfaces

were uniformly excellent. There were no
hills. The route would have been dull

to a degree if there had been no scenery
to gaze at. A pack of foxhounds and a

somewhat resentful bull provided the only,

relief from the tedium cif reeling oft level

miles at rather less than legal limit. The
steep rough descent of Old Church 'Bank
into Pateley Bridge suggested that the
leopard does not change his spots, and
that the A.C.U., would shortly revert to

its old policy of trying to smash machines.
Harper Dyke, on the far side of Tateley

Bridge, proved to be an observed hill

;

but the 500 c.c. solo machines mostly
tackled it on middle gear, so that anybody
who lost marks on it richly deserved to

do so. A mile or two over the crest came
tlie only time check which we noticed all

,

morning. The timekeepers' car was in-

geniously concealed inside a huge bai'n.

Presently tlie road surfaces became more
worthy of the A.C.U. repntation. Pot-
holed macadam is good going compared tO'

roads made of enormous setts, paldies of

which have subsided a foot or so. Fork
springs could be heard clashing up solid.
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he A.C.U. Six Days Triils.—

Crossing 'the moors from Bingley to

Ikley we descended- two of Friday's hills

-Th'waites Brow, a paved corkscrew of 1

1 5, which would be formidably slippery

•1 rain, and Iveighley Gate—rough, but

ot frightful. Xaked rocks jutting up
hrough the moorland road threw several

len off, and gave us all a rare jolting.

Lunch wa.s taken at the Middletbn

lotel, lUdey, and meanwhile motorists

i-om all over the Xorth of England were
treaming towards Park Rash—the titbit

f the day's run.

A nasty little climb out of Kettlewell

rought the riders into a grassy lane,

ordered with innumerable cars and
ycles, and at the end of a mile a

aralysing spectacle hurst upon their gaze,

i. steep hillside formed a natural grand
tand for hundreds of spectators, round
.horn an apparently vertical scree of sand
nd loose stones curved away in a blind

orner. The gradient is possibly 1 in 4,

nt the surface constitutes the real diffi-

ulty, steering being- the problem for solo

len, whilst tyre adhesion is the cru.x for

idecarists. As the event proved, any
ood solo rider who takes the left-hand

ide steadily ought to make a clean ascent
;

lut sidecars can only get tyre grip- by
oing up on the extreme right, and then-
he trouble is to keep up speed enough

get good .steering.

The o|5ening performances were poor,
ince the judge's car blocked the left-hand
ide for solo men, and some of the sidecar
len were foolish enough to tackle the loose

tulf in the road centre.

The first few^ men, both solos and side-

ar.«, all failed, and just when the specta-
ors had begun to denoance the hill as

The big smgle two-stroke Dunelt sidecar

on the grassy slope known as Beatgale Bank,

Feetham. Summer Lodge, which caused so

many failures, is among the range ot hills in

the background.

unclimbable, "'Pa". -Applebee made the
first clean ascent, though his little Levis
wae jolted all over the road by the stones.

Noticeably good climbs were made by

Kuhn and Poi'ter (Levis), Goodman and
Denley (Velocett-e), Kershaw (Verus),

and Clarke (Coulson) jn the lightweight

classes.

Sam Wright's 1-I.umber wa.s the first

sidecar to make the hill look possible

for three-wheelers, and Packman put up
an equally good show with his JIatchless.

Stobart did even better by bringing his

James up with the -passenger seated

instead oi bomrcing on the carrier. Xott
was baulked. Cblver's gear lever was
jolted into neutral. Mrs. Hardee provided

a touch of humom- by helping to, push her

luisbands outfit up. Smith's Entield and
sidecar turned a complete circle and ran

over a boy seated by the roadside, which
shows, how the surface flung the outfits

about. Hall's was the only Morgan to

conquer the hill, but Boddington looked
like making a clean climb w-hen his chain

broke. "

Opinions differed as to whether F.

TurveyiB.S.A.) or Capt. Wood (Scott)

made the finest show-ing on a solo machine.
For team work the Scott, N.U.T., 5
Rover, Sunbeam and Triumph all made
excellent impressions, but the baby
machines certainly had the toughest task

amongst the soloists.

At night the judges wisely decided to

ignore all failures on the hill and to

award five bonus marks for clean ascents.

The route- honje included grass fields

minus a track, each rider taking his o\vn

line to a gap in the far wall. Such gaps
often embody a stone step so high that

crank cases may foul it.

From fop to bottom Park Rash is nearly

three miles long, and in some cases early

failures ver^ repeated higher up.

This picture conveys some idea ot

the crowd which assembled on the

lower reaches of Park R^ish, near

Kettlewell. The competitor seen

ascendmg :s F. G. Boddington
(10 Morgan).
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TUESDAY, 165.i Miles.

Route: Darlington, Reeth, Feetham, Hawes,
Dent, Ingleton (lunch), Clapham, Stain-

iorth, Langclifle, Arncliffe, Kettlewell,

Buckden, Stalling Busk, Bainbridge,

Askrigg, Redmire, Richmond, Middle-

ton Tyas, Croit, Darlington.

Test Hills : Summer Lodge, Buttertubs

Pass, White Shaw Moss, The Stake.

After yesterday's sample of a real

Yorkshire hill, competitors were highly
expectant this morning when they set out
rill Reeth. There was a succession of

' short and sharp rises among the Pen-
nines. Swaledaie was followed as far as

Crackpot, and then came a fearsome hill

known as Summer Lodge, which unseated
nearly every competitor.
Some had the power, but were hope-

lessly baulked again by the sidecars,

which in one case stopped in a group
with a Morgan broadside across the

narrow road. The surface of this hill

was described by Darnton. th£.Powerplus
Indian rider, as a combination of a

ploughed field and the Brighton beach,
but the several twists were only just wide
enough for a sidecar machine, so that

passing was next to impossible. Brandish
(Rover), Pa Applebee (Levis), Turvey
(B.S.A.), D. Ale.xander (Enfield sc), and
S. Wright (Humber sc), were among the

ten or a dozen who claimed clean ascents.

On to Askricrg Hill, not quite so bad,
there was a bad- corner on joining the

!\Iuker road after the descent of Satron
side. Then to Feetham there was a

sharp rise, grass-grown, j-esembling the

roof of a house, known as Beatgate
Bank, 'leading to Barnard Castle. Most
competitors got up comfortably despite

the stones and a flock of sheep, which
gave the photographers their oppor-
tunity. It was noticed how well the
lightweights kept a straight course, and
how agile the sidecar passengers had
already becojne in scrambling on to the

carriers. The Dunelt two-strokes are

The hairpin bend at the top of the steepest stretch on Parle Rash. C. Moser (4 Trinmph)
is seen after successfully negotiating the single figure gradient. In the right-hand top comer
the approach to the hill from Kettlewell will be observed.

already notable for splendid climbing
abilities, and the Velocettes were show-
ing up magnificently among the light-

weights. On to Arkengarthdale Moor,
over the Buttertubs Pass, to the Wen-
sleydale side, some of the riders were
beginning to look crestfallen, knowing
that White Shaw Moss still required
attention before lunch at Ingleton.
Rumours of the withdrawal of the Clyno
entrants (later confirmed), owing to the
" uiu'easonable conditions." were abroad
at Buttertubs. Here, at the 220th mile,
there was a secret check.

On Buttertubs Pass.

E. E. Palmer (3 A.B.C. sc.) led the
way, and made light of^the hill. This

rider's showing on the. steep gradients

is so far a revelation. He was followed
bv Haudley (O.K.), Jones (Velocettel.

Hall (O.K.), and Baxter (Radco), and all

got lip splendidly.- Colver (MatchlessI
left the change down very late, and
nearly spoiled his ascent. 'The JMorgans
were fast, the Scotts glided up, the
Zeniths roared up, the Triumphs went up
as good Triumphs usually do, and the
Nut-Jap riders to a man_ were good.
Ryecroft hit a boulder, which lifted his
machine clear of the ground.

In the middle of the Pass there is a
'

'slight descent Jiefore the culminating
stretch of 1 in \\ and the usual stony
surface. We passed here Sawer (Norton
EC.) with a stripped low gear pinion—

.

B16

A SCENE ON PARK RASH.
The sidecarist is 0. Wade (6 A.J.S.), and the solo rider B. Kershaw (2J Verus-Blackburne).
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Notwithstanding the severity ot the course, many competitors were able to get ahead of

time, which necessitated a halt to avoid being caught at the secret checks. D. Robb

(3J N.U.T.) is seen passing G. A. Strange (3i James) and W. G. Harrison (3| Sunbeam)

near Reeth.

hard luck indeed, for Sawer's hill-climb-

ing has won him the respect of all his

fellovi' competitors. Frank Applebee
(A.B.C.) was very fast. Knowles (Hobart)
had the bad luck to break his belt on
the hill when' already 50m. late. Sullivan

(4 Harley-Davidson) stopped momentarily
through mulling the gear change, whilst
all the A.J.S. sidecars did excellently.

Darnton on his red Indian—which he
• affectionately calls his "Fire Engine"

—

streaked ijp the gradient. Turvey and
'Co. on the B.S.A.'s simply toured up.
Douglas Ale.xander (Enfield)—probably

,
the fastest sidecarist—added one more
hill to his bag.

The "Strike" HiU of 1913.

White Shaw JIoss is a lung, rough hill,

compounded of turf and boulders, with
two bad knuckles, of which the worse
comes at the very foot—a sharp bend
covered with loose stones, and utterly
devoid of any decent track. A narrow
strip of hard stuff on the right soon
terminates in a jutting ledge of rock,
which caused worse wobbles than the

, loose stuff in the centre. There were, of

coui'se, innumerable failures, and all the

passenger machines had an anxious time

;

not a few solo riders fell, charged walls

or ditches, or even svfung right round and
began to go downi again. The light-

•weights, as usual, were flung here, there,

and everywhere, but Jones (Velocette)

and Kuhn (Levis) made fine ascents,

whilst Denley and Goodman actually

waggled their Velocettes through a tangle

of stranded sidecars on the very worst
pitch. Newman on the little New
Imperial and Clark on the Coulson lived

up to their Park Rash reputation. Ker-
shaw on a Verus was good, but Pa
Applebee took a heavy f;;ll. Price on
the Diamond and Wills on a Verus were
astonishingly fast for their power. The
sidecar drivers were all in a cleft stick.

If they came up slowly they lost steering

way—a catastrophe which befell many.
If they came up fast, their back wheels
spun. Eric Williams made the first

clean sidecar climb with his passenger
on the carrier. Sam Wright brought the
Humber up fast, but a gigantic skid
brought his sidecar into the wall w-ith a
thud. Packman came up finely, aS did

279

Nott and Ross (both are experts at

throttle work coupled with scientific

bouncing)—a fine show for Matchless
machines. Ashley on the L.M.C. sc. was
also good, but nobody bettered Smith's
8 h.p. Enfield outfit, which was ex-
tremely fast. H. F. S. Morgan bounced
his reluctant back tjre into biting the
stones, and got up well. F. James's
Morgan did not arrive till the surface'

had been cut to ribbons, but he got up

;

and Hall's Morgan made a most spec-

tacular dive between two stranded
bicycles, and scored a good climb.

Douglas Alexander (Enfield sc.) dis-

pensed with bumping, and his passenger
remained in the sidecar. Capt. Charles-
worth was faster, but his passenger was
on the carrier, bouncing in unison with
the driver. Foster's Dot-Jap made a

similar ascent.

The heavier solo machines scored many
first rate climbs. The Sunbeam crowd
were particularly impressive, especially

Dance. Mrs Knowles (Norton) made a
lovely climb, as steady as if she had been
on macadam. Longman on the Ariel was
cool and masterful. Three P. and M.'s
conked out in a heap. Wood and Lang-
man on Scotts were superb, as was
Davidson on the Harley-Davidson. The
Triumphs came up confidently in a
cluster, Green and Edmond a foot apart
shouldering each other like lovebirds.
Chambers on the Zenith, was a sensible
climb—slow and sure. By contrast Gay-
ford, on a sister machine, came up far«
too fast, turned a complete circle, and
went on just as though the feat had been
intentional.

The Stake on Tuesday Afternoon.

After lunch at Ingleton, Kidstones
Pass, succeeded by a further climb
known as The Stake, unseated a number
of riders on the homeward run. Near
the top there are two turns, many stones,

and the usual slippery stretches of grass.

P. W. Bischoff was a spectator and an-
nounced the decision to withdraw the
Clyno entrants. Major Watling pro-
nounced the course thus far as more diffi-

cult than the Scottish Trials.

No. 1 (Baxter), clad in his familiar
aluminium coat, led on the Radco, W.
Cooper, who is verifying the course on
his Morris Cowley light car, having passed

S. Wright (4^ h.p. air-cooled Humber sidecar) after having conquered the most difficult section of Park Rash ; for this performance he was

"nnlaiided bv the many spectators. C3
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.—

a few minutes earlier, and incidentally

received a cheer from the many York-
fihiremen present for a very neat ascent.

Pehrson (Dunelt sc.) had to be assisted

due to wheel slip. F. W. Applebee (Levis)

when going gamely hJo a huge boulder,

which diverted his front wheel up a

steep grass bank which he mounted like

a sheep on a wall, high and dry. He
gamely went on again. Jones (Velocette)

used his foot merely to keep upright.

Davies (A.J.S. sc.) was very good; also

Eric and Cyril Williams on similar

machines. Hall (O.K.) was very good

;

also Lidstone (James), Hanks (Enfield),

Denley and Goodman (Velocettes), Porter

and Kuhn (Levises).

Now Mr. Alfred Scott demonstrated
the hill-climbing powers of his new
Sociable, which buzzed away merrily up
the hill. Cocks and Bees on their two-
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TWO OF TUESDAY'S HILLS.
(Left) Buttertubs. F. J. Fieldhouse (3i N.U.T.) (Right) The Stake. A Morgan and a

Zenith sidecar, the latter driven by Capt. R. Charlesworth.

stroke Beardmore-Precisions showed up
well. Price (Diamond) travelled well,

though he got in a rut and was thrown
on the descent of the other side to Bain-
bridge. Pvobinson (A.B.C.) made a clean
ascent, and in fact the majority of the
Bolo mounts which showed up conspicu-
ously on other hills. But ill luck awaited
many of the sidecar men, who had proved
themselves well able to account for sheer
gradient, for a wet grassy patch on the
very summit stopped quite a dozen side-

carists through sheer inability to get a
wheel grip. .Just above this stretch Dr.
Low's Audiometer . was in operation

—

quite the last straw to many enraged
riders!—but, of course, many wily men
who detected the instrument simply
dropped into low gear and closed their

throttles to minimise the effect! A
cinema man completed the fare provided
at 'i'he Stake. Strange (James), who has
been doing well, suffered a fall on the

descent to Bainbridge over a grass track
with a very uneven surface. Newman
did not arrive on his new Imperial, due,
it was discovered later, to a seized gear
box near Arncliffe. Boddington (Mor-
gan) was delayed by a puncture.

Some are Happy

!

Homeward there was nothing to

trouble the riders further on this memor-
able day, for Darnbrook was dry, other-

wise ! The stony ascent in Rich-
mond provided no excitement but con-

tinual bumps for the machines, one or

two of which had lost their silencers, or

part of them, by this time. We rode
with a group of fourteen men home-
wards, one D. A. Atkin on a twin Rover,
actually describing his experience so far

as " topping." The Ariel riders were
members of the party, happy as usual,

but .short of Watson whose engine seized

and caused his withdrawal

i

IMonday's retirements included :

H. Gibson (21A Clyno), C. B. Eedrup (2% Red-
rup), D. Bead (2=4 Ready), R. M. Knowles (31/.

Norton), G W. Ellis (4 Norton), G. W. Lush (3
A.B.C. sc), and L. G. Bachelier (8 Blackburne
sc).

On Tuesday the following retired :

P. W. Bischoff (2% Clynb), B.-Gold (2% Wolf),
J. A. Newman (2-^4 New Imperial), N. A. Woolley
(2?i Redrup), W. J. Lake (25,i A.J.S.), D. L,
Greig {3';^ Sunbeam),, W. J. Montgomery (5-6
Rover sc), S. Sawer (4 Norton sc), F. J. Watson
(6 Ariel sc), J. H. Place (8 Dot-Jap), H. E. Ash-
ley (6 L.M.C. sc), A. F. Knight (8 Clyno sc), H.
Reed (8 Dot-Jap sc), and F. G. Boddington (10
Morgan).

WEDNESDAY'S RUN, 134,} Miles.

Route : Darlington, Stockton - on - Teesr
Guisborough, Castleton, Hutton-le-Hole,
Kirby Mooiside, Lawton, Helmsley,
Kilburn, Bagby, Thirsk (lunch), Felix

Kirk, Hornby, Swainby, Carlton, Ingleby
Greenhow, Stokesley, Craythorne, Yarm,
Darlington.

Another fine day, and an easy route.

The original programme included Rose-
dale Abbey Bank, reputed to be the worst
on the entire course, but the stewards
wisely decided to substitute a switch
road, as the July rains were said to have
washed the filling out of the guUeys,
and there was some risk of broken crank
cases. Crowds of Northern motorists

had flocked to Rosedale, and the change
of route caused them great disappoint-

ment, which the more sporting competi-
tors unquestionably shared. After lunch,

there were a few gentle hills, of which
Boltby could claim mild difficulties ; a

good deal of roughish going ; lots of

fine scenery ; and a regular series of

watersplashes, several of which were
quite sporting.

The only incident worthy of record

before lunch was W. IL Wells's astute

placing of the secret check. He found
a smooth switchback over a lofty m6oi',

and hid ju.st behind the crest of a hump,
which a preceding dip tempted us all to

rush. Some of the boys were loo smart
for him even then : they had noticed that

these checks generally occurred near one
of the A.C.U. " twenty-mile " boards.

one of which was just about due. So
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The lower reaches ot Buttertubs Pass, showing T. J. Ross (7 Matchless sidecar), Norman
Rycroft (4 Triumph) , and in the background W. A. Fell Smith (8 Blackbume sc.)

W.H.W. did not catch as many men as
he expected.
The little market town of Thirsk was

crowded, its great square forming a fine

park for spectator's machines. After
lunch there was a general rush to Boltby
hill, which drew a huge crowd. It is

quite a fair test, the main difficulties

consisting of a stony centre and deep
. cross gulleys, whilst a watersplash 100
yards from the foot did not please the
belt-drivers. Failures were few, being

practically confined to the weaker light-

weights and to passenger machines which
encountered tyre stop. Particularly fine

ascents were registered by Clark's Coul-
son, Wills's Verus, and Hanks's Enfield
amongst the lightweights, and in the
passenger class by Wright's Humber,
Stobart's James, Bladder's New Im-
perial (his passenger remaining seated
all the' way up), and both Enfields. The
big Enfield combination answers its helm
with quite remarkable accuracy in what

a golfer would term "the rough." Mor-
gan roared up very comfortably indeed.

An Aquatic Afternoon.

The later hills wei'e of no special ac-

count, but an insignificant incline become."

formidable when preceded by a water-

splash, and we quite lost count of the

fords along this section. Hawmby
Beck was perhaps the worst, and
Edwards (B.S.A.) found a deep hole in it

and fell very heavily. Sheep Wash near

Scarth Nick would be frightful in the

reverse direction, but the trial came down
the steep side, and it gave the men no

real trouble. Several men had plugs put

out of action, and JNIrs. Knowles got

water in her magneto, and had to blind

in order to save her time marks. It is

generally supposed that splashes are in-

cluded only to test belts : so it is worth
putting, on record that they detect weak-

nesses in ignition, both as regards con-

struction and location. Several of the

splashes were officially observed.

Big Two-strokes making Good.

The two Dunelt two-strokes were still

going strong, but the sidecar machine was
handicapped by having a too high gearr

Pehrson's bottom gear was only 12 to 1

—

rather high tor a 500 c.c. outfit. One
competitor suggested that the 1921 trials

should be held in Lincolnshire in order to

avoid so many " nasty " hills.

Westwood Wills rode the last twenty-

one miles into Darlington on the rim. He
" never mends punctures," his stock of

spare tubes was exhausted, and the

deflated cover refused to stay on the rim.

Lidstone, on the James, had trouble at a

splash owing to the water dragging his

coat into the naked magneto chain, but

he managed to get going again.

Some of the old hands always dismount
and examine a. splash before entering it.

There were horrid rumours of a ford

which was paved with green slime, so

that ho solo machine could cross it erect.

After this day's easy run some of the

more ardent spirits were pining for more
hills to conquer.

Fark Rash and bummer Lodge had prepared the competitors lor anything in the way of surfaces. Here are seen two Sunbeam riders,

G. Dance arid F. C. Townsend, traversing a section ol highway under repair.
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THURSDAY'S RUN, 160^ Miles.

Route : Darlington, Staindrop, Egglestone,

Mickleton, Brough, Kirkby Stephen,
Soulby, Crosby, Ravensworth, Shap,
Clitton, Peni'ilh (lunch), Langworthy,
Melmerby, Alston, Nenthead, St. John's

Chapel,Westgate, Bolt's Burn, Wolsing-
ham. Tow Law, Crook, Bishop Auck-
land, Darlington.

A" fine day again, and easy roads. Much
of the route lay over main roads of

excellent surface, so that the men were
able to enjoy many gorgeous panoramas
of dale and heather. Dust has begun to

be mildly troublesome, and the roads were
choked with clouds of it imm€diately after

breakfast, when a few men took advant-
age of the good going to blind ahead and
gain time to change tyres. Several of the

passenger machines were thus engaged,
and in the preliminary sprint they raised

the road surface almost sky high. Other-
wise, the only real excitement before lunch

was a gem of a watersplash. Mercifully,
for the sake of the competitors, it was not
observed by any official, for only 5% of

the men got through without trouble. It

was particularly deceptive. The canny
men prospected on foot, and seeing only
8in. of water charged ahead. Unfortu-
nately, the bottom was soft mud and
very deep. Some fell in the stream, others
stuck fast in a vertical position, and many
got their magnetos oi' carburetters (or

both) full of water. Loud were the curses
when the unfortunates discovered there
was no A.C.U. observer in the crowd, so

that all the solo machines might have
utilised the narrow footbridge. At one
time two Morgans lay cheek by jowl in
the stream, completely blocking the
passage, and later on the correspondent
of a well-known daily paper stuck fast,

and, refusing to wet his feet, waited until

a horse was fetched to tow his car out.

Spectators at Penrith—the luncheon
stop—were far less numerous than at

Tliirsk on the nrevious dav. The after-

SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1920.

noon run commenced with the long climb
up to Alston, the highest town in England.
This was a top gear run for most men,

:

and the fine surface allowed us to enjoy
the view which embraces four counties. 1

After ascending Kilhope we were de-
,

spatched on various excu-sions up byroads
into the wilderness, but the going on the
narrow tracks was uniformly hard, and i-

the gradients,Jf sharp, were usually short.

Lots of little hills had to be tackled, of
which Peat Bank and Suffley Bank had
attracted a lot of spectators. Most 500
CO. solo machines tackled these " banks

"

on second gear, unless an unexpected
hairpin ' created the scare of five lost

;

marks. JNIrs. Knowles, who is eagerly :

awaited all along the course, missed a

gear change on one of these climbs, but 1

nobody yet knows whether this particular 1

pitch was officially observed or not. The
refusal of the A.C.U. to advertise the
observed hills leads to a good deal of pre-

cautionary bottom gear work. We noticed
the Dunelt sidecar tackling Peat Bank in

exemplary fashion. Its cooling is evidently
very efficient. Sam Wright's attitude, as

his Humber roared up, was eloquent of

contempt, as if to say, " Do they think
this miserable pimple will puzzle me? "

The much advertised watersplash neai
BoUihope was not adorned by official

observers after all. Billy Cooper had
taken out a special warning placard

A picturesque scene on Carlton Hill.

Cranch (Rover sc.) going well.

(Inset) The only lady competitor, Mrs. Knowles
(Norton), near Birkbrow. She piloted her mount
splendidly over the rt ug'i course.

-^'
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Tvyo spring-framed machines, a Matchless sidecar and an A.B.C., on Thwaites Brow, near
Keighley—^a paved hill with five hairpins, and a gradient of I in 5.

'Dangerous Watersplgsh—Slippery Bot-
om," but instead of the expected 2ft. a
nere 4in. of water was trickling lazily

)ver the not very slimy stones. Many
•iders had got such wind up about this
iplash that they deliberately took the
ootbridge, though they thought the
iplash was "observed," preferring to
ose marks rather than risk their
nachines. The "clever" brigade first

Iiearched the knot of bystanders for a man
with a brassard, and then took the
bridge. Even then Nemesis overtook

[1
;hein, for there was a Gin. drop off the
;nd of the bridge.

One of the James brothers, on a Mor-
I ixa, has had a curious e.xperience. The
I driver's story is that he stuck on Sum-
j

mer Lodge on Tuesday and blocked the
road in his efforts to avoid running back.
The marshals asked him to get aside, and
let the solo machines up, guaranteeing
that he should be' given a time allow-
ance for the courtesy. He clocked in very
late, as the marshals failed to return and
assist his restart, as arranged. He was
allowed to start on Wednesday, and
again this morning, but the officials wired
to Peru'ith for him to surrender his

numbers at luncheon to-day, which he
accordingly did. His brotlier broke a
cam lever, and was towed into Penrith.
For some mysterious reason this after^

noon's ran concluded with nearly thirty

miles of mining villages. Incredible
pot-holes, innumerable children, and
illimitable number of dogs infested the
roadways. The riders were very fed
up whfn they reached Darlington.

FRIDAY'S RUN, 204i Miles.

Route : Darlington, Catteriek Bridge, Hun-
ton, Middleham, Carlton, Kettlewell,

Threshfleia, Bolton Abbey, Ilkley,

Brighouse, Huddersfield (lunch), Glos-
sop, Buxton, Ashbourne, Sudbury,
Yoxall, Lichfield, Coleshill, Stonebridge,
Kenilworth, Warwick, Leamington.

*To the general relief, Friday opened
fine, for the pennltimate day's run is

fenerally a teaser, and if rain and grease
ad been added to the horrors of our 200

miles this day there would have been many

retirements. All the disagreeables came
before lunch. They began with the grass
and stones leading up to Park Rash from
the reverse side. Then came the descent
of that notorious hill—quite the fiei'cest

of many very practical brake tests during
the day. Mrs. ICnowles confesses she
would rather go up ten times than down
once, and many of the men zigzagged to

ease the gradient.

Last But Not Least.

There was a little good going into Ilkley,

and towards the top of Keighley Gate a
epell of horrors began. The climb out of

Ilkley bothered nobody, but the moor
road to Keighley consists of a series of

pits and boulders, well calculated to smash
up sidecars and buckle wheel rims. The
j>ar« through Keighley is notorious.

Thwaites Brow was dry, so there was no
fear of skidding on this quaintly paved

corkscrew, and the men romped up its

easy incline. Then came the climax of
the whole trial so far as discomfort and
risk was concerned—Harden Bank. It
is difficult to make this abominable hill
live in cold print. It has no gradient
\vortlr mentioning, but its surface is

simply indescribable. In lieu of the small
loose stones w'hich compose the surface
of most rough hills, the reader must
imagine innumerable big stones, deeply
embedded in sandy soil, with long prism-
shaped edges exposed. Many of them are
a foot long, and protrude six inches.
Here and there, particularly on the inside
of the second bend, there are tremendous
reefs of solid rock. One loose boulder
lying in the fairway weighed a good 50 lb.

A rider who knows the correct path up
the hill can watch his front wheel and
dodge the more violent collisions. A first

timer must look ahead for the , wisest
track, and let his front wheel takes its

punishment. Very few solo men got up
without using their feet to correct wobbles'.

The passenger machines had little trouble'
until the middle of the first hairpin, which
is a left-hand bend, got cut up into a

morass. The crews for once had no need
to bounce deliberately ; the rocks saw to

that part of the business.

~ Performances on Horden Bank.

Many fine ascents were made, never-
theless, and a big crowd of spectators
thoroughy enjoyed. the spectacle. 01 the
lightweights. Hanks (Royal Enfield),

Kershaw ("Verus), and Clark (Coulson),

impressed us most. F. W. Applebee
(Levis) got an ovation. Price (Diamond)
was flung up the banlc, but he never
stopped his engine. He just let his

machine slide back on to_ the road, let

in his clutch again, and went happily on
—a gi'eat stunt. Kershaw never took his

feet off the rests—a very neat, clever
climb. Baxter's Radco has been geared
too high for some of the worse hills.

Harden suited him, and he did
excellently.

J. F. Lidstone (James) and Eric Williams (A.J.S ) passing through Alston, the highest town

in England
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C. P. Wood (Scott) on the extraordinary surface of Harden Bank, which resembles on some portions the set lava stream of a volcano.

]\Iost of the passenger machines bounced
masterfully up, having a hard bottom for

their driving tyres. The Dunelt sc. did

.

excellently tor so small an engine. H.
F. S. Morgan made a fearsome climb at

speed, roaring and rolling. The bigger

solo machines had the easiest task, as

their weight and speed gave steady steer-

ing it they enhanced the personal misery.
Frank Applebee (A.B.C.) shot up at a

great rate with his feet on the rests.

Dance. (Sunbeam), of course, was fast.

When we got on to a proper road again,
we were in the manufacturing district.

Everything was Hack and grimy, a dirty

haze hung overhead, and the common
objects of the roadside were dogs, children,

trams, setts, wool lorries, and pot-holes

'

as big as baths. But the road was wide,
>the police were encouraging, and there
was a miniature T.T. along the streets of

Brighouse and Huddersfield to lunch,
where another vast crowd awaited us.

The Timed Hill-climb.

A very few miles of dirty streets sufficed

to release us from Huddersfield and its

horrors, and the sole incident of the
afternoon was the timed climb up Holme
Moss—^a long, easy main road hill with a
medium hairpin or two, and lots of

spectators. No police were present, the
road was oi>en to ordinary traffic, and
there was a mild procession of non-
competing motors in both directions. For
example, just as a Tin Lizzie was try-
ing to overtake a 5-ton lorry on the
worst hairpin two sidecar .combinations
(Sam Wright and Eric Williams) roared
round neck and neck, and got thoroughly
baulked. Again, when George Dance was

C12

roaring up to cut the hairpin, he met a

big American twin coming down on the

very angle of the bend. Of the baby
two-strokes the Velocettes were clearly

the fastest round the hairpin ; the Black-

burne engines of the Verus riders showed
very healthy acceleration. The crowd
were eagerly waiting for !Mrs. Knowles,
and she took her Norton up in most
workmanlike fashion at a good bat. Seen
at the top, Eric Williams (A.J.S.),

Bladder (New Imperial), and Fell-Smith

(Blackburne) were the most impressive
sidecars on a fast straight. Of the rest

the James and Velocette babies, with
Wills's Verus, were very speedy, whilst

Ryecroft (Triumph), Applebee (A.B.C),
and Morgan (Morgan) simply tore past
us. When we had cleared the moors
above the Woodhead reservoirs we got on
to decent Midland roads, switchbacky to

Ashbourne and flat through Stafford-

shire and Warwickshire. High speed
was the order of the day. The fringe of

spectators by the roadside gradually
threatened to become all but continuous.
The streets of Lichfield were full. At
Coleshill the police had difficulty in keep-
ing a narrow lane open for us to pass,

and at Stonebridge every lover of motors
in both Birmingham and Coventry had
congregated. At Kenilworth the
exigencies of hotel accommodation split

the trial into two parties bound for

Leamington and Warwick respectively.

Had Mrs. Knowles's billet been in Coles-

hill, probably she would have gained a

gold medal, for her performance was one
of the best in the trial. Fate was against
he^ however, for in Berkswell a non-
competitor emerging from a side road

I

ran into her, with the result that she

was rendered unconscious. Thus ended a
tiring day.

THE LAST DAY, llSi Miles.

Total 918i Miles.

Route : Coleshill, Stonebridge, Kenilworth
Warwick, Banbury, Oxford, Henley-oa-
Thames, Maidenhead, Windsor, Staines,

Chertsey, Brooklands.

The last day. Main roads and no'

secret checks 1 What a relief to the tired

survivors who set out from Coleshill on
the last leg of the hardest trial that has
ever been organised. The majority took
it easy, but others availed themselves of

the opportunity to get ahead in order to

make a,djustments and polish up their

machines for the final examination. To-
ward the end brushes and petrol tins were
a common sight. Whilst many machines
appeared to be in as good condition as

when they started, on passing some of the
others we detected strange noises sug-
gesting that the terrible gruelling had
left its mark upon the mechanism. The
A.J.S. sidecars were in splendid condi-
tion, the Triumphs and Scotts were
burbling along, while the American re-

presentatives—Indian and Harley-David-
6on solo models—were causing their riders
no anxiety.
Stopped on the wayside we saw a few

riders carrying out tyre repairs, and one
or two changing covers in the sunshine
arnong green fields. With only a fe-w

miles to go, a few punctures were not
sufficient to damp the spirits of the- un-;'

lucky ones, providing that they had^suffi;.",

cient time in hand.
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The haJ-hcur s speedtest on the track was a popular feature, and the competitors indulged in real speed work. P. Pehrson (Dunelt)

demonstrated the speed of a big single two-stroke with a sidecar.

Near Oxford we came upon Mrs.
Knowles, who was so keeir to see the

finish that, against the doctor's orders,

she had accepted the pillion of Grieg's
Sunbeam in order' to get there. We
took her aboard our passenger machine,
and proceeded on our way, and shared
in the very friendly ovations with which
her fellow competitors greeted her. It

was evident that they were greatly re-

lieved to see her on the road, for a-larm-

ing rumours had reached them in their

billets in the various INIidland towns
where they had spent the night. In the
'Varsity city, goodly crowds collected to
see the procession. Through Henley,
Maidenhead, Windsor, and Staines, the
run was just a tour, which would have
been boring to the tired riders had not
a " gold " been in sight.

Brooklands at last.

Just before two o'clock the leaders
were turning into Brooklands race track.

Round the bends and through the tunnel
they cam^ with smiling faces, then into
the paddock to be parked while they
had lunch.

Before the last man was in, the brake
test had started" on the test hill. To
prove that one had perfect control over
a machine in free engine on a 1 in 4
required an ability to balance at a srrail's

pace on the part of the solo riders. Only
a small minority failed in the test.

Knowles could not hold his Hobart, and
the brakes on Charlesworth's Zenith
were not quite sufficiently powerful to
bring him to a stop.

Quite a number of brakes squeaked
and squealed, but the great majority
were silent. Alexander's Enfield had its

wheel locked, and he slithered a little

on his steel studs. Among the best per-
formances we saw were Smith's Enfield
sidecar, S. Hall's Morgan", de la Hay's
Sunbeam, Robbs's N.U.i'., Edwards's
B.S.A., Strange's James, Batten's P.
and M., Hardee's Matchless, White's
and Danskin's Rovers, and Longman's
Ariel.

Dr. A. M. Low was the judge for this
event, and apparently he relied upon
his own judgment instead of the watch.
Most of the riders came down the hill
at less than 1 m._p.h., hence the 'watch
was useless, and Dr. Low, therefore,

called upon them to increase speed, and
then pull up.

Incidents of the Speed Test.

After this test, the competitors rode
to the fork to start their speed test.

Here again the regulations appear to

have been altered, for although the pro-

gramme stated that the test was to be for

half an hour, the competitors received
instruction cards upon which was stated
the number of laps which had to be
covered at a certain speed.

The table of results ' on pages 286-7
shows that only a few lost ma'rks in this

test. In fact many competitors seemed
to cast caution to the winds and indulged
in a real speed burst, covering their

number of laps well within their time.
A number of the competitors had never
seen Brooklands, and to ride on it was
to realise their dreams, and it says some-
thing for modern engines that they stood
up to this open throttle treatment at the

hands of those who had no previous
experience on Brooklands, where an
engine requires twice as much lubricatioir.

Fate had reserved a trick or two for a
few unfortiuiates. The engine of

Stobartfi's James sidecar, which had done
so splendidly during the trial, developed
trouble, as did Kaye Don's Zenith. The
former was towed in, and the latter did
his required number of laps on one
cylinder. F. A. Applebee (A. B.C.) actu-
ally^ ran out of petrol, and caused his

father (the veteran F.W., or Pa, as he
is familiarly known) some anxiety when
he did not reappear. E. Redvers .Johnson

(4^ Humber) got into a speed wobble, and
fell heavily, hurting his hands badly.
Tonks (New Imperial) ran over a Cowey
horn on the track and suffered a fall.

Touring bars are not really suitable for
track work. Sam Wright's Humber side-

car did all that was required, and he
received many congratulations for bring-
ing so small a sidecar through the trial.

THE WINNING SCOTT TEAM IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Left tojight; W. L. Guy, Capt. C. P. Wood, and Geoffrey Hill. In each instance the

• machines have 3in. Palmer cord tyres, Amac carburetters, with W.S.R. jet adapters, which
gave an average of 88 m.p.g., and K.L.G. plugs.

C13
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS, 1920.

133 Sfarlers.

CENTRE : DARLINGTON.

PROVISIONAL RESULTS:—
33 Relired. 88 Gold Medals. 3 Silver Medals.

2 No Awards. 3 Disqualilied. 1 Withdrawn.
I Bronze Medal.

Basis of Awards: marks credited at the start—200, made up as follows : Reliability 100, Hill-cllmbing 50, Braking 20,
Condition at finish 20. Silence 10. To secure Gold Medals competitors in the respective classes had to obtain the
following marks : Solo : 275 c.c, 150 ; 350 c.c. and 500 c.c, 175 ; 750 c.c and 1000 cc, 180 ; Sidecars : 500 c.c, 160

;

over 500 c.c, 175.

MARKS LOST.

Week's
No. Capa- Deviation Marks Lost Speed Brake

Rider and Machine. of
Cyl

city. Weight. from
Schedule.

on Hills. Silence. Test. Test. Condition. Total. Award.

c.c. lb.

R. H. Baxter (sj Radco) . 211 182 22 40 — 62 Silver medal.
F. W. Applebee (2i Levis) .

S. Jones (2i Velocettc)
247 196 — — — Retired Friday.
220 196 2 -f 5 6 — —

I 4 Gold medal.
N. M. Hall (2i O.K.-Junior)
H. L. Hanlis (2i Royal En-

246 203 — — — — Retired^aturday.

field) 225
220

196
196

5

+ 5 i

~ Gold medal.
Gold medaLG. Dcnley (2i Velocette) .

.

5 6
W. H. Hanley (2* O.K.-Jun.) 246 224 5 20 — 4 2 31 Gold medal.
G. Kuhn (2i Levis) 247 203 10 -1- 5 4 — I 4 14 Gold medal.
J. F. Lidstone (2} James) . 239 224 14 15 6 20 —

55 Silver medal.
E. Goodman (2J Velocette) 220 196 + 5 6 — — I 2 Gold medal.
F. Porter (2} Levis) 247 196 — + 5 4 — — + I Gold medal.
P. W. Bischoff (2i Clvno) .

.

269 175 — — — — Retired Tuesday.
No award.H. P. Knowles (2J H'obart)

.

269 196 137 90 4
.:

—

10 r 242
H. Gibson (2J Clyno) 269 196 — Retired Monday.
B. Gold (2j Wolf) 293 224 — — — — — Retired Tuesday.
B. Kershaw (2J Vcrus) 350 252 — + 5

_
I + 4 Gold medal.

J. A. Newman (2J New
Imperial) 292

293
224
224

Retired Tuesday.
Gold medal.F. J. Price (2i Diamond) .

.

3 4 7
R. B. Clark (2} Coulson) .

.

349 252 + 3
— -^ — I + 4 Gold medal.

N, A. Woolley (2} Redrup) . 309 224 —

.

Retired Tuesday.
Retired Monday.C B. Redrup (2J Redrup) . 309 224 .

J. W. Wills (2} Verus) 348 252 5 -1- 5 7
—

7 Gold medal.
H. R. Guest (2} Hoskison) . 349 238 — Retired Thursday.
L. A. Bees (3V Beardmore-

Precision) 350
292

287
210

25 5 8 49 Bronze medal.
Retired Monday.P. Pike (2; O.K.-Union) ... H

D. Read {2I Readv) 293 224 — Retired Monday.
W. J. Lalie (2j A.j.S.) 349 210 — — — — ,—

.

Retired Tuesday.
L. Horton {2,^ New Imperial; 292 224. . Disqualified.
L. Tonks {2J New Imperial) 292 224 — — — Gold medal.
A. G. Cocks (3J Beardmore-

Precision) 350 287 6 16 Gold medal.
H. Greaves (3.V Beardmore- -

Precision) 350
400

280 10

+ 5

7
2

18
6

Gold medal.
Gold medal.F. A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.) .. 294 4 5

N. Rycroft (4 Triumph) , .

.

550 280 6 — — 6 Gold medal.
G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) . .

.

499 308 I 4 5 Gold medal.
F. Townshend (^i Sunbeam) 499 308 14 4 _ 18 Gold medal.
H. Church {3,1 Sunbeam) .

.

499 287 — — — Retired Thursday.
Capt. R. M.' Knowles (3*

Norton) 490
499

287
308

Retired Monday.
Gold medal.A. S. Guthrie (3* Sunbeam)

.

I + 5 6 H H
3 5

Ale.N. Wilkes (3* Rover) . .

.

2 499 308 . Retired Thursday.
F. J. Fieldhouse (si N.U.T.) 2 499 287 5 10 3 18 Gold medal.
R. C. Winn {3 A.B.C.) 2 398 287 7 5 12 Gold medaL
E. A. Edwards (35 N.U.T.) . 2 499 294 10 10 Gold medaL
W. C. Thomson (3.1 N.U.T.) 2 499 280 8 -I- 5 I

*
4 Gold medaL

T. C. de la Hay (3; Sunbeam' I 499 315 + 5 4 + I Gold medal.
D. Robb (3* N.u:t.) 2 499 294 -_ + 5 + 5 Gold medal.
Mrs. 0. M. Knowles (3*

Norton) 490
499

308

315
Retired Friday.
Retired Tuesday.D. L. Greig (3J Sunbeam) .

G. Featherstonhaugh (3^

— — — — — — —
Rover) .'. 499

499

308
294

4
8

14 18

7
Gold medaL ^
Gold medaLH. F. Edwards (3! B.S.A.) . 4 + 5

G. A. Strange (3^ James) .

.

495 280 3 10 8 — 21 Gold medal.
W. G. Harrison (3.1 Sunbeam; 499 308 4 20 24 Gold medaL
H. M. Batten (sfP. & M.) . 498 308 — 15 6 21 Gold medal.
F. A. Langman {3.^ Ariel) .

.

499 294 2 + 5 4 I Gold medal.
G. N. Townsend (3', P. & M.) 498 294 —

5 6 II Gold medaL
J. J. A. Dias (3! H.&M.) .. 498 280 -^

5 6 II Gold medal.
Capt. Barton (4! Dunelt) .

.

499 315 — 10 6 16 Gold medaL
G. L. White (5 Rover) 2 O54 322 Gold medaL
D. M. Davidson (4 Harley-

Davidson) 2 584
532

308
280

Gold medal.
Gold medal.

Capt. C. P. Wood (3} Scott) 2 + 5

2 z z 2

+ 5W. Brandish (; Rover) 2 654 322 — Gold medaL
1. A. 0. Sullivan (4 Harley-

D.ivid50ii) 584
532

308
308

5

5

Gold medaL
Gold medal.

B. Alan Hill (3} Scott) 2 -,
7
5E. S. Astley (5 Rover)

D. Danskin. (5 Rover) . . .

,

2

2
654
654

336
308

—
5 2

— — —
7

Disqualified.

Gold medal.
G. CritiUm {.\ Harlcy-Dav.) 2 584 322 —

5 2 7 Gold medal.
G. J. Shcmans (4 Triumph).
W. H. Owen (5 Rover)
L. T. Gibson 5 ZenithI
A. Colrombe (4 Indian) ....

I

2

2

550
654
654
soft

280
308
336
108

-
+ 3

10

+ 5

5

6

4
2

~
- —

I

14

+ 3
5

Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.

"14
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PROVISIONAL RESULTS OF THE A.C.U. SIX DA^S TRIALS, 1920 (Continued).
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hL\RK£ LOST. 1

Week's '

No. Capa- Delation
1 Maxks Lost

Rider and Machine ol
Cyl

city. Weight. from
Schedule.

onHUls. Silence. Speed
Test.

Brake
Test.

Conditioa. Total. Award.

lb.

W. Edwards (4l B.S.A.) ... I 557 280 — 5 4 — — — 9 Gold medaL
RLaogman (3J Scott) .2- 532 . 2S0 — + 5 — — — — + 5 Gold medal.

C Moser (4 Triumph) I 560 280 I 5 8 — — — 14 Gold medaL
E. Cross (+ Triumph) I 550 287 10 6 — — — 16 tiold medal.

D. A. Atkin (5 Rover) 2 6=54 308- 4- 5 4 — — — 4- I Gold medal.

W. L. Guy (3} Scott) 2 532 308 4 -r 5 — — — — + I Gold medaL
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph) .

.

I 550 280 -r 5--- ^ 6 — — — I Gold medal.

H. Pattison (4 Triumph) .

.

I 550 2S0 4- 5 6 — — — I Gold medaL
L. L. Sealey (4J B.S.A.) . .

.

I 557 Srs - I -!- 5 4 — — — — Gold medal.

W. Westwood (4 Triumph) . I 550 280 + 5 8 — — —
3 Gold medaL

G. W. Ellis (4 Norton) .... I 633 294 — — — — — Retired Monday.
F. Turvey, Jun. (4i B.S.A.) I 557 294 — 4 — — — 6 Gold medal.

H. Taylor (3} Scott) 2 532 280 + 5 — — 8 —
3 Gold medal.

G. Hill (3} Scott) 532
550

280 + 5 + 5

H. Green (4 Trixunph) I 280 _ -r 5 6 — — — I Gold medaL
F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph)

.

1 550 280 2 -f 5 - 6 — — —
3 Gold medal.

L. Crisp (4l Humber) 2 600 308 I + 5 — — — — + 4 Gold medal.

H. F. 0. Evans (4* Humber) 2 600 315 2 10 — — — — 12 Gold medaL
E. R. Johnson (4* Humber)

.

2 600 336 3 5 2 — — — 10 Gold medal.

T Peck {i.\ Ariel) 336
322

Retired Thursday.
L. Newey (4i Ariel) I 6ro — -f 5 6 7 — — 8 Gold medal.

Capt. J. L. Stocks (4* Ariel)

.

I 6ro 336 I -f 5 6 — — 2 Gold medaL
W. J. Chambers {4i B.S.A.) I 557 322 — + 5 8 — — —

3 Gold medal.

R. E. Damton (7-9 Indian) . 2 997 420 — — — — — — Retired Friday.

V. Gaj-ford (6 Zenith) 2 770 357 — — 8 20 — 2 30 Silver medal.
Kaye Don (6 Zenith) 2 770 336 — -r 5 6 13 — — 14 Gold medal.
G. W. Lush (3 A.B.C. so.) .

.

2 400 420 — — — — Retired Monday.
E. E. Palmer (3 A.B.C. sc.) . 2 400 420 — — — — — — — Retired Friday.
P. Pehrson (4.V Dunelt sc.) . I 499 476 — 23 6 — 2 3 36 Gold medaL
C. WUliams (6 A.J.S. sc.) .

.

2 748 560 — 10 — — — 10 Gold medaL
J, Cooper, Jun. (6 A.J.S. sc.) 2 74S 616 I 10 — — — — II Gold medaL
H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc.) . 2 748 588 — 5 2 — — — 7 Gold medaL
W. J. Montgomery (3-6

Si600S. Wright {4i Humber sc.) . 2 476 6 — 4 — — — 10 Gold medal.
A. L. Crouch (5 Rover sc.) . 2 654 476 5 15 6 — — 2 28 Silver medaL
E Williams (6 A.J.S. sc.) .. 2 748 567 5 — — —

5 Gold medal.
S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.) 2 633 448 — — — — — Retired Tuesday.
0. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc.) 2 748 583 5 10 2 — — — 17 Gold medal.
A. Jo>-nson (5-7 Coventry-

Victor) 688 __ __ _^ ,

G. E. Stobart (7 James) . .

.

2 749 560 — 5 4 — — 5 14 Gold medal.
G. Packman (8 Matchless sc' 2 968 644 2 -^ 5 2 — —

3 2 Gold medal.
G. Nott (S Matchless sc.) .

.

2 992 6r6 3 5 2 -~ — 10 Gold medal.
F. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.) .

.

2 798 504 — — — — — - Retired Tuesday.
F. J. Ellis (3 Matchless sc.) 2 992 658 — 5 — ^— — —

5 Gold medal.
G. Haidee (8 Matchless sc.) 2 992 644 1 -5 — — — 26 Silver medal.
H. Colver (8 Matchless sc.) 2 998 644 — — — — — — — Retired Thursday.
L. G. BacheUer (8 Black-

998
980

588 Retired Monday.
Retired Tuesday.J. H. Place (8 Dot-Jap sc.) . 2 560 — — — — - _

B. Bladder (8 New Impsc.) . 2 980 532 — — 4 — — I 5 Gold medal.
H. E. Ashley (6 L.M.C. sc.) . 2 842 476 — — — — — Retired Tuesday.
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 2 980 756 — — 6 — — — 6 Gold medal.
T. James (8 Morgan) 2 980 784 — — — — — — — Disqualified.

T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sc.) 2 992 644 — -r '^ 2 — — — + 3 Gold medaL
W. E. Smith (3 Enfield sc.) 2 998 532 — — 8 — I _ 9 Gold medaL
H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.) . .

.

2 988 560 44 30 8 20 — _ 102 No award.
A. F. Knight (8 CItoo sc.) . 2 925 644 — — — — Withdrawn Tuesday.
D. Alexander (8 Enfield sc) 2 998 532 I + 5 8 — I — 5 Gold medal.
W. A. FeJl-Smith (8 Biack- ---.^

burne sc.) 2 993 560 — 15 — — _ — 15 Gold medaL
Capt. R. Charlesworth (8

Zenith sc.) 2 976 588 4 5 6 __
3 iS Gold medal.

E. Foster (8 Dot-Jap sc.) .

.

2 980 560 — — — Retired Friday.
H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap sc) . .

.

2 980 560 -

—

— — — — — — Retired Tuesday.
S.Hall (10 Morgan) 2 1000 756 2 -i- 5 8 — — —

5 Gold medal.
F. James {10 Morgan) 2 IIOO 8r2- 8 5 3 — _-, — 21 Gold medal.
F. Boddiugton ^ro Morgan) 2 IIOO 8r2 — — — — — — — - Retired Tuesday.

li

&L\NLT.A.CTURERS' TEAM PRIZE.
Marts Lost,

Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd + ii
Triuinph Cycle Co., Ltd 5
V'eloce, Ltd 12
B.S.A., Ltd ; 13
Haxley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd - 16
N.U.T. Motor Co., Ltd 17
Humber, Ltd iS
John Marston, Ltd. 22 \
A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd 22/
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd 25

1

New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd 25 /
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd -.

.

22
Phelon & Moore, Ltd 38
James Cycle Co., Ltd 90
Zeiuih Motors, Ltd loi

CLUB TEAM PRIZE.
Worcester and District M.C.C 23

(No other dub team qualified.)

PRIVATE OWTs^RS' TEAM PRIZE.
1. R. >V. Duke's team of Triumph riders (R. W.

Duke, N. Rycroft, and W. Westwood) . ro
2. F. J. Ellis's team of MatcUes riders (F. J.

Ellis, G. D. Hardee, -and G. Nottj 41

SPECIAL AWARDS.
N.E.A.A. SPECIAL PRIZE. Marks Lost.

F. Turvey (4i B.S.A.) 6
T. Cooper, Jim. (6 A.J.S. sc) ii
F. J. Fieldhouse (3! N.U.T.) 18

Ex-D.R.'s PRIZE.
W, Westwood (4 Triumph) 3

(Formula on hill-climb, 207.)
H. Taylor (3} Scott) 3

(Formula on hill-climb, 247.)

HOLME MOSS RESULTS.
CL.-iSS.A.

Marks
E. F. Goodman (2^ Velocette) 144
G. Denley (ij Velocette) 136
J. F. Lidstone (2i James) 163

CLASS B.
F. J. Price (2i Diamond) i4<;

J. W. Wills (2"i Verus) 175
R. B. Clark (2^ Coulson) 192

CL.ASS C.
K. Robinson {3 A.B.C.) 138
T. C. de la Hay (3i Sunbeam) 173
R. C. Wina (3 .A.B'.C.) i3

CL.A.5S D. IVIarbi.

1. G. Grinton (4 Harley-Davidson) 175
2. H, Pattison (4 Triumph) 186
3. F. Turvey, Jun. (4i B.S.A.) 198

CLASS E.
1. K. Don (6 Zenith) 216.5
2. \'. Gaj'ford (6 Zenith) 216.7

CLASS G.
P. Pehrson (4} Dunelt) 188

CLASS H.
1. G. E. stobart (7 James) 170
2. E. Williams (6 A.J.S.) 183
3. J. Cooper, Jun. (6 A.J.S.) 183

CL.\SS K.
1. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 16^
2. G, Packman (8 Matchless) 202
3. T. J. Ross (7 Matchless) 220

CLASS L.
F. James (10 Morgan) , 141

Mrs. 0. jM. Knowles (Norton) \yill be
the recipient of a special prize sub-
scribed for by fellow competitors.

C19
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Special JF^eatures.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS
THE GRAND PRIX.

A RAG-BAG OF RECOLLECTIONS.

../Jk.i/A.l

Olntes to TLlgl)t TLamps
Sept. 2nd 8.14 p.m.

„ 4th 8.10 „
„ - 6th 8.5 „

,. 8th 8.1 „

Reunion of 47th Division D.R.'s.

A meeting of D.R.'s who were with
the 47th London Division Signal Co. is

to be held on September 18th. All who
desire to be there should write to Mr.
J. C. Stuart Richardson, 8, Cemmaea
Terrace, Hemel Hempstead, who will

supply full particulars.

A.C.U. Midland Centie.

Delegates from eight clubs in the area
of the proposed A.C.U. Midland Centre
met in Birmingham recently. Maj. R.
Vernon C. Brook was in the chair,

and the following club delegates were
present :

W. H. Egginton and E. W. Winckle (Birming-
ham M.C.C.), G. E. Roberts and J. F. Spencer
(Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.), J. G. Nickson
and W. H. Walker (Kidderminster M.C.C.), F. C.
Dawes and F. J. Urry (M.O. and A.C.), H. S.

Uzzell and H. Warden (S. Birmingham M.C.C.), ,

S. P. Barnes and W. Douall (Stourbridge M.C.C.),
W. Bishop and A. O. Haskins (Wolverhampton
M.C.C.), J. Howell and J. A. Newman (Worcester
and District M.C.C.).

The Centre also receives the support
of the Nuneaton and District M.C.C.,
Redditch M.C.C., and the Sutton Cold-

field and North Birmingham A.C. The
Worcester club, however, through its

delegates, stated that it wished to form
a centre of its own, but after discussion

it was decided that the time was not yet

ripe for two centres within twenty-five

miles of each other.

Mr. E. W. Winckle was elected secre-

tary, and the Sutton Coldfield club was
asked to nominate a member to act as

treasurer.

The Late Mr. A. E. Walker.

We very much regret to have to an-

nounce the death of Mr. A. E. Walker,
who was formerly designer to, and
manager of, the motor cycle department
of Messrs. Hobart, Bird, and Co., of

Coventry. Mr. Walker was a brother
of Miss May Walker, who is a frequent
contributor of articles to this journal on
motor cycle topics for ladies. The
late Mr. Walker was in the A.S.C.,
M.T. during the war, and before and
since he rode in numerous competitions,
and gained three gold medals in three
successive London to Edinburgh trials.

It was after the last of these runs that
he was taken seriously ill, and he never
entirely recovered. Mr. Walker, who is

brother of Mr. W. J. Walker, of St.
Albans, a well-known builder of motor
car bodies, and also an enthusiastic
motor cyclist, was only twenty-nine years
of age, and his death will be a sad
shock to his many friends.

C2C>

Surbiton Hill-climb.

On Saturday the 4tli inst. a members'
hill-climbing competition wOl be held on
a gradient a mile outside forking. There
are approximately eighty entries in the
light classes. Prizes will be awarded for

time and formula results.

Price o£ Petrol.

The opinions which were freely mooted
at the time of the proposals to withdraw
the tax on petrol are already being
justified. On Monday last the an-

nouncement was made that spirit would
be raised in price from sevenpence to

elevenpence per gallon according to

quality. No preliminary statement was
made, and the new figures were charged
at once. Benzole controlled by the
petroleum companies has also been ad-
vanced by sevenpence per gallon. Such
an unwarranted increase clearly shows
how the future of the whole motoring
movement is in the hands of a monopoly,
and it is surely high time that the
Government took steps to further the •

introduction of new, and the development
of existing, home fuel supplies.

Singer take over Coventry Premier.

We are authoritatively informed that
the Singer Co., Ltd., has purchased the
entire undertaking of Coventry Premier,

Ltd. The- three-wheeled runabout will

still be produced as heretofore under the
name Coventry Premier, but the manage-
ment will be under the control of the ,

directors of the Singer Co. This new "

arrangement came into effect yesterday, '

the 1st inst.

The Scott Trial.

On Satm-day many of the hills included
m the recent Six Days Trials will be re-

visited by the competitors in the annual
sporting event organised by the Scott,

Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. Instead of being
given a 15 m.p.h. schedule over such
sections as Park Rash, a speed of

20 m.p.h. must be maintained over a '^

com'se which is infinitely worse. ''[

Quite a sporting day is anticipated, as.

the event is one which appeals to those -

riders who enjoy rough country condi-

tions. The start is from Otley, at 11
a.m., and the route is via Dob Park, y
Fewstou, Blubberhouses, West End,_
Appletreewick, Grimwith Reservoir^ •.

Burnsall, Hebden, Coalgrove House,
Girassington, Kilnsev, Malham Tarn,'
Darnbrook, Kettlewell, Park Rash. Carl-

'

ton, The Scar, Pateley Bridge, Jliddle-
tongue, Greehow, and Burnsall. The
route can be followed easily on Sheet
No. 6 of Bartholomew's " two-miles-to-
the-inch " maps, and North Country
riders should endeavour to see the fun at,'

one or other of the points of interest. ^S'^

-=
-

.

'^^

IN THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
The brake test in free engine on the 1 in 4 hill at Brooklands. F. J. Lidstone {2\ James
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THE GRAND PRIX.
A Chapter of Accidents on the Circuit de la Sarthe at Le Mans.

finishes in 500 c.c. Class.

THE Grand Prix of the Union JNIoto-

cycliste de France, held at Le Mans
on Saturday last, was won (in the

500 c.c. class) by Jolly on an Alcyon,
which covered the twenty-two laps (233

miles) in 5h. 15m. 13s. In the 350 c.c. class

the winner was Bartlett, on a Verus, who
covered twenty laps (212 miles) in the
same time. The winner in the 250 c.c.

class was Mourrier, on a Thomann two-
stroke, which covered sixteen laps (170

miles) in 4h. 4m, 33s. Cleck, on a moto-
solo, took second place in 4h. 46ni. 12s.

No other machine finished the race within
time allowance.
The course, which lies to the south of

Le Mans, is triangular, and has a total

length of about ten miles. Of the three
classes, the 250 c.c. machines were re-

quired lo make sixteen circuits (170 miles),

the 350 c.c. machines twenty circuits (212
miles), and the 500 c.c. machines twenty-
two circuits (234 miles), and the competi-
tors were started in groups according to

then- classes, the smallest going away
first at six o'clock, and other classes at

_
intervals of one minute. In consequence,
the start was a fine sight. Five minutes
before his class was due to go Alexander,
on one of new chain-driven Douglases,
discovered a big nail in his rear tyre, and
was left behind when his group started.

He got away with a delay of about three
minutes, but, riding magnificently, he got
the lead after two laps.

Competition was very keen at the
beginning of the race, particularly be-

tween the Peugeot, Alcyon. and Douglas
teams ,; mechanical troubles, however,
developed early. Devaux on a 3^ h.p.

Peugeot, who had been in front on the

Only One Machine

Jolly, the wmner of the 500 c.c. class in the Grand Prix. He rode an Alcyon, and is seen

with his colleague, who rode a machine oi the same make.

Le n^]-,

The Grand Prix courae is a triangular

circuit of about ten miles.

first lap, broke his front fork, and had a
bad spill, although he was not injured.

After four laps, Pean, another Peugeot
rider, who had been in second place, Lad
to retire with a broken change speed
gear, leaving only Perrin of this team in

the race

Franco-British Duel on Douglases.

For a considerable time there was a

very keen contest between Jolly (Alcyon)

and Alexander (Douglas), the latter's

machine was slightly , the taster,

and kept the lead except for a short

time after stopping to fill up. The Alcyon
which got ahead then did not hold its

advantage long, for Alexander again
rode into first place, and after sixteen
laps had a lead of about 20in. At this

point, however, the second gear of the
Douglas stripped, i^robably owing to the
fact that these machines have no clutch.

With this handicap, it was very difficult

for Alexander to make hairpin turns, and
after stalling on one corner he found it

impossible to get away again unaided,
and was ordered off the course after

having been pushed. The machine had
shown such remarkable speed and had
been so well iiandled that this decision

caused general regret.

Kickham (Douglas) broke a \alve early

in the race, while Doisi, also on a

Douglas, was held up at an early houl-
with stuck carburetter throttle, and later
abandoned the race owing to a broken
shock absorber. Of the three members
of the A. B.C. team, only Borgotti
covered the entire distance, but he came
in one minute too late to get official

recognition for the performance. Yenne
fell, and Naas was eliminated by a fly-

ing stone from a competitor's machine,
which broke his cylinder head and
damaged a valve. Naas was also fined
100 francs for going round the course
the wrong way. Vuillamy, on an
Alcyon, abandoned the race at the re-
plenishment pits, a statement being made
that he was tired.

A New Vertical Twin.

The new Bleriot machines, which ap-
peared for the first time in a speed
contest, met with ill luck. Paumier had
to abandon very early with a broken
clutch, Berlie broke his valve gear, and
Brunei failed to finish within the time
limit. The machines, while on the same
general lines as stock Bleriots, had
special engines with two side-by-side
cylinders having four overhead valves
for each.

By reason of the mechanical accidents
to Peugeot, Alcyon, and A.B.C. machines,
the race resolved itself towards the end
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/"a,"
^ contest between Jolly

(Alcyon) and the Motosacoche
nders. These latter, however
had met with various small diffi-
culties, one of them refiung at
the. depots, and two others fail-
ing to get home before the race
was called off at 11.30 a m

H. Bartlett, who

rode a Verus

In'the 550 CO. class, the winner proved
to be the Englishman, Bartlett, on a
Verus machine. His companion, Copus,
was put out with a broken gear box,
while Lehmann, the only Alcyon rider
in this. class, had a nasty fall,- due to a

broken mudguard catching in the front
wheel. Louis on the 250 c.c. Alcyon
broke his rear mudguard stays, and
fastened the wreckage on to the carrier

;

this being considered an infringement of

the rules, he was disqualified.

SEPTEMBER 2nd, igso.

This is the first time in the history of
French motor cycle racing that only one
machine out of nineteen finished in the
500 c.c. class. Such a result, however,
may be attributed to the fact that the
roads, while being very fast, had very
rough surfaces, which were extremely
destructive to machines.
The following is a list of machines

which were entered, the driver's name
being in parentheses :

250 c.c. CLASS.
Thomann (Marc).
Motosolo (Dubost).
JVlotosolo (Cleck).
Alcyon (Louis).

350 c.c. CLASS.
Alcyon (Lehmann).
Alcyon (Guiguet).
Motosacoche (A. Frey).
Motosacoche (F. Pelissier).
Motosacoche (Roily).
Verus (H. W. Copus).
Verus (H. Bartlett). -

500 c.c. CLASS.
Alcyon (Jolly).
Alcyon ( ).

Rudge Multi . (Pierre Duyern*),
Rudge Multi _( ).

Peugeot (Paul Pean).
Peugeot (Desvaux).
Bleriot (Brunei).
Bleriot (Berlie).
A.B.C. (Naas).
A.B.C. (Detrnche).
A.B.C. (Borgotti).
A.B.C. (Emerson).
Motosacoche [A. MiUaud).
Motosacoche (Pelissier).
Motosacoche (A. Robert).
Douglas (Diosi).
Douglas (Alexander).
Douglas (Kickham).
Peugeot (L. Perrin).
Bleriot (Paumier).

IWO-STROKE SUCCESS IN CYCLE CAR RACE.
Promptly at noon, or only half an

hour after the motor cycle race finished,

the Cycle Car Grand Prix began, com-
petitors being sent away in pairs at in-

tervals of 30s. There were fifteen

starters, the Soriano and Automobilette
teams failing to appear.

Violet, on the 10 h.p. Major, set a
very fast pace, gaining nearly 2m. on
his nearest competitor, Ware (Grand
Prix Morgan), on the first lap. The
latter machine was well handled, how-
ever, and, although it was never first,

it made a very good impression until

half-distance, when, on being stopped
for overheating! water was put in while
the engine was too hot, thus cracking
a cylinder jacket. About the same time
one of the chains had to be replaced,
and, although the cracked jacket was
patched up, the machine failed to show
again its original speed, and never re-

covered its lost position.

The cycle car competitors were soon
thinned out. Saindford, on the other
Morgan, disappeared on his initial lap
jwing to magneto trouble. Fournier, on
B machine of his own make, retired on
his first lap, as did Lucien Noel (Noel),
who broke a wheel. Jourdain (Jourdain)
R'RS ruled off the course about half-dis-
tance after having lost all mudguards.
The Tom Ponce machine, driven by
L'oquillat, abandoned the race very
early. Erders (Major) pulled a tyre
off the rim when cornering, and, get-
ting on to rough ground, broke the steer-
ing gear before half of the sixteen laps
(170 miles) had been run.
The race became a contest between

three or four machines. Violet, who was
formerly of the Violet Bogey Co. and
who is now respon.iible for the Major
rycle car, got the lead and was never
.seriously challenged after the Morgan's

trouble with the water jacket and re-

placement of chains. The latter machine
had not finished when the race was called

off. Violet's victory was somewhat easy,

but is remarkable by reason of the fact

that this is the first time that a two-
stroke cycle car has beaten four strokes in

open competition.
The engine on this machine has two

cylinders, having a common combustion
chamber. Crank case compression is

employed, and admission is by one
cylinder and exhaust through the other

;

it is declarecl that the engine develops
30 h.p. The fuel consumption was rather
high, being between forty-five and fifty

litres for the entire distance (170 miles).

Leveque (Ruby) finished second. An
exciting incident in connection with this

car occurred after stopping at the pits.

The driver, not noticing that his mechanic

had failed to get into the seat, started
away, while the mechanic clung to the
side, and was dragged along the ground
twenty to thirty yards.

Hawkes, on a G.N., appeared to be
holding his car in reserve, and ran with
considerable regularity, but never showed
great speed- compared with the French
machines, and when the race was called
off at five o'clock he still had a lap to go.

Blanc^ (Tom Pouce) was also running at

the end.
There were two machines in the 750

class, but both came to the pits and
retired before the end of the race.

The results were as follow : Violet
(Major), 3h. 37m. 39s. ; Leveque (Ruby),
3h. 48m. 27s. ; Louis Noel (Noel), 4h.

32m. 3s. Ware (Morgan), Hawkes'
(G.N.), and Blanc (Tom Pouce) were all

running when the race ended.

A scene during the weighinR in o( the Grand Prix machines
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SAFETY

No. 10.

Ictor Observation Mirror.

13/-

IS
essential to real enjoyment in motor cycling not only

safety itself, but an absolute feeling of security. Such

a happy state of mind can only be enjoyed when the

road ahead and movement to the rear are within your

range of vision. No man can look two ways at once, and

to turn back is dangerous; only one alternative presents

itself—fit a "Clayrite" Mirror; it will enlarge your vision,

save you turning to look back, and will add a pleasing

appearance to your mount. Compared to the advantages

the cost is trifling. Immediate delivery from your "dealers

or direct from us.

CLAYRITE
The Brand that guarantees sitisEa-iuioa.

CLAYTON-WRIGHT, Ltd.
Great Hampton Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Only Address.

M-L" Type Ki.

Ill

THIS
is the

All-British Magneto
with which the

"T.T.
Jf

was won.
You should specify an

"M-L" Magneto
on your next machicL'.

A I! enquiries and conespmldence rehituig to Overseas Trade, atid to Retail

and Trade Inisiness in this country, to he addressed to S. Smilli & SoJis

{M.A.} Ltd., 179-1S5, Vreal Portland Street, London, It'.i. Sole Maimers:

Tlie "M-L" Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Coventry, to whom all enquiries from

manutacturers should be^ sent.

In tniswcrinif tliri:-p. (idicitifciiiiints it ifs desirable to mention "Thu Motor C'l/clc. C25
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TOUR IN COMFORT— AT SIDECAR COST !

SPECIFICATION :

8 h.p , 2 cylinders

85X90 mm, water-
cooled engine

Three speeds

Weatherproof
transmission

650x65 mm.
heavy tyres

Weight

—

only 9^ cwt.

Wheelbase—

-

7ft. 9in.

Track—4ft.

Consumption
45 m.p.g.

PRICE
£315
Fully equipped

includins

HOOD
SCREEN
LAMPS

SPARE WHEEL
AND TYRE
TOOL KIT
PUMP
JACK

etc.

MADE ENTIRELY AT
OUR WORKS.

CROUCH

QUICK DELIVERY.
If you reside in a district where we have no agent, we will send one of

our experts who will stay until you are proficient in handling the car.

Detailed Specification on applicaiion to

MOTORS (1915) LTD., Tower Gate Works, COVENTRY.
I^

mnaaiuuiMuuiffiiH

VMiole-hearted Confidence m the

Control of your mount is one ol

the essential conditions to com-

plete enjoyment awheel.

Now by reason of their unfailing reliability

under ALL conditions, "BOWDEN, Tyseley'

Brake and Control Fitments will always

impart that ever-satisfying feeling ol

absolute Confidence, and

—

rheir universal adoption is convincing prool

^f efficiency, and a clear indication of their

widely accepted merits.

BOWDEN BRAKE CO.,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

Si?!'

LTD

LIMOUSETTE
SIDECARS.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND FINEST
;: :: SIDECARS ON THE ROAD :: ::

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY & STYLE
:: :: WRITE FOR CATALOGUE :: ::

PROMPT DELIVERIES prom the MAKERS

PARKER BROS., LTD.,
104, 106, 108, and 110, CURTAIN RD., E.C.2

C26 /n uiisirtiing these udvcrtiscmfAits it is ilesirublc to iiiciilinii " 'J'/ic Mi>tor Cycle."
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Up to noon Friday, 27 August^ 2 of 3 O.K. Juniors

are still merrily plugging on in the A.C.U. 6 days

trials—with Standard Engines—you know the price

is 48 guineas^ that is, at the moment.

m
m
m
m

uu
m

HUMPHRIES & DAWES LTD.,
ENGINEERS,

HALL GREEN WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

mgi^gn^igggggssg^ggiggi mmmi mmmm.m'f^i

The
DRUMMOND

4 inch Centre
Multipurpose

LATHE
\An Accurate Lathe because a Drummond Lathe

Send a postcard for full particulars or

visit Stand 37, The Machine Tool

Show, Olympia, and examine the lathe

in operation there.

VISIT STAND 37
in the centre of the ground floor,

between September 4th and 25th.

IT IS CHEAPRR
in ever)- way to do all your own repairs and to keep your machine
properly adjusted on this Screwcutting, Boring, and Milling Lathe.

You reduce petrol and oil consumption—and increase speed—you
are free from mechanical breakdown due to neglected details, and the
onl)' repair cost to 3'ou is the cost of raw materials.

Install a Drummond Lathe, and run your bike at much
less expense.

DRUMMOND BROS , LTD.,

Reed Hill - - GUILDFORD.

In annwerinr/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cjde." c.i<)
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m
YOU WOULD BE SATISFIED AFTER BUYING FROM

LAMB'S
8 h.p.

CUYIMO Comb.
£250

2i h,p.

DOUGL.AS,
£100

NEW MACHiNES IN STOCK.
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke £74 19 6

GALTHORPE-J.A.P £78 5 6

ARIEL Combination £152 10
ARIEL, solo £120
NEW HUDSON ! £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 3'. h.p £130
ROVER, 38 h.p., T.T., a-speed £149 10
HARLEY-OAVIDSON, 4 h.p £164 10-

JAMES Combination, 4i h.p , £170
JAMES Combination, 5-6 h.p £215
JAMES, 2I h.p., 2-5peed £75
BLACKBURNE and Sidecar, 4 h.p £165
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2 J h.p £84 3

DIAMOND, single-speed, 2 J h.p , £63 5
O.K.-JUNIORS, single-speed £50 8
O.K., 2-specd £65
B.S.A. Combination, 4i h.p -£152 10

CLYNO, 2} h.p £75
SCOTT, 35 h.p £140
MATCHLESS, dyjiamo £230
A.B.C., solo £150
TRIUMPH, • H " £127 10
B.S.A., C-; h.p £150

PROMPT DISPATCH.

LAMB'S

NEARLY NEW.
igig DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination (late), and accessories £147 10
1920 TRIUMPH, solo —
1920 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, and accessories £185 .

1920 COULSON, .2] h.p., and accessories : £85
1920 COULSON ) h.p. Combination £130
1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and bulbous H.-D. Sidecar £160
1919 ENFIELD, lightweight £65
1919 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting £195
1920 A.B.C., ridden 100 miles —
1919 JAMES, 2j h.p £63
1920 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combinatioa £210
1920 WOOLER, 2} h.p £120
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combin.ation, and accessories £170
1920 N.U.T., solo £185
1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE £85
1920 P. & M. Combination £135

Deferred Terms—Half down and 11 instalments.

SECOND-HAND.
1916 ENFIELD Combination, 5 h.p £160
1916 HARLEY-OAVIDSON and H.-D. Sidecar £140
1916 B.S.A., as new, and Sidecar £120
rgi; LEVIS £47 10

Deterred Terms—Half down and 11 instalments.

WOOD GREEN, N.22

WALTHAMSTOW.
50, HIGH ROAD,

PhoiiG—Hornsey 1956.

151, HIGH STREET,
'Phone— Walthanistow 169.
'Grams—"Cyclotomn, Phone, T ondon "

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.l.
Plion*'—i\rn-eum 497fi Gram'^— " t>ainoc7. Ensroafi London.'

THE COMFORT
of the Motor Car is fully realised in the

CANOELET
SIDECAR

EAD & DEAHI
Patentees & Manufacturers
RUSHEY LANE, TYSELEY
BIRMINGHAM - ENGN

Not Buitable for

Needle Control
Carburetters

A.M.A.C. \Q/C
B. &B. /O/*

Why YOU should use the

W.S.R. Variable JET ADAPTER
in your Carburetter

BECAUSE IT GIVES YOU More Power, More
Mileage per Gallon, Higher Spaed, Easr Starling,
Slow Runnina:. Cooler Engine.GreaterVaporisation

^t temake rf EiiRvne, Carbnret er, and length of Jet, inc'iidiug
PUig, when ordering. For Triumnhs st te diameter of thread
across bise of plug aud date of carburetter.

Agentc—The Ha'ford Cycle Ci., Birmingham, and all

Halford Depots; The Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd., 24'^.

Bishop gate, London E.L..2; Tom Davies, 219, Deansgate,
Manchester; James Grose Ltd., 4. Old Jewry, E.C2;
Jones ifc Co., The Broadway. Mnsweli Hill, London, N.IO.

Can be obtained from the above Agents or direct from

—

RIinnF RROS MOTOR _ FITTINGS Senspray 1 1 ft /CI\.KJUK^C OI\.V/0., MANUFACTURERS, Triumph M"/

"

Fleet Street - - BIRMINGHAM. Postage &Packme 64

MOTOR OILS
fop Cars, Cycles, Tractors, y^^\.
Aeroplanes, and Boats. ''^rm.\Z
High-grade and ^^-^ ^^r

can be obtained from /-^ ^^ .̂ f ° "'.*," ^

all Motor Garages ^''^ ^G* - satisfied with less
and Motor Car ^^ ^S»^ ^^
Oealsrs ^^^'^^% ^¥^

^ W^W ^ Sole Manufacturers:*^^ JOHN S. MORRIS & SON (OILS), Ltd.,

Cross Lane Oil Works,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER,

than the best,

but demand "SPEEDON.
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MOTOR CYCLES. FOR SALE.
Alldavg.

>20 Allon 2-stroke, 2 speed, countershaft, clutch,

lamps; £65.-176, South Ealing Ed., W.5.
[5463

2-speed, lamps,
102, Richmond St.,

[5932

18-19 2')ih.p. AUdays Allon
ew ,tyre ' "' £48.—Conner,

LLDAYS Matchless
t.vfes, tools; trial; £50,

2-stroke, spare belt, good
offers.—28, Westgate

[5869

1 LLDAYS
1. 2 speeds

918-
m

righton.

I
d

I LLDAYS Allon, 1917. '2 speeds, clutch, in fine

t condition; £70.—Write, Rich, 3, Brook Green,
ammersmith, W. - [5506

I LLOX" 1919, 2-speed, clutch model, complete ivith

L lamps, horn, iu very ^ood condition.—Jackson
los., Horsham. Sussex. [5121

L LLON. August. 1920. mileage 100. perfect, any
». trial, examination; £80.—Easter, Glentliorne.
lislehurst. Tel. : Avenue 6022. [6078

lion.—Immediate delivery. 1920 2'?4h.p.,

hand-controlled clutch.—Parker's. Brad-
.iwg.nte; Bolton. Tel; 1348. rX0022

I LLDAYS. Villiers 2-stroke engine. 3-speed, F.E.,
v magneto overhauled, good tvres. lamps, complete;
28; nearest offer.—Stroud, Lechlade, Glos. [5168

LLON^ 2^ih.p., 1916, overh.auled makers, lamps,
t Kl:ixoa, mirror, new helt, Tan-S.ad, thoroughly
md; £55.—Fripp, 80, EcUth Grove, Chelsea, S.W.IO

[6117
LLDAYS Matchless, Villiers, just cost £10 com-

L plete overhnuliug, new Duulops, perfect condition

:

0, or nearest.—Newton, 14, South Quay, Douglas,
).M. [X9984

LLON 1915-16 2-stroke, countershaft model, excep-
^ tional condition, fully equipped; £50; exchange
uglas. New Imperial.—5, Howard Rd., Bromley,
mt. [5922

VO.C.H. have a new Allon; [ist price.—Fair Offer
Car House.—5, Heath .St., Hampstead (nr.'Hamp-

ad Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.
!ur3 9-7, including Saturdays. [5448

LLON 1920, brand new, 2-stroke, 2-"speed and
. clutch, kick-starter, just arrived; immediate de-

!ry at makers' price, £85—Wilkins, Simpson, onpn-
1 Olynipia, London. [3884

American X.

120 American X and Millford Sidecar; £185.-
' George Wray, 4, Virginia St., Southport. [6044

( aiERIC.^N X, 1920. luxurious sidecar, electrical
• model; £180.—Grimes, Bruton Place, W.l. [5959

P MBBICAN X.. 7-9h.p., 1920. very little used, better

than new, winner of gold niednl, etc.v lamp6 ; £162.
ark, Bothal, Morpeth.

- ' [SOU

9h.p. American X 1916 Combination, small mile-

age, original tyres; wanted, 41i.p. Douglas com-
ition.—76, Murriy Rd.. Ipswich. [5884

VIEEIOAN X. 1916 S-lOh.p. Combination, under-
slung coachhuilt, 3-speed, kick start; £100.—John

ich, ilill House, Sentord, Sussex. [5096

JEEICAN M.M. Coachhuilt Combination, 4i4h.p..

3-speed. K.S., good condition, nnd reliable; ride
; £75.-80, IfBey Kd., H;immer6mith. [6003

iERICAX X. Combiuntion, electrically equipped,
1920 'model, almost new; £200, or nearest offer.—

'tt Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang, near " Glassow.'
- [3159

lERICAN X, 1916. dynamo lighting, horn, speedo;
meter, Watsonian bulbous back sidecar,' 2 lockers.

, screen; £120, or nearest.—13. Woodstock Rd..
ar, E.14. - [5633

lERICAN X 1915 Combination, done up as new.
perfect in every way; bargain. £125.—Ethering-
91, St. Margaret's Rd., Twickenham. 'I'licue

:

mond 1745. [5933

lERICAN X. 1920 Combination, very fast,
' guaranteed perfecti oil accessories, bargain, must
1 £175.—Ansell, 5a. L.Taark Place, Maida Vale
^
on. Paddington 5855. [4246

* lERICAN X Combination. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick
starter. Millford sidecar, a lu.xurious mount, just
reil; first, cheque £210.-
:^:itrick, Lockerbie. (D)

-Graham, Motor Agent
[6389

IP. American X. Combination. 1916-17, 3 speeds,
' la. k start, hand and foot clutch,- electric lights
' "III. hood, wind screen, and luggage carrier; £115.

Liyiiourue Rd., Leytoustonc. [5037

] 16 American X ' Combination, -7-9h.p., Bosch
^ UKig,, 3 speeds, clutch, 'kjck start, wind screen,

'
,

i-tc, splendid condition: £145, or exchange late
i

1 ;s^(>tt cumViiiiation and casli adjustment.—Ireland,
(. e St., Eendal. . [5426

\ VV Models American X, w-ith improved spring
^|i[ork, 3j^in. tyres, . finished deep .blue with gold
'•'; now on the way ; to secure ' earl.y delivery place
'0^ order at once with sole iMidland distributors.

—

tl Premier Motor- Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.
- - - [5547

;[ Ariel.

114 31/2 T.T. Ariel; bargain, £45.—Ross, 86, High
I Ed., Lee, S.E. [5080

. 1916
[6408

-3'/2h.i

FOR IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY.
NEW 1920 MODELS—SOLO.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Model J £192 17
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Jlodel F. £184 11
VERUS, 2-st/oke. single-speed £60
VERUS, 2jh.p. Blackburne £110 5
VERUS, 4h.p. Blackburne engine £127 10
P.V., spring frame, 2} h.p £69 18
METRO-TYLER, 1920, new model £95 18
PORTLAND, 2j h.p., 2-speert £60
CLYNO, 2thp-. 2-5peed, clutch £75
HUMBER, 3.'. h.p., flat twin £125
BLACKBURNE, S h.p., twin £180
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-speed £73 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3', h.p., twin £130
NEW IMPERIAL," 8 h.p., twin £147
DIAMOND, jj h.p.. 2-speed £84 3
FRANCIS-BARNETT, J.A.P., 2-speed . . £88 4
RUBY, 3 h.p.. spring frame £120
RUDGE-MULTI, standard . . . . .^ £110 5

A.B.C., dynamo lighting model £173 12
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports £164 9 10
LEVIS, single-speed, standard model .. . £60
ZENITH, S h.p., c!utch £162

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Millford Sidecar £237 6 6

ROVER, 3' h.p.. 3-spced £202 13 9
QUADRANT, 4.5 h.p £145
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p., twin. 3-speed £177 10
ARIEL, 3', h.p

,
3-speed £157 10

TRIUMPH, 3-speed. Model H £182 10
ZENITH, S h.p., clutch £204
VERUS, 4 h.p. Blackburne, Canoe-et Side-

car £150

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MARTINSYOE-NEWMAN, second-hand,

IQ20. fully equipped £182 10
DOUGLAS, J914 model, 3I h.p., 2-speed £110
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., JTA-P., 3-specd,

W.D. model £145
ROVER, 6 h.p., J.A.P., 3-speed, W.D.

model, all-chain drive £145

In stock at tivie of going to press.

SECOND-HAND MODELS—SOLO.
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., all-chnin drive ..... £69
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W;D. model, 2-speed,

- with rc-enamelled tank .'.....'.. £68
TRIUMPH, 1913. single-speed £58
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-specd .. £70
A.V. Moiiocar, 1920, as new ...., £170

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918 and igig W.D..
- 7-g h.p.. twin, magneto, kick-start, 3-speed
gear, clutch, standard model, guaranteed in

sound running order, complete with lamps,
generator, and horn.

Solo £130 Combination £168
P. & M., '3V h.p., 2-speed gear, all-chain drive,

semi-T.T. bars, W.D. R.A.F. models, all-

weather service green-

.=old £78
Complete with Millford Sidecar . £109

These machines are e.v-Government stores, com-
pletely overh.aulcd, and guaranteed in sound
running order."

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.—7!,% extra. A
t/nra of the putcUase oil tUlivery ol a machine, the

balance spread over a petiod ot eight month'-.

Trade supplied.

IDO.MEAT PORTLAND S^'V
LONDON W.I. *

IOO.mRIS STREET,:

EXETER. •

iMnuDE's TCLCPHONC.
EXCTCR 933.-

Motor TAhur

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

QYHIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.—
Chapel .Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2267

A RIEL oi.ih.p. 1919 [Nov.l Combination, low mile-
-'^»- age, as new; offers over 110.—Carey, Egham,
Surrey. \ . [5718

luggage carrier, speedo--
-- - e.St.,

[5061

1 020 Ariel Combination,

Gloucftiter.

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; all parts stocked.
—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Ed.,

Harpnrhey, Mancliester. [7414

A RIEL. 3.' 2h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, immediate
-^^*- delivery: list price.-F. Spenkmau, Ariel Expert,
Harpurliey. Manchester. ' - ' [5572

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Twin, with or . without sideo;ir.
-* •.' unridden; accept nearest offer to makers' price.

—Rogers, Baker, Pilton, Somerset. [5759

M^

Ariel Combination, fitted up complete, just
een overhauled, and new paits fitted: bjirgaiu,

£115; any trial.—Box 7,379, c/o Ttie Motor Cycle. [5084

1 Q20 6-7hvp. Ariel Combination, with hand and
-L«I/ foot-controlled clutch; £178/10; delivery from
stock.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

[5236
ARIEL Motor Cycle Combiu;ition, 6-7h.p.. or;md new.

uupacke<l: cost £183, will accept £160; customers
unable to accept same; references.—Box 526, c/o Tlie

Motor Cucle. [5147

ARIEL Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar, in

Etoi-.-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage.
Newmarket (Phone; 214), and 75, Albany St., N.W.I
(Phone: 5476 .Museum).

'

[1096

ARIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, special

bulbous back sidecar, insurance .policy: £165, oi

offer; smaller power wanted: exchange .Jbr B.S.A.—
Eagleton, Westgate, Mausfleld. [5225

ATJDES'.—Latest 1920 6h.p. twin Artel, 3-Epee,l

model, complete with sidecar; £172/10; ex

actual stock; deferred payments arranged.-Maudes .

100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6208

GENUINE Bargaiu.—Ariel 1917 combination, elec-

tric lighting, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kid;

starter, ispeedometer, new condition : £95, or part ex-

I liange furniture, player-piano.—30, Molewood Rd., Hert-
lord. « • ' [6069

ARIEL 1917 5-6h.p., engine A6040, Hendersou side-

car, tools, many spares, unused, 3 belts, 2 tubes,

:ill lamps. Cameo apron, grid, petrol carrier, overalls,

insurance,- buying car, any trial, ride 100 miles; £135.—
76, Hunter House Ed., Shefheld. [X0135

4 RIEL 3''.Ti p., sidecar, believe 1914. Bosch, B.B..

A. 3-speed hub, kick start, lamps, accessories, wind
screen, perfect order, front wheel rebuilt and new
piston December, 1919; £70.—Burns, Walls Garage.

30. Aldenham Rd., Bushey, Herts. [6129

20 Ariel Combination, delivered in June, condition

as new, hand and foot clutch, large P. and 11.

bead lamp, spares, complete tool kit, mileage alioat

1 200 owner going abroad ; nearest ofi'er to £145.—
Apply,' Cox's Shipping Agency, 16, Charing Cross. [5086

ARIEL (1919, Seijtember) S'.jh.p. Combination, '^Vat.

Bonian £33 sidecar, new May, 1920, Eastmg, spring

footboards, electric lighting, 7iu. head. Lucas and nic-

. Lauical horns, tools, many spares, valves, tube, uew

tyre: nearest £135.-Ellis, 46a, Stoudon Park, S.E 23.

ARIEL SV.h.p. C.B. Combination, Scottish Six Days
gold m'edallist, complete with new Aug. 1920

3-speed clutch, kick start, gate change gear box, discs

toolbags, -lamps, wind screen,, spares, etc., fastest 3 1-.

on the road, absolutely as new; £85.—Kett. 152. Peck-

ham Park Rd., Pickham, S.E. 15. (opposite Trafalgar

19=

Square),

AriO-WHEEL,
Sleaford.

Auto- Wheels.
B.S.A., perfect;

[5544

Clare
[-

new: £15/10, oflers.-C7,
B.S.-\.

Auto-Wheel, ,.- --;:.- -r' rr,i ,-
Copenhagen Rd., Gillingliain, Kent. 15U^.

new tyre; £12.
She
[X0057

UTO-WHEEL,
. overhauled: lugns.—1>. j. aiuc, aj.nuBnc"' ^^

tounhill, Glasgow. [XOOo,

UTO Wheel, 1920 Mode! de Luxe, in stock; im

m'ediate delivery, £27./10.- Wilkins, Simpson^

\S7'-^LL Auto-Wheel, do luxe, - .-^--
.. ^ „,„,,,

VV Bashforth, Hoyland^waine, Penistone, 6'''«*«W_.

AU'IO-WHEEL, good condition, little used, 'receutlv

overhauled: 10 gns.-N. Paiue, Springfield, Scots

A m^diatr'"defive?y,""£2'7/io.-Wilkin3,

opposite Olympia, London. .

' [saa..

WALL 4h.p., 2-speea, hand or foot starting, nice

running order, well eauipped,; with comtortnl.le.
-

ted, lightweight solo.—85.
[629S

ALL
riinuin^

C.B. sidecar; sell £65
Church Ed., Willesden.

Bat.

1 Q20 Bat, Model 4, new, immediate delivery; £160.

IV -Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. T"-jgjlg6^

BAT Mode! Foul, in stock, new, 6h.p.;. £160.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
^^

BAT New Unused Sh.p. Combination; list pric^

£205, oflers.-Manley. Holmsleigh, He^sle, Ml
AT and Grindlay Sidecar just arrived from works:

B £205.—Alex. Thorn, 201, City Ed Cardiff.
[5102Vi lUeHOPE'S, 9, Shoe L lae, London,

* Ariel ;md sidecar; £95.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is.siie. ui
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat

5-6h.p. Bat, C.B. sid'ecar. Bosch, B. and
condition; £50.—Fruit Farm, Childerdit

wood.

d B., good
itch, Brent-

[5279

BAT-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. Combination. 2-seater sidecar.
—Padfl. 2aj.^. 89, Aboey Rd., St. John's Wood.

[6197
-Pada. 24 J3,

"OAT.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. Coiinterslinit,J* 3 siieeds model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltuu,
Tel.: 1348. [S0016
"OKANU New 8h.p. Spring Frame Bat Comlnnatinn,
-*-• .inst delivered; list price, or near ofiei.—Looke,
Blnkesley, Xortliants. [5401

IC|20 81i.p. Bat-Jap Combination, electric light, too
*^ fast for owner; £200 right away.—16, Seldon

St., Biittersea, S.\Y.- [5705

BAT 1920 Combination, spring frame, and sidecar,
excellent condition; £170.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington.
. [6170

BAT-J.A.P. Sh.p. Racing Model, 90 bore, overhead
valves, very fast, and just tuned up by Brook-

lands expert; £50.—Below.

BAT-J.A.P. 1920 6h.p. Twin, spring frame, 3-speed,
chain drive, Henderson Elite sidecar finished to

match, complete combination; £205; immediate de-
livery.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camo
milo St., E.C.3. [0070

5-6h.p. Bat-J,A.P., speeds, new tyres, condition ex
cellent, lamps ; £55 ; exchange lower power.—

Hillside, BeechwooU Rd., Leagrave, Luton. [6124

1 Q 20 Bat-Jap Combination, Swan sidecar,
jL*J lamp set. speedometer, real sporting outfit;

NEW
chain drive,

BAT-J.A.P. 1920 Combinntion, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick
starter, cjutch, T.T. bars, latest Easting wind

screen: f 185.—Pollard, Weston Ed., Stevenage. [5251

F.R.S,
„ outfit

',

£170.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [695^!

BAT-J.A.r. 61i.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed, K.S
clutch, speedometer, lauiito, horn, child's se:.t.

everything good; trial: £70.-186, Greenlord At,, Han
weH. [6185

1920 Bat Model No. *, 6h.p.,'3-5peed, all

rmmediate delivery from stock.
£160; sidecar to match, £30.—Sole Birmingham
agents. The- Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [5548

Sh.p. Bat-.Tap Combination (September, 1919), East-
ing, Cowey, 3 lamps, 2 generators, spare chains,

tyre, tubes, insurance until August, 1921, perfect;
any trial; £ 170.—Battye, Mercer Lea, Deepcar, Shef-
field. [5911

BltAXD New Sh.p. Spring Frame Bat, 3-speed,
countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all

chain drive model; £160, boIo; or can be fitted witli
liny make of sidecar to order.—Wauchopo's. ^9,- Shoe
Laiie, London. - [2041

"I
Q20 Sh.p. Bat Combination, extra large sidecar,

-Lt/En.stings wind screen, lady's tan saddle with back,
and fnotrests, finished in grey and nickel, a real smart
tuinont, delivered late Ln June: cost complete £216/10:
only used for the holidays; will accept '£190.—"Wood
ward. South Av., Stourbridge. . [X9880

in new condition, having new
Tings, gudgeons, Ijushcs, hall bearin;;s,

valves, J.S.N, tyres, tubes, hubs, Zenith carburetter,
saddle, lamps, etc., plated and stove enamelled black and
gold, the overhaul costing over £40 ; open to critical
expert examination and any trial ; £86.—L.. 4. Carlton
Terrace, Child's Hill, N.'n'.2. 8390 Hampste:id. [6405

, Beardmo re
OEAUDMnEE-PEECISIOSS; delivery 7 days; £95
'-' —Grandex, 138, Gray's Inn Ed., W.O. [1216

"DEARD^rORE-PEECISION 3h.p. 2-stroke, spring
-•-' frame.—Longman, Pisherton, Salisbury. [6242

DEAHDMORE-PRECISION, slightly soiled; £95
-«-» with hooter.—Turpin, 29, Preston Rd.. Brighton

[0202

OEAUDMOEE Precision, just delivered, unregistered;-L» wha' oflers? Bought car.-Cook, Millfleld,

[X0072

BAT, 90 k- 77V. o.h.v
pistons.

Grimsby

"DEAElJ-JIOEE-l'EECISION, ridden 20 miles, with-L» horn,- perfect condition
; owner bought combination :

i.93.— Allport House, Cannock. [X0238
-DEARD^fORB-PRECISION, the perfect solo mount
iVi '^f'"'"'«^ Jrom stock: £95.-Hewin's Garages,
l.td. tlie Real Service Firm, Taunton. [5391

Blackburne.
pjEW 4h.p. Blackburn, immediate delivery £135 —
-^^ Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter!

"NTEW 4h.p Blackburne, list price, immediatP^rfc^-L^ livery.-Harper,. Mount Pleasant Ed., Wallasey.
[Xg953

J^h.p. Blackburne, 1920, unscratched, carefully run't in parlect order; £115—Box 7,499, c/o TheMotor Ciicle.
[6401

WATJCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon -Blackburne
, , ^V-P^^' ^"*" Gnnfflay sidecar, £225 4hT>lr»rtel solo, £135.

(^'^f^
8li.p. Blackburne Combination from stock; list nricc-A, .r. Voiiii« and Co., Ltd., Heath GaragI'

[6381

—A
Newmarket. 'Phone : 214.

173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—May/air S-.

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Beady to Ride away.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170

2? h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with dutcn £tO-

2 j h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch tlO '

4 h.p. DOUGLAS, Solo £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2; h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-spccd £80 17
2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and

k'ck-starter £89 5
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Combina-

tion £186 18
,.', h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.

engine £130
JAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke £75
OLYMPIC, 2-speed, ^-stroke, with clutch

and kick-starter £89
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £55 10

4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and Side-

car £152
^! h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isleof Man model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed, 2-stroke, clutch, and kick-

sTarter £85
5 h.o. ZENITH, sports model £139 C
5-6 h.p, JAMES Combination £190

Second-hand Machines.
'

1915 2j h.p. 2-5peed DOUGLAS £60
191(5 2i h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
iqi5 2i h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1917 \ h.p. TRIUMPH a;^.d accessories £100
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH anf accessories £90

. 1920 2-strQke 2-spee'.' JAMES and accessorie.- £7i
i;2n dh.p. DOUdlLAS Combination and

accessories £162
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £115
1917 J h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar, and acces-

s-^ries £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £30
1920 8 h.p. Dynamo MATCHLESS, fitted

with hood, Tan-Sad, step, mirror, and
speedometer as new £223

1920 8 h.p. Sports ZENITH, and Henderson
Sidecar, with acce->sories £150

1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, and Gloria
Sidecar ^ £150

I9t8 8 h.p. N^W IIKPERIAL, and Canoelet
Sidecar, and accessories £120

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-DaWdson £4G
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight £18 18
CANOELET SPORTING £25
Ml LLS-FULFORD bkitl £27 15 o

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON All
MACHINES, AND EXCHANG Eb

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stocit of Powell & Hanmer Lamps.

end other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT :

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

"I
Q20 Blackburne ^h.ii. CombinaLion, 'all lam^,

--^ horn, tools, etc., delivered June ; £155 ; ex-
changes.—2. Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [6297

MAUDES'.—Verus. 4h.p. S-speed Blackburne modfel,
complete ;_ with Canoelet sidecar £ 1 54, lett

sidecnr £126; delivery ex actual stock. ~ Maudw
(below). -^

MAUDES'.- Latest 1920 2";.,h.p. model; X110;''fl
actual stock; deferred pavments arranged^-'

-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [620&

BLACKBURNE Combination, flh.p.. 1920, absolutely
faultless condition, 28x3 covers all wheels, com-

pletely fitted V ith lamps, etc. ; £ 140.—Hewin'e Gar-
ages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm. Taunton. ^5394

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination or Soio
and Sh.p. combination ready lor immediate de-"

iiverv.—The Layton Garages, London Hd., Bicester,
and at 90. High St., O-xford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.
Phone : 35 Bicester. [X0117

BLACKBURNE, 1920; immediate delivery from
stock, 4h.p. solo, £135; combination. £164; Sh.p,

twin solo. £180; combination; £212; extended terms
if desired.—City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0071

"j C420 (April) 4h.p. Blackburne. MilHord sidecar,
J-«/ lamps, mechanical horn,, spare tyres, chains, I

etc., insured, excellent condition; bought car; £133;:
consider 2-stroke part exchange.—Harrison, Victoria
Hotel, Paignton, Devcn, [5898

1

Down
F.O.C.H. liave a Bowu-Viliiers, overhauled; b*ir-|

gain, £35.—Fair Otfer Car House, 5. Heath St.,
j

Efampslead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

1 5438

1

Bradbury
4 h.p. Bradbnrv, splendid order, verv fast, Philirsons

pullef; £42.-89b, Broad St.. Canterburr. [5054

33.h,p. Bradbury, mag., new tyres, running order;
<k £23.—Write. Larchcrolt. Ridgeway Rd., Redhill.

[5795
BEADBUEY.— On.3T no'. to' avoid disappointment.—

The WalBu"! G.^rage- Wolverhampton St., WalsalL
15762

BRADBURY 4"4h.p.. 1920, done ,1,000 mile.?. East-
ing wind screen, Cowey speedometer, F.E.S. lamps;

£165.-36, New End Sq., Hampstead, N.W. [5367

BRADBURY 1920 41i.p., 3-apeed, K.S., clutch, just

delivered, unused, unlicensed, giuiranteed peilect;

£10/10 under list lor quick bale.—31, Hightown, Crewe.
[5098

BRADBURY 1920 4h.p. Combination,- complete
with all lamps, very low mileage, indistinguish-

able from new; £110.—Parker's, Bradshawgute, Boltou.

[X0009
BRADBURY 4V2h.p., N.S.U. 2-f?peeA. hood, lamps,

\vind screen, good tyres, C.B. sid?car, pump fiml

tools ; £63 ; by appointment.—79, Pine Rd., Crirkle-

^vood. . [5475

1 Q20 Bradbury^ 4h.p. Combination, month, old, ail

-LiJ on, must sell; bargain, £110, or wbuld sell solu.

—304, Fulham Rd., S.W.IO. 'Phone: Kensinpt.n
2372.- [5645

BRADBURY C.B. Combination, 6h.p., 1915 model,'
3-speed, C.S. gears, electric lighting; £55; even-

ing appointment onlv; Edmonton.—Box 536, c/o The
Motor Cycle. ' [6047

3ili-p. Bradbury Combination, 1912, Bosch mag.,
2 B. and B., kick starter, spare tyre (brand new),

tools; £50, or near offer; Bournemouth.—Bos 7,472.

c/o The Motor Cycle. [6316

~l Q14 Bradbury Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clntcli,

:

X«7 handle start, lamps, etc., good'condition tluoiigh-

out; £65.—Barraclough. Baxter Lane, NortlioivTani,

near Hiilifax. Yorkshire.
~ [XOOOO

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p. C.B. Millford Combination.
3-speed, clutch, kick start, all accessories, condi-

tion and appearance practically as new, any trial;

65 gns.—Atheldene, Offington Lane, Worthing. [5674

BRADBURY'" Sh.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed coun-
tershaft, chain drive, hand clutch, kick start,

lamps, horn, sjiares, B. and B., Bosch, excellent run-
ning order and condition; £115.—Bate, Brook Lynn,
Harvey Lane, Golborne. Warrington, [5257

1 Q20 Bradbury Motor Cycle, 6h'.p. twin, hand and
-I- *y foot clutc ii . kick start, 3 s-peeds, fast ai.d

powerful, done 1.200 uiiies, as new, also Watsouiaii
coupe sidecar, 3-sided wind screen and dash (detacli-

able). all perfect condition; £185.—Broadbauk. 7,

Commercial St., Harrogate. [6369

UroLigh.
1020 Brough, perfect, unscratched; £120 for quick
jLiJ sale.~57, Mandalay St., Baslord, Nottingham.

[X0197'
"1 Q20 Brough, 5-6h.p., cuTintershaft, aluminium
X*7 discs, periect rendition; £110.-10, Gibbons Hil..

Bedford.
"

[4407

LATEST 1920 Brough, type G. brand new, 5-6h.p..
3-speed; £140; immodi.Tte delivery.—The 'Premier '

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5549

1 Q20 Brough, 5h.p., just delivered, unused: £140;'
X •/ would exchange for any lower power, casli

adjustments.—Dr. Warren. 193, High St., Ponders
End, N. 'Phone : Enfield 560. [6058

B18 All letters relating to advertisementa should quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyoo.

920 2'yi.p. Glvno 2-stroke3, new, fitted with clutch
and 2-si)eed gear, trade supplied; £75.—

hoie 5777 Holborn.—AVaucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane
.ndon. C2038

FEW 2J 2 h.p. Clyno Li^htTTpislit, 2-ppeed and clutch.
I and to makers' specitieation ; £75, or on easy

ymcnts 4% extra.—Hairods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
i., London. [6819

*LYNO Combination, 3-speed, kick start," clutch,
' spare wheel, interchangeable wind screen, lamps,
rn, overhauled; nearest £120.—Smith, 16, Brown-
; E.d., Worthing. [5675

iLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed counteishalt
' int^rchnngeable wheels, spare wheel, lamps, in

Gd order; price £90.—Apply, J. Farrell, 209, Saracen
, roEsUpark, Glasgow-. [5043

ILYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 1917-18. 3-speed, kick
' starter, enamel and plating unscratched, 2-seater
Ils-Fulford, any trial and examination; £125.—697,
mford Rd., Manor Park. [4125

ILYNO.—We. a. e sole Wolverhampton agents; write
' U5 lor delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re
amelling, and plating.—The Molineiix Garage Co.
<i. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [;459

ILYXO Combination, 3-spe6.i kick .^tart. 4 inter-
changeable wheels, lamps, speedometer, horn,

kI, and screen, recently overhauled ana painted, in
ellent condition; £125.—John C. Beadle Ltd., Dart-
i. [3821

h.p. 3-speed K.S. Renovated Clyr^s, 1916, inter-
(Miangeable wheels, new tyres, new mags., new
buretters; £75 each, solo; have only a few left
this price.—J. J. Dooley, 35, Killyon Rd., Clapham;
i'.B. [6345
LYNO, 1S20, one only slightly used lightweight
model in stock, mileage negligible; at 60 gns. we

mot repeat this bargain.—The Lavton Garages,
adon Ed., Bicester. I.S.. : Integrity, Bicester,
lone ; 35 Bictster. [X0120
i.p. Clyno Combination, cvcrhauied, renovated,
£40, sidecar upholstered coachbuilder. magneto,

ks, tyres, electric lighting, all new. 4 detachables,
i-es, trial, expert examination; £140; after 6.-9.
ton Mews, Mayfair. [5823
[jYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelor and
' Co., East Surrey agents, liave a new 8h.p. com-
ition; demonstration runs given; orders booked [or
early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kingston-

Thames. "Phone ; 1809. [2874

JIB Clyno 6h.p. Twin Combination de Luxe, hood,
j,

' screen, aluminium discs, .spare interchangeable
I el with new tyre, beautifully enamelled and plated

It, 3-speed countershaft, kick start; rare bargain,
.
5.—591, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [X0246

I jYNO Lightweights, 1920, 2iih.p., 2-speed, £75,
or fully eMuipjied witli head lamp and (generator.

I
lamp and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration, petrol.

( oil, £79/15.— Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt Port-
[ St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399. [0281

1 |20 2',i;h.p. Clyno, delivered in Mav. ridden 20
\ mdes, goad tyres, lamps, horn, arid tools; any
L : £60; bought Triumph and Sidecar. — Craven,
V Jen, Britwell Rd., Burnham, Bucks. [5535
i .YNO-J.A.P. 8h.p. 1918 Combination, 4 inter-
T changeable wheels, 28x3 Dunlops, accumulator
( ing, Amac, E.I.C., F.R.S. lamps, Lucas horn,
J -s speedometer, and many spares, excellent con-
P n, engine recently thoroughly overhauled; £150.
i , 74, Primrose Mansions, Battersea Park, S.W 11

[5720

1
' Connaught.

I
"NNArGHT 2-stroke, 2"^4h.p., all on, in good order-

i
j37.-Express Works, 2, Broadway, Friem Barnet

I| N. [5244
t NNADGHT Motor Cycles.—2i^.p. 2.spced model,
J

£70; single speed, £62; immediate delivery.—P.
J: .vans, 83-91, John Bright,,St., Birmingham.

y Coulson.

I
'ULSON B., 2iih.p. Blackburne_engine, 2 speeds,

1 1920 model, as new; £80.—103a. High St,
V dsworth, S.W 18. [6252
I 'CLSOX-B 4h.p. 2-speed Sports Model, lamps,
^ horn, u.^ed demonstration only; £110.—EDG
B^East Hill, Dartford. [5666

f OLSON B, all models in stock; 23ih.p. 2-speed^95 gns.; with clutch, 105 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-
Rd., South Kensington. [6171
*.C.H. for the Coulson B. 2^:ih.ii. 2-speed, and 4h p
3-speed; li.st price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5

li St., Hampstea'rt (near Hampstead Tube Station;,
rc: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

[5433
W Coulson-B 4h.p., with 3-speed clutch and kick
starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on easy
ents 4% extra ; only one-fttth deposit, balance a2my instalments.—Harrods. Ltd., 118, Brompton
London. [58og
DLSON B. 2'!4h.p., 1920, Blackburne engine, 2-
speed. spring frame, electric lamps, trip speed-
;r. Klaxon, knee-grips, spare tielt and valve, as
mileage 120: f85.-Arnoia, c/o Hucklebiidge. 133,
e St., London, S.W.I. [X9997

10252

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

requiring renovation,

can still be purchased

byapplying byletterto:

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

Machines, for disposal

include

DOUGLAS 24 h.p.

DOUGLAS 4 Up.

CLYNO, etc.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

NE\Y Coulson B.—2»4h.p., £99/15: 4h.p. models,
£110/5; each fitted with 2-speed gear, spring

fra.ne, Blackburne engine; also 2":jh.p. model, with
j-lutch and kick starter, £110/5; easy payments 4^
extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthlv
instalments. — Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [5807

Coventry Eagle.
(COVENTRY EAGLE 3' .h.p. Combination, Sturmey
^^ S-speed, new May; £130.—Meakin, 7, Shaw St.,
Newcastle, Staffs. [X0188

1 Q20 Coventry Eagle, 3.K.V. 2"'jli.p., Sturmey-Archer
-L.' 2-6peed gear, handle-bar chitcli, kick start, mile-
age under 400; offers.-Slater, Stockil Kd., l.loucaster.

[6007

I
O20 Coventry Eagle Combination, 1,500 miles,

-'-*' Lucas lamps unused, horn. Easting wind screen,
spares, etc., condition new; first £140 secures.—Watson,
37, Waveley Rd., Coventry. [X0187

F.O.C.H. have a new Coventry Eagle, Model 7: list

price.—Fair Offer 'Car House, 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[5444
1020 Si'jh.p. Coventry Eagle, Sturmey-Archer 3-
-Ltf speed coirntershalt gear, Klaxon, P. and H.
head lamp and generator, enamelling and plating .per-- ' mileage about 400; £116, oilers.-L. Holland.feet,

llaudscombe, Sconeygate, Leicester. [5273

Dayton.
AY'TON. 1917 2-stroke, open frame, engine wants
slight repairs, otherwise complete; £12.-404.

~ [6148
D
Gairatt Lane, Earlsflcld, S.W.

De Luxe.
Qih.p. 2-strcke de Luxe, 2.speed, as new> £42.—
'-W2 Rogerson, Newtown, Wigan. (X93H

IQig De Luxe a':4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, new Hnn-
-«-tf lops, lamps, leg shields; £53, or exchange.—
Mackenzie. 63, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [5635

Diamonil.
Clark. 7.

[6173

2423. 89,
Abbey Rd.,"Str. John's Wood, N.W.8. [6198

piYRlL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery of all mode]

DIA:\I0.N-D. 2*troke Villicrs, new; £63.-
Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

"p\IAMOND_ 2^.ih.p.. 1915; £50.—Padd.

Diamonds.—Chapel .Ash, Wolverhampton

Diamond 2-4h.p.. 2-stroke,
delivery; £62.—The

Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

LATEST 1920
new, immediate

Motor Co

12266

brand
Premier

[5550

I1Q19 Diamond-Jap, 2-speed. lamps, generators.
-S-t/ spare cover, low mileage, soorl condition; £66.—
Hill. 2, WalU.rook St., Coseley, liil.-ton. Staffs. [X0067

MAUDES'.—Latest- 1920 Diamond 2-stroke model.
Slnrmey-.-Vrch?! gear; £85: €

deterred payments arranged.—Maudes'
land St., W.l.

actual stock

;

100. Gt. Port-
[6211

1920 (April), 4-stroke. very fast,

little used, excellent condition ; accept £70,
DIAMONI? 2"'.'ih.p,

little used, ex . , .

near offer; owner having heavier machine.—(ioodey^ 34
Mill Ed., Wellingborough.

Doiighis

"pvOUGLAS.

TNSTANli Delivery.

A LL Latest Models.

solo,

[?01

£130: 2-;|h p , £100;4h.p. Combination, £170;
clutch model, £105.

DEMONSTRATION Run and Every Facility tor

Examination; advice offered by Douglas special-

ists.-Lakeman, 26, Long Acre, London. W.C.2. (0258

OFFAT, Douglas Expert. YaoviL

combination £170, 25^ih.p.

wait?

NEW 1920 Models, 4h.p.

W. 20, £100 and £105.

TMMEDIATE Delivery. Why

ATOFFAT. Yeovil. Tel.: 50 Yeovil

DOUGLAS, 1916, in good condition; £55.-

land Hill, West Norwood.

2 jib. p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps: £45;
4 M:iple Ed., Anerley, S.E.

DOUGLAS 2sih.p.

Adolphus Rd, "^

J-' £57.-45,

IQ^l Douglas, Bosch, perfect running order;
-It/ 84, Clarence Ed., Hackney, E.

33.h.p. 2.speed Douglas, splendid condition;
4 40, Old Road West, Gravesend.

p. Douglas, ___1918, 3-5peed, clutch, K.S.

;

1915,

15638

ride away; £55,
Finsbufy Park, N.

OUGLAS 2^'ih.p., late model, like iif

Burton Ed., Brixton.

-26, Au.'k-
[5211

evenings.—41,
[5423

offer-i.-lO,
[5505

: harsain,
[5181

£25.-
[5658

4h. „ .

10, Willes Terrace, Leamington Spa.

DOUGLAS 2»Jh.p,
£50.—Kew Eoad Gara;

T.T-, lamps, good
e, Eichmond.

£44.-
[5923

£80-
[5620

tries :

[X993S

All letters relating- to advertisements should quote the ntujiber at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b21
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Cornbinntion; £90, quickOUGLAS 1918 C.B,
ale.—4, Cavandish Rd., Biniiingham. [X0163

OUGLAS 2''/',h.j)., late model, buffer forks, makers*
lolours; £55.—JIatthews, Ockley, Surrey. [5789

16 2^!41i.p. Douglas, 2-speecl, i;eife(-t condition; £60,
-Bosivbitli, 50, Holly Kd., Xorthamijtou. [5324

XJ l^.]XJilTON, Hove and district Uougias agents
JL* iurpin's, 22 and 2y, Preston Rd.. Hright.m

1 020

1

fQ20 Douglas Coinbinntion, perfect; nearest offer
J- 1' £150.—Kine, 5, Melrose Place, Clifton, Uristol.

[5222
DOUGL.AS 2\h.p., 1918. very fast, long exhaust,

must sell; £58.-54, Paddenswick Rd., W.6.
[5617

DOljGLAS 41i.p., 1918, smart, plated, mechanically
perfect; 70 gns.~14, Effra Mrade, Brixton, S.W.

[5630
DOUGLAS 2>Ji.p. 3-speed, clutch; £105; in stock.

— Clail;, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Ken->;lugton.
[6172

Oii'i-P. 1915 Douglas, engine No. 24896; £54.—
f^4, Ridge Cottage, Colsridge Rd., North Finchley.

[6085
"IdllS 4h.ii. Douglas Combination : £100, or nearest;
-JLiJ tinlv ^vauts seeing.—Evans, High St., Beaconshekl

[6309
1Q18 Douglas Combination, splendid condition;
J-tf £95.—Pope, 9, Pepys Rd., New Cross, S.E.

[5378

JF you le-jnire .a fast ajid really dependable Douglas,
iviite to me. I supply under guarantee.—Hobert

J^nniford ;see below}.

ROBERT IIAMFOED.—I generally own, and ahrays
know of the best 2-''4h.p. Douglasses" in London

]\veiy niachiue fipecially selected and tested. See under
Cou<^ulting Engineers. [2127

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery 1920 4h.p. com
Ijination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.

:

1348. .

-- [X0017

DOUGLAS 1913 2-!ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, good con-
liition; £40.-322, Canterbury St., Gillingham.

Kent. [9560

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., new, with 3-speed. kick start,
solo; £130; in stock.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

Iliclov.). -

Di;iUGL.\S 1920 4h. p., 3-speed, with latest type
sidecar, Jiuished in saxe blue; £170; in stock.—

Herbert Robinsou, Ltd. (below),

DOUGLAS 1920 2yh.p., 3-speed, with hand-con-
trolled clutch and kick starter, improved frame,

forks, and tank; £105; in stock.—Herbert Robinson,
Lid. (below).

D0UGL.4S 1920 2'i;ih.p., with improved frame,
forks, and tank, less clutch and kick starter;

£100: all the above actually in stock; can be de-
.^patchcd immediately. Second-hand Douglas, Triumph,
and Sunbeam motor cycles entertained in part pay-
nicnt.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
'JVl.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [6599

accessories.
:e, Tilecrolt, Cumber-

land.
, [X0186

1020 Dou.clas 4h.p. Combination: list price: ininie-
-It' .bate delivery.—E T. llorriss, 139, Fimhley
IM., .\.W.3- [5194

D0T'(;LAS, iiiiniediate delivery, 19202?^h.p., 2 speeds
and ilutch.-Paiker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

TcL: 1548. .

'

[X0021

DOUGL.\S 4h.p
Kla.x.al; £S5.-

S.W.17.

Qilh.]!. Douglas, r.ew from makers 1919,
"^4 .Tisiual tyres; £70.— Grice, Tilecrui

1916. Dnnlops, discs, lamps,
10, Crcwburough Rd., Tooling,

[5634

"1 O20 2^.-.h.p. Douglas, 3-speei-l, all accessories, as
-^*J' U'lV.-; offers- over £96.—Monk, Gunniaker,
Clie-tev. [6287

OFl'ERS.-Douglas 1915-16, 2?;4h.p., lamps, horn,
t.i. Is Tan-Sad, insured.—243, Burdett Rd., Bow,

E.3. [5925

CHI3LM0EE Depwts. Birmingham. - Douglas" motor
^ rvt-le^, all models; immediate deliverv.-31, Col-

liific lliw. [X9805
"pvoroLAS 1914 23jh.p., 2 sjieeds modS, excellent
-L' ion'l;tiiiu throughout; £70.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
gate. Bolton. [X0003

"JQ15 Douglas, new tyres and accessories, splendid
-IL'.' condition; sacrifice, £65, or -nearest.—70, Manor
I'.d., Rugby. -

[5739
T~)OUCL.AS Colonial' Model, 2"!4h.p., 3-speed, tip-top
J-' niadiine; snip; £70.—Yates, 6, Park Parade. N.
inichley, N.12. [5293
TO 18 Douglas C.B. Combination, accessories, climbX" anything; £125 or o(ter.-41, Hegina Kd., W.
Eahng. W.13. [5291

TTVOUGLAS 1915 Combination, with lamps, etc
;

.-TT ,£9P.-Padd. 242.=!. 89, Abbey Rd., St. Johns
Wood, .N.VV.8. [6200
£25.-Douglas, about 1912, 2';.;h.p., Bosch, good rnn-

ning order; trial arranged.—Jull, Fetcham Grove
Leaf herhead. [5940

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas, 3-specd. in perfect order, con-
-•-•.' dition as new; £85.—Lloyd, 115, Tuam Rd
Plumsttad. [6089

5,000
Brand new extra heavy

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX-GOVERNMENT STOCK

(28 by 3 and 26 by 2i)

BELDAM
WOOD'MILNE
MACINTOSH
BATES
KEMPSHALL
CLINCHER DE LUXE
MOSELEY and
SPENCER-MOULTON

To be cleared at

30/- each
Lower prices for quantities.

DOUGLAS
SPARE
PARTS

Huge consignment
just received.

Immediate delivery
of all principal
parts at Makers'
Prices.

CHABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas

T^OUGLAS 2'4h.p.. little used, splendid condition
J-' £60. or near olFer.—Fitt, Marine Hotel, Tankeri
ton, Kent. [583J

DOUGLAS 234h.p„ 2-speed, exreptionally fine cotT-

dition. not W.D.; £60.—Winkworth. Biversidi
Heuse, Staines. . [59&I

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, 5dl
miles, as new; £l33.—Rhosba Motor Co.. Batil

Mews, Ronriord. [33^

A^-P- Donglas and Eoyal B3ne Sidecar, 3-«pee^
t equal new; 95 gns.; offer.—Adams, 120, Sutfeei

land Rd.. Croydon. - [62€(

1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, guaranteed aj
-L«/ on; £110, near offer.~84. Cold Bath S^
Lewisham, London, [613£

DOUGLAS, 2^41i.p.. 1915, new C.A.V. mag., jtfsi

overhauled, very email mileage; £53.-60, Cartii*-
ness Rd., Mitcham. [5510

IQlS 2-speed Douglas, re-enamelled, engine am
-i-«^ Kear overhauled; £50.—George Wray, - 4, Vir
ginia St., Southport. • [6043

DOUGLAS 2^iih.p., 2-srer'd, 1915, engine No. 23359
liimpi, horn, entwine, guaranteed; £46.—Fofd

Wiitrljiuiiker, Eedhill. [60'

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new, just
arrived from works; £170; immediate delivery.—

Ginger, Motors, Banbury.

DOUGLAS, 1916, uncrated 1920, 2-speed, discs, ai
accessories, excellent condition, smart; £65.—Bosaccessories, excellent condition, smart; £65.—B03

7,486, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6351

DOUGLAS 2^r4h.p., like new, perfect; seen any time
escept We^lnesday and Sundays ; £70, or neareil

offer.—Hall, Jeweller, Slough. [5760

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p.. 1914, little used, fast, appear-
ance like new, "equipped; £48.—43rBrai]sford Rd,:

Water Lane, Brixton, S.W. [5631

DOUGLAS 1915 2";4h.p., makers' colours, lamp set,
splendid couditiun; 50 gns,—Jlome View, Thurlow

Park Rd., Wecit Dulwich, S.E. [5693

1 Q15 23ih.p. T.T. Douglas, long exhaust, knee grips,'
J-t/ uew Dunlop belt and cover; £60.—E. Foster,
Station View, Hitehaiu, Taplow. [5309

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, perfect running
order, uew inat:., tvres, tuber^, and belt;, any trial;-

£100.-13, Park Av., Mitcham. [5338

4h p. Douglas Combination, 1917-18, all accessories,
grand condition; £80, quick sale.-699, Seven

Sisters Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [6255.

DOUGT,AS 1918 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, clocV,^

speedometer, disc wheels, a real sporting mount;'
£75/10.—Chapman, Bromsgrove. [5499,

D,OUGLAS 2^4h.p., single gear, tyres and belt good,
new Amac, rebushed : ride awav; £28/10, or near.-

-57. Leamington Ed. Villas, W.2. [607^

BRAND New 1920 4h.p. i)ouglas CombinationY
never been ridden; £160.-626, Lea Bridge Rd^

Leyton. 'Phone : Walthamstow 800. [5736^

DOUGLAS 1917 2">4h.p., buffer forks, renovatedj
new C.A.V., splendid condition; £53.-30, Crvstal

Palace Park Rd., Sydenham, S.E. 26. , [569'^

DOUGLAS 1917-18 4h.p. Combination, splendid
condition, lamps, speedometer, tools, etc.; £10^

—67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7. [579^

"P^OUGLAS 2% and 4h.p. 1920 models, new, at net
L' list prices ; immediate delivevv.—Express "Worktj, F
2, Broadway, Friern "Earnct Ed., N. 15245|

4h.p. Douglas Combination. late 1918, electric lightV'
ing, tyres nearly new, all in excellent condition^:!

100 gns.— 1, Park Lane, Cheam, Surrey. [5649J
DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p., late 1916. exceptional condition,

little used, take 2 anvwhere ; snip, £55.-129;
Beechcroft Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W. [5704

)

1 Q20 2^'4h.p. Douglas, horn, tools, as new, perfect,,
-L«7 fullv_ insured, good'' reason sale; £98; no
dealers.—41," The Polygon, Southampton. [5854.1

"I
Q20 4h.p. Douglas, mileage 1,000, Lucas horn, I

Xt/ tools: Norton or good solo part exchange; sell-l

£1£5.—Pitchiord, Creswell, Mansfield. [X0184-|

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, K.S., ex-|
X.iJ cellent condition, comfortable, wicker sidecar;

j

£105.-50, Victoria Rd., Mill Hill, N.W.7. [5914 |

DOUGLAS Combination, 1914; £75; Binks, lamps,:
jj.'eedomctev, horn, tyres good, very fast.—9, -

Grand Parade, Streatham Rd., Jlitcham. [5509

"lOlS'lS 2"'_|h.p. Douglas-, uncrated, W.D., like new,
XJ/ very fast 'bus; £75.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a-,

Finchley Rd., N.W.3. 'Phone': Hamp. 7822. [6218

[July) Douglas Combination, 4h.p., Easting
screen, lamps, horu. insurance: £135. After l^r-.

Roberts, 111, Chamberlayne Rd., Willesden. [5150

DOUGLAS. 2";:,h.p., 1915, in exceptig/ially good
order, repainted; £55.—Watson, 36, Estreham

Rd., Streatham, S.W. 16. 'Phone : 335. [6049

DOUGLAS 1915 23^h.p., makers' colours, fully
equipped, splendid condition, any triall 55 gns.

X*7 sir

-Paige, Croham Rd., Crowborough, Sussex. [5616

DOUGLAS Combination. 3-speed, kick starter, in '.,

excellent condition, any trial "with 3 up; " "^

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

cheque £88.-272, Green St,, Forest Gate.

aJvertisement, and the date of the issue.

first

[4127
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

'EVV 1920 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, Cowey' speed-

ometer. Easting screen, D.A. all lamps, horn.

. ; £175.—Hargreaves, 4, Warwick Crescent, Padd-
:ton, W.2. f6351

OVAL Enfield 2^.^.p. Twin, 2vipeed, countershaft,
' all chain drive, linished black and gold, grand
idition, accessories, photo; £35.— Decourcy, Fiauk-
t St., Birmingham. - [6286

INFIELD 1915 ComDiuation, excellent condition,
I spare new tyre, insurance, accessories; £105, n

gain; priv:ite owner.—Seen at Garage. 100. High
., New Southgate, N. 15040

h.p. Enfield Combination, 1915, fully eaaipped, in-

cluding speedometer, spare tyres, overhauled Nov-
her, 1919; £115.—Cooper, 7, High Ed., ^'illesden
?en. (Private owner.). [5707

919 8h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped,
lighting set, speedometer, wind screen, Tan-

1, mileage 2.700. e.tcellent condition; £165.-153.
oUys Ed., Streatham. [6357

NFIELD 1920 Combination. 8h.p., brand new, Mag-
dyno lighting, just arrived from works; immediate

very at oinkers' price. £202/2.—Wilkins, Sinipson.
lOsite Olympia, London. [3886

^20 Enfield Combination. 8h.p..-Lncas magdvno
-' lighting, hood, screen. Cowey speedometer. Tan-
, ,in good condition, low mileage; £210.—Upton.

', liroad St., Birmingham. [X01J8

NFIELD Combination, late 1919. fitted Norton
body, child's dickev seat in back, all new con-

on, screen, Binks. fully canipped; 175 gns.—Barnes,
stgate, Tickhill, liotherham. [6279

li.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen, lamps,
horn, tools, luggage grid. Tan-Sad. excellent con-

ion, takes 4 anvwhere; 100 gns. — 75. Herbert
rdens, Kensal Rise, N.W.IO. -

"
[6353

NFIELD.—£127/10 Combination, ;916. with
dynamo lighting set, good condition.—Clifford

son Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea.
'.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113 [5454

EW 25411.P. Eoyal Enfield 2-stroke Models, 2-

speed, tor iniiuediate delivery form stock, kn\
t, and ideal machine for troflftc; £73/10 each.—
ichope's. 9. Shoe Lane. London. [2026

118 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Lur-na lamp, indis-
' tinguishable from new, gu.irjintced perfect no
onable offer refused.—8a. Blu'e Ball Yard St. J.Vmes'
Piccadilly. Tel.: Genard 6536. [6099

»18 Enfield 8h.p.. engine No. 61307, Enfield coach-
' built sidecar, all in realty new condition, and
optionally smart: £138.— B'cechenhurst. Crystal
Ke P,ark Ed.. Sydenham. .S.E.26. [5692

1 18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, sprung luegnue grid.
' Easting, all lamps f&leetrir), meclinnicid horn, all
ery good condition; fiist offer over £135- appoint. I

t only.—259. Acton Lane, Cbiswick, London. [4270

S'FIELl) Combination, 6h.p., war stored, thoroughlv,
good condition, hood, screen, pillion, child's seat i

ss, new tyres, tubes, spares, tools; £115. or near
eu Harris, 194, Elthorne Ed., Horusey Else, N.19.

[5404

1

\FIELD 1920 6h.p. oi 8h.p. Combination, with
or without Magdyno; delivery- from stock at list

e.—The Layton Garages. Bicester, near O.xlord.
.

: Integrity, Bicester. "Phone : 35 Bicester.

QTAi, ENFIELD 6h.p. 1913 Combination,' fitted
1915 engine, first-class rutming order. 2 unused

lop tyres, coachbiiilt «id?(ar. iust rp-enamelled •

; reason for sale, too beavy.—Child. Shoo Works,
ryii liay. [5131
117 Royal Enfield Combination. 6h.p., Lucas

dynamo lighting set. electric horn, luggage grid,
(IOmeter, fools, etc., fully cfjuipped and in splendid
ition, fine tourist's oirtfit; £140.-L. Bull, 44 Hills
Cambridge. '

[6033
SFIELD 6h.p. Comliin.ation. 1915, good condition

3 good 700x80 tyres, Cowey trip, speedometer
leo wind screen, Tan-Sad, electric :iccir:i;iil:itor light-
horn, tools, etc.; bought car; offers.-James Hnt-

, Mardy. Glam. [5137

"CFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1916. Lircns dynamo
Irghting, hood, scieen. spare acetylene lighting
I-new tyres, perfect condition, just beeu thoroughly
lianled. new chains and spares: £160.—The llaks
rington Rd., Croydon. - [5343

NFIELD 1920 2-stroke 2-sreed Lightweight.
guaranteed as new. finish and condition per-
ridden feiv miles only; £62.—The Lavton Garages

;ster, -nea- O.vford. T..\. ; Integrity. Bicester'
)ne : 35 Bicester. [X0122

;k20 (Jirne) 8h.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, perfect
' condition, ready to drive a\v;iy, Lucas lightlu"
wind screen, and all acces-^ories ; owner unable tn

past month; w-iU accept £205 cash

—

Barnstaple, N. Dei on. [5255

outfit
L. Kuight,

VFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1916 new con-
dition, just thoroughly overhauled, small mileage

hbnrlb sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn speed-
ter, pillion seat, mirror, new tyres, tools, sna"s
?!,' w"^? ^"" 6.30.-11. Pleydell Ay., Stamford

[Accessories.

h.a.h7
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Writs for Catalogue.

Ŝpecialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on applica ion

Sejid a p.c. for address or nearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
W£ Wish to add yctir name to our mailing list, a itir

names irom which we publish here each week.

Stocks carrie.1 bv
Edinburgh Rubber Co., Dunhills LtC, Euston Ro.
Edinburgh.

J. A. Ryley, 73, Wenman
St., Birmingham.

J. E. Wildbore, 143,
Union St., Oldham.

Factors Ltd., Oxford.

Godfreys,
Street

M. Hawnt, Kl
Kent Road.

C. T. Riches S,

20, Store Street.

GL Portland

N w

Co.,

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS.
Fig. Sgj

Best qiia'ilv

finish
throughout
\'ery ma^ f^|
s i V e and fiFf*

s t r*o n ,4

A d i u stable *iw^%^
locus. Ad —'"*"

i u s t a b 1 p

b_r a c k e t s.

Special dust
and weather-
proof front.

Price as illustrated, 66/- each

Best quality
f i n i s h
throughout.
\'ery mas-
s i V e and
strong.
Adjustable.
focus. Ad-

ll
I

j u s t a b I e

i\ I br a c k e t s.

^f Special dust
andweather-
proof front.

lirstrated.tr6/-each

^^^^*^

^*'^«®1

fig. 070

Swniiar to Fig. 895. Liit

smaUer, and with special
" piiU-oa " front. Kutt-
ber ring casting - for

glass. Price a? illus-

trated, 54/- each.

Fig. S35.

Sldscar Lamp. Double .u-^u

jated adjustable holder, screw

rent, and heavy ^ide lut;. Price

as illustrated, CI /-

li^. 379, Cas2 lor 1162

Accumulator. Price
15/- each.

Fig. 1162. Accumulator.
Size 4iJx3Sx6.^. Capa
citv, 4 volt 40 amp,

'Price 31 /8 each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices trom £5,

H.A.H. WORKS,
runstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 22::0. 'Keyage, Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hiifield.

PNFIELD 6h.p. 1917 Combination, new E;istinfr,
J-' speedometer (trip), Lncas ligbtin?, liUison and Imll;

horns, Tan-Sad pillion with back-rest, tyres peiteet, 2
spare covers worn, spare tube and plugs, stileutlid con-
dition

; £140; seen after 6.—Talbot, 36. Waldesravc
Rd., Ealing. - [5430

"hJAVAL Officer ordered to China, desires to sell 1915
^' 6h.p. Royal Enfield combinntion, Lucas acetylene
lamps, mechanical and bulU horns, Jones speedometer,
luggage grid, in very good condition o^ving to 2'/l. years'
war storage, mileage nearly 5,000.—Write Heatherside.
Belmont, Surrey. [5241

TJTNFIELD 19t8" 8h.p. Combination, complete with
J-^ a full Lucas equipment and Easting wind screen,
a very fine example ol the special bargain class that
has made Bicester famous; pricing this outfit at £160.
we shall make che purchaser our friend.—The Lavton
Garages. Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity,
Bicester. rX0124

Excelsior.

I7XCELSIOR-J.A.P.. 2-speed. £78: with clutch,
^ £84; in stock.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [6174

1 Q 20 Excelsior ^-stroke, 2-speed, new, just de-
-M-iJ livered; list price —Wright's Garage, Saffron
Walden. Tel.: 16. ^ [6183

EXCELSIOR Combination, 4i/-3h.p., the new big .single;

from stock: £160.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the
Real Service Firm, Taunton. 15392

7-9h.p. Excelsior, about 1914 model, just been
thoroughly overhauled and painted, 2 speeds; £60,

or near offer.—Boxer. Swingfield, Dover. [5902

EXCELSIOR 2^4h.p., 2-stroke. late model, %pee(I
countershaft, clutch, nll-ohnin, ample power, iJills--

Fulford sidecar, appearance as new

:

Sand Hutton, York.
£75.-J FolkJird.

[5451

NEW 1920 Excelsior Models in stock for immediate
delivery: 2'oh.p. 2-stroke. 2-speed, £67; 2*ih.p.

2-speed, J.A.P. engine, 4-stroke, £78; carriage paid to
ny address.-The Premier ilotor Co.. Aston Rd., Bir-.
miugham. 15551

Fafnlr

^ _ B., Eisem
21. Park Av.. Fiuchley, N.5.

31.. p. Fafnir, B. and B., Eisemann. olutc.:i. ride away;
£23,-" ^- -^

F.N.
[be.

F.N. T.T., fast overhauled; £35.-32. Balfern St.'.

Battersea (Bell). [6160

CROW Bros., Guildtord.-lmmediate delivery 7h.p.
4-cyl. and 2i2h.p. lightweight F.N. [5687

F.N., 4-cyl.. 1914. 7-9h.p.. 3 . speeds, clutch, eo-ach-

built sidecar, and accessories, good condition; for
cash.-^Pe^irce, 90. Vaughan Rd , Harrow. [6105

4-CYL. F.N., 1912, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, just
overhauled, nice condition; otTers; after 6 o'clock,

16, Archway Rd., Upper IloUoway, N.19 [5700

F.N. 4-cyl., clutch model, Bosch, all accessories, spare
tube, Al condition, tvres as new; £45, offer.— 11.

Lonsdale Rd., Bedford Park, Cbiswick. W.4. [5275

^ih.p. F.N., 2-j.peed. shaft, h.b. clutch, new Palmer
' V 2 back tyre, first<las8 appearance and condition

:

£40. no offers.—3. Moreton Av., Harpenden. Herts.

V V [5344
"jQf4 F.N. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, multi-disc clutch, new
J.«7 tyres, lamps, cane sidecar.^hood, screen ; £120

;

-bought car; Harrow district.—Box 7,461. c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5582

SHAFT Drive F.X., 4-cyl.. 5.6h.p., 2-speed. clutch,

just overhauled, perfect throughout; £60; ex-
change Junior Triumph or Douglas.-W. Hart, 153,
Upland Rd., East IJulwich, S.E. [5600

BRAND New 1920 F.N., 7b.p., 3-6peed, shaft drive
coml)ination. 4-cyl. engine, coachbuilt sidecrir.

hood, wind screen; £205; free delivery "to any address.

—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Kd.. Birmingham.
[5555

Francis=Barnett.

1 Q20 Francis-Barnett, 2^/lh.p., J. A.P., clutch, 2-sijecd,
AJj' kick starter; 78 gns. ; seen after 6.—Lury, Trinitv
Vicarnge. Reading. [5335

FRANCIS-BARNETT 1920 2"/jh.p., 2-speed, delivery

from stock ; 84 gns. ; wonderful value.—Julian.
84. Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [5231

FRANCXS-BARNETT 23^h.p. J.A.P. , 2-speed, kick
starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, new June.

1920; £90.—Tameta, EppJebay Rd., Bircbington.
[4345

TVJ'EW FrancisrBarnett. 2'>ih-P. J.A.P.. 2-speed clutch
XI and kick starter; in stock at manufacturers' lit^t

niice. £88/19; easy payments 4% extra, only one-fifth

df-iiosit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.-HarronU,
Ltd. 118. Brompton Rd., London. [5309

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination; £145.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4931

NEW Mag. Model Harley; £186/9/6.— Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100. Paris St., Exeter. [5961

HARLEY.—1915 Harley. dynamo lighting, guaran.
teel; £75.-125, High St., Woolwich. [609?

HARLEY 1918 7-9h.p.. good order, lamps, horn,
etc.- £125.-7, Venuer Rd., Sydenham. S.E,26.

[5385

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Harley.Davidson.

SALE.

HARLEY Sports Model in Stock, new; list price.—
—Clark, 7, Exhibition Kd., South Kensington.

[6176
1Q18 Harley-Davldsons, fine assortment in stock;
i«? from £105.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

[6079
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, electric,

as new, hardly scratched; £185.-384, Kenning-
Ion Rd., S.E. [6350

COLMORE Depots, Birmingliam. — Harlev-Davidson
motor cycle combinations and 4}i.p. models in stock.

-51, Colmore Row. [S9806
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, immediate delivery, 1920, 4

h.p., 3 speeds and clutch.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
Eiitft Bolton. Tel.: 1348. [X0020

HARLEY-DAVIDS0NT5, 1918-1919; £100 each, re-

enamelled and overhauled, ready to ride away.— 1,
Wellesley Parade, Croydon. [3895

HARLEY 1915 Combination, good running order,
3 speeds, kick starter; gift, £85.—103a, High

St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [6248

1Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, 2-seater side-
-M-^ car, electric lamps, like new throughout; £190,
—Central Garage. Southport. [X0193

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p., electric model,
mechanically perfect; trial; £95.—Tee. 142,

High Rd.. East Finchley, N. [6123

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. and military canoe-
let, brand new, immediate delivery; £2^7.

—

Alex. Thorn, 201, City Rd., Cardiff. [5108

ALEXANDERS
MOTOR CYCLES FOR

Harley-Davidson.
SALE,

TTAEI.EY-DAVIDSON 1920 4L.p. Model, complr--t-J- tnth Swan fipoitiug t^idecar. electiic- liglitine in,

^on'^'^U^ ,^®''^*'^* ^^^ indistinguiflbaWe from ne*£200,—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson,
lighting, good tyres.

Gloria sidecar, electric

„- „ . . 1915; £90.—Stonehouse,
Hill Qfove Crescent, Kidderminster. [X0169

1 Ql8 Harley Combination, all lamps, spares, insur-
-M-iJ ance pollcv; £l20; offer after 5.30 p.m.—R.,
7, Thornbury Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W. [5724

1 Q20 Harley, Model F, Harley sidecar, speedometer,
-L tr horn, lamps, not done 50 miles ; £225.—Ed-
wards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd., S.W.7. [3404

HARIiET-DAVIDSON' 1917, 7-9h.p., 3 speed counter-
shatt. dynamo lighting, speedometer, etc., disc

wheels; £65.—Carfax Motors, Ltd., Cobham, Surrey.
[6111

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., mag. model, 19i8,
first-class throughout; £115, with 40 gn. side-

car £150.-1, Townley Rd., East Duhvich, S.E.22.
[6247

fT-9h.p. Harley Combination, Dec, 1915, mag. model,
• tyres sound, large sidecar, child's seat. Cameo, in-

surance, accessories; £120.—Lambeth, 113, Francis Rd.,
Leyton. [5488

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, immediate delivery, 1920.
7-9h.p., electrical model, with Mills-Fulford or

Henderson aidecarg.—Parker'.s, BradsJiuwgat© Bolton.
Tel.: 1348. [XO018,

discs,

^ . acces-
Richmond Mansions,

[5290

LATE 1915 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,
lamps, wind screen, etc., excellent running order

;

£99, or close offer.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E. , [5749

electric model
~

, ap-
or near offer.—2, Clarendon

[5729

"J
O 20 Harley-Davidson de Luxe, electric modelsX %J Tan-Sad, screen, disappearing hood, all acces-

sories, done 300 miles.—-Write, 7 "-'- -' ^'—
Putney, S.W.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p,.
and sidecar, discs, speedometer, mudshields,

pearancc as new; £225^
Place, Halifax.

19 18 Harley-Davidson Combination, Dunhill's

£165; exchange for A.B.C.-
beach Rd., Catford.

-A. Sprawson, 21, Hol-
[5949

1Q17 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, khaki
-*-•' model, a perfect 'bus, will bear any examination
;iDd trial, genuine bargain; £127.—Green, Holm.'^ide,
St. Catherine's, Lincoln. [X0056

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., in top-hole condi-
tion, complete with lamps, mechanical horn, a

real bargain; £95.—Hughes, Lyndhurst, Woodhouse
Rd., North Finchley. [5514

HARLEY 7-9h.p., electric model de luxe combina-
tion, had very little wear and guaranteed in per-

lect order throughout, cheap; £170.—The Dairy, High
'St., Thames- Dittou. [6185

HARLEY 1919 Combination . electric model , clisc

wheels, screen, perfect; £175 or near offer.—
Etherington, 91, St. Margaret's Rd., Twickenham.
"Phone: Richmond 1745. , [5934

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, as new, perfect
condition, fully equipped and guaranteed ; any

trial; £135, or near offer.—Harley, 75, Murdock Rd.,-
Ilandsworth, Birmingham. [6056

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Late 1918 7-9h.p.. Combina-
tion, splendid condition, carefully used, horn,

tools, electric lights; £135, or exchange lower power.— 17, Clonmel Rd,, Fulham. [5896

ENTLEMAN Unable to take delivery of a new
Harley-David,9on 4h.p. flat twin, ordered some time

i>, v;i]\ ai-rept £10 less thnn list jirice from first apjjli-
at,—Box 7,456, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5577 .

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Flat Twin, brand
new, including .•speedometer, lamp set, mechanical

G

§ EDINBURGH & GLASGOW
i OFFER THE BEST FOR

I IIVIiyiEDIATE DELIVERY.

i 1920 MODELS AT

i ALEXANDER'S
rrrn ACME 8 h.p. tombination, dctachab'.eM wheels £213 15

M ARMIS, 3! h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, K.S. . . £85
== BRADBURY 6b. p. Combination £199
UlU BAT 6 h.p. Combination £204
frm COULSON-B., 23 h.p. Blackburnc 2-speed £99 15

M C0ULS0N-B.,4h.p.Blacliburne, 2-speed . £110 5

fnTl CALTHORPE, 2} h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed ... £78

^ CALTHORPE, 2! h.p., .->-stroke, 2-speed . £74 10

Dm

1 GET IT AT

i AI-EXANDER'S
(ID CLEVELA^D, 3 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, ,

fjS K.S £35

M CLYNO, 2.', h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
fmi COVENTRV-EAGLE, 2jh.p. J.A.P., 2-sp.,
tffl K.S £90 6

[JO DIAMOND, 2IS h.p., 2-5troke, 2-speed, K.S. £84 3™ EDMUND, 2jh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, spring
lUU frame £92 10
mri ENFIELD, sj h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £73 10

1 MAKERS' LIST PRICES AT
i ALEXANDER'S
™ LEVIS Popular, single-gear £69
JllJ NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £80 17
Trn With clutch and kick-starter £89 5

ia OMEGA, 2}h.p. J.A.P., 2-5peed, K.S. ... £83
Tm METRO-TYLER, latest new model, 2 J h.p. £9B 1— REX 8 h.p. Blackbume Combination ... . £219

M SPARKBROOK, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
|

i SERVICE TO OWNERS AT
I

E ALEXANDER'S
I

Si

mfil TT'^'I-'^'^'-^-'^'^IDSOX, 1920, Heuder.^on Elite
lllUi-^-^ car. disc wlieels, milcaire 1,100 .speedoi

frTTi '

lamp'
new.-

(X00(

and
-Janes

- - .«i<l

^ . ^-^.- .peedomete
spares: first offer 076r £200' secure*- -

and Adams, East Finchley. [62E

equipped, practically _

speedometer, electric lamps and horn, ju^

VERUS, 2i h.p., 2 stroke, single-gear ... £60
VERUS, 2I h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spee(J' £83
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2} h.p., 2-speed,

R.S £110
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 4b.p., 3 speed.

K.S -. £126
WILLIAMSON 6 h.p. J.A.P. Combination £200

5 iSi

FOR EARLY DELIVERY OF
FOLLOWING OTHER MAKES-

THE
-TRY

horn; £164; delivery ex-stock.—Eire and Co.,
Bishopseate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

15-16, „
[0075 MM

ALEXANDER'S i
DOUGLAS, P. & M.. INDIAN, NORTON, MATCH- W,
LESS, B.S.A., HENDERSON, N.U.T., VELOCETTE, M

i
FRANCIS - BARNETT. Also G.N. and T.B. fmi

I
Cycle Cars. m

I

Deliveries are very imminent in some of above, [TTT]

and we may be able to offer delivery trom stock ==
I by the time this goes to print.

,[J||]

However, we shall be pleased to have your en- f™
quiricii, and it is to your advantage to consult an iM
old -established and well-known firm like fym

ALEXANDER'S
Sidecars to suit all make;.
Easting Windscreens and Petrol Carriers, Euk
Easy Starters, Tyres, and all other Accessories
amply stocked.

We have a rather good selectiOA of Second-hand
Machines and Combinations just now. For
particulars and lists, drop a P.C. to

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBUBGH.
phone : 5020. Telegrams : " Molocydcs,"

272-274. GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW,
'Phcnc: 1180 Charir.g. Telegrams -"Alexmalo."

mmmmmmi

"10 20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p electric model, o „J-cf bination, driven 100 miles, perfect conditio)
complete; £210; tran.=ferable insurance,—Apply "

h
tween 9 and 12 a.m., 285, Green Lanes, N.4. fSSC:

TTA^LEY-DAVIDSON. late isis, not W.D., coir
•*--*- bination, £40 sidecar, and wind screen, lull
equipped, as new; £140, oHer. or exchange lowe
powers.— 143, Eavensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [637

I ia20 Hailey-Diividsun 7-9h.p., model F., with sidc-r-ir
J-t' speedometer, Klaion horn, Ij^iiip*. complete, on
done 2,500 miles, liiiamuteed sound ; £205, ciiiria;
paid.—ilucrne, 37, Cuekbuui St., Edinburgh. [549

HARLEY-DAVIJl.^ON, delivered ^'0T., 1919, si>nr
ing sidecar, Mills-Kuliord chassis, dUis, electr

hghting and horn, perfei^t condition- £200.~Wnti
'phone, cnil, Selby, 5, Heath Drive, N.\\".3. [520

HARLEY 7-9h.p.. late 1915. bought new in 191E
also stored 2 years, dynamo lighting, Klaxonett

Tan Sad. tools, s'plendid condition; £88; offers; ca
after 6 evenings.— 1, Seagrave Rd., West Bromptor

[537
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. June, 7-9h.p., an.

Henderson Elite sidecar, wind screen, disc;
mileage 2,500, perfect order, owner bought car;- £24C
or near offer.—Logan, 32, FlorenceviUe Av., Belfast.

[554
rXARLEY-DATID.SON 1920 7-ai].p., with well spjiuiXA Swan Sidecar, rompressed acetylene ligbticj
speedometer, Klaxon, Ttiu-Sad, perfect condition- k
otter aiune 200 giis.-BUikev, 20, Ht, Bede's Tern.-f
Sunderland. - [475

"I
Q20 Harley 7-9h..p., magneto model, mechanicall'

-*-«-' perfect, luxurious Dunhill sidecar, lamps, hoiii
speedometer, leg shields, muffs, suares, practicallv un
scratched^ tyres unpunctured; £190.—Birch, Coltinore
Thame. [X018;

T-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 1920, June, and sideiar
electric model, fnlly ' ' - -

scratched,
"

'

"run in. splendid outfit; £215.-75, Cleave Rd.. Gil
ham, Kent. r546(

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1915, 5-6h.i).
single, excellent condition, Bosch magneto

lamps, horn, must sell, no reasonabb offer refused
exchange considered. — Montgomery, Victoria Kcom^
Bristol. [609C

1 019 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, bnlhcni;
J-»' Harley-Davidson sideciar, magneto model. < If.i'trii

liphting, ticks over, in perfect condition; first ofiej- ovei

£155 secures.—Miiitland, Brooklandt^, Birch Giove,
Acton, W.."!. - [601£

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 7-9h.p., 1915, Phcenis aide-

oar, al! tamps, Tan-Sad, Cowey, Klaxon, just fitted

iiew tyres and tubes, spare new tvre and tube, onlv done
5,000 miles: experts invited; £145.—Welcb, 45, Suther-
land Rd., Tottenham. . [5219

1 Ql9 Harley and Sidecar, adjustable semi-T.T. bars,
-»-*' touring if preferred, Bosch mag., good tyres,

completely overhauled by our Mr. Baragwanath, not

botched by some wartime muck-anic; £118; worth
£160 if enamelled.-Below.

1 Q18 Harley, as above, but with touring bars and
-I- *^ Berling mag. ; appearance of this one good

;

£109/10 with sidecar; will separate either; identical

machines, but probably not as good mechanically,
bring £130 solo in West End witTi only a dealers'

overhaul. See Miscellaneous B.B. Garage.— 40. Mur-
rav Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, N.W., near
M.L. Railway.' [6404

1 Q 20 Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, complete with
it/ makers' lighting set, speedometer, and horn,
onlv done 700 miles, absolutely perfect condition;
£150; owner bought car.—'Phone : Park 2168, or

apply. 18, Holland Parlt Mews, W.il. [5742

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919, mag. ^model, mileage
8O0, 7-9h.p., x*iie'-t, £135: or late 1915 electno

model, 1919 Remy, stored 5 years, khaki enimiel. East-

ing, platiug, etc., tyres as new, C.E. isidecar, perfect con-

dition, any trial.—2, Dantzic Parade, Finchley,' N.3-
[5299

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1919, mag.
model, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, very fine 1920 DprVi'eut

sidecar (cost £40 two months ago), the whole outfit is

.

in splendid condition, and complete with all accessories, j

including speedometer; price £190.—Parr v, Borrownsh,'
Derby. [5111 i

Hazlewood
1 Q19 Hazlewood-Jap Combination, little used. lun-
JLiJ niug e.xcellently ; £135.—Jaliand, Limes, High-
worth. [511S

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 1915 2^;4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, just been overhauled and reluishrd, ex-

cellent condition, Itimps ; £53.—Grunnill, Clifton Grove,

Skegness. [616Z

1 Q20 Hazlewood Combination, fully equippedi
Xt/ beautiful condition; £160, or exchange soU

Triumph and cash.—Beauchamp, 27, West Park. Clii-

Bristol. [5974

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
James.

4'^. p.. 3-spced, countershaft canoeiet
bargain.
[6082 a

)17 James S-6h.p. Cumbination, Lucas
lighting, electric horn, hand Klaxon,

AMES . ,-.--. - -

coachbuilt sidecar, nice condition; £75,

roffin, Holwell, Sherborne.

\iJIES.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. coinbinatioa.

roinplete with 3 speeds Jind clutch.—Parker's. Ernd-

twgare, BoUon. Tel.: 1343. [X0029

"AilES 1920 Tivin Com^inatioo. jiist delivered, all

ou, at net list price.—Express Works, 2, Broad-

y. yriern Baruet Ed.. N.ll- [5330

'AMES 4i:ih.p. 1919 Combination, Easting, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, tools, spares; oHers above

100.—Hutch ins. Foster's. Sherborne. [5876

920 James 6h.p. De Luxe Combination, all acces-
sories, running and condition faultless ; £ 170.

>6. Webb's Rd.. Battersea Rise, S.W. [6048

919 James Combination. 4'4li.p., all lamps, speedo-
meter, etc, pener-t order and condition;

37/10,—Stretton, Worcester St.. Glonoester. [XOISO

920 James Solo, complete - lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, cnly done about 500 miles; £123.—

rights Garage. Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. [6191

AMES 1920 3;$h.T. Twin, lamps, Klaxon, speedo-
meter, tools, etc., perfect condition; £1Q5, or

ire*fe offer.—Moore. 10, Greua Gardens, Richmond,
rre.r. ^:D) [4196

ih.p. James Twin, 1916. 3-5peed. clutch, Binks
2 carburetter, electric lighting, Cowey speed-
eter, Klaxon, tools, spares ; £85 ; ride away.—30,
leham Gardens, 'Hampstead. [5686

AMES 2-stroke. 1920. 2-speed gear. Miller head
lamp, electric rear lamp, horn, and all tools,

.. splendid condition; £70, or near offer; Hants.—
x 7,476, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [6320

919 5-6h.p. James Combinntion. Millford sidecar,
hood, wind screen, luggage grid, Cowey speed-

ster, lamps, etc., excellent condition.—Apply, Hales
rage, St. Paul's Rd., Highbury, N.l. [5048

ttl4 4h.p. James Combination, C.B., 3-speed, clutch,
*-' Bosch, B. and B... good tyres, original enamel

,•<} order, guaranteed ; any trial; £58, bargain.—
son. Ivy House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [5875

JMEDIATE Delivery 1920 James 6h.p. combination.
Model de Luxe sidecar, £190; also new 1920 4',
comhination. Model de Luxe sidecar, £170.—Th.-

niier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5554

dynamo
„ - . , speedo-

er, hood, screen, overalls, excellent condition

;

>0; seen after 6 p.m.—Elgin, St. Stephens Rd..
wsley, Middlesex. [5265

O.C.H. have a 1919 4'.'ih.p. James Combination,
new condition. Volex electric set.^-Fair Offer
House. 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead

)e Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
including Saturdays. [5447

119 James 6h.p., 3-siifed. chain driv<?. Montgomery
f sidecar, speedometer, 3,600 niile.^. tools, spares.
p8, 2 generators, insurance- policy ; £128, immediate
; seen at Kensington.—Writo Dosworth, 9, Grove
k Gardens, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswiek -S55. [5056

.LA. P.
i.p. Twin J.A.P., 2-speed, kick start. Bosch*in
^ood order; first cash £39 to clear.—Hill, 3.

fford Rd.. West Ealing. Londoi^ [6366
A.P. 2i2h.p., lide away. Bosch. Druids, Brooks pan,
excellent mudguarding. tyres as new, lamps,
son; £28; photo.—7. Orchard St., Newport, Wight.
. „ - [5730
A,P. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, new
Dunlops, plenty of spares; £90; seen by appoint-

j
it.—Apply, Turner, 37. Wrottlesley Rd., Harlesden,

1

^'-10. " [4135
'
t-p. J.A.P.. Sturmey 3-speed gear box. K,S.. Druids,

I Amac, E.I.C. mag,. Avon combination tyres. 650x'
all new, readv for road; £120.—Wright, MavtieUl.
th Barley, Matlock. . '[5267

I

A.P. 8h.p. P.v., spring frame, hand clutch, earth
switch, lamps, mechanical horn, registration, very

I

.-too powerful present owner, worth seeing; sell, or
t exchange for car.—Fitt, Marine Hotel, Tankerton.

jit. [5833

OBORE 8-lOh.p. o.h.v. J.A.P. Combination, 3-
speed, clutch, kick starter, fast, sporting, in-

' ction, trial invited 6.30 or week-end ; best offer
<r £130;, private owner; must sell quickly,—R.B.,
rst, Alderley Edge, Cheshire. [5540

1
J.E.S.

1 E.S. Motor Cyclette, first-class order; £18.— Swal-ev
1 52, Norfolk Rd.. Erdington. [5158

1
E.S. on stro;ig B.3.A. cycle, -original tyres^ £18.-

]
Knight, -West Crescent, Darlington. [5799

1
E.S- attached Humber cycle, just overhauled; £16.—Davies, Northbroot St., Newbury. [5155
E.S. Motorcyilette, pood condition, but needs slight

attention: £19, complete.—23, Milton Rd., Eourne-
itll- [5421

Kerr>
EEET-AEINGnON SUh.p.. N.S.U. 2-speed gear,
?ood :md servif-eable cnoditiou, with light C B

'-^ar: £65.-85, Church Rd.. Willesden. [6294

§

§

^WINTER^
COMPETITIONS.

You'll stand a much better chance in the
coming winter trials -if you are properly
equipped. We specialise in suitable
equipments. Complete catalogue free
on application. ^^^^^^^
Service Serpentine Horn
XW531. AU Black.

18/6
Post Free

Service Medium Size Lamp Set, black or
plated. XL2. O-T/S Post Free.

Service Aluminium Spare Tube Carrier.
Polished. XB233. 17,6 Post Free.

Service Leatlier Belting, i' 3 -, ;'

i" 5/-, ij" 5/6, .per foot. XBioo.
special fasteners gratis with each belt;

length cut. Post Free.

4'-,
Tivo
Any

(Left.) Service Route Card Holder, yj" x 6"
XB654. 6/- Post Free.

(Right.) Service Valve Tappet Adjusters.
XE51. Sets of four assorted sizes 6d. Postage 2d.

The

SERVICE CO.^
289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

' "Admittedly, London." Holbotn 6430.

Roy. H.

All letters relating to advertisements should qiiote the number at the end of ench adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR^ SALE.
i-ea-Erancis.

3h.p. Lea and Francis, new 19C0 model: £130; e.t-

change arranged. — WaucQope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
Lon-don f2d33

LEA-FR.WCIS. new, M.A.G. engine, jnst in;
£150 —O'lrk, 7, Exhibition Rd., Scuth Ken-

sington. __

"

[6177

"I
Q20 a'ih.p. Lea-Fr.-incis, must sell; £120; £10

J-*-' undar makers' list price.^J. Smith and Cc,
16, Hampstead Rd-, N.W. [6398

LEA-FEAXCIS, 1920, J.A.P. engine, in splendid
LOndition. speedometer, lamps : £122.—Elder, 46,

Crossley Terrace, Newcastle-on-T.vne. [5317

111^19 Lea-Franeis Coachbuilt Combination, carrier,
-Le/ splendid machine; £120: owner going abroad.—
Whitehead, Povey Cross, Horley, Surrey. rX0002

LEA-FRANCIS 3ioh.p. Twin, M.A.G. engine, de-
livered last July, absolutely as new; £120.

—

Thornley, Radford Hall, Leamington Spa. . [5498

LEA-FKANCIS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 twin-cyl.,

2 speeds, hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G- engine.-
Parker's, Briidshawgate, Bolton. Tel.: 134B. [X0019

M-\UDE3'.—Latest 1920 3l-jh.p. model Lea-Franci-',
W.A.G. engine; £130; ex actual stock; deferred

payments arranged.—Maudes", 100. Gt. Portland St ,

W.l. [6209

LEA-FRANCIS. 1920.—Place your name gfi' our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston," Ltd., 193, Gc. Portland St;.,

W.l. [0099

LEA-FBAXCIS, 1920, May, lamps, speedometer,
with or without sideear, little u>ed, leason tor

sfUing; oilers.—riant, Wychdou Lodge, Hixon, nr.

Stafford. [6283

LEA-FEAXCIS 1917 3ijh.r., 2-speed and clutch, re-

cently overhauled aud" renovate<l, iltted with brand
new 1920 3i.Jl.p.' J.A.P. engine; £9j).—Parker's. Brad-
shawgate. Bolton. [X0007

1 Q20 Lea-Francisi 31 Vh.p., twin J.A.P.. lamps, horn.
LU speedometer 400 miles, engine just run in, any
trial; £115.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Rd.,

N'.W.3. 'Phone : Hamp. 7822. [6216

LEA-FEAXCIS M.A.G. Combination, May, 1920.

large P.H. hnup^, horn, luggage grid, London-
Ivlinburgh gold Dtedal, machine perfect; £140, must
realise.—14, Highgate Ed.. Kentisn Town. [6284

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-5peed, clutch and kick starter,

M.A.G. engine j at list price, £130, or ou easy

[laymeuts 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by

12 monthly instalments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Ed., London. _ [5812

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3V-'h.P., twin -M.A.G.. engine,

all-chain drive, delivery from stock list price;

£130- extended terms if desired; trade supplied.—

City agents. Elce and Co., 15-16, BishoiJsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

•Levis,

NEW Levis in Stock; list price.—Fancourfs Garage.
Stamford. [3701

LEVIS.-District agents. The Walsall Garage. Wal-
sall. Tel. : 444. [5765

LEVIS Motor Cycle, brand new; immediate delivery.

—Brook, Burnham, Someiset. [5561

1 019>:, Levis 2i,.,h.p,, 2-speed. equipped, speedometer;
i-iJ £64.-18, Holly Ed., Chiswick. [5490

LEVIS Popular, 1915, £38: lamps, ctc.-Carter, 96,

Merton Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. [5836

LEVIS 2r4h p , -lew condition, fully eauipped; £44,

baigain.-55, Ballspond Ed., Islington. [6215

LEVIS, late 1919. in flrst-class condition, lamps,

horn, etc.—99, Bntler Rd., Harrow-on-the-Hill.
[6135

19 Levis 2iih.p., good condition, accessories, 1'.

19^ and H lamps.—H. Maw, East Stockwith, (iuin.s-

borough. L5359

1 020 Levis Popular, done 100 miles, lamps and
LU horn; £60, no offers.—Vincent, 82, 'Aestlode

St., Spalding. [59^9

LEVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—A. J. YoUn.,-

and Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage, Newmarket.

Phone: 214. [10^7

LEVIS 2i.,h.p., 2.spced, . fully equipped; £55; ex-

change "4h.p. 2-speed —Mathews, 71, Kenyon St

Fulham, S.W. - l52(1

L]*VI3 2r!4h.p. Roadster, 1917, lli gallons, very fast,

perfect running order, climus everything; £35--

66, -Crouch Hall Ed., N.8. - 16077

LEVIS 1920 Popular Model, just arrived from works;

immediate delivery at makers' price, f60.--nil:

kins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [58B(

IMMEDIATE Delivery from stock of the new 2i:;h.p.

Popular Model Levis, £60: the master 2-stroke.—

The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham. [5556

LEVIS Late 1919 2i;.h.p., all-chain drive, Enfield

2-spe'd lamps, accessories, perfect condition,

very little used: £60, or nearest offer.-O. Andrews

Conway House, New Eomney, Kent. |5784

1 r»20 Levis Popular, guaranteed perfect, mileage

X.\j under 200, P. and H. head lamp, etc., horn,

all accessories; £61 cash; call after 6 p.m.-26, Bute

St., Barlow Ed., Levenshulme, Manchester. [5862

ertisement, and the date oi the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

jf'fENUl.^E Bargiun, 1920. Jul.v, Levis Popular, P.
^^ and II, lamp set, electric rear light, Lucas horn.
PLiinp, tools, etc., cost altogether £65; accept £53,
ur 'excharige gent's cycle and' cash; liiacliine only in

US'; foi'tnight, and is as good as new.—54. St. Charles
c'iq.. North Kensington, W.IO. [6313

Lincoln-Elk
LINCOLX-FLK aVili.p., siUBle, Bosfl], fast macliine;

£25.-lJ()lilre, Tlie Crescent, Sultuu. [5425

LATE 1914 Lincoln-Elk 4h.p. Combination; a bar
gain, £65 —Apply, 15, Eheidol Terrace, St. Peter

St., Islington -
. [5743

4 ill. p. Lincoln-Elk Hotor Cycle, good running oidt
-1 iu^t I)eeu ovei hauled ; fSO, or nearest offer,

-

(iibl.s. High -St., Buvullaiu. Bucks. ' [5031

L.M.C.

L.M.C, 1920 6h,ii.. 3-speed, h.'md clutili. Henderso;
Elite sidecar; f 1-55;—Nichol, Deal. iSorthumber

laud. [537C

IQig L.M.C. 414h.p. Combination, Stnrmey-Archei
-*- ^ S-speed, electric liglitrng, fully equipped, e.«:ccl-

lent condition: £110.-153, Cromwell Rd., Peter-
horough.

'

[3802

L.M.C. 1920 model '6h.p.. JMiJlford sidecar, splendid
combination, all accessories, had careful treat-

nient.-and very little used, must sell; £160, or nearest
offer.—Barnes, Broadlands, Chesham, Bucks. [5623

L.M.C. 1920 6h,p, Combination, as new, cost £182
pricing tliis outfit, which we guarantee perfect

at £135, w-e ask you to show us equal value. Bicestei
is actually the very best market, and an ever-
widening circle realises this.—The Layton Garages
Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.
Pbone : 35 Bicester. [X0126

1020 L.M C, 61i.p, Couibinnfiou, only luu 6CD luiles,
-!-•' complete uitlj lamps, horn, wind screen, luggage
grid, spaio iielt and tube, all tools, ujeidiiinically pel-

tect, the propeity of an oflice]' proceeding shortly to
India; thiri repre-euts over £190 ut to-day'(^ prices
£140, or near,—The .Layton Garages, 90, "High St„
Osfoid. 'PLoue: 7B4. 'Grams: Intcgritv, OxfnrVl

[5064
Martin

M-'\RTIN 1914 3',jh.p., o.h.v., new roller bearing
Senspray, discs, exceptiontlllv smart; £65.-4.

Market Ijq., Stony Stratford, Bucks. [5853

Martinsyde.
MAETIXSYnE-NEWJIAX 1920 Combination, luaml

new: £170.-Folhigg, 84, High St., Stevenage.
[5252

NEW Martinsyde-Newman Combinations, immediate
delivery £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris

St., Exeter,
. [5964

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd,, 159, New St„ Bit
miugham, for Martinsyde combination ; immedi-ate

flelivery free; £170,
'

[X0061

MAETINSYDE-NEWMAN Sli.p, Combination, 1920
brand new, hood and Klaxon,—H, Glo-.ei, 57. St

John St., Hauley, Staffs. [533'J

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the cheap-
est on the market; £170. Sole agents for Kent

sub-agents apfjointed; deliveries from stock.-Motor
Cycle Mart, Ltd., Fair Row, Chatham. [5985

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents lor l.oi.

don. Essex, Bucks, Surrey. Middlesex, and Rert
ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martins.vde
Newman combination, £170; deliveries now bein^
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart
100. Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter.

l6Blt
Matchless

lyTATCHLESS.

WILL
USTIRON
A PAIR ?

19 20 Models loi Instant Delivery.

STANDARD .Model, fitted M,.\.G, or JAP, engine
£205; with dynamo lighting, £230,—Lakeman, 26

Long Acre, London, W.C,2 [0274

8h,p. Matchless and Sidecar; £70.—E. T. Morris;
139, Finchley Rd., -N.W.S. (5198

"IQ19 Victory Model Matchless, hood, screen, acetv
Xt/ lene lamirs; £170.—Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee
S.E. , , [5076

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, as delivered; listXC price.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Waldon. Tel.
16. - [6192

MATCHLESS M.A.G, Combination, 1920, Magdyn:
just delivered; offers,—Russell, 22, Meadowsid

Dundee, (5304

3ili,p, Twin Matrhless-Jap, 3-speed, C,E, couibinatioi
2 all on, good condition: £60.-147, Lyniiugtnn

Ed,, Torquay. [X999'

1 O20 Model H Matchless Combination, delivery earlv
-"-'^ September; accept list price,—Bo.t 7,468. c/o
The Mulor Cycle. [5590

"ft/rATCHLEfiS Combinations at makers' prices- en
-••'-*• quiries invited, — Wilkins, Simpson, oppositi

[389rOlymjiiii, London.

1Q20 Matchless, Model 8. Magdyno lighting, hood-i*' screen, step, etc., perfect; £198.-87, Lauriston
Ud., South Hackney. [X014a

A SURE SUMMER SHOE
'^^ SAVER is afforded to all who
fit Ustikon Solepieces. They can

be fitted to the thinnest sole without
the aid of nails or screws.—They're
stuck on !

MOIOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

TO 20 Matchless, magdyno, speedometer, new, m
-Lt/ stock; list price.—Edwards and Co., 50. Har.
rington Rd., 8.W.7. 13405:

MATCHLESS Victory Model, new tyres, perfect «i,ii 'i

dition tlironghrait: nearest £140, must sell.— 123 t

Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. l6:£i;'-

1 Q20 Model S Matchless, Lucas dynamo lightiog,,?L^ horn, Jiood. leg giiards; £215; exchanges.— 2.it
Nightingale Rd. Lower Clapton. [629E-.

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., J.A.P.
fierfect condition; £95; bargain;

Fairmound Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.,

I

Cls*^
SOLEPIECES

AN IDEAL FITTING FOR

LIGHT SUiVirViER WEAR.

GENT'S sizes, 5-8 .. .. 2/9

LADIES' sizes, 4 .. .. 2/-

CHILDREN'S sizes, '2-3 -.' 1/9

CompSetewith Soi-fixand full directions.

t'leuse slate si-'e 'julien ordering, and remit (•d.

zxtra towards cost of postage to Depa/i mevt E

ELITE RUBBER CO., LJD.,
^£4-66, Vauxhali Bridge Road, S.W.I.

engmeja
after 7—I9]j

-[5722,'J

^85.—Mat<:'h^^^^ C.H. Combination. Bh.p. J.A.P., 2'^:

Loxwood House, Mtatli Greon, Horley, Suirey. f537£

MATCHLESS, 1920, Lnoas dynamo, M.A.G. engine i

bood. speedometer, .-^prire wheel, un-rratijj'd,'
i

mileage 600; offers.—Jaaes aad Adams East Finchley. i

r62b=

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. fuHy equipped, insur-i
anee, coachbnilt pUlion seat; £205, or reasonable,

! oirer.— 32, jMorrab Gardens, Water Lane, "Seven Kiugs.-C

VICTORY :Model Matchless 8h.p.. detacLaWe wlieela'*
3-i>pi"^ed, usnal iioc<;ssories and spares, good i'nn-

tiition; £150.— Tassell. la, Ltloomlidd Rd., I'jmus-tend.^
[589;'

"VTATCHLESS Model H Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P/
XtX Uood, wind screen, lamps, horn, etc., perlect col
dition; £190.—Geo. Lewis, Timber Merchant, Readipgj

r573''

MATCHLESS Combination, beautiful condititiD.
fhoap; exchange lower power; cash adjustmeDt!

—57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell,
[5975

1Q20 Mntehle^^s Combination, Model H., M.A.(). !

At/ L\n as liorn, electriu li(?hting, about 800 ujilee;

£205.—Dleuheim. Gros^'enoi Rd., Mnswell Hill. N.
[607*

1 Q20 Matohle.Sfj H Combination, hood, screen, a1
-1- 1? accessories ; offeie, and inspection CTenings- ,

appniutnient iu writing.—^2. Earlsthorpe Rd., Sydraj
Jinm. S.E.

•

fsr

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, n.=ed loi

about 500 miles only, guaranteed as new, 6oml
plete with Lucas lighting set, born, hood, etc.; £206|
—Below.

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, new, icu
stock lor iijiniediate deliyery at list pike: .t;205.-i

Official agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., i

Camomile St., E.C.3. [0066.h[

VICTORY Model Matchless, M.A.G. engine, P.ilmi

cord.s. hood, screen, lamps, and tools, mileagt
1,500; £175.—3/ Bolina Rd.. South Bermondsey, Mj
don. [531"

"I
Q20 Matchless Combination, complete with lampa,'^

J-t? Lucas horn, spare wheel, etc., mileage 500, a^"
new; £220, cr near offer.—Bo^ 7,378, c/o The VotOT'
C'/dc. [508^1;

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920. Mcdel H, <ioii<

1,065 miles, J.A.P. engine, insurance and al

extras; £205, or near.-Jones, Te-Aio, Upper Tootinis'

Park, S.W.17. 1506^

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, Liica:
i-tr. horn, lamps, speedometerj legshields, hood, per-

fect condition: 205 jjus.—Edwards and Co., 50, Hnrringi
ton Ed., S.\V.7. [340^

1 Ql9 Victory Maf^hless Combination, spare wheel,
J-tf accessories: £155.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Cc
70. Roval Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Ken.
sington 7113. [5W7

MinLAXLlEES.—Colmnre Depots supply at oace 192C
MatiOiless H. L'dniliinatinn, spare wheel, luggjigt

^rid, and wind sncfii: £205.—Colmore J^epct. 31
more Ruw, Birnjmgha]!i. [X980^

20 8h.]i. !Mag. Dynamo Lighting Matcliless Coia
bination, new June, hood, speedometer, horn,

ishields, sidecar step. M.A.G. engine; £220.—Ross

»

, High Rd., Lee, S.E [507E

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring

frame model, equipped to your requirements;
replacements for Matchless models of all dates.-Tassell,
la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead [1958

MATCHLESS, 8h.p.. 1920. spring frame combina.
tions, early delivery, with or without dynamc

li;;hting; al?o a second-hand 1920 model, offeii.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe L-ane, I-.ondon. [4933

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery, 1920 Model H
coiijbinauoii, complete with Lucas Magdyno eleciric

lip:htln^,^ M.A.(3. eu',iine, snaie wheel and tyre.— Tarker'a,

Biadsiiawgate. Bolton. Tel. : 1348: [X002£

MATCHLESS Latp;-t Model H Combinatioi), spring

frame, Lucas Matidyno, spare wheel and tyie, Jug-
gags grid, only done lew hundred nnle.s, equal to aew;

£230.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0004

M.\TCHLESS eh.jv. J.A.P. Victory Model Combina
tion, lamps, horn. Easting wind screen, hood

interchangeable wheels and spare, complete set toole;

any trial; £175.-46, Griffin. Rd., Plumstea,d, S.E;18.
15897

MATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P. engine, lacine

uiudel, with overhead valves, Gnidua gear, new

tyres and belt, with- all. accessories complete, coachbailt

sidecar;—Apply, J. ^V. Gibson, Gas Works, B. Saltertou.)

Devon.
"

[5127
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Matchless,

ITCHLESS-J.A.P. 1918 Combiuotion. 8h.p., low
mileage, turnout, including original tj'res, exoel-

conditiou, Irood, screen, spare wheel, Lucas lamps,
lometer; £140.—Major Shelley, c/o Crow Bros.,
irdrd. [5125

).C.H. have a new Matchless-M.A.G. Combination,
Lucas equipment: list price.—Fair Offer Car

j ie, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
ii on). 'Phono: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
1 ng Saturdays. [5449

f
iTCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch.

J Lucas dynamo lighling. electric and bulb horns,
I . screen, speedometer, watch, and some spares. .

i n-hole equal to new; £150.—Griffin, 53, Denmark
3 Camberwell, S.E.5. [5699

tl6 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. en-
gine, 3 speeds, kick start, enclosed chain drive,

i amps, horn, Watford, hood, screen, discs, extra
1 's seat and Tan Sad: £150; exchanges.—2,
i tingale Rd., Lower Clapton. • [6300

» i.TCHLESS 1919 Victor)' itodel Combination.
L 8h.p. J.A.P., special hood and screen, speedo-
i r Lucas lamps, spare wheel, excellent condition,
1; ughly overhauled in every way; price £180.—
V am, 13, Champion Grove, Denmark Hill, 3.E.5.
4 :! S p.m.) [6140

IiTCHLESS Model 8h Combination, 1915, M.A.G.
engine, frame C3152, very complete equipment,

I, speedometer, mechanicar Jiorn, luxurious sidecar
hood, special dash and wind screen, all tools and
», condition splendid. exceptionally powerful
e: reat^on selling, new machiue arrived: easily oon-

B 1 to delivery -outfit; seen and tried by appointment;
« St offer fJ50 gets a bargain.—lioyes, Paik Loilge,
i Is Green, Seveuoaks. [6100

tj
l»1etro

i :TR0, 1916. condition as ne
i St., Voolwich.
I ITRO-TYT.ER 2-=troke. 1920,
I; feet order; £55.—Coombes

Ion.

Special Clearance Lines
for short time only.

PERFECTLY NEW

DUNLOP

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
New Hudson.

20 New Hudson 2-stroke, very little ridden; 67
gns. ; very rand value.—Julian, 84, Broad St.,

[5233

NEW HUDSON, immediate delivery, 1920 2'4h.p. 2
stroke model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

Tel. ; 1348. rX0014

£42.- 125, High
[6097

new in April, per-
62, London Rd.,

[6365
ITRO-TYLTSR 1919 2',i.b.p., 2-speed, plated ex-
haust, new tvres, disc wheels, exi?ellent condi-
£49.—Yeoman, Lloyds Bank, Bristol. [5822

20 Metro-Tyler 2''4h.p., 2-3peed, new Tan-Sad,
horn, etc., done 600 miles: a bargain, 57 gns.,

(ers,-136, Leamington Rd., Blackburn. [5883

:THO-TYLER 1920 Super 2-stroke.—We have one
slightly soiled. Type A, 2-speed, all-red model,

!i: r)iee)s: for sale at £65 cash; litt .price £77;i7,'6.
-. )w.

I TRO-TYLER, latest Tyi)e S, enclosed drive, de-
-' li\LTj from sfock; £95; no extra for extended
' ; trade supplied.—City agents, Elce and Co.,
i Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

t TEO-TYLEE, tyre b, latest model, brand new,
' 2-jli.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear hox

;

5 3: delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, ,lfilin

'1 St.. Birmingliam. [0260

\ IDES'.-Latest 1920 model Metro-Tyler, Type
-. £95, ex actual stock; 1919 model, brand

j

inced price, £65. ex actual stock: deferred
1

: arranged.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St..
!

[6210
Minerva.

U'^^A 2ioh.p., coil ignition, B. and B., engine
- nailed, good condition; £15.—Bakery, Ticelmrst,

[5764
1 [' Minerva, m.o.v., U.H., Atuios, drop frame,
* ij.w )jelt, smart appearance: ride away; stamp,

: i50.-Towler, 25, l-'riars St., King's Lynij. [5415 jjiy XUBES
'\ ^F^RV.A SVoh.p., in excellent running order, an

i
H

! i machine, but one of the best, B.B. carbu-
nii., tank aluminium and black, -M-L mag.,

I'll-, lamp, horn, and tools; £18/ 10.—Hughes,
iiii^c, Hants. [5857

MotO'Reve
ii. Moto-Reve, 1911, cylinders reground, new

"• liistoas, mag., etc.. requires timing; £18.—
iji:-. Lockerley, Hants. [6379

Motosacoche

B'C G. MUNDT.—Motosacoche 2i;,h.p., 1912, in ex-
.
cellent mechanical order ; £20.—i, Duke St , nicli-

"t - [5595
1. TOSACOCHE, l%hj)., running; cash offer-
g motor, 3'/ih.p., £15: auto-wheel, £10/10.-12
m ire St., Bethnal Green. - [5536

E .—Motosacoche, 1914, 2i4h.p., overhauled, rp-
Mi bushed, enamelled, lamps. Klaxon, etc • ride
m -Bate, 43, Henshsnr St., Stretford, Manchester
I] [5322

Ml New Hudson.
fcW HUDSON, 3t.jh.p., 3-speed, K.S.; £47; trial

? —122, Woodvale, Honor Oak.
, [5901

I] SO New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed, unused - will
»j accept £67/10.—Webb, Bletchley. [6150
l|!0 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect; £70 —
*; 18, George St., Dunstable, Beds. [5797

1 !0 New Hudson 2?4h.p. 2-stroke, nnused, list

n Pf'ce £75; accept £72.—Colonial Motor Co
Uj Pmchley Rd., N.W.3. 'Phone: Hamp. 7822

( [6217

Ne^w and fully
Guaranteed

im i\/.e. Our List 1 Size. Our List
Price. Price. Price. Pric;

26x2 ... 6/9 10/- 26x2!
)

26X2i ... 7,6 10/3 650x65
\ • 10/- 14/3

26x2} ... 7/9 11 /S Butted 1

Butted ..9/6 rs/s 2SX3 .. . 12/9 16/6
26X2i 1 p.,
endless / '^" 12/3

700 X 80 . 12/9 15/6

rS X ^ Lap-ended . 11/3 16/6

BELTS IN STANDARD LENGTHS

ED Per Foot.
:Jin. i'n. im.
2/1 2/7 3/-

I'n Tim.
3/6 4/2

264-266,Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

1^

!

1 020 New Hudson 2',ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, com-
li

-*-'-' plete with lamps, horn, and accessories, excel-

I lent condition; £60.—Sorby, The Hall, Thorpe Salvin.
Worksop. [5856

£49.—New Hudson 31/oh.p., 3-spced, clutch, K.S.,
coachhuilt sidecar, excellent_ condition.—Bcotli,

I

Hightown, Crewe.
.

1 5201

NEW HUDSON Combination 6-8h.p. Twin, 3-speed,
perfect condition; offers.~,-Barber, The Cottage,

Chelford, Cheshire. [5383

NEW HUDSON 2 stroke Lightweights, immediate
delivery, spares stocked.—New Hudson Depot. 45,

Grays Inn Rd . W.C.2. [1293

NEW HUDSON SJJh.p., 1914, Armstrong gears,

thoroughly overhauled; £43.—Garage, 39, Syden
||ham Hill, S.E.26. 'Phone: Syd. 704. [5690

IIQ20 2i,/;h.p. New Hudson 2.itroke, with accessories
' Xt/ not run 200 miles; owner retiring; £75.— Di.
Chown, Towushend, Flayle, Cornwall. [531-'^

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Comljination, July, 1919,
lamps, horn, screen, apron, completely overbaiilcn,

I

tvies nnimactured ; £110.-6, Cleveland Mews, Laii-

I

c.-ister Gate. - [5995

I TVTEW HUDSON Lightweights, 1920. 2i4h.p., 2 speed.
-i-* £75, nr fully equipped with head lamp and gener

; atur tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration,
'

1 'tiul. and nl, f79'15.—Coppeu. Allan and Co., 89.

j
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phono: Mayfair

I
5399. [0280

! "VTEW HUDSON 1920 2".,h.n., 2-spced, .Miller'=

I
i-i lamps. Tan Sad, pump, tools, horn, etc., insured

' £30, only ridden about -200 miles, enamel, plating.

I

.nnd mechanical condition as new. cost fitted as above,

£85: first £65 securcs.-rCollins, 82, Queen's Rd.,

Nuneaton. . [5859
V

New Imperial.

VTEW IMPERIAL 2=jh.p.. 1920, kick .start, clutch,

1> small mileage: £86.-Blo.tham, Sittiugbmirne.
[5161

VTEW IMPERI.U.-J.A.P. 2"'iih.p., believed 1917. 2-

1> siieed; £47/10.—Wall, 7, Lewisliani Ed., :f.E.13

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Combination, Ijrand new;
178 gn .—J. E. Lawes. Ltd., The Triangle, Alder-

shot. [528''

1Q15 Imperial-Jap, 2'';ili.p., 2-speed, perfect conrti-

i-fJ tion; £43.—Lovatt, Dove House Copperhall,

Crewe. .
[5349

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916, 2':ih.p,, 2-specd,

lamps, horn; £43.-2, Elmsleigh Terrace, Uands.
worth, S.W. [6057

OHh.p. New Imperial-Jap. 2 speeds, Bosch mag.,
-W-1 lamps, horn, good condition; £43.—Humphreys,
Milton, Cambs. [5731

NEW I.MPERIAL-J.A.P., 1917, 2"'jh.p.. 2.speed. ex.

cellent condition, fast; 50 gns.—B., 41, lnverr>(->s

Terrace, W.2. ' [59'-S

NEW IMPERIAL 2^;,h.v.. July, 1920, 2-.speed, chit. li.

K.S , excellent condition ; £72 ; evenings.—27, Holms-

ile Av., East Sheen, S.W. [540o

OSh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, Bosch mag., lamps
^4, and horn, good condition: £38;iO.-J. Chatnlicis.

Preston liissett, Buckingham. . [6610

1 Q17 2^ih.p. New Imperial, hiinp, horn, tyres prac-

XU tically new, splendid condition; £47.—Aiiply,
Holmhurst, York Ed., Guildford. [S174

"lOlS 8h.p. Imperial-Jap ComMuatioo. perfect cou-

i-iJ dition, lamps, etc., ride away; £135, or nearest;

cash wanted.—80, Clipstonc St., Leicester. [57&6

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. -2iyi. 11. 1920
New Imperial-Japs, 2-speed clutch, and l;ul;

start models; £89/5; with 2-speed, only £80/17. [6414

MAUDES'.—Latest 1920 8h.p model New Imnerin

140 gns.; complete with Millford sidecar. £179;
ex actual stock.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St., W,l.

[6212

NEW IMPERIAL 234h.'p., 2-speed, kick start, clutc'h,

tyres good, lamp, horn, excellent condition, rer^eutly

overhauled; £55; London Mea;—Apply, Box 7,374, c/o

The Motor Cycle. .
[5071

1 02D Lightweight New Imperial, clutch, kick
XtC' starter, ridclen 200 miles; £72, or exchange
with cash for good make 1920 combination.—Hosling.
Summerlands, Paignton [6034

8h.p. New Imperial Coachhuilt Combination, screen,

electric lamps, accessories, condition and appear-

ance perfect; photo; best cheque over £100.—Aspden,
6, Southport Ed., Chorley.

.
[5758

NEW Imperial Solo, 8h.p. J.A.P.. Brampton forks.

28x3in. tyres, totally enclosed chain drive, com-
plete brand new, unRaclred; accept best cash offer

round £135.-57, South St., Hugby. [X0132

1 020 New Imperial, 6-8h.p. J.A. P., Sandum Elite

-M-t/ sidecar, hood, screen,. Lucas lamps and hnrn,

small mileage, condition as new, very smart; £17p.—
Brooks, Hawthorns, Worting. Basingstoke. 12442

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the if.=ue B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1 Q20 New Imperial 2'y,h.p., 2-speed, semi-T.T. plated
M.tJ' bars, Pedley rubber grips, horn, tools, insur-
ance, perfect condition; £70, or near offer; deposit.—
Dihvorth, 1C8, Prescot Rd., St. Helens, Lanes. [5294

NEW IMPEBJAL-J.A.P., late 1916, 2y4h.p., 2-speed,
Ilrnids, recently rebushed, stored 2 years, good

^-oiiditiou, liiinps, etc.; ride away; after 7; i;48, or oiler.

—Enker, S3, CoruAvallis K,d.. Upper HoUoway. [6063

"I Q20 New Imperials, nev- 8h.p. combinations, also
±.iJ light tourist models, ^during this week; write
or call to secure.—Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich S.E.IO, or 'phone: Greenwich 751.

f200a
F.O.C.H. have n New Imtierinl Light Tourist, Ko. 2,

list- price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hahipstead Tube Station). 'I'hone:
Hauipsteiid 3752. Hours 9-7, iueluding Saturdays.

[5434
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery froui

stock of this popular 2^4h.p. machine, 2-spexl
model, £82/17; with clutch and kick-starter, f8p/5.-
P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright St.. Eirminghanj.

[0262

NEW IMPEKIAL-J.A.P. 1919 Combination, Sh.p.,

tully equipped, Watford speedometer, grid. Klaxon,
wind screen, insured to June, condition excellent, just
tiioroughly overhauled, reliable machine; £140, or very
near offer.—Yorke, 51, ^^^ferloo Rd., Bedford. [6066

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Light Tourist Models, de-

livery from stock; 2"f'4h.p,
,

2-speed, £80/17; 2-

spet^d. clutch, and kick starter, £89/5 ; one shop-
soiled brand new machine offered special reduced cash
price, £65.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av,
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0074

NEW IMPERIAL Late 1918 Model, 2";:'ih.p., 2-speed,
clutch, kick start, acetylene lamps front and hack,

complete outfit toolts, tyres as new, in excellent running
condition: cost £80 new; accept best offer over £55;
owner going abroad; can be seen by appointment.—H.l i.,

31, Sutton Court Rd,, ChisT^-ick, London, W.4. [5216

20 (June) Sh.p. New Imperial, and Henderson19
F.R.S. lamps. 3 sets, pillion seat, Lucas horn, &mall
mileage, tyres iinpunctured, exceptionally fast, 60
m.p.g. ;

price £180, including insurance.—J., 206.
High St., Stoke Ncwington. 'Phone : 379 Dalston.

[60SS
NoibrecU.

NOEBRECK-VILLIEES 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-strol;e,

hrand new- £66.—Valentine, 24, Fiucdou Ed..
Wellingborough. [5114

Norton.

1 Q20 (August.) SVoh.p. T.T. Norton, hardly urod, speed-
J-^ ouieter; £115.-64, Frederick St., Lougliltorough.

fX015S

"I Q20 T.T. Norton, Philipson, lamps; £105, or near-
-t*.' est offer; owner going abroad.—G. Wilson, Elm-
hurst, Kendal. [5754

NORTON Sl/jh.p. Sports Combination, knee-grips
and all accessories, ifrst-class condition; £120.—

Clayton, Upholland, nr. Wigan. [6352

"1Q20 T.T. Norton, delivery early Sept., £5 deposit
-LJ? paid; what ofTcrs for transfer?—R. Searle
Ruabon. Avondale Rd., Seaford. [5924

1 Q20 Sports Norton,
XJ/ very powerlul^; £120

600 miles," perfect condition, i

"
complete with acces-

'

James St., Cardiff. [5463 I

FOR SALE.

BECAUSE OF THEIR QUALITY
insist on

BELDAM
Inner Tubes

^TTHE lile

quality

. InT

sories.—Tyrrell, 19,

NORTON.—Immediate delivery 1920 Big Four and
3'Ah.p. T.T. countershaft models.—Parker's,

llradshaivgate, Bolton. Tel.: 1348. [S0027

1Q14 Norton 4h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, 3-

Xt/ speed Armstrong hub gear, perfect condition:
£75; after 6 p.m.—151, Rams.den Rd., Balham. [5502

1Q20 4h.p. Norton, l^mpire sidecar, lamps, horn,
Xt/ speedometer, knee grips, perfect condition; £175.
—Blosr. Red House, Wimpole Ed.. Colchester. [5757

NORTON 1917 S'/jh.p., - B.K.S., hand controlled , a _
Philipson. fully equipped, spare belt, stored 2 X lUbeS

vears, very last.—Heron, 16, Staumore Rd., Stevenage,
Herts. [5929

NEW Big Four Norton 4V::h.p. Excelsior, Combina-
tion, bulbous back sidecar, 3-speed; kick starter;

oi your tyre depends on the
()

of the inner tube. Beldam v

Inner Tubes are of the highest possible^

quality. They are

immediate delivery; £160.
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

—The Premier Motor Co
[5552

19 16 Big Four Norton Combination, recently over-

hauled by makers, 3-ppeed, countershatt. kick
htart.. speedometer, spares, etc.. excellent condition;
£120.-52, George Eliot Rd., Coventry. [X0112

NOVEMBER (1919) Norton Big Four, acetylene head,
electric tail lamps, horn, 600 miles, as new, semi-

T.T. bans, also touring biirs: owner getting car; £135,
or best oHei.—I'yke, Hermitage, Netley Abbey. [5474

1 Q20 Norton Big Four Countershaft, long exhaust.
X«7 foolrcsts (silencer and Icotboards, if required);
.£145.—Up to 6 p.m. at 15, Woodstock St., W.l.
Tel.: Mayfair 1931. After, at 64, Gresiiam Ed., Brix-
lon. [6084

rQ20 T.T. Norton, 500 miles, 6 to 60 m.p.h. tools,
*y mechanical horn, knee grips, new inner tube,

aluminium numbers. Brooks B220 saddle, aluminium
disc wheels, trial; £100.—W.-B. Trethewey, Cnckfield,
Bussex. [6748
"1015-16 B.R.S. Countershaft Norton, Stumjey-
M-iy Archer, complete, lamjjs, horn, pump, tools,

plating enamel perfect, engine overhauled, new mains,
etc., guarJintced over 60; £105, otfer^.-Ru.hardson,
Station Rd., Dyfleet, Surrey. [6776

built up layer by
V layer from the

1 finest sheet rub-

ber. Bel dam
are ex-

^tremely elastic,

2 of great strength

? and toughness,

^ and, if correctly

?) fitted, will -out-

5 last your cover.

5 Get a Beldam
^ I nnerTube to-day
? and compare if

ti with any others

5 you are using.

? You'will realise at

(j once the superior

V quality of the
/ Beldam and why
!) it wears so long.

'^^erppcof Bag

1 O20 O.K. Union 2-stroke: list price
XJ/ livery.—E. T. Morriss, 139,
N.W.3.

.K. Union, delivery from stock; 48

B32

l:.very iSe.dam Tube is

packed in a waterproof
bag, which keeps it fresh
and clean and free from
damage until youwant it.

AH standafd sizes mads. Write tor prices.

The Beldam TyrcCo.(1920) Ltd. Brentford.Mid'x,

aodhold:

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES
N.S.U.

N.S.U., good running order, with sidecar, less tyrf

£25.— Gibbs, High St., Bumham, Bucks. [503

N.S.U. S'/oh.p., Bosch, B. and B., lately overhanlw
£24/10.-54, Halhford St., Essex Ed., N,l. (62)

3 ill. p. N.S.U., mechanically sound, runs i,.',d. mill
2 £24.-54. Dundonald Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.19,

T58E
N.S.U., 2 speeds, C.A.'V. mag., B. and B

new tyres; bargain, £35.— 159, Blagdon Rd
New Maiden. [566

1Q1* N.S.U. 4i4h.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, electr
Xt/ horn, fast and reliable; £55; Dartford distric

—Box 7,481. c/o The Motor Cycle. _ [63!

N.U.T.
1 Q20 N.U.T., standard, 350 miles only, as nei
Xt/ £150.—Tyrrell, 19, James St., Cardiff. [54{

N.U.T., 8h.p. J.A.r,, lamps. Klaxon, speedcmetf
pillion seat, spares; £115.—Taft, Kiddemiinstei

. - ,
[52(

NEW N.U.T. Electric, im'mediate delivery; £165.
ilaudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[591

BOLTON.—New 3i,/2h.p. N.U.T., with dynamo ligh

ing equipment; £165.—Grosvenor Garage. Bolto
[X02i

N.U.T., 1920, Lucas dynamo lighting, as" new; £15
—-Eobson, 79, Tliorpe Ed., Melton Mjrwbray.

[56(

New St., BiFBANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, _

mingham, for N.U.T. motor cycles: immediate t

livery. [X00(

N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Young ai

Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage, Newmarket, piiont
214 [10!

N.U.T.^Sole - wbolesaie and retail agents for Stj

lordshire.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel

-1Q20 (.July)
Xi/ scratched;

[571

N.TT.T.; Luca.« dvnamo lightin:;, li

first reasonable ofier accepted.—Hugh*
Aljbcy House, ' Cobrldge;' Stoke-on-Treiif. [621

1 Q20 N.U.T., Magdyno lighting, new, allcnn^plei
X «/ with insurance : owner bongbt car : Lines, /listrit

best offer over £160 secures.—Box 7,407, c'o The Mai

Cycle. .

.
' [52:

WSPAEROW, Ltd.. Osborne Garage,. Yeov
• " olficial N.U.T. agents, now booking orders I

early delivery. Write or phone for particulars—Tel
Yeovil 114. [60

1 ([1|20 !Aug,) N.U.T.._Lucns Magdyno .set, watch. Be
Xt/ nikseu speedometer, knee-grips, spare valves, et

all as new : best offer

c/o Tile Motor Cycle.
over £170.—Apply, Box 7,3£

[51-

N.U.T. Semi-T.T.,
speec

N.U.T.
of this

4h.p. twin J.A.P., Bosch, Amac,
speed, chit.:h, ' K.S., lamps, very fast, good coD'

tion : any trial : £70. no offers.—James, 35, Stewart S

Nuneaton, Warw-ickshire.
,

[49

1920 3V2h.p. Twin, Lucas magdyno, delivG

his famoits mount from stock; £165.-^j
wholesale and retail agents for city, Elce and Co„ J
16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. ' [00

LATEST Model 1920-3%h,p. N.U.T., 3 speeds, 1,

-, st.arter. Lucas dynamo lighting, brand neW]

stock; £165: exchange^.—Walbro Motor Cycle
High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [SOI

N.U.T. 1914 2';4h.p., o.h.v., T.T., lamps, tools, ire

etc., sporting bike, excellent in appearance^a
condition, all on; £58; after 6.30 p.m.—26, Fair
Rd, South Hampstead (Swiss Cottage Station). [5f

N.U.T. 1920. 3.'-2h.p: Twin: 3 speeds, Lucas dyiio

lighting set,- disc wheels, mechanical horn, (^i

speedorheter, run 300 miles, better than new;
first cheiiue secures.-Mcttatt, 406, Garratt
Earlsfleld, S.W.18.

m.

O.K

O.K. Junior Single and 2
FishertoQ, Salisbury.

o
1920,

peed Models.—Longm
[6i

K. Union, 1920, run 300 miles; £45.—Eanscto
^Chalfont St. Peter's. [6!

O.K.-VILLIERS 2V2h.p., 1920, unused; £48.-10
High St., Wandsworth, S.W.13. [«l

cost £51/5; m
Louth. [3

Wandsworth, S.W.13.

brand new,1 Q20 O.K. Union,
XJ/ £45/10.-38, Hawthorn Av

1 (Til 20 O.K. Junior, lamps, horn, fully insured:
XEf 18, Eynsford Ed.r Uford. (D)

O.K. 2-specd 4-stroke, sound, reliable, econori
£35.—3a, Standen St., Tunliridge Wells. ^

O.K. Union Models in stock at makers' price

—Ea
---..-

-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, ^
O'^a,
E.il.

Union, IS new, lamps,
-33, Cavendish

etc.; £47, ba^

Drive, Leyta

mmertiatel
Finchley '-

T

O.K. Union, delivery Jrom stock; 48 gns.: -«
vahie.—Julian, 84, -Broad St., Reading. i^»*|

1024. ,^j
1917. 2';4h.p., 2-speed, guarant<?ed perfed^B

new; bargain, £35.-44, Wargrave Av., ''^^"yjlr

Q.K.
\J n
Hill, N.15. V->
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

I. .Tiinior: instant deliveries from stock: 48 gns.
—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm,
ton and Tones. [5388

'.. Sporting Lightireiglit. o.h.i.v., very, fast, reli.nble,

ride 50 miles to buyer; £38, or higest offer.—27.
r Ed., Ealing, W.13. [530?

C. Lightweight 4-stroke, Albion 2-speed gear, new
tvres, head lamp; £35, or offers.—Cnauffeur,
ington Park, Oxon. [5266

I. Junior 2y2li.p., practically brand new, only ridden
20 miles; bargain, 45 gns.—P. J. Evans, 83-91.
Bright St., Birmingham. [X0078

I. Juniors, just received from factory: £50/8: best
value for money : also " a few to spare for the
—West, 42, Orauhrook Ed., Ilford. [5376

C. ffuntors from Stock: 48 gns.—A. J. Toung and
Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone:
and 75, Albany St., Eegent'a Park, N.W.l ('Phone:
urn 5476). [1100

• C.H. for O.K. TJnious and Juniors, list price.—
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heafe, St., Hampstead
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone ; Hampstead

- Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [5436

Omega.
[EGA-J.A.r.'s just arrived. Model B. £72, Model
O. £80.—Washburn, . Cheadle, Staffs. [5331

30 Omega-Jap, clutch, kick-starter. 2-speed: £70.
—Curtis Wychbury House, Droitwich. [X0070

r.p. Omega-Jap, semi-T.T., 2-speed, long exhaust:
nearest £54 ; must sell.—Argyle Lodge, Newton

Burton-on-Trent. [5021

tEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2«41i.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
E.&., horn; £72, or near offer.-Sub.-Lt., H.M S
leck, c/o G.P.O. [5109
i^.H. for Omegas; list price.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours

includmg. Saturdays. [5440

P. and M.
ilGHTON, Hove and district P. and Jl. agents.-
Turpin's, 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brighton.

[0204
and M. Combination, in first-class condition, all
accessories; £100.—Smith, 45, Town St.; Batley.

and M, 3i/oh.p., 2-speed, free engine, new ehaiii,
tyres good; £28.—Smith, 28, James St., NortJi-'
on. ,:..... [5276
and M. 3i,ih.p.p, coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order,
tyres new, and spare; £60.—Martin, Headly Ed,
ihott. _,

_ ;_
,^ [5171

LMOEE Depots, Birmingham.—1920' P. and M.
motor cycles' and sidecars ; iumiediate deliveries —
3olmor6 Row. . .

'

[X9808
and M. Combination, . R.A.F. model, late type,
accessories, fine running order; £75.—103a, High
Wandsworth, S.W.18. '

, [6249

18 P. and M.. excellent condition, little used
£65; close offer considered; Staffordshire.—Box

c/o The Motor Cycle. - [6006

13, P. and IVL, 3'/:,h.p., 2-speed. just overhauled,
no accessories; £40; trial.—Midland Cycle Co.,

3t. Clements, Oxford; [5270

18 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, new
-6creeu, -tyres, tubes, private owner; £95.-26,

mdra Ed., Englefield Green, Surrey. [5175

18 P. and M. 3'/L'h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, good
tyres, enamel almost as n«w, mechanically perfect

-Olphert, 66, Chirrch Ed,, Barnes, S.W. [6004

19 P. and M., delivered Jan., 1920, low mileage,
condition almost as new, lamps, tools and Tan-
£106.—Willsmore, 46, Cromwell Ed., Luton.

1 [5767
and M., 1918, new P. and H. lamps. Klaxon,
pump, etc., excellent condition and appearance
s first kick; *80.—72, Longridge Ed., Earl's
't, S.W. [6053

[ELON-MOORE, ex military stores, overhauled and
scut on approval, £78; with Millford latest 1920
ar, £109; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port
St., London; also Paris St., Exeter. [6203

1
18-19 P. and M., just completely overhauled and
enamelled, mechanically perfect, all accessories,

y to ride away; bargain, £70, rock bottom: trial
ippointment.—D.L., 34, Whitehall Ed., Harrow.

[5939
|20 R.A.F. P. and M. Combination, not W.D..

Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, Tan-Sad. 2
tyres, 2 covers and spares, perfect mechanically,
in appearance: trial; £122.—Tonge, 32, Henslowe
E. Duhvich, S.E.22. [5938

and M. Combination, 1919 model, 2-f;peed, kick
start, half-compression device, coachbuilt sidecar,

e outfit as new, fast, ecouohiical
;
genuine bargain,

5, nr solo £85 ; delivered.-Mason, 42, Glenthorn
Jesluond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [5166

1 19 P. and M. Combination, not W.D., condition
' practically equal to new, Mills-Fulford sidecar,
be sent any distance in 24 hours; approval against
1; £115.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood, Broadway,
Jon ,N.W.2. "Phone :' Hampstead 8616. [5968

DOUGLAS
4 h.p. Combination Model B.20 £170

Delivery from stock.

2| h.p., Solo, Model W.20, with
clutch £1(»

Delivery ii'oni st:ck.

2J h.p., Solo, Model W., with- .

out clutch £100
Delivery from stock.

21 h.p. LEVIS POPULAR
MODEL, in stock . . £60

3i ALECTO 2-strolce, solo,

in stock .. .. £87 10

8 h.p. ZENITH Sporting,

solo, in stock .

.

. . £ 1 39

3 h.p. N.U.T., solo, fully

equipped, in stock . . £165

8 hp. MATCHLESS,
Model H., Combination,

- in stock £205

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE,
solo, in stock .

.

. . £135

Easy Payments accepted.

LARGE STOCK OF
DOUGLAS SPARE PARTS.

DOUGLAS Instruction Books, 4 h.p., and 2} h.p,
1 /9, post tree.

Metal undershields for DOUGLAS machines, 12/a

Aluminium chain guards for DOUGLAS 2} h.p.,

W.D. models, 12/6.

Many Douglas Specialities.

DOUGLAS fitting P. & H Limis

Cowey & Watford Speedometers.

C3wev and Klaxon Horn,

V.H.L. Sidecar Bodies, £20

TRADE SUPPLIED.

IF YOJ ARE INTERESTED, CALL AND SEE US.

Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd.,

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.),

BOND ST., LONDON, W.L
Telegrams: IVHARDILAN, WESDO. LONDOiN
Telephone: Mayfair6559.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

LAEGE Number P. ODd M. 1917 and 1918 W.D.
Models. ;ill-c-hain drive, 2-speed, kick starter, over- .

harried; original colorris, ready to ride away, price £70;
corabination?, £98; tlie trade supplied.—Baruett, c/o
Morris and Hall, Eidge Meivs. Child's Hill, Crickle-
wood, N.W. 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [3269

LATE 1917 3',ih.p. P. arid M., W.D. model, engine
No. 5113S. 2-speed, clutch, kick start, all en-

closed chain drive. e:'iamel excellent, and machine in
perfect mechanical condition, covers only 5 weeks
old (Dunlop and Clincher), pillion seat, repair outfit,
and tools: ' £75,' or nearest :, after 5 o'clock.—254.
Manchester Kd., West Timperlev, near Altrincham.-

[6236

P. and S.

NEW 2^'lh.p. P. and S., fitted with the Villiers 2-

stroke, engine, 2-speed: £73.—W:iuchope"s, 9, Shoe
Lane,' Loudon. , [2047

Paragon,

"I
Q20 Paragon, 2-stroke, 2-.speed, spring frame, just

-i-*' delivered, not unpacJted, list .price. £70; onr
price for quick sale £57/10.—Short, 487, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. 'Phone : Richmond 394.

. , .
[5663

Peugeot
PEUGEOT 7-9h.p. Combinalimi, speeds, K£..

Boscii. Binks, 'anv trial; £52.-239, Bereslor.l

St., S.E. [5619

Precision.

03h.p. Precision, new tyies, tubes, EonCh, B. and B.,
^4 plating as new, thorough running older; i;26.—
S.O., 177, Earlsfield Ed., Wandsworth. [542?

£48; Precision AVih.p. combination, Binks, lamps, 2-

speed, speedometer, good running order; or offer.

—25, Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd., N.W. [6339

1 Q14 4h.p. Pre<:ision C.B. Combination, 3-speed hub
-1-^ and clutch, Stewart speedometer, mechanically
perfect: £75, or near.—73, Seymour Grove, Old Traf-

ford, Manchester. [5258

PRECISION SVih.p. Coaclibuilt Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, all chain drive, hand clutch ; any
trial : £75 ; bv appointment.—Chambers, 4, Station

Parade, Pnrley," Surrey. [5607

Premier.
3Jlh.p. Premier, S-speed, sidecar, excellent climber;

2 great bargain, £42; trial.—Orphanage, Turton,

Bolton. [5369

PEEMIEE- 3V'h.p. Combination, 2-speed clutch,

handle start, good condition; £50.—M. Kerron,
Port Bannatyne, Scotland. [4113

PEEMIEE Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., Dunlop,
Alichelin. excellent condition ; best over £27.—

Newman, Horton Ed., Gloucester. - [6070

£78.-1916 Premier combination, 4h.p., 3-speed

countershaft, £40 coachbuilt sidecar, hood, wind
screen; seen any time.—20, Canterbury Ed., Croydon.

, [S485

PEEMIEE Combination, 3'/>h.p., 3-speed countershaft

gear, Bosch, B.B., excellent condition, new 1915,

stored 3 vears; any trial; £64.— Griflin, Queen's Ed.,

Washford. h [5126

PEEMIEE Combination, late model, 3-sp6ed gear

box, clutch, kick start, lamps, all accessories,

new condition, sell cheap, or part exchange big twin.—
Seen at Whitehorse Garage, 436, Whitehorso Ed.,

Thornton Heath. [5669

PEEMIEE 3^ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, wicker sidecar,

good tyres, speedometer, .lamps, - tools, fine

mechanica condition ; 50 gns., or exchange good light-

weigllt :- call Saturday afternoon or Sunday.— 11. Bruns-

wick Av., New Southgate, N.ll. [5602

Pullin,

£5 Deposit on Pullin Motor Cycle; delivery antici-

pated daily.—21, Trafalgar St., Coventry. [X0178

PULLIN, deliveiv promised August:- £5 deposit paid;

offfts for. transfer.—Liddle, Springview, Bedling-

ton, Northumberland. . . [5184

P.V. .
-

P.V.-VILLIERS 19'i9 2?.<h.p., lamps. Klaxon, per-

fect condition, spring frame; £57.—Cranfcrd, 32.

Mayon Rd., Sydenham, S.E. 26. [6159

19^
Quadrant.

15 Qu.adrant 4^ih. p., 3-speed S.-V. liub. clutch, e.x-

celleht mechanical condition, takes sidecar; bar-

garn, £45.—Write, Harding, 4, Knoll Gardens, Sandgate.
'

- . [5208

NEW 1920 4i'2h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed,

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and

kick starter'; £145.-Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. . [2043

QUADEANT. 1920, 4i/2h.p., solo £11§, combination

£145; delivery, from stock; extended terms;

trade supplied.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St., E.C.3. . [007?

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.—1920 solo Quadrant,
complete with all accessories, guaranteed condi-

tion- £105.-70, Roval Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W 3.

Tel.; Kensington 7113. [5460

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

QUADRANT 4V2h.p. Big Single; rombination £115,
solo £115; new machines always in etock; the

o.ily moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsnian,
Ltd, 7, Jlount Pleasant, Liverpuol. 10277

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.—1920 Quarlrant
combination, iised for demonstrations only, and

in new condition; £135.-70, Royal Hospital Rd.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [5459 'I

IVTEW 4J.'2h.p. Quadrant Combinotion. to makers'
-^" speoifieatiou ; at list price, including carriage from
works, £147/7/3, oi on easy payments 4X ertra.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [5813

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.-Quadrant. The
premier wholesale and retail agents. We can

give delivery from stock of solo (£115), and combina-
tion (£145) models, free delivery, and guarantee ex-
tended to 1 year on our responsibility, 14 years' ex-
perience with Quadrants.—70, Royal Hospital Rd.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [5458

Radco.
"IQ17 Eadco, 2-speed, clutch, -kick start, trial: bar-
Ltf gain 39 gns., nearest.—G. Toll, Stevenage, Herts.

[XOli.
RADCO Z'AirV; 2-speea, May, 1915, all ncoeesoricB,

decarbonised, new rings, spares, climb onvthina

:

£40.-303, Folkestone Ed., Dover. ' [5710

BRAND New 1920 Eadco 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, f 52 ; 2
speed model, £60/10: immediate deliverv.—Tlie

Premier Motor Co., Astou Ed., Birmingham. [5557

Reading-Standard.

1 Q20 Reading-Standard Combination, hardly soiled;
-i-*' bargain, £195.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,
Bond St., W.l. [5957

TWO Late Model Reading-Standards, want few re-
pairs, very cheap bo clear.—Grimes, 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St., W.l. [5958

READING-STANDARD Combination, 1915. lamps,
fast, in good condition; £200.—Rich, 3j Brook

Green, Hammersmith, W. [5505

READING-STANDARD lOh.p., 1916. splendid con-
dition; seen after 6 p.m.; £100 or offer.—A.

Creftteld, S3, Idonia St., Deptford, S.E. [S277

READING-STANDAED 1920 Electric Combination,
all accessories, mileage 560, superb outfit, cost

£265, going abroad; 'sacrifice £210.—Posmore, 39,
Maida Vale, Loudon. [4247

Regal.

REGAL 2-stroke, smart miicliine; £48.-20. Boston
Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [5206

REGAL-PEECISION 4Mh.p., Grade gear, 1920 Amac
carburetter, new tyres, lamps, horn, etn?., very

fast, first-class condition throughout ; £60.—Pritchett,
8t:mhurst, Podsmead Rd., Gloucester. [5026

Regent.
REGENT 5-7h.p. Combination, 1920, just delivered;

£180.-Tampliu, 20, Heuth Ed.,' Tni.kenham,
'Phone: 96 Richmond. [5130

Revere.
REVERE 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed. complete, lamps,

etc.; £60.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real
Service Firm, Taunton. [5389

Rex.
"OEX 3yoh.p., Amac carburetter, new belt, new tube,
L\i less mag. ; £7.—F. Eawson, Awklev, Doncastcr.
.„ [5489
LJEX 6-8h.p. Combination, Bosch, B. and B., large
-»-l' well sprung sidecar: £70; after 6.—Overton, Peas-
lake, Gomshall. [5281

1Q12 6h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch waterproof, 2-speed,
-Ltf clutch, lamps, etc.; bargain; £36.-33, Station
Way, Letchworth. [5636

8h.p. Rex Combination from stock; lisi price.-
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-

market. 'Phone : 214. . [6382

R'EX 6h.p., 2-speed, and wicker sidecar, really
genuine old outfit, any trial; £40.—3a, Standen

St., Tunbridge Wells. [5948

6h.p. Twin Rex C.B. Combination, Bosclv free
engine, handle start, good riinuing order; *£65.—

4. Gordou Terrace, Rochester. [5774

"I
Q13 4h.p. Eex Combination, 2 spee<ls, handle stmt:

JLiJ £55, or nearest offer; Nottinghamshire.-Box
7,460, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5581

1 ft 20 Rex-Blackburn Combination, Model 55, spare
Xt7 wheel; £218/18, or exchange.—Halifax Motor
l^xchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5411

REX 5-6h.r., F.B., BoBch, B. and B., new Dunloiis
and belt. Tan-Sad, lamps, etc : ride :iw:lv iift,.r

5.—Smith, 27, Lismoro Ed., Gospel Oak. ' [5135

REX 3'/jh.p., smart, low, powerful, perfect order
new tyres, all accessories, with coachbuilt sidecar;

'rial any time; bargain, £56.-45, Charles St., Stepney'
'i. (5B36

1Q13 6h.p. Twin Eex, 2 speeds, perfect runniuK
-«/ order, matirt apiie;jrance; £45; underslung coach

-idocnr for tame; £10.-19, Btockwell Park Crescent
S.W.9. tX6066

REX 1907 6h.p. Twin, B.oc 2-speed, engine perfei't
'

new pistorfs, mag., springs; price £40. or offer'
i-nple sidecar chassis; £2/10.—King, 27, Oxford Rd

'

Worthing. [528(i,

ITYRE HOUSE!
iU.._ -^'__'_'_ >- _:_ i. i^ _ _^Ji

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES

Braim New Covers
1st Grade Only.

From Government Stores, etc.

FOR 2i RIM.pO-; pL^t

26 X 2} Skew heavy non-skid 39/6 58/6
26 X 2i Skew round non-skid 35/6 50/6
26 X 2i Avon combination 55 /- 90 /-

25 X 2i Hutchinson T.T. 42/- 55/-
26 X 2i Hutchinson heavy passenger 50/- 6B/p
26 X 2j Wood-Milne extra heavy Key-

grip .-. 52/- 62/-
26 X 2J Pedley heavy 3-rib 54/6 70/-
26X2i Pedley medium 3-rib 49/S 62/6
26x2,1 Goodrich safety tread (over-

size 56/6 65/6
26 X2j Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib 45/- 58/-
25X2^ X2j Goodrich safety tread. . 61/- 71/6
26 X 2^ X 2} Hutchinson fieavy rubber

studded 52/- 7r/3

FOR 2J RIM.
26x2.1 Skew heavy rubber non-skid . 48/- 68/6
26 X 2I Skew round non-skid ....... 42/6 62/6
26 X 3 for 2i Skew heavy non-skid . . 52/6 78 /6
26 X 2

J-
Clincher de Luxe heavy non-

skid 50;- "tS;-

28 X 2i.
For American Rims.

28 X 2t Kempshall heavy non-skid. . 46/- 80/9
28 X 2i Hutchinson Passenger 45/- 80/9
28 X2i Kempshall anti-skid 41/- 68/3
28 X2j Hutchinson heavy rub. stud. 41/- 69/6

28 X 3
For American Rims.

28X3 Goodrich safety tread 59/6 93/6
28 X 3 Wood-Milne extra heavy .... 55/- 76/-
28x3DunIop extra heavy non-skid 48/6 87/6
28x3 Clincher de Luxe extra heavy . 54 /- 80 /-

28 X 3 Palmer Cord heavy '.., 55/- 78/9
650 X 65

650 X 65 Avon 3-rib 62/- 70/-
650 X 65 extra heavy rubber studded 59/- 71/-
650 X 65 Avon square 59/- 69/6
650x75 Wood-Milne Kevgrip 49/- 69/6
NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.

26 X2l Endless 6/6
26x2! Endless .• 6/9
26 X2jX2i Endless 7/6
26X2tX2i Butted 10/-
26x21 Endless 6/6
28x3Endless 8/6
28x3 Hutchinson 16/-
28x3Avon 16/8

NEW BELTS.
Avon Round Top.

-4in. ~ iin. lin. i ^in.

2/7- 3/- 3/6 4/2 per loo.,

Pedley.
Jin. I'm. un. rjin.

2/3 2/9 3/3 4/-
Dunlop Round Top.

Jin. iin. rin. rjin,

2,'9 3/2 3/11 4/7
RETREADING.

I'.xtra heavy 20/- Heavy 17 /i

All goodi advertised in stock, and
sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance.

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Ro^d,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

IQ12 Rex Combination, lamps, engine just orer
J-*J hauled, l>erfect running condition; £55.-
Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Hd., N.W.J
'Phone : Hamp. 7822. , [621!

REX 5-6U.p. C.B. Combination, guaranteed peileci

condition throughout, Ca^neo, storm apron, speed
ometer, new P. and H. head lamp set, sidecar ami real

lamps complete, any trial ; baTgain, £75.—Gilder
sleeves, 24, Crimscott St., Bermondsey. - [583'

1Q14 Sh.p. Rex Combination, 3-«peed conntetslitif
-*-•.' gear, heavy chain drive, all parts replated an(

enamelled as new : this outfit in perfect couditioi

throughout: only wuuts seeiug; must lie f^old ; best offe:

over f100.—Tarrington, Greystone, Newbridge, Moll.
[5B7i

THE New Model 55 Rex Combination, with Sh.p
Blackburne engine, coachbuilt sidecar, cantUevei

springing, detachable wheels :ind tyres, now ia storl

lor immediate deliveiT: £218/18: free delivery by roat

or rail.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., IJirmiu^
hum. [555£

Rover.
WAUCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Loudou.-5.6h.p. Eovm

combination, 1918 model; £85. (6411

1Q18 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, little used; £145,
±if —Fitt, Marine Hotel, Tankerton, Kent, [5831

1til4 Rover. T,T,, Philipson, equipped, perfect; £56.
-.«/ —164. ThoruhUl Ed„ Tolworth, Surbiton, [5996

"1 Q19 6h,p. Rover, splendid condition; £125.—
-!-«/ Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16.

[6190

1 Q 19 T.T. Rover, complete, lamps, horn, good con-
.LO dition; £85.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Waldfen,
Tel. : 16. [6189

MAUDES'.—Latest new 1920 Rover combfhatjon, 3>')

h.p., ex actual stock; £206.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
Portland 'St., W.l. [6204

1Q19 T.T. Rover, Philipaou, speedometer, lamps,
J-^ Cower, tools, fast; appoiutmcut; £90.—Haw-
thorns, Hodd6s<lon, Herts. [5613

T.T, Rover, late 1919, very fast, perfect, new lanips
and horn, etc, expert exjtmiuation; £90.-4, west

End Terrace, Southport. [5603

1 Q20 Rover Combination, 3V2h.p.. wind screen,
J~^ lamps, horn, as new, any 'trial; £142,—17a',

Richmond Hd,, Ilford, liisex. [5508

1 Q20 Latest Model 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mile-Af age 250. new lamps, speedometer; £220.—
Colliers Motorics, Halifax. [5413

RCVER S^oh.p., 3-speed, lamps, born, sparer, etc,
very fast, mileage 700; £125, or best offer,—

Palmer, Wykin, Hinckley. [5917

RO'VEB Couibination, or separate, 3-speed clutch,
1914, good condition, .-dl on, £68; Trimuph, £38,

cheap,- 1, Carliue Ed,, Liuf'olu, (X9979

"I
Q17 Rover SVoh.p,, 3-speed, B. and B, carburetter,

-»-"B,I.C„ under 5,000 miles, first-class condition;
£75.—Box 7,501, c/o Tlic Motor C'nclc. [6397

Sih.p. Rover C.B, Cnmbiu;itiou, clutch. 3 speeds;
2 100 gus,, or exchauKe 2''ih,]i. Douglas imd cash,

— 13, King Edwaul's tiardens, Acton. [5095

ROVER 1912 syi.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2
speeds, Bosch, in splendid courlittou i;52: after

7 p.m.—KiUaruey, Coliudide Av., Hendou. [5019

I q 19 (late) 3J.!,h.p. T.T. Hover, H.C^ Philipson,
-*-«^ lamps, horn, accessories, excellent condition;
£95, or near.—Clutten, E. Dereham, Norfolk. [5843

1 Q IS Rover, S'yi.p., kick start, 3-speed countershaft
-«- ^ clutch, little used, splendid condition, lamp, horn,
accessories; £103.-Davies, Meadi, Thatcham, Berks.

[5516ROVER 1920 5-6h,p, Coachbuilt Combination, Litest
improvements throughout, just arrived; makers'

price.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton. W.3.
„ [X017S1Q2C Rover 3^yi.p. Combination, latest all-chain

J-t/ drive, bulbous back Rover sidecar, unpacked;
list price, exchange, or solo.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.

[6788ROVER 1920 5-6I1.P. Twin-cyl, Combination, coach-
built sidecar, only done 200 miles, private owner

buying car; £215.—Beaminster Garage Co., Beaminster.
[5062

1020 3i,yi.p. Rover Combination, lamps, honi, tnois,
-«-*/ in excellent condition, mileage about 600 tyres
nnpunctured; £165,-Jame8, 10, High St,, Haverf"oi»l-
west, [5139

3ih,p. Rover Combination, 1915, mileage 4,000,'
2 speedometer, Bink,<^, lamps, born, stored during

war, splendid condition; £140,—Knight, West Crescent,
Darlington. [5798

ROVER 1919 3>,t.h.p. Combination, 3-speed K.S.,
1920 Milllord sidecar. Easting wind screen, all

lamps, born, ride away; £120,—Ramsden, Cliffe Field
House, Wakefield, [5880

"IQlS.Rovor Combination, W.D, model, run only
1.0 500, S-speed, kick start, splendid oonditioil,
accessories, any trial ; best offer accepted.—13 Kenil.
worth Gardens, Seven Kings. [5677'

ROVER (Nov, 1919). 5-6h,p. O.B. Oomliinntion, 70(ii
miles, speedonreter, iaihps, Kasti-ug wind screeil, i

tools, spares, insuranco poli<-y, splendid condition; flftel'

6.0.—40, G:irthorne Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. 23. [4995

A.V) AM letters reliitiiig to advertisements should quote the nirmbcr at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RIOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

920 Rover Combination, 5 6Ii.p. J.A.P. 3 speeds,
K.S., and clutch, \yatsonian sidecar, 3 lamps,

sllields, Tan-Sad, Easting, liardlv used; reasonable
er; owner going abroad.—'Phone: Pndd. 1972. [5300
>OVER 5-6h.p., March, 1920, unscratched. K.S.,
t polic.v. Cameo, lamps. Low generator, spare tyre
d tube, Stirling pillion seat, etc.. mileage 500; I

aiest £190.—51, Hertford Bd., Freezywater. Wal-i
am Cross. [5937
i.O.C.H. haye a 5-6h.p. W.D. Rover Combination,

Easting, negligible mileage.—Fair Offer Car
)use, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
ibe Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
J. including Saturdajs [5437

I
OVER 1918 5-6h.p. Combination. ex-Government
stores, reconstructed and guaranteed sound, two

ly left in stock of these splendid machines; £135
mplete with accessories.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
le Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0284
FEW Sl^h.p Eover ilotor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed

Ciutcli ajd lick-starter, and -with smart ccacbbuilt
ecar; £180^ "en easy payments 5% extra: one
arter deposit, balon"s by 12 monthly instalments

-

irrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed.. London. [5814
019 3',ih.p. T.T. Hover, Lucas lamps, separate gener-

Y ators, Cowey siieedometer, mechanical horn. Ions
ited e.xhanst spares, 10 mouths' insurance, enamel,
itlng, and internal condition as new : any examination
1 trial: £98, or neaiest.-lO, Spriuglickl Ed.. Altrinc-

•^^----w-%-.---\,-o-«'\.-u-.%-j5. AIOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

m, Cheshire. [5431

Royal Ruby.
• OYAL KBBY 3h.p., 3-speed, spring frame; £120
" —Longman, Fisberton, Salisbury. [6241
Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., 2-SDeed, spring frame." moderate mileage; JE105.—Colliers iMotories

[OYAL RUBY 2i,ih.p. 2-stroke, single-speed, i

1- good condition; £30.-Gradwick, Orange, WJrtI
•• rX0251-

\,°Y;)k WW .^^^- |P™e '™m'^. l>"nd new:
I' E109.-J. E. Lawes, Ltd., The Triangle Alder-
""

[5289
lOYAL EtTBY, 2-J411.P. ViUieis, Albion 2-speed,
" splendid condition, accessories- £4' —fiinn 49mot Ed., Hughy. ' [5416

,°lt^ ^T^'^T '^J^ 2'^''P- 2-P«d, clutch, kick
.

*'
,!^r

D"° "P tyres; £55; cMhanges.—R D
rty, Thundersley, Essex.

^
[6416

a20 3h.p. Spring Frame Royal Euby, perfect oon-^ dition unscratched
: list price £120, £105-

irge, Hambro Lodge, Datchet, Bucks. [5149
a20 Royal Ruby 3h.p., spring frame, kick start,-'2-speed. immediate delivery; £120—The Clvdes
e Supply Co., Ltd., 2. Bridge St!, Glasgow. [0205
OYAL RUBY 2"!ih.p., excellent condition, lamps
„,„r ''D'"'"™?'"'

«•''• rerantly overhauled- £40--
ncer, B.ury Green Cottage, Cheshuut. (D) [5199

J^?t,??f°''rer£''^'' ^a-?--
2-"^^«'' "P''"e *''"« Wfk

imn, -nest Surrey Club, Farnham, Surrey. [5014
OYAL RUBY Combination, 8Ii.p.. perfect condi-tion; any examination; fitted hood, screen, etc -

5, lowest.-Masters, Clarcinont, Colubrook. [5612
OYAL Euby. nearly new. Bh.p. J.A.P engine

ffntt '"InK ^fl^-startPr. peiiect condition; £lS5.-
ffatt, 406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.IS.

i20 3h.p. Spring Frame Royal Euby, only ruit'^lOO 1
Lt i''^'

'?™Pl?'« with accessories
; £120, orArest offer.-Johnston Bros.. Netliergate, liundee. |^

°ltr ^'^=^ 181^ Sh.p., all-chain, enamePandiS
plating as new, with Mills-Fulford 2-seater side I?any expert examination, 50 miles trial with i'

'
£140, or nearest.-272, Green St., "Forest Gate,,

AUDES'.-Latest 1920 3-spcea model Royal Ruby'''ispring, frame
; £120: ex actual stock- eS-^ments arranged.-Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland St^V^

[6207 if
0|AL RUBY 1919 Combination, Lucas lamps '

5 „,.^!! ""S"""'
=Pf«'ometer, excellent condition

°'n, ' ."^"J
offer.-Ethenngton. 91, St. Margaret "s

,
Twickenham. 'Phone: Richmond 174S [593I

iEGAIN-Eoyal Euby 1915 2!!ih.p, 2-stroke 2-
spced, hand clutch, semi-T.T. bars Pedley giipsinium lootboards. hardly distinguishable from new! Il

ianic:il condition perfect; £47.-Lieut. N-orthfield
[537'7

Rudge.

)'^TrPl"^?fi ''^i''- 'i."i,^^'
™"<i«l; £40.-Eos3, 86

[5081

£45

High Rd., Lee, S.E.

The whole oi

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

aw^ay.

Price £125

We have a

large stock of

7-9 Powerplus

Machines of

recent date.

i

K\ Rudge.

% I T? '^I'JS^ T?'"'*"'
^'l'*' sood condition, lamps, etc,

I ir;,,„r
-^^"""'^ Garages, Ltd., the Eeal Service Firm,

I -launton.
[5393

%\ T ATEST 1920 Rudge Multi, LO.M., pedal starter,

% rT,r ,'i'"'^^'''
^^ sns.-84. Valley Ed.. Streatham.j",b.W.16. r5802

"l 1 9^°,.-'°'^-, ^'"^^^^ ^"'M' S'Ah.p., P. and H. lamps,- „,*^,Oowev, hand clutch; £95; trial;-150, Cohimbiii_ Ed., Grimsbv. [X9707
pUDGE Multi, 3'Ah.p.. late 1919. milease 200 miles

J ?,°,''''^™",^* ^^^'' ^^°- or' nearest.-Wilks, na.sli.
wood Rd., Banbuiy. [X0137
TJUDGE Multi 3Vih.p., late 1916, clutch model, in pei-JUV fw.t order, lamps, tools, horn; £67.-Wakefield.
Toppesfield. Essex. [5144
"pUDGE, LO.M. Model, list price: from stock.—
--•' A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage, New-
maiket. 'Phone: 214. [1101
T> UDGE Multi S'/^h.p. Combination, good condition,
-tl- everything on ; £70; after 6 o'clock.—60, Chesnut
Rd., Tottenham London. [5661
RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., complete with all accessories,

done about 200 miles.-Oflers to Bos: 38, High
St., Wellington, Somerset. [5357

1 Q 14 3r5Ii.p. Eudge, only done 3,000 miles, condition
-LO' perfect; best offer over £55. -Pratt, 7, Brookiield
Rd., Eushdcn. Xorthants. ^

[5153
"IQ20 Rudge Multi, LO.M. T.T., clutch, just de-
-Ltf hvered; cost £110; offers; must Bell.-Chemist.
268, Oxford_Ed,, Reading. [5697

1 a20 Rudge Miilti. T.T. LO.M:, Lucas lamps, hoiii,
-L«/ knee-grips, mileage 500, fast; offers over £105.
—Hodson, Carrington, Boston. [5320
1Q20 Eudge Multi 3>a.p., LO.M. Model, in fine
-•-«' condition, not done 200 miles; £100, Lanca.shire
Box 7.465, c/o The Motor Cuclc. [5586
"1 Q20 (bought July) S'Mi.p. Eudge Multi, not doneXt/ 600 miles, owner buying car; price £110.—Apply,
Box 7,372, 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [5068

1 Q20 Eudge Multi, 3Vi.h.p., June, mileage under 200,
-*-t/ horn, tools, insurance, condition as new; £115.—
Dauiels, 30. Lion St., Abergavenny. [6332

"I
Q15 Eudge Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., coachbuilt

-*-«./ sidecar, lamps, horn, good running order; £80.
11. Plum St., Parkinson Laue, Halifax. [5347

1 Q20 T.T. Rudge Multi, absolutely as new, only run
-Lt/ 250 miles. Cowey horn; nearest £95 accepted. -r-

2, Suliolk Ed. South, Bournemouth West. [5311

1 019 Eudge Multi Combination, perfect order, all
-*-v accessories; £102; ow-ner leaving country.—Lt,
Whellock-, Cleeve, High St., Old Southgate.

T> UDGE Multi and Sidecar, guar^inteed

[5202

perfect
throughout; expert examination invited; first £65

secures, bargain.—Layton, Histon, Cambs. [X9816

1 Q20 Eudge Multi. T.T., delivered this week; list
J-iJ price.—Bickell and Sons, 247-251, Archway Ed.,
Highgate, N.6. 'Phone: Hornsey 1090. [0254

LC|20 New LO.M. Eudge Multi, correct model,
«' with spoked belt rim, clutch, and pedal starter;

list price.-^Fancourt's Garage, Stamford.

1^ I
O Ah.p. Rudge Multi, 1915, Gradua,02 away; £48.—Apply, 514, Kingsto

•g don, S.W. Over Molfats, Drapers. Af

[3700

any trial, ride
;ton Rd., Wimble-
After 6. [5282

g I TJUDGE Multi 1920 3',yi.p., T.T.. brand new; just

j

JIV arrived; immediate delivery; at makers' price,

^! £110/5.—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
Til [3881
C'lVrK*' Eudge Multi 3'2h.p.,

iTl-'-'' built sidecar; 143/10,
fitted with smart coach-

or on easy payments 4%

113-14 Eudge, single, good condition

-

7. Lewisham Ed., S.E. 13.
Wall,
,-5193

^™3E LO.M. Multi in Stock: £110 -Clark 7Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [6179
MEDIATE Defivery 1920 T.T. Rudge Multi- 105gns.-14, Kimbcrley Rd.. Cardiff. [5877

'^°!.^S'-*\;t?'"'^Pi.'!,*'?'^''': £110/5; exchanges.-—2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton. [6302
JDGE.—All 1920 model, ex-stock; £110/5- easypayments.-125. High St., Woolwich. [6094

Special Terms to Agents. ^
Write, 'phone, or

call.

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
'Phone No. : Majrfair 4535.

\

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London,
[581 7

FOR Sale, 7-9h.p. twin Rudge Multi combination, only
ridden 100 miles; what offers? Reason for selling:,

owner buying car.—Apply, Box 433, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X8829

1 CI 20 7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin Combination, lamps,
J-*/ horft, aluminium disc wheels, very fast, as new;
any trial; £185.—Meech, Wanderwell, Bridport, Doreet,

[5417
3ib.p. Rudge Multi, late 1919, and almost new canoe-

3 let sidecar, excellent condition, lamps, speed-
ometer. Klaxon, insurance; £110.-58, Batemau St.,

Cambridge. - [5186

RUDGE 1920 Multwin Combination, unused; £189;
exchange with cash for landaulet. Sunbeam,

Austin, or similar.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. [6181

1 Q19 Rudge Multi Combination S'/ah.p;, ^aranteed
J-*' in perfect condition, lamps, horn," had very
little use; £115.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broad-
way, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hampstead 8616. [5970 .

T Q20 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., electric lighting, long ex-
J-*/ haust, knee-grips, Elaxon, etc., very -fast, and in
new condition; price 96 gns.—Maxwelton, Chase Side,
Southgate, N. 'Phone: Palmers Green 828. [5892

r.O.C.H. have a new I.O.M. Rudge Multi, SV-h-p.;
list price.—Fair Offer Car House. 5. Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

r.5445

A RUDGE T.T. Multi, 1920, Sy^h.p., complete with
every accessory and in perfect condition, will

take a sidecar well, also fast; what offers?—Seen auy
time at 3. Lyucroft Gardens, W. Hampstead. N.W.ci.

[5603

it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

32^h.v Eudse Multi, itt^g-oofl running order, new
I

2 back wheel and miUti pulley, complete wiii.
|

r'.li.S. lamps, Stewart horn, and conchbuilt sidecar,
nil tyres as new; £58.—H. Judd, Fringford, Bicester.

[6261

1 Q20 Brand New I.O.M. Rudge 3Voh.p.. sloping
J-t/ tank, multi gear and Irec engine, £ll0/5; also
^'^..ond-lKlnd Rudiie, il919 model. £85; another, single
-peed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[2040
aUDGE 7-9h.p., June, 1920, Henderson Elite side-

car, Ea&tiup, Cowey-horn, elettric lighting, spare
new tyre and tuhe. mileage 500, fast and eccnomienl

;

1.197.—Eudge, 392, North Woodside Ed., Glasgow.
[5042

KUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M. Model, fitted with
large head lamp, speedometer, mechanical horn,

copper exhaust pipe, ridden only 400 miles, cost £125;
acrept £92.—Moliatt, 406, Garratt Lane, Enrlsfield.
S.W.18. [626^

10 20 I.O.M. Riidge Multi 3»41i.p., pedal start, de-
J-^ livered May, Lucas lamps, Stewart horn, Bon-
niksen speedometer, comprehensive insurance policy;
£120; better than new.—Batchelor, 15, -Prince's Av..
Church End, Fincbley. [5387

r.O.O.H. have late model Rudge Multi and sporting
coach sidecar, fine order; £65^—Fair Offer Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

including Saturdays. [5439

3ih.p. Rudge Multi Combination, coachbuilt, 1915,
2 thoroughly overhauled, tanks re-enamellcd by

makers, spares, all accessories, powerful, and looks
like new; £70.-42, Freegrove Rd., HoUoway, N.7.
Apply after 6 p.m. [5398

3iU.p. Rudge Multi Combination, hand clutch, foot
2 oiler, Cowey speedometer, Cowey horu, P. and H.

lamps, done 1,2Q0 miles, guaranteed to be in perfect
order, and everything as new; £95 for Quick sale —
S. Hammond, 15, Plumstead Ed., Woolwich, S.E.18.

[5099
"pUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. Mnlti, pedal start, hand
-L%j clJitch, semi-T.T. bars, Klaxon horn, oversize
tyres, mileage 250, condition as new, cost £150 and
worth £140 to-day; our price, however, is £120, and
more honest value does not exist.—The Lay ton
Garages, Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity,
Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester. [X0I27

7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin Combination, electric horn,
head, side, and, tail lamps, Cowey speedometer.

Capac carburetter, h.b.c. to mag.,- leg guards, T.T. and
touring bars, copper exhaust pipe, spare belt and tube
case, spare Whittle belt and 2 tubes, Dinky sidecar with
scuttle dash, special hood and screen, step and mat, the
whole turnout finished black and gold, complete with
many tools, spares, and^extras, in perfect order; £200,
or very near offer.—44, Eoker Park Ed., Sunderland.

[5007

Scott.

AUCHOPK'H. 9, Shoe Laue, London.—New 1920
Scott, delivery from stock; £140. [4957

COTJT Model Indian, unridden; list price.—J.
Twigg, Tothby, Alford, Lines. [5726

COTT, 1915, good condition; 49 gns.—Wood. 79.
Fernhead Rd., Paddington, W.9. [6039

pOR Sale, just delivered, Scott combination; list

price, £185.~Saltaire Motor Co., Shipley. [X0164

15 Scott Combination, overhauled, lamps. Klaxon:
heap.—91, Hainault Rd., Leytoustone, E.ll. [6009

20 Scott, Brmniksien, 3in. Palmers, coachbuilt side-

car; £155.—Reginald Boase, Torrington. [5173

1015 Scott Combination, good order, 1920, Binks,
-I*' electric light.-85, Hamilton Rd., Felixtowe.

[6274
SCOTT 1920 Combination, new, just received from

works; £185--Alex. Thorn, 201, City Rd., Car-
diff. , [5104

SCOTT, 1914. excellent condition, accessories, tyr.^s

excellent; £60.—Burn, Lovaine Place, North
Shields. [X9957

T Q 15 Scott Combination, green, new Palmers,
J-t/ 650X65, Fellows magneto; £60.-80. Connaught
Rd,. Cardiff. [X0i57

T CA 19 Scott and Scott Sidecar, wind screen, very
tZf litUe used; £148.-56, Longfellow Rd., Gilling-
bam, Kent. . [5982

SCOTT Combination, 1914, Canoelet, patent transfer
port throttles, perfect; £70.—Osborne, 202, Foley

Park, Kidderminster. [5874

SCOTT, deliveries from stock, solo or combination;
£140 and £185.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real

Service Firm, Taunton. [5390

QCOTT 3^4li.p., Inte 1919, practically as new; £110,
hnrgain; ca.-^h or deferred payments.—Buntinf,''*^

M'ltur Kxchauge, Wtald.stone. [6275

1 C|20 Si'ott (July), done 250 miles only, in perfect
XiJ Older, with Hidecar : £150, or without £135.—
Stcbbings, Attleburongh, Norfolk. [6221

SCOTT 1915 Combination, Gloria, Bosch, B. and B.,
»j)lendid condition, complete, speedometer, etc.;

£115.—tJillingbam, Springfield, Chard. [5873

COJ.MORE Ii.'pots. Birminghjim.-Tlie silent Scott
wiitcr-tioolcil twin and sidecar, complete; iiunu'dl-

/it.. d.-livcry; £185.-31, Cclniore Enw. [X9807
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£\MSOLO 'SyiatT^^ * ^-'^ Lighling.

all Lamps. Elec'ric Horn.

Wilh Bulbous Back. Military

Model Canoalel Sideca'-. Sidecar

f* tf> C^f% Lamp, Apron, etc.

3L^^U no extras
As abov2, but wilh C. & M. Side
cir fitted wi!h Disappt arlng Hood,
Screen, Lamp, Apron, Step, etc.

£270-5-0 NO
EXl'RAS

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

A FEW BARGAINS.
First Cheque Secures.

ABINGDON, 1919. 6 h.p. twin, fitted

with Model D Canoelet. repainted,

hood. Cameo screen, Watford speedo-

meter, F.R.S. lamps. Perfect order.

£135
P. & IH., 1919, 3l h.p., fitted with

Kay« Sidecar, Cameo screen, dry
battery lighting set, all lamps, horn,

Stewart speedometer, handle-bar
watch. Not a " W.D." reconstruct.

£115
NEW HUDSON, 1920, Jnly delivery.

=,! h.p.. T.T. bars, only done lomilci
£69

tCOTT, 1920, May delivery, lamps
and horn complete, with Scott Side-

tar, the outfit in lovely condition.
£147 10

1920 MATCHLESS Comb., .Magdyno,

horn, screen, leg shields. In new
condition. £230

A.B.C., 1920, done 100 miles only, all

Lucas equipment. £149

J.H., 2! h.p„l920, VILLIERS engine,

2-speed gear, splendid order. £57.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9 h.p.,

July delivery. Electric Model, all

lamps, Elect horn, MM4 Sidecar,

speedometer, Coverall apron ; a snip.

£238.

OFFERS WANTED for genuine

r9ig 4-rylinder HENDERSON, com-
plete with all Acetylene lamps, horn
and speedometer, either Solo or

fitted with Swan or bulbous back

Sidecar. Any trial arranged. Pri-

vately owned.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK AT
LIST PRICES.

Include—F.N. 4-cylinder Combina
'

tion. DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination.
NUMBER 3Kh.p. Solo. LEA-
FRANCIC s'.h.p. Solo. CLYNO 2'

h.p. Solo. "NEW HUDSON 2] h.p.

Solo. RUDGE 3.V h.p. Solo.

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Comb. B.S.A. 4!
h.p. Comb. ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb,

89,GtR>raand
Street London.

"^'•"" S399

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ScotL

1 Q20 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, horn, tool;
Xft/ etc., only run few miles; best offer ever £120
—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick. [027J

1 Ql^ Scott, Just ovi-rliauled, coachlmilt sidecar, Bosch
X«/ one tyre new, others little used; £65; exchange;
considered.—Xewtou, 7, Boord St., Gieenii-ich. _[601l

SCOTT 1920 3i4h.p. Sports Model, lull racing T.T
bars, very fast, done 100 miles onlv, quite equal

to new; £130.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [SOOll

SCOTT 1920 3-^4h.p., water-cooled engine, immediati

delivery can be given of these machines.—H. A
Saunders, Ltd., 182, Broad .St., Birmingham. [4781

SCOTT Combination, late 1919. little used, gooc
condition, fully equipjied, spares; £130, 01

nearest; solo, £110.—Staite, Radford, Leamington.
[X961'

SCOTT 1919 3-'4h.r. Combination, lamps, horn, Bon
niksen speedometer, only done 1,500 miles : £120

—P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright St., Birniinpham.
[S0071

QCOTT, about 1915, smart combination, 2 sjieeds
*0' free engine, kick starter, speedometer, lighting set

etc. : sacrifice £75 : trial anv time.— IJentistry, 769
Romford Ed., Manor Park, Loudon, E. [500£

FOR Sale, Scott, 1920 model, fitted with Degory
no-iet carburetter, Bonnikscn speedometer. Low

generator. Lucas Gin. head lamp. Lucas horn, mileage

2,900.—Brown, 75, Baddow Rd., Chelmsford. 15262

^COTT and Coaihhuilt Sidecar, recently OTerhtiulen,

lO" screen, lamiis, etc., m w iniits and inauy spares,

excellent couditiou : 60 gns., or any reasonable oHer.-
Bolii^on, 71, Melbuly Gardens, West Wimbledon. [5036

1 Q15 Scott and Sidecar, spleudid condition, good
-I- *y tyri??, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen,

spare set chains, accessorie.s, ride away; £90, or

exchanse for' B.S.A., Norton. Triumph combinations,

'.'ish adjustiuent.-Afisiter, 24, Church Ed., B<'Xley

Heath. .'5341

SCOTT. 1919 (.September), with sporting sidecar and
complete equipment; £110; this outfit is priced

to sell and at the same time to make us one more
friend; we believe it is the best Scott bargain in

England, so. please don't judge it by the price.—The
Layton Garages, Bicester, near Oxford. T.A.

:

Integrity, Bicester. Phone : 35 Bicester. [X0113

Singer

SINGER 3i4h.p. CIntih Model; £40.—Brook Bros,.

Biunham-ou-Sea. [3949

Id 14 Singer 3t.>h.p.. clutch, perfect, all accessories;
-Lf/ £45.—Blake, 216, Westbourne Grove, W.ll.

[5791

SALE. 3''/.'>h.p. Singer, clutch, perfect condition,
lamps, accessories: £35.—Pitt, Sandford Mill.

Reading.
- [5380

2 3.11.p. Singer, Bosch, B. and B., very special 'bus,

4 real hot stuff and in good order, believed 1914:

£36, first cash secures.-Hill, 3, Bedford Rd., West
Ealing, Loudon. [6367

SINGER Combination, 4iih.p., new C.B. sidecar.

C.S. gears, lamps, horn, tyres, very reliable, fine

appearance: £85, or close offer.—Bartlett, 13, Barons
Court Rd., W.14. [5779

Sparkbrook.

"J Q20 Sparkbrook 2-speed, not registered: accept
X«J £72.—'Vincent, 82, Westlode St., Spalding.

- ES920
SPARKBROOK. 1920, 2?.4h.p., 2 speeds; at makers'

price *75.-Eagle3 and Co., 275, High St., .4cton,

W.3. [X0176

1 tl20 Sparkbrook, 2'ih.p., 2-speed, 300 miles, lainra,

-It/ complete; £72.—Mopgs, 38, Hesliugtou Ea.,

York. ^ ' -
. LS4ie

SPAEKBROOK, 1918. 2-speed, excellent condition.

C; with lamps and tools; £55, or near oflor.—43,

Donovan Av., Musivell Hill. ' [5049

SPA-RKBEOOK, 2-speed models, £75; from otu

showrooms.—A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd., Heath
Garngo, Newmarket ('Phono: 214), and 75, Albany St.,

N.W.I. [1099

NEW 2' ill. p. Sparkbrook, -2-stroke, single-speed; £69;
2-speed, £75, in stock, or on extended poyiuoQt>

4% extra : only oue-fit'th deposit, balance bv 12 luontblj

instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompfon Eil., Lon
don. [580!

Sun.
C<L'N-'\'ILLIEES 2''4h.r.. pood condition; £37.-147
k5' Lyniiiigton Ed., Torquay. [X9999.'

SUN-VILLIEES, nearly new, 2'sih.p., 2 lamps; £35
-66, Church St., Edgware Rd., W. [6351

NEW 1920 Sun-Vitesse 2V,h.p., 2-speed, kick starter

bargain, £65.—C. E. Mort, 4, Cheesehill St.

Winchester. [613'

S(JN 1916 2"'4h.p.. 2-strokc. 2 speeds, excellent con'

dition, any trial, £40, or otYer; also Scott S^ih.ii

minus rear chain and other deficiencies, offers; privflt,

owner.—Darlington, jun., Stoneley, Curry Eivel, Somei

set [676

Sunbeam
DNBEAM Combiuatiou, luund new; £200.-Norma

Whitehouse, Biirlgtown, Cannbck. , [X019

ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920, as new, jicrfect

2 £186.-1, Grosvenor Rd., Eugby. [XOli

S'

Air, .Ml Idlers relntinft to jidveitiscnients should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

7ArCH0PE'S. 9. Shoe Laue. Londnn.-8h.pSuo-
' beam eombinatiou, 1919 model: 200 gns. [6409

)18 8h p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel

;

£165.-It05s. 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [5077

Ihp Sunbeam Combination. Easting, fine turn-

2 'out; £140.-69, I^ondon St.. Southport. [X0192

)19 SV.h.p. Sunbeam, fully eguipped, good tvres,

splendid mochlne; £128.-28, Mmfoid Gardens,

pherd's Bush. ' [6002

jNBEAM 2^;h.p. 2-speed. Bosch, kick start, hand
cluti'h, aeeessorie^;, fine uondition; offers invited.—

on, 82, Gillibrand Walk?, Choiley. [5351

[118 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped,
t/ as new: exchange lower power, or sell £170.—
He^tercombe Av., Fulham, S.W. [5643

[JNBEAM 1917 5V-?h.p.. kick starter, 3-5peed. h.b.c.

clutch, lamp, horn, etc.. excellent condition;
LO.—C. Barton, Clapham. Yorks. [0246

EW 1920 8h.p. Sunbeam-Combination, Luca.>? Mas-
dyno HglrtiDg, in stock.—Moore, Motor Agent,

lege St., Long Euton. 'Phone: 300. [6112

[JNBEAil 1919 8h.p. Combination, escellent condi-
tion, ncce^ories ; £175, or exchange.—B,ossi^,

ucester Ed., Kingston Hull, Surrey. [6109

UGrST [1920) Spoits Model Sunbeam, condition
. guaranteed as uew, mileage 250; anv trial or ex-

inatiou; £157/10.-37, Eegent St., Rugby. [X0154

ATE 1916 oV^ii.p. Sunbeam Motor Cycle, with 1920
sidecar, screen, lamps, speedometer, horn, perfti t

idition; offers.—Coles, Garage, Wembdon, Bridgwater.
[5057

Ur^BEAM Combination, 3V?b.p., 1917, perfect con-
dition, little used, Lucas equipment, legshields,

edometer; £125.—109, Earlsfield Rd.. Wandsworth.
[5899

UNBEAM 8h.p 1919, hood, screen, spare wheel.
Lucas lamps and horn, speedometer, new condi-

n; £150, otters.- 9, Eaton Mews South, Victoria,
V. [5632

UXKEAM Sh.p. Comuination (Dec,, 1919), electric

lightiujT. sf%een, hprn, speedometer, spare wheel,
;eage 2,000. as new; £250.-95, Harwoods Ed..
itford. [5587

LTsBEAM 1919 S^Ah-p. Combination, W.D. model.
only done small mileage, in splendid condition;

40, or near offer.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane.
ling, W.5. [5890

UNBEAM 3V_.h.p.| 1919, fitted speedometer, horn,
Brooks wentherpjoof carrier cassi splendid order,

all mileage; near Norwich; £130.—Box 7,405, c/o
e Motor Cycle. [5225

UNBEAM, 1919 (Xot.), excellent condition, little

used, Lucas lighting, Dunlops, Tan-Sad, all spare*;,

ves. tubes, compiets kit, insmance; £125.-9, Monu-
Qt Ed., W'igan. [5429

h.p. Twin Sunbeam Combination, black and gold.
interchangeable wheels, 1 spare, Sunbeam sidecar,

ly equipped, lively, condition; 175 gns.—19^ Streatley
., Brondesbury. [6028

UNBEAM 4h.p., 1919 French Military Model, ex-
cellent condition, special speed, sprocket. lamps,

lis, etc. : owner going abroad; £110.—Harrison, 46,
eyne Walk, Chelsea. [6222

UNBEAM 1920 Sh.p. Combination, hood, screen, 4
' -interohauReable wheels, electric lighting. Klaxon,
jedometer; £255; splendid condition.^C. Y. Goddard.
emie Ed., Leueoter. [9809

919 SU'h.p. Sunbeam, countershaft, Cowey, Binks,
aluminium hot air.^intake, knee-grips, Lucas lamp.*?,

)ls, and spares; will nde 50 miles.— Glover, Beighton
ange, near Sheffield. [5023

UNBEAM 3Vjh.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., in
' excellent condition, enamel as good as' new, with
achLuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £110.

—

rghes Stockbridge, Hants. [5858

920 (August) 31/^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, inter-
changeable detachable wheels, latest improve-

;nts, Lucas lamp set, horn, tools; first offer £200
:ures.--Simpson, Chemist, Ibsiock, [X0203

[UNBEAM 1916 Si/jh.p. Combination, complete.
' speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, tools, and spares,
autiful condition; any trial; evenings after 7; £145.
. 10, Berwick St., "Victoria, S.W.I. [5637

916 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination. M.A.G. engine.
Swan sidecar, perfect condition, all spares

;

ial any time bv appointment: £160.—Jackson, 24
. James's St., S.W. "Phone: Regent 383. [6040

[UNBEAM Sporting Combination. 1919, delivered
' Jan., 1920, Cowey trip. Easting, Lucas horn,
oU, etc., spares, beautiful condition, done 900 miles-
170 lowest.—Butterworth, 74, Sheriff St., Rochdale.

[5951
[UNBEAM Combination, 1920 3Vjh.p., absolutely
' faultle.?3. unscratched. unpunctured, Lucas lamps.

'

iuemel's wind screen, etc.; bargain, £"190; privately
med.—Hitch, 90, Mandeville Rd., Enfield Wash.

[5744
'UNBEAM Sh.p, Mag. Combination, Lucas lamps.
'^ speedometer; large double-seated coachbuilt side-
T, wind screen, etc.. luxurious outfit, any trial
per buying car; .£215.—3a. Standen St., Tunbridse
ell^- * -

[5947

NEW 1920 MODELS
NEW IMPERIAL 3 h.p. Com-

bination, 3-speed, kick-start.
all-chain drive 178 gns

ZENITH 8 h.p. Comljination,
Model N, clutch, and kick-
start £203

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p.
Combination £20? 12

NUMBER, 4i h.p., flat twin.
3-speed, kick-start, all-chain
drive, Grindlay de Luxe
Sidecar £179 10

ARIEL 3.'. h.p. Combination . £154
COVENTRY ACME - J.A.P.

8 h.p. Combination, detach-
able and spare wheel .... £213 15

SCOTT 3} h.p. tivin 2-stroke
Combination £185

QUADRANT Combination . £145
INDIAN Powerplu5 Comhiua-

tiou. electricallv equipped . £223 14
INDIAN Powerpl'us, solo ... £181 14
INDIAN Scout £140
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring

iraitic £109 14
CLYNO, lishtweight, 2-sDeed. £75
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-specd. £74 11
CALTHORPE. 2-stroke, zsp. £71 3
HOBART - J.A.P., 2-speed,

kick-start £90
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, Stur-
mev 2-spGcd, kick-start , . £80

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single
sear £68 10

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-speed,
kick-start £85

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-
start £83

IVY, all purpose, 2-speed .... £75

SIDECARS in STOCK wi-h Filing-,
for any make of motor eye ° -

GRINDLAY. MONTGOMERY.
CANOELET, MILLS-FULFORD
INDIAN

1921 MODELS.
11 you are desirous of obtaining
an early delivery, place your order
with us—NOfV.
Easiin;and Cameo Winl Screen, Tan-
Sad Seats, Accessories.

mecMMs 'seucrm cm/mr
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MOTOR CYCLES FOB SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverh.nrnpton agents^ spare
parts in stock ; repairs, overiiauls, re-enamellini:

and plating under tlie supervision of Mr. T. 0. de la

Hav (late Sunbeamland).—The Molineaus Garage Co.,
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

SFI^BEAM Combination, black and gold finish, 8h.p..
1919-20, very little used, condition as new, Lucas

lamps, spare wheel, screen, and apron ; owner bought
ear: price £220, or near offer.—Bell, High Hedcefielcl
House, Blaydon-ou-Tyne, Co. Durham. (D| [5319

1 Q20 (late) Sporting Sunbeam, low mileage, £20
-1-c/ worth accessories, Bonniksen speedometer, Lucas
lamps, Cowey horn, watch, knee grips, etc., un-
scratched, absolutely perfect, would ride 50 miles;
£175.-240, Sandwell Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.

[XOIBO
1 Q17 T.T, Sunbeam, re-enamelled and plated, engine
-Lt? little used, all chains, case, tool roll. Fellows
mag., ete., new, latest Capac, 100 m.p.g., high gears,
fast, electric lighting, Stewart warner; any trial;
£125, near offer.—Mellersh, Clarence Rd., St. Albans.

[6214
1 Q 19 4h,p. Black-gold Sunbeam Combination, 3
Ji-v acetylene, 3 electric lamps, usual accessories,
insurance, Dunlops, discs, spare bulbs, rings, plugs,
etc., recent overhaul; reasonable offer wanted.—Tay-
lor, 65, Aitenbury Gardens, Clapham Common, S.W.

[5503
1Q20 iJuly 12th) 3',Ah.p. Sporting Sunbeam, fully
1l^ equipped, F.R.S. largest lamp set, Lucas rear
set. F.R.S. horn, knee grips. Cowey speedometer, car-
bide carrier, tools, and extras; mileage under 200;
guaranteed perfect; £175.—Box 494, c/o Tlic Motor
Cycle. [4753

Thor.
1Q17 American Thor, 6-8h.p., 3-speed, K.,S., stored
-If 2 vears. condition excellent; £100.-523, Glou-
cester Rd., Bristol. [5918

Triumph.
TEITTMPH T.T. Model, 1915; f55.-Biook Bros.,

Burnham-on-Sea. [3950

TRICMPH 1920 4Ii.p. Model H., solo, in stock at
makers' list price, £127/10.—Below.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, recon-
structed model, just received from makers, guar-

anteed 5 months; £105.—Elce and Co.. 15-16, lUshops-
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0063

TRIUMPH. 1915. and C.B. sidecar, perfect; f7R.—
109, St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake. [5045

FOE Sale, Baby Triumph, 1918. excellent order: £60.
-Maunder, 26, Highfield, Kendal. [4996

1019 Triumph, all accessories; £100; Yorkshire —
i-if Box 533, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X:014S

JUXIOIi Trimuph, late 1918, very little used; £60.
—Eagle House, Brislington, Bristol. [5010

Qih.p. Baby Triumph 2-stroke, 1914; £55.—
'W4: Wauchope's, 9, Slice Lane, London. [2028

1Q19 Countershaft Triitmph, splendid condition;
-Li/ £90.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [5078

31.h.p. Triumph. Bosch, B. and B.. fine going order.
2 —Double, Spencer's Wood, Reading. [5698

rQ 19 Triumph Junior, all accessories, excellent con-
•7 dition; £60.-Cobby, Feltham. Bcgnor. [6118

4 h.p. Countershaft Triumph, good condition; £80.—
2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.lO. [5801

TRIUMPH 4h.p., clutch model, good condition and
order; 38 gns.-14, Arundel Rd., Croydon. [6235

TRIUMPH Model H 4h.p. ;, £127/10; brand new.-
Norman Whitehduse,. Bridgtown, Cannock. [X0191

TRIUMPH 1913 3i':.h.p., 3-speed, good order; offers.

—Barber, The Cottage, Chelford, Cheshire. [5384

TRIUMPH 1920 Motor Cycles, at makers' prices -

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia. London.
;

[3£!!3

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late model, fitted up;
first cheiiue £105.—Box 7,380, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[5085

1 Q16 Triumph Countershaft and C.B. Sidecar, p r-

-!-«/ feet; £95.-109, St. Leonard's Ed., Mcrtlake.
£5043

3-SPEED Countershaft Triumph and Sidecar, lamps,
lorn, etc.; £90.—H. Wright, Arlesev, Bed;..

15531

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1920 model, brand new; £?5.-

J. E. Lawes, Ltd., The Triangle, Aldershot.
[5288

31.h.p. Triumph. 1911. excellent engine, fast, re-

2 liable- £37/10.—Comber, Rodboro, Worthing.
[5465

BABY Triumph, 1917, new condition, very little

used; £55.—Secretary, Gas Company, Windsor.
[6233

IATEST Triumph, brand new. unpacked; accept
J £125.—Elkington, 102, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

15912
4h p. Triumph, countershaft model, fully equipped

and perfect; £75.—Coffin, Holwell, Sherborne.^
[6082

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Slice Lane, - London.—Renovatc<l
Triumph, couutersliaft gear and sidecar; £120.

- [6407

rQ19
TriuTUph, countershaft, engine No. 59250, fully

if eciuipped; £90,-37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton.
[5782:1

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A37
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MOTOR SALE.

'p.T. 'J'riiKU

ton].

'T'EinilPH 3i,y)-Ii
-*- ^li;ire.s; trial; ,

N.16,

S W.l

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

(ill, late 1919, fullr oQuipped, an exception-
;
£95.-12, lie raiys At., Bed-

[5481

plutuh, sidec.iT, lamps, horn, all

£40.—Taunton, 17, Albion GioTe,
rssoi

j'idliiirH 34b. p., 3
*- £45.-MiiHatt, 406,

.speeds, pea'fect

Gaiiatt Lane,
condition

;

Earlsfleld.

; [6270

TliirjJPH 41i.r.,
liOtiLh, plated

:

Ed.. K.19.

perfect condition, Punlop iienTy,

£60; evenings.—119, Br-ecknoi.-k

[5050

"jQ13 Triiimijh Combination, 3-speed, clutch, good
J-tf condition; offers.—149, Bolingbroks Bd., Stoke.
Covcntiy. [5868

TEIFMPH Combination, C.B., lamps and Lorn, ex
Tiiumpli Co. 1920; £125.-21, Felix Ay., Cronch

Knd. N.8. [5990

''PKIUMPH 41i.p., 1919, and sidecar, lamps and horn
.fl- complete, in perfect order; £145.—Brook Bros.,
Burnham. [3948

TRIUMPH Junior. 1916, just oycrliauJcd, ac'cessories

;

after 6; £58.—Eoberte, 29, Clarendon Ed., Lewis-
Lam, S.E. •

[6012

1 (1*20 Triumph 4h.p., T.T., perfect running order, very
J.'-' little used.; £100.—Pepper, 47, Abington St.,
Northampton. [5133

TEIUMPH 3;2h.p., Grado gear, mechanical horn,
poworiul, just overhauled; £38.-58, Erlanger Ed.,

Xcw Cross. [0673

J Q20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, lamps, horn, and
-It' accessories, complete; £125.—Checkley, 1, Lewis
Rd., Coventry. [X0247

TEIOMPH 4h.p.. countershaft, 1916, Sunbeam side-
car; £100.—Carter, 96, Merton Ed., Wands-

worth, S.W. [5837

^T. Triumph, unused 5 years, Bosch, grand con-
30, Mallinson Ed., Clapham

[5534

TEIT'MPH 5'/2h.p., 3.&reed hub gear (just overhauled),
ilutt;h, excellent condition; £40.-31, Stockdale

T.T. Triumph
dition: £33/10,

.lunction, S.W.ll.

Ed., Battersea.

1Q15 Triumph Coachbuilt -Combination, 3-s:
X*.' clutch, lamps, etc.; bargain, £54.-9, Isla Ed.,
Plumstead Common.

[5318

peed
Ed.,

[5517

TEir.Ml'H S'oh.p., clutch, adjustable pulley, Bosch,
accessories: reasonable offer.-Billing, Main' Gate,

.Vrseual, Woolwich. [5495

Qih.p. 1913 Triumph, 3 epeeds, clutch, brand new

Shoreham-by-Sea
engine, perfect; £60, offers.—Oswell. EGA.,

[6010

rnEIUMPH 41i.p., brand new 1920, done 80 miles,A perfect, unscratched; £116; no offers.—Box 527,
''o The Muliir Ciich. [5145

TRIUMPH 3i.jli.p., T.T.. guaranteed in perfect 'me-
c.hauical order; for uuick sale, £35.—Seen at 135,

Kdgware Ed., W.2. [5261

TEIUMPH 1919, 3-speed countershaft, (not ' W.D.I,
accessuries. faultless condition; £100.—Hedg-er, 3.

Cumberland Gate. Kew. , [6110

TRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, large Lucas lamps,
horn, etc.; 85 gns.— 3, Cluny Mews, Warwick

Rd., Earl's Court, ,S.W. [6054

JUNIOE Triumph, late 1919, lamps, horn, spare belt,
condition as new; £70.—King, Cleet Hill Farm,

Eavensdcn, Bedford. [5017

TRIUMPH 3Vjh.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-sreed
and free, all in good condition; £55.—28 AVTest-

rield Rd., Ilorusey, N. _ [5640

rQ20
Baby Triiimx'h, as new, perf^^ct, only nin about

fJ 300 miles; nearest £69 accepted.—2, Suffolk Ed.
Suutb, Bournemouth West. [5312

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, fully cijuipped, good
condition, complete; ^126; after 6 p.m.— 10,

Mitcham Rd., Seven Kings. - [6336

"I Q 20 Model Triumph Combiiration, perfect .condi-
S~*f tion throughout, appearance as new; £150.—21,
Russell Rd., Eedland, Bristol. [5871

"IQ20 Triumph, in perfect condition, low mileage,
--*.' lamps, born, etc., countershaft model; £120.-

yo Ttw Motor Cycle. [5082

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, fully equipped, _war
ranted sound

Marts, Ltd.,
£110;

Fair Row, Chatham
-Motor Cycle

[6986

1015-16 4h.p. Triumph, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc., good
-t-*' condition, sporty machine; £53.—10, Alllarthing
I.anc. Wandsworth Common, S.W.18. [6289

rQ 13-14 3V-;h.p. Triumph Combination, Sturmey hub
•^ gear, Bosch, Venus aidocar, all on, insured; £80

- Churcliill, 7, Egcrton Mews, S.W.

BllOK Y.nir Oid.M' now for early
model witli the Triumph spccialiati

.M.it.u Co., Aston Ed., Bniiiingham.

[2474

delivery of any
The I'remier

[5559

ia Combination, brand new, latest
H, 3-»popd, 4h.p.; £190.—Webb.

I'oini'liy, Kxuing, near Newmarket. [5570

TEIUMPH Conibination, good condition; any trial;
I'wnei' given up riding; £85, or near offer.—H.

THIUMPII
1920

Hir-k«,

A 38

ADAM "ADAM,
BUT WE'VE GOT EM.
We challenge anyone io pro-
duce a finer reconditioned
machine.

Appearance as new.

Re-enanielled and plated in mak-ers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, and guaranteed by us to
be mechanically perfect.

h.p.

DOUGLAS.
£65

Trade Supplied.

Machines In stock.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
ALECTO, si h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter. The machines that broke 21 records at

Brodklands.
We are the Sole Agents for these machines, and

invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2;i h.p.. 2-stroke, Sturmey-
Archer gear box {2-speed}, clutchj and kick-

starter.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 23 h.p., Sturmey-Archer gear
box (2-speed), hand-controlled clutch, kick-
starter. The first of the new machines as
exhibited at Olympia.

SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter

NEARLY NEW.
1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, complete

with lamps and accessories £110
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter, horn, and pump. Not
run 100 miles £82 10

3919 TRIUMPH and new Speedy Model
Sidecar, fully equipped, and ready for

the road. A real sporty turnout £140
1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, T.T.

bars, pressed steel forks, in splendid
order £62 10

1920 PRIORY, 2i h.p. Arden 2-stroke engine,

pressed steel forks, hardly used, com-
plete with headlamp and generator . . £64

1917 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, finished service

green • £85
1917 B.S.A., all-chain, in splendid condition.

Tyres as new £92 1 '

(This machine is not a W.D. model.)

Any Machines supplied on "The Motor
Cycle " Deposit System.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR cycle: CO..

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

"Phone: Brixton 2417.
"Grams : Burlincrton Motors, Clapham." .

o yards from Claph.nra Common Underground
Stjitioii.)

Fiiini, IJitRKlint, Burroy. [5094

All letters rcUiting to advcrtiscnieiitb anould quote the number

MOTOR CYCLES VOS. SALE.
Triumph.

WAirOHOPE'S, 9, Slice Xtme, London.-aii.p.- 1920
Triumph combination, £182/10; solo Triumpb,

£127/10: also renovated Triumph, £105. [6413

'T'EHTMPH 1920 Model H witt llontgomerr
-- Sidecar, 3 lamps, 3 generators, horn, unused;
£164.tJ3.D.G.j 80, East HiU, Dartlord. ' [5667

TRIUMPH SVih.p. 2-speed, F.E., lamps, good tyres,
tip-top order, smart; £48, or offer; after 6 p.m.

—«6, West Side, Clapham Common, S.W. [5745

TfilUMPH, countershaft- model, 3-speed, kick start,

good tyres and belt; any trial: £75.—2, Kelton
Villas, Hawkes Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [6257

TEIUMPH 3i/ih.p., clutch model, just overlif.uled,

splendid condition, good lamps, liom, etc.; 45i;rU6.
—Wright, Sidbury, "Wariingham, Surrey. [532^

1 Q14 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-spee<|,'
-l" engine 36237, new lamps, body, etc; £75.—
249, Selliurst Hd., South Norwood, S.E.25. 1^769

31.h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, free engine, trial, £48;
2 -- also 4h.p. countershaft Triuihph, 3-speed, late

model; £90.—Rogerson, Newtown, Wigan. [X981G

SPORTY Triumph, 1914 engine, tank, wheels, mag.,
carburetter, T.T. bars, almost new, lamps, spares

55 gns. nearest.—Stapleton, Langley, Bucks. [584C

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, new tyres, perfect,
all accessories, Millford sidecar (brand new); 110

gns.; aiter 6.-282, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [6130

LATE 1919 Triumph Model H., perfect condition,
. luxuriously equipped, spares; il20, or nearest

offer; after 7.—Eudd, 2, Scliubert Ed., Putney. [6068

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p., countershaft, P. and H
head light, speedometer, fully equipped, excel-

lent condition; £105.—Green's, Stansted, Essex. [5894

1 Q 20 T.T. Triumph, Type D, P. and H. lamp set,

--*^ Lucas horn, spare.=, milea^ 1.000, as new: £95.
-^Braithwaite, 32, Winchester Bd., Colciester. [6765

1 018 Triumph, bargain, new Henderson sidecar, -guar.
i-*y auteed perfect, new lamps accesfiories ; £135.—
Chignell, Woodhouse, Whitchurch Lane, Edgware. [6102

31.b.p. -Triumph; in splendid condition, practically
2 new tyres, lamp, generator, and riorn; £45, or

nearest offer.—C. May, 274, Baker St., Enfield. [5386

F.E. Triumph, 3i,{,h.p., B.B. carburetter, Bosch mag'.,

in good condition, not used last 4 years ; iirst

M.O. over £25 eecures.-81. Hill St., Peckham. [50If

JULY, 1920, Junior Triumph, 2-speed, Bonniksen
trip, P. and H. lighting. Klaxon, Brooks, tools,

etc.; £76.—Stephenson, 71, Biccoter Rd., Aylesbury.
[5292

TRIUMPH Combination, clutch, coachbuilt sideca.r,

speedometer, lamps, and accessories, splendid
condition; £43.-67, Raleigh Rd., Richmond, Surrey-

[6151
COUNTEEiSHAFT Triumph, latest gear change,

-fully equipped, lamps, done about 10 miles;

£100.—Leighton, 62, Upper Tooting Bd., London.
[5525

TRIUMPH 1920 Brand New Combination, lastest,

Gloria sprung -n-heel sidecar; makers' price,

£182/10.—Churchill Cross Lane, Earlestown Lane.
[5664

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear, kick

start, hand clutch, nearly new and at concert

pitch; any trial; sacrifice 87 gns.-61, Piatt St., Leigh.
[5361.

1 Q20 Triumph Combination (Gloria), disc wheels.
Xt/ electric light, tools, etc.; bargain, £166.—S.
Symondson, Woodside, Southhill, Bromley, Kent.

[5678

"I Q20 All-chain Triumph and luxurious bulbous
-1-tr sidecar to match, brand new and unregistered;
£185- exchanges.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clai>ton.

[6303

Id 19 Triumph, countershaft, C.B. sidecar, perfect
J-«^ order, tyres, etc., as new, accessories worth
£10; price £115; no offers.—190, Divinity Rd., Ox-
ford. _ [5382

TRIUMPH Late 1919 Gloria Combination, hood,

wind -screen, lamps, speedometer, etc., i)erfect con-

dition: £150.—Write Long, 15, Wcstbourne Rd., Forest

Hill. [5088

TRIUMPH, 3V'h.p., 1913, free engine, Bosch, lamps,
horn, OsboVpe gear, renovated, excellent condi-

tion: £45.-88, Winchester Rd., St. Margaret's, Rich-

mond [690E

TEIUMPH Gloria Conibination, Nov., 1919, littl«

u'-^d, Lucas lamps, spares, tube, -valve, etc., new
condition; £165.-Eev, Stone, Sydenham Villas, Chelten-

ham. [5371

TEIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps, speed-

ometer, Tan-Sad, in excellent condition: £135. ol

near offer.-Mattock. Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealins,

W.5. [5891

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Watsonian Monarch
X«7 sidecar. Easting screen, electric lighting, all

accessories; £165,-14, Shaftesbury Rd., Higligate,

N.19. • i6122

lOlS Triumph Countershaft Combination, luxurious
^^ sidecar, fully equtiiped, heaps of spares, outfit

perfect: £125.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensing-

ton. [605'

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 4h.p., new September,

1919, fully equipped, unscratched, and perfect

machine; £95.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensing-

ton. 16036

iit the end of each adverlisenient, and the date of the issue.
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T\vo=strokes.
QUIETLY and unobtrusively the two-stroke

-is coming into its own. During the month
of August its prominence was unusually

marked, for in addition tO' the team prize

in the Six Days Trials this type of engine

won the Grand Prix—the cycle car race over

the Sarthe circuit.

The Six Days Trials also brought to light the

capabilities of the littk two-strokes both as

regards hill-climbing and endurance, as a glance

at the tabulated results will show, while gold

medals were awarded to both the solo and side-

car representatives of the two-stroke in the

500 c.c. class. It is no mean performance for

a 500 c.c. engine to propel a sidecar and
passenger over such a course asvwas selected

by the A.C.U. for the 1920 trial, and that an

air-cooled two-stroke of this size should accomp-
lish the feat at its first public appearance is at

least a proof that the big two-stroke can be

cooled satisfactorily.

Contrary to . the often-expressed opinion that

anyone can make a two-stroke, this type of

engine requires more careful study and design

than the average four-stroke engine, especially

since there is a regrettable lack of data with

regard to- many vital points
;

yet the two-stroke

is already one of the commonest types of, motor

cycle on the road, and its popularity is steadily

increasing. Its faults are outweighed by its

advantages, chief amongst which may be placed

its high power output at low revolutions, its

even torque, and the fact that it is an easy manu-
facturing proposition when once the design has

been finally laid down.

It is probable that, when motor cycles are used

more for utility and less for pleasure purposes,

the proportion of two-strokes will become even

larger, and it is not unlikely that the chief dis-

a.dvantage usually laid to the door of the type

—

high petrol consumption—wilh be overcome, or,

at least,^xonsiderably mitigated, by further

research.

The Price of Petrol.
NCE again the petrol companies have seen

fit to make a considerable increase in the

price of petrol. Justification for the rise

is, of course, forthcoming from the

vendors, but, justification or no justifica-

tion, it is the motorist who is hit, and he is

beginning to ask when this state of affairs will

cease. The answer is a hard- one, and is com-
plicated by the fact that the price of benzole has

been raised by a similar amount. It is easy to

say that the solution of the whole question lies in

. the production of a home-produced substitute at

a competitive ' price, but so far such substitutes

have, failed to materialise in sufficient quantities

to be of any practical yalue. There are

immense shale beds in this country capable of

supplying enormous quantities of motor spirit,

and herein lies a cheering hope, though the

necessary plant for the production of a suitable

fuel has yet to be installed and developed to a

workable state. Benzole can be produced in

sufficient quantities and at a reasonable price

only by the aid of the Government, and it is to

be hoped that, profiting by war experience, the

Government will refuse to allow the country's

road transport to be controlled by foreign

influence.

There is httle doubt, as The Autocar says,

tUat the true gravity of the whole matter will

become apparent to the public when the rise in

the cost of fuel is reflected in enhanced 'bus

fares and increased charges of carriage of goods

by road.

In spite, however^ of the increased price, the

motor cycle is still the cheapest form of long

distance' road travel, and a gallon, of fuel will go

a long way if the machine is carefully tuned and
handled, and the popularity of the machine
which, is cheap to run will be increased rather

than' otherwise, though it behoves all economical

motor cyclists to see that they waste no drop of

the precious liquid by flooding carburetters and
too large jets.

An Index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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©CCASIOMAL COMMENT, 1 BY
^Q IXION.

A "Six Days " scene at Eeatgitte Bank, leading from the Reeth-Muker road to Barnard Castle.

The "" Star" Engine.

ERE are two incidents, which go some way to

prove that manufacturers use " Star " engines

rather_ than " special " engines in competition.

work. Tlie manager of one firm decided to enter a

lightweight. ' A month before tire trial Ire met his

testers as they came off the road one evening with an

unusually large batch of machines. " Wliich is the

best engine in this bunch, boys ?" He took it, tuned

it up, and put it in the Six Days. Another firm

prefers the dynamometer to a road test, and their

acceptance standard is that the power curve must not

begin to flatten until 2,600 r.p.m. are attained. Most
of their engines "flatten" at that figure^they kno\y

the reason, but an alternative method of construction

which would give, a higher "peak" is too expensive

for commercial purposes. A few engines show curves -

which continue to rise after 2,600 r.p.m. They look
out for such engines and put them in the Six Days.

Just . at present _they are full of glee because one
miraculous engiffe has topped 3,500 r.p.m. without
flattening. That engine is being jealously reserved

for the 192 1 T.T. On the other hand, a surprising

number of firms are quite content to use engines

selected at random, for the modern gear box permits
e\'en Park Rash to be climbed with lots of power in

Ixand—it ^is generally steering which constitutes the
main difificulty.

Testing Weak Spots.
'

^NE rider had an experience in the Six Days
which alone suffices to prove the worth of the
event. He was straddling a thoroughly good

'bus, which developed a small, but puzzling defect, on
the first morning. In the scanty time at his disposal
he failed to track the cause, and was therefore com-
pelled to overdrive his engine relentlessly in order to
keep to schedule time and climb the hills. This over-
driving warped his cylinder so seriously that by Tues-

day monffng the valve guides and seats were

permanently untrue, and the valves no longer seated

round the full circumference of their heads. The
designer concerned will naturally make alterations of

an externallv invisible character. Meanwhile, the

moral for ordinary riders is that if you overdrive an

engine which is out of tune, yoii may run your

cylinder.

A Variable Factof.

NE of the main objections to the inclusion of

freak hills in the Trials has never yet been
printed. The first and main essential to success

is -previous acquaintance ivith the hill. On nearly all

such hills there is a certain track—it may be on the

right, or on the left, or serpentine—which offers an

easy climb with steady steering for solos or rational

tyre grip for passenger machines. To some extent the

A.C.U. outwitted the cute rrten who had practised over

the course, by sending up the sidecars with the light-

weights, so that the easy track was often blocked.

Anyhow, the man who tackles such hills as a stranger

is generally handicapped very severely. When you
know the hill, the next thing is to avoid banging open
the throttle, which may set the back wheel spinning
and is sure to make the steering plungy. Use the

minimum of gas, and pick your way delicately, dodg-
ing the big stones and the higher reefs of rocks. If

you have to look far ahead to pick your path on an
unknown precipice, you'll be lucky to get up without
footing.

Footing and Foot-slogging.

WHILE the Trials are fresh in all our memories,
I should like to direct the attentiort of trials

organisers in general to a common inconsis-

tency. There is a marked difference between using
the feet to help a flagging engine and using the feet

to steady a plunging bicycle. Ihad to do the former
B2
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I Summer Lodge and the latter on Harden Bank,

ow the A.C.U. observers were inconsistent in this

spect On one hill a member of our staff fras seated

;tween two of these officials (why two were posted

1 one hairpin, I cannot say). Mr. A. marked a

ilure against every rider whose feet touched ground

r any reason. Mr. B. discriminated as far as a man
add between those who footed for steadying pur-

)ses and those who faot-slogged from want of engine

)wer. Further, as the reports'came in to H.Q., did

e judges ever know that Messrs. A. and B. were

porting at the same point? Or did they suppose

at A.'s note "failure" and B.'s.note "O.K."
feried to different sections of the hill? Finally, the

fusal to publish the exact locations of all the

)served hills made it vei7 difficult for any rider who
ay have suffered. at the hands of a stupi<4 observer to

it in an effective protest, I hasten to add that this

as at the worst one of the very few defects of

iministration' in a brilliantly organised event.

The Plucky Lightweight.

OfO- stay-at-home' student of this journal can con-

\J ceive the frightfulness of the ordeal to which

the lightweight machines were subjected to.

nail tyres, small saddles, light fork springs, and, in.

•me cases, 24in. wheels, provide the minimum of

isulation against road shocks. The extent to which

1 extra hundredweight or so steadies a machine was

jvious to any spectator who watched a baby two-

roke and a 500 c.c. roadster tackle any rough hill,

uite a number, of the lightweight jockeys were tyros

; the gamer and had little or no reserve of speed with

bich to make up time after a tyre stop. We all

row that the speed of many' baby two-stroke.s up
ich easy climbs as Moss Bank is not terrific at the

;st. Moreover, some of the makers concerned had
;ared far too high. Even such old birds as the Levis

wvd put their gears down appreciably at the last

inute after one look at Park Rash. The consequence

f these factors was that most of the lightweights had
very exhausting week, and in some cases the strain

as almost past bearing, riders having to employ
lasseurs every night. I particularly admired cheery

axter, whose Radco was overgeared for the .job. He

kept going, and came up smiling at every control.

Luckily, the cooling of his engine was. beyond sus-

picion and -its power output at low r.p.m. wonderful,

so that he coul.d walk alongside up any hill for which
his gear ratio was ridiculously high.

** Seeing a Noise !

"

PURING the A.C.U. Trials a few pressmen were

given the opportunity of trying Dr. Low's
famous "audiometer," which aroused such

keen controversy after the silence tests in the 191

9

trial. It is a simple and ingenious piece of mechanism.
A tiny mirror, J-^in. square, is so delicately mounted
that it vibrates in re.sponse to sound wa-\'es. The light

of a six volt electric bulb is caught by the mirror and
reflected on to a ground glass screen. The observer

watches this spot of light on the screen. If it merely
flickers when a machine passes, the engine gets its

O.K. ; but if the spot of hght tries to jazz off the

screen, there is trouble. The apparatus-was in rather

a sulk^ mood when' we. examined.it, and no very con-

clusive opinion of its value could be formed. I rather

suspected that it would fail to distinguish ground
vibrations from . sound waves. Apart from that, it

includes no precise means of definitely registering

variations in noise^tfce screen is not plotted in squares
by .which the jazzing of the light spot can be measured
for purposes of comparison. It merely substitutes

the eye of the observer for the ear which he would use
if he leant against a fence and listened to the machines.

Bomp, Bfothers, Bomp!
WHEN the trial ended, there were many who

had corns on a portion of their anatomy where
corns seldom form—rowing men only excepted.

Early in the week the crew of the passenger machines
displayed a certain hesitation about bounciog on their

machines in order to get tyre grip. But quite a brief

experience of the course banished their nervousness.

By Tuesday they were all bumping experts. As soon-

as an observed hill loomed in sight, the passenger
usually swung out on the carrier, and took his time

from the driver, the two bumping manfully in unison

until saddle pillars wilted and carrier bars creaked.

By Thursday there was an uitseemly scramble for the

best padded chairs at the various hotels.

Start of the last test in the Six Days Trials. Half-an-hour's run at speed on Brooklands track showed that the ma;ority of the engines

had retained their power remarkably well.
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1r is not so many years since the first sidecar

appeared oo the road! The pioneers who intro-

duced them have but few more grey hairs than
when they defied the criticisms of tlreoretical engineers,

and produced the prototypes of what is to-day the most
popular vehicle on the road. '

Like all inventors and designers,»they were confident

of the success of their .productions ; tait probably, no
one realised the great potential popularity of this type

of vehicle. ; ;

Theory and Practice.

The meticulous eitgfneer in viewing them, in

learning of their remarkable efficiency, can be likened

to the farmer who, on seeing the giraffe at the Zoo,
remarked that there was no such animal. Here we
have a vehicle which violates many of the laws of

mechanics, and yet grows in popularity and utility as

the years go by.

.The high brows of the mechanical world continue

,to tell us of , a hundred and one "reasons why sidecars

do not follow sound mechanics. , According to them,-

no sidecar should support much more than its own
weight

; yet a hundred odd thousand motor cyclists

owning sidecar outfits can answer " But it does.''

Theory and practice do not always go hand .in hand.

What does it matter to the thousands who derive

pleasure and profit from the sidecar, whether the side-

car is theoretically sound or not. They know that in

practice they are enlirelv practicable, and provide, the

most economical means of transportation for two or

three persons. The sidecar seems to have set up

mechanical laws of its own. One' cannot gainsay that

it is the lightest passenger machine on the road. If

it were unme'chanical,^ from the point of view of

strength, it would break ; it does not. If it were un-

mechanical from a propelling standpoint, it would
require a very large engine and a ^arge amount of

petrol to drive it ; again, it does not. The writer last

year covered over 3,000 miles with a single -cylinder

sidecar and family (and an Easting windscreen to add
to their comfort) at an a\'erage consumption of 83
m.p:g.-^and 83 m.p.g. is little less than the average

solo rider obtains on 3,000 miles of running.

The Seal of Usage.

Unmechanical or riot, the sidecar serves the purpose

of o\ex a hundred thousand . motor cyclists who, had
they the wish, are unable

. to name a substitute as

cheap to buy, and as economical to run.

The one answer to the sidecar critic is " Count them
on the road." Any week-end they are abroad in their

hundreds, carrying whole families -into the countiy,

trips which were unknown to the children who are now
men. and women.
The accommodation of a sidecar outfit seems to be

limited only by the ingenuity, of the owner. Fathers

of six are not dismayed by the problem. There is no

Independent of trains and free from objectionably crowded railway carriages, the sidecarlsl enjoys to the fullest extent the open
country, and is able to tour outlying districts which, without the sidecar, would be debarred to him.
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The Family Sidecar.—

such" thing as letting the youngsters " take it in turns
"

to share the joys of motoring with th-eir parents. Such
large families mean a little more ingenuity, and a little

bigger engine. Offspring in bunches of two and three

. are comparatively easy to accommodate withoiit even

resorting to a pillion seat to take the eldest. Four
youngsters are not an uncommon number, and even

larger numbers are occasionally to be seen packed on

to a motor cycle and side-

car outfit.

Overloaded ? Of course

the machines are over-

loaded. ,We do not recom-

mend such practice unless

frames and sidecar chassis

are specially strengthened

—but—there it is ! Family
men will do it, and because

motor cycles and sidecars

are so well made that

"nothing happens," they

will continue to do it—and
who shall blame them,

;5ince thev gi\e so much

assistance in their school studies as well as enlarging
their outlook. Again, there must be hundreds of

fathers who could not afford to take a family to the
seaside, and give them all such a good time, were it

not for the motor cycle and sidecar.

The railway fares for a family of four is a big item
these days, especially if the journey be- a long one.
T-ake for example a trip of 200 miles each way—the
fares alone—at 2d. per mile—for two adults and

two children would be ;£io. The fuel

and oil bill for such a trip by a sidecar .

would not exceed 35s.

When the family arrive at their destina-

tion motor chars-a-bancs are usually to be
fouTiSSiunning round trips to show places.

These trips, if taken, would cost many
pounds On' the motor cycle less tlran a
single fair takes the whole family.

People \\\\o li\e within

filty miles of their home
town frequently take but one
trip a 5 ear to see parents

and friends—with a sidecar

outfit, it is an objecti\e on

&

A
Why the sidecar is the most popular passenger vehicle on the road ! Consider its carrying capacity. Even light cars would have difficulty in

accommodating such a number of passengers.

pleasure to so many human beings at so little cost.

It is riot only the pleasure side of sidecarring that

should be considered. There are other points having
great influence upon life and happiness. The
wifewho can forget her household worries atthe week-
end, and enjoy a few hours in the open-air, is better

fitted to face the week that follows. The husband
spends his spare time m a hobby which improves his

mmd, where such close indoor pastimes as billiards

and cards might tempt him. The children receive

any afternoon or Sunday—or even evening in the

summer.
Surely the time has come when the mechanics of

the sidecar need not be compared with the ideals of

theorists. Sidecars serve their purpose, splendidly

and economically. Not onlv do they do all that for

which they were designed, but more—a lot more, and
give satisfaction to hundreds who otherwdse might be

compelled to pay high railway rates and suffer the in-

convenience of a set time table and a stuffy railway,

B5
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The Family Sidecar.—

carnage when they travelled, which would not be

nearly so often.

The sidecar now forms part of family life in this

country—it gives all in a household a common interest,

lO^MpOLE SEPTEMBER gth, ig2o.

and knits ordinary parental affection into companion-

ship.

. It will take a great deal to shake the sidecar from

its present high position as the most popular vehicle

on the road.
' Vedette.

In spite of the reiterated

statement that the cycle car

will replace the sidecar, the

latter holds undoubted

sway at the present time,

as may be proved by a

study of vehicles on the

road

AN EXAMPLE OF
ECONOMY.

SIDECAR-103 MILES.

Petrol, 4s. Sid. per gallon, fifty miles to

the gallon. —
Oil, 100 miles, approximately Is. 5d.

Cost for the three sidecars .. £1 10

17 PASSENGERS-
3 SIDECARS

These are not specially

posed pictures, but sidecars

under ordinary running

conditions. Although an

extreme example, the table

below IS interesting as

showing the respective cost

of transporting these families

by rail and by sidecar.

TRAIN-100 MILES.

Five adults at 2d. per mile ; ten children

under twelve years old. Id. per mile:

two children under three years old, free.

Total cost £8 .6 8

STANDS PLACED AMIDSHIPS.

1^ HERE is something to be said for the stand
placed beneath the countershaft or somewhere
thereabouts—a position which seems likely to

become more or less popular, though it is not parti-

cularly novel. Such a stand was to be seen on the

Midget Bicar, a motor cycle made by Brown, of

Reading, having a pressed steel frame and several

other points to recommend it. Such a stand makes
it very easy to rai-se the front wheel when it is desired
to test the bearings of the head for purposes of adjust-

ment, or to raise the wheel for tyre repairs. The
latter can, of course, be done by means of the usual
front wheel stand, but the former cannot, as the use of

tile stand prevents the free swinging of the wheel from
side to side.

The central stand should be spring-operated, and it

i.s then very unobtrusive in aiipcaraiice, no matter

flo

whether up or down. Owing to the fact that but little

weight is left upon the front wheel, this is soinewhat

apt to swing round when the machine is placed upon
the stand, and some may consider this a slight disad-

vantage, but it is certainly not a serious one.

On the Fitting of Stands.

While on the subject of stands may I enquire whv
some stands make it necessary to lift the machine to

so great a height. This is a real feat of strength on
some powerful 'buses w-hich I could name. If it is

only possible to remove the back wheel when it is lifted

some six inches clear of the ground, then I think some
redesigning of that machine is required. A rear mud-
guard which can be quickly removed bringing the
carrier with it, such as is found upon the Enfield, is a

real boon in this respect. J.H.W.
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THE A.C.U. AND TRIALS IN THE FUTURE. By B. H. Davies.

C ONTROVp:RSY-will doubtless rage for weeks'to
come .about .the "freak hill" policy of the

A.C.U. and the wisdom of including such hills

as Park Rash, Summer Lodge, and Rosedale Abbey
in an event which is a commercial advertisement no
less' than it is a technical test and a sporting ride. I

cannot personally excuse the weakness of the stewards

in accepting entries for a published course, and then
yielding to popular pressure, converting Park Rash
into a " bonus ''

hill, pretending they had " riot

observed " Summeri Lodge, and dodging meekly round
the back of Rosedale Abbey at the eleventh hour.

The Union ought to have the courage of its opinions.

Having announced these hills, it should have stood

or fallen by them. If the trade had taken umbrage,
private owners would ha.ve kept the trials going in

1921, as private owners have always kept the Scottish

Six Days going. If the A.C.U. had felt penitent

after the event, it could have selected easier going

for 1921. But weakness in a governing-body is always
fatal ; and whatever policy may be adopted next year,

all sensible motor cyclists surely hope there will be

no vacillation about it.

The Demands of Export Trade.
This preamble leaves untouched the fundamental

question of whether an ideal trial's route should
include hills of the Park Rash calibre or not. On
this point, too, I speak for myself alone. We have
talked very big since the Armistice about our export

trade. If we want export trade, we must design and
build machines to suit it, and we must test those

machines over- roads approximating to overseas con-

ditions. I take it that such runs as Friday afternoon's

course, from Huddersfield to Warwick, are useless for

the purpose ; but that many a colonial rider would feel

quite at home in the Scott Trial of September 4th,

when a total distance of 100 miles includes not

more than a dozen mifes of proper road, and the

very worst surfaces which the promoters could disco\'er

d8

' were gleefully included. If this is true, I -do nc

see how an industry which desires export trade ca

limit its chief test to hills with hard, smooth surfaces

the trials must surely be of an " all in " character?

Two Lines of Development.
But I should append two riders to this conclusior

We want to develop machines fit for the Sout!

African veldt and the Australian bush ; we also wan
perfect machines for the home user. Home require

ments and overseas requirements are not necessaril

identical. . It is a confusion of thought which subject

all rhachines to identical tests. At the very outset w
may admit that the scooter, the motor. assisted bicycle

and, to a less degree, the sidecar combination and thi

Morgan, are not hitended for the rougher types o

oversea service- at any rate. These are the very model
which are specially handicapped on a hill like Pari

Rash. No tourist would take them there. SucI

surfaces bounce a lightweight all over the road, anc

deny tyre grip to the passenger machine. ' In a futun

Six Days I see no objection to sending the babie

and the passenger outfits round the freak hills by ;

switch route.

I go even further than this. It is arguable that thi

1920 type of course tends to develop the wrong sor

of machine for 90% of our home riders. Let mi

particularise. I have just been riding a special single

cylinder machine developed for reliability trials o:

the current pattern. It is almost an ideal mount fo

jobs of that kind. Indeed, such trials have ilefinitel;

begotten it, and it invariably emerges from them witl

great credit. When any part has broken or givei

.trouble in such events, it has been stiffened up ; anc

if anybody wants a no-trouble ride in such a trial a;

we have just concluded, he could hardly do bettei

than enter on the machine I have in mind. But it i;

entirely destitute of refinement. Comfort is hnrdh
considered in its make-up. Its weight is formidable

to a degree. It is a gr?at, heavy, powerful', sturdy,
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mpressions of the Six Days Trials.

—

bullocky sort of machine, and one that 1 would not

select for pleasure on a summer tour with my wife

and family.

Thus the impression is slowly taking shape in my,

mind that we ought to organise future trials on a

dual or "home and colonial " basis. I doubt whether

two entirely separate events are practicable._ But

by dint' of switch routes and certain classified awards,

:he two ideals might be simultaneously fostered in a

single event.- For example, all lightweights and all

passenger machines might be compelled (not allowed)

to dodge the roughriding sections by means of switch

QUtes. AH machines intended primarily for the home
inarket or for the easier spheres of overseas service

might be subjected to special tests of refinement, from

,vhich the colonial models would be immune. Such

ests might include silence, springing, -light weight,

:leanliness, premiums on low cost, and any other

joints which a committee of experts considered desir-

ible. Anyhow, whatever solution is finally adopted,

t will be a calamity if we cease to develop the

'bullocky" type of machine for

iverseas work : and equally will

t be a calamity if we enforce the

lome user to accept the kind of

nachine which enjoys Park Rash.

It is necessary in this con-

lection to reconsider Park Rash
md Summer Lodge from the

pecial standpoint of solo mounts
)f 500 c.c. and over. Given a

:Iear course, devoid of baulking,

ind a dry day, any decent rider

o mounted can climb such hills.

But such machines ought }iot to

)e sent up these hills compul-
lorily. The inevitable result is

produce solo machines for

lome use which are :

(i) Too heavy,

(2) Undergeared,

(3) Overpowered.
)nly sporting riders want to, tackle

iUch going. Sporting riders do
lot coinpose more than 5% of our
:ommunity. The remainder will

)€ well suited with a far lighter,

ess powerful, and more refined

nachine.
. If the dual trial which

have outlined were ever

organised, and I were anianu-
acturer catering for both the

lome and the colonial trade, I

hould hope to enter a 150 lb.

'% h.p. machine in the " home "

:lass and send it round the switch
outes : and to enter a 300 lb.

\ h.p. mount in the " colonial
"

:lass, and send it up all the pre-
ipitous river torrents.

In two respects the results of
he trial are deceptive. The route
vas so intensive that continuous
)ad weather would have produced
lisaster, and very few golds
;ouId have been won if the going

had been uniformly wet. The kind aloofness of Jupiter
•Pluvius saved the A.C.U. from red revolution. On
the other hand, low be it spoken, sheer bad driving .

prevents many men from doing even better. Too
many riders charged the bad hills at speed on open
throttle. I select two entrants as models in this

respect. Mrs. Knowles did no better than some of the

crack men, but her sex gives her pride of place. She
took the- rougher hills just fast enough to get steer-

ing way : not so fast that her Norton plunged out of

control : not so fast that she could not deliberately

pick out the best going: not so fast that her back
tyre began to spin.

,
Of the passenger entries Hall on

the Morgan was superb. No one had a harder task,

for his central driving wheel could seldom use the hard
track at the side open to solo and sidecar machines
alike ; moreover, he had overturned on the eve of the
trial, and drove in considerable pain at times. He
handled his throttle like a master, and suffered less

from tyre spin than any other three-wheeled driver.

The brake test was almost a farce. Whatever im-

perfections our brakes have, inability to hold a

A SIX DAYS TRIAL SCENE.

A string of competitors on Carlton Hill. The leading'rders are G. Kuhn (Levis) and
E. E, Palmer (A.B.C, sc.)

B9
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Impressions of the Six Days Trials.—

machine which starts down a precipice at a crawl is

not one of them. I dpubt whether we shall get a
satisfactory test of brakes or of comfort until we em-
ploy official testers like the. Air Ministry testpilots:

and that means limiting the entries plus a lot of back-
chat from disgruntled entrants about " personal

' opinions." Still, when every practised rider is well

aware that a few makes stand head and shoulders

above the ruck in respect of steering excellence and
riding comfort, it seems a pity that they receive no
credit whatsoever for the'se vital qualities in the

supreme technical test of the year.

The inclusion of so many water-splashes has

justified itself, if only from the "colonial" stand-

A COMPETITOR'S IMPRESSIONS
UNDOUBTEDLY one's opinion as to the severity

of a reliability trial is governed to a large extent

by the machine one rides and the degree of
luck one experiences. Given the right machine and
a no-trouble run one's impressions of the severest event

afford nothing but peaceful retrospect, while the re-

verse applies with equal vigour ; but all .this granted,

practically everyone who competed in this year's Six

Days was of the opinion that it was unprecedented in

its seductive properties. Friday was, I suppose, the

alleged easy day, but Friday morning left everyone

in a state more or less bordering on hysterical collapse.

Having scaled Harden Bank and ricochetted over

miles of broken moorland track, interspersed by a

liberal sprinkling of Yorkshire cobbles and the sur-

prise right-angle bends for which these small manu-
facturing towns are unequalled, we at length struck

good road a few miles from Huddersfield, \yhen a

casual glance at the watch surprised^lmost everyone

into the realisation that nothing but a colossal blind

could save the situation at the lunch control. For
the last few miles into Huddersfield practically every-

one was riding at full throttle ; fortunately the police

w'ere there to receive us in good spirit—probably

labouring under the prevalent jmpression that it w\is

a race. ^
Nervous^ Anticipations.
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Monday was a s.porting day, the first feature of note

being the steep descent into Pateley Bridge—a fine

opportunity for the rush to burn out their brakes at

the outset. At the top of this hill I gravitated to a

standstill in order to await, a team mate, and dis-

covered too late that my right- legging was hitched

up in the kick starter ! There was nothing for it

but calmly to lie down in the centre of the road witli

the machine'on top, -and wait for some good Samaritan
to come by and relieve the situation, which sirrt^Dle

procedure was carried out to the letter.

An excellent lunch at Ilkley was not appreciated as

it might have been, for everyone was in a state of
f|uivering excitement owing to the sinister proximity
of Park Rash. We absently munched lettuce with
our jelly, or helped ourselves to mustard with the

ap|)le pie, for Park Ra.sh has only one point in its

fnvoLU-—its shortness ! Never was it in worse condi-

tinii than as we were destined to find it—the Morgans
and sidecars having chewed up the only " rideable

"

tracks—and though this climb might be considered

a fair hill in a one-day trial, ihe ascent is so much
BIO

point. Water-splashes ^re unduly hard on belts,

which still have a limited future on the lighter solo

machines. But this year they have brought into re--

lief defects in ignition and carburation which are

certainly unpardonable on overseas models, aiid are

undesirable on home models, seeing that many owners

besides leaving their machines out of doors in heavy

rain during business dismounts, are often very careless

of their machines in other respects.

Deserting the area of- controversy, the net effect of

the Trials is to prove that the modern British motor
cycle need fear no comparisons. It has emerged with

distinct triumph from a most searching ordeal; and
on level financial conditions is fit to compete with any
rival in any country.

By H. Morlimer Batten.

a matter of luck that its inclusion in an .important

six days event would not have been just to the com-

petitors. ' After_all, the object- of the trial is to prove

the machines, not merely to weed out all but the trick

cyclists, who rfiight be better employed in a circus.

- A little later in the day one rider shot into a side

road and performed a marvellous stimt climb of an

unknown freak hill. Reaching the summit he was
injured by the absence of observers and fair specta-

tors to witness his performance, then discovered that

he was on the wrong road ! Later, still, nearing

Darlington, the representative of a "well-known tyre

ran intO' a black and tan pig, and knocked a rasher of

bacon off it

!

An Impossible Test.

One endeavours to accept the choice of Trials'

organisers with all the charitv and good sportsmanship

available, -knowing the difficulties of their lot, but the

inclusion of Crackpot Gill or Lodge Hill (on Tuesday
it' was called a variety of names) was in every way
absurd. The most serviceable machine ever built for

ordinary use might prove utterly incapable of such a

climb, and beyond completely exhausting the majority

of the competitors at the very outset of the day, and

fostering a spirit of revolt already at boiling point, one

fails to see that the inclusion of this freak served any

useful puqjose whatever.

Crackpot Gill is an ascent too rough and severe for

the use of carts. Sledges are used on it. It is a

climb only fit for an antelope in its prime. True that

Alexander, Clark, and one or two others got up it

somehow, but personally I was among the ninety-nine

who pushed, skidded, and sprawded from the foot to

the summit. At the top of the hill riders were to he

seen in every stage of exhaustion, some with their

knees aspiring heavenwards while they voiced their

views to the infinite, while one' of the three-wheelers,

owing. to the absence of help or the intellectual inabilitv

of those who 7vere present to lend a hand, took one

and a half hours to gain the summit.

Naturally this hill was washed out, as also were

Park Rash and Dent Hill, though tHe last-named was

certainly more reasonable than was Park Rash ; but

the question on the lips of everyone was: "Why»|
include hills which merely involve a diversion from the if

rules, besides annoying everyone?"
With the exception of Park Rash and Crack]icvt,

there was really very little in the trial at which a

sporting rider could complain. On the whole tin'
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WATEESPLASHES IM THl
. TEIALSo

E

The watersplashes on the whole gave

but little trouble, the belt-driven

machines naturally suffering most,

especially In cases where a gradient

followed the splash.

'

(1) How S. Wright (HumberJ avoided

wetting his feet at Hutton-le-HoIe. (2) J.

W. Wills (Verus-Blackburne). This splash

at Gunnergate did not alarm any competitor.

(3) G. M. Townsend (P. and M.) approach-

ing Boltby Bank, on the Hambleton Hills,

near Thirsk. (4) A solo rider and a side-

carist negotiating the splash at Hutton-le-

Hole.
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FLAT TWINS THAT PROVED THEiR WORTH IN THE SIX DAYS.

Three Humber riders ; H. O. Evans, L. Cr^sp, and E. Redvers Johnston, all gold medal winners.

route was very ingeniously laidxout, as one was apt to

be caught napping on any portion of it, and an unre-

liable machine was bound to" go under. The route

marking was excellent, but one was constantly misled

into the impression of having any amount of time in

hand, only to experience a rude awakening a little

further on.

How the Machines Pierformed.

As regards the machines, one, of the most striking

impressions was the vigour of the single-cylinder

mounts, thougli the Scolts made very light work of

the trial, and appeared to land their riders home each

evening with a minimum of fatigue. Alan Hill spoke

of his machine as ideal for the work. One of my
riding companions was Dudley Barton on a 4.}^ h.p.

Dunelt, two-stroke. His machine appeared quite

capable of the gruelling, and did

not overheat, though it seemed
rather hard to start. The Sun-
beams, Triumphs, and Ariels were

all fast and powerful, whiles as

usual the B.S.A. team ran like

clocks. Tlie P. and M.'s ex-

perienced very unusual carburetter

troubles early in the w-eek, and
had not improved their engines by -

the time that the trouble was
located; the A.B.C.'s ran very
sweetly and were decidedly fastj

but again the luck of this little

sidecar outfit was out.

All things considered, however,
the Velocettes were perhaps the

surprise of the trial so far as com-
petitors' comments showed. These
little two-strokes, seemed to have
vim enough for all comers, and
watching them lap at Brooklancls
one could not but admire their

",^ lively, tune. Indeed, practically

"-> all the two-strokes were sui-

piisingly lively and capable, and

I

certainly they did more than hold
' their own against the four-strokes

of the sam.e c.c.

Tuesday was the star turn of the

tual, and leaving Crackpot and
its friends of a feather we ran

arross~one observed hill after;

another, while in places, the road

\\as strewn with derelict sidecars..

\\ ediiesday was a holiday com-
pared with it, the weak omissiori'-

ol Rnsedale resulting in a morning',

of deadly, main road monotony,-
liioken only by occasional water-'

splashes. One of these was of

Lxceptional depth, and Archie Cox,-

liding a Beardmore-Precision, lay;"

di.wn in the middle of it. As one
111 the dailies observed :

" He
appeared .to be very angry." 1"

think that the organisers were right'

in observing certain splashes,- a.s,::

though this caused some indigna^^

tion among the belt drive merchants, it goes without

saying that a transmission system that will not stand

wet should not be allpwed to live. (Cheers from the;

Colonials !)

At Brooklands a good many competitors wore them-
selves out by anxious waiting, for incidentally there

was more waiting than anything else. Would valves

and transmissions stand this crowning test? Judging,

from the number of derelicts seen ultimately on the

track, a. good many did no/, but' on the whole the

machines did exceedingly well.

One cannot help but feel, that the organisation a,t:'

Brooklands was not up to Scottish standard. Dr..,

Low did his best, like the sportsman that he is, but Dr',

Low could not do everything and get his Audiometer
going at the same time. The track test had to wait-

till Dr. Low had fini.^hed the brake test, and I fail to see.

C. E. Stobart satisf>'ing the judges that the brakes of his 7 h.p. James sidecar were in

perfect order at tlie end of the Six Days testing.
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Impressions of the Six Days Trials.

—

that it required a very scientific mind to judge the

braking results. This test, by the way, would have
been more to the point had we been compelled to -

descend the i in 4 portion with brakes " off," then

bring our machines to a' standstill at the bottom of

. the hill. It requires very little braking effort to retain

a speed of 4 m.p.h., which most of us did, but it

IS quite a different matter to have to check the inertia

of a rapidly moving machine" on a steep gradient. I

imagine that everyone complied with the conditions,

excepting one sportsman, who had no brakes at all,

and who called a cheery "good-bye " as he shot past

the judges.

Then, when Dr. Low liad finished on the track, we
had to wait for Dr. Low for the final examination.

When Dr. tow ate and slept no man can say. We
waited for endless hours. We sat on our machines,

we lay down on the concrete, we squatted on hard bits

of fencing, we speculated and indignated, and finally

it. was well after lighting-up time ere the writer,

together with a bunch of others, all intent on catching

the 10.30 from King's Cross, were free to go. W'e

charged off at terrific speed, lost ourselves in the
grounds, and found ourselves ultimately riding round a

cleared patch in the forest, where the timber had
recently been felled.. Ploughing our way through
ferns, moths, dead leaves, and branches, we eventuallv
found another road, and finally, proceeded in massed
formation for London, This, I think, was the most
thrilling part of the whole trial. Riding head light

to tail light, we" careered into the city of cities, thirty

in" a bunch. Once or twice non-competitors became
accidentally involved in the crowd, and were observed
modestly to retire. The London police were taken
.completely by storm. Some luckless copper on point
duty" was suddenly overwhelmed by a whole bunch of

motor cyclists, riding in circles round him, and all

inquiring frenziedly. for different stations.

Anyway, we caught the 10.30, and aboard it swore
a solemn if breathless oath never again to indulge in

the mad folly of competition riding. We alwavs take
this oath. It means exactly nothing, beyond the

realisation that a memorable event is at an end, and
that one year hence we shall again set out on another
light-hearted adventure of the same kind.

DEFECTS IN BABY TWO-STROKES.
An Appeal to Manufacturers to Eliminate Present Weaknesses.

THt^RE is no type of motor cycle whose virtues

one appreciates more fully than the baby two-

stroke. That it has shortcomings we all admit,

but such shortcomings, far from being inherent to the

breed, are chiefly within the power of manufacturers

to eliminate. The foremost of them are noise, high

fuel consumption, irregular -firing, flimsy fittings,

saddles, and finish. •
•

.
-

The noise problem is the ioremost" defect in all

present designs—I know of no noteworthy exceptions.

Those of us who are somewhat elongated in the limb

always feel absurd when perched on the top of a light-

weight, and, what is more, we look it. There are

few things more laughter-provoking than, on hearing

a noise almost equivalent to the starting up. of a L)ig

rotary, to turn and observe a little two-stroke dribbling

up the quiet village street at 15 m.p.h., with a huge

rider perched on the top of it.

Recenriy I have been riding a 7-9 h.p. twin and a

baby two-stroke alternatively. On the 7-9 h.p. twin

one glides quietly through the traffic with never a

hitch. On the tiny two-stroke, however, the milkman's

horse stands straight on end immediately I appear.

I have possessed two-strokes which, as rural riders'

knockabouts, could not be beaten for general utility,

but I have become disgusted of late as regards the

noise question. If manufacturers wish to net in drat

huge army of riders who, like myself, are sensitive

to ridicule, they must first hit upon some better system

of silencing than they have employed hitherto.

Fael Consumption.
This is another absurd point regarding most two-

strokes. Not only are they more noisy than the largest

and heaviest of motor cycles, but usually they are more

costly in fuel. In fact, they compare unfavourably with

a big twin outfit. I have- found that with the heavy

twin I could make a long joiirney on less petrol than it

was possible to make in riding solo on the lightweight—

.

and in considerablyshorter time

!

This also is a matter that manufacturers must,
remedy even if at a slight loss of power, for no one
who rides' a two-stroke is out for speed impressions.

If he were he would not ride a two-stroke. What he
wants is steady pulling, reliability, and economy

—

above all the. latter, since the baby is essentially an
economy mount. That the weakness can be overcome
is shown by the performances of a small number of

t\vo,-strokes on the market, which, while answering

all the pijiposes of the normal two-stroke rider,

regularly accomplished 160 m.p.g., and on straight

runs 180 m.p.g.

Irregular Firing.

This is difficult to overcome, . and will probably
continue to exist till radical alteration in the design

takes- place. The chief cause of it is that the volu-

metric efficiency of the crank case and that of the

cylinder do not. always coincide to suit the fluctuations

of the mixture. With the throttle half closed, the

crank case may draw in too small a" charge to explode

at the pressure attained when it gains the cylinder and
the spark occurs—^the mixture not being correct for

tlie pressure to which it is subjected. This is such

a knotty point that I can only say that until it is over-

come manufacturers must make allowances in their

transmission systems for periodical irregularities in

torque. This done, and the engine properly silenced,

the four-stroking trouble would riot be so great a

grievance.

So much for a candid opinion of the chief weak-

nesses of the popular two-stroke. That it is popular

and deserves to be is a fact one need not emphasise,

but my contention is that it might be infinitely more
so were some of the weaknesses common to the clasSj^

though not applying to all, overcome. Chinook.
BI.C
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

2 m..P.G.—A CHALLENGE.
Sir,—As petrol consumption challenges appear to be in the

air, I should like to ask if anyone can outdo me on one

pint or gallon of petrol on any make of machine of the

same power. My machine is an A.J.S. 2J h.p., about 1914,

and after draining the tank I . measured in one pint of

petrol, and on this I ran twenty-four miles. This I can
do again. S. COOK.

A BENZOLE-PARAFFIN MIXTURE.
Sir,.—For some time lately I have been running my 1920

4 h.p. Triumph on a mixture of three parts benzole to one
part paraffin. The experiment has been a wonderful success.

I get more power, slower running, better acceleration, and
about the same, or slightly better, ni.p.g. It runs equally
well on a mixture of half and half. A friend -of mine h.'(.

run his 4 h.p. 1914 Triumph on it also, as has another friend
on his 23 Si. A. G. -O.K. Both of them endorse my above
remarks. C. C. KINC4.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—A few days ' ago I was riding my motor cycle

on the Horsham Road with a little girl on the Tan-sad.
Unfortunately we had a very bad speed wobble, and eventu-
ally came to earth. My passenger lay unconscious for
many minutes. Miss Ruby M. Ayres, who, was being driven
to Brighton in her car, on seeing what had occurred,
had the car stopped, and at once helped my passenger to
the cushions. She had the car driven very . slowly to a
doctor, and had the wounds dressed immediately, with the
result that my little friend is Al again.

I feel very grateful to this ladv, as without her help
it might have been serious. ' M. BURCHATT.
MYSTERIOUS NOISES.

Sir,—I heard a mysterious noise on my 8 h.p. Sport.s
Zenith the other day.

It took the form of a sort of twang as if something was
hitting a spoke of the front wheel. It only happened when
the machine was in top gear, and then only occasionally.
The explanation is simple, yet curious. I have just fitted a
Cox " Atmos " carburetter, and this projects rather further
than the original, and the petrol pipe came out rather fai--

ther than before.
*

The noise was formed by the belt fastener touching ~the
pipe when the belt vibrated .slightly above its normal level.

Shrewsbury. '

,. A.W^7723.

Sir,—Noises and their elimination are always interesting.
I have spent weeks in finding some on the various machines 1

have owned and ridden since 1910. The last I traced only
this week, after nearly twelve months of mystery. Perhaps
" Puzzle " may find his noise comes from a sim'ilar source.
In my case, the rear mudguard appeared to be the oft'cnding
portion. I bound this up and wedged it everywhere without
result. I packed and unpacked the tool cases dozens of linie,=.
I wired the st:ind firmly to the mudguard, and bound every-
thing movable near the rear of the machine with insulating
tape, but still the annoying rattle at low speeds over any
roads would be heard. Being on holiday and having nolliin'g
better to do, one morning recently I took off the back stand
completely to sec if the bolts could po.=fiibly be a .slack fit
though I had tightened them and felt them dozens of limes.'
As I laid the stand .-laidc I heard my old friend the
'mysterious ratUo " on !ho bench. On giving llio Eland a
ni6

shake I had the feeling that I had got hold of a baby's rattle,,

or else the braziers had left a few tools inside the tubes of'

the stand. On closer investigation, and after drilling a'

Ygin. hole in one foot of the stand, I was able to e.xtract piece-

after piece of brazing solder. About ten pieces in all came

.

out, some over 2in. in length. How- they got there, or if

brazing is usually accompanied by such- internal deposits 1.

'

do not know, but I have since been able to enjoy my riding

without that unsatisfactory feeling of listening to a mysterious-,

noise and being quite unable to locate it.

Paignton.' A.S. (CJ 2240). "

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—I am sure that I am not alone when I say how dis-'

gusted I feel that the A.C.U. should have allowed them-
-i'.!

selves to be intimidated to the extent of the elimination of -

one of the tit-bits in the way of hills in the trials.
;

'

To anyone who has been following the account of ,the,,i

trials as reported in a certain daily paper, it did not cortie. •.

as a surprise.
.

. ' 'ij

True to its ordinary policy—dark hints were dropped
early on, as to the impracticability of some of the climbs

—

rumours of protest meetings amongst the competitors, etc., ,

etc. Thus public opinion was worked up—and doubtless all

those who failed to climb these hills remarked something
about its "an iH wind," etc. As a spectator at Park Rash
on Monday, I say that the hill was by no means unclimbable,

,

and most of the failures were simplv due to bad driving.

BoHon.
"

DISGUSTED.

MOTOR CYCLE LIGHTING.
Sir,—t have been interested in the lighting problem of '

motor cycles for some yearSj and I notice that every time
the subject is mentioned, what to my mind is the nearest
solution to the problem is overlooked.

I find there is nothing more simple thajj the Low acety-
lene generator for a great number of very short runs on
one charge of carbide ; it is true that the working pressure

'

varies considerably—but' once the stored up gas is used,'
'

and the water yalve starts working, the pressure remains
constant. This requires a little tap turning, but would be
hardly noticeable on a short run.

I found two disadvantages in this generator (which I '

'

notice they apparently have" not rectified on their latest .
:.

model). Vibration causes the tin of the carbide to wear a -

groove in the container which would get worse ; this can
be 'cured bj' fitting a tin washer round the inside of the
container. Ther top of tlie generator after a time gets out: -

of shape owing to the pressure of the three wing nuts which -'

clamp it on, and the internal pressure. A specially cut
rubber washer, to a.llow for the top not being quite fiat

with the top of the container, will cure this, and the top
once haying set, this should not occur again.
My ideal lighting oiitHt would undoubtedly include a Low

generator and a Fallolite head lamp. I understand, how-
ever, that a new Fallolite generator is being made, a model
of 'which I was shown, and it appears to be the neatest
yet on the market, and most simple. The original generator
sold with this lamp would not hold enough carbide (the
Fallolite burner consumes seven litres only per hour).

I fail to see anything more simple and ready at a moment's
notice than the above—can anyone .suggest one better?

I might mention that I have no interest' in either of the
firms concerned. H, E. CLEEVE.
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ISLE OF WIGHT STEAMERS.
Sir,—I have just had a trip through the Isle of Wight, all

around making up 108 miles. The roads are very good
except at Brading to Sandown, very bad, also from Shalfieet
to West Cowes. I had difficulty in getting petrol at Sea-
view, but able to get plenty everywhere we called through-
out the island. I came back through Yarmouth, to Lyming-
ton by boat to the New Forest, making up my run to 136
miles all told. On the Southampton Company boats, from
Portsmouth Clarence Pier, you are not asked to empty your
petrol tanks ; the same at Lymington. But if you travel
by Portsmouth Harbour Rail Company boats you must
empty your tanks. It costs 4s. 4d. for rider and motor
cycle from Clarence Pier to Eyde, all pier tolls included.
T'rom Yarmouth to Lymington 5s. 6d. all told, therefore my-
fares and running costs, less food and lodgings, on 2J Douglas
for 136 miles tour, cost me 19s. only. I don't think anyone
wants a better three days' tour than this.

E. MARTIN, Junr.
SPRING CARRIERS.

Sir,—We are interested in your article under the above
heading in the issue of The Motor Cycle for August 26th.

'

It is of little good using a pillion seat which is merely a
cushion or a board on springs; it is asking for trouble, as
,e.\perieuced by " Wharfedale." A spring set that vibrates
in any direction and gives unchecked vibration is sure to

.'give unsatisfactory results.

A piUion seat such as the Tynesider has a set of rebound
springs, which comes into action immediately lumecessary
vibration occurs in the principal sf)ringing. Also four
-pistons prevent swaying ; this adds to the even working of
the whole spring set.

'It is surprising the indifference shown in the selection of
a pillion seat, whereas the matter js of some, importance
The safety of the passenger, or the goods carried, dejjends on
the scientific principles on which the spring set is con
structed. A good many purchasers are satisfied with a
riiere spring seat or cushion. It is imperative that the
.'springs should not sway, as this causes the passenger to

throw the steerina out of balance, which is often the cause
of accidents.

"
T. E. HENDERSON.

ECONOMy.
Sir,—I feel sure many of your readers are unab'e to

appreciate the advantages to be obtained from many of the

^good things advertiised. My present 3g h.p. machine until

recently consumed one gallon of petrol per 100 miles. I

determined to improve on this by the following means, and
herewith give results :

I first fitted a " Blank " carburetter, guaranteed to use

20% less petrol than any other. The result was 100 miles per
.8 gallon.

I then fitted the " Blank " inlet valve stem lubricator and
air leak preventer, guaranteed to give an extra 23 m.p.g.
Result, 100 miles per .64 gallon.

I next used "Dots" tor mixing with my petrol, giving*

25% per gas. Result, 100 miles per .51 gallon

Afterwards I fitted the "Blank" economy valve to inlet

pipe, and mixed " Boildag " with my lubricating oil.

Result 100 miles per .45 gallon.
On changing over from petrol to benzole I got a still

further improvement—100 miles to .4 gallon.
By fitting a streamline tank, disc wheels, aeroplane foot-

boards, and mudguards this vtas further reduced to 100 miles
per -.35 gallon.

By fitting a Brooks saddle and wearing Beacon oilskins I

gat it down to 100 miles 'per ^ gallon.

I also understand that by using the " Blank " three-speed-
gear I can save a further .25 gallons per 100 miles, after

which by fitting "Blank's" petrol magneto and plug I e.xpect
to reach the producing stage, and hope to produce about
one quarter of a gallon per 100 miles, from the sale of which
I should be able to cover cost of tyres and lubricating oil,

thereby practically cutting out all working costs. Also, with
the prospect of prices continuing to soar at their present rate,

tile factor for depreciation may also be eliminated—'in tact,

I am anticipating, if I am able to put in sufficient mileage,
making a small, but steady, income out of it.

King's Lynn.
'

MOONSHINE.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,—On reading the very interesting letters in your paper

regarding engines sometimes running sails magneto, I

am a little inclined to disagree with the one in your issue of

August 19th by Mr. J. Milner.

In my opinion, his theory of spontaneous combustion on
the Diesel principle, being the cause of an engine sometimes
running on for a short period, when its usual ignition system
is disconnected, cannot very well be sound. As he pointed
out, thv> Diesel system is an established fact, certainly, but
only when the conditions are suitable, and the engine is

designed for it.

As it is only when an engine is very hot that the point

in question has been known to take place, one would take
the theory of incandescent carbon or plug points, as being
more likely the cause.

Considering that even if the engine were only running
slowly, the induction stroke is performed in a fraction of a
second, it is unlikely that incandescent points could be

. cooled down by an already hot gas in such a short period.

I have seen qiiite lo v compression car engi.nes run for a
short period (when run out of water) with their magnetos
switched off.

I can assure your correspondent that some of the engines
were by no means new, nor had they anything like the com-
pression that would be needed to bring the Diesel system
into action.

Again, when an engine is overheated, the mixture is much
more rare, owing to the sudden expansion on entering the

hot cylinder, thus again making his theory still less likely

to be correct.

Like Mr. JMilnej , I am quite open to be corrected, and 1

.shall be only too pleasedto read other views on the subject.

Urmston, Manchester F. C. RIDINGS.

Among the Rover riders were some of the youngest and most enthusiastic competitors in the Six Days Trials,

entered five gained gold medals. Here are seven of the riders, reading left to right •. W. J. Montgomery,

W, Brandish," jun. (gold), W. Danskin (gold), G. Featherstonhaugh (gold), G. L. White (gold), and E. S. Astley.

Out of nine Rovers

D. A. Atkin (gold).
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A SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLD TRICAR.
Sir,—Knowing your readiness to publish anj'thing ot

interest to your readers, perhaps the accompanying photo-
grapli comes within that scope.

Sixteen years old and still going strong. (See letter, J. W. Fosker.)

The picture represents^a, tricar made in 1905 and still

going strong. It was made by the Wolf Co., is propelled by
a 4^ h.p. A.J.S. water-cooled engine, fitted with their gear
box and clutch, and is chain-driven. Carrying the load
sliown it can average 15 m.p.h. The rear tyre, which is an
Avon, was fitted in 1912, and has had one retread. We ran
200 miles recently, climbing a hill 1 in 22 one mile long
with load shown in the photograph. J. W. FOSKER.

TOURIST TROPHY RACES, 1920.

Sir,—There appears to be a fairly general impression that

accessories and other items used by competitors in the 1920
T.T. were all of a special nature, and not as sold to the
public.

We "would advise you, therefore, that our Summer Huile
de Luxe, as supplied to and used by successful competitors
in these events, was identical in every way with that sup-
plied to the trade and to the public throughout the United
Kingdom and abroad.
Summer Huile de Luxe was used by the first, se,cond,

and third in the 250 c.c. Class; by the second, third, and
fourth in the Junior Race; and by the second and fourth
in the Senior Race.
We venture to make the suggestion that in future races,

everything used, including accessories, should be standard,
or such as is or can be supplied to the " man in the

street." It should be possible for officials of the Auto
Cycle Union to purchase, on behalf of competitors, all the
equipment necessary, which we think would result in events
considerably more interesting than as at present.

In view of the tendency towards the development of

the touring side of motor cycling, the Tourist Trophy
Races should in the future be considered more as a test

of touring motor cycles and tourist accessories than of
almost purely racing equipment.

J. W. G. BROOKER,.
For Price's Co., Ltp.

I

SHOULD TWO-STROKES BE HANDICAPPED?
Sir,—In a letter replying to "A.L., GIasgo%y," Messrs.

Veloce, ^td., mentioned that "two-stroke capacity is really
much less than the stated capacity," owing to the exhaust
ports, cutting out a percentage of the effective stroke by its

early" opening.
This is frequently mentioned as handicapping the two-

stroko, when compaiiiig it with four-stroke engnies, and I
have looked many times to see this popular error corrected,
for, as a matter of fact, the whole of the jiiston displacement
of the two-stroke is useful for induction, ju.ot as in the four-
stroke, but via the compression chamber or crank case, the
time element being the same in both engines, and shortened

B20
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or lengthened equally in either case by the amount of lag
permitted. This lag will, of course, have the effect of limiting
the charge volume to something less than the amount of

piston displacement in both types of engine.
On the power stroke hoth engines lose approxiniately the

same proportion of the stroke. In the one case by the port
being uncovered by the piston, and in the other by the port
being uncovered by the valve.

Contrary to popular opinion, therefore, the two-stroke
engine does not suffer from ineffective piston travel any more
than the four-stroke does. There are, how-ever, other
obstacles to efficiency, and difficulties to be overcome which
do not exist in the tour-stroke, and one cannot but appreciate
the manner these have been tackled, and largely eliminated
by some two-stroke makers.
As an instance. I was, picnicking on Bwlch-y-Groes some days

ago when three little Velocettes came humming up the hill

(which was in very bad condition), and Avithout a pause or

falter went clean over the top. This was repeated three
times by the trio, and the last ascent was faster than the

first. It was quite inspiring. When I get too old for my
"big 'bus" I must seriously consider getting a Velocette.

JAS. L. NORTON.

AN ADAPTATION FROM AERO PRACTICE.
Sir.—^As one of the large number of motor cyclists who

have been' connected with the R.A.F. during the last few
years, I was very interested in the description in 7'he Motor
Cycle of July 29th of an attempt by Mr. A. W. Doyle
to embody the principle of the Gnome. " Monosoupape"
aero engine in a motor cycle power unit.

,A11 those who have had any experience with this type of

engine' will agree, I think, that the necessity of enclosing

the exhaust, if used for road work, is one of the least of

the difficulties met with in any such daring attempt to utilise

the "one-valve" principle.

As will be obvious to anyone who thinks of the cycle

of operations in the "Monosoupape" engine, there can be
no question of even reasonable flexibility, as there is no
induction effect proper on the carburetter employed, and all

that has been possible in the past in tliis direction has been,
a very complicated variable timing.
Again, the " Monosoupape " has been very liable to catch

fire in the crank case, and, as far as I can see, any attempt
to achieve comparative flexibility by a system of variable

timing will only increase the chances of a fire taking place.

The very principle employed entails having the ports in

the cylinder walls uncovered during part of the firing

stroke, and the excessively long exhaust period was the only
safeguard against the rich mixture in the crank case catch- -

ing fire.

Before Mr. Doyle's engine would be of any use at all in

a motor cycle he would have to devise some -entirely new
method of controlling the speed of this type of engine, and
preventing a fire in the crank case at every change of run-

ning conditions. REVS.
Beckenham.

t Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
^

A iFSued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

5 "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
y THEM." The standard handbook o. the motor
y cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

V of motor cycles, their management and care,

j Twenty-first Edition. Just published

J " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
X y Contjining over 400 useful " wrinkles " rnd helpful

/, hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition. 2/- s /p

I " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
^ A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and

of remedying any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition. ... ... ... ... ... z/- 2 1?

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roada into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps ot England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Price
net.

By
post

/

2/6 = /I0

___^ 5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post iremata.ui;«j wjtti order) irom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leading Bookseller.; and
Railway Bookstalls.

I
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

.

questions should be marked '

' Legal "in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Garage Owner's Responsibility.

If a motor cycle and sidecar

is taken to a garage, and stolen

during the owner's absence, is

the garage proprietor liable for

damages, assuming, of course,

tliat the garage of the machine is to be
paid for?—E.J.

. The garage proprietor is not liable for the

loss of his customer's motor cycle and
sidecar through its being stolen while in

his charge, unless it. can be shown that

, the garage proprietor was himself guilty

of negligence, such as leaving the pre-

mises impropei'ly secured.

A Question of Date.

About eight weeks ago I pur-

chased a machine which was ad-

vertised as a 1917 machine, but
J a few weeks later I advertised

it again quoting .the same date.

Now the man who bought it from me
finds that the machine was made in

1916. Of course, - 1 had no idea that

it was a 1916 machine, otherwise I

should have specified the proper date.

May I ask you if you consider rne

responsible for the error, or is the

person from whom I bought it'/—N.D..

As you apparently advertised the

machine in good faith as a 1917 model,
there- is very little possibility of the

buyer succeeding in any proceedings
against you. Befere advertising a defi-

nite date, however, you should take steps

to ensure that it is correct.

Converting Motor to Dynamo.
I have a 6-8 volt electric

_l motor. (1.) Could I convert

^ this into a dynamo for lighting
-i-l my Triumph combination? (2.)

Would it be cheaper to buy a
dynamo? (3.) Is there any necessity
to run the current via an accumulator
to the bulbs? (4.) Could it run
straight from the dynamo, there being
dry batteries to switch on to when
stationary ? I intend driving dynamo
off inside of belt rim.—H.V.M.

(1.) No doubt it would be possible to
convert the motor into a dynamo, but we
cannot offer any opinion as to its suit-

lability for motor cycle lighting. (2.) In
"^11 probability it would be both cheaper

'^ nd more satisfactory to obtain a dynamo
pecially designed for this purpose. (3
ad, 4.) Unless provision is made for

Regulation of output in such a way that
it does not rise unduly when the speed
of the motor increases, it is necessary to _

use an accumulator in circuit ; even then
its fluctuations in output would seriously
affect the bulbs.

Low Maximum Speed.

(1.) When I am on the road
with my 1| h.p. machine the

throttle is fully open. I only

travel at about 10 m.p.h., and
yet as soon as I lift the exhaust

lever (so that I just take the weight of

the valve) I get twice the speed. How
is it that the machine runs so slowly?

(2.) How is it that I can only run with
half air? (3.) When I come to mount
a hill, no matter how slight, the engine
etops. I have had jiew bushes and new
piston rings, and I could not get better

compression if I. tried. The inlet valve is

automatic, and a single-lever carburetter

with an air tap at tne front is fitted.

—

G.W.
(1.) In, all probability the exhaust valve

stem or the tappet is badly worn, and
requires renewing ; also, an improvement
might be effected by fitting a stronger

exhaust valve spring. Air leaks in the

induction pipe should also be eliminated.

(2.) A larger jet in the carburetter would
no doubt allow you to open the air control

more. ,. (3.) It "is likely that the exhaust

valve closes too early, and this will happen
if the wear mentioned in answer No. 1 has

taken place.

Magneto for Opposed Two-stroke.

I have a two-stroke flat twin
engine. As both cylinders fire

together : (1.) Could I use the

magneto of a single four-stroke

by running it at engine speed
splitting . the high.tension lead ?

If not, is there any other method
of utilising this magneto?—W.J.H.

(1.) A single-cylinder magneto will not

fire . two plugs simultaneously. (2.) If

you obtain a double pole plug, and fit

this in one cylinder, and fit an ordinary
pattern plug in the other cylinder, you
will be able to utilise the magneto, but
this method is not altogether satisfactory,

and has been abandoned in favour of a

special tw'O-spark magneto.

and
(2.)

A BROOKLANDS SCENE.

The last control in the Six Days Trial. Two of the N.U.T.'s entering the Paddock.

The riders are F. ]. Fieldhouse and R. C. Winn.
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Adjustment of Automatic Carbuiettei.

I have a new 4 h.p. 1920 Black-
?burne motor cycle, Amac single

lever, 29 jet, air set to No, 3.

-!-l On low speeds, either gear, the
engine misses badly, but anything

over 15 m.p.h. is perfect. Any opening
or closing of the throttle, at any speed,
causes a pause of two or three seconds,
when the engine fires again and runs
perfectly until another opening or

closing becomes necessary. What is

the correct combination of jet and air

intake for this machine? I find if I set

the air to No. or 6 it makes practically

no difference to the running of tlie

'engine. Two experts have tried to put
the machine right, but without success.
Tlie plug, magneto, and carburetter are
clean, and appear correctlv adjusted.

—

R.J. P.

From the symptoms you describe we
should imagine that you are getting too
rich a mixture, since opening of the e.xtra

air holes should make a considerable
difference. Probably a 26 jet would im-
prove matters, but it is possible that this
might be too small. We would recom-
mend you to try numbers 26, 27, and 28
jet, and if you are unable to obtain satis-

factory results, it would be wise to write
to the makers, who will put you right in

the matter of -choke tubes.

READERS' REPLIES.

Defective Drip Feed.

I note in your issue of the 19th ult.,

that one of your readers is having
trouble with the Best and Lloyd oil pump,
fitted to his B.S.A., the oil being blown
back into the sight feed glass by crank
compression, owing to the non-function-

ing of the pen steel disc. A similar

trouble occurred with mine upon re-

assembling after cleaning. Investigation

proved that I had mislaid the Thackray
spring washer, thus causing pen steel

disc to lodge in the clearance caused by
omission of this washer, between the non-
return valve housing -and screwed boss

of sight feed. This can be remedied by
the insertion of an ordinary piece of bell

wire (one thickness) bent to the internal

dimension of the valve housing in which
it is placed before putting back the pen
steel disc .^eating. An examination of

the sectional^rawmg of this type of oil

pump, which is included in the literature

issued by the makers, will make the

action clear.—C.G.C.

Another Mysterious Noise.

T!e "O.W.'s" trouble with the Ariel.

If he takes his engine down and removes
the ball races from the crank case, washes
them well in petrol and then holds them
up to . the light, he will probably find

one or two of the balls skinned. I had
the same noise in my B.S.A., and also a
friend's P. , and M., and found that was
the trouble. If it sh'ould be so, and he can-

not obtain a new race, new balls can be
fitted quite easily by knocking out the
small rivets which hold the side plates in

place. Ball ' race can be removed quite
easily by laying the crank case over a gas
ring, inner side towards gas ; the race
will fall out when the case gets fairly

hot.—J. M.S.
Bad Pick-up.

With reference to your correspondent,
"E.J.P.'s" letter in the issue of The.

Motor Cycle for August 26th, I had a
single lever "Amac" carbvjretter fitted

to a 1920 " Martinsyde " combination, and
have also noticed that it you " open out

"

too much the engine is inclined to pause
for an instant, then pull splendidly. I

have found that with this type of car-

buretter it is only necessary to open
out very gradually, when the machine
answers the throttle admirably. il.lI.G.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Edinbukgh to Kendal.—J.D.G.
Edinburgh, Penicuik, Leadburn,

Eomano Bridge, Broughton, Moffat,
Beattock, Lockerbie, Kirkpatriek, Car-
lisle, Penrith, Shap, Kendal.

Blackburn to Llandudno.— W.F.R.
Blackburn, Hoghton, Heapey, Chorley,

Wigan, Ince, Plindley, Abram, Warring-
ton, Daresbury, Frodsham, Dunham,
Chester, Queensferry, Flint, Mostyn,
Prestatyn, Rhyl, Abergele, Colwyu Bay,
Llandudnor

Lichfield to Newport.—C.H.T.
Lichfield, Sutton Coldfield, Birming-

ham, Selly Oak, Longbridge, Bromsgrove,
Droitwich, Worcester, Malvern Link,
Great Malvern, Malvern Wells, Ledbury,
Ross, Walford, Monmouth, Raglan, Usk,
Caerleon, Newport

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL.

All the going was not on moorland tracks ; on rare occasions competitors were iavoured with
stretches of good tar macadam roadway F J. Price (Diamond) and R. B, Clark (Coulson'
near Stockton

Going to America.

As a fitting gift at parting, the direc-

tors and staff of Messrs. Tuck and Blake-

more, Ltd., of Coventry, presented a

Coventry made gold watch to Mr. Hector

P. Tuck, who is taking up an important

position in the tool and machinery busi-

ness in the U.S.A.

Unibus Address in London.

Those who are interested in the

Unibus, which was described in The

Mutor Cycle of August 19th, should note

that the Service Motor Company,,

Limited, who are the sole concession-

naires. have moved into new premises at

Service House, 94, Great Portland Street,

London, W.l.

The Automobile Industry and the

University of Bristol.

Jlessrs. W. H. Dorman and Company,

Ltd.. of Stafford, have presented to the

Automobile Engineering Department of

the Merhant Venturers' Technical College

in the University of Bristol, a standard

10 h.p. petrol engine, complete with all

details, to be used in investigations on

tire use of fuels and trials on various types

of carburetters, eto.

A Machine of Moderate Price.

. Quantity production is the seCret of

low price," provided that it is allied with

simplicity 'of design. A perusak of the

leaflet we have recently received from

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

Hall Green Works, Birmingham, which

describes the forty-eight- guinea model

^~ h.p. O.K. Junior-,, shows, that^- the

above qualities have been kept constantly

in view.

A Specialist in Tanks.

Riders who intend to do their own
overhauling during.. the coming wintei

months should consider the advisability

of entrusting their motor cycle tanks to

an expert fox any necessary repairs and

re-enamelling, as " an amateurish finish is

most obviously betrayed on this^ part.

In the case of an old model it might be

worth while to consider the fitting of an

entirely new tank with up-to-date equip-

ment. " Both classes of work are. catered

for by Mr. A. Green, of Water Street,

Salford, ^Manchester, who issues a useful

little booklet illustrating a variety ; of

motor cycle tanks.

Amateur Rider Joins Trade.
To all who have followed Midland

competitions during the past two seasons,

the name of Mr. H, 'Boynton is familiar,

and many "private owner" awards have
fallen to his lot, thanks to his successful

handling of the 5-6 h..p,. James outfit,

which he has invariably ridden. Having
now accepted the position of sales and.
advertisement manager for the Tan-Sad
specialities (F. H. Headley, Freeman
Street, Birmingham), we may hope to' see

this rider continuing his competition suc-

cesses in his new connection

24
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THE MODEL K HENDERSON.
A Well-known American Four-cylinder

Machine in Redesigned Form.

Important alterations

in the new Henderson
are the use of side

valves, enclosed chain
drive and forced lubri-

cation. The engine
capacity is 1 ,344 c.c.

THE Henderson was the first four-

cylinder American molor feicycle to

make its appearance on the English
market, and is now handled by Messrs.

Melchior, Armstrong, and Dessau, Ltd, of

14, Great Marlborough Street, London,
W.l. It is considerably different from the

previous model, which was refeiTed to in

The Motor Cycle of July 17th, 1919, for

it has been entirely.-i'edesigned.

The engine is now fitted with side by
side valves, while cotsiderable alterations

have been made m the inlet and exhaust
manifolds, which are now- one above the

other. An American-made Zenith carbu-
retter (the first of its kind to be seen on a

motor bicycle) has been fitted. A hot air

muff surrounds the exhaust manifold, and
the air pipe to the carburetter is provided
with a movable sleeve so that cold air

may be drawm in instead of hot in very
warm weather. Th«re is also a butterfly

valve for restricting the air supply in

order to secure an easy start.

Car-type Lubrication.

The whole lubrication system has been
completely altered, and a car system of

forced lubrication, has been introduced,
namely, the oil, instead of being carried
in a separate tank, is now stored in the
s'amp at the bottom of the crank chamber,
and the oil is delivered through a drilled

crankshaft to the principal bearings. The
big .ends are lubricated by dippmg into

THE third of the series of speed trials

at Magilligan Strand, under the
auspices of the Ulster Centre of the

:j Motor Cycle Union, was marked by a
;
number of accidents, one of . which may

' proveserious. Owing to a dense fog, whith
:
cam* on during the progress of the races,

I

two of the riders collided at the turn.
,! W. J. Shells had his leg broken in fctur

places, and T. Stewart sustained a broken

troughs formed in the tray, which acts

as a lid to the sump.
On the reverse side of the engine is the

Bei'ling magneto, wlrich is gear-driven,
w-hile above it_ is installed the Splitdorf

dynamo for the lighting installation.

This is driven by a belt from a pulley
running on the magneto-shaft.
The oil pump is carried on the forward

end of the timing. gear, from w-hich it is

driven.

Enclosed Final Drive.

So far as clutch and transmission are

concerned, these closely follow the design

of previous models, namely, a multiple-

disc clutch, while the drive from the
crankshaft to the gearshaft is by. bevel.

One important item in the transmission
is the adoption of a chain case, so that
the final chain drive is now completely
enclosed.

When we first made mention of the new
Henderson, it was stated that a reverse
w'ould be supplied for sidecar work, but
this is not the Case with the model at

present being delivered in this country.
The bore and stroke are 69 mm.,x 90

mm., giving a total cubic capacity of

1,344 c.c, while the pistons used are 3m.
long. All-wearing parts, -such as crank-
ehaft, gudgeon pin, and bearings, are of

ample size. "The crankshaft bearings are
Ijin. in diameter, and three of these sup-
port the crankshaft.

SPEED TRIALS IN ULSTER.
WTist. In another of the races H. Cham-
bers got into some loose sand while
riding with one hand on the handle-bar,
and fell heavily. .

•

The- chief event of the meeting was a

race between Ferguson on a 30-98 h.p.

Vauxhall car, and a selected number of

motor cyclists. The race was run over
a distance of five miles with one turn.

The Vauxhall car won easily, cover-

The Model K frame is of the duplex
variety. Among its notable features is

the triangular construction at the bottom
of the down tube. The tubular cross

meriiber at the bottom of the inverted X
completes the triangle, and serves as a
sidecar lug. The rear ends of the forks

are closed, and the wheel is withdrawn by
means of a knock-out spindle. The spring
forks are of the enclosed plunger type

;

but, beyond their great strength, call for

no special comment.
Since the. Henderson is made by the

manufacturers of the .4merican X, it is

not surprising to have to record that the
type of brakes employed upon the last-

named machine are also to be found on
the Henderson. The brake most com-
monly used is that on the offside of the
machine controlled by means of a pedal

;

this .is of the band variety, while the
internal expanding brake is controlled by
a pedal on the near side, and is provided
with a lock which may be instantly

engaged or released.

Oil eircvilation Gauge.

The weight of the latest model Hender-
son is 420 lb.

Among the refinements to be found on
this machine are the ammeter,, which
shows whether the dynamo is charging or
not, and the oil gauge forward of the
crank case shows whether or not the oil

is circulating.

ing the distance in 4m. 16s.. and beat-
ing J. W. Shaw (3i h.p. Norton) by 35s.

S. M. Adams (2| h.p. Verus) won the
scratch race for lightweights, and the

- scratch race for 600 c.c. machines was
won by J. W. Shaw. Owing to the in-

coming tide, the 100 miles handicap was
reduced to one of twenty-five miles, and
was won by H. McGimpsey \5^ h.p.

B.S.A.).
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NOTES ON THE SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Oddments Gathered during the Four Days on the Yorkshire Moors and during the

Brooklands Tests,

The' H umbel' team ran very consist-

ently, and S. Wright's performance with
a sidecar machine was one of the best
amongst the passenger machines.

Most of the Cleveland hills are scarred
by deep stone gulleys, laid at an angle
across the road to carry off storm water.
In ascents they are trying enough, as one
dare not shut down too far up a freak
hill, and the risk of smashing a crank
case is always, present. But a deep and
unexpected gulley in a descent is an
abomination : the front wheel dives into

it and chocks.

The L.M.C. retired through a broken
cam gear. Greig (Sunbeam) charged a
wall in avoiding a child, and so damaged
his- machine that it was impossible to

carry on. The Clynos and Beed's Dot
were withdrawn as a protest. Read {2J
y.eady) was forced to retire through
the rider's illness.

"^~

Fearful stories were current in advance
of the " tunnels " on Tuesday's run.
They were said to be situated on a 1 in 5
grade, measure half a mile in length,
and be very greasy. Even the men who
had electric lighting w'ould be lucky to
climb them. Actually they were not
very steep and so short that one could
easily steer by the light from the two
ends. The surface felt rather sticky,

but nobody came over.

OvEEHEZiRD ON HAEDE>f BaNK.
First Local Operative :

" It's worth
dropping~a day's wage .to see this."
Second Local Operative (with great

contempt): "A day's wage! Ah've
missed all t'week to see the Trials here
and there."

The Scott Soci-\ble on Haedex Bantj.
Two Scott sociables visited the route

at various points during the week.
They were known to the crowd as the
Scott "crabs." One of them made a-

neater, quieter, and faster ascent of
Harden Bank than any competing three-
wheeler ; but didn't it smoke !

Tow^ards the close of each day's run,
it was amusing to see competitors clean-
ing up their mounts. Two well-known
passenger-carrying teams were particu-
larly noticeable in this respect. This
cleaning-up process was cjuite a desir-
able hobby, since it gave an impression
of smartness, and deceived no one ;is

to the mudguai-ding of the machines.

Packman (Matchless sc.) broke .h

barulle-bar after all the hard work of
Friday's run was over. However, he
decided to attempt a finish with an ex-
temporised arrangement fixed to the
forks.

A Noiflicountrymnn on Thursday
night proffered some kindly hints about
the rough .surface on Hai'don Bank in
Friday's run. " Ga caimy, lads, and
mind your rims." One shaken conipt-ti-
tiir retorted, " Mine is an irregular
dodecahedron alreadv."

George Dance had. neat cast aluminium
valve spring covers, which he told us

effectually excluded all grit and conse-

quently saved wear on the valve guides.

JSIuch credit is due to Mr. T. W.
Moffat, the manager of the motor cycle

department of the Cleveland Car Co.,

Ltd., for the garage arrangements. Mr.
Moffat is an old six days competitor, and
had business permitted he would have
ridden again this year. The remainder of

the machines were housed in a spacious
building attached to Smith's garage.

The omission of Rosedale Abbey Hill
caused grievous disappointment to the
public. One man had come 200 miles
to see the climb, and altogether about

'

1,000 spectators had assembled. Some
of the crowd were so disgusted that they
threw their A.C.U. badges over- the
hedges.

Some of the passenger machines took
from one to three hours to climb Summer
Lodge. It is freely questioned whether
any of the solo machines made a techni-

cally clean ascent. Certainly no man
attempted to keep his feet on the foot-

rests. On the other hand, Douglas
Alexander is reported to have achieved
a. miraculous ascent on his Enfield.

Oeganis.ation of the Triai,.

The organisation of the trial reflects

great credit on the A.CfU. Its policy

IS doubtless open to criticism ; but, what-
ever opinions may be held on that point,

the trial was excellently planned and run.

The provisions for the riders' convenience
and comfort w'ere most successful, the

route marking was flawless, and both the
trade and the public owe the Union a
substantial debt of gratitude for the
furtherance of the sport and industry.

In recognition of the plucky performance
of Mrs. 0. M. Knowles (Norton), who Avas

run into by a non-competitor on the fifth

day of the trial, the competitors are pre-

senting her with a special prize. The
suggestion emanated from T. C. de la Hay
and G. Dance,, whose numbers 'were
near that of Mrs. Knowles, and they
were therefore able fully to appreciate
this intrepid lady's fine riding. The
Editor of The Motor ChjcJe. was invited

to carry the matter through, and over a

hundred subscribers were readily forth-

coming.

On Thursday evening there was nearly
a shortage of checkers at the finish, but
by the help of a steam lorry and a
hectic ride on the carrier of Egginton's
8 h.p. Sunbeam, Alec Ross reached
Darlington to time.

At Chapel-en-le-Frith the Ferodo people
had a bainier across the road, and handed
the riders souvenirs as they passed.

Before the men reached Harden Bank
some (jf the spectators began to remove
loose rocks from the best. track. A rival
party rc|il,-iccd thcni. 'J'here is one famous

loose boulder, weighing some 60 lb. Its

proper place is in the middle of the

second hairpin, and the local clubmen
always see that it is in position before*

any competition takes place on the hill.

The A.C.U. officials have missed some
glorious openings for climbing tests.

Th«y never noticed the gigantic slag-

heaps near Nenthead. These have a
gradient rather worse than 1 in 1, and
a surface so loose that even the Parsons

chains used by the Morgan team would'

fail to make_ tyres grip.

Park Rash, the ascent of which

troubled so many on Monday, had to.

be descended on Friday. The burning'

question in the official garage on Friday-

morning was, " Do we have to make^
clean descents of 'Park Rash? "

Tom Peck had the misfortune to

damage a fork on Thursday on the top^'

of a lonely moor.

The Triumph team Was equipped with,

a new front mudguai^d deeply valanced'.

behind the forks and having wide mud
chaiinels formed in the front part of the:

guard. These channels terminate in. a

blank end, but a drain is provided by
channel section stays which project down-
wards well below the wheel spindle.

A Scott rider, whilst accompanying the

Trials, saw a point policeman put up'

his hand, and- stopped. "Excuse me,'

sir," said Robert; "can you tell me^'
how to get such a healthy crackle on a-'

Scott ? I've got one myself, and it doesn't,!

sound a bit like yours." Quoth the ridel',
""

" Well, the fact is I've shed my exhaust '

pipe!"

Darnton, the popular Indian rider, had
engine trouble on Friday, and retired.

Colver (Matchless-M.A.GJ.) had a gud-

.

geon pin work loose, and forced him to.;

retire..

Brooklands. '<

F. W. Applebee's gear lever on his*

Levis went wrong on The Snake on.'

Friday, leaving him with top gear only.

'

He got to Bixjoldands, however.

It. was distinctly hard luck for Stobart's.;

James to develop engine trouble on
'

Brooklands.

A lai'ge number of spectators and fellow-

competitors sympathised with Kaye Don
for his bad luclt- in having one cyliuder
go "groggy" on Brooklands. He did

most of his speed test on one cylinder.

Redvers Johnson
, (4^ Hijmber) de-

veloped a speed on Brooklands which was
too high for proper control with touring
bars. He fell and badly cut his hands.

A Cowey horn lay in the centre of tire

track, and actually caused a conii:>etitor to

fall.
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- Seeimas nun ftlh© Fraimeliii Grmmidl Pirn^o

Held on the Circuit de la Sarthe at LeJlans. The winning Machines were an

Alcyon Motor Cycle and Major Cycle Car, both French Productions.

(4) The overhead valve engine

of the winning Alcyon.

(5) An English competitor

at speed. Alexander on his

Douglas. — a--trts<Biwtg3^a^i*^aEgiJafc ss^Aa^&^~
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Oimes^ to

Sept. 9th

„ 11th

„ 13th

„ - 15th

TLig^t TLamps.
7.58 p.m.
7.54 „
7.50 „
7.45 „

Clyno Deliveries Unaffected.

We understand that the Clyno Co. has
gone into voluntary liquidation, but that
this will not interfere with deliveries.

Motor Cycles in Germany.
The first international motor cycle races

in Germany will be held at Dresden on
the 18th and 19th.

Australian Motor Spirit.

A company is being formed in Australia
to i:urchase the rights to manufacture
the South African motor spirit

"Natalite." It is estimated that the
fuel can be produced to sell at 2s. per
gallon retail.

Trade in Chili.

The editor of a Chilian journal advises
us that motor cycles made jn his country
are now moving rapidly, arid that several
clubs are already in e.xi^tence. Unfor-
tunately British manufacturers are not
taking full advantage of the possibilities

of trade in this distant South American
republic, with the result that most of

the machines entering the country are

products of the U.S.A.

Weights.

The lightest machine in the Six Days
Trials was Bischoff's 2^ Clyno which
weighed 175 lb. The majority of the
other two-strokes weighed under 200 lb.,

but those oi the four-stroke ,varietv

varied from 200 to 252, while the little

three-cylinder radials were just 2 cwt.

F. A. Applebee's A.B.C. scaled 294 lb.,

the Triumphs were under, and the Sun-
beams just over 3O0 lb. - A full list of

the weights was given in the table of re-

sults in last week's issue.

Hill-climbing to Musical Accompaniment.
Quite an innovation in the management

of club events was introduced by the
Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. at a hill-climb

oif Rosedale Abbey Bank, which was held
on the day following the Six Days Trials.
In order to provide continuous entertain-
ment for the 2,000 spectators who were
present, the club specially engaged the
Great Ayton Prize Band to give selections
during the afternoon. This method of

.making a club event a "popular" one,
with an appeal to others than motor
cyclists, is a delightful example of u.seful

propaganda. Although the hill was
deleted from the Six Days Trjak at the
last moment, thirty-two competitors
ascended it in the Bradford Club event.
The results were as follow : Solo class.

—

1, W. Gilyard; 2, H. Daw.son ; 3, G.
Townsend (all on P. and M.'s); 4, A.
Holdroyd {3J Scott). Sidecar Class.—1,
.1. Conchar {8 New Imperial sc.) ; 2, P.
Shaw {6 P. and JI.).

,C8
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Liverpool Reliance Cup Trial.

Entries for this popular annual one-

day reliability run close on Saturday
morningi and riders who wish to compete
should write at once to the hon. sec,
Mr. N. C. Solater,. 1, Earlston Road,
Wallesey. As usual, the route is directed
towards North Wales.

Taking Numbers.
The annoying pastime of number taking

by children unfortunately appears to be
on the increase, and likewise tlifi accidents
caused by youngsters who are too intent

on their observation of passing vehicles
to notice other traffijc. The impression
that a collection of two hundred motor
car numbers is entitled to a reward should
be removed from the minds of children,
the easiest way being for the headmasters
of all schools to announce this fact ; it

may save lives in the future.

Eeminiscences.

Receiving the other day a catalogue
from Veloce, Ltd., for review, we
noticed embossed on the envelop^ a
Kelecora engine. It may be recalled by
our older readers that this engine was
fitted to the Ormonde motor bicycle, one
of the very early makes which was on
the market from 1902 to 1904, and, in its

day, extremely popular.
The early model had the engine between

the saddle tube and the rear forks, with
the sparking plug projecting in a for-

ward direction. In those days pedal
assistance was frequently required, and
this little engine, which was 2| h.p.

(75x80 mm.), drew one of the first

sidecars seen on British roads, and which
was made by Components, Ltd. Natur-
ally much more pedal assistance was
needed when a sidecar was fitted, and as
the rider pedalled, unless ha were very
careful, he got violent shocks in the leg
from the sparking plug terminal.
The frame to which the ^Kelecom

engine was fitted was designed by Mr.
Percy J. Goodman (the designer of the
present-day Velocette and the older
2^ h.p. four-stroke Veloce), who was
then a boy. Many years ago Messrs.
Veloce, Ltd., purcjiased the goodwill of
the Ormonde Cycle Co., and that i.s why
(he Kelecom engine is still embossed on
their envelopes.

Special T^eatures.

POPULARITY OF THE' SIDECAR.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE SIX DAYS
TRIALS.

WEEK-END EVENTS.

A Dastardly Trick !
,

A delightful piece of evidence' was'

forthcoming in a recent case heard before

the Kingston bench; • The defendant was

a motor cyclist who -was called upon to

stop owing to his rear lamp being out.

Instead of so doing he callously " opened''

his exhaust valtt and rode away at an
increased pace." Reminisceiit of the old

discussions on "does a machine go faster

with exhaust valve partly raised?" -

£200 Reward Sor a Motor Cycle. X
One of the specimen Pullin Groom:...

motor cycles has been stolen in France.. '.

Only a few have been made, one of which -^,

was sent to America and another' to'

France. It was while the latter machin.e;,

was at the Gare du Nord that the ..theft

took place. Anyone giving information'
which may lead to the recovery of the

'

machine is asked to address communica-
tions to the A. A. and Motor Union, 39,
Rue de la Chasseur-d'Antin, Paris. -j

Dangerous Cross Roads near 'Worcester.

Very dangerous cross roads exist .at

the village of Ombersley just outside
^,

Worcester. There have been many acci- -.'

dents, of which a "number have been
fatal, and there has recently been several. -\

cases of prosecQtions for passing these...

cross roads bymotor at high speed. On"
Tuesday five motorists had inflicted upon
them, at Worcester, fines varving from
50s. to £5 for this offence.

A Scottish Club Team Trial.

.__ The Glasgow Western M.C.C., as trustee
of the " John Bull "' Challenge Cup, has
organised a club team trial, which will

"

take place on Saturday. Each team will
consist of two solo and two sidecar
machines, and a circular course of thirty
miles must be completed twice non-stop

,
at an avej'age epeed of 18 m.p.h. The
route is as follows : Amulree Hotel, Glen
Quaich, Kenmore, Aberfeldy, Amulree
Hotel. The start is at 1.30 'p.m.

Dutch Interest in the Six Days.
Tliat sporting Dutchman, M. Nic

Jannink, president of the Dutch M.C.C.,
in a chatty letter redolent of motor cycle
enthusiasm, says the Dutch boys followed ,^

with the keenest interest the' Six Days Iji

Trials. He says: "The trial demandbd '*

from the riders greater mastership of the
handle-bars and controls than did the

' Dutch Trial with its split minutes and
stopping watches, and I am sure ne,\t

year the Dutch team will make strange
eyes." If any of the Six Days hills are
included in the Anglo-Dutch" Trial next
year; the Dutchmen will certainly have
some fun.

if
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The rose bowl presented to Mrs. Knowles by

her fellow competitors in recognition of her

plucky performance in the recent Six Days Trial.

Two*stioke Consumption.
The petrol consumption of the winning

Major two-stroke cycle car in the Grand
Prix is said to have been twentVTnine
miles to the gallon over the course of 170

miles, a fina performance for a two-stroke

; engine of 10 h.p. under high-speed racing
conditions.

A Works Trial.

! On the 26th of this month the motor
cycle section of the Levis Athletic Club

j will hold a one day reliability trial for

i single geared belt drive Levis machines.

I l"he course will be in the Birmingham
!

district, and, while sporting will not be

;
impossible, it will be decidedly . interest-

]
ing to observe the liianner in which the

j

personal element affects the performances
oi a number of x'iders using identical

.-hines.

Amended Six Days Results.

The following amendments have been
issued by the A.C.U. with regard to the
results of the Six Days Trials. Our
readers will remember "that these pre-
liminary results were published in The
Motor Cycle, of Sept«mber 2nd :

G. L. White (5 Rover), stop on hill, 5; total
marks lost, S. W. L. Guy (3-)i Scott), -fS. W.
Westwood (4 Triumph), lost 8.

Olub Team Prize.—Worcester and District; 26
marks. No other club qualified.

N.E.A.A. Special Prize.—D. Robb, +5 marks:
W. C. Thomson, —4; S.. Turvey, —6. '

D.R. Special Prize.—C. P. Wood. J-5 mark=-
H. Taylor, —3; A. F. Guthrie and E. Williams,—5 (equal).

Private Owners' Prize.—E. W. Duke's team,
—15 marks; Ellis's team, —41,

The Grand Prix.

We had recently an interesting con-
versation with E. B. Ware after his

retiun from ,Le ilans. He had indeed
hard luck during the Grand Prix. He
started last, but in' the third lap he was
only two minutes behind the leader. Li
the fourth lap Ware led the' field, and
was doing over seveiity-five miles an hour
when misfiring -developed, and on stop-

ping he found that a lump of metal wa"3

blown clean out of one cylinder. He then
retui'ned to the Grand Stand; cut out the
defective cylinder, and covered ten laps

on the other one at an average of forty
' nules an hour and finished the race.

1921 London-Edinburgh.

The 1921 Loudon-Edinburgh run will

take place over a course still more difficult

than that traversed during this year's run.

The Motor Cycling Club is aware of the
necessity for restricting the entries for

these competitions, which are becoming
so enormous as to be practically unwieldy.
For next year's event the entry fee will

be £2 2s., and there will be but a short

interval between the issuing of the
announcement of the run and the dates
of closing the entries and for electing

3^3

new members who join the club specially
for this competition.

,

The Jlotol- Cycling Club regrets that it

is unable to make any arrangements as
regards hotel accommodation or feeding
en route, and it -n-ill be left entirely to

competitors to cater for themselves.

AT ST. ANDF^WS.

The youngest competitor in the Scottish

Speed Championships, held at St. Andrews

last Saturday, R. J. Mackie (2i h.p. Royal

Enfield). He put up a plucky ride.

The 1920 Eysink Motor Cycles.
Three Models manufactured by a Well-known Dutch Firm.

[OLLAND has a very large number
of motor cyclists in proportion to
its

,
population, and perhaps iu no

other land does one see so many
countries represented by the machines

used. British and American motor cycles
predominate ; there is also a fair

sprinkling of Belgian, French, and
German productions, and last, but not
least, are those manufactured in Holland.

Among the latter the Eysink is one

of the best known, and the three models
representing the house of D. H. Eysink,

of Amersfoort. more closely follow the

lines of British machines than those of

Holland's nearer neighbours.

.The smallest of the trio is a 3 h.p.

machine, having a single-cylinder engine
of 74 mm. and 85 mm. bore and stroke

respectively. The piston displacement is

365 c.e. The tyres fitted are 26x2iin.

All Single-cylinder Models.

Next in order of size is the 4 h.p.

model, which has a bore and stroke of

80 mm. and 85 ram. respectively, which
gives a capacity of 427 c.c, and 25x2>^in.

tyres are used. '

The largest model is nominally rated

as 5 h.p., and has a bore of 85 mm. and
a stroke of 95 mm., the capacity being
539 c.c.

All models have outside flywheels, and
are fitted with a two-speed countershaft
gear and a front fork of Eysink design.

Amac carburetters are among the

British accessories embodied.

CI I
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A SCRAMBLE ROUND YORKSHIRE.
Impressions of (he Scott Trial, by a Competitor. Entries, 132; Starters, 86; Finishers, 60. '

H. E. Ellis (B.SA.) between Hebden and Grassington The "road" at this point is narrow and rough.

4»
I
"HIS is not a race but a tragedy."

1 Such is the. description of the
event on the official programme.

"Fortunately, the description was applied

in the spirit of cheerful good fellowship
which pervades everything pertaining to

the Scott trial. The organisers are
frankly out to provide a day's sport, and
to prove what can be done by man and
motor cycle. One might say that the
test is admirable as an Overseas trial,

but, though equally villainous or worse
tracks undoubtedly e.\ist in other parts
of the world, it is certain that they are
not used by motor cyclists, e.xcept in

cases of very special need. These re-

marks do not, of course, apply to the
whole route, parts of which are rideable,
and parts even are e.xcellent main road,
but such sections as that near Grimwith
Reservoir and the moor tracks near the
cupola works (disused lead mines) must
be e.xperienced even to be imagined.
Shortly before ten o'clock competitors

gathered in Burnsall in a steady wetting
mist, and all the cheery optimism of
the organisei's was needed to save the
spirits of the competitors from becoming
unduly damped. The depth of the
watersplashes grew till one began to
think of lifebelts. The surface of Darn-
brook was .so slijjpery a.s to be un-
climbable. Park Rash and the Scar
raised our deepest fears, and it was
pointed out that only two riders had
got across the Nid with engines running
in the previons year.

Such is the atmosphere at the start

of most big trials, and everyone knows
that the Scott trial is" the stifiest of tne

lot.

A glance round the competing
machines revealed that Scotts and
Triumphs -were easily in the majority,
though P. and M.'s, Wilkins, and Kings-
burys each had three or four representa-
tives. Manufacturers, with the exception
of those from Yorkshire, were conspicu-
ously absent, for a trial of this descrip-
tion brings out the sporting rider rather
than the stock trade teams.

Stakes to denote the loute.

At 10 sharp away went Donald jNloore

on his Scott, followed at minute intervals

by the next men. Waddington's
Triumph was barely out of sight before
his belt fastener gave trouble and caused
a stop. Soon it was our turn to get away,
and in a few moments the start, from our
point of view, lost all interest, and only
the road ahead mattered. The good roads-
soon deteriorated, and a long rough
.descent had its climax, in Dob Park
splash. A pack bridge—on which spec-
tators crowded—spans the stream, and
the splash is entered and left by steep
paved banks. Added to this there are
boulders in the bed. A competitor was
firmly embedded in the stream when we
arrived, only to keep him company, but
Waddington came through .safely, though
his belt caused trouble on the subsequent
hill. Shortly after this some of the early

numbers went astray, as there were not
sufficient -wheel tracks to act as a guide,

and some of the arrows had been de-

stroyed during the night by wind and
rain. The route-marking as a whole was
excellent, and it was purely bad luck,

that the effects of the elements caused
a certain amount of trouble.

Grease was abundant and hoiTid, and
hills, well, onfe lost coimt of them, though
the descents were perhaps the most try=-

ing, and the moorland ruts and wet grass
caused many spills. Lashed by the strong'

wind there were white capped waves on
Grimwith reservoir, but this same wind
blew away the rain clouds and helped to.

dry the course. •

After skirting the end of the reservoir,
all signs of a track disappeared, and the
course was indicated by stakes driven'
into the ground at intervals. At first

the route was merely grass, but it became
rougher and boggier until it appeared
that neither man nor machine could stand
another jolt; added to this, a very slight

deviation from the staked course inevit-

ably fed to a bogged machine. . 'I'he

stretch culnjinated in two observed mud
splashes of such a depth that machines
dropped on to . their crank cases and
balanc-ed precariously on the edge until

shoved off into the slimy depths.
Next came more grass and stones and

a welcome descent to Burnsall for lunch
and an hour's rest. By this time the sun
was shining brightly, and competitors .

arrived hot and weary after niuch hard-'
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E. Sykes (Triumph) in D3b Park watersplash. Observe tlie boulders.

exercise amongst the rough. C. P.
Wood's time for the morning section was
spoken of with bated breath; but not a
few machines arrived with bent footrests,

burst silencers, and other riiinor defects.

Hebden Ghyll ! How is it to be de-

scribed? Picture to yourselves a river
Ijed partly filled up with stones, heather
roots, and an assortment of rubble—all

this on a steady upward grade with inter-

s'ening bits of the genuine river, water
md all. It was at such a .spot that a

inematograph operator chose to do his

worst, and he at least must have had
much amusement. At one place one
dimbed a slag heap sidewaj's 1 Further
on the track entirely disappeared, amidst
the ruins of some oW lead mines, and
stakes once more showed the way. Hills

followed. Grass hills, stony hills, long
Bills, steep hills, all sorts of hills, plus

many gates and much three-rut track.

Park Rash was almost a relief. The hill

was in good condition, and one wondered
how it ever came to be a bonus hill in

the A.C.U. Six Daj's Trials.

Darnbrook and Deadmaa's Hills.

Darnbrook belied the prognostications

of the pessimistic, and proved an easy
climb, and the crossing of th€ Nid was
nothing like so ten-ifying as its approach
down Deadman's Hill. For sheer dis-

comfort this was perhaps the worst bit of

the course, a really steep descent and
crossed by innumerable gulleys, so deep
that if taken slowly the wheels " chocked "

aiid stopped the machine.
After the Xid comes the Scar, a hill of

terrifying aspect and rough, rutty surface.
It includes one hairpin which is th«
genuine article, and brings one back on
one's tracks on a stiff gradient. This
hairpin, by the by, is invisible until the
last moment, being hidden by a bank.
Th«re followed a stretch of good, but

twisty road, over which we bad been
warned that the police were active; then

a selection of grease, a watersplash, and
Middletonsue, the last observed hill.

Grease aita ruts, followed by loose stones,
formed the surface of this final test, and
we can \-ouch for the fact that one com-
petitor at least tested the solidity of the
stone wall on the left -oi the road and
found it firm.

A grand road to the finish and a strong
head wind completed the most strenuous
trial ever held, and a joUy party sat down

3^5

to tea and discussion of the day's events.

As- reports from the observed spots

came in, the energetic officials worked
out results, and to relieve the tedium of

the wait, C. P. Wood, W. L. Guy, and
one or two others, afforded much amuse-
ment to the crowds by crossing and re-

crossing _ the Wharfe below Burnsall

Bridge. So quiekly were results worked
^out tliat the main awards, were an-

nounced at Burnsall before the party

broke up, and Maj. W'atling made a

popular speecli alluding to the excellent

organisation and the sporting, spirit of

the competitors, also to the fact that

over £35 had been cleared for St. Dun-
stan's Hostel by the sale of programmes.
This sum was considerably augmented
later on by the sale of other items (in-

cluding a policeman).

In the evening the Scott Co. enter-

tamed many of the riders at a dinner

and sing-song at the Middleton Hotel,

Ilkley : a few speeches, a few stories,

and a few songs. So ended a happy,
sporting, and well-organised event.

AWARDS.
SCOTT TROPHY (FOR BEST iUIATEUR

TEAM).
Sheffield and Hallamshire : F. C. Waites (4

Trmmph), E. H. Wheatley (4 Triumph), and J.

O Vessey (4 Triumph).

^rYERS TROPHY (FOR BEST TRADE TEAM).
Scott Team No. 1: C. P. Woud (r^i Scott), W.

L. Guy (3>4 Scott), a«d H. Langman (3?i Scott).
BEST TEAM TRADE AND AMATEUR MIXED.
Harrogate: A. Hill (4 Triumph), %V. E. arange

(4 Triumph), and G. Hill (S-;* Scott).

VINTER CUP (BEST AMATEUR PER-
FORMANCE).

W, Moore (3«i Scott)."

SCOTT STAFF CUP (BEST TRADE PER-
FORMANCE).

C. P. Wood (3% Scott).

MELANO CUP (BEST PERFORM.^NCE UNDER
350 c.c).

G.W. Wilkin (2=4 A'ilWn).

CONSOLATION PRIZE.
C. J. Nicholls (4 Triumph).

B. Hill (Scott) passing through the roads of the ruined lead works, which constituted part

of the route.

fl^
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A Scramble Round Yorkshire.

—

Finishers, showing total Marks gained.

SCOTT.
C. P Wood, 243 marks gained; H.' Langmar.

235; W. Moore, 229"; W. L, Guy, 222; G. Hill,

:i8: A. Holdrovd, 210: G. Clapliam, 206: R. W.
Stanfleld, 199; E Wasling, 192; A. E. Budd, 188;
J, S. Dnxbury, 187; G. A. Reed, 185; V. Moore.
182; T. P. Gahvav, 181; VV. Smith, 170; T.
Twentyman. 16^; B. Rigg, 166; A., Mercer, 164:
G. A. Nunneley, 151; Capt. Oliver, 148; A. C.
Verity, 137- F. B. Roper, 132; S. Ashby, 131.

TRIUMPH.
H. Pattison. 223 marks gained; W. E. Grange,

221; D. Hoggarth, 206; H. S. Moorhouse, 203; V,

.

Backhouse, 201: A. Hill, 201; F, C. Wales. 195;
W. T. Brand. 136; E. H. Wheatley, 181; M.
Sykes, 175; E. Jones, 163; H. D. Teage, 166;
C. R. Waddington, 152; G. Grundy, 159; T. O.
Veasey. 158: B. S. Dewhirst, 157: C, M. Green.
148; E. C. Ecrovd, 146; A. E. Naylor, 141; T.
Baxter, 135; C. B. Sangster, 135.

P. AXD M.
G. Townend, 182 marks gained; T. G. BuUu's.

167; W Drake, 156; H. Dawson, 130.

[Q'm&m
DOUGLAS. .

S. R. Wright, 145 marks gained.

WILKIN.
G. W. Wilkin, 160 marks gained; T. C. Coney,

157: F E. Palmer, 135.

A.B.C.
L. A. Eunton, 150 marks gained.

ARIEL.
A. C- Thornton, 171 marks gained.

B.S.A.
H. E. Ellis, 224 marks gained; S. A. Fernlev,

167.
NORTON:

T. A. Whalley, 163 marks gained.

BLACK.BURNE.
S. Kirkham, 104 marks gained.

SUNBEAM.
—

. Moffett. 156 marks gained.

Competitors were supposed to average
20 m.p.h. over the course, and, marvel-
lous to relate, five men accomplished this

\ i|
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feat. Fifty marks are awarded for tHis^l
speed, and one mark deducted for eaeb
minute in excess of schedule time.'

Needless to say, in many cases the whole I

fifty marks disappeared.

A paucity of protests and grumbles is I
a welcome feature of such sporting evenfes f
as the Scott trial. To " iinish " is tte
one idea of most competitors, and, ,«
this is achieved, the resulting glow:;.of

I

satisfaction is sufficient to remove all
|

idea of complaint.

G. W. Wilkins's win in the 350 class
is a fitting prelude for his " round the
coast " ride, which is fi.xed for Septeni-J
ber 8th. Any 350 c.c. machine which]
can finish in the Scott trial deserves mnchl
praii=e

A.CU. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Speeds AccoijipHshed in (he Half-hour Test at Brooklands.

IN our last issue the provisional resuUs
of the 1920 Six Days Trials formed
an appendix to the complete report.

The medal winners haA^e now been con-

firmed by the A.CU.
The Motor Cych table showed the

weights of the machines, marks gained or

lost on hills and in the silence, speed,'

and brake tests, also marks deducted
under the heading of " condition " at

the finish of the trial. It will be recalled

that"" 133 competitors started, and that
eighty-eight gold^ five silver, and a

iDronze medal were awarded. Below will

be -found the speeds attained by the in-

dividual riders during the half-hour
speed trials which took place on Brook-,
lands on the last day. It should be
borne in mind that these speeds were
attained after 918^ miles of most diffi-

cult going in Yorkshire and N'orth-
umbria. '

CLASS A.—MINIMUM SPEF.D ^=5 m.p.h.

A speed of not k-ss than 25 m.p.h. had to be maid-
taincd by the 273 c.c. machines for half an hour.
This was easily done by all except one ; indeed, the
speed of the miniature machine^ was exceptionaliv
high. The Velocettes did extraordinarilv well, E.
Goodman exceeding 40 m.p.h., while G. Kiihn [2^
Levis) averaged 36.,=) m.p.h.

Speed,
Rider and Machine. m.p.h. Marks Lost-.

R. H. Baxter (2^ Radco) 30.68 ' —
S. Tones (2^ Velocette) 32.=>2 —
H."L. Hanks (2^ Royal Enfiekl) . 29. 72 —
G. Denley {i\ Velocette) 3- -31
W. L. Handlcv {2.', O.K. -Junior) . 26.29 -
G. Kuhn {z\ tevis) 36. s6

J. F. Lidstone (2} James) 21.60 20
'

{i=> min., only
2 laps)

E. Goodman (2} \ elocette) 40.63 —
E. Porter (2^ Levis) 30
H. P. Knowles (2] Kobart) 31.91 —

CLASS B.—MINIMUM SPEED 30 .m.p.h.

Hei'e again only one machine failed to average the
required speed, but none were noticeably faster than
the preceding " baby " class. J. W. Wills' (2] ^"erus)
performance is noticeable, howc\er, and spealis well
for the tune maintained by his outside flj'wbcel Black-
burne engine.

Speed,
Rider and Machine. m.p.h. Marks I,o?t.

B. Kershaw {25 Verus) 36. 12 —
F. J. Price (25 Diamond) 40. b^^i

—
R. B. Clark (23 Coulson)' 36, 31 —
j. Wills (2? Vorus) 40.97 —
L. A. Bees {3J Bcardniore-Pre-

cision) ...' 27.54 8
L. Tonks (2^ Nfw Imperial) .... lJ,-5')

—
A. G. Codes (3I lieardniort'-Pre-

cision) 3G. 23 —
H. Greaves (3.'. JJeardniure-Prc-

cision) ....;....;.,.. 3'i .f'fj —

C14

CLASS C. -MINIMUM SPEED y:, m.p.h.

The 500 c.c. machines were required to do 35 m.p.h.,
which speed the majority exceeded with a fairly large
max'giti. Collect i\*ely, the Sunbeams made the best
showing in this class, two of their number exceeding

4 + .5 ra.pJi.

-Speed,

Rider and Machine. m.p.h. Marks Lost.
F. A. Applebee {3 A.B.C.) 43 1 4 '

—

N. Rycroft {4 Triumph) 42.91 —
G. Dance (3.^ Sunbeam) 44. 79 —
F. Townshend {3' Sunbeam) , . . 40. 16 —
A. S. Guthrie (3,1- Sunbeam) .... 42.21 —
F. J. Fieldhouse"(3-^. N.U.T.) .... 41 .46 —
R. C. Winn (3 A.B.C.) .

.^ 41.14 ,
—

E. A. Edwards (3.^ N.U.T.) .... 39.70 —
W. C. Thomson (3,^ N.U.T.) 44 .31 —
T. C. de la Hav (3.'. Sunbeam) . . 44.51 —
D. Robb (31 N.U.T.) j^z.lq —
G. Featherstonhaugh (3.I Ro\er) 26.11 14
H. F. Edwards (3^ B.S.A.) 37.57 —
G. A. Strange (3.^ James) 40-13 —
W. G. Harrison [3! Sunbeam) .. 33.05 20

(19 min. only)
H. M. Batten-f3i P. & M.) ..... 39.70 —
F. A. Longman ("3.V Arieli . -. . . . 40:70 —
G. M. Townsend (3.I P. & M.) . . 3S.S8 —
J. J. A. Dias (3I-P. .t M.) 39.76 —
Capt. D. Barton {^l Dunelt^ . . . S-^.og —

CL.\SS D.—MINIMUM SPEED 38 m.p.h.

Thf? average speed demanded of the 750 c.c. solo

class was quite high enough for comfort, since it is

{pace the local speed merchants :) somewhere in the
neighbourhood of maximum with the average touring
machine. Actually 44 m.p.h! would not ha^'e been
too high, for the best speed in the class was attained
by G. Hill (3J Scott), who did 47.73 m.p.h., and this

was almost equalled by H. Pattison (4. Triumph), who
accomplished 47.27 m.p.h.

Speed,
Rider and Machine. rn.p.h. Marks Lost.

G. L. White (5 Rover) 44- -3 ,—
D. H. Davidson (4 Harley-Da\:d-

son) 45-68

—

Capt. C. P. Wood (3.? Scott) 46.50 —
W. Brandish (5 Rover) 43-14 —
J. A. O. Sullivan (1 Harley-

Davidson) . 41.3- —
B. Alan Hill (3; Scott) 46-67 —
E. S. Astley (5 Rover) 44-07 ~
D. H. Noble (5 Rover) 4'J-99 —
G. Griuton (4 Harley-Davidson) . 41. f2

—
G. J. Sheman^ (4 Triumph) .... 43 . iS —
W H. Owen {5 Rover) 45. H5 —
L. T. Gilson (5 Zenith) 42 . 2 t —
A. Colcombe (4 Indian "Scout) .. 43.10 —
W. Edwards (4i B.S.A.) ..- 43.?:: —
H. Langiifian (3',' Scott) 45-72 —

•

C. Moser (4 Triumph) 42 . 13 —
E. Cross. M.B.E. (4 Triumph) . . 43.02 —
D. A. Atkin '5 Rover) 46. 19 —
W. L. Guy (3V €cott) 43 . 60 —
R. W. Duke {\ Triumph) 43.25 —
H. Pattison (4 Triumph) 47.37 ^
L. L. Sealey-fi,f B.S.A.) 40 -63 —
W. Wcstwood [.\ Triumph) 42 . 76 —
F.Turvev, Junr. (4I B.S.A.) ... 4 + . 6? —

. H. Tayloi- {3? Scott) 43-56 —
G. Hill (33 Scott) 47.73 —
H. (ifcen {4 Triumph) 43-01 —

- V G. Kdnu»U(l (1 Triumph) 4.S.2f —

Speed
Rider and Machine. ni.p.h. !\Iarks Lost

j

L. Crisp (4i Humber) 44-59 —
H. S. O. Evans (4.] Humber) . . . 46.15 —
E. R. Johnion (4^ Humber) .... 39.51 —
L. Newey {4^ Ariel) 36.75 7

J. L. Scott (4.1- Ariel)- 40.03 — •

W. Chambers'(4-i B.S.A.) ti-8.5. — "

CLASS E.—MINIMUM SPEED 40 m.p.h.

Neither of the 1,000 c.c. solo machines qualified.

Speed, '_

Rider and Machine. . m.p.h. Marks LoatL|
V. Ga\-ford (.6 Zenith) 40. 77 20 ^f

(2 laps onlyS-l

8 min.)
Kaye Don (6 Zenith) 32.56 '13

CLASS G.—MINIMUM SPE-ED 24 m.p.h. (SIDECAR).

Only one sidecar machine below 500 c.c. capacity I

competed, and it qualified for full marks in the speed!
test wiih the greatest ease ; a splendid result for t-he.|

smallest engined sidecar outfit in the trials. >

P. Pehrson (4} Dunelt) 3^-43 —
CLASS H.—MINIMUM SPEED 28 m-.p.h. (SIDECARr_

All the 750 c.c. sidecars seemed capable of exceedi)^!
the demands made upon them ; their speeds were vert'l

uniform, ranging from 32 to 35 m.p.h.
Speed,

Rider and Machine. m.p.h. Marks Lost^i
C>Til Williams (6 A.J.S.) 32.24 —
J. Cooper, Junr. {6 A.l.S.) 33-62 —
H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S.) 34. 6g —
S. Wright (4^ Humber) 35-40 —

'

A. L. Craiich (5 Rover) 3^ -15 --

E. Williams {6 A.J.S.) . .

.'
34 - 79 —

A. Wade (6 A.J.S.) 32.44 —
G. E. Stobart (7 James) 35 -29 —

CL.\SS K—MINIMUM SPEED 32 m.p.h.

(SIDECARS AND THREE-WHEELERS).
Some of the big twins did not exceed their requireBI

margin \ery' widely ; this, of course, being intentional

in all -probability. G. Packman's Matchless" sidecajj

and D. Alexander's Enfield both deserve menttoal
for being able to do ten miles more than the stipuJatecl!i

32 m.p.h. \ii|

Speed,
Rider and Machine. m.p.h. Marks Lost.^

G. Packman (8 Matchless) 42.46 —
G. Knott (7 Matchless) 35-9i —
F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless) 34.89 —
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless) .... 37.66 —
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial) 35-/6 —
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 41 .07 — '

T. J. Ross {7 Matchless) 37-90 —
W. E. Smith (8 Enfield) 38.56 —
H. Jepson (8 Zenith) — 20

(Did not coDL
pletc one la^

D. Alexander (8 Enfield) 42 . 28 —
VV. A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackburne) 35.40 — ^1
R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith) 35.24 ~ "

CL.\SS L.—MINIMUM SPEED 33 m.p.h.

The two 10 h.p. Morgans' both exceeded the spee.'f|

i-equii'ed. '

,

Speed,, _
Rider and Machine, m.p.h, Marks Lo3t

S. Hall (10 Morgan) 36.95 —
F. James (10 Morgan) 42 .6-1 —

II
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THE 1920 OLYMPIA SHOW.
A Preliminary List of Exhibitors. The Trend of Design for Next Year's Market.

IT does not seem long sincfe we were last

in the throes of " The Show," and yet

in a little time we shall again be in

the midst of its hectic days.

Glancing over the preliminary list of

exhibitors, we may indulge in a little

forecasting of the general lines on which

we may expect the design of the machines

displayed to run. Reviewing the names
of those firms wholly, or almost wholly,

-devoted to the production of motor cycles

or motor cycle power units, we find that,

out of a total of seventy-six, forty-two

concentrate on the four-stroke types, while

the two-etroke, despite its increasing

success, is the single string of only twenty-

two firms. In, addition to these firms

there are twelve manufacturers who are

catholic in their selection of power units,

and fit both two and four-stroke engines

to their products. These figures are

based, of course, on existing programmes.
but (as is usually the case) there may be
one, or two designers with a carefully

guarded change of policy.

When we come to the other forms of

-vehicles asisociated with the motor cycle

field—the scooters, three-wheelers, and
motorised bicycles—we find that the four-
stroke engine again predominates. There

'

are three makers of scooters ; two favour
the two-stroke engine and one the four-
stroke. In the three-wheeler class there
is one supporter of the two-stroke amongst
six firms showing the runabout type of
vehicle. Only two exhibitors are eoncen-
trating on motorised bicycles ; and while
one favours the four-stroke, the other evi-

dently considers that for this simple type
the valveless engine is to be preferred.

Detail Improvements.

So far as new developments are con-
cerned, it is rather early to speak without
" letting the cat out of the bag." but we
may expect that although there will be
few changes in engine design since the
1919 exhibition, there will be a general
refinement of details. Chain drives may
be seen in hitherto steadfast strongholds
of the belt. Several manufacturers of

light-weights will " cut in " to the light

dual-pui'pose market. Detachable wheels,
round-base rims, and efficient mudguarding

will be seen in quarters where these fit-

ments are long overdue ; while last, but
by no means least, the front rim brake
will be almost universally discarded in

favour of more satisfactory designs.

A Welcome New Comer.

Last Show introduced several new-
comers to the industry, but this year there
is only one name which is uncommon to the
general mass of the motor cycling public

;

this is the Scott Autocar Co., Ltd., the
presiding genius of which is Alfred A.
Scott, and this exhibit will be visited with
the - greatest interest and curiosity by
those who have heard of the brilliant

designer's work on the Scott Sociable
during the past five years.
Athough 1919-20 has been a period of

trouble and unrest, the trend of develop-
ment is now proceeding along more settled
lines. Wild schemes have been dropped,
pre-war influences and patterns have
almost disappeared, and the few remain-
ing "scooters" have all adopted seats I

1920 istII really give us the Ursi post-war
Olympia Show !

The Principal Makes of Goittplete RJachines and Sidecars (with Stand Numbers) at Olympia,
November 29th to December 4th, 1920.

stand
33. A.B.C.

142. A.B.C. Scooter.

144. .\bmgdon.
119. A.J.S.
147: Alecto.
62. AUon.
97 .A-riel.

22. Armis.
21. AutogUder.
59. Bat.
72. Biackburne.
50. Bradbury.
64. Brough.
67. British Excelsior.

6?, B.S.A.
112. Calthorpe.
143. Canoeist Sidecars.

42. Castle Three.
36. Cedos.
90. Chater-Lea.

141. Clvno.
E5. Connaught.
85. Coventry Acme.
94. Coventry Premier
93. Diamond.

Stan i
28. Dot.

126. Douglas.
138. Dunelt.
]03. Duniiiils Sidecars.
145. Edmund.
45, ElsKick.

118. Enfield.
139. F.N.
34. Francis Barrett.
50. Grindlay Sidecars.
29. Harley-Davidson.
96. Hazlewobd.
30. Henderson Sidecar
102 Hobart.
51. Hoskison.
86. Humber.

100. Indian.
124. Ivy.
160. Ixion.
88. James.

111. J.E.S.
43. Kingsbury.

128. Kynoch.
58. Lea-Francis.

121. Levis.

Stan d _ Stand
70. L.M.C. 137. Royal Leicester Sidecars,

163. Martinsyde. •13. Rudge.
24 Massev Arran. 23. Sandum Sidecars.
68. Matchlejis. 19. Scott Sociable.
57. Wetro-Tvler. 35. Sidecar Body Co.
63. llills-Fu'lford Sidecars. 18. Simple-y Attachment.
46. Montgomery Sidecars. 148. Scott.
93. Morgan. 122. Sparkbrook.
75. New Hudson. 65. Sun.
91. Ne-.v Imperial, 129. Sunbeam.

130. New Scale. 73. Swift.
44. Norton.' 40. Sykes and Sugden

140. N.U.T. wJieeler.
101. O.K. 31. T.B. Three-wheeler.
27. Omega. 114. Triumpli.
74. P. and M. 123. Velocette.
56. Paragon. 161. Verus.

115. Pret:ision. 127. Victoria.
41. Quadrant. 37. Watson, S. J.
61. Eadco. 146. Wilkin.
99. Jlaleigh. 76. Wolf.
38. Regent. 162. Wooler.
84. Rex. a2. Watsonian Sidecars.
89. Rover. 71. Williamson.

125. Royal Ruby. 87. Zenith.

SPEED TRIALS ON THE SANDS AT ST. ANDREWS.

tdMJM^.' 9 .f--^
s!

The start of the heavy weight class in the Scottish speed championships last Saturday.
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Four Records Established in the Rain.
Success of Ihe 2| h.p. Coulson-B. with Sidecar on Brooklands.

AVERY creditable performance was
made by Capt. Maurice C. Breese
at Brooklands track on Thursday

last, September 2nd, when', riding a

2| h.p, Blackburne-engined C'oulson-B.

and sidecar, he established four
, new

records in Class F for motor cycles and
sidecars not e.xceeding 350 c.c. In view
of the fact that during the three hours
ride the rain fell incessantly, and that
this attempt was the first appearance of
the Coulson machine on the track, the
average speed of 38.25 m.p.h. for that
time must be considered to be exception-
ally good.

A Standard Engine.

The engine was a standard production,
as also were the frame and components,
while the only deviation fi'om usual prac-
tice was the special single-geared trans-
mission. A countershaft was slung
between an extension of the front en-
gine plates, and accommodated the chain
sprocket and belt pxilley, both of which
were mounted on the near side. The
gear reduction was 6 to 1, and the long
belt, necessitated by the disposition of
the pulley, did .not, in the rain, show
any appreciable signs of slipping. Start-

ing at 12.15 p.m., Capt. Breese first

established the 50 and 100 miles records.

The former distance was completed 'in

Ih. 14m. 30s. at an average speed of

40.26 m.p.h., whilst the latter distance

i»»"My«^.4i*%;

Capt. Maurice Breese on a 2} h.p. Coulson-B. (sc.)

He succeeded in breaking the fifty miles, 100 miles,

two hours, and three hours records in Class F.

was covered at a speed of 39.69 m.p.h".

in 2h. 31m. lOfs.

The two hours run was covered at a

speed of '39.53 m.p.h., and constituted,

a distance of 79 miles 122 yards, whilst

in three hours a distance of 144 miles

1,344 yards was completed at an average
speed of 38.25 m.p.h.

Two stops were made for fuel and one
for a broken chain. The fastest lap

speed was 42.35 m.p.h. Amongst the

equipment used were the following :

Canoelet sidecar, Flexi carburetter,

Wood-Milne tyres, John Bull belt,

Wakefield Castrol oil. Shell spirit, Cooke
plugs, and E.I.C. magneto.

HILL-CLIMBING AT STILE KOP.
A Record- Crowd and Fine Performance at ttie Birmingham M.C.C. Hlli-climb.

STILE COP, near Rugeley, on the

borders of Cannock Chase, was the

scene of the -Birmingham Club's

twelfth annual hill-climb on Saturday
last. The event attracted no fewer than

107 entries, notwithstanding the fact that

it was open to club members only. JNlany

of the best known riders in the sporting

motor cycle world were competing, so

there is little wonder that the crowd
\^iich lined the hill was a Jecord one of

from 1,500 to 2,000 persons.

Doubtless, having in mind, last year's

climb, the officials very wisely had .the

finishing tape 200 or 3C0 yards from the
actual crest of the hill, in order to allow

, competitors plenty of time to pull up
before reaching the bend and descending
the other side.

A Three-cornered Struggle.

As the events were run off, it was
realised it was a Sunbeam, A.J.S., and
Norton afternoon, the various riders of

these makes of "machines trying their
hardest to beat one another. So closely
were they matched, that in class 6 G. S.

Bostoji on a 2J A.J.S., and G. Dance on
a 3^ Sunbeam, both tlimbed the hill in

39^s. , being beaten by Graham Walker
on a 3i Norton by thi'ee-fifbhs of a
second only. The event for the four
fastest machines of the day would have
been very e-xciting, as it was proposed
U> run the machines up' the lull in pairs,
in two heats. The police, howevei', un-
foitunately tabooed the' idea, an^3 the

L'20

event had to be run off against the watch.

G. S. Boston 2| A.J.S., G. Dance 3i
Sunbeam, H. W. Hassall 3i Norton, and
Ct.W. Walker 3-J, Norton, were the four

eligible to compete. Boston won the

event in 40s., with Dance second in 40'5-s.,

Hassall third in 40|s., and Walker fourth
in 42|s. Close times, but curiously

enough all slower than the previous best

made by each rider.

Fifths of Seconds.

The distinction between Boston and
Dance was very fine, amounting to fifths

of a second in each class, but Boston just

managed to get the lead, and his bag for

the afternoon amounted to four .firsts

and • three seconds, whilst Walker took

three firsts and one second. Dance took

one first and four seconds.

The climb was over just after 5.30, and
the officials of the Birmingham M.C.C,
particularly IMr. W. H. Egginton, the

hon. sec, are to be congratiilated, as

indeed they were on the hill, for the
splendid organisation which enabled such
a big entry to be run off so promptly,
The detailed results are as follow :

Class 1 (for scooters).— 1. J. E. Chamberlain
(2% Autoglider), -esjs.; 2. C. B. Townsend (Z'/j

Antoglider), 89|s.
Class 2 (lor solo machines up to 250 c.c).—On

time: 1, R. E. Pueh {2-'/, Levis). 555s.: 2, F. J.
Price (2i/i Diamond), 59is.; 3. E. Smith (2'/l
Cedos), 64^,8. On formula : 1 and 2, same as on
time: 3', H. R. J.ane {2% Levis).
Class 3 (solos up to 300 c.c.).—On time : 1, R. E.

Pugh (2% Levis), 60?s.; 2, P. ,T. Price (2Vi
Diamond), 61?s.; 3, A. Haden (2V' New Comet),
66(6. On formula: 1, R. B. Pugh; g, J. F. Lid-
stone (2>/i Jamcn); 3, A. Haden (2V2 New Comet).

Class 4 (lor solos up to 350 c.c).—On time :

1, G. Dance {2'->A Sunbeam), 414s.; 2, G. S. Boston
(25,4 A.J.S.), 44s.: 3, R. E. Pngh (21,4 Levis), 53s.
Class 5 (for solos up to 499 c.c).—On time and

on formula: 1, G. -W. Walker {i'/i Norton), 39s.
On time: 2. 0. Dance (3V. Sunbeam), 395s.: 3,
H. W. Hassall (Sy.. Norton), 41s. On formula:
2. H. W. Hassall; ""3, H. Petty (3.1/2 Norton).
Class 6 (for solos up to 600 c.c.).—On time : 1,

G. Vf. 'Walker (3'/, Norton), 38is.; 2, G. S. Boston
(2% A..J.S.) and G. Danc^ iSV-i Sunbeam), Ixith

394s.; 3, H. W. Hassall (31/2 Norton). 39Js. On
formula : 1, G. J. Baragwanatli (4 Triumph) ; 2,

R. A. Fawsett (4I/S B.S.A.).
Class 7 .(for solos up to 750 c.c).—Time awards

only: 1, G. 'W. Walker (3"/. Norton), 38|s.; 2,

G. S. Boston (2ii A.J.S;). 39s.; 3, H, W.~ Hassall
(31/2 Norton), 39|s.

Class 8 (for solo machines, unlimited c.c.).—On
time: 1, G. S. Boston (2% A.J.S.), 38s.; 2, G.
W. Walker [SVi Norton), 39Ss.; 3, G. Dance (3V2
Sunbeam), 39^s. On formula: 1, L. Dartoii
Cuxon (5-6 Zenith); 2, G. J. Baragwanath (8
Zenith); 3, R. Bond (8 .Zenith). Formula awards
open only to machines over 750 c.c. in this class.

Class 9 (for the four fastest solo machines cf
the day). It was intended to run this class on
the knock-out principle, but the police would not
allow this; therefore iimcs only were taken.^-1,
G. S. Boston, 40s.; 2, G. Dance, 401s.; 3, H. W.
Hassall, 40is.; 4, G. W. Walker (3V4 Norton),
42^. It is interesting to note that ~ each com-
.petitor made better time in, previous classes.

Class 10 (for sidecar machines up to 499 cc).
—On time: 1, G. S. Boston (2-)i A.J.S.). 47£s.;
2, G. Dance, 475s.; 3, L. Paynter (31/2 i^orton),
57s. Graham Walker broke a chain.' On formula

:

1, G. S. Boston; 2, G. Dance.
Class 11 (for sidecar machines, unlimited

capacity).—!, G. S. Boston (2% A.J.S. ), 46i!s.;

2, G. Dance (3'A Sunbeam), 47|s.; 3, G. W. Walker
(3V. Norton), 48ss. On formula: 1, G. E. Stobart
]5-6 James); 2, F. W. Giles (e,A.J.S.); 3, R.
Bond (8 Zenith).

Durmg the event over 200 tickets were,

sold for the gymkhana which is to be
held at the " George-in-the-Tree," Berks-
well, on Saturday, September 18th, all

proceeds from which will be given to the

Daily Mail Christmas Tree Fund.

i
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Helensburgh M.C.C.

The results of the last speed-judging
contest are as follow :

D. E. Tullis (3 A.B.Cl, error 155.; W. ColTin
[23j Diamond-Jap], enor 25s.; G, llatcobn (4
Triumph), error 31s.

Keighley M.C.

The first trial organised by this new-
North Country club was held during
the last week-end in August, twenty
competitors starting on a stiff course

, through Pateley Bridge and Grassington.
Gi'eenhow Hill was climbed twice, and
thirteen riders finished. Full marks
were obtained bv the following : J.-

Stansfield (2| Douglas), H. E. Philpotts
(8 Morgan), G. Shore (3^ P, and M.),
E, Emmott (5 Eudge). an4 W. Scott

'<3i Scott .sc).

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

A" members' team trial (teams con-
sisting of three riders selected by lot)

was held recently over a thirty-three
and a half mile non-stop circuit, which
had to be covered twice. The winners
proved to be :

A. D. S. Bnrr (2'; B. and S.l. 32 milps.
G. H. Lennie 12% Douglas), 67 miles.
J. Johnston (6 A.J.S. sp.f, 67 miles.

The second ^eam, consisting, of M.
.Eraser (8 EnHeld sc), i. C, Hilger {3i-

Ariel], and G. Munro (6 A.J.S. sc.X
covered 152 miles non-stop against the
156 completed by the winners..

Macclesfield and District M.C.

The last hill-climb organised by the
^bove club was .held on Axe Edge, near
Buxton, over a measured course of 1,584
yards (nine-tenths of a mile, standing
start), with results as follow :

Cuss 1. Members (350 c.c. solo).— 1, S. IIol-

;
land |25i A.J.S.). Im. 4O3.; 2, A. Bayley (2i.J

-tevis), Im. 49|s.; 3, C. J. Hudson (3Vo New
Scale), Im. 55|s.
PClass 2. Members (600 c.c. sotcf).— 1, W. Hud-
Bpn (3 A.B.C.), Im. 12|s.; 2, J. L. Cruickshank
^^1. Norton), Im. 15}s.; 3, G. W. Lowe (3V-.
Sorton), Im. Ibis.

„ Cuss 3. Members (1,000 c.c. solo).— 1, J. L.
. C^jiickshank (3^^ Norton), Im. lOis.; 2, F. Bolton
(7-9 Indian), Im. llSs.; 3, W. Hudson (3 A.B.C.),
Im. 12Ss.
Class 4. Members (600 c.c. sidecars).—1, W.

M. C. Preston (3i,L' Sunbeam), Im. 58Bs.; 2, J.
Dale (4',i B.S.A.), im. 58|s.; 3, J. Hopwood (4^4
B.S.A.), 2m., 15ss.
Class 5. TNIembers (1,000 c.c. sidecars).—!, T.

.

H. Davenport (4 Norton sc), Im. 49s.; 2, W.
Cumberlidge (6 B.S.A. sc), Im. 53Js.; 3. J. Dale
(4lj B.S.A. sc), Im. 584s.

Class 6. Open (600 c.c. solo).— 1, T. Simister
(31,4 Norton), Im. 6?5.; 2, J. L. Cruickshank (.3>A

Norton), Im. lOis.; 3, S. A. Crabtree (2% A.J.S.),
Im. 10|s.
Cl-VSS 7. Open (1,000 c.c. solo).— 1, T. Simister

(S'i Norton), Im. 6Ss.; 2, G. Cowley (31/. Norton),
-Im. 7is.', 3, :?. Bolton (7-9 Indian), Im. 8i6.
- Class- 8. Open (unlimited sidecars).-1, T.
Simister (3V3 Norton sc), Im. 22is.; 2, G. Cowley
(3V2 Norton sc), Im. 234s.; 3, V. Robinson (3
New Imperial sc), Im. 53|s. ,.

Sl^teeial prize for the- fastest time of tne day pre-
se»ted by T. Simister was won by T. Simister (3'A
Norton), who has resigned in favour of the fastest
private owner, F. Bolton (7-9 Indian).
Special prize for the best performance of a

'two-stroke not exceeding 275 c.c. presented by
Mr. F. Bavle.y. was won bv A. Bavley (2V' Levis).

future Cvents.
Sept. 9.—Eastern TaUev 'M.C.C. 'Non-stop Trial.
Sept. 9.—Bed-lord and District M.C. arid L.C.C.

Club Mun.
Sept. 10.—Essex M.C. Twenty-four Hour Bcli-

ability Trial.
Sept. 10-11.—S. Wilts. M.C. ana L.C.C. Hvn to

Cliiton.
Sept. ll.—Plimouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Hill-climb at Hvccaby Tor.
Sept. 11.—Public Schools M.C.C. 'Route Competi-

tion.

Sept. ll.-^Edinburoh and District M.C. Car. Hill-
climb.

Sept. lI.\Dnblin and District M.C.C, PapercJiase.
Sept. 11.—yorth London M.C.C. Supper liun to

Essendun.
Sept. 11.—Luton and Bed.-;. .4.C. Jiill-climb.
Sept. 11.—Leeds and District M.C. Speed Triat
Sept. It.—Sheffield and liallamshirc M.C.C. Sprcd

Trial.
Sept. 11.—Bum and District M.C. Dun to Chester.
Sciit. n-li.—licwsburu and District M.C.C. Week-

end Hun.
Sept. li.— Wcst Birminoham M.C.C. Hun to Mai-

rem.
Sept. li.-llklen M.C. and L.C.C. Social Pun.
Sept. li.—Birmingham M.C.C. Captain's Day.
Sept. li.^Wcstmorliind M.C.C. Sijciol Run.
Sept. li.—Eieter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Teign

mouth.
Sept. li.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Paper-

chase.
Sept. li.—Stall/bridge and District M.C. Social.
Sept. 12.—Reailing and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Bognor.
Sept. 12.—Northern M.C. Gymkhana, Rothbury.
Sept. li.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Picnic.
Sept. U.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Run to

Falling Cross.
Sept. 12.—N.M.C.F.CJ. (Portsmovth). Rwn to

Cocking Causeway.
Sept. 12.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Run

to Luttenrorth...
Sept. li.-^N. Wilts. ?1.C. and L.C.C. Picnic.
Sept. 16.—Vorcti ester M.C. and L.C.C. Papcrchase.
Sept. IS.—Southampton and District M.C. Hill-

climb.-
Sept. IV.

—

West
.
Birmingham M.C.C. Rvn to

Stratford.
sept. is.-liverpool m.c. open rell-

jIxce cvp trial.
Sept. IS.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. IS.-llkleu M.C. and L.C.C. Lircrpool Trial.
Sept. li.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Rally.
Sept. 1,1-—Eastern Valleu M.C.C. Club Run.
Sept. IS.-^Bedjord and District M.C. and L.C.C,

Club Run.
Sept. m.—Cumberland Counlu M.C.C: Social Run.
Sept. IS.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Run to Bath.
Selit. ia.—neu;sbunj and Dictrict M.C.C. Competi-

,
' tion.

Sept. 18.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Fte.ri-

hilitv Trial.
Sept. IS.—Southampton and District M.C.C. Hill-

clim b.

Sept. IS.—West BiYmingham M.C.C. Run to
- Stratford.

Sept. 19.—Deicsbury and District M.C.C. Surprise
-^ Run.

Sept. 19.—Fleet and District M.C.C. Secret Rmi.
Sept. 19.—North London M.C.C. Surprise Run.
Sept. 19.—Westmorland M.C.C. Club Trial.

Sept. 19.—Essex Motor Club. Standard Run Final.
Sept. 19.—Harrogate and District M.C.C, Bt(» to

Kirkham .^bbey.
Sept. 19.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Crookkam Common.
Sept. 19.—Stalybridgc~bn4 District M.C. Speed

Trials.
Sept. 19.—N.M.C.F.V. (Portsnrouth). Run to

South Hariing.
Sept. 19.—N..M.C.F.V. (Woleerhampton). Run to

Breii'ood.
Sept. 19.—N. Wtlts M.C. and L.C.C. Run to Sa'.is-

buru.
Sept. 19.—Sheffield and Uallamshirc M.C.C. Club

,

Trophy.
Sept. 19.—Bury and District M.C. Run to Black-

pool.
Sept- 19-—Lovghborough and District M.C.C. Reli-

abilitv Trial.
Sept. SO.—Edin'burgh and District M.C: One Day

Trial.
SEPT. U.-WOLVERH.iMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

RELI.iBILITY TRIAL.

Loughliorough and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial is to be held on the

19th inst, the chief award being a trophy
presented by Messrs. W. and A. Bates,

Ltd., of Leicester. Mr. K. S. Topping,
hon. sec, 64, . Frederick Street, - Lough-
borough, would be glad to hear from any
.local motor cyclists who would act as

raarshalls or observers.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

A hill-climb will be held- at Stile.

Kop, near Kugeley, on Saturday next.

Nearly one hundred entries have been

received, including those of many well-

known riders. The start will take place

at 2.30 p.m.

Leeds and District M.C.

Tlie results of the hill-climb held at

Brogden Hill, Lindley, on August 29th,

were as follow :

Class 1 (350 c.c. solo).—Cawthorne (Autoglider).

56Bs. .

- "

Class 2 (600 c.c. solo).^Backhouse (Triumph),
503s. • \

Class 3 (1,000 c.c. solo).—Cawthorne- (Indian),

48?s.

CL.4SS 4 (60-1 CO. sidecar).-Backliouse (Triumph),
im.
Class 5 (1.000 c.c. sidecar).—Thornton (Ariel),

Im. Ois.

CL,^ss 6 (ca-s).—Stanhope (Stanhope), 59;s.

Pembrokeshire A.C.

Although only recently formed, this

club had a very satisfactory entry for its
-

first meeting, which tools; the form of a

hill-climb. "Machines were timed over a

threequarter mile stretch of road, known
as Arnold's Hill, between Haverfordwest

and Narbeth. The results were as follow :

Motor Cycles of 350 c.c. ok Unoer.- 1. Miss

d' Biitte (2'; Cedos), 85.2s.; 2. N. V. Eobinson

i2!i Giyno), 105s.; 3, Miss B. Morris (2% Alldays),

9a.4s.

Motor CvcLta or 500 c.c. and Unbee.—1, S.

Green (3 A.B.C.). 50.2s.; 2, W. Ludwick (3'4 Sun-
beam!, 50.2s.; 3, W. Eoeh James (3 Ivy-Precision),

61s.

E. Perkins also rode and passed the post in 47a
on liis 3>2 Triumph.
Motor Cvclt;8 of Over 500 c.c— 1, S. Green

(3 .\.B.C.), 51.8s.; 2, W. Ludwick {3'A Sunbeam),
50.6s.; 3, G. T. Kelway (4 Triumph), 49s. Other
competitors were: V. McKeuzie (4 Triumph). 46s.;

J. R. Thomas (4 Triumph), 56.4s.; E. Perkins

(3}2 Triumph), 46s.; H. Lewis (8 Zenith), 50.4s.:

Capt. Wilson (8 Zenith), 47s.; Capt. Simpson
(7^ Indian). 46.2.

Cup, Presented by Messrs Gree.v's Motors,
Ltd., tor Best Performance of Cycles on
Formula.— S. Green.

Cup, Presented by Sir W H. Walters, for
Fastest Time of the Day (Cycles).—McKenzle
and Perkins tied with 46s. each, but in the ride
ofi Perkins, w.ljose machine was not doing well

the first time, easily won, with 42s. against 46.4s.
" Motor Cycles and Sidecars (any capacity).—!,
E. T. Batte (3.U Sunbeam), 87.2s.; 2, Kins (6

Enfield), 71s.; 3, Capt. Cardew (10 Morgan), Bi.6s.

A race meeting will be held on Pendine
Sands in about two weeks' time. Full

particulars may be obtained from the

hon. secretary, Mr. W. L. S. Ludwick,

10, High Street, Haverfordwest.
C2I
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Club News.

—

Fleet and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was successfully held at

the end of August, and some good per-

formances were made. Fastest time of

the day was accomplished by M. Chawner,
riding a 3^- h.p. Sunbeam. In the 550 c.c.

class, S. Julian skidded, and, losing

control of the machine, fell and sustained

slight concussion ; he is not seriously

injured, however. The winners of the

various classes are as follow :

275 c.c. (solo), W. Julian (2! J Cedosl ; 350 c.c.

(solol, A. LoTC (23^ Douglasl; 550 c.c. (solo), M.
Ohaiviier (Slj Suii\ieimi); 1,000 c.c. (solo), M. Chaw-
ner' (3^2 Sunbeam): sidecars (unlimited}, AV. Julian
.{4 KoTton KC.)

Kiddermjpster and Redditch M.C.C.'s.

Organised by the Kidderminster
M.C.C, a series "of speed trials took place

recently in the grounds of Lea Castle,

Wolverley, Kidderminster, by kind per-

mission of Mr. G. M. Brown-Westhead.
Fine weather favoured the large entry.

The following are the final results :

Class II. up to 350 c.c. on Time.— 1, L. Hanks
(Si, Enfield), 26s.; 2, H. Morris (2% Viper), 29s.;

3, ,G. Carter mi Viper), 32i6. , „ „ ,

Class III. ur to 600 c.c. on Time.— 1, H. Poole
(41 i B.S.A.), 22s.; 2, N. B. Smith [i'/i Norton),

22JS.; 3, C. Brown (4 TriumpU), 23§f.

Class IV. Solo (unlimited) on Time.-1,

N. E, smith {i'A Ivorton), 22s.; 2, O. Broivn

(4 Triumph), 22?s.; 3, ¥. W. Giles (6 A-J.S.) and
H. Poole (4 B.S.A.) 22is.

Class V. Sidecaes on Time up to 600 c.c— 1, C.
Brown (4 Triumph), 26is.; 2 — Gibbs (4 B.S.A.),
28is.; 3, C. Rhodes ['i'A Sunbeam), 31?s.
Class VI. Sidecars (unlimited) on Fobmula.— 1,

F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.), 27s,; 2. - Gibbs (4 B.S.A.),
28is.; 3, O. Ehodes {i'A Sunbeam), 32e.

Fastest time of the day was made by
N. E. Smith (3i Norton), after he had
previously tied with H. Poole (4^ B.S.A.)
in .22s., his new time being 21^3. The
record for the course i?~~Ktill held by
the Kidderminster club, the captain, Mr.
J. E. Nickson, doing it in 19|s. in 1914.

Southport A.C.
Six thousand spectators were attracted

to view the speed trials which took place
over a one-mile course on the foreshore
at Southport -on August 28th. There
were 139 entries, and the. event was
carried through e.\peditiously until a
mist from the sea temporarily held up
the running oft of the car classes. The
winners on lime were as follow :

Class 1 (Scooters).—P. C." Hoyle (2''4 Auto-
glider), 5ni. 28'/,s.
Class 2 (275" c.c. Solo).—W. Ball (2ii New

Hudson), 91VjS.
Class 3 (300 c.c. Solo).—H; F. Brockbank (21/0

Diamond), 80s.
Class 4 (360 c.c. Solo).—S. Marks {2% Douglas),

66is. _
.
Class 5 (500 c.c. Solo).—V. Horsman (y., Nor-

ton), 57|s.
Class 6 (600 Sc. Solo).—V. Horsman (Jii Nor-

ton), 58|s.
Class 7 (750 c.c. Solo).—V. Horsman (3'/, Nor-

ton), SS^s.
Class 8 (Unlimited Solo).—V. Horsman {iVi

Norton), .56Js. (fastest tirue of day).

SEPTEMBER glh, 1920.

Class 9 (600 c.c. Sidecars).—G. E. Cowle^-.r
junr. (3V'' Norton sc), 75iE.
Class 10 (Sidecars Unlimited).—G. E. Cowley, •

--jil
iunr. (S'/o Norton sc), 72s.

The Bristol Sports Club.

The Bristol Sports Club has aiTanged
a one-day reliability run to take place on
September 19th for the Club Challenge
Vase and gold medals. A record entry
is expected. Full particulars and entry
forms may be obtained from Mr. Percy
Gibbs, Bristol Sports Club, Eastville,

Bristol.

Biighton and Hove M.C.C.

The newly.formec} B.H.M.C.C. re-

cently held an interesting and well
attended run. The members were split up
into two parties. The sporting fraternity
ran out. to Barcombe Mills, l>eing timed
over a measured distance, the prizewinner
being H. Hampton (5 Zenith), C. Volk
(3 A. B.C.) being second.
The second party ran out at an easy

pace to Ditchling Common, where—they
were met by the first party, and some in-

teresting competitions were run off.

The " bun-biting " competition was
productive of much mirth ; only one com-
petitor (Mrs. Volk) was successful.

The secretai-y, Mr. W. Hawker, 54,

Lorna Road, Hove, will be pleased to
hear from any intending, members.

The Liege-Paris-Liege Trial.
British Machines win ihe Majority of Classes in French Event.

THE results of the Liege-Paris-Liege

trial have now been announced by
the Royal Liege Alotocycle Club.

Marks were "lost as follows : For bein^

late at the controls of Dinant, Mezieres,

Rethel, Reims, Chateau-Thierry, Join-

ville, Meaux, Soissons, Rethel, Bouillon,

Laroche, ' Liege, one mark a minute.

/ Competitors arriving at a control after

it had been closed lost sixty marks. So
far as hill-climbs and speed trials were,

concerned one mark was deducted for

every fraction of 500 metres below the

set speed, while marks were also lost for

failure to start from cold.

• In the classification given below, com-
l>etitors' names against which there is no
loss of marks are those who did not take
part in the speed trials or who arrived'

after the official closing of the Liege
control.

Motor cycles up to 250 c.c: 1. Debroog (James),
1 mark; 2,. Nebel (Triumph), 7 marks.
Motor cycles up to 350 c.c : 1, Feyen, jun.

(Ivy): 2, Laguesse (Gillet), 1 mark; 3, Serneus
(Gillet), 169 marks; 4. Roinartz (Gillet), 349
marks.
Motor cycles up to 500 c.c: 1, Desterb^cq

(Rudge Multi); 2, Ferdy (Rudgc, 2 marks; 3,
Scnrneaux (RuJge), 11 marks; 4, Dechaincux
(Frera),'357 marks; 5, Lambrecht (Sarolea).
Motor c.vcles up to 750 cc : 1. Charley

(Sarolea); 2, Dehaybe (SaroliSa); 3. Melott3 (Saro-
lea). 3 marks; 4. Dewantlre (SarolSa), 10 marks;
5, Vii-rney (Harlcy-Davidson), 16 marks; 6. Pi r.irrl
(Triumph), 17 Jinh-ks; 7. Aime (Sarolea), 23
marks; 8, Lecl?rcq, Alphon5-> (SaroWa), 25 marks;
,5. Lecleriq, Arthur (Sarolda). 26 marks; 10,
riifzcra (Indian), 32 marks; 11. Brown (James),
44 marks; 12, Verlaine (Sarolea) 63 marks; 13,
Polet (.Sarohja), 72 DVarks; 14, Tihon (Harc.l&Il,
73 marks; 15, Gilson (Indian). 104 marks; 16,
l'i;;''K''^ (F.N.), 195 marks; 17, Ilaileux IF.N.I,
200 marks; 18, Gena (F.N.), 241 marks; 19, Ser-
VFUS (Sarolea), 478 marks; 20, Thomas (Sarolfei).
522 marks; 21. Olivier (Sarolda), 524 innrks;
22, Bernard (Sarolfci).

Charley and Dehaybe having both
fiiiiKhcd without loss of marks it was
decided to take into account their con-

t-2 ^

sistency up hiU and on the level in order
CO differentiate betvv'een them. Charley
had a difference of 8 kil. 373 metres
against 9 kil. 430 metres by Dehaybe.
Motor cycles up to 1,000 c.c ; 1, Porta (Harley-

DavKlson), 2, Biront (American X), 24.marks-
3. Duchateau (Harley-Davirlson), 24 maris- 4Erodue (American X),- SIS marks; 5, Dewae]
(Harley-Davirtson), 319 marks.
Motor cycles and sidecars' up to 500 cc • 1

Mme. Taymans (Ariel), 32 marks.

AN ENGLISH
TWO-STROKE
IN FRANCE.

M. A. Feyen

(two-stroke Ivy),

winner of the 330

c.c. class in the

Liege-Paris- Liege

Trial.

Motor cycles and sidecars up t« 750 c.c. : 1,

Milhoux, J. (G.L.) ; 2, Cla<?sssn6 (SaroKa) ; 3, Tay-
mans, J. (Triumph), 7 marks; 4, Hanley (F.N.),

34 marks.
' Milhoux and Claessens were equal, but

the differentiation was made between
them according to their consistency up
hill and .on the level. Milhoux had 3

kil. 546 metres against 4 kil. 825 metres
,

by Claessens.

Motor cycles with sidecars up to 1 ,000 c.c

:

1, Springuel (Ilarley-Davidson) ; 2, Taymans, Eug.
(American X), 1 mark; 3, Deby (Harley-Davidson),

-

22 marks; 4, Dubois (Harley-Davidson); 5, Gomze
(Harley-Davidsoh)

.

It should be noted that all the winners;

of their classes lost no marks for being.

:

late. The only two winners who were
penalised were Debroog and Mme. Tay-
mans for not haviug reached the set

speed in the speed
trial, which was not

to be' wondered at in,

the case of a 250 c.c.

solo and a 500 c.c.

sidecar model.
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CiDUNELT 55

499c.c. Big Single-cylinder Two-stroke

A.C.U. Six Days Reliability Trials.

ENTRIES-l Combination Machine

1 Solo Machine

2 GOLD MEDALS
AWARDED

Also Special Award for best per-

formance in Class G for Timed
Hili Climb.

Tli£ Conibinatton photographed on iti relitm.

Note also the following points—
100% success.

The first public trial of the DUNELT.

The fir£t public competition our riders have ever
participated in.

The lowest powered combination machine to

come through successfully.

The only two stroke combination in the trial.

The only survivor of its class.

Manufacturers-

DUNFORD & ELLIOTT (Sheffield) Ltd.

Bath Street, - - BIRMINGHAM
SHEFFIELD : Attercliffe Wharf Works,
LONDON : 4, Copthall Buildings, CopthaU Avenue, E.C.2.

In answering this advertisajnent it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C25
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Bargains for Motor Cyclists
Large Australian Waterproof

Cycling Capes, lined rubber 12/6 each
New Combination Sheet and

Cycling Cape, pure rubber 12/6 „

New large Canvas Rotproof
Sheets, suitable for covering
motor cycles, sidecars, vans,

or carts 17/6 „
New Waterproof Rubber-lined

Caps, with neck shield - 1/6 „
Black Rubber Combination

Motorist's Suits, complete
with sou'wester - - -

Cost Government 63/-

New Heavy Woollen - lined

Gloves for car drivers -

25/.

6/- pair

New Canadian Chamois Gaunt-
let Gloves for motorists - - 10/6 pair

Ditto - - - - - - 7/9 „
Ditto, plain, very gentlemanly 6/- „
New Heavy Jean Macintoshes

for cyclists - - - - 35/- each
New Khaki Cycling Breeches,
very best .... 15/6 pair

Another qua'ity - - - ll/6 „
Best Army Puttees, new - - 4/6 „
Naval Canvas Leggings, leather

bound 4/6 „
New Block Leather Leggings,
black or brown - - - 18/9 „

Overcoats, as used in Russia,

lambswool lined - - - 40/- each

Thousands of other bargains. Send for lists.

SAGARSV SURPLUS STORES (Oept. m)

HYDE ROAD, MANCHESTER.

"^

o

D
6

J
(t The Sporting Solo Single

ff

Q^XECA

Fitted with 2J h.p. J.A.P. Engine and

first-class equipment, OMEGA Motor

Cycles are built up to standard

of quality that is unsurpassed.

Send for Catalogue. /

. W. J. GREEN, LTD.,
COVENTRY.

Mode! A & B
71 Gns.

Model C (Illus.),

79 Gns.

J.A.P.

By A
Aooointment to ^
H.M. Tne King

SPIRIT.
THE DARK BLUE CAN."

THE GAS LIGHTING
IMPROVEMENT Co., Ltd.,

(G.L.I. CO., LTD.)
SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL

LONDON, E.C.2.

C26 In rnixivirin,/ Ihrxc fidrerlisrinrnl.-i it i.i dr.fiialdc to mcniivn "The Motor Cycle."
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Economy is the order of the day, and

quite rightly so ;_ but highest efficiency is

the truest economy.

Montgomery Sidecars are made in the

largest and best equipped sidecar works in

England. Add to this the experi-

ence which time alone can give,

Multiply this by high production

and you get EFFICIENCY
with ECONOMY, viz. : '

Sidecar Model No. 1 £30 10

„ No. 2 £27

„ No. 3 £21

'You can buy much heavier sidecars, bat you
cannot bay one which will give you better service

<I8)
W. MONTGOMERY & CO.,
COVENTRY ENGLAND.

- «''

AC.U.
SIX ^^ DAYS

TRIALS

Three Entries-Three Awards
A consistent performance—^ as usual

!

G. E. STOBART JAMES 7 h.p. twin and sidecar (1921 Model No. 10.)

GOLD MEDAL
* BEST PERFORMANCE in Timed Hill Climb. Class H. s.decars betwesn 500 c.c. and 750 c.c

G. A. STRANGE; JAMES 3J h.p. Twin Solo

GOLD MEDAL
J. F. LIDSTONE .JAMES 2i h.p. Two Stroke

SILVER MEDAL
The JAMES CYCLE Co., Ltd.,

GREET, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON : 22. HOLBORN

VL\DUCT, E.C.I.
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Dear Sii—I fitted

a pair of your
Flexckas " A i i

Leak Preveii ers
iiiitl was very emti-
lied attlie exeellGnt
results obtained
from these. Tliey
certainly do all you
claim for tliem^, not
only is one able to
obtain ver.\' slow
riinniuK, but Ihey
al^o keep tlie inlet

Milve atem well
lubricatKtl. I have
aincii recommended
thfcse to s-'.vertil of
my friends

,
and

>-onie liare . n aeliines
of very doubtful
(late witli cou-
seauentb' worn in-

let guiiicE,, and I
must say ilxev aU
without exceiition
syrak very iiiglilyof

your txoelleut little

fUiueut.
"Wishing you every

sui'cess,

Yours faithfully,

STANLEY

An airtight flex-

ible spring casing

enclosing the

valve stem and

filled with special

heat-proof graph-

ite paste.

2/6
EACH.

Delivery from
Stock.

StatQ. make and
year o£ niacliine.

SLOW RUNNING.
Lubrieatea a vital spot.

Has a remarkable effect hi quietening noisy valve g-^ar.

No poekmg used. Nothing to wear ouc/ HetilLwifh "F exelois ' Paste
(caiton Is. 6d.) when you overhaul— cbig is all the attention necessary.

Oblainab'e thiousU G-jraacs or direct from the Patentee & Sole Mjinufaeturcr
;

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E., Engineer, Hampton-on-Thames

ECONOMY, EASY STARTING &
Stops air leak ab'solulely and pjimaneutly.

Why pay excessive Train or Tram Fares ?

Why buy an expensive Motor Cycle ?

Have your Push Bike Fitted with a

"Simplex" Power Unit
(patented).

It will carry ypu 1 00 miles for 2/-. Will climb hills

without pedalling. Can be fitted to any Cycle,

Lsidy's or Gent's

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send postcant for particulars, and testimoniais from riden

ajier 200 to 2,000 miles' use.

-DON'T BE MISLED BY SHODDY IMITATIONS.

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

:

The Patrick Engineering Co., Ltd.,
BREARLEY STREEF, BIRMINGHAM,

Wholesale Distributors^

:

HENRY GARNER, Ui., 25, HUl Street, Birminsham

L.M.C.
jVI^ans

Comfort

New Suspension <^°*»^f--s-*

,This suspension system is the

outcome of long experience ahd
experimenting ; it assures abso-

lute isolation from the heaviest

shocks. No saddle fatigue, neck

or back-ache on L.M.C. machmes
iitted with it.

and Footboards)

A Postcard will bring address

of nearest Agent who can
demonstrate it.

The Lloyd Motor Engineermg Co., Ltd.,

132. Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

London Showrooms :

144. Great Portland Street, Wl.

ALBION

ALBION
ENGINEERING

CO., LTD..

UPPER
HIGHGATE

Street,
BIRMINGHAM

MOTOR OILS
fop Caps, Cycles, Tpactofs,

Aefoplahes, and Boats
High-grade and
Unexcelled. ^ ^ « ^ „Don't be

satisfied witli less

than the best,

but demand "SPEEDON.'

Sole IVIanufaotui-jps:

JOHN S. M0RRI3 & SON (OILS), Ltd.,

Cross Lane Oil Works,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

Can be obtained from
all Motor eara^s
and Motor Car

Dealers.

C30 /)( unxwiriiui l/irxi: oil rcrlixciimnls 11 is ilcn'trubh to mention "Tha Motor Cycle..'
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Three Machines entered

gaining the following awards :

3 Gold Medals.
3rd in position for Manufacturers' Team
Prize, 1st & 2nd in Hill Climb (Class A.),

Fastest time on Brooklands in Class A 8 laps
at over 43 miles per hour, Clean Ascenls of
Park Rash Terror and Summer Lodge Hill.

Two-speed Machine, Model D2.,

£75 All Chain Drive it75
120 to 130 M.P.G. GUARANTEED.

Agencies now being arranged.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

OUR CLAIMS.
The Velocette Lightweight succeeded at MUCH
LOWER COST whers many heavyweights failed.

Better results and a handier machine for all Solo purposes
are obtained, why csktry wreight about, and

Why Pay For It?
Speed, Reliability, Hili Climbing, and Durability are
obtained by using the Velocstte,

Send for Catalogue.

VELOCE LTD., Six Ways,
Aston, Birmingham.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET
'Who Fears the Night with such a Light.'

There is no cause for fear, even on the darkest night, rely on " THE
METEOR" as your super guide, it will carry you through. Bad
roads, pot holes and dangerous bends are fuliy exposed by the Safety

Beam of "THE METEOR" and negotiated as easily by night as by day.

By flttini "TIIE JMETEOK" yon can rest assured that you are getting the most reliable^

economical, and cheapest set on ttie market. Our patent filament lamp ensures the whole o'
.

Blament being in locus. P>esult : a powerful driving light at a minimum of consumption.

ORDER TO-DAY AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT. TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICITED.

From Agents everywhere of direct from :
—

THE MOTOR TRADING & GARAGE CO., "s&mmer"row^- BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these adi-ertisenicyit) it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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,

AUXOGLIDE^RTKADE MARK!

AT IJ^ST DELIVERY FROM STOCK OF THE WORLD'S
MOST COMFORTABLE AND RELIABLE LIGHTWEIGHT

PRICE 55 GUINEAS-

THE MACHINE

THAT HAS PROVED

THE BEST

SUITABLE FOR

RIDERS OF BOTH

SEXES.

RELIABILITY

EXETER M.C.C.

362 MILES IN |l^

19i HOURS. IN-

CLUDING POR-

LOCKAND

LYNMOUTH HILLS

A PERFECT PICTURE, GIVING THE POETRY S>F MOTION.

AUTOGLIDER LTD., Gt. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.!

LYMNS' PATENT
MOTOR CYCLE REPAIR BENCH

Save Time and Money b;
doing your own Repairs.

Price 87/6 dellvepad,

A. E. W. GWYN, Ltd.,

5, BUDGE ROW,

LONDON, E.C.4

OBTO WINDSCREENS! HOODS & APRONS
have no equal in

price, design, qual-

ity, workmanship,
anrl efficiency.

ATKINSONS,

306, Oxbridge Road, Shepherd's Bush,W.12.
'Phone : Hammersmith 140.

[?>aT[LZi\K]I5)

W*M.TAYLOR,MFctrs.DUBLIN.

TRIUMPH PARTS
We are the Bromptest firm for these. Prac-
tically every part for every model actually
in stock. Enclose stamped envelope, pleaS!

FORFIELD MOTORS,
11-13, FORFIELD PLACE,

LEAMINGTON SPA.
TRIUMPH PARTS

V\^IRE WHEEL-S.
Built to order. Customers or own materia'-
Trade supplied. Immediate delivery. Lowest

terms in London.

ft..R.O.S.ji L.TD.,
296-298, Kilburn Lsine, W.10.

^Phone: Willesden 3250.

MEMO To ensureinsertion
letters containing
advertisements in-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tended for these
columns should be

posted m time to reach the offices of *' The
Motor Cycle," Coventry, or Londort 20,
Tudor St.,EC.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

j HINTS AND TIPS
I for

MOTOR CYCLISTS.

I

e

I
a

A little book with a lot

of useful information in

it for every motor cyclist

Price
2'
net.

Fiom ILIFFE & SOMS Lid.,

Tudor Street, London, R.C.4,
and all leading booksellers.^ and all leading booksellers. ''''' •

MAKEYOUR 'BUS LIKE NEW
Enamelling and Plating makes a wonderfu

differenca in appearance and value.

WE CAN PLATE AND ENAMEL
IN ALL MAKERS' COLOURS.

Specialists on Tanks and Sidecar Bodies.

Prompt Deliveries.

COUNTY ELECTRO PLATING C0.|
39, Manchester Road, tJRADFORD.

SPARE PARXS
Sdpplied irom stock or immediately made to pattern,

aiy machine. Riulge Spares in stock. Rudge Repair!

o jr speciality, M.S.U. Gears, British made, supplied to

fi: any machine. N.S.U. Spares and Repairs. ROC
2 speed Counterslian Gears, to h'. any malie Light-

weight, £7 - 10 -0 complete.
Call, write, or 'phone—Kinesburv 163THE C.W. nnOTOR CO.,

Motor Cycle Specialists
209, Broadway (Edgware Road), West Hendon, N.W,

I

I INSEPARABLE!

TAN-SAD
TANDEM-SADDLE

PILLION SEAT &
SAFETY
TAN-SAD WORKS (No. 2),

9. Freeman Street. Birmingham.

In unswerinij these advcrlisciiienlf; it is dcuirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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ACCESSORIES
We claim to have the largest and most
varied stock of Accessories in the Country.
If the makers can supply it, we have it

in stock.

SPECIAL VALUE.
Service Celluloid Motor
Cycle Foot Pumps, i3in.

long, XP154 6/-

Post free.

We carry a complete
ranse of Bowden Wire
Fittings. The lever illus-

trated is suitable for use
either en Motor Cycles
orCycle Cars, and costs 9/-. Any.longth
of Bowdeii wire cut, and only wire made
by the Bowden W'ire Co. is stocked and

supplied.

THE

m ^
The Service
Handlebar
Match-box

A dinky little fitting,

particularh' useful

for Competition
riders. Substantially
and well made.

N P. XM650, Is. 3d.

Whatever you want for your
machine we can supply quickest,

and at best prices. Ask for our
new list.

:-speed, aad clutch,

, horn £82 10

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
E\rBRY Machine is overhauled and tested by us

before being sent out, and customers may
rely upon obtaining dependable machines.

A selection from our stock is given below, but if

you do not see the machine you require, please
drop us a line, and let us have. particulars, etc.

ALLON, 1917, 2-^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
Inck-starter £65

DOUGLAS, 1915-16, 2i h.p., 2-speed, W.D. £62 10

O.K., 1914, 2I h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed £42

ALLON, 1910, 23 h.p.,

dynamo lighting

T.D.C., 1916, 2 5 h.p., 2-speed £45

METRO-TYLER, 1919, 2\ h.p., with lamps
and honi £55

ALLON, single-speed, -with accessories,

1916, 2^ h.p £42 10

CLYNO, 1920, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, and clutch,

soiled only £70

WOLF-J.A.P., 1913-14, 4h-pM Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed gear £55

SUNBEAM, 1914 3^. h.p., 3-speed, and
Sidecar £77 10

ZENITH Gradua, twin, 1914, 3J h.p. ... £75

ZENITH Gradua, J.A.P., 1915. 4 h-p. . . £60

P. & M., W.D., $1 h.p., 2-Epeed, clutch, and
Idck-starter," thoroughly overhauled
and renovated £84

SUNBEAM Combination, black
and gold, Lucas accessor-

ies, speedometer, wind-
screen, stored 4 years, 1914,

S\ h.p.... £125

RUDGE-MULTI, 1915, 3itiP.
with coachbuilt Sidecar and
accessories £90

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, -

clutch, electric equipment,
horn, spring frame £85

MOTOR
CYCLE

MOUSE OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM
Machines—Accessories—Clothing—all good
guaranteed goods at fair current prices. No
cheap rubbish— no extravagant charges.

Call or write any time. NO NEED TO
DISTURB YOUR CAPITAL — BUY A
MOTOR CYCLE THE SERVICE WAY.

We can arrange Extended Payments for NEW
or -SECOND-HAND Machines.

Terms : One quarter of the cash price deposit,

and the balance in ir equal monthly instal-

ments: a sniall percentage being added for

the accontmodatioD.

Send for application form now, and let as have .

partii?ulars of the machine you require. We
have a fine selection of 1920 Models on show,
and. at the time of goina; to press, can deliver

an^' of the lollowing immediately

:

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
CLYNO, e-scecd, and clutch £75
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter £85
NEW COMET, 2-speed 65 gns.

NEW SCALE, 2-5peed, clutch, and kick-

starter £90
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-5pecd, clutch, and kick-

starter £82 19
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £89 5

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed, and clutch £78 5 6
ENFIELD, 2-speed, and clutch £73 10
METRO-TYLER, Model S, 2-5peed £95
DIAMOND, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter £84 3

LEVIS, single gear £60

FOR SOLO OR SIDECAR WORK.
A.B.C., 3 h.p £150
NUMBER, 3,V h.p. flat twin £125
SCOTT £140
Isle of Man RUDGE MULTI £110 5
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch. Model H. ...... £162
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p £190
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., Sh.p £147

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 8 h.p £187 10
ARIEL Combination, 6-7 h.p £177 10
TRIUMPH Gloria Combination £182 10
CLYNO Combination; 8 h.p. .' £250
JAMES No. 6 Combination £170

Etc., etc.

W.D. 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination £145
W.D. 5-6 h.p. ROVER Combination £145

OUTFITTING
"Good-Service"

Stormproof M/C Jacket

a n

SPECIAL.
Colonial Model ENFIELD 8 h.p. Com-
bination, thoroughly overhauled, and
in new condition, complete with brand
new horn, lamps set, tools, and pump

;

ail ready for the road £150
Ditto ROYAL RUBY Combination,
8 h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive .. £150

THE

As Illustrated.

Made from best
quality " GOOD-
SERVICE " Oil-

skin material, with
the famous smooth
non-sticky finish.

Has specially de-
signed stormproof,
buttonless front,

fastening with a
three-section all-

round belt. Very
wide double-breast,
two roomy pockets,
" right - thfbugh "

openings. Raglan
shoulder 4qin. long.
This jacket has
been tested in all

ways, and is one we
can recommend to
give entire -satis-

faction.

In Tan-. Unliaed.

47/6'
In Tan or Mo.'e,

lined smart check
material,

57/6
Seatless Trousers,
21 ;- ; Sou'-Wester,

6/8.

State height and chest measurement •

Also stocked in Ladies' and Gents' full

length coats. Colour Mole, lined smart
check material,

63/-
ideal tor walking and Sidecar use.

D D

SERVI
CO. Ltd., 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, W,
Telegrams : "Admittedly, London." Telephone : Holborn

SECOND BAND MOTOR CYCLES
Continued.

TRIUMPH, I9i,t, 4 h.p., -j-speed Sturmev-
Archcr £65

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, .) h.p..

French military model, complete
electric- lighting set, horn, speedo-
meter, and screen £155

MATCHLESS, M.A.G. engine, iqi.i, 7-9 h.p.,

Lucas lamps, speedometer, coachbuilt

Sidecar, overhauled, and re-enamelled £150

INDIAN, 1911, y-g h.p., :-spec(3, and clutch £65

HENDERSON and Sidecar, 1915, 10 h.p.,

electric lamps, speedometer, and
Klaxon £140

HENDERSON and coachbuilt Sidecar, I9r4,

JO h.p £125

ENFIELD Combination, 191S, 6 h.p.,

lamps, and horn £135

NEW IMPERIAL^i9=o, 6 h.p. J.A.P., and
Sidecar, not W.D., with Easting
screen, lamps, horn, etc.. £160.

B.S.A., 1920, 4j h.p. model, Sapdham Elite

Sidecar, hood and screen, lamps, horn,

and speedometer £140

RUDGE-MULTI 1920 7-9 h-P- Combina-
tion, lamps, horn, speedometer, East-

in.g, discs all round £190

HELMETS.
Tan leather, Teddy

Bear, and fieeee-

lined 25/-
Black leather, fleece-

/-v lined 22/6
•< Tan I.eather, fleece-

C 1 • /°°°^^^*~^^ ''"«<^ ''8/6

^^^5^ Khaki Gabardine,

6430.
^'^^

fleece-lined.. 14/-

I

i

Boy H.
Ill answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Jlotor Cycle." B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

11Q20 Siih.p. Ariel, sliop-soiled, £108; also 1914
IXu SV.h.p. T.T. Ariel, £43.^Kciss. 86, High Rd..

I
,ee, S.E.' [6899

4|Q20 Ariel CombiDation, luggage carrier, speedo-
JL«/ meter, lamps, etc.; £145.-62, Southgate St..

,' llouoester. . . . . [5061

BRAND New SVih.p. Ariel Combination; £140, or
nearest.—The Rectory, Cockhaj-ne-Hatley, Potton,

ledlordshire. [7313

4 KIEL 1919 3fCh.p. Combination, accessories, spares,
i- small mileage, as new; £115, or solo.— 26, High
::ist St., Dorchester. ,

•- [7367

)Q16 Ariel 3i2h.p. and 1920 Grindlay sidecar,
Lt7 electric lighting and horn; bargain, £120.—
'hipot. Motors, Canterbury. [6896

1 EIEL 3V4h.p., 1916, new cylinder and C.B. sidecar
1- tills vear, sulendid condition, lamps, horn, tools;
95.-1, Mayfleld. Eggars'Hill, Alrtershot. [6476

i EIEL Combination, 1920, Lucas honr, lampe, wind
i screen, speedometer, spares; £150. cot^t £175.—
eo, Taylor, 28, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. East Crovdon.

[7544
920 3V-ih.p. Ariel, 3-speed, hand, foot clutch, fully

equipped, condition guaranteed, mileage 3,500;
'^t offer over £95; must be sold.—21. Norfolk Rd..
ittlehampton. [7141

.
i
i RIEL Countershaft Models, solo or sidecar, in
i. etOL„.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage.

.
' ewinarket CPhcne : 214). and 75. Albany St.. N.W.I
Phone: 5476 iMuseum). [1096

1 BIEL-SWIFT 4h.p. Combination. 3-sreed, clutch,
Veusy pedal start, Bosch, B. and B., Rennoe sidecar,
ie.^ excellent, £15 overhaul; £55; trial, appointment.
.1., 62, Queen's Rd., Wimbledon. 16671

I KIEL Late 1919 6-7h.p. Combin.ition, luggage grid,
* 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, new tyre, low mileage,
ii>^fully driven, perfect throughout; £165, or nearest
IiT.-Moy, 'Beach Hotel, Frinton-on-Sea. 16762

920 3i/2h.p. Ariel Combination. C..''., 3-speed,
- machine delivered 24th .Inly, mileage about

10. P. and H; lamps, mechanical horn, perfect con-
tion, any trial; £125 lowest.—4, Wilmot Place,
ochester Rd., N.W.I. After 6. [7490

, Q20 Ariel Combination, delivered in June, condition
•^ as new, hand and loot clutch, large P. and H
.id lamp, spares, complete tool kit, mileage about
-00; owner going abroad; nearest offer to £145.>-
iply. Cox's Shipping Agency, 16, Charing Cross. [5086
RIEL Combination, July, 1919, 6-7h.p., engine

'. A9087. carefully driven, small mileage. luggage
d, Tan-sad, lamps, Stewarts signal, Watford speed-
leter, Terry springs, etc.; £155, no offers.-Adling-
1. 129a, Pulham Palace Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.

[7332

Arno.
Ii p. Arno, 3-speed clutch, new rings, rehushed, 2

new Clinchers, re-enamelled; £50.—Osmond, 110,
i5f'oed St., Windsor. [6672

Armis.
Q20 Armis - 3hp. Precision, 2-stroke, 2>peed, kick-
•-' starter, clutch; £68.-Box 7.576, e/o The Motor
''' - [6498

Auto-Wheels.
UTO-WHEEL. new condition, De Luxe model-

- fl4;i0.-Taylor, Milnthorpe, Wakefield. [6681
UTO-WHEEL, Wall, thoroughly overhauled, good

- .13 new; 16 gns.—Example Farm. Falfleld. Glos.

CTO-WHEEL, as new, very little used, £14; or with
- 22iu. frame cycle, Stnrmev-Aicher, etc., £21 •

iiMBs after 7, or Sunday morning.—Huxley, 26!
tmia Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [6926

Bat
li p. Bat-.Jap Twin, 3-speed countershaft: what

offers?—2, Oaktree Villas, Thames Ditton. [6750

;

A'T 6h.p., spring frame, nearly new combination,
electric light, 3 speeds, etc.—Garlic Garage, Bed-

[6858

r^Ji Model No. 4, in stock, new, 6h.p. ; £160.-
Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.. .South Kensington.

" "096. [^234
Ci20 61i.p. Bat Model 4, never been used, any

'"al: £140, must be sold.-^BovUton, Small-
n,e, Staffs.

.
. [X0662

38.-BAT-,T.A.P., 6h.p., clutch, lamps, etc.. running
order, sidecar, coachbuilt; £14.-22, Pr^incess Rdliury Park.

. [6659
[AT 1920 Combination, spring frame and sidecar

excellent condition; £170.—Clark. 7, Exhibitioii
^^-outh Kensington. Ken. 4096. [7235

;AT-J.A,P. 4h.p., N.S.tl. 2-speed. drip-feed, lamps
horn, in perfect order, :inv trial: £38.-Burr 1

roviUe. Oolindalc Av., Henoou, N.W.9. [7159
C)20 Bat-Jap Combination, Swan sidecar, PRS
\„n ^"P '^'^'' speedometer, real sporting

' outfit;

j

ro.—Onmes, 18, Brutoff Place, Bond St., W.l. [5954
-VT-J.A.P. Combination, 4-6h.p., C.B., 2-speed, F E

spring frame, lebushed, enamelled and plated
ii^hout; any trial; £65.—Norman, W.ilton St. Long
"'

' [6539

W. T. DUNN LTD.,
326, EUSTON RD., N.W.I.

'Phone: Museum 5391.

1

New 1920 Models at List Price. Immediale
Delivery.

SOLO.
rg^o TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. C.S., Model H. .. £130
1920 A.B.C., 3 h. p., 4-speed, spring frame £150
rg^o ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch, and K.S., C.S. £162
igio ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model £139
1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports £123
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.. chain drive.

3-spcrd £128 10
rg^o RUDGE-IVIULTI, I.O..M.. T.T. bars . £110 5
1920 B.S.A., 4} h.p.. chain drive £110
1920 SUNBEAM, 3.! h.p., standard £155 8
1920 SUNBEAM, 31 h.p., sports £155 8

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATGHLESS-M.A.G., 7-9 h.p.. Lucas

Magdyno £230
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., and Dunhill

Limousette Sidecar £180
1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p £175
r92o ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Lucas Magdyno . £202 2
1920 SUNBEAM, 3^ h.p £202
1920 B.S.A., Model H., and No. 2 Sidecar £152
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., and New Sun-

beam Sidecar, black and gold .... £135
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., C.S £205

920 A.J.S. Combination, immediate delivery.

SPECIAL
BARGAINS

I

1920 JAMES, 5-6 h.p., and Canoelet
Sidecar £135

IQ20ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed,
clutch, kick-start., lamps, andhom £55

|

1920 INDIAN Combination, 7-g h.p.,
dynamo lighting, Easting, electric
hom, June delivery, mileage 1,305.
List price, iz^z- Our price £160

|

1920 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination,
latest model, new spring chain
drive, legshields. Cameo screen,
Cowey hom, all lamps, ; mileage
200. List price. £235. Our price £175 I

iqig ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Combination, all-chain. 3-speed,
K.S., Sturmey windscreen, large
P. & H. lamps, etc., as new £145

|

1919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination,
late type, clutch, T.T. bars, all

lamps, as new £135 I

1919 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. C.S. and
Gloria Sidecar, all lamps, horn,
f^tc £125

I

I

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE T.T. bars.,
lamps, horn, speedometer, spare
belt. Very fast £$5

1920 TRIUMPH 4 h.p., C.S., new,
and Sunbeam unused sidecar
fully equipped £165

igiS SUNBEAM Combination,
3A h.p., new Sunbeam Sidecar, l

Lucas lamps £145
1920 A.B.C., 4 speeds, done 150 miles £142
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

all-chain, as new, mileage neglig-
ible £125

I

1920 ZENITH. 6-8 h.p., clutch, and
K.S., done 50 miles £156 1

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE, as new £100
|

I

20 SUNBEAM Sidecars, unused, in

black and gold, 4-point attach-
ment each £28 I

I

The above machines^are open to expert
I

examination. Any trial or demonstration
|

given.

REPAIRS.
We are open to take in Repairs of all I

I

descriptions. Overhauls, renovations, ad-
|

,
justments, etc. Estimates given.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Bat.

Qh.p. 1920 Bat with sporting- sidecar, coniplote U'ith
^^ 3 separate lamp ?ets, Cowey speedometer, 2 liorn??.
finished in grey, dont> under 2,000 miles: £195.—Bootes.
MMtdtitone. [6703

"OAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. C.B. Combination, engine 1916.
J-* N.S.U. 2-speed: £100, or nearest offer: mecliani-
rfil inspection invited: must sell.—Lewis, 9, Stepnev
Ed.. Burry I'ort, Carm. [6826

"DAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, K.S.. cinteli. lioseh.
-L» just been rebnshed, ,painte<l aluminium sidecnr,
all in good condition, privately ownecl : £125.—Seen at
Bniley's Garage, Manor Bd., Wallington. [6514

NEW 1920 Bat Model No. 4. 6h.p.. 3-5peed, all-

chain drive, immediate delivery from stock,
£160 ; sidecar to match, £30.—Sole Birmingham
agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. {5546

BAT 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershaft ail-

chain driven, Southwell sidecar and wind screen,
luggage grid, Stewart speedometer, ianijis, etc.. insur-
ance paid until March; £120.-55, Clements Rd., East
Ham, E.6. [6478

BRAND New 6h,p. Spring Frame Bat, S-speer],

countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all-

chain drive model; £160, solo; or can be fitted with
any make of sidecar to order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. London. [7726

B.A.T. Late 1919 8h.p. Combination. 3-speeQ, K.3.,
chitcli. spring frame and cliassis, tyres good, elec-

tric and atetylene lamps, hood, screen, mat, nproii,

accessories, spnree, tools, well kept, about 2,500 mile-'::

£155, offers.—9, Eaton Mews South, Victoria. [7042

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat Combination, extra large sidecar.

*-»^Easting3 wind ficreen, lady's tan saddle with back
and footrests. finished in grey and nickel, a real smart
turnout, delivered late in June: cost complete £216/10:
only used for the holidays; will accept £190.-Wood-
ward. South Av., Stourbridge. [X98aO

Beardmore
BEARDMORE-PRECISIONS; delivery 7 days; £95.

-Grander, 138, Gray's Inn Rd., W.O. [1216

BEARDMORE-PRECISrON 3h.p. 2-stroke. spring
frame.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [6242

BEARDMORE Precision, ridden 20 miles, with horn,
perfect condition, owner bought combination;

£93.—Allport House, Cannock. _ [X0339

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, the perfect solo mount,
deliveries from stock; £95.—Hewin's Garages,

Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton. [6779

Blackburne.
BLACKBURNE 4h.p., delivery from stock: £135.—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.
[6872

1Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, horn, lamps. Tan Sad, in-

J-t/ surance, perfect; £125.—Carter, 23, Granville
St., Aylesbury. [6840

WAUCHOrE'S, 9. Shoe I>an©, London.—Blackburne
8h.p., £180; with Grindlay sidecar, £225; 4h.p.

model solo, £135. [7747

8 h.p. Blackburne Combination from stock; list price.

—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage,
Newmarket. 'Phone : 214. [6381

4h.p. Blackburn. 1920, Burmau box, Bonniksen
.speedometer, Cowey horn, P. and H. lamp set,

complete with tools, etc., done under 3,000 miles; £118.
—Rootes, Maidstone. [6703

1 Q20 2^ih.p. Blackburne, done 400/ T.T. bats,- long
-L«J plated exhaust, red discs match tank, knee
grips, very smart, guaranteed order; £100, or near
offer.—Chambers. Arlington. Barnstaple. [X0699

BLACKBURNE Combination, 4h.p.. 1920, absolutely
faultless condition, 28x3 covers all wheels, com-

pletely fitted vith lamps, etc.; £140.—Hewin's Gar-
ages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm. Taunton. [6782

1 Q 20 Blackburne 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, all
-i-*' lamps, horn, tools, etc., with coach sidecar, de-

livered jn June, as new; £155; easy payments or ex-

chaugD.''.- 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [7575

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Combination or Solo
and 8h.p. combination ready for immediate de-

livery.—The Lay ton Garages. London Rd.. Bicester,

and at 90. High St.. Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.

'Phone ; 35 Bicester. [X0780

4h.p. Blackburne, Montgomery sidecar to. match, fault
less, 28x3 covers, unpunctured, STfewart speed

ometer. Klaxon, 3 lamps, unused, complete tools, spare
valve, mileage 750: £130, no offers; buying larger out"
fit.-8. Clifton St.. Old Hill, Staffs.

' [X0672

Blumfield.

BLUMFfELD 5-6h.p. Twin. Jardine 4-speed gear.
Rambler coachbuilt sidecar, lamps and gener-

ator. Klaxon horn. 3in. tyres; £120, or nearest.—
Slocombe, Photographer, Bridgwater, Somerset. [7273

Sown.

F.O.C.H. have a Bown-Villiers. overhauled; 'nar-

gain, £35.—Fair Offer Car House, 5. Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone :

ii^mpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
a*^' [681.;

All letters relating to advertisements shoufd quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury

BRADBURY 4h.p., Grade gear, wiclter sidecar,
splendid running order; photo for stamp; £58.—

G. H. Parker, 25, Desboro Av., High Wycombe, Bucks,
[7342

1 Q14 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, Bosch map..
Jiiy N.S.U. 2-Epeed, just overhauled, ready to ride
away; ^60.—Flight-Sergt. Cook, Worthy Down. Win-
ihehter. [7189

T Q20 6h.p. Bradbury and Henderson Elite Sidecar,
J~*y with screen, slightly shop-soiled; list £205, ac-
cept ;£195.—J. Hebden and Son, 149, St. James St.,

Burnley. Tel. : 488. [7563

BItAItBURT fli^h.p. Combination, opposed horizontal
twin, K.S., Boscli, 3-6peed, hand clutch, lamps

complete, recently overhauled; £115, or nearest.—Fennell,
79, Hyde St., Winchester. - [6574

Brough.
3ih.p. Twin Brough, spring iorks, good tyres, low,

2 last; £28, or offer.—Ashworth, Greens Mount,
Stacksteads, Lanes. [7352

LATEST 1920 Brough, type G, brand new, 5-6h.p.,
'S-speed ; £140; immediate delivery.—The Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [SS^JB

LATE 1919 Brough, 5-6h.r., perfect condition, owner
buying car; price ilJ35, or neiirest offer; Edin-

buTgh.—Bos 7,610, c/o TJic Motor Cycle. [6611

1 Q17 Brough SVsh.p. Horizontal Twin, o.h.v., Sturmey-
-L*^ Archer countershaft, new Dunlops; X85; exchange
lightweight —39, Hungerliill Rd., Nottingham. [6450

LATEST Type G Brough, brand new, 5-6h.p., 3-speed.
£140; semi-T.T. or standard handle-bars, Mont-

gomery sidecar to jnatch, £27.—Sole Midland agents,
The Premier Motor Co^ Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7754

Brown.
33.h.p. Brown, T.B. njag., B. and B., W.S.R., Grade,
4 new tyres, good condition; £30.~Wait, North

End. Newbury. [6526

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1912, 31AI1.P., loot starter, clutch, last; £35.
—8, The Avenue, Eastbourne. [7219

BOLTON.—New B.S.A. twin and 4i4h.p. models in
stock.-Grosyenor Garage, Bolton. [X0249

B.S.A. 1920 Model H., not done 100 miles; £110, or
best offer'.—33, CuTZOn Rd., Southport. [6673

B.S.A. 1913, clutch, lamps, horn, splendid condition;
£45.-106, Chatham St., Walworth, S.E. [7541

B.S.A.. 1916, Millford sidecar, perfect condition;
£115.—Badger, 4, Colbeck Terrace, Tynemouth.

17447"

B.S.A., 4V2li-P-, 1920, as new, accessories, spares,
£105; sidecar, £10.-43, Bowerdean St., Fulham.

[7306
B.S.A. Combinations from stock at list prices.—A. J.

" Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket.
Phone: 214. [1095

B.S.A. 1918 4^/^h.p. Combination, repainted, acces-
sories, tools, lamps, insurance; £125.—'Phone ;

Hammersmith 1603. [7708

B.S.A. Combination, late 1919, sidecar recently
fitted, handsome outfit; £140.—Bunting, Motor

Exchange, Wealdstone. [7648

B.S.A, ^y^h.-p. Combination," late 1914, not used
during war, perfect condition; 90 gns.—16, Low

Hall Lane, Walthamstow.
^ [6920

B.S.A., 4J4h.p., C.B. sidecar, 2-spe6d kick start,

Boech, lamps, screen, running order; £78, even-
ings.—7, Moyers, Rd., Leyton, E [6986

-1 Q15 Countershaft B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, 1920
Li/ sidecar and cylinder, both done less than 500
miles; £95.—Cox, Lodsworth, Susses. [6643

B.S.A 3y:>h.p., 3-speed, 1914, speedometer, complete
accessories and sparer, splendid condition, done

only 6,000; £90.-93, East St., Epsom. [7098

1 Q 1 9 B.S.A. Combination, K, pplendid condition,
M-iJ speedometer, Cameo screen, lamps; 115 gns.,

close offer.— 11, Rockhall Rd., Cricklewood. [6975

1 Q19 5.S.A 4i4h.p. K Model, low mileage, perfect
jLiJ condition ; £95, including plenty of spares; no
offers.—Perry, 22, Western Ed., Brighton. [7407

B.S.A. I^te 1916 All-chain Model, Canoelet sidecar,
insurance, 3 lamps, horn, excellent condition;

£110.—Jesty, 23, The Green, Calne, Wilts. [6524

B.S.A., 1919, June, all-chain, Montgomery tandem
sidecar, fully equipped, excellent condition;

£130.—Cook, Poplars, Penn, Wolverhampton. [7261

1 Q17 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, accumulator
*-*y lighting, Cowev, Binks, discs, excellent condition:
nearest £115.-60, Victoria Drive, Eastbourne. [6634

6h,r. Combination, B.S.A., in stock for imDie<liate de-
livery, with Lucas Magdyno and ppare wheel com-

plete at list price.— Fancourt's Garage, Stamford. [6471

B.S.A. 4*Ah.p., 3-spee<l, K.S., and nearly new C.B.
siderar, new tyres, lamps, Klaxon, excellent con-

dition, like new; £100.—Hudson, M'ater St., Stamford.
[6605

B.S.A. 1918 4Vih.p., C.B., 3-speed, lamps, tools,

Kidecar, comtHete, perfect running order; £115;
trial run.—Roberts, Codmore Cross, Chesham, Buck«.

[7127

REY
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 871)

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Beady to Ride away.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170

23 h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105

2? h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch £100

4 h.p. DOUGLAS, Solo ......^ £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-spec() £80 17

2I b-p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and
k'ck-starter £89 5

5 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Combina-
tion £186 18

5l h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

JAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke £75
OLYMPIC, 2-speed, 2-stroke, with clutch

and kick-starter £80
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £56 10

4j h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and Side-

car £152
!!j h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle of Man model £110 5
ALLON, 2-speed, 2-strolie, clutch, and kick-

starter £85
S h.p. ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190

Second-hand Machines.
19152! h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60
1916 2I h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
1913 2I h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £100
3916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories ..... £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH an'i accessories ..... £S0
1920 2-stroke 2-spee'J JAMES and accessories £72
I; 21 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £115
1917 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar, and acces-

sories £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. Dynamo MATCHLESS, fitted

with hood, Tan-Sadj step, mirror, and
speedometer as new £225

1920 8 h.p. Sports. ZENITH, and Henderson
Sidecar, with accessories £150

1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, and Gloria
Sidecar £150

1918 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, and Canoelet
Sidecar, and accessories £120

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley.-Davidson ....... £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight £18 18
CANOELET SPORTING £25
MILLS-FULFORD Skitf £27 15 e

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock .c< Powell & Hanmer Lamps,

end other Accessories.

378,

CAR DEPOT

:

Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

AXb.j,. Countershaft B.S.A., 3-speed, kick EtaiblJ^4 coachbuilt Godiva sidecar, lamps, horn, Eooi"
condition, any trial; £87.-37, Regent St., RngbyT

T3.S.A 4>ih.p. 1914, countershaft, all chain drive,
--' lamps, etc., .good order; £62/10, or exchange with
cash adjustlnent.—Apply, 51, Qneen St., Hitchia, Herts.'

[6691;
"1018-19 4Vih.p. B.S.A., all-chain drive, lamps, horn,A*/ mirror, many spares and tools; £100, or best
offer.—4, Vincent Av., Chorlton-c-Hardy, Manchester. ;

B.S.A.—£100, with 1920 sidecar, chain-cvini-belt
model.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hos-

pital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. ,'

6
[64531

-7h.p. B.S.A., just delivered, nnscratched, full guar-
antee, Lucas lamps, electric horn ; bought car:

best offer over £145.—Wales, Ltd., Lozells St., BirminB-'
ham. [677C

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, K model. Easting screen,^^v speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc.; bar-
gain turnout, £160.—Underwood, 110, Fleet St.,

'•

E.0.4. [6884

B'.S.A. 1914 4Mb.p., countershaft, kick, speedo^ -

meter. Klaxon, coachbuilt sidecar, tyres good,'

2 almost new; £95; bargain.—20, Fordhook At., .-

Ealing. [714J

B.S.A. 4l4h.p., 1920, brand new, model H, chain'

drive, just delivered, fitted .with B.S.A. No. 2'
\ .

sidecar; £152.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Actonj ..

London. [X0682

:

B.S.A. Late 1916 Combination, C.B. Speedwell
S.C., countershaft, 3-speed, all-chain, clutch and t n

K.S., like new; nearest offer £115.—Box 7,644, c/r t .

r/ie Motor Cycle. [6956:;

1 Q20 B.S.A., Model H, magdyno, solo; also Model t ^

JL J/ H standard .combination or solo, new, in stock;' w .•

list price.-Edwards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd., }
South Kensington.

~

[7657
'

B.S.A. 1919.4i/;h.p., 3-speed clutch, K.S., splendid:.-
condition^ equipped; 90 gns.; exchange C.S. » i^

Triumph or J>ouglas or similar.—12, Cornwall Mews,' ^ J.;
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.,

~
[7698 jf-j

B.S.A. 1914 Combination,- 4iAh.p., K.S., elccttiosf

-

lights, wind screen, speedometer, overhauled iasl^f,

week, all spares: any trial; £85.—Noble, Nelson Honsc. 1 j

Station Ed., Aldershot. [6774

B.S.A. 4i,4h.p., late 1916, 3-specd gear box, Bonnik
een, pillion, lamps, spares, large Mills-Fnlforc

sidecar, underslung, seats child of 8, perfect; £115.-^ i

278, Narrow Lane, Coventry. - [X058£^

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4J,ih,p.
.
Combination, chain driven,*

-Ltf Model K, Dunlop, Lucas lamps, horn, Eastingiti

wind screen, spare tvre, tubes, etc.; £130.-Haywood.iil
46, Hinckley Rd., Leicester. t655£J

B.S.A. 1920 Model H and the New Twin 611.p.j|4'-!

Model for immediate delivery from stock.—The*].,..
Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester. T.A. : I";*'''

tegritv, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. [X0782 '

B.S.A. 41'ih.p., 1917, model H, chain drive; 3
kick starter, as new, fitted with brand new 19aC '

Millford Skiff sidecar; £117/15, or separately.—Eaglei

;

and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [X068; ;

1 019 4^Ii-P. B.S.A. and luxurious sidecar, bulbous 3

i-iJ back, triple electric lighting set, fully equippec k

with all accessories, enamel and plating like new
,

£140.—Davies, 9, Park Rd., Enfield Wash. [7380;

NEW 1920 4Jih.p. B.S.A. Combination, fitted witlj

B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar, brand new combination, aU*
chain drive model; £162; immediate delivery :from stock J

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [773'.

B.S.A. SV'h.p. Combination, Choter frame, Grade geSj

Bosch, B.B., wicker car with child's seat, lamo^Bl

tools, etc.: £65, or nearest: seen after 5 o'clock.—3Mijf
niug, 34, Norfolk Rd., Ponders End, Middlesex. [658a

OWNER Going Abroad, must sell for best ofler nevla
overhauled 1915 B.S.A., 4l4h.p., nll-cham, CoTOJf

lamps, mechanical horu, spares, tools.- 101, ShaftesoS^
Rd., Ravenscourt Park, District Station, London. [67,33

B.S.A. Combination, excellent condition, 2-spee(

clutch, K.S., all-chain, handsome sidecar. nea|Ol
new Dunlops, lamps, horn, wind screen; bargain, S^M

40, Shemdale Rd., Brook Green, Hammersmith, W.-

J

[65ffl

3S.A. 4V4h.p. Coniliination, 3-speed countersllKt

K.S., nnderslung C.B. sidecar, perfect running <m\
djtion, lamps, tyres, plating and enamel as new: flJO!

iUler 6 p.m.—126, Upton Park Rd., Forest Gate, B^|

1 Q20 (March) 4'/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, Mode
-L«7 H. all-chain drive, 3-speed, condition as nejj

small mileage, carefully driven, fully insured; £1^
—Bompas, 6, The Exchange, Palmers Green, N.IJ

[714?

.S.A. 1919 Combination, in perfect condition, epee^l

.'_ ometer, lamps, spare petrol can. Easting eoieea

etc. ; any examination ; privately owned.—Apply in fin

instance, Molesey Motors, Bridge Rd., East Mole^
[wo.

Ih.p. B.S.A. 1915 and Montgomery Sidecai

— 1 accessories, tools, lamp.-:, horn, luggage gnd

spare tube, driving suit, all goort condition; £120,

near offer.— 8, Clnistchurrh Villas, Cheltenham.
[644.

'Is,

t'|!!!i

'ilt.

IK*

B34 All letters relntine to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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I
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

j

Diamond.
DI\MOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-£peed, Tan-Sad, lamps,

etc., 1920, neailv new; cost £90, will sacrifice,

1 .ffers.—Duff, 10, Jtanor St., Bolton. [7484

I r ATEST 1920 Diamond 2'ih.p., 2-stroke, brand'
(Li new. immediate delivery; £62.—The Premier

I
.fotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ^ [5550

[IIIIEDIATE nelivery 2";i!i.p. Diamond-Jap, Sturmey-
Areher 2-speed, kick starter, £90/6: also 2-stroke

uodel, £ff2/5.—Joneii' Garage (Lichfield), Ltd., Lich-
ield. [6566

lAMOXD 2-stroke. very latest . model. 2-speed,
' dutch,, kick start, mileage 500, perfect: trial

ii igainst full deposit; £80, or best oft'er.— 11, Lyndhurst
i- it., Bursleui, Stafils. [7374

D'

DOUGLAS.
Douglas.

rKSTANT Delivery.

ALL Latest Models.

Ah.p. Combination. £170; solo, £130; 2.1ih p. £100:* clutch model. £105.

DEMONSTRATION Rnn and Every Facility tor
Examination; advice oITered bv Douglas special

sts.—Lakeman, 26. Long Acre, London. W.C-2 [026S

THE Great Douglas Agent, J. \V. Gonrlay, Followfleld,
Mancbesti'r. ' [6947

OrGLAS 1920.-A11 models actnnllv in stoik.-
Herhert Eol'inson,- Ltd., below.D

T\OUGLAS 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, with latest type
.L' sidecar, finished in saxe blue; £170; in stock.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (be.low).

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., new. with 3-speed, kick start,
solo; £130; in stock.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd

(Below),

DOUGLAS 1920 2"'4h.p., 3-speed, with hand-con
trolled clutch and kick starter, improved frame,

forks, and tank; £105; in stock.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd. Ibelow).

DOUGLAS 1920 2^4h.p.. with improved frame,
forks, and tank, less clutch and kick starter;

£100; all the above actuallv in stock; can be de-
spatched immediately. Second-hand Douglas, Triumph,
ind Sunbeam motor cycles entertained in part pay-
iient.-Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
r.'l.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. - r6963

£35; Douglas, 2-speed, lamp, horn, seen evenings.

—

24. The Park, Mitcham. [7339

NEW 1920 23ai.p. 3-ipeed Douglas; filOO.-Boimds
Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [6662

1Q12 Douglas, good condition, ready for road; £27.
-*-<-' —Bridge House, Crayford, Kent. [7433

1 Q 17 2^4h.p. Douglas, perfect; first cheque over £60.LO _26, Knotts Lane, Colne, Lanes. (X0641

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p., good running order, 2-speed:
£55.-13, Elm I'ark Gardens, N". Acton. [6472

DOUGLAS 2"'4li.p., 2-speed. in good condition: £45.
-Alpha Works, Noithfleld, Bitmingharu. [6667

"iVEW 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £170.-
-•-^ Bounds Garage, 223, High Ed., KUburn. [6653

DOUGLAS, 1915. £46; 1916, £55, like new; both
guaranteed.—Ford, Watchmaker, Redhill. [7134

DOL'GLAS 2"'4h.p., 2-speed. 1919, very fast: 70 gns.
—Frank Lucking, 28, Church St., Rugby. [7377

DOUGI,/AS 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, fast, excellent condition;
£50.-205, Isledon Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [6362

Oilip. Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, perfect order; £55.—^ i 20, Thornton Av., Streatham Hill, London. [6759

BRIGHTON, Hove and district Douglas agents.

-

Turpio's. 22 and 29. Preston Rd., Brighton
• 10201

IQIS 4b. p. Douglas Combination, only wants seeing;
-•-" £100, or nearest.—Evans, High St., Be.aconsfield.D_ [6488

OUGLAS W.D.^Iodel, 2-speed, late type; £38.—
Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, W.3.

[6850
1Q20 Douglas Combination, fully eauipped, condition
--^ as ne«-, anv trial: £145.-9, ilelville Rd., Barnes.

I _ ['664
T\OUGLAS 2i4h.p.. 1914, Bosch, condition, order,
J-' perfect, eijuipped; £44.-14, EfEra Parade, Brixton

[7676

IX Stock, all 1920 Douglas models; trade supplied.

—

Moffat, Town Hall Garage, Yeovil. 'Phone : 50.
[7559

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-5peed, completely overhauled,
tank re-enamelled; £45.-183, Castle St., Luton.

[6749

"I Q19 Douglas 2^,ili.p., excellent condition: what
-Ltf offers?—Eiug Edward Garage, Church End, Finch-

• K-y. [6766

DOUGLAS 2l.ai.p., 1916, P. and H. lamps, smart,
perfect condition; £65.-56, Ormeloy Kd., Bal-

;
bam.

-
[6984

DOUGLAS 2^'4h.p., 2-speed gear bos, just overhaxded,
fine condition : £45.—Norman, Walton St., Long

Eaton. [6542

MOTOR CYCLES
1920 INDIAN POWERPLUS,
electrically equipped:

Combination £223 14
Solo £181 14
Indian Scout £140

NEW 1923 MODELS.
NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Com-

bination, 3-speed, kick-start,

all-chain drive 173 gns.
ZENITH Sh.p. Combination,

Model N, clutch, and kick-

start £205
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p.

Corabination £204 12
NUMBER, 4J h.p., flat twHp,

3-5peed, kick-start, all-chaip

drive, Grindlay de Luxe
Sidecar £179 ID

ARIEL 3i h.p. Combination . £154
COVENTRY ACME J.A.P.

8 h.p. Combination, detach-
able and spare wheel .... £213 15

SCOTT 3j h.p. twin 2-stroke
Combination £185

QUADRANT Combination . . . £145
INDIAN Powerplus Combina-

tion, electricallv equipped £223 14
INDIAN Powerplus, solo £181 14
INDIAN Scout £140
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring
frame £109 14

CLYNO, lightweight, 2-speed . £75
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2specd. £74 11

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-spe6l £71 8
HOBART-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick

start £90
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, Stur-

raey 2-speed, kick-start .... £80
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single-

gear £68 10
ALLDAYS - ALLON, 2-speed,

kick-start £85
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-

start £83
IVY, all purpose, 2-speed .... £75

1921 MODELS.
// you are dezjyoHS 0/

obtaining an early delivery

place your order -with in
NOW.

[oventryHotorMart

'*- LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY

. MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OFFERS wanted, Douglas 1912, 1915, 1917, guar-
anteed.—Frederick, 3, Priory Plain, Gt. Yar-

mouth. [7351

i>3.h.p. Douglas. 2-speed. 1913, Bosch, Amac,-in per-
'^4 feet condition; £43.-18, Ranelagh Av., Barnes,
London. [0989

DOUGLAS 2-^jh,p., lamps, accessories, speedometer,
perfect condition, trial anywhere.—364, Old Kent

Rd.. S.E. -[7279

DOUGLAS, 1920 231h.p., as new, lamps, horn,
etc., 600 miles; £95. — 52, Conway Rd.,

Leicester. - [7426

DOUGLAS. 2"'4h.p.. 2-speed, clutch; *105; in stock
—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington

Ken. 4096.
'

' [7238

DOL'GLAS 1914 2^ih.p., makers' colours, excellent
condition, fast; price £55, or near olSer.—22, High

St, Romford. - [6504

DOL'GLAS 2'!4h.p. WD. Model, purchased new Aug.,
1919. mileage under 1,000: £55.-Virso, 156, High

St., Hounslow. " [7514

"IOI6 2"'4h.p. Douglas, overhauled, perfect through-
-L«7 out, makers' colours; £55.-72, Longridge Rd..

Earl's Court. S.W. . .
[7343

IF you require a fast and really iiependable Douglas,

write to me. I supply trader guarantee.—Kot>ert

Hnmford [see below).

ROBERT BAJIFORD.—I generally own, and always
know- of the best 2)411. p. llouglnsscs in London.

Every machine specially selected and tested. See .under

Consulting Engineers. [2127

IMMEDI-ATE Delivery 1920 Douglas models; all

spare parts stocked.—Mollat, Tmvn- Hall Garage.

Yeovil. 'Phone : 50. [7560

DOUGLAS 4h.p.. 1918 (late), overhauled, replafed,

and enamelled, in all respects good as new; £75.

—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. [6833

1 020 4h.p. Douglas Combination. P. and H. lamps,
A?7 Stewart horn; £155, or nearest.—Wright, Lion
Hotel. Uttoxeter, Staffs. ^ [7247

! OJih.p. Douglas, 2-spe6d, rebuilt model, perfect order,
/^ ' replated and enamelled ; £55.—Ash Lodge.

|.Innetion Rd., Brentwood. [7156

OUGLAS 2?4h.p.. new Aug., 1919, fully erinipped;

a tiargain, £75. no offers.-76, Palmerston Cres-

cent, Palmer's Green, N.13. [6538

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, equipped, Douglas
sidecar [not W.D.I, mechanically perfect; £85.—

14, Eff'ra Parade, Brixton. [7675

Oillir- Douglas, Bosch, Amac, fitted new crankshaft
z^* :,nd flvwheel: J28/10: ride away.-PIatt^, 602,

King's Rd.. Fulham, S.W,6. [6971

DOUGLAS 1915 2=ih.p., makers' colours, excellent

condition, fast machine; 5Cf gns.—30, Crystal

Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [7086

OL'GLAS 2^ih.p., 1917, thoroughly overhauled,

fitted new controls, etc., perfect order throngliont

:

£45.—IJowell, Byfieet, Surrey. . [6832

OUGLAS 4h.p. 3-speed, clutch and kick start, late

model, perfect condition, ride away; £68.— 1,

Larkhill Rise, Clapham, S.W. [6979

DOUGLAS 4h.p., nearly new, with Henderson light

car. flrst-class outfit; £135, or nearest oft'er.—

Hammond's Garage, Cricklade. [X0592

DOITGLAS 23jh.p.. 1917, excellent condition,

appearance as new, accessories: £59.-64, Frani-

fteld Hd., Hanwell, London, W. [7161

OUGLAS 2'fih.p., 1916, lamps, horn, tools, spare

cliain, valve, etc., excellent throughout; £60.—
271, Camberwell IS'ew Rd., S.E.5. (7511

OUGLAS Combination, 1918, unused (not W.D.),

Douglas sidecar, fidly equipped, condition perfect;

£95 _14.°E!ira Parade, Brixton. [7674

D-^

D^

W

W
15.-14, Ettra I'araae, isrixton. l'"''+

FOR Sale. 1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, electric

lamps Easting, undershield. lull accessories; £140.

-Leech, Pownall St., Macclesfield. [7368

"I (rfcl9 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 lamps. Klaxon,
-Ly tools, accessories: £130: death cause of. sale.-

L.. 29, Lea Bridge Rd., Clapton, E.5. [6598

DOUGLAS 1915 2^1h.p., 2-speed, P. and H. lamps,

tools, spares, running order: 56 gns.— 121,. Chet-

wyud Rd, Highgate, London, X.W.5. [6932

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas, overhauled, enamelled, plated.

-Li/ undershield, seuii-T.T. bar.s, splendid condition:

f95.-Lynn, 37, Eadcliffe Rd., Hitchin. [6835

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-specd, royal bine, side-

car new condition, goins abroad: 95 gns., complete.

-Adams, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [7164

OUGLAS, 2%h.p., I9I5. makers' colours, flrst-class

condition, tvres as new, horn, lamps, etc.; sacri-

fice, £67.-8, W'estboro' Rd., Westcliff. [7192

DOUGLAS, Oct., 1919, 2"-.,h.p., perfect condition,

lamps, horn, tools, long exhaust, good tyres, belt;

£70.—Angler, Avenue Elmers, Surbiton. [7149

I'
MMEDIATE delivery 4h.p. Douglas and sidecar,

£170; 2'iih.p. models in stock, f105.—Colmore

Depots, 31,' Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X0614

D^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

19 Douglas flli.p. Combination, engine No. 7433,
t'OmplL'te outfit, speedometer, lamps, liood, screen

;

£125.-VirEO, 156, High St., Hounslow. [7513

1 Q20 Doirglas, 2">4h.p., lamps, CouvTey Trorn, spare
X«/ oversize cover, all accessories, low mileage; £90.
—Bullock, 38, l-'rederica HA., Bonrnemouth. [7725

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Coach Combination, splendid run-
ijing order, lamps, accessories ; cash wanted

;

£85.— 103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [76B9

DOUGLAS Combination, 3-speed, kick starter, in
'excellent condition, any trial with 3 up; first

cheque £88.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [4127

2.3h.p. Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, thoroughly ovcr-
4 hauled, re-enamelled, new tyres, belt, egual new

;

i57.—89, Oak Lane, Bradford. Tel.: 2190. [7508

1 015 Douglas, re-enamelled, replated, thoroughly
--^ overhauled, in beautiful order and verv quiet;
£70.—G. P^ Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St., MM. [5567

LATE 1914 4h.p. Douglas, thoroughly overhauled, in
very good running condition, lauips-, horn; £90.-

Pollit, Eusby Beck, Binley-in-'U"har£edale, Leeds. [2727

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combinations, 2?ih.p., 3-

speed models, with clutch : 2-^4h.p. 3-speed, less
clutch ; list prices.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury.

[6238

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p. and Sidecar, £170; 254h.p., 3-
Ji*^ speed, clutch model, £105; at once, no waiting.
—Colmore Depots, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[6966
DDUGLAS, 2 speeds, perfect order, tyres as new,

1920 Amac carburetter, lamps, horn, tools; £60,
or offer.—Preston, 38, Durban Rd., Beckenham, Kent.

[6838.
DOUGLAS 1915 2?4h.p., 2-speed, excellent ruuninK

order, lamps, tools, policy ; seen any time ; any
trial; £60.—Hutton, 163, Parish Lane, Penge, S.E.20

[6683
DOUGLAS 191-9 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed clutch,

kick starter, not W.D., accessories, _ excellent con-
dition; £105.—Cirfax Motors, Ltd., Cobham, Surrey.

[7063
pjOtTGLAS 1918 4h.p. 3-sp6ed Combination, lamps,

hood, wind screen, spare wheel, toole, like new±J
any trial; £120.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, Eomt'ord.

[7088
4h.p. Douglas Combination, about 1917, electric

lights. Easting wind screen, all tools, condition
as new; sacrifice £95.-198, King St., Hammersi"*'-

[7609
I
Q15 Douglas, S^^h.p., P. and H. lamps, horn, lan-

--•^ Sad, excellent condition; what offers?—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. Ken. 4096.

[7244
T\OUGLAB 2i4h.p., semi-T.T., lamps, horn, tools,
-L' knee grips, unscratched, low mileage; £95, or
near offer.—Smith-Owen, 29, Broad St., Newtown.

[7335
T\OUGLAS, 41i.p.-, 1917, C.B. sidecar, lamps, liorn,
-^-^ grid, screen, nearly new tyres, new spare belt
and chain; jeiOS.—Killarnev, Cecil Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. [7302

DOUGLAS 2»ih.p., 1916 T.T. (not W.D.), 2-specd,
discs, lighting equipment, born, fully insured,

imart and fast machine; £55.-5, Norwich Rd., Ips-
wich. [7331.

DOUGLAS 23/Sh.p., 1920, 3-speed. without clutch,
guaranteed unscratched and as new, approval

with pleasure; £95.-Gibh, Douglas Expert, Glou-
cester. [6340

"IQIS Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
-*-*^ starter, lighting set, etc., appearance as new;
eacrifice £97.-769. Eomtord Ed., Manor Park, Lon-
don, E. [6785

23,h.p. Douglas, in first-class condition, climb any-
4 thing, original Douglas colours, lamps, and

horn; £30.
—
"William Drummond, Blockridge, West

Lothian. [X0665

DOUGLAS 25^h.p., W.D., delivered 1919, good con-
dition : sold to anyone in perfect running order,

£60 cash, or what otters -Rowland Wilson, Gorefleld,
Wisbech. [6649
T ATE 1919 2%h.p. Douglas, as new, mileage under
-•-' 500, C.A.V.. mag., spares, and lamps; £75, owner
bought car.-198, Wellingborough Ed.. Eushden,
Northants. [6645

T^OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed; ^plating as new, long
-»--' polished copper exhaust, lamp, horn, good tvres,
fast, excellent machine; £60.-38, Gratton Ed., West
Kensington. [7099
*p\OUGLAS Combination, late 1919, as new, mileage
'-' 1,900, guaranteed perfect, any trial, £40 worth
»I>are5 and accessories; £140.-44, Park E<3.. Hockley
Birmingham. [X0712

"TiOUGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
---' strut, splendid condition, recently overhauled,
lamps, acces-sories, spares; any trial; £100.-82, Mersey
Ed., Wnlnes. [6829

"PJOUGLAS 2'/,h.p., 1912, Bosch mag., been stored--' away during war, taet and perfect; £26; write lor
arpointment.—Nightingale, 181, Manor St., Claphaiu
London, S.W.4. [6800

1 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 lamps and gener-
-*- *^ ators, speedometer, horn, wind screen, beautiful
ondition; £160, or near oiler.—W. J. Bladder. Sid-

bury, Worcester. 1X0674I

LAMB'S
NEW MACHINES IM STOCK.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., electric. £199 10
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4 h.p £164 10
CALTHORPE, ^-stroke £74 19 6
CALTHORPE-J.A.P £78 5 6
ARIEL Combination, 3.'. h.p £152 10
ARIEL, s.ilo " £120
NEW HUDSON £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 3.! h.p £130
ROVER, 3J h.p., T.T., i-speed £149 10
JAMES Combination, 4^ h.p £170
JAMES, ;i h.p., 2-speecl £75
BLACKBURNE and Sidecar, 4 h.p £165
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2 J h.p £84 3
DIAMOND, single-speed, 2S h.p £63 5
O.K. JUNIORS, single speed £50 8
O.K., 3-specd £65
CLYNO, 2,', h.p £75
SCOTT, 3} h.p £140
MATCHLESS, dynamo £230
A.B.C., solo £150
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p. £160
B.S.A. 4]- h.p, all-chain Combination .. £152 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p £139
CLYNO Combination, 8 h.p £250 Q
LEVIS £60
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p. £100
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170

NEARLY NEW.

1919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination (late),

and accessories £147 10
1920 TRIUMPH, solo, 4 h.p. . , —
1920 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, and access. £185
1920 COULSfvN, 2j h.p., and accessories. £85 9
1920 COULSON 4 h.p. Combination £130 U
1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and bulbous

H.-D. Sidecar £160
1919 ENFIELD, lightweight £65
1920 A.B.C., ridden 100 miles ,

—
igrg JAMES, 2i h.p £63
1920 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination £210
1920 WOOLER, 21 h.p £120
1920 N.U.T., solo £185
1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE £85
1920 P. & M. Combination £135
1920 QUADRANT £135
1919 RUDGE, I.O.M.. sporting Canoelet

Sidecar, and accessories £120
J920 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p £97 10
1919 W.D. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £110

W.D.DOUGLAS £65

SECOND-HAND.

1916 ENFIELD Combination £135
J916 ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p. ... £160
1917 ENFIELD, 6 h.p £140
1916 ENFIELD, dynamo lighting £150
igrs ENFIELD, dynamo lighting £140
1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and H.D.

Sidecar £140
rgr7 LEVIS £47 10
1914 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed £47 10
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and sporting

Sidecar £-120

Deferred Terms— Half down and ir instalments.

387, CUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone: Museum 4978.

'Grams: " Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.

'Phone: Walthamstow 169.

'Grams: " Cyclotomo, Phone, London,"

50, HIGH RD., WOOD GREEN, N.22.

'Phone: Hornsey 1956.

'Grams: " Doulamocy, 'Phone, London."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"1015-16 2^4h.p. Doaglases, renovated, new C.A.V.
^*f mags., new belt, snips; only a few left; £50
each; carriage extra.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd.,
Clapham, S.W.8. [7634
iT^OUGLAS 1915 2^h.p., new 3-speed gear box,
---' splendid condition, enamelling and plating un-
scratched; £62/10.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real
Service Firm, Totnes. [6766

T^OUGIAS 2%'h.if., 1914, 2-speed, recently overhauled,
--' new tyres, tube, pistons, connecting rods, hiiuiie,

tools: £55, or near oSer.—W. Attlesey, Southery, Hown- ;

hnm Market, Norfolk. [5191

"TiOUGLAS Combination. May, 1920. done 1,500, ;

-*-' P.H. lamps, 'Lnras horn, spare tube, vahe, plug,
tools; £150.—Shew, AVynnstay, Alexander Ed., South- !

Ifourne, Bournemouth. [6738

DOUGLAS 234h.p. new May, completely equipped
throughout, perfect running order, unscratched;

bargain, £75; seen bv appointment.—Cooke, 33, Kirk-
etaU Ed., Streatnam. Hill. [69^2 1

03.h.p. DougIi\s, 2 speeds, 1916-17, large saddle, foot- :

'^4: boards, lamps, mechanical horn, tools, eitr:. perfect,
;

not run aOO miles: £70, or offer.—Hall, Old Mill, ,

Monston, Andover, Hants. [7105

1 Q19 (Sept.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, hitest clutch,
J~*^ uudersiiield. Easting screen, speedometer, Cowey
horu, lamps, 2 spare tyrcts, Tan-Sad, all perfect; £1:35.

—Broomhall, -Eynsford, Kent. [6593

DOUGLAS Spares: 4h.p. and 23^i.p. connecting rode,

15/-; mag. wheels, 7/6; crankshaft, £1; 2%
sprocket wheels, 6/-; all clutch spares, back wheel, etc.

—14, Effra Parade, Brixton. [7677

JULY, 1919, Douglas Combination, H.A.H. electric

lighting, (Speedometer, Easting, well fitted out witli

-pares, unused squire tvre, etc.: £130.—Nield, 275, Stoc-k-

port Ed., Cheadle Heath, Stockport. [X05&5

DOUGLAS 1916 2-sDeed, free, lamps, new spare
b:;lt, etc, tyres, plating and enamel all as new;

60 gns. for quick sale.—10. Windermere Villas, Totten-
ham Lane. Hornsey. 'Phone: 2145. [7206

DOUGLAS ^Yih.p., hite 1917, 3:speed chitoh, kick
stiiiter, 1920 cylinders, pistons, blue dises, new

(•bain, tvi^s good: price £80: lirst-r-hiss order thiough-
out.-Xorton, Wall Heath, near Dudley. [S0700

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, eitamel and plating

as new,, copjier-plated cylinders, disc wheels
plated, lamps and horn, smartest Doug, on the road;

£120.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [4126

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, done less than 400
-L«7 m)l6.~ horn, spare chain, belt, yalve. etc.; £150,
or best offer; .seen any time by appointment.—AVat:^n,
Glebe House, Whitton Ed., Twickenham. [7153

DOUGLAS 1915 oVL'h.p. Motor Cycle l^ombinatiou,
recently overhauled, new Senspray carburetter,

good tyres, coachbuilt sidecar, just painted; seen by

appointment; price £110.~Swift,, Ledbury. [6525

Q'Q.h.p. 1918 W-D. Douglas, recently overhauled, ap-

'W4 pearance as ne^:, very fast machine; sole reaeon

lor selling, owner returniuR' to college; £65, or oft'er.—

Breach, Motor Cvcle and Light Car Agency, SidUHnitl!.

[6635

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p.. Saxe blue, combination,
equipped as new, 145 gns.; ditto. 4h.p. 1917

combination, £95; Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed. Colonial
model, 75 gns.—12, Cornwall Mews; Gloucester Kii,
S.W.7; l7T<p-

IT Appears EidiculouB to Advertise when you hate
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the -early

birds. Pi'ce your order at once if yoii want de-

li^.ery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham TL^.

Eristoh roOlfi.

MAUDES' Overhauled W.D. 23.^1i.p. 1916 Mo^
Douglas, tanks re-euamelled, new tyres, belt, mag.-,

etc., absolutelv like new; £60; trade supplied.—MaudeaJ,
100, Gl Portland St., London, W.I., and Parie St.,

Exeter.
*

[7€%4

1 Ql-9 4h.p.. Douglas Combination, eomplet«Iyi
J- *y equipped, 3 lamps, Smith's trip speedometer,

mechanical horn, tools, spares, belt, and clutch, lat^
overhauled; £160.—Jacques, Orlingbury Hall, Welling-
borough. [6445

1 O20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, lamps, liorn, t?peed-

J- 1? ometer, Orto hood, side cuvtaine, wind screen,

Tan-Sad seat, back, footrest, owner leaving England;
£150, or near offer.—A. J. Curgenven, I.C.S., St. Claire.

Lingfield, Surrey. [6592

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, 1916, a
speeds, free engine, clutch, good order, and guajf-

anteed throughout, with accessories; trial any time;

bargain, £80, offers.—Owner, 77, Salmon Lane, York

E.d.,- Stepney Station. [7216

WATTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—2^^h-p. 1920
Douglas, 3-3peed models, new, £100: 2%h.p..,3-

speed, clutch, and kick start , models, £105; combin-
ations, 4h.p., £170; trade supplied.—'Phone : Hol-

born 5777. Easy terras. [7726

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Doughns combination, latest

clutch, many accessories, condition as new.—Fair
Otter Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstend (near Hamp-
.^tend Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp.stead 3752. Hours

9-7, inchiding Saturdays. [6&1I

1Q18 Douglas 4h.^. Combination, perfect condition,

X«/ enamel and plate as new, lamp, Kla^ion,

speedomet'^ir, wind screen, sidecar reupholstered, coaoh

lainted, numerous spares; £135, offer; any tinie.T--

'ry Windsor Racecuurse. [lliQ

fi

B38 All letters lehiti.ig to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

VTEW Douglas Combination. 4h.p.. to makers' speci-
L* fication at list pri?e, including carriage from
it'orks; £173/10; easy payments 4% tra; only one-

fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthl instalments.—
Hirrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed.. London. [7013

-J Q 16-17 2'^h.p. T.T. Douglas, 2 speeds, buffer forks.
JLiJ original enamel and transfers (unscratched),
blue aluminium tank, excellent tyres, latest 1920
C.A..V.. Amac, Pedley grips,. Amac,
condition: £56

models; yon
[6933

accessories, brand new
63," Solon Ed., Brixton, S.W.2.

[7549
DOUGLA.S (October, 1919] 4b.p. Combination,

cijmplete, horn, speedometer, hood, glas^ wind
ecreen, lamp.=, mileage 1,900, deenrboni.^ed lately;

£150; .=een daily Cooper and Chalk, 84, Holland Park
Ay., Kensington.—Williams, Kingsclere, Sheringham,
Norfolk. [7163

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Oct., 1919, 3-speed,
clutch, K.S., lamps, speedometer, etc., new

Dunlop heavy, extra heavy Dunlop month old, and
Clincher, extra tube and repaired Clincher cover, good
running order; £130.-12. Chepstow Crescent, W.ll
Park 236.

^
[7713

DOUGLA.S 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete with
lamps and horn, run 1,000 miles only, £145.

1920 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed, complete with lamps
and speedometer, horn, run 1,500 miles, perfect,
£92/10; Douglas, 1916, buffer forks, perfect order,
£60.—Batchelor, 36, Clarence St., Kingston-on.
Thames. [7282
IQ 19. (Intel Ih.p. Dongtas Combin.ntion, dark bluet-y sidecar, acetylene head light, electric rear and
side, C'lmeo screen, speedometer, horn, reflector, tools,
spares, thoroughly overhauled, perfect condition, lusuri
CU3 turnout, trial willingly; £135, or ne.nr offer.-Currie,
263, Clifton Ed., Eugby. [X0591
Qih.p. Douglas. 1915, 2-speed; engine No. 22191,

,
-^mac carburetter, C.A.V. mag., footboards, tour

mg handle-bars, horn, mirror, electric lightmg get, spare
valve spring, large toolbag, long exhaust, in good run
jing order; 60 gns. ; good reasons for, selling; nc
rtenlers; write for appointment.—25, S.nntos Ed, Wands-
worth, S.W.18. . y048
TiOIJGS., real Douss., not Slough dug-outs. Our
--' Dougs. are completely overhauled and renovated
a- new, stove enamelled makers' colours, plated, new
tyres, belts, and guaranteed in perfect mechanical
rondition; nothing offered to touch them at the price
£60, with new head and rear lamp complete.—Hubert
Turner and Co., 4-5. Crawford Passage. Eay St.. Far
nngdon Ed„ E.C, [7395

Edmund.
piDMDND 2'41i.p., spring frame, 3
-'-' simply float.— Gourlay, Fallonfteld.

"I Q 20 New Edmund 2i/jh.p., 2-speed, spring frame:
J-t^ £92/8. or exchange.—Halitai Motor Exchange.
HSrton St., Halifax. [6791
TfiDMDND.-The lightweight with the laminated
--' spring frame 2}Jh.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stroke
model. £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-8peed gear
-P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

f025)
pDMUND-J.A.P. 1920 25jh.p., 2-speed, laminated^ spring frame, registered, and ready for use,
mileage negligible, condition suaranteed; cost £92,
onered at £75, one of the best bargains in England.
Those who miss Bicester frequently pay much more
for a wo.se article.—The Layton Garages, Bicester,
Oxon. T.A. : Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone : 35
Bicester, [X0784

EnQeld.
fjh.p. Royal Enfield Combination. 1916 model; *165.^ —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Ijondon. [7750
1Q18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, fully guaranteed-
J-i/ £120.-Ross, 86, High Hd., Lee, S.E. [6900

"lYEW 1920 6h.p. Enfield Combination: £175.-Li Bounds Garage, 223, High Bd., Kilburn. [6651

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.p., fully equipped,
perfect.—165, Hitchin Rd., Luton, Beds. [7274

6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, screen, speedo-
meter: £110.-62, Southgate St., Gloucester. [5060

Oh.p. Enfield, 1916, 2-speed, K.S., new condition;" f68.-Seen Obey's Garage, Heath Ed., TwickenhamE[6570XFIELD 2-sp6ed 2-stroke, June. 1920; £67/10.—
Eodgers, 65, Main St., St. Bees, Cumberland

- [X0586
Combinations, 6b. p. 2l/ib.p. 2-stroke
list prices.—Longman, Fisherton, Salis-

[6239

iqi9 Ro.val Enfield 2Mi.p. 2-5troke. in flrst-class
»-*' order; £60.—Autoveyors, Ltd., 84, Victoria St
8-^^l- [6492

.1Q19 Enfield ^-stroke, fully eqtiipped, like new
•-•' £58/10.-12, The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill,
f'-Sl.

.

' [6621

S'FIELD Combination 6h.p., perfect; £87/10 —
Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Ed., West Kilburn,

N.W.6. [6717
I^NFIELD 2-stroke, delivered July, only done 200J-J mile-; £65.-P. Dewhurst, Tilstone; Tarporley,
Che^ire. [6637
pNFIELD Lightweight, twin M.A.G., -S-speed,
•'»-' PTlflllRnf nTir,oi.r„T,„a. best OVet 45 gUS.—46 Hit'h

' [7200

ENFIELD
models:

bury.

E^^

excellent appearance:
St., Uxbridge.

Accessories. M JL j^ \ V Specialities

H.A.H. M wjMr li Genuine

Complete W^^op ^f^M "ellesen

Electric ^^ ^^r Dry
Lighting Sets. ^^M^^^ Batteries.

Write (or Catalogue. FREE on applica Ton
Send a p.c. for address of nearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
Place your orders with one of the following
WHOLESALE HOUSES, all of which car. y

largB stocks.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Gt. Bransom, Kent & Co.,
Eastern St., E.C.4., and Ltd. Gt. Eastern St E.C.4

all depots. Hallord Cycle Co., Bir-

Jas. Thompson & Sons, mlngham, and all depots

Ltd., Edinburgh, and all Jam" Bridges, Ltd.

depots.

East London Rubber Co.
Gt, Eastern St., E.C,4,

Sheffield and Bristol.

Hobday Bros., Ltd., Gt.
Eastern St, E.C.4.

A. Evans, Ltd., Great
Eastern St., E.C.4.

Poplar Walk, Croydon.
Timson Bros., Birming-
ham, and all depots.

R. A. Whitfield, Carting-
ton St., Nottingham.

Haslam & Stretton, Ltd.,

Cardiff.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

Coventry, and all depots.

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Mad, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc Ready for installing.

Many different Models of

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS
Fig. 895

Price as illustrated, 6S/- each

H.A.H.
SIDELAMPS.

H.A,H.
REAR LAMPS

Fig. 8B6.

Sidecar Lamp.
Double insulated ad-
justable holder, screw
£ ront, ailti heavy side

]Ui Price as illus-

trated, 21 /-

HA.H.
ACCUMULATORS.

New Model, Fig. 573.HAH Rearlamp showaRei
light, ii'.:ht3 No. plate. Cora-
p etj with switch ba b. wire
clip etc. Price 9/6 each.

H.A.H.
CARRYING CASES

Fig. 1162. Accumulator.
Size 4^x3§x6i. Capa-
city, 4 volt 40 amp.

Price 31 /6 each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets.

Fig. 379, Case ior rr62
Accumulator. Price

15/- each.

Prices from £5.
A. H. HUNT, LTD.,

H.A.H. WORKS,
Tunstall Road. CROYDON, En^.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

;

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

TTXFIELD eh. p. Comliination, fully equipped, 3 elec-
J-^ trie lights, new; £195, bargain.—55, Bexley Ed..
Belvedere, Kent. [659C

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination in Stock, new; list

„ ,
PJice.—Edwards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. . [7655
TjlNFIELD Combination, 1915, war stored, as new,
J-J hood, screen, speedometer, lamps; £108.—Lam-
wrt, 1, Pitlake, Croydon. [7081

ENFLELD .Combination. 1916, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, splendid condition; £130.-93, West-

combe Hill, Blackheath. [7383

ENTIELD 1916 'Combination, 6h.p., eood condition,
all accessories, " Bosch mag-. ; £130, or nearest.—

Dr. Dudley, Caxton, Gambs. . (6630

1 Q 20 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, arrived too late,
.*-*' owner bought; quick sale £170, unregistered.

—

35, Bishop St., Shrewsbury. [X0651

1Q20 Enfield 2-stroke. 2-speed, accessories, and a],
-i-^ risk policy, perfect condition; £62.—Dickinson,
64, Princes' S.q., Bayswater. . [7059

EXFIELD 2^4h.p., in Tunninir order: £30, or near
offer; can be seen everr day except Thursday or

Sunday.—41, King's Ed., Chelsea. [6557

"J
Q20 Enfield 5,'Xh.p., 2-speeds, 2-stroke, in stock at

-»-*' list, £73/10; exchanges or easy terms.-2.
Nightingale Rd.. Lower Clapton. [7571

ENFIELD.—1915-16 Enfield combination, 1920.
sidecar, appearance, condition as new; £130,

or oHer.—125, High St., Woolwich. [6096

IQIS Enfield 8h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, and
Xi/ all accessories, like new, hardly used.—Grimes.
18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [5956

1 Q 20 Enfield 2-itroke, 2-speed, free engine, as new,
-i-" lamps, etc.: £70, or nrarest ofier; must S6ll._-

Cole, 108, Priorv Park Rd., Kilburn. [7248

1Q19 Enfield 2-stroke. 2-speed. under 600 miles
-l-«7 all accessories, unseratclied : accept £57.—
Soden, 18, Parkshot. Richmond, S,W. [7419

1 Q20 Enfield Combination. Sh.p.. Magdyno, screen.

X«7 Cower speedometer. Tan-Sad; £210.—Eodway.
143, BeuMi Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E. [7041

ROYAL ENFIELD 1920^25ib.p.. 2-speed. P. and
H. lamp set; 65 gns.—Talbot, Heron Court, Rich-

mond, Surrey. 'Phone : Richmond 1697. [7636

6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, screen, speedo-
meter, horn, spare chains, new appearance; £128;

after 7.-3, Landsrock Rd., Crouch End, N. [7151

1 iai9 (August) Enfield 2V;h.p.. mileage 3,000, Lucas
-Lt/ lamps, horn, speedometer, perfect condition ; £65.

-C.J., S, Eiseldine Ed., Honor (}ak Park, S.E.23. [6641

NEW 1920 Eoyal Enfield, 2yh.p., 2-atroke; price

£73/10- delivery from stock.—D. J. Shepherd
]nd Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [0242

3h.p. Twin Enfield, delivered 1920, Millers head hght,
Lucas horn, Watford speedometer, ^enamel un-

scratched, perfect order; £76.-4, Hanover ,St„ W.l.
[6938

1 Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, 1,500 miles, lamps, ^

X«7 Klaxon. Easting, spare chain: £165: seen Satur-
davs and Sundays.—Write Coryn, Hornchurch, Essex.

[7458
ROYAL E.afield Combination, Sh.p., excellent con-,

dition, complete with spares; £150, or offer.

—

Enfield, 24. Palmerston Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.
[6988

ENFIELD 1918 2-strok6, 2-speed, lampci, horn, pump,
tools, condition and appearance as new; genuine

bargain; £48; Tooting.—Box 573, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[7043

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p., late 1919, not run
1,000 miles, Lucas lamps and horn, condition as

new; £165, or nearest—Hawley, Goodall' St., Walsall.
[X0608

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke. been used fortnight, as
new; £68.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co.. 70, Royal

Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113.
[5455

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1918. perfect condi-
tion, new appearance; ^140; Easting screen.

—

Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., South 'Kensington. Ken.
4096. [7239

ENFIELD Combination. 1914.- 6h.p., lamps, horn,
spares, and tools, Bosch mag., in splendid con-

dition; £130,—Hall, 13. Alice St.. Southwick, Sun-
derland. [7400

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., excellent con-
dition, all accessories, wind screen, tyres good

;

nearest £135.—Enfield, Page's Garage, Acre Lane, Brix-
ton, S.W. [6941

ROYAL ENFIELD 6-8h.p. Combination, 1914.
coachbuilt sidecar. Bosch mag., Binks, recently

overhauled, new tyres; £140.—32, Firth Park Rd.,
Sheffield. [7483

"1017 Enfield Combination, exceptionally nice en-
JLtf gine. guaranteea sound, new car tyres, chains,
etc.; £135.-3, Cluny Mews, Warwick Rd., Earl's
Court, S.W. [7345

J^
XFIELD. 2P4h.p., single speed, perfect condition.

^ new tyre; and tubes, just re-enamelled and
overhauled; bargain, £50.—Hodkinson, Star, Oaka-
moor. Staffs.

'

[7420

All letters rel,-,tina to adveitisementa should auote the number at the end of each advei tisement, and the date of the issue B39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

1 01 8 Royal Enfield Combination, new sidecar, E^st
Xt/ ing screen, all tyres as new; cheap lot; quick

sale, £145.—Reeves, 4, Denmark Teiiace, Fortis Green
Rd., East Finchley, N.W. [X0570

LATE 1919 6h.p. Eofield Combination, electnu
light, perfect condition, any trial, owner going

abroad; price £160.—Seen at Wood's Garage, Dawi,
Lane, kill Hill, N.W.I. [7661

"I Q 19 eh.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped
XiJ lighting set, speedometer, wind screen. Tan
Sad, mileage 2,700, excellent condition; £160.-153
Knollys Rd., Streatham. [7696

1 20 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain drive little

used, splendid condition, Lucas front and rear

lamps, Klaxon horn, all accessories; £70.~Morris, 2,

Seaview Terrace, Holywell. [6892

ENFIELD Combination, 1918, Sh.p.. condition per-

fect, mechanically perfect, all accessories, and
fully insured, complete; £155; 7 p.m.—6, Alconbury
Rd , Upper Clapton,. E.5. [7715

ENFIELD New 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Lucas
mag. dynamo lighting, horn, luggage grid, Tan-

Sad, and tools, registered, complete ; ^215.—Welling,
13, Tarring. Rd., Worthing. [7194

ENFIELD.—£127/10 Combination, 1916. with
dynamo lighting set, good condition.—Clifford

Wilson Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea,
S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113 [5454

ENFIELD, 3h.p., Sept., 1917, done 500 miles only.
absolutely as new mechanically and appearance;

£68, or nearest.—30, Harold Rd., Upper Norwood,
S.E. 'Phone : Sydenham 1284. [7076

ENFIELD Combination. Bh.p.. hood, screen, luggage
grid, lamps complete, and accessories ; £130, or

offer.—Apply between 1 and 2 o'clock or Thursday after-

noon, 25, Barton St., W. Kensington. [6675

NEW 2iAh.p. Royal Enfield. 2-5troke Models, 2-

speed, lor immediate delivery form stock, low
I)nilt, and ideal machine for traffic: £73/10 each.-
Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [7739

1 Q17 Enfield Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., Lucas
-i-«? dynamo lighting, electric horn, wind screen,
hood, overhauled and repainted as new, guaranteed
peTfect.—Collins. Swineshead, Lincolnshire. [7501

1 Q19 (Sept.) Enfield 8h.p., 2-seater sidecar, hood,
JLt/ screen, side curtain, speedometer, new condition,
£165; also new Enfield single-seater sidecar, with apron,
£14.—Forrest, 1, Townsend St., Haslingden. r6676

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., August, 1919, low
mileage, perfect, car tyres, Lucas dynamo light-

ing, hood, speedometer, electric, mechanical bulb horns,
child's seat; £200.-24, Lakehouee Rd., Wanstead. [4986

ENFIELD 1920 6h.p. or 8h.p. Combination, with
or without Magdyno; delivery from stock at list

price.—The Layton Garages, Bicester, near Oxford.
T.A. : Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. .

[X0786
ENFIELD Combination, 1920, Sh.p., Magdyno light-

ing, horn. Smith trip speedometer, only done 600
miles, perfect condition; cost £235, sell £200' cash.—
Van der Beten. EcclesBourne, Lea Bridge Rd., Shiptnn
Cross, E.IO. _ [6452

1 Q15 (new December) Sh.p. Enfield Combination,
J- V Lucas dynamo lighting, nearly new JPalmer car
tyres, Klaxon, speedometer, low mileage, perfect con-
dition : £190..~Highfield, The Chase, Coulsdon, Surrey.
Tel.: City 3917. [X0354

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke 2-speed Lightweight,
guaranteed as new, finish and condition per-

fect, ridden few miles only; £62.—Tlie Layton Garages,
Bicester, nea-- Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester
'Phone: 35 Bicester. [X07S5

1 Q 20 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, luxuriously
i»? equipped with hood. Easting wind screen, Ton-
Sad. £24 worth of accessories and spares, beautiful
condition; any trial; low mileage; £185.—Waring. 57,
Treut St., Burton-on-Trent. CX0345
1020 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno equip-
Xt/ ment, locker to sidecar, luggage carrier, all tools
and spares, appearance and mechanical condition abso-
lutely as new, mileage negligible; £195.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing, W.5. 'Phone: 1827. [7121

ENFIELD 1919 8h.p. Combination; complete with
a full Lucas equipment and Easting wind screen,

a very fine example of the special bargain class that
has made Bicester famous; pricing this outfit at £160.
we shall make the purchaser our friend.—The Layton
Garages. Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity.
Bicester. [X0787

Excelsior.

I^^XCELSIOR Combination. 4V.h.p.
-J from stock; £160.—Hewin's

Eeal Service Firm, Taunton.

the new hig single;
Garages, Ltd. ti"^

[6780

EXCELSIOR 2i/2h.p., kick start and clutch, brand
new, unridden, registered; £73.-Foster, Cliurch

Hd., Bagshot. [7324
Qh.v. 1920 British Excelsior de Luse Combination,^ Lucas Magdyno lighting, ppare wheel and tyro,
screen, luggage grid, all accessories; £225.-5 Alstone
Bo., Heaton Chapel, Stockport. [7533

1 Q20 8J1.P. British Excelwior, family flidecar,
^*^ d(_-taf!liiil)le wheels, spare wheel, unused, Eastini;.
Klaxnn. InmpK, f^priing luggage rnrrior. tools, Hpare^*
BB nt-w; £237/10.-20, Recllaui. Blnfkbur 1. [X0648

Price complate

SSI-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable &11 makes of Motor

Cycles. Write tor particulars.

F.N., 4-cyl.
splendid

Mechanical
Horns.

One year's

Guarantee.

List No 19 /6a.

32 /6 each.

List No. 1 9/ 6 b.

27' 6 each.

Westwood
Special Line3
are stocked bv

all

Reputable
Agents.

SIDE LAMP
List No. 19/4.

Price, 18 '6 each
Risht or left fittin

SIDE CAfi LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price, 7 /6 each.

MADE
TO

LAST
Made from solici brass, turn-
ed and threaded at joints.
Every part of solidconstnic-
tiou, Tliese lamps may be

tiken to pieces for cleanins. and "will re-
.iiain ali(,'ht in the strongest gale. Best
Quality lenses are fitted, and can be easily
replaced i£ broken. These lamps will last

as Ions as the ma<'hines theyare used ou- & are ab^Iutely rustless

WESTWOOD
MIRROR

For Motor Cycles.

Thii exceptionally
stroiiK and durable Mir^
-ror lias two distinct
patented advantages,
and can b3 adjusted
and locked firmly and
rigidly in any desired
position. Solder, rivet-

er loose wires have en^

tirely been dispensed
with in tMs desitrn,

This Mirror will stand
real hard wear, and will

always give efficient sat-

isfaction, List No. 19/7

Price, 13/- each.

Finished in nickel plate
and ebony black.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Excelsior.

NEW 1920 Excelsior Models in stocl; for immedia'te
delivery: 2yoh.p, 2-stroke, 2-speed, £67; 2%Jli.p.

2-speed, J.A.P. engine. 4-fitroke, £78; carriage paid to
any address.—Tlie I'renjier Motor Co., Astoc TJd., Bir-
mingham. 15551

Patnlr
FAFNIE 3i/2h.p. Comhination, F.E., just rebushrf;

ride away; £35.—Davis, 62, Wiltshire Ud., Brix-
ton. [6463

P.N

CROW Bros-, Giiildtord.—Immediate delivery 7h.p.
4-cyl. and 2i4h.p. lightweight F.N. .(5687

IMIMEDIATE Delivery F.N. 7h.p. 4-cyI. Combination
and 2V2h.p. lightweight.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Birmingham. , [7755

overliauled. Bosch, Binks, new tyres.
order; £50.—Schurch, Morton Hotel,

Russell Sq., London. [7271

SPECIAL 1913 Sh.p. F.N., 2.speed, condition as new;
' ofiers

:
photo 2d. stamp.—Pettuian, Castle Hotel,

Newcastle, .StgiJdrdshire. [6640
"1 Q14 F.N. 7h.p., m.i.v. model, new pistons and
-I-*/ bearings, lamps, horn; solo £95, combination
£115.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbnry.

_ [6897

F.N. Lightweight, shaft, 2.*peed, clutch, Binks, Boecli,
le-enamelled, mechanical horn ; ride away ; £29

;

e.^chang6 single gear.-23, Radipole Rd., Fulham. [68Q,7-.'

QPORTY F.N., 4-cyl., aluminium pistons, sloping^.'^ saddle, tank, black and gold, just enamelled, h'ke-
new, hand clutch, very nippy; £55.—Fletcher, 1197
Manderville Rd., Enfield Wash. [6805

BRAND iSTew 1920 F.N., 7h.-p., 3-speed, shaft driv«'
combination, - 4-cyl. engine, coachbuilt sidecSr,

hood, wind screen; £205; free delivery to any address.
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

(5S5S

Forward.
£38 secures 1914 Forward 2?ih.p. twin, 4-stroke, as

new,—Harrison, 1, Regent St., Rugby. Tel.: 27. •

[X0769'

Francis- Ba rnett. '

.

NEW FrancisBarnett. 25/4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed clntoff
and tick starter; in stock at manufacturers' list

price, £88/19; easy payments 4% extra, only one-fifth'

deposit, V)alance by 12 monthly instalments.—HarrOdfl,
Ltd., 118, BromptoD Rd., London. (7012.

Grandex.
GRANDEX-PRECISION 2V2h.p., 2 speeds, OTCB-'

hauled; £26.—Jones and Tapley, St. Anne's-oii-.
Sea. [X070_9^

GRANDEX-PRECISION 2S^h.p., 2-speed, F.E., gO(a",
tyres, lampG, etc. ; £32, or near offer.—56, Abb^

ville Ed., Clapham. [7034

Harley-Davldson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination;

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

HARLEY.—1915 Harley, dynamo lighting,
teed; £76.—12lB^ High_ St., Woolwich.

1 Q20 Harley-Davidsons; immediate delivery
-L tJ models from stock.—Kemp's Garage, Louth,
Lines.

H-ARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, spiel

did lot, compelled sell before lady day.—Roy Glpser-

Ambergate. . „ .

HARLET, sports model, in stock, new
Clai-k, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Ken. 4096.

<^ MARK

:rimandPatentsi:'
BORDESLEY BIRMINGHAM

£145.-
T7743

gu aran-
[609J

TXARLEY-DAVipSON Combination,

[6647

list price.^
Kensington."

[7240

.guaranteed,
-lA 1919. electric, perfect; £180-—237. Clapham
Rd., S.W.9. [7691a.

HAELEY-DAVinSONS 1920.-A11 models in stock,

with or without sidecars.-Macrae Bros., 37, Cock-
bum St., Edinliurgh. [6466,

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS, 1918-1919; £100 each, re-

eutrmelled and overhauled, ready to ride awav.—It

Wellesley Parade, Croydon. [389S,.

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, in practically new
i-iy condition throughout, extra fast one; sncrific«

£105.-Else, Dimple, Matlock. -
,

[X067I

HARLET-DA'VinSON, 1918, electric model, disc

wheels, speedometer ; 85 gris. : exchange enter-*

tained.—Sinclair, East Molesey. [7451'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Swan Combination, 7-9h.p;,'

1916-17; 100 gns.; exchanges.—12. Cornwall
Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [7703..

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1918 7-9h.p. Mag. Model;
fitted with luxurious sidecar; £130.-158, Nor-,'

wood Rd., West Noreood, ^.27. [7464

1015 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-

Xtf speed; £135.—Talbot, Heron Court, Richmon*
Surrey. 'Phone: Richmond 1697. [7631.

HARLEY Combination, 1915, electric, recently over--

hauled and-enamellcd latest colour, receipts shown:

£135, 0f!er8.-136, Evcring Ed,, N.16. [X056a

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Flat Twin,'

very ittle used, condition lik"^ new, all iittinget

£150.—Box 7,645, c/o The Motor Cycle. [695T
H^

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each aJvertlsement, and the date of the issue.
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SALE.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Harley-Davidsoo.

-|Q16 7-9h.p. Electric Model Harley Combination,
X t/ with speedometer, overhauled, - condition pood
£135.—Harkuess, Broughton, Huntingdon. [6726

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX Combination, 1918, new side-
car, good running: order, £125: mncliine onlv, £95.

—Owen. 59, Scholefield Rd., Holloway. [X0729

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, W.D.
1918-1919, good

secures, £85 and £90,-
S.W.

r-91i-I). - Harley-Davidson, 2-speed,
ivSeels, tyres as new, reciantl

models, re-enamelled,
running order; first cash
113, Rectory Lane, Tooting,

[7190

HARLEY 7-911.P., 1918, DA. lighting, new speed-
ometer, Tan-Sad, horn, spare cover, fully insured,

excellent throughout; £128.-271, Camberwell New Rd.,
S.E.5. [7512

1Q18 Harley-Davidson, new condition. £110, trialXO given; also 1920 4h.p. Harley, with sporting
sidecar, all accessories, £160.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee, S.E. _ . [6901

1 020 Harley, Model F and Harley Sidecar, new, list
J-*' price; also slightly used ditto, £218, fully
equipped.-Edwards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,
South KeiK^ington. ' [7658

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1915 Model Com-
biuation, good running order; gift, £85, or ex-

iiange Douglas or Triumph countershaft.—103a, High
it., Wandsworth, S.W.13. [7688

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1918, not W.D., and
£i?0 sidecar and wind screen, equipped as new;

2140; offers, or exchange lower power.—143, Ravens-
Hiry Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. , [7652

'7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsnn Combination, electric model^
electric horn and lights, luggage carrier, petrol

ariier, bulb horn, sparer: £120.—Bell, 25, Fortescue
Ir., opposite Well St., Hackney. [7457

tXARLEY Combination. 1915. electric litrht, Cameo
*-* screen, perfect running order, seen by appoint-
neut. owner buying car; a bargain, £100.-402,
tomford Rd., Forest Gate, London. [6951

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, delivered Nov., 1919, sport-
,

ing sidecnr, Mills-Fult'ord chassis, disrs. electric
lighting and horn, perfect condition; £200.—Write.
j

plione, call, Selby, 5, Heath Drive, N.W.3. [5204

kick start, disc

ciantly enamelled grey

;

! iiiaou for selling, owner bought car; first £70 seinues.
t -Rawv'on, 14a, Melrose St., Scarborough. [6576

1 JARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, bought new
I

X 1916, real good condition and mechanically per-
ct, lamps, horn, everything, any trial; sacrifice. £110.

I

CoUett, Church Farm, Wixford, Alcester. [X0719

f Q19 Harley Combination, mag. model, electric Ught-
\ .tf ing me?hanical horn, tyres and

,
condition

!>nera!ly perfect; price £170. o. take late 4h.p. solo
rt exchange.-Ash Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood.

; [7154
I
TARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1915, just over-X hauled, lamps, horn, wind screen, soeedometer,

I

r shields, etc., 3 new tyres, Binks carburetter; £130.
I
Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the Real Service Firm,

j

imfon. [6784

IARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Flat Twin, speedo-
,

meter, lighting set, brand new ; list price. in-
I niing accessories, £164; immediate delivery from
' 'ck.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile
;

. E.C.3. ^ [0066

920 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., electric model,
special £ 85 sidecar, fitted dash, hood, screen,

<' wheels, speedometer, watch, etc.; £220; seen any
,

ih .-Dyson, 6. Abbey Rd.. Bush Hill Park, Enfield.
hone: DaUton 1417. [7057

Ql9 (Nov. opproxl 7-9h.p. Havley-Davidson Combina-^ tiou. engine No. 5058. large butbou,s-back sidecar,
splendid running order; price £155: any trial.—

ijor Norris, c/o Stevens' Garage, 184, Pentonville
L, Eing's Cross, Loodbn.,. [7427

FARLEY, 7-9h.p., " 19i9, with Matchless sidecar,
*- electric light. Easting wind screen, speedometer,
horns, spares, running perfectly; £200; owner buy-
: car.—Seen at Monro's Garage, Oakleigh Rd., Whet-
ne, N. Tel. : Finchley 56. [7197

920 Harl6y-David.=on Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.
Model, extra fine large sidecar, hood, wind

' eon. Klaxon horn, ' speedometer, mirror, electric
titing set. first-class outfit, in tip-top turfe; £220.
45, Nightingale K^., Hitchin, Herts. [7204

1
fARLEY-DAVlDSON. 1919, mag. model, with

l'*- James Model de Luxe sidecar, Easting screen,
n-Sad pillion seat, lamps, luggage carrier, accessories,
i tools, splendid condition; trial and examination
er 5 p.m.; £155.-4, Edwin Rd., "Twickenham,
-hmcnd 1293. [6993

[ARLEY-DAVIDSON Khaki Combination, electric
I,
L light, model large bulbous back sidecar, apron,

|,rror in locker facing seat, painting and plating as
[v, handsome outfit; £160; 2^^h.p. 1920 Douglas
{
good lightweight as part payment.—Applv, 129,

; sen St., Eastbourne. [7109

[ARLEY-DAVIDSON. late 1916. electric lights and
L horn, Stewarts horn, disc wheels, pillion seat,
bous back sidecar, hood, screen, new tvres on all

I

:;els, enamelled buff, new Blick magneto, recently
[ihnuled by Harleys, bills shown, mechanically and
1
ernally excellent, any trial ; £160; or exchange

I

-al Enfield or similar.— 1, Pilgrim Hill, West Nor-
I

'd, S.E. [7202

TAYLORS

TAYLORS FOR TYRES.
Large selection of the very best makes of Motor
Cycle Tyres always in stock in all usual sizes

—

Dunlop, Clincher, Avon, Hutchinson, etc.

PILLION SEATS.
1920 Tan-Sad Spring Seats, 43 'S ; Side loot
rests, 6/11 ; Astride rests. 5/9; Back rest. 8/-

Carriage on Seats, 1 /-

SIDECAR HOODS.
Hoods to fit any Sidecar, complete with all

fittings, made of Airship fabric. Aluminium
finish, 50/- Carriage 2/-

LUGGAGE GRIDS.
To clip on Sidecar Chassis, complete with lu^s

and two straps, 50/- Ditto for Douglas, 60/-
Carriage, 2/-

ELECTRIC HORNS
Black finish, 4 volt and 6 volt ; complete with
handle-bar switch, 45/- Postage. 9d

LOW GENERATORS.
The Famous Low Generator, Motor Cycle Size,

£2 17s. 9d. Liglit Car Size, £4 10s. 9d. Carriage 1 /-

DISO WHEELS.
A.umlnium to fit A.J.S. Motor Cycles

35/- per wheel. Carriage 1/-

LAMPS.
Motor Cycle Headlamp and Generator Sets, H.B.
fitting, black and nickel finisli, 55/- Carriage 1 ,/-

Lucas " King of the Road," No. +62, £4 17s. 6d.

Carriage 1/- P. & H. Sets from 42,'- to 75/-

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
bhowrooms—

Accessories. Spare Parts and Repairs,

2 1 , Store St.. Tottenham Court Road , W.C 1

Motor Cycle3 and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, WC 1

Garage: Tottenham Court Eoad, W.
'Plionea: Accessories and Repairs. Museum. 1210.

Motor Cycles & Cars. Kensington 7260.

Telegrams; ' Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

FOR Sale, 1920 Harley-Davidson, 7-91i.p.. with Swan
sidecar, all in new condition, complete with 3

lamps, speedometer, mechanical horn, and usual outfit:

will drive to anv address lor inspection London district.

Address; Box 7',667, c/o The Molor Cijde. [7596

HABLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919, with 1920
Mills-l'nlford de luxe model sidecar, recently

overhauled, plating and enamel as new, luxurious
outfit, completely equipped throughout, lamps. Klaxon,
pump, Ea.<tins wind screen, sprunt,' lug{?age grid, etc.,

fully insured; £185, for quick sale; -seen by appoint-
ment, any reasonable trial giveu.—Cooke, 33, Kirkstall

Bd., Streatham Hill. [6981

Hazlewood.

1 Q20 Hazlewocd-Jap Combination, demonstration
J-«? model, 5-6h.p., 3-speed coiinterEhaft, kick start,

clutch, tools, mileage very low ; exceptional oppor-
tunity, £188.—Lytlialls Lane Garages, Foleshill, Cov-
entry. [X9538

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick starter; a thoroughly reli-

able outfit; Harrods have a largs number of these
in stock for sile at £186 each -(list price £204/12).
or on easy payments 4% extra; only ono-fifth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrcds, Ltd..

118, Brompton Bd., London. [7009

Henderson
1Q20 Henderson, 4 cylinders, solo motor cycle, dons
-•-" 100 miles; £160.—F. Bossutt, French Consulate,

Southampton. [TiSl

NEW Hendersons, solo and combination, electrical

models in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18.

Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. 1=955

discs.4-CTL. Henderson Eoyal Blue Combinatmu,
electric lighting, fine order, overhauled; tlio.

sured £120; exchange.—322, Dudley Ed., Birminghanh

HENDERSON 1920 lOhp., 4-cyl. model, fitted with

Langford special sidecar, brand new; 220 or

- South Molton St., ^^ .
Mayfair

[0282near offer.—Lloyd,
1011.

HENDERSON Combination. 1915, lOh.p., 2-speed,

clutch, handle start, black and gold, very smart,

powerful, equipped; bargain, 135 gr^.; exchanges.-12.

Cornwall Mews. Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [770^

1 Q20 Henderson, in perfect condition and guaranteed,

ly fitted with smart 2-seater sidecar, hood, screen,

etc., a most luxurious out*t; £250 --Bariter's Motors

194, Balham High Bd., London, S.»v.l2. [7000^

1020 Henderson Combination, deUvercd end of July,

lu special 2-seater sidecar, hood, D.A. lighting, Cowey

horn and speedometer, disc wheels, no* ™' 1=0 ""'7:

i245, or nearest oiler: trial or examination. lei.

Hainpstead 6964.-A.B.K., 32. The I'ryors, East Heath

Ed-, Hampstead. '

OEDEBS Now Booking for early delivery of the new

1921 Model K. Henderson with mP'ovef. «'.?,'"«

frame forks etc., finished deep blue wit;h gold lines,

{he iristocrnt of motor cycles; first bath will orrivs

h;%e"t^mber.-Sole Midland distributers. The Premier

Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. l^^^^

Hobart.

1Q20^'.ih.p. Hobart, .J.A.P.. 2-speed and clutch:

ly £9o'-Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [5904

HOBAET 2i<.h.p. 2-6troke, excellent condition go

°"iFiLJr £40.-Norman. Walton St., Long

Eaton.

50—1916 2'A\.v. Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, Amao,

M-L lamps, Klaxon, accessories, new conditum

-63, Solon Bd., Brixton. Exchange. 17S3a

rQ20
Hobart-Jap, delivered May, 2;.ihp., 4-stroko,

if Sturmey-Archer, kick start and clutch, acces-

sories, including large Miller's head f°d rear lights

and klaxon; £87/10.-76, Commercial Ed., Swindon

Wilts, f^"^"

NEW 2iAh.p. Hobart Lightweight, 2-speed models in

stock" at manufacturers', list Pr''i«i. *^^5; 4%

extra for easy payments: only one-fifth deposit,

ballnce by i2%onthIy instalments.-Harrods, Ltd

118, Brompton Ed., London. l
(uit

Humber.
20 4y2h.p. Flat Twin_Humber Combination^^ in

stock; *'£1737l276.-Gray'3 Garage, Watfprd^^19

-Ifkl8 3¥.h.p. Humber Twin, all-black, perfect Condi-

lotion; tifal by appointment.-Millward, 26, Morland

Ed., Croydon. I-"'"^

HUMBEE Lightweight 21ili-p. , 3-sp6cd, complete

;

£28- good oondition.-Eveleigh, Chappie, Laun-

ceston, Cornwall. l^^'''

HUMBEE 3h.p.. perfect running order, early model;

£18 after 7.-W., 37, Leathwaite Rd., Clapham

Common, S.W.I 1. t'256

3ih p Humber, 2-speed, F.E., handle start, B.B.,

2 Bosch, good condition, ride away; 36 gns-—J-

Sadler, Gladstone St., Winsford. l^AO/lw

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
number

HUMBER SV'h.P-, 2-speed, clutch and starter, in

splendid c'ondition througliout ; £38.—MoHatt,
406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [7386

HTOIBER S'/^hp-, 2 speeds and Ivee, new gears,

and recently overhauled, wicker sidecar: £55.

—

Davey, 152, Katheiine Rd., East Ham, London. [6522

T Q20 4yi,liip. Humber Comlnnation, Milllord 4-point,A^ unused; cost £173, no reasonatjle - offer refused;
trial ; seen Midlands.—Box 567, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X0664
HUMBER S^/oh-.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, new

condition, "2-speed, handle starting; bargain,
£75; after 6 p.m.—15, Wentworth Mansions, Hamp-
siead. _ [7138

1 CJ19 Hmnber 3^/l.h.p. Flat Twin Combination, electric
JLt/ ligliting, all' accessories, overhauled by nialrerE

;

illO, nearest offer, or' sell solo.—Pearce, 51, Cleveland
St, Uoncaster. [6455

1020 i'lat Twin Humber, 4>4h,i)., with Mills-Fnlford
J-*.' siderar, not ridden more than 200 miles, splendid
condition, tiny trial; 147 gns.— 'Phone: 1024.—Julian,
84, Broad St., Reading. [7722

HUMBER and Bramble Sidecar, 1915. Siih-p., S.A.
3-speed hub gear, speedoureter, wind screen, plenty

«'! spajes, just oyerliaiiled, excellent condition; seen by
iippnintment ; £85.—Brooks, 35, Jenner Rd., Stoke
Newiuf^ton, N.16. [6927

Imp
IMP Lightweight, Bosch, running order, good tyres;

liist cheaue £22.-59, Somers Rd., Southsea. [4825

19

19

Indian.
19 Powoiplus Indian, fine condition ; any trial

:

£112.—Hootes, Maidstone. [6710

rJS"DIAN 7-9]i.p.,, olntcli, sidecar, perfect; ride 40 miles

;

t- £80.-Peiubertou, I^Jutton-on-Sea. [7364

19 Indian Combinatioii, dynamo lightinEr; £160.
Bound.s Garage, 223, High ltd., Kilburn. [6654

1 Q^6 Spring Franie Indian, 2-speed, K.S., clutch,
At/ as new; nearest £95.-10, Butler St., Blackpool.

[7481
INDIAN 7 91lp,., good condition, tools, accessoTie«?

;

any trial; £75, or offer.-14, Gloucester Rd., Eal-

1

iug, "W.S. [7026

INDIAN Sljh.p. Clutch Model, good condition. Dun-
lops, as new, lamps; £45.—H, Norris ltd.,

Kf.-adintj. [7201

INDIAN 1914-15, clutch model, 7-9h.p., lamps and
horn, perfect running order; £48.-172, Thorold

Ed., Ilford. [6695

RED ladian, 1919, 3-speed, Powerplus, practically
unused ; sacrifice £ 110, or offer.—3, Oourtlands

Av., Lee, S.E.12. [7333

INDIAN 3,'/$h.p., single, very fast, splendid tyres;
trial here: stamp, particulars; £55:—Baitlett, Mil-

fnrd-on-Sea, Hants. [6628

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., late 1915, very little

ridden, «:eelleut conditiouj £110.—Mudd, Fish-
monger, JKetteiing. [6569

NEW Powerplus W.D. Indian, fitted with latest
Indian de Luxe sidecar; £165.—Jones and Tapley,

St. Anne's on-Sea. [X0708

INDIAN 1-915 7-9h.p. T.T., enamelled and plated, per-
fect order, all accessories; £72/10.—Sibley, 106,

Market Place, Romford. [7089

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent condition

;

£75, nearest offer.—F. A. Crips, 11, Friern Barnet
ltd,. New Southgate, N.ll. [6665

INDIAN Scout, new, in stock; £140.—The Layton
Garages, Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Inteeritv.

Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. [X0788

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 2 speeds,
etc., electric lighting, very fine condition; gift,

95 gns.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X07b2

INDIAN 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1915, S-speed.
re-enamelled and plated, overhauled; after 6 p.ra,—

19, St. George's Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [6808

j O 20 Indian Combination, electrically equipped,
-- *^ Milllord sidecar, new condition ; ^6195.—Motor
Cytle Mart, Ltd., Fair Row, Chatham. [7562

BRAND New 1920 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, just
delivered; list price.—Brown, Indian Specialist,

3 and 7a, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel. : 1032. [X0703

1 Q17 Indian Powerplus, 3 speeds, spring frame com-Xtf bination, in good running order; 115 gns.; any
trial by appointment.-G., 73, Carlton Vale, JCilburn.-

7-9h.p, 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sidecar, ^175.
latest improvements; also a solo 7-9h.p. Power-

plus Indian, ^£85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[7748

"1 <a20 7-9]i.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, practi-
J-t/ cally luand new, dynamo lighting complete, per-
fcot condition.—Motor Supply Company, King St..
HiiddfTHfield. [6973

1Q 20 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo light-
J-«J' ing througbout, insurance policy, just been
fvci hauled; £175 for quick sale.—Graham, Whitley,
nr. Coventry. [X0675

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-«/ latest largc-valved engine, mileace under
2-000; £190.-162, High St., Walthamsto^tf^ 'Phone:
Walthamstow 347. [7398

BeconstruGted

Government

Motor Cyoles.

Douglas
2| h.p.

Douglas
4 h.p.

Douglas Com-
binations £110

Thoroughly overhauled,stove

enamelled, tanks in makers
colours, good tyres, guaran-

teed mechanically sound.

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed countershaft,

kick-start, overhauled

as above, but not
enamelled or plated,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Indian.

SALE.
t

1 Q 20 Indian Combination, electric sidecar lanii^V
-- •^ Cameo screen and side curtain, spare tube,
mileage 3,400, excellent condition; £200. — Lg^^
Caerwent, St. Albans. [XoeSS

5-6h.p. Indian, 1915-16^ 3 speeds, clutch, kick start*
speedometer, lamps, horn, special Binks carbua

retter, sound and fast; bargain, £70.—Godley, Re4
House Hotel, Woking. [7272

TWIN Indian Combination, electric lighting, only
(rants seeing; ofl'er*^. Twin N.S.U.,~tree engine, and

sidecar, oSeru.—Wilson Engineering Co., 20, High St.,

Kingston. 'I'hone: 762. * [663J

INDIAN,—For early delivery of the famous powers
plus motor cycles and sidecar combinations wltli

electrical equipment write to P. J. Evans, 83-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0lJ?S-

1 Q 15 Indian Combination, 7^9h.p., 3-speed. epiifig
-*- *^ irame, kick-starter, electric lights and born,

i insured; £130, bes-t offer, alter 6 p.m.—27, NoTmana
j

Buildings, Old St., E.C.I. [6981:

£95.-1915-16 5-6h.p. Indiiin, 3-speed, etc., originaJ
enamel. Swan sidecar (red), new heavy Durilops,.

lamps. Klaxon, accessories, new condition.—63, Solon
Rd., Brixton. Exchange. [7556'

INDIAN Late Powerplus Millford Combination,. ,^
speeds, discs, Lucas dynamo lighting set, luggage

grid, perfect iu every way, like new; £l25,—C, :^
Station Parade, Muswell Hill. [71^^'

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Clutch Model 1919, excellent con-
dition, complete with lamps, tools, horn, spare

^hain. any trial; £60, or near ofler.—Basement Flat,
", Leiuster Gardens,- Bayswater.

^

[7165

1 Q20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, spring
JL*' frame. Easting screen, speedometer. p.2rfect ; this

week's bargain; £170; exchange or easy payment-i.—2,
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [7577

INDIAN 1914, Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame,tr
clutch, just' overhauled, 2 new tyres, hood, screen;;

£85; electric lighting, horn, speedometer, £10 extrit^ Rtm
—Marks, 85, Deodar Rd., Pnntey. [743^1^^

II^fDIAN Late 1919 Powerplus, came over on " Ee--
nown," electrically equipped, very little run, ari&

ntisolutely as new; £145, or with Montgomery sidecar
£160.~E., 18, St. Peter St., Winchester. [7101

"I
O20 Indian Powerplus Combination, 7-9h.p.,,

X */ dynamo lighting, electric horn, Easting wind
screen, splendid condition; £l65 for quick sale.—
Moffatt, 406, GaTratt Lane, EarlsfielU, S.W.18. [7387

-r Ji

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1919 {Oct.}, electric
model, ]iinks, Ea^tiug, spare tyre, vnlvee, etc;,

mileage 1,400, splendid condition; £160.—Apply after

Sept. 18th,- Hawley, 51, St. Fillans Rd., Catlord, S.E>6.,

[7406; te(t.

7-9h.p. 1915 TvT. IndiMU, clutch, lamps, Klaxon, Xon^i r ,[„

exhaust, just -overhauled, tyres practically new, ^T" '*--

2 valves, several plugs, and extras; what offers ?-f^

Apply by letter, Sargeaunt, Canterburys, Ingatestohe,
Essex. [7479

F.O.C.H, for Indian Combination, 1916 and 1920;
dynamo lighting.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube St^ion);
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includim
Saturdays. [681i

INDIAN, red, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, clutcli',V]

electric lighting, new Dunlops. splendid condi-
tion, guaranteed throughout, and Indian 32 gn. coach
sidecar, all accessories; bargain, £78.^5, Charles St.,

Stepney. [7217

INDIAN Combination, 1916 7-9h.p., 3-speed,' dual
clutch, 3 lamps, light car generator. Tan Sad,

speedometer, spare valve and chains, tools, good con,i-|

dition, under 9,000 miles; £125.-172, Whippendell '

Rd., Watford. [6845.

1 Q19 Indian Pow«rplus Combination, brand neA
X*' Grindley spring wheel isidecar, ridden 1,000^
solo only; exchange I'or lower power with c-aeh adjust
uient, or sell £195.—Boiitton, Avenue Rd., Wliittington'
Moor, Chestei-ficld. [662*

"I O20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, delivered Ma^
i«/ mileage 1,600, tyres unpnnctured, with dynamo;
lighting, head, tail, sidecar, speedometer, electric horni

finv spares, perfect outfit; £200. —Greenfield Hous^'
Whieldou Rd., Fenton, StafEs. r676l

MSIS

[to)

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, Mills-Fulfoij
\~*J bulbous sidecar, fitted Easting's screen, leg shields

muffs, spares, mileage under 2,000, splendid conditions
throughout ; any trial, any examination ; must sellf J^

price £175.-'Plione: Purley 828. [75l|

5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 1915-16, 3 speeds, hajM
and foot clutch, kick starter, sporting Cancel^

sidecar, excellent Dunlops, 3 lamps, special generattM

hooter, pump, apron,- etc., brand new condition; £90.-

G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [75.^

1 Cfcl6 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, tid
X-*jf start, spring frame, electric lights, new tyrea

hood, screen, lijggage grid, spare tyre, tube, an
chain, etc., fine condition, any trial; £105.—Dyer, 31_
Upper Tooting Park, Balham, S.W.17. [75!^

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, May, 1920; this

beantifiiliy fitted up with everj' possible accflffl

sory, including Easting wind screen and uuiny spfiref

has only run 1,375 miles, the very latest model; ownS
returning to India; £220, for immediate sale.—S^
and Ball, Southport. Tel.: 163. [682^

sitioa^

*S!; r

pi:
*:l.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

920 (JLij) 7-9h.p. Indiiin Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, electric and Cowey horn,

isting. tyres unpunotured. mileage 900 odd, perfect
ladition; reason lor eelliu?. owner taking, delivery
r; any trial; cost £235, price £205. or near offer.—
\rii, Monkmoor, BeecLivood Av., Weybridge. [6508

XDIAN Combination, 7-91l.p., spring frame, Hender-
son De Luxe C.B. sidecar, wind screen, electric

litius. new tyred all round, spares, disc wheels, lug-
^t' stid, and Tan-Sad, condition as new, fitted up re-
i.llo^s of cost; £140, or first nearest oiler.—H. Walk-
J, 22, Memorial Ed., TValkden, near Manchester.

16802

Invicta.
-VVICTA-J.A.P. 23;h.p., Sept., 1919. 2 speeds, good

condition, fast; £59.—Urauhart. Fire Station.
ItLam Green. ^ [7045
'ING Dick Inyicta 4h.p.. 1919, S.A. countershaft,
*- 5-;peed model, beautiful machine; bargain, 80
..—Bunting, Wealdstone. [7646

Q20 Inyicta, 2?4-h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-sp6ed, quite as
^ new, done only 100 miles, with lamp, horn, pillion
t. etc.; £90, or near offer.— Dossa, 1, Eavenna Ed.,
tucy, S.WM5.

^ [6618

"EW Invicta-Jap 23,ih.p., 2-speed clotch and kick-
^t.'irter, a thoroughly well built and reliable ma-

!i>:-: £89/5, or on easy payments 4%^ extra; one-fifth
">it. balance by 12 monthly instaTmsnts.-Harrods.

I

,
U8, Brompton Ed., London. [7019

Ivy.
.'Y 2-speed 2-stroke in stock. -Rothwell and Mil
bourne. Cowleigh Garage. Malyern. [6186

'V 2y2h.p., 2-speed, smart machine : £43.—Burrows.
Hlghfield, Golders Green Rd., London. [6748

TT Combination, Sh.p. J.A.V., new wind screen and
tyres; £140; perfect.-Frank Lucking, 28, Chnrch
Eugby. [7376

^OIEDIATE Delivery ol all lyy models, the acknow
hedged finest lightweight.-FuU particulars, U. G

Qly and Co., London and District ^Agenta, 91, Gt
tland St.. W.l. Mayfair 4084 [0022

liinn
»20 Ixion 2"'4h.p.; £60.-Talbot, Heron Court.
' Richmond, Surrey. Phone: Richmond 1697

[7637

James.
|20 .James SVsh.p. Twin; delivery from stock- list
' price.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [6898
120 James 6h.p. Combination at list price, plus
'^ earriage.—Taylor's Garage, Falmonth. [0249
l!MES 4%h.p. Combination, just overhauled 3-
meed countershaft gear; £85.-100, Richardson
U-lgh Wycombe. [7531
120 James De Luxe Combination, lamps, horn
'tools, mileage under 3.000, excellent condition;
[Sj'^Box 7,579, c/o ne Motor Cydt. [6501

|30 6h.p. James Model de Luxe Combination
Watford, Miller, luggage grid, perfect order:

3.-L.B., 28. Chaplin Rd., Wembley. [6891

11.9 James 4.'.4h.p. Combination. 3-speed, K.S.
. clutch. Klaxon, Cameo screen, P. and H lamps'

3.—Normanhurst, Chatfield Rd., Croydon. [7209
.MES 4^ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, countersbaftr

Cameo .screen, lamps, horn, splendid order'
—a. Eussell ltd., HqH Green, Birmingham.

|20 James Combination. 4h.p., Cameo screen P
-and H limp set, Kla.xon; 170 gns.—Tal'bot]
m Court, Richmond, Surrey. 'Phone : Richmond
'r, [7635
-MES 1915 i'/^.-p. Twin, 3-speed. kick-starter
handle-bar control, clutch, speedometer, and lamps'
lew; price £85.—Fawn and Archer, Ltd., Motor
.neers, Aldershot. [6699

|19 James Model De Luxe Combination, acces-J .'series, excellent condition: owner buyinf^ car-
5, or near offer.-W. A. Low, St. Thomas's Hos-

tl,_ London, S.E.I. [7706

H'D of Season's Snip.—1920 Magdyno 5-8h.p JamesP combination, i620 of extras, all like new; £195
"•iding insurance till May.—J., 206, High St. N le'

I ne ; 379 Dalston. [7292
" liES 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2Mh.p., 1920. June (proof)
t^ Lucas lamps, tools, pillion, splendid condition
il'^r *"S?'' /^?' "' ^"^ offer.—Apply, before 2.
i[ i:.lm Rd., Leytonstone. [7079
MES 4i/4h.p. (late 1914), 3-speed countershaft and

- L.li. sidecar, splendid condition and appearance
ii| ance nothing to buy, ready for anywhere • £90 —
It. Alban's Ay., Bedford Park, AV.4. .' [6475

J ^DIATE Delivery 1920 James 6h.p. combination
I

Model de Luxe sidecar, £190; also new 1920 41/
"i comhmation, -Model de Luxe sidecar, £170 -The'juer Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingh.am. [5564

]| 19 (Aug.) James Combination. 4llh.p.. 3 speedsCham drive, electric lighting. Basting, horn'
\ Q.'^ij" 1° Peflcct condition, mileage 1,500, engine
3.77: best over £l25.-Bolt, Chesterfield House
"^'^-

[7265

I

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

requiring renovation,

can still be purchased

by applying by letter to:

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

Machines for disposal

include

DOUGLAS 24h.p.

DOUGLAS 4 Up

GLYNO, etc.

I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1016-17 James Standard Combination. ^li\i.p.. 5-
J-*^ speed Koar box, clutch, kick, chain drive, speedo-
meter, lamps, hood, screen, apron, child's seat, new
tyres, .spares, insurance; £97/10.—Da^ie, 1, Old Bedford
Ud., Luton. [6509

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4Uh..n. James Combination,
new condition. Voles electric set.—F^ir Offer

Car House, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [6823

"1020 J:imes 5-6h.p. Combination de Luxe, new, has
-LO' only done 50 miles for tuning up, Lucas Mas-
dynamo and liehting- set, leg shields and luggage grid.
E. and B. ^arWretter; bargain, £215.—L. Baker, 28.
St. Paul's Sq., Birmingham. [X0566

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Combination. Lucas
lamps with separate generators, Easting les-

shields, horn, luggage grid, speedometer, every pos-
sible accessory, real bargain; £145.—Healey, 174,
Mansel Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham. [7492

"|Q19 Jame.? 4;^h.p. Combination. 3-speed, kick-
J-*' starter, Cowey horn, speedometer. P.' and H.
lighting set, full set. tools and spares, including spaie
tube, rings. 2 pair goggles, petrol filter, et*., iu
spleudid condition ; a- bargain £120.—Bannister, Bail-
way St., Chatham. _ [6720 .

4ih,p. James Combination, 3-speed, all-chain drivp,
4 _ K.S., just overhauled, all new Renolds chains,

sprockets, engine, new piston, rings, and bushed by
makers, puncture-proofed tube" on rear, new screen
and apron, spares, excellent condition; after 6; £75.—
16. Tuscan Rd Plumstead. S.E. [7339

J.A.P.

SPORTING 4h.p. J.A.P.. Druids. Bosch. B. and B..
fast, excellent engine; £33.—Willson, Widmore,

Bromley, Kent. [7005

4h. p. J.A.P. Combination, good condition, Bosch,
Amaf-: ijeare.^t to £50.—B.F.. 142, Church St.,

Stoke NewingtSn, N.i6. [7036

(r>3.h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, countershaft 2-speed.
'*V4 in excellent running condition; trial; £30.—
Bedford, Sunnyhill Rd., Streatham. S.W.16. [6516

J.A.P., sporting, dropped T.T., fast. C.A.V. mag.,
wants slight adjustment; first cheque £22 secures.

—Mills 54. St. Edward St., Leek. Staffordshire. [7530

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Ih.p. Motor Set, complete, requires slight ad-
justment :

" bargain, £7.—Coppen, Biddcnden,
Kent. (D) [7263

Lea-FranclB.
3h.p. Lea and Francis, new 1920 model; £130: ex

change arranged. — Wauctiopc's. 9, Shoe I.^ne,
I,o1idon. " [7727

LEA-FRANCIS, new. M.A.G. engine, just in; SE130.
—Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. '

Ken. 4096. [7241

LE.\-FRANCI3. 1920.—Place your name on our
waiting list tor delivery of these aristocratic

niotints.— A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 193. Gt. Portland St..

W.l. (0099

LEA-FRAXCIS. June. 1920, M.A.G. engine, small
mileage, ooachbuilt sidecar, Cowey horu, P and _

H. lamp?, wind screen, accessories; £155 ; insurance;
private advertiser.—41, Glebe Rd., Hornsey. [6490

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter.
SI.A.G. engine; at list price. £130. or on easy

payments 4% extra; only onc-flfth deposit, balance by
12 nionthlv instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., Londcn. [7015.

1 Q 20 3 Uh.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine, perfect
A •!/ mechanical condition, mileage under 3,000,
enamel excellent, T.T, bars, long exhaust pipes, many
ipeciai fittings for competition work, special lubri-

cation system, new tyres, spare sprocket guaranteed
over 60 m.p.h.; will sacrifice £115, for quick sale;
or would eschang:> for Norton. Sunbeam, or Zenith.—
Newall. Ong£[r. Essex. .[7251

Levis.

NEW Levis in Stock; list price.—Fancourt's Garage.
Stamfrrd [3701

LEVIS 2i4h.p., new condition, lamps, etc.; £43.—
29, Derby Rd.. Southport. [7439

LEVIS Motor Cycle, in stock ; list price. — Brook
Bros., Burnham, Somerset. [7555

LEVIS 1920 2f.'ih.p.. 200 miles, as new; £59.—Grover,
46, St. Leonard's Rd., Hythe. Kent. [6550

LEVIS 21,4b. p.. in e.i:cellent condition, lamps and
horn; £35.-124, Mile End Rd.. South Shields.

Durham. [6530

LEVIS 2i:'h.r.. Model E, 1917. Enfield gear, 600
mile.-!; £52; perfect.—Ernest Smart, Braoklev.

Northant<5. [709'6

LEVIS Popular ModeU in Stock; £60.—A. .1. Yoan?
and Co., Ltd.^ Heath Garase. Newmarket.

Phcne: 214. [1097

"|Ol6 Levis, just overhauled by makers, not ridden
X t7 since, good condition ; £40.—Mead. Draper.
Amersham, Bucks. [7268

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o» the issue. ^^3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

331], p. Levis, ]ate 1917, T.T. bars, knee-grips; any
4 trial hsre; £55, no offers.—A. Hand, 83, Slealord

Ed., lioston, Lines. [7366

1 Q15 Levis 2>^h.p., very powerful, with accessories,
-1-*' seen by appointment after 7 p.m.; £48.—Maycot,
Alexander ltd., Epsom. [6739

LEVIS 1919 2l2li.p., Enfield 2ispeed, all-chain drive,
just overhauled by makers; £60.—Oakfield,

Warwick Ed., Olton, Birmingham. [X0344

"I
Q20 Levis, 2i/ih.p., mileage 300, Cowey liorn, elec-

-*-*' trie lamps, etc., perfect condition; £58.—Dow-
sett, 6, Kingwood Ed., Eastbourne. [7218

IMMEDIATE Delivery from stock ol the new 2l4h.p.

Popular Model Levis, £60: the master 2-stToke.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [5556

1 O20 Popular Levis, complete with spare belt, horrl,
J-U etc., done 1,600 miles, perfect condition ; nearest
offer to £50 accepted.—R. J. Eouth, Longparish,
Hants. (D) [6859

LEVIS 1920 Popular Model, delivered from makers
Maj (receipt shown), ridden 250 miles, usual

accessories, including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence,
insurance, owner bought sidecar outfit; £53/10 for
quick sale; genuine bargain, no offers; seen by ap-
pointment.—Lance, 192, Northumberland Park, Tot-
tenham, N.17. [6916

Lincoln>EIk.

1Q 14-15 4h.p Lincoln-Elk Combination, - 2-speed
•LU clutch, kick start, just overhauled,—151, King
ston Ed., Teddington. [7068

PEACTIOALLT New T.T. Lincoln-Elk, 3h.p., Philip
son pulley, lamps, generators, accessories; £38.

—

63, Solon Ed., Brixton. Exchange. [7537

L.M.C.
1019 L.M.C. 4>ai.p.; £100, oj offer; mechanically
J-if perfect, T.T. bars, lamps, ^nd Klaxon, tyres

' nnpnnctmed, spare inner tuiae, any trial; after 5.30.—
Gardiner, Icknield, Penrith Ed.,. Basingstoke. [7167

1 Q19 L.M.C. 4ry4h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Archer
-LJ7 3-sp6ed, electric lighting, fully equipped, excel-
lent condition; £110.-153, Cromwell Rd., Peter-
borough. [3802

1 Q20 L.M.C. - 6h p. Combination, mileage irnder
-Lt/ 1,000, lamps, speedometer, etc.; nearest to
£130 secures; could arrange terms;—Bunting Motors,
Wealdstone, Hanow. [7650

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p. Combination, as new, cost £182;
pricing this outfit, which we guarantee perfect,

at £135, we ask you to show us equal value. Bicester
is actually the very best market, and an ever-
widening circle realises this.—The Layton Garages,
Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.
'Phone: 35 Bicester. [X0789

Martinsyde.
MAETINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery

from stock; £170.—Maudes' - Motor Mart, 100,
Paris- St.. Exeter. [6877

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combiantion, just delivered,
insurance policy, horn, etc.; £173.—C. J. Mead,

176, Berkhampstead Ed., Chesham. [6847

6h.p. JIartinsyde-Newman Combination, chain drive,
3-3peed countershaft, kick start; £170; delivery

from stock.—Lythalls Lane Garages, Foleshill. Coventry.
[X0643

FEANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, sole district agents for Martinsyde,

£170; dynamo lighting; £200, free delivery from
i

stock, [X0622

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents lor Lon
don. Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hert

ford; also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde
Newman combination, £170: deliveries now being
effected; sub-agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100. Gt. Portland St., W.l. and Paris St.. Exeter.

[6611'

Jlarloe.

MAllLOE Blackbume 2^/ih.p. Solo, brand new, im-
mediate delivery: 100 gns.—Autoveyors, 84,

Victoria St., S.W.I. [6494

Matchless.

M,
1 Q20 Models for Instant Delivery.

STANDARD Model, Otted M.A.G. or J.A.P. eogine,
£205; with dynamo lighting, £230.—Lakeman, 26

Long Acre, London, W.C.2. [0274

"IQ20 Matchless. Model H, delivered March; £205.—
-L*J 104, Brewery Rd., Plumstead. S.E.18. [6860

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. Combination, done 300
miles; £195.-93, Vauxhall St., Kennington Lane.

[6940
TVTATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p., recently over-
l-'-l- hauled, like new; offers.—Sutton. Bagshot,
Suircy. [6889

MATCHLESS, Model II, fully equipped, mileage
2,000, guaranteed perfect; i£216.—125, High St.,

Woolwich. [7551

MATCHLESS Combination, 6hji. J.A.P. , 3 speeds
clutch, horn, perfect; £50.—Stewurd, 17. Wcidh-tt

St., Poplar. [6C93

ATCHLESS.

5,000
Brand new extra heavy

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX-GOVERNMENT STOCK

(28 by 3 and 26 by 24)

BELDAM
WOODMILNE
MACINTOSH
BATES
KEMPSHALL
CLINCHER DE LUXE
MOSELEY and
SPENCER-MOULTON

To be cleared at

30/" each
Lower prices for quantities.

DOUGLAS
SPARE
PARTS

Huge consignment
just received.

Immediate' delivery
of all principal
parts at Makers'
Prices.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR

19

CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

20 Matchless, brand new M.A.G. engine eleetil

Tu ,, l'^''*],
"."* ""« S.E. district.-Box 7,548, »

I

The Motor Cycle. rfJSM

"IQ20 Matchless 8h.p. Model H Combination bra'
J-,./ new, uncrated; £10 under list.—Box 7,667 cInc Motor Ci/cle.

'

mgj,

"jlTATCHLESS Combination, Lucas magdjmo; £©,
-L'J- delivery from stock.—JUaudes' Motor Mart IC
Pans St., Exeter. [gg-

•T-Sh.p. Matchless Mag. Combination, splendid eel
• ditic.n, 3-spe8d; £150.—Welsh, Fanner, Ht

Village, .nr. Durham. [X03'

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Model H, llmil
horn; £185.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., Sou

Kensington. Ken. 4096. [72

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, complete eQuipment,
-*-«-' new. mileage 2,800; £175.—Greenwood, 6. (
Michael's Rd., Croydon. [69-

TWIN Matchless Combination, beautiful tnmont, ki
starter, 3 speeds, fully equipped; £150, or neirtc!!

—Maldon Cycle Co., Essex. .[65,

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H., spring frad
speedometer, week old; £215; fully guaranteed.:

Bennett, Dentist, Morccambe. [.74'

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, absolutely as new, -on'.
--^ been few miles; any trial; £185, or best offer...

32, North St., Bishop's Stortford. [751

!

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination. 6h.p. j.A.l'
2-speed. kick start, splendid running conditio: r-

£85.—J. W. Rutter, Esh, Durham. [73! •

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, only nsfj

for a few miles; £195.—Eke and Co.,' 16-1™
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [007

MODEL H Matchless, . magdyno and acetylei f

model, in stock, new; list price.—Edwards ai
Co., 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [761

1 Q20 Matchless, ModelH, new, driven, from Londi
-l *y only, lamps, spare wheel, hood, owner (privat

has two; £215.-83, Montague St., Kettering. [74i

1 Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, standa
-Lt/ equipment, lamps, and horn, splendid coni

tion; ie200.—Webb, 145, Eastgate, Rochester. [71'

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, complete lam] i
horn, hood, legshields, etc.. low mileage; £19*

appointment only.—29, Gladstone Rd., Watford. [;77

1 Q20 Matchless Spring Frame Combination, spa
Xf7 weel, luggage grid and wind screen; £205.—C(
more Depots, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [691

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., 2-SBel

and kick start, completely overhauled, new .tyr

£65.—Union Lodge, OveTseal, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [,73(

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, fully equipped, inst

ance, coachbuilt pillion seat; £205, or reasonal
offer.—32, Morrab Gardens, Water Lane, Seven Kim

[56:

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, Sh.p. J.A..1

hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, etc., perfect C(

dition; £190.—Geo. Lewis, Timber Merchant, Eea^d^

1020 Matchless, Model H, dynamo lighting
-I" hood, leg-guards, at £215; easy paynis

exchanges.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower

i

Clapton.
[75«

1 Q 20 Model H Matchless Combinations, wind eeta i t,

^*y luggage gild, and spar© wheel; £205; can deln

at once.—Colmore Depots, 31, Colmore Ed.,'Birjiil

ham. -
- .

[XOe

MODEL H 1920 Matchless, electric lighting, m
special wind screen, .guaranteed perfect ofi

mileage under 1,000; £225.-Box 7,630, c/o Tn^
'

Cycle. ..

Sh.p. Matchless, o.h.v. engine, very fast, with*
ma?., carburetter, and saddle, in excellent ami

tion; £85; alter 7 p.m.—25, Earl's Court Garda
London. ff?

1 Ol9 Victory Matchless Combination, spare whj
-lt» accessories; £155.—Clifford Wilson Mfg.

70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.

:

sington 7113. IB

MATCHLESS 7-9h.p. Combin.ntion, 1914, |i

eiinipped, excellent running condition; any ew
examiuotiou; £115; owner buying car.—A. M. Book
Wnlbcrton, Anmdel. [6"

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., engine a

gears lust overhauled, new back tyre, lam
horn, etc.: £110: inspection evenings.—Elliott,
Delamere Rd., Wimbledon. [7^

M,\TCHLESS Combination, late 1919 Victory mii
nice condition, little used, original tyres: accfP

£160: consider Douglas or Triumph part.—MaisonCT

Aldwick Rd., Bognor, Sussex. [6£j

MATCHLESS, delivery Irom stock of new spr'

frame model, equipped to your requiremeiv

replacements lor Matchless models of all dates.—Tass

la, Bloomficld Rd., Plumstead. US\

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 1920. spring frame co:

tions, early delivery, with or without dyj

lit;hting; also a second-hand 1920 model, offi

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I..ane, London.

6h.p. MntchlSss Coniliination, 2-spe6d. pedal sfc

in good going order, just been thoroughly

hauled and roiiainted, Lucas lamps and horn; a hi

£/ 5. —Bannister, Railway St., Chatham.

liSS

10,

"80,1

1.1

aJl

2ri
:{

'.I

£44 All letters relating to adveiti.sements should quote the number at ~the entl of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

920 Matchless Combinations, Model H, fine assort-

ment in stock, with M.A.G. or J.A. P. engines,

m £200; also 1919 Victory model, new condition.

gns.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [6902

Q20 Model H Matchless, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
J/ lamps, horn, speedometer, screen,- hood, leg-

lelds. perfect condition; £195.—Edwards and Co.,

. Harrington Rd., South Kensifigton. [7660

IATCHLESS 6h.p., 1912. new sidecar, new tjres,

new valves, new rings, new Amac, 5 tubes, 2 new
lerators. 3 lamps, spare tyre, new Klaxon; what
ers?-Gill. 15, Wharlton Rd., Peckhara Rye. [7054

TCTORY Matchless, Aug.. 1919, exceptionally
good condition, new cover back wheel, spare

leel unused. Lucas lamps, horn, mirror. Tan Sad,

y trial allowed; £170.—Hugh Penfold. Ashford,
mt. [7326

IATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P. engine, racinj;

model, "n'ith overhead volves, Gradaa gear, new
re3 and belt, with all accessories complete, coarhbuilt
ieear.—Apply, J. W. Gibson, (ins Works, B. Salt^rton,
?TOn. [5127

IATCHLESS 1920, H. E<ndie screen, l«g shields,
eleetiie equipment, spiiie wheel, valves, equii>-

mt complete, available after 20th Sept., goin^ abroad;
20.—Major Kempthoiue, St. John's Lodge, Crow-
Tirne. Berks. [740.1

ji.O.QH. have a new Matchless-M.A.G. Combination,
Lucas equipment; list price.—Fair Offer Car

3use, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
ation). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

Lding- Saturdays. [6825

Q16 Mat^hle^s, 7-9h.p. M.A.G., all enclosed
*' chain drive, 3 speeds, all lamps, Watford, clock,
'Cs, hood, screen, extra child's seat in sidecar, also
n-Sad, perfect; £150; easy payments or exchanges,
*. Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [7573

Q20 Matchless Combination, the bargain of the
•^ yejir, M.A.G., Lucas dynamo lighting, screen,
ire wheel, leg shields, sidecar step, etc:, recently de-
ered, as brand new; cost £255, accept £200: write
liointment.—Ward, 35, Gartmore Gardens, Goodmares,
ord, E^ses.

"

[7540

TATCHLESS Combination, 1920, Model H. M.A.G.
- engine, all possible accessories, including Talbot
id light, D.A. cylinder in case, special seat made
child on carrier, very comfortable, all in perfect

laition; by appointment or ioy evening.—c/o Mallett,
e Common, Ruislip, Middlesex. [6721

920 (July) Matchless M.A.G. Combination, Lucas
lamps and horn, speedometer. Easting, mud-

:
3lds, complete set unused spares, spare wheel
used), mileage 450, indi.>;tinguishable from new,
ler receiving car, anv trial bv appointment: price
iS.-Apply Box 7,646, c/o the Motor Cycle

[6958
•8h.p. O.H.'V. Eating Matchless-Jap, specially high

compression, light reciprocating parts, not rua
1 1 miles since £28 overhaul, including new heads,
res, pistons, completely stove enamelled blue with
4ank, brand cew T.B. magneto, the whole being

thoroughly sound condition and capable of exceeding
m.p.h., presents a u&ique opportunity for person
hmg to take up competftion riding; £75.—Xewall,
gar. Esses. _ [7250

Metro.
[ETRO, 1916, condition as new; £42.-125, High
L St., Woolwich. [6097

920 Metro-Tyler 2-stroke, nearly new; £42.-157
Burntwood Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7384

[ETEO. late 1919, almost new, lamps, etc £55
—Chilvers, "U aterland, Cranleigh; Surrey. " [6663

TETEO-TYLEE. type &, latest model, brand new.
(I- 2^h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear box;
a/IB; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John
ght St., Birmingham. [02 60

j
("ETRO-TTLEE. 1919 model. 2Kh.p.. 2-speed,

j

>- delivered May. 1920, shop-soiled, fitti^d com-
I

te with lamps and horn, price £69, bargain; also
-0 Super S type model, 2-speed, enclosed magneto
1 i^eLirs, fi.tted complete with lamps and horn, shop-

I ed: price £95, bargain.—Fawn and Archer, Ltd
tor Engineers, Aldershot. [6700

Minerva.
irLS"ERYA 3i^.h.p., new. C.A.T., good tyres, runninRt order; £17.—Etherington, 98, Bruce Grove Tot-
iiham. _ [6H38
'^h.p. Minerva. Bosch', B. and B., spring forks, foot
!* brake, wants enamelling; £15.—Bond, 13, Shoot-
,HiU, lsr.W.2. f7^05
ih-p. Minerva, mechanical valves, good nmning
!* order; £5.—Middleton, 35, Millias St., Albanv

., Camberwell, S.E. [6434

TIXERVA 5-6h.p. Twin, Indian sidecar, electric
^ lighting, new tyres and belt, running order-
D.—Wibner, Soothill, Batley, Yorkshire. [7270

riXERVA 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, F.E.. overhauled
•- and re-enamelled ; a perfectly sound machine •

cane sidecar for same; room wanted; £50.-36'
iii St., Hampstead. , [7432

CONSTANTLY
yon search for the best market, and
for the best value.

In a sense you are an Explorer, and
an Explorer takes risks—often he
risks his life.

You,

in deciding wliich agent you will do
business with.

Risk not onh' the making of mone^'

—

or losing it, but you do also risk your life.

The purchase of a doubtful machine
means all this.

As most of you know.

But, as many men reahse beyond fear

of contradiction.

There is no chance of loss or danger

If you trade with

THE LAYTON GARAGES,
Because at Bicester

Goodwill is valued before all things.

And that was alwaj-s the case.

That is why there is not the equal of

The Layton Garages in any town the
size of Bicester in England.

The secret of our success is that we
live in the hearts of our friends.

Truly—too—as our friends know, they
live in our hearts and lives daily,

whether they are here in person or not.

And to the Legion of our friends which
increases daily

We tender our warmest greetings,

repeat our thanks for past kindnesses,

and promise the continuance of Loyal
Service

And safe guidance.

If your voyage of discover)' leads you
to Bicester,

Friendship, and all it means, awaits
you.

And, of course, to win your friendship,

the right stocks at the right prices

must be available at Bicester.

Actualty, many men would almost run
here barefoot if they knew the possi-

bilities that exist.

We extend an invitation to 5'ou to
come to Bicester

Personally, if possible, othenvise by
postcard.

But do you realise that, by which-
ever means 3'ou approach us, we will,

in real truth, treat 3-ou as a friend.

And alwa3'S the Best Stocks and Best
Values are at Bicester.

THE Layton Garages
/. 17. TOLLADY, General Manager,

London Road, BICESTER,
and

90, High Street, OXFORD.
^Phones—

5, Bicester. 784, Oxiora.

'Grams—
" Integrity, Bicester

" " Integrity, Oxford.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MotO'Reve

MOTOEEVE 2-i)i.p. Tnin. ieceiitI.T overhauled, iipw
carburetter, good condition : £32, offers.—20.

Bolden St., St. John's, S.E.8. [6593

MOTO-REVE 23ih.p.' twin, thoroughly overhauled,
running order, fast machine; £25. or near olTer..^

Apply. A;J.. 31, St. Peter's Square. Hammersmith.
W.6. .^ . [7050

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2iyi.p., £35: lamps, speetlometer.

tools, horii,' spares, improved variable gear, sound
Dunlaps, helt, a very neat, comlortable, and economical
ligLtneight, good condition : trial given here.—Angus.
Coleshill Ticarage, Birmiuglinm. !X0692

MOTOSACOCHE. October. 1919, SH'h.p. twin.

M.A.G. engine, de Lissa valves, shaft drive,
' mag., Enfield 2"*-?peed and clutch. aiUdiain drive,

I

Hutchinson tyres, rubber-studded, T.T. bars, li',-hf

.-porting luachine: price £85. or near ofier.— Invicta

Garage, Slough. Tel.: 217 Slough. _ [6505

New Hudson.
i 1 Q20 New Hudson 2-stroke, very little ridden; 67
A-iJ gns.; very grand value.—Julian, 84. Broad St..

Reading. . [5233

NEW HUDSON 1919 2^4h.p., unscratched. lamps,

and horn; £60, offers.— S. Brewin, Eothle\^

1
Leicester. [6583

NEW HUDSON'. 25.ih.p. J.A.P., 3-3peed, clutch, Bosch
mag., heavy Dunlops, lamps, horn.—Brazier, Good-

' wins, Gallej-wood, Chelmsford. f667Q.

NEW HUDSON S'.ih.p. Combination, nice sidecar,

Armstrong 3-speed; £70; cash or exchange.--
' Bunting Motors, Wealdstone. [i647

TVrEW HUDSON 2-(btroko Lightweight, dcmonstratinu
1~ model, perfect condition: £55.—New Hudson
Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Kd., W.C.2. [7025

NEW HUDSON Combination tor Sale. 1914 model,

kick start, countershaft. 3-speed gear, new tyre,*

and tubes and tools; 60 gns.-Longsta«, ^^a^cop, We«t-

corland.
'6487

NEW HUDSON Late 1919 4h.p., 3-speed counter-

shaft. K.S.. lamps, horn, tools, spares, rebushed.

splendid condUion; £95.-Green, 136, Invicta Rd
Sheern»ss.

'"''^

NEW HUDSON, 3i:.h.p., 3-speed, new t.vre, belt.

Klaxon, all access'ories. excellent condition, your

funeral guaranteed; £55.-9.. Hamilton Gardens ht

John's Wood. t'^^^

NEW HUDSON 2iL.h.p., 2-stroke, 1916, nearly new

tvres and belt, just been completely overhauled,

le-enamelled. brand new lamp set and m™'!'"""' ''°"'

'

£35.-E. Watson, 132, High St.. Aldeburgh, Sutlolk^^^

NEW HUDSON (Nov., 1919) 6h.p. Combination, fully

equipped lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen.

et<:., t'r^ulipuictured, perfect
r"?'"°"--/„'",l'f n";;','!;

ticulars from, or may be seen at. Amies, Rowley Bauk

House, Stafford.
'-'"'"''

NEW HUDSON Lightweights 1920 2l/4h.P-.2-sP»«l.

£75, or fully equipped w;.th head lamp and gener-

ator, tail lamp, and tubing, horn. L.C.C. registration,

petrol, and oil, £79/15.-t;op|)en Alan gnd Co 89

Gt. Portland St.. London. W.l- Phone. M^V^^'^

New Imperial

1 Q20 Sew 'imperial, new 2-'4h.p., .2 speeds, in stock;

LV 77 gns.-Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [7303

-VTEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.r. 8h.p. Solo very fast^ £90--

-IM 12, Blfenbeim .&'ardeu.s, Brixton Hill, &.\\ .2. [6705

Olh.p.' New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed free engine, 1914.

iz in good order.-46, Gough St., Poplar, E.14^^^^

TVTFW lALPERIi^tJ.A.P., 1917, 2-speed, good t-on-

N^'ditionfI4I; i^ offer.^2. Chase, Green Av. En^

field.
, ,

-M-irtjT^'rjTAT TiP Z^lhn, 1917, 2-speed. clutch,

I^'Ss^niired-; /sO^-Whittingdale, General Hos-

pital, Nottingham. .'
- ' _

'''

NEW IMPEKIAL-J.A.r. 251h.p., countershaft Bosch,

Capac, condition as new; £50.-L. Bennett, H.gh

St., Wargrave, Berks. <'

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2";4lr.p., 2;Speed, handle-

bar clutch, kick starter, lamps, Klaxon, mmxr;
£55.—Prynne, Penn, Bucks. 11 s.^o

1 mil5 2''4hp. Imperial, 2-speea, new piston, sprockets,

is) pulley, etc. (£10), overhaul, discs ; 50 gns.
:
last-

Oak Villas, Station Ed.. W. Byileet., [6470

8h D New Imperial" Combination, only delivered 14

*days Igo, not ridden 200 miles; £180; owner

bought car.isi, Clarence Place, Newport, Mon. [7334

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, I,onaon.-2iyi.p. 1920

"^New Impeiial-Japs 2-speed clutch and kick

start models; £89,'5; with 2.spced, only £80/17.^^^^^

-VfEW IMPERIAL, Jan... 1920, f'lhP-. Cowey horp,

i^^ li'htiu" set, accessories, perfect condition
.

4. CB.

--\ Burgels, Hill View, Winnington, Northwich

Cheshire. - ''^^''

NEW IMPERIAL 234h.p., 2-speed. engine and gears

recently overhauled and rebushed by makers.

I powerful ecLomical; £4a/10.-0mbersle,, Baring Rd
' Beaconsfield, Bucks- ^'^'^

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, ahd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Z^ih.j,., 2-speed, brand new
shop-soiled only;, list price, £80/17; reduced

special price for cash, £65.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. [0067

NEW IMPEHIAL-J.A.P. (19191 Sh.p. Combintition,

electric liglititifi, omijlets tool kit, lully insured

until May, 1921; fl35, or offer: eeen Uraiston, Man-
cliester.-])ox 7,632, c/o The Motor Cijch. (D) [6744

NEW mPEEIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery from
stock of this popul.ir 2-lih.p. machine, 2-speed

model, X82/17; with clutch and kick-starter, £B9I5.-
P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Eright St., Birmingham.

[0262

F.O.O.H. have a New Imperial Light Tourist, No. 2,

list price.—Fair Ofler Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays,
[6810

1C419 (July) 234h.p. New Iniperial-Jap, 2-speed,

-li' clutch, k-S., splendid condition, engine overhauled,

last, good climber, complete lamps, horn, spare belt,

tools, new tyre; higliest over i65.—Briscoe, Brougbton,

Hants. [6631

TEW IMPERIAL (March, 1920) 6 h.p. Combination,
800 miles, delivery of car, Lucas lamps, speedo-

meter, screen, carrier, M-L mag., B.B. needle car-

buretter, new; bargain, nearest £190.—Imperial, 73.

Chilwell Ed., Beeston, Notts. - [X0556

"J
20 2^.01. p. New Imperial, with K.S. .and clutch,

X^ bought in June, "as good as new, complete with
lamps, born, speedometer, with trip and accessories,

mileage 700' paid £105, accept £95; bought combina-
tiou.-Apply, Box 7,636, c/o The Motor Ciicle. (6746

COMBINATION, 8h.p. New Imperial, W.D., 1919,
Canoelet sidecar with rear locker, F.R.S. Major

head lamp, etc., horn and Easting wind screen, perfect

order, very little used; £140; appointment evenings.—
Barlev, 29, Langley Drive, AVanstead. 'Phone; City!
2374." [6922

"BQ20 New Imperial 2-'4Ii.p., 2-speed, kick starter
Xt/ and clutch, new lamps and horn, in perfect
condition in every way, very powerful and epeedy,
repeatedly climbed Amulree and Cairn o' Mount test

hills; inspection invited; £80.—Edward, Bungalow,
Carnoustie, Forfarshire. , [7110

New Ryder
EW EYDEE, J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2 speeds; £45.-A.
Edney, 180, Colliers Wood, Merton. [6682

Norton
3'2h.P-, 1914, splendid condition through-

N^

N
OUTON
out; £68. -70, Camden lUl., X.\\

.

[7169

NEARLY New Norton, T.T., lamps, horn, absolutely
perfect; £89; first caller.—52, High St., Beisate.

.[7266

1 Q 19 3',.oh.p. Norton, Sturmey-Archer, all-chain,
X tl accessories; £135.—Golding, Barbon, Kirkby
Lonsdale. [X0689

NOHTON B.R.S., ju.st, delivered, lamps, horn, excep-
tion;iIlv lust : £118; exchange combination.—203,

Ne«l;ind Av., Hull. [7323

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, countershaft', low mileage.
A *y absolutaly perfect condition ; £140.—McVall,
Llandogo, Chepstow. "

. [7758

3V^li-p. 3-.specd Countershaft Norton, 161410. torpedo
" sldecTr, perfect condition, all on; £100.—Manor

Farm, Little Bookham, Suriey.
^ [6797

NORTON 1916 Sports Com'bination, overhauled,
repainted, and replated 1920; seen bv appoint-

ment; £100.—C. D. Skinner, Ash Ixidge, Hayes, Kent.
[7056

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, delivered 27th July, not run
-i-t^ 250 miles, perteet ; reasons lor selling given; best
o]ler over £130.—Payne, 2, Park Bank, Duffield Rd.,
JJerby. _

•
[6678

NEW Big Four Norton 4V::h.p. Excelsior Combina-
tion, bulbous back 'Sidecar, 3-speed, kick starter;

immediate delivery ; £160.—The Premier- Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5552

rQ20
3' oh. p. T.T. Norton. Philipson, L-ucas lamps

•-' and horn, Smith's speedometer. 1,500 miles, as
new; cost £120. accept £110.—J. Hebden and Son
149, St. James St., Burnley. Tel. : 488. [7565

1 Q20 Norton Big Four Comliination, "Watsonian R34
-*-«.' sidecar, knee-grips. Klaxon, tyres 650x65 alj

jound, condition perfect, quite the smartest outfit on
tbe load; :iny trialt owner bought car; £155, or neai
"ffer.—F. E. Waddingtou, Thornton Steward, Bedale,
Yoik.s. [6769

NORTON Big Four Combination, late 1916,- Canoelet
sporting sidecar, mileage under 6,000, all chain.

3-npeed, hand cintcli, overt^ize heavy tyres, Cowey spced-
nnieter, Lncag Ijorn and mirror, acetylene lanijis, pene-
ratoi, iiparc new valvet', inner tube, coMijiIitM tnulkit,
•^tc, flplendid mechanical order: any trial; £115 v\Mi\\,
no offers.—14, Elmhurst Mansions, Clapliam Station.

[7037

I HAVE for Disposal n Speeiallv Good 1920 Big
Four Norton Combination with Be Luxe Sidebar,

nnly uscsi few tinion for expfrimontal purposcH andm every way equal to new. fiyed Binks carburotter.
r.nt-^izf tyres, otc: prico £172/10, a thorough good
inacliiiic; T will take £5 less to anyone who will
PtirchaHe, un.-f-en or untried, on my recommondntion
tt) Htive valiiaMe time.—Chas. Binks. Phoonix Works
VW,c\>'.h, Mamhester. [X0G21

B46 All letters lelatinji to nclvertisemcnts shou

CAPITAL ! ! !

You have no need to disturb this, as we can
supply you with any type of Motor Cycle upon
the deferred payment system at a nominal charge
of 7i per cent. No trouble. No bother. And
strictly confidential. Our selection of over loo
Machines is beyond dispute the largest and most
varied in North London.

One of our specialities is the well-known O.K.-
JUNIOR, 48 gns. By its aid it is 'possible to

travel all over Eng:land at a very low running cost.

These machines can be purchased from stock upon
the deferred payment system. Special discounts

allowed for j, 3, or 6 monthly payments. Trade
supplied.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.

rgao BEARDMORE-PRECISJON, 3lh.p.,
2-speed, spring frame. List price,

/g5 Our price £90 '

I0J9~SUNBEAI« (late) £127
rgig SUNBEAM (late), as new £142 10
igrg 6 h.p. JAMES Combination (late) .. £145
rgig 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination (late) £150
igrg P. & M., like new, all lamps £140
1920 shop-5oilcd ALLDAYS ALtON .... £82 10
rgao shop-soiled ARIEL, 3J h.p £115
1020 shop-soiled ARIEL Combination,

'
3I h.p £152 10

T914 special racing -RUDGE-MULTI,
LO.M. Winner of T.T. , rgi4 £70

ig20 3I. h.p. shoo-soiled ARIEL Combina-
tion, Magdyno fitted £177 10

1920 6-7 h.p. ARIEL Combination, shop-
soiled £172 10

1920 A.B.C., Magdyno model, T.T. bars . £173 7
ig20 DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed model . £82 10
ig20 DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2-speed mod. £84 3

1920 WOOLER, 2j h.p., 2-speed, wonder-
ful machine £103

r920 S h.p. -BLACKBURNE and Sidecar,

detachable wheels ...... ... £220
TRIUMPHS, renovated and guaranteed

by makers '. £105

CYCLE CARS.

BLERIOT-WHJPPET, as new, £20 worth
of accessories £265

EARL Cycle Car, 2-speed and reverse,

like new £85

Plenty of others at verv low prices, including

:

B.S.A., DOUiBLASES, E'NFIELDS, Lightweights
and Combinations, ROVERS, etc.

PLEASE SEND FOR BIG LIST.

Deliveryirom Stock of new 1920 Machines. Large
assortment.

Spares for Ariel, B.S.A., Douglas, Enfield, J.A.P.,
Levis, O.K., Triumph, Wooler, etc.

If you are in doubt as to whatLjnachine is suitable

for your requirements, let us advise you. You
will never regret it. We guarantee satisfaction

with every sale, whether small or large.

Note addresses

:

JONES' GARAGE
1, THE BROADWAY
mUSWELL HILL, IM.10

'Phone : Hornsey 252.

and at

4, WOODSIDE PARADE,
NORTH FINCHLEY.

'Phone : FInchley 2334.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

N.S.U. 6h.p. twin, 2-speed, clutch, any trial; £30.—
104, Mitcham Bd., Tooting. [7061

1 Q14 N.S.U. 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, Bosch,
-Lt7 coachbuilt sidecar, electric lighting, wind screen,
speedometer; £75; trial.—After 6, 9, Northolme Rd..
Highbury, N. , [7231

N.S.U. SVoh.p., 1913, 2-speed, free, sprung frame, in

excellent condicion, last and reliable, any trial,

£3R: with Fnlford sidecar to suit, £42; Clyno coach-
built sidecar body, 40/-.—Robins, 97, Latchmere Rd.,
Battersea,- London. [6521

N.U.T.
3V'h.p. Electric for immediate delivery; £165.

•Roote*!, Maidstone. • [6714

BOLTON.—New S'Ah.p. N.U.T., with dynamo lighi-'

ing equipment; £165.—Grosvenor Garage, Boltos.
[X0248

1 Q20 N.U.T. , dynamo lighting, practically new; £155
-If or offer.—Box 7,660, c/o The Motor Cycle.

(7594
-

N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Young and
Co., Ltd.. Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone

;

214- . [1098

FRANK WHITWORTH, ltd., 139, New St., B&l
mingham, for N.U.T.; £165, free delivery from

stock. [X0623

VT-UT.
L> —

R

N.U.T. 2%h.r.
f65.-Greei

umberland.

N

o.h.T., 3-speed, in exrellent condition;*
eeu, 2, Howard Kil., Morpeth, North-

- .[7319

I

I
.U.T. 3V.h.p. Twin, magdyno lighting, delivery irom
stock; £165.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris . 1

St., Exeter. ^ [6870
I

N.IJ.T. 1920, ridden under 1,000 miles, dymimo. light-

ing, discs, all aciiesories and t^pare.*^; best ofler.— ;,

The Gable«, Monkham's Drive, Woodford Greeu, Eseex.
j

[6428^W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, \covil..
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery. Write or* "phone for particulars—Tel.~:
Yeovil 114. [6023^

£145, or Near Offer.—1920 X.TT.T., 3-speed, LiicffSJ

uiagdyno lighting, indi.stinguipha>)le from n6w,(i -

only need.s seeing, trial, fully insured.—Kendall, Jubilee.; 1

Villas, Stavely Town, Chesterfield. [X0649^ ;

N.U.T., 1920, latest pattern, Luciis Magdy-uo lighting;! \y

set with electric horn, Cowey speedometer, Pedleyt L'

cushion grips, knee grips, numerous spares, tyres gopdJ \

mileage smiiU. very laet ; £157.—Craig, Dunkeld, Urtr-t ,1

wen, Lanpashire. [7453' i

O.K. •

j

O.K. .Junior Single and 2-speed Models.—Longman,"' ;

Fishertoii, Salisbury. [6243^

O.K.-UNTON Models in Stock at makers' price; £50.1
-Eacles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,' Londoji,

fxoesel

O.K .-VILLIERS, brand new ; your present .croek'

taken part payment.—103a, -High St., Wanda-
[7690

taken "part
worth, S.W.18.

O.K. Junior; instant deliveries from stock: 48 eirs|
—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real Service FlrmJ

Taunton and Totnes. [67^^

1 Q20 O.K. Junior, 2',2h.p., better than' new, lii

--•-' ridden 50 miles, wonderful bargain; 42 gns.-

'Phone: 1024.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.
[7723

O.K.-UNIONS, delii-ery from stock, list price; "the

most marvellous lightweight ; demonstration \vijth

pleasure. — Meeten Motors, O.K. Agents, Dorking.
'Phone: 163. [762Q

O.K, Juniors from Stock; 48 gna.—A^ J. Young and^,

Co., Ltd., Heath Garage. Newmarket ('Phone
214), and 75, Albany St.. Regcut's Park, N.W.I ('Phone: I

Museum 5476). [l\hl

O.K. 2-speed, Thomson-Bennett, Senspray, dia
wheels, green, long exhaust, accessories,

plating, overhauled, very sporty; 50 gns,—H.B.A., 3
Cotham Side, Bristol.

F.O.C.H. for O.K. Unions and Juniors,
Fair Ofler Car House. 5, Heath St.,

(near Hampstead Tube fitiitiou). ']*hone:
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[684'

list pricc-^
Hampsteac'
Hampste^t ,

[68-lfll
?«

£72. MoOe
[533.3

Omega.
OMEGA-J.A.P.'s iust arrived. Model B

O. £80.-Wash^urn, Cheadle, Staffs.

1 Q20 Omega-Jap, clutch, kick-starter. 2-spe6d;-&7QXO —Curtis Wyclibury House, Droitwich. [X007l

1 Q19 Omega-Jap 2^^h.p.,, 2-speed, perfect order
Xi/ £60.-40, Salford Rd., IStreatham Hill, London

[674^
-| Q20 Omogn-Jap (June). 2-specd, milenge 50, perfect
-Lt7 £65.—Andrews, South St., Wellington, SomcrBet

[645:
OMEGA-J.A.P., late 1919, Model C, clutch, kicl

starter, good accessories; snip, 60 gns.—Bunting.
Motor Exchange, Wcaldstone. '

[764.''

BRAND New 1920 Omega-Jiip, 2-speGd, clutch np'i

K.'S., long plated exhaust, 2V-2 tyres, specially tuneij

engine ; best offer,—Loch, I'reston, Cirencester. [737if

F.O.C.H.
House,

for Omegas;
5, Heath St.,

Tube Station). 'Phone:
9-7, including Sat ui days.

list price.—Fair Offer Ca;
Hampstead (nr. Hampsteftd
Hampstead 3752. Hour

[681

Id quote the number at the end of each advortisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega

TEW Omega-Jap 23^11.1). Model C, 2-spe6d. kick-

1 starter, liandle-bar control, clutch: price 79 gns..

rriage paid nearest railway station.—Fawn and
roller. Ltd., Motor Engineers, Alderslaot. [6702

Overstone.
1920, 2-speed'2-stroke; owner bought

. „ , , „ Brad-
[6799

\TEESTOXE, . . . .

f Scott; 59 gns..-Greenbank, Newlands Place,

rd.

iRlGnTO.'*,
' Turpin's,

Hove and district P.
22 and 29. Preston

^^^,^'JVm'JWV^m'm'Vm''JV^m'Ji'

P. and M.
and M. agents.--
Rd., Brighton.

[0204
>. and M. 1920 IVIodel, delivery from stock; £115.—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.
[6871

>. and M. Combination, 1917, good condition : HGi.
—Markada, New Park Rd., Ashford, Middlesex.

[7113
ih.p. P. and M., in perfect condition, lamps, etc.;

^2 any trial; £45.—32, Aspland ' Grove, Hackney
:«tion. » [7114

3. and M., Canoelet. stored duririg war, excellent
condition; £85.—Turner, 86, ^orthbrook St..

ewbury. [7119

Q18 P.M. Combination, accessories, good enamel
.£85, offers.—Adenev, Blackne;

17185

also solo models
Colmore Depots, 31, Colmore

[6965

}. and M. 1920 Combination, nearly new fully

equipped, must sell, accept anv oJfer.—Box 7,647.
ne Motor Cijclc.

- [6959

and condition
rowboiough. (D)

920 P. and M. and Sidecar, £155
in sl^ock, £115,

ow, Birmingliam.

a

920 p.
etc..

). and M., delivered May, 1920, as jiew, perfect b
running rondition; £87/10.—M. H. Press, Tbe

i

idars, Aj-le:?ford, nr. Maidstone, Kent. [6740 ' \
>. and M. Combination, coachbuilt screen, erid, kick- :

starter, speedometer, lamps, born; £75. view
j
1^

enings.—251, Archway ltd., Highgate. [6724

>. and M. Combination. R.A.F. model, late type,
periect order ; cash offers or exchanges con-

lered.—103a, High St., Wandswortli, S.W.18. [7637

i. and M. Combination, 1914. private owned, v.g.

condition, fully insured : £90, or offers : letters.

pointment.— Selway. Nazeing, "U^altham Cross. [7578

and M. Motor Cycle, me:-banical oiline,

. £115; with P. and M. sidecar. £155; in i

ck.—Colmore Depots, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingbnm.
[X0617

,

918 P. and M., new P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, i

pump, etc., excellent condition throughout:
0.—3, Cluny Mews, Warwick Rd., Earl's Court,
V. [7544

920 P. and il. Combination, only run 850 miles, 3
best iampfj, Cowey, and many spares; extras worth

>: a bargain, 132 gns.—Egbert Spearman, Bishops
Etford. [6606

(19 P. and M. Combination, bought direct from
manufacturers, all on, spares with spare cover,

i

feet condition; £110.—Crompton, 176, Corporation
Stafford. [7486

|20 P. and jM. Combination, .May, latest model.
' ratchet brake, Stewart signal, spare" Kemp.=;hall
6r, mileage 400; £140.—Write, Turner, Pall Mall,
=iley. Staffs. ' [6994

65, or Offer.—P. and M., eSpt., 1916. 2-speed,
clutch, K.S.. all chain (2 new), good tyres, horn,

ferful, takes sidecar easily; trial.—Aitken, 7, Susses
dens, Eastbourne. _' [6432

il9 P. and M- Combination, delivered March, 1920,
'' only done 450 miles, carefullr useil, fine condi-
. spare tube, etc.; Barnsley district; £126.—Bos
11, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6612

.120 p, and M., latest model, Watsonian tourist
' ear, sprung back and seat, Lucas lamps,
sed, Stewart horn, perfect condition; £145. or offer.
I,- Knighton Church Ed., Leicester. [7257

;|19 P. and M. Combination, new back wheel, new
' ' tyre, mudshields, wind screen, luggage srid.
spares, tools; £110, or offers.—Lawsou-Walton.

nge Colliery, Dropping W^ell, Rotherham. [7260

1114 6h.p.- Twin P. and M. Combination, In very
nice con iition throughout ; marvellous puller

the last word in reliability; £85; exchanges con-
ired,—Lambert, 343a, Finchley Rd., Hampstead

^ ck of Langfier's Studios). . - [7717
lARGE Ifumber P. and M. 1917 and 1918 W.D.

Models, all-cbain drive, 2-speed, kick starter, over-
- led, original colouis, ready to ride awav, price £70;
' ibinations, £98; the trade eupplied.-Barnett, c/o
"lis and Hall, Ridge Mews. Child's Hill, Crickle-
d. N.W.- 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [3269

kl8 P. and M. Combination. This macbiner" has
i ' been completely reconditioned, all worn parts
Jl
aced, and re-enamelled and plated in 1920 colours,

^1 3 nearly new, complete with all chain covers and
* idard fittings, and equipped with head lamp set,
? car and rear lamp, and guaranteed for 3 months;
^ registration, appearance and condition almost
«! il to new; first cheque for £110 secures; ready to
5 e away.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford
\ 'age, Ray St., Farringdon Rd.. E.G. [7394

We have
large stock of

y-p Powerplus

Machines of
recent date.

SALE.

iers 2--

Slirie

[7733

spring
Town-
[7289

"I

The whole of

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

to rideready
away.

Price £125
\

Special Terms to Agents. !

Write, 'phone, or J

call. ^

We have a limited number of spare
parts for sale.

Apply—Sheep Street, Northampton.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
'Phone No. : Mayfair 4535.

:V--^^=b%%rj^'v-"«^%%%%^ 1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
P. and S.

NEW 2-J4h.p. P. and S., fitted with the Vill.
strolie engine, 2.spee(l: £73.—WuucLope's, 9

Lane, London.
Paraxon.

PARAGON", never been used. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
frame, urgent sale; £57/10.~Thomas, 24,

ley Ed., E. Dulwich. .

Precision.

"I Q 14-1915 4\4h.p. Pre:?ision, countershaft, speeds,
-^t? kick, luxurious coach sidecar: accept^ £68.
carriage paid.—Smith, 72, Zetland St., Southport. [5865

Premier.

PREMIER SVih.p., 2 speeds, lamps, etc.; £28.—
Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, AV.3.

[6349
PREMIER Lightweight, B. and B., splendid condi-

tion throughout; bargain, £29.—15, Dallin Ed..
Plnmstead. .

[7555 _

3ih.p. Premier Combination, coachbuilt, 2 speeds,
ii good condition, new tyres; £49.-7, Rockery Ed.,

Horsforth, Leeds. [6625

£65.—Premier combin.ntion, 2-speed gear box, clutch,

Dunlop.s, excellent condition.—63, Solon K-l.,

Brixton. Exchange. [7538

PREMIER SVih.p. Combinntion, 2-speed clutcli.

handle start, good condition; £50.—M. lienoii.

Port Bannatyne, Scotland. [4115

PREMIER 3l4h.p. Coach Combination, 2-specd.
pedal start, screen, speedometer, 3 lamps; £55:

after 7.-11, Kilmartin Av., Norbury. j [7477

>ih.p. Premier Combination. Bosch. B.B. lamps,
^2 good tyres, good runnins order, must sell; £25
-76, Western Ed., Southall, Middlesex. [6735

jn78.—1916 Premier combination, 4b. p., 3^spced
ot" cbuSteishaft, £40 cop.chltuilt sidecar, hood, wind
screen • seen- any time.—20, Canterbury Rd., Croydon.

r':485

31.h.p. Premier Combination, 1914, coachbuilt, 3-

2 speed clutch, splendid condition: £54, or near-

est offer- £46 solo.—Robinson, Sunderland St., Tick-

hill, Rotherham. .
[7264

PREMIER 3';4h.p., 1914, S-speed Stnrmey-Archer
gear, thoroughly overhauledj including new cylin-

der, piston and ring^, gudgeon pin and connecting rc4,

a>i^ tvres and tubes, re-enamelled throughout, pedal

start, footrests, a splendid machine, appearance as new.

condition as stated above guaranteed; £70.—Alpha
Works, Northfleld, Birmingham. [6666

PREMIEE 7-9h.p. Combination, just thoroughly
overhauled, cylinders ground, new pistons irtted,

latest B. and B., totally enclosed Bosch, gear bo-x, 2-

speed and clutch, handle starting. Smiths speedometer

and watch, electric lighting, tyres good, coachbuilt

sidecar just xlone up, tools and spares, a really first-

class outfit; £125.—Drech, Woodlands, Biggm Hill,

Kent. [6853

Quadrant.

IN Stock, 1920 Quadrant combination, absolutely

it; £145.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon. [7350

QUADR.^iS'T Combination, 4iih.p., delivery from
stock- £145.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Pans

St., Exeter. [6874

3ih.p Quadr.ant, f.ast, powerful; rids aw.ay; £27,
2 offers. Evenings 7, Saturdays 1.—10, Boundary

Rd., Merton. >

[6574

41hp. Quadrant Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,

2 countershaft, perfect order; £85.-49, Woodfield

Ed., Ealing. VIWZ

1 O20 Quadrant Combination, 4i4h.p., speedometer, all

ll7 accessories, as new : £125.-Julien, 12, Poitland

Rd., Einsbury Park, N.4. [7033

NEW 1920 4y>h.p. Quadrant Combination, Sspeed
Sturmey-.-Vfoher countershaft gear, clutch, and

kick starter; £145.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. [7740

31h.p. Quadrant, 1914, Armstrong 3-speed, clutch,

2 accessories, sound, reliable; £48; after 6 (not

Saturdays or Sundays).—Dudley, 34, Cartwnght Gar-

dens, Tavistock Sq., W.C.I. [5918

QU.\DRANT 4i,ih.p. Big Single; combination £145,

solo £115; new, machines always in stock; tire

only moderate-priced outfit left.-Victor Horsman

Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. \ud,ti

41h.u. Quadrant Combination, 1915-16, B S.A. 3-

S speed gear box, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer.

Easting, spares, 3,000 miles only, perfect; £85.—Har-

wood 71, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S,E.12. [7707

NEW 4V..h p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'

specification; at list price, including carnage

from works, £147/7/3; or on easy payments 't/.

extra—Harrods, L"td., 118, Brompton Ed., London^^

QUADRANT 4'/'h.P. C.B. Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, K-S., all accessories, speedometer,

etc in perfect condition throughout, low mileage, last

and most reliable; £110.-Williams, 20, Edgar Ed..

Winchester. '°^°

QUADRANT 1920 4>4h.p. Combination, brand new.

immediate delivery; £145; no extra ^ "t-e-Kled

terms, half cash down, balance 12 months. 0°i= fJg"
soiled combination at £130--Elce and Co., 15 ity

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. LO"oa

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b47
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MOTOR CYC1.es FOR SALE.
Uuadrant.

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co. offer ssveral bargains
in second-hand and nearly new- Quadrants; de-

livery from stock can also be given" of new solo and
combination models; price £115 and £145; deliverv
tree, one year's guarantee given with all machines o'f

this make. We are Quadrant specialists with lourtcen
years'

.
experience of these machines; all spares and

accessories stocked.— 70, Eoval Hospital Rd., Chelsea.
S.\V.3. Te!.: Kensington 7115. [7752

Radco.
T>ADCf), 1916, perfect, lanrp.s. Klaxon, insun-uice:-
XI; £40.-79, South ISforwood Hill, f3.E. [6987

"DRAND New 1920 Radco 2i/4h,p., 2-stroke, £52: 2-
'-' speed model, £60/10; immedi.nte delivery.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed,, Birmingham. [6567

Reading^Standard. -

^ Q20 Reading-Standard Combination, Hardly soiled;
At' bargain, £195.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,
Bond St., W.l. [5957

TWO Late Model Reading-Standards, want lev? re-
pairs, very cheap to clear.—Grimes, 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St.. W.l. [5958

READING-STANDARD 1920 (July) Combination,
tine lot, dynamo eonipped, speedometer, screen,

done 480 miles; ne.nrest £200, bargain, cost £242, or
exchange solo and ea^h.—Green, 31, Silverdale, Syden-
ham, S.E.26. [7100

Regent.
X> EGENT Combination, 6-7h.p. flat twin, dynamo
-^^ liRhtiug, complete, brand new; list price.—E.G.,
119 Broad St., Hanley, StaflE. - • [6446

"I Q20 Regent 5-71i,p. Combination, electric lamps,
-8-*' tools, Cowev speedometer, mileage 500; £170.
Anderson, llo Knights Hill, West Norwood. [7253

Revere
REVERE 1919 2-stroke. 2-speed, complete, lamps,

etc.: £60.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Real
Service Firm, Taunton. [6777

3Xh.p- 2-stroke 2-speed Revere, late 1916, new
2 condition internally and externally, tools, lamps,

liorn, spares; £55, offers.—40, Sherburn Terrace,
Consett, Co. Durham. [X0710

Rex

REX 6h.p., 2-speed, powerful, reliable, nice appear-
ance: £48.-42. Southsea Av., Watford.

. [X0691

REX 3'2h.p. all complete, good going order, new
Palmers; £25.—Fox, Belgrave, Pulford, Wrexham.

[7207
8h.p Rex Combinatioii from stock; list price.—

A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, New-
market. 'Phone; 214. [6382

~l Q20 Rex-Blackburn Cumbination, Model 55, spare
it/ wheel; £218/18, or exchange.—Halifax Motor
Exohunge, Horton St., Halifax. [6793

REX 4h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, new
tyres, good running order ; £25.—Murray, 37a,

Chailes St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X0612

RES 6h.p. C.B. Combination, late 1913,-, 2-Epeed,
free engine, recently overhauled, splendid con-

dition, ride away; £70, or nearest ofier.—Belcw.

4h.p. Rex, 1913. 2-Epeed, free engine, splendid con-
dition, any trial; £40, or offer.- 182, Old Bank

Kd., Dewsbury. [X0652

REX SVijh.p., T.T. bai-8, huge exhaust, sloping top
tube, discs, Bosch, m.o.v., adjustable pulley, new

iKilt, fast, sporty 'bus; £24.-18, Finsbury Ed., Wood
Grecu, N.22. [6928

THE New Model 55 Rex Combination, with Bh.p.
Blackburne engine, eoachbuilt- sidecar, cantilever

springing, detachable wheels and tyres, now in stock
for irmuediate delivery: £218/18; free delivery by road
or rail.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birming-
l-.im. - [5658

REX T.T, 5.6h.p. Speed King Model, overhead
inlet valves, racing frame and handle-bare, two

n.iiiig positions, long open twin exhausts, just com-
pleted thorough overhaul, new tvres, tubes, belt, and
lioin, in splendid condition, extremely fast and power-
ful, photograph on request; £48; any trial; seen any
I,me, 'phone 36, after 6.—Rose, Highfield, Gainsborough.

[X0658
Rex-Jap.

4h.p. Rex-Jap, splendid engine, variable gear, racing
cam, Bosch, Senspray, automatic oil feeds, tyres,

lub^s. tank, legshields, bearings, belt, footboards, gear,
toolbags and most accessories new, spares include valves,
plugs, tubes, fully equipped; price £60, or near.—
Eyers, Ik, Garden City, Ebbw Vale, Mon. [7360

-5-611. p. Rover
[7746

Rover.
WAUCHOI'K-S, 9, Shoo Lane. Londnn.-

combination, 19J8 model; £85.

ROVKE Sew 1920 6h.p. and Grindlay sidecar, never
ridden; £195.-Eve8on, The IJingle, Stourbridge.

1Q20 Twin Rover Combination, liimiiB and horn, new*»' AuguBti £215.—Villain, 20, Learn Terrace, Ijniun-
ington. [6556
•p.T. Rover, 1919, S'Ab.v., Phllipson, di»c«, little used;
»• uearoit £8d.-F. E. Webb, Cliurcli Bq., Leighton
Buzzard. (6439

YOU CAN
STICK

a pair of Ustikon Soles to your shoes
as easy as you can stick a stamp on
your letters. No tools are required,

neither screws nor rivets. The method
is simplicity itself. What can be
easier ?

These soles are worn habitually by
men, women, and children all over the
country.

This quick, wide demand for a new
product can be explained only by the
tremen'dous need for it. These soles

resist slipping, thus making walking
safe. They are flexible and easy to
the feet of men and women, and
permit proper growth to younger feet.

Surely in these days of high prices

Ustikon Soles are worth consideration.
You save money on every shoe so repaired,
and get double the wear at half the cost.

Once you have fitted you will readily
appreciate the economy.

oAVIS'

SOLEPIECES
GENTS', ALL SIZES, 3/9
LADIES', ALL SIZES, 2/9

Complete with Sol-fix and full directions.

Please state size, when oriicring, and remit
6d. extra towards cost of postaue to Dept. E.

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.,
2G4-66, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
LONDON S.W.I.

nn

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. J
Rover,

^ROVER 3V„h.p., 1914, single speed, Bosch, B. and E
bargain, £385—Carr, 40, Roekmount Ed., TTbm

Norwood. . [709S

1 Q^° Latest Model 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mlfe;
-•-' ape 250. new lamps, speedometer; £220^

Collier's Motorics, Halifax. [6795

ROYER 8h.p. Single-cvl., late model, in e.xcellent
condition; £125. -Barker's Motors, 194, Balhain

High Rd., London, S.W.12. [7001

ROVER 1914 C.B. Combinatiap, S-speed clut<4
hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, excellent coa4i

tion; £85.-202, Trinity Ed., S.W. [693!

IF You are thinking of buying a motor cycle, wij
pay £60, when I have the goods (Rover) lorrSSO

Private owner.— 2, Halows Ed., Eltham. [732i

1Q17 Rover SVoh.p., 3-speed, B. and B. carburetter,'
--*/E.I.C., under 5,000 miles, first-class condition:
£75.—Box 7,501, c/o The Uotor_ Cycle. [6397

ROVER 1918 5-6h.p. Combination, renovated a;

new, guaranteed sound; £125.—Elce" and Cc.
15-16, Bishopsgat3 Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. (007C

ROVER 1920 Brand New 5-6h.p. Combination, lates'

improvements; £235.; exchange entertaineil.-
Eagles and Co., 275, High St.; Acton, London. [X068(

ROVER 5-6h.p., 1920, and Middleton large ei/,o sicl-

car, with hcod and screen, excellent con'lilioii

all complete; offers.— 155, Bromyard Ed., 'Worcester.
[646'

EOVER, T.T., 1912, Bosch, latest- type B. and B
new semi-T.T. bars, very "last, external aiipeai

ance excellent; £42.—Gray, Broadway, Watford.
[752

1Q19 Rov.jr Combination, 3 new extra heav,
--tF Dunlop covers, lamps, tools, etc., tip-top coD
dition

;
price £145, or near offer.—Setchfield, Bakei

Manea. -' [652'

ROVER 5-6h.p., W.D., bought Jan., 1920, Eaftin;
Volex electric, Stewart, luggage grid, horn, inol

spare tube, perfect; £145.—Smith, 70, Kitchener Eil

East FincWey. [668

f Q14 SVjh.p. Rover, stored during war, condition .n

-Lt/ new, Bosch mag., 3-speed, clutch, tyres nev
spare new belt, lamps, and accessories; £70.—Clark. (

Vicarage St., Frome. [X066

1 016 T.T. Rover, with Philipson pulley, Lucas hotL
--•' and lamp set, mechanical condition perlecl
examination invited ; £60.—Kays, S, Bond St., Ealinl
W.5. 'Phone; 1827. [71T

1 Q19 S'-ah.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed cotan^ei
-i-^ ^haft, electric and acetylene lighting, hOTlf
speedometer, run 2,000 miles; £135, or near offer.J

Box 390, Morgan's Library, High St., Purley. [72.9

"I Q20 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., purchased. ..J

-I-*/ March, beautiful and silent machine, lamps,m
horu new; bargain, £180, no offers; seen by apppja
ment.—Bracey, Penygrang Terrace, Cumfields, Pom
pool. [65|

ROVEE 1918 5-6h.p. W.D. Combination, complejj
with wind screen, hood, speedometer, 'Klaxo!!

lamps, clock, luggage grid; £150; owner going abroa
can Iw seen any time.—Apply, 55, Holland Ed., Ke
sington, W.l. [691

F
House, 5, Heath St., Harapstead (nr. Hampstes
Tube Station). 'Pbone : Hampstead 3752. Hojj

.O.C.H. have a 5-6h.p. W.D. Rover Combinatio
Eastine, negligible mileage.—Fair -Offer C

9-7, ineluding Sfiturtlays. [68

3ih.p. 3-6peed Rover, 1919 (Christmas), Cowey hi

2 and speedometer, Lwcas lamps (2 generatqT
original tyres unpunctured, indistinguishable fr<

new, numerous tools and spares, any trial; best off

—89, Palmerston Rd., Bowes Park, N.22. [70

NEW 3>5h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-sp(
clutch and kick-starter, and with smart coachmi

sidecar; £180 or en easy payments b% extra; c
quarter deposit, balanre by 12 monthly instalments
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [7C

ROVER 1914 3M;h.p. Combination, 3-speed, ei(
. |:?ut condition ;ind iipi)earance, engine and ge

lei-ently overhuuled, himpw, hood, screen, new ex
he*Tvy Diinlop, t'jist machiue; £60 ;

privately ownec
Seen at Clorke'a Garage, South St., Romford, Esse:

[7C

ROVER 1919 (Dec.l, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. special ooa
built sidecar, LiK!as dynamo lighting, Bonnik

tiip speedometer, wind .screen, .side curtains, toble. pi

and enamel as new ; .seen alter 6 p.m. ; price £2
oflcrs.—Apply, Molenkamp, 38, The Avenue, Grove Pa
S.E. [7(

ROVER 5-6h.p., 3-epeed, nil-chain combination, 1

Irom makers Oct., 1919, mei'hanioal condition !

appearance practically as new, special roomy side<

si^eilometer, lamps, hood, screen, 28x3in. Dunl
^unpunctured) ; £170; trial.—Lcgg, 17, Pepye Rd., 'W

Wimbledon. _ [6

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY 3h.p., 3-spoed, spring frame; Si

—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [6:

1 Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., 2-9peod, spring fra
--<^ moderal,c mileage; dC105.—Collier's Motoi
Halifax. [6

ROYAL RUBY 1915 2-t^troke, npw tyres, acces.soi

uuscratched ; offers.—Sibley, 106, - - —

B^8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Romford,

advertisement) and the date of the issue
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Trials and their Effects.
HERE has been considerable discussion of

late as to whether present day trials are

developing the type of motor cycle

required bv the buying public. This is

a subject which requires serious con-

tiun, for as soon as this object is lost to

a reliabilitv trial, however well organised,

becomes merely an emptv show or a sporting

e'l'ent without~serious intent to improve machines
in any way.

It is an undoubted fact that the inclusion of

freak hills and surfaces tends to develop a heavy

under geared machine, and thus we frequently

find motor cvcles, primarily designed for passen-

ger work, entered as solo mounts in important

trials. This is defeating the object of the event,

and though it mav produce a suitable machine
for heavy solo work in countries where roads are

bad or do, not exist, we must not lose sight of

the fact that the greatest market is in our awn
country where roads are comparatively good.

Therefore there is but little necessity for the

low gear ratios which have come to be fitted as

standard. The solo rider of a motor cycle of

3'j h.p.or over scarcely ever uses the lowest

ratio of his three-speed gear box, and is conse-

quently paying for something he does not require,

and is carrying about unnecessary weight and

complication. In this connection it is curious

to note that most machines of 354 h.p. and over

are fitted with three-speed gears, while the

smaller fry are content with two ratios only.

From the solo rider's standpoint this. is obviously

a reversal of what is required, and points to the

fact that the sidecar is having an undue influence

on his favourite type of mount. On the other

hand, the man who uses a moderately powered
sidecar outfit derives little benefit from modern
trials, since most of the machines jn which he

would be interested are ridden solo.

A contributor has suggested that certain

features in big trials should be reserved for

certain types only, and the idea is at least worth

consideration. The qufestion, too, of petrol con-

sumption might well be considered. In fact^

at the present juncture petrol consumption in

relation to weight and horse-pow'er is the most
vital point for designers to consider.

The State of the Trade.

JUST as one swallow does not make a summer
so one frost does not make a winter,

though there are pessimists abroad who
ma\' gi\e it that interpretation. The
\olantary winding up of the Sopwith

Aviation Co., Ltd., following upon the liquida-

tion of the Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd., is

regarded ominously by certain sections of the

Dailv Press who take it as an indication that the

motor trade is stagnant. Such a statement is

apt to be misleading, since enquiries addressed tO'

most of the well-known manufacturers show that

order books are almost as full as ever. Some
amount of stagnation there may be, but trade is

not lacking.

Clearly there is always a slight falling off in

orders at this time of the year, since fine weather
motor cyclists have already purchased their

mounts and others are awaiting the forthcoming
Olvmpia Show before definitely placing their

orders. Many manufacturers also have been
hedged about with serious difficulties since the

Armistice. Some of them laid out optimistic

programmes for production in large quanti-

ties, and installed expensive plant for the

purpose, iiut were subser|uently handicapped by
rising prices of materials and labour troubles.

It has been difficult, also, to obtain the neces-

sary material for the projected programmes, for

labour has not exhibited energy since the war,

and many other minor causes have contributed

tO' rendering the lot of the manufacturer difticult.

The result is in some cases that available

capital has been expended before output has been
brought to a level that will enable deliveries to

be made in numbers sufficient to relieve the

situation. Tlris position, happily, is not general.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on tiie i^age racing the bacl< cover,
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Metal Seam for Leggings.

[OT long ago I drew the attention of motor cycling

tailors to the possibilities of a patent metallic

seam for leggings. I have since been informed

that the seam was originally invented by a Parisian

diessrnaker for the benefit of chic demoiselles who
wished to wear umpteen frocks per day. It served this

purpose well, but when applied to motor cycling leg-

gings by an English tailor in rgio, the metal used to

rust, and the unfortunate rider had to be debagged with

the aid of a tin opener. Having already plenty of

personal enemies, I hereby retract my previous advice.
'

Service Depots.

nHAVE been si^ending a few days' vacation with a

rider who lives 250 miles from the factory where
his machine originates, and is compelled to rail

his 'bus that distance whenever it requires any major
attention. The freiglit charges in such a case amount
to nearly £^2 los., and, worse still, the machine is

liable to damage cii route. I remember reading that

the Ford people, when . they decided to attack the

market in Morocco and Algiers, transported their local

agents to the Ford factory for a fourteen days'
" school, '.'as we used to call it in the Army. I do
not suggest that the smaller provincial agents could

leave their businesses in charge of their wives whilst

they went to Coventry for a thorough training in the

repair and adjustment of the machines which they in-

tend to ^ell. But I do say it is absurd that a rider

living at Carlisle or Penzance should have to forward

his machine (or a big component of it) to Coventry,

or Wolverhampton,, or Bristol, or London, when it

needs really skilled attention. As the reconstruction

of the motor cycle industry proceeds, the aim of the

trade will doubtless be to establish seiTice depots so

distributed -that no home buyer is more than 100 miles

distant from a depot. At such depots a full supply of

spares will be carried, and a staff of mechanics
familiar with the machine will be maintained.

Car Type 'Vytz Valves.

DWISH to become something of a public benefac-

tor by warning innocent purchasers of cycle cars

that the car type of tyre valve, commonly fitted

to large inner tubes, wants a bit of knowing. It is an old

heresy of mine that the invention of a better tyre valve

is long overdue; but let that pass. Anyhow, Jones
bought his first four-wheeled projectile, and all went
well till he noticed in the book of the words that tyres

should be kept inflated to a giyen pressure. He
whipped off the valve covers and applied a pressure

gauge. All well. Jones went to bed, dreaming of the

morrow's run. The sun was shining when Jones arose

at six a.m. on Saturday and hied him garagewards.
Both back tyres flat. He feverishly searched the
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treads of both covers, but found no puncturesome

objects embedded therein. However, off came the

covers, whilst Mrs-. Jones hung timidly round with a

washbasin full of water. The leakage was presently

traced to the valves. Having no spare valve bits

Jones was about to postpone the gleeful drive, when

an ex-M.T. happened along. In five minutes botii

tyres were board hard.

The Morals.
' O. I is an ancient moral, and amounts to no more--

than putting a tyre valve at 12 o'clock, anil;

immersing it in a tumbler or a test tube d
water according to its girth. This simple, precaution

will often prevent the dismounting of a cover where,

no nail can be seen. Moral No. 2 is familiar to car-

owners, but not to those who meet car type tyre valvgs

for the first time. These valves have two pressure,

seals. The battle zone is in the neighbourhood of a;

pear-shaped blob of rubber mounted on the end of &
metal pin ; this replaces the rubber tube found in

motor cycle valves. The pear generally leaks, but

seldom leaks at all fast. Its petty leakages are:

staunched by a rubber washer in.side the small helmet

cap on the top of the valve. Jones had unscrewed

these caps to test his pressures, and had omitted to

tighten them home again properly. Hence the petty-

leakage past the pear had let his tyres down during,

the night. There are other points at which such

vah-es may leak, but I spare you. Perhaps it is worth,

adding that the pear generally leaks furiously when

.

there are only a few pounds of pressure in the tube,

e.g., in the course of investigation or re-fitting; but^

that it generally beds down to its work pretty decently^

when wo-rkiiig. pressure is approached. Some riders

do not know that garages stock small packets of re-

placement .parts for these valves, of which a supply .

should always be carried.

The Conscientious Agent.

SAILORS hold that there , is a little cherub who
sits up aloft and watthes over poor Jack. I

,

know a motor cycle agent whose theology is of a.,'

more cynical type. Anxious to oblige a hungry cus-

tomer, he paid another agent something near full retail

price for a 'bus which is in great demand ; and fearfuh

of the M.T.A. he disposed of his'purchase at list price.

In order that his client should meet no trouble, he .-

carried out a road test of the machine prior to delivery, .

seeing that in factory tune it did not start too easily.

In his three mile tuning spin 'the back tyre picked up
an enormous rusty staple, which perforated both tube

and cover in two places. By the time he had fitted

a brand new tyre, as in duty bound, his meagre profit

had evanesced. This agent is now poring over the

book of Job.

I

A
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TRACK RACING IN

CANADA.
1 hese striKing photographs, taken

in Toronto, convey a good idea of the

public interest in motor cycle racing

in Canada, the lower picture depict-

ing a big grandstand packed with

spectators. 34>at the actual racing can

be seen in progress all round these

" small dirt tracks no . doubt accounts

in some degree for the amount of-

" public support shown. Sensational

finishes on such tracks are certainly

more frequent than they are on the

great course at Brooklands.

A31
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Drifting clouds on the flanks of Ben Lomond ; a scene on the twenty mile stretch of loch-side road

A Lonely Tour of Twelve Hundred Miles from the Midlands to Scotland with a

Two-stroke Sidecar Outfit, described by " Wharfedale."

MY weekly duties entail the observation of

innumerable reliability trials and the like,

which involve me in much hard riding.

In consequence I might have conscientiously

decided to take my holidays in peace, away from
motors and motoring, but rfty 'bus and I are insepar-

able, and so my vacation had, indeed, to be of the

'busman's variety.

June was the m.onth I selected, and one fine day^

I started out from Coventry, heading northwards.
A new aluminium body made to suit my own ideas

by the Willowbrook Co., of Leicester, had been
hurriedly fitted to the sidecar chassis of my Scott, and
it was packed with spares, a heavy photographic out-
fit, suit cases, and benzole. The engine, having
already 6,000 miles to its credit (without decarbonisa-
tion

!), jiurred away contentedly, and Kendal was
readied in the evening.

The main road via Warrington, Wigan, and Pres-
ton, was found to l)e f|iiite good, only a few miles
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between the last two places remaining to remind one of

its former terrors. Kendal was full to overflowing,

and having sought shelter at a small inn, an hour was
spent chatting over rotary valves and other things with

that ardent Scott enthusiast, L. S. Parker. In the
_

morning the switchback road to Bowness, via Crook,"

was taken ; much the best w'av to Windermere from
Kendal. The ascent to Kirkstone provided some
hard low-gear work, but the descent to Patterdale

was taken fast with an idle engine. Ullswater

looked well in the morning sunlight, and the

Lake District was a temptation to dally. However,
Loch Lomond was the objective, far to the north.

From Penrith to Carlisle is a lovely speed road, and
'

much time was gained by keejjing a wide throttle.

North of Carlisle one does not realise that Scotland
has been reached until the word " Ecclefechan " (in

large " caps" on an A. A. plaque) smites the e}e; of

course I at once commenced to practise the

guttural " ch(
"
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A Tour in the Highlands.—

Through Beattock the scenery improves, and over

the moors towards Abington the winding of road and
raihvay is interesting. Shortly after leaving the latter

place a small- shock-absorbing spring beneath the

sidecar body collapsed, and not having a spare it was
replaced with a bundle of sacking secured with string.

Towards Hamilton the surface deteriorated, and into

Glasgow became indescribably bad. Arriving in the

capital an S.O.S. to the works for more sidecar

springs was despatched. No time was -lost in getting on,

and Balloch was reached at nine in the evening ; over-

whelming hospitality was found -at the Balloch Hotel.

Morning broke dull and grey, and after breakfast I

found my engine sulky, only to discover that the

magneto chain spring clip had dropped off, thus allow-

ing the chain to become detached. Once traced the

trouble was immediately righted, and a glorious run

of twenty-five miles beside Loch Lomond soothed my
ruffled feelings. The low banks of cloud on the

shoulders of Ben Lomond added to the charm of the

scenery. From Ardlui to Ciianlarich the road
increases in roughness, but is nowhere bad. Crian-

larich comes rather as a surprise, its excellent hotel,

the village shop, and the many new villas appearing

incongruous in such a barren setting ; the road towards
KilKn, after leaving

the dark and silent

L(x;h Dochart was
excellent, and the

gentle ascent over to

Glen Ogle was taken
famously "on top."

To be Envied.

On the descent,

through charming
scenery, to Loch-
earnhead, I noticed,

with considerable

envy, a 3 ton
lorr}' converted into

a splendid caravan
—a truly delightful

habitation for the
summer months.
The i-un" through
Crieff to Perth was
devoid of incident,

but the roads in

Perthshire are
almost universally
bad, and though a
w a r m welcome
awaited me I only
spent two days in

the " smallest city

in the world," what
time my spare side-

car springs arrived.

Heading further
northwards I took
the main Highland
road over the Gram-
pians, via the Pass
o f Killiecrankie,

whereafter my luck.
Loch Maree, claimed by many as

beyohd dispute-

as regards weather, ran out, for over the mountains I

encountered bhnding rain, which lasted until long after

1 had received an excellent cold lunch late in the after-

noon at Loch Ericht. By Kingussie, however, the

sun came out again, and I was favoured all the way to

Inverness. Tempted by the fine evening, I carried

on towards Dingwall, but the pot-holes were trying,

and as the skies threatened I decided to stay at Muir

of Ord. Rain fell all the night, and I delayed my
start until ten in the morning, then on through Ding-

wall and Strathpeffer, with its magnificent hotel and

pretty little shops, to Garve. Here the road deterior-

ates, and in the north-westerly direction, aiming for

Dundonnel, it becomes a mere track, in many places

raised on a high banking. At one of these spots a

motor-mail van of antiquated vintage juggernauted me
off the road, and my sidecar wheel slipped off the

banking, and only the chassis saved me from dropping

entirely on to the moor. I was now on an old, six

days route, and although the hills are of no account

tfre surface was decidedly rough and Loose in places.

This part of"the country is terribly lonely, no \illages

are touched at all, and Dundonnel only consists of an

hotel and a few scattered cottages two or three miles

away. Alongside Loch Droma I disturbed a finely

antlered stag drinking at the waterside.

The Dundonnel
Hotel, lonely and
windswept as it is,

; provides a real
^ travellers meal, and
much refreshed, I

pressed on into the
'

strong sea breeze

coming up Little

;
Loch Broom.

I cannot do
justice to the beauty
of that wild coast,

but Gruinard Bay,

Poolewe and Gair-

loch will stay long

in my mernory. At
the first named, the

_ road hangs on the

face of the cliffs in

quite an appalling

w ay, and the
gradient was the

first I had encoun-
tered to demand the

low gear.

Turning .inland I

found Slioch with

his head in the

clouds behind Loch
Maree, and early

in the e\'ening

dropped down the

hills into Achna-
sheen, where in this

seeming desolation,

I found the hotel

proprietor busily

installing a petrol

and storage tank andthe most beautiful loch in Scotland,

a fisherman's" paradise. delivery piJmp !
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A Tour in tha Highlands.—

Achnasheen has a reputation

for rain to wliicli it did not fail

to live up, and I left it in the

morning in a steady downpour,
which lifted as Garve was neared

and ceased altogether as I

entered Strathpeffer again. From
Muir of Ord I turned due south

through Beauly and struck Loch
Ness and Drumnadrochit ; I

nearly did this literally, as my
brake refused to hold on the

descent of a very steep hill down
which was indicated by a stone-
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SCENES OF MOUNTAIN,
LOCH, AND SEA.

(Top) At Gruinard Bay the road

hangs on the cliff face, with a sheer

drop to the sea behind the wall.

(Left) On the southern border of

Inverness-shi.e, the main north road

looking towards Kingussie.

(Right) Wild scenery is the order

on the western coastline of Ross and

Cromarty. The terrible road surface

near Poolewe (on Loch Ewe) tried

the Scott frame and chassis to the

utmost.

!M

m

breaker. For some yards the machine was quite

out of hand, and only by cutting out the ignition

and engaging the low gear against the stationary

engine was the machine stopped.

Lumber Camps.
All the way down the Caledonian Canal the roads

'are cut up by timber hauling, indeed, the extent of the

wood-cutting activity and the hutments of the lumber-

men gi^'e a very Canadian aspect to the scenery. The
road on the southern bank of Loch Oich is frightfully

loose, being cut through by the floods which bring

down tons of debris from the mountain sides.

Hereabouts, I encountered numbers of encampments
of " tinkers," those gipsy-like people who are said to

have wandered the Highlands homelessly since the

massacre of Glencoe. Whether this is so or not,

it seemed that their picturesque appearance was best

studied at a distance and to\ wind ward!
Despite pot-holes ne'ar Fort Williain, the road was

excellent as far as North Ballachulish, where I peace-
fully stayed the night, havintr watched a motor car
taken across the well-known ferry, and decided that I

would best do the crossing in the morning.
Before retiring heavy rain commenced to fall, and

it continued all night, as I ha\'e reason to know, since
I paraded my bedroom floor without ceasing, being
racked with neuralgia.

At nine o'clock in the morning I trundled down to
the pier, and noticed with consternation that the

motor-ferry, safely moored the previous night, had
disappeared. Rain fell without ceasing, and I passed
a dismal hour and a. half, watching the boat beat its',

way up the Loch against -.S- strong tide. Having paid\

five shillings for the favour, I was duly deposited a|'

the other side of that little neck of water, which is just-

too wide (and much too deep) to ford, and I proceeded'
with all speed towards Glencoe.

A Woeful Pass.

The cross-head refers more to my own state than to

any historical associations connected with the famous
defile which I now entered, but I lost interest in

the scenery—my face ached, my chain came off twice'J I

owing to tremendous skids and swerves in the loose?

jind shingly surface, and two more sidecar springsi

broke. From the top of Glencoe th,p road increasecfe

in roughness, and feeling veij tired I appreciated tol^

'the full the thoughtfulness of whoever placed the:

Iveroran Hotel in the midst of the wilderness. Here
I lunched, at the usuaF reasonable charge, with an

enthusiast who was pedal-cvcling in the opposits

direction—it was a relief to find that I was ni;t the

only one taking my pleasure sadly.

(To he concluded.

)

If i

|'«SI.
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Sidecarring with a

Small Two-stroke—
the 2fh.p. Connaught

on the Road.

T' /SeV 1^

HIS is not a stoi-j' of

terrific gradients and
hair-raising speeds,

rather is it a tale of an
ordinary every-day tour, such

as, anyone might undertake

at a moment's notice, and
without undue preparation.

There is, liowever, a point

to tire yarn, in that two
persons with a week's luggage
enjoyed a very pleasant tour

of 380 miles, stopping Avhere

they willed, and visiting many
friends and relations, at the

total expenditure of fuel and
oil of 1 8s. 8d., a sum which
certainly cannot be considered

extravagant in these days of

expensive railway fares.

- But, to begin at the begin-

ning. A short time ago
: Messrs. The Bordesley Engi- -

neering Co., of New Bond
$treet, Birmingham, offered us one of their new ;£ioo

siSecar outfits for an extended trial. As we were due
to take a holiday the week following the offer, "suitable

arrangements were made, and the little 2 ?4 Connahght,

fitted with a two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box with

clutch and kick-starter, duly arrived, towing a coacli-

built sidecar of no mean proportions. Being enthusi-

astic as the rider of a fast -solo machine, it was with

some misgivings that we contemplated the size of the

engine (73x70 mm. bore and stroke=293 c.c.)

and the load which it would ha\-e to cany.

: However, having summoned up the necessary cour-

age, the engine was started, and in the six miles run

home it became very apparent

that the Connaught was no Joke,

but a serious touring proposition,

and developed a power output

quite surprising for so small an
engine. On the following morn-
ing, having carefully bestowed a

wife and various packages in the

sidecar, and two large parcels on
the carrier, the serious business
began, and we set out with the
light heart and heavy load that

betokens the first day of a motor
cyclist's holiday. The run from
Kenilworth to a spot not very far

from St. Albans w-as accomplished
at an average running speed of
just under nineteen miles per
hCur^ and after a little practice it

was found that the machine pulled
well down to the last gasp,
with the exception of Braunston
all the London road hills being

T&STS OF

™^ The Possibilities

of the Present-day
£100 Touring Outfit

for Two.

ODBlvS
taken on top gear (53.4— i).

It is quite possible that the

long slope from Braunston
village could also have been
climbed on top gear, but the

rider had not become quite

accustomed ' to the w^onderful

slow pulling," and changed
down unnecessarily early.

There followed a series of

trips to Tring, to London,
and to Shepperton, thence

to Ascot to visit more
friends, and then to Shilling-

ford for a couple^of days on
the river, and finally a run

home via Oxford, Banbury,
and Stratford-on-Avon. On
returning to the starting,

point, the mileage worked
out at 380, and the petrol

consumption at just over four

gallons, or well over 90
m.p.g. On this trip, it is

true, no really sex-ere hills were encountered, but the

routes were never altered to avoid hills, and such as

were met with were climbed with ease. This with an
engine of under 300 c.c., gear ratios of

to T, and a total load of 700 lb.

S^% and

A Sinooth=running Engine.

And now to details and criticisms. The running of
the engine was smooth and steady throughout, and
the mechanical troubles were covered by a change from
an unsuitable plug to a more suitable type and one
shortening of the belt.

The

Combined inlet and exhaust manifold oi the

Connaught engine.

four-Stroked " extremely little, and
this probably is partly accounted
for by the combined inlet and
exhaust manifold, which warms
up the mixture before reaching

the crank case.

Petroil lubrication is used, and
functioned admirably throughout.

The advantage of a foolproof
lubrication, combined with an
automatic increase of oil supply

—to the engine governed by the
throttle opening, easily outweighs
the slight messiness inherent in

the system. On the machine
supplied to us no cover was

^ arranged for the driving chain,

but this omission has since been
rectified on all standard
machines by fitting a neat cast

aluminium cover plate.

The sidecar springs were rather

too stiff, the sidecar mudguard
stays erring the other way and
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Road Tests of. New Models.—

broke; both these troubles, Jiowever, have been since

tackled and overcome. A slightly lower top gear, say

6 to I, would be an improvement for sidecar work,
especially on heavy roads and against head winds. An
average speed of over 20 m.p.h. can be maintained
with a loaded sidecar on good roads, but 19 m.p.h. is

a more suitable speed for this little outfit. The engine

may be driven all out up long hills with no apparent
detriment and no signs of drying up, but it is not desir-

able to attempt to maintain high speeds on the level.

At the conclusion of the above-mentioned trip, the
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outfit was driven for a further fifty miles, including

a comfortable ascent of Stoneleigh Hill with an eleven

stone passenger. On returning to the works the cylin-

der was removed for examination, and extremely little

carbon deposit was found except in the exhaust ports,

which were somewhat choked due to over-lubrication.

The top piston ring was slightly gummed up, but all

bearings were in perfect condition. Our conclusions

are that the 2| h.p. Connaught and sidecar forms a

most sporting and thoroughly reliable little outfit,

which will' undoubtedly attract a large clientele owing'
to its low cost and upkeep. H.D.T.

i|

I

THE SCAR, a hill that was included in the Scott Trial. The photograph conveys a good idea of the scenery, which was little

appreciated by the majority of competitors. iVIost of the enthusiasts were too fully employed negotiating the tortuous course to admire the

many line panoramas. Observe the acute hairpm bend on the right and the ribbon of road in the valley leading up to the hill.

A CONFESSION.

THIS is a story with a' moral. During the rainy

month (July), I was returning home after a

trip South to see my brother and had occasion

to remove the carburetter of my machine to clean it.

Before I had finished this job, it began to rain, so I

put my tools away in a hurry and endeavoured to get a
start. Nothing doing ! I then took out the plugs and
cleaned them ; they were a bit oily, but nothing to

signify. Again no result ! Next I tested the spark
and found it excellent, but there was no result in spite

of priming the cylinders. Readers may think that

I should have attended to all these matters in the first

place, but let me hasten to say that nothing seemed
to be wrong when I stopped except a scarcity of petrol

at the jet ; moreover, it was raining, and I was anxious
to get away. Now my carburetter is well tucked away
under the rather wide tank, and it is fitted with a

E4

revolving barrel throttle and a detachable control wire'

in lieu of the usual type, which passes through the,

top of the- carburetter and raises a pluriger throttle.

After wasting many minutes in futile attempts to start,

I remembered this wire, and a glance showed that it'

was still unfastened, and I had been trying to start

with a well fitting throttle tightly shut. The lever

on the handle-bar works 'so smoothly and easily ihat

this did not reveal the fault. A moment later the

wire was in place, and the machine was off, but only;

to stop suddenly fifty yards or so further on. Whil^
the wire was detached, the outer casing had slipped'

from its socket and the throttle was again shut. This,

was remedied without any difificulty, and no further,

trouble was experienced, but I paid for my stupidity

later on by encountering more rain. -
''

^

J.H.W. 4
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The Experiences of a " Motor Cycle" Man in the Six Days.

If TTY own rough-riding machine began a fit of sulks

! yl ^ ^^e:ek or so before the Six Days, and the
rnanager of a leading factory very kindly came

:o-the rescue with the loan of his own private mount,
[look delivery of it in Coventry on the Saturday be-
ore the Trials, and it provided a most interesting

3&)blem en route to Darlington, for it was guilty of
t slongle terrific misfire once in every 400 yards. The
Dtizzle was solved accidentally, for beyond Newark the
engine grew loth to start, and when the magneto
'ocker arm had been eased, the misfire evaporated.
The next disagreeable thing was the frightful bump-
ng received from the record pot-holes between Don-
faster and Wetherby—a route to be avoided by every
rider who loves his machine. Finally, outside "a"

;mithy at Bfotherton, the engine became permanently
I'fee, and I found that the key of the forward sprocket
of the rear chain had sheared. A pushbike spindle
was soon heated, fiflttened, ciit off, and filed to size;

but by this time a cold rain was falling in torrents,

darkness had set in, and the electric lighting set

evinced a bad short in the tail lamp wire between the
core and the concentric return path. The inns were
full, aiid the police and the elements had to be defied

;

but finally a little inn at Bramham did me veiy proud
for 8s. 6d.

Good Samaritans.

Junday saw the ride to Darlington completed with-

!,out incident, and Monday morning saw me setting out
I
with the boys, rather anxious about the capacity of
jimy machine after the vicissitudes of the week-end.

\

The morning's run slwwed that I had a magnificent
[engine under me, for the stiff climb out of Pateley
i
Bridge asked for no more than second gear with the

I

throttle in practically the tick-over position. It was

j

quite clear that bottom gear would take me up any
gradient possessed- of a steerable surface. After a

lightning lunch I left Ilkley just ahead of the first

nfan—local yarns suggested that Park Rash was a hill

on which non-competitors should not risk baulking the

etitrants, and my colleagues astern could bring up the

rear. Exactly opposite the smithy at Bohon Abbey
the improvised key in my 'countershaft sprocket

sheared, and the prospects of seeing the fun on Park

Rash looked black, when D. H. Noble came up on

an Overland car, and very handsomely took me along,

though he represented a rival interest. At Park Rash
the preliminaiy difficulty was to arrange all the spec-

tators' motors clear of the road, for tlje approach is

merely a farm lane of rutted turf. Presently, what a

variety artiste would tenn the " knockabout business
"

began, for the men's chances of getting up depended
wholly on two factors—whether they knew the hill, and

how badly they were baulked. When the wrecks had

been swept up and the laggards pushed above the

hairpin, the problem of salving my derelict 'bus be-

came imminent. Fortunately Jesse Baker came to the

rescue with his Scottish Trials Scott—and a very

"hot " Scott at that. He took me back twenty miles

on his carrier, and incidentally proved in those

crowded, twisting, dust-wreathed lanes how safe pillion

riding is in the control of a master; exchanged

machines with me ; drove off on my newly-keyed single

whilst I took his Scott to Darlington. _

Some FreaK Hills.

On Tuesday my instructions were to start ahead of

the boys, and report White Shaw Moss, then reputed

the worst ascent of the week, leaving the earlier

climbs to the rearguard of the staff. After Reeth the

blue trail on the road led me into the comic farm lanes

which always suggest breakers ahead, and before long

I found my engine inclined to dislike top gear.

Presently the track degenerated into a -mere trail of

stones and earth, zigzagging up through the woods,

B5
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with no grippable going to be seen, a precipice skirt-

ing one on the left, and boulders which played cup and
ball with the front wheel. None of us had heard any
fearsome tales about Summer Lodge, . and I was as

much taken by surprise as the competitors who fol-

lowed hard on my tracks. As soon as one realised

that it spelt lots of throttle on low gear, plus hanging
on to the bars by one's eyebrows, the climb was pos-

sible with a clear road ; but it must have been a horrid

experience in the cr6wd, with baulked passenger
machines on all the blind corners. I longed to wait

and see the fun, but orders were orders, and I pushed
on to White Shaw Moss, which was a much easier

,,
lottery of the same kidney, facilitated by a wider road

""and the fact that the latter hill goes up in steps, so

that-the landings give the men a chance to sort them-
selves out. Still, a hill which can make Sam Wright
ram a wall is not child's play, is it?

On the Stake.

The afternoon run would have produced a Caporetto
if rain had fallen. Thanks to the dry going, bad
driving was chiefly responsible for the few failures

which occurred. For instance, the "turf hill
"

(Darnbrook) commences with a grassy hairpin ill softish

order. Several sidecars "cut" this corner, and so

dug their back wheels well in. On the Stake I learnt

how not to restart a machine on a soft surface. I

stopped halfway up in order to watch a few men, and,
when I was ready to complete the climb, I felt bound
to leave the better going clear for the boys, and so

attempted to restart off grass. As the grade was steep,

I gave my willing .engine moderate throttle, and she

flung me bodily round in a circle while the rear chain
jumped its .sprocket. I was grateful for the lesson,

which came in handy repeatedly during the week. On
the run in I debated fiercely with P. W. Bischoff the

ethics of withdrawing his Clyno team as a protest

against the roads ; his baby Clyno will evidently bark
along all day on undulating roads at 35 m.p.h. ,

The Effect of Watersplashes.
Wednesday morning, bereft of Rosedale Abbey

Bank after much wobbling on the part of the stewards,

was a picnic, and the keen Yorkshiremen were ex-

tremely irate about the change of route. The after-

noon was more interesting. Boltby was a very fair

hill, and the machine which cannot climb it with cer-

tainty deserves no pity. I had felt inclined to depre-

cate the succession of watersplashes included in the

route, for they seemed to be unnecessarily hard on the

belt, which still has its uses on the lighter types of

machine ; but when I saw how many magnetos and
sparking plugs still go " dud " after a ducking, I

changed my mind. I was using porcelain plugs on the

Scott, and cracked two of them in deep splashes,

^vhilst quite a lot of magnetos temporarily gave up the

ghost. Seeing how many fords figure in overseas

riding, it seems desirable that future trials should in-

clude plenty of deep splashes ; but the penalties should

not apply to light belt-drivers not designed for the

export market.
Thursday's run was a pleasant tour, containing

nothing strenuous except the rather unpleasant and
(langerf)us drive through mining villages in the con-

cluding stage.
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Friday brought a machine-smashing morning, fol-

lowed by a long afternoon tour. The surfaces in the

morning was well calculated to complete the fracture

of any weak component which had been well stressed

by previous- bucketings. If any reader wants to

break his frame, let him procure a copy of the A.C.U.
programme, turn up Friday morning's route, and ride

the last tvyenty miles before lunch. Harden Bank
is a veritable machine smasher—a sure climb every

time when once you know it, but about the most un--

pleasant hill in" England to tackle at first acquaint- ij

ance ; several first-class riders fell or failed on it, and v"

many more made ascents of a kmd which they re- |

'

garded " as personal humiliations. For myself I :

scrabbled up anyhow. One had to' look upward and \

onward "in oixler to pick put a rideable path, for large !

patches of the hill would unsaddle anybody ; whilst

one's eyes were busy path-picking, some great reef

or boulder set the machine wobbling, and by the time

it was stea.died, it was usually yards wide of the less
j

nobbly bit which had been selected from below as fife

track to make for. Most of us utilised the good going '

in the afternoon as an opportunity for speed bursts, 1

each of which provided a little subsequent leisure for

cleaning up or minor adjustments.

Ideal for the WorK.
Saturday morning provided a, gentle tour to Bropk-:

lands, followed by a rather hot and boring afternoon

for the spectators. The imiversal opinion was that

there were no flies on a machine which completed this

searching week without serious discredit. I ought tOi

add a word in appreciation of my borrowed Scott. In

two special respects it is a specially fine mount for .a

job of this kind. The first is its simply beautiful-

steering; no machine is safer to ride or easier to

handle on difficult going of any kind. No motor;

cyclist really enjoys riding over bad grease or deep,

ruts, or reefs of rock or loose stones; when we have

to do it from any kind of compulsion, the perfect

steering of a Scott alleviates the task incredibly. Its.r'

second special excellence in service of this character',

is its exceptional comfort. Its' spring fork fears com-,

parison with no rival, and the 3in. Palmer cord tyres,,

blown rather soft, and used in conjunction with a fine

saddle, afford as much comfort as is possible under the

riding circumstances, and materially reduce the fatigue

of a week at speed over vile roads. Bjiker's engine

was timed with the full retard where the full advance

should be, but was never short of power on any of the-'

hills, and in five days the only trouble consisted of a~

couple of plugs sooted up through too generous lubri-

cation, and a couple more cracked in watersplashes.

j|

SIDECAR STEERING.

WHY were some sidecars answering their steering,

on bad surfaces in the Six Days so much
better than others ? It was noticed on th^

freak hills that many outfits had their front wheels

set at quite a sharp angle to the line along which the

machine was advancing, -so that the wheel was really

acting as a sort of skid brake, and absorbing much
engine power. Others by contrast were really follow-

ing their front wheels obediently—the Enfields

,

notably so.
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Reminiscences of the

Scott Trial.

Over boulders ajid grass

tracks. A silhouette of a

competitor in the Scott

trial.

Whose was the footboard discarded on
3ead Man's hill?

By-the-by, what a suitable name.
Loose stones and heather roots are bad
jnough on a 1 in 4 descent, but the addi-

ioii of cross gulleys, of which there

ippeared t<i be hundreds, was the limit.

j\Ian;ifacturers' teams did not turn up
n large numbers, and the P. and M. were
me of the few firms to prove that they
lad sufficient faith in the rough-riding
apabilities of their men and machines.
This faith was justified by results.

There was much discussion anent Dob
Park waterspla^h, some riders maintain-
ng that no one could guarantee a clean
Tossing since the boulders shift with
^very "spate," others were prepared to

jack themselves to cross without trouble
very time.

Overheard ix Buensall.
First Competitor: " Well, 'old bean,'

how did you get on?"
Second Competitor: "Often!"

The stretch of bog and moorland after

Grimwith reservoir was , truly frightful,

and many competitors cast longing eyes
at the horses ridden by two spectators.

At least one offer of a swap was made
and deciined.

All sporting riders will thank the Scott
Company' for throwing open to them a
trial which was originally organised for

Scott employees only.

Five riders succeeded in accomplishing
he set speed of 20 m.p.h. : four Scotts
uid a Triumph. It is noticeable that
dl these riders were well acquainted with
he course, a point which is of some value
n a trial of this description.

Bent and missing footrests, broken
footboards, squashed silencers, and dented
exhaust pipes and rims, were common
objects at the finish, while not a few
competitors walked with a limp.

One frequently heard the question,
" What is the object of such a trial?

"

Ask the competitors. They did not
grumble, and, anyhow, it showed what a

man and motor cvcle can do !

Tliere were crowds of observers at

many of the points of interest, but, un-

fortunately, from their point of view,

some of the tit-bits were inaccessible to

the average motor cyclist.

One or two competitors ran out of

petrol near Middletongue, and lost valu-

able time in refilling. Beyond this, and
a- few tyre troubles, failures were largely

confined to optimists who attempted the
course with too little power or .too high
gears.

That some si.xty riders finished speaks
well for the construction of British

machines. The twin two-stroke and the
4 h.p. single easily outnumbered all other
types, both as regards entries and
finishers. Unfortunately, the big twins,

which have a reputation for Overseas
work, were unrepresented, and were thus
unable to prove their merits to British

roughriders.

The following awards are in addition
to those mentioned last week.
SET OF PALMER' TYRES (presented by Mr.

E. Mitchell, London), . for best individual per-
lormnnce ,of any maeliino of 350 c.c. or under;
G. W. Wilkin (Willtinl, 160 marks.
SAPEY PRIZE {set of lamps .and horn presented

I'r Mr. A. E. Sapey, Birmingham), for second best
trade performance: H. Ljmirnian (Scott), 235 marks.
GOLD MEDAL (presented by the Seott staff), for

best iierformance by rider from Scott works, out-
side prize-winners : A. Holdroyd (Scott), 210 marks.
GOLD MEDAL (presented by W. A. Dovener,

secretary of Scott Co. and of the Bradford Motor
Cycle Clnlj), for best performance by a member of
the Bradford M.C.C. other than above awards:
Geoit. Hill (Scott), 218 marks.
GOLD MEDAL (presented by the Soott staS),

for fastest time after prize-winners; H. S. Moor-
house (Triumph), 203 marks.
CONSOLATION PRIZE (ase of pipes, presented

by Mr. E. Cummins): Carl Mitchell (Triumph), 145
marks (before retiring owing to accident)^
THE MELLANO CUP was awarded to H. E.

Ellis !B.S.A.).

CERTIFICATES OP MERIT will be issued by
the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., to all competitors
who completed the course and were checked at all

observed pointe.

£35 8s. was collected for St. Dunstan's
Hostel by sale of programmes, etc.

An Enclosed Flat Twin.
Comfort and Cleanliness (he First Essentials in the New Gordon-Simplex Design.

A SERIOUS attempt to produce a
machine on which the rider is pro-
tected from mud and oil from the

engine has- been made by, the Gordon
Simplex Engineering Co., of Aylesbury
and Bournemouth. To attain this end
the engine is enclosed in a cowl which
gives to the mount a somewhat heterodo-x
appearance, but without any tendency
to freakishness. . In addition to the
engine cowl, large mudguards, leg guards
and disc wheels are fitted which combined
make the machine of the " hosable " type
so long the ideal of many riders.

The engine is a Coventry Victor flat

twin, which is fitted with a Lamplugh
mechanical oil pnmp driven directly from,
the 'camshaft, by means of which the
engine, gear box and entire transmission
are automatically lubricated. Several' in-

teresting features are embodied in this
machine, with which we hope to deal more

The Gordon-Simplex motor cycle, designed

to protect the rider from mud and oil

from the engine.

fully at a later date. These include a

cantilever sprung seat and a theft-pre-

venting device.

Every effort appears to hi

to give many of those

have long been desired.

ive been made
luxuries that
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Some Thoughts on
Two-strokes.

Concerning Carburation and
Ignition.

I
PROPOSE in this article to touch lightly upon
some aspects of modern two-stroke motor cycle

engines, and to plead for the interrelation of Car-

buration and Ignition control.

The basic _problem which renders this difficult is

the insistence by the makers of relatively low cost

of production, and fear on the' part of the general

public of anything that savours of complication.

Now, assuming that the present crank case pump
type of engine is to be the standard for some time

to come, let us consider how overall efficiency can be

increased by modification of the existing methods of

carburation, lubrication, and ignition. Carburation

and ignition, are interelated, inasmuch as they govern

(i) speed of combustion, and (2) moment of maximum
pressure relative to crank pin position. The faster

the crank pin is passing the top dead centre, the

quicker and earlier we may allow these two to take

place, resulting in higher speed. This brings us to a

few considerations upon

Ignition.

A weak mixture fires quicker than a strong one, so,

therefore, we may consider that advancing the spark

or weakening the mixture have the same effect.

Now, the mixture upon which a two-stroke runs has

to be on the rich side, as, owing to the heavy dilu-

tion with spent gases, only a comparatively small

volume of fresh fireable gas is compressed at the end
of the stroke. This mixture is slow burning, and we
can, therefore, set the point of ignition far earlier

than with a four-stroke.

I submit that the arc of advance and retard on
present-day magnetos is too small for two-strokes. It

is sufficient for fours ; but it should be realised that

it has only half the effectiveness upon a two. Assum-
ing that the arc of advance -and retard is 15°, this

means that it is possible upon a four to cause the

spark to occur at any predetermined point over 30°

of the craiak pin movement, the crank pin travelling

at twice the speed of the armature, but on a two-stroke

where the armature and crank pin speeds are equal

only the 15° are available. Thus we see that, although
a wider range of advance and retard is urgently called

for, tlie very fact that the magneto is run at engine
speed actually reduces this arc. A makeshift way out

of the difficulty would be to run an 180° magneto at

half engine speed, using each spark alternately. A
truer solution will be found, I think, in the develop-
ment of ty[)es of magnetos, such as the Mea, on which
the field rotates with the contact breaker cams causing
the points always to break when the armature cuts

the maximum lines of force, or polar inductors such

as the Dixie, or an adaptation of the Ford^-Sy.stem,

on all of 'which a far wider fange of advance and re-

tard is possible (I believe there -is nothing to stop it-

going all round the clock on all three). The logical

sequence would then be the, inter-connection of the-_

throttle and spark control with some spring controlled^

device which it would be necessary to hold out during,

the time on^ desired to retard the spark for a hilf- •

when full throttle was necessary, otherwise let spark,

advance follow throttle opening. It would then be

possible to use firing points of 12 mm. to 16 mm.
before top dead centre at from 35 to 45 nvp.h., with

the certainty of coming back to 5 to 7 mm. for slaw

running and traffic work. Acceleration would also b=;

found to be vastly improved.
,,

Carburation.
As will be seen from the foregoing, ignition presents

some pretty problems to the designers of the future,

but, compared to those which arise when the problem
of carburation is even casually examined, its state may
be considered nearly perfect. In endeavouring to

deal with one or two aspects of the carburation pro-

blem I am aware I am on .very controversial ground, '.

and am perfectly prepared upon further research and
better understanding to modify the views I now hold.

,

The conclusions set forth here are based upon a series

of experiments I was privileged to undertake under the

direction of a leading English authority upon car-'

buration. The fundamental difficulties in the path of',

successful two-stroke carburation are two. ,(i.) Half,:

the carburetter, i.e., the crank case, has to be designed'

primarily to house the crankshaft and its bearings, :

its function as- half tlie carburetter being absolutely
,

ignored. (2.) The tacking on of a carburetter which. '

has been developed through long years for service on

four-strokes on which it functions passably well. But

on a two-stroke some of the very features which have

been painfully developed as absolutely essential to

four-stroke service become positive drawbacks. One

may cite the enrichment of the mixture at slow speeds

as a definite instance.

The principal resultant defects of the foregoing

are low thermal efficiency and foiu--stroking.

Four=stroking.

When this occurs at low and medium speeds, the

cause is too rich a mixture ; when ^t high speeds,

bad scavenging is more often to blame except in those
;

cases where a long period of port opening is accorrv- 4

panied by a small induction port which causes the air'.
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speed to get too high despite the fully opened throttle,

and one comes back again to too rich a mixture.

Four-stroking will be noticed to commence when the

load is lightened beyond a certain point or removed
altogether. It will be naturally asked " How has the

removal of the load power to enrich the mixture? " I

humbly advance the following thesis for the considera-

tion of the experts.

There is to a carburetter with a fixed jet size a

certain air speed which is productive of the best

results for drawing the con-ect amount of petrol per

unit of time. Upon the ratio of air speed to jet size

dei>ends the quality of mixture supplied to tlie engine.

Air speed is governed by the two factors piston speed

and throttle opening. If piston speed remains con-

stant, air speed becomes higher as the throttle is

closed, and lower as it is opened. Inversely, if

throttle opening remain constant, air speed will follow

piston speed, rising 'and falling with it.

Air Speed and Petrol Flow.

There is, therefore, an absolutely definite ratio

between the jet size, which governs the fuel supply,

the "air speed," the "throttle opening," and the

"piston speed." These four factors must be pro-

portioned according to the load against which the

engine is working to produce the correct quality of

mixture. Load controls piston speed, and When, with

the three other factors having been set against load,

it is lightened or removed, the four factors become
disproportionate, the "piston speed rising" out of

proportion to the throttle opening, which in its turn

causes the air speed to rise and the mixture to become
too rich to fire until the resultant brake effect results

in a momentary return to normal conditions.

The quality of mixture called for is governed by
the crank case compression ratio, the cylinder -com-

pression ratio, and the port timings which govern the

amount of spent charge left in the cylinder. The
margin between the rich mixture required to function
successfully upon a two-stroke and that which is over-
rich is very slight.

Varying the Jet Sfze.

The answer to the foregoing problem should be
sought for in the possibility of obtaining infinite varia-

tion of jet size (otherwise fuel supply) to the variations

of air speed. I do not wish to infer that the mixture
should remain constant in quality, but the carburetter

should be so arranged that as the load falls the mixture
weakens. The trouble with modern automatic and
semi-automatic carburetters is that they have to be on
the unduly rich side in order to clirpb well without
reducing the air, and they cannot, therefore, give a

two-stroke a sufficiently weak mixture for low speeds.

When the air is partly cut off at the same time as

the throttle, the enrichment . of the mixture is alto-

gether disproportionate, and the effect is that of -a

small carburetter fully opened with a big jet in it.

This is brought strongly home to one when expc<ri-

menting with such carburetters as the Wilkinson twelve-

jet or the Zeta, or fixes a handle-bar control to the

first variable jet pattern B. and B., in any of which
the fuel supply can be controlled from the handle-

bars. With very delicate manipulation and expert

handling extraordinary results can be got ; four-

stroking can be induced or banished at every and any
speed at the will of the user. But only the most expert

or others after long practice could do this. For ordi-

nary easy everyday driving they are out of the range

of practical motoring.

The nearest approach to the ideal two-stroke car-

buretter as offering the greatest possibility of variation

of mixture in the hands of the ordinary user is, to my
mind, the Cox "streamline". The single-lever Amac
also gives promise of being adaptable by variation of

the size of the top vapour hole in the adapter. Both

! el the smallest of two-strokes, the Velocette, negotiating Harden Bank. Both in hill-climbing and speed events the two-stroke engine
has this year done remarkably well

B13
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these carburetters, by hooding their je^t after the

,
Claudel-Hobson principle, deliver the fuel to the main

air stream in an atomised condition, which 'assists

better results by pxoviding gas, drier and less likely to

recondense. One ideal to be sought for is delivery to

the crank case of a perfectly dry gas which would be

incapable of recondensation owing to the large surface

exposed to the rush of cold air. Under present con-

ditions matters would be considerably helped by- the

crank case being shrouded and warmed.

The Position of the Float Chamber.
Another complicating factor of the- problem is that

the pull or suction exercised by the engine upon the

carburetter is, in the case of a two-stroke, infinitely

more sudden and violent than on -a four. On the

uncovering of the induction port the carburetter is

suddenly exposed to the pull of .the maximum vacuum
effect of which the engine is capable. On a four-stroke

the carburetter is not exposed to the effect of a high

vacuum immediately the_ valve is opened, it is exercised

more gradually by the descent of the piston. It is but

very little exaggeration to say that a two-stroke pulls

more fuel out of the jet than it can assimilate at one

moment, and flings the surplus out of the carburetter

the next. c^

Another entirely unnecessary aggravation of the

four-stroking- trouble is the fitting of the carburetter

with the float chamber to the rear of the machine.

This practice on the part of the assemblers of motor

, cycles has the disastrous effect of enriching the

mixture just when one wants it weakened, i.e.,wht\i

descending an incline, and weakening it when one

wants it enriched, when ascending a hill. Convenience

of fitting surely cannot be held to be an excuse for

deliberately making a machine four-stroke more than

is necessary. It is certainly no't the fault of the

carburetter manufacturers. Many other sins can be

laid at their door, but not this one. They are, I

know, universally insistent on the float chamber assuiri-

ing a forwaixl position when the power unit is as-

sembled. The improvement that fitting the float

chamber thus will make to some machines is astound-

ing. Frequently a smaller size jet can be fitted, as

the level rises on hills, which is as it should be.

There is, I submit, an enormous opportunity for the

invention of a carburetter designed solely to overcome

the inherent shortcomings of. -the design of the

present-day two-stroke, which would make four-strokr

ing as much a thing of the past as misfiring is to-daf •

upon a four-stroke.

When four-stroking at high speeds is due to bad
scavenging much can be done to remedy matters by

carefully thought out silencer arrangements. Not
only in the direction of the entire elimination of back

pressure, but in the induction of a partial vacuum
w-hich would- assist in drawing, the gases from the

cylinder. Has anyone ever tried leading, the exhaust

pipe to the narrowest part of a large tube of ventural-

form, say, 3ft. long and perhaps 5 to 6in. in diameter,

at the ends sO' placed that the air would rush through

it whilst the machine was travelling? A veiy strong

extractor effect should be capable of being created

thus, and with practically no loss of power owing to

resistance as is the case with fan extractors. ._

Lubrication. ^ .

I feel I cannot conclude without paying a mark of

respect to the' excellent system of lubrication on the

Velocette of which I have never heard a complaint, '

and to the efforts of certain French designers to

embody mechanical oilers in their units. Both are

much needed steps in the right direction. V.C.R.

Accessibility—Brakes on Wheels.
WHETHER it is more desirable to make the

wheel detachable without interfering with the

brake or the brake without remo-^ing the

wheel admits of some argument. I am referring more
particularly to rear wheels which have their brakes

applied to the belt rims, dummy or otherwise.

If the brake be applied to the inside of the V it

in no way hinders the removal of the wheel for tyre

repairs, but it is by no means easy to remove the brake

itself for cleaning, and it is so placed that in wet

weather it is likely to collect much mud, some of

which, finding its way into the bearings, may militate

sadly against the easy working of the brake—^until the

wheel is taken out. This is especially the case when
the dummy belt rim is placed on the same side as th =

final transmission in a chain-driven machine. On the

other hand, if the brake be applied on the inside of

the belt rim instead of on the inside of the V, it can
be removed without difiiculty, but is very much in the

way when it is necessary to take out the wheel. In the
case of front brakes, "when the choice lies between the
rim brakes fitted to act upqn the wheel rims, as on
pedal cycles, and the belt rim brake as introduced by
Messrs. I.eaand Francis, there can be no two opinions.
Wheel 'rim brakes are practically useless on motor
B14

cycles and should be obsolete. Some firms are cer-

tainly trying to make them so by sending out die most
inefificient examples. During the last few months !'

have seen front siim brakes which, if the riders were

so ill advised as to try to use them, turned round at the,

first application and caught in the spokes at the next.-'

Brakes on the Hubs.
Internal expanding brakes come into a different cate-

gory; these are a part of the wheels themselves, and.
the whole must be removed together. This is but little

extra trouble—just the remo-al of the controls and
probably the taking off of the bolt which secures th^""

anchoring arm to the frame. True, the brakes. canno|'.

be dismantled for cleaning without taking the wheels^

out of the frame, but this is seldom—if ever—neces4,

sary. I have been riding a machindi so fitted for Xhw
last few months, and have not found it necessary to

remove either wheel or brake. Now and then a bit of

grit gets between the revolving drum and the stationary

cover and makes its presence known by a slight tink-

ling noise, but it is easily got rid of by running a piece

of paper or thin card round the brake between the

drum and the expanding parts—the work of a moment'
only. J.H.W. ,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE TWO-STROKE AS A TELL-TALE.
Sir,—May I thank "Two-Stroke Enthusiast" for his

kindly appreciation of my article. He is quite correct in

"gupposing that in my remarks on perfect mixture I was
referring to the four-stroke engine ; in a two-stroke the eifect

of using a larger jet would be precisely as he describes when
the petroil method of oiling is employed.

, I, too, have had great satisfaction jrom the use of a

-W.S.E. variable jet with an Amac carburetter. J.H.W.

OVR CROWDED INNS.
Sir,—Our friend " Ixion," in the issue of September 2nd,

.g^ves his moral, " Book accommodation ahead at holiday

"&nes." Personally, I have not found this necessary, even
in these times of limited accommodation. During my recent

"twelve days' tour in the south-west of England I experi-

enced comparatively little difficulty in securing rooms, even
though my holiday covered three days in Bank Holiday week.

I agree that a wash at the garage is not a bad idea if

.Tfishing to stay at the Hotel Superb or Hotel Spleudide, so

as not to give the commissionnaire any undue shocks. On
iwo occasions, however, I was gladly received, wet through
and well mudded up, at old push-cvcle hostelries."

E. GYLL.-
STANDARD MACHINES IN TRIALS.

Sir,—The man in the street is apt to find present-day
competition very misleading. For instance, a manufacturer
wins a race with a freak, which gives one very little chance
of summing up the merits of his standard model.

' Everyone .knows the necessity of racing experimental
machines, but prospective buyers want to see how the goods
'supplied to the general public go on. They would have a
chance if in future T.T.'s manufacturers had to enter one
inachiue of the committee's selection for every one of their
'own selection.

The race officials would have the right to select their
machines haphazard from any stock they fancied, and keep
:them locked up till the start of the event.
.' This would also ensure stuff being turned out in a service-
able condition, which is not ahvavs the case nowadavs.

Sheffield. WANTED " A GOOD MACHINE.
A MYSTERIOUS ACCIDENT.

Sir,—While passing through Savernake Forest, on the Bath
Rasd, recently I had an accident, the probable cause of which
raised much argument among my mot<3r cycling friends. Not
having arrived at a satisfactory explanation, I venture to

submit the details to your readers, one of whom, perhaps,
has had a similar experience.

I was riding at an easy touring epeed when suddenly I
lost consciousness. When I regained my senses I was on
my way to hospital in the car of a gentleman who saw
me fall. The policeman, who later recovered my machine,
informed me that I had wobbled from side to side about six
times, and then collapsed in the middle of the road.
The result of the accident, of course, has rendered me

hors dc combat for about a month
The possibility of falling asleep in the saddle is eliminated

by the fact that I had only done about fifty-five miles. In
rtddition to this, my health at that time was normal. - 1 have
never fainted in my life, and I felt no blow. I am therefore
at a loss to understand why I petered out like that.
My mount is a 4 h.p. Triumph, .=;olo. which is not damaged

inany-way. .- FTA. BOYCK

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE TRADE?
Sir,—Although venturing upon a very threadbare subject,

I cannot allow "Pedestrian's'" letter to go unchallenged.
From my numerous conversations with owners of well-known
makes, I gather that only one or two give cause for general
complaint, most of the other grouses being admittedly ac-

countable for by the difficulties under which the manufac-
turers are working.
Last year, in ordering spare parts from the Triumph

works, I obtained extremely prompt and courteous atten-

tion. This year, the Ariel works have overhauled a gear
box for me (damaged by a faulty ball-race covered by no
guarantee of theirs), replaced whatever was necessary, and
returned the box by passenger train, withovt mahing any
rharge whatever.

That there are offenders, even among high-priced makers,
seems unfortunately true, but not to the extent of justify-

ing "Pedestrian's" sweeping claim tliat good service is tfa

exception. With the usual disclaimer.

ALAN GOODFELLOW.

THE SILENCE'tEST IN THE SIX DAYS.
Sir,—May I be permitted to express the opinion of an

ordinary touring motor cyclist as regards the awarding oi

marks in the A.C'.U. Six Days Trials';

I understand this to be a reliability trial, with the special

object of testing machines as regards their general reliability,

hill-climbing capabilities, simplicity, and easy handling foi

general touring purposes.

I consider that the A.C.U. method of deducting marks
under the heading " Silence " puts a severe handicap, and
means injustice to the single cylinder. The Sunbeam, P.

and il., and Triumph have all suffei'ed from this cause,

although it is a well-known fact that the first mentioned if

one of the quietest of touring machines, whilst the majority
of twins have scored heavily on this point.

I notice that the team (composed of two-stroke twins)
winning the " Manufacturers' team prize " did not lose a
single mark under the silence heading, whilst the second team
(composed of four-stroke singles) lost eighteen marks for this

cause. As there is only a difference of sixteen marks between
the two teams, the award would have gone to the latter team
if it had not been so unfairly handicapped.
Trusting you can spare the valuable space for this effusion,

Didsbury. SINGLE-CYLINDER ENTHUSIAST.

THE MOTOR CYCLE AND INDIAN EXCHANGE.
Sir,—Having been in India since 1917 until quite recently,

I am naturally interested in the references to that country
in the letters on page 243 of your- issue of August 26th, 1920.

I endorse what is said in the first letter, namely, "Take
your own machine to India." It follows from what is said

in the next letter (to which I refer) from "India" that it is

sound advice. Nearly every motor cyclist out there would
say the same.
In the letter from "India," under the heading "Manu-

facturers' Treatment," there is a statement to the effect that
£206 13s. 4d. is equivalent to Rs. 1,600; or, in other words,
that the exchange is 2s. 7d. per rupee. I do not think that
this statement can be considered exactly a<:curate at present.

It is true that the exchange was as high as 2s. 7d. for a
short time, but that was at least eight or nine months ago,
if my memory is correct. It has fallen considerably since
then, and is now, I believe, between Is. lOd. and Is. lid. So

CI
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I would ask whether your correspondent is certain that the
exchange was as good as 2s. 7d. when the Indian agents he
refers to paid for these English machines. For, if they were
not so fortunate as to reap the benefit of this high rate, one
can hardly e.\))ect them to sell their goods as if they had.
Thus, it appears to me an e.xaggeration on the part of your

correspondent to suggest, or say, that the exchange is 'still

as high as 2s. 7d.

However, I do not deny that they are terrible profiteers,
and think that some form of '" Profiteering Act " would be
beneficial in India, if it were possible, for the motor cycle
agents are not the only culprits ; a great many other shop-
keepers are .iust as bad. ANOTHER INDIA.

Ryde.

SPEEDOMETER FITTING.
Sir,—We notice in your issue of Thursday, August 19th. a

letter from a correspondent respecting some trouble he has
had with his speed-
ometer.

For obvious
reasons he does not
say - the make, but
unfortunately this

is apt to be mis-

leading to a large

number of people.

We should like
" Speedometerless "

to know that for a

considerable time we
have been supplying
motor cycle speed-

ometers, the fitting

of which in no way
interferes with the

b?acke'ts"are' secured ^
^"'/""J

speedometer fitting which does

on the fork by
not interfere with the spmdie nuts,

special clips, which
in no way interfere with the front wheel.

The same arrangement is also utilised for certain machines
necessitating rear wheel drive, and the illustration will show
you our method very siniplv.

'ALFRED E. TRENAMAN.
North and Sons, Ltd. (Watford Speedometers).

Sir,—With reference to a letter about speedometer fitting

by " Speedometeriess," in your issue for August 19th, it-

may . be of interest to some of your readers to know that on
August 17th I had a somewhat similar accident. My
machine, also, was a B.S.A. and sidecar, with speedometer
fitted by the agents. The first warning I had of trouble
was, after fifty-eight miles, to find the machine makings
diagonally for the right-hand side of the road, and myself
apparently unable to control the steering.

The damage sustained by the front fork was just as

"Speedometeriess" described, .viz., near side of front fork

bent outwards, off side quite true, wheel spinning ti'uly on
the spindle, and apparently undamaged, the nut belonging to

the off side of the spindle missing, and spindle thread un-
damaged. - *

.

The motor cycle agent who came to my rescue discovered
and explained the cause of the accident. I now quote' an
extract from " Speedometerless's" letter: "The front spindle

nut is so shaped that it has a collar which fits into a circular

rebate in the fork end for the jiurpose of preventing the
spindle from coming out of the slotted fork end unless screwed
back several threads. Tlie agents, in fitting the speedometer,
had merely slipped the clip holding the smaller toothed wheel
over the collar on the nut, and then screwed up. The thick-
ness of the speedometer clip is such that the collar of the
nut, instead of projecting well into the rebate, was only in
to a depth of about yoin. The result was that the function
of the rebate in the fork end and the collar on the nut was
completely destroyed. 'The retention of the spindle in the
slotted fork end must now rely entirely on the non-slipping
of the nut when screwed up."
My speed was about 20 m.p.h. I was fortunately thrown

clear, and sustained only slight injuries. The cost of repairs
to the machine will be abont £25, fortunately covered by
insurance. Had there been an occupant in the sidecar the
results must have been fatal, for the machine, after colliding,

ricochetted back into the middle of the road and turned
upside down. I hope that the waVning of these two accident.s

will prove sufficient to cause all owners to inspect their

speedometer fittings, if such are used.
N. P. TOWNLEY,

THREE SHIRES CENTRE A.C.U. TO BE FORMED.
Sir,—Regarding the paragraph in your issue of September

2nd, headed " A.C.U. Midland Centre," by the united
request of all our members, coupled with similar requests
from several clubs in this- locality, we have decided to form
another centre, for which the title at head hereof might .be

a suitable one.

All the delegates who attended the meeting in Birming-
ham were representative of clubs either in or near that city,

and, although the Birmingham Centre presumes to cover
four counties, the meeting was in no way representative
of them.

Worcester was, I think, the only provincial club repre-

sented in the true sense of the word, so that if a decision

was arrived at by the meeting to the effect that 'the time
was not yet ripe for the formation of another centre, then
this decision was arrived at by representatives of clubs from
either in or near Birmingham only, who have no authority
whatever to come to such decisions.

J. A. NEWMAN,
Hon. Trials Sec. Worcester and Dist. M.C.C.

PETROL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—In my letter which appeared in T/ic Motor C'l/ch^

for September 2nd, stating that my customers got from 50
to 70 m.p.g. on the Scott, I omitted to mention that these
mileages were with sidecar, and also, of course, that the
carburetter was quite automatic, and all the fine variations
of speed are obtained by the movement of one lever only.

c. bin'ks.

Sir,T-I note w'ith interest }ilr. ^ink.s's challenge to Scott
riders, but would like to point out that he is not offering them
conditions equal to those under which he proposes to ride
himself. In the first place, he reserves the right to set the
pace. Now, with this in itself, one has no quarrel, but his
opponents would naturally like to know what this pace is

likely" to be in order to tune theii' machines for economy 'at

that speed. In the second place, iNIr. Binks makes 'it a
condition that the. competitor keeps within ten yards of him.

"

This is really a bad handicap (but I do not wish' to infer that
it was suggested with that intent), as it is common experience
that when one tries to keep a given distance behind another
rider one has to accelerate and brake very much more
suddenly than one would otherwise when doing the same •

average.
As destructive criticism is of little value, I wouhJ like to

suggest the following conditions as being fairer. Tliev also
have the advantage that a win under them would be' more
conclusive, and I am sure that this is what Mr. Binks would'
wish. Competition to take place over a settled course, which -

should be the shortest road distance between two points. A'
minimum average speed to be set (= a time limit); low if

A Norton enthusiast, Mr. G.

W. Guest, of Humber Street,

Hull. Recently, Mr. Guest

rescued a child from drowning

in the Trent, making the

fifteenth life he has saved.
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this is purely a freak test ; higher, say, some speed between
18 and 30 m.p.h. if a test under normal conditions, for most
Scott machines habitually put up a -decent average. If

possible, candidates should each be escorted by an unimpeach-
able representative of any well-known chib (and, if necessary,

the suggested £10 diverted towards paying their expenses).

If there is to be no escort, the test will have little interest

to the average rider, unless tbe start and finish be observed

by club officials, the petrol tanks being sealed on top and at

the drain, and both unions on th% petrol pipe sealed. If any
competitor elects to use petroil, his oil pipes should be first

removed.
Under this scheme any number of competitors could take

part, whereas it would be impossible for more than two to

try and keep witliin ten yards of a pace-setter.

If Mr. Binks could do a really good mileage under these

conditions, I think most riders would accept the figures as

«uch, and a score would have been made for his carburetter

;

.but I am sure he would be disappointed if the result were

Bot received with more faith than are the results of a dark

spiritualistic seance by the average man ; and this is how
most of us view an incompletely checked petrol consump-

tion test.

, 1 note that ilr. Gordon wishes to know why a Scott gives

a better mileage with plugs in the cj'linder head than with

them in the side. When the plug is in its standard hole it

•is pocketed about gin. deep, and also the flame of combustion

ias to pass' trom it right to the exhaust port before all the

gas is burnt. When the plug is on top the points actually

j>roject into the combustion chamber, and also the flame can

pass in all directions, and ias not to travel so far to com-
plete the process. This has two results. First, the machine

-is much faster (in my case maximum speed increased from

40 to 53 m.p.h. w-ith everything else standard) ; and, secondly,

less unbui-nt gas is exliausted, and so the petrol mileage

improves. However, such a change has its disadvantages, the

greatest of which is that the machine will not pull so

smoothly at slow speeds (for the spark is further from the

transfer' ports, and therefore takes place when - the new
charge is somewhat diluted with unburnt gas from the last).

J am about to try and lessen this by using dual ignition

plugs. Also, the plugs soot up quicker in this position ; but,

with the magnetos fitted, this does not matter if one point

plugs are used. I find an ordinary Lodge with two of the

points turned back to be ideal, but when all three gaps are

set as sent out, the Scott is no longer a machine of which one

may be proud. A. B. K. WATKIXS, M.B., B.S.

Sir,—^Further to my letter which you kindly published a

tew weeks ago. In view of the recent ina-ease in the cost

of petrol, I am very son'y that "Not Infallible" has not

come forward with further information about his machine,

particulai'ly as I have had no reply from Messrs. Degory.
That a gi'eat improvement can be made in the consumption
ot these machines by fitting a suitable carburetter- 1 am
certain, especially after the performance of the winning team
in the K.C.V. trial.

I agree with Mr. C. Binks's remarks about " fake " driving

with his carburetter. This instrument can be made very
sensitive, and remarkable results obtained, but on a long run
I for one do not wish to bother with the micrometrical adjust-

ments of the air lever necessary everj' time I move my
throttle.

Regarding iis challenge, I would suggest a run fi-om his

works to, say. Glasgow, sealed tanks, and an average speed
of 20 m.p.g. When I get a carburetter to suit my 'bus I will

take him on these terms.
Will Messi's. Scott gire further particulars ofAmac carbu-

Tetters fitted to their trial machines? 75 M.P.G.
Manchester.

Sir,

—

Be Mr. Binks's petrol consumption challenge. The
conditions laid down by ^Ir. Binks would debar some of us
from accepting this, as, unfortunately, we -cannot all afford

to give £10, owing to other responsibilities.

Personally, I have not a Scott machine, but I have a carbu-
retter which, I think, will equal Mr. Binks's instrument,
both as regards economy and power.. It is my own invention,

' and if Mr. Binks is prepared to alter the conditions of his

challenge I should be pleased to accept.

The following would seem to me the best way of testing

the instruments, and fair to both parties. An experienced
driver (selected by the Editor) should have the' instruments
handed over to him (after tuning), and should be used on the
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acid. Then,
a Coventry

same machine, under the same conditions, and roads, and the
results published in The Motor Cycle.

ily instrument is rather crude, being hand-made, but has
been thoroughly tested on a 4 h. p. single-cylinder combination
for the last two years, and patent has been applied for.

All that I should require to laiow would be the make and
horse-power of the machine to be used, so that I may tune
the instrument to that particular model.

F. ACKROYD.

YARIABLK JETS.
Six,—I am mnch interested in a letter in your issue of the

2nd inst., signed "Two-stroke Enthusiast," Manchester,
especially as to his praise of the W.S.R. variable jet. I ride

a Levis, and have fitted a W.S.R., but do not so far find any
decrease in petrol consumption, as I expected. Certainly, I

notice an improvement in two-stroking at low speed. Would
your coiTespondent kindly give me some useful hints on the
subject? (Colonel) G. WIEHE.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sir,—I was much interested in " One Who Has Had Some's"

letter in The Motor Cycle for April 15th. I can sympathise
with your correspondent in his experience with accumulators,
I wonder if he has ever tried accumulators fitted with wood
separators. This is one of the points which I think would

tend to eliminate
spilt

again
fh-m turns out accu
mnlators packed
with glass wool,
which absorbs all

free acid. That re-

duces spiDing to a

minimum. The best

method in my ex-

perience is not to

nave any liquid in

the accumulator at

all. This may sound
rather strange.
Nevertheless, I have
accumulators work-
ing which SLTe im-
possible to spill.

They are filled with

a mi.xture which, when set, forms a paste. I have made
exhaustive tests, and find that the electrolyte, being" prac-

tically a solid, gives inci'eased support to the plates, and
the danger of .short circuits due to the paste from the plates

falling through vibration is practically non-existent. Acety-
lene is very good in a way, but look at the trouble compared
with accumulators.

I am enclosing the results of a test which I and others have
taken on some two volt paste filled accumulators. W.B.P.

Doncaster.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
KEued in conjunction with Thg Motor Cycls,

1. Paste in cell yi mixture at 1250 sg.

2. „ ,, 6"! ,, „ 1250 sg.

3- ,, „ 6'i ,, „ 1190 sg.

Cells discharging at approx '75 amps.

Graph showing the discharge of a 2-voll

accumulator.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." l^e standard handbook oi the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

ol motor cycles, their management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usefa " wrinkles " end helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles, iieventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A rehabie system tor tracmg motor cycle faults and
of remedymg any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Price
net.

2/6

-By
post.

:/I0

2/- J 13

S/6 S/IO

5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, L^ndon, E.C.4, or of leading Bookseller; and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for l^ply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Excessive Exhaust Noise.

Is it absolutely necessary that
.

every motor cycle should have a

silencer on 'i I am in possession of

a 2^ h.p. two-stroke, and have an
exhaust pipe extending from the

engine to the back forks with a fish tail

end. The reason for my enquiry is that I

was pulled up recently by a constable who
asked if I had a sile,ncer on. I explained

- the exhaust pipe as above described,
and as he was ignorant of the regula-

tion he made further enquiries of a
motor engineer, and I fear he will

charge me for using a noisy machine:

—

J.B.I. "
-

A long exhaust pipe (if a silencer is not
fitted)' does not necessarily comply with the
law. At the same time, however, tlie

legal requirements are rather vague, as

even if a machine is fitted with a silencer

you may be proceeded against if, in the
opinion of the police, the engine is unduly
noisy. AVe would suggest that you make
such alterations to the exhaust arrange-
ment as will ensure the machine being
reasonably silent.

Changing Magneto Diiection.

(1.) Is there any reason why a

magneto should not be run in the
' reverse direction to that intended
by the makers, except that the
action of the contact breaker wipe

heel would be reversed ? Is it

l.'kely that any damage would be caused
to the windings or condenser? The
machine in que,stion" is an early type
two-cylinder Bosch with plain bearings.
This has for a short time been driven at
half engine si^eed in the " wrong " direc-

tion (i.e., counter-clockwise). The mag-
neto works well, however, and I do not
feel disposed to alter it unless there is

some likelihood of damage to the wind-
ings, etc. (2.) Could the above-
mentioned machine be used on a siiigle-

cylinder engine with advantage by
removing one heel of the contact
breaker?—G.B.S.

(1.) There is no objection to running the
old type Bosch magneto in the reverse
direction, except that the contact breaker
is not mechanically suited to this altera-
tion, and another one designed to run in
the opposite way should be fitted. (2.)
If you desire to use the magneto on a
single-cylinder engine, you should re-
move one of the cams from the
contact breaker and also the con-e-
sponding high-tension carbon brush. An
improvement would be effected by length-
ening the remaining cam so that the ponits
remained open through approximately Imlf
a revolution, a,s is done on the •single-
cylinder models.

and

Fitting a Variable Gear.

I wish to fit to my machine (a

fixed gear, belt-driven Triumph, a

1907 model) some suitable gear.

Probably you can suggest the

best kind of (hub) gear suitable,

and the most durable, as the roads in

this country (Newfoundland) are open
for great improvement.—C.L.C.

Hub gears are no longer manufactured in

this country, and we regret that we can-

not recommend any suitable jorm of two
or three-speed gear which you could fit

on your machine to bring it in line with
the latest models. Two gears which, how-
ever, we can recommend for light solo use
are the Bradbury epicyclic two-speed
Ijulley and the Philipson automatic
governor pulley. Either of these can be
fitted without structural alterations when
the standard adjustable pulley is removed
from the engine-shaft.

Using Magneto as Dynamo.

(1.) Having a Bosch magneto
type A2, 1 wish to know whetner I

could turn it into a dynamo? (2.)

Should I get a direct current bj-

joining the primary and secondary
ends of windings to a two-section com-
mutator? (3.) What W'Ould be the
voltage? (4.) Would the condenser on
or off make any difference? (5.) What
speed would be required?—G.A.H.

(1.) It would be possible to use the mag-
neto as a dynamo, but it will - not be
particularly efficient. (2.) You could get
a direct current by removing the existing
windings and rewiring the armature with

22g. insulated wire, connecting both ends

to a two-section commutator. (3.) The
voltage would depend upon the amount of

wire used. You would probably get from
four to six volts, according to speed. (4.)

The condenser would not be necessary.

(5.) 1,500 to 2,000 r.p.m.

No Power.

I own a Wolf machine fitted

<vith a T.D.C. two-stroke engine,

no gear box, and Senspray carbu-

retter. I have thoroughly over-

hauled the engine and all bearr

ings. The piston and rings are Al. Ill

assembling. I seccotined all joints, filled

the tank with fresh petrol and oil (1 to

12). But although the enghie fires

regularly it develops no i^ow'er, for

directly I m.ount the machine the engine
stops. The compression is good, and
the magneto gives an excellent spark.

The most doubtful thing is the carbu-

retter. I have a No. 28 jet. Can you
help me to solve the trouble? I pur-

chased the machine second-hand, and it

has never developed any power.

—

E.fl.

The details you give are \-ery incomplete,
and we cannot give you anything more
than general suggestions. Possibly the
timing is too far retarded. The spark-
should occur when the piston is on top
dead centre, with the ignition control fully

retarded. If the magneto is not of the
variable type, the spark should occur
about 6 mm. before the piston reaches the
top of the stroke. The lack of power may
be due to the piston having been refitted

with the deflector at the wrong side. It

should be nearest the transfer port.

INSTRUMENT BOARDS FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

As a means of carrying the speedometer, watch, and switches, Mr. L. Keith Clayton, an

enthusiastic Sunbeam owner, of Castle Bromwich, has fitted a polished aluminium "dash

to the handle-bar of his machine. The i?.x\V Is silvcr-plalcd^j
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THE OWERS CARBURETTER.
An Unusual Type of Single-lever Instrument.

AT a time when the single lever carbu-
retter is making considerable strides

in the public favour, it is interesting
to study the device which has been pro-
duced by'Mr. J. Owers, o£ 10, Calthorpe
Road, Banbury, since his design differs

very considerably from the general run of

automatic carburetters.

In the carburetter under discussion, a
serious attempt has been made to vary
the rate of fuel delivery t-o suit the speed
of the. engine as well as the throttle open-
ing. Briefly the instrument consists of a
mushroom throttle controlled by a cam
rod, and an air valve operated by engine
suction. The air valve contains a tapered
needle, the travel of which is limited by
a rod passing through the throttle spindle
and actuated by a groove in the cam rod
before mentioned. It is, however, in the
detail of this air valve and needle that
the main feature of the carburetter lies.

'"'
Annular Float Chamber.

Petrol is fed from an annular float

chamber up a tube, w'hich forms a guide
for the main air valve past the regulating
needle valve, and finally to the mixing
chamber through a narrow space left

between the two discs which form the
air valve.

The top of the needle valve forms a
subsidiary air valve and lies in a chamber
formed in the top portion of the upper
disc.

Construction of the Owers jet and
vacuum chamber, with an enlarged view
of jet needle.

This chamber is in communication with
the atmosphere through a series of ports,
which are acted on by the relative position
of the air valve

The Owers carburetter fitted on an engine designed and built

by the owner ten years ago.

throttle, it is possibl-e to obtain almost
ideal mixture conditions, and we may
state from seeing the carburetter in action

that it provides wonderfully low revo-

lutions, instant .acceleration, and smooth
and steady running at all speeds.

So much for the principle of the carbu-

retter. The instrument, however, includes
several other interesting features. For
instance, the guide of the air valve extends
below the level of the petrol in the float

chamber. At its lower end it is enlarged
to form a dashpot, and being always
submerged it is, of course, dustproof.

A Carburetter Safety Valve.

Another unusual feature is the fitting

of a safety valve to save any possible

damage due to a blow-back. The carbu-
retter is thoroughly well made, and we
understand that Mr. Owers desires ' to

get into communication with anyone
interested. __

The motor cycle on which this carbu-
retter was demonstrated is particularly
interesting, in that it was designed and
manufactured throlighout by j\Ir. Owers
more than ten vears ago. The engine is

to the needle. Thus,
when the throttle is

opened, the main air

valve—and with it the
needle valve—is raised
by engine suction ;

when , however, the
travel of. the needle
valve is arrested by
the control rod, a fur-

ther raising ^of the
main air valve causes
the ports in com-
munication with the
vacuum chamber to be
first partially closed,

and then opened, so

increasing and dimin-
ishing the rate of
petrol flow. Now, as

the action of the air

valve is controlled by
the speed of the en-
gine and the move-
ment of the jet needle
by the opening of the

The cam rod which

controls the carburetter

also limits the travel of

the jet needle by means

of a rod engaging in a

groove.

a narrow angle V twin of about 500 c.c.

Two camshafts are employed, and each
operates the inlet and exhaust valves of

one cylinder. Ignition is by low-tension
magneto, and the firing point is variable

by varying the " tweaker " cam.
In addition to the usual controls means

are provided for lifting either or both
exhaust vatves, which forms a handy
device for testing purposes.

WANTED: A SIMPLE DYNAMO.
THE autumn is upon us, and shortly

the evenings will be closing in, and
fiome thought must be given to the

hghting equipment of our macliines.
In my own case, I travel but seldom

after dark, the limit of my ordinary riding
by lamplight being perhaps a two-mils'
run once per week. Occasionally, how-
ever, I have to do an all-night trip in

order to return to the office post haste
with the report of some distant trial.

Hitherto, I have persevered with acety-
lene, which has given me e.xcellent service.

Electric lighting is out of the question in
its present forms : the accumulator system
(without dynamo) cannot be depended on
-for two ten hours' continuous rides in the
darkness on consecutive nights, while the

high capital cost of a dynamo or magneto-
dynamo outfit cannot be justified for the

few night journeys involved.
My new machine, therefore, must be

fitted with an acetylene set, and I must
still endure the irritation of generator
charging and cleaning before each of the

occasional ten-minute runs which I take
;

for the all-night journeys I am fully

content with the system.

An Alternative Lighting' Set.

What I -should like to fit, however, is

a miniature screw-bulb electric adapter,
in each acetylene lamp, connecting them
all to one of those small friction-driven
dynamos such as appear to give excellent
service on., pedal cycles. I doubt if one.

of these devices would function satisfac-

torily when driven from the outside fly-

wheel, used at odd intervals throughout
the winter, as they appear to be somewhat
lightly constructed.
A simple permanent magnet type of

dynamo of this description might be made
and sold for quite a modest sum, and
while it would not supplant the powerful
acetylene head lamps with which my
outfit is equipped, it would justify the
expenditure by its convenience on brief

and intermittent outings. The light given
need not be greater tnan is necessary to

comply with the law, and the adapters
could be so placed in the head lamps that
the acetylene burners need not be moved'.

Whabfedale.
C9_
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Oimes !o Clgbt Camps
Sept. J,7th 7.41 p.m.

,, 20fh 7.34 .,

„ 22nd 7.29 ,,

„ 23id ... ... 7.27

Postal Rates—a Reminder.
Readers are reminded that the new

postal regulations are now in force, and
that surcharged letters are often delayed
as to delivery. We mention this -on ac-
count of the large number of insufficientlv
stamped letters that still reach this olBce.

The Motor Police.

The County Police of Lancashire, who
have acquired a 'rriumph and sidecar,
provide another example of the new
speed control, i.e., by following the sus-
pected vehicle and noting speedometer
readings. "When the proposed abolition
of an arbitrary speed limit is carried into
effect, this form of activity will be ren-
dered futile, but no doubt 'the outfit will
be used for road patrol duties.

A Two-stroke Trial.

Evidently the Leicester and District
M.C.C. have touched a responsive chord
in the competition world, .for they are
receiving so many outside enquiries re-

garding their forthcoming two-stroke
trial that they have decided to throw it

•open to all, making non-member entrants
honorary members for the day. This
event, which takes place on the 26th
September, has an attractive prize list,

and is confined solely to two-stroke
machines. Particulars mav be had from
Mr.. J. 0. Randall, 37,

' Little Holme
Street, Leicester.

Imports and Exports for August.

. Importation of motor cycles is on the
up grade. There was in August an in-

crease of £14,705 in the value of imported
machines over the previous month, the
total amount being £65,884.

Import.s.

„ , ,
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of motor
cycles ... ... 80 166 . 684

Value . 01 machines
and parts ... £13,536 S12,985 £65,884

ExroRT.s.
There is a slight decline in the e.xporta-

lion of motor cycles for August compared
with July. But even so, it is satisfactory
to ob.serve that the high level of last
month is so heavily maintained. The
figures for July were £271,078, against
recorded the previous month.

M . ,
1913. 1919. 1920.Number of m o i o r

„ ."^y^'oa
. - ,• 1,130 849 2.659value of motorcycles

v,,*'""', .- ••; £49,445 i;58, 748 £202,363Value ol parts and
accessories ... £15,883 £26,106 £63,203

A Protest.

A letter from F. J. Watson, the wsU-
l^nown Ariel rider, informs us that he
withdrew his 6 h.p. sidecar outfit from
the recent A.C.U. six days trials, merely
as a protest against the conditions, and
not for any mechanical reasons.

Special JFeatures.

A TOUR IN THE HIGHLANDS.

SOME THOUGHTS ON TWO-STROKE3

ROAD TEST3 OF NEW MODELS.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sal. Sept. 18lh—
Liverpool M C. Open Reliance Cup Trial.

Sa>.. SepI 25 th -
West M d'and Open Reliabilty Trial,
organised by the Wolverhampton. Red-
ditch, and Kidderminster M.C. Clubs.

Sun. Sept. 26th— •

Leicester and Dislric: M.C.C. Two stroke
Trial.

Sat . Oct. 9lh -
M.C. and AC. Open Reliability Trial.

Nov. 29lh Dec. 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycll Show.

Next Year's England-Holland Trial.

The rules of the Anglo-Dutch Trial
provide that ne.xt year's contest shall take
place in England. Already the provi-

sional programme is being considered.
The Dutch team will be entertained to

lunch or dinner by the Birmingham
M.C.C, the enterprising committee of

that body having already extended an in-

vitation' to them. Likewise the Coventry
and Warwickshire Motor Club will aiiain

take a part in the entertainment of our
visitors from Holland in 1921. whilst the
Worcester Cup has been jjut up by the
Worcester and District M.C.C. for the
best performance by a. Dutch team rider.

The Surbiton and District l\t.C.C. offered

a cup immediately after

the conclusion of the

trial in Holland last

month, and* there is also

the cup again offered by
The Motor Cycle. Thus,
early, next year's event
to be organised by the

Auto .Cycle Union pro-

mises well, and, so far

as club assistance is con-

cerned, t h e Worcester
and District M.C.C. is

keenly anxious that the
trial be held in the hop
di.strict, and will gladly
assist in finding a suit-

able course. Already we
have heard from corre-

spondents in Holland that
our fellow motor cyclists

over there are keenly
looking forward to their
visit.

An Echo of Chatsworth Park
The team event postponed at the East

Midland Centre A.C.U. speed trials will

be run off on September 25th on Clipstone
Drive (North Notts.). The event is

being held in conjunction with the Mans-
field INLC. speed trials, and starts at

1.30 p.m.

Ti'ade in British West Indies.

A letter has been received by the De-
partment of Overseas Trade from His
Majesty's Trade Commissioner in Trini-

dad. ^ He states that an agent in Port
of Spain is anxious to get in to'ich with
the British motor cycle manufe-cturers,

'

with a view to taking up arL agency. It

is pointed out that- there are 206 motor
cycles in Trinidad, the majority of which •

are of American manufacture, and that

the main trouble which causes the absence

of British machines, is due to the in-

ability to obtain spare parts.

H.P. AND SIDECAR.

Sooner or later the scooter and sidecar was bound to come.

Here wc have a miniature sidecar attached to a Mobile Pup,

and although it is the last thing we should advocate, it serves

its purpose very well.
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Midland Police Activity.

The police were again acti\e on Satur-

day and Sirnday last examining licences

and taking the names and addresses ol

drivers.

Police Traps.

Several notorious speed traps that have
been active of late round about London
were not working last week end.

Scotland Yard and the Abolition of the

Speed Limit.

Daily paper assertions that the 20
m.p.h. limit is to be abandoned and
motorists summoned for neglipible and
reckless driving are not confirmed by
Scotlan-d Yard. This subject will be dis-

cussed in The Autocar on sale to-morrow
(Friday).

The Levis Trial.

The reliability trial _ which is beiug

organised for September 26tb by the Levis
Athletic Club will be open to all riders of

single-geared models of this make, pro-

vided that those who are not attached to

the club become honorary membere.
Entry fee in the trial is Is. (plus 4s. for

honorary .
membership of the club).

Entries close on Saturday ne.xt, and
full particulars may be had from Mr.
W. S. Banner, Levis Works, Stechford,
Birmingham.

Ulster Two Days Trial Ahandoned.

As was generally anticipated would be
the case, the two days trial of the Ulster
Centre of the Motor Cycle Union, which

,
was fixed for Wednesday and Thursday

j

of last week, had to be abandoned owing

[

to the disturbed state of affairs in Bel-
. fast. As a fact, Belfast had resumed its

I

normal dignified calm by the time fixed

for the trial, but the decision to abandon
,
the event had already been made. It

was almost ironical that the trial should
have had such an ending in view of

the fact that it was intended as a sub-
stitute event for the End-to-End compe-
tition, which had been abandoned because
of the disturbed state of affairs in the
South of Ireland in July. Ireland's little

civil war has made the lot of the trial-

promoting bodies a somewhat difficult one
during the past season, and the wonder
is that so many events are held.

E. Remington (Nut-Jap), who attained 79'7I m.p.h. in the ten mile race at Brooklands on
Saturday last, thus creating a new record in Class E.

The Clyno in the Scott Trial.

According to programme F. E. Palmer
had entered a Wilkin in the Scott trial

;

he rode instead a 2^ h.p. Clyno. Although
the smallest machine in the trial, he
completed the course—a creditable per-

formance.

Char-a-banc Speed.

At Hereford, a driver of a char-a-banc
was fined £10 I'coently for driving a

cliar-a-banc at a fate of twenty-five miles

per hour. The Chief Constable said the

char-a-banc when turning off one portion
of the street to another nearly collided

-with a motor cyclist. Only the control
which^the motor cyclist had over his

machine averted a collision.

A.A. ani Increased, Petrol Prices.

.At a meeting of the executive ^com-
mittee of the A. A., a resolution was
adopted protesting against the continued
rise in the price of petrol and the neglect
of the Government to take any steps
either to control the existing supplies or
to encourage alternative sources for the
production of motor fuel. Following on
this resolution, the Automobile Associa-
tion is taking further steps to impress
upon the Government the vital necessity
for immediate action for the protection
of the public, and tire chairman, Sir
William Joynson-Hicks, M.P., is urging
the Prime Minister to fix a definite date
to receive a petition recently signed by
upwards of a million and a quarter
persons.

A Scott rider, A. J. C. Lindsay, negotiating Amulree during the Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Team Trial.

A SCOTTISH TEAM TRIAL
That included Tvio Ascents of

Amulree.

CLUB members from many parts of
Scotland gathered at the Amulree
Hotel last Saturday to take part in

the trial organised by the Glasgow
Western M.C.C. Each 'club had to be
represented by four members, two riding

solo machines and two riding sidecars.

The course was a difficult one to be
covered non-stop, as it included the

ascent of Amulree and the descent of

Kenmore. The length of the circuit was
thirty miles, via Kenmore, Aberfeldy,
and back again to the Amulree Hotel,

the distance being covered twice. The
Edinburgh and District M.C.C. proved to

be the winners of the " John Bull " Chal-

lenge Cup, which was the principal

award.
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A RECORD WEEK AT BROOKLANDS.
The Norton establishes New Records. Wooler and A B.C. Successes.

THREE machines figured in the latest

records established last week on the ;

track at Brooklands-, which has quite

regained its old-time condition, and where
one may see, every^^day, machines prac-

tising or actually attempting to raise the

pre-war speed figures which are, in many
cases, comparatively low.

On Tuesday, September 7th, H. H.
Beach ^ (3j h.p. Norton and sidecar),

broke and established several nev,- records

in Class G for sidecar machines not

exceeding 500 c.c, and also altered the
existing figures in Class H for motor
cycles and sidecars not exceeding 750

c.c. His new records are as follows :

CL.\ss G. -Motor Bicycle a.\'d

exceeding 5oo c.c.

Sidecar, not

Time. Speed,
m.p.h.

49.-19

49.52
49.79
49-59
49.51
49-79

used •

Previous
Speed.
ni.p.h.

-10.66

-10.71

.)1.20

11 his

200 miles . 4h. im. 59*s.

250 miles .
' 5h. 2m. 53';. . .

300 miles . 6h. im, 29^^.

4 hours . igSmls. 492yds. .

5 horn's . 247mls. 965yds. .

6 hours . sgSinls. I,204yils. -

Amongst the details

machine were the follcrwing : Avon
tyres, Pratt's spirit, Speedon oil, Philip-

son pulley, John Bull belt, forward
plugs, and iliddleton sidecar.

Two Flat Twins.

A hot sun throughout the day on
Thursday last, Septemlaer 9th, provided

ideal conditions for a record day, and
Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, the official time-

keeper, was kept very busy checking two
machines, a 3 h.p. A. B.C. piloted by J.

L. Emerson, and a 2| h.p. Wooler ridden

by F. A. McNab, who succeeded in

raising his previous speed in the eight-

hour and 350 mile records in Class B (for

solo machines not exceeding 350 c.c). by
1.93 miles per hour in the former, and
.84 mile per hour in the latter. Ex-

J. L. Emerson (A.B.C),

who succeeded in

lowering many standing

records last week. He

accomplished 72 JJ

m.p.h. on one lap.

H. H. Beech (32- Norton sc.) after lowering several records last Tuesday at Brooklands.

ceptionally bad luck befell him, for dur-
ing his ten hours' running he broke a

tappet, a piston, and a valve, whilst an
oil leak in his rear cylinder caused con-
siderable belt slip, which component he
was obliged to change for a leather one.
His new records are as follows :

CL.\SS 15.

—

For Motor Bicycles not exceeding
330 c.c.

Pi'eviou;

Speed.
—^.— m.p.h.

8 hours . 3-t9ml5. i.i23vds. .. 43.70 .. 41.77
350 miles . 8h. 0*. 25*;. .. 43.70 .. .(2.86

Emerson (A.B.C.) put up a splendid
show and, with the exception of a burst
tyre, he had no other trouble. His speed
was consistent and, in the second lap,
worked out at 72.35 m.p.h.

-For Motor Bicycles not bxceeding
5C0 c.c.

Time.

Speed,
m.p.h.

43.70
43 • 70

50 miles

100 miles
200 miles

250 miles

300 miles

350 miles

1 hour .

,

2 hours .

42111. 36is. .

ih. 26m. 135S. -,

3h. 10m. ig|s.

3h. 57m. i4fs. ;

4h. 49m. 51IS.

511. 40m. 355.

/omls. 787yds. J

i3omIs. sooydsr^.
r^ 3 hours.. iSSmls. 482yds. .

4 hours . 252mls. 1,308yds. .

5 hours . 3iomls. 991yds. .

6 hours . 37imls. 574yds. .

The following equipment was used on
his machine : Palmer tyres, E.I.C. mag-
neto, Flixi carbiu'etter, Wakefield Cas-

trol and Pratt's spirit.

Previous
Speed. Speed.
m.p.h. m.p.h.

70.40 . . 69.43
69-58 . . 68.47 .

63.03 . . 61.61
63.22 . . 59-75
62.10 . 59-72
61.75 . 59-72
70-44 . . 67.93
65.14 • . 63 . 68

62.7; . - 61.57
63.29 . . 59.88'
62.10 . • 59.71
61. SS . . 59-77

An Italian Championship.
ALONG distance race was held in Italy

on September 5th to decide the

"championship of the road." The
course was a circuit of 24 km. (15 miles),

commencing and finishing at Ciallarate, and
it had to be covered ten times, making a

total distance of 240 kms. (150 miles).

British machines performed well, secur-

ing one first, one second, and one third

place, out of the four classes. American
machines secured one first and one second
place, whilst a Swiss make obtainei

another first. The remaining first place;

two seconds and one third were taker
by Italian models. The results tabulated
are as follow :

-350 c.c. CLASS.— 1, Pietro Calvi (Motosacoehe),
3h. 44ra. 14s.: 2, Carlo Barioni (James), 3h. 47m.
5s. Wiunci's average speed 63.886 km.p.h. (40
m.p.h.).
500 c.c. class.—1, piagio Nazzaro (Delia

Ferrara), 3h. 11m. Sl^s.; 2, Luijji Gilera (Gilera),
3h. 45m. 322s. Winner's average speed 75 km.p.h.
(47 m.p.h.).
750 e.c. CLASS.— 1, Virginio Appiano (James),

3h. 33m. 31is. : 2, Giovanni Bestelli (Gilera),
3h. 40m. 51s.: 3, Rinzo Castegneto (Frera), 3h.
47m, 25s. Winner's average speed 67.159 krn.p.h.
(42 m.p.h.).
1.000 e.e. CLASS.— 1, Edoardo Winkler (Harley-

Davidson), 3h. Om. 14i|s.: 2. Miro Maffcis (Indian),
31i. 7m. 12^s.; 3, Erminio Visioli (New lmi)erial),
3h. 15m. 585. Winner's average speed (fastest
time of the day and championship) 79.559 km.p.h.
(49.7 m.p.h.).

sP

C14
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Round the Coast of Britain.

A Long Ride on a Single-

cy: nder Sidecar Outli; 3,500
Miles in Twenty Days.

ON Wednesday, 8th inst., Mr. G. W.
Wilkin (designer of the motor cycle

bearing his name) started off from
the premises of Messrs. J. Blake and Co.,

Bold Street, Liverpool, on an officially

observed trial round the ooast of Great
Britain. He is riding a 4 h.p. Wilkin,
with Mr. Barr, who has been appointed
observer by the A.C.U., in the sidecar.

The run is being carefully and imparti-

ally observed for general performance of

the engine on , all the various types of

road encountered, hill-climbing, braking,
lubrication, tyre wear, petrol consump-
tion, and so forth. A great deal of

useful data anent running costs and effi-

ciency should be obtained from this trial.

The jider is confident that his mount
will justify his most sanguine hopes.
Something like 3,500 miles will have to

be covered, and Mr. Wilkin is hopeful
of being able to complete the journey
in about twenty- days, despite any mili-

tating weather and road conditions.

Our latest news from Mr. Wilkin is

that all is going well, and we wish him
the best of good luck on his strenuous
reliability trial. Mr. G. W. Wilkin about to em'-ark on his long coast ride. The complete journey will be

in the neighbourhood of 3,500 miles.

London-Bala-Dunstable.
A Twenty-four Hours Trial held by the Essex Motor Club.

THE following members of the Essex
Motor Club started at one minute
intervals from 7 p.m. from the Old

Gatehouse Hotel, Highgate, on a twenty-
four hours' trial last Friday evening to

Bala (Wales) and back to Dunstable

:

A. C. Rhodes (3i X.U.T.), V. E. Leverett
(8 Zenith), R. E. Humphrevs (2i Kings-
bury), R. Weatherell (5 R. W. Scout), A.
Stanger (5 Stanger), J. Stanger (5

Stanger), J. McBirnie (7 Indian), F. W.
Applebee (2^. Levis), V. Olsson (7 Indian),
W. Simpson (7 Indian sc), E. A. Bridg-
man (7 Indian scj, D. S. Parsons (5

Rover sc), P. D. Walker (4^ B.S.A. sc),

I

Eric Porter (3 A. B.C. sc), F. Savage
(4 Indian sc), E. J. Pitt-och (5-6 James
sc), W. C. Hemv (6 A.J.S. sc), W. A.
Fell Smith (8 Blackburne scl, J. W. Wills
(2| Yerus sc), whUe S. R. Axford (3

A.B.C. EC.) and H. Lush (3 A.B.C. sc.)

were non-starters. »

The route lay through Dunstable,
Daventry, Atherstone, Tamworth, Wel-

lington, Shrewsbury, Welshpool, Llanfair,
Dinas Mawddvvy, Bwlch-y-Groes (observed
hill), Bala, and thence back over
Rhosgwalian (observed hill) to Lake
\'yruwy, Cann Office, Llanfair, and
homewards over the previous road
to the finish at Dunstable. Although
the entry list was somewhat small, the
trial was a sporting success for those
members of the Essex Motor Club who
entered, and good weather added con-
siderahly to the run.

Large Percentage of Finishers.

Five competitors failed to finish on
time: R. Wetherell, J. Stanger, J.'

McBirnie, P. D. Walker, and F. Savage.
"The two observed hills—Bwlch-y-Groes
and Rhosgwalian—gave a good deal of

trouble to the riders and machines, the
former being a very stiff ascent, and the
latter full of cross guHeys and ruts.

McBirnie dropped out of the run on
the outward journey owing to engine

seizure. J. Stanger (5 Stanger) had
gear box trouble on Rhosgwalian, and had
perforce to retire ; while R. Weatherell

was reported to have broken the frame
of the R.W. Scout machine entered by
him. A trouble common in long trials

befell A. Stanger in falling to sleep while

actually riding his two-stroke Stanger.

Both rider and machine overturned on the

road, but it appears that Stanger only
became fully aware of the happenmg after

someone had_ sent him on his way again.

Stanger's face swelled a good deal owing
to the fall, but he finished at Dunstable
on time.

One of the features of this trial was the
finishing to schedule of the 2| Verus sc.

—

an excellent performance for this little

machine.
The trial was well organised and

enjoyed by the small body of enthusiasts

who competed. The awards are gold,

silver, and bronze "-milestones " given by
the club.

An Echo of the Six Days Trials—Mrs. Knowles's Thanks to the Competitors.
To the Edilor of "The Motor Cycle."

SIR,—May I make use of your journal

to convey my very grateful thanks
to my fellow-competitors in the

A.C.XJ. Sis Days Trial for the most beauti-

Itd silver rose bowl wlrich I have' received

from them to-day? I caimot possibly ex-

press my feelings adequately. I am more
pleased than I can say, and it will be one
of my most valued possessions, and a

memeilto of a very enjoyable week. It

more than makes up for the loss of a

''Gold," which I might have received

if I had not unfortunately been prevented
from completing the trial. I should like

to take this opportunity of saying how
very good to me all the competitors were
during the trial. It would be hard to

find a more sporting and pleasant lot of

fellows anywhere, and I much hope I

shall have the pleasure of meeting them
all again next year, and of thanking them

in person for their noble present.

Especially I should like to thank Mr. T.

C. de la Hay and Mr. G. Dance, who, I

see from your paper, were the originators

of the proposal to give me a souvenir.

My thanks, ai'e also due to you for the
trouble you have taken about it.

Olive M. Knowles.
Gissing Hall, Norfolk.

Sept. 10th, 1920.
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Start of the one hour race for machines not exceeding 500 c.c.

BROOKLANDS ACTIVITY.
The Hour Record twice broken in one Week.

I

AST week was a feast of records

_i brolcen and re-establislied with be-

wildering rapidity. On Tuesday
new 500 c.c. sidecar figures for 200, 250

and 1500, and four, five and six liours were
set up by H. H. Beach (3^ Norton sc).

Then on Thursday F. A. McNab (2a

Woofer) again made anotlier attempt on
the 350 c.c. cfass and succeeded in im-

proving the 350 mile, and eigfit-hour

figures while at the same time J. L.

Emerson (3 A. B.C.) estaljlished new times
1 and speecis for all records up to 350
miles and six hours in. the 500 c.c. His
distance for the first hour was 70.44

miles, but this record was of short life,

for on Saturday the remarkable speed of

71.58 miles in the hour was attained by
Victor Horsman on a 3i h.p. Norton,
who competed in the hour race for solo

motor cycles for engines up to 500 c.c.

The sequel to this race may rightly be
termed the most sensational performance
of a 3^ h.p. solo machine on the track this

. season.

A few minutes before the conclusion of

the hour race Mr. Norton held a hasty
consultation with Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite,
and, since the meeting was over and the
track clear, it was agreed that Horsman
should be allowed to continue in an
attempt to break other records. The
Norton rider was stopped, and, after

refilling his tank, he rapidly sped away.
All went well for the next three(iuarter.s

of an hour. Lying low on the tank he
BWallowed up the miles at an exceptionally
consistent speed, at times exceeding
80 m.p.h.
Many anxious faces were turned towards

the clock dial, which, synchronised with
the linicUeopcrs' watch, slowly . crcjit

towards the second hour.

Slight anxiety swept over the excited

crowd as«Horsman's Norton, speeding by,

showed signs of spasmodic misfiring.

Pulses quickened as members of the

Norton team ran out to stop the rider.

Horsman, -at first, failed to heed the

gesticulating figure, but later, persuaded

by Mr. Norton, rapidly applied his

brakes, and, followed by the eager crowd,
was provided with fuel.

A few seconds, and he was off again..'

The tune of his exhaust note removed any
doubts as to the condition of his machine.
Three laps to go for the 150 miles ! The

\ '(.'-•$

V. Horsman (Norton) filling up after breaking the one hour record. Mr. J. L. Norton will be

observed busily filling up the oil tank.
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A duel between 0. de Lissa (Motosacoche) and R. E. Dicker (Norton).

diminutive figure, almost horizontally

poised on the banking, suddenly crawled

down and stopped ! The thought of

failure when so near the goal aroused
' much sympathy for the plucky rider, and
a sidecar outfit was at once despatched

to his rescue. Off again, but many
minut€s passed before he ho\'e in sight,

and when he appeared he was wobbling
dangerously from side to side with a flit

rear tyre. Nearing the group of admirers,

he signalled his determination to carry on,

dnd, escorted by two sidecar outfits, he

finished at the railway straight. Col.

Lloyd observing from the timekeepers'

box.

One fall during the last memorable laps

caused a wound on the head, and on his

return he was greeted, with cheers from

the anxious crowd, provided with stimu-

lant, and " chaired " to the sidecar, which
carried him back to the paddock the

holder of a series o! magnificent records.

Official results subject to confirniation.

CL.\SS C.

—

Motor Cycles not exceeding soqcc.
50 miles 41m. 4525. = 71.84 ih.p.h.

loomiles ih. 26m. 52JS. = 69.07 „
150 miles 2h. 17m. 28^5. =65.47 ,,

1 hour 7iml3. 1,173yds. = 71.68 „
2 hours I38mls. 1,258yds. = 69.36 ,,

A hot sun shone down on the sevenv
starters for the first race, the All Comers
Solo Handicap, and a fine day at Brook-
lands proved a pleasant change.
This race, in which a -distance of three

laps had to be covered, was marred by
several bad starts. The first man_ off

(F. A. Simpson), Metro-Tylor, led for'the
first lap, followed by E. Longman, J. F.
Hull, and F. A. McNab (2| Wooler),
whilst the scratch men were signalled to .

start as the sixth man crossed the starting
line on his second lap.

• E. Longden, on a Dot-Jap, took the
lead in the second lap, and kept his

jplace, winning easily ahead of E. Long-
man (Wooler), while V. E. - Horsman
(Norton) followed, pursued by F. J. Hull
Wooler. Results : .

Handicap.

E. Longden (Dot-Jap 61 x 60, 350 c.c.) .

.

E. Longman (2i- Wooler 6oi x 60, 346 c.c.)

V. E. Horsman (Norton 79 x 100, 490 c.c.)

Winner's speed, 56.55 m.p.h.

3 15

3 39
36

Tlie 2.30 p.m. race, a handicap for

three-wheelers attracted fourteen starters,

and the use of the clutch in preference to
a standing start made an appreciable
difference to the ''get away."
H. J. Rowe- (4 'fi'iumph sc.) led in the

first lap, followed by tie winner of the
previous race, this time seated in a
Morgan, whilst CU'ossthwaite (James sc),
J. Chater-Lea (Chater-Lea sc), and R. E.
Richer (Norton) followed. Chater-Lea
was going well, and creeping up to Eric
Longden (Morgan) who overhauled him
in the last lap. 0. de Lissa (Motosacoche
sc.) came in third, followed by R. E.
Dicker (Norton sc). Results:

Speed.
1. J. Chater Lea (Chater Lea sc. 86.1 ::S5,

999 c.c.) : 57.14
2. Eric Longden (Morgan 90x77,1, 998 c.c.) . . —
3. O. de Lissa (Motosacoche sc. 82X94, 990 c.c.) —
The foUow-ing event, a race open to

members of the Public Schools M.C.C,
proved a very sporting contest, and
amongst the thirteen starters we noticed

^ new M.A.G. engined JIai'tin with re-

'designed valve geai', ridden by Capt. A.
G. Miller. Many varj-ing designs of heat
distributors in the combustion heads were
to be seen on these machines.
H. B. Browning (Scott) got away well,

and the first lap showed H. V. Prestwich
(Nut -Jap), D. Crawford (Zenith sc), and L.
P. Openshaw, on a similar machine, well

to the fore.

L. P. Openshaw gradually overhauled
all the other competitors, and roared in at

the finish at a speed of 61.8 m.p.h.
Results ;

Handicap,
m. s.

1. L. P. Openshaw (Zenith sc. 90 X 77i , 986 c.c.) i 48
2. H. V, Prestwich (Nut-Jap 60x61, 3S0 c.c.) 1 57
3. J. P. Riddock (Zenith 70 x 64^, 496 c.c.) . . 1 42

Six starters only lined up for the ten
miles scratch race limited to motor cvcles

in Class E. The competitors were started

from the railway straight, and, as they

passed the grandstand. 0. M. Baldwin
Matchless-Jap), E. Remington (Nut-

Jap), and H. P. Harveyson (Indian),

were well ahead of L. A. Cushraan
(Zenith). Remington crept up to first

place, and, Harveyson following, left

Baldwin in rear. In this order they
finished. Remington's speed of 79.71

m.p.h. creates a new record in Class E,
the old figures standing at 77.95 m.p.h.

Results :

Speed.
1. E. Remington (Nut-Jap 90 x 77, 998 c.c.) . 79-71
2. H. P. Har\'eyson (Indian 82.5 X90, 994 c.c.) —
3. O. M. Baldwin (Matchless-Jap 90x77.5,

996 c.c.) —
The last race for 3^ h.p. solo machijies

in Class C (over 380 c.c. and not exceed-

ing 500 c.c.) was, as previously stated,

marked by V. E. Horsman's remarkable
pei'formance. Eleven riders faced the

starter at 4 p.m., and all got away well,

with the exception of L. E. Pope (Match-
less M.A.G.) and M. Latezi (Rudge).

Pope's carrier came loose in his first

lap, which necessitated a temporary halt,

whilst Kennedy (Rudge) was misfiring

badly.
At the end of the first quarter of an

hour, the laps covered by the foremost

riders were as follows : V. Horsman and
J. S. Patterson (Nortons), six laps; W.
Edmondson (Triumph) and H. P. Har-
veyson (Indian), five laps. Of these,

Harveyson retired.

The field now ran as follows : V. Hors-
man (well ahead), J. S. Patterson, L. E.

Pope, and Tudor Thompson (Douglas).

These places remained unchanged to the

finish, showing an easy victory for V.
Horsman, who won by twenty-one miles.

Results :

Distance,
mis. yds.

1. V. Horsman (Norton 79.5X100,
498 c.c.) 71 1,173

2. J. S. Patterson (Norton 79 X 100,

490 c.c.) 50 496

3. L. E. Pope (Matchless -M .^.G.

64x77,4960.0.)... 45 353

Speed,
m.p.h.

71.63

50.28

46.20
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-climb.
A Three-cornered Confest.

STILE KOP was again the scene of a
hill-climbing contest on Saturday
last, the Coventry and Warwickshire

Club holding an event for members.
Exceptional interest was taken in the
event, hundreds of spectators lining the
hill sides. The series of events enabled
a mere handful of competitors to
show up conspicuously, and this group
secured runaway wins. The two most
notable performers were H. W. Hassal
(on a 3^ IsTorton) and T. C. Greenwood
(on a 4 Sunbeam). These two riders
showed magnificent judgment, and each
time got off the mark in splendid style,

and flashed Over the finishing tape at
mile-a-minute speeds. On their first solo
clirnbs, each rider clocked 31s. for the .

course of five-eighths of a mile, and, as
a cup was offered for the fastest time
of the day, it was necessary that they
should run off the tie. Besides the two
named, T. C. de la Hay (3^ Sunbeam),
whose time had been recorded as 41s.
(although his speed at the top, to all

appearances, was certainly equal to the
other competitors), at his own request
was granted another run. This three-
cornered contest, sandwiched between the
car events, proved the tit-bit of the
day. On' the second ascent, Greenwood
improved upon his previous time by -|s.,

whilst Hassal duplicate(i his previous
time. De la Hay was 3s. slower than
Hassal, and was undoubtedly slowed by
a slight speed wobble. Thus Greenwood

i4X
1

|.^M
;

i n
^|J" igm

^i#l1^^^.
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Considerably over a thousand spectators viewed the hill-climb of members of the Coventry

and Warwickshire M.C. at Stile Kop last Saturday. Some good riding was witnessed and

fast times recorded.

was left the winner of the cup. It may
be remarked that both Greenwood and
Hassal are youngsters whose fathers are
prominently engaged in the motor cycle
industry, and were actually present at

the event on Saturday to see their sons
perform so well. Provisional results :

FASTEST TEVIE OF DAY (Amateur and Light-
weight) : T. C. Greenwood (Sunbeam),
FASTEST SIDECAR : H. W. Hassal (31/2 Nor-

ton), 44s.
CLASS 1: J. B. Chamberlain {2Vi Morris),

Im. 9s.
CLASS 2: T. C. Greenwood (2"/4 Snnbeam), 48s.
CLASS 3: S. R. Philpot (2% Douglas), Im. 5s.
CLASS 4; C. E. Starling (3V' Norton), 391s.;

W. Worral (31A Sunbeam). 40|s.
CLASS S: H" W. Hassal (3'/, Norton), 31s.; W.

Worral (31/2 T.C.D.-J.A.P.), 39s".

CLASS 6: T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), 31s.;
L. Crisp (4V> Humber), 42|s.
CLASS 7: H. W. Smith (7-9 Indian). 41Ss.
CLASS 9: T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), 59s.
CLASS 10: H. W. Hassal (3i/> Norton), 44s.
CLASSll : W. F. DaveniJort"(S A.V.), Bljs.
CLASS 12: J. P. Blaclt (9.76 Hillman), 63!s.
CLASS 13: C. Bedford (9.76 Hillman), 44s.
CLASS 14: W. F. Davenport (8 A.V.), 48s.

T. C. Greenwood (Sunbeam), who made
fjistest tJme of the day. He is the son of

the designer of the Sunbeam.

LIVERPOOL MOTOR CLUB:

THE open Reliance Cup Trial which
takes place next Saturday has re-

ceived a large and representative

entry, both from private and trade riders.

The start will be at 9.30 am. from the

Hawarden Castle Hotel, Queensferry. The
Reliance Open Challenge Cup and the
Reliance Amateur Challenge Cup are the
principal awards, but there are three
other trophies confined to members, in-

cluding one for e.\-D.R.'s. A hill-climb on
CxT*

the formula —rr;— is included, but willW
only be used to decide a tie for the first

place or any of the special awards.

H. W. Hassal, jun. (Norton), and his

father. He tied with T. C. Greenwood for

fastest time of the day, the latter lowering

his time, however, on the re-run.

CI a
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RACING THROUGH A SANDSTORM.
Trying Weather Conditions reduce Speeds in (he Scottish Championship Meetins

at St. Andrews.
'

I
*hlE speed championships decided on

1 the sands at St. Andrews might be
termed the blue riband of Scottish

motor cycle racing, and this year the
meeting proved to be one of the most
successful events yet held, both as re-

gards the entries and the A-arious other
features which go to constitute the
successful speed trial. There was but one

. factor which detracted from the com-
plete success of the day, namely, the
wind, which on September 4t.h surpassed
itself in vigoiir and continuity even for

. Scotland. Both riders and onlookers were
subject during the day to a merciless

Sandblast, and in the official inner circle

it was noticeable that the wisest of the
officials had equipped themselves with
goggles. A great many of the competi-
tors rode without such protection, and
consequently suffered considerably with
their eyes. The weather conditions,
therefore, prohibited the establishment of

very fast times, but on the whole the
performances were good.

There were twelve classes, in which no
fewer than 194 entrants competed.
Results :

CLASS 1. Scottish lightweight speed champion-
ship. Not exceeding 350 c.c. Ten laps, approxi-
mate distance twenty miles. Fourteen entrants ;

1, A. Alexander (2^^4 Douglas): 2, H. Mason (2^4
N.U.T ). Alexander took this event by storm,
winning by at least one and a half laps. This
was really a remarkable periormance. Mason rode
.exceedingly well, but obviously his machine had
not the turn of speed which decided Alexander as

" a winnt.T.

CLASS 2. Scottish mediumweight. Engines
exceeding 350 c.c. and not exceeding 550 c.c.

Distance, twenty miles. Thirty entrants : 1, A.
Alexander (2% Douglas): 2, P. S. Milner (3i.j

Sunbeam). In this event A. Alexander again
swept the board, winning by nearly two laps.

GLASS 3. Engines exceeding 560 c.c. and not
exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance, twenty miles.
Thirteen entrants : 1, G. Griuton (7-9 Harley-
Davidson) ; 2, A. Alexander (7-9 Indian). This
was the first really exciting run of the day, as
during the first five laps G. Grinton and H. Fairley,
riding Harley-Davidson and American Excelsior
respectively, ran neck and neck, and were con-
stantly passing and repassing each other. At the
end of the fifth lap Grinton obtained a slight lead,
and on the very last lap of all Fairley, who was
holding Grinton witli apparent ease, had the mis-
fortune to crash at the la'^ corner of the race.
This mishap caused him to lose at least a minute,
but it would be unfair to suggest that had not
misfortune befallen liim Fairley would have won.
as Grinton rode with splendid dash and good
judgment.

CLASS 4.^* Private owners. Engines not exceed-
ing 350 c.c. Distance, six miles. Nine entrants :

1, J. Beveridge (2^:1 Douglas): 2, R. D. Somer-
ville (2^4 Douglas).

CLASS 5. Private owners. Engines exceeding
350 c.c. and not exceeding 560 c.c. Distance, six
miles. Seventeen entrants : 1, J. W. Walker
(3'j Norton): 2, E. Napier White (3U* Edmund-
IMoser). Walker won by a slight lead. White con-
tinuing to press him till the finishing line was
crossed.

GLASS 6. Private owners. Engines exceeding
560 c.c. and not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance,
six miles. Eight entrants; 1, B. G. Valentine
(7-9 American Excelsior); 2. G. R. Arnot (7-9
Harley-Davidson). This race was not so hotly
contested as some of its iiredecessors. and the long
row of spectators that lined the outer ropes
appeared to derive a good deal more excitement
from witnessing an unfortunate spectator pursue
his hat, which blew off and proceeded across the
sands towards tlie sea at terrific speed. It was
a very close finish as to whether the spectator
caught the hat or the hat reached the sea. The
spectator won.

CLASS 7. Engines not exceeding 350 c.c. Dis-
tance, six miles ; 1, D. Alexander (2i/i Royal
Enfield); 2, J. M. Russell [2^A Levis). Russell's
machine was not in very healthy^ tune, and during
the race liis engine began to misfire, and refused
to fire evenly for half a mile or so.

CLASS 8. Open. Engines not exceeding
350 c.c. Distance, two miles : This event was
run off in two heats. 1, A. H. Alexander (2-4
Douglas): 2, H. Mason {2^'4 N.U.T.).

CLASS 9. Open. Engines exceeding 350 c.c.

and not exceeding 560 c.c. Distance, two mile= :

1, A. H. Alexander {2% Douglas) ; 2, A. B. Fairley
(3 A.B.C.)-. Tliere were four lieats, during which
^lilne, who had ridden well hitherto, had the mis-
fortune to break his clutch after running second
in his heat.

CLASS 10. Engines exceeding 560 c.c. and not
exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance, two miles : 1,

F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harlev-Davidson) ; 2, G. Grinton
(7-9 Harley-Davidson).

CLASS 11. Inter-club team race, confined to
clubs affiliated to the Scottish A.C.IJ. Distance.
t«n miles ; So far a-s public interest was concerned,
this was undoubtedly the most closely followed
race of the day, though, unfortunately, one or two
of the club teams, including the Glasgow Western
M.C.C., did not materialise. The event was, at any
rate, exceptional iu the feature that all the com-
petitors got well off the mark. A. Alexander, from
some obscure reason, fell out during the race.
At the end of the first lap, G. Grinton, who rode
in the Edinburgh team, obtained a good start,
and Edinburgh won the race with only two com-
petitors finishing. G. Grinton (Harley-Davidson),
A. Alexander (3i.j Douglas), and H. E. Fairley
(A.B.C.) composed the team.

CLASS 12. Open. One mile sidecar race. Engines
not exceeding 600 c.c: 1, J. W. Walker (3^-
Norton sc.) : 2, T. J. Wright (3'^U Indian Scout
sc). Interest was now beginning to flag, .owing
to the increased fury of the sandstorm, and the
last event was run amidst the dispersing of tJie
crowd.

CLASS . IJ. One mile sidecar race. Engines
exceeding 600 c.c. and not exceeding 1,000 c.r. :

1, F. W. Di.xon (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc); 2, G.
Orin'.on (7-S Harley-Davidson sc).

Northern M.C.

The winner of the Rudge-Whitworth
cup in the 250 miles reliabilitv trial is

Mr.'A. Stothard (2| Diamond).' Mr. 0.

L. Rutter (8 G.X. cycle car) and Mr. J.

Orde (oJ; X.U.T.) respectively take second
and third prizes.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds and District).

The results of the reliability trial of 164

"miles are now to hand. The winner
receives a gold medal "and holds the Great
North tro23hy for one year. 1, A.
Bannist^', jun. (o^ Invicta sc); 2, J. H.
Calvert (7-9 Indian sc.) ; 3, E. Preston
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

Bedford and District M.C.

At a recent general meeting of the

Bedford and District Motor Cycle and
,
Light Gar Club, it was decided to abbre-'

viate the title to the Bedford and IJis-

trict Motor Club. A successful twenty-
four hour reliability trial was held at

the end of last month, and thirty riders
of solo machines, sidecars, and cars com-
peted in the run to York and back. Only
three failed to complete the double
journey, the results being as follow :

Sanders Cup (for cars).—J. Cocker (10
Crouch). Allen Cup (sidecars).—A.
Collins (5 Martinsyde sc). Humphries
Cup (solo).—J. Knight (3 A.B.C). The
team prize was won by H. Hartrop (7-9

Harley sc), W. Holland (6 A.J.S.), and
G. D. Johnson (8 Zenith sc).

CLUB NEWS.
Berwick and District M.C.

The following are the results of a hill-

climb held on September 5th : Class 1

(350 c.c.).—A. Paton (2J Verus-Blaek-

burne). Class 2 (500 c.c.).—C F. Brown
(4 Triumph). Class 3 (1,000 c.c.).—\\.

Murray (3^- Sunbeam). Class 4 (un-

limited).—G. Watson (8 Bat-Jap).

Best time of the day : W. Murray (3^

Sunbeam).

»3¥?»«»a?«sst.

Norwich and District M.C.
The results of tliis club's recent hill-

climb at Rinj;land are as follow :

560 f.c. CLASS.—H. F. Ma.'=e (3 A.B.C.), 179.
;JIr. How-e's run).

350 f.c- CLASS.—W. G. Barnes (2K Wooler), 30s.
'the Seoretarv'e cup).
750 c.c. CLASS.—n. F. Mose (3 A.B.C), 18s.

(gold medal).
rXLIMITED SIDECARS.—H. F. Mase (7-9

Hnrley-IDiividson]. 25|s.
SCOOTERS.—0. K. Cttim (Skootninotn), 49?s.

SLOW RACE.-H. F. Mass (3 A.B.C).

Just off. A Harley-Davidson rider starting in the recent Keighley M.C. Reliability Trial.
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lub News.—

North London M.C.C.

Ladies and gentlemen joining the club

after September 1st will be entitled to fuU

membership throughout next season

without payment of an additional sub-

scription. It is hoped that this conces-

sion will induce many to join forthwith

and thus participate in the last three

events of this season. Full particulars

are obtainable from Lieut. Alan W. Day,
" Lynton," Park Crescent, Finchley, N.3.

Stockport M.C.

A reliability trial was held in the last

week-end of August under perfect weather
conditions, and supported by a large

entry. Results : 1, Solo Club Medal and
Talbot Cup, H. J. Scale; 2, Solo Club
Silver Medal, A. Waterhouse and D.
Vine (tie). Special prize for best light-

weight performance, W. Bryans. 1,

Sidecar Club Gold Medal, T. Davies.
Special prize, Miss Cowley.

Public Schools M.C.C.

The reliability brake and acceleration
trial of September 4th resulted as fol-

lows : 1, C. S. Burney (3^ Blackburne)

;

2, H. B. Browing (3| Scott) ; 3, P. Davey
(3i Norton). Class winners were :

350 c.c, A, A. (23 Diamond);
500 c.c, C. S. Burney (3^ Blackburne);
600 c.c, H. B. Browning (3i Scott);
750 c.c, L. T. Gibson (5 Zenith);'
1,000 c.c, P. S. Malone (7 Harley-
Davidson).

Cardiff M.C.C.

Great local interest was shown in the
hill-climb at Rhubina on September 4th.'
Results on time :

360 c.c. solo—1, E. Morel and A. Sgouina (tie,
19?6.); 2, E. G. LaTi'son (S4s.). 500 c.c. solo— 1,
C.

,

Sgoni-na (41s.); 2, F. J. Bosliier-Jone (43s,).
750 c.c. solo—1, C. Sgonina (40is.); 2, E. E. Toms
(41?s.). Unlimited solo-1, B. E. Toms (39Jfi.) ; 2,
C. Sgonina (42s.); 3, Eeg. Broivn and Jack Thomas
(tie, 43,?.). 750 c.c. sidecais—1, Eeg. Brown (Sis.)

;

2, Handel Daiies (52Js.). 1,000 c.c. sidecars— 1,
A. Cook (476.); 2, A. Tlioiu (49Js.). Unlimited
Ijassenger machines—1, Eeg. Brown (49fE ) • 2
Handel Davies (60s.). Miss M. Buriell made fastest
time m the Ladies' Class ; the A. B. Wade Cnp went
to E. E. Toms; the Evenino Express Cup to A.

. Cook ; and the Cardiff Garages Cnp to C. Sgonina.

[Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Redland Hill, near the famous Leith

Hill, Dorking, was, on Saturday, Sep-
tember 4th, the scene of a very success-
ful and well-attended hilT-climb organised
by the above club. Considering the
nature of the climb the times and speeds,
as follow, are e.xcellent :

i.J^^^53, ^ '^^° '^•'' solo).-1, D. S. Powell (2V,
Metro-Tyler), Im. 6?». ; 2, F. E. Salter (2=^ Zenith):
Irn. llSs. ; 3, L. S. Pinder (2",4 Triumph), Im. 27!s..
Winner's speed, 30,8 m.p.h.
CLASS B, provisional results (500 C.C., solo) —1

?l!'''®Jl'"! '^ A.B.C.), Sels.; 2, Maurice C. Bicese
(31/2 B.S.A.), 40^8,; 3, Eeg. A. Green (3 A.jj.C),
41»s. Winner's speed, 65.68 m.p.h.

,'^''?i?, 2.P^° '''^•' sol"l—1. Eeu« Denuin (6
Zenith), 38?s. ; 2, W. E. .Hohhs (6 Zenith), 40Js •

3, Geo. E. Payne (3M.. Norton), 424s. Winner's
sricod, 63.26 m.p.h. - -

CLASS D (1,000 c.c, solo).—Bcsulte act confirmed
owing to a time qnery.
CLASS E [750 c.c., sidecar).—1, D. H. Davidson

4 Horlcy-Davidsou sc), 47Ja. ; 2, EenS Dequin
16 Zenith sc), 54?s. ; 3, H. P. Edwards (3 A.B.C.
«c.i. 56?9. Winner's speed. 42,97 m.ph.
CLASS F (1,000 c.c, Bidwar).— 1, .T. A. M.lstore

(7.9 Harley-Davidsou «c), 46?k, ; 2, EenO Dequin
(6 Zenith sc), 48;s. ; 3, B. Crawford (8 Zenith sc),
bbi.h. wuincT'H speed, 44,08 ni.p.li
UNLIMITED SOLO CLASS,— 1, V. Gayford (5

Zenith) 35?« • 2, Kaye. Don (3 A.B.C.), 36*8.
WInner'H ei«M, 67.13 m.TP.h.
UNLIM)1TED SIDECAE CLASS.-l, P. W

Barnes (8 Zenith «c.), 39Jh, ; 2, J. A. Masters (7-9
Harlcy-Davtdson ««.), 46i!». Winner's speed, 61.65
m.p.h.

p2Q
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Sept. 16.--VorckC!iler M.C. and L.C.C. Pavcrclime.
Sept. IS.—Southampton and District M. and M.C.C.

Hitl-clinib.

Sept. IS.—GlnHiiom M.C.C. Open Reliability Trial.

Sept. U.—V.M.C.F.V. (Coventry Branch). Hill-
climb.

Sept. 18.—Berwick and District M.C. Speed Trials.
Sept. 18.—B.M.C.R.C. and Essex Motor Club.

Broohlands Meeting.
Sept. IS.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Run to

Stratford.
SEPT. 1S.~LIVERV00Z M.C. OPEN RELI-

ANCE CUP TRIAL.
Sept. IS.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. IS.—Ilkhii M.C. and L.C.C. Liverpool Trial.
Sept. 18.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Rally.
Sept. 18.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Club Run.
Sept. IS.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Sept. IS.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Social Run.
Sept. 18.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Run to Bath.
Sept. IS.—Deivsb^iry and District M.C.C. Competi-

tion.
Sept. IS.— Worcester and DisTHct M.C.C. Flexi-

bility Trial.
Sept. IS.^North London M.C.C. Captain's Sur-

prise Event.
Sept. 19.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Surprise

Run.
Sept. 19.—Fleet and District M.C.C. Secret Run.
Sept. IS.—Westmorland M.C.C. Club Trial.
Sept. 19.—Essex Motor Club. Standard Run Final.
Sept. 19.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Run to

Kirkhajn Abbey.
Sept. 19.—Reading and District- M.C. and L.C.C-

Run to Crookham Common.
Sept. 19.—Stalybridge and District M.C. Speed

Trials.
Sept. ~19^.—NM.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run to

South Harting.
Sept. I9.—N.M.C.F.D. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Brewood.
Sept. 19.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Run to Salis-

bury.
Sept. 19.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Club

Trophy.
Sept. 19.—Bury and District M.C. Run to Black-

pool.

Sei^t- 19.—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Reli-
abilitii Trial.

Sept. 20.—Edinburgh and District M.C. One Day
Trial.

Berwick and District M.C.

The club held a reliability run to

Peebles, i-ia. St. Mary's Loch, on August
29th. Three competitors " tied " for

first place, having lost no marks. The
usual course was followed and a draw
made for places. Result : 1, Capt. G. F.

Steven, 5-6 Hazlewood, solo; 2, Tom
Lilburn, 4^ h.p. B.S.A. and sc. ; 3, Capt.
J. Gumming, 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson^
solo.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The Westmorland Motor Cycle Club
held its first speed trials on the sands
near Arnside. All the events were well
contested, and some very good sport was
witnessed. The sand was in moisty con-
dition, and consequently several riders
were thrown, tyres being completely
wrenched from the rims. In no case,

however, were these accidents attended
with any personal iajuries beyond bruises.

S. A. Marks, of Preston, on an Indian,
won the Milnthorpe and District trophy,
which was the principal prize. The
results were as. follow :

Machines not exceeding 350 c.c. ; 1, B. Houlding
(2''il Douglas); 2, G. C. Ion (254 Douglas); 3, M.
Parkinson (2'!..i Douglas).
Not exceeding 600 c.c. : 1, R. O. Hodgson (Nor-

ton); 2, B. Houlding (2% Douglas); 3, J. Whalley
(3 A.B.C.).
Not exceeding 760 c.c. : 1, R. O. Hodgson (4

Norton); 2, B. Houlding (2% Douglas); 3, J.
Whalley (3 A.B.C.).
Unlimited: 1, R. O. Hodgson (4 Norton); 2, S.

A. Marks (Indian); 3, J. Whalley (3 A.B.C).
Handicap; 1, S. A. Marks (Indian); 2, R. O.

Hodgson (4 Norton); 3, J. Whalley (3 A.B.C).
Sidecars: 1, Caldwell (4 Norton sc); 2,. F. A.

Ireland (American X sc); 3, A. J. MoHat (4
Norton sc).

Bury and District M.C.
The Blake Cup Trial, which was run

over a very .sporting little course amongst
•the Yorkshire moors, was not as well
supported as one could wish. The results

SEPTEMBER i6th, 1920.

were : 1, Cup winner, H. Crompton (3^

Sunbeam) ; 2, J. Whittaker (4 Triumph,
sc); 3, W. Ratcliffe (4 Triumph).

Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.

At the Comrades of-the Great War fete,

held on September 4th, a successful

gymkhana provided much amusement to

the large crowds. Prizee on the points
"

for each event basis went to : 1, A.
Osmond (4 Triumph) ; 2, W. Osmond (4

Triumph); 3, W. Julian (Cedos, A.B.C,
and Norton).

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

The Plymouth and District M.C.C. held

a hill-climb at Huccaby on Saturday last.

The hill, which was used in the course of

the Ai'buthnot Trial last year, was in ex- -

cellent condition. The gradient is not'- ,

severe, but the number of hairpins miti-'-

gate against fast climbs.

The fastest time was made by J. Spooner
on an A.B.C. (solo), his time being 57s.

In the sidecar class two competitors tied

with 76s. : A. Ash (Enfield) and Holmes
(Harley). The formula used was the well-

known Motor Cycle.

Leeds and District M.C. Speed Trials.

Last Sunday the Leeds and District

Motor Club held a series of speed trials

over a flying half mile in which some
good sport was witnessed. The venue .

selected was Penny Pot Lane, abottt four
miles from Harrogate, where nearly a
mile of straight level road with a good
surface is available.

There were about forty entries in the
various classes, and the fine weather
brought out a goodly number of specta-
tors. Considerable delay was caused,
however, by numerous vehicles claiming
a right of way, and also by spectators
straying over the course and obstructing
the timekeeper's view "of the signalling

'

flags.

'The speeds were quite good for a closed !

event in which no very special machines-
were entered, the most spectacular per-
formance being that of Cawthorne (Auto-
glider), who sang down the course in 35f s.

like a miniature aeroplane, and would
have done even better if he had not been
troubled with intermittent missing. A
mishap occurred to Parr (7-9 Rudge), who
started riding with play in his front
forks, with the result that he developed
a wobble at speed, and crashed. R.
Brown, the able assistant trials secre-
tary, rushed up the course on his Indian
and administered first aid in a very cap-
able manner. ,>

The fastest time of the day was made §'

by Thornton (6 Ariel), and Backhouse
""

(4 Triiynph) put up the next best per-
formance in the solo class. In the side-
car class R. Brown (7-9 Indian) was easily
the fastest. Results :

600 c.c SIDECAR.— 1, W. Backhouse (4
Triumph), 36i,s.; 2, B. Mitchell (31/. Norton!
36.>.; 3, L. Chappell (4 Triumph-), 38J^s.
1,000 c.c. SIDECAR.— 1, R. Brown (7-9 Indian)

32|;s.; 2, O. Brooks (11 J.A.P.), 34!s.; 3, C. Thonr^
ton (6 Ariel), 35s.
300 CO. SOLO.— 1, R. Cawthorno (Autoglider)

37?s.; 2, E. Smith (Now Imperial), 62Js.
400 c.c. SOLO.— I, R. Cawthorne (Autoglider),

40is.; 2, E. Smith (Now Imperial), 62Js.
600 c.c SOLO.— 1, W. Backhouse (4 Triumph), '

29|s.; 2, L. Chaiipell (4 Triumph), 299$.; 3, B
Mitchell (3V- Norton), 30s.

5 . ^. ij. .

1,000 cc !50L0.— 1, C, Thornton (6 Ariel), 28»s.
(tastest time of day) ; 2, W. BackTiouse (4
Triumph), 31s.; 3, Almond (4 Triumph)

1

I

.k

Waterman (6 Z'enit'h
CARS

hope), 3
(received 5s.)

m (6 Zenitli), 311s. (lie).

(HANDICAPJ.-l. H. Stanho
3s.; 2, P. Cockrolt (8 Mor

pe (8 Stan-
Morgan), 39|s,

I
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The Combination with
an unrivalled reputation

^ P VER since the 5-6 h.p. J.A. P. Hazlewood
^J-, ^-* Combination made its debut, it has met

with unequalied success, earning the popularity

and goodwill of tha motor cycling world.

It is a Combination that has completely

fulfilled the requirements of the sidecar

driver, every dataifof design and construction

being of the highest order, combining

efficiency and comfort with lasting service.

The past record of the " Big H " Com-
bination proves its marked superiority.

Lei YOUR next combination be a

^iasdewood
Established 1876.

" Look Jor the Big H,

always in the front
'

fHAZLEWOODS, LTD.,

COVENTRY.
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In avsweri?!./ l/ii-'c mlrertiscmetits it is desfrahle to mention "The Motor Cycle

The Right
I

Combination I

Interesting

tyre

booklet

pee on
request.

MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES & BELTS

Bates Tjnres and Belts are built for

successful service— built to take

you there and back without a hitch.

Fit them now and be convinced.

W. & A. BATES, LTD.,
St. Mary's Mills, Leicester.
Depots in London, Manchester, Glasgow^,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Belfast, and Bristol.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders :

AUSTRALIA—A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354, Post
Office Place, West Melbourne ; Bennett & Barkell,
Ltd., Meagher and Chippen Streets, Chippendale,
Sydney; Cornell, Ltd., 122, Pirie Street, Adelaide,
S.A. BRITISH EAST AFRICA—Sultan:, Kam-
pala, Uganda. BURMA—Skippers & Co., Ltd., 51,
Barr Street, Rangoon. F.M.S. & S S —A. C. Davis,
Penang. INDIA—Skippers & Co., Ltd., 86, Clyde
Street, Calcutta ; Elphinstone Circle, Bombay ; and
at Cawnpore. NEW ZEALAND—Cycle and Motor
Supplies, Ltd., Featherstone and Johnston Streets,
Wellington; 140, Lichfield Street, Christchurch.
SOUTH AFRICA—H. E. A. Smith, 34, Von Brandis
Street, Johannesburg. WEST INDIES—Frederick
N. Maatinez, Barbados. CANADA—"Associated
British Industries (of Canada), Ltd., 149, Victoria
Street, Toronto, Ontario.

BATES QUALITY MEANS LONG SERVICE..
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HERE IS
THE FAMOUS

KICK-STARTER MODEL

ORA O OMulti-
Gear

WITH FREE ENGINE

JUST THE THING
!or motor cyclists with sinjle

pear machines.

Gives gear ratios )rom 4 to I to

1 to I free engine, and kick-

ftartef-

'1 htnk what it means ic be abt'

to start your engine irom th^

: addle.

IN TWO HOURS
the pulley can be fitted by any-

one to Triumphs,' Bradburys,
Precisions, Nortons, B.S.A.

,

T.D.C., etc.

PRICES for 1920 Kick

Starter Models.

We can now supply lor

J.A.P. and other engines

requ'.ring a recessed

pulley,

ror Machines up to 4in.p., ^12 O O
eor Machines up to 6 h.p., dE12 10 O

1^ ostage, 4 /6 extra

Hostage, 4/6 e.itra

Special Models for Jap Kngines, 10/- extra.

Fuli instructions for fitting supplied with each pulley.

Delivery -From S-tocU.

Our latest model ot Coi il ined *^iderax Hoocl and Screen n e whole
folds back and is coutaiued in a neat and comyact envelope.

W. D.
46 and 4S,

TAUBERT & CO.,
Sun Street. LONDON E.C.2.

Th e Highways and
Byways of England

Theik History and Romance.
By T. W. WILKINSON.

Dealing in an interesting manner with the growth
of our road system, irom the time of the Romans
down to the present day

Price 6/- n'.t. By post 6/6 _

Obtainablcfrom

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., ^'S/^S Lc V.

and all leading booksellers'

THE STORE WHERE THE BIKES STOP AND THE BOYS SHOP
THE SERVICE
and the greatest

THE SUIT THAT
BECAME FAMOUS
"Service" No. 1 BELTED SUIT (as

illustrated) made in extra stout
Double Texture Cape Car Hood
Material, interlined pure rubber.
All seams stitched and solutioned,
giving absolute weather protec-
tion. Jaclvet D.B. ^oin. long,
helted, fitted wind cuffs and storm,
collar, four roomy pockets. Seat-
less trousers, tasten round waist
with heavy chrome strap. Neatly
shaped spats, openings have gus-
sets inserted to exclude wet and
mud. Adjustable leather foot
straps. Overalls have gussets,
etc. Exceedingly strong and
smart out^t.
Jacket 60/-
Seatless Trousers . . . . 38/6
Overalls 27/6

State height and chest

measurement.

CO., LTD., of Holborn—the Mecca of all Motor Cyclists
Motor Cycle Outfitters and Clothiers in the Kingdom.

GAUNTLETS GALORE.
With strap wrist. Extra large gaunt-
let, lined wool, 27/6. Ditto, without
strap wrist, smaller gauntlet, 25/-

Finest quality "AS-
BESTOL" with
mammoth gauntlet.
Auto slide fastener
at back. Double
stitched seams.
Colours, black or tan.

Price : Unlined, 45 /- Lined, 47/3

State size of glove worn.

THE FAVOURITE OF
THOUSANDS.

'' GOOD SERVICE " STORM-PROOF
M/C JACKET (as illustrated).

Made from best quality " GOOD-SER-
VICE " Oilskin material, with the lamous
smooth, non-sticky finish. Has specially

designed stormproof, buttonless front,

fastening with a three section all-round
belt. Very wide double-breast, two
roomy pockets "right through" openings.
Raglan shoulder, 4oins. long. This
jacket has been tested in all ways and is

one we can recommend to give entire

satisfaction.

in Tan, Unlined, 47/6

In Tan or Mole, lined smart check
material, 57/6

Seatless Trousers

Sou'-Westers

21/-

6/6

The SERVICE Co., Ltd., 289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

S F.VERY FRIDAY.

Deals in a thorough and effec-
tive way with every aspect of

modern farming.
Latest Market Prices.

Price 2d.

Agricultural

OF ALL NEWS.iGENTS.

Gives the fullest information
regarding FARM TRACTORS,

PLOUGHS, etc.
Well lUustrated.

C24 In (imiverinfi tlicsc orh-criusemcnls it is ilc^inibh to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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illHIl

Sundries the
Motor Cyclist

will insist upon

I wHEN it comes to

rubber you cannot

afford to ofter any-

thing but the very best.

Pedley Tyres, Belts, and

Grips are the very best—

they cannot be improved
upon —and, every sale you

make ensures a satisfied

customer. Good supplies

are now obtainable, also a

full range of advertising

Get in touch

with us.

^ matter

There is

NO BETTER
Motor Cycle

than the

world famous

«J«ur\oA •

\ The finest motor cycle engine in the world,
and the finest workmanship and equipment
characterise theOMEGA-J.A. P. result
a standard of quality that is unsurpassed.

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED,
OMEGA WORKS, COVENTRY.
London Agents : Bartletfs, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.

PRICES. •

Model A. Tourist .. 71 Gns.
Model B. Sporting. . 71 Gns.
Model C. Ilhtslrated 79 Gns

Book NOW^ to ensure
EARLY DELIVERY.

\
Illustralioil 0/ the OMEGA-J. A. P. Model C, wiili

clutch and kick-staiter.

In a)i-<weiina t/iexe adfeitisciiicnt.i it (.« desirabh tu mention "The Motor Cucle." C27
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niR aom deeds
The satisfaction and pleasure derived from cycling

depend so much upon accessories that it

is worth while to overhaul every item.
Whatever your needs, be
sure that Harrods can best
supply them, and give you
expert advice, too, about
these all-important details.

If you cannot visit Harrods
your enquiry or order by
post will bring a prompt
reply.

KOTOR CYCLE TOOL KIT in leather case £1 1

RUBBER KNEE
PADS for motor
cyclists, per pair

10/6

HANDLE-BAR
MIRROR for

motor cycle 6 /9

TAN-SAO
PILLION SEAT,
the acme of
cotofort £2 3 9

No longm slwuld
any article ie un-
prccurable or"oiit

0/ stock.^' Hanods selection is always
the best possible^ and will not tail you.

ENORMOUS STOCK OF MOTOR CYCLES
AND COMBINATIONS AT LOWEST PRICES

FOR CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
HARRODS MOTOR SHOWROOMS,

116-118, Brompton Road (opposite main building).

.58b

FIT A
FOOTREST

to the

TAN-SAD
PILLION SEAT
and you will not only
add to the extraordin-
ary comfort of Pillion

riding, but you will

add to its safety, too.

The TAN-SAD is made
for any size or make
of motor cycle.

You can fit it with
foot-rest, skirt protec-
tor, back-rest, handles,
etc.

Send for our illustrated

folder.

TAN-SAD WORKS (No. 2)

(F. H. Heailey),

9, Freeman St., B'HAM.

MIDLAND
jMOTOR CYCLE
TYRES, TUBES,
AND BELTS
In all standard sizes

Midlands mean

Tho
MIDLAND
RUBBER CO

,

LTD. Head Office:

RYLAND STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.
London : 36, CauBton Street,

Wc»tm;n8ler, S.W.I.

Dublin: 12, Great Brunswick Street.

Play "AERO " GOLFBALLS

^

i

I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
litlonal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

j

.re "charged double rate. Each paragraph is ;

harged separately. Name and address must
le counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

j

.pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for
,

.dvertisements should be made payable__^—T'co"
lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossei__-=

—

'
\

treasury Notes, being untracealle it lost in

ransit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertissments m this section should be

ccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
itreet, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

loventry. To ensure insertion letters should
le posted in time to reach the offices of " The
4otor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
aorning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

luote the number which is printed at the end of

lach advertisement, and the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

ir, printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at "' The Motor Cycle " - Office,

\
/hen tbU is desired, the sura of 6d, to defray the cost of

jgistratioQ and to cover postage on replies must be added
-) the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisement. AH replies should be
idressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

,.0.4. Replies io Box Number advertisements containing
miltances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

\

ises it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

j

lathe ca3e of motor cycles offered (or sale under a box

I

umber, as It is unusual Itfr these to be sold without flrst

9ing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

icilltate business by embodying in their advertisements
)me mention of the district in which the machine
iTered may be seen and tried.

3»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
leposit System." If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
Mds is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
3 the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one way. For all transactions up to ^10, a
eposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over jf10

i

ad under £50, the fee is 2/5 ; over £50 and under ;f75, 5 /-;

I

vec £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
ver jfioo, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

I

0, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
[

rders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
• The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
j

idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

,

he DepDsit System. Other advertisers may be equally'
esirous, but have not advised us to that eSect.

l

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
Uence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
.Iready been disposed o(. Advertisers olten receive so
nany enquiries that It is quite impossihle to reply to

: lach one by post,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
,

A.B.C.

j,A •^•?.-~I'^''''"y '''"'' stock; £150.—Maudes' Motor
||a. Mart, 100. Paris St.j Exeter. , [8978
i
A .B.C., 1920, new. perfect, horn; nearest to 3ei39.—

;

*^ Hucclecote Lodge, nr. Gloucester. [8844
jr ATEST 1920 A.B.C. lor immediate deUverv: list

I

^J price.—F.aincourt's Garage, Stamford [3699
I A .B.C., 1915, 4-speed, spring frame, first-class con-Cl. dition; £75.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. £8525
I A.B.C, nnused, Lncas dynamo lighting, 4165; costCV £177.-43, Grove Ed., Sparthill, Birmingfcam.
'

^ [X0168

Mmw
"The sporting chance you have besn waiting
for for twelve months has come at last. Nd
waiting. Machines quoted below for imme-
diate delivery at makers* list price. No
charge for carriage or crate for machines
quoted below. Free fill up with petrol.

These are the generous terms which we hava
been waiting to give you for many months."

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.

engine, Lucas djuamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc., new List price

ig^o 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List price

1920 sh bp- SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List price

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps,
Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price
1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete. Im-

mediate delivery List price
1920 S h.p. ENFIELD Combination. Lucas

Magd^Tio, brand new List price

1920 Sh.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model List price

1920 S h.p. ZENITH, countershaft model,
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete with
lamps. Special bargain; under list

price £195
1920 4j h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

diWe model, brand new .... List price

920 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate
delivery- List price'

920 latest "chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combination ; immediate delivery,

List price

191S Powerplus INDIAN Combination, excel-

lent condition - £140
1919 6 h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, very

small mileage £160
1920 7-9 h.p. 4-cylinder F.N. Combination,

complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen £190

1914 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless
works £125

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

brand new List price

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.G.M., immediate
delivery List price

1920 3} h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
immediate dehver^' List price

1920 3l h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine,
immediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-

starter model, immediate delivery,

Maker's list price

1920 A.B.C, 4 speeds, brand new, immediate
deliver>' List price

1918 7-9 h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,

special bargain. Only wants seeing .. £110

SIDECARS.
Iminediate deliver)', Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harlem's, Hendersons, etc

;

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in

Stock.

WANTED.—First-class Combinations.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, 52, & 54, HanipsUad Rd., London, N.W.I

(Bottom end of Tottenliam Court Rd.)

•Plione ; Museum 34.19.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

A.B.C.
1 020 A.B.C, in new condition, onlv done 500 miles;^" £140.—H. Cla.vton, Crown Point, Denton, Lanes

[X1091
1 C120 A.B.C, new, nnridden, completely equipped;
•*-*' £146.—Walton, 14, (jiaiemont Hill SliiewEbnry.

[8743
! \ .B.C. Solo Machines always in stock at list price.

—

-tJ- Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant. Liyer-

I

pool. [0278

„...., „. 600: £80.—
V'ebster, Albert Park, Lower Broughton, Man-

j
Chester. [7850

SPECIAL T.T. A.B.C. Stlh.p., mileage
, Webster, Albert Park, Lower Brou
j
Chester.

A.B.C. jNIotor Cycle from stock; list price.—A. J.
, Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket.
Phone; 214.

A.B.C, 1920. only carefully ridden 50 mijes, Lucas
lamps and horn; £142 lowest.

[Tltf Motor Cycle.
Box 7,901. CIO

[9072

CLIFrORD WILSON Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital
Rd.. Chelsea. S.W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113.—

A.B.C, all models. [8920

I 1 Q20 A.B.C, absolutely as new, only run about
J-" 200 miles; 126 »ns.—'Phone: 1024.—Julian, 84,

I

Broad St.. Reading. „ 771B

"1 Q20 A.B.C, better than new, only run about 200
I

-Li' miles; 118 gns.—'Phone .u 1024.—Julian, 84,
Broad St., Reading. [7802

A.B.C, 1920 model, in perfect condition, speedo-neter,

lamps, hoi-n ; £145.-7, Station Parade, Muswell

> I

Hill, London, N.IO [8335

A.B.C, latest model, iiileage under 200, machine
as new : £245, or near offer.—Greenwood s

)
1 Garage, Pangbourne, Berks. [7792

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-

mingham.—A.B.C, with kick starter, £150, with

;
dynamo lighting £173, from stock. [X1221

"IQ20 A.B.C. 3h.p., 1.500; taken deliyery of car;
J~*y acetylene lamps, tools, spare tyre (new).—Capt.
Routh, Farringdon, Alton, Hants. [7900

i "I Q20 T.T. A.B.C, P. and H. lamps, all accessories,

JLtJ yery fast; seen any time; £125.—E. F. King,
Heatherton, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells, [7960

A B.C.
-tjL u.se

G©<><><><><><>*«»<^<>>S<><><><X><><>C><X>0<>04' Coief'st

1Q15 A.B.C. 3V'h.p., spring frame, 4-speed, re-

XU cently oyerhauled by makers; price, including

horn and speedometer, £75.-69, Redland Rd., Bristol.

1 ia20 A.B.C, kick starter, P. and H. lamps, Watford
1.0 speedometer, Lncas horn, mileage about 250:

£145, or best offer.—Colborne, 21, Marion Rd., ooutb-

sea. [7772

.^., 1920, latest model, with kick starter, only

used for a few miles, guaranteed sound; £135.—
Eloe and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

;
E.C.3. 1-0065

A.B.C. 1920, run 350 miles, Cowey horn and usual

kit in exceptional tune, finest macliine I haye

owned; lowest; £140.—D. Layin, Old House, Sonnmg,
Berks. [7203

ABC, £150 cash; £80 down and 11 payments.—
Lamb's, 50, High Rd.. Wood Green; 151, High

St -Walthamstow ; and 387, Euston Rd., London,
; K '^v 1

[8200

DELI'VEEY of the A.B.C. Motor Cycle from stoo*.

Distributers for the county of Lincoln.-The Spald-

ing Motor Co., Ltd., Pinchbeck St., Spalding. 'Phone:

144. T.A. : Service. [0015

1020 A.B.C. Lucas dynamo lighting and electric

-LI/ horn sppcilometer. special heavy Dnnlop on rear,

bautiful condition, 250 miles only, delivered July;
£155- would take small lightweight part exchange.—

iBoulton Bros., Stafford. (9097

1920.—The Layton Garages have the most
. interesting A.B.C stock in England. New
1 machines are always on hand, and the used examples
that are available present opportunities that are un-
equalled. For instance, at £127/10 one can get a
machine that, though not new, is so nearly so that

;
the difference is scarcely discernible, and there are

I
many others—one with a very full equipment and as

' new at £140 another at £135. Many men lose money
' through not coming to Bicester, but those that do

1
j
come, and they are many, seldom go away other than

' ' surprised and yery happy. It will pay you to think
( this over.-The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,

and at 90, High St., Oxford. T.A. ; Integrity,

Bicester. Phone: 35 Bicester. rX1391

Abingdon.
ABINGDON'-KERRT Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed

countershaft, accessoiies, thoroughly overhauled;
£70, offers.—HiU's Garage, Woodford Wells. [8420

"I C|20 Abingdon, 6-7h.p., 3-speed, Amac, T.E. mag.,
-LI/ Canoelet D4 sidecar, wind screen, all spares.

!A-=if-

;uaranteed perfect

;

York. (D)
£180, or near oller.-e.

(8026

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue C31
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N
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

. cme.
EW 1920 Sh.-p. Acme Combination, J.A.P. engine,

spare wheel and tyre; £213; immediate delivery.
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[5546

A.J.S

A.J.S. new Combination, delivery from stock; £210.
—Jones, Garage, Droitwich. [.X1347

A.J.S. 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, 1913-14; £80.—J.

JJeck, 92, Cedar St.. Glasgow. [S259

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, immediate delivery; ^210.
X*J —Taylor's Garage, Wednesbuiy. [7307

CROW Bros., Guildford, A.J.S. agents and expejls
since 1912, accept no premium. [9993

BRIGHTON. Hore -Jind District A.J.S. Agents,
Tmpin's, 22-29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0202

A.J.S. Cnuibination, just arrived; £210, plus delivery.
—Clifford Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [8650

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts. [9624

A .J.S. 1914 Combination, 6h.p. twin, any trial; illOO.
^^ —Adams, 278, Dudley Rd., Wolverhampton.

[S1378
A.J.S. 1918 Combination, all chain drive, 3-speed

countershalt gear; £165.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [7741

A.J.S. Combination wanted, late model, low mileage,
perfect order, all equipment.—Haygarth, Cycle

Agent, Dent, Yorks. 1X1262

MAGNIFICENT Brand New A.J.S. Combination;
immediate delivery at list .price.—Box 7,850,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [8926

A.J.S. Combinations.—For good . delivery dates con-
sult Bristol and district agent S. J. Fair, 201.

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [X0910

1 Q 19 (Dec.) A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, in good
J- *y running order ; best offers over £ 180.—G.
Powell, Irvon, Wiexham. [7782

"IQIS A.J.S. Combination, all spares and extras, 300
-*-*' miles 'only, like uew, been stored; £160, com-
plete.—62, Hampstead Rd., J^.W.l. [8325

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery J 920 6h.p. combination,
complete with dynamo lighting; £238.—Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X0939

33.h.p. A.J.S., 1915, 2-.speed, clutcli, s.plendid condi-
4 tion throughout, fully equipped; 68 gns.—C. W.

Hough, Ehu Place, Letmiore, Walsall. [X1326
6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, nice outfit, seat 4, with

lamps, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, etc.; £110, or near
offer.—117, Abbotts Rd., Southall. W. [8300

A.J.S. Combination (1919, September), spare wheel,
locker, wind screen, lamps, etc., as new; £175,

cost £215.-117, Claremont Rd.,- Rugby. [X1263

1 Q 1 6 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable
-fi- 1' wheels, splendid running order ; £140 ; first

cheque secures.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0239

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1919-20, beautiful condb
tion. disc wheels, electric lighting and accessories:

nearest £225.—Gibbs, 24, Percy St., Liverpool. [8644

A.J.S., 1920, splendid engine, new condition, spare
wheel, speedomet-er, hood, lamps, horn; best

offers.—5, Knutsford Av., Brooks' Bar, Manchester.
[7876

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting
-I- iy set, hoEn, etc., spare wheel, not used, outfit
unecratc-lied, as new; £240.^1iox 535, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X0134

A.J..S. igi?'^ Combination, spare wheel, elec^tric light.

new tyres, punctureproof tubes, good condition,
enamelled green ; £149.-8, Carrington R^., Lificard,
Cheshire. [8257

1 Q 19 ( Aug,} A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, 3
J-t/ lamps, horn, etc., little and carefully used, per-
iect condition; £200.—Colonna, Manor Park Rd.
Sutton. [8510

A.J.S. Specialists: Walsall-, feaiage, IVolverhampton
St., W'alsall, Tel. 444, can g-ive delivery from stock

of thetfe world-famous outfits; price £210; write for
catalogue. £8998

A.J.S.—We are now in the position to give immediate
delivery of the famous A.J.S. machines. Write or

'phone us to-day.—W^ootten's Garage, High St., Oxford.
•Phone: 308. [7767

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, 3-speed, spring seat-pillar,
lamps, born, speedometer, etc., in perfect run-

ning order; bargain, £125.-18, Lansdowne Rd., "Wim-
bledon, S.W. [8604

A.J.S. (April, 1920) 6h.p., hood, wind screen, speed-
ometer, Tan-sad, horn, P. and H. lamps, splendid

condition, owner bought car; £210.—^Leedham, 3, Nar-
borough Rd., Leicester. [X1339

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, complete n« from worked,
-l-*' Lu'as electric lighting (accumulator), Stewart
lorn ; brst offer over £200.—,Southjini„ Woodtliome,
Peun, Wolverliiimpton. [8642

1017 A.J.S. 6h.p, Combination, spare wheel, sperial
Xt/ roomy body, hood and screen, Binks carburetter,
combination rarofullv used; £160.—S. J. Fair, 201
Oholtenliam Rd., Bristol. LX0909

1 Q 20 eh.p. New A.J.S. Combination. Watlord
JLtJ hpcedomeLer, F.R.S. head lamp, Lucas side

and tail lampn, car generator; £220.—Mason, 39.
Midland Rd.. Wellingborough. [7861

" e-"^^,'M|y,'" ""O"-

'^OR MOTORISTS

83-91, John Bright Street
Phone: Mid. 2910.

'Graph :" Lytcar, B'hira.

Immediate Delivery
from Stock.

MOTOR CYCLES

7-g h.p. Combintition, Powerplus, spring frame

model with dynamo lighting set, electric horn

and speedometer, and fitted with luxurious

coachbuilt Sidecar with commodious locker in

rear of body.

£223 14
Ako

4 h.p. INDIAN
SCOUT MODEL

£140.

t)ther New 1920 Models in Stock.

Combinations.

6 h.p. A.J.S £210
6 h.p. A.J.S.;'*itli dynamo lighting set £238
6 h.p. ENFIELD £175
8 h.p. ENFIELD, with dvaamo lighting

set £200
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £1«
4 Tip. TRIUMPH £182 10

4i h.p. JAMES £170
3J h.p. ROVER £187 15

Solo Machines.

6 h.p. ZENITH, Sporting Model f139
3i h.p. RUDGE-MULTI £110 5
4" h.p. BLACKBURNE £135
8 h.p. BLACKBURNE £180
ii h.p. HUMBER, nat twin £140
23 h.p. METRO-TYLER £95 18
23 h.p. EDMUND-J.A.P £92 8
2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, iiicli-^tajt .. £89 5

25 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.AJ» £78 5

2S h.p. CONNAUGHT, s-speed £70

2J h.p. TRIUMPH, 2.speea £75
2+ h.p. JAMES, 2-specd £65
2ih.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £73 10
AUTOPED SCOOTER £32

I YOUR OLD MACHINE TAKEN IN'
PART EXCHANGE. .

P. J EVANS. I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, side cur-^•J tains, Cowey speedometer, largest F.R.S. , cost
£275 3 months ago; sacrifice; best offer over £200.—
Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [9025

1 Q20 (Jnn :) A.J.S. Combination, apait wheel,
-*~*y lamps. Tan-Sad, apron, tools, horn, etc., perfect
rminins, mileage negligible: £225, or offer.—35,
Devonshire St., Portland Place, W. [7830

"1 020 A.J.S. Combination. Lucas dynamo lightiog,
J-tf sprin'g seat-pillar, Lucas horn, spare bulbs and
accessories; £250.—Write or apply after 5 p.m. to

Bailey, Lawtonmere, Stoke-on-Trent. [X1345

A.J.S. Late 1919 6h.p. 3-Epeed Combination, spare
wheel, hood, screen, Lucas lamp, pillion, tj'rea

good condition ; nearest £200.—Dodd, 11, Tanners
Lane, Church St.. Pendleton, Manchester. [7994

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, complete vrith ?pare> wheel,
-I

'
' hood, .^icreen, speedometer, lamp:;, =Bpaiate

geuerator-i;, horn, done 250; nearest offer £235 accepted.—
MacDougall, Nolton St., Bridgend, Glam. i/880

A.J.S. ComTiination, 6h.p., military model, new
Aug., 1919, good condition, wind screen, etorm

apron, Klaxon, acetylene lighting; £165." or oHer.—
Straker Knight, 78, High St., Bromley. Kent. [7852

1 Q19 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with screen,
S.iy spare wheel, pillion seat, best P. and'H. lamps,
very low mileage, and in faiilMeas conilition, better
ihan new. only wants seeing; £195.-30, Gladstone Ed..
Scarnjorough.

"
[,8854

A.J.S. 1918 (delivered 1919) Combination^ complete
electric Lighting, Klaxon, speedometer. Reflex,

spares, tools, powerful, flexible, very smart : expert ex-

amination : £180, or nearest offer.—Nettleton, Ranford,
Eitterue, Southampton. ' [8228

A.J.S. Combination, 1915, just being completely
overhauled, repainted, etc., complete with lamps,

wind screen, speedometer, etc., etc., new Fellows
mag., and 2 new tyreg.; £140. or nearest offer.—

Perkins, Cornard Rd., Sudbury, Suffolk. [8503

F.O.C.H. have an A.J.S. Combination, detacTiable
wheels and spare, lamps, horn, grid, screen;

£115.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8154

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, ^viud screen, apron, spare
wheel, 3 lamps, speedometer, watch, over £15

extra sjiares, all tools, low mileage, perfect condition.
appearance almost new; anv tria^ ; £196, or nearest

offer.— 1, Duke St., Richmond. "Phone : 879. [8546

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, black and gold, Lucas
dynamo lighting, with lamps and horn, 4 inter-

changeable wheels, speedometer, watch, spare valve.

chains, bulbs, tools, etc., sidecar has hood, screen, and
luggage grid, excellent condition; nearest £175.—
FuUord, Stoke St., Sheffield. (D) ,[7800

Alldays
AXLDAYS Allon, 1917, fine condition, lamps, &plM^|

- did engine, find last^ £65.—Rich, 3, Brook Green, f
w. ~

[Base

ALLON. 1920, Muy, 2-speed, .chrteh, kick starter, 250 I

miles, horn; £75.—Budinell, Boathouse, Warprave, {
Berks, n^hone: 61. [8131-j

jQl? Allon 2-stroke, lamps, horn, toolbafi^, plating'
-^*^ and tvres ?ood, in perfe-ot condition; i;50.— 352.
High Rd., Willesden. £8126

ALLDA'YS-ALLON Z^^h.p.., 2-speed. excellent condi-
tion, lamp, tools, medium speed; £60, or offer.-

Elcombs, Lyndhurst. 18608

ALLDAYS Matchless 2-?'jh.p., good condition and
appearance, lamps, horn; 29 gns.—95, Oval Rd.,

Erdington. Birmingham. [X1332

ALLON, 1917, 2-speed, new oversize tyres.' in per-
iect condition, T.T. bars and footrests.; £40.-2,

Madrid Rd., Barnes, S.W. 13. [8520

ALLDAYS Allon 1920 Brand New 2^.ih.p., 2-speea,
clutch_; £85 ; immecliate delivery.—Eagles and Co..

275^ High St.. Acton. London. [Xa286^

ALLON 2^4h.p., late 1918. 2-speed. splendid condi-a
tion, lamps, horn, all accessories; £60.—244, i

Mitcham Rd., West Croydon. [7959^

ALLDAYS Allon.-Immediate delivery 1920 2^4h.p.,

2 .speeds, hnnd-coutroUed elntcb ; f85.-Parkei^e.l^
Bradsbiiwgat-e, Bolton. Tel.: 1348. [X092:

ALLDAYS Allon, 1919, 2\gh.ji., clutcli, Amnc, E.L.C,
lamps, lioin, all nccesf^ories ; bargain, £70.—StnCTi

6, Grosvenor St., Cnmberwell Rd., S.E.5. [8028

"I
Q19 Allon, 2-speed, clutch model, Millei- lighting,

Xt/ horn, leg bhields, all accessories, insurance,
good condition; nearest £65.—Chard, Atworth, Afelks-

ham. WUts. [7931

ALLON 1920., brand new, 2-stroke, 2-speod and
cJutch. kick-starter, just arrived; immediate dei

iiverv at mnkcrs' price, £85 —Wilkins, Simpson, oppo
site Olympia, London. [8041

F.O.C.H. have a new Allon; Jiet price.—Fair Oflei

Car House—5. Heath St., Hammtead (nr. Hamp
•^tead Tobe Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 37S2
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [81-5<

American X.
A MKRICAN X, 1920. luxurious sidecar. electrlCfl

r\. model; £180.—Crimes, Bruton Place. W.l. [595!'

Ci2 AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1 Q16 B.S.A. Comljiuation, 3-speed, clutcli, kick start,

J-i^ kinips, lioru, etc., new tyres, excellent condition
throui,'^lJOut, foacli siderar witli uudershmg chassis ;

sacri-

fice 85gns.-35, High St., Uaitford.
'

[7847

B.S.A. 1920 Model H and the "New Twin 6h.p.

jModel for immediate delivery from stock.—The
Lay ton Garages, London Rd., Bicester. T.A. : In-

tegrity. Bice-ter. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. rX1394

B.S.A. 1914 4h.p. 3-speed, K.S., clutch, chain-cum-
belt, unused ior 3 years, recently thoroughly

overhauled; any trial; best over £60; Chatham dis-

trict.~Box 7,857, c/o The Motor Cycle. .[8932

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin and Sidecar in stock; £195;
exchanges and terms entertained.—Lamb's, 50,

High Rd., Wood Green; 151, High St., Walthamstow

;

and 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. [8195

B.S.A. 4j-^h.p., canolet sidecar, S-speed countershat't,

L'hain-cum-belt, fully equipped, condition and
appearance as new; offers, after 6 p.m.—13, \\'attis Rd,
nr. Bear Hotel, Bearwoou, Birminghain. [S.1309

B.S.A. 4i:ih.p., 1917, Model H, chain drive, 3 speed-^.

kicit starter, as new, fitted with brand new 1920
Millford Skiff sidecar; £117/15, or separately.—Eagles
and Co., 275, Hi^h St, Acton, Londor [X1238

1Q19 B.S.A., 4J/4b.p., 3-:5reed, kick start, B.S.A,
X«/ sidecar, lamps, Klaxon, legshields; £130; per-

fect .order.—'Phone : 174 Wembley.—Austin, Clifden
Raglan Gardens, Wembley Park, Middlesex. [8595

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, late 1915, all-chain,
4 condition and appearance as new, very little

used, Lucas lamps, spare cover, 3 tubes, and alL
accessories ; £ 1 10.—2, Addiscorabe Grove, Croydon.

[8183

B.S.A., 2-spe6d ^\neel and Controls, 9 gus.; B.S.A.
front wheel, new, 60/-; Villiers engine,, 1915.

*./; mag. for same, £4; Dixie 4-cyl. mag.. £6;
rreniier front wheel, 10/-.—115, Mooi St., Burton-on-
Treut. [Xlol5

1Q20 B.S.A. Model H Combination, luggage grid:
it7 Easting wind screen, Watford sxieedometer,
Lucas lamps and horn, mileage under 500, conditior
as new; £155; Herefordshire.—Box 7,838, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [8316

LATE 1919 Model H. B.S.A. Combination, new con-
dition, hood, screen, speedometer, extra sprint

seat sidecar, Tan-Sad? accumulator, electric lights, hand
coutiol, liigpage carrier; £140.—Minna, 2, Dunvetra-
Gardens, Elthom. [8015

"D.S.A. ilodol K Combination, November, 1919.
*-* verj' little used, perfect thronghout, tyres un-
pimctured. complet-e, lam.ps (unused). Klaxon, spares,
tools: offers.-Sche filer, 10, Wellington Sq., Chelsea.
ilayfair 1330. CX1318

B.S.A. Specialists.—Earliest deUverie.=i of all uev^

models. All B.S.A. replacements. Sidecars
?rid3, hoods, and screens in stock.—County Cycle and
Motor Co., 397-8, BT-oad St., Birmingham. T.A. :

Comocyco, Birmingham- >, [4080

1lQ20 4i/,h.p. B.S.A. ConM)!nation, best sidecar, lux
--«J' uiioiis outfit, Enoting, grid, hood, V.G. discs,
lu.nd and foot- chiti^h. If nips, lon^ exhaust, knee-grips:
ost all on £179; over £140, accept best offor.—

6

Park Rd., Kingston Hill. Surrey. [8329

"D.S.A. 1919 4i41i.p., engine No. 30385, Millford
*-' sideca , hood, screen, lamps, horn, tyres as new

;

;pares—2 etreaded tyres, belt, valve, tools; perfect
•ondition; £135; by appointment.—Peuleve, 114,
3rchard Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [8515

tJ.S A. 1916-17 4>0i.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,-' clutch, with Watsonian coachbuilt s-ideear. lamps.
;ools, spare belt, in excellent condition and running
>rder, seen by appointment; £105, or ntarest offer.—
Reade, 20, Regent St., Leamington. [X0908

B.S.A. 1920 Brand New Model A, 6-7h.p. twin, with
chain drive, 28x3 tyres, 3-speed countershaft

'-'ear, kick starter, just arrived from works, imme^litite
delivery, ready to drive away; at makers' price, £150,
—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [8043

1019 B.S.A. and C.B. Canoelet sidecar, in fujl tour-

-f-*^ ing trim, .amps, Klaxon, Cameo wind screen
and side curtain, lood, spare Dunlop belt (brand new),
^11 tools, petrol can, funnel, goggles, etc., just as owner
left it

: callei^l away while on tour ; 5 gn. insur.anre
policy (7 months to run), iroea with it; first cheque £125
=pcures.—Hamilton, 45, Hockerill St., Bishop's Stort-
ford. [8060
D.S.A. 1919 4h.p. Model K Combination, genuine
-"^ B.S.A. sidecar, good condition, and complete
with accessories, £115; B.S.A. 1917 Model K. with
sound coachbuilt sidecar and all accessories, £90 You
should buy yo ir B.S.A. from Laytons; prices are always
s*i absolute rock bottom and values highest at Bicester
—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester. T A :

Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. [Xi393

Calcott.
rjALCOTT 4i4h.p., C.B. sidecar, recently over-^ hauled, appearance as new; £75.—Grimes, Gale
Terrace, Ambleside. [7824

Calthorpe
PALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1919, Enfield gears; £52/10-
^-^ Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury. [7312
piALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, countershaft, lamns-

Cvlpn «F9o"'
'^^S.^H., 24, Willingdon Rd., Woodbieen, w.22. j-g^gg

An exceptional opportunity
of obtaining NEW spares

at very low prices.

PreSimsnary List.

8 fa.p. Cylinders £3 18
Valves, 6 or 8 h.p 5

CLYr^O
6 h.p. twin-cylinder Engine . £20
Frames ^ £5
Cylinders £3
Trent Forks, complete £4
Front Fork Springs
Rear Carriers
Valves
Pistons, complete . . , £1
Clutch Sprockets

5
8
2 6
7 6
4

14 6

P. and M.
Crank Case Sprocket Side .

Crank Case Timing Side .

.

£1 10
£2.^

RENOLD and BRAMPTON.
i. 5X3%, |x;, fxj—List Price.

Miscellaneous
Tool Kits, including roll, tjTC

levers, ,(.set spanners,
adjustable spanner, pliers,
screw-driver, etc. 10 6

Aluminium Foot-plates, per

,
pair 9

Lucas King of the Road Lamp
„ ,

Sets £3 10
Palmer Tubes, 28 x 3 50
ftletai Tool Bo.Kes, for top

tube 3 6

Obtainable from :

Godfrey's Limited,
208, Great Poriiand Street, W.I.

Eastern Garage Co.,
418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate e.7.

Allen Bennett Motor
CO.,

Royal Parade, West Croydon.

Harold Petty & Co.,
60, Halford Street, Leicester.

.rwKfvunjnif^najras ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
C.nlttiorpe.

(^ALTHOEPE-PRECISION, 2-speed, splendid con-
vy dition: £32.—Edward
bridge, Brighouse.

Highfleld Av., Ballifie-

[8582

(^ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 25ih.p., Enfield 2-speed, aboutV 1915 model: £40 to clear.—103a, High St.,
Wandswortli, S.W.18. [9059

I 'El IV C;ilt.liorpe-Jap 2^ili.p., sinele speed; £35, or

„.,. °^"- "l't=i" 7 p.m.—154, Elm Park Mansions. Pari;
i^silk, Chelsea, .S.W.IO. [324.'^

nALTHOEPE-.T.A.P. 1916 234h.p., 2-speed Enfield
*-> gear, rebushed, excellent condition; trial: £33,
nft'eis.—304, Hither Green Lane, S.E.13. [8219

C~<ALTII0RPE3 1920 Motor Cycles, latest models.
^^ J.A.P. 2-speed, 71 Pns. ; 2-stroke 2-speed model, 63
gns.-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.

[X1290
1 Q20 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-spe&d gear, absolutely
-S-»> as new, very little ridden; 68 gus.; wonderful
barj:ain.—'Phone: 1024.—Julian. 83, Broad St., Head-
in/. [7719

j 020 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear, absolutely
-*-tf as new, very little ridden; 66 giis., wonderful
bargain. — "Phone : 1024. — Julian, 84, Broad St.,
Reading. , [78031

CALTHOEPE 2oih.p., 1918, 2-stroke, 2-speed, free!
engine; reen any time: £45.—Blake, 4, Park

Crescent Mews Ea."t, London, W.l (near I'oitland Ed.
-Station). [8661

1 Q 17 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, perfect order,
-Lt/ just overhauled, complete with lamiis, horn,
etc.: Huddersfield district: offers.—Box 7,840, c/o Tlu
Motor Cycle. [3318

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents for the county of Devon, all models in

stock for immediate delivery.-The Carlton Motor Co.,
33, Torwood St., Torquay. , [0201

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles.—2^4h.p. J.A.P. model,
£78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0174

Campion.
CHAMPION Combination, sidecar, 4Kh.p. Precision
^ engine, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, 1915

model, very good order; £100, or best offer.-G.
Wilkinson, 3a, Colburg Rd., Ramsey, Isle of Man.

[6731
1Q16 Campion 4Wh.p. C.B. Combination, S.A. 3-
-L*/ speed, clutch and K.S., engine just rebushed
throughout and thorouglrly overhauled, lamps, horn,
etc.; Northamptonshire district.—Offers to Box 7,782,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7870

Cedos.

CEDOS, immediate delivery 1920 2i4h.p.
model; £73/10.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Tel. ; 1348.

"B Q20 Cedos Lightweight, splendid condition,
X»7 under 500: wonderful value, 64 gns.~
1024.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

I
Q20 Cedos Lightweight, splendid condition,

-L t/ under 500, wonderful value: 65 gns.-
1024. -Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

Chatei-'Lea.

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. All-chain C.B. Combination,
overl.anled. repainted, perfect; £80.—Derby

iims, Mortlake. [7762

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. AU-chaia C.B. Outfit, over-
hauled, re-enamelled, new tyres; £80.—The Baths.

Wandsworth, London. [X1335

2 speeds
Bolton.
[X0914

, mileage
-'Phone :

[7804

, mileage
-'Phone:

[7720

c
Chater=LeaPeugeot.

HATBR-PEUGEOT 3h.p., mag., B. and B., new
tyres; £15.— 198, Sheen Lane. Mortlake, London.

[X1334

Cleveland.

WRITE for Catalogue of the 3h.p. Cleveland, with
ki^k starter, clutch, and 2-speed gear; price £85.

-Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool.
Lu:iy9

Clyno.

CLYNO 1921 Combination, immediate delivery; also
Clyno lightweights.—Taylor's Garage. Wednesbury.

[7311
1Q20 2i/2h.p. Clyno, 2-stroke, clutch, lamp, horn,
-iLt/ insurance; £70.—Hicham, Burbage, Hinckley.

[8072
GLYNO Lightweight, May, 1920, 2-speed, clutch;

£70, or exchange.—Shaw, 27, Manor Rd., Rugbv.
[X1261

CLYNO Liglitweight 2-stroke: delivery from stock;
£75.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St..

Kxeter. [8987

"1IQ20 2V>h.p. Clyno, lamps, horn, spares, splendid
it/ condition; £70, or offer.—Pace, Trafford Rd.,
Wisbech. [8511

CLYNO Combination, 1917, perfect condition, fully
etiuipped; £130, near.—70, Franciscan Ttd., Upper

Tooting. [7769

CLYNO Sh.p. Combinations, 1921 models, now ready
for delivery; £250, ex works.— Alexander, Hale.

Altrincham. [3744

411 letters relatinfi to advertisements si ould auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALF,
Clyno.

IQIS (Oct.) Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, horn,
J-*/ excellent condition: £52.—S. J. Hawkins, Ash
Vale, Aldershot. [8506

]Q20 2;,ih.p. Clyno, run about 100 miles, better
-«^ tlian new; 66 bus.—'Plione : 1024.—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading. [7721

1Q19 Clyno Lightweight, 2-speed gear and clutch,
^*y perfect condition: £60.—Ivays, 8, Bond St.. Eal-
ing, W.5. 'Phone : 1827. [7120

STANDARD 1921 Clyno Combination, unique oppor-
tunity, delivery from stock; £250.—Maudes' Motor

Mart, 100, Paris St., E,\eter. [8986

CLYNO.—Sole Bristol and District Agents. Light
weight models in stock.—S. J. Fair, 201, and

203, Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [X7406

1 014 Clyno Combination, with lamps, horn, etc., 4
.-Lt/ iuterchangeatjle wheels, not ^y.D. ; £88 for quifk
sale.-15, Sumnierhill Ed., IJartford. [7848

"10 20 Clyn;. 2y2h.p., run about 100 miles, better
M~*7 than, new; 60 gns., wonderful value.

—
"Phone:

1024.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. [7805

CLYNO 1918 6h.p., lovely turnout with bulbous back
sidecar, disc wheels and spare; £150.-59, Paltrer

Place, Dorset Rd., Claphnm Ed.. S.W.8. [8489

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders tjooked fn rotji
Tion. Clyno combination orders liooked iu rnintioti

— Rothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern

^^ (5185iiLYNO Torpedo Combination, just overhauled, alu-
^~-' minium .discs, large plated exhaust, splendid con-
dition, accessories; £75, offers.-The Holt, Beaconsfleld.

[8414piLYNO Big Six Combination; £250; in stock.—
^-J Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green; 151, High
St., Waltliamstow; and 387, Euaton Ed., London,
N.W.I. [gigg

Tj 020 2i/L'h.p. Clyno 2-6troke8, new, fitted with clutch
--«/ and 2-sDeed gerr. trade supplied: £75-
'Phono : 5777 Holborn.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane
London. [7744
08S.—Clyno 1917 6h.p.. S-speed. kick st.art, all chain.
=» re-enamelled and plated, and C.U. sidecar, excel-
lent condition, only wants seeing.-697, Eomlord Ed
Manor Park.

, [8235
"VTEW Clyno Lightweight, 2iAh.p., 2.speed and clutch,
J-^ and to makers' specification: £75, or on easy
payments 4% extra.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [8401
/"^LYNO.—We arc sole Wolverhampton agents- write

- v^ us lor delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re
enamelling, and plating. — The Molineu'c Garage Co
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3459

r~|LYNO 1921 Coachbuilt Combination, electric light-
'-' Thg, horn, speedometer, hood, screen, detachable
interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, tyre and tube
list price; £250.—Girling, Maldon, Essex. [9029

Kh.p. 3-speed K.S. Renovated Clynos, 1916, inter-^ cha I Teable wdieels, new tyres, new mags,, new
carburetter; £75 each, solo; carriage extra —J J
Dooley, 33, Killyon Ed., Clapham, S.W.8. [7633

1 O 20 Clyno Lightweight, new August, only used
--^ about 30 miles, lamp, generator, horn, cost £81 •

owner going abroad, and, lor quick sale, will sacrifice
lor £65.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh

[7878
CLYNO, 1920, one only slightly used lightweight

model in stock, mileage negligible; at 60 gns we
cannot repeat this bargain.—The Layton Garages,
London Ed., Bicester. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester
'Plione : 35 Bicester. [X1395

CLYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelor and
Co., East Surrey agents, have a new 8h.p. com

bination; demonstration runs given; orders booked for
very early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kingston
on-Tbames. 'Phone : 1809. [2874
^LYNO Lightweights, 1920. 2"4h.p., 2-speed, £75,V> or Jully equipped with head lamp and generator,
tail lamp and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration, petrol
and oil, £79/15.— Coppen, Allan and Co.. 89, Gt. Port-
land St., Loudon, W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 5399. [0281

CLYNO 5-6h.p., W.D. late models, 3-speed, kick
start, loot clutch, re-enamelled, replated, new car-

buretters and magnetos, rebuilt as new, practically rm-
used, n few available from £75.—Hearn,. 117, Lough-
borough Pi'.rk, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2888.

16600
CLYNO Combination, 5-6b.p., 3-speeds, kick start

four interchangeable wheels, lamps, speedometer,
accessories and spares, including complete outfit for
Bosch mag., after 8 p.m. or 3.30 p.m. Saturdav.—2,
Palace Mansions, Coliiey Hatch Lane, Muswell Hill
N.IO. [8605

CLYNO 1917 Combination, 3-8peed, countershaft,
kick start, interchangeable and spare wheels. 700

X30 tyrCG, lamps. Klaxon, Auster screen, Araac, hood,
tools, spares, round back sidecar reupholstercd scarlet,
pcwcrful and fast, trial by appointment Strcatham
Hill district; £135.—Box 7,881, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6961

Connaught.
CONXATTUHT 2'!:,h.p. 1915 2-«trokc. all on; ride

away; £42.-6, Langley Ed., Elmers End, Bccken-
liiun. [7961

DOUGLAS
4 h.p. Combination Model B.20 £170

Delivery from stock,

Zi h.p., Solo, Model W.20, with
clutch £105

Delivery from stcck.

2| h.p.. Solo, Model W., with-

out clutch £100
Delivery fpom stock.

21 h.p. LEVIS POPULAR
MODEL, in stock . . £60

3-1 ALECTO 2-stroke, solo,

in stock .. .. £87 10

8 h.p. ZENITH Sporting,

solo, in stock .

.

. . £139

3 h.p. N.U.T., solo, fully

equipped, in stock .. £165

8 h.p. MATCHLESS,
Model H., Combination,

in stock .

.

.

.

. . £205

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE,
solo, in stock .. £135

Easy Payments accepted.

LARGE STOCK OF
DOUGLAS SPARE PARTS.

DOUGLAS Instruction Books, 4 h.p., anti 2J h.p.
1 ;9, post free.

Aliiminiuni chain guards for DOUGLAS 2} h.p
W.D. models, 12/6.

Many Douglas Specialities.

DOUGLAS mtini; P. & H Lamps.

Cowey & Watford Speedometers.

Cawey and Klaxon Horns.

V.H.L. Sidecar Bodies, £20

TRADE SUPPLIED.

IF YOJ ARE INTERESTED, CALL AND SEE US.

Vivian Hardie & Lane, Ltd.,

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.),

BOND ST., LONDON, W.L
Telegrams: IVHARDILAN, WESDO. LONDO.N
Telephone: Mayfair 6559.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught

20 Connauglit, kick start, clutch model, lamps,
horn, very little used; nearest £75.-38, Haw-

thorn At., Louth, Lines. [X1276
'

FOR Sale, 2'i4h.p. Connaught, 2-stroke, 3-speed, and
clutch, in splendid condition; £50, or nearest.—

G. Donald, Derbyhall, Fraserburgh. [X1229

CONNAUGHT Motor Cycles.—2;^.p. 2-spced model,
£70; single speed. £62; immediate delivery.—P.

J. Evems, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0252
|

Coulson.
COULSON B, all models in stock; 2%h.p. 2-specd,

95 gns.; with clutch, 105 gns.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., South Kensington. Ken. 4096. 18555

COULSON B 2?ih.p., 1919, 2-spe(;d, new belt and
spare, 1920 type, tank and stand. Klaxon and

lamps; £73, otters.—Box 7,878, c/o Ttie Motor^CvrU.
[8958

1 Q20 4h.p. Coul?on-B 2-spe6d, spring frame, an
-i-^ ideal solo mount, not ridden 500 miles ; £90j
for quick sale; top liole condition.—Bannister, Railway
St., Chatham. [6728.

LATE 1920 Coulson B., 2=411. B- Blackbnrne, electric

lights. Klaxon, kree-grips, speedometer, .^nd spares,

only done 200 miles, as new ; £95.-15, BroadwaVi
Maidenhead. [8481

r.O.C.H. for the Conlson B. 2%h.p. 2-speed, and 4h.p.

3-speed: list price.— Fair Ofler Car House, 5,

Heath St., Hampt^tead (near Hampstead Tnhe Station).

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days. [8142

NEW Coulson B 4h.p., with 3-speed clutch and kick
starter, spring frame, etc.; 118 gns., or on easy

tiayments 4% extra ; only one-fifth deposit, balance 13
monthly inst.ilments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton
Rd., London. [8390

NEW Coulson B.—2%h.p., £99/15; 4h.p. models.
£110/5; each fitted with 2-speed gear, spring,

[ra.ne. Blackburne engine; also 2%h.p. model, with
clutch and kick :-tarter, £110/5; easy payments 4%'

extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
mstalments. — Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd..

London. [8389

Coventry Eagle.

1 Q20 Coventry Eagle 3Vih.p., 3-speed, and Hender-
Xt/ son sidecar, long exhaust, disc wheels; £140,
or good offer.—O'Hanlon, Oak Dell, Hale, Cheshire.

[7995
COVENTRY Eagle 2i2h.p., 2-strok6 Villiers. Hoc

?-sDeed. fltt^^d canolet sidecar, electric lighting,

tools, perfect condition, just overhauled; £85.— Ellis,

-Azolea,'' Pnitiigal Rd., Woktng. [8738

1Q20 Coventry Eagle 2%h.p., 4-stroke, 2.eBeed, K.S.,

X*/ lampw, horn, all accessories, not ridden 100 miles,

as new, insured £90, will nccei^t £80. or near offer.—.

Apply, P.E.B., 75, Canadian -iv.-, Catford. [8007

F.O.C.H. have a new Coventry Eagle, Model 7; list

price.-Fair Offer Car House. 5. Heath St..

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tnbe Station). 'Phono:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdavs

[8152

Dalm.
IQIS 3h.p. Dalm, 2-stroke, pillion seat, 2-«peed,
JL*y lamps, tools. Klaxon horn, fine condition; £42.
—Windmill. 17, Winslow Rd., Fulham, W.6. [8079

De Luxe.

1019 De Luxe, 2'4h.p., 2-strokc, 2-speed. new Dun-
X«7 lops lamps, leg shields; £49/10.—ILlckenzie, 63,

Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [9048

Demos.

DEMOS 2^4h.p., 4-8troke, overhauled, new tyres, tubes,

complete, less mag.; £12, bargain.—Greenfield, 16,

Temperley Rd., Balham. [8030

Diamond
DIAMOND Single-speed Models in stock.—Taylor's

Garage, Wednesbury. [7310

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2i4h.p., 1920, 2-speed, run 700:
£70.—Gripper, Stansted, Essex. [8267

17 Diamond 23-dh.p., 2-speed, new condition ; 50^

gns.—Williams, 34, Larch St., Southport. [3118

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all modal.
Diamonds.—Chapel .^sh, Wolverhampton 1226B

DIAMOND, 2-stroke 'ViUiers, new; *63.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. Ken. 4096,
[8554

DIAMOND 2^4h.p., condition new, little used, lamps,
horn, tools; £50.—Pendlebury, Wolselev Rd.,

Eugeley. [X1232

DIAMOND, 1920, new, £56; with new lamp and
horn, £58.—Clarke, 56, Bilston St., Wolver-

hampton. [8724

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 1919 2">4h.p., 2-speed, as new,,

all on; £67.-63, DoUis Park, Church End,
Finchley. [8749

DIAMOND-J.A.P., Model F, Stnrmey-Archcr gear,.,

kick starter, in slock; *90/6.—Taylor's Garage,
Wednesbury. [7309

"I
Q20 Diamond 2-stroke, hardly used, tyreK nup\inc-'

Xt/ tared, condition perfect; £53.—No. 3, Market
St., Lichfield. [6615

pi
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D'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
]

Douglas I

.OTTGLAS, W.D., 2-;^b.p., 1915. uucrated June.
^ 1920 excellent running, and new condition, f.

nd H ]amp3. mechanical liorn. complete; bargain

65.-42, Queen's Rd., Fisbury Park, N. [9038

IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed. K.S-,

Lt7 lajnps, horn, speedometer, wind screen and
ood. insurance, tools, good running order; £145.—
art. Blackett, 4, Sheen Park, Richmond. [8806

1020 2"'4h.p. Douglas. 3-sp6ed, T.T. bars, lamps, horn,
Lt/ toois, spares, insurance, cost £110; accept £98,

ttle nspd, jerfect condition throughout; bought car.-

:ugi>y. Bos: 498, c/o TJte Motor Cycle. [X1317

BIRMINGHAjVI.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New
St., have a remarkable bargain in 1920 4h.p.

iQuglas combination taken in exchange; it's as new
Qd fully equipped, including screen; £160. [Xi218

th.p. Douglns, Inte 1918, ennmel nnd plating as new,
engiue perfect, having besn thoroughly overhauled,

tt«d new controls and eveivthing neoes^irv, lamps,
orn, tools, etc. ; £75.—Dowell, Eyfleet, Surrey. [8246

"T Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

irds. Pi' ce your order at once if you want de-

verv.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Rd.
ristol. [0016

915 23.,h.p. Douglas, recently plated and enamelled,
new Dunlop and tubes, Bosch mag,," new Ainac,

'w belt, mud^hield, long nickelled exhaust, gr-and bike.
>ing at £55.—Lawson, 391, Lordship Lane. E. DulwicL.
E. [8367

i/TAUDES' Overhauled W.D. 23;h.p. 1916 MfK3el
"A Douglas, tanks re-enamelled, new tyres, belt, mag.,
0., absolutely like new; £60; trade supplied.—Maudes",
OO, Gt Portland St., London, W.I.. and Paris St.,

seter. [86281

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter.
\

overhauled, re-enamelled and jjlated, all new,
i

:cessories, belt, back tyre as new; any trial; £95.—

j

D5, Elmhurst Mansions, off Manor St , Clapham. >

ondon. \ [8685

7.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Douglas combination, many
j

. accessories, as new.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,

I
"eath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube StatiODJ.

I

'hone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

I

TS. [8144

920 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, the property of a

J

naval officer, perfect condition, mileage 1,500, Wat-
rd speedometer, horn, mirror, etc.; any trial: £150.—

j
luthsea Motor Engineering Co., King's Rd.. Ports-

I oiith.
"

[7914

919 Douglas Combination, in first-class condition,
sidecar, recently repainted and machine over-

uiled, lamps, etc.. complete ; best offer over £130

;

adv to ride away.—Bouverie, Longford Castle, Salis-
iry. [7966

>OD'GLAS 23ili.p., nearly new, only done 2,000
mile^, unpuncturtible tyres, speedometer, lamp.«.

,
ols, etc.. Ion; exhaust; bargain £65; appointment
ly by 'phone. Chingford 113—4. Eglington Rd..
lingforij, Esses. [7882

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds,, kick
start, in perfect condition, euamel and nickel

aiost nnsoiled, Cnmeo wind screen, lamps, and acces-
ries: £125: preferably appointment.— 182, Sherrnrd
1, Forest Gate. [8412

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Colonial Model, 3 speeds, splendirl
' engine, Einks, special Streamfort cre;im sidebar,

-'
,
Kasting, speedometer, lamps, horn, spares, 2 tyre>.

i-ii]iM.s, 2 belts, chain, valves,* very smart; £105.-15.
ir^et Rd.," Wimbledon. [8352

\ 'UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, luxuriously equipped
-^ i\ith hood, screen, .^speedometer, all lamps,
- Liuiinl horn, etc., condition indistinguishable from
^v

: £ 1 40, privately owned.—Seen at Venus Motors.
i-liHt Lane, tJpton Park. ^

-. _ ^ [7881

li ij. Douglas Combination. 1919, Lucas horn, lamps.
- etc., really smart turnout, plating, enamel. ui>-
Utery. perfect, Saxe blue sidecar, mechanically
uiid; bargain, £1 10.—Railway Arch Garage, Denmark

I
i., Camberwell, London. [8064

JTEW Douglas Combination, 4h.p.. to makers' speci-
* fication at list price, including carriage from
ork;; £173/10; easy payments 4% extra; only one-
lEh deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—
airoJs, Ltd., 118, Brompton Kd., London. [8392

i"\OtrGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1917 model, 3" speeds,

j

-^ kick start, completely overhauled and done in all-
father colours (green and black), just done 300 mile*^

j

ial run with great success ; sacrifice for quick sale,

1
>0 gns.-Robinson, Plumber, Railway Rd.. Leigh.

r9034
1
"\OITGLAS 23^h.p.. 1920, .3-speed, mileage 1,500,

I,-' Lucas lamps, Cowey speedometer, Cowev horn,
I ols, spare plugs, etc., insurance to Aug., 1921, con-
:

tioii ns -new; best offer £110; evenings after 6 p.nT.
C. Eidd, The Hostel, Cnauiam St., Walworth,

.
E. [8442

iUX 2">4h.p. Douglases, ^55 to £60; two 4h.p. side-
j ' car combinations, £100 ; all thoroughly over-

j

luled, re-enamelled and rebuilt, and new mags, fitted,
I >me with new tyres ; no more at these prices when
,'e5e sold.—S. Sawyer, Sherlock Works, Wrentham.
(iffolk. - - [8725

Accessories.

I H.A.H.

I Complete
' Electric
Lighting Sets.

Write lot Catalogue.

Ŝpecialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application

Send ci p.c. loi address or nearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
We wish to include your name on our
mailing list, a few names from w^ich we
publish here each week. Stocks carried by :-

Herbert & Co., St. Mary's Campion Cycle Co., Pel-

Butts, Reading. ham St., Nottingham,

Midland Cycle Co., Hale .. »"" a." -"=?».»?•.

St., Coventry.

Greenwood &Co., Guild-

ford St., Leeds.

Brooking & Co., 44, High

St., Exeter.

Glerson & Co., 48, Black-
ettst., N'castle-on-Tyne.
Polkinghorne, Newquay,

Cornwall.
Ware & Co., 10, Quiet

St., Bath.

STRIKES
will cut off your ligiiting sup-
ply at the main, you will then

jhave to get an Electric Hand-
!l,imp. BJY O.lE N0«.
LASTS A YEAR OR MORE.

Fig. 1040. H.A.H. Portable

[ Handlanp, complete with 4i
' volt Hellesen Dry Battery as

^illustrated. Price 25 /- each.

1 H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—
OHead, Side, and Tail Lamps,
I Accumulators, Carrying Case,

Switch, Wiring, etc Ready
for installing.

Many different Models of
H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS.
Fig. Sq5.

Price as illustrared 66 - e.Tcl

Fig. S73.

Similar to Fig. 895,
but smaller, and with
special " pull on " front.

Rubber ring casting
for glass. Price as
illustrated, 54/- each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices trom £5.
H.A.H. COMPLETE REARSETS.

Complete Set, 39/6. As illustrated.

Comprisiip Fig. 67-^. Rsar-lamp. 9/6 each. "Force"
GenaiBC HellesFn Dry Eatttry. 9/11 eazh. Fig. 366.
Metal Ca ryins CaEe. 10/6 each.
Witn an Acetylene Headlamp use nu Electri ; Bear.^amp
Set, wliich cannot bo\v out, and is alwavs ready to be

swiiched on at a moment s notice-

A. H. HUNT, loTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone s

;

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon."

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1917 with 1920
C.B. sidecar, 2 new tyres and belt, clutch,

countershaft, 3 speeds, makers' colours, plating,
enamel good condition, lamps, horn, tools, spare
parts, luggage grid, new Easting; £115; after 6 p.m.
-Hdvengore, Tudor Rd., New Barnet. [7797

"pJ.OUGLAS 25/ih.p., 1916, special engine, snper-tuned,
J-' speed cam, esceedingly fast, brand new OTersizo
Uunlop tyres, tubes, and belt, long eshaust, largest P.
and H. set, also independent electric lighting, lull kit,
horn, spares, absolutelr perfect Throughout ; £66, oiler.—
10, Amblecote Rd., Grove Park, S.E. [8415

tf>3b.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-speed. engiue No. 22191,
'-W4 Amac carburetter, C.A.V. inng., footboards, tour-
ing handle-bare, horn, mirror, electric lighting eet, spare
valve spring, large toolbag, long exhaust, in good run-
ning order : £60 ; good laasons for selling : no
dealers; write for appointment.—25. Santos Rd., Wands-
worth. S.W.I 8. 7048

CCOMPETITION 23ih.p. Douglas, specially tnned at
-^ Brooklands. forced induction, special no jet

racing carburetter, straightaway exhausts, tank in scarlet
wiiu black panels, usual plated parts, whole mechanically
perfect, new tyres ; a distinct and exceptional bargain
at £72. or, with 1920 sporting liennoc sidecar, £88.
—Bamford, see under Consulting Engineers. [7908

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new October, 1919,
G.L. boat-shaped sidecar, wind screen, hood and

sid3 flaps, completely weatherproof, beautifully sprung,
just repainted, cycle just overhauled, in first-class run-
ning order, three lamps, generator, horn, and all tools,

a smart and reliable outfit, owner just bought car, any
trial; best offer over £130.—Apply, Dr. Vincent Bates.
High St., West Mailing, Kent. [8943

1 020 Douglas 4h.p. Combination (Douglas sidecar),
-Li/ electric lighting, Cameo wind screen, reserve tank,
horn, spare tyre, spare tube, spare belt. Thi.s combina-
tion is in perfect order throughout, and has been most
carefully and sympathetically driven. It is the pro-
peity of the Rev. F. Paget, of Oxford, who has placed
it in our hands for sale, prior to his return to Africa;
a bargain at £155.—The Layton Garages, 90. High St.,

Oxford. 'Phone: 784. [7896

Edmund-
EDMUND 2^ih.p., spring frame, 3 models; you

simply float.—Gourlay, Fullowfield. [6933

EDMUND-J.A.P. 23^h.p., spring frame. 1919 model;
£80.—Balchin, Wisborough Green, Sussex. [8607

33.h.p. Edmund, Levis engine, spring frame, Enfield
4 2-sp2ed; £55; ride away.—Platts, €02, King's

Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [8483

j Q20 Ednumd-Jap. mileage 2,000, speedometer,
-1-*/ Klaxon, powerful, comfortable, 140 m.p.g., per-
fect condition; £80.—Lee, 71, Saxon Rd., Southall.

[8429
EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminated

spring frame 23ih.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-stroke

model. £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear.

-P. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham.
(0251

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1920 2^ih.p.. 2-speed, laminated
spring frame, registered, and ready for use,

mileage negligible, condition guaranteed ; cost £92,
offered at £75. one of the best bargains in England.
Those who miss Bicester frequently pay much more
for a wo-se article.—The Layton Garages, Bicester.

Oxon. T.A. : Integrity. Bicester. 'Phone ; 55
Bicester. rX1396

Enfield.

NEW 2ijh.p. Enfield 2-stroke, just received; £73/10.
—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [9007

ENFIELD 2Vili.p., 2-speed. new; £63/10 —Caecoi
21. Hobson St., Cambridge. [8914

' h p Enfield Combination, lamps, Klaxon;
^ 424, High Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

£75.-
[8519

received;
[9008

EW Enfield 8h.p. Combination, just

£177.—Rose's Garage. Uxbridge.

h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1916 model; £165.
Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7750

NFIELD 2V^\\.v-. 2-stroke. new machine; £69.
nearest offer.— 134, Bargery Rd.. Catiord. [8^612

NEW 1920 6h,p. Enfield Ccmbination in stock; £175.
--^Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [8856

ENFIELD 1919 2]4h.V: in perfect condition: for
qiuck sale, £48.—Seen, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2.

[7888
Oih.p. Twin Enfield. Bosch. B. and B., running
-^2 order: cheap, £33.-2, Hope St., Norton, Malton.

[8119
ENFIELD Combinations, 6h.p. 2^h.p. 2-stroke

models; list prices.—Longman. 'Fisherton, Salis-

bury. [6239

ENFIELD 2V:h.p., 2-speed. nearly -new. ridden 600
miles only; bargain, £65. cost £75.—Hayes, Avles-

bury. [8133
.

2-speed, clutch, K.S., new
Hamilton Rd., Gillingham,

[8668

ROYAL ENFIELD ?h.p., 1916, lamps, horn, good
tyres and condition; £45.—2, Madrid Rd., Barnes,

S.W.13. [8523

1 Q20 Enfield, brand new, unregistered, list £73/10;
it/ sacrifice. £66/ 10. — Reynolds, Waterbeach.
Cambs. [9027

£60.-1917 Enfield 3h.p.,

condition.—Keen, 23,
Kent.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b2S
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, 1914; cheap, quick sale.—
On view at Godjreys, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [8310

ENFIELD, immediate delivers. 1920 2i^li.p. 2
.=peeds model; £73/10.—Paikei's, Bradt^haweate,

Melton. Tel.: 1348. [X0938
"1015 3!i.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, good condition:
Ji-«7 £45, or nearest.—12, Gardener Lane, off West
Derby Rd., Liverpool. [X1224

19

ENPIBLD Sh.p. Combination; a bargain, £65; ready
to drive away.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. [8637

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, electric light, good condi-
tion; £57/10, offer, must sell.— 3, Bloomfield

• Ed., Bromley, Kent. [8275

ENFIELD 2V4h.p. twin, 2-spcedB, chain drive, splen-
did condition, after 6; £40.-101, Upper Ken-

nington Lane, S.E.ll. _ [8699

ENFIELD Combination, 1918, Boscli mag., hood,
screen, Tnn-Sad, Lucas lami)6; £145.-30, Church

Ed., Southgate Ed., N.l. [8776

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., hood and screen;
sacrifice, £120, lowest; after 7.—F.P., 73, First

Av., Walthamstow, N.E. [9047

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, delivered 1920, 2-speed clutch,
kick start, 9in. acetylene head light, as new ; £77.

—4, Hanovjjr St.,- London, W.l. [8114

1 Q20 8h.p. Eoyal Enfield Conibin»tion, perfect con-
-*7*^ dition, lamps, etc.; £190 cash.—S. Gaskin,
.Swanage, Prestatyn. N. Wales; [8669

1 Q20 Enfield 2-speed, 2-stroke, nearly new; £65.—
^'J Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clapham .lunc-
tion, opposite Arding and Hobbs. [8966

"J
Q18 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, and

Xtr all accessories, like new, hardly used.—Grimes,
18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [5956

ENFIELD.-1915-16 Enfield combination, 1920.
sidecar, appearance, condition as new; £130.

or offer.-125, High St., Woolwich. [6096

17 6-8h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,
speedometer, little used; 123 gns.—Spurling,

Courthope Ed., Hampstead, N.W. [7855

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, almost
' new condition, guaranteed: 135 gne. ; A.C.U.

policy.—Slnde, 290, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [8646

1 014 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, in first-class running
-S-tF oonditioi*. wicker sidecar, any trial; £90.—
Wove, 17, Whitegate Rd., Huauersfleld. [8372

1 O20 Enfield Combination, delivered June, dynamo
-L«' litrhting, hood, screen, horn, perfect condition:
£200.-32, Eed.<ton Ed., Hoinsey, N.S. [8357

"I fl20 Enfield 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, new, in
-*-*' stock; £73/10; exchanges or easy payments.

—

2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E. [9084

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., only rode
Thursdays and Sundays, first-class running order;

£65.—Cooke, 39, Conduit St., Leicester. [8572

EJJFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, just delivered,
in stock; makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., En-

field Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [8875

ENFIELD 192r- 2-slroke. brand new; just arrived;
at makers' price; immediate delivery: £73/10.—

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [8038

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Lightweight Twin, 1919,
electric, only done 400" miles; bargain, £90; as

new.—CM. W., 17, Gloucester Place, Brighton. [7864

ROYAL :^NPIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, all
lamps, oversize tyres, in perfect order; bargain,

£115.—C.M.W., 17, Gloucester Place, Brighton. [7863

NEW 1920 Eoyal Enfield, 2l4h.p.. 2-stroke; price
£73/10: delivery from stook.-D. J! Shepherd

and Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [0242

ROYAL ENFIELD C.B. Combination, 6-8h.p., late
1915; £120, or ofler.—Winterbottom, Council

OflieeB,, Irlam, Manchester. 'Phone : Urmston 208.
[7964

ENFIELD (late 1915) 3h.p. twin, K.S., 2-speed,
clutch, new Dunlops, lamps. Klaxon, excellent

condition; £55.-17, Eastern Rd., East Pinchley.

ENFIELD Combination, 1918, 8-lOh.p., W.D.
colour, no war service, mileage 800; £120 or

offer, real bargain.-27, Storey Ed., Walthamstow.

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdvno lighting
-Lt/ excellent condition; any trial; £190.—Bowden
1, St. Hilary Terrace, Beaumont Ed., Plymouth.

ENFIELD Dynamo Combination., 1916;' £125; excel-
lent condition.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co 70

Ro.val Hospital Ed , Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensingl.in
"13. [8921

I^NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1918, perfect condi-
J-J lion, new appearance; £140; Easting screen

-

nark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. South Kensington. Ken
4096. [8557
"piNFTEI-D 2-stroke, 2-specd, almost new, dost
J-" i.73/10; ,t58: exchange combination, cash ad-
iUBtmcnt.—57, Kenbuiy St.. Coldharbour Lane, Cam-
herwoll. (8642

iT¥OSlROKE|
•—— •
I Does a 2-stroke %
iover 250 c.c. 8

I

I

I

overheat ?

NOT IF IT IS AN

IVY.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
A.C.U. Officially Observed ^
Trial, July 15th, 1920. M

Consecutive Ascents 5
(non-stop) of the Old H
Wyche Cutting at ^
Malvern. •

3 h,p. IVY 2-stroke
350 c.c.

Successfully carried out the above
exceptionally severe test under the

auspices of the A.C.U. The Old
Wyche Cutting is one of the steepest

hiUs in Great Britain, the gradient at

the top- being 2-8. The machine
ran with wonderful consistency and
completed the 2.5 ascents at an
average speed of 18'75 m.p.h. The
total distance was 40 miles and the

time occupied just over 2 hours. The
engine of this machine is our standard
production for 1921.

CATALOGUES FREE ON REQUEST.

I
•
I

I

I

is. A. NEWMAN, LTD., I^ ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM. ^

Imstocmt!
I OF ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

TTNFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914-15. splendid coB.

'

"-J dition, powerlul, smooth, economical, 60 m.n.g;;

&^°,^ „"" on--'5. Herbert Gardens, Kensal eSsN.W. 10. [904^

19 1̂4 2?-4h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. twin, 2-cpeed, K.B.,
Bosch, Amac, overhauled, re-enamelled makera

June, cost £40, lamps horn; £65.-16, Can St.,
Swindon. [8460

TpNFIELD Sh.p. Combination, screen, speedometer,
--' gas and electric, pillion, overhauled rnakers,
iperfect; £130; ftought car.—26, Pountayne Rd., Stoke
Newington, London. [9069

"PNFIELD 1920 Combination, 8h.p., brand new, Mag-
-LJ dyno lighting, just arrived from works; immediafe
delivery at makers' price, £202/2.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [8045

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1918 Combination, excellent const
tion, dynamo lighting. Basting, all acccsBoriBj

first-clasfl outfit; £165, or ^.xchange lower power.—1J«
Broadfleld E<1., Catford, S.E.6. [SI.SS.

"I
Q20 (June) Enfield Combination, 6h.p.. Cowey

-'-*.' speedometer, Easting screen, D.A. lighting, 3
lamps; £165; must be sold; seen any time.—Hargreaves,
4, Warwick Crescent, Paddington, W.2. [9062

ENFIESLD Combination, 6h.p.. 1914. guaranteed
perfect throughout, massive lighting -set, speedfl-

meter, £10 worth spares; owner buying car; £110.—
Hett, Hilcote, near Alfreton, Derbyshire. [7992

ipXFIELD Combination, 8h.p., Colonial Model, spriflg
-*-^ handle-bars, perfect order, Tt-ith small car tyreB,
leg guards, wind- screen, all tools, lamps, etc., new tka
year; bargain £160.-GU1, Florist, Falmouth. [789S

ENFIELD.—Several fine combinations in stock, from
£120 to £200, or 'A down and 11 payments.—

Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green; 151, High St„
Walthamstow; and 387, Euston Kd., London, N.W.t

[8196
ENFIELD 1920 6h.p. or Sh.p. Combination, wijh

or without Magdyno; delivery from stock at list
price.—The Layton Garages, Bicester, near Oxford.
T.A. : Integrity, Bicester. 'Phone : 35 Bicester.

[X1398
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, Bosch, Amac, Luca&

aecessorie«. electric lighting, speedometer. Tan-
Sad, Easting, oversize tyres, condition as new: £14ft.
—Wright. 350 Shaftmoor Lane, Hall Green, Bitmin^
ham. [86^

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, war
stored, overhauled, re-enamelled this season by ,.

makera. Easting,- electric light, new tyres, tubes,
spares, etc.; £115, or near.—Rosebank, 32a, Hornsey
Rise, N.19. " [S2T2

1Q17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo
-i-iy lighting set, electric horn, luggage grid, etc.,

all accessories and in splendid order: £135: Douglas
taken part exchange.—Apply, L. Bull, 44, Hilts Rd.,
Cambridge. - [8986

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, Sb.p., Magdyno light-

ing, horn, Smith trip speedometer, only done 600-

miles, perfect condition : cost £235. sell £200 ciish,—

Van der lieken, Eceleshourne, Lea Bridge Rd., Whipps.
Cross, -E.IO. [6452

1 017 Enfield 6h.D. Combination, complete with Luoas
-L^ lamps and horn, etc., new light car tyres aad
chains, engine guaranteed mechanically perfect-, any
trial; £135.-3. Cluny Mews, Warwick Bd., Eajl's

Court, S.W.5. [86SS

ENFIELD Combination, 1919. 8h;p., speedometer,
3 lamps, 2 horns, mirror, pillion, perfect ordetf,

unscratched, not done 3,000 miles: buying car; any
trial; £145, no offers.—Apply, 29, Loampit VaM
Lewisham, S.E. _ [79^

ENFIELD Oomliinntion. late 1919, 8h.p., Lncal'

lainxis and horn, speedometer, hoed, special screen,

umd-splaf^h, 700x80 tvres, spare tyre, Tan-Sad, spares,

tools, used week-ends only, £175.— M., 181, Tjpper K'ch-

urond Rd., Putney. [SISO

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke 2-speed Lightweight,
guaranteed as new. finish and condition per-

fect, ridden few miles only; £62.—The Layton Garages,

Bicester, nea- Oitord. T.A. : Integrity. Bicester,

"Phone : 35 Bicester. fX13^

RECENT Jtodel 6h.p. Enfleld and Sidecar wit

hood. P. and H. head lamp, rear lamp, mechaM
cal horn, tvres good, and general condition excellent

great bargain, only £120.—Can be seen at JuliaoJ
84, Broad St., Reading. [90|

ENFIELD Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 6h.p„ ov^
hauled, £28, receipt shown, all accessories, larr

head lamp, tools, grid, original enamel, plate in excl

lent condition; £96 cash wanted.—54, Cunnop Ru
Bnllekl Wash, Middlesex. [84^

045.—1914 3h.r. Enfleld, 2-sre6d, twin, fltted w'?'^ tyres, Bosch mag. nud electric lighting, enauld
perfect, any expert examination allowed, real smp^
no ofl!ers; first come, first served.—Bresler, 67-69, OiW
Bd., E.G. 'Phone: City 8575. [873g

-|Q20 6h.p. Enfleld Combination. Magdyno cquip-

it/ ment, locker to sidecar, luggage carrier, all toon

and spares, appearance and mechanical condition abfltf*

lutely as new, mileage negligible; fil95.-Kays, 8.

Bond St., Ealing, W.5. 'Phone: 1827. [7121

H

I

III

124 *" letters relntiiig in iidvcrllsenients ahotild quote the number at the end of each aJvertlsement, and the date oj the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN and Sidecar, 7-9h.p., 1915, spring frame,
sporting sidecar; bargain, £85.-198, Gt. Port-

lar:d St., W.l. - [8528

"I Q20 Indian Combination, Pbwer-plu^ model, dynanin
X«' lighting, low mileage; £155.-406, Garrett Lane.
Earlsfle'.a, S.\r.l8. [8793

INDIAN 7-9teT!. O.B. Combination. 75 ens. : also

Dunlop cover (new), 26x2iJ, 30/-.—Fuller, 19,

Iiiif;dgar Sn., Chelsea. [8106

Layton
tegritv.

[X1399

INDIAN Scout, new, in stock; £140.—The
6aragos. Bicester, near 0.\[ord. T.A. : Integrity

Bicester. "Phone ; 35 Bicester.

1Q20 Indian Solo, complete electrical equipment,
jiij speedometer, extra good condition; £150.

—

Horswill, 42, Bridge St., Chester. [7924

1Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutcli, spring frame,
J-»^ speedometer, lamps; £65, bargain.—Letters, 16,
Burton St., Gorton, Manchester. [850&

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, late model. Swan
sidecar, electrically equipped, splendid condition;

£145.—Mee, Chatham St., Leicester, [7778

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p." Combination, complete witl
electric lighting, firfit-clasfi condition throughout

£90.-rarl;er's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0935

LATEST Model 1,920 7-9h.p. (large valves) Indiar
Combination, fully equipped ; £220.—Horswill,

42, Bridge St., Chester. 'Phone : 943. [792',

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 3-sp6ed, just re-
J-*' plat.ed, enamelled by makers, accessories: £70
-Cranleigh, College Slip. Bromley, Kent. [870

1Q20 Indian Scout, mileage 300, speedometer, horn,
J-v spare chain, valve, eto. ; £148, or near offer.-
W. J. Lord, Whitley Villa, London Hd., Coventry.

[X1348
7-9h.p. 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sidecar, i;i'(^

latest improvements; also a solo 7-9h.p. Powej
plus Indian, £85.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Londoi'

[774
INDIAN Scout 4h.p. Twin, as new, speedometer, horn,

etc.; £145; before 6 p.m., or 'phone Mayfair 433.'"

for arrointment.—Desoutter, 51, Baker St., London
i^- [822C

£98.— 7-9]i.p. Indian combination, 2-spe6d, clutcli
kick start, tools, speedometer, electric horn -anr

amps; condition guaranteed.-Hudson, Brook Hd., Red-
rill.

•

[874'

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric.all
.*-v equipped, overhauled and enamelled, splendid aj
learance; £115.-3, Cemetery Ed., New Brumby, Sen
horpe. [789'

BARGAIN, 1916 Powerplus Indian Combination
fully equipped, perfect condition; best over £10{

ir exchange for Douglas.—Reynolds, "VVaterbeach
'ambs. [902f

1Q15 3y«h. p. Indian Twin, S-speed, kick start, elei
' " trie ligtiting, long exhaust pips ; a bargain, £70
-E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport
-cL; 607.

'

[889
1C|16 Indian Spring Frame 7-91i.p. Combination
'-«.' 3-speed, kick, electrii! horn and lights. Easting:
nso, best offer; after 7.30 p.m., or write.— 6, Sirda-
.Id., AYood Green. '

[871 .

111120 (Ounel Indian Combination, unscratched. mil
•-t/ age 986: having finished tour, will sell cheap'
:een Saturday, Sunday. — 175, Camberwell Grov<
Phone; Brixton 286. [881'

1Q20 Indian Scout, mileage under 40, experiencer
*-*^ rider. Lucas horn, lamps, and 1 year's ful"
nsnrance; Cheshire distric;t; £150.—Box 7,853, c/c
''fic Motor Cycle. [892';

lift 16 Indian Powerplus Combination, spring frameit^ electrically equipped, splendid Swan sidecar, hood
screen, etc.. absolutely as new; price £145—554, Fisl
ponds Ed., Bristol. [777;
TNDIAN.-For .arly delivery of the famous powe'
*- pins motor cycles and sidecar combinations wicl
electrical equipment write to P "J. Evans, 83-91, Johr
Bright St. Birmingham (017

"I
Q16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, sporting coach-

-V*' built sidecar, electric lights, splendid condi-
tion; £120; Douglas taken part exchange.—L. Bull
44, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [8906
"IQ15 Indian Combination. 7-9h.p.. 3-speed sprine*-^ frame, kick-starter, electric lights and horn
msured; £130, best offer, after 6 p.m.—27, Norman-'
Buildings, Old St.. E.C.I. [698!

1Q19 Indian Powerplus Combination, .electrically
-•-" equipped, inspection lamps, petrol and luggage
earner,, rear seat, in perfect order; £170.-219, Aston
Lime, Perry Bar, Birmingham. [873'

ITNDIAN 7-9h.p. Clutch Model, 1915, excellent coc
li-'- dition, complete with lamps, tools, horn, spare
[chain, any trial; £60, or near offer.—Basement Plat
i 3. Leiuster Gardens, Bayswater. [7161

1 "I Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus, mile-
-».tr- age 3,500. dynamo and accumulator. Easting

1

screen, perfect order, doctor buving oar; price £180
>
- Dr. Macdonald, Botesdale, Diss. [8077
I1Q20 Powerplus Indian and Montgomery Sidecar-^y hood, wind screen, pillion seat, discs all round
.engine perfect; £195; seen any time.-Press. Cock
Hotel. High St.. East Ham, E.6 [7954

-Mayfair 3426. Est. 1893.

At list price =1

At list price

At list price

B

I
FACTS, NOT FICTION IH We have in stock, for delivery to-day, the following ^2 well-known Motor Cycles, at Makers' List Price,H All machines quoted ready for the road.= ALLDAYS-ALLON. 2 stroke. 2-speed, _

=r clutch, kick-starter At list price :=
ra BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3^ h.p.,

~
"

;

—

2-stroke, 2-speed At list price= CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2} h.p., -speed,H Enfield gear At list priceD 3LYN0, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch At list price

r= COULSON-B., 2I h.p., latest type At list price= GOULSON-B., 4 h.p. latest^ype At list price

ra CLEVELAND, 2-stroke, 2-speed At list price= fRANCIS-BARNETT, 2:1 h.p., JA.R,
ZZ2 2 speed, clutch, kick-starter At list price ^H L.M.C, 6 h.p., rigid frame, 3-speed,

I clutch, kick-starter At list price ^S L.MX., 6 h.p., suspension frame. 3-sp., H— clutch, kick-starter At list price —m LEA - FRANCIS, 3i h.p., 2^speed.

S= clutch, kick-starter .*..... At list price

7—; LEVIS, 2-stroke, standard model At list price :^B .^.U.T., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

^ Lucas dynamo At list price_ .MEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., J.A.P.

"ZZ 2-speed, clutch, self-starter

^ QUADRANT ^i h.p. Combination,™ complete

r= ROVER, 3ih.p.. T.T. model, P.P.
~~' pulley

ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick

I starter At list price

r= RADCO, 2-strokc. single-speed At list price= S?ARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

^ Villiers engine, superb finish .... At list price^ TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H. 3-speed.
—

-

kick-starter At list price =
VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed ; the g.H Kins? of Lightweights At list price =— WOOLER, 2} h.p., variable gear At list price S= WILKEN, 2^ h.p.. Model B, Black- ~

CD borne engine, 3-speed, kick- —
^ starter At list price m= WILKIN, 4 h.p.. .Model B.4. Black- =
j burne engine, 3-speed, clutch, —
S kick-starter At list price H

ZENITH, 8 h.p.. Model H, clutch, k.-s. At list price |= SECOND-HAND. =
S P. & M. and Sidecar. P. & H. headlamps, tail m
-— lamp, etc., fully equipped. New condition. —— L.M.C., 6 h.p.. 1920, suspension frame, Henderson ^zM B.I Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc. As H
H new. S— L.M.C., 4t h.p.. 1920, Henderson B.i Sidecar, full^ set of lamps, tools, etc. ^
^ EAT, 6 h.p., 1920, and Henderson Elite Sidecar, ^—

:

Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer, ™
ZIZ windscreen. Tan-sad, etc. Lavishly equipped, nz
Q TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, and boat-shaped =
H| Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc. H™ TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, 3-speed, clutch, Hj
zz: kicli-starter, etc. At list price. ZZ
m BEARDM0RE-PRECISI0N,3i h.p, 2 stroke, 2-5p.. =
Q3 full set of lamps, etc., fully equipped. Small ^
Z^ mileage. . zn

Gent.'s B.S.A. Machine with Simplex motor =^'

attachment ; at makers' list price, 42 gns B
51 We are contractors of all leading makes ; ^
^ additional machines to those quoted arriving daily, oi— Please favour us with a call. Your requirements
na can be fulfilled

I HENDERSON SIDECARS.
I A complete range on view at Makers' List Prices.

1 SERVICE
- and satisfaction always assured at the House of ~
2

" MEBES." =
n54-6, Gt. Portlahd St., W.l I
[llIIII^IIIIIIBSIIIIIISIIIIlieQilllllSIIIIIIB

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

JN'DIAN Combirration, 1914, 84E630, 7-9h.p., 2-

speed, K.S.. all-chain, spring frame, coach body,
stored 5 years, mileage 2,000 only, drive away; £80.—
Potter, Westfleld, Henlow, Beds. [8569

1 Q16 Indian 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, 3 lamps
-I-*^ and generators, inll kit o! tools, tnbe, valve,
small mileage, any examination; £110 nearest; pri-

vate.—King St. Garage, Watford. [8903

1 014 S'/oh.p. Indian, hand and foot control, 2 speeds,
-Lty electric lighting and horn, accessories, jnst over-

hauled for £27, well cared for ; 60 gns.— G. 0. Hartley,
Ridgemead, Englefleld Green, Surrey. *' [7834

1 Q20 Powerplus Spring Frame Electric Indian Com-
J-*'. bination. Easting and speedometej:, only done
400 miles: must sell, financial reasons; £195; South
London.—Box 7,856, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8931

LATE 1915 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick
start. Easting screen, jnst overhauled, £95; take

small solo as part exchange; trial and examination.

—

11, Alexandra Ed., Wednesbury, Staffs. [X1191

INDIAN Powerplus, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, H. and F. clutch,

Magdyno, electric lamps, horn, speedometer, new
chains, new spares, large sidecar, wind screen, new con-

dition; £155.—Preston, 29, Kingsley Place, Moston,
Manchester. [i.1096

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, electrically
A-iJ equipped. Cameo wind screen, aluminium disc

wheels, in very fine running order and condition; first

offer nearest to £185.—Moore, Castle Rd., Welling-
bcrough. [8695

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combination, 1916 and 1920.
dynamo lighting.—Fair Offer Car House, 6,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Stationl.

Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including

Saturdays. [8150

INDIAN Combination. 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, kick

start, 3-speed, spring frame, perfect mechanical
condition and new appearance, handsome sidecar; £140,

otter oonsideied.—Martin's Garage, 10, Heibrand St..

Russell Si., W.O. [8333

l tl20 Indian Combination. 7-9h.p., spring frame,
-LI/ dynamo lighting, speedometer, hand and foot

clutch, Tan-Sad, mileage 1,900, splendid condition,

spare valves and tube: £190, or best offer.-Bramble. 9,

Cambridge Av., Lincoln. "^^166

IQ 16-17 Indian Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick
i-'J start, new Millford sidecar (redl, disc wheels,

all lighting set, speedometer, tools, horn, complete, par-

fect in every way, too fast for owner ; £75, snip.—J.

Ogden, 11, Thomas St., King's L.vnn; [8498

L.\TE 1915 7-9h.p. Indian, little used, spring frame,

2-speed, dual clutch, kick start, recently enamelled

and overhauled, electric lighting set, mechanically per-

fect, tyres almost new. valued at filOOf accept best

over £90.-38, Edward St., Abingdon, Berks. [8369

INDIAN 1920 (Julyl 7-9h.p., v«fy sporting. Swan
combination, spring frame, big'valve model, racing

bars, dvnamo lighting, 80 m.p.h. speedometer, as new,

unpunctured, mileaga about 1,200, very fast and power-

ful on hills, spare tube and valves, etc., mascot, all

tools, pump, etc.; too powerful lor owner; £210, or

offer; must sell.-Davies, 80, Sloane St., S.W.I. [8653

1 Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed and
-Lf clutch, handle starter, guaranteed in perfect

condition, magnificent Campion sidecar, coachbuilt,

with double chassis and 5-point connection, with elec-

tric lamp, horn, etc., but no accumulator, all tyres

practically new and perfect; in fact, the whole turn-

out is in practically new condition; any trial; £85/10.
—J A. Mills, Bell's Yard, WeiJt Gate, Mansfield.

tX1379
INDIAN Scout, August, 1920, 5h.p. twin, 3 speeds,

clutch, kick starter. T.T. handle-bars, brand new
fittings include large Mifler lighting set complete, Cowey
horn, red disc wheels, lined gold, 3in. Goodyear tyres

,'urpuncturedl, has lugs for sidecar if necessary, abso-

lutely as new in everv respect and unscratched, a very

handsome, fast, and sweet running machine, complete
full set tools, insurance one year paid; reason sale, de-

livery cycle car; £158, or near otters. Photo on aijpli-

{^ation- any trial or examination. 'Phone 36 after 6.

-Rose', Hi'ghfield, Gainsborough. 1X1329

Invicta.

NEW Invicta-Jap 2Kh.p.. 2-speed chitch and kick-
.-^tarter. a thoroughly well built and reliable ma-

chine; £89/5. or on easy payments 4% extra; one-fifth

deposit, balance t)y 12 monthly instalments.-Hatreds.
Ltd., 118. Bfompton Ed., London. [8398

tyy.

1016 Ivy 2V'h.p., little used, splendid condition:
-11/ £35.—Pugh, Beachcroft. Bexhill. - [8312

IVY 2-speed 2-stroke in stock.-Rothwell and Mil-
bourne. Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [6186

IVY 2-stroke. lamps, horn, and fools, very little used^
bargain, £48, or offer —51, Myrtle Kd., Acton, W,3.

[8294
IVY-PRECISION 3?4h.p., variable gear, good condi-

tion, mechanicaly perfect, £55; Montgomery side-

car, £20.—Cook, 60. Outwoods St., Bnrton-on-Trent
[X13S1

IVY. the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all models
from stock; prices and catalogues post free

—

Di-tnrt Agents, Walsall Gorage, Walsall. Tel; 444.
f9003

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ndvei tisement, and the date of the Issue. . 27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IVY (19201^) Model d© Luxe, Sturmey-Archer 2-6peed,
Jiiindle-bJir clutch, leg shields, beautifully eauipped.

only ridden few miles; sacrifice £70.—Elt, Sham'iles,
Worcester. [8168

"B Q13 6h,p. Ivy-Jap Comtinatioii, coach sidecar, wind
J-t/ screen, speedometer, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
hub gear; best offer.—Fred Coibridge, 245, Preston
Ed., Longridge. [X1266

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henly and Co., London and District Agents. 91, Gt
Portland St.. W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0023

James.
"I Q 20 James 6h.p. Combination at list price, plus
-^iJ carriage.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [0249

"I Q15 oV'h.p. 3-speed James and acces.sorie6, "in good
J-t/ condition; £70.-Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kil-
burn. [8858

4ih.p. James- Combination, speedometer^ etc.—
4 Drever, Hazelcroft, The Grove, Finchley, N.3.

'Phone: 1331 [8594

JAJIES 1920.4i4h.p. Combination, wind screen, horn,
speedometer, mirror; £145.-1, Church Rd., Erd-

ington, Birmingham. [8832

LATE 1919 A^/^h.-p. James Combination, been care
fully used, screen; £130.—James, Schools, Great

Grandsden. Sandy, Beds. . [X1294

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p._Combination, in stfck; makers'
price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [8877

JA:MES 1920 Countershaft Twin Coach Combination.
28in. wheels, beautifully equipped, as new; £145.

—5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [9045

*|Q14 James 4i,4h.p., fitted "n-ith new Moiitgomery
J~tJ No. 2 sidecar, all accessories; £95, or best
offer.—Dents, Stonegate, York. [8097

JAMES Brand New Combinations, for immediate
deliverv from stock.-Sole district agents. The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [900O

"1 Q20 James 2-stroke, 21^h.p., immediate delivery;
JL«7 £75.-Gao. smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clapham
Junction, opposite Arding and Hobbs. [8964

JAMES sy^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, kick start, in
perfect 'condition ; can be seen any day after

6 p.m.; £70.-1, St. Paul's Rd., Foleshill. Cbventrv.
[X1385

II <Iil7 4i4h.p. James Cfombinntion, countershait, leg
Xt)" shields, screen, 3 lamp6, spares, in good order;
£95 cash.—T. Barker, Merrvland, St. Ives, HuntinKdon-
shire. ^ [8486

1Q19 5-6h.p, James Combination, privately owned,
J-ft^ wind screen, lamps, luggage grid, £10 spares;
any trial; £140.—Pinnington Bros., Water St.,

Wallasey. [7794

must sell.—Bevan,
mingham,

.Tames, brand
ice or nea
West Heath,

31h.p. Twin
2 policy; list price or near offer for quick sale,

with insurance
for quid

Northfield, Bir-
[8548

May, 1920.4ih.p. James Combination de Luxe,
i small mileage, lamps, Cameo, Tan-Sad, Klaxou

honi. splendid condition; £145.-4, Chesterfield Gardens,
Harringay, N.4. [8297

JAMES.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. combination,
complete with 3 speeds and clutch, Lucas head

lamp, and all accessories; inclusive price £200.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel.: 1348. [Xb925

1 (ti 20 (August) James 6h.p. De Luxe Com!>ination,
Xt/ Magdyno lighting, Tan-Sad, Easting wind screen,
done 150 uiiles: owner getting car; £220, or nearest
offer; Norfolk.-Box 7,806, e/o The Motor Cycle. {Dj

[7976
F.O.C.H. have a 1919-4Vih.p. James Combination,

new condition, large electric set.—Fajr Oft'ci

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). "Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [8155

JAMES 1920 2Mh.p., 2 speeds, only delivered Aug.,
mileage uuder 300, specially tuned, and cfnly use<l

for demonstration purposes ; £70.—Apply, W. Sparrow
Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil. [8495

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1920 James 6h.p. combination.
Model de Luxe sidecar, £190; also new 1920 ^y^

h.p. combination. Model de Luxe sidecar, £170.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ud., Birmingham. [5554

"JQIS James 4i^h.p. Combination. 3-speed, kick-
J-tf starter, Cowey horn^ ppecdnmeter. P. and H,
liphting set, full set tools and epares, including spare
tu^ie. rings, 2 pair gogpleH, petrol filter, etc., in
^pleudid condition ; a bargtiin £120.—Bannister It ail-
way St., Chatham. [6729

TAMES 4'/jh.p. 1915-16 Combination, 3-spced counter-
sliaft. clutch model, with efTicient kick start,

I..ucas dynamo Ii^;bting set, fjverluiulcd and generator
converted tn 1920 model, I^ncttn electric and Smith's
i/ie(hiini<-al hums. Slewart trip speedometer, wind screen
anil cover, luRKagc carrier, C.B. bucket pillion seat,
insured t..r £120 till May; £110.-211, Queen's TM..
Wimbledon. [9043

4. A. P.

pJLh.p. .T.A.P.. 1914. Bofuh, }1. and B., lampp. horn,
-^2 ipnre fov'-r. rirlfl awav: £35

^'

N.W,5.
niter 6.30.-59,

[877;

YOU CAN
STICK

a pair ot Ustikon Soles to your shoes

as easy as you can stick a stamp on
your letters. No tools are required,

neither screws nor rivets. The
method is simplicity itself. What
can be easier?

Surely-in these days of high prices

Ustikon Soles are w^rih consideration.

Yon save money on every shoe so

repaired, and ^el double the wear at

half the cost. Once you have fitted yon
will readily appreciate the economy.

OAVIS'

SOLEPIECES
GENTS', ALL SIZES, 3/9
LAPSES', ALL SUES, 2/9

Complete with Soi-fix and full directions'

Please state size ivhcn ordering, and remii
Gd. extra ioicards cost of postage to Depl. E

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.,
264-68, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
LONDON S.W.I.

AGENTS WANTED.

USTIKON HEELS
supply a long felt want in the

simple and effective repair of all

kinds of plimsolls, rubber boots

and shoes, as well as leather.

'^r-'^r •••• lod.
H'-Ti" V-
2'-2r T/6
3' 2/-
ABSOI-UTEbY "IT."

Gate, Mansfield.(liilstoiil Ht., KviiliKli

J 28 All letters reliitiiii; to ndvertiscnients shoald quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tht dhte of the Isstie.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.l.A.P.

"IQ14 4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed countershaft, fast and
-i-y sporty, £42; exchange twin needing slight! Im-
pair; wicker sidecar, £3.-53, Tustin St.
ad.

£69.—Bedford, Downe. Kent,
[870B

-T EA-FEA3JCIS 1917 SV^h.p., 2-speed and clutch. r9-
Li eentlv overhauled ond renoTnted, fitted -n-ith binnd

Old Kent
[8697

4.1.h-p. Special J.A.P. with Millford Sidecar, S-speed
2 Chater-Lea gear box, chain driTS, handle starting,

electric lighting, new t.vres throughout, recentlr over-
hauled^ perfect condition; £125.—Grarstone, 124, Eton
Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

'

r7893

J.E.S.

J.E.S., specially fitted to Lea-Francis, smart appear-
ance: best offer secures.-30, Storrs Ed., Chester-

field. C7903

Kerry.

KEEET 2^4h.p., Senspray, Splitdorf, overhauled, ie=
enamelled; tide away; £20.-5, Dennett Ed., Wsst

Croydon. [S233

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANCIS, 1919, J.A.P. engine, all accessories;

iego.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8538^

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920, J.A.P. engine, absolutely as
new; £100.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8533

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920, M.A.G. engine, lamps, horn,
speedometer; £120.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l,

[8531
LEA-FR-ANCIS, mag. engine; immediate deliverv:

£130.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100; Pa;ris St.,
Exeter. [8989

LEA-FRANCIS, new, M.A.G. engine, just in; £130.
—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

Ken. 4096. [8569

3 h.p. Lea and Francis, new 1920 model; £l5o; ex-
change arranged; extended payments.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Loudon. [7727

LEA-FEANCIS.—Immediate delivery 1920 twin-cyl.,;

2 speeds, hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G. engiiiei
£130.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348.

rXD922
LEA-FRASCI3, 1920.—Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 193. Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. 10099

1 Cfcl9 Lea-Francis, completely overhauled, new tyrei,
-«-«-' chains, Lucas lamps, speedometer, horn, spares,
insurance, excellent condition; £100.—Box 7,877, e/o
The Motor Cycle.- [89S7

LEA-FRANCIS 3h.p. Twin, 1915, 3-sp6ed gear box
and clutch, all chain..df-ivja. Jn perfect mechanical

order, and good tyres
;""''""

'

Tel. : Bromley 1007.

new 1920 SVjh.p. J.A.P. engine;
shawgate, Bolton.

£90.—Parker's, Brnd-
[X0932

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-sp«ed, clutch and kick starter,
M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on easy

ttaymeuts 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by
12 monthly instalments.—Harrods. Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Ed., London. [8394

LEA-FEANCIS, late 1913, S'/^.p. twin J.A.P.
engine, 2-speed gear, Bosch mag., recently

enamelled and new B. and B. carburetter fitted,

machine in first<-lass order; price £75, or ofier.—Box
7,847, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8385

Fancourt's Garage,
[3701

Levis.

NEW Levis in Stock; list price.

-

Stamf.^i

LEVIS Motor Cycle, in stock; list price. — Brock'
Bros., Burnham, Somerset. [7555

LEVIS 2^.4h.p., new, immediate delivery; £60.— !

Caeco, 21, Hobson St., Cambridge. [891S

LEVIS, Model E, 1919, 2V'h.p., 2-speed, perfect: i

f55.—Sherratt, Bank Close, tJttoxeter. . [8774 '

1 Q20 Levis Popular, only done 200 miles; £53; call

i-if after 6.-14 Flat, 118, Long Acre. London. [7817

"IClie T.<'vis 254h.p., 2-spced, perfect; £48.—HickliUR '

XiJ MoorfiBld. Croft Bank Ed.. Urmston, Mauchestor.
[8640

LEVIS 2J/ih.p., condition and appearance as new.
Miller lamps; £38;—Battersby, 38, Park Av.,

Kendal. [7823

LEVIS, £36, or exchange with cash first-class cotii-

bination.— 18. Berkeley Av., Rusholme, Man-
chester. [8673

LEVIS 2H'h,p! Model E, Enfield gear, 600 miles, «•
coptioiial bargain, £50.—Eraest Smart, Brackley,

Nortliants. [8225

1 Q20 2i.ih.p. Levis. Popular Model, very low mileage)
-L«7 £52/10.—Knceu "' ~ ' "21, Guy's CliSe Terrace,

I

[X1161

1

LEVIS 1920 2'4h.p., accessories, little used; best)

over f 50.—Rcndell, 138. Brondesbury Villas. Kil-

I

-
[8704

_. ,1. Vooilg
Garage. Newmarket.

burn. N.W.6.

LEVIS Popular Models in Stock; £60.—

A

and Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage. f- -

Phcne: 214. [10='

4-15 Levis, single gear, in perfect running
ordei ; £35.—J. A. Mills, Bell's Yard, West19'

[X1381
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

r ETIS, the finest 2-strok6 in the world, delivery from
U stock; £60.—District agents, The Walsall Garage,

rolsall. Tel.: 444. [9001

r 2;vrS 1920 Popular Model, just airived from works;
U immediate delivery at makers' price, £60.—Wil-
ins, Simpson, opposite Olynipia. London. [8046

fMMEDIATE Delivery from stock of the new 2i4h.p.

L Popular Model Levis, £60; the master 2-stroke.—

'he premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [5556

I
Q20 Levis 2^h.p., lamps, etc., mileage 600, first-

f-U 4-las3 condition, low petrol consumption: £50.—
IcKenzie, 97, Forest Drive West, Leytonstone. [8663

I
Q 20 Levis 2-stroke, splendid condition, ready to

Lt? ride away; £65.—Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender
Eill, Claphajn Junction, opposite Arding and Hobbs.

[8965

£46. or Best Offer.—Splendid conditioned Levis, 2-

speed, clutch, all-chain drive, lamps. Klaxon,
V S-R. jet, speedometer, spare cover, excellent appear-
nce.—670. High Rd., Tottenham, N.4. 'Phones
889. [8513

Lincoln*EIk

LINCOLN-ELK 3V-h.p.. Bosch, Amac. Druids, pump,
horn, fast, sporty; £45, or offer.—6, Stirling

(lansions, Canfield Gardens, N.W.6. [7957

LINCOLN-ELK 2V2h.p., good order, tyres un-
pnnctured, ready to ride away; £25.—3, Ydrke

terrace, California Rd,, East Mistley, Essex. [7946

L.MX,

L.M.C., 6h.p. ; delivery from stock; £148.—Maudes'
Motor Mart, ,100, Paris St., Exeter. [8988

L.M.C. 1917 eh.p. Combination, twin. 3-speed,
clutch.—Richardson, 28, Skinner St., Thornabv-

in-Tees. [7953

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p. Combination, as new, cost £182;
pricing this outfit, which we guarantee perfect,

it £135, we ask you to show us equal value. Bicester
3 actually the very best market, and an ever-
videning circle realises this.—The Layton Garages,
Jicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Bicester.
Phone: 35 Bicester. [X1400

Martinsyde.
ITARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination. delivery
-J- from stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, lOO",
*aris St., Exeter. [8985

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Martinsyde combination, £170, with

^ncas dynamo lighting £30 extra, free delivery.
[X1219

Ph.p, Martinsyde-Newman Combination, chain drive.
L* 3-speed countershaft, kick start; £170; delivery
rom stock.— Lythalls Lane Garages. Foleshill. Coventry

. rX0643
I
Q 20 Martinsyde Bh.p. Chain Drive Combination,

Li/ guaranteed in perfect order, not ridden 100
niles. insurance ; accept £165 ; no offers.—Barratt,
Sigh St., Newtown, IVIont. [8756

[ITAETINSTDE-NEWMAX.—Sole agents for London,
LTX Essex, Bucks, Surrey, MiddJesex, and Hertford,
ilso Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsvde-Newman
oicbination. £170; deliveries now being effected; sub-
igents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100 Gt. Port-
arid St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [6618

Matchless
5-6h.p. Matchless Coachbuilt Combination, perfect

condition; any trial; bargain, £95.-4, Ardgowan
Id.. Catford. [8480

^ATCHLESS Combination, Lucas magdyno; £230;
i-"A delivery from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
'aris St., Exeter. [8984

I Q 20 Matchless Combination, as delivered, with
L«7 accessories; list price.—Wright's Garage, Saf-
ron Walden. Tel. : 16. [9009

1Q20 H. Model Matchless, all accessories, perfect
Lt/ condition; £30 below Het price.—57, Mount Nod
ad., Streatham Hill, S.W. [8011

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 7-9h.D M.A.G..
LT^ complete; £115. 'Phone before 10 a.m. Gerrard
r717. Seen at Richmond. [8336

IVTATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Model H, lamps
L"i horn; £185.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. Ken. 4096. [8560

1 Q20 Matchless, M.A.G. model, screen, hood, speed-
*-v ometer, Magdyno, step, delivered July; offers.—
J4, Evelina Rd., Nunhead. [8124

1Q20 Matchless, standard equipment, no lamps; any
it/ trial; £185, or best ofler.-Smith, Herschel, Bni-
lage Lime, Didsbiuy, Manchester. ~ [7835
yiCTORY Model Matchless Combination, 3 speed.s

detar'hable _wheels. spares and accessories; £145
-Tassell, la, Bloomfield Ed., Plumstead, S.E.18. [8469
I O20 Matchless, Model H, new, driven from London
**' only, lamps, spare wheel, hood, owner (private)
las two; £215.-83, Montague St., Kettering. [7499

IITATCHLESS Model H Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
jT .

^ood, wind screen, lamps, horn, etc., perfect con-
iiUon; £190.—Geo. Lev?is, Timber Merchant, Reading.

[57371014 Matchless-Mag 8h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
"^*^ wind screen, excellent running order, 60 m.p.g.

;

EllO.—Berry. Grenville, Manor Rd., Cheam, Surrey.
[8264

TYEES
(Ex Government Stores)

RERFECTi-Y NEV^
2(5X2iDanIop Heavy R.S. 39/6
26X2jDunIop Heavy R.S. 42/6
26x2.1 Dunlop Heavy R.S. 45/-
26x3 Dunlop Heavy R.S. 55/-
28 X 3 Dunlop Ex. Hy. R.S. 56/-

L.-\TEST MAGN-U.M P,i.TTERN.

5.1/6 1
56/9 1
67/9

1

Our List
Size. Make. Price. Price.

26X2i Palmer Cord Heavv 47 fB 63/-
Bates No. i Special 45/- 67/-
Avon Comb. R.S. Stud. . 44/- 91/-
Hutciiinson Passenger . .

.

44/- 68/9
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 42/6 62/6

42/-
39/6
39/6

82/6
52/6
6., /-Beldam Ex. Heavy

,, Wood-Milne Ex. Hy 39/6 - 59 (5
Hutchinson T.T 39/6 59/-

26V2J Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

47/6 70/-
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 45/- 63/6

,, Bates No. i Special 45/- 71/6
Palmer Cord Heavy 42/6 66/-
Beldam Ex. Heavy 42/6 68(6
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy 42/6 63/9
Hutchinson T.T 42/6 61/6
Avon Tricar R.S 39/6 72/6

26 -: 2.', Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 50/- 72/6
Bates No. r Special 45/- 74/9

2S , 3 Wood-Milne Ex. Hv 45/- 81/-
Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

55/- 93 16

650 X 6s Palmer Cord Heavy 68/- 79/6

TUBES—New and fully guaranteed.

Size.

*2fi> 2 .

•26X2i
•26X28-.
Butted

*26.;2.'.l

X2i "j

Our
Price.

. 6/6
7/-

. 7/6

. 7/6

8/3

List

Price,

10/-
10/3
11^3
12/9

13 '3

Size.

•26x2.1
Butted
•28x3 .

Butted

Our
Price.

. 7/9

. 8/9

. 11/9

. 11/9

List

Price.

12/9
J3/6
15/-
16/-

BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS.

_ , ;;m. jm. ^m. im. i^m.
Per Foot. ,^7 ,|9 2/2 2/9 3/-

CARRIAGE RAID
ANDON APPROVAL.

{Sci'en days against remittance.)

EiH
264-266, Vanxball Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ly/TATCHLESS Combination, magneto, kick start,
-^"-*- lamps, hood, speedometer, etc., any trial by
appointment; £135.-18, Wallwood St., London, E.14.

[8373
1 Q20 Matchless Combination, Model H (new July
-J-t' 29th). M.A.G. engine, Magdyno; £220.—K., 11,
Dulwich Wood Park, S.E.19. Tel.: Sydenham 696.

[8224
M.4.TCHLESS Combinations at makers' prices, just

arrived from works ; immediate delivery ; ready to
drive away.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [8048

MATCHLESS H in stock; £215; exchanges enter-
tained.—Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green;

151. High St., WalthamstOiv ; and 387, Euston Rd.,
London, N.W.I. [3193

"I
Q20 Matchless, delivered Aug. 1st, M.A.G. engine,

-»-«-' Luca= magdyno and lamps, owner taking delivery
of car.— Offers to H, G. Ansell, 4, Warwick Terrace,
Leamington_ Spa. [X0911

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, dynamo
i-*y lighting, horn, hood, rear drive speedometer, as
new; £230; exchange or easy payments.—2, Nightin-
g.ale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [9087

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock ol new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements;

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassell,
la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead. [1958

/?h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-3peed, pedal starter,^ in good Koing order, just been thoroughly over-
hauled and repainted, Lucas lamps and horn; a bargain
a 5.—Bannister, Hallway St., Chatham. [6730

"I Q20 Matchless Combination, C.A.V. lighting,
-*-»? Easting, speedometer, back rest, and absolutely
everything, cost £253; going abroad; £190, or near.

—

Holt, 353, King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [8679

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1919 (late) 8h.p. Cofnbination,
spare wheel, tyre, acetylene lamps, screen, luggage

and petrol grids, pillion sent, excellent running i
£160.—

Poidtou, 146, Ashley Gardens, London, S.W. [7839

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, fully equipped,
nearly new; £190; after 2 o'clock. Clyno

wanted.—25, DavisviUe Ed., Shepherd's Bush, London.
[8073

MATCHLESS, Model H, Magdyno, electric horn,
hood, speedometer, mud shield; £215.—.J.

Howland, 86a, Herbert Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18.
Phone : 288 Woolwich. [8071

MATCHLESS.—Immediate deUvery 1920 Model H
__ combination, complete with Lucas Magdyno elec-,

trie lighting, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel and tyrer
£250.—Parker's, Bradshnwgate, Bolton. Tel.: 1348.

[X0926
MATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P. engine, racing;

model, with overhead valves, Gradua gear, new
tvres and belt, with all accessories complete, coachbuiiti

•iderar.-AppIy, .T. W. Gibson. Gas Works, B. Salterton,

Devon. t5127,

MATCHLESS-M.A.Q. 7-9i.p. Combination. 1914,
re-enamelled throughout last May, Bosch mag.,

Lucas dynamo lighting, wind screen, etc.; £150.—Seen,
McCarthy. Pindock Mews, Maida Tale, nr. Warwick
Av. J'ube. [7891

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Combination (sprin.g

frame), complete with Lucas_ magdyno, spare

wlieel and tyre, luggage grid, only done few hundred
mil6=, eoual toWew; £225.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
liolton.

'

[X092S

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, speedometer, Lucas .«6t

and horn, hood, pillion seat, legshields, insurance,

tyres perfect; £205; no reasonable oner refused, write

appointment.— 32, Morrab Gardens, Water Lane, Seven

Kings, Essex. [8459

FOCH. have a new Matchless-M.A.G. ComWnation,
fidly equipped; list price.—Fair Offer Cai

House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. "in-

cluding Saturdays. [815 <

20 Matchless Combination, spring frame, inter19= hangeable wheels, dynamo lighting, speedo-

meter, hood, screen, mirror, done 500 miles; £235;
lightweight or lower power combination taken part.—

H. Almond, Shepperton. [7829

NEW Matchless Combination 8h.p., with det,nchable

wbeels and dynamo lighting outfit, etc. ; easy pav-

uients 4% extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12
inonthlv instalments; £231/17/6.-Harrods, Ltd., 118,

Brompton Ed., London. [8404

WALTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Mat(7hless combination, dynamo lighting model,

;ilso standard model, new, immediate delivery from stock,

£230 and £205 respectively; also a second-hand 1920
model, J.A.P. engine, offers. [9080

T Q16 Matchless, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine, enclose chain
J- •7. drive, 3 r;peed and kick starter, lamps, "Watford,
di?ic wheals, hood, screen c-arrier, extra childs seat in

sidecar, aUo Tan-Sad; £145 ; exchanges or easy pav-

ments.—2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E. [9088

MATCHLESS Combination, 8B, M.A.G., counter-
shaft, 3 speeds, Bosch, chain, drive, luxurious

2-seater sidecar, 2 wind screens, hood, side curtains,
lamps, horn; bargain. £138.—Browne, llh. Avenue.
Roval Arsenal, Woolwich. IVlain Gates, 12.30 till

1.30, 5 till 8 p.m. [8571

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. E29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METRO, 1916. condition as new; £42.-125. High
St.. Woolwicll. [6097

METEO-TTLEE 1920 2V.li.p., 2-stlolve, perfecti- £47.
— 10, Baionsuiead Ed., Baincs, S.W.13. [8033

METEO-TTLER (late 1919), 2VA.P., 2 speeds, lamps,
lioni, not done 600 miles; £50.-30, Phanos St.,

Fleetwood. [8814

METRO-TYLER 1919 2Kh.p., 2-speed, plated ex-
haust, little used; bargain, £50.—37, Bishop St.,

Shrewsbury. [X1340

1 Q20 2'4h.p. Metro-Tvler, S type; list jlrice £95/18.A" R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., South-
port. Tel. : 607. [8886

1 Q20 2',jh.p. IMetro-Tjler, standard model; list price,if £74.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southpoirt. Tel.: 607. [8887

METRO-TYLER, S type, lamps, Lucas horn, etc.,

demonstration model, only done 75 miles; best

oKer over £90 secures.—Dents, Stonegate, Yoi-k. [8095

METEO-TTLER, type b, latest model, brand new,

2-jili.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear box;
£95/18; delitery from stock.—P. J. Evans, 83-91. .lohn

Bright St., Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva, mag., ride away, S17; TvicTcer side-

2 cai, £4/10.—27, Princess RS., West Kilburn.
[8726

Motosacache.
£17/10, railed.—Lightweight Motosacoche, battery

ignition.—Singleton, Brook Lane, Sarisbury Green,
Hants. [7951

MOTOSACOCHE. October, 1919, SJfh.p. twin.

M.A.G. engine, de Lissa valves, shaft drive,

mag., Enfield 2-speed aiid dutch, all-chain drive,

Hutohin?oD tyres, rubber-.^tudded. T.T. bars, light

sporting machine; price £85, or near ofier.—Invieta
Garase. Slough. Tel.: 217 Slough. [6505

New Hudson.
'M' HUDSON 2i4h.p., 2-speed, new; £73.—Caeco,
21, Hobson St., Cambridge. [8917

NEW HUDSON Combination, or would separate

;

£55.—Manor i?arm. North Cray, Sidcup, S;E.
[7791

1 017 6h.p. New Hudson, Inxurioua outfit, tally
-l-tl equipped, new con<iition ; £120.—Stamers Daitv.

ilyde. [8285

TW^W HUDSON Combination, 6h.p. twin, 1920, per-

X'l tect windition; cflers,-Benrose, 91, St. Peter's

St., Berby. [7912

"VIEW Hudson 4h.p. Combination, 3-sp6ed clutch,
J-i excellent condition; £55.-63. Arlinglord Ed.,

Brixton. [8455

1 Q14 New Hudson C.B. Combination, 3 speeds,
-I-*' lamps, new tyresi -55 gns.—176, South Ealing
Ed., W.6. [8712

NEW HUDSON, J.A.P. 2?4h.p., Bosch mag!, B.B.

:

£24.—Gibbs, 31, Wimbolt St., Barnett Grove.
Betlmal Green. [8261

NEW HUDSON 1920 2-stroke, mileage 500, £65;
Autoglider scooter, 245.—Metcalt, Ashover Hydro,

near Chesterfield. [X1087

NEW HUDSON 1920 2i4h.p., 2 speeds model, imme-
diate delivery; £75.—Parker'6, Bradishawgater

Rolton. Tel.: 1348.
'

[Xd913

"I Q20 New Hudson,"^ 2-stroke, ^-speed, with lamps.
X^ born, small mileage, excellent condition; £72.
—29, Regent Rd., LowestoJt. [X1270

NEW HUDSON syh.p., 2-Etroke, 1916, 2-speed, good
condition, Lucas lamps; £41, or offer.—Apply, 6,

Winscorab© Crescent, Ealmg. [8861

NEW HUDSON 2-6troke Lightweight, demonstration
model, perfect condition ; £55.

w

Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Ud., W.C.2.
-New Hudson

[7025

1Q20 New Hudson 2i4h. p., '2-speed, practically new
J- «/ in every respect, fully equipped ; £ 68, cost

ever £80.-97, Nightingale Rd., Wood Green, London,
[8577

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination, 1916, Bos<l].

conntershiilt, clutch, K.S., 3-speed, powerful, and
in peitV(;t condition.—Parry, Llys Cymval, Groes, Col-
wyn iiay. [8864

Id 16 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, engine recently
J-f overhauled by the makers, good tyres and belt,

all accessories, good condition; £45; Stafford district.

-Box 7,780, c/o The M&tor Cyt'U. (D) [7868

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-spced. enamel, plating,
and mechanical condition perfect, model rlc luxe,

bcauLilulIy equipped, lamps, all accessories; £60 even-
ings.—Miller, 37, Stormont Rd., Clapham Common.

[8500

1 Q14 4'/ih.p. New Hudson, Douclas sidecar, or separ-
Xt/ ale, 3-Mpeed hub and clutch, Busch, IJ. and B.,
Klaxon, Rood tyrfos, splendid J. A. P. engine, reliable,
smart ; £58; trial appointrnent.— 10, Granville Ttd.,

Kinchlcy, Londi.n.
'

[8023

NEW HUDSON UKhtwelBhls 1920. 2'/ih.p.. 2 sped/
£75, or fully equippwl wilh Iiend lamp and Rcner

atfjr. tail lamp, and Inbing. horn. L.C.C. registratinn,

IH'tml. iind 'lil, £79/15. "Cojipcn, Allan niul Co.. 89,
Gt. Portland St.. London, W.l. "Phone: Mavfair
6399. [0280

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

requiring renovation,

can still be purchased

byapplying by letter to:

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

IVIachines for disposal

include

DOUGLAS 24h.p.

DOUGLAS 4 Up

GLYNO, etc.

MOTO^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
New ImperlaL

inso New Imperial 8h.p., eolo; £135.-BarT6ll, 10,1
-*-*^ Queen Victoria Rd,, Coventrr. [XllSil

"VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 234h.p., 2 speeds, goo^l
J-^ running order; first £42.—Boyd, Shelve, Lenham,
Kent. [7813

IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 1916 8li.p. Combination, all fit
fitings perfect; £130.—Caeco, 21, Hobson St., Cam

bridge. _ [891(

XQ20 2^fih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, complete, per
J-*/ lect; what ofiers ?—Jarvis, 80, Talbot Rd., Bays
water, W.2. _ [X1225

"1 Q20 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination; 187 gns.
J-tf ex works; immediate delivers'.—Parsons' Garage
Winchelsea. [777J

1 Q2fO 25^h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, unregis
-*-^ tered ; cost 77 gns., sacrifice best offer.—Bo>
7,861, c/o The Motor Cycle. [893f

tTQSO 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, splendi-:
•^^ condition, tyres unpunctured; sacrifice £142/10
—W. J. Bladder, Sidbury, Worcester. [893";

1 01*9 (Late) 8h.p. New Imperial, kbaki, 3-speef
X*7 countershaft, kick start, absolutely perfect; m
dealers; £115.—Gray, Eastgat-e, Barusley. [8833

1 Q 20 2'>4li.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, brand new, den*A *y under 400 miles, lighting set, all _accessorieB
£70.—Bishop, 35, Princes Rd., Wimbledon. [8D0(

I

1 Q19 New Imperial 6b. p., "Sunbeam sidecar, hood
-L9J screen, luggage gricC ideal tour«:, nevec givei

trouble; £130; seen after 6.—Potter 128, Maida Vak
[822'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—aV^h.p. i92i

New Imperial-Japs, 2-speed clutch, and kii'

start models; £89/5; with 2-speed, only £80/17.
[773

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, countershaft, ovei
hauled, new tyres, pan seat, complete, includin;

lamps and overalls; £52/10.—Bestoe, Holton-le-Mooi
Lincoln. [828.

1 020 New Imperial 8h.p. Models, solo or combin;^
J-tf tion, just arrived.—Clapham (Motors), 2'

-Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone : Greeii

wich 751. [8S9;

QJLh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, mechanically pegi
f-^ 2 feet, just overhauled, tyres good (1 fiewn
speedometer, horn, tools; £55, or nearest.-PoppletoM
Hensall, Yorks. -.^Sli

03h.p. New Imperial, Sept., 1916, new cylindei
/Wi piston, valves, 2 new Dunlop heavy covers, lamp;
horn, spare chain, belt; £52, or neaTest.—Crawftr
105, Wilton St., Northwich. [8215]

F.O.C.H. have n New Imperial Light Tourist, No.
list price.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath ?

,

Hempstead (ne;ir Hampstend Tube Station). 'Phont
HampKtead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. 1

[81^ I

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery iro:

stock of thifl popular 2-l4h.p. machine, 2-sp6i

model, £62/17; with clutch and kick-starter, £S9IS.
P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham. -

f02f

DISABLED Officer finds can't ride 8h.p. New to ',

perial combiniition, wishes to sell, late 1918, doi i

150 niile^, 3 new oveisixe Dunlops, head and tail lam 1

complete, and tools; will acceljt £150,—Lt. H. Bliod* $
4, Percival Terr;K^e, Brighton. [STtj

NE^V IMPERIAI^J.A.P. Lightweight, about 191
2-speed, free, just overhauled, rebushed, perfe

condition, smart, economical, footboards, lamps, r

generators, horn, tools, spares, fully insured; £52/

L

offers.—6, Powis Villas, Brighton. [fi5(

Norton.

FOn Sale, Norton combination, big four, 1920, Jji

feet order; £165.—Eastwood, Groehurst, Horstiif
den. [8O1

"IQ21 Sports 3i/2h.p. Isle of Man Type Noi_
-L«7 Lucas lamps and horn, just delivered; Londi
—Box 605, c/o The Motor Cycle. ^t

NORTON 1920 Big Four De Luxe Combinatli
lamps, horn, hardly used, condition perfect; £1'

Knott, Tobacconist, Devizes, Wilts. [j36j

1 Q19 SV-rli.p- T.T. Norton, Philipson, engine just <Fv\

Xt-' hauled, last, P. and H. lamp, etc.—Cniickshni
240, Stockport Rd., Levcushulme, Manchester. [Al

NORTON Big 4 Combination, sporting mtK
body, 1917, in good condition, lamps, spew

meter; 95 gns.—J. Prismall, 30, London St.. Basil
stoke. [7l

1Q20 Big Four Norton and Sidecar, lamps,, he
Xc/ speeilometer. knee grips, verv good cobditli
£l70. or offer.—Bloss, Red House, Wimpole Rd.. <_,

Chester. [8i

NORTON Big 4 lie Lnse Combination, Inte iS
new tyres, ^'^^^i f^i^fl inag., electric lighting, 1

chanicjilly sound; £128.—Spencer, 50, Chnpel St., Ml
pool. T.'l.: 1526 Central. [8(pool. T.'l.: 1526 Central.

NORTON Big 4, delivered Jan., 1920, not _

700 miles, very fast and powerful, as new, -

bar.-;, silcmcr, long plated exliaust, also mufller; £1
—Bulpin, Nculon Abbot, Devon. i?*"

B-^O All letters lelatinji to advertisements fihould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

h
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

I Q20 Sporting Norton, specially constructed for hill-
LcF climbs and speed work. Big 4 engine, variable
ear, I\Iead and Deakin Canoelet sidecar, aluminium
liscs, head lamp set, mechanical horn, etc.; 150 gns.

;

3 new, mileage 500.—'Phone : 1024.—Julian, 84, Broad
;t., Reading. . [7801

VrOKTON" 1919 (July) Uig Four, special engine, side-
L~ car painted and linetl to mutch tank, 3 disc i\-heels,

pecdometer, electric lighting, 2 horns, uind screen
[liires, one of the fastest and smartest combinations
'U the road, in absolntelv new condition throughout;
;175.-Hill. tJniou St., Bristol. [8479

N.S.U.
^.S.U. 5-6h.p., clutch, Bosch, new B.B., good condi-
-^ tion. ride away ; £37.—Lees. 17, Fairbridge Rd..
lighgate, N.19. *

[7353

Vr.S.U. 3ych.p., 2-speed, F.E., pulL. anvwhere, T.B.
-T mag., B.B.; first £20.—Duff, Roslin" Hall, Frad-
!on, Cornwall. [8517

Jill. p. N.S.U.. 2-speed, Amoc, Bosch, good running
!>2 order; £38.-34, Helen St., off Grecian St, L.
Eroughton, Salford. [7775

W'.S.f. 6h,p. 1911 Combination, in perfect running
L^ order: £35, or near offer.—Hatcher, Elm Cottau'e,
Vest Wellow, Ronisey, Hants. [7898

FOR Sals, SVsh.p., N.S.U. mag., 2-speed. new Dunlops
and tubes, re-enamelled, fine condition; first

;32 secures.—Dennis5, 82, Fairmont Rd.. Grimsbv.
[8845

N.U.T.
IQ20 N.U.T. Solo, condition as new; £150.—
Lt7 Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.; 16.

[9012
N.U.T. Motor Cycles from Stock.—A. J. Young and

Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket. "Phone

:

M4 [1098

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St.. Bir-
mingham. —N.U.T.. £165, from stock. free

lelivery. ' [X1220

Vr.U.T. 3V>h.p. Twin, magdyno lighting, delivery from
-^ stock- £1 65.—Maudes' Motor Mart. 100, Paris
•t., Exeter.

_ [8979

IQ20 N.U.T., Lucas dynamo lighting, accessories and
Ltf spares, better than new; Warwickshire; 150 gns.
-Bo.\ 593, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1089
tlT" SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,
• ' • official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for
arly delivery. Write or 'phone for particulars—ffel. :

I'eovil 114. [6023

IQ20 N.U.T., dynamo lighting, SV-h.p. twin, riddenLv only few miles; £140, complete with £14 worth
f accessories.—Moffiitt, 157, Eurtitwood Laue, Earl.'^-

.eld. S.W.18. _. _ [8791

]
Q 14-15 2^ih.v. N.L^.T., twin, overheod valve?, new

L*' tyres and belt, long exhaust pipes, excellent con-
ition; £55.—R. Bomber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
t., Southport. Tel-: 607. [8896

V'.U.T.—Delivery fro"^ stock of these models, equipped
-" with magdyno lighting, i^rice £165; sole whole-
ile and retail agents for Staffordshire, the tiade .«np-
lied.-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

OK
K. .Junior Sing'e and 2-speed Models.—Longman.
Fishertoa, Salisbury. [6243

3.K. 2^!4h.p.. 2-speed. splendid condition; £38.-124.
St. Alban's Rd., Dartford, Kent. [8472

'^.K. Unions. 23jh.p., just received from factory;
'-' 48 gns.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X1273

^.K.-UNION Models in Stock at makers price; £50.
-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton. Lon l.m.

[X1291
D.K. Junior: instant deliveries from stock: 48 uns

—IIewin'=! Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Firm.
raimton and Totnes [8134

1Q20 O.K. Junior 2V2h.p., better than new, not
*-*^ ridden 50 miles; wonderful bar£:ain. 42 gns.

—

Phcne : 1024.—Julian, 84, Broad St.. Reading. [7807

O.K. Junior, 48 gns.; £26 down and LI payments.

—

Lamb's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green; 151. High
it., Walthamstow; and 387, Enston Rd.. N.W.I.
^ - [3197

jCflSO O.K. Junior. 2i2h.p.. better than new. not
*-«^ ridden^- 50 mile?, wonderful bargain ; 42 gns.—
Plioue: 1024.—Juhan, 84, Broad St., Reading.

[7723

O.K. Juniora from Stock: 48 gn=.—A. J. Young and
Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket ('Phone:

!14l, nnd 75. Albany yt.. Regent's Tark, N.W.I CPhons:
Wuseum 5476). • rilOO

O.K. 2'',ih.p. 2-stroke, new piston, belt, and heavv
Duiilop tyre, all on, excellent running order; will

ide 10 miles; quick sale, £28.-2, River St.^ Old
Irompton. Chatham. [8838

F.O.C.H. for O.K. Unions and Juniors, list price.—
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hnmpstead

nftfir HfimTTstend Tnbp Station). 'I'hone: JInmrstead
!?.52. Hours 9-7, -including Saturdays. [8145

Omega.
,

MEGA-J.A.P.'s iust arrived. Model 1!. £72. Model
C. £80.—WashbuTn, Cheadle, Stafls. L533: i

Douglas
2| h.p. £65
Douglas
4 h p. £85
Douglas Gom-

ions £110
Thoroughly overhau'ed,stove
enamelled, replated, tanks
in makers' colours, good
tyres, guaranteed mechani-
cally sound.

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed countershaft,
kick-start, overhauled
as above, but not
enamelled or plated^

Enamelled and plated,
as new,

£95
TRADE SUPPLIED.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega

1 Q20 Omega-Jap 2^ih.p.. 2 speeds, perfect condi-
-LU tion; £65.-6, Avenue Park Rd., S.E.27. [808(5

03.li. p. Omesra-J.ip, 2-spoed, original front tvre, fnlly
^<i equipped; nearest £52; trial.—Argyle Lodge, New-
ton Ed., Burton-on-Tieut. [8810

1 Q19 Omega-Jap 2^^411. p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
--*/ complete outfit spares and tools: £65, or best
offer.—Wills, 3, Victoria Villas, Yapton. Arundel.

[(j29B
("VMEGA-J.A.P., 1920, Model C nearly new, 2-speed.
'-' kick start, hand clutch, mechanical horu; £72
cash, or part exchange Levis.—CInrke, 56, Bilston St.,^^'

Wolverhampton. [8723

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S., new
June, 1920, lamps, horn, tools, complete, insur-

ance, ridden 400 miles; offers.—AUitt. Little Bourton,
Banbucv, Oxon. _ [X1298

F.O.C.H. for Omegas; list price.— Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Uampstead {nr. Hampstead

Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [8148

P. and M.

). and M. Combiuntion, 1919, as new; £110.—Owen,.
59, Scholetield Kd.. Hulloway..- [XI 304

and M., late R.A.F. model, new condition; £60.
—248, Drakefell Rd., Brockley. [8753

and M. Combination, 1919, all lamps and acces-
sories; £125.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8629P

P.
and M. 1920 Combina.tion; net done 150, perfect,
horn; £155.— Oliver, Long Bennington, Grautham.

[X1192

P.
and M. 1920 Model, delivery -fTom stock; £115.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[3980

P.
and M, Combination, R.A.F. model, lamps and
horn; JEIOO.—198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[8536
BRIGHTON, Hove and district F and M. agents.

Turpins, 22 and 29. Preston , Rd., Brighton. ,

[0204

P.
nnd M. Combination, excellent running order

;

£55: after 7.—215, Hampstead Way, Golders
Green. [8422

P. and M., 1918, net- cylinder, piston, and rings,

tyres new; £85.—Box 7,839, t/6 The Motor
Cjcle. [8317

8 31/oh.p. V. and M., in splendid order, Tan-Sad,
nnd Klaxon; £75.—Rossei, 14, Hyde Ed., East-

I'onruB. [8657

P. and M., 3'.^h.p.. 2 speeds, freo engine, new !amp-=,

perfect orde,!;: 50 gns.—Boines, Horton-in-Eibliles*

daler-«ettle. [8380

P.
oni^ M. Combination, latest post-war, run 500
miles; best offer over £150,-41, Ashford Kd..

Crieklewood. [8377

c>ih.p. P. and M., new condition, little used, mile-
O2 age about 600; bargain.—31, Claremont Rd.,

Alexandra Park, Manchester. [X1280

Pand M. '.918 Combination, all accessories and
r.ew tvrfs; £85, or offer.-H B., 44, All Saints

Ed-. Wcstl.ouine Park. W 11. [8339

P.
and M. Combination, R.A.F. model, late type,
perfect order; cash offers, or exchange considered.

-103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [9061

P.
and M., 1917-18, thoroughly overhauled, replated.

many new parts fitted, a real Ijargain; £55.-37,
Warbeck Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [8426

£65.—.1918 P. and M., 2-speed and kick starter,

good tyres, excellent condition ; seen any time.

—

Olphert, 66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W. [8735

rCh 20 P. and M. Combination, only run 850 miles, 3
t> best lamps, Cowey, and immy spares, extras worth

£25: n bargain, 132 gns.—Egbert Spe;iriuan, Bishops
Stoitford.

_
[6606

P. and M. 1918 Combination, new tyres, lamps, horn,
etc., perfect condition, experts welcomed; £95,

or part exchange for Levis.—Clarke, 56, Biston St.,

Wolverhampton. [8722

P.
and M. Combination, Montgomery sidecar, Busch,

B B spare chain, fullv equipped, good condition

;

£75 —F. Oliver, 39, Marten Ed., Chingford Rd., Wal-
thamstow, E.17. [8432

IQlfv P. and M. Combination, £135 cash, or /_.

±.*J down and 11 pavments.—Lamb's, 50, High Rd,,

Wood Green; 151, High St., Walthamstow; and 387,

Euston Rd.. London, N.W.I. [8201

Pand M. Combination, latj 1917, little used, engina
perfect, tyres, tubes, plating, enamel, hood, screen,

lamps all as new, insurarce policy: £94, bargain.— G.,

29. Soutbview Drive, WestcliS-on-Sea. [8340

rni9 SVl-Ii.p. p. and M., 2-speed, kick start, etc..

• ' lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer, delivered new
Feb 1920. as new; £105.—K. Bainber and Co., Ltd..
2,

' Eastbank St.. Southport. Tel. : 607. [8891

1020 R A.F. Model P. .ind M. Combination, not

Xi/ W.D., large I', and H. lamps unused, Cowey speed-

ometer new tyres. Easting wind screen, insuranc.A

poUey, mechanically perfect; £120.-Darley, Melbiin-,

vTest Byfleet, Surrey. [7856

All letters relating to advertisements sho-j!d nunte the number at tile end of eacti advertisement, and tlte date of tlie issue 331
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M., R.A.F. model, solo, not W.D,, delivered
1920. practically indistinguishable from new,

lengthened exhausts, extra toolbags, all tools; £95;
would give trial with sidecar Saturday.—Nelson, 246,
Selsdon Ed., Croydon. [8076

3ih.p. P. and M. Combination, 1920 (March),
2 R.A.F. model, perfect condition and appearance,

electric lighting, Cowey, Bluemel screen, p0trol carrier,
all spares: expert examination invited: £135.—15,
Caird St., Queen's Park, W.IO. [7819

IQl? P. and M. Montgomery Combination, long
Xt/ dash, screen, new chains, lamps, horn, luggage
grid, petrol carrier, spare cover, tube, valve, excep-
tional condition, 80 m.p.g., finished black: £85: after
6 o'clock.—Parker, 65, Clifton Av., Wembley Hill.

[8670
P. and S.

NEW 2%h,p. P. and S., fitted with the 'Villiers 2-

stroke engine, 2-6peed; £73.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [7733

Paragon.
PARAGON, new, 2 speed, 2-stroke, spring frame

;

urgent sale; £57/10, hsted £70.—Thomas, 24,
Townley Rd., K. Dulwich. [8787

P.P.

3 111.p. P.F. Motor Cycle, excellent condition, lamps.
2 horn; bargain, £37.-15, Forest Rd., Enfield

Wash, Middlesex. [8070

_ Pilot.
T)ILOT, 1918, 3h.p. Dolm 2-stroke; 2-speed counter-i shaft, I'.H. htliip set; £45.-24, Caldew St., Ciim-
henvcU, S.E. [8010

Pi-ectsfon.

03.h.p. Precision, 1916, 'ViUiers free, electric light-
'w* ing; bargain, £45, or near.—Hall, 26, Monson
St., Lincoln. [8226

3iih.p. Precision, lamps, good tyres, splendid condi-
4 tion; seen evening; £40.—Turner, Highlands

Hill, Swanley, Kent. [8001

33.h.p. Precision Combination, 3 speeds, first-class
4, condition; £55.—Threadgold, 38, Maskell St.,

C-on-M., Manchester. [8898

Premier.
PREMIER 2i/oh.p„ Bosch, B. and B., perfect order;

£27.-133, Kinveachy Gardens, Charlton, S.E.7.
[8212

tf>ilt.p. Premier, 3-speed, with lamp; what olfei«:-—
/v 2 Jetlrey, Opposite Corn Exchange, Dorchester.

^.^ . [8827
TJREMIER 2>$h.p., flxc gear, good condition
-1- throughout, just re-enamelled: offers.—Rich,
Shifnal. [X1165

3ih p. Premier and Sidecar, coachbuilt, 3-speed gear.
2 all accessories; £42.-406, Garrntt Lane Earls-

fleM, S.W.18' . [8792

PREMIER, 1914, 3-speed, clutch; £60,- nearest
offer: exchange lightweight.—Macmillan, 14,

Warwick Rd., Hampton Wick. [7991

31h.F. Premier, Sturmey 3-speed hub, h:b.c. clutch
2 Bosch. B. and B., lamps ; trial; £32/10 —

Houlston, 560, Kings Rd., Fulham. [8666
31.h.p. Premier, wicker sidecar, 3-speed clutch,

2 spares, lamps, etc., excellent condition; £60.—-
Baker, Abbey Lodge, Glastonbury. [8764

PREMIER syob.p. Combinofion, 3 speeds, lamps
luggage grid, Dnnlops, in good condition; bar-

gain £55.-308, Kings Rd., Chelsea. [8747
"pREjriER 3y»h.p. and Sidecar, excellent order,
-- new N.S.TJ.- gear, tyre and belt; sacrifice £47/10
—Stephens, May Bank, Stoke-on-Trent. [7993
31h.p. Premier Combination, Bosch. B.B. lamps,

2 good tyres, good running order, must sell; £25— lb, Weftern Rd., Southall, Middlesex. [6735

PREMIER Combination, 3'/2h.p., 3-speed countershaft
gear, Bosch, E.B., excellent condition, new 1915

stored 3 years; any trial; £64.—Griflln, Queen's Rd
'

Watford. [5126
PREMIER 1915 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, over-

hauled and enamelled, sidecar, black and gold,
rew Clinchers: immediate offer required.—36, Brown-
low Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [8550
Qlh.p. Premier Combination, 1915, 3-speed connter-
'-'2 shaft, clutch, kick start, T.T. bars, discs all
round, sporty C.B. E.^ecar, Al condition, any trial;
~95.—Leavey, Theale, Berks. [Bi^i
^h.p. Premier Combination, C.B. sidecar S A 3-^ speed and clutch, lamps, horn, new belt and
jr^ff^/slf' ¥'^f^^"{ !;°?'",'J?°

""Id mechanically per-Icct; £65.-8, Court Rd., West Norwood, S.E. [8728

P'*v>fP?,,';?™'>i"^"°5' ISie, 4h.p., 3-speed clutch,J- kick start, P. and H. and electric lightingspeedometer,; mechanical horn, wind screen hood'apron, reupholstered, luggage grid, etc.; £115 ornearest.-Wnte, A., 21, Lennox Gardens; Illcrd

„ ,,. ['7789
Pullm.

P^I'h'"', '"?""'"'? September; depositor inviles

pULLIN.-Boarliemontli Inipennl Motor Works (19191
- o™" 3'™''mM"<'»tt'. "re agents for the Pullin 2Vl

p. 2-speed machine. Hook your order now price 49
[7901

gn«.

MOTOR CYCLIST'S
COMBINATION

OVERALLS
Complete with Sou'-Wester.

PERFECTLY NEW
not second-hand as
advertised by other 'firms.

BEST QUALITY
Pegamoid Brarfd.

These suits are finished
in dull black absolutely
waterproof material. Double-
breasted, wind cuffs, and
strapped ankle fastenings.

Flat buttons on collar of
overall makingno neck-winds.

STORIVSPROOF

32/6
Origina.1 Price SO/-

Sent on seven days'
approval against remittance,

ELITE RUBBBER €<> L»
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.

Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6553.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAl.E^
Quadrant.

IN Stocjt, 1920 Quadrant combination, absdlotfll
it; £145.--Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon. — [TSSf

31h.p. Quadrant, splendid condition throughout, M
2 in.p.h., 120 m.p.g.; £30.—JeHrey, Kenningtcfl

Kent. tBiff

QUADRANT Combination, 4iAh.p., delivery trol
stock; £145.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, PatI

St., Exeter. rsdd

1 Q 15-16 Qundrant 4if4h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, -loittii
M-*7 horn, as new; £58; exchange lower pp\rer.^l
33, Sondrock Ed., Lewir*ham. t^6f
QUADRANT 1920 4V^h.p. Combination, in stocl

makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Hiffl

ivay. Tel. : Wflltham Cross 31. [881

3 ill. p. Quadrant, Bosch rnag., clutch, acoessorieB,-

!

2 enninelled and thorouguly overhauled ; £25.'^^
Teville Rd. ; or 'phone 6736 Gerrard, Worthing. [83^

1 Q 15 4y:.h.p. Quadrant Combination, S.A. 3 speW
J- 1^ all accessories. Cameo, good tyres, spares, porfd
condition, very smart; £80, or nearest.—Bulbrook,l!
Outcast, Uher*<ton, Lanes. C8&1

NEW 1920 4'/2h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speJ
Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, -al

kirk starter; £145; extended payments.—Wauch^
9. Shoe Laue, Fleet St., London.

4ih.p. Quadrant Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed,
2 clutch, pedal start, Bosch, genspray, vapotid

ispeedometer, lamps, tyres, belt, as new, fine condijid
£82/10.-159, Oval Kd., E. Croydon.

"*""

QUADRANT 4'/2h.p. Big Single; combination £L
solo £115; new machines always in stock; t

only moderate-priced outfit lett.—Victor Horsifla

Ltd., 7, Mount IMeasant, Liverpool. [02

NEW 4y2h.p. Quadrant Combination, to make
specification; at list price, including carrir

from v/orks, £147/7/3; or on easy- payments*
extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., Londdn

m\
CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., sole Quadrant ageJ

and di.stribntors lor London, Sussex, Surrey, Kei
Middlesex, Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, B<

lordshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, . Suffolk, Huhtii
donahire, and Berkslure.—Delivery of 1_920 models Ir<

stock; soio, £115; combination, £145; selection

second-hand models; trade enquiries invited; official

pairers; all spares.- 70. Royal Hospital Rd., Sloa

Sq., S.W.3. Tel. Kensington 7113. [89

RADCO, 1915. perfect, lamps, new heavy Dunloi
£33.-333, Hoe St., Walthamstow. [86

RADCO, just overhauled, lamps. Klaxon, tools; ofi( t;,J

round £35.—Tudor House, Peterborough. [8^

RADCO 2-stroke, electric light, all accessories; £2
, £ne little mount.—35, Freegrove Rd., Hoi

way, N. FS5

1Q16 Radco, in good condition, Amac, Dunk
JLiJ footboards, horn, complete.—2, Weston A
Esher, Surrey. -[35

BRAND New 1920 Radco 2i4h.p., ^-stroke. £52;
speed model, £60/10; immediate delivery.^1

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

RADCO 2.'^h.p., 1917-18, 2-sp2ed, clutch, kick sta
footboards, foot pump, variable jet, tools, go

condition; reasonable offer.—14, London Rd., Stevf
age. [X12

1 Q 14-15 Radco 2-stroke, overhauled, new connecti
-L *y rod, big and little end bushes, gudgeon pi

piston rings, pulley and belt, tyres and enamel go(

ride away; £37.-31, Park Rd., Rugby. [Xia^

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, in ^ood con

tion, lamT)s, la^t; £90.—Rich, 3, Brook Gref

W. [85]

Regent.
REGENT 5-7h.p. Combination, lamps, tools, disj

hufn. Ciiwey speedometer, mileage 500, must sfe]

£170, or offer.—Anderson, 115, Knights Hill, Vfi
Norwood. S.E. " [84]

REGENT 5-7h.p., practically new, only done 21

miles,' P. and H. lamp, Cowey horn; cost £15|
reason for selling, buying a car; £135, or neari

offer.—Write or call, Lloyd, Peryfourd, Abergavenn;
[90

Revere
REVERE 1916 2-stroke, Villiers engine, new ci

diticn: £45. near offer.—Lt. Hewlett, R.A.S
Mess. Sling, Bulford. [85

REVERE 1919 2-stroke. 2-speed, complete, larai

.etc.: £60.—Ilewin's Garages, Ltd., the H<
Service Firm, Tauliton. fSl

Rex.

3ih.p. Rex, Bosch, Senspray, running order, ti

2 away; £23.—G. Page, Bourne End. [8B

KEX 5h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tyres and tub
.good condition; £32.—Forrester, Bui-nhead -K.

Larbert. [3?

3h.p. Rex, good condition, now tyre, belt, map., y<

reliable; £22, or nearest ofler.—Munslirii3ee, Cliiid

den, Basingstoke.

E32 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and th* date of the issue

[84
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rex.

EX 5-6h,p. Combination, new Mabon clutch and
tyres, splendid condition

;

± Bd., Harringay.
£45.-34, Woodlands

[9067

'\ h.p. Rex Combination from stock; list price.—
A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd., Heath Garage, New-

rket. 'Phone; 214. . [6382

ili.p. Hex, Bosch, _A.mae, eni^ine overhauled, oom-
' 2 ple.te : ride awav ; f27.—Sarlield, c/o Yates
res, Ludfershall, Wilts. - [8110
n.p. Rex Twin Coachbuilt Combination, chain

drive, 2-speed. handle start, fine order; £75.—Box
;0, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'

[8960

6h.i). Rex Combination, just overhauled, Bosch, B.B.,
2-si)eed, Viccessorieji ; £65; ride away.—49, Nor-

id Rih, Stretford, Manchester. [8116
6h.p. Rex Combination, Roc gear, comiortable
wicker sidecar; any trial; £55.—Can be seen at

age, 44. Chapel .St., Luton, Beds. [8322

EX Combination. 4l/4h.p, Precision engine, 2-speed,
' H.'S., Bosch, new tyres, tubes, good running order;
trial; niter 7; £45.-24, Lower Park Fields, Put-

, S.W.15. [8437
HE New Model 55 Hex Combination, with 8h.p.
Blackburne engine,' coachbuilt sidecar, cantilever

ingmg, detachable wheels and tyres, now in stock
immediate delivery: £218/18 ; .tree dehvery by road

,
rail.—The Premier M«or Co., Aston Rd., Binning-
1-

. . [5558
Boc.

^ll.p. Roc Motor Bicycle, new shod, B.T.H ma"
t 'handle controls; £16, bargain.—Madison, Little-
r, 'Derby. ^ [S1090
00 Motor. Cycle, complete less power unit, Druid

• forks, free engine, clutch, brand new 26x2i/.in.
ra heavy Dunlop covers and tubes, whole machine
roughly overhauled, guaranteed perfect, 'suitable
p. single or 5-6h.p. twin; £18.—B. Elliif, 3,
igston Grove, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. (X1222

Rover.
OVER 41i.p., 1916, countershaft, unscratched, per-
feet; £80.—Farquhar. Rybersdale, East Bergholt.

OVER Comhin,ition, 1914, 3V>h.p., S-speed. - kick-
start, good order; £75.-52, Pelham Ed., Graves-

[8638
OVER. 3>/ib.u.. 3-speed. 1914. accessories; £60.—

1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill. 'Phone ; Brijcton
'•

'

- [9032

120 6h.p. Rover Combination, driven from works
' only, splendid outfit; £186.—Walker, Redbourn,
's. [X1295
Lh.p. Rover, fine condition every way; £38, or

nearest: after 6 evenings,— 4, Galesbury Rd.,
idsworth, S.W. [8379
O'VER 3i2h.p„ 3-3peed. clntch, Canoelet sidecar,
accessories, ride away; £60.-117, .Walm Lane,

ttlewood, N.W.2. [8804
OVER Slih.p. T.T., with Phillipson pulley, knee-
grips. Lueas lamps and horn, condition perfect;

:».—Rich, Shifnal. [X1164
.h.p. Rover Combination, 1920, accessories, done

20a mile's, perfect condition; £180, oilers.-Box
;6, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8016

3TER S'/oh.p. Combination, 1914, 2.spced, clutch
tools, lull accessories; £60.—Tavlor, Church Ed,

fojfl, Baldook, Herts. [836S
OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, countershaft, nearly
new, Watsonran sidecar; £195, ur solo.—Edwin

ght. High St., Reigate. [8106
O'VER 1915 Combination,, SV^h.p., 3-jreed. clntch,
lamps, excellent condition ; £85, or oiler.-66,

t Bide, Clapham Common. [8356
120 Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, electric lighting,
' sportius sidecar, with Easting, all accessories •

0.—G., 89, Wigmore St., W. [8091

|-le.l9 si.ih.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson, excellent con-
' dition; £80.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East-
i St., Southport. Tel,: 607. [8892
.p. a.i.v. Rover, Bosch, B. and B., perfect, but
wants new mag. sprocket (ordered); £22/10.—
farlane, Park Rd., Loughborough. [8589
ih.p. Rover Combination, late 1918, W.D., lamps.
horn, spares, tube, 2 covers, luggage grid; £135.

awford, 105, Witton St., Northwich. [8209
OVER 3].a.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds,
Bosch, .splendid condition; £48, after 7 p.m. or

E-end.-Killarney, Colindale Av., Hendon. [8382

OVEE, 1920 Brand New 5-6h.p, Combination, latest
improvements; £235,; exchange entertained.—

es and Co., 275, High St., Acttn, London. [X1285

^P 5-6h.p. Twin Rover, Lucas horn, mileage 200,
^fj solo only, magnificent machine; list price,

!;[2yi0; accept i£162/10.— 9, Wood St., Swindon.

^20 Rover Twin Combination, new August, perfect
' conditiou, owner returning India; any reason-
'offer.—Villani, 20, Leam Terrace, Leamington.

Lh.p. Rover Combination (Jan., 1920), lamps, screen.
'Spares, splendid condition, little used, original

i nnpuHctured; £135.—I'inkerton, South Norwood
S.E. [8291

FOR SALE.

5, O O
Brand new extra heavy

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX-GOVERNMENT STOCK

(28 by 3 and 26 by 2^)

BELDAM
WOOD MILNE
MACINTOSH
BATES
KEMPSHALL
CLINCHER DE LUXE
MOSELEY and
SPENCER-MOULTON

To be cleared at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

Lower prices for quantities.

DOUGLAS
SPARE
PARTS

Huge consignment
just received.

Immediate delivery
of all principal parts.

Special line—2| & 4- h.p.

Frames £5 each.

^mnm-TTTw^iiiiii imnnrTirnirg^^igmpiiMBDQMM

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES
Rover.

TJOV.ee i'Ah-V; 3-f:p6ed, hnb and clutch, 1914
J-*' engine, cood conditioB throughout, tyres nnfirlv new
£45, for quick sale, or offer.—Granger, Icewell Hill.
Newmarket. [8457

ROVER SVoh.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch. K-S..
siieedoniete*. lamps, pillion, sp.-nes, very smart

outfit; nearest offer £80.-56, Melrose Av., Strenthnni
Lime, Mitc-ham. [8351

1 Q20 Eo.Yer 5-6h.p. Comiiination. Mnntgnmeiv side-
J-t/ car with Easting-, uiilenge 350, ronditinn as new,
lamps Tfiny examination: £20a.—Bakf-r, 92, Eradford
Av., Cleethorpes. [XH86

1 Q16 T.T. Rover, with Philipscn pulley, Lucas horn,
-^•' and lamp set, mechanical condition perfect,
examination invited; £60.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing,.W 5. 'Phone; 1827. [7122

ROVER SVjh.p., T.T.. 1919, Philipson pulley, latest
Senspray, variable jet, only done 700 miles, con-

dition as new; £95.-
Station, by Glasgow.

-D. Macgregor and Sons, Drymen
[8516

TQia Rover SV.-h.p.,
J- iy clutch, sidecap,
splendid condition

;

worth, AVarwickshire.

3-speed, countershaft, K.S.,
3 lamps, mechanical horn,

£115, bargain.—Deeming, Poles-
[7832

1 Q14 T.T. Rover, Philip?ou pulley, recently enamelled.
J-ft^ tank makers' colour^;, P.H. lighting set, horu,
etc-.,- splendid machine; £48, evenings.—Lock, 164,
Thornhill Rd., Tolwortn, Surbitou, Surrey. [8371

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, very late-W.D. model,
"only done 200 miles, lamps, horji, tools, kick

start, clutch, etc., perfect condition, Jull insurance
just paid; offers wanted.—J. H. Starr, Wallgate, Wigan.---' ^ . . . [8092

"Id 18 SVsh.p. Rover and Burberry Sidecar, 3-speed,
-Lt/ : C.8., K.S., accessories, spare sidecar tyre, and
new belt, Luoas -horn., etc.-, splendid order, ride away:
£120.—Bithell, Parkhill,' Corinah's Quav, near Chester.

' . [7990
F.O.C.H. have a S-6h.p, W.D. Rover Combination,

Easting, negligible "

" mileage.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St.; Hampstead {nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. . [8146

NEW 3iflj.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with S-speed
clutch and kick-Ptarter, and with' smart coachbuilt

sidecar ; £1 80 or cu easy payments 5^ extra : one
quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalment?.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Kd., Loudon. [8396

ROVER 1920 (April)- 5-6h.p. Combination. Hender-
son sidecar, D.A. lighting, Lucas lamps and

horn. Cowey speedometer. Easting scrfeen, Dunlop
heavy tyres (unpunctured), tools, spares, splendid
outfit; £185.-1. Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.

[8678
OVER 1918 5-6h.p. W.D. Combiuntion, recon-
structed, overhauled, and guaranteed sound; a few

only left in stock. These machines are as good as new,
and are best value for money comliinatiou on the
market: £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Eishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0063

ROVER 5-6h.p. 3-speed All-chain Combination, new
Oct., 1919, condition and appearance as new,

special sidecar body with removable child's seat, lamps,
speedometer, luggage grid, hood' and screen, 28x3in.
Dunlops (unpunctnred) ; £170, trial, offers.-Bo.x

7,864, q/o The Motor Cycle. [8941

W

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL HUBY 2-spee(i 2-stroke, as new; I

£45.-42, Perrau Ed., Tulse Hill.

TOOYAL RUBY 3h.p., 3-speed, spring frame;
XV —Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury.

[8639

£120.
[6241

3 Jib. p. Rovnl Ruby 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Al condi-
4 tion; £45—21, New North Rd., ~ '

-IQ19 Royal Ruby, J.A.P.,
-L" 115 m.p.g. ; £48, otter.

Balliam, S.W.

Eeigate. [8901

2-^peed, speedometer,
- 69, Laitwood Rd.,

[8458

ROYAL Ruby Bh.p. Combination, perfect conditiou,
3-speed, auy examination, hood, SLTeen, etc. : a

bargain, £175.—Ma^ter^, Claremont, Colnbrook. [8375

1 Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick start.
Ji*y 2-5peed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clydes-
dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265

1 i|20 3V^h.p. Spring Frame Royal Ruby, 2-speed andiv clutch, ridden 50 miles only as new; £107.—
Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing, W.5. 'Phone : 1827, [7123

"IQ19 Royal Kuby Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine.
J-t/ Sspee'l gear box and clutch, new "P. and H.
lamps. Easting wind screen, new Dunlop tyres all

round; £135.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing, VV.5.

Phone: 1827. [7124

£100.—Royal Ruby, 1918, Sh.p. J. A. P., 3-speed, hand
clutch, kick start, re-enamelle<l and plated, blacl;

and gold lined, Milis-Fulford C.B. sidecar, mechanically
perfect, worth double, cash needed.—272, Green St.,

Forest Gate. [8234

Rudge.
1Q15 I.O.M. Rudge Multi,' lamps, horn; £65.—Feek.
J-«7 Bath Hotel, Great Yarmouth. ' [8066

|Q14 T.T. Rudge. fast, accessories: must sell: bar.±U gain, £40.-17, Byron Ed., Harrow. [8570

RUDGE.— All 1S20 model, ex-stock; £110/5; easy
payments.—125, High St., Woolwich. [6094

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rudge.

UDGE Multi 1920 I.O.M., smartly equipped, hardly
riddeu; £90.-5, Victoria Av., Surbitoii. [9046

20 Brand New Rudse Multi T.T.
£J05.-Bl;ick Park, Wljitilmrcli, Salop. [X1159

"DTJDGE I.O.M. Multi, in stock: £110/5.—Clark, 7,
JTt Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. Ken. 4096.

[8561
RUDGE Jlulti 5-6h.p., new August, 1920. perfect,

as new; wliat offers?—Baker, Avalon. i\!inehead.
[7827

3JUh.p. Rudge, 2-speed, free, new rear Duulop, speedo-
2 meter, lamps: £40. -Ring Hammersmith 16S9.

[8217
RUDGE 7-Sh.li., 1920, romplele with Budge sidecar,

lamps, horn, etc.; £116.-198, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [8530

rQ14 5-61), p. Rudije Dehilti and coachbuilt sidecar," .«i.lpn:lid condition; fSS.^H. Wright, Arlesley,
lied.s. [8223

"DUDGE 3i,.,li,p.. countershaft, kick start, perfect:
-tV £50, offer.—23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,
.S.E.9. [8675

"IQ19 Rudse IMulti Combination, bought April,
J-i/ 1920, perfect; £98.-Butler, Potton, Bedford-
shire. [8588

RUDGE Jlulti, 1914, good condition, lamps, etc.
i70.— Ilcwiu's Cjaiases, Ltd., the Ileal Service FilTn.

T.umton. [81.78

1Q20 I.O.M. Budge, clutch, iiedal starter, 400
-LJ' miles; sacrifice, £92/10.—W. J. Bladder, Sid-
bury, Worcester. [8936

RUDGE 1919 I.O..M. Model, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, etc.. in perfect order; £86.-198, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [8537

RUDGE, I.O.M. Model, list price: from stock.-
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Nm?-

maiket. 'Phone: 214. [1101

f^-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, ride away; £85.^ or solo. £70. or exchange 8-lOli.p.—L. Stratford.
203, Junction Rd., N.IS. [8839

-1020 Si'oh.p. I.O.M. Riulge Multi. delivered August,
-I-«7 ridden 150 miles, lamps; what offers?—Park-
house, Hotel, Eggesford, Devon. [8215

RUDGE Multi, 1920, T.T., very fast, horn, speed-
ometer, knee-grips: £105: seen any time.—P.

liiist, 38, Eaton Rise, Ealing. W.5. [8260

RUDGE T.T. Multi, 1920, SV^h.p., fully equipped,
only ridden few miles; £95, or offers.—3, Lyncroft

Gardens, West Hampstead, N.W.6. [7939

"pUDGE Multi, 1919, delivered April, 1920, lamps.
JLV speedometer, pump, tools, in perfect condition

;

£80.-2, Madrid Bd., Barnes, S.W.13. [8521

T £619 3V:;h.p. Rudge Multi, Dunhiil's limousette
-fi-«^ sidecar, as new, wind screen, lamps. Klaxon;
£140.-10, Lansdowne Ay., Slough. [8593

•a-Q19 5-61i.p. Rudgc Combination, as new, lamps,
i-iy screen, hood, spares: £125.-209, Broadw:iy, West
Heudon, N.W. 'Plione: Kingsbury 162. [9056
-» Q20 Eudge Multi, T.T., dehvercd this week; list

|

-"Lt/ price.—Bickell and Sons, 247-251, Archway Ed.,!
Highgatc, N.6. 'Phone: Hornsey 1090. '[0254

£48.-1913 Rudge, clutch model, 1918 improve-
;

me;rts, fast, perfect, with lamps and tools.—H.
.'\ngcll, Breachwood, Wehvyn, Herts. (D) [8576

rQ20 New I.O.M. Rudge Multi, correct model,
• ' witii spoked belt rim, clutch, and pedal starter;

list price.—Fancourt's Garage, Stamford. [3700

1Q20 I.O.M. Eiulge, h.nud clutch and kick starter, in
-*J' stock at li;st. £110/5 ;

'^jschonges or easy pay-
Tiie;its.— 2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E.'[90S1

BE.ST Bargain Tliis Week.-1920 (July) I.O.M.
Rudge. lullv e,.inipped, mileage 200; £98; even-

ings.—50, Manor Park Rd., Harlesden, N.W, [8214

RUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. and 5-6h.p. Multi Combina-
tion, in stock; makers' price.—Shepherd and Co.,

Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [8876

RUnOi: Multwin Ccmbinntiou, 1920, 7-9h.p., un-
scratched, ;is new, full equipment: genuine bar-

:;ain. £158.-Hufton, Drumniond Rd., Ilkeston. tS1162'

NEW Eudgn Multi SV.li.p., fitted with smart coach-

1

built sideii^M ; £143/10, or on easy payment,^ 4%
(c.Mra.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. I

TJUDCE Multi 1920 3'/..h.D., T.T., brand new ;'^^j^fst !XV arrived: immediate delivery; at malrers' price
£U0/5.—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London' !

K-S.i.p. Rudge Mnlti, hand tlutch, Jainas's speedo-

'TJ^'-
"'''""' '"''"' '"'' '"?" condition equal to

n.-w; £68.-135, Caun Hall Rd., Le.vtonstonB, K.Il,
l

10 20 (.Tune, I.O.M. T.T. Hlidse Multi. hmmss*•-' I'laxon. knnf-cnp., ..pare belt and ping.', nil tools,
llin- condition; £105.—H. Seymour, Castle ,St., Rugby.'

RUDGE Multi .3i,ih.p., W.D. model, in new condi^

!

lion Ihroiighout, new lamps, Stewart, horn, etc
any let; £63—Motor House, Clarendon Hd., Mar-
""''' (9016

1p rf)GK Multi, I.O.M.. new May, complete «ithAfc Lowoy «p(!«lonietcr, Lucnn lioiu iind lamps, spm-'
Ircit, m perfect c Jitinn; fllO.-Diiviiw, Hoo, Unci,

Kent. 18655

EDINBURGH
i AND -

Z GLASGOW,
i Immediate Delivery.

i ACE. (4 cylinder.)

i ACME.

§ ARMIS. '

1 BAT.
m B.S.A.

i BRADBURY. .

1 CALTHORPE.
i CQULSON B.

g CLEVELAND.
^i CLYNO.
I COVENTRY EAGLE.
i DIAMOND.
i DOUGLAS.
i EDMUND.
g ENFIELD.
i FRANCIS BARNETT. •

1 INDIAN.
i LEVIS.

I MATCHLESS.
Z METRO-TYLER.
1 NEW IMPERIAL.

i N.U.T.

1 OMEGA.
1 REX.
i SPARKBROOK.
i VERUS.
i VELOCETTE.
i WILLIAMSON.
W Early delivery Norton, P. & M., and

|]I0
Morgan. Immediate Delivery of the 10.5

mi H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter,

Sjjj electric lighting, etc. The finest and
W most durable light car of its c'.ass.

^ TRADE SUPPLIED.
\M Scott'sh agents should now write us
W regarding 1921 agencies. We have

Q]]]
still a few territories open for various

ffm makes of machines. Early application
~ is advisable

I Alexander & Go.
|

m 113-115, Lothian Road,
i

1 EDINBURGH,
i

mo AND
j

i 272 274, Gt. Western Road,

1 GLASGOW.
i

- MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

SEPT., 1919, I.O.M. Budge Multi, lamps, hotBa
acressories, splendid condition; £89, or near«^

offer, bargain, must sell.-Apply, 29, Springdale A|_
Huddersfield.

CTfifT

'

"PfUDQE Multi S'ih.p. 1919 T.T., -lamps, hori

.

-*-*J speedometer, insurance policy, no addition i

expense: nearest £120.—\rilkinson; Eearsby, Blnniit /

tands. Liverpool. [78;

puDGE Mnlti, Dei ember, 1919, SVah.p. T.T. nioc)'
--•' very fast, in excellent condition ;" £95, or uean
oiler.-T. M. linrgess, Shortmoor, 80, Bulham I'i
Ed., London, S.W.12. [82

31.h.p. 1917 Endge Multi Combination, new liejo
2 ings, clutch plates, plated, enamelled ;ecwt t,

'

last July), hood, apron, luggage, lamps, etc.; £B.S^
St. James's Ed., Bermoudsey. - ;

"

pUDGK Multi 1920 3',ih.p., Isle of Man T,!,.
J-V new, at list price; immediate delivery, ^!
extended terms if desired.—Elce and Co.,"
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, May, 1920,
horn, Watford, apron, screen, engine sparee

belt, cost £190; reasonable offer witii or withoT'
tings.—Moore, 73, Grosvenor Rd., lUord, Essex,

JQ19 iStpteiuLei/ JV-Ji.p. I.O.M. Eudge Multi,

j

J.t/ iii^e 2,500, speedometer,' lauips, horn, spare ^wl
tools: £88; seen by ;tppoiljtuient :it Beckenham
Huu-hes, 19, Endsleigh St., Tavi.^tock aq., London.

I

.

[82;

RUDGE Mulli Combination, lato 1918. screi
speedometer, luggage grid, £90 ; also late IS'i.

-'olo, £90; both practically upscratehed; terms U
ranged —Bnnting's Motors, Wealdstone, Harrow. I,

(89;
1 Q20 Brand New I.O.IVL Rudge 3VJi.p.. slopi|:5
-Lt/ tank, multi gear and free engine, £110/5; ar,-jt

second-hand Rudge, 1919 model, £85; another, sinjS
speed, 1914, £35.—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, LondilC :

mi
F.O.C.H. have a new I.O.M. Rudge Multi, 3V>ll. .i.

list price.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heatfi i H
Hampstead fnr. Ilampstead Tube Station). 'Phon «
Hampstcad 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturday! k

.:, [?^ 3
S:-6h.p. Eudge Multi Coachbuilt Combination, m t
"J controlled -clutch, in splendid condition, luggl -.i

grid, speedometer, all lamps, spare tyre and acceseori a

^^75; preferably appointment.— 182, Sherrnrd Rtl., I-^or i

Gate. J^&i

RUDGE Multi, 3'jh.p., clutch, loot oiler, pedal. 6t! i
done 1,300 miles, condition as new, tyres* ' 1

punctured. Miller.^ lamps, Cowev horn, Cowey spet
meter; £69.— S. Hammond, lb, Plumstead Ed.,

"'

wich, S.E.18. [Xl3

1Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Budge Sidecar,-

J

-L*^ done 100 miles, fitted with 3 Lucas .Iw
mechanical horn, full kit oi tools, etc., a-bso]ute]a
new; accept £150, no- oHers.—Sloan, 8 HaW^
Terrace, Benfrew.

1Q20 7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin and Rudge CoaijS
-i-*y Sidecar, with new Ideal pillion seat and 1
new lamps ; this is the most efficient and fastest^
biuation in Coventry; lU'ice £180.—Apply, Kenny I

89, Wyley Ed., Coventry. [|

in20 (May) I.O.M. Budge Multi, perfect, 63:
Xt/ 120 m.p.g., special air intake, Cowey^
largest P.H. lami>3, Klason, spare tube and' lieff

case, insurance, birying car; offers.—LieutenaBfc
St. Quintin Av., North Kensington.

"1Q20 3'™h.p. I.O.Sl. Eudge Multi. ri>lden"ti|
-i-t' fitted Triumph -D.E. bars, buffed crank
long, straight through exhaust, electric lighting
knee grips. .Stewart, Klaxon: £125; seen any .ta

W. Mitchell, 10, Earl St., Kcighley. [S

RUriGE Multi T.T., 1916, 3V-h.p., very fast,

alisolutely perfect condition, new 1 Imilop - _
rear cover, tielt, and knee-grips, Lucas Horn, ;mfl 1^

.

open exhaust: any trial by appointment; £68.—TVnlt )

7, 'Woodward Terrace, Park St., Abergavenny. 1^

RUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. Multi, pedal start, ]«
cLitch, semi-T.T. bars. Klaxon horn, oVAtl

tyres, mileage 250, condition as new, cost £150
worth £140 to-day; our price, however, is £120, i

more honest value does not exist.—The Lay
Garages, Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. : Intel
Bicester. 'Phone; 35 Bicester. fX-l

Scott.

SCOTT, 2-speed, free, good running order; £
oHors.— 6, Boyn Rd., Lewisham. t*'

SCOTT, 1914, thoroughly overhauled; bargain,.*
or near offer.—Ranford, I\lalveru. [fli

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New 1
Scott, delii-ery from stock; £140. ..%

SCOTT 3";jh.p , 2-speed, kick start, perfect conil^i
£60.-47, Edith Ed„ South Norwood. S.E.^I

SCOTT, good condition, runliinij order; £29.-Bb
head, 21, Mossnmn St., Shipley, Yorkshire, (

[81

SCOTT, deliveries- from stock, solo or corabinatii
£140 and £ I 85.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Bi

Scrvit"(! Firm, Taunton. [8lK

SCOTT.- Immediate delivery 1920 3-lih.p. mo'dL
solo on combination: £140 and £185.~Pnrieg

Bradshawgate, Bolton. Td. : 1348. [X"

A31 All letters icliitiiig to adveili.scmeiits «lio.ikl uik.Ic the inimbcr at tlie end of cacli advcrtUeiiient. nuU the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

»ELIV"EEED Tco Late.—Brand new Scott, lui-

ptirkpd; owner will .nocept £125 for same, cast

40—Box 599. c/o The Motor CycU. [X1343

920 Scott Sports Model, seuii-T.T., perfect cnmli-

tion. Lucns lumps, accessories, spares, won 5 gold

rdals; £128.-Ileed, 6, Blake St., York. [8822

920 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, bom, tools,

,

etc., only run few miles; best offer over £120.'
)allaway, Fruit Mercbant, Smetbwick. [0275

COTT Combination, 1915, coachbuilt, Binks, horn,'
- lamps, etc., excellent condition, attachments drive
m sidecar; £85.—Moss, 496, Oxford St., W.l. [7932!

COTT 1920 S'fih.p. Sports Model, full racing T.T.!
bars, very fast, done 100 miles only, quite equal'

now: £130.—Parker's, Bradsbawgat?, Bolton.
[X0936

OOTT Combination, recently overhauled, running
splendidly, Amac automatic carburetter, 65

a.g.; £65.—Sea'l, 14, Woodend, Sutton, Surrey.
[8282

COTT 1915 3%ib.p., 2-speed, new sprockets, chains,
rings, spares, accessorie.?, thoroughly overhauled;

' trial : must sell ; £68, offers.-Audrey. Plymouth
use, Loughton. [8421

OOTT-HENDERSON Elite Combination. 1920, Aero
siTeeu, disc wheel, lamps. Klaxon, toold, spares,

ler ordered abroad; £170.—Maltby, Kinver, Beeeh-
)d Ed., Sauderstead.

~
[8797

[i20 Scott Combination, low mileage, indistinguisb-
-' ahle from new, lamps, speedometer, Easting screen,

: cost over £200, bargain, £180.-209, Broadway.
st Hendou. 'Phone: Kingsbury 162. [9055|

COTT C.B. Combination, engine No. 2659. twin!
duplicate feed, Binks, Bosch, Watford speedo-l

ter, Lucas lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, apareus sidecar.!
ed e-vtension, wind screen, step, tyres nearly new
i.-Clarke, 15, Denbigh Bd., W", Ealiug. [8794

COTT. 1919 (September), with sporting sidecar and
complete equipment; £110; this outfit is priced

sell' and at the same time to make us one more
ind; v/e believe it -is the best Scott bargain in
gland, so please don't judge it by the price.—The
rto'n Garages, Bicester, near Oxford. T.A. :

egrity. Bice3ter. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. rX1388

r Singer.
lEFGER 3VL>b.p., Binks, Bosch, single gear, good
order; £25.-92, Einsbury Park Rd., Loudon, N.

[7970
Itt.p. Singer C.B. Combination, ride away; £65;
2 complete, good condition.—Bartnritm, Parkburst,
ingdou, Herts. lX1322
NfiGE. 1915 Combination, 2 sneed countershaft, re-

f'ently overhauled: best ofler.—Howells, North-
i Kd., Eversham.

'

18643

Jlfl 4'2b.p. Singer, countershaft gear, -with sidecar,
' fin> goer; £50.—North Wales Motor Exchange,
txham. 'Phone: 283. '

[X1281
NGER-Combiuation, 4i4h.p., new C.B. sidecar, C.S.,
Senspray, clutch, very reliable, fine appearance
offer.-Bartlett, 13, -Barons Court Ed., W.ia. [8470

NGEE 4h.p., 1914, 2-speed countershaft, accessories,
fin? order, with Cauoelet sidecar, only run 7,000

;s; genuine bargain, £S'5.—Cottani, East Winch,
in. [8786

NGER 4V2h.p. Countershaft Coach Combination,
lanpSj new tyres, tubes, good running order;

rest £75; particulars free.—H. Whetter, The Hurst,
lilworth. [XI 300

)14 Singer sy^b.p., 3 speeds, clntcli, fitted 1920
Millford -sidecar, with Easting screen, all lamps,

a, Jones speedometer, all new Dunlop tvre.^, in -pex-
: order; a real bargain at £75; exchanges or easy
oieuts.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E

i

^ [9092

Sparkbrook.
120 Sparkbrook, 2-speed, new June, all accessories;
^ bargain, £65.-E.H.T., 14, St. Andrew's Ed.,
llesden. [8121

PA.-JvBROOK 1920 2Vih.p., 2 speeds, at makers''
i)nce; £75. -Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,

i

idon. [X1292
PAEKBROOK, 1920. 2-speed, beautiful condition,!

accessories; £65, or nearest.—Achesson, Buller'
Tracks, Aldersbot. [7986

PARKBROOK, 2-speed models. £75; from our
showrooms.—A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd., Heath'

rage, Newmarket ('Phone: 214), and 75, Albany St i

^•1- [1099*

r|20 New Sparkbrook, 2-speed, uriridden, unregis-'
}f tered. psrfect, must sell, bought combination;
(t reasonable offer secures a bargain.—Box 7,873 c/o
e Motor Cycle. [8953
FEW 2|'$li.p. Sparkbrook, 2-stroke, single-speed; £69:
I 2-speed, £75. in stock, or..K)n extended payments
extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
^Iments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118; Bromptbn Bd., Lon-
^- [8387
PARKBEOOK, 1920 model, 2%b.p., 2-speed, flywheel

mag., motor cycle for sale, nearly new, only done
nu mileage: price £66, with insurance, or nearest
•''^;/""st aell, owner going abroad.—Wood, 15, Richard
. Northwich, Cheshire. [8654

Our position in the midsl of the

mamifacturers is uniqxie, enabling

us to give IMMEDIATE ' DE-
LIVERY of Motor Cycle, Combina-
tion, spare Parts, or Accessories.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-

bination, 3-5peed, kiclv-start,

all-cliain drive 178 gns.

ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination,
Model H, clutch, and kicli-

start £205
HUMBER, 45 h.p., flat twin,

3-speed, Ivick-start, all-chain
drive, Grindlay de Luxe
Sidecar S179 10

ARIEL 3'. h.p. Combination . £154
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p.

Combination £204 12

COVENTRY ACME - J.A.P.,
8 h.p. Combination, detach-
able and spare wheel £213 15

SCOTT 3j h.p. twin 2-stroke
Combination £185

QUADRANT Combination . . . £145
INDIAN Powerplus Combina-

tion, electricallv equipped . . £223 14

INDIAN Powerplus, solo £181 14

INDIAN Scout £140
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring
frame £109 14

CLYNO, lightweight, 2-3peed. . £75
CALTKORPE-J.A.P., =-speed. £74 11

CALTHORPE, 2 stroke, :-5peed £71 8

HOBART-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-
start . £90

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, Stur-

mey 2-speed, kicli-start .... £80
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single

gear £68 10

ALLDAVS-ALLON, 2-sp., kick-

start £85
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-spced. kick-

start £83

IVY, all purpose, 2-speed £75

SIDECARS IN STOCK
with Fittings for any make of Motor

Cycle.

GRINDLAY, CANOELET,
MONTGOMERY, MILLS-
FULFORD.

1921 MODELS.
If you are desiroia of ob ain
ing an early delivery-, place
your order with us DIOW.

CDVENTRYHaTORN&RT

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY
Teuci?»)is"seucr/oif~C0¥£fiTRr -

——

MOTOR CYCLES
Sun.

FOR SALE.

s

SUN-VILLIERS, 1917, lamps, ,n>eedometer. excellent
condition;* £50.—28, -Foxlev Hill lid., Purlev.

Surrey. [8378

SUN-VILLIEES 2-stvoke, 2 speeds, aceessories. new
' engine and gear box; £40.—Dongall, c/o Tnttison,

41. Church St., Borwicl». [8290

SUN-VILLIERS, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, 1916. new belt
and mudguards; mechanical born, splendid con-

dition; £40.—Dixon, 4, Warren Av., Bromlev, Kent.
(After 7.) [7796

Sunbeam.
3ih.p. Sunbeam, late model ; cheap, spot cash.—Scott,

2 32, Furnival St., Kolborn. [8727

UNEEAM 3V'h.p., 1920, well equipped, perfect, 400
miles; £160.-173, Spring Bank. Hull. ^ [9095

1 Q19 S'Ah.p. Sunbeam, must dispose of this week ;^

J-tr 100 gns.—Tippett. Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
[8847

SUNBEAM 1920 Sporting Model, indistinguisbabb
from new ,' offers.-25, Ormiston Rd., Shepherd's

Bush. [8692

"1020 (June) Sports Sunbeam, lamps, born, condi--
-*-*^ tion as new; £165.-67, Queen's Park Rd.,
Brighton. [8135

3 ill. p. Sunheam Combination; all-chain, 3-speed, kicK
2 f;tart, splendid order ; £106, or nearest.—Siade,

Penn, Bucks. [7840

3ih.p. Sunbeam^ new August, 1920, under 800 miles,
2 accessories; £135.—Bignell, Sharpies Park, Ast-

ley Bridge, Bolton. [ 8218

SUNBEAM 1918 SJ^h.p., perfect app2arance and
mechanical condition; £120.—Loweth, 6, Afount

Pleasant Rd., Ealing. . [8599

1Q20 Sunbeam Combination, 3i2li-P-' ridden 100
it/ miles; £200, or near off:r; must sell.—Birkb ck,
HagUy, Worcestershire. [7356

33.h.p. Sunbeam, 2-sp3ed, K.S., in good condition,
4 but plating spoilt by storage; £60.—Stanley, 1.

Milton Rd., Cambridge. [8602

SUNBEAM 1917 3l<.h.p., kick starter. 3-speed. h.b.n,
clutch, lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition;

£110.—C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0246

SUNBEAM [Julv. 1920) 3y2h.p., perfect, with new
' Millford 4-point connection chassis; £175, or near

ofler."Laugman, 14, Hoghton St., Southport. , [8740

1 (Q|19 Sun!)eani SVoh.p., Bosch mag.; Cowey. horn,
Xi/ Cowey speedometer, Lucas lamps, perfect condi-
tion; £146.— Bnffley, Lowtun, Newton-le-Willows. [6481

ljQl9 (Aug.) SV^h.p. Sunbe.am Combination, as new,
-tt/ .Cowey _ speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, tools, will

ride 50 miles; £160.—Bridle, Boot Manufacturer, Hove.
[8052

1Q16 S'zh.p. Sunbeam, finished service green, Lucas
J- «-' lamps, speedometer, horn, kuee-grips, good con-
dition; £125.—Curtis, 11, Portway, Warminster.

[8650
AUGUST. 1919. 3V:.h.p. Sunbeam and Mills-Fulford

sidecar, electric side and tail lamps, carefully

I
used; £150.—Brown, Manor House, Sedgley, Staffs.

[3564
SUNBEAM, brand new o'2h.p., solo model, with

,

Lucas lamps and horn; £170.-The Walsall
I Garage, Woiverhamoton St., Wahall. Tel. : 444.
! [9004

rQ20
Sunbeam 3V2b.p., t)rand new, semi-T.T. bars,

,

•' footboards and leg shields ; owner bought car ; list

i
price, or best ofler over.—Capt. Clark, Aerodrome,

;
Upavon. [7905

3J3)20 Sunheam, Henderson combination, 5V:'h.p., for
.*y sale, LueaS lamps and bom, various spares.—

i H C. Hands, Regent Ptdace Hotel, Piccadilly Circus,

j

London. .
"

• [800,3

SUNBEAM 1919 (Aug.) 8h.p. Combination, screen,
Tan-Sad, spare wheel, apron, spring luggage grid,

lamps and born, complete ; £200.—Benrdsell, Mirfield,

;

Tork-^bire. [8771

SUNBEAM Combination, Si/oh.p., 1916. Cameo wind
screen, luggage grid, tools, excellent condition;

|any trial; £125.—Birch, 43, Richmond Hill, Langley.
! Birmingham. [SISSI

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—1919 Sb.p.

Sunbeam combination, hood, screen, lamps, speed-

ometer, mirror, warning signal, tools, condition like

new; 200 gns. - [7742

SUNBEAM Sporting 1919 3'/.h.p., fully equipped,
spares, Henderson sidecar, overhauled by makers,

perfect; £135, or offer.—Kelw^y, Brooklands, Lang-
port. Somerset.

'

[7918

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., spare wheel, 3-fold
wind screen, little used, condition as new; £210;

exchange for new light car. — Jackson, Draper,
Thornaby-on-Tees. [8069

OUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Black and Gold Combination,
O' unsi-ratched, condition new throughout. Easting,
lamps. Klaxon: £200.-10, Clonmel Rd., Teddington
(Fulwell Station). [8355

; *| Q20 3V^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, ju.st delivered

j

Jk*/ (Sept.), Easting screen, Stewart mechanical horn;
offers; no reasonable offgr refused.—Evans, 8, Proinen-

1 ade, Oheltenham,
"

[8488

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is sue. A^5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam. i

SlTisBEAM Late 1913 Combination, f^cnuine Sun-'
beam sidecar, Lucas lamp;, speedometer, horn,

tyre= as new. first-class condition throughout; ;€140.—
Rose's Garaye, Uxbridge. [9006

j 1*? 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, genuine Sun-
-i-«y beam siiUcar, splendid appearance and mechani-
cal condition, electric lamps: £140.—Kavs, 8, Bond St..

Ealing, W.5. 'Phone: 1827. [7125'

SUNBEA.M S\-Ai.v.. 1919, new February last, per-
fect condition, with Sunbeam sidecar, wind

toreen, lamps; any trial; what offers? Plyraoutli dis-

,

hict.—Box 7,827, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8085

1 O20 iModel 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucasif dynaino lighting, electric horn^ siieedometer,
letachalsle wheeh and 1 spare, luggage grid; £225.—
Armstrong, 92, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [8306

1 Q20 3^,-;h.p. Sporting Sunbeam, purchased 6 weeksXH ago, over £20 worth of accessories and extras,
|

is exceptionallv fast, and fully guaranteed; photo; I

offers.—Box 8,751, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8922
|

1 Q20 5ioh,p. Sunbeam and IMills-Fulford Sidecar,
!

--*/ Lucas best lamps, Cowey horn, Easting wind
j

scieen, carefully used 2 mouths; £190.—Capt. Freeman,
Thorpewood, Branksome Av., Bournemouth. [7788

|

1 C|20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage 2,000,

1

J-*J jierfect condition, electric lights, Cowey trip
sineedometer. Easting, horn, tools, pump; best offer

over £200.—Evans, 211, High St., Lincoln. [8904

I 020 5'-_.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, practically new,
J-v not done 1,000 miles, P. and H. lamps,
Klaxon, luggage grid, and comiilete set of tools: £210.
---Murray, Fort Belvedere, Sunningdale, Berks. [8808

8h.p. Sunbeam Late 1916 Combination, just over-
hauled, leplated and enamelled, all accept;ories,

spare wheel, perfect condition; any trial; £190, or very
near oSer.— E. J. Gill, 83, Grove Ed., Hollowav, J7.

^ [8032
QUXEEAil 8h.p. Comliiuution, mileage 1,000, hood,
^' screen, Klaxon, speedometer, Tan-Sad, P. aud H.
lamps, new condition, spares; would copt to-dav new
£262, accept '£220r^Fletcher. W'arboiough, Wallingford.

[8164
1 Qie Sunbeam Combination, SV^h.p:, black and gold,
J-i7 tyres, paint-work, running excellent, splendid light-

hit:. horn, speedometer, grips, apron, tools, spares, etc.,

insurance June: £145, oilers. Tel.: Sydenham 1778.—
43, Crystal Palace Park K1,_S.E.26. [8034

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agenti?; spare
parts in stock; repairs, oyerbauls, re-enamelling

.and plating under the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la

Hny {late Sunbeamland}.—The Molineaux Garage Co.,

Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

rQl9 4h.p. Black-£old Sunbeam Combination. 3
e' acetylene. 3 electric lamps, usual accessories.

insurance, Dunlops, discs, spare bulbs, rings, plugs,
etc., recent overhaul; reasonable offer wanted.—Tay-
Ini, 65, AlteuburR- <iardeus, Clapham Common, S W.

[5503
SUNBEAM 8h.p., mag., detachable interchangeable

wheels, large double-seated ^coachbuilt sidecar,
hood, screen, etc.. Lucas lamps, etc.. speedometer, black
and golil finish throughout, luxurious outfit, 700x80
Palmers; £198.—56, , Culverden Park Rd., Tunbridge
Wtdls. . [8492

H. C. HUMPHRY, 7 and 8, Chapel Hews, Gt. Port-
land St., Loudon.—Nearly new 1919 3V2h.p. Sun-

1 ''am combina'tion, well eauipped, speedometer, etc : will

a,-.-ept other good motor cycle part e.xchange, or will

Mive Simbeam and cash for good landaulet or coupe cni\
Callers please note, Chapel Mews is- situated between
I'hilhavmonic Hall and I'ortland Hotel. [X1086

SUNBEAM, 3.' ;h.p., 1916 model, thoroughly over-

.

hauled, engine overhauled at makers and fitted i

ri'nv where necessary, including roller bearings, gudgeon;
and ring, new Amnc fitted. 2 Lucas lamps and genera-
tor^ complete, horn, tools, etc.. will stand expert
I'Xaminatiou, any trial allowed, sole reason for selling,
i"'n;,fiit Sunbeam combination, fullest particular? on
appliration, deposit system; £125.—Percy Hart,
lirowlley, Wylain. Northumberlanrl. [8629

Triumph.
. £105.—Caeco, 21,

Hobson St., Cambridge. [8915

X? 78.—Triumph 1918 countershaft, excellent condition.
f-v —272, Green St., Forest Gate [8236

TRIUMPH, Junior, brand new: li^t price.—Sharp,
Manor Hou^e, Moreton-in-Mars^h. [8631

TPRIUMPn, brand new, Type H. in stock; list price
J- —Brook Bros., Burnham-on-Sea. [7554

£55.—
I

[7749

1 Q16 Triumph, Ronnc sidecar, fully equipped; £110
-M.*J —TaCL-y, Broadstune, Ockley. Surrey. [8603
Olh.p. P.iV>y Triumph; £55.-North Wole? Motor!
'*»« Exchani.'e. AYrexhnra. 'Phnift- 283. [X1282a !

ition :

'

[8174
;

TRIUMPH T.T., 1920. as new;
H • ' ~ ~

OJ.h.p. Baby Triumph 2-stroke, 1914;
'*'4 Wauchepe'fi, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS.
TWO -STROKES.

They get the
best results
from your
engine.

Type T.O.D.

Two-stroke.

Kxfli.ini'e, Wrexliara. 'I'licno:

Olli.r. Trinmiih. dropped [rame. new condition'>2 £37.-Ta.vW, 58, Sterndalc Rd., W.14.

'7''IJIl'MI»H 3',-.h,i>., real Bood order; bnvpain, £36 ; I

Jt- ex. iianjic. - Buntinc'h Motors, Wcaldslone. [8994

THir.MPIl 4)1.1).. W.D.. overhauled, now lamp-
'

H.-. ; £95.-198, Gt. Portland St.; W.l. [8535

IQIS Triumph and .Sidcear; £125, or sei)aral;e—

I

-t' Beech Hou«e, Brinnington, .Stoekport. [X1279 I

A^(5 Arf letters relating to advertisements shoti

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED.

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.
Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

16 Clutch. Triumph and Nice C.B. Sideear, per-
fect; £75.-D6r|jy Arms, Mortlake. . [776019

4h.p. Connterehaft Triumph, 52403, like new; £85.— b
13, Pindock Mews, Warwick Av., W, [8244 [-

B
19
19

19

[8244

ABT Triujiiph, piobahly 1916, splendid ennditioD;
50 gus.—0'Bo.Tle, S3, Lj-tham Ed., Preston. [8056

20 T.T. 41/ili.p. Triumph, as new, can't store ; £88,—Langley, Tuesday Market, King's Lynn. [8061

16 Cuunterslratt Trimnph and C.B. Sideear,,
nice order; £95.~Uerbv Arms, Mortlake.

. i7ra
16 Countersliaft Triumph, .splendid condition; £9f
—214. W]iitehor.« Lane, South Norwood, S.B.ZH

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., lamps, horn, etc.,

scratched; ,6105.—198, Gt. Portland St., W||
[85'

TBIDMPH, Model H, C.S., just delivered; list pris
or oUer-—299. Shirland Hd., Paddingtoil, W.9.

t83g
1Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph- Solo, new; fillr
JLU Wrights Garage, Saffron VValden. Tel.:'

[9<tTaiUMPH-GLOBIA Combination, just delivera
otters Q.ver «180.-Driukall, Castle St., Carlii

[87«
TRIUMPH, T.T., brand new, unriddenr-no reasijr

able offer refused.—384, Stretford Rd.,
Chester. [SI'S

THIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, and new sidecar, fd
equipped; £115.-Owen, 59, Seholetield Kd.,

loway. [X13^

1 (\20 T.T. Triumph, done 300, fully equipped, c*
XtT £115; sacrifice, £100.—Reynolds, Waterbea'd
Cambs. [96^
4h.p. Triumplj, 3-.speed, clutch, lamps, etc.; £38, «'-

exchange for 2-stroke.—64, Church St., EdgwaW:
Rd., W. [90^-;

1 O20 Triumph, mihage 400, perfect condition, fu^..
i-iJ equipped; £125.—Hacker, 25, High St., Maifi
en head. W^.
1Q14 Triumph 4h.p., coacbbuilt- sidecar ; open^
-L«^ expert examination: £75.—Bevan, Stepney^
Llanelly. |.Bf

TRIUMPH, comi)lete with lamps, mechanical
tools, ready for road; £28/10.-27, Sidmoutll ,"

_

Devizes. [8^

TEITJMPH, Grindlay combination, all on, il40;
dealers.-Oakford, Jordan Ti'ell Chambers,

entry. . [XI3^ I

£79.-19141/2 4h.p. 3-speed. Triumph, Millford sidea'
whole outfit like new.—8, Carriugton Rd., LiscM

Cheshire. [8^

1Q19 Triumph and Sidecar, good condition,
J-t/ series, insurance; £125.—Dr. Sellers, Thoi-n^
Dewsbury. - [9g

lC|20-4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, just delive
-Lv not run; £130, or nearest.—29, Springdale ,

Huddersfield. [78

"I Cfe20 Junior Triumph, in new condition, only
-LJ/ 600 miles; £70:-H. Clayton, Crown Point,^.,
ton. Lanes.

,
[Xi^

TRIUMPH, 1918. 3-speea, K.S., coach S.C; saori

if sold before 22nd; what offers?-78, Church 1

Wilk'sdcu. - im

19 19 Countershaft Tritimpli, low mileage,
accessories; £100. — Reeve, Coopers

Potters Bar.

TRIUMPH, clutch model, 1913. new cyl. 1919,
.

condition; any inspection.—47, Shakespeare
Gillingham, Kent. [86?l

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, 3-speed, lamps.
JLt/ horn, speedometer; £105.—Drew, ^largery fi

Wood, Reigate. . [8696 ;:

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., best .leeeBsories, mileage.;
under 200; £123; seen London.—Box 602. eio

The Motor Cycle. [8383

rQ20
4h.p. Tritrmph, Model H; list price £127/10—

E

• f Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Soirth-

port. Tel.: 607. [8884

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p, Model H, as_reoeiveil from
makers, not registered

Taplow, Bucks. (D)
oHers.—Willis, Bapsey,'

[8700

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 3-speed, etc., lamps, lioroij

70 gns., lightweight part.—Newnham, 223, Ham-t
mersmith Rd., W.6. [8619

LATE Countershaft Triumplr Combination, every-

thing as new, fully equipped; £115.-20, Valnay;
St., Tooting, S.W. .

1859!

TRIUMPH (Baby), brand new, never ridden; £70
lowest, no offers. — Oliver, Cambridge Place,'

Burrage Rd., S.E.18. [8182

1 Q13 Clutch Triumph and Featherweight Sidcear,'Xv lamps, horn, and tools; any trial; £48.-322,
Rice Lane. Liverpool. [8828,

TRIUMPH 1920 Motor Cycles at niakers' prices, nl

modci'i, immediate d'clivery.—Wilkin.s, Simi'st'tt

opposite Olympia, London. [804i

T.T. Triumph SVih.n,, clutch model,
r-o;ulition, tvres, etc., nearly new;

'Cliurch Ed., Hcndon, N',W.

Bosch, si'lenilu

£42, otters.-66
[848!

Id aiiote tlic luimbt)- ;it the end ol eacli advertisement, and the date of the iastic.
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Lower Prices Not in Sight.
'ISCHIEVOUS rumours are afloat at the

present time. These rumours,^ which
concern the financial position _ of the

motor anti mot«r cycle . trade, are

generally spread and started by irre-

sponsible and ill-informed persons, and are cal-

culated to do considerable harm to a large and
grooving industry. —It becomes necessary that

some kind of denial should be published.

It is true that certain firms have gone into

liquidation, some only for the purpose of recon-

struction. It is true also that the artificial con-
ditions prevailing immediately after -the Armi-
stice no longer exist, and consequently a certain

number of insecure and " mushroom " firms are
'

bound to be hit. This was only to be expected
on the return of more normal conditions, as any
clear-sighted business man could see for himself.

Premiums are no longer demanded or paid,

but there is still a - steady demand for motor
cycles, both at home and abroad. Undoubtedly
the pubhc are becoming more discriminating,

with the consequence that the weaklings must
suffer and the fittest will survive. In the end
this will be good for both the industry and the '.

rider provided that sound mechanical innovations

are not knocked out for reasons connected with

finance.

The rising cost of labour and material is be-

ginning to cause the obvious reaction, and the

public will no longer pay top prices for anything

but the best. In spite of this there is no occa-

sion for deliberate exaggeration.
'

Only last week we considered it necessary to

touch upon this subject, and our recapitulation

of the general position is in the nature of a

warning to our readers not to acquire a distorted

vision of the true facts. Those who may as a

result of the rumours expect a fall in prices of

new machines of the best make will unquestion-

ably be disappointed ; the cost of labour to-day' .

simply will not permit of any decided reduction

of prices.

Prospects in 1921.

THERE are symptoms of a very welcome
tendency towards specialisation in the

motor cycle industry' . Riders of medium
powered solo machines will be glad to

hear that several leading firms have their

requirements in mind, and the -light 500 c.c.

machine will once more have a prominent pla(:e

on the motor cycle market.

Popular demand ensures a good market for

the medium powered dual purpose mount, and
this is receiving as much attention as ever at the

hands of manufacturers, but the heavy sidecar

outfit shows signs of developing on the lines of

the pemianent three-wheeler rather than as two
separable units. This is as it should be, and
should lead to the production of a stronger,

lighter, and more comfortable machine.

The genuine lightweight is in the course of

development, and thoroughly protected hose-

able jnotor cj'cles are on the stocks in more than

one factory of world-wide reputation. There is

room for all types, and specialisation will do
more to impro\'e the breed than all the com-
promises of the past.

No machine can be perfect from the stand-

point of both the solo rider and the sidecarist,

and though there will always be a demand for a

type of machine which is capable of either work,

there can be no suggestion of finality in design

until the true solo mount and the light economical

passenger machine have received the undivided

attention of their designers -and manufacturers.

Weight is an important factor in economy, and
just as many solo machines are handicapped by
being built heavy enough for sidecar work, so

the weight of the passenger mount is increased

by the addition of heavy and unmechanical coup-
lings and by being tied to a design which is mere
or le.ss "suitable for solo purposes.

We heartily welcome these signs of specialisa-

tion, and we are led to consider that the pros-

pects of the industiy are considerably improved
thereby.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Oilsheet for Cylinder "Washers.

THE various correspondents who are excited about

cylinder wasliers will find that a few^ pennyworth

of oilsheet and a sharp penknife are the goods

for the job. I merely entered into the fray because

somebody denounced ordinary paper, which is a very

handv makeshift in the absence of proper materials.

Oilsheet cuts true to line, does not tear, and is proof

against disintegration.

Profiteering in Plugs.

EHAVE recently received several complaints about

manufacturers' charges for spares. I cannot

enter into any discussion of the prices asked for

parts which are actuallv made in the factory ; nobody
outside the firm's own costing staff can definitely say

what figures are justifiable for such items. But the

case is very different when a manufacturer buys at

wholesale price an accessory made by another firm

and passes it on to his customers at retail price, plus

a large surcharge. Here is a particularly noxious

example taken from a receipted invoice sent to me
bv a reader.

£ s. d.

Two X sparking plugs, 7s. 6d. ... 15

Plus 20°;, 3

18

This is incredibly stupid and wicked. The
transaction shows a profit to the motor cycle manu-
facturer of nearly 100%, andJs calculated to disgust

all his customers. If his engine is only suited by a

special seven-and-sixpenny plug, it is high time he re-

designed- it to use ordinary plugs, whilst words fail me
as to the iniquity of that unblushing " +20%," con-
sidering that he has ^previously taken a profit of
perhaps 2s. 6d. on brief handling a 7s. 6d. article

weighing about 4 oz. and demanding a mere three
inches of store room.

Motor Cyclists or Chamois?

El. IKE H. M. IJalten's epigram tliat only an ante-

lope in it's prime could hope to cover an-A.C.U.
course gracefully. What betrays most of us into

making asses of ourselves on freak hills is .sheer want
of practice. The experts who say you must keep your
feet on the rests are quite right. But when you haxo
iKit .'truck anything rimghcr Ihan .Suinising for the
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last twelve months, the mere sight of a climb like Park

Rash puts the wind up you. Then you mismanage
your throttle. Possibly you think you "won't have

much in hand ;
you bang over your throttle

;
your back

wheel" begins to caracole like an aeroplane on a bumpy
morning ; and out go your feet from sheer terror.

.

Alternatively, you decide to be very slow and cautious"

like the Blackpool express at wakes time. The speed

isn't high enough for good steering way, and out go

your feet for quite a different reason.

Bravo the Little 'Uns.

WE shall have to revise our judgment of the baby
motor cycles, when eighteen machines under

350 ex. can finish sucli a test as the 1920 Six

Days, fifteen of them earning their golds, and .

eight of those fifteen coming inside the 275 c.c. limit.

Above all, the Velocette trio seriously threatened to',

rob all the big fellows of the trade team prize, and, .

in spite of the frightful hills, fir.ished no more than

twenty-three marks behind the incomparable Scott,

and seven marks astern of the trusty Triumphs. Of
cqurse, it by no means follows that these placings

represent the comparative appeals which divers types

of touring 'bus make to the average buyer.

Local Service.

i'OT long ago a single issue ofthis paper chanced
to contain two letters from riders resident at

considerable distances from the factory towns,

.

each of whom had paid some ^£3 in railway freights,

quite apart from the expense of repairs and temporaiT

deprivation of his machine. Railway charges are now
so high that this aspect of the- matter has become
serious. Moreover, an uncrated machine seldom

arrives undamaged. I have twice sent machines by
rail this year. One of them arrived with a dented tank

and a broken stand ; the other with_ its lamps out of

commission and its kick-starter useless. Such mishap.s,;

may easily imply a fresh visit to the factory, whilst.:

. a private individual is never sure of success in hi^
claims against a big corporation. I know one or twC

firms who have not yet begim to dream of Im'al sei3

vice, liusincsslike organisation at the faciory is af_

far as Ihey have got. But as soon as a concern has,

say, J,000 customers in a single county, it becomes
worth its while to organise a depot in that coimty.
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NOTES
FOR THE NOVICE.—IV.

VARIABLE GEARS-I.

THE first word of advice that I sliould like to give

to the young rider respecting his gear box is

that he should make full- use of it. We hear

much about one machine or another being able to climb

a certain hill on "top." If the hill in question is. really

a steep hill and the machine is provided with a three

or four speed gear this simply means that the top gear

is unnecessarily low, and speed under more ia-courable

I'ircumstances must be sacrificed. Ten pounds or so

of extra weight would not be added to- a machine just

for fun. If a fast climb is required this can. more
likely than not, be attained on a lower gear. Climb-

ing "on top' has no particular merit. What is wanted

is that a machine should be able to climb any hill with-

out the engine labouring, and fast or slowly, as

required, and this is the aim and object of fitting a

gear box. Whether he is out fox speed or pleasure the

novice will be well advised not to hang on to top gear

too long. These remarks apply more particularly to

those motor cycles which are fitted with three speeds.

When a machine has but twO' gears, especially when
the lower gear has twice the ratio of the higher, e.g.,

'6. and 12 to i, it.is desirable that more climbing should

be done "on top," which should in consequence be a

little lower than when more ratios are provided.

It is understood that the first speed is the lowest,

and so on, the third or fourth being the top, according

to whether three or four speeds are provided. Nearly
all single speed machines, if not all at present on the

market, are dri\"en by a belt ; it is therefore possible

and desirable that an adjustable pulley should be
fitted. The gear can then be lowered for use ia hilly

country, and this will be found to be a great advantage.

The Position^of the Gear Box,
There are three positions in which it is possible to

place the gea^i- box: -{i) on the engine shaft or an
extension of it, (2) on the countershaft, and (3) in

the hub. Beyond this some variable belt dri-s'es are

operated at more than one place—for instance, on the

engine shaft and at the rear wheel at the same time.

The advantage of -a gear on the engine shaft is that

as it runs at high speed the parts can be made lighter

than when a reduction in speed takes place before die

gear is reached. The disadvantage is that, in the

usual motor cycle layout, it means much overhanging
weight and wear on the engine bearings as well as an
awkw-ard appearance. Moreover, it is difficult "to inter-

pose a clutch between the engine and an engine shaft

gear on a motor cycle. -
'

I. know of no advantage possessed by the hub gear
except that when used with belt drive it enables the
belt speed to be maintained Avhen a change down is

made, and therefore by dropping the road speed strain

can be taken off the belt and belt slip prevented to a

large extent in wet and snowy weather. It is there-

fore not surprising that the hub gear is no longer made,
foT it did not pro\e altogether reliable, though it often

gave good service in careful hands; it was not oil-

retaining and it required constant attention, and fre-

quent lubrication, with the oil recommended by the

makers; an unsuitable 'oil caused clutch slip -and pos-
sibly other troubles.

By a process of elimination we find that th-e counter-

shaft position has become almo.st universal in motor
cycle practice with a reduction in gear carried out

through the transmission both between the engine and
gear box and between the latter and the rear wheel.

Thus when running on top gear the engine is turning

over at from two to three times the speed of the gear-

shaft, which must therefore be capable of withstanding

a torque from two to three times greater than that

produced by 'the engine at the moment of its greatest

thrust, and thus will depend rather upon the capacity

of a single c\ linder than upon the whole cubic capa-
city of the engine. For instance an 8 h.p. twin will

not need a heavier gear box than a 4 h.p. single, the

capacity of which equals that of one cylinder of the

twin, provided that the ratios from the engine to the

gear box are equal in each case : for the impulses will

be approximately equal in themselves, though in the

twin-cylinder engine they will be repeated with greater

frequency and thus produce a greater horse power.

Types of Gear Box.
0\'er and above the number of the gears there are

se\eral different types of gear box. Most of the gears

at present in use are of the sliding- type which drive

from a main shaft to a lay shaft and back again. In

some the gears themselves slide in and out of mesh,
in others the gears are always in mesh, and the

required pinions are engaged to the shaft by means of

sliding dog clutches. When the gear pinions are

always in mesh the teeth are less likely to be damaged
by careless gear changing, but on the other hand there

must be a certain amount of added friction when
several pairs of pinions are running idly in mesh,
though not much, as well as some additional noise.

MoreoAer, as the number of gears increases, so also

does the difficulty of keeping all the pinions in mesh
without taking from the simplicity of the gear box.

Thus it is usual to find a two-speed gear box with its

gears always in mesh, while a three-speed gear often

has its low gear in constant mesh, and the middle gear

engaged by sliding the teeth of the pinions into posi-

tion, though all three pairs of pinions may be and
often are in constant mesh, in which case the two
middle pinions slide together and a third dog clutch

is provided. J.H.W.
(The next instahnerU will also deal with Variable Gears.)

A3
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Wiih a

Two-s!roke

on (he

Kentish Roads.

u '̂VERYBODY according to his taste," but give

me a two-stroke motor cycle.

I was one of the first girls to ride one, and
the consternation -caused in the little Kentish village

when I vvas seen astride a 2}^ h.p. Levis still lives in

my memory. Many, and joyous, were the week-ends
spent in its company.
How I recollect Old Man Sol peeping in at my bed-

room window very early on a summer's morning—the

hurried breakfast in my eagerness to be on the mm'e,
and the pardonable pride with w'hich I looked at my
little two-stroke—a perfect picture, reflecting the sun's

rays from a hundred glistening points—amply repay-

ing the labour spent in polishing and general furbish-

ment. With a slight push forward the little engine

piilses into life, and we are off. This time I choose

Folkestone for my objective—the road then being in

splendid condition and with beautiful scenery all along.

At the early hour of 6 a.m. there are comparatively

few people on the road, and one can take ad\antage

of a good mile or two to " let her out./

An enchanting highw'ay, this, bounded on either

side by well trimmed hedges, and beyond these again

fields of lush green grass, dotted here and there with"

cows and sheep leisurely grazing, and in the back-

ground misty purple hills, outlined against the

blue sky.

An Early Morning Race.

Coming to a quaint old bridge, spanning the swiftly

flowing ri\'er, the beauty of the scene compels me to

stop, and as I gaze into tlje liquid depths, clear as

crystal, I can almost count the stones ancl discern with-

out effort fish darting in and out of waving weeds.
Although loth to leave such an enticing spot, the

purring of a motor cycle in the distance awakens the

speed demon (always more or less dormant in motor-
ists) and soon I am whizzing along the shady road.
Nothing is in sight, and the steady beat of the machine
Ijehind is gaining on me bit by bit. - This will never 'Bo!

I open out the throttle and give a little more air.

The two-stroke seems like a bird, and for three miles
I keep well ahead. Breasting a long incline I was
still going strong, and arriving at the top slowed down
preparatfH-y to taking a rest.
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A Tale of a

Sparking Plug

and the

Sequel.

By Dorolhy M. Comber.

Here the scenery was absolutely enchanting, and 1

felt I should like to make a record of its beauty, so

taking out my pad I made a hasty pencil sketch of the

little village, nestling in the hallow, which Avas visible

through a break in the trees. Then there were the

little river unrolling itself like a silver ribbon and the

picturesque old church—with its spire cutting the sky

like an upraised sword.

The Comradeship of the Road.

I became suddenly conscious that the throb of the

other machine had changed in tone and had become

intermittent, when it became clear to me that some-

thing was wrong, and in a short while the reason for

this became apparent, for, glancing down the hill, I

saw at once that the machine was labouring. When
the rider at last arrived at the spot, where I was seated

—he pulled up. My new companion, without any

preliminarv introduction, remarked, with a somewhat

sorry smile, that one of his last two remaining spark-

ing plugs had'gi\'en out, and he had managed to

hobble along on one cylinder. Fortunately, I had

two spares, and immediately offered him one. He
demurred, and we had some little altercation as to

w-hether he should or should not take advantage of my
offer, biit I finally induced him to do so, and in a very-

short time we were riding side by side at top speed.

His machine was a three-speed Douglas, and my little

Levis seemed diminutive beside it. Nevertheless, I

found no difficulty in keeping pace with him, and,

though at times he forged well ahead on the level, I

held mv own on even stiff gradients.

Mid-day saw us on tlve outskirts of Folkestone, after

a truly joyous run of about thirty miles; and at my
new comrade's suggestion we lunched together—spent

about three hours by the sea and started for home
about five o'clock. We had replenished both motors

with oil and petrol, and cleaned and trimmed our

lamps—at that time rny machine was not equipped

with electric lighting, but I have since found that this

is no great advantage, as acetylene, in my opinion,

despite its drawbacks, is much more reliable.

We started off in fine style, thoroughly invigorated

by the sea air, rest, and refreshment, and made good
time to Maidstone, arriving well under two hours.

m

' *
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Through Feminine Goggles.

—

Shortly after leaving the town we came upon two

fellow travellers who were evidently in difficulties. In

accordance with the unwritten law of the road, which

e\eiy genuine motorist instinctively obser\-es, we
pulled up to enquire the cause of the trouble. It

transpired that one of their machines had, for some
mysterious reason, "conked out," and neither of the

riders was too well versed in the intricacies of its

mechanism. They had tried many and various expedi-

ents without success..

My companion proffered his assistance, and the

three men together made an exhaustive overhaul of

the machine. I was sitting on the bank watching

them, and the.memory of a past difficult)- with.- a car-

buretter coming into my mind prompted me to suggest

that it might be worth while to examine the petrol

strainer gauze. Acting upon the suggestion, the con-

necting_ pipe was uncoupled, and sure enough the

trouble was revealed—the strainer absolutely choked

with dirt from the use of second-grade petrol.

They wei-e profoundlv grateful to me for the hint,

and I caught a remark passed between them in an

undertone that I was a "real brick,'' and they were

exceedingly astonished to discover that a mere girl

could possibly know more about a machine than they

themselves. On the strength of this incident they

attached themselves to us, and I found myself with

(juite an imposing bodyguard. The delay caused by

this little episode made us much later in getting along

than I had reckoned on. and the moon was just creep-

ing up behind a bank of dark firs.

In the Calm of the Evening.

The air was soft and balmy, still retaining the

warmth of the, day. The odour of the pine woods

wafted across to us its invigorating breath. We heard

the nightingale's sorrow-laden song, as it echoed and

re-echoed amongst the trees. More than once a little

furry animal, startled from its hiding place, skurried

across the road, in .mortal fear of the strange monsters
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rushing by, doubtless intent on its destruction. In

due course the outposts of my village came in sight,

and our two companions left us at the cross-road, as

they were going on in the direction of London. My
faithful knight insisted upon seeing me safely upon the

threshold of my home, notwithstanding that his road

lay with the other two ; but in answer to^ mv expostula-

tion he remarked that, his being the more powerful

machine, he would soon catch them up. I bade him
good night and stood" watching him as he mounted
and rode awav. As he Avaved a last farewell I noticed

a peculiar movement of his hand, and a moment after-

wards something dropped at my feet, but he was out

of sight" before I could stoop to see what it was.

Possibilities of the Lightweight.

When I looked down I discovered a small parcel

securely wrapped in brown paper, and the feel of it

immediately told me that my friend of the road had
repaid my loan with interest by leaving with me two
Lodge plugs. I suppose he knew I should not wish

to accept them, and so had prevented any argument
by settling the matter in this way.

To those who are considering the advisability of

riding a two-stroke, I would sav nothing can be better

than a simple light-weight. If kept in good trim

e\'en the worst hills can be surmounted, and a long run
can be faced without fear. Many a delightful day's

run and week-end adventure will be whhin their grasp.

I always did minor repairs myself, and do not

remembei_being let down on a single occasion through

breakdown. Of course, I have suffered from the

usual mishaps such as punctures, empty oil and petrol

tanks, defecti\e sparking-plugs, and so on—such things

will occur—but I feel sure, as in my own case, help

will be forthcoming from a fellow-traveller.

Possibly the unconventionality of my experiences

may strike some readers. To my mind that is one of

the chief charms of motor cycling, and I have ever

received timely help and- assistance from the owner of

the Rolls-Royce down to the humble pedal cyclist.

Even tKe strenuous pastime of trials riding attracts some lady motor cyclists, who find a greater fascination in arduous hiU-climbmg and-

riding to scheduled time than in the more sedate and matter-of-fact touring.
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Bridge of Orchy with Ben Douran in the distance. Farmers' carts are infrequently met on these lonely roads, and, as the horses are almost

always shy, it is advisable to stop until they pass. ^ _

PART II.—Describing tlie Homeward Journey from Perth to the Midlands.

BACK to "the comparative civilisation of Tyndrum
and Crianlarich I struck frightful pot-holes,

which are rriuch worse than genuinely rough

country roads, and then proceeded via Killin and Loch
Tay (which seemed very dull after the scenery of the

previous days) to Kenmore. Having by now come to

look upon Scottish hills as much over-rated I essayed

the famous climb on the run with insufficient water in

the radiator, and steering with one hand while eating

chocolate. My pride was quickly brought low,, for on

the second bend the wheel commenced to spin on the

wet leaves which covered the ground. Restarting,

I cut out on the next (left-hand) hairpin, fearing that

the sidecar would lift on the projecting rocks. The
engine refused to pick up, and starting again was not

easv, but I just got going well when the first gate

barred my way- Opening and closing it meant two
restarts, and the radiator was now throwing out clouds

of steam. A water-trough by the roadside, however,'

supplied the needful, and with a stop at the second
gate I reached the summit in chastened spirit.

Do'wn Amulree.
Dropping down Amulree cautiously I decided to

make up lost time along the Sma' Glen, but the weather
willed otherwise, and sheets of rain fell. The rough
Perthshire roads became like rivers, and . I gladly
entered Perth to rid myself of my dripping clothing.

The next two days were taken quietly, the" only
run being a trip to St. Andrews, while on the following

day the performances in the Scottish Trials were
observed on Amulree for the benefit of the readers of
The Motor Cycle.

Two days were now left for the nui home to
Coventry, but owing to the never-ending rain a start

was not made until 11.30 in the morning. The first

twenty miles provided plenty of incident. First the:

rear tyre punctured, then the chain (baSly stretched_

and needing replacement) jumped off, and finally the

carrier stays came unbrazed. Fortunately, however,

the weather cleared and I kept on full throttle as far

as possible, only slowing up over the wicked pot-holes

of Stirling and Cumbernauld.

A Long Run.
Just near the border a. loud rattling -compelled

me to stop, and I discovered that the vibrations of

the loose carrier had caused the fork-end bolt to come
adrift. Replacing this with a stand bolt I was on my
way in ten minutes, and thanks to better weather made
good time. I now decided to get to the Scott works
in Yorkshire and have -the carrier patched up, and so

via Carlisle, Shap, Kendal, and Skipton I made for

Leeds, where I arrived at 1.45 a.m., after fourteen

hours continuous riding, all on top gear.

The repairs occupied so much of the next day that

I decided to spend another' night at Leeds, from which
place the run to Coventry occupied some six hours.

So ended 1,200 miles evejitful riding; petrol con-

sumption, thanks to the delightfully controllable Cox
Atmos carburetter, was 55 m.p.g., oil consumption was
slightly under one gallon for the whole trip, while two
punctures were experienced, and the driving wheel

cover was exchanged- for the one on the sidecar.

Three sidecar shock-absorbing springs were replaced,

but the main springing was intact, while the only real

mechanical trouble experienced was the breaking of

the carrier. Such a result over so many miles of wild

country is not at all unsatisfactory—the amazing part

is that the outfit suffered so little. Wharfedale.
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In the Mountainous
North,

(1) Reminiscent of Switzerland : Castle Urquhart, on Loch Ness,

near DrumnadrocKit.

(2) A dismal scene in pouring rain ; patiently awaiting the ferry

boat to cross the narrow and swirling outlet of Loch Leven at

Ballachuhsh.

(3) A wild scene, of tragic memories. Glencoe, more than any

spot visited, enables one to realise the great height of the mountains.

(4) The Pass of Glendoe, looming high against the rain clouds

over Loch Leven ; in the foreground are masses of debris from the

Glencoe slate quarries
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IMPROVING THE SIDECAR.
Deiails in Chassis and Body Construction of Some of (he Latest Productions.

THAT the sidecar will survive all

assaults from designers of three-

wheeled runabouts produced in the
future as a substitute is an opinion shared
by thousands of our readers. The side-

car has a long start, and to-day it is

the most popular vehicle on the road.

Further, a great deal of attention is now
being paid to Resign in both chassis and
body construction. The two tracks of the
sidecar, too, from an advantage over the

three-track three-wheeler, and the chances
are always in favour of the former being
the more comfortable on bad roads.

Among the .several new designs sub-
mitted recently, the all-steel construction
of Bachelier sidecar chassis is perhaps the
most interesting.

Steel tubes are used throughout, and an
interesting feature in the construction is

the use 01 two steel triangular plates held
together by bolts, which, on one side,

form a vertical support for the two off-side

longitudinal members, whilst the adjacent
angle of the plates is connected through a
heavy steel attachment to the rear fork
of the machine.

Five Points of Attachment.

A five-point attachment is provided,
and the two front connecting tubes join

the chassis at a point from which both
the diagonal cross member and the two
off side longitudinal members are held.
These latter two are triangularly con-
structed. The usual saddle tube member'
is attached to the upper longitudinal
member, and, as an additional precaution
against a possible breakage, a steel tube,
anchored to the lower of the two rear
cross members, is fixed half-way down
the saddle tube.

Another feature, incorporated to ensure
maximum strength, is the one-piece
tube which is fixed to the near side longi-
tudinal member, and 13 bent to provide
a cradle for the sidecar wheel, thence
extending laterally beneath the body,
forms one of the cross members. The
bearers are suspended on two laminated
springs at the front, and, at the rear, on
two coil springs.

The total weight of the chassis is 85 lb.,
including the wheel, tyre, and mudguard,

i^ta^

The Bachelier sidecar chassis, possessing several attractive features of design.

and it will shortly be marketed by Mr.
L. G. Bachelier, 74, Arthur Road,
Wimbledon Park, S.W.

The Coulson Spring Wheel Sidecar.

Another interesting design is that of

the new sidecar adopted by the makers
of the Coulson-B motor cycle. A similar
system of springing has been adopted for

suspending the wheel as is to be found
in the motor bicycle.

On an extension of the centre, cross
member of the sidecar frame there are
rigidly attached the front ends of two
quarter-elliptical springs arranged side-

by-side. The free ends of these springs
are attached to a link, the four members
of which are solid, carrying the sidecar
wheel spindle, which is free to move on an
extension of the rear sidecar cross member,
which, in the ordinary way, would be the
sidecar axle. ^

The outer end of the link that is

adjacent to the portion which is free to

move on the member referred to is pro-
vided with an adjustable disc, which
allows- any side play to be taken up.
The chassis is designed to be fixed to'S

I

the 4 h.p. Coulson-B at five points—to the
pivot bolt on the rear axle of the motor

Care has been shown in the design of the Coulson-B. body as well as In the chassis,
the whole sidecar from all points is decidedly attractive.

and

B4

Observe the five straight tubes attaching
the sidecar chassis to the motor cycle.

bicycle, to the saddle tube, to tlie ne.ir

side spring lug which braces the motor
bicycle frame sideways, to a. special lug-
under the forward engine plate, and to
the down tube of the motor cycle frame.
All the connecting tubes are straight.
The body is comfortable, and is sus-

pended on rather stiff qrtarter-elliptical

springs. The idea of making these springs
stiff is to ensure steady riding, the initial

road vibrations being absorbed by the
spring wheel.

ii
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A roomy sidecar, with
unusual luggage accom-
modation, by J.Westwood,
Birmingham.

A sidecar designed on

the lines of a Canadian

The third design under review includes
innovations in . both chassis and body-
design. This is the production of Mr, J.
Westwood, 31, Swindon Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, who has endeavoured to
provide a roomy body, with special lug-
gage accommodation, on a chassis which
embodies a patented system of suspension.
Coil springs are used to support the body,
which IS sufficiency large to include a
large rear locker suitable for the carriage
of two petrol tine _ and all that is
required, and more, in the way of spares
and tools.

Specification includes a Suitcase.
A feature of the design is that beneath

the floor board.^ there is a suitca-=e (made
specially for the body) which is large
enough for week-end requirements. In the
nose of the body there is an adjustable

Showing how a case is carried beneath the

floor of the Westwood sidecar.

footrest. The mud-
guard is fixed to the

body, and in the production model will

be exceptionally wide with deep valances.
The upholstery is well carried out, and,
what is most important in sidecar com-
fort, the back cushion well supports the
back.

A Canoe Design.

The last illustration depicts the regis-

tered design for a sidecar body by Mr.
Frank B. Bird, of 17, Bu«Jeigh Road,
Loughborough. The general outlines of

the Canadian canoe has been closely

followed, and may be constructed of wood
or metal. We understand that it is not

the intention of the designer to market a

sidecar of this design, t)ut is open to

consider the question of granting manu-
facturing licences.

Boat designs are not new : several

have been made which are miniature
boats, but this one certainly combines the

beauties, of water craft with that for the

road.

ENGINES IN THE MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRIX.
THE French Motor Cycle Grand Prix

was a battle between the flat and
the V twin engine, for undoubtedly

the two fastest machines were the
Douglas and the Alcyon, which latter

A French racing design, the V twin
-.•62 mm. by 82 mm. Alcyon, showing the
• peculiarly shaped detachable cylinder heads
which support the overhead valve rockers.

ultimately proved itself the winner. It
should be observed, however, that the
English machine, ridden by Alexander,
was put out of the race by trouble, quite
independent of the engine, and but for
the stripped gear the result might have
been quite different.

A French V Twin.

The winning Alcyon ridden by Joly is

a V twin of 62 by 82 mm. bore and
stroke, having a very interesting type
of cylinder with separate head and two
inclined valves. These latter are operated
by two rocker arms, the shafts of wliich
are received in an extension cast with the
head, as shown in the illustration. An
adjustable push rod with light coil spring
is used to operate each rocker. An
excellent form of combustion chamber is

obtained with this design, and the plug,
inclined between the two valves, is also
well placed. The carburetter is bolted
up as closely as possible between the two
cylinders, with a separate induction pipe
for each cylinder direct from the car-
buretter.

Both the twin and the smaller single
cylinder Alcyons used all chain drive,
a short chain being employed from the
engine shaft to the change speed gear,
and a~ second chain from this to the rear
wheel. The French have always beerf
clever engine designers, and the post-war
products of France's motor cycle manu-
facturers show great promise.

PNEUMATIC KNEE GRIPS.
KNEE grips are regarded by the

majority of motor cyclists as a sign

of the speed man. For a solo rider

they are almost a necessity. In addition,

they serve to protect the enamel on the
tank.
Various manufacturers have different

ideas of what a knee grip should be,

and riders are divided in their opinion
as to which is the better—the soft kind
or the hard. There are many kinds of

both types, but the knee grip just intro-

duced by the makers of John Bull tjres

appears to be something new in • this

line, taking the form of a pneumatic
grip, priced at 6s. 9d. per pair. Each
grip consists of an outer shell of rubber
enclosing air. A disc of rubber inside

the shell prevents collapse under pressure
from the knees, and a single strap

secures both grips to the tank. A round
dozen competitors in the T.T. used these

grips in the Isle of Man.
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A Relic of Other
Days.

A Sixteen-year-old Machine,
still in Running Order, that

possesses marty Up-to-date
Features.

REABERS often ask us to advise them
as to the possible useful life of a

motor cycle, and the question is one

which is extremely difficult to answer.

Given care and attention and sundry
renewals of essential wearing parts, a

well-built machine has an almost indefinite

period of usefulness before it. We were
never more convinced of this than recently

when, spending a few days in Perth, we
came across the machine depicted in the

accompanying photograph. No doutt
many older motor cyclists will recognise
the machine as a Roc, which, in the earlier

days of the movement, was one of the
most prominent and advanced models
before the pubUc. The makers were
amongst the pioneers of the long wheel-
base and low saddle position. They also

introduced one of the earliest practicable
free engine clutches and at a later date
popularised the famous Roc two-speed
gear. Both these devices incorporated a

live axle (with handle-starting).

As will be seen,, the machine under
discussion has quit-e pleasing lines, and
is unlike the usual produce of 1904-5.

A SINGLE SPRING FORK.
REDUCE the number of parts on any

motor cycle and an almost certain

reduction in cost will accrue. In
the near future the general utility light-

weight may have many fewer parts than
it has in present-day practice. If for

this reason alone the spring forks illus-

trated here may interest manufacturers of

SEPTEMBER 23rd, igso.

A sixteen-year-old motor cycle, which is still in ccnmission ; it is a Roc, with free engme
clutch huS and low-tension ignition. The engine is a Kelecom, and it is fitted w.th an

outside flywheel. '^
I

The engine is a 2^-3 h.p. Kelecom, pro-

duced by the famous Continental house of

Antouie, and is unusual, in the light of

lattei--day motor cycle practice, in having
the cylinder screwed into the crank case.

An outside flywheel is integral with the
pulley. The ignition is' a "modernisa-
tion," and consists of a low-tension mag-
neto and separate coil. A battery type
of " make-and-break " is fitted to the
magneto.
Power is transmitted to the Roc free-

engine hub by a long belt ; the clutch

motor cycles for the masses. The design
is extremely simple, consisting briefly of

a fork member pivoted dii-ectly under
the bottom steering column lug, and a
laminated leaf spring anchored at its

lower end to the pivoted fork and
shackled at its upper end by means of
two links.

This fork is the patented design of
Jlr. S. Robinson, 10, Bamford Road,
Didsbury, iManchester.

MAGNETOS FOR OPPOSED
TWO-STROKES.

Numbers of surplus W.D. Levis fiat-

twin engines are now being sold, and
many readers find a difficulty in obtain-
ing suitable ignition apparatus. To save
trouble we would assure them that it is

hopeless to attempt to fire the two cylin-
ders simultaneously by dividing the
high-tension lead of a single-cylinder
magneto into two separate and individual
branches; either a "double-pole" plug
in one cylinder or (a better way) a
special " two-spai-k " magneto must be
used.

Robinson s leaf-spring Iront lork

THE OUTSIDE FLYWHEEL.
PRIOR to 1914 only one firm of four-

stroke specialists consistently used
an engine having an outside fly-

wheel, but a great change has taken
place .since then. Most firms now con-

sider the outside flywheel four-stroke
favourably, .and are either designing
units embodying it, or contemplating the
adoption of the well-known proprietary
engines so fitted.

being operated by a pedal near the left.'

footrest. The rear belt-drum is interest-

ing, as it is built up from two pressings

riveted together, and would appear to be
quite as sound as the built-up variety;.'

with tubular spokes, which came into",

vogue at a later date when hub gearS^

were more popular.
Perhaps the most striking feature of this,

old stager is the fact that no pedalling
gear was fitted. In the days of "l.p.a.,"-
this omission on the part of the designer
was truly courageous.

-A USEFUL BENCH.
ONE of the most desirable fittings in';

a motor cyclist's workshop is a -,

good bench. The essentials of a

good bench are solidity, rigidity, and
convenience. That under review, made
by Messrs. Oldfield and Houtby, Wel-
lington Street, Lincoln, conforms to theseV
conditions. It has an excellent drawer
for odds and ends, and a tool-rack run-
ning along the back, and can be sup- .

plied with or without vice, the latter .

being an extra.
'

Oldfield and Houtby's motor

cyclists' work bench.

The bench is 5ft. long, 18in. wide, and
2ft. Tin. high. The size of the drawer

is 15 >< 18in., while the tool-rack is 9in.

deep, and runs the whole length of the

bench. It is well made and mortised

and tenoned. The bencR has strong

legs, which are suitably cross-braced.

The bench, which is made detachable,

can be easily erected, and is constructed

of specially seasoned red deal ; it is sup-

plied in three sizes.
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Rear wKeel springing by enclosed coil

springs—the subject of a patent granted to

E. F. Harmer, Gresham Villa, Mansion
Road, Southampton.

SPRING FRAMES AND FORKS-
A Selection of Readers' Ideas and Patented Designs.

SCARCELY a day passes when our
mail bag does not contain at least

one suggested or completed design
of spring frame or fork which is proof
that riders and manufacturers have been
seriously influenced by our campaign for
more comfortable motor cycles. Some
of the*- ideas submitted are quite good,
others are the work of those who have
not been able ' to follow all the: designs
that have appeared in these pages, for

their efforts are along old tracks, and
some of which have proved to be futile.

Necessity and Cost.

If necessity is the mother of invention,
then, indeed, the need for spring frames
is great. At present we think that the
reason more manufacturers are not adopt-
ing spring frames is entirely one of cost,

as we know of several excellent produc-
tions which the makers hesitate to market
on the score of price.

The Concentra spring frame, another ^
patent by E. F. Harmer, in which a double

quarter elliptic spring ^ uaed. This device

can be aiLpted to existing machines.

Soper's spring fork and frame. The latter is reminiscent of the

T.M.C. four-cylinder machine.

A parallel link type of spring

fork designed by A. Skinner,

15, Norcross Avenue, Tinsley,

Sheffield Observe the leverage

obtained on the lower links and

their connection with the en-

dosed coil springs. Another ambitious design embodying a pressed steel frame
suspension by half elliptic springs, etc., the patent of Mr. G. G.
Ommanney, Court Lodge, Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

Leaf springs are

favoured by the de-

signer of this fork,

patented by H. W. E.

Dickson, 1 , Moseley

Park Villas, StMary's
Road, Moseley.

An unconventional design by Lt. P. L. Mayo. The front spring-

ing is embodied within the steering head.

An elaborate " design " submitted by a reader who signs himself

"Amateur Schemer." His idea is to produce a machine which

shall be practically a mono-track car.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must lie addressed to the Editor, " Tbe Motor Cycle," Hetttord Street, Coventry, and most Ik accompanied bj the writer's name and address.

SPEEDOMETER FITTING.
Sir,— I have read the letter of " Speedometerless " in your

issue of August 19th with great interest.

I have had many machines, all fitted with Cowey's speedo-
meters, and never had a bad fit'jng one, as "this firm makes
special brackets for all makes of machines, so that the collar

of the nut on the off side of the spindle always screws into

the rebate in the fork ; no accident can then occur.
I am sure the above is not known to many owners of the

above make of speedometer, and hope the information will

be of use to them. I am only a satisfied, owner.
V. F. LONG.

MOTOR-ASSISTED BICYCLES.
Sir,—In reference to " B.Y.'s " letter of the 2nd inst., re

the J.E.S., I would like him to know that I find this machine
wiU do anything from 5 to 25 m.p.h. at a consumption of

160-180 m.p.g.
I might also say that when it is on the stand it will start

from cold the first kick of the pedal, provided, of course,

it is in tune.

I had one myself, second-hand, and it would pull two men
on cycles, one on each side of me, up moderate hills. I have
also pulled one man on a cycle for sixteen miles of bad roads

without a hitch. T. BAINES.

MYSTERIOUS NOISES.
Sir,—Having recently had occasion to retime the ignition

of my 8 h.p. Matchless I took the machine out for a short

trial run. I was not long on the road when I became aware
of a clinking noise which synchronised vyith the beat of the
engine. A peculiar feature of the noise was i^hat it was
only present with the ignition lever in a certain position.

I concluded that I had rashly interfered with the timing,

and I determined that in future I would leave well alone.

I was at a loss to discover the. cause, as an external exami-
nation of the engine revealed nothing, and as I had pre-

viously had trouble with the piston of the front cylinder
I concluded that nothing less than a complete overhaul could
solve the mystery. I therefore drove home very gingerly.

Just as 1 stopped at the door of my garage with the
engine running free I glanced down at the magneto driving
chain which I had left bare for the easy adjustment of the
timing. The said chain was "hopping all over the place,"
and at each beat of the engine produced a most delightful
"clink" by striking the inside top of the aluminium case.

Such a noise becomes inaudible when the cover is replaced,
as I proved afterwards. Perhaps some other reader will

explain why the noise was only present when the ignition
lever was in a certain position. The problem is too hard for

Dublin. DUFFER.

SPEED AND RELIABILITY.
Sh-,—What is the matter with "Ixion"? So the B.S.A.

is not fast and the Norton is not reliable. What a libel!
He did not actually say so, of course. That would not do,

even in his leg-pulhng page; he merely leaves that impres-
sion, and yet at a certain speed trial the B.S.A. beat a
Norton (I was driving the Norton), and the B.S.A. also
figures in the record li.sts.

I have a faint recollection of a Norton doing well in some
reliability event (I was not driving this time), and the name
Norton figures in the record li.sts, too.
This Kcem.s to confirm an impression received during the

T.T. race that there is a possibility of a fast machine being
reliable, and a reliable machine being fast. Seriously how-
b8

ever, quite a large proportion of motor cyclists hold the

opinion that reliability and speed are seldom combined in a

machine, when, as a matter of fact, the one largely assists the

other. Reliability calls for reasonable strength, simplicity,

and dui-ability of parts. Speed demands all these with great
strength and correct design. It also calls for light (not flimsy)

parts, because such lessen stresses and strains, lessen bearing

loads, lessen vibration, and the danger of fatigue of metals.

To attain high speeds every part must be correctly pro-

portioned, must be in harmony with its neighbour, all

negative work in the engine must be reduced to a minimum,
and the whole mechanism must be capable of standing up
under the greatest strain it is possible to subject it to. What
does this mean? It means that the factor of safety, the

reliability factor, is very high indeed, being designed to

"stand the racket" of maximum power. Ordinary touring

work does not even approach its limit ; it makes light of

it as a Sandow with a bar bell of bubbles. There is plenty

in hand to resist the shocks and strains of use and misuse—in

short, being suitable for speed, it is the acme of reliability.

All machines are reliable so long as they are in no way over-

stressed.

The range of reliability is. great or small in proportion to"

the capability of resisting great or small stresses. '

i

JAS. L. NORTON.
MINIATURES.

Sir,— I read with interest the letter by Gilbert Camp-.
lings in your issue of August 19th. I would like to state,
that, as the owner of one of their handy little mounts, I'

thoroughly endorse all their remarks. By way of personal
proof for reliability, I recently made a journey to Hornsea

R. C. Sissons and his Skootamota. (See accompanying letter.) -,

(Yorks.) and back, a distance of fifty odd miles. This ws&l
a non-stop run, except for filling up once at a garage. MJ*
speed during the whole run averaged out at 13^ m.p.h.,
and petrol consumption in the neighbourhood of 90 m.p.g.
The only discomfort was that caused ' by dust, and the

absence of goggles was keenly felt. I may add the usual 1;

disclaimer. R.'C. SISSONS. 11
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WHY PEOPLE PRAISE PELMANISM.
FACTS THAT TELL" FROM READERS OF EVERY TYPE.

(( LJOW is it tliat you have made.euch

11 rapid progress during the last

twelve mouths?" enquired a

business man recently of a friend, who,

to the great astonishment of his colleagues,

had received no fewer than three promo-

tions, with corresponding increases of

ealan-, in quick succession, and who now
occupies the position of manager of his

firm.

" I have taken up Pelmanism," was the

veplv, " and it has changed my whole out-

look on life, and given me prospects I

-never thought would be mine."

The Result of the Conversation.

What was the result of tliis conversa-

tion?

Why, that the business man in question

called, at the Pelman Institute the next

time he was passing, and enrolled for the

Course himself.

Facts similar to this one are constantly

being brought- to the notice of the Pelman
Institute, and as they explam " why

'ijeople praise Pelmanism," it has been

thought that it would interest readers of

The Motor Cycle to give a few of them
on this page.

Readers who would like further informa-

tion on the subject are invited to visit the

Pelman Institute, 199, Pelman House,
Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.l; or to

write for a copy of " Jlind and Memory,"
which will be sent gratis and post free,

" with full particulars of the New (1920)

Course, to any address on receipt of a

postcard or letter.

People who get Promotion.
Many people owe their success in life

to the power of working rapidly.

If you have the power of working more
rapidly than others—^provided that work
is efficient—you are bound to get on.

Suppose there is a particular piece of

work to do. One man, by no means an
inefficient worker, takes the whole day
about -it, and finishes it by the evening.

Another, a quicker worker, who has
trained his mind to get quiehh/ off Iht

niarh, finishes it by the middle of the day.

This power of rapid, concentrated work-
ing, which is developed by Pelmanism,
means greatly increased output, less waste
of time and energy,^ more leisure, and, of

course, increased payment. A man like

this is invaluable to any employer, - and
is picked out for speedy' advancement.

A Chemist and his Career.
Here is a case in point.

j

Pelmanist A25064 is a Works Chemist.

]
He had a vexy stiff examination to pass.

j

In the ordinary way this examination.

1
entailed a whole year's preparation. But

f this man, being a Pelmanist, passed the
I examination after only three months' work,
'.a saving of nine whole months.

ut this. is not all. He writes:

I have attained the position o1 Works
Chemist In a large provincial Gasworks at least
three years sooner than anticipated."

So, owing to his power of rapid working,

he saved nine months on his examination
and three years on getting his promotion.

He now holds the position which he had
only hoped to get in three years' time.

This is what he says :

" I attribute these results entirely to the
application of Pelman principles to my active
and latent abilities, and I have only just
started to apply them."

Saving Valuable Time.
But it is not only business men and

women who find this faculty so valuable.

It is a quality of the utmost value to

everyone. The barrister who wants to

master the details of' a difficult brief, the

artisan who, after doing his day's work
in the workshop, employs his time " after

working hours " in studying some
economic, historic, or literary subject, to

these and to others this faculty of elimi-

nating waste of time and working more
quickly and easily is absolutely invaluable.

And this is only one of the faculties

developed by the New Pelman Course,

particulars of which you can obtain free

to-day on application to the address given
on this page.

Making More Money.
The work which Pelmanism is perform-

ing in enabling men and women lo earn
more money is of especial importance in

these days of high prices.

There are many people who are not

progressing as they ought to do. Certain

mental weaknesses are keeping them back.

Consequently their incomes are not keep-

ing pace with the rising cost of living.

Pelmanism alters all this. It enables

you to put forth your full powers. It

enables you to save waste of time and
energy. It gives you the power to take

on work previously beyond your capacity,

and it enables you to do this work well

and to "make good."

That is why Pelmanists in every pi'o-

fession, business, and occupation are

forging rapidly ahead, trebling and quad-
rupling their incomes and securing swift

promotion to higher positions.

Incomes Trebled and
Quadrupled.

The following brief extracts from
Pelmanists', letters are cases in point:

" During the past half year my income has
increased by over 100 per cent."—CLERK.
" Gained increase of £150 per annum."—

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
" Secured a net Increase of salary of 400

per cent."—EX-CAPTAIN.
" Delighted with my progress, both

monetarily and mentally."—TECHNICAL
MANAGER.
" My income has gone up 300 per cent."—

ARCHITECT.
"

I have improved 300 per cent, in salary."—
CLERK.
" I benefit to the extent of £1,000 this

year."—IMPORTER.
" Since taking up the Course i have mere

than trebled my income."—CLERK.
" I have secured three increases of salary

in Ave weeks."—BRANCH MANAGER.
" Thanks in a great measure to the benefits

I have received from Pelmanism, my career
has been an unbounded success, and I have
gone on from one success to another."—CIVIL
SERVANT.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention

" After taking up Pelmanism for about three
months I was olfered a very high post in the
firm in which I am employed. This advance-
ment, which incidentally doubled mv salary,

I attribute .entirely to Pelmanism."—OEPART-
MENTAL MANAGER.
Hundreds of similar cases could be

quoted did space permit. More will be
found in the book describing the New
Pelman Course, which any reader may
obtain to-day, free of cost.

The New Pelman Course.
Tlie New- Pelman Course, which, is now

ready, is a great improvement On the

former one.

Indeed, Truth, after a careful e.xamina-

tion of the Course, says that it is

" lOO per cent." better.

The New (1920) Pelman Course, says
Truth, removes from the mind such
mental difficulties as

:

Forgetfulness DuUnesa
Mind IVandcring Weakness of Will
Brain Fag Lack of System
Indecision Lack of iTiitiative

Shyness Indefinitchess
Timidity Mental Flurry

and it develops, on the other hand, such
fine and valuable qualities as

—

—Concentration -Directive Ability
-Perception —Self-Confldence
—Judgment —Driving Power
—Initiative —Self-Control
—Wjll-Power —Tact
— Decision —Reliability
— Ideation —Salesmanship
—Resourcefulness -Right-Directed
—Organising Power Energy
—Forcefulness —A Reliable Memory

Fascinating Exercises.

Further, the New Course is extremely
interesting. It grips you from the first,

and the exercises become more absorbing
and fascinating as the Course proceeds.
Not only do you take a delight in

practising these exercises, but you experi-

ence at the same time the deep gratifica-

tion of feeling and knowing that your-
mind is rapidly becoming more and more
efficient. With your mind working
accurately, clearly, and rapidly, and with
all your intellectual . powers perfectly co-

ordinated and acting under the full

control of your will, work becomes a

pleasure, because you know you are doing
it well, and doing it, too, with plenty of

time to spare. Instead of being hustled,
confused, and anxious, as perhaps you
were before, you are now able to carry
out your daily duties calmly, serenely, and
without fuss and undue effort. You are
the master of your surroundings and of
your work.

All this Pelmanism helps you to do, .

. and to be, and by the time you have
finished the Course you will have secured
a complete mastery of the science of

scientific mental training, which you will
be able to apply ir):mediately, as so many
thousands have done, for your own
personal pleasure, profit, and advancement.

Readers who wish to know more about
this really remarkable system should
write to-day to the Pelman Institute,

199, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.I. By return they will

receive a Free Copy of "Miii(i and
Memory," and full particulars of the New
Course which is enabling so mauy
thousands of people to become successful

and which w-ill help you to do the sac le.

"The Motor Cycle." Bg
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The Badge of Efficient Service.
The A.A. Badge brings assistance to

the motor cyclist stranded on the road miles
from a town or garage. It gives access to

the roadside telephone boxes and summons
a " mechanical first aid " machine. It solves
all questions regarding routes for home
tours and dispels the trouble and delay
usually associated with a tour abroad. It

ence, engineenngprovides free legal def

assistance, etc., etc.

Send a postcard to-day to the Secretary,

The Automobile Association, 21, Fanum
House, Whitcomb St., London, W.C.2., for

a copy of "The Key to the Open Road,"
which describes the many personal benefits

you can secure through its influence

In uiinwcrini/ this uclotrlincmcnt it is deniable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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THE ISLE OF WIGHT FERRIES.
Sir,—Mr. E. Martin's letter on Isle

if Wight steamers, etc., may be quite
lorrect, from a solo Douglas owner's
loint of view, but I found it much
nore difficult and e.Kpensive with a
idecar. First of all, the South-
impton, and probably the Lymington,
lassenger boats have no convenience
or transliipping such outfits unless
hey can be taken apart. The Ports-
iiouth or South-Westem Railway boats
lave derricks and proper carriers.

I found that the cost of each way
or a sidecar outfit and myself was
Os. 2d. plus Is. 2d. pier dues at Ryde.
had to sign some form of declaration,

v'hich I did not read. The ticket col-

ector made me soak out "what little

jetrol I could not drain out with a
)iece of rag, to the detriment of my
larburetter. which I had to take to
lieces three times while on the island

clear out the fluff which choked the
dapter. I regret that I cannot agree
I'ith ilr. Martin as to the state of the
oads. With the exception of the road
)etween Ventnor and Sandown the
•oads are rough and dusty, and in wet
I'eather must be appalling, as they are
luilt of gravel. They are very narrow,
fith right-angle bends at frequent in-
ervals, and, with the present char-a-
)anc traffic, dangerous : so dangerous, in fact, that the
)roprietor of the hotel where I stayed the night insisted
m me stai-ting an hour eai'lier than I had intended, so that
[ should not meet the stream of chars-a-bancs coming in the
)pposite direction. ~ - -

I _am satisfied that he was quite right, as there %yas
lot room to pass another sidecar—except in a . few places

—

or some miles.

There are very few direction posts, and 50% of these
ire undecipherable. , HO 4508.

^ETROL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—A few weeks ago a letter appeared in T7ie Motor Cycle

rora " Not Infallible," stating that he was able to get 106-113
n.p.g. with his "Scott," he having fitted a Degory carbu-
etter. Afterwards a letter appeared from &. K. . Gordon,
tating that he was doing just over 40 m.p.g. and wondering
f "Not Infallible" had ever tried a Binks on his- Scott.
Now, I have a Binks fitted to my 3| Scott, and have

ust completed 440 miles (by speedometer), the petrol
onsumption being four and a half gallons, less a good pint
by measure), which is still in the tank. This works out at
ust over lOO m.p.g. . Two hundred miles of this distance was
lone with a pillion passenger, the average speeij being 20
Q.p.h. The remainder was all in short journeys of about
1^ miles at an average speed of 25 m.p.h. This consumption
eems to be very good, especially as I have always to inject

lei'ore starting (unless on an incline), which further reduces
he quantity used in actual running. A.G.T.
Cumberland.

Sir,—As another claimant to the honour of covering most
niles per gallon, will you kindly allow me space to state my
;ase?

I have a 1914 2| h.p.. Sunbeam, which is fitted with a
5inks carburetter.

On a recent trip to the East Coast I figured out that I

Pas doing about 220 m.p.g! The recent letter of Mr. S.
Jook in your columns, stating that he had done twenty-four
niles on a pint of petrol with an A.J.S. 2| h.p. model,
letermined me to make an actual test of what my machine
»as capable of. This is what happened.
I fastened a small tin to my machine, and under observa-

ion a pint of Shell No. 1 petrol was poured in, and the
in sealed up.

We "then adjourned to a point on the Old Chester Road,
fhich runs from Birkenhead to Chester. Starting off, I
ourneyed to Chester and back, covering a distance of

wenty-seven and one-tenth of a mile, which works out at
I16| miles to the gallon. Can anyone beat it? The machine

36'.

There can be no disputing

the growing popularity of the

sidemr taxi. This particular

outfit is certainly more elabo-

rate than the average taxicab,

which may account for the

vogue it is now enjoying in

Paris.

I use constantly—it suffers from no lack of power, and is

here for anyone to see, and ready to do the same again

;

and, if on a gallon instead of a pint, would no doubt give
even better results. The secret is that I have it in perfect
trim, and adjusted down to a fine point.

Rock Ferry, Cheshire..
- SIDNEY HUGHES.

CANDID CRITICISM.
Sir,^I wonder if the closing down of the Sopwith Avia-

tioii and Engineering Co., Ltd., will be" a lesson to the other
manufacturers whose prices are gradually climbing upwards ?

If not, I fancy this company will not be the only makers
to "go west."

It is all very well to make " to an engineer's ideals," but,
apparently, "experts" did not buy. Had. the firm catered
for the masses another tale might have been told. Had the
company done so we might have got a real, cheap motor,
bicycle by now. From a provisional £75 to £150 actual "Is .

" some ". jump. Mass production here seems to increase
prices.

The O.K. Union? Yes; I fancy it was to be thirty-eight

guineas. Is it?' ' Now we are asked £95 for an elaborated
scooter. (Unibus.)

Last winter (December) one could buy in America a light

car, two bucket seats, V air-cooled, o.h.i.v., 1,144 c.c. engine,

two speeds and reverse and bevel drive, 45 m.p.h., 45 to 50
m.p.g., for £60. Spacke ! The finish was awful ; but it went.

Went ? Yes ; anywhere. But if you wanted to buy one you
had to wait three weeks ; but you got it then. The firm are

catering for a new lot of buyers—not the old ones dished up.

That is what our manufacturers seem to be doing. Why
cannot our makers see that of the hundreds who want motor
-bicycles a very small percentage can a/ford them.

If new makers come into the trade they must cater for a

new lot of buyers or go to the wall. Let any maker turn

out a bicycle with simplicity and cheapness as its key-

note. I mean, go the whole hog. -If a coil and accumulator

is cheaper than a magneto, use it. If a.i.v. is cheaper than

m.i.v., use it. Why a petrol tank should cost £2 and a two-

gallon tin 4s, (and it would answer the purpose) seems a bit

of a mystery.
I ordered three machines since demob., but cancelled them

on notification of increased prices. • There is no excuse or

justification for such a thing. Where is the business honour?

I suppose our motor makers have not heard of it. I wonder
what my customers would say if I worked on the same lines.

I am afraid my " occupation is gone " would be my lament.

I paid 4s. 6d. for a Royal Enfield valve cap (which fitted

my machine), but the price for an Indian in America is said
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to be 25 cents. Is it not ridiculous, when wages there are
much higher than here?

I read an article once by a young man who wanted a good
de luxe machine, and was willing to pay for it. It seems to
me all the makers are catering for such as he.
Horsehay, Salop. C.V.T.

[We publish this letter as an example of the kind of talk
which is prevalent among a large percentage of motor

-^cyclists. It bears out the general impression of the buying
public that during the last twelve months the British
manufacturer has made big profits. So^ far from this

being the case, in many instances the financial position
would not stand minute investigation. Our correspondent
seems to forget that price increases have not been made
by firms without good cause. He must be aware that the
demands di labour have necessarily had to be met on
several occasions, both by the suppliers of raw materials
and the manufacturers of the machines themselves. All
this is reflected in the price of the machine. We find 1;hat

th« closing down of certain works is not due solely to

scarcity of orders, but mainly to the fact that the firms,

due to high wages and restricted output, are actually
losing money on each model supplied.

—

Ed.]

A DEVONSHIRE TOUR.
Sir,—I thought you would be interested to know that

my friend and I have just completed a tour of Devon
and Cornwall, consisting of 845 miles, without experiencing
any trouble at all : mechanical or tyre trouble.

We climbed Porlock Hill without retarding the magneto
at all, and many other hills which you know are in

abundance in that region.

Lunch on the way. (See letter, J. N. Snape.)

I enclose a snapshot of tlie machine in touring trim
which was taken "somewhere in Devon." You will note
quite a large locker under the sidecar carrier. It is very
much larger than that fitted on the standard A.J.S^ side-

car. It is an idea of my own, and consists of a wooden
chest (with three bands of steel round it for security), and
is divided into two compartments : one for a tin of petrol

and the other for a half-gallon tin of oil. (It is fastened

by means of lock and key.) Needless to say, I found this

very useful during the tour.

Speaking of the roads, on the whole we found them quite

good, although the surfaces on some of the hills are

atrocious, especially Porlock. J. N. SNAPE.
P.S.—The interior of the locker is not, lined by felting,

but is just made a tight fit, consequently there is no vibra-

tion at all.

FOOTING AND FOOT-SLOGGING.
Sir,—I was very much interested in "Ixion's" article re

" Footing and Foot-slogging," in your issue of September
9th. I quite agree with him that there is a general incon-
sistency of observers, etc., re their reports. As the final

results depend somewhat on thp reports as .sent in to head-
quarters, it is important (hat such reports .should state
c.\'actly what happened and where.

I'lio Birmingham Motor Cycle Club, to avoid any such
inconsistency in reports, send out to each observer printed
infitrnctioiis. These have l)een found to be of considerable
a.ssislancc to officials, and what is still more important,
every lider can depend on getting a cornet report.

612 /

I thiilk you will agree that this is a step in the right

direction. It certainly is appreciated by the riders them-
selves. W. H. EGGINTON.

(Hon. Sec. Birmingham M.C.C.)
[A copy of the printed instructions has been forwarded, arid

is absolutely- clear.

—

Ed.]

THE AUDIOMETER AND THE SIX DAYS TRIALS
Sir,—As I was' expecting to see comments on the subject

of audiometers and vibration in your extremely interesting

critique of the Six Days Trial, I would like to point out a
few details which may not at the moment be evident to. your I

contributor.

In the first place an arpparatus which can be carried about I

aiKl hurled violently on to railway platforms cannot be made
as delicately as one would -desire. Your contributor sugr-

gests that the audiometer (which was checked by separate I

observers and found to agree during the trials) is susceptible]

to ground vibration. As it- happens ground vibration is very
difficult to detect, except by instruments as delicately I

balanced as the seismograph used for earthquake measure-

1

ments.
The mirror of the audiometer and the diaphragm which I

receives the sound are both carried on the same base, so that!

unless the ground vibration was sufficient actually to move]
the apparatus, the only result can be that the path of the I

spot of light would be slightly blurred instead of sharply I

focussed. Jlotor cycles are not now so noisy that there is I

any danger of the entire machine being moved by their I

passing by.

As it happens, I have tried plotting the screen, on whichl
the spot of light appears, in squares ; but I find the resultl

rather confusing for rapid measurements, and the present!
instrument is arranged with a pencil mark at the zero point!
from which I can measure the total movement very quickly.

I

Even on the experimental apparatus provision is made fori

a photographic plate, which can be moved for each machine,

f

and in the ordinary way a travelling film is arranged sol

that a distinct photographic record can be taken of the|

sound displacement produced by each motor cycle.

In the last paragraph your contributor remarks that- thel
apparatus merely substitutes the eye of the observer for thel
ear of a listener. This completely proves the value of thai
instrument. Whereas it is possible to distinguish for hoursi
on end between one inch, two inches, or two and a quarter!
inches, it is not possible for hours on end to say that noise

A was slightly noisier than noise B which occurred two|
hours ago.

I would be only too glad to give your contributor' an
opportunity to see a record taken of his own voice variation^

on a screen, and in the meantime I enclose two letters fod
your inspection, but not for publication, proving that the
apparatus was successfully used during the war for tha
detection of difference between gun silencers at a distance!

An almost identical apparatus is now being manufactured
for obtaining records of the noises in ships' ei;gine rooms.

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., etc.

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists

^
Ifsued in coniunction with The Motpr Cycle. -^

\ "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
^ THEM." The standard handbook o. the motoc net. post.

5
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

V of motor cycles, their management end care.

5 Twenty-first Edition. Just published . , . . 2/6 - /lo

I
" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

/ Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " rnd helpful

/ hints in regard to motor eye ;e5. Seventh Edition, c/- 1/3

I " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
^ A reliable system tor tracing motor cycle faults and

() of remedymg any trouble when lound. pourtfi

<) Edition. ... ... .. ... ... a/- s ifi

§ "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
V England and Wales, Scotland. London (shoeing
V roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

^
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 t/io

I "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
^ With 32 pages of Road Maps ot England and
((

Wales, Scotland, and the London District. Now
A Edition. Just published .. ... .., ^f. ^>.

J Obtainable by post (remittance with order) )rom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

ft
20, Tudor Street L mdon, E.C,4, or ol leading Bookseller* .tdJ

Kailway Bookstalls

V1^ e^o^£>'^^-^<P'i^<i ^^^^^^^^^
I
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, EX. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2(f. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

,
questions should be marked '

' Legal '

' in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Gear Ratio.

I am fitting a two-speed gear

^ bo.x to a motor cycle with 1913

> Triumph engine. "What size

-2J sprocket is required on the en-

gine-shaft to give suitable ratio ?

Top gear is direct. Outside diameter
of belt pulley is • S^in. Sprocket on
gear box has thirty-six teeth. Belt
rim, 18in. diameter.—A.F.B.

'robably the most satisfactory gear ratio

fould be in the region of 5 to 1. -•i.-.

wenty-two teeth sprocket on the engine-
haft will give you a top gear ratio of

.35 to 1 with the other sizes given in

our letter. The 5^in. diameter pulley

n the gear box is much too small, and
ou will no doubt experience a con-

iderable amount of belt slip on the low
:ear, especially in wet weather. The
ountershaft pulley should be between
|i)i. and 8in. diameter, when, of course,

he sprocket on the engine-shaft will

lave to be decreased in size.

Has Benzole a Deleterious Effect?

As a confirmed user of benzole

"^i for my motor .cycle for many
> years, I write to let you know
^^ that on Tuesday last, after re-

turning- from a run, I noticed
my tank was leaking slightly. On
taking the tank off, I found a tiny

hole no larger than a pin head, but
on scraping it I found it extended to

the size of a pea. It was a clean

round hole, nowhere near the seam of

the tank, and appeared to me to have
been eaten through, no doubt by the
benzole. Jly object in writing to you
is to know if I can do anything to
counteract the injurious effects of this
fuel, as I much prefer it to petrol in

every way. Would adding a small
qu;intity of lubricating oil or petrol
assist? I may say I have frequently
seen charges made against benzole in
this respect, but have also seen it fre-

quently denied, but for myself I have
proved it. Knowing you have always
advocated the use of benzole for many
reasons, I trust you will be able ' to
help me, as you will agree this is a
matter which must be remedied, if

benzole is to gain popularity and to
retain it.—G.A.C.

here appears to be no justification for
apposing that the hole in the tank is the
esult of using benzole. We use this

:

ael ourselves invariably and have never
ad any trouble ; official tests have also
'eeu carried out which prove conclusively
hat good quality motor benzole has iio

Bct on any part of the motor cycle.

Acetylene Lighting.

I have a new JIatehless outfit

and am having acetylene light-

ing fitted. I have read articles

at various times in Tl\z Motor
Cycle advising the use of a single _

generator, and am anxious to use one
only. I have Lucas's largest head light

and the ordinary sidecar and tail lamps
by the same makers. Can you advise
me what generator to use?—H.E.H.

You .should have no trouble with an
ordinary Lucas acetylene head. lamp and
generator, and if you obtain an extra
generator of the same type you can run
the. side and tail lamps from it. If you
desire t« run aU three lamps from one
generator you should obtain a light car
type, but this will require a special
bracket fitting to some portion of the
sidecar chassis, as it is rather bulky.

An Untraceable Squeak;
If you can assist me as to the

following I sliall be very grate-
ful. 'My machine is a 2^ h.p.
Levis. It runs very well, but
there is a squeak in the engine

- which I have not been able to diagnose.
The compression is excellent, ignition
and timing correct, and carburetter
in good order. There is no loss of
power, and the machine runs very
well. This squeak cannot always be
heard, independently of whether the
engine is hot or cold. My machine
has not been ridden for some time
now, and recently I noticed that the
squeak was more perceptible than when
the machine went into storage. The
machine is a 1920 model, and I have
oiled it liberally.—R.P.

It is very difficult to locate the cause
of the trouble without inspecting the
machine, but we are inclined to believe
that the noise arises from some other
part, and not from the engine. Yon
should overhaul all moving parts, such
as the front forks, saddle, brake work,
wheel bearings, etc., also try a spot
of oil on the belt fastener.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sa'., Sept. 25th—
West Md'and Open Reliability Trial,
organised by Ihe Wolverhampton. Redl
di;ch, and Kidderminster M.C. Clubs. .

Sat, Oct 9th—
M.C. and A.C. Open Reliability Trial.

Nov. 29lh Dec.'4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Difficult Starting.

(1.) My 6- h.p. New Im-

perial-Jap twin engine refuses

to start with kick-starter (or I

should say it starts, perhaps,

once in fifty times). Do you

think new plugs would make an im-

provement? (2.) I am also troubled

with grease getting on to the belt.

Do you think it can be caused by
pumping oil too freely into the engine?

—A.J.

(1.) The causes of difficult starting are

so many and various, that we cannot give

you much assistance without fuller par-

ticulars of the condition of your engine.

Provided the engine is in good order,

the starting should be quite easy, the

throttle should be about one quarter

open, the e.xtra air fuUy closed, and the

ignition almost fully advanced. If the

machine is an old one, the trouble- is

most probably due to air leaks either at

the induction pipe joints or at the inlet

valve stem guides. (2.) The grease on the

Ijelt may be due to over-lubrication of

either engine or gear box, probably the

latter, but as you have not stated the

make or type we cannot throw any light

on the matter.

Fitting Valve Stem Packings.

I have a 1919 model 4i h.p.

B.S.A. motor cycle, on the valve

stems of which I coiitemplate

using a set of air leak preventing
sleeves. The inlet valve is always

very dry, and I thought that one of

these fittings \yould be a great improve-
ment, as it would keep the valve stem
oiled. The exhaust valve is very
different, however. Oil rtms through
the guide and down the side of the

engine. Now, to me, this does not seem
correct, and I thought that, by fitting

one of these attachments, the apparent
defect might be corrected. I am told,

however, that if I do this I shall

prevent the burnt oil from escaping,
and this will cause excessive wear of

the guide and stem. I should be glad
if you could tell me if this is so.—U.S.

It is unlikely that a sleeve on the exhaust
valve would cause any trouble ; but as

the chief object of fitting such a device
is to pevent air leaks, it is really only
necessary to apply it to the inlet valve, as

air leaks past the exhaust valve stem have
no effect on the running of the engine.
No' undue wear would be caused even if

the waste oil was prevented from finding
a w^iy out down the valve guide. If the
valve is always dry we would suggest
that you add a very small quantity of

lubricating oil to the petrol.
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Precipitate Action.

Two weeks ago I received

delivery of a 2i h.p. motor cycle,

and after four trial runs totallmg

less than twenty miles the

machine is now laid up with a

seized crankshaft. I have written the

makers, so far without any reply. Can
you tell me what legal remedy I may
have against them in case they do not

answer '>. Should I be in order in selling

the machine by public auction and
suing the makers for the balance -of the

,
purchase money?—^E.S.

Unless you could prove definitely that the

eeizure of the crankshaft irf your engine

was due to negligence on the part of the

makers you have no legal remedy, and
you would certainly be acting on your
own resgonsibility if you sold the machine
by public auction. As no firm is likely to

.ignore such a complaint, we can only

think that your letter has gone astray,

and we would suggest that you write

again, carefully quoting the facts of

the case, also the engine number on your
machine, and the name of the dealer from
whom you obtained it. Provided you
make a reasonable statement regarding
your opinions as to the cause of the

damage, we have no doubt that the makers
will deal fairly with you.

Starting Difficulties.

I own a Sociable, fitted witli

an 8-10 h.p. twin .engine, which
runs very well indeed. The
starting is a most troublesome
job, and not one in twenty can

start it up. When going it is certainly
rather noisy. I should be pleased if

you could suggest some way of rectify-

ing the difficult task of starting.

—

J.H.H.A.
(Difficult starting in the case of V twin
lengmes is usually due to air leaks in the
iinduction system. These may occur at
;the induction pipe unions, or at the inlet
,valve guides if the valve stems are W'orn.
A cm-e for the latter trouble is found in
the various devices which can be obtained

_ for fitting over the valve guides, and so
preventing air leaks at this point. The
induction pipe joints may be bound with
i isulation tape, as also may be the carbu-
jetter connection itself. If attention to
fhese points does not give easy starting,
ihe trouble evidently lies in some other
^direction, and may be due to the ignition
system being out of order, or incorrectly
timed. You do not " give any particular
information, however, and therefore we
tan only make general suggestions.

READERS' REPLIES.
Intermittent Slowing Down.

In the issue of August 26th, I see that
'H.B. is suffering from apparently the
trouble I once experienced on a' 1910
'I'riumph, which I evoitnally traced to
the pins which hold the toggles in posi-
tion in the carburetter being worn, and
allowing them to jump out of position
and lower the level.—Lico CoKiii'.

Raising the Gear.
With reference to en(|uiries by " A.TS."

in your issue of the 19th ult.. the follow-
ing information may be of use to him. I

iiin using ;i. Kprockct with seventeen teeth
on a W.lJ. Triumph. This gives quite
satisfactory guar ratios for solo riding,

Bl6
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and is easily obtainable from the makers.
I am also using i 28x3in. Kempshall
tyre, vphich fits the rim admirably, and
shows no signs of creeping after 1,000
miles, although I do not use security

bolts.

—

Chas. H. W. Jiggbns.

UnaccountaUe Lack of Power.

Referring to "P.E.T.'s" query of

August 12th, I am the owner of' a 2^
h.p. Diamond-Jap, and from my experi-

ence I should say that his machine is

suffering from over rich mixture and not
from starvation. If he would try a 23
or 24 jet, and lower his level (this latter

I did by making a ring of copper vrii-e

and putting between the float and clip)

he -would find his pow-er return.

—

Leo
CoBBy.

Another Mysterious Noise.

On page, 252 of August 26th, "O.W."
complains of a mysterious noise in his

3^ h.p. Ariel. The following was my
experience after about 10,COO miles on a
6-7 Ariel combination. A heavy grind-
ing noise began to sound particularly
when opening out or hill-climbing,- but not
so manifest when running easily down
slight inclines. The noise was not continu-
ous, but seemed to correspond to 1 in 4 of

the engine beat. This puzzled me until I

took off chain case and found about eight
rollers broken off chain pins. The noise
continued until I put on a hew chain,
when it entirely disappeared.—F. J.

WniGHi.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Bradford to Liverpool.—G.W.L.
Bradford, Halifax, Sowerby Bridge,

Eipponden, Littleborough, Rochdale,
Bury, Bolton, Hindley, Ashton-in-Maker-
field, St. Helens, Prescot, Liverpool.

Bradford to Hoylaice (Cheshire).—
G.W.L.

Bradford, Wyke, Huddersfield, Mel-
tham, Stalybridge, Stockport, Cheadle,

.

Altrincham, Mere, Northwich, Kelsall,

Chester, West Kirby, Hoylake.

Barnet to Barmouth.—M.G.
St. Albans, Dunstable, Fenny Strati'ord,

Stony Stratford, Towcester, Weedon,
Daventry, Southam, Leamington, War-
wick. Solihull. Birmingham, Halesowen,
Stourbridge, Bridgnorth, Much Wenlock,
Shrewsbury, Chirk, Llangollen, Corwen,
Bala, Barmouth.

Crawley to Camborne.—T.H.W.

"

Crawley, Handcross, Lower Beeding,
Cowfold, Billingshurst, Petworth, Mid-
hurst, Petersfield, Bramdean, Winchester,
Stockbridge, Salisbury, Wilton, Dinton,
Hinton, Mere, Wincanton, Ilchester,

llminster. Chard, Yarcombe, Honiton,
Exeter, Moretonhampstead, Two
Bridges, Tavistock, Callington, Liskeard,
Bodmin, Lanivet, Mitchell, Redruth,.
Camborne.

Birkenhead to Southsea.—W.W.W.
Birkenhead, Cheater, Whitchurch,

Hodnet, Wellington, Ironbridge, Bridg-
north, Kidderminster, Hartlebury,
Worcester, P e r s li o r « , Hengeworth,
Broadway, Mnreton-in-tho-Marsh, Chip-
ping Norton, Woodstock, O.xford, Abing-
don, E. Ilsley, Newbury, Kingsclere,

Basingstoke, New Alrcsford, Kilnieston,

Bishops Waltham, Farehara, Cosham,
Southsea.

Found.

Mr. W. F. Clement, 7, Bedford Street, .;,

Harrow, picked up an oilskin coat •on
"

the 21st ult. on the Pinner Road.

Built to Order.

In a recent letter to us froin Mr. E.

. T. Wetton, of Templar Street, Dover,
this phrase occurs : "As you know, the

present system of motor cycle manufac-
ture does not permit of individuals being-

studied, and we are out to study the

individual." With this idea prominently-
before him, ]\Ir. Wetton is prepared lb

build motor cycles to suit any special"

requirements.

Service.

British manufacturers are beginning to-,

realise the importance of service to-'

owners of their machines. Among thef
makers who have given this matter at--

"

tention may "he mentioned G.N., Ltd.,r;

East Hill, Wandsworth, who have estab-

lished a service department to assist G.N.
owners, among -whom are a large number,
who have never before owned a motor'
vehicle.

Running Instructions for - C.A.V.
Magnetos.

A neat and concise little booklet con-t

tainiiig valuable information to those^

motor cyclists who have C.A.V. mag-_^

netos fitted to their mounts. Some valu-'^

able hints are given concerning these

magnetos and useful instructions on theiS;tJ

maintenance.

Care of the Tyres.
" Tyre Economy " is the title of Si.,

booklet dealing with tyre accessoriesj'^

such as, repair outfits, tyre stoppings,-^

etc., issued by the County Chemical Co.-,,

Ltd., Chemico Works, Bradford Street,

Birmingham. It is intended to aid'.

motor cyclists in maintaining their tyres .

in good order.

A Tool Catalogue.

We are in receipt of the latest cataloguel

of the Godiva Tool Company, Georgej
Street Works, Coventry, which includes,

numerous tools of interest to motor
cyclists, such as spanners of all kinds,,

including Quick - CJrip spanners, pipfl-

wrenches. box spanners, belt puncnos,'

tool grinders, valve removers, and some
extremely useful and well-fitted up tool,

rolls.

A Book of Running Instructions.

A capital instruction book has been
- published by Veloce, Ltd., Victoria

Road, Six Ways. Aston Manor, Birming-
ham, full of useful hints to enable riders

to get the best out of their Velocett'e

motor bicycles. The illustrations are

good .and clear, one of them, the method
of adjusting the platinum points of the

C.A.V. magneto, having been reproduced

from The Motor Cycle. Excellent sec-

tional drawiirgs are to be found of the

engine, gear bo.\. and other parts.
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North London IVI.C.C.

Phe snpper run to Essenden, which
ik place on the 11th inst., was highly
cessful, and, after an old-fashioned
mtry repast at the Salisbury Crest
itel, an impromptu concert was held.

Macclesfield and District M.C.
i reliability trial will be held on
tm-day nest, the 25th, over a fifty

les non-stop course, starting at 2.30
n. prompt. Entry forms may be ob-
ned from T. Simister, 24, Jordangate,
icclesfield.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
Beautiful weather favoured the third
md of the reliability trials for the
rold Petty Cup, which took place
ir Newtown Linford, under the auspices
this club. Eighteen started, includ-

;
two lady competitors, Jliss Connie

apman and JFiss I. Scott, the former
ng winner of the second round. This
le the results were : 1, A. J. Foster ;

Miss I. Scott; 3, A. E. Garner.

nkley M.C. and L.C.C.

rhis club enjoyed delightful weather
the occasion of its competition for the
imingway Trophy. The trial was for
ms consisting of two riders, either solo
combination, no two gold medallists to

istitute a team, over a course of about
I miles to Grasmere lake and back.
!ven teams competed, and, although
;lve secret checks were taken, the
mers. A. Dovenor (Bradford) and J. S.

xbury (Menston). on .Scott machines
;h sidecars, had a total error of only
I. The scheduled speed was 20 m.p.h.,
i, in view- of the state of the roads,

1 performance was a very fine one.

CLUB NEWS.
^l^eek-eni (Tlub Cvents,

Scft So.—Macclesfield and District M.C. Reli-
ability Trial.

Sept. S5.-~Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.
and E'ast Midland Centre A.C.U. Joint
Speed Trials.

Sept. ii.—Bradford M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Sept. S5.—Surbiton and District 3I.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
Sept. 25.—North London M.C.C. Speed-judging

Trial.
Sept. S3.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Flexibility

JUll-climb. -

Sept. ti.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Sharp
Troph ti. '

Sept. iS.-.W.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Brcirood.
Sept. 25.~-Dcu-sbury and District M.C.C. Run to

llUey.

SEPT. SS.—WEST MIDL.iXD OPEN RELl-
.iBILTTY TRIAL. ORGANISED BY THE
WOLVEltHAJIPTON. REDDITCH. AND
KIDDERMINSTER M.C. CLVBS.

Sept. 25.—Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Reliabilitii Trial.

Sept. S5-2S.—N. 'Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Run to
Cheltenham and Evesham.

Sept 16.—Leicester and District M.C.C. Two-
strolce Trial.

Sept. S6.~13ri(jhton and Hore M.C.C. Club Run
and Uumhhana.

Sept. S6.—North-Western Centre A.C.V. Reliability
Trial.

Sept. !e.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability
Trial.

Sept. 26.—Bradford M.C.C. Speed Trials.

Sept. 2S.—Loughborouiih and District M.C.C. Run
to Leicester, tiro-stroke Trial.

Sept. 26.—Northern M.C. Hill-climb.
Sept. 2$.—Leeds and District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
Sept. 26.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run.
Sept. 36.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Speed Test.
Sept. 26.—N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth]. Run to

Hamblcdon.
Sept. 26.—Scarborough M. and- M.C.C. Run to

Saltersgate.
Sept. 26.—Westmorland M.C.C. Iteliabilitu Run.
Sept. 26.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Kop Hill.
Sept. !S.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Reli-

ability Trial.
S:pt. 26.—Deu-sbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Hoicarth.
Sept. iQ.—Scarborough M. and-M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
Sept. SO.—Worcester and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.

^^. Francis Mays'(Harley-Davidson) on Ringland Hill at the Norwich and District M.C.
Hill-dimb. He was the winner of the class for unlimited sidecars, and made the fastest time
of ihc day on an A.B.C.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Tlie North Cheshire il.C.C. is holding
a 100 miles reliability trial, starting from
the Lizard Inn, Alderley Edge, at eleven
o'clock, on October 3i-d. Full particu-

lars may be obtained from the secretary,
Mr. H. Brodwick, " Somerby," Wilmslow.

Amersham, Chesham, and District M.C.C.

The results of the recent speed trials

held over a f;ivourable half-mile with a
short flying start are now to hand :

CEASS 1 (350 'cO.— 1, H. Robinson (2Vj
DouglasI, 19is.; 2, A. Howard (2?1 Douglas). 22i=
CLAS.S 2 (500 c.c,).—1, A. McRitchie (3 A. B.C.)

and V. K. Goodwin (3V. Norton) tied, 16fs.; 2,
H. Robinson (2^ Douglas).
CLASS 3 (Unlimited).— I. A. McRitchie (3

A.B.C.) and V. K. Goodwin (4 Triumph), 16is.; 2,
R. Cox (4 Triomph), ISJs.; 3, H. Robinson (2%
Douglas). 19is.
Run off for fastest time of day.— 1, A. McRitchie

(3 A.B.C.), 16s., equalling a speed of 56.24 m.p.h.

Wombwell and District M.C.C.
More than three hundred spectators

witnessed the Horber Stand hill-climb
on September 11th. Some excellent times
were recorded over a course of nearly 880
yards. The winners on time in the
solo (:lasses, and on formula with sidecar
machines, were :

CLASS 1 (300 c.c.).-l, p. Skidmore (21/, Im-
penal), 475s.: 2. H. Massey (214 Levis), 48?sCLASS 2 (350 c.c.).—1, F. Skidmore (21/.' Im-
perunll, 48Js. ; 2, H. Hinckcliffe (2% Terns)

"

CLASS 3 (500 c.c.).- 1, E. Reynolds (3 A.B.C ),
42is.: 2, J. Lee 13Vi J.A.P.), 44|s.
CLASS 4 (600 c.c.).—1, O. Digrles (4 Tiiumpli),

41s.; 2, H. Thomas (4 Tiinmpi). 426.
^JjI-^SS 5 (750 c.c.).-l, W. Massey (4 Norton),
37is. : 2, C. Diggles (4 Triumph), 404s.
CLASS 6 (1,00 c.c.).—1, W. Massey (4 Norton),

38is. ; 2, C. Diggles i4 Triumph), 40s.
CLASS 7 (650 c.c, sidecar).—!, E. S.iyles (4

Triumph sc); 2, W. Maseey [4 Norton sc.).
CLASS 8 (1,000 c.c., sidecar).-1, W. Massey

(4 Norton sc): 2, E. Savles (Ji^ Smibe.am sc 1.

Fastest time of day, W. Massey (4 Norton).

North-Westem Centre A.C.U.
Once again Norton riders have shown

their speed on the occasion of the North-
Western hill-climb at Heyden Bridge.
The course was just over one mile, whtch
took in an acute S bend. The fastest men
were L. Mitchell (solo) and G. Cowlev,
jun. {sidec.ar).

The results were as follows :

CLASSES 1 and 2.—1, L. C. Crabtree (2":i
AJ.Sl; 2, Geo. Cowley [Z^/i A.J.S.); 3, H. Clayton
(3"', Mnrlow).
CL.\SS 3.—1, L. Mitchell (31/2 Norton); 2, T.

Slmist«r (31/2 Norton); 3. L. C. Crabtree (2%i A. J.S.I.
CLASS 4.—1, L. Mitchell (3iA Norton); 2, T.

Simister (314 Norton); 3, J. L. Cruickshank (3':.

Norton].
CLASS 5.—1, L. Mitciell (31/, Norton); 2, E.

Biittomloy (7-9 Harley-Dayidson) ; 3, T. Simister
(31;, Norton).
CLASSES 6 and 1.-1. 1. Slmistsr (SV, Norton):

2, O. E. Carter (31,4 O.C.-J.A.P.) ; 3, Geo. Cowley,
sen. (23.; A.J.S.).
CLASS 8.-1. Geo. Cowley, jun. (3i/> Norton sc):

2. H. Taylor (6 Bradbury sc); 3, T. Simister (3i,i

Norton sc).

CLASS 9.—1, Geo. Cowley, jun. (3% Norton sc):
2„ E. T3ottomley (7-9 Hariey-Davidsou sc); 3, A.
Horroclcs (Morjr.in c.c).

FASTEST TIME OF D-\Y.—L. Mitchell (3i',

Norton), Im. 5;S.

FASTEST SIDECAR TIME.—Geo. Cowley, jun.
(51/2 Norton sc). Im, -19|3.
CLUB TEAMS.—1, Stockport Motor Clnb; 2,

ManchBs.ter Motor Club; 3, "Oldham Motor Club.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

A successful hill-climb took place on
September 18th at Saintsbury Hill, near
Broadway, with the following results :

Fast climb (solo class) : 1, F. Baron

(2| Omega), 2m. 40s. Sidecar class :

1. S. Healy (4 Triumph, sc). Slow climb

ojf fifty yards : 1, S. Healv (4 Triumph).

C3
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An Echo of the War.
The, Motor Cijdc has been so '.closely

connected with the Tank Corps since its

inception that it must be more than a
coijicidence that there are, now no fewer
than four ex-Tank Corps men on the
editorial staff.

Tolerant Police.

We hear much of the notorious districts

(sucli as Kingston) where the motorist
exists in fear and trembling, and where
even a bent number-plate may spell dis-

hgurement of his licence ; but where is

the other extreme? The police of Coven-
try and Birmingham, both motor centres,

are very tolerant : Ijut our readers may
know of other claimants to the apprecia-
tion of the motor cycle world.

Reconstruction.

Owing to increasing volume of business,

Messrs. Binks have reconstructed the

company, the capitalisation now being in

the neighbourhood of £75,000.

Motor Cycles in South Africa.

An official census of motor vehicles in

the Union of South Africa reveals a total

of 11,904 motor cycles owned in the four

provinces concerned. The figures given
below are for 1919, and since British

manufacturers have been exporting con-

siderably this year, the figures are now
increased.

Motor cj'cles. Cars, etc.

Care Colony 2,269 4,389

m^UoQ^m^^ <ja

Natal
Transvaal
Orange Free State ..

Total for 'Union

1,466 1,638
7,622 6,609
547 1,775

Ihe J.A.F. and the Lay Press.

Regarding the several wild reports

concerning the makers of J.A.P. engines,

and which have appeared in the daily

papers, we have received from Messrs.

Prestwich the following explanation :

"About three weeks ago, disagreement
arose between the Shops Committee and
the management. Owing to certain

statements made by the Shops Committee
the firm refused to treat further with
Ihe then e.xisting conmiittee. On the
14th iiist., 180 men in the assembling
section downed tools contrary to agree-
ment, demanding the reinstatement of

the former committee. As a consequence
these men were not allowed to restart
llio following morning.

"Tile firm is in no way opposed to deal-
ing will) rc|)i'e.sentatives of the men who
propeily represent their intcTests. There
i.s no (juestion of grievance with the
remaining oiie llionsand enijiloyecs of the
tirm who are still at work. Knmours
(hat the firm has closed down are totally

uMtrne, and without any foundation."

Second-hand Prices.

As yet the customary autumnal drop in

prices is not at all pronounced. The
figures represent the highest and lowest

prices quoted for some of the most widely
offered models.

A.J.S., 6 h.p., sidecar, lorS-iq ii65-£200
B.S.A., 4i h.p., sidecar, 1919 iii5-£r3T
Clyno, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, r9i6-20 i$'^-i7°
Douglas, 2| h.p., 3914-16 l^o~fJiO
Douglas, 2.; h.p., 1918-20 i7;>-(,9^
Douglas, .t

h.p., sidecar, igiy-zo i75-i^i'>
liarley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1918-19 ii20-/Ji95
Harley-Davidson. 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 .

.

^20o-/,225
ludiaii, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 f i55-£2io
James, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 /i20-,/)i45

Levis, 2J h.p., 2-strpke, 1919-20 ^5o-£65
Matchless, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1920 ;fi85-£235
Norton, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1916-20 /i28-£i70
P. & M., 3^ h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £rio-£i55
Rover, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, 1918-20 /^i35-^2oo

Rudge, 3i h.p., Multi, 1919-20 £88-^125
Scott, 3J h.p., sidecar, 1019-20 ^rio-£i8o
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p.. 1917-20 /'ioo-j(,"i6o

Sunbeam, S h.p.. sidecar, 1917-20 /^i90-£225

Triumph. 4 h.p., 1916-18 i75-i9$
Triumph. 4 h.p., sidecar. i9r9-20 £12.^-/^175

Zenith, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1920 ^'155-/^210

A SCOOTER RECORD?

Ninety-one miles in five hours Is tlie

holiday jaunt covered by this young lady.

Miss Cissie Chapman, of Leicester, aged

fifteen years, on her Auto-glider.

^^

Special Tl^eatures.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SIDECAR3

TRI.\LS OVER SCOTTISH & WELSH HILLS.

NOTES FOR THE NOVICE.

Petrol Pi-ices in U.S.A.

Is. lOd. and Is. per gallon are the prices

of _petrol and paraffin respectively in

America.

Planning it Early. I

One of our readers evidently believes
j

in . the pleasures of anticipation. A
j

request for a route covering the best [

scenery in Scotland reached us last w-eek,
;

the writer requiring this for a tour he

intends making in July, 1921.

Roadside Accommodation.

The A.A. staff of hotel inspectors have
evidently been busy during the past

year, for they report that no fewer than

one hundred and five appointments ha\e
been cancelled, refused or deferred.

And there can be no doubt that, whether
owing to this work of the A.A. or because
the hotels begin to realise who their best

customers are, the standard of accommo-
dation and catering on the motoring high-

ways has gone up enormously lately. But
so, alas ! have prices.

Fuel.

If all statutory gas companies having 1

an annual coal consumption of more
than 5,000 tons were compelled to install,

vvitliin a limited period,, the necessary
plant for the production of crude ben-
zole, there would at once be available

a further 30,000,000 gallons of motor
spirit annually. This and other fact.s

regarding the fuel .situation are being
pointed out to the Government by the

Motor Legislation Committee, who re-

present all interests from the motor .

cyclist to the manufacturer.
;

Speed with a Flat Tyre.

How fast can one travel on a motor
cycle with the rear tyre deflatecL and for

how long ? The motor cyclist who has ;

a puncture at speed, and rides for a

few hundred yards before pulling up
realises how the deflated tyre affects the

steering and comfort. ' R. 0. Clark's sen-

sational finish in the T.T. on a partly

deflated tyre will always be remembered
by those who witnessed it. A competitor
in a pre-war Bristol Trial covered prac-

tically the whole of the course with no
tyre on his sidecar wheel, while in tlio

speed tests at Brooklands, at the conclu-

sion of the Six Days Trials, Ij. A. Bees
did most of his'''half-hour with a flat rear

tyre, yet managed to average 27.5 m.p.h.
Bees's machine was a Benrdniore-Pre-
iiision, which has an eflicient spring
frame. Also duiing this trial. J. West-
wood Wills accomplished about twenty
miles on his Verus without a tyre on the

rear wheel, and Horsman's recent hour
reciu'd on his Norton was finished on a

(lat tvre.
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be Coast Ride.

3Ir. G. W. Wilkin, who is driving a
h.p. Wilkin sidecar round the coast of

Ireat Britain, "had made good time np to

1st Saturday when he arrived at Grimsby.
!e left Liverpool on the 8th with an
tficial of the A.C.U. as passenger.

lie Late R. L. St. J. Harmsworth.
The motor cj-ele pastime loses a staunch
•ipporter in .Mr. K. L. St. J. Harras-
orth, a son of Sir E. L. Harmsworth,
lid a nephew of Lord NorthcUife,
bo died recently. He was a very keen
iotor cyclist, and while for some time
efore his death the state of his health
i-evented him from taking an active part
1 .the pastime, he continued to fake a
een interest in motor cycling matters
ght up to the end. He was a very skilful
river of Sunbeam and Indian machines.

idecars Baned.
A 100 miles reliability trial, made up
two non-stop sections'of appro.-dmalely

fty miles each, for solo machines onlv,
ill be held by the Motor Cycling Club
1 October 16th. The start will be at ten
clock at Purley, with luncheon at
eigate and the finish at Ripley at about
p.m. The sliort distance, late start, and
irly finish should make it convenient
ir the competitors.

^est BCdland Open Reliability Trial.

Including the flexibility and stopping
id starting tests, there are thirteen
jserved hills in the route of the West
idland open reliability trial on Sep-
raber 25th. The start (at . a.m. prompt)
ill be at Bromsgrove, then through Red-
tch, Worcester, Malvern, Bromyard,
irlow, and Bridgnorth, finishing at the
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THE AUTO CYCLE UNION STAFF AT WINDSOR.
Members of the Auto Cycle Union on the occasion of the recently organised river trip to

Windsor. The party boarded the steam launch at Wmdsor, and proceeded to Marlow.
Several well-known .A.C.U. officials will be obsened In the group.

Stewponej' Hotel on the Wolverhampton-
Kid<ierminster road : in jll, 160 miles.

Including many well-known names, an
entry of eighty-seven has been received.

Teams, as follow, participate : Worcester

(4), Redditch (3), Wolverhampton (1),

Kidderminster (1), three independent, and
Xorton and B.S.A. trade teamis.

Invitation to the A.C.U. Committee.

The Norfolk and Norwich Motor Cycle
Club has invited the committee of the
A.C.U. to dine with them on the even-
ing previous to the committee meeting,
which is to be held on Friday, October
1st. The dinner will take place at the
Maid's Head Hotel, Norwich.

LIGHTER MACHINES FOR 1921.

1 he new solo 3i h.p. Sunbeam, a model 501b. lighter in weight than the
present 32 h.p. machine.

4t-;:5«-4«^^Wteiaai«^^|!i^i.

T i,s now safe to forecaste that seveial
1921 models will be lighter—a policy
long urged by The Motor Cycle. Seve-

il well known firms are experinenting
ith 3^ h.p. machines for solo wort , among
hich the Sunbeam illustrated on this
ige is the fii-st. For some time past it
IS bean apparent that the average single
ssigned as a double purpose mount is

too heavy tor puiely solo use, and in \iew
of the demand for lighter solo machines,
accentuated by the increasing cost of
petrol, it would not be sm-prising if

weight is not more seriously considered
by designers of all types of machines.
The Sunbeam illustrated is 50 lb. lighter

than its larger sister, which has been so
successful as a medium-powered sidecar

machine. It is also smaller. The new
model hasbeeu produced to comply with
the numerous requests received bv the
niakers for a machine constructed on the
luies of the winning machine of the 1920
Tourist Trophy. It made its dehut in
competition last Saturday, when it was
ridden by G. Dance in the Liverpool
M.C. trial in North Wales.
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AN ELIMINATING TRIAL IN NORTH WALES,
Successful Sporting Evenl Organised by Ihe Liverpool M.C.

w^s^WTi":*^'

A real test hill—Bwlch-y-Groes, used by the Liverpool Club as a timed hill to find the winner of the Reliance Cup from among the seven

competitors who made non-stop runs.

A SERIES of freak hills and a timed
climb of Bwlch-y-Groes were the
means adopted last Saturday by the

Li\erpool Jlotor Club to find the winner
of the Eeliance Cup Trial.

There were seventy-two starters from.
Queensferry at 9 a.m., and before

Bwlch-y-Giroes was reached at midday
twenty had retired. Others dropped out

in the afternoon, and by the time Llan-
gollen had been left behind and Alt-y-

Bady was a thing of the past, those with
clean sheets could almost be counted on
one hand.

The First Test Hill.

It was an excellently organised trial,

and but for a misplaced arrow very near
the start, there was not a hitch in the
whole proceedings. The first hill was
twenty miles away, but those who were
misled by the arrow in question

—

ourselves included—covered nearly forty
miles to reach it.

The course was through Hawarden,
Hope, Coed Talon, Llandegla, down the
Hoi'se Shoe Pass, and through a soft and
narrow lane to the Conquering Hero Inn—a fitting name also for the test hill

which started from it.

It is a narrow lane with a surface of
mud and .stones

; deep gulleys at awkward
angles and a gradient in places of about
1 in 4 were its chief characteristics.
The olefin ascents were few, but owing
to the liaulkiiig, there is no saying who
winild have niadi^ non-slop climbs had
tliey lieen given the chance. One failure
meant a bicjckygc—and. very .soon the hill

was sti-ewn with those who could not get
up, and tliose who might have done had
the load been clear.

c8

At one time there wera as many as

fifteen stranded riders in as many yards,

and the familiar smell of Castrol filled

the air. Half-way up the hill an Aero
Morgan without a competitor's number
blocked the hill for all but the nimblest
soloist, and, lower down. S. Hall's
Morgan was sendiiig the mud flying jvith

its Ijack wheel in an attempt to get
going again.

Some remarkably good restarts were
made. H. Karslake (Brough) slithered

up with his rear wheel first in one
gutter and then in the other. S. H.
Bann (4 Norton) was climbing splen-

didly when he skidded and fell. The
sole lady competitor (Miss Mary Dane,
also on a Norton) attracted the admira-
tion of everyone present by the manner
in which she managed her mount. She
was forced to stop several times, birt by
sheer pluck she finally disappeared into

the upper regions of t|ie hills.

Losing Time.

V. Horsman (4 Norton) was seen
calmly waiting for the crowd to clear,

keeping his engine ticking over in neutral.

F. H. Moody (6 A.J.S. sc.) ran back,
and for a few minutes was across the
fairway. H. Newey (25 Levis) cleverly

avoided him, however, and made cjuite

one of the best climbs. W. Brandish
and L. Crisp (both on 4^- Humbers) had
practically a clear course, and made good
climbs, as did Clark on the 2% Coulson.
At the foot of the hill E. Foster (8 Hot
sc.) had retired with a jammed gear box.
Most of the competitors were now late,

but a few succeeded in making up their
time before Bala (43 miles) was reached.
From Balu to Bala via Bwlch-v-Groes

was 41 miles, and there was some har(

riding in this section to E.ake up los

time, with the result that several com

petitors ran out of petrol. S. V. Baftie

(8 Sunbeam) was one of these, and tli

stop unfortunately took place on In

timed climb of Bwlch-y-Groes: while S

Parker (8 Enfield sc.) had only sufficieii

fuel to carry him over the summit, wher

ourj spare can w-as used to advantage.

Bwlch-y-Groes.

The performances on the famous Welsi

hill were consistently good ; much better

in fact, than when the A.C.U. Six Day'

competitors climbed it in the 1919 tria

H. F. Edwards (6 Zenith sc.) experience^

trouble with his front cylinder. H. DiiifvD

[2\ A..J.S.) retired owing to time lost -witj

the expanding brakes on his rear whfeel

and G. J. Baragwanath (4 TriunTph)' ha|

a mishap to his gear box.

Miss Dane (4 Norton) stopped tor son

reason on the lower part of the hill, .aha

restarting, made an excellent ascent,,

did J. E. Greenwood (Sj Sunbeam so.)..

As to which was the fastest machine
the hill was a moot point. The Sunbean
ridden by Eric Williams and G. Dan!
appeared to share equal honours with tn

Norton.* piloted by V. Horsman, N,,

Sclater, and Jack Fox. The Norton tffl

by the way, were even at this point p2
favourites for the team prize. ^
Kautlehner (3^ AA'ilkin sc.) did pari
larly well. ;a

On the descent to the side of Balaa
A. H. Reade (2| Viper) misjudgedl
speed, and fell, so disabling his maCfl

that he finished at that point.

After lunch the siu'viving corapetl-

were taken \-\a Corwen to .Llangdlle|
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An Eliminating Trial in North Wales.—
then np the famous Alt-y-Bady, the first

of five observed hills in the afternoon's

performance.
Incidentally, many competitors got

away from Bala with a roar reminiscent
of the T.T. One is constrained to wonder
why. A trial is not a race, and a demon-
stration of acceleration was not necessary,
'fhei-e was more noise in the quiet main
street of Bala than at any other point of

tile course.

The surface of
,
Alt-y-Bady was better

than when the M.C. and A.C. included it

in their trial in June of last year.
Notwithstanding last year one or

two sidecars succeeded in making clean
climbs, this year none were successful.
The failures, however, do not count

i

against the present-day sidecar machine,
1 which will usually climb any gradient

I

where wheel grip can be obtained.
, 0. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc.) unfortunately
,
burnt out his clutch, and had to retire,

;
thus robbing several teams of their hope

1 of the team prize. He was nominated as
• a member of three teams, i.e., the Liver-
ipool Club's team, and both the A.J.S.
I
teams.

Nine Clean Ascents.

Olily about nine solo competitoi's appeared
to make non-stop climbs. These were :

H. C. Sclater (3^ Norton), H. Ashley
6'L.M.C.), R. Arnold (4 A.J.S.), J. A.
STewman (3^ Sunbeam), Eric Williams
3i. Sunbeam), Hunt Fox (4i B.S.A.), S.

»V. Eatcliffe (3^ N.U.T.), L. Crisp

4i Humber), and W. Brandish {4i
Bumber). But all of these more or

used their feet, and it will rest

viflv the judges to decide which was and
vhich was not foot-slogging. J. F. Lid-
tone (2^ James) was making a splendid
limb for so small an engine, when he
kidded into the gutter. Dance, on the
ew light solo' Sunbeam—the 1921 model
n tlie e.xperimental stage—struck a par-
icularly bad patch, and got his wheel
pinning. H. J. Scale (New Scale two-
troke) was going well when he skidded
nto the soft ground from which no com-
letitor had emerged without stopping,

.y Hill's 2-1 h.p, H.B. stopped for a
imilar reason, and E. L. Boston (3
t.B.C), at his second attempt, skidded
Ojapletely round, and fell. H. Greaves
Bfeardmore - Precision) made a good
ImiTD, but crossed to the wrong side,

Alt-y-Bady at Llangollen, a freak hill of the worst character which claimed all but nine

of the competitors. No sidecars succeeded in making a clean ascent.

and stopped with his wheel spinning as

if in Plasticine.

Sun Trevor.

In a few miles tire competitors were in

Llangollen again with another observed
hill, taken en route, and a mile or so

outside the town was Sun Trevor—the

piece de resistance in the Liverpool
Club's last year's event. The surface

was much better, however, and instead

of a repetition of the expected scenes on
Conquering Hero, very few failed to

make good ascents. E. L. Boston
(A.B.C.) fell, T. D. Addinsell (4 Triumph)
and K. Wilson (5-8 Rex) suffered from
belt slip.

Eric Williams and Dance made specta-

cular climbs with their Sunbeams. IMiss

Dane was also good to watch, while J,

H. Davies (4 Triumph) momited the bank,
but made a splendid recovery and,
straightening out, completed the climb
with ease.

Alinost a continuation of Sun Trevor
was the Old Horse Shoe Pass—observed
hill, No. 4, in thfe afternoon route, but
after such hills' as Alt-y-Bady and Con-
quering Hero, it gave little trouble to the

tired competitors.
One more observed hill near Mold, and

the survivors checked in at Queensferry
in the dusk.

Thus the aspirants for the Reliance Cup
were reduced to eight, as only the

following claimed non-stop runs: N. C.

Sclater (4 Norton), Y. Horsman (4 Norton),

Eric Williams (Sunbeam), J. A. Newman
(3^ Sunbeam), G. A. Strange (3^ James),
L. Crisp (4^ Humber), and W. Brandish

(4^ Humber). Scater, hovfever, lost time
at the finish.

On the whole it had been an excellent

day's sport, in weather that had
threatened in the morning, but was
sunny at intervals. One brief rain and
fierce hailstorm was encountered while
descending from Bwlch-y-Groes.
The actual winner of the Reliance Cup

can only be known when the committee
- have worked out the results of the timed
, climb of Bwlch-y-Gi'oes, the formula
used being that recommended by IVie

C X T=
Motor Cycle, i.e.,—===— From observation,

it appeared that the chief award will go
to a Norton or a Sunbeam, and that the

coveted team prize will be won by riders

of the former.

No other teams qualified apparently

;

but probably a prize will also be given
for the best performances by a club team,
in which case honours may go to the
Worcester team on Sunbeams.

INCIDENTALLY.
The 3^ Sunbeam and 3^- Wilkin sidecars,

'driven by J. E. Greenwood and W.
Kautlehner respectively, demonstrated
the possibilities of a well-tuned 500 c.c.

single.

Hunt Fox (4L B.S.A.) rode splendidly,

and after making a clean ascent of Alt-y-

Bady fell at the top. ,

|

Riders of spring frame machines had
the easiest time. These included E. L.I

Boston (A.B.C), J. C. Walker (2^,

Edmund), R. B. Clark (Coulson), and H.i

Greaves (Beardmore-Precision).

AT THE START. Competitors at Queensferry.

BROOKLANDS MEE'HNG POSTPONED.
On Saturday last the B.M.C.R.C. and,

Essex Motor Club were to have held a
meeting at Brooklands. Unfortunately,
rain caused a postponement until October,
2nd, the championship to be run off on
October 9th.

Almost immediately after the decision

to abandon the event the weather cleared

and the sun shone once more.

eg
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A Flat twin sidecar in the Edinburgh and District Motor Club Two-day Trial. J. Joynson, 3-6 h.p, Coventry Victor, climbing Amulree

THE SCOTTISH AUTUMN TRIAL.
First Day of the Sporting Two-day Event Organised by the Edinburgh M.C.

Forty-two Competitors Materialised for (he Scottish Two-day Trial to Oban last Saturday.

SUNSHINE and an autumnal crisp-

ness in the air were the early morn-
ing conditions when at eight o'clock

the first riders left Murrayfield car
terminus on what promised to be one of

the most sporting and perfectly organised
trials yet held. That, indeed, has been
the aim of the organisers, and a glance at

the programme created a refreshing sense

of the unique individuality of the event.

The booklet oi>ens with a. well written
description of the magnificent country
traversed, and is liberally illustrated with
panoramic views of the Highlands. The
programme is unconventional, and so is

the official ruling. H. M. Batten (A.B.C.)
led the way, carrying official time,
together with two other travelling mar-
shals, R. Knowles (Norton) and J. Steel
(A.C.E.). From Amulree onwards the
route lay through an unbroken grandeur
of Highland scenery. Knowles was our
travelling companion, and from him we
were .sorry to learn that some months
must elapse ere Mrs. Knowles, after her
regrettable accident in the Six Days, will
again be able to indulge in any active
B))orl.

Unchangeable as its worjd's old sister
hills. Amulree claimed its usual victims.
Steel, riding the huge four-cylinder
A.C.E. solo, found his gear lever locked,
and ran back, falling badly. Knowles
tackled the hill in English f.'ishion, as
the Scolch observcis put il, and almost
fell. Hairy Fan-ley (A.B.C. sc.) was
uiidcr-pciwered, and had to push, while

no

Ealston (Sj James sc.) shed his passen-
ger. One competitor fell grotesquely, to

the amusement of the spectators, while
J. A. Birssell (2^ Levis) made a clever

and pluckv ascent. R. M. Ritchie
(A.B.C.) and J. Manuel (4 Triumph) also

failed, while Alan Hill (Scott), H, M.
Batten (A.B.C), and A. Peffers (4

Indian Scout) made good solo ascents.

Bad Road Surfaces.

Among the sidecars, Roger Macrae
(Harlev-Davidson sc), A. F. Downie
(6 A.j.S. sc), and J. Beck (3-i Sun-
beam so.) were outstandingly good.
On the mountain top, between Amulrae
and the deer forest of Kenmore, A. H.
Ale.xander (3^ Douglas) suffered a
mechanical breakage, which compelled
his retirement.
Descending Kenmore to the valley of

the Tay, one was thenceforth torn
asunder by conflicting sentiments which
involved the indescribable grandeur of
the scenery and the unspeakable condi-
tion of the roads. For miles there were
pot-holes from gutter to gutter. There
was no riding track, and, while the
machines were subjected to a terrific

shaking, the riders were a-swill with
slush which deluged everyone, and
caused many ignition troubles.
One of the A.B.C.'s was bounced clean

into the ditch at speed, the machine
pitching nose first with a metallic clash,
and rebounding into the middle of the
road.-- It speaks well for the frame

design that literally no damage resulted.

Passing through Killin, lunch at

Crianlarich was heartily welcomed, and
during the afternoon the roads were vile,

in parts, w-ith many good stretches, w-hile

the sunlight shower and cloud effect on
the mountains ^vas entrancingly beautiful.

"Rest and lie Thankful" claimed but

two failures—A F. Sidford (Matchless),

who missed his gear, and Harrv Fairley

(A.B.C sc). Steele, on his A.C.E. , fairly,

made the spray fly, and the spirit of

freedom which pervades all Scottish trials

was evident by the total disregard for,

schedule time, ilany arrived early at the

tea control at the delightful resort of

Inveraray, but they were allowed to

.

check in and enjoy the benefit of their

misconduct, having extra time for teav

Ben More, Ben Lui, and Ben Cruachan"
were among the mountains seen from the

subsequent height of land, and, becoming
accustomed to diving nose foremost down
the precipitous descents, ne™tiating hair-

pin corners, and ricocneting over

pot-holes, we pressed on through the

traditional home of the MacUregors
amidst a bewildering aiTay of crags and
island dotted waters. %
At eight o'clock the first men checked'

in at Oban, where everyone seemed dazed

by the splendour of the scenery and
loveliness of the surface traversed. There,
were outstanding incidents to discuss. OnlJP

of the A.B.C. men collided with a co-w;i

but bounding off it continued cheerfully

on his way, leaving the cow in the middle
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Two travelling marshals, R. Knowles (Norton), and J. Steel (A.C.E.), who, with H. M. Batten

led the trial.

of the road with its legs aspiring stiffly

skywards. Eussell, on the little Levis,

had lost no marks.

First Day's Retirements.

H. Baxter (3i Norton), S. Hubbard
(2| Blackburn), T. C4illies (3^ Sunbeam),
A. H. ^Alexander (3^ Douglas), S. C. J.

Joynson (5-7 Coventry Victor, sc), E. R.

James (8 Blackburne), and D. Cairns
(o.h.v. Ford).

The following

(10 A.C.E.), 1 ;

1 ; J. JIanuel (4

(3 A.B.C., sc),

ston (3^ James,
JI. Boyack
possible ; A. F
bronze possible.

Twenty-eight
for gold medals
day.

liad lost marks : J. Steel

E. il. Richie (3 A. B.C.),
Triumph), 1 ; H. Fairley

bronze possible; D.- Rai-

se), bronze possible; J.

(3^ Sunbeam), bronze
. Sidford (8 Matchless),

were still in the running
at the end of the first

THE following letter, of interest to

all Midland clubs, has been received

from the local Consul of the Mid-
land Centre of the A.C.U. :

" Sir,—My attention has been called

to a letter in yoirr issue of September
16fh from the "hon. trials secretary of

the recently formed Worcester and Dis-

trict M.C.C., in which that gentleman
states that his club has decided to form
another centre, for which the name of

the ' Three Shires Centre A.C.U. ' is

proposed.
" In view of the discussion which

took place at the meeting which was re-

^cently held in Birmingham, when repre-

sentatives from such clubs as Coventry,
Wolverhampton, Nuneaton, etc., were
.present, when it was decided that the
whole object of the A.C.U. Centre
scheme would be defeated if a number
of centres a small distance apart were
formed, at least at this early stage since

the inception of the scheme. I am more
than surprised that the trials hon. secre-

tary of the Worcester Club should be so

keen to rush into print to disclaim the
' authority ' of the representatives of no
fewer than ten clubs, all older than the
Worcester Club;, though perhaps do not
claim to be the 'only sporting ckib.'
" It was pointed out to the representa-

tives of the Worcester Club by mvself

—

MIDLAND CENTRE A.C.U.
I happened to be in the chair—that,

whilst the A.C.U. Local Centre rules

provided for the formation of fresh

centres when ' at least six affiliated clubs

in a district shall have agreed to sup-
port the constitution of a centre,'

the formation of a second centre so-near
Birmingham, which was the natural geo-

graphical centre, and which should be
looked upon as such without any sus-

picion cf jealousy on the part of clubs

outside Birmingham itself, would only

tend to set a precedent which would
ultimately result in the collapse of the
whole object of the Centre scheme : an
expression of opinion which was unani-
mously supported by those present, ex-

cept the Worcester delegates.

An Appeal to Sportsman'hip.

"The Worcester Club is, I under-
stand, a very live body, but it must not
mistake enthusiasm for power and zeal,

and it must fvu-ther live up to its motto
as a sporting club, by refraining from
sending out notices to clubs which have
already e.xpi-essed their desire to join the

A.C.U. Midland centre, which centre was
laid down by the A.C.U. itself, and ask-

ing them to associate with them (the

Worcester Club) in the formation of a'

different centre, before the official centre

has got properly going !

37'

DISCOMFORT ON THE
ROAD.

IF the average man in the street were
asked which was the more uncomfort-
able method of locomotion—a high-

class motor car chassis with a seat made
out of packing case wood and uphol-
stery made out of a sack stuffed with
wood shavings, or an unsprung motor
cycle— he would almost undoubtedly
reply that the motor cycle would afford

the least comfort. We can assure our
readers that this is quite untrue.
We recently had occasion to drive a

small but very high-class chassis out
of London equipped in the manner
described. No one can imagine the
appalling discomfort. Every bump
seemed to be conveyed from the nether
portion of one's anatomy direct to the
brain, and at the end of the journey
distinct fatigue and a slight inclination

to headache were experienced. We have
on many occasions traversed the road
in question on a motor bicycle fitted

with somewhat indifferent spring forks
and a Brooks 170B saddle, and we can
assure those who do not motor cycle
that this form of vehicle Avas by far
the more comfortable of the two. ,The
reason, of course, is obvious. The car,
being without its body, was much too
light for its power, and the chassis
sjirings did pi'actically no work at all.

Also, in the ordinary way, one would be
sitting on spring cushions, and in this

case there was practically no cushion
at all/

The experience demonstrated the im-
portant part played by the seat cushions
and subsequent experiments in various
sidecars show that designers of the latter

type of vehicle do not fully appreciate
the value of a good deep well sprung
cushion.

" Such conduct does not make for

harmony, or for that unity which is' so

very desirable amongst motorists in these

strenuous days. The Worcester Club

would do well, I am sure, to consider the

words addressed to their delegates before

they withdrew from the meeting in ques-

tion, which were to the effect that they

should reconsider their attitude, bearing

in mind that the times did not permit

of petty and needless jealousies, and

Tlirow in their lot with the Official jMid-

land Centre, at least till such tilne as the

centre was in full working order, and the

Worcester delegates had served their

apin-enticeship, before endeavouring to

set up an ' opposition ' centre, only

some twenty-six miles from the official

centre.

"The whole question will come up for

discussion at the next general meeting

of.the A.C.U., and I personally shall do

everything possible to prevent the exten-

sion' of the centre scheme as at present

laid down, until time has sho^\^l the

necessity for more centres, as I am
strongly of the opinion that a multi-

plicity of centres must lead to failure of

the whole scheme.

" R. Verxon- C. Beooe,

"Chairman, Midland Centre A.C.X7."
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CLUB NEWS. Continued

Luton and South Beds A.C.

A successful hill-climb was held
recenlly by the above club, an excellent
entry being received.. The hill selected
had a severe gradient, and included two
slight bends. The rough surface did not
deter competitors, all of whom made
good times. The results were as follows :

CLASS 1 (350 c.c.).— 1, S. Watson (2%. Douglas),
53.5.: 2, F. Child (2ii Douglas), 55Ss.; 3, A. L.
Swan I2-J4 New Imnerial), 63^s.
CLASS 2 (600 o.c.).—1, J. Hill (SVo Rudge

Multi), 42i/>s.; 2. T. Bourlet (3 A.B.C), 434s.; 3,
R. Baiter (31,2 Triumph), 47iAs.

CLASS 3 (1,000 0.0.).— 1, J, Hill (3V> Hudge
Multi). 42s.; 2, T. Bourlet (3 A.B.C), 45s.

CLASS 4 (Passenger Machines).—!, H. Eeyre
(5-6 James sc), 49fs.; 2, F. Child (8-10 Morgan),
57i3.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Although only resuscitated a short

time ago, membership of the club now
approaches three hundred, and at the

last meeting a further batch of twenty-
two were enrolled. The prosperity of the

club 'is undoubtedly, due to the energetic

organisation of its programrne. As an
example of this, a series of technical lec-

tures on motor cycle mechanism has been
arranged for the winter months. The
sporting side is also w«ll catered for

;

incidentally, a hill-climb and speed trials

will be held on the 25th and 26th inst.

Members are. advised that a very
handsome club badge in gilt and ename!

is now available. The price is 6s. 6d.,
including handle-bar bracket.

Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C.

At the hill-climb recently held on
Ashton Hill G. W. Churchill proved the
winner in the 350 c.c. class on a 2| h.p.

Verus-Blackbuvne (37s.) The 600 c.c.

class resulted in a close contest between"
H. Peckhara and A. E. Hann, both
riding 3 h.p. A.B.C. 's, the latter win-
ning iu 26|s. by the narrow margin of

|s. In the unlimited class, .J. Caslake
(7-9 Harley-Davidson) romped up in 25s.
The passenger classes had to be aban-
doned.

A Scottish Non-stop Run.
Glasgow Motor Cyde Clubs' 100 MUes Open Reliabilily Trial.

On one of the test hills in the Glasgow M.C.C. 100 Miles Reliability Trial. Hillier taking his 3J Ariel up Leith Hill.

A SUCCESSFUL 100 miles trial was
held on Saturday, September 18th,
by the above club. Starting from

Slriithblime, the cour.se wa« through
]>enno.Ntown, over the Fintry Hills,
through Blane Valley, up Cult Brea, and
Kyber Pats.

There were twenty-nine starters, of
whom nineteen failed to complete the
course non-stop.
M, Simons (4 Triumph) retired two

miles fi'om the finish with belt trouble,

Cl6

and i\I. Simpson (6 A.J.S. ec.) had trouble
with his sidecar connections about the
same place.

A crowd of spectators watched the com-
petitors ascend Cult Brea, from the top
of which a fine view can be had of the
road below. The road through the Kyber
Pass was rongh, and sev'ei'al competitors
came to grief amongst the loose .stone.'!.

B. Brown ran into the bank, and came
off. Uoodwin (3 Enlield) retired with a
broken frame, and ti. Munro, who had

not been going well stopped with a choked
jet.

Noticeable tor their clean assents ot the
hill in the Pass were Murdoch Frazer
(8 Enfield), Geo. Kelly (6 A.J.S.), and
R. Robertson (3^ Sunbeam), who all ap-J
peared to have plenty in hand.
Thanks to the hon. trials secretary, Mr.

D. J. Baddley, and his fellow enthusiasts. 1

the trial was well organised, and 'proved.'
an enjoyable afternoon to both competitors
and spectators.
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A West ofEngland

Hill Climb.

THE Biistol Club received excellent

support from both trade and private

owners for the recent hill-climb on
Kingsdown Hill near Bath. It was
a particularly goad day for Douglas
riders, who record eleven " firsts " and
five "seconds": but the Sunbeams and
Nortons did not allow the local men to

have all their own way. G. W. Walker,
on a Norton, made fastest solo time

;

while in the sidecar classes H. R. Davies,

on his 2| h.p. A.J.S. sc gained this

honour by ^s. from the redoubtable
Dance.

I

H. Thorpe, who. on a 3^ h.p. Douglas,

won five awards. He rode one of the 1921

models, with central canshaft and valves

above the cyliner.

SCOTTISH INTER - CLUB
TEAM TRIAL.

REGISTERINC4 the only complete
non-stop performance, Edinburgh
No. 1 team proved the winners of

the " John Bull " Cup, the principal

award in this event, which was briefly

described and illustrated in our issue of

last week.
The performances- on Amulree were,

on the whole, disappointing, and on the

first lap there were many failures, chiefly

owing to bad riding. It came as a great

surprise to many that even at the end
of the first lap only one team was still

intact. From that time on the results

were a foregone conclusion, and tlie

number of stoppages were really con-

siderable. Here a rider would fail from
a sooted plug, another from wheel spin.

G. Dance, on his Sunbeam, in the sidecar class ; he made second fastest sidecar time, being

l sec. slower than the fastest man.

The full results were as follows :

CLASS 1 (275 c.c. Open).—1, A. E. Tozer (2',4

O.K.), 75is.
CLASS 2 (275 c.c. Open, E.\pert Barred).—!, E.

B, Horstmann (21/2 Sun-ViUiers).
CLASS 5 (275 c.c, Club Open).— 1, A. E. Tozer

(2'.ii O.K.), 71s.
CLASS 4 (275 c.c, Club, Expert Barred).—1, A.

E. Tozer (2"i O.K.), 7Us.
CLASS 5 (350 c.c. Open).—1, G. Dance (2% Sun-

beam), 36|s.; 2, H. H. Davies (2'>i A.J.S.), 38s.
CLASS 6 (360 c.c. Open, Expert Barred).-1, B.

Passey (2>i Douglas), 45is,
CLASS 7 (350 cc. Club, Open).— 1. E. KicHiam

(2"'4 Douglas), 38|s.; 2, C. Sgonina (2';.i Verus),
43|s.
CLASS 8 (350 c.c. Club, Expert Barred).- 1, R.

Passey (2':4 Douglas), 485S.
CLASS 9 (500 c.c, Open).—1, G. Dance (3V> Sun-

beam), 3443.; 2, G. W. Walker (3!A Norton), 34is.
CLASS 10 (500 c.c. Open, Expert Barred).— 1,

G. H. Tucker (3ii Norton), 375s.; 2, B, Passev
(2<li Douglas), 46is.
CLASS 11 (500 c.c. Club Open),— 1, H. Thorpe

(3V' Douglas), 345S.; 2, E, Kickham (3V> Douglas).
37s.
CLASS 12 (500 cc. Club, Expert Barred).- 1.

H. N. Walker (3V" Norton)"- 42is. ; 2, R. Passey
(2-4 Doudas), 46s.
CL.ASS 13 (750 cc. Open).— 1, G. W. Walker

(31,4 Norton), 32|s.; 2, H. S. Davis (2":i A.J.S.).
33!.s.

CLASS 14 (750 cc. Open, Expert Barred).- 1,
G._ H. Tucker (3V, Norton), 4Us.; 2, B, Passey
(2';i Douglas), 44;s'.

CLASS 15 (750 c.c. Club, Open).—1. H. Thorpe
(3'/. Dougl.ns), 34|5. : 2, C. Sgonina (3"i Norton). 34Js.
CLASS 16 (750 cc, Club, Expert Barred).— 1,

R.. Passey (2-!4 Douglas), 47is,
CLASS 17 (Unlimited, Open).—1, G. W. Walker

(31/2 Norton), 335s. •,"2, G. Dance (3V-> Sunbeam)
and H. R. Davies (2u A.J.S. ), 33Bs. tied.

another from the injudicious tackling of

a hairpin bend, and so on, till compara-
tively few individual riders completed
the second lap without loss of marks.
The route was not unduly severe for a

Scottish trial, though it must be admitted
that rough surfaces and greasy, timber-
ploughed roads made the task of riding

to the schedule of 18 ra.p.h. none too

easy.

Each team consisted of four members,
two riding solo and two sidecar machines,
and the club performances giving total

non-stop mileages are as follows :

1st, Edinburgh No. 1.—H. M. Batten (3 A.B.C.),
J. Steel (31/2 Norton), B. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley
sc), and G. Grinton (7-9 Harley sc.)—224 miles.

2nd, Western No. 2.—185 miles.
3Td. Eenvick.—1631/, miles.
Edinburgh No. 2, 130Vi miles; Falkirk, 123

miles; West File, IO21/2 miles; Dundee, IOOV2
miles; Western No. 3, 82 miles; Western No. 2,

59'/-.' miles.

CLASS 18 (Unlimite(3, Open, Expert Barred).—
1. N. F. Chant (6 N.U.T.), 33Ss,; 2, G. H. Tucker
(3V> Norton;, 364s.
CL.A-SS 19 (Unlimited. Club, Open).— 1, H.

Thorpe (3'i, Douglas), 34is.; 2, C. Sgonina (3>,i
Norton), 35is,
CLASS 20 (Unlimited, Club, Expert Barred).—

i, H. W. Jacobs (8 Zenith), 39s.; 2, P. C. Hard-
well (7-9 Indian), 44is.
CLASS 21 (Sidecars up to 350 c.c. Open).—1.

H. R. Davies (2^, A.J.S.) and G. Dance (2!4 Sun-
beam), 42Js., tied,

CLASS 25 (500 cc. Sidecars, Open).— 1, H. R.
Davies (2''4 A.J.S.), 41?s.; 2, G. Dance (31/2 Sun-
beam), 41is.
CLASS 26 (500 c.c, Sidecars, 0]]en, E.vpert

barred).— 1, G. H. Tucker (3i^ Norton), 50Ss.
CLASS 27 (500 c.c. Sidecars, Club, Open).—1,

E. Kickham (3>/. Douglas). 42Js.
CLASS 28 (500 c.c. Sidecars, Club, Expert

Barred).— 1, F. Cooke (3>.'. Sunbeam), 62?s,
CLASS 29 (750 cc. Sidecars, Open).—1. G.

Dance (31:. Sunbeam), 41!s.; 2, F. Thorpe (3J,o

Douglas). 42Ss.

CLASS 30 (750 cc. Sidecars, Open, Expeit
Barred).- 1, G. Tucker (31,3 Norton), 45|s.

CL.4SS 31 (750 c.c. Sidecars, Club, Open).— 1,

E. Kickham (S'/, Douglas), 43;,s.

CLASS 32 (750 c.c. Sidecars, Club, Expert
Barred).— 1, F. Baxter (4 Norton), 49Ss.

CLASS 33 (Unlimited, Sidecars, Open).— I, F.
Thorpe (3',4 Douglas), 4l!;s.; 2, G. Dance (31.2 Sun-
beam), 424s.

CLASS 34 (Unlimited, Sidecars, Open, Expert
Barred).— 1, A.- Kingsmith (7-9 Harlev-David^on),
46ii.; 2, P. Whale (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 501=-.

CLASS 35 (Unlimited, Sidecars, Club, Open).—
1. E. Kickham (3i/, Douglas), 42ss. ; 2, G. Tucker
(3y, Norton), 46;s.

CLASS 36 (Unlimited, Sidecars), Club, Expert
Barred).— 1, F. Baxter (4 Norton), 48?s.

London—Bala—Dunstable.
Essex M.C. Twenty-four Hours Trial.

THE official list of awards for this

event of the Essex Motor Club,

reported in our last issue, is now
to hand. Considering the strenuous

nature of the trial, 410 miles in twenty-

four hours, including ascents of Bwlch-y-

Groes and Rhosgwalian, the high pro-

portion of finishers is most satisfactory,

GOLD ItfEDALS.—A. C. Rhodes (31/2 N.U.T.),

F W. Applebee (21,4 Levis), V. Olsson (7 Indian).

W Simpson (7 Indian sc), E, A. Bridgeman (7

Indian sc), D. S. Parsons (5 Rover sc) W. C.

Hemv (6 A.J.S. sc), W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Black-

burue sc). F. S. Spouse (8 T.B.), and R. G.

Mundy (10 G.N.).
SILVER MEDALS.—A. Stranger (5 Stranger)

and E. Porter (3 A.B.C. sc).
BRONZE MEDALS.—B. E. Humphreys (21/-

Kingsbury), B. A. Hill (Morgan), E. J. Piltock

(5-6 James sc). J. W, Wills (2:;4 Verus sc), and
C, Pressland (8 Crouch),

C 1_
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A Single-
cylinder

Mediumweight
A 2| h.p. Engine and Novel

Spring Forks.

"PO the many firms who are using the

1 2-| h.p. Bfackburne engine as a power

fthe

-^ -i.p. Blackburne engine as a power
unit there is yet another addition,

Marloe Motor " Cycle Co., of lAl,

The Marlow spring fork in which leaf

springs replace the usual coils and leave

the fork clear for wide guards.

The latest model Marlow is fitted with a 2J Blackburne engine and a 7in. rear mudguard.

Several other detail improvements have been carried out.

Coventry Road, Bordesley, Birmingham,
having recently introduced such a
machine. Chain and belt drive with a

two-speed Burman gear box form the
transmission, a clutch and kick-starter
being incorporated. The general specifi-

c:»ion follows that of previous Marloe
models, but heavier gauge spokes and
round base riros are now fitteJ, while a

Yin. rear guard affords protection for the
rider. Many little details go to show that
the machine is the production of practical

riders, and as examples we may quote the
very large toolbag and the tank with all

its fittings on one side so as to be instantly
removable.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of

the machine is the new spring fork, in

which leaf springs replace the more usual

coil type.

Brazed to the main members of the fork

blades are spring pads, which allow the

leaf springs to start parallel with the head.
The main leaves then curve fonsard, and
are attached to an extension of the lower
links by means of an elongated loop.

Thus the springs are easily cleaned, and
do not interfere with the fitting of wide
guards, and, in addition, it is claimed that
they help to ensure rigidity on corners.

Fitted with 25in. x 2-|in. Hutchinson
tyres, a short stiff frame, and a choice of

Amac, B. and B., or Senspray carbu-
retter, the machine is an attractive pro-
position for the solo rider at the price of

100 guineas.

-j,""-«sa»«p«"

Another newcomer to lightweight ranks, the Norbreck, which has been produced with the

idea of marketing a sound proposition at a low price.

MOTOR cyclists who are fortunate
enough to have electrically-lighted
machiiie.s will fully appreciate the

difficulties of the safe storage of spare
electric bulbs. Spare bulbs are a neces-
sity if one does not want to be delayed
on the road, as sometimes bulbs give
out just when they arc least expected to
do so.

This handy little box in imitation
leather conlainB three bulbs : for the
jliead, tail, and side lamps on a sidecar

ici8

A SPARE BULB CASE.
outfit. They are held in baj'onet sockets,
and cannot receive damage when carried
in this way.

Suitable sockets for three spare bulbs are
provided in this neat leather-covered case.

The Norbreck
Two-stroke

Lightweight,
WELL-KNOWN components are em-

bodied in this attractive looking
lightweight. An Arden 70 mm. by

70 mm. (269 c.c.) engine will be standard,
although our illustration of the experi-

mental model shows a Union. Best and
Lloyd drip feed lubrication, B. and B.
carburetter, C.A.V. magneto, and Arden
spring forks are included in the specifica-

tion .of the single-speed model which
sells at £50 8s. Or with a Burman two-
speed gear box, the retail price, is £56 8s.

The maker is Douglas H. Valentine,
with temporary premises at 24, Finedon
Road, Wellingborough.

The case, which may be obtained with
or without bulbs, is sold by Messrs. H.
Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a, Store Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.I.
The same firm is also marketing a lug-

gage gi-id specially made to fit 4 h.p.
Douglas sidecar outfits ; the device can
be readily .ipplied to the standard
chassis, .and forms a useful adjunct for
touring. Quite a large quantity of lug-
gage may be accommodated, (hiis

eliminating much inconvenience.
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MR. H. TAYLOR, Managing Director.

What's in a NAME ?

THIS depends entirely upon the reputation behind
it. Over ten years of successful trading, founded
on sound business lines, backed by TAYLOR

service and personality, has built one of the most
progressive motor cycle, light car, and accessory
businesses in London to-day.

Everything motorish for the motorist, at London's
lowest prices, is the Taylor Slogan, both at Store
Street, and at our commodious showrooms at

South Kensington.

GET IT AT

X A YLO R' S
is the sound advice offered by the seasoned motor
cyclist to his best pals. Few motor cycle establish-
ments have grown as the House of Taylor has done,
and our progress is due to the recommendation
which our fair dealings and the service we render,
has prompted.

RIDE while you PAY
Our easy payment system enables motor cyclists to purchase their favourite mount
out of income without disturbing their capital.

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE
CALTHORPE 2-stroke (maker's price) .

.

£74 1

9

Down payment of 25';'o .. •• •• 18 14 9
Interest on unpaid balance at 7^% . . 4 4 4
Making unpaid total of . . .

.

.

.

60 9 7
Divided into 12 monthly payments of .. 5 10

Remember—we carry through with our customers
the whole of a deferred payment contract. A large
variety of all the best makes of machines in stock,
for immediate delivery.

Sole London and District Agents for A.J.S. and
EXCELSIORS and have at the moment a few of
these high-class mounts ready for immediate
delivery. Write for catalogue. Below we give a
further selection of machines in stock.

NEW 1920 MODEUS.
NEW 1920

Make. h.p.

Matchless . . I 7-<

B.S.A

Harley-
Davidson

Enfield .

A.J.S. .

Zenith

Q.N.

COMBINATIONS.
Description. Price.

Model H Com., M.A.G.
engine, Lucas acetylene
lighting £215 7 6

Model H Com. , 3 -speed,

clutch, and kick starter.. £152
With special Watsonian
Sidecar to match, acety-
lene lighting £234 11 6

Latest standard Cora. £177
Combination, 4 detachable

wheels, screen, apron, etc.

c.3ucened order ..... . . . £210
Model H, clutch, and kick-
start, with special sidecar
to match £19S 4

3-scater light car, 5 detach-
able wheeels, dynamo light-

ing, immediate deliverv. l£2?5 12 6

NEW 1920 MEDIUM WEIGHTS.

I

A.B.C 3

Blackburne 4

Rudge Rluiti

Royal Ruby
3!

3

Scott 3i

Lea-Francis 3j

-1-speed, clutch, kick starter,

with dvQamo lighting . .

.

Burman, 3-speed, clutch,
and ki':k starter

T.T.. with starter
Spring frame, 2-sp., clatcb,
and kick starter

2-speed, 26x3 Palmer light

cover to rear wheel
M..^.G., 2-spoed, clutch, and
kick starter

£173 10

1138 10
$110 5

£120

£144 10

£135

NEW 1920 LIGHTWEtGHTS.
M.ikc.

Calthorpe .

Calthorpe .

Enfield ...

British

Excelsior

Zenith ..

Price.

£74 19
£78 5
£73 10
£67
£84

Scott .

Lea-Francis

Harley-
Davidson

New
Imperial

h.p. Description.
2-stroke, 2-speed

J. A. P., 2-speed

2j 2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, 2-speed
J.A.P., 2-sp., clutch, k-start

USED MACHINES.
1920 countershaft, clutch,

kick-starter, with Hender-
son coup<^ Sidecar, nin
only 1,000 miles £180

3J 1920, with Henderson Side-

can Cowey speedometer,
horn, electric lighting,

watch, etc., very fine con
dition £185

1930, M.A.G. , Lucas light

ing, mechanical horn, etc. £110
igidCom., electric light and
horn £130

1920 Combination with
F.R.S. electric lightin;^

set, not run 100 miles.. £130

1920 6-7 B.S.A. TWIN
JUST DELIVERED £150.

LSLrsG stock of sideca.rs to fit all makes
in stock.

H__
. ___ ^-^_^ n ^ V 1 52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, South Kensington.

T^ A Yl ill/ Jr-r tf\ I l-J FOR CARS & MOTOR CYCLES
. 1 i\ 1 LiV/IV OC V/0. , Lia. , 21, STORE ST., Tottenham Court Rd., W.C.I

FOR ACCESSORIES & REPAIRS.
Telegrams : "Dynametro Westccnt." Telephone : Kensington 7260.

t
In ansifcrinrj this adcerfiseinent it is desirabh to mention " The Motor Ci/clc."
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Stock.

A.B.C .£150 Levis £60

Ariel &SC. . . . . 150 gns. fVlartinsyde&SO.£170

Calthorpe £78 5 6 New Hudson . . £75

Cedos 70 gns. New Imper.al . . 85 gns.

Clyno ...£75 O.K 48 gns.

Francis-Barnett 84 gns. 6 h.p. Zenith ..£139

Early Delivery.

A.1J.S. & SC. . £210

Indian &SC. .£223 14

Matchless &SC. £205

Norton £135

P. &M. &SC. £155

Triumph £127 10

EAOIiyG.

WE PfliZE YOUR OROE
RECOiVeeVIENOATIOM —

OUR EKPAiSSO
8 h.p. Ci-VNO Oob-mS
£250 cash, op £134 10 down,
and n payments of £12 4 2

!4 h p. DOUGLAS Com{(
i
£170 cash, or £92 down, and 1

1

payments of £8 5

8 h p MATCHLESS Comb.
Dynamo lighting. £230 cash,
cr £124 down, and 1 1 pay-

ments of £11 4

6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and sidecar.

£1 95 cash, or- £1 05 down, and

11 payments of £9 10 3

£60 cash, ov £32 5 down,
and 1 1 payments of

£2 18 8

4 h.p. TRIUSVIPH.
£127 10 cash, on £69 down
and 11 payments of £6 3 9

O.K.
8 cash, or £27 down,

11 payments of £2 9 5

Substantial discounts allowed off Easy Payment Price if account be
Send us your suggestions.

paid In 2, 4, or 6 months.

SOII.ED AND SECOND-HAND.
1920 ENFIELD Lightweight, £65. 1920 QUADRANT. £133. 1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, £145. 1919 RUDGE T.T. Comb., £125.
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON & Sidecar, £160. 1916 ENFIELD, £135. 1916 ENFIELD Comb., £160. 1915 ENFIELD, dynamo, £155.

1916 ENFIELD, dynamo lighting. £165. 1914 NEW IIVIPERIAL, £47 10s, AUTO WHEEL and Cycle, £22.

LAMB'S 50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, N.
'Plione—Hornsey 1956. 'Qnims: "Doulamooy. 'Phone, LonJoo.'^

151, HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW.
'I'honH—W'ftlthiiiiistow 169. 'Gitiiuy—"Cyclotomn. Phono, London."

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.I.
Thnno—Mii:;eiim 497fl. GrnniH—" Lixmocy, EuBioa(l, London.'

'

I

/n avKii-r.niiij thr.xc ml inrtisiiiiicnlf it i.< di'xhublc to mention "The Motor Curie.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Aiiel.

ARIEL 21/jh.p Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter,

runninc order, recently overhauled

;

. any
Chelmsford.

good
trial

;

B9893
2\. running order, recently

£22.—Pottet, White Hart Hotel

-IQ20 3'/-;h.p. Ariel Combination, engine 9851, lamps,
xtl Klaxon, mirror, etc., condition almost as new;

£135; London.—Bos 8,097, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1346

FOR Side. 1920 SV-h.p. Ariel combination, lamps and
wind screen, in i>erfect condition ; £142/10.—B.-

ei;irke, Willoughby Farm, Sleaford ltd., Krampton. [9303

4 RIKL, 3'Ah.p., 1919- (Nov.), countershait, S-speed,

J\ Lucas, Watford speedometer. Klaxon, hand and
foot clutch, mileage 4,100; £100.—Jones, 6, Cope
St., Coventry. i:X3027

AEIEL Sl-ih.p., 3-speed, C.S., K.S., overhauled by
makers, stored during war, perfect, new tyres,

p->od stock of accessories; £65; pull sidecar anywhere.—
Jlile:<. Tisbury, AA'ilts.

_
[9366

AEIEL Combination (Oct.. 1919), 5-6h.p., lamps,
horn, tools, spares, mileage under 2,000 ; any in-

spection ; as new; £155, or near oSer.— 69, Boulton Rd.,
Haadsworth, Birmingham. [X1940

AEIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chain
models which will be the Bolls-Royce of motor

rvtles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,
7, Eochdale Rd.. Harpurhey, Manchester. [8231

20 (July) Aviel Combination, 3Voh.p., Magdyno,
lasting screen, speedometer, smart turnout, mile-

iL:e low, doctor's orders cause of sale; accept best oHer.
-UaTies, 161, Station Ed., King's Heatb, Birmingham.

[X1515

Arno.
£35.—Arno 4i/ih.p. motor cycle, Bosch, B. and B.,

tyres good, ride away.—Insurance Agent, 71,
L!:ikeffell St., Coalville, Leicester. [9266

19

Auto- Wheels,
i UTO-WHEEL tor sale,A Eotlielhitluj New Ed.

good condition; £10.-366,
S.E. [9288

19 15 Auto-whoel, in perfect order;
Bli^wortli, Nortbante.

^

-Freeston,
[9479

AUTO-WPBELS, Wall aBd' De Luxe; £8 nnd £10;
^"i good condition.—W. Wiird, Melbourne, York. [9518

A UTO-WHEEL (Wall) and Cycle, both sound; £12^ and £8.—Archie McFadyen, Cononbank, JNIontrose.
[9552

AUTO Wheel, 1920 JVlodel de Ln.ie, in stock; im^ mediate delivery, . £27/10.— Wilkins, Simpson,
ipposite Olympia, London. [9431

WALL Auto-Wheel, thoroughly overhauled, new chain,
tvre, and tube, perfect condition; £12/10.-5,

v-nsington Ed., Ipswich. 1X1514

A UTO-WHEEL,
-* chumrallv perfect throughout

;

P-MA

Kt.

^«-p;

Wall, almost as new, good tyres, me-
^.„,-fert throughout ; £10, bargain.—F.

VarreD, Hindon, Wilts. [9466

ATJTO-WHEEL, in excellent condition, good hill-
-i climber, new PaUiier tyre, had very bttle u?e;
US.—Case Morris, Dunelm, Salcombe, S. Devon. [1039

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., gent's bicycle, and coach-
^ built sidecar, as new; £26; would separate.

—

)aw8on, 18, Clareville St., Gloucester Rd.. S.W.T.
ri024

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. model. £10; or attached to^ lady's cycle, low frame. £18; inspection and trial

y appointment.—Coney, Victoria Rd., Farnborough.
£ants. [9705

Bat.
O4.T 1920 Unused 8h.p. Combination; list price £205;
L» what offers?—Parker Walker, Spring St.. Hull.

[9216
MAS, 1919.—8h.p. Birt combination, new condition,

lamps, horn, apron; £180, nearest.-21, Clarendon
^Trowbridge. [9456

,T 8h.p. Combination, all-chain, 2-speed, K.S.

:

photo; 70 gns., at once, bargain.— 66, West Parade,
DfiHg Bank, Hull. - [9541

gAT.-Xew 6h.p. in stock, £160;" 1920 8h.p. com-
aljf_t)ination, perfect, fully equipped, £170.—Clark. 7,
^Spition Rd., South Kensington. [992u

B^T.—Immediate delivery from stock, 1920 6h.p.
t?^ eountershaft, 3 speeds; £160.—Parker's, Brad-
hi^wgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X1824

I
020 Bat Model 4. brand new, immediate delivery;

'-V £160; semi-T.T. handle-bars.-The Premier
•fotOT Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1136

IQ^O Eat 6h.p., ae new, all accesr-ories. little ase^^
•-V too powerful for owner; what oilers —Ciicksev, 6.

||
laaohester Rd.. Thornton Heath, Surrey. [9332

DAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, pedal clutch,
L' lamps, tools, and all accessories, top-hole condi-
\'m; any trial; £80.—L. G. Wood, Westcott, Dcrkins.

f)EAND New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat. 3-speed.
^, countershaft gear, kick starter and clutch, all
I'un drive model; £160, solo; or can be fitted witli
iiy make of sidecar to order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
^ne, London. [7726
AT-J.A.P. 6h.p., brand new, Sturmey 3-speed gear
bos K.S., and new siiorting torpedo sidecar, aero

ireen, discs, speedometer, mechanical horn, new
]«»Ke, spare belt, tube, tools, good tyres, fast sporting
iinout, engine just thoroughly overhanled, electric

)'™f extra: Nottingham district; photo.—Bos 8.042.
fo The Motor Cycle. [9584

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW
(at Makers' List Price).

A.B.G., 3 h.p. twin, 4-speed gear, spring
frame £150

ALLON, 25 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick
starter £85

ARIEL, 3^ h.p., 3-speed Combination .. £157 10
BLACKBURNE S b.p. Combination £225
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick starter £135
BROUGH, 5 h.p., 3-speed, Sports Model £140
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., twin Combination,

dvnamo lighting. £220
CLYNO, 2j h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £75
DIAMOND, 2j h.p., 2-stroke £62
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2S h.p., 2-speed £82 10
ENFIELD, 6 h.p. Combination £175
INVICTA, 34 h.p., 3-speed countershaft

gear, clutch, and kick starter £117 12
INVICTA-J.A.P., 23 h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick starter 85 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p. twin, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter £130
LEVIS, 2j h p., popular 2-stroke £60
METRO-TYLER, 2i h.p., 2-speed, Type S £95 18
NEW IMPERIAL S'h.p. Combination ... 178 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-speed 77 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2] h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter 85 gns.

N.U.T., 3.^ h.p. twin, 3 speeds, clutch, and
kick starter, Lucas Magdvno lighting £165

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2) h.p., 2-specd 71 gns.

O.K.-UNION, 23 h.p., 2-stroke 48 gns.

ROVER, 3,1 h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive £149 16
RUDGE Milti, 3* h.p., I.O.M. model ... 105 gns.

SCOTT, 3} h.p. twin £140
TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2I h.p, 2-speed .. £75
ZENITH, sh.p.. Sports Model £123
A.J.S.. 6 h.p. Combination £210
ARiEL 6 h.p. Combination £177 10
B.S.A. 4} h.p. Combination, Model K. £149
CLYNO, 8 h.p. Combination £250
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Combination with

dynamo lighting £230
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN, 6h.p. Combin-

tion £170
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Countershaft Model .. £127 10

SECOND-HAND.
igr6 ARIEL "5-6 h.p. Combination, lamp,

horn, speedometer, windscreen, etc . £130
191S DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 2-speed, R.N.

model £65
1020 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,

an.i kick starter (as newl £100
1920 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Combination,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, hood
and screen £230

1920 METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2 speeds,
all accessories £65

igrg JAMES, 4} h.p., 3-5peed, Com-de-
Lu.xe ." ,- £140

rqig JAMES, 2.^ h.p., 2-speed £65
VV.D. ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination, 3-5p.,

clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive. . £135
VV.D. NEW IMPERIAL 3 h.p. Combina-

tion, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, all-

chSn drive £145
- WOLF, ^1- h r,. lamns and horn.. £38

W.D. NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8

h.p., Lucas lamps Cowey Speedometer
and wind-screen £130

Deterred fayments acceptea tor

either New or Second-hand Machines.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. and M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone: 4qo, East Ham.
Telegrams :

" Egaraco, London."

(^••••i

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beanco.

EANCO-VILLIERS, T.T., Dunlops, overhauled by"^"" "'
'

'
' quick sale.

[9877

makers, racy, appearance, genuine
£35; as new.—15, Mill Lane, Southport.

Beardmore
DEAEDMORB-PRECISIONS; delivory 7 days; £95
-'-' — Grandc.t, 158, Grar's Inn Rd.. W.O. [1216
"DEARDMORE-FRECISION, low mileage, thoroughly
-*-' good machine, all accessories: nearest £100"
bought lightweight.—22, Drayton Rd., Norwich. [9764

1 Q20 Beardmore-Precision, 3h.p., speeds springLtJ frame, mileage 400, climb anything, perfect;
trial, all on;jE86; bought combination.—38, Balfour
Rd., Bromley, Kent. [9700,

Blackburne.
BLACKBURNE 4h.p., delivery from stock- £135-

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— Blackburne'
Sh.p., £180: with Grindlay sidecar, i225- Hh u •

model solo, £135. [7747'

"DLACKBURNE 1920 4h,p., Lucas lamps and horn,'-J speedometer, knee pads, aluminium plritcs all
spares and tools; £125.-67, Knighton Drive, Leicester.

[9276
1 Q20 Blackburne Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds and
-•-«./ kick starter, all lamps, horn, hardly soiled;
£155; e.xchanges or easy payments.-2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [1182
TDLAOKBURXE 1920 8h.p., complete with Canoelet'
--» sidecar, P. and H. head lamp set, Lucas hooter
and rear lalnp, as new; £180, lowest.—'Phone : 1423 '-|
J.C.J., 124, Holdenhurst Ed., Bournemouth. [1158

Bleriot.

1 020 Model 41/ih.p. Bleriot Motor Cvcle aud sidecar,
J-tf uuiised; £175.—Paige Motors, Ltd., 119, Mountl
St., Berkeley Sq., W.l. t9151|

Bown
TDOWNS-DALM Sh.p., 3-speed clutch, kick starter.i
J-* perfect condition throughout, engine and gearsL
recently overhauled; ba-rgain, £65.—Lee, Latchmoor.;
Thorverton, Devon. [9809

Kradburv
Sh.p. Bradbury, Dixie mag.. Amac, low, fast:

£12/10.-16, Mason St., Walworth. [1285

BRADBURY 4h.p., single geared. Binks; £42/10.—
Jacques, High .St., Thrapston, Northants. [1162

BRADBURY 4h.p., fast, Philipson; £38.-20
Eldon Terrace, Dolobran Rd., Birmingham.

4
[X 1893

h.p. Bradbury Combination, K.S., excellent condition

-

nearest £80 secures.—Wallis, 70, Dickens St.!
Peterborough. [9146

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combinations in stock; £155/15/6.
—Arnatt's, The Premier Depot, 3, Holdenhurst

Rd., Bourneiiiouth. [X1841

BRADBURY Combination, late model, nice order,
unscratched: £65; any e.\amination.—Blunt, 31,,

Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [1090l

£40.—Bradbury S'ih.p., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, Bosch
ma^r., good running order; seen any time.

—

Griffith, Llanarmon, Mold. [9993

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1912 (?), 2-speed N.S.U. gear,
free engine, new cylinder, in running order; £28

—7, Albert Rd., Evesham. [9752

1(Ckl4 Bradltury, 4i:lh.p., Beech mag., Capac oarbur-
J-ft' etter, excellent condition; £35.-10, Rockbonrne
Rd,, Forest Hill, S.E. [9964

BRADBURY 3'/L>h.p., a.i.v., mag., B. and B., tyres,
tubes, belt. ?.s new. Druids, take 2 anywhere;

£32.-23, Radipole Rd.. Fulbam, Lon(^on. [9496

BRADBURY 1914 C.B. Combination. 3-speed, power-
ful machine, in splendid going order, tyres nearly

uew; £70.—Parkin, 55, London Rd., Reigate. [9171

4 h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-speed, Watsonian sporting
sidecar, Cameo wind screen, lamps and horn, per-

fect running order; £50.—Hill, Hairdresser, Matlock.
[1018

BRADBURY 4i4h.p. Coachbnilt Combination. 3-

speed, clutch, K.S.. lamp, hood, just overhauled:
£80; alter 7 p.m.—Sims, 45, Croxley Rd., Paddington,
W.9. [9702

SPECIAL Racing Bradbury, jui*t overhauled, re-

bushed, new piston, re-enamelled grey, replated,

Pliilipson, Bo^ch, Senspray, lamps, tool?, Iom', fast,'

powerful. £65; new lightweight coachbuilt sidecar.'

£15.—Robertson. Delamas, Ingatestone. [9673'

"1020 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, fitted with.
Xt? luxurious Grindlay sidecar, complete with
Easting wind screen and Lucas horn, perfect condi-
tion, mileage under 250; owner purchasing car; offers

invited.—T. Lloyd-Jones, Chemist. Denbigh, North
Wales. [9498

Brough.
-| Q 17 T.T. Brough S^/jh.p. Flat Twin, overhead
J-*y valves, 3-speed countershaft, all accessories,
splendid condition; bargain, £90; nearest offers.—38.
Park Rd., Coventry. [X3018

ASNIP.—SVsh.p. Brouijh, S.A. 3-speed, 1916. just
completely overhauled by the makers, splendid con-

dition, P. and H., Klaxon, and Tan-Sad sent; accept
£90.—S.Y.. 18, Cromwell Crescent, S.W. [9155

'

AU letters relating to advertisementK should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

NEW Latest Brough, Type G, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, semi-

T.T. handle-bars, solo gear, *140; also Type G,

standard handle-bars, sidecar gear, with special iVIont

gomery sidecar, aei67; immediate delivery.—Sole Bir
mingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.
Birmingham. [1138

Brown,
3ih.p. Brown and Sidecar, running order; £25, or

2 offer.-21, Whittlesey St., Waterloo, S.E.I.
[9529

BEOWlSr 3V,h.p., B. and B., Mahon F.E. clutch, Bosch
mng-., lamps, horn, etc. : bargain, £29.—Apply,

54, Marcellus Kd., Hornsey Ed., N.7. [9124

B.S.A.

NEW 1920 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combination; £195.
—Plastoit, Grimsby. [X1887

1 Q20 B.S.A. all-chain, with B.S.A. sidecar in stoct;
-LU £162.-Bishop, Kingsbury, Martock. [115c

B.S.A.'s, single and twin-cyl., for immediate delivery.

—Russell, Lawrence St., York. Tel. : 744. [9186

like new, all accessories.

—

Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [1186

equipped ; ?ide
Bowes Park, N

[9687

B.S.A. Combination, 1917-18, splendid condition;
£120- solo £95.-36, Bollo Lane, Ghiswick Park,

[9311

B.S.A. Combination, like new.
Grimes, 18, Brutoi

1Q17 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination,
-t/ away; £95.-9, Elvendon Ed.,

B.S.A. 4;,ih.p., Magdyno, sidecar, new; list price.

Clark. 7, Exhibition Ed.. South Ivensinj^ton.
[9927

19^

B.S.A. 41/ih.p. Model H..-Combiuation, just delivered

list price £152.—Sam Eobbins, Ltd., Nuneaton
[X1946

B,S..\. Colubin.^tion 4l4h.p., in good condition; any
trial; £100.-262, Blackhorse Liiue, Walthamstow

[9130

B.S.A. S^'.li.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, horn, spares,

good condition ; £50.—Liudop, 155. Tividale Ed.
Tipton. [9252

B.S.A. 1916 Combination; reasonable offers.—35,
Stafford Ed., Wallington. 'Phone : Croydon

1643. [9811

k20 S'-jh.p. T.T. B.S.A., like new, lamps, fast,

£90.-29, l''ountain St., Buxton Ed., Maccles-
field. [1157

1 C616 B.S.A. Solo, thorough ordi-r, paint and enamel
i-*y like new: £70.— Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond
St., W.l. [1187

~l Q20 4''ih.p. B.S.A., chain and belt, just received;
JL" £107.-.Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. [1310

B.S.A. Model H -Combination in stoct ; list price.—
Edwards and Co., 50, Harrington Ed., South

Kensiington. 11211

B.S.A. Model K, 1919, with Millford sidecar, perfect

condition; £110.—Coles and Shirley, Chepstow.
'Phone : 48. [0297

B.S.A. 41^11.p. Combination, brand new ; immediate
delivery; makers' list price only.—Midland Garairej

Colwyn Bay. [X1713

B.S.A. Combination, just overhauled by makers at
cost of £36; bargain, £120.—Bevans, 45, Tangiers

Hd., Portsmouth. [9361

B.S.A. Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, in per-
fect condition; £55, cheap.—128 "'" ' "'

Barnsbury, N.l.
Offord Hd

[9623

BS.A. Model H Combination, immediate delivery
makers' price; £152 " '

. -. .
. ~,

stuw. 'Phone ; 48.
Coles and Shirley, Chep-

[0296

B.S.A. 414h.11., Oct., 1919, Millford sidecar, complete
turnout; £130.-327, Golden Hillock Ed., Spark

hill, Birmingham. [X1798

"I
Q20 B.S.A. (July) Combination, fully equipped,

Xt? and excellent condition; bargain price of £130.
-6, Chase Hill, Enfield. [1266

1 Q20 B.S.A. Model H Combination, complete withXU B.S.A. dc Luxe sidecar, speedometer, horn, etc.;
f 152110.—Plastow, Grimsby. [X1888

1 Q16 B.S.A. 41/lh.p., 3-speed, kick starter, with RoyalA V Leicester coachbuilt sidecar, first-class order.—
Tett, Mansford, Peterborough. [X1517
-in 19 (latel B.S.A. 4Vih.p., Canoelet sidecar, splendid
-*-•-' condition, lamps, horn, insurance; £130.-3, St.
Dunstau's Gardens, Acton, W.3. [9546
T>EST deliveries and service for B.S.A'. motor cycles-
J-» »paie iiarts by return; catalogues free —A l'
Pitts (the Mm nn the Spot), Eedditch. [X1963

B.S..\. 1916 4Vih.p„ 3-speed. clutch, roomy 4-point
Hidec'ir, III ^;o(J^l running order; £100.—Apolv bv

post, K T. Baker, 113, Brooke Ed., N.16. [9383

B.S.A. 4'/ih.p., all chain, 3-spced lounlershaft. C B
f.ldccar, excellent condition, late 1914; £85 or

near oiler.— 2, Rye, Ambleside Rd., Willcsden. [9667
-| laao 41/ih.p. Ji.S.A. Combination, Model K . mile-X«/ age 600, liorn, tools, fall insiiriini'e £150-
Lawieucc, 40, Bnckinghiirn St., Aylesbury, Bucks. [9355
X>.S.A. Coraliinations, actually in stock for immediate
-^-^ delivery; price and catalogim on .ipplii ation —
District agents. The Walsall Oiirngo, WalMill T.i •

''''' [B999

B18 All letters rtlaliiiS to ;itlverti8cment8 siiou

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair Sjg

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away.

Trade supplied.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
2? h:p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch . . . £100
4 h.p. DOUGLAS, solo '...•... £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed ... £80 17
2.; h.p. NEW, IMPERIAL, vfith clutch

and kick-starter £89 5
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Com-

bination £186 18
3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.

engine £130
DIAMOND, 2-stroke- single-gear £56 10

4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and
Sidecar £152

3S h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle of Man
model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed, 2-stroke, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
5 h,p. MATCHLESS Combination, dj'na-

mo lighting £230
1920 A.J.S. Combination £210

GRAND PRIX MORGAN . . LIST PRICE.

Second-hand Machines.
rqrs 2.?- h.p. z-speed DOUGLAS £60
igre 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
191,'i 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories . . £95
igrg 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories . . £90
1920 2-stroke 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
^920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar ..... £110
igrs 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. dynamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £220
r920 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Henderson

Sidecar, all accessories £135
r920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar £145
r9i8 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Canoelet

Sidecar, all accessories £110
1914 A.B.C., 4-spe3d, and Sidecar, and

accessories £110
ror.'; ^-speed INDIAN and Sidecar £105
1920 A.B.C. Speedometer £120

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-Da\'idson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 6
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight .. £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD SkiS £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES,- AND E.VCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps,
and other Accessories,

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

fjh.p Combination, B.S.A., in stock for immediate de-

Y .
"™;>'' '^'*'" Lucas Magdyno and spare tiheel com-

plete at list pnce.—I'ancourt's Garage, Stamford. [6471
TJ.S.A. 1920 Model H Combination, brand new, chain '»-» driye, Magdyno lighting; immediate delivery atmakers; price £178.-Wilkins, fiimpson, opposits
Olympia, London. _ [9428

15- B.S.A. Countershaft Chatn-cum-belt Coach-
built Combination, good condition and appear-

ance, all accessories; bargain, £90.—Dunkley, Brackley ..

INorthamptonshire. [1095
"D.S.A- S'/jh.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed. excellent
-*-' cojadition chassis, tank and drip feed new, tyres
good; any reasonable trial; £65.—Messenger, Norfolk i

St., Batley, Yorks. [1063 !

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4l4h.p. All-chain Combination, condi-
-»-*' tion as new, small mileage, lamps, horn, screen,
luggage grid, mat, tools, etc.; £140.—Minchin,
Shorwell. Isle of Wight.

19^

T3.S.A. 1919 Comliination, delivered October last,
-L* splendid condition, lamps, horn, Stewart, tools,
insurance, etc.; best offer over £125.-132. BurraRe

,

Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [g21S

4ili.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, Model H, all-chain drive,
i* fitted with B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar; £l49; may

be obtained on easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, I

Brompton Rd., London. [9921 '
'

iqi5 B.S.A., Model K. all-chain, with sidecar,
:
-i-v lamps. Lorn, Easting screen, etc., condition and
appearance guaranteed perfect; £100.—A. Park,

I
Church Rd., Forest, Melksham, Wilts. [9730

4ih:p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle. Model K, chain and belt.
4 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, fitted with

;
smart coachbuilt sidecar; £l36; easy . payments,—

I

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [9920

I 1 019 B.S.A. 4,101. p., ehain-cuui-beit, Bosch, all accep-

]

-*-•-' pories, perteet tbrouRhout, really indi:<tinguishable

I

from new; £95 for quick sale, absolute bargain.—
j

Write, 14, Fairlawu Court, Chiswick Park, W.4. [9612 ,

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin and Sidecar in stock, £195;
also Models K and H; Vi. down and 11 payments.

; —Lamb's, 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.; 50, High
I Rd., Wood Green, N.; 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[9574

B.S.A. Model H, sidecar, 3-speed, chain, Lucas light- i

ing set, splendid machine, complete, iusfe paid
J

list, £192/6, and run 200 miles; most reasonable oifer
j

at once accepted.—Write, 58, Avonmore Rd., Londoi, [

W.14. [12"^

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, Model K, Magdyno eleOr-l

trie lighting, Easting screen, Stewart horn, speeft- I

ometer, luggage grid, spares, 7 months' insurance, cost I

£195: nearest £168.-812, Pershore Rd., Selly PaJjE^
|

Birmingham. [99^

B.S.A. Specialists.—Earliest deliveries of all Ji^
models. All B.S.A. replacements. Sidecaii^

grids, hoods, and screens in stock.—County Cycle ajBdl
Motor Co., 397-8, Broad St., Birmingham. T«A..; I

Comocyco, Birmingham. [40^1

"I
Q19 B.S.A. Combinution, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, Easting^,

^*y screen, Lucas horn, iViinlop extra heavy tyres on i
i

all wheels, no punctures, plated rims, Terrys sprink '

links, knee-grips, guaranteed in perfect condition; £130. j.
I —Box 647, c/o The Motor Cycle. [Xl9ll .

•,

B.S.A. 1920 Brand New Model A 6-7h.p. Twin, with j^ '

chain drive, 28x3in, tyres, 3-speed countershalt (.'• -

gear, kick starter, just arrived from works, immediate -it ,

delivery, ready to drive aw^y; at makers" price. £150, 3 ,

-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9430 M

1 C&20 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive, 9
Ji*y condition as new, £132; also new Model A % .

B.S.A., 6-7h.p. twin; chain drive, 28x3 tyres, with i

new 1920 Mills-Pulford de luxe bulbous -back C.B.
sidecar, at ^ist prices ; Southgate.—Box 8,092, c/o ' \

The Motor Cycle. [1300,

j

AN Opportunity.-sy^h.p. B.S.A., T.T. model, en-ti
closed Bosch B. and B., long exhaust, MiHerJf

head, electric tail, new belts, cylinder fins slightly !?* «

chipped, new on order, enamel and plating perfect, |l 1

internal inspection invited ; £45 ; have bought 1920 if

Triumph.—Notley, 16, Woronzo Rd., N.W.8. [9613f1

1Q20 B.S.A., Model K, and B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar,f|
Xt/ Stewart speedometer, Lucas horn, 2 large P.,||

and H. lamps and generators, complete tools, new [it

spare belt, plug, and exhaust valve, luggage grid,!:'

everything in perfect order; any reasonable trial given;*'
seen by appointment; £130.—Lewin, Alconbury, Hunt- t-J

i
ingdon. [1062 |

Calcott. '" B
CALCOTT 2r/oh.p., 1914, rebushed, overhauled, guap-B

anteed splendid order; £28.—Denny, IvanbOe.B t

.Flint. [1004a
Caltborpe.

, rj

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1919, Enfield gears; £52/10.-1"!
• Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury, [7312l't

-|Q16 2^/ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, trial; £42.—f

-

JLt/ Huutrhton, Draper, Ely, Oaiubs. [1021.

CALTHORT'E-J.A.r., 1915, Enfield 2-speed, Innips, "

etu.; £40.-Hightield, Edina, Church Av., Riflimii-

I
X 1 640

£40.-1918 Cnlthorpe, 2-stioke, S^-fih.p., Eiihdd 2-

upet'd, pertect.— 69, Kingston Rd., New Waldon. •

[9409
CALTHORPE 2-speed 2-sbruke, good cun.lition;

£42/10.-Jacques, High St., Thrapston, North-
ants. 11161

Id quote the number at the end of each advertisement, jind the date of the issue.
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.MOTO,»l CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

SALE.

Dongla.g, 2 speeds, 1916. iiU acce-ssories, lined

milkers' colours and absolutely as new; £56 —
oai.p.
/i4 i,

OAh.p. Douglas, "3 (.peeds. 1920, lamps, long copper
^4- exlinust pipe, etc., don© 800 niiles; bargain at
£86.—Perry, 2, North Ed., Minehead. [9389

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p. 3-speed, Colonial model; £75;
exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed..

S.W.7. [12-81

tf>3.h.p. Douglas, 1914, good condition, complete; £50:
^^4 seen by appointment.—Brittain, 12, Scorer St..

Lincoln. [1025

4h.p. Douglas, royal blue sidecar, 3-sp6ed, clutch,
2 hom.s, new condition; £95.-120, Sutherland

Ed., Croydon. - [1110

DOUGLAS.-All models stocked; 234h.p. £106, com-
bination £170.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South

Kensington. [9929

DOTJGLAS 1914 2^ih.p. 2 speeds Model, excellent
condition throughout: £60.—Parker's, Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton.
'

[XISIO

DOUGLAS 2=/4h.p., brand new, fitted with lamps,
horn, mirror, and extra^; ; f108.—Midland Garage,

Colvryn Bay. [X1714
£75.—Douglas combination, 4h.p., K.S., clutch, Doug-

las colours, perfect, climb anything.—272,' Green
St., Forest Gate. [8237

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, replated and oyerhauled,
very fast; £55, or nearest.-Spencer, 59, Station

Ed., Camberwell. _ [9451

"TVOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed. splendid condition, Bosch
-L' mag., all acwssories ; £50.—Terry, Hampden Club,
King's Cross. [9275

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-speed, tyics and condition excel-
lent, fast, economical; nearest £56.-124, Cobh.-m

Ed., Ilford. [934^

1915,
£55;

DOUGLAS 2%h.p
lighting system

;

Eoiv. Margate.

pvOUGLAS 1917 2''4h.p., fine condition; £55, or-^ oSer.—Fire Station, South Parade, Church St
Chelsea, S.W. [9699

2-speed, footboards, horn,
perfect.—20, Dane Hill

[9700

1Q15 Douglas
-•-«/ Klaxon, la:

Wallasey, Cheshire,

2^4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled,
Park AVav,

[XI 535

W.D., fine condition, fast, lamps,
or near offer.—O. C. White, Eaton

[9442

T^OUGLAS Combination, 1918, sidecar unused, con-L^ ditiou and mechanically Al ; £88.-14, Eflra Par-
ide, Brixton. [1276

I
Q 19^ Douglas 2S4h.p., chain case, mud

£>ilh.p. Douslas,
"'A horn; £75,
tlousG, Norwich.

DOUGLAS. 2%ih.p,
lamps, horn

Macclesfield.

rMMEDIATE

„ ,, - ., . . shield,
Pedleys, as new; £75.—Bllingworth. Great

1 ettits, Romford. [9534

2-speed, 1915,, re-enamelled.
etc., perfect; £60.-269, Park Lane,

(D) [9866

Delivery 1920 Douglas models; al
pare parts stocked.—Moffat. Town Hall Garage

I eovil. 'Phone: 50. [756f

rjOUGLAS, 1916, 2"(ih.p., lamps, Klaxon, fast, per-
'-' feit condition; £55.-27, Flaxton Rd., Plum
tsad. London, S.E.18.

r\OUGLAS 25ih.p., 1912, excellent condition;
'--' trial: £35, with 2-speed gear £42.—40,
toad West, Gravesend.

rjOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, guaranteed in perfect con-
'-' ditinn : £55.-18, Queen's Gate Mews, -near Glou-
wter Ed. Station. S.W.7. [7968
0|a.h.p. Douglas, Palmer and Bates tyres, Dunlop belt,

good running order; £22/10 —I'O
[1029

for disposal several re-
constructed 2-)ih.p. Douglases at moderate prices

-84, Victoria St., S.W.I. [9159

1Q15 (guaranteed) Douglas
1
^v enamelled, plated: £60
Chicket Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

Plum
[9757

any
. Old
[9825

all

'ark Ed., Peterborough.

A UTOVETOES, Ltd., have

2%h.p.,
Saturday.

-

IQU Douglas 2">4h.p.
A *^ lamps, horn, tools,
^tition, Hadley Ed., ~

overhauled,
-Strathaven,

[9731

sound condition,
speedometer- £57.-

Enileld.

Dunlops,
-Pumping

[9447
rjOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock. 1920^-' 4h.p. combination: £170.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
;ale, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X1825
DE Sale, Douglas 2^4h.p.. in running order, thor-
[ouglily overhauled; £30.—Lunn, Pitfield Cottage,
«lesham., Earnham, Surrey. -[7978

Sh.p. W.D. Douglas, very reliable, good condition,
Cowey speedometer. Miller lamps, under 3.000"

-Kirkpatrick, Pewsey, Wilts. [9763
feLOlouglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car, in' stock ready to drive away.—Gibb, Douglas Ex-

Gloucester. 'Phone : -852. [6340
-Douglas, 2-?4h.p., 2-specd, overhauled, splendid

running order.—Callers only, 32, Tankerton
Tace, Mitcham Rd., Croydon. [9889
I20 2?4h.p. Douglas, Model W20. lamps. Klaxon

B,: •, n^^iJ Tan Sad, nearly new; £95—J. L. Lovejtnd Co., Park Rd., Bromley, Kent. [1322

TRIUMPHS
Reconstructed Ex-W.D. machines,
thoroughly overhauled, repainted
makers' colours, 4 h.p., 3-speed, C.S.
clutch and K.S., tyres and belt in

splendid condition, only a few left.

£90 cash, or £40 down and 12 monthly
instalments of £4 15 10.

Douglas Combinations
Reconstructed Ex-W.D. machine?,
thoroughly overhauled, repainted
makers' colours, 4 h.p., 3-speed, C.S.

clutch and K/S., tyres, and belt in

fplendid condition, sidecar finished

service green, re-upholstered, etc.

£1 15 cash, or £50 down and 12 monthly
instalments of £6 4 7-.

DOUGLAS
Reconstructed 1916 2| h.p. 2-speed

models, thoroughly overhauled, re-

enamelled and plated in our own work-
shops regardless expenses; these are un-

doubtedly the finest reconstructed

Douglases on the market. Founds
worth of new parts fitted to every
machine; equipment includes toolbags,

tools, -and pump. £70 cash, or £30 down
and 12 monthly payments of £3 16 10.

1 920 American EXCELSIOR and
Dunhills Limousette Sidecar, all

lamps, horn, speedometer, ne-w

condition £185

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
and Dinky Sports Sidecar, elec-

trically equipped, over £40 worth

of accessories £200
Or £75 down, and 12 monthly
instalments of £11 19 7.

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com-
bination, run under 10 miles,

unscratched and indistinguishable

from new £165

The above
guaranteed
from date

machines are
for 3 months
of purchase.

SPECIAL OFFER
— BRAND NEW —
O.K. JUNIORS, 1920 Models,

Villiers or Union Engine, 2|- h.p.

£50 8 cash, or £16 16 and 12

monthly instalments of £3 3.

Write for our latest List of new and
s2cond-hand machines. Post free.

1 his list includes some fine snips in

accessories and tyres.

Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon

.

'Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Grams; Track, Croydon

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 OI6 2-;4h.p. Douglas, lamps, boru, speedometer, oon-
•^^ ditiou perfect ; best offer secures.—AysKiutU.
-Monkhoms Drive, Wocdford Green. f9965
TJOUGLAS Combination, aii.p., 1919, completely--' fitted, excellent condition; £100.—Dansford, 9.^,
i^airfax Rd., Fiuchley Rd., N.W.e. [9376
1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just atrived, v.n-X«/ registered; £150.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton,
E.IO. 'Phone; Walthamstuw 800. [9693

T^.OUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, ohiti.'h., K.
-L' start, as new; 100 gns., cfl'crs.-304, Fulham Ed.,
S.W.IO. 'I'bone: Kensington 2372. [9422

T (tiao 2^',h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, lamps, Klaxon, speed-
--•' ometer, aluminium, discs, I'edleys, insured; £109.
-Dunton, 41, Polygon, Southampton. [9118
T\OUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock, 1920
J-' 2)4h.p. model with 3-speed gear; £100.—Pi.rker'a,
Bradshawgate, Bollon. Tel. : 1348., [X1827
Q5.h.p. Douglas, 1920, discs, copper pip.*, fully
^4= equipped, small mileage, £20 worth ol extras;
£90.-3, Conrtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [9752

F'OE Sale, motor cycle, Douglas, 2";4h.p., 2-speed, 1916
model, practically new, acetylene head and vsm

lamps compIeti5.— 8, Russell St., Dover. [9190

"I Q20 Douglas 25/ih.p., clutch, kick start, little used,
-L«/ guaranteed perfect, lamps, horn, insura.-ice; £95,
-29, St. Mary'rt St., Whitchnrcli, Salop. [9305

DOUGLAS 1916 2^h.p.. overhauled, enamelled,
and plated, new T.B. mag., all accessories: 49

gns.—9; Mecklenburgh St., Holborn, W.C.I. [9824

DOUGLAS 4h.p., almost new, privately owned,
guaranteed perfect mechai/ical order; sacrifice,

£85.—Blunt, 31,'Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [1089

J Q 19 Douglas 4^. p.' Combination, mechanically
J- ft/ sound, condition very good, with insurance;
£120.—Pope, 2, Kirtleton Av., Weymouth. [9658

6;>3.h.p. 1915 Douglas, fvlly equipped, mechanically
-^4 and appearance as new; £65, or offers.—Isted,
South Rd. Studio, Ilaywards Heath, Sussex. [1339

1Q16 4h.p. Douglas Comlvnation, all on, appearance
-Ltf and condition as new; £100; after 5 b.ui-—E. F.
Crapp, Prestwood, , Great Misscnden, Bucks. [9502

TO 18 DouR-las ?.%h.^., 2-.';petil, engine No. 55277.
-L *y original enamel, in perfect condition ; any trial

an.\ inspei.-tion ; £60.—Holdway, Cople, Bedford. [9718

D,OUGLAS 2"^ib.p., delivered Muy, 1920. milenge
800, unpunctured, perfect, insur^iice; befOT-e noon;

£80, or offier.—Rowdon, 43, Bell Ed., Hounslow. [9293

SUPREME 1920 Popular 4h.p. Douglas and -«idernv,

£170 complete: 2^h,-p. models in stock, £105.—
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X1528

DOUGLAS 23.4h.p., 1918 (lato), buffer forks, new
tyres, tank, makers' colour, cun<Wbion and appear-

ance as new; £58.-59, Aytoun Rd., Brixton, 3,W. [1058

1 Q15 234h,p. Douglas, renovated W.D., makers'
i *y colours, stove enamelled, replated, overhauled

;

bargain, £45.—Box 8,053, c/o TJic Motor Cycle. [9647

"IQ15 Douglas 2^!4h.p., 2-speed, recently overhauled,
JLt/ excellent condition: bought combination; 60
gns.—Stokoe, 23, Bellevue Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

[9741
j Q IS Douglas, re-enamelled, replated. thoroughly
-I-*' overhauled, in beautiful order and very quiet;
£65.—Bailev, Chudleigh, Asliley Rise, Walton-on-Thnmes.

[5567
DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock, 192C

2^'4h.p, model, with 3-speed gear and clutch

;

£105.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348.
[X1826

DOUGLAS 2';ih.p., 2-speed. nil accessories, £35:
Omega 2V-2^.p.. 2-speed, fully equipped, £30; ch<>ap

to clear.—"Wright, The Feathers, Rickmansworth, Heits.
[9354

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new.
]ust arrived, immediate delivery at makers price;

£170.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
[9427

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, luggage carrier,
a- tf lamps, all new tvres, just overhauled ; nearest
offer £115.—Woodside, Sylvester Rd., East Finchley, N.

[9138
rCfelS 2^4h.p. Douglas, new Tan-Sad, fools, copper

• ' exhaust, splendid condition: £60, or near offer.—
Stowell. ], Alexander Terrace. Clarence Rd., Eoenor

# [9340
DOUGLAS 2^'4h.p., 1914, 2-speed, kick etart. hand

clutch, lamps, horn, all jrrey, just completely over-
hauled bv Baker's, Reading; £50.—Pine Farm, Woking'
ham. " / [9261

DOUGLAS 1920 Brand New 2%h.p.. Mcdel W20, 3-

speed : at makers' price, £100; just iirrived; ready
'

to drive away.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olvmpin,
Londo^. [9437

~t Q20 Douglas Combination, special model, unpunc-
J-*y tured. P. and H. lamps, Cowey horn, speed-
ometer, pillion, tools, spares; £160.-5. Broadfield Rd.,
Catford. , [9645

"1 020 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., fnllv equipped,
J-i? practically new. £145; also 1919 ditto, £125 —
Fitt, 2, Banossa Terrace, Church St., ChoUea, near
Pikes. [9111

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., delivered 1919, good con-
dition ; sold to anyone in perfect running order,

£60 cash, or what offers -Rowland Wilson, Gorefield,

Wi.sbedi. [6649

All letters relating to adverrisemeatsshauld quote the number at the end of- each advertisement,- and .the d:ifee of the issue. e2i

" ^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS New 1920 Models Irom stock; 2'/4h.p.

£100, 4h.p. £130, 4h.p. combination £170,
plus transit.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton
St., IIaliJa.\. -^ [9566

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Sept., 1919, Cameo
screen, speedometer, lamps, spares, insurance,

splendid condition; £140.—Jenkins, 19, London Rd.,
Eedhill. [9808

4Ii.p. Douglas, late 1918, enjimel, plate perfeft, iiie-

chanionlly more than perfect, new V. and H. lamp
set, Lucas horn, smart and reliahle; £75.— Dowcll, Hv-
fleet, Surrey. [9509

pjOUGLAS 1920 Brand New 2?-4li.p., 3-speed. clutch,
-J'-' kick starter; at makers' price, £105; .iirst arrived,
ready to - drive a-way.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [9436

DOUGLAS Combination. .Way, 1920, dono 1,500,
P.H. lamps, Lucas horn, spare tube, yalve, plug,

tools: £150.-Shew, Wynnstay, Alexander Ed., South-
liounie. Bournemouth. [6738

ELI CLARK can give you good .service both in new
machines and .'spares; try nie, I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Hd., Bristol. [001b

JO 16 Douglas 2?ih.p., perfect condition, all acccs-
^*^ sbries, lighting set and Tan-sad, pillion, hardly
used, owner going abroad; £70, no offers.—Keston, 26,
26, Alton Rd., VVaddon. [9639

DOUGLAS ^lilh.p., 1914, 2-spced, recently overhauled,
now tyres, tul)e, pistons, connecting rods, lamps,

tools; £55, or near offer.—W. Attlesey, Southeiy, Down-
ham Market, Norfolk. [5191

BARGAIN.—Douglas 1916-17 2%h.p., 2 speeds,
buffer forks, original enamel, makers' colours,

new 1920, C.A.V., legshields, accessories; £55.—G., 63,
Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [1043

"I {119 Douglas 2'>ih.p., 1916 model, 2-speed, not ex-
-LO* army, P. and H. lamps, horn, spare chain, pow'er-
fiil; callers after 5 o'clock; £68, no offers.-Hall, 51,
HnddersfielU Rd., Earnsley. [X1754

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., lamps. Klaxon,
speedometer, tools; any trial; mileage 1,500;

£165 cash, no offers; seen after 4.—Eiitnell, 89, Hughen-
den Ed., High Wycombe, Bncks. [1030

"J
Q20 Douglas 4h.r. Combination, as new, Orto hood,

--*.' wind screen, speedometer, electric light, mechani-
cal horn, new spare chain, inner tubes, valves, etc.;
£165.-Mace, 19, Carnaby St., W.l. [9243

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 latest, not
ridden 100 miles, all lamps fitted, better than

new; owner will accept £165; has just cost over £178.—
172, Trevelyan Ed., Tooting, S.W.17. [8324

1C)19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, well kept, and in
J-*J good condition. Easting wind screen, tyres new,
all lamps, tools; owner bought car; £'130, or near offer.— Glauville, 59, Loudon Ed., Portsmouth. [9985

pvOUGLAS Combination, 1919 4h.p., 3-.speed, engine
i-^ 6755, clutch, kick start. Swan coachbuilt sidecar
(like new), tools, spares, go aiiywhere, ride away; £110.—
Btannab, Eanworth, Charlwood Rd., Horley. [9530

DOUGLAS 2J^j'h p. 2-spe6J, kick starter, 1915 model,
first-class condition, little used, genuine bargain;

'first cheque £56 secures, delivered.—Mason, 42, Glen-
thorn Ed., Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X1953

BIRMINGHAM.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New
St., baye a remarkable bargain in 1920 4h.p.

Douglas combination taken in exchange; it's as new
and fully equipjied, including screen; £160. [X1218

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Douglas combination,
many accessories, as new.—5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9481

1016 23/ih.p. Douglas, good condition, 3-speed, new
-*-.' Dunlops, extra heavy back wheel, new chain,
lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, spares, lull insunmce from
July: £70.—Westcote, Dunipton Park Drive, Eampgate.M[9218AUDES' Overhaulea W.D. 2Kll.p. 1916 Model

Douglas, tanks re-enamelled, new tyres, belt, mag
etc.. absolutely like new; £60; trade supplied.—Maudes''
100. Gt. Portland St., London, W.I., and Paris St.
Exeter. |;H70
"I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete set elec--LM trie lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen, tyres
new (extra heavy); owner going India; trial by appoint-
ment; £150.-Dunkerley Dimsdale Hotel Hertford
Herts. ^97j

"PJOUGLA.S 4h.p., late 1 91 3, excellent condition
-»-' throughout; £88, or nearest. Douglas 1916 2'ii,
h.p., thoroughly overhauled, fast, 120 m.p.g.; £65 or
nearest.-Whitwell, Ste. Pience, Broadway, Peter-
borough. 9795
pjOUGLAS W.D. Models, £60 and £65 and £72/10-
-•-' aKo new 2'!!lh.p. model £100, and new combin.v
lion £170; also soiled 4h.p. combination, £145 —
Lamb'fl, 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.; 60 High
Kd., Wood Green, N.; 151, High .St., Walthamstow

(9577
4h.p. 1918-19 Douglas Combination, 3-specd clutch.

Kick starter, bine aluniiniiim tank, .saxe blue side-
car, npholstcriiiK siilcndiil. C.A.V., Amac. ' Dunlops,
(namcl unscr-'itchod, ai^ccssorios, tools, excellent con-
flition. low mileage, ".borough trial; £95.-63, Solon
Rd., BnxUm. [1050

SPECIAL
BARGAINS
IN STOCK
New 1920 MATCHLESS

Combination, list price. . £205

New 1920 A.J.S. Combin-
ation, list price £210

New 1920 ROYAL
ENFIELD 8h.p. Combin-
ation, list price £177

New 1920 MORGAN, family

model, list price £235

New 1920 B.S.A. 4j h.p. '

chain drive Combination,
list price £152

New 1920 HARLEY-
DAVIDSON 7-9 hp
Combination, list price. . £240

New 1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p.

Combination, list price. . £170

SHOP- SOILED
1920 NEW IMPERIAL

2|- h.p., 2-speed, list price-

£80 17 £68

1920 NEW IMPERIAL
2| h.p., 2-speed, clutch.

list price i;89 5 £75

1920 QUADRANT 4i h.p.

Comb., list price ;£i45 . . £125

1920 LEA FRANCIS3|h.p.
Solo, hst price £130 .... £115

1920 CLYNO Lightweight,

2-speed, 2-stfoke, list

price £75 £65

ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES ARE
FULLY GUARANTEED BY MAKERS.

'Phone: Avenue 5548.

'Grams: "Elcemocyca, Led, London."

15-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE STREET, E.C.3.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1919; £115; enei
7621, tools, spares, including new tyre, excelle

condition; any trial; privately owned.—Seen, fit

Garage, Lawn Rd., Hampstead, or Thone ; Smit
2212 Hampstead. .^ [98:

DOUGLAS lOctober, 1919) 4h.p. Combination, hoi
speedometer, hood, glass eereen, mirror, #!an-.Siil

all tools, acetylene lamps, mileage 1,900; £150:
dsily.—Williams, c/o Cooper and Chalk, 84, Hollai
Park Av., Kensington. [951

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe -Lane, London.—2%h.p. 19
Douglas, 3-speed models, new, £100; 2^h.p.,

speed, clutch, and kick start models, £105; combi
ations, 4b. p., £170; trade supplied.

—
'Phone; H'

born 5777. Easy terms. [77

"I
019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, esceilent con'|

-i«" tion, lamps, bom, Watford speedometer and wil
screen, sp.nre tyre, tube, and parts; £135; inspeeti:
and test by appointment.—Lieut. -Comdr; C- J. Davi
E.N.B., E.N. Barracks, Devonport. . [93

NEW Donglas Combination, 4h.p., (;o makers' spe[

fication at list price, including carriage Ire

works; £173/10; easy payments 4^ extra; only oi

fifth .deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments)
Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London. [99f

"I Q18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, special streamli!
-Lt/ sidecar, very roomy and comfortable, unusua)
hot stuff engine, speedometer, D.A. lighting set, p
chanical horn very pretty outfit, all in perfect ct,

dition; £126.—Wilkinson, Arden Press, Stamford Si

S,E. 5364 Hop. [98

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2-speed, T.T., in excellent n

chanical condition, fitted special Lucas lam
horn, Bonniksen speedometer, plated bars, tyres

new, oversize and belt, spares and tools, worth £E(

having bought car, will take nearest ofier.—47, Hani
ton Rd., Reading. " - • [10|

Dreadnought.
LATE 1919 Dreadnought-Villiers, not done"vjj

brand new, all on; sacrifice, ^50, first cher
80, Bispham Rd., Southport.

Edmund.
EDMUND 23<b.p.. spring frame, 3 modelsi^

simply float.— Gourlay, Fallcfwfield.
""

EDMUND-J.A.P., 1920, prsctically unused, for S

Bolton, Forester's Arms, Wibsey, Eradt'ord. [93

EDMUND.—The lightweight with the laminaW"
spring frame 2*4b.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-strO

model. £86/10; both fitted with Enfield- 2-8peed gei

—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birminghanl i

Elswick.

ELSWIOK 2">ib.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Amac,, o-

haiiled; £39.-107, Main Ed., Sidcup, Kent. f9:

-1 Q 1 9 Elswick 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, appearance as i(

J-V splendid running- order; £5S; exchnngea.—Df)
'

son, 34, Afiiptbill Ed., Bedford, ESlfj

"IQ14 2%h.p. Elswick-Precislon, 2-speed, ,
ISE.,' rij. :

-L*' ning order, good condition, lamp^, etc.; £3^1
Mac, 13, Victoria Rd.. Upper Norwood, S.E. [9^

ELSWICK 1917 2=,4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Mi:

lamp, 2 generators, mechanical horn, drip le

excellent condition; quick sale, £39/10.-5, Addn
Av., Holland Park, W.ll. [1:

Enfield. j,

ENFIELD 2l4h.p., 2-speed, new; £73/10.—Cacjj
21, Hobson St., Cambridge." tSM

6 h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1916 model; £i|l

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. fVyi

1019 Royal Enfield 2-stroke, as new; £60.—J.jJ
i-U Love and Co., Park Rd., Bromley, Kent. [I.«

ENFIELD 2-stroke, November, 1919 (receipt slio"Mo

£57; after 5 p.m.—11, Ruskin Av., Kew. [90

ENFIELD Lightweight, twin J.A.P., good condrtll

wants tuning.—93,' Terbnry Bd., Tufnell ^^'M

t 8120 (July! Enfield 2-9peed. 2-6troke; £60, alLB
XV bargain. -Alderslade, 61, Bourne Rd., Stoka (
entry.

., H
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., perfect; fS7/lH

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Ed.. West Kilnl

N.W.6. E°

ENFIELD, 6h.p., brand new Enfield sidecar, Jll

perfect; £128, or offer.—125, High St., .W *
wich. 1'

OAh.p. Royal Enfield 2-6troke, 2 speeds, very t

rW4 order, ride away; £50.^21, New North -1

Reigate. • t'

ENFIELD 3h.p.. new August. 19i9, good condi}

Lucas hern and lamp fitted.-T. Barker, M
Doncaster - L*

ENFIELD, immediate delivery, 8h.p. coinbinati

£175 carriage paid anywnere.—125, Hign
Woolwich. I 1.1

TO 19 Enfield, 2-stroke, little used, all acceswr
i-U £60.—Biiiley, " "" '' '"'"

Vi-tl

fs
11, Templeton Place,

Court, S.W.5.

19 61i.p. Enfield Combination, Ensting serif

lighting eot; £176.—Smetberhem, Fanldnoft

igowshire. f^ ^

19^

322 All leUers rciating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Linlithgow

advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

PXFIELD 1918 6h.p., new condition, Eartinjr, lamps,
J born; £135.-Clark. T, Exhibition Kd., South
(Ml-illgtOD. [yi»"

;fiXFIBLD 6h.p. Combination; a bargain, £BS; ready
-J to drivfi away.—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite

lympia, London. [9424

920 8h.p. Entield Combination in Stock, new; list

price.—Edwards and Co., 50, Harrington Rd.,
: lutli Eensington. [1213

^NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
J 0V3rhauIed makers; £75, quick sale.—11, St.
iphcn's Rd., Ealing. [9643

T'NFIELD, 2i4h.p.. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Oct., 191-9.
-J little used; £53, lowest.—Write. Chapman, 151,
mchley Rd., N.W. [9876

I. 1915 Enfield Combination, in splendid order:
nnv trials; £135, or ofler.-King, 21, The Ores-.
^kerstoke, Hants.

•"

. [9372

I

nt, Hants

jlNFIELD Combination, 8h.p
J «peedomet*?r ; £110; after 7
1 — --

C.S., lamps,' horn.
p.m.—72, Beechfield

rinsbiiry Purk, N.4. [1075

[IBrMELD Combination, 6h.p., lamps, luggage srid.
J etc., a very fast machine; £118.—Ayden, 65, Walm
me, Crieklewood. N.W.2. ixi918
»120.—Dynamo Enfield combination, 1916.—Clifiord
' Wilson Co.. 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea.
W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [1231

j^NFIELD.—Immediate delivery from stock, 1920
J 2iili.p. 2-speed model: £73/10.—Parker's, Brad-
awgate, Bolton. Tel. : 1348. [X1820

^HFIELD 1920 2V.h.p., 2 speeds, brand new, still
J- wr.npjed up; £65/10 (£9 under list).—Wallis, 23,
irtingtou Grove, Cambridge. [9268

»68.—1920 Enfield lightweight, as new.—Clifford
' Wilson Co.. 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea,
W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113. [1232

^NPIELD Combination. 1915, 2-speed, recently
i ^overhauled, with Tan-Sad, lamp, horn, tools, etc.:
40.-C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0298

I. Royal Enfield Combination,- perfect con-
Lucas laraus and horn; £180 cash.—

R

akin, Swanage, Prestatyn, N. Wales. [1011

INFIELD 2^'4h.p., 2-speed. Scnspray, lamps, acces-
;' series, overhauled, splendid condition; £40.—
I

rr, 40, Rockmount Rd., Upjj?r Norwood. [9954
•' NFIELD 192^ 2-slroke. brand new; jnst arrived;

' at yiakers' price: immediate delivery: £73/10.—
Ikins, Simpson, opposite Oiympia, London. [9425

NFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, just delivered,
in stock; makers* price.—Shepherd and Co., En-

II

i Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [8875

EW 1920 Royal Enfield, 2yh.p.. 2-strok6; prict
£73/10; delivery from stock.— D. J. Shepherd

II Co.. Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. (024;

NFIELD 1915 2>ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, discs, mega-
phone, etc.. just overhauled, new tyre, enamel

II
d; £50.—West, 33, Riverside Rd., Norwich. [9728

il7 3i.p. Royal Enfield, 2-speea. K.S., speedometer,
' etc.. perfect condition; private sale; 68gns.—11,
non St., off Camp St., Bloughton, Manchester.

[Xlai-
ftFIELD 2%h.p.. 2 speeds, all-chain drive, in
splendid condition, accessories; photo; £35; after
I""''—35, Wilson Rd., Birchfields, Birmingham.

[1085
[119 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, F.R.S. head lamp,
if horn, mat, low mileage, fine condition; £140. a
gain.—Revesby, Bramber Rd., North Finchley N

[9614
Jl9 (Julyl Enfield Combination, 8h.p., acetylene,
'' 5,000 miles, condition and running perfect, tyre<^
d;- £150, with spares.— 19, Abington Grove, Nortli-
BK^. [9289
NFIELD 3h.p., 1915. just been overhauled, with

accessories, also light sidecar; nearest offer £55.
^ply by letter only, James, 275. High Holborn
C; [9619

STFIELD, bought new August 15th, 1920, 2-speeil.
'Clutch, 2-iitrokc, meclianical horn, fast, perfect

dition; £70; higher power wanted.—Holmes, Slin-
tetSussex. [9176

'clock .-

U^IELD 1920 Combination, done
BEtoiles. Lucaci electric lighting, hood,
arec. insurance policy; £180.—Rhodes,
gnmnwr.

under 1,500
screen, speed-
Merton, Pen-

[9337

;AL ENFIELD 2%h.p., 2-spce<J, Binks 1920, back
're new, lamps, overhauled by makers March
lerfect condition; 65 gns.—27, Oxford St., Lough-

[XI 794
-AL ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, in ex-
lellent running order and condition, recently thor-

,; overhauled.— Salmon, Farringdon Park Farm,
?.ek, Preston. [9461

;7 Enfield Combination, fully equipped, car tyres,
perfect condition, silent and powerful, guaranteed

; 125 gns.-Bart*s Garage, Cluny Mews, Warwick
i-Earl's Court. [1046
^lELD 1919 Combination. Watford speedometer.
Fhood, screen. Tan Sad, lighting, car tyres, 70
BlUon; best over £150.-Scaward's, 163. Fore St
Bjhton, N.18. [1296

m

EDINBURGH
1 AND

^ GLASGOW,
1 ,

FOR

1 Immediate Delivery.

1 ACE. (4 cylinder.)

1 ACME.
i ARMIS.
1 BAT.
i B.S.A.

i BRADBURY.
1 CALTHORPE.
I COULSON B.

CLEVELAND.
CLYNO.

I COVENTRY EAGLE
i DIAMOND.
I DOUGLAS.
i EDMUND.
g ENFIELD.
i FRANCIS BARNETT.
1 INDIAN.
1 LEVIS.
i MATCHLESS.
Z METRO-TYLER.
i NEW IMPERIAL.

i N.U.T.

1 OMEGA.
i REX.

I

i SPARKBROOK
1 VERUS.
1 VELOCETTE.
i WILLIAMSON.
M Early delivery Norton, P. & M., and

HB] Morgan. Immediate Delivery of the 10.5
n]]] H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter,

jjm electric lighting, etc. The finest and
~i most durabb light car of its class.

^ TRADE SUPPLIED.
l!iy Scottish agents should now write us
W regarding 1921 agencies. We have

0]]] still a few territories open for various

jjm mak^s of machines. Early application

== is advisable

I Alexander & Co.
m 113-115, Lothian Road,

1 EDINBURGH,
m AND

fi 272-274, Gt. Western Road
^ GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Enfield

TJINFIELD 1920 6h.i). (June) Combination. Cowev, Ea-t-
-»-' mg, D.A. lighting, lamps, take earlier combination, anv
condition, in e.xchangc.—I'ocock, 16, Randolph Mews.
Maida. Vale, "U". [1277

1 016 Enfield Combination, 5-6h.p., in new condition
-t-tf throughout, electric light, speedometer, luggage
grid,- oversize tyres: genuine bargain, £160.—Davcv, 16,
High St., Brentwood. [9320

"IQ17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo
J-*./ lighting set, all accessories, and in splendid con-
dition; £130; bargain.—L. Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cam-
bridge. 'Phone : 427.

TT'SFIELD.-Delivery froul stock. Lightweigh
-*-^ gns.; 6h.p. combination, £175, with Lucas

m

Can
[1023

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, Sh.p., brand new, Mag-
dyno lighting, just oirived from works; immediate

delivery at makers' prii e, £202/2.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Oiympia. London. [9432

1Q20 Jllnfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, mileage 400, un-
-1- V scratched ; trial given ; deliver reasonable dis-
tance; with all new accessories £68, without £65.—
H. A. Eason, Hoddesdon, Herts. [9751

ht, 70
Mbb-

dyno, £200.-P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent, 83-91,
John Bright St., Biruiinghaui. [0300

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p., coaehbuilt sidecar, 1918,
hood, screeu, lamps, Tan-Sad, 100 miles trial: per-

fect condition: £155; no agents; week-end.— 118, Liver-
pool St., S.alford, Manchester. [9132

1"Q14 2'f.ih.p. Twin Enfield, in perfect condition,-
-»-*^ Bosch. Anulc, long e.'chaust, enamel and plating
as new. all lamps, 2%in. back tyre; £50, or offer.—
Bracher, Churchways Crescent, Ilorficld, Bristol. [9895

rQ19 Enfield 8h.p., Luca^i lamps. Cameo wind screen,
«-' Klaxon, mag. guard, Bosch ra;ig., mileage 4,000,

spare tvre, tube, vidvcs, tools, etc., grand condition;
£175.—Fielding, 685, High Ed., Tottenham, N. [9123

ENFIELD.—Several fine combinations in stock, from
£120 to £200, or ^A down and 11 payments.—

Lambs, 3B7, Euston Ed., I.X)Udon, N.W. ; 50. High
Rd., Wood Green, N.; 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[9575
ENFIELD 1919 (Nov.) 3h.p. Twin. 2-speed,' kicj

start, engine No. 3578, fully equipped, little used,
first-class condition and appearance; only £78.—Lt.
Dyson, 23rd Brigade R.F.A., Avington Park Camp,
Winchester. [1014

|ttkl6 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., hood, wind screen.
-Ltl mirror, Tau-Snd, 2 spare chains, 2 tubes, 3
lamps, and tools, etc., perfect condition throughout:
tliid willingly; £125; no de;ders.—Marsh, 5. Victoria
Terrace, Simdgate, Kent. 1.-333

1Q16 (Dec.) Enfield Combination, 6h.p., in perfect
JL*y order, electric light, pillion, speedometer, horn,
hood, apron, wind screen, good tyres, luggage grid,

tools, and spares; £140; appointment.—C.F., 34, Mc-
Leod Rd., Abbey Wood, S.E.2. [9618

ENFIELD, twin-cyl., 3h.p.. late 1916, unused 1917
and 1918, 2-speed, F.R.S. lighting. Cowey speedo-

meter, watch, new pan saddle, practically new tyres,

new spare gear chains; £80, or without accessories

£70.—Forwell. Veterinary Surgeon, Towcester. [9879

1 O20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, complete with Atkin-
JLiJ pon's patent wind screen, spewlometer, luggage
carrier, Tan-Sad seat and back, top-hole condition, prac-
tically new, owner buving car: £210 cosh.—Eland, 8,

Friar's' Stile Ed., Richmond Hill. S.W. 'Phone: Rich-
mond 859. [9377

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR. 1919 (late). 7-9h.p., lamps, etc.;

£120.—Seen, Chester Engineering Co.," Chester.
[9771

I?XCELSIOE (Kritislil 4h.p. Big Single, Stnrmey gear
J box, as new, perfect; £100.—Norman Cycle and

ISIotor Co., Bridge St., Maidenhead. [9101

5-6h p. 1913-14 Excelsior and C.B. sidecar, 3 speeds,

and dutch. reli:ible uuichine; £60.—Turner, New
Cottages, Dolylur, Walton, Herefordshire. [9239

4ih.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle with sidecar. Grade
- pulley fitted, engine just been overhauled: £60.—

A. E. Ni.xon, Alma St.. Wellingborough. [9604

RIDE Away, a 3V2h.p. British Excelsior motor bike,

single-speed, everything complete; no trials; £35,
i or near offer.-F. Baldwin, Heath End, Berkhampstead,

I

Herts. [9S27

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1920 British Excelsior 4Jih.p.

big single and sidecar (bulbous back), 3-speed,

kick start: £160, complete.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-

,
more Row, Birmingham. [X1529

i 1 fj|20 Sh.p. British Excelsior (J.A.P.) Combination,
Xt)' spare wheel, all wheels interchangeable, hood and
screen, S.A. 3-speed, capacity 3 gallons petrol, 3 pints

oil: £160 tor immediate cash sale.-Box 7,784 c/o

I

The Motor Ci/cle. (7916

NEW 1920 Excelsior Models in stock for immediate
delivery.-2i/.h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, £67; 2%h.p.,

I
2-speed, 4-s'troke," J.A.P. engine, £78; .4»ih.p. Big

1 Single combination, £160; carnage paid to any
address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-

mingham. [1140
Francls-Barnett.

EW Francls-Barnett,, 2y4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-specd clutch

and kick starter; in stock at manufacturers list

price £88/19: easy payments 4%' extra, only one-filth

deposit, balance hv 12 monthly instalments.— Uarrods

Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [9903

N"

All letters relating to advertisements ^ould auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, bz^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
FrancisBarnett.

1 Q20 2^4h.p. Francis-Bainet-Jap, Sturmey-Archer 2
X*y speeds, kick starter and clutch, high-class light-

weight, complete with lamp sets and horn, used few
times only, in nice order; £75.—Walbro Motor Cycle
Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45.

[51901

F
F.N

N. £'Ah.p., Bosch, B. and B., running order; £22,
oKer.—92, Arthur Rd., Brixton. London. [9549

E.N. 5-61i.p., 4-cyl., Bosch, B.B., ride-away; £20.-9,
Barlby Gardens, North Kensington. [9721

5-6h.p. F.N., 2-speed, good order and fondition, re-

fentlv overhauled; £52/10.—Woodville, HulUnidse
"Rd., Riiyleigh, Essex.

"

[9157

IMMEDIATE Delivery F.IST. 7h.p. 4-cyI. Combination
and 2!-^h.p. lightweight.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1141

5-6h.p. F.N., 2-speed, hand chitch, kick start, perfect
order, sood tyres, and appearance as new; £55.—

Manderson, Woodbush, Dunbar, Scotland. [X1771

Yq12 F.N. Combination, 4-cyl., 2-speed, B.B., Ban-X if croftian sidecar, all splendid condition ; £55

;

after 6.—Egcrton, 35, Star St., Paddington. [9656

F.N. 2V:.h.p., 2-speed, shaft, h.b. clutch, new wide
tank, W.D. bars, aluminium foot phitee, tyres and

Iilnting sound, smart appearance; £38; exchange Levis.
—31, Oaklands Terrace, Darlington. [9448

X -6h.p. F.N.-Olivos, 4-cyl., 2-speed, H.C. clutcli, me-^ chanical o.li. exhaust, cyls. reground and special
aluminium pistons fitted. Zenith carburetter, Bosch just
overhauled by B.L.I.C, dropped frame, saddle tank,
lamps. Klaxon, spaies, aocet^sories, new tyres, ideal solo
mount : photo ; trial by appointment ; £75.—Write,
Ellis. 70. Madeley Rd., Ealing, W.5., or 'phone Ealing
1203. [9385

Hai'ley-Davidsoa
"1019 Harlev-Davidson, mag. model, 3-speed:' price
-«-«' £88, quick sale.— 136, London Rd., Kingston-ou
Thames. [9245

"I
Q20 Harley-DavidsODS, immediate delivery, all

J-»^ models from stock.—Kemp's Garage, Louth,
Lines. [S1935

HARLEY, 1918, 3-speed, perfect order, £95; with
new sidecar, £125.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Ed.,

Holloway. [X1931

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Model, new, in stock,
equipped; £165.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [9932

HARLEY-DAYIDSON Combination. 1916 model
electric dynamo lighting ; £110,—Wauehope's. 9

Shoe Lane, Loudon. [9077

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, scarcel.
used, all accessories, perfect condition; £160.-48,

]:>nhvich Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. [1262

TO 19 Harley Combination, original tyres, good
J-*? condition; any trial; £135; solo wanted.--15,
Victoria Rd., Addlestone, Surrey. {1100

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. nn.p. twin, brand new, for
immediate delivery.-Walsall Garage, v\'"olver-

hampton St,, Walsall. Tel.; 444. [9005

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1916-17 Sporting
Swan Combination ; 100 gns. ; exchanges.—12,

Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [1283

T Q 18 Harley-Davidson Combination, nearly new
Xt/ tvres, tubes, and chains, recently overhauled;
£155.-25, Watney St., St. George's, E.l. [9525

HARLEY-DAVIDSON W.D. MotIel<?, re enamelled,
1918-1919, good "running order; first cash secures;

£85 and £90.-113, Rectory Lane, Tooting, S.W. [1077

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delirerv from
stock. 1920 4-5h.p. flat twin model; £157/11/9.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bui tun. Tel. : 1348.
rXl829

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1920 Harley-David.son sideciu
combination, electric lamiw and horn; £240, from

t^tock.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X1531

"1 Q15 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and sidecar, in goodXv condition, moderate" mileage, good tyres; £120,
or near ofJer.—Thomas, Hunsdoo Bury, Ware, Herts.

r9446
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, re-enamelled and 'over-

Imnled; £90, with new Bosch mag. £95 —
Briggs and Sons, 1, Wellesley Parade, Wellesley Rd,,
Croydon. [7917

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1919, Dunhill 1920 bulbous
back sidecjir, 3 lamps, generator, Klaxon; £135

—Clark, 37, Turnham Green Terrace, Chiswick,
Ix>ndon. [1107

HAULEY-DAVinSON 1920 4b. p. Mode), with Swan
Hp'.rLmg sidecar and electric lighting, mechanic-

ally perfect throughout; £200.—Parker's', Brad.shaw-
gate, Bulton. [X1817

1 (I>20 Hiirlov-Davidgon Combination (Henderson side-J-v cur), fct UH tii'w, only 6 weoks old, lainiiH liorn
r;t<r., comph'tf?; will accept for quick sale £200.—Ildrd-
iitro, Lyduey, Gl.w. fXl838
HARLKV-DAVIDSON 1920 Electric Combination,

I

fnlly fqui|ip(Ml. Hpare> and insurance, very little
U'cd; iicc-cpt I i:v ouiihlc. offer.—Barnctt, 2, Cholmrleyl
Park, }lif!,hy,aU:. N. [9746

Fair and Square Dealing

is obtainable ai

JONES' GAeAOE
1, THE BROADWAY
IVIUSWELL HILL, N.10

'Phone : Hornsey 2562

and at

4, WOODSIDE PARADE,
NORTH FINGHLEY.

'Phone ' Finchtey 2334.

Our stock is large,

OUR PRICES LOW,
so come to us and get the
advantage.

In st' ck
delivery.

New for Immediate

1920
1920
1926
1920
1930
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
New

A.B.C., electric. .|-specd.

A.B.C., standard. 4-speed.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-5peed, K.S.
ARIEL, jlTi.p., solo.

ARIEL 3i h.n. Combination, electric model.
ARIEL 3I h.p. Combination, standard.
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. standard Combination.
B.A.T., 8 h.p., solo or combination.
BLACKBURNE 8 h.p. Combination.
B.S.A., 6 h.p., twin, or combination.
B.S.A. .tj- h.p. Model H Combination.
CEDOS, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed, Villiers.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed.
8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, electric.

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard.
MATCH LESS-M.A.G. Combination, electric.

MATCH LESS-M.A.G. Combination, standard.

1919 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination.

1920 O.K.-JUNIORS, Villiers engines,

2-speed and single-speed . . £50 8s. and £65
1920 RADCOS, all models —
1920 ROVER 3.V h.p. Combination £202
1920 ROVER '^6 h.p. Combination .... £227
1920 3,', h.p. RUDSES (2 in stock), I.O.M. £110 5
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPHS, Model H ..... £127 I0
1920 2j h.p. WOOLERS £103

' The above are new.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. As New.

1919 SUNBEAM, 3J h.p., 3-specd, all

enclosed chain drive ' £130
IQ19 SUNBEAM, as new £142
igig JAMES =i-5h.p. Combination .... £145
191C, TRIUMPH Combination £147
1919 P. & M. Combination £140
1919 RUDGE, I.O.M., T.T. winner .... £70
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination {2 in

stock) £165

CYCLE CARS.

1920 BLERIOT-WHIPPET, ^20 of acces-

sories, as new £250
EA.RL Cycle Car, 2-speed and reverse . . £85

r.rand New M.A.G. engines, 8 h.p £37 10
3 h.p. ENFIELD Frame, brand new £7 10
ROC Gear Boxes, a-spced, conntcrshatt ... £6 10

SEND FOR BIG LIST.

TRADE SUPIPUIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q 20 Harley, Model F and Harley Sidecar, new
J-'J' price; also slightly used ditto, £218,
equipped.—Edwards and Co., SO, Harrington
South Kensington.

TTARLEY Combination. 1916, Mills-Fulford ^de
--*- newly trimmed, painted, bicycle completely f
hauled, new gas lamps; near £135.—Bartlett.
Barons Court Rd., W.14. ,^l

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p.' 1915 Combing
splendid condition; any trial; must sell at'o

bax-gain, £90.—4.'St. John's Wood Park, HampBl
N.W.8. 3496 'Phone. [<

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., electric 'la
complete, only ridden 900 miles, £175 hoIo;,

with new Harley sidecar, £225.—J.C.J., 124,. Hoi
Imryt Kd., Bouineniouth,

HARLEY-DAVIUSON.-Immediate delivery-^ -J

stock, 1920 7-9h.p. electrical model, witK*.^
Fulford pr Henderson sidecars.—Parker's, iBii
gate,. Bolton. Tel. : 1348.

"I Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electri<
it/ excellent condition, no punctures, for 31l££nr

W.C., not later than 1918 or sell; £200.—Lea, ft.-
Park Parade, Northampton. l!

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, aew'J
Fullord bulbous sidecar. Easting wind, eci

lierfect condition, mileage under 1 ,000 ; £ 1 65.-
Sangley Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [{

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p., fully eqiiii

lamps, wind screen, etc., hifely enume]l«"
overhouled. en(?ine guaranteed prfect ; £132.—Am,—^
Moiitebello, Joppa, Midlothian. J
HARLEY 1919 Combination, lamps, horn, 192%

spring wheel, ftimily sidei'ar. aa in new coffiS

and perfect; £180, or exchange for Morgan.—173J
toria Rd., Alexandra Park, N.22.

HARLEY-PAVIDSON, 1919, electric modej,,
wheels. seuii-T.T. bars, long exh-iust, not'-

2,000 miles, perfect condition, guaranteed; £130
Jones, Reform Club, Manchester. ~

HARLEr-DAVI]:)SON, delivered Nov., 1919/ -8

ing sidecar, Mills-Fuiford oha'ssi^, discs, dt
'ighting and horn, perfect condition :

£175.-^^
'phone, or call, Selby, 5, Heath Drive. N.AV.3. -[

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson C.B. Combination, dy:

lighting, electric and mechanical horns, ' n
new Dunlops, indistinguishable from new; any i

bargain,—P. Saunders, Longwell Green, nr. Brist

"j Q20 Harley-Davidion 7-9h.p. Electric Combi)^;
i-*y iis new. very specially fitted, fast, and of*
tionally sportv appearance; trial and immediate
livery; best otier over £225.—Bos 8,047, c/o TJte i

Cycle. J

HARLEY Combination, 1916, electric model,
overhauled, splendid condition, iJillion,-

screen, accessories, nearly new tyres; offers, over i

—74, Settringtou Rd., Wandsworth Bridge Rd.^
ham. [

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 (Mav) 4h.p. Flat ^
low mileage, carefully used, all fittings, 2 l)r

insured May, 1921, private oivner ; £155. or near f

appointment.—B.R., 3, Belle _
Vista, Buruage I

Levenshulme, Manchester. ['

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, 74
nearly new t-idec-ar. Easting, lamps (unused,

£11). Klaxoiiette, tyres (Dunlop extra heavy) good
rtition; £130 cash, or near ofler; bargain.—Ja:
Hawthorn Rd.,, Ketterius-

1 Qj 20 Harley-Davidson, electric model, speed'
A<t/ aew in June, 2,000 miles, £190, or with'
de luxe, hood, and screen, £225; in daily use,

going abroad.—Church Road Carage, Barnes,
'Phone ; 1858 Hammersmith. [

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, cOmi
with new MilHord Skifl sidecar, electric liglj

and horn, speedometer, perfect condition; Saotl
exchange for higher power combination.

—'Phbnl
appointment. Hammersmith 1035. _ [|

"I
Q17 Hurley Combination, 7-9b.p., jn^^t been

X */ hauled and painted, in very good order,

roomy sideeai titted with luggage ciurier, com
with lamps, mechanical horn, etc. ; trial any evem;
week-end.—Huglies, Lyndhurst, Woodhouse Ed., 1

Fiuchley.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination,
£160; also 1916, £135; also 1915 model, l

also 1920 4h.p. model, new, £164/10, at makers'
Terms, ^/o down and 11 payments.—Lamb's, 387, E
Rd., London. N.W.; 50, Hiiih Rd.. Wood Green,

151, High St., Walthamstow.

Hazlewood.

1 Q20 Hazlewood Combination, spares, also bt|

J-*/ convert to tradesman's carrier; £160
Station Rd., Bexhill.

1 Q19 Hazlewood-Jap C.B. Combination, .
mi

Xt/ under 1.000, all on; £145, or exchange
and cash.— 17, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. Lb
S.W.8. - .1

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P, Combination. 5-6h.p., *
clutch, kick starter, Bosch, hood, and

screen; £125 bargain.—Grant, 78, Lennard
Bcckenham.

1124 AH letters relating to advertisements nhotiltl atiote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,]
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood.

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, and kick starter; a thoroaghly reli-

ible outfit: Harrods liave a large nnmber of the«e
n stock for pale at £186 each (list price £204/12),
tr on easy payments 4X extra; only one-fifth deposit,
jalance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd..
118, Brompton Ed., London. ~ [9900

Henderson
VTEW Hendersons, solo and combination, electrical
-1 models, in stock.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18,

C Imton Place, Bond St., W. [1188

tTENDEESOj;, M,iy, 1920, extra large eidecar, elec
LJ. trie lighting. Easting wind screen; £216.—Dr.
lubst, The Green, TTallsend-on-T.yne. [9224

I
020 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting, anyL" trial, examination; £205, nearest oHer.—195-7,

tonhouse fat., Clapham Common. [9648

I.QIS Henderson Combination, flrst-class mecLanical
'*' condition, reupholsteied, lamps, tools, mud screen.
oofl.-Hartley, Heriot House, Brent St., Hendon. [9516

CTENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cyl. model, fitted with
-^ I»ingford special sidecar, brand new: 220, or
car ofler.—Lloyd, 9, South Molton St., W. Mayfair
Oil. [0282

Q20 Henderson, dynamo lighting. Swan sporting" sidecar, disc wheels; £210; exchan— ^'
26, Lea Bridge Kd., Leyton, E.IO
.ow 800.

ge Morgan.

—

Phone : Waltham-
[9695

qrENDERSON Combination, 1916, lOh.p., 2-speed
-J- clutch, handle start, black and gold, very smart;
J ?,''?,•,

exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
,a., S.W.7. [1282
JTENDEHSON Combination, 1914, 2-5peed, clutch,
..- electric lamps, disc wheels, hood, screen
leedometer, splendid condition; £130.—Harding, 8.
igram St., Huntingdon. [9749

ft^'?'
Henderson and Sidecar, screen, lamps, horn.-V Handle starter. 2 speeds, clutch; £150, or ex-

lange lower part and cash; appointment before 6.-
raney. The Lane House, Ashtead, Surrey. [1122

P-JJf
1921 Henderson Models now on the way.—^ lo secure earliest possible delivery book your

aer at once with the sole Midland distributers. The
emler Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. [1142

lENDERSON, 1920, Model '
Z2, lOh.p . 4-cyl 3-

j speed, Canoelet MM4 bulbous back sidecar,
ard and Goldstone electric lighting equipment,
xhanical horn, aluminium leg shields, only used for
monstration runs, carries makers' full guarantee;
!25.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-ngham. [1143

Hobart
rOBART-yiLLIERS 2-speed 2-stroke, late 1919,
•-splendid running order; £60; lamps, speedo-

^ter,- insurance, etc.; owner gone abroad.—'Phone
oydon 719, or write 33, Clyde Rd., Croydon. [9657

rOBAET-VELLIEHS 1920 2=a.p., lamps, mascot,
•- pump, mechanical horn, tools, spares, aluminium
rtboards, etc., 100 m.p.g., absolutely new and un-
atched; £45; honestly worth £60.-18, Marlborough
., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [nil
TEW 2y2h.p, Hobart Lightweight, 2-sneed models in
I stock at manufacturers' list price; £75- 4%
.ra lor easy payments; only one-fifth deposit',
lance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd
B, Brompton Rd., London. [9905

Humber.
rtJMBEE, 1912, 2-speed, good condition-
•- Bond, Station Ed., Bexhill.

£40.-r
[9420

r^^BER SVsh.p., Bosch, B. and B., 2 speeds, just
•• overhauled; £38.-61, Brownlow Ed., Willesden.

fW?,?^ IJ/jh.p. Twin, .just delivered, unnsed ; list•-£140, ^accept £129.-Millward, 26, Morland Ed
,jydon.

[gi53

[)''. 'fue-) ?%lip. Humber, Montgomery sidecar," tully eauipped; bargain, £125.-137, Southgate
mcestet.

[|g4^
rUMBER C.B. Combination, P.E., 2-speed, ridet away; bargain, £48.-27, St. Alban's Av., Bed-d fark, Chiswick, London. [1096
[TOBEll 1919 4>Jh.p.. splendid condition, small• mileage; £90, or near offer.—J. Prangnell, 15
ndon Ed., Hailsham, Sussex. [st,

ih.p. Humber Combination, Roc gear, splendid con-
's dition, overhauled, ride away; £75, or nearest
it.—a. Jeans, Bradford Abbas, Sherborne, Dorset.

riniBEE 3i/,h.p. Combination, 2-speed. F E H S
•-_Bosch, B.B., new gears and overhauled, insurance
Lr« ,?'''5 S?'^

acces.sories; cheap.—384, Garratt Lane,
mfleld, S.W. [9381
if-WICHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3<Ah p 1919^^".^"er and sidecar, horizontal twin-cyl engine"*'"'" -'-^

3 "speeds, clutch, and handleichbuilt sidecar,
rter; 100 gns. [1304
ih.p. Plat Twin Humber, 3-speed countershaft,
•« special aluminium sprung footboards, undershieldWer plates, unscratched, as new; £110.-92 Hush
.. Stoke, Coventry. ixi524

Accessories

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

LlghUng Srts.

Write lor Catalosue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

Free on application.

Send a p.c. for address ot nearest ageiit.

We wiah to include your name on our
mailing list, a few names from which we
publish here each week. Stocks carried by :-

Munn & Underwood, F. Chick, 83, Queen'i
Above Bar.Southampton. St., Exeter.

?.t,1?„n"S!|- 4u^r^l B«" Bros.. Camomile
Station Rd., Tunbridge m p c d

Wei's w*"i fc»w.«*»

A. Munday.Watney St.,
Economic Erec. Supplies,

E.C.4. ^®' Flt^'oy SQ-f London.

Provincial Motor Access. Price, Trow & Co., 230,
Co., 9, Bath St., Bristol. Oxford St., Swansea.

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMPS,
Fig. 893.

Best quality
t I a i s h
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
s t r o n g

.

Ad j ustable
'focus. Ad-

i u s t a ble
brackets.
Special dusf
rnd'weatber-
proof front.

Price as illustratea, 66/- eacii.

Fig. 878.

Similar to Fig. 8^5,
but smaller, and with
special " pull on " front.

Rubber ring casting
for glass. Price as
illustrated, 54/- each.

H.A.H. COMPLETE REARSETS.

Complete Set, 29/6. As illustrated.

Comprising: Fig. 573. Rear-lamp, 9/6 each. "Force"*
Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery, 9/H each. Fig. 386.
Metal Carrying Case. 10/6 each.
With an Acetylene Headlamp use sn Electric Eear-Iamp
Set, which cannot b'.ow out, and is alwavs ready to he

switched on at a moment s notice.

I

Fig. 245.

H.A.H.
Sparking

Plug Cover.

Madi3 of fpscial noo- Fiff- 150.

inflammable and heat- H.A.H. Voltmeter,
resisting material. _ reading 0-7 volta.

Price Bid. each. Price 12/6 each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5.
A. H. HUNT, UTD.,

HJV.H. WORKS,
Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephonet

;

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

1 Q20 Flat Twin Humber, ^'/ih.v-. with Mins-Fulford
J-*/ sidecar, not ridden more than 200 miles, splendid
condition, any trial; 147 gns.—'Phono: 1024.—Julian,
84, Broad St.. Reading. [7722

TTUiMBER 1914 3Vjh.p. Coach Combination, S-speeS*'
--* clutch, kick starter, hood, screen, 4-point attach-
ment, Palmer tyres, excellent equipment; £70.-69,
South Ealing Rd., South Ealing. [9753

TTUMBER 3V:;h.p., 1914, 3-speed, Watsonian sidecar,
J"!- new wind screen, plenty of spares, fast and eco-
nomiral combination; £50; any trial.—H. J., 19, Friars
Stile Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [9129

Hurle.
HTTRLE 3U'h.p., C.A.V.. Senspiay, Mabon pulley,

new tvre and Itelt ; ride away: £30; after 7.-83,
Pedio St., E.5. [9329

Indian.
INDIAN Combination, 1915, all on; £78.—15, Mervan

^Rd., Eflra Rd., Brixton. [134d

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination; £65; must sell, lupent.
—11, Friern Eiirnet Rd., N.ll*. [9963

INDIAN, Scout, unridden, lamps, etc.; list price.—
J. Twigg, Tothby. AUord, Lines. [9856

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, disc wheels, good condition;
any trial; £65.-1, Hencroft St., Slough. [9564

INDIAN, 1919, red. Powerplus model, absolutely as
new; snip, £95.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12.

[9734
TNDIAN 7-9h.p.. 1915, lamps, spares, excellent; £60.
J- —Harper, Homewood, Sevington Rd., Hendon.

[9944
INDIAN Scout, just delivered, rear drive speedometer,

and horn; £48; Bolton " "' "
Cycle,

Box 8,052, c/o The Motor
[9609

1 Q20 Indian Combination, all complete, as new, small
J-v mileage; £185; sold for no fault.—Abbott, Cros-

[9359thwaite, Kendal.

"1 Q 15-1 6 Indian Combination, 9h.p., spring frame,
J-^ K.S., 3-speed; trial; £100; exchange.—Capt
Collins, Sunbury.

'

[9358

INDIAN 1915-16 5-6h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
good tyres; owner going abroad; £70.-96, May-

bury Rd., Woking. [1099

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lighting, speedo-
meter, child's seat, excellent -condition ; bargain' at

£95.-55, Grove Rd., Wanstead. [1043

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch. 2-speed, disc wheels, lightiug
set, excellent condition, 80 m.p.g. ; £70.-9, St

James's Sq., Bournemouth. [9347

JQIS Indian 7h.p. 3-epe6d Combination, hood and
-i-*' screen, all lamps, good condition; £95.—Mose-
ley, St. Anne's Rd., Harrow. [9387

1 Q 16 (lateJ 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination,
-i-t/ dynamo lighting, horn, little used, faultless, spares;
£130.-4, Argyle St., Reading. [9464

INDIAN 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, spring frame,
lamps, speedometer, and Easting wind screen; £95..

—62b. Highgate Ed.. Kentish Town. [9967

SPECIAL Model 1914 Road Racer Indian, long ex-
haust, lamps; expert examination invited; £75.—

Wellington, 40, Lowlands Rd., Harrow. [9104

INDIAN 5-6hTp. C.B. Combination, overhauled; first

reasonable offer ;* mucit sell ; trial willingly ; even-
ings.—61, Dongola Rd., Tottenham, N.15.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, T.T. bars, lanips,
etc. ; any trial ; £70, or exchanges considered,

Triumph or Douglas.—Ashby, 10, Clifton Rd., Luton.
L9165

7-9h.p. 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sidecar, £175,
latest improvements; also a solo 7-9h.p. Power-

plus Indian, £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[7748

"IQ19 Military Model Powerplus Indian 7-9h.p., 3-

J-*y speed, clutch, spring frame, perfect condition;
owner bought car; £100 nett cash.

—

7, Market Sq.,
Chesham. [9526

7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, 1915, clutch, lamps, Klnxon,
tyres good, big exhaust pipe, pump, spare plugs.

'aires, etc. : what oSers
bury*?, Ingatestone.

-Letters to Sargeaunt, Cantei'-
[9411

"I
(ft 20 (June) Indian Combination, unscratched, mile-

-LtF age 986,; having finished tour, will sell cheap;
seen Saturday, Sunday. — 175,
'Phone: Brixton 286.

Camberwell Grove.
[8819

INDIAN 7-9h,p. C.B. Combination, quiet, powerful,
and thoroughly reliable ; any trial offered ; com-

plete with accessories; 100 gns.—33, Waverley Rd.,
South Woodford, E.18. [1042

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Sporting Solo. 3-speed, clutch,
electric lamps, discs, recently re-enamelled; £95;

can bs seen by appointment.—Smyth,
Place, South Kensington.

Cromwell
[9709

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 and 1920,
dynamo lighting.—5, Heath St., Hampstead {near

Hampstead Tube Station}. *Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9484

~|Q16 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, 7-9h.p. Indian,
l-tJ very fast, just overhauled, replated, re-enameUed,
electric lighting and horn, condition as new; £85; trial.

—11, Chardmore Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [9698

&_A.U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 OI6 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, speedometer,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, and accessories, good tyres; trial,
everj'ttiing sound ; bought ior £120 ; a real snip.—
Sallis, The Chestnuts, Burnt Fen, Mildenhall. [9616

IQie 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, tick
Xtf start, sporting coachbuilt sidecar, electric
lights, splendid condition throughout; £110; genuine
bargain.—L. Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cambridge. 'Phone :

427. [1022

£95, 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1916 model, 3-

speed clutch, K.S., complete with speedometer
and tools, carriage forward to nearest railway station.
—Campbell and Semple, 39, St. Leonard's St., Dun-
lermline. • [1327

1 020 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo light-
J-«/ ing. spring irame, rear driven speedometer.
Easting screen, mileage 1,600, perfect order; £165;
exchanges or easy terms.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower
Clapton, N.E. [1177

BARGAIN.—Sporting Indian combination, 1915-16,
5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, hand and foot

clutch, Canoelet sidecar, 3 lamps, all accessories, brand
new condition; £88, worth £110; Douglas part.—G.,
63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [1049

INDIAN Combination. 1915, Mills-Fulford, 3-speed,
clutch, hood, 3 electric lamps and horn, new

gears ju.'^t fitted, re-enamelled and overhauled, nearly
new tyres, insurance; £125; any trial or examination.—
Apply, The Ship, Hardinge St., Commercial Rd., E.l.

[9370
INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, 1916 combination, perfect

condition, stored 3 years, brand new sidecar cost
£45 with screen, hood, machine, thoroughly over-
hauled, speedometer, tyres like new. Klaxon, Jiew P.
and H. set, tools, etc.; nearest £95.-113, Cornwall
Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [1291

INDIAN.—Immediate delivery from stock, 7-9h.p.
Powerplus model, with dynamo lighting, electric

horn, and speedometer, £181/14; combination,
£223/14; also 4h.p. Scout model, S-speed, £140; local
trade supplied.-Sole Birmingham agent, P. J. JSvans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [01.73

"IQ20 [May) 7-9h.p. Indian, Swan sidecar, T.T. bars,
-i-*y mileage 2,000, "late model, with large valves,
greasers, Renold chains, dynamo, etc., with spares, in-

cluding tyre and tube, whole outfit in perfect condition,
just overhauled and unpunctured, insurance- 185 gns.,
or offer.-Eiugsmuir, Worcester Rd., Sutton. [9402

INDIAN 1920 (electric) Combination, perfect condl-
- tion, mileage 3,000, just thoroughly overhauled by

Godfreys, new chains fitted, also special triple sidecar
springing, sidecar lamp. Easting wind screen, luggage
carrier, tools, and spares, tyres unpunctured; price £185
cash.— Vincent, 20, Devonshire Terrace, Hyde Park.

[9970
INDIAN Scout, August, 1920, 5h.p. twin. 3 speeds,

clutch, kick starter, semi-T.T. handle-bars, brand
new fittings include large P. and H. lighting set com-
plete, Cowey horn, specially lined red and gold disc
wheels, Sin. Goodyear tyres { unpunctured) , has lugs
for sidecar work if necessary, absolutely as new in
every respect and unscratcbed, very handsome, fast,
and sweet running machine, complete with full tool

,
kit, insurance one year paid

;
photo ; reason sale, de-

livery car; £155, or near offers; any trial or examina-
tion.—'Phone ; 36, after 6.—Rose, Highfield, Gains-
borough. [X1923

Invicta.
IV'EW Invicta-Jap 2?^h.p., 2-speed clutch and kick-^' starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable ma-
chine: £89/5, or on easy payments 4% extra; one-fiftb
deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods.
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [9912

3ih.p. Invicta, Abingdon King Dick engine, 3-speed
2 clutch and kick starter, fitted with smart low

built sidecar; £143; easy payments' 4% extra; only
one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [9919

Ivy,

IVY 2-Epeed 2-stroke In stock.—Rothwell aod Mil
bourne. Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [6186

IVY 2-8troke, 1920, disc wheels, complete lamps etc •

£65, or nearest.-Bate, Westbury, Salop. [X1511
TVY. the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all models
-JL irom stock; prices and catalogues post free.—
District AgentP, Walthall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.

TMMEDIATE Delivery o! all Ivy models, the acknow^X Jedged finest lightweight.-FuU particulars, H. G
V^?*lJ)ri*^^ii} f^°1?'' t^"?^

District Agents, 91. GtPortland St., W.l. Maylair 4084. [0023

Ixlon.

1Q14 Lxion, Villiers 2%h.p., 2-Bpeed. new cylinder,J-y piston, trankshalt, bcnincH. etc., good condition.
.unniDB wder tyres. Jainpft. hum, tools- £40 -Grove
Cottage, EniiiUp, Middk-.'^ix.

'

[9475

Jamea.

1 ft ^ ^ ;l!""*^*
2-«troltc, a-specd, in flrrtt-cloBs condition'--*/ £40, or near ofler.-llS, Clarence St., B.Oton

TAMEH 5-6h.p. Do Luxe Combination, as new 800
•-» niiU-,: offcr8.-225, Jockey Rd., Sutton CohfH-ld
BtrminKlian^. '

[1104
A J*JG Kt<.<-k Jniiics Motor Cycles, nil Uuoh. jrcm^ ^^0 to iJSOO; enqniricB invited.-WhitWa', 7, TIk'vmIm, A'ton, W.3. [9514

I 26 All lellcra rcUiting to ndvciUnenienta sli

YOUR
ICHANCEI
I

Messrs. MEBES & MEBES, The'
! Original Light Car Specialists,

\

i
have pleasure in announcing that

;

I owing to the increase in production I

jthey are now able tcr offer!

ALMOST-
lIMMEDiATE DELIVERY|

from stock of a limited number

|g.n. cycle|
I
—CARS

I
B The World's fastest and most g

popular. IB

= We are the largest contractors in ^^ England, therefore our reason in M
p being able to offer such advantage- =
HI ous deliveries.

m WRITE, 'PHONE, OR CALL, AND i

= ALLOW US TO BOOK YOUR ORDER.

:

g DEPOSIT REQUIRED, £10.
[

H This Cycle Car can be maintained at a j= very low cost, and the makers guarantee J

iso Miles to the Gallonl

^ Some users have been able to get S
= 60 MILES to the gallon, =

J With the increase in price of JS petrol, this will mean a great*

^ saving to you, if you decide to S
= purchase one of these. =

= The CYCLE CAR for the MOTORIST of1= MODERATE MEANS, =
' PRICE : B

= Standard model, without =
^ Dynamo Lighting set ... . £241 176^
= Ditto, with Dynamo Lighting =
a set :.... £275 12 6

I MEBES & MEBES, i
I 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. |
illllll^llllllSBIIIIIIIEBIIIIIIBBIIIill^llllIll

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 1920 5-61i.p. Combination, in stock; makers'
price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highwaj.

Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [8877

JAMES 4>/ih.p. Combination, 1916; £85; Binks,
tyres and bearings new last Easter;—Hyatt, 11,

Brambledown Ed., Wallington. (9301

TAMES Brand New Combinations, for immediate
*-' delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The
Walsall Garage, WalsaU. Tel.: 444. [9000,

1019 James Combination, 4J.ih.p'., lamps, horn,:
-»-«/ Watford speedometer. Cameo, miiTor; £135.—:
James, 193, Coton Ed., Nuneaton. [X1960'

~l QSO 5-6h.p, Twin James, good condition, complete
-L^ with lamps, speedometer, etc.; price £105.—L.
Cole, Coppice Av., Great Shelford, Cambridge. [99571

JAMES 2-fitroke, 2-speed, 2l4h.p.. 1920 (May), lamp«,

tools, spare belt, insurance policy, splendid con-

dition; £85.—L. Sparrow, Merrifleld Villa, Martock.
[9227,

NEW 1920 James VAh.p. Combination, £170; eh.p.j

combination, £190; iree delivery to any address.)'

—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham-. I

[1144'

JAMES 1920 6h.p. Combination, as new, tyres nt-j,

punctured, lamps, horn, valuable accessories; best:

offer over £170.-Grifflths, South School, Portfield Gate),

S.O., Pern. [9395;;

JAMBS Combination, 6h.p. twin, 1919, perfect con'l

ditiou, done 1,000, lamps, speedometer, KlaxonN
£150.-Normand Cycle and Motor Co., Bridge Stil

Maidsnheild. [9105;

JAMES 4J-ih.p., 2-speed, countershaft, clutch, aniJi

K.S., Mead and Deakin canoelet sidecar, etc..

£85, or close offer.—Perry, 5, Coronation Ter., Sander

Rd., Stafford. [994'

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, luggage Rrid.

Lucas lamps, lilaxon. Watford speedometer, pel

feet condition; £165; N.W. district.—Box 8,069. c;

The Motor CtjcU. IH^

J-AMES 1915 3i,4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, kick startei

handle-bar control clutch, speedometer, and lamp:

as new; price £85.—Fawn and Archer, Ltd., Mote
Engineers, Aldershot. [920

JAMES 1920 6-6h.p. Combination, used 400 luile

£175- 4r4b.p. combination, fullv equipped, : il50
1920 5-6h.p. solo, new, £155.—W. W'hitby and Son.

The Vale, Acton, W.3. 19E1

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combinations.-New 1920 models i

Htook tor immediate, delivery: 3-ripeed, model *

luxe sidec-nr, £190; also 3V'h.p. twin, 3-speed, £X35,-

Stevens, 248, Gooch St., Bfrmingham. [X15;

JAMES 4'/ih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-epee

clutch, Bosch, 3 new tures, absolutely ['«-!«

order; genuine bargain, £85, first; delivered fmyivher

—42, Glenthorn Ed., Jeemond, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
(X151

JAMES.—Immediate delivery Irom stock, 1920 61i,^

combination, complete with 3 speeds and clutcl

Lucas head lamp, and all accessories; inclusive prii-

£200.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. : 134^
[Xis;'

F.O.O.H. have a 1919 4Vili.p. James comhinntio

new condition, largo electric set.—5, Heath S

Hampstead (near • Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phoiu

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.
[941

4ih.p. James and Millford Sidecar, privately ownei

4 new May, 1919, horn, all lamps, perfect CO ^

dition, done about 3.000 miles, tyres nearly hew; '^

be seen Wavertree, Liverpool; £120,—Box 8,076. cB
The Motor Cade. (12

"I Q20 6h,p. James Combination, beautiful outl]

X*/ fitted Lucas lighting throughout, Lucas b(«

Cameo wind screen. Tan-Sad pillion, -mileage S^T*

any trial; sacrifice. 135 gns.—Cobbold, Clifton Mol
Summerhill Ed., Dartlord. :. IBB|

"I
Q19 James 43<ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, kii

-Lv starter, Cowey horn, speedometer, P. and
lighting set, full set tools and spares, includin:? spl'

tube, rings, 2 pair goggles, petrol filter, etc.,

splendid condition; a bargain £120.—Bannister, H; r

way St., Chatham. [6'

j

ANYONE Looking for a good second-hand mncli'.i

should not miss this. 1916 James 4Vlh.p.

single combin.ntion, 650x65 wheel, new P. and H. Itt

sets, Lucas horn, brand new tyres and tubes, t

Eenold chains, new bushes; ball races, crank-pin t

rings, guaranteed to be in perfect condition; trial gijl

owner giving up sidecar work: £119.^Apply, Art
Whitby, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.S. [91

J.A.P.

O Ih.p. J.A.P. , Bosch, B. and B., running orders'
/W2 tyred, lamps; £28.—Barney, Newport, I.O.W.

PI

J.A.P. 2%b.p., Amac, Dixie, excellent condit
electric lights, fast; £35.-103, St. Albans i

Chiswick, W.4. [9

8Ii,p. J.A.I*. C.B. Combination, perfect condition;"
powerful for owner; trial; £65.—E., 92, Broc

hurst St., Now Cross. 'Phone: 1448 New Cross. [B

J.E.S.

J.E.S, Motoriyclcttc, 200 m.p.g., 30 m.p.h., per
condition and appenrjiuce, all new acceMOr

£33. olYors.—Jtiuadway House, Northolme Ed., «
l.ury, N,5, [9

oiild ctuote the number at the end of each aUvcrtisement. and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry.

EERY Combination, 5-6h.p.. clutch, TOiiable, B.
and B., mag., Druids, new Dunlop belt, tyres,

e tyre. tube.i, pump, horn, lamp; £55 F.O.R.

—

shiiV, Weston, Newark. [1038

I.«a-Francl9.

BA-FEANCIS, 1920, like new: £95.-\Vakefield,
198, Gt. Portl.TOd St., London. . [9540

EA-lTtANCIS in stock, new, M.A.G. ; £130.—Clark.
7. Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [9933

EA-FRANCIS, mag. engine; immediate delivery;
£130.—iVIaudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St..

Iter. [1247

)20 Lea-Francis and Montgomery sidecar, J A.P.
engine, electric lighting set, not i-un 500 miles

;

.5, oSers.—IJiake, 264, Grimscar, Huddersfleld. [9284

EA-FRAUCIS, 1920.—Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of th&se ari-stocratic

mts.—A. J, Sproston, Ltd., 198, (it. Portland St.,

1. [0099

EA-FRANCIS 1917 S'/nh.^., 2-speed and clutch, re-
cently overhauled and renovated, fitted with brand
1920 3V>h.p. J.A.P. engine; £90.—Parker's, Brnd-

wgate, Bolton. [X1816

)ao 3V;;h.p. Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine, done 200
miles only: £110.—J. L. Love and Co:t Park

, Bromley, Kent. .- [1323

EA-FRANCIS.—Immediate delivery from stock,
1920 twin-cylinder, 2-speed, hand-controlled

ch, M.A.G. engine: £X30.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
'.on. Tel. ; 1348. [X1831

3A-rEAlSrCIS 1920, 3iAh.p. twin J.A.P., lamps,
Cowey speedometer, horn, etc., condition new;

5.-Do)onial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Kd., N.W.
me: Hiimp. 7822. ' [1305

EW Lea-F'rancis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter.
M.A.G. eni^ine; at list price, £130, or on easy

uents 4% estra: only one-fifth deposit, balance by
ijicnthly instalments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
Rd.. London. [9906

)17 Lea-Francis, 3y2h.p. J.A.P. twin, 2-speed,
• smart weatherprt)Of finish, extra large saddle,
)3, horn, etc., perfect condition, fast, easy starting,
I to ride, ideal for business man : 85 gns.—Clayton,
Birdhurst Rd., Croydon. [1081

A-FRANCIS, late 1913, 3;^.p. twin J.A.P.
engine, 2-sp,ecd gear, kick starter and all-chain
, Bosch ma^.,, recently enamelled and new B.
B. carburetter fitted, machine in first-class order

;

£75, or offer.—Box 7,847, c/o The Motor Cvele.
[8385

20 (July), Lea-Fiancis, M.A.G. engine, 4b. p.,

]
under 2,000 miles, magnifieent power, condition,

V sneedometer, electric sets, Lucas horn, pillion

;

! r £145, take £120; ideal winter mount, clean,
5 itelv steady on gretise.-Rev. H. Studdy, Cock-

a, TotQuay. [9203-

Levis.

i'"IS, brand new, in stock ior immediate delivery;
£60. -Davison, Bute St., Luton. [9748

iO 2i4h.p. Popular Levis, just delivered:''£60.—
Sam Robbins, Ltd., Jfuneaton. [X1947

flS, 1916, recently overhauled by makers, tools,
rear lamp; £40.—Kent, Apsley End, Kerts. [!'286

'IS, new 1920 model; delivery from stock.—Gibb.
Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

[0302
IS Popular, 1916, heavy Dunlops, condition ex-
cellent; £36.—128a, Rawson St., Seafortb, Liver-

[9102

'IS, good condition: £32; with accessories.—35,
Stafford Rd., Wallington. 'Phone; Croydon

['9812

IS. 1916, good condition, accessories, spares;
£38, nearest.—Ltiwton, 28, Warwick Rd., Earl's

[9994
'IS, the master 2-stroke, delivery from stock

;

E60.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd , Bir-
»?• [1145

Levis, P. and H. lamps, Klaxon, excellent con-
dition

; any trial; £55.-39, Markham St., Cbel-
W.3. [9306
IS 1920, brand new, just delivered, not used- 5%
ilnder list price.—WalMs, 23, Haitington Grove.

•^ idge. [9269
ri IS. 1920, only done few miles, as new, all ac-
Messories; any trial; £57/10.-30, Chandos Rd.,
'tlj -wood. [9682

f !
IS Baby, 1916-, splendid condition, fast, all on

•-Jong copper exhaust; £42.-1, Webster Ed., Ber-
^Oj ey, London. [9885

\j\
IS, the finest 2-stToke in the world, delivery from

"11 ock; £60.-District agents, The Walsall Garage,
H\. Tel.: 444. [9001

It 3 Levis 2r/ih.p., splendid condition, all acces-

:,J .™"^^ including lamps; £56; after 6.—Adver-
'Wj ?3, Risca Rd., Newport, Mon. [9726

f
I

IS 1920 Popular Model, just arrived from works:
nmediate delivery at makers' price, £60.—Wil-

"I Mnipson. opposite Olympia, London. [9433

H Tel.—Mayfair 3420, Est. 1893.

|FACTS,NOTFICTION|
— We have in stock, for delivery to-day, -the following—I well-known Motor Cycles, at Makers' List Price. ^H All machines quoted ready for the road, H= ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, =
ZIZ clutch, kick-starter At list price ziz
^BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3^^ h.p., en
^z 2-stroke, 2-speed At list price—= CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed, =
H Enfield gear At jist price mn CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch At list priceSS COULSON-B., 2j h.p., latest type At list price= COULSON-B., 4 h.p., latest typR At list price=m CLEVELAND, 2-stroke. 2-speed At list price^^ FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2jh.p., J.A.P., m
7— , 2 speed, clutch, kick-starter .... At iist price z:zH L.IVI.C., 6 h.p., rigid frame, 3-speed, m
"* clutch, kick-starter At list priceH

L.M.C., 6 h.p., suspension frame, 3-sp., B
p^ clutch, kick-starter At list price ^Zg LEA - FRANCIS, 3J h.p., 2-speed, =m clutch, kick-starter At list price^
:

—

LEVIS, 2-stroke, standard model .... At list price =:
=1 MARTINSYDE-NEWiVIAN Combn. . . At list price =
HI N.U.T., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, Q-
H Lucas dvnamo At list price §:
=:NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., J.A.P., 5— 2-speed, clutch, self-starter At list price z:zS QUADRANT .li h.p. Combination, m
ziz complete At list price== ROVER, 3.} h.p.. T.T. model, P.P. =
B pullev At list priceHM ROVER, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick- S— starter At list price ™— RADCO, 2-stroke, single-speed At list price n:m SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speod, ^— Villiers engine, superb finish .... At list price Q3= TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, 3-speed, =:H kick-starter At list price «S VELOCETTE, 2-3troke, 2-speed ; the H™ King of Lightweights At list price Hm WOOLER, 2^ h.p., variable gear At list price zz:

^WILKIN, 25 h.p., Model B. Black- =
fcP - bume engine, 3-speed, kick- ^
rr staj-ter .' At list price =z= WILKIN^ 4ii-Pv Model B.:). Black- =™ burne .engine, 3-5peed, clutch, BH kick-starter At list price= ZENITH, 8 h.p., Model H, clutch, k.-s. At list priceS
^ SECOND-HAND. =
ra p. & M. and Sidecar, P. & H. headlamps, tailS
Z3 lamp, etc., fully equipped. New condition. ZZ'
'~~ L.M.C., 6 h.p., 1920. suspension frame, Henderson ^^

B.I Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc. AsH
n€^w. B

"ZZ L.M.Cm 4i h.p., 1920, Henderson B.i Sidecar, full—— set of lamps, tools, etc. —

;

S BAT, 6 h.p., 1920, and Henderson Elite Sidecar, na
Z= Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer,—
"^^ windscreen, Tan-sad, etc. Lavishly equipped. ^^H TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, and boat-shaped HH Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc. S™ TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, 3-spced, clutch, H
.—; kick-starter, etc. At list price. zzim BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3^ fi P . 2-stroke, 2-sp.,^
=^ full set of lamps, etc.. fully equipped. Small Q3— mileage. —

—

Cxent-'s B.S.A. Machine with Simplex motor=S attachment; at makers' list price, 42 gits'^H

— .We are contractors of all leading makes
;^— additional machines to those quoted arriving daily. H

"ZZ, Please favour us with a call. Your requirements S
^ can be fultilled.

I HENDEfiSON SIDECARS. |
B A complete range on view at Makers' List Prices. ^

I SERVICE i
^Z and satislaction always assured at the House of z=m " MEBES.'V =
|154-6,Gt. Portland St., W.l I
IIIIIlSilllllHWIIIIIffillllllKHIIIillQIIIIIIH

MOTOR CYCLES l-OR SALE.
Levis

LKV.TS Eoadirter, 23411. p., Bosch, Ainac, good rnn-
ninK order, climbs anything; best offer over £35;

after 6.-20, Grasmere Bd., MusRell Hill, N. [9210

LEVIS, 1915, just overhauled by makers regardless
expense, new mudguards and enamel, tvres and

tubes ap new; £40, quick sale.—Botsford, Preston Hall,
Ayleslord, Kent. ' [9348

Llncoln-EIk
3.3h.p. Lincoln-Elk, new tyres, 1920 cylinder, piston,
4 rings, and cams, entirely rebuilt, tine mechanical

condition; £54.—J. .Sibeth, The Old Viciirage, Martock.
[9325

LINCOLN-ELK Combination. 2-speed gear, new
e.xtm heavy Dunlops, hood, wind screen, lamps,

horn, Tan-Sad, spare tubes; bargain, £70, or nearest
offer; also 2-stroke lightweight. 2r/4h.p. Wall engine,
2-speed gear, nearly new; £60.-53, Dorothy Rd.,
Clapham Junction. [9S68

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 6h.p. : delivery from stock; £148.—iWaades'
Motor Mart. 100, Paris St., Exeter. [1246

L.M.C. 4h.p., condition as uew; exceptional liargain.
£45.—Can be seen and tried. County Ground

Hotel, Swindon. [9222

L.M.C. 6u.p., Sturmey counter.^haft, new suspension
model; list £158; done 50 miles; consider ex-

change .solo or highest cash otter.—Huffam. 39. Exchange
St., Norwich. [9658

1Q19 4'.ih.p. L.M.C. Combination. Sturmey 3-5peed
JL*^ countershaft, Thompson-Bennett mag., lamps,
mechanical horn. 1920 Mills-FuUord Corvette sidecar
outfit, little used, original tyres, the whole in spi3ndid
condition, powerful single; £115; evenings 6.30 —CO,
Kattray Rd., EHra Rd., Brixton, S.W. [1001

M.A.G.
7-9h.p. M.A.G. Matchless Combination, 1915, in ex-

cellent order, tyres, etc., good, recently enamelled,
3-speed, C.S.. K.S., all chain, lamps, and tools.- New-
combe, Church St., Guisbro', Yorks. [1197

2jih.p. O.K., M.A.G., 2 speeds, aluminium footboards,
4 lamps, speedometer, tyres good, spare belt, chain,

first-class condition; trial; price' £55.-104, North-
greaves St., Hightown, Manchester. [9980

Slartinsyde.

MAETINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.

;

£170.-E. W'. Doughty and Son, 114, Raleigh St..

Nottingham. [X1709

MAKTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
from stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

Pans St.. E.xeter. [1248

MAItTINSYDB NEWMAN 6h.p. Combination, brand
new; immediate delive.y tiom stock; £170.— Mid-

land Garage, Colwyn Bay. [S1712

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-
mingham.—Martinsyde combination.. £170, with

Lucas dynamo lighting £30 extra, free delivery.
[X12196 h.p. Martinsyde-Newman Combination, chain drive,

3-speed countershaft, kick start; £170; delivery
from stCK'k.—Lythalls Lane Garages, l-'oleshill, Coventry.

X6043
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for London,

Est^ex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford,
also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
combination, £170; deliveries now being effected; sub-
agents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gt. Port-

land St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [6618

/ Matchless

MATCHLESS, Model H, ex-stock; £205; carriage
paid anywhere.—125, High St., Woolwich. [1251

1 Q20 MatcBess Combination, Model H., brand new;
l-*y £205; exehariffes.—Shaw, Durkar, near AYakefield.

[9338

PROMPT Delivery 1920 Model H. Matchless.-Whitby
and Son, Contracting Agents, 7, The Vale, Acton.

W.3. [9512

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, full equipment, guar-
anteed perfect; £210.-125, High St., Wool-

wich. ri200

MATCHLESS Model H, acetylene ligbting, good
order; £185.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South

Kensington. [9935

1 020 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, elec-

-Lt/ trie light, brand new; £200.—Box 7,983, c(o

The Motor Cijcle. [9233

MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas magdyno; £230;
delivery from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,

Paris St., Exeter. [1243

MATCHLESS Model H, not done 100 miles; £180,
bargain.—Edwards and Co., 50, Harrrngton Ed.,

South Kensington. [1212

MATCHLESS Combination. Magdyno; list price;

immediate delivery. — Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St.. W.l. U190

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, early delivery,

exchanges entertained.—Nawnham Motor Co..

223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. [1223

NEW 1920 Matohless,Model H Combination, MiA.G.
engine, fallv equipped; list price.-Brewster, Spar.

Lawk St., Bury St. Edmirnd's. Ul"-

All letters relating to advertisements should auote tbe number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue 127
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H8, J.A.P.. liood,
screen, Tan-Sad, etc., splendid order; any trial.

—10, Auckland Rd., S.E.19. [9523

<Ck(\ BOKE o.h.v. Special EnoiBB MatcLlees, 6 speeds,«^" paddie start, discs, etc., very hot lot; 90 gns.—
Limes, Maybury Ed., Woiing. [9460

MATCHLESS Model H, electric lighting, speedo-
meter, leg shields, screen; £225, as new.—Box

8,074, c/o !rhe Motor Cade. [1134

MATCHLESS, Model H, Magdyno, speedometer,
lamps, screen, horn, and spares, mileage 500 ;

.

£215, or nearest.—5, Prues Av., Ramsgate. [1083

"I
Q20 Matchless, electric model, M.A.G. engine, Lucas

J-*^ horn, mileag© mider 100; cost £231/7/6; quick
sale, £220.—Box 8,045, c/o The Motor Cycle. [958S

MATCHLESS 4h.p. Twin, 3-speed. C.B. sidecar, JuUy
equipped, very .nttractive, lite new ; 85 gns. ; after

7.-5, Carlton Ed., Southfleld Ed., Acton. [9681

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, magdyno, hood,
speedometer, screen, and many other extras;

£215.—Emons, 175, Fillebrook Ed., Leytonstone. [1017

1 Q20 Matohless Combination, Model H [new July
-•-" 29th), M.A.G. engine, Magdyno; £220.—K., 11,
Dulwich Wood Park, S.E.19. Tel.: Sydenham 696.

[8224
1 Q 20 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
.M-ij lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, leg shields;
£185, bargain.—29, St. Leonard's St., Brom!ev-bv-Bow.

[9690

"I Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
X»/ lighting, hood, screen, etc.; £170,-626, Lea
Bridge Ed., Leyton, E.IO. 'Phone : Walthamstow 800,

[9691
8h.p. O.H.V. Eacing Matchless, very fast, but very

docile, can be paddled off, in excellent condition;
open to best offer.-Box 7,984, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9234
MATCHLESS SB. OB. Combination, all-chain, 5-

speed, kick start, 3 lamps, wind screen ; £130

;

exchange lor Morgan.—Newens, Bakers, Kew, Surrey.
[9443

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H., like new, Magdyno,
hood, screen, leg shields, luggage carrier, spare

wheels: £230.—Lowe, 18, Merton Ed., Wnudswortli.
[9295

MATCHLESS Combinations at makers' prices, just
arrived from works; immediate delivery; ready to

drive away.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [9435

MATCHLBSS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 2-speeds,
kick starter, hood, screen, lamp, horn, perfect

running order; £85.—E. Bussant, Queen's Parade,
Faversham. [9*583

MATCHLESS Combination, 1913 6h.p., 2 speeds,
lamps, horn, good condition, new coachbuilt side-

car : £100 ; any trial run.—Wood, Garage, Bcws Lane,
Mill Hill, N.W.7. [9287

BEAND New 8h.p. Mat<-hless Combination, spring
Irame, fully equipped with Lucas accessories,

speedometer, etc.; list price.-Maskell, Freda Lodge,
5, Brixton Hill, S.W. [1067

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements;

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassell,
la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead. [1958

"IQIS Matchless, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed huh, wicker
-i*^ sidecar. Easting, speedometer, lamps, new Binks
and tyres; offers above £85.—Maleomson, 19, Vulcans

' Lane, Workington, Cumberland. [9150

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, 3-speed, all-chain,
lamps, horn, wind screen, speedometer, watch,

pillion, spares, year's insurance everything perfect;
£139.-63, Lothair Rd., Harringay. [1293

/•h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, pedal starter,
'J in good going order, just been thoroughly over-
hauled and repainted, Lucas lamps and horn; a bargain
£'5.—Bannister, Railway St., Chatham. [6730

CASS'S Motor Mart. Ltd.—1920 Matchless-Ja* com-
bination, spare wheel and tyre, Lucas dynamo

set, run 1,500 miles; £220, or near offer.—5, Warren
St., Euston .Rd., W.l. Museum 623. [1234

1020 Matchless, 8h.p. :^.A.G. engine, roomy 2-«6ater
-•-' 8ide<-ar, 2 wind screens, hood, spare wheel, Lucas
larujw. tools, driven abont 800 miles by owner, an
engineer; £210.-282, BrownhiU Ed., Catford. [9219

"IQ20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. Engine, dynamo-l" lighting, rear driven, speedometer, horn, hood
etc.: absolutely as new; £225; exchanges or easy
payments.-2, Nightingale Rd., I,ower Clapton, N.E.

-VTATCHLESS H in stock. £215; also Matchlesl^JVA dynamo, £230; or % down and 11 iiayments

-

I.ambs, 387, Euston Rd., Ix>ndon. N.W.; 50, High
Rd., Wood Green, N.; 151, High St., Walthamstow

[9572iqiS dale) 8h. p. Maliblcis Combination, splendid
.*-»^ condition, 3-Hpccd. dcLacliablc wheels, equipped'
155 gn.s.; exchange lor 1920 Sunbeam solo or 3i/,h u'
Ni>rtiin. Driacoll, 58, Woodficld Rd., Ealing, W.5.

TlfATCIlLBSS 1920 Model H, Magdvno. hood screen^
-I'J- Hasting, il preferred, spare wheel and tyre'
Stewart spcrjdc. meter. 2 horns, luggago grid, tools'
many spare.H. nisMnince till May, 1921, mileage 1 50o'
at^ new; car delivered; 190 gns.—ThomsDn, Nurseryman.'
Walthain Abbey. Essex. [969'7

T TSTIKON HEELS are
'^manufactured from the
same excellent and durable
rubber mixing that has
made the Ustikon Sole un-
rivalled. They are fixed in
the same simple manner.
Ustikon heels fit flat to
the edge of the heel of the
boot, leaving no unsightly
gaps like ordinary rubber
heels, thus preserving the
leather.

Ustikon heels supply a long
felt want in the simple and
effective repair of all kinds
of plimsolls, rubber boots
aud shoes, as well as leather.

DAVIS _

SOLES &' HEELS

GENTS' all sizes 3/9
LADIES' all sizes 2/9
HEELS IS IJ lOd,

n li II-
2 28 1/6
2i 2i 1/9
3 2/-

Complete with Sol-fix

and full directions

Please stale size when
ordering and remit 6d.

extra towards cost of post-

age to Dept. E. . .

CO.,

1264-266, Vauxhall

WANTED
RUBBER
LTD. ^
Bridge Rd., s.w.1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Spring France ( ,.

bination, complete with Lucas Magili'ii^.,
wheel and tyre, luggage grid, done iew njik-s .

equal to new; £225.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. B-

o

[X 1

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H, speedometer, Lncui
and horn, hood, pillion seat, legshields, in-^iji •

tyrea perfect; £205; no reasonable oher refu'r'^fl t.^

appointment.— 32, Morrab Gardens, "Water Lan*-, S-n
Kings, Ei^es. [jv

TITATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, K.S.. 2 splj.
-''-- just overhauled, repainted, plenty of power.sw
oversize tyres, and lamps, screen, hood, sp^jg;

genuine bargain, 95 gns.—257, Beckenham li
Beckenham. [m

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery Irom stock, M
8h.p. Model H combination, complete with Ilw

Magdyno electric lighting, M.A.G. engine, spare ^se!

and tyre; £230.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bcm
Tel. ; 1348. [X|3fl

6h.p. Matchless, 1912, engine rebushed, maliu
enamelled and plated makers' colours, new lii(

tyres, a fast machine, in very nice order, and am
at £45.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron W^b
Essex. 'Phone : 45. [BQr

NEW Matchless Combination 8h.p., with detacji
wheels and dynamo lighting outfit, eto. ; easy

ments 4^ extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance -I

monthly instnlments ; £231/17/6.—Harrods, Ltd.,
Brompton Rd., London.

1 Q16 Matchless Combination^ 7-9h.p. M.A.G. ei
J-v enclosed chain drive, 3 speeds, all lampBf
ford, clpck, discs, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, in p
order; £140; exchanges or easy terms.~2, Nighti
Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.
Matchless combination, dynamo lighting . i

also standard model, new, immediate delivery from
£230 and £205 respectively; also a second-hand
model, J,A.P. engine, offers.

M
19

Metro.
ETRO-TYLER, 1919, fine order, discs; £45;
grave, Mottram, Manchester.

19 Metro-Tyler, lamps, Klaxon, discs, exd
condition; £60.-12, Marischal Ed., Lew*"

METRO-TYLER; 1920, super S Type, 2-spee|
closed mag. and gears, fitted complete I

lamps and horn new from stock; price fiBTyiOl
gain.—Fawn and Archer,- Ltd., Motor Works,
shot.

METRO-TYLER 2-stroke 2V2h.p., disc wheelaj
exiiaust, complete with lamps, generator, ixcm

livered new April, run under 200 miles; 60 gd
nearest.—Thorne, Pinehurst, Christchuicli Rd.. BJ
mouth.

METRO-TYLER, type b, latest model, brandl
S^^h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and geaJ

£80; delivery from stock. Local trade suppliedj
Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 83-91, John
St., Bi^mingham^^

METRO-TYLER, 1920, latest S type, 2i/2hl
speed, 2-stroke, enclosed drive and mag., agj

reduced price ; £80 ; immediate deliverj'.-Sole T
for the City and district, Elce and Co., 15-16, B^
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

Minerva.
33.h.p. Minerva, mechanical valves, mag., new J

4 £16/10; ride away.—Platts, 602, King»J
Fulham, S.W. 6.

MINERVA 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch, B.B., 2
free engine, running order; £28, or of

Jackson, 158, Halifax Rd., Todmorden.

Alotosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE. October. 1919, 3J^.p.^|
M.A.G. engine, de Lissa valves, tinaft I

mag., Enfield 2-speed and clutch, all-chain f
Hutchinson tyres, rubber-studded. - T.T. bars, I

.'iporting machine; price £85, or near ofier,-fl
Garage, Slough. Tel.: 217 Slough.

New Corned.

NEW Comet 1916 2a4h.p., 2-stroke, good or(|
speed; £37.—Margrave, Mottram, ManchiB

iNew Hudson.

NEW HUDSON LightweiKht, 2-stroke, 2-sp6edI
-Bishop, Kingsbury, Martock.

1 Q16 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-Bp6ed, lamps,
J-t/ iierfei't condition throughout; £42.-26,
stone Rd., Crouch End, N.8.

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery from
1920 2Vih.p. 2-spee<l model; £75.—Parker's

sbawgate. Boltun. Tel. : 1348.

NEW HUDSON 2-Mroke, unused; list' price
cept £70.-Coloninl Motor Co., 104a, Finchl

N.W. 'Phoni- Hump. 7822.

NEW HUDSON, 21/ih.p., 2.speed countershaft
in splendid condition; a bargain, £4

Jacques, 117, Lancaster St., Barnsley.

1 Q20 New Hudson 2^b.p., 2-speed. practical
X»/ in every respect, luily equipped; £6.
over £80.-97, Nightingale Rd., Wood .Green, I

1 28 All letters relutlnj! to nUvcrtlscmente should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the dat« of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Hudson.

kTEW HUDSON 1914 SVih-lJ., 3 speeds, clutch, en-
1 closed Bosch, wide bars, lamps, horn, runs

I

jautifully; photo; £46.-20, Frankfort St.. Birming-
im. [1086

I

JEW HtTDSON 1919 (Sept.) 4h.p. Combination, 3-

^ speed countershaft, K.S., electric lighting (aceu-
( ulntort^), mileage 1,500; £110, or near offer.—E. H.
I

obinson, 62, Oakfleld Ed,, N.4. [9684

! JEW HUDSON Lightweights. 1920. 2l4h.p.. 2-speed
1 ^ £75, or fully equipped with head lamp and gener-
J or, tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration
'' tiol. and oil, £79/15.—Coppeu, Allan and Co., 89

:. Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair
'39 [0290
TEW HUDSON Special 2.etrok8, 24in. wheels, fitted
' with Sturmer-Archer 2-8peed, clutch and kick
irt«r, electric head and tail lamps, new C.A.V accn-
imtors, suitable for, and ridden bv, a lady, in first-
iss Mndifion throughout; £60; Midlands.—Box 635,
) The Motor Cycle. [X17e8

New Imperial.
Qlg New Imperial-Jap Combination, mileage 1,200;" £130.-Burch, 24, Guildford St., Chertsey. [9103

Q20 New Imperial 6h.p. Combination, all acccs-
t' sones; fleo.-Dean, 15, Colliergate, York. [S1970
[/"AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, I.ondon.-2i,yi.p 19'l
' New Impenal-Japs, 2-sEeed clutch, "and tici
rt models; £89/5; with 2-speed, only £8071 7.

Q 19 New Imperial 2?.4n.p. .T.A.P., all accessories,f like new, unuor 1,000; 65 gn5.-42, Lillian Ed.,
stelnau, Barnes. - ibbo^
EW IMPEEIAL 8h.p., practically new combination

;

125 gns.
;
exchanges considered.-Longman Bro«

Bond St., Ealing. - [9143
'^^^„ i?'^^^^^^-'^-^-!'- 2%h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch,

B.B., good order; ride away; £33.-8, Priory
ce. Well St., Ha'ckney. [X1917
EW Ijn'EEIAL 8h.p,, Sept., 1919, £16 accessories,
75iu.p.g, guaranteed; £140. or ofier.-rairllKlit.

,, Bath Ed., Hounslow. [9196

J15 Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good condition, fully
' equipped; trial pilliQu ; £43.—Hounslow, 51,
tllgate St., Bury St. Edmunds. [9410
|16 23;ih.p. 2-speed New Imperial, overhauled and
' re-enamelled makers' colours; bargain, £55 —
rows, 98, Longley Ed., Tooting. [9644

EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2>/,h.p., 2-speed, perfect
order, practically new tvres, speedometer, etc.

;

. or offer.—Gerrard, 174, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld,
[9633

k20 New Imperial 8h.p. Models, solo or combina-
' tion, just arrived.—Clapham (Motors), 27,
kwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone : Green-
' '51. [8993
5W ISIPEEIAL Motor Cycle, 6h.p. twin (new), never
besn on the road, kick starter, 3-speed gear- list
£147, will accept £127, quick cash sale; no ofleis.-

Jacre, Lydney, ' Glos. [SI 839

: |20 Sh.p. New Imperial and Grindlay Sidecar.
hood, screen, luggage grid, and Lucas acces-

'4.' '',''"^<' „*'9°: ='"y trial.-Salmon, 39, Garden
Burslem, Staffs. 1064

|20 6h.p. New Imperial, with Canoelet best sidecar,
I' perfect throughout, tyies unpuuctured. Easting,
Bad, lamps, spare chains, etc.; 168 gns., or near
.-Smith, Bnllinaboye, Shinfleld Ed., Beading. [9178

TYRES
(Ex Government Stores)

RERF-ECTL.Y NEW

ltte0iiaraiitee
these Covers are purchas-

ed by us after careful

selection, and we give a

I
full guarantee.

A ny Cover or Tube prov-

ing unsatisfactory will

be replaced at a price
proportionate to the mile
age ob-
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III TUBES—New and fully guaranteed.

Ill

•.i

'.W IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.-Immediate delivery from
stock of this popular 23ih.p. machine, 2-sp6ed

81, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89/5 —
. Evau.*, 83.91. John Bright St.. Binulngham

)19 New Imperial Sh.p. Combination, P. and H
lamps. Easting, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, speedometer,

3 tyre, in good condition, used week-ends only
).—O.A., 59, Griffiths Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.19.

lAND New 8h.p. New Imperial and Swan sidecar, mcomplete with screen, big lamp set. Klaxon horn, III
,

etc.; owner unable to ride owin? to illne<«- a
iia, £170.-J. Cox, 6, Kimberley Ed., Cambridge.

riio;
il6 New Imperial Combin.ntion, 8h.p. 3-speed

countershaft, hand clutch, etc., Imperial sidecar

tv
''"'!'.^-^™'''""°= '^"™Pl«'«; *128; guaranteed

iCt condition.-Wallis, 23, Hartington Grove, Cajii-

[9271
|20 8h.p. New Imperial and Henderson Elite

-sidecar; any trial or examination; 3 lamps
separate generators, all tools, etc.; a tip-top outfit
l£17D.—Cowbourne, •Hill Kot, Harwood, near» [9773

lyLJ-'*F^^'^^^-''^-*-r-. 1920, Sh.p., fully etiuipned
nroi electric lamps, mechanical horn, with double

'i rf
y'™dlay sidecar fitted irith hood, new pattern

' mule irind screen, combined luggage grid and
1

11 can holder, only been used for demonstrating,
IS in splendid condition : £175.-Grindlav (CoventrVl.
Alelhourne Works, Coventry. ^

[9169

Norton
'RTON Combination. Big Four, 1920. perfect
order; £165.—Eastwood. Horsmouden. [9622

26X2iDunlop Heavy R.S. 39/6
26x2jDunlop Heavy E.S. 39/6
26X2iDunlop Heavy R.S. 45/-
26x3 Dunlop Heavy R.S. 55/-
28 X 3 Dunlop Ex. Hy. R.S. 56 /-

LATEST M.\GXUM PATTERN'.

53/6
56.(9

67/9
74/-
84/-

Our l.isf

Size. Make. Price. Price.

26x2} Palmer Cord Heavy 47/6 63/-
,, Bates No. 1 Special 45/- 67/-
,, Avon Comb. R.S. Stud. . 44/- 91/-

Hutchinson Passenger . . . 44/- 68 /9
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 42/6 62/6

39/6
39/6

52/5
64/-Beldam Ex. Heavy

,, Wood-Milne Ex. Hy 39/6 59/6
,, Hutchinson T.T 39/6

26x23 Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

47/6 70/-
,, Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 45/- 68/6
„ Bates No. i Special 45/- 7r/6
,, Palmer Cord Heavy 42/6 66/-

Beldam Ex. Heavy 42/6 6S(6
41/-
33/6

56/9
63/9„ Wood-Milne Ex. Hy

„ Hutchinson T.T 42/6 61/6
,, Avon Tr'car R.S 39/6 72/6--'

26x2! Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 50/- 72/6
,, Bates No. r Special 45/- 74/9

28x3 Goodrich Safety Tread . . 55/- 93/6
, Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

45/- Sr/-
650 X 65 Palmer Cord Heavy 68/- 79/6

Size.

*26X2 ..

•26x2,1 •

*26X2}..
Butted .

26x2,11
X2i 7

Our List

Price. Price.

6/6 10/-
7/- 10/3
J/6 II /3

7/6 12/9

8/3 13/3

III

III

III

III

III

III BELTS—

I

N STANDARD LENGTHS.

Ill

Our List

Size. Price. Price.

•26x2V . 7/9 12/9
Butted . 8/9 13/6
•28x3 .. 11/9 rs/-
Butted . 11/9 16/-

• Endless.

Per Foot-
gin, jtn. gin, rin. ijin.

1/7 1/9 2/2 2/9 3/-

III CARRIAGE PAID
III AND

III ON ARPROVAI.
Ill

{Seven days against remitinnce.)

ESU
III 264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Ill Victoria, S.W.I.

Ill Telephone: Victoria 6553.

Ml letters relatins to advertisements should auote the nttmher at-tbe end of each
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

AJOETOXS, new and pecond-hand, all models; list oe
-^' application.—Keff, 32, High St. Beieate. Lav-

lilG Four Norton, just delivered; list price, pln.s
-•-' carnaee.—Eye, Piuewalks, Prenton, Birkenhead.

[9363
"VrORTON Slih.p., 1914, siilendid condition tliroiish-
-L^ out; £68,-70, Camden Mews, Comdeu Ed,, N,\V

1

[7169
[1020 Big Four Norton, mileage negligible, 115
l-'-tJ' m,p,g.; £136/10.—Box 8,054, c/o The Motor
Cijcle. [9649
"IQ20 T.T. Norton, exceptionally fast 'bus, over 70

I

-l" m.p.h., just delivered; £110.-30, Greeuhill Ed..
I
Harlesden. [9974

ilCb20 SV'h.p. Sports Norton. 3-speed, clutch, kick
[-It/ start, just delivered; list price £132.— S.iln

[
Rolihins, Ltd., Nuneaton. [X1945

NORTON 1917 SJzh.p., B.R.S., hand-controll?d.
Philipson, fully equipped: £82.—Heron. 44.

Castelnau Mansions. Barnes, S,W. [9989

]
1 Q19 Big Four Norton, as new, Sturmey-Archer 3-

Xtf speed, clutch, and kick-starter; £110,—Ratcliile
iBros,, 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l, [1191

N'ORTON- 31/jh.p. 3-speed Combination, late .1916.
sporting sidecar, lamps, horn, splendid condition;

: £110.—Alderton, Hardwicke Ed„ Reigate. [9792

NORTON, 1916. B,R,S.. Philipson pulley, just over
hauled by makers, new piston and ends, tank re

enamelled, lamps, horn, tools, splendid condition —
Below.

NORTON, 1920, I.O.M., 3-speed, all-chain, actual
machine to finish eighth in 1920 T.T., excep-

tionally last, unscratched, horn, tools, etc.; offers.—
Smith, Oakfleld, Ashton-on-iMcrsey. [1084

1 Q20 (Julyl Norton, No. 9 speed model, Lucas
-Lt7 lamps, horn, knee grips, mileage 250; £110,
or offer.—Williams, Station House, Kendal, West-
morland. (D) [9772

BIG Four Norton, Aug., 1919. exceptional condition,
enamel, etc., unscratched, P. and H. head lamp.

Lucas rear. Smith's mechanical horn, mileage 1,000;
£125.—Beeson, Shnttesbnry Av,, St, Neots. [9179

"I
Q20 (June) 3'/;>h.p, I,0,M, T,T, Norton, 3-speed

-I-t/ countershaft, kick start, hand clutch, chain drive,

in tip-top condition, complete with Lucas head lamp,
rear, horn, Cowey trip (Speedometer, set spare chaiue,
bans, 2 sprockets, racing saddle, and usual Norton tool

kit; £155.—J. V, Madgwick and Co,, 79, Knowslev St,,

Bolton. [XI 51

8

N.S.U

N.S.U. 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, perfect condition;
£30,—Drug Stores, 13, Prince Wales Rd,, Kentish

Town, [1295
N.U.T.

"jQ20 New 3i,'/h.p, N.F,T., Maedvno liebtinc: £165,—
it/ J, L, Love and Co,, Park Rd., Bromley, Kent.

[1320
FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. — N.U.T. , £165, from stock, free

delivery. [X1220

N.U.T. 3V>h,p. Twin, magdyno lighting, delivery from
stock- "£165,—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris

St„ Exeter. [1238

IVI.U.T. I!^.'i."g Model. 8-10h,n, J.A.P. engine, over-
-L* head valves, very fast; £85. or nearest offer; bar-

gain,—Brewster, Spariiawk St., Bury St. Edmund's.
[1166

N.U.T., Sh.p. twin J.A.P.. No. 32611. 3-.speed, clutch,

liandle start, lamps, knee-grips, spare valves, etc.;

£70; any trial—Morea, Rectory ltd., Little Thurrock,
E,".«ex, .

[iio—

W SPARROW. Ltd.. Osborne Garage. Yeovil,
• official N.U.T, agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel.

:

Yeovil 114. [ouij

N.U.T, 1920. just delivered, dynamo lighting, with
Watsonian sidecar to match, lively combination,

complete; trial given.—Jones, Thomycrcrft, Clifton Ed.,

Llandudno, [9211

U,T.—Delivery from stock ot these models, equipped
with magdyno lighting, price £165; sole whol[j-

"ale and retail agents 'for Staffordshire, the trade sup-

Plied,-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.; 444-. [9002

OK
OK-VILLIEES, 1920, brand Tiew; what offer in ex-

change.-103a. High St., Wandsworth. [1272

OK. Mark V. 2-stroke, iierfect: £30 lowest.— 152,
Meeting House Lane, Peckham., S.E.15. [9817

1O20 Demonstration Model 0,K,-Union. little u.«ed.

l-U as new; £50; trial.—Bugg, Chandlersford. [9890

OK. 1915 2''4h,p., J,A.P., 2-sieed, good order;

£47/10.-21. Barmouth Rd., 'Vandsworth, S.W.
[9806

"I 020 OK, Junior, 2<troke, iampa, horn, etc, done
Xt/ 200 miles; any examination: £50; London,—Ros
8,000, c/o The Molar Cycle. [9257

"I Q20 O.K, Junior, 2'..^h.p.. better than new. not
XJ/ ridden 50 miles, wonderful bargain; 42 gns.—
'Phone- 1024.—Julian. 84, Broad St., Reading,

[7723

OK Junior, 48 gns,; £26 down and 11 payments.—
Lamb's, 587. Euston Rd„ London, N.W,; 50,

i.^h Rd ^Wood Green. N,; 151, High St.. Waltham-

N-^

H
stow. [9576

advEitisemeat and the date of the issue R29

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Omega.

OMEGA-J.A.P.'s just arrived, Model B. £72, Model
O. £80.-Wasliburn, Cheadle. Staffs. L5331

1 Q20 Omega, 23<li..p. J.A.P. engine, 2-8peed, clutch,
J-*^ and kick startor; £79/10.—Plastow, Grimsby.

[X1S90
TOrS Omega-Jap 2^/ih.p., 2-speed. lamps, lioiu.
J-tf complete outfit spares and tools; £55, oj best
offer.—Wills, 3, Victoria Villas. Yapton, Arundel.

[8298
1 Q20 Omega-Jap, Model E, discs and spares, fully
J-*? equipped, Tan-Sad, lamps, mechanical horn, etc.,

as new; £80; seen any time.—Ashford, New Estate,
Saxmundham, [9554

NEW Omega-Jap, 2^4h.p., Model C, 2-speed, kick
starLer, handle-bar control clutch; price 79 gns.;

carriage paid nearest railway station.-—Fawn and
Archer, Ltd., Motor Engineers. Aldershot. [9207

OMEGA 23<h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, only used a few
timss for demonstration purposes, new July,

1920: £68; carriage forward nearest railway station.—
Campbell and Semple, 39, St. Leonard's St., Dunferm-
line. . [1328

P. and M.

Tj QIS P. and M. S'-ah.p., lamps, horn, tools, Tan-Sad;
Xt/ £76.^Price, 4, Edward Ed., Canterbury. [9869

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, lamps, Xldiou, and
*-*' spares; £95, or near offer.— 9, Bollo Lane, Chie-
wick. [9326

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, perfect condition; £95.
^Middletou, 162, Chester Ed., Kidderminster.

[9310

P.
and M. 1920 Model, delivery from stock; £115.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[1239

P. and M. Post-war Model, brand new, in stork lor

immediate delivery; £115.—Davison, Bute St., Lutnn.
[9408

"I Q20 3Mh.p. P. and M., just received; £115.-
•LU Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

[1311
BRIGHTON, Hove and District P. and M. agents.-

Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston ltd., Brighton.
[0204

P.
and M., 1918. with new Cauoelet sidecar, paint very
good, engine excellent; £125.—Pine Farm, Woking-

ham.
.

[9260

P.
and M., late model, splendid condition ;

£60.—*
Cooper, 47, Blackhorse Lane, Addiscombe. Croy-

don. [9961

1 Q18 P. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, good
Atf condition; 85 gns.—42, Lillian Rd., Castelnau,
Bal-nes, S.W.I 3. [9558

1 Q19 P. and M., delivered Oct., with Canoelet side-
X*7 car and 4 lamps, very smart; £120.—Woolraer,
Grocer, Rochampton. [9804

"IQIS-P. and M., tip-top condition, expensively
J-t/ equipped; 65 Ens.—Bart's Garage, Cluny Mews,
Warwick Rd., Earl'e Court. [1047

T OlO 3"/.h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, in sound order;
X-t? ^35'.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron

WaldeiTT Ei^sex. 'Phone: 45. [S1902

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, Lucas lamps, flrcst-t^lass

condition ; any inspection ; £98, no bflers.—A.S.,
12, Thrale Rd., StreaLham, S.W*. [1074

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, lamps, hood, screen,
discs, splendid condition ; any trial ; £90.—Ash,

Crown, 667, Commercial Rd., Stepney, London, E. [9546

P.
and M., 1914. excellent condition, good tyres, new
lamps, mechanically perfect, ready to ride away,

Bosch mag.; £50.—Baxter, Cliobham Rd., \Yoking. [9274

"0019 P. and M. Combination, electrics, insurance,
X */ spares, accessories, excellent condition - tniough-

out: £120, or offer.—Old Park, Toddiugton, BedK
[9996

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1920 P. "and M. sidecar com-
binations. £155; motor cycle only, £115; from

stoc-k —Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
[X1530

BRAND New 1920 P. and M. Combination, also P.

and M. solo ; in stock at list price.—Walbro Motor
Cycle Co., High St,, Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone :

45. [X1899

P.
and M. Combinations and fiolo machines in .stock.

—Arnatt'B, The Premier l^epbt, 3, Holdenhnrst
Rd.. Bournemouth. Agents for Bournemouth and dis-

trict. [X1840

P. and M. Show Combination, mileage 1,500 (picked
en'.,'ine, mileage 600 only), £20 accessories, as

new; sell £145,—Wood, 6, HuuteviUe Court, Stamford
Brook, W.6.

,
[9720

rl\18 3'/:.h.p. P. and M. Combination, splendid con-
•-/ dition, brand new sidecar; must aell; owner going

abroad; acf'ept l^est offer.—A., 1, Princes Av., Muswell
Hill, N.IO. [9966

1 Q18 P- and M., 2-apeed and kick starter, good
J-*' tyrcn, excellent condition, mec-hnnicrdly perfwt

;

£65; BidtM'iir, if required, £10; eeen any time.—66,
Olinicli Rd., Barnes, S.W. [1052

P.
and M. Cnmbination, 1919, privaLuly owned.
Easting wind nr.rc'-.n , lamps, horn, ttc/, £110; in-

^ upection and trial by appoint niont.—Coney, Victoria
Rd., V'arnbnrrjugb. IlantH. [9704

1Q19 I*, and M Combination: £135 cash, or '/.X^ doA'n an(i 1 1 payments.—Lamb'H, 387, Eustdu
Rd... London. "N.W.; 50. Higli "Rd,, Wood Groen. N.;
151, irigh St., Walthamstow/ I9G80

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

requiring renovation,

can still be purchased

by applying by letter to:

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

Machines for disposal

include

DOUGLAS 24h.p.

D0UGLAS4IIP

CLYNO, etc.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

T>HEI,OX-M0OEE, 1916, crankcase, complets, cy
tank, carrier, stand, gear Bundries, tool bag,. «n

write for listi best offers act-epted. Top engine 1
wanted.—12ff, Lindsay Rd., Dublin. [13!

1 O20 P. and M. (July), brand new Montgomery rid
-»-«•' car, T\attora trip, Luca.s head lamp and hor
electric rear, mirror, spares, perlect order, fhowiw
condition; £145.—Eoberts, 13, I'reston Ed., BriBhto

f94(
"p. and M., li.A.F. model, 1920, solo, not W.I
J- practically indistinguisliable new, lengthened e
liau.>!ts, extra toolbags. all tools, horn; £95, or ne
ofler; would give sidecar- trial Satufday.—246, Sdsd:
Ed., Croydon. [IJl

"

1 C{20 P. and M. C.H. Combination, mechanical luJJ-.' cation, hand brake, Cowey horn and sp«edoinet<
Irucas lamps, disc wheels, leg shields, luggage grid: Cl
be seen on application; best ofler over £150.-8; Eiv
Bank, East Molesey. - •

.far

p. and M. Combination. 1918%, 2-Ep6ed, etc., ilt ,

JL Henderson sidecar, whole outfit in flrst'Cloeft'qj
dition, new tyres, Eosch; real bargain, first £95";-aia
and gold model; delivered free.—Mason, 42, 61^^]
Ed., JesmOHd, Newcastle-on-Tyne, HSItS

P.
and M., 1920 fjune], late.st model, Mead' a
Deakin Canoelet sidecar, Cowey, 3 Lucas lain]

horn, luggage carrier fitted sidecar, done 970 mil
perfect condition, owner going abroad; £145, real bi

gain.—Sutclilfc, Woodbine Terrace, Halifax. [X19

P. and S.

NEW 2%h.p. P. and S., fitted with the VilUert
stroke engine, 2-Bpced; £73.—Wauchope's, 9,' 8h

Lane, London. '1^77

P.
and S. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920, fully eqnipp!
Cowey horn, practically unusedi £60.—3, Goo"!

lands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [97

Paraxon.
3h.p. Paragon. ' 2-speed, spring fr£iiire, 1920 mol :

cycle, perfect order ; price £45.—B. Cooper, SeB
luihe House, Oxford Ed., Manningtree, Essex. [93

PARAGON 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920 (Angoe
lun 100 miles only, guaranteed as brand ne

cost £75, accept £52/10 for (luick sale.-R. WaiB<
132, High St., Aldeburgh^- Suffolk. (D) [95

Peugeot
PEUGEOT Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-spced, !

horn, overhauled; £30.—Foot, 7, Clabon
Chelsea.

Precision.

4ih.p. Precision, Bosch, Senspray, Brompton varia
4 gear, good climber; £50.-1, Plantation. fE i-'

Sunderland. [92

19 14 4h.p. Twin Precision Combination, 3 spee
clutch, lamps, horn, spares, good conditit
IR. ftenree St.. Coventry. [X18£70.-48, George St., Coventry.

"I
Q14 2^4h.p. Precision, just overhauled, Bosch,' 'S

-Ltl' .spray, P.S., guaranteed foultless ; £35, barga

—9, Hanley Ed., Hornsey Ed., N. I9J

PRECISION 4i/2h.p., JBosch, perfect order,
powerful: bargain, £30 cash; exchange eq'

lighter.—Young, 11, Marlborough Crescent, Bedt(

Park, W. [97

Premier.
3Xh.p. Premier, cliitch, good condition; £45.

2 Alexandra Ed., Chatham. [91

3ih.p. Premier 2-8peed, lamps, horn; bargain, £2i
2 Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, Wii

[9!

PEEMIEE Twin, 5h.p., less mag. and tyres, origl

enamel; £18/18.—Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-
Thames. -- [Xli'

-| (ai4 4h.p. Premier Combination, 2 speeds, sbleil

-!--«? condition, mechanically perfect; £60.—45, Gr
ville St., I'eterborough. fSi

GENUINE Bargain ; only wants seeing.—Late 1915

1

mier 3V2h.p., me<^hanical condition and appearn
as new, 3 speeds; kick starter and clutch, Bosch Hi.

Senspray carburetter, lamps, horn, speedometer, wfll

pump, tools, etc., pmall mileage, stored 4 years i

treated with the greatest possible care when in I

£60, or reasonable offer.—Maunsell, 3, Hnrlingh
Gardens, Putney Bridge, S.W. Putney 1372. [9

Pullin.

PULLIN, promised September ; depositor invites* ot

for transfer; £5 paid.—Box 8,072. c/o The Mi
Cijcle. P'

Quadrant,

IN Stock, 1920 Quadrant combination, absolu'

it; £145.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon. ri

QUADRANT Combination, 4'/2h'.p., delivery I:

stock; £145.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, P
St.,' Exeter.

' U

31h.p. Quadrant, Bosch mag., spring forks, littlaji

2 £18.—Bambridge, Decorator, Riverside, ''•"'-'

on-Thaluew.

4ih.p. Quadrant M.C., fitted with Eoc 2-spee|
4, running order; what offers ?—Jubilee,HOBP

ton, near Worcester. '

b4o All letters rehitliiri tp adverllsementa should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.'
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i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

j

Quadrant.
t 16 Quadrant, 4,'ili.p., B.S.A. 3-speed, kick start,

I; good Dunlops, excellent condition; £65.-90,
At., Barrow-in-Fuxness. [XI 942

ADRANT 1920 4'/2li.p. Combination, in stock;

makers' price—Shepherd and Co., Enfield High-
Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [8878

tFFORD WILSON Co.—1920 solo Quadrant,
lamps, horn, small mileage, as new; £100.—70,

I Hospital Rd.; Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. : Ren-
in 7113. [1229

[FFORD WILSON Co.—1920 Quadrant combina-
tion, used demonstrations only, as new; £130.

—

71; Soya! Hospital Ed., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. :

Kl ngton 7113. [1228

]> \V 1920 4'Ah.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed,
^ Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and
:-i stiuter;' £145: e.xtended payments.—Wauchope's,
S. w Lane, Fleet St., London. [7740

( FFORD WILSON Co.—1920 Quadrant combina-
V ion. with all accessories and insurance, small
m ;e; £110.-70, Roval Hospital Ed., Sloane Sq.,
S. . Tel. : Kensington 7113. [1226

f FFORD WILSON Co.—1920 Quadrant, Mont-
raiery sidecar, screen, hood, all accessories, small
; £120.-70, Eoyal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq.,
Tel. : Kensington 7113. [1227

CIDRANT 4>/oh.p. Big Single; combination £145.
olo £115; new machines always in stock; the

on; moderate-priced outfit lelt.—Victor Horsmao,
It 7. Mount Pleasant, Liyerpool. [0277

V t 4'^h.p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'
specification; at list price, including carriage
"\irks, £147/7/3; or on easy payments 4%
flarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[9909
liRANT Combination, 4y2h.p., 1920, chain
!ve, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, K.S., F.R.S.

: ^et, Stewart horn. Easting wind screen, per-
.j. juvlition, insurance, low mileage; £140, or near
uHi Pressland, Larkhill P.O., Salisbury Plain. [1092

r FFORD WILSON Co., sole agents and dis-
- ributers for Quadrants in London, Sussex,

Kent. Middlesex, Buckinghamshire, Essex,
Ishire, Bedfordshire. Cambridgeshire, Norfolk,
Huntingdonshire, and Berkshire. Trade en-
inrited. Usual manufacturers' terms.—70,

Hospital Ed., -Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. : Ken-
' 7113. [1230

Radco,
' 1920 Radco 2-s(roke; SO gns.—76, Western
;d , Southall,' Middlesex. [9478

K'CO, just overhauled, lamps. Klaxon, tools; offers
jund £35.—Tudor House, Peterborough. [8265

B'CO 1920 2;-ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect;
.'arest £55.—Eaton, Crofts, Castletown, Isle of

^la'
"

[9641
D CO 2-strok6, excellent condition, electric lamps,
*-* iitti-ry, complete; £35.—Organ, 7, Agnes Ed.
•' W.3. ^9863

t Radco 2-stroke, 2-speed, beautiful appearance
;ind condition; £36; near.—Allston, Berghott,
H.. Harpenden, Herts. - [9798

I

i, » Radco, electric lighting, Lucas horu, watch,
*-•: etc.,.mileage 100, unscratched ; £50; exchanges.
-I: on, 34, Ampthill Ed., Bedford. [9113

D: ND New 1920 Eadco 2'4h.p., 2-stroke, £54/16;^ speed model, £60/10; one of each only for
'1, , at this price; carriage paid to any address.
1 Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[1147
Reading-Standard.

I IIXG-STANDAED 1919-20 lOli.p. Conihin.ation,
irley sidecar, lamps, horu, etc., hood, screen,
"id condition; £165, or olier.—Colonial Motor
4a, Finchley Ed., N.W. 'Phone: Hamp. 7822.

[1307
I iING-STANDAED 1920 ComWn.lfion lor s.ale,

iiiidlay sidecar, wind screen, hood, luggage and
i;ii(l, dynamo lighting, spares; cost £260 late
icept £210, or nearest.—Hall, 13, Eidgway, Nor-
luors, Stoke-on-Trent. [9298

IN

Reconstructed

Government

Motor Cycles.

Douglas
2! h.p. £65
Douglas
4 h.p. £85
Douglas Com-
binations £110
Thoroughly overhauled,stove
enamelled, replated, tanks
in makers' colours, good
tyres, guaranteed mechani-
cally sound. ,

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed countershaft,
kick-start, overhauled
as above, but not
enamelled or plated,

Enamelled and plated,

as new.
Rex.

R-ex. 2 speeds, lamps, fipeoflometer, new oondi-
m; £45.—3 7, Heatou Rd., Miteham. [9940

5-6h;p. Twin Combination, Bosfb, B. and B.,
;liting set; £45, or near.— 1, Berkley St., Lam-

[9404
61i.p. Combination, Bosch, B. and B., rebuslied
enamelled; £65; after 6.—E., T3, Cresswell
South Kensington. [1060

Hex Coachbu.-t Combination, 2-ppeed, kick
irt, all ance.-'sorie.-, excellent condition; £65.-32,
Rd., Thorntoa Heath. [972^

3'yl.h.p., Grado-gear, Bosch, m.v., B. and B.,
riuE forks, X.L. pan, new back wheel, running
£25.—Jarvis, Minchinhampton, Glos. ~ [9508

Sh.p. Rex Gombittation, Model 55, Blackburne
ggine, electric lightinf? and horn; owner buying
nee £215.—Stanley Motories, Ltd., Halifax
55. [9246
8h.p. Model de Luxe Combination, 2-speed,

Bk start, F^.. hood, screen, pillion seat, lug-
|idi all accessories, as new ; £110.—8, Langler
snsal Rise, N.W.IO. [9710

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B3l

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

T ATEST Model 55 Rex Combination, brand new,
-^-^ BIi.p. Blackburne engine, spare wheel, etc.

;

£218/18; free delivery to any address.—The Premier
Mctor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmineham. [1146

REX 6h.p. Twin Combination, wicker sidecar, whole
repainted, engine overhanleJ. perfect running con-

dition; £40, or ofier.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finch-
ley Ed., N.W. 'Phone; Hamp. 7822. [1309

"DEX 5-6h.p. Coaclibuilt Combination, thoroughly
-*-V overhauled, everything splendid condition, new head
lamp. Cameo, apron, speedometer, complete ; any trial

;

£75, or ofler.— Gild?rsleevcs, 24, Crimscott St., Ber-
uiondsey. 'Phone; Hop. 1716. [1031

REX, T.T.. 5-6h.p., Speed King Model, overhead
inlet valves, racing dropped frame and handle-

bars, 2 riding positions, long open twin exhausts, new
tyres, tubes, and belt, in fine condition throughout,
extremely fast and powerful ; any trials, seen any
time; 'phone 36, after 6; photo; ^45, or near offers.—
Rose, Highfleld, Gainsborough. [X1924

Rex.Jap.
REXJ.A.P. Combination 1915 8-8h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, K.S., chain drive. Easting, Tan-Sad, per-
fect, ride away; ^.95.-96, Shortlands ild., Kingston-on-
Thames. [9371

Roc.

ROC Combination. 2-speed. handle starting; £35.—
25. St. Anne St., Liverpool. [1054

19
Rover.

20 5-6h.p. Rover Twin and Grindlay M.D.L. side-
' Sam Eohbins, Ltd..

[X1948
car, just delivered: £210.-

Nuneaton.

1Q18 3>Ah.p. Rover, 3-speed, kick start, clutch. lamps,
^*y all accessories, in splendid condition: £95.—
Davies. Meadi, Thatchani. [9988

"IQ19 3'^h.p. Rover Comtiinatlon, countershaft, kick
-•-^ starter, lamps, splendid condition; £120.-49,
High St., Keynsham, Somerset. l.;.o98

IF You are thinking of buying a motor cycle, wl.v

pay £60, when I have the goods (Rover) for £30?
Private owner.— 2, Halons Rd., Eltham. [7322

ROTEE S'.^h.p. 1918 Countershaft, kick start, lamps.

Klaxon, 4-point coach sidecar, new, attached;

110 gns.-Ronald Xortliover, Tisbury, Wilts. [9367

I Q20 (August) Rover, T.T., Philipson pulley, Lucas
Xtf lampSj Stewart horn, Cowey speedometer, knee

grips, mileage 350; £135.-44, Alma Rd., Carshalton.

ROVEE 1920 T.T., brand new, only been 500 miles,

Philipson pulley and Cowey horn; cost £130,

accent £95.—Wallis 23, Hartington Grove, Cambridge.
.[9267

1 Q20 3V'h.p. Rover Combination, fully equipped.
A«7 lamps, horn, speedometer; cost £180 IJucc

months ago, must sell, £127/10.-5. Brixton Hill,

S.W. [1069

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, complete. March. 1920,

good running order, perfect condition, low inile-

age; price £200.-Apply, Chetwynd Viaduct Hotel,

Crumlin, Mon. [9353

ROVER syji.p., 3-speed", clutch model, Bosch mag.,

B.B. carfmretter, recently overhauled, splendid con-

dition : what ofIers?-G. Harrison, Brook House.

Scaniblesby, Louth. [XI 61

2

1 O20 Rover 5-6h.p. Combination. Montgomery sida-

Xu car with Easting, mileage 350, condition as iiew

lamps: puy examination: £200.-Baker. 92, Bradford

Av., Cleethorpes. [XliBO

FOCH' have a 5-6h.p. W.D. Eover combination.

Easting, negligible mileage.-5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (near Hnmpstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, includrng Saturdays. [9482

1016 3iAh.p. Rover, 3-speed countershaft gear, in

i-tJ real' 1920 condition, tyves quite new, excep-

tionally good, take sidecar anywhere. £85 ;
Millford

Corvette to fit. *20.-Walbro, Motor Cycle Co. High

St., Saffron Walden. K=sex. 'Phone : 45. [X1903

NEW 3;.<li.p. Eover Motor Cycle, fitted with -3-spe«d

clutch and kick-starter, and with smart coachbmlt

sidecar- £180 or en easy payments 5% extra; one

quarter' deposit, balance by 12 uionthly instalments.--

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [9910

ROVER 1914 SV^b-P- Combination, 3-speed, excel-

lent condition "and appearance, engine and gears

recently overhauled, lamps, hood, screen, new extra

heavy nunlop, fast machine; £60 or ofler; privately

owned -Seen at Clarke's Garage, South St., Romford

Essex.
"^^'

ROVEE 1919, mileage 900, any trial, condition and

appearance as new, unpunctuied, Sandum de Luxe

sidecar finished black and gold. Cameo screen hood.

3 lamp" 3 generators, speedometer, pillion seat, largo

horn 3"'bolts, new spare tube, tool roll, other spares;

£15d.-G., 27, Manor Ed., Wallington. [9995

1 irkl5 Rover 3V'b.p., countershaft 3-speed, clutch,

XiJ Watford speVlometer, horn, F.R.S. 1.200, hei^,

Lncas tail, new 26x3 Palmer cord light car back, looks

like new, spares include cylinder, piston, piston rings,

clutch pedal, rod, valve and springs: bargain, £82/10;

with Montgomery cane sidecar £88/ 10.-Lawrence 34_,

Carey St., Eeadiug. 1^'*=-'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

REAL Hot Stuff Rover, guaranteed to do 60 m.p.h.,
nearly new tyres and re-enamelled, first cheque

for £65 ; Minerva 6h.i3. twin, detachable cylinder
lieads, leaf- spring forics, free engine hub, posh 'bus,
'£45; 1919 2%h,p. New Imperial, 2-speed, as new
throughout, iesS.—Parsons, Bedworth. [X1944

iXJOVER 5-6h.p. Combination, 1918, reconstructed,
'J-*J overhauled W.D. models. These machines are
to makers' specification throughout, aud represent ex-
ceptional value for money. Only two left in stock;
price, complete combination, guaranteed sound condi-
tion, £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St„ E.C.3. [0067

Royal Ruby.

"IQ19 8b. p. Royal Rubv-Jap Combination. Fulford
-LC sidecar; £115.-9, Church Kd., Willesden, N.W.

[9755
ROYAL EUBY 1920 3h.p., spring frame; £95. bar-

gain.—Mosediile, 30, Canterbury Ed., West Kil-
bnrn, N.W.6. '

[6718

ITJOYAL EUBY 2-stroke. reen.nmelled and plated,
-*-V makers' colours, new tyres, all on, perfect; £45.
—120, Cromwell Ed., Hounslow. [1076

ROYAL EUBY 1920 3h.p., spring frame, beautiful
condition, 800 miles only; list price £120; £100.

—George, Hamluo' Txjdge, Datchet. [9384

, "I 020 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick start,J-f 2-5peed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clydes-
dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265

"IQ20 Royal Ruby, spring frame, 3h.p., 2-speed, kick-I" start, mileage under 300, perfect; £106, or nearest
offer.—Malcomson, 19, Tulcana Lane, Workington.
Cumberland. [9149

;£100.-Royal Ruby, 1918, 8h.p. J.A.I'., 3-speed, hand
1^ clutch, kick start, re-enamelled and plated, black
and gold lined, Mills-FuLford O.B. sidecar, mecbanically
perfect, worth double, cash needed.—272, Green St.,
Forest Gate. [8234
3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed, clutch and

kick starter, equipped witb Tan-Sad pillion seat,
lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used and con-
dition as new; £110; may be obtained on easy pay-
ments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London,

[9907
Rudge.

fy UDGE Multi 3J,4h.E., late model, splendid condition •

-•-» £70.—Longney, Oswestry. [X170e

"J017 Budge Multi, £68,; sidecar, £12.-56 St
--«.' James's Ed.; Eermondsey. [1259

R^S'''^' i?^?' '''411-P-. fixed gear, good order; £42.-
Bond, Station Rd., Bexhill. [9418

R™™^ip.M. Model in stock; £110/5.—Clark, 7
.Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [9934

RUDGE.-AIl 1920 model, ex-stock; £110/5- easy
payments.— 126, High St., Woolwich. [6094

RUJJGE 3'/2h.p., overhauled and re-cn.-imelled £35 —
Harvey, 168, Clive Rd., West Duhvicli. [9137

if 020 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, wind screenAf hood, lamps, etc.-29. High St., Croydon. [9375
Qih.p. Rudge Multi, T.T.: £110/5; easy payments.tJ2 —Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[9922Qlh.p. Eudge Multi. T.T., just delivered; bargain
«-».i £105, or near offer.-H. Nunn, Sutton, Cnmbs.

[9147RUDGE SVih.p., free engine, wicker' sidecar, ail ac-
cessories;. £47/10.—Jones, Claremout, Conrcn.

1 f|20 Eudgo 31/2I1.P. Touring, new, £108; 1920 I.O M
J-«J' model, £98.-11. St. Tliomirs' Ed,, St. Anne's]
Liincs. [9230

RUDGE Multi, T.T. roadster, as new; £105- mileaee
200.-8rink, 52, Brodrick Ed., Wmidsivorth

Common. [9407
20 T.T. Eudge Multi, engine as new, Tan-Sad,

..,.. .*., ^gg^ ^^ ofier.— 4, Harewood Grove,
[919.1

UDGE 1919 I.OJ«. Model and accessories, in good""-''''-- '""" Bounds 223, High Ed., Kil

19 liimps, eti

iJarliiigton.

R condition; '£82.-
,burn. N.W. [1097

1IQ20 Endgo T.T. Multi, fully equipped and insured,
?, ,r"',^¥°' "ffe".-Haud, 96, Bishop St., Moss
Side, Mancliester. ' rgsig
"DUDGE Multi, 1914, good condition; lamps, etcAt what offers ?-Hewin'» Garages, Ltd., The Eea
Service Firm, Tininton. [9491
K-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, ride away; £85
«^_ or solo, i70. or exchange S-lOh.p.-L. Stritford'

[8839203. Junction Rd., N.IO

5,000
Brand new extra heavy

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX-GOVERNMENT STOCK

(28 by 3 and 26 by 2i)

BELDAM
WOOD MILNE
MACINTOSH
BATES
KEMPSHALL
CLINCHER DE LUXE
MOSELEY and
SPENCER-MOULTON

To be cleared at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

Lower prices for quantities

OUGLAS
sD 1 J\ I\ Us

PARTS
Huge consignment
just received.

Immediate delivery
of all principal parts.

Special line—2f & 4 h.p.

Frames £5 each.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

"T ATE 1919 3i/,li,p. EudKe Multi, fully eijuipped, per-

f^R iv'i'n 1, „'1?''t, i"" v., ^.?'' l""e"i"-I'etterB, GruUb,
.iie, Wimlnull E'l., Chatliain. 19327
IO20,I0M. T.T. Rudge Multi, -just delivered, un-
i o'^'^'I"""'; "f;?"^}- ^y/^i ='"!' cxamination.-
Box 8,076, c/o Thr Mntar CycU. [1215
1020 LO.M. Rudge, brand new; in slock 'at list ex-

, ''li^^'i'-*- <" "I'y payment!; £110.-2, Night-
ingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [1173
K-Oh.p- Eudge Multi, C.B. sidccor, in good order-

. ,
''!?< a' """'•'t "Her; bargln.—Brewster, Spar

liBwk St., liiiry St. Kduiund'K. [llo.

1338 All lettera relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.rJ

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rudge.

TUNE (1920) Rudge Multi, I.O.M., 2 sets Kaiu" hars, 2 belts, lamps, nnd Klaxon; flO, or 098'
24, Sealord St., Stoke-on-Trent. [if

TJUDGE Multi 1920 LO.M. Model, equipped,JLl only n tew miles; 87 gns.-Longman Bros..
Bond St., Eahng. 'Phone: 689. .^9;

-|Ck20 SVih.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, witb knee-gliD*'
-•-" Limps, mileage 800: any trial; £100, 01 aeSin
Grcgor, 11, Sketty Ed.. Swansea. - ^E.
LATE 1919 Eudge Multi, 3iAh.p. touring mo^

cellent condition
; price £8'b, or near ofler.-4i

E.A-B., The Shrubbery, Basingstoke. *^
Sih.p. Eudge Multi, 1914, new coachbuilt si*

2 and tyres, pedal start, clutch, lamps, etc., sii
did condition; £78.-21, Alma Ed., Highbury. '"

1Q19 T.T. Rudge Multi, lamps, speedometer, ex
--*' lent condilion; offer over £100.—Feuw
Groville. Grove Rd., Gosforth, Northumberland, fl

RUl-iGE Multi, 1920, LO.M. T.T. model, ndtj
1,000 miles, fitted complete; what otters?- :_,

Uarages, Ltd., The Eeal Service Firm, Taunton, ^[i

"pUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. and 5-6h.p. Multi CoL_
JLV tion, in stock; makers' price.—Shepherd aii^
Ehfield Highway. Tel. ; Waltham Cross 3L 't

NEW Eudge Multi SV.h.p., fitted -nith smart *o
built sidecar; £143/10, or on easy payme^s

extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., Londt
[RUDGE Multi 1920 3M.h-n., T.T.. brand new^,

arrived: immediate delivery; at makers'* :p
£110/5.-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, I^

SEPT., 1919, LO.M. Eudge Multi, lamps, b
access-ories, splendid condition; £89, or bm

offer, bargain, must sell.-Apply, 29, Springdale
Huddersfield. {',

RUDGE Multi 3;4h.p. 1919 T.T., lamps,
speedometer, insurance policy, no additi

expense; nearest £120.—Wilkinson, Eearsby, BtoJ
sands, Liverpool. {%

"I 020 Eudge Multwin 7-9h.p. and sporting WatsJ
J-*-' sidecar, T.T. bars, Lucas lamps and Cowey T
guaranteed as new inside and out, pedal s-tart; £il
37, Eegent St., EuBby.

3 -lb.p. Rudge Multi, believed 1916, lamps,
2 foot oiler, tyres new, in perfect condj

throughout; £65, or close offer.—Seen, Arch,
Dealer, Boston, Lines. [I

7-9h.p. Rudge Twin, -Multi gear, clutch and
|

starter, with smart R'udge sidecar, etc.; £
may be obtained on easy payments.—^Harrods,
118, Brompton Rd., London. .

-' [|

RUDGE Multi 7-9h.p. Twin Combination,,.
1920, fuHy equipped and all accessories^ I

trial; £175, or exchange 2-seater.—Jones, 60a, Lef
stone Rd., Stratford, E.15.

3ih.p. Eudge Multi, 1914, and Phojnix under!
2 C.B. sidecar, splendid condition tbroughoutritr

horn, spare tube, etc.; bargain, 65 gns.—Hitchtiisi
East Ferry Rd., Mfllwall, E.14.

"I Q20 brand new LO.M. Rudge Multi. 3.i4h.p.,

JL«^ ing tank, multi gear, clutch, and free 'eri

£110/5; also Rudge spares, all from stock.—The T
lar Cycle Co., Riversley Rd^ Nuneaton.

3ih.p. Special LO.M. Eudge, practically new,
2 policy, tools, spares, horn, knee-grips;

[Brooklands winner) bought car; £100, or near 1

Major Huntbacb, Terucroft, Market Drayton. [3

1 Q 20 (May) Twin Eudge Multi and Eudge -sil
.l *J condition and appe;iranco as new, electric I
ing, speedometer. Klaxon and spares; £190; expe|
amiuation invited.—319, New Church Ed., Hove.

1 Q20 Brand New LO.M. Rudge SV^h.p., si

Xt/ tank, multi gear and free engine, £110/51
second-hand Eudge. 1919 model, £85; another, T
speed, 1914, £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lo]

RUDGE Multi S'/ob.p., I.O.M., T.T., 1920 (All|

clutch and starter model, lamps. Klaxon; r
etc., has run under 100 miles, <;ondition as brai^
£98.—H. Clark, Belvoir House, High St., Aldeil
Suffolk. (D)

"I Q20 5-6h.p. Euiige Multi and Eudge' Side
X?7 done 100 miles, fitted with 3 Lucas -

mechanical horn, full kit of tools, etc., absoljiti

new; accent £150. no offers.—Sloan, 8, Hoyl
Terrace, Renfrew. -

• ' "

RUDGE, I.O.M., in stock, £110/5; alfol

sporting sidecar. £125, fully equipped;-
down and 11 payments.—Lamb's, 387, Eustow
txmdon, N.W. ; 50, High Ed., -Wood Green, N-f
High St., Waltbamstow.

-1 019 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, lampal
XtJ* eti'., new spare tyre and tube, new belt, W
condition throughout; £120, or nearest; also 1911
countershiift Triumph, lamps, eto., -£95, or ne|
fierce. Queen's Ferry, Chester.

l Q20 S'/ah.p. Rudge Multi, run 30 miles, kjj

XI/ and H. lamps, Klaxon horn. Watford
meter, pedal start, clutch, sloping tJink, pcrfentj

tion, unscratchod ; cost £123/10, ucc-ept flia.-,"

-Morton, The Hall, Thorney, Peterborough.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

14 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi, coachbuilt sidecar, very
'-omlortable. engine just overhauled, perfect
:u. yeiy flexible, 3 excellent lamps, aprbn,
"'surance, etc., is reliabilitv itself, and does
iid hills or traffic; £85.—Clayton, 54, Birdhurst

' roydon. noso
Scale.

.; Scale, Precision, 2-stroke, 2-speetl, olutcli, kick
stiirt, lamps, etc., just overhauled, nen- March-
'-nks, Victoria St., Southnold. [9294

Scott.
)TT, 1914 thoroughly overhauled; bargain, £63or near offer.—Ranford, Malvern. [8099

"^^,.*iiH"^?i'-^'
^- P"'= ^'""'- iMdon.-Xew 1920Scott, delivery from stock; £140. [7735

20 Scott .nnd Sidecar, neir Mav; fl65-HomanThames Cottage, Thames Ditton, Surrey. [9127

I. res, ±78.-24, Littleivood Kd., Lewisham.

[v'^r.^V ^^J° ?"<*«': delivery from stock -GibtfI'.i.rcester Parade, Gloucester. Phone : 8S2!

tTJS '^""''"''l*'"'' fl62.-Apply, 28, Stand-

TaHlot°' Si^^i,
flyin. Middleton sidecar, very

Irai 1643
*^13e.-AVanington Motors. 'Phone ;

ler Ke^t "'• ^- ^°^^ """i Co., Pari! Ed.,

20 Scott Combination, complete lamp sets condi-

rorSst-ef'
""""=' ''°°-' ^175.-Fripp,''Libi>"S;

, " on ester.
jg^PP

S4^andTl8l 'w™ '*°''\- =°'° " ™mbination:
i Fi.m,' fiSfto^^""'^

^""Ses. Ltd., Ihe^Eea,

'fi,Sf!l
«^«lfen*. condition, very small mileage.

TT 1917-18 Combinati,
ondition, equipped

; 80
rail Mews. -oroufeTt^r Rd., «S.V.7

'""''°^'=^-'-''
plendid mechanical

!.—12,
[1284

'"etT'^'^^i"""'
"^o^P'ete with lamps, horn, toolsetc., only run few mles; best offer over £1 ?n'way, Fruit Merchant, SmethwLk. [0275

B;T.^°i^'''''*'
delivery from stock. 1920 3--.h p

!2r,f 'b"" '?' combination; £140 and £185 re-'rely.-Parker-s, Bradshawgate " -

It Combination.

Bolton. Tel
[X1835

i_VA- V " 1914. hood, screen f^lectric
ighting, perfect running order, many spares trlSpomtment; £75.-Ponaer., MargarettiSg, In.aiel

it f^^^°

yres^^'o^,„?„"?'i',"^"'??'
3"4h.p., new engine, goodK„ .??-'°'^"'."'' sidecar, good running order

foo Th°°' '"^' overhauled by makers; any£9Q.-Thompson, Butcher, Nantwich. [9556

frii.nS'i"''"!*''"'' ^^^=' twin-cyl., Bosch mag
K-^tri'if*"""*,"•, ''^»- rertect starter. l£:
„v ! S"'i,^"'* bargain. £85; part exchanceuned.-70, Dulwich Tillage, S.E. [Toll
IT Combination, 1913, 2-speed, kick starter

Sb^rsSS^r^-llj^S
&t Deri?lks,^^C?hist!?.=

'"• '--"'
'^f^lE

IT Standard Combination, n^- Dec 1919 ex

c amnrS''"l°1v ''""'S'^
388^ mileage 2.800. 3

,rtl1?.' ^ ' battery, Easting wind screen, Cowey
s^ls- '.f??n"'' ^-"l"'

'.^t'-'' tools, spares. 2 brand
^fS!v...*^5°-. 9n;A .

sale.-C. Lyall. 15. ParkfleldOidsbury. Manchester. [9760

Singer.

lS^ 2^4h.p.. clut<;h, B. and B., Bosch lamnsad generator, perfect order- £33 -Clark ^7am Green Terrace, Chiswick, London. [1106

?m?^ ^''^'" Lightweight, 2-speed, Bo.ch
r' "n^?''^'^''

damaged. £17; new 2.strokeB. and B., £10,10.-Horlock, Farncombe

, ,,.
[9607

tnSl"??J' ^ speeds and clujeh, fitted 1920 Mil-lord sidecar, Easting screen, all Jamps horn
£75 '"^xch;.^"

"''' ^"-^'"'^ tyres 'S'^Sblenid£'5. exchanges or easy payment5.-2, NightHd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [1134
4 4i,,ih.p Singer Coachlniilt Combination 2->r,epdcounteishajt. all enclosed chain drive dutch and
e4trt1i°"i

*''"'!°'' ,^?^' '"^ carefully and lit fie

ic? Ciih °J„°r "Pl.«'>i'"5 condition, very smart ap-

Po; T,„..'^S'1*
and accessories: £75, or ofler

-

los Lane, Pahuer's Green, N. Thone; Hornsev
[X1522

Sparkbrook,
BKEEOOK. late 1919. 2-speed excellent, c^nfl;
^oa. tools; £60; guaranteed -NeVmau. 29 sSonM: Carr Tale, near Chesterheld. '

[9367

^f£?°t?re^^-''-''--
^**'?''''' 2-speed, lamps, horn,.HMlent tyre,s, engine almost new- real bar.-.nin Ior nearest.-Corke, High House, ScSrwick? LiS:'

[9585,

IF IT'S G.'VS — IF IT'S "JUICE."

WE STOCK ALL SUNDRIES.

RONI BURNERS
Taper Fitting XL522 i '4

Lucas Type XL524 - 2 'i

Taper Rear XL522T - 5d.
Lucas Rear XL523TL - 1 /2

3i, 7, loj, 14, 17! Lilre.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sparkbrook.

^JEy 2';h.p. Sparkbrook. 2-strok6. single-speed; £69:
A.,

2-speed. £75. in stock, or on extended payments
4/ extra; only one-flfth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
instalments.-Hatreds, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed.. Lon-
don. [9899

Standard.
1Q20 British Standard, 23,h.p.. 2 speed.s, all nc<e«-A^ so^le^; best ofter over £50. or emhange for
higher power.-21, Erendon St.. Edgware Ed \T 1

[9368
Sun.

STJN-TILLIEHS 2V2h.p., single speixl. new tvies, lamp:
what offers?—89. Hook Ed., Epsom. " (9225

Qilh.p. Sun-Titesse, 1920, 2-speed, kick start, new-;^4 £61, bargain.—4, Wood Lane, Beverley- [1032

Oilh.p. Sun, T.T.S., 2 speeds, just overhauled, spced-
"*•* ometer, lights. Klaxon: £60, or offer.-Hendiiks.
Knaphill, Surrey. [S354

1 tll8 2"4h.p. Sun. T.T.S.. 2-stroke. 2-3peed counter^
J-t/ sh.Tft gear box. leg guards; £43, or nearest.—C.
liurton, Ashlawn Lodge, near Eugby. [X1516

SUX-TILLLEBS 2i4h.p., believed 1918, splendid
niug and appearance, fast, powerful; £40.—

A

run-
Ashhv.
[9403

Hunt's Headlamp
XL236E - 21/-
Side to Match

—

XL236ES - 21/-

NEVER MIND
THE MUD.

46. Avondalij Ed., Harringay, N.15.

SUN-y.T.S. 2";4h.p.. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, complete
with lamps, etc., and in good condition, ride

away; bargain £48.-18, Brunswick Rd.. Liverpool.
[9352

Sunbeam. ^

SUXUEAM Coml>ination. eingle-cvl., new condition.-
Wilks, tnccby, Aliord, Lines.' [9322

SUNBEAlf 3i;.h,p. lor Immediate Deliverv.-Uussell.
Lawrence St.. York. Tel. : 744. [9183

'I Q20 Sunbeam, latest model, perfect, practically un-
-lO' soiled; £150, no oliers.-Banks, Clifford St., Toik.

[9312
IMMEDIATE Possession, 1920 standard and sporting

Sunbea'ms.—Capt. Brittain, Orient Lodge, Buxton.
rX1912

SUNBEAM 3V'h.p.. in new condition, with all acces-
sories; £12''5.—74, Arthur Ed., Wimbledon Park,

S.W. [9194

T.T. Sunbeam, nearly new. advertised 2/9/20; must
sell; offers over £90.—Mellersh, Clarence Ed.. St.

Albans. [1344

TO 20 Sunbeam 3V>h.p. and Sidecar, condition like
-Lt/ new; first over £177/10.-31, Shakespeare St..

Southport. [1003

1 Q20 Sporting 3t/:>h.p. Sunbeam, S\\an sporting
-i-*^ sidecar, unused; £185.—Slater, 25. Parkhills

THE -COLLEGE'
MUD SHIELD

., WILL
COMPLETELY

^^ PROTECT YOU.

ALL LEATHER WITH POCKETS.XM 3008 - - 44 /Boost free

^,, ALL LEATHER, NO POCKETS
ir".?c ; 32/6 post free.A Oood Service Accessory with the Good Service

Guarantee.

TURN AUTUMN IWTO

SUMMER ! PROTECT YOUR
a PASSENGER,

Rd., Bury. [9531

'SERVICE- EASTING WINDSCREEN WILL
FIT ANY SIDECAR.

XS 703 - - 90/- post free.
Supplied in black, green, grey, red, or khaki.

289-293 HIOH HOLBORN,LONDON, W.O.-I
Giams: " Admittedly, Loudon.' 'Phoue: HolbornGJiW.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

1 QI8 3' 2h.p. Sunbeam, perfeot appearance and me-
-1-^ ciianical Londitiou; £120.-6, Mount Pleasant
Rd.. Ealing. [9744

SUNBEAM Combination, brand new, just delivered;
£3 under list price.—Norman Whitehouse, Bridg-

town, Cannock. {X1894

£50 Deposit paid for 1921 Sunbeam, delivery Jan.;
will take £40; advertiser buving car.—Box 8,043.

~ [9586

1914, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, good condition.

—

Leeds, The Cot. Stanmore. [1009

SUNBEAM, 1914. 3'i;h.p.. all accessories, 3-speed,
hand clutch, K.S., splendid condition; £88.—

Walwyn, Wetheral, Cumberland. ^ [1198

SUNBEAM 1919 (late) SV^h.p.. privately owned,
uiiscratched, perlect condition; £115, sacrifice.—

Blisnt. 31, Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [1088

1 Q20 Sh.p. Sunbeam. Combination, lamps, horn, spare
J-*y wheel, perlect condition; owner buying car; £200.

c/o The Motor Cycle.

Olio, 3! 2h.p. Sunbeam Combination,

-Freeman, Brighton Rd., Redhill. [9316

SUNBEAM 1917 SV^h.p.. kick starter. ;3-speed, h.b.c.
clutch, lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition;

£110.—C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0246

SUNBEAM, brand new o'.ah.p.. solo model, with
Lucas lamps and horn: £170.—The Walsall

(iariise, Woiverhamptou f^t, Walsall. Tel.: 444.
[9004

WAUCHOrE'S, 9, Shoe Lnue, London.—1919 8h.p.
Sunbeam combination, hood, screen, lamps, epeed-

ometer, mirror, warning signal, tools, condition like
new: 200 gns. [7742

1 Q20 Sunbeam Sh.p, Combination, screen, hood, 4X tf interchangeable wheels, accumulator lighting,
Cowey speedometer, Klason ; £255.—C. V. Goddard,
Avenue Rd.. Leicester. [X1956

SUNBEAM 2'-4h.p., top-hole condition, tyres new.
chain drive, hand clutch, all on ; £80. or ex-

chan^e combination, Triumph preferred.- Box 8.063,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1125

1 Q20 3','jh.p. Sporting Sunbeam, purchased 6 weeksAv ago. over £20 worth of accessories and extras,
is exceptionally fast, and fullv guaranteed

; photo;
offers.—Box 8,751, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8922

1 Q20 3iv;b.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric light,
Xi/ knee-gups, wind screen, large locker, sprung lug
gage grid, guaranteed perfect, new July; £200; ua-
punctuved.—16, Neva Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [X196I
T Q19 Sunbeam Combination, Sh.p., electric andX«^ acetylene lighting, speedometer, luggage carrier,
wind screen, excellent condition, best reasonable olTer;
mnst sell.-142, King Henry's Rd., Hampstead. [9642

at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. a33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1 Q 19 (Dec.) S'/'h-ix Sunbeam Combination, Lncae
X»/ lamp, etc.. Triplex wind screen, new spare cover
and tube, the whole in perfect condition, privately
owned; £l50.—Fletcher Brewer, Tottenhall Wood.
"Wolverhampton. [9672

SUXBEAH 2^4^.p., countershaft, kick starter, coach-
bnilt combination, accessories, spares, nnd lady's

2t^Ijeed I.tongliis; accept £85 for botli, cash to-duy.— 5,

Eglon Mews, Berkley Rd., Primrose Hill (near Chalk
Farm Tube). [9789

1 C|20 (July). SV^Iip- Sunbeam, fitted Binks, King
J- *^ Road Lucas lamps, horn, etc., condition abso-
lutely new, mileage 300; cott £170, will sell £162;
vould ride 60 miles.—Elman, Temple Garage, Ch<>et-
ham, Manchester. [9871

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agento; spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enomelling

and plating under tlie supervision of Mr. T. O. de Ja

Hfiv (late Snnbeamland).—The Molioeaus Garage Co.,
Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

rQ20 Semi-T.T. Sunl.eam, 3V-l>h-P. Sunbeam, Bender-
•' sou Elite side<'ar. Easting, Lucas lamps and liorn,

Watford trip, full Tan-Sad, absolutely perlei't, guaran-
teed; £195, or nearest offer; bought car.—Rankin, Ivaii-
hcc, ^Aick Rd., Erislington, Bristol. . [9173

1 Q 20 (July) SVsb.p. Sunbeam Combination, all wheels
-*•*-' interchangeable, Lucas best lamps and linin,
Cowey trip speedometer, S\>uheam leg shields, snjal!
mileage, perfect condition ; bought car; £215.—Jones,
Ear]<^wood, Ellesmere Rd., Shrewsbury. [X3025

SUNBEAM SVib-P. Roadster, 1919, black and gold.
unscratched, ridden very little by private owner,

complete with first-class lamps, tools, and equipment;
£130.—Shoan, Glenbrid^e Hotel, Virginia Water, or
would ride reasonable distance to purchaser. [9615

SUNBEAM SVijh.p. Combination, 1916 bicycle, new
engine June, 1920, sidecar (Sunbeam), new 1919,

Binks carburetter, all accessaries, solo, and sidecar
sprockets, and other spares, nearly new oversize tyres, low
mileage; price £130.—Watts, 145, Sutherland Av., W.9.

[9617
NEW 1920 Sunbeam SViih.p., private owner will guar-

antee, unscrati'hed, unpunctured, faultless, new
Lucas equipment, under 500 mileage, tool roll and all

spares, beautiful machim? ; owner buying car; liist oftVr
£145, or nearest.—Blackham, 44, Lichfield St., Wolver-
hampton. 'Phone: 298. [X1958

1 Ql9 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, disc wheels, semi-
-i-*/ T.T. bars, large P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, knee
grips, mudshields, new Palmer tyres and tubes, pillion
L^eat, full toolkit and puncture outfit, spare plugs and
valves, recently overhauled, perfect condition; accept
£220.—H. J. Morton, The Hall, Thorney, Petcrborougii.

[9251
SUNBEAM 3Vjh.p. Black and Gold Combination, 1,919

' model, delivered January, 1920, Sunbeam coach-
built sidecar, fitted spring luggage carrier, Watford trip
.speedometer, Cowey horn, F.R.S. electric lighting i^et,

witb 7in. head lamp and accumulator and liatteries (2-

wav), variable jet Amac, knee-grip.s, all in perfect con-
dition, will go anywherej an ontlit for anyone wanting
the best; owner hougbt car; £175.—Naylor, 85, Beams-
ley Rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. [9241

Triumph.
TRIUMPH Combination, nearly new, complete; £150.

—Longney, Oswestry. [X1706

TO 18 Triumph, copper disc wheels, warranted two
X»7 uionths; £80.—See below.

1Q17 Tiimnph, fully equipped with Cowev speed-
X«/ omcter, horn, and lamps; £110.—Motor Cycle
Maits, Ltd., Fair Rom\ High St., Chntham. [9186

1 Q14_ Triumph, T^-ith Corvette, himps, etc.; £75.
CiosH, Agent, Eotherham. [X1921

TRIUMPHS for Immediate Delivery.-Russell, Law-
rence St., York. Tel. : 744. [9181

ion.

[8236
£78.—Triumph 1918 countershaft, excellent conditi

—272. Green St., Foro:-t Gate [8;

LATE 1919 Triumph Combination, all accessorii
£110.-44, Bendall St., Marylebone. [9170

1 Q13 Triumph, cIutch_^modeI, good condition; £45.
-Apply, Wray's Garage, Malton. [9953

l 019 Triumph £100 ; Yorkshire. Previous replie.'
-L«7 kiKt.-^B.ix 637, cln The Motor Cycle. [X1513
TRIUMPH 4h.i^.. 1920; £95, as new; buying car.—

Tree, 14, Courtfield Gardens, .S.W.5. [1313

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p.. C.B. sidecar, KS
perlect; £80.-48, Undine St.. Tooting. [9662

npHlUMPH 1918 Counter.«oaft. all aoees.^ories; £90
*- or otter.-26, Barriugton Rd., Brixton. [1150

TRIUMPH. 1916. C.S.. new condition, every aocet;-
fury; £B5.—74, llandcroft Rd., Croydon. [9708

TRIUMPH Combination, new. in stock; list piifp

—

Oliapj.le and Co., Odiham, Basingstoke. [9745
4li.p. Triumiib, Kood running order; £55; Saturday

.\U-r 4.—?, Koxh.y Rd., Kcnnington, London. '

[9528
"IQI9 <;onnt"rshalt Triumph, top gear change. JullyM.U c'jinpjied; £95.-37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

[9937
I Q16 Triumph, W.R, reiioviited by midiorn, cnnipli-ioi*/ lamp,-, etc.; £93.—ClOsa, Ageut. Rothelllaiii.

1X1919

A 34 All letter* r^latiojt to advertisements si

DON'T RISK A DUD.
Our Machines are Guaranteed

DOUGLAS COMBINATIONS.
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, brand new Burlington No.
2 model Sidecar painted Douglas Blue.
Guaranteed mechanically perfect.

£110
4 h.p. Solo £85
2| h.p. Solo £65

Trade Supplied.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
ALECTQ, Si h.p., 2-stroke, 2-?peed, clujtch, kick-

starter. The machine that broke 21 records
at Brooklands.

We are the Sole Agents for these Machines,
and invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-ViLLIERS, 2? h.p.. 2-stroke, Stur-
mey-Archer gear box (2-speed), clutch,
and kick-starter.

DIAMOND^il.A.P., 2^ h.p., Sturmey-Archer gear
box, 2-speed, hand-controlledclutch, kick-
starter.

(The first of the new machines, as exhibited at
Olympia.)

SCOTT, 5ports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3.I h.p.. 3-speed, clutch and

kick-starter, horn, chain drive.

O.K.-JUNIOR, 2\ h.p., Union engine, splendid
value.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, com-

plete with I.^mps and accessories . £90
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter, horn, and'
pimip. Not run 100 miles £80

3:919 TRIUMPH and Burlington Speedy
Model Sidecar-, fully equipped,
CA.V. electric lighting set. A real

sporty turnout £155
1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear,

T.T. bars, pressed steel forlis, in
splendid condition £60

1920 PRIORYj 2] h.p. Arden 2-stroke
engine, pressed steel forks, hardly
used, complete with head lamp
and generator _. . £62 10

191S HARLEY, mag. model, thoroughly
overhauled, stove-enamelled and
plated, in beautiful condition, with
brand new Burlington Harley
Model Sidecar, a splendid outfit £150

1920 A.B.C., complete with lamps, tools,

etc., in perfect condition ; not run
500 miles £145

Any Machines supplied on "The Molov
Cycle " Deposit System.

BURLINGTON SiDECAR$.--The last word in

Sidecar construction. See oar advert,
under " Sidecar Attachments." Write,
'phone, or wire your requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : " Burlini:ton Motors, Clapham."
(50 yards from the Clapham Comiuoa Under-

ground, Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ,;

Triumph. .,

TRIUMPH, T.T., brand new, unridden; no reas
able offer rolused.—384, Stretford Ed., H.

ciiester. [8

1 Q20 All-chain Triumph, delivered 14 days ogOi
J-tf t'ect: £145, no offers.—Banks, Hewoith Gn
York. [9

1Q19 Triumph and Sidecar, good condition,
-*-»/ series, insurance: £125.—Dr. Sellers, Thorn!
Dewsbury.

JUNIOB Triumph, October, 1919, splendid ffl;

owner returuine itbroad; £55.—Barton, B^
Edgware.

-\ Q19 Tiiumph, MiUtord sidecar, lamps, horn,
i-ij leut condition; £113.—Caudle, 65n, Hig;
Banbury.

TRIUMPH Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, .ess

lent condition: any trial: £-65.— 1, Hencrolt,
Slough.

-

m
TRIUMPH, renovated S'/ah.p., clutch, Bosch^

plete: ride away; £45.—Gates, 46, Clare .

Chester. [9

1 Q20 Tiiumph Combination, special Gloria side

it/ excellent condition; £130.—Longman Bros., B
St., Ealing. [9

TRIUMPH Specialists.-Latest 1920 model on t
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., -,

mingham. — [1

npBIUMPH Combinaticvn, late model, new tyies, 60)

spares, as new; £130, offers.—Shaw, ?8, Byn6_
Sydenham.

SLIfiHTLY Used 1920 Triumph, not scrota
' £120; mechanical horn included.—Bond, Sta

Ed., Bexhill. W^
TRIUMPH, countershaft, 'new Sept., 1919, oquiffi

£95.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., North J
sington, W. . -Et

31h.p. Triumph, fixed, fast, new I.B mag., }
a and Hutchinson; £32; any time.—Sherlock,

hook, Hants. ^

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, just delivl

±.U not run; £130, or nearest.—29, Springdale
Hudder-sfield.

'
['

TRIUMPH 3i/2h.p., clutch model, with 2-speed:

trial; £40; accessories.—H. Jowett, 41, Falm
Av., Bradford. tX'

4 h.p. Countershaft Triumph, just delivered makers,

used, fully guaranteed; first £100.-30, Greg

Rd., Harlesden. .1;

TRIUMPH 2-stroke. 2-speed, mileage 1.100, to!

speedometer ; 60 gns.— St. Oswald, Matham^^
Hampton Court

"1Q20 Triumph, mileage SOp ; cheap for quick,

XXr owner going on ,
service.-Capt. Bird, Mi

Hospital, Colchester. P

TRIUMPH 3-speed Countershaft Combing
thoroTlghly overhauled; £695.—Owen, 69, f

field Rd., HoUoway. ... [

3ih.p. Triumph, fixed gear, dropped frame, new
2 lamps, horn: hrst cheque *3S secures..—Bi

Surveyor, Sleaford. -l-

TRIUMPH, disc wheels, lamps, horn, etc.. si

£39, or e.\change Douglas.—6. St. Peter'j

Hackney Rd., E.2. ' '

T.T. Triumph, 1914, peffect condition,

lumps. Klaxon, tools, new tyres; £58.—M,
ing, Helsby, Cheshire. _

!

1 Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, lamps, excellent ri

Xi/ order; £60(>M., 22, Grantham Rd.,
"

(nr. swimming batl^).

TRIUMPH 1915 4h.p., 3-speed, C.S., K.S^'
clutch, lamps, horn, etc., perfect orders £61

Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. _i|

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, new 2V2 tyris;,

kit, spares, pump, grease gun, lamps; -£80;

Westcombe Park Ed., S.E.3.

TRIUMPH 1920 Motor Cycles at makers' price]

inod('-''3, immediate delivery.—Wilkin.-., Siui|

opposite Olympia, London. [I

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1917, countershaft, hand ell

Tan-Sad, good condition; best over ,£80;'

8,048, c/o The Motor Cycle.

-1Q12 Triumph T.T., Bosch mag., B. and B., -fll

Xt7 horn, all complete, very -fast; £38.—1\ al!U)|

Brookshaw St., Burj-, Lanes.

rai6 Special T.T. Triumph, 3-sreed, K.S., just
•z hauled, accessories, snare tune ; £90.—H. S,;

rand, Bycullah Ed., Enfield.

1 Q18 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, good con^iB
S-tJ 70 gus.-626, Lea Bridge lid., Leyton, "
Phone : Walthamstow 800.

I Q20 Triumph Solo, engine 68582, low Ilglj '''

X */ Lucas lamiis. horn, speedometer; £127/10M4;
Clavemont Sq., London, N.l.

TRIUMPH 1915 4h.p., countershaft, tyres an||
as new, in perfect order; for quick sale"'™

Seen, 135, EdgWare Rd., W.2.

TRIUMPH 1920 4hj). Model. IT. also Baby^l
brand new; sacrifice, £6 olF each; Cambto'l

.1i

Box 8,055, c/o The Motor C't/elc.

lould quote the number at tbe end of each aJvertlsement, and the date ol the Issue.
'«lr
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MOTOK SALK.

[9938

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

IS Countershaft Triumph, onamelling, plating as
' new, complete less engine and gear box ; £32
j

'tt, Arlington KO., Surbiton. rnrt

19 Triumph, canoelet sidecar. Easting, lampi,
I

horn, tools, spares, perfect condition; £125.—
I

liar Rd., CrickleiS'oo'', N.W. [9949

I

IS Countershaft Triumph, guaranteed perfect
spares tools, lamps: trial; £85.—354, TJxbridge

.siienherd s Bush, London. [9756
:o 4h.p. Triumph, Watsonian sidecar. Easting
screen, electric lighting, nil accessories; £150.-

liMtteslrary Ed., Highgate, N.19. [9685_

' ',. ™nT»l!'.,i'^"''
''?°'?®' ^°"'^"' J"-'t overhauled,

.e enamelled very fast, perfect condition; £35-
"'I'--, 62, Church St., Chelsea. [la„

m^^u?rie';"t""nfc?"'*
"""^ ^'°"" ooachbuilt side-

i Prr r^
•

"'„"'ss,™'es
:

appointment
; £125.-2,

:
'11 .Ed., Great Crosby. Liverpool. [9126

Sr'fnd r^o?i,'"'"-,¥°^','^''
.-^^Plete with J-speecl

-Farter'. Rrtl'^S'"''''";"'' l,"'^'^^"'' '""y equipped-raiKcrs,, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X1I15

'°ne«."Tc';,'U?''S"
Combination, Model H., brand

,

"-oo^: ESf,:eV^Hi.,='^s'hitsi>ir;.'.'"™ '-'-Tiiifi

hd._Box 8.0«, c7o T^'jiU'r- S'jcir"'*-' lll'^l

[mf^^^^XShs!'^n/!^i s'pre"bTlt.'1?|^''View, Mount Ed., Parkstone!'Kt. "*
."^il

^sh1't>''m•ortJ^"'•
Tri"'"!'!' Combination (counter-

.fff, iS'"'*^'''
complete with accessories- £160 or«er.-Ati,ns, 25, West I'ark, Eltham, I E.I [9117

lam'ps';-hc:'rn^-sp'aS"fo';;n>il"' '=«"*P^'' """
i
uth^a?te. 32, w?n'c'h^esti?Vd",'^a??chllte°r="^[fl^o'2

':j=o:ie|^-SS^--,-edometer,«
las and cash.-Eeyuolds, Waterbeach CaiSbr'dge
iZ Triumph Gloria Combination, cane body Jk^¥
.S?9*"Albe?r Ed™' s?"*f

^* >™/ -«ei,''hoJdyii3. Albert Ed., StechTord, Birmingham.

'n.l^\^.
Triumph combination, fully eJSiniSf

wav # T*!?« "'ir,^'-
«on<i"£ul b.?rgain"'^3o1'way, W. Hendon, N.W. 'Phone: Kingsbury 162!

riSr^i^V?^!^ Combination, brand new^^nn'ndden, 1920, model H, 41i p 1 st prffe il sp nn
.arest ofTer.-Box 8,064, cfoThcfuti.^cfcQ'

^\ '''™Ph IIjP- countershaft, 47622 "-ovlr^

£ao"o'r'^'„t?e'"
Dunlops, lamps, mechanicai horn,i.80, or offer.-Carruthers. 99, Biscot Ed., Luton.

hY,^" ,
Countershaft Combination. luxi?fo"bulbous back sidecar, new 1919, equipped -^1?^

.tot, 216. Portobello Ed., North KSgi;o^,w;
:t|MPH 1916 Countershaft, 3-specd, clutch ^kick
4- £80 '^'„'=,e*'^oS°°5''S™T''"<^ «»* fS; any
.7. £80.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

nn„i"h'" T'™,™El>. 2-speed, 2-stroke, acetyllnl
i„ 'l',:i'°'S:*°°'»' 1^°°^ Dunlop covers, knee-grioslo; £50.-Storre, 23, Keighley Ed.. o6lue Lan?a

[9474
'°<„,™"'- '''"""I'h Combination. Bluemel's wind
tinn. ,!,¥n^S'°'''!,"''

^""^ '''l accessories, in goodtion, £150.-Bounds, 223. High Ed., Kilburn
[1098

18-19 Countershaft Triumph, not W.ll fullyeampped lovely condition, guaranteed
; 80 gnsId combination ivanted.-19, Streatley Ed., Brondee:

_, [9780

^ilri? 1920
<'f=-°""y).

Model H, Lucas lamp,

lst° Einn'^'"''
J^l»««'> Tarr-Sad, A.K. grips, long

1st, £100, or oflers.-Bnan Astle, Oopperfield
*'•

[1103
20 Triumph, with special Grindlay sidecar, leg

if!£.^'i',,=^'^'i?^
screen, picked machine, perfect

fion; £150.-Eayner, 22, Church Hill! Leam-
r- [X1913
lUMPH 1920 4h.p. JVIotor Cycle, with Triumph
Sh^'S''',''""'

'""* Watford speedometer, indis-^ble from new; SlSO.-Parker's, Bradshawgate

6;-
[X1814

EI.l 1920 Triumph, De Luxe family sidecar
pa, screen, grid, spare tyre, nearly new lamps'
jBpeedoiueter

; £195.-Bond, Station Ed BeJ
[9416

Tyres and Belts

HUGE PURCHASE
EX GOVERNMENT STOCK
BRAND NEW AND
EXTRA HEAVY.

FRESH STOCK.
fVe are Pounds cheaper— than anyone else, —

Woad-Milne 28x3
Kempshall ,,

MacintosSi ,,

Clincher de Luxe —
Spencer-Monlton— 26x2J
Beldam „
Dunlop 26x3x21

39/6 each. Postage i/- extra.

BEI.TS.
DCMLOP, PEDLEY, and SILVERTOWN.

Dunlop.
Our Price. List Price.

Tin 2/3 „ 3/1

1

U'h 2/6 4/7
Carriage i /- per length extra.

TRIUMPH NUTS & BOLTS
An assortment of genuine TRIUMPH

Nuts and Bolts 6/6 per box (carriage

6d. extra).

TRIUMPH FRAMES.
All Re-Enamelled, £4 E.'^ch.

AS NEW.
Genaine TRIUMPH valves {exbanst
and inlet), complete with Spring and
Cotter. Complete 8/- each (postage

gd.).

DOUGLAS NUTS & BOLTS.
An assortment of genuine Nuts and

Bolts. 2/9 per box (postage 3d.)

We have large stoclis of genuine
TRIUMPH and DOUGLAS Spares,
miles under list price.

TRADE SUPPLIED,
Write, ^phonCy or wire your

requirements

.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
Phone- Brixton 2417.

Grains: " Burlington Motors. Clapham."
(=;o yards from Clapham Common Undergrouni

Station.)

^n letters relating to aaveitisements should quote the uuqjber at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLHS l-OU SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1916 4h.p., C.S., large bulbous back side
car, perject condition, any trial: £100.-33,

Riverview Gardens, S.VV.13. 'Phone: Hammersmith
626.

. rioie

1 Q19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, luxuriousJ-" sidecar, outfit pertect and unscratchsd, heaps
of spares; £125.-60, Wallingtord Av., North Kensing-
ton. [1007

"I
Q20 4h.p. Triumph, just arrived, unpacked: list

J-t/ price. £127/10.—Whitby :iud Sou, Tnuiupli
Agents, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phoue: Chiswicl;
1513. 19511

1 Q2D Latest Triumph Combination, Model H. lugyaite
-^•^ and petrol carrier. Cower horn, all tools, as de-
livered; £165.-Mill^ 28, Northaiuptou Park, Canon-
burj', N.l. [1160

TEIUMPH 3y:;h.p., fast,' powerful, low built, D.E.
bans, Mabon variable, drip feed, enamelling and

plating and condition as new; after 7 p.m.—27, Altieit

Ed., Peokh.nm [9382

TRIUMPH Countershaft 4h.p., new November, 1919,
enamel and plating unscratched, heaps of spares,

euaranteed perfect; £95.-60, Wallingford Av., \nrtli

Kensington. [1006

IN Unquestionable Condition, 4h.p. countershaft Tri-

umph, 1916; anv expert examination and extended
trial: full kit and Tan-Sad; £85.—Major, 107. Wyley
Rd., Coventry. [X3015

11|19 C.S. Triumph, 58182, only ridden .since April,
J-if 1920, i'.R.S. lamps, A.K. grips, Lucas lioiu, in

every respect as new; £95, no offers.—89, Maxey IM.,

Plumstead. [971'

1 Q19 (late) Triumph, Montgomery combination,
i-'J engine 64451, perfect, mileage 2.000, £135; ex-

change 4-6h.p. twin.—20, Blenheim .Rd., Caversham,
Reading. [9992

TRIUMPH, 1918, renovated makers, lamps, horn,
speedometer, handle-bar watch, knee grips, Tan-

Sad, lovelv machine; £96.—Tibford, 135, Stoke New-
ington Rd"., N. [9742

BARGAIN.—3V,h. p. Triumph solo. Triumph engine,

Bosch mag.." N.S.U. 2-speed, tyres as new, per-

fect running order: £45, or nearest.—Lewis, Rose
Cottage, Wareham. [9774

TRIUMPH 4h.p., drop frame, clutch, new lamps and
tyres, T.T. bars, makers' colours, reliable, fast,

smart, tools: £78, no offers.-Ilewens, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge. ""'I. [9548

TKIUMPH Baby, 1916, Lucas lamps and horn, con-

dition, enamel, and plating excellent, very siuall

mileage: £70.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., The Real Sei-

vice Firm, Taunton. [9494

ALMOST New 4h.p. 1919 Triumpli, perfect running
order, fools. Klaxon horn, Rr^&^^oiies, spare parts,

complete; £90; going abroad.—May::s, Broughton Place.

Belstead Ed., Ipswich. [X1S23

4h.p. Triumph, 1920 (Ma.v), with new Henderson side-

car, complete with new lamps, only done 1,700;
£140, or nearest.-10, Richmond Terrace, Magdalen
Green, Dundee. (D) [9603

1Q15 Triumph 4h.p., C.S.. 3-speed, Mills-Fullord
Xt7 coach sidecar, spare belt, tools, 3 lamps, 2

generators, little use, stored 3 years: £110.-122,
Abbey St., Nuneaton. [X1892

TRIUMPH, just delivered, 4h.p., chain-cum-bclt.

either as combination. Gloria with hood and
screen, or solo; list price.-G. H. Layiie and Co.,

triumph agents, Brigg. [9018

TRIUMPH-SWAN coachbuilt 1915 countershaft,

hood, screen, etc., all excellent condition, stored

till April, 1919, seen in Croydon.—Owner, 9, .
St.

Michael's Rd., Wallington. [9991

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed O.S., June (19191 combina-

tion, electric and gas lighting, discs. Easting, and

various accessories, beautiful turnout: £120.-621).

Highgate Rd., Kentish Town. [9938

TEIUMPH 1918 4h.p., just oveihauled, tank re-

enamelled by makecs, oversize tyres 28x3, speedo-

meter all accessories, several spares ;
£90.—E. Cockell,

Holly Lodge, Dalston, E.S'. ..^.
~ [9941

TRIlfMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, with best Ifontgomery
sidecar, all Tamps, plenty extra spares, practically

new combination; any test; seen any time.—38, Penne-

thome Rd., Peckham, S.E. [9620

TRIUMPH Combination, renovated, as new, 4Ii.p..

3-speed countershaft, C.B. sidecar, br:iud new

l.imps, horn. Easting, and tyres; £130.—Hewett, Station

Approach, I'arkstone, Dorset. [9200

1 OH T.T. Triumph, thoroughly renovated, rebushed,
Xf re-enamelled tank, needle jet B. and B., new
gudgeon and crank pins, good tyres; ride away; £38
—82, repys Ed., Wimbledon. [9537

-| 019 (May) Triumph, countershaft, mileage 4,200.
-l-«7 perfect 'condition, and sidecar, £10 spares, and
every possible accessory; bargain, £105, no offeis,—

Bouiton, 63, Cowley Ed., Oxford. [9134

1 Ol'^ 4h.p. liriumph, countershaft- 3-speed. clutch.
Xt/ Watsonian C.B. sidecar. Cameo wind screen,

apron, leg shields, horn, all as new; £87.-41, Anerlev

Park, S.E.20. 'Phone: Sydenham 1572. [9946

-| O20 Triumph and Montgomery Sidecar, mnuve.
J-*y luggage grid, P. aud H. lighting, Bonniksen.

I
Klaxon, full tool kit, tyres not punctured ; accept
£185.—C, Mercer's Arms, London, W.C.2. [9765

advertisement, atid the date ol the issue. ,^^5
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1 019 Triumph,
i-V light, all tools.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

FOE Sale. 1919 countershaft Tiiumiih, new August,
mileage 1,000, perfect, nnsoiatohcd, fully cquiriied,

many accessories, insurance; £112, or otters.—Smith,
St. Matthew's Vicarage, Barrow-in-Furness. [X1941

1Q20 Triumph, countershatt, all chain drive, fitted

J-«^ luxurious bulbous sidecar to match, brand new
and - unregistered; £175.; exchanges or easy pay-
ments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

11174
TKIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, P. and H.

lamps, insurance, Stuart, Tan-sad, tools, 5-CO

m.p.h. guaranteed, in splendid condition; £90.—A. E.

Disdel, 40, Ackroyd Ed., Houor Oak Park, S.V.23
[9706

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, brand new, uir-

ridden, not renovated, accessories, insurance;
£110; with spares, £125; bargain, cash wanted.—
Hemming, 159, Trinity Rd., Wandsworth Common.
London. [1020

counter-shaft, not W.D.; horn, rear

, in really magnificent ''order,

guaranteed; £110; or. with new coach sidecar. £130;
ex-changes or easy terms.—2, Nightingale Ed., Lower
Clapto*, N.E. [1183

THITTMPH 1920 4h.p. Motor Cycle with Triumph
Sidecar, Lucas head, rear, and sidecar lamps,

horn, Cowey speedometer, hood, cover and wind screen,

indistingui.-i'hable from new; £190.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton. . [X1813

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, new 1919,

beautilul bulbous back sidecar, electric light,

spares (numerous), with new Beldam heavy cover and
tube, appearance as new, guaranteed; £120.-13, Gren-
fell Rd., Netting Hill, -W.ll. [9891

4h.p Triumph Countershaft Combination, T.T. bars,

splendid lamp set. Klaxon, carrier seat, grey coach-

built torpedo sidecar, spare tyro, belt, chain, etc.;

£115 or part exchange Allon 2-stroke.— 2, Quex Mews,
Quex Rd., Ivilburu, N.'W.O. [9884

TRIUMPH 1920 Model iu stock. £127/10; also

Triumph renovated models, £105, makers' fixed

price- also 1914 model, going very cheap.—Lamb's.
387 Euston Rd., London, N.W.; 50, High Rd., Wood
Crecu, N.; 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9573

TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Loudon. E.C.4.-
New 1920 4h.p. Triumph, delivery from stock,

£127/10 sole; can he fftted with Gloria or any other

make of sidecar immediately from stock. Also 4h.fi

WD renovated Triumph and sidecar, renovated 1920
bv Triumph Cycle Co., £120. [9076

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-spe6d Combination, electric

lighting, newly decorated sidecar (best coach finish

with folding luggage platform at rear), Quantity usefid
spares, including unused extra heavy Dunlop tyre and
several new valves, etc.; £98, or nearest; any tjial —
(J.B., 33, Broadway, Earlsdon, Coventry. [X1852

-IQ19-20 Triumph Combination, engine No. 66000,
XiJ fitted with F.R.S. electric lignting set, tyres
and tubes new and unpirnctured. 2 spare tubes, plating
ai;d enamel like new, guaranteed mechanically perfect;
any trial by appointment, and all enquiries answered,
specially tuned engine, does big mileage; £130.- Box
8,067, c/o Tlic Motor Cijclc. [1128

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol Velocette
—Chiipel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2265

VELOCETTE 2JJh.p., all chain, 2-speed, thorough
runn'ing order; £40.—Greetham, Millom, Cumber

laud. ' [X1952

speeds, chain drive, as new
; £52/10: exchanges entep
Wandsworth. [1270

1910
£76
[X1823

W^

finish

:

1348.

VELOCETT.E 2%h.p., 2
marvellous climber

tained.-103a. High St.,

VELOCETTE.—Immediate delivery from stock
21/ih.p. 2-speed model, all-black

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. Tel. :

VELOCETTE.—Early deliveries of this reliable and
economical lightweight; demonstration machines

on show.—Newnham Motor Cq,, 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. [1222

A REAL Bargain.—'Velocette 2i/»h.p., 2-speed, all-

chain drive, practically new, only run about 500
miles, complete with accessories wor-th £10: accept £60:
owner bought combination.—Apply, 11, Higher Alliert
St., Chesterfield. [X1805
IMMEDIATE Delivery Irom stock of the wonderful

Velocette Model D2 2',41i.p., 2-speed, all-chain
drive; £75: no alteration will be made in this model
lor the 1921 season; carriage paid to any address.—
Sole Birmingham agents. The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1149

Verua.
lyERUS-BLACKBURNB, all models, delivery Irom
» stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St
ICxctcr.

fl24'l'

1Q20 4h.p. Verus-Blackburne Combination, prac.^^ tically brand -' -- "*"" "
Ilawke. Market Sq.

new, dn
St. Columb.

250 miles; £125.-
[9631

•y-ERUS 4h.p May, 1920, P. and H. lamps, Klaxon
Kliare belt, insurance: first reasonable offer —

f)ntwin, Ilaggs View, Shawlands, Glasgow. [9557

1Q20 Verun-Blackburnc 2"!',h.p., 2-.siiood, K.S. and
-L«/ clutch, aluTuiiiium discs, guaranteed as now
tjileagc 350: £100.-37, Regent St., Eufc'liy. [X1914'

MOTORCYCLES
IN STOCK FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

NEW MACHINES.
1920 B.S.A. chain-drive Combination . . £152

1920 B.S.A., 6 h.p., solo £150

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £135

t9J0 ENFIELD, lightweight £73 10

1920 INDIAN Scout Model £140

1920 NORTON, 3; h.p., direct drive, T.T. £98

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £140

1920 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model H Com-
bination £182 10

1920 VELOCETTE, lightweight .'' £75

1920 ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., .sports model .. £123

1920 ZENITH, 6 h.p., sports model £139

1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model £139

Etc., etc.

SEGOND-HANO
MACHINES.

,,1920 SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination,
elaborately equipped, and as new . Offers

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., with Sunbeam
Sidecar and full equipment, in-

cluding speedometer £140

igig TRIUMPH, 4 h.p-, with Montgomery
Sidecar, windscreen, lamps, aud
horn £110

1919^ ZENITH, 5 h-P-t countershaft, with
Swan sporting Sidecar, Triplex
screen, and full equipment .... £140

1917 B.S.A., Model K, with C.B. Sidecar,
lamps, and horn £95 q

1920 A.B.C., 3 h.p., completely equipped,
electric lamps, speedometer, etc.,

as new £120

1920 A.B.C., 3 h.p., soiled only £110

1920 ENFtELD, lightweight, as new £62

1920 CLYNO, lightweight, as itcw 60 gns.

1920 SPARKBROOK, 2-speed. light-

.
weight, all accessories, condition
sound £50

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, twin, as new £115

1920 SKOOTAMOTA, cost 60 guineas, as
new £42

Etc., etc.

^"' Layton Garages
J. W. TOLLADY, General Manager,

London Road, BICESTER,
and

90, High Street, OXFORD.
'Phottes—

35, Bicester. 784, Oxford.

'Grants—
" Integrity, Bicester " " Integrity, Oxford."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR ^ALE*
Verus.

VEETTS 2-stroke, 2-speed, -with clutch and tick st^l
new May, 1920, iu perfect condition, with.P, -

H. lamp, Lucas horu; £65.-115, Clarence St., BfiJ

1 Q20 2->4I].p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed and cUw
-M-9J aluminium exhaust box, lootboards and. 41
lamps, horn, speedometer, cost £130, ridden JL-
accept 95 gns.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield HigVwil
Tel.-: Walthara Cross 31.

'"

Villiers.

£35.—Villiers Z'-^h.p. 2-stroke, in nearly new aH
quite perfect condition, single-speed, take 2 ai';

where, lamps and horn, 100 m.p.g. ; alter 6 p.mi *

31, Cromer Rd., N. Watford. [9^"

V.S. Twin Motor, Bike. 2 speeds, Bosch, Druid^
low frame, complete, less tank ; £25.-

Walk, Lower Bourne, Farnham.

\^ilUamson.

1 Q14 Williamson 81i.p., w.e., 3-seater sid(:'i^ar,'3

J-tf equipped; £120.-16, Church Rd., Erith. gtS

WILLIAMSON Combination, back nnd sidecar,-^^
new, t,'Ood rnnuinK order; offers, or part es:<:£ai

for solo.—160, Wells Bd., Bristol. ipS

WILLIAMSON and Wicker Sidecar, Douglas en^ii

4 speeds, lamps, horn, speedonieter, good""
dition ; £90, or near offer.—Greaves, 18, BrS
Place. Portobello, N.B. .- f.O

1 Q14 Williamson Combination, 8h.p.. W-C
-i-iy speeds, hood, screen, all lamps, electric-'ao
in perfect order; £110; exchanges or easy payijjleji

—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.B. it'W

WILLIAMSON &h.p., Douglas engine, Trater-cSol
special 2-seater sidecar (side-by-side), pillioD^-Jfio

sfieen, all lamps, Elasnn, speedometer, excellent.. C(

diitiou: £95.^129, Loyeday Rd., West, Ealing. tS?

1Q14 Williamson Combination, 8-1 Oh. p., -water-cgol
-i-«^ 2-«peed, clutcli. kick s. art, chain drive, car #l
horn, lamps, .speedometer; £80, or near offer.—"W;!

a

G. Jlaird. Ltd., 10. Parsons Green, S.W.6. ..';t93

2Ah.r. Wolf-Jap,
4 condition,

Wolf.
1914. stored during war, splem

t«ke -2 anywhere; i32.— 177, Ea:
field Rd., AVaudsworth. .-093

1 Q14 2V2h.p. Wolt-Jap, splendid running order, IMB
J- 1^ horn, etc. ; exceptional bargain. £35.—!

•IS*

condition, new -itil

Burehell Rd., Leyton.

Qilli.p WoK-Jap. excellent
/V4 and belt, lamp and @
Princes St., Tnnbridge WelU [93

33.11. p. Wooler,
4 £85.—Waucbope's,

LONGMAN Bros., 17.
specialists

;

Wooler.
speeds, MoNab's record brealiL

9, Shoe Lane,. London. [77

. Bond .St., Ealing, VTW
immediate delivery.—'Phone: 68?

WOOLER, ridden 100 miles; mnst sell, or pi^
exchange 2-stroke..—Mellersh, Clarence Rd,.

Albans. 'p.-i

"1 Cfc20 Wooler 2^;ilj.p. Tvrin, as new, or exchanBft^
Xij 4-cy]. F.N., cash adjuetment.—Taylor
stall Lane, Leeds.

155,5

WOOLER, 1920, just delivered, lamps, Cowey 1

cost £108; accept £98.-236, West End-]
N.W.6. Hampstead 7931. ~ ,[

WOOLER 1920 2.y4h.p., tourist model, in absolttt
perfect condition, complete with accessories^ <»1

used for a few miles; exceptional bargain. £85.tJE
and Co., 15-16, -Bishopsgate Av., Camomile .St., E.G

Toe

Zenith.
splendid conditioii, .lamps; lini

N.w:6.
ZENITH 3';.h.p,

£35.-29, Windermere A

T.T. Zenith, £58; take lightweight in part-

<

change.—Highbury, East Drive, Brighton. [M
Combination, as new; £75, or- li

Surrey. [91

5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, like new; hjirgaiu, £!
oilers.— 15, Rilninrsh Rd., Haiumersmith, ^:6

194
"1016 5.6h.p. Zenith, excellent condition, all a«c

change.-

i.p. Zenith4ih.i.
2 offer.—7, Raleigh Rd., Richmond,

series;

Zenith.
"£85.—32. Fclstcad Rd., Wanstead,

ZENITH 5h.p., 1917-1«, x,conditirm excellent
Dunlops; £85.-18, Chesilton Rd., Fulham, !

38
ZENITH 8h.p, 1916, and Mills-Full'ord sidecilt,

complete; bargain, £87/10.—Longncy, Osweatty.

ZENITH 1915 5-6I1.P., clutch, Dunlope, Lncns Jm
etc., splendid condition; £65.-18, HiUdtop£l

cent, N.7. .pi

1Q16 Zenith Combination, countershaft, K.S.L.
Xif lightweight; sell £105 19, Primrose w
Northampton. '^

ZKNITH Combination, 4'.^li.p., . all accessoriee.- ."gc

condition; 80 gns.-Wbrpham's Garage, Coon»i
Rd., Croydon. [9;'

Ay, All letters relating to advertlscmentii should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Popular Types.

A
WEEK-END on the roads, at any time of

the year, is sufficient to demonstrate the

extraordinary popularity of the family

sidecar. Perhaps no form of motoring
appeals so much tO' the average man as

this means by which he can convey his wife and
children to the sea, to visit friends, or for a day's

outing in the country for a very moderate sum.
It is not only the big twin that is suitable for

such work—indeed, a very large proportion of the

family outfits to be seen on our roads is propelled

by sturdy singles. As a passenger-carrier the

motor cycle .and sidecar is capable of accom-
modating more persons than many small cars,

and though the outfit may have been designed

for two persons only, it is now no uncommon
sight to see pater famiUas with his eldest on a
pillion, whik his wife and one or twO' of the

younger members of the family occupy the side-

car with a pile of luggage on the sidecar carrier.

With such usages in view it behoves the

manufacturer to construct stoutly, and this he
almost invariably does, with the result that the

solo enthusiast has a legitimate grumble.

No one wishes to carry about unnecessary

weight with its consequences of loss of " life

"

and increased upkeep, and there is little point

in pacing twentv pounds for a three-speed gear

box if all but the most freakish hills can be

climbed on top gear. What then is the solution

to the problem ? Either manufacturers must
rnake two distinct types, one for solo and one for

passenger work, or one of the two most popular

forms of motor cycling will have to suffer. In

this connection the question ari.ses as to whether
there is a really important market for a dual

purpose machine. If not, there would still be
two main outlets : (i) the purely solo mount
which would be lighter, handier, cheaper, and
more lively ; and (2) the purely passenger

machine which would probably develop into

something rather more mechanical and less likely

to " lean " than the present dual purpose outfit.

An Alternative Fuel.

a^MHE price of an article is what it will

I fetch." This being the sentiment in

I the- minds of those who control the

Jl hfe blood'of.the motor industry, it is

obviously a duty to help forwart.l the

production of an alternative fuel. Now there

are already three alternatives which only require

development in order to lower the price of fuel

and the consequent cost of road transport in

general.

Benzole we most of us know and appreciate,

but owing to the claims of the dye industry and

the lack of Government support, its price is

roughly that of petrol, and it has become very

scarce. Shale oil again is an excellent substitute,

and enormous shale deposits exist in this coun-

try, though they require development.

Alcohol can be produced at home and in so

many parts of the world that its supply could be

unhmited. An authority on the subject assures

The Autocar that enough raw material for the

production of 50,000,000 gallons of power

alcohol per annum .can be grown in Fiji alone.

There are shipping and distribution difficulties,

it is true, but these are not Insuperable, and the

one and only real cause of the hold up is

Government opposition to the use of this fuel.

Since the motor industry finds employment for

hundreds of thousands of workpeople, anti-

quated restrictions should surely be banished

to allow of its development.

Moreover, the price of motor fuel is not a

matter affecting only the private owner, it is a

national question which has a considerable bear-

ing on the price of all road-borne freight, both

human and commercial, and added to this fuel

is of vital importance to the country in the event

of war.

It is, the.refore, the Government's business to

secure an adequate supply of fuel at a reasonable

price and this without delay. Every motor

cyclist, and indeed every patriotic citizen, should

use his utmost influence to secure this end.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacU cover.
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It Doesn't Rust.

n
NEVER like eating my words twice over, l.know
they say the man who never makes mistakes

never makes anything, and tliat if you do~not
occasionally change your mind, you will never'change
anything. ^ Still, it does not feel nice; howeVer, here

goes. Some months ago I implored the trade to

utilise the Kynoch lightning fastener for motor cycling

leggings. Some joker informed me that he had done
so years ago, and the metal seams rusted up so that

he had to be extricated with a tin-opener. I with-

drew my pleadings. Then" Hamel's of Tamworth
told me they had started to manufacture such leggings,

prot^ecting the seam with a fabric flap, though their

experience was that it throve on water. I got a sample
fastener, and it has now lain on my desk for some
while immersed in a jampot full of water. I do not

know whether the modern edition of the fastener is

coslettised, but anyhow it cannot be induced to rust;

and readers may confidently buy them without adding
a hacksaw to their toolkit.

Coil V. Leaf Springs.

[OAV many riders have spotted the rapid stampede
towards leaf springs? I well remember the

day when there wasn't a motor cycle on the

road that had a^ leaf spring in its anatomy. 'To-day,
perhaps inspired by other people's successes, all the,

designers are recanting their old heresies, and drop-
ping the coiled .spring in favour of the pack of leaves.

There is, of course, ample technical justification for

the change of practice. In a coiled spring there is

next to nothing to damp the rebound, whereas friction

steadie.s the action of the leaf pattern, and so mini-
mises the 'tendency to bounce. Leaf springing for

motor cycles is now guarded by a perfect encyclo-
px-dia of patents, and the late comers will have to

pay royalties if they are not careful. Still, I note that
a few wizards have the necessary cunning to devise
dampers for the coiled spring—witness G. E. Stanley's

A32

cute little fitting on the latest Triumph fork. Those .

makers who cling to undamped coil springs should,

have lined the road between the top of Keighley Gate.;

and Harden Bank in the A.C.U. days. The sound oE

clashing forks drowned "the burr of a cool hundred,

exhausts. Some riders merely said " Ouch!" Others

had apparently served as sergeant-majors.

The Alternative to a Spring. Frame?
fill (q

piHERE isn't one," would have been my swift

ii answer to such a query not many moons,'';
|

back. But, as I mellow with age, arii.

increasing reluctance to dogmatise besets me, andvfl

there are times when I wonder if, perhaps, Lenin,^: I

himself isn't, after all, quite a decent fellow, andf-.l

fond, of nursing babies when he isn't busy ^xterminatingjiT

the bourgeois. So 1 won't pretend that one or twQ^.j

firms have not developed very threatening substitute^.!

for a spring frame. To-day, for example, I have^j''

been perturbing the ozone on a 1920 Scott. The
Scott fork has always been deservedly famous amongst-M

the small coterie of forks which rank as absolutely

first-class. The fijrm are wise enough to fit a super-

saddle. The footboards are sprung. The tyres were

3in Palmer cords. Vibration—^well, most men know
that when one cylinder of a Scott has gone dud and

the other is sixteen stroking, the engine is less feel-

able than some four-strokes are when they are tuned

up for the managing director's wife to take a trial

run. So you can guess that there was not a hair's

breadth between this outfit and the best spring frame

I have tried in respect of comfort. I am told, too,

that the new little flat twin Zenith with the special

saddle suspension transports .its rider along a graph

'

.resembling a horizontal straight line, leaving the

machine to outline the pits and steeples of which the

average road surface is now composed. So long as

we get the 1920 standard of feather-bed travel, we do

not much mind whether it is furnished by a spring

frame or a set of ingenious detail gadgets giving {he'

same effect.
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t Tyre Repairs.

LAST week a friend started tO' ride 300 miles with

me. His 'bus was very fast, very heavy, and
very old. He could not be worried to take any

spares. It Nvas—to my mind—a toss up whether the

chains or the tyres' stopped him. It came up tyres.

Puncture No. i was only a pinhole, but it penetrated

exactly outside the edge of an old patch. Should he

strip the old patch or not? The day was hot and we
were a shade behind time,- so patch No. 2 w'as a semi-

eclipse of patch No. I. It lasted better than we had

a right to expect, for it was eighty miles on when a

speedburst led to a^fearful wobble and hasty stop on

his part. He exposed a foot of tube, peeled off patch

No. 2, and put on another very carefully. After five

minutes' rapid fire with one of those silly little uest-

pocket inflators which are often supplied with big

machines, he sulkily freed the whole edge of the cover,

to discover that thereover had crept when the tube de-

flated and that six inches of the tube were tattered and

the valve clean adrift. At this point the enormity of

touring without tyre spares became apparent. The scene

was five miles from a small Yorkshire town, and though

I happened to be at hand tO' fetcla supplies, it was 100

to I against a wee burg having an unusual size in

stock. I went back and after some search unearthed

a, pre-war butt-ender of inferior make. It lasted

fourteen miles, to judge from the wire which followed

me to our common destination in lieu of my pal.

The Umbrella Coat.

SWAS never a dude, as my intimate acquaintances

will bear witness, but the ex.igencies of motor

cycling in bad weather have led -me to take keen

interest in my attire of late years, and I am urged by

one or two readers to make public enquiry whether

anybody still manufactures the " umbrella " coat, and
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eke whether black rubberised waterproofs of stout
texture are still obtainable ? For those who have for-
gotten the umbrella coat, let me e.xplain tliat it was.
certainly the goods for one-season wear. In lieu of
an ordinary collar, it had a poncho-type hole at the
neck ; this hole was lined with elastic 'rubber, and cut
a size smaller than the rider's neck. To enter the
coat, you splayed die hole with both hands, and finally
emerged rosy, dishevelled, minus spectacles (if worn),
ears, face powder and pomade hongroise ; the elastic

collar then contracted around your neck, and
effectually sealed it against tlie ingress of rain.

Towards the end of the season the rubber neck began
to get slightly chafed, and you began to adorn it

with patchquicks in increasing number and variety;
these had a bizane but wholly decorative effect on the~
black collar. Next season you, of course, bought a
new coai. In spite of these handicaps, the umbrella
coat was easily " it '" for long distance work in the
rain. The indignity of entering it, and still worse of
leaving it, was easily balanced by the absence
of that usual shuddery stream of cold water running
down one's back. Are these coats still procurable?

Parsons Chains in the Six Days.

FOR many years past Parsons chains have bei;n

recognised as the motorist's one salvation in

peculiar circumstances, such as driving on wet
ice, or exuicating a car from a sodden field after a
steeplechase. For such reasons many car owners
make a point of carrying them in their tool lockers,

but I had never until 1920 met _an owner who found it

necessary to keep them .fitted throughout a tour. The
incredibly atrocious character of certain roads included
in the A.C.U. Trials is well shown by the fact that

the Morgans wore Parsons chains on their rear wheels

throughout.

MOTOR CYCLLXG CRoL.\0.
Althou^ rather circumscribed the island is a delightful place in which to spend a late motor cycle holiday, the scenery being exceptionally

vaned. The scene, showing an Enfield two-strolie, is outside the club house of the Royal Yacht Squadron. In the distance can be discerned, a
big surrendered German llnec, which was handed oyer with its machinery workable, but mysteriously inefficient.
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ON TOUR.
The Rex with its passengers on Dartmoor, 1 ,300 feet up.

Being Experiences of 2,500 Miles with an 8 h.p. Rex-Blaclcburne Outfit.

THERE is a period in tiie motor cycling career

of almost every family motor cyclist when foot-

stool accommodation for the junior member of

the party is inadequate and a pillion seat not quite

all that is required. A cliild up to six or seven can

be seated snugly at its mother's feet ; but in another

year or twO' the child leaves the baby stage and becomes
a person of importance, so that the question of accom-
modation has tO' be considered.

For Business and Pleasure.

Since the early -spring a member of Tlie Motor
Cycle staff has had in use a Blackburne-engined 8

h.p. Rex, with a large sidecar built to his special

requirements including a dickey seat for a boy of

eleven. The macliine had to be suitable for :

(i.) Duties in connection with editorial work, such
as following trials, etc.

(2.) Pleasure touring with family.

(3.) A combina
tion of the two
when circumstances
permitted.

How well the big

Rex has served these

purposes may be
judged from the

fact that, at the
time of writing, over
2,500 miles stand to

its credit, fully half

of which has been
done in wet weather,
and on no part of

the machine has it

been necessary to use The Rex family sidecar, which has a commocfious dickey seat for a juvenile,

a tool, except to change a wheel when a puncture has
occurred. Further, the engine and gear box have
received no adjustment, and the former has not even
been decarbonised.

The machine first appealed to its owner on account
of its solid construction, its splendid finish, its inrge
B2

wheels, and its long wheelbase. In the latter con-
nection the desire for a^ long sidecar was partly

responsible, as it was well appreciated that a sidecar

to look well with a dickey seat had to be long, and
on the average machine such a body "as that

adopted would look absurd, just as the average side-,

car body ' on the long Rex would not harmonise.
The sidecar was designed and made by the Rex

Co., who now have standardised it as their de luxe
model, and, as, will be seen from tlie illustrations, it

is handsome in appearance, while the finish is

superior to at least 90% of sidecars made to-day.

Those who have ins2:>ected the machine agree that
this is no exaggeration.

A Standard Mac^hine.

The macliine itself is the 1920 standard Rex, with
adjustable handle-bar, cantilever spring saddle, and

'

interchangeable quick detachable 28 x 3in. wheels.

The engine is the

m

now well-known 8 ~^

h.p. Blackburne with

outside flywheel, the
v;

gear box a Sturmey- 5;

ij;| Archer, and the.
^^j. transmission is by

chain and belt, ,

which latter has
not given the trouble - \,
prophesied by chain- '%'

drive enthusiasts ,-'

who thought the '>

"

machine too heavy
for this form of
final transmission.

A post-war belt,

however, is quite up to the work, and has only once
,

caused an involuntary stop, when the fastener pulled
out tlirough faulty fitting after shortening—an opera-
tion only found necessary on two occasions.

During 2,500 miles touring and competition work
under all conditions of road and weather, not a nut
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Six Months with a Family Sidecar.—

has shaken loose, the sidecar has not required re-

aligning, and the clutch has needed no adjustment.

In the latter connection, however, it should be

mentioned that neglect on this point probably led to

the only failure to climb a hill.

This was at the conclusion of the mileage mentioned,

and occurred on Dartmoor. Out of Widdecombe-in-

the-Moor there is a steep climb in the direction of

Bovey Tracy, and it was there that the need of clutch

adjustment became apparent, although, strange to

say, the same hill was climbed successfully a few

days later without any adjustment ha.ving been made,

which letl to the conclusion that the previous failure

was due to changing down to first a little too late.

The first run on
the machine was a

"

revelation of the

a d V a-n t a g e s of a

heavy outside fly-

wheel.. With a hght
passenger in the
sicfecar, all but the

last few yards of

Edge Hill were
taken on . top gear.

The owner is still

under the impres-

sion that the whole
climb could have
been accomplished
on '

' top,
'

' had he
known more about
the carburetter then

fitted.

Then came the

Colmore Cup Trial,

during which the

macliine easily
^j

climbed S u d e 1 e y
Hill on s e c o n d
gear. After this

trial the routes
followed have been
forgotten, but there

are outstanding memories of joumeying to \\'addington

Fells, in North Lancashire, to attend the hill-climb

organised by the Lancashire clubs, of a two-day trip

to Chepstow on the occasion of the Bimiingham Clubs'
Touring Trial, and finally the .trip, to Liverpool and.
North Wales two weeks ago for the Reliance Cup
Trial. These three trips are remembered for the

reason that heavy rain was encountered on each
occasion.

Belt Drive under Adverse Conditions.

jThe run to Lancashire for the Waddington Fells

^ent was taken with sidecar and dickey passenger,
he hood was up the whole of the way, and for the

fekey passenger an additional hood was improvised by
Stening an army ground sheet over the hood prope*

Jtd to the spare wheel.

f-Tlie drenched roads threw up as much water as

ime from the skies,- and near Weston, Staffs., there
ere several floods. Notwithstanding, an average of

m.p.h. was made, and only after a particularly

|eep flood was there any sign of belt-slip.

Thanks to wide pulley centres, ordinary

trouble from b'

On the Chepstow run the second day was one con-

tinuous downpour, yet only very infrequent signs of

belt-slip were observed, and during the Liverpool trip,

on the 17th inst., the belt did not slip at all.

The comparatively long belt drive is responsible for

these good results, as the owner last year ran another
cliain-cum-belt sidecar twin with a shorter drive, which,
under practically identical conditions, was prone to slip.

During the first two weeks of this month a holiday

trip was taken to South Devon, The journey of 186
miles Was done in the day, with full load and several

intervals for sight seeing. The return was made in

sirnilar running time. Teignmouth was left at ten

o'clock, and detours made to Burnham-on-Sea and
the Cheddar Caves. Long stays in these places and

in Bristol brought
the clock round to

7.30 p.m. before the

Western Metropolis

was left behind.

This meant practi-

cally 100 miles in

the dark.

The lamp equip-

ment included an

F.R.S. Major head
lamp and a Motex
sidecar lamp, sup-

plied by the F.R.S.
generator. For a

rear light a Motex
lamp and separate

generator were used,

which gave no
trouble and did not

require recharging

during the six hours

run.

During the stay in

South Devon several

sight-seeing journeys

were taken to neigh-

bouring resorts,
including several
trips on Dartmoor,

where it w'as found dangerous to leave the main roads

for apparent short cuts shown on the map.

On one occasion such a nine-mile cross-countiy run

could be likened to the worst section in the hardest

trial. With a Gambles Lane steepness and a Park
Rash sru'face, the lanes wandered across the country .

up ajid down, but at no time did the engine show
signs of distress, although at times the rear wheel

sent out showers of stones.

During this first chapter in the life of the big Rex,
the impression . has been formed that in every way
it lives up to the early reputation of its makers, and
the only criticisms which can be levelled concern

points which have been or are being altered.

In the latter connection, the owner has fitted an

aluminium step made by a Coventry firm, and for the

convenience of the dickey passenger a small step of

the same metal which w'as supplied by the makers of

Rennoc sidecars.

The engine is extremely economical on oil, and with

an Amac two-lever carburetter will give 60 m.p.g.

under touring conditions.

B3

watersplashes may be taken without

eit slippmg.
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OVERSEAS SECTION
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CAN WORSE ROADS BE TRAVERSED ? In the comments on this page it is pointed out that Great Britain contains road difficulties

which are as severe as any that can be found in the most remote parts of the world. The moral to be drawn is the futility of designing

machines for conditions which are too severe for the riders themselves, and which also tend to improve with the progress of civilisation. The
scene above is a typical example of a main road in the Western Scottish Highlands which has suffered a temporary " wash-out."

A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.
What is Really Among the letters we receive a great
Wanted? diversity of opinion is evident as to the

ideal specification of machines intended
for overseas markets. On the one hand we are

requested for the names of lightweights, suitable for

use in hot, moderately level, and sandy districts, where
cool running, ea.se of handling, and weight low enough:
to permit of lilting the machine over the fallen

vegetation of the hush, are all advantageous; while
on the other hand we are asked to indicate machines
of great horse-power, massive construction, adequate
springing, light car tyres, and excessive ground clear-

ance.

Sometimes we suspect both classes of correspondents
of slightly exaggerating their requirements, much as

do the gentlemen at home who hasten into print at

frequent inten'als with specifications of " my ideal

machine."

Lessons of

the Trials.

During 1920 a number of trials have
been arranged in the North and West
of Yorkshire—these have been both one

day events and a Six Days Trial of unusual severity,
over tracks_ laid down in the pioneer days of British
commercialism when the water-power of the mountain
ranges was an industrial asset. These roads were
abandoned almost at their inception, and they now
remain, traversed only by the sheep-grazers of a
sparsely ])opulated countryside. .

Such roads, of appalling roughness, including
gradients so steep that the tractive adhesion of even
solo back wheels diminishes to such an extent that
the torque of a powerful engine is no longer available
for [iro-pulsiun, jirovide conditions than which none
wor,se could be usefully traversed by means of motor
cycles.

B4

Are Worse The closing yords of the last paragraph
Roads Ride- were written advisedly. Those riders

able? who demand a machine capable of being

ridden anyivhere under any conditions,

may lose sight of the fact that, long before the limit

of the modern machines' range of action is reached,

the physical capabilities of the motor cyclist himself :

are exceeded. In the trial above mentioned almost

all classes of solo machines, including some of the
'

smallest lightweights, and most of the passenger out-

fits, proved themselves capable of negotiating every .

obstacle, whether it be watersplash, boulder-strewn

gulley, or a seemingly endless gradient on the shifting

screes of a decaying hillside. The majority of the •

machines finished without serious breakages. What,
then, eliminates competitors from such trials?

tj] tj] tj)

The Personal Undoubtedly, it is the rider's skill and
'

Factor. judgment which now form the determin-
ing element in modem reliability trials.

Machines will gO' anywhere where the wheels will grip,'

but riders may find that a heavy, and powerful machine,
plunging from obstacle to obstacle, is almost "im-

manageable.
If the co'untry which it is proposed to travel contains

nothing else but conditions such as those described)

it would appear useless tO' advance the claims of the

motOT cycle as" having greater utility and safety than
the horse. Motor cycles are products of civilisation

—

indeed, one m.ight say they are amongst the luxuries

of civilisation, and, rather than retrograde the develop-

ment of their light, swift, and economical qualities by
adding weight, abnomally low gears and tractor back
wheels to fit them for conditions not adva'nced to their

era, the adverse conditions should be brought forward.]

to a state consonant with the position which the motorl
cycle occupies in modern engineering development.
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A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

Sidecars for India.

Mr. W. W. Daxgaeno, o£ Cawnpore, states his own re-

quirements for a sidecar to be used in India.

He writes :
" The sidecar must have not less than 5in.

road clearance, as on the main roads near towns and in

the towns bricks on the road are too plentiful. No one

would ever sliift a brick to the road side. Indians, never

;

policemen, w-ell they look on and report accidents owing

tQ stray bricks or other obstructions, but move them, never !

A policeman would rather see half-a-dozen smashes and walk

five miles to report, but rather than move the brick he would
resign—that is a coolie's job, not a policeman's.

" I had to cut my sidecar frame to raise it up to clear

4|in. bricks on edge, as I had many jolts. Leaving our main
roads, which axe splendid, we have ordinary roads, rutted

deeply, even" a 12in. cleai-ance cannot pass along. Cars for

India need 14in. road cleai-ance to be safe on ordinary roads,

but, of course, no motor cycle can have that. I have come
down with many a frightful jolt on the crank chamber and

had the sidecar four times broken (in the luggage carrier

part), so sidecar clearance must not be under 5in.

"The rear of the sidecar body should be fitted with clip

brackets and straps to carry a spare tyre. 50, 100, 150, and
250 miles without a motor shop is usual, so in India one

needs at all times to carry a spare cover ; that is where the

spare w-heel outfit comes in. Our roads seem to be strewn

with bullock shoes worn to a razor edge. It is a far too

common occurrence to have a cover cut right through and
almost right round with a ejharp bullock shoe ; needless

to say a spare cover is absolutely necessary on long runs.

Bullock shoe nails ai'e an endless source of punctures and

wori'y to all motor owners. With the temperature at

110-115° F. in the shade it is far beyond a joke ; it is danger-

ous to life to work at a tyre in the sun.

" One more item. The average motor cycle front wheel

is not well enough guarded. The wheel throws water and
mild, sand and stones into the sidecar passenger's face. At
dtl' times messes the sidecar body and throws mud on the

cycle rider's boots and legs up to the knees. A valance

on the mudguard side would save the sidecar from being

splashed with sand to the fuination of the paint."

Smaller Jets in Hot Countries.

Mr. R. F. JIacDon"ald, a Swaziland enthusiast, sends a

photograph of his Enfield outfit which has 9,000 miles to its

credit. So far as the photograph shows the machine is as

good as ever. The owner and a friend travelled 500 miles to

hear ilr. Harry Lauder in Johannesburg, which reveals a

keen admiration for the famous Scotch comedian, and serves

to throw light on the conditions of life in Swaziland and
the need for a reliable means of transportation such as is

afforded by a motor cycle. Regarding the Six Days Trials

he says :

.
" I should like to enter your Six Days Trials. We see

many complaints of overheating in your columns. Owner-
ship is rather akin to boaattulness, but I can supply any
number of statements in support of my 'boasts,' which may
seem rather far fetched. Of the two hills (one on either

way out of town), one has a drop of 1,500 feet in five miles ;

_ steepest part 1 in 3^. The other seven miles long in land-

ings ; steepest grade 1 in 4. Both bad sui'faces. I can climb
eitl'ier comfortably three up with an ordinary load of luggage
without overheating. The best consumption I have obtained
is 90 m p.g. selo and about 60 m.p.g. with sidecar.

" Curiously enough with my comparatively successful efforts

at tune I find it difficult to exceed 35 m.p.h. But I can keep
up a 20 m.p.h. average on ordinary Colonial roads for several

hours without trouble. In fact, it is difficult to get the machine
hot enough for the easiest running in the ordinary course.
" One matter which puzzles me is the large jets in use in

the old country I find 25 very satisfactory ; 26 or 27 occa-

^^nally for heavier work.
K^With the colder atmosphere at home you should have
^^Be trouble with overheating. There is absolutely nothing
ireakish or extraordinary aliout my 'bus, ' and certainly

nothing exceptional about my methods of tuning. It is my
only hobby, and I am rather a maniac in the pursuit of it.

All bearings are perfectly devoid of movement -(excepting

usual side play). For spares, one cover and tube for rear

wheel, and one driving chain, are carried."

British and American Prices.

How the present prices of British machines abroad are
causing riders to turn to American productions is illustrated

in the following letter from "W.P.H.G." who, from India,
writes ;

" I wanted a lightweight, but did not want to pay more
than £80, so looked around and found a 2^ h.p. C'lyno at Rs.
1,000, equalling £100 at present exchange ; a Royal Enfield

at Rs. 950. I turned away to look at Yankee goods,
and bought a Cleveland, Rs. 725, i.e., £72 10s. And much'
as I would rather have had an English macliine I must say
that the Cleveland has given me every satisfaction. It is

my first American after tlrree English, and the change has
shown me many things. Its carburetter is fine ; one can
start nine times out often at first kick ; the idling adjustment
is what I have been looking for for some time (but few bi-

cycles have the Capac). When the temperature is 106° in the
shade, the machine will run mile after mile at 20-25 m.p.h.
and never seems to dry up. When wUl English makers fit

lightweights with saddles like the Cleveland? I have not
seen one to equal it yet on any other lightweight. But all

the same I would not get an American if I could get an Eng-
lish machine at the price to do the same work; but out here
it was a case of a Yankee, or a push bicycle.

" When shall w-e get more motor bicycles out here at a
price to fit our pocket ?

" I saw an A.B.C. in Lahore, but it was about £200 at the
present exchange."

A Dutch Opinion.

Anent the fitting of over-size tyres, Mr. A. V-tx dkr
Mee, of The Hague, endorses an opinion recently expressed
by a member of The . Motor Cycle staft'. " I see with
pleasure that H.D.T. has come to appreciate 3in. tyres," he
writes. " Indeed, they are really necessary on bad roads,

and on American machines they are standard, even on the
little two-strokes.

" British roads must still be reasonably good, seeing that
some correspondent recommends a foot-operated oil-pump !

" Has any one really appreciated the new Sunbeam forks
to the full? The spring-end moves about four times as much
as the machine does, giving accordingly a very slow, iip and
down movement, which distinguishes itself very favourably
from the bouncing given by even the best ordinary forks.

Practically, as %vell as theoretically, the forks seem ideal.

Now a rear suspension on such lines ! Some designers make
the movement of the springs far less than that of the wheel,
which, of course, is radically wrong.

" Asking for more spring frames, large tyres and smooth
running, balanced engines, I wish you every success.".

MmMf^sam^^jfsiXfiBs^^^^S^^l^S^^X

Lieut. Jones, ILA.F., on his Rudge-Multi in Algiers, which he

visited with the Fleet during the early part of this year. Mr.
Jones states that this was the first motor bicycle seen in the

particular district in question. He found progress extremely

difficult owing to the extraordinary interest in his machine

shown by the natives.
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The F.E.W. A big solo

machine which at present re-

tains the simplicity of the fixed

gear ; but which will later

incorporate a special design of

friction gear-

The F.E.W. Molor Cyc'e which embodies Several Pleasing Features.

THE F.E.W. motor cycle, illu.strated

above, has been designed by the
inventor of the F.E.W. valve attach-

ment, and incorporates a 6 h.p. J. A.P.
engine unit, which is accessibly mounted
on four engine plates suspended from the
two down tubes.

Triangulated Rear Frame.

At the rear the suspending member is

triangularly constructed. The two tubes
suspending the engine are- bolted to the
saddle tube, whilst twcr similar tubes,
brazed to the rear fork, are fixed at the
same point. A gear box is not at present
fitted, but a novel type of friction gear
will be incorporated at a later date.
The petrol and oil tanks are somewhat

unconventional. The former, of very large
capacity and being of the saddle type,
conceals the top tube.

Lubricating oil is carried in a circular

tank which is held by clips to the front
down tube, and the drip feed lubricator and
pump are conveniently located at the top.

Saxon spring forks have been fitted for

demonstration purposes. A new design,
however, will be introduced later on.
Mudguarding has received special atten-

tion, and adequate protection at the front
and rear is provided.
The silencer and the exhaust pipes have

been very neatly designed, and a special
fitting is provided whereby the rider may,
if required, considerably reduce the noise
of the exhaust.

F.E.W. Valve Attachment.

A very comfortable riding position is

afforded by the horizontally sprung saddle.
This is suspended on two leaf springs-
anchored beneath the tank, and also on a
bracket fixed to the top of the saddle tube.

As may be expected, the F.E.W^. valve-

attachment forms part of the equipment."
This valve spring fitting was fully described'

in the issue of The Motor Cycle dated
September 18th, 1919.

Novel Tappet Adjustment.

Tappet adjustment is provided at the

base of this device, and is regulated by'

a small disc and locking ring. The
-standard J. A. P. tappet may also be used;
but, it is claimed, a more minute
adjustment can be made from the F.E.W.
attachment.
The designer, Mr. F. E. Wallei^ ia-j"

anxious to place this machine on the..?

market, and is open to negotiate with any'
manufacturer to whom the design appeals."
Mr. Waller's address is c/o Messrs.^
Rubberine, Ltd., 444, Market Road,^,
Caledonian Road, London, N.17.

KINGSBURY INNOVATIONS.
WHEN described in The Motor Cj/ch

at the end of last year, the Kings-
bui-y two-stroke lightweight was

a single-geared machine. Among other
improvements, it now embodies a two--
speed gear and a new spring fork.
The engine, it may be remembered, has

a bore and stroke of 68 and 70 mm.
respectively, the capacity therefore being
254 c.c. Plain white rnetal is used for
the big-end and crankshaft bearings. The
new gear consists of two floating chain
sprockets, driven from two engine
-sprockets. Between the inner faces of
each is a friction disc, mounted on the
countershaft, which is closed against the
sides of tlie sprockets by a handle mounted
at the side of the tank. 'The two
.sprockets provide ratios of approximately
6 and 8 to 1.

A new front spring fork is another
feature of the macin'ne, and the design of
this component is similar in principle to
the well-know," 'J'riunjjih f(jrli. A small
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recoil spring is located in front of the
main spring and absorbs the smaller

violent shocks, which occur after the com-
pression of the main spring.

The Kingsbury lightweight is handled
in London by Messrs. London and Mid-

land Motors,
London, W.l.

Ltd., 445, Oxford Street,

riie latest Kingsbury

lightweight.

1
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A Wonderful
Display of

Endurance.
I Over 30 m.p.h. for 12 Hours
on a 330 c.c. Blackbume.

A BIG coap was successfully pulled off

by J. S. Holroyd, at Brooklands
on iNIonday last week, when riding

a 2| h.p. Blackbume motor cycle.

He broke all the records in class B
I for motor cycles not exceeding 350 c.c.

I
which were established, but a month ago,

\

first by F. A. ilcNab (Wooler), and
: later by S. Gill on an Alecto two-stroke.

,; He also added figures to these classes

i iOr the previously unestablished seven

hour and 600 mile records.

600 Miles at 50 m.p.h.

His speeds, which throughout the

twelve houi's' running, were over 50

m.p.h., extended the nine, ten, eleven,

and twelve hour records to classes C, D
and E for solo machines not exceeding
500, 750, and 1,000 c.c. respectively. The
distance runs from 350 to 500 miles
break the records in class B, whilst ex-

cluding the 550 and 400 mile records he
breaks those in classes C and D, and
the 500 and 600 mile records are extended
to class E. The 600 mile record in class

C was previously unestablished.

3S3

J. S. Holroyd (2| Blackbume) starting away after a temporary halt for fi^el and oil during
his 600 mile record run on the track at Brooklands. He averaged over 50 m.p.h. for twelve
hours. On the right is Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, the official timekeeper.

D. R. O'Donovan after creating new speeds in the 500 c.c.

and 750 c.c. sidecar classes on a Norton. His time from stand-
ing start for the ten miles was 10m. 21*5. = 57'89 m.p.h.

It is wonderful
testimony to the
reliability of the
Blackbume that no
mechanical trouble
was experienced with
the machine, which
was fitted with short
mudguards and a
three-speed gear box.
A belt fastener,

however, pulled out
when some short dis-

tance from the filling

point.

A Clean Engine.
At the- conclusion of

this splendid perform-
ance a remarkable
absence of oil on the
crank case was evident,

and after the strenu-

ous run of 6C0 miles
on a concrete track

the condition of the
tyres was certainly

good. The rear wheel
was, however, changed
after ten hours' run-
ning, as a small nail

was located in the

cover and might have
given trouble. Other-
wise there was suffi-

cient rubber to have
completed the total

distance. It is curi-

ous to note the side

wear on the tyres

which is obviously due
to the curve of the

banking. Avon tyres
and belt. Pratt's
spirit, and Wakefield
Castrol wex'e used.

His performances were as follows :

TIME RECORDS.

New Old
Hours. Miles. Yards. Speed. Speed. Classes. -

m.p.h. m.p.h.

7 'i-iS 688 51-18 — B.
8 411 1.325 51-47 - 42.84 B.

9 A^^ 1,207 50.17 42.60 B, C, D, E.
10 504 133 50.40 42-ii B, C. D, E.
II 551 96 50.09 -ll./S B, C. D, E.
12 602 658 50-19 41-71- B, C, D, E.

DISTANCE RECORDS.

New Old
Miles. H, M. S. Speed. Speed. Classes.

m.p.h. m-p-h.

350 6 50 30 51.17 42-86 B.

400 7 46 30J 51-59 41-99 B.
45i 8 5? 9 50-17 41-75 B, C, D.
500 9 55 iSJ 50-39 41-71 B, C, D, E.
600 11 57 liS 50-ig 35-30 B, C, D, E.

Another Norton Success.

A Norton sidecar outfit also figured in

Monday's record breaking, and, piloted

by D. R. O'Donovan, raised the speed

of 56.71 m.p.h., in the ten miles stand-

ing start, previously held by J. Cocker
(Triumph) in class G for passenger
machines not exceeding 500 c.c, to

57.89 m.p.h., and in cla.ss H for passen-

ger machines not exceeding 750 c.c. he
also raised the old speed of 57.71 created

by E. B. Ware on a Zenith-Jap,
which has stood since November, 1913.

O'Donovan's time over the ten miles was
10m. 21fs.

It is interesting to note that nil the

figures in class G now stand to the

credit of either O'Donovan or his partner,

H. H. Beech, who are in business in

Great Portland Street, London.
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SIQNS of£.e

FOR most of us in the North the Scottish Two
Days .was the last event of importance for the

year, and as such it . was very appropriate.

True the weather on Monday morning, when the

choicest scenery was traversed, was not all that it

might have been, but in spite of clouds, wet, and

chill, one could not pass within the solitary' splendour

of Glencoe without a sense of its magnitude and

grandeur.

Throughout the trial, indeed, one was passing

through scene after scene which left one with a feeling

of dazed incomprehension, and even back in the

din of the Edinburgh streets, the mountains far

behind, one was still aware of the spell, and of a

sense of having seen -something a thousand times

worth while.

One comes to understand a little why the people of

these hills never tire of their views, but living their

lives in what most people would consider absolute

loneliness, they love the glens and corries of their

birth with a love that passes the understanding of

city folk.

Happy Official Rulings.

Riders who have not as yet been so fortunate as

to compete in a Scottish Trial have something to

which to look forward, for the officials of the Edin-

burgh Club have attained a happy knack of attuning

their events to the countiy througlr which they are

run ; and far from being hampered by an obsession of

petty rules, a spirit of freedom and good-fellowship

pervades these events in keeping with their more
rugged characteristics. The officials are fellow

sportsmen, always ready with a word of cheery help

and advice, and one feels that they would far rather

give one a mark than take one away. As an example
—a member of the Cumberland Club forgot on one

occasion to check in. He was early at the check, and
with several companions went into the hotel for tea.

Naturally he lost marks, but at the end of the trial

it was decided that, since this was his first triaKand he

had ridden well otherwise, his omission should be
pardoned. Thus the team prize went to the Cumber-
land Ckib instead fif the Edinburgh Club—an example
of sportsmanship and courtesy which gave every

concession to the visitor.
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A Competitor's Memories

of an Arduous though

Sporting Event.

One could not make the best of a Scottish Trial with

one eye on the watch all the time, and, realising this,

the organisers of Scottish events have arrived at a fair

'

and thorough system of marking whereby a competitor-.

need not look at his watch at all if so minded. The
official on duty is always ready to tell you the time

"wheii you arrive, and I have .myself ridden in several

Scottish Trials without having a watch in my
possession.

Severity.

Now as regards tlie severity of the event, it can
certainly be srfid that, though a crack rider on a dud
machine might have got through, a dud rider on any .

kind of machine would most assuredly have gone
under. The times were not severe so long as one'
experienced no trouble, but the nature of the roads
was such that if delayed the subsequent blind was
almost sure to lead to a fall and more delay. It. was,
more than anything," a test of wheel bearings, mud-
guard fittings, and frames. The miles of wet sand

;

caused more than one wheel bearing to give out, '.

and how the frames stood the terrific jolting is a

marvel. As a matter of fact, all of them did not
stand it.

On the outward journey the pot-holes between
Jidinburgh and Stirling seemed appalling, but return-

ing on Monday evening over the same road it impressed
one as being like riding on a billiard table after what
we had passed. Personally, I emerged with the utriiost '.

respect for the little spring frame mount I was riding, 1,

for apart from being a picnic in the way of comfort.'

and speed, it demonstrated its strength by coming un-

scathed through a crash which might excusably have
driven in the front forks. I bounced oflf the road and
the macjiine crashed nose first into a ditch four feet

or so in depth, meeting the perpendicular bank with

such force that the little mount bounced back on to the

greensward

!

There are so many who rode well that it seems ,

'hardly fair to mention one or two of one's friends and
omit the rest, but I 'cannot refrain from mentioning
the name of J. M. Russell—a comparatively new man
to the competition world—who successfully piloted

through his little two-speed 2}^ h.p. Eevis, climbing

all hills with power in hand, and riding to time in
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A Competitor's Impressions of the Scottish "Two Days."—
spite of roads and weather. This was no mean pro-

position, as the task of handling so light a machine
over great distances and through such adverse con-

ditions was as severe a test of the rider as it was of

the machine.

Youthful Competitors.
Two very juvenile riders, J. Manuel (4 h.p. Triumph)

and A. B. Fairley (A. B.C.), came through success-

fully, for which they are to be congratulated. They
were not exceptional in yielding to the temptation to

blind when occasionally road and weather relented,

for one or two old hands rather set the example in

this respect'. It would, for instance, be interesting to

know the exact riding time occupied in covering the

last check of the trial by the respective riders of an
Ace, a. Harley solo, and a Norton I

And so for most of us, I say that the Scottish Two
Days Trial was not remarkable for its freakish severity,

but for its genuine and sporting hardships, and we shall

remember, it rather as a careless holiday affair than
as a trial. The hills, were fair—a test of efificient cool-
ing and good riding rather than of the ability to

adapt freak gears to a given design-^and any good
amateur stood a reasonable chance of surviving

happily. Our Scottish trials are essentially suitable

for amateurs, and it is hoped that next year an even
greater number of sportsmen will travel northwards
across the Tweed to participate in them.

H. Mortimer Batten.

ON A FAMOUS SCOTTiSH PASS.

|. Beck (3i Sunbeam sc.) making a good ascent of Glencoe in the Scottish "Two Days Trial

The Removal of Superfluous Weight.
QUITE properly the question of weight is coming

in for discussion more than ever before. What-
ever may be the contentions of those who prefer

to handle heavy machines it must be obvious that we
cannot obtain real efficiency without reducing useless

weight to a minimum. Weight, therefore, should de-

pend on h.p., and weight horse-power ratio is the thing

that counts. Therefore, it seems reasonable that in

,
future days when we are getting nearer to engineering

ideals, the man who likes to handle a heavy machine
will be able to obtain it only combined with high

_power.

By all means let us reduce the weight of our motor
ycles, but unless this is done in a thorough and

eientific manner we shall not only save but a pound
two, but we shall introduce fresh troubles due to

'weakened parts.

Unfortunately, weight paring does not always go

hand in hand with production methods, and to remove
an appreciable poundage from an existing model
would be a costly and laborious process. To avoid

this the designer must lay out his new models with

the lesson of the Dreadnought before him, and his

weight saving must be done in so far as is possible

without increasing production costs. Details must be

considered, as it is here that substantial reductions can

be made.
Reasonable reduction in the weight of reciprocating

parts, far from being dangerous, will lead to greater

reliability owing to decreased inertia stresses, added
to which a corresponding weight is saved in the

balance weights. Much weight may be saved by the

employment of an outside flywheel. Plain bearings

.

are lighter than ball-races, and, provided they are

designed for the loading they will receive, and properly

lubricated, they will wear excellently. It is a waste

to use a gear box designed for a 4 h.p. single on a

2^4 twin, and /nuts and bolts are often out of all pro-

portion to the work that they are required to do. Much
weight could be saved by the standardisation of acces-

sories, so that lamp brackets, etc., could be incorpor-

ated in the handle-bar or frame fittings, and the same
applies to speedometer fittings, tool bags, generator

fittings, control levers, etc. It is quite instructive to

examine, the machines of casual tourists and to count

the various clip attachments which may amount to as

many as sixteen to twenty, all of which add weight

which could easily be saved by design.
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Progress of the Wilkin

Coast Trial.

(( \Y7E have bad no mechanical troubleW and the machine is running as

sweetly as when we started

fourteen days ago," said Mr. J. W. Wilkin

who with Mr. Barr, the A.C.U. official

observer as passenger, is piloting a 4 h.p.

Blackburne engined Wilkin; and sidecar

round the coast of Great Britain, to a

representative of The Motor C'l/de m an

interview at Chatham, on Wednesday,

September 22nd.

The Wilkin is the iirst motor cycle to

undertake a unique trial of this kind

under official observation. The route has

been mostly over unbeaten by-ways w
order strictly to carry out the programme

to the letter, i.e., to tour as ne^ir to the

sea as possible all the time.

Unfavourable Weather Conditions.

When we saw the outfit at Chatham,

it had been on the road thirteen daye,

and most of the time it had been a battle

against tempestuous winds and ram, such

as are only experienced on the mountain

tracks of Scotland at this time of the

year. ., , .
,

The total distance of 3,500 miles which

tlie driver was still confident he could

complete without mishap, was hoped to

be covered in twenty days. The fact

however, that a strong headwind had

opposed the riders the whole time would

in all probability lengthen the period

slightly. Exceptionally difficult roads

and rough mountain tracks, which

as indicated by signposts, were closed

to motor traffic, were encountered

between Stranraer and Ballantrae,

situated on each side of Loch Ryan, on

the west coast of Scotland, and though

Buch conditions were quite unexpected,

the frame and sidecar chassis survived the

experience. The famous Rest-and-be-

Thankful hill was included in the route,

and climbed successfully.

Another exceptional test of durability

was demonstrated on the "road" from

Garelochhead to Inveraray. Mud, inches

The worst over. The Wilkin outfit at Grimsby after having covered half the distance

planned for the Coast Trial.

deep, was traversed, and at times the
bottom of the crank case scraped along
hard surfaces beneath the mire. At one
point on this road, the machine had to

be driven ..down hill on bottom gear, in

order to overcome the resistance of the

mud.
The gear ratios on this machine are

5i, 9,4, and 17 to 1, whilst the all-chain

drive' is, in tlie rider's opinion, the chief

reason for his non-stop success, as he
considers a belt would have been impos-
sible in the torrents of rain encountered,
Tlie fuel and oil consumption, Mr. Barr
informed us, has worked out at approxi-
mately 68 m.p.g. of petrol, and 8CK)

m.p.g. of oil.

The EcLuipment Carried.

The only adjustments that had been
made up to the time of our interview
were /occasional shortening of the chains,

and one changed cover on the rear wheel
of the machine. The cover on this wlieel

burst when negotiating a road strewn
with large flint boulders.
As far as riding equipment is con-

cerned, the driver has found that there
is nothing to beat the oilskin waders
similar to fishermen's boots, and a large
and roomy oilskin coat, beneath which

may be worn numerous other garments
of a woolly nature in order to keep the

circulation good.
Very few spares have been carried, such

things as valve springs and spare valvea"'

only being deemed necessary.

The route to be covered to complete th^
journey embraces most of the southern-

seaside resorts, and with Land's End as

the turning point, the riders planned to

proceed thfough Bristol, via Porlock andx
Lynton, then around the Welsh coast to

Liverpool. -

It will be noted- from the schedule below
that there are still 1,084 miles to com-'*

plete the test.
'

The Coast Ride Schedule.
Towns

Liverpool
Carlisle
Glasgow
Fort Augustus
Thursc
Banfi
Edinburgn
Whitby
Hunstanton
Chatham
Southampton
Plymouth
Barnstaple
Cardiff
Aberystwyth
Liverpool

Mileage.

188 188
224 412
180 592
240 832
202 1,034
224 1.258
200 1,458
192 1,650
212 1,862
204 2.066
192 2,158
200 2.358
134 2,542
204 2.746
200 2.946

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR SIDECARS.
TF a motor cyclist does not desire

1 to go in for the expense of a

dynamo lighting installation

for his motor bicycle and sidecar,

he will, doubtless, be relieved to

hear of a reliable means of light-

ing his side and tail lamps by

electricity, thus saving the com-

plication of an extra generator.

Aluminium Castings.

Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,

H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road,

East Croydon, Surrey, hav«

placed upon the market a very

neat battery set comprising the

well-known Hellesen battery, which

is extremely reliable ami has great

ia.sting lowers. The lamps are

aluminium castings made through-

out by the linn at their new works
at Croydon, and in design both.

The H.A.H. side

d tail electrical

nstallation

side and tail lamps are practically .

identical.

A.n Ingenious Sidecar Bracket.

In our illustration the tail lamp
is shown with the bulb removed,
showing the bulb-holder and the
neat screw-switch and locking
device at the rear. The sidecar
lamp is provided with a simple
and ingenious bracket, which
enables it to be attached either to
the sidecar body in a horizontal
position or upright in the centre
of the sidecar wing.
The whole installation [s particu-

larly well carried out, and the
lamps and battery box are well
finished and strongly constructed.

This outfit could be fitted bys
the average rider himself in underij
half-an-hour.
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SOME RECENT PATENTS.
REVIEWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

Latest Details in Design, as revealed

by the Patent Files.

,
TPHERE is a " certain liveliness," as the •

1 war cmnmim'iques used to say, in

the petrol engine world. Designers

do not believe that we have approached
finality, and the hopes of inventors run

i

especially high where two-strokes are

concerned. The first patent in the present

batch relates to a proposed ilotosacoche

j
flat twin tw'o-stroke, and is phrased to

I

cover four, six, or more cylinders of the

I
h.o. type. Its salient features include the

J
use of a two compartment pump, aud a

:; system of introducing a cusMon of pure
i| ail' into the cylinders just ahead of the

I combustible charge. This advance guard

:]
of air serves many purposes. It cools and

'] scavenges the cylinders, it reduces or pre-

I

vents waste of petrol through part of each
fresh charge escaping unburnt with the

II

exhaust, and it avoids fouling of the fresh

!i
charge by " mixing " with the exhaust.

Motosacoche Societe and Albert Islikei, flat twin

two-stroke. No. 128.560. 14/6/1:9.

These advantages are obtained by a
' ial arrangement of the interior spaces
ihe eugiiie and of the ports, which is

-try complicated to describe on paper,
ijut entails no extra working parts, is

juite cheap and simple to construct, aud
ippears to be thoroughly sound and
practicable. In fact, if the inventors can
ind a magneto which gives tw'o absolutely
-imultaneous sparks in a satisfactory
iianner, we should hear a good deal of

liis engine in days to come. The interior

pace of the engine is divided into six

ompartraents, viz. :

(o) The two usual combustion
:hambers.

I h) A chamber on the underside of each
'-'U, separated from the crank case

",. a partition, in which there is an open-
clear the connecting rod.

Two chambere in the crank case,

crank revolving in its own
partment.
Ifore proceeding further, it must be
Irstood that the chamber below the
iland piston is. the gas 'pumj), and can
Dnnected by ports to the inlet pipe
carburetter. Its connecting rod

Sing further couples it to the top half

ot the crank case (as shown in the sketch).,

from which gas transfer pipes lead to the
gas transfer ports of both cylinders.

Note fui'ther that this pump space is large,

whilst the carburetter has a small choke
tube and is set to give a rich mixtui'e.

By contrast, the cliamber beneath the
right-hand piston is artificially restricted
in area by means of a cone-shaped cap
beneath the piston, and also by a pro-
jection mounted on the web between the
chamber and the crank case. This right-
hand chamber is the air pump. It can
be connected by ports to a pipe opening
into the atmosphere. Its connecting rod
opening further couples it to the bottom
half of the crank case, as shown in the
sketch, from which special air transfer
pipes lead to special air transfer ports in
both cylinders. The free space of this air

pump is much smaller than that of the
gas pump on the opposite side of
the engine.
The cycle may now be traced.

Begin with the simnltaneous out-
ward stroke of both pistons. The
gas. in the combustion chambers is

compressed, a partial vacuum is

created in the chambers beneath
both pistons, and the inlet ports
are then uncovered. Gas is drawn
into the gas pump, but, owing to

deliberate throttling of the carbu-
tetter induction system, the gas
pump cannot fill itself right up with
rich mixture. The air pump is

much more powerful. It draws so

fiercely at the air intake pipe as

to charge itself fully, and air is

drawn into the air transfer pipes.

These air transfer pipes communicate with
the gas transfer pipes through the open-
ings just, outside the transfer ports which
connect the gas transfer pipes to the air

transfer pipes, so that all four transfer

pipes now contain pure air.

Induction and Scavenging,

The explosion then occurs, and the

compression strokes of both pumps com-
mence. Here, again, superior pressure

is created in the right-hand pump, just

as heavier suction was created in it during
the outward strokes of the pistons. A
further volume ot air is forced up the

air transfer pipes and through the corr-

necting orifices into the gas transfer pipes.

Thus a cushion of air is interposed in the
heads of the gas transfer pipes, between
the transfer ports, and the charge of rich

mixture now under compression in the gas
pump. Fiuall}', the transfer ports open,
and both pumps feed air into both com-
bustion chambers during the initial por-

tion of the transfer period. A moment
later the gas transfer ports commence to

feed rich mixture, whilst the ail' transfer

ports continue to fed pure sir. But the
e.xhaust is now being pushed out by the

advance guard consisting of pure air.

Waste of fuel is avoided, and the fresh

charge runs small risk ot contamination.
The most cunning detail of the engine

is the interconnecting of the air transfer
and gas transfer pipes, enabling the
superior pressure of the air pump to put
what a gardener might call a "top dress-

ing " of pure air on the gas charge.
Control valves a-re located in the gas

and air intake pipes, and provision is made
for cutting out the right-hand combustion
chamber when low road sj^eeds are desired.

This is done by an auxiliary throttle

W. F. Lechmere's two-stroke. No. 138,700.

7/2/19.

controlling both the transfer pipes of the

right-hand cylinder.

Two-stroke ivith Pump Cylinder.

Mr. W. F. Lechmere's engine aims at

very similar results,, but pursues them by
a dift'erent method. He complicates his

engine, by the addition of a separate

pumping cylinder. The extra cost and
complication may be justified by the im-
proved charging and heavier crank case

compression thus obtained. As the draw-
ing shows, an exhaust valve of the sleeve

type is mounted in the cylinder head and
operated by a circular cam path machined
on a pushrod driven ofi: the timing gear in

the crank case. When the sleeve is lifted

by the cam path and cam levers, the

exhaust ports are opened. (A poppet
exhaust valve may be substituted, if pre-

ferred.) The small pumping cylinder on
the right serves a dual purpose. On the

up stroke the lower side of its piston rein-

forces the crank case vacuum, and helps
the main piston to draw in a good chargi
of rich mixture from the carburetter.
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Maj. H. Woodgate and Lt. A. Main, valve gear. No. 138,803. 16/6/19.

Similarly, on the down stroke, it aids the
main piston to drive the charge up the
transfer passage. The upper side of the
pump piston draws in pure air on its

down stroke, and on its up stroke it foi'ces

this air pa.'it a non-return valve into an
annular chamber provided round the main
cylinder, and opening into that cylinder
through special air ports. These air ports
are uncovered by the piston just before
the transfer ports come into action, and
just before the exhaust valve is closed.

Thus, scavenging of the exhaust gases is

assisted by compressed air, and, as in the
Motosacoche design, the new charge is

"top dressed" with pure air to prevent
contamination. So long as simplicity and
cheapness of manufacture remain dominant
factors of the commercial two-stroke, a
single-cylinder pattern which requires two
pistons, two cylinders, and a timing gear,
must be rather handicapped.

An Unconventional Engine.

An unusual type of valve gear follows.

I am not quite sure what is at the back of
the minds of Maj. Woodgate and Lt.
Main, who protect a valve gear for a flat

twin four-stroke in which both cylinders
fire simultaneously. Thus, a single two-
pointed cam opens the inlet valves of both
cylinders by means of piston-type tappets,
pushrods, and levers, whilst a similar cam
operates the exhaust valves, of which there
are two per cylinder.

Protection for the Passenger.
Mr. Atcherley's sidecar inspires musings

on the strength of calf love. Picture the
outfit on Dartmoor in a blizzard. In the
sidecar is a sweet young thing, looking
too dinky in a mauve jumper, snug, dry,
and sucking chocolates. On the saddle,
exposed to the fury of the elements, sodden,
frozen, with chattering teeth, is a mere
male, chivalrously rejoicing at the thought
that his beloved is so comfortable, quite

W.C.Atcherley,
sidecar screen

No. 140,281

4/6/19.

ready to perish at her side, not asking for
a word of conversation, and aware that
she is too completely enclosed to pass
him one of those nasty, hard chocolates
put iit the bottom of a box to make up
weight, and which the more selfish types
of joy-girl usually reserve for their swains.
Bi6

When I reflect on the whims of the British

climate and the growing demand for such
complete sidecar protection as Mr Atcher-
ley offers, I cannot but think that the
cycle car will ultimately knock the sidecar

out. Personally, I have done with calf

love, and the contrast in comfort which
this sketch suggests rouses me to selfish

fury.

A Detachable Rear Wheel.

Messrs. Baron and Matthews provide an
alternative method of dismounting the

rear wheel of any three-wheel chassis.

The tail of the frame, be it rigid, main
frame, or sprung subrtrame, consists of

what an ex-R.A.F. man would term three

longerons, instead of the usual two.
The rear wheel is carried between the
central longeron and one of the -<:ide

F. Baron and A. Matthews, detachable

wheel. No. 139,886. 8/3/19.

members. Sufficient clearance for drop-

ping the wheel is left between the central
' longeron and that on the other side. The
wheel may thus be secured by a locking

device on one side only, e.g.j the single

nut which is standard on motor bicycles,

or the multiple nuts used on Sankey light

car wheels. In other words, the wheel
comes away exactly like a motor car wdieel,

except that part of the frame is outside

the wheel, which necessitates the use of

a, stand or jack and a certain amount of

wriggling.

W>eel Bearings.

When a motor cyclist

examines his wheel bear-

ings, he not infrequently

discovers that the in-

spection is overdue, and
that the screwed cone
or screwed cup, as the
case may be, has slacked
back, so that the bear-
ing is clean out of

adjustment. In extreme
cases of neglect the
bearing may be so badly
damaged that further
progress is impossible
until spare parts can be
obtained. Many a tour
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has been ruined and not a few medals lost

by carelessness in this respect. M. L.

Miquet propounds a bearing which is more
or less locked by a spring. The ordinary
method of adjusting wheel bearings is to-,

screw them up till they bind, then slack,

b^ck the adjusting member a trifle and-
lock the bearing up. This system gives

no vei'y rigid purchase, and the locking
device is consequently left slack by a-

careless owner. Under M. Miquet's
patent, a coiled spring or a spring washerJ:

is used to force the sliding cup outwards,.''

so that a better resistance is provided
when locking up the bearings.

Louis Miquet, adjustable ball bearings.

No. 138,591. 3/2/19.

Eng.-Lt. C. I. Brooks is an inventor
who stirs my imagination in several

directions. For example, he may have
had trouble with a fair passenger who
refused to occupy the carrier of a com-
bination, and put in first claim to the
sidecar. Anyhow, there is no doubt that
the carrier seat is no great fun, and that
many riders want to take two pas-
sengers. So this patent covers the re^,'

moval of the back wheel of the bicycle?
and the substitution of a chassis, permit?
ting two persons to sit one on each sid-e

of the driver, the seat being preferably
of the phaeton type, though, of course,

two separate sidecars could be fixed to

the frame. The chassis embodies a live

axle with central sprocket, to which a
.chain from the motor bicycle counter-
shaft is connected. The nett result is

to resurrect the Avon Trimobile, plus ,

a

cycle saddle in the centre. The day of

detachable passenger accommodation in

the heavy lines is almost over; and if

Lt. Broolis studies the history of past
designs he will find that this particular
layout has never made good in Great
Britain, even when constructed as a rigid

and non-detachable whole.

1

C. I. Brooks passenger machine. No. 138,682. 25/1/19.
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CHAIN DRIVE.
Sir,—I jvonder whether the Show will reveal that designers

have learned the necessity of totally enclosing all driving
chains. There' are several makes of machine which I for
one would not biTy because of their unprotected rear chain,
although in all other respects the machines are most
tempting. Mud and clay are bad enough as lubricants, but
even they are not in it compared with a rich mixture of tar
and flints. Ugh ! Jly present mount (P., and M.) has its

chains enclosed and automatically lubricated frorh the crank
case. The system is quite as efficient as an oil bath. I want
nothing less "efficient in 1921. LY 1509.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sh-,—Se ilr. F. C. Riding's letter, " Sans Magneto," my

machine when hot would run 800 yards with the ignition
switched off. I removed every speck of carbon as carefully
as possible, but this made no difference.

Ou one occasion I stopped after 500 yards " spai'kless

"

going and changed the plug. To my surprise the engine re-

started and kept going for another 150 yards ; but only on
full air. Closing the air slightly caused an innnediate stop.
At this ^ point I took the temperature of the engine and

proceeded to lower the compression by inserting a f^^'^-
washer.
Now, af _the same temperature, on switching off the mag-

neto all firing ceases, no matter what the position of the
controls. R. F. JlcNAB.

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS.
Sir,—Reading accounts of the Six Days Trials in your paper,

i think the A.C.U. was wrong in withdrawing Park Rash, etc.

It was said that they w-ere impossible. Why? Because
present-day engines are not to be compared with those of

1910-11-12. If modern "gear boxes were iised with those
erigines results would have been different^

Some time ago, when the hill was quite as bad as now,
a single-geared Rudge ascended Park Rash regularly ; a Rex
sidecar combination also made several ascents. Of course,

the pre.sent-day "knuts," who are used to the smooth sui'faces

of our Tarmac roads, would find the hill a bit rough ; but it"

was nothing to worry about. Rougher and steeper hills

should be included in fut«re, and the trials held in January.
Lancashire. INTERESTED.

PETROL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—In view of recent correspondence in your columns

regarding petrol consumption, I feel it behoves me to take
up the cudgels on behalf of the flat twin.

I have at the moment one of this year's 2| h.p. Woolers,
which I have been using for all-round general work—not

¥.' picking my roads or driving for economy ; in fact, very
much the reverse, in view of the fact that 60% of my riding
is done with a pillion passenger, and that I habituallj- drive
fast. To date I am avei-aging, roughly, 180 ra.p.g. , and on
a straight main road run can do 200 m.p.g. I should be
very interested to meet any of your contributors who would
care to have an informal trial, in order to prove that this is

not in any way a wild exaggeration.
I may say that I am not in any way connected with the

Wooler Engineering Co. or the motor trade^ but merely
wish to give praise where it is due, and, further, to register

ft here my appreciation of the very courteous treatment

f' accorded me at all times by this firm. J. L. HENRY.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.
Sir,—Under the heading " Plug Efficiency," I notice

" Douglasite's " remarks concerning Heath plugs, and as a

user of these I feel I must put in a word for them. I success-
fully went through the London-Land's End trial on a 4 h.p.

machine using these plugs, and have _now got a 7-9 h.p. of the
same make. When I got this machine I ordered some Heath
plugs, and put them in instead of the original ones,, arid they
have been in the engine without being moved for about 1,500
miles, and, as far as I can see, likely to stay thus. They
are very hard indeed to oil up, and I have not yet managed
to overheat them.

I have no connnection with the firm, but I think tliey

deserve every success with such an excellent product.
Sheringhaiii.

.
HARLEY-D.

EX-D.R.'s.

Sir,—I often notice arrangements for meetings of different

. sections of ex-D.R.'s. From experience I am afraid the
majority of these are none too successful owing to the mem-
bers being so scattered.

When recently on tour I met two old riders quite acci-

dentally, and had an interesting chat with them over old

times, although we had never met before.

It has occurred to me that if we had some' method 'of

recognising one another- it would be an iatroduction.-and fill

in many a dull time at holiday resorts and hotels, and" one
could always be sure of picking up a congenial acquaintance.
The method I suggest is to have a small blue and white

circle or oval painted on the back of the lamp in not too

conspicuous a position, so we may recognise, an ex-D.R. at

the hotel or garage.

^\niat do other ex-D.R.'s think of the sugsestion?
Manchester. " EX-R.E.

DRIVING LICENCES.
Sir.—Now that there is all this agitation about dan-

gerous driving, why cannot the authorities be more careful

when issuing licences? I was astounded on paying five

shilling,s; to get a licence enabling me to drive a motor car

or motor cycle without any examination or trial. In Ceylon
one had to be conversant with the rules of the road. If

riding a solo, a European sergeant told one where to go, and
rode behind on another motor cycle; if a combination,' he
came in the sidecar.

If satisfied you could drive, then a licence was issued.

This would only be to drive a motor cycle ; for a car another
and a more severe test would have to be undergone. In
Durban, Natal, the test is more severe still : eyesight,

colour-blindness, speed judging, etc., as well as one's driv-

ing capabiUties.

In England apparently only 5s. is needed, and one can
drive a car or motor, cycle anywhere, and need know nothing
about it.

I consider the driving in England distinctly- bad, and one
frequently comes across riders blinding past cross roads,

never sounding their horns. I have seen cars packed with
men and girls all talking and laughing, and the driver join-

ing in. W'ith his attention anywhere except on his job.

From observation on the roads I consider cars are far and
awaj' the worst offenders where dangerous driving is con-
cerned, especially fast cornering.

A combination has to slow up nnless the driver wants the

sidecar to tickle his ear. N. H. M. FERGUSON.
C3
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NAIVE.
Sir,—As an interested reader of your journal^ I should

like to pass a few comments on " Moonshine's " letter re

"Economy." Svipposing we talve it tor granted that his

wonderful increase in m.p.g. is true up to the point where

lie fixes streamline tank, disc wheels, and aeroplane foot-

boards and mudguards, which works'^lit at 100 miles. to o'V

gallon, 1 cannot possibly see how- Beacon oilskins and the

very excellent Brooks saddle are going further to increase

his m.p.g. Agreed, I am ofily an intSrested novice in the

motor cycling world, and am always open to contradiction,

but I don't think " Moonshine " convinces me that he could

produce i t^allon every 100 miles?
Clapham" Junction, " S.W.ll. DISABLED.

A CURIOUS ACCIDENT.
Sir,—A recent experience makes me think that a small

wire face shield from the front mudguard extension would be

a great improvement on motor cycles for riders whose wish

is to attain a really decent speed. I w^as doing, roughly,

45 m.p.h. when a dove. flew straight up into the air from in

front of me and lodged under the peak of my helmet,

temporarily blinding me, and resulting in a nasty spill.

I rode a Triumph (W.D. model), and it says much for this

machine that such a speed could be attained on roads such

as are foiuid on the North-western frontier of India. This

machine had been running for some months previously to this

spill, and is at present still in the best of running order, and
on the whole it is as good a 4 h.p. machine for all-round work
as any I have ridden or heard of.

Kolial, India. E. C. COClvE, L.-Sgt. D.R.

THE SILENCE TEST IN THE SIX DAYS.
Sir,—With reference to a letter by " Single-cylinder

Enthusiast," I should like to express my views as a twin- .

cylinder enthusiast. " Single-cylinder Enthusiast " denounces,
or questions, the method of deducting marks in the A.C.U.
silence test. Now, as a rider of over fourteen years' experi-

ence, I venture to say that the silencing of motor cycles has
a considerable bearing upon the future of motor cycling,, and
that the noise of the single-cylinder model has caused more
disfavour to the general public than any other type. It is a

source of annoyance and irritation to everyone. I attended
a recent hill-climb in this district, and the bark of the single-

cylinder exhausts reminded me more of a machine gun test

than anything. If we w'ere all to go about the country in

that style we should be barred by law from all places except
the mountain tops. I often see youths dashing along on
singles (often two-strokes) with just a long pipe serving for

a silencer, imbued with the idea that the more ,noise the,y

make the better impression they give as speed merchants.
Now, a noisy exhaust does not necessarily make a machine
more powerful, faster, or climb better. Everyone knows the
sweet purr of the Scott, whether it is climbing a freak hill

or. passing through a quiet village, and, in my opinion, the

A.C.U. judge justly awarded the full percentage of marks to

the deserving team. In all the' tests—general reliatiility, hill-

climbing, simplicity, easy handling, and half-hour's speed run
at Broohlands, together with silence—the Scott team was
in every sense the winning team. While we have the noisy

motor cycle we shall be like the char-a-banc road hog, bring-

in'g sooner or later a ban on our own heads aTid legislation

as * nuisance to the .general publicv SILENT TWIN.
Llanover.

THE STATE OF THE TRADE.
Sir,—Your leader in The Motor Ci/ch of September 16th,

under the above heading, strikes just the right note in these
somewhat excitable times. There is undoubtedly a good deal
of the snowball quality about the slump, or rather the talk
about it. It started harmlessly enough, with a certain
residuum of fact ; but once set a rumour going in a world of

rumour, it will pick up a great deal as it goes along, and,
in the end, become exaggerated out of all reason. Normally,
people

^
in the motor cycle business have not expected the

good times of last spring and early summer to continue, but
five years of dislocation have caused many to forget realities

and to lose their usual sense of proportion. The consequence
is that, seeing the first real "season" since 1914 tail off

into a state of comparative quietness in demand, they have
become quite needle.s.'^ly alarmed at what is, after all, a very
ordinary state of things. The motor cycle trade always was
a more or leas seasonal trade, and by slowing down as it has

CM
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it has simply returned to its pre-war days. The «o-called

"slump," therefore, is only a rather welcome and healthy

sign of things settling down again to normal—to a basis on

stability, in which we can make our plans with some approach
to certaintj'.

It is notoriously perilous to argue from the particular to

the general, and, much as we may regret the Sopwith
eclipse—which, by the way, may yet be averted—it would be

a mistake to regard what has happened there as symp)tomatic

of the state of affairs in general. Because one concern makes
mistakes, it does not follow that all are going to fall into the

same errors. Others have found ways of grappling with
present difficulties, and things are by no means so hopeless

as some of the pessimists would have us believe. The magni-
tude of the SojDwith defeat is in itself a factor that militates

against. its being repeated. Unfortunately, it has been given

very widespread and none too intelligent publicity. That is

where its chief mischief lies. The British motor cycle manu-
facturers are fighting hard, but some of us, anyhow, are

making good. FRED A. COULSON.
F. ASLETT CorLSON En'gineeeing Co.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sir,—I think that many readers of your paper who read

the letter of " W.B.P." in your issue of September 16th,

and who, like myself, have found that ordinary accumulators

will not stand the vibration when used for solo riding,

\yould- be glad if " W.B.P." would supply further parti-

culars as to the composition of the paste he mentions.

I bought a new set of lamps of well-known make complete

from a local agent a few^ months ago, Lut have not used
the accumulator until recently, except for lighting a small

lamp at home. Until I put it on the machine it was in

perfect condition, but after a ride of about forty miles,

when I examined it, I found that several pieces of the paste

on the positive plates had fallen out, and were causing an
internal short circuit.

This is not the first accumulator that I have used on a

solo machine (my first mount was a 1903 accumulator ignition

J.A.P.-engined machine), and I have come to the conclusion

that an accumulator of the ordinary type fitted with celluloid

separators is a constant source of trouble on a solo machine.

I shall be sorry to go back to acetylene lamps again, but
unless I find a better storage battery there is no other choice.

E. TROTTER.
A DEFENCE OF THE TWO-STROKE.

Sir,—I venture to suggest that, if " Chinook " and other
motoring journalists had devoted as much study to the peculiar

traits of the two-stroke as they have to its older brother, we
should read much less nonsense about the so-called short-

comings of two-strokes. The facts are that very few drivers

of four-strokes become really good drivers of two-strokes.

When the readers of the good old "M,C. " read of 100 miles

and over being regularly covered on a two-stroke on a gallon

of petrol, and this by ordinary riders, and then frequently

see references to the high fuel consumption of two-strokes

by your regular contributors:—well, it makes a novice wonder
what is the truth.

I have found that a 2| two-stroke is always more economical
than a 2| four-stroke. I had, until August last year, a two-
stroke, which in spite of its old age could be guaranteed to

do 100 m.p.g. on the roads of the West Riding, and on
several occasions it has done over 100 miles a day, two up,
using less than a gallon of benzole. With regard to frames
being too low, big men are the exception : and many machines
are useless to a little man because of their size. Take
" Chinook's" favourite mount, the Scott, wliich I have to kick
off from the off side because the reach is too long for my
legs. Yet I am not a little man. It is just as logical to

ask the Scott to lower the frame for me, as it is to ask
makers of baby machines to build frames to suit " Chinook's "

long legs. I think every intelligent two-stroke owner will

regard "Chinook's" remarks on "irregular firing" as most
positive evidence that he has little knowledge of driving this

type. Any two-stroke will of course four-stroke at times,

biit it should only be a very rare occurrence, and if it is a

regular thing on "Chinook's" mount I do not wonder he
cannot get economy.

" It's the way yer fingers the trigger as does it " was a

favourite speech of an old army instructor, and applies to

motor cycling as well as shooting, but the gun must be in

perfect order.

Halifax. • B 3972.
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METALLIC SEAMS. •

Sir.—;I was much interested in " Ixion's '' remarks on
what he terms a metallic seam for overalls. I possess a pair

of leggings fitted with this seam, which is generally known, I

believe, as a lightning fastener, and I must say my experi-
ence of this idea is far diffeient from that of the gentleman
he refers to. Evidentlj^ the present article is a great im-
provement on the old product, as I find that it is quite imper-
vious to wet or mud. It is apparently made of nickel silver,

and any dirt which accumulates on_ it is automatically
cleaned away in opening and shutting the seam..

I obtained my leggings in London some months ago, but
I do not know where they can be obtained with this fitment
locallv. Can any reader enlighten me?
Birmingham. MORTON HASELEE.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—As a constant reader of T!ie Motor Cycle, I have

taken a lively interest in the recent correspondence "Chiv-
alry " and " Cour-
-tesy on the Road," p
and, as a rider of t

the opposite sex.

should like t o

mention that I

have invariably *,

met, not only with
courtesy, but with
real kindne.'ss and
assistance (often

proffered volun-
tarily), when in

difficult}- on the
road.

Jly experience
is tliat one has
never to ask in

vain, and I con-
sider that a very
high spirit of

good - fellowship
prevails amongst
motor cyclists as
aT whole. There
may ' be excep-

."tions, of course,

but I am only too
pleased to' say I

- have never met
them.

Incidentally, 1

may mention that
-the enclosed

. photograph '

is of

a Rudge, which
' lias seen a tremen-
dous amount of service, has changed hands more than once,
and is still " going strong "—a tribute, I think, to the
hard-wearing qualities of this make of machine.
"cJLiverpool. FAIRPLAY.

A lady owner of a Rudge who says courtesy

on the road is not dead,

IMYSTERIOVS ACCIDENT.
be of interest to your corre-Bir,—The following may

ondent, ilr. F. A. Boyce.
Several years ago I had a similar accident. One day

whilst push-cycling, without a second's warning, I found
myself and cycle in a hedge. A similar thing happened some
time afterwards. Walking along a street, I pitched, without
warning, head first into a shop doorway.

I consulted several doctors without result, until at last

one of them recommended me to get my eyes "tested. Re-
sult—found I had severe astigmatism. This was corrected
with glasses, and since then, several years ago, I have not
had a similar experience. HARDWICK.

Clydach, Glam.

Sit,—In your issue of September 16.th I noticed an accident
scribed by Mr. F. A. Boyce, and was struck by the simi-
rity to an accident which happened to me.
in August, 1919. I was performing the duties of D.Rr in

France. Once when returning to Chateau Hardelot from
Boulogne, a distance of eleven kilometres, I can remember
leaving Base H.Q., Boulogne, but after that my mind was an

entire blank, until next morning, when I found myself in

bed at camp, feeling very sore, with several abrasions and a
swelling on my head, showing a heavy fall.

I was told that I had ridden the Triumph in much more
slowly than usual, and was found sitting on the saddle in the
garage in a dazed condition.

I was taken to the hut, bandaged, and put to bed.
Even now, I know nothing about the accident, except tluit

I evidently had a had spill (the mudguard and footrest were
damaged), but I must have unconsciously mounted again and
ridden to the camp.
Under the circumstances, I must add that I am practically

a teetotaler, and Iiad not had anything intoxicating to drink
that day.

.

"

-C:. WALTHER.

Sir,—With reference to - Mr. F. A. Boyce's letter, pub-
lished in your issue of -September 16th, re his " JMysterious
Accident," although I have fortunately met with no such
accident, perhaps my experience will suggest a solution.

A few months ago I had an operation, and anyone who
has had a similar experience will remember the peculiar
droning noise while the anaesthetic is being administered,
and how the drone increases as consciousness goes.

While riding in certain makes of motor cars I experience
the same noise, and if I am not very careful I either fall

asleep or lose consciousness. The same thing happens when
near a steam boiler under high pressure.

,

May I suggest that if Mr. Boyce has been under an anaes-

thetic, the noise of his machine resembles the " drone,"
and that he gradually—without finding himself going—lost

consciousness.

W. S. WHITTARD.
MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.

Sir,—Your correspondent, "BY," is enquiring ce J. E.S.
attachment.

I have had one of these for some tirhe, and must say that,
with the exception of slight adjustments, brought about by
the machine being out of condition—a second-hand one when
bought—it has given me every satisfaction.

In the first place, previous to its purchase,' I knew abso-
lutely nothing about motors, had not the slightest idea how;-

the engine worked beyond the fact that an explosion had
something to do with it. The simplicity of its construction
and control enabled me to master it without any instruction

beyond the booklet issued b-y the makers.
To the man who has not the convenience for the storage

of an ordinary motor cycle, and does not require to attempt
breaking records, it is an ideal mount. Its petrol consump-
tion is very low, and its reserve of power, extraordinary. With
a little pedal assistance up very bad hills I have often passed
other motor cycles, and, in one or two instances, motor cars.

I have had no experience with Auto-wheels, which, I think,

might be suitable to a lady's mount, but with a gentleman's
cycle it cannot "hold the candle" to the J.E.S.

My only regret is that I am not in a position to purchase
an up-to-date model. W. J. WATSON.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists ^
I'^suecl m conjunction ^vith Tlie Motor CycU. it

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." rhs standard handbook o- Ihe motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all tjrpei

of motor cycles, their management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetuL "wrinkles" r.nd helpfal

hints in regard tu motor cycles. Seventh Editioa.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system tor tracing motor cycle faults an j

of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London),
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in ca^e.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps 01 Hngianci and
Wales, Scotl^ind, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Price By
net. post

5/-

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd,,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or at leading BookseUec; anJ
Railway Bookstalls.

i^^^OtS- <:?.£?<?-.£? .^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, **The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied l}y a 2(5. Stamped addres3ed enveEoic for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marired " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Is Overlap Necessary?

May I trouble you for advice

q"| on valve timing a 3^ h.p. tliree-

> speed countershaft 1918 model
"j Rover. Should the exhaust valve

be completely sealed before the

inlet valve attempts to open? I was
trying the other day a 34 h.p. Sun-
beam, which runs finely, and on turning

the engine round per kick-starter I

lioticed that the inlet valve commenced
to open before the exhaust was properly

seated. Should that be so on my 3^
h.p. Eover? Also is -j^ths of an inch

before top centre of compression stroke

the correct setting for spark ? I take

it that the contact breaker should be
just opening when set in position as

stated (sidecar work).^L.B.
It does not follow that the e.xhaust valve

should be completely seated before the

inlet commences to open. Many engines

run best wh'en a certain amount of over-

lap is permitted. For ordinary work set

the valves so that the exhaust closes

when the piston reaches top dead centre

or even a few degrees after it has passed

this point, while the inlet valve should

at the same time be just commencing to

open. The amount of spark advance is

.about correct. A useful setting for all

qvdinary work is for the spark to occur

when the piston is at the top of the com-

pression stroke with the ignition control

two-thirds retarded ; the spark takes

place immediately the contact breaker

points are separate.

Adapting Machine for Sidecar.

My 1919 3^ h.p. Sunbeam is

~ZJi geared too high for sidecar work.

5 The top gear appears to be in the

_U neighbourhood of four and a half

to one. I know , I shall need to

cliange one of the sprockets. (1.)

Which sprocket needs changing to

carry out the alteration? (2.) Can
the alteration be carried out by an
amateur with the usual kit of tools?

(3.) The sidecar lias a left hand pull.

Wliat is the best method of lining it

up? (4.) What is the best position

for the passenger in relation to

driver?—W.J. V.
(1.) The niaker.« will sujiply you with a
sprocket to malt*; Ihe necessary reduc-
tion ill your gear ratios. It is only
necessary to change the chain sprocket
fill tlic right liand side of the gear
box, a reduction in tlie mimber of teeth

here making thc^ necessary alteration.

(2.) Yes, it is only a few minulcs' work
to cliange ihe tprockel, but in addition

to Ihi.i it will be necessary lor yon to

shorten the rear driving chain accord-

C8

ingly. (3.) By putting the combination
on a _ fiat floor and obtaining two long
strips of wood such as match-boarding
with planed edges. Place one of these
long strips so that it touches the back
and front edges of both bicycle wheels,
and place the other so that it touches the
back and front of the sidecar

,
wheel. It

should now be an easy matter to line up
the sidecar so that the measurements
between the -planks at the rear and front
of the machine are equal. (4.) About
level or slightly behind the driver.

Speed Wanted.

I am the possessor of a late

1919 4 h.p. Triumph, fitted with
vSturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

I wish to obtain the greatest^

possible speed from it, and would
be very much obliged if you would
answer the following: (1.) Sly present
engine sprocket has seventeen teeth,

giving a gear of 4.4 to 1. Is this the
best? (2.) What size jet do you recom-
mend for ray Triumph carburetter? (3.)

Should I get more speed by fitting

carburetter? (4.) The
has one timihg pinion.

an automatic
Triumph only

Does this prevent tinkering with the .

valve gear for purposes of tuning? (5.)
'

My speedometer is fixed on the front

wheel, and as on all Triumphs the forks .

are very active, about how much at,

say, 45 ni.p.h., does this affect the

accuracy? (6.) About what speed, in .

its present condition, just decarbonised

and compression made perfect, should

it be capable of doing? (7.) How much
could I increase this?—J.F.B.

(1.) It is not- advisable to use a larger

sprocket than the 17 tooth which is

already fitted. (2.) The jet size is best,

found by experiment. It tvill be some-
where in the neighbourhood of 30 or 52.

(3.) It is impossible for us to tell you
definitely what greater speed can be
obtained by fitting any other carburetter.

(4.) You cannot make much alteration in

the timing, as whatever adjiistment you"
;

do affects both valves. (5.) Speedometer's
are not usually absolufely accurate, but.

it is -doubtful if the action of the front

fork has an appreciable effect on the read-
ing. .(6.) About 55 m.p.h. (7.) You'
might increase this to 65 m.p.h., but it is^.

extremely doubtful unless you have special

facilities for tuning and testing.

HlLL-CLliVlBING IN THE SOUTH-
An Enfield sidecar makin:; a fine ascent of Huccaby Hill in

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

WEST.

the recent hill-climb ol ihc
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Olmes to 'Clgbl
Sept. 30th ... 7.11 p.m
Oct. 2iid ... 7.6 „

., 4th ... 7.2 „
„ 6th ... 6.57 „

Special JFeatures.

SIX MONTHS WITH A FAMILY SIDECAR.

]M.°RESSIONS OF THE SCOTTISH .

"TWO DAYS."

Prices.

That car prices are beginning to fall

must not be regarded as a sign that motor
cycles will follow suit. 1920 motor cycles.

are at present about 100% over 1914
prices—cars went higher than that.

Cobalt in England.

Cobalt—the rare element used in the

manufacture of high grade steel—has
been discovered in the Peak Di-strict.

Hitherto England has had to depend
upon imports for her supplies which have
come chietiy from Ontario, Canada.

Found.

Eight miles from Canterbury Mr. H.
Nelson Smith, of Whitley, near Coventry,
recently picked up a tool kit, and Mr.
Gordon Oliver, of " Glentworth," Con-
way Road, Pontypool, made a similar

find in his town. Mr. D. Anderson,
The' Holt, Forest Road, Loughborough,
also found a motor cyclist's flying helmet'
in Rugby on the 11th.

Steam and the Fuel Question?

Inspired Jio doubt by recent enormous
increases in tlie running costs of the
average heavy four-seated car, the Stanley
steam car is being revived. A description

of the latest model appeared in The ^

Autocar of September 25th, and is worthy
of study, both from the private motor-
cyclist's and the designer's point of view.
The economy and. simplicity, especially of

control, weighed against the slow start

frqm cold, and the possibly somewhat
unwieldy layout still leaves a strong case

for e.xperiment. At the same time, a
steam motor cycle embodying modern
discoveries will require considerable
development.

A George Brough Production.

That well known rider, George Brough,
- who has recently severed his connection

with W. E. Brough and Co., will shortly
produce a new motor cycle. As might
be expected, the production is designed in

order to appeal to the sporting fraternity,

I

and from a careful examination of the
r drawings we feel confident that it will

enjoy a bright future. It is hoped that
the first machines will be 011 the road
this year and preliminaries are" well on
the way. We have been specially re-

Ruested not to divulge details at the
resent moment, but our best wishes go

>i'ith the designer in his new venture.

A Scottish Open Hill-climb.

The Glasgow Western M.C.C. "is hold-
ing an open hill-climb on Garshake Hill,
Dumbartonshire, on October 2nd, and in
addition to the class prizes there are
several special awards, including a head
lamp and generator. Last year this
event attracted eighty-seven entries.

"The Racing Motor Cycle."

Members of the I.A.E. in Wolverhamp-
ton and district who are interested in
super-efhcient motor-cycle design ^hould
spend an instructive evening on October
6th, when Mr. Cyril Williams (of A.J.S^.
and T.T. fame) will read a paper on the
above subject in the Talbot Hotel,
Wolverhampton, at 7-30 p.m.

Another A.A. Benzole Station.

The fifth A.A. benzole filling station
was opened on September 22nd outside
Dunchurch, near Rugby and Coventry, on
the main London-Birmingham road.. A five-

hundred-gallon Bowser installation is laid
down, and the usual A.A. roadside service
facilities are available. The opening of
thff depot was attended by a number of
prominent Midland motorists and motor
cyclists.

Power Alcohol.

The question of denaturation of alcohol
appears to be the chief difficulty in the
way of the unrestricted manufacture rf
power alcohol. Readers of The Motor
Cycle who are chemists are invited by
Sir Charles Bedford, LL.D., D.Sc, of
the Empire Motor Fuels Committee, 50,
Pall Mall, S.W.I, to suggest a suitable
denaturant which shall have the follow-
ing qualities : (a) Deterrent taste and
smell, (b) non-poisonous, (c) must not
be removable at a comm%rcial cost, (d)
must be readily detectable in small quan-
tities, (e) must be readily miscible with
the spirit, and (f) must be inexpensive.
Communications should be marked " De-
natnration," and will be treated as
strictly confidential." Suggeisfions will

remain the sole property of the proposer.

We Petrolmust have a

J Alternative

I Produced within the Empire.

-^

Rubber Output.

In riew of the rapid decline in the

price of raw rubber, and of the fact that

if production continues 5. at the present

rate there will be a surplus of anything
from 35,000 to 40,000 tons of rubber at

the end of 1920", the council of the- Rubber
Growers' Association, at a recent meet-

ing held in London, unanimously decided

,to recommend to all producers of planta-

tion rubber that a genuine reduction of

25 per cent, of the estimated normal
monthly output should forthwith be
brought about.

ISO m.p.h. at Brooklands.

Hundreds of motor cyclists were inter-

mingled with the many thousands who
saw the last official B.A.R.C. meeting
last Saturday at Brooklands. Of the

nine races on the card all were for cars,

and in three of them cycle cars showed
up prominently. J. Cocker (the old

Singer and Triumph exponent) ran second

by a few yards to W. D. Hawkes on

a Morgan in the first race, though
Cocker's 8 h.p. Crouch was actually lap-

ping at over 70 m.p.h., and it is difficult

to explain why he eased down too soon

in the finishing straight.

An eight-cylinder-in-line Ballot was on
scratch in the second event, and the way
the driver overhauled most of the field

in this and other events was fine to

behold. He streaked down the railway

straight at 120 m.p.h., and actually

covered one lap at 112.17 m.p.h. Frazer

Nash's G.N. was in fine form as usual,

and dashed over the line at 785 m.p.h.,

Ifs. ahead of a Straker-Squire. Cocker
(Crouch) scored another second in the
third race.

What is described as the finest finish

ever seen at Brooklands occurred in the

sixth event, si.x cars crossing the tape

at speed within 30 yds. of each other.

W. D. Hawkes, this time driving a

Lorraine-Dietrich of 15,095 c.c. cylinder

capacity, romped home first in the

Seventh Lightning Long Handicap at

95.18 m.p.h., his 33s. start proving too

much for the fleet little Ballot piloted

by Chassagne. In the next race Hawkes
repeated his success on a Morgan with
a four-valve M.A.G. engine, just beating

Godfrey's G.N. at a speed of 71i m.p.h.

Frazer Nash won the last sprint handicap
on his G.N. at 73.84 m.p.h.
A detailed account of the racing will

appear in Friday's issue of The Autocar.
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158 Mile Trial in Worcestershire Lanes.
Thirteen Test Hills included in Sporting Event organised by West Midland Clubs.

Flagstaff Hill, near Great Witley, is a vantage point from which many pretty views of the

surrounding country may be seen. The Enfield rider, F. Bicknell, is more intent on finding a

good path for his dnvmg wheel, however.

OVER a hundred competitors started
last Saturday from Bromsgrove to

cover 158 miles of typical Worcester
lanes included in the West Midland Ee-
liability Trial. The event was organised
by the Wolverhampton, Eedditch and
Kidderminster Clubs—and it was clear

that each had contributed its share in

the route planning. Thus the first part

of the morning section included hills

. used by the Redditch Club, and later on
the competitors were taken over ground
more familiar to Kidderminster and
Wolverhampton riders.

A Foggy Start.

The whole of the course was planned
within a .small radius, and turned and
twisted in such a way that the stranger,

soon lost all sense of direction, maknig
good route marking absolutely essential.

A few arrows removed by mischievous
children caused several to go astray in

at least three sections of the route, which
led one to think that a pilot car immedi-

' ately before the first competitor, with a
plentiful supply of confetti, would have
better served the i^urpose.

At the start, and in fact for many
miles, It thick fog prevailed. (T. C. de !a

Hay (Sunbeam) did not start owing lo
his machine being in collision on the way
to Bromsgrove.) The weather conditions
made matters a little difficult for the
competitors to Jiiaintain their schedule
speed.

Beacon Hill is not very severe, except-
ing in wet weather. On' Saturday it was
dry, excepting for a patch of deep mud at
fho bottom. Near the top, however, the
compatitors were diverted from the lane to

CI 2

take in a sharp hairpin, which meant a

left right angle turn, immediately followed
by a right-hand hairpin so acute that it-

was impossible for a Morgan to negotiate
it, and many of the solo and sidecar
entrants could not get round without
hitting the bank.

J. G. Nickson, the captain of the Kid-
derminster Club, on a single-geared o.h.v.

single-cylinder Aero, stopped, as was to be

expected. V. Collins (4-i B.S.A.) ran into

the hedge and fell.' C. F. Foster (2i
Enfield) ran beside his machine and
elected to miss the hairpin, E.,.A. Hum-
phries (2^ Priory.) foot-slogged and
stopped, and A. L. Horner (4^ James sc.)

skidded round and lost his sidecar tyre.

On the whole, however, the performances
were good. H. Boynton (6 James sc.)

executed a very neat turn, as did J.-

Walker (2| iNlkrloe), B. L. Bird (2|

Marloe), T. B. Haddock (6 A.J.S sc), and
O. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc).

Troubles.

After Beacon, eight miles brought the

competitors to the second test hill—Gravel
Pit—^v.'hich did not unduly trouble the.

majority. It is a short steep climb with
a loose surface of shingle, which cauised

a certain amount of wheel slip.^ F. A. S.

Fletcher (8 Enfield sc.) had his passenger

on the carrier, as had F. Bicknell on a

similar machine; this was hardly
necessary. W. A. Carr (Morgan), J.

Wainwright (8 JMatchless sc),
,
D. S.

Heather [V^ B.S.A. sc), andC. W. Hyde
(4^- B.S.A. sc.) all made very steady
climbs. C. F. W. Rendle (3 Enfield) fell,

while Albert Milner (2i Diamond) was
evidently in trouble for he had to foot

slog. It afterwards transpired that he
had a broken piston ring, and was over-

heating badly which caused > him to

retire. F. J. Price (2^ Diamond) went tip

in a very dashing manner.
The Scott, ridden by H. Langman, toured

up with ease, as did most of the Nortons -

and B.S.A.'s, while C. F. Sturgess, on a
single-geared Rover, performed splendidly.

H. Greaves (Beardmore-Precision) found
that his comfortable spring frame was a

disadvantage for freak hill-climbing. His
wheel spun and he came to a standstill

—

his only stop in the long trial.

In a further three miles the competi-
tors were crowding at the foot of the
Gaby Glide, a muddy lane, easy enough.

LQST ! This little group consists of competitors in Saturday's West Midland Open Trial

who, despite following the arrows, have missed their way. Route marking is (or should be)

one of the organising secretaries' chief responsibilities, but often the best efforts are frustrated

by mischievous small boys.
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for the solo men, who could traverse its

centre, but more difficult for the side-

cars, which demonstrated why the hill

had been given its name.
The competitors were sent up one at

a time, with the result that much time
was lost by all but the first arrivals,

which made it questionable whether the

time factor for the morning section could
be used in allocating the awards, as some
of the riders were kept waiting for up-
wards of half an hour. An opportunity
to make up some of this time was found
afterwards between the hill and ilal-

vern. A water-splash near Kedditch was
cut out, and the competitors had a
twenty-five miles stretch of easier roads
to the Old Wyche at Malvern.

This hill has now lost its former
terrors, but, of course, took its toll if

failures. Then came a further fifteen

miles of comjJaratively easy going via

Bishop's Frome to Bromyard, si-x miles
beyond which town the competitors came
to Ankerdine Hill for the flexibility test.

Of good main surface and a maximum
gradient of about 1 in 8, Ankerdine Hill

was very suitable for this test ; 25 yds.

had to be taken slowly, and 75 yds. fast

—

timing was done by l\Ir. T. Silver.

Flexibility Test up Hill.

On the whole, it could not be said

that. the majority went through this test

with honours. Some occupied more time
for the fast section than they did for

the 25 yds. slow portion, and the two
times of many others were practically

equal. The good performances were,
therefore, very conspicuous, and out of

the eighty-five competitors who weie
timed, we may mention the following
fifteen as being worthy of recording.
Those who failed to halve their slow
time are not given.

2S 75
yards yards
slow. fast.
sees SGf^S

F. F. Watson (4 Norton sc.l ... 35i ... 15
E. A. Colliver (Indian Scout) ... 20J ... 8t
H. Boynton (6 James sc.) 39^ ... 121
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.) 24? ... 9i
B. L. Bird (2-% Marloe) 24f ... 9i
Eric Williams (6 A.J.S.* sc.) ... 251 ... 15
F. J. Price (2V.> Diamond) 20? ... 10|
L. L. Sealey (4"4B.S.A. sc.) 18i ... 81
L. Paynter (Norton) 215 ... 101
F. BickncU (Enfield sc.) 295 ... 18i
H. W. Hassell (Norton) 19| ... 8|
G. Dance {3i/> Sunbeam sc.) ... 25^ ... IO5
C. Wilson (Norton) 20i ... ' 9
H. B. Denley (8 Morgan) _. -. 46? ... -13i
a. H. Rhodes (2-'^ Wolf) 20J ... 101

A stopping and restarting test was
included at the seventy-fifth mile, at

which i:oint the riders were near vShelsley

Walsh. A further five miles brought
them to Flagstaff Hill near the Hundred
House, the luncheon stop. On Saturday
the hill was diy, and instead of the usual
great percentages of failures, the com-
petitors climbed with monotonous success.

H. G. Rhodes (3^ Sunbeam) seemed a
little unhappy and ascended with both
feet out ready to counteract a skid ; F.
J. Price (2i Diamond) broke his belt;

E. A. Humphries (2-^ Priory) had to run
beside his mount.

G. Denley, on a little Velocette,
ascended to the accompaniment of a
rhapsody whistled by himself. A. W.
Taylor (B.S.A.), E. Clark (Coulson),-Reg.
Brown (3^ Sunbeam sc), and R. Duke
(Triumph) cruised up in company. W.
J. Edwards (2| Omega) had to regulate
his speed to that of a sidecar. The
L.M.C. sidecar, driven by H. E. Ashley,

had plenty of power in hand, and the
Morgans and T.B. again did well. H.
L. WilHs (3^ Norton), H. ilaule
(Rover sc), H. Ward (4i B.S.A. sc), F.
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Another ten miles brought the riders
to Bridgnorth, where several went
astray through interference, on the part
of boys, with the arrowing. - Quite a

H. U. Smytheman (3 Ivy), W. J. Chambers (3i B.S.A.), R. Cooper (2i Allen), and other
competitors waiting their turns for the greasy ascent of Gaby Glide. The width of the lane
will be noticed.

J. Adam (A. B.C.). H. Langman (Scott),
(jJeorge Dance (3^ Sunbeam sc), P. New-
man (3 Ivy). A. E. CoUiver (Indian
Scout)^A. Wilkes (3i Rover), A. Wood
(B.S.A.), Reg. Brown (3^ Sunbeam sc),
and Dudley (3^ Sunbeam sc.) were all

fast. Conspicuous among the lightweights
were the two O.K.'s, ridden by Hall and
Hundley, H. Greaves (Beardniore Pre-
cision), Seymour Smith (3 Ivy), L. A.
Bees (Beardniore Precision). " H. XT.

. Smytheman (3 Ivy), and B. Gold (Wolf).
R. G. Bennett

(2-J Federation) was steady
and the Verus, H.B., Wilkin, and Marloe^
machines with 2| Blackburne engines,
also showed u]3 to advantage. Through-
out the trial the value of a good light-
weight machine, even in the hilliest dis-
tricts, was amply demonstrated by the
various riders of these machines.

The Afternoon Route.

After lunch at the Hundred House,
another tour test hills were taken within
twenty miles. They were located among
the hills lying west of the Severn, between
Bewdley and Bridgnorth. The competi-
tors had now got accustomed to their

characteristics, and failures were rare
exceptions. In less than thirty miles,
Farlow Bank was being negotiated, and
as the surface was greasy, failures were
rather more frequent, although on the
whole the machines did well.

Probably the worst section in the trial

was the six-mile run to the next checik.

There were several gates to be opened,
from which it may be gathered that the
route lay through rough farm tracks.
One of the Marloe riders accomplished
the journey with a flat front tyre, and
his pluck in so proceeding was admired
by those of his fellow competitors who
saw his gymnastics.

number, including an official car, missed
the acceleration and brake test.

JIarkfe of merit for this test were
awarded on the basis of time in seconds
required to cover 100 yards plus the
number of yards required in vfhich to pull

up. Those whose figure of merit was
more than fifty per cent, higher than the
average in their particular class lost five

marks. Some competitors had been at

work with mathematics and found that
it was to their advantage to lose seconds
on time in preference to taking several

yards to pull up. Consequently a few
stopped dead on the line, and those in

charge were a little mystified as to how to

deal with thtm-.-

OfE the Route.

In the meantime, a bunch of competi-
tors filled the quaint little village of

Ciaverley, haying realised that they had
gone astray. Presently they were joined
by two riders who had just been through
the test. Several of the solo riders went
back, but the sidecarists elected to

proceed and trust to a united protest
later.

Five miles further on along the lanes
was located the last observed _point

—

another sharp hairpin which the three
wheelers could not negotiate without a
reverse gear. Here the T.B. showed the
advantages of such a feature, for the
driver, by reversing three times, smartly
manoeuvred his vehicle round.
Here we noticed that Dance's feather-

weight sidecar was leaning badly. He
executed the tuni in good style, as did
his colleague, Dudley, on a similar

machine fitted with a standard touring
sidecar.

Most of the solo riders made neat turns,

some came near to striking a wall on the

CI3
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In Worcestershire Lanes.
last few inches of the hairpin, and a few
stopped. Quite a number approached the

corner at a high speed, and others were
just as slow and sure. Cyril Williams
(this time mounted on a Nortoii) and
J. A. Newman (Sj Sunbeam sc.) were
among the latter. H. C. Haddock (6

A.J.S. sc.) in changing gear unfor-
tunately got into neutral ; J. Wainwright
(8 Matcliless sc.) took the wrong hairpin

a little lower down, and on discovering
his mistake executed a turn in the length
of his machine, and then negotiated the

observed corner. E. A. Humphries (2^^

IJ^OT^JLH

Priory) cut the bend too tine, and stopped.
The last ten miles to the finish at the
Stewponey Hotel, on the Wolverhampton-
Kidderminster Road, was chiefly over
lanes. At the finish a huge crowd had
assembled to welcome home the seventy-
two survivors of a gruelling day.

A Heavy Toll.

Approximately thirty retired (ten

within the first sixty miles), which
appears to be a heavy toll, but un-

doubtedly not a few of this number lost

the course—quite an easy matter even for

those who knew the district.
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M. Holroyd (Beardmore - Precision)
entered the check from the wrong direc-
tion, having missed an arrow at some
point where probably it was hidden by
the trees. His time was not taken.
On the whole, it was a successful trial,

but the arrowing was not all the com-
petitors desired, for which mischievous
boys were partly responsible, and against
such a contingency it was difficult to

guard. At one point the arrows had been
so arranged that competitors would have
been repeating a circle ; fortunately, an
oificial was able to remedy this before
much harm was done.

RELIANCE CUP TRIAL RESULTS.
THE weather conditions rendered the

trial, fully described in our last

week's issue, extremely severe,

and it is not surprising that only seven
machines, all solo mounts, came through
without loss of marks. Particular merit
also attaches to the performance of the
only four sidecar outfits finishing, which
gained three silver and one bronze medal,
as the rain ivhich fell on Friday night
(in the words of the judges themselves)
"made the surfaces of Conquering Hero,
Alt-y-Bady, and Dolywern an unfair test

for sidecar machines." The principal
awards went as follows :

RELIANCE OPEN CHALLENGE CUP.—Eric
Williams (3Vt Sunbeam),
BUTTERWORTH CHALLENGE TROPHY.—V.

E. Horsman (S'A Norton).
RELIANCE AMATEUR CHALLENGE CUP.—

N. C. Sclater, junr. (3'A Norton).
MOGRIDGE MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CUP.
—Jack Fox (4 Norton).
MEAD CHALLENGE CUP.—J. A. Newman

(3V2 Sunbeam).

The five competitors above and the only
two Humbers entered, L. Crisp and W.
Brandish (4g Humbers), gain gold medals.
The actual destination of the trophies
amongst these seven was decided by the
formulae results of the hill-climb on
Bwlch-y-Groes.

SILVER SPOONS FOR
WINNERS OF

SPECIAL PRIZES IN

LIVERPOOL M.C.

EVENTS.

Handsome silver spoons,

finished m enamels and 9in.

long, are being presented

as special prizes in com-

petitions organised by the

Liverpool M.C. This is

an innovation which will

be appreciated by those

who consider a medal a

useless, kind oT award.

The machine team prize went to the
Norton team (V. E. Horsman, Jack Fox,
and.. N. C. Sclater), the only complete
team to lose no marks.

Fastest times on Bwlch-y-Groes were
made by G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam), 2m. 2s.,

and Eric Williams (Sj Sunbeam), 2m. 5s.

The following also finished and gained ' '

awards as stated :

SILVER MEDALS : J. H. Green (6 Martinsyde
sc). H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc), H, Haddock (6
A.J.S. sc).. J. Lee (7-9 Indian), J. Davies (4
Triumph), H. Langman {3';i Scott). S. W. Rat-
cliffe (31/. N.D.T.), G. Dance (3'/. Sunbeam), G
J. Baragwanath (4 Triumph), S. Parker 12%
Wilkin), C. Hunt Po.x (414 B.S.A.), E. B
Williams (4 Triumph), G. Strange (31/. James).
P. K. Glazebrook (3'/2 Campion), and R. B. Clark
(2'4 Coulson).
BRONZE MEDALS : G. E. Stobart (7 Jame'i

sc), Miss P. Davie (4 Norton), H. Marston (4
Triumph), J. C. Walker (2i/, Edmund). 8. V.
Banner (8 Sunbeam), H. Roberts (6 A.J.S.), G
D. Addinsell (4 Triumph), H. W. Sellars (SV. Sun-
beam), G. Roddick (8 Zenith), G. Shayler (JIA
Sunbeam), F. Porter (2V4 Levis), J. F. Lidstone
(2',i James), R. Jones (3y. Sunbeam), and H.
Newey (214 Levis).

The respective figures of merit in the
timed hill-climb were as follows :

Figure of

^ merit.
Eric Williams (31/. Sunbeam) ... 19258
V. E. Horsman (31/. Norton) ... 20637
N. C. Sclater, junr. (3V. Norton) ... 32148
Jack Fox (4 Norton) 40534
J. A. Newman (31/2 Sunbeam) ... 44421
The club team prize was not awarded,

as no complete team qualified.

A BENZOLE PROPOSITION.
THE following letter has been ' received

putting forn-ard a suggestion for

benzole production in local centres.

We print it in full in that it is well

worthy of careful attention from all

motorists and motor cyclists.
" Sir,—The only solution of the petrol

problem is to produce motor spirit our-
selves, but colliery owners cannot be
expected to provide large sums of money
for the necessary plant so long as ques-
tions like nationalisation, direct action of
trades unions, war taxes, etc., remain
in their present unsettled condition.
Great Britain can produce from material
going to waste or lying fallow in our
coalfields all the motor spirit and other
oils required for home consumption.

Individual Effort Not Possible.

"In view of the fact that it is un-
rea.soiiable in existing circumstances to
expect the coUiei-y owners to provide the
necessary money, it is ' up to ' petrol
users to help themselves and also ' up to

'

someone who understands the business
tn come forward with a sound and prac-
tical proposition. Here it is :

C14 *

" One of the most reputable con-
structional engineering firms in this
country will contract to supply and erect
a plant to treat 300 tons of material
per day of eight hours at an inclusive
cost of £20,000.

" In addition to the cost of the plant,
£10,000 will be required for working
capital.

Local Distilleries.

" Responsible colliery companies will
contract to deliver to the plant 300 tons
per day of material which, on distilla-
tion, will yield not less than two gallons
of motor spirit and twenty gallons of
crude oil per ton.

" This plant will produce 180,000
gallons of spirit per annum and
1,800,000 gallons of crude oil. The cost
of the raw material will be £35,000 per
annum, treatment, administration, de-
preciation £15,000, making the cost of
motor spirit, say, under Is. 5d. per
gallon, and 5d. per gallon for crude oil.

It is easy to calculate at current prices
what a handsome return this will show
on the capital invested.

" There will be no necessity for the
establishment of any elaborate or expen-
sive distribution organisation, as -rthe
spirit woidd be produced for distribiifioh'
and sale as tar as possible in the
immediate distritt, and provision for the
necessary cans is included.

" Following the successful operation
of this plant, similar installations could
be put up in various parts of the country
where raw material is available and of
a capacity to meet the requirements of
the surrounding district.

J. Arthub Green,
Editor ' Treatise on British Mineral
Oil

' ; hon. sec. and -technical adviser on
mineral oil supplies to ' Committee on
Production of Oil from Cannel Coal and
Allied Materials'; late H.M. Petroleum
Research Department (Admiralty) and
Ministry of Munitions, etc.

F. MoLLWo Peekin,
C.B.E., Ph.D., P.I.C, F.C.S.,

Technical adviser on retorting to ' Com-
mittee on Production of Oil from Cannel
Coal, etc.'; member Council of Institu-
tion of Petroleum Technologists, etc."
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A NEW SUNBEAM SIDECAR.
A Light and Comfortable Atlachment inlended especially for (he 3| h.p. Mount.

HAVIXG conclusively proved to their
own satisfaction that the 3^ Sun-
beam is capable of taking a sidecar

anywliere in reason, and having publicly
demonstrated the fact in several severe
trials, Messrs. John Marston, Lt-d., set
to work to produce a sidecar suitable for
the machine, and incorporating their
usual high-class workmanship and finish.

The results may be seen from our illustra-

tions" to be in keeping with .Sunbeam
traditions.

A roomy and well finished body is car-
ried by C springs—both fore and aft—on
a. chassis of vei-y simple- construction.
The -main portion of this chassis is com-
posed of a rectangular tubular frame
from which the wheel is supported by
stout brackets both inside and "out. The
wheel, by the way, is detachable and
interchangeable with those of the motor
cycle, being shod with 650 x 65 mm.
tyres. A very wide mudguard is

attached to the body sp as to prevent
rattles; the space beftveen - body and
guard is entirely filled in by a special
flange.

Two front attachments are supplied in

addition to the special Sunbeam rear
joints, and all the fittings are integral
with the chassis, so that correct align-
ment is ensured.

A Sidecar Stand.

In order to facilitate wheel removal, a
very handy sidecar stand is fitted behind
the axle. This very taking sidecar is

listed at 45 guineas complete, with water-

The new 3^ h.p. Sunbeam sidecar, the chassis of which is designed to accommodate an inter-

changeable wheel. The mudguard is attached to the sidecar body.

proof apron and mat, but an extra charge
is made for a spare wheel.
We have had some personal experience

with the combination - illustrated—the
latest addition to The Motor Ci/ch stud
of machines. The solo mount is the one
we have had in nse for some thousands
of miles with every satisfaction, and it

has now been set to fulfil the far more

difficult task of propelling a sidecar.

The gallant 85 x 88 mm. engine is well

able to maintain a good average uphill
and down_dale. Thanks to the integral

fittings on the bicycle the sidecar itself

is so perfectly adjuste;' that it is possible
to travel along a good road with hands

. off the handle-bars. Oiu' passenger, too,

speaks very highly of the comfort pro-

The simple construction of the chassis will be observed ; the sidecar stand Is shown in

operation.

ON Friday last a deputation represent-
ing all classes and interests in the

'City of Coventry waited upon the
'.Mayor in order to discuss the effect of

the rise in price of motor fuels upon the
well-being of the community. After

. discussion, the following resolution was
passed :

"This deputation, representing
all classes, professions, and trades

' in Cove'.itry, views with the utmost

THE PRICE OF PETROL.
concern the steadily rising price of

motor fuel, .and calls on you, as chief

magistrate, to send urgent repre-

sentations to His Marjesty's Govern-
ment pointing out the danger to the
community, and requesting them to

take immediate steps to secure the
production and distribution of power
alcohol within the Empire, under the
immediate supervisiori and control of
the Government ; also to ensure that

The Sunbeam sidecar stand ; this useful

fitment when not id action folds away neatly

and unobtrusively.

vided by the well upholstered sidecar.

Under the seat, by the way, there is a

capacious compartment ~ for tools and
spare parts.

the coal consumed in this country
shall be so treated before use as to

extract all the possible available

motor spirit."

The Mayor clearly recognised the e.x-

treme gravity of the situation, and He
expressed his sympathy with the objects
of the deputation, and promised to com-
municate their views to the Prime Minis-
ter, the members for the pity and county,
and the Minister of Transport.

cig
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A TRIAL FOR TWO-STROKES.
43 Star(ers and 27 Finishers in the Bowerman Cup Competition at Leicester.

ALL the well-known and several less

popular makes of. two - stroke

machines were represented in the

contest for the Bowerman Cup held by
the Leicester and District M.C.C. on
September 26th, and if some of the

former failed to show up very well,, it

was " neither due to the fault of the

machine nor to the severity of the course.

There was a singular absence of

mechanical and even tyre trouble through-
out -the event, and the low proportion of

finishers is due to the fact tliat some
competitors, finding themselves early

penalised for foot-slogging, etc., did not
consider that their chances of gaining the

premier award were strong " enough to

justify carrying on.

Glorious weather and great public

interest favoured the start from Hum-
berstone Gate, and the going was good,
if sometimes rough, te the first ob-'"

served hill. Sludge Hall, which boasted
a maximum gradient of about 1 in 8 in

the course of a straightforward climb.

C. J. Willcox, on the only Scott present,

naturally shone, but the performances of

some, who ought to have made light of

it, were disappointing.

The course then led on to Tilton, the
first check, and a little further on to the
piecR de resistance of^the trial. Down a
steep path in the centre of a disused road,

the competitors were warned of some-
thing afoot by the gathering of spectators

at the bottom. Large boulders (placed

there for the event, we were told) effec-

tively prevented an otherwise trivial

watersplash from being rushed, and a

grassy rise on tlie other side proved too

much for many a slipping belt. The
riders of chain-driven machines went by
wreathed in smiles, whilst among the
belt-driven mounts F. Brown (Clyno),

: D. S. Taylor (New Hudson), and H. M.
Flint (Broler) were noticeably sure.

Almost before the belts had tiine to

dry, the coufse'j^ed through a trackless

field, where an ascent of about 1 in 7,

marked out by flags, spoiled many
hitherto clean sheets. Launde, the next
observed hill, too, claimed . its quota of

failures, albeit needlessly, for L. B.
Crowther (O.K. Junior) showed that it

was possible for a single-geared machine..^
The circuit, including Launde Hill, the*'

watersplash, and the nameless grassy bank,
was covered three times; but the,
extremely low scheduled speed (15 m.p.h.)
allowed many belts to be tightened.
While the destination of th© Bowerman

Cup cannot be settled until the observers'
reports have been checked, we venture to
prophesy that it will fall to a chain-driven
machine, and were it not that the Scott:
forfeited forty marks initially on account
of its capacity the rider of this machine
would no doubt have carried it.

The following finished, but only a small-
proportion without the loss of any;,
marks :

'

P. J. Strong (Broler), F. Brown (Clyno), P
Goodman (Clyno), A. F. A. Clark (Welland B).
C. J. Willcoji,(Scott), J. ^V-. Mill (Connaught), L
B. Crowther (O.K. Junior), F. Morgan (Cotton),
D. W. Blocksedge (James), S. Brooks (Broler), F
J. Tanner (Broler), C. Trasler (Broler), D S
Taylor (New Hudson), G. Denby (Velocette), G
E. Jackson (Chater-Lea), W. H. Bellamy (Metro-
Tyler), F. Wooley (Sun-Vitesse), H. Petty (Velo--
cette), A. C. Yates ITriumpli), R. W. Banbury
(Ixion). J. Gilbert (Ixion), R. Pendleton (Cov-
entry Eagle), R. G. Winn (Campion), L. G
Growatt (Alldays Allon), —. Ward (Campion),
B. Rowley (Clyno), and H. W. Turner (Clyno).

THE BUTLER CUP EVENT.
Sporting Half-day Trial by Surbiton Club.

FAVOURED with cool autumn sun-

shine and a representative entry for_

a club event, the first annual half-

day reliability trial organised by the

Surbiton and District Motor Cycle Club
on Saturday last, September 25th, pro-

mised to be a great success.

The thirty-five competitors were started

by Mr. A. G. Reynolds, at half minute
intervals, and thej' had to complete an
exceptionally sporting course at the
usual schedule speed of 20 m.p.h.
At 2 p.m. the first man led the way

down the Portsmouth Road, turning left

up to the popular rendezvous, Newland's
Corner, and then to the charming village

of Shere. The first really severe test,

three miles from the latter village,

proved extremely difficult for the solo

riders, as the thick, mviddy surface of

the hill, on which one half of the
track it wa,s impossible to ride, and
the slippery right angle corner at the
bottom, required much skill to negotiate.
Bore Hill was the next objective,

whereat a very successful hill-climb was
recently held by this club. Little diffi-

culty, however, was experienced and,
reminiscent of the hill-climb, many com-
petitors made fast ascents. Allan 0.
Gruzelier (8 Zenith sc.) came up at

speed, whilst W. G. Barker and three
passengers on a Henderson sc. came
up well, as also did J. A. Masters (7-9

Haiiey-Davidson .sc).

On the outskirts of Gomshall, R. E.

Staunton (Triumpli) was observed in

trouble with his tyres. One or two awk-
ward bends were encountered between
Peaslake and Pitch Hill, which, rendered
difficult by the greasy road surface,

caused some little anxiety to solo riders.

A circular route from Ewhurst brought
the riders to the last stiff hill, which, if

successfully ascended, permitted them to

retire to the Bull's Head Hotel, Ewhurst,
and, after checking in, to enjoy well-

deserved refreshment. The climb,
although steep, maintained a compara-
tively straight course, and had a good
surface.

The machines were well handled
throughout the trial, and the thirty
award winners merited success.

The arrowing was good, and, combined
with the explanatory route cards, there
was no possibility of losing the course.

Awards.
Total eri'or.

1. R. A. Green (3V' Norton), winner of
the BUTLER CHALLENGE CUP
(to be held for one year) -and
the CLUB GOLD MEDAL .. Im. 44s.

2. W. B. Reeve (8 Zenith sc), SILVER
MEDAL .. .. Im. 55s.

3. Allan O. Gruzelier (8 Zenith sc.),

SILVER MEDAL 2m. 15s.

SILVT2R MEDALS (non-stop run and within-
5m. of schedule time).—H. S. PoweU (3 A.B.C.),
H. F. Edwards (6 Zenith sc), W. J. Kelly (8
Zenith), J. A. Masters (7 9 Harlev-Davidson). D.
H. Davidson (4 Harley-Davidson), W. R. Preston
(3'/. Sunbsam), H, Jepson (8 Zenith sc). J, O.
Smith (4 Norton), P. E. Salter (2% Zenith), H.-
P, Lucas (8 Zenith). P. W. White ISV- Sunbeam
sc). L. T. Gibson (6 Zenith),- H. W. Barr (414
B.S.A. sc), P. R. Spikins (7-9 Harley-Davidson),,
S. J. Dyer (7-9 Indian sc), and M. B. Machin-
(8 Zenith).

BRONZE MEDALS (competitors losing less
than 16 marks).—H. O. Marriott (2% Edmund),
F. J, P. Disney (Sunbeam sc). D. Crawford {8
Zenith), G. E. Pa.vne (8 Zenith), C. Pressland-
(10 Crouch cycle car), W, G. Barker (S-10 Hender-
son sc), Harry Gray, jun. (8 Zenith), Chas. W.
Pugh (6-7 Abingdon sc), J. T. Shillito (3>A Sun-
beam), J. G. Bluhen (4V> B.S.A. sc), and'Capt.
R. H. Bywaters (6 A.J.S. sc).

A SINGLE-GEARED TWO-STROKE TRIAL.

A SPORTING trial was run off on the
26th, over Midland lanes and test
hills. Only single-geared Levis

machines were eligible, but in spite of
this, over tliirty entrants were sent away
bj; ,\Ir. Alec Ross. '.I'he course of 82^
4i]il<'s included Koppcm's Corner, Rose
]Jill, BcaccM Hill, and Sw.ins Hill.

-No naiircs wcfre printed' on the morn-
ing's iiMitu card, and competitors had to
find their way by directions only. After
lunch at th(; Nag's Head, a normal route
card was provided. 0. S. Davison, G.

W, Reynolds, and G, Kuhn made star

ascents of tlie Beacon, which is a severe
climb for a single-geared lightweight, but
Swans Hill proved the .Waterloo of even
these redoubtable riders. The surface of

the hill was wet in spite of a fine spell of
weatlier, and it is doubtful if any of the
competitors had ever seen the hill before.
The remainder of the journey was com-

p.aratively easy, except that the Bald-
wins Lane watersplash, taken for the
second time, seemed to present more
difficulty than one would imagine. One

suspects that some of the belt pulleys
used were smaller than standard !

Some thirty risers clocked in at the
finish, mostly showing " traces of wear,"
and nearly all late. Those who got!
round and averaged " 20 " deserve every
credit ; their number includes Davison,
who put up a good show all day. Special
mention should be made of two boys of
14 who finished, one J. G. Balshaw, who
ro<Ie down from Liverpool to compete,
and the otlicr, N. D. Pickering, who rode
splendidly throughout.

'
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Racing in a Disused Army Camp.
East Midland Club's Joint Speed Trials at Clipston Park.

1 n the vicinity of the disused garrison theatre at Clip3ton Park, where competitors were busily

giving the finishing touches to their engines.

>l\yfIDST a scene of desolation that

IVl must have brought home unhal-

lowed memories of past training

days to many of those present, the Mans-

field and District and the East Midland
Centre A.C.U. held their joint speed

event. In this setting, violent in con-

trast to that of the recent Chat'sworlh

meeting, the club's teSm trial was also

decided—a trial which was to have been

run at Chatsworth, but which had to

be postponed. At both meetings magni-

ficent weather prevailed, at both meet-

ings were there ties for fastest times, but

it was A.J.S. V. Norton instead of A.J.S.

V. Sunbeam, as at Chatsworth.

. The centre of interest was immediately

focussed on II. R. Davies (A.J.S.) and
I. Walker (Norton) when they clipped

seconds off the previous best time for

the half-mile. These two tied for the

fastest time of the day, both covering

the course, which was a tarred macadam
road, in 23s.—nearly 80 m.p.h.

Fastest Time of the Day.

Naturally, the event of the afternoon

—the re-running of this tie—was awaited
with keenest interest, the partisans of

each make of machine seeming to be
about- equal. Probably the smaller

mount, however, was favoured by the

ladies, who were intensely interested,

and when Davies flashed over the tape

.

once more, it was felt that he had
equalled, if not bettered, his previous
time of 23s. The message over the

'piioiie subsequently proved his time as

A scene at the start O; the trial. This was the Mansfield club's first speed event, and

was, on the whole, well organised.

22s. This was too good for Walker, who
failed to better his previous perform-
ance ; nevertheless, his riding was excep-

tionally good.
There were other e.Khibitions of really

fine riding too, several competitors almost

reaching a speed of 80 m.p.h. Reg. Lucas
(A. B.C.)—a favourite in the locality—rode

well, and gave Petty a good run in Class

2, in which competitors rode in pairs. In
this duel was seen the most sensavonal

racing of the afternoon, for not until

close on the finishing line did j-'etty

manage to overhaul Lucas.
L. W. Forinton (Indian), E. Searle

(Norton), G. S. Debenham (Brough), and
H. G. Sissons (Norton) made good times

and handled their machines surely and
confidently, which . was more than some
of the competitors did.

The following "were the team results :

LOUGHBOROUGH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

i. H. H. Divies (.A..J.S.) 23s.

2. H-arold Petty (Norton) 21s.

3. Graham Walker (Norton) ... 23s.

LINCOLNSHIRE AUTOMOBILE CLUB.
1. L. W. Forinton (Indian ... 24is.

2. C. T. Koehler (Norton) ... 25s.

3. L. F. Harrington (A.B.C.) ... 25s.

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.

1. E. Searle (Norton) ' 24gs.

2. G. S. Russell (Norton) ^5^%.

3. E. Sissons (Norton) 25is.

Fastest Time of the Day.—H. R. Davies I2''4

A.J.S.). 22s., winning the Lucas Challenge Cup,
Lucas gold medal, gold medal -fastest time foi^

trade entrant. £5 prize best time in Lough,
borough team, also £5 5s. prize for winner of

Handicap (Class 2).

£5 Prize for Best Performance for Nottingham
Rider.—J. N. Roberts (3 A.B.C); second prize,

M. J. Wright (2';4 Douglas).

Triumph Gold Medal for Fastest Time (Private
Owner).—Tie: Leslie Mitchell (3V2 Norton) and
Ernest Searle). Time, 24s.

Mansfield Club.—Gold metial, Reg. Lucas (3

A.B.C); silver medal, G. Mills (7-9 D.M.C).

~LouEhboroush Club.—Silver cup, H. M. Barron
(31/:: Norton).

Class 1 (Flying Start).—Open to any
type of machine, any c.c, was won bv
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.). Graham Walker
(Norton) second. Leslie Mitchell (Nor-

ton) and E. Searle (Norton) tieing for

third place. Class 2 was run off in pairs,

the handicajjping being arranged from
times made in previous classes.

C2I
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North London M.C.C.

W. D. Smith (4 Indian Scout) was

adjudged the winner in the recent vice-

captain's surprise event. J. D. Timmins,
mounted on a 1 h.p. scooter of his own
design, evoked much interest. The
novelty competition for the three prizes

offered by the Dollis Auto Co., of Church
End, FiucUev, will take place on Octo-

ber 2nd.

' Southampton and District M.C.

The Southampton and District M.C.
held a very successful hill-climb at West
Dean HilL Hants, on September 18th.

There were twenty-five entries, and the

special prize for fastest time of the day
went to Mr. E. A. Beazlejr (7-9 Indian).

The results on formula are as follows :

CLA.SS 1 (Solo Machine.?).— 1, L. A. Apsey (3

A.B.C.I; 2, F. H. Burnett" (3 A.B.C.); 3, A. .S.

Burnett {2\:i Velocette).
CLASS 2 (Sidecar Machines).—!, H. Dale (8

Eoyal Euby sc); .2, L. A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby
EC); 5, L. J. Dawe [4 Triumph sc).

Bristol Sports Club.

The motor section of this club held

their one day reliability trial on Septem-

ber 19th for the Club Challenge Vase
and gold medals. The route chosen was
over a fairly stiff course to Broadway in

Worcester. Less than half the competi-

tors ' arrived within the time limit

allowed. J'he following obtained gold

medals : 1 (Club Challenge Vase and gold

medal). G„ Powlesland (3| Scott sc.) ; 2,

(tied) Percy Gibbs (4 Harley-Davidson
Sports) and A. W. Dyer (4 Douglas sc.)

;

3, A. W. Spencer (3^ Alecto) ; novice

prize, W. Oram (5-6 Clyno sc).

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

The above club held its eighty miles

reliability trial for the " Chadwick Rose
Bowl " on September 18th. There were
seventeen entries, eleven of whom faced

the starter. Holme iMoss and Chapeltown
were observed hills, and although the
surface wa& wet every competitor but one
n^ade clean climbs. The following are

the provisional results : 1, R. Halliday

(3^ P. and M.), lost one mark (winner
of the Chadwick Rose Bowl); 2, A. E.

Oates (4 Triumph), lost two marks (Scar-

gill gold medal) ; 3, C. Raynor (4

Triumph), lost thi'ee marks (Ramsden
silver medal) ; 4, T-. F. Groocock (4

Triumph), lost three and a half marks
(Gutleridge special prize).

Luton and South Beds A.C.

A hill-climb will be held on the 9th
^October, classes for all types of motor
cycles being included. A special prize
for the fastest time of the day will be
given, other awards (depending upon the
number of entries received) being given

C xT~
on the results of the formula W
Competitors will be weighed in at Wen-
dover Station not later than 1 p.m.,
and all entries must be received not later
than first post on Wednesday, Dth
October. Anyone joining the club now
will be entitled to all 1921 privileges.
Particulars of the hill-climb, together
with entry form of the club, may be
ol)tained fi'fjm the trials hon. secretary,

J. Simpson, 440, Hitchin Road, Luton,
or the non. secretary, U. S. Davison, 16,

Bute Street, Luton.

CLUB NEWS.
^ditK'^and (Tlub TEvents.

Oct. i.—Loug?tborou{ih and District M.C.C. Speed
I'rials.

Oct. 2.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Hill-climb.
Oct. J.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Club Run.
Oct. 2.—North London M.C.O Novelty Bcent.
Oct. ^.—B.M.C.R.C. and Essex Motor Chib. ' Brook-

lands Meeting.
Oct. 2.—Birmingham M.C.C. Twenty-four Hours'

Run.
Oct. 2-3.—Exeter M.C. aUU J.C.C.. ReliabUiti/

Trial.
Oct. 3.—Stalybridge and District M.C. Social and

Picnic.
Oct. 3.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to South Stoke
Oct. 3.—N.M.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run to Wool-

mcr Forrest.
Oct. 3.—North Cheshire M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
Oct. 3.— Woolwich, Plumstcad and District M.C.C.

Hill-climb.
Oct. 7.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Oct. 7.— Southampton and District M.C. Relia-

bilittj Trial.
Oct. 7.—Norwich and District M.C. Whist Drive.

Stourbridge M.C.C.

A sporting half-day reliability trial

will be held on Saturday. October- 2nd,
starting from the headquarters at
2.30 p.m., over a circular course of
twenty miles, to be covered t-wice, non-
stop. Particulars and entry forms are
now available from the hon. secretarv,
111, High Street, Stourbridge.

Widnes M.C.

The above club held its first annual re-

liability trial on September 19th over a
twenty miles course, covering it three
times, for the Blake Cup presented by
Messrs. J. Blake and Co., Liverpool.

Results: 1 (winner of Blake Cup),
H. Fletcher (4 Triumph) ; 2, W. Cook
(4 Triumph) ; 3, A. J. Bailey (4 Norton
sc); and 4, E. Schofield (8 Enfield sc).

Birmingham M.C.C,

Gold medals were awarded to the fol-

lowing in the recent hill-climb on Stile
Cop : G. S. Boston (nine gold medals)

;

R. E. Pugh (four), G. W. Walker (four),

G. Dance (two), J. E. Chamberlain (one),

G. J. Baragwanath (one), L. D. Cuxson
(one), and 0. E. Stobart (one).

The Birmingham Motor Cycle Club are
to be congratulated on the success which
attended their initial effort at a
gymkhana. Had the weather been fine
there is no doubt that the attendance
would have broken all records as far as
motor cycle gymkhanas are concerned

;

even as it was there was a very gratify-
ing attendance, and an e.xcellent entry
of over one hundred for the various
events. The spectators thoroughly enjoyed
the afternoon's sport. The competitors
themselves seemed to get most enjoyment
from the musical chairs, although the
cigarette lighting race was very amusing,
and none of the events could be termed
dull.' There were -some valuable awards,
presented by members and friends of the
club, and the entire proceeds of the event
went to the Biniiiiigham Daily Mail
Christmas Tree Fund.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sal., Ojt. 9lh—
M.C. and AC. Open Reliability Tria',

Nov. 29lh.-Dec. 4th

—

Olvmpia IVIolor Cycle Show.

Barnsley and District M.C.C.

Nearly 1,000 spectators witnessed the
j

recent fast and slow hill climl) at Stain-
i

borough Low. The results were as ;

follows ;

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.— 1, T. Barnes (6 New
Imperial sc), 54s.; 2, M. Curtis (7-9 Indian sc),
69is.
350 CO. SOLO.— 1, A. Campy (2^4 Wooler),

64is.; 2, P. Hall (2'A Douglas).
600 c.c. SOLO.— 1, M. Carter (SM; Norton), (

40SS.; 2, C. E. Reynolds (3 A.B.C.).
1,000 c.c SOLO.—1, T. Barnes (6 New Im-

perial), 38SS.; 2, M. Carter (7-9 Indian), 43gs.
SLOW CLIIMB.- 1, B. Richard (4 Triumph); 2,

M. Carter (7-9 Indian).

Berwick and District M.C.

Berwick and District Motor Club held

its speed trials on Belfofd Moor on Sep-

tember 19th. There was an entry of

forty, and a large number of spectators

attended. W. Murray won the gold,,

medal for the best performance of the '..

day. Results : - -

CLASS 1 (Unlimited Sidecars).—1, Capt. Cum-
ming (7-9 Harlev-Davidaon), 294s.; 2, T. Lilbum
(6 Jaiiies), 24s.; 'J, A. .Redpath (6 A.J.S.), 25is.
CLASS 2 (500 c.c).— 1, W. Murray (31/j Sun-

Ijeam], 18;s.; 2, J. Avre [i'/i Rover), 21|s.; 3,

T. Smart (31A Rover), 21}s.
CLASS 3 (650 c.c).— 1, ^^ . Murray (3'^ Sun;

beam). 17|s.; 2, J. Ayre (31/2 Rover), 20is.; 3, A.-
Buglass (4 Triumph), 224s.
CLASS 4 (1,000 c.c).— 1, W. Murray (3Vj Sun-,

beam), 17|s.; 2. Capt. Cumming (7-9 Harley^

'

Davidson), 18s. ; 3, 'J. Ayre (3;-; Rover), 20e.

CLASS 5 (350 c.c).— 1, A. Ritch (2)i Douglas),
27|s. ; 2, Miss Bates (Auto-Glider), 37s.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Practically all the leading clubs of the-

North' now include the fajnous Kirkstone-

Pass in their season's programme, an^'

it was hardly to be expected that the locag

club would forsake it, for the Westmor-^
land Club has won a reputation in the-

district for leaving no climb alone which

is at all negotiable. There was an
exceptionally large attendance of thS

general public on the Pass on Saturday

when the club held its flexibility trials.^

The surface was in very good condition,

and all the competitors accomplished the

fast climb well, but the slow ascent caused

three solo riders to fail. The awards were!_

as follows: 1, R. Harrison (Indian) ; 2, B.

Braithwaite (Braithwaite) ; 3, H. Wills,

(Norton). The sidecar class provided W.
D. Stewart (Indiafh sc.) with a walk-over.

Newcastle and District M.C. .^

The Newcastle and District M.C.'s
" knock-out hill climb " near Rothbury,

on 19th September, proved so successful

that it has been decided to repeaA the-

event—weather permitting—on October^

2nd. Competitors were despatched iii

pa^irs, abreast, having been first separated

into capacity classes, and there were soma
very exciting contests. The roads were
dry and crisp, and consequently safe,, and
the event was free from mishaps. Thii'ty-

t-\i-o started, and three out of the fou?

winners were amateurs. The results wei*
as follow : 350 c.c. solo, Dawson Hall

(2j Verus) ; sidecar class, J. L. Ti-avers

and C. Armstrong (both on 7-9 Harley
Davidson machines), divided the honours^
unlimited solo class, C. Webb (4 NortonJ.
The Newcastle and District M.C. is

arranging a fixture list for the winter,

which includes a dinner on October 27th,

a ball, two whist drives, several lectures,

musical evenings, impromptu discussionSj,

etc., and one or two .
fault-finding com-

petitions. If any general desire exists)

a mid-winter trial will be organised. !jji

B
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More than

MOTORCYCLISTS
IN THIS COUNTRY
ARE USING THE

5-MINUTE VULCANIZER
There is a reason for this :

The Shaler repairs tube punctures in the only

permanent -wsiy—by vulcanizing. The method is

simplicity itself. You clamp a repair unit over

the damaged part, light the fuel, and the Shaler

does the rest The resultant repair is no make-
shift patch—it IS every bit as strong as any

other part of the tube

With 12 patch and

heat units. Price

ANY GARAGE CAN SUPPLY YOU.

RENEWALS

10/6

12 round patch and heat units

12 oblong patch and heat units -

23 extra long patch and heat ututs

5/6
5/6
18/-

BRITISH MOTOR-TRADING
CORPORATION UP

DEPOTS: L0ND0N-2CI. 21 S: 21. KING STREET, St. JAMES'S,
S.W.l; MANCHKSrER-230, Deansgate; BIRMINGHAM-Coventry
Roid, Yardley ; LEEDS—4, Duncan Street ;

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
—St. Thomas Street.

HEAD OFFICE: 50. PALL MALL, LONDON. S.W.l.

Tel.: " BrimotradcCIiarles. London." " Tel.: Gerrard 8S00.

Sm we^ nod.

She appreciates the Easting Windscreen, it makes
every ride th^ best- a real comfy, happy ride.
The Easting Windscreen combines a real c:mfort
with attractiveness o; design. It enhances the beauty
of any sidecar, and can be bought to mate \ it, too.
Adjustable in nine cifferent positions, it ensures
perfect comfcrt

Get one fitted NOW—for HER comfort.

Price £4 : 10 : and
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

mill

J I kl

"i|| r

III'-

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD.
132. STEELHOU3E LANE. BIRMINGH \M. and at

24, FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON. E.C.2.

Australia.- J. J. Wiiknis & Son, 5.S6, Geor-^e St., Sydu-ey. Irelaia.
" W. Peck, igi, Great Brunvdnck St., Dublin. Scoilniid- t~ Alexmidei
Mid Co., 115. Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. Alcxandi^ & Co., 272,
Great Western Rd., Glasgow. C. Cruikshauk, 1^16, Union St.,

Aberdeen. Wales: Tom Norton, Ud:, LlandrituhJ Wells. Tom
Norton, Ud., 14, Cliarles St., Cardiff. .itui all leading Factor-^ in

the coi'.nfry.

in anc-werni'j i/ie-ic udvertise/ncnts it is dcf^irohh to mention "The T.lotc-r Cijde.'* C25
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The nights are drawing in, and

the wise motor cyclist is making
su-e that his lamp is in perfect

condition. Remember, then, that the lamp which gives the best

light, and gives it with the least amount of attention, is the

MILLER, ''the Lamp that Won't Go Out." With that on

your handle-bars, you are fully safeguarded on the blackest,

stormiest night.

H. MILLER & Co., Ltd.

Light Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

Sh e lMp tHaS won¥ CO out*

^^ THE ^^^"^

^^^^^^ PATENT

SPEEDOMETER

is not a Luxury but
a Necessity.

The accuracy and un
failing reliability not
only saves you from
poHce traps but gives
you the surest hidica-
tion of the tune of your
engine.

Retail Prices
IVlodel B without trip tt
Model B.T. with trip £!

Needs no attention and
will last as long as your
machine.

British Brains.
British Workmansiii
British Excellence.

The Cowey Patent
Variable Note Horn
should also b5 fitted
to your machina.

THE COWEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,

Archer Works—Kew Gardens- SURREY.
'Grams : Cowey Kcv^ Garcfens.

'

'Phone : Richmond 447 and 468

7J«mEST LUBRICANTS

YETPROmCED: ^'

CYaE OILS
ManufactureH by-

\: HiLtON, [?rDER\s.;C°- L"^°-

G" SUFFOLK HOUSE, SeUTHWARK. S-E.l.
PHOMis MOP. 8-37 « 282-9 ' u-stablisheo: lasoi

Transfers
lor

Motor Cycles and Sidecars
Monograms : Crests
Names : Letters, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE Wa cannot supply Manufacturers ~hi <

transfers to individual motor cyclists,

^end parliculnr^ of your requirementa lo

The British Transfer Printing
Co., Ltd.

(Proprjelorj : Iliffe and Sons Ltd.),

London: r^/~^\/ir VITH "V Mnncheiter :

co,TudorSt.,E.C.4 ^-'^ V Eyi^l 1 IV i
ig.j, Deausgats
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SIDECAR for

COMFORT.

The Sidecar with

Luxurious Car Type

Springing.

Patent Sprung Wheel.

Prompt Deliveries

Write for Catalogue to-day. '

GRINDLAY (Coventry) Ltd., Melbourne Works, Spon End, COVENTRY

Motor Cycle Co.""*
——-^^

(1919) Ld.

ALPERTON,
LONDON.

Teleerams ;

ACCESSIBLE. LONDON."
Telephone :

WEMBLEY 252.

K*ttJ«^

WOOLER 2f H.P. FLAT TWIN.
The Accessible Motor Cycle,

RIDE IN COMFORT.

DONT THREATEN
To give up motor cycling because the present

condition of the roads is so awful.

ride a wooler

DON'T WAIT
Until the roads have been put under proper

repair ; this will take quite a long time, as the

working man is still undergomg his rest cure,

which he considers his due, following the

successful termination of hostilities, in the

meantime you are getting older, and may fail to

appreciate the joys of the finest sport given

to man RJDE A WOOLER
which with its complete spring frame simply

floats along the surface of the present roads.

Testimonial. WOaLER SERVICE
Ll-xvitiiwrU, lV.i't-s.

2/9/20.
" / must tlmnk you for your prompt atlention to md Litlierto. ft is

a pleasure to deal with a firm that lakes sotm interest in i's customers

after Hit machine has left the Works."—{Signed) E. E. MORGAN.

RIDEAWOOLER, tlie machine which gives

COMFORT with ECONOMY

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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L

WORL
SPEED
RECORD
Wonderful Performance at

Brooklands,

Mr. J. Holroyd,
Riding a 2f Blaclibnrne, established

31 RECORDS
including

6 WORLD'S RECORDS
covering

602 MILES IN 12 HOURS
on

PRATT'S
"PERFECTION"

SPIRIT
of

Uniform Excellence

In the Green Can
Available Everywhere.

Anglo - American Oil Co. Ltd.,

36, Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.I.

HERE IS
THE FAMOUS

KICK-STARTER MODEL

GRAD or.';
WITH FREE ENGINE.

JUST THE THING
Icr motor cyclists with single

peax machines.

Cives gear ratios frori 4 to i to

f to r free engine,* and kick-

Ftarter

7 Link whai tl means to be abU
tc start vow aigine ^rom Ui^

:addU.

IN TWO HOURS
the pulley can be fitted ty any-
one lo Triumphs, Bradburys,
Precisions, Nortons. B.S.A.

,

l.D.C.. etc.

^ X

'

: __
9 »}*''g^^..,> „,..j

*^^

^ 7^^M M
^^Mfe
i^l^^^ww^

1 P
PRICES for 1920 Kick

Starter Models.

We can now supply /or

J.A.P. and other engines
requiring a recessed

pulley.

ror Machines up to 4i n.p.. £12 O O i^bstage, ^/tt extra

For Machines up to 6 h.p., £12 10 O Postage, 4/6 extra

Special Models for Jap Engines, 10/- extra.

Full instructions for fitting supplied with eacli pulley-

Delivei-y -From S'tocU.

Qaif
iUCCCSSOO TO V*t

cM5^S
RELIABILITY

IS THE great ESSENTIAL where
SPEEDOMETER is concerned

the
JOHNS-MANVILLE

IS ACCURATE TO A WHISPER
A PURELY MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTED
ON A PRINCIPLE OF UNVARYING NATURAL LAW.

Ail Nickel Piale Frtiish

Complete w th

SPECIAL GEAR
BOX FITTINGS

SPEEDS TO
80 M.P.H.

TOTAL AND TRIP
MILEAGE

FITS ALL MAKES
OF MOTOR CYCLES

C30 /?i ansivcii/iy these aduertitsements it is dtsirable to laentiun " Tht Motor Cycle.

PRICE 6 GNS.,

COMPLETE

DELIVERIES FROM STOCK
Send for pai ticulais to :

—

MARKT & CO., (LONDON) LTD.
98-100, Clerkenwell Rd-, London, E.G.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
lltional word. Paragraphs-oJ under 8 words

,ra '"Charged double rate. Each paragraph is

harged separately. Name and address must

« counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

« quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

dvertisements should be made payable___—r-^S'
dILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed...

—

^—

'

'reasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ransit, shoulci not be sent as remittances.

All advertissments m this section should be

cconpanied with remittance, and be addressed

9 the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
traet, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

uventry. To ensure insertion letters should

e posted in time to reach the offices of "The-
lotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

lotning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ttote the number which is printed at the end of

aeh advertisement, and the date of the issue

1 which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

> avoid mistakes.

NUiVlBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
Idrcssed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,

'hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to deiray tbe cost of

gistratioii and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

ardU Box ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
' iU appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
Idtessed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

' .C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

mittances should be sent by trgislered post, but in all such
S6S it is advisable to make use of the Deposit Systetn.

In the case o! motor cycles offered lor safe under a box
imbei', as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

ing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

oUltate business by embodying in their advertisements

me mention of the district in which the machine
fered may be seen and tried.

^m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
aposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
lods is three days, and it a sale is effected we remit the
aount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
rriage one way. For alt transactions up to £10, 'a

tposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over ^lo
id under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under£75, 5 /-;

'fir £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
I 'er £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

>, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
ders should be made payable to IlitTe & Soijs Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
dication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
isirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements an*^ receive no

•' tswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite impassible to reply to
icb one by post.

FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.c,

I B.C., 1920, specially tuned, run 200 miles; £135.—
•- 7, Greville Plaoe, Maida Vale. [1769
ATEST 1920 A.B.C. for immediate delivery; list

price.—Paincourt's Garaee, Stamford [3699
.B.C., brand new; immediate delivery from stock:
£150.—Midland Garage, Colwyn Bay. [X1711

[Cr20 A.B.C., better than new, run about 200 miles;V 115 gns.-'Phone: 102<I.-Jidian, Broad St..
teafling. [2297

rQ20 A.. B.C., better than new, ran about 200 miles;
^*' lie gns.-'Phone: , 1024.—Julian, Broad St.,
pading. [1643

Ilk'

~^J^^.

The Sole London and Dis-

trict Agents for the famous

A.J.S. and BRITISH
EXCELSIOR MOTOR

CYCLES; also

WATSONIAN SIDECARS.

rMMEDIATE DELIVERY for
CASH or by PURCHASE OUT

OF INCOME.

NEW 1920 MODELS
A.J.S. Combination ; £210
MATCHLESS Combination.
Dynamo, run 2,000 miles £215

B.S.A. Combination £152
HARLEY-DAVIOSON with

Watsonian Sidecar. . . . £234 11 6
ENFIELD Combination £177
ZENITH Combination £196 4
G.N. Light Gar £275 12 6
TRIUMPH Combination . . £182 10
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Twin £150
American EXCELSIOR Com-

bination, run 500 miles . . £180
A.B.C. Standard £150
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £138 10
RUDGE-MULTI T.T £110 5
SCOTT, 3f h.p £144 10
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p £120
LEA-FRANCIS, 3| h.p £135
CALTHORPE, 2| h.p £74 19
ENFIELD, 21 h.p £73 10
EXCELSIOR, 2| h.p £67

Send at once for full s.oecifications
of above machines, which are
offered at makers' list prices, or, If

a used mount is preferred, we will

send list of guaranteed outfits for
immediate delivery.

SIDECARS IN STOCK TO SUIT
ALL MAKES OF MACHINES.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
LIMITED

Showrooms—Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs :

21, STORE STREET. Tottenham Court Rd., W.Cl
Motor Cycles and Cars :

52 53, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON
Who'esale :

38, AUFRED PLAOE, W.O.I.
Garage: Tottenham Court Road. W.I.

'Pbones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240 ;

Motor Cycles and Cars, Kena nglon 7260.

Telegrams ' " Dynametro. Wegtcen . London

Tel.Lawrence St.. York.

A J S. Combination, dynamo ligbtinff, in

stock; list price.— 114, Brixton Hill [2146

Hove and District A.J.S. Agents,

A' sell

19^°

13 Turpin's! '22-"?9. "Preston Rd., BrisMoa. [0202

19
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Bl?

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C., 1920. small mileage, accessories ; bargain,

f^ for quick sale, £120.-49, St. Agnes Rd.. Moae-
ley, Birmingham. [X3460
1 iIJ20 A.B.C. and sidecar, first-rate condition, Lucas
-"Y dynamo lighting and horn, spares; what offers?
—Flecker, "^— "'- ™ -

A -B.C.^ (.pc^'ial

1 O20 A.B.C, as new, P.A •-' spare plugs and valve.

Dean Close. Cheltenham." [2234

Motor Cycle, brand new, just delivered ; at
price 01" £135; for immediate sale.—a-irt-

wnght, 67, Gillott Ed., Birmingham. [1946

and H. best lamps, Klaxon,
. _ - --.-. fully insured, perfect; £120

L-ash.—I'arker, 27, Yorkshire St., Kochdale, Lanes.
[X3114

A.B.C, 1920, run 350 miles, Cowey horn and usual
kit, in exceptional tune, finest machine I have

owned; lowest £140.—D. L.iviu, Old House, Sonniuff,
Berks. [9259

DELIVERY of th6 A.B.C. Motor Cycle from atoc,^.

Discributers for the county of Lincoln.—The Spall-
ing Motor Co., Ltd., Pinchbeck St., Spalding 'Phone:
144. T.A. : Service. [0015

A.B.C, 1920, and special Swann sporting sidecar,

speedometer, Lucas lamps, mileage 1,200, smart
all-black combination

; £200, or oft'er

bello, New Brighton, Cheshire.
-Edwards, Monte-

[X31L5

19^° A.B.C. and Watsonian sidecar with special
attachment, trip speedometer, Easting screen,

elertric accumulator lighting, done 700 miles; £185.—
Forrester, Narborough,-ieicest-er. [1602

A.B.C, £150 cash, or £80 down and 11
also another, slightly soiled, £135, a

payments;
bargain.

—

Lamb's. 151, High St.,''Walthamstow, 387. Euston Rd.,
London, N.W., and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[1809
3ih.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,

2 only run about 300 miles, conditioh as new

;

cash £150, list price iei73/10; may be obtained on
easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [1987

A.B.C. 1920 (July) 3h.p., Lucas dynamo lighting
and eletcric horn, speedometer. Brooks collapsable

carrier bag, spare tube and valves, only done 350 miles,
unscratcbed; £160, or nearest.—V. B. Shelley, Manor
House, . Tittensor, StoTce-on-Trent. 'Phone : No. 16
Barlaston. [9499

specially tuned, very speedy,
horn, lamps, tyres unpunc-

tured, mileage 300; trial; guaranteed perfect; reasons
disposal given; now Barmouth, Midlands after Septem-
ber; £130 ; would consider exchange cycle car.—
Elvien, 53^ Willows Rd. (CH.), Birmingham. [X3491

1 Q20 A.B.C. T.T. 3h.p.,
Xt7 wonderful climber.

Abingdon.
A BINGDONKiug Dick, 1920. 3>2h.p., clutch, kick-

starter, lamps, horn, new condition; £110.—
Holmes Mill Hill Rd., Cowes. [1359

King Dick. SVob-P-. 1914, sports model,
order: £48.—Lewis Deelev, 75, Hock-

litte St., Xeighton Buzzard, Beds. [1893

14 4h.p. Abingdon, semi-T.T., good, strong, sound
machine; at the low price of 38 gns. ; inspection

nvited.—Black Horse, Reigate Heath, Surrey. [1783

ABINGDON
real good

19^

A.C.E.
4-cyl., on early delivery.-ACE, new American 4-cyi., on view,

Clark 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
[9936

ACE-—Colmore Depots haye it: 4-cyl., 3-speed, kick
start, a revelation in fuel economy, epeed. and

flexihihty. write for catalogue; immediate deliveries.—

31, Coiiuore Row, BirmingJiam. [X3346

1 Q 20 Acme-Jap
Xt/ wheels, mileaf
i:..-pt £170.-King, 68,

.'.cme.

ah.p. Combination, detachable
e 1,200, as new; cost £220, ac-

Tenifion Rd., Cambridge. [2443

A
,S. New Combination in Stock.—Longman Bros.

J.S. 1914 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p.;

79 ens., or offer; exchanges considered.—Long
man Bros., Bond St.. Ealing. Tel. : 689. E2351

J.S., immediate delivery; £210.—Caeco, 21, Hob-
son St., Cambridge. [2196

Bros., Guildford, A.J.S. agents and expert^CROW
since 1912, accept no premium.

J.S. Combinations for Immetliate Delivery,
744.

[9993

—RU3-
[9182

20 New 61i.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete; list

price.—Heaton, 31, Market St., Atlierton. [2166
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

BRAND New eb.p. A.J.S., Couibiuatiou ; nearest Imt
phce.-Eox 8,251, c/o The. Motor Cycle. [2380

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, just deliTered ; owner bought
ear,-G. Boultou, Tow-er View, IJalifax. [1597

A.J.S. Combination, new 1920 model, immediate de-
livery; £210.—Marston, 31 , and 33, Bridge St.,

CJiGster. [2366a

A.J.S. Combination, 5_-6h.p. 1913, all lamps, tools,

Amac, chain; £80.—Stationmaster, Egloskerry,
Cornwall. [2260

A.J.S. 1918 Combination, all chain drive, 3-speed
j

countershaft gear; £165,—Wauchope's, 9, Siioe '

Lane, London. [2452

IMMEDIATE Delivery of new 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Com4
biuations, at list price.—King and Harper, 6,

Bridge St., Cambridge. [1822,

1 Q19 A.J.S, Combination, fully equipped, perfect

'

-M.iJ mechanical order; write for full particulars.

—

2, Warwick St., Oxford. [1710
j|QM A.J.S. 2%h.p., 3-speed f.lutch, kick start, ex-

-*- 1/ cellent condition ; what offers?-Apply, Walcot, I

Chalfont St. Peters, Bucks. [14141

1 (Q16 A.J.S. Combination, black and gold, Lucas
Xt/ dynamo lighting, new spar© wheel, new gears, I

reupholstered: £160,—Milner, Howes, Yorks. [2152

A.J.S., 1920 model; £210; in stock.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow, 387, Euston Rd., Lon-

1

don, N.W., and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [1812

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 7O0, complete eetl
J-f/ Lucas lamps, horn, etc., delivered July; £195.—
U. Whitehouse, Poplars, Bridgtown, Cannock. [S3474[

"j Q20 A.J.S -Combination, hood, Lucas lamps,
X«7 iiorn, small mileage, perfect condition; £210.

,

—Lloyd, 65, Shrubbery St., Kidderminster. Xr3448|

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel;
175 gns.; part exchange pianOj or solo Triumph.

—Spurliug, 8, Courthope Ed., Hanipstead, N.W.S. [1747

"j Q19 (Nov.) A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo
J- *-' lighting, spare wheel, perfect condition ; £220.—
Gibson, 92, Wake Green Bd., Moseley, Birmingham.

[X3540
^
-J.S. Combination, luxurious sidecar, Easting

wind screen, spare wheel, mileage 1,600, as new;
best offer procures.—50, Church Lane, Normanton.

[2170

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, all lamps, horn, spare
J-t7 wheel not used, all tyres as new; cost £218,
accept £198.—King, 68, Teuison Ed., Cambridge.

[2442

A.J.S. Combination (1919, November), electric light-

ing, spare wheel. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, etc., low mile-
age; £210.—Golby, 9, Fairhazel Gardens, South Hanip-
stead. [1580

A.J.S. Specialists: Walsall Garage, -Wolverhampton
St., Walsall, Tel. 444, can give delivery from stock

of these world-famoua outfits; price £210; write for
catalogue. [8998

A.J.S.—We are now in the poeition to give immediate
delivei-y of the famous A.J.S. machines. Write or

'phone us to-day.—Wootten's Garag'e, High St., Oxford.
'Phone: 308. [7767

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, brand new, just delivered,
J-t/ not used, complete with spring seat, screen, etc.;
accept £205; free delivery.-Wallis, 23, Hartington
Grove, Cambridge. [1575

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Countershaft Coachbuilt Combina-,
tion, hood, screen, kick starter. 5-speed, fine lot,-

fl20; several others.—Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdowne
Hill, West Norwood. [2436

A.J.S. 1920 Brand New Combination in Stock; for
immediate deliverv at list prit-e, £210.—Elce and

Co., 15-16, Bi.-^hopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0306

FOR Sale, A.J.S., 1915, 3-speed model, all chain
drive, new B. and B., fully equipped, leggings,

ride away; nearest £65. — Bristow, Raly Lodge,
Boulter's Lock, Maidenhead. 1:2180

A.J.S, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start and full

accessories, fitted with specially designed light-
weight sidecar, splendid condition; £85.—S'tevens, 5,

Ganvay Ed., Bayswater, W.2. [1963

A.J.S. 6h.p. Outfit. 1920 mctrlel, complete with spare
whrel, Lucas dynamo ligliting set, hood, screen,

tools, r-ti'.; price £250, or nearest oiler; owner getting a
car.—Brannam, Hayne, Barnstaple. [1474

"IQ18 61. p. A.J.S. Combination, overhauled by
J- 1/ makers (costing £70), unused since, electric
lighting, horn, speedometer, spare wheel; £220.—
Boydell, Virtoria Rd., Widiies, Lanes. [1773

A.J.S. 4-5b.p. Twin, 1917, S-speed, dutidi, K.S.,
detachable wheels, fully equipped; 90 gns.; ex-

change late model lightweight or combination.—12,
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2409

1020 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 350, spring seat
J-*-' t>illar, hood, best Lucas lighting set and s-are
wheel unu'-ed. Lucas horn, full insurance, good reason
tor hale; .£200.—Stokes, Bank, Bcaminstcr. Dorset.

ri950
F.OC.n. havo an A.J.8. conibinntinn. Afi-.u-hiAih-

wltc.'lH. Hj.aip, lamps, horn, ^'li(l. y>-v*-c],
; £115.— 5,

Heath St.. ll.itiiiihtCHd fnoar H.iiiiiiHtPuil Tnl--' Station)
'Phone : Hamiw>ti;fid 3752. Houm 9-7, including Sjitnr-
dnyH. [1715

A ..7. 8. fipnref, prompt deliverv.—Cyiil WiHianiH, Cbaiifl
Ash Dopot, Wolvcrhainriton. T.A. ; Paita. [9G24

a
^^^^RM^N^AMHOOs^

m Your oM machine takeix_in part e chanae.

P. J. EVANS.

^OR MOTORISTS

83-91, John Bright Street.
Phone: Mid. 2910. ^

'Gr ph :
*' Lytcir, 6'nam."

NEW 1920 MODELS
in Stock,

Combinations.
6 h.p. A.J.S £210
8 h.p. ENFIELD with Lucas Magdyno £202 2
7-9h.p. INDIAN with electrical equip-

ment £223 14

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Type H £182 10
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £187
3?. h.p. ROVER £187 15

Solo Machines.

4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT Model with
speedometer £145

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE £135
<S h.p. BLACKBURNE £180
6 h.p. ZENITH Sporting .ViodeJ S139
4 h.p. TRIUMPH £127 10
3.', h.p. RUD-GE Multi, T.T. touting . . £110 5

4; h.p. KUMBJER. fliit twin ,£140

2} h.p. METRO-TYLER, ^-stroke £80
2? h.p. NEW IISPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp.. £80 17
2{ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL with k /starter £89 5

2; h.p. EDMUKD-J.A.P., spring frame,
Enfield gear £92 8

2} h.p. EDMUND, 2-5troke £86 10
23 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield gear £78 5

2i h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke £75

2i h.p. ENFIELD £73 10
2+ h.p. JAMES, shop-soiled £65
2; h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed £70
2! h.p. CONNAUGHT, single-speed ... £62

-Second-hand.
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus Combina-

tion (1920), red discs, leg sJiields

Eastjng screen
,

£180
SCOTT and Sidecai-, 1919 model, little

used, with accessories £120
O.K. Junior, ridden 20 miles only .... £45

Sidecars.

H ENDERSON, Model Elite £45
HENDERSON, Model Bi £31
HENDERSON, Model Featherweight .. £23
MILLFORD, Model de Luxe £48 14
MILLFORD, Model Corvette £3110
MILLFORD, Model Skiff £27 15
CANOELET, Militarv Model £39 5
CANOELET, Touring Model £31 10
CANOELET, Sporting Model £25
CANOELET, Minor Model £18 18

A few Shop-soiled at greatly reduced
prices.

n

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

T 020 A.J.S., hood, screen, curtaiiis. Cowcy speedp-
J-t/ meter, Lucas best larup.c, horn and miritoi,
new spare chains, etc., machine has been carefuliy
driven; £210. — Deakin, ]85, High St., Vl5#t
Bromwich. rX34g3

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p, Combination, complete w^'
dynamo lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, boofl'

cover, side curtains, Kla.\on horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat,
mechanically perfect, and quite indistinguishable from
new; £250.—Piiilcpr's, Bnidslkiwgate, Bolton. [XSSgJ

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of this high-grade
combination from i^tock. Standard model,

detachable wheels and spare, £210; Lucas dynamo ^^^
ing set, £28 extra; local trade supplied.—P. J. Evg^
sole Birming:ham agent, 83-91, John Bright St., Bfai

mingham. [Owt

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, black and gold, hodd
screen, hand clutch, speedometer, Lucas biw.

and mechanical horns, brand new F.R.S. electric ee^
7in. head lamp, 4 interchangeable wheels, all in vfijy

fine condition and ready lor any tour, guaranteed
periect; £155.-W.H., Post OlTice Desborough. [2266

23.h.p. A.J.S. Special Competition Machine,
4 valve engine, has had considerable success 4^

open speed trials and hill-climbs, Watford maximum
hand speedometer, full j-ange of sprockets, many spayp^
including cylinder, pistons, connecting rod, etc.; heSi
offer ovc*' £150.—Boston Manor House, Wistasto
Crewe.

._^ _ [17^

1 Q20 A.j.S. 6b.p. Combination, complete «|{|)
XiJ spare wheels screen, houd, spring seat pillar.

best Lucas lamps throughout. Lucas horn, handle i..ir

mirror, muffs Everest carburetter, hot-air ini ::

Watiord trip speedometer, spare valves, plugs, van.'
jet, beautiful combination, as new; seen anv time:
£240.—Bavies, Park House. Newport, Salop. [1682

A -J.S. Combination, lute 1919, low mileage, tyres uu-
-tk, imnctured, spare unused, Watford speedometer,
liirge F.R.S. head lamp, side lamp, and electric iniu,

Triplex screen, electric horn, also mechanienl, 2 battel it^,

S telling shields, mirror, watch, aluminium phitee,

several spares ; first £185 accepted; seen after 7. or

wtek-end.—12, Grange Rd., Gunne'rsbury, W.4. [2060

Alldays.

1Q19 Allon, 2 speeds, free engine. Tamps; £60,
-»- 1? bargai'i.—Edward Senior, 234, London Ri,
Northwich. [220

ALLDAYS Allon, 1917, 2-speed, good conditio
accessories; £55.-61, Sandringham Rd,, Gok"^

Green, N.W. [ISS

ALLDAYS Allon 1920, brand new. 2Mh.p., 2-spe6B
clutch, kick start; £80, quick sale. '— Taylor

Cumberland Garage, Penreth. I172i£

"Ij
Ql9 234'h.p. Allon, 2-speed, clutch, complete lamffi

-«-*/ and horn, small mileage, oiiginal tyres; ;B6^
JiicUson Bros., Horsham, Sussex. [15w

ALLDAYS Matchless Big Single Combination, »'

speeds, clutvh, l{ick-stnrtPT, lamps, speedomet^
£50.-103a. High St., Wandsworth. - [215*

ALLDAYS Allon, 1920 brand new 234h.p., 2-^pee!a,

clutcli ; £85/10; immediate delivery.—Eagles ani

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [X34a'!

1 Q20 Allon, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., lamps, horn
J-t/ legshields, tuned for speed, copper exhauss
£70.—Mr. A.B., 20, Malmesbury Rd., Bow, E.3. [23§J

A LLON, believed 1918, or late 1917, 2-speed count^
.l\^ shaft, speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, new tyi"M^
tubes, belt, spares, kit, only used Sundays ; any tern
nearest £60: aftei- 6.-89, East Hill, Wimdsworth.

£1934

Alder.

1Q14 SVoh.p. Alder-Precision, new pulley belt,

J-«7 tyres good, in good order; £50.—Lay, Eastbu;\
House. Northwood. [169(

American' X.

AMERICAN X, 7-9h.p., 1915. clutch model. goQ
condition; £80. or near offer; or exchange goa

S'/ib.p.-Sawer. 30, Richmond Gardens, Shepherd;
Bush, W.12. [231"

Ariel.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lnne, London. -sy/n.p. 19Xi

Ariel and sidet^ar; £95.. [246f

ARIEL 1916 3V'b.p., countershaft. 3-speed; £70.-4

Roe, 5, Drayton Park, Highbury. [205*

\ RIEL. S'^h.p., les? mag.; £8/10; owner goini
J\ abroad.—Fox, Walton, Peterborough. ' [219

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for earlv delivery of Arlcls,^

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [226-

LONGMAN Bros., special Ariel agents; imraediatj

(lejivery.—Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [23Sf"

litit price.-

Dnr
[1393

Ariel Combination, 3-speed countershaft
hain drive; £65.—Yates, Southend. Croydon
2408. [196*

fc20 Gh.p. Ariel Combination; list price, £177/10,
- *^- • ' " Ltd., 2. Eastbank St.

, 8ouUipurt. Tel. : 607. [248(

ARIEL 3Vi!h.PM immediate delivery;

Hurrell, Pioneer Works, Eusiugton Colliery

'Pbone :

119^

B18 All letters lelatinj! to advcrtlKenicnts should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

S.S.A. 1921 4i4h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, acetylene
lighting set, speedoiiieter, Lucas horn, tyres almost

ew, all spares, tools, perfect condition, very little used,
H'Dcr beiug ordered abroad; f120.—Golodetz, 50.

Eogarth, S.W.5. [1393

3.S.A. Specialists.—Earliest deliveries of all new
models. All B.S.A. replacements. Sidecars,

rids, hoods, and screens in stock.—County Cycle and
[otor Co., 397-8, Broad St., Birmingham. T.A.

:

omocyco, Birmingham. [4080

916 B.S.A. All-chain 3-speed Countershaft Com-
bination, cnly done few hundred miles, East-

ly :^iTeen, Brooks B175 saddle, extra heavy Dunlops,
' e^sories, etc.; everything as new; £114; bargain.
Ma.'On, 1, Bainsboro' Rd., Crewe. [2332

ATE 1919 B.S.A. ^V^h-p.. 3-speed, thoroughly over-
^ iiauled and guaranteed, lamps, hoxn, tools, and
liui-s; solo £100, with good coachbuilt sidecar
118: a tliorough sound machine.—Haddon and
Hinders. Croydon Rd., Beckenham. [2493

Ti.S.A. 4Mli.p., 1914, 3-speed countershaft, thoroughly
J overliauled, new tyres and £50 of 1920 part^^.
ni]>j. speedometer, stored during- war, appearance in-
-riuyuishable from new; any trial or esi:iert exaniina-
>ii weh'ouipcl ; seen by appointment ; 80 gns.—Flood,
Ijite Ledge, Stnines. ; [1650

''

Calthorpe.
^ALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 23ih.p., 2-speed Enfield gear,
I ^ nice running order; £40.—103a, High St, ATaud?-
1
irth. [2188

1 1ALTH0RPE 4-5h.p. Twin, 1916, C.B. combina-
.^ tion; 80 gns.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
U S.W.7.

-^
[2411

920 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed, clutch,
brand new, unpacked: £73.—Box 8,242, c/o

le Motor Cycle. [231C

1ALTH0RPE 2i4h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, light model,
^ lamps, horn, ride awav; £23, or offer; after 6.—
ark, 14. Culworth St., St. John's Wood. [1549

920 Calthorpe-Jap with Enfield 2-speed gear, verj
liLtie ridden, actually l>etter tlian new; 64 gns.;

ry wonderful bargain.—'Phone: 1024.—Julian, Bioad
^. Reading. - _ [1644

Q20 Calthorpe-Jap, with Enfield 2-spe6d gear, ven
'
*^ little ridden, actually better than new; 60 gns.":
y wonderful bargain.—'Phone: 1024,—Julian, Eroari
, Readini,'. [2298

920 2''4h.p. Calthorpe. latest J.A.P. engine, nol
riddea 300 miles, large mechauical horn, Luca?

ops, fully insured; £65 net.—Tenuants, 1, Cannor
, Birmingham. [2222

iALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retai
agents for the county of Devon, all models iv

ek for immediate delivery.—The Carlton .Motor Co.
Torwoofl St., Torquay. {0201

ALTHORPE Motor Cycles.—2^4h.p. J.A.P. model
£78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted witi

field 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans
91. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [017'^'

; ALTHORPE. 1915, 3h.p. twin J.A.P., Enfield genr
lamps, spares, rubber grips, St-ewart, good over-

^d tyres, rebushed, fast, gold medal machine, adjiist-
& puller; £63.—Harrison, 41. The Grove, Hamiuer-
tli. [1656

ALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1920, delivery Sfom stock
23'4b.p.. Enfield 2^pe6d gear, £78/5/6; chain

ve, £2/10 extra; extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phon;?:

snue 5548, [0283

Campion.
[117 Campion-Jap 2^!41i-P-. 2-speed, good condition,
I' guaranteed; £36.-65, Kellett Rd., Brixton. S.W.

[2294
li.p. Campion-Jap Combination, speeds, B. and B

variable jet, syphon, drip feed, 3 lamps, 2
leraLors, Bosch waterproof mag.; trial, must sell;
J.~Wicksoif, 49, TJllswater St., Leicester. [X346;

AMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination. 4-speed, Jar-
dine clutch, kick, new C.B. body, tyres, belt,

ting, etc., excellent, tip-top condition; £105; Sat.
jrnoon, Sunday.—Eves, Police Station, Northwood
^, [1700
AJftPION" Sporting Combination, black and gold.

8h.p. Jap, 3-ppeed c-ountershaft, kick start, chain
in, lamps, 3 generators, pillion seat, luggage grid.
Rne mechanic-al order, and appearance as new; £130.
tender.'^on, Salisbury House, Harrowby Rd., Grant-

[X333S

Carfield.

919 2%h.p. Carfield, Villier engine, 2-speed. lamps,
IHtle used; £40.—Shaw, Park St., Wellineton.

op. [Z3452
[|20 2%h.p. Carfield-Union, 2-speed, climbs Old
^^ "Wyche, new lamp set never used, low mileage

;

jgL must sell.—Walker. Abbey Gateway, Malvern,
[X3395

<Iedos.

[i20 Cedos Lightweight, in magnificent condition,
i^ mileage under 500, wonderfud value; 57 gns

—

tone: 1024.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. : [2299

[^20 Cedos Lightweight, in magnificent condition,
\y mileage under 500, wonderful value; 60 gns—
;on9: 1024.—Julian, Broad St„ Reading. [1645

NEW
SPARES
The undermentioned
firms have been appointed

selling agents for a quan-

tity of new spares—Ex-

Covernment Stock.

Special terms quoted to

the trade.

Eastern Garage Co.,

418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate E.7.

Aiien Bennett Motor
CO.,

iSoyal Parade, West Croyco.i.

Harold Petty & Co.,

60, Halford Street, Leicester.

and Victoria Garage, Shakespeare St..

Nottingham.

Godfrey's LimSted,
208, Great Portland Street, W.I

These Spares include—

J.A.P. i ^. a

N n.p. Cylinders 3 13 I
6 li p. or S h.p. Valves ... St

CLYNO. C <. u

f- h.p. Twin-cylinder Engine 20
Frames 5 o
Cylinders 3 5 o
Front Forks, complete 4 8
Front Fork Springs 2 6
Kear Carriers ^ g
Valves z q
Clutch Sprockets 14 li

P. & M. C s. (1.

Pistons 1

Crank Case, sprocket side . . 1 10

CHAINS.

Renold and Brampton.

3 Xf|?in. heavy ^xgin. ..List Prir^
i Xfj;Ui. light |x;tin. . . less lo';,.

'

MISCELLANEOUS.
Toolkits, including Roll. Tyre i s. d.

Levers, and Set Spanners,
Adjustable Spanner, Pliers,

Screwdriver, etc 10 6
Lucas King of the Road Lamp

Sets 3 10
Palmer Tubes, 28 x 3in 5
Metal Tool Boxes for top tube 3 6
Metal Footboards (single) ... 46

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

i'^HATER-LEA Combination, 8h.p., 3 speeds, nice
^^^ condition: accept £85.— 103a. High St., Wanrl.-;-
worth. [2190

,pHATEK-LEA Sh.p. T^nn C B. Combination, all
'*^ chain, appearance and condition as new; £75.—
The Baths, Wandsworth. [X3425

Q3.h.p. Chater-Lea, 1920 engine, mag., and carbu-
-^4 retter. condition and appearance as new; photo-
£45.—Jordan, 12, Garden Rd.. Kendal. [2287

Cleveland.
10 20 3h.p. Cleveland, 2 speeds and kink st;irter, ns
J-tf new: cost £90, accept £75 for quick sale.— 3.
Parker Lane, Burnley. [X0704

1 Q20 Cleveland 2-stroke, 2 speeds, etc., lamps and
-Lt^ horn; £70.—North Wales Motor Exchange.
Wrexham. 'Phone : 283. [X3530

WRITE for Catalogue of the 3h.p, Cleveland, with
kick starter, clutch, and 2-speed gear; price £85.

-Victor Horsman. Ltd.. 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpooi.
IU279

Clyde..
075.—6h.p. ClyderJap, all accessories, recently over-
^^ hauled by J.A.P.—P.F.M., 6, Ludgate Circus
Bnildiug<5, E.C.4. 'Phone: City 7652. [1563

£17/10; 3li.p. Clyde, T7.H. mag., B. and B.. Saxon
forks, low position, engine just overhauled and

rebushed, old machine in running order, trial during
week-end; also pulley gear, all controls, new, iC3/10.—
Avondale, Southwood Rd., New Eltham. S.E.9. [2091

Clyno.
1Q20 Clyno 2i/:.h.p., 2-speetl, clutch: £60.—KicliaiOs,
-fl-«/ 39, Caerau Rd., Caerau, Bridgend. [1957

CLYNO Corabinatiuns, 1921, for immediate delivery. "^

—Russell, Lawrence St., York. Tel.; 744. [9184

"B Q21 Clyno Sh.p, Combination, had 3 weeks, as
J-*y new; £250.—Mawson, Draper, Morecarabe.

[X3482
CLYNO Lightweight 2-3troke; delivery from stock;

£75.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. {2363

CLYNO Lightweights and Combinations.— Write,
Rothwell and Milbourne, Covvleigh Garage,

Malvern. - [1795

CLYNO 2^4h p., new 1920 model? slightly shop-
soiled; £65.—Marston, 31 and 33. Uridge St.,

Chester. [2377

CLYNO. 1917, 3-speed. kick starter, interchange-
able wheeh; £75.—2. Macclesfield Rd.. Soutli

Norwood. [2178

fl'^LYNO 1920 2J/^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, etc.;
vy £53, nearest.—Chesshire's Garage, Hockley Heath,
Birmingham. [2194

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., all on, take 3 an;^
where; write for interview. — Box 8.231, c/o

I'he Motor Cycle. [1857

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed clutch, lamps, horn,
as new, only ridden few miles; £65.—22, ""Crom-

well Rd.. Caterham. [1831

CLYNO.—Sole Bristol and District Agents. Light
weight models in stock.—S. J. Pair, 201. and

203. Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. [X7406

5-6h.p. 1915-16-17 Clynos.—These are complete, but
want renovating; price £45-50. — J. J. Dooley,

33, Killyon Rd., Claphnm, S.W.8. [2415

CLYNO Combination, beautiful condition: 120 gns.;
exchange lower power, cash adjustment.—57.

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [2064

STANDARD 1921 Clyno Model Combination: unique
oppurtunitv; delivery from stock; £250.—Maudes'

Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.. Exeter. [2362

17 8h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, int-erchange-
iible wheels, in perfect condition, privately

ued; £95-—Sands, Eurnham, Bucks. [1433

1 Q20 2V-h.p. Clyno 2-6trokes, new, fitted with clutch
-LtJ and 2-sDeed . ge-r, trade ^ supplied; £75.—
"Phone : 5777 Holborn.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane
London. [2470

1 Q 20 2i 2 h.p. Clyno, 2-speed gear, mileage about
^*y 100, absolutely better than new. most wonflerfnl
bargain; 58 gns.—'Phone: 1024.—Julian, BroaTl St.,

Reading. - [2300

NEW Clyno Lightweight, 2V.'h.p.. 2-speed and clutch,
and to makers' specification; £75, or on easy

payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118. Erompton
Rd., London. [1994

£88'.—Clyno 1917 Sh.p., 3-speea. kick start, all chain,
re-enamelled and plated, and C.B. sidecar, excel-

lent condition, only wants seeing.-697, Romford Ed.,
Manor Park. [8235

C^LYNO Combination, 1916, 3-speed, detachable
-^ wheels, 1 spare. Easting, electric ligliting. all spares,

engineer owned; £120.—Write, Hambling, 38, Buckley
Rd., Kilburn [2279

"I
Q19 Clyno Lightweight. SVah.p., our demonstration

XJ/ model, perfect appearance and mechanical con-
dition, with lamps and horn; £60.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,

Ealing Broadway. W.5. [1501 -

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clvno.

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverliamjiton agents; write

us for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re-

enomellins, and rlating. — The Molineux Garage Co^
Ltd., Wolverhamrton. Tel.: 1160. [3459

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., S-speed, kick start,

clutch, chain drive, lamps. Klaxon, hood, screen,

4 interchangeable wheels, good condition; 120 gns.

;

near oHer.—148, Lowden Rd., Heme Hill. [1872

"I Q21 Bh.p. Spring Frame Clvno Combination in

i-U stock for immeditae delivery at list price;

£250; this is a magnificent outfit and worth your
inspection.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing Broadway, W.5

[1500

CLYNO Big Six Combination, £250, in stock; also

lightweight, £70; half down and 11 payments.—
Lamb's, 151, High St.. Walthamstow, 387, Euston
Bd., Loudon, N-.W., and 50, High Rd., Wood Green,

jj [1808

fully
tooLo,

and spares,' esceiicnt running order; any trial; £95. or

ofter.—80, Clova Ed., Forest Gate, London, E.7.

'Phone: Stratford 773. [1528

CLYNO .Combination, 61i.p., 1914, 3-epeed,

eouipped with iiood, wind_ screen, lamps,^

c"(LYNO Combination, 3 speeds and clutch, overhauled

body. 2 lockers, new tyres throughout, usual accessories;

£105; after 7 p.m.-G.M., 23, Arlington Ed., Morning-
ton Crescent, N.W.I. [i511

CLYNO Combination, 1915, specially finished red anil

black, 3-speed, K.S., lamps, mechanical horn,

speedometer, etc., 4 interchangeable disc wheels; any
trial; take 4 anywhere; offers.—Dawson, 10, Bank Top,

Lowerhouses, Huddersfleld. [1481

CLYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelor and
Co., East Surrey agents, have a new 8h.p. com

bination; demonstration runs given; orders booked foi

very early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St.. Kingston
on Thames. Phone : 1809. [2874

CLYNO Lightweights. 1920, 2l4h.p., 2-speed, £75,
or fully equipped with head lamp and generator,

tail lamp and tubing, horn. L.C.C. registration, patrol,
-' '- Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt, Port-and oil, £79/15

land St., London, W.l 'Phone: Wayfair 5399. [0281

CLTNO 5-6h.p. Late W.D. Modek, 3-speed, kick
start, foot clutch, re-enamelled and replated. new

carburetters and magntos, rebuilt as new, practically

unused; few available from £75.—Hearn, 117, Longli-

borough Park, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2888
[1431

Connaught
tilh.p. Connaught, 2-stroke, good tyres, lamps. per-

CONNADGHT Motor Cycles.—2Hh.p
£70: single speed. £62; immediate delivery.—

P

'^4 led; £32.-151, Kingston Rd., Teddington
[2004

1 O20 Connaught 2-stroke, 2-epecd, clutch, kick
-Lt' starter: £72, offer.—10, York Ed., Maidenhead.

[1662

CONNAUGHT 2¥4h.p., 1916, 2-strok6, beautiful con
ditiou: bargain, £38, or exchange.— 18, Garib;ildi

Ed., Eedliill, Surrey. [2230

1 014 254h.p. Connaught, just beeu re-enamelled and
i-O plated; b-argain, £37;iO.-Shepherd and Co.. En-
field Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [163S

2-speed model
,te delivery.—

P

J. Evans.'83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0252

CONNAUGHT 1919 2%h.p., 2-speed. new tyres. 2

huHos, horn, tool kit, etc.: £55.—May be seen :

time ut Minotaur Cycle Works, High St., Windsor. [1405

Corah.

COEAH Comtiination, 4i4h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-

speed, clutch, pedal start, Bosch mag., Binks
limps. Klaxon, mirror, Stewart speedometer, good
tyres, new Dunlop on sidecar, new spare 2V'!! Dunlop
tyre and tube, several accessories; £65.—6, Church
St., Staines, Middlesex. [1659

Coulson.
COULSON 4h.p., Blackburne engine, shop-soiled

;

£105.—Motor Cycle Mart, Ltd., Chatham. [2504

COULSON B, 23/yi.p. Blackburne engine, 1920 model,
good order.—James, Ashburton House, Blandford,

Dorset [1613

stocked, 234h.p., 2-speed,
7, Kxhibition Ed., .South

[9928

COULSON.-AII models
clutch; 105 gns.—Clark,

Kensington.

1 Q20 Coulson n, 4h.p.. mileage ahont 700. spring
-!-«/ frame, 2-srecd ; £92/10.-0. Burkell, Thornton-
le-Clay, Flaxton, York. [1581

SPORTING 4h.p. Coulson-Blackburne, nearly new,
unpunctured; £70.—Write. ILall, Bristol Cottage,

Emerson Park, Hornchurch, Essex. [2090

2
. ., , ...odd; .can nr

higher power.— 103a, High St.

CyjtJLSON-B, 2'ih.p. Blackburne engine, 2 speeds
^ spring frame, 1920 model: £80, or exchnnk-o

[2187Wandsworth.

COULHON n.. 2'i',h,p.. 2 speeds, Blackhurnc engine
1920 iiiudd, Cf,ijiiili,te ^' • •ttith Idiiips, tools, andsitarcs'

inilcago 800, siieei.illv timed ---- -

sale, -Knliilinaj.p. Fl.ct, Haiit,

COULSON-Br.ACKBUKNR 2V,h.p., 1920. brand
new, latest model, Sturmev gear box, clutch

kick starter, spring Inime; highest ollcr secures-^
Box 8,234, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2273

ALEXANDERS
i EDINBURGH 1
I AND i

I GLASGOW, I
m _ FOR 1

I immediate Delivery, i

1 ACE. (4 cylinder.)
1 ACME.

5 ARMIS.
1 BAT.
m B.S.A.

i BRADBURY.
i CALTHORPE.
i COULSON B. ,

Z CLEVELAND.
1 CLYNO.
1 COVENTRY EAGLE
1 DIAMOND.
i DOUGLAS.
i EDMUND.
£ ENFIELD. I

1 FRANCIS BARNETT. !

i INDIAN. -j

1 LEVIS.

I MATCHLESS. -

^ METRO-TYLER.
i

1 NEW IMPERIAL. i

i N.U.T. !

1 OMEGA.
I

1 REX.
i SPARKBROOK
Z VERUS.

i

i VELOCETTE. i

1 WILLIAMSON. i

M Early delivery Norton, P. & M., and
j

dj]]
Morgan. ImmediateDeliveryof the 10.5

!

rTTfj H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter,
|

== electric lighting, etc. The finest and
j

'M most durable light car of its class. ;

^ TRADE SUPPLIED. ;

^ Scottish agents should now write us
regarding 1921 agencies. We have I

still a few territories open for various
|

^ makes of machines. Early application

is advisable ;

Alexander & Co.
i

113-115, Lothian Road,
i

EDINBURGH, i

AND
j

tmicd cufine; £75 for "ciiViekQ 272-274, Gt. Wcstern Road,
j

GLASGOW.

MOTO« CYCLES FOR '^SALE.

Coulson.
T ATE 1919 Coulson, 2%h.p. Blackburne engine, !

fl -i,!*^^ •
'P'sith'i machine for bad roads, fast

nexihle, reliable, excellent condition, recently o»ei
naued; f 80, or nearest, with accessories,—Wheeler ^

Helleadon, Norwich. [138*'

"\TEW Coulson B.—25^h.p., £99/15; 4h.p. models u

f '^iJ'"^' ^^''h fitted with 2-speed gear, sprini.t
Irame, Blackburne engine; 2'i4h.p. model, with clutcl -

and kick starter, jEllO/S; 4h.p., with 3-speed, clutch -

and kick starter, etc., 118 gns.; if fitted with smar
boat-shaped sidecar, painted royal blue, £162/10, o
on easy payments 4% extra, onlv one-fifth deposit .

balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.
118, Brompton Rd., London. [198:;.

Coventry Eagle.
.rNOVENTET EAGLE, 1920, 25,.'ih.p. J.A.P., 2-spee.

:

V.^ clutch, K.S., Dunlop tyres, lamps, horn, tools, aH
new; £65.-2, Madrid Kd., Barnes. [IMf
I^OVENTRT EAGLE, single speed, Villiers, sj^T
V; tube, and accessories, new condition ; first reafiOr
able offer accepted.— 144a, Portway, Plaistow, E.IS.

, ri37|
1 Q20 Coventry Eagle SVih.p., J.A.P. engine, 1

-»- 1/ speed, clutch and kick start, lamps, horn. i^{
practically new; £55.—104a. Finchlev Hd.. HamDatsi(

W.3.
.
£55.—104a, Finchley Hd.,

'Phone : Hampstead 7822.
HampsteJ

[3<|6|

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-stroke Lightweight: £32; ride away.-L

Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.5. ri&l|

De Luxe.
31h.p. De Luxe 2-stroke, 1918 model; £25.—W»tl

* chope's; 9, Shoe Lane, London. [24Bf

De:ie.

"TVENE-PEECISION 3i/,h.p., 1915, 8tnrmey-ArcllJ
-'-' 3-epeed, complete, splendid condition, spares; £61—lenton. Uplands, Brocton, Staffs. [16^

Diamond.
T\IAMOS"D 2>ih.p., 2-stroke. new; £63.—Clark,; I'-' Exhibition Ed., Kouth Kensington.

'"'

OYRIL WILLIAMS, tor early delivery o! all aa&v^ Diamonds.—Chapel \sh. Wolverhampton I2$(

DIAMOJSTD-J.A.P. 234h.p., 1920, Enfield 2-sp06
lighting set, accessories; £60.—Alter, BarjB

R;"iyston, Hertg. [191

nm

tti

1 020 2;)4h.p. Di.amond, 2-stroke, only done 300 mile
-Ltf Lucas lamp set, horn, tools, Tan-Sad, S
scratched, guaranteed: cost £70, sacrifice 50 gm.
Mason, Ivy House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [22!

DIAMONDS, the best lightweights, 2?tli.p. ~3.k,
engine, 2-speetl, kick starter, cluleh, £90/6; 2

h.p. Villiers engine, 2-speed, kick starter, £84/10, Imm
diate delivery.—Stevens, 248, Gooch St., Birmingham

[xia;
DIAMOND, single speed, 2-stroke, 1919, 2y2h.;

complete with toolti, without accessories, perfi
condition and thorough going order, ready ride awl
fully insured up to June, 1921 ;• owner bought -ffl.

machine same make; inspection and trial any Saturdi
afternoon or Sunday; price £50, lowest.—G Strane
Sackville St., Stephen's Ed., Hounslow, S.W. [1.

4r Douglas.

DOUGLAS 25'4h.r. New 1920 Models; £100 and £ld
—Below. 1

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, new 1920 model; £1301
Below. I

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new 1920 model; fig
immediate delivery.—Marston, 31 and 33, Bi^

St., Chester. [if.

THE Great Douglas Agent. 3. \Y. Gonrlay, Followfloi
Manchester. [69^

DOUGLAS 2->ih.p., 1915, good condition; rideaiy
£55.-Blades, Oxted, Surrey. fl-^

DOUGLAS 1920.—All models actually in stoel

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., below.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, with latest tj

sidecar, finished in saxe blue; £170; in stooS
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

DOUGLAS 1920 4h. p., new, with 3-speed, kick sta

solo; £130; in stock.—Herbert Robinson, L
(Below).

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3-speed, with hand-i
trolled clutch and kick starter, improved fral

forks, and tank: £105; in stock.—Herbert RobinS
Ltd. (below).

with Improved Iral1920 2'!4h.p.,

forks, and tank, less clutch and kick start
DOUGLAS

forks, a__ -

£100: all the above actually in stock; can be
spatched immediately. Second-hand Douglas, Trium
and Sunbeam motor cycles entertained in part I

ment.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cambric
Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [1

1018 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, kick starter, e
1.0 .£115.—Plaistow, Grimsby. fXS

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915; £50; as new; any tril

60, Caithness Rd., Mitcbam. [1-

1918, discs, electric light; BB-- - [X5
DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1918, discs, elect

Evims, 8, Manor Ed., Coventry.

B22 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the dnte ol the ls«ri«<
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

'. jTNFIELD 3h.p., lamps, horn, etc., excellent couditioa

I

-i throughout ; £50.—Barter, Sydline, Dorchester.
11660

ijiNFIELD Cane Sidecar, 26x2>J wheel, £7/10; cane
J pillion seat, 15/-.—170, Cavendish Kd., Balham.

[2139
jiNFIELD Lightweight, both new tyre<3, just over-
-J hauled, perfect; £25.—North, 52, Macteson Ed.,
ampstead. [1559

ijlNl'TELD 1918 6h.p., new condition. Easting, lamps,
I horn; ilSS.-Olark, 7, Exhibition Kd., South
ensiugton. [9yo

IjiNFIELD 2V,h;p., 2-speed, new 1920 model; £70;
J immediate delivery.—Marston, 31 and 33, Bridge
., Chester. [2375

919 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., splendid condition,
lamps, horn, screen, insurance; £160.-59, Staines

1., Suubury. -, [2054

jiNFIELll Sh.p. Combination, 1918, as new, all on;
J' £120, or offer.-Jones, 131, Beechcrol't Bo., Upper
lOttng, S.W. [1381

'h.p. Twin Enfield, new 1920, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick start, lamps, horn, perfect; £73.-4, Hanover

., London, W. (1738

^NTLELD Twin 3h.p., good condition, horn and 2
]' lamps; nearest offer £35.—A. Spencer, 6, Fisher

., Birmingham. [1679

•BAND New Enfield Sh.p. Combination, just de-
• livered, dynamo lighting; £210.-215, High Rd.,
Iburn, London. [2393

' 'NFIELD 2V,h.p. Tivin, disc wheels, 4-stroke, good
' condition; nearest £30.—Gent, Britannia St., Shep-
!d, Leicestershire. [1651

920 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, lamps, Cowey horn
and speedometer, wind screen; sei75.—Bates,

and Rd., Bedford. [2244

ilNFIELD Combination, Sh.p., mileage about 2,000,
.i like new, several accessories: £145.—J. T. Jack-
1, Stalham, Norfolk. [2094

INFIELD 1920 2i4h.p., brand new, still wrapped:
' ticcept £65/10, list price £74.—Wallis, 23, Hart-
:tOD Grove, Cambridge. [1573
lOTAL Enfield 3h.p. Twin, M.A.G., late 1916,

1
V ' splendid condition ; £55, or offer.—Lee, The

! plurs, Earnley. Chidiester. [1520

INFIELD 1920 2«h.p., 2 speeds, 2-stroke, condition
I excellent, about 500 miles; Norlolk.—Offers to
i 8,241, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2309

68.-1920 Enfield lightweight, as new.—Clifford
Wilson Co.. 70, Roval Hospital Rd., Chelsea,

,V.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [1232
NFIELD 1916 Combination, dynamo lighting,
-hood, screen, perfect; best offer.-Fleming, 51,

i

plethorpe Rd.^ Thornton Heath. [9677

120.—Dynamo Enfield combination, 1916.—Clifford
Wilson Co.. 70, Roval Hospital Rd., Chelsea,

f.S. Tel. : Kensington 7113. [1231

NFlELD Combination. 1915. 2-speed. recently
overhauled, witli Tan-Sad. lamp, horn, tools, etc.

;

to,—C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [029S

i

NFIELD 1915-1916 Combination, exceptional en-
gine, running condition; bargain, £130.—22.

odberry Down, Finsbury Park, N.4. [1792

120 Enflela 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, new, in
^, stock; £73/10; exchanges or easy payments.—
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.3. [2499

NFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, just delivered.
in stock; makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., En-

d Highway. Tel. ; Waltham Cross 31. [8875

NFIELD 1916 6h.p.. just been completely over-
. hauled, new tvres, (Complete with lamps and acces-
.es; £135.—Howells, Gloyne, Narberth, Pem. [1410

NFIELD Sh.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno elec-
.\ trie lighting, brand new. unregistered: accept
)0.—Bant, 343, Stratford Rd., Birmingham. [1415

NFIELD, 2;ih.p., 2-speed, 2-5tro];e, 1920, un-
I registered, guaranteed 120 m.p.g. ; must be sold.
'Uvos Motors, 120, Eollo Bridge Ed., Acton. [1913

EW 1920 Eoyal Enfield, a^h.p., 2-stroke; price
£73/10: delivery from stock.—D. J. Shepherd

1 Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [024',^

NFIELD 1920 Sh.p. Combination, new; in stock
I- at list price, £177/2.-Ehe and Co., 15-16

ate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Rhone: 654s'
-- - [Of 6b

LD, 3h.p., Nov., 1919, 2-speed, kick st;irt.-i.
lUcas lamps, horn, insurance policy, run 200
£80.-2, Macclesfield Rd., South Norwood.

[21 77
(Nov.] 2J4h.p. Eoyal Enfield, perfect running

order* lamps, horn, tools and spares; £60 —Druce
»nbank. Parkgate Ed., Mollington, near Chester. '

Lp. Royal Enfield, 1919, K.S., 2-5peed, unnunc-
tured. top-hole condition, too fast for owner* accept
D.—Robinson, 404, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherd's Bush
i

^
. _ [1867

jNFlELD Combination, new last month, 6h p withMagdyno lighting. Orto triple wind screen not
^en 100 miles; £215.-CulIimore, Stone, Falfield
*• [2242

[TYREjiOUSEl

iPECUL BliBGIilHI

Brand New Covers
1st Grade Only.

From Government Stores, etc.

FOR 2i RIM.pO-;. p^f
26 X2j Skew heavy non-skid... 37/6 58/6
26 xzj Skew round non-skid... 30/- 50/6
26x2} Avon Sunstone 39/6 82/6
26X2|AvQn combination .... 55/- 90/9
26 X2i Goodrich safety tread.. 56/6 66/6
26 X 2i Hutchinson passenger. . 50/- 6S/9
26x2j Dunlop heavy rubber

studded 39/6 —
26 --ZJ Palmer cord heavy 39/6 -
26 2i Bates heavy 39/6 —
?6 2;; Avon heavy rubber stud . 34/6 —
26x2| iHoscley extra heavy ... 33 ,'6 —
26 x2J Hutchinson heavy 33/6 —
26 X 2i X 2i Goodrich safety tread 61 /- 71 /6
26 X 2!; X 2 j Hutchinson rubber

studded 52 /- 78 /-

FOR 2i RIM.
26x2^ Skew h'vy rubber non-skid 48/- 68/6

_26 X 2i Skew round non-skid 42/6 62/6
26x3 for 2 1 Skew heavy non-skid 52/6 78/6
26 X 2.J Clincher de Luxe heavy

non skid 50'- 781-

For American Rims,

28 X 3 Koseley extra heavy 35/- -
28x3 Kempshall 35/- -
28 X 3 Dunlop extra heavy 48/6 —
28 ;c 21 Kempshall non-skid 42/6 —
28 2'. Hutchinson passenger 40/6 —
28 2; Kempshall anti-skid 35 '6 —
28 :< 2J Hutchinson T.T 37/6 —
28x3 Goodrich safety tread 59/5 93/6
28x3 Wood-Milne extra heavy . . 55 /- 76 /-

28x3 Clincher de Luxe extra h'vv 54/- 90/-
28 X 3 Palmer Cord heavy 55/- 78 /g

650 X 65
< .so X 65 Avon 3-rib 62/- 70/-
(50X65extrah'vyrubberstudded 59/- 71/-
C50 X 65 Avon square 59/- 69/6
(50x75 Wood-Milne Keygrip.... 49;- 69/6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
c6X2i Endless 6/3 ,

26x28 Endless 6 /J

26 X 2i X 2} Endless 7/6
20X2|x2j Butted 10/-
26x21 Endless 6/3
28 X .3"Endless 8/6
28x3 Hutchinson 16/-
28x3 Avon 16/3

f:enl carriage paid on 7 days' approval
against mnitiance.

RETREADING.
Kstra neavy. .. 20/- Heavy !//„

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co.. Ltd.,

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Road,
HOLBORN, W»C.l.

'Phone: Museum 1543.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

"I7NPLELD 6-8h.p. 1916-17 Combination, fully
-"-^ equipped, excellent iiiechaniral condition- £120;
exchange late Harley.—12. Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
Rd., S.W.7. [2408
4»90-£120 Enfield Combinations ;3), 1914-16-17.
f*^ splendid condition, business box carrier optional,
hardly used, or sidecar; clearance prices.—2a, Water
Lane, E. Stratford 117. [2405

T?/^'^IEt.D 6h.p. C.B. Combination, 1914. engine^ thoroughly overhauled, new gear, sprocket, etc.,
first-class con Jition ; £ 105 ; or nearest offer.—Astin
and Barker, Ltd., Todmorden. [2173

TpNFIELD.-Delivery from stock. Lightweight, 70
-*-^ gns.

; 6h.p. combination. £175, with Lucaa Mag-
dyno, £200.-P. J. ETans, Birmingham agent, 83-91,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [0300

"j 020 (June) Enfield Combination, iMagdyno equip-
-»-*^ ujent complete, with Easting wind screen as new,
mileage 500; must sell; nearest £190.—Thomas, Mel-
rose, Jubilee -riace, Carmarthen. [X3108
1020 Enfield Combination with dynamo lighting,
-LtJ extremely small mileage, perfect mechanical
condition, and api>earance as new; £l85.~Kays. 8,
Bond St., Ealing Broadway, W.5. [1502

,<?h.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, as new, only used
<M sis months, all lamps; £165, or exchange for
Morgan, not later than 1917.—Feigussou, 58, St.
Andrew St., Castle-Douglas, Scotland. [1456

ROTAL Enfield 6h.p. 1913 Combination, fitted 1915
engine, first-class running order, 2 unused Dunlop

tyres, coachbuilt sidecar, just re-enamelled; £80; reasor
for sale, too heavy.—Child, Shoe Works, Colwyn Bay.

[1557
£45; 1914 Sh.p. Enfield 2-speed twin, fitted new

tyres, Bosch mag., electric lighting, enamel per-
fect, any expert examination allowed, real snip; ill-

ness cause of sale.—Bresler, 67-69, City Rd., E.G.
Phone : City 8575. [2397

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1917. 2-speed, clutch, valve, £70,
and, 21/4 Velocette, value £40, both fully equipped,

in splendid condition, for good C.S. solo or combina-
tion; cash either way or sell seiiarately.—M.G., 107,
Burntwood Lane, S.W.17. [1971

Sh.p. 1920 (June) Royal Enfield Combination, owner
has been imable to iise outfit for past two months,

splendid condition, absolutely sound, Lucas electric
set. Cameo, must sell; £200, or cash ofier.—R. L.
Knight, Barnstaple, nr. Devon.

'

l^184

ENFIELD Coachbuilt Combination, 1912, 6h.p.,
speedometer, lamps, Klaxon, Easting wind screen,

Tan-Sad, new tyi es, perfect condition ; any trial

;

price £130, or near offer.—Seen at Woods' Garage,
Daws Lane, Mill Hill. N.W.7. [2500
IQIS 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condition,
-»-^ just overhauled, Easting screen, electric lighting,
speedometer, 2 mascots, tyres good; £145; evenings or
Thursday afternoon, Sunday morning.—Turner, 20,
Belgrave Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W. [2030

ENFIELD, several fine combinations in stock, from
£120 to £200; also latest 1920 model at makers'

list price, or half down and 11 pavments.—Lamb's,"
151. High St., Walthamstow. 387, Euston Rd., London.
N.W.. and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [1805

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p., late 1919, Lucas
lamps and horn', hood, screen, speedometer. Tan

Sad, mudsplash, 700x80 tyres, spare, tools, and spares,
used week-ends only, splendid condition ; 160 gns.

;

trial.—M., 181, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [1878

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., just completely
overhauled and re-enamelled, indistinguishable

from new, tyres and chains as new, Cowey trip speedo-
meter, Cowey horn, lamps, luggage grid, hood, screen,
beautiful condition; sGlSO.—SB, Connaught Rd.,
Reading. , [2010

NAVAL OfUcer ordered to China desires to sell 1915
6h.p. Royal Enfield combination, Lucas acetylene

lamps, mechanical and bulb hqrns, Jones speedometer,
lutrgage grid, in very good condition owing to 2V2 years'
wn'r storage, mileage nearly 5,000.—Write. Heatherside,
Belmont, Surrey. [1542

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, 6h.p., sidecar for -wife

and child, wind i^creen, Cowey speedometer, Lucaa
head light, electric side and tail lamps, extra air inlet,

[1
Bosch mag.; expert examination and trial invited; re-

cently overhauled; undertaking given machine is in

thorough order ; will teach buyer (if novice} to drive

;

Pennine bnrgain, £115.-7, Battledean Rd., Highlmrv,
N.5. [1750

Excelsior.

1 Q20 British Escelsior, 23,4h.p. Jap, just overhauled,
-L*^ complete, spare inner tube, under 500 miles; £65,
or near offer.— Geofi'rey Parkes, Hill Crest, Marple
Bridge, Derbyshire. [2197

1 Q20 Excelsior Combination, dynamo lighting, elec-
JLt/ trie horn, with Henderson -Elite sidecar, only
done 1,000 miles; cost £225 two months ago, must
sell, £165.—Maskell, 5, Brixton Hill, S.W. [2508

|-|Q20 (September) 2y2h.p. Excelsior-Villiers, 2-speed
' j-*y 2-strok6, only just run in, perfect, patent leather
College mud shields. Klaxon, P. and H. lighting set,

Pedley grijis, res'istered and insurefl; 69 gns., no offer-s.

—Cross Lanes, Roehampton, S.W. [1490

j

' ' F.N.

ll C|20 P.N. Combination, all lamps, horn, and speed-
Xt/ ometer, done 500; £195.-11, Anerley Hill.

Norwood, London. [2125

All letters relating to ai^vertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES
F.N.

FOR SALE,

LATE 1913 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, andcluttrh, in nice
Older ; no ofiei Scott, 600, Eice Lane, I

[2061

4-GYIi. Clutch
tube, faddle,

, lowest £45,
Walton, Liverpool.

i'L. Clutch Model F.N., straight sloping top
,

tanks, blaot and cream, aluminium
<l/scs, engine fitted -with alaminium pistons to reground
cylinders, machine only I'ust completed; £55, or near
oa«r.—Olivos Motors, 120, Bollo Bridge Ed., Acton.

[1912

Forinan.
FORMAN 1914 2!;4h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B.

carburetter, new belt, and Dunlop tyres, in good
n inning order; £30.—D. Bodenham, Fair View, Gravel
Kill, Ludlow. [1786

Francis<Barnett.

NEW Prancis-Barnett, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed clutch
and kick starter; in stock at manufacturers' list

price, £88/19; easy payments 4% extra, only one-fifth
d'jposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrofls
Ltd., 118, Brompton Hd., London. [1982

Harley-Davldsoa
HAELET-DAVIDSON 4h.p., new 1920 sports model:

£159.—Below.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, new
1920 model; £228; immediate delivery.-Marston.

31 and 33, Bridge St., Chester. [2368

NEAV Models Harley-Davidsons from stock.—Picker-
ing, Agent, Shrewsbury. [2240

HAELET-DATIDSON, disc wheels; oflers wanted
over £120.—Grove House, Ludwell, Salisbury. [1480

HAELEY Combination, 1915, special machine: sell
cheap, or exchange.- 51, ilaplethorpe Ed., Thorn-

ton Heath. [1889

1Q15 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, practically new
-i«^ condition throughout; saerifice £105.—Else,
Dimple, Matlock. [X3492
TTAELET-DAVIDSON Combinat[on,_1916 model

electric dynamo lightini
Shoe Lane, London.

Wauchope's, 9,

[2467

HARLEY 1919 Combination, new sidecar, Bosch
mag.: £125, bargain.—Post Office, Whitehorse

Rd. Croydon. 'Phone: 660. ['843

HARLEY Combination, 7-ah.p., 1918, discs, D.A.
lighting, perfect condition; 125 gns.—Hatchford,

Hill Cottages, Cobham, Surrey. [2002

raSO 4h.p. Harley-Davidson, excellent condition,
• ' speedometer, lamps. Klaxon; £150, or nearest.—

Baines, Oxeuford Hall, Oxford. [1455

1 Q20 4h.p. Harley-Davidson, sports model: list price,J-U £159/9/9._R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East-
bank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [2481

TO 18 Harley-Davidson, mag. dynamo model, good
--«/ roomy sidecar; £180: exchange considered.—
136, Lavenham Rd., Southfields. [2476

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, in.p. twin, brand new, for
immediate delivery.-Walsall Garage, \Volver-

h^mpton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9005

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., splendid nuning
order, appearance new: bargain, £95.—Jones. 4,

Hillside, Stonebridge Park, N.W.IO. [3'/ 55
1 Q15 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, in very
-•-" good condition; £125.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd.,
2, Eastbank St., .Southport. Tel. : 607. [2491

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Harle.v-Davidson Combination, electric
-Lc/ model; list price.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd ,

2. Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. 607. [2478

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1916-17, sporting
Swan combination; 95 gns.; exchanges.—12,

Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2412

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, and
A*^ sidecar, speedometer, discs, condition as new:
price £210.-2, Clarendon Place, Halifax. [2217

C^OLMOUE Depots.—Harley-Davidson, magneto and
^ electric, also 4h.p. models in stock; immediate

deliveries.—31, Colmore Row, Binningham. [X3345

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Electric Combination,
sidecar cost £70, done under 3.000 miles, as new

:

170 gns.-Sabcy, 14, Pleydell Av., Chiswick. [1732

rQ20 (June) Electric Model Harley-Davidson Com-
•-^ bination, condition guaranteed as new; £220;

no offers,—Pisher, 8, Derwent Rd., Ealing, W.5. [1951
TTARI.EY.DAVIDSON, August, 1920, dvnamo
-*--»- model, speedometer, handsome S.C, combination
nniicratcbed; £215.—Tintcrn, Norman Rd., Sutton.Hri779ARI.EYDAVIDSON, 1919, bulbous back sidecar,

electric lights, in good condition: £150, or cx-
diango lower power.-136. Forest Drive, East, Leyton-
stonc. [1917
TJARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,- 1 fully erniip,ie<i with head, tmi, and sidecar liiinris
hoiii, equal to now; XigO.-rParker's, Br.adahawgiite

[X3394Bolton.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, rccnamelled and over
hauled; £90, " -

BriKKB and Sons,
Croydon.

with new Bosch mag. £95 —
Wcllesley Parade, Wellesley Rd

[7917

HAULKY-DAVinSON Sportu Model, now, in stock
/(jiiippcd; £165.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd. " 'South

[9932

YOUR
iCHANCEl
"Messrs. MEBES & MEBES, The|
S Original Light Car Specialists, g
= have pleasure in announcing that =
owing to the increase in production

Pthey are now able to offer 5

I -ALMOST— i
I IMMEDIATE DELIVERY|
Hfrom stock of a limited number B

Ig.n.cycleI
l—CARS—j
^The World's fastest and mosts

popular. B
= We are the largest contractors in =
= England, therefore our reason in ^
S being able to offer such advantage- =

ous deliveries.

ra WRITE, 'PHONE, OR CALL, AND ^
FALLOW US TO BOOK YOUR ORDER. ^
g DEPOSIT REQUIRED, £10. g
H This Cycle Car can be maintained at a
= very low cost, and the makers guarantee =

iso Miles to the Gallon!

S Some users have been able to get s
= 60 MILES to the gallon. |
J With the increase in price ofjj

= petrol, this will mean a great=
^saving to you, if you decide tos
= purchase one of these. =

= The CYCLE CAR for the MOTORIST of1= MODERATE MEANS. =
PRICE :

= Standard model, without =
^ Dynamo Lighting set ... . £241 176^
= Ditto, with Dynamo Lighting =

set £275 12 61

I MEBES & MEBES,

I 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

illllll^iiilllHHilllll^lllillHHIIIIII^IIIIIli

m

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, with Svian
-'--•- sporting sidecar and electric lighting, mechanic,
ally perfect throughout; £200.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton. [X3388
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, in new

condition, lamps, horn, etc.; £138, or e.vchanKe
solo lightweight and cash. — 143, Eavensbuiy Ril
Earlstield, S.W. [2595

"I 015 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, beautiial
--*' sporting sidecar, all in good condition, lamp^
etc.; £90.-K. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St
Southport. Tel.: 607. [2492„

1Q19 Harley and beautiful bulbous sidecar 'engindlJ-U N-(j 19T2480), mag., D.A. lighting. Klaxon, neiil
covers and tubes, perfect; any trial; bargain, £170.-236,
Balham High Ed., S.W. [2141

TO 19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, jastXt/ overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres through-
out, in excellent condition; £150.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [2S13

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Electric Model Coml.inrv
tion, full equipment, new luxurious bulboufi side-

car. Easting screen, excellent lot; ride away; £135,-10
Milton Ed., Wallington, Surrey. 1175;

"1 Q17 Harley-Davidson Combination, just overhauled
-«-^ by makers, lamps, horn, tools, new spare tyre,

tube, and chain, insurance policy.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [2511

HAELET-DATIDSON. delivered Nov., 1919, spQi

iug sidecar, Mills-Fulford chassi-s, discs, eie^
liglitiug and horn, perfect condition: £175.—Wn
'phone, or call, Selby, 5, Heath Drive, iS'.W.S. 11:

"I Q20 Harley-Davidson and coachbuilt sidecar,
-L V wheels and all accessories, perfect condifi
done about 800 miles; price £200; seen any evei
after 7.—Elwin Neame, 11, Eotherwick Rd., Gol|
Green. [a

1 Q20 Hnrlcy-Davidson, 7-9h.p., mag
S-iJ lamps, horn, tools, and sidecar,
demonstration purposes and guaranteed sound; acce]

;£205; approval; carriage paid.

model, _
only used to

St., Edinburgh.
Macrae, 37, Cockburia

[201,^

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p., electric model
and Mills-Fuford Harley sidecar, brand new

j
£235; al.io flat twin, solo, complete with accessoriesifl

£164.-Elce and Co., 16-16, Bishop,=gata Av., Camdl
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [007ij|

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Sporting Combinatioi
191 8V2. one of the poshest. sportiest, hot stu!

fest, low Zeppelin-shaped coachbuilt body, dynami
lighting equipment, huge head light, real nice 3ol

£185; several others.—Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdow:
Hill, West Norwood. [2431

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1918
£160; also 1916, £135; also 19J5 model, £120

also 1920 4h.p. model, new, £164/10, at makeii
price. Terms, half down and 11 payments.—Lamb't
151, High St., Walthamstow, 387, Euston Rd., LoD
don, N.W., and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[180
HARLEY-DAVIDSON new model 7-9h.p., bough

1st September, only ridden 350, electric model
with new switch, horn, and lamp features, speedcmetel
polished discs, watch, and spare bulbs, this is perlec
inside and enamel untouched. College mildshield
fitted, just as it arrived, awaiting inspsction, in spot

less condition; cost £204, best offers £191; any gljSl

anlee.—Took, Adrian St., Dover. [200

-lie

babfl
me.-!

pee

Hazlewood
HAZLEWOOD 1920 5-6h.p. J.A.P. ConibinatilM

Watford special trip speedometer, complete set t

P. and H. lamps, Tan-Sad (Coot and back rest), -n

in June, and only ridden 800 miles, inrtistingnishfll

from new; price £165, or near offer; seen any time.

82, Battersea Eise, or trial by appointment with Mill

fair 5050. [23fl]

NEW 5'6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-s;.-

clutch, and kick starter; a thoroughly IB
able outfit; Harrods have a large number of tnei

in stock for sile at £185 each (list price £204/12
or on easy payments 47 extra; only on&-flfth deposi

balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, T.tr

118, Brompton Rd., London. [19(

H.B,
"1Q20 H.B.. Blackbunie engine, 2-speGd, clutcV 3

-l-*J starter, V. and H. lamiis. Klaxon, condition aei

£90.-94, Stamford St., Old Traflord, Manchester. [Jt6l

Henderson J

1020 Henderson Electric Model, niilence done 'w5
-«-•' £155.-38, Aboyne Ed., Tooting, S.W. W
HENDERSON, late type, 4-cyl.. 3-speed, disc wWi

£145.—Ernest Kann, 239, Willesden Ml
N.W.2, Appointment West End. [tS

HEN1")ER,S0N, 1919, electric, beautiful condiBc
quiet, last, economical, sidecar, wind shi^l

£120, ofler.—Bellon, Burton .Joyce, Notts. [«

HENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cyl. model, fitted wl

Lnugford si>ecial sidecar, brand new; 220,

near olTcr.—Lloyd, 9,

1011.
South Moltou St., \V.

Kciuijnqtoii.

1326 All letters rclutini! to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisenient, and the date ol the Issue.
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AIOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

IENDERSON Combination. 1916, lOh.p., 2-3peed,

clutch, handle start, black and gold, very smart;
5 gn8. ; exchiinpes lower iiower.— 12, Cornwall Mews,
ouccster Rd., S.W.7. [2413

920 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting,
electric horn, with Henderson Elite sidecar;

ist sell, any reasonable offer accepted.—Maskell,
2da Lodge, 5, Brixtoa Hill. S.W. [2507

rEXDERSOX 1920 lOh.p. 4-cyl. and Henderson
L Elite Sidei'nr, nearly new outfit. Easting wind
86U leesliields, Bonnik.^en speedometer, a real bar-
n; £175.—Eire and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
nomile St.. E.C.3. Thone: Avenue 5548. [0067

Hobart.
;115 2Uh.p. Hobart-Villiers, good oondiiion, 300
•J miles since complete overhaul; £32.-41, Clare-
at Kd., E.7. [2058

^OBART-VILLIEBS 2-stroke 2-spee4 for sale, flno
- running order; what offers.^—33, Jersey Ed.,
lod, Rochester. [1568

)20 Hobart 2->ih.p. 4-stroke, J.A.P., brand new,
never been used; what offers,—Wright's Garage,

j

Ton Walden. Tel. : 16. [2347

|20 2VL'h.p. Hobart, 2-speed, aluminium footboards;
' list price, £70.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2,

bbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [2486

'• Lh.p. Hobart, 3-speed, S.A. hub, engine requires

S=

atteution ; oft'ers invited, or would sell parts.—
lawn Giirage, Chiswiok Park Station. [1497

EW 2'/2h.p. Ilobart- Lightweight, 2-speed models in

stock at manufacturers' list price; £75; 4%
a for easy payments; only one-fifth deposit,
mce by 12 monthly instalments.-Harrods, Ltd..
Brompton Rd., London. [1984

Humber
Lh.p. Hmnber, 2-speed, handle-start, ride

£35.-99, Fielding-It d., Chiswick, W.4.

I

UMBER SVsh.p., Bosch, B. and B.. horn,
attention ; £12.—Ev;ins. Newlaud, Coleford.

UMBER, 3i/2h.p., 2-speed.
£36, or offer.—Harrison,

awav;
[1922

needs
Glos.

[1607
Bosch, running order;
Bucks Hill, Nuneaton.

[2179
,1
UMBER, 2->4h.p., Bosch mag., new tyre back,
going order; £17. — Barton, Jun., Yew Tree

agH, Tansley, nr. Matlock. _ [2247
' JMBER 1914 S'/jb.pf Combination, 3-speed, clutch.

kick starter, in splendid condition, fully
iped; £55.-164, Revelstoke Rd., Southfields,

[2265

AUCHOFE'S. 9, Shoe.Lane, London.—S'^h.p. 1919
Humber and sidecar, horizontal twin-cyl. engine,
ibuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, and handle

100 gus. [2464

19 Humber Combination, 3,'2h.p. flat twin, 3-

clutch. all accessories, thoroughly over-
j 3d by makers; £110, or nearest offer.—Pearce, 31,
dand St., Doucaster. [2111

j
7MEER 3Voh.p. Motor Cycle, chain drive, counter-
shaft, Bosch mag., single lever earburetter, road-

,
lars, complete and good order and appearance, but
wheel smashed, hub perfect; to clear £23; twner

, ? up motoring.—Hughe*;, 5, Railway Terrace,

I
UborouG-h, Leicestershire. [17C6

Indian.
—Indian 1914 7-9h.p., new tvres; bargain.—

: Sharp, 11, Yorley Rd., Higligate. (After 6.). [2383

I
tlAN" Scout, complete with electric lights, new

;

i

any trial; W^X price.-Bell, Redthorpe, Lancaster,
[1611

I
HAN Scout, just delivered, rear drive speedometer,
and horn ; £48 ; Bolton.—Box 8,052, qIo The Motor

[9609

GNS.—Indian 1915 Bh.p. 3-speed combination,
-.well fitted out; any trial.—36, High St., Hamp-

ric40

HAN 1916 PoweiTplus T.T. Combination, electric
light, real, cheap; £100.—Yellow Garage, Sui-

[1510

1 HAN SVsh.p. Twin, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
fast machine, splendid condition; £63.-15, Dorset
Wimbledon. [2343

. Indian Combination, new April, 1916, 3-speed,
lutch, tyres,' almost new; £80.—Beech Hill,

m ird, Woking. . [2108

30 Indian Combination, Powerplus, mileage 900

:

£200—Manaser, Blundella Wine Stores, Biikherk
DaUton. Loudon. H7E7

1

I
'IAN 1914 7h.p., perfect order, fast, good tyres,
new chains, ride 50 miles; £63.—Moore, 55,

Hi| ield Rd., Coventry. [X3485
"I j' IQ Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, full
*) equipment, wind screen; £175, or nearest.—23,
Iflj, Iton Rd., Reading. [2207
T| TAN Powerplus, dynamo hghting, 2-66at€r ' C.R.
^j iidecar and screen, perfect; £140.-3, Gladstone
m[ Paraborough, Kent. [1977
TJlAN 7-9h,p., clutch, 1915, splendid condition* liroughout; £62, or near ofier.—Waters, O'icheston
"w -, Sliiewton, Wilts, - [1526 ^

H Tel.—Mayfair 342^. £st. 1893. H

|FACTS, NOT FICTIONi
— We have in stock, for delivery to-day, the following —H well-known Motor Cycles, at Makers' List Price. ^H All machines quoted ready for the road. H= ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, =
ZIZ clutch, kick-starter At list price—
^ BEAROMORE-PRECISION, 3^ h.p., m
:z: 2-stroko, 2-speed At list price —= CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p,, 2-specd, =
B! Enfield gear AUist price Hn CLYNO, 2-?.troke, 2-speed, clutch At list priceS5 COULSON-B., 2; h.p., latest tvpe At list price
'= COULSON-B., 4 h.p., latest type At list price z=m CLEVELAND, 2-stroke, 2-speed At list price^S FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2;! h.p., J.A.P., m
^— 2 speed, clutch, kick-starter .... At -ist price^H L.M.C, 6 h.p., rigid frame, s-speed, =B clutch, kick-starter At list price MiB L.IK.C, 6 h.p., suspension frame. 3-sp., H
:

—

clutch, kick-starter At list price HiZ

g LEA - FRANCIS, 3^ h.p., • 2-speed, ^=
ffl clutch, kick-starter At list price £0
:

—

LEVIS, 2-stroke, standard model At list price rz
=: MARTiNSYDE-NEWMAN Combn. . . At list price =B N.U.T., 3-specd. dutch, Uick.-starter,

U Lucas dvnamo At list pricen= NEW IMPERIAL, 2? h.p., J.A.R, ^— 2-speed, clutch, self-starter At list price zzz
^QUADRANT .1} h.p. Combination, m
zz complete At list price—= ROVER, 3.1 h.p. T.T. model, P.P. ' =
H pulley At list priceB

ROVER, 3^ b.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick- S™ starter At list price H
rz: RADCO, 2-stroke, single-speed At list price =zm SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed, ^— VillicTS engine, superb finish At list price pj= TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H^ 3-speed, =n kick-starter At list price^S VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, '2-speed ; the BB King of Lightweights At list price B
rz WOOLER, 2} h.p., variable gear At list price zz
^WILKIN, 23 h.p., Model B, Black- =
gj hurne engine, 3-speed, kick- ^
r= starter : At list price zz= WILKIN^ 4 h.p., Model B.4. Black- =B burne engine, 3-speed, clutch, Q

kick-starter At !ist price= ZENITH, 8 h.p., Model H, clutch, k.-s. At list price=
^ SECOND-HAND. =m p. & M. and Sidecar, P. & H. headlamps, tail ^
ZZ lamp, etc., fully equipped. New condition, zz
JHJ L.M.C, 6 h.p., 1920, suspension frame. Henderson ^^B B.I Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc As HB ^^''V- B
zz L.M.C, 4},h.p,, 1920, Henderson B.i Sidecar, full"— set of lamps, tools, etc. ^^S BAT, fih.p.. 1920, and Henderson Elite Sidecar, Cn
ZH I.ucas lamps, Cowey horn, speedometer,—
^^ windscreen, Tan-sad, etc. Lavishly equipped, z^B TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, and boat-shaped IB

I Sidecar, full set of lamps, tools, etc. S™ TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, 3-speed, clutch, B— kick-starter, etc. At list price. ^z
mBEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3> b P . 2-stroke, 2-sp., ^
=S full set of lamps, etc., fully equipped. Small ffl—

;
mileage. ziz

ma Gent.'s B.g.A. Machine with Simplex motor=B attachment; at makers' list price, 42gns'^B
—

2 We are contractors of all leading makes
; ^— additional machines to those quoted arriving daily. M

zz Please favour us with a call. Your requirements B
^ can be fulfiUed. '

I HENDERSON SIDECARS. |
B A. complete range on view at Makers' List Prices, zz

I SERVICE S
Z= and satistaction alwa^^^ assured at the House of ZZZm '• MEBES." =
1154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l I
llllll^llllllSBIIIIIIfflllilllSBIlllllSlilira

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q20 Indian Sc-ont, epMdometer, horn, fully insured:
-LiJ £130: before 6 p.m., or 'Phone Mayfair 4332.—
Desoutter, 51, Bilker St., W.l. [1739

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 2 speeds,
etc., electric lighting, very fine condition :

gift.

95gns.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. [S0702

"IQ16 5-61i.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick
J-tf starter, in good running order: £80.—William.^
and Co., Portland St., Cheltenham. [1420

INDIA>f Combination, 7-9h.l)., 2-speed, kick start,

electric lamps, in good running order; £100.—
Manager, Electricity Works, Bourne End. [1926

T-9h.p. Indian Poii-erplus, 1919, 3-speed gear, foot and
hand clutch, perfect condition: £120, or near

offer.—Cameron, Sheerwater Cottage, Bytleet. [1498

BRAND New 1920 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, just

delivered ; list price. — Broivn, Indian Specialist,

3 and 7a, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel.: 1032. [X0703

-1 Ol* Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, nearly new Swan side-

-Lft/ car, C.B., hocKl, screen, speedometer, lamps, horn,

perfect order; £110.-198, Moulsham St., Chelmsford.
[1768

7-9h.p. 1919 Indian and Swan Sporting Sidecar, £175,
latest improvements; also a solo 7-9h.p. Power-

plus Indian, ^685.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[2460

1Q17 Indian Powerplll-; Combination, Dunlops, discs,

-Li/ new gorgeous bulbous sidecar, Ea^^ting, all on.

guaranteed perfect; £135.-67, Inverine Rd., Charlton

S.E.7. [1664

-IQIS 3!a.p. Indian Twin. 3-speed, kick start, etc.,

-S-t? electric lighting, in gdod condition; £70,— It.

Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport

Tel.: 607. C2493

INDIAN Combination, February, 1920, mileage

2 300, unpunctured, Indian leg shields, spare tube,

perfect condition, insurance, bought ear; £176 -I ii.

Turrell, O.xford. Li89i'

1 Q20 Indian Combination, electric model, speedo-

X" meter aluminium discs. Easting screen (cost

£235 Easter), like new; £180.-Wigham. h<. Stranton

St., Thornaby. L-V.5i5»i

r019
Indian, 7-9h.p., and Henderson Elite sidecar,

i1 2 huge head lamps and generator, electric tail,

full ennipincnt; £175.-Donald Watson, Kawdon Cragg.

near Leeds. _
t'^^^

7-9h n Indian Combination, 1915. electric lighting,

speedometer, wind screen, hood new tyres, excel-

lent condition; £110.-Coles and Shirley, Chepstow

Phone: 48.
^"^'^^

INDIAN Combination, 1916, just overhauled, with

new gears, driving chain, one- new tyre insured

£140 August: price £120.-Staplefon, St. Maig^iiets

Bay, near Dover. l^'*'*'*

-J 016 Indian Combination for sale, excellent condi-

i.^ tion; inspection invited; must sell, owner going

abroad: what offers -91, St. Margaret's Rd., St. Mar-

garet's, Twickenham. 1'°"^

l7-9h.p. Indian Combination, Nov., 1919, electric mo^el

7 speedometer. Easting "inasereen good or.der fine

condition, insurance till November; £180.-Driscoll, 6

Derry Av., I'lymouth. L'"''^

FO C H for Indiau Combinations, 1916 and 1920.

dvnamo lighting.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752

Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. • Li'^"

-srkl9 Indian Powerplus Combination, electrically

19 equipped, inspection lamps, petrol and luggage

itnier real seat, in perfect order; £170.-269, Astoi,

L:iue, Perry Bar, Binningham. 1°'^'

INDIAN 7.9h.p.. 1914, torpedo sidecar, pillion, 4

lamos and Prest-o-lite, horn, new gears just

filted^Tn'^flie o?der; £70 or offer.-Merstham Garage

London Ed., Merstham, Surrey. K'=='''

TNDIAN 7-9h.p. and sidecar, 3 lamps, horn, specd-

1 ometer, jnst overhauled, splendid condition; £100

cash: very i»st, powerful: seen any evening "Her 6m
Apply, 4, Micheldever Rd., Lee, S.t.l^i. iitu»

TNDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1919 (Oct.), electric

1 nitdel, Binks, Easting, -spare tvre valves car-

buretter, mileage;, 1,400 splendid condition; £155.-^

Hawley, 51, St. Fillans Rd., Catford, b.i.b. iioid

1 irkl9 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, latest 1920 bulboiis

ItP back sidecar, large lOTker in rear electric lights

and horn (accumulator). Klaxon, red finish. Easting

sJreen, all in fine condition; £150.-Hosler, Station

Hill, Buxton. ^^^^''

19920 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo light-

ing, spring frame, rear driven speedoineter.

Easting screen, mileage 1,600, perfect order; £165;

fxchalges or easy terms.-2, Nightingale Rd., Lower

Clapton, N.E. ^"^

INDIAN 1915 clutch model, new sporting but com-

fortable sidecar, excellent condition, partly re-

plated, electrics, large accmnulator in Sidecar Cowey

horn, new chains, tyres good: real bargam, £88: London

-Box 8,239, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2281

SEASON 1920 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, electrio

model, 3-ply turtle deck Avro wind screen, big-

ita-o grid, all accessories, like new; £160^ cash, offer,

or 'exchange lightweight or 2-stroke, cash adjustment.--

The Priest's House, Wellingore, Lincoln. [1387

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Combination, 1915, Mills-FuHord, S-speed,

clutch, hnod, 3 electric lamps and liorn, new
gears just fitted, re-enamelled and o-verliaiiled, nearly

new tvres, insurance; £126-, any trial or examination.—
Apply, The Ship, Hardinge St., Commercial Bd., E.l.

INDIAN, 1920, 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting and horn,

large Milford sidecar, Easting wind screen, spare

sidecar cover, legshields, spare valves, paint lin-

scratched, tyres excellent, thoroughly reliable: mile-

age 2,638; £220.—Barber, The Cottage, Shenley,

Herts. r2322

INDIAN 1920 Powftplus, 7-9h.p., spring frame com-
bination, dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedo-

meter, accessories, standard de luxe sidecar with
bulbous back, Bluemel screen, all in excellent condition,
mileage small, engine nicely run in; accept £210.—
Eedfern, Honiton. [X3469

INDIAN.—Immediate delivery from stock. 7-9h.p.

Powerphis model, with dynamo lighting, electric

horn, and speedometer, £181/14; combination,
£223/14; also 4h.p. Scout model, 3-speed, £140; local

trade supplied.— Sole Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [017s

Invicta

INVICTA-J.A.P., 2Mh.p., Feb., 1919, 2 speeds,
lamps, horn, perfect condition; £55, owner pur-

chasing higher power.—McClelland, Defilord, \Yorcest6r.
[1462

NEW INVICTA-.T.A.P. 2yth.p., 2-speed clutch and
kick starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable

machine, £89/5; also 3Voh.p., Abingdon King Dick
engine, 3-sp3ed clutch and kick starter, iittea with
smart low built sidecar, £143; easy payments 4%
extra: only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [1991

Ivy.

IVY Cycles.—Write, Rothwell and Milbourne, Cow-
leigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

IVY 2-stroke [late 1915], 2-speed countershaft, splen-
did order, economical; £40, or near.—Alton House,

York Ed., Salisbury. [1404

IVY 2Hh.p., 1919 (Sept.), just fitted with Sturmey
Archer 2-speert, K.S., and clutch, perfect; olfer.-

—Freeland, Saltteid, nr. Bristol. [1363

IVY, the aristocrat -ef its type, delivery of all models
from stock; prices and catalogues post free.-

District Agents, Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.
(9003

FOE Sale, Ivy-Jap combination, 8h.p., 1916 model
de luxe, in perfect condition, small mileage; £160,

or nearest offer.—40, Barrack Hill, Newport, Mon.
[1385

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Ilenly and Co., London and District Agents, 91, Gt
Portland St., W.J. Mayfair 4084. [0023

James.
JAMES, 1917 (?), 3-speed, countershaft. Limps; £60;

chain drive.—202. Munster Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.
[1697

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, in stock: makers*
price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.

Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [8877

JAMES Brand New Combinations, for immediate
delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. - [9000

IQIS James, 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,
-«- 1-' only wants seeing; £52.—Olympia Motors, 1.

Hammersmith Rd., W.14 (opposite Olympia). [2246

4J,h.p. James 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
4 hub, lamps, excellent running order, new tyres

and belt; 70 gns.—Ashley, Willingham, Gainsborough.
(1705

JAMES, 1920, ^-stroke, 2-speed, 2>,!;h.p., June
(proof), pillion seat, lamps, tools, etc., splendid

condition perfect order; £76.-18. Elm Rd., Ley ton-
stone. ' [2114

JAMES 2'/4h.p., 1920, mileage 500, lamps with Low
generator, mechanical horn, insured, splendid con-

dition; £60,—Macmillan, 1, Rock Park, Barnstaple,
Devon. (1589

JAMES B-6h.p. Combination, 1920. Lucas magdvno
set. Cameo screen. 3 months old, perfect condi-

tion, any trial; £185.—Newoombe, Henley-in-Arden,
Warwickshire. [X334y
JAMES 1920 B-6h.p. Combination, luggage grid, 3

Lucas lamps, Klaxon, Watford speedometer, per-
fect condition; £165; N.W. district.-Box 8,069. c/ii
The Motor Cycle. [1129

3 111. p. James Twin, 1916, 3-speed, clutch, Binks
2 carburetter, electric lighting, Cowey speedo-

meter. Klaxon, tools, spares; £75; bargain.—30. Dale-
liam Gardens, Hampstead, N.W. 3. [1910

LATE 5-6h.p. James Combination, all accessories
many spares, completely overhauled by makers

very good condition; £130.—P. H. Smith, c/o Bab-
cock, Wilcox, Farringdon St., E.G. [2420

TAMES 5-6h.p. Combinations.—New 1920 models inv Htock for immediate delivery; S-^jpeed, model de
Jnxo sidecar, £190; alwo 3t;-li.i). twin, 3-spced, ;E135.—
6t«yon», 243, Oooch St., Uirniinghniu. [X1534
"10)9 (July) .Tninci) 4V4I1.P. Combination. Canoclet,
-•-' Easting, diHC-wlicelH, 2 now tyrca recently, K.B.,
3-fiJfed, cliitcli, lanipH, etc., cngino jUBt been overhnuled;
£130.-IIawl<-y, Bloniptun Hospital, S.W.3. [X340]

g.'^vvv-?^v-^>.vvvvvvvvvvv-;

T TSTIKON HEELS are
*-^ manufactured from the
same excellent and durable
rubber mixing that has
made the Ustikon Sole un-
rivalled. They are fixed in
the same simple manner.
Ustikon heels fit flat to
the edge of the heel of the
boot, leaving no unsightly
gaps like ordinary rubber
heels, thus preserving the
leather.

Ustikon heels supply a long
felt want in the simple and
effective repair of all kinds
of plimsolls, rubber boots
and shoes, as well as leather.

DAVIS' _

UstpP
SOLES &' HEELS

GENTS' an sizes . . ". . . . 3/9
LADIES' all sizes 2/9
HEELS IJ 1} lOd.

li 15 1/-
2 25 1/.6

25 2J 1/9
3 21-

Complete with Sol-fix

and full directions

:: ^^v->^v->>Kv-}-;'^^^?^^vvxxvsKV

AGENTS
WANTED

WRITE
TO-DAY

!

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to Footwear Department.

ELITE RUBBER
^ CO., LTD. ^
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge RJ.. S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

r.O.C.H. have a 1919 4V|h.p. J.nmes combinatiffl
new condition, large electric set.—5, Heath M.

Hampstead (iienr H.impstend Tube Station). 'PhoM^
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including SatuidaysSSl

[H?[fl
~|Q20 (May) 5-6h.p. Magdyno James Combinatttnl
--*' Wattorcl. Easting, Sparton, electric horn, legf
shields, Tan-Sad> small mileage; price £185, indudmn
insurance till May.— 9, Kynerdale Ed., IS'. 16. PhoneH
379 Dalston. [awij

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, new in May :

carefully ridden 2,000 miles, fitted with Watford^
speedometer. Tan Sad, Cameo wind screen, Lucas horn,
James de Luxe sidecar; will sacrifice for nearest nflcr

to £165; seen any time.—82, Battersea Rise, or trial

by appointment with Mayfair 5050. [2356|

J.A.P.
6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, lamps, Bosch, in splo^

order; bargain, £70.—Limby, 2, Kynance Pl^^
Gloucester Ed., S.W.7.

'

[2}!

"1 Ah.p. Brooklands J.A.P., ready tor tr.ack; £95,.jofXVf exchange solo or combination, cash either wa3^^
Scales, Emohym, Penrith Ed., Basingstoke. [it^'

Ju.no.

rQ17
2^,4h.p. Juno-Villiers, 2-speed, just overhauled,

• / cost ot £25, fitted new mag., carburetter, coverf?

and tube,;, carrier, mudguard, diip teed, etc., last anc*
powei-ful; £47, or nearest.—Walker, Abbey Cottage, Mali
vera. [XsaSf

Lea-Francis.

IEA-FRANCI3 C.B. Combination, 2-speed clutch
i £80.-33. St. Stephen's Rd., Bow. (1911

LEA-FEANCIS in stock, new, M.A.G. ; £130.—Clark
7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [993i

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine; immediate delivery

iBlSO.—Maudes' Motor Mart,- 100, Paris St.

Exeter. [Z3&

LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed clutch, S'/Jh.p. J.A.P., jus

overhauled by makers, with Middleton sidecar
£90.—MauDr House, Pebmarsh, Essex. [220!

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920 (May), K.S., clutch, lamps
speedometer, like new! accept £110 for quid

sale.—Plant, Unicorn Works, Longpont, Staffs. [212;

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on o»
waiting list for delivery of these aristocreti

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St
WM. [009

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter

M.A.G. engine: at list price, £130, or on eas;

payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance bif,

12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromit9
ton Rd.. London. [198.',

LEA-FEANCIS 1917 SVjh.p., 2 speeds and clutclit

recently overhauled and renovated, fitted witU
brand new 1920 3Vdi.p. J.A.P. engine; £90.—Parker'lB
Biadshawgate, Bolton. [X338|

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3V5h.p. Twin, M.A.G. enginf
enclosed chain drive, new, in stock at list prio^

£130; also one model slightly shop-soiled; £120,-1

City agents. Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate An
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [000

Levis,

LEVIS 2V4h.p., sporty, splendid order, all aecessorie!

£35.—Barter, Sydling, Dorchester. [166]

LEVIS, new 1920 model: delivery from stock.—Gib!
Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone : 85^

rof

LEVIS, 1919 Popular, lamp and tools, new belt

rear tyre: £45.—Leslie, 24, Wood, Woolt
S.E.18. t;

LEA^'IS. new tyres, lamp, uorn, just overhauled,
lutely sound, trial; £45.—Lutener, Brbl,

Chester. [^

IEVIS 1920, brand new, not unpacked; accepts
i list price £60V10.—Wallis, ,23, Haitington Wf

Cambridge.
~

['

LEVIS, the finest 2-Btroke in the -world, delivery ffel

stock; £60.—District agents. The Walsall Garr
Walsall. Tel.: 444. [91

LEVIS 1920 Popular Model, £60; delivery to
stock.—Eice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate A'

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenne 5548. [02:

PERFECT Condition throughout guaranteed.-Lei
2"|h.p., new piston. Brooks B70, lamps, sereeoue

any trial; after 6.30; £47/10.-27, Balcnskie Ei

Elthain. 1.1»'

1Q15 Levis, discs, long exhaust, T.T. bars, kn
Xt/ grips, P.H. lamps, Lucas horn, 2 belts, owp
mechanic; best offer over £40 secures.-C/o Fc

226a, Unthank Rd.. Norwich. [X34

LEVIS 2Mh.p., countershaft, 2-speed, all bill

model, 1916, Brampton blflex forks, new M
lamp, semi T.T. bar.9, fast, powerful climber; £43.

36, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney. [8«

LEVIS 2Vib.r., late 1919 model, done 300 mil

lamps, iiorn, and pump, complete, perfect con'

tion; £58, no offers.—Ajiply, A. J: Headington, Br<

wood Farm, Hawthorn Hill, near Maidenhead, BerKS
[17

t28 All letters relntine to .nclvertlsemcnts dhould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Martin.

1

1 14 Martia-Precision ZVih.p., 2-speed, perfect:
; ' £30, offers.—Thompaoa, Marske, Ricamond,
{ cahire. [1698

;
ABTIN-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.p., o.b.v.^ new roller
'bearings, splendid conditiorf; nearest £65; ex-

ige Indian.—Bramwell, 4, Market Sq., Stony Strat-
[2017

Martinsyde.
)2p Martinsyde Combination, just received; price

' £170.—'Phone: 1024.—Julian, Broad St., Beading.
[2304

20 Martinsyde Combination, iust received
;

price
£170. — 'Phone 1024. — Julians, Broad St..

;
ling. [1826

iRTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
Irom stock; £170.—JVIaudes' Motor Mart, 100,

s St., Exeter, [2365

;
UlTINSYDE-ISrflWMAN 6h.p. Combination, br.nnd
new; immediate delivery trom stot-k ; £170.— Mid-
Garoge, Colvyn Bay. , [X1712

;
p. Martinsyde-Newman Combination, chain drive.
3-speed counterslialt, kick start; £170; delivery
stot-'t—Lythalls Lane -Garages, Foleshill, Coventrv.

[X0643
ANK WHITWOBTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

,
mingham.—Aiartinsyde combination, £170. with

I

3 dynamo lighting £30 extra, free delivery.

1
[X1219

I

20 6h.p. Martinsydo-Newman Combination, prac-
tiu^lly new, hood, lamps, Dunlop Magnum over-
tyres, owner going abroad; £180.—Tucker, Hen-
Claremont Av., Woking. ' [1512

I IRTINSTDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents for London,
Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford,
Cornwall and .Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newm.-iu

I
illation, £170; deliveries now being eflected ; suU-
;s appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gt. Port
St., W.l/ and Paris St., Exeter. [6618

Matchless.
iTCHLESS Combination, Model H, just deliverert,

bulb horn. — Offers to P. C. Milner, Hawes
' [2151

' 20 Spring Frame Matchless Combination, M.A.G.
I

engine, new speedometer: list price.—Mawson,
t ambe. [X3481
.TCHLESS Combination, 1920, fully equipped
equal to new; £180.-25, Davisville Rd., Shep-

:

I Bush. [1702

TCHLESS Model H, acetylene lighting, good
order; £185.-Clark, 7. Exhibition Ed., South

ill

III

III

ill

III

III

TYRES
III

Size

{Seven dans against remiltance.)

Our
Price.

1 ngtou. [9935

2(,K2i

26X2J

I
TCHLESS Combination, Lucas Magdyno ; £230

;

j
lelivery from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100
St., Exeter. [2361

j

iO Matchless Combination, brand new, never been
used; what offers ?—Wright's Garage, Saffron

in. Tel. : 16. ... [2349
:0 Model H Matchless Combination, just delivered
from works; offers wanted by letter.—214, Bow

l|.ondon, E.3. [1587

Matchless C.B., in good mnning order, new
!
yrcs; bargain; no dealers; £65.—Sill, 15, Whorl-

J

d., Peckham Rye. [1974

;

TCHLESS 1915 Combination, M.A.G eni'ine
screen, grid, etc.; £105. — Broomlield, 322,'

' -horse Rd., Croydon. [^844

{
;0 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, electric
light,

,
brand new ; £20 below list price.—Box

. 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [1424
iO Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, very

little used, owner going abroad; what offers'-
eterborough Ed., JEarrow. [1614
TCHLESS 1914 M.A.G. Combination, lamps, all

j

new tyres: any trial; £135; bought car

—

! 'US, Hollingbourne, Kent. [2019
TCHLESS C.B. Combination, 8h.p., clutch and
kick start fully equipped, in new condition-
—385, Old Kent Ed., S.E.I. [1687
TCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 1913 JAP free

j

engine, kick start; trial; price £90.—Priest 64
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [1954 'III

j

TCHLESS Combination, 5-6h.p., speeds speed-
ometer, accessories; must be sold; offers—13
lal Parade, Henley-on-Thames. [1709
.HORE Depots.-Matchless Model H Combination

,11 stock, screen,, -spare wheel, luggage grid
-31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [S3344
TCHLESS, 1914, Jap engine, Enflcld sidecar
3-speed hub, 2 new tyres, good condition ; £75 —

in, 29. Truro Ed., Wood Green, N.22. [1516
10 Matchless Combination, standard equipment
l3.mps, horn, and legshields, perfect condition-
i-Webb, 145, Eastgate, Eochester. [2182
ffCHLESS, M.A.G., delivered August, Magdvno
.complete equipment, fully insured: any trial'
te, F. Beavis, 367, Brixton Rd., S.W. [1854

2-3peed Matchless Combination, engine recentlv
ioroughly overhauled by J.A.P. Co., all in flue
ion; seen by appointment. -Hick, Sherburn, To-k

[1752

28x3

III

III

III

III

III

III 650 X 65

III

III

III

III

III

Make.

Bates No. r Special
Avon Comb. R.S. Stud. .

.

Hutchinson Passenger . ,

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy,
Palmer Cord
Beldam Ex. Heavy
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy
Hutchinson T.T
Hutchinson Passen.ger . ,

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.
Bates No. r Special
Palmer Cord Heavy , . .

,

Beldam Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Kempshall Anti-skid
Avon Tricar K.S
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy ,

.

Kempshall Nor.-skid . . .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy, O.S.

.

Federal R. Non-skid . . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy ....

45/-
44/-
44/-
42/6
39/6
39 /S

39/6
39/6
47 ,'6

45/-
45/-
42/6
42/6
42/6
39/6
39/8
33/6
60/-
59/-
55/-
55/-
45/-
68/-

List

Price.

(Ex Oovernment Stores)

PERFECTl-Y NEW
CARRIAGE PAID

AND
in ON APPROVAU
111

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

r,7/-

91;-
63/9
62/6
52/6
64/-
59/6
59/-
70/-
63/6
71/6
65/-
68/5
61/9
75/-
72/6
63/9
93/-
74/5
90/-
93/6
81/-
79/6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

,^-6h.p. Matchless Combruation, excellent condition nie-
•-' chanicaliy, screen, tyres good; trial; offers; seen
appointment.—35, Tudor Rd., Ivingston Hill, Surrey.

[1560
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8b.p. Combination, 2-speed3,

kick starter, hood, screen, lamp, born, perfect
running order; £85.—E. Bussant, Queen's Parade,
Faversham. [9583

MATCHLESS Model H2, done 2,500, better than
new, Magdyno, M.A.G. engine, fully eqiripped,

everything perfect, special machine; £215.-36, .Tack-
son St., Woolwich [1960

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements:

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassel!,
la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead. [1958

MATCHLESS Combination, Victory model, 1918,
8h.p- J.A.P., 4 interchangeable wheels, hood

and screen, 3 lamps, excellent condition: £145.

—

Cullimore, Stone, Falfield, Glos. [2243

6h.p. Matchless Combination. 3 speeds, clutch, elec-

tric lamps, large coacbbuiit sidecar. Cameo screen,

excellent condition; exchange solo and cash, sell £100.
—Smith, Gt. Gidding. Peterborough. [1694

M.ATCHLESS Combination. 1917, Bh.p. M.A.G.,
equal new, Lucas lamps, horn. Easting screen,

and hood; no reasonable offer refused.— 18, Charle-
viUe Rd.. Handsworth, Birmingham. [1945

/^h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-spe6d, pedal starter,
V? in good going order, just been thoroughly over-
hauled and repainted, Lucas lamps and horn; a bargain
£75—Bannister, Rarlway St., Chatham. [6730

THE Very Latest 1920 Matchless, very little nscd,
quiet, equal to new, any trial, mag., engine,

magdyno lighting, Lucas horn, speedometer; £215.—
Dining Rooms, 468, Harrow Rd., W.9. [2199

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Spring-frame Combina-
tion, complete w-ith Lucas Magdyno, spare wheel

and tyre, hrggage grid, only done few hundred miles,

equal to new; £200.—Parker's, -Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X3383

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H. M.A.G. Engine, dynamo
-1-tF lighting, rear driven, speedometer, horn, hood,
etc.; absolutely as new: £225: exchanges or easy
payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

[1179
MATCHLESS H. in stock, £215: also Matchless,

dynamo, £230, or half down and 11 payments.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, 387, Euston
Rd., London, N.W., and 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
N. [1802

1 Q20 (end of July) 8h.p. Matchless, liood, wind
-*-*-' screen, Lucas dynamo lighting, Lucas horn,

Watford rear wheel, speedometer, Tynesider pillion peat:

£225; owner buying car.—Smith, 54, Queen's Rd.,
Xuneaton. . [X3340

26X2J Dunlop Heavy R.S. 39/8 53/6
26x25 Dunlop Heavy R.S. 39/5 56/9
26 X2.V Dunlop Heavy R.S. 45/- 67 /g26x3 Dunlop Heavy R.S. 55/- 74/-
28x3 Dunlop Ex. Hy. R.S. 56/- 84/-

LATEST MAGNUM PATTERN.

{!}
TUBES—New and fully guaranteed

,,, 26x2 6/6
111*26X2} 7/-

"X2S 7/6
iir^
III

26x2^ ... 7/6 26X2J 8/9
*26X2i ... 7/9 *28X3 11 9
'26X2jX2i 8/3 28x3 11/9

* Endless.

Ill BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS.

Ill Per Foot-
|in. 3 in. Jin. lin. liin.
1/7 1/9 ;j/2 2/9 3/-

III

II

11

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

III

ill

III

III

III

III

III

Tyr€ Specialists

264-266, Vanxhali Bridge Rd.,
Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6553.
All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

set1 Q 20 Matohlesa Modp] H, speedometer, Lucas
-it- 17 and horn, pillion seat, leg shields, insurance,
tyres perfect ; £200, no reasonable offer refused ; ap-
[lointmeiit.—52, Morrab Gardens, Water Lane, Seven
Kings, Essex. ^ [1948

NEW Matchless Combination 8h.p., with detachable

wheels and dynamo lighting outfit, etc. ; easy pay-

ments 4% extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12
monthly instalments: £231/17/6.—Harrods. Ltd., US,
Brompton Rd., London. [1997

1 Q20 Matchless B., brand new, just delivered; too
J-«^ late, bought car; special M.A.G. engine, dynamo
lighting set, hood, screen, horn, speedometer, special

flap and step on sidecar; what offers on list?—Bedford.
13, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1678

1 Q16 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine,
-LtJ enclosed chain drive, 3 speeds, all lamps, Wat-
ford, clock, discs, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, in perfect
order; £140; exchanges or easy terms.— 2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [1180

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Matchless combination, dynamo lighting model,

also standard model, new, immediate delivery from stock,

£230 and £205 respectively; also a second-hand 1920
model, J.A.P. engine, offers. [2463

FOR Sale, 1920 Matchless Model H Combination. -

M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno, electric horn, delivered
August, 400 miles, complete as delivered; £220; seen
any time by appointment; just obtained delivery of

car.—Hewitt. Bank House, Sidcup. [19G4

1 Q20 (June) Matchless M.A.G. Combination, only
-Lt/ ridden 450 miles, £25 worth accessories, includ-

-ng Lucas lamps, Easting, speedometer, etc., indis-

tinguishable from new, spare wheel unused; owner
getting car ; any trial by appointment ; price £205.—
Apply. Eeclea, The Oaks, Sulhamstead, near Reading.

[2057

Metro
ETRO-TYLER 1920 2i/oh.p. 2-stroke. perfect; £45.

10, Baronsmead Rd.", Barnes. S.W.13. [2286

METRO-TYLER, 1920. 2^h.p., lamps, accessorie.s,

low mileage, perfect; £55. — 2, Gorst Rd.,
Wandsworth Common. [1923

I Q20 2i/.h.p. Metro-Tyler, S type, 2-speed; list price,

-Li/ £95/18.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
Southport. Tel. : 607. [2484

-| 020 2'/.h.p. Metro-Tyler, standard model, 2-speed;
Xt/ list "price. £74.—R. Bamber and Co.. Ltd., 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [2485

advertisement, and the date of tho issue. B2g

M
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METRO-TYLER 1920 New S Tyre, 2-speeil, 2-stroke,

delivery from stock at list price, £80; one
sliglltly used model: £75.—City agents, Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Plione:

Avenue 5648. [0066

METRO-TTLEE, type S, latest model, brand new,

2%h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and frear box;

£80; delivery from stock. Local trade supplied.—Sole
Birmingham agent. P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.
33.h.p. Minerva, mag., B.B., ride away: :£ia, or offer.

4 —Bainbridge, 9, Ewell Place, Addington Sq.,

Camberwell, S.E.5. [1653
Moto-Rere.

23.h.p. Twin Moto-Reve, working order; £30, or es-
4 change anything reason.—Daffern, jun., Hawkes-

bury, Foleshill, Coventry. [X3377

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE (M.A.G.) 1914 SVA.-[,. T.T. Twin,

Enfield 2-spced, onlv done 5,000, stored during
war: £39/10.—Streeter, Marshall Ed., Godalming.

[2115
New Hudson.

"VTEW HUDSON 2-strok6, delivery from stock; £75.—
-1-' Rogers. 42, Church Bd., Hendon. [2185

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed; £55;
oilers, must sell.—63, Arlingt'ord Ed., Brixton.

[2200
1 14 New Hudson Big 6 Combination, good condi-

tion, had little use; £75.-248, Bentley Ed., Don-
caster. [X3111

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, fast macMne, splendid con-
dition; £36.—Marshall, 82, Hampstead Ed.,

N.W.I. [1876

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, Canoelet Minor
sidecar; private owned.—Butterworth, 35, King St.,

Ivnutsford. [X3362

NEW HUDSON. 1920, 2-5troke, only done. 300
miles, good condition: £60.—New Hudson Depot,

45, Gray's Inn Ed., London. [2428

6h-p. New Hudson Combination, late model, new con-
dition : £110: ride 100 miles to purchaser.—War-

wick, Hinckley Ed., Leicester. [X3402

NEW HUDSON SVjh.p. Combination, 1914. J.A.P.
engine, B.B., Bosch, 3-speed gear, clutch; £60.

—W.D., 5, Crawley Rd., Leyton. 1838

1 Q.20 New Hudson 2i/4h-p. de Luxe, 2-speed, lamp
-1-*^ set. horn, etc., little used, unscratched; £68/10.
—Knight. 51, High St., Reigate. [216S

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, mechanically perfect, ex-
cellent condition throughout; £40, or nearest.—

Cable, Farnham Rd., Snape, Saxmundliam. [1445

1 O20 New Hudson 2-^4h.p., 2-stroke. unridden; list

Xi7 price £75, accept £67/10.—104a, Finchley Ed.,
Hampstead, N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampstead 7822. [2159

NEW HUDSON 31/ih.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed,
splendid condition, lamps, horn, spare tubes,

tyre; £95.—Hopley, Newfield, Moira, Leicestershire.
[2259

NEW HUDSON 3i/2h.P.. 1914, 3-5peed and clutch,
Bosch, B. and B., complete with lamps, horn, etc.,

good runnrug order; £40.—Odell, Toddington, Dun-
stable. [1953

Tj Q20 New Hudson 2i4h.p., 2-speed, mileage under
-fl-t/ 200, absolutely perfect and better than new, most
wonderful bargninj 60 gus.^Phone; 1024.—Juli.aii,

Broad St., Reading. [1646

1 Q20 New Hudson 2>^h.p., 2-speed, mileage under
X^/ 200, absolutely perfect and better than new,
most wonderful bargain; 57 gns.—'Phone; 1024.-JrUian,
Broad St., Beading. [2301

1Q15 New Hudson 2"}4h.p., 2-speed, dutch, lamps,
Jiiy Klaxon, spare new tyre, good running order;
bargain, first cheque 30 gns. secures.—90, Cromwell
Rd., Eastney Portsmouth. [1962

1 Q16 6h.p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 5-
it/ speed countershaft and clutch, complete with
lamps, mechanical horn, tools, etc., in good running
order; oilers over £75.-33, Harrison Rd., Halifax. [1449

"I
Q14 New Hudson SV^h.p., 3-speed clutch, Canoelet

Xtf sidecar, wind screen, tyres as new, lamps, horn,
etc., excellent condition, 90 m.p.g. ; trial; £75, or near
offer; after 6.-38, Hearuville Ed., Balham, S.W.I 2.

[1891
NEW HUDSON. 1913, 3-speed, clutcl, Bcsch, B.

and IJ., semi-T.T. \niis. Pedley grips, new Dunlops
.tnd belt, electric head light, long esh.-iu(^t pipe, all tools,
(.pares, and accessories; first cheque £52 secures.—Cook.
6, Lendal, York. [1438
"VTEW HUDSON Lightweights 1920. 2i4h.p.. 2-sp»ed
-L^ £75, or fully equipiied with head lamp and geni-r
ator. tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration
petrol, and oil, £79/15.—Coppen, Allan aijil Co.. 89
Gt. Portland St., London. WJ.. 'Phone: Wayfair
5399 [0280

New Imperial.
"1017 2?4h.p. New Iraporial-Jap, 2-speed, lamps:
-•-«/ £48.-114, Brixton Hill. [2147

"|t»19 New Imperial, 2'/ih.p., 2-8pced; £57/10 —
-!»' Lewi-. .Jeweller, Alton, Hants. [1895
-VTKW IMPKRIAL.,I,A.P., 2%h.p., 2.speed, good
-'I condition: .€40.-174. High St., Tooting, S.W

[2168

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

(Unrenovated).
Quantities still avail-

able from the Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burllngtou Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,
SLOUGH.

fiECONSTRUCTED
GOVERNMENT

MOTOR CYCLES.

Douglas 21 h.p. £65

Douglas 4 h.p. £85
Douglas Combin-

ations - - £110

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed - - £95
All thoroughly overhauled,
stove enamelled, replated,
tanks in makers' colours,
mostly new tyres, guaranteed
mechanically sound. Trade
supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

T*35.— 1914 New Imperial-Jap, in good conditinn, i,.

cV tyre and iauixis.—46, GongU St., Poplar, E. 'I'Lr.r,.

East 1999. [l^-

IMPERIAJL-J.A.P., 1918. only done 500 miles n.'

chanically perfect, equipped; £43.-14, 5ffra P?
ade, Brixton. - [23:

NEW liTPEEIAL Light^veiglit, about 1916, 2-^i.c-

perfec't. all aco&;soriefi, spares, insured.—6, Poii.
,

Villas, Brighton. [16'

NEW IMPERIAL SlLp. Combination, practiral;
new; 125 gna.; exchanges considered.—iongm;i

,

Bros.,, Bond St., Ealing. 'Plrone : 689. [23

NEW rMPEEIAL 19-1 a 8h.p., stored ovei a year, a •

only done 600 miles; £100 ensh; seen by uppou,
ment.— Sladen, Kingswood, Gt. JMissenden, [le^

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, London.—2 V^h-p. 19
New Imperial-Japs, 2-6peed clutch, and lii .

start models; £89/5; with 2-speed, only £80/17. 'i
[24'

,

1 Q15 New Imperial, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, good con'
-l-iJ tion, accessories, practically new tyres; nearri

£45.—Oliver, London House, Pulborough, Sussex.
,

.

[20. •

rf|20 2i^h.p. New Impeiial, 2-speed. clutch and Ink
«" start-CT, complete lamps and horn, 150

only, as new; £80.—Jackeon Bros., Horsham, Si

1 Q20 New Imperial Bh.p. Models, solo or co^i
J- *J tion, just arrived.—CIapham (Motors),
Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: Gie
wich 751. ES

] Q 20 New Imperial, Sh.p. , Montgomery si^bc
-»- «/ - horn, lamps, wind screen, excellent
done less than 100. miles; £170.—Pritchard, Ti^
dine, Worcester.

"^

Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, S-speed countershi
hand clutch, etc., Imperial sidecar, lampi

everything complete; £125.—^WalUs, 23, Ha:
Grove, Cambridge.

Tj Q20 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, almost -n
-B-«-' magnificently einipped, guaranteed perfect.
£209 ; approval, or will ride to purchaser ; £16!
Allen Jones, Poolhili, Carnarvon. 1X3';

"1 <[k20 Sh.p. New Imperial, Moutgomeiy sidecar, et

At/ plete with tools, spare tube, only done 300 mil
o^vner taken delivery Clyno ; what offers ?—Garn
Perry and Co., 59, Berry St., Liverpool. [53

1 O20 6h.p. New Imperial, with Canoelet best side<
^*y perfect throughout, tyiea unpnnctnred, Easti
Tan-Sad, lamps, spare chains, etc.; £165,
offer.-Smith, Ballinaboye, Shiufield Ed., Bending. [Si

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate deUvery fi

stoclr of this popular 2^ih.p. machine, 2-8B
model, £80/17; -\vith. clutch and kick starter, fiSff/'i

P. J. Ev-ana, 83-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham.
ro:

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Light Tourist Model, 2j»S

Jap engine, 2-speed gear, shop-s(jiled, list p]

£80/17; cash price £68.—Elce and Co., 15-

Bishopsgatft At., Camomile St., £.€.3. 'Pho
5548. • * tot

1 ft20 25-ih.p. New Imperial, with K.S. and clul

I

-B-t' a? good as new, mileage 800, with all accessor
paid £106 in June; liighest offer above £90 eecui

bought combination.—Apply, P. S. Brar, R.M.C., ^i

berley. El

;

Nl'TW IMPERIAL, 2;^2h.p., 1916 model, less eng:

re-euamelled and plated, discs, Dunlops, B»
B. mag., £20, wants assembling ; Albion_ 2-spi

£5/10. — Particulars, Smith, 229, Maryvale I

Bournville. rX3'

O.H.V. 23^h.p. New Imperial, J.A.P. twin, 2-spe

C.S., 1919, very fast, won flying kilometre
Brooklands, enamel and plating as new, special la

plated exhaust pipe, lamps, horn, tools, engine bet

than new; £95, offers, or exchange fast higher pOT
write for appointment, trial.—^Legerton, Perse Hoi
Gleba Rd., Cambridge.

N^

New Ryder.
EW EYDER, J-A.P. 2-";dh.p., 2 speeds; £45.
Edney, 180. Colliers Wood, Mertoa. [1

Norton,

NORTONS, all models, reasonable prices; list

application.—32, High St., Reigate. 12.

NORTON Combination. Big Four, 1920.
order; £165.—Eastwood, Hojsmonden.

BRAND New Norton, special 1921 Isle of Man to

3-^peed, unused; offers.—Bos 8,237, c/o The S
Ciiclc. [^

1 Q20-21 T.T. Norton, delivered this week, owner
JLJ/ combination; £115; Cheshire.-Bos 8.177,
Tlic Motor Cycle. |t

£70.—4h.p. Norton combination, C.B. gidecan
apiH^d.-:. clutch; any trial.—151, Kamsden 1

Balliam. S.W.12. |;2f

SPORTING Norton, countershaft. Norton buift
— sidecar, tuLly equippec"
Rd., .'\shton-in-Makerfield.

lecar, iuUy equijiped; £97/lo!—Tunstall, imfl

T.T. Norton, 1911, good condition, lamps, horiijg
tyres, new belt; a bargain, £30i—Apply, tm

Newland, Ulverston, Lanes. {>

B30 All letters lelutlnfl to advertisement!! shniilj quote the number nt the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Morton.

)20 Norton Combination, electric lightiog, wind
screen, etc., done 2.000 miles; £160.—The One

e Motocycle Co., Huddersfield. r2531

tK.p. Sports Norton, 1919, Watsonian R34 sidecar
^ painted to match tank, perfect running order;

1)5, or near offer.—Chapman, 5 Coy., R.M.C., Cam-
^

ley. [2097

120 Norton, special order, do 75 m.p.h. any time,
' Philipson pulley, latest Brooks saddle, first in
-climb, small mileage, perfect, all accessories;
rs.—Ward. 81, Monks Rd., Lincoln. [2005

B.R.S. Norton, Sturmey-Archer counter-
shaft, complete lamps, horn, pump, tools, tyres,

iDg, enamel, as new, engine perfect, easy 60;
k sale, £97/10.—Richardson, Station Rd., Bvfleet.
rey. [1686

»20 Sporting Norton Outfit, Big Four engine,
Mabon gear specially constructed for hill climbs

speed worii aluminium discs, lamps, horn, etc.;

e 135 gns.—"Phone ; 1024.—Julians, Broad St.,
Jing. [1825

>20 Sporting Norton Outfit, Biff Four engine,
Mabon gear especially con>-;trueted for hill-climbs
speed work, aluminium di>^ce, lamps, horn, etc.

J 135 gns.—'Phone: 1024.-Julian, Broad St,

iing. [2302

N.S.U.
.p. N.S.U. 2-speed. electric lighting set, in good
running order ; £35, or near offer.—Addis

napyn Cottage, Torquay. [2011

N.U.T.
)LTON.—Latest N.U.T. in stock. Grosvenor sport-
ing sidecar to match.—Grosvenor Garage. Bolton.

[X3479
|16 SVsh.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P., o.h.v., good tyres, excel-
lent uondition; £60.—Bensby, Much Hadham.

I. [1499

,ANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingh-im. — N.U.T., £165. from stock, free
ery. [X1220

CT.T. 3i^h.p, Twin, Mag-dyno lighting, delivery
from stock; £165.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
St., Exeter. [2357

J.T., 1920, Afagdyno lighting, £15 worth extras.
and insurance ; £160.—Oliver, Kidbrooke Park,

'it Row, Sussex.^ [1684

J.T,, 1918, 3-speed gear box. Swan sporting side-
cai-. all in perfect condition; accept £82.—iMoffatt,
Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [2474

20 (July) N.U.T., Lucas dynamo lighting, un-
scratched-; no reasonable oHer refused.—Hughes,

Vest St., Porthill, Stoke-on-Trent. [2169

SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage. Yecvil,
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders ior
delivery ; -write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel.

:

1 114. ^ Loo-.

.4-15 2''4h.p N.U.T. Twini overhead valves, new
tyres and belt. Ions: exhaust pipe.', in excellent
ion; £65.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. East-
St.. Scuthport. Tel.; 607. [24d4

.T., 1920, dynamo lighting; run 500 miles.
5'A)h.p. twin J.A.P. engine. 3-speed gear box, kick
r, hardly soiled; accept £130 cash.—Moffatt, 406,
tt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [2473

.T.—Delivery from stock of these models, equipped
»ith magdyuo lighting, price £165; sole whoie-
ad retail agents for Stafiordshire. the trade sup-
-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. (9002

.T, 1920 Ne-w 3.'-2h.p. Twin, jLucas magdyno
lighting set-, delivery from stock, £165; also
iodel- slightly used: £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
>3gate At., Camomile be., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue

[0U6o
O.K.

2','2h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition; £38
offers;-27, Carew Rd., Ealing, W.13. [1924

21411. p., 1915, 2-speed, tvres good, in excellent
ondition; £35.—Pierce, Ptohuwood, Dorking. [2233

2^ih.p., 2-6peed, perfect, complete with lamps,
tc. : £30.—Franeombe, Queen St., Plymouth. [148?

O.K.. Villiers 2-stroke, cost £50, praotically
new; what offers ?—Avery, 524, Coventry Rd"
igham. [1489

.-VILLIEBS 2y2h.p., new 1920 model; £50; im-
mediate delivery.—Marston, 31 and 33, Brid'^e
tester. [2373
Junior, 48 gns £26 down and 11 payments —

grab's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, 387
1 Rd., London, K.W., and 50. High Rd., Wood" [1806
.-J.A.P. 1916 2^4h.p., 2-speed, in good running
rder and condition, £60; also two cycles, in
Ifntining order, £7 each.—J. Bradley, 16, King
adlow. £1785

Omega.
3 Omega-Jap 25ih.p., new June, 2-speed, long
sahaust, mileage under 300; £66.—Stanford Lan'>-
aear Biggleswade, Beds. [1940
SGA-J.A.P.'s in Stock.-Models B, 2-speed £72-
^2-^p6ed, hand clutch, kick start, £80: carriage
Wafihbum, Cheadle, Staffs. [1565

GENUINE

DOUGLAS
SPARE PARTS
Ex W.D. STOCK.

Large quantities of 2| h.p.

and 4 I1 p. parts in stock, at
makers' prices. Some at
special prices as follows :

—

21 h.p. Connecting rods £t/3/6,

Engine sprockets 4/6, chains 9/6,

Sight feed lubricators 18/6, tanks
(second-hand) £1/5/, Pistons

12/6, Plain pulleys 8/6, front

brakes £1/3/6, Chain wheels 9/-,

piston rings 1/9, fork springs 3-/,

Hub spindles 6/-.

2i h.p. & 4 h.p. Frames £5 each.

BRAND NEW HEAVY

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX GOVERNMENT STOCK
28x3

Woodmilne
Kempshali
Macintosh
Bates

26 X 2J
Beldam
Macintosh
Spencer-

Moulton
North British North British
Moseley

To be cleared at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRAETREE
6, SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega

"I Q 19'4 Omega, 2-4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speetl, equipped.
-»-t/ spares; £55, neareH; owner bought combination.
-18, Tabley Rd., Tufnell Park, Holloway. [2037

OMEGA-J.A.P., late 1919. 2s^4b.p., 2-speed, honi,
hinips, nccessories, back tyre new, insurance, ex-

oeptiounl condition; offers.—Tothind, Station Rd.. Orping-
ton, Kent. [X3337

1 Q19 'Sept.) Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, lamps unused, me-
-K-t' cli.inicol horn, complete outfit, tools and spares,
original tyies, perfect; £65, or offers; seen any time.—
Allum, 9, Salisbury St.. Shaftesbury, Dorset. [1538

P. and M.
T>. and M. C.B. Combination, good condition; £75.
J- —12. Brewer St., Pimlico. ri909

P.
and M. 1920 Model, delivery from .stock; £115.—
Maudes' Motor Mart. 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[2358
£28.—SH'h.p. P. and M.. about 1912. 2-speed, clutch,

ride away; bargain.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[S3468

ORIGHTON, Hove and District P. and M. agents.—
--» Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Kd., Brighton.

[0204

P.
and M., very latest combination, run 500 miles

;

bargain, £150.-41, Ashford Rd., Cricklewood.
London. [2073

20 P. and M. Combination, built August, 1919,
complete equipment. — Sharp, Highfield Mill,

I

Clet-kheaton. ^ [1484

13. and M. Combination, late R.A.F. model, nice
-- nmning order; accept £70.—103a. High St.,
\\ andswortli. [2189

P. and M., 1919, excellent condition, Lucas acces-
sories; £80.—Noakes. Hope School, Leominster,

Herefordshire. [2284

1 (Q19 fSept-ember) P. and M. Combination, condition
-L«-' equal to new, perfect outfit, mileage 3,000; £120.
—248, Beutley Rd., Doncnst^r. [X3110

"1O20 P. and l\r., latest improvements, and sidecar.
-^•y Lucas lamps, mechanical horn, perfect condi-
tion; £130.-18, Queen St.. Leicester. [2074

P.
and M, Combination. 1919, electric lighting, very
carefully used, privately owned; 120 gns.—Write

Vernon Rol>in60n, Charlecote. North Finchley. [2241

P.
and M.. late 1919, S;indum sidecar, hood and
screen, acetvleue head light and electric on side-

car; £115.—Somerset Villa, Granville Rd., Wandsworth.
[1604

"IQIB P. and M., 2-speed, kick starter, good tyres,
Xt/ e.x'cellent condition, mechanically perfect; £65,
sidecar if required £10.-66, Church Rd., Barnes.
S.W. [2076

"I (1120 P. and M., latest model, mechanical lubrication,
-L«-' V. and H. lamps, horn, registration, perfect con-
dition, done 200 miles; £120.—Geo. Biiggs, Whitchurch,
Salop. ^ [2239

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, not a W.D., electric
lights and horn, spare chain, 3 spare tubes, etc.;

£115, or near offer.—4, Woodthorpe Rd., Putney.
S.W. 15. [2268

P.
and M. Combination, 1919 (Sept.), lamps, horn,
tools, fine lot. only wants seeing, splendid condi-

tion; ride away; £105.—Apply, 110, Croydon Rd.. Cater-
ham Valley. [1419

1 CJ19 P. and ^L S'^h.p., absolutely perfect condition,
X«-' done 1,000 miles, lamps, horn, tools, two e.xtra

toclbags; £85, complete.—H. Thompson, 48, Chapel
St., Scunthorpe, Lines. [2006

1Q19 P. and M. Combination; £X35 cash, or half
j.*J down and 11 payments. Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, 387, Euston Rd., London. N.W,. and
50. High Rd.. Wood 'Green, N. [1810

"Id 19 P- and M. Combination, bought new by pre-
Xt7 sent owner, speedometer, 3 spare chains, plating
and enamel perfect; expert examination invited; £95.
—H., 34, Cotterill Rd., Surbiton. [1835

rQ19
3;-2h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, kick start, lampa

*y horn. Cowev speedometer, deliveretl new Feb.,

1920 as new; £105.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2,

Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607. [2489

1 O K P- and M. 1917-19 Motor Cycles, fes-R.A.P.;
X/WO these machines have been thoroughly re-

confitrncted throughout; £65 each.—Stanley SiBith

and Co., 1, Albemarle St., Piccadilly, W. [2340

-|Q17 P. and M., sidecar, dash, screen, new chains,
At/ lamps, horn, spare cover, tube, valve. 85 m.p.g,;

£85; private owner.—Maida Vale !Motor Garage,-

Port'sdown Rd., W. (next Bakerloo Station). [2112

-| Q20 P. and M., done 750 miles, lamps, Klaxon,,
i*/ spares, coachbuilt sidecar, done 100 miles, East-

in" screen, all guaranteed perfect; £160, or nearest.—

Fry, 39, Walliscot^ Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [1601

P.
and M., Army model. P. and H. lamps, bulb,
and Cowey horns, King Dick tool roll, tyres and

tubes practically new, very economical, enamel excel-

lent; £75.—Pope, 62, Holland Park Av,, London,m
"IQ20 P. and M. Combination (March), E.A.F. model,
Xtf not W.D., Lucas lighting, Cameo screen, all ac-

cessories, fully insured, perfect condition and appear-

ance- expert examination invited; £135.-15, Caird St.,

Queen's Park, W.IO. [1731

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B^t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALB.
|

P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, July, 1919, all accessories,

spares, etc., splendid order, price £105: also large

sidecar, nicely upholstered, bulbous back, suit heavy
machine; £20; no dealers.—J. W. Turnham, 32, Muir-
kirk Rd., Catiord, S.E.6. [2096

P. and S.

VTEW a^^h.p. p. and S., fitted with the Villicrs 2-

-LN stroke engine, 2-spced: £73.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [2458

PBAESON-SOrWITH, Oct., 1919, 2?4h.p., 2-speea,

semi-T.T., lamps, etc., guaranteed perfect; any
trial; nearest £60, cost £72; new condition; naval
owner going iibrond.—41. Tork Rd., Deal, Kent. [1546

Precision.
3ah.p. Precision, Bosch watertight, B.B., Mabon
4 gear, lamps, horn, speedometer; £35/10-—136,

Fore St., Edmonton, N.13. [1871

33.h.p. Precision, C.A.V. mag., B. and B., lamps,
4 bom. adiustabie pulley, B. and L. drip; £26.

—

Houlston, 560, King's Rd., Fulham. [2154

3.^h.p. Precision, S-apeed, speedometer, spare tyre and
4 belt, very powerful, little used, "excellent condi-

tion; £50.-31, Basuto Ed., Tulham. [1976

Premier.
31.h.p. Premier Motor Cycle, good ninning condition

;

2 seen any time.—F. Randell, Ltd., North Walsham.
[1428

3ih.p. 3-speed Premier and C.B. sidecar, all iicces-

2 series; £45.— Gray, 1, Church Ed., Heston, Middle-
sex. [1493

PREMIER 1914 3%Jl.p., 3-specd countershaft gear
box, clutch and kick starter, spring forks, lamps,,

etc.. genuine machine; 60 gns.—Woodside, Robin Hood
Lane, Sutton, Surrey. [1874

PREMIER 1914 SVob.p., 3-speed, clutch, eoachbuilt
sidecar, folding chassis, goes througli ordinary

doorway, good condition ; evenings after 6, Saturday
after 2 ; £60.—Melton Hall Faim, Romford. [1441

PREMIER, 1915, 3-speed, countershaft, K.S., clutch,
Bosch. B. and B., good tyres, perfect condition,

electric lighting, £80; also sidecar, Henderson, brand
new, £20; combination, £98; good solo part exchange.
—Wilson, Eedbrook Rd., Gawber, Barnsley. [X3475

Quadrant.
QTJADEAJfT 1920 4yoh.p. Combination, in stock;

makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield High-
way. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [8878

QUADRANT Siih.p., Bosch, B.B., good tyres, foot-
boards; first cheque £28 secures.—Kenning, Wel-

lington St., INIexborough, near Rotherham. [1683

CLIFFORD WILSON Co.—1920 solo Qrtadrant,
lamps, horn, small mileage, as new; ;£100.—70,

Royal Hospital Ed., Sloane Scj., S.W.3. Tel- : Ken-
sington 7113. [1229

CLIFFORD \S'ILSON Co.—1920 Quadrant combina-
tion, irsed demonstrations only, as new ; sGlSO.

—

70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. ;

Kensington 7113. [1228

31h.p. Quadrant Combination, coil ignition, perfect
2 running order, recently overhauled, tyres as

new, ride awav; £35.—Putman, Chilbolton Down,
Stockbridge, Hants. _ [2218

CLIFFORD WILSON Co-—1920 Quadrant combina-
tion, with all accessories and insurance, small

mileage; £110.-70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq.,
S.W.3. Tel.; Kensington 7113. [1226

NEW 1920 4y2h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed.
Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and

kick sfcirter; £145: extended payments.—WauclioDe's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2461

NEW 4%h.p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'
specincation; at list price, including carriage

from works, £147/7/3; or on easy payments 4%
extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[1988
FOR Sale. 1920 Quadrant combination, mileage

2.055, lamp.^, speedometer, apron, in firet-olass

condition; price £135; officer-owner ordered abroad.

—

Apply, Westcouvt, Gillingliam, Kent. [2029

QUADRANT 4y2h.p. Big Single; combination £145,
solo £115; new machines always in stock; the

only moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsman.
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0277

CLIFFORD WILSON Co., sole agents and dis-

tributers lor Quadrants in London, Sussex,
Surrey, Kent, Middlesex. Buckinghamshire, Essex,
Uertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk,
Suffolk, Huntingdonshire, and Berkshire, Trade en-
quiries invited. Usual manufacturers' terms.—70,
Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. : Ken-
sington 7113. [1230

Radco.
RADCO 1915 2-strolce, .iust overhauled perfect; £32.

offers.—40, Southwood Av., Highgate. [1936

RADCO 2-stroke. electric light, all accessories; £36-
fine little mount.—35, Freeglove Rd., Hollo-

wiiy, N. [1890

RADCO, 1915. 2K11-P-. 2-spccd. new tyres, lamps,
horn: £40: Saturdays 3 to 8-—211 Melfort Rd..

Thornton Heath, Surrey. [1911

W. T. DUNN LTD.,
326, EUSTON RD., N.W.I.

'Phone; Museum 539J.

New 1920 Moilels at List Price. Immeiilate

Delivery.

SOLO.
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., Model H. . . £127 10
1920 A.B.C., 3 h.p., 4-speed, spring frame —
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch, and K.S., C.S. £162
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model £139
1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports £123
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., chain drive,

3-speed £128 10
1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., T.T. bars . £110 S

1920 B.S.A., 4}- h.p., chain drive £110
1920 SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p., standard £155 8
IQ20 SUNBEAM, si h.p., sports £155 8
1920 A.B.C. kick starter model —
1920 B.SJ\., 4j h.p., chain-cum-belt . . £M7

COMBINATIONS.
J920 MATCHLESS-M.A.G., 7-9 h.p., Lucas

Magdyno £230
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S.. and Dunhill

Limousette Sidecar £170
i9?o ENFIELD, 8 h.p £177 10
1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Lucas Magdyno . £202 2
1920 SUNBEAM, 3l h.p £202
IQ20 B.S.A., Model H., and No. 2 Sidecar £152
1920 B.S.A. Model K -.£149
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., and New Sun-

beam Sidecar, black and gold .... £155
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., C.S £205

1 920 A.J.S. Combination, immediate delivery £21

Special Bargains
|

1920 JAMES, 5-6 h.p., and Canoelet
Sidecar £1 35 |

igi9 TRIUMPH, 4 b.p. C.S., and
Gloria Sidecar, all lamps, horn,
etc £117 10

I

1920 TRIUMPH,* 4 h.p., C.S., new,
and Sunbeam unused sidecar
fully equipped. £150 I

1Q20A.B.C., 4speeds, done 150 miles £135

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 li-P-, 3-speed,
all-chain, as new, mileage neglig-

ible £120
!

1920 ZENITH, 6-8 h.p., clutch, and
K.S., done 50 miles £15S I

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE, as new £100
|

I

1919 3^ h.p. ROVER and Sidecar, all

lamps, horn, £109
|

1919 10 h.p. READING Standard
and De Luxe Sidecar, all lamp?,
born, hood, screen, etc., etc £150

|

igiS TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S-, perfect
running order £75

]

1920 INDIAN 7-g h.p. Combination,
dynamo lighting. Easting spares £165 I

igig (uncrated) DOUGLAS z| h.p.,

fully equipped £60
|

; 191Q NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 2-

specd, clutch, kick-starter, lamps,
horn, etc., mileage 300 £55 I

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
lanips, hood, screen, and many
spares, as new, mileage 200 £165

|

1920 MATCHLESS, 7-9 dynamo
model, hood) screen, speedometer,
mileage 100 ,.,.,. £225

|

20 SUNBEAM Sidecars, unused, m
black and gold, 4-point attach-

ment each £25 I

I

The above machines are open to expert
examination. Any trial or demonstration

given.

REPAIRS.

I

We are open to take in Repairs ot all
|

descriptions. Overhauls, renovations, ad-
I Mstments, etc. Estimates given. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Reading°Standard.

READING Standard lOh.p. Combination, mil.

3

nil, cost £225: what offers, £200 or ove -•

Box 687, c/o The Motor Cycle. fX3|'

TJEADING-STANDAED Combination. 1920 .T';j
X*- dynamo,, screen, speedoraet-er, pructicMllv new, ji,

tine outfit: £190; would consider an excliang-;. Ci ij
Sundays.— Buntin}j'« Motors, W'ealdstone, Htirrow. [:'p^

"I Q 19-20 Reading-Standard lOh.p.. 3-speed. K.Sg*
-ttf lamps, horn, pillion, roomy bulbous back i

i
car. hood and screerr, in perfect condition; ££5^1
offer. — 104a, Finchley Rd., Hampstead, fit^l

,
'Phone : Hampstead 7822.

Rex.

"I
Q14 Rex ^h.ji., Bosch mag., free engine,

-i-*J start, any trial: 28 gns.—22, Fort St.,
fields, E.I. Ji|

REX_^!-^h.p., B.B. caibuxetter, Eaptman mag.,
Dunlop inner tube, running order; £15.-34, I

veil; Rd., Batteraea. Qm

5-Gh.p. Rex with "Wicker Sidecar, in splendid ruQ|
order; £38. for quick aale; room wanted'.-

8,163, c/o The Motor Cycle. r|

"I Q12_Re.v Combination,, 5-6h.p. and good tyre^-
-i-v been thoroughly overhauled; £55.—104a, Fii
lev Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampsi
7822. [jf

-| Q20 8h,p. Bex Combination, Model 55, Blai
J-i/ engine, electric lightins and horn; owner bo|

car; price £215.—Stanley Motories, Ltd., Haf
'Phone: 55. ['.

Roc»
''

4h.p 2-fipeed Handle Starter Roc; Bosch, new
private owner going abroad; first il.O. £21;

carriage paid.—Baker, 49; Murray St., York.. "
i

Rover.
3ih.p, Rover, T.T., Philipson, fuUv equipped, e

2 to new; £50.—82. Church Rd., Mitcham. &

rf|20 (March) T.T. Rover, Philipson, Biuks,
rP 2,400; £89.—Conybeare, Shaldon, Teignmoi

[x;

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clmin drive; £1
Eagles and- Co., 275. High St.,* Acton, -Xont

[S
ROVER 3'Ah.p., 2 speeds, clutch, new condition;

gain, £52.—Skidmore, Baslow Rd., Bakewell.

A
ROVER, 1915, clutch, accessories, ns new, 8

during war; £68.—Trodd, 41, Gritfin Rd., 1'

stead. i

1 Q20 Rover S^/Uh.p. T.T., Philipffon pulley, al

-*- *y unused ; best - offer.-Fnlwood, Grammar Sr
Preston,

ROVER SVjh.p., 3-speed hub gear and Swnn Bi(\

in fine running order; £85.—Cleden, Old Wi
Rd., Andover. I

ROVER W.D. 1920, No. 1 Montgnraeiy sidecar,

feet condition; £120.—Robinson, Colsterw
Grantham. (DJ

ROVER, T.T.. late l'919, horn, tools, spares,
new, fast; £80.—Barker, 123, Edmund

Saltley, Bimringhaiu. [X

"1Q16 S'jh.p. Rover Combination, recently'
J-^ hauled, spares, horn, pillion seat ; £105
George St., Coventry. [X

ROVER, 5-6h.p., 1920, and Middletcn large
sidecar, with hood, screen, lamps, e.xcellent

ditionr £185.-155, Bromyard Rd., Worcester. |

RO^rER 3i,2h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, Inuips,.

belt, and tyres nearly new. splemhd running
bargain, £52.—W. Bodtrer, Hum Green. Redditi'h.

ROVER 1916 W.D. Model 5-6h.p. Combination,
good order, complete lamps and tools, tew s j^g

On view Ripley.—Stron ge''s Garage, South FarnbCB^
Hants.

ROVES 1&19 SV^jh.p., 3-speed countershaft,-

liimips, accessories, insurance June, 1921,, _

ronditiou, only 973 nules.—Bell, 88, Broadway, I

;iiupton.

T> OVER 5-6h.p. Combination. W.D.,. Nov.
-t\i only 700 mdes, Easting wind screen, speedoi
lamps, tools, etc.; il35.— 8, Boveney Rd., Honoj
Park. S.E.

3ih.p. T.T. Rover, brand new, only been SOff
2 Philipson pulley, htind-controlled clutcii,

horn, complete: £95 cash.—"Wallia, 23, Haiti
Grove, CamViridge.

"I 19-20 SVi^h.p. Rover, rountershaft, PpGt*«i^

-Lt/ iicressories, niilenge 2,500, perfect; nearest
_.J '* "-'">. — > ic:„.t.„„- -:

Hum. Ry

fssniifs, minjfigf t:.,^\jv, jjciicui. ; iicr(j<;:(tv

with £40 sidecar £130)', or exchange higlier' p
/flalmount, I'otters Bar.

-|(QI9 5-6h.p. Rover, Cowev speedometer,
-LJ/ Elaxon, Pedley grips, T.T. bars, hand nu
clutch, good condition: £135 cash, no offers.—J.
Alexandra Rd., U.\bridge. Middlesex.

ROVER 1920 5-6b.p. Conibinntion, latest type b

back sidecar, sliylitly .'>bop-pnili.Hl, list prtctf

[*pe(.-ial ra.'^h price, £205.— Elcft and Co.. 15-16, B
frate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phono: Avenua

;iL

B32 All letters relating to ndvertiaemcnts should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, an*! the ditte ot Uie issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

lOVEE Sy^li-p., 1920 (Julv), specially built. T.T.

(75 ui.p.h"), 3-speed, K.S., clutch, done 300 ailes.

lu.p.g., all accessories, insurance; cost £165, 14&
^Perkins. 347. Higli St. North, Manor' Park:
me .-.East Ham 5. - , • [1758

EW 3!-^Ii.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with S-speed
' clutch and kick starter, and with smart coachbuilt
car;' £180 or ca easy payments ' 5% extra; one
rter deposit, balance by 12 monthlv instalments.—
roda, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [1989

Royal Ruby. -

1 19 Royal Rubv, 8h.p, J.A. P., combination, 3-
' speed. K.S.; £115.-9, Church Rd., . Willesden.

[1965 I

OXAL RUBY 2-stroke, excellent condition, accea-
-"Bories; £30.—2, Denbigh Villas, Tiverton Rd.,

iiDSlow. .
. [1421

OVAL RUBY 2-stroke. economical, .lamp set, new j-

Dunlops; bargain, £32/10.-122, Wood Vale.
lOX O^k. [1906

) 20. Royal Ruby 3b. p., spring frame model, brand
new, unpacked; £105.—Box 8,244, c/o The

or Cycle. ^ _ [2312

iTE 1919 Royal Ruby 2^4h.p. 2-stroke Villiersen-
•gine, heavy Dunlops, Iniups; £55, otief.—Forrest.

\l»eter's, Mends, Eastbourne. . [1446

i
lOh.p. Royal Ruby Comliinatiou, Jap en°;ine, over-

' head valves, sporting ouodol, trood condition; £130.
ipply, T. {Shears, 66, Murray Rd", Ru^by. [1366

)20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p.~ spring frame, "kick start.
2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clvdes

i Supply Co., Ltd.. 2. Bridge St., Glasgow. [0205

120 3i,-.'h.p. Spring Frame Royal Ruby, ridden
' under 50 miles.- as new; list price £120. our
e £100.—Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing Broadwav. W.5.

: [1504
OYAL RUBY Combination. 8h.p., perfect coudi-

' tion; any trial and examination; £175: fitted
d and screen, etc.—Masters, Claremont, Colnbrook.

11848
lOO.-Eoynl Rnhv. 1918. 8h.p. J.A.P.. 3-speed, hand

Hutch, kick start, re-euamelled and plated, black
gold lined, Mills-Fuliord C.B. sidecar, mechanically

:ePt, Hearth double, cash needed.—272, Green St..

est Gate. [8234

OYAL RUBY 8hp. Combination, delivered 25th
' August, 1917, lamps, toois. horn, wind screen,
•age grid, etc, Kiinrantped to have l>een overhauled,
ing and enamelling as new; £125, or ojfers.—135.
:war,e Rd., W.2. [2378

REAL Bargain.—1919 Bh.p. .T.A.P. engine. Royal
Ruby combination, new P. and H. lighting set
Lnfas horn. Easting wind screen, new Dunlop

!S all round; anv trial; £110. no offers.—Kavs. 8.
d St., Ealing Broadway, W.5. "[1503

i.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-spe9d, clutch and
kick starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat,

ps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used and con-
on as new; ^110; may be obtained on easy pay-
its.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[1986

Rudge
UDGE Multi 3U'h.p. T.T.. 1920 new model; £110.

UDGE 6h.p. Combination, new 1920 model; £160.
—Below.

UDGE 3i/2h.p., with special sporting sidecar; £125:
immediate delivery.—Marston, 31 and 33, Bridge

Chester. - [2371

UDGE Multi 3'/>h.p., late model, splendid condition;
' £70.—Longuey, Oswestry. [X17-08

UDGE LO.M. Model in stock; £110/5.—Clark, 7,
' Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [9934

C|19 Rudge Multi 3V2h.p. and Sidecar.—Write, 22.
'-' Leam Terrace, Leamington. [1772

UDGE Multi 3Voh.p., T.T.. 1920 model, nearly
' new; best offer.—45, Gray's Inn Rd., London.

[2429
a20 (May) T.T. Rudge, brand new condition: any
*f reiisonable clSar.-Nelson. Berkeley Hotel, Erigh-
i. [1407

C|20 Rudge Multi, LO.M. Model, clutch, pedal
t' starter; 105 gns.—Merstham Garage, London
., Merstham^ Surrey. [2255

>UDGE Multi, 1920, LO.M., almost new; 89 gns.;
^ exchanges considered.—Longman Bros., Bond St.,
ling. 'Phone : 689. [2354

UDGE Multi. 1914, fitted complete, good con-
dition; what offers?—Hewin's Garages^ Ltd., the
irvice firm, Taunton. [1718

iGE Multi 3V2h.p. Combination, coachbuilt car,
915 model, excellent condition; £85.-5, Harold
'pper Norwood, S.E.19. [2253

LO.M. Rudge, brand new; in stock at list, ex-
cbaiiges, or easy payments ; £110.-2, Night-
Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E, [1173

io LO.M. Rudge Multi. new June, mileage 800,
perfect condition: first cheque 80 gns, accepted.

t?rampton. Terrace Walk, Bath. [2238

90.-1920 LO.M. T.T. Budge, mileage 300, lamps,
^orn, etc., spares, and insurance, condition as new.
Park At. South, Hornaey, N. [1737

PASTERN
iGARAGg
Second hand Machines

Guaranteed.
1914 SUN3EAW-J.A.-P. 6 h.p., 3-spced,

countershaft, all-chain drive, screen,

Lucas lamps and born £130
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3^ h.p., Henderson

sidecar. P. & H. lamps, Lucas horn,

speedometer. As new £150

1920 HARLEY-DAViDSON, 7-9 h.p., and
sidecar. All accessories £210

W.D. NEW rviFERIAL S h.p. Combination,
Lucas lamp, Cowey horn, speedometer,
screen £130

1912 WULFRUNA-PRECISION, 3^ tiP

.

lamDs, and horr
._

£38
1920 IV.ETRO-JVLER, 2rh.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed. all accessories £65

.1919 JAMES, 2^ h.p., 2-5troke, 2-speed, as

new £65
1918 ARiEL s*! h.p. Combination, lamps,

horn, speedometer, screen £130

W.D. P. & tf ., 3^ h.p., 2-speed. kick starter,

and new IMiUford sidecar £103

W.D. P. & M., si h.p., 2-speeds and kick

starter ^78
1920 DQJGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-specd,. clatch,

and kicic starter. As new £100

1918 DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed £65

1919 JAMES 4} h.p. Combination de Luxe £140

1920 IVtATCHLESS 8 h-p^ Combination,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, hood,

and screen £230

1920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination, lamps,

horn, luggage grid £190

i9?o BROUGH, 5 h.p.. Swan Sporting side-

car, speedometer, disc, screed £160

W.D. NEW I.APERIAL, 8 h.p., Canoelet

sidecar, Easting windscreen, lamps,

and horn ^1 30

W.D. MODELS.
Completely Reconstructed and

Re-enamelled.

p. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter *'f
P. & M., as above, with sidecar »105

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lack

starter, and sidecar with apron £120

TRIUIV.PH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick starter »9"

ROVER 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
' and kick 'tarter, all chain £145

NEW IMPERJAU 8 h.p. Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter £1'!.5

NEW 1920
MOTOR CYCLES.
For list see separate full page

advertisement.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

The

Eastern Garage Co.,
418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7,
Telephone : 400, East Ham.

Telepjams :
'* Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE.-All 1S20 model, ex-stock; £llO/S; easy
pay.-nents.—125. High St., Woolwich. [6094

RUDGE Multi, 1920, T.T.. practically new, F.R.S.
lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, knee grips; £105.

—

Staite. Chesterfield, Ockbrook, Derby.
'

[2086

GEXUIN-E Brooklilnds Model Eiulge. adjustable
puUev, very fast, good condition, overhauled : £42.

—Crickmny. Nook, Oiitlands, Weybridge. [1408

"pullGE Multi, 1920, I.O.M. T.T. model, not done
--V 1,000 Ulile<f, fitted complete: what offers;-—Hewin's
Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [1719

RUDGE 1920 7-9h.p. and 5-6h.p. Multi Combina-
tion, in stock; makers' price.—Shepherd and Co.,

Enfield Highway. Tel. : "Waltham Cross 31. [8876

NEW Eudse Multi 3V,li.o., fitted with smart eoacli-
built sidecar; £143/10. or on ea^y payments 4%

extra.—Harrods. .Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London.
[1992

"1016 Rudge Multi, re-enamelled, tank renovated by
-*-*' makers, top-hole condition; must sell, best
offer over £75.—C/o Fox, 226a, Quthank Rd., Norwich.

[X3432
1Q20 3',yi.p. LO.M. Rudge Multi, 2 liuniis and
JL*J^ genenitor, mechanical lioru, full kit; £95.— Shep-
herd and Co., Entield Highway. Tel. : Waltliam Cro;«
31 .' - , [1637

RUDGE Multi 3',yi.p. 1915 Coachbuilt Combination,
kirk start, chiti-h, lumps, horn, spares, first-class

running order; 80 gns. ; no dealers.—50, Bateman St.,

Cambridge. (1734

RUDGE Mldti S'.Jh.p. 1919 T.T., lamps, horn^
.speedometer, insurance policy, no additional

expense: nearest £120.—Wilkinson, Rearsby, Blundell-
sands, Liverpool. [7895

RUDGE Multi, 1914, SVilrp., clutch, pedal starter.

lamps, horn, speeilouieter. Rood tyrcf^, new belt,

recently overhauled: ride away; £50.-21, Leadale Rd..

Stamford Hill, N.16. [1636

RUDGE, 1914, been overhauled, cylinder reground,
new piston and connecting rod. Philipson. new

liack tyre, Binks carburetter, fast; £45; must clear.—

Cowe, G.N. St,, Morley, Leeds. [1448

I ini20 (Mavl Twin Budge Multi and Rudge sidecar,

i~*y condition and appearance as new, electric hglit-

ing, speedometer. Klaxon and spares; £190: expert ex-

amination invited.— 319, New Church Rd., Hove. [9136

10 20 Brand New I.O.M. Rftdge 3lAh.p., sloping

Xtf tank, multi gear and free engine, £110/5; also

second-band Eudge, 1919 model, £85; another, single

sneed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[2462

3ih.r. Endge Multi, T.T., £110/5; 7-9h.p. Rndge twin.

2 ;Miilti ge'ar, clutch, and foot starter, with smart

End"? sidecar, etc., £180: mov be obtained on easy

payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London.

RUDGE I.O.M. in Stock, £110/5: also with sporting

sidecar £125, Inllv equipped; ur half down and

II p:ivments.-Lamb's, 151, High St , Waltliamstow,
«87 Eusti.n Rd., London, N.W., aud 50, High Rd ,

Wood Green, N. •
[1811

1f)l20 5-6h.n. Rudge Multi and Rudge Sidecar, not

Ls) done 100 miles, fitted with 3 Lucas lamps,

nedia.nical horn, full kit of tools, etc., absolutely as

le*- accept £150, no ofjers.-Sloan,' 8 Hawthorn
rerr'ace, Rralrew. [8094

COMPETITION Winning I.O.M. Rudge Multi.

clutch, June. 1920. cost £140, specially tuned

engine raring cams, elctric lighting, speedometer, discs.

TT bars Tan-Sad, Klaxon, knee grips, tube aud case,

nil spares in.=urance; owner ordered abroad
;
_^bargain,

98 gns.—38. Elmbourne Rd., Balham. [1884

RUDGF 3V.'h P Motor Cycle, perfect condition and

ninning iider, 90 to giillnn. starts on spring stand

thoroughly overlKinled by makers hist June :ind late-t

nattcrn cylinder connecting rods, and piston fitted,

new Dinlops back and front last July (receipts).

Tiicas laniT' all accessories. 2 spare tubes, siiniig

cushion behind, 1912 model, but entire new back

frame and wheel last March; cash price, immediate

-Sf £'75- Loudon 15th-25th Oct.-Sgt. S. Smith,

Depot Royal Warwickshire Regiment, Warwick. [2404

Scale.

1Q 20 Scale. 3'i.h.p. Precision 2-5troke. 2-speed

Is? complete with lamps and horn only been 700

miles: £72.—Leresche and Winder. Honiton. De^v-n

Scott

SCOTT 3"'4h.p., special new 1920 T.T. model; £140.

—Below.

SCOTT S'.-h.p. semi-T.T. new 1920 model: £140:

immediate delivery.-Marston, 31 and 33, Bridpe

St., Chester. 1-^^^"

SCOTT Combination, new. 3in. tyres: £190.—Grirnes

18. Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. 12337

-IX/AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.-New 1 0"nW Scott, delivery from stock; £140. [2450

.2J00TT, new condition, latest model :
list price £145,

ft' accept £105.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [S0701

SCOTT; 1920, special sporting model, solo £115. side-

' car £145.-Box 671, c/o The Molor Cycle. [S3375

-1 Q20M Scott Combination, small mi'f?,Sf »«
, ?™i1" £175.-8a. Lower Grosvenor Ed., S.W.I. [1465

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Scott.

SCOTT, new 1920 model; delivery Irom stock—Gibb.
Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone ; 852.

fO.^Ol

1O20 ,Scott Combination, small mileage: £163,

—

Xi/ Merriman, Beech Tree Lane, Cannock, Staffs.

[1695
SCOTT, October, 1919, fine condition: £115. or neiir

' oiler.—Billing, 1, St. John's Terrace, King's Lynn.
[1478

SCOTT 1917-18 Combination, splendid condition; 78
t^ns. ; exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester

Ed., S.AV.7. [2414

1Q15 Scott C.B. Combination, speedometer, etc.;
J-«7 £69.-769, The Broadway, Manor Park, East
Ham, London, E. [1677

1 Q20 -T.T. Scott, complete with larap.s, horn, tools,
Xt7 etc., only run few miles; best offer over £120.
—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, SmethAvick, [0275

"|019 (Dec.) Scott, "Bith Henderson sidecar, comiilete
-L«^ MiTji new tvres and all accessories, condition i>er-

tcct: £130.-1, Bloomfisld. Ed., liliickpool. [1642

SCOTT 1920 I'Uh.v. Model, complete with head and
rear lamps, lull T.T. liais, veiy fast, indistinglii-^h-

able irom new; £135.—Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton.
[X5393

SCOTT, 1920, lil;e new, Bink-^, electric himps, battery,
3 lots handlebars, T.T., standard, sGmi-T.T., com-

plete Tan-Sad pillion seat; £118/10.-124, KirkKate,
Wakefield. [1730

33.1i.p. S'ott Combination, engine No. 3664, delivere<l
* Oct, 1919, mileage 1,400, disc wheels, D.A

<-yl. for head lamp, electric side and tail lamp, IClason,
Palmer tyres,, epeedometer, the whole as new; £160.—
Sands, Burnham, Bucks. [1432

Singer.

4JLh.p. Singer, 2 speeds, countershaft, witli sidecar,
a lamps, etc.; £50.—North Wales Motor Ex-

change, Wrexham. 'Phone : 283. [X3533

SINGEE 4''2h.r. Combination, Senspray, Bosch, 1

speedii, <-lutch, new tyres and bealiugs, ,iust over-
hauled i'£15), storeil during war: expert examination
and trial: ueiirest £90.-128. Clapton Common, N.E.

[1669
Sparltbrook.

NEW 2;jh.p. Sparkbrook, 2-stroke, single-speed: £69;
2-speed, £75, in stock, or on e.\tended payments

4/^ extra ; only one-6lth depoeit, !>al;Hice by 12 monthly
instalments.—Hariods, Ltd., 118, Biomptou Ed., Lon-
don. [1979

Sun.
33,h.p. Sun Lightweight, 2-speed, 1916, guaranteed
4 first-class (uder; photo; exchange fur piano.—

Prentice, 19, Morriston St., Cambushmg, near Glasgow.
[X3113

SUN-VITESSE. October, 1919, 2.stroke, 2-speed
countershaft gear, used short runs only, tyres

good, fine running order; trial any day any time:
;£48.—Shelswell, Cricket Cireen, Mitcham. Terminus
88 'birs. Tel. : 822 Mitcham. [2049

Sunbeam.
20 Sports Mi.dcl Jt.'.h.p. Sun'jeam neM".—B. Parkin-

son, 65, Cocker St., Blackpool. [1531

JUNBEAM 3i:ih.p. tor Immediate Delivery.—Russell.
" Lawrence St., York. Tel. : 744. [9183

20 Sunbeinn, SV-'h.p., elcttric lighting, 600 miles:
£146.-133, Barkerend Ed., Bradford. [1458

BEAND New 3i,.',h.p. Sunbeam: immediate delfverv

;

list price.—Box 8,250, c'o The Motor Cycle. [2379

SUNBEAM CciUlbination, 1920, brand new: £10 under
list price.—Norunin Whitehouse, Eridgtown, C;in-

nc"-ic. . [X3493
TyTEW 1920 SfAh.p. Sunbeam, sports model, at list
-1-1 price, plus delivery charge.—Beck, Thornhill. Hoole
Ed., Chester. [X3104

1 Q18 3',.jh.p. Sunbeam, perfect appearance and run-
--t/ ning order; £115.—Loweth, 6, Mt.' Pleasant
Rd., Ealing. [2092

SU-NBEAM, 1920, sporting model, indistinguishable
^ from new; best offer over £145.-25. Ormistou

Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [2015

SUXBEAM 4h.p. Combination, 1919. mileage 3,000,
better than new; £160.—Luuvunt, Manor Gati-

Jtd , Kingston-on-Thames. [1509

SUNBEAM sy^.h.p., 1914, good order, smart little
sidecar attiiched; fllO, or near offer.—Bunting,

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [23S4

1Q19 3i/2h.p. Sunbeam, periect throughout, lamps,
J-'-' Klaxon; trial: £145, or reasonable ofler.-Still,
(tiiIb' Grjimnuir School, W:itford. [1416
£87/10 (nearest).—1914 Sunbeam, S'/.h.p.. 3-sneed
.fT.

'e-;u:mielled, after 6.30 p.m. -120," Marlborough
J- lath, Walton St., Chelsea, ,S.W.3. [X3445
jaUNBEAM 1917 3l/,h.n., kick starter. 3.speed. h.b.c
>~J clutch lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition;
i.110.— C. Barton, Claiiham, "Vorks. [0246
tJUNBEAM. brand now ^Ah.v- solo model, with^ Lucas lamps and horn; £170.-Tho WaNall
(lUrilKe, \Voiv«rhuiliptou St., Walsall. Tel.: 444.

CJXJNBEAM Sli.T)., IM.A.O. 1917, finest sidecar, wind
^-^ screen, sp-cdoinctcr, electric jightinK, spare wheel-
b:st ,ibov:; £1 50.-<Jueen"3 Head, Waltham Abbev. '

L'2103
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CONSIDERABLY UNDER
LIST PRICE.
MILEAGE NEGLIGIBLE.

1Q20 ROVER, 3-1 h.p., T.T., Philipson, as

new, unscratched £95
I02O MATCHLESS Model H Combination,

Lucas Magdyno, as new £225
1920 ROVER and Swan Sports Sidecar, all

lamps, speedometer, unscratched £160
1920 HARLEY and Dinky Sports Sidecar,

^40 worth of accessories, as new £205
1920 AMERICAN X and DunhiU's Limonsette

Sidecar, as new £185
1920 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame,

2-spced, clutch, and kick starter £100
1920 DOUGLAS, z'i h.p., 2-speed, lamps, and

hnrn. unscratched £92 10
1920 RUDGE, 3\ h.p., 1.0. M., and Canoelet

Sports Sidecar, lamps, speedometer . . . £130
1920 DOT-J.A.P., 2I h.p., 2-5peed, clutch,

and kick starter, as new £70
1920 SCOTT, 3v h-p-> 2-speed, clutch, and

kick starter, all lamps £130

SECOND-HAND MACHINES {^aranteed for three
monthsi.—ALL SNIPS.

1919 HARLEY--DAVIDSON 7-9 ^P- Combina-
tion, electrically equipped, as new .... £180

1919 INDIAN Combination, electrically

equipped £160
1919 JAMES 5-6 h.p. twin, and Sidecar,

splendid condition £130
1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., solo, ^-speed, cIutcTi,

and kick starter £110
1918 -ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, re-

enamelled and plated, new sidecar body,
indistinguishable from new in every
respect £140

i9i8'TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft,

and Henderson Sidecar £125
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-speed countershaft,

and Watsonian Monarch Sidecar £125
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft,

clutch, and kick starter £90
19J.7 P. & M., 3.' h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and

kick starter, overhauled, re-enarnclled,

and plated £85
1916 MORGAN Grand Prix. 8 h.p. w.c. J.A.P.

engine, electrically equipped, thoroughly
overhauled £220

RECONSTRUCTED EX-GOVERNMENT
MACHINES.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination. 3-speed counter-

shaft, clutch, and kick starter, thoroughly
overhauled, repainted makers' colours, £115.
Or £50 down and 12 monthly instalments of

£6 4 7.

DOUGLAS, 2] h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly over-

hauled, re-enameiled, and plated in our own
workshops, equipment includes toolbags, tools,

and pump ; £70. Or£30 down and 12 monthly
payments of £3 16 8.

BRAND NEW 1920 MODEL COMBINATIONS IN
STOCK (at Makers* list price).

ARIEL 3i h.p. Combination, 3-spced
countershaft, clutch, and kick starter £157 10

BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., and Hendei-son
Elite Sidecar £225

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 h.p. Combina-
tion £235

JAMES 5-6 h.p. twin Combination £190
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 6h.p. Combina-

tion £170
MATCHLESS Model H, Magdyno lighting £232
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination ... £186 18

SPECIAL OFFER.
£16 16s. down and 12 monthly instalments of

£3 3S. buys a brand new 1920 O.K., Villiers or
Union engine. 2i h.p.. Amac carburettor, C.A.V.
magneto, everything of the very best. Or for

spot cash, 48 gns. .

--

Any machine may be purchased by paying a

small deposit, balance in 12 monthly instalments.

The above is only a selection from our stock.

May we send you om' latest List of Bargains in

New and Second-hand Machines ?

ALLEN-BENNETT
MOTOR CO.,

10, 11, Royal Parade,
WEST CROYDON.

'Phone Croydon, 2450
'Grams "Track, Croydon.'.'

9,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CJDNBEAM 3"/;h.p., sporting model, 1920, pertee
>^ condition, used but little, Lucas' best accessoriei
also knee grips; £119.—Coldbam, Bridge St., Northajm
ton. [X344

1Q20 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, hood, screelJ-" epare wheel and tyre, Rally discs, lampi
horn. Tan-Sad; £240.—Fisher, Warwick House. Llai
lairlechan. •

1X345
CPECIALLY Built Competition Sunbeam, 41j.p. twi
-

' J.A.P., as new, hill-climbing sprockets, lamp sei
:ill spares.- £160, or offer.— Greening, 39, Princess Av
Palmers Green. [140

WAL'CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-1919 8b.j
Suubeam cojiibination, hdod, screen, lamps, epeec

ometer. minor, warning signal, tools, condition lib
new; 200 gns. ^ ^ [245

CjUXBEAJI 1920 S'/ih.p. Model, complete with mm
*^ shieldii, Lucas head and rear lampe, bulb hon
mechanically perfect and equal to new; £160.—Parker'
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X339

SUNBEAM Sports, 1919, Stevens torpedo sidecji
black electric lamps, accumulators, speedomete

born, spare bulbs, valves, etc.; £145.—Oobbold. 15!
Hi?h St., Huntingdon. [159

^h.p. Sunbeam-Jap Combination, black and goh
vP Lucas lamps, horn, Birks. disc wheels, conditio
and appearance as new, all accessories; £155, no offer
-38, Glumangate, Chesterfield. [226

1 Q20 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, unpunctuie
-'-*' F.R.S. Major lamp set, rear and sidecar lamj
speedometer, and spares, receutlr won hill-climb; neare
otfer £186.-35, John St., Xeylaad, Pem. [X31(

STjNBEAM 8h.p., 1920, electric horn, lights, Mon
gomery sidecar. Triplex screen, hood, luggaf

grid, petrol carrier, excellent: bargain,' offers, £25(
bought car.—Kennedy, Bank;, Ilonghton-le-Spring.

„ [1"GUNBEAM 1918 8h.p., hood, screen, detachable inte
•~J changeable wheels 700x80, 3 lamps, horn, span
fast, quiet, very good running order, 75. m.p.g. ; if

reasonable offer lefused; bought car.—Crofts, Norto
in-the-Moors, Stoke-on-Trent. [191

QUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhmnpton agentfl; spal^ parts in -stock : repairs, overhauls, re-enamellijf
and plating under the supervision of Mr. T. O. de^J
Hav [late Srinbeamland).-The Molineaux Garage
Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [34

3ih.p. All Sunbeam Combination, Oct., 19ll
2 makers' corrobcration, little used, new end

tion and appearance, watch, Klaxon, all spares, lami
unused, child's Tan-Sad complete, go anywhere; af
trial; purchaser driven home; £165, nearest accepta
—Postmaster, South Ashfurd, Kent. [201

SU>^BEAM. late 1916, Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, hJ
derson 1920 Elite sidei*ar and wind screen, ]&uq

acetylene lamps, Cowey horn and speedometer, spa
wheel, sprocket wheel and complete set of chains, etj
magnificent touring combination, perfect couditiM
oflers.— 137, Horton Ed., Husholme, Manchester. [13|

T.D.C.

£40; T.D.C. 2-stroke. 2-speed, in excellent conditil
throughout.—Mead, Station Rd., Amershai

Bucks. [18|

thor.

THOR 1918 and Sidecar, 8-lOh.p. ; £100.-GartsiJ
Chemist, Barnber Bridge, Preston. r2l|

Torpedo.

"I
Q14 Torpedo-rrecision 4i4h.p. Coachhuilt Combi;

-L** tion, 3-*speed, t-vres good, engine thoioughlv ov]

harried, lamps; £70.— Shepherd and Co., Enfield H
way. Tel.; Walfharu Cross 51. [1

''RIUMPH 4h.p.

Triumph.
Model H: £127/10.—Below.

rpEIUMPH 4h.p. Allch.aiu Model; £140.—Below..

TRIUMPH 4h.p. W.D. B Model; £105. All
1920 models in stock.—Marstou, 31 and 33 Br

St., Chester. [2;

TRIUMPH Combinntioir. irearly new, complete; -£1
—Lougney, Oswestry. JXl

1Q20 Baby Triumph; 65 gns.-Forte, 135, Ladbr
i.'J M.. W.ll. Park 3393. [2,

TRIUMPHS for Tminedinte Delivery.-Russell, L
rence St., York. Tel. : 744. [9:

—272, Green St.

I'el. : 744.

»untershaft, .

Forest Gate.

1. clutch, got
Padiham, Lanes,

078.—Triumph 1918 countershaft, excellent condit

31 h.p. Triumph, Bo6ch. clutch, good condition: i
2 96, 'Victoria H.d., Padiham, Lanes

1 (I>12 Triumph, clutch, perfect condition; whnt cltlO —11, Dartmouth Ed., Olney, Bricks,

TRIUMPH 1911 SV-.h.p., Dunlops, good condit
£30.—Craner, Wrndsor Rd., Rcdditch. [1

"1Q19 41i.p. Triumph, 3-specd, as new: what oil
-*-*^ —Hancock, Solicitor, Shipstun-orr-Stour. {}

1 Q 18 3-spced Countershaft. 4h.p. renovated Triurr
it/ 85 gns,-guclcb. Railway St., Hertford, ij

Id quote the number at the end of each aJvertlsement, and the date ol the issue.
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Making Headway.

WE
make no apology for reverting to the

subject of power alcohol, since it is one

of the most vital questions affecting the

future of the present-day motor cyclist.

So long ago as 1900 our sister journal,

The Autocar, was* drawing attention to the possi-

bihties of alcohol as a, power producer, and our

campaign has been carried on with increasing

energy as the need for a petrol substitute has

grown with the development and - increasing

unportance of road transport.

After many years the Government appear at

last to be taking a certain amount of interest in

the question, thoughtfhey cannot be accused of

undue haste in the matter. _ It is, however, a

hopeful sign that a suitable denaturant is being

sought, and that legislative measures for the

remo\al of certain restrictions are being

inaugurated.

It is, perhaps, necessary to remind our readers

that there are many aspects which require care-

ful consideration, since alcohol alone is not an

entirely suitable fuel, and a proportion of petrol

or benzole must be added in order to provide

reasonable running witli engines of normal design.

This, however, is a difficulty that is easy of

solution, and the main question before us at-

the present time is the production of a source

of motive power within the limits of our empire.

Power alcohol pro^'ides the obvious answer, as

the necessary amoui^t of benzole or shale oil can
be produced at home, and in addition to this a

modified form of power unit will come into

being as soon as alcohol fuel is available in suffi-

cient quantities to make the modifications worth
while.

Other countries, partic^ilarly Germany and
Austria, have given~much attention- and Govern-
thent assistance to the home production of

alcohol. It remains for ts to profit by their

experience, and to make up the leeway already

lost. Advantage of this beginning must be

taken at once.

Cinetna Revelations.

THERE is scarcely a motor cycle manufac-

turer who cannot learn something about

the behaviour of 'tiis product from a

cinema film of a severe trial. Such films

are in existence, and are most interesting

to watch. .Indeed, after a little study, it is

possible to recognise some makes of spring fork

by the behaviour of the machine on the road

before the forks themselves are distinguishable

in the picture.

It is o'ne thing to witness such films projected

on a screen at a normal speed, and quite another

to s^t the pace in order that it may more clearly

be seen what really happens to such parts as

spring forks and spring frames under various

conditions.

The ultra rapid, lens, exploited with most
entertaining results by one of the leading film

producers, shows us how a man jumps or dives

or plays tennis ; it reveals tO' students of aeronau-

tics how a bird flies.- What would be more
interesting to motor cyclists would be a film show-
ing machines of different types climbing such
hills as Park Rash or Harden Bank. We know
that such a film would surprise makers of some
machines, and show the advantages and disad-

vantages of 'jif.rious types of forks. Saddle
comfort is another point which could be improved
by the use of the cinema, and it is not too much
;o expect that even shock absorbers could be'
investigated by these means. Since the comfort
of the rider is such an important point, we woul-d

commend the idea to manufacturers and ta the
recently formed Research Association, as it

should prove a most instructive and interesting

lesson.

Cinema study of complex or extremely rapid

mechanical motions is not entirely new, of course,

for several forms of apparatus have been evolved
for, the direct o-bservation of such phenomena as

pdppet valve bouncing ; the action of contact

breaker rocker arms has also been studied in- the

same way.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on tlic page Facing tl-jc bad', cover.
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The Go-anywhere Light- *

weight.

iNE of our contributors

recently suggested

that die A.C.U.
Trials should in future be

subdivided into " home "

and " colonial " sections,

certain types of machine
being relieved from the

necessity of tackling goat

tracks and precipices. The
grounds for this suggestion

were reasonable enough.

Colonial service demands a

heavier and lower-geared

machine than is requisite -
' ,

for ordinary British touring. i

'

,

'

Our contributor went on to '

-

hint that lightweights and
sidecars should be .excused .from traversing the

"colonial" sections by going round another way, as

did the sidecars in the 1914 Six Days. Here he

was on dangerO'US ground. Many firms in the trade

hold that the Overseas users include many men
who want sturdy sidecars and good lightweights.

Past orders certainly justify this view; and the excel-

lent showing put up by machines of both types in

1920 confirm the contention. It may be true that

at present very few British lightweights go abroad ;'

but the Velocette achievement in the Six Days has

excited keen interest, in foreign markets, and with a

little push and propaganda there is no valid reas'on

why a big export trade in first-class lightweights

should not be built up.

A Case in Point.

\NLY the other week I entertained a couple of

Rhodesians at my house, both .of whom went so

•far as to say that the so-called "baby" was
infinitely the most suitable motor cycle for their parti-

cular jobs. In parts of that colony fords and bridges
are common, and the bridges are often out of repair,

or even missing altogether. Pushing a machine
through the water is only a preliminary to lifting it

up a practically vertical bank on the further side.

Man-handling a heavyweight in tropical temperatures
is obviously an impracticable proposition. ' So one of
my guests uses a Baby Triumph, and the other a
Douglas. The manner in which the Velocette team
defeated the bulk of the high-powered trade team
entries was for them the chief feature of the 1920
Six Days. It follows that any subdivision of a Six
Days entry into "lionie" and "colonial" sections
.should extend to each class, since the colonial light-
weight is neither im|)Os.sil)lc nor undesirable.

'

AzS

Who is Right?

THIS leads me on to ask

whether a lightweight

or a heavyweight solo

'bus is the easier to manage
on a hill like Park Rash?
1 have heard very contra-

dictory opinions on this

topic, and they were all

reflected in the press reports

of the Six Days. For
example, "Pa" Applebee
told me that he envied the

heavy outfits. Mrs.

Knowles, who rode a

heavyish mount, told me
she envied the men, whose
extra weight, in her -.

- opinion, 'steadied their

machines wonderfully. On":
the other hand, one report stated that riders of the""
lightweights obviously had an easier task on the freak

"

hills than their brethren on the big machines. Person-
ally, I prefer a heavy 'bus on a "freak hill.

Pa39 Nofton

!

TECHNICALLY, I quite agree with Mr. Norton
when he argues that a firsf-class reputation for
speed can only be based upon reliability of a

very high order, since speed ir'an infallible detective of
any weaknesses. At the same time the paragraph

'

which provoked his pen to a counter-strafe was not
so unsound as he would make out. _ Every motor cycle,
designer builds machines for use, just as every chef
creates dishes to, be devoured. But all entree is not a
joint, and the B.S.A. and the Norton are not designed
with identically the same motive. I daresay both de-
signers would love to monopolise the entire motoi
cycling market ; but surely they have divers methods
of setting about it?

Motor Cycling in Japan.
EHAVE just had a long screed from a Bradbury'li

enthusiast in Japan. Motor cycling is a patient",''']

^

game out there. You commence operations by
paying a professional letter-writer to compose two
flowery chits to the police, informing them what a
fine driver you are, and what a safe 'bus you projiose
to drive. In three months or so, if you are lucky, you
are summoned to the police station, when you demon-'
strate your skill with an oflScial in the sidecar.
Finally, after fitting a Klaxon and a speedometer, you
are allowed to take the road with your 'bus disfigured
by two colossal number placards, tiie index Istter being
from the Chinese alphabet; the sample sent to me
appears to represent a house built of playing-cards
collapsing during the first spasm of an earthquake.
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They Must Not Die!

THE voluntary liquidation of the Sopwith concern
has come as a great blow to me. I was in a

sense the first member of the general public to
" discover " the original A. B.C. bicj'cle, and to recog-

nise the unique merits of its sprung frame and revvy

engine. One of my most eager dreams was to own
tlie 150 lb. two-speed T.T. model, which, Mr. Brad-
shaw was busy on in 191 5, and which the war ren-

ilered stillborn. Then came the little post-war 3 h.p.

which was unquestionably the centre of interest at last

Olympia, and promised just about to top the solo

class as soon as ripe experience had perfected its

infantile promise. Then the ruthless financial condi-

tions of the times intervened, and a charming 'bus

must remain for the nonce in a state of suspended
animation. However, the patents and the design re-

main; and when easier days come along, some wise

financier will surely resurrect it. I cannot write of the

Clyno with the same intimacy, for I have never been
a sidecarist or a big twin inan ; but I suppose ^that

an even greater number of enthusiasts hope that its

demise, too, is merely temporary.

The Foot Change.

THE above mention of the stillborn 1915 A. B.C.

speedster reminds me of a vei^ sound principle

'

which Granville Brad?haw enunciates where

~'ultra-fast machines are concerned. The gear change

jn his opinion must be done by the foot. I would

go further, and say that a foot geat change is desir-

able in all modern competition work. Neither in the

T:T., nor in a hill-climb, nor in a reliability trial up

a long, step-ladder hill such as White Shaw Moss,

is it desirable to remove a hand from the steering

bar, even for the fraction of a second. At present

the Scott is the only machine on the mar&et designed

for a pedal gear-change, though one
,
or two babies

have handle-bar gear levers {e.g., the Triumph and

Beardmore). It is, of course, very difficult to devise

a foot change - for the three-speed gears which are

necessarily standard behind most engines ; but what
an asset a foot -change would be in the next T.T.
if the whole trade goes bald-headed for the trophies,

and the pace is a real cracker with a dozen top-

notchers lasting' the whole course at full speed !

Watch the Cycle Car.

WHAT with coal strikes and tight money and
other disagreeables, nobody quite knows how
the immediate future of the motor industry

may shape itself. But-—given a clean run—it is

already obvious that tlie cycle car is ripening towards
something of a boom. In the old days, the cycle

car was between the devil and the deep sea. When
a big, lavishly equipped bicycle sans sidecar cost you
about ^100, and the meaner sorts ,of light car were
procurable at round about ;£i5o, the unfortunate
cycle car could only makes its push on a very narrow
financial front, and it never had much chance of a

decisive break- through. To-day, ;!{^25o is about top,

price for a sidecar outfit de luxe, but you have to

double that figure' "and then some " before you
can get a small car. This price gap gives the cycle

car a roomy corner to stretch itself in and, incidentally,,

weans a good many small car people from their old
hobby. Hence glorious prospects open before our
old friends—the G.N., the Morgan, and others of
that ilk ; and every week brings news of some new
cycle car emerging from its experimental stage. . For
instance, J. F. Buckingham has abandoned in-

cendiary bullets, and may be seen in the Midlands
at the wheel of .a projectile which threatens to
achieve the incredible and extend the racino- G.N.
"Kim" in next year's hill-climbs. There oun-ht
to be a fine range of light three and four-wheelers
abroad by this time next year, if Messrs. Smillie and
Chamberlain give us half a chance.

THE WATERSPLASH
WHICH WAS
INCLUDED IN

A TWO-STROKE TRIAL
IN LEICESTERSHIRE.

It does not look very

difficult, but at a steep bank

a few yards further on

fully fifty per cent, of the

competitors in the Leicester

Two - stroke Trial failed

through belt slip. P. J.

Strong (21^ Han San), the

rider shown, does not

appear to be so happy as

the spectators, who include

Mr. Bowerman, the donor

of the cup (on the extreme

left).

A29
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A DREAM THAT CAME TRUE.
The Chronicle of a Thousand Mile Ride Home from Ifaly.

"^1

DESOLATION. A road In one of the devastated regions of France.

IT
became obvious that my services would no longer

be required in Italy, and at last I should be able

to take my final journey hontewards from the war.

One's dreams seldom come true, and the vision of a

public- reception at Victoria Station with a brass band
and all the accessories which the humourist of 1915
used to beguile us with seemed rather remote, but I

determined that the final journey homewards should

be one to be remembered- I was looking at the old

'bus one morning, when the great dream was born,

and from that moment, all my spare time was devoted
to the most minute preparations to make it come true.

I had been riding a Triumph solo machine for a few
months, and I had grown attached to it. So I

determined to secure the machine, and then proceed
home from I.taly by road, either through France, or

Switzerland, or both. After a few weeks of persuasion

the Disposals Board handed me a Sales Note and my
steed.

When the mud was rernoved, and I really saw the

Triumph for the first time, it proved to be the usual

AV.D. pattern, with a numlier well over 50,000, and
with the usual minor alterations that those enterprising

lads, the despatch riders, used to perpetrate on their

moupts. But there was no doubt about the fact that

the old 'bus was a most reliable bit of mechanism, and
I began to hope that it would carry me safely home
without any real trouble.

Preparing the Machine,
Then the work began—tuning, cleaning, fitting,

until the most critical expert had naught but praise to

give. My stable com]ianion, who li-ved in the other

half of our tin hut, saii.l he would never share a hut

with a motor cyclist again. It was bad enough to sleep

with a man who snored, but that would be perfect

])eace comnared to a brute Vho started up an engine

iti the weesma' hours of the morning.

However, the day arrived at last, and with it the

rain. Everything was ready, a despatch rider's box

on the carrier, two leather veterinary bags in pl5ice of

the usual tool bags (one carrying tools, and the other

spares), and a few personal odds and ends, such as

pyjarnas, etc., in a pair of ordinary saddle bags slung

under the seat and strapped on each side of the back

forks. These, with a spare belt round the tank and vi

spare tube in front, completed the outfit. The old

'bus looked quite skittish, and at the last moment I

decided to discard my spare cover and trust to the

two extra heavy Dunlops to see me through. Altogether

I had about 75 lb. weight on board beside myself.

Finally, I waved a " Cheerio " to the Mess, and the

dream began to come true. I had a thousand miles

to do within ten days ; alone and in all weathers, and

only a war-worn Triumph to do it on.

In the Mountains.
I decided to take the road down the Riviera as far as

\

Marseilles, and then right across France to Calais.-;

The first hour was good going. Arquata soon was ^

lost sight of, and Novi came in sight, and then I began

to have trouble. I had just turned into the mounttiin

road that leads to Acqui and thence over the

mountains to Savona, when it began to rain, and tHe

next forty miles were the worst of the whole trip. I

was soon enveloped in a thick rain mist, with roads

thick with mud and in some places almost unrideable.

Oxen slowly drawing cartloads of wood drove one off -

the narrow road into the ditch, and I wished myselfj

back in the old tin hut again.

So for four weary rain-sodden hours I swam along

those horrible roads, with the only comfort that thes

engine was ticking like a clock, until at last I dropped^

down the other side of the mountains to the famous"^

Riviera road. The miracle happened within two-
' minutes ! I was playing tricks an a perfectly atrocious

road one minute, with a thick, impenetrable mist all

round, and the next the_ road was perfectly dry, the.

mist had vanished, the sky was blue, and ! sailed,

on into brilliant sunshine, with the air fragrant wife
the scents, of mimosa and apple-blossom. The con-»'

trast Vi'as quite indescribable.
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A Dream that Cams True.—

Then things began to bum, and tlurough the tun-

. nelled arches of tlie Riviera road, past Savona and
Alassio, and along through orange-laden groves, with
the blue Mediterranean less than fifty yards away, the
dream had changed from a horrible nightmare to a
dream of delight.

Passing through San Remo, I soon reached Bordi-
ghera, where old Matteo at the Hotel de la Jleine soon
pulled me out of my overalls, and sat me down to a
jolly good feed. So ended the first day, with 120
miles to the good.

Over the French Border.
Next morning, after oiling up, and tightening a

couple of nuts on the front forks, I set off to cross
the frontier, and hie me away to sunny France. The
gendarme at the frontier halU looked at all my
papers, discovered I was an ofjicim- Anglais, in-

spected -the 'bus to see that it was the "machine
referred to in my papers, and finally waved his hand
in lordly dismissal, aud the realm of France lay at

my feet.

405

but, after calling at one 01 two garages, I struck petrol

at Cagnes. A jolly old madame provided me with
five litres at a charge of two francs per litre, and quite

good juice it was. A Triumph tank holds about eight

litres, so at the present exchange it works out about
4s. per gallon, which is -not really out of the way.
It was always possible to get petrol, and with one
exception the price was two franCs per litre.

MEMORIALS

TO GERMAN

FUTILITY

AND MAN'S

HEROISM.

(Left) The
battered porch

of R h e i m s

Cathedral, witih

the Triumph in

the foreground.

(Right) This

memorial on

Vimy Ridge
was erected to

the memory of

fallen Cana-

dians .

Mentone'was soon left, and the ©Id ""bus plugged away
steadily om top gear up the. high road to Nice, as if

gradients suited it nicely, and in a short time I was
looking down, from the heigiits on Monte Carlo and
^onaco, nestling side by side on the fringe of a deep
Be sea. Then came Nice, and an English chauffeur

cted me along the Proraienade des Anglaises and so

to the Cannes road. I took liis advice, and was
"fomptly p.ulled up by a gmdarme, whO' would neither

let me go on nor turn round, so I put the machine
on tire stand, and found I had run into a " battle of

flowers." It was a most gorgeous sight, and some of

the fair ladies seemed to think that a begoggled motor
cyclist was a fair target.

I had heard such tales of the difficulty of getting

petrol that I expected to have considerable trouble,

The roads onwards
lom Cannes were
glorious, and I kept up
about 24 m.p.h. through
Antibes and Frejus

until Brignoles was
reached about 7 p.m.

A few signboards
showed me that I had
struck the trail of the

"""^
, Paris-Nice trial, and

until reaching Dijon I travelled in the tracks of those

persevering supeimen who did the Paris-Nice in four

da^s at a rate ot thirty kilometres per hour. Tliirty

kilometres per hour don't seem very much, so I

registered a vow that I would knock spots off those

Paris-Nice fellows, and I did—for abput three hours.

Then I drew near to Avignon, and was sorry I spoke.

The roads became absolutely horrible.

For stretches of ten miles or so at a time they were

not roads at all ; they were infintely worse than any-

thing I had seen in the battle areas in France. The
surface had completely gone, and the road resembled

an exaggerated nutmeg grater, made up of pot-holes

up to a foot deep. My back nearly broke, and "after

about fifty miles more of the Rhone Valley, I was only

too glad to take shelter for the night at Montelimar.

A31
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A Dream that. Came True.^

Over dinner I worked out the average for the day,

and found it was about twenty-four kilometres per

hour ! I do not intend taking up competition riding

!

Tlie Rl-ione Valley certainly was atrocious, and I

hurried on as fast as the roads would permit. I spent

a night at Lyons, and another at the charming Hotel

de la Poste, at Beaune, at which I arrived after nine

hours' gruelling ride in the rain.-.

On the Western Front.

.Nfxt night saw me at Troyes, after a day's run over

passable roads and in fairly comfortable weather. At
Troyes the real adventure began, for I left the Paris

road on my left, and said " Good-bye " tO' the com-,

forting signs of tlie Paris-Nice trial. A short run

brought me to Chalons-sur-Marne, and from this point

onwards I followed the windings and wanderings of

the O'ld French and British fronts. Rheims was a

terrible spectacle, more devastated than any large city

I had seen, and at present looks more like a modem
Klondyke than a stately city of France. Very few

collars are being worn in Rheims ; even the people

seem to have caught the Klondyke fashion.

On to Laon. over moderate roads, on which, how-
ever, I was able to keep going at about 20 m.p.h.,

through country that surely must have been the original

of Macbeth 's " blasted heath," miles and miles with-

out a hs-use to be seen, over roads that are flanked

by the gaunt sentinels of shattered trees, and a deadly

stillness over it all. The roads, however, were exceed-

ingly good all through the war area, both French and

British.

The seventh night I stayed at.La Fere. The morn-

ing of the eighth day saw me near to the old British

front, and the question of miles per hour was dis-

placed by the question of photographs per hour. A
thick rain-mist covered the whole landscape, and I

felt sorely disappointed, but. I shielded my lens from

the rain, and proceeded according to plan, and I find

I have about forty good films as a souvenir of the trip""^

From Bray, of 1916 fame, I passed on to Meaulte,

where I spent a lively month before the July, 1916,

show. But Meaulte is no more ; it is absolutely wiped
out. A few minutes up the newly-made road to Fri-

court brought me to where the ist Lincolns went

over on the ist July, 1916. Then over a real war

road, past the Bois de Mametz, with shell-holes in the

middle of the road, just as in the old days. But, in

fairness to fact, I ought to say that the road was

fenced off by barbed wire to prevent traffic, but I

managed to get the old 'bus through. It wasn't fair to

the machine to put it over suck a steeplechase course

after nearly 900 miles, but it made never a murmur,
and I was devoutly thankful when I struck the good
roads again at Bazentin-Je-Petit. Here my luck was
in, for in the distance I sa\y a khaki-clad Tommy
carrying a dixie of tea. That man will never know
how near he came to being robbed with violence, but

I mastered my emotion, and merely asked him where

the officers' mess was, and in a few minutes I was in

- a ripping little mess, with a cheery fire, witli toast

and ration butter, and buckets of tea. It was, with

great reluctance I pulled myself away. On through

Bapaume to Arras, where a comfortable bed was dis-

covered—a rara avis in Arras—in the new hotel of
" England and the Dominions," where mine host is a

demobbed British soldien Here I was chased by an
alert A. P.M. and two of. his mymiidons for being in

possession of an Army cycle, but I was able to satisfy

their curiosity.

The last day began with Vimy Ridge, where the

Canadian Memorial Cross dominates -that desolate area,

through Lens and Loos, Bethune and St. Omer, and,

after a burst of speed between Bethune and Calais,

when I did the eighty-four kilometres in aii hour and
threequarters, I wheeled the old 'bus down the gang-

way of the "boat that was bound for Blighty." So-

the dream came true. Just about a thousand miles. in

eight and a half days, and I could have done it in six.

The roads in the war area were exceedingly good,
thanks to the work of prisoners, of war, but tlie road
in the Rhone Valley remains as a horrible dream.

A No=trouble Machine.
The engine was not touched by a spanner from

start to finish, and I replaced nothing save the 'belt.

Most of the nuts on the front fork loosened at one
time or another, but beyond that I did not touch the v,

mechanism during the whole trip. I knew it was a|

good 'bus to start w'lth, and I oiled it at regular^

intervals, and on reaching England I found that it

would not be necessary to H:ake the engine down for

quite a while. Stanley H. Keen.

ON THE SHORES OF ULLSWATER WITH AN INDIAN SIDECAR. The St. Martin's summer of this year has been
fully appreciated by motor cyclists, imny of who n hive b^en further afield at week ends than usual. The English Lakes—at their best
when At leaves ar.- chan.3in3—have been visited by hu.idreds cf motor cyclists during the past few weeks.
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THE mere fact that petrol cannot actually be seen
dripping from a tap or union is no proof that
a leakage does not exist. It must be borne

in_ mind that petrol evaporates rapidly when in contact
with- the air, and, therefore, a continuous "ooze" of
the now precious liquid may easily escape notice. The
time spent in carefully' examining each union, tap,
and joint for the slightest leak is well repaid. Many

,
taps leak after a short time, while when a union joint
is remade after carburetter adjustments the pipe is

often bent, thus preventing the t\yo coned portions
of the union from registering correctly. Close
examination of the seams and angles of the tank will

often reveal slight leakages, especially in machines
which have a considerable mileage to their credit.

Carburetters themselves are great offenders, extensive
leakages often taking place round the base of the jet.
" Tickling " should be avoided—the habit of violently

agitating the float until the petrol pours out is wasteful,
hai-mful, and unnecessary. The vast majority of
machines will start readily without tickling, if ' the
petrol is turned on for, say, thirty seconds before an
attempt is made to run the engine. Should tickling

be really necessaiy, the needle should be merely held
up (or the tickler depressed) for, say, five seconds, with-
out allowing the petrol actually to overflow. In several

modern carburetters no provision is made for tickling;

this shows that it is unnecessar}'.

Petrol Level and Jets.

Manufacturers often adjust the petrol level higher
than is absolutely necessai-y, and experiments in this

direction will often have a considerable effect in

s reducing the fuel bill. In the case of the Senspray
carburetter the level may be quickly and easily

lowered by merely removing the brass distance -piece

from under the float and reversing the locating clip

on the needle. Saw cuts should be made across the

top of the inner portion of the union which is on the

end of the petrol pipe, in order to prevent the flow

of petrol being cut off by the bottom of the needle,

which might otherwise stick in the orifice of the union.

A glance at the sketch will show how this adjustment

may be carried out. In several other makes it will

be necessary to move the collar which is mounted on
the needle—down slightly in those instances where
the feed and needle valve seating is at the top, up
slightly where the needle valve seating is at the

bottom and the conventional system of balance

FomEE posmop
OF COLLMl

SLOTS CUT

illustrating the simple and efficient manner in which the petrol

level can be lowered in the Senspray carburetter.

In the types illustrated above, the collar must be moved as in-

dicated, i-e., further away from the point, in order to obtain a

lower petrol level.

weights fitted in the lid of the float chamber. In

machines which have been running for some time

there is usually a certain degree of wear in the needle

valve and seating—this necessitates the float travelling

higher before it cuts off the petrol supply, a con-

siderably higher petrol level than the original setting

being the inevitable result.

It is usually possible to replace the original jet by
one appreciably smaller without seriously impairing

the efficiency of the engine. If no spare jets are

available with which to experiment, a good "tip"
is to clean the top of the old jet and then fill up the

orifice with solder. One of the smaller sizes of watch-

makers' taper broaches should be obtained, and the

smallest possible hole made through the solder. This

should be tried and the size of the hole gradually

increased until satisfactory results are obtained. These
broaches, being tapered, can be used for determining

the relative sizes of jets by simply inserting the broach

lightly into the orifice and measuring the distance

which actually enters, the longer the measurement
the larger will be the hole.

A long air intake pipe fitted to the .carburetter will

also prevent waste by catching any petrol which may
be blown back. In engines with any degree of valve

overlap, and in many two-strokes, the amount of waste

from this cause is considerable.
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Fuel Economy.—
In new machines of repute, ignition and valve

timing can hai'dly be improved for general purposes,

but in old machines it is as well carefully to check

them, owing to the probability that wear in the valve

operating gear will have caused a considerable variation

from the original setting. The correct setting can be

obtained from the manufacturers, and once obtained it

is an easy matter to verify these points. The silencer

should be examined, as it may be more or less clogged,

in which case excessive back pressure will be set up.

Another great power and, therefore, fuel absorber,

is friction—indeed, much more power is wasted in

overcoming this than is commonly supposed. The
machine should be placed on its stands and tests made
for excessive friction in hubs, transmission, etc. The
alignment of chain sprockets or belt pulleys must
be correct, the wheels of the machine must be in

track, and, in the case of a sidecar, care should be

taken to ascertain that the sidecar wheel is parallel

to the track of the motor cycle. Tyres should be

hard ; if slack, excessive friction is set up owing to the

movement in the walls of the cover.

Running.
The load to be carried should be carefully con-

sidered, also the gradients to be encountered ;
gear

ratio should be no higher than is consistent with,

satisfactory running. Advanced ignition, without

distressing the engine, and a moderate speed are

also important factors in economical motor cycling.

"Blinding" is generally acknowledged to be extremely

fascinating, but it is not conducive to good m.p.g.

or low running expenses. An inefficient engine is

usually extravagant, therefore good "tune" should

be maintained. Taken separately, the points enumer-

ated may appear almost trivial, but in the aggregate

they affect the petrol consumption to an enormous

degree. - Rekal.

POTATOES AND THE FUEL QUESTION.
Some Remarks on One Kind of Power Alcohol mentioned as (he Fuel of the Future

A CONSIDERABLE amount of attention is being

devoted at the present time, to the possibilities

of alcohol as a fuel, and it seems to be assumed
by many people that all that is necessary to smash
the petrol ^combine is that the Government should

remove all restrictions imposed by the Revenue on the

production of this commodity.
There is no doubt that, if some of the disabilities at

present imposed on distillers by the Excise authorities

were removed, there would be a cheapening of the

market price of power alcohol ; but it is more than
possible that the amount of reduction, when measured
in pence per gallon, would prove to be disappointing.

In the article on this subject in The Motor Cycle

a few months back, the author quoted the drop in

price of German potato spirit, from 3s. pd. in

1887 to 9d. in 1904. As a matter of fact, it was
the system of bounties, arranged by the German
Government to favour the agrarian interest, rather

than any commercial reason, which caused this great

reduction in price, and the net effect of this political

arrangement was that potato spirit was sold here at a
cost less than that of production.

The Misleading "Proof" Gallon.
A word of warning is necessary when dealing with

statistical figures for alcohol. The .quotations in-

variably refer to proof gallons, unless stated to be
otherwise, and the price of pd. referred to is equiva-

lent to about IS. 2^d. per bulk gallon, so, for the sake
of clarity, all the figures quoted in this article have
been reduced to the common sort of gallon.

According to the evidence given before the Depart-
mental Committee on Industrial Alcohol (1905), it was
shown that for the year 1904, quoted in the previous
article referred to, the fixed price at which the German
potato distillers sold their spirit to the Cartel was
2S._7d. per gallon, including tax averaging about pd.
This spirit was afterwards sold here at about is. 2j^d.
per gallon, and the difference, plus working expenses
and profit, altogether about is. 5^d. per gallon, was
recovered by means of remission of tax, and bounty.
B2

A similar law was in force in Austria, where it was

provided that the selling price of spirit for export was

not to be more than 20 marks per hecto. (about iid.

per gallon), less Hian cost price.

At the same inquiry, it was given in evidence that

in Germany, with potatoes at is. per cwt., and with

all revenue restrictions, and restrictions on purchases,

removed, it might be possible to reduce the production

cost of alcohol to 25 marks per hectolitre (about

IS. i%A. per gallon).

Low Potato Prices Essential.

As I cwt. of potatoes produces rather less than

two gallons of alcohol, it would seem that the cost of

the potatoes was about 6d. per gallon, and the labour,

fuel, and other charges, about 7j^d. per gallon.

From this we can deduce that the present cost of pro-

duction of potato spirit would be, roughly, 6d. per
gallon for each shilling per cwt. of the potatoes, plus

the present equivalent of 7j^d. for fuel, labour, etc.,

in 1904; so that, taking into consideration the fact

that the calorific value of alcohol is to petrol as 9
is to 14, and assuming working costs have not more
than doubled since 1904, it will be seen that potatoes

must be obtainable at 2s. per cwt., before we can
think of potato alcohol competing with petrol, even if

all revenue restrictions were withdrawn.
It is a great mistake to consider that there is nothing

in the way of cheap alcohol for motorists but the

Excise regulations. . It is a fact that the Government
is in sympathy with any reasonable movement, but

some restrictions are obviously necessary to safeguard
the spirit revenue, but the potato growers have a very

long row to hoe before the Government can be blamed
for the fact that potato alcohol is dearer than petrol.

It seems much more probable that the alcohol for

the motive power of the future will be distilled from
sugar products, waste grain, or possibly wood, or pro-

duced synthetically from lime and coke, unless the

by-products of ordinary grain distillation should in-

crease in value sufficiently to make that type of spirit

a serious competitor with petrol. Seeanee.
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FOR WINTER WEAR.
FOR some time past we have been using,

an excellent form of protection

against the elements in our daily

rides. This consists of a coat supplied

)jy I. Taylor and Son, of New Park
Street Mills, Leeds. It is constructed of

leather cloth, which is only distinguishable

from real leather

on close examina-
tion. Storm cuffs,

a deep collar, and
a belt form part
of the garment,
and in spite of

the fact that it

has been severely
tested on .several

occasions not a
drop of water has

p e n e trated the
fabric. It is not
altogether an easy
matter for a mere
male to describe
any article of

wearing apparel,

but the D.R.
Ti'ench style

, motor coat, as

this part i c u 1 a r

article is de-
scribed, has given
perfect satisfac-

tion as far as
protection is con-
cerned, and that,
after all, is more
important to the motor cyclist than the
cut. This is not meant to convey the
idea that the cut is defective—far from
it—but as we do not feel qualified to act
as judges on this question, we leave the
decision to our readers, who may judge
from the illustration.

A useful coat of

leather cloth.

SIMPLIFIED PUNCTURE
REPAIRS.

AVERY simple and time-saving
system of repairing punctures and
cuts has recently been placed on the

market by Messrs. E. James and Co.,
-34, Regent Street, W.l. The process,
Which is know>n as the "U-nead-it,"
Dimply consists of scraping and bevelling
ofj the cut, or puncture, with a knife, or
scissors, smearing over the surface of the
repair with a specially provided solution,

and jilling the hole with the " U-nead-
|it " filling compound.

The fllliug material is a plastic com-
ouud which, on being pressed into the

puncture with the fingers, dries very
quickly,- and pi'actically makes a weM
with the surrounding rubber of the inner
tube. In the case of an ordinary punc-
ture, the tube can be placed in the tyre
and pumped up almost immediately after

the repair, and the pressure of air in the
tyre and heat generated while on the
road only results in further homogeneity
of the filling compound. To deal with
a cut in the outer cover, the same process

of repair is gone through.
The " U-nead-it " outfit is sold in motor

cj'cle size at 3s., but a small cycle size

is sold at Is. 3d., and a car size at 5s. 5d.

Section of inner tube, showing the
" U-nead-it " filling compound pressed into

the bevelled hole of the puncture.

Messrs. E. James and Co. are also

shortly bringing out the new " Tal-Pear
"

inner tube, the distinctive feature of

which is the five-ply rubber used in the
tube construction, to render it impossible
for a cut in the tube to spread.

burlace oi inner tube shown after repair

by the " U-nead-it " process

A SPRING FRAME CON-
VERSION SET.

FRAME springing which can be in-

corporated in existing" machines is a

feature in which many of our readers

will be interested, and especially so when
the adaptation can be made by the rider

himself.

Such a device has been patented by Mr.
A. E. Robbins, of London Road, Bilton,

near Rugby, and we have tested it on a

2j h.p. two-stroke Triumph and find that

it answers the claims which are made
for it.

Briefly, the arrangements consist of a

rigid frame composed of two triangles,

which replace the existing back forks of

the machine. Pivots are situated at the

lower end of a vertical member directly

under the saddle, or, in the case of machines
fitted with gear boxes,.the pivots are fitted

at the rearward end of the gear box
bracket. Swinging about each of these

pivots is an arm which carries the rear

axle lugs, and a swinging link is pivoted

at the extremity.

This link acts as a

shackle for a pair of

laminated springs.

One of these springs

is of the semi-ellipti-

cal pattern, and is

secured to the rigid

part of the frame a

little distance above
the pivot previously

mentioned. The
other is a C spring,

and this is anchored
to the rear extremity
of the triangular

back frame.

The action of these

springs is particu-

larly smooth, and the

compensating effect

damps out all vio-

lent oscillations. The

carrier and mudguard are attached to the

rigid portion of the frame, and, in conse-

quence, there is practically no unsprung
weight other than that of the wheel itself.

So far as we can judge, the tension of the

belt is not appreciably affected even at

the extreme positions of the arms which
carry the wheel. Lateral motion of the

rear wheel is prevented not only by the

width of the shackle bearings, but by the

heavy construction of the pivot bearings
themselves.
Under actual riding conditions it was

found that the Triumph machine could be
driven over extremely bad roads at any
reasonable speed with perfect comfort,
while the resilience of the rear springing
about equals that of the front fork.s.

An undershield of aluminium fitted to an
F.N. four-cylinder engine.

MUDGUARDING AN F.N.

THE owner of one of the latest pattern
7 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.'s, which
is illustrated, evidently has done

his best to combat the mud fiend, and not
without success. Beneath the engine he
has fitted a large aluminium tray, with
a valance at the sides and front, and so
protects the magneto. Mr. Gelder, the
managing director of P.N. (England),
Ltd., however, fears that this shield will

prevent the crank case from being ade-
quately air-cooled, and that the oil, in
consequence, will become too heated.

A Ti iumph two-stroke hghtweight fitted with the Robbins

spring-frame conversion.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Seleclion of the Latest Ingenious Fitments for tfie Well-equipped Machine.

Patent filler by Pettetts, West Pier.

Brighton. It is sold for 8s. 6d., or, with

case, 18s. 6d. It is claimed that it will

empty, without waste, a two-gallon can of

petrol in twenty seconds.

The " Save-U-Petrol " economising de-

vice, consisting of curved vanes, which set

up a whirling motion in the mixture as it

passes through the induction pipe. It is

marketed by Messrs. Allen and Simmonds,
Ltd., Thames Side Engineering Works,
Reading.

A simple mudshield designed by

J. McLaren and W. D. Hatcher, of

Dalriada, Chesswood Road, Worthing.

Map holders and winders patented by E. A.
Considere and A. Elston, of Coventry.

E. W. L. valve silencer, arranged to clip

on long exhaust pipes, made by E. W. L,

Accessories, 102, Lancaster Road, East Ham,
London, E7. The piston valve, by un-

covering the ports in the barrel, enlarges the

exit when the pressure is highest.

The Capac temperature

regulator, which consists

of an aluminium muff

intended to be clipped

to the exhaust pipe. A
shutter is provided, ad-

justable by means of a

knurled screw.

A silencer designed

by Alan L, Sugden, )|

of 2, Willoughby Road, '\

Waterloo, Liverpool.

A Voltalite friction-driven dynamo set for

motor cycles which sells complete for £7 4s.

The generator alone costs £4 12s., or, with

conversion accessories for existing acetylene

lamp, £5 2s. It is made by Ward and
Goldstone, Ltd., Salford, Manchester.

A Klaxon electric

horn for motor

cycles, intro-

duced by the

Klaxon Co., Ltd.,

36,Blandford

Street, London,

W.l.

The latest pattern

Bowden front brake.

The fibre shoes are

held in clips, the

sides of which are

recessed in the fibre,

so that it is im-

possible for the

shoes to leave

position when once

they have been

securely fixed.

B4
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(Continued from page 351.)

IN
the only four-speed gear box at present in general

use on motor cycles, viz., the A. B.C., and in some

three-speed gear boxes, only one pair of pinions are

always in mesh, and these are generally the two which

connect the driven sprocket or pulley to the lay shaft,

and are termed the constant mesh pinions. In these

boxes no other pinions are engaged when in top gear,

but one other pair is brought into action as each of the

lower gears is requisitioned in its turn.

Hub gears, engine shaft gears, and some few others

have been made on the epicylic principle, but these

are not found on present-day motor cycles.

Selective Clutch Gears.

The selective clutch type of gear, such as the P. and

is.., Enfield, and Scott, is usually found on two-speed

machines, but a three--speed variety was incorporated

with the 1920 Motosacoche. These gears are prac-

tically fool-proof and allow great facilities for

altering the set ratios. Each gear is practically

direct, and is brought into action by means of a fric-

tion clutch. It is usual to have two chains from the

engine to the countershaft and one to the rear wheel,

and the disadvantage of these gears consists in the fact

that the two engine chains have but one adjustment,

but this is not at all serious in practice, as the chains

being short a certain amount of looseness is permis-

sible. A gear of this kind is sometimes combined
with a two-speed gear box to give four speeds.

The T.A.C. four-cylinder motor cycle
,
(afterwards

the T.M.C. and later the Ogston) was provided with

a gear box very well suited to such a machine. The
engine drove the mainshaft and the drive was taken

to the rear wheel from the lay shaft, the final trans-

mission being by shaft and worm. Thus every gear

Ik men m<snE "WSB. ajDiMS

passed through one pair of pinions and no more, but

one pair would have been necessary on top gear with

the conventional box having a direct drive on top
speed to transfer the shaft from the centre of the

machine, where the engine wtis situated, to the side

the position of the shaft extending to the rear wheel.

The variable gears which the use of a belt permits,

such as the Rudge Multi, Zenith Gradua, Philipson

and Grado pulleys, and the like, will be discussed in a

later article.

In my last notes on variable gears I referred

briefly to the various types commonly found on
motor cycles. I now propwse to describe their action

and to add some remarks upon how they should be
cared for.

Sliding Pinion Mechanisms.
Referring first to the sliding type in most general

use, the sketches on this page, which are purely dia-

grammatic and have the controlling mechanism omitted

for the sake of clearness, show how the gear changes
are made in a simple type of three-speed gear box.

The main shaft is above and the lay shaft below.

Reading from left to right, the first pinion on the

main shaft is in one piece with, or keyed to, the sleeve

which carries the driven sprocket, but it can revolve

upon the main shaft j the second pinion is free to slide

but not to revolve on the main shaft ; and the third is

free to revolve but not to slide. The centre pinion is

provided with dogs on each side which can engage
with similar dogs on the first and third pinions and
lock either of them to the shaft. When the third (or

top) speed is in action, no power is passed through the

lay shaft, although it is revolving idly with two of its

pinions in mesh, a#d the drive is said to be direct. It

msn moME kvoi.a?i: on main shaft

LSi SHATT
|ST SPEED
(BOnOM)

2"-0 SPEED
(MIDDLE)

COnStMiTmSBPffllOH 3 rd speed
(Top)'i):r.bitd2IVE

I

Diagrams showing how the power passes through a three-speed gear box when the various gears are in action. The heavy

lines show the path of the drive from one point to another.
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Notes for the Novice.—
will be readily understood that, even when the direct

drive, is being used, the gear box, on account of its

internal friction, must consume a certain amount of

pc^wer;,but this waste of power can be reduced to a

minimum by the use of ball or roller bearings, and the

careful design of the pinion teeth. Therefore it must
not be expected that a variably geared machine will

cHmb so W'ell "on top " as a single-speed machine with

the same ge,'(r ratio.

In the example shown the power is taken from the

gear box on the same side as it enters, and both chains

will be on the left of the bicycle. Where the power
is taken from the right side a slight modification is

necessary, but the principle remains the same. Taking
the sketches in order, the first (on the left) shows the

second speed pinion as far as it will go to the right

hand of the gear box, and the dog clutches holding the
low speed pinion to the main shaft. This gives the
first (or low) speed, and the power passes through the

whole length of the lay shaft and to the driven sprocket
via the constant mesh pinions (as shown by the heavy
line ctn the sketch). In the second sketch the second
speed pinion has moved to the left and is engaging the

corresponding pinion on the lay shaft, the low gear

pinion, and now free to revolve on the main and con-

sequentlv becomes inoperative; both dog clutches are

out of action, and the second speed is engaged, the

drive passing through the centre pinions along half

the lay shaft and out through the constant mesh pinions

as before. In the third sketch the second speed

pinion has moved out of engagement and as far as-

possible to the left. The sleeve carrying the driven

wheel is now^ locked to the main shaft and the third,

or top, speed is engaged. This is the direct drive, so

called because the power does not pass through any

of the pinions, and the two sprockets revolve together

as if rigidly attaclied to one shaft, as indeed they are

for the moment.

Having mastered the method by which the power is

taken through the gear box illustrated, which resem-

bles the gear boxes used on the A.J.S., Humber,
New Hudson, Rover, Indian, and other machines,

the novice should have no difficulty in following the

working of other gears which work on similar

principles.

[The next instalment will also deal with Variable Gears.)

COMPLAINTS AND THEIR CAUSES.
How Ihe Customer may facilitate the Supply of Spares.

WE daily receive letters of appreciation from
motor cyclists who have been well treated by
the makers of the machines they ride. We

also receive communications of the reverse kind, and
we have frequently investigated the complaints con-

tained in them. It is only fair to British manufac-
turers to say that in many cases apparent lack of atten-

tion has been due to unreasonable impatience of the

owner. Occasionally, no name and address are

enclosed ; at other times an agent will not be so

prompt in ordering as his customer thinks—or he may
miss a post.

The question of payment, too, may hold up supply,

for it is obvious that even the largest firm cannot open
a ledger account for every- small item ordered
from them.

Complaints Not Always Justified.

Often we have been shown the whole of the corre-

spondence relating to cases of alleged unbusinesslike

treatment, and, even when this has been sent to us

by the complainant, the indignation expressed has
seldom been justified. A case in point has reached

' us wherein a well-known firm received a letter from
an agent on the 8th, dated the 6th, asking if a certain

part could be supplied. The firm wired immediately
promising immediate delivery and quoted a -price. On
the loth another letter was received dated the 9th,

ordering the parts, which were despatched at once.
Concurrently a wire was received requesting immediate
delivery. Three days later—the 13th—the makers re-

ceived a letter dated theioth, from the owner of the
machine in which he stated that he considered the
treatment he had received most discourteous and un-
businesslike. Obviously the owner was the victim of
delays on the part of his agents and the postal service.

In cases of urgency, we would recommend readers
to (i) Send a prepaid wire asking if the required part
B6

can be supplied at once and also the price ; (2) to

wait a reasonable time for a reply, bearing in mind that

most offices close at 5.30 or 6 p.m.
; (3) accurately

to name the part; (4) to be sure that the name
and address or telegraphic address both of addressee

and addressed are correct
; (5) on receipt of reply to

wire the remittance. This probably saves a couple of

days over the postal service, but when the latter is

used one's requirements may be- made more clearly.

-Whether the replacement is required at home or

when on tour, it is generally more satisfactory to deal

through the agent for the' particular manufacturer,

when there is one at hand. An enterprising agent

may have the part in stock. But it is not quite

reasonable to expect an agent to rob a stock machine

—although we have met agents who. have done this.

Dealing through an agent reduces to a minimum any

delay likely to arise thrcmgh the accountancy depart-

ment "at the other end."

BROADER EXPERIENCE WANTED.

WE have yet to see incorporated in one machine
all the good points which have impressed us

in various models. There are some that have
most of them, but it is only by experience on the road
with machines of different makes that a designer can
hope to obtain any idea of the ideal of the experienced

motor cyclist. It has often astonished us to meet
designers who appear to be unaware that their produc-
tions are not quite up to the average on some particular

point, and of their ignorance concerning the merits of

their contemporaries. The same applies to sidecars.

Some makers seldom ride long journeys in their

vehicles, and fewer still make opportunities to experi-

ence the comfort, or otherwise, of their leading com-
petitors' designs.
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TESTING A SPEEDOMETER.
A Well-made Inslrument governed by Centrifugal Action.

rE manufacture of delicate instru-

ments such as speedometers not only
necessitates higmy trained and skilful

workmanship, but also requires the most
careful and untiring tests in order to

remove the remotest possibility of failure

when ill use.

A most instructive tour around the
works of the Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd.,

.\i'dier Works, Kew Gardens, Surrey, was
recently enjoyed by a representative of

T}ie Motor Cycle, when the apparatus
used for testing the Cowey speedometer
demonstrated the almost cruel treatment
to which they are subjected in order to

ascertain their qualities of resistance to
road vibration.

The principle of operation used in this

instrument adheres to the usual centri-

fugal action. The shape of the governors
and tlie method of housing them, how-
ever, are somevhat unusual. Significant

of all Cowey pioJluctions, simplicit}' is the

RECOBEEM

piM eugagihg
m QOVIEIIOE.

The speed recording

mechanism, showing
the governor and
spring removed. \

governing feature, and, as may be seen
in the illustration, the speed recording
tiechanism consists merely of two elliptical

governors mounted on slides, which, in
consequence of centrifugal action, ride
-awajf from each other on two circular
rails as the speed is increased. Decelera-
tion allows a spring, which is lield to the
centre of each governor by a pin, to draw
the weights towards the centre. Located
above the governor, and below the brass
bed, are ball races, which, being held in
the body of the speedometer, allow the
central spindle, bed, and governor to
rotate en bloc within the case of the
instrument.

Direct Readings.

The speed indicator hand is moved
IGUnd the dial in a very simple manner.
Piotruding ttrough a slot cut in the plate

Sxed about the governors (shown black
in the illustration) is a small pin which
fits between the outer rim of the governors
and the edge of a small half-moon-shaped
plate fixed to the latter. It will be seen,

therefore, that, as the governors expand
and contract, the pin is moved along, the

slot and at the same time rotates the
spindle, to which it is attached by a
small arm. Mounted on the spindle is a
quadrant engaging with the pinion on the
indicating spindle. This moves the
pointer round the graduated dial.

Other interesting features in construc-
tion are to be seen in the cable and chain
used to transmit the drive from the road
wheel, and the trip mileage indicator.

Testing Methods.

During the inspection of the mechanism
used for testing these instruments, we
found the plant by which large numbers
of speedometers are checked for accuracy
to be intensely interesting. An accurate
timepiece, the dial of which is graduated
at half-second intervals, forms an im-
portant part of the machine, and
mounted immediately below is a

device much resembling the rear end
of a camera. Driven from an electric

motor a master speedometer, of larger

dimensions than the manufactured in-

strument, indicates the speed of the
motor as the handle of the rheostat is

moved. Also driven from the same shaft

are a number of bevel pinions, which
conduct the drive to the speedometers
held in racks for testing purposes. Thus,
it is possible to check each new instrument
from the indicating hand on the larger

speedometer. Before absolute accuracy
can be obtained, however, it is necessary

to ascertain that the electric motor is

running at a constant speed, which is

checked as follows : Mounted behind the
camera screen is a rotating plate, on the
surface of which an eccentric slot is cut,

and on each stroke of the pendulum, con-

trolling the half-second clock, an electric

flash runs vertically across the centre and

Construction of

cable chain.

behind the rotating dial. It will be
understood, therefore, that if the time
taken for the dial to complete one revolu-
tion varies, the spark will be observed,
through the eccentric slot, at points of

vai-ying distances from the centre of the
disc, when the fault may be corrected.

In addition to the foregoing tests, the
speedometer is placed in a machine
vibrating far in excess of that experi-

enced on the road, and by means of a
mirror the indicator can be observed and
steadiness checked.
The 'Cowey productions are handled in

London by the Bancroftian Co., 64,

Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2,

A WELL-TESTED SPRING FORK.
THOUGH the Maplestone spring fork

has not previouslv been seen on the

British market, it would be incor-

rect to describe it as a new fork, since it

has been thoroughly tested on Australian

roads for six years past. The features

of the JMaplestone fork are simplicity and

strength, added to which the appearance

is neat and the strength of the single

compression spring is adjustable. Our
illustration, which shows the JMaplestone

fork fitted to an old countershaft

Triumph, is self explanatory. The spring

takes off from a dog leg link just above

the mudguard, and at the top bears

against a screwed member carried in a

stout lug. This screw forms the adjust-

ment for the spring compression.

Simple and Efficient.

Somewhat wider bearings will be fitted

to production models, arid provision for a

front brake is easily arranged, since the

fork moves with the wheel. A short

trial on the road convinced us of the

excellent shock absorbing qualities of the

fork, and, not content w"ith a road test,

the machine was driven over a rough
section of a common for a distance of

about half a mile. Throughout the run

the fork behaved admirably, and, despite

the fact that the spring had not been
adjusted to suit the weight of the rider,

only one very severe bump caused the

fork to bottom on the guard.
Our conclusions were to the effect that

so simple and admirable a fork is bound
to enjoy considerable popularity in the

near future. Messrs. Maplestone Canti-
lever Spring Forks, Ltd., of Birmingham,

have acquired the sole manufacturers'
rights for Great Britain. For the present
correspondence should be addressed to

the new firm at Precision Gauges, Ltd.,
Wrentham Street, Birmingham.

The IVIaplestone spring fork, designed in

Australia, and tested for six years on the

roads of that country.

W
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TWO L.M.C TWINS FOR 1921.
Advance Parficulars of Well-known Machines designed for Overseas Requirements.

L.M.C. Saddle Suspension to be sold also as an Accessory.

GOOD material and plain straightfor-
ward design have always been
characteristics of the L.IM.C. motor

cycles. To these reasons perhaps is due
their popularity Overseas, where they
may be found in every clime.

In the Home Country, too, they are
far from unknown, which goes to show
that conditions generally are not so
widely different as is sometimes sup-
posed.
For the past year the Lloyd Motor

Engineering Co., Ltd., has, like many
of its contemporaries, been labouring
under difficulties of obtaining raw
materials, with the result that the new
models now about to be introduced have
long since passed through the experi-
mental stage, and have- had a thoroughly
good testing while awaiting production
facilities.

The chief features oi the 1919 6-7 h.p.

model are retained, the main alteration
being the all-chain drive in place of
chain-cum-belt transmission, although, if

desired, the latter will be supplied to
those who appreciate its comparative
simplicity. In lieu of a fully-enclosed
case for the rear chain, a light guard
is fitted on this model.

A " Between-size " Engine.

Of 842 c.c. capacity, the engine, which
ihas a bore and stroke of 76 mm. and
86 mm. respectively, is a size midway
between the 750 c.c. engine so popular
before the war, and the 1,000 c.c. power
unit in vogue at the present time. It
will, therefore, appeal to those big twin
enthusiasts who are thinking of a little

reduction in capacity to counteract the
increased price of petrol.

The other model is larger all roiind,

with 28x3in. wheels, a three-gallon tank,
a higher frame, and a larger engine.
The last-mentioned has a capacity of
960 c.c, the cylinders being 79x98 mm.
As will be seen from the illustration,

the design is extremely compact, there
being no gaps between the various units.
Kotwithstanding, it is possible to remove
the cylinders without disturbing the rest
of the engine. The well-known L.M.C,

The all-chain-drlven 6-7 h.p. L.M.C. for

1 92 1 . The wheels are 650 x 65 mm.

spiing folks aie lelamed m a modified

foim They have now long phosphor
bronze bearings to the links at the fork-

ends, and, as there are adequate means
to lubricate these bearings, the forks

should stand up to the hardest sidecar

work.
An amply wide mudguard is fitted to

the front wheel. It is so made that the
fork members pass through it, thus secur-

ing a clearance of more than an inch on
each side of the tyre. At the rear wheel,

too, a wide guard is fitted.

Braking is concentrated upon tlie

driving wheel, and takes the form of an
internal expanding ring of bronze actuated
by a pedal and a hand-operated external

band brake. As an alternative to the
latter, however, a block brake to work
inside the V of a special rim is supplied
to order.

Comfortable Seat Suspension.

On both models Lloyd's patent suspen-
sion is used to give saddle comfort. It

will be remembered, perhaps, that this

device consists of a saddle top fixed to a
cantilever beam pivoted w«ll forward of

the rider and extends to a position ap?
proximating to that of the usual springs.
Here the beam is connected to a long
spring-loaded plunger which also carries

stays supporting the rear ends of

the footboards. Under the centre
of the saddle is a roller supported
on another plunger, with springs

and distance pieces accoiding to the
weight of the iider
At the time of writing we have in our;

possession one of these new models fitted'

with this device, and we have no
hesitation in saying that it is one cf

the best substitutes for a spring frame we"

have tried. The streets— especially the;

side streets—of Birmingham are notori^"

ously bad, and for the first time since,

the war we have traversed them in com-:

parative comfort on the L.M.C.
We have found the machine to be

exceptionally fast, while the spring forks

fmiction in a manner that leaves little

to be desired in this direction. ^
It is the intention of the Lloyd Motor

Engineering Co. to market the saddle
suspension part of this device separately
for existing machines. It may be fitted

Enclosed chain drive, a 960 c.c. engine, and 281n. X 3in. wheels, are features of the 1921
L.M.C. 8-9 h.p. Colonial model.

B»

L.M.C. saddle comfort will be available

for riders of other machines ; the makers

are placing the device on the market as an

accessory.

to almost every machine on the market
which has a tube over the tank. We feel'

sure that agents who are enterprising
enough to demonstrate this device wiU
find employment for their mechanics,
during the slack time in the winter, by
fitting -it to their customers' machines.
No structural alterations are necessary,
and it may be possible to utilise existing

saddle tops.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters mast be aldressel to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," HertJord Street, Coventry, and must be aooompaniei by the writer's name and address.

SPEED AND RELIABILITY.
Sir,

—

Apropos my letter re speed and reliability, I cannot
refrain from calling attention to the fact that Mr. V.
Horsman, who captained the winning team in the Reliance
Cup Eliminating Trial, used the identical machine, frame,
wheels, engine, etc., that he used in his famous record hour
ride at Brooklands, altering the gears only.
What better evidence could we have that reliability need

not be sacrificed to obtain speed ? JAS. L. NORTON.

A MODERN JUGGERNAUT.
Sir,—May I call your readers' attention to the great risk

entailed by the driving of motor fire-engines at excessive
speed. These heavy vehicles are suddenly loosed upon the
country, sometimes when the roads are full of motor and
pedal cyclists. That fire-engines are absolutely necessary,
and that sometimes lives depend upon their speedy arrival

cannot be doubted. But I think I am right in saying that
in the country this is the exception rather than the rule.

My point is this. Should they be allowed to run the risk

. of taking human lives so that their arrival at the scene of a
stack fire may be timely? Shall the motor fire-engine be
likened to Kipling's :

"..... bucko ship
Which always killed one man per trip."

A B.S.A. rider turning from a broad main road into one
equally broad, had to cross in front of one of these vehicles
to gain the left side of the road. The driver of the fire-

engine was unable to avoid a collision, and carried both
machine and rider upon the front of his bonnet an incredible
distance before it finally crushed him against a tree, by the
road side, which was almost felled by the impact. The driver
did his utmost to avoid a collision, but the fault lies to the

I

account of the law which gives these vehicles the freedom
of the road. Who turns a corner expecting to meet a
huge vehicle doing thirty miles an hour? If I had been a
few seconds earlier I should, doubtless, have shared the fate
of the unfortunate motor cyclist. Anything might have come
out of that side road : a child, a deaf man; or a girl on a
two-stroke.

Is it necessary for us motor cj'clists to put our machines
on the stand and advance to reconnoitre? DOUGLAS.

CANDID CRITICISM.
Sir,—I note you have made several comments on my letter

to you, which you publish under " Candid Criticism." I trust
you will give me the opportunity to reply to them, as I fancy
you somewhat missed the point of my remarks. You also
defend the trade on the score of wages, etc., being enormously
increased. I admit that prices are up all round, but is that
any reason why a maker should get orders under false

pretences ? Strong words, but true. , I do not want anyone
to give me something for. nothing; but what I order and pay
a deposit on I expect to get, and so do most people.

I know quite a lot of people who cannot carry on, and
intend to sell their machines. They could not afford a motor
bicycle before the war, but, owing to abnormal times, et<;.

,

have found themselves with a few pounds to spare, and
bought a machine, forgetting that times must come back to
the normal. I think the influx of this type has given the
trade a false impression of the actual market There is not
the huge increase of actual riders as is supposed.

If it were po.ssible to make a motor bicycle to retail at £25
and cost about a halfpenny a mile to run (which I know it

is ftot) the majority of the riders would be iiew to the sport;
but, if the figures be £60 and one penny per mile respectively.

then they are not affected. That was the impression I tried

to convey in my last letter. The number of actual motorists

are, more or less, what they were in 1914.

If one examines the average carrier and notes how many
lugs and joints there are on it one can understand why
prices are up. That article is a flat contradiction to the

manufacturers' who state they try to keep prices down.
But, in all my experience (I have had eighteen machines),

there is one Motor Gycle I shall not grumble at the price of,

and that comes out weekly and costs 45d. C.V.T.
Horsehay, Salop.

Sir,

—

Be the letter in your issue of September 23rd, signed

"C.V.T. ," I should like to make the following points clear:

(a) The coil ignition system was given up for the following

reasons :

(1.) Unreliability and leakage of the accumulators.

(2.) Failures in the coil.

(3.) The rider could never venture far from his base on
the accumulators.
Let "C.V.T." ride one of the coil ignition machines, of

which a few are still in existence, for fifty miles, and he will

probably realise the reason why the system was discarded.

(h) The a.i.v. was discarded for the same reasons as coil

ignition—um-eliability and failure to function, usually due to
" sticking " valve.

(c) The price of the petrol tank is quite in accordance with
the cost of construction

:

£ s. d.

Construction of tank (materials not included
in cost) with skilled labour at 2s. 6d. per
hour (one hour)

Enamelling (including labour) about 10s. ...

One lubricating pump
Two filler caps and one petrol tap

Total

At that estimate, the tank is made with only a small

margin of profit.

To fit up a fuel and lubricant tank from petrol tins would
cost but little less without the effect of the well-enamelled

real article. HARLEY.
Harrow.

A LONG TOUR ON MOTOR-ASSISTED CYCLES.
Sir,—A short time ago I saw in your columns an account

of the Simplex motor unit, and, as it seemed a good thing,

I purchased two unite, one each for my wife and self. These
I had attached to our cycles (Singers), and after riding about
fifty miles to get used to them, we decided to go by road on
our holiday to Minehead.
From Great Missenden to Marlborough, via Newbury, the

roads were very good, but from that point to our destination,

through Trowbridge. Frome, Wells, and Bridgwater we gave
the units a thorough testing. As many of your readers are

doubtless aware, the roads in many of the above districts are

not " great," and several of the hills encountered made one
think it foolish to attempt to ride them with such a small
engine, but the handy little unit stood the test, and, with
slight pedal assistance, we were able to ride every hill.

On the return journey wo took a more- southerly route,

through Taunton, Wincauton, Amesbui'y, Hungerford, etc.,

and again we found raanj' stiff hills, but, as before, with
slight pedal as-sistance, we were able to climb thera.

Both unit-s went tlirough this severe test (about 350 miles)

most satisfactorily, and I have jioiuing but praife for them.

2 6

10
1

5

£1 17 6
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I think the work of my unit the more remarkable, because I

carried about 50 lb. of luggage and half a gallon of petrol,
and I weigh 12 st. At every place at which we stopped many
enquiries were made about the attachment.
A slight defect in the lady's unit caused us some trouble

;

but it is only fair to the makers to say that they have
since remedied it and replaced the part affected. Beyond
this, both of them more than came up to expectation, and I
should think that when they are better known to the cycling
world they will achieve a ready sale.

I may add that some of my friends imagined that the
engines would shake the cycles to pieces, but, so far, their

fears have been imaginary ones, and the old cycles are as

good as ever, despite the rough and hilly roads over which
they were driven. GEO. W. COWAN.
A TOUR IN THE HIGHLANDS.

Sir,—It was with great pleasure that I read " Wharfe-
dale's " description of his, "Tour in the Highlands," and 1

notice that he went through Hamilton, and by doing so must
have gone through Gla.sgow, which is very disagreeable, as

there are miles of tramway lines.

I take the liberty to suggest an altei-native route, which,
although a few miles longer, cuts out all Glasgow.
Commg along the Carlisle road, there is a turning a few

miles before Hamilton. This is on the left and is marked
by the A. A. Taking this turning, go straight through Stone-

house to Strathaven, and the route is as follows : Strathaven,
East Kilbride, Busby, Paisley, Erskine Ferry, and turn left

after crossing the fftrry to Bowling. About two miles out

of Bowling there is a fork ; turn right and (this is the Stirling

road) it is straight all the way to Bonhil), from where it is

only a tew miles to Balloch.

The surface is moderately good, but bad in ijatches between
Strathaven and East Kilbride. If this route is taken the
only part of the road where tramlines are encountered is at

Paisley, where there is about half a mile, and from Erskine
Ferry to the fork at the Stirling road. This road cuts out
Dumbarton. JAMES McLAEEN.

Sir,—I have read with interest your article on " A Tour in

the Highlands," and can confirm what " Wharfedale " says
about the scenery and some of the roads, having just com-
pleted a tour from London to John-o'-Groat's and back.
Last July I obtained delivery of a 2^ h.p. single speed Levis,

and, after a few short trial runs, set out from London on
August 21st on the great adventure, with all my luggage on
the carrier. If I mention the places at which I slept on
successive nights your readers will be able to follow me on
the map ; but I went out of my way several times to call on
friends. My resting places were, consecutively, Leek,
Penrith, Stirling, Blair AthoU {via Callander and Killin),

Inverness, and Helmsdale.

I started from the Commercial Hotel on a fine morning,
August 29th, clim.bed the Ord of Caithness, ran down the

dangerous Berriedale, took the nasty turn to the right at

the bottom, and uj) the other side without a stop, then on
to Wick, and John-o'-Groat's. Here I had lunch and signed

the hotel register, returning via Thurso and Latheron to

Helmsdale. My halts on the way South were Inverness, Fort
William (two), Oban, Callander, Edinburgh (two), Durham,
Blackburn, Arnside, Lichfield, and so home to London on
September 10th.

I had only four rest days, two of them being Sundays, one
very wet day, and a day to climb Ben Nevis from Fort
William. I also visited Glencoe from Ballachulish and the
Trossachs from Callander.

The machine was sufficient for all the hills I encountered,
and my only trouble was a defective belt, which 'broke three
times, and had to be replaced by a new one at Killin, where,
luckily, the only repair shop in the village had a new fin.

Dunlop in stock. Two single-point plugs of dift'erent makes
were used alternately, and both of them are still in commission.
The fact that the machine ran 250 miles on the last two days
of the tour, and that the engine, carburetter, and magneto
gave no trouble whatever during the whole 2,000 miles, is

sufficient proof of its reliabilty. I had only one puncture,
and no breakages except the belt.

To show that it is never loo late to taste the joys of motor
cycling, I will state that I am a novice with oiily one year's
e.'iperience, and my age is nearer sixty than fifty. I may
add that I have no trade interest in the Levis.
London. XC 1721.

LOWER PRICES NOT IN SIGHT.
Sir,—May we as manufacturers be allowed to express our

appreciation of the leading article in your issue of September
23rd with regard to reduction in prices?

In our opinion the present depression is mainly attribut-
able to two factors. First, the attitude of both the
London and Provincial Press towards the motor trade, and,
secondly, the foolish statements made by a section of the
traders whereby the public have been misled into expecta-
tions of a reduction in prices.

With regard to the first, it is merely a waste of time on
the part of the manufacturer to try and combat these wild
rumours, which no doubt benefit the newspaper circulation,
and- it is only articles such as yours which can be used to
inform the public of the real state of affairs. Articles "vvritten

by people who really know, and who are in touch with the
trade, should be more valuable and, convincing to a private
individual than those written by an alarmist.
The second point is, however, one we consider should be

brought to the notice of the trader, who thoughtlessly harms
himself in general with the whole trade.
The post-war cost of material and labour has increased

quite out of proportion to the increase in price of the retail

article. Consequently it is necessary for the manufacturer
to increase his production to be able to pay a fair interest
on his necessarily increased capital. The only way to do this
is to keep his order book full, and any action which prevents
this is a further set-back. ...
We would all like to see prices fall, but this cannot occur

until outputs have been increased, and anyone who in any
way dissuades possible purchasers is not only postponing this,

but is doing even more harm in that he is placing the, manu-
facturer in the position that he will either have to increase
his prices or go out of business altogether.

THE COWEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
T. M. McAethue, Director.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING ON MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I had acetylene lamps with separate generators fitted

to my 5-5 h.p. Rudge combination delivered in September,
1919, and found they were fairly satisfactory on long runs,
but were distinctly inconvenient when overtaken by darkness
a few miles from home, so much time being wasted in getting
them to " go

"

Last January I purchased a 6 volt 80 amp. accumulator
and fitted it into the compartment at the back of the
sidecar, and, utilising all the existing lamps, made a very
convenient installation. By unscrewing the burner blocks
of the acetylene lamps it was an easy matter to use the lamps
for electric globes, and, although I have done a lot of night
riding about Town since January, I have had to touch no part
of the installation, and its convenience cannot be over-

estimated. In the event, improbable I think, of trouble
with the electric lighting, I could adapt the lamps to take
acetylene again in fifteen minutes on the road.

W. J. LACEY, JuN.

Another miniature with a seat. A
Kingsbury scooter fitted with a

Tan-Sad seat which considerably

increases its range of action

'00^
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Sir,—Having read with interest the article and corre-

spondence on tlie subject of electric lighting in past
issues of The Motor Cycle, I would like to tell you of mj'
experiences with an Edison accumulator.
Purchased two and a half years ago, this has given com-

plete satisfaction. Eight cells are required to give 12 volts

when in use, while for a 20 amp. -hour set the weight is nearly
the same as that of a 4 volt 20 amp. lead battery. It stands
up to vibration and road shocks remarkably well. I had a
metal case made for it, and fitted on one side of the carrier

under the toolbag, and have travelled over 11,000 miles on
all sorts of roads in England, Wales, and the South and
West of Ireland without the least damage to the accumulator,
although one might think that it is in the worst position
possible. It is, of course, tightly packed in its case with
pieces of old inner tube, and so far the only attention it

has required has been the occasional addition of small
quantities of distilled water and one complete renewal of

electrolyte (cost 2s.).

The Edison accumulator holds its charge very well, and
is not injured by high- charging rates ; I charge at 5 amps.
For local use I have a 2 amp. ^ watt type lamp fitted,

giving 48 c.p., but use a 12 c.p. lamp for touring, although
charging can be completed in a singla-night. An electric.

Klaxon is also in constant use.

A useful tip to prevent glare from the head light is to

use ground glass and cover the ground surface with a thin
film of castor oil. This gives a very good light with the
minimum of glare.

In conclusion, I would add that I also have ".sworn a
mighty oath," but have kept to it, and have not the least

intention of reverting to an acetylene outfit, with its mess
and leaky tubes ! I am looking forjvard to the time when
a really satisfactory dynamo (such as the Lucas JMagdyno),
suitable for a solo machine, will be obtainable without such
remarks as "cannot supply for another year at least."

Liverpool. . W.S.C.

A CAMPING TOUR.
Sir,—The photograph shows the camp of myself and

another lady beside Loch Lomond, who, during the latter

half of August, took a 1,200-mile tour on a Matchless outfit.

=rmn

On the shores of Loch Lomoni How two ladies fared on a

twelve hundred mile camping tour is described in the letter of

"M.iVI.R."

Our route was from Somerset, via the Wye Valley, Liver-
pool, Carlisle, and Glencoe, to Ballachulish, on Loch Linnhe,
thence by the coast road to Oban, and backwards and
forwards through the Southern Highlands of Scotland, some-
times lodging in a two-roomed cottage, sometimes camping on
the. loch shores or open country, and so on through the
Trossachs and to Edinburgh, whence we headed due South
for home over the Yorkshire Moors.
Many, I had almost said most, of the roads we traversed

were quite unspeakable as to surface, and some of them,
notably the road from Tyndrum to Rannoch Moor, were simply
a mass of unrolled flints about the- size of the top of a
cottage loaf.

The only trouble of any sort was the breaking of the
driving chain connecting link, which somewhat tore the

//>•

chain case, and the wearing of one wheel spindle, due. I

suppose, to my having neglected to tighten tjie cone.
We accomplished the 1,200 miles in sixteen days, spending

three and a half days in camp.
Besides personal luggago, about 11 lb. each, ws cnrricd out

tent (10 lb.), a spare tin of petrol, ami two gallons oi
lubricating oil. sI.M.R.

Bridgwater.

SHOULD TWO-STROKES BE HANDICAPPED?
Sir;—Mr. Jas. L. Norton has not put the case of the two-

stroke quite clearly, and to do so I offer the following com-
parisons with an ordinary four stroke.

The Power Stroke.—Exhaust opens approximatelj' in the
same position in both types:

Indtjotion (four-stroke).—Inlet opens with piston at the
commencement of stroke and remains open for a very short
period on the compression stroke. This short period is

called " lag," and is designed solely to crowd more gas into

the cylinder at high speeds.

Inhuction (two-stroke).— (1.) The piston must close the
transfer port; this equals 12% of the induction stroke wasted.

(2.) The opening of the inlet port is delayed until the piston

is near the end of its stroke, and the whole of the charge
must pass in in a very short time. In order to extend this

time as much as possible the port is made longer than the
equivalent lag on the four-stroke. (3.) The result is loss

of charge at low speeds, .and strangulation at high speeds.
CoMmEssiON (four-stroke).—Tlie whole of the stroke is

available, excepting the lag of the inlet valve, which is pur-

posely designed as aforementioned.
CoM-PRESsiON" (two-stroke).—This commences when the

j-iiston has moved past the exhaust port. This is equal to

25% of the total stroke wasted.
To condense the above the two-stroke has the following

handicap

:

(1) 25% loss of effective compression stroke.

(2) 12% loss of induction stroke.

(3) No possibility of adjusting timing of opening and
closing ports to lake advantage of the well-known principles

of fluids in moti<)n.

(4) On account of the short period of opening, the ports
are not able to pass a full charge at high speeds, which
results in the power curve soon falling off. Both engines
suffer from this trouble, but the two-stroke certainly gets
the worst of it, therefore the two-stroke of this type will

never equal the volumetric efficiency of an engine like the
Norton Big 4.- P. J. GOODMAN.

Veloce, Ltd.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"BY 6864" and Mr. 0. A. Gur write on the advantages

respectively of the Portsmouth-Ryde and Southampton-Co%ves
routes to the Isle of Wight. The excellent treatment afforded
him by Messrs. W. J. Green, Ltd., Coventry, makers of the

Omega-Jap, forms the subject of a letter from Mr. 0. S.

Fraulin, Grimsby.
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(S Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists IJ

Ifsued in conjunction with Thd Motor Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook oi the motor
cj^le. Covers every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, theic management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " rnd helpful

bints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Areliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Ensrlandt and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen- Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scot£nd, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Price By
net. post

2/6 ::/io

2/. 2/3

2/5

5/fi 5/w

5/- F/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd..

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or ot leading Booksellec3 and
Raiway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, "London, E.G.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters cpntaining legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Excessive Belt Wear.

I have a 3^ h.p. Bradbury with
light sidecar and N.S.U. two-
speed gear, which devours belts

more quickly than my pocket can
supply them. My present belt

has not done 1,000 miles, and has shed
most of its rubber. It does not get
oily, and I keep it at the proper
tension. Can you suggest a possible

cure, or do you think a leather belt

would prove more economical?—N.H.
In all probability the excessive belt wear
is due to the pulleys being worn or out
of line, and there is very little you can
do to correct this. It would perhaps be
better to use a leather or leather and
canvas belt. These can be obtained from
the larger accessory stores, although their

popularity has waned considerably. The
disadvantage of leather belts is that they -

require frequent cleaning and dressing,

otherwise they quickly wear out the
pulleys.

An Old Engine.

I have just bought an old

single-cylinder machine which
certainly needed overhauling.
This I have done, and am
desirous of obtaining the correct

timing, etc. As it is I have re-

assembled the engine, making the
exhaust valve to close an inch on the
flywheel before top dead centre. The
inlet valve is automatic, and the car-

buretter is a White and Poppe. On
starting the engine up it ticks over :ill

right with the throttle a little open,
but if I gradually open the throttle to

full it slows down and stops. Further,
while running, there is a back pressure
in the carburetter as if the valve is

leaking, but I cannot see that it can
be that, as I have thoroughly ground
in both valves. Could it be that the
automatic inlet valve spring is either
too weak or strong? I trust you will

give me the best valve setting, magneto
setting, and what size iet I should use.—A.H.B.

The e.\haust valve is closing too early.
It should not close until the piston has
reached top dead centre. No doubt this
early closing of the exhaust valve is the
cause of the back pressure, which occurs
when the throttle is open. A stronger
inlet valve spring would also improve
matters. The magneto should be timed
so that the spark occurs when the piston
is on top dead centre with the ignition
control two-thirds retarded. Witlinut
knowing the bore of the engine and the
typo of carburetter in use, we cannot
help you, but most W. and P. carbu-
retters had automatically variable jets.
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Two-speed Gear Adjustment.

I am in possession of a 6 h.p.

1920 Royal Enfield, and have
done about 1,300 miles. I am
troubled with a jarring noise in

the gear case, and also the start-

ing sprocket slips round at times when
starting up. I have taken the cover

off the gear case, and find that the

metal plate on the outside of the gear
wheels is rubbing on the gear case.

The gear chains are also slack.—T.B.
Presumably the gear chains require

adjustment, and this you would be able

to do if you follow the instructions given

in the handbook published by the makers
of the machine. It is quite likely that

the noise arising from the gears is caused
by the chains being sufficiently loose to

strike against the chain case when the

engine is running. The starting sprocket

should not slip it the ratchet teeth are

undamaged, and if the spring behind the

ratchet sprocket has not lost its tension.

These parts require lubricating with thin

oil at frequent intervals.

The N.S.U. Gear.

I have a 3^ h.p. Triumph
fitted with an N.S.U. gear. (1.)

Is this gear easily taken down ?

It does not appear to function

properly at present. Is there a,

free engine position? (2.) I do not

intend to iise this machine this year.

Must I register it ?—J.W.W.
(1.) The N.S.U. two-speed gear is quite

a simple device, and is quite easily dis-

mantled if you remember that the only
,

left-hand thread in its construction is the

large lock ring, which secures the inner
part of the pulley to the m:.!n body of

the gear. If the gear is in order, you
should certainly obtain a free engine
position, although this is s' retimes not
very apparent until the engine is running,
owing to friction. The free engine is

found , between the high and low gear
positions, and when the operating handle
is tightened fully for the low gear, a
half turn in the opposite direction should
give a free engine. (2.) If the machira
is not used, a licence is unnecessary.

AUTUMN SUNSHINE FAVOURED THE WEST MIDLAND TRIAL.

E. Williams (6 A.J.S. sc), with the advantage of previous experience, hugs the right-hanJ

bank on Flagstaff Hill. " (A detailed account of the trial appeared last week.)
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Bad Starting.

I have had considerable

—
I

perience with two - strolce

> machines, but I have now pur-
-2J chased a 2j h.p. New Imperial-

Jap. It seems to be in fine

condition, but I require your advice
on account of the great difficulty I have
in starting it from cold. Particulars of

what actually happens are as follows :

Belt slips round the pulley on the
driving-shaft when the exhaust lever is

dropped ; it is very stiff when raised,

but wlien dropped it completely locks
the pulley and the wheel simply skids.

It appears to me that the oil on the
piston rings causes the piston to stick

to the cylinder walls, but probably I

am wrojig. When the wheel is revolved
by hand, at a certain position it be-

comes impossible to continue the revolu-

tion. At this point, if the compression '

tap is turned on a hiss of air can be
heard, and then all becomes easy. To
start the machine from cold, I require

all the family's assistance.—F.A.

If yoiu' belt slips over the pulley when
you release the valve lifter, clearly the
belt is too slack, or the pulley groove of

wrong angle. Take half-an-mch out of

the belt. The stiffness you refer to is -

usually present in motor cycle engines
during the winter months. It is simply
due to congealed oil on the piston or the
piston rings. If you squirt a few drops
of petrol or paraffin into the cylinder, this

will greatly facilitate starting. You, of

course, make a point of flooding the

carburetter before attempting to start,

and also closing off the air-supply. You
will find that during the winter months a

lighter grade of lubricating oil would
minimise any engine stiffness.

An Old Machine.

My 1911-12 2| h.p. Douglas
has been standing idle for four

years, but I am dragging it out
again, as it has done well in the

past. My trouble is this, how-
ever. It will start on the stand, but
not on the road. I have had it to

pieces, because I sheared the key and
scored the flywheel badly. The follow-

ing defects occur : After pedalling hard
on the stand the engine will start, but
when running fast (still on the stand)

little puffs of vapour issue from the

gauze on the carburetter. When the

throttle lever is " off " it still runs. I

timed the engine thus : The exhaust
valve begins to lift when piston is

within |in. of the bottom of the firing

stroke, or, in other words, the crank-

I

shaft at about four o'clock. The firing

I timed as follows : Piston top dead
centre, magneto fully retarded. I am
afraid I have not the correct valve

tiniing, and some other trouble. The
carburetter is an Amac 26 jet ; the

spai;king at plugs is good.—F.W.P.

Time the valves so that the exhaust
doses about 5'^ after the piston has

reached the top of the stroke, and the

inlet opens 3° or 4"^ before the same
piston position ; this degree of overlap is

usual on the Douglas engine. You
. have the ignition timing just a little bit

i^C too far advanced, and it would be betterK to' set the contact breaker so that the
'*' points just separate when the piston is

at the top of the stroke with the control

two-thirds retarded instead of fully

retarded. The blow-back through the

carburetter may be caused by the inlet

valves closing too late, while the fact

that the engine will not stop on the
throttle is probably due to the slides in

the carburetter being badly worn.

Chain Stretch.

Will you give me some means
^1 of judging the state of the chains

> on my 7-9 h.p. Indian? To go
-i-l on till one breaks a chain is

rather unsatisfactory, as it usually
occurs at an inconvenient, not to say
dangerous, time. Nevertheless, one is

loth to scrap a chain with several
hundred miles life left in it. Could
you give me' a figure for percentage
stretch after which a chain is done ?

My present chains are Duckworths,

fxf. I think a table giving particulars

for the most usual sizes of chain -and
largest makers would be of great value.

—H.A.H.
Chain breakages do not usually occur
as a result of wear, and they may occur
at any time in the life of the chain. A
breakage is just as probable with a new
chain as with an old one, as such troubles
are usually the outcome of running the
chain in bad alignment or excessively
tight. Care should be taken that the
chain wheels are correctly in line, and
also that the chain is of the correct
tension, having about -|in. \ip and down
play midway between the sprockets. If

the chain is stretched so badly as to be
seriously out of pitch, the trouble will

be obvious, as it will be noticed th'at the
chain commences to mount the teeth of
the sprocket, and it should be discarded
when this stage is reached, or breaking
or jumping oil may ensue. A table of

chain sizes appears in the latest edition
of " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," which can be obtained from our
publishers. As far as the British

trade is concerned, the bulk of the motor
cycle chain business is in the hands of

two or three firms. The Duckworth
chain fitted to j'our machine is of Ameri-
can manufacture.

Adjustment of Automatic Carburetter.

With reference to " R.J.P." -^ his

question in your "Questions and

Replies " page, I should like to let him
know that I experienced the same trouble

with my Blackburne engine. After try-

ing three carburetters, seven jets, and

two magnetos I got no better results, but

after many weeks (including six weeks

the engine'was at the works) I discovered

the e.xhaust valve spring was very weak,

and fitted a new special long spring from

Blackburnes. The uneven firing ceased

from that day and has never occurred

since. I have been able to help se-^eral

other riders suffering from the sam« lault

with equally satisfactory results in each

case.—D.A.G.

READERS' REPLIES.

Defective Drip Feed.

Being a B.S.A. owner, and having read
your reply to " B.W.," also " R.M.B.'s "

and " Scottie's " replies, I thought it

advisable to chip in, too. For a week
I was troubled as " B.W." was, and,
after tinkering with ball valve, pen steel

disc, etc., I finally discovered that the
trouble was due to a leak between the

glass tube and the top leather washer.

I should advise " B.W." to withdraw the

glass tube and examine leather washers,

and see that a perfect joint is being made
on both faces. To test the tightness of

the tube after refitting, open regulating

valve a few turns, and force the oil into

the glass tube by pulling the pump piston

upwards. Immediately this piston is at

top, press down quickly, and repeat the

pull. Should there be a leak, this will

show immediately the glass is full, as it

is then under pressure. On the other

hand, should the oil run into the crank
case quickly enough to make it impos-

sible to fill the tube, then the system
is tight and will work perfectly.

—

J. A. L.4MB.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Edinbitrgh to Sheffield.—J.D.G.

Edinburgh, Dalkeith, Newbattle, Gore-

bridge, Stow, Galashiels, Melrose. Jed-

burgh, Carter Bar, Byrness, Woodburn,
Corbridge, Riding Mill, Castleside,

Bishop Auckland, Piercebridge, Scotch

Corner, Catterick Bridge, Leeming Bar,

Boroughbridge, Wetherby, Collingham,

Bardsey, Leeds, Hurslet, Lofthouse,.

Wakefield, Barn.«ley, Sheffield.

London to Chtirston (Devon).—G.

Kentish Town, Regent's Park, St.

John's Wood Road, Edgware Road, Park

Lane, Knightsbridge, Kensington High

Street, Hammersmith, Brentford, Houns-

low, Staines, Egham, Bagshot, Hartley

Row, Basingstoke, Overton, Andnver,

Salisbury, Wilton, Hindon, Mere, Win-

canton, Ilchester, Ilminster, Chard,

Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh, Newton

Abbot, Totnes, Kingsbridge, Churston.

SAFETY FIRST.
One could write reams on what not tc

do when riding a motor cycle, but Mr.

F. H. Headley, of the Tan Sad works,

seems to have covered most points in

fourteen terse hints, which are printed

inside the Tan Sad Insurance PoUcy,

which has been formulated specially for

the benefit of owners of pillion seats.

Incidentally, this policy has been ar-

ranged on the basis that pillion seats do

not increase risks, a view not shared by

the majority of insurance companies who

sometimes charge an extra premium when

a pillion passenger is carried.

The hints referred to are as follows :

1 Railways have few accidents because tliey con-

stantly examine all nuts and screws, so tbat

everyttiing is secure. Follow the example

and do the same.
2. Oo not race,

, , . , ,

3. Do not always try to get ahead of everybody

else on the road—let the other fellow over-

take you if he wants to.

4. Always keep to the left of the road—always
avoid being on the wrong side.

5. Pull to the left quickly when a vehicle, wants

to overtake you.
6. Never try to pass on a corner.

7. Always make sure the road is clear before

overtaking any vehicle.

8. Sound the horn too much rather than ncl

9 Drl?e°"most cautiously across cross-roads and

when turning into other roads.

10. Avoid tramlines-better lose a minute than a

11. Be 'most abstemious in takins intoxicatins

liquors-better not at all when in charge

of a motor cycle.

12. Avoid riding pillion unless you .n^ve a

properly sprung seat, and especially see

that the feet get support.

13. If you are riding pillion, make sure your car-

rier is strong enough.
14. Be courteous; do not be selflsh; always con-

sider the other man-better be safe man
sorry.
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T5lmes to "Clg^t Camps
7th ... 6.54 p.m
9th ... ... 6.49 „
nth ... 6.45 „
13th ... ... 6.41 „

Oct.

Roads in China.

A 180 mile motor road is being con-

structed in China, and M"ill extend from
Peking to Tientsin.

Watson-Bourne joins the Trade.

J. A. Watson-Bourne, who won second
place in this year's Junior T.T. on a

2| h.p. Blackburne, will in future be
associated with the new Powell motor
cycle, designed by Mr. Alec Burney.
Before very long we may see Watson-
Bourne's familiar figure astride one of

the new Wrexham productions in com-
petitions,

A Douglas Trial.

A trophy (value 40 guineas) presented

by Messrs. Douglas Motors, Ltd., the

usual medals and several useful accessory

prizes form an attractive prize list for a

trial to be held on October 17th, for pri-

vately-owned Douglas machines only.

The course, which will embrace the
characteristic charming scenery of the

Yorkshire Dales, will" start and finish at

Harrogate. Entries and enquiries should

be addressed to Captain Ellison Hawks,
the Douglas Depot, Harrogate.

Fire at Martinsyde's.

The fire which occurred recently at the
Martinsyde works was confined chiefly to

the aircraft section, where the damage
was considerable. The manufacture of

the Martinsyde-Newman motor bicycle,

however, has not been interfered with in

any way.

Sfiiiclal JFeatures.

FUEL ECONOMY.
A DESPATCH RIDER'S JOURNEY HOME.

HINTS FOR THE NOVIZE,

IMPORTANT DATES.

Exhibition,

Oct. 9th-
MC. and AC. Open Reliability Trial.

Nov. 4th- 13th—
International Automobile
Olympia and White City

Nov. 29th.-Dec. 4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec 26th-27th—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Parisian Motor Cyclist Policemen.

In the middle of October BI. Raux,
Prefect of Police in Paris, will receive

delivery of a consignment of 2^ h.p. solo

and 6 h.p. sidecar outfits manufactured
by Bleriot. The organisation will start

with twenty-four machines. The exact
duties which the motor cyclist policemen
will carry out has not yet been published,
but we understand that the number of

motor cyclist policemen employed will be
increased in the near future.

Brooklands Next Saturday.

The championship meeting of the-

B.M.C.R.C. will take place, on Satur-

day, beginning at 1 p.m. All the eight

events, embracing the usual solo and
sidecar classes, and one for three-wlieeled

cycle cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c, will

l>e five-lap championship scratch races.

A Successful Year.

The first annual statement of the Scott

Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. (which took over
the business of the late Scott Engineering
Co., Ltd., in 1919), shows that the trading

of the year ending July 31st has had very
favourable results, the net profit for that

period being £26,523. It iias been
decided to increase the capital of the
company, in order to deal with its greatly

increased business, and it is proposed
to issue 100,000 new £1 shares.

We recently inspected the new works
extensions, and greatly admired the way
in which the manufacture of most of the

essential parts has been concentrated in

the one factory. The productive capacity
of the plant has been doubled during the

past twelve months, while the well-known
competition record of the Scott machines
has fostered an increasing demand.

An untouched snapjiiot oi Gus Kuhn (Levis) taking a watersplash in the Levis single-gear trial on Sept. 26th. Kuhn evidently believed in

getting the agony over quickly, for he took the splash at speed, as will be observed.
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Indians for 1921.

The American papers announce no radi-
cal changes in Indian motor cvcles for
1921.

"

V- .

Fuel in Australia.

In 1919, Austraha imported 20,748,969
gallons of motor spirit, ten times the
.amount imported in 1910.

look to your Bearings.

At this time of the year it behoves
motor cyclists to overhaul their wheel
bearings, and to see that there is plenty

'of grease at all points likely to suffer

through the intrusion of rain.

A Weather-proofing Tip.

Quite a good tip for winter riding
emanates from the veteran competition
rider, Mr. F. W. Applebee, who makes a
compound by heating and mixing resin
and oil, for covering up magneto termin-
als. The substance is not so brittle as

* shellac.

Slow Running Indeed.

"How many times per revolution does
the inlet valve open?" is a question which
the aspiring E.A.F. or M.T. recruit was
often asked, and simple as it is, many
tripped over it. The simple facts of the

four-stroke engme are not yet universally

safe ground, however, for we were amused
to read in a recent semi-technical review
that a certain 90° twin engine would idle

at 120 r.p.m., since an inlet valve was
timed to open thirty times in 15s. !

In Season.

We would remind readers that it

is much easier to clean a machine
while mud is wet
than to wait unl^il ' -^^RiWiKvi^pwR-'

it has set hard. In ^

addition, it does less ^

damage to enamel. %
•We always try to %
give our machines a
" hose over " imme-
diately at the end of

a journey, after first

wrapping the magneto
in an oily rag.

Arrowing of Trials.

Youthful precocity
has accounted for
many competitors in ,•

recent trials running
right off the course.
Usually the arrows
are turned right
round, and a Wolver-
hampton correspond-

- eut suggests that such
alteration could at
once . be detected if

the arrow were under-
lined by a thick
black bar. Of course,
this would incur the
issue of two sets of
arrows for right and
left. turns respectively,
but we think some- i

thing of this nature
\

must eventually be
adopted if the in-

'

evitable small boy is

not to upset even the
most completely or-

ganised events.

Congratulations.

Congratulations to Mr. E. J. Bass, of
the Essex M.C. and the A.C.U., on the
occasion of his marriage last week.

N.B.

We receive many queries, which, by
omitting the stamped addressed envelope,
do not comply with our rules in this
matter. Writers of , postcards requiring
routes are the chief offenders.

A Low-priced Outfit.

The Dunelt big two-stroke which did so
well in the Six Days Trials is now
emerging from its "final tests, and
arrangements are well in hand for a
modest output of sidecar outfits at a
popular price.

73.6 m.p.h. for S06 Miles on the Road.
A Harley-Davidson has won the second

annual road championship in America.
The course was a circuit 302 yards over
five miles, and had to be covered forty
times. The average lap time of the
winner was 4m. 8.92s., the average speed
being 73.63 m.p.h.

Width of Roads.
To prevent misconception, the Eoads

Improvement Association is publishing
some useful data regarding the width of
roads, etc. For instance, a " road "

means the total width of a thoroughfare
between the property boundaries on
both sides, while the " carriageway

"

is that portion of the road carrying the
vehicular traffic. Thus the proposed
" 120 feet " road would have an actual
carriageway of 60ft , which, in the
opinion of the R.I.A., is an ideal width.

Many modem ideas in frame construction have been embodied
m the Unibus machine shown here undergoing tests. A lull

description of this miniature was given in T/ie Motor Cycle for

August 19th.'

Power !

We hear of a new two-stroke which is

developing 5 h.p. per 100 c.c. !

Two-stroke Sideca'r Outfit for 1921.

The Beardmore-Precision will be intro-

duced as a sidecar outfit next year. The
sidecar chassis will be of a unique design
with a sprung- wheel.

Preparations.

Makers are now busy preparing their

new models for the Show. Some are
hesitating whether to hold them up for

the time being, because of past experience
in getting into production with new
machines.

A Mistaken Thoroughbred.

Sandwiched between bees and ferrets,

a Bleriot Whippet is offered for sale

in the livestock columns of the Western
Gazette.

Makers' Instruction Booklets.

Some machines are equipped with a
thoroughly sensible assortment of tools

and a comprehensive book of words

;

others, alas, leave the parent factory un-
accompanied by a word of advice to the
prospective rider—they must lell their

own tale and suffer according to the

lack of "horse sense" of the buyer. We
met quite the limit, however, on a recent
machine, which was graced with in-

structions printed for issu6 with an earlier

model with radically different adjust-

ments.

Second-hand Prices.

Although it is admittedly difficult to

strike a fair average even with identical

models of the same machine—" condi-
tion " and presence or absence of acces-

sories are variable factors not always
apparent in an advertisement—these
figures, representing the highest and
lowest prices quoted for the various
models, should lielp prospective buyers in

their choice of a mount.
A.J.S., 6 h.p., sidecar, 1918-19 £i65-r220
B.S..A., 4j h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £ii8-ii49
Clyno, 2I h.p., 2-stroke, 1920 £55-£65
Douglas, 2j h.p., 1914-16 £45-£69
Douglas, 2j h.p., 1917-20 jC53-jCioo
Douglas, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £ii5-£i6o
Enfield, 8 ii.p., sidecar, 1919-20 ,ri6o-£200
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 . . ^i64-£220
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 - £i65-£220
Matchless, S h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i9.')-£225

New Imperial, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 .... £ioo-£i68
P. .^' M., 3i h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £105-/^160
Rover, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, igig-20 ?i35-£i85
Rudge, 3} h.p., 1920 £84-£ios
Scott, 2i h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £i35-jlr75
Sunbeam, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1917-20 /.,i5o-£25o

Sunbeam, 3.J h.p., 1918-20 £ii.S-£i6o
Triumph, 4 h.p., 1915-1S ' £63-^98
Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 I'^55~£i90
Zenith, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i55-£.Jio

The M.C. and A.C. Open Reliability Trial.

Several novel features are to be in-

cluded in the Midland Cycling and
Athletic Club and South Birmingham
Motor Cycling Club reliability trial on
October 9th. (We give the club's some-
what unwieldy title in full as the initials

suffer greatly from, misinterpretation.)

And the severity of the event may best

be judged by the fact that whereas ten
marks are deducted lor failure on Alt-y-

Bady or Bwlch-y-6roes, only five may be
lost on each of three anonymous hills

bearing the ominous names, " Gough's
Conscience," " Whitworth's Grave," and
" Urry's Pet." Innovations are an in-

formation bureau at the start, and a

bottom-gear speed test.
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On Saturday the Essex M.C. held their car meeting in conjunction with the B.M.C.R.C.

at Brooklands. The scene is the start of the open three-wheeler handicap.
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The B.M.C.R.C. Second Open Meeting.
Brooklands Motor Cycle Meeting in conjunction with Essex A\.C. Car Races.

SHOWERY weather caused considerable

delay in the running off of the Second
B.M.C.R.C. open race meeting on

Saturday last, the event being organised

in conjunction with the Essex Motor Club,

who were responsible for the car races

which were run alternately with those for

motor cycles.

The Junior Open Motor Cycle Handicap
(about 8j miles) attracted 27 entries, and
there were few non-starters. It was open ,

to solo motor cycles with engines not
exceeding 500 c.c. The machines were
started at the fork, which they passed
twice and then entered the straight.

Rain had poured down on the track
during the morning, but save for a few
puddles the surface was practically dry.

Amongst the machines competing in this

event Harry Martin's> Matchless was
equipped with a Claudel-Hobson carbu-
retter for each cylinder. ' Its rider was
pushed off by W. H. Wells, but when the
engine fired it did so w'ith such energy
that Wells fell, cutting one of his hands
and his knee on the rough surface of the
track. As the limit man had over 4^m.
start of the scratch men he had completed
his first lap before the last five started.

Kesult. (Winner's speed 63 m.p.h.)

:

Start.

1. R. C. Chawner (si Sunbeam) im. I2S.

2. W. A. Jacobs (2i Singer) 2m. 27s.

3. G. S. Smith (?i B S..\.) im. 12s.

L. E. Pope (si Matchless) gs.

W. H. Sinnetf (3 .A.B.C.) .jSs.

R. E. Dicker (si Norton) gs.

P. G. Kennedy (si- Norton) 15s.

H. R. Harveyson (7 Indian) qs.

S. E. Longman (25- Wooler) 2m. 185.

J. P. Riddock (si Zenitii) _ . .

.

im. 12s.

H. Martin (si Matchless) 93.

J. D. Walker (si Triumph) im. 12s.

T. Thompson {2^- Douglas) 54.5.

F. A. McNab (2-J Wooler) 2m. 5.1s.

V. Longden (si Douglas) irn. 2ts.
E. Longden \z\ Dot-Jap) im. 215.

E. R. Cuilison (2J Douglas) 2m.

'J he Senior Open Motor Cycle Plandicap
was about 8^ miles in length, starting and
finishing as in the first race, and for motor
cycles with engines exceeding 500 c.c.

Danger o£ Brakeless Machines.

Baldwin and Harveyson both crossed
the finishing line at an. estimated speed
of 90 m.p.h. Harveyson, who had no '

brakes, could not pull up, and shot clean
over the banking; machine and rider were
tossed high in the air, the former being
found 100 yards from Harveyson, who,
however, was lucky enough to escape with
a dislocated shoulder and torn ligaments
of the leg. The incident provoked much
discussion on the advisability of allowing
a machine to compete which was unpro-
vided with brakes, and the use of the
long finishing line. Result (winner's
speed, 753 m.p.h.) :

1. O. M. Baldwin (8 Matchless) 15s.
2. H. R. Harveyson (7 Indian) Scratch
3. K. Don (8 Zenith) Scratch

D. H. Davidson
(.t flarlcy-D.) im. i8s.

K. Charlcsworth (6 Zenith) im. 9s.
L. A. Cushman (8 Zenith) c7s
A. A. Houlhcrg (8 Harley-D.) 303'.

A heavy shower followed, involving a
di-lav of an hour and a quarter, until the
track was sufficiently dry.

'J'he nc.\t motor cycle event was the
fliifri 'I'hrco-wlieelcr Handicap for three-
wheeled cars and motor cycles with side-

C8

I

^1

cars of any class, passenger to be carried.

The distance was the same as in the pre-

vious races. . The event was very well

supported, as there were 26 entries, and
the results were as foUow's (winner's
speed, 61^ m.p.h.) :

Start.

1. T. A. Masters (8 Harlej'-Davidson) .... im. 31s,

2. V. Olsson (7 Indian) 2m. 30s.

3. E. A. Bridgmari (7 Indian) . . : 2m. 305.

R. Charlesworth (6 Zenith) 2m. 36s.

F. A. Longman (4 Ariel) 4m. 333.

H. G. Cook'son (4 Norton) im. 51s.

D. H. Davidson (4 Harley-Davidson) . . 2m. 21s,

A. J. Rowe (4 Triumph) 3m. 125.

S. E. Longman (8 Harley-Davidson) . . . im. 45s.

R. C. Chawner (st Sunbeam) 3m. 12s.

G. S. Smith (si B.S..\.) ! 3m. 12s.

E. C. Baragwanath (8 Zenith) im. 3'

L. A. Cushman (8 Zenith) im. 39:

J. A. O'SuUivan (8 Harley) ini. 31s.

E. Longden (8 Morgan) im. 45s,

The last two motor cycle events were
accorded a flying start. Mr. S. G. Cum-
mings, the president of the Essex Motor
Club, drove a powerful Brasier car, which
carried Mr. Ebblewhite, the timekeeper.
This the competitors followed, and when
a speed of about 50 m.p.h. had been at-

tained the signal to start was given, and
the men shot forw-ard.

A Scratch Race.

The Junior Scratch Race was open to
motor bicycles with engines not exceeding
500 c.c. The machines passed the fork
once and then entered the sti'aight.

Viewed from the car the start was most
interesting. Result (winner's speed 66.38
m.p.h.) .

Start.
1. P. G. Kennedy (si Norton) —
2. L. Pope (si Matchless) —
S. K. E. Dicker (34 Norton) —

C. Smith (3} U.S.A.) —
T. Thompson (3J Douglas) —

In the Second Essex Light Car Handicapl
(abo.ut eight and . a half miles), A. G. 5

Fraser-Nash's G.N. finished a good second.
The final event of the day was the.

Senior Open JMotor Cycle Scratch Race
(two laps) for motor bicycles with
engines exceeding 500 c.c. (rolling start).

Le Vack (Indian) started well in front
of the official car, and was, consequently,
disqualified. Baldwin (Matchless) led at
the start, but retired owing to a broken
petrol pipe. The winner was E. Reming-
ton (8 Nut-Jap). Speed 79.15 m.p.h.,
while A. F. Houlberg (8 Harley-Davidson)
came in second.

.

RETROGRESSION OR PROGRESS ?

ONCE motor cyclists planned routes
to avoid certain hills, especially
if they drove the earlier passenger

machines. Nowadays, we never doubt
the hill-climbing abilities of the modern
machine, and it provides a shock to
fine oneself stalled on a main road
journey by a hill which cannot be climbed.
Such an experience may be the lot of
those who sample miniature sidecar out-
fits. Engines of 1% h. p. will not climb
even all the main road hills in the Mid-
lands when their load is increased by the
weight of sidecar and passenger. 'Tlie

modern medium and heavyweight go-
anywhere passenger machines were evolved
as a result of attempting to achieve the
apparently impossible. The miniature
sidecar outfit may become entirely de-
pendable by a like process. But, after
forgetting the niceties of " running along- 1

side," isn't it hot work helping the pro-
ce.'is of evolution !
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Cycle Cars in General Efficiency Tests.

Runabout Types compete wilh

Orthodox Light Cars in Junior
Car Club Annual Trial.

CYCLE CARS IN THE JUNIOR CAR CLUB GENERAL EFFICIENCY TRIAL. (1) A Tamplin driven by Kensington Moir at Coombe
Bottom. (2) W. F. Davenport (A.V. two-seater) in the brake test on Brooklands test hill. (3) A Thurlow three-wheeler is seen climbing Ranmore
Hill. (4) A. G. F. Nash's G.N. on the same hill.

ON Wednesday of last week the Junior
Car Club carried out a general effi-

ciency test in which several cycle

cars were entered, including the Richard-
i son, A.v., Tamplin, G.N., and Thurlow.
i The tests included a road trial, engine
1 starting, acceleration, speed, hill-climb-

I

ing, slow running on top gear, springs,
> and petrol consumption. The cycle car

[types, on the whole, did not show up

to advantage in the road trial compared
with the more expensive cars, which,
however, were by no means excellent.

In the engine-starting test, the Tam-
plin was quite good, but Severn (A.V.)
could not get under way, and retired.

G. C. Vredenburg started his G.N. easily

by using his starting handle as a kick-

starter, but he stopped his engine when
he tried to open the throttle. A. G. F.

Nash (G.N.) had some difficulty in get-

ting his engine over compression ; and
C. Finch, on a similar machine, after

starting his engine smartly, could not get

away for some seconds.

The Tamplin was fast in the speed
test, but T. G. Ellis's G.N. -Vitesse was
better. On the test hill Davenport's

A.V. and the two Richardsons failed.

The G.N.'s went up very well.

eg
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A Stiff Hundred Miles in Yorkshire.
The Autumn Reliabilify Trial of (he Scarborough M. and M.C.C.

ON Wednesday, September 29th, this

newly revived club held its first

post-vi^ar reliability trial over au

old pre-war course of 112 miles.

Starting at Scarborough, the route led

through Pickering, Helmsley, Chop Gate,

Ingleby Greenhow, Castleton, Lealholm,

Limber Hill, toEgton Bridge for tea,

and afterwards via Egton Bank, Gros-

mont Hill, Sleights, Blue Bank, Salters-

gate, and Pickering, to Scarborough, a

sporting course, with several very stiff

gradients, some watersplashes, and bad
corners.

Four ladies entered, but only two

—

Miss F. S. Wilson (2^ Velocette) and
liliss Ripon {4 Triumph)—started at- their

scheduled time, and both put up a very

fine performance.
The first thirty-one miles led over main

iroads, but,- after leaving Helmsley, the

'route gat more severe, and a bad corner

and a steep drop down to a watersplash

nearly caught several competitors nap-

pins-
After the tea interval each competitor

was sent away in the order of his arrival

up Egton Bank, down the Haggs, and
then up the redoubtable Grosmont Hill.

This hill starts straight up from a railway

level, crossing through the village with a

gradient of about 1 in 6, then turning

sharp to the right the gradient stiffens to

about 1 in 4 with a very bad surface of

loose stones over a " flower bed " variety

of under surface.

Only fourteen clean ascents were
recorded on this hill, although four were
observed using their feet to keep their

balance. The remainder were either

aS[

The only Morgan in the Scarborough M. and M.C.C. T rial making a good ascent of Grosmont
Hill. The number of spectators from this sparsely VJ opulated district is worthy of note.

thrown or stopped with their back wheels
digging in vigorously.

Plucky Lady Competitors.
Both the lady competitors made two

attempts but were thrown each time,
although they made clean al?cents of

Limber Hill, where nearly half the male
competitors failed. Results :

CLASS 1 (275 c.c.).—1, Miss S. P. Wilson (21,4

Velocette), lost 22 marks, also winner of Miss
Tranmer's silver cup; 2, W. G. Morris (2V2 0;K.-
Villiers), lost 35 marks.

CLASS 2 (350 c.c.).—1, G. E. Jackson (S'/j Beard-
more-Precision). lost 30 marks; 2, N. Atkin (2%
Wooler), lost 40 marks; 3, G. P. H. Gardiner (3%
Armis^. lost 50 marks.
CLASS 3 (1,000 c.c.).— 1, H. E. Ellis (4y4

B.S.A.), lost 1 mark; 2, F. Blackburn (3'/. N.U.T.),
lost 4 marks; 3, N. L. Lowson (Wi B.S.A.), lost

class' 4 (600 c.c. Sidecars).—!, D. Brigham
(4 Triumph sc); 2, J. Pickering (4 Triumph so.)

;

3, A. O. Brett (SU, Coventry Eagle sc).
CLASS 5 (1.100 c.c, Passenger).— 1. C. W.

Mosey (5-6 A.J.S. sc), lost no marks and also won
the silver cup for best performance; 2. A. E.
Tindall (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), lost 5 marks;
3, E. F. Warters (10 G.N.), lost 12 marks.

Hill-climbing near Glasgow.
The Weslern M.C.C, Open Hill Event at Garshake.

GARSHAKE is a popular hill with all

the motor cycle clubs around Glas-

gow, but yesterday's meeting sur-

passed all previous events. There were

tw-enty classes, and over 130 starters.

At ' the invitation of the officials,

H. R. Davies gave exhibition rides in

several of the classes on his 2| h.p. A.J.S.
He was the chief attraction in an after-

noon full of incident, making faster time
than any of the competitors, some of

whom were riding 7-9 h.p. machines.
Napier-White (S^ Edmund) settled his

account for the time being with J. W.

mSJsiSiitA

^Walker (3^ Norton), who had rather bad
luck at the start owing to skid. W. G.

Smith, with his 1914 2| Ivy Green, made
a fine climb in the j)rivate owner's solo

class, while A. H. Alexander's 3^ h.p.

Douglas was in good form. Dougljts

Alexander, who had the misfortune to

crack 'his front cylinder head before the

event, was not to be denied his place in

the sun, and though handicapped by loss

of compression he, nevertheless, made
fastest time of the day and won, the solo

unlimited class. The results of the

various classes, both on time and for-

mula, are as follows :

CLASS 6.—350 c.c. Solo (Open). On Formula.

Time, Fig. of

sec. Merit.

W. G. Smith (23 Ivy Green) 32} . . 270

CLASS 8.—350 c.c. Solo (Open). On Time.

W. G. Smith (2j Ivy Green) 3=4 .. —
CLASS 9,—600 c.c. Solo (Private Owners). Oq

Formula.

W. G. Smith (25 Ivy Green) 32S
. . 271

CLASS 10.—600 c.c. Solo (Open). On Formul.^.

A. H. .Alex.inder (34 Douglas) 29 . . 302

CLASS II.—fjoo c.c. Solo (Private Owners). Oh
Time.

Alex. Smith (3i .A.B.C.) 31* .. -

Al the loot of Garshake Hill, where the Western M.C.C. held their open hill-climb

CLASS 12.—600 c.c. Solo

A. H. Alexander (3i Douglas)

(Open). On Timr

2g .. —

il
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Speed Hill-climbing at Evesham.
Nearly 43 m.p.h. on 1 in 6 from Standing Slart in Worcester Club's EvenJ.

Eric Williams (2-| A.J.S.) making a fast ascent of Hipton Hill in the Worcester M.C.C. hill-climb

BOSTON and Davies, and Davies and
Boston. That, as so often before,

sums up the very successful hill-

climb of tlie Worcester M.C.C. at Hip-
ton Hill, Evesham, on September 30th.

.

But although the times of the A.J.S.
experts are 5s. lower than the best general

time, it must be remembered that all was
in favour of the light machine that could

accelerate rapidly.

The course was. exactly three-tenths of

a mile with a maximum gradient of 1 in

6, aiid was at least 1 in 15 at the start-

,
ing-point. Combined with a loose patch

at the top and a standing start, condi-

tions seemed all against high speeds ;
yet

the average of all the competitors works
out at about 35 m.p.h.

The Lightweight Chassis.

Reg. Brown, on a very lively 2^

Diamond, made the star ascent in Class 1,

although J. JSI. Dosher (2i Enfield) was
good in the general class. This latter

rider, by the way, came up, in all, ten

times, clocking very consistently around

40s.

But it was in the next class that the

spectators on the bank instinctively drew

back, as H. R. Davies and G. S. Boston

flashed by. It is difficult to differentiate

between these two, although, Boston made
the faster ascent here by fs., for they

both piloted their bucketing mounts with

-the skill bom of much experience. Eric

Williams also on an A.J.S. did not seem

quite happy with his mount.

Duel Jor Fastest Time.

Class 3 made eligible Reg. Brown, this

time on a Sunbeam, and a trio of local

Norton riders, all of whom did well. But
the A.J.S. men easily held the leading

places and kept things lively with a per-

sonal duel for fastest time. This was
settled in the unlimited class when Davies

and Boston both clocked 25s., making
fastest time of the day and fairly indicat-

ing their comparative performances. 04.

R. Main (8 Zenith) in the course of a very

clean climb achieved the fastest ascent

in the general classes, while W. E. Smith

(3^ Norton) ran him very close.

Generally speaking the passenger classes

Avere a repetition of the solo events ; but
special mention must be made of the
climbs of some of the heavier outfits,

especially Mrs. Gibbs (3^ Smibeam) and
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial). The
above lady, we are told, is a beginner
to the pastime ; but the manner in which
she roared up on full throttle and second
gear was more reminiscent of an expert.
The event was excellently organised

;

from the timing by field telephone to the
arrowing of the route to the hill nothing

P. V. Cunningham (3J P. and M.) about
to start on an A.C.U. observed test of con-
sumption and mechanical lubrication.

Approximately 144 m.p.g. (petrol) and 1000

m.p.g. (oil) were obtained with itandard
gears and an Amac carburetter.

was left to chance ; and for a mid-week
event the attendance of competitors and
spectators was excellent. The results, on
time, follow :

CLASS 1 (300 CO., Solo) .—Expert : 1, Reg. Brown
(214 Diamond), 35;s.; 2, J. M. Dosher {2i,i Enflclci),
40|s. General: 1, J. M. Dosher (2W Enfield). 39is.
CLASS 2 (350 c.c. Solo).—E.tpert : 1, G. S.

Boston (2% A..T.S.). 25ss.; 2, H. R. Davies (2%
.\.J.S.). 26is.; 3. E. Williams (2% A.J.S.), 2SH.
General: 1, J. M. Dosher (2i4 Enfield) and A. D.
Thomas {2V. Diamond) tied, 42s
CLASS 3' (600 c.c, Solo).—Expert : 1, H. R.

Dayies (2?4 A.J.S.). 25is.; 2. G. Boston (2"(i
A.J.S.), 26|s.; 3, Reg. Brown (3i/> Sunbeam). 27Ss.
General: 1, W. E. Smith (3V. Norton). 31is.; 2,
T. CuUis (31/, Norton), 33s.; 3, G. J. Baragwanath
(4 Triumph). 34s.
CLASS 4 (Unlimited Solo).—Expert : 1, G. S.

Boston (2?4 A.J.S.) and H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S.)
tied, 2Ss.; 2, E. William's (2^4 A.J.S.). 28;s.; 3,
Reg. Brown (SV. Sunbeam), 28|s- General: 1, G.
R. Main (8 Zenith), 29!s.; 2, W. E. Smith (3',i

"Norton), 30Js.; 3, T. Cullis (31/2 Norton), 325s.
CLASS 5 (3S0 c.c. Sidecar).—Expert : 1, G. S.

Boston (2% A.J.S. sc), 29Js.; 2, H. R. Davies (2"}i
A.J.S. sc), 31|s.
CLASS 6 (600 cc, Sidecar) .—Expert : 1. H. R.

Davies (254 A.J.S. sc), 29s.; 2, G. S. Boston (2%
A.J.S. sc), 295s. General: 1, F. Drew (31,4 N.U.T.
sc), 61Js.
CLASS 7 (Unlimited Sidecars).-Expert : 1. H.

R. Davies (2l4 A.J.S. sc), 28Js.: 2, G. S. Boston
(2=4 A.J.S. sc), 30s.; 3, Reg. Brown (31/. Sun-
beam), 33|s. General: 1, R. Bladder (8 New
Imperial sc), 38is.; 2, J. M. Dosher (3 Enfleld
sc), 42s.

D. R. O'DONOVAN AGAIN
BREAKS RECORDS.

Six More Records taken by a
Standard B.S. Norton.

RIDING a standard Brooklands Special

Norton, D. R. O'Donovan beat six

more records last Thursday. Previ-

ously held by J. Emerson (A. B.C.), the^'

captured records are for 200 and 250 miles
and three hours in Classes C (500 c.c.)

and D (750 c.c). Some time was lost hy
belts leaving the pulleys owing to the
state of the track. O'Donovan also

stopped with plug troubles during the

last hour. The equipment included
Dunlop tyres, John Bull belts. Binks
three-jet carburetter. Speedwell oil,

C.A.V. magneto, and Philipson pulley.

The new figures are as under

:

m.p.h.
200 miles 3h. 8m. 33s. ... = 63.44

250 miles 3h. 56m. 34|s. ... = 63.40

3 hours 190 miles 1,605 yards = 63.63
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Hill-climbing near Glasgow—

CLASS 13.—Unlimited Solo {Private Owners^
On Formula.

W. G. Smith (2J Ivy Green) 33? . . 261

CLASS 14.—Unlimited Solo (Open). On Formula.

A. H. Alexander (3J Douglas) 29} . . 288

CLASS 15.—Unlimited Solo (Private Owners). Ok
Time.

E. Napier-White (3* Edmund-Mozer) 30^ . . —
CLASS 16.—Unlimited Solo (Open). On Time.

D. S. .Alexander (7-9 Indian) 7,^\ . . —

CLASS 17.

—

Unlimited Sidecar (Private Owners).
On Formula.

J. W. Walker (3^ —orton) , -40^ . , 252

CLASS 18.

—

Unlimited Sidecar (Open). On
Formula.

A. H. Alexander (3I Douglas) 33J . . 357

CLASS 19.

—

Unlimited Sidecar (Private Owners).
On Time,

J. W. Walker (3J Norton) 40J . . —
CLASS 20.

—

Unlimited Sidecar (Opev). On Time.

Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson) 30 . , —

OCTOBER yth, 1920.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Fastest Time by a Private Owner and Member'
OF the Club.

E. Napier-White {3-i Edmund-Mozei) 30^ . . —
Graham Hayes Medal for Best Performance os -

Formula. Open to Private Club Members only.

W. G. Smith {^i\ Ivy Green) 32I . . 270

Novice Prize. Best Perfor.mance on Formula
BY A Novice Private Owner.

C. McAlister (3^ Norton) 32^ • « 222

Meeting of the A.CU. General Committee.
Important Club Matters under Discussion.

FOLLOWING the proposal agreed upon
at the end of last year to hold most
of. the General Committee meetings

of the Auto-Cycle Union in the provinces

the third session of 1920-21 was held at

Norwich on Friday last.

On the evening previous to the meet-

ing the committee was entertained right

loyally by the Norfolk Motor Cycle and
Light Car Club. Some twenty members
of the committee were present, and among
those at the high table were the Lord
JNlayor of Norwich, Mr. W. R. R. Spel-

man, president of the club, the Town
Clerk, the Chief Constable, the County
Surveyor, and Commander Windham,
R.N.,* the prospective Parliamentary
candidate for Great Yarmouth. Con-
siderable credit is due to Mr. R. A.
Lower, the A.C.LT. consul in Norwich,
for his organisation of the meeting, and
to the Norfolk club. The speeches at the

dinner were brief and to the point. After
the proposal of the toast of the King by
the President, Mr. W. R. R. Spelman,
he proceeded to welcome the visitors to

tlie City of Norwich. He then referred

to the history of the club which had
renewed its activities during tlie present

season. He greatly regretted that the

chief constable of Yarmouth ha-d been
unable to attend, as the <:lub owed him
a real debt of gratitude, for helping it to

organise their most successful speed trials

at Yarmouth. He hoped that it would
be possible to organise an open event next
year.

Value of Provincial Meetings.

CoL Davidson, in reply, spoke of the
importance of provincial meetings,
especially in such places as Norwich,
where the Auto-Cycle Union was not too

well known. After such hospitality as

that proffered by the Norfolk M.C. and
L.C.C.. he felt it would be difficult

to refuse them anything.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, in proposing

the city of Norwich, made a most able

speech. He said the A.CU. as the govern-
ing body, sought to govern by encourage-
ment. The sporting side of the Union's
work was not the most important side,

but the nature of its work was not suffi-

.

ciently well known, and that was why
provincial meetings were organised.
The Lord Mayor replied with a very

amusing speech.
\n a charming speech Col. Brereton

replied to the toast of the Norfolk M.C.
and L.C'.C. referring to the enterprise
of the president ; the amusing speech fjf'

the Loid Mayor ; the wisdom of the
chief constable, who had whispei'ed to

him that there were no traps in the

county (cheers) ; the prowess of Mrs.
Knowles (who was present) in the Six
Days Trials ; and the good fortune of
the club in possessing sudi a good
organiser as Mr. Lower.
Mr. R. 0. Clark was then called upon

by Mr. W. H. Wells, who said he had
ridden one of the finest races in the Isle

of -Man he had ever witnessed.
Mr. Clark, in reply, said he hoped to

see several members of the Norfolk Club
in the Isle of Man next year.

The General Committee Meeting.

On the folio-wing morning the General
Committee sat for two and a half hours,
and was attended by a representative
gathering at which a considerable amount
of business was transacted. The first

important item on the agenda was the
reception of the reports of various
management and sub-committee meet-
ings, and in these the chief points ti

arise were the following : It was an-
nounced that the Union was preparing
a booklet to explain the procedure to be
followed by motor cyclists when the new
taxation came into force. Mr. Wells
suggested that the Government should
follow the example adopted in America
of issuing identification plates, which
would, of course, be of the correct dimen-
sions, and there could be no question
of number-plates being illegal. People
would then know where they were, and
the number-plate would also ghow that
the local taxation licence had been paid.
As regards the Competitions Committee

reports, considerable discussion ensued as
to the existing Tourist Trophy rules
whicli allowed a competitor to push his
machine over the fuiishing line and win,
even though his engine was not working.
It was felt, however, that no useful pur-
pose would be served by altering the
existing rule. In fact the only addition
to the existing regulations was to add a
rule to the effect that a competitor may
have to undergo a medical examination,
and would not be allowed to ride if an
adverse report were received.

Many Applications for Affiliation.

It is gratifying to note that applications
for affiliation to the governing body are
still numerous. At Fr'iday's meeting the
following clubs allied themselves to the
Union : The Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C.C., the Grantham and District M.C.
and L.C.C., the Mansfield and District
M.C. and L.C.C., the Market Harborough
and District M.C.C., the Millom and
South Cumberland M.C.C., the Mont-
gomery County M.C.C., the Nomad
(London) M.C.C., the Stockport Motor
Club, the Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.,

the Southport M.C.C., and the Norfolk
M.C. and L.C.C.
A proposal appeared in the name of

Major Vernon Brook, which was taken
charge of by Mr. Qu'ntin Nicol, dealing

with the question of amending the local

centre byelaws so as to prevent the over-

lapping of these centres, and the forma-
tion of these bodies without the consent
of the General Committee. The matter
was finally settled by amending the local

- centre bj'elaw No. 1, which now reads

:

"The committee of the Auto Cycle,;

Union, hereinafter termed the Union,?
shall define the area of each territorial',

district, which shall be called a loeali

centre of the Auto Cycle Union, and shalL
be constituted in the manner hereinafter^
provided. .'

" A local centre shall not be formed in''

any district until at least six afiSliatedf

clubs in that district shall have made;
written application to the Union statingv,

the district proposed to constitute suca;
centre, and obtained assent thereto."

Mr. Nicol then proposed' that " The'j
application for the formation of 'The''
Thrfee Shires Centre ' be acceded to.

"

" Three Shires " and Midland Centres.

The matter in question was discussed
for some time, as it was not apparently
fully understood by the Midland Centre .,

now in process of formation. It must(-.

also be explained that the " Three Shires

:

Centre " comprises the Worcester, Here-;,

ford, and Gloucestershire M.C.C. Th^-.'

proposal was agreed to, subject to ari.^

agreement being reached with "the prO'
posed Midland Centre as to the limitation •

of their respective areas, those areas to'

be agreed upon in consultation with ther
Management Committee next meeting. -

Apropos the matter of competitions it;

was proposed by Mr. Wells, and seconded
'

by Mr. J. L. Norton, that there should-
be twenty open competitions in 1921,
exclusive of those organised by the Auto-
Cycle Union and at Brooklands. This was
carried unanimously, with the slight

amendment that eighteen permits should;
be issued, and two held in reserve.

Dr. A. M. Low then announced that'-

the Hon. M. Upton had offered a valuable"
cup for the best performance at a silencer-

trial to be held in the near future all

Brooldands. He suggested that thft?:

machines (divided into standai'd and
experimental classes) should be sent up-
Brooklands test hill on low gear and on
full throttle, and that the noise of their-

exhaust should be recorded photogra^ihic-
ally. The judges of the competitioni
should include a representative from
Scotland Yard.
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Autumn Coast Ride Completed.
Olficially-observed Trial of 3,315 Miles wUh a 300 c c. Wilkin Sidecar.

THE officially observed coast ride

undertaken' by J. W. Wilkin

was completed last Friday at 11-40

p.m. when the 4 h.p. Wilkin-Blackburne

drew up at Blake's showrooms from

which it had started thirty-two days

before.

In all, 3,315 miles have been covered,

the daily average being 160 miles. The

first day—Liverpool . to Barrow (112i

miles)—was the lowest, and from Grimsby
to Yarmouth (235 miles) the highest.

Starting from Liverpool on September

8th, the route was v'm the West and

North Coast of Scotland to John-o'-

Groat's, down the East Coast of Great

Britain to Tilbury Docks, along the South

Coast to Land's End, then via the Welsh

Coast to' Liverpool. The coast line was fol-

lowed wherever there was anything in the

nature of a road. Often this was nothing

more than a right of way, and from Dum-
'fries to Thurso the machine had to travel

over stones and boulders, which the

machine withstood remarkably well. This

was described as the worst stretch of road.

At Scourie, in Scotland, it was found that

the ferry had been out of commission for

'i

twelve months. However, the ferryman

raked up a craft of some description and

got theni. across.

Twenty-one Days on the Road.

The actual travelling days numbered
< twenty-one, and on two days the rain was
so heavy that no mileage was made, and

ithe motor cyclists remained at Grimsby
and Yarmouth respectively. During the

first fortnight there was incessant rain,

i

and the rider declared that the journey
over the noted " Rest and be Thankful

"

• hill would have been impossible had it

'i

not been for the chain drive.

In the early part of the journey the

driver wore out his waterproof suit,

and brought back to Liverpool, strapped

on the sidecar, a pair of tight-fitting

fishermen's boots which he bought up in

the North. Although a few spare valve

parts were carried, replacements were sur-

prisingly few, the tyre troubles consisting

of five punctures (two in sidecar ~tube) and
a leaking valve. The carburetter and
magneto were faultless, and did not re-

quire a moment's attention during the

The finish of the 3,315 mile coastal ride. J. W. Wilkin,, who rode a Wilkin and sidecar, is s^en

standing in the centre, with the A.C.U. observer at his right hand.

whole of the journey. The chain, how-
ever, had to be adjusted. The severe
bumpings the machine received caused
the rope attachments holding the spare
tyre beneath the sidecar to be cut, and
the wheels must have passed over the
tyre, which was lost without it being
noticed.

Bitter complaints were made of the
terrible roads. An attempt was made to
get over the Beggar's Roost in Devon-
shire, but the wheels could not get a
grip on the loose surface, and the ven-
ture was abandoned. Without passen-
gers, the outfit weighed 4^ cwt. and its

load 22 stone. The average petrol con-
sumption was roughly 55 m.p.g., and oil

about 800 m.p.g. A feature of the cycle
is the Tjin. mudguards.
The only actual damages to the

machine were a slightly fractured rear
fork stay and a broken e.xhaust pipe,
which, considering the hundreds of miles
of execrable roads, is not a formidable
casualty list. An A.C.U. observer occu-
pied the sidecar throughout the long ride.

We congratulate Mr. Wilkin on the

completion of his test. A coast ride

with a 500 c.c. sidecar at this time of

the year is no mean performance, and
is one which places this comparatively
new make in the category of machines
which have been tried and not- found
wanting.

DAILY SCHEDULE.

Liverpool to
Barrow liai/a

Creetown 236
Glasgow 176
Fort William 165
Geantown 116
Tongue ... 157
Bonar Bridge 202
Aberdeen 189
Edinburgh 139%
Stockton-on-Tees ... 184
Grimsby 115
Yarmouth 235
Chatham 151
Brighton 162yj
Bournemouth 105
Plymouth ... 171
Fraddon 134
Bridgwater 154
CardiH .. ... 156
Aberystwyth 2101/3

Chester 198
Liverpool 17

We Must Have Home-produced Fuel

!

ARE we to have an adequate supply

of j)ower alcohol? The campaign
carried out for several years by

r/te Motor Cycle, and its sister journal

Thi Autocar is at last bearing fruit, for

there are many indications of activity

which, combined, may convince the

Government that a home-produced fuel

! is an absolute necessity.

j
The A. A. is making a special effort to

j

organise deputations to the mayors of all

1
the chief towns and cities with a view to

j
bringing before the notice of the Prime

I
Minister the fact that the price of petrol

j

is no longer a matter of motoring costs,

I
but a national affair affecting all classes

I of the community.

Power alcohol seems to be the ultimate
solution to the problem of Great Britain's
fuel supplies. This spirit, if mixed with
benzole, can be used in existing engines,
though if alcohol alone be used a certain
amount of modification Avill be necessary.
A practically unlimited supply of power

alcohol is obtained from vegetable sources,
and here is an opportunity lor the Govern-
ment to open up a vast industry in the
Overseas Dominions. In Africa, India,
or many of the Tropical possessions
alcohol can be manufactured from refuse
molasses, maize, potatoes, mahua, and
many different vegetables. Something
must be done at once. This country must
be independent of supplies from countries

which at any moment may prohibit

e.xjiorts on account of shortage.

it is impossible to -exaggerate the

tu'gency of this vital question. IT^e must
have, home-produced fuel, by which is

meant a source of supply within the

Empire and outside the control of foreign

trusts.

Already, as ^vas reported in om- last

week's issue, deputations organised by
the A.A. have been before the Mayor of

Coventry and the Lord Mayor of Bir-

mingham. Other deputations are being

arranged, while the resolution proposed
at Coventry last week is being circulated

throughout the city councils of the

country.

"7
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Oxford University M.C.C.

The hon. secretary of the Oxford Uni-
versity M.C.C, Mr. J. E. G. Harwood,
requests that all communications in future
should be sent to him at Christ Church,
Oxford, and not to his former address.

Bridgwater and District M.C.C.

The following are the results on time
of the hill-climb .on Pviritan Hill ':

600 c.c. (Club).—1, T. House (4 Triumph), 42iB.

1,000 c.c. (Olubl.—1, 0. A. Pollard (8 Zemtli), 3518.

1,000 c.c. Sidecar [Club).— 1, C. A. Pollard (8

Zenith sc), 45s.
350 c.c (Open].— 1, B. Passey (2*4 Douglas), 42?b.

600 c.c. (Openl.— 1, G. H. Tucker (31/2 Norton),

1,000 c.c. (Open).—1, C. A. Pollard (8 Zenith),

34is. (fastest time oi day).
,

600 c.c. Sidecar (Open).—1, E. Kickham (31/2

Douglas sc), 40i6. „ .„. , ^ ,,,,
1,000 c.c Sidecar (Open).-1, E. Kickham (31/2

Douglas sc), 39sS.

Levis Athletic Club.

The full results of the recent trial for

Levis machines only, reported in our last

week's issue, are now to hand :

Winner of Tardley Cup and gold medal for best

performanoe ol the day: G. S. Dayison, 192 marks.

Silyer medal for best performance in Class B

:

W. S. Hawcutt, 164 marks.
.

Sihei medal for best performance in Class C:

Gem Smith, 137 marks.
, ^ , „ .„

Bronze medal for second best performance in

Class A: Fred Poiter, 172 marks.

Bronze medal for second best performance in

Class B: F. Proctor, 125 marks.

Bronze medal for second best performance rn

Class O: C. L. Hull, 129 marks.
. ., .,

Special prize for -n-orst performance of the day:

J Pritchard, minus 2. (Note.—The term worst

performance " is somewhat oi a misnomer, but

Pritchard qualifies for this prize, as he Ipst more

marks than anyone else who covered all the course.

Only fifteen riders actually covered the complete

course Most of the riders who were " disqualihed

or "retired" made far worse performances than

Pritchard, one actually having lost 252 marks an

spite of not having travelled the whole route.)

Lancaster, Moreoambe, and District M.CC

This North Lancashire club recently

held very successful speed trials on More-

cambe promenade during the Morecambe

Carnival. About 2,000 spectators wit-

nessed the racing, which was favoured by

splendid weather. Several well-known

speedmen were competing, including T.

C. de la Hay, the winner of this year's

Senior T.T. ; L. Mitchell, who has worked

his way into the front ranks this year

;

and J. Whalley, another Lancashire

rider of promise. The length of the

course was one kilometre, and competitors

had a, flying start. Following are the

results :

CLASS 1 (machines not exceedinp; 350 c.c.).— 1,
M. Parkinson (2')i Douglas), 36is.; 2, B. Houlding
(2'/, Douglas). 36!s.
CLASS 2 (rnachinci- not exceeding 500 c.c.).— 1,

T. C. de la Hay (3% Sunbeam), 30|s.; 2, L.
Mitchell O'A Norton). 31s.
CLASS 3 (750 c.cl.— 1. T. C. de la Hay (3V2

Sunbeam), 31s.; 2, L, Mitchell (5% Norton), 31js.
CLA.SH 4 (unlimited).— 1. L, Mitchell (SVz Nor-

ton), 31?E.; 2. T. C. do la Hay (31/2 Sunbeam), 32s.
CLASS 5 (Local, 550 c.c.).—1, J. Whalley (3

A. B.C.). 359.; 2, K. Varley (31/2 Norton). 35is.
CLASS 6 (Local, unlimited).— 1, J. Whalley (3

A. B.C.), 34b.; 2, E. Varley {ZV-i Norton), 34Js.

A stiff route of approximately ono

hundred miles through (he Lake District

C18

made the recent one-day trial of this club
a severe test. The results are as follows :

SOLO MACHINES.— 1, W. Aitkinson (3V2
B.S.A.); 2, E. Thrclfall (4 Triumph).
SIDECARS.—1, R. C Ducksbury (8 Clyno sc.)

and C. E. Barron (6 A.J.S. sc.) tied.
TEAM PRIZE.—G. W. Read (6 A.J.S sc.) and

E. Threltall (4 Triumph).
Special medal for best performance on hills, E.

Threlfall (4 Triumph).

Hastings, St. Leonards, and Bexhill M.C.C.

The Hastings, St. Leonards and Bex-
hill M.C.C. propose to promote an inter-

club trial on October 24th, over a radius
of about fifty miles from Hastings. The
club would be glad to hear from local

motor cyclists who would care to give
assistance as observers on this occasion.

These should communicate with Mr. J.

Blakemarsh, 243, London Road, St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).
For the final run of the season on

Saturday, the 25th ult.,- it had been
hoped there would be a good muster.
The fact, however, that several members
were on holiday, and that others could

not resist the attraction of football, pro-

bably accounted for the small attendance
—eight members only, in place of the

usual average of upwards of thirty. These
faithful ones had their reward in ambling
through the charming lanes in the

vicinity of Gailey Pools on a glorious

afternoon, and finally making their way
via Stretton to Brewood, where tea was
enjoyed in a cosy nook near the canal,

after which a run home via Boscobel and
Codsall Wood completed a most pleasant

outing.

Lnton and South Beds A.C.

On the occasion of the hill-climb on the

9th competitors will be weighed at Luton
borough weighbridge, and not at Wend-
over, as previously stated.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

The above club held a speed testing

competition on September 25th, over a

thirty miles course. Secret checks were
arranged at intervals around the course,

and one mark per minute was deducted
early or late at these checks. The fol-

lowing were the winners : 1, Special Peli-

can prize, C. L. Owen (3^ Rudge-Multi)

;

2, Lumb prize, H. Haley (Matchless sc).

North London M.C.C.

Essenden, on September 25th, wit-

nessed the North London IM.C. Club's

speed-judging trial; and, as usual, tlie

consistent times evoked many queries

and suggestions as to how it was done.

The brainy man who suggested cover-

ing up the various village clocks was
quite eclipsed by one who declared that

next trial he would take his time from his

drip-feed ! Three circuits of the course

were made, and competitors were allowed
io select any speed between 15 and 20

jn.p.h. C. C. Labin (4 Indian Scout)

completed his first and second circuits in

exactly the same time, a feat which made
him unanimous favourite with the specta-

tors. But like so many favourites he was
unplaced, finally, the following being the

prize winners : 1, Silver medal, R. H.
Baxter (2^ Radco), Im. over ; 2, bronze
medals, R. H. May (4-i B.S.A.), l^m.,

and J. D. Timmins (1 Miniature Scooter).

Two thousand spectators witnessed the speed trials organised by the Lancaster, Morecambe^

end District M.C.C, and held during Carnival Week on the promenade at Morecambe.
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BELDAM
All British Motor Cycle Tyres.

ELDAM Tyres are NOT easily punctured ; they do not
skid ; they give magnificent mileage. We can prove
these claims by the number of testimonials we hold from
experienced, unprejudiced, motorists.

Beldam Tyres are as well and truly made as any tyres in the

world. We do not ask you to use them for that reason alone—but

for their long wearing, anti-skidding, and puncture resisting quali-

ties. There are two types for Motor Cycles—both of which are

here illustrated—and four types for Motor Gars. They can be had
in all standard sizes. Booklets free on
request.

SIZES

26 X 2

26 X 2j
26 X 3

ALL RUBBER DELUXE V STEEL STUDDED
|

3-ply
1 4-ply 3-ply 4-ply

i s. d.

2 12 3

2 17 3

3 2 2

£ s. d.

3 3 9

3 7 6
3 11

£ s. d.

4 2
4 7

4 11 3

£ s. d.

4 10

4 14

4 18

All Standard Sizes Made.

The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd., Brentford Middlesex.
Manchester : W. Briggs & Co., Bazaar Street, Pendleton. Nottingham : The
City Rubber Co., 106, Upper Parliament Street. Colne, Lanes.: G. W. Rush-
worth, Brown Street. Northumberland : R. Y. Mcintosh & Co., 13, Shakespeare
Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Scotland : Drysdale 8i Co., York Place, Dumfries.
Ireland: Vickery's Bantry Motor Garage Co., Bantry.

Retreads.
Good work—the best obtainable—and the

best materials go to the making of Beldam
Retreads—same workmanship and materials

as Beldam Tyres. That is why they last so

long—why they are such a good investment.

The majority of Beldam Retreads are good
for 5,000 miles—some have run for 7,000.

Send old covers—any make—and we will

quote cost of repairs or retreading

In answering this advertisement it isclesirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Valve Values
We need nol tell you that making valves
for Aeroplane Engines was no easy job

—

we need not emphasise the severity of
the test to which they were subjected in
use—but we need tell you that we actually
produced half a million such valves
during the War period, and that it was
that experience which gave us the very
specialised knowledge that has made
the value of "Standard hetter Valves"
supreme.

The valves we did make were acclaimed
the best of all that were produced—the
Valves we mat<e to-iay for vou—the
riotor Cyclist—are equally superior, so
don't wait for trouble by using those
which are not "quite as good." but
insure against that trouble's Inconve-
nient intrusion by testing the "Standard
better Valves " at once.

We produce in bulk patterns to suit
B.S.A., Triumph, Enfield. Douglas.
O.A.P.. etc., and have in the Press an
Illustrated Folder descriptive of our
work ; you should ask for this and name
of nearest stockist.

STANDARD VALVES Ltd.,

STANDARD W0BK5, BALnORAL RD.,

INORTHAMPTOIS.

BEAUMONT
MOTORS

The Beaumont "W.R." Model

fitted with the WALL 2} h.p.

Engine and the Roc Plain Two
Speed Gearbox is now ready.

PRICE 6S GUINEAS.

BEAUMONT MOTORS
(Leeds) LTD., Cleopatra

Works, Harehills, Leeds-

L.M.C.
IVIecins

Comfort

New
Patent Suspension (both from Seat

and Footboards)

This suspension system is the

outcome of long experience and
experimenting; it assures abso-

lute isolation from the heaviest

shocks. No saddle fatigue, neck

or back-ache on L.M.C. machines

fitted with it.

A Postcard will bring address
of nearest Agent who can
demonstrate it.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.,

132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

London Showrooms :

144, Great Portland Street, W.l.

New and Revised Edition (The Tenth).

"Uhe AUTOCAR
HANDBOOK to

A Guide
the Motor Car,

The standard handbook on motors and motoring. Every part of the car is described

Price in simple language and its function explained. Full information is provided for By Post
3/6 Net. the successful running and keeping in order of cars of all types. Written in non- ^ 4/-

technical language and illustrated by numerous diagrams. Useiul to every motorist.

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4, and all Booksellers.
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OUR REWARD
is invariably the same expression of satisfaction.

I shall come again and send my friends. You've served me Well."

ROVER, 3it h.p., 3-spsecl £149
DOUGLAS,' 2j h.p £100
Also d h.p. Combination £170
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed £75
And 8 h.p. Combination £250
B.8.A., 6-y h.p £150
B.8.A., Model H £110
Also Model K £107
NEW HUDSON £75
LEA-FRANCIS £130
A.B.C., 3 h.p £150

THREE BARGAINS

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
10 ALLON £85 O.K. 2-speed £65

TRIUMPH £127 10 ARIEL £120

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. S165 Also Combmation £152 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . . £185 JAMES Combination £215 3

MATCHLESS, Model H, lamps and hom £215 6 6 SCOTT £140

Also dynamo model £231 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, lamps, etc £164 10

JAMES "* h p £75 Also Model F, with H.D. Sidecar £212 10

DIAMOND", single-speed £65 ZENITH, 8 h.p., Model G £139

Also 2j h.p. J.A.P. mode; £90 6 MORGAN de Lu.xe,*J.A.P., & accessories £212

LEVIS Popular £60 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £175

O.K., single-speed £50 8 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, W.D., nearly new £110

NEARLY NEW
A.B.C.

£135

50,HighR(l., Wood Green, N.22

Grams-

' Phone—Homsey 1956.
"Doulamocy, Phone, London

NEARLY NEW
ROVER 5-6 Com

£210.

CLYNO

£65.

151, High St., Walthamstow,
'Phone—Walthamstow 169. E.I 7-

Grams—" Cyclotomo, Phone London.'

387, EustonRd.. London, N.W.I

'Phone—Museum' 4978.
Grams—"Lamocy, Eusi-oad, Loodon

f

'^,

Bargains for Motor Cyclists

""^

Large Australian Waterproof Cycling
Capes, lined rubber .. .. .. 12/6 eacb

New Combination Sheet and Cycling
Cape, pure rubber .. .. .. 12/6

New large Canvas Rotproof Sheets,

Suitable (or covering motor cycles,

sidecars, vans, or carts ,. .. 17/6

New Waterproof Rubber-lined Caps,

with neck shield . . . . . . 1/6

Black Rubber Combination Motorist's

Suits, complete with sou'wester . . 25/-
Cost Government 63/-

Heavy Woollen check Motor Rugs . . 30/-

Motor Cyclist's Gabardine Overall Suits

—absolutely waterproof . . . • 35/-

Also in Black Rubber at 25/- ,

New Heavy Woollen-lined Gloves for

car drivers . . . . . . . . 6/- pair

New Canadian Chamoi ^ Gauntlet
Gloves for motorists .. .. ..10/6

Ditto 7/9

New Heavy 'can Mackintoshes for
cyclists 35/- each

New Khaki Cycling Breeches, very besi 15/6 pair

Another quality 11/6

Best Army Puttees, new .. .. 4/6

Naval Canvas Leggings, leather bound 4/6

New Block Leather Leggings, black or
brown 18/6

Overcoats, as used in Russia, lambs-
wool lined . . . . .

.

. . 40/-

Thousands of other bargains. Send for lists.

SAGARS' SURPLUS STORES (Oept. m)

HYDE ROAD, MANCHESTER.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle-

o

D
o

n
O

x=x=.ilf
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Your Motor Cycle will be stronger and
will Tield a longer and more satisfactory
service if (he frame is built up wilt>

REYNOLDS'
BUTTED TUBES.

These famous tubes give added strength
to the frame's most vital parts—" the
joints "•—and a rigidity and strength to
the whole machine which adds im-
measurably to the rider's comfort.

And the winning of the 1920 Senior T.T. on
a

*

' REYNOLDS - Butted - Tube - built

"

machine is the latest " merit proof."

Patent Butted Tube Co., Ltd.,

Hay Hall Works, Tyseley, Birmingham,

m
H
B
1
ii

i
mm

MOTOR OILS
for Cars, Cycles, Tractors,

Aeroplanes, and Boats.

High-grade and
Unexcelled.

Can be oMained Imm
all Motor Garages

and Motor Car

Dealers.

Don't be
satisfied with less

than the best,

but demand "SPEEOON.'

Sole ManufactuP3r»s

JOHN S. MORRIS & SON (OILS), Ltd.,

Cross Lane Oil Works,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER

THE BONNIKSEN ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Rocksteady and Unlimited Speed

Reading.
• Trip and Non-Trip Types lor

Motor Cycles, Cars & Cycle Cars.

PRICES.
Motor Cycle Type.

Trip. Non-Trip,

£6 10 each. £5 15 each.

Cycle Car and Car Type.
Trip. Non-Trip.

£8 15 each £8 each.
' hese Prices are subject to an increase

of 5% as from the \st May.

For any faithpr information write
stating type required to the

manufacturers

—

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD.,
Tclciihonc—".'2 A ''I'i COVENTRY. TolcRTftms—

"RotlifiiliaiiiH. Coventry.'

V.

MOTOR^CUSTS

^^^fS^^

A USEFUL BOOK
fof Motor Cyclists

FULL of valuable informatioa
and "wiinldes" relating to

the purchase, driving, ad-

justment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, eta, of motor
cycles. The present edition has
been thoroughly revised and is

right up to date in every respect.

Price 2/- net. By Post, 2/3
^

Home or Abroad.

From
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4,
nml all luailimr hooksullurB and bookstalls
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I

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
S—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are ^charged double rat«. Each paragraph is

! charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

; idvertisements should be made payable

I to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed'

\

treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisements m this section should be
iccompanied with remittancoi and be addressed
CO the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

3oventry. To ensure insertion letters should
i je posted in time to reach the ofllces of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
norning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
luote the number which is printed at the end of

I

iach advertisement, and the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

)r printers' errors, although every care is taken
avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveiiieoce of advertisers, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

^'hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
igistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
3 the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number

, ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
idressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
..C.\. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing
omittances should be sent by tegisiered post, but in all such
ises it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

; In the case ot motor cycles offered for sale under a box

I

umber, as it is unusual tor these to be sold without first

J sing inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

;
iciUtate business by embodying in their advertisements

;
>me mention ot the district in which the machine

\
ftered may be seen and tried. I

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
'eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
iotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
jods is three days, and if a sale' is effected we remit the
noUDt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
> the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one way. For all transactions up to £zo, a
eposit fee of i /- is charged ; on transactions over ^lo
ad under £io, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;
'ec £75 and under £100, 7/5; and on all transactions
ver iCioo, ^ %. All deposit matters are dealt with at"
J, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money

f rders should be made payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
r The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
!
idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

J

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
I
esirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

I
oswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

j

lenoe as an indication that the goods advertised have
Iteady been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
lanj enquiries that it Is .quite impossible to reply to
ach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

T ATEST 1920 A.B.C. (or immediate deUrery; list

Z-" price.—Farncourt's Garage, Stamford [3699
I' A.B.C., brand new; immediate delivery from stock-

j

ilSO.—Midland Garage. ^Colwyn Bay. [X1711
jlQ^O A.B.C, dynamo lighting, brand new; £173.—
I'-" Khosha Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. [3546

I

A .B.C., electric model, lor delivery at list price.—Dis-
I
-^ tnct agents, Turnill and North, Peterborough.

[2826
-,., - _,,—8, done 150 miles; £135.—

I
10, Dunn's, 326, Euston Ed., London. Museum
^91. [2978

PAYMENTS MAY BE .MADE BY
INSTALMENTS.

TERMS :—One quarter down, and the remainde,

In eleven equal monthl y payments.

The following NEW 1920 MACHINES at Makers'
List Price—All in Stock lor Immediate Delivery.

QUADRANT Combination, 4J h.p., 1921 £145
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p., all-chain

drive £195
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., solo, Model H £129 10
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting, Model C .... £123
ZENITH, 8 h.p., sporting. Model G £139
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p., Model H £182 10
BLACKBURNE, S h.p., and Grindlay S /car £225
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H £110
B.A.T., 6 h.p., sporting model £160
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter £105
DOUGLAS, =ihp.. 3-speed only £100
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £170
SCOTT, 3J h.p £140
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed ... £73 10

JAMES, 25 h.p., 2-5troke £75
P. & S., 2i h.p., 2-stroke. clutch, and

kick-staiter £78 10
CLYNO, 2l h.p., 2-stroke £75
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., stand-

ard model £205
NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p £89 5

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, W.D., reno-
vated by Triumph Cvcle Co £105

QUADRANT Combination, 4I h.p £135

SECOND-HAND MACHINES, all overhauled
and guaranteed. SOLOS.

CLYNO, 2J h.p., ^-stroke, 1920, all acces-

sories" £72 10
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.. solo, 1920 £105
WOOLER, 2; h.p., 1920 £85
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-speed, 1920

'[gaOA.B.C, 4

£30

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 1914, fitted with new
Grindlay Sidecar £110

ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p.. 1920,

M-.-^.G. d™amo £180
ENFIELD Combination, 6-8 h.p £165
DOUGLAS, 3I h.p., 19x4, and wickerS/car £66
HUMBER and Sidecar, 3.^ h.p., X9X9 £105
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1912 £80
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., 1920,

accessories £205
Powerplus INDIAN Combination, 7-9 h.p.,

1920 £195
MATCHLESS and Sidecar, 8 h.p., 1915 . . £137 10
HARLEY-DAVIDSON and . Sidecar,

7-9 h.p., JQ16 £110
J.H. Combination. 7-9 h.p., 1915 £115
QUADRANT Combination, 4J h.p., 1920 £122 10

ZENITH and Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1912 £72

SECOND-HAND LIGHT CARS.

A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., 1919
GARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 .

£165
£100

J.A.P. Engine, S-io h.p., w.-c, magneto
included, r920 £45

SIDECARS of every popular make in stock for

immediate delivery. Fitted whilst vou wait.

Also a large and varied selection of ACCESSORIES
of every description. Lists on application.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: Holborn 5777/Grara3 ; Opiiicer, Fleet, London

MOTOR CYCLES
4.B.C.

FOR SALE.

A.B.C, brand new, not registered; list price, £150;t* what offers?—Williams, 19, Portland St., Chelten-
ham. [X4043

A.B.C, 1920, 700 miles, Bonniksen speedometer,
lam^, horn, ijisured; £135; London. — Box

723, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3614

A.B.C. Combination de Luxe, Lucas dynamo light-
ing, horn, tools, etc., ridden 750 miles, perfect;

list £205, only £175. Box 722, c/o The Motor Cycle.A[X4086.B.C., 1920, run 350 miles, Cowey horn and usual
kit, in exceptional tune, finest m-achine I have

owned; lowest £140.—D. Lnviu, Old House, Sonning,
Berks. [9259

T~)ELrVEEY of the A.B.C. Motor Cycle from stoa*.
-»-' Distributers for the county of Lincoln.—The Spald-
ing Motor Co., Ltd., PiBchbeck St., Spalding 'Phone;
144. T.A.: Service. [OOlS

1 020 A.B.C, spring frame, lamps, horn, speedometer,
'-^ new Dunlop cover on rear wheel, perfect condi-
tion; seen Bristol district; £155.—Write P. V. James,
H.M.S. Warwick, c/o G.P.O. [2547

31h.p. A.B.C Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new;

cash iei50. list price £173/10; may- be obtained on
easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [3157

A.B.C. Sopwith 1920 Solo, delivered June, just run
in, not scratched, done only 800 miles, complete

Cowey horn, electric lamps, Smith trip speedometer,
foot pump, pan saddle and back seat; cost £185, will
take £150 cash.—Pynegar, 5, Dowgate Hill, London.

[2890
A.B.C 1920 (Aug.) Combination, 4 speeds, Canoelet

sidecar, complete lighting set, Watford speedo-
meter. Klaxon, disC5 and tools, T.T. bars, only run 170
miles, enamel uuscratched, guaranteed perfect, any tri^l,

insured for £200, cost £204; leason for gelling, getting
car; £140, or very near offer.—Spencer, 37. Kirkham
Av.. Whitegate Drive, Blackpool. [2945

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick, SV^h.p., T.T., 2 speeds,

lamps, horn, speedometer; £35.-8, HaTergal Villas,
Green Lanes, S. Tottenham, iM.15. _ [2822

ABINGDON" King Dick 6-7h.D. Combination. 1920.
run few hundred miles only, perfect condition;

£145; required, less powerful machine, suitable for
ladj-.—Eosling, Summerlands, Paignton. [2755

A.C.E.

ACE. the famous 4-cyl. machine, immediate delivery
from stock.—194, Balham High Rd., S.W.12.

'Phone : Latchmere 4441. [3457

ACE. 4-cyl., consignment just arrived; immediate
delivery of standard model, £210; sidecars to

suit.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. L.i587

.\cme.

ACME-J.A.P. New 8h.p. Combination; £213/15, or
exchange.—Motorics, 25, Horton St., Halifax.

[2967
A.J.S.

;
£210.

[X1347
A.J.S. New Combination, delivery from stock

—Jones, Garage, Droitwich.

CEOW Bros., Guildford, A-J.S. agents and experts
since 1912, accept no premium. [9993

BRIGHTON. Hove and District A.J.S. Agents,
Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

1Q16 A.J.S. 2^/ih.p., re-enamelled, complete lamps,
-Ltf horn, etc.; £75.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X3994

rQ19
(August) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete,

t' in perfect order ; offers wanted.—Musgrave, Grey
Abbey, Cockermouth. [2935

A.J.S. Combination, November, 1919, complete Lucas
accessories, guaranteed perfect; £190.—Eveson,

Dingle, Stourbridge. - [3509

MMEDIATE Delivery of new 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Com13 .

binations, at list

Bridge St., Cambridge.
price.—King and Harper, 6,

[1822

A.J.S. 1919 Nearly New Combination, all complete;
£150.—Furniture Shop, 62, Hampstead Rd.,

N.W.I

AU letters ^lating to adveiUsements should quote the number at the end of each ajvertisement, and the date of the issue.

Phone: North 1519. [2967

A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, fully

equipped; X135. See displayed advertisement.
—Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [3686

10 16 4h.p. A.J.S., splendid condition throughout,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, speedometer; f 100. — Waverley,
Southampton St., South Farnboiough, Hants. [2806

A.J.S. 1920 Model, £210, in stock.—Lamb's, 387,
Euston Rd., London. N.W. 151. High St., Wal-

thamstow; and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [2901

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combin.'ttion, only used fine week-
ends, perfect condition, unscratched, all acces-

sories; £145 cash.—406, Gariatt Lane, Earlsfleld, g.W.lS.
[3462

E2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.J.S,

A.J.S. 4h.p. Twin Combination, 1915, oversize tyres.
speedonieter, all lamps, splendid condition; any

trial; £100.--J.H.W., 29, Manor House, Marylcbone,
N.W.I. E3320

A.J.S. 6h.p. C.B. Combination, screen, 3-speed gear
box, clutch, K.S., Oowey horn, 3 lamps, all as

new, any trial; £145.—MuUins, 363a, Kennington Rd.,
S.E.ll. [2741

A.J.S. Specialists : Walsall Gaiage, Wolverhampton
St., AValsall. Tel. 444, can give delivery from etock

of theeo world-famous outfits; price £210; write for

cataloii-uo. [8998

6" h.p. 1914 A.J.S. Combination, £30 recently spent
on renewals and overhaul of engine, gear box, and

magneto ; £100, or offer.—Lt. Lawder, H.M.S. Excel-
lent, Portsmouth. t3349

1 C|13 A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable wheels,
-L*/ spare wheel, tyres as new, all accessories, per-

fect order; £160, or nearest offer.—9, Lark Hill Lane,
Club Moor, Liverpool. [3181

A.J.S. 1919-20 6h.p. Combination, perfect order, any
expert inspection, trial, lamps, tools, original

tyres, owner sailing New Zealand; accept £190.—Eller-

beck, 2, Temeside, Ludlow. [2696

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, fully equipped, spare

wheel, tools, and accessories, Bound condition, thor-

iJUghly overhauled; £120.—Hannen, Birches Barn Ed.,

Eradrobre, Wolverhampton. [3405

"g 016 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, good condition, re
J-t/ eently overhauled, spjire wheel, full, equipment
Tan-Sad, many accessories; £115; evenings or week-ends
by appointment.—Amstel Cottage, Watford. [3006

"1 Q20 Model A.J.S. Combination, completely fitted

XZP with lamps, spare wheel, etc.. Easting and Rlass

wind screen, condition as new throughout; £220,
Charles Moxham and Co., 32, Torwood St., Torauay,

[2833
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, speedometer,

hood and screen, luggage grid, detachable spare

wheel in perfect condition, and a very complete
outfit; £150.—Alexander's 115, Lothian H.d., Edin-
burgh. [3481

F.O.C.H. have an A.J.S. combination, detachable
wheels, spare, lamps, horn, grid, screen; £115.-5,

Henth St., Hompstead [near Hnmpstead Tube Station).

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur

days. [2&68

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, just delivered and paid
X*7 ior, still at agents near, £10 cff list price; or

ditto (June), lamps, Tan-Sad, etc., what offers?—
Stretton, 35, Devonshire St., Portland Place, W.l.
3237 Paddington. [3360

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, July delivery, hood, side

curtains. Tan Sad, Watford trip speedometer,
Cowey horn, Lucas lamps, 1,000 miles, no punctures,

spare wheel unused; £225, or near offer.—Carlyon.
Freelands, Iffley. Oxford. [2849

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, complete with
dynamo lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, hood

cover, side curtains. Klaxon horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat.

mechanically perfect and quite indistinsuishable from
. new; £250.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4035

"I (E|20 A.J.S. Combination, uncrated May, condition
X»/ excellent, mileage 1,300, tyres unpnnctured, spare

wheel unused, lamps. Klaxon horn, speedometer, punc-
ture-preventer; owner returning India; £200, or offer.

—Crosthwaite, Ferns, Byfleet Rd., Weybridge. [2563

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of this high-grade 6h.p.

combination from stock. Standard model, with
detachable wheels and spare, £210; Lucas dynamo light-

ing set, £28 estfa; local trade supplied.—P. J. Evan.?,

sole Birmingham agent, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir-

minghairi.
^ [0299

A.J.S. {Aug., 1920) 6h.p. Combination, complete
with screen, 4 interchangeable wheels, Lucas

horn, speedometer, 3 Miller lamps, 3 generators, all

spares, condition new, 600 miles, insured to Aug.,
1921, owner going abroad Oct., cost £240; accept
£225.—Apply from 8-10.20 to Major Bennett, Arnold
House, Farnborough, Hants. [2841

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts. [9624

Alder.

] ^ 3V2h.p. Alder-Precision, new pulley belt.19 tyres good, in good order; £50.—Lay, Eastbury
Housp, Northwood. [1690

Alldays.
"1020 Allon de Luxe, cIutcL, kick start, 2-8peed:
-L«7 cheap, X70.—9, P.nrsital Ed., Hnmpstead. [2671

1Q15 Allon, 2-strok6. 2-fpeed, perfect condition:
J-*^ £55, or offers.—J. Jarvis, Watermoor, Cirencester.

[X401
ALLON, Dec, 1918, 2-speed clutch, discs, acces-

sories, splendid condition; £62.—126, Florence
Rd., Wimbledon, London. [2889

3Xli-i>- Alldays ' Matchless, 2-speed, fre« engine, 2
2 hiiiipfi, in gond condition ; owner gone abroad : 40

gus.— 29, Martin Bt., Leicester. [X3956

ALLDAYS Matchless, overhauled, re-eniimelled ns
new, makers' transfers, new belt, lamps, and

bom, very fa.st; £35.-30, Woodville Bd.. Ealing. [2568

ALLON 1916 2?ih.r., 2^ipeed, band clutch, splendid
<'Ond;ition, born, lamp**, Tan-S,'id, aparo belt,

spcwlomctor, «tc. ; bargain, £50.—4, Coniincicial St..

Middleton, Hartlepool. [2636

[Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets,

Write for Catalogue,

Specialities

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Send a p.c. for address o/ nearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
Plac~ your orders witll one of ihe following
WHOLESALE HOUSES, all of which carry

large stocks.

StoreH. Taylor & Co.

Street, E.C.

Pee! a Paricer, 2, Crom-

well St., Peterborougli.

Tliompson & Sons,

Norwicli.

Brown & Co., Rensiiaw

Street, Liverpool.

H.A.H. Complete Sets—Head,

Jas. Tliompson & Sons,
Ltd., Edinburgh. And

ail depots.
Thames Electrical Co.,
15, ifiarifet Place,
Kingston-on-Thames.
IKann, Egerton & Co.,

Norwich.
R. Bariter, 12-14,
Spencer Street, Hull.

Side, anH T<.i*and Tai'
Carrying Case, Switch'
for installing. Many

Lamps, Accumulators,

Wiring, etc. Ready
different Models of

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS
Fig. 893.

Best analitv
finish
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
strong,
A d justable
focus. Ad-
just a bie
brackets.
Special dusf
andweather-
proof front.

Price as Ulustratea, 66/- each.

STRIKES
will cut ofE your lighting sup-
ply at the main, you will then
have to get an Electric Hand
Lamp. BUY ONE NOW.
LASTS A YEAR OR MORE.
Fig. 1040. H.A.H. Portable
Hand Lamp, complete with 4^
volt Hellesen Dry Battery as
illustrated. Price 25 /- each.

H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Complete Set, 29/6. As illusiratod.

Comprising Fig. 573- Kear Lamp, 9/6 each.
"Force" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery, 9/11
each. Fig. 386. Metal Carrying Case, 10/6 each.
With an Aaetylcnc Head Lamp use an Electric Rear
Lamp Set, which cannot bloW' out, and is alwnyt
ready to be switched on at a moment's notice.

A. H . HU NT, L.XD.

,

H.A.H. WORKS,
Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

C'oydoa 2225, 2226, "Keyage, Croydon.'*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Alma.

A LMA Single' 4J4h.p.. Boecli, 13. and U., J.A.Pi
-*^ engine, good ninniug order; £25.—Carter, Win-
comlee, Shaft^jslmiy, llorset. [2753

American X.

T-91i.p. American X., 3-speed, kick start, disc clutcli,'
liand-4oot, original Firestonea, beautiful ooach

sidetiar. Inrge head light; £112; escliange.-EiddelBdeU^
76. Aluriiiy Rd., Ipswich. [3395

Artel.
|Q20 Ariel, Bhop-soiled, 3>^b.p.; £105.—Eoee, 86.At^ High Ed., Lee, S.E.

, ^3102

ARIEL 33--2h.p., 3-sp6ed, Bosch mag., wicker sidecar;
£45.—Beynon, Chaceley, Tewkesbury. [2599

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol ArieU.—
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2267

1 Q20 Ariel Combination, luggage carrier, fully
-L*' equipped; £142/10.—Southgate Garage, GloUf
oester. tX387S
1 Q20 SV'-b.p. Ariel Combination, new; sacrifice,
J-«^ £140, or nearest.—Box 8,420, c/o The Mom-
Cycle. [3032

ARIEL Combination, SV-b.p., just uncrated, no car-
riage; £157/10.-^James Bro^\-n, 98, Brandon St,

Motherwell. [X3654

ARIEL Combination, Z'A^.'p., 3-3peed, K.S., coach-
built sidecar, lamps, etc., complete.—Adams, 82,

York Rd., Battersea. [3557

ARIEL-SWIFT 1914 SVsh.p. Combination, wralfci

gear, 1919 Watsonian sidecar, lamps, last and
powerful; £55.-7, Kenyon St., Fulham, S.W.6. [2735

ARIEL 1919 S^/^h.p. Combination, Watsonian Monarch
new last May, Easting, F.R.S. electric lighting, 5

horns, etc.; nearest £125.—Ellis, 46a, Stondon Park,
S.E.23. [2816

ARIEL 1920 3y2h.p., Henderson sidecar, Lucas ligit-

ing, new Cowey speedometer and hom, insur-

anfe. mileage 600; £140.—Wooldridge, Marston, York
Rd., Woking. [X3807

ARIEL Combination, 1913. countershaft 3 speeds,

E.S., iinderslung, ooaehbuilt- sidecar, perfect; £70:
seen alter 5 p.m.—Clarke, 58, Osmond Gardens, Wall-
ington, Surrey. [2807

ARIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chain

models which will be the BoUs-Royce of motor
cycles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,

7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. 18231

ARIEL 1920 Brand New 6-7h.p. Twin Combination
in stock, ready to ride away; £177/10; extended

terms 4%. extra.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0071
APRIL 1920 Ariel, with Paragon folding sidecar,

goes through ordinary door, no garaging expen.ee

fine condition, full lamps. Easting, spare tyre, belt

etc., trial; £145.-110, Wimbledon Park Rd,, Sonth^
fields, S.W. i;264£

3ih.p. Ariel and sidecar, 1919, fitted Watford speed
2 ometer, Lucas horn, P. and H. lamp, full set ol

spares, excellent condition; £110, or nearest (fl'er

owner going abroad.—Dundee Motor Co., 160, Nether
gate, Dundee. [253^

ARIEL 1919 5-61i.p., Canoelet sporting sidecar, 3

speed, hand and foot clutch, specially good en
gine, aluminium pistons, Ace discs with hub oilers

special spring fork shackles, exhaust pipe, wide handle
bars, spare tube, belt, chain, valves, plugs, pistons
legshields, etc., smart and efficient wind screen, lug
gage carrier, appearance and mechanical condition ex
cellent, photo, £140; large 6-volt lighting set, accu
mulator and battery (2-way), Watford trip and maxi
mum hand speedometer, Lucas horn, spare front anr
rear wheels with extra heavy Dunlops, £12,—Silverlea
Farnborough Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [526t

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, £9; attaohed gent's cycle, £1^

running order.—151, Kingston Rd., TeddinKton
[541.

WALL de Luxe, 1919, new condition, special fittint;

new Palmer; £15.-18, Grittleton Av., Wembley
(D) - [270'

AUTO-WHEEL, needs carburetter control, £6/10.-
Averv. Little York Cottage, The Common, Tun

bridge Wells. [X396'

WALL, very good condition, any trial; 10 gns., o
offer; exchange entertained; Norfolk.—i>ox 8,34C :

c/o The Motor Cycle. l^o8i i

YOUNG Motor Attachment, brand new, complete wit! t

all fittings; iSgns.-Burditt, 67, Station Rd ^

DesboToufih, Market Horborough. [293'

Bat.

1 C|20 Bat, Model 4, brand new, not used; whfti
-Lt/ offers? — Wright's Garage, Saffron WaldfiOT
Tel. : 16. [3521

1 1|20 Bats. Bh.p. and 8h.p.. solo or combination^
JLU immodiate delivery, trade supplied.—Alexander'll
115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [iio»l

1 O20 6h.p. Bat Combination, brand .new, slightl;!

X«7 shop-soilod: price £175.—Tol. : 6626" MugSuWl
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.. W.l. [329f

B22 Ail letters relating tp advertisements sliouid quote the number at tlie end ol each advertisement, and the date of tlie issue.

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

ILTNO 5-6h.p. Iiate W.D. Models, 3^p6cd, kick
' start, foot clutch, re-enamelled and replated, new

1 bur©tt«r3 and magntos, lebuilt as new, practically

7 used; few available from £75.—Hearn, 117, Lough-
ouFh Park, Brixton, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2888.

[1431

916 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick starter, en-

closed chains, interchangeable and spare

;
eels, 700x80, 2 new ^4 covers, new cylinders,

I
tons, gudgeons, rings, bushes, black and gold,

i ?wart horn, dissolved acetylene, largest P. and H.

;

20; Triumph solo part; alter 6.30.—65, Clifton

., Wembley Hill. [3499
Comet.

920 4h.p. Comet-Elackburne Combination, coach-
built sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, heavy Dunlops,

minium footboards, lamp?, speedometer, tools. T.T.
' 3. reliable outfit; £110, lowest.—56, Lawrence Hill,

Lftol. [2601

Connau^ht,
914 2^ih.p. Connaught, rew crankshaft, bushes, by

makers, lamps, horn; £35.-4, High St., East
I instead. Susses. ' [3412

lONNAUGHT 2%h.p., conntershalt, 2-speed gear
box, free engine, good Dunlops, guaranteed order;

gns.—14, Arundel Rd., Croydon.-- [3347

914 2^ih.p. Connaught, just been re-enamelled and
plated; bargain, £37/10.—Shepherd and Co., En-

d Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [1638

lONNADGHT Motor Cycles.—2i/5h.p. 2-speed model,
' £70; single speed, £62; immediate delivery.—P.
Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0252

Coulson.
'OtJLSON B. 2^;4h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, very

little used; £75.—Skeggs, Garage, 126, High St.,
'venage, Herts. [2524

920 Coulson TJ., 2-stroke, splendid condition, ideal
spring frame, lamps, etc. ; £60.—Elliott, Golden

tes. Ascot, Berks. [3267

lOULSON B., 2%h.p. Blackburne engine, 2 speeds,
' spring frame, 1920 model; £80, or exchange
;her power.—103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[3307
lOtJLSON.—Come to E. B. Clark, the Coulson
' e-xpert. for your machine; large stock, all makes,
immediate delivery.—7, Exhibition Rd., South Ken-

gton. [3447
"EW Coulson B, 2%h.p., £99/15; fitted with 2-speed

gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine; 2-)ih.p.
del, with clutch and kick starter, £110/5; 4h.p.,
^h 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, etc., 118 gns.

;

fitted with smart boat-shaped sidecar, painted
ral blue, £162/10, or on easy payments 4% extra,
[ .y one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal-
nts.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

[3152

Coventry Eagle.
lOVENTRY Eagle. 1920, 2"!4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, K.S., Dunlops, lamps, horn, tools, as
it; £57/10.-Short, 487, Upper Richmond Rd., East
sen. 'Phone : Richmond 2362-3. [3580

920 Coventry Eagle, SVJh.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-speed

^ gear box, clutch, and kick start, lamps, etc., in
rfect condition; £50.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a,
i
lailey Rd., N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampstead 7822.

[2952
Diamond.

!
lYRIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery ot all model

I
Diamonds.—Chapel Ash. Wolverhampton. [2266

VIAMOND, brand new, 2o4h.p., 2-stroke, slightly
shop-soiled; £59

' nth Kensington,
-Clark, 7. Exhibition ~Rd.'

[3452

920 Diamond 2-stroke, single speed, electric light-
ing, only used twice; £49.—Willetts, Rookery,

nesfield, Wolverhampton. [3362
klAMOND 1918, 2%;h.p. VilUers,
' condition good; £40.—Short,
aid Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone

:

Douglas.
'HE Great Douglas Agent, J. \\

,

Manchester.

2-speed, tyres and
487, Upper Rich-
Richmond 2362-3

[3578

Gourlay. FoUowflold,
[6947

915 Douglas, '23^h.p., guaranteed,
at £48.-

- -- — - - . -

iOUGLAS 2=4li.p., 2-«peed, clutch; £33; running.—
24, Bourne Hill, Palmer's Green. [3487

iih.p. Douglases, 2-speed, just renovated: £45 each.
4 J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. [3611

\OUGLAS 2^;4h.p., brand new, kick start and clutch

;

' £103.—Baths Garage, Teubury, Wells. [S3954

£50 ; also one
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [3103

<5.h.p. 2-speed Douglas, Bosch, Amac, perfect order;
£39.-18, Ranelagh Av., Barnes, London. [3371

ilGHTON, Hove and District Douglas agents.—
i;Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

[0201
^GLAS, 1914, 2-speed, lamps, speedometer, etc.;

'bargain, £35.—Lay, Eastbury House, Nortliwood.
[1691

•89.—1913 Douglas 4h.p. C.B. combination.—Walker,
' 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.

[1676
DOUGLAS 1916 2S/4h.p., overhauled, lamps, horn,
^ footboards-, spares; £60.—3, Overcliffe, Gravesend.

C270,

mm
" The sporting chance you have been waiting
for for twelve months has come at last. No
waiting. Machines quoted below tor imme-
diate delivery at makers' list price. N9
charge for carriage or crate for machines
quoted below. Free fill up with petrol. These
are the generous terms which we have been

waiting to give you for many months."

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATCH LESS Combination, M.A.G.

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc., new Lisi price

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List price

1920 3V h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List price

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps,
Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete. Im-
mediate delivery List price

1920 S h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magd>Tio, brand new List price

Tq20 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH^ countershaft model,
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete with
lamps. Special bargain ; under list

price £195
1920 4} h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

drive model, brand new List price

1920 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate
delivery List price

1920 latest chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combination ; immediate dehvery,

List price

1918 Powerplus INDIAN Combination, excel-

lent condition £140
1919 6 h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, very

small mileage £160
1920 7-9 h.p. 4 -cylinder F.N. Combination,

complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen £190

1914 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-pnamelled at Matchless works £125

1920 H EN D E RSON Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
elite sidecar .Offers

1920 EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
elite sidecar £165

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

brand new List price

1920 RUD6E-MULTI, I.O.M., immediate
delivery List price

1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
immediate delivery List price

1920 3} h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine,
immediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-

starter model, immediate delivery,

Makers' list price

1920 A.B.C., 4 speeds, brand new, immediate
dehvery List price

igiS 7-g h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing £110

SIDECARS.
Immediate delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harleys, Hendersons, etc.

;

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Stock.

1920 G.N. Light Car, with or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price

W.^NTED.—First-Class Combinations.

J. SMBTH & CO.,
52 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.I.

(Bottom end of Tottenham Court Rd.t

'Phone : Museum 3419.

MOTOR

Advertisements, xv.

SALE.CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

"PJOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed. 1916, thorough order;
-•-' £55.-371, Earlsfleld Ed., Barlsfleld, S.W.18.
-,„„ „ ,

[3605
i»80; Douglas 4h.p., smart sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
=*^ K.S.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6.

"TVOUGLAS New 1920 Solo and Combination; cash
-•-' or e.\change.—Motorics, 25, Horton St., Haliiax.

[2968DOUGLAS 2*4h.p., complete, £50 lowest: owner un-
able to ride.—207, High St., Stoke Newington.

[3506in 16 254h.p. Douglas, not ^W.D., electric Jighting

W.
set, perfect; £56.-76, Western Rd., Southall,

[2800

£40.—2%h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, good, tyres,
fast.—105, High

.
St., Colliers Wood, Merton,

Surrey. [2564

DOUGLAS 2->4h.p., brand new, fitted with lamps,
horn, mirror, and extras; £108.—Midland Garage,

Colwyn Bay. [X1714

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 3-speed, kick staitcr. 1920, as
new. iust delivered, must sell: £9."^.—3, Oxfordnew, just delivered,
Sheffield.

must sell; £95.-
[2728

"TVOUGLAS 1914 2%ib.p. 2 Speeds Model, excellent
^-^ condition throughout; £60.—Parker's, Bradshaw-

[X4025

1 Q16 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, F.E., sporty, excel-A^ lent condition; 50 gns.—8, Kingston Rd.,
Southampton. [3045

DOUGLAS, perfect running order: £23, or exchange
2-stroke, any condition.—Golding, Vale Cottage,

Oatlands

iqi9
Park.

(uiicrated)
iO —Dunn's

Museum 5391.

Douglas.
326,'

2?<h.p..
Euston

[3041

fully equipped;
Ed., London.

[2986

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2%h.p., makers', colours, fine con-
dition ; £50.—Fire Station, South Parade, Church

St., Chelsea, S.W. [3165

I Q20 Uouglas Combination, Cowey horn, speedometer,
i. tif lamps, pillion, spares, insurance; £155.-5, Erotid-

field Ed., Ciitford. [2545

1 0120 2'>^h.p. Douglas, just done 300 miles, guarnn-
-LO* teed perfect; price £90.-19, jVIillfield Terrace,
Gateshend-ou-Tyne. [3127

Oih.p. 1918 Douglas, as new, 150 m.p.g.; £58.—
'W4 Super Power, 64, Forthbridge Ed., Clapham
Common, S.W. 11. [3632

"piOUGLAS. 1917, indistinguishable from^ new, lamps.

Church Rd., Willesden. [2295

"I
015 _2j';h.p. 2-.=;p6ed Douglas, smart and r_eliable

£50, or excijange.-Gray and Eaynes, 8, Low
lid., Balby. Doncaster [2779

DOUGLAS 1919 2%h.p., perfect running condition,

all accessories, complete; £60.-75, Marchmont
Ed., Wallington, Surrey. [3023

OUGLAS 2^f4h.p., 1917, overhauled and enamelled
makers' colours, mechanically perfect; £50.-3.

Courtlands -Av., Lee, S.E.12. [3019

"I Q19 234h.p. Douglas, mudshield, chain case, many
Xt7 extras, exceptionally fast, as new; £75.—Elling
worth. Great Pettits, Bomford. . [3109

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and
K.S., as new; £95, bargain.—304, Fulham Ed.,

D'

S.W.IO. 'Phone: 2372 Kens, [3011

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1917, as new, condition perfect,

little used, very smart lot; £50.-129, Beechcroft

Ed., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. [3388

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new, unregistered;

-J-i/ £150.-29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow.
•Phone : Walthamstow 800. [3083

DOUGLAS 25ih.p., 2-speed, Bosch mag., all acces-

sories, splendid running order; £45 "•

Hampden Club, King's Cross.

DOUGLAS 254h.p., excellent condition,

speedometer, horn.

Apply, 100 "'
etc.; £65, near

[3024

lamps.
offer.-

Eie'rk Ed^, Ealing, W. ' [2795

DOUGLAS 2-;ih.p., 3-speed, clutch £105 ;
combina-

tion £170; deliverv from stock.— Clark, 7. Ex-

hibition Ed., South Kensington. [3448

1 15 Douglas, 2=ih.p., just overhauled, enamelled,

i-U replated; real bargain, £45; no accessories.--

Box 8,424, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [3512

ALL Douglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car. in

stock ready to drive away.—Gibb, Douglas Lx-

pert, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

OUGLAS, 2?4h.p., speedometer. Klaxon, lamps,

footboards, in excellent order; £60.—48, St.

Barnabas St., Pimlico. Vic. 668. [3621

£45.—2?i;h.p. Douglases, 2-speed, makers' colours, per-

fect condition; from £45: only a few left.--

Spence, 59, Station Ed., Camberwell. [3629

1 Q20 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed, with large P. and H
LtJ lamps, condition as new, done about 150 miles,

£100 -or offers.—Alfred Smith, Bluntisham, Hunts.

T>'

[2853

1 fll20 Douglas Combination, 2 months old, fitted

lif with lamps, horn, wind screen, tools, etc

-

Tel - 6626 Museum.-A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

All letters relating to actvertlsements :,Iiouid auote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B25.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE-
Douglas.

1 Q20 Douglas 2^Ah.Y>., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-t/ Klaxon horn, etc., as new, mileage about 500;
£90.—Percy Mount, Cadley, Preston, [2852

1Q19 (November) 2^^h.p. Douglas, indistinguishablfl i.

--«/ new, never been wet; 82 gns. ; civilian model.—
1

1

23, Liskeard Gardens^ Blackheath, 3.E. [3066

1Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, perfect, Tan-Sad, lamps.
-*•*' CoTvey, Klaxon, iiluminium discs; £100; insured.
—Dunton, 41, Polygon, Southampton. [3368

1 Q19 Douglas Combmation, excellent condition, any
J-«-^ trial, accessories; £125. — Coney, Snowdon
House, Meadow Rd.,' Sutton, Surrey. * [2853

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, splendid order and
good climber, 3 new tyree, and lamps complete

;

£145.—Strawson, Biosholme, Lincoln. [2946

rQl6 Douglas 2^i.p., heavy Dnnlops, Millers lamps
•' Stewart horn, pillion .'^eat ; any trial; £65.-105

High St., CoUiers Wood, Merton, Surrey. [2565

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, S^speed, etc., overhauled,
makers' colours, lamp, horn, splendid condition;

£68.—Bovett, 147, Southampton St., S.E.5. |3197

DOUGLAS 2^/ih.p., 1916, makers' colours, Thomson-
Bennett mag., tools, electric light, new tyres

;

£56.-44, Park At. South, Hornsey. N.8. [3526

1Q14 2^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, just overhauled, re-
JLiJ pairers' invoice, horn, pump, fine machine;
£63.—Hollington, 126, Ordnance Ed., Enfield Lock.

[2713
tf*87/10; 1916 4h.p. Douglas combination, excellent^ condition and appearance, all accessories, ride 20
miles to purchaser.—Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans.

[2835
DOUGLAS Motor Cycle for sale, 2^4h.p., single

speed, new crankshaft, good condition; £34.

—

Suntrap, Sandfield Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
[3164

DOUGLAS 2J^.-p., 1915, overhauled, fast, perfect,

lamps, horn, tools, footboards, spjire tyre, belt,

etc., genuine; £55, neiirest—110, Forest Hill Ed., S.E.
[3472

DOUGLAS 2->4h.p., W.D.. 1919, makers' colours,

lamps, horn, Binks carburetter, any trial, at

owner's address; £70.—"Wilson, Yroodland.=, Gildersome,
Leeds. [2759

T Q16 2^4b.p. 2-speed Douglas, makers' colours,
J-«? lamp, horn, etc., new tyres, guaranteed perfect;

£55.—Smith, Florence Tavern, Florence St., Isling-

ton. N. [3372

RACING Douglas, special 2^4h.p. engine, 2-speed,

winner of 5 awards at Brooklands this season, will

do 62 m.p.h. : £75.-257, Cavendish Rd., Balham,
S.W. 13369

£85.—Douglas Coachbuilt Combination, 1916. in

beautiful running order and condition; or ex-

change furniture and piano.— 9, Yictoria Parade, Kew
Cardena. [3171

4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar late 1919 (1920 model), new
and perfect condition, eelliug through ill-health

;

£150, lowest.—Johnson, 96, Myddletou Rd., Bowes
Park, N.22. [3012

DOUGLAS 4h.p.. 1918. 3-speed. clutch, kick start,

condition as new; any .trial after 6 o'clock; 85
gns —205. Elmhurst Mansions, og Manor St., Clap-

ham, S.W. 4. [3414

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete with
head, rear, and sidecar lamris, only done 500 miles,

indistinfiuishable from new; £165.—Parker's, Biadshaw-
gate, Bolton. [514038

1 Q 20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, as delivered from
XtJ work^, faultle^«s condition, perfect mechanical
order; genuine ofler at £135.—Mace, 19, Carnaby St.

Regent St., W-l. •' [3015

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p., 1920, 3-speed, disc wheels, long
exhaust. T.T. bars, lamps, horn, etc., condition

as new; £100.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real ser-

vice firm, Taunton. [2875

1Q18 (late) Douglas 23'^.p., buffer forks, 2-speed.
J- *y new tyres, front and rear stand, tank makers'
colour, in absolute tip-top condition; £59.-59, Aytoun
Rd., Brixton, S.W. [3179

~IQ20 Douglas, 4h.p., lamps, horn, knee grips.
Xt/ motor suit, insurance, practically new, ill-health

sole reason jor selling; £120.-58, Abinger Rd., Bed-
ford Park, London, W.4. ^ [X3470

KICK Start, clutch model Douglas, 2%h.p., counter-
shaft gear box, perfect working clutch, starts first

kick, magnificent condition and order; 48 gns.—14.
Arundel Rd., Croydon. [3346

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares ; try me, I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent for Dougfa? Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. [OOlt

4h.p. Douglas. 1915, and coachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds,
free engine, clutth, kick starter, fast, powerful,

perfect, aoceasories ; bargain, £75.—Owner, 77, Salmon
Lane, fac-ing Stepney Station. [3214

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clut<:h,
kick-starter, original enamel, makers' colours,

acce.«fories, excfiUent condition ; £82 ; exchange^ —

G

63, Solon Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. [3432

LATP: 1916 2';.'ih,n. Douglas. 2-BT)eed, just overhauled
and re-cnamellcd makers' colours, new tyres, disc

wbccifi, buffer head, the whole in perfect condition-
£56.-14, Kildoraii Rd.. Brixton.

*

[2706;

mmm
Second-hand Machines

Guaranteed.
1914 SUNBEAM-J.A.P. 6 h.p., 3-speed

countershaft, all-ciiain drive, screen,
Lucas lamps and horn £130

1920 LEA-FRANCIS. 3^ h.p., Henderson
sidecar, P. & H. lamps, Lucas horn,
speedometer. As new £150

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., and
sidecar. All acce-ssories £210

W.D. NEW liVIPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination,
Lucas lamp, Cowey horn, speedometer,
screen £1 30

1912 WOLFRUNA-PRECISION, 3J h.p.,
lamos, and borr £38

1920 IViETRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2-stroke,
2-speed, ail accessories £65

1919 JAMES, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as
new £65

1918 ARIEL 5-(i h.p. Combination, lamps,
bom, speedometer, screen £130

W.D. P. & IW,, 31 h.p., 2-speed, kick starter,
and new Millford sidecar . . .- £103

W.D. P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speeds and kick
starter £78

1920 DOUGLAS, 2£ h.p., 3-speed, dutch,
and kick starter. As new £100

1918 DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed £65
1919 JAWES 4;I- h.p. Combination de Luxe £140
1920 KATCKLESS 8 h.p. Combination,

dynamo lighting, speedometerj hood,
and screen " £230

1920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, luggage grid r. £190

1920 BROUGH, 5 h.p.. Swan Sporting side-
car, speedometer, disc, screed £160

W.D. NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., Canoelet
sidecar, Easting windscreen, lamps,
and horn £1 30

W.D. MODELS,
Completely Reconstructed and

Re-enamelled.

P. & M., 3!^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter £82
P. & M., as above, with sidecar £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick

starter, and sidecar with apron £120
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3"Speed, clutch, and

kick starter £98
ROVER 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

and kick starter, all chain £145
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter £145

NEW 1920
MOTOR CYCLES.
For list see separate full page

advertisement.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

The

Eastern Garage Co.,
418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7.
Telephone: 490, East Ham.
Telefframs :

" Egaraco, London."

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T^OUGLAS 254h.p., 2-Epeed, new tyres, new Um^ and Klaxon, disc wheels, a real good 'bue, nW.JJ guaranteed m perfect condition; bargain £45
33. Hacklord Bd., Brixton, S.W.9. [361

TJOUGLAS 1915 254h.p., excellent condition, al-"-' minium discs, and side leg shields, all acc(
series, ready ride away, £10 worth o£ snares- cri£70—Ufton, Bourne End, Bucks. [25:

Q^^-^-^°^g^«' new condition, very fast, clutch arj^ H. S., disc wheels, copper exhaust, leBshielc
aunns, Btpr«(i four years, grand lot; £75.-L., 2
Market Place, Kingston, Surrey. [26-

"^JEW Douglas 1920 2?4h.p., 3-speed gear: £10
r, ,,'^',^^* improved frame, forks, tank, and'^HenoIiAx A chain; m. stock; delivery passenger any part
country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

"NJEW Douglas 1920 2'iih.p., 3-speed gear, liand-<»
-^' trolled clutch and kick starter; £105; latest li
proved frame, forks, tank, and Kenolds %xV^ chaii
in stock, delivered passenger any part of country.
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

T\JEW Douglas 1920 4h.p., 3-speed; £130; with il
-LI proved clutch and kick starter, frame forks, etc
solo, or with fine finish coachbuilt Douglas sidecar, i:

eluding wind screen, painted saxe blue; £174; i

stock; delivered passenger any part of the country.
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., preen St., Cambridge. T.A
Bicycles. Tel.- 99S. [29£

1Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, scarcely used, p«
-»•" feet order, unpunctured, nnscratdhed, lamps, hon
etc., done 600 miles; £160, or near ofler.—Jones, 1

Yanbrugh Park Rd. West, Blackheath, [34C

"TXOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1919, as new, onl
-^ ridden a few miles, very sporty, fully equippei
disc wheels, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; jeilO.—Naa
Lonsdale House. 257, Brixton Rd., S.W. [349

"TJOUGLAS 1920 Brand New 4h.p. Combinatim
-•-' ready to ride away; £170; extended terms 4
extra.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Cami
mile St., E.G.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [007

1 Q20 Douglas Z'^b.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starte--^ complete, electric lighting, .iluininium di^"
Klaxon, perfect running order; £105.—Apply, A. T
Fawcett, Don Moor House, near Sheffield. [26J

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, new ,conditi<m, Cow(
--«-' speedometer and horn. Easting, Sterling Id
shields. F.R.S. lamps^ spare belt, tube, cover; £171
near offer.—B., c/o 15, East St., Chichester. [304

1 Q20 (June) 4h.p. Donglas Combination, practical
--«/ brand new and unscratched, guaranteed periec
Easting. P. and H., all tools and spares; £170, 1

near.—Bain, 57, Stopford Rd., London, E.13. [344

F-O.C.H. have a late 1920 Douglas eombinatioJ
many accecsories, as new.—5; Heath St., Ham]

stead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Ham]
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [^m
4h.p. Donglas Solo, 1919, delivered 1920, run 2,fl

miles, clutch, 3 speeds, first-class condition, qi£n
sale; £85.—Murgatroyd, Strines, nr. Stockport. [26!
spares; £72, or offer.—A. Green, Ashwood Cottage, E
DOUGLAS, 19W-18, 2?^.?., 2 speeds, 1920 C.i

enamel original, makers' colours, footrest,
shields, Pedlcy grips, Lticas liooter, etc, brand
condition; £55.—G., 63, Solon Ed., Brixton, S.WSI

(^
D,OUGLAS 4h.p. Ccmbination, late 1917, very :'

complete with screen, hood, and all lamps
horn : a bargain, £105 : alter 7 o'clock, or week-el
Hughes, Lyndhurst, Woodhouee Ed., North FineMf

[ZS

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., 2-speed, splendid running A
new condition, P. and H. Lamps and mechanj(

horn, uncrated last June, a real bargain; £65, or oU
Call and see it.—42, Queen's Rd., Finsbury Park,

[27
I Q20 (July) 41i.p. Douglas Combination, S-speed, h»
XfJ screen, speedometer, 3 lamps, horn, tools, spw
tyres good, condition almost as new; owner proceed
overseas October; £150.—Bates, South Terrace, Darlil

ton. [X36

DOUGLAS 23-4h.p., 2-spced, 1916 model, delivei

new 1919, mileage low, perfect order, lamps, lie,

shie.d, etc. ; beargain, £60, offer, delivered anywlie
Donglas, 42, Glenthorn Ed., Jesmond, Newcastle-'
Tyne. [2V

-| 020 Douglas 2yih.p., clutch, kick starter, 3-spe'

X*y horn, knee grips, as new, not done 200 mil

owner has to sell. at sacrifice through heart troub

£99; seen and tried any time.—F.L., 17, Victoria t-

Windsor. [27a

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., all lajlll
mechanical horn. Cameo wind screen, a rl

baigain; owner going abroad: .nearest offer to ££|fl

seen after 6.30 p.m.—Miller, 51, Calabria Ed., Haifl
buiy, N.5. [3ia

4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect condition, engM
No. 5378, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, »

sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.; iE115, or offer; priv«
owner.—Seen at 150, Amyand Park Rd., St. M
garet's, Middlesex. [3f

DOUGLAS 2':ih.p.. Colonial model, 3-speed, cliil

kick starter, lamps, horn, tools, etc., e-xcellt

running order, engine thoronglily overhauled 1

week; £65, or nearest.—Haynes, Stanmorc, AbingI
,,

Park, Nortliampton. [3C
,

t>26 All letters relating to advertisements should auote tlie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

7EANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139 New St., Bir-
niingliom liave iHiiiorkahle bargains : 1920 4h

;
'onglag combination, taken in exchange, ae new, a:

,.
illy equipped, inclmling screen, £160; also 1919 4h,

t mibmatiou. in fine condition, £120, [X39'
i[)20 Douglas Combination, semi-T.T. bars, polished
'^ aluminium discs, Cowey ioru. Cameo screen, P.

jri H. Iiead, electric side and tail lamps, knee grips,
IV April, appearance and mechanical condition perfect-
160.—Collins, 114, Queen St, Burton-on-Trent. [3484

"JOUGLAS 4b.p., 1920, new Julv, mileage 450 only,
-' .absolutely perfect condition: eiirert examination
ivitedj himps, Baaxon, speedometer, insurance, tools,
.nre belt: £130, or close oiler.-Please apply after 6,
I. btnmford Brook Ed., Stamford Brook, W.6. [3211
"JOUGLAS W.D. Models. £60 and £65 and £72/10:
-' also nearly new 2'!ih.p. model, kick starter, discs,
mps, horn, speedometer, 100 gns. ; and new com-
nations, £170; also soiled 4h.ii. combination, £145Lambs 387. Euston Ed., London. N.W. 151, High
-., Halthamstow; and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. N.

020 4h.p. •Douglas Combination, fitted telescopic
'J screen, armchair pillion seat, 3 lamps. Klaxon
irn, spare tyre, etc., new- June, unpunctured- cost
1 on £184, for quick sale accept £147- no offers- or
nsider exchange -irith part cash for light or cycle car
venings or week-end.—36, East Sheen At., S.W.14.

[3209Q20 Magnificent Saxe Blue Douglas Combination.
:
-f Auster Triplex wind screen, leg shields, knee-

;

ips, muffs, spare tubes, Pedlcy grips, finest equipped
I road

:
trial or expert examination willingly • eiery-

mg brand new condition, mileage negligitile-' bought
r: first cheque £175, worth £190.-Beaumont, Hall
-, Longwood, Huddersfield. [S36S5
k EEAL Bargain, 1919 (August) 4h.p. Douglas com-
J lunation, llira dynamo lighting, mechanical hornismme wind scoop, in absolutely perfect condition
Id small mileage, only wants seeing, aad was bought
iw, any trial by appointment; nearest offer £140-
st considerably more.-J. Knight, 89, Dames nu.,
jrest Gate, London, E.7. 'Phone: Stratford 80.

"JOtTGLAS 4h.p. Combination, June, 1919 Al con-
-' dition and well cared for, complete with lamp-^
ols, spares include belt, one each practically new
', j^V,^"?

Clincher cover and inner tubes, back wheel
teu Dimlop extra heavy combination cover, engine
rt«t, owner runs car, otherwise would not sell; price

i
inspection by appointment.-Apply, The Hand

lUDdry, Tavistock. [3219
JVEEHEAD Valve 234h.p. Super Special Racing
' Douglas, 1920 pattern big port cylinders and
aos, special alloy pistons, 2-speed gear box a
ichine with a pedigree on road and track, a winner
;ry time, has won 11 firsts and 9 seconds in speed
ais and hill-climbs this year, guaranteed perfect,
-s to 5,980, and has beaten all capacity machinesmany open competitions, one of the very Jew in
? country; price £145; open to any possible

;?r= SS.l^'"* .l"^U '',«^' flier.-Bert Houlding,
irks, and Co., the Douglas Experts, Preston. [X402d

£dmund.
^DMUND 23jh.p spring frame, i models: yonsimply float.-Gourlay. Fallowfield. [6933

>'^'^[,H??rJ'"'
'iSbtweight with the Jaminated

del £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear' J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St.. BirrJingham

Enfield
^°^^^

'^^Ifl^^l^"^
2y.h.p., lamps, perfect condition;i.46.—97, Angell Ed., Bri.vton. [3194

9^ll?n°'^p^
Combination, Sb.p.. with accessories;" £110.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E. [3104

^'^i ^^^^K^^^^"'^^ .Combination, perfect order.-
Lovell, 13, PembroKe Ed., Clifton, Bristol. [2632

a20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, just received from^ makers; £177.-Bo5e's Garage, Uxbridge. [3486b
()20 Enfields, all models in stock, ready to drive^ away.-Alexander's. 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh

^'"'^,'r^"'^''
2-stroke, new machine; must sell, best

offer over £60.-134, Bargery Ed., Catford.

h p. Enfield Combination, fine condition; any trial:1115.—63, Walm Lane, Cricklewood, A'.W.2.

920 8h.p. Enfield Combination; list price.-EdU'^ wards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington.

TO., 1920, Enfield 2-stroke, 2^peed, lamps and
^

horn, quite new; £60.-64a, Highbury Grove.

,, ,„ .
[2680

ih.p. Twin Enfield, chain drive, Araao, Dunlops.
.* sood order; nearest £30.-Sheldon, Wheatley,

I'NFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, like new, all accessories-
<'v°Sf^ °^«'^ £60.-103, Myddleton Ed., Bowes
^r; "•

[2744

^W^}}'^"^-^-
Eoyal, Enfield. 2-Btroke, 2 speeds, perfect

II nnrl-',,,''™'*^''™"'
^^^--Miss E., 10, Eushams

l'-'
Horsham.

[2548

i^T,J?^'° *i-^-
Combination; £97 nearest; lamps,

ith'^^H w'f- screen.-Newnham, 223, Hammer^ta Ed., W.6. [2862

LAMPSANDGENERATORS,
HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

LIGHTING SETS

i£6 5 O

Here's a new and econom-
ical rrethod of lighting

—

the F. R S. Magneto
Electric Se t—w h i c h

enables the excess current

produced by the magneto
to be utilised for lighting.

Simple, reliable, foolproof.

Cuts out the trouble of
lighting up—directly the

engine starts the lamps
light. An accumulator is

fitted into box for use

when machine is standing.

There's no loss of engine

power and no damage to

magneto. Ask your agent
to show you the F.R.S.

Magneto Set—then decide

to fit it and save lighting

costs. Write for list.

Pershore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
IinBeld.

(Ch.p. Eoyiil Enfield, 1914, Venus sidecar, lamps, etc.," splendid order; £105.—Herring, Paddock Cottage,
Luton Hoo, Beds. [3135
"I7NFIELD 1916 Combination, Lucas dynamo, hood,J-J screen^ as new; £130.-Briggs, 20, Thornton Ed.,
Thornton Heath. \iAih

"POE Sale. Eoyal Enfield, G2243. 3h.p. twin, 2-speed,
-•- free engine, 1917 model, new condition: £70.—
Fuller, Amesbury. [3637
Qh.p. M.A.G.- Engined Eoy-al Enfield, 1916-17 model,

Y as new; £65, or exchange.—Gray and Eaynes, 8,Low Ed., Balby, Doncaster. [2782

1 Q 20 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, new, in stock

;

•^*^ £73/10; exchanges or easy payments.—2,
INigbtingale Ed.. Lower Clapton. - [3664

"IQ18 Royal Enfield Combination, electric lights.
--•^ screen, and lamps; £145.-59, Palfrey Place,
Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [3282

ENFIELD 1920 2'ih.p., 2 speeds, 2-stroke, condition
excellent, about 500 m'iles; Norfolk.—Offers to

Box 8,241, c/o Thi Motor Cycle. [2309

£68.-1920 Enfield lightweight, as new.—Clifford
Wilson Co.. 70. Eoyal Hospital Ed., Chelsea,

S.W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113. [1232

£120.-Dynamo Enfield combination. 1916.—Clifford
Wilson Co.. 70, Eoyal Hospital Ed., Chelsea.

S.VV.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [1231

ENFIELD 3h.p. 2 speeds, speedometer, Tan-Sad.
lamps, whole perfect; £76.-108, Edward Ed.,

Blackhorse Ed., Walthamstow, E.17. [2903

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, 2-speed, recently
overhauled, with Tan-Sad, lamp, horn, tools etc.;

£140,—C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0298

3h.p. Enfield, 1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
Tan-Sad, 9in. headlight, fully equipped; quick

sale, £59.-4, Hanover St., London, W.l. [3319

23.h.p, Twin Enfield, 2-speed, lamps, horn, spares,
4 insurance, good working order; nearest £45.

—

14. Higham Station Av., South Chingford. [3055

ROYAL ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, delivered last
month, spares, Lucas gas lamp, horn, wind

screen; £200.—Dominy and Co., Winchester. [3246

1 Q18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, like new, complete
-Lt/ with new lamps; £115.—29, St. Leonards St.,

Bromley-by-Bow. 'Phone : Walthamstow 800. [3082

NEW 1920 Eoyal Enfield, 2\!,h.p.. 2-Etroke; price
£73/10: delivery from stock.— D. J. Shepherd

and Co.. Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31. [0242

1 020 8h.p, Enfield Combination, lamps, hood, screen,
-Ltf anfi many spares, as new, mileage 200; £165.—
...nun's, 326, Euston liu., London. Museum 5391.

[2983
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1915-16, speedometer,

screen, fully equipped, good condition; £120.

—

Barden, 11, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
[3157

ENFIELD, 1919, 2-speed. 2-strok6, tiUly equipped,
new rings, tip-top condition, does 120 miles per

gallon; £54.-12, The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill, N.21.
[2668

Id 19 (Sept.) 6h.p. Enfield Combination, w-ith horn,
JLtF Tan-Sad, 2 new tyres (700x80), fully insured;
£150.-25, Cross Flatts Av., Dewsbury Ed., Leeds.

[2803
ENFIELD Z'ih.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, good condi-

tion, fast., reliable, accessories; £35.—White, 54,
Schofield's Yard, Storths, IToldgreen, Huddersfield

[2635
1Q20 New Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Cowey, East-
-1-^ ing, D.A. lighting, 3 lamps: £160; money
wanted.—Press, 4, Warwick Crescent, Paddington, W.2.

[3622
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1918, standard colours,

Easting screen, any trial; bargain, £135; ex-
ceptional engine.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed^ South
Kensington. [3449

ENFIELD 1918 Combination, £130, or near; nearly
new, all accessories, enamel unscratched, expert

examination and trial.—30, Harold Ed., Upper Nor-
wood, S.E. [3063

0200.—1920 8h.p. Enfield combination, Magdyno,
^^ screen, Tan-Sad, punctureprooi tube, spares, in-
surance, perfect condition; bargain.—Eodway, 143,
Beuloh Hill, S.E. [2556

ROYAL ENFIELD 1913 23ih.p. Twin, 2 speeds,
new tyres, tubes, running fine; £25, or close offer.

—Write, C. Stafford, 107. Ha'llam St., London, W.l.,
for appointment. [3014

ENFIELD, 8h.p., dynamo model, immediate de-
livery ; catalogue price, deferred payments

arranged ; closed Sundays.—Bunting, Motors, Weald-
stone, Harrow. [3335

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, just been
overhauled by makers and new tyres fitted; £120.

—Short, 487, Upper Eichmond Ed., East Sheen.
'Phone : Eichmond 2352-3. [3576

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., June, 1919, electric
light, accumulator. Cameo screen, Lucas horn,

spare tyre, valves, splendid condition; £148.—Johnson.
72, Handcn Ed., Lee, S.E. [3149

piNFIELD.-Delivery from stock. Lightweight, 70
-*-^ gns.; 6h.p. combination, £175, with Lucas Mag-
dyno. £200.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent. 83-91.
John Bright St., Birmingham. [0300

end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Isius. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q20 Enfield Combination with dynamo lighting.
J-v extremely small mileage, perfect mechanical
condition, and appearance as new; £185.—Ka,vs, 8,

Bond St., Ealing Broadway. W.5. [1602

8h.p. Enfield, 1920 (Ang.), Tinscratch&il. brand new
condition. Oameo screen, l/ucas lamps, new spare

chain, tube, grips, Pedleys, etc., guaranteed perfect

;

£190.—Simpson, Stratbcar, Tayistock. tX3970

ENFIELD; 45 gns.; Si/sh.p. twin M.A.G., 2-speed,
B. and B., Bosch, discs, footboards, lamps, per-

fect order, recently overhauled (£16); after 6 p.m.—
Meadows, 40, Whitworth Ed., South Norwood. [3166

3h-p. 1915 Enfield, 3-speed, lamps, horn, etc.. new
chains and clutch ring, T.T. bars, spare touring

bars, excellent condition; £60.—Doran, Engineer's
Office, Albert Dock Extension [Soutli), Korth Woolwich.

[2664
"PNFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916, in perfect me-
--^ chanical condition, Lucas lamps and hoTS,
Klaxon, Easting, spare cover, tube, and chain ; any
trial; £120, lowest.—Fortey, Aston St., Birmingham.

[3520
ENFIELD (Dec., 1919), 2-stroke, nearly new, Watford

speedometer, horn, electric lighting, special leg
and nndershields, complete tools, spare tyre and
accumulator, suit doctor or business man; £60.-315,
Shaftmoor Lane, Hall Green, Birmingham. [3416

ENFIELD.—Several fine combinations in stock, from
£120 to £200; also latest 1920 model at makers'

list price; or half down and 11 payments.—Lamb's,
387, Euston Bd., London, N.W. 151. High St., Wal-
thamstow; and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [2898

ENFIELD 1916-17 Sb.p. Twin, 2-sp6ed, clutch, kick
start, all-chain, P. and H. lamp set, horn, mirror,

speedometer, etc., just been completely overhauled,
enamel and plating as new, guaranteed perfect through-
out; £45.—E. Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suf-
folk. (D) [2939

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1920 8h.p., Mag-
dyno outfit, speedometer, electric horn, head and

rear lamps, mudshields, full kit of tools and spares, doue
under 800 miles; cost £220; eacrifiee for cash £190;
first-class condition.—R. Pansons, 188, Comley Park St.,

Dennistoun, Glasgow. [2558

Excelsior.
8h.p. Excelsior Combination, electric model, perfect;

£125.—H.J., 595, High Ed., Tottenham, London.
[2691TO 14 British Excelsior Combination, SV^h.p., lamps,

-1-t/ new tyres; 49 gns.— 61, Coombe Ed"., Croydon.
[2552

3ih.p. British Excelsior Magneto Motor Cvcle, needs
2 attention; £12/10.—Box 715, c/o The Molo.

Cycle. [X4046

EXCELSIOR, 1920, like new, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start; £75.—Greenwood, Supper Rooms, Cross-

hills, Eeighley. [X3966

EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2-spoed, K.S., clutch, soiled
only, suit lady or gentleman, bargain, 60 gns.

;

Jones speedometer, £4/10.—Smith, 229, Maryvale Rd.,
Bournville. [X4024

lO^l British Excelsiors, all models; delivery from
-«-^ stock in most cases, or special orders in a few
days; list prices only.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd
Balby, Doncaster. [2783

1 Q20 British Excelsior 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick
J-tf starter, hand applied clutch, done 500 miles,
guaranteed perfect; accept £55.—Willetts, Rookery,
Lanesfield, Wolverhampton. [3361

LATE 1920 Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p.. Mills-
Fulford sidecar, 3 speeds, hand and foot clutch,

run 500 miles; cost £253; nearest £200 secures.—
Write, Box 8,423, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3511

BRITISH Excelsior Combination, 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
3-speed Sturmey, Easting wind screen, Cowey,

Klaxon, 3 lamps, pump, tools, etc., splendid outfit;
£195.~After 6 p.m.. at 8, Palace Rd., Kingston-on-
Thames. [3034

F.N.

F.N. 2^4h.p., Bofirh, 2-speed, clutch, shaft drive; £25.
—Harding, Alluford, Taunton. [2955

"pi.N. 1920 7h.p., 4-cyl., unridden ; £175; seen by np-
J- pointment.—Godden, 11, Fellows Ed., Hampstead.

Oih.p. F.N., Bosch, good condition, wants saddle, car-^4 buretter; £15, oflere.-Bridge, 12, Douglas St.,
Bolton. ^2635
"p.N., 4-cyl., in excellent condition, complete with all

t^ ,
occesiorioe: £30.-Spenccr, 134, Larabton Rd.,Wimbledon. [X3953

"p.N 4-cyl. Combination, coachbuilt, recently over-
f- ,

hauled, accessories, tools, spares, first-class con-
dition; £60; ma«t sell.—11, Lonsdale Rd., Chiswick
*•'•• (2730
pi.N. Llglitwoiglit 2>/,h.p., 2-Bpecd, h.c. clutch, eounter-
-^ uliatt, appcaraneo good, climb nnytliing- any trial-
i;40, or offorn.—Unshbrook, 206, Eothcrliitbc Now Rd
Bennondsoy. '

'

[2615
Tji.N., 4 cylB., 2 speeds, back tyre Voiturettc, 2.Bcater
*- Bidccar, with spares and tools, not need durinc
war. only done 1,000 since; »oen by appointment-mmt bo sold, no room, nearest offer iJSO.—Brittain
60. Wc»tboumo Park Hd., Hay«wiiter, I>ondon, W. '

[3101

r
W. T. DUNN LTD.,
326, EUSTON RD., N.W.I.

'Phone; Museum 5391.

New 1920 IMoiiels at List Price. Immediate
Delivery.

SOLO.
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., Model H. .. «127 10
1920 A.B.G., 3 h.p., 4-speed, spring frame —
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch, and K.S., C.S. £162
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model £139
1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports £123
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., chain drive,

3-speed £128 10
1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., T.T. bars . £110 5
1920 B.S.A., 4} h.p., chain drive £110
1920 SUNBEAM, 3lh.p., standard £155 8
IQ20 SUNBEAM, 3J h.p., sports £155 8
1920 A.B.C. kick starter model —
1920 B.S.A., 4j h.p., chain-cum-belt . . £107

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATCH LESS-M.A.G., 7-9 h.p., Lucas

Magdyno -. £230
J920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., ;^d DunhUl

Limousette Sidecar £170
3920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p £177 10
1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Lucas Magdyno . £202 2
1920 SUNBEAM, 3i h.p £202
1920 B.S.A., Modern., and No. 2 Sidecar £152
1920 B.S.A. Model K £149
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., and New Sun-

beam Sidecar, black and gold .... £155
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., C.S £205

:02o A.J.S. Combination, immediate dehvery £210

Special Bargains
1920 JAMES, 5-€h.p., and Canoelet

Sidecar £1 35
|

T919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. C.S., and
Gloria S.decar, al] ianaps, horn,
etc £117 10 1

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., new,
and Sunbeam unused sidecar
fully equipped £150

IQ20 A.B.C, 4 speeds, done 150 miles £135
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

all-chain, as new, mileage neghg-
ible £120

|

1920 ZENITH, 6-8 h.p., clutch, and
K.S., done 50 miles £156 I

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE, as new £100
1919 s\ lip- ROVER and Sidecar, aU

[
lamps, horn, £109

1919 io h.p. READING Standard
and De Luxe Sidecar, all lamps,
horn, hood, screen, etc., etc £150 I

1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., perfect
running order £75 I

1920 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination,
dynamo lighting. Easting spares £165

I

1919 (uncrated) DOUGLAS 2.| h.p.,

fully equipped £60
1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD ComSination,

|

lamps, hood, screen, and many
spares, 2S new, mileage 200. . . . £165

j

1920 MATCHLESS, 7-9 dynamo
model, hood, screen, speedometer,
mileage 100 £220

I

I

20 SUNBEAM Sidecars, unused, in

black and gold, 4-point attach-
ment each £25

|

1018 8 h.p. SUNBEAM, combination
in black and gold, hood, screen,

horn, all lamps, leg shields, perfect£155 I

1920 T.T.NORTON. 3i h.p., Philip-

son pulley, Klaxon knee pads,
.special racing model, mileage 60,

as new, unscratched £115 I

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.
Lieht Cars taken in exchangee

{

I

-for machines*
The above machines are open to expert I

I
examination. Any trial or demonstration

given.

REPAIRS.
,

I

We are open to take in Repairs ol all

I doicriptions. Overhauls, renovations, ad-
;
ustmcnts, etc. Estimates given.

N^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Francls-Barnett.

EW FranciS'Barnett, 25/ih.p, J.A. P., a-speed clntch
and kick starter; in stock at manufactnrers' list

[irice, £88/19; easy payments 4% extra, only one-fiftll

deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods.
Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [3153

Gamage.
GAMAGE-VILLIEES Lightweight, 1920, 2-speed,

fully equipped, original tyres" still on; 50 gns.
cash, or deferred, exchange; closed Sundays.—Bunting,
Motors, Wealdstone, Harrow. [3333

Glen.
GLEN-TILLIERS, reduced -prices. Delivery from

stock, 1920 models, 2-sp^, Icict etarter, and
clutch, 60 gns. ; single speed, 50 gns ; deposit system.—
Adams Motor Depot, Fighting Cocks, Wolverhampton..

[X3659
Harley-Davidsoa

NEW Models Harley-Davidsons from stock.—Piober-
ing. Agent, Shrewsbury.' [2340

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new, sports model, iully
equipped; £155.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Efl.,.

South Kensington. [3450

HARLEY, 1918, good condition, ready to lida
away; £85; bargain. — 1, Wellesley Parade,

Wellesley Rd., Croydon. [3352

HARLET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1914-15, M. and D.
sidecar, complete, mechanically perfect.—Jones and

Evans, Kington, Hereford. [3411.

HARLEY 1919 Combination, new sidecar, Bosdhi
mag.; £125, bargain.—Post Office, Whitehose

Rd. Croydon. 'Phone; 660. J'.
'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p., flat twin, sports-
model, speedometer, all fittings; £135.—B^l

8,417, e/o The Motor Cycle. [3flS2j

HARLEY Combination- 1915, 7-9h.p., all lam
speedometer, screen, good condition; £120.^

Dieppe St. West, Kensington. [3(1

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson, renovated, 7-9h.p., 3 mont^
JLt? guarantee given; £105; a large number nn stdfl

-Eosj, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [31j

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON, •n.p, twin, brand new, I
immediate delivery.—"VValsall Garage, sS^oI^

liampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9^

GENUINE 1919 Harlev-David.son, mag. ,

equipped luxurious sidecar; £145, quick sal&^
51, Baker St.. W 1. Mayfair 4332. [3?7

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1916-17. 7-9h.p.. S-speed
K.S., clutch, 80 gns. ; combinations, 95 gns.—12

Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. . [361S

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 7-9h.p., optional oomi
bination or solo, mag., lamps; £125-se95. — 2,;

Exchange Mansions, Golders Green, N.W.4. [3060'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., 3-speed, ^qnal
to new throughout; £125; consider exchange!

lower power.-238, Sangley Rd., Catford. [2930;

BRAND New Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Sports Model,'
with Klaxon horn, speedometer; price £159/16/6.'

—Fleming's Garage, Amblecote, Stctirbridge. [2530

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, -recently^
overhauled, splendid goer, tyres good, epare!

inner; £110.—Ward, 8, Bridge St., Evesham. [28.87

HARLEY-DAVIDSON W.D. Models, re-enamelkd,
1918-1919, good running order, first cash secures;;

£85 and £90.-113, Rectory Lane, Tooting, S.W. [3342

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Combination,
new in Juno, 2,500 miles, complete with 'al

accessories, 'wind screen; £215; for quick sale, tilBl

arranged.—Below.

HARLEY-DA'VIDSON 1919 4h.p., single-cylinC
complete with all accessories, in perfect confl

tion; £95.-Below.

REASON lor Selling Above Two Machines, buying
car.—Wood, New House, Sheldwioh, FavershQltf.

[2647

nA ONLY, Harley-Davidsons, 1918 and 1919; £85,
/^^ £90; enamellc*!. complete and running; offer for

lot.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway.
[X4018

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1920, new condition, speedometer.
Klaxon, lamps, Montgomery sidecar; bargain,

£195.-Keynes, 147, Cottenham Rd., Highgate, London.
[3054

BRAND New Harley-Davidsou 7-9h.p., electric liel't-

ing, with Model MM4 Canoelet yidecar and covenitl

apron; price £232/17.—Fleming's Garage, Amblerote,

Stourbridge. [2529

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
fully equipped with head, rear, and sidecar

lamps, horn, equal to new; £190. -Parker's, Brart«linK-

gate, Bolton. [X4034|J

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, Tvith StnuM
sporting sidecar and electric ligluing, We-M

olinnicBlly perfect throughout; £200.—Parker's, Bipa.||

ahawgatc, Bolton. [X403S|

HARLEY, 1915, 3-speed, Gloria combination, newj
chains and sprockets, excellent tvres, lauipn.

sparea, tools, splendid condition; £110.—Ordish, Soli-

hull, Birmingham. [3210

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, 7-9h.r., with Hendor
son Elite sidecar to match, lamps, meclianioni

liorn, spnro tyro, tube, nil spore parts; £158.—Heath'
view, Sliiiley Rd., Croydon. |266.

i28 All letters relatlns to ndvcrtisemente ehould auote the number at ttie end ol each advertlnement. and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR' SALE.
Harley-Davldson.

rrARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Ten 1918 and 1919 Harlsy-
-X Davidsons. 7-9h.p., W.D. models, overhauled and
t-enamelled, giaaranteed sound; clear at £800.—Box
421, c/D The Motor CijcU. [3291

919 7-9h.p. Harlej-.Davidson Combination, ]ust
overhauled and re-eiiamelled. new tyres through,

it, in excelleat cond,ition; £150.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.
A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [3296

917 Harley-Davidsou Combination, just overhauled
by makers, lamps, horn, tools, new spare tyre,

ibe. and chain, insurance policy.—Tel. : 6626 Museum
A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [3294

920 7-9h.p. Harley-Bavidson, magneto model, £150.
or nearest offer ; sidecar chassis to fit same,

3 : would consider lower power solo in part exchange.
60, Corporation Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [3050

IARLEY Combination, electric model, splendid con-
dition, enamel and plating absolutely as new,

res good, speedometer and insurance policy; £150.

—

1, Granville Gardens, Shepherd's Bush. [2856
920 Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, speedometer, horn,

bought month ago, cost £161, only used 134
iles, new and unscratched; for quick sale, £140.—
lexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [3480

IAELET-DAYIDSON 7-9h.p., fitted with luxurious
coachbuilt sidecar, genuine 1919 model; 'accept

45, including speedometer, lamps and screen, etc.—
len, 10, .rreehlord St., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [3461
qi7 Harley, electric model, with Capjon and Mudd
•^ sidecar hood and screen and all fittings, condition
new; price £200 nett.—The Winstan-Hennev Motor

I., 63, South End, South Croydon, Lonaon. [2584

IAELEr-DATIDSON, delivered N*v., 1919, sport
ing sidecar, Mills-FuWord chassis, discs, electric

hting and horn, perfect condition; £175.-Write,
lone, or call, Selby, 5, Heath Drive, N.W.S. [1152
ATE 1918 Harley-Davidson Solo, first-rate oruer,

' .start first kick every morning, tyres good, fast,
laWe mount, trial any dav, any time; £103.—Shels-
11, Cricket Green, Mitcham. Terminus 88 'bus
il.: 822 Mitcham. [3172

Q19% Harley, wide T.T. bars, long exhaust, new
«^ ma?., pistons and valves fitted, winner of 5
St awards this year,' Lucas lamps, many improve-
mts; £150.—Photo and particulars from Alan King
uth, Bitton, nr. Bristol. [2708
Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, brand
f^ new bulbous back sidecar, fully equipped with
stmg wind screen. lamps, horn, pump, tools; £135
.angfords, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W 2
lone; Hampstead 8616. [3583
fARLET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, beauti-
L ful bulbous back sidecar. Easting wind screen,
jtric lamps, Lucas hern, etc., 70 m.p.g., outfit
lost new; must sell, bargain, £145.—Mr. Fox, 41,
^encoat Place, Westminster, S.W.I. [3384
XCEPTIONAL Offer.-1919 7-9h.p. Harley-David-

sons, overhauled and in perfect running order,
3-£95; new handsome bulbous back sidecars to fit
ive, £30 extra.—Langfords, 37, Cricklewood Brnad-
!. London, N.W.2. 'Phone : Hampstead 8616. [3582
[120 Super Sportin" Harley Combination, dinky
'^ sports sidecar, aluminium discs all round, mag.
del. fully equipped, original tyres, T.T. bars, per-
s condition and exceptionally fast, snip; owner
cght car; £190.-3, Courtlands' Av., Lee, S.B.12.

fARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919,
I- £110; also 1916, £135; also 1915 model, £120;
> 1920 4b.p. loodel, new, £164/10; »t makers'
:e; terms, hllf down and 11 payments.—Lamb's,
', Euston Rd., London. N.W. 151, Eyigh St , Wal-
mstow; and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [2894
rARLEY-DAVIDSO-N new model- 7-9h.p., bought
L 1st September, only ridden 350, electric model,
h new switch, horn, and lamp features, speedometer,
ished discs, watch, and spare bulbs, this is perfect
ide and enamel untouched. College mudshields

j

ed, just as it arrived, awaiting inspection, in spot-
i condition; cost £204, best offers £191; any guar-
ee.—Took, Adrian St., Dover. [2003

Hazle-Jap,
S.h.p. HazIaJap. 4-5troke, recently new tvres and
* belt, fast, reliable, footboards; 30 gns.; exchange
2-strok6.—White, Prince of Wales, Stony Stratford.

[2666
Hazlewood

Sll.p. Jap-Hazlewood Con-oination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, kick starter and clutch, any trial; £100.—

R

I, 26, Lower North Av., Barnoldswick, YorHbhire.
[2702

(120 6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination, lamp.
I' horn, speedometer. Easting wind screen, the
3le outfit in perfect and new condition; £165 —
lander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [3482
EW 6-6h.p." Hazlewood Combination. 3-speed.

clutch, and kick starter; a thoroughly reli-

^»°V , ' Harrods have a larga number of these
stock for sile at £186 each (list price £204/151
on easy payments 4% extra; only one-flfti deposit.'
ance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods. Ltd
1. Brompton Ed., London. [3151

H.B.
120 H.B., 2a4h.p. Blackbume engine, 2-speed, clutch

f"*}..,-^-"-'
™'les?e 400, perfect condition- £95, or

rest.-Glazebrook, 81, Mount Gould Ed., Pijmouth
[2540 1

0J^«
TAYLORS

also Watsonian Sidecars,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

TXOBABT Twin, S'ih.p., just overhauled, 2-Epeed, new
-•-«- tyres; f45.-Harper, 34, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

[2810
-j Q20 Hobart 2%h.p., 4-strok6 J.A.P., brand new,
J-*-' not used; what offers ?—Wright's Garage,
Saffron Waldei. Tel. : 16. [3522

fTOBAET, Xo. 13 in the A.C.TJ. Six Days Trial,--- complete with special tyres and full set of spares,
lamp, speedometer, etc.; £80.—Goldstone Motor Cycle
Depot, 32, Goldstone Villas, Hove. [3429Sole London and District Agents fo-

A.J.S. and British Excelsior Motor CycJes. ^^^ 2>.!.h.p. Hobart Lightweight, 2-speed models
nlcn VJ^l, :._ C:J -'' stoek at manufacturers' list price; £75; 4%

LAMPS.
Motor Cycle Head I..amp and Generator Sets, H.B.
Siting, black and nickel finish, 55/- Lucas
King of the Road," No. 462, £* 17s. ed.

P. & H. Sets, 42/- to 75/- Carriage 1/- on
lamp sets.

MUDSHIELDS.
College Leather No. 108, 32/6; No. 25^ 36/6-
No. r46, 24/- ; No. 259, 28/- Carriage 1 /-

Sterling Leg Shields, enamelled black, 50/- pair.
Carriage 1 /-

ROBI HANDLE-BAR
MUFFS.

Black Waterproof, Teddv lined, 25/-; Khaki
Waterproof, Cloth lined, 1'5/6. Carriage 9d.

PETROL SAVERS.
W.S.R. Adapters save petrol, give slow running
and rapid acceleration, 8/6. Post 4((.

Petrol Pourers, fit any can and stop all splashing
2/6. Post 3d.

TAYLORS FOR TYRES.
All the best makes in stock at London's lowest
prices. Dorilop, Clincher, Avon, etc.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms—

•

Acceasori'^s. Spare Parts and Eapairs

21. Store St.. Tottenham Court Road, W-Cl
MLtor Cycles and Ca-3,

5 2-5 3, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W C 1
Garage: Tottenham Court Road. W.

"Phones: Accessories and Repairs Mu-;eiim. 1240.
Motor Cycles &. Cars Kensington 7260.

Telegrams: "Dynametro, Westcent. London."

st price;
extra for easy payments; only one-fifth deposit,
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd..
lis. Brompton Rd., London. [3154

Humber

HUMBER 2!.ih.p. 3-speed, excellent condition;
bargain.—55, Millbrook Rd., East Brixton, S.W.

[3417
HTJilEER. Lightweight, about 1913, good order; £32;

ride a^Yay.—Platts, 602, Eing's Rd., rulham,
S.W.6. - [3403a

HUIVrBER 3|4h.p., with, wicker sidecar, 3-speed gear
and clutch; £65, or nearest.—Gray, Station

House, Belford. [3186

1 Q20 Humber 3Kh.p. Twin, only been 200 miles,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, etc.; £125.— Goldstone Motor Cvole
Depot, 32, Goldstone Villas, Hove. [3430

£60.—Humber Coachbuilt Combination. 3^/^h.p., 2-

speed, free engine, new tyres and belt, in good
condition ; any trial here.—Miles, Holme Villas, Sible
Hedingham, Essex. [3358

3ih.p. Humber Combination, Mills-Fulford, 3-speed
2 S.A., Bosch, B.B., engine overhauled, new piston,

bearings, pulley, tyre, tube, all in sound condition;
any trial; £48: lamps and spares.—Ford, Brightwell,
Berks. [X4042

1 Q 14-15 3|^h.p, Humber Combination, new Bowser
-l-t/ sidecar, S.A. 3-speed and clutch hub, everything
on, spare tyre and tube, done 200 miles last week,
decarbonised, original enamel, plating good, owner giv-

ing up riding; genuine bargain; no dealers; nearest
£80.-98, Butler Rd., Harrogate. [3506

HUMBER Combination, 3V2h.p., flat twin, 1918.
3-speed, foot clutch, handle starting, Millford

sidecar with Cameo wind screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat
with foot and back rest, Stewart speedometer, electric
horn and bulb horn, handle-bar watch, electric light-
ing throughout, also acetylene head and tail lamps,
sprung luggage earlier, smart turnout, thoroughly
sound, 2 new tyres this season; £120, or near offer.

—Apply by letter, S. W. Geard, The Bungalow, Rick-
mansworth, or 'phone City 6083. [3052

Hurle.

HURLE 3V>h.p., O.A.V., Senspray, lamps, etc. ; ride
away; £30; after 7.-83, Pedro St., Clapton, E.5.

[2621

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9b.p.. 2-speed, clutch, and sidecar^ perfect:
£85. or offers.-19, Acacia Grove, Rugby. [S4006

£63.—Indian 3^^h.p., electric lights.—60, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge, 4 p.m. Also Rover sidecar; £18.

[2758
INDIAN Combination, 1920. condition as new: £185.

—241, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush, W.12.
[3057

INDIAN Scout, jUst delivered, rear drive speedometer,
and horn; £148; Bolton.—Bos 8,052, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [9609

7-9h.p, Indian, clutch model, and C.B. sidecar; £75,
or offer; 2V'>h.p. 2-stroke James, £50, good order,

—Carver, Havant. [2715

INDIAN 1919 Red Powerplus Model, as new, mileage
negligible, for quick sale; £95.—3, Courtlands Av.,

Lee, S.E.12. [3018

1 Q 17 Indian Powerplus Combination, as new

;

-Lt/ £130; exchange lower power.—7, Linda St.,

[3373

in excellent
machine.-35,

[3317

INDLAN 7-9h.p. Combination, Swan sporting side-
car; too fast 'for owner; bargain, £80.—Taylor,

180, High St., Hcunslow. [3370

INDIANS.—Immediat-6 delivery from stock of Power-
plus and Scout models ; trade supplied.—Alexander's,

115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [2586

1 Q15 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
X»7 just overhauled, new back tyre; £80, or nearest.

Battersea, S.W.ll.

"j Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,
-i-tf condition £200; or exchange
Bigwood Av., Hove.

H. Ely, Romsey, Hants. [3497

INDIAN 1920 July Combination, dynamo, as new,
cost £260; accept £175.—Fleming, 66, Colliera

"Water Lane, Thornton Heath. [3234

"fQ16 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Indian, 2-speed. K^.,
Xt/ clutch, like new, all on, perfect; £60, must
sell.—10, Butler St., Blackpool. [3382

~l Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
-Lt/ Easting, spares; £165.—Dunn's, 326, Euston
Rd., London. Museum 5391. [2985

INDIAN, 1^14 7-9h.p., read racing model, £52/10;
1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus combination, as new,

£165.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton. [3117 ,

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2q
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Indian.

Powerplus, late

SALE.

INDIAN,
lil

19^

model, new DunliiU's

limout-ette sidecar, electric; £175; any trial.—

Charlton, Cambridge Park, Wanstead. [3575

INDIAN Combination, 1916, 5-6h.p., C.B., roomj',

excellent condition and running order; trial; £80.
-Apply, 9, High St., Barnes, S.W.I 3. [2569

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, spring Irame, enamel,
plating, condition perfect; bargain, £70.—Heynes,

147, Cottenham Rd., Highgate, London. [3053

i 16 5-6h.p. Indian, , 3-speed, hand and foot

clutch, kick start, in splendid condition
throughout; £85.—Beal, Durrington, Wilts. [2791

1014 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 2-

J-t/ speed, clutch, in grand running order; £65.

—

VViUetts, Rookery, Lanesfield, Wolverhampton. [3364

1 Q 20 Powerplua Indian Combination for immediate
Xtf sole, dynamo electric liglit, etc., as new.-Apply
any. time, 200, Ashley Gardens, Victoria, S.W.I. [X4084

1 Q20 Indian Millford Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-t/ electric and mechanical horn. Easting, tools; a
bargain, £175.-76. Western Rd., Southall, W. [2799

"I
<>20 Indian Scout, T.T. bars, Lucas horn, lamps,

J-*J' etc., fully insured, new condition, mileage under
100; what offers?-Bos 8,341, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[2581
"I 020 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, speedo-
J-€/ meter, Easting, rnileage 1,"600; £165; exchanges
or easy payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton,

[3567
INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915 Combination, new geaie, very

reliable; £90; exchange for solo machine, cash
adjustment.—14, Eston St., High St., C.-on-M., Man-
chester. [2519

5-6h.p. Indian, 1916, S-Bpeed, and Hendereon sidecar,
full kit and all on; £115, or exchange 1919

Triumph solo; privately owned.—Seen King St., Garage,
Watford. [3224

INDIAN Powerplus, 1917, 3-speed, fitted with dinky
sidecar, all in good condition ; £95.—Short, 487,

Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone : Richmond
2362-3. [3577

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1915, electric lighting,
-speedometer, wind screen, hood, new tyres, excel-

lent condition; £110.—Coles and Shirley, Chepstow
'Phone; 48. [0312

TNDIAN Combination, 1916, just overhauled, with
•'- new gears, driving chain, one new tyre, insured
£140 August; price £120.—Stapleton, St. Margaret's
liay, near Dover. [1444

INDIAN Late 1914 Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed,
electric head light and hooter, large coachbuilt

sidecar, in splendid condition; £95, or offers.-Mehew,
Bluntisham, Hunts. [2854

INDIAN Powerplus 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 1916 solo, per-
fect mechanical order, Cox Atmos carburetter,

tools, ^and accessories; £75.-5, North Av., West Ealing,
W.13. (After 6 p.m.} [2691

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 and 1920,
dynamo lighting.—5, Heath St., Hampstead [near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2867

INDIAN 1919 Combination, perfect running order
and new condition, kick start, new tyres, etc.;

£140, offer considered.—Chubb, c/o Martins, Garage,
10, Herbeard St., Russell Sa-, W.C. [2610

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., splendid order, com-
plete tools, spares, accessories, new Indian coach-

liuilt sidecar, Orto wind screen, hood; bargain, £100.—
Marsden, 8, Priory Av., Broughton, Manchester, [X3657

1 Q 20 Indian Combination 7-9h.p., delivered about
--•-' July, dynamo lighting, lamps, speedometer, etc.,
Millford sidecar, good condition and perfect running
order; £175.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.3. 'Phone : Hampstead 7822. [2950

EXCEPTIONAL Offer, Indian combination, 1915-16,
5-6h.p., 3 speeds, hand and foot clutch, semi T.T.

liars canoelet semi-sporting sidecar, splendidly equipped,
l>rand new condition; £85, no offers; exchanges con-
sidercd.-G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2, [3433

1 Q20 Big Valve 7-9h.p. Indian, with Gloria sidecar,
A*-' done 1,000 miles, just perfect, winner of both
Eidecar classes Taunton hill-climb, fully equipped,
electric model, a real fine machine; price £205,
(omplete.—Bert Houlding, 45. Balfour Rd., Preston.

[X40191020 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., complete, extras,
-*-*^ (Spares, discs, sidecar step, lamp, Easting
inspo;:tion lamps, 12v., Klaxon, and accumuUitiirs,
well kept, ride away, owner bought car; £165 near
cffer; Norfolk.—Box 8,352, c/o The Motor Cycle.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, 1916 combination, perfect
condition, stored 3 years, brand new sidecar cost

£45, with screen, hood, machine thoroughly over-
hauled, speedometer, tyres now, Klaxon, new P. and
11. fcct; £80.-113, Cornwall Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

"IQ19 Iiidi.-in Pnwrplua Comlunation, spring frame,
-*-«^ el.-'trii;illy crjiiipiK-d, cf.mplcto tools, Bparea, in-
cludiiiK .]j;iiris, 2 *^[i;iie iijnor tiibew, 1 goofl spare outer
inver, fngiijc Junt ovf.irhaiilcd. fast ma<'hin6; owner Roing
abroad, iriuat R-ll ; £155, or near offer; Hcon Satiird.-iy
(ir Sunday, or write.—Simpson, 30, Larisdowno IM Tuii-
hridge Wella. [2688

|^vvv^^v^v^^::^^=^^c^^^^vsx-^^^^

YOU CAN
STICK

a pair of Ustikon Soles to your
shoes as easily as you can stick

a stamp on your letters. No
tools are required, neither screws
nor rivets. The method is

simplicity itself. What can be
easier ?

Svrely in these days of high prices Usiihon
Soles are worth consideration. You save
moni:y oil every shoe so repaired ami get

double the wear at half the cost. Once yon
have fitted y>u will readily appreciate tlu

economy.

DAVIS

SOLES &- HEELS

GENTS' All Sizes

LADIES' AH Sizes

HEELS li— If
If-li
2—21 .

.

2i—2J .

3

3/9
2/9
lOd.
1/-

1/6
1/9
2/-

Complete with Sol-fix and full directions.

Please state sics when ordering and remit 6d.

extra towards cost of postage to Dept. E.,

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD..
264-66, Vauxhal Bridge Boad,

LONDON S.W.I.

WVVVWV^^'-,w-c-c-^--;^ T-^v-;

AGENTS WANTED
Write to-day for our proposition.

It will interest Boot Repairers too.

DON'T DELAY DO IT NOW.

October- 7TH, 1920,—

^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian solo, brand new, only run (J-t^ miles, dynamo lighting, etc., as fitted 1

makers, too heavy for owner, getting lighter soli

£185, offers.—Apply by letter to G. Littledale, Esc
Downside School, Stratton-on-Fosse, near Bath. [36^

INDIAN Powerplus, May, 1920, combination, ele
trically equipped, mileage 2,000, unpunctured, pe

lect in every detail, luxurious outfit, cost £228/1
owner received delivery o£ car; sacrifice £177/10 I
immediate cash.—Bertram Edjnonds, 97, Ridgmdla
Gardens, W.C.I. [a7i|

INDIAJN.—Immediate delivery from etock, 7-9!i:|
Powerplud model, with dynamo lighting, eleoftP

horn, and speedometer, £181/14; combinatio
£223/14; also 4h.p. Scout model, S-speed, £140; loc

trade supplied.—Sole Birmingham agent, P. J. Evftui
83-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [Orl

1 Q20 (May) Indian Combination, with Millford bilfctv bous sidecar, late model, large valves, greaeet'
Renold chains, disc wheels, mileage 1,000, dynaD
lighting with ammeter, speedometer, lull insuranc
tyres unpunctured, owner purchased 2-seater; £20
or offer.-H., Cliftonville, Woodehouse Rd,, Norl,
Finchley, N.12. [32j'

j Q20 Beautiful Rod Indian Coachbuilt Combinatioj
--*' dynamo lighting, 7-9h.p., twin, Powei-plos,
spe^il<, hood, screen, speedometer, disc wheels, preate'

liar-.iin ever known in the motor trade; gilt, 155 ^uv
exchanges arraugred.—Wandsworth 'Motor Exchanfii
Khner Street, Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phbrnl
Battersoa 327. t26(|

Invicta. \

NEW INVICTA-J.A.P. 25/4h.p., 2-speed clutch at*

kick starter, a thoroughly well built and reliab

machine, £89/5; also 3V2h.p., Abingdon King Die
engine, S-speed clutxh and kick starter, fitted witi

smart low built sidecar, £143; easy payments A
extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 month,!
instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Re
London. [31f

Ivy.

TVY Cycles.--Write, Rothwell and Milbourne, _Cp;

leigh Garage, Malvern. [17i

IVY 2-stroke, complete and perfect; £48 cash 1

easy payments.—Fills, 103, Camden Mews, N.W.
North 2275. [27J,

IVY, the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all mode
from stock; prices and catalogues post free.

DistriLt Agents, Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.'

[90C

IVY, 1919, 2-speed, 2-stroke, T.T. model, T.T. bail

disc wheels, lamps, horn, original Dunlop tyrC

excellent condition ; ^65 ; insured for £70. — R. 1

Varty, Thnndersley, Essex. [34J

r[|20
Ivy 2%li.p., equal to new, first-class nmuiii

•' order, small mileage, owner hflving pnrchnsii

ombination, complete lamps, horn, etc. ; £65.—Cart*,

135, Mount View Rd., Stroud Green. [26'1

:

fMMEDIATE Delivery of alt Ivy models, the ackno^
a~ ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. fl

ilenly and Co., London and District Agents. 91, 01

I'ortland St.. W,l. Mayfair 4084. [002^

James.

1 Q20 James 5-6h.p., and Canoelet sidecar; £135.
i-t? Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., London. Mnsea
5391. L^a*

1017 Twin Janiea Combination, lamps, speedomfltg
XJj' practically new ; £85.—Tippett, Arlington

""

Surbiton. [Si

"I
Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, only ridden

J-t/ works; sacrifice. £160, or nearest.—Box 8*;^

c/o The Motor Cycle.

"I Q19 4^h.p. 3-speed James and accessories,
^*y cellent condition; £100.—Apply, Ashton, NwJ|
gate. Bury St. Edmunds. [21"^

JAMES Brand New Combinations, for immedia
delivery from stock.—Sole district agents, Tl

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [QOC

1Q19 5-6h.p. James Combinntion, fully equipped-

-i-«^ Easting wind ticreen; best offer over £140.- "_
School Lane, Didabury, Manchester. [SSa

1 Q20 James Solo, complete, lamps, horn, sp^iffl^

Xt/ meter, only done about 500 miles; SlBSf
Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden: Tel.: 16. [35]

1 020 (April) 5-6h.p. James Combination, Iftud

±.*J horn, done 500 only, carefully run in, oitoA

ordered abroad; £180, or nearest.—Richard, Elmoil
Lee-on-Solent, Hants. f27

JAMES New 6h.p. Luxe Combination, handle-b,

clutch, chain drive, latest model, guaranteed pt

feet, not driven 160 miles; bought car; £170.-
M illbrook, Sali sbury. , [33

LATE 1920 3V>h.p. Twin James, complete ivl

lamps, horn, etc., only doue 500 miles, absoliitt

US new; cost £145, will accept £115. or near olYer.

Brown, 51, Broad St., Ross, Herefordshire. 1^5

JAMES 4J4h._p. 3-speed Clutch Combination, ronr

built, double sprung, top-hole condition. 19J

nvicinal colnur.-i; £80, genuine bargain.—Mason, j'

(ilenthorn Rd., Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyiie. [2'

JAMES 1916 4%h.p. Combination, 3-spepd, Eiistii

Stewart apccdometer and horn, Millar head IflU

completely ovorlinnlnd, ro-cnamelled. tools, spares; £1C

— Lneou, 19, ML-irirtale Lane, Wolverhampton. ' [33

B30 Ail letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at tlic end o\ each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue
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I
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I
James.

1 O.C.H. have a 1919 414I1.P. JamM combination,

-j Dsw condition, large electric set.—5, Heath St.,

f npstead (near Hainpstead Tube Station). 'Pnone:

Ij apatead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays
i ,

[2869

IMES 1920 5-6h.p. De Luxe Combination, com-
•' Y'k'te with lamps, horn, speedometer, legshields,

1 ,ii:e grid, as new, mileage under 200, guaranteed
ri I ; £195; exchange for cash and 4-seater car.—

I D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3492

J.A.P
I4.P. Pattern Engine, sidecar, 2 speeds, new tyres,

goo4 running order; quick sale (going abroad), £70
jply, 104, Camberwell New Ed., Camberwell, S.E.5.

[2831
i.P. Bh.p. 3-speed Combination (Canoelet), acces-
sories, overhauled, good condition : £85.— Garaged

lllenborough Motor Works, Ellenborough Kd., \Yoofl

m, N.22. [254<]

liTMPIC, 6h.p. J.A.P., brand new, with Canoelet
sidecar and coverall apron ;

great bargain, £136

;

i with Enfield 2-speed gear.—Fleming's Garage,
ilecote, Stourbridge. [2531

iA,P. B.lOh.p. Overhead Yalvs Sporting Combination,
aisc wheels. Bramble underslung C.B. sidecar, all

iielled red, very smart and fast; £80.-158, Norwood
West Norwood, S.B.26. [.^652

ll
BOaE 8-lOh.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., sporting sidecar.

'" 3-sneed, clutch, kick starter, practically unique,
sporting, speedometer, horn : any trial ; accept any
mable offer; must sell this week.—Bellhouse, Hurst,
rley Edge. [2815

Kingsbury.
[NGSBURY Lightweight. 1920, very smart

i .machine, equal to new; 60 gns., deferred pay-
fcs, or exchange; closed Sundays.—Bunting, Motors.
Idstone, Harrow. [3334

t. and C.
and C. 5h.p., Mabon clutch, mag.; sacrifice. £22.
.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [3144

f.ea-Francls.
|;A-PRANCIS, M.A.G. engine, new; £130.—Clark,

7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [3451

;:A-FIIANCIS combination, 1916, twin J.A.P., little
used, complete; £110.-22, Lynthorpe Ed., Blacl;-

[2539

I 20 Lea-Francis, new, slightly shop soiled, discount
allowed.—Rhosha Motor Co., Bank Mews, Rom-

[3547

A-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine; immediate delivery;
jElSO.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St..

[3537

j

20 3>gi.p. Lea-Francis, unscratched; £112; lamps
and horn.—Capt. Whitworth, Lancing College,

IX. [ii600

A-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

!
its.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St

,

[0099

A-FRANCIS 1917 3>ai.p., 2 speeds an.i clutch,
recently overhauled and renovated, fitted witli

I new 1920 3!2i-p. J.A.P. engine; £90.—Parker's
jhawgate, Bolton, [X4u^

I
20 Lea-Francis 5-6h.p., lamps, horn, speedometer,
ridden under 500 miles, appearance as'Uew and

srfect running order; £115.—Colonial Motor Co.,
,
Pinchley Rd., N.W,3. 'Phone: Hampstead 7822.

,W Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick siartei
^ M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130. or on easy
peats 1Z extra;, only onc-flfth deposit, balance by
\[ icntbly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
.< Rd., London. [3155
CAXDAED 1919 Lea-Francis, 4h.p. twin J.AP.,
•i enclosed chains, detachable wheels, electric light-

leg shields, Watford trip, horn, tools, perfect order,
;

winter machine ; best over £95 ;
going abroad.—

ams, Ipsden, Wallingford. [X4016
A-FEANCIS, 1920. delivery from stock, 3l/ih p
twin M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, enclosed chain drive,

. and foot clutch, kick starter; £130; extended
3 4Z extra.—City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,
:>psgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone •

line 5548. [0068

Levis.
VIS, 1916, good condition, accessories; £30.—Law-
ton, 28, Warwick Ed., Earl's Court. [3137

I XJJi Popular Model, lamps, horn, good condition
^, »i34.-S2, Clovelly Rd., Southhampton. [3205
JiVIS 234h.p., 2-8pced, fast and powerful; £40-
* Spencer, St. Botolph's Comer, Sevenoaks. [2814
IIVIS Popular Model, new, at list price.—District
•^ agents, Tumill and North, Peterborough. [2825
liVIS, new 1620 model: delivery from stock Gibb
^ Worcester Parade. Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

]|20 Levis Popular, done 100 miles, lamps and
•^ liorn; £60.-Vinc6nt, 82, Westlode St.. Spalding.

jiTtS 19191-5 Z'/ih.V: 2-speed. all accessories, good
f] as new.-Herbert, 30, Waldron Rd.. Earlsfleld

[
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PERFECTLY NEW
DUNLOP HVY.
MOTOB CYCLE COVERS.

LATEST MAGNUM PATTERN.

Ex Oovernment Stores.

26x2i
26x21
26x2i
26x3
28x3 Fx H avy

Our rrii*.

37;6
39/6
45/-
50/.
48/6

I III III « F"

Lis- Prt-e.

53/6
56/9
67/9
74 -

84/-

26X2J

26X2g

26X2l
28X3

650 X 65

Make.

Avon Com. S. and R. Stud.
Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

Beldam Extra Heavy ....
Hutrhitison T.T
Bates No. i Special
Palmer Cord
Beldam Heavy
Bates No. r Special ....

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

Hutchinson T.T
Beldam Extra Heavy . .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy
Kcmpshall Anti-skid ....

.^von Tricar Rubber Stud.
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S. . .

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

VVood-Mi'iue Extra Heavy
Moscley Extra Heavy 3 lib

Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy

Our
Price.

44;-
44/-
42/6
39/6
39/6
39/-
39/-
34,'-

4i/-
42/6
42/6
40/-
39/6
37/6
37/6
59/-
52 /6

42/6
35/-
33/-
68/-

List

Price.

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days against remittance.)

91/-

68/9 ^
42/6 «
64/- _
59'- K
67 h

-
52/6 ^
58/- S
71/6 1
68/6 ^
61/9 if
68/6 m
66'- !k'

75/- 1
72/5 ^
9i/6 m
81/- !£
78/- ^
79 16 slH

m
X
m
X

JTUBES—New and fully guaranteed _
»8[ S

'26x2 6(6_ 26X2i ... 7/6
JK'»26X2} 7;- •26x2* ... 7/9
mTl*26X2j 7/6 «26X2jX2i8/3

^ * Endless.

26X2J B/snir
•28x3 11, Sis
28x3 11 /sP

i^
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,i

W Victoria, S.W.I. |
S Telephone: Victoria 6553. S'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS, 1919. single speed model, lamps, and horn,
£50; with 2-speed, *55.—R. D. Varty, Thun-

dersley, Essex. [3488

J EVIS, the finest 2-strok6 in the world, delivery from
-'-' stock; £60.—District agents. The Walsall Garage.
Walsall. Tel.: 414. [9001

T EVIS, 1920, 2-speed or single; at list price from
-*-' stock; easy payments taken.—Sole Agents, Hove
Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., Hove. [2665

1019 Levis, condition equal new, with or without
-L tf discs ; sacrifice, 35 gns. ; owner bought new
combination.—15, Summerhill Rd., Dartlord.* [3037

1 O 20 Levis Motor Cycle, fitted with Lucas A lamps
-*-*-' and horn, has not been ridden 50 miles; price
£50.—Apply, Langford, Snowflake Laundry, Caversham.

[2768

L.M.C.
|Q20 Model Bh.p. Overseas L.M.C. (Colonial model)
J-«^ and Bax sidecar, twin, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,
Druid, Dunlops (2 new), lamps, speedometer, wind
screen, Tan-Sad, A.A. and insurance transferred,
first-class running order; £160.—Reeves, Strode Stores,
Clevedcn, Som. [2794

Martin.
-| Q14 4h.p. o.h.v. Martin-Jap, specially tuned for
-i-^ speed, long plated exhaust. Klaxon, speed-
ometer, lamps, old timing and spares, perfect condi-
tion, fast machine, winner of hill-climbs this year,

orth £75; offers?—Holland, Handscombe, Stoneygate,
Leicsster. [3177

Alartinsyde.

MAETINSTDE-NEWMAN 6h.p. Combination, brand
new : immediate delivery trom stock ; £170.—Mid-

land Garage, Colwyn Buy. [X1712

6h.p. Martinsyde, the super combination; immediate
deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor CO.,

Ltd., Nonvioh. [2786

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
trom stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

Paris St., Exetsr. [3538

M-AETINSTDE Combination, brand new, 6h.p. twin,
3-speed: list price £170.—Eleming's Garage,

Amblecote, Stourbridge. [2532

FE-ANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Martinsyde combination, £170, or with

Lucas dynamo lighting £30 extra, free delivery, splen-
did value. [X3959

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, as new, only
done 1,700, fully equipped, only wants seeing:

£165: after 7 p.m.—S. Roberts, 38, Carleton Rd., Tut-
nell Park, N.7. [2746

1 Q20 6h.p. Martinsydo-Newman Combination, prac-
-Ltf tically new, hood, lamps, Dunlop Magnum over-

size tyres, owner going abroad: £180.—Tucker. Hen-
fleld. Claremont Av.. Woking. , [1612

1 Q20 Martinsyde and Sidecar, large Lucas head.
I- *y side and tail, 2 large generators, horn (value
iver £10), used only 10 weeks, perfect condition
G160, for quick sale; deposit.—]\iay, c/o Sharp an''

Co., West St., Bromley. [319S

MAETINSTDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for Londoa,
Esfiex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford,

.nso Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newma..
-oinbination, £170: deliveries now being effected; suo-
jgents appointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gt. Poii-
land St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [6618

Matchless.

MATCHLESS Combination, C.B.; £75.-59, Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [3283

1 Q20 Brand New Matchless Combination, Magdyno:
-«-^ £232; exchanges.—Eveson, Dingle, Stourbridge.

[3507
MATCHLESS 1920, Lucas Magdyno, special 2-seater

sidecar; £225.-11, Richmond Park Rd., East
Sheen. [2695

| Q20 Matchless Combination, Model H., in stock:
-Lt/ list price.-Brewster, Sparhawk St., Bury St.

Edmund's. [3268

-3 Q20 Matchless, magdyno, not done 50 miles, abso-
J-O lute gift; £195.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. [3251

MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas Magdyno; £230;
delivery from stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,

Paris St., Exeter. [3535

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination, 8h.p.,
spare wheel; accept £115 cash.—406, Garratt

Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [3463

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, M.A.G. engine,
screen, grid, etc.; £105. — Broomfield. 322,

Wh-:tehorse Kd., Croydon. [.844

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, M.A.G., good con-
dition; £110; owner bought car.-Baldwin, 12.

Ailsa Rd., East Twickenham. [3638

1 Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, new, un-
i-^ registered, dynamo lighting; best offer.—29, St.

Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow. [3084

1 Q20 Matchless, 7-9h.p., dvnamo model, hood, screen,
-L*/ speedometer, mileage 100; £225.—Dunn's, 326.
Euston Rd., London. Museum 5391. [2989

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p., C.B. sidecar, S

K.S., Binks, Bosch; any trial; after 6;
< -6. Coverton Rd., Tooting, S.W.17.

83 gns.
[3383

All letters relattm! to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issu B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, fulJy fitted, except hood,
^*J perieLi: order, any trial, S. vv.l6, going abroad;
£190—Box 8,342, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2582 I

[

19 20 8h.p. Matchless Combination, complete with
Migdyno, hood, screen, and many other spares.

—Emons, 175, FiUebrook Rd., Leytonstone, E. [3313

MATCHLESS Model H, Lucas Magdyn'o, hood, screen,
in excellent condition ; £195 for quick sale.

—

Powell, lia, "St. James' Ed., Northampton. [2633

MATCHLESS 8h.p., Model H, Lucas lighting, Binks,
. fipeedometer, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc.; £205;

trial Saturday,"?.—Baldock, Gt. Missenden, Bucks. [3004

MATCHLESS, Model H, electric ignition, last, ex-
cellent hill-climber, very small mileage; 190

gns.—51, Vernham Rd., Plumstead, London. [2801

1 Q 20 Model H Matchless, fully equipped, manyA *y spares, perfect condition ; cost £230, take
£190; bought car.—Bannister, Midhurst, Sussex. [2792

"I O20 Matchless Combination, as delivered, unregis-
-i~*y tered, must sell, owner buying car; £205, or
near offer.—Wright, 78, High St., Saffron Walden.

[3521
MATCHLESS, just deliTered. latest model H. com-

bination, spare "wheel, etc.. Magdyno lighting, Lireas
fittings; li.st price.-Uead, 323, High St., Brentford,
W. [2538

1 Q20 Matchless Combinations, standard or electrically
-»-^ equipped ; in stock for immediate delivery.—
Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh: trade enp-
pliecl.

'

[2593

MATCHLESS Combination (8h.p. Jap), chain drive,

kick start, clutch, splendid condition ; 100 gns.

;

take lower power part.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
Loudon. [3140

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed3.
kick starter, hood, screew lamp, horn, perfect

running order; £85.—E. Bussant, Queen's Parade.
Faversham. [9583

"I Q 20 Matchless Combination, electric lighting,
JL«7 C.A.V. tri^r speedometer, horn. Easting, back
rest, tools, nice condition; £190.—353, King St., Ham-
mersmith, W.6. [2917

1 Q 20 Model H Matchless Combination, magdyno
-Li/ lighting, under 1,000 miles; £200; seen by
appointment at this address.—Jackson, 29, Vauxhall
Bridge Rd., S.W. [3033

1 QIS 8h.p. Matchless Combination, Lucas head lamp
-LtF and geuerntor, tail and sidecar lampe, Lucas
horn, good condition ; £120.—Apply, Box 8,409, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [2969

"j Q 20 Matchless Cojnbination, complete outfit, new
X«7 condition, lew extras; any trial; cost £220; naust
sell ; £180 : only requires seeing ; bargain.—38, Blen-
heim Av., Barnsley. [2934

"1020 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engien, Magdyno,
-*-*y horn, hood, rear drive speedometer, as new;
£225; exchanges or easy payments.—2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton. [3566

6h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, twin belt, V.S.
gear, just overhauled by Colliers, fast, thorough

running order, speedometer; £80, or offer.—5, June
Cottages, Belle Vue, Shrewsbury. [X4021

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. , Lucas Mag-
J- 1^ dyno, fitted speedometer, hood, screen, leg

shields, horn, sidecar step, not done 200 miles; £230.
—Cathcart House, Mablethorpe. [3188

MATCHLESS, delivery from stock of new spring
frame model, equipped to your requirements;

replacements for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassel I,

la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead. .^ [1958

MATCHLESS 1911 7-9h.p., a.i.o.v., good puller, T.S.
2-speed, kick start, wicker sidecar body, accmnu-

lator, lamps, just dismantled; offers, parts or whole.—
Ser\-e, 52, Waterloo Av., Leiston, Suffolk. [2536

"I
016 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine,

-*-«7 all-chain, lamps, Watford, disc wheels, hood,
screen, carrier, Tan-Sad; £135; exchanges or easy
pa>ments.,—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3568

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1914, splendid con-
dition, recently le-enamelled, 2 epeeds, Eastiag

screen, Lucas lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer; £110/10,
-Moignn, Dunkeld, Victoria Rd., Buckhurst Hill. [2555

MATCHLESS H in Stock, £215; also Matchless,
dynamo, £230; or half down and 11 payments.—

I,amb*s, 387, Euston Rd., Txindon, N.W. 151, High
St., Walthamstow; and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[2895
1 O 20 Matchless Model H, speedometer, Lucas setXv and horn, pillion seat, leg shields, insurance,
tyres perfect

;

'£200, no rea^jonable offer refused; ap-
pointment.—32, Morrab Gardens, Water I>ane, Seven
Kings, E^jsex. [1948

£180. or near offer* Matchless combination, Model
H, June, 1920, Lucas lam)is, horn, screen, spare

whoel, t'Ook, et<>., has done about 600 miles, condition
perfect; Rcen by appointment.—C.H., 15, King Edward
Rd., Barking. Essex. [2723

1 Q20 Matchless 8h.p., spare wheel, combination,
S.iF M.A.G. engine, with hood, screen, sidecar step,
Watfnni rear-driven speedometer. Lucas horn and
awumnlatr>r lighting set. delivered August, 1920. low
mileage, as new; £210.—P'arr, Contractnr, ChicrJipKter

[3441

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

(Unrenovated).
Quantities still avail-

able from the Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,
SLOUGH.

RECONSTRUCTED
GOVERNMENT

MOTOR CYCLES.

Douglas 21 h.p. £65

Douglas 4 h.p. £85

Douglas Combin-

ations - - £110

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed - - £95
All thoroughly overhauled,
stove enamelled, replated,

tanks in makers' colours,

mostly new tyres, guaranteed
mechanically sound. Trade
supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAlE.
Matchless.

1020 Matchless B., brand new, just delivered; tcA*^ late, bought car; special M.A.G. engine, dyuau
lighting set, hood, screen, horn, speedometer, specii
flap and step on sidecar; what offers on Jijst?-Bemor;
13, High Ed., Lee. S.E. [IS'i

MATCHLESS 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Coiiihination, 3-8pee"
chain drive, Binks, speedometer, electric lightinl

hood, screen, mechanical horn, luggage carrier, petr'
carrier, splendid condition; £120.-107, High St.. >:

East Ham. [26:;

T Q19 Victory Model Matchless 8h.p. Combinatiol
J- «7 with spare wheel, Lucas horn, accumulat>i
lighting set, in excellent condition, paint and tyri

as new; £150, a bargain, no offers.—Farr, Contractfj'
Chichester. [ZHa

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Spring Frame Coi
bination, complete with Luca.s magdyno. ^pa

wheel aud tyre, luggage grid, only done few hnndi
mile?, e-iual to new; £200.—Parker's, Bradshawgal,
Bolton. [X40;;

MATCHLESS Bh.p., fitted with roomy coachlm
sidecar, all accessories iucluding speedometer ai)

.icreen, 2 speeds, kick sTarter, ©sr-eilent condific

throughout; £75.—Witt, 138, Merton Kd., Wand^ort;
S.W.18. [3411

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H.. spring frame, 8h,,

J.A.P. ^engine, Lucas Magdyno electric lightu

spare wheel. Easting hood, screen, leg shields, si&i

step, luxurious outfit ; £220.—Mills, Chemist, P _
Bridge, Wigan. [S39|

MATCHLESS, the very latest 1920 combination,,
little used, quite equal to new, any trial, M.AJ

engine, speedometer, 2-Iever Amac, Magdyno lieiwg
Lucas horn; will take £30 less than list priee.—A.Gj
468, Harrow Rd., W.9. [5*

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, 1920 (Julf

hood, wind screen, grid, spare wheel, speec,

meter, Lucas lighting, spare chain, inner, full, equi

ment, cost £232; selling through illness; £210,

Clappen, St. Helens, Byfleet, Surrey. [32

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Combination, dynai.

lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., imn(
,

diate delivery ; also shop-soiled and second-hail

models.—Clapham (Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Grec

wich, S.E. 10, or 'phone Greenwich 751. [33

19

19^

1 O20 Matchless Model H, marfyno. £175; a

J-" M.A.G. enKine moael, £210; Victory Model, £1£

also 1914 mag. model, dynamo lighting, very fast I(

£145.—Eofs, 86. High Ed., Lee, S.E., who is now Con »

ing orders for 1921 models; one on yiew- at alK

address. . l^^

MATCHLESS Sh.p., massive coacWmilt 2-scn

bnlboxis back sidecar, speedometer, 4 lamps, lo

exhaust, Xl'all pan seat, tyres brand new, numert

spares, enamel and condition as new, smart turno

fnll insurance policy: £115; after 7.—I'.O.R., 63, Cro(

ham Ed., Fulharh. [33;

,

Metro.- i

'

20 Metro-Tyler, Model S, immediate delivery J

I

new reduced price; £80.—Alexander's 115, Loth^'l

Rd., Edinburgh. t'"

METEO-TTLEE, 1919, 2-speed, 2>/2h.p., clutch,

as new; nearest £48.-6, Aichel Ed., Fulhai
[3;

METEO-TYLEE 25/,h.p., 1918 model, 2-speea, Bi

tvres, overhauled, and all accessories; £50.-

Probisher UA., Horasey. t^,

19 (Dec ) 2V,h.p. Metro-Tyler. 2-speed. pertfl

condition, ridden 200 miles. Klaxon, lam^'

Veeder; £60.-137, Tredegar Ed.. Bow. [3^

METRO-TYLER. 1916. 2-speed. disc .wheels,

tyres, goes like a bird; £55.-Hewm s Garad,

Ltd.. the real service firm, Taunton. li'U

METRO-TYLER, 1920 (March), 2 speeds, discs. 1

exhaust, leg shields, Icotboards. etc.. pcrl(

60 gns.— 6, Hardy St., Patricroft. Manchester. [3

METRO-TYLER. 1919, 2-speed, engine beari

phosphor-bronze, long exhaust, lamps, ho

and insurance; £50.-Sadler, Ottery St. Mary. [3.

METEO-TYLEE, type 6. lateft model, brand n

2%h p. 2-8peed, with enclosed mag. and gear &

£80; delivery Irom stock. Local trade eupplied^E
Birmingham aeent. P. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bri;

St., Birmingham. L^

Minerva.
5-6h.p. Minerva, clutch, liosch. wants timing; i

or sell parte.-434, Fulham Ed., S.W. [2

MINERVA sy^h.p., strong frame, running ol6

£24, or offer.—Garden, 65, Woodlands Rd.. IH'"
13.

31 h.p. Minerva, m.o.y., B.B.. low, less front m
^ guard and mag., otherwise ride away; £10)

—Lusk. 1, Lonsdale St., Carlisle. [2

MINEEVA 2V'h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Boech, 1

2 jets, good tyres, footboards, low built, laa

nil accessories, ride away; £24, or offer.-54, Lint*

Grove, JTulham. [3

Motosacoche.

£12; lightweight Motosacoche. _ Bosch mag., B
going order, genuine bargain.—Abraham, C<

-;all Rd., Felixstowe. [2

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each odvertlsement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

•EW HUDSON 2iih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920. per-

fect; £65.-326, Fishponds Rd., Bristol. [3344

ti.p. 1920 New Hiidson Con\binatiou, lamps, horn.
tools, nil completi'; £150.-78, Locksby St, Biir-

t Rd., Poplar, E.14. - . [2828

, EW HUDSON. 1920, 2-stroke,' only done 300
iniles, good condition; £60.—New Hudson Depot.
Gray's Inn Rd., London. . [2428

ifiO New Hudson 2-speed 2-stroke, unridden; £70.
/ —Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Rd.,

I V.3. "Phone : Hampstead 7822. [2951

I

'EW HUDSON 6h.p; and sideoar, 1914 model, re-

cently overbnnled by New Hudson Co., all acoes-
tes; £95.—Saunders, Crcle Agent, High St., Chatham

[2694
'EW HUDSON 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
•Stored 3 years; details, post; £60; exchange 2%
and cash.-51, Nelson Ed., Landport, Poitsmouth.

} [2623
"OV. (1919) 4i4h.p. New Hudson -^Coaohbuilt Com-

bination, in practically new condition, . 3-si>e€d
atershaft gear, estra heavy 650x65 Duulop tyres:
JO, or near offer.—Buinhani, King St., Rye. [3206

'EW HUDSON Lightweights 1920. 2i4h.p., 2-speed
£75, or lully equipped with head lamp and gener-

r, tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.G.C. registration,
rol. and oil, £79/15.—Coppen, Allan and Co.. 89,

' Portland St., London. W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair
»9. - *- [0280

New Imperial.

C|16 Imperial, 2^4h.p., 2-speed; £50.—Ross, 86, High
•-' Rd.. Lee, S.E. [3106

'JkZQ New Imperial, 2i/2h.p., light tourist, brand new,
^, slightly shop-soiled only ; £75. — Rose's Garat:e,
bridge.

'

_ [3486
'EW IMPERIAL, 1916, 254h.p. J.A.P., '2-speed,

lamps, and horn; bargain, i;43.—R. D. Vartv,
undersley, Essex. [3489

Xk20 New Imperial Combination, Elite sidecar, con-
fc/ dition as new; £170.—Wright's Garage, Saffron
ilden. Tel. ; 16. [3528

CI20 8h.p. New Imperial, new June, with A.J.S.^ sidecar, wind screen, 2 lamps, horn; fl52/10.

—

J. Bladder, 52, Sidbury, Worcester. [3169

919 New Imperial, 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, lamps, horn, etc., mileage 300; £55.—

nu's 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum 5391.
[2987

,il9 New Imperial-Jap 8h.p. Combination, trade side
? van ;3-i^wt. load), excellent condition, t^pare tubes,
)tric lighting, mechanical horn; bargain, £125.

—

les, West End Library, Bath. [2948

[|20 6h.p. New Imperial, Henderson sidecar, lamps,
t^ Klaxon, speedoruetsr, luggage carrier, full equip-
at ol tools, 2 spare inner tubes; £155.— Gjudener,
'9'anbj-ugh Park Rd. West, Blaekheath. [3408

"EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery from
stock of this popular 2^4h.p. machine, 2-speed

iel, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89/5.—
J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham.

[0262
a.p. New Imperial Combination, W.D., 1919, run

1.000 miles.^ivell sprung siderar, coaihbuilt, hood,
I neo, wind screen, good running condition, dark green;
SO.-Write I'earson, 14, Hammelton Rd., Bromlev,
at. [3207

C|20 6h.p. New Imperial, with Sunbeam sidecar,
i/ complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, knee
.s, pillion seat. Easting screen, perfect condition,
t £185; no reasonable offer refused.—Tooth, 1,

nmouth Rd., Dorchester. [3256

kISABLED Officer finds can't ride 8h.p. New Im-
perial combination, wishes to sell, -late 1918. done

1 miles, 3 new ov2rsize Dunlops. head and tail lamps
iplete, and tools; will accept £1^0.—Lt. H. Rhodes.
rercival Terrace, Brighton. [3518

'EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combination. 8h.p., 1919
]

model, delivered in April, 1920, inlly equipped

,

I in new condition, about .-€20 worth of acceissories;
'

ept £115 for -nuiek sale, no offers.—157, Burntwood
,

De, Wandsworth Commoir, S.W.17. [3464!

New Ryder.
TEW RYDER, J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2 speeds; £45. - A.
I Edney, 180, Colliers Vfood, Merton. [1641

New Scale.
'

[

ih.p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar machine;
|8 £90, deliverv from stock.—Agents Gray and

ynes, 8, Low Rd., j^alby, Doncaster. - [2785

920 New Scale Precision, with light sidecar, new
Aug,' 7th, lamps, spare t>elt, etc.; £100.

—

sketh, 33, Athelstah Rd., Colchester. [3075

Norton.
TEW I.O.M. Norton, 3iUi.p., 3-3peed; list price.

} £132.-146, Edleston Rd., Crewe. [3190

fORTON.—North Torkshire agents : R. H. L. Pickor-
I . ing and Co., 239, Linthorpe Rd.,. Middlesbrough.

[2997
'2 under list price, T.T. Norton, delivered last

f week.—Goodman, Ellesmere House, Northampton.
[3192

rOBTON, July, 1920, T.T., Philipson, accessories.
* specially tuned, prizes won; £110.—Hebron Lodge,
ington, Leicester. [3398

GENUINE

SPARE PARTS
Ex W.D. STOCK.

Large quantities of 2| li.p.

and 4 h p. parts in stoci<, at
mal<ers' prices. Some at
special prices as follows:

—

21 h.p. Connecting rods £1/3/6,

Engine sprockets 4/6, chains 9/6,

Sight feed lubricators 18/6, tanks
(second-hand) £1/5/, Pistons

12/6, Plain pulleys 8/6, front

brakes £1/3/6, Chain wheels 9/-,

piston rings1/9, fork springs S'/s

Hub spindles 6/-.

2f h.p. & 4 h.p. Frames £5 each.

BRAND NEW HEAVY

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX GOVERNMENT STOCK
28x3

Woodmilne
Kempshall
MaciiiuOsh
Bates

26 X 2\
Beldam
Macintosh
Spencer-

Moulton
North British North British

Moseley

To be cleared at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton

T>IG. 4 Xoitoii Combination, guarant-eed perfect, 'any
J-* trial, accessories, as new; £120.-88, Brook
Green, Hiimmersmith. [2940

AIOETON' Si-ih.p. Sports Model, 3-apeed. kick start.
-"-' :ill-cliiiin, ridden 100 miles only £128.—Turnill
and North, Peterl)orough. [2823

"I Q19 Countershaft T.T. Norton, chain drive, fully
->-^ equipped; £125. See displayed advertisement.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W. [3587
Tj Q20 T.T. 31 ih.p. Xorton, Phillipson puller. Klaxon,
--*' knee pud-s .special racing model, mileage du,
a.-! new, unscratched ; £115.—Dunn's, o.iB, Euston lid.,
London. Museum 5591, [2991

N.S.IJ

N.S.tr. 2^1i.p., single speed, splendid condition, lampa.
etc.; £19;'10.—165, High St., Hounslow. [2682

"l^.S.TJ. Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed: £70, or nearest;
.L" trial by appointment.—l.o\v,- 25, Montrave Rd..
Penge, S.E, [2393

3 ill. p. N.S.U., 2-speed, tyres and enamel good, run-
2 ning order; £22.—Denis Charlesworth, Frodsham

Bridge, Cheshire. [2520
N.U.T.

BOLTON.—Latest N.U.T. in stock, Grosvenor sport-
ing sidecar to match.—Grosvenor Garage. Bolton.NrX3479.L.T., S'-ih.p. twin, magdyno lighting; £165; no
waiting.—Alexander's, 272, Gt. 'Western Rd.,

Glasgow. [2594

N.U.T. 3i.oh-p. Twin, magdyno lighting, delivery
from stouk; £165.—Jbiudes' Motor Man, 100.

Paris St., Exeter. [3531

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-
minghaur.—N.U.T., £165, with dynamo lighting,

from stock, free delivery. [X3961

WSPASROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,
. official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone for partioulars.-rTel. :
*

Yeovil 114. lou^.j

N.U.T.—Delivery from stock of these models, equipped
with magdyno lighting, price £165; sole whole-

sale and retail agents for Stafloffdshire, the trade sup-
plied.—The Walsall .Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

N.U.T., 1920.—Delivery fri5m stock of this famous
mount, fitted with Lucas Magdyno lighting set;

£165: extended terms 4% extra.—City agents, Elce and
Co.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. - [0069

O.K

O.K., 23a3i.p. J.A.P., Iat« 1919; £55.-3. Fantliorpe
St., Putney. * [2608

O.K. Junior-Jap 2->ih.p,, 2-speed, 1919, horn, lamps;
£45.-326, Fishponds Rd., Bristol. [3343

"I ini20 O.K.-L'nion, as new, lamps, horn, tools: £50.—
Xi/ Dewhirst, Aruside. Gt. Baddow, Chelnisford. [3126

O.K. Junior, ridden 200 miles, good lamps,, horn, ac-
'essories, ett-, better than new; 45gns.'—31, Tis-

hury Ed., Hove. [2518

O.K.-VILLIERS. 1920 model, not been used; £48,
or exchange higher power.—103a, High St.,

Wpndsworth, S.W.18. [3309

O.K. .Junior, 48 gns.; £26 down and 11 payments.

—

Lamb's, 387, Euston Rd.. London. N.W. 151.

Hi"h St.. Walthamstow; and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green, N. [2899

Omega.
OMEGA 2"?4h.p., 2-«peed. perfect condition; £50.-29.

Davenport Rd., Catford. [3413

33.h.p. Omega-Jap. the sporting single; immediate
4 deliveries.—Norwich mu.or Co., Ltd., Norwich.

[2787
OMEGA-J.A.P.'s in Stock.—Models B, 2-speed, £72;

C, 2-speed, hand .clutch, kick start, £80; carriage

paid.—Washburn, Cheadle, Staffs. [1565

OMEGA-J.A.P.'s, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, the best and
smartest lightweight; from stock, list price.

—Agents, Gray and Eaynes, 8, Low 'Rd.. Balby.
Doncaster. [2784

Overstone.

OVERSTONB, nearly new, 2-sp6ed; £52.—Ontram.
R«ctory Ed., Southport. [X3S08

-| 019 2-?4h.p. Overstone-Jap. 2-speed, coniition as
-Lt/ new; £45; genuine bargain.—WiUetts, Rookery,
Lanesfield, Wolverhampton. [3363

OVEESTONE-VILLIEES, lat« 1919. 2':_.h.p., 2^troke,
Albion 2-spced, lamps, horn; 47 gns.—Coleman. 1.

Highbury Villas, Gotham, Bristol. ID] [2924

P. and M.
20 p. and M., not ridden, new from works; list

price.-Brown. 16. Branch Rd., Batley. [X4041

BRIGHTON, Hove and District P. and M. agents.—
Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Kd., Brighton.

[0204

P.
and M.. 1918, lamps, horn, excellent condition;

bargain, £70.-85, Ermine Rd., Lewisham, S.E.
[3072

and M. 1920 Model, delivery from stock; £115.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[3532
and M., in good condition, just overhauled; £70.—
F J Meager, 58, Shepherd's Bush Ed., Hammer-

jj- [2551

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

p. and M, '

nncl ai. Combination, 2-speed, in good orfer^ re-P
St.,

P
Jint.lp, Iniiips and spares; £75.—Peiuce, 13, Higb

St.. Bishoijs Castle. [X3958

and M. 1918 Combination, -wind screen, apron,
Jampa. hoin, tools, perfect condition; £85.—

Vifforiii GtUage, Surbiton. * [311

P. and U. E.A.F. Model, 2-speed, E.S., good nui-
nine' Older; £55, or offer.—Thomson, High Wick-

ham, Hursti)ierpoint, Snseex. [2570

J QLQ P. and M. with 1920 Canoelet Sidecar, all foot
-*-«^ controls on rigiit side, engine and paint excel-
lent; £100.—Phil Farm, Wokingham, Berks. [2712

P.
and ]\I. Combination, late R.A.F. model, top-hole
condition, lamps, etc.; £70, or exchange higher

power.—103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.ie. [3306

1019 P. and M. 3^/^h,p., new November Inst, condi-
J-^ tion as new, complete with liorn, tools, etc.; £78.
—Coles, 66, Chase Court Gardens, Enfield. [X3876

3ih.p. P. and M., perfect condition, 2-spoed, disc
-2 wheels, complete with lampp, etc.; £47/10.—

Liv-esey, Hazelu:iere, Beechwood Av., Weybridge. [2559

IQIS P. and M-, 3'^.p., 2-speed, kick start, P.
--*' and H. lamps, Klaxon, etc.; 65 gns.—Seen, 3,
Cluny Mews, Wanvick K..., Earl's Court, S.W.5. [317a

LATE W.D. Model P. and M.. recently overhankd
and Tepainted by makers, Klaxon, tools, pnmp,

etc., perfect machine; £65.—Kemp, 68, Belsize Park.
[3644

P.
and M. 1912 Combiuatdon, 2-speed, comiilete with
lamps, etc., stored th&- whole of war, splendid con-

dition; £68.—Skeggs, Gai-age, 1.26, High St., Stevenage.
Hert-s. • [2523

OCT., 1919, P. and M., and Canoelet sporting side-
car, 4 lamps, very smart turnout, -and in perfect

condition; must sell; £100.—Woolsur. Grocer, Roe-
hampton. [3457

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 P. and M. combination, excel-
lent order, fully equipped.—5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (near Hampetead Tube Station. 'Plione: Hamii-
stead.. 3752. Hours 9,-^, including Saturdays. [2870

P.
and M., overhauled 1917 and 1918 W.D. models,
makers' colours, iierfact condition, all eliain dirre

;

£65; trade supplied.—Baruett, -21, Eodborough ltd..

Golders Gieen. K.W. 'Phone: Hampstead 7667. [2676

"I
Q19 Late P. and M. Combination, sidecar cost £40

J-^-' a month ago, very well equipped with electric
lights and numerous spares, owner used since delivery;
bargain, .£110.—Wiiletts, Hookery, Xanesfield, Wolver-
hampton. [3365

P.
and M. Combination, 1919 model, blue and gold.
S^ah.p., 2-siieed, kick -start,

'ideal and
delivered anywhere.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

etc., Henderson side-
iirst-cla.^s outfit; sacrifice, £90,

,—42. Glenthorn Ed., Jesmond.
[2voZ

and M., C.B. sidecar, little used,QEFT., 1S19, P. . .

s7 .peri-ect condition, Lucas head and generator, also
side and tail lamps, Cowey speedometer, wind screen,
storm apron, tyres, hardly scratched, lot of spares,
iusnranee to Sept., 1921; £110.-25, Oakfield Bd,
Stroud Green, N. [3314

BARGAIN Offer; P. and M. 1918 combination, me-
chanical condition as new, re-enamelled, plated,

finished 1920 colours, new tyres, new chains, new
saddle, complete with lamps and tool kit, 3 months'
guarantee, insurance, and registration; £110.—Hubert
Turner and Co., 4 and 5, Crawford Passage, Farring-
dan Rd., E.C.I. [3260

PKELON and Moore, Ltd., have several R.A.F. models
for immediate delivery, reconditioned and guaran-

teed by them. Prospective motor cyclists should not
liesitate to procure one of these machines now, whilst
prices are low; £90 solo, or £120 combination.—Fullest
particulars on application, or one can lie inspected at
London Showrooms, 4, Berners St., Oxford St. (opposite
Bourne and Hollingsworth), W.l. [0314

P. and S.

2-stroke, 2-si>eed Cowey horn, all
£65.—3, Courtlands

[3020

-| Q20 P. and S. . .

J-tlf lamps, practically unused
Av.. Lee, S.E.12.

Fara^on.

1 Q20 3h.p. Paragon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, spring frame,
J-^ brand new. ranst sell; best offer.—95, Glengarry
Rd., East Dnlwich. [3640

Precision.

4h.p. Precision Combination, N.S.tJ. gear, Villiers
clutch, j)erfect. lamps. Klaxon, speedometer

;

£70.^Friday, College Av., Slough, Bucks. [2892

Premier.

Oa

31.,Ii.p. Pu-mJor Combination. 1913. 3-flpeed hull
li Kood ord'-r, enpino rebuilt; £40,

1'^ viri rt t . 3, CT'^cent, WindKor . I'D)

I. p. S-fipeed Premier and O.B. sidecar, nil nrcpf,'-

Hories; £45.—Gray, 1, Clmrch Rd., Hestou, Middle
f'X. [1495

gear,
or near offer.—

[2818

PUKMIKR Combination, black and gold. 1915, 4h.p..
3-Bpcf!d coimterfihaft, new (Jhain, bolt, nnd Clin-

rhcfK, ov«rhaulcd and cnamellfid, very fine appearami!-
£65.-36, IJrownlow ltd., Bowes Park, N. [2738

Quadrant.
Qh.y. Quadront, coil iKnition. good ordor; horgnin.

£20.-I{ulph. Uock Villu, Bnrdon, Hants. [275V

WE'VE STJLL GOT THE GOODS

DOUGLAS'S.
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, and guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect.

2f h.p. Models £65
4 h.p. Solo . £85
4 h.p. Combination with brand
new Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar £110
We can supply practically any Spares for

Douglas Motor Cycles. Trade Supplied,

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
ALECTQ, 3i b.p., q-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter. The machine that broke 21 records
at Brooklands.

We are the Sole Agents for these Machines,
and invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, ^^ h.p., 2-stroke, Stur-

iney-Archer gear box (2-speed), clutch,

and kick-starter.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2^ h.p., Sturmey-Archer gear
box, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, kick-

starter.

(The first of the new machines, as exhibited at
Olympia.)'

SCOTT, sports model,' 2-speed gear, kick-starter.

LEA-FRANCIS, 3'Vh-P-. 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, all chain drive.

O.K.-JUNIOR, 2i h.p., Union engine, splendid
value.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-spced, com-

plete with lamps and acce-ssories . £90
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter, horn, and
pump. Not run 100. miles £80

1919 TRIUMPH and Burlington Speedy
Model Sidecar, fully equipped,
C.A.V. electric lighting set. A real

sporty turnout £155
1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear,

T.T. bars, pressed steel forks, in

splendid condition £60
1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p. Arden 2-stroke

engine, pressed steel forks, hardly
used, complete with head lamp
and generator £62 10

IQ18 HARLEY, mag. model ,-thoroughly
overhauled, stove-enamelled and
plated, in beautiful condition .... £115

1920 A.B.C., complete with lamps, tools.

etc., in perfect condition ; not run
500 miles £145

Any Machines supplied on "The Motor
Cycle " Deposit System.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.—The last word in

Sidecar construction. See our advert,

under " Sidecar Attachments." Write,

phone, or \vire your requirements,

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : " Burlington Motors, Clapham."

(50 yards from the Clapham Common Uader-
ground Station.)

MOTOR -CYCLES FOR SALE.
Otiadrant,

CLIFFORD WILSON Co.—1920 solo QradranI
lamps, ^orn, email mileage, as new; "£100.—70

Royal Hospital Ed., Sloans Sg^ S.W.3. Tel.:. Ken
sington 7113. [l«a

CLIFFORD WILSON Co.—1920 Qnadjant comMnj
tion, used demonstrations only, as new; iE130.-

70, Eoyal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. _ TeL
Kensington 7113. [122^

QUADRANT 4%h.p. Big Single; combination £M5
solo £115; new machines always in stock; tb

only moderate-priced onttit left-—Victor Horsnug
Ltd.. 7, Mount Pleasant, LiTerpooL

"^

NEW Ai/;b.Tg. Quadrant Combination, to makaii
specification: at list price, -including carrier

from works, £147/7/3: or on easy payments'-"
extra.—Harrods, Ltd-, 118, Brompton Hd., Londi,

CLIFFORD WILSON Co., sole agents and '

tributers for Quadrants in London, St

Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, Buckinghamshire, E:

Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, N^
Suffollc, Huntingdonshire, and Berkshire. Trade
quiries rnTited. TJsnal manufacturers' terms.—'
Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel. ; R
sington 7113. - [12!

Radce.
"DADOO 2iAh.p. 2-stroke, perfect condition, 1917'

,-EV off; £37.-12, Nudine St-, Tooting. [26J

Reading-Standard. "^i

READING Standard lOb-p- Combination. milL_
-nil. cost £225: what offers, £200 or over?

Box 687, c/o The Motor Cycle. rX3!"

DEALERS.—lOh.p, Reading-Standard combinati

mileage 60; £120.-Apply particulars prmrt

owner, Owen, Corn Jlerclant, Cnrnarron- l29i!

-1 Q19 lOh-p. EeadinK S-laudard and De Lose Sid
-»-«' car, all lamps, horn, hood, screen, etc.; £150.-

Dunn's, 326, Enston Bd., London. Museum 533^

LATE 1920 Reading-Standard lOh.p. Solo 34o8S

dynamo lighting and electric horn, speeclomete

repair outfit, and all tools, mileage negligible; floO.<
ofler.—Ransom, The Cottage, Sliortlands, Kent, l^st

1 019-20 Reading-Standard lOh.p., 3-speed, clutKl

XU and 3 lamps, horn, tools, roomy sidecar, not

and screen, in perfect condition and .runmng ordS

E150.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Pmchley Rd., N.W.-

Phone: Hampstead 7S22.. L2S!

Rex.

RBX 6h.p. Twin Combination, 2 speeds. Bosch, m
ning order; £30.-9, Clifton R<1., Soutiall. [26;

6h.p- Rex Combination,- 2-speed, clntch; £70, <

exchange good solo and cash-—13, Copland Kc

Wembley. [^8!

REX 6h.p. and Canoelet sidecar, good condition ai

running order; £6D.-D.O., 23a, Bramhei R<

West Kensington. ['•°'

REX Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, Sh.p., all-cha

drive, lamp, horn, screen, in full running crde

£100 or offer.-Apply, Box 8,422, c/o Ihc l>lotor Clicl

L35J

REX 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, hand
start, Bosch, Whittle, Brooks, horn, good tyr<

3 lamps; £62; would exchange lightweight _m par

anv trial.-Smylie, 82, Godstone Rd., Whytelea.

Surrey. ^^^'

REX 5-6h.p., T.T. model, m.o.i.v.'s, Bosch. B. al

B top feed, Enots automatic oil feed, new Da
lops Lycetts. T.T- handle-bars, enamelling and plati:

new thoroughly overhauled; must sell, *40, or offer!

Apply, Howick, Keeper's Corner, Burstow, Surrey

Rover.

3ih p Rover, fine condition, ride awav ; what offei

2 —2, Blmslcigh Terrace, Wandsworth, S.W. [33

DOVER Combination, 1920, 5-6h.p., as new; £1.

SX —Grimes, 18, Biuton I'laoe, Bond St., tN .1. [32

1 019 TT Rover, complete, good condition: £85
i-U Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: ]

[35

"I 019 6h p Rover, splendid condition: £125
i-U Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel. : 16

1020 Brand New 5h.p. Twin Rover, Grindlay si

i-V car; £190; exohange.—Eveson, Dingle, Sto

bridge. t'^-

irk 19 3>4h.p. Rover and Sidecar, all lamps, hn
i" £109.-Dunn's, 326, Euston Ed., a.ond

Museum 53U1. L2.

"r»OVEB 3V.h.p., countershaft, new Dec, 1918,

tX cellent condition; ofterB.-Peters, 84, Styvccli

Av., Coventry. l^'-

Olhn Rover, clutch model, Bosch, B. and B., 1

O2 tyres, perfect condition; £42.-53, Claren

Rd., W. Croydon. 121

-lirt20 Rover Oomhination. S-6h.p.,. brand new.

-LH stock (or immediate delivery.—Ison and Son, L
Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

,

l^"'

ROVER 3'A.p., i.b.. Philipson, re-enamelled, pla.

engine overhauled, us now; £70, or neareet o:

—53, Powell St., Derby. [3

-lfk20 5-6h-p. Twin Eover Combination, excellent .

ly dition, lamps, horn; £150.-L. Webb, W a

Leigh, Addlsstone, Surrey. t"^

A3., All letters relating to. advertisements should auote the number at the end of each aJvertlsement, and the date ol the issue.
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ii-r prire.—Eose's Gamge, TJsbridge

ER, 1919, 5-6h.p. twin. 3 speed

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

0^'EU 3iyi.p., delivered Dec, 1919, S-speed, clutch,
. rmditioii as new; first offer fllO.—J. H. Northen.

Tliorpe Rd., Melton Mowbray. [2669
'^2J Rover 3V2h.p. Combin.itiop or Solo, very latest
' model, brand new. slightly shop-soiled only: 7V2X

. „..„. r,,-.,. r „_!_.,
[34863

-., ^-*.., .^-«.A.ij. t,.i.i. J o^ccu^, kick starter,
. nid or foot clutch controf. as new; ^icS; ex-- entertained.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St.

"II, London.^
_ [X4005

\ 14 3-spced Rover, little used, sidecar, screen, grid,
' speedometer, watch, aprons^ Tan-Sad, electric
ting, tools, spares, and waterproofs; trial- £75—75
ruey Rd., Coventry. [X3988
OVER. 1919, T.T., perfect condition, enamel as
new, horn, speedometer. H.C. Philipson ; any

1 or e.\ariiination; £85.—Gibson, Stanstead, Sutton,
rey. Tel.; 1105. [3504
i20 S-Sli.p. Hover Combination, brand new, never
f been driven; list jrice £235; what offers? Owner
ine to sacrifice, having won another in raffle.—B ,Ho^se, Nutfleld Ed., Redhill. [2681
M9 Hover W.D. 5-6h.p. Twin J.A.I'. Combination,
'. lull eciuipment, Binks, speedometer, lamps. Klaxon,wt condition: any trial: £130.-Apply, Newman,
DdJiayes Stables, \Mmbledon Common. [254.3
OVER 1920 S'.ih.p. Combination, run 1,500
miles, as new, £10 accessories, P. and H. lamps

'™'o-'4n'''"'o'l°™.- fi"2/10: any .examination
; seen

r 2.30 Saturday.—Ivy Cottage, Nutfleld Ed.,""" ^

[3040

^il, .^'1^''" J ??',* '^'"*°'' Cycle, fitted with S-speec

J, c\ .*'"' '"'^'^ starter, and with smart coachbuilt

^ir £i t
'?,'" *^1*' payments 5% extra; o"^Iter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments -

rods. Ltd.. 118, Brompton Ed., London. [3159

T?^ »
5-6h.p Twin Combination, reconstructed

Ifi.f" '/."'•
""'S-

"^^ °' ">e best value for money
'?Lh ,',''" ""irket; £145; extended terms, £75i»°4-J2 monthly instalments of £5/16/8.-ElceLo., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St EC 3one: Avenue 5548. [6067

Royal "Ruby.
I

O^TAL EUBX, 1917, in good order; f35.-Iiearce
13. High St.. Bishops Castie. [X3957

J20 Hoyal Ruby, .qpiing frame, new condition- £90' or nearest ofler.-Hohnes, Chemist, \yorkihgtou:

^°Z^°^'^'^, ?"^ 2-stroke, excellent order '^/usl

e SlSfmT&e^!' '^-™ ^' ^'^"^ «"^" I^£|
i.p.J.A.P Royal Eiihy Combination, August 1919

uK.'j?s„r'c,=i4r'- '^'- "^°' - 7iS
»19 Royal Euby 2-stroke, single, lamps, horn tools

428:"Sle1onTan*S"d!!^&.''"'"'^ .^^^^ -"3
^'^rder'?' ^Al^^

R"by-Jap Combination, perfect

t St R,'
*^£^' °' nc'ires' offer.-Brewster, Spar-K ot., Bury St. Edmund's. [3269

Po=^°^i'
Euby 3h.p.. spring frame, kick start

;?^^^ntS£tt^-^?i5;^^„S^S^-S:
lesden N.w ."^^ <=°°="'ered.-9. Church Ed!.

' "

[3435
120 3V:.h.p Spring Frame Ho.yal Hubv ridden

,.,'i'X^", 5° ™'''5=' 3« oew; list price £120 oure £100.-Kays. 8, Bond St., Ealing Broadway W.S
REAL Bargain.--1919 8h.p. J.A.P. engine RoralRuby combmation. new P. and H. lighting set

_

Lucas horn. Easting wind screen, new dLiod
'S al round; any trial; £110, no offers -KavTq

,-d St., Ealing Broadway. W.5. flSOS
'''=„/'?'",' ?"'?^' ^l'""S frame. 2-speed. clutch
l»i„ "I'''"- ."^IJ'Pped with TaS-Sad piUion

., larnps, mechanical horn, etc., very little usedcondition as new; £110; may be obta ned on
'^J»yments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp?in Ed

Hudge. f^^=^

J^Ga^ale, fof̂ fpo^'t""' ^

«=•
'^"^^'-fr,^'|J

J'°Eu';?on^-Hrfond°on."SseSi°°oT?r'''^,f|i
UDGE Multi, new, in stock; £110/5 —Clark 7

' Exhibition Ed., South Kensington [3453
UDGE T.T. and LO.M. Models ex-stock; £uo.

;
cxchanges.-125. High St., -n-oolwich. [6094

y^^'^ *?^l*'',/?."' '° Wriixt condition; £80-
i Taylor, 175, Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [2674
Ih.p. Budge, single-speed, lamps,' etc.; £39 orB exchange.-Gray and Haynes, 8, Low Ed., Balby
acaster..

[2778

1

UDGE Multi Ji/ih.p., C.B. sidecar, lamps, hooter I

' spares, excellent condition ; £65.-173 George St

'

'^''*"'-
'

[S3952'
i

V^'L, ^"''f^
o¥tJ«. complete, guaranteed perfect,

i

Vcyct'''
*'°' " -^-^^t-Box 8,404, ^to^ni]^

19^

GENUINE DOUGLAS

BEPLACEMENTS.
- Large quantities of

2f and 4 h.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers' price.

Cylinders, Pistons, Big and Small End
Bushes, Connecting Rods, Gudgeon
Pins, Valve Guides, Chains, Inlet and
Exhaust Valves complete. Lubricator
Glasses, Rocker Arms, Frames, PuUej^s,
Flywheels, Front Brakes . complete!
Steering Columns, Bowden Stops and
Clips, Magnetos, Bail Races, Petrol
Tanks, Foot Rests complete. Petrol
Cap Glasses, Gudgeon Pin Bushes, Tim--
ing Wheel Studs, Front Stand Chps,

etc., etc., etc.

Also several Spares for TRIUMPH
Machines.

TRIUMPH NUTS & BOLTS
An assortment of genuine TRIUMPH

Nuts and Bolts 6/6 per box (carriage
Cd. extra).

TiSIUMPH FRAMES.
All Re-Enamelled, £4 Each.

AS NEW.

Genuine TRIUMPH VALVES
(exhaust and inlet), complete with
Spring and Cotter. Complete 8/- each

(postage gd.).

DOUGLAS NUTS & BOLTS.
An assortment of genuine Douglas Nuts
and Bolts. 2/9 per box (postage 3d.)

TRAD3 SUPPMED.
Write, 'pho -e, or wire your

requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Grjms ;
" Burlington Motors, Clapham.

"

»(50 yards from Clapham Common Uadersroun-I
Station.)

(
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SxLe.

I

Rudge.
Qih.p. ^udse. hand clutch, tyres as now, good
rr,A^"Ji""ir,,°"^"'- ^'5. - 19, Arthur St.. New"vtr^rd St.. W.l. ("3302

20 I.O.M. Rudge. new, in stock at list; exchanges
r,j T

°'' *.?;^ payments: £110/5.-2, Nightingale
ltd.. Lower Clapton. [3561
TJUDGE Multi. 1914. fitted complete, g'ood con-
J-fc dition; what ofTers?—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. the
real service firm, Taunton. [2871
C;;TOCKl'OET.-ig20 LO.M. Budge Multi, under 300J miles, unscratched; 90 gns.—Browa, Erersler,
llriveuiiort Piirk, Stockport. [2925
3ih.p. Eudge, 2-speed, free engine, and sidecar, over-

2 hnnled; exchange lightweight nnd cnsh: sell 65
:^ns.—Johnson, Anterby, Bourne. [261

R

3ih.p. Rudge, in splendid condition, enamel un-
2 scratohed, very fast, semi-T.T. ; £50.—Sales,

(Jakleigh Villa, New Rd., Ascot. [3047

iqi9 IDec.) Eudge Miilti T.T.. absolutely sound,
-*-*'

. tools, larnps, born, etc.; 85 gns., or offer —
.\rnold, Smithdale, Acle, Xorlolk. [2656

I Q20 SVah.p. Eud^e, wicker sidecar attached, good
-»-*' mauinir condition; £95, any appointment.—
Sewell. Mill Drove, Uckfleld, Sussex. . [2760

RUDGE Multi. overbnuled by Kudgcs. new Dunlops,
lighting set, excellent running order; £55.—

Hurper, 34. Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [2809

1 tk 14 5-6b.p. Eudge Multi C.B. Combination, over-
J-^ hauled and re-enamelled, all on ; oif ers.—Green-
lajid, Glenthorne, Reading Ed., Farnborough. [3456

IQl- Eudge Multi, semi-TT., clutch, start, Lucas
-».t^ lamps. Klaxon, new tyre;-lirst cheque £50.—Stan-
nard, 87, Lovelace Gardens, Southend-on-Seji. [2622

3 ill. p. Rudge Multi, excellent Dunlop tyres, perfect
2 mechanical order. Miller lamps, horn ; any

trial-; bargain, £42.—'Phone : Burgh Heath 66. [3099

RUDGE Multi, 1920, .LO.M. T.T. model, not done
1,000 miles, fitted complete: what offers?-Hewin's

Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [2872

"I
Q20 Eudge. I.O.M., brand new; list price 105 gns.,

-'-*' our price £102/10 to clear.—The A\'instan-Henney
ilotor^Co., 63, South End, South Croydon. London.

L^ioSS

RUDGE, 3>^h.p., 3-speed. 1916, recently overhauled,

splendid condition, full accessories, ready to ride

away; £55.—Higgins, Dunmow Hill, Fleet, Hants.

J Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, speedometer, larnps,

l-ty Klaxon, plated exhaust, as new throughout,

very fast; 100 gns.—56, Breedon Hill Ed.. Derby.
[3423

20 3y:;h.p. LO.M. Eudge Multi, 2 lamps and
19

All letters^relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

geuerritor, mecbanical hoiu, full kit; £95.— Sliep-

iiPid aud Co., Enfield Highway. Tel.: ^Valthflm Cros**

31 [1637

RUDGE aixiUi Combination, just overhauled, new
back wheel and tp:©; a bargain,. £75; also two

1 sidecars, £5 each.—Apply, 216, Sandycombe xvu., Eit_h-

iiinnd, Surrey.
" ^2756

RUDGE Multi Sijh.p. 1919 T.T., lamp.'', horn,

tpee^lomete^, in.-^uranee policy, no additional

exiif-nse; nearest £120.—Wilkinson, Reaisby, Blundell-

^and-s Liverpool. " [7895

I 1 Q20 Rudge Multi S'/^h-P-. not done 500 mile?.

!
Xit? with Lucas lamps and horn; best offer over

' £85 =e''ures.—P. W. Venables, Brindley Green, Sand-

I

bach, Cheshire. (Dl [X3998

-] 10)19 Rudge Multi 3i/i;h.p. Combination, T.T. bars.
Xt/ lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, 1920 Canoelet sport-

ing sidecar, -excellent condition ; £120.—Colebourne.
Park Rd., Wokingham. [2528

RUDGE Multi, I.O.M., 1920 model, only done 500
miles, and unscratched, complete with lamps,

lioru, etc.; £100, or near offer.-Leethem, Arundel
Factory, Portsmouth. [3240

"jQ15 Rudge Multi Combination, disc wheels, metal
it/ torpedo body, overhauled, perfect, 3 lamps,
-pare^; £72. or ofEer.^A. Green, Ashwood Cott-age, En-
field Rd., Old Southgate. [2698

1 Q20 SV^h.p. I.O.M. Rudge, fully equipped, fast,
JLt/ roliable. economical, cost £120; ac-uept £100, or
exchange T.T. Norton or similar.—Gray and Rayu&s,
8, Low Rd., Balby, uoneastcr. [liv/u

SPECIAL Racing Rudge Multi, I.O.M. overlap cam,
pedal starts Palmer car tyres, speedometer, Tan-

Sad, lamps, etc., as new; £95; or exchange combina-
tion.— 6, Mernvale Rd., Smethwick. [2657

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, SVoh.p. T.T., new Aug.. run 800
J- 1? mile^, fitted speedometer, complete tools ; also
Montgomery sidecar, new Aug.

; price combination
£145, or will dispose singly.—K. Bayley, Elmfield Hotel,
Cheltenham. [2960

1 Q19 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, Rudge side-
i«/ car, condition perfect, done under 2,000 miles,
accumulator lighting, lamps, horn. Easting screen;
own3r going abroad; £140.—Apply, 31, Dravson Mew;:.
Kensington, W.8. r3<26

RUDGE Multi, 3>^i.p., clutch, pedal starter, lamp.4,
horn, new belt.^ good tjTes, condition perfect;

£55, or. fitted 1919 C.B. sidecar, £68; after 6 Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.—Ernest Spiller, 5. Chesterford
Gardens, Hampstead. [2641

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge

20 S'zh.p. 1.0.M. Rlidge Multi, lamps, mechflni-
' cal horn, tull set tools and spare inner tube,"" very

last, only run 500 miles; £130, offers.—Applications bv
letter to A. V. Littledale, Esq., Downside Sfhool.
Stratton-on-Fosse, near Bath. (3643

RuHells.
RUFFELLS-VILLIERS 1919 2i/2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-

speed, lamps, horn, etc., perfect order, real bar-
pain; 40 gns.—Leach, 13, Valmar Rd., Denmark Hill,

S.E.5. [2701
Scott.

SCOTT, new 1920 model; delivery from stock.—Gibb,
Worcester Parade. Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

[0301
SCOTT Combination, lamps, and spares; £75; after

2 p.m. Thursday only.—132, -Malpas Rd.,
Brockley, S.E, [3081

~|Q14 Scott, overhauled, coachbuilt sidecar, tyres
J-«^ little used, one new; £58,—Newton, 7, Boord
St., Greenwich. [3187

"1015 Scott C.B. Combination, speedometer, etc.;
J-*? £69.-769, The Broadway, Manor Park, East-
Ham, London, E. [1677

SCOTT Cnmbination, quite new, done 50 miles, 3in.
tyres; £190, or uear offer.—Grimes, 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St., W.l. [3286

SCOTT Combination, 1917-18, speeds, clutch, K.S.
perfect mecJianical condition; 80 gns!—12, Corn

wall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [3618

SCOTT 1912 Combination, new sidecar and tyres, in
good order; £42; will sell separate.—21, Ayre-

some Rd., Newport, Middlesborongh. [3305

1 Q20 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, born, tools,
-i-*^ etc., only run few miles: best ofler over £100.
—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick, [0275

1Q20 Sijorts Model Scott, engine No. 4379. new
-!-«-' Whitsuntide, low mileage, perfect condition:
offers.—Hall, Penruddock, Penrith, Cumberland. [3557

SCOTT 1920 Sijb.p. Model,' complete with head and
rear lamps, full T.T. bars, very fast, indistinguish-

able from new; £130.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X4037

SCOTT Combination, 1915, overhauled bv makers,
1920 'Amic carburetter, new tyres, coachbuilt

sidecar; £85.—Elmhurst, Ellesmere Park, Eccles, Man-
chester. [3381

1C|15 Scott Combination, hood, screen, horn, elec-
JLiJ trie lighting, perfect running order; trial
arranged; £60.—Ponders, Margaretting, Ingatestone.
Essex. [3221

SCOTT Combination, 1915, eciuipped lamps, horns,
Biuks o.irburetter, adapted to drive from (iidec:ir,

just overhauled; o^vner bought ear,—Dentist, 496, Ox-
ford St., W, [256p

"IQ14 Scott, with coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer,X^ horn, lamps, etc., fine condition; to save gar-
age fees, best offer accepted.—3, Rosemont Parade,
North Finchley,

'

[3223

SCOTT 1920 Combination, 3 lamp sets, mirror, speed-
ometer, Cowey horn, aluminium discs, as new

£139; delivered anywhere; exceptional bargain —28'
Whitchurch Rd., CardiS. .[3148

Simplex.

SIMPLEX Power tTnit, perfect condition, just new
from makers, attached components, gent's bicycle:

£25, complete.—Williams, 82, Mark Lane, EC 3
[2613

Singer.

3ih.r. Singer, 1912, N.S.U. 2-sreed, fully erimpiKjil,
2 Bosch, Senspray, Druids, new spare cylinder, new

belt, wicker sidecar, well tyred; £40.-14, Estcourt St.,
Devizes. [2827
31h.p. Singer, 1914 (believed), clutch, good tyres

2 new tubes, control levers need adjusting, other-
wise in good running order; £45.—Morley, 28, Westlecot
Hd., Swindon. [3202

SINGER V/th.p., 1913, 2-speed, countershaft, with
wicker sidecar, good condition; cheap, £40-

owner going abroad.—Apply, The North Finchley
Motors and Metals Co., 15, Woodhouse Parade North
Finchley, N.12. [2886

Sparkbroolt,
THIS Week's Cheapest Lightweight.-See brand new

Sparkbrook advertised in Exchange column.—Box
8,427, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3515
SPARKBROOK 1917 Villiers, lamps, horn, good

condition; £32 -Short, 487, Upper RichnTond
Rd., --East Sheen. Phone : Richmond 2362-3. 3579

Sun.

3 ah. p. Siin-V.T.S., 2 speeds, speedometer. Klaxon
•» liKlil", used 4 months,, just overhauled perfect-

£50, or '-xiJumse.—Henani:ks, Knaphill, Surrey. [2628
1016 Sun-Villiors 2-stioke, engine as new, cxtra-
.

ordinary hilLclimbcr, last, sight feed oilini:
tvrc, belt new; any trial; £35, or ofler.-Apply. Gas
wgilM, llorley, Surrey. [3097

Sunbeam.
IQIS Siinhcam Comblniition; £160: trial Kiven

-

J.I' Ho-., 86. High Rd., Leo, S.E, (3107
SUiNhEAM 3',ih,p., 1920, Milltord sidecar, perfect

eoudltlon; £l75,-74, Jetlcock Rd., Wolvcrhamp
ton. (2537

The Stuff to give 'em!

WHAT IS?
Why, value for money. No matter
whether the amount be large or small,

you will get it at

JONES' GARAGE,
The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

At the above address you can obtain anything
from a Renolds' spring connecting link to a brand
new Motor Car at a very reasonable price. Bar-
gains also are always on view in the Motor Cycle

line, a few of which are below :

1919 RUDGE-MULTI, accessories £87 10
igi6 NORTON Combination, accessories . £125
1915 LEVIS, all accessories £42 10

1919 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, accessories . . . £62 10
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination) ac-

cessories, all as new £155
1919 iIAM€S Combination, 5-6 h.p., as

new £140
1917 7-9 h.p. HARLEY Combination, as

new £125
1919 (late) SUNBEAM, Lucas accessories,

all as new £142
1919 4h.p.TRIUMPHandSidecar, asnew £145
1918 P, & M., perfect, renovated as new £75
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, all

accessories £155
1920 SPUR; 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new . . £55
1920 LEVIS, \vith Lucas accessories, as

new ^ £58
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, quite as new, all

accessories £120
1913 clutchmodel TRIUMPH, guaranteed

perfect £48
The above are a few ; we have dozens of others.

SEND FOR BIG LIST.

Any machine can be obtained upon the deterred
payment system. New machines in stock for

immediate delivery: ARIELS, A.B.C., B.S.A.,

BLACKBURNE, CEOOS, ENFIELDS, MATCH-
LESS, etc., etc.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
We have a number of brand new but slightly ^hop-
soiled Motor Cycles ofiered at reasonably reduced
prices. Your kind inspection is cordially invited.

one-halfOur DefeiTed Terms are 7l% only;
deposit. Pay while you ride system.

The Marvel of the Day is the

O.K. JUNIOR

at 48 gns. Trade supplied-

spares and Accessories of every description at

Lowest Prices, post free.

JONES' GARAGE
1, THE BROADWAY,
mUSWELL HILL, N.10

'Phone : Hornsey 2562

and at

4, WOODSIDE PARADE,
NORTH FINCHLEY.

'Phone : Finchley 2334.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

"1 Q20 Sunbeam fJune), .sports model, lamps, hern
-LtJ' condition as new; il54.—67, Queen's 'Park Ed.
Dnghton. (281;

1 Q19 Sunbeam 3^/.h.p. . Combination, Luc^ honi
-L" lamps; f135.—23, Silverburn Ay., Hototon
Birkenhead. [347:

"j Q 20 Sunbeam 3i^h.p., special engine, exceptionall:
-L tf fine machine, mileage 250; £147.—Percy Mount
Cadley, Preston. [285

SUKBEAM 1916 3i^b.p., 3-speed, excellent eonditioi
re<«ntly overhauled by makers; £85.-17, Broot

Hill Kd., Ipswich. - [276

1 Q17 S'/oh.p. Sunbeam. Combination, all accCBBOriei
-Lt/ splendid condition; .£140, or near offer.—Simic
son, Tenterden, Kent. [X387

1 Q18 3iAh.p. Sunbeam, faultless condition; £115
-L^ exchange late lightweight and cash.—Lowetb. t

Mt. Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [313-

SUNBEAM 1917 3'Ah.p., kick starter. 3-speed. h.b.:

clutch, lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition

£110.—C. Barton. Clapham, Yorks. [024

SUNBEAM Combination, twin, 1915, excellent oood
tion, Easting screen, all accessories; must sel

£120.-80, Cromiord Hd., Wandsworth. [362

1 Q20 3>^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, .iust deliTeret
-£-•' mileage 40, Klaxon horn, leg^hields; £10 undc
list price. Box 8,405, c/o TM Motor Cycle. [277

SUNBEAM, brand new ^'Ah.-Q., solo model, wit

Lucas lamps and horn; £170.—The Walsa^
Garage, Woiverhampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444.

{900

1| Q 17 Sunbeam SV-'h.p. Combination, electric Ugh
J- *7 ing, Stewart "horn, perfect condition ; owm
bought car; £140.—Scott, 56. Birch Grove, Acton.

[322

SUNBEAM 3>/.h.p., 1920, and sidecar, done 1,00

miles, conSition absolutely perfect; £190.-

Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Tauntoi
[287

"IQ18 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and sol

X«^ hood, screen, all lamps, horn, leg.=hields, perfec"

£155.—Dunn's, 326, Enston Rd.; London. Museni
5391. [29£

SUNBEAM S'Ah.p. Combination, lor immediate d
livery; £202/13, deferred payments arranget

closed Sundays. — Bunting, " Motors, Wealdston
Harrow. [332

SUNBEAM Combination. 1919. iu perfect conditio]

delivered Nov., complete with lamps and hon
first cheque £160 secures.—Hale, SS, Court Bd., Wo
verhami)ton. - [334

1 Q20 S'Ah.p. Sunbeam and Gloria Sidecar, Lucf
-Ltf larcips, Cowey and Lucas horns, watch, perfei

condition; 150 gns.—Edwards,, 50, Harrington Ed
.South Kensington. 324

SUNIBEAM 8b.p. Combination, late model, elattr

lights, fipare wheel, wind screen, hood, 700x£
e-xtra he.ivv Dunlops; 145 gns.-Robaitfi, 81, Uund'

Ed., South Norwood. [34£

SUNBEAM 1920 i'/ib.v. Model, complete with-mu
shields, Lucas head and rear lamps, horn, m

chanically perfect and equal" to new; "£1 60.—Parker'
Brudshawgate, Bolton. [A.40.*

3ih.p. Sunbeam 1516 Combination, sidecar 192
2 mileage 5,000, gold medalled, fully c-qnippe

speedometer, wind screen, etc.; £125.—J.W.L. . 6

Warwick Rd., Ealing. [30S

18 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, wii

screen, speedometer, carrier, dynamo lightin

2 horns, interchangeable spare wheel; £205.—La(
Porster, Troyte Manor, Alton, Hants. [?8!

EW Sunbeam 1920 3Vjti-P-, sporting model, li

— . price, £155/8; in stock.—Cambridge agents f

Sunbeams, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green S -

Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995. [29!

1 O20 SVah.p. Sunbeam Combination, unpunctare
JlU E.R.S. Major lamp set, rear and sidecar lain]

speedometer, and spares, recently won hill-climb; near*

oHer £185.-35, John St., Neylnnd, Pern. [S.3H

2UNBEAM Combination, 8h.r., November, 1918.
O'. interchangeable- wheels, electric. Cameo soret

luggage grid, new gears, clutch, and chains, insurant

excellent condition; absolute liaigain, £177/10.—Eea:
Studio, Wisbech. [33:

19^

N=

8 h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel, Luc
v-/ acetylene lamps, hood, screen, luegage grid, Ti

Sad, speedometer, new Nov., 1919, any trial, examit
Lion, guaranteed as new; £175.—Adams, SprinsbM
Stonehouse, GUoucestershire. [32

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agenta; «Pf

parts in stook ; repairs, overhauls, le-eDnmeUi

and plutine under the supervision of Mr. T. 0. de t

Il;iy (late Sunbeamlaud).—The Moliueaus Garaire Cji

Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3

EW Sunbeam 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Lucas nufl

dyno lighting set, spare wheel, hood, screen, tVf
list price, i:278/15/6; in stock.—Cambridge ttfle'la

for Sunbeams, Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 33-35, Ore
St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tol. : 995. tM;.

A LL Suuheani Combination, SVah-P-. lute 1919,
xV uiileage, Lui^.as lampa and horu, Cuwey i

ometor, Sunbeam leg: shields, ainminiuui dines. bIow

wind si-reeii, new tyres, tjonnd outfit, and sjik-ndid con

tion; £165.—IJeale. 81, Welliuetou St., Kettcriaf- [32,

N''

/.3'j All letters icl.itin(S to (idveitisemeiitR should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue,

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Sunbeam.

.h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed,

SALE.

J
19 IDer . _ . , .

' li.b.c, Jegshield;, apron. Lucas lamps
kick starter

, _ . lamps and
1, tools, etc., appearance and condition as new,
!>ne 2.000 miles: everything guaranteed perfect:
5.-WiIbtt, 12, Wormholt Rd,, Shepherd's Bush.

r3367
liEAM 1915 6 8h.p.7 liulbous sidecor, btack and
>M, upholstered red. Cameo, Lucas lamps. Cower
.U'l speedometer. Tan-Sad (back restj, Bosch, B.

s B.. leg shields, spare tyres, tubes, pmnn, aluminium
i bers, £20 ivorth 6pare.3 and tools, stored during war
I new; £200. or neaT.—W., 11, Dekker Eel., Dul-
V 1 Tillage, S.E. f3005

1 19 3i..h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Open Reliance
.;,

' Challenge Cup winner, iai9. also several other
i ibility awards, condition excellent, overhauled by
s ;ers. mileage under 2,500. fully equipped, leg-
l' Ids, Cowey speedometer, all lamps, horn, screen
lerous spares;' £160, or near._F. Boston, Halton

' nsa. Runcorn. [3422
Swift.

VIFT. 1913. 4h.p.. 3 .speeds, very little used, com-
plete with lamps: £55: only wants seeing.—Bond

Sun St., \>altham Abbey. [2658

T.D.C.
ri.C 2-3troke,- 2?4h.p.,. 2-speed. Sensprar, Palmer
cords. Icotboaids; £4S.-Walker, Baldhn, Corn-

[2525
ri.C. Enjined Lightweight, lamps, complete, giSod
nmning order, 1920 engine, Amac E I C mag

:
nrte awa.v.—Carter. 101- Bampton St. iiinehead

[31,3
Torpedo.

j 14 Torpedo-Precision 4ijh.p. Co.aehbuilt Combina-
' nriu. 3-speed, tyres good, engine thoroughly over-
led. lamijs

:
f 70.-Sheplierd and Co., Enfield' High-

. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [1639

t Triumph.
'120^ Triumph (Baby), like new; £65.-Central
' Garage, Southport. [X4039
i20 Triumph Combination, latest Gloria sidecar-
' £182, 10.—Below-. '

121 Triumph. S.D.. all-chain driv3 model, in stock-
;

-r first secures £140.-Below.
' RIUMPH W.p.B. Model in stock, renovated and

guarantee.! by makers; £105.-Ehosha Motor Co..
ik MeSvs. Romford. Trmmph Agents. [3548
R10MPH Motor Cycle'; £10.—Morriss and Co.

139, Finchley Rd.," N.W.3

113. Triumph. 3-speed. speedometer, lamps-
7 18ii, T:iletta Ed.. Acton, W.

[2911

£46.-
[2534

120 Trinmph 4t.p^ T.T., brand new; fllO.-Leach.
^ 25, Windsor Ed., Doncaster. [2572
EW 1920 4lM). Triumph; S127/10.-Bounds, Gar-

age. 223, High Kd., Kilburn. [2921

®?°Z-*^TED Triumph and Millford Sidecar

-

: £la6/ 10.—Cross. Agent, Rotberham. [X3996
UIUMPH [38 gns.l, worth £50, any trial; smart
—57, Keabury St.. Camberwell, London. [314i

EIUMl'IT 1916 C.B. Combin.ation, S-speed CS
perlert: £75.-10, Baionsmead Ed.. Barnes.' [3i2'5

1114 Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed- £78-^ good condition..-143. Walworth Rd.. S.e! [2836
ih.p. Triumph, clutch, excellent order; £45-
= exchange.-.-Farrar, Temple Hirst. Selby, Yorks.

.

IRIUMPH, 1913. 3 speeds, good condition; £54 or
nearest.-149, Bolingbroke Ed., Stoke, Coventry.

[X3992a 13-14 Triumph, o-speed, SVoh.p., Venus sidecar-" £60, or cfEoi.-l'.C. 1. -Egerton Gardens. S.W.'

020 4>ih.p. Triumph, just delivered; list price-" cheque secures.—Motor Co., Aylesford, "Kent.
'

h-E. Triumph, countershaft model, enamelled black
complete; £75.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

9l?,,^"^*' '"'» ^^- BM'ect running "orden" t.75.—Dunn s, 326, Euston Rd.. Loudon. Museum
^'- [2984
<23.-3Uli.r. Triumph, believed. 1912, sound tyres, new
' belt, lamps, born, fast.-King, Egrove Farm,
vtonl. [X4012
"EIUMPH syjh.p. single
- 3-speel Combination

;

irbitoh

peed, solo, £35; 3i,^h.p.

£79.—Victoria Garages
[3115

19 T.T. Triumph, run 1,500 miles, lamps, horn
u-t rf'l'i'"'?"^ condition; £90.-Molteno. Woodlands
est Byfleet.

|-2o4ri
JEW 1920 4h.p. Triumph Comb
' hvered, beautiful outflt ; makers
Uehampto:i.

pRlDMFH (late) Countershaft Combination, lampstooK fine condition; £78. 97. Angell
. Rd.

Combination, ju.st de-
list price.—Day.

[2692
--iPH (late) Countershaft Combination. 1 _

riitnn
^''* condition; £78. 97. Angell "

H"d"™-
[3195

ATE 1918 Triumph, as new, aU on, countershaft-

d fpf"^- ''"3""'—2. nancy Buildings. Waterloi

I i;'^^?'^ ^VA.p.. Thomson-Bennett mag. clutch
,„n,™?,-"J'™ Sood.-37, Melrose Gardens, H:,mmer:iiith, W 6,"

[3118

TYRE
to be cleared at

29/-
EACH.

Ex Government Stores. Brand
New and Fresh Stock. Approval
willingly.- All Extra Heavy.

CLINCHER ..

BELDAM
KEMPSHALL
WOOD-MILNE
MACINTOSH
BELDAM
CLINCHER DE-LUXE

26 X 2i
26 X 2|
28x3
28x3
28x3
28x3
28x3

MOSELEY 28x3
The only sizes in stock.

Carriage extra.

Re Constructed Ex Government
Stores.

GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.
£55 DOUGLAS 1915-16, 2J h.p.,
2-speed. thoroughly overhaiileii, re-
cnamelled makers' colours in our owji
workshops. Pounds worth of new parts
fitted to every machine. Equipment
includes toolbags, pump, etc. Un-
4oubtedlj' the finest vahie on the
market, ox ma^-be purchased by paying
£25 down and 12 monthly instalments
of £3 16 8

£115 DOUGLAS 191 7-18 Combi-
nation, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, thoroughly overhauled,
repainted makers' colours, with the
exception of tlie sidecar body, which is

re-upholstered and painted Sen,dce
green. Extended payment terms £50
down and 12 monthly instalments of
£6 4 7

The above are only examples oj the
enormous number of bargains we have
in stock.. May we send you our latest

list of New and Second-hand Machines?

Hours of Business: 9 to 7, including
Saturdays.

AILEN-BENNETT
MOTOR CO.,

9, 10, 11, Roya! Parade,
WEST CROYDOf^.

"Phone -
'Grams-

Croydon, 2450
—•"Track, Croydon.-'

19
Tel.: 15,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

^
20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph Solo, brand new, not used:.^.„t „«„„, „r.:.,....

cj^fj^gg^ Saffron Walden.K-hat offers ?—Wright's
[3524

1 Q12 Triumph and Sidecar. 2-si)eed and accessories,

iTj I.-!!!
^°°'^ condition; £38/10.—Bounds. 223. High

Rd..' Kilburn.
gh

12922
TnRIUJlPH 4h.p., 1S19. engine No. 59441, 3-speed
J- ccuntershaft; £75.—Scott. Banlc House. Wim-
borne, Dorset. [3377
T ATE Countershaft Triumph Combination, all as

^.°^"'i „f^2°' ^''"-^' equipped.-20, Valnay St..
Tooting, S.W. [3380
Qih.p. Triumph, fixed, good order, tries new. .nndf-i .nccessories ; a snip Tor £40, or offers.-Reevps
Berkelej- Ed., Glos,

T^RIUMPn, 1917 model. ncv
-l P.almers. Bosch; £90.-120, St. Ann's Rd., Sta'm
ford Hill, N.15.

[2670

sidecar. Iamp7,
"Stam-
[3322

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

LATE 1919 Triumph, Swaa sid^rar. fullr equipped,
perfect condition: £135.—Callis, 14, Daivs Lnne,

Mill Hill, N.W.7. [3039

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, delivered July, brand
A'tf new. not unpacked; £120.—"W^illis, Bapsey, Tap-
low. Bucks. (Dl [3030

^li.p. Triumph, Eennoc sidecar, engine 58463, over-
-»- hauled .nnd tank repainted; £105.— ililes. School
Rd.. Knowle. Bristol. , [3200

TRIUiMPH 1917 4h.p.. n(*w sidecar, splendid con-
dition, not W.D.. all accessories; £105.-288.

Sangley Rd.. Catford. [2929

LUXURIOUS 1918 Triumph C.S. Combination, all

accessories, spares; £115; offers.— 19. Park Av.
South. Hornsey. N. ' [2747

TRIUMPH 4h.p.; rer.eutly OTerhauled and enamelled
by makers; price £65.—Pock and Son. Long Claw-

sou, Melton Mowtiray. l^'08

TRIUMPH. 31/2^. p.. 5-speed and clutch, cane side-
car. in really fine condition; £55.-^85. Dalberg

Rd.. Brixton, S.W.2. [3100

TRIUMPH 1918 Conibiuatiou, condition as new.
nicely equipped; £115.—Morgau. 17. Atherfold

Rd.. Clapham. S.W.9. [3477

TRIUMPH. 1S20. 4h.p.. brand new, just arrived
from works; £127/10; delivery from stock.

—

Ginger Motors. Banbury. [X3459

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, not W.D.. accessories;
any trial; £98.—Palmer. 22. Cornwall Rd.

(near). Waterloo Station. .
• [3610

TRIUMPH Junior. 1919, ciJndition perfect. Triumph
le;ahields, Lucas lamps and horn; £65.-5.

Henrietta St.. Coventry. [X4088

fyRIUMPH and Sidecar. 1917. 3-spe6d countershaft.
-5- ctachlinilt sidecar; price £110-—Apply. New Ship
Giirase, Ship St., Brighton. [2690

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. clutch inodel, good running order
and appearance ; offers.—James Peel. 578, Wood-

borough Rd., Nottingham. [2923

1 Q19 Triumph. Sept., top gear change, electric light-
Xi/ ing, Lucas horn, practically new; £90.-37-,
Arlington Ed..- Surbiton. [314ff-

TRIUMPH 4h.p., £45, splendid condition; also
coachbuilt ^sidecar, £10.-59, Palfrey Place, Dor-

set Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [3284

1 020 Brand New Triump'n and Sidecar, just de-
-LJ? livered; list price.—194, Balbam High Rd..
S.W. 12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [3439

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Model, complete with 3-.speed

gear and Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped:
£90.—Parker'-s. Biadshawgate, Bolton. [X4U31

"I
Q19 Triumph, 4h.p.. C.S., and Gloria sidecar, allif lamps, horn. etc.; £117/10.—Dunn's. 326.

Euston Ed.. London. Museum 5391. [2^,o

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p.. clutch model, long copper ex-
haust, footboards, perfect running order; £46-

Clarke, 39. Bromham Ed., Bedford. [2812

"I
Q20 Triumph, Gloria sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn.

J- «/ Pillion seat, spares, condition as new. low mile-
age: £-168.-3. Regent St.. Rugby. [S3991

TRIUMPH, renovated. 4h.p.. countershaft. Grindlay
sprung-wheel sidecar. Easting, Klaxon; offers.—

Peters, 84, Styvechole Av., Coventry. [X3904

TEIUMPH and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, new Dun-
lop tvres, perfect order; any trial; £68. offer.—Tew,

II, Nant Ed., Child's Hill, N.W.2.
. [2546

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, torpedo Gloria side-
Xt/ car. excellent condition, accessories; £115.

—

O. DeMuth, 34, Gordon Rd., Ealing. [3620

T.T. Triumph, clutch model, Bosch waterproof,
tvre^. etc.. splendid condition; £42.—61. Marl,

borough Ed., Highgate. After 6 p.m. [3315

TRIUMPH, Model H, late 1919 model, new sidecar,
electric lighting set. in perfect condition; bar-

gain. £135.—Dominy and Co., Winchester. [3244

TRIUMPH Combination. 3y2h.p.. clutch; trial; all
on, spares, ready: wanted, offer.—Taunton. 17.

Albion Grove, Stoke Newington, London. [5168

I
Q20 Triumph Model U., fixed engine. 4h.p., perfect

Xt7 condition: £85; owner received delivery comhina-
tion.— Spear, 5, Queen Anne's Grove, Bedford Park. W.4.

[2574

advertisement, and the date of the issue A3 7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

4h.p, C.S., nei\', and Sunbeam nn-

f

t'ullv eniuipped; --*^vj.—Dunn's,
London. Museum 5391. [2977

1

1 Q 20 Triumph Combination, Easting wind screen,
J-t/ speedometer, and accessories, in good condition;
£150.—Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [2920

T| Q19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, magnifi-
JLe/ cent outfit, well equipped, heaps of spares;" " [3253

heaps of

Kensington.

1 Q 20 Triuniph.
M-tf u.'^ed sidecar,
236, Euston Kd., ~

£120.-60, Wallinglord Av., N.

TRIUjMPH C.B. Combination, 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed,
clutch, lamp, horn, all spares, perfect order;

£80.—M., 46, Clarendon Rd., Putney, S.W.15. [3182

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, brand
i«^ new, £127/10; also 1920 new Triumph Junior,
list price.—Freeman, Brighton Rd., Redhill. [3387

4h.p. Triumph, reconstructed by makers and just
out -of tlieir hands, new tyres, the whole as new.

-T-el. : 6626 Museum.—A.S.Q.,. 60, I\Iortimer St., W.l.
[3297

"flQ19 Triumph Couihination, 4h.p., in excellent con-
-B-«> ditinii, ele.tric liglitniE;; £135; tor quick ^ale.—
72, Gloucester ltd., S.'W.?. Tel.: Western 4086.

[26 5 f

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model, with Triumph side-
car, horn, and Wattord speedometer, indistinguish-

able from new; £180.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton
[X4030

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 1918, electric
lighting, -trip speedorjieter, line <.'OiKlition ; £110;

after 6 p.m.— 8,- Paiolles Ed., Highgat* Archway, N.19.
[3276

3 Q 18 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft Combination,
JLt/ lovely condition; offers over £110.—12, Myddle-
ton Rd., Bowes Park, N. Tel.; Palmers'Green 185.

[2743
3ih.p. .3-speed Triumph, £30; 3i^h.p. sinde-speed

2 Triumph, £28; accept £55 for the two, or ex-
change.—Gray and "Raynes, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster. [2780

"I
020 Latest Triumph Combination, Model H, luggage

-^*-' and petrol carrier, Cowey horn, all tools, as de-
livered; £165.—Mills, 28, Northampton Pork, Canon
hury, N.l. _ L-L160

Standard Clutch Mpdel, caiefuUy
order throughout ; a real bargain,

£35; carriage forward.—Palmer's Gaiage, Peasedown,
Buth. [X405tj

TRIUMPH, counters]] aft, centre portion frame, £5;
tank for same. £2; Triumph pulley, complete,

new, £1.-Eaton, Oakdrive, Dalton Fields, Whitley
Bay. [3415

4h.p. Trinmp]i and Mills-F^lford Sidecar, immediate
delivery from stocL; list price; also Triumph

.lunior, new.—Williams's Garage. Portland St., Chel-
tenliam. [S:4044

TRIUMPH, C.S-, W.D., bought from Triumph Co.
July, small mileage, indistingnishaljle from new

;

£95.—Best, Shenstone Cottage, Amersham Common,
Bucks. [3046

1 Q20 Triumph, with Gloria sidecar, guaranteedXv equal new, used few times, fully equipped;
quick sale, £149/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith,
W.6. ' [2916

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft. Lucas lamps
At^ and horn, knee grips. T.T. bars, speedometer,
small mileag-e, any trial; £118.—G. Clarke, 12, Queen
St., Louth.

^ [3189

TRIUMPH, late 1919, 4li.p., solo, Countershaft, very,
good condition, speedometer, lamps, numerous

spares; £110, after 6.—Pankhurst. 52, Cheriton Sq.,
Balham. , [3217

TRIUMPH- 1918 Countershaft, as new, uuscratched.
bnmd new tTies, belts, et*. ; £95.—Bari^.ett, 21.

Rwlhorom^h Rd., Golders Green, N.W. 'Phoue: Hamp-
stead 7667. •

[2678

snniug, fiuick
id belt, all on;

£130 net.-G. C. W. Bailey. House Furnisher, Wev-
niiiuth. (]J) [3271
TRIUMPH Lnte 1914 4h.p., coaclibuilt sidecar,

Sturniey 3-8peed hub, accessories, Cameo, B
B.. lamps; any trial " ' " ' '

Winchester.

3ih.p. Trinuiph
2 u^ed, sound

1018 Triumph, 1920 sidecar, double .......^
J- 1' detachable couplings, new tyres and belt,

rpRIUMl'H Junior, 2-«tToke 2-speod, ranA luih'K, absolutely an new. complete, -lar

and
£105.—JennmRs, Hatherley Rd.,

[2537

aljout 500
.. — ^.vv-, ..amps, horn.

and pumii; £65, or near ofler.-Ur. Darling, Eardislev.
HeicfordsHire, [2933
*1020 4h.p. Triumph, noimtershoft, excellent coiidi--^^ tinn. very powerful, low mileage, toole, lanips,
Kparo belt; £125/10.—EdwordB. Myrtle House, New-

[2954
--, -. 1916. Lucas lamps and horn, con-

.namel, and plating excellent, very small
mil(;aiie: £70.-newin's Garages. Ltd., the real service
firm, Taunton. [2874

"IQ17 Triumi)h. Sturniey coutitershalt, nearly new--*/ extra hc^avy 2'/i.m. Dunlopa, lamps, horn, etc
tood order; £75, or neare8t.-74. Clitton Rd., Canninc
To;^n. E.16. fsOSl
TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920, Montgomery flidecar, "wind

KLT/?('n, lungUKc cjirner, hiiiipH, Cowey liorn, siioctlo.
Ciietcr, r(i[m1 uji riftw; £160, coHt £190.—Wliitloid Ccar.
nlle, Lcicf-!..r. fj^gs
1 Q20 Triumph Combination, mileage negliKiblc
rf-*',. 'ully equipiwd with Iatvu-a lamps, horn; .t;i65
See diHployed advertiKement.—llatcliHo Broa., 200 CU.

fistle hhniyn.

BABY Triumph,
dition. enamel

Portland St., W. 13588

1920
LATEST MODELS

BRAND NEW.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

At IVIakers' Lowest Prices

!

COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p £205

MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p^, Mag-
dyno lighting £230

MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., Mag-
dyno lighting, hood, speedometer,
leg shields, sidecar step, horn, etc. . . £244 9

ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., Magdyno
lighting £202 2

B.S.A. Model H Combination, 4i h.p.,

Magdyno lighting £178

DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p £170

SOLOS.
B.S.A., Model A, 6-7 h.p. twin, chain

drive, 3-speed countershaft, kicl\

starter, 28 x sin. tjTCS £150

RUDGE Multi, T.T., 3! h.p £110 5

DOUGLAS, 23 h.D., 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter . ; £105 0^

DOUGLAS, 23 h.p.. Model W20, 3-speed. £100

TRIUMPH, Model H, 4 h.p., 3-specd,
kick starter £127 10

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2} h.p £73 10

ALL0P4, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kirk
staiter £85

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2} h.p., Enfield 2-sp. £74 11

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, 2! h.p. £75

LEVIS, Popular Model, 2} h.p £60
AUTO-WHEEL, Model de Luxe ,. . £27 10

CARS.
SINGER, 10 h.p., phaeton model, dynamo

lighting, self-starter . .
.' £500

SINGER, 10 h.p., -coupe model, dynamo
lighting, self-starter £610

We are Authorised Agents for CALCOTT Cars.

We undertalve any kind of Repair, and stock all

Spare Parts for CALCOTT Cars.

REPAIRS.
Bring your Light Car or Motor Cycle to us for

Repairs, We undertake any Repairs, small or
large. We give prompt attention.

Speedometers, Horns, Lamps, Tyres, Belts, Petrol,

and Oils always in stock.

SPECIAL OFFER!
A few 1920 models, New, but slightly soiled Motor

Cycles to be offered at greatly reduced prices.

INSPECTION INVITED.

}

L

CALL, WRITE, OR 'PHONE,

WILKINS, SIMPSON
& CO.

(Opposite Olympia, Londont
Telephone : Hammersmith 238.

Open daily from 8.30 a.m. till 8 p.m.

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALEo
Triumph,

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, Gloria sidecaT, lami
horn, speedometer, spares, perfect conditio .

milenge about 2,000; £150. ~ Dering, Woodwat(a
Heavitree, Exeter, [34;F

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., Model H. 5-speed countershai
kick starter, entirely renovated by nuikfrre,

new, ju.=t delivered; £105.—Eagles and Co., 275, lliil
St., Acton, London. [SflOIH

WILL sell 1-919 4h.p. T.T. Tiiumph motor cycf
itew back tyre, Tan saddle pillow eeat, very ^

splendid liill-rlimber, perfect; price £100.—S., I'ijI
leigh, W;irberries, Torquay.

"

^26:

-| Q 1 9 Couutershai't Triumph, Millford Corrctf* si('

J-*^ cnr. Cameo. Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, 1,800 njilc :

neM- condition; £135, or nearest offer.—16, iJevonslii
Place, Handbridge, Chest-er. . _ _ [28)

1 Q18 Triumph Couutershai't Combination, enamel fl

-iLt/ plating nn.scratched. P. and H. lamps, etc.; *12
exchange modern 2-seater, cash adjustment.—72, Loci
ridge Rd., Earl'a Court, SA\\5. '

"*

IQIS Trimnph Coachbuilt Combination, watf
J-»' Bosch, mag.j splendid condition and.
order, Canaelet sidecar; £65; exchange lightweigl
cash.—34, Ampthill Rd., Bedford.

TRIUMPH 1918 Countershaft Combination, -eSBtii

lighting, C.B., screen, £20 -worth spares, plati
as new, splendid condition; £l05; any trial.—;&o
Rosemary Lane, Richmond, Yorks.

1 Q20 Triumph, Model H, with Canoelet sporti
JLtJ sidecal-, mileage 2,500, fully equipped,
spares, perfect condition; seen by appointment;
—Hall, 77, Crown Rd., Twickenliam.

"j Q 17 .4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft,'
d.ij p, and H. lamp, special long exhaust .

horn, spare belt, good tyres, condition good ; £^
best offer.—Willoughby, Merstham, Surrey. MO
"j O20 Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, electric horn-jS
it/ lights, speedometer, long exhaust, Ace discs, -fffi

.screen, luggage grid, guaranteed perfect, liardly ."iSa

spares ; £145.—Bnice, Crisphnm, Buxted. - ^34

NEW Triumph 1920 4h.p., countershaft model,,!
price; £127/10; in stock.—Cambridge agents

'

Triumphs, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Greea^E
Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995. IBS

nj Q20 Triumph, countershaft, all-chain drive, ^tt
M-iy luxurious bulbous sidecar to match, bra
new and unregistered; £175; exchanges or easy--pi

ments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3r

TRIUMPH Model H. (Jan., 1920), Lucas lamp, «1

trie rear. Klaxon, A.K. grips, Tan-Sad, la:

sprocket, spai;6 valves, etc. ; £100, or reasonable off

i^onsidered.—Brian Astle, Copperfleld, Bickley. {33]

"j O 20 Triumph Combination, limousette eidtic

J- *y hood, screen , Cowey speedometer, large laij

set, horn, tools, new, used fevtf times; (luick
£159._365, King St., Hammei^mith, W.6. £2?

TRIUMI'H, 1920, delivered September, Fnliord-si
ciij', Lucas louipa aud horn, Cowey speedomet

special mudguards; cost £190, will take £170 casM
VTrit-e Oscard, c/o Post Office, Stoke-on-Trept. [3if

mPIUMPH, 1913, SVoh.p., 3-speed, clutch, thoroug
i .overhauled, repainted, latest colour, ns new, IE

bars, C.B. sidecar, 3 lump.s, Klaxon, spares, tools; S(

aud trial any time.—Bond, 23, Applegarth Rd., W.l

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Copabination, Bram
sidecar, leather upholstered, roomy, wind sore

apron, lamps, tools, -^accessories, perfect condit
throughout, mileage under 1,000, any trial.—HaiA
Baker, Tring. [2f

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Motor Cycle, with Triun
sidoc.ir. Lucas head, rear, and sidecar Ipfl:

horn, Coi\^y ."speedometer, hood cover, 'and wind sort

indistingui.shable from new; £190.-—Parker's, Biadsll

gate. Bolton.
^

[X4i

JQIS Triumph and 1920 Foxton Sidecar, P.I
-i-*/ lamps, IChixon, new tyref, spare belt, cover, ti

valve, fully in.wred; £120; first-elass lightweight <

sidered as part payment.— 4, Waterside, Evesh
\^ orcestershire. L^

1 ttl9* (Nov.) Triumph and Henderson Lightvi»©iXU Sidecar, first used March. 1920, mileage .2-,J)

P and H. lamps, Klaxon, tools, spares, excellent c

dition; trial. £125.—Mighell, Manor Farm, BeddmKt
Croydon, Surrey. [«

TRIUMPH Combination, 1917. coachbuilt sidfi

3-speed couutsrsdiuft, electric lighting, sx»
meter, Easting, toolB, pump, 2 spare tubes, iusiUCt

policy, three mouths old; price £130.—Appl;
Buckingham Place, Brighton.

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. and Gloria De Luxe Sifl*

-Li/ electric liglit, speedometer, screen, hood, »y '

ijll tyres perfect, condition excellent, going abroad, j
.sell quick ; -£155, or any reasonable offer.—West
Moreton Gardens, Old Bromptou Rd., S.W.5. £-

TRIUMPH, 1920 model, in stock. £127/10:
Triumph renovated model. £105; makers fl

nrice; half down and 11 payments.—Lamb's,
Euston Rd.. Londou, N.W. 151, High St., Wa
slow; and 50, High Rd., Wood Crccn, N. [!

Triumph Combination, pOT

^^ ..u.iv.iuLv,.., v.^.^ric lighting, tyres excW
(back tyre unused), splendid HenderGon Elite si4o

whole oulfit looks just like new; £130.—E.E. DaiW
Duncan Fox and Co., Cunard Building, Liverp^ i

mo 8, i

Walth

-|Q19 (Nov.) 4h.p.
XJ7 condition, electric

I

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue.
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Only Threepence

!

XE can hardly rejoice over a fall of a mere
threepence in the price of a gallon of

petrol. It was raised—^unjustifiablv many
people think^no le.ss than eightpence a

few weeks ago, so petrol is still fi^eperice

dearer than it was in August. As a matter, of
fact, the threepence reduction applies to England
and Wales only; in Scotland and Ireland the
drop is buttwopence. There is a general slump
in America, where prices of all commodities are

tumbling down. It is said that Amejica camiot
absorb the increased quantity of spirit produced
in the States. As. a result' British figures are
reduced. This e.xplanation hardly coincides
with recent reports which urged that the increase
in the number of motor vehicles, was easily out-
stripping the petrol available. In :a week or so
the report of the Sub-committee of the Central
Profiteering Committee regarding the e.xcessive

cost of petrol will be available and should form
interesting reading. The plain fact is that
petrol to-day costs far more than double its pre-
war cost, and the present high prices are e.xer-

cising a hampering effect upon the motor in-

dustry and fostermg unempToymfnt. That is a

question over which the directors of petrol com-
panies should ponder. At one time it was
thought that the National Benzole Association
would ease the lot of the motorist, but price
advances of this spirit- have proved equally dis-

appointing. T/ie Motor Cycle has never ceased
to advocate lower prices of motor spirit, and
will continue that policy, at the same time doing
Its utmost to urge the production of alternative
fuels, preferably home produced.

Until such times as the British Empire is

self-supporting in the matter of liquid fuel, it is

hopeless to expect anything but otrr present
position of dependency. We must not be
lulled into quietude because of a drop in price
which may only be temporary; the alternative
fuel demand is still insistent.

Racing Machines at BrooKlands.

SHOULD racing machines invariably have
brakes ?

In view of the accident which took place
at a recent B.M.C.R.C. meeting there were
many severe comments on the advisability

of allowing machines to compete which are un-
provided with brakes, particularly in _umbination
with the long finisliing, line. In our opinion the
accident was due to the two causes. The rider
of the machine committed an error of judgment
in riding without brakes, and the track authori-
ties were wrong to allow the long finishing line
to be used in a race in which high speeds were
expected.

_
Had the racing taken place at the

fork, as is the usual case when purely motor
cycle race meetmgs are held, an accident of this

nature could not ha.ve occurred.
It is all very well to argue that the speed was

so grea,t that brakes would cause skidding or
could not have been used, but the winning
macWne was duly fitted with brakes, and its

rider was only just able: to- turn the corner after
applying them with all the force at his disposal.
We certainly urge the track authorities to taie
steps to see that brakes, of some kind are. fitted.

The sister machine to the one used by tlie un-
lucky Harveyson was not only not fitted with
any brakes but with no throttle, and the only
means of stopping it was a handle-bar switch.
The whole of the handle-bars were wrapped with
insulating tape, except at the point where the
switch contact had to be made. If by any chance
the tape became frayed, or if for any reason
good electrical connection could not be made
between the handle-bar and the switch blade, the
rider would have had no means whatever of
stopping the machine.
No doubt the incident will ensure that,, so far

as is humanly possible, steps are taken to prevent
the furtlier occurrence of accidents of a similar
nature, which cannot fail to mar these sporting
meetings.

An Index to the acivertisements in this issue will be foundon the page facing the b.tcU cover.
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What's Inside?

AT any hill-climb this season an observer who
studied the crowd instead of the road could

detect some curious expressions on the faces

of the spectators. There is one particular stare, com-

pounded of incredulity, envy, humiliation, and wonder
which is frequently seen and might be termed the
" How the deuce does he do it?" look. It serves to

identify in the crowd men who own alleged duplicates

of the 'bus on which a trade ilder or a fellow clubman
• has just flashed up the hill at 60. Well, here is a

hint. During the summer the firms who make a busi-

ness of supplying aluminium pistons have done a lot

of business amongst the sporting riders.

A Puzzle.

DHAVE just been consulted by a very perplexed

rider indeed. After months of peace with a

standard 3J^. h.p. single-cylinder, trouble began
by his magneto timing slipping, the taper mounting of

the front sprocket being as usual the culprit. He was
man enough to time his engine by the roadside even
then (to anticipate a little, he is now a past expert at

the job). Unfortunately, he did not tighten every-

thing up quite as well as he could wish, and within a
mile or two the job had to be done all over again, as

everything whirred off. This time no tightening

proved effectual, and the sprocket mounting was
eventually re-ground to make a sounder job. The
remedy acted like a charm, and the front sprocket
has not slipped again. Unluckily trouble now occurs
at the other end, for the key of the rear sprocket
mounted on the camshaft shears every time he goes
out. Without dismantling the parts in question it is,

of course, impossible to make an exact diagnosis. But
it is quite obvious that something is out of truth and
throwing quite abnormal stress on the magneto trans-

mission ; the most likely troubles are an untrue
sprocket or a bent armature spindle.

The Demand for Motor Cycles.

THE daily papers as usual are publishing not a
little nonsense about the motor- trade. The
demand for jnotor cycles is still quite consider-

able, and^ubject to the usual seasonal variations and
sympathetic oscillations caused by national prosperity—it is going to remain far above oid standards. The
motor cycle is a necessity to some user-s, a luxury to
others ; in both aspects it is coveted by millions. This
is the basic fact of the present situation. The sub-
sidiary facts are two in number, and are often over-
looked. iMrst, new firms have rushed into the
industry and old firms have planned outputs without
any very statesmanlike forecast of the precise total
demand to be experienced during 1920-1921. A con-
siderable over-production was imminent, and is being
A30

dodged by the complete withdrawal of some firms

and by reduction of output in other cases. Secondly,

a commercial depression, which we all hope will only

be temporary, has made money very tight, thereby

exaggerating the usual autumn decrease in orders, and

simultaneously strangling firms who were subsisting
j|

more or less on credit until such time as they should '£

have recouped the huge outlay which figured in their l.i!J

post-war reconstruction. If general trade prosperity

should return in the spring, we shall experience _ a

boom rather than a slump in motor cycles. If the

general trade depression is long draAvn out, the luxury

section of the motor cycle market will languish, as

all luxury markets languish in hard times.

Oil in Bulk.

THOUGH we motor cyclists often complain be-

cause we are compelled to buy our petrol in a

fiddley and wasteful manner, comparatively few

:

of us study the irrefutable logic of Prices' advertise-

ments and buy our oil in bulk. Personally I have

followed their sage counsel for many years past, and

the resultant saving on the oil bill varies from 25 to

50%. .Tins are very costly nowadays, and, besides 1

being non-returnable, are very little use when emptied.

Drums are returnable.

Anti-Dazzle.
.^

THE motor cycling organisations must watch Sirjj'

Eric Geddes \'ery closely. If the dailies are

reliable, he is even now on the verge of forbid-

ding left-hand steering for cars, after winking at the

importation of thousands so equipped, whilst' their ,

safety is equal to that of a Rolls on French roads.

A Ministry which is capable of such intentions is not,,

to be trusted overmuch where motor- cycle lighting is||

concerned. I have just received delivery of a 'bus!!

with electric/ lighting, and it is fitted with an anti-n:

dazzle device, which I happen to know has been turnedj

down as inefficient by the powers that be. I have 'f

tried it on a dark night, and the light it affords is i

absolutely dangerous under tricky conditions. It isil

barely adequate for very "slow work over verv good'i

roads. At legal limit in twistv lanes it is homicidab?
and suicidal. If we are tied down, as seems possible,");

to a still pronounced dimming of our head lamps, therej(.«y

will be a fine crop of accidents. Glaring head lampsjij I 1

are an admitted evil, and nobody will be better pleasedij; ''':'

than motorists if some non-dazzling lamp can be,j

dex'ised which affords the necessary minimum ofJ
illumination. But whereas glare is merely an incon^B'

venience, over-dimming is a public danger. The sug-i?

gested new Bill includes the absurd proposal to limit ;

motor cycles to a head light less than one head lamp
of a car. Put four wheels on a motor cycle (and

pay the extra tax), and one will be able to have morci

than double the light.
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Car Type Tyre Valve.

. BROOKER. of Prices's, follows up my para-

graph on car type tyre valves by denouncing

the tiny circular rubber washers which all tyre

,
nakers fit inside the small helmet caps over their

alves. We all know that they are apt to leak, and
le considers that they crumble, and that rubber

j
rumbs from tliis source are to blame for most of the

eaks which occur at the pear-headed pin. His
lodge is to cut plugs from a leather strap with a

hemist's cork-cutter. He seccotines the top of such

1 plug to make it stick in the metal cap, and be castor

j

)ils the lower side to. keep it suppJe. Having done

his, he does not expect any valve leakage for months

md months and months. So that's that. What liave

he tyre makers got to say about it?

Good for Sttnbeams!

A PAL picked up a stray copy of The Motor Cycle,

rA studied it wi'tli his usual concentrated interest

for a few minutes, and suddenly began to wtave

t round his head. He had reached the announcement

jf a 1 92 1 lYi h.p. solo Sunbeam, weighing 50 lb.

ess than this year's model. I thoroughly agree with

lim that the Wolverhampton departure is a splendid

lolicy. All Ttic Motor Cycle men who reported the

ast Six Days agree

hat tlie p r e s e n t

\.C.U. policy
ends to develop

I machine which is .

iiinecessarily cum-
irous for ordinary

iding. Over and
ibove that, the

latural tendency of

lesigners to pro-

luce their 500 c.c.
'''''

iiachines with an *
.

ve to lugging a

-iilecar has already

-poilt several once

lelightful machines
for solo Avock. ^Ve

liadly need a few
more first-class

ti )uring mounts de-

signed for solo work
pure and simple,

and for solo work
on roads which are

not more than nor-

m ally rough or

lifficult.

My 'Winter
Mount.

*0R a long while

past I have

regularly
Ijought a baby two-

stroke in the
autumn. During the

winter one doesn't

want to go fast

(too cold) ; one
doesn't want to

,>f^

Ships of the desert in the original and the modern form. One of the most_

remarkable demonstrations of the trustworthiness of modern motor cycles was

made during the war by the B.S.A.'s in German East Africa. Many of these

machines are still in service in Egypt.

431-

make an expensive machine louk shabby (too much
ilepreciation)

_;
one doesn't want to handle 3 cwt. of

metal (too many clothes on); so a baby always seems
indicated by Novembe!r at latest. The drawback
usually is that there hasn't been a suitable illuminant.

Dissolved acetylene, formerly the goods for short-

distance nightwork with many stops, is too bulky for

a baby, and makes it look like a, roller skate with

a roll of htao balanced on- it. Dry' batteries are very

nice,, but are apt to. strand such, a casual individual

as myseff-. This year I am expecting a pukka, bijou

dynamo set for use on my baby, and I feel very

cosy in mind at the prospect. Stilly between ourselves,

I will confess that I shall feel still more cheery when
the roads begin to dry up in March, and something
of a mile-a-minute calibre is delivered. We've had
frost, thunderstorms, and drenchers this week ; so for

the moment I'm not nuts on speedwork

Splitting Two-gallon Cans.
MERRY fellow in the R.N. has sent me a witty

screed on the problem of replenishing a 1^4
gallon tank at a surly garage which won't split

cans. His own method is to be quite cheerful about
the villainy, and say, '"Very well, but don't imagine
1 shall leave the odd half-gallon for you ; I shall pour

it on the road !

"

This simple bluff

often succeeds.

The notion of such

waste usually scan-

dalises the proprie-

tor, who suddenly
remembers that he

;
has a taxi at hand,
which can do with

the surplus juice.

On the other hand
my hon. and gallant

friend has no use

for petrel standpipe

installations. H e

considers that they

run anglers a n d
Ananias very close

indeed. I must
watch them. Per-

sonally, having a

childlike mind,
\vhich loves to see

how things work, I

am generally s o

fascinated by the
fellow who turns

the handle and the

thingamajigs that
creep up and down
that I forget to

verify the measure.

I presume that, as

petrol prices creep

up and up, w e

shall all insist on
having tank gauges,

and grow very
canny about full

measure.

A31
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A TOUR OF THE CORNISH COAST.

Exploring Litsle-known Coves and Villages

on a Motor Cycle.

WITH a fervent desire for fine weather, I

recently started from Exeter for a leisurely

tour round the Cornish coast. I determined

to poke myself and the bicycle into all the little

spots which were to be found, and which are not on

the beaten track of tourists.

Proceeding via Okehampton and Launceston, I

found my way to the " Avind hollowed heights and
gusty bays of sheer Tintagel." From Exeter to

about five miles west of Okehampton the road is very

poor, but from there till the narrow byways leading

down to Tintagel are reached the surface is fine.

Those who have never been to Cornwall cannot
realise the rugged grandeur of its coast. They have yet

to see ' the little lishing villages tucked in between
the grim cliffs and the ever-changing colours of the

great Atlantic—now green, now blue, now turning

almost to purple. At Tintagel, the ruins of King
Arthur's Castle on the rocky headland are filled with
dreams for the dreamer, and even the simple tourist

tripper must acknowledge their magnifigence. On
leaving Tintagel, the next place to visit is Port Isaac,
well away from the beaten track and ' all alone in

its sleepiness. The roads leading from the village
are rough and steep, but it is a typical Cornish fishhig
village and worth the damage to the tyres.

The Unallractiveness of a "Resort."^
After finding the way to Wadcbridge via St. Endel-

lion and Si. Minxer, a very fair road was followed to
Padstow, a pretty enough spot, but too busy and wide
awake to be really Cornish. From Padstow, one can
either go along the laiies to Newquay or else return
A32

to the main road and continue via St. Columb ; the
|

lanes I tried and found very rough and came to the ;

conclusion^ that they were not worth while.
|

Now comes the dull portion. Newquay I found I

too much of a "town complete with hotels and«|
visitors " to-be really interesting, so I. decided to get-

on to Penzance. Following the main road via Sum-

mercourt, Redruth, Camborne, and Hayle, it is hard

to lose one's way. The surface ' is good with the

exception of the Redruth and Camborne sections,

where one encounters tramlines.

Off the Beaten TracK.
Penzance being a convenient place for further excur-.

sions, it is as well to stay there for a day or two. Of^

course, the best trip is to go to Land's End and theni

follow the coast as near as possible to ,St. Ives and;

return via Hayle to Penzance. On the way to Land'-^

End, I turned off via St. Buryan to visit the famotlsf

"Logan Rock." The route to . the rock takes iii'

Penberth Hill, which, with its hairpin bend, would
be useful in any trial. One meets many nasty steejki

pitches if you poke round off the beaten tracks, an(J-

so it is just as well to have- a look at the brakes

before you come across one of these. The road sur-

face in the whole peninsula might be a great deal
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• iA Tour ol the Cornish Coast-

worse, although the road from Penzance to Land's

End is poor, and, on the north side especially, its

windings resemble a dog chasing his own tail !

It is not for me to attempt to describe the scenery

at Land's End and on the way to St. Ives—the sheer

cliff's and the ragged rocks with the great expanse

of multi-tinted ocean. The whole of the Cornish

coast is the "Mecca" of artists, and St. Ives, with

its quaint narrow streets, is better left to the brush

than to the pen.

The following day was spent in wandering along

the coast to Lamorna- Cove, and the so-called roads

1 went over were easily the worst I found in Cornwall.

From Penzance to Newlyn you bump and bounce,

and you continue to bounce and also twist to Mouse-
hole. Then you climb one side of a precipice and
fall down the other into Lamorna. At first you think

the lane is going to " peter " out to nothing, biit,

'if you persevere, you do eventually come out in the

"cove.

Some Cornish Characteristics.

Newlyn is another home for artists, but, unfor-

tunately, it Iras a high smell of fish, which spoils

its beauty. Mousehole (the name first attracted me)
K an odd little spot—all ups and downs, but very

Cornish.

From Lamorna Cove, the better road back to

'Penzance is to go up the valley to Paul and thence

. to Newlyn, but one should beware of Paul Hill

On the day I rode down it, it was recovering from
a. heavy storm of rain, and the slimy state of the

surface put me once into the hedge and almost turned

me round several times ; I did not like it at all and
had the " wind up " badly !

Having exhausted the district round Penzance, the

next to explore is the Lizard. On the way I

stopped at Marazion and took a boat across to St.

'Michael's Mount—another place for the dreamer.

'XVhen the family is in residence, one is not show'n over

much of the old sea castle, but no one could go to

Cornwall and tiien not visit St. Michael's Mount; the

old guide alone is worth the visit with his reminis-

cences always prefaced by " When I was a lud."

MuUion Cove seemed as good a place as any to

stay, so. I put up there for a couple of nights. The
road is quite good as far as Helston, but from there

to the Lizard it gets gradually worse; there are no

hills to speak about on the main road, however.

The rest of the day I spent wandering on foot

round Mullion and Poldhu, and then early the follow-

ing day I set out on a voyage of discovery round the

rest of the Lizard Peninsula. The first place was
Cadgwith, and it was the prettiest village that I found
in Cornwall. In a quiet little village like this, one

felt very much the unwelcome tripper
;
you felt almost*

ashamed to bring a modern and somewhat noisy piece

of machinery to disturb its peace and beauty. As the
" padre " passed my Triumph, I heard him mutter,

"Another of those beastly things." Perhaps I

should have agreed with him had I not moved with

the times—as he had not.

After leaving Cadgwith, I went on to the Lizard and
found I could see over the lighthouse after i p.m.

Like all lighthouses, it is spotlessly clean, and to

anyone interested in engines, it is well worth the visit

Kynance Cove was the next stop. I tried to get

dow-n to the cove oivthe motor cycle, but I had to give

it up and walk. This is another famous beauty spot;

with its white sands and great isolated rocks its equal

could scarcely be found in the British Isles.

A Good Main Road Run.

As the weather looked like breaking, I decided

to return next day to Exeter. I stopped for a short

time at Truro to have a look at the new cathedral,

which was only completed recently, and then run

straight through to Exeter via Bodmin, Liskeard,

Callington, Tavistock,- and Moretonhampstead. The
run of 124 miles was done in a riding time of a little

under four hours and on just a gallon and a pint of

petrol, with not one change from top gear all the way.

The road back is good till one gets intO' Devon,
then it deteriorates from Two Bridges to Exeter.

It was a great tour—perfect weather, perfect

scenery, decent roads, and no crush. If anyone

wants to tour now or early next year, let him try

Devon and Cornwall, and I only hope he will enjoy

it as much as I did. Roy S. Hartree.
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The Care of Gears.

A GEAR box being without means of adjustment

requires only lubrication and occasional washmg

out with paraffin. With regard to the former

the makers' advice sliould be followed, but, generally

speaking, a thick oil is the best lubricant; engine oil

will answer the purpose very well. This is better than

grease, whidh may set a littletoo stiff, when the pinions

will plough grooves and cease to obtain adequate

. lubrication.

Many gear boxes have to be shifted along slots for

the purpose of chain adjustment. When this is the

case it should be impossible to set the gear box out of

hne, but there is often a little play, and it is advisable

to take great care to see that the chain alignment is

correct. Moreover, it is quite possible that the_ chain

adjustment may be altered slighdy by tlie action of

screwing the gear box tightly into position, therefore

this should always be checked again when all is secure.

I have said tliat gear boxes do not permit of adjust-

ment, but this does not apply to the Enfield gear,

which is not a gear box. In this gear expanding rings

operated by pegs grip the high or low gear sprocket

as required. These pegs are in turn forced outwards

by a three-faced sliding cam; these faces are numbered
I, 2, and 3. When the machine is

sent out No. i will be in position.

When wear takes place and cam
No. I will no longer press the pegs

far enough to cause the expanding

bands to grip the sprockets with suffi-

cient force (but this should not occur

until many thousands of miles have
been covered), it will be necessary to

bring cam No, 2 into engagement.

To do this proceed as follows : Take
off the nut which covers the end of

the cam rack, remove the six small
screws holding the pinion container,

and turn the gear lever into the low
gear position and beyond. This should
withdraw the cam .so far that it may be pulled out with
the lingers. If this i.s still impossible, put some small
objects such as nuts behind the edge of the pinion
container on each side and again move the lever. The
cam must now be replaced so that the next face comes
in contact with the pegs. Each cam is five thou-
sandths of an inch higher than the preceding one. Do
nottry to force the cam into place with the gear lever
uiilil the small sciews are tightened up. Occasional
lubrication' with engine oil will keep this gear in excel-
lent order for a very long time. If it is inclined to

OBRiaiOE.

A tip for removing the three-faced cam
in the Enfield gear by means of the gear
lever and nuts placed behind the flange.

Stick, wash it out well with paraffin, having firsts-

removed the chain case so that the paraffin may be

poured between the sprockets.

Changing Gear.

Generally speaking, the gear should not be changed-

until the clutch is released, and on some machines the
^

gear box is so arranged that it cannot be done, for the:

gear lever is locked till the clutch lever is moved..

This is common American practice. On the other';

hand, it is often quite easy to change on the exhaust'/

lifter; this is more suitable to a change up than a >.

change down, as it cuts out the engine for a moment
and allows it to slacken speed. A change down can,

if well timed, be made by the gear lever alone, as if .

correctly done the engine will quicken up and drop
nicely into the lower gear at its new speed. Novices :

are, however, always advised to adhere to the instruc-

.

tions of the maker, and these are usually to change on
the clutch. An exception is the B.S.A., where a

change up on the exhaust is recommended, and a direct

change down without touching any other lever.

It is not \'ery easy to change from top to bottom
direct on the A. B.C. unless going slowly, as the engine,

under other circumstances, must be speeded up con-

siderably, owing to the large differ-

ence between the top and bottom

.

ratios, which causes the pinions to

be engaged, to be revolving at very

different speeds. Double clutching

may well be employed in this

case.

The Enfield -and other gears of

the same class are very easy to use,

as they are engaged by friction

clutches, and nothing but the gear

lever need be touched, though there

is no objection to raising the exhaust

for a moment when changing up.

A change down should be made as

quickly as possible when ascending

a hill with the throttle^ fairly well open, as the

engine will then quicken up to the required speed
in a very short space of time. On the other hand,
when travelling at a very slow speed with the throttle

only just open, and it is desired to change down for
traffic, a slow change is better. .

j

li
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Previows articles in (his series include:

CARBURETTERS—Parts I., II., and III., Aug. 5th,

mil and 19th respectively ; and VARIABLE GEARS—
Part I., Sept. 23rd, and Part II., bd. 7th.
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THE Sh.p. ZENITH ON THE ROAD.

IT
is a remarkable tribute to the efficiency of the

Gradua gear that it has been continually on the

market, with very few modifications, for the last

ten or twelve years. The fascination of driving a

machine with a gear which is infinitely variable be-

tween two points is certainly very great, and if the

difficulties usually attending belt drive are overcome
it still remains, on account of its smoothness, the most
delightful form of transmission.

Our experience of the latest model . Zenith tends

to show that the designers in this case have eliminated

the more serious of their drawbacks, i.e., belt-slip,

due to microscopic pulleys, and inability to gear under
about 7 to. I. Of course, this improvement was
effected by the introduction of the forward counter-

shaft. •

Absence of Helt Slip.

The machine was used mainly for business purposes,
and on two occasions carried the rider and passenger
over a forty-mile cross-country road which contained one
or two rather steep hills, to Brooklands, while much
of the journey w^as over narrow mnding lanes \\"ith bad
surfaces. Previously the rider had found it difficult to

cover the forty mUes in less than twO' hours, but with

the Zenith on a certain night, when it poured with rain,

and in consequence very few people were about, the

time taken to accomplish the joun:ey was very con-
siderably shortened. People will at once imagine
that with a machine fitted with belt drive the belt

would slip seriously under these conditions, as the roads
were literally swimming " witli water, but we are glad

: to say that this was not so, e^•en though the belt was
put on new that afternoon, and the initial stretch had

: not been taken out of it. Needless to say the belt did
require adjusting the following morning, but the fact

;
remains that it held perfectly through the torrential

.rain encountered on that drive.

A Semi-automatic Carburetter.
:.. The J.A.P engine fitted to this particular machine
^was remaj-kably smooth, being beautifully balanced,
reasonably flexible, and giving ample power. The car-

buretter was a 1920 Amac, which provided dehghtful

\ flexibility from about fifteen miles an hour to the maxi-

mum speed of which the machine was capable, but
as it was adjusted, at small throttle openings the firing

was apt to be erratic and the mixture extremely' diffi-

cult to find, which proved to be rather troublesome in

traffic. In tlie open country, on the other hand, the

air could be placed fully open and the carburetter

was then practically^ automatic in action.

Saddle Suspension.
The machine was exceedingly comfortable, and this

was very largely due to the patent system of saddle

springing which is the invention of Mr. F. W. Barnes.

The saddle is suspended on quarter-elliptic leaf

springs, and is hinged at the rear so that the top can

be inverted in case of wet weather, thus keeping the

seat dry for the rider. The system efficiently absorbs

all road shocks, and with it a broken spring should be
impossible. The spring forks- are also most comfort-

able. As 1 great deal of our riding was done over

rough roads we are well qualified to speak of the

excellence of these fitments.

The Zenith Big Twin has undoubtedly advantages

over many of the heavier machines of equal horse

jxiwer which are now upon the market ; it is obviously

lighter on account of the absence of a heavy gear box,

with the result that the speed and acceleration are all

that can be desired. During the two or three hundred
miles we drove the machine we were certainly de-

lighted with it, and also with the- sidecar (a Millford)

which was comfortable and well sprung.

EXPERIMENTS IN ROAD MAKING.

ON tour recently in the West of England we
traversed several sections of newly made road

with which the Somerset County Sur^'eyor is

experimenting. The public are invited to watch the

progress of these experiments as, alongside each sec-

tion, there are signboards giving particulars of the

construction. This step, though not new, is in the right

direction as, in a few months time, the surveyor—and

the public—will be able to judge which form of con-

struction is the best for main road traffic, as any vehicle

passing along the particular road will traverse the

whole of the experimental sections.

B3
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A PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMO.
An Easily-fitted Lighting Set for Solo or Sidecar Machines.

The Astra dynamo fitted to an 8 h.p. Zenith. Observe that

the pulley is bolted on to the engine shaft, and the dynamo carried

in an inverted position, protected by the magneto mud-flap.

An entirely different position is utilised when fitted to a

Douglas. The dynamo is carried on a special bracket, attached

to the down tube.

MOTOR cyclists have long been on the

lookout for a dynamo lighting

installation which can easily be

fitted to a motor cycle and ^ is not too

heavy or cumbersome to be adapted to a

solo mount. The Astra dynamo appears
to fulfil these requirements exactly.

The dynamo consists of a die cast

carcase supporting two tungsten steel

magnets, and between their pole shoes a
laminated armature with commutator and
windings rotates on Hoffmann ball bearings.

The output of the dynamo is governed
by armature reaction. As the armature,
when rotating, develops a reverse field in

opposition to that of the permanent
magnets, and as the reverse field increases
with the speed of rotation, a point is

arrived at when the armature field equals
-that of the field magnets and so prevents
the voltage and current rising to too great
Eji amount. The Astra dynamo is thus
self-regulated, and there is no danger
either of over-charging or of charging the

accumulators too rapidly. To obviate the
necessity of a cut-out, the windings are so

arranged that the voltage of the battery
can only flow through the armature at a
steady speed ; and although it is desirable

that the switch is " oflf " when the engine
is at rest for any appreciable time, the
discharge is slight and cannot cause any
damage beyond slowly discharging the
accumulator.

Simplicity of Construction and Operation.

The D.C.I pattern machine, which is

adapted to motor bicycles and sidecar
outfits, has a pressure of 4 -volts, and
generates from two to four amperes when
working at normal speeds Thus, its

capacity is sufficient to light three lamps
of useful size. '

The wiring is extremely simple, and
provision 'is made for the insertion of an
automatic cut-out and ammeter if desired.
These are hardly necessary, but may find
a place on a sidecar outfit de l-uxe.

The complete outfit—dynamo, two pulleys, head lamp,

sidecar lamp, and tad lamp.

The dynamo may be run in any position, _

or in either direction, but if it is run in

.

the reverse direction to that indicated by
the arrow the colour of the terminals

should be changed, as in this case negative

becomes positive and positive negative.

The dynamo charges at very low engine
speeds, and needs very little attention as

regards oiling, only one drop every few
hundred miles being necessary. The
complete outfit consists of a handsome .

head lamp, an exceedingly neat tail lamp,
which also illuminates the number plate,

and when sidecar outfits are equipped
with the installation, a small but hand- :

some sidecar lamp. The switchboard ig

fitted to the top tube, and controls the
dynamo and also the lamps fitted. Suit-

able pulleys are supplied for various
makes of motor cycles.

The Astra dynamo was formerly known ,

as the M.I.R.A., but is now manufactured
in this country by the Astra Dynamo
Co., 110, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

COMPULSORY ROAD
SIGNALS.

AT last there appears to be some hope
of compulsory traffic signals being
demanded of all vehicle drivers, for

a committee is now sitting to advise the
Minister of Transport on this important
matter.
Up to the present it appears that only

two signals may be definitely anticipat;ed

as compulsory—one indicating " Stop !

"

by a vertical uplifting of the hand, the
other showing that a right turn is to

be made by an outward extension of the
arm. Two other useful signals are
recommended and illustrated in Tho
A utocar this week.

B4 u
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SOME UP-TO-DATE
OVERALLS.

|j^^(^!LII

SOME time ago cmr contribtitor "Ixion"
expressed a desire for overalls whicli
coiild be fasterped quickly and surely,

and at the sime time could be put on and
taken off without
soiling the interiors,

and eventually the
rider's trousers. And
we think he spoke
for the majority of
motor cyclists.

We have received
from Jlessrs. E. B.
Hamel and Sons,
Tamworth, two most
e.xcellent leg over-
alls, which fully
meet these require-
ments. Their chief
feature is the method
of fastening by a
patent seam made by
Kynoeh, Ltd., Wit-
ton, Birmir>gham.
It consists of two
rows of tiny metal
steps which may
be pulled together
by a special clip

;

and so firmly are
they interlaced
that it- would actu-
ally requir-e a pre^- The patent fastener
sure of 250 lb. to opened from top to
separate them. A bettom of overall.

single tug .at the clip
3nq, however, and they " rip " apart
igain .as easil}' as tearing tissue paper.
He metal is rustless and apparently in-

daslrnctible ; and the seam, when closed,
is hidden from view by a flap.

JThe overalls themselves are particuJarly
it>dl-made, and are manufactured by the

Leyland and Birmingham Rubber Co..
Ltd., Kent Works, Maryhill, Glasgow!
Of tbe'two pairs sent one has the ordinary
.short opening, and save for the fastening
is merely an example of the usual type of
overall; the other pair, on the other- hand,
are of the type .which will cause our
friend, "Ixion," to rejoice, since the open-
ing extends from the. bottom of the leg
to the very top of the garment. Our
illustration shows clearly how easy it is

to withdraw the soiled boot without even
touching the Interior of the overalls.
They are certainly the most practical gar-
ment of their type we have ever seen on
the market, and, in our opinion, their
success is assured.

A STAND IMPROVEMENT.

A MOTOR cycle stand shock absorber
has been invented by !Mr. C. J. H.
Stevens, 21, Priolo Road, Charlton,

London, S.E.7. The clamp piece to-

gether with its spring is fitted on to the
chain stays, and is adjusted in position
so that it meets the prong of the stand
when the machine is jacked up. Wlien

A motor cycle

stand fitted with

a shock absorber.

the correct position has been found the

clamp is tightened. The steel spring is

made to slide aloug the chain stays and
consequently takes the brunt of the

shock when the machine is brought to

rest on the. stand.

Snowing how the overalls may mstantly be

removed without soiling their interior.

A NEW SIDECAR WIND-
SCREEN.

APRACTICAL wind-
screen, enabling
the passenger to '-

have a full view of the

road, and at the same
time protecting him
from the elements, has
lately been brought out

by Mr. W. Richardson,
Dene View, Diptsn, Co.

Durham. It will be
noticed that side wings
are provided, which give

further protection.

The fittings are ex-

ceedingly simple, the

screen being merely
held by two turn studs,

which can be operated
by the passenger from
the inside. When not

in use, the screen may
be removed, rolled up,

and packed in the

bottom of the sidecar.
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AJUSTOSIZE GAITER.
THIS gaiter is

specially de-

signed by the
College Leather
Co., Castle Street,

Northampton, so

that it can be at-

tached quickly and
yet can be adapted
to suit the size of

the rider's calf.

When once
straps have
adjusted to

the rider's

the gaiter can be
fastened by means
of the press but-

tons shown in the
illustration. As
the gaiter is in-

tended to fasten
from behind, there
is no danger of

wet driving in.

the
been
suit

leg,

An adjustable legging.

WINTER COMFORT.
Both drivers and passengers of the fair sex

will appreciate the motoring helmet illus-

trated, and which is the registered design of

Mr. H. Bednall, a leather specialist, of

55, Sutton Crescent, Walsall. It is made
of black leather trimmed in fur, and we
anticipate will be much in favour with motor

cyclists of both sexes during the coming
winter.

The Con Top windscreen, a design commenda'ile foT its

simpliciiy.

B5
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A Sociable on Sidecar Lines.
A Three-wheeler neither

Sidecar nor Cycle Car.

THE groat capabilities of the modern
sidecar outfit compared with vehicles
costing perhaps a hundred pounds

more have caused much thought amongst

Solving the weather problem. The Austin two-seater sidecar,

which has given its owner and designer every satisfaction on
the road.

designers, trade and amateur. Hei-e is

one -commendable attempt to 'combine the
comfort of the two-seater with the lower
production cost and other advantages of
the sidecar.

Our issue of August 12th, page 195,
contained a description of the patented

frame. It is in this case built of ash
in the form of a bow girder, the
inventor claiming that a steel construc-
tion would be much heavier for the same
rigidity. The power unit is a 4 h.p. (495
c.c.) V twin J. A. P. carried on two stiff

tubular steel bearers, with a Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear box attached to

the rear engine plates.

Final drive is by belt.

By reason of the ab-
sence of the usual ii-ame
and tank the complete
unit may be removed in

a few minutes. The
front axle is, of course,
pivoted, steering being
on car lines.

The front wheel,
only, is sprung ; the
steel axle being sus-
pended on an amply
proportioned vertical
bearing, which should
eliminate any jar.

The body, made of
sheet steel, is mounted
on two semi-elliptic
transverse springs, and
by inverting the front
spring (i.e., ends coupled
to the body, and the
centre of the frame)
side roll is eliminated.

This model has done 3,000 miles, and,
it .is claimed, averages over 50 m.p.g.,
attains a speed of over 40 m.p.h., and
chmbs most hills on top. The de.sio-ner
and builder, Mr. Austin Webb, woulS be
pleased to hear of any firm interested
commercially.

A Simple Four-speed Gear Box.
An Unusual Melhod of

Operalion.

AFOUR-speed gear, with as few work-
ing parts as the average three-
speed box of to-day, has been

patented by Mr. H.
A. Major.
The chief novelty

lies in the method of
operating the two
sliding dog-clutches,
one of which moves on
a castellated portion
of the main shaft,
and the other similarly
on the loose sleeve
carrying the pulley.
Bearing in mind that
llie hand lever works
in an ordinary H type
gate, the method of
sliding the left dog
clutch is obvious. But
the actuating fork for
the right dog is carried
on n sleeve which has an internally cut
quick operating thread, engaging a simi-
lijr thread on the horizontal lever. A
small back or forward movement of the
main lever gives rotation to the horizimtal
bar, thus in turn giving a longitudinal
movement to the right actuWto^ fork.

b6

Section of the Major
four-speed gear box.

The diagram on the

right shows how move-
ment of the connecting

lever is magnified.

9

dog clutch engages on its right, thus

giving us the combination for first gear.

JS'ow, on a full backward pull, still on

the same side, the left hand fork does

not move, but the right hand dog clutch

moves right over to its left engaging the

centre pinion, which gives us second gear.

It will be readily understood now that j

with the main lever on the right hand •

side of the gate, and thus the left dog
clutch engaging the middle pinion, there

are two further combinations possible t

which give third and top gears. The
latter is direct : both dog clutches engage
the central pinion, thus locking solid the

main shaft and pulley sleeve.

How the gears are obtained is" begt
illustrated by following the_ movements of
the hand lever in an imaginary gate. It
is now in neutral. Pull it to the left,
and the left hand dog clutch immediately
engages the pinion oh its left. Conthiu-
ing the motion forward the right hand

WEST MIDLAND OPEN
TRIAL RESULTS.

B.S:A. challenge cup and gold MEDjU,
(for best performance of tlie day).—Frank W. Gi]0s
<6 A.J.S. sc).
TERBY CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD

MEDAL.—L. L. Sealey (3V. B.S.A.).
WOLVERHAMPTON MOTOR SERVICES

CHALLENGE SHIELD AND GOLD MEDAL.-
Reg Brown (3i/< Sunbeam sc).
SILVER CUP (for second best performance ul

solo class).—B. L. Bird (2^;i Malioe-Blackbumeit
SILVER CUP (for second best performance iq

sidecar class).—W. E. Smith (8 Enfield sc).
SILVER CUP (for best performance io single

gear' class).—J. G. Nickson (314 Aero).
SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL PRESENTED BY

A.J.S., LTD.-B. L. Bird (2ji Marloe-Blackburne).

Special Prizes £or Members oJ the

Organising Clubs.

REDDITCH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.-Grid
medal for best performance and silver medal for
second best performance in each of the following
classes : Up to 500 cc solo.— 1, A. E. Wood (3^^
B.S.A.); 2, H. Poole (31/. B.S.A.). Up to 600
c.c, solo: 1, L. L. Sealey (414 B.S.A.); 2, E.
Roper (414 B.S.A.). Sidecars (unlimited).—1, W,
E. Smith (8 Enfield sc); 2, F. Bicknell (8 Eh-
field sc). Special prize for best performance by
an amateur.—A. L. Norton (31/3 B.S.A.). Gold
medal, presented by the Enfield Cycle C)o., Ltd,
(for the best performaisce in any class).—L. L,
Sealey (4i/i B.S.A.).
WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT M.C.C

(gold medals for best performances in each of the
following classes) : Up to 350 cc. solo.—F. J. Price
(2^;4 Diamond). Over 350 c.c. solo.—C. Williams'
(4 Norton). Sidecars (unlimited).—F. W. Giles
(6 A.J.S.).
KIDDERMINSTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C:

The Castle Challenge Cup (for the best perform-
ance in any class).—F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc):
Gold Medal for Best Solo.—R. Fellowes (4
Triumph). Silver Medal (for Second Best).—W;
S. MacFarlane (4 Arab-Blackburne). Silver (for
Second Best in Sidecar Class).—G. H. Ratcliffe (4
Triumph sc).
TEAM PRIZE (three gold medals) : Norton

team.—L. Paynter (S'/, Norton), H. W. Hassall
(Sy™ Norton), and T. P. Watson (4 Norton sc),'.GOLD MEDALS.-J. C. Walker (2i/> Edmund.
Jap), W. Swiflen (4 Verus), F. W. "Giles (5-6
A.J.S. sc), H. Boynton (6 James sc), B. Bladder
(8 New Imperial sc), B. L. Bird (2% Marloe-
Blackburne), Eric Williams (6 A.J.S sc 1 H.
Langman (3->.i Scott), L. L. Sealey (Wi B.s'.A ),
L. Paynter (3"A Norton), H. W. Hassal (3y, Nor-
ton), W. E. Smith (6 Royal Enfield sc'l C
Wilson (3% Norton), H. B. Denley (10 Morgan),
S. Hall (2M, O.K. Junior), W. Handley (2'/, O.k!
Junior), S. H. Rhodes (Ifik Wolf-Blackburne), E.
A. Roper (lij B.S.A.), Reg. Brown (3V. Sun-
beam sc), R. B. Clark (254 Coulson B), Af Wood
(3V2 B.S.A.), G. Denley (21/4 Velocette), B. Ker-
shaw (2)1 Verus), and R, W. Duke (4 Triumph),
SILVER MEDALS.-A. Parr (SV, B.S.A."^ sc),

T; ? S'''??" C Norton sc), J. Walker (2%
Marloe-Blackburne), J. M. Philpott (2"4 Wilkin)
£ .''• 7'''^^'^ •^''4 Diamond), H. L. Willis (3%,
Norton), F. Bicknell (6 Royal Enfield sc), H
Poole (31,4 B.S.A.), J, Dosher (6 Roval Enfield

^A^'Ji
^'

a'^-,
'^°°^^ C Triumph), R. (joopcr (21/2

Alld.l,ys Alien), L. E. Clulee (21,!, Alldays AllonlT
H. Moule ,5-6 Rover sc). Alec Wilkes (31ARover), G. H. Ratcliffe (4 Triumph sc), R. Fel-
lowes (4 Triumph), A. W. Taylor (4>/, B.S.A.),.
. • ?-„¥-^7'?-''^^ '2';i Omega), A. MacFarlane (4Arab-Blackburne), W. Whitehouse (3 ABC)
and B. Ivens ( ). ,

BRONZE MEDALS.-J. A. Newman (SU. Sun^beam sc), P. Arbuckle (4'A Humber), R QBennett (24 Federation), T. B. Haddocks (6
A.J.S. sc), V. Collins (4'/, B.S.A.). W, A Carr
(8 Morgan), Cyril Williams (3y» Norton), J Wain-
wright (8 Matchless sc), d: S. Heather (414
B.S.A. sc), H. Ward (41,4 B.S.A.), G. Dance 3«Sunbeam sc), P. Newman (3 Ivy), J. Dudley (31/Sunbeam sc), W. J. Chambers (S'i B.S.A.) H'
E. Ashley (6 L.M.C. .sc), and A. R.'Penmay (2-',l

I)

\
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k NEW BELT OR CHAIN
FASTENING.

iTk fastening -for chain or belt is

• y\ the subject ef a patent granted to

Messrs. Brayshay and Paterson, of

at Queengate, Seagate, -Dundee. To re-

move a cliain fitted with this fastener

The B.P. link utilised

on a chain.

it is only necessary to press one of the

pins inwards, when the link may be

»wung round, as shown in one of the

lustrations. A flat spring keeps the pin

fa position. Applied as a belt fast-ener.

The B.P. link as a belt fastener.

the pin and link are held in place by a

coil spring, and in the same -way may
be pulled out and pivoted tound, thus

freeing the other half of the fastenei-.

A NOVELTY IN HANDLE-
BARS.

NEW accessories of €very type con-

tinue to flood the market, but it is

seldom that we are shown such an

artdde as an instantly adjustable handle-

tar. A fitting of tiis description has,

kowever, recently been produced by Mr.
MuiTay, of Union Street, Coventry, with

the idea of providing a chang« of riding

position while on tour without even dis-

mounting from the saddle.

The construction of th-e bar will be

evident from our illustration, and it is

sjifficient to point out that by rotating

4lie central milled nut the bars can be
made wider bj' a matter of 6in. and at

&e same time dropped to a very con-

siderable extent. Any variation between
narrow touring bars ajid 'wide racing bars

<an be obtained, though, of course, the

K"agth or i-each is not materially altered.

Wie construction is strong, and is well

carried out.

A SIMPLE ONE -LEVER
CARBURETTER.

SOME months ago we had the oppor-
tunity of trying a Mills single-lever

carburetter on a 4 h.p. Douglas and
sidecar, which is the property of the de-

signer, Mr. F. A. Mills, the Manor
House, Frensham, Surrey. The carbu-

retter is of simple construction, consisting

merely of a barrel throttle, to which is

attadied a taper needle, increasing tlie

supply of petrol as the throttle is opened.
In actual practice the carbaretter worked
extremely well, but since we had the

opportunity of trying it it has undergone
several improvements.
To start the engine the carburetter is

flooded, and a small well of petrol is

A handle-bar that may be adjusted to different widths and heights

by simply revolving a milled nut.

A sectional drawing of the Mills

carburetter ; the letters are referred to in

the text. (Inset) The annular float and
needle valve.

filled at A. Opening and closing the
throttle also enlarges or reduces the jet

orifice B by means of a tapered needle C.

A screw attached to the needle is pro-

vided with a bar so that it may be turned
easily, and also has a quick thread of

iin. pitch for the purpose of adjusting

the petrol supply.

The carburetter adjusts itself to

different speeds in the following manner :

As the revolutions of
the engine inciease, the
suction on the outlet jet

E is increased, but,
owing to air offering

less resistance than
petrol, air -is drawn
down the orifice F, thus
supplying a gradually
weakening mixtm-e as

the engine speeds up,

which effect becomes
less the _ wider the
throttle is opened, so

giving a slightly richer

compensation at larger

throttle openings. The
carburetter gives the

439

maximum of power when the throttle

assumes a position settled by experiment,
and a stop is provided to prevent it being
further opened.

,

The petrol level has no influence on the
working of the carburetter, so long as it

is above the lowest portion and below
the highest part of. the tube or passage
connecting the primary jet B with the
secondary jet A.
The inventor informs us that he can

get eighty miles to the gallon with his
4 h.p. Douglas sidecar, but he does not
recommend so attenuated a mixture to

be used ; he regards sixty miles to the
gallon as satisfactory.

The inventor is desirous of getting into

touch with any manufacturer interested
in the design.

THE COLBRO VARIABLE
PULLEY.

DliSPITE its crudity the hand or foot-

controlled variable pulley remains
the simplest form of change speed

gear extant; and, for the many old direct

belt driven machines on the road, this

advantage probably outweighs its faults.

The Colbro was marketed before the
war by Messrs. CoUett Bros., 1, Railway
Buildings, South Norwood, London,

A handle-bar-controlled variable pulley,

adaptable to most old fixed-gear machines.

S.E.25, who have now resumed produc-
tion, and it is an example of this type in

its simplest form. Briefly, the outside

floating flange is moved laterally by a

collar internally engaging with a worm
on the pulley shaft. This movejiient,

controlled from the handle-bar, is claimed

to give ratios of 4 to 8 to 1 ; and by
allomng the belt to "bottom" on a slip

jir^g a free-engine position is also

obtained.

A new locking washer patented by

A. E. Bourne, 179, Alexander Road, Acock's

Green, Birmmgham.
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MAKING A SIDECAR BODY.
A Home-made Sidecar. How it was Made, and What it Cost.

V
8'

;;
.11 I

--f

'^Si

Figs. 1 and 2.—Working drawings for the sidecar body.

BEING in need of a light and comfort-

able sidecar body, and having vainly

searched through advertisements and
catalogues for one which would be suit-

able both as regards shape and price, I

determined to build one myself, and the

result was very gratifying considering
that the total cost, including upholstering,

amounted (in post-war days) to just

over £4.

A Simple Framework.

For the benefit of the many motor
cyclists in the same position as myself,
and who have a fair idea of wood-working
tools, my method of procedure is described
below, and, if followed out, should result
in a neat and satisfactory job.

The frame consists mainly of lin.

square section ash (or any suitable wood)
with a three-ply wood covering, the joints
of which are finished with a small wooden

Fig. 3.—Method of finishing the covering.

bead. Referring to the sectional side
elevation (fig. 1), the inner shape and
curves of the side members should be set
out on a wooden floor and small rough
blocks lin. thick secured at intervals of
about 1 foot along the curves, thus form-
ing a jig on which to bend the lin.
square ash.

Assembling.

While these pieces ai'e being steamed
or soaked, the two " formers " for the noso
can be made from lin. deal, and to these
the side members should be fixed with
2iin. screws preparatory to bending the
shape on the jig.

The whole should be framed up com-
plete with all stitfuners and the side
bracket pieces above the top member, as
.shown. It shsuld theji be covered witli
lliree-ply wood, securely glued and
bradded in position before removing from
b8

the ]ig. When completed, the two sides

should be joined up with ash cross-

members (as shown in fig.. 2), starting

from the back and working forward, after

which the three-ply covering may be
fitted as before. -Fig. 3 shows a good
method of finishing the edges of the
covering and fixing tne bead.

It sliould be noted that the front
portion of the covering finishes at the front
floor support, thus obviating the necessity
for handling a large sheet of the covering
material during the process of making
the curve around the nose."

Fitting the Door.

The floor is necessarily thicker than
the rest of the covering and should be
made of jin. matchboarding, tongued and
grooved. This precaution is taken t^

prevent mud and dirt working up between
the joints.

Before cutting the frame for the door
the vertical stiffener at the rear of the
door' should be firmly tied in position by
means of the cross-piece supporting the
front end of the seat. If carefully cut,

the pieces from the frame, together with
the three-ply, may be used after framing -

up, as in Jig. 4, for the complete door.
Srass hinges, about l^in. should be

used, and the door hung from the forward
edge, so that in the case of its becoming
unfastened, it is not blown wide open
when the machine is in motion.
The painting may now be undertaken.

After rubbing down with glass paper, it

is a sound plan to give the whole surface
exposed to the weather a coat of gold size,

which will effectively keep all damp from
the glue in the three-ply wood. _
About two coats of lead paint and four

coats of the final colour may be applied,
and, if well rubbed down with glass paper
between each coat, should give a good
flat surface.

—The completed sidecar body

If it is desired to line the body this

should now be done, and to those who.

are not experts with the brush, an ordi-

nary draughtsman's lining pen and a largd

French curve are of great, assistance. .

->*:

Fig. 4.—^Stiffening for the door.

In the case~ of a wide line, the outside

edges should be ruled in with the pen
and the intervening space filled in with'

the aid of an ordinary artist's brush. By
this method a first-class line may be,

obtained although it is a somewhat slow
process.

Finishing Touches.

When the whole is quite dry and hard,

,

one coat of good coachmakers' varnish^
should 1ie sufficient to give a glass-like-

finish and keep out all wet.
The upholstering is perhaps best left:

to individual taste. Horse-hair or cocoa-
nut fibre forms a very efficient padding, .

while Rexine (double width) has an escd-
lent appearance, and is easily worked.
One yard, if ' carefully cut, will be suffi-

cient, and when fitted, the edges should,
be finished oS. with banding of the same

;

material, held in position by leather-.-;

covered studs. -S

The whole, when com-*
pleted, presents a mpst;
pleasing appearance, as
clearly -shown in fig. 5,

Added to this is the
possession of that feel-

ing of satisfaction at
"something attempted,. r.
somethinn; done " whichi' A

I

follows completion.
The job is one which

should only be taclded
by those who have a
knowledge of woodwork.
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THOSE motor cyclists who have not
equipped their machines with lamps
must now think of doing so if they

ire to have unrestricted use of their

An Accumulator Lighting Set.
of Lighting Insfallalion.

A Well-made Example of tfiis Handy and Popular Form
mounts during the coming winter. The
Meteor electric lighting set illustrated
will, therefore, be of interest at the
present time. It is marketed by the

The Meteor accumulator

lighting set lor sideact

outfits.

The H.J. Two-stroke
\ Popularly Priced Addition

(o (lie Ligfitweigfii Fold.

^ LTHOUGH in the main assembled
"^ from well-known component parts,

the layout of the H.J. two-stroke

tows several instances of careful thought.

Oi extremely neat design of spring iork

pat. 21424) is fitted.

A 70 X 70 nrm. .Wall engine, Best and
Joyd lubrication, Amac carburetter.

Motor Trading and Garage Co., Meteor
House, Summer Row, Birmingham, and
consists of a large accumulator in a strong
metal case, a medium size head lamp of

very substantial construction with a suit-

able bracket, a small tail light and a

switch. When required for a sidecar out-

fit,, a larger accumulator and a ball type
side lamjj is included.

The solo set costs £6 6s., and the side-

car £9 9s.

Practical Experience.

We have one of these sets in use at the

present time, and propose at a later date
to record our experience of its service on
a sidecar machine which is used in all

weathers, and with which a great deal of

night riding is done. The head lamp
gives a splendid light, and so far the set

has given no trouble.

Now that accumulators are being de-

signed to withstand a reasonable amount
of vibration, this comparatively simple

form of electric lighting is becoming
deservedly much more popular.

Such a set, of course, depends for its

success on regular charging of the bat-

teries, and in many cases, where " con-

tinuous " current is supplied, this can be
done from the domestic lighting circuits.

The H.J. two-stroke. Otherwise built on
conventional lines, this machme embodies a new
design of spring fork.

be upper portion of the H.J . spring fork

showing the action of the leaf springs

i Runbaken magneto, and Roc two-speed
gear form the specification of the standard
model, which sells, with the usual acces-
sories, at £65. A single-geared model,
however, is produced at £54.

Componnd Action of Pork Springs.

Reverting to the spring fork, the photo-

graph makes its action almost self-

explanatory. Two curved leaf springs
replace the usual top links of the Druid
pattern fork, and by their design con-

trol equally vertical and horizontal move-
ment. Lateral . rigidity is maintained by
all cross shackle pins being of the float-

ing type and screwed up solidly with the

side pieces. The springs are adjustable

for load. Howard and Johnson, 19,

Hockley S.treet, Birmingham, are the

makers of both the fork and machine.

POLICE PREJUDICE.
DOES this really exist to the extent

the following would infer? In
some particular districts we are

afraid that, perhaps, it does. A corre-
spondent, who was recently mulcted nf

£17 10s. within a fortnight for two
offences in the " driving to the danger of

the public" category (which, by the way,
he denies), states that he was advised in

court by one of tlie officers to buy a'
small car, and he should have no further
trouble, " for there is a great deal of

prejudice against motor cycles and chars-

a-bancs." The same correspondent com-
ments on the futility of a system which
suspends the licences of well-known expert
drivers, and simultaneously grants them
to anyone capable of applying.

-9
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All letters most

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

I addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and most be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

COIL OR LEAF SPRINGING?
Sir,—Why is " Ixion " so liard upon coil springs as applied

to motor cycles ? I know nothing of the theory of the thing,

but my experience on a Wooler shows me notliing to com-
plain of. I find that my little 'bus can do 25-30 m.p.h. over

surfaces which no rigid frame can cover at more than 15.

I have ridden a 1920 spring frame maclune using lejf-springs,

and would much prefer my own. D. M. O'GORMAjS;.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sir,—We ourselves have come across an accumulator which

is free from the defects mentioned by your correspondent,

i.e.,; "The Fors " circular type, which has a positive sepa-

rated from the negative by a porous pot, and, moreover, has
rubber sleeves round the lugs and a rubber cushioning base,

which absorbs any vibration, and allows of free circulation

and freedom from sediment short-circuiting.

We have used this type on cars, sidecar outfits, and solo

mounts ; and with average care, as regards correct acid, dis-

tilled water, and careful charging, it has proved ideal.

The rough roads round this district and neighbourhood
have failed to dislodge paste or cause any other trouble after

many months' running. EARDLEY GARAGE CO.
Belvedere, Kent.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,—I am in agreement with Mr. T. C. Ridings's opinion

that an engine continuing to run some few revolutions after

the ignition has been cut off cannot be attributed to the
Diesel principle.

It is well to note that a Diesel engine starts almost invari-

ably on the first revolution, and from dead cold, the heat
being generated by the great compression of the air ; and it

must be remembered the oil burns and does not explode,. and
that the compression ranges from 500 lb. per square inch to
900 lb. per square inch, and over in some cases, with a tem-
perature at the period of full compression of'l,000° F.

If these conditions are needed to produce spontaneous co.'ii-

bustion, it is unlikely that the engine continues to run from
this cause. More likely it is caused by incandescent plug
points, or perhaps when the engine is hot (and this has
happened with me in the case of large gas engines), there is

a badly fitting screw or some pocket tliat can retain a small
particle of flame after the exhaust stroke, is completed. At
any rat.e, I see no evidence that the continued running is

caused by a reversion to the Diesel principle.

^ B. HODDINOTT.
MOTORING AND THE PRESS.

Sir,—Now and again one hears complaints of the strange
lack of interest shown by the newspapere in regard to things
which interest motorists, and especially motor cyclists.
Columns are devoted to cricket, football, racing (except motor
racing), golf, tennis, billiards, bowling, and skittles—every-
thing except motoring. Brooklands might be non-existen't.
The " Six Days," though tens of tliousands showed their
interest in its progress, was almost unnoticed. True, tlie
supposed " slump in the motor trade " is esteemed useful copy.
Every day ha.s its' paragraphs of motor accidents and the
conviction of law breakers for exceeding the sperd limit at
Little Peddlington, Left-hand drive aiid the abomination
of the char-ii-ljanc emphasise the dangers of the "Juggernaut

of the roads." Occasionally half a column is occupied with
the opinions (u&ually ill-informed) of " Our Motoring Corre-

spondent."
One wonders why this should be so. Motoring is the one

si>ort which materially increases production and provides
employment. Surely there are as many people who take
interest in a great motor trial as in most of the recorded
tennis tournaments, or golf competitions. Of"reourse, betting'

at Brooklands is in its infancy, and there are no tipsters to

reveal to anxious and expectant sportsmen the secrets of the

track. ,

Stoke Lacy. H. GEORGE MORGAN.
TIMELY AID.

Sir.—I should esteem it a favour if you would grant me
space in 'I'he Motor Cycle to thank Mr. Attwood, the A.C.U.
observer, for the assistance he gave me in repairing my
broken two-speed gear at Huddersfield in the A.C.U. Six
Days Trials. By his skill we were enabled to repair one
gear with parts of the other, and so I was able to finish the
journey by road instead of rail, though officially retired as

per time schedule rule. COMPETITOR NO. 2*.

Walthamstow. , -

LONG EXHAUSTS.
Sir,—May I trespass on a small portion of your interesting

and valuable paper in commenting on " Duggie's " lettej of the
2nd inst. He infers that long exhaust pipes are an abomina-
tion, and stupid, and that machines should be fitted with a
large silencer and short tube. Has he considered the various
machines manufactured with long exhaust, e. (7., Norton, T.T.
Rover, Duzmo., etc. '! I am sure that no Norton owner would
sacrifice his long exhaust for a "jam-pot" and "bit of gasr
pipe "

! I certainly do admit that nowadays many big towns
—particularly seaside towns—are infested by youtlis who dash
about on a noisy little two-stroke with a drain-pipe arrange-
ment iir the rear, under the impression that they look
"sporty," but they suffer under a delusion, and are more
bother than they are worth. A machine properly fitted with
a long exhaust should emit a dull deep throbbing sound, and
to aid silencing slits may be cut in the last foot length or
so of the pipe. - F.R.G.

Havant. 1

M.P.G.

_
Sir,—Verily " Disabled " must be a stranger to your adver-

tisement pages if he imagines that improvement in consump-
tion ceases at the carburetter, or even at frame design.
Whenever any remarkable feat in this line is accomplished,
does not ever}' firm concerned, however remotely, lodge its

claims in letters large and black?
I call to mind one case in particular, when in a recent

trial a rider obtained very high miles per gallon. This
.excellent result was attributed in turn to almost every
accessory on the machine, but I tliink the palm goes to the
makers of his tyres, with their " Why worry about the
increase in the price of petrol when you can reduce your
consumption by fitting our tyres?" The saving arises, no
douht, from the non-skid properties of the tyres, which
eliminate the small percentage of driving wheel slip which
always occurs, thcrebv ciitting down the revolutions per mile.

East Sheen
'

H.A.
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lYSTERIOUS NOISES.
^'SiT,—I read with interest " Duffer's " letter regarding a
TTsterious clinking noise caused by his magneto driving

i chain. I may say that mine does the same, but
rather worse, as it can be heard even when the cover is on.

[t only occurs when the ignition is two-thirds to fully

advanced, and only when the engine is under load. I have
tried various methods of stopping it without success.

Gibraltar.
' ANOTHER DUFFER.

A DISABLED MOTOR CYCLIST'S PREDICAMENT.
Sir,—I hope you will be able to find room in your paper

for the following tip, which I trust may be of some use to

disabled motor
cyclists. A few-

days ago I had
'the misfortune

', to break my ex-
' haust valve on

a'3J h.p. B.S.A.
(1912), when
three miles from

- home on a lonely
road. As I have
lost my riglit

"
, leg I did not
know how to get
the machine
home for a time,
but eventually I

struck the fol-

lowing i d e.a
,

, which I hope
. may_ be useful
to others. First

-
_
I removed the

. belt and buckled
-it through the
belt of my coat.
Then I placed
the free end of

the loop made
by the motor
cycle belt over
the front num-
ber plate, and
taking my
crutches found
that the machine
towed easily and steered well.

'; LEWIS R. OLDMEADOW.
THE LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR MACHINE.

Sir,—Now that petrol is so dear, and, what is more disap-
pointing, benzole, too, has advanced in price, we are hearing

^
a great deal about the possibilities of low-powered machines,
.even small two-strokes, as sidecar machines.
' The writers of these articles in favour of "flogging the
"willing horse " seem invariably to overlook the most important
item of eJI, which is the frequence with which these small
machines are bound to require renewal of parts.
They tell us that we can do 85 m.p.g. with sidecar and

;,passenger, instead of the usual 50 to 60 with our high-
-powered outfits, but forget that the little 'bus will proTjably
want new big and little end bearings in about 4,000 miles,

at best, whereas I have just seen an 8 h.p. macTiine which
has carried a heavy sidecar and two heavy people a distance
of 7,000 miles, and there is no trace of wear in any part.

The same thing applies to all the working pajts. Wheel
-bearings, transmission, frames, tyres, spokes, and a hundred
other things which give satisfaction when the small machine
is used for the purpose for which it was designed, _ will

certainly not stand the strain of hauling along such an
i

:^admittedly unmechanical contrivance as a sidecar.

A few years ago I did a lot of hard solo riding, and started
"" with a 2| h.p. single-cylinder. It was game, but could
bt stand the racket tor long. Then I got a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder two-speed. That was much cheaper to run, but still

required too many replacements for my liking, so I got a

V5 h.p. twin, with infinitely variable gear.

tThat was far and away the cheapest solo machine I have
Ver owned. Its extra power gave me all the speed I needed
do long daily trips ; it meant that it was always working
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A B.S.A owntr, who, although disabled,

pluckily overcame an awkward situation in

the manner described in the accompanying

letter.

well within its power, it needed decarbonising about half as

often, and scarcely ever required^ any new . parts. It did

85 m.p.g., 5,000 miles on a lin. belt, and 5,500 miles on a

26in. X 2iin. Rom tyre on the back wheel.
I think it is heart-breaking to see a 3^ h.p. machine hauling

a sidecar. ELDON.
Reading.

Sir,

—

J notice with interest your contributor's account oi

a holiday tour with a 2| h.p. sidecar outfit, and can person-

ally testify to the ability of a low-powered machine to give

full satisfaction in this respect.

My motor cycle, a 1920 2| h.p. Douglas, three speed and •

clutch, with a light sidecar and passenger, made two return

journeys from Leicestershire to Brighton in July last, via
Buckingliam, Slough, and Dorking, and on the second occasion

I did a • fortnight's touring in Sussex with Uckfield as a

centre, the journeys, including trips to Tunbridge Wells
over Crowborough "Beacon (twice), Lewes, Brighton, East-

bourne, etc. School Hill, Lewes, was climbed on four occa-

sions, the last time with an extra amount of luggage.

The particulars, as near as possible, were : Weight of

motor cycle and sidecar, 263 lb. ; driver and passenger,
294 lb.; luggage, 70 1"B. ; total, 627 lb. Distance travelled,

1,021 miles.

The only hill where foot assistance was necessary was on
the long hill out of Amersham towards Beaconsfield, com-
mencing with a very sharp corner.

Finally, the Douglas has 'done over 2,000 miles sidecar

work since delivery in May last, the tyres have not been
touched, belt required no adjustment till August Bank Holi-

day, and the engine, taken down once, required very little

decarbonising. J.G.B.
Jlarket Harborough.

A DEFENCE OF THE TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—The criticism of my article on the occasional defects

in two-stroke machines, signed "B3972," does not strike me
as being remarkable for its consistency. First, this gentleman
(who prefers a number instead of a name) accuses motor
cycle journalists, notably myself, of devoting too much
attention to the big four-stroke, to the exclusion of the two-
stroke. Secondly, he alludes to my favourite mount, "the
Scott"; and, thirdly, he proves to his own satisfaction that

I have had no experience worth speaking about with two-
stroke engines !

The fact that my baby two-stroke often four-strokes may
be owing to my inability to drive it properly ; but if irregular

firing with this type of engine can be eliminated only by
expert driving, it should be written off as a defect in the
breed. The two-stroke represents the machine for the
multitude, not merely for the expert two-stroke specialist, and
while defects sometimes, or commonly, exist which hinder it

in the fulfilment of that ideal, its advocates have no cause to

take offence at criticism keeping us alive to acknowledged
facts.

My article was written with a full appreciation of the
sterling merits of most two-strokes of the day, and there was
really no need tor " B 3972 " to rush off into defensive
glorification of the breed. It is not surprising to learn that

he regularly obtains 100 m.p.g. from an ordinary two-stroke.
As stated in my original article, I have regularly obtained
180 m.p.g. ; but, whereas any moderately-skilled tuner can
tune up any old 500 c.c. four-stroke to do 120 m.p.g., there
are, unquestionably, many tiny two-strokes which cannot be
induced by any amount of tinkering to attain 100 m.p.g.
The breed varies so very considerably that it cannot be
regarded as having attained the stage of settled perfection
realised by the four-stroke, and until the dud rider can
depend upon even running and low consumption from any
recognised make of two-stroke, level-headed criticism appear-
ing in the technical press is bound to reflect favourably on the
interests of the purchasing public.

The position as regards the two-stroke 'of to-day might be
summed up as follows : In some respects it is far and away
ahead of the four-stroke of the same c.c. ; in other respects

it falls far sliort. That its commonest defects are not
inherent is proved by the fact that they are not possessed
by all, and therefore have no right to exist in any. Retain
its superlative features, wash out its shortcomings, and the
four-stroke will have to look to its laurels. Improve the two-
stroke, and you wiU automatically improve the four.

CHINOOK.
i3I3
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MOTOR CYCLISTS AS OUTRIDERS.
Sir,—In Or recent edition of The Motor Ci/cle the employ-

ment of moi^r cyclists as outriders during H.iS'I. the King's

visit to the Isle of Man was mentioned as a comparative

novelty ; but, if this is so, I am afraid we are behind some

other countries in this respect.

Many of your readers who were in Cairo or Alexandria

during the war, and those who are permanently there still,

have watched the Sultan driving through the city in his

magnificent large red car preceded by a small " squadron
"

of soldier motor cyclists, who clear the way, and generally

act as an escort.

I also happened to be in New York during the visits of

the British and French Missions, and saw their respective

chiefs, Mr. Balfour and Marshal Joffre, drive through the

city on the occasion of their official reception, and on both

occasions they were very heavily and carefully guarded, not

. only by the detectives and Secret Police, who over-

crowded the actual car they were travelling in, but also by
a large number of police and detectives on motor cycles, who
certainly performed their duties most efficiently ; so perhaps

our Home Office might adopt this method of escorting

celebrities, etc., also.
- A.B.C.

Greenock.

AN INTERESTING RENOVATION.
Sir,—The photograph, showing a 1914 three-speed hub gear,

6 h.p. B.A.T.-J.A.P., somewhat converted to modern lines,

may be of interest to you ; it has now a " Jukes " three-speed

box, clutch and starter fitted, wheelbase being- lengthened

3in. to allow this. The " family " sidecar seats two com-
fortably, and was made locally to my sketches, being some-

Improvements to a 1914 B.A.T. described in the letter of

T. Cordery, who states that many pleasant hours were spent last

,
winter in convertmg his machme to a countershaft gear model

what barrel shape at centre to allow width for comfortable
seating ; tlie work involved gave many hours of pleasant
labour last winter, which has amplv been repaid.

T. CORDERY.
CONTRASTED "JUSTICE."

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to give a word of warning
to fellow motor cyclists whose pleasure or business takes them
through the village of Amersham (Bucks)? The local police
appear to be out to make themselves as unpopular and
obnoxious as possible, as the following details will prove.
On August 2nd I was proceeding from Kensington to

Amersham to act as timekeeper in a reliability trial organ-
ised by my club, when, within less than 100 yards of my
destination, I was pulled up by a constable, who abruptly
informed me that 1 was driving my Indian combination iii

a rrianner dangerous to the public. Such a charge was
ludicrous, as there was not a vehicle in sight nor a soul on
tne road, neither was my speed excessive or my driving
erratic. At the hearing of the case seven weeks' later the
piosccutioii called no fewer than four witnesses. Goodness
knows where they were at the time of the alleged offence!
In tile absence of a witness for the defence, all adverse
evidence was meekly accejited by the bench, and I was con-
victed and mulcled in the sum of £10, plus £1 costs. This
for a first olfenco

! Compare this imposition with the case
/il a drunken man driving a conibiii;itiiiii in Fenchurch Street,

BI4
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E.C., who was, at the Mansion House, fined £3! Surely it

is high time that such unfavourable comparisons should be

rendered impossible, and that rural benches are brought into

line with the more just bodies who mete out punishment
fitting to the oft'ence.

Take my advice (if you value the contents of your pocket)

and give Amersham a miss whenever possible.

ALAN W. DAY.

A MYSTERIOUS ACCIDENT.
Sir,—I have been much interested in the accident which

befell Mr. Boyce, as I had a somewhat similar experience

about five years ago.

I am a rider of the opposite sex, and have owned and
ridden a motor cycle ever since I left school in 1913.

At the time of the accident I was riding a lady's Douglas,
and I remember quite cleSrly seeing that the speedometer
was registering 35 m.p.h. After that I remember nothing
more until I hit the road with considerable force, and found
the back wheel of my machine buzzing round a few inchts

off my nose! Being rather a "lightweight," on picking

myself up, I found I was as fit as a fiddle, bar a bruise' or

two, the only damage to the machine being both footboards
broken off and sundry scratches to the enamel.

I examined the road most carefully, and found nothing to

account fbr the mishap. I had no " wobble." I was not tired,

as I had only ridden thirty miles. I have never fainted in

my life, and have nothing the matter with my eyesight. I

rode that same machine over 10,000 miles before I sold it,

and have never had a similar experience on that or any other
machine, and am at a loss to account for it.

In concluding, may I say that I, like " Fairplay," have
always met with the greatest courtesy -and kindness from all

motor cyclists on the road. I find they are always ready to

do the very best they can to help, and I, for one, am very
graceful to them. " DARDENELLA.

'

Beckenham.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
We have recently received so many letters of appreciation

of various garages' and manufacturers' treatment of their

customers that it is impossible to publish them in full".

This is a very desirable state of affairs ; and the only recent
complaint (irom Major Beadnell) refers to the abominable
treatment meted out to his Douglas outfit by a nameless
village repair shop. Messrs. G. E. Smith, P. H. Davie,
and G. K. Gibbs respectively praise the. work of the Belmont
Garage, Bournemouth, the Auto-Electrical and Car Engineer-
ing Co., Swansea, and Messrs. W. and L. Leicester, St.

Helens ; while Messrs. A. Clegg, L. C. Wakeman, W.
Lewison, S. J. Granfield, L. F. Barnes, anJ W. H. Good-
enough respectively report generous treatment from Messrs.
C. A. Vandervell, John Marston, Ltd., the Villiers
Engineering Co., A. Green (Manchester), the Electric Igni-
tion Co., and the Massey-Arran Motor Co. Further letters
on the subject of Mr. Boyce's accident continue to reach us,

but none of them so far contain a very probable solution.

\ BooK-s AND Maps for Motor Cyclists l-

J?sued in coninnction with Th^ Motor Cycle.

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard ba:idbook o- the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, their martagenienf rairi care.

Twenty-first Editioa. Just published

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
CoQtaining over 400 useful "wrinkles" rnd helpful

hints in regard t' motor cycles. Seventh Itdition.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
cf remedying any trouble when lound. Fourth
L'dition.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Se"; of three, complete in case.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot Road Maps ot England and
Wales," Scotlr.nd, and the London District. i^Jew

Kditioa. Just published

Price By
net. post

-/to

5/S

5/-

2ft

»/.«

C/IO
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CO, Tudor Street London, E.G. 4, oc ot leading Booliseller,? .nnJ

Railway Bookstalls.

> £:> ^•^:f^^^^c c
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subject*.

Angle of Magneto.

Will you please tell me how to

find out the angle of a twin
magneto ?^J.M.W.

If the degrees are not marked on the
- magneto, you mu.st measure the angle

between the leading ends of the two
cams. From this figure deduct 180°, and

, double the remainder. This will give

you the angle ' of the magneto. For
example, if tJhe magneto is one to suit a

50° engine, the angk between the leading
' ends of the cams will be 205°. Deducting
180° from this gives 25°, which doubled

-gives 50° as required.

Flat Twin Two-stroke.

(1.) What kind of magneto do

I require to fire a flat twin two-

stroke engine, in which both

cylinders fire together? (2.) Can
I UBe a single-cylinder magneto,

- and if so, how can I take two leads
'. from the same carbon brush? (3.) If

two such leads, are taken would they

fire both plugs equally well, or would
the plug with the minimum gap take

: all the spark?—E.Ci.

(1.) You require a special double spark

magneto for this engine. (2 and 3.) A
single-cylinder magneto cannot be used

satisfactorily.

Engine Vibration.

(1.) I have been troubled some

time with engine vibration,

which not only makes the

machine uncomfortable to ride,

but lias caused broken petrol

tank bracket, and several cracks

in'^ the tank, and I wish to check the
' 'balance of the engine. Can you teU
• me how to find out which is too heavy,

the piston or the balance weight? and
'.how much? (2.) If the balance weight

is too heavy how can it be most easily
" corrected ?—R.E.C.

The balance weight (at the same distance

from the main shaft as the crank pin)

should equal the weight of the rotating

masses plus half the weight of the reci-

procating masses. The crank pin, big

end, and lower half of the connecting rod
'.constitute the former, and the top ^part
' of the connecting rod, small end. gudgeon
pin; and piston, the latter. It is just -

.
possible that the balance weight is

too heavy, but in all probability it will be
the piston from which the weight must
be taken. We do not recommend yon
to make any attempt to alter the
ISalance—it would be better to returri the
engine to the makers, pointing out its

defects.

pipes,

Blowing Back through Carburetter.

I have just dismantled my 2^
h.p. two-stroke ' motor cycle,

crank case and everything, and
given it a good clean. Now
when I start the machine I get a

lot of blowing back through the car-

buretter, and I do not seem to have as

muci power as I had before. Hills that

I used to climb on top gear I now have
to finish on second gear. Apparently
the crank case is air tight, as also are

the cylinder joints and exhaust. I have
screwed up the Senspray carburetter

as hard as possible to the induction
pipe. Do two-strokes have to run for

a few miles after being cleaned to run
themselves in? When I near the top
of a hill, in top gear, just before I have
to change into second I get a lot of

blow back through carburetter.—P.A.C.
Blow-back through the carburetter of a
two-stroke is usually due to the mixture
being too weak, but it might be caused
by the ignition being unduly retarded.

During the cleaning operations, you may
have allowed a small amount of dirt to

enter the carburetter, and this has pos-

sibly partially choked the jet. If this is

not so, check the timing. The spark
should occur when the piston is on top
dead centre with the ignition control fully

retarded. You do not state whether you
removed the piston rings when cleaning.

If you did this and scraped out the carbon
in the grooves behind the rings, it is

quite likely that you will have to run the
machine some distance before it regains

its normal power.

Rear Light from Magneto.

(1.) Can a rear light be obtained

from a single-cylinder magneto?

(2.) If so, can you give me the

dimensions of choking coil gauge

of wire, nurater of turns and
diameter of core and length? (3.) To
which part of magneto should the wire

be attached?—G.P.L.

(1.) You can obtain a light from the

single-cylinder magneto if a low-tension

switch is fitted on the contact breaker.

(2.) The size of the choking coil would
have to be determined experimentally,

but a complete outfit is on the market,

and can be obtained from most of the

leading accessory houses. (3.) The con-

nection is made to the low-tension switch.

Conversion to Magneto Ignition.

I have an old gas engine with

slide valve ignition. The slides

have been faced up so often that

they are now worn out on the

ignition side through getting

scored by carbon deposit. Otherwise
the engine is perfect. I intend to fit

a magneto and to run it at crankshaft
speed. Would a Bosch D.A.2 open
'type suit, and would an ordinary plug
serve?—D.K.

Your question is rather outside our
sphere, but you require a single-cylinder

magneto running at half engine speed.

The D.A.2 magneto would not be suit-

able unless you remove one of the high-

tension brushes, and also the correspond-
ing cam from the contact breaker. This
magneto should run at halt engine speed

It will be seen that very graceful lines have been obtained in this sidecar designed by the

French firm of Gamier and Co., who are exhibiting at Olympia. There is a touch of the

nautical about the body, by reason of its pointed bow, its rounded stem, and its curved deck.

The workmanship and finish are excellent, and these may be taken as an indication of the

close attention that is now being given in France to motor cycle development.



Changed Engine Number.

I bought a motor cycle last

^ month, second-hand. There is

Y no year of make stated on the

-U receipt, nor did the seller com-

,
mit himself to any year; he

merely stated that according to engine

number it must be a 1913-14 model.

I found the cycle not pulling too well

and decided to forward it to the makers

to have it thoroughly overhauled. The
makers now advise the receipt of the

machine, but state that, instead of

engine number being 2622, as stamped

on it, the real number is 622, and the

model a 1910 one, a "2" having been

put in front of engine number by

some previous owner. (1.) Does this

constitute fraud? (2.) Could I legally

claim for the return of my money? (3.)

As the seller states that he was selling

the machine on behalf of another party

(whose name he refuses to give), am I

right in taking proceedings against him
as the seller?—J.E.

No doubt the engine number was changed
fraudulently, but you would have to

prove that this was done by the person

from whom you bought the machine,
before you could claim anything from him.

If you can prove that the number was
changed by the last owner, you could

legally claim for a return of so much of

your money as would compensate for the

difference in value between a 1913 and a

1910 model. You would, of course, pro-

ceed against the person who sold the

machine, as presumably he was acting as

agent for the actual owner.
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welcome since an expert to whom I sent

the machine for overhaul had failed to

spot the trouble.—A.J.G.

An Untraceable Squeak.

I had a similar trouble to that which
'R.P." describes in the issue of

September 23rd, and I traced it to the

cylinder. On removing it I found a

ridge of carbon round the top edge of the

piston, on the transfer port side, and
after this was cleaned off the squeak
ceased.—T.H.K.

EXPERIENCES REQUIRED.
" H.F." (Dublin).—2| h.p. . Coulson B.

as a solo mount, particularly with regard

to petrol consumption, cost of up-keep,

and hill-climbing. Is a kick-starter

advisable?

"A.W." (Bournemouth).—1920 2| h.p.

Wooler; reliability, power, and economy.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

WlSIlECH TO WOODFOBD.—L.V.H.
March, Chatteris, Somerham, St. Ives,

Cambridge, Chesterfield, Newport,
Bishop's Stortford, Epping, and Wood-
ford.

READERS' REPLIES. ^
A Remedy that Acted.

Three or four weeks ago you were good
enough to suggest a remedy for my
Enfield, viz., stronger valve springs, and
having tried the 'bus after applying it, I

am now writing to express my warmest
thanks to you for your advice. The
"cure" was instant and complete, and
worked a marvelUous transformation.
Your most valuable aid was all the more

Woodford to Nobthampton.—D.E.F.
Barnet, St. Albans, Redbourn, Mark-

yate, Dunstable, Hockliffe, Woburn,
Newport Pagnell, Gayhurst, Stoke Gold-
ington, Hackleton, and Northampton.

BlBMINGHAM TO BRADFORD.—O.S.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lich-

field, Burton, Derby, Heanor, Ripley,
Alfreton, Clay Cross, Chesterfield, Dron-
field, Sheffield, Barnslev, Wakefield,
Ardsley, Dudley Hill, Br'adford.

BlinnNGH.lM TO DONCASTEH.—A.F.J.
Erdington, Sutton Coldfield, Bassetts

Pole, Tamworth, Nomans Heath,
Measham, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Castle
Donington, Sawley Station, Sandiacre
Hill, Stapleford, Bramcote, Lenton, Not-
tingham, Mansfield, Market Warsop,
Cuckney, Wclheck Abbey, Worksop,
Carlton, TickhiU, Wad'worth, and
Doncaster.

A racing Uierml-Whippel ai

llie recent U.A.R.C. meeting at

Brooklands. Up to the present

this belt-driven alr-coolecl cycle

car has been classed solely as a
touring vehicle, but will, Its streamline body and a Ingh power-weight ratio it should prove a
speedy machine also.

SPARKLETS-

Tamplins in 1921.
Excepting for minor improvements tha

present model of the Tamplin runabout
will remain unaltered for 1921.

Instructions for Burman Gear Users.

A leaflet containing helpful hints
with regard to the popular Burman gear
box, and instructing users how to get the
best out of it, is now available. It may
be obtained from Messrs. Burman and
Sons, Ltd., Ryland Road, Birmingham. ;

Patents for Inventions.

A booklet recently issued by Messrs.
King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 145a, Queen
Victoria Street, London, E.G. 4, should be
of interest to those of our readers who
are thinking of taking out patents, as it

contains much useful information on the
subject.

The A.B.C. Skootamota.

The manufacturers of the A.B.C.
Skootamota .(Messrs. Gilbert- Campling,
Ltd., 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.l), state that their output
will be in no way affected by the closing
dovpu of the Sopwith Aviation Company's .

A.B.C. motor cycle works, as they are -

not connected.

"A Word about The Wolf." ';

A catalogue of the Wolf motor cycles
'

has been issued, which describes the '

2| h.p. Blackburne-engined model ; the
Model B, fitted with 2^ h.p. Villiers two-
stroke; and the Model C, fitted with
2| ,h.p. J.A.P. engine. Copies will be
sent to readers on application to the
Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd., Brick- :

kiln Street, Wolverhampton.
;

The A.A. and M.U. Handbook.
l

The new edition of this handbook for
'

the use of members contains a consider- ,

able amount of useful information to
motorists in a very small compass. In the
section devoted to the A.A. and M.U.
patrol system, mention is made of the
A.A. first-aid sidecar machines, equipped
with spares, accessories, and tools, and "

driven by mechanics. Amongst other '-

information is a list of 2,700 appointed ,

hotels and garages, and an A.B.C. guide
to the motor laws.

Electrical Equipment.
We are in receipt of the latest catalogue

of Hunt's motor cycle accessories, pub- ,

lished by Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd., :

H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, East
Croydon, Surrey, which includes details
of complete electric lighting sets and
lighting accessories.
A_ separate catalogue is also issued

dealing with Hellesen dry batteries. (We
have had one of this type in use since the '

end of March, 1915, and it still appears to
be as full of life as ever.) A separate' -'t

leaflet is devoted to the H.A.H. dry;f'i
battery hand lamp.

I
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A Motor Cycling Club for Thanet.

We hear that a club has been formed
for the Isle of Thanet district, and a

meeting is being held on the 14th inst. to

discuss matters in general. The subscrip-

tion is one guinea a year, and the hon.

sec, Mr. G. T. Vaughan, Minster (Kent),

will be glad to hear from motor cyclists

wlio are interested.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold a hill-climb

in the vicinity of Dorking on October
23rd. This will be the last competitive
event of the year. The Upton Challenge
Cup, presented by the Hon. Mountjoy
Upton, will be decided on formula and
will be awarded to the rider making the

best performance of the day. A prize

will be presented for the fastest time of

the day, while silver medals will be
awarded to the winner of each class.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

A challenge trophy and series of twelve
replica cttps were presented to this

centre by Messrs. J. Blake and Co., of

Bold Street, Liverpool. The first men-
tioned has been won this year by the
Warrington M.C. The Stalybridge, East
Lancashire, Bury, Bolton, Liverpool,
Manchester, North Cheshire, Warrington,
Burnley, and Widnes Clubs each have
one of the replicas (two, so far, are not
allocated). Hencp the many Blake Chal-
lenge Cup Trials held during the past
year in the North-western district.

Stockport 9I.C.

The results of the successful hill-climb
held by the above on the 25th Septem-
ber in Derbyshire are appended. The
event was particularly well attended,
attracting 102 entries, which very possi-
bly constitutes a record for a closed club
event.

CLASS 1.—1, O. E. Carter (Levis), Im. 53is.; 2,
Miss Cowley (Levis), 2m. 42is. ; 3, G. Hail Hallam
(Dreadnought), 2m. 49s.
~ CLASS 2.— 1, G. Cowley, senr. (A.J.S.),~ Im.
27is.; 2, Miss Cowley (Douglas), Im. 45s.; 3, P.
H. Boyd (New Imperial), 2m. 6|s.

. CLASS 3.—1, E. S. Abram (A.B.C.), Im. 164s.;
2, J. E. Cruickshank (Norton), Im. 19is.; 3, T.
Simister (Norton), Im. 19§s.
CLASS 4.—1, G. Cowley, iunr. (Norton), Im.

13is.; 2, E. S. Abram (A.B.C.), Im. 16s.; 3, T.
Simister (Norton), Im. 16|s.

CLASS 5.— 1, E. Bottomley (Harley-Davidson),
Im. 9ts.; 2, G. Cowley, junr. (Norton), Im. 14s.;
3, E. S. Abram (A.B.C.), Im. 14is.
CLASS 6.—1, E. S. Abram (A.B.C.), Im. 14|s.;

2. L. Smith (A.B.C.), Im. 30s.; 3, P. Cheetham
(A.B.C.), Im. 31s.
CLASS 7.— 1, S. A. Crabtree (A.J.S.), 2m. Is.;

2, G. Cowley, senr. (A.J.S.), 2m. 4Ss.

'CLASS 8.—1, G. Cowley, junr. (Norton), Im.
528s.; 2, T. Simister (Norton), Im. 46is.; 3, B.
Caldwell (Norton), Im. 57s.
CLASS 9.— 1, E. Bottomley (Harley-'Davidson),

Im. 23gs.; 2, G. Cowley, junr. (Norton), Im. 33s.;
3, T. Simister (Norton), Im. 38fs.

I CLASS 10.— 1, E. Bottomley (Harley-Davidson),
' Im. 23is.; 2, G. Cowley, junr. (Norton), Im.

32js.; 3, T. Simister (Norton), Im. 38s.
Fastest time of the day, E. Bottomley, Im. 9Ss.
SPECIAL PRIZES.—J. L. Cruickshanks (Nor-

' ton), best performance (500 c.c.) by private owner;
H. Wild (A.B.C.), best performance by private
owner); W. Preston (Sunbeam), best performance
(600 "c.c, sidecar) by private owner.

^eck-cn6 (Tlub Cvcnts.
Oct. Ift.—Bcrtcich'and District M.C. Annual

Dinner.
Oct. 16.—M.C.C, Ltd. One Dan Reliahiliti/ Trial.

Oct. -16.—Southampton and District M. and M.C.C.
Hill-climb.

Oct. W.—Corcntnj and Waricicksliire M.C. Rcli-
abiliti/ Trial and Closing Run.

Oct. II}.—Sutton Coldficld and North. Birmingham
A.C. Sutton Cup Trial.

Oct. -16.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Hun.

Oct. 16.—Glasgow Western M.C.C. Reliabilitij

Trial.
Oct. 17.—N.M.C.F.n. (Portsmouth). Club Run.
Oct. n.—Stalybridge and District M.C. and L.C.C,

Social.
Oct. 17.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run. «

Oct. 17.—Harrogate " Douglas " Trial.
Oct. n.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Oct. 17.—N.M.C.F.n. (Coventry). Reliabilitu Trial.
Oct. 17.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Club Run.
Oct. SO.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Club Run.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on October .

2nd, starting from Horncastle via Louth,
Binbrook, Caistor, Market Rasen,
Wragby, and back to Horncastle .(about
sixty-four miles). Although the weather
was unfavourable all competitors put in

an appearance.
The majority finished the course, the

winner being H. G. Jennison (2| Verus-
Blackburne), who made eighty marks out
of a possible 100, thus gaining for him
the Lincolnshire iSIotor Cycle Club Silver

Cup and gold medal. This was a very
fine performance, considering the state of

the roads and the difficult route.

A paperchase will be held on October
16th, starting from Wragby, Lincoln.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

A difficult course was chosen for the
trial on October 3rd, which eventually
proved too stiff for most of the competi-
tors, only seven finally reaching the finish.

Among the observed hills were Cowdale
and Snow Cop, where many met their

Waterloo. Very good performances were
made by the following : E. Bottomley
(7-9 HaTley-Davidson sc), H. W. Glen-
dinning (3^ Sunbeam), E. W. Wilkinson
(4 Indian Scout), T. Jessop (3| Scott), and
H. Alderley (3 A. B.C.). T. Close (8

Royal Ruby sc.) was troubled by back
wheel slip on most of the hills, while B.
Eadington made good climbs, but , was
heavily handicapped by the weight of his

8 Sunoeam solo.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

An interesting, although not- very
arduous, reliability trial was held under
the auspices of the above club for the
Harold Day and Kett Cups for solo and
sidecar machines respectively. The
course, which was a circular one of about
forty miles, had to be covered non-stop,
including two hills and secret checks.
The event attracted a good muster, and
was enjoyed by one and all. Results :

W. J. Hylands, winner of the Harold
Day Cup ; C. W. Carr, winner of the
Kett Cup.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

A reliability run will be held on the

17th inst. Start, Swan Lane, 10.0 a.m.

Entrance fee 2s. 6d. Entries close on

Saturday, October 16th, to Secretary T.

Mallalieu, 70, Gorton Road, Coventry.

Stourbridge M.C.C
A sporting half-day reliability- trial

was held on the 2nd inst., over a cir-

cular route which was covered twice,

non-stop, and included three observed

hills, namely, Hagley Wood, Shut
Mill, and Beacon ; a flexibility test was
held on the first named. This event at-

tracted foi-ty-eight starters, of whom
twenty-nine signed the timekeeper's sheet

at the finish. The team prize entries

included teams from the Worcester .
and

District M.C.C, Kidderminster M.C.C,
and the organising club. Rain fell

heavily up to the time of the start, thus

rendering Shut Mill and Beacon Hill

quite formidable propositions, and a

heavy crop of failures at these points

was reported.

York and District M.C.

- The York and District Motor Club

held their last trial for the year over a

fairly difficult course, including some of

the Cleveland hills and moors and the

worst portion of the A.C.U. Six Days
course in that district. The numerous
gates, rough banks, watersplashes, and

ridges across the road and a large quantity

of farmyard stock on the _ road were

responsible for practically all competitors

being late at the Checkers Inn, Slape-

stones. The day was fine so that the

competitors had a very enjoyable and
sporting run. G. A. Reed was the

winner of the silver rose bowl presented

by the Manufacturers' Union, G. East-

wood, a close second; getting a silver

flower vase ; W. Atkinson, third, a pair of

Cooke plugs; and G. Hannon, fourth,

a Cooke plug.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on October

3rd for the Blake Challenge Cup.
The route was : Burnley, Fence,

Downham, Waddington, Dunsop Bridge,

through the Trough of Bowland, Clap-

ham, Austwick, Giggleswick, Bracewell,

Colne, Catlow, to the finish at Lane
Head. There were thirteen starters, nine

of whom finished the cojurse, which was
by no means an easy one. The results

are as undernoted :

Blake Cup and Three Tyres and Tubes (pre-

sented by Messrs. Wood-Milne, Ltd).—W. Place
(3 A.B.C. sc).

Gold Medal (presented by Messrs. Zenith Motors,
Ltd.).—H. Pool (6 Royal Enfield sc).

Sidecar Lamp and Rear Lamp (presented by
Messrs. Surridges, Ltd.).—G. Swinglehurst t3'/2

Bradbury).

Gold Medal for best lightweight performance.—
E. Rigg (2^4 New Imperial).

Gold Medal lor best heavyweight performance.—
•r. H. Place (8 Dot sc.).

C5
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Olmiis to Cig^t Camps
Oct. 14th

16th
19th
21st

6.39 p.m.
6,35 „
6.29 ,,

6.25 „

A French Machine's Success.

Tlie success of the 2| li.p. Gillet in
gaining first, third, and fourth places in
the 350 c.c. class of the Liege-Paris-Liege
Trial augurs^ ^Yell for this comparatively
recent addition to the ranks of Conti-
nental makers.

Registration.

Bedford is the latest county to exceed
tile 9,999 motor vehicles allowed by one
registration symbol, and it has been
allotted the additional letters N.M.
Those in search of two and three-figure
registration numbers, please note.

A Widespread Misapprehension.

The similarity of mlet valve gear no
doubt leads many owners of 3 h.p. Enfield
machines to think that their engines are
of M.A.G. manufacture. This is not so :

these machines are made by the Enfield
Co., to whom all applications for engine-
spares, etc., should be addressed.

The Future of Wages and Prices.

Inflation of the purchasing power in
the hands of the public and restriction
of, or rather failure of, an increase
in output proportionate to wage advances,
are, according to an interesting eight-
page statement by the Federation of
British Industries, the real causes of the
prevailing high prices. Those who await
an imminent fall would do well to con-
sider an authoritative statement such as
that referred to above, which, although
it deals mainly with the so-called
" vicious circle," makes it very clear
that such a reduction is impossible.

Motor Taxation Regulations.

With the inauguration of the new
scheme of motor taxation, we may expect
changes in the method of administration.
Therefore, the Motor Legislation Com-
mittee's recommendations on this subject
are more than timely, and we hope that
the Ministry of Transport will con^sider
them a.s representing the views of those
who, after all, are most concerned in thfe
matter. ISriefly, they demand that' the
present freedom to register anywhere be
retained, also the system where the
identification number is allotted to the
vehicle and not the owner ; while they
emphatically condemn tlie proi)nsed addi-
tional registration book a.s neither neces-
sary, advisable, nor justifiable.

C6

Motor Cycling in Ireland.

Motor cycling in Ireland is not quite
on a level with the pastime in this

country. A reader recently was pulled
up very forcibly by a wire across_the
road, vfhich caused sevei'e injuries.

Milan-Naples.

The condition of the roads in this im-
portant Italian road race may be judged
by the low proportion of finishers—only
eight out of thirty-four starters. Miro
Maffeis (4 Indian Scout) was first, com-
pleting 893 kilos, in 22^ hours, an aver-
age speed of 39.58 k.p.h.

Brakes on Racing Machines.

Should racing machines used on Brook-
lands track be equipped with brakes, is a
question discussed in a leading article in

this issue. Attention has been called to

the subject bv the serious accident Which
occurred at the last Brooldands meeting,
when H. R. Harveyson was unable to stop

after crossing the finishing line.

Special jFeatures.

OVER WELSH PASSES.

A TOUR OF THE CORNISH COAST.

MAKING A SIDECAR.

A Sporting Club Event.

Commendable features of the one-day
trial, for solo motor cycles only, to be
orgaiiised by the M.C.C., are a compara-
tively late start and, an early finish.

There will be two non-stop sections of

fifty miles, and the start will be at Pur-
ley, at 10 a.m. on October 16th.

"The Springing of Motor Cycles."

A paper on this subject will be read
by Mr. C. H. Savage at the second meet-
ing of the session of the Institution of
Automobile Engineers on Octeber _ 28th
at the Chamber of~ Commerce, New
Street, Birmingham. A card of invitation

may be obtained on application to the
secretary, 28, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

PREPARING FOR EMERGENCY.
One could not seat six adults on a light car with the same comfort as has been obtained

on this James sidecarrier, which is equipped with five Tan-Sad seats. Incidentally, this outfit

was prepared in case a stoppage of the railway prevented transit to and from the suburbs to a

City business house.

.'*,

\ii,i
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POWER-ALCOHOL.
No more pressing problem exists

to-day than that of an alternative

motor fuel. The development of the

industry is bein? hindered by the pro-

hibitive cost of petrol and benzole.

Every motor cyclist should assist the

campaign in favour of a home-produced
petrol substitute. The Government are

beginning to move in this matter. The

first need is a suitable denaturant.

Aggregate Performances during 1920.

In the list of aggregate performances at

Brookands during 1920 V. Horsman
(Norton) heads the list with 92 marks. J.

Emerson (A.B C.) is second with 91 marks,
and W. A. Jacobs (Singer) 82 marks.

Imports and Exports for September.

September Board of Trade returns show
the very pronounced decrease of £43,010
in the value of foreign motor cycles and
parts imported compared with the pre-

vious month. The actual figures are :

Impoets.
Sept., Sept., Sept.,
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of
motor cycles 73 ... 188 ... 105
Value of
ma chines
and parts ... £11,002 ... £15372 ... £22,774
On the other hand, British exports have

considerably increased — 156 machines
more than the number e.xported during
August, and an increase of nearly
£25,000 in their total values.

British Expokts.
Sept.. Sept., Sept.,
1913. 1919. 1920.

.N^ umber of
motor cycles 1,296 ... 664 .;. 2,815
Value of
motor cycles
only ... £58,165 ... £44,514 ... £227,745

Value of
parts and
accessories .. £17,342 £29,244 ... £63,528

Total value ... £75,507 ... £73,858 ... £291,273

North-western Automobile Association.

The trustees of the North-western
Automobile Association are desirous of

hearing from the officials of clubs that
were afifilia.ted with it, previous to its

suspension. There are some funds in
hand which will be duly apportioned if

application is made to Mr. F. White-
house, 33, Market Place, Oldham ; or Mr.
C. E. Kettle, 68, Albion Street, Leeds,
who -wish to wind up the affairs of the
Association.

The Imperial Motor Transport Conference.

The 1920 Imperial Motor Transport
Conference, organised by the Imperial
Motor Transport Council, is to be held
during the week beginning October 18th.
A limited number of tickets mav be ob-
tained from Mr. H. W. Wyatt, the
Imperial Motor Transport Coimcil, Eoyal
Automobile Club, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.-l.

Several lectures will be delivered which
will be of general interest to all motor
vehicle users. These deal chiefly with
the question of motor fuels.

At 10.30 a.m. on the 18th inst.,

Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith. C.B.E.,
M.Inst.T., will lecture at the Pillar Hall,
Olympia, on " Motor Fuel Supplies and
Prices." At 2.30 p.m. on the same day
and at the same place Mr. Harold Moore
will lecture on " The Increased Produc-
tion of Petroleum Spirit," and Mr.
George Howell will read a paper
on " Petroleum Spirit : Distribution
Methods and Efficiency from Well to
Consumer." On these two occasions Sir
John Cadman. K.C.M.G., C.B., will
occupy the chair. On the 19th, at the
Pillar Hall, Olympia, Mr. John Wells
will read a paper on " Fuel from Waste
Vegetation," and Sir Charles Bedford
will read a paper on " Power Alcohol in
Eelation to State Control." In the after-
noon of the same day, at 2.30, Dr.
Ormandy vrill read a paper on " Why
Power .Alcohol is not yet on the
Market "

: and Mr. G. J. Shave will
lecture on " Some Results and E.xperi-

IMPORTANT DATES.

Nov. 4th- 13th—

International Aulon^obile Exhibition,

Olympia and While City

Nov. 29lh.-Dec 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec 26lh-27th—

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Lady motor cyclists who are keenly interested in Brooklands activity. (Left) Miss K. Don
(Zenith) and Mrs. H. S. Powell (M.T.)

liients with Alcohol Fuels by the Londoi,

General Omnibus Co., Ltd." At 10.30

a.m., at the Pillar Hall, Olympia, on

Wednesday, the 20th, there will be a

discussion on "Roads and Road De-
velopment throughout the Empire,"
opened by Mr. H. C. B. Underdowi

.

Papers will also be read in the afternoon

and evening of the same day, and also

on the Thursday.

Obscured Turnings.

Borough and county sui-veyors possess

considerable powei;s enabling them to deal

with the question of overgrown hedges,

bushes, etc., at cross-roads and bad
corners; but it is suggested by the A.A.
that local landowners also may do much
to minimise this danger at little or no
expense.

Revelations at Wolverhampton.

At the Wolverhampton meeting of the

I.A.E., Mr. Cyril Williams was unable

to read his paper owing to indisposition,

but an interesting debate on " The Racing
Motor Cycle " was opened by ^Mr. Green-
wood, the well-known Sunbeam designer.

Some of the points discussed were the

design of valve-gears for high-speed

engines, . aluminium pistons and valve

steels. Regarding the last mentioned,
high chromium steel was said to be very
satisfactory. iMr. H. Stevens (of A.J.S.
fame) raised some novel questions, includ-

ing the effect of the personality of the
rider and designer upon results. It was
mentioned that compression ratios of as
high as six to one were used for sprint
work, but were not suitable for road
racing. Is this one of the secrets of the
wonderful 2J A.J.S. ?

The Trial over Welsh Passes.

At the time of going to press we have
received an interesting sidelight on the
course chosen for last Saturday's Welsh
Trial, particulars , of which appear on
pages "^SO and 451. It seems that com-
plaints have been made by competitors
regarding the severity of the course, and
that Major Vernon Brook., the A.C.U.
steward for the event, came in for a
certain amount of invective on account
of the fact that he had previously seen
it in a semi-official capacity, and had .

approved of it. It is intere'sting to know
that Major Brook reported the hill fit

'Harlech as being almost unclimbable
when dry, and quite unclimbable w-hen

,
wet, and it was suggested by him that
the hill should be a bonus one rather
than a penalising one. Major Brook
makes this explanation in fairness to the
A.C.U. . which body had nothing to do
with planning the course. Ne.xt week
we hoj)e to deal more fully with the
severity of present-day trials.
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AUTUMN TRIAL OVER WELSH PASSES.
Four New Test Hills in Event organised by the Midland Cycle and Athletic and

South Birmingham M.C. Clubs.

NEW trials ground was broken last

Saturday by the sixty-nine competi-

tors in the joint event of the Mid-

land Cfele and Athletic and South Bir-

mingham M.C. Clubs. The course was

over the Welsh mountain passes, and in-

cluded at least two hills which might not

have been considered had not it been

planned for a summer trial.

A Process of Elimination.

Anyone who read the regulations and
conditions on the entry form must have
realised that the organisers had planned

to find winners for the many valuable

trophies by a process of elimination- with-

out the necessity for a secret check. It

was clear that a sidecar machine _ had
practically no chance of winning a gold

medal, as the loss of even one mark was
sufficient to place a competitor out of the

running for a "gold."' Probably this was
responsible for the comparatively low
entry of passenger machines (i.e., 13).

All the same no disappointed competitor
has cause J-o complain, as the regulations
clearly showed that it was going to be
the hardest one-day trial of the j'ear, and
that the notorious Alt-y-Bady was not
to be the worst hill on the course. To
fail on Alt-y-Bady meant a loss of ten
marks-; on three others the penalty for

failing was only five marks. Two of these
hills (Gough's Conscience and Whit-
worth's Grave) were narrow lanes deep
in mud for the most part, but presenting
no great difficulty so far as gradients were
concerned. Another (Urry's" Pet) was
steep and strewn with boulders that gave
it the appearance of a stone staircase,

and was considered to be worse than
Harden Bank in this year's A.C.U. Six

Days by those who had negotiated both.
It was so bad, in fact, that all -the pas-
senger machine drivers refused to negoti-
3'°. it.

THE TRIAL IN BRIEF.

Fifty-eight solo and eleven passenger
machines started; forty-nine and six

respectively finished.

The hardest one-day trial organised this

year.

Heavy mists and mud in the mountains.

Gold medals possible for only nine com-
petitors after Alt-y-Bady, one mile

from the staii.

Drivers of passenger machines refused
to negotiate one of the hills.

Reliability of modern machines proved
by every rider who finished; autumn
conditions reduced trial to a riding
test for expert drivers.

Competitors held up for twenty minutes
by excited anti-motorist.

The fourth new hill introduced was
the Eunant Pass, from Lake Vyrnwy to
the top of Bwlch-y-Groes, and could be
likened to Stay-a-Little in the 1919
A.C.U. Six Days. As it was perhaps
the only one of the four that justified
its inclusion in any but a sporting club
event, it deserves to go down to posterity
under' its proper name instead of that
given to it by those who planned the
course. On the route card it was down
as Boydell's Playground

—

a name, like

T. F. lilumfield (6 Ariel) and H. Green (4 Triumph) on the lower portion ol
Gough's Conscience.

Urry's Pet, Gough's Conscience, and
Whitworth's Grave, suggesting a joke of

which only the perpetrator knows the

point.

As the trial started and finished at

Llangollen, it was practically a three

days' onting for the competitors, the
numerous marshals and others who were
interested in the trial. They seemed to

fill Llangollen on Friday night, when
sporting prophets were offering ten to

one against any sidecar climbing Alt-y-
.,

Bady next morning. -

Saturday morning broke dull and misty.
Five-thirty by the sun on such an October
morning was very depressing, and there

were long faces at the breakfast room
window of every hotel in the town.
Long before 8—or 7 by the sun—Llan-

gollen was astir, but it might have' been a

town on a plain instead of surrounded by
mountains for all that could be seen.

Four Minutes from the Start.

Alt-y-Bady was the first hill—a mile
from the start—and it was in a very bad

.

condition.

It was certainly a severe test to grve

riders who had not been in the saddle
four minutes. The approaeh was deep in

mud, -as was the hill itself, •\vhile the bed-
rotk on the most difficult portion M'as as
slippery as ice.

The listless trees were shedding their

leaves and dripping heavy moisture when
Eric Williams, on a 2-J h.p. A.J.S.^^ took
the hill in his usual confident style. The _

first man up, he proved the hill was climb-

.

able, but
.
tliis brilliant prologue was-

followed by a less meritorious display, for

,

it was not until half an hour had passed
that a second rider made a clean ascent.

This was W. R. Brown (2^ Bown-Villiers),'.
who showed that it was not sheer power
that Alt-y-Bady demanded.

In the meantime there had been 25
marked down as having failed. Four
more riders completed the 350 c.c. class,

but no more were marked as V.G. (very
good).

Some Clean Performances.

The "over -350 c.c." class promised tc

be better, as was to be expected, and thi

successive clean ascents of G. A. Strangf
(3.,^ James), H. Langman (3-| Scott), A.
Wood (3L B.S.A.), and F. A. Largman
(3^- Ariel), led one to suppose that perhaps
after all it ivas power that Alt-y-Bady
needed, but three failures were recorded
before L. L. Sealey (4-^ B.S.A.) made the
seventh clean ascent out of thirty-nine
attempts. Fifteen more failures pre-
ceded the clean ascent by Q. Townsend
(3i P. and M.), who was the last of the
solo men to get up.

"The sporting gentleman of the night
before must have felt secure when one
after another the sidecar competitors lost
their chances of a " gold." True, J. L.
Stocks (4i Ariel sc.) made a clean ascent,
but his passenger was on the carrier, and
he lost marks on that account. Then
came W. T. Woodcock on a 3^ h.p. side-

car of the same make. His passenger was
normally seated. Woodcock occupied the
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Dropping down from the mountains obscured in mist, T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc.) runs
mto the sunshine near the western end of Lake Bala.

carrier himself, and ainid the cheers of
the spectators he reached the top—the
only sidecar competitor to leave Alt-v-
Bady behinB with a clean sheet. F. J.
Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.) imitated Stocks,
and gave culminating proof that what
Alt-y-Bady wanted, more than power,
luck, or even skill, was all three com-
bined with enough weight to prevent the
rear wheel spinning.

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) would
probably have made a clean ascent, but,
striking the bank, he turned over. He
was immediately bounced back again on
to a more level keel and, without assist-

ance, finished the climb.

"The Second Test ffill.

Two miles over the summit of Alt-y-
Bady was the brake test, then a dozen
miles of main road and three along
a nai'row lane to the second test hill

known locally as the BUaenllawes road
to Bwlch-y-ddar, but on the route card
as Gough's Conscience. The necessity
to change the_ name is obvious.

It prgved to be a muddy lane climb-
ing over the hills. as a near cut between
two main roads. On a dry day few would
have failed, but, as it was, it gave a
great deal of trouble even before the
•yitcR de resistance was reached. This
consisted of a rough and loose patch of
slimy stones and a stiff gradient, where
fully 90% failed through wheel slip

;

but H. Langman (3J Scott), who had a
partly deflated rear tyre, shared the star
performance with J. Westwood Wills

(2J Verus), who made an almost equally
good climb.
In another two miles the .competitors

were on to the main road again, but only
for a short five miles, then they were
directed through a gate, up another

,

narrow muddy lane, this time with its

surface sloping to the left—so much so,

in fact, that one of the sidecars actually
slipped from under its driver, and
finished its slide with the sidecar up
the bank and the machine lying almost
on its side. This was Whitworth's
Grave. As on the hill with the unpro-
nounceable name, it was wheel slip that
caused the failures, for those who safely
negotiated the grease on the first section
almost invariably failed on the hairpin.

As a contrast to this muddy lane among
the trees, the riders now had five miles
of almost trackless moorland. Every-
where the autumn tints were gorgeous,
and mountain furze was seen at its best.
Then more main road to Lake Vyrnwy
and across the great dam which has
turned a deep valley into a gigantic
reservoir.

The road along the lakeside had been
badly cut up by traction engines, and the
ruts allowed little opportunity for the
solo riders to enjoy the scenery. In four
miles the course left the water and the
submerged village of Eunant, and on the
next three miles the competitors learned
that a new pass had been discovered for
trials organisers of the future. Every
conceivable kind of surface, excepting the
kinds known to the average motorist, was
encountered. This was the Eunant Pass.
The gradients were not very severe, but
any machine that could be driven over it

at the schedule speed of 15 m.p.h. and
survive, at once proved its strength.
Half-way up, lying in a hollow, there was
a patch of rocks which protruded from
the " surface " at all angles, while the
track itself sloped acutely to the left—

a

place one would be wary in walking over
in weather conditions like those of Satur-
day last. Yet the great majority got
through—some only to fail a few yards
beyond on a few steep yards of mud and
stones.

The Summit of Bwlch-y-Groes.
The second section was undulating, but

mounting higher and higher after each
dip down. Every few yards there were
watercourses—some of them deep enough
to be termed watersplashes—and at inter-

vals bed rock, or loose slate or mud.
This pass joins Bwlch-y-Groes near the

summit, and a wide hairpin had to be
taken to get on to the famous • hill.

On the summit of Bwlch-y-Groes a
stopping and restarting test had been
arranged, but not one competitor failed
to do all that was required.
Now on to the lunch stop was an easy

run of twenty-seven miles to Barmouth.
Descending frflm Bwlch-y-Groes, sunshine
was encountered, .and the competitors
were able to look back at the clouds
through which they had come.
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An Almost Impossible Climb.

The worst hill had been reserved for
the afternoon. The coast road to Harlech
was taken immediately after lunch, and,
on arriving, at that ancient town, the
competitors were taken to the foot of
Urry's Pet. As before mentioned, it

proved to be worse than Harden Bank,
for its stone staircase surface was wet
and prevented wheel grip.

It was impossible to see who made
clean ascents and to define what was
a clean ascent. Certain it is no competi-
tor reached the top without using his

feet, but the way in which the spec-

tators cheered -C. P. Wood (3J Scott)

suggested that he had completed the

climb in a most meritorious manner.
Drivers of passenger machines refused

to try the hill, and, finally, were diverted,

but by this time most competitors were
nearly an hour beyond schedule, which
time was allowed to them.
Returning to Barmouth and Dolgelly,

the route now lay to Cross Foxes by the
mountain road which proved to be very
rough and trying. It was alleged that

at tins point an anti-motprist with a shot

gun held up. the tail enders for twenty
minutes, bringing these" competitors an
hour and a quarter behind their schedule

at the finish.

Speed Test in Low Gear.

A strong head wind increased the diffi-

culty of the climb over Dinas Mawddwy,
then came the ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes,
half a mile of which had to be taken as

a speed test in bottom gear. The
machines seemed very slow", and suggested
that the drivers did not intend risk

breaking a valve by unduly "revving"
their engine with so little to gain.

The day had taken its toll. G. Denley
(Velocette) had trouble with his ignition,

and failed to check in at the finish. F.

J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.) was taken ill and
elected to stay in Barmouth. A. Phillips

{2^ O.K.) was a sixteen-year-old novice
who found the course too severe. W, E.

Bird (2J jMarloe) had trouble with a wheel
spindle; G. E. Stobart (7 James sc.)

punctured, and discovered he had lost his

pump. He was delayed "so long that he
decided l^o withdraw. H. F. S. Morgan
(8 Morgan) was not happy about his

clutch, and went for a week-end tour
after the morning's run.

As regards the machines that finished,

a word should be said. The three AUons
entered completed the course. The only
A.J.S. was a 2J h.p. model ridden by
Eric Williams. P. Pike (25 O.K.) com-
pleted the course without leaving the
saddle. The Precision-engined Armis
machines were consistently good, and, aa

usual, the Velocettes created a favour-

able impression.

Of the larger machines, ^le Triumph,
B.S.A., Humber, Scott, Ariels, Norton,
and P. and M. all proved their efficiency

;

while among the sidecars the Ariels un-
doubtedly made the star performances

—

three climbing Alt-y-Bady without stop-

ping. T. F. Watson's 4 h.p. Norton
sidecar and B. L. Bird's 4i h.p. B.S.A.
outfit were never at a loss for power, and
H. B. Denley's Morgan once more
proved its reliability.

Of the organisation there can "be no
word of criticism. It, was excellent and
the arrowing perfect.^ There must have
been three officials for every competitor
and everyone knew liis duty, and did it.
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(1) B. Kershaw (2f Verus) commencing the climb of Bij

(2) B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.) in the mists on thfl

(3) G. E. Stobart (7 James sc.) at the foot of Bwlch-y-L
difficult portions of the Eunant Pass being negotiated!

(5) E.F.Goodman (2^ Velocette) an J F. J. Johnson
'

the hairpin at the bottom of Bwlch-y-Groes.
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; afternoon.

unant Pass.

of the most
(6 Ariel sc.)

negotiating

ii
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A Championship Meeting at Brooklands.

Several Five and Ten Mile Records Broken during

Progress of Hotly Contested Races.

GLORIOUS weather, an excellent pro;

gramme, a fine attendance, and the
breaking of numerous records all

combined to make the Seventh 1920
Members' Meeting of the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club a real success. At
this, as at all purely motor cycle race
meetings held by the club, the start and
finish took place at the fork, an arrange-
ment which renders the races both safe

and interesting, and is in fact the only
poseible place from which motor cycle
events may be run with safety and to

.the satisfaction of the spectators.

All the events were over a five-lap

course, and the following awards were
given : First prize, cup value £5 ; Second
prize, the club's plaque ; third prize, a
bronze medal.
The meeting opened with the Champion-

ship Scratch Race, Class A, for solo motor
bicycles with engines not exceeding
275 c.c. Jacobs, on his ancient, but stOl
highly efficient little Singer, had it his
own way from the second lap. In the
first lap Prestwich (Diamond-Jap) was
leading, closely followed (by Jacobs and
Eve (Martin-Jap), while Carryer (New
Hudson) was some way behind.

An Old Lightweight Wins.

In the next lap Jacobs led, with Prest-
wich second. Eve third,^ and Carryer
still in the rear. In the third lap Jacobs
and Prestwich were not quite so widely
separated, but the former increased hia

lead in the fourth lap. Results :

Speed.
1. W. A. Jacobs (2j Singer) 50.25 m. p. h.

2. J. V. Prestwich (2J Diamond-jap) —
3. P. Eve (2.J Martin-Jap) —
The Championship Scratch Rac?, Class

B, was well supported, and there was only
one non-starter. K. Don, on an overhead
valve A. J. S.,- showed his superiority from
the start, and at the end of the first lap
was streets ahead of the others, who
passed as follows : Prestwich (Nut-Jap),
Thompson (Douglas), Longden (Dot-Jap),
V. Longden (Douglas), E. Longman
(Wooler), Hull (VVooter), Temple (J.A.P.),
Weatherell (R.W.), Sparks (Douglas),
McNab (Wooler), and Watson (Watson-
Jap). Don forged ahead in the second
lap, followed by Prestwich, E. Longden,
Thompson, V. Longden, Longman, Hull,

'

Weatherell, McNab, Temple, Sparks, and

C14

Watson. In the third round Don was
nearly a lap ahead, the order of the next
four did not vary, and the runners up
were Hull, Watson, McNab, Sparks, and
Weatherell. Don's machine was misfiring

slightly as he passed the fork in the
fourth lap, but he lost no appreciable -

ground. The order of the followers was

:

Prestwich, E. Longden, Thompson, HuU,
McNab, Weatherell, and Sparks. At the
end of the final lap Don was more than a

circuit ahead of his competitors, and had
broken two records. Results :

Speed.
1. K. Don (2} A.J.S.) 63 . 78 m.p.h.
2. J. V. Prestwich (2j N.U.T.-J.A.P.). —
3. E. Longden (2? Dot-Jap) —
Also ran : T. Thonripson (2J Douglas), J. F. Hull

(2} Wooler), F. A. McNab (2^ Wooler). and R.
Weatherell (=1 R. W. Scout).

K. Don (2i A.J.S.) was successhil in

breaking records in Class B (350 c.c),

attaining 69'82 m.p.h. with a flying start.

The championship scratch race for machines
between 273 and 330 c.c. was also won by him.

Don's fastest lap was covered ac a speca u£ ;i.,jt
m.p.h. He broke the ten mile (Class B) record, stand-
ing start, time 8 min. 55.6 sec., speed 67.16 m.p.h,,"
and the five mile record, flying start, time d min.
17.8 sec, speed 69.82 m.p.h. The previous best for
these records was : 10 miles, S. L. Bailey {2? Douglas),
time 9 min. 16.8 sec; 64.65 m.p.h., and the flying

5 miles, the same rider and the same machine on tHe
same day, August 17th, 1920, time 4 min. 32 sec,
speed 66.18 m.p.h.

There was also a good entry for the
Championship Scratch Race, Class C, for

motor cycles with engines between 350
and 500 c.c. In this race, as in its pre-

decessor, the winner had it all his own.
way from the start and increased his lead

at the end of every lap, but there were
many retirements. All got away well at

the start except A. G. Sliller.

The First Lap.
Horsman shot ahead, leading easily at

the end of the first lap. He was followed

by Pope (Matchless-Jap), whose engine
was misfiring. Gayford" (Duzmo), Dicker
(Norton), Chawner (Sunbeam), Gard
(Norton), Martin (Martin), Smith (B.S.A.),

and Edmondson (Triumph). Horsman
was farther ahead at the end of the

second lap; and after him came Gayford,
Dicker, Martin, Chawner, Gard, Edmonds
son, and Smith. In the fourth lap the

redoubtable Horsman, who heads the list

in the 1920 aggregate performances, was
followed by Gayford, Dicker, Martin,
Chawner, Edmondson, and Smith, who
was passed at the fork by the leader, who
was entering his fourth lap. Gard gave up,

and Chawner retired owing to lubrication

troiible. In the fourth lap that fine old

rider, Harry Slartin, occupied second

place, with Dicker third, followed by
Smith and Edmondson. Horsman won by
a lap, and broke records.

I

m.p.h.

1. V. Horsman, 3i Norton (79 X 1°°. 490 c.c.) 72 . 79
2. H. Martin, 3,^ 2-cyl. Martin (64 X 77, 496 c.c) —

'

3. R. E. Dicker, 3i Norton (79 '-< 100. 490 <^-c.) —
Gem. Smith, 3i B.S.A. (85 x 88, 499 c.c) . . —
Horsman broke the 10 mile record (Class C), standing

start, time 8 min. 8.6 sec, speed 73.68 m.p.h.

Previous best : D. R. O'Donovan (Norton), time

S min. It. 2 sec, speed 73-29 m.p.h., 17th July, 1914,

and his fastest lap was covered at a speed of 76,91
m.p.h.

The Championship Scratch Race (Class

E) was for motor cycles with engines be-

tween 750 and 1,000 c.c. Harveyson was
down to enter for this race, but though he
had recovered sufficiently to watch the

I
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A Championship Meeting.—

racing, he was^ naturally unable to take
part in it after his narrow escape' the

previous Saturday. At the outset it

looked like being a ding-dong race between
Remington and Le Vack. At the end of

the first lap Le Vack (Indian) was leading,

with Remington (Nut-Jap) close on his

heels, Baldwin (Matchless-Jap) was some
way behind, and then followed Reed
(Dot-Jap), Martin (jMartin), Sawer (Ameri-
can X), and Cushman (Zenith-Jap).

Remington took the lead at the members'
bridge, and led at the end of the second
lap, with Le Vack close behind. Save
for Martin, who retired, owing to belt

trouble, this order of the remainder did
not alter. In the third lap Le Vack in-

creased his lead as Remington suffered

plug trouble, which he stopped and
remedied at the fork, pluckily starting
again. Baldwin was now second, and was
followed by Reed, Sawer, Cushman, and
.Remington. In the fourth lap Le Vack
still increased his lead, and the only
alteration in the order was that, the gallant
Remington gained a place, and was also

lapped by Le Vack at the fork. Le Vack
'won easCy, and broke two records.

Speed.
m.p.h.

1. H. Le Vack (7 Indian) 81 . So
2. O. M, Baldwin (8 Matchless-Jap) —
3. H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap) ,.r-r —

Also ran : E. Remington (8 Nut-Jap), G. L. Sawer'
{7 American-X), L. A. Cushman (S Zenith-Jap).
Le Vack broke the flyinp: five mile record, Class E,

-time 3 min. 32 sec., speed 84.83 m.p.h., and the ten
mile record, standing start, time 7 min. 20^ sec, speed
81.67 m.p.h. Previous best: Flying five miles,
C. R. Collier (8 Matchless-Jap), time 3 min. 35 sec,
Speed .83.72 m.p.h., irth August, igir, ten mile,
Standing start, E. Remington (8 Nut-Tap), time
7 min. 31.4 sec, speed 79.71 m.p.h., Sept. nth, 1920.

There were only six starters in the
Championship Scratch Race (Classes F
and G) for motor cycles with sidecars not
"exceeding 500 c.c. Horsman (Norton) led

from the first and got well away. O'Dono-
van (Norton) ran second in the first lap,

'and after him came Beach (Norton), Cook-
son (Norton), Chawner (Sunbeam), and
Smith (B S.A.). The veteran O'Donovan

H. le Vack (7-9 Indian), winner of the

Championship Scratch Race at Brooklands

for 750 to 1,000 c.c. machines. He also

broke the ten mile (standing start) and five

mile (flying start) records in Class E,

attaining 84'82 m.p.h.

took the lead shortly afterwards in the
railway straight, and kept his position in

the second lap, with Horsman second,
Beach third, Cookson fourth, and Smith
well "to the rear. In. the third lap
Horsman was an absentee, otherwise the
order was the same. The fourth lap saw
O'Donovan liors de combat with gear box
trouble, with Cookson leading, Beach
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second,, .and Smith third, in which order
the race was. finished.

Speed.
m.p.h.

1. H. G. Cookson (3* Norton) 56. 69
2. H. H. Beach (3* ."iorton) —
3. Gem Smith (3) B.S.A.) '. . —
The final event was the championship

scratch race (Classes H. and I.). At the
start Crawford's Henderson was easily the
first away, but the advantage gained
availed him but little. Le Vack (Indian)
had some difficulty in getting off. From
the' very first Davidson (Harley-David-
son) had the race to himself, and riding

a machine which, to all outv.'ard appear-

ances was a practically standai'd model,

he increased his lead lap by lap. The
order when passing the fork was : First

lap, Davidson, de Lissa. (Motosacoche),

Le Vack (Indian), Chater-Lea (Chater-

Lea), Bond (Zenith), Baragwanath
(Zenith), Longman (Harley-Davidson),

Dequin (Harley-Davidsoi)), Baldwin
(Matchless), Crawford (Henderson), and
L. Jepson (Zenith) who had considerable

difficulty in starting. Second lap, David-
son, de Lissa, Le Vack, Jepson, Chater-

Lea, Longman, Baragwanath, Lushman,
Dequin, Bond, and L. Crawford. Third
lap, Chater-Lea, Cushman, Longman,
Baragwanath, Dequin, and L. Crawford.
In the fourth lap' the original order did

not change save that Crawford was ahead
of Dequin. Result :

Speed,
m.p.h.

1. D. H. Davidson (8 Harley-Davidson) 67.47
2. O. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche) —
3. H. Le Vack (7 Indian) —

Also ran : H. Jepson (8 Zenith-Jap), E. C. E.
Baragwanath (8 Zenith-Jap), L. A. Cuslimaa (8

Zenith-Jap). S. E. Longman (7 Harley-Davidson), and
D. Crawford (ro Henderson).

Chater-Lea retired owing to a hole in the piston of

hi5_ engine. De Lissa made a very fine performance in

attaining second place, as he was the oldest driver in

the event.
Davidson broke the flying start five mile record

{Class I.), time 4 min. rg.2 sec, speed 69.44 m.p.h.,

and the ten mile record, standing start, time 8 min.
56.8 sec, speed 67.06 m.p.h. Previous best : Flying
five miles, D. R. O'Donovan (3^ Norton), time 3 min.
6.2 sec, speed 58.78 m.p.h., 22nd September, 1915.
Ten miles, E. C. E. Baragwanath {8 Zenith), time

9 min. 48 sec, speed 61.22 in.p.h., July 17th, 1920.

t

ExpeitsUned up for a tussle. Left to right : D. H. Davidson (7-9 Harley-Davidson). H. G. Cookson (3i Norton), V. Horsman (3J Norton),

K. Don (2| A.J.S.). and H. le Vack (7-9 Indian).

CI5
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CLUB NEWS. "^"JXfr
Sutton Coldfield & North Birmingham A.C.

A half-day reliability trial will be

held on Saturday, November 20th, over

a route in the vicinity of Birmingham,
and finishing at headquarters, the Royal

Hotel, Sutton Coldfield.

Berwick and District M.C.

The Berwick and District jNIotor Club

held a gymkhana on Monday, 27th

September, in the Home Park, Cold-

stream. * The following are the prize-

winners for the various events :

SOLO MACHINES.—Slow Race : A. Welsh. Egg
and Spoon Race ; J. Cumming. Potato Picking
Race : G. Gore. Slicing tlie Lemon : J. Cumming.
Slow and Straight Race : G. Gore.
SIDECAR MACHINES.—Picking up Potatoes :

J. Cumming. Changing Driver's Race : G. Gore.

Northern M.C.

The Northern Motor Club held its last

official event for the 1920 season on the

12th inst., and a most enjoyable and
successful day was spent, everything
going without a hitch. A picnic

lunch was taken, and the day's work was
commenced about one o'clock. The event
consisted of a speed hill - climb on
formula, the winner to hold the Ander-
son silver gilt cup for twelve months.
The rider to take first place was S. Bell

(3 A. B.C.), but not being an amateur,
according to the club's rule, he could not
claim the premier award. Thus the
winner of the cup turned out to be A.
Detchon (3 A. B.C.) The other awards,
which consisted of gold and silver medals,
were as follows : 350 c.c. class, Ist, A.

'

Cawthorn (2| Douglas). 500 c.c. class,

1st, S. Bell (3 A.B.C.). S. Bell also won ,

the 600 c.c. and unlimited classes. " C.

Armstrong won the 600 c.c. class for side-

cars on a 3 A. B.C. sc, and the unlimited
class on a 7-9 Harley-Davidson sc. The
fastest time of the day, for which a
special gold' medal was awarded, was
taken by Mr. G. Ross (3^ Norton).

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

In this club's speed trials on September
26th over a three-furlong course at

Penny-pot Lane, Harrogate, H. 0. Wood
(3| Scott) made fastest time of 17|s.,

while A. Stansfield, similarly mounted,
made a good second in 18s.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The following awards have been made
in connection with the concluding event

of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club, a reliability triel held in Co.

Wicklow

:

WALKER CUP.—J. Carville <4 Triumph).
FREEMAN CUP.—H. McAllister (A.J.S. sc).

GOLD MEDALS.-H. W. Nesbitt (4 Douglas).
J. Carville <4 Triumph), H. McAllister (6 A.J.S.
sc.),- A. Carton (4 Indian), and F. Holmes (3'/..

Rudge).
SILVER MBDALS,~P. H. Hurse Wi B.S.A.),

J. Browne (2% Douglas), E. McEntaggart (7
Indian), S. Woods (7 Harley-Davidson sc), P.
McCullagh (31A Norton), T. G. Henry (Sl/i Velo-
cette), T. E. (3reen (6 Enfield sc), A. Wayte (4
Harley-Davidson), P. Murphy (4 Triumph), G.
Daly (4 Triumph), T. Murphy (4 Triumph), F.
O'Connor (SM: Sunbeam), and Hon. H. Massey (7
Harley-IJavidson sc).

BRONZE MEDAL.—Miss J. Moppett (6 Campion
sc).

North London M.C.C.

Here is a novel idea which worried club

secretaries may be able to use to relieve

the monotony of ordinary events. Par-
tially hide by the roadside within a

prescribed area of about two miles radius,

six cardboard boxes of medium size.

Despatch competitors from the centre of

the selected area, and give them seventy-
five minutes in which to find the boxes.

Members of the North London M.C.C.
found that this was easier said than done,
but the scheme provided an excel-

lent afternoon's sport._ The three prizes

kindly presented to the club by the DoUis
Automobile Co., of Finchley, were secured
by N. E. Hughes (3^ Suiilaeam sc), R.
L. Richardson (3J; Rudge-multi), and F.
Roberts (3 A.B.C.).

Bromley M.C.C.

A motor cycle club as above has been

formed for" motor cyclists in Bromley

(Kent) and district. It is proposed later

to affiliate to the A.C.U. The head-

quarters are the Crown and Anchor, Park

Koad, Bromley, Kent.

N.M.C.F.U. (Rotherham).
All members and anyone interested in

motor cycling are asked to atterid a

special meeting, to be held in the

Y.M.C.A., Howard Street, Rotherham,
on October 15th, at 7.30 p.m.

Northern M.C.
Amongst many of the social events

arranged for by this club for the coming
winter, one of the most important will

be a " Bal Masque " and Confetti Carni-

val. The motoring spirit of the club

should suggest many novel forms of cos-

tume, and it is expected that makes of

machines, accessories, tyres and various

carburetters will be well represented.

Particulars may be had from the honorary
secretary. A fixture card has been drawn
up for these events and seasonable runs

arranged for. Indoor games will be in-

troduced into the club room, and alto-

gether a very enjoyable programme is

assured for the coming winter.

North Cheshire M.C.C.
At the time of going to press we learn

that the best performances in the recent

reliability trial referred to on page 447

were made by E. Bottomley (Harley-
Davidson) and T. Jessop (Scott), who tied

for firet place. Two cups of equal value J
(one presented by Mesrs. Blake and Co.

and one by Miss Littlehales and Miss
Ferguson) having been offel'ed for the

first and second best performances, it was
decided that no distinction should be made
with these cups, one each being awarded
to the two who tied. The course was a
stiff one, and included Cowdale.

20 M.P.H, AVERAGE.
Not so easy as it at first appears if Road-Manners are studied.

AN average speed of 20 m.p.h. eeeme
so ridiculously easy that many
motor cyclists in planning a journey

seldom trouble to set themselves a

schedule. Yet the ordinary sidecar driver

has difficulty in averaging 20 m.p.h.
between two towns at comparatively short
distances apart. With a solo machine a
higher average than with sidecar is

possible, especially when a large amount
of traffic is encountered, on account of
its lesser bulk.
The writer regularly drives -a sidecar

between two towns situated twenty miles
apart, and finds that to cover the journey
iji the hour and at the same time drive
considerately calls for a good deal of wide
throttle on the open road.

During a recent trip careful observations
were made. to arrive at the reason why
40 m.p.h. was necessary for the major
pari of the journey in order to average the
legal limit, and it is ea.sy to appreciate
how much time is absorbed in getting out
of one town and entering the other.
On the particular trip in question, for

the first half-mile several schools had to

ci6

be passed at a time when the pupils were
leaving. Following this a spurt was made
to pick up lost time. Then came a

crowded shopping centre, A tram
terminus called for a drop to 5 m.p.h. for

half a mile, and another half-mile stretch
was through traffic, followed by a similar

distance of comparatively clear road.
The main road was reached by several
side streets and corners. This made a
total of three and a half miles covered in

21m., leaving sixteen and. a half miles to

do in 39m. Thirteen miles of this

distance is on a good main road with two
villages and a dangerous cross road, which
made three half-mile sections to be
traversed at not more than 15 m.p.h.
average. The eleven and a half miles of
open road therefore was divided into, four
sections, eacli approximately three miles
long. By reference to the table which
follow.s it will be seen that the last tlu-ee

and a half miles occupied 16im., which
left a balance of time for the eleven and
a half miles of open road of 16i-m. also.
So each of the four "fast" sections of
three miles (approximately) had to be

covered at an average of 41.9 m.p.h.
Taking into account the time required to
get up to a high speed and that lost in
decellerating at the end' of the stretch,
it will be understood that during these
tiiree-mile stretches a maximum speed of
at least 45 m.p.h. is necessary. It is not
every sidecar machine that can do 40 m.p.h.

^

Speeds
Distance. (Avei age). Time.

p J mile 10 m p.h. 3
3 mias, ~

o * „ 20 n „

.So 1 ::

10

5

. 3 „
6 „

ss; i „ lO 3 „

c * „ CO h :,

W i ,
10 . 3 .,

r ij „ 15
41.9'

6 „
I6i „

I „ 15 4 „

.3d" i ,. 10 3 „
ago I „ 15 4 „
^az i „ 20 li „

i „ 15 4 „

Total S 20 ,, 20 „ 6o ,,
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The unique reliability of the

is shown by the following successes (among many others) in 1920

Internationa! Six Days
Scottish Six Days
English Six Days 3 Gold Medals

{fastest passenger machitie in Hill Climb.)

Morgan Motor Ltd, Malvern Link.

3-9-90.

''With regard to my three hours' ride at

BrooMands yesterday when I pvt up Records
in Class F, I really must say how impressed
i was by Oic manner in which my machine
stood up to Tlie strain. Although it was
raining tJie whole time, I did not have'a single

misfire, neither was there any signs of belt

slip. The track was, of course, very wet, and
quite nasty in pa'is, and yet I belitve I
experienced no back wheel slip at all. This
I attribute to the spring frame. Considering
the bad conditions tny ride was a very cotn-

fortablc one. I miist say I consider that

your spnng frame is ideal for ^peed worla.

It is a pity tfie weather became ultimately too

had for me to continue, as it would have been
so interesting to see how long I could liave

kept going at tliat speed and with the engine
working against such a colos'^al load."

M. G. Breeze {Capt.).

TT
Three Models, 95 to 118 Gns.

Early delivery through Agents
everywhere.

YOU NEED
=A SPRING FRAME !=

C You cannot thoroughly enjoy motor
cycling, you cannot get the service you
ought from your mount unless it has a
spring frame. The

COULSON-B
stands out from all motor cycles in being perfectly
sprung—its suspension, with its equal distribution
front andrear and both sides of the machine is that of
a car, and gives the same full measure of protection
from road shocks. With the Coulson spring frame
you may ride with pleasure and impunity in con-
ditions that with a rigid mount would be out of
the question.

LATEST COULSON B SUCCESS.

Reliance Cup Silver Medal
(HigJi^t Award Jo any 2^ h.p.)

Other 1920 awards 6 Gold, 5 Silver Medals

FOUR WORLD'S RECORDS.

F. Aslett Coulson

Engineering Co.
.168, Regent Street,

I London, W. 1. I

(Gerrard 356).

Albion Works, King's
Cross, London, N 1.

(North 673).

In aivwarinrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." CI9

m
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^^The Bradbury=

The Machine par

EXCELLENCE for

HILL CLIMBING

and RELIABILITY.

Read the Testimony of a rider of the Bradbury :-

Mr. E. W. Aldridge, 91, Queen Victoria St.

,

London, E.C., writes :-

"About 6 months ago I bought one of your

4 h.p. machines fitted with a heavy side car.

Have done about 3,000 miles always with a

load of 4 up—average weight 30 stone exclu-

sive of baggage. It hardly seems fair to

tax an old 4 h.p. engine with this load, but,

never the less I have not once been stuck on

any hill in the South, and, in fact, I am so

pleased with the outfit that the lot has been

taken down to be thoroughly overhauled and
re-enamelled. It might interest you to

know that on examination of the engine there

is prachcally no trace of wear. I have ridden

two brand-new outfits but they do not come
up to this old ' Bradbury ' for hill climbing

and reliabihty—it never goes wrong."

The 4 h p. Bradbury, fitted with 3 speed gear, cork clutch

k'ck-starter, ani cVain drive.

BRADBURY & CO.,
LIMITED,

Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
/'lease write /or List and Name ol nearest Agenl.

ideal wear
for the motor cyclist !

9306 Tan Leather Wais'.coat, asillbslrat-

ed, single breasted, two pockets
£5 5 each.
2737/95 Ditto

2218 Chamois Leather Waistcoat, Iigh*

and comfortable, Fing'e breasted, cu*

specially lonj with windproof sleeves,

£6 6 each.

934! Tan Leather Waistcoat, double
breasted, turned fronts, four pockets
with flips, lined wool. £5 15 6 each.

. 2165 Wool Carditan. all colours, single

breasted with sleeves and two pockets,

delightfully comfortable and warm
from 2 2 each.

We specialise in equipment for
the motor cyclist and are always
happy to quote for any garment
made to a customer's ownideas.

230 /80 Tan Leather Smock, single

breasted with wind flap, lined

sateen £8 8
2i43/80Smockmadeof fle3ce£3 3

nth fixed Tad
£7 7 .0

5

without sleeves,
£4 4 each.

2993 Frieze Jacket
leather liiine ... -.

2993a Detachable Leather
1 nine £8
291a Lined Fleece ... - £5

From Stock only.

3773 Aviation Cap in best Tan or Black

Chrome Leather,^ with best quality

Nutria Fur peak, curtain and chin 'sU"ap

lined Chamois £3 3
With Chin Muff.. .. £4 4 p
5773a Similar design to above, but with

extra deep curtain at back £3 10
Silk head lining, quilted fCapok, for bigb

altitudes 10/6ex'r8.
1844 Racing Cap. Fits tight to headi

Pads screen ears from wind and form

protection in case of accident. In leather

or tweed of any colour. I ned silk 21/-

53 1 9 In Waterproof material. 12/6
In crash or ho.land for summer-wear 8 6

• We are always ready to quote for or :

• make articles to customer's own:
: ideas. Our long experience as I

\ Equipment Specialists enables us to \

i advise with authority and quote •

: with economy. >

|

Write for our Motor CycU Ciolhing
Catologue sent Post - Free on request.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST

359-361, Euston
GLASGOW .

.

Road, London, N.W.I

72, St. Vincent Street!

!n answcrinij these uilvcrtiseiiieiils it is i/esiralile to ition "The Motor Ci/de.

M
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Yours for the asking I

u-^

A LEATHER PLUG CASE
FREE OF CHARGE.
Y^OU can obtain this fine leather plug

^ case, free of charge, providing you

purchase two Simms "Non-Soot" Plugs.

A couple of good plugs costs 10/- in any

circumstances, but if you buy Simms

(and you cannot do better) you also get

a strong pigskin case in which to keep

them. You will find tliis case protects

your plugs from injury. There will be

no more cracked insulators; no more

bent contacts. And it is yours,' gratis.

But you must place your order quickly,

as the number available is limited.

If your dealer cannot supply from stock,

write direct, stating if plugs are to have

single or twin points, and Metric or

American threads, and post to us with

remittance.

PRICE

:

I

Case complete with 2 Simms "Non-Soot "
j

Plugs, -10/-. Obtainable from all good
j

dealers. :

SIMMS MOTOR UNITS (1920) LTD.

Percy Buildings, Gresse Street,

Rathbone Place, London, W.L

Simms "Non-Soot" Plugs

BENETFINKS
« The City^s Own Store."

GreatAutumn Sale
NOW IN FULL SWING.

Bargains in Horns, Pliers, Span-
ners, Lighting Accessories, etc.

Special clearance of
bulb borns, all shapes
and sizes. Many of

these are worth 25 /-

All black finish.

Lot 400

MOTOR
CYCLE
BULB
HORNS.

I

A good .

selection of
|

I
MECHANICAL

Lot 323. MOTORISTS' PLIERS.

Lot 405

HORNS
at 12/11 I

and 7/11.

Well worth I

your notice. I

See page 8

I
of catalogue

|

I
sent free. .

L-i __ »_ _—

J

MOTOR CYCLE BOX SPANNERS

Large bulbs and deep notes -ffS /O I
Postage gd. Sale price "»/ 3 I

B80 assorted Sin. and Tin.
Combination Pliers, Burner
Grip, Double Cutter.
Sale 2/^i Usual Prices /9
Price * *2 Post 4d.

r e
Lot 406

MOTOR
CYCLE
PETROL
FUNNELS
2,000 assorted
round and oval.

Tin, and with
gauze strainer.

Sale price 7 1 #1
Post 4d. •

"g"***

1 , 550 sets hardened steel box spanners, giving 6 sizes
complete with tommy bar. Sale Price "t /7JL
Usual Price 2/6 Postage 3d. */ "g

ELECTRIC Lot 332.

REARUGHTS
FOR MOTOR
CYCLES.

125 only {as illustra-

tion). Black or nickel
finish, ta^s standard
small bayonet bulb,

beautifuiiy finished.
Sale Price Q/Q

Usual Price 12/6 •'/ *'

Post gd.

Lot 328 ELECTRIC MOTOR CYCLE HEADLIGHTS
85 only* Solid brass, heavily nickelled,
3in. lens, detachable bulb holder, takes S.B.C.
bulb. Sale Price 21/9 Usual Price 27/6

Post gd.

Lot -30

150 SOLID
ALUMINIUM

SIDECAR GAS
LAMPS

Taper back, 2jir. front-

Sale Price 7/11
Post gd. '/ "
Usual Price 11/6

SPECIAL— Lot 410

MOTOR CYCLE PANNIER BAGS
86 only. Armoured pannier bags. Size
7 X 3i X 3, lined fibre. Complete with clips for

fixing to carrier. Sale price C/H
Usual price 8/9 Post gd. •»/

SEND FOR SALE CATALOGUE-Post free on request

BENETFINKS,
In answering these advertisements It Is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

107, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.C.2,

C23
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IGRINPEiXTI
«««•»•«'•<

4, Broad Street, READING.
V NEW MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

1920 Triumph and Sidecar .

.

.

.

.... .

.

1920 Norton Big 4 and Sidecar
1920 B.S.A. 41 h.p. and Sidecar
1920 Ariel SJh.p. and Sidecar
1920 Enfield 8 li.p. and Sidecar .. ..

1920 Mantinsyde 6h.p. and Sidecar ..

1920 Matchless and Sidecar. Dynamo lighting
1920 Clyno 2ih.p.

1920 Cedos 2ih.p. ..

1920 Zenith 4/5 h.p., model C
1920 Zenith 6h.p., Sports model .. ,. .. .,

1920 Zenith 8 h.p.. Clutch model
1920 New Hudson 2|h.p.
1920 A.B.C. 4-speed ..

1920 O.K ..

1920 P. and M. .. .. .. ....
1920 Calthorpe Jap .. .. .. ..

1920 Levis .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SECOND-HAND
1920 A.B.C. ..

1920 Calthorpe Jap .

.

.

.

.

,

1920 Cedos .

.

1920 Clyno ..

1920 Sporting Norton Big
1920 Sporting Norton and Sidecar

Hot Stuff..
1920 O.K.
1920 Francis -Barnett

MOTOR CYCLES.

4 engine and Sidecar .

.

.

.

Winner of many Medals. Really

. £182 10s.

£179
£149

, £157 10s.

£175
£170
£235
£75

£73 10s.

£123
£139

. £162
£75

£150
£50 8s.

£115
£78 5s. 6d.

£60

lis gns.
57 gns.
57 gns.
59 gns.
135 gns.

145 gns.
42 gns.
74 gns.

BIGGEST DEALERS IN THE SOUTH.
('Phone 1024 Reading).

in ansiveii/Kj l/ils aiJocrliscincnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Ariel.

t EIEL Combination, C.B., 3-speed countershaft,

i. K.S., lamps, horn, etc.; £65; exchange Douglas.

-141. Mertoh Ed., Wimbledon. [4353

i KIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, bought new
1 10 d;ivs tigo ;it £180, sicf-ept £150 for immediate
ile.-Roland, 299a, West Green Ed., Tottenham, N.15.

[4132

920 6-7h.p. Ariel and new poaehbiiilt sidec-ar. wind
screen, Cowey speedometer, absolutely new con-

tion: tiial pleasure; £165.—Liugwood, Brandon.
-

[4526

920 Aiiel 3Vi;h;p. Combination, absolutely as new in

everr respect, verv low mileage ;
great bargain,

30 sns.—Julian, 84, Eioad St., Eeading. - 'ri'n-ie:

i

324. [4872

LEIEL 1920 3V-;h.p., Henderson sidecar, Luras light-

ing, Iirand new Cowey speedometer and horn, mile-
S '.e 600; £135.—Wooldridge, Marston, York Ed.,

j

'oking.
,

[4304

'
- ONGMAN Bros., Bond St., Ealing, 'phone: 689,

I

-^ special Ariel agents; immediate delivery ol all

, odels. new and sei-nnd-hand ; e:ichauges considered;
riel repairs a speciality. [4718

920 Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p., new condition, small
mileage, wind screen, hood, mirror, horn, spare

»lt, tube, etc. : reasonal>le oifer accepted.—Ariel, 6,

alcon Place, VTorkington. (D) [3765

k EIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chain

i
V models whirh will be the Eolls-Royce of motor
cles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert
Rochdale Ed., Harpurhey. Manchester. - [8231

kElEL. 1920, brand new 6-7b.p. twin combination,
* in stock at list price. £177/10; extended terms

d^^«irell.—Elie and Co.. 15-16. Bishnpsgate Av.,
( (imomile'St., E.C.3. 'Phone:' Avenue 5548. [p07a

920 Ariel Combination, 3V2h.p., delivered May.
Jauips, accessories, spares, Cameo screen, pillion,

i e., well run in as new; owner buying car: £145.—
I iry, Saxondale, Orlando Drive, Carlton, Nottingham.
I

" [3775
920 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, new 31/7/20, 10

,

months' tliird party and pillion insurance, 3 new

I

vufifd lamps. Easting screen, Terry's spring links.

I
iiith's horn; othcev ordered India; £170,—Broadwav

' irnge. King's Rd., Fleet, Hants. [3770

4rno.

New &Second-Hand

Cash or Deferred Payments.

A thi^d purchase with order—
balance in 8 monthly instalments,

Plus TJ

tRNO 3Vjh.p. Combination, condiiion good; £60.

~

Austin. Ilootun anti Richardson. Ltd., Raynes
irk, S.W.19. 'Phone : Wimbledon 1930. [4429

h.p. Arno 1913 2-speeii Comtiination. all aceepsorie?.
'•

; perfei't condition, stored 4 years, any trial: £58.
;mding iasuraure.—49, _Gral!am ltd., Dalston. . [4198

Athlone.
'mijOTXF. Sh.p. Tivin. clutch, H. .and B., ma?., neiv

I- rear Dnnlop, in good running order; first M.O.
: £24 secures.—Treebv, Boar's Hill, ne-ir Oxford.

[3700

AutoWheels
17ALL Auto-\Yheel. escelknt condition; 10 gns.—"W.,
r

^ 35, Chelsham Ed., ClapSam. [436

TrTO-^\'HEEL, neiy April, 1920, only done 400
i- milen; £18.—Ash, 26, Thornfield Ed., Shepherd
Bh. [4109

TITO-WHEEL. 1920, mileage 50; no reasonable
^ , oiler refused.-355, Wetmore Rd,. Eurton-on-
eat [4516

FTO-WHEEL, in perfect order, with or -n-ithout
>- gent's 27iu. Humber; £10, or £22.-25, Beaumont
.. W. . [3956

ITTO-WHEEL, perfect condition, new Palmer cover
1^ nnd shock absorber; £14/10.—Schelp, Four
.Ills, Alton. [3701

tJTO-WHEEL, attaclied gent's cycle, both excellent
^ condition throughout, r^de 20 mile.s to intending
rchaser; £20.—Hall. Laughton. 'Tlieddingworth,
leby. [3912

I7AXL Auto, splendid order, extra powerful climber,
» attached gent's heavy 25in. cycle, first-class tyres

:

alliere; bargain, £19/10.—Pearce, 14, Lower Church
ine, St. Michael's, Bristol. [4501

Bat.

J'AT.-In stock, 1920 6h.p., countershaft, 3 speeds;
* £160.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4572

Cl'iO Bat, little used, all accessories: cost £180, sell
"- £140, or offer.—Cucksey, 6, Manchester Ed.,
lornton Heath. [3676
>AT Combination, model 4. 1920, 6h.p., done 500
f miles; £190.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real
Ftice film, Taunton. 4024

(||20 6h.p. Bat Combination, spring frame: list« £204;—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
|,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [4842

X|20 Bat, Model 4, brand new, immediate delivery,
'y £160; Kcmi-T.T. handle-bars.-The Premier Motor
I., Aston Kd.. Birntiu^ham. [3790

920 8h.p. Bat Combina.tion, detachable wheels;
immediate delivery; £217.—Tel. ; 6626 Museum

l*..S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

Immediate Delivery.

P. & M.
S} h.p., 2-speed gear, all-chain drive,

serai-T.T. bars. VV.D. R.A.F. models,
all-weather. Service green. Solo . . £78
Complete with Millford Sidecar . . . £103

INDIAN.
Spring frame, WD. model, 7-9 h.p., 3-speeii, kick-

starter, all-chain drive. Finished in makers'
colours, and overhauled throughout

-Erice £110

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
igi8 and igii} AV.D. 7-q h.p. twin,
magneto, kick-start, 3-speed gear,
clutch, standard model, guaranteed
in sound running order, complete
with lamps, generator, and born.
Solo £130
Combination £168

ON APPROVAL TERMS.
W.O. Machines sent on three days' approval if full

cash price is remitted.

Carriage to be paid both ways if unsatisfactory.

New 1920 Models — Solo.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model J £192 17
HARLEY-DAVIDSOn, Mode! F £184 11 9
VERUS, .t h.p. BUckbunie engine . . £126
PORTLAND, 2}h.p.,-=-speed, J.A.F. . £68
HUMBER, a'rh.p., ilat twin £125
ENFIELD, c| h.p., 2-specd ' £73 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p., twin £130
NEW IMPERIAL," 8 h.p., twin £147
FRANCIS-BARNETT, J.A.P.. 2-speed £88 4 6
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports model. . £164 9 10
LEVIS, single-sp., standard model . , £60
ZENITH, Sh.p., clutch model £152
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £162
NEW IMPERIAL, kick-start £89 5
TRIUMPH, 3-speed, Model H £127 10
B.S.A., Model K., 4J h.p., 3-.=peed,

kick-starter, chain-cum-bclt .... £107
B.S.A., Model H, 4J h.p.. 3-speed,

kick-starter, all-chain drive .... £110
N.U.T., 3i h.p. twin, dynamo lighting £165

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS. ^

MARTINSYDE-NEWIHAN, 6b.p £170
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Milltord Sidecar £237 6 6
ROVER, 3.Vh.p.. 3-spped £202 13 9
QUADRANT, 4,! h.p £145
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p. twin, 3-speed £177 10
ARIEL, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed £157 10
TRIUMPH, 3-speed, Model H £182 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch . £204
VERUS, 4 h,p.. Blackburne, Canoelet £160
B.S.A., Model K, 4^ h.p.. 3-speed, kick-

starter, chain-cum-belt, B.S.A.
Sidecar £149

B.S.A., Model H, 4^ h.p., 3-speed,
kick-starter, all-chain drive, B.S.A.
Sidecar £1 52

We have a number of Second-hand Solo and
,
Sidecar Combination Machines.

Please send for List.

((MOTOR I

100. MEAT PORTIANO SI\ ^\p:,^^
LONDON W.l. '^•srsis-^'-

.

Jl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat

Sh.p. Bat Combination, 2-speed gear box and
clutch, spring frame, perfect mechanical condi-

tion; £60.—Moss, Liphook, Hants. [4869

B'AT 6h.p., Watsonian sidecar, 2-speed, wind screen,
electric light; £95, or exchange lightweight and

cash.—44, Eleanor Hd., Stratfcrd, E.15. , [4426

MODEL 11 81i.p. Bat Combination, brand new, with
acetylene head lamp, electric .side and tail lamps,

reed horn; £210.—Dover Motor Co., Dover. [3855

BAT 1920 Sh.p. Combination, equipped, perfect,

£170; new 1920 6h.p., £145; slightly s'hop-soiled.

-Clark, 7, "Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [4039

BAT-J.A.P., 8h.p., T.T. machine, fixed gear. Bosch
mag., B. arid B. carburetter, completely over-

hauled, very fast; £85.—Barton, Clapham, Yorks.
[0323

BAT 1920 8h.p. Combination, J. A.P. engine, spring

frame, 3-speed, chain drive, Henderson Elite

sidecar, outfit complete, as new; £175.—Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0066

BEAND New 6h.p. Spring Frame Bat. 3-speed,

coiintershnt't ge;ir, kick start«r nnd clutch, a 1

chain drive model: £160, solo; or can be fitted with

any make ol sidecar to order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. ViZM

NEW 1920 Bat Combinations, fitted with the 6h.p.

J. A.P. engine, 3 speeds, all-chain drive, eiutch,

and kick starter, £175: shiping order cancelled, usual

price £204.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
'Phone: Holborn 5777. Cash or easy terms. [4880

Beardniore.

BEARDM0EE-PREC13I0N, new, slightly soiled;

£85.- Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4589

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, the essence of comfort,

from stock; £95.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real

service tirm, 'Taunton. [4023

BEARDMOEE-PREOISION V/Ja.-g.. 2-speed, spring

frame, just delivered; circumstances force sale;

cost £98, sell £88.—Porter, 7, Creswell Place, South
Kensington. [4817

Blackburne. \

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., delivery from stock; £135.-
Mandes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[4781

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Blackhuiue
8h.p., £180: with Giindlay sidecar, £225; 41.. p.

model solo, £135. [1324

t 020 Blackburne. 4h.p., 3-spee.i. all-thain. as new,
-LtP mileag negligible; £120.—Dunn's. 326, Euston
Ud.. Louden. Museum 5391. ' [2979

1 Q20 Blackburne Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, all

-H-t/ lamps, horn, etr.. hardly soiled. £155; exchanges
or easy terms.—2 Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.

[4755
1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, lamps, horn.
X t/ wind screen, pillion seat, etc., mileage 500

:

£145.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.—A.B.C., 60, Mortimer
St., W.l. [4417

1 Q20 41i.p. Blackburne Combination, Tan-Sad, luggage
-Lt/ carrier, D.A. lighting, original tyres, spares; £140,
OT exchiinge with cash for late Morgan.—Dulce Domuiu.
Victoria Ed., Faruborough,- Hants. [4016

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combination. 'P'.H.L. sidecar,
spring chassis wheel, a beautiful machine, brand

new: £175.—'Vivian Haidie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woo<l-
stock St. (ofl: Oxford St.], Bond St., London, 'OM.
phone: Mayfair 6S59. [0320

BLACKBUENE 8h.p. Combination, with original
Blackliurne side:'ar. complete with spare wheel,

hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, spare, chains, leg

shields, etc.. in excellent order, thoroughly overhauled;
price 138 gns.—Box 8,585, c/o Tlus Motor Cycle. [4223

BtACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Single, £135; Sh.p.
\,\'-\-\ solo, £180; also a shop-soiled 4h.p. solo at

£120; all in stock, with or without sidecars; ex-

tended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., B.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

Rown
BOWN-VILLIERS 1920 2i/.h.p., perfect condition,

including lamps; £50.—Write, call, Charslev. 23,
Clapham Park Ed., S.W.4. [4135

HOTAUSIUIIISEIIMS;MhuDE^
100. MRIS STREET.
EXETER.^

. TELEbit*MS. ,-

caMIU5TI0N£X£TU
TCLCPHONC.

• CXtTeRM3.-
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Biadburv

20 4h.p. Bradbury, complete; £130.—Papworth,
Glendale, Elsworth, Oambs. [4721

BRADBtJRy Combination, 1915, 4>^.p., lamp,
horn; £55.—Stanway7 Crundale, Canterbury.

'Phone: Kens. 1917. [4580

4ih.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed,' recently over-
4 hauled by makers, good condition; £55.—H.

Wardle, Youlgraye, Bakewell. [5713

6 h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed and kick start,

chain, splendid condition, wind screen, lamps;
£120, or exchange lower power, Scott preferred.—
VTeatherill, Holton-le-Moor, Lincoln. [4013

1 Q20 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
J.*y mileage 500, disc wheels, numerous accessories,

better new; cost £225, bargain, £155; exchange Morgar.
—Bleach. 35, Marniion Ed., Portsmouth. [460E[4418 ^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ^t the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue, biq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbui-y.

LATE 1914 6h.p. Bradburv, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,

chain drive fitted. 1920 sporting eidecar, 3

laiiips, horn, excellent tyres, re-enamelled blue ood
i-ilver, perfect condition; £110, or near.—Willson. Pix-

holme, Dorking. -[387i

6h.]^, Bradbury, Jan., 1920, and GrindLny double
spi'ing sidecar, equipped ivith gas head, electric

side and tall lamps, horn, and "very full assortment oJ

spares, choice of two carburetters. This machine has
done "well in competitions, and has been m.atntained in

thoroughly good tune, recently overhauled by makers,
enamel very tair, plating good; any reasonable trial

willingly; £165 only for an exceptional outfit.—Apply
by letter, or at -week ends, Goodfellow, Hatherlow. Uirk'

. dale. Lanes. [S4472

Brough.

B ROUGH, 5-6h.p., 1920, full equipmeut, solo and
sidei-ar sprockets, excellent condition; £130 —

Smith, 58, Caeran Rd., Newport Mon. [3882

17 Brough SVah.p. Twin, very fast, 3-speed. kick
start,- countershaft, lamp, splendid condition

;

£75.—Hogg, 23, Hartington St., Derby, [4684

SPECIAL Speed Model 1916 Brough, 4h.p., o.h.v., 2-

speed and Philipaon pulley, enamel fair, tyres
nearly new, mechanically perfect, just overhauled at
eniet of £9; any trialor examination; £70.— 18a, Lon-
don "Rd., Twickenham. i;4000

NEW Latest Brough, Type G, S-6h.p., .3-speed, semi-
handle-bars, solo gear, £140; also type G, standard

handiobars, sidecar gear -with special Montgomery
^idecaT, £167; immediate delivery.—Sole Birmingham
agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston ltd., Bir-
mingham. [3792

"j 020 Brough Combination, 5-6h.p., Sturmey-Archer
-i-*-f 5-speed, kick starter, hand clutch, all chain,
with handsome Rennoc sporting sidecar, 2 lamp sets,
Brooks saddle, Pedley"s, Klaxon, very fast and flexible,
perfect condition, genuine bargain; £120.-16, Ailsa
Av., St. Margarets, Richmond, S.W. [4444

Brown.

Slh.p. Brown, rebored, i-ebushed throughout, Grado
2 gear, guaranteed mechanically perfect and sound

:

£40
;
photo, stamp.— 13, Railway Terrace, Loughborough

[3838
3h.p. Brown m.o.i.v. Motor Cycle, new Dunlop covers,

Bosch watertight, B. and B., XL'all spring forks;
£19.—Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventrv,

[X463&

B.S.A.

B.S.A., all models now in stock; delivered a:

where.—Below.

B.S.A. Specialists.—Replacements by return.—County
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham.

[4177

B.S,A,, all chain, 4i/t- i" etock; list price.—Clifford
Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [4476

B.S.A., 1914, 3-speed gear, 4i4h.p.; £100.—Bicycle
Chilton House, Sudbury, Suffolk. [2733
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B
B

20 6h.p. Twin B.S.A.;
6 and 7, Bridge St.,

fil'SO.—King and Harper.
Cambridge. [3966

OLTON.—B.S.A., Models H and K, for
delivery.—Grosvenor Garage, Bolton.-

immediate
[X347S

S.A"., 1914, splendid condition, stored during war:
£55.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill, E. Finchley. [X446S

1 Q20 B.S.A. and sidecar, just received; price £149.—
J-*' Julian. 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

[3818
-|Q17 B.S.A. 4i^h.p. C. Combination, equippei).
X«7 ride away; £95,-9, Elvendon Rd., Bowes Park,
N. [X4364

"I C|14 B.S.A. Combination, perfect condition, not used
-!-«' during war; £85.-16. Low Hall Lane, Walthani
stow. [4088

B.S.A. Model K, 1919. with Millford sidecar, perfect
condition; £110.—Cole^ and Shirley, Chepstow.

Pbone : 4'8. [0297

"j Q19 B.S.A. 4>i]i.p., 3-spe6d, K.S., canolet sidecar,
-*-*^ k'oud order; fir^t offer £90 secures.—29, Chapel
ltd,. AYest Norwood. [4221

BS.A. Mode! H Combination, immediate delivery
makers' price; £152.- Coles aud Shirley. Chep

stow. 'Phone : 48. [0296

1020 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Twin brand new, B.S.A. No.
J-*^ 1 sidecar, spare wheel; £207/9.—Freeman
Brighton Rd., Redhill. [4261
"D.S.A. Combination, 1915. S-speed, K.S.. coaclitmiltXJ ''idocar. jiiBt overhauled; buying car; £85.—Bronk-
Iin, LcfiH Rd., (Juildford. [4314

1Q16 B.R.A., all-chain, ' countnrahaft. unused during
»-*^ war. lamps. Klaxon, new tyro; £80.-157. Lord-
slii|« Lane, Wood Groou. [4190

B.S.A. 4iijh.p. Mapdyno Combination in .'*tock: li-^t

pri.e.-Clark, 7. Kxhibition Rd., South Kensing-
tfni. Kcijsi lift' III 4096. [4040

B.S.A. 1914 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, K,8., pound
miirliinc; £80; would Huparate.—Apply, 52. Pel-

ham Iff]., flravcKcnd. Kent. [4453

^19 B.S.A. Conibiiiation, fli^h.p., nll-chnin, rpccutlv
<;i)iaiilfd. liiinpH, hfirn. Mcriw-n ; £100 for Mnicl;

sale.—DaviH. Vandyke, AniU-ili-y, (Jloa. [383G
j
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IN STOCK NEW.
{at Makers* List Prices.

)

A.B.C, 3 h.p., 4 speeds, clutch spring
frame £150

A.J.S. 6h.p.,Combination £210
ARIEL 3! h.p. Combination £157 10
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination £177 10
BLACKBURNE, 4h.p., 3 speeds £135
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., 3 speeds .... £180
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., with Henderson

Elite Sidecar £225
BROUGH, 5 h.p.. Hat twin, 3 speeds . . £140
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Model K Combination ... £149
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. twin Combination, with

Magdyno lighting £220
CLYNO, 2.'. h.p., 2 speeds, and clutch . . £75
CLYNO 8 h.p. Combinatioa-r £250
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,

and kidf-startcr £105
DIAMOND, 2i h.p., 2-5trokc, single-sp. £62 3
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2.!h.p., 2 speeds, and

clutch : £82 10
HOBART, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and-

kick-starter £90
INVICTA-J.A.P., 23 h.p., 2 speeds,

clutch, and kick-starter £89 5
INVICTA, si h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and

kick-sta"rter £117 12
INVICTA, 3.', h.p., as above, with Skiff

. Sidecar" £145
LEA-FRANCIS, 3', h.p. twin, 2 speeds,

clutch, and kick-starter £130
LEVIS, 2,; h.p., 2-stroke £60
MATCHLESS 8 h.p'T Combination £205
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, with

Lucas Magdyno lighting £230
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN6h.p. Comb. £170
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., 2 speeds . . ., £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 2 speeds,

clutch, and kick-starter £89 5

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination,

3 speeds, clutch, and kick-starter . £136 18
N.U.T., 3l- h.p., twin, 3 speeds, clutch,

and kick-starter, Lucas MagdjTio
lighting £165

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2lh.p., 2 speeds .... £74 11

O.K.-UNIQN, 23 h.p., 2-stroke £50 3

ROVER, 3i h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and -

kick-starter £127 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds.

and clutch £73 10
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £175
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £177 2

RUDGE-MULTI, 3I h.p., I.O.M. model £110 5
SCOTT, 3} h.p., twin, 2-stroke £140
SCOTT 3;{ h.p. Combination, as above £185
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £75
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H £127 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., as above, with Gloria

Sidecar £172 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D, all-chain

drive £140
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model S.D. Combina-

tion £195
ZENITH, , h.p., twin, sporting model . £123
ZENITH, 8 h.p., twin, Gradua gear,

clutch, and kick-starter £162
ZENITH, 5 h.p.. twin, with Swan sport-

ing Sidecar £155

For SECOND-HAND MACHINES see opposite page.

NEW SIDECARS
We have nearly all models of the following makes ;

CANOELET, GLORIA, HENDERSON,
MILLS-FULFORD, SWAN.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED

EASTERN GARAGE CO.'
(official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.. A. A. & M.U.

418. Romford Rd., FOREST GAT£, E.7

Teleiihono : -IflOEaaf. TTam,
Telegrams; "EHuraco London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

TQ20 B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive, tuBj
-»-*/ eouipped, and excellent condition; £145, or near
ofler.—Kenneth Jewell, Cnrdridee, Hants. [*027

FEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-

ming-ham, have ready for sale 1920 I'/jh.p. B S.A.

sidecar combination with dynamo lighting. [X4504

1019 S'/ah.p. T.T. B.S.A.. single-speed, small milo-
L*f age, original tyres, and iust like nev!, excep-
tioiial engine; £70.—Moss. Liphook, Hants. [4868

1 017 B.S.A. Combination 4i4h.p.. S-speed, Camen
-*-*/ wind screen, all spares, excellent condition

thronghout; £95.—Almond, Coningsby. Lincoln. [370«

BTS.A. Model H. sidecar, 3-speed, chain, Lucas hght-

imr set, splendid machine, complete, ne^v;, run 200
miles.—Write offers. 58. Avonmore Ed., W.14. , 14118

B.S.A, 4i4h.p. Model H, July, 1920, all on, mileaso
300, and C.B. Gloria sidecar. Easting's Tan-Sad;

ofEors over £140.-20. Oamrose St.. Plumstead. S.E.IS.

[3998

B.S.A. Combinations, actually in stock for immediate
delivery; price and catalogue on application.—

District agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.:

444. ^ [8990

JQ20 B.S.A.'s, ail models, immediate delivery; also
-L^ 1920 4^4h.p., Mode] K, magdyno combination:
£140.—Edwards. 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [3252

B.S.A. 1915 Model K, excellent condition, completely
overhauled Jan. last, horn, lamp, tools; £80.—

Bedwell, c/o Manager, T. Norton's, Ltd., Knighton,
Eads. [3772

B.S.A., late 1919, 1920 sidecar, Lucas lamps, speed-

ometer, Cowey horn. Easting, in excellent condi-

tion; £140.—Write Brooke, 3, Babworth Ed., Eetford.
Notts. [4424

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery of models H. and K.,

solo or combination: £107 and £110 respectively.

—Distributing agents. Campion Depot, London K'l..

Derby. [4122

"1 Q20 (May) B.S.A. Combination, 4%h.p.. 3-speeil,

J-i/ chain drive, perfect condition, small mileage,

fully insured; £130.—Bompna, Exchange, Palmer's

Green. . [4624

1 Q14 B..S.A., as new. complete with all accessories,

JiiJ total mileage under 500. 2-sp6ed' easily fitted;

£48.—Mortimer. Holcombe Barton. Ottery St. Mary.

Devon. [3842

"IQ15 4^,4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, guaran-
XtJ teed good and sound condition; any trial; £75;
accept 29ih.p. Douglas part payment.—37, Regent .Si.,

Rugby. [X4553

B.S.A., 1916 (late), Millford sidecar. *Vih.p.. 3-s[iee<i

eounterfihaft. lamps, tools, horn, excellent condi-

tion; £105. or near offer.-Badger. 4, Colbeck Terrace,

Tynemonth. [3754

B.S.A. 1917 Model K. and sidecar, 3 speeds, comitfr-

shaft, E.S., lamps, tools, spares, condition as uen;

any trial- £95, genuine.—5, York House, 71. Venn St™
Clapham. S.W.4. lAST^

B.S.A. Combination. 1919. nVib-V-, all-chain

ooachbuilt sidecar, wind screen. Tan-Sad, -^^j—
aud spare tubes, perfect condition; £130.-Powell, ^U
Shawbury, Shrewsbury^ [X4^Hf

B.S.A. 1916 4,i4h.p.. coimtershaft 3-speea. IriS

clutch, ctiain-cum-belt, all accessories, perfect fldnl

dition, recently overhauled; £68. or nearest.—Cousaa
2, Muswell Else, N.IO. [3"

411.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle with sidecar, 1921

4, months old, perfect condition, compleie

Imnps and horn; £150, or otfers.—Hohson, Old 1

Coole Pilate, Nantwieh. - l^

1 Q20 4i4h.p. B.S.A. and Special Sidecar, all ctt

jLiJ drive. Easting wind ecreen, only run 100 raw

as new; £155.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2. BastbM
St.. Southport. Tel. : 607. HoSl

B.S.A Twin, 6-7h.p., just delivered, Lucas lamiJsl

electric horn, nnscratched, lull guarantee, ownej
bought car; cost £158; sacrifice. £140.—Wales, itd.J
Oozells St., Birmingham. [4la<l

B.S.A., latest model, 6-7h.p. twin, jBlSO, in stbdsl

also Models H £110. and K £107, No. 2 sidegMr|

£42 immediate delivery-; exchanges entertainer

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [X4

BS A. 1919 4Vjh.p-, with coaclibuilt sidecar, ncetyleni

lighting set, apeedtmleter, Lucas honi, tyres iiluiwl

new all spares, tools, perfect condition, very little ueejj

owner being abroad; £120.-Golodetz;, 50, HogaOlJ
S.W.5. [1??I

BEAND New Condition, positively without a scr^l
Model K 4Kli.P. B.S.A. combination, complf"

price £130, and will take half down; this is

oomi- ; to see.—Bunting's Exchange. Wealdstone. (Sg

Sundays. <"

BS A. 6-7h.p. Twin and Sidecar in Stock, £19t|
also models K and H; hall down and 11

ments —Lamb's, 387, Euston Ed., London, N.W.
High St_, Walthamstow; and 50, High Ed.,

Green, N.

1016 B.S.A. All-chain / speed Countersliatt
XiJ bination. cnlv done *»v hundred miles. KasJ
Ing screen. Brooks B17S saddrc, tutra heavy DunlopJ
accessories, etc.; ever,vthing as nc""' f?1»- '"'S»l
-Mii.ion, 1, Qalnsboro' Ed. . Crewe. !»"";

[320 All Ir'.ters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, nnd the date ot the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

D.OCGLAS 23ih.p., 2-speed, F.E., 1916-1917, all

accessories, enamel and plating as new ; 60 pns
White, Tufts, Bream, Glos. [390S

MAGNIFICENT Late Model 4h.p. DouElas Com
bination, little used, everything like new ; £95.

—

21, Newton Av., Acton, W. [4505

/|L.p. Douglas C.B. Combination, 1918, 3-speed, ac-i eessories, spare wheel and tyre; £120.—Sibley
106, Market Place, EomJord. [4002

DOUGLAS 23jh.p. 1913, 2*peed, lamps, horn tools:
£40 cash, ride away ; seen after 6 p.m.

>. oodside Av., Muswell Hill.

DOUGLAS 1916 T.T.,
imiination : lamp, horn, very fast;

DOUGLAS
colours.

-AUerton,
[4200

1Q19 Douglas 2?4h.p., all accessories, perfect condi-
At/ tion; £75; going abroad.—Lyons, 7, Lancaster
Rd., Forest Gate, London. [4406

4r>ilh.p. Douglas absolutely as new; any trial: slump
^4 price, £65.—Apply, 3, Cluny Mews, Warwick
Rd.. Earl's Court, London. [4398

little used ; open expert es
... . "

. £65.-Mmar,
Larlioume Farm, Iver, Bucks. [3851

1916 2-J4h.p., buffer forks, makers
splendid condition; £52.—30, Crystal

Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [4667

DOUGLAS Comtiinatiou, 4h.p., 5-speed, clutch, and
K.S., as new; £95, bargain.—304, Fulham Hd

3.W.10. 'Phone: 2372 Kens. [3011

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p., Henderson sidecar, as new, com-
J-^ plete with every accessory; accept £125.—Bar-
vtt, 56, Crediton Hill, N.W.6. [3982

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, 2-speed, excellent condi
tion: 50 gns.—Smitlis, 86, Chalk Faim Ed,, oppo

It- Ohalk Farm Tube Station, [4878

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late model, smart
turnout; £80, or exchange for 2^h.p. and cash.—

114, Hill St., Peckham, S.E.15. [4116

1 Q20 Douglas 2?4h.p., clutch model, condition as
*-•-' new, complete, horn, lamps, speedometer; £100.—
Che Crest, Dormans Park, Surrey. [4383

A LL Douglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car, m
L^ stock ready to drive away.—Gibb, Douglas Ex-
pert. Gloucester. [6340

>3.h.p. Douglas, 1915-16, recently overhauled, perfect
"^^ condition: £50, near oJfer; evenings after 5.30.
-126, Windsor Ed.. Forest Gate. [391P

DtiUGLAS 2-l4h.p., 1916, makers' colour, new tyres
and belt, very nice order; £50.

'

Streatham, London, S.W.16.
Mitc-hani

[3729

[Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer, East-
L«7 ing, tools, 3 lamps, horn, new Palmer, really
ivd- £135.-9, Fleet St., Torquay. [4536

p^OUGLAS 2->ih.p., late model, less engine, tank,
-^ tyres, belt, condition guaranteed; £19/10; sell

parately.—137, High St., Aldershot. [4668

Q19 2^4h.p. Douglas, Bosch mng., very fast machine,
-' just overhauled. line condition, lamps, horn, tools,

" ~ " * [3932£65, or oflar.—Breach, Sidmouth.

t^rt, and
and Co., Ltd..

607. [4845

I

Q20 2-;4h.p. Douglas, 3-5peed, kick
L'.' clutch; list £105.—R. Bambe
, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.

^OUGLAS 2!!4h.p., 1915. excellent condition; £55.
-^ Austin, Ilooton and Richardson, Ltd., Raynes
ark. S.W.19. 'Phone: Wimbledon 1930. [4431

^OUGLAS '1920 2-54h.p., clutch, kick starter, 3-
-^ speed, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools; £85.

—

ainewright, 7, Grand Av., Hove, Sussex. [4283

"VOUGLAS 1919 (late) 4h.p. Combination, electric
-^ lighting, pillion; £140, offers; after 5 p.m.

—

mgsley, 18, Union Rd., Clapham, S.W.16. [4377

918 Douglas 2-';.ih.p.. 2 speeds, original tyres and
tubes unpunctured. ecjual to new, any trial and

spcction; £60.—G. Holdway, Cople, Bedford. [4292

"^OUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, June, 1920, practi-
-^ callv unridden, fully enuinned; £150; appoint-
-rit.—160, Franciscan Rd., Tootiug. London. [4378
Q20 Douglas Combination, electric lamps. Klaxon.
*^ spare belt, tyre, tube, original tyres, guaranteed
new; £140.-93, Millhouses Lane, Sheffield. [3686

"^OUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, recently overhauled. Beech.
-^ new liuups, horn, footboards, kit, insurance; £58.
M'Bh after 6, 19, Stockwell Park Crescent. [4117

tl>16 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, as new, Cowey horn.
'' Watford speedometer, watch, Tan-Sad; £75.—
:ain, Mann & Benton, Kearsney Garage, Dover. [3936

919 2%h.p. Douglas, excellent engine, makers'
colours, enamel perfect, believed prettiest Dong-

s on the road.—Young, 76, Mitcham Lane, Streatham
[3784

"VOUGLAS 1911 2%h.p., in perfect condition, com-
^ plete with new lamps, tyres, etc. ; cheap for
lick sale,—Owen, New Dale, near Wellington, Salop

[4391
Q19 2^/ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, horn, in perfect^ condition; a bargain at £73.—R. Bamber and
-. Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southiwrt. Tel. :. 607.

[4854
'30.—2J<h.p. Douglas, 1912, 2-sp6ed, with light
* roomy cane sidecar, screen, efficient and present-
k> outfit.—5, Park View, Olive E4., Cricklewood.

% [X4519

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete

Specialities

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

Electric
Lighting Sets

Write for Catalogue. FREE on application.

Sert'i a p.c. for address of nearest agent.

TO THE TRADE.
We w'sh to include your name on our
mailing lisT, a few names from which we
publish here each week Stocks carried by:-

G. Smitli, 2e8, Lavender Ogden Smitli's, all

Hill, Clapham June, depots

Robertson's Motors, Ltd, Aish & Co., Yelverton

157, Great Portland St, Road, Bournemouth
G, Calver, Groat iViar- Shuttleworth, Campbell

k:t, Newcastle-on-Tyne Ltd,, Skipton Road,
Electrical and General Keighley

Store Co., Albion St., W. Wallis, 7, Princes

Leeds Avenue, Hull

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.
Fig. S95

Be?:t qnalitv
finish
throughout
Very mas
sive and
strong
A d i u stable
focus. Ad-
i u s t a bl e

brackets.
Special dusf
vnd weather
proof front. V^^
Prire as Uu^^^raTed. 66/- ea?n. g?^

NEW MODEL
SWITCH.

u A o «'" -^^^ 'Fig. 428.
H.A.H. Rear Lamp shows Has a positive screw up
red light, lights No. plate, or down action. Cannot
Complete with switch, shake on, totally insu-
bulb, wire clip, etc. lated. Complete as iilus-
Price 9/6 each. trated. Price 3/6 each.

H.A.H. BADGE
HOLDER.

Strong and
Reliable.

Black iiid 11 1- i ,

Prifi. 1/6 each

P"ig-245

H.A.H.
Sparking

(JJi

Plug Govtr.
Made cf a >LCiaL no:i-_

niaMe jmd h-,at

resisting ni;iterial.

l-^rict! 6.1d. eai'li.

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, En^.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

CroydoQ 2225, 2226, "Keyage, Croydon."

Fig. 150.
HA.H. Voltrnttsr
readinc 0-7 volts.

Prioe 12/6 each

lUTD.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T\OUGLAS 2"'4h.p., specially tuned for racing, light
--' pistons, etc.. complete with lamps. Klaxon, etc. ;

£60.—Whitaker, Southfield. Kingsland, Shrewsbury.
[X4531

^60.-1915-16 Douglas, engine No. 33781, not W.D.,
c^ Binks, Bosch, spares, new trres last month.—
Sergt.-Mujor Harwood, Monlton Barracks, Tidworth.

[382fi
1 Q20 Douglas Combination, 2 months' old, fitted
-L*^ with lamps, horn, wind screen, tools, etc.—
Tel.: 6626 Museum.—A. S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

^^ {4420
T^OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-3peed, overhauled, splendid run-
-L/ ning order; £38; callers onlv Satnrd<av afternoon,
Sunday morning.—32, Tankerton Terrace, Mitcham Ed.,
Croydon. -• [4522

"I
Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, compltte turnout.

J-iy with lamps, hood, screen, speedometer, engine
No. 7433; £100. — Virgo, 156, High St., Hounslow.
Tel. : 125. [4642

1 Q15 2^4h,p. Douglas, re-enamelled, replated, thor-
J-i/ oughly overhauled, in beautiful order, and very
quiet; £55.—Bailey, Chudleigh, Ashley Rise, Walton-
on-Thames. [4706

4h.p, Douglas Combination, 1920, new June, Cowey
speedometer, all accessories and tools ; bargain,

£130.—Chatfield, Grosvenor Gardens Mews East, Vic-
toria, S.W.I. V [4119

"I Q15 Douglas 234h.p., "U'.D., 2-speed, in splendid
--*^ condition, tyres almost newj lamp?;, footboards.
Tan-Sad; £60; after 7.—D.H., 5, Lichfield Kd., Grove
Ed., Bow, E.3. [3890

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps. Klaxon, tyres
as new, aluminium discs, no W.D. rubbish, a

good bike, in i>erfect condition; dE45.—33, Hackford
Ed., Brixton. [4799

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1915, overhauled and re-

enamelled. Miller lighting set, Stewart horn, good
tyres; any trial any time; 55 gus. cash.—Elsden.
Sutton, Ely. [4698

1 017 Douglas 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch,
JLiy etc., in perfect condition throughout, lamps,
tools; £70.-2, Grenville Place, South Kensington,
2946 Western. [4582

4h,p. Douglas Combination, Cameo wind screen,

apron, lamps, all accessories; any trial given; £115,
or near offer.—Write, W.,'c/o J. Pickett, William St.,

Slough, Bucks. [4143

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1918, perfect
condition, sidecar repainted and upholstered,

lamps. Klaxon, etc., any trial willingly; £88.—Dowell,
Byfleet, Surrey. [4459

1Q19 Douglas Combination, No. 6946, enamel, etc.,

JLiy almost unscratched, lamps, tool?, Eastin:? wind
screen, perfect order; £116, no offers.—182. Sherrard
Ed., Forest Gate. [4207

DOUGLAS 1919 2^^h.p., 2-speed, horn, spcedometpr,
complete tool kit, lamps, pump, footboards, e '-

i^ellent condition; seen London; £70.—Box 8,595, c/r>

The Motor Cycle. ,
[4748

4h.p. Douglas; this is a plum, been scarcely used, only
two months old. price £110; can arrange terms;

deear to match if wanted £20 extra.-Bunting's Ex-
change, Wealdstone. . [4778

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me, I may be useful to

von.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [OOIo

1 Ql-9 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
A-tJ lamps, horn, wind screen, hood, e.'ccellent order,

bargain for quick sale; £125, or otTer.—Blackefct. 20.

Chisholm Rd., Richmond. [4260

£85.-1917 Douglas 4h,p. combination. 5-speed, clutch.
K.S., horn, F.R.S. and Lucas lamps, screen, full

kit and spares, snlendid order,-Write Pearson, 8,

Queen's Gate Mews, 6.W.7. [3959

DOUGLAS. 1914. 25'4h.p., 2-speed. just overbaulerl,

fitted with new cylinders and pistons, rebusbed.
kick-starter, clutih, tyres practically new; £75.—Box
8,598, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4760

£42; 1914 2->ih.p. Douglas, perfect condition, ex-
ceedingly fast, good tyres, lamps, horn, just done

1,000 tour, camping equipment.—Capt. Williams, Five
Wenbo House, Swanley, Kent. [4448

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1918, new tyres and
spare, new belt, etc.; £112; will exchange with

cash for 1919 or 1920 Sh.p. Enfield combination.—21,
Queen's Ed., Hersham, Surrey. [4110

NEW Douglas 1920 2^,ih.p., 3-speed gear; £100;
latest improved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds

Sgx'/i chain; in stock; delivery passenger any part of

country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1920 2^,ih.p., 3-speed gear, hand-con-
trolled clutch aid kick starter; £105; latest im-

proved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds %y.Vi chain;
in stock, delivered passenger any part of country.

—

Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1920 4h.p. 3-speed. £130, with im-
proved clutch and kick starter, frame forks, etc.

(solo); or with fine finish coachbuilt Douglas sidecar,

including wind screen, painted sase blue; £174; in

stock; delivered passenger any part of the country.

—

Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. T.A. :

Bicycles. Tel.: 995. [4161

All letters relating to atTvertisements ahourd auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

£46 secures 2-%h,p. Douglas, 1914, thoroughly over-

hauled, new tyres, chain, belt, rebushed, copper

exhaust, all accessories and spares, guaranteed per-

fect,—Harris, Mortimer, Berks. [4281

DOUGLAS 234h.p.. W.D. model, n&w FebTuery, 1919,
just been thorouglily overhauled, all in perfect

order ond practically equal to new, lamps and Klnson
£75.~Wiggin, Constitution Hill, Ipswich. [4473

DtJUGLAS Combination, 1919, new type clutch,

Claudel carburetter, new tvres, Eat-ting, Lnc-a?

lamp:? throughout, excellent condition; £145.—Hewin's
Garagen, Ltd., the real service firm. Taunton. [4025

r.U.C.n. have a late 1919 Douglas combination,
many .'icretisories, ns new.—5, Heiith St., Haiup'

Rtead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
Etend 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdavg. [4054

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., 1915-16, all-black model, tank
makers' colours, Piiund order, tyres good, lamps,

tools, many spares; £60, or near otJer; bought car.-

53, Kuskin Walk, Heme Hill. 'Phone: 652 Briston.
[4210

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, July, 1919, 2,000
mile^ only, carefully driven, just overhauled,

pQifect order, full spares and toolkit, Lui_'as lamps, horn,

fttc; bargain, £110,—A.E.B., The Cottage, Station Hd.,
Dorking. [3871

1 Q19 Douglas 23/4h.p., perfect condition, ridden 2,000
i-vJ miles, speedometer, lighting. Klaxon, just been
tlioioughly ovel hauled and cleaned-; may be seen 20
mries London; 80 gns.—Reply, Durlacher, R.N. College,

Dartmouth. ^3780

£58.—A specially finely engined Douglas, fully lit

and equipped, tyres and general condition excel-

lent; I strongly recommend this machine, and will

supply under guarantee.—Bamford (see under Consult-
ing Engineers). [4836

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new,
£170; 2"!{ih.p., 5-speed, clutch, kick starter,

£105 ; delivery frmn stock; extended terms.—Elce
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3-
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0072

TWO Special Racing 2?'4h.p. Douglases in course of
preparation ; these remarkable machines are as

new in every respect, and fully guaranteed; individual
requirements met; price about £70,—Bamford (see

under Consulting Engineers). [^^1586

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, lamps, speed-
ometer. Easting wind screen, spare belt, tube, etc.,

not riddeu 900 miles, perfect; cost over £185, accept
£170, or near ofier ; owner going abroad.—Evans, Yeat-
sall House, near Rugeley. Sta:Q:s. [4322

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-
mingham h<^ve remarkable bargains : 1920 4h.p.

Douglas combination, taken in exchange, as new, and
fully equipped, including screen, £160; also 1919 4h.p
combination, in fine condition, £120. [X4502

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3,000 miles,
fully eiiuipped, leg shields, hinged top with Triplex

wind screen to sidecar [cost £6), electric side and tail

lamps, first-class condition throughout; ftr^^t offer £160,
—Wood, Heatherlea, The "Vale, Hampstead. [4320

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, all on, D.A., Binks [80
At/ m.p.g.), all tyres new Dunlops, oversize on rear,
tools and many spares, including chain aud belt, in-
surance, exceptional condition: £125; tried by appoiut-
ment.—Oliver, 27, Percy Rd., Whitley Bay, Northumber-
land. [4504

DOUGLAS. Douglas, Douglas.—1921 models in stock;
4h.p. combination, £170; 4h.p. solo, £130; 2^^.h.p.

clutch model, £105; 2^/,b.p. without clutch, £100.—
Douglas Specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,
24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London.
W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0315

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.—S^Ah. p. 192L.
Douglas, 3-speed models, new, £100; 2'>jb.p., 3

speed, clutch, and kick start models. £105; combin
ations, 4b. p., £170; also 254h.p. 1920 second-hand
Douglas, excellent condition, £80 ; trade supplied.—
"Phone : Holborn 577,7. Easy terms. [4342

DOUGLAS, 1919, with £55 Bamco sidecar, Miller
lamp set, Lucas horn, tools, leg shields, engine

tray, and discs, sidecar springs encased in nickel
plated cases, luggage grid, perfect condition, and smart
looking combination

; photo obtainable if interested

;

£170, or nearest ofTer; seen any time.—E. Imray.
Thorpe Bay, Essex. [3895

Edmund.
EDMUND 2^4h.p.. eprinR frame, 3 models; you

fiimply float.— Gourlay. Fallowfield. [6933

EDMUND-J.A.P,. 2-speed, spring frame, slightly
soiled; ft75.~Marston, 31, Bridge St.. Chester.

[4592EDMUND Lightweight. Levis engine. Enfield 2-speed
.e52.-Platts, 602, King's Rci., Fulham, S.W.6

[4654
the laminated
£92/8; 2-atroke

T^DMUND.-The Hghtweigbfc with
*-i fipring frame ai-ih.p. ,Jap model. .^^^,„ ^.a,..v,«..
model. £86/10: both fitted with Enfield 2-9peed gear-P, J Evana. 83 91, John BriBht St., Birmingham

1^1DMUND-J.A.P. ]920 2-y,b.p., laminated sparing
* frame. PTuctically new. miIenp;o under 40O 2-

Kpced ;tear, larapH, tools, etc., romplele, alsn insur-
ance; £80.- W, U. Morrish, ll.M.B. Valiant, Portland

f469l'

BCARDMORE PRECISION .. £95
MASSEY ARRAN 2 speed Gear,

Sturmey Archer, Kick Starter,

Hand and Foot Control Clutch. , £90
MASSEY ARRAN Sports Model . . £90
VIPER-JAP 70 Gns
CEDOS Gent's Model . . . . . . 70 Gns
WILKIN 2fh.p £132 7

CHATER-LEAaJh.p., 2-speed.. .. £70
L.M.C. 6 h.p. Rear Springing Model, . £158
L.M.C. 6 h.p. Standard Model . . . . £148
J.E.S. Motor Cyclette 42 Gns.
METRO-TYUER {Note Reduced

Price) £80

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES IN STOCK.
WILKIN 4 h.p., Sturmey Archer

3-speed Gear Box, Kick Starter,
all Chain Drive, fitted with Mil-
ford Sidecar. Easting-Windscreen,
complete with Magdyno Electric
Outfit^ Oversize Tyres £170

A.V.MONCCAH6h.p.,AlmostNew £145
BROUGH COMBINATION com

plete with Lucas Lighting Set,
Horn .. ..... £t70

NUMBER 6 h.p. water-cooled, with
Commercial Sidecar £145

INDIAN £112

NEW INDIANS ex-American
Army Models £125

lllusimled Motor Cvcle Booklet Post Free

ofi Request.

I BLAKE & CO
Lancashire' 'i Leading Motor Cycle House

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

^ilvt. DbhI. J. B. .t Co.

.^•••. •••«•

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Elite.

"PLITE.-In stock, 1920 2;ih,p„ Z-speeds. Amao-LJ carburetter; £60.—Parker's, BradshawBate, Bol-
lo"- [X45SS

Enfield.
TO 15 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speea, perfect condrtion;
-»•«' £45.—Walker, FisLburn, I'erryhiU. [3693

"I Q20 8h.p. Enfleld Combination, new; at liet price,
J-*' £1S(.—Walker, Pisliburn, FeriyhilL 13692

ENFIELD.—In stock, 1920 Z'^h.p., 2 speeds; £73/10.
—Parker's, Bradsliawgate, Bolton. [X4668

611. p. Eoral Enjeld Combination, 1916 model; £166.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [4334

ENFIELD 2i,4h.p. 1919 (Oct.); £60, or neaiest.-
257, South St., Garrowtree, Eotlierham, [4541

3 h.p. Enfleld, 2-Breed, K.S., good tyres and condition,
iootboards; bareain,. £38.—Lyon, Soliani, Cambi.

p]NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., Lucas horn and Inmpf,
-»-' Easting, perfect order.—Buck, Jeweller, Hanley.
_„ 13879
UNPIELD 2-speed, 2-stroke, new, slightly soiled, ac-
-LJ cessories; f70.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

-. ^ wsss
1Q16 Eoyal Enfield 3y2h.p. Twin, 2.€peed, rnnninc^" order; £60.-46. SUide Qrmn Ed., Eiith, Kent,

„ [3869
1 Q20 eh.p. Enfleld Combination; list price.-Ed-
-Lt' wards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensingtonigtojj.E,— 50
NFiELD and sidecar, eh.p., juet received; price

il75.—Julian. 84, teroad St.. Beading. 'Phone:
1024.

"^
[3822

1Q15 6h,p. Enfield Combination, in perfect order, i™
-•-«' with acetylene lights; £115.—Walker, Fishbam,
Ferryhill. t./i>J»l

1 Q19 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., splendid condition, .iXf7 lamps, horn, screen, spares; £160.-59, Staines
Ed., Sunbury. [4287

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, dynamo lighting, as
new; £125.—Hayes Motors, Malvern Ed., Thorn-

ton Heath, S.E. [4562

"I
Q20 Enfleld, 2-6troke, 2 speeds, in stock, £73/10;

J-*^ exchanges or easy terms.-2, Nightingale Ed..
Lower Clapton, N. [4765

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-Epeed, M.A.G. engine, Boscii i
mag., running order; £30.—Strong, Ezelraont, f

Bath Ed., Devises. (36ba J

IQiS Enfield Z'/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Lucas
-*-*' horn, lamps, perfect condition; £55.— 11, Elms

[

Ed., Dulwic!^, S.E.21. [4835 !

£68.—Unn6cd Enfleld 2-stroke, 1920.—Clifford Wilson
[

Company, 70, Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.?.
Tel.: Kensington 7113. [4737

1 Q16 (late) Enfield 6h.p. Combination, lamps,
J-*^ horn, fine condition; £130; offers.-Seen 2,

Hogarth Ed.; Earls Court. [4441, :>

1Q19 Enfield Combination, electric lights, excellent.,
J-v condition; bargain, £149.—Gordon, 3, Wast-
dale Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [4650 I

1(120 .Knfielc' Combination, D.H.P., new July, cob- E

Xt' dition perfect, owner leaving for overseas; £160.— :i

Nichol Beal, Northumberland. [3722 |^

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915-16, screen, dash, 'i

all lamps, tyres, etc., perfect; £115, or offer .-r-

1

32, St. Martin's Av., East Ham. [42951

ENFIELD 3h,p. Twin, 1916, 2-sp6cd, kick starter, I

electric light, several spares, running order; f SO, L

—FitzGerald, 9, Murray Ed., Eugby. [X4Sl4 |

ROTAL ENFIELD 2-strcke, 1916, 2-speed, condi-

tion as new; 40 gns.—Smiths, 86, Chalk Farm lid.,

opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [4877

1 Q18 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, hoiB,

Xt/ speedoiueter, «tc., perfect condition; £75, -or

nearest.—English, 116, Cowley Ed., O.xford, [X4206

ENFIELD, 1919, 2-speed, 2-strok6, fully equipped,
new rings, tip-top condition, does 120 miles per

gallon; £54.-12. The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill, N.21.
[266B

I Q20 Bh.p. Enfleld Combinatitm, lamps, hood, screen,

X.*y and many spares, as new, mileage 200; £165.—
^unn's 525, Euston xtu., London. Museum 5391.

[2988

ENFIELD 1918 Oomhination, perfect, standard
colours. Easting, lamps; bargain, £135.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. Kensington 40^

6 h.p. Enfleld ConiMnntlon, May, 1920, Magdyno lighfrS

ing, condition and appearance perfect; £175; by,«

appointment.—Bender, 23, Stepney Green, Ijondou. E. j

ENFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, splendid condi-l

tioii, electric lamps, speedometer, horn, Bosontl

mac,- £160.-Clarkc, 31, Amelia St., Walworth, S,E.jl
[59ool

1 019 (late) Enfleld 2Mh.r. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, pffl>|

Xt/ feet courtition, nil accessories; trial by appoint-

b

meut
ton.

£60, or ofllers. Gomme, 20, Charlotte St., Brig;
[3716;

I

IriNFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, Oowejl
J speedometer, wind screen, Tan-Sad, good oondjUO>l,a

fait; £140.-34, The Avenue, St. Margaret's, Twir_kei>'(

l„n,i IS'^'B

B24 All letters relating to advertliienicnte should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

;^XFIELD 6h.p. Combination, le-enamelled, replated,

li overhauled, hood, screen, lamps, spares; £115, or

ht.Teight solo and cash.—W. Nagel, 77, Hoxton St.,

, 1. [4133

918 Enfield 8h.p., engine No. 61307, Enfield coacli-

built sidecar, all in really new condition, es-

jitionally smart; £130.-30, Crystal Palace Park
d., Sydenham. [4666

920 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., just delivered, un-

registered, Magdyno lighting f accept nearest ofier

list price, or exchange Morgan.—ilnlinger, 42, Shef-

Id Rd., PortsiJiouth. [3654

:pXFIELD.—Delivery from stock. Lightweight, 70
-i gns. ; Sh.p. combination, £175, with Lucas Mag-
no, £200.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent. 83-91,

-m Bright St.. Birmingham. [0300

?XFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1915-16, fully

-J equipped, £116; also 1917 Sh.p. combination,
iiras dynamo'r fuUy eqiupped, both guaranteed, £130.
Eiirield Depot, 125, High St., Woolwich. [4174

919 Lat? Enfield 6h.p- Combination, absolutely

un^cratehed throughout and indistinguishable

uu new, unused four months (owner's -Uness), lamps,

lason; £160.-10, Clonmel Ed., Teddington. (Ful-

,

"11 Station J _
[3690

915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, cycle completely
overhauled by makers in May, hood, wind screen,

,iips, 2 horns, speedometer, accumulator lighting,

uruQce, .-splendid order; £140.—Ivyholme, Dulwich
•uimou, S.E.21. [^889

7NFIELD. 6h.p. Combination, late model, dynamo
-i lighting, speedometer, electric horn, wind screen,

ggage grid, spare chains and tubes, etc., owner un-
)le to ride; £135, nearest.—18, Marlborough Rd.,
Id Kent Rd., S.E.I.

'

[4446

ENFIELD Combination, late 1919, Sh.p., electric
J lighting, Easting screen, mechanical and bulb
irns, Tan-Sad, Watkins speedometer, 700x80 tyres,

ares just overhauled; £175.—Ross, 51, Moreton
lace. S.W. Victoria 1813. [4267

;i NFIELD.—Several fine combinations in stock, from
-i £120 to £200; also latest 1920 model at makers'
t price; or half down and 11 payments.—Lamb's.
.7. Euaton Rd., London, N.W. 151. High St., Wal-
amstow; and 50, High Rd:, Wood Green, N. [4158

920 (early) Enfield 6h.p. Combination, complete set

Lucas lamps, new Easting wind screen, Lucas
rn, Clayrite mirror, luggage grid, spares, splendid

rnont, condition new, mileage 1,500; best over 16C
s.—Turner, Broad St., Banbury, Oxon. Tel.: 28.

[X4457
IAGNIFICENT 1916 6h.p. Enfield Combination,

hood, screen, new tubes. 12 volt electric lighting,

uroughly overhauled, condition, appearance as new,
ak re-enamelled, little used, splendid climber; £160;
:hange late Morgan.—Nash, 125, Wilberforce Rd.,
nsbury Park, N.4. [4695

INFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, speedo-
i meter, electric lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, and spare
ajns, etc., in perfect condition, any trial. £135;
ihiP. Enfield 2-sfcroke, unregistered, list 70 gns.;

old consider •exchange for late high power combina-
.n«~i88, High St., Winsford, Cheshire. [X4521

INFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, lighting set,

i Stewart speedometer, screen, storm apron,
lion seat, back and foot rest, Lucas horn, many
ares, insurance, mechanically perfect, coachwork.
Mnel, etc., like new, 70 m.p.g. ; any trial; seen
turday; £120.—McGhle, 11, Stanmore Rd., West
een, N.15. [4253

920 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas electric light'

ing, hood, screen, horn, speedometer, new end
ly. last, 2,000 miles, unused spares consist tyre, outer
rer, inner tube, driving chain, valves, plugs, tyre
jailing outfit, spare lamp bullae?, etc.; original inten-
n take with o^vner abroad: £195.—M. Liddard, Roval
Bieties Club, St. James's St., London, S.W. [3991

Excelsior.

j^XCELSIOR 3iAh.p., free engine, in good-xiondition

;

li £24 ; with sidecar £34.-262, Elackhorse Lane,
althamstow. [4091

15.p. Excelsior Combination (British), 2-speed
» countershaft, all-chain, electric" light, first-class

M", accessories ; £90.—D. Fairman, 43, Clarence
1., St. Albans. [4188

921 British Excelsiors, all models; delivery from
stock in most cases, or special orders in a few

E;
list prices only.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd.,

_, y. Doncaster. [2783

few 1920 Excelsior Models in Stock for Immediate
K Delivery: 2>^h.p. 2-strot6 2-speed, £67; 23^h.p.
Heed 4-stroke, XA.P. engine, £78; 4^^h.p. Big
Kle combination, £160; carriage paid-to any address.
me Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[3794
920 ah.p. British Excelsior Combination, electric

, lighting, mechanical horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad,
cible sidecar, hood, two screens, spare wheel and tyre.

Smel and mechanical condition perfect, list price
Say, £260 with accessories, owner bought car; price
(IB.—Skinner, 6, North Parade, Bath. 'Phone:
fO. [3752

.,[,-
' F.N.

Iy.N., 4-cyl., Bosch, Amac, overhauled, worth seeing;
£35.—83,. Park Rd.. Plumstead. [4673

tfJJ^

TAYLORS
The Sole London and Dis-

trict Agents for the famous
A.J.S. and BRITISH

EXCELSIOR MOTOR
CYCLES; also

WATSON IAN SIDECARS.

£23S 10
£152

£196

£234 11
£195
£182 10
£150

6

£154 10
£144 10
£150
£130
£67
£73 10

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY for
CASH or by PURCHASE OUT

OF INCOME.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
A.J.S., 6 h.p., Comb. Dynamo
B.S.A., 4li.p., „ Model H.
ZENITH, Sh.p. and Watsonian Side-

car
HARLEY, 7/9 h.p. and Watsonian
Sidecar

TRIUMPH, 4I1.P., Comb. Chain Drive
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Comb. Model H.
B.S.A., 6/7 h.p. (Sidecar extra)
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p. (Side-

car extra)
SCOTT, 3i h.p. (Sidecar extra)
A.B.C., 3 h.p., 4-speed
LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2| h.p. ...

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2 strolce

1921 BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
Now on view, fitted 2| Blaclcburne Engine. 2-speed
gear, clutch, kick-starter and leg shields, £96

1920 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.
List Price. Eedui'ed Price.

BLACKBURNE, 4h.p.,£13S 10 £125
ROYAL RUBY, sh.p, £120 £95

-^ CALTHORPE, 2} h.p., £74 11 £68
CALTHORPE, 2ihp., £71 8 £65

USED MACHINES.
SCOTT, 3^- h.p., and Henderson Sidecar,

Electric Lighting Set, Cowey, Horn
Watch £165

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 h.p., and
Henderson Elite Sidecar, Lamps,
Horn, etc £180

A.J.S., 6 h.p. Combination, Hood, Horn
£200

MATCHLE:S, Model H Combination,
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, etc.

£220
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p. Henderson Sidecar Easting
Windscreen, run 1,000 miles ... . £170

A.J.S., 1918, 6 h.p. M.M. Combination, Dynamo,
Lighting, Spare Wheel, Klaxon, Speedometer,
Tan Sad Pillion Seat, Hood, cover, etc.,

£200
A.J.S., 1918. 6 h.p. M.M. Comb., fully equipped

£170
HARLEY DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9 h.p., and A.J.S.
Sidecar, Electric model £130

SIDECARS IN STOCK TO SUIT
ALL MAKES OF MACHINES.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
LIMITED.

Showrooms—Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs :

21, STORE STREET. Tottenham CoxirtRd,,W.C.l
Motor Cycles and Cars :

52 53, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON-
Wholesale :

38, AI.FRED RUAOE, W.O.I
Garage: Tottenham Court Road, W.l.

'Phones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240 ;

Motor Cycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

F.N"., 4-cyl., Bosch, Zenith, new shaft, rings, gudgeons:
£32.—Barraclough, 10, Cromwell Ed., Bedford.

3
[3776

ih.p. F.N., 2-speed, band clutch, in running order;
2 £25, or offers.—The Firs, Broomfleld Rd.,

Chelmsford. [3672

IMMEDIATE Delivery P.N. 7h.p. 4-oyl. Combination
and 2y2h p. Lightweight.—The Premier Motor Co.,

A.ston ltd., Birmingham. [3795

1Q14 F.N.. 4-crl.. 2-spe6d, hand clutch, sloping top
J-«/ tube, saddle tank, disc wheels; £48; photo.—
Spencer. Potter St., Bishops Stortford. , [t470

F.N. 4-cyl. 5h.p., 1912, enclosed shaft drive, single
speed; clutch, stored during war, lately overhauled,

all accessories; best ojfer.— 16, West Borough, Wim-
bome. [3935

r.N. 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, Amac, mechani-
cal horn, lamps, panniers, good tyxes, slopmg

frame, good condition; £60, offers.—Hilldene, Oak Hd.,
Woolston, Hants. [4373

F.N. 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speeds, handle-bar con-
trolled clutch, lamps, tyres, good, just overhauled

;

£68; trial any morning before 10.—K.., 75, Talgarth
Rd., Barons Court. [4823

5-6h.p. F.N., iust thoroughly overhauled, enamelled
red, and replated, aluminium footbpards, and

disc wheels, new saddle, goes like wind; £37, or offer.

—

8, Hatherley Rd., Readmg. [4649

THROUGH Illuess.-Handsome 4-6h,p. F.N., enamel-
ling, plating, Dunlops, inters all new, Eoseh,

special carburetter and tank, lamps, etc., not ridden
since overhaul; expert examination invited; first £55
secmes, rare bargain.— Gil Turner, China Warehouse,
298, EadJord Ed., Nottingham. [4068

Francis-Barnett.
1 Q20 Francis-Bamett, ZYih.V- J.A.P.. 2-speed, demon-
-*-*' stration model; 74 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St.,
Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [3816

FRANCIS-BARNETT 1920 2»lh.p., Sturmey-Archer
2-speed, hand clutch, head and rear lamps,

Dunlop tyres; £80.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X4567

NEW Francis Barnett 254h.p., J.A.P., 2-spced clutch
and kick starter, in stock at manufacturers' list

price, £88/19; deferred payments 4% extra; only one-
fifth deposit, balance by twelve monthly instalments,
—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [4226

Gamage.
1 Q20;2 Gamage, 1,750 miles, P. and H. lamps, rear
-*-^ generator, speedometer. Klaxon, heavy oversize
Palmers, 2 gallons T.T. oil, coat. Triplex goggles, in-
surance policy till February; £65; after 5.-38, Bar-
rington Rd., Brixton. [4089

Harley-Davldson
HARLEY-DAVIDSON New 7-9h.p. Model Full

Equipment Combination, slightly soiled; £220.

HARLET-DAVIDSON Sports Model in stock.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [4042

1 Q 20 Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, as new, room
JLiJ wanted; offers.—22, Carlton Rd., East Sheen.

[4288
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—In stock, 1920 4-5h.p. flat

twin; £157/11.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X4578

HARLEY-pAVTDSON Sports Model, slightly soiled,

new; £150.—Marston, 31 Bridge St., Chester.
[4596

HARLEY-DAYIDSON Sports Model, perfectly new;
accept reasonable offer.—38', Hawthorn Avenue,

Louth. [X4475

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916 model,
electric dynamo lighting; £110.—Wauchope's. 9.

•Shoe Lane, London. [4326

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS.—I have at present a fine

assortment in stock; all fully guaranteed.—Ross,
86, High Rd., Lee. [3849

"I O20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., Henderson Elite side-
XtJ car, excellent condition; £190.—Wall, 20,
Promenade, Southpoi-t. [4017

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. - In stock, 1920 7-9h.p.
model, horn, speedometer; £191.—^Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton. . [X4577

HARLEY Combination, 1915, £98; another, 1918,
most posh, £155.—Hayes Motors, Malvern Rd.,

Thornton Heath, S.B. [4554

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, electric

-Lt/ lights; cheap for cash, bargain,—1, Wastdale
Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. [4651

I Q18 Harley Combination, all lamps, many spares,

Xc' very fast; £115.—Dunns, 326, Euston Rd.,

N.W.I. IViuseum 5391. [4862

HARLEY 1919 Combination, new sidecar, Bosch
mag.; £125, bargain.—Post Office, Whitehorse

Rd. Croydon. 'Phone: 660. [:843

1 O20 Harley-Davidson and Harley Sidecar, new, only
-LJ/ shop-soiled; £219.-Edwards and Co., SO, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [4788

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, ->ij.p. twin, brand new, for

immediate delivery.-Walsall Garage. vVolver-

hampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9005

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALB
HarIey-Da>vidsoa.

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1919 7-Sli.p., esceUeirt con-
dition, accessories, tyres new; £110.—Warwick,

52, Abinger E4., Bedford Pari, W.4. [367-8

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—In stock, 7-9h.p. electrical

models, with Mills-Fulford or Henderson side-

cars.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4576

BEAND N«w Harley-Daridson 4h..p. fiports Model,
with Klaxon born, speedometer; price £159/16/6.—Fleming'.s Garage, Amblecote, Stourbridge. [2530

TQ20 7-9h.p. Harlev-Davidson ComWnation, electric

i-U model; list £143/16/9.—B,. Bamber and Co.,

Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [4841

HAEIEY-DATIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919, mechanically
pert-ect, appearance as new, £95; also 1918, in-

complete, £75.—Button, Bed Lion Hill, East Finchley.
[X4468

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1920 4L.p. Model with Swan
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, mechanically

perfect, as new; £190.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Boltou.
[X4562

HARLEY-DA^TDSON 7-9^h.p. Gombinartion, 3-speed,

K-.S., clutch, solo 82 gns.; combiiiration £95 -^ex-

changes.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.
[4808

HAELEy-DAVIDSON WJD. Models, le-euamelled,
1918, 1919, good Tunning order; "first cash

secures; ^85 and -li:90

S.W.
TTAELEY'-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919,

-113, Rectory Lane, Tooting
[4993

.„ „, ,
lioseh,

elec-tric horn, lights, discs, original tyres; £158;
write for appointment.—Motor, 174, Hanorer St.

Sheffield.
,

[3-721

GENUINE Harley Combination, 1915-16, 7-91l.p.,

screen, horn, lamps, good condition; £130, or

nearest offer.—Crouch, Krrkley, Windermere Rd.,

Coulsdon. [4661

HART.F.V 7-9h.p., 1918, new speedometer. Tan-sad,
horn, D.A. lighting, spare cover, fully insured,

thorouglily orerhanled; £115.—.271, Camljerwell New
Bd., S.E.5. [4577

1 1"5 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, in sound
X-«J condition, recently cryerhauled; £125,

*''

Bamfjer and 'Co.
Tel. : 607.

Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

R.
Southport.

[4856

HAELEY-DAVIDSOJv, 1919, mag. model, 1920 Dun-
Mll large iiulbous back sidecar, mechanical horn. 3

laurps. generator, etc.; ' £125.-88, Church Bd.,

Jiames, S.W. [3733

BEAND New Hartey-Davidsou 7-9h.p., electric light

ing, with Model MM4 Canoelet sidecar and coverall

apron; price £232/17.—rieming's Garage,
Stourbridge.

Amblecote.
[2529

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, new,
special body, liood and screen, new tyres and

lamps; £160, or near.—261, Mitchom I/ane, Streatham,
London, S.W.16. [3728

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
fully equipped, head, rear, and sidecar lamps,

horn, indistinguishable from new: £1 90.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton. [^4561

HAELEY-DATIDSOl:^ Combination, late 191€, Mills-

I^ilford sidecar, wind screen, lamps, etc.. good
Ivres. in perfe.''t running -order; £130, or best oSer.—
13. Clemence St., E.14. [3658

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Ten 1918 and 1919 Harley-
Davidsons, 7-9h.p.. W.D. models, overhauled and

re-cna-melled. guaranteed sound ; clear at jESOO.—Box
8,586, c/o The Motor Cycle. £4678

"|<kl7 Harley-Davidsou Combination, just overhauled
Xt/ by makers, lamps, horn, tools, new spare tyre,

tube, and chain, insurance policy.—Tel. : 6626 Museum
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [4419

"1019 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, just
-1-tf overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres through-
out, in excelleut condition: £150.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. (4421-

HARLEY Comltinntiou. fully equipped, new large
bulbous sidecar. Easting, electric lightiug and

brTii, excellent lot, with K. engine : £145 for qui<'lc sale.

—K., The Rolls, Highams Park, E.4. [3847

HAELE-Y-DAVroSON 4h.p. Flat Twin, 1920,
speedometer and lighting set; owner bought

7-91i.p, combination; best offer over £130.—Page, 79,
Military Ed., Colchester. Tel.: 111. [4564

IQIS 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, kick start
-»-»/ and clOtch, tyres, etc.. very good, absolutely
no-trouble micline; £30.-E. Bamber and Co Ltd
2, EaslAiank iSt., Southport. Tel. : 607. [4857

1 Q20 llarlcy-Davidson Flat Twin, spewlometer. horn
.,

bought month ago. cost £161, only used 134
iruJes, new and unscratched; for quick sale, £140 —
Alexander's. 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [3480

TTAjyt^'^-^NDEESON EUte Combination. 1919
-^-«- 7-yh.p.. lull equipment, wind screen, Tan-Sad
i-Iiare-i, guaranteed perleH, condition; first reasonable
olTcr acccptcd.-3. Park Hill, Richmond, Surrey. [4549

] l^'^T- '^''''^
J,"^'"''''

i^oinWnation, large sidecar,*-v J'.asting Klaxon, 3 Lamps, new chains tvresnearly "ew. thnroiiglily overhauled and a nunlber .7
spares; filSS.-Middloton, 330, Ivydale Rd. Nunlieiul

TTARLEV.DAVin.SON. 1919.20, 7-9h.p. cllrt?icJ-»- model combination, bulbous sidecar. lullvequipped. Milcndiil mechanical condition; £185- ex-changes.— 12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., B.'vV'!7
]

[4810 I

ASTRA

DYNAMOS

D.C. 1. 4 -rtAt.

Simple, Reliable, Efficient,
Cannot Burn Out, Generates
at Slow Speed with no Danger
of Over - running or Over-
charging.

Can be fitted to al-

most any machine
Prices .

D.C. 4-yolt type £6 .10

Complete Motor Cycle Sets.

including

—

1 Dynamo, \ Accumulator,

1 Head Lamp, 1 Tail Lamp,
Swikli and Wire from

£12
Special tittings for Zenith,
Douglas, A.J.S., and all

outside flywheel machines.

Repairs to M.I.R.A. and other
dynamos promptly executed.

6 volt. UGHT CAR SETS
complete from £15 0.

Write or call for full particulars

:

The

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
no, Victoria Street, S.W.
Telephone : Victoria, 7545.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-David&on.

ONILT a few left.-i919 and 1918 Hatleys, i90 and
£85, €nain«Ued, and in nmning order; new sicle-

oare to fit same, £28/10; also TriumpliB, Douglases, and
P. and M.'s at iiargain prices.—Owen, 59, Scholefield
Hd., Hollowaj'. [X4522

1 Q20 (July) Haxley-Da-ridfion 7-91i.p.. electric oncidel.
J-*' speedometer, splendid

. sidecar with iood, screen,
insuranL-e policy nntil July, 1921, also souie petrol Jind
oil, guaranteed as new; the lot f255.—Rieder, 6, ^«?w- ;

ley St., Notting-liaui. - 13949
-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, 7^h^,
Klaxon, extra large lighting set,- insnjrance,

Easting nand screen, vei-y fast, new cortdrtion; a/ay
trial or expert examination; £155, or offer.—19,
Watney Rd., -Mortlake. [4660

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-91i.p., electric model,
speedometer, Montpomery sidecar to match, hood,

screen, mileage 1,500; sell £505,. or exchange 2920
SVoh.p. Stmbeain or Triumph and cash.—Oglesby, 12,
Leaside Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4518

1019 Harley-DoTidson 7-9b.p,. new this year, fitted
J-*' T\'ith lusiirions liulbonw sidecar, upholstered in

anticrae, electric lighting (accumulator} luggage carrier,
Cameo wind screen, tyres perfect, guaranteed, £135;
exchauges or easy terms.-2 Nightingale Rd., Lower
Clapton, N. [-4756

HARLEY-DAAaOSON 1919 (November} Special
Combination, done 3,000 miles, e>octric model,

hood, screen, speedometer, a magnificent outfit,
guarahteed sound; £175.-Elce and "Co.. _ l-S-W,,
Bishoi>Egate At.., Caaaomile St., E.C.3, *^M
Avenue 5548. [(

I4
T -O^O Harley-Davidson Oombination, electric li^fct-i
J-v ing, electric horji, Bamco sidecar with mnd]
screen, new ]March last, run und^r 1,800 miles. 'BO

new; £2Q0.—WiUia-ms and Fry, Ltd.^ 31, -Buckingham
Palace Rd.. S.W.I. Tel. : Victoria 5940. T.A.

:

Motagens, Sowest, London. [47^

"1019 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Kiils-Fxilford de Lthb :i^ sidecar, just overhauled, luxurious outfit, -stfli

looks as new, -completely -equipped tiiToue-hout, laiflpB, :,

Klason, Ea^sting wind screen, spring luggage grid, tw^,
j

etc., iully insured; what offers Any reasonahle tasl?-;
seen by appointment.— Coote, 33, Ei'rkstall Sdl., Streat-jl

ham HUl. [4082 "jl

H^zlewood. t

"j 026 6h.p, Hazlewood-Jap ComljinatioB. latnp, 1

*-*y horn, speedometer, Easting wind screen, -tSae;^

whole outfit in perfect and new condition; tE1'65^'.'J

Alexander's, 115, Lottiian Rd., Edinburgh. [5"

"VTEW 5-6h.p, JEIazlewood Combination. 3-speed ch _^ and fciti .stai-ter, a thoroughly reliable outfitjj
HaTrrods have a large number of these in stock lor i

at £186 eaci, or on deferred payments 4% extra; «

one-fiith deposit, balance by twelve monthly
ments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Bd., Loni^OB.

J422III

Heoderfion.

1(0)20 4~ctL Henderson, -eleGtric model, mileage 1

-A*7 £155.-50, Huntspill St., Tooting. " [4»

HENDERSON 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl. clutch model, fast-J

.powerful, go anywhere; f65.—Flt.-Sgt. S^ttfl
West Gamp, H.A.F., Cranwell, Lines. P*?^^

1 ^Ti.p. Henderson, 1920 model, fitted with Swai^ >

J-" sidecar, electric dynamo lighting, disc wh^Mt,
very fast, sporty looking; £215.—^Waucfiope's, 9, ^gy''
Lane, London. r4$9W ^

A GIFT.—Henderson four, 3-speed, kick start, ISStJ
Elite sidecar, D.A. lightiug, Kind screen; «io|i

trial ; owner .going Canada inuaediat^ly ; nearest fWtt.
-32, Victoria Tia^ Sheffield. [432*1^

NEW 1921 Henderson Models now on the Way.^lmJ
pecure earliest ^soKn'ble delivery, book your fl^te]^

at due© with the sole Midland diFtributors, Tlie P'^^S^
jMotor -Co., Aston ltd., Birmdnghfim. 'id^j^H;

HENDERSON lOh.p., 1916, speeds, clutch. ha^iaM^
start, bulbous coach 1920 sidecar, underslunEW

black and gold, solo £95; combinatiian £l50.—J«
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [48EH

HENDERSON 1920-21 Electric Model K, rewwi
gear, fitted with dark hlue Henderson Elite ri^B

car, most luxurious combinataon on the road, bnwtiH
new; write for appointment.—H. Welirli, 17^, CtafiBpl
side, E.C.2. [l|?^i

1 Q20 -Henderson Combination, 4-cylp., dynamo UfUH
J- *7 ing Fpt, electric and EUnxou horns, HeiidOBOtfl

lux\irious Elite sidecar, iiardlv been used and cot.l

£235, mu.=t sell immediately; £210, ofler;.-MaAa|
Freda Lodge, 5, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [476|]

Hobart.
HOBART, 2-speed, Tiew, slightly soiled; C66.-L

Marston, Bridge St., Chester. F4S8j

1O20 2V''h.p, Hobart. 2-speetl. aluminium footboJ- , _

J-J7 list £70.—R„ Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastitoal
St., Souihport. Tel. : 607. (43^1

TO 15 Hobnrt ai^h.p., 2-strok«, single-Ppesd,
J.«/ -enomcillerl and orerhauled; bargnin, £35.—GlW
(iarase. Morecnmbe. Tel.: 160. [X^fll

NEW 21 ^.p. Hobart Lightweight 2-speed models i

stock at manufacturers' list price, £75 ; 4% axtl

for dieJerred payments; only one-nftli deposit, baten
by twelve montlily instalments.—31axroas', l''^'»,j^'S
Brompton Rd., London.

B2C AH letters relating to adveriisements should guote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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-MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

HmiiEE 3'ili.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tyie and
tubes : ride away ; offers over £20.—G. I.OTr, Kirk-

onnell, Dunbar. [4014

>ib.p. HumbeF Combination, 2-spe6d, free, over-
^2 hauled: £50; exchange lightweight.—Tege, Dor-
hesfer. Wallingioid. [4077

aUMBER 3Vjh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, in splen-
did condition; £85.—Austin, Hooton and Richard-

m. Ltd., Raynes Park, S.W.19. 'Phone: Wimbledon
930. [4434

TTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—3y2h.p. 1919
»V Humber and sidecar, horizontal twin-cyl. engine.
Dachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, and handle
alter: 100 gas. [4328

ih.p. Humber Coaehbuilt Combination, handle start.
'2 2-speed, free engine, electric lighting throughout:
ly trial; take 37 gns., as money is urgently needed.-
eether. 33. Augusta St., Poplar, London. [39S1

HHE Combination for the Connoisseur.—1919 Hum-
- uer, bh.y.. w.c. Hat twin. S^speed, 2 neutrals,
mdlG-bars, clutch, detachable yalve pockets, detachable
aeels. Hobson carburettc^r (sinele-leyer), C.A.V. dynamo
rhting set. head lamps, speedometer, new extra heavv
unlop tyres, torpedo Millford sidecar, model d© luxe,

I
ecially built, all new condition and excellent runnin;;
der: one of the smartest and mor^t reliable ouint^
. the road; can be seen any time by appointment

;

St offer oyer £225.—Write, Bos 8,546, c/o Th< Motor
i
/c'«. [38.:.-

Imperi.
>h.p. Imperi, B. and B., Eisemann, automatic milley.

,

variable jet, tools, pump, carrier, good tvrcs aufl
It; ride away; £29.—Dodd, 135, Bathurst Gardens.
iUeSrten, N.W.IO. [3933

Indian.
MlIAN'. 2-speed, clutch, thorough bargain ; £48.-

Hudson, 181, Dunstable Rd.. Luton. [4529

^''''ir'^"''^'"'
'81^ 7-9h.p., new tyres: bareain.-

i<
.Sharp. 11. Porley Hd., Highgate. (After 6.) [4496

-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-spepd, electric lighting
good order; £85.—County Garage, Brighton. [3675

I NDI.iN Combination, 1915, all on. any trial- £78
15, Mervan Hd., Brixton Church, S.W.2. [4252

\^°}^I^ '^^5 ^0'° 7-9h.p.. very nice machine;
^ £43, must sell.—Hayes Motors, Thornton Heath,

'

[4553
h.p. Indian, T.T., 1916, just overhauled, fast, all

accessories; 6S.-Sibley, 106, Market Place, Eom-
[4003

TDIAN.-1920 4K.p. Scout, S-speeds, clutch, TT
bars, speedometer; £145.—Parker's,/ Bradshaw-

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879

,e, Bolton. [X4587

)

(li.p. Late 1915 Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
coachbuilt sidecar, stored 3 years; oflers.-Brown,

nt«, Kendal. [3839™ fDIAJf 1915 7-9h.p., T.t! model, practically new
back tyre: £50, or nearest offer.-Box 766. c/o
Molor Cycle. [X4640
IDIAN 7-!ih.p T.T.. 2-speed, clutch. Bramble coach
sidecar fully equipped; £70.-Webster. Little

on, Sutton Coldfield. [X4442
|117 Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., enamel; plating new
\t ^"^ accessory, perfect; nearest offer.-Grey
.rt, Thorpe Bay, Essex. [3680
rOIAN Combination. 1919, Oct., fully equipped
^'o'-S^' ™''fsee 1-400, perfect; offers.-Hawley, 71

ry Hill, Catford, S.E.6. [4375
TJIAN 1920 Combination, elaborate; cost £260
""S', ^l?^'' somg -abroad.—Apply, 51, Maple-

cpe Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [455I
20 7-9 h.p. Indian Combination, electrically

,,
wiuipped, only done 50 miles, perfect; £200, or

r ofter.-47. Abbey Kd., Grimsby. [4637
416 Clutch Model Indian. 7-9h.p., completely over-

,
',,''^°J™'^?''.'l,"i eo«l condition; £70, or near offer.
Hue, Westleigh, Ash Vale, Surrey. [4495
5h p. Indian. 3 speeds, etc.. Swan sidecar, newUunlops, original enamel, lamps, accessories like
Id new; £95.-63, Solon Hd., Brixton. [473]
i20 7-9h.p. Indian Standard Combination, electric
' eqmpmenl. speedometer, etc.; £223/14 —KincHarper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. '

[3982
)20 Indian Millford Combination, dynamo liehtim-

i
'^''^£5'„"^ ^"^ mechanical horn. Easting, t<5)ls- °a

f;ain, £175.-76, Western Rd., Southall, W. [2799
'p}^'?'^'^'^*'^ Powerplus, MiUs-Fulford combination,

w £110""?.° ^f'^i^V "^'"n?"'
speedometer, goodlew, £iio.-c., 12, Station Parade, MusweU Hill

DIAN Powerplus, 1919, Grindlay De Luxe '"sfd'e^-
. ar, screen, ^nd grid, unpunctured, grand outfitn. £165, or r earest.—Gilbert, Dunchurch, Rugby!

DIAX Scout, TT. bars, lamps, horn, mirror^lnlly
- insured, carefully run in, low mileage, 100 lii p ^ •

j

leasun tor selling; £137.-Gill, West St., Boston'
° [4487
\20 Indian Combination, delivered about July not

"

.
''^f^

I'SOO miles, perfect condition and rinnfng
;

il65.-104a. Fmebley Ed. 'Phone: Hampstead
[4791

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Beady to Bide away

Trade supplied.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combinarion £170
25 h.p. DOUGLAS Model, R-ith clutch £105

2l h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch . . . £100
4 h.p. DOUGLAS, solo - £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed ... tSO 17

23 b.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch

and kick-starter £89 5

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Com-
bination £186 18

3! h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

DIAMOND, 2-stroke. single-gear £56 Itt^
l] h.D. B.S.A., 3-speed. all-chain, and

Sidecar £152
,1 h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle ot Man

model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed. 2-stroke, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

5 h.p. ZENITH, sports model .-. . £139
5-6 h.p, JAMES Combination £130
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, dma-

mo Hebting £230
1920 A.J.S. Combination £2:0

CRAND PRIX M0R(:AN . . LIST PRICE.

Second-hand Machines.
iqrj 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60
i^r6 2i h.p. 2-5pced DOUGLAS £05
I9r5 2! h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and. accessories .. £95
rgis 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .. £90
1920 2-stroke 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
1920 4 b.p. DOUGLAS CombinatioQ and

acce.ssories £162
rgis 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £110
rgrs 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. draamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £220
1920 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Henderson

Sidecar, all accessories £135
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar £145
1918 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Canoelet

Sidecar, all accessories £110
1914 A.B.C., 4-speed, and Sidecar and

accessories £110
1015 ^-speed INDIAN and Sidecar £105
tgao A. B.C. Speedometer £120

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-Davidson .... £40
CANOELET, for Neiy Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight . . £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD SkiS £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
M.4CHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

targe Stock of Powell & Hanmer Latnjis

and other Accessories.

378,

CAR DEPOT :

Euston Ro^d.
Telephone—Mnseum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALK-
Indian.

"IQ14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, electric starter,
-*-*' lamps, horn, with IMilliord's best sidecar, good
running order; £65.—Ford, London Rd., East Grin-
stead. ^4561

C*ALE, exchange, Powerplus Indinn, 1918, Swnu side-^ car, electrically eauipped, splendid condition; sell

£135, or lightweight and cash.—Mee, Chatham St.,
Leicester. [4311

INDIAN 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, spring frame,
lamps, horn, speedometer. Easting wind screen,

smart turnout; £95.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish
Town, N.W. [4815

1Q16 Indian 5-6h.p. Combinntiou, 3-speetl, clut<^h,J-^ kick start; £115, near ofEer, or exchange 2H
h.p. Dnuglas, money difference.—Eenshaw, Kingsway
Dairy, Woking. - [3777

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Machine, fitted with standard
-Lt7 equipment, including electric lighting, horn,
and speedometer: £181/14.—King and Harper, 6 and
7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3972

j QI6 Indian 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Combination. 3-
-L*J spseds, dual clutch, electric lighting, voltmeter,
aluminium discs, tools; £120; seen by appointment.—
35, Doneraile St., Fulham. [4435

1Q15 S^'jh.p. Indian Twin, 3^speed, kick start and
J- 1^ clutoh. electric lighting, long exhaust : a bar-
gain, £70.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
St., Southpori- Tel. : 607. [4858

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinntiona, 1916 and 1920.
dynamo lighting.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hoiirs 9-/, including Saturdays. [4056

INDIAN 1920 (August) 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, electric horu. speedometer, latest large

valves, unsciati-hed and perfect; £190, or best offer.-
Shuttleworth, 10, Long St., Devizes. [4485

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Spares.—Petrol, oil tanks,
frames, cylinder heads, domes, front rear wheels,

carriers, clutch, sprockets, chains, chain cases.

—

Indian, 45, Handcrolt Rd., W. Croydon. .[4662

"I (Q 20 Indian ^ I'owerplns Combination, electrically
J-t/ equipped. Cameo wind screen, aluminium disc
wheels, in very fine running order and condition : first
ofier nearest £175.—Moore, Castle Rd., Wellingborough.

[4011
LATE 1914 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 2-speed.

spring frame, speedometer, lamps, new tyre
back wheel, stored 3 years, splendid running order,
clutch needs adjusting; £85. or oITers.—C. Baldwin.
Cholscy, Berks. [3900

INDIAN Sporting Combination, 1916, S'^yi.p., 3-speed,
K.S.. bulbous back sidecar, fully equipped, re-

enamelled and plated in makers' colours, handsome ap-
pearance, equal new; £100.-236, Monument Rd..
Edgbaston, Birmingham. [3915

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, kick
start, large C.B. sidecar (Dunhill), Orto screen,

hoofl, electric lamps and horn, speedometer, luggage
carrier, petrol tin carrier, tools, just ovehauled; £115.
or near offer; Saturday after 3 p.m.—102, The Av.,
yVesi Ealing. [3896 .

INDIAN.—Immediate, deliTery from stock, 7-9h.p.
Powerplus model, with dynamo lighting, electrio

horu, and speedometer, £181/14; combination.
£223/14; al^o 4h.p. Soout model. 3-speed. £140; local
trade supplied.—Sole Birmingham agent. P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0175

"1 Q 19 Indian Powerplus Combination, spring frame,
-L^ elec-trically equipped, complete tools, spares, in-

cluding chains, 2 spare inner tube*. 1 good spare outer
cov^er, engine just overhauled, fast machine: owner going
alifoad, nuist sell; £155, or near offer; seen Saturday
or Sunday, or write.—Simpson, 30^ Lausdowne Rd., Tun-
f.rid;;e Wells. [2693

rtt20 (Sept.) 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo
9
" lighting, electric horn, aUo Cowey, Easting,

aluminium disc? and number-plates, Tan-Sad, speedo-
meter and ammeter, brand new outfit, only ridden
two weeks, fully in.=ured unfll Sept. nest, cost £270;
accept £235; cash urgently needed. UuntingdonT—
Bos 8,520, r/o TJte Motor Cycle. [3744

7-9h.p. 2-speed 1915 Clutch Model Indian Motor
Cycle and Sidecar, equipped speedometer to 80

m.p.h , head and tail lam>'^, brand new chains fitted

and Bosch water-tight mag., tyres and tubes in per-

fect condition. Phoenix torpedo sidecar, with wind
screen, painted white enamel and red chassis"; price
£115.— Taylor, c/o Merton Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford.

[X4205

Invicta

NEW INVICTA-J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2-speed clutch and
kick starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable

machine, £89/5; also 3>/;>h.p.. Abingdon King Dick
engine, 3-speed clutch and kick starter, fitted with
smart low built sidecar, £143; deferred payments
4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
in'Jtalments.-Harrods. Ltd.. 118. Brompton Rd.,

London. . E4234

Ivy.

IVY Cycles.— Write, Rothwell and Milbourne, Cow-
ieigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

LATE 1919 Ivy, 2-speed 2-stroke, lamps, horn, good

condition; £62.-8, Orchard St., Lincoln. [4498

AH letters relating to advertisements «KAf,ld nuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue E27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Harley-navidson.

7-91i.p.,HAXLlEYrBAVIDSOl^
dition, accessories,

1919
tyres new

S2, Abinger E-cl., Bedford Park, W.4,

esceUen-t con-
il 10—Warwick,

[3673

electricalHARLEY-BAVIDSON.—In stock, 7-9h.p,
models, with Mills-Fulford or Henderson erne-

cars.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4576

BEAND New Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Sports Model,
with Klason horn, speedometer; price £159/16/6.

—Plemine'.s Garage, Amblecote, Stourbridge. [2530

1.<i20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Comljination, electiic
it/ model; list £143/16/9.—E. Bamber and Co.,

Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [4841

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-91l.p., 1919, mechanically
perfect, appearance as new, £95; also 1918, in-

complete, £75.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Finchley.
[X4468HABLET-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model with Swan

sporting sidecar, electric lighting, mechanically
perfect, as new: £190.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Holton.

[S4662
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Gombinartion, 3-speed,

'K;S., clutch, solo 82 gns. ; combination £95; ex-

chances.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S-W.7.
[4808

HARLEY-DAVIDSON W.D. Models, re-enamelled,
1918 1919, good running order; first cash

secures; £85 and £90.-113, Rectory Lane, Tooting,

S.W. [1993

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, Boscli,

electric horn, lights, discs, original "tyres; £158;
write for appoin-traent.—Motor, 174, Hano-yer St.,

Sheffleia. [-3721

GENUINTJ Harley Combination, 1915-16, 7-9h.p.,

screen, horn, lamps, good condition; £130, oi-

nearest offer.-Crouch, Kirkley, Windermere Rd..
Coulsdon. [4661

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1918
horn. D.A. light

overhanledtliorouglily

Hd., S.E.5

new speedometer,
;pare eoi

£115.-^71,

Tan-sad,

1 Ql'5 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,

Canfberwell New
[4577

in sound
condition, recently overhauled; £125. — R.

Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.. Southport.
Tel. : 607. [4856

HARLEY-DAVIDSOiV, 1919, mag. model, 1920 Dun-
hill large iiulbous liack sidecar, mt?chanical horn, 3

lamps, .generator, etc. ;

" £125.-88, Church Rd.,

P,aTn6s, S.W.. [3733

BRAND New Hnrlfey-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric light-

ing, with Model MM4 Canoelet sidecar and coverall
- _,.

. . ^ Amblecote,apron
;

price £232/17.—Eleming
BtnuTbridge.

1918HARLET-DAVIDSOJf
special body, hood and screen, _ new tyres jrnd

Garage,

Combination,

[2529
new.

lamps; £160, or near.-

London, S.W.16.

HARLET-DAVIDSOJJ 1919 7-91].p.

firlly equipped, lieiid. rear, and
horn, indistinguishable from new; £190.-
shawgate, Bolton.

Mitcham Lane, Streatham,
[3728

Combination,
sidecar lamps,
Parker's, Brad-

[^4561

HAHLET-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916, Mills-
Fulford sidecar, wind screen, lamps, etc.. good

lyres, in perfect rimning -order; £130, or best offer.-

13, Clemence St., E.14. [36S8

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Ten 1918 and 1919 Ilarley-
David.sons, 7-9h.p.. W.D. models, overhauled and

re-cna-melled. guaranteed sound; clear at ^&800.—Box
8,S86, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4678

1-017 Harley-Davidson Combination, just overhauled
X.*y by makers, lamps, horn, tools, new spare tyre,

tube, arrd chain, insurance policy.—Tel.: 6626 Museum.
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [4419

ICfclS 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, just
J.«7 overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres through-
out, in excellert condition; £150.—Tel. ; 6626 Museum.!
—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [4421'

HARLEY Combination, fully equipT»ed. new large
bulbous sidecar, Eastirjg, electric lighting and

h*Tn, excellent lot, witll K. entwine: £145 for Quick sale.

-K., Tlie Rolls, Highams Park, E.4. [3847

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 41r.p. Flat Twin, 1920,
speedometer and lighting set; owner bought

7-91i.p. combination: best offer over £130.—Page, 79,
Military Rd., Colchester. Tel.: 111. [4S£4
1Q1S 41i.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, kick start
-1-" and clOtch, tyres, etc., very good, absolutely
notrooble macl ine

; <ESO.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.
2, Kastjbank St., Soutljport. Tel, : 607. [4857

1 Q20 irarle.v-Davidson Flat Twin, speedometer, horn
-*-.?' bouglit month ago, cost £161, onlv used 134
iniJca, new and unscratched; lor quick sale, £140 —
Alcxanilers, 116, Lothian Rd.. Edinburgh. [3480
TTARLEY-IffiNDEESON EUte Combination, 1919.*-t /-an.p., lull equipment, wind acreen, Tan-Sad'
uparo-,, guaranteed perfect condition; first reasonable

Park Hill, Richmond, Surrey. [4549
Combination, large sidecar

„„ ,1, TV -
, ;•-. 3 lamps, new chains, tvreanearly new,_ thoroujilily overhauled and a nuniber ot

olTor accepted.

-

1 QI8 Harley 7-9h.p.XJ» Easting •"ng. Klaxon,
thoroughly

spares; «15S.-Middloton, 330, Ivydale Rd., Nunliead.

HARLKVn.WinsoN,
ini,d..|

[4546
1919-20, 7-9h.p. cluctrlc

,, .

, ,

"oibii.ation, bulbous sidecar, tuUv
oauii.pMl. n,lindi.l j.o-chanical condition; £185- c'x'
clittnges.— 12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., B.'w 7

[4810

ASTRA

DYNAMOS

D.C.l. 4 volt.

Simple, Reliable, Efficient,
Cannot Burn Out, Generates
at Slow Speed with no Dan^ger
of Over - running or Over-
charging.

Can be fitted to al-

most any machine
Prices .

D.C. 4-voIt type £6 10

Complete Motor Cycle Sets.

including

—

1 Dynamo, 1 Accumulator,

1 Head Lamp, 1 Tail Lamp,
Swilch and Wire from

£12
Special fittings for Zenith,
Douglas, A.J.S,, and all

tmtside flywheel machines.

Repairs to M.I.R.A. and other
dynamos promptly executed.

6 volt. UGHT CAR SETS
complete from £15 0.

Write or call for full particulars

:

The

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
110, Victoria Street, S.W.
Telephone : Victoria, 7545.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALB.
Harley-Davidson.

NiLT a few left.-1919 and 1918 Harleyi, iE90 .

i;85, enamelled, and in runnine order; new oAe*^^
cars to fit same, £28/10; also Triumphs, Douglases, anl'
P. and M.'s at bargain prices.—Owen, 59, Scholefielfl"^
Rd., Holloway. '"

'

O^

1 Q20 (Julyj Haxley-Da'^'idsOTi 7-9b.p.. -electric mo^^
f~%^ speedometer, splendid . sidecar with liood, ecrar"

'

insumnce policy until July, 1921, also some petror^^
oil, guaranteed as newi the lot £255.—Ilieder, 6, Ww
ley St., Nottin^-liam. - 13

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Oombmafcion, 7-3hii^
Klaxon, extra large lighting set,- insurance,"

EastiTig mnd screen, vei*y fast, new condition ; a«Qr
trial or expert examination ; £ 155, or oHer.—T9, -

Watney Hd., -Mortlake. [466Br'

HARLEr-DAVIDSON" 1920 7-9h.p., electric moMj'
speedometer, Montf^omery eideoai to match, iiosfl,

Bcreen, mileage 1,500; sell £205,. or exchange 192D
SVoh.p. Sunbeam or Triumph and, cash.—Oglesby, 213^
Leaside Av., Muswdl Hill, N.IO. [4^^
1019 Harley-BaTidson 7-9h.i),. new this year, fii^l
-1- «-' T\-it}i luxurious bulbous i?idep£ir, uijholtteretl m'
anticrae, electric lighting (accumulator) Inpgage -coitte/
Cameo Trind screen, tyres perfect, guaranteed, filSoj-;

e-xchaugey or easy terms.—2 Nightingale E.d., IiOSrer
Clapton, N. [fl«?86

HAELEY-DlAaDSON 1919 (November) Special
Combination, done 3,000 miles, extctric model,

hood, screen, speedometer, a magnificent outfit,
guarahteed sound; £175.—Elce and -Co., 15-?M,J
Bishopsgafce Ay., CaaaMinile St., E.C.3.. ^iPfear*^**
Av-enne 5548. [Q|

"% iQ^O Harley-Davidson Combination, electric M^Av ing, electric hoxja, ©amco sidecar witli i
screen, new March last, run undfir 1,800 miles. •

new; £200.—Williams and Pry, Ltd., 31, .Buckaiglnmi
Palace Rd., S.W.l. Tel. : Victoria 5940. T.A,

:

Motftgens, Sowest, London. [4720

1 Q 19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Mills-Fulford de Loseiv sidecar, just overhauled, hrxurious outfit, -stfll

looks tifl newj -completely equipped throughout, Irnnje,
:

Klason, Easting wind scj^en, spring Inggag-e grid, t«olfir', *

etc., iully insured; wJjat offer's Any rensonable tiialg ril

seen bv appointment.—Cooke, 33, Eiikstall IW-, Strefrtv^j

ham HiH. [AQ62 ]

J 020 Bh.p, lTa.zlewood-Jap Coml:>inatlon, lamp,|

;

--•y horn, speedometer, Easting wind screen, -the

whole outfit in perfect and new condition ; -£1-65.—'

Aie-sartder's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [3*8Bi

"VTEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Comtiinat/ion, S-speed cl'atiirili|

-L^ and titdi starter, a tlioroughly reliable o«ifi!6.;|B

HaiTods Jiave a large number of these in stock Jor saileB .

at £186 each, or on deferr-ed payments 4% extra; only]

one-fiith deposit, balance by twelve monthly i-nsUi^

:

mants.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Hd., London. :i

I422i([

iienderson.

"I (3120 4-fTl. Henderson, -dectric "model, mileage ZSO^:
-^•iy £155.-50, Huntspill St., Tooting. [411"

HENDERSON 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl. cltrtch model, fast -aafll

. powerful, go anywhere; £65.^Flt.-Sgt.
We^t Camp, B.A.F., CHUiwell, lanes,

1 /|h.p. Henderson* 1320 model, fitted with Sl!^
-1-" sidecar, electric dynamo lighting, disc 'wli'"
very fast, sporty looking; £215.—Wauchope's, 9, J

Lane, London, p

A GIFT.—Henderson four, 3-speed, kirk start, 198C
Elite sidecar, -D.A. lighting, wind sci^en; WB^-u

trial; owner .going Canada immediately; nearest £3"*

-32, Tictoria ISaU Sheffield. [«

NEW 1921 Henderpon Models now on the Way,-'*'ftl'lV

secure earliest. poEsible delivery, book yoai
at oiice 'With the sole Midkind distributors, The ^'"^^^j—
Motor Co., Aston Rd., BiTminghflin. 'LfSSw

HENDERSON lOh.p., 1916. speeds, clutch, hahmi
start, bulbous coach 1920 sidecar, underslunK

black -and gold, solo £95; combination £130.—iW[
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S-W.7.. [Wr

HENDERSON 1920-21 Electric Model K. -

gear, fitted with daxlc blue Henderson Elite HW
car, most luxurious comljination on tiie j"oad, "butfiw

new; write lor appointment.—S. Welirli, 17^ Chttip

side, E.C.2. • V

1 Q20 Henderson Combination, 4-cylp., dynamo ligW
,

-l-«7 ins f^et. elec-tric and Jvlnxou born.", HeudclsoVf 'fl

luxurious Elite sidecar, liardly been used and cofi; li

'»*'

£235, must sell immediately: £210, oflers.—MacOta' *. y
Freda Lodge, 5. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [476 ,^

£1'

3^'

Hobart.
HOBART, 2-6peed. mew, slightly soiled;

Marston, Bridge St., -CheBter.

1020 2V^h.,p, Hobart, 2-spee<.l. aluminium footboM
JL*y list £70.~K.. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East*Ml
St.. Southport. Tel. : 607. f4B4^

"ItllS Hobnrt 2,''3i.p.. 2-.':trote, single-ppeed,
J-»^ .enamelled and crrerhaiiled; bargain, £35.—Omn-j
Garage, Moreeambc. Tel.: 160. [X44JJ

NEW 23^b.p. Hobart Lightweight 2-speed models ifl

slock at manufacturers' list price, £75; 4% f*^3
for dsforred payments; only one-nfth deposit. buSDtii
by twelve montlilv instalmentB.-rHATrods, Ltd., 13li

' Brompton Rd., London. [422j

B2C All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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-MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

aUJIBEE S'/jli.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tyre_and
tulies : ride avay ; offers over £20.— G,

i ounell, Uunbar.
Low, Kiik-

[4014

I'Jih.p.
Humbert Combination, 2-speed, free, ov

>2 liauled; £50; exchange lightm'eight.—TesB, Bor-
hester, Walhnglord. [4077

)
ITUMBER 3V:,h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, in splen-
ic did condition; £85.—Austin, Hooton and Ricnard-

i m, Ltd., Raynes Park, S.W.19. phone : Wimbledon!
: 9^0. [4454

;
TTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—SM-h.p. 1919

\.
'V Humber and sidecar, horizontal twin-cyi. engine,

I lachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, and handle
i arter; 100 gas. [4328

; >ih.p. Humber Coachbuilt Combination, handle start,

I;
f 2 2-speed, free engine, electric lighting throughout

;

^j' ly trial; take 37 gns., as money is urgently needed.—
ft eether, 33, Augusta St., Poplar, London. [3981

JMHE Combination for the Connoi.sseur.—1919 Hum-
gj;

- uer, bh.p.. w.c. Hat tivin. 3-tfpeed, 2 neutrals,

P
udle-bars, clutch, detachable valve pockets, detachable

^j
leel.'!. Hobson carburetter (singlMever). C.A.V. dynamo
rhting eet, head lamp.s, speedometer, new extra heavy
imlop tyres, torpedo MiUford side<ar, model de luxe,
ecially built, all new condition and excellent running
tier; one of the smartest and mo^t reliable ouints
the road: can be seen any time by appointment

;

t oiler over £225.—Write. Box 8,546, c/o The Motor
de. [38i..

Imperi.
h.p. Tmperi, B. and B., Eisemann, automatic pulley.

variable jet, tools, pump, carrier, good tvrcs and
It: nde away; £29.—Dodd, 135, Bathurst Gardens.
llle^den, N.W.IO. [3933

Indian.
WDIXN, 2-spe6d, clutch, thorough bargain

Hudson, 181, Dunstflble Ed.. Luton.

1
accessories ; 65.-

£48.— !

[4529
j

"''',;'r-'-°'^"" ''^l'* 7-9h.p,, new tyres: bargain.-
Sharp, 11. Poriey Ed., Highgate. (After 6.) 14496

-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, electric lighting,
£S5.—County Garage, Brighton. [3675

SDIAN Combination, 1915. all on, any trial- £73.
15, Mervan Rd., Brixton Church, S.W.2. [4252

fDIAN 1915 Solo 7-9h.p., very nice machine;
_
£43, must sell.—Hayes Motors, Thornton Heath,

[4553
U.p. Indian, T.T., 191.6, just overhauled, fast, all

SiBley, 106, Market Place, Eoni-
[4003

fDIAN.—1920 4H.p. Scout, 3-speeds, clutch, TT
bars, speedometer; £145.—Parker's,. Bradshaw-

e, Bolton. [X4587
i.p. Late 1915 Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

ooacljbuilt sidecar, stored 3 years; offers.-Brown,
nter, Kendal. (3839
IDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., T.T. model, practicallv new

back tyre; £50, or nearest ofter.-Box 766, c/o
Motor Cycle. [X4640
FDIAN 7-9h.T). T.T., 2-speed, clutch, Br.imble coach
sidecar, fully' equipped; £70.-Webster. Little

on. Sutton Coldfield. [X4442
[in Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., enjimel, plating new
' every accessory, perfect; nearest offer.-Grey
rt, Thorps Bay, Essex. [365O
"DIAN Combination, 1919, Oct., fully eauinned
spaves, mileage IJIOO, perfect; offers.—Havvley, 71'

ry Hill, Catford, S.E.6. [4375
DIAN 1920 Combination, elaborate: cost £260

1-, ^IS^' f!"™' abroad.—Apply, 51, Maole-
•pe Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4551

J20 7-9 h.p. Indian Combination, electrically
. »<luiPP«d, only done 50 miles, perfect £200 or
r ,0fler.-47. Abbey Ed., Grimsby. ' [4637

J16
Clutch Model Indian, 7-9h.p., completely over-

' hauled, and in good condition; £70, or near offler.
l(de, Westleigh, Ash Vale, Surrey. [4495
31i.p. Indian, 3 speeds, etc.. Swan sidecar, new

' uunlops. origrnal enamel, lamps, accessories like
id new; £95.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4731
i20 7-9h.p. Indian Standard Combination, electric'equipment, speedometer, etc.; £223/14—Kine

I Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3962
|20 Indian Milltord Combination, dynamo lighting
' electric and mechanical horn. Easting, tools- a

jhain, £175.-76, -Western Rd., Southall, W.- [2799
' DIAN, late Powerplus, Mills-Pulford combination

dynamo ighting discs, speedometer, goodiin-C, 12, station Parade, Muswell Hill
l-T-Ol

£110.-

DIAN Powerplus, 1919, Grindlay De Luxe'sfdlj'
„" Jfll""' -"'^ grid, unpunctnred, grand outfit,
•11. £165, or rearest.—Gilbert, Dtinchiirch, Rugby!

DIAN Scout, T.T. bars, lamps, horn, mirioi^^fuHy
- insured, carefully run in, low mileage, 100 in o -
- reason for selling; £137.-Gill, West St., Boston;
" ^

[4487
1 20 Indian Combination, delivered about July, notdone 1,500 miles, perfect condition and running

|i: £165.-104a, Finchley Ed. 'Phone: Hampstead; [4791

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879

£89 S

Special Ageats for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away

Trade suppl'ed.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
2} h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105
2? h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch . . . £100
4 h.p. DOUGLAS, solo £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2; h.p. NEW IMPERIAL. 2-speed ... £80 17

23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch

and kick-starter

Sh.p NEW IMPERIAL s-speed Com-
bination £18S 18

,.', h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £56 10^
.^J h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and

Sidecar £152
:ilh.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle ot Man

model £110 5

ALLON, 2-speed. 2-stroke, clutch, and
kick-starter £85

Sh.p. ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190
Sh.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, dyna-

mo lighting £2.M
1920 A.J.S. Combination £2:0

GRAND PRIX MORGAN . . LIST PRICE.

Second-hand Machines.
rgis 2i h.p. 2-5pced DOUGLAS £60
1916 2j h.p. 2'-speed DOUGLAS £05
igrs 2S h.p. 2-spced DOUGLAS £55
iQr6 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and. accessories .. £95

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .. £90
1920 2-stroke 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
r920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
rgij 4. h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. dynamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £220
1920 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Henderson

Sidecar, all .accessories £135
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar £145
1918 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Canoelet

Sidecar, all accessories £110
[914 A.B.C., 4-speed, and Sidecar and

accessories £110
1915 ^-speed INDIAN and Sidecar £105
1920 A.B.C. Speedometer €120

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-Davidsoo .... £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight . . £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Skiff £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stcck of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Ro^d.
Telephone—AJuseum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FO« SALt-
Indian.

1 Q 14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, electric starter.
-*-«/ lamps, horn, with MillJord's best sidecar, good
running order; £65.—Ford, London Ed., East Grin-
stead. [4561

QALE, exchange, Powerplus Indian, 1918, Swan side
•^ car, electrically eciuipped, splendid condition
£135, or lightweight anil' caslil-Mee,
Leicester.

sell

Chatham St.,

[4311

INDIAN 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, spring frame,
lamps, horn, speedometer. T '

' '
. Easting wind screen,

smart turnout; £95.— 62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish
N.W. '

[4815Town,

1Q16 Indian 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
-- *^ kick start; £115, near offer, or excha

clutch,

, , -. exchange 2%
h.p. Douglas, money difference.—Eenshaw-, Kingsway
Dairy, Woking. [3777

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Machine, fitted with standard
-*-*' equipment, including electric lighting, horn,
and speedometer; £181/14.—King and Harper, 6 and
7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3972

1Q16 Indian 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Combination, 3-
X*J speeds, dual clutch, electric lighting, voltmeter,
aluminium discs, tools; £120; seen by appointment.

—

35, Doneraile St., Fulham. [4435

"I Q 15 3V2h.p. Indian Twin, 3-speed, kick start and
-»-«^ clutch, electric lighting, long exhaitst: a bar-
gain. £70.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
St., Southpor^. Tel. : 607. [4S58

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations. 1916 and 1920.
dynamo lighting.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hauipstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hours 9-/, including Saturdays

Hampstead 3762.
[4056

INDIAN.—Immediate delivery from stock,
Powerplus model, with dynamo lighting.

INDIAN 1920 (August) 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting, electric liorn, speedometer, latest large

valves, unscrati-hed and perfect; £190, or best offer.-
Shuttleworth, 10, Long St., Devizes. [4485

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Spares.—Petrol, oil tanks,
frames, cylinder heads, domes, front rear wheels,

carriers, clutch, sprockets, chains, chain cases.—
Indian, 45, Handcroit Rd., W. Croydon. [4662

1020 Indian^ Powerplus Combination, electiically
-L^ equipped, ' Cameo wind screen, aluminium disc
wheels, in very fine running order and condition ; first

offer nearest £175.—Moore, Castle Rd., Wellingborough.
[4011

LATE 1914 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 2-speed,
spring frame, speedometer, lamps, new tyre

liack w-heel, stored 3 years, splendid running order,
clutch needs adjusting; £85, or oITel-s.--C. Baldwin.
Cliolscy, Berks. [3900

INDIAN Sporting Combination, 1916, 3i/oh.p., 3-speed,
K.S., bulbous back sidecar, fully equipped, rc-

ennmclled and plated in makers' colours, handsome ap-
pearance, equal new; £100.—236, Monument Rd.,
Edgbnston, Birmingham. [3915

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p.. 3-speed, spring frame, kick
start, large C.B. sidecar (Dunhill), Orto screen,

hood, electric lamps and horn, speedometer, luggage
carrier, petrol tin carrier, tools, just ovehauled; £115,
or near offer; Saturday alter 3 p.m.— 102, The Av.,
West Ealing. [3896-

7-9h.p.

.-. electric
horn, and speedometer, £181/14; combination,
£223/14; al.'o 4h.p. Scout model, 3-speed, £140; local
trade supplied.—Sole Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans,
83-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [0173

1Q19 Indian Power^ilus Combination, spring frame,
^-*J electiically equippe<l, complete tools, spares, in-

cluding chains, 2 spare inner tube', 1 good spare outer
coyer, engine just overhauled, fast machine; owner going
abroad, must sell; £155, or near offer; seen Saturday
or Sunday, or write.—Simpson, 30, Lansdown© Rd., Tun-
hridge Wells. [2688

(Sept.) 7-9h.p. Indian Cotnbination, dynamo
hting. electric horn, also Cowey, Easting,

aluminium discs and number-plates, 'I'an-Sad, speedo-

meter and ammeter, brand new outfit, only ridden
two weeks, fully in.^urefl unfil Sept. nest, cost £270;
accept £235; ea.sh urgeutlv needed. HuntingdonT—
Box 8,520, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3744

7-9h.p. 2-speed 1915 Clutch Model Indian Motor
Cycle and Sidecar, equipped speedometer to 80

m.p.h , head and tail lam>-^, brand new chains fitted

and Bosch water-tight mag., tyres and tubes in per-

fect condition. Phcenix torpedo sidecar, with wind
screen, painted white enamel and red chassis; price
£115.—Taylor, c/o Merton Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford.

[X4205

- Invjctn
\TEW INVICTA-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed clntot and
li kick starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable

machine, £89/5; also 3y^h.p,, Abingdon King Dick
engine 3-speed clutch and kick starter, fitted with
smart low built sidecar, £143; deferred payments
4"/ extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
instalments.—Harrods. Ltd.. 118. Brompton Rd..

London. [4234

Ivy

IVY Cycles.-Write, Rothwell and llilbourne, Cow-
leigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

LATE 1919 Ivy, 2-speed 2-stroke lamps, horn, good

condition; £62.-8, Orchard St., Lincoln. [449?

rqao
«' lig:

All letters relating to advertisements .h«f.id nuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue B27
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MOTOR FOR SALE.

IVY,
irom stock; prices and catalogues post

Distriit ABOnts, WalsaU Garage, Walsall. Tel.;

CYCLES
Ivy.

the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all-models
'

...
free.—
444.
[9003

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknow
ledgcd finest lightweight—^Fnll particalais, H. G,

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents. 91, Gt
Portland St., W.l. Maylair 4084. [0023

Ixion.

1 Q16 Ixion-Villers, single-speed, new piston, rings;
--•^ £35, or- nearest.— 1, Westgrove, Bath Rd.,
Stroud. [4402

James.
JAMES Comlunntion, 1916, countershaft gears, kick

start, equipped; £66.-202, Munster Ed., Fulham.
[3983

1 Q20 James 5-6h.p., and Canoelet sidecar; £135.—
-*-«.' Dunn's, 326, Euston Ed.. London. Museum
5391. [297S

JAMES 1920 6h.p. Coach Combination, chain drive,
hand clutch, equipped perfect; £145.—5, Victoria

Av., Surbiton. [4451

1 Q20 James Combination, 4lih.p., perfect condition;
J-t' £135.—Ger. Fitton, Ightfi«ld Heath, Whit-
church, Salop. [4475

JAMES.—In stock. 1920 6h.p. combination, S-fpeeds,
clutcft, Lucas accessories; £190.—Parker's. Brad-

shawgate. Bolton. [X4583

JAMES Brand Xew Combinations, for immediate
delirery from stock.-Sole district agents. The

Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9000

"I
O20 Twin James S'Ah.v-, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,

-•-•^ done 250 miles, any -expert examination; £108.— 1, Barbourne Terrace, Worcester. [4219

JAMES Combination, 1916, in first-class .order, ap-
pearance as new ; any e-xamination ; best offer

over £100.-Bailey. Chapel St., Petersfleld. [4134

JAMES 1919 S'/ih.p. Twin Combination, bulbous back
sidecar. Easting -screen, Lncas lamps; £120 —25,

Braithwaite KU., Spavkbrook, Birmingham. [4515

"I
020 James 5-6h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno

XiJ set. Easting screen, 6pare tube and tools; £200.
—W. Fillingham, 89, Athertou Ed., Hindley. [4010

JAMES 4V2h.r. Coachbnilt Combination,^Armstrong
3-sp6ed hub, lamps, screen, spares, nmning order;

60 gns.—Alhvard, Bramber Ed., N. Fincliley. [4187

1 Q20 James Combination, mileage negligible, fullyLO equipped. See displayed advertisement.—Rat-
cliHe Bros.. 200. Ot. Portland St., London, W. [4712

NEW 1920 James 4.'4h.i). Combination, £170; 6h.p.
combination, £190; free dehvery to any address —

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed-, Birmingham.
[3797

JAMES 2-strokf,, 2-speed, 1920 (May), lamps, tools,
spare belt new, insurance policy, splendid condi-

tion, aliout 300 mile«; £80.—L. Sparrow, Merrifleld
Villa, Martock. [38E)4

JAMES Combination, 1917, 4%h.p., 3-sp6ed counter-
shaft, and clutch, and kick start, first-class con-

dition, new tyrea and parts; £85.—D, Bro\vning, Wall-
biidge, Stroud. . [3835

1 Q20 4J^i.p. James Combination Do Lux©, smallL*J mileaf-'e, perfect condition; offers, lamp, horn,
niirrow included.—Robson, Rosemary Cottage, South
Harting, nr. Petersfleld. ' [3877

J.\.ME.S 5-6b.p. Combination, De Luxe sidecar, hand
and foot clutch, brand new; owner cannot take

delivery: first cheque for £185 secures, list price
£190.—Pollard, Mitre, Burnley. [4396

JAMES 414b.p. Combination. J-speeds, K-S., clutch,
overhauled August, all in good condition, and

reliable machine; 85 gus. ; appointment.-Thoma--
Nursccios, upper Hallilord, Sheppcrton. [4411

JAMES 1920 6-6b.p. Combination de Luxe, brand
new. not riddou 50 miles, Luca.s Magdyno light-

iaL- u:t. Uk shields, liicgago grid and horn; bargain,
£200.-L. Baker. 28, St. Paul's Sq., Birmingham.

* [X4444
I^.O.C.H. have a 1919 4Hh.p. Jnmai combination.
-- now coudilion, largo electric set.- 5, Heath St
Ilamprtcail (near Hamintead Tube Htationl. 'Phone;
Iluinpntwrd 3752. Hoars 9-7. including Snturdays.

1 Ol'' ,4l,ih.p. Jamon, all nrces.sories, 'i'an-Sad fir^t-

. lY '.'"' condition, under 7.000 miles, Paragim
loWlme frame udccjir, new 1919, w;rcen, .^pron, carrier

Vir ^'"V\l "^r"'".
"^"'I spares; £95, or near otfer.-

Allord, 28, Avenue OardcMi, Acton, W.3. [4550

J.A.P.
r; Oh.p. Jap Ilazlr-wnod Conibinallan, J.siwd kiiky 'frt- "•" lyes, r.cently overhauled; £105.-1
II..Ti«.n Kd . Forcrt Hill, S.B.23. [4668
f\l.Y\lflV, 6h.r. J.A.P,, hronrt new, with Cnnoclcl

Amblcealc, Slonibrldiii'. (2531

J.E.S.
Jl'Oll Hiilc, ,I,f;.fl, iinxilliirv mRlnn, comi.lele, 1914
11 ""1 »*«^„ •'»•<• Jiini., 1815, III n.w; what <,«rri,''

-IfciliiUtoii, Cl.iiim) mil. m;i„.t.d, E.-x, IJc",,

B28 All letlpri relating to nJvcrtliementa iilinul

OIMPLICITY of design and^ fitting have placed Ustikon
Soles and Heels in the class of
really distinctive footwear.

Their refinements and dura-
bility will be constantly grati-
fying to you.

A postal order for 4/3 for
Gents', or 3/3 for Ladies^ (any
size), together -with the requisite
Sol-fix, will bring Ustikon
Soles to your door.

DAVIS _

SOLES & HEELS

GENTS', all sizes
LADIES', all sizes

3/9
2/9

USTIKON
HEELS ^4^

Are well

worth

a trial.

i.r-ir lod.
ij"-ir 1/-

2"~2r 1/6
2k"~2r 1/9
3

" 2/-

Please state size when ordering, and

remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to the Manager, Oept E.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
l-ea^FranctB.

Tj^"^"f^^?°i.^' M.Af3. engine, in stock ; £13-^ Clark, 7, EsiibitiQn Ed., fionth Kensington. (4

JjEi^FRANCIS.M.A^G. engine; immediate delii

Exeter.
*130.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris

19

m

[1

T EA-FRANCIS.-In stock, 1920 twin cyl., 2-spe
-'-' hand-controlled clutch, M.A.G. engine; £13
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4
T EA-FBANCIS, 1920.-PtacB your name on
-«-' waitmg list for delivery of those aristooi
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 198, (it. Portland
W.l.

[c

"I
4120 Lea-Francis, 3y2h.p., lamps, lorn, speedomi

--*' ridden under 500 miles, appearance as new
pertict condition; £115.—T04a, I'tnchley Ed. 'Phc
Hampstead 7S22. [n

T EA-FUANCIS 1917 3>gi.p., 2 speeds and clt
-*-' recently oferhauled and renovated, fitteu ^

brand new 1920 3;sh.p. J.A.P. engine; -£90.-Parlr
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [Xfl

1Q20 Lea-Francis, M.A.G. engine, 2 speeds, ch
-JLt/ and kick starter, all lamps, horn, etc., beaut
machine, only ridden 300 miles, as new; accept £1
offer.—10, Amblecote Ed., Grove Park, S.E.12. [4

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick star
M.A.G. engine, at list price, £130: or on

fen-ed payments 4% extra; only orre-flfth deposit,
ance by twelve monthly instalments.—Harrods, L
118, Brompton Ed., London. [4

LEA-PEANCIS, 1920. delivery from stock, 3%:
twin M.A.G. engine, _2-speed, enclosed chain dr

hand and foot clutch, kick starter; £130; esten
terms 4>;, extra.—City agents, Elce and Co., 15
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Pho
Avenue 5548. [o

Levis.
20 Levis Popular, spotless, mileage 100; £5
Eider, Low Oatton, York. [3

"I Q20 Levis actually in stock; £60.—Julian. 84, Bi
.'-•-' St., Reading. "Phone: 1024. [J

LEVIS 1915, single speed, in excellent conditi
£35.-21, Bold St., Southport. [3

LEVIS, new 1&20 model; delivery from stock.—G:
Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852

[0

LEVIS, tiie master "'2^troke, delivery from etc

£60.-ThD Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., :

mingham. [3

LEVIS 2V.b.p. Model E., 1917, Enfield 2-speed ei

used very little; £50.—Bruest Smart, Brack
Noi-tliants. [4:

1020 Levis Popular Model, in stock at £60 ; eixcha
-»-»/ or easy payments,—2, Kightingale Rd., Lo
Clapton, N. ,

[4'

LKVIS, the finest 2-Etroke in the world, delivery fr

stock; £60.—District agents. The Walsall Gart
.Walsall. Tel.: 444. [91

ONE 2?4 Levis Motor Cycle, 2-speed, Enfield g(
lamps, and horn, in perfect condition ; £6C

Armitage, Afford, Lines. [4(

034.—Levis Popular, 1916, Brampton Biflex for^ accessories, absolutely perfe-jt.- 670, High I1

Tottenham. 'Phone: 1889. [4£

LEVIS, 1920, 2-speca or sincle; at list price fr

stock ; easy payments taken.—Sole Agents, Hi
Engineering A\oiks, Davigdor Rd., Hove. [2*

LEVIS. 1914, new tyres, lamps, horn, just thorougl
overhauled, perfect running order; £45.—Atwi

140, Thurlow Park Rd., Duhvich, S.E.21. [38

LEVIS, 1917, perfect condition,- Brooks, lam
Klaxon, kneegxips, aluminium legsbields, a

Dunlops; £40.-24, Soutll .St., Newport, Wight. [42

1(120 2i/ih.p. LeviSj aluminium discs, 3'. aod
1-*J lamps, horn, excellent condition: £55. —
Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southpi)
Tel. : 607. 148

LEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock; £60,

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, 'Vvoodslo

St. (oir Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phom
Mayfair 6559. [03

"I Q20 I.*v!s Popular, lamps, horn, +oo]<5, small ini

-JLtJ age. guaranteed: cash £60, cost £70; owner lai

ing coinbiujttion : after 4 o'clock, side door.— Count'*

304, Walworth Ed., S.E.17. [39

Lincoln-Elk.

^S T TNCOLjr-ELK 4i4h.p., all belt, liosoh, fast 11

Fjl^ -t-J chine; £23.—Pencraig, Harcourt Kd., WolliUKh
nfr= •

[35

Lloyd.
Oilh.p. Lloyds, sporting model, store<l 2 years, t

^4 plete Willi lamps, Jioiu, etc.. in excellent oitl

£25, or nearest.—Pepper,- 89, Mill Rd., Lincoln, [4!

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 6h.p. (Ilec. 1919). Combination, Milllr

sidecar, screen, lamps, hottd. carrier, specdomrt

Cowev horn, spares, mileage 2,000, as new; £160.

near offer.-Hill, 18, Crown St., Oxford. [Xll

Mnrtliiayde,

T 020 Marliiisvdc, just receive*!: £170.—Julian, ;

i-if Uroail St., Hc.'iding. 'Phono: 1024. [-'

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria, S.W.I.

I niintc the niinibcr nt the end ot cAch advertlsemcot, and tlie date of the Issue.
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SALE.CYCLES FOR
Martlnsyde.

-MartinsydQ. the super combinntion; immei-iate
agents.—Norn-ich Motor Co.,

[278b

riNSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
>m stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.
t., Exeter. [4786

riNSYDE eombination, brand new, 61i.p. twin,
speed : Hot price £170,—Fleming's Garape,
)te, Stourbridge. [2532

riNSYDE-N^WMAN' 1920 6h.p. Combination,
isting wind si_Tefn, "Watlord sptfedomet^r, Lucas
180.-Lieut. Eilis, St. Columb, Comwall. [5652

FK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
ugham.—Martinsyde combination, £170, or ivitli

[ynamo lighting £30 extra, free deliyery, splen-
ic. [S4503
riNSTDE-NEWMAN.—Sole ageute for Loudon,
stfex, Bncl:s, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertioru, 1

rnwall and Devonshire, lor Martinsyde-Newmai.
|

,tion, £170; deliveries now being effected; suu '

ippointed.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Gt. Poii-
, W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [661B

Matchless
8h.p. Matchless Combination; £205.—Kit's

md Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.
[3964

Model H Matchless Combination, just de-
livered; £180.—214t Bow Rd.. London, E.3.

f [4270
CHLESS Combination, recently overhauled,
w "tyres; £100; exchange.—83, Cranfield Rd.,
y. ,

[4362

Matchless, magdyno, not done 50 miles, abso-
lute gift; £'195.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
Kensington. [3251

CHLESS Combination, Lucas magdyno, delivery
3m stock; £231/17/6.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
iris St., Exeter. [4783
CHLESS 1915 Combination, M.A.G. ereine,
screen, grid, etc. ; £ 105. — Brooniiield, 322,
orse Rd., Croydon. [1844

Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting,
hood, speedometer, as new; £200.~Clifford
IS, Eastwood, Notts. [4477
Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M A.G. en-

gine, spare wheel, tools and horn ; £140.-30,
[ill Rd., Wallington. [4106
(September) Matchless Combination, M.A.G.

engine, standard equipment, unsoiled ; £1 90.—
lennington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [4655
Matchless, 7-9h.p., dynamo model, hood, screen,

speedometer, mileage 100; £225.—Dunn's, 326,
Rd., Londou. Museum 5391. [2989

Matchless Combination, latest model, just re-
ceived, with dynamo lighting set; makers' list
Julian. 84, "Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

[3808
'CHLESS 6-8h.p. Combination, splendid condi-
lon; £90.—Austin, Hooton and Richardson, Ltd.,
-JPark, S.W.19. 'Phone; Wimbledon 1930.

[4432
Matchless-Jap, Mills-Fulford sidecar chassis,

rado. drive away ; £65, a s-nip for a knut.—
637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham, N.15.

[4643
'CHLESS 1920 Model H Combination. Lucas
lagdyno, spare wheel, tyre, luggage grid, done few
i miles; £200.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

[X4555
ICHLESS.-In stock, 1920 model H combina-
on. Magdyno' electric lighting, M.A.G. engine,
wheel and tyre; £230.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

[X4584
CHLESS Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., chain drive,
ick start, clutch, beautiful condition; 100 gns.

;

met power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
[4624

) Matchless. Magdyno, hood, triple screen, st^p,
mudshield, speedometer, 6ft. x 3ft. waterproof
coai'h pillion, as new; £235.-90, Crofton Park
•E. [4512

t 8-lOh.p. Matchless-Jap, 1920 Einks, long ex-
hausts, semi-T.T., fine conditioiTT" heavy Dunlops,
ifl: £75.-R. Hudson, Great ShefEord Reetorv.
ume, Berks. [3661

'CHLESS Combination, 1921 model, dynamo,
n stock.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24,
teck St. (off Oxford St.) Bond St.. London, W.l.

; Mayfair 6559. [0317
'CHLESS, delivery from stock ol new spring
ame model, equipped to your requirements:
ments for Matchless models of all dates.—Tassel I,

lonifield Rd., Plumstead [1958

XHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, 8h p.. 1913,
rfi.ently overhauled and painted throughout,
horn, speedometer, tools, spares; any trial; £130.
uthwood Rd., Ramsgate. [3735

) Matchless, Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, roomy 2-seater
sidecar, 2 wind screens, hood, spare wheel, Lucas
tools, driven about 800 miles by owner, nn

iT- £190.-282, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [3894
PCHLESS H in stock. £205; also Matchless
ynamo, £230; or half down and 11 payments.—
, 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W. 151, High
althamstow. and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[4155

ilS?lxl5?lKl5sl5slKlKl5slKl5n|

i^ are not offered to you by The Elite KubbcrW^ Co., Ltd. We believe in giving you an A
[HH article in the true sense of the word—^
%g value for money. V
Tm Others are offering Tyres at dirt-cheap prices. Can irrn

^ yon get the niaxivuim value from them.
(g^^ Our Prices are based upon quality alone A

[JU
and in order that you may have a genuine

[]][M iryre, we make this special offer to induce MS you to buy from the Arm that advertises £^
genuine bargains.
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PERFECTLY NEW
DUNLOP HVY.
MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.
LATEST MAGNUM PATTERN.

Ex Oovernment Stores.

Our Price. List Price.

26x2i .. .. 37/6 53/6
26x2} .. .. 39/6 56/9
26x2J .. .. 45/- 67/9
26x3 .. .. 50/- 74/-
28x3 Ex. Heavy 48/6 84/-

26X2i

26X2i

26X2*
28X3

K 650X65
700., 80

1 •

Make.

Avon Com. S. and R. Stud,
Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

Beldam Kxtra Heavy . ...

Hutchinson T.T. -

Bates No. I Special
Palmer Cord
Beldam Heavy
Bates No. i Special ....
Clincher de Luxe
Hutchinson T.T.
Beldam Extra Heavy . .

,

Palmer Cord Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud,
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S. . .

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Wood-IVIilne Extra Heavy
Moseley Extra Heavy 3 rib
Ehte E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

,

Stepney Road Grip . . .

.

Dunlop Grooved
Avpn Sunstone
W^od Mikje Gruvrit* .

,

S. Moulton 3-rib

Our
Price.

44,.-

44/-
42/6
39/6
39/6
39/-
39/-
34/-
45/-
42/6
42/6
40/-
39/6
37/6
37/6
59/-
52/6
42/6
35/-
33/-

6S/-
90/-
75/-
72/6
72/6
72/6

List ^
Price. «
91 A
68/9
62/6
64/-
59/-
671-
52/6
58/- ^,
71/6 SS
68/6

~
61/9 V
68/6 «
66/-

93/6 a
Sl/- _
78/- Sg

79/6^
139/9 gk
99/6
86/3 jS
9+/l0»
94/10

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days against remittance.)

jigTUBES—New and fully guaranteed

26x2
•26x2}
*26X2J

6/6
7/-

7/6

26X2J ... 7/6
*26X2J ... 7/9
»36X2JX2i a/3

* Endless.

SS

n

^BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS.]
] Dunlnr, Pedlei'. Bated,

etc. Per Fcot.
I in.

2/9

m
X
u
K
1
9S

1
SS

K 264-266, Vaoxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I. S
Telephone: Victoria 6S53. »

EgH

26X2.V 8/9
28x3 11 /Sm
28x3 11 /£p

CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

1 Q19 Victory Model Matchless Sh.p, Combination,
-!-*/ with spare wheel, Lucas hern, accumulator
lighting set, in excellent condihion, paint and tyres
as new; £150, a bargain, no offers.—Farr, Contractor.
Chichester. [3442

1 Q20 Matchless Model H, speedometer, Lucas set
J-*^ nnd horn, pillion seo't, leg shields, insurance,
tyres perfect; £200. no reasonable offer refused; ap-
pointment.—32, Morrab Gardens, Water Lane, Seven
Kingfl, Essex, [1948

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders now
with Ross. 86. High Rd., Lee. S.E., for 1921

models- deliverieis guaranteed Btiictly ae per order
received; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [3850

1 Q20 Model H. Matchless, with following extras

:

J-tf Magdyno lighting, Tan-Sad, Watford trip, East-
ing, Lucas horn, spare valve, etc. done about 3.000
miles, splendid condition; £220.—Thomson, Stonevillc.
i\Ielton Mowbray, [4071
"1 020 Matchlesc! B., brand new, just delivered; too
^*y late, bought car: special M.A.G. engine, dynamo
lighting set, hood, screen, horn, speedometer, special
flap and step on sidecar; what offers on list?—Bedford.
13. High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1678

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lnne, London, E.C.4.-
Matchless combination, dynamo lighting modei,

also standard model, new, immediate delivery from etock.
£230 and £205 respectively; also a second-hand 1920
model J A.P. engine, offers. . - f4343

EXCELLENT Opportunity Occxu's to purchase Match-
less combination, Model H., 1920, electric light-

ing, spare wheel, etc., condition perfect; owner must
sell, and will refuse no reasonable offer.—Write Box
806, Sells, Fleet St., E.G. [4070

MATCHLESS Combination, Victory model, just been
thoToiighly overhaiiled, replated and enamelled.

lamps, wind screen, hood, horn, luggage carrier, petrol
carrier, and tools; £170, complete.—Eton and Co., 260,
High R-d., Balham, S.W.17. [5867 •-

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Combination, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., imme-

diate delivery; also shop-soiled and second-hand
models.—Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E. 10, or "phone Greenwich 751. [3300

1 Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, complete with
-i-tf Lucas lamps ana horn, wind screen, spare wli,eel,

with extras, £220; will accept £195 for quick sale;
luggage grid, insurance, etc., condition as new, list price.

—Woodhouse, Cross Flatts Parade, Beeston, Leeds.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Victory Model Combina-
tion, mechanically perfect, screen, accumulator

lighting, also acetylene lamps; £150; owner returning
east.—Can be seen Notting Hill Garage, Ladbroke
Grove or write C.R.N., 70, Cambridge Gardens, W.IO.

[4286

1 Q20 Matchless Sh.p., spare wheel, combination,
-L t/ M.A.G. engine, with hood, screen, sidecar step,
Watford rear-driven speedometer, Lucas horn and
accumulator lighting set, delivered August, 1920, low
mileage, as new; £210,—Farr, Contractor, Chichester.

[3441
Metro.

ETRO-TYLER 2^4h.p., 1918 model. 2-5peed. good
tyres, overhauled, and all accessories; £50.-72,M''

Frobisher Ed., Hornsey. [2557

1Q20 aVjh.p. Metro-Tyler, 2-speeci, S type; list £96.
i-tJ _R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [4845

1 Q20 2i/>h.p. Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, standard model;
i-U list £74.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [4847

LATE 1919 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, guaranteed splen-

did condition; £55, or near offer.—Kerrison. 62.

Nortli St., Okehampton, Devon. [3831

METEO-TYLER, 1916, 2-speed, disc wheels, new
tyres, goes like a bird.; £55.—Hewin's Garages,

Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [4022

METEO-TYLER, 1920 (Mirch), 2 speeds, discs, long
exhaust, leg shields, footboards, etc., perfect

;

60 gns.— 6, Hardy St., Patricroft, Manchester. [3500

20 2V2h.p. Metro-Tyler, 2-spe^d, demonstration19= model, 'special only, run 50 miles; £70.—R.
Bamber and Co., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.:

607. [4843

METRO-TTLER, type &, latest model, brand new,
2^,ih.p., 2-speed, witli enclosed mag. and gear box:

£30; delivery from stock. Local trade supplied.—Sole

Birmingham agent. T. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva Combination; bargain, £15; any

2 evening after 6.— 134, Clementina Rd., Leyton.
[4291

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2\'ili.v., Bosch, Senspray. new tyres,

complete, ride away ; £20.-1 7, Angus St., iS'ew

Cross, S.E.ia.^ [3860

MOTOSACOCHE, fine condition, Amac carburetter;
ride away; ^16. — W. Hartley, 14, Rochester

Mews, Bayswater, W.2. [4652

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 3i/2h.p.,

Bradbury, High St.,

3-speecI and clutch; £40 —
Malpas. [4700

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adTcrtisement, and the date of the issue B29
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NEW HUDSON DE LUXE brand new;

accept £65.-Porter, Higli &t., o'l"*' '>

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON.-In stoci. 1920 2l4h.p., 2 speeds;

£75 -Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4569

Ah.v. New Hudson 1919 CombiBaHon, like new
; £110^

4 -Christian, 15, Howard Rd., New Maiden. 141S^

Trtl9 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, in excellent

19 condUion: £45.-208. Cross Rd., Oo'^g^^g^

nu uc, , listed £75;
Wliitchurch, Salop.

[4179

NHW HUDSON. 2-speed, 2-stroke, new, ^i|h«/

soiled; £70.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Cnipster^

Olb.r. New Hudson, 2-speed, elec-tric
"f!'*. "S^^Jf»4 perfwt; £38.-Gwennap, Rising Biook, St™oicL

19^?n?^ugS^ ^»,^^n^rxS!^
Green.

T«20 (August) New Hudson T^^^^^f^^^^^fl
J. if ridden; 60 gns.; alter 6.-iry, 8.4, Jli„n^^au.g

Kilbum.

iqi20 New Hwlson, 2-«perf, 2-stroke, unndden

;

i»» £70, or ott'er.-104a, Fmchley Ed,

Haiupstead 7822.

-irt.9a New Hud=on 2V-li.p., 2 speed, demonstration

19'maSune; S^^-gns-Julinn, 84, Broad St., Bead

ing. 'PLone: 1024
^•'"^^

'I'llone
[4790

IQIS New Hudson Combination exoetotconmtton^

iU little n^ed, going abroad; £58.—Fairliiirst, oeninu

B8 StandisUgnte, Wigan. t-"

TO 20 New Hudson 2;*.p., _2-=Pe|d. "O ™£^^*™
LV new, in fine running order; £65.-W. l-a"^|rt.

Castle Bolton, lledmire, Yorks. l

TwTTW TTTinsoN 4hp. Combination, 3-speed. clutch,

N^B.lf ™°buirter,'Bosch m»f,. ^--Wj^Smpton
E6S, lowest.-Powell, 2, Cartwnght St., \\ olverhamwnj

fcTPW HUDSON. 2.strok6. 2.speed, 1919, Miller's

N'^Yamgy'^Sarke ^.^-ators, perfec^ condition,

£80. or nearest offer.—Kerlej , ', raiiL ivu.,
r4465

Wells. ^ " .,

-IVTFW HUDSON 5-6h.p., 3-ipeed, K.S.. 2-seater side-

S^l^Sfeir^^^^^s^'^i'^r^'Sg^
Le'yton.

rV^°r^k,«Q,'irnl^r-lo^^l^af^' it^l^b^rggh,

Norfolk.

-iiTT?w TTTIDSflN-J A.P 1914 Combination, good con-

Blrringham, Melton Constable, Norfolk. l-toio

NFW HUnSON Liclitweights, 1920, 2y4h.p.. 2 speed

atoSS'l.;??^.^^^S?Sri
^t':'°'po?f,in§"'stl^To^nIorv^"i "'-Ao-e* %|
539S

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

(Unrenovated).

Quantities still avail-

able from the Slough
Depot.

Apply by iettef to

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,
SLOUGH.

New Imperial.

T^EW IMPEBIAl,. 23a).PM^,?;8Pe'A
' £38.—Jones, Albion Cottages,

.^., good condition:

West Hill, Ensom.
[4111

ATEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, brand new;

JN B176, or nearest ofler.-Porter, High St., ^M-
cliuri-h, Salop. "-

.

1Q20 6h.p. New Imperial Twin Chain l)nve

ly machine; £147.-Kmg and Harper, 6 and 7

Bridge St., Cambridge. t^^"'

NFW IMPERIAL 1916 2%h.p., 2.speea, good riin-

ling .ml", E.I.C. mag.; £45, or noarest.-Ch.-l,.bn

6. "Hnrtiour St.. Whi1«tabl6. 1599b

£120.-Unused W.ll. New Imperi.il combination -
Ciiltord Wilson Company, 70, -miyol Hospital Bd..

Oh..l«e:i. S.W.3. Tel.; Kensington 7113. I47jb

NEW IMPERIAI,-.T.A.P. 8b.p.. Combination run

„„ly 300 miles; great bargam, 125 gns.-LonE.
-' . - „ ,-

-phune ; 6man Bros., Bond St., Baling. [4713

NEW IMPERIAL 2Wi.p., 2-»iieed. l!™PR,_hom, etc.^

ja«t ov»?rbiiuled W' niBjn»t -

ime-l: £55. -83,
.... ., iniiiterB, and new 1920 eniiino

Ulverston Rd., Wiilthumstow. [4623

NKW IMPERIAL 6h.p. Combiuation, 1920, new

bimiw, iicr<«n, liom. pertect wmlition, a real joy

l<. ride; £155. worth £no.-Hilt«n'« liootcnc!, BicMtei.

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9. Bbo« Line. I,ontlon.-2%h.p. 1920
New Impcrinl.Jnpi. 2-iiieed chit**, iind kick

•Irilt luoil.iU; £89/6: with 2-«pi)0<l, only £80;i7.

NEW IMPERIALJA.P., 1919, 2'Slh.p., . 2-npced,

chiUli nml klck-'turlor, Bdoil condition, low

mllnaa'- cnj.-.Vpply, 78, Ablngot Rd., Bodlord Park,

Chl.itl.k W.l. ("''9

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p. tAilg.. 1919). MllUorrl «iilc.

riir KudtiiiK, ('owcy Iioiii and Biwfldouictcr, ImniiB,

In* »li|ild>. muflf, 4,000 ml1«i, tyrpn exrullr-nt;

Wiirert £IJB -Copo. Klle«iiieii> Colleiii:, Hhropuliii...

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate dellyery fro
\

stock of this popular 2%h.p. macbine, 2-sp& ^
model, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89/5. .)

P. J. Eyana, 83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingliiiiu. .-j

in;>t

1 Q20 ^^ih.p. New Imperial Model de Luxe, wit J
XtJ K.S. and clutch, mileage 500. lully equippt;,!

and Insured, paid fifOO in June; accept highest oil. ;<

above £80; bought combination.—Apply, P. S. Brsq
R.M.C., Cambcrley. t*8!

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 2?.4'b.P., 2-Epeed, brai

new lift price, £80/1/, spec-ial shop-soiled pru

£70; one only can be odered at this price.-Eice m
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C
'Piione; Ayenue 5548, [02J

RECONSTRUGTED
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Douglas 21 h.p. £65

Douglas 4 h.p. £85

Douglas Combin-

ations - - £110

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed - - £95
All thoroughly overhauled,

stove enamelled, replated,

tanks in makers' colouvs,

mostly new tyres, guaranteed
mechanically sound. Trade
supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

N ÊW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916, neyy condition, ijq^

J-' reliable and in perfect running order, many «
fittings and accessories; £55; includiUK neyy C™
trip speedometer; appointment eyenings.—10, Vnm
thorpe Ed., Sydenham, S.E.26. 193

1Q20 New Imperial Combination, new Feb., CaiiUa

J-w' sidecar, wind screen, 2 large P. and H. .lain

2 large generators, aijxon. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, spaier*

and tubes, heayy Dunlops, tools, etc., perfect} SIM
Foster, 14, Oakhill Ed., Eeigate. 13?

1 020 New Imperial Bh.p., with A.J.S. sidecte

i-'J poweitul head lamps and tail lamp. Klaxon, Hi

niksen speedometer, Tan-Sad, sidecar cost £50, *eul

only done 2,400 miles, Jnlly insured for £2p0i. (

trial given: price £175.-Apply, A. D. Cniick*ll

HiU House, Wheatley. W'

New Ryder
«>3.h.p. New Ryder-Jap, 1919, all complete, spliBJ

'V4: order; £65.—Denman, Cuckfield. [4

New Scale.

Sih.p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar macbj
2 £90, delivery from stock.—Agents, Giay

Raj-nes, 8, Low Rd., ualby, Doncaster. {2

Norton.

13 S'/oh.p. Norton, 3-Epeed hub; £46.—Seag
Garage, Bowness-on-Windermere. \6

RAND New T.T. Norton, unridden; ofHera,

£110.—GUI, West St., Boston, Lines. ^ i
ORTON.—In stock, 1920 S^h.p. TlT. fixed !

model; £98.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

19
B
N
N
19

N
19
Cycle.

[X4-
1

OETON RiS Fonr, lamps. Klaxon, T.T. 1,...

new; £120.—Simpson, 589, Lord St., Soallil;

20 Special I.O.M. SVob.p. Nort<>n, 3-sppr-d. .;

equipm::nt.—Box 758, c/o TJie Motor Ci/./

ORTON.—North Yorkshire agents: E. H. L. Pin

ing and Co., 239, Linthorpe Ed., Middles'

i

20 (July) Norton Big Four, negligible i

115 m.p.g.; X134.-BOX 8,521, c/o Tl,.-

1 Q20 Norton Big 4 and De Luxe sidecar, jn-

HtJ ceived; £179.—JuBan, 84, Broad St., E.i-

'Phone: 1034.
'

-1 020 Norton SV'h.p. T.T. fitted electric 1:iiim<,

-Ly knee-giips, mileage 140; £108.-\Voli-nl.

VTolverton, Bucks.

NOETON, single-geared, T.T. machine, ncn '

mileage 500, fast; reasonable offer want.'.lN

Sundays.-Gooding, 23, Calbonrne Ed.. Bollium. :

-'

1 Q20 Norton Sporting Model, Big 4 engine, s|.. t

Xif constructed for hill-climbing, with C:iliOii»-'t
'

car lamps, discs, horn, etc.; 13S gns.—Juliaji, 84. 1-

St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. - 'i

-] Q20 3'Ah.p. T.T. Ohain-driye Norton, sportinf C"
-LI/ let" sidecar, fully equipped, Lucas lauJi«. '

actual winner oi gold medals in liill<^liinbs; 145 »

Julian, 84, Broad St., Beading. 'Phone: 1024. D

1 Q20 (.Julyl Big 4 Norton Combination, Hciiit"

i-U Elite sidecar, lamps, horn, etc., Rold *

winner, perfect condition throughout, small miP'

any trial; £176.-Wm. Massey. 2, Blythe St.. V"^

well, near Barnsley 1

1 O20 (June) Big Four Nortons, carefully n !'

JLH tuned lor competitions, lost, quiet ™i'li"

powerful and flexible, 90-100 m.p.g., somi-r.l... H "

Ten trip, P. and H. best. lamps, KlaJiqn, oversuc "
puncture-prooled tubes, solo and sidecar spr.w

many spares; £160, or near oiler, or less acccs »

£136; trial by appointment; would ride J,™
""

bona nde purchaser.—Write, Shaw, 5. Wester g
Bedford.

N.S.O.

£19/10.-N.S.n. 3>3h.p., new, B. and B., new Ig

tyres and belt, Bosch mBfi.-152. Die )»
Leamington.

3ili.p. Twin N.S.TJ., spring frame, Bosch, B. • ij

5 overhead yalves, last: £28.-38, Orchard •

bury-on-Thames.
f"

N.U.T. I

BOLTON.-TJltcst N.U.T. ill dork. OrosyenorM

ing sidecar to match.—Crosvcnor Garage, i^

N.U.T. 3i/.h.p. TvTin, magdjmo llghlliig, <;••

l,om »t<Ri;; £165,-Miindes' }l..lor Mm 1

I'aris .St., Kxcter.

eao All letter! relatlnA to oilvcrtlienicnti ahoiild iiuotc the number ut the end ot each advertisement, nnd the date ot the Issue



October r4TH, 1920. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

N.U.T.
WANH WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

[
Imingiam.-N.U.T,, £165, with dynamo liehting,m Btockj tree delivery. [X4505

jttao N.U.T., Luoiis Magdyuo lighting eet. just de-" Iivered, mu«t sell; will accept £130.-104, ElsinSeven Kings, Essex. r3992
'^^'•''';. '?^° ,^!'i*-P" I'"<'"8 Magdyno lighting set.

wx 748. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4455

'9^?nffS' I"«;f ayaamo lighting set, not done

^nin £l?Ji%^''",fVP™'^'„*i™' ^^'^^ nnscratched;
gniu, £125,-Bussell King, 76, King St., Sonthport.

II^. fffl^^^SV/rr^*''- Osborne Garage, ieotfl^I' • plHcial N.T/.T. agents, now booking orders lorly.^del.very; wnte or 'phone for partilolars.-Tel •

"^Thitch^^^^
^''?- Ni'-J"P Combination, S-speedclutch, new extra heavy Dunlop tyres .ind tubes-aneessones; £80. or nenrest-Link Poplu Ho «c'rehurch. New Eomney, Kent. [§945

^w?tirm''^',.'5''^
'?", !';°t^''' °' these models, equipped

d-Thr\v„r"'u'''^' '°' Bfattordsliire, tile trade Tup-d.-lhe Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

l)'lvh„^^4''P- ^^'!^- Twin, overhead valves, long' exhaust pipes, new tyres, belt, and iarbu

on-K RaS,l'.''
'"^t ""Ohine: in excellent con-

tPl.cr'J: ?^f.!^"607°''
°°- ^"'- ^'

'^'''''^^\ik
.n.T., 1920.—Delivery" from stock of this famousmount, complete with Lucas Magdyno hgS?n|
1 mod'el, iVll-Elce'^d C^ '"I'fis S?\="^"i'Camomile St.', E!g3.^°^pSie Pl^en^f"^s"!!!^'^

[0069

^crefaj itN/ofthisr^-* «"--
^^9*1-4

^caJh-'lMf^Hlib''^. '"'Z? 'f"'^ exchanges, orcasQ.—iu3a. High &t., Wandsworth. [4648

^"o/i^'f-- Jlemonstration model: 42 ens ^Tnlfji.i
84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024 [3812

'^i7tf°l'92b I\1™'''V S-^-"^-;,
A"'"'^' "«" Sept.

ennelt st Bat"' '(if'
"''''''• "'

^'''-fik

;^«e^|;;-t&-P-^; ™-;ng
>.-181, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trlnt. [laid

V^l^w^'dS S?,"-' *i26 down and 11 payments
St^fe u^J' ^."='™ R'l-. London. N W 57^bt., Walthamstcw;. and 50, High -Ed,' Wood

'
. ' [4159

Omega.

EGAJ.-A.P.'s in Stock.-Modols K, 2-soped ^IIV-

^.Sg^^:'s^<i;!;"1^al:*^*-''^«°-fii

"4 Gray and Ea^ne/."?, tl^' n'^f* S^'
[2784

P. and M.
*Q„I*- and M. Motor Cvcle- i"n<; v;« j
Harper, 6 and 7, Bridgrli!' cfmb'ri7g''e:°'^[3i?^

'vifed.'''°/65-ETn^'T P«rt«t; inspection in-viieii, ibb.—p. Pox, S. Kelsey, Lincoln, [3857

l?^ 5*- .1|?° ^lodel, delivery from stock- £11^Vtandes- Motor Mart, 100, Pari? It , ExfteJ ~

™?n ^SS^laiHoi^T^-rT-^'^S"-' ">™iug:'^!a°,»in, ±36.-Hutton. Eed Lion Hill, E. Finchlcy.

nd M in good condition, just overhauled -'f70

-

'- J. Mciger, 58, Shepherd's Bush Ed , Hammer-
[2551

Ad\'ertisements. xxiii.

GENUINE

UGLAS
SPARE PARTS
Ex W.D. STOCK.

Large quantities of 2i h.p.
and 4 h p. parts in stock, at
makers' prices. Some at
special prices as follows:—

2J h.p. Connecting rods £t/3/6,
Engine sprockets 4/6, chains 9/6,
Sightfeed lubricators 18/6, tanks
(second - hand) £1/5/ , Pistons
12/6, Plain pulleys 8/6, front
brakes £1/3/6, Chain wheels 9/-,
piston rings 1/9, fork springs 3-/,
Hub spindles 6/-.

2i h.p.A 4 h.p. Frames £5 each.

BRAND NEW HEAVY
MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX GOVERNMENT STOCK
28x3

Woodmilne
Kempshall
Macintosh
Bates
North British
Moseley

To be

26 X 21
Beldam
Macintosh
Spencer-

Moulton
North British

cleared at

i

rth.

[4057

:£<^SoS^'Sl^^^J^>---.,
. „ [3702

ondRfo,?T,^"^"°?- '^^^ ^^^- modsl. top-hole

worth ''" ''^- ^67/10.-103a, HigS St

'a '
" CS''^

^ Sn%:¥L^v—^""'-
Jiutton Bd., Handsworth, Birmingham

[X4460

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
I letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbe

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.PP. and M.
l^'^ *^; Combination, 1919, bicycle overhaulednew sidecar, roomy. Easting screen ver^ sma?t-'

Chelsea
"'^'=°"' ^^S.-Bixon, Builders! BefSort St

'

i^eisea.
^^^^^

p. and M. Combination, late E.A.P. model all a<-J- oessories, excellent condition; /gbrseei^' after 3

Herne Iini"''
>PP°i°ta™t-Miller, 20, Beckwith Rd.

I

f^
' ^'"- [4443

Il9"ver^-' or!!nfnrtn.£°""r""™'„<='"^«"«'>* condition.

auOB. linn
''™"f°rt'il'la, sidec.rr, all accessories, insur-

Ohurch"°,?tton.
""'"" oi,v.~LocK James's G.ira|e,

F-°iS;F-„,¥™ ?
1319 p.- Old M. combination, exoel-

rfpn,l 1^1 "'il'' *"i'''
^'I'l'KMd.-e, Heath St., Hamn.

steSd 37W
l-I»">P^t™<l l'n"e Station). 'PboSe HaSp-stead 3752. Hours 9-7, includiujr Saturdays. [4059

ii?'S°^''t''°"'^^'--^'°P"-"ani"!fof,^
?eX k?.°Lft'-'

^'''-^' ^- J™-. '
^^^'»,^^i

19'?«,^!'f*-'i'-
^-

n"'' ^^- 2-speod, kick Start, etc..J-y lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer: delivered new
L?d™rF,'fb°'v"l."%"'^fl°6--K- Bamber and Co!Ijtd., 2, Eastbank .St., Sonthport. Tel. .- 607. [4353

P' '?,?.;'. ^V °^"hauled 1917 and 1918 W.D. models,J- makers' colours perfect condition, all chain drive ^

n^M- ;''"' s'JPI'ljed—Barnett, 21, Eodborough EdGolders Green, N.^W. 'Phone; Haiipstead 7667 [2676

S°h^u^p'" ^r^iSr'
'°' IH^lity and value, 6h.p.KJ twin P and M. combination, a marvellous

Snv"o'.rfpct'-*' '^°r''
»Pl«arance very good, mechani

A-l &^ "ff'
exchanges considered: £78.-Lambert.34oa, Finchley Rd.. N.W.3 (behind Langflrs StudiosK

19^Vlf;-„^'"^n^'- Combination, P. and H. lamps^

gua^antS^°^rPe?riltof\^lsrt9"20=-'^J^

'^^Isfo^n'Siper'Xre"^'"'''
""-'' ^^'"^'^

..^{^pHELON and Moore, Ltd., have several R.A.F. models
. A .

™™ediate delivery, reconditioned and guaran-teed hy them. Prospective motor cyclists should nothesitate to procure one of these machines now, whilst
prices are low; £90 solo, or il20 combination.-Fullest
particulars on application, or one can be inspected atLoiidon Showrooms, 4, Berners St.. Oxford St. (oppositeBourne and Hollingsworth), W.l! [0314

P. and S.
J^EXV 2%h.p. P. and S.. fitted with the Filliers 2-
J--! stroke engine. 2-6peed: £73.-Wauchope's. 9, ShoeLane, London. '^'

j^j^^
pEAKSON-SOPWITH, 1320,- 234h.p. ViUiers, 2.speed,J- Arnac, IM-L, Tan Sad, electric lamps, Veedee trip-cyciometer etc., splendid power and condition- £65-buyin^ sidecar outfit.—Merridew, 76, Cromford Rd

'

East Putney. [4202

Peco.
1 q 17 254h.p. Peco, 2-strolce, 2-speed, discs, new
^^^m"^^' Pfr'ect running order; 33 gns.; photo.-
205, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent, [4559

Precision.
Q5.h.p Precision Combination, 2 speeds, speedometer

k™,i '""i"!;,,"™ condition; £70.-83, Arica Ed..
Brockley, S.E.4. [3985

?{-i'^-S;
Precision Premier

. and Gloria Sidecar,
^-^ ^ bturmey-Archer countershaft, electric li»ht
guaranteed perfect; £70.—Hammond, Wivenhoe. [4423

Premier.
9#-''-'',- Premier. 1916, Stnrmey-Archer 3-speed,^^4 clutch; £45, offer.-123. Claremont Ed., Eiigby!

[X4592
Qih.p. 3-speed Premier and C.B. sidecar, all acces-"^ sones; f45.-Gray, 1, Ohurch Ed., Heston, Middle-
''e^- [1493
Sih.p. Premier, roomy sidecar, about 1915, counter-

's shaft gear box, clutch, etc.. excellent condi-
tion; £65.-63. Soloa Ed., Brixton. [4732

/?5-''-l'- 1
Premier, 1914 unit, complete, magneto,"-2 silencer, exhaust pipes, engine plates,- over-

hauled, spares; £15.-30, Risingholme, Wealdston»
iVIiddlesex. [4408
pEEMIEE 1914 4h.p.. Bosch mag., Senspray carbu-
-^ letter, adjustaWe pulley, excellent order; 65 gns
seen l>y appointment.—Hobbs, Broadway Gaiase Knan-
hill, Tl'oking. [385'2

pEEivriER Rex 4h.p., big 2-stroke. C.B. combina-
J- tion, B. and B., Dixie, 3-spesd, kick start, clutch,
fine appearance, fine running order; £55.—Letters
Ellis, 20, Minet Av., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [4313

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 3Voh.p., fast, powerful, ride away; £25.

—10, Boundary Ed., Merton. [4294
QUADEANT Lightweight, wants timing, £13; mag-

neto, £3.-42, Princes Rd., Holland' Park. [4290
3ih,p. Quadrant, B.B.. Simms mag., 2 speeds, free

^ engine, £27; sidecar for same, £4.—B., 97, Byron
Rd., Wealdstone. [4474

NEW 1920 4y2h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-3p<.- :;,

Sturmey--\rcber countershaft gear, clutch, and
kivk starter: £145: extended payments.—"Wauchore's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loudon. [432B

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b^:
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Quadrant.

SALE.

QUADRANT 4iAh.p. Big Single; combination £145.
solo £115; new machines always in stock; the

only moderate-priced outfit left—Victor Horsman
Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. |0277

NEW 4V.h.p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'
specification, at list price, iuclnding- carriage Iroui

works, £147/7/3, or on defeiTed payments 4% extra.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [4231

CLLFFOED WILSOJT Company, Quadrant sole agents

and distributers lor South-eastern Counties.

Trade enq-uiries invitcyi. All models from stock.

Large selection of second-hand combinations. — 70,

Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Reusing
ton 7113. [4734

Radco.
14 Radco 2-stroke, lamps, Bunlops, perfect order;19 £27.—Sawyer, 41, Wickham Lane, Welling,

[4142

Dunlop, footboards
Weston At., Esher

[4641

1 Q16 Radco, good condition.XU hoiji, complete; ^35.-2,
Surrey.

RADCO 1916 2.strote, new condition, electric li^ht,

etc.; £36, or with cash adjustment for combina-
tion.—35, Freegrove Rd., HoUoway, N. [4274

"IQ20 Radco Standard, mileage about 250, nn-
X«/ scratched, pump, horn, and tools, climb anything;
any trial; 50 gns cash.—Elsden, Sutton, Ely. [4699

BRAND New 1920 Radco. 2,'4h.p., 2-stTok6, £54/16
2-i,-p3cd model, £60/10; one of each only for

delivery at this price; carriase paid to any address.—
The Pr-emier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3800

Reading=Standard.
DEALERS.—lOh. p. Reading-Standard combination,

mileage 60 ; £120.—Apply tuirticulars private

o^-ner, Owen, Corn Merchant, Carnarvon. [2926

READING Standard Combination, barely two months
old lully equipped, dynamo lighting; £190; accept

half down.—Bunting's Exchange, ^^ealdstone. Closed
Sundays. [4776

*| Q20 (April) lOh.p. Reading-Standard, electrically
-L«^ equipped, sound condition; £170; offers for
onirk sale.—O. Finch, Mossfietd, Pleasington, rxi.

Blackburn. [4692

1 CfciS Reading-Standard, lOh.p., lamps, horn, tools
J-f «^ti'., roomy eidecar, hood, screen, perfect con
dition and running order; £145.— 104a, Finchley Rd,
'Phone: Hampstend 7822. [4789

Rex.
5-6h.p Rex, Bosrh, C.B. sidecar, just overhauled

£60.—Layton, Guildford Jark Rd., Guildford.
[3948

3ih.p. ReK, B.B., Bosch, tyres nearly new, in perfect
2 ruuQiug order, very fast; £38/10.—Senior, Burn,

Seii.y. [40ai

6-8h.p. Res C.B. Combination, 2-8pp°d, electric litrlit-

ing; any trial; £65.—Sibley. 106, Market Place,
RoHLfoni.

REX 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
horn, speedometer; 40 gns.— 17,

Mitcham.

LATE 1913 Sh.p. Rex Combination, thoroughly over-
b;iulc;(l. all fittings; bargain, £75.—Baker, Wootton

Pilhnce. EtrUord

[4004

2-speed, lamps
Heaton Rd,

[4839

Boc gears,
£65, near

Cambridge.

clutch
offer.-

REX 6h.p.. 1911.
(zond condftion

Alexandra St.,

REX 6h.p., a.i.v., mag., rear cyi

damage*!; bargain, £18/10.—Alcock,
Ifjimpden Park, Eastbourne.

"I Q 12 Rex Coiiiliination, 5-6h.p.. just been thor
X*/ f.Ufr)j|v overliMulcd: £50, or offer.—104a, Finrh
j.'v Rtl. 'PJiono ~ -----

[3767

combination

;

—Godwin, 13
[370.^

nder slightly
Fernholme,

[3662

just

Hnuipstead 7822. [4793

REX-PRECISION 4",ih.p. Combination, 2-spGGd, F.E,
H.S,. new tyre."? and tubes, ligliting set; any trini

£47: after 6 p.m.—A. Steptoc, No. 3a. Recreation Rd..
Sfiiithiill. .Middlesex. [3650

IATEST Model 55 Rex Combination, brand now,
-^ 8h,p. !(Iackbnrn»' engine, "pare wheel, ett-.;

£2!8;18; frof^ d'Oivery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., A^ton Rd., Biniiinghom. [3799

1020 Rex 81i.p. (Mmh-l 66), oonohbunt sidecar, 4
* •' inton*haiiB<-nbl.; wh»;olfl, wind Mcr^en, lamitw, 2
P'^norat'irK, Tan-Kad, RpnreB, hixniious outfit, perfect
okW, oulv 2,000 miles; £165.-Haines, BerryninnT,
Ittiubuiy. (D) [4499

Roc.

_ . . 1

1

Torks,
[3942

^li.p. Rwi KnflHd, ftina nidecnr, 2-8peed. hnndlo ict:T^ i;40.-6. WotHlln-ad Place, Nonnnnton. Yorks

ROC SMrli.p., 2-«perd, F.E., Bo«ch, good condition
ihicnt iidJuHimont to Koiir*: 20 kiih..

-46, I*cnho(lr Hd.. Faniboroiigh, liimt^

Rover
"0 0\-EK, ?-«Dor.I, BuM-h, 1914

or neiir olTrr

[4160

barnuin. £40.—JcRsnn
iiry I Till I'linn, Tr-nbrhlRo. [4548

Ion Ilon*r 3'/ih.p., Sipocd hub. lompfi. Rood cond
•' Iton; £30.-16, KiiiuV W).. UiUAiin. (430

ROVKB Cninblnntltiti, 1920, 6-nti.p., nn now
(;illii<i. IB, nnilnn PlfiW). Hnnrl Rf, W l"

(4306

£125
[3285
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THE 1
Our Reconditioned Macliines are

still the Finest in the Trade.

EVERY MACHINE CARRIES
OUR GUARANTEE.

In most cases the tyres are brand new.

DOUGLASES.
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, and guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect.

2| h.p. Models £65
4 h.p. Solo £85
4 h.p. Combination with brand
new Burlington No. 2 .Model
Sidecar £13 O
We can supply practically any Spares lor

Douglas motor Cycles. Trade Suppliei.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

ALECTO, si h.p., a-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick-
starter. The machine that broke 21 recoEds
at Brooklands.

We are the Sole Agents For these Machines,
and invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2J h.p., Sturmey-Archer
gear bos 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2^ h.p., Sturmey-Archer gear
box, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, kick-
starter.

(The first of the new machines, as exhibited at
Olympia.)

SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter,

NEARLY NEW.
1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, com-

plete with lamps and accessories . £90
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter, horn, and

,
pmnp. Not run 100 miles £80

iqig TRIUMPH and Burl=ngton Speedy
Model Sidecar, tully equipped,
C.A.V. electric lighting set. A real
sporty turnout £15D

1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear,
T.T. bars, pressed steel forks, ia
splendid couditiou £60

1920 PRIORY, 23 h.p. Arden 2-stroke '

engine, pressed steel forks, hardly
used, complete with head lamp
and generator £62 10

iqi8 HARLEY, mag. model, thoroughly
, overhauled, stove-enamelled and

plated, in beautiful condition .... £115
igso A.B.C., complete witJi lamps, tools,

etc., in perfect condition ; not rua
500 miles £145

Any Machine supplied ou- " The Motor Cycle" Dc
posit System, or on the Deferred Payment Sysfan

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.—The last word m
Sidecar construction. See our advert,
under "Sidecar Attacbments.*' Write
phone, or wire your requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
"Phono: Brixlon 2417,

Gram, i Burlin<!lon Motors, CUpham."
(50 vards from Ihn Cl.ipliam Common Under.

Rroimrl Stntion.)

ft32 All letters relQtIng to advert Inemcnts should q«o*e the numhcr nt the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

20 SiAh.p.' T.T. Rover, fully eqiiippe<i, fas
pertect; £90.-53, Stourport Ed., Kidderm

ROVER, 4h.p., 1920, 3-speed, lamps, speedo
slightly soiled; £130.—Marston, 31, Bridj

Chester.

"|Q19 3|^.p. HoTer and Sidecar, all lamps,
J-«-' £109.—Bunn's, 326, Euston Ed., a-i

Museum 53bi.

3ih.p. Rover, clutch, kick stai-t, tsTfe=, en.nmel,
2 engine perfect, equipped ; £45.—Ban"nist«r,

St., Midhur^t.

ROVER 1914 3V.h.p., S-sfieed, K.S., good
£57/10.—Apply, Farrow, Spains Yard, St.

Rd., Grayesend.

1 Q20 5.6h.p. Rover Twin Latest Model Motor
-L*/ £183/5/9.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, ;

St., Cambri<3ge.

-J Q20 SVsh.p. Rover Philipson Pulley 3
J-*7 £124/5/3.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, :

St., Cambridge.

"I
Q18 Rover 3i^.p,, 3-speed, kick start, new

-H-t^ lamps, and tools; £82.—Grand Garage,
cambe. Tel.: 160. [

~\ 020 3Vjh.p. Rover Countershaft S-speed
-it? Machine; £150/15.—King and Harper.
7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

1 Q19 3'Ati.p. Rover Combihation, 3-speed ci

J-*? shaft, splendid condition, lamps, etc. ; i

49, High St., Keynsham, Somerset.

"I
Ckl9 5-6h.p. Rover Combihation, makers' o

-1- *y complete equipment, privately owned ; £
Seen Elce and Co., Camomile St., E.C.

ROVER 3V2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 ;

Bosch, in splendid condition; £40; week-i

F. Mew, Killarney, Colindale Av., Hendon.

p£* GNS.—Rover 3h.p., m.o.v.. drop frame, £
-^" Bosch, aixesfiories, good condition ; hai
S. Green, 1, Albert Place, Belle Grove, Welling,

1 Q^O 5-6h.p. Rover (J.A.P. Engine) Combii
M-iy with latest pattern Rover sidecar; £236
King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Caml

"I
020 Rover (March), 5-6h,p.. 3-speed, chain

-L^ latest clutch, and Rover sidecar ; almi
new ; £ 195.—Nag's Head, Dover St., Canterb

"I Q13 Rover Combination, S^^h.p., S-speed c
X»/ shaft, Liicas - lamps, nil tyres new Septt
guaranteed sound ; 100 gns.—Anclit?e, Astei^by,
Linc(?.

W.D. Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P.,
built sidecar, lamps, Klaxon, gmunnteed

condition, all new.- £130; any trial.—38, St. (

Sq., W.IO.

1 Q 16 Rover SV^h.p. Combination, countershX *y speed, clutch, sidecar, brake spares, in si
{ondition; trial; ^eiOO, offers.—Write, Box 76
The Motor Cycle. [

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, W.D., December,
mileage 300, lamps, accumulator, tools; J

Baylis, Guy':^ Hospital, S.E.I. ; on view at Maude
Gt. Portland St., W.x.

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mileage 3(
J-*J on. as new; sell £215, or near; e-Nchangt
Morgan or similar with cash adjustment.^Bos
e/o The Motor Cycle.

T> OVER 5-6h.p., J.A.P. combination. New
-i-v 1919, not W.D., special sidecar body, deta
child's seat, lamps, speedometer, etc., conditio
appearance practically as new; £l45.—Legg, 17,
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.

NEW 3VAp. Rover Motor Cycle, fltteu witb ;

chitch and kick stiirtev, and with smart com
sidecar; £180, or on easy payments 5% extr;

qiuirter depo^iit, balance by 12 nionthly iiistrtlm

Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd., London.

ROVER Combination, 5h.p., June, 1919
W.D., 1920 clutch, speedometer, watch,

luggage carrier, complete lamps (gas), spares, o:

Dniilops (28x5) whole in perfect tune, 70
fully loaded; £160.—Shuffrey, 51a, Berners St.,

Museum 4662.

ROVER 1914 3V-;h.p. Combination, 3.siM'inl.

and gears reci'utly thoroughly ovei'li:iuJed,

lent condition and nppeniuncc, fast, f^idecar

sprung, lioud, screen, lumps, new extra heavy II

~o5; privately owned.—Seen Clarke's Gnroge,
St.. RnuifoiVl, Essex.

ROVER 1920 5-6h.p. Twin Combination,
bulbous back aidecar; list prii-e £235. spK

duced price lor casli £205; e-vlt-nded terms. £1
cjisli and 12 monthly instalments of £9/ 15/101
—Elco and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Cai
St.. E.C.3. "Phone: Avenue 5548;

Royal Ruby.
OAh.p. Royal Ruby 2-3ticike, 191 G, new tvret, '

'V'l f39/10.-Sil'lcy, lOG, Mailcet Place. B'-

ROVAL RUBY 2-stroko. Kiugle-spoetl. lQnii>

pump, ttioln; £38.- J,nnih, He.\tablo, ^

Kent.

advertisement, nnd the dntc of the tssuc
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Royal Ruby.

[J 20 3h.p. Eoval Rubv, sprintr frame, new last

^ uionth; offers over £100.—Mitchell, Lesney Farm,
til, Kent. [4471

119 Eoyal Ellbv, 254L.B. J.A.P., 2-speed, speeil-

it ometer, spnres, 115 m.p.g. : £43.-69, Laitwood
, Bulbiim. [3712

OTAL Enby-Jap, 2»jli.p., 1917. 2-.!peecl, disc
' wheels l.nuips. recentlv overhauled; £50, or nearest.

:osB, Astou Hd., Hiidrtenham, Bucks. [3870

[J20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick start,
1/ 2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Ulydes.
e Supply Co.. Ltd.. 2. Bridge St., Glasgow. [02G5

OTAL RU13T 2-stroke, Villiers engine, lightweight,
I 2-speed, complete with lamps, horn, excellent con-
ion : bargain, £44.— In, Richardson Rd., Eccles, Man-
'Ster.

-
,

[4479

h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame. 2-speed, clutch
and kick starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion

t, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used,
1 condition as new; £110; may be obtained on
erred payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
Qdon. [4229

Rudge.
iTJDGE Muiti, 3',;h.p., T.T., new. slightly soiled;
u £100.—Below.
iTXDGE Multi 3V>h.p. Combination, new, slightlv
\i soiled; . £125.—Below.

(UDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, new, slightly
\> soiled; £150.—Marstcn, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

[4595

lUDGE Multi, 1917. like new; £58.-55, St. James's
^ Rd., Bermondsey. [4806

fNUSED S'ih.p. LO.JI. Rudge Multi; bargain, 95
' gns.— 100, Chesterfteld Rd., Bristol. [4484

lUDGE T.T. and LO.M. Models ex-stock; £110-
b exchanges.—125. High St., /^ oohvich. [6094

(ITDGE I.O.M. Multi. new, in stcck ; £110;5.-Clark.
li 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [4045

914 31 2h.p. Rudge Multi and Basket Sidecar, in
good order.— \\ alter, l-ishburn, Ferryhill. [5694

920 I.O.M. Eudge, as new; £100.—Dunn's,, 326,
Eu.-ton Rd., London. Museum -0^1. [2981

914 Rudge, clutch model, ready to ride away;
£40; appointment.—David, Crowthorne, Berks.

[4279
Q20 Rudge MuHi, new condition; ^80.-Thompson.
«/ 22, Glazbury Rd., West Kensington, W.14.

[4653
.6h.p. Rudge Multi C.B. Combination, 1916, as new.

accessories; £65.—Sibley 106, Market Place, Eom-
1 [4001

itTDGE Multi, believed 1914, Chater coach sidecar;
' ;e60.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham,
5.

.
. -_ [4644

120 3i,2h.p. Rudge Multi I.O.M. Model; £110/5.
y —King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam-
Ige. 1:3971

120 lO.M. Rudge, new, in stock, £110/5; exchanges
' or easy terms,- 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower

j

Jton, N. [4762

! IJDGE Multi, I.O.M. Model. 1920. run only 300
miles: 91 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealing.

!
me ; 0S9. [4714
ODGE Multi 3i/-ih.p., 1915, re-enamelled and plated
as new; £50; exchange Douglas.—141, Merton
Wimbledon. [4352

1 20 I.O.M. Rudge, rnn about 600 miles, T.T. bars,
' very fast, perfect condition; £95.—Upperton Gar-
TTpperton Rd., Leicester. [X4402
UDGE Multi 3i,'2h.p., tyres and condition perfect,
date 1915-16, tank green and gold; £56.-32. St.

tin's Av., East Ham, E.C. [4296

DDGE Multi 315h.p., 1917-18 model, lamps, etc.;

59 gns.—Write in first place to White, X Dept.,
St. Paul's Churchyard, E.C. [4816

ll4 Rudge Multi 3j-2h.p. Combination, clutch,
lamps, horn, good running order; £65.—Flight.

;
Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, N. [4436

,20 3V2h.p. Touting Rudge, as new, tools, perfect
condition, under 1,000 miles; best over £95 —

e, Central House, Staines. [3863

JDGE 3>gi.p., T.T. bars, B.B. carburetter, first-

class tvres. John Bull belt, fast, reliable; £o5.—
SI, Ambleside Drive, Southend. [4034

20 (June) I.O.M. Rudge Multi, guaranteed condi-
tion as new, lamps, Cowey horn, etc. ; £90 for

I Bale.-49, Sidwell St., Exeter. [4633
IDGB Multi, 1920, I.O.M. T.T. model, not done
1.000 miles, fitted complete: what offer.sP—Hewin
gee, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [4018

19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Gloria Sidecar, in
excellent condition; no offers, £114.—Wm.

ey. 2, Blythe St., Wombwell, near Barnsley.
[X4546

Q.p. Rudge Multi, hand clutch, accessories, splen-
,: did condition throughout, new tyres; £65.

—

loti Napier Garage, Forest New Rd., South Woodford.

1!
[4686

I

DGE, Aug., 1919, T.T. and touring bars, tyres,
heit. and .lamps new; owner bought combination;

'

'
! £75.-Portei, High St., Whitchurch, Salop.

- .- [4178

GENUINE DOUGLAS

REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of

2f and 4 h.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers' price.

Connecting rods complete with bolts
and nuts 22/6 . cylinders front and rear

39/6. pistons 12/-; frames £5; drip
feed glasses 1/3 ;

pulleys, plated, 8/6 ;

2 J h.p. chains 9/6 ; fork spindles, long
and short, 1/- ; chain wheels 8/6 :

piston rings 1/6; valve guides 3/-;
carburetter controls, complete with
Bowden cable 12/6 ; carburetter
gauzes 4(1. ; carburetter gauze washers
6il. ; magneto sprockets 8/6, etc., etc.

The above are only a few, of the Spares
we have in stock. We shall be pleased
to (]uote you upon receipt of your

enquiries.

TRIUMPH NUTS & BOLTS
An assortment of genuine TRIUMPH

Nuts and Bolts 6/6 per box (carriage

6d. extra).

TRIUi^PH FRAMES.
All Re-Enamelled, £4 Each.

AS NEW.

DIAMOND PORTION

Genuine TRIUMPH VALVES
(extaanst and inlet), complete with
Spring and Cotter. Complete 8/- each

(postage gd.).

TRADE SUPPLIED.

"Write, 'phone, or wire your
requirements

.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
Crams ;

" Burlington Motors, Clapham.''

cio yards from Clapham Common Undergroiin t

Station,)

(

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Rudge.
RUDGE Multi 1914 SV-h.p., clutch, pedal starter,

lamps, horn, speedometer, good tyres, new belt,
exL-ellent condition; 45 gn=.—21, Leadale Rd., Stara-
foid Hill. N.16. • [4360

1 iCh 17 Kudge Multi, good condition, oversize tyres,
-S-tf toot pumps, new Iluulop back, Millar set, insur-
ance till next August; £68.-467, Green Lanes, Hnr-
iing;ij-, London, N. [X4209

RUDGE Multi 3i/^h.p. Combination, 1918. bulbous,
1920 S.C. clutch, K.S., Bink=, lamps, Klaxon,

rear wheel rebuilt, new rollers, perlect; £88.-367,
Battersea Park Rd., S.W. [4251

RUDGE, I.O.M., as new, fully licensed, insured, and
e<inipped with best of everything, best waterproof

suit. Triples goggles; f 110 lot, or near ofEer.—28,
Hamilton Rd., Twickenham. [3759

rQl5 Rudge 3i/2h. p.. splendid condition, fast, Philip-
•^ sou pulley, Lucas lamps, Dunlop tyres and belt,

Ingersoll watch, tools, etc. ; a real bargain, £58.—Rose-
leigh, West Hermitage, Shrewsbury, [3944

fQ20 Brand New I.O.M. Rudge ^Vi^-P-* sloping
Ji*y tank, multi gear and free engine, £H0/5; also
second-hand Rudge, 1919 model, £85; another, single
speed, 1914, £35.—Waucbope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.

[4339
RUDGE Multi 3V2h.p., 1919 (Nov.), T.T. model, in

excellent condition, Klaxon, tool kit, standard
and overlap cams. 2in. copper exhaust or standard
silencer if desired, fast; £85.—Bastard, Woodlands,
Barkby, Leicestershire. [4284

RACING I.O.M. Rudge Multi, June 1920. specially

tuned, insured £140, low mileage, electric light-

ing, Cowey T.T. bars, every conceivable accessory, discs

scarlet and olive, attracts crowd everywhere, all spares;
£95.-38, Elmbourne Rd., Balham. [4819

RUDGE Multi, 3!2h.p. LO.M., new January. 1920,
acetylene lighting, complete, "Watford trip speedo-

meter, mechanicnl horn, spare belt and new inner tube
in leather case, very complete spares, tools, tyres, un-
punctured, paint unscratched, engine as new; £90, or

near ofier.—Lt. Lewi.s. Brompton Barracks. Chatham.
,D) [4457

Sarolea.

aih.p. Bamber-Sarolea, 1913, Bosch. Amac, new Dun-
2 lops, excellent, £27; pair 26x2in. wheels and

tyres, good, 55/-.—Parker, 46. Shaw Rd., Blackpool.
[3993

Scott.

COTT. 1920, T.T., slightly soiled; £130.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [4594

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1929
Scott, deliery from stock; £140. [4333

SCOTT, 1913, good running order. Bates 2^4in. tyrea;
£50.—Reilly, 215, Overgate, Dundee. [X4474

SCOTT, new 1920 model; delivery from stock.—Gibb,
Worcester Parade, Gloucester, 'Phone : 852.

[0301
1 Ch20 Scott 3?<h.p., small mileage, lamps, tools;
-i-t/ £128.—Grand Garage, Morecambe. Tel.: 160.

[X4407
1 Q14 Scott 3^h.p., painted red, discs, sound
J-*-' machine; £63.—Grand Garage, Morecambe. Tel.:
160. [X4409

CCOTT, 1919, special sidecar with Easting, in good^ order; 125 gns.—Fortnam, Belmont Rd., Here-
ford. [3880

"I Q15 Scott, C.B. sidecar, 1920 Binks, fully equipped,
J~*y good order; £85.-85, Hamilton Rd., Felix-
stowe. ' [4277

1019 (Late) Scott Solo, excellent condition, lamps,
J- •^ horn ; nearest £100 ; bargain.—Headlands, Lea-
gTa\e. Luton. [3670

SCOTT.—In stock, 1920 3f4h.p. solo or combination;
£140 and £185 respectively.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate. Bolton. [X4585

-|(f\14 Scott Combination, fully equipped, overhauled
Xt/ bv-agents; £60, or near offer.—40, Rice Hey Rd..
Egremont, Cheshire. [3987

SCOTT Combination, quite new, done 50 miles, 3in.
tyres; £190, or near offer.—Grimes, 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St., W.l. [3286

SCOTT 1920 3^/ih.p. Model, head and rear lamps,
lull T.T. bars, very last, as new; £130.—Parker's.

Bradshawgale. Bolton. [X4565

"jOl''- Scott Coachbuilt Combination, lamps, horn,
J-tf 1 new Palmer, just overhauled; offers.-Thake,
Helions Bumpstead, Essex. [4136

1 Q20 Scott, Henderson sidecar. Ace discs, electric
J-*y light. Cowey horn, speedometer, as new; £170.
-19. Courtfield Gardens, S.W. 5. [4403

SCOTT T.T. Solo, 1920, specially fine machine, in
nearly new condition, Lucas liorn, F.R.S. lamps;

£110.—Box 756, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [X4506

1 C|20 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, horn, tools,
-1-*^ etc., only run few miles: best offer over £100.
—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick. [0275

SCOTT 1915 Combination, condition good; £75.-
Austin, Hooton and Richardson, Ltd., Raynes

Park, S.W.19. 'Phone: Wimbledon 1930. [4433

S'

-| Q17 Scott Combination, perfect order, newly
Lt/ painted sidecar, lamps. Klaxon, etc.. complete:

£100, or offer.-32, Elm Bank Gardens, Barnes. [4282

Ail letters iclatlng to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, ^nd the date ol the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT Combination, 1917-18, splendid mechanical
condition, 1920 mag., new, fast, and economical;

bargain, £85.-12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Hd.,

R.W 7. - [4812

"1020 Scott Couibination, Swan sideoar; Lucas lauip,

JLU horn, wind screen, higgage grid, perfect, mileage

under 1,000- bargain, £150.^248, Hitheigreen Lane,
Lewishaui. [4483

1 Q20 Scot and Henderson Elite sidecar, jVero wind
XU screen, detachable disc wheels, Klaxon, lamps,

spaies;-Cost £210, acceiit f 185.-Maltbey, Kinver,

Ileecliwood Ed., Sanderstead. [479.';

SSb.p. Scott, perfect. £45, offers: l.Olr.p. 4.cyl. A.C
* engine, £15; carbnrett*l, suit, fL; 50° twin

Dixie magneto, £3/15; Jonea speedometeii complete,

f2;10.-Millett, Huugeit'ord, Berks. [4636,

SCOTT, racing, speci.tl engine, triangulated sprin.q

frame, largo 6x]ian>t, speedometer, l^.E.S. lamps,

li.A., horn, ultra-sporting sidecar fitted with Ace discs,

mileage 1,850, medal winner; £180.—Wollendale,
Wolverton, Bucks. [3688

Singer

SIXGIiE 2J2h.p.. 1914, re-enamelled, lamp?, generator,

etc.; £27.-88, Chnrch Ed;, Barne.!, *.W. [3734

Oili.p. Singer Motor Cyele, requires assembling
/V2 mag., etc^; £6, first cheque secures.—!>.. .BulU
44, Hills Kd., Cambridge. [4834

SINGEE Coniluuntiou, 4'/.;h.p.. 2-speed, kick start,

clutch; anv tiial; £78; tjiUe lower power part.—

HI, Kenbuiy. St., C;imberwell, London. [4626

<r>3ih.p. Singer, just thoroughly overhauled, condition
/W,4, lilio new, iilso new Giado-multi pulley- and White
and Poppe carburetter^ never used; no reasonable o&ax
refused.-Ward, 27, St. Lawrence's- Ed., Coventry,

[S:4438
' Sparkbrook.

21ih.p. Sparkbrook, delivered July 29th, 1920, perfect,

a aud- any trial; £67/10.—Bhysick, Beethani, nr.

Milnthoipe. [4521

SPAEKBITOOK 1918 2Vi.'b.p., 2-speed, excellent con-

dition, tiike 2 anywhere; bargain, £52.—Grantham,
r:iiade, Scuthborougb, Kent. [4621

OPARKBni'OK 1918 2---trcke 2-.speed, splendid
>^ order: £55.—Chalmers, 20; Beaumont Mews, High
St., Maiylebono Maytair 3896. [3723

Sta):l.ey.

1 CV20 Jiily) Starley, 2.>ih,p. J.A.P., 4-stroke, 2-speed,Xv free engine," spare belt, horn, accessories, etc.;

£80, sacrifice; ill health.—Eichards, 11, George St.,

Oldham,. Lanes. [4213
Spur.

SPUR 2Tstrok6. 1915, thoroughly overbaujeil, belt.,

tyres as new. accessories;: £37; before 6.45 p.m..

ur appointment.— 13, Dunstaus Rd., E. Uulwich, S.E.
[4141

Slin>

FOR Sale, Sun-Precision C.B. combination, like new:
.678.—Rees. Byaus, Selleck, Ross-ou-Wye. [4640-

"lrf>17 2\'ib.p. Sun-Vitei^se, 2-speed, lamps, horn, new
i-if tyres; £37.-341, Upper St., Islington, X.l. [4123

£55.— 2"f:ih.p. 1916 Sun, 2-stroke, 2.speed counter-
shaft, new belt, lluulop studded tyres, and guaran-

teed in i«rfect condition; £35.—-Atkius, 51, Clifton

St., Brigl.tou. - [3773

1(1)20 Sun-Vitesse, 2^'.'ih.p., Stnrmcy-Archer 2 sjieeds,

Xv" kick starter, b.o. clutch, lamps, horn, new July;
I'ogt £80. sell £60 : bought combination.—Redfcrn, Or-
luoudc, Tlmrlow Park, Toriiuay. [4012

Ot'-\-J.A_P. 6-8h.p. Combination, late 1917, 3-speed,O kick start, Ainac, ThomsonvBcnnett mag., lamps,
liorn, complete, mechanically perfect; any trial:

owner bought car; nea.-est £150 secures.—32. Couch-
man ttd.. isaltley., Birmingha-m [4237

SUN-PBECISION 3-fih.p. 1914 and Coadibuilt Side-
c!tr. wind screen,, speedometer, luggage grid,

lamps, engine and 3-Bpeed gear both overliaulei^ by
maker,s 4 months ago; any trial; ow-ner taking de-
livery of a twin ; £70, or offer for quick sale.—.Sexton,
Bookseller, Uexlull-on-Sea, (4183

Sunbeam
1Q'& 3'..^h.p, Sunbeam, all on, insurance; £135,X •? or nearest.- Stell,. Girls' Giamnjar. .School, Wafc-
l..ril, Ucrts. [4697

^UN-JJKAil. new, iinridden, be.>.t lamps, horn, nearly
>^ iMiw Kunlieaiu sidecar; £180 complete.—Staimr's
lloiiy. Ilyde. [4032

Si;.NBE,VJI 1920 3IAI1.P., 600 niilon. lamps, horn.
looU. pcilwt. 111 now.; £150.-8. Lydford, 173,

Klitliiii lliuik, Ilnll. 13696
WIJNUIiAAl Combination, eh.p., 1914, 3 apeoils K S
' ' £115. or nunr oUor.-llDll, 106. Calsford st
Loudon, N.W.5. [4273

1 Q20 Sunlc am foiMbimition, aii.p., Lucas Masdyno,
J «/ ,i»..«hanc|..r hood, .creou, Jilal dcllvorud; list
|.|l'»—Uiictllff*!, PillltiKo, Iti'di*. [3917

SUMir.A.M 1917 Jl.li.p.. klok .Urlor. 5»peed. Ii b i-

cluiih. Inmii, horn. ct<'.. oxcellont condition
1100. -C fliiiton, Clnphnlii, Viukit. [0246

1C120 i'.'ih.v. Hiinl'tani Coinlaiiiitioit, Kaatlnfr wrcen,
»^ HU'niiit hoin, till Iminil niw; £190, or ueai oltoi.
lvvoN>, B, I'loinvaod.. Ch. ll.-ahiMii. l?oe7

4 uuwii and 11

montlilii payienls
(with certain execiitions'

NO CHARGE FOR Deferred Payments
if account be paid in 3 months.

PROMPT ACCEPTANCES.
NO VEXATIOUS FORMALITIES.'

NEW MAGHIitlES IN STOCK.

MORGAN Gnmd Prix £224 I

ENFIELD S h.p. Combination S1.77 2
ENFIELD ri h.p. Combination £175 |

A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination £2t0
A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, dynamo . . . £23S I

CLVNO 8 li.p. Combination £250
TRIUMPH " H " £127 10
TRIUMPH " H " Combination £182 10
LEVIS £60
O.K., single-speed £50 8
O.K., i-spced £65
CLYNO £75
MATCHLESS Combination £205
MATCHLESS Combination, dvnamo . . £230:
LEA-FRAMCIS £130
DOUGLAS Combination £t70 |

DOUGLAS, -.' h.p., kick starter £105
DOUGLAS, 2; h.p £100 I

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports model . . £164
SCOTT £140
N.U.T £165
B.S.A. • H " £110
B.S.A. " K" £107
B.S.A. " A " and Sidecar £198
CALTHORPE-J.A.P £74 11
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke £71 8
ZENITH S h.p. Combiiiiition £139 I

NEW IMPERIAL R h.p. Combination. . £185
BLACKBURNE ,} h.p. Combination ..£165
ROVER, 3'. h.p., solo £147 10
JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination £190
ARIEL 3-i h.p. Combination £157 10
ARIEL -('. h.p. solo £120
RUDGE'f.O.M :.. £110 5
DIAMOND-J.A.P £75

SOILED MACHINES. Substantially^ reduced price
|

For cash.

1920 ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination . .

.

£205 I

1920 ROVER 3; h.p. solo £132 10
1920 CALTHORPE, 2-spced £69
t92o CLYNO £63 |

1920 TRIUMP-H and Sidecar, many
valuable accessories £165 1

1920 DIAMOND, 2-stroko £76 |

1920 DOUGLAS, kick st.irtcr, beauti-
fully equipped £94 j

J920 A.B.C £135
t920 DOUGLAS -1 h.p. Combination .. £135
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON dec. Com.. £220
r92o WOOLER £95
1920 SCOTT £127 10
r920 RUDGE Combination £115
1920 JAMES, 2i h.p £52 10
1920 COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 2v h.p. £84
r9i9 ENFIELD, 2th. p '.

. . . £58
1919 TRIUMPH and Triumph Sidecar. £147 10
ro2o P. & M. Combination £135
1920 QUADRANT £135
1920 MAXWELL 5-scatcr Car £450 |

And many others.

387, Euston Rd., LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phono- Museum 4978.

*Grams^*' Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

151, High Street, Walthamstow.
'Phono Walthamstow 169.

'Grams—"Cyclotorao, "Phone, London,"

50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22.
•Phone Hornsey 1958,

•Grams—" Doularaooy. 'Phone, London.',

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAKE.
Sunbeam

SUNBEAM 1920 S'^li.P- Model, Liua- head aud :

laDips, bull) horn. indistiu^nishabl'& from n
£160,~Pirrker's, Biadshawgati?, Bolton. [S4

SUNBEAM llih.v- 1919 Comlunation.- Lucas Ian
honi. Hxr-elleut condition; £165 all cu; boii

car.—22, Pinewood Ed.. Bmnde.v, Kent. - [3-

1 O20 o^/'oh.i). Snub,-;iiji Cunibinntion, ouly done
J-v mile-, as n-w, (n^ner gpltiu- niv; wliat ofleri

MacKenun. Mo.ssy Oreoii, 0:iUrusate.«, Salop. [3

SUKBEAM SV'.li.p., 1920, and sidecar, done l,i

miles, condition absolutely perfect; £l.9(
Hewin's Garage.s, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunt

[4
SUNBEAM, brand new o'-^b-p., =olo model, t

Lucas lamps an;l lioin; £170.—The Wal
Garage, Wolverhampton Kt.. ^YaI^an. Tel.: 444:

[9'

1 Q18 8h.p. Simbeain Combination, l>la;-k and s
-»-*^ hood, Pi.Teen, all latiipSi horu, legrshield-s perfi

£155.—Duitu'?, 326, Eu^tcu Ed., Loudon. Must
5391. [2

1 €|.19 Sunbeam Roadster, little tise.l, unpunctiU]
J-<^ in Derfect ordci, with romplot? e'luiiime
trial Surrey district; £130.-Box 8,575. c/o The Mj.
Cycle. [4-

fOl.^ Sunbeam Combination, in peifet't condition,,.
-*-«^ mileat,^e. lamps, horn, speedometer, Tan^Sa'd,
tools; £160; ready jidi- away.—Loul, 265, Roberts
Grimsby. - [4'

SUNBEAM 3VMi.p., \Kt-e uiodel, oil bath, black i

gold, lamps, accessories, new condition thron
out; £100.-63, "" Solon Rd.. Brixton. Excha
Morgan. [4

SUNBEAM Late 1916 5^/oh.p. Combination, bl

and gold^ practically as new, small mile:
lamps, horn, speedometer; £138/10.—Rome's Gari
Uxbridge, [4

SUNBEAM Combination, 1917-18, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
overhauled every part at cost of £20, Inx-ur

outfit with all accessories; £195."Th6 Crest, Dorn
Park, Surrey. [4

WAUCHOrE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-1919 8
Sunhe;nn combination, hood, screen, lamps, sp'

ometeri mirror, warning signal, tools, comlition
new; 200 gns. [4

SUNBEAM, 1917, 8h.p. M.A.G., best sidecar, sp
ometer, wind screen; electric liRhtiug' (Lucas), sj

wheel:; best ofler, or exchau'-'e Ford.—Queen's H
Waitliam Abbey. ^- [3

T Q20 3V:.h.p. Sunbeam and Gloria Sidecar, Lii
-l-^jf lamps, Cowey and Lucas horns, watch, per
condition; 150 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington I

South Kensington. 3

1 Q20 3.! 2h.p. Sunbeam with Montgomery Sido
A tf fitted up with lamps, speedometer, wind .=c)

and luggage t-rid, first-class tunmut: £200.—A. Mc
119, Earle St., Crewe. [4

3ih.p. Sunbeam [Sept., 1919), and Dinky £40 side
2 uew electric lightinK-, speedometer and horn,

acetylene lif^htiug, L(.indon-Edinlturgh gold, etc.—

I

Walliscote Ed., Weston-super-Mare. [4

4h.p. All-chain Sunbeam, believed late 1918, bea
ful machine throughout, indistinguishable fi

new, iuHy equipped with Klaxon, lamps, etc, ; £1
or nearest offer.~L. Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cambridi

[4

1 QJ-6 3'/i>h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in perfect i

-i-*/ dition, Cameo wind screen and new cover, i

little used, complete with all accesHories and new ki

rear wlieel ; £135.—Coombs, 19, Noiuian Rd., St. Li

ards-on-Sea. [3

"I Q20 {Au^.} 3^$h.p. Sunbeam Combination, latest^S
-i-^ beam sidecar, all wheels interchangeable, n
screen, Luca.s accessories, perfer-t, small miletiKc; <

£217, accept £205—Wrixon, 41, Richmond Park 1

East Sheeu. [4

1 Q15 Sj-^h.p. Sunbeam with Beautiful Cnachli
-»- •-' Sidecar, complet? in every way, lamps, t'

hoin.s, speedometer, insurance policy; eccept £1
appointmout.-B.S., The Limes, 16, Woortberry Un
Fmsbury Park, N. fS

1 Q20 (July) 3V2I1.P. Sunbeam, Binks, Lucas K
J-t/ Road lamps, horn, guaranteed mileage i

machine absolutely new, unscralchcd, cost 4^170/
sacrifice, £155; must sell.—Elman,.3, Blaple St., H
Town Manchester. [4i

3ih.p. Sunbeam. 1914-, 3-apeed, K.S., Lucns IjRiiti

2 horn, Smith's speedometer. College Iciwhic

riplendid condition and appeiirauce; £84; exchange k

2J,di.p. Douglas, 3h.p. Enfield, and cash.—81, Li

Baling Lane, Ealing. (3!

SUNBEAM-—We are Wolverhampton apentfl; nr

parts in stock ; repairs, uverlmuls, re-ennmell
and plating under the supervision of Mr. T. 0. do

ir.'iv (late Sunbpandaud).—Tlie Moliueaus Garagfe (

Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tei. : 1160. [3<

"I
Q20 (July) 3l;li.p. Sunbeam Combinntiou, all Vih

-i-*^ interdiauKcaMe, Lucas best lamps and In

Cdwey tiip spowlometcr. Sunbeam leg sliielda, iudif'

;;ui«hablc from now, mcclianically perfect; £205.—Joi
Marlswood, EHe^uioro Rd., ShrewHliury. [X4i

SUNBEAM 3ijh.p. Sports Model (lote 1919), r(

plcte with V. and H. head, Lucas tail Inm

Imrn. luuls, iiilisbcd nluuiiniuin A.C.E. dices, pin

IcvhauKt [lipo, Kuiall mileage, mouhunicnlly perioet; £1
— Huwoll, St. Weonord's. Iloi'erord.sliire. 13(

Aj^ All it;nc»» rclatiiirt to ndvcilfBuniciUii slioiild gunu ilic number «t the end oi each aJvci-UscDicnt, nnti the date of the Uaufl.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

W Sunbeam 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Lucas mag-
dyno lighting set, spare wheel, hood, screen, etc.,

nice, £278 / 15 / 6 ; in stock.—Cambridge agents
unbearas, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., -SS-SS," Green
Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995. [4162

19 Sports Model, Sijh.p. Sunbeam, with two
lamps and generators, knee grips, horn, speed-

er, and sundry spares worth £4, in perfect condi
reason for selling owner got new one; price £140.
jpointment.—Holton. Beansheaf Farm, Theale.

[4583
20 3V-.>h.p. Snnbeam Combination, latest patten'
Sunbeam sidecar, No. 1. with detachable inter-

:eable wheel, new June, little used, perfect condi-
tyres unpunctured ; 180 gns. : can be seen anj
loon by appointment.—C, 151, Woodstock Rd..
id. [X4463

S'BEAM Combination, 6b. p., 3-speed countershaft,
Binks, X..ucas horn and lamps, oversize tyres
tubes ( new) , speedometer, several spares, coach-
sidecar with screen, excellent condition; reason-
price; take lightweight iu part.—Jones, 18,

It St., Holywell. [X4544

20 3V-l>h.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered July
25th. done 500 miles, interchangeable sidecar

1, as illustrated in " Motor Cycle," Oct. 2nd
s lighting, never been used, Lucas horn ; £210

.

thing guaranteed as new.—A, F. Perrv, 41, East
Taunton, Somerset. [4542

Triumph.
lUMPH 4ii.p,. 3-.-spepd, reconstructed by Triumph:
£105.—Motor Co., Glossop. [3940

lUMPH 4h.p., cane sidecor, all Ruarauteed a^ new:
£129.—Price, Westlea, Abergavenny. [3853

20 Triumph, Model H, just received from makers;
£127/10.—Rose's Garage, Uxbiidge. [4567

p. Triumph Countershaft, like new; bargain, £75.
—13, Pindock Mews, Warwick Av., W.9. [4269

h.p. Triumph, belt, tyres good condition, variable
gear; £25.-53, Stanway Kd., Coventry. [X4511

p. Triumph, countershaft, complete, lamps, horn,
etc., good order; £85.—Denman. Cuckfield. 4242

JUMPH, lats model, only done 300 miles,
equipped; £85.-14, Effra Parade, Brixton. [4804

(20 Countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., new, mileage
100; nearer lit;t price.—Rider, Low Catton, York.

[3731
20 Triumph and sideMr, iu^t received; £182/10.—

Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.
[3821

^lUMPH Specialists: latest 1920 model on view.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[3801
^lUMPH 1916 C.B. Combination, 3-speed, C.S.,
perfect; £73.—10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes.

[4354
1
19 Countershaft Triumph, low mileage, acces-

'sorii'.'f, spares; £92.—Reeve, Coopers Lane, Potters
[4318

lis Triumph, 4h.p., C.S., perfect running order;
£75.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum

L. [2984

[JARANTEED Countershaft Triumph; price £88 —
For full particiilars apply, Patev, Brasenose,

Hd. [3952

|20 Junior Triunn^h. little used, perfect condition,
' horn, tools; wliat offers.^—52, Broad. St., Wor-
jr. [4505

ones,
St.,

[4212

fcl4 Triumph C.B. Combination, 3-speed accessi
' sound condition ; £65.—Blake, 2, ' Church
itage.

IIL^MPH Gloria Combination, just arrived, at
makers' price.—Walter Miller, Craven Arms,

>pshire. [3698

^20 Triumph ^^atsonian Combination, electric light-
' ine. unscratched; £140, or near offer.-Staiuer's
ry. Ryde. [4033

RIUMPH 1920, Gloria sidecar, wind screen, speedo-
meter; £148.-665, Didsbury Rd., Heaton Mersev,

ichester. [4702

)19 Triumph 4h.p., C.S., _and Gloria sidecar;
£115. —Dunns, 326. Euston Rd., N.W.I,

ieum 5391, [4863

aiUMPH Junior. 1919 (Oct.), all accessories, little
used; 55 gns.; no dealers.—Lawn Villa. Holly

Ik, Enfield. [4562

!kl8 Countershaft Triumph, nearly new condition,
' equipped;^ 82 gns.-la, Marie House, Brockley
w. Forest Hill. [4685

ill SV^h.p. Triumph, N.S.tT. pear,
' of season bargain, £35, or offer.—
le, St. Albans.

fine order: end
Gcdman, TTnion

[4798

118 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, all accessories;
' £100: with coachbuilt sidecar, £125.—JPepper, 9
itworth St., Hull. [3753
ABY Triumph, 1919, perfect condition, practicallv
unscratched, little and carefully used; £65.-38

rley Rd., Oxford. [4738
RAND New Triumph Combination, unused; owner
must sell, so wi« sai-rific-e for £157/10.— Green 7

n-ery St. , Chesterfield. [x440

5

Layton customers,

OUR LEGION
OF FRIENDS
swgar by our integrity

and service, and they

IHER.

CL Once a customer—always
a customer is their motto,

and our recompense for a
very real endeavour on our
part to give them safe

guidance and loyal service.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK
1920 B[S.A. chain-drive Combination £152
1920 B.S.A., 6 h.p., solo £150
1920 BLACKBURNE, 4h.p £135
1920 ENFIELD Combinations List price.

1920 ENFIELD lightweight £73 10
1920 INDIAN, Scout model £140
1920 NORTON, 3* h.p., T.T. model. . £98
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive. . £140
1920 TRIUinPH 4 h.p. Combination. £182 10
1920 VELOCETTE lightweight £75
1920 aENITH, 8 h.p., sports model. . £139
3920 ZENITH, 6 h.p., sports model. . £139

_1920 ZENITH, 4-5h.p., sports model. £123
Etc., etc.

SECOHDHAMD MACHINES IN STOCK.

r920 TRIUMPH, 4h.p., with Sunbeam
Sidecar and full equipment .... £140

igig TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., with Mont-
gomery Sidecar., wind screen,
lamps, etc £110

igig ZENITH, 5 h.p., countei-shaft,

with Swan sporting Sidecar .... £140
1917 B.S.A., Model K. with C.B. S'car £95
1920 A.B.C., 3h. p., completely equip'd £120
1920 A.B.C., 3h.p., soiled onlv £110
1920 ENFIELD lightweight, as new . £62
1920 NORTON Big Four, complete as

. new- £130
1920 ZENITH, 6 h.p., sports rnodel. . £115
1920 7-9 h.p. RUDGE Multi twin . . . £110
1920 CLYNO lightweight, as new . . . 60 gns.
1920 A.B.C. Skootamota, as new . . , £30
1919 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo £85
1920 H.B^BLACKBURNE, 2fh.p., 2 sp £75
1915 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo £80

Etc., etc.

J. W. TOLLADY
General AIa7iafer.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"IQ20 Countershaft Triumph, as new, coach sidecar.

-*-Y 5 Lucas lamps and horn; £145; after 7.— 16,
Biide St., Barnsbury, N.7,

1Q19 Countershaft Triumph, electric lighting. Ace
A^ discs, spare belt, tools ; £105.—Bromley, 56
Hartington Rd., Liverpool,

[4831

Ace
56.

'[4407

TEItTMPH. 1917, 4h.p., countershaft, just re-

enamelled, tyres practically new; £75.-16, Tne
Mount, Whitley, Heading. [3673

3 ill. p. Triuuiph, Henderson coachbuilt sidecar (new),
2 2-speed, free, perfect; must sell, accept £55 cash.

-63, Surrey Sq., Wahvorth. [4113

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model with Triumph Sidecar,
horn, and Watford speedometer, as new; £180.—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4558

TRIUMPH ^h.p., 1919, 3-speed countershaft, P. and
H. head lights, speedometer, excellent condition;

£85.—Green's, Stansted, Essex. [4565

"I Q20 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, 3-speed; list

-Lt/ £127/10.—R., Baraber and- Co., Ltd., 2, East-
bank St.. Southport. Tel. : 607. [4844

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph-Gloria Combination, 3 speeds,
-t-t? clutch, etc., lamps, tools, good running order;
£65.-21, Milton Rd., Gravesend. [4380

1 Q20 Brand New Triumph and Sidecar, just de-
Xt/ livered; list price.—194, Balham High Rd.,
S.W.12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [3439

1Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., CS., and Gloria sidecar, all

J-*y lamps, horn, etc.; £117/10.-Dunn's, 526,
Euston Rd., London. Museum 5391, [ii^Jtu

JOIS Countershaft Triumph, guaranteed mechanically
j~*y perfect, lamps, tools, spares, trial; £85, offer.-

354, Usbiidge Kd., Shepherd's Bush. C3724

j Q18 Countershaft Triumph; sell or exchange part
-I*/ payment for good combination.—Vernon, I'ark

Corner Farm, near Henley-on-Thnmea. [4061

F^

1 Q20 Triumph, 4h.p.. O.S., new, and Sunbeam un-
J-tP used sidecar, fullv eanipped; £150.—Dunn's,
235, Euston Hd., London. Museum 5391. [2977

1Q19 Triumph, countershaft combination, well
J-tl equipped, smart and perfect outfit, spares;
£110.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [4355

TRIUMPH 1920 All-cliain Gloria Combination, just

delivered, unridden; sell at list, having bought
car.—ITorsman, 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [4543

BANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, JN'ew St., Bir-

mingham.—Triumph and sidecar, late model, ru

splendid order; fl25; lamps, etc., included. [X4499

1 Q14 Triumph, 3-spe6d, Montgomery sidecar, fully

J-e' equipped, splendid condition; £90.—Stevens, 22,

Huntingdon Buildings, Bethnal Green Bd., E.l. [3727

"1020 4h.p. Triumph, Gloria sidecar, at list price

;

XU immediate delivery. See displayed advertise-

ment.—Batcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [4709

ALlMOST New 4h.p. 1919 Triumph, perfect running
order, T.T. handle-bars, tools, horn, complete;

£95 or offers.—Hancock, Solicitor, Shipston-on-Stour.
[X4401

LATE 1919 Triumph, countershaft model, solo, like

new speedometer, lamps, knee-grips, spares; best

ofler; after 6.— I'ankhurst, 52, Cheriton Sq., Balham.

£100 —1917 Triumph, 1920 Canoelet sidecar, acces-

sories.-ClifEord Wilson Company, 70, Royal Hos-

pital Ed., Chelsea, S.AT.3. Tel.: Kensington ^lll^^^

1 Q20 Triumph, Model H. delivered July, mileage 200.

X" Lucas lamps, horn, footboards, complete, as new,

guaranteed; best oiier.-Box 8,597, c/o The Motor Cycle.

4hp Triumph, reconstructed by makers and just

out of their hands, new tyres, the whole as new,

-Tel.: 6626 Mnseum.—A.S.O., 60, Mortimer ^'-
J^-^-

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920 model H., all on, including

Tan-Sad insurance, guaranteed absolutely perfect;

oflers.-Eumbold, 30, Alumhurst Ed., Bournemouth^

nQ20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, Model W, lamps, horn.

l.*J knee •'rips spares, little used, in new condition

;

£92.—Braithwaite, 32, Winchester Rd., Colchester.

TRIUMPH 1913 3V=h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, splendid

machine; seen any time by appointment; £68,

or nearest offer.—Archer, Abinger Common, Dorking

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Model with 3 Speeds and

Gloria Coachbuilt_Sidecar. fully equipped_ and in

London Road, Bicester, and
90, High Street, Oxford.
'Phone: 36 Bicester. 'Phone: 784 Oxiorl
Telegrams: "Integrity'' Bicester and Oxiora.

3.

good condition; £90,- -Parker's

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Bradshawgate, Bolton.
rX4559

TRIUMPH late 1917, countershaft, re-enamelled, re-

conditioned, plating good, as new; £70, offers.—

•

Laurence, Mill Hcuse, Pembury, Tunbridge VVells
[443d

TRIUMPH Combinatioo, 4h.p., countershaft, laie

1918 mechanically perfect, lamps; bargain, £110.

-5 Beckiow Place, Becklow Rd., Shepherd's Bush

W.' -.
[4545

1019 Triumph Gloria Combination, eleetric lighting,

\-*J speedometer, horn, spares, perfect condition:

£120.—Houghton, Clifford Ed., Walthamstow. 'Phone:

80.
[4312

£70 nearest.—Countershaft Triumph. 44030. new
condition, spare cover, full accessories; lignt-

weight wanted and taken part.-56, Tollmgton Park,

N.4. ' ^'"^"^

A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

19

19

"|Q17 Triumph and Sidecar (19201, large P. and H
JLiJ lamp, ytc, eood condition, wliole just overhauled;
£105; after 6.—M., 141, Merton Hall Ed., Wimbledon,
S.W.19. [tiiuo

TKIUMPH, countershafir, 4h.p.. late model; 3-speed.
kick start, makers' colour, almost new tyres and

helt; £78/10.-261, Mittham Lane, Streatham, London
S.W.16. [3730

£85.-1919 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, kicll start, gootl
tyres ;md belt, very small mileage, condition practi

rally as neiv ; £85, lowest.-Bryan, 51, Clifton St.

Brighton. [3774

3Xh.p. Triumph, T.T., single speed, adjustable pulley,
2 Bosch, B.S.A. carburetter, liunps, 1912, no wear

in engine: £36, near ofiler.—Williams, Footbridge.
Winchcombe. [4015

TEIUMPH 1918 Countershaft, as new, unscratclied,
brand new tyres, belts, etc.; £95.—Barnett, 21

Rodboroueh Ed., Golders Green, N.W. 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 7667. [2678

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph C.B. Combination, 3-speed
J-*' clutch, wind screen, lamps, complete, perfect
order; £80. or nearest.-Belph, 1, Eatheoole Gardens,
Homsey, N.S. [3858

TEIOMrH Junior, 2.6tro1te 2.specd, run about 500
miles, absolutely as new. complete, lamps, horn.

and pump; £65, or near offer.—Dr. Darling, Eardislev,
Herefordshire. [293.^

BABY Triumph, 191'6, Lucas lamps and horn, con
dition, enamel, and plating excellent, very small

mileage; £70.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service
firm, Taunton. [4020

TEIUMPH, clutch model, T.T. bars, lamps, com-
plete, stored during war, condition as- new: sacri-

fice £38; alter 6 p.m.-Parker, 18, Hallswelle Ed.
Golders Green. [4618

1QJ9 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Lucas acces
-LtJ sories, in beautiful condition; genuine, £150—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., South
port. Tel. : 607. .

.
,

. [4856

TRIUMPH, renovated by Triumphs, T.T. bars, abso
lutely indistinguishable from new; £105. See

displayed advertisement.-Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.
Portland St., W. [4711
TO 19 Triumph, Steamport sporting sidecar, 3-speed
-"-y countershaft, lamps, horn, luggage grid, gloves,
waterproof leggrngs ; £125, or nearest offer.—Ward. 99
Wardour St., W.l. [4084
TQ20 Countershaft Triumph, EennoG coachbuilti-v sporting sidecar, 3 lamps, horn, and spares
perfect condition, little used; £140.—Thompson 168
Park Av., Hull. [4266
rriElBMPH, 1917, 3-speed, countershalt, kick start
J- hand clutch, horn, Tan-Sad, indistinguishable
from new, mechanically perfect; £30.-24, South St
Newport, Wight. [4256
nnEI0MPH, W.D. countershaft model, delivered^ trom makers July, 1920, exterior and mechanically
perfect, lamps, horn, etc.; £103.-Eose, Cluntergnti
Horbury, Wakefield. [3748'pElUMPH, 4h.p., Model H, 3-speed countershaft,
-«. kick starter, entirely renovated by makers as
new, lust delivered; *105.-Eagles and Co., 275, High
ot., Acton, London. [X4550
-WIl'I' '^ell 1919 4h.p. T.T. Triumph motor cycle,

. .! vn-,;'"S^ '/''' ^"" '"'''''« P'"ow seat, 'ery last,
jplendld hill-elimber, perfect; price £100—S Firs'
leigh, Warberries, Torquay. [2685

19 (Dec.) Triumph 4h.p. C.S.. leg shields, speedo--^Y •netoT spare cover, tube. Best and Lloyd's drip
fce<l. splendid condition; £110, or nearest offer.-Free-man. Brighton Ed., Redhill. [4262

T^lM^.?l'?l,Sm''-,^®"i Combination, Mills-Pulford

, rf
'"'ec.-ir fl9201, S-speed countershaft, fully crjuipped

perfect condition, trial; £145.-V. s. Knight 1
.Station Ud., Upminster, Essex. [3761
1019 Countcrsliatt Triumph, T.T.. perfect mechani-«.»' cal condition, new tyres, new spare belt, valves

M^^nr'Sl^rfvif ^'''S'
"I'lf-xiid machine; nearesJb ens.- Moss, Liphcok, Hants. [4870

T"!.°^'.'i'f' ''^"}u^,
"""'''' perfect running order,JL '-'"'"lele with lamps: £45, or nearest offer --^Movre, II, Avenue, Bickley, Kent. [4146

20 Triumph and Grindlay Siilccar, Eastinir wind
..,e«l„mr;^"'n rt f' "' iT""' Cowey'horn V^aiT".pcwl.,nictCT perfect condition, as new
t'lr.I. 148. UurnKrcavo Rd., Slioltleld.

£165.-Ful-
(4640

N''T,|.T-'"t"l'J7/',n^°,
4h.|,., counter»htttl model, list

3J''';iJ"".'?f;l;;, "";i,.!'^';'
"«» rl>rm.n.on.l)cnno,,t

*3<> All Icucr, ,cl,.tln« to odvciUMracnt. .iiouia quota Uie .umiber

TA §VI P L. I

TWO-SEATER FOR £165.

STRONG AND INEXPENSIVE.

We are the only firm in London who can give
Immediate Delivery. Call and inspect.

NEW SOLOS. For Immediate Delivery at Makers'
Lowest Prices.

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, complete
u-ith all accessories £145

B.S.A,, 4j^ h.p., chain drive £110
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. twin, 3-speed . . 140 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p. twin M.A.G. £130
A.B.C., 4-specd, T.T. bars, spring frame £150
BLAOKBURNE, .(h.p., 3-sp., chain drive £128
ZENITH, 8 h.p. twin, K.S., clutch . £161 10
TRIUMPH, .t h.p., 3-speed, I\.S., clutch.. £127 10
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-speed £100
DOUGLAS, 2:} h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch. £105 -0

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch. £130
INDIAN, 4! h.p., single-cylinder, 3-speed,

spring frame, I\.S., clutch . £125
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame, 2-sp. £120
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2 ! h.p,, 2-5peed £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 3-1 h.p., 3-speed . . . £117 10
BAT, 6 h.p. tuiii. spring frame, 3-speed. . £160
ROVER, 3J h.p., 3-speed, chain drive . . . £149 15
ROVER, 3! h.p., T.T., PhiUpson pulley. . £123 10
N.U.T., Magdyno lighting, 3}, h.p. twin. . £165
RUDGE Mulli, T.T., 3.! h.p." £110
RUDGE Multi, 3.V h.p., LO.M £110
RUDGE Multi, 7-gh.p. twin £150 Q
ARIEL, 3.', h.p., 3-speed, K.S £120
SCOTT, 2-speed„ K.S., clutch £140

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-strol<e, 2-speed .

.

£72 10
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
IMP, :-stroke, 2-spced £75
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed £62
SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, 2J h.p £75
O.K., 2-stroke, 2-speed £63
CALTHORPE, 2-£trokc, 2-speed £75
INVICTA, 2-stroke, sing]e-speed £71-
METRO-TYLER, Model S £98
C0NNAU6HT, 2-stroke, single-speed ... £68

NEW COMBINATIONS. For Immediate Delivery
at Makers' Lowest Prices.

A.tf.S. Combination. 6 h.p., 3-speed, spring
pillion seat, spare wheel £210

SUNBEAM Combination, 3} b.p.. 3-speed £200
CLYNO Combination, S h.p. twin, cbain

drive, spring frame, spare wheel . . . £250
ROVER Com.. 5-6 h.p. twin, chain drive £230
QUADRANT Combination, 4j h.p., 3-sp. . £145
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h^p.,. 3-speed. £182 10
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p. twin, 3-sp. £170
NEW IMPERIAL Com., 8 h.p. twin, 3-sp. £186 18
B.S.A. Combination, 4} h.p., 3-speed . . . £152
BAT Com., 6 h.p. twin, spring frame . . . £204
ZENITH Com., 8 h.p. twin, K.S.. clutch. £205
LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 3.', h.p. twin £152 10
HAZLEWOODCombination, 5-6 h.p. twin £205
JAMES Com., 6 h.p., de luxe Sidecar . . . £190
MATCHLESS Combinat'n, M.A.G. engine,

Magdyno lightmg set £230
ROYAL RUBY Combination, 8 h.p. twin. £205
AUTOPED Scooter. Immediate delivery. Special

trade terms £30

NEW CYCLE CARS. For Immediate Delivery at
Makers' Lowest Prices.

G.N., 2-scater
, £242

G.N., 2-seater, with- lighting set £275 12 6
BLERIOT WHIPPET, 2-sc,ater, S h.p. . . . £250
RICHARDSON, 8 h.p., 2-scater £262 10
SINGER, 10 h.p., 2-scater, standard or

sports £500

' SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
RUDGE Multi Combination, 5-6 h.p., igig £t85

So.'mJo'^''''""''?"' '''<' '''P' 3spced £80
IKIumPH Conibmation, reconstructed

modi-l, 3-spced couiitarsllaft, makers'
K"''r:"ilcc for 3 months £147 10

LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p. twin, 2-specd £85

PERCY & CO.,
314-316, EUSTON RD., N.W.I.

'I'linne : Museum 1337.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tidumph.

"B Q20 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, only be
-L*^ used solo, mileage under 500; £120, or a
reasonable offer; absolutely as new; Lucas accessorii
knee grips.—66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W. [43^

1 014 4h.p. Triumph Combination, Millford, Sturmt
J-t/ Archer 3-speed, decompressor, waterproof Bosc
recently overhauled, lighting set, perfect order;
gns.—H. Mason, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [46

1 019-20 Triumph Combination, engine No. 664C
-L«J^" tyres and tube-! new, plating perfect, electric ligl

ing t^et, tfpares, etc., trial l)y apiiointnitnt; £125, or ut
offer.—Montroa6 Houee, Highgrovs St., Heading. [41

TRIUMPH 1,920 4h.p., chain drive, £140; T.
model, £105; immediate delivery from sloe

list price.—Elce ajid Co., 15-16,- Bishopsgate A
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 554S. [00'

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, late 1920, Luc
electric lighting, Lucaa horn, every accessory, ai

spare, guaranteed perfect condition; insurance; £160,
Lyndhurst, Gravelly Hill North, Birmingham. [42';

TRIUMPH 1920 Model, speedometer. Klaxon ho]
Lucas lamp.'^, aluminium footboards, watch, 4,0

milw!, Mills-Fulford cuachbuilt blue sidecar, wind sciee

£145.—Dawe, 76, Waterloo Rd., Southampton. [37

1 Q18 Trmmph Countershaft Combination, enan:
J-*' and plating unscratclied, fully equipped; £12
exchange modern 2-seater, cash adjustment.—Liei
James, 72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court, London. [43'

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late model, new tyri

in excellent condition, only wants seeing; 85 gi

secures.—Apply, The Royal George, Rotherhithe Ni

Rd., near Canal Bridge, Old Kent Rd., London. [13,

TrRITIMPH, 1912-13, clutch model, Bosch mag., sej

T.T. bars, Powell and Hanmer lighting outf
overhauled, good condition, spares, and tools; £42/1
—Ellis, Maltese House, Writtle, nr. Chelmsford. [44i

TRIUMPH, Ir.te 1919, Type H, perfect conditii

and running order, recently overhauled at worl
new tyre, never had fall, never used for sidecar wor
nrice £110.—Mayfield, Osmonds, Hadley,. Droitwicli

[43:

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.r. Model with Triumph Sidei^i

Lucas head,, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn, Cow
speedometer, hood cover and wind, screen, iudistin^ui;

able trom new; £190.—Parker'S) Bradshawgate, Boltc
L-V45:

TItlUMPH 1920 4h.p., 3-apeed, Watsoniau R34 sit

car, combination new laet monthy»done 600 mil*

Lucas. horn, all accessories; best offer about fl40; li

new.—Clarke, Ashlea, Sandheyfi Av., Wateiloo, Livt

pool. - [45;

TRIUMPH 4h.p., received from makers May, 192
Luca,s head iind back lamps, Cowey epeedomet*

horn, kne© giips, aluminium discs, with Cimoelet sitl

car: £125; must sell.—Long, Moorings, Behiioi
SuiTey. [45:

TRIUMPH, 1920 model, in stock, £127/10; al

Triumph renovated model, £105; makers' fix(

price ;- half down and 11 payments.—Lamb's, 38
Euston Rd.. London, N.W. 151, High St., Walthai
stow; and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [41£

"I
020 (June) Triumph Combination, condition ;

Xt/ new, tyres unpunctured, only done 500 mile

Swan sidecar, accessories over £12, exceptional
smart outfit, guaranteed perfect; £140, with inm
arice.—StuTgess, 47, Cecil Rd., Erdington, Birmingbai

[43(;

TRIUMPH Gloria 4h.p. Combination, 1920 deliwr
engine No. 66758, excellent condition insidti lu

out, all lamps, screen, tools, new siiare cover ;ind tnli

an absolutely reliable outfit, will drive up to 150 mil'

to purchaser upon receiiit of cash; £145.—Keen. Bnu
St., Leominster. [40C

1 Qi 19 Triumph, solo, wonderful models guarantet
-L*/ perfect, 3-8peed eouuteishult, low mileage, sprii

pillion, ojjen exhaust or otlierwise, horn, tools, eU
spares, 2 new tyres, 2 tubes, 2 beltd, valve, cbain, pllii

barrel spring, waterproof suit, helmet, etc., in.iuram

July- £95; owner going abroad; seen alter 6.—Wiir-
99, Wardour St., AV.l. .

[408

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,. KC.4.
New 1920 4h.i]. Triumph, delivery from stfKl

£127/10 solo; eau be fitted witli Gloria or any otiu

make of sidetuar immediately from stock; also new 192
4h.p. Triumph combination, all-chain drive, £195; an

4h.p. M'.D; renovated Triumph and sidecar, icnoviito

1920 by Triumph Cycle Co., £120. [433

TXUUMPH 3V:.h.p., clutch, new parts fitted, pisUi

complete, steering column, crank pin, bushei

clutch and rear wheel rebuilt at Triumph wurh
recently, tyres Uunlop heavy and nuti'liiii.^.'ii T.T
practically new. wide bars, Pedley gripn. f;isi m.icliiru

large P.H. head lamp if required; £50. li. Sliell">r

Coukhill, Alcester. Warwickshire. [468

Tyler.

<>41'-i'- Tvler T.D.C. 2-.«troke.
-^4 nu

1920, Auia.\ II
uifT-i excellout running order, just ovcrliniiln

£36, or iieaiiest; «een by npiiointuivMit.— Syiniin"'
Copiord, Cohliester. - """^[387

Velocette.

at the end ot ench

VEI,OCETTE.~Iu .slock, 1920 2UIi-P-. 2 sBCedi

£75.— Parkor'a, BradsliawBato, Bolton. [a

CYRII, WILIJAMS, for narlv doUvory ol VelOCfiW
-Cliaiiol AhIi Depot, Wolverhampton. [«!

nfrvertisement. and' the date of the fsstib'
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Road Signals.

A
DEPARTMENTAL Committee has re-

commended that the adoption of a
uniform code of road signals shall be
made compulsoiy. In some quarters it

has been suggested that such a measure
might not be desirable either from the public's

or the motorist's point of view.

There is not a motor cyclist or car owner who
does not agree that the question of road safety

should take precedence over all others, but-

opinion is divided as to whether the suggested

code of signals should be made compulsoiy or

voluntary. The Motor Legislation Committee
is in favour of the latter, for which there is

much to be said. -This Committee is of the

opinion that a system of voluntary signalling,

with Government authority . and recommendation
behind it, would add new safeguards to the old

ones, while an obligatory system would substi-

tute a new code for that existing at present.

What is more important, however, is the fact

that a compulsory signals code will create a new
class of punishable offence. There are quite

enough regulations concerning owning and driv-

ing motor vehicles without the addition of a com-
pulsory signals code, in which connection it must
always be remembered that the chief reason

motor cycles have not been used very extensively

in Germany has been the regulations which ha\'e

always strangled the industry.

The Legislation Committee' considers, if these

new proposals were made compulsory, drivers

would be looking for signals instead of taking

care to avoid possible causes of accident, and

i£, for any reason, the requisite signal was not

forthcoming, accidents might happen which

otherwise would be avoided. The views of our

readers in this matter would be of interest.

Under existing conditions the signals which

have become customaiy with motor drivers are

almost unfailingly used by them when circum-

'

stances require; the greatest neglect of them

is shown by drivers of horse-drawn traffic.

The Vital Fuel Question.

IT
is with great satisfaction that we note the

energetic campaign which is being carried

on in order to produce and increase the

fuel supply for road transport in this country.

Our readers are well aware that Tim Motor
Cycle and its sister journal, The Autocar, have
long realised the vital importance of this sub-

ject, and have constantly urged the Government
to pay more attention to the question. One of

the latest developments takes the form of a

series of lectures organised by the Empire Motor
" Fuel Conmiittee, and read before the Imperial

Motor Transport Conference held at Olympia
during the present week. These lectures deal

with, the whole question in a most comprehensi\e
manner, and include details relating t; the manu-
facture of producer gas, benzole, shale oil, and
alcohol, and also with distribution, denaturing,

and Excise difficulties. The new Finance Act
will provide greater possibilities for the intro-

duction of alcohol as a power producer, and a

real effort is being made to produce a workable
scheme for the production and distribution of this

fuel in a form to comply with Go\'ernment re-

quirements.

In the meantime it is interesting to study the

results which have already been obtained with

alcohol both on the road and on the test bench.

A most useful series of experiments has been
carried out by the London General Omnibus Co.

under the direction of Mr. Shave (the company's
chief engineer), by which it was proved that in

snmmer at any rate a 5% alcohol-benzole mix-

ture gave excellent results in a high-compression

engine. With an addition of a small percentage

of ether a much higher percentage of alcohol

was found to be practicable, but the question of

heating the mixture is of considerable import-

ance. The L.G.O. have done much pioneer work,

for which all motorists and motor cyclists should

be duly grateful, and their bench tests, which

have been carried out under most careful super-

vision, are backed by extensive road tests.

An Index to the advertisements in tills Issue will- be found on tVie page facing the back covpp.
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Foot-operated Gear Changes;
(^EVERAL ex-despatch riders write ta say that,

\^ though I was correct in signalhng out the Scott

as the only standard foot-change, they consider

the foot-operation of the W.D. Sturmey Archer
Triumph the nicest change. they-have ever known, and
regret tliat the modern edition of that gear box is

designed for operation by a frame lever.

Misfiring on Two-strokes.

IS IS /^ HINOOK " is well able to defend himself

Vv^ against "B3972," or any other critic, but I

shall enter the lists, as this champion of the

two-stroke makes a little incidental dig at me. If some
firm brought a libel action ag-ainst "Chinook " and my-
self for what we have written about two-strokes, me-
thinks the judge would sum up somewhat as follows :

1. Most two-strokes misfire at low engine

speeds.

2. Most two-strokes misfire at high engine

speeds under light load {e.g., downhill).

3. The fuel consumption of two-strokes varies

from the sublirrie-to the ridiculous on different

makes according to {infer alia) their port design.

4. A clever rider gets far better results from
two-strokes than a duffer.

I fancy most two-stroke enthusiasts with a varied

experience of several makes would endorse these con-

clusions. Not long ago a member of the Scott staff

said to me, "Our new customers either sell the

machine within six months, or remain. Scott enthu-

siasts for ever." The clou of the two-stroke surely is

that it takes a little sympathy and knowledge to get

the best out of it, whereas any fool can suck joy out

of the average four-stroke.

Mysterious Accidents.

ES it any good dogmatising- about the causation of

such mysterious accidents as befell Mr. Boyce ?

A medical man after examination might be able to

arrive at the exact cause in any particular case. If

tlie rider is in such perfect health that a faint or
an attack of vertigo may be ruled ouf, it is always
possible that a knock on the head will produce forget-
fulness of the inciilents which led up to the smash.
I was once riding with an athlete, when he looked
over liis shoulder, ran over a big stone, got a wobble
on, came off, and bumped his head on the road.
When he came round, he remembered nothing what-
ever I if the pr<-liniinaries, and was very angry with me
(or noi jjroviding st>me l)etter justification of his acci-
<len(. One of IJairnsfallier's "Fragments" summefl
iij) a push in France under tlirne spasms on sr)me such
lines. A rider who look a bad toss as llie result of a

speed wobble might easily find his inind a blank as to

the wobble, and imagine he had fainted in the saddle.

My own experiences of this kind have all ended just

short of disaster, and have been uniformly due to

falling asleep on long rides.

An Indispensable Gadget.

DT is a marvel to me that so many night riders ven-

ture abroad without a reserve supply of carbide,

especially when the accessory merchants supply

neat little canisters in suitable holsters. On a recent

night, for example, I was out as passenger on a big

sidecar outfit, and the American generators turned

sulky ; sometimes we had a head light, sometimes a

side light, sometimes a tail lamp, but never all three

simultaneously. The distance concerned was shor^;

and, rightly or wrongly, my skipper preferred to

chance the police rather than open up his generators,\

and, finding the whole charge sodden, risk the rest of

the trip without even the odd chance of a glimmer

somewhere. Mercifully, a night mist descended, and

if any bobbies were out on such an inclement night

they probably failed to identify us; but a half-pound

reserve would have sent us on our way in safety.

Bigger Tyres for 500 c.c. Outfits.

THERE is a slight but laudable tendency in the

trade to divorce the 500 c.c. .solo mount fropi

the 500 c.c. sidecar mount, and so to relieve the

solo man from the extra weight, etc., o( the machiiie

which is avowedly built as a dual purpo.se mouiU.

think the firms who intend to proceed on these lines

might make their sidecar model even a little heavien

than the existing two-in-one machine. During th^

past summer I have heard very bitter complaints from!

commercial users of the 500 c.c. sidecar outfit on the

score of tyre costs. Here and there one meets a mar

who gets extraordinary mileages from 2 5^in. covers"

on the driving wheel of a 3^' h.p. sidecar. Bui

the majority of these outfits seem to be undertyred,

I don't drive such a fit-up myself, so I must no'

dogmatise ; but there are a lot of owners who do no

get 2,000 miles out of their back covers under suol

conditions. It is probable that the substitution of ;

3in. driving tyre would be a real economy wherevc

such outfits are used on rough roads in hilly distriol-'i

Moreover, a maximum tyre life of 1,500-2,000 mile

implies undue frequency in punctures, with the consc

quence of roadside delays which are serious if tlr,

machine is used for business purposes. [ should lik|

to see many existing 500 c.c. machines produced n

two editions for ii)2i—viz., a solo model, too Hi

lighter than the 1920 pattern, and a sidecar inodcij

which might justifiably be a little heavier than thi'

yi'.-ir's type.

i
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Oiling up Plugs.

SOME of my correspondence suggests that the

average novice feels he is between the devil and
the deep sea on his early rides. He knows that

a new engine requires lots of oil, but if he keeps on
the safe side in this respect, he fouls his sparking
plug. Riders and books treat an oiled plug as the

merest trifle, but a new plug costs a dollar, many
riders are quite impecunious, and many plugs cannot
be cleansed when once they are crusted over with

charred oil. Perhaps the following tip may help some
beginners. Motor cycle lubrication makes great de-

mands on the rider. With eveiy unfamiliar engme
you have to study the oiling much as a golfer studies

a three-yard putt. Until you have acquired the

necessary precision, you will probably oil up a plug

or two. When once you have learnt how to oil («)-

when touring; {V) when scrapping; {c) on a freak hill,

you will be able to keep your plugs clean. During

the preliminary period there is only one kind of plug

which you can afford to use, viz., the plug which

takes to pieces for cleaning. Armed with a couple of

these plugs you can over-oil to your heart's content;

the sole penalty will be an occasional change of plug

on the road, and half an hour at home that evening

spent in dismantling and

scraping down the two plugs.

In the cou;:se of a month or

so the engine will be nicely

run in, and you will have

mastered the lubrication. If

you then elect to switch over

to a non-dismountable type of

plug, well and good. It may
he that some cemented plugs

are less Hable to overheat or

to soot up than the dismount-

able patterns—most riders

have their fads in this sphere.

But the novice's first plug, if

only for reasons of economy,
should certainly take to bits

for home cleaning.

Yet Again.

IS it too late to appeal to the tyre and rubber people

for a waterproof glove this winter? I will be

absolutely outspoken. I have ridden hard for

twenty winters, and have only owned one glove which

was perfectly satisfactory in winter use—the rubber-

proofed Continental, which, of course, was pure Hun.
1 never used anything else in pre-war days. My last

[)air are now tattered to a degree, and must go' to the

scrap-heap very soon. I have a variety of substitutes,

none of them satisfactory. Either they are not

genuinely drencherproof, or they are cold, or they are

.so thick and stiff that I cannot twiddle my levers

comfortably. The Continental was as dry as a bone
internally after si.x. hours in a snowstorm. It was so

thin and light that the levers were just as manageable
as when one rode with bare hands in summer. It was
unventilated, arid kept one's hands warm. If any
rubber firm wants to make money, let it study this

glove, and see what it can do. Car owners will buy it

as greedily as motor cyclists, for the wet blows in

through an opened screen as well as across naked-

handle-bars. Unless somebody comes to my rescue,

I must tackle this winter on three pairs of leather

gloves discarding each pair in turn as it gets sodden.

EASY GOING.

A " good road " section in the

recent trial in Wales. The average

member of the community only sees

competitors on such good roads as

these, and little realises that often

the riders have just descended from

miles of rough mountain tracks with

" surfaces " unimagined by all who
have not <?een them. Above are

depicted P. Pike (2-J O.K., No. 19)

and R. C. Bennett (2J Federation,

No. 13) on the side of Bala Lake.

A37
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The Present-day Trial Discussed from the View-poin s of
the Competitor, the Makers, the Organiser and the Public.

DO present-day trials create an erroneous impres-

sion, regarding modern motor cycles, in the

mind of the potential buyer?

Can they be regarded as good propaganda ?•

Do they prove anything of value ?

Do they improve '

' the breed
'

' of motor cycles ?

These four questions are at present exercising the

minds of many motor cyclists, and, at tlie conclusion

of the recent Welsh Trial, described in last week's

issue, there appeared to be a decided tendency to

regard such events as absurd and damaging to the

pastime of motor cycling.

We propose to discuss this' matter from various view-

points, and, first, will take that of the competitors,

who may be divided .into two classes—private owner
land trade.

The Private Owner Competitor.
The first isusually an enthusiastic rider who regards

all trials as so much sport. Trials riding is good
sport, and it brings a man in touch with the coterie

of experts whose names become welT known to all

who read T//e Motor Cycle. This class of rider is

very keen; keen to show his skill and the power and
reliability of his machine, and keen to gain credit.

, After his first trial, the newcomer to the competitions
field is able to realise the difficulties of winning a
"gold" which are not always appreciated by the
ordinary motor cycling public.

No doubt if a census of opinion were taken of all

jirivate competitions riders, the general opinion would
be that trials courses Qould not be made too severe.
This does not mean that the private owner agrees witli

conditions being made more (lifficult, and there is

'.((robably not a com[)Ctitijr in the Welsh Trial of
OctoU'r 9th who will not agrc^e that it was the con-
'liliuns, and not the course, that gave cause for coni-
jilaint. The private owner, like every other sportsman,
likes a run for his money, and this,' in Ihe M.C. and
.\.(". Trial, he did not get, for Alt-y-Bady was within
.1 mile of (he st.irt. nml nflc-r lliis first mile only nine
A28 ,

were left in the trial to qualify for gold medals. Tliej

loss of even one mark was sufficient to rob a man ofi

his " gold," and on such a course the penalty was tooj

severe, especially as a man had but to touch the groumll

with his feet to be penalised.

The Trade Rider.
From a sporting point of view the trade rider is

just as keen as the private owner, but he is in a very

dWerent position. He is out to get a " gold " for his

firm, the principals of which do not always realise the

difficulties and hardships; consequently, to retunij

home with, say, a second or a third-class award is the

last thing he desires. It is like a commercial traveller!

returning with an empty order book.
j

Again, it is the regulations and not the route which

cause dissatisfaction. The trade riders—the experts

of this country^know better than anyone else that the|

modern motor cycle will take its load up any hill where[

wheel grip can be obtained. The makers know thi.si

themselves, and consequently, when their rider returns

without a first-class award, though a more lucky coni-j

petitor may have succeeded, wonder. whether it is the

man and not the machine that is at fault—-whereas

actually it is neither.

The MaKers' Viewpoint.
Neither class of rider is much concerned whefliei

his. success or failure has any influence upon develop

ing the motor cycle or upon the opinion of the public.

It is for the trade and the governing body of th(

movement—the A.C.U.^to decide whether th(

strenuous trial over mountain tracks is of any valiu

whether as general propaganda, in the interests

design and durability, or. as advertisement.

The makers of motor cycles arc in the industry t

niake money, and they api)reciate that to do thi;

tiiey must produce a good article, prove that it is a goO'

article, and advertise that proof. Also, they realisi

that in order to find an outlet to large outputs it may bi

necessary lo advertise motor cvcling as well as moto
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cycles. In other words, propaganda is desirable to

interest the non-motoring public in the motor cycle

as the most economical means of mechanical trans-

portation, and as a vehicle which is reliable and easy

to understand.

Do these so-called reliability trials prove reliability,

and does failure to win a first-class award prove un-

"teliability ?

' The makers are coming to the conclusion that the

awards do not prove anything of value to themselves

or to the btrying public, because awards are decided

on points not connected with reliability.

The Organiser's Difficulties.

- We will now take the viewpoint of the. trials

organiser. Generally he has to plan a trial to find a

single winner for some valuable trophy. He must
make an honest attempt to give every competitor

—

irrespective of the type or power of machine—an equal

chance. Since . most machines are entirely reliable.

he has to de-vise a means, outside the question of

reliability, in order to make one performance appear
better than the others. Naturally, for a competitor

to win a much desired trophy is a greater honour
than to be one of several gold medal winners. Vet
the trophy winner may not prove his machine
to be any more rehable.

The secret check, which places undue value

apon the personal factor, is no longer popular,

and this year special tests have been intro-

duced in order to arrive at a decision. These
tests have included many features of interest,

but are often" far from picking out the most
meritorious general performance of machine.

Trials' organisers plan their events on the

assumption that too many gold medals reduce
their value. This is a point very much open
fo debate.

•Always bearing in mind the question of reli

ability, one is constrained to wonder why, if all the com-
petitors can do everything to preve reliubility, they

should not all have gold medals,..

As the recent M.C. and A.C. Trial has revived the
question as to whether it is " worth, while," we will

take this event as an example. Gold medals were
offered to all scoring full marks (no bonus marks were
given), silver medallists had to secure 90% of the

marks. There were no bronze medals. In addition,

there were several trophies arid special " class " prizes.

The following is a list of the peiialties subdivided

by us under three headings, i.e., (i) those that have
bearing upon reliability as understood by the man in the

street, (2) those that have not, and (3) hill-climbmg.

I.—RELIAJBIUTV FACTORS.
Failure'to start engine within lo sees., 3 marks. :

Brake Test : Failure to stop withiu 9ft. on a steep hill, alter tras?ersing

?3^ y.-trds at 10 m.p.h., 3 marks (more marks are lost if the conditions' are not
observed both as regarck time and distance)".

Stop and Restart Test : Failure, 5 marks ; running back over tape, 10 marks

;

stopping in a non-stop section, 10 marks.
.According fo the route card, it was a non-stop trial, e.'^cepting {or the

luncheon interval.

2.—SOME OTHER PENALTIES.
Going off the course, 20 marks ; footing or running into a bank on a hill,

10 marks ; for being more than to rains, ahead of time, 10 marks ; passenger
assisting driver on test hills by putting extra weight on, the carrier, 10 raaplts.

3.—HILL-CLIMBING.
For Failures on Hills : Alt-y-Bady, 10 marks : Gough's C.onscience, 5 marks;

VVhitworth's Grave, 5 ma^ks ; Boydeirs Playground, ro marks ; Urry's Pet,

5 marks : Cross Foxes, 10 marlis ; Bwlch-y-Groes, 10 marks.

Scenes like this are Fegarded as

damaging to the motor cycle movement
because the general public cannot obtain

a true impression of the conditions.

Even the best of photographs cannot

show the gradient, or convey an idea of

the difficulties immediately preceding the
piece de resistance. The lower picture

shows an incident on Gough's Con-
science in the M.C. and A.C Trial.

Both riders lose the same number of

marks. Above : L. Crisp (4-i Humber)
forfeits his "gold" on tfie same hill,

though he did not stop.

A29
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To touch the ground with tlie feet was accO'Unted

a failure, and all this was clear in the regulations.

Intending entrants should have known that Alt-y-Bady

is usually climbed by about 10% of the soloists

only, and in the September trial of the Liverpool Club

not one sidecar made a clean ascent. From the regu-

lations it was seen that Alt-y-Bady was not the worst

hill, as three others were considered to be bad enough

for a loss of five marks only in the event of a failure

as against ten for the Llangollen, Hill.

It was plain that the organisers had planned a

knock-oui trial ; anyone who had studied the rules

could see that there was next to no chance of securing

a gold medal.

Alt-y-Bady, the first hill, is in the same category

as the Nailsworth Ladder in Gloucestershire, which,

incidentally, has many times been climbed by cars and

motor cycles, but no trials organiser has had the

temerity to include it in a trial. We have yet to hear

of a car climbing Alt-y-Bady, yet competitors were

not only required to climb it (and over thirty reached

the top without stopping their wheels), but were called

on to do so without touching the ground with their feet.

Trich Riding v. Reliability Trials.

The public look upon cars as having reached a stage

Avhen reliability trials are no longer necessary. From
the number of so-called reliability trials organised in

this country, an impression must be created that motor

cycles have not yet been proved so reliable.

Competent critics know that motor cycles have

reached the same stage. That is the reason why it

is necessary ( ?) to reduce the number of likely winners

by regulations which turn so-called reliability trials

into tests for ultra-expert riders on machines par-

ticularly adapted for trick riding.

Cough's Conscience and' Whitworth's Grave were

muddy lanes up the sides of the mountains. To expect

any rider to negotiate them without touching the ground

with his foot was unreasonable.

The inclusion of the Eunant Pass or Boydell's Play-

ground, as it was called, was justified. It was no

worse than some of the hills in the A.C.U. Six Diys
of this and last year. Lhry's Pet was a stone stair-

case on which touching with the feet was permitted,

but it was a freak hill of the \vorst kind, and one which

should not have been included.

It will be seen from the above that a man had but

to touch ground once on the whole of the course

to lose his " gold." As it was a " reliability trial,"

it is very much open to question whether such con-

ditions should be made.

A Fe^v Concrete Examples.
Among the many ('omi)elitiirs who did very well in

(his trial, we will take as an example W. Brandish,
junr., who rode a standard 4^ li.]). Humber. He
"touched" once on Alt-y-Bady, and once on the
slime of Gough's Conscience. If the rules of the trial

arc- adiiered to (these notes arc written before a final

riecision on this point lias been made), lie will be
awarded neither a gold nor a silver medal, and, unless
lie has made the best performance in his class, he will
have no award of any kind. Is it f:nr to the rider,
lo Ihc maker of llu- iniirliiiK . .mil in tli.u seeilon of

the public who are guided in the choice of a new mount
by competitions' results? We say—^No!

Again, another competitor, P. Pike, on a zf h.p.

O.K., completed the course to time vfithout leaving the

saddle and without being assisted, but he " touched "

several times.

It is the system of marking that is wrong. Utterly

to fail on a hill "was accounted equally bad as

to touch the ground with the toe of a boot. To fail,

on Cross Foxes only meant a loss of ten marks—

a

plain straightforward top gear hill for the majority

of machines, and one wdiich we covered on second

and top gear with a heavy sidecar. We maintain

that every rider who finished the course to time .

and without actually stopping his road wheels is

entitled to some recognition of his performance. As
a sporting trial, the event under discussion was one
of the best that has been organised.

The Motor Cyclist's View.
It is thought by members of the trade that the

results of this trial will give an entirely wrong im-

pression to the public as to the merits of the various

machines. Incidentally, it is strange that there was a

greater trade element at the back of the M.C. and
A.C. trial than any other event held this year. To
nidge whether such trials do give a bad impression,

it is perhaps desirable to take each section of the public

separately. Well over 100,000 motor cyclists read

The Motor Cycle, and from its pages can obtain a true

perspective of the merit of performances. From our

last week's report of the trial, we do not think anyone
of our readers can be misled into believing that i

present-day motor cycles are anything but a marvellous

piece of mechanism to have finished the trial with such

a small number of retirements.

Propaganda in the Future.

The rest of the public consists of over forty million;

people, one million of whom may be potential buyers.

It is to this section of the community that the knock-

out trial may possibly create a wrong impression.

They see motor cyclists hurrying along the roads with

numbers on their backs and generally think that it

is a race. A few perhaps obtain information thai

such and such a machine failed to get an award, audi

undoubtedly they are left with the impression that it'

is not so good as another which has been awarded a

medal.
Tn some cjuarters it is considered desirable ti

nistitute propaganda to popularise motor cycling, aiv

for that reason it is thought that trials shouki hi

known as sporting events—tests for men and not foi

machines! Every week there are so- called reliabilil;'

trials, and the newspaper reading public must get tln'

impression that motor cycles have yet a long way to gel

before they reach the same stage of jierfection as car.si

Competitioiis arc needed to demonstrate how reliabli

are motor cycles, and not how few can secure awartl.si

Improving the breed is quite all right in its way, bu,

it should be left to the A.C.U. Six Days event. :

Certainly it is impossible to find a single winner fa

a trophy on |)oinls of reliability alone, but the tini

may come very sliorlly when manufacturers will refu.sr

to sui)jK)rt events in which are included special tesi

which ha\e nothing lo do with reliability.
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The Light Weight " 3i.
>»

A Word for (he Simple Solo Single of

Jfie Type made a Decade Ago, and
which weighed under 190 lb.

THE idea, now so prevalent, that a solo motor cycle

to be effective must be equipped with a three-

speed gear, chain drive, and other costly and
heavy refinements, is to a great extent fallacious. The
jimplicity and briskness of a single-cylinder 500 c.c.

machine will be found to compensate to a large degree
• for the lack of a kick-starter and gear box. Certainly

an automatic pulley may be fitted to advantage, be-

cause it in no way deprives the T.T. motor cycle of its

: best characteristics, and it eases the engine just when
necessary. Experience proved that witli such a pulley

there was no trouble from belf-slip or excessive wear

on belts; in fact, it eases the belt from snatch when
the engine is "plugging," and also when it is

violently accelerated.

Achievements of a 1912 Model.

In the autumn of 1912, the writer purchased a

3J^ h.p. T.T. Premier, fitted with a drilled pulley.

Drilled engine pulleys are a constant source of belt-

slip, and for serious motor cycling they can be classed

with discs as being undesirable. This machine was

improved by the ^substitution of a Philipson pulley,

and at the United .Services meeting, held on the

Brooklands Track in September, 1915 (the machine

then being three years old, and, in spite of at least

20,000 miles to its credit, as good as the day it left

the Premier Works), it easily won a heat, and almost

secured a place in the 600 c.c. Open Sprint, and,

withont any adjuslmeni to the pulley, tied equal

first in the 600 c.c. Open Test Hill-climb. The
weight, stripped, on this occasion was only 156 lb.,

and the machine as used for touring scaled under

190 lb., with lamps and spares. The carburetter used

was a Senspray, which the writer considers to be well .

adapted to this type of motor cycle. No mechanical

trouble was experienced, although the Premier was

not specially nursed ; but always care was taken, fii'St,

not to race the engine until it had warmed up to its

work, and secondly, to see tliat the valves were down

on their seatings when a ride was -ended 3 both of

which simple rules ensure even expansion or contrac-

ll
tion, and make a great difference in preserving the

tune of the engine.

Reliability and Liveliness.

^or comfort and reliabihty no less than for high

rage speed the writer can recommend such a

phine, which, with lamps and horn, should not cost

than 70% of the heavy tourist or sidecar medium
fered motor cycle.

vajve cap decompressor was found useful during

^joum in the Metropolis, but for ordinar)' country
- this was discarded. The average _

consumption

80 m.p.g. with petrol, and the only time benzole

i tried 120 m.p.g. was obtained on easy, but muddy.
Ids. Twice, through rumiing out of petrol, neat

raffin was requisitioned, and the journey home was
apleted, but (in common wdth the writer's experience

'other machines') the carburetter insisted on less.

The writer on his 1912 3^ h.p. T.T. Premier.

and not more, air. As to "speed wobble," a slight

"dither" of the rear wheel was noticeable at high
.speeds, but this in no way affected the control of the
machine, as there was never any tendency for the rear
wheel to swif5g right out of track, and one soon be-
came - accustomed to it. The wide, low footrests,

rigidly supported behind the crank case, helped to

steady the cycle, especially on corners, which were
taken by leaning the machine well inwards, with as

much pressure as was possible on the outside footrest.

Previous to this the writer's last two machines were
a 7-9 h.p. American twin and a 3^^ h.p. machine of the

same make as the T.T. cycle, but fitted ' with a

Sturmey-Archer hub gear and weighing 230 lb.

Neither of the latter was as fast nor as handy as the

T.T. machine, and most active riders would have pre-

ferred the simpler type for anything except traffic

dodging.

Faith in the Single Cylinder.

At present the writer has an I.O.M. pattern 3^^ h.p.

Rudge-Multi which seems to combine all the best

qualities of the purely sporting mount with a capital

variable gear- and a clutch. The power unit, too,

confirms one's belief that the sturdy single of first-

class design will more than hold its own with twin or

multi-cylindered engines of various patterns.

It must, of course, be understood that personal

taste will create a market for almost every type of

motor cycle that is known, and that the writer in no

way intends to trumpet an overwheliiiing superiority

on behalf of the single-cylinder machine or of the T.T.
type. One's own machine may indeed be " another

man's poison," but therein lies much of the interest

to be had in the progress of the modern motor cycle.

In any case, the present-day enthusiast need not fear

to plunge for, say, a Norton, Rover, or similar T.T.
machine—the Premier is no longer made—if he con-

siders that the price of a more elaborately furnished

macliine with gears, clutch, and kick starter, is beyond
him. His personal inclinations and needs can be re-

conciled with probably a number of the many excellent

machines now being manufactured. Velox.
A31
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THE DOUBLE-PURPOSE 31 h.p. SINGLE-CYLINDER COVENTRY EAGLE.

MUCH has been said, from time to time, regard-

ing tlie demerits of tlie "single-cylinder," and
for years critics have prophesied an early

death to this type of -engine. The same can be said

of the sidecar, and yet by far the most popular pas-

senger outfit on the road to-day is a combination of

the two, namely, the dual purpose '' single."

It is simple, almost foolproof, and easily handled
as a solo mount. At the same time it is sufficiently

powerful if suitably geared to haul a sidecar should
the owner so desire.
Among the ^^xdl-kno\vn

manufacturers who build

this type of machine is

the Coventry Eagle
Motor and Cycle Manu-
facturing Co., and for

some years this firm has

been marketing a t,\ h.p.

model on these lines.

Good Delivery Tune.
Recently we were

given an opportunity of

testing the 1920 Coventry
Eagle on the road. The
mount taken over was in

no way specially pre-

pared—in fact, it was
one of several just
assembled, and had not
done ten miles on the
road. Under these cir-

cumstances, it might be
liiought that a lot of tinkering wuuld be necessary
Ijefore emliarking on a long run. This, however, was
not the case, the only alteration being a slight slacken-
ing of the gear lever spring to allow it to move more
freely.

Tlie machine is of conventional design, incorporating
well-known components, and js of pleasing appearance.
V3-J

With up-tumed bars and footboards, this is a comfortable touring
machine. T,T. bars are an alternative fitment.

The engine is the 3!- h.p. King Dick, made by x\bing-

don-Ecco, Ltd., of King Dick spanner fame. It has

side-by-side valves, B. and B. carburetter, and E.I.C..

magneto. A short tail pipe is fitted to the silencer,

finishing at the gear box. An improvement would be
effected by carrying this further to the rear, as the

burnt gas.es make the kick starter and gear box dirty.

,

The usual chain-cum-belt transmission is- used, a,';

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box being fitted. The.?'

driving chain is enclosed in a substantial aluminium'.'.

dustproof case.

Aluminium footboards,

swept up in front, are

luted, and the rider has,

the choice of fiat T.T.
or ordinary touring bars.

.

Well=valanced Mud=
guards.

The machine in ques-t

tion was fitted with the

latter type, and though
we, personally, prefer

the flat bar for solo,

work, the riding position

was found to be very

comfortable. Both front

.

and rear mudguards are

reasonably wide and well

valanced, aiKl although
quite a distance wasL'
covered over very wet-

roads, and several water-

splashes negotiated, little

discomfort w'as experi-

enced from mud and water.

The first 200 miles were covered principally over

main roads, and, as the machine was exceedingly
'" new," we took things fairly easily in order to allow

the engine to get properly " rtni in."

Later, however, quite an interesting 300 miles run

was made in connection with a Western club trial,
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Boad Tests of New Models

under conditions which would rarely be encountered
in ordinary touring. The course for the most part
was over rough stony by-lanes in a hilly district, in-

cluding a considerable amount of second gear work.
The machine behaved excellently, showed no signs

of overheating, and was very steady on the rough and
greasy surfaces. The engine gave ample power, and
on only one occasion was it necessary to use bottom
gear; this was on a stiff climb of i in 4, where "the
" change down " was made in order better to negotiate

the very bad surface. As regards speed, it can be said

that, although no accurate test was made, the 3J h,p.

Coventry Eagle is fast enough to satisfy the average

soloist. It is capable of maintaining a good average

over long distances without the slightest signs of dis-

tress. This was proved on the return journey, when,

being without lamps, it was found necessary to cover

the last seventy-five miles in under three hours.

Perhaps a better test could have been made had a

sidecar beeri fitted, but, judging by its performance

as a solo mount, and from our observations of several

we have seen in use with a sidecar, we know that it

can truly be described as a dual-purpose mount.
In these days of super-efficient twins riders are apt

to overlook the main advantages of the single, viz.,

its simplicity and lower production costs, which in

turn account for its inherent reliability and economy.

Stamped Steel Frames for Motor Cycles.
Pressed Steel Consfruction advocated from a Constructional Standpoint.

IT
is curious to consider how old fashions in engineer-
ing construction cling with tenacity to the most
modern w-orkshops until, at a bound, they are

-abolished and some new mode set up'.\ In this con-
nection we have in the tubular motor cycle framework
a striking example. The circular section weldless steel

tube is, we know, a very tower of strength combined
with light weight. But the present processes, which
entail such tubes being cut to lengths and jointed care-

fully by brazing to lugs, leave much to be desired.

In effect, the brazed tube

construction is quite old, for

it belongs to the pedal cycle

industry, to which its use is

no doubt well suited. When,
however, we come to the

modern mechanically-

propelled road vehicle, can
it be denied that the reten-

tion of the tubular frame is

effete ?

There seems to be little

doubt that, with to-day's

knowledge and wide applica-

tion of pressed sheet steel,

a motor cycle frame could

with very considerable ad-

vantage be made in that

material. And if the pro-

cedure proposed be followed,

in quantity production the

plan means great manufac-
turing economy, a stronger

form of construction, much improved appearance

lightness of weight.

The accompanying illustrations show a proposed

fomi of stamped and welded sheet steel frame. The
first figure indicates the left channeled half of the

frame, in perspective, as it comes from the die, the

corresponding half section being similar in every

spect.

fe.ljnost any style of welding may be utilised to join

two halves together in a vertical plane, i.e., there

may be a lap seam, or the edges may be turrted in

for a V joint, or the two edges may be united in the

manner familiar to the user of the now common

A suggested form of motor cycle frame construction. The
upper sketch shows one half of the pressed steel frame, and
the lower a plan view of the frame completed.

and

pressed steel hollow artillery wheel. When the two

halves are welded longitudinally together the cross

section ,of the frame is rectangular, so that wherever

a junction is made it is of box column formation—an

admirable shape for stress resistance, as any practical

engineer or architect is aware.

The lower figure is a plan view of the two stampings

welded together to form the complete frame. The
rear fork stays are, consequently, Q section channels,

integral with the frame. As to the steering head, this

may be a tube welded in,

but, preferably, it consists

of two U sections or semi-

circular integral halves of

the whole.

The motor and gear seat-

ing is also a channel section,

enabling the engine and gear

box to be adjustable longi-

tudinally of the frame.
These organs, separately, or

as a unit, may be clipped

firmly, yet neatly, on the lip

of their seat, thereby en-

suring that chain or belt

slack can be corrected with-

out disturbance of the rear

wheel axle, which, therefore,

may be a fixed point.

Here, then, is a new
method well worthy of em-
ployment. Strength is by no
means sacrificed in any par-

ticular, while appearance is markedly improved ; the

elliptical or egg-shaped form is a style with which most
motor cyclists would, it is suggested, be pleased.

With regard to the fuel tank, it is possible so to press

the sheet metal as to form the top column into a

reservoir, as shown by the dotted lines in the upper
figure. Such a feature has already appeared in more
than one machine, but the writer thinks that no patent

rights would be infringed if the enterprising members
of the motor cycle manufacturing industry were to

make the new style of frame so as to incorporate an
integral fuel tank therewith. It should represent a.

large reduction in production costs. J. A.
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75 M.P.H. up a 1 in 10 Gradient.
Remarkable Speeds at Revived French Hill-climb.

GAILLON hill-climb, which was revived
oil October lOth^ after a lapse of six

years, was remarkable for the

records established in all classes, for the
number of entries, and for the vast

amount of interest evinced in it by the
general public.

The fastest motor cycle time was made
by Pean on a 750 c.c. Peugeot, with which
he climbed the kilometre hill, flj'inCT start,

in 29|s., or at the rate of 75^ m.p.h., this

being the highest e^Jeed ever attained by
» motor cycle of any kind on Gaillon Hill.

In this class the Frenchman's greatest

competitor was the w^ell-kr.own A. H.
Alexander, who was defeated by SjS.

,

Pean also rode a Peugeot in the 500 c.c.

class, when he again broke a record, with
the time of 30^s., beating the Alcyon
with a margin of nearly 4s. In the 350
c.c. class the Alcyon got 'the first two
places, followed - by .

Alexander on a

Douglas, who later secured first place

in the 1,000 c.c. class. Porter, on a

Levis, was a fairly easy winner in the

250 c.c. class.

British Sidecar Successes.

In the sidecar class, A. H. Alexander
did very fine work, getting first place in

the 500 CO., 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c.

classes, his respective times being .AS^s.,

46|6., and 45|s.

The cycle car section was won in 49^s.

by Violet, on the Major, with which he
captured the cycle car Grand Prix at Le
Mans only a few weeks ago. The Major
was very closely pressed by an Elfe,

driven by Mauve, which was only |s.

slower. The three Jlorgans which ran
and secured fifth, sixth, and ninth places

were French-built under licence. Dar-
mont's Morgan had a special Mag twin-
cylinder four-valve engine, but, owing to

the proper size carburetter not being
available, it was unable' to do itself justice.

As the speeds show, it was certainly

a day of records, even more for the
motor cycles than the cars ; for 74 m.p.h.
on a 3^ h.p. machine compares more than

A speed impression of Alexander taking his Douglas sidecar up Gaillon Hill at nearly 50 m.p.h. -

favourably with the 108 m.p.h. record set

up by the 450 h.p. Sunbeam. And, after

all, in each case, the vehicle carried the
driver only.

The racing, which began in the morning
and continued all day, with the exception
of the interval for lunch, attracted an
immense number of spectators from all

over the country, and was a splendid
example of the growing interest of the,

French in motoring events. The organi-
sation was excellent, the road being
guarded by troops, and having barbed
wire on each side in order to keep too-

enthusiastic spectators from crowding on
to the course.

The results giving the equivalent speed
in miles per hour of the fastest men are
appended :

1,000 c.c. sec.

Alexander (Douglas) 35J
Bonnard {Harlcy-Davidson) .

.

37I
Vuillamy (Rover) 37J
Hartman (Harley-Davidson) .

.

46^

750 c.c.

Pean (Peugeot)
Alexander (Douglas)
P.arthelemy (Norton)
Copus (Triumph)

500 c.c,

Pean (Peugeot)
Joly (Alcyon) . ,

Alexander (Douglas)
Duverne (Rudge)

Guignet (Alcyon) .

Mcunier (.Alcyon) . . .

Alexander (Dou^as)
Smyth (D.F.R.) ....

Porter (Levis) .

Marc (Thomann)
Louis (AlcTOn) .

350 c.c.

SIDECARS.

33i
.42

M

i°\
34
3C

3n

41

42i
43i
RlJ

4,'iS

49?
53

li ll;P. ANn 450 II. p. These two vehicles competed in the premier hill-climb of France.
Ihc car accomphshcd 1083 m.p.h., as compared with the Skootamota's 24 m.p.h.

500 c.c.

r. Alexander (Douglas) -is^

2. Naas (.\.B.C.) Jlj
3. Grapperon (Bli^riot) 1144
4. Brunet (Bleriot) . . .-. iiSJ

750 c.c.

1. Alexander (Douglas) 46^
2. Lacour (G. Levy) 5<ig

3. Lezin (Motosacocbe) 66
4. Bartlctt (B.S.A.) 67

T.OOO c.c.

r. Alexander (Douglas) 45?
2. Boissiere (Harley-Davidson) .

.

48JL

3. Cuillier (Marlcy-D^vidson) .... 49J
4. Bouuard (Harley-Davidson) .. 5ig

,
CYCLE CARS.

1. Violet (Major) 4gft

2. Mauve (Elfe) 49((

3. Levcque (Ruby) 50^
4. Moure (Major) 50^

MorOR-ASSISTED BICYCLES.
1. Tardevelle (Lumen) 99!
2. Kimbaud (Motorlly) looj

3. Dard (Motorlly) J07
\, Pougct (Cyclamotor) i25i

SCOOTERS.
1. Bcrtello (B.C.R.) 94!
2. Antony (Skootaniota) 998
3. Dieudonni! (C.D.R.) i22§

m.p.h.-
62.8
59.8
39-2

75-6
66.2

53-2

65-8'|
62

'.If

S4-?Br
S3 'It
51 'fr

49-*l
45-?I
42. %l

48.4

43.7

40.3

49.

a

46.4

45-4

43-3

45.

1

54-4
44.4
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The Amphibious Motor Cycle.
A Sporting Trial in the West of England includes Deep Watersplashes and Fords.

THE Bristol M.C.C. recently held a sporting

trial, when twenty-eight competitors

started over a course planned by E.

Kickham, the well-known competition rider, who
led the way.

Within two miles of the start the competitors

were required to go through some 150 yards of

water, which varied up to nearly 2ft. in depth.

Needless to say, belt drive machines were

Boon in trouble. Some miles of greasy lanes

led to Dmidry Hill, - which was taken on the

run, and for the next ten miles the route was

through a series of narrow farm lanes, with

many small splashes, the whole being_ in an

exceptionally greasy and rough condition.

Then came the fording- of the River Chew "at

Chew Stoke. This splash was in some parts

very deep indeed, but every one negotiated .it

without a tumble. Some miles of easy road led

to the chief hill of the trial, known as Burledge

Hill, near Widcombe in the llendips. This

hill, in dry weather, would merely furnish a

stiff climb, but it proved, under the' wet condi-

tions, too much for all the competitors. Not a

single machine got more than a few hundred
yards up, the reason of the failures being wheel

spin. . The surface was atrocious—simply slime

and large pebbles.

A series of stiff climbs and descents led to

the finish at Limpley Stoke, where a timed hill-

climb was carried out to find a winner. Results :

1, B. Kewman (Sii. Douglas), Is. error; 2, W.
W. Moore (3 A.B.C. sc). Is.; Z, F. Cook (3Vl.

Sunieam sc), IJ?.; 4, E. Colmer (4 Norton so.); l|s.

1 of riders through the first watersplash. This is within the Bristol city toundary, and was on the day of the trial very deep
parts. Orjy one rider failed to get through. Norton and A.B.C. sidecars are seen preceding two Douglas solo mounts. (Left) A Zenith

r negotiating the splash. (Right) Fording the river Chew, at Chew Stoke, in thelVIendips. The leading machine is a 6 h.p. Douglas sidecar.

Bi
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Simple Springing
A Conversion Set embody-

ing Leaf Springs.

ONE of the most important points

wliich a designer of a spring frame
has to consider is the lateral rigidity

of the moving members of the frame. It

will be quite obvious that a number of

moving joints will add considerably to
the difficulty of maintaining rigidity,

owing to the wear of the pins and
bushes.

In the Besant design, which is illus-

trated in an experimental form, only one
articulated point is employed, this being
of ample proportions—a steel pin 65in.
long by jin. diameter Avorking in bronze
bushes—and having the advantage of com-
plete protection from mud,, etc., thrown
up by the rear wheel. Great flexibility
is obtained by the combined lengths of
the two leaf springs which are rigidly
attached to an angle carrier piece pivot-

ally connected . to the bottom of the

vertical frame members. One free end of

the spring bears on a roller (used in pre-

^ sprins frame, simple in construction, which could be adapted to

almost any make of machine.

OCTOBER 2ist, 1920.

ference to shackle links) on the bridge
piece connecting the back stays; the

other end also rests on a roller which
is vertically ad-

justable. B y
this means any
undue defleC''

tion of the
frame, due to

a heavy rider,

can be cor-

rected. This de-

tail is not fitted_

to the machine"

i 1 lu str ate d
which is merely

an experimental
model.

The patentee,

Mr._Besant, 25,

Birchdale Road,
Waterloo,
Lanes., has de-

cided to assist

motor cyclists to

fit this spring-

ing to existing

machines.

A Deck-chair
Sidecar.

A Single or Double-sealer
at Will.

THE value of comfort for the sidecar
passenger, especially when touring
over long distances, cannot be over-

estimated, and the design of the seats,
especially in the case of two-seater side-
cars, should enable the passengers, sitting
in a more or less confined space tor long
periods, to alter their position at will.
A sidecar with an adjustable seat and

other novel features will shortly be pro-
duced by Messrs. Coppen, Allan and Co.,
89, Great Portland Street, London, W.'l.
In it the principle of the deck-chair has
been utilised to advantage.
As may be seen in the illustration, the

forward seat consists of an upholstered

roll, suspended on a

bar carried in slots in

the body. The fabric

extends from the roll

upwards, across a

spring bearer to a

cross bar and is fixed to

two supports, which
are pivoted on the

inside of the body.
The back rest is held

in the required position

by the arm rests, which
are capable of being
locked. This seat can
be removed entirely, or

adjusted to any posi-

tion. If desired, the

rear seat back rest may
be raised, and the front back rest lowered
to its fullest extent, and a recumbent
position obtained for a single passenger.

The chassis follows more nearly con-

vential design ; and is as simple and light

as is consistent with the strength called

for by the two seated body.

The Gippen-Allan sidecar as a single-seater

A NEW REAR LAMP.
It is well-lcnown that on a rigid frari

motor cycle the greatest vibration is si

up on the carrier. Yet this is the onl
place where a rear lamp may be carriel

To be satisfactory, therefore, a rear laiT

must be of sturdy construction, af
everything else being ecjual, the smaljj

the lamp, the stronger it will be. Tl

new Motex lamp illustrated is both s~|
and strong in construction.

B4

For UBc .a n tandem «ealer, the lid ol the rear locker is opened out Observe the door
extension un the hinged dasli

The latesl Motex
rear lamp, manufac-

tured by Stanley and

Hill, Ltd., Bucking-

ham Street, Bir-

mingham. A neat

and well made little

lamp, measuring but 3in. ovci al

I
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The Rise of Pelmanism.
AN ESTABLISHED FEATURE OF MODERN LIFE.

ONE of the most remarkable features of the last few
years has been the rise of Pelmanism.
Pelmanism has established a New Habit — the

Habit of Mind-Training.

In the trenches we knew Pelmanism well. Every battalion

had its Pelmanists by the score. And although we some-

times smile at the fervour with which they praised the
" Little Grey Books," we recognised that they were good

men, who were training their minds on sound lines, and
doing their, utmost to make the best use t0t their mental

faculties. And succeeding.

But now that Civil Life has come, Pelmanism is making
greater strides than ever.

Not only have such distinguished people as

Sir Aethtjh Quillkr Couch,
Sir H. Eider Haggard,
Sir Harry Johnston,
Sir John Foster Fraser,
General Sir O'Moore Creagh, V.C,
E. V. Lucas',

E, F. Benson,
Arthur Machbn,
W. L... George,
and others,,

written enthusiastic articles in its praise, but thousands of

people in Business and the Professions are taking up Pel-

manism and finding it of the utmost value in their work.

Thus- a Barrister Avrites l
—

" How very glad I am I took the Course. Every day,

in an infinite number of ways, I am reminded of

the advantages it has conferred. Quick memorization
of facts, constant habits of observation, useful aids

such as the Memory Calendar, all contribute to make
life an interesting occupation, Your Course has
quickened the pulse of my vitality."

And an Architect says :

—

" Since I commenced your Course of Instructionj my
efficiency has vastly increased. My income has gone
up 300 per cent. I attribute all this to the Pelman
Course."

A Clergyman adds :

—

"I feel that now when I sit down to study 1 know
how to use my mind, and that i shall remember the

facts. My thinking is becoming orderly, and my
memory retentive. The creation of ideas has proved
invaluable. I can do my sermons better and in much
less time. Also I have gained confidence in extemeiore

delivery. My power of Initiative has greatly in-

creased."

And a Manager chimes in :

—

"
I doubled the turnover of my department last

year. This year I am doing better than last. I am
always originating new ideas, and have a vivid and
well-disciplined imagination."

Thousands of such letters have been received by the

'.elman Institute, and readers would be surprised if they

new the names of the people holding high and distinguished

^''^lositions in the Empire who are enthusiastic Pelmanists.

The New Pelman Course.

In the New' Pelman Course (particulars of which can now
obtained gratis and post free), Pelmanism has taken a

arther forward stride.

It has incorporated in its system the latest discoveries in

. sychology, and now deals, amongst other matters, with

luch subjects as Psycho-Analysis, Repression and Expres-

lion, and the question of training the Sub-conscious.

The New Course is based on the experiences of over

0,000 men and women who have practised Pelmanism, and

Jn the opinion of " Truth " it represents an advance of

^uite 100 per cent, on the old "Pelman Course we knew so

ell in the Army.

IP-

Pelmanism enables you to put forth the full powers of
your mind. It helps you to save waste of time and energy.
It gives you the power to take on work previously beyond
yom- capacity, and it enables you to do this work well
and to, " make good."

That is why Pelmanists in every profession, business,
and occupa;tion are forging rapidly ahead, trebling and
quadrupling their incomes, and securing swift promotion
to higher positions.

Incomes Trebled and Quadrupled.

The following brief extracts from Pelmanists' letters are
cases in point :

—

" During the past half-year my income has increased by
over 100 per cent."

—

Clerk.
" Gained increase of £150. per annum."

—

Electrical
Engineer.

" Secured a net increase of salary of 400 per cent."—Ex-Captain.
" Delighted with my progress both monetarily and men-

tally."

—

Technical Manager.
' " My income has gone up 300 per cent."

—

Architect.
" I have improved 300 per cent, in salary."-

—

Clerk.
" I benefit to the extent of £1,000 this year."

—

Importer.
" Since taking up the Course I have more than trebled

my income."

—

Clerk.
" I have secured three increases of salary in five weeks."—Branch Manager.

"Thanks in a great measure to the. benefits I have
received from Pelmanism, my career has been an un-

bounded success, and I have gone on from one success

to another."

—

Civil Servant.

" After taking up Pelmanism for about three months
I was offered a very high post in the firm in which
I am employed. This advancement, which incidentally

doubled my salary, I attribute entirely to Pelmanism."—Departmental Manager.

Hundreds of similar cases could be quoted did space

permit. More will be found in the book describing the
New Pelman Course, which any reader may obtain to-day,

free of cost.

to have particulars of this New
know how Pelmanism eliminates
such weaknesses as :

—

Readers who would like

Course and who want to

quickly and permanently

—Forgetfulness—Indecision

-^Diffidence—Brain-Fag—Mind-Wandering

and develops on the other

—Self-Confidence
—Will-Power
—Clearer Ideas
—Imagination
—Orderly Powers of

Thought
—Concentration^
—Sympathy
—Personality

— Weakness of- Will—Self-Consciousness—Indefiniteness—Lack of Initiative— Timidity

hand

—Mental Grasp
^Keener Observation
—Reliable Memory
—Zest for Work
—Initiative
-- Conversational Power
—Optimism
— Mental Strength
—Persuasive Power

should write to-day for a copy of " Mind and Memory. "

This book, which fully explains the New Course, will be
sent gratis, with particulars enabling readers to enrol for a
Course of Pelmanism on special terms, to everyone who
writes for it to-day to the Pelman -Institute, 199, Pelman
House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C'.l.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle: B5
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The A.A. Sentry

Box at Maidenhead

Thicket.

All-the-Year-Round Motoring
How to make the best use of your motor cycle during the Winter.

Every motor cyclist can rua his motor cycle for

fifty-two weeks in Ihe year with the minimum of

inconvenience provided he is a member of the

Automobile Association.

The A A, Badge—the symbol of membersh-p—has
been described as " The modern motorist's shield and
buckler, his passport and his guide." That this

description is not an exaggerated one is proved by
the following benefits which the badge offers.

ROAD SERVICE.

Over 20,000 miles of main road in the United
Kingdom are regularly patrolled by khaki-clad A.A.
patrols, all of whoni are competent to undertake
minor roadside adjustments, will procure replace-

ments or motor fusl when required, and are

fhorougWy acquainted with all local conditions
affecting road' users.

ROADSIDE TELEPHONES.
These are installed in patrols' santiy bo.xes along

the main roads and can be used by members free of
charge. A special key enables any of the telephones
to be used at any hour of the day or night.

MECHANICAL FIRST-AID OUTFITS.
Motor cycle? fitted with .sidecars, driven by expert

mechanics and carrying spaies and tools necessai7
for light repairs to cars or cycles, now work in

conjunction with the roadside telephones and will

respond to calls from stranded members anywhere
within reach.

FREE LEGAL DEFENCE.
The Motor Car Act and Registration and Licensing

Regulations bristle with technica) points, but in the
event of a charge being brought against an A.A.
membjr he is defended free of charge by a solicitor

in any police court in the United Kingdom.

The above are merely representative features oJ

the Road Service offered by the Automobile
Association. Olhsr benefits of membership include:
Home and Foreign Touring Facilities, Motor Fuel
Stations, Engineering Advice and ' Assistance,
Officially Appointed Agents and Repairers, A.A.
Hotels, a Spepial Insurance Policy, etc., etc.

It is therefore to the interest of every motor
cyclist to join the Automobile Association AT
ONCE, if he has not already done so. As subsciip-
tions run for twelve months from the date of joining,

there is nothing to be gained by delaying the matter
"until next season."

Send a postcard to-day to the Secretary, The
Automobile Association, 21, Fanum House,
Whitcomb Street, London, W.C,2, for a free copy of

the booklet, " The Key to the Open Road," and
learn how membership of the Automobile Association
will benefit you.

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERyiCE
BO In nn.'tworin; /l,h mlnrl,«,„, ml if. h ihnirabh. to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Developments in Sidecar Design.
Triangulalion in Chassis Construction and New Body Designs

IV/HEN the sidecar was first intro-W duced "experts" said that' it

would have but a short life, as it

ras grossly unmechauical. Despite their

irophecies, however, the sidecar has lived

nd has not only lived a long life, but
irospered to an extent which, in the

arly days,- could never have been
ealised. Usually designers of sidecars

levote their main attentions to body
>sign, but the United Aircraft Co.,

XA., of 4, Great Marlborough Street,

V.l, have concentrated upon a chassis

ih\c\\ has many points of interest.

In its construction there are prac-

ically no curved tubes, and, wherever
ossible, triangular construction has been
mbodied. It is attached to the machine

t four points, one to the motor cycle

ead, the second to the down tube, which
onverges on to a single eye-bolt at the

ront end of the horizontal or " align-

lent " tube, as it is called, next to the the alignment tube; five frame members
lachine. This tube is in duplicate, the in all converge^ to the front end of the
traight members extending to the alignment tube. A single tube runs from
riangular steel plate also in duplicate, the centre of the outside horizontal

nown as the " liiili " plate. As regards member, curves over the wheel and
iie other connections, the axle tube is carries it, and also forms the support

The Invictor medium-sized touring model

fitted with a child's seat.

olted to the centre

t the link plate,

hile the tube Tun-

ing to the saddle
in is attached to

le top member (f

Showing the triangulated construction

of the sidecar chassis manufactured by the

United Aircraft Co. —

'

for the mudguard, con-
tinuing under the axle
and forming a canti-

lever brace for the
chassis.

Behind ' the sidecar
wheel extends the side-

car wheel stand, which,
when not in use, serves

as an additional stay

for the mudguard. A
horizontal long
diagonal stay runs from
the forward end of the
member to the bottom
of the link plate, taking
any weight imposed
upon this corner of the

frame. The members
are bolted to lugs pro-

vided with eye-bolts

and brazed into the

tubes, while the con-

nections of the head
and down tubes consist

of steel straps surround-
ing the tube and drawn
up tiglit by means of

tapered cotter pins,

forming an exceedingly secure fixing,

where security is most to be desired;

The designer of this interesting chassis

is Mr. H. L. Milner (Whit. Schol.)

A.M.I.C.E., who points out that amongst
the many advantages claimed is the fact

that many of the frame members are

detachable, and for packing purposes the

chassis can be reduced to a simple

triangle occupying but a small space.

This, of course, is an important point

especially for the export trade.

At the present time these sidecars are

being built for Blackburne motor cycles.

-

Invictor Sidecars.

The illustration of a complete sidecar

depicts one of the models of Messrs.

Bryant and Hancox, of Rupert Street,

Birmingham, who make three types, i.e.,

a semi-sporting model, a tourist machine
which can be used with a child's seat,

and a larger model. The name chosen

for these sidecars is the Invictor.

We recently inspected this firm's pro-

ductions, and can say that the quality of

materials used, the general workmanship,
and the finish are all good. The sporting

model has a side door and rear locker,

and costs £22. or body only. £10 ; the

larger model, illustrated, is £25 10s. and
£11 respectively; and £30 and £14 10s.

are the prices asked for the full touring

mode] and body respectively. The makers
offered the choice of several colours.

A SIMPLE LAMP CONVERSION.
)UITE a number of motor cyclists

have a desire for the conveniences
of electric lighting for short dis-

ices, but are loth to discard their gas
tips. For long journeys an accumulator
s to be of large capacity and fully

iTged to give a brilliant light for
eral hours on end, and for this reason
.ny prefer to retain their gas lamps,,
;I so to adapt them that they can be
!d with either source of light.

i
The illustration given here shows how
Uas head light may be fitted up so that

; electric bulb may be quickly removed.
' .14 a small piece of hardwood two holes

;| '
. drilled—one to receive the lamp

i der, and the other to permit this
i| iptor being pushed on to the acetylene

An acetylene head light adapted for

electric lighting.

burner (this should be a fairly tight fit).

The wires to the accumulator are led
through the vent holes at the top of the
lamp, a hole may be drilled specially
for this purpose at the bottom, or they
may be placed through a groove in the
front, as shown in the sketch. The
latter is the most convenient method,
as it will be seen that the complete
attachment can be removed without dis-
connecting the wires to the lamp holder.
When fitting, it may be found that better
results will be obtained by placing the
adaptor so as to allow the lamp to face
the existing reflector. Either wa,y will
give quite good results, but to obtain a
better light a special reflector beliind the
lamp bulb can be used.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

M letters most be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A ROADSIDE REPAIR.
Sii',—Kecently, while riding over a bad road in Lanca-

shire, I had the misfortune to break my saddle-pillar.
I repaired this temporarily, in a way which might interest

your re^-iders.

The break occurred at the lower part of the neck, so I
put the top broken part in the saddle, tightened up the nuts,
and forced this into the piece remaining in the frame, which
I found was just a tight fit.

'

A.
Liverpool.

FOOT GEAR CHANGE.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " paragraph regarding gear

change for speed and competition work, I am entirely in
accord w'itli what he says, but handle-bar control for" the
clutch IS necessary as well. I think if he reads this year's
T.T. specifications he wHl find that many makers fitted Stur-
mey-Archer gears with the operating lever fitted low down
for foot operation—Norton, Blackburne; Levis. Ivy, etc. So
designers, as well as riders, appreciate this type of change.

C. N. G. PHILLIl'S.
CHAINS.

Sir,—With reference to " I.xion's " remarks about a naked
chain which he anticipates being worn out after 2,000 miles,
I think this hardly fair. I have completed over 10,000
miles on a well-known outfit with naked transmission,
and have just broken my second chain, which has carried
me about 6,000 miles. Also my sprocket teeth are not at
all worn, and I have not experienced any inconvenience due
to open transmission, which I think facilitates adjustment.
From observations on the road and in the garage, chain cases
and left-hand drive on a sidecar outfit are far from being
most desirable. PETER.
London, N.W.

Sir,—Four months ago I was strongly of the same opinion
as your correspondent " LY 1509 " -with regard to naked and
enclosed chains. During the last four months I have covered
2,500 miles on a 3i h.p. three-speed Norton, half this distance
bemg with a sidecar attached. The driving chains on this
machine have no protection underneath, where it is most
required—a practice guaranteed to set an engineer's teeth on
edge. Wy experience and treatment of them may not be
without interest. The machine was new when I got it.

The first 350 miles was covered in three davs over some of the
most trying roads in Kerry, and under dusty conditions.
When I got back I noticed the chains had got absolutelv dry,
and oil and dust, a most excellent abrasive mixture, had done
their work very efficiently. From a mechanical point of view,
the chains were ruined. I could not leave them in this
condition

; they made too much noise. That they would
break in the near future I had quite taken for granted. I
took them off and boiled them in an evil-smelling mixture
of tallow and graphite. For over three months I have not
touched thuso chains except on one occasion to mend a
puncture in the back tyre, tliough the machine has been on
the road almost every week day. Some time ago I noticed
that the rollers of the countershaft chain had turned a most
alarming shade of blue, so, in an energetic moment, I repeated
Inc boihng process.
An an ex-car owner, I may say that the major ch.arm of amotor cycle for me is its simplicity, and I would view with

unea»ine»« any machine where transmission dc.Mnn suvours
of car practice, especially for use under the road conditions
that prevail in this country. A departure from standard
design which I would like to see at the Show, or in the

'

B8

pages of The Motor Oi/cle, is the location of the driving

system, whatever form it takes, on the right-hand side of

the machine. Of course, there may be some deep mechanical

.

reason which renders this unpossible. It might also render
tappet adjustment less easy. I was once a passenger on a

well-known American machine when we broke both driving

chains simultaneously five miles from home. It was pitch

dark, and the roads were muddy. For two hours we toiled

on our backs with the aid of a flash lamp. Then our patience

became exhausted, as did the flash lamp.
I walked three miles to the telephone to summon assistance.

The lady in charge shrieked when I entered. I was surprised

at the time, but sympathised with her later. I do not think
this incident would have occurred had it only been the
tappets that required adjustiYieut. SIMPLICITAS.

Cork.

THE UMBRELLA COAT.
Sir,—In " Occasional Comments " in a recent issue of The

Motor Ci/cl", I notice mention of the " Umbrella Coat."
I would like to endorse " Ixion's " remarks re this type of

'

coat, and, like hfm, would very much like to know if it
'

is still obtainable, and if so, w;here? as it is, in my opinion,,

the only sensible type of waterproof for motor cycling all
'

the year round.
The coat must, of course, be of the black rubber outside,

proofed variety, as I have no time for the double texture"^

material sold to-day—jnst two layers of cloth with an inter-

lining of some stuft' about as waterproof as butter muslin.
The majority of waterproofers I have been to, ti-ying to

obtain the type of coat previously mentioned, have told me
that outside proofing is wholly unsatisfactory for motor,
cycling. Yet I have had one so made for three years : and
on Salisbury Plain one gets some weather to test a coat.

I suppose there is more profit in the double texture variety,

as the proofing is hidden, and in consequence manufacturers
can, with their present-day traditions, put any sort of

rubbish in, F. A. SUMMERS, Capt.

OUT-OF-DATE BRITISH RECORDS.
Sir,—During the past few months record-breaking has been

a very active branch of the spoi-t of motor cycling. Many'
attacks have been made on existing figures, yet it is apparent
that almost all have been made on long distance records in

'

one or two particular classes. Thus, certain records in Class B
(up to 350 c.c. solo) have changed hands three and even four
times during the last few months. Considerable activity has
been displayed in Class C (up to 500 c,c. .solo), the H.irley-
Davidson has captured all long-distance records in the 1,000
c.c. sidecar class, and Nortons, seemingly, are the only
people who covet sidecar records in Classes G and H. Beyond
this nothing startling. has occurred. Classes A and Al are
unchanged since pre-war days, save for one or two odd records
recently set up by Jacobs. Cannot the Levis or Diamond
figure here ?

The 1,000 c.c. solo class seems to be almost wholly
neglected, and most of the records standing in this class date
from 1913 or tliercabouts. The flying kilo speed—93.48 ni.p.h.

—does not strike one as very up to date, considering tliat

the corresponding American figure is 115 «i,p.li,, and the
350 c.c. class record, viz., 75 m.p.h., is only 18 m.p.h. slower.

Another noticeable fact is that only two kilo or mile records
have been broken since 1915. Why is this ? Surely modern
machines are not getting slower? How about the little

racing A.J.S., the twin Rudgo, or the new 500 c.c. o.h.v.
Douglas? T-EWIS E. GREEN.

If
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SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,^-I have been much interested lately in the coiTespond-

ence on running a motor cycle " sans magneto " which has

appeared lately in The Motor Cycle.

I have experienced the same thing with both a Triumph
and a Rudge. after riding the machines fast for a long time.

In each case I have noticed it when a somewhat loose water-

proof plug connection has become disconnected.

With the Rudge I have more than once kept the engine

running like this, with the clutch "out," while I "dabbed"
the connection on to the plug again. It was not easy fo do

this with the Triumph, owing to the nearness of the tank to

the top of the plug.

As the somewhat intermittent explosions were accompanied

by a sickening knock I only did it for the edification of a

friend, to prove that it was possible. PERCY K. DAVIS.

:a warning to lady passengers.
Sir,—Although a constant reader of your paper for a

number of years this is the first time that I have ventured

to address you, and I do so in the hope that my experience

may prove a warning to some of your readers. A short time

ago" I was returning from the golf links with a lady passen-

ger in the sidecar. She was wearing a long scarf wrapped
once round her neck; and the end of it caught in the sidecar

^heel. She not only received a severe wrench, but all the

skin on the right side of her neck was taken off. Fortu-

nately we were going slowly at the time, and,_fortunately, it

was a light summer scarf wluch broke under the strain. I

shudder to think what would have happened if we had been

going fast, and it had been a thick woollen muffler. In future

my passengers will have their wraps well and carefully tucked

away and (despite the traditional pictures) no loose ends

floatmg m the breeze. FELLOW, SALOP. _

A MODERN JUGGERNAUT.
Sir,—Whilst sympathising with the victim of the accideiit

with the fire engine, I cannot agree with "Douglas" that it

would be a good thing to impair, by imposing a speed limit,

the efficiency of this splendid service, which " saves " many
'jives and much pz-operty, because of one unfortunate accident.
' I think, and am sure many will agree with me, that this

case emphasizes the fact of the prevailing carelessness of a

"very large number of road users. My reply to the question,
" AVho turns a corner expecting to meet a huge vehicle doing
-60 rn.p.h. ? " is—Every good rider ! The experienced rider

knows that almost daily now- one has to use one's commonsense
rather than rely on L.G.B. regulations and rules of the road

to avoid accidents. • -

f This brings me to another point that is noticeable just now,

iiriz., the dangerous practice -of relying on the use of a horn

to get a " clear passage." If everyone on the road realised

that the use of a horn or other noise machine was for the

purpose of " giving ^ audible warning" of approach and not

for "clearing the road," I am sure many accidents would be

•avoided, TWENTY YEARS ON THE ROAD.
Netting HiU, W.ll.

ARROWING THE COURSE.
'

Sir,—I see some remarks in the issue for October 7th, on

'flle trouble caused by small boys altering directional arrows,

ill recent trials.

I thought that
the enclosed dia-

gram might prove
itself somewhat of

a solution, the
usual arrow being
used, but one
corner of it slightly

"blocked out." It

could easily be
made known to
competitors that
the arrow was

Qting in the intended direction, when the "block" was on
I upper edge of the arrow, or vicR versa. F..A. ELLIS.

',—I notice in your publication dated 7th October, page
_. , reference to the difficulty of arrowing trials, owing to

6ie interference of meddlesome youths and others who re-

joove or turn round existing direction pointers.

"^Might I submit the following scheme for your approval?

The type of arrow suggested by our

correspondent, Mr. F. A. Ellis.

RIGHT

STRAIGHT ON

Types of cards suggested by Mr. N. 0.
Vinter in his accompanying letter.

I might say that this scheme worked satisfactorily in the
recent Scott Trial, and as far as can be ascertained there were
no complaints as

to the direction

of the arrows.
Briefly the

plan is as fol-

lows : "Turn to

the right " is a
white card on
which is printed
a red arrow
(pointing to the
right) underneath
which is the word
"Right." This
sign is placed
before the turn
on the right hand
side of the road.
Turn to the left is a white card, with a blue arrow, with

the word " left " underneath. The arrow turns to the left,

and the card is placed on the left side of the road.
" Straight on " is a white card " with a black circle in the

centre, underneath which are printed the words "straight
on." This also is placed on the left side of the road.

It will be quite obvious from the foregoing that not only
is it impossible to mistake the turns owing to the two factors,

colour and printing ; but also should a competitor lose his

way and regain the main road, it will be obvious from look-

ing on which side of the main road the arrow is placed as

to which way he must proceed. This will prevent the
possibility of any coinpetitor following the arrows in an
adverse direction. N. 0. VINTER.

c
Sir,—As one who has suffered, perhajps you will allow me

to comment on your paragraph on the arrowing of trials.

Your suggestion, of underlining, is excellent, but, in my
opinion, the use of arrows at all is obsolete. It is frequently,

impossible to see which way the head points until arriving

quite at the turn, particularly when the arrow is fixed to a
telegraph or signpost. A far better system is to have colouted

cards with the letters R. L. and S. (straight on) on them
;

but the best system of all is powdered yellow oche, as used
by the Edinburgh M.C. This is cheap, laughs at the efforts

of the inevitable small boy," resisted the wettest Scottish

Six Days Trial ever known, and yet does not make an un-

sightly mess of the roads. Confetti is expensive and very
hard to see, and, in my opinion, a waste of money.
One word to those misguided clubs which still pin their

faith to the mediasval arrow. Instruct your—may I say it?—
"archers" to place their arrows where they can be seen by
the approaching competitors. Often the arrow is conspicuous
when standing close to it, but very hard to see when coming
towards it. An eminent competition rider and myself were
robbed of golds by inattention to this detail in a recent open
trial. J. M. PHILPOTT.

Sir,—As the present prices of fuel make the question of

fuel consumption of some pecuniary importance, perhaps my
experience may be of interest to fellow readers.

My mount is a 1919 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, fitted with Amac
two-lever carburetter; my fuel consumption in 4,000 miles

has been :

m.p.g.
First thousand miles (1,009 miles, 14^ gallons) = 70
Second thousand miles (1.045^ miles, 13 gallons) = 80

Third thousand miles (886^- miles, 9 gallons) = 98
Fourth thousand miles (1,001 miles, 8| gallons) = 119

In the first thousand miles I used petrol for about half the
distance, benzole for the rest ; after that, save tor a rare
gallon of petrol, benzole was used entirely. A W.S.R.
adjustable jet was fitted at the beginning of the second
thousand miles, and mid-way through it " Spots " were used,

and have been used ever since. Rather more than half-

way through the third thousand miles the gauze at the air-

intake of the carburetter was found to be much blocked with
a greasy soot, due largely, I have no doubt, to running with
too strong a mixture on first using Spots. I have noticed a
blow-back only on operating the kick-starter. Before clean-

ing the gauze I had used the carburetter with the air-level";

fully open except for starting ; after cleaning I found I had'
to close the air-lever to (roughly) the same position

BII
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as the tlu'ottle-Iever, and the consumption improved at once

by twenty miles per gallon. Included in the fourth thousand

miles are two trips each of about one hundred miles, on

which the consumption was in the neighbourhood of 130 miles

per gallon; otherwise my riding has been short, almost daily,

runs, with a halt about every five miles, and mostly on by-

roads with a full share of hills. Fuel-level was so set that on

removing throttle and air slides the fuel can be seen standing

in the holes of the multiple sprayer.

Like sonie other correspondents, I wish the W.S.R. jet

people would make it with a more gradual bevel; even on
changing from benzole pliis " Spots " to Shell No. 1 the

adjusting milled head requires moving only about one
quarter tur«. SUNBEAM.

Saltburn-by-the-Sea.

AN INEXPENSIVE DRESSGUARD.
Sir,—The_ photograph shows, a simple device which I have

made to keep my skirt and top coat from touching against

the engine of my motor cycle.

It is a pea seed guard from the garden, straightened out,

and bent over the petrol tank, where it is padded with
material to pie\eut it fiom sciatching the enamel, and it is

This dressguard, referred to in the letter of Mrs. Atherley-Jones,

cost but 8^d. to make.

held in place by straps put through the wire at the corners
and twisted round the supports of the footrests or anything
handy that is not in the way of the engine.
The pea-guard cost 8i^d., it can be detached in a minute,

and does not at all interfere with the cooling of the rear
cylinder. (Mrs.) H. ATHERLEY-JONES.

SPEED.
Sir,—I have read your splendid journal ever since I took

up motor cycling, and have been particularly interested in
your pages of correspondence. The wonderful achievements
of some of your readers as regards speed and power of their
machines have so stirred me that I have felt compelled to
test my own little 'bus, to see what it really can do.
My machine is a 2| h.p. four-stroke. Heretofore, I had

been content to plod along at a good average 20 m.p.h.—solo,
of course. However, determined to try the little 'bus to its
uttermost I fitted a coach built sidecar" to it and wheeled the
outfit out of the garage to start on my great adventure.

Living as I do m the West Riding of Yorkshire, I decided
that a trip to Leeds, twelve miles distant, would be a very
decent test, as this area has the finest collection of pot-holes,
badly laid tram-lines, cobbles, narrow roads and stiff gradi-
ents_ tliat one could find in a twelve months' tour.
With a twelve stone passenger up I set off. The little

engine pulled beautifully. Descending into, a No. 1 pot-
hole I rushed the opposite gradient of 1 in 4 on top. Elated
with tins succe.ss I faced a long climb of about two miles of
1 in 14 with ei|uammity. Dow the little engine purred as I
ruHlied the gradient! I'wenty, thirty, thirty -five, forty the
speedometer pursued its course. My passenger cowered in
hi« fuMk-l,(,le With hands hard gripping and a bubbling
heart I watched the distant summit. Forty-five now fiftv
fifty-five

—

ah! .... 'J"
The grey, cold, clinnmv dawn was creeping through the

window. AdjUHting the sheets I turned over on my left side
happily consciinis of three more hours in bed. L.S.

'
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HINGED FOOTBOARDS.
Sir,—I recently had my foot badly crushed by being

,

.

" jammed " between the footboard and brake pedal, due to
'

a fall. Verb. sap. B.

Naas.

THAT ELUSIVE KNOCK.
Sir,—There has been some discussion, from time to time,

in motor journals regarding the exact cause of " knocking
"

in smgle-cylinder engines.

A correspondent recently attributed it to " detonation,"

explaining that a "detonated" and an "exploded"^ charge
,

w-ere two dift'erent things altogether. He also explains that\

in the case of detonation, the chemical change takes place

throughout the whole mass of gas under compression

sinvultneously, i.e., each molecule unites, or breaks away,
.

as the case may be at one and the same time, causing a

violent " hammering " effect on the piston and cylinder walls
^

—whereas in the ordinary explosion set up by the spark at the

plug, the rate of combustion is slower, and not so violent.

Assuming the above to be correct, it should be possible to

get "knocking" even with the spark fully retarded. Per-

sonally, I have always regarded " knocking ' to be caused by
an ordinary explosion of the gases taking place when the

piston is "dead top," or before top ceritre : particularly

when there is violent resistance to its downward progress

owing to a steep hill, or too. high a gear. The subject is

interesting, and I should like to near other readers' views.

RONALD S. WHITING.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A useful tip for P. and M. owners has been discovered by

"F.H.M.C," who states that a Ford valve may be readily

adapted to the 3^ P. and M. engine when a proper spare is
'

not available. It has the additional advantage of costing
only 4s.

Two products of the chemist receive their niead of praise

from motor cycling correspondents this weeli. Miss Kath-
leen Turnbull, of Spennymoor, speaks of a greatly reduced
petrol bill after using "Spots" : while the claims of
" Twinko " as a quick method of cleansing the hands after

road or garage adjustments are voiced by the Rev. F. Lyle
Uppleby.

Eritire satisfaction in his 1919 4 h.p. Triumph is expressed
by Mr. G. H. Rogers, who asserts he has now done 7,000-
miles without any tinkering, breakdowns, or even a single

misfire. Consequently the cost of repairs and upkeep in this

period has been nil:

Equally enthusiastic is Mr. W. Hexter Drew with his 1920

4i h.p. B.S.A. sidecar outfit: The outfit weighs,' with two
passengers, 8 cwt. ; and succeeded in climbing Porlock Hill
at its w'orst after dropping but one passenger.
The following agents and garages have recently been men-,

tinned by correspondents for prompt and fair treatment

:

Messrs. J. L. Love and Co., Bromley; County Cycle and
Motor Co., Birmingham; Maudes Motor Mart, London; and
Streets, Tetbury.

QDEIHEIEIHHHBBEIHDEIQQQHHEIHEIGISHDHHH BHBEIBDH
Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists

Issued in conjunction with T/w Motor Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM." Tlie standard handbook of the motor n<.f T,n.(THEM." The standard handbook of the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their mana^emeaC and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" nod helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Arehable system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. Loadon (showlag
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just pubUshed

net. post.

2/6 2/10

»/- 2/3

2/- 2/3

5/6 S/io

Si- 5/4
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) fromlLIFFE asONSLtd
50 Tudor street London, E.C.4, or ot leading Bookseller.! nnv)

Uriilway Bookstalls
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Tyre and Rim Sizes.

Jly machine is. a 1914 4i h.p.

single-cylinder model, and I am
troubled with the rear tyre

chafing at the beads. The rim
is marked " Dunlop, 26 x 2^^."

and I use tyres of the same size.—S.P.

The tyre trouble may be due partly to

your methods of driving. If you allow
the. engine to labour on top gear, or if

you use the clutch harshly, it is quite

likely that the tj're will creep in tl'.e rim.

You do not say whether security bolts

are fitted, but if not, we should certainly

advise you to use them. You might find

also that oversize covers (26in. x 2|in.)

would give you better results.

Gear Box Adjustment.

I have in my possession an^ N.U.T.-J.A.P. "fitted with a

> Sturmey - Archer three - speed
;i-!-l countershaft gear box. Recently,

I had the misfortune to damage
'the constant mesh wheel on the lay-
shaftj Having since fitted a new shaft
-together with a new ball race—on the
'kick-starter end—I have had trouble in
getting the gears adjusted correctly,

i.e., when adjusted for neutral and
Engine is started, a clicking sound is -

elearly audible, and second speed en-
gages suddenly without any movement
of the speed lever. When adjusted
nearer first speed it engages in tho
same manner. It appears to me that
there is not sufficient space in the gear
box for neutral. Therefore, can you
please tell me, have I replaced the gears
and race correctly ? (In my opinion both
are all right.) I might add that I have
driven some 150 miles with it in its

present condition, and all three speeds
function correctly whilst engaged.—
•N.U.T.

^ ^ ^

WKhout inspecting the gear box we
cannot tell you the cause of the trouble

;

it may be due to a slight variation in the
layehaft doge, or perhaps you have
omitted to i-eplace the layshaft spring
washer when reassembling. Another
possible cause of the trouble might be
excessive wear of the small yoke-end pins
on the operating mechanism ; if play is,

allowed to develop at these points', the
middle gear is quite likely to engage, even
though the gear lever is placed • in the

utral Dosition.

Higher Gear Required.

(1.) How can I raise the gear
on my 4 h.p. Triumph from 5 to

1 to 4 or oi to 1? (2.) What is

the highest speed I should get
with the present 5 to 1 gear?

(3.) What difference in speed would a

3i or .4 to 1 gear make? (4.) What is

the best size jet to use on a Triumph
carburetter for speed?—G.H.

(1.) You can raise the gear by fitting a
larger- sprocket on the engine shaft, out
we strongly recommend you not to exceed
a top gear of 4| to 1. 3^ or 4 to 1 are
quite useless. (2.) About 50 m.p.h. (3.)

The running would be exceedingly harsh
on such a gear, and it is quite likely that
the maximum speed would not even be so
high. (4.) Size 30 or 32.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Nov.-4lh-13lh—

International Automobile Exhibition,

Olympia and White City

Nov. 29th.-Dee. -Slh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec 26th-27th—

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Irregular Firing of V Twin.

Recently a valve rocker arm-

broke in my 5-5 h.p. twin, and
consequently the engine "had to

be retimed. No. 1 cylinder now
seems at fault, and although good

compression is obtained there is very
little power. With both cylinders
firing, the running seems very irregular,

and on testing each cylinder separately
. No. 1 cylinder is almost impossible to

start (air leak tested). No. 2 cylinder
starts immediately. Will you give me
the correct valve timing for this?

—

M.G.S.
The exhaust valve should close when the

piston reaches the top dead centre (or it

may close slightly after the piston
has passed this position) ; at the same
point the inlet valve should _ be just

commencing to open. If the compres-
sion in each cylinder is equally good, and ,

if the valve timing is correct, the trouble
is probably due to an ignition fault.

Possibly the sparking plug is defective,
or the high-tension cable may be
damaged. Make sure also that the
platinum points of the contact breaker
separate equally for each cylinder. Tire

ignition timing also should be verified;'

the spark should occur %vhen the piston
is on top dead centre of compression
stroke with the ignition control two-
thirds retarded.

An Incorrect Contact Breaker.

I have a pre-war 5 h.p. V
twin. I have lately had the
engine down for overhauling, arid

-2J on reassembling, when I went to

time |he magneto, I found that I

could not time both cylinders correctly.

If I timed the back cylinder with the'

magneto two-thirds retarded, piston

dead centre, and points just breaking,

and then joined up, on turning over the.

engine till the front cylinder was. dead
centre, the points would not be break-
ing, and would not commence to break
till the piston was about a quarter of

an inch on the downward stroke ; and,
of course, if I timed the front cylinder

correctly the points would be breaking
too early on the back cylinder. I shall

be much obliged if you can inform me :

(1.) Is not this wrong? (2.) Could this

be caused by any error in reassembling
the engine, or would it most likely be a
worn magneto cam? (3.) Can I have
the magneto cam altered to make the
break at the correct time, or, if not,

what ought I to- do?—H.A.B.
(1.) If the timing is as you describe, it is

certainly incorrect. (2.) Possibly you are
using the wrong cam 'in the contact
breaker casing, and it would be well to

verify this, and make sure that each
cylinder is connected to the terminal from
which the high-tension current is delivered
wh*n the contact breaker is being oper-
ated by the corresponding cam. (3.)

Without actual inspection, we cannot tell

you whether the magifeto is suitable for

the engine, but it is just possible that you
have a magneto for an engine of a different

angle. A slight alteration of the cams
would probably put matters right. Both
cylinders should be timed in exactly the
same way, and there should be no varia-

tion in the ignition point.

BIS
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Life o£ Plain Bearing Engine.

I have a two-stroke machine

fitted with a well-known pro-

prietary engine. Will you kindly

give me your candid opinion as

to the following points :_ (1.) I

understand this engine has plain bear-

ings throughout. Are these satisfac-

tory? (2.) How do they compare with^

ball or i-oUer bearings for wear? (3.)'

Should I be likely to get equal service

from such an engine as I should from
a machine made throughout in one
factory?—H.K.S.

(1.) The engine in common with most
small two-stroke power units has plain

bearings. These are quite satisfactory,

provided that proper lubrication is

maintained. (2.) With an adequate lubri-

cation system, the life of plain bearings
is almost as long as that of ball or roller

bearings. (3.) You should expect to get
the same service from your machine as

you would from any other machine of

similar class or price.

EEADERS' REPLIES.

Has Benzole a Deleterious Efiect ?

Referring to " G.A.C.'s " letter in The
Motor Cycle dated September 23rd, I

think I can help him in his trouble. I
am works chemist connected with the
manufacture of benzole, and have found
by test that a good quality benzole (i.e.,

well washed) has. absolutely no ill effects.

As every manufacturer knows, however,
it is very difficult to obtain benzole in

quantity perfectly free from water. This
water probably will not show at first,

but after standing for a considerable
time, as in the tank of a machine,
settles down to the bottom. In time,
after using a fair quantity of benzole,
you get fairly large size globules of
water. This, of course, will soon rust
a poorly lined tank, and you get what
" G.A.C." found. With' a slight increase
in production cost, this water could Ije

eliminated .—L.D.

jfjy

Chain Stretch.

With reference to " H.A.H.'s query

and your reply in the issue of October

7th regarding chain stretch, I recently

wrote to Messrs. Hans Eenold, Ltd., on

this point, and their reply would pro-

bably be of interest. They wrote me as

follows: "The test as to when a new
chain should be put on a machine is when
the old one ceases to gear well with the

large sprocket wheel owing!? to extension

of pitch due to wear. In general it is

practical to use chains up to about 3%
extension when pulled taut." I may
add that my chains, running in oil-bath

gear cases, have done over' 11,000 miles,

and do not yet show any considerable

signs of wear ; the extension is only about

1% on the rear chain, and a little more
on the front.—W.D.M.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"W.K." (Liverpool).—Degory and

Cox Atmps carburetters on Scott
machine.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Alfketon to Thing.—F.C.T.

Ripley, Nottinghaiji, Melton Mowbray,
Oakham, Uppingham, Ketterijig, Fine-
don, Wellingborough, Newport Pagnell,
Hochliffe, Dunstable, Tring.

Spalding to Ashfoed (avoiding
London).—T.J.

Peterborough, Norman Cross, Alcon-
bnry Hill, Biggleswade, Hitchin, ' Hat-
field, Barnet, Eltham, Wrotham Heath,
Maidstone, Charing, Ashford.

Leicester to Margate.—F.H.
Leicester, Market Harborough, Ketter-

ing, Higham Ferrers, Bedford, Shefford,
Hitchin, Stevenage, Hertford, Ware,
Harlow, Chipping Ongar, Brentwood,
East Horndon, Tilbury, by ferry to
Gravesend, Rochester, Chatham,, Sitting-
bourne, Canterbury, Sarre, Margate.

The f.r,l .idccar Uxi to be licensed m Surrey. Alex. Willis, the owner, has fixed his
charge at threepence per in.le for one passenger and sixpence if the extra seat is also
occupied. 1 hrcepence per mile, as a commercial proposition, would appear to be cheap when
all expense* are conmdcrcu.

South African T.T.

In August the first South African T.T.

race was held over a 142^ miles course.

An Indian won the junior event (500 c.c.)i

with a Douglas second, while in the inter-

mediate class a Triumph was first, and a

Douglas again took second place."

S.A.T.T.
"The Bii-mingham House for Motor-:

ists," -as Mr. P. J._ Evans's premises at

83-91, John Bright Street, are termed,
is shortly to be considerably extended.

When the improvements are completed
the motor cycle and car sections will be^

departmentalised.

A New Accessory Firm.
A preliminary folder, with the title

,

" Dekla Details," has just been compiled
by Messrs. Clayton-Wright Bros., of

168-169, Hampton Street, Birmingham;:
In it are described the firm's various

accessories, such as cycle lamps, motor
horns, and observation mirrors.

Cowey Speedometers.
On page 413 of our issue of Octobei-

7th, a paragraph embodied in an article

on "Testing a Speedometer," gives alj

impression that the sales of the popular
Cowey instruments in London are coil?

trolled by one firm. This, of course," is

not so, as the products of the Cowey
Engineering Co., Ltd., are obtainable
through all agents of standing.

Taxi-sidecars in Devon.
In our issue of July 15th we referred

to a service of luxuriously fitted taxi;

sidecars installed by the " X " Motor
Cycle Co., of 55, Parkfield Road, Tqt-
quay. We understand that these sidecarS
are doing extremely well, and cover
about sixty miles a day. One of tljp

machines is always available for hire on".

the rank up to midnight.

Bull Dog Motor Cycles.

The maker of the Bull Dog motoi
cycles, which are fitted with Coventry I

Victor flat twin engines (Mr; H. H. TiM-
brell, 59, Slaney Street, Birmingham), baa
been compelled to relinquish his business,

and the. premises and stock have been
j

taken "over by Messrs. . Tlie . SlaJSj
Engineering Co., from whom spare p^a
may be obtained. •^g

Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.

The directors' report of the *^1
known Tyseley (Birmingham) firm, whifih

specialises on the manufacture of Bowmen
fittings, shows' a very satisfactory state

of affairs for the year ending August
31st, 1920, there being a net balance of

£45,033 11a. 2d. available for distribu-

tion, as against £26,737 lis. 5d. of the

previous year. An interim dividend of

10% free of tax has already been paid.

A final dividend, making a total of 15%
for the year, is recommended. After
allotting large sums to various funds and
reserves, £15,033 lis. 2d. remains to bo

carried forward.
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N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth).

The N.JX.C.r.U., Portsmouth, are
holding their first petrol consumption
trial, open to all club members, on Satur-
day next, over a ten mile triangular
course, starting from the George Hotel,
Portsdown Hill. It will be run on
A.C.U. formulje, and the course will be
observed.

Romford and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial to Cambridge and
back, a distance of 105 miles, was held
on the 3rd inst. Competitors were each
allotted one hundred marks at the start,
and one mark was deducted for every
'minute early or late at a named or secret
check. There were six named and four
secret checks. The results are as
follows : 1. D. Maitland (2a Douglas),

94i marks; 2, W. S. Welsford (4
Triumph sc), 93i marks; 3, R. 0. Fox,
jun. (2^ Triumph), 92^ marks. In ad-
dition, seven first, seven second, and
four third-class certificate.s were awarded.

Stourbridge M.C.C.
As reported in our last week's issue

only twenty-nine finished out of forty-
eight starters in this club's half-day trial

;

and as the course was under fifty miles
in all, this gives some indication of the
severity of the event. The following
results are now to hand :

CLASS A (350 c.c.).—1, B. Kershaw (2^4 Veras)

;

2, P. J. Price IZV., Diamond-Japl
CLASS B (500 c.c.).—1, F. Drew (3l,4 N.U.T.):

2. r. J. Wilkes {3y» Eofei).
CljiSS C (over 500 c.c.l.—1, J. DosLer (8 En-

fieldlT; ?., F. Jew (Sy. Norton).
CLASS D (Sidecars).—1, E. Williams (5-6 A.J.S.

M.); 2, B. Bladder (8 New Imperial-Jap).
SINGLE-GEAE PRIZE.-C. Higgs (4 Trimuph).
TEAM PEIZE.—Worcester and District M.C.C.

"C" Team (B. Kershaw, J. Doslier, and B. Bladder).

Southend and District A.C.

.
Some excellent speeds for a closed club

event and ideal weather conditions fav-
oured the Kilometre Speed Trials on
October 9th. In the solo classes H. G. R.
fitewart (3 A.B.C.) and N. A. Lowe (2^
Diamond-Jap) made the " star perform-
ances," as the results, on tima; show :

CLASS I. (350 c.c.).—1, N. A.' Lowe (2V. Diamond-
J«p). silver mednl (.speed 45 m.p.li.)
CLASS II. (500 c.c.).-l, H. G. B. Stewart (3

A-i3.C.), silver medal (speed 53.4 m.p.h.}; 2, D A
Benuet (3i,i P. and M.), bronze medal.
CLASS in. (Unlimited).—!, H. G. E. Stewart

(3 A.B.C), silver medal (speed 51.4 m.p.h.)- 2, Lt.
Kenny (4 Trinmuli), bronze medal.
CLASS TV: (350 c.c. Sidecar).—!, N. A. Lowe

(2'.i Diamond-Jap sc), silver medal (speed 36.15
m.p.h.).

CLi-SS V. (500 c.c. Sidecar).—1, N. A. Lowe
i2'* Diamond-Jap sc), silver medal (speed 36.15
m.p.h.).

CLASS VII. (TTnlimited).—1, Lt. Kennv (4
Krnmpb) (speed 51.2 m.p.li.): 2, H. G. E. Stewart
w A.B.C). ^

CLASS VXn. (1,100 c.c, Cvcle Cars).-1, Austin"
.Webb (4 A.S.C.) (speed 37.38 m.p.h.); 2, L. Taylor
Morgan).
Special Prize of 6-gn. SILTEE CUP for fastest

time ol day.—H. G. H. Stewart (3 A.B.C.).
z-gn. FLOWEE VASE for fastest time of any

'b'ee-wheelcd cycle car.—A. W. Webb (4 A.S.C.).
SILVEE MED.VL for best performance by a

scooter.—E. Jempie (A.B.C. Skootamota).

Oct. iS.—Shrfficld and_ Hallamshirc M.C.C. Blsby
Tropkij Trial.

Oct. 23.—Covcntnj and IVancickshire M.C. Speed
Judging and Jidiability Trial.-

Oct. l3.—Deu-sbunj and District M.C.C. Rcliahility
Trial.

Oct. S3.—North London M.C.C. Annual Dinner.
Oct. 13-!.',.—Public Schools M.C.C. 300 Miles Trial.
Oct. ^i.

—Lancaster, Morecambc, and District
M.C.C. Hcliabilitu Trial.

Oct. Si.—Brigliton and Hcnc M.C.C. GiimWiana.
Oct. 2!,.—Birmingham M.C.C. Captain's Day.
Oct. ij.—Reading and Dintrict M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Oct. e^.—Staliibridge and District M.C. Social.
Oct. 2!^.—Easibovrne and District M.C.C. Consola-

tion Event.
Oct. Si.—Manchester M.C. Closing Run.
Oct. ii.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Closing Run.

Lancaster, IHorecambe, and District M.C.C.

The Lancaster, Jlorecambe and Dis-

trict Club recently held a run to the
notorious Park Rash (Kettlewell), and
experienced a most enjoyable day. The
weather was perfect, and althoiigh not
as many members turned out as was
expected', a fair amount of sport was
witnessed on the hill. The surface was
dry, and in better condition than it is

wont to be. Good climbs were made by
most of the competitors after their second
or thi);d attempts. R. F. Mansergh (3|
N.U.T.) succeeded in getting within
inches of the top at his first attempt at

the hill, and J. WhaUey (3 A.B.C.) (solo

machine) was successful in climbing the
hill with a lady sitting on the carrier,

after previously "conking out" at the
fii'st bend. Other good climbs were made
by C, R. Wolfendale (6 Zenith) and "G.

H. Ducksbury (3^ Norton). Only one
sidecar machine, an 8 h.p. Clyno, driven
ty R. C. Ducksbury, tackled the hill aijd

eventually got up comfortably with the
passenger on the carrier.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Three valuable trophies, wbich will be
allocated on the basis that the highest
value goes to the class receiving the
largest entry, are offered in the closing

run of this club. The event, taking place
on October •23rd, and not October 16th,

as previously arranged, will take the form
of a . speed-judging and reliability com-
petition.

Luton and South Beds A.C.

Successful speed trials were held by the
above club on October 9th at Putteridge
Park, near Luton. The course was 350
yards in length with approximately fifty

yards start and 300 yards finish. Over
100 entries ^were received, and the results
with the respective figures of merit, which

were worked out on the formula —=1^

—

are ae follow :

CLASS 1 (275 C.C;, Solo).— T, F. F. Biggs {2J New
Hudson), 341 ; 2, L. Kell (2I New Hudson), .^41

;

3, S. Risden (3i Kingsburv), 486^
CLASS 2 (350 c.c. Solo)'.—I, F. F. Biggs (2^ New

Hudson), 334 ; 2, S. Risden {z\~ Kingsbury), 350

;

3, P. Child (2; Douglas). 374.
CLASS 3 (500 c.c, Solo).—I, T. Bourlet (3 A.B.C),

306; 2, J. Hill (3! Rudge-Multi), 320 ; 3, F. F. Biggs
(2^ New Hudson), 322,
CLASS 4 (750 c.c, Solo).— I, J. Saddington {5-6

James), 2q6 ; 2, G. Davison (2J Levis), 314 ; 3, J. Hill

(3^ Rudge-Multi), 320,
CLASS 5 (r,000 c.c. Solo).—i, J. Saddington {5-6

James), 260; 3, T. Bourlet (3 A.B.C), 306; 3, G.
Davison (2^ Levis), 3r.f.

CLASS 6 {500 c.c. Sidecar).— i, G. Davison (2^
Levis sc), 301 ; 2, J. Hill (3J Rudge-Multi sc), 340

;

3, J. Simpson (5^ Ariel sc), 342.
CLASS 7 (750 c.c. Sidecar).—r; G. Davison (2^

Levis sc), 286 ; 2, J. Simpson (3^ Ariel sc), 292 ;

3, J. Hill (3^ Rudge-Multi sc), 294.
CLASS S (r,000 c.c, Sidecar).—i, J. Simpson (3}

Ariel sc), 2S2 ; 2, G. Davison (2^ Levis sc), 307

;

3. H. Revre (=1-6 James sc), 310.
CLASS 9 (Cvcle Cars, i.ooo cc)— r, A. F. Nash

(G.N.), 182 ;
2.' P. ChiLl (Morjjn), 453 ; 3, S. Grigg

(Kingsburv), 60S.

The great potentialities in the sidecarner field of business liave been foreseen by
Messrs, Martinsyde, Ltd., who have produced this soundly-constructed carrier. It is of ample
dimensions, having a capacity of eighteen cubic feet
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Olmes to TLlgbt ~2.amps
Oct. 21st

23rd
25th
27th

6.25 p.m.
6.20 „
5.16 „
5.13 „

French Morgans.

The Morgan Eunabout is now being
made in France under licence.

A World's Tour by Petrol. .-

An American yachtsman is about> to

start on a cruise round the world in a
120ft. motor boat. His party includes a
number of students who will study fish

and animal life, and for whom several
motor cycles will be carried in order to
explore the interiors of the rarious coun-
tries visited.

The Use of a Formula.
\yith many varying machines and a

limited entry, the average club hill-climb
«r speed event undoubtedly calls for the
use of a formula, in allocating a certain
proportion of the premier awards. But
when the entry permits a complete range
of capacity classes, the larger and heavier
machines do not get justice if lightweights
are allowed to run against them solelv
on formula. Instead of, say, the classifi-
cation "under 750 c.c." or'" under 1,000
f.c," the fairer limitations are " 500 c.c.
to 750 c.c." and "7^0 c.c. to 1,000 c.c."
it is ancient knowledge that to equal the
ligure of merit of a 2^ h.p. machine which
does 30 m.p.h. a big twin', mu.--t often do
nearly 80 m.p.h. !

Second-hand Prices.

'I he fact that any particidar machine
or model is omitted from this list must
not be regar^ied as a reflection on the
importance of that make : it is solely that
a lack of sufficient machines on' offer
Mjake it impossible to base useful figures
The priccB below are the highest and
low.Bt figures quoted last week in our
'lassihod Bmall advertisement columns

' ' '. '919-20 £loo-i-,5^
' " •, i8o-fioo

ir, 1915.20 iio(W,i7.,
", ''"i.-fo iiifr?i93
.
Ii.p., sidccir, 1918-30 (m-fyzo

'•".920 hul-i^ll
I

. .. ;

'.920
iii.\-r.nl

K..;,;'v-;v;^.M:r:-•.ir.;:::::;••,^?5;fJ°
^'M. u i..|.

. .i.i.-..,r, u,L ;; 'tVlMll
^"•'•'»-.., .11 l,.|... .Idrrar, ,9,„ ... nV>-r\n<.

•;-;;;;&: :{;;:i:i^:ij""'" H^«
^"-""•""r •!"--. -o--: v./ii^iVnl

Patrol Prices.

The deputation to the Mayor of Coven-
try concerning petrol prices, organised by
the local branch of the A. A., appears
likely to bear fruit. The Mayor brought
the matter before the council, who decided
that copies of the resolution be sent to all

other councils requesting their support.
Last week the Coventry Chamber of Com-
merce adopted a resolution couched in
similar terms, which is being sent to all

chambers of commerce throughout the
country, for endorsement.

It is only by energetic and persevering
effort on the part of everyone affected that
the Government will be brought to realise
the vital importance of the necessity for
a fuel ]3roduced within the Empire.

IN PICTURESQUE ROTrSENTHURM.
"The owner of this Junior Triumph is a

Swiss motor cycle enthusiast, who has
covered 20,000 miles on his mount over all
kinds of roads, and there are many varieties
m bwitzerlantl, ns may well be imagined.
His cntluislnsm is a tribute to the makers
ot Ins machine.

Special '3Pealur<t5.

A SFORTING TRIAL.

TRIALS FOR MAN OR MACHINE-WHICH
STAMPED STEEL FRAMES.

Putting the Clocks Back.
Unless extended by a further Order in

^Council " summer time " reverts to nor-
nial after midnight, October 24th;

Racing in Holland.

A Royal Ruby, an A. B.C., a Harley-
Davidsoii Sports, and a 7-9 h.p. Harley
respectively, gained first places in the 350
cc, 500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 cc.
amateur classes in recent sprint races at
The Hague. At" the same meeting Flinter-
man on an Indian, won the 5,000 metre
handicap for trade riders; while Brinkof
(7-9 h.p. Excelsior) won the scratch race.

'

An Open Trial in Kent.
The last open event of the year will take

place on November 6th, when the Wool-
wich, Plumstead, and District M.C. will
hold its one day trial for the Matchless
Cup. The course, which starts ,it Orpin^-
ton, Kent, will be a secret one of about
100 miles,- to be covered non-stop; and
although the precipitous mountain tracks
of some recent Midland trials may not be
available, a strict marking system'and late
autumn weather conditions alone should
make things sufBcientlv strenuous for
most. Entries close on October 30th.

How . . . ?
" The running time for the journey

will be at the rate of iiventi/ miles per
hour. A competitor exceed! luj the speed
allowed by law, whether in villages or
in open, country, will render himself
liable to' disqualification. Drivers must
proceed cautiously through towns and
villofffs. and show consideration to other
users of the road. .

." That is Rule
7 of a forthcoming trial. The italics are
ours. We repeat—How . . . ?

Worse.

Apropos the above, which is, after all,

but a detail error in drafting the rules,

and is not very wrong in principle, u

trial, which shall be nameless, takes place
this week-end, in which- the average speed

,

for one section ot approximately eighty
miles is 24^ m.p.h. Add (o this' the fact

that the event is on a Sundav, and we
gel a fair reason why C(nnpotitioiis tend
to become unpcipular alike with the jiolice

and the public.

%

j

I'

4i
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A Matchless Cycle Car.

It is not impossible that one of the

1921 Matchless models will he a cycle car.

A Retirement.

Mr. C. A. Hyde, managing 'director of

B.S.A. Cycles, Limited, having 'decided

to retire from the services of the Birming-

ham Small Arms Co., Ltd., has tendered

his resignation to the Board, by whom
it has been regretfully accepted. ..

The Coal Strike.

The coal strike and threatened curtail-

ment of railway service caused an increase

in the demand for petrol last week^

Later on restrictions may be placed on

petrol for private use, but probably every-

one who has need of his machine will be

able to obtain supplies. During a crisis

of this character very few motor cyclists

will want to use their machines needlessly.

Harley-Davidsons at Btooklands.

No doubt owing to the fact that in

America, big twin racuig engines of over

1,000 c.c. are fairly common, a rumour
gained birth that the 7-9 Harley-David-

son that has recently been so successful

in sidecar events at Brooklands was
also oversize. The identical machine,

however, went for the five and ten miles

records in the later 1,000 c.c. sidecar

championship, incidentally smashing
both, and as is usual in such cases the

engine was officially measured. This

examination disclosed the fact that, the

engine was slightly undersize—and this

after '9,000 miles on the road.

Clovelly High Street Climbed.

In pre-war days W. H. Carson was well-

known on account of his successful attacks

on freak hills. He has now recommenced
his hobby by climbing Clovelly High
Street on an Excelsior sidecar, on Friday
of last week. This street, as most readers

i

are aware, is practically a series of ter-

races or steps, which are paved with kid-

\ ney stones. The steps number forty-six,

j
and vary in height from 3in. to Tin. Both

I
the approach and the end portion of the
" street " are steep in gradient .and diffi-

cult to negotiate. R. E. 'Walker also

climbed the street non-stop on a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke model of the same make.

A Number Plate Suggestion.

'When taxes are increased next year,
there will naturally be greater reluc-

tance on the part of motorists to pay the
annual tax promptly. If such is the case,

we may witness and be inconvenienced
as during the present year by hold-ups
by the police. IMr. 'W. H. "Wells, of

3864
A number plate siiggested by Mr. W. H. Wells

Indian motor cycle fame, suggests that
the authorities adopt the principle in

vogue in America by issuing number
plates themselves which would bear the
name of the county instead of index
letters, and the year of currency. The
illustration on this page shows the form
these number plates would take.

'^g^;^

THE COAL STRIKE.
A careful householder making sure of the household supply of coal with the aid o£ his sidecar.

An Echo of the West Midland Trial.

It will be recalled that several com-
petitors in the recent "West Midland trial

missed one of the special tests through
the removal of arrows by mischievous
boys. We have before us correspondence
relating to this matter from Mr. J. A.
Newman and the organising secretary,

but the matter is not of general interest.

It was, of course, distinctly unfortunate
for competitors to lose marks on this

account, but as the organising committee
has made its. decision, ho good purpose
can be served by ventilating the dis-

cussion in our columns.

The "Wiles of the Motor Cycle Thief.

A prospective buyer of a 4 h.p. Douglas
after a trial run on the carrier expressed
a desire to try the clutch, and, in the
words of our correspondent (Mr. A. E.
Barrett, 205, Elmhurst Mansions, Ed^e-
bury Road, Clapham), "he did try the
clutch, and that was the last I ever saw
of my machine." This ingenious gentle-

man is described as between thirty and
thirty-four years, fair-haired, and possess-

ing a round, pufiy, clean-shaven face.

Sellers beware

!

B.M.C.R.C. Annual Dinner.

The club banqueting season once more
draws near, artd the British Motor Cycle
Racing Club, to the fore as usual, is

among the earliest to announce its annual
dinner. This will be held at the Holborii
Restaurant on Wednesday, December
1st, during the Motor Cycle Show week.
The dinner will be confined to male
members of the club, and after the re-

past the prizes won at Brooklands during
the 1920 season wiU be presented. An
excellent musical programme has been
arranged. Early application for tickets

is requested, the arrangements being in

the care of Mr. F. W. Barnes, Zenith
Motor, Ltd., Hampton Court, and Mr.
W. Pratt, the Nook, 113, Rectory Lane,
Tooting, S.W.

The New Taxation.

Even some" people who should be better

informed appear to laboui^ under false im-

pressions regarding the taxes for 1921.

Weight, not h.p., is the basis; machines
up to 200 lb. are. to be taxed i50s,, over

200 lb. 60s. ; sidecar attachments, 20s.

The idea that the owner of a 7-9 h.p. out-

fit will pay £7 or £8 is quite erroneous

;

£4 is the maximum.

Satisfactory Trading.

The balance sheet of the Enfield Cycle
Co., Ltd., shows a total credit balance
of £81,677 14r. lid., of which sum a

dividend of 7% has been paid on A
preference shares for the half-year ended
28th February, 1920. The directors now
recommend a further dividend of 7%
on these shares for the half-year ended
31st August, 1920, and a dividend of

15% (frea of income tax) on both B
preference and ordinary shares for the
period ended 31st August, 1920. £45,604
Is. 8d. is carried forward.

Numbered Roads.

The Ministry of Transport scheme for

numbering and classifying roads through-
out Great Britain is nearly completed,
and will be put into operation early ne.xt

year. It is estimated that there are,

roughly, 1,000 first-class or main roads
and 1,000 second-class roads, and each
will bear a distinctive number on sign-

posts throughout its length. The
London-Edinburgh road will be No. 1.

The scheme is quite an extensive one.

All the old signposts now on the roads
will become obsolete and be taken down
and replaced by the new numbered posts,

which will also show the district in which
they are situated and the distance to

the nearest town.
Second-class roads will bear signs of

different colour from first-class.

At the entrance to every village, on
all main roads, a large sign will be
erected giving the name of the village.

C7
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Detail Improvements in the 1921 Matchless.
Larger Hubs and Smoofher-running Engine.

No startling improvements will be

found in the popular Matchless

sidecar outfit for 1921, but several

small details have undergone alteration

and improvement, and the largely ex-

tended JIatchless works are now in a

position to turn out quite a good number
of macliines per week. Not only have

Jilessrs. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., 44,

Plumstead Road, London, S.E.18, pro-

duced their new model, but they are in

the position to supply it immediately.

The chief 1921 inr.ovations consist of

larger hubs and wheel bearings allowing

^in. balls to be used. The lower front

fork links have now been lengthened, and
this increases the rake, improves the

steering, and also enhances the efficiency

of the fork. The sidecar is now fitted

with a wider glass screen, affording better

protection for the passenger, while the

shape of the body has been slightly

altered, so as to allow more clearance for

the sidecar axle. As an extra, a band
brake will be fitted to the front wheel

if desired.

M.A.G. Engines now Standard^

All Matchless sidecar outfits are fitted

with the latest model M.A.G. engine,
which has undergone some improvement
since the last Show. The three cams
actuating the valves have been altered

so as to give an increased lift to the
valves, thereby improving the power of

the engine. Yet another important im-

provement is the fact that the balance
of the engine has been very much altered

for the better, and the slight "period"
has been removed from the neighbourhood
of thirty miles an hour to a much higher
speed.
Throughout the machine steel stampings

are being used for the lugs in lieu of
malleable castings, and everything which

The 1921 Matchless outfit. Several detail

improvements have been made both to the

machine and the 8 h.p. M.A G. engine

is humanly possible has been done to

obtain highest possible efficiency in manu-
facture.

Bearing in mind the high quality of

the Matchless, no change' of price may
be anticipated in the near future.

While going round the excellently,

equipped and beautifully organised erect-

ing shop, v;e saw a Matchless sidecar

outfit fitted with box body, which ia

being supplied to Messrs. D. Napier and

Sons, Ltd., for their road service.

The M.C. and AC. Welsh Trial.
THE sportmg open trial organised

jointly by the Midland- Cycle and
Athletic Club and the South Bir-

mingham M.C.C., which was dealt with
fully in last week's issue, brought forth
a great deal of comment in the Midlands
owing to its severity. We refer to it, as
an example' of the present-day reliability

trial, in the article "Trials for Man or
Machine " on pages 460-462 of this
issue, and give some of the rules and
repulations as regards penalties.
We have now received the official

n-.-iulls, together with a statement from
the Committee to the effect that, owing
to the weather conditions, it was decided
Ui make a tonccs.sion so that no competi-
tor ha» been penalised for "touching"
01 '• foot slogging," only palpable failures
(Hunting iigaliiBt llieiTi.

Dcupite the fact that one rider—C V
Wood (33 S<ott)—did actually complete
the coiime without loss of ninrkn on the
origmal ruled, IhiK Ih qnile a fair way to
di-.i| will) the niatler. aH the courBp 'was
pinniicd for ft June trial when it might
tonfideriHy he exp.cted that conditions
would be diflrerent from those prevailini;

C8
^

in October. It may be recalled that the
trial was postponed owing to a clashing
of dates. By this " washing out " .of

the penalties for " touching " on hills,

the very sporting event has been
brought into the category . of the true
Keliability Trial.

Only those who traversed the course
can fully appreciate the very fine perform-
ances put up by competitors who secured
awards, and, knowing the conditions, we
heartily congratulate all riders and the
makers of their machines;

The Trophy Winners.
M.C.. AND A.C. TROPHY (presented by Mr. C. F.

Dawci^) for best performance ot the d.iy, irrespective
of class.—C. P. Wood (33 Scott), lost no marks.
TRADER TROPHY (presented by the proprietoi-s

of the " Motor Cycle and Cycle Trader ") for the best
performance by any solo machine oyer 350 c.c.—C. P.
Wood (3} Scott), lost no marks.

B.N. 130WL (presented by the proprietors o(
' BicyclinK News") for the be5.t perfomiancc by any
lightweight machine of 350 c.c. or muler.—^Ieville
Hall (2j O.K.-Junior), lost :o marlis.
GOUGH TROPHY (presented by Goneh and Co.)

tor the best performance by any machine of 37.1 c.c.
°''

Jl'J , w~'^' '' G""'!""" (2j Vclocette). lost 10 marks.

i.ivV .
TROPHY (presented by Palmer Tyres,

Ud.) lor the best performance by any sinele-cyliiider
Bldccar.—W. T. Woodcock (.,} Ariel), lost 21 marks.

JORDISON TROPHY (presented by Mr. A.
Jordison) for the best performance by any t^vin

cjdindei- passenger machine.—B. Bladder (8 Ne^
Imperial), lost 26 marks. ^A
CLUB PRIZE, for best performance by a membeft'l

of the M.C. and A.C—A. E. Rollason (3! Ariel). |i
CLUB PRIZE, for best performance by a membe^^

of the South Birmingham M.C. Club.—J. F, Bluifii-

ficld (6 Ariel). j"
CLUB l^RIZE, -for best performance by privati

owner.—H. J. Willis (3J Ariel). *>;

Medals.
LIGHTWEIGHT CLASS (275 c.c. or under).—Go

medal : E. F. Gciodiuan (2} \elocctte), lost 10 marli

silver medal, J. F. Lidstone {i\ James), lost 20 marte

SOLO MACHINES (3^0 c.c. or under).-
modal : Neville Hall (2J O.K.-Jnnior), lost 10 mark!
silver medals : P. Pike (2.) O.K.-Junior), lost 15 mal'H

J. W. Wills (jj Verus), lost :5 marks ; B. Keisb
(2j Verus), lost 20 marks ; L. A. Bees (2J
lost 20 marks,

SOLO MACHINES (over 350 c.c.).—Gold medffl

C. P. Wood (v? Scott), no losses: silver medals: I

Langman (sl'Seott), lost 5 marks; A. E. Rollasfl

(3,; Ariel). lost 5 marks ; W. Brandish, Junr. (J
Humber), lost 5 marks ; 1.. L. Sealev (4-! B.S.A.), lIB

7 marks; F. A. Longman (3! Ariel), lost 8 marlS

!

T, W. Blumfleld (6 Ariel), lost 10 marks ; H. J. WllllS

(3S Norton), lost 10 marks; H. H.issall (3J Norton),

lost 10 marks; L. Crisp (.(1 Humber), lost 10 marki. , l|

PASSENGER MACHINES.—Gold medal : W. T.

Woodcock (3I Ariel), lost 21 marks; silver medal:

B. Bladder (8' New Imperial), lost 26 marks.
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Testing a Spring
Frame.

Twenty-five Ailes wllhout a
Tyre on (he Rear Wheel.

IN order to test the Coulson spring

frame, the makers of the 2J h.p.

Coulson B motor cycle produced two
of their machines at Golders Green
during the week-end, one of which had
no tyre on the rear rim, while the other

had its tyres filled with . Rubberine tyre

filling. Before starting Dr. Low tested

the spring frame with his bouncemeter,
and proclaimed the results to be good.

Both machines then proceeded to Hat-
field, Rex Mundy riding the Coulson
with Rubberine filling in the tyres, and
R. B.^ Clark riding the other mount
on the bare rim. The latter arrived at

its destmation in fine condition, without
a spoke loose or a dent visible anywhere.
We tried a short run on Mundy's

machine, and certainly with the spring

frame it was difficult to notice any
appreciable difference from riding upon
air-filled tyres. Such tests, however, are

: not of much value unless of a prolonged
nature under official observation, so we

• were not surprised to learn that Rex
Mundy is shortly to take a 2J h.p.

Coulson B with sidecar from London to

Edinburgh without stopping the engine,

and at the same time testing Rubberine
-in the tyi'es, under the official observation -

of the Auto Cycle Union.

^ ^ .< Jtf,^! w\ " ,.'^ ^

A novel method of testing a spring frame. R. B. Clark (Coulson B) on his arrival at Hatfield,

having ridden from Golders Green minus the back tyre.

DURING the past few months a great
deal of attention has -been paid to the
subject of front springing, as is in-

stanced by the number of new spring.
fq^ks which have appeared. The latest

example which we have had the oppor-
tunity of . examining is known as the

A Simple Spring Fork.
Detachable Blades and no External Side Plates.

"Defyall," This fork is manufactured
in three sizes, for heavyweights, medium-
weights, and ligbtweights. It is neatly
constructed, and has * several rather
unusual features. To begin with, the
single centrally mounted spring is com-
pressed between two links which move
in opposite directions. The spring ends
are fixed by studs attached to the ends
of the coil with the nuts carried exter-
nally. Thus the nuts are easy of access,

and can be examined at any time for

looseness. In the unlikely event of a

spring breakage there is but little danger
of an accident, since the broken coil will

simply close up, and finally the brackets
will meet. A simple adjustment is pro-

vided to take up side play, and the
bolts which are fixed in the blades work
in very long bearings duly provided witfi

oil grooves.

Easily Dismantled.

In addition to these advantages the

blades can be entirely removed with-

out disturbing the spring by merely de-

taching two bolts. Brake lugs are

formed integral with the forks and
stand, and mudguard fittings are also

supplied. The foi-k is stoutly constructed

and has a pleasing appearance, the detail

work being well carried out. An un-

usual refinement i's incorporated in the
bearing bolts, as a special method for

locking the nuts is provided, by means
of which an adjustment of l-300th of

Showing the blades

detached after the

removal of two bolts,

leaving the spring in

position.

The Defyall spring

fork,^ a new design,

possessing several

teresting features.

an inch can be made in order to take
up any lateral play. Communications
should be addressed to 14, New Street

Birmingham.
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A Two-speed Gear for Lightweights.
Well-known Firm of Motor Car Gear Specialists producing for the Motor Cycle Market.

IT is with special interest that we are
able to announce the entry of the
Moss Gear Co., Ltd., the well-known

gear specialists of Thomas St., Aston,
Birmingham, into the motor cycle world.

Naturally, they are specialising on a
gear unit, a component which they are
in an admirable position to produce.
The gear is a lightweight two-speed box,
with clutch and kick starter, suitable for
use with single-cylinder engines up to

2J h.p. or multi-cylinder engines of 4
h.p., and it is capable of transmitting the
drive of a 3 h.p. sidecar outiRt.

In the designing of a two-speed
countershaft gear it is extremely difficult

to depart from an orthodox layout, and
the makers in this case have not in any
way endeavoured to seek departures from
standard practice in the mere effort to
be unconventional.

Orthodox Practice Followed.

In general appearance the Moss gear
box follows closely the lines which have
been made familiar by "various pro-
prietary gear boxes of similar speci-
fication.

Tlie gears themselves are carried in a
one-piece aluminium casting, all the parts
being inserted for assembly through the
main bearing housing behind the pulley,
while the kick starter mechanism is in-
troduced through a detachable cover
plate on the top of an integrally cast
extension on the right-hand side." The
gears are in constant mesh, and they are

:= ^^^ machined from nickel chrome
steel, which. after heat
treatment, has a tensile
strength of 120 tons.

The IVloss gear box for lightweight
machines; the simple kick-starter arrester
and clutch operation are clearly shown.

The gear teeth are of the stub form,
a type in which the Moss Gear Co.
Kpeeiulise. This form of tooth gives
Krciit strength, and is silent in action.
Ilic gcarx are engaged by a double dog
Kliding on splines formed upon the case-
bar.lene.l iniiiiiBliuft. In this connection
It iij iritcreHling to note that the bore
"f tlie KlKlinR dn({, and indeed all other
Hjilined i.r K(|iiiir(d holes in the moving
parlH, iH broached : this machining pro-
'••).» givoH very arriirute results, and per-
iMitH iiboohite interchangeability of uU
piirlK DO produced. 'J'he free eVid-move-
"";"'

,','.' ^'"^ double dog, for e.vurnple, is
'iot allifd will, any shuke or backlash,

p^^PI^^^^

^

1-^

—

' .- -. r-.J

As can be seen, the Moss gear can be'^
easily fitted without alteration to standard
frames. A convenient operating lever Is

mounted beside the tank.

a result due entirely to the use of this

method.
The clutch is of very simple construc-

tion, and is mounted upon the end of
the mainshaft in the ordinary manner,
and the drive »from the engine is trans-
mitted to the 40T half-inch pitch chain
wheel which runs upon a single-row ball

bearing ; the outer clutch plate is pressed
up against the cork inserts carried in the
i?}iain wheel through the medium of a
large diameter coil spring of rectangular
section.

Perhaps the greatest departure from
accepted practice is to be observed in

the kick starter parts. The staiting

apparatus consists of two wheels in con-

stant mesh, one of these being rigidly

fixed on a squared extension of the main-
shaft ; the other, which has internally-

cut ratchet teeth, runs upon an enlarged
portion of the pedal spindle. This en-

larged fiortion is pierced diametrically
by a squared hole in which slides a
spring-loaded plunger of high tensile

steel. When the pedal is returned by ,

its spring to the inoperative position,'

the plunger strikes against a cam which
forms part of the spindle bush, and is,

in consequence, depressed, so that its

end does not project above the outside
'

of the spindle. When the starting pedal
is rotated, however, the plunger is free
to move outwardly under the agency of

its spring, and the specially shaped end
engages with the ratchet teeth of the
starting pinion.

In all respects the Moss gear box
conforms to standard practice in the
matter of frame attachments, chain and
belt lines, and - standard gear box
brackets may be used to support it.

As may be expected in a product
coming from a firm with so much experi-
ence in the manufacture of high-class

"

gears for motor cars, no attempt has been
made to produce an ultra-cheap unit.

Rather, the effort has been to manufac-
ture a gear box embodying the best
that is possible alike in design, work-,'
manship, and material.

Visible Control.

A word must be added with regard to

the gear change mechanism. The tie'

signers have arrived at the conclusion
that it is preferable to have' the gear
change of such construction that the posi-

tion of the gear lever shall be readUy
seen, and in consequence a control lever

is mounted alongside the tank.
The gear change is remarkably easy,

and on a test machine which we tried .

we were able to change gear from high
to low and back again repeatedly with-
out using either clutch or exhaust lifter,

even while the engine was pulling under
considerable load. Such a result is indeed

excellent, as it follows that if the box
will stand such treatment it is hardly
likely that it will suffer in the hands of

the most inexperienced novice.

CIO

Sectional diagrams of the Moss lightweight two-speed gearbox,
wllh clutch and kick-slartcr.
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A PASSENGER MACHINE
FOR £1.

MY reminiscences have moved Mr. H.

Wilson. o£ West Bromwich, to

send us the accompanying photo-

graph of an old BoUee three-wheeler,

which he purchased for a sovereign last

iummer, and drove in the West Brom-
wich peace pageant, winning- a prize of

£5 for the turnout. It is rigged up as a

skit upon a local 'bus service which is

not renowned for speed or reliability.

The machine has not been put into daily

use, as it suffers from various defects of

construction and design, but it behaved

nobly in the pageant, and the fact that

it shed its exhaust pipe on the great day

only added to the fun. There is no

accommodation for the feet of the two
passengers occupying the front seats, and

they are apparently intended to place

their boots in the driver's lap. Braking
is primitive ; the belt pulley is slid for-

ward into contact with a fixed brake .

block, whilst the second brake is a spoon

digging into the tyre in the direction of

rotation. The joy-stick must be operated

with restraint, or it may throw the pas-

sengers out. The flywheel must be
removed in order to adjust the contact

breaker. The exhaust' valve rocker

measures 2ft. 6in. long. The vibration

is so terrific that rusty nuts, which had
defied the application of a blowlamp,
literally flew off when once the engine

was started up.

Hardly a " No-trouble Mount."

In the peace procession the control of

the machine kept Mr. Wilson's hands well

occupied. The throttle rod snapped, so

the driver jammed the throttle open, and
began to control the machine on the
ignition switch. This led to severe pre-

ignition, after which the inlet valve was
used, as its stem protruded accessibly.

After two miles, rust inside the petrol

tank caused carburetter starvation, and
thence to the finish one of the
passengers kept on priming the engine by
squirting petrol into the inlet valve—an
exciting job. Skidding defies description,

and Mr. Wilson has not yet dared to change
up on to high gear, as the steering is

geared so law that he
cannot turn the
handle fast enough to

correct the gyrations.

Towards the end of the
procession the main
bearing cap fell off one
end of the crankshaft,

which is suspended
from the side members
of the frame, and the

shaft . kept bumping
against the chassis, but
did not object to this

rough treatment.
Mr. Wilson, whose

address . is 39, Bull

Street, West Bromwich,
would be interested to

hear the date of manu-
facture, original list

price, and whether any
engineering museum
would care to house his tandem.

It certainly has earned an honourable
resting place for the remainder of its days.

IxiON.

TO CONVERT SIDECARS
INTO^ COUPES.

M R. C. A. EASTING'S name is now
a household word among sidecar

owners and passengers, therefore

any forecast of future activities as re-

vealed by the patent files is of interest

to all who study the question of sidecar

comfort.
The combined hood and screen illus-

trated is the subject of a patent filed

twelve months or more ago that has only

recently been completed, otherwise one
would be justified in thinking that, Mr.
Easting and his co-designer, Mr. P. Prid-
more-Hill, had been inspired by road
faring experiences this summer.
As will be seen from the illustration,

the new device consists chiefly of an
ordinary Easting windscreen, placed verti-

cally and having a small window in the
apron. E.xt«nding from the rear edge
of the screen there is a hood which com-
pletely encloses the passenger, thus turn-

ing an open body into a coupe.

The latest Easting screen patent which will interest, among

others, sidecar passengers who intend to participate in the

London-Exeter run.

A SILENCER TO MINIMISE
BACK PRESSURE.

THE numerous attempts that have been

made from time to time to design a

silencer which will effectively reduce

the noise of the exhaust gases, and at the

same time permit tlieir unobstructed

exit without causing back pressure have,

as a general rule, proved unsuccessful.

A novel type of silencer which has been
marketed by Messrs. Walker and Gordon,
Ltd., 12-li Henrietta Street, Strand,

L»ndon, W.C.2, has introduced the

principle of the megaphone, but, of

course, in this instance its action has

AN OLD BOLLEE THREE-WHEELER OF
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.

Will our de luxe passenger outfits thirty years hence

command more than the twenty shillings

this relic of the early nineties recently

brought in?

The L. and B. Cloister silencer.

been reversed. A number of cones are

placed at equidistant points inside the

cylindrical case. The gases pass through

the base or wide diameter ends of the

cones, and pass out of a hole, slightly

smaller in diameter than the exhaust pipe,

cut in the apex of the cones. The reduc-

tion in diameter of the small holes is one-

sixteenth of an inch less than that of the

exhaust pipe, and has been found to

restrict the noise sufficiently.

It' is maintained that back pressure is

very low with this silencer : but even an
open exhaust pipe is not entirely free

from this defect.

A new model of the Ideal pillion seat,

which has a combined air and spring

cushion. It is made by the Coventry Ideal

Pillion Seat Co., of St. Michael's Road,

Stoke, Coventry, and costs £2.

C15
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New Armis Models
The Armis four-stroke lightweight fitted with

a 2f h.p. J.A.P. engine and Burman gear box.

A Lightweight Sidecar Outfit

and a Solo Mount.

AMONG the several new makes in-

troduced since the revival of the

motor cycle industry after the war-,

the Armis, made by the Armis Cycle

Manufacturing Co., of Heneage Street,

Birmingham, is not the least known. It

entered the market unostentatiously and
with a modest output, which has gradu-

ally increased so that this year quite a

creditable number are on the roads and
giving satisfaction.

The first model introduced was a neat

solo machine with a Precision 350 c.c.

A sidecar outfit with

a Precision power unit

—
^a light but comfort-

able sidecar is fitted

A LUCAS ELECTRIC HORN.
An Additional Fitting to Complete

the Magdyno Outfit for 1921.

DURING this year the Lucas Magdyno,
which combines the high-tension

magneto and a six volt dynamo in

one machine, has given every satisfaction

in the hands of both competition riders

and those private individuals who have
been fortunate enough to possess the

(ijuipment.

twu btioKe engine, slop-

ing top tube frame,,

26x2ain. tyres, Burman
two-speed gear box with
clutch and kick-starter.

'

Saxon forks and usual
first class equipment
sells at £85.

Two more models
liave now been intro-

duced, and a third, of

5 h.p., will follow by
the time the Show
opens. The first of

these is a runabout side-

car outfit consisting of

the Precision-engined

machine and a light but
exceedingly neat sidecar

of the type known as
" semi-sporting," but
which is quite com-
comfortable, has a side

door and a convenient

rear locker. The price

of the complete outfit

is £115.

A new electric horn lor uv citlicr with the Lucas Mngdyno outfit

or with separate itx-voll battery.

Indeed, so successful has been the

results of continued usage that no altera-

tions are meditated for next year's pro-

duction, which will be on a larger scale

than heretofore. The only item needed to

make the set complete in the past has
been a suitable electric horn, and this

omission lias now been rectified—an excel-

lent warning signal of the usual Lucas
quality and appearance now being avail-

able. Provision for the horn connections
are provided on the usual junction box,

and a very neat handle-bar switch.

The mechanism of the
horn is strong and sub-
stantial, "and is readily
accessible for adjust-
ment of the contact
screws should this be-
come necessary. A large
condenser, however, con-
nected across the con-
tacts should eliminate
any undue sparking and
wear while the horn is

in operation.

A little refinement has
been added to the de-
tachable plug of the
junction box, which is

arranged for conveni-
ently separating the
wiring when detaching

Piobably next year (juite a large num-
ber of machines of this type will be in

use as sidecar machines, as they fill aU the

requirements of many who are content

with a moderate speed, and do not require

a machine for heavy loads.

Second in the range is a J.A.P.-en^ined
machine on the. lines of the two-stroke,,

and also fitted with a Burman gear box
and equipment as mentioned above. It

makes an attractive little mount, which
should appeal to those who require a
handy solo machine and prefer the four-

stroke engine. Like the two-stroke, it 13

a comfortable machine to ride, being well

balanced and affording a low riding^^

position.

A Dual-piupose Mount.
Of the third model, we are not at

liberty to say much at the present time,

but it will be of a type which next year
will be popular for both solo and sidecar

use, being eminently suitable tor both
pvirposes.

From what we know of the experi-

mental machine it seems to strike a new
note in external design.

the sidecar. In the 1920 models the plug

was secured by a finger nut, but this will

be replaced by a special form of nut which
embodies a hexagon box key fitting the

terminal nuts inside the junction boi
itself.

A fully illustrated description of the

iMagdyno appeared in the issue of Tl\t

Motor Cycle dated October 30th, 1919,

when the internal construction wa»
explained.

%4

The nut securing the sidecar detachable

plug forms a box-key for the terminal nuts

in the junction box of the Magdyno wiring

system

ri6

/. J
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A Sporting One-day Trial on Surrey Hills.
Knock-out Trial for Members of tfie Mctor Cycling Club.

PEOPLE have often expressed their
opinion that the Motor Cycling
Club's trials have been too easy in

the past, and not without reason.
Saturday's coiu'se, however, was by no

means an easy one: sporting it certainly

'was, but there were few sections indeed
where the going was good, while the
condition of the roads added to the diffi-

culties. Had the surfaces been dry, there
would probabty have been a fair per-

centage of gold medals, but they were
very much the reverse. Starting at Pur-
ley Corner, INIr. F. T. Bidlake was, as

usual, the timekeeper; and at 10.1 a.m.
he walked down the line of eighty-one
entrants, sending off each man one
minute after his predecessor. The mar-
shalling was ably carried out by Messrs.
W. H. Wells, W". Cooper, and W. Albert.
The men who chiefly mapped out the
coui'se were Vivian Olsson, who started
first on a 7 h.p. Indian, and Ernest
Bridgman, who was responsible for the
arrowing. So intricate and difficult was
the course that any failure in 'the direc-

tion signs would have led to appalling
confusion, and the whole success of the
trial depended on the efficiency of the
marking. However, the arrowing was
excellent, and there were also blue
powdei marks on the road, so that no
one could go astray. Olsson started vfith

issistance, while the two Bashalls,

"

.
mounting Martinsyde twins, glided

silently awa_v on their clutches. F.

Applebee, senr. , was there riding a Levis
• fitted with his famous T.T. engine. The
I
ast man to leave was Rex Mundy on

i I Coulson B (No. 81), who did not figure

! n the programme owing to the late

I
irrival of his entry. There was one very

:
nteresting machine at the start—a 2|-

A " road " chosen by the M.C.C. for their sporting one-day trial last Saturday.

h.p. flat twin Levis, fitted with two
C.A.V. magnetos driven by a single

chain, a Burman two-speed gear box, and
very efficient mudguards.
After a short spin down the main East-

bourne road, the course turned left and
ascended tiy a long easy rise to the back
of Upper Warlingham. Then through
leafy lanes with ovei-hanging trees to

Cudham Church Hill, up Salt Box Hill,

then over what was described as a piece

of real Colonial road known as Sunning-
dale Avenue. Among the unfortunates
at this point were Love (Douglas), Long-

^
?;r^«^".l«*^fe:

negotiate this watersplash. Only three entrants

roughout this section.

man (Wooler), Clennell (Blackburne), and
Spikins (Harley-Davidson), who ran oft

the course, while Cowlin (P. and M.)
fell. Watson (Harley-Davidson) came
up too fast and - failed. Other failures

were DiiscoU (Indian) and Huggins
(Zenith).

Appalling Surfaces.

But all this was- child's play compared
with- what was to come. The piece de,

resistance of the morning, if not of the
whole day, was Chalk Pit Hill, the old

coach road which runs parallel with Pit-

sey Hill proper. It was approached by
a water splash, which in itself was not
terrifying, then came grease and then
more grease, deep, stickj' and skidsome.

This at the bottom ; but from the summit
downwards things w-ere not quite so bad.
First there was a gradient of about 1 in

5 on a fajr surface, then many leaves

which hid deep ruts, then more ruts, and
finally the conditions just described.

Olsson arrived wrestling with his big

Indian. The appalling surface and the

absence of a handle-bar clutch control

were his undoing. Near him was JMorgan

on a Harley-Davidson, then Spikins on a

similar machine was also in trouble. It

was clearly a hill on which the heavier
mounts were at disadvantage. Some of

the lightweights put up a good - deal

better performances than their heavier
brethren, but clean ascents were few
and far between. As they passed us the
two Martinsydes, ridden by the brothers
Bashall, were travelling well and were
most skilfully ridden, but the riders had
their feet on the ground, as also had
everyone else on that treacherous sur-

face, on which it was difficult enough
even to stand. Most of the riders

skidded from one rut into another, or

at times right across the road.
Below this point where the gradient

really began, there came a sharp corner

with a surface of semi-fluid slime.

Pluckily the competitors tackled this

C15
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a Sporting One-day Trial on Surrey Hills
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sector and neaiiy all slddded into one
particular spot on the near side of the

road. At this stage, when the observers'

reports have not all been handed in, it

is impossible to say definitely who made
clean ascents, but so far as can be ascer-

tained at present Amnion (Metro-Tyler)

climbed the hill successfully. He rode
with extreme skill, keeping his engine
running just fast enough to drive. • Gay-
lord (Zenith) also claims a successful

climb, while Carey (Harley-Davidson)
claimed a stoppage through traffic. A
Triumph, ridden by Staunton, was also

stated to have got up. According to

the rules, riders were allowed to claim
clean ascents provided they did not stop
their road wheels or leave their saddles,

so foot slogging or trailing the feet on
the ground did not coimt against a com-
petitor.

After the terrors of Chalk Pit there
was nothing serious before lunch. By
lunch time at Reigate the ranks of the
competitors had been sadly thinned, and
many of the late arrivals had actually
retired. The course doubled back on
itself, twisted, turned, and wound about

in a manner which baffles description.

There has been only one like it before,

and that was the course used for the

last Arbuthnot Trophy Trial, which
served as a model for Saturday's event.

After lunch the main Reigate road, was
followed to the turning to Pebblecombe,
vrhen a turn to the right was taken lead-

ing up this famous hill, which- nowadays
causes little trouble.

Gorgeous Scenery.

Xext followed the descent into Little

Switzerland; then Jmiiper Hill ac-

counted for very many failures. An
ascent through wo.ods on " colonial lines,"

where the humour of an S.O. (straight

on) notice was keenly felt by Applebee,
since few could keep on and no one
could keep straight. Then to Dorking,
up to Leith Hill, by the back way and
over a mountain track, all through
Surrey's most gorgeous scenery, finishing

with Bright's HUl, Guildford, and the
run back to Ripley, where tea was taken
by the survivors.

The ascent over Leith hill was worth
watching ; the course suddenly left the
main road by some cottages and went
straight up the hill side. The ruts and

OCTOBER 2ist, igzo.

guUeys had been filled _with sand-stone,

and to dodge them necessitated swinging

from one side of the track to the other.

Consequently, the riding could hardly be

described as pretty. There were, however,

few^ failures. The Brothers Bashall, as

usual, handled their Martinsydes very

skilfully, and came up well ; good ascents

were also made by Morgan and Spikins

(Harley-Davidsons), both smiling ; Reyre
(A.B.C.) scattering his tools as he rode;
Boyer (8 Rover), Whithy (Triumph)-,''

Tilt (Triumph), 'Battley (Triumph), Dun-
ford (Verus), F. W. Applebee (Levis),

Bourlet (Ariel), Gotley (Omega), Roberts
(A.B.C), Ammon (Metro Tyler), Carey

,

(Harley - Davidson), Aitken (Indian),

Clennell (Blackburne), Barclay (Reading
Standard), Julian (A.B.C), Labin (Indian

Scout), Tait (Harley-Davidson), Gayford
(Zenith), and Bennet (Metro - Tyler).

Bright's Hill, Guildford, accounted for

'

very few failures, but it defeated Reyre
(A.B.C), who had beep travelling fifteen,

miles ou one cylinder, while Bourlet's

Ariel shed its belt.

At the end of the trial only three com-
petitors claimed non-stop runs, J. T
Bashall (Martinsyde), Staunton (Triumph),
and Gayford (Zenith).

CLUB NEWS. ^^Tarfy/r
Berwick and District M.C.

The results of the recent reliability run
to Edinburgh are now- "to hand : 1 (club
gold medal), W. Skelley (3^ Lea-Francis)

;

2 (club silver medal), W. H. Dodds (2|
A.J.S.) ; 3 (club bronze medal), W.
Murray (3-^- Sunbeam).

Cambridge University M.C.C.
A one-day reliability trial will be held

on October 24th, starting from Barton
Road, Cambridge, at 9 a.m. This" will
be the first event of an interesting pro-
gramme arranged for the present term.
Any members of the University wishing
to join the club are requested to com-
municate with the hon. secretary,
C.U.M.CC, 28, Malcolm Street, Cam-
bridge.

Cardigan and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Somewhat unfavourable weather con-

ditions for sucli an event, a strong head
wind and driving rain, prevented any
very sensational times at the speed trials
recently held on the Crymmych-Pentre-
galar road. However, as the course was
threequarters of a mile long, the fastest
time (45Js.),made by J. George (3-^- Sun-
beam), works out at nearly 60 m.p.h.
The results were

:

\ iS'r^ '''™';^.PVj Koyol Eflfleld), Im. 40fs.:

Bradlord M.C. and L.C.C.

uili'"'. 'i"' "/ •' "'''"*' "f '"'"*-'• 'ecturcs
«.IJ l..y ,,lare on ThnrR.lay, October^th. after a gcnpri.l nie,l,„c. »t tJic dub
h.M,l,,u,rt,.rH, who,, Mr. I!. W. KLnnfidd
w'll i-i'vak on Magnetos and Magdynos."
CIS

page

The detailed final results of the recent
hill-climb and speed trial on handicap
are now to hand, and are as follows:
HANDICAP HILL-CLIMB. TONG HILL, NEAR

BRADFORD.
Solo.—i (gold medal), J. C. Neilson (7-9 Harley),

7 sec. ; 2 (silver medal), R. T. Cawthorne (7-9 Indiaii),
scratch : 3 (bronze medal), R, W. Stao&eld (3J Scott),
4 sec.

Sidecars.—I (gold medal), G. Townsend (si P. & M.
sc), 13 sec.

; 2 (silver medal), R. T. Cawthorne (7-9
Indian), scratch

; 3 (bronze medal), C. Sidney (3 A.B.C.
sc), 17 sec.

Dyson Shield (competed for by winners of Solo
and Sidecar Classes).—J. C. Neilson (7-g Harley), solo,
scratch, beat G. Townsend (3^ P. & M. sc.). 14^ sec.
Won by ten yards.

SPEED TRIALS AT PENNY POT LANE, NEAR
HARROGATE.

Solo.—I (gold medal), W. Drake (3J P. & M.),
time 18 sec.= 66.6 m.p.h.; 2 (silver" medal), W
Barnes (3J P., & M.), time 20 sec. = 60.0 m.p.h.

; 3
(bronze medal), R. Rushworth (3 A.B C), time
18 sec.= 66. 6 m.p.h.
Fastest Time.—Gold medal : H. O. WoodM Scott)

time 17J sec. = 08.2 m.p.h.
Sidecars.— r (gold medal), S. Lockwood (4 Triumph

sc.) time 249 sec. =48.7 m.p.h. ; 2 (silver medal),
G. Townsend (31 P: & M. sc), time 23* sec. = jo 8
m.p.h.

; 3 (bronze medal), S. Haigh (6 Ariel sc.)
time 26f sec. = 44.7 m.p.h.
Fastest Time.—Gold medal : G. Townsend M

P. & M. sc), time 233 sec. = 50.8 m.p.h.

Glasgow Western M.C.C.
The Western Motor Cycling Club,

Glasgow, held its final trial of the year
on Saturday, this being a fifty miles
non-stop speed-judging competition for
the Bates Trophy, presented by Messrs.
W. and A. Bates, Ltd. Competitors
were set to cover a course of fifty miles
non-stop at a scheduled speed '

of 20
m.p.b. without the aid of a speedometer,
watch, or other recording instrument.
The Bates Trophy was awarded to the
rider covering the. course non-stop with
the smallest aggregate time error at the
three secret checks, and prizes were also
awarded to the three riders ne.xt in order
ot merit. The competition proved a
popular one, and provided a most enjoy-
able afternoon's sport. It is interesting
to note tli.nt, without exception, the riders
under-eslimated their speed, the total time
errors vai yiriK f,„n, 5^ mins. to 18 mins.

Results : 1, Bates Trophy and gold
medal, D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)—
total time error, 5ra. 44^s. ; 2, J. Little-

wood (6 A.J.S. sc), 6m. 55fs. ; 3, G.
Hope Wilson (7-9 Indian sc), 7m. 8|s. ;

4, R. A. Law (3i Rudge), 7m. 12s.

Bedford and District M.C.
The Bedford and District Motor Club are

organising a non-stop reliability trial, to

take place on Thursday, October 21st, oves
a circuitous course of about ninety miles
with easy reach of Bedford. The follow-

ing trophies are being put up for com-
petition : The Lindley shield, for the best
team performance, and club's medal to

each member of the winning team ; the
Thurburn cup and club's miniature for the
best individual perforrriance ; and the
Berrie cup (to be won outright) for the
best performance on the oldest machine.
The competition is open to club

members only, and new members wishing
to join for this event will be entitled to

full membership next season without pay-
ment of additional subscription. -

The start will take place at 1.45 p.m.
from St. Peter's Street, Bedford. Further
particulars from Mr. F. Luddington, 131,

Midland Road, Bedford.

Southampton and District M.C.
The Southampton Motor Cycle Club

held a very successful inter-club hill-

climb on Saturday, October 16th, at

West Dean Hill, near Whiteparish, Hants.
The hill was in a very bad condition
owing to the heavy rains during the
week. The results, on time only, are as

follows :

Class 1 (350 c.c.).—1, D. Robertson
(23 Douglas), 2m 5is. ; 2, R. A. Beazley
(23 Douglas), 2m. 6^8. ; 3, E. C. Prince
(23 Douglas). 2m. 13^s. a |
Class 2 (Unlijhxed).—1, — Chawner Ml

(3i Sunbeam), Im. 43is. ; 2, B. A. Beaaley
1*^'

(7-9 Indian), Im. 44is.
Ci,.\ss 3 (Passenger Machines).—!, L.

A. Apsoy (8 Royal Ruby), Im. SZ^Js.

;

2, D. B. Ware (4 Norton, 2m. 208.;

3, B. B. Tcbbutt (10 Morgan), 2m. 26i8.

%hl
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Still

more
Brooklands
successes !

The season draws to a close, but still each

week brings Its quota of successes on Palmer

Cord Tyres. We shall have a long season's list

by the time the show is here. Meanwhile, note

—

B.M.C.R.C. Championship Meeting, Oct. 9th.

10 Mile Record—Classes C. & D.

1st in Ten Mile Race for Solos
up to 500 c.c.

Also 3 Seconds and 3 Thirds in
Ten Mile Championship Race.

-ON-

Also Scottish Two-Day Reliability Trial

10 Gold Medals

1 Silver

Special Prize for Best Sidecar

Performance .

Special Prize for Best Amateur

Performance. THE PALlfER TYRE, Ltd., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Ave. \V.C.2.

Cycle and Motor Cycle Warehouse : 103, St. John St. Clerkeawell, E.C.i

Here are definite proofs
of the supremacy of the 2j h.p. Royal Enfield Two-stroke Lightweight ?»Iotor Cycle.

The specification of this popular lightweight is unique in its completeness and the

performances set forth below are indicative of its outstanding superiority.

AC.U. Six Days Trials, 1920.

One machine entered—gained GOLD MEDAL.-

Worcester M.C.C. Hill Climb, October.

One maclune entered—gained FIVE FIRSTS.

Rand M.C.C. Open Lightweight Trial.

100 Miles, typical colonial roads. Won by only ROYAL ENFIELD entered. FIRST.

Send for particulars

:

TheENFIELD CYCLE Co. Ltd.
REDDITCH.

London Office &. Showrooms :

48, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.Cl.

. In amswering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ct/cle.'
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I

58 Records in 28 Days
Some recent JOHN BULL Successes.

All of these riders were
using "JOHN BULL"
belts and other sun-
dries, such as Knee /'

Grips and :-..

° - -
• v

>f.

^MI-1

Cushion Grips / N:;-.. ^/ ?%°'Q'''*r-

^%7^ ;••••••;:•>•%?..•

% •

the /^' ^0^%A---^S^}Zy''fi\ S /
>^'-0^ M-a^ •..••- '^^ '/). 0^. .• A

-^^A ..<- xT <t ">, .• case
.^ ^ -ft ''%^ }•<•.<" ''^^ f

.

:-.. ><-'J^2^:^'y °* Hoiroyd,--.....^^, Ph4^'^ '-:: /\r c^e.-?^^o°V^ / a "JOHN BULL" \ <:<%>^>Vi^\ 1, ^• T^ / Patent Belt fastener '\% ha/" 6°- /j^was used.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO.
LIMITED. LEICESTER.

THE
FINEST

LIGHT CAR
IN THE
WORLD

^Jve. IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

SPORTING 2-3 SEATER

LIGHT CAR

llltistration shews SEMI-COUPE
HOOD as ftlted to the

STANDARD RICHARDSON.

ECONOMY THE ORDER OF
THE DAY

The Richardson Light Car
Is the most economical car of its kind upon the

market, as the following points will show^
1st Its First Cost is Low, £262-10-0.
2nd Tax is Low.
3rd Running Costs are Low, averaging

only Jd. per mile on petrol. ,'J
f;

The cost of ijpkeep is low, for instance, owing' toT w
the extreme Lightness of the car, the tyres wiU do

'

10,000 miles.

So, if you want the ECONOMY CAR,
PLUMP FOR A RICHARDSON.

I or ^|-' I'l'..

pnr(ir.ij|:ir«,

7lmne

:

{0 S|j.,rfow,

Shf/drM.

iinr, .ui'l iull

apply to :

—

MOTOR
C. E. RICHARDSON & CO., LTD.,
3R ENGINEERS, PATENTEES, & MANUFACTURERS

FINBAT WORKS, AIZLEWOOD RD., SHEFFIELD.
'Gr.ims :

" lMnb.lt,

Slicffidcl."

SOME RICHARDSON RECORDS.
1. Cumberland Trials. 140 miles of the stiffcsi

ro.ids ill Ciimbcrl.ind, including Red Bank,
Fooisiep, and Kirkstonc Pass. Three Standard
Richardson Cars entered, and finished on time.

2. York-Edinbro'-York Reliability Trials, too miles

in J2 hours, iiichuiitip; stops for meals. TwO
Standard Richardson Cars entered, and com-
pleted course on time, winning Special Sliver

Cup and Medal.
3. Sutton Hank Hill-clinibing Test. Almost .-> mile

with i;ra(lieiits i in 3. Three Standard Richard-

son Cars entered and completed the Climb,

averagini^ 3.'. minutes.
«. J.C.C. Northern Reliability Trial — Stockport,

Buxton and District—severe hill-climbing tests.

One Standard Richardson Car entered and won
Gold Medal.

In ritifwcriii.j iltese. advertiscmcnia it is i/i.iiriih/p til III 1:11/ ion " T/ic Motor Cycle.
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SEASON- 1921
WE are now fixing up our Agencies for next season;

applications for same should be made at once before our
output is booked up.

Being now installed in our new Works, we shall be able to give

increased deliveries, and we have a splendid programme which
should not be missed.

REPAIRS.

With special repairs and spares departments we can give quick deliveries

and prompt attention to all repair questions afEecting our machines.

RUBY CYCLE CpMPANY. LIMITED.
Manufacturer and Patentees of the Royal Ruby Cycles, Motor Cyclcf, and Sidecars,

ROYAL RUBY WORKS. ALTRINCHAM.
'Phone: Aitrincham 655 (4 lines). 'Grams : " Machines, Aitrmcham.'

FOR A SHORT PERIOD ONLY.

ALBION 2-SPEED GEARS
SPECIALLY MADE FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS.

SUPPLIED FROEVI STOCK.
CAN

PLAIN TWO-SPEED.
Same fitting belt and chain
line as kick-starter.

Price, £7 - 10

BE

ALMOST
FITTED TO
ANY MAKE.

Every assistance given.

Send full particulars, make of

machine, engine, with sketch

of bracket.

Special Adaptors for converting _

Kick starter, 1921 model, clutch
hand control. Same fitting belt

and chain line as plain box.

Price, £12-0-0

LEVIS and O.K. JUNIOR
Single-speed, without alteration to frame.

ALBIONS are fitted as standard to many leading lightweights.

Advice given on receipt of full particulars with reference to any conversion.

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.. UPPER HIGHGATE ST., BIRMINGHAM-

LONDON STOCKISTS: H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD., 21a, STORI STREET.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B17
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1920 A.}.S. Sidecar Combination.
We have a few of these excellent outfits

ready for immediate delivery.

Motor Cycles, Sidecars,
Light Cars, Accessories,
Spare Parts, Motor Clothing

GET THEM AT

TAYLOR'S
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR AJ.S. AND BRIIISH EXCELSIOR

MOTOR CYCLES ALSO WATSONIAN SIDECARS—INSPECTION INVITED.

SPECIAL SALE OF SHOP-SOILED MOTOR CYCLES.
Make.

A.B.C.

BLAGKBURNE.
SCOTT.
CALTHORPE.

A.J.S.

A.J.S.

A.J.S.

TRIUMPH.
TRIUMPH.
HARLEY-DAVID

SON.

BLAGKBURNE.

DOUGLAS.

ZENITH.

MATiiHLESS.

A.J.S.

SCOTT.

h.p. Description. Price.

3 standard machine, run less than lOO
miles ; cost £150 , £137 10

4 2-speed, kick-starter ; cost £138 los. .. £125 10
3j 2-stroke, 2-speed ; cost £m los £137 10
2 J 2-stroke, 2-speed ; cost £7 119s £65

Make. h.p. Description. Price.

CALTHORPE. 2i 2-stToke, 2-speed ; co5t.£67 .- £59 10
CALTHORPE. 2} J.A.P., 2-speed ; cost £78 5s -.

.

.

£69 10
ROYAL RUBY. 3 spring frame, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter ; cost £120 £99 10
SIDECAR. Watsonian Monarch ; cost £31 3s. gd. . £27 10

NEW 1920 MODELS IN STOCK.
Combination, dynamo lighting, hood,
and cover
Combination, Lucas acetylene equip-
ment, Cowey speedometer £225 12
standard Combination , ,

.' £210
Combination, Model H £182- 10
Combination, chain drive £195

I- 7-9 2tnd Sidecar, acetylene equipment £234 12

£243 15
ROYAL ENFIELD. R standard Combination £177 10
B.S.A. 4 Combination, chain drive £152 10
ZENITH. S and Sidecar, Model H -...£196 4
B.S.A. 7 twin. Sidecar extra £150
LEA-FRANCIS. 3^ twin (standard) £130
EXCELSiOSt. 6 Sidecar extra, if required £154
BLAGKBURNE. 4 Burman 3-speed gear £138 10
G.N.

- 10 2-seater Light Car, dynamo £275 12

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.
8 1920 Combination, spare wheel, dynamo

lighting, fine condition £220
4 1920, 3-speed, acetylene lamps, Cowey,

horn, etc £110
8 1920, and Henderson Sidecar, run only

i.ooo miles, Easting windscreen ...... £170
8 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting,

electric Lucas horn, hood, screen, spare
wheel and tyre, run only 2,000 miles.. £220

6 1918 M.M. Combination, dynamo light-
ing set, electric horn, also Klaxon, Wat-
ford speedometer, hood, screen, spare
wheel, and new t)Te, hood cover, and
Tan-Sad pillion seat £200

3l 1920, and Henderson Sidecar, H.A.H.
electric lighting set, Cowey speedometer
and horn, watch, run only 1,300 miles £170

LEA-FRANCIS. 32 i9-o> 2-speed, Lucas head lamp and tail

lamp £115
7-9 1920, and Henderson Elite Sidecar,

acetylene lighting, run only 300 miles . . £180
6 igi8 M.M. Combination, electric lighting

(accumulator), also acetylene head and
tail lamp set £170

8 1918, and coachbuilt Sidecar, Lucas
acetylene lighting set £110

HARLEY-DAVID- ;-q 1916, and A.J.S. Sidecar, electric model £110
SON

A.J.S. 6 1920 Combination, Klaxon horn, hood,
and hood cover, like new £195

AMERICAN
EXCELSIOR.

A.J.S.

NEW IMPERIAL.

CHEVROILET CAR.
4-Seater, self-starter and dynamo lighting. Shop-soiled-

( 1921 BRITISH excelsior" Blackburne 2j h.p. engine. 2-speed. clutch and K.S. £96

RIDEwhile you PAY
Any of the above machines may be had on our easy
payment system— | dawn and balance divided into
12 equal monthly payments.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
H.TAYLOR 81 CO., LTD.,
52-53 Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.
01 A C. r.

''°'' £?" ""'' Motor Cycles.21A Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
For Accciiorio and Repairs.

Teie.rami: "DYNAMETRO, WESTCENT."

1920 Watsonian Sidecars in stock

in large varieties.— Trade supplied.

Telephone :
KENSINGTON 7260.

MUSEUM 1240.

mP In aruwerini, t/iis adcertiscment it is dcairubh to mention " Tht Motor Cycle"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

BLACKBTJENE 1920 ilh.p., 3-spe6d S.A., nearly new;
£120.—Hiicock. 139, Northfleld Ed., Coventry.

[X5089
1 Q20 Blackburne. 4h.p., 3-spee.l. all-chain, as new

mileage negligible: £11
Bd.. LoDdou. Mnseum 5391.

326, Euston
[2979

|Q20 (June) 4h.p. Blackbuine and Millford Corvette
JLt' sidecar, 28in. wheels, lamps, etc.; reasonable ofler

Accepted.— 15, Clareudon Rd., Leytoustone. [5506

1020 Blackburne 4h.p., new, unrid'den ; makers' priceAv at works £135; accept 122 gns., carriage paid.—
Postjaaster, Sinnington, Yorkshire. Tel. : 1. [X473]

BLACKBtlENB 4h,p. Combination. V.H.L. sidecar,
spring chassis wheel, a beautiful machine, brand

new: £175.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0320

BLACKBUENE 8h.p., 1920, large coachbuilt side-
car, lamps, Cowey speedometer wion spare drive on

spare wheel. Klaxon, all spares, winner of several
medals; 200 gns, or nearest.-W. A. Fell-Smith, 56.
Kensington Park Gardens, W.ll. [5862

"I Q20 4b. p. Blackburne Combination, absolutely
J-if complete with very best equipment, and evei'y
thing required for touring, nothing more to buy, in-
surance, many ways better than new; £160 lowest,
gladly supply full particulars proving above is genuine
offer, or arrange appointment.—93, Amesbury Av.,
Slreatham. S.W.2. [5708

Bown
BOWN'S Baby 2-stroke, Dalm engine, new Dunlop

tyres, speedometer, all lamps, etc., perfect;
a snip, £36/10; easy payments.—2, Nightingale Ed.
Lower Clapton, N.E. [5879

Bradbury
"DRADBURY, 4h.p. and 6h.p. models, prompt de-
-L» hvery.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell, London. [5364

BRADBURY , 1915 Combination, wicker sidecar,
lamps, horn, etc., perfect running order; £70:

iv.iuld separate.—202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17. [5131

41h.p. Bradbury, watertight Bosch, 1920 Capac, r.. ..

4 'Dunlop belt, Hutchinson, fast, flexible and per-
fwt: £38.-J. Palmer, 13, Hampton Court Ed. [5673

"DEADD17HY 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3
-L* speed, kick .start, screen, lamps, etc., excellent
(nndition: £85.-Woollam, Boot Eepairer, Whitchurch,
Salop. [5010

1 |Q20 Bradbury and coachbuilt sidecar, only run 100Xt/ miles, Easting screen, lamps, tools, spare tyre:
£150, or nearest ofl'er.-Mr. J. Walls, 139, Euston Rd.
Morecambe. [5119

Fog Sale, 1920 4n.p. Bradbury motor cycle,, perfect
lonuini n, with canolet sidecar, complete with

accessories and tools; £115, or nearest offer.-Hartwell's
Garages, Ltd., Park End St., 0-Mford. [5690
fjlr.p. - Bradbury, Jan., 1920, and Grindlay double
^ sprrng sidecar, equipped with gas head, electric
ude and tail lamps, horn, and very full assortment of
ipares, choice of two carburetters. This machine has
lone well in competitions, and has been maintained in
'horoughly good tune, recently overhauled by maker:
yiamel very fair, plating good; any reasonable trial
vilhngly; £165. only for an exce;ptional outfit.-Aopli
ly.letter, or at week ends, Goodfellow, Hatherlow. Birk
lale. Lanes. - [54472

Brough.
|\fE IV' Latest Brough, Type G. 5-6h.p., 3-.speed, semi-
,\' ^-^^ ''•"" £140; immediate delivery.—The Premier
aotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5582

'lt|20 Brough Combination, 5h.p., S.A. 3-speed, K.S ,i" complete with all lamps (head Lucas), speed-
meter, sidecar fitted with cover-all apron, practically
eW; £160.-110, Bold St., Liverpool. [5019

DEAKP New Latest Brough, Type G, 5-6h.p., 3-
L* speed, standard handle-bars, .sidec-ar gear ratio.
Itted with Montgomery No. 2 sidecar; £167; immediate

i

elivery.-The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birming-
;

am- [bbo.

1020 Brough, Sh.p. h.o. tmn, superb show model
"-w Brough sidecar, small mileage, fully equipped,
nairatched, owner driving machine Scotland to Lon-
00 next, week; best offer over £155.—Dickinson, Cul
Men, Kirkcudbright, Scotland. [5191

\f^ Latest Brough, Type G, 5-5h.p., S-speed, semi
-r_ handle-bars, solo gear, £140; also typo G, standard
ianai9-bars, sidecar gear with special Montgomery

-laecar, £167; immediate delivery.-Sole Binainghani
seats. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
UQgham. [3792

Brown,
iKp. Brown, running order; £20.-21, Whittlesey

St., Waterloo, S.E. [5621
;pWN 3y2h.p., variable gear, overhauled, renovated,
^ast machine; £35.-88, Winchester Rd., St
net's, 'TwicketLham. [5471

B.S.A.
5.A., all models now in stock; delivered aay-

KvWliere.—Below. '

ira'^;^-,®P^'^'^''^''-^Keplacements by return.-County
\™..py<^^<: and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham
''
'

[4177

The Best Answer

to a Miners'

Strike-'A

Motor Bike
New 1920 Models

in Stock include:

A.J.S., Ariel, Black-

burne, B.S.A.,Calthorpe,

Cedos, Coventry Eagle,

Clyno, Diamond, New
Imperial, Invicta, Lea-

Francis, Levis, Matchless,

Martinsyde - Newrman,
N.UT.. O.K. Union,

Rover, Scott, Triumpli,

Wooler, Zenith.

Second-hand, Guaranteed

Machines, Comprise

—

COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. Blackburne and

Sidecar.

7 h.p. Indian-Powerplus

and Sidecar.

8 h.p. Matchless and
Sidecar. •

6 h.p. New Hudson and

Sidecar.

SOLO MACHINES.
Allon, N.U.T., New
Imperial, Triumph, etc.

W.D. MODELS.
Both Solo and Comb.

Cash or Easy Terms.
Write for Full Lists.

We have a good selection of New but
Shop-soiled Machines at Reduced Prices

REPAIRS:—We Specialise in Repairs.

ACCESSORIES:—Prompt attention to
Orders by Post for Spares, and
Accessaries of every description.

Godfrey's B-'
208, Great Portland St.,

LONDON, W,l.
'Phone : 7091 Mayfair

{2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"D.S.A. 1912 SVjli-P., 2-spee(l, cane sidecnr, head light,
J-* new tyres; £60.—Chandler, Leigh, Cheltenham

[5167
1Q16 B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, all-cjiain, iusuT-
-LtF ance; offers.—79, Plashet Lane, East Ham, K.6.

[5571
"IQlti 4|^4h.p, B.S.A. Combination, accesiories, tooU,
J-*^ spares; £iii.-48, St. Mildred's Bd., Eamsgate.

1 Q20 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination; list price.—
-Ltf Cleale and Hadler, Ltd., Chelmsford. [5705

B.S.A. Solo, S'/oh.p., good running order, newly over-
iauled; £60, or nearest.—Trail, Bookseller, Fraser-

burgh. [5228

1020 B.S.A. Combination, Model H, email mileage,
*-*> as new; £140—Quibell, 16, Newberry Terrace,
\Veymouth. [5209

B.S.A. Model K, 1919, with Millford sidecar perfect
condition ; £1 10.—Coles and Shirley, Chepstow.

Fhone : 48. [0297

"j (ti 15 B.S.A. Combination, chain drive, equipped,
J-t/ sound condition; trial; £90.-45, Livingstone ltd.,
Gillingham, Kent.

'

. [5039

B.S.A. Combination, 1920, oiiginal tyres, lamp.s and -

Klaxon, insurance 7 months to run.-18, Eastwood
Mount, Rotherham. [,5640

BS.A. Model H Combination, immediate delivery,
makers' price; £152.- Coles and Shirley, Chep-

^tow- 'Phone: 48. . [0296

B.S.A. 4Vi>h.p. Magdyno Combination, in stock;
list price.—Clark, 7.

•-
Kensington, S.W.7.

Exhibition Rd., South
[5596

*? 68.—Combination, 4Jib.p. B.S.A., all chain, 3-?peed,
oV K.S.. Millford coachbuilt sidecar, lamps.—King,
Kiirrove Farm, Oxford. [X5078

"V^OR Sale, B.S.A. tourist bicycle and Wall Auto-
-L wheel, both nearly new. — Apply, G. Matty,
l-rorse:ey House, Tipton, Staffs.

"^
[5436

B.S.A. Combination (1914), 3-speed coufitersbeiit,

Ea^^ting, 3 lamps, perfect order; £90.-86, Heather
Rd., Small Heath. Birmingham. [4990

4 h.p. B.S.A., 3-spGed, chain drive, perfect condition:
£78, or with 1920 B.S.A. sidecar.—A.M.,. 46, Ciare-

itiont Rd., Forest Gate, London, E.7. [5095

B.S.A. 192(f 4'4h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
All-chain drive, guaranteed as new; £175.

—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., MM. [5771

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, mag. dynamo, Lucas horn,
A*' perfect condition; 132 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. 5790

"I Q20 4iih.p. Model H B.S.A. Combination, complete
JLe7 with lamps, etc.. mileage 500. guaranteed per-

fect; £148.—Young, Misterton, Somerset. [5692

"B Q13 B.S.A. Si/Mi.p., 2-t^peed, free engine, lamps, horn,
-2-«j' good condition and running order; £30.—104a,
Fini;hley Rd. 'Phone: Hampstead 7822. [5839^

B.S.A. Combination, 4i/ih.p., all-chain, confjition and
appearance as new, Lucas lamiis, spare cover and

tube; £98.-2, Addisoombe Grove, Croydon. [5340

B.S.A., 4'4h.p., 3-speed gear, 1916, in good condition,

with 'strong sideoar, go anywhere; what oflers —
r. A. WiUMOod, Imp'-iii'l Av., Kidderminster. [5064

B.S.A. Combinations, actually in t^tock for immediate
delivery; price and catalogue on- application.—

nistrict agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.:

444. ,
18999

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery of models H. and K.,
solo or combination; £107 and £110 respectively.

— IJistributing agents. Campion Depot, London Rd..

Derby. - [4122

B.S.A. 4V4h.p. 1916 (late) Combination, perfect con-

dition, stored 2 vears, lamps, horn, tools, and
niares; £105, or near offer.— Wiggins, Sapperton.
Cirencester, Glos. [5707

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., all chain, Lucas
-LtJ lamps, ecreen, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, usual
-pares, perfect; what offers.—Warren, Slough Brewery,
Brierley Hill, Staffs. _

' [5454

B.S.A. ^Vih.j). Ccmbination, in excellent cvndition,
Mills-Fulfovd, Fasting, speedometer, lam. > new

tyres back wheel: any fair trial here; 100 gns., -Webb,
The Square, Fordingbridge. [54789

B.S.A. 4'^h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, all chain, lamps, speedometer, screen, grid,

nerfect running ; neaiest £80 secures.-97, Rosebery
Ed., MusweirHill, N.IO. . [5007

B.S.A. 1920 6-7h.p. Twin Comhinntion, complete with
spare wheel and all acces<iOries, little used ; cost

£215. best offer.-Barrow, 155, Middleton Hall Rd.,
King's Norton, Birmingham. [5121

4ih.p. B.S.A., countershaft, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,
4 kick starter, Millford coachbuilt sidecar, jusfc

returned from thorough overhaul, new piston and
cylinder, aJL in good order; 110 gns.; purchased car.—
Humphris, 99, High St., Thame. ' [5457

£70 B.S.A. 3^2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, counter-
shaft gears, kick starter, laid up during war, guar-

anteed first-class condition throughout, everything on.
nothing to spend, ipsurance included, absolutely reli-

. able outfit, no weak points, property of engineer ordered

I

abroad, any trial; £70.-35, Shakespeare Rd., Acton.

I
W.3. [5560

AU letten -^(ating to advei tisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S/ LB.
Calthorpe.

piALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-i

1,000,
Bonrnville.

lamps; £45.—Smith, 229,
new, mileage
Maryvale Ed.,

[X5067

CALTHORPB-J.A.P
lent order,

Swansea.

1916, 234h.p
lately overhauled ;

"

"

2-speed, excel-

£40.—Nutt, Killay.
[5527

"I
O20 Calthorpe, 23<h.p., 2-stro)£6, 2-EP6ed Enfleld

J-«-' sear, small mileage, new heavy Dunlop and belt;
ESS.-Wstwood, 7, Brewery Cottages, Nine Elms, S.W.8.

[4886
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2Hh.p., 2-speed, 1918, abso-

lutely new tank, cylinder, piston, tuned up. com-
plete lamps, spares; 50 gns.—Heeley, Newington, Sitting-
bourne. [5012

CAXTHOKPE Motor OyclBs,
agents for the county

stock for immediate delivery.-
33. Torwood St., Torquay.

wholesale and retail

Devon, all models in

-The Carlton Motor Co.,
[0201

CALTHORPE Motor Cycle3.-2'4h.p. J.A.P. model.
£78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmineham. [017^

C"<ALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 1920, Enfield" 2-fpeed, brand
J new, but slightly shop soiled; usual price £74/11;

must be cleared under cost; a bargain, £65; first cash
secures.— Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia, London.

[61

1 Q17 Calthorpe-Jap, 2f4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, just
-1- 1/ overhauled and repainted, complete with P. and
H. large lamp set, horn, etc., a fast and economical
mount: Huddersfield district; offers.—Box 8,578 c/o
The Motor Cycle. [4169

Campion.
/^AMl'ION 22',h.p. Twin, Bcsch, >mps ; reasonable

offcr.-2ii Church Gardens, S. Ealing. [50'82

'T'O Sell, 1920 (Jul.v) Campion 6h.p. and Grindlay de
-- Luxe sidecar, very good condition, insurance, East'
ing, luggage grid, etc.; £185, or nearest offer.- 84,
Grove Hd., , Millhouses, Sheflleld. (4932

Carfield.
"1 Q20 C-Tifield, Uuion engine, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke. 2-
^*^ speed, lamps, horn, perfect condition, speedy
climber; £60; list f70.—Write or call, 64. Gladsmuir
Ed., Highgate, N.19. [5333

Cedos.
IQ20;CedOB__2V4ti.p., complete with all lamps,

etc.; £50.-110, Bold St., Liverpool.

Centaur.
CENTAUR 3h.p., mag., lootboards; £18.-

letts Rd., Colchester,

tools,

[5020

59, Scar-
[5362

V-^ hew tyres, fast and reliable
Morthike.

Chater-Lea. •

^HATER-LEA 8h.p., all-chain, 3-speed, C.B. sidecar,
£70.-198, Sheen Lane,

[S4974

Chater-Lea-Jap.
(^HATEB-LEA-,I.A.P., 8h.r., 3-specd, Eennoc 2-seater
"y sidecar, Cnmeo aud Tan-Sad; f90.-Stanley, 37,
St. Peters St., Islington Green. [5310

"DELIEVED 1914 3>/,h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap Combina-
f^ tion, waterproof Bosch, drip feed oil, with lamps,
horn, complete, good order throughout, comfortable
sidecar; bargain, £35.-1. Hayes, Jun., 2, Chapel St.,
Kmgs Lynn. [5659

Chater-t^ex.
r^HATER-EEX 5-6h.p., Druids, Bosch, new John Bull,^ heanngs perfect; ride away; £25.-78, Longley Hd.,
Harrow. [4998

Cleveland.
TX7RITE tor Catalogue ol the 3h.p. Cleveland, with

., . «'"Jt starter, clutch, and 2-3peed gear; price £85
- Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant. Liverpool

t027S
Clyno.

nearly new
; 57 gns,

Salop.

lO^l^^Civno ModeI,_just delivered

1 Q20 Clyno 2i/,h.p.,

' " :iK'-, Xcwi.ort, E

22-29, I>rc«ton Ed., Brighton,

-Evans, Gar-
[5632

£250.—Turpin's.
[0204

i^LVNO ComMsation, perfect, all on; £1
V.^—^^'''0, Clyno, 32, Clarence Ed., ]S,W
CLYNO. I92e, 2..tro)<c.

new; £55.-Sampson,
mond.

r^L\!SO LiKhlweights aud Combinations.-Write
v.^ lloHiwell and Milbonrno, Cowleigh Garage,
Malvern. "

[17^5

115, or nearest,
Kentish Town,

[5318
2.«peod, hand clutch, as
7, Camborno Ter., Rioh-

[5846
1Q21 Sh.p. Clirno Combiniition, nnrtcr BOO inilc«*•' l.uiip., ..cfcciwric; £220.-StevenB, Crockemwdi''"*""•

[5100
CTANllARI) 1921 Clyno Mmlel Oombln.itlnn. d.livcrv

?,l '„'.""'.•"."'''• *250.-Mau(W Motor Mart, 100
Pi.rl. w . Kxner,

(525g
2-ripl>(x!. clutch. Inmjis, and
w; burgoln, £66.—Hornby

[4891
(^l.YNO.-Holo Brl.l<.l and DNlrlct Aecnt.. I.Uhi

203. Ch(ill«nham Hd., Drl.tol. rX74(i6

Bi2

<k;
Exi-ler.

1020, J-MroVii

,. .
cmnphlo, SI I

U'liVny, Altnid. Llncg.

^^ born.

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away.

Trade supplied.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
2j h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105
zfh.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch ... £100
4 h.p. DOUGLAS, solo £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed ... £80 17

il h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch

and kick-starter £89 5

a h.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Com-
bination £186 18

3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, z-speed, M.A.G.
enf^ine £130

DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-gear £6S 10
4} h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all-chain, and

Sidecar £162
3J,h.p. RUDGE-MULTI, Isle of Mao

model ; . £110 ^

8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination ... £190
3 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205 C
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, dyna-

mo lij^hting £230
1920 A.J.S. Combination £210 .

1920 2-stroke TRIU MPH £75

GRAND PRIX MOR&AN . . LIST PRICE.

Second-hand Machines.
1Q15 25 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60
1916 2} h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
1915 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .. £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .

.

£90
1920 2-stroke 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
I9t5 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. dynamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £210
1920 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Henderson

Sidecar, all accessories £135
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar ^ £140
1914 A.B.C., 4-speed, and Sidecar, and

accessories £^^9

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-Davidson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial .... £39 5
CANOCLET MINOR, for lightweight . . £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Skiff £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Slock ol Powell & Hanmar Lampi,
end other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

20 2i--2h.p. Clyno, 2-sp6ed, clutch, lamps, horn,
good order, 2,500 miles, owner goini; abroad;

£60.—Apply, Weeks, Banstead, Surrey. [2766

CLTNO 1921 8h.p., spring frame, electric lamps,
-

spare wheel: £240, cost £260, bargain.— Geo. Tav-.
lor, 28, Lower Addiscombe Ed., East Croydon. [5505

CLYNO 'Combination, 3 speeds,- kick start, 4 inter-
changeable wheels, lamps, screen, fine order;

trial; £110, or near; bought car.—Smith, 16, Brown-
ing Rd., Worthing. ' [5521

5-6h.p. OlynoE. 1916-17, less mag. and carburetter,
£40; these want renovating, and are wortii

£150 when finished and overhauled.—J. 'J. Dooley,
33, Killyon Bd., Clapham, S.W. ^ [5892

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents : write .

us for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re'
enamelling, and plating. — The Molineus: Garage Co.,
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Teh: 1160. [3459

C^LTNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-spe6d and clutch, brand new,
-^ but slightly shop soiled; usual price £75; to be

cleared under cost; n bargain, £59/15; this ofler cannot.-
be repeated.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia,-.
London. [5163'

1 Q21 8h.p. Spring Frame Clyno Combination, delivered^
--•/ 5 weeks, .with many extra spares, also 12 montha'.i,
ineurance policy; price £250; owner purchasing car,,'

reason for selling.—Apply, The Bridgwater Motor Co.,'
Co., Ltd., Bridgwater. [5276.

CLYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelor and'-
Co., East Surrey agents, .have a new 8h.p. com^

.

bination; demonstration runs given; orders booked lor.
very early delivery.—Batchelor's. Clarence St., Kingston-
on-Thamea. 'Phone : . 1809. [2874^

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 1916 Countershaft Combination. 3;_

speeds, kick starter, 4 interchangeable wheels, new.--

Uunloi) spare, electric lighting, wind screen, aproOj^u
hood, horn, Tan-Sad, re-enamelled plated, smart; nearesfr
£140.-19, Halstow Ed., .Greenwich. [blSB;,

CLYNO 6h.p., 3-speea, K.S., spare wheel. Sinks just'
fitted, Dunhille bulbous sidecar, Easting, all

lamps and Lucas horn, spare chains and bos of tools,

hew cover on rear: £125, or close offer.-Day, Central
Hotel, Percy St., Tottenham Coiut Ed., W.l. [5389

CLYNO Lightweights, 1920, 2y4h.p., 2-speed, £75,
or fully equipped with head lamp and generator,

tail lamp and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration, petrol,

and oil, £79/lS.-Coppen, AUdn and Co., 89, Gt. Port-

land St.. London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399. [0281

CLYNO 5-6h.p., late W.D. models, 3-speed, kick-start,

re-enamelled, replated, and overhauled, new car-

buretters and mags.,- rebuilt as new, practically un-

used; few available from £75; combinations with
Clyno sidecar, repainted and retrimmed. £110.—Hearn,
117, Loughborough Park, Brixton. 'Phone; Brixton
2888. [4826

Connaught,

CONNAUGHT 1916 2iAh.p., in splendid condition;

what oilers.-Wilson, Emcroft, Farnborcngh,
Kent. [5374

GONNA0GHT Motor Cycles.—21,^.p. 2-speed model,

£70; single speed, £62; immediate delivery.—P.

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0262

Cbulson.

COULSON 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, new, slightly

soiled; £100.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South
Kensington, S.W.7. [5597

COULSON-B, 4h.p. Blaokburne engine, 2-speed.

spring frame, .shop-soiled; £100.—Motorc.vcle
Marts, Ltd., Chatham. [4939

1Q20 (August) 4h.p. Coulson B. spring frame, 3-speed,

-».»/ Millers, Klaxon, etc.; £115; ca.sh wanted.-32.
Eudgard Lane, Lincoln. [5038

C~tOULSON B.-AII models in stock; sole agents for

> Wiltshire.—Wessex Motors, Ltd., incorporated with .

H. P. Moore and Sons, SaUsbury. 'Phone: 72. [4063

LATE CoiUson-B, 23jh.p. Blackburne engine, fully

equipped, trip speedomter, 2i2in. Dunlops spares

mileage 300, unseratched, guar:iut6ed perfect; £86;

must sell.—28, Gloucester St., S.W.I. [5723 :

NEW Coulson B, 2-';4h.p., :£99/15; fitted wtth 2-specd .

gear, spring Irame, Blackburne engine; S^n.?..;-?

model, with clutch and kick starter, iBllO/S; 4h.p., >

with 3-spc!ed, clutch, and kick .starter, etc., 118 gns,;

if fitted with smart boat-shaped sidecar, painted ;

royal blue, iei62/10, or on deferred payments 4% extra,,

only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instfth; i

nients.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed,, London.
[6798 '

De Luxe.

DE LUXE 2%h.p., 2-stroke. Druids, Amao, E.I.C
Palmer, periect; £30.—Thomas and Gilbert,.'

Union St., Smethwick, Birmingham. [fi

Diamond.
CYEIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol all motoji

Diamonds.—Chapel .^8h. Wolverhampton.

LATEST 2j4'h,p. Diamond 2-Btrok6, £62; immedflil

delivery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed
miugham.

DIAMOND 2%h.p,
soiled. -Clark,

isinglon, S,W,7

, 2-stroke, £58. unused, slightlj

7, Exhibition Ed., South Ken-
[5598

\n letter, relntln^ to advci tl.emcnti ihould quote the number at the end of each adveitleement, and the date ol the Issue

J
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

1 Q20 Ednmnd, 2i4h.p. J.A.P. model, Enfleld 2-speed
J-i/ genr spring frame, perfect; i75.—Baldwin, Over-
ton Hall, Ashover, Chestertield. [5040
"|?nMUND.-Tlie liEhtweight with the laminated
J-i spring frame 23/4h.p. Jap model. £93/8; 2-atroke
'^??^h £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-apeed gear.-P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham.

[0251

Endurance,
pNDUaANCE, 2;2i,.p. 2-stroke Arden ensine, shop-J-* soiled; f87.-Motorc.vcl6 Mart.s, Ltd.. Chatham.

- „ [4943
EnSeld.

6''-''i,^°''«'2,
Combination, fine condition, lamps, horn;V £115, offers.-li.emp, Louth, Lines. [X5008

6''-'i,n?H1, ^?S''J'''^V''°'
fi""^ condition; anv trial;" *105.—63, Walm Lane, Cricklewood, N.W.2.

"]Q15 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speBd, lamps, perfect 'condf

&r? ' *5°—Smith, Wymeswola, Bushey, Wat

19",fr?£S'^ Coachbuilt Combination, mechanicallv

£^^
Iierteet; £78; exchanges.—89, Spencer Place,

XINFIELD Combination, 1916; £120- must sell-JCi worth £135.-260, St. Jorin St., ' Clerkenwell

^^T,., [5849
PNFIELD 1918 8h.p. Combination, like new, newIII lamps; ilio.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley"^

[5424
1 Q18 8h.p. Enfleld Combination, with lamps, condi-Ltf tion f>i.-,r„„t.„,i

. £iio._Barker, 22, Gilmore
tion guaranteed;

Ed., Lee, S.E.
[5272

T7XFIELD 8h.p. 1920, Tandem sidecar, lamps, horn

^, SSch""'^- °^^^ "^^* oiIcrs.-CooW, la'se^l

3'''';v.'^S''''J''' ^r\^'
2-sP«<3. new tyres, lamps, etc.,

Mnft™ w? "°='""»>; £63.-18, Fulham Plaie. Pad^.mgton, W.2. ^ [ggg,
jgXPIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916, long exhausts, special

^,„. X'i^ht"'- !>"'«*: iSO, or- nearest. -^-Bhodes,
.aius, Cambridge. <#

[4899
PXFIELD Combination, 1916, dynamo, practicallyEJ newj f 120.-51, iMaplethorpe Ed!, Thornton hS!
.E. (Any time.).

[5381
P30.-1914 Enfleld twin- 234h.p., 2-speed, in good
^.ti,"i?f 1° °""'' """ 6.30.-174, Fulham eTuuth Kensington. . (5078

I
Q 20 Enfleld 2-stroke, little used, excellent condi-

f Terr'ace,''tV°7."*'™'^<'=
*60;-Ware, 10, Queen's

in 18 Enfleld 2i4h p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Lucas
1. T,

,'"."; '^mps. perfect condition; eSS.-11 Elms
d., Dulwieh, S.E.21. ^ ^^' [g™!
PeS-Unueed-Enfleld 2-8troke, 1920.-CHflord WilsonW Cmupany 70,- Royal Hospital Rd.. Chelsea, S W 3H K..iiain&+nn Till ' ,-.1".^Kensington 7113. [473':

QIB 8h.p. Colonial Model Enfleld Combination,
•V_.?I''«'l^i'l condition, £110; also one £ll5.-Eoss
), High Ed., Lee, S.E. [5273
ENFIELD 1914 5h.p. Combination, Bosch, Easting
-< spare.", 3 Lucas lamps, perfect; £95.-CollinB,
nsic Warehouse, Stirchley. [X5053

20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, slightly shon
1 s„'^il t ''™', ^^'P-w'^''™''^' =°' Harrington
1., South Kensington, S.W.7. [5789
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. 1915-16, speedometerJ screen, fully equipped; £115.—Barden, 11, Bar-
mbe Av., Streathom Hill, S.W.2. [5476
Q19 (Sept.) 8h.p. Eoyal Enfleld Combination, flr.-t-

Y class outfit, for 1919-20 Triumph,and cash, or sell
45; trial.—150, Columbia E4., Grimsby. [X4992

I Q20 3h.p. Twin 2-spe6d Enfleld, small mileage, all" bn, guaranteed perfect; real bargain, £76—27
•ndon Ed., Sutton Coldfleld, Birmingham. [X5028
020 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., brand new- in*f stock at list, £177; exchanges or easy pav-
snta-._2. Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E.'

WFIELD 3h.p., 1917, September, appearance a^nd
••.mechanically perfect; £65.—8a, Blue Ball Yard,
. James St., Piccadilly. 'Phone : Gerrard 6536.

920 Enfield 2-stroke, 2 speeds, brand new- in
stock at list, £73/10; exchanges or easy nav

:nts.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

kTB 1920 8h.p. Enfield -Combination. absoluW?
'-unused, owner having got delivery of car; firstowner having

iil69.-Mid-Cork Motor Works, Macroom
[5180

:ELD 1914 6h.p, C.B. Combination, lamps, horn
iw

.
pistons, bushes and gear, flrst-class running

t nearest £95.—Astin and Barker, Ltd., Todmor-
[5646

ip. 1920 Enfield, 2-speed, chain drive, legshields
.unci tools, low mileage, excellent condition; bar-
Eeo.-Seen at Geo. Heath, Ltd., John Bright St,

I
nnmgham. -

[4970
h.p Enfield Combination de Luxe, 1920, mileage
aocmt 500, Lucas Magdyno lighting; cost £200

I ™.». aecept £185, or near offer.-Fortnam, High-
1 ra, HerefoKl. [5648

EASTERN

Second-hand Machines
All Thoroughly Overhauled and bearing our

Guarantee.

1914 SUNBEAM-J.A.P., fi h.p., 3-speed,
countershaft, all-chain drive, screen,
Lucas lamps and horn £13Q

1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p., Henderson
Sidecar, P. & H. lamps, Lucas horn,
speedometer. As new £150

VV.D. NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination,
Lucas lamp, Cowey horn, speedometer,
screen £130

1920 METRO-TYLER, 2ih.p., 2-stroke,
2-speed, all accessories , £65

1918 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, screen £130

W.D. P. & M., 3J h.p,, 2-speed, Idck starter,
and new Millford Sidecar £103

W.D. P. & M., 3J h.p., 2-speed, and kick
starter -. £73

1920 DOIIQLAS, 2jh.p., 3-speed, clutch,
and kick starter. As new £100

tgiS DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed £65
rgrg JAMES 4i h.p. Combination de Lu.-te £140
1920 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, hood,
and screen £230

1920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, luggage grid £190

1920 BROUGH, 5 h.p.. Swan sporting Side-
car, speedometer, disc, screen £160

igrg TRIUMPH, Model H, with Canoclet
Sidecar £135

1919 6 h.p. ROYAL -ENFIELD Combina-
tion, djmamo lighting, speedometer,
hood, and screen £150

igrS DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
and kick starter £100

1916 NEW HUDSON 6, h.p. Combination,
Lamps, horn, speedometer, hood, and
windscreen £130

W.D. MODELS.
Completely Reconstructed and

Re-enamelled.

p. & M., 3I h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick
starter £82

P. St M., as above, with Sidecar £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick

starter, and Sidecar with apron £120
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick starter £93
ROVER 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch

and kick starter, all-chain £145
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination,

3-speed, clutch, and kick starter £145

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

^ The

Eastern Garage Co.

,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E,7.

Telephone ; 490, East Ham. a

relegrams :
" Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

pNFIELD 1917 Coachbuilt Combination, electric
-"-J lighting, new Eiasting wind screen, Klaxon, com-
plete; £125; exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. [5736
TpNFIELD 2i4h.p., fully overhauled, new carburetter,
-^-* rear Dunlop, tooIcasP, perfect tune, and thoroughly
good order, lamps, tools, etc.; £40.—Muxer, 57, Raven's
Lane, Berkhamstead.

'

[4910

1 Q13 Enfield, 8h.p., engine No. 61307. Enfield
-L*y coachbuilt sidecar, all in really new condi-
tion, exceptionally smart; £130.-50, Crystal Palace
Park Rd., Sydenham. [5456
pNEIELD Combination, engine 62042. standard
*-J model, Easting, many spares, perfect order;
£130.-Clark, 7, Extibition Rd.. South Kensington.
S.W.7. Kensington 4096. [5600

1 OI6 Enfield Combination, perfect condition, Cameo
-L^ wind screen, P. and H. lighting set. good tyres:
must sell : £125, no offers ; owner biiving car.—B^x
8.777, c/o The Motor Cycle. [564R

1 Q 19 Royal Enfield 6h.p, Combination, dynamo
--*-' lighting, Tan-Sad, hood, screen, tyres as new,
storm apron, inspection lamp, many spares; £16().—
85. Lavender Grove, Dalston. [5448

"I
Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, only done 1.000

-*-*' miles, in perfect condition, as new. lamps, horn,
speedometer, mirror, etc. ; £155.-
change, Bromley Rd., Catford.

-Southern Motor Ex-
[4961

3 h.p. Enfield, 1915, 2-^speed. T.T. bars, spare
bars, new chain and clutch ring, lamps, hor

ENFIELD 3h.p., engine- No. 5209, 2-speed, free en-
gine, E.S., lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, good tyres,

reliable machine: £72/10, or offer.—F. TV. pinhard, 3.

Waveitree Ed., Streatham Hill. S.W.2. [5339

ENFIELD Combination. 1917, coachbuilt sideuar,
tyres, enamel, engine, in excellent condition, elec-

tric light, Cowev horn, low mileage; £135.—Turner.
353. Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E. 13. [5793

ENFIELD 6b. p. Combination, 1917, excellent order
thronghoutv Magdyno lighting. Lucas lamps,

Easting, Bonniksen, W'.S.E.. 700x80, tvres, spare;;;

£145; appointment— 10, Borneo St., Putney. [X5052

touring
horn, etc.,

excellent condition: £60.—Doran, Engineer's Office,

Albert Dock Esten.^ion (South), North Woolwich. [5334

-| Q 19 8h.p. Enfield Combination, mileage 2,800.
JLiy carefully used, excellent condition, lighting set.

speedometer, wind screen, luggage carrier, Tan-Sad;
£160 ; appointment, trial.~136. Boundaries Rd..
Balham. [5411

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 C-ombination, semi-
T.T. bars, discs, painted light and dark green,

speedometer, horn, lamps, hood, screen, smart, sporty
appearance, fast; £160. Sporting single wanted-

—

Cosycotte, Ernest Rd., Hornchurch. [5441

ENFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, complete with
every accessory, Cowey liorn, speedometer, electric

^ide lamp, Lucas acetylene front and rear, tools, as
new, registered ; £180 ; cost £200 ; owner must sell.—
20, Heath Rd., Twickenham. 'Phone: 96 Richmond.

[5827
ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, £175, dynamo lighting

£200; also 1914, 1915, and 1916 combinations
in stock, from £110; deferred terms; suggestions in-

vited; exchanges.-Lamb's. 151, Hish St.. Waltham-
stow; 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22; 587. Enston
Rd., London, N.W. [5240

6 h.p. 1916 Enfield Combination, ^ lately completely
overhauled and in perfect running order, carefully

used by one rider only, 700x80 Stellastic tyres (new),

Lucas electrir lighting, dynamo, e.xtra large accumu-
lators and spiire ditto. ele;>tric horn, bulb horn, sight
mirror. StPwnrtV speedometer, spare wheel and tyre,

specially made for owner to make back interchangeable,
-olid mahogany sidecar, fitted luncheon tray, drawer
under car for camp kettle, two luggage carriers, two
pe».-ially constructed luggage kit bags of leather and
canvas, large quantity of spares, three chains, phosphor
bronze bushes, electric liand lamp, tools, etc.; price,
complete, £190:' no offers considered.—H.W.. c/o
\\'aterer and Sons, Surveyors, Wevbridge, Surrev.
'Phone: 22 Weybridge.

. [4973

Excelsior

NEW 2V2h.p. Excelsior 2-stroke, 2-speed. as listed

at £6"7 ; reduced as shop-soiled to £57; carriage .

paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd.; Birmingham. [5585

1 Q21 British Excelsiors, all models; delivery from
A-iJ stock in most cases, or soecial orders in a few
days; list prices only.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd.,
Balby. Doncast.er. [2783

BRITISH Excelsior 2-sp6ed 2-5troke, done 200 miles
only, fitted Ace disc wheels and polished copper

exhaust pipe, smart machine; £65.—Hircock, 139,
Northfleld Rd., Coventry. [X5083

EXCELSIOR 2V-h.p. 2-stroke, 1916. excellent con-
dition, new Palmers, lamps, horn; £33 ; ex-

change 4-stroke, S^Ah.p.. even, Triumph- preferred.

—

Sheldon, Tinsley St., Great Bridge, Tipton. [5446

NEW 1920 Excelsior Models in Stock for Immediate
DeliveiT: 2^Sh.p. 2-stroke 2-speed, £67; 23'4h.p.

2-spe6d 4-strok6, J.A.P. engine, £78; 4>^h.p. Big
Single combination. £160; carriage paid to any address.
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[3794

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. b2S
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SloiOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOE, 2?ili.p. J.A.P., 1920, 2^pcea, only
dc:ie 100 miles: £78, or near offer.—65, Croydon

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. October 2ist, 1920.

Bd., Caterham Valley.

Fafnlr.

FAPNTR 3h.p., Simms mng., going order
295. Harrow Ed., Paddington, W.

[5046

£9/10.-
[6193

F.N.

F.X., 4-cyl., 2-speed, good ninning order; £30.-65,
Croydon Ed., Caterham Valley. [5044

IMMEDIATE Deliyery F.N. 71i.p. 4-cyI. Combination
and 2>2h p. Lightweight.—The Premier Motor Co..

A^ton Ud., Birmingham. [3795

F.N. 1920 7h.p. Combination, 4-cyl., hood, screen,
and lamps, guaranteed as new; £170.^Maudes',

100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5772

NEW 1920 F.N. 7h.p. 3-speed Combination, shaft
drive, 4-cyl. engine, coachbnilt sidecar, hood,

wind screen, li=t price £205, slightly shop-soiled; £190
cash ; free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5586

Forman.
Oilh.p. I'oreman, Bosch waterproof mag., variable jet
'^4 H. and B., Saxon forks, new tyre and belt, run-
ning Older; £17.—Payne, West View, Ludlow. [X5093

Francis-Barnett.
"VTEW Francis Barnett 2'aii.p., J.A.P.. 2-speed clutch
-1-" and kick starter, in stock at manufacturers' list
price, £88/19: deferred payments 4% extra; only one-
fifth deposit, balance bv twelve monthly instalments.
—Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London. [5799

Grandex.

IQ14 Grandex, 2%h.p., climb any hill; ride away;LU £30.—CliJton, Hooe, Battle, Sussex. [5418

I Harley-Davidson
HARLEY Sports, new, in stock.—Clark, 7, E.xhi-

bition Ed., South Kensington, S.W.7. [5601

HAELEY 7-9h.p., 1919, like new; 100 gns.-29. St.
Leonard's St., Brouiley-by-Bow. [5426

IQIS Harley, mechanically perfect and in good con-
-•-»' dition; £85.-Ward, 33, Cecil Ed., Muswell Hill,
X.IO.

, [4963

HAELET-liAVIDSON.-Immediate delivery all 1920
models at makers' list price.- Parker's, Bradshnw-

pate, Bolton. [SS037
XTARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-I have at present a fine
-*--- assortment in stock; all fully guaranteed.—Ross,
86, High Rd., Lee. [3849

BRAND New Harley-Davidson, 4h.p. model, solo
£142; sidecar, £166.—Hamilton, 26, Roseneath

Terrace, Edinburgh. [5655U AULEY-DAVIUSON, -^n.p. twin, brand new, for
•-•- immediate delivery —Walsall Garage, iVolver-
liampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9005

X>EAXD New Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Sports Model,
-»-» with Klaxon horn, speedometer; price £159/16/6
—Fleming's Garage, Amblecote, Stourbridge. [2530
T ATE 1918 Harley-Davidson, first-rate order, easv
J-J starter, tyres good; going cheap; owner India"-
£39.—Shelswell, Sibford, Mitcham. Tel. ; 822. [5626
"tTAlMEvr-D/.TIDSON 19i;i Coaehbuilt Combina-
-KJ. tion. Magdyno, excellent order, lately overhauled
ti.ols and spares; £120.—Nutt, Killay, Swansea. [5528

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, with Sivau
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, mechanieallv

leifect; £190.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5032
HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,

head, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn, indistinguif^h
iiile from new; £190.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

[X5031
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Smart Combination,

lully equipped; any trial; £138, or exchange
lower power.— 143, Ravensbury Rd„ Earlsfleld, S.W.

HARLEV-DAVIDSON.—Two powerplus 1918 com-
bination electric models; what offers?-The Ameri-

can Automotive Sales Co., 112, West Parade, Hull.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Sportiug MiKlel,
nc™- April, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, Tan-Sad-

£150, or nearest otter.-Sauibruck Davits, 43, Wind St'
>"!>*<' [X502'6
I-TAIILKY 1917, mog., electric lighting. Triplex screen.
^ ."'"^'.'H ^y*:- ''*"<'• *''5 sidecar, not military

'!',"?"} *'2°: exchange lower power.—97, Angell Ed
HllXton. [5474
T>UA.Nr) New HarU,y-DnviflK)n 7-9h.p„ electric light-
-•-» iiiii, with Moilcl MM4 Cnuoelet «irle<inr and coverallowon; i.rico f232/17.-Floming'. Garage, Arableiote
Klourbn.lno. [2529

1 Q20 Hurley and llarlej Sidecar, fully equippedXJ7 new, but .lightly .hop .oiled; £217 l.,t nHc/
P'*^iM"">'- «• "arrlngtonliu:, Soutl. KenM^ng.
ten, H.K.T. [57gg
CI'OKTI.SO lliiiloir, 1916, iceently ro-enaincll.d, ^tc
•-y T.Fl. rung., T.T. Iiiir«, copper cxhaui.t, lOin. hciiii-
liiinp. II.A. llirliting; l^lteri.— Keruiodo, 1, Miirgnrit St
OllOTd St., W.l, [4898

6ENUINE DOUGLAS

REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of
2| and 4 h.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers' price.

Connecting rods, complete with bolts

and nuts, 22/6 ; cylinders, front and
rear, 39/6 ; pistons, 12/- ; frames,

£5; drip-feed ,glasses, 1/3; pulleys,

plated, 8/6 ; 2| h.p. chains, 9/6 ; fork

spindles, long and short, 1/- ; chain
wheels, 8/6 ; piston rings, 1/6 ; valve
guides, 3-/ ; carburetter controls,-

complete with Bowden cable, 12/6 ;

carburetter gauzes, 4d. ; carburettor
gauze washers, 6d. ; magneto

sprockets, 8/6 ; etc., etc., etc.

The above are only a few of the
Spares we have in stock. We shall

be pleased to quote you upon receipt

of your enquiries.

TRIUMPH TANKS.
All late pattern^ and in good order,

but not enamelled . . . . £2.

Carriage and packing 3/-.

TRIUMPH FRAMES.
All Re-Enamelled, £4 Each

Carriage and packing 3/-.

AS NEW.

DIAMOND PORTION

GeniiiQe TRIUMPH VALVES
(exbanst and inlet), complete with
Spring and Cotter. Complete 8/- each

(postage gd.).

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Write, *phone, or wire your
regairements

.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4,
'Phone: Brixlon 2417.

'Grams ;
" BurlinRion Motors, Clapham."

ISO yarfi3 from ' lapbnm CommoQ Undergroim
i

Staiiou.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSOI^ 1920 41i.p. Sports Model,
lighting set, speedometer, tools; this macldae is i

unscratclied, and mileage very low; £150.—Box &,75S; -^

c/o The Motor Cycle. [5262 j

1 Q15 7-91i.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, good
-L*/ running order,. mag. model, electric lights; wilt-
ride 30 miles to meet purchaser;. £115.—Hewan, Long?
dons, Agard St., Derby. [551?'

1 Q19 Harley, 7-9h.p., Henderson Elite sidecar, iand;
-Lt/ somely ea'iipped, 70 m.p.R., insurance, very low-
mileage, auite indistinguishable from new; trial; ofEerK-^
—3, Park Hill, Richmond, Surrey. [5400-'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4h.p. Flat Twin, 1920^
speedometer and lighting set; owner bought

7-9h.p. combination; best offer over £130.—Page, 79^*

Milit3,ry Rd., Colchester. Tel.: 111. [4564

1 Q20 Harley, 7-9h.p., Model 20F, Montgomery
J-*' sidecar, tools, lamps, speedometer, and lilaxon,
horn, 1,200 miles, splendid condition, trial by arrange-'
ment; £220.—Crowther, Sandfleld. Bacup. [4969

1 Q 16 Harley Combination, late colour, expert ex-
-*-^ aminatiou, any tiial. few r-pares, lamps, horii,

mirror, pump, hood, >cFeen; £130, or Tvill exchduge
with late Henderson and adjustment.—Pirie, Cranreigh.

[5515
"I Q 20 Harley-Davidson 4h.p, Combination, Swan
-Lt7 sporting sidecar, painted aluminium, fully in-

sured, delivered July, done 1,000, all accessories, over-
hauled makers; £180, or near.—Somerleyton, Sutton.
Surrey; [5423

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, in

almost new condition^ electric lighting, spee<lci-

meter, disc wheels, electric and Klaxon horns, a

luxurious outfit; £120; seen Saturday afternoon.—25,
Battersea Rise, S.W. [5375

1 Q 18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, new
l.*7 bulbous back sidecar, fully equipped \vith

lamps, horn, pump, and tools, guaranteed perfect
throughout; £130.—Langford's, 37, Broadway, Crickle-
wood, N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 8616. [5607

HARLET-DAVIDSONS.—We have a specially good
selection of 1919 and 1918 models, enamelled,

and in running ord#; £90 and £85; s&nt on approvjtl

against caj^h and carriage both ways^; special quotations
for quantities.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Hello-
way. [X5080

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 191B-1919 7-9h.p., ex W.D.
stock, thoroughly overhauled, complete with

lamp, generator, and mechanical horn, £130; fitted

with new 1920 Montgomery sidecar, guaranteed by us,

£168; deferred pavments no extra.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l.' [5773

Hazlewood

NEW 5-6h.p.. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed clutch
and kick starter, a thoroughly- reliable outfit;

Harrods have a large numjj^r of these in ,stock for sali;

at £186 each, or on deferred payments 4% extra; only
one-fifth deposit, balance by twelve monthly instal-

ments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptcn Rd., London.
[5797,

Henderson
HENDERSON 1920 Model A Light Sidecar, as i

16 ; cost £23.-20, H&ith Rd., Twiekeiiifl]
'Phone; Richmond 96. 5^

HENDERSON Four, 3-spe^d, kick gtaiter, D.A. Uj

ing. Elite sidecar; anv trial: quick sale neoessi
^160.-32, Victoria Rd., Sheffield. [58]

1 Q15 Henderson 4-cyl. Combination, first-class ci, .,

J-tr dition, sidecar reuphclstcred,- lamps, hood, scree^
tools; trial Hendon; offers.—Box 8,785, c/o The Moton
CyclQ. [5757

HEN'DERSON 4-cvI. Combination, 2 speed?, elec^i
light, Cameo wind scneu," hood, first-class; £12&.

—Walker, Pumping Station, Coulsdon. 'Phone: Buti^
Heath 4. , [51

1 Q20 Henderson, Swan de Luxe sidecar, Easti
-Lt/ week old, as new: cost £225, soil £200: conai

exchange Morgan or M.-B.—Hufiam, 39, Exchange
Nor\vich. [41

NEW 1921 Henderson Models; now on the Way. t!

i^ecure earliest possible delivery, book your oj

lit once with the sole Midland distributors, The Rre|L

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [oWi

ORDERS Now Booking for October delivery of

new 1921 Model K Henderson, with impr07ec

engine, frame, forks, etc., finished deep blue wttj;]

cold lines, the aristocrat of motor cycles.—Sole Mia
land distributers. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Bd. >

Birmingham. [558'

Hobart
HOBART, 2^,h.p. Villiers, Albion 2-speed, tyred ti

new, lamps, horn; £33.-3, Park St., Wellington, 'i

Salop. [X509i-:

HOBART, 2"j:lh.p., clutch, P.S., adjustable pulley,

pood condition, anv trial; bargain, £25.—Noi
man. Walton St., Long Eaton. [571 j.

HOBART-VILLIERS 2-stroke. 2'Vih.p.. thorouirtilfi

overhauled, excellent condition; any trW
£55, bargain.—Norman. Walton St., Long Eaton. "

'

[571 ?

HOBART-J.A.P. 2y4h.p., Bosch, B. and B.. almoi'

:

new Dnnlop tyT*^A, new Dunlop belt, n<>w valve iiu

compression tap, good lunning order; £38.— Bayley, i,

Mount riensaut, Congleton. [568

1;26 All lellcri relating to advertisements should quote tUe number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o« the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Hobart.

EW 2i2h.p. ilobart Lightweight 2-speed models in

stock at manufacturers' list price, £75; 4% extra

lor deferred payments; only one-fifth deposit, balance

(1 by twelve monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,

li,
Brompton Ed.. London. [5800

; Hosklson.

HOSKIXSOX, 23jh.p. Union 2-strote engine, 2-

speed, kiak-starter, and clutch, will take a sid&-

r i r : £72 ; shop-soiled.—Slotoreycle Marts, Ltd., Chat-
h.hii [4941

number
O lip- Humber Lightireight ; £25 ; ride a-svav.—Piatt,
V 602, King'3 Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [5390

032.—5',ih.p. Humber, excellent running order, good
'^ conditiou.-ll. En^tfield St., Stepney, E.14. [4911

HUMBEEr S^^h.p., B. and B. carburetter; £25.-
L'Estrauge, 2, Lower Bank Ed., Fulwood, Preston,

:„inrs. [5051

3ih.p. Humber Coaclibuilt Combination, 2-speed;
2 Best offer.—Manager, Tlieatre de Luxe, Glou-

pster [5460

IQ18 S^l-h-p. Twin Humber. all black, perfect condi-
l-v tion.—Seen, 11, Hammersmith Bd., 'opposite
)lympia. [5283

^ 3.h.p. flimitwr, 3-apeed, clut<?h. lamps, tools, new
W4 tyres; £40, offers.—Bradler, 684, High Bd.,
'ottenhnm, N.l?. ^ [5213

HUMBEB Combination, 3>/2h.p., 2^peed, H.S., C.B.
.sidecar, new gear, lamps; £65, nearest.—42, Pem-

roke Ed., South Norwood. [5483

'\isE 6h.p. Water-cooled Humber, fitted ;vith
cial riidecar, including all lamps and ac ,

1 perfect older ; £ia"5.— 1I0, Bold St., Liverpool [5023

aL'MBEB Motor Cyjle, 3-spsed, and sidecar,, all in
tir.n-cljjs£ condition, nearly new tyres ; bargain,

60.—Beecher, 4/2, Archway Rd., Highgate, London,
r. [5905

JTUaiBEB. Combination, 3y2h.p., 1912, 2 new tyres.
-A tools, spare tvres, etc. ; £70 ; only sold as owner
ird up.—Capt. J.C?.. 23, St. Jataea's R4., Edgbaston,
irmingham. [5094

:tUMBEE 3y2h.p. Combination (wicker), 2-speed,
J- handle start, new tvres, tube, belt, new Binks car-
irettcr, O.K. condition; £52._—41, Leathwell Rd., St.
'Iju's. Deptford, S.E.8. [4906

Jih.p. Humber Combination, 3 speeds, kick start,
2 new tyres, belt, anv examination and trial, all

excel'ent order; £50; offer considered.—Builder, 62,
Jttii^-e Grove, Clapham Station. - [5502

916 Humber, 6h.p., with brand new Mills-Fulford
sidecar, Lucas lamps, usual spares. Easting

reen, in perfect condition, and like new; what offers'/

Evans, Cilgwyn. Llanerchymedd, Anglesey. [5654

I
UMBER Combination, 4h.p.. 1914, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, good

res, in good condition; £&5. or exchange car or
assis.—Hill, 3, Bedford Bd., West Ealing, W.13.

[5700

Indian.
-9h.p. Indi_n and Sidecar, good condition ; £ 55.
—38, Diamond Rd.. Slough. [5722

1., €k^^ Indian, clutch model, good condition; £55.-80,
It V York Rd., Batterse-a, S.W.ll. [5397

; kNE liTew 7-9h.p. Indian Motor Cycle (ex American
' army stock); 99 gns.—110, Bold St., Liverpool.

[5024
XDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p.. 1915 model; offers, or

would exchange lightweight.—77, Acre Lane, S-\>.2

XDIAN 1920 Combination, milejige 400; sacrifice.
£160.—Hayes Motors, Malvern Ed., Thornton

-•>tlj, S.E. ' [5382

NDIAN 7-9h.p., re-enamelled and overhauled, me-
chanically sound; £95.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Port-

ad St., W.l. [5775

XDIAN Combination, late 1914, 7-9h.p., fr..?t, excel-
lent condition ; trial ; £S5.—Benson, Bungalow

ital, Cheshire. [S5100
lil5 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, spring frame, disc
•' wheel's fast, fine condition; £75.-3, Ladysmith
1., Cradley; Staffs. [X4779
G20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, wind
*^ si-reea, all accessories; £160.-16, Devonshire
ite. Eastbourne. - [5629
NDIAX 1915 7-9h.p., T.T. model, practically new

back tyre: £50, or nearest offer,—Bos 765. c/o
>e Motor Cycle. [X4640
|-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed clutch, electric

light, new tj-res. fine condition; £80.—Green
2. Gt. Dover St., S.E.I. [5357
NE 7-9h.p. Second-hand Indian, thoroughly over-
^.hauledi reconstructed, and re-enamelled, etc 89
-110, Bold St., Liverpool. [5025

NDIAN" Combination, splendid condition, 1914, stored
during war, fast, economical, reliable ; £70 —9

^ndison R-d., Clapham Common. [S4975
20 Electric Indian Combination, 3,400 miles
liicgtigM grid. Ea.>;tiug; £160.—Mr. Hogg 4W'

ckenhall Mansions, Baker St. W.I. [4967

i¥
9^

IT'SYOUWE STUDY
THAT'S THE REASON

MACHINES ARE
THE

OUR

Every re-conditioned machine is complete
with tool bags, kit, pump and front brake

and carries OUR GUARANTEE.

DOUGLASES.
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, and guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect.

2| h.p. Models dS65
4 h.p. Solo £85
4 h.p. Ctombination with brand
new Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar £110
We can supply practically any Spares lor

Douglas Motor Cycles. Trade Supplied.

NEW MACHINES AT UST PRICE
DELIVERY FROM STOSX.

ALECTO, 3;- h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch and
kick-starter.

We are the Sole Agents for these Machines, and
invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2jh.p., Sturmey-Archer
Rear box. 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2jh.p., Sturreey-.Archer ^ear
!x)s, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, kick-
starter.

(The first of the new machines, as. exhibite.i at
Olympia.)

SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter.

NEARLY NEW.
iQzo COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, com-

plete with lamps and accessories . . . £90
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^ h p..

2-speed, dutch, and kick-starter,
horn, and pump. Not run lob miles £80

1919 TRIUMPH and Burlington Speedy
Model Sidecar, fully equipped, C.A.V.
electric lighting set. A real sporty
turnout . £150

1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, T.T.
bars, pressed steel forks, in splendid
condition £gfr

1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p., Arden 2-stroke
engine, pressed steel fork-s, hardly
used, complete with headlamp and
generator £52 ro

Anv Machijie supplied j}i *' TJie Motor Cycle " De-
posit System, or on tJie Deferred Payttient System.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.—The last word in
Sidecar construction. See our advert, under
" Sidecar Attachments." Write, 'phone, or
wire your retiuirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : Buriinston Motors, Clapham "

(50 vards from the Clapham CommoQ Under-
ground Station.)

MOTOH CYCLES TOK SALE.
Indian.

0100.— 71i. p. Indian combination, 1915. electric li-ht-
•^^ ing, ue«' beaiing= tliruui-'hout, perft'ct condition.—
Pott.>, 10, Highbury New Tark, Highbury. [5u72

INDIAN 7-ah.p. 1915 T.T. Road Racer, fiood con-
dition, just overhaule^l, Binks carburetter; £65.-

Nicholson, Clavadel, Merstham. Surrey. [5372

TNDIAN 1920 7-9h.p., Swnn sporting sidecar, disc
-- wheels, dynamo lighting, speedometer, ridden 2.000
miles: £150.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-1'r-Bow.

[5425

1 Q14 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecear.
--*^ Lucas lamps, speedometer, all accessories, good
running; £85.—Dace, School House, Nutfieid, Suirey.

[5314
INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, makers' colours,

large lamp set. complete, £90; 1915 5h.p., 65
gns.; exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd..
W.6. [5735
"I 020 Indian Combination, delivered about July, only
i-O' done 2^,500 miles, perfect condition and running
Older; £155.—104a, Finchley Ed. 'Phone: Hampstend
7822. [5838

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, 3-spced,
-Lt/ K.S., electric light, luggage grid, accessoriee, just
overhauled; any trial; £120.—Hudson, Arden Arms,
Stockport. [4983

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1920 model, Mills-Fulfoid sidec;ir.
dynamo lighting, as new, any trial; offers; or

exchange G.P. Morgan.—C.S.. 14, Swaton Rd., Bow.
E.3. Tel. : E3155. [5861

INDIAN 5h.p., 1916, 3 speeds, clutch, Araac single
lever, tyres nearly new, thoroughly overhauled, per-

fect condition : £80.—Learned, Greenbank, Monument
Green, Weybridge. [5353

IQl? Indian Powerplu3, good C.B. sidecar, splendid
'-M-iJ condition, excellent appearance, £ast^ sport-
ing, discs, accessories; £95.—P. W. Brower, Wood-
eaton, Islip, Oxon-. -

-
- [5720

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. 3-5peed Combination. E.L.,
Klaxon; trial gi^en; bargain, £105, offers;

consider exchange 'good single.—Letters, P., 20.
King St., Covent Garden. [5717

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 and 1920.
dynamo lighting; bargain?.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-

j^tead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. . [5257

~| Q19 Powerplus Indian, military^model. 7-9h.p.. 3-
-i-v epe&d, hand and foot clutch, spring frame, horn,
mirror, etc., guaranteed in perfect condition thtough-
eut ; £100, or offer; owner bought car.—7. Market Sq.,
Chesham. [5234-

1 Q 20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, Henderson Elite
i~*y sidecar, with wind screen, electric lamps, horn,
all tools, speedometer, done 2.000 miles, excellent
condition; £190.—Write, Major Watson. 50, Palace
Mansions, W.14. [5420

INDIANS.—Ten models 7-9H.p. and two 18h.p.. all

overhauled and mechanically perfect, from £50 to

£80: two powerplus 1918 combination electric models,
as good as new; what offers?-The American Automo-
tive Sales Co., 112, West Parade, Hull. [5397

SPECIAL 1919 T.T. Indian Powerplus, 2^ to 1

lop gear, kick start, enamel and plating abso-
lutely unscratched, 80 m.p.ty., 75 m.p.g.; exchange
good Norton, Blackburne, Sunbeam, or similar ; sell

£155.-9, Red Hill. Bassett, Southampton. [5461

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, electrically equipped
Idynamo). speedometer, ammeter, 1917 model, with

brand new special Swan sports sidecar, discs, good tyre?,

tuols. and in excellent condition throughout, really smait
outfit: £145.—Forwood, Pembroke College, Cambridge.

[5080
INDIAN.—Immediate delivery from stock, 7-9h.p.

Powerplus model, with dynamo lighting, electric

horn, and speedometer, £181/14; combination.
£225/14; also 4h.p. Scout model. 3-speed. £140; local

trade eupplied.-Sole Birmingham agent. P. J. Evans.
83-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [0173

-| Q 19 Indian Powerplus Combination, spring frame,
Xi/ electrically equipped, complete tools, spares, in-

cluding chains, 2 epare inner tubes, 1 good spare outer
i.;oTer, engine just overhauled, fast machine; owner going
abroad, must sell; £155, or near offer; seen Saturday
or Sunday, or write.-Simpson, 30, Lansdowne Kd., Tun-
bridge WelK'' [2683

7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 5 speeds, kick start,

electric lamps, horn, tools, overall, helmet, and
ailskin suit, Montgomery sidecar, 5-point attachment,
underslung chassis, wind screen, in perfect condition
throughout, doing 70 m.p.g., solely ridden by owner
and carefully looked after, low mileage, willing to give

100 mile trial. Also 4in. Drummond screw-cutting
lathe, new, complete with Cushman chuck, face plate,

milling attachment, and foot motor; emery wheel,
with heavy base and foot motor; 4-speed drillio"

machine, stand, and foot motor; Ih.p. horizontal
petrol engine, w.c. ; 25 volt dynamo, switchboard, 12
lamps, and coil of 3-20 wire ; £250 the lot ; owner
leavin*^ England.—Vere, 25, Claston St., Portsmouth.

[5791
Invicta

NEW Invicta-Jap, 2^h,p., 2-speed, clutch and
kick starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable

machine, £89/5; also 3'/2h.p., Abingdon King Dick
engine. 3-speed clutch and kick starter, fitted with
smart low built sidecar, £143; deferred payments
4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly
instalments.—Harrods. Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd
London. t5807

All letters lelating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertlaement, and the date ol the is^uc. L27
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MOTOR CVCLtS FOR SALE.
Invlcta

1 Q 20 In Ticta-Abingdon King Dick 3V2I1.P. Mille-Ful-
M-U ford Combination, new in June, condition perfect,
only done 400 miles, complete accessories, lamps un-
used; sale owing to ill-healtli; C06t £145; price £120,
including ineuriince policy; no ofiers.—Write, Capt.
Stonbrougli, 6, Mornington Av. Mansions, West Kens-
ington, or can be seen at Olyrapia Motor Co., 1, Ham-
mersmith Ed., opposite Olympia. [5324

Ivy
. totl

Jeigh Garage, Malvern

Ivy, 2-stroke. 1914-15, perfect: £38, or near offer,

Jel]ev_ Hill Ton. T.patherhend. Siirrev. fSO

TVY Cycles.- Write, Rothwell and Milbourne, Cow
tl796

Jelley, Hill Top, Leatherhead, Surrey. [5077

1 Q20 Ivy 2-stroke, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, kick

£69.-
start, legshields. in practically new condition;
-Box 8,786, c/o The Motor CycU. [5761

Ivy, the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all models
from stock; prices and catalogues post free.—

Distrit-t Agents, Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.
[9003

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henly and Co., London and District Agents. 91, Gt
Portland St.. W.l. Maylair 4084. [0023

1Q16 Ision, Villiers, single_ speed,
J-t/ fine condition;

Ixion
lamps, tool

£39.-161. High St., Blaina,
Mon. [5459

James.

1 Q20 James 5-eh.p., and Canoelet sidecar; £135.—
J- *y Dunn's. 326, Euston Ed., London. Museum
5391. [2975

JAMES 4i4h.p. Combination, hardly used, as new

;

£95, or exchange solo, Douglas pTelerrGd.— 36,
Oxford Ed., Windsor. [5173

JAMES.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p. combiniition,
3 speeds, clutch, all accessories; £190.—Parker's,

Eradshawgate. Bolton. [X5059

1 QIG James 4'^h.p. Combination, 3-6peed counter-
J-«/ shaft. Easting, lamps, spares ; trial ; £100.—2a,
Deliifield Ed., Charlton, S.E. [5665

JAML^ti Brand New Combination?, for immediate
delivery from stock.— Sole district agents, The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9000

1 020 James 4',ih.p,±if ini"
—

-

field, 81, Llau3haw Ed

Combination,
ps, horn. etc.

rortsmouth, Hants.

May,
,ittle-

4972

^ DAVIS _ _,^

D

TC'EW 1920 James V;'b.V- Combination, £170; 61i.p,
.1-' lomljiuation. £190; tree delivery to any address —
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[3797
r.O.C.H. hay© a 1919 4Xb.p- James combination,

new condition, large electric set; cheap.— 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hamp.stead Tube Station}. 'Phone
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[6258
IMMEDIATE Delivery o[ Brand New Latest 5h.p.

James Combination, £190; 4',4h.p. combination,
£170; both with model de luxe sidecars; free de-
livery to any address.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham.' [5588

4ih.p. James Combination for sale, 3-speed, 1917
4 model, Binks carburetter, extra heiivy Duulop

tyrc«, in good running order, head lamp and horn, tools
and spare steel studded cover; £95, complete.—Geo.
Coleby, Stationer, E. Dereham. [5128

J.A.P
8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, C.B. sidecar; £38.—Motor-

cycle Miirts, Ltd., Chatham. (4945

J.A.P. 4-5h.p. Twin, sprung frame, Bofich, Aninc,
latajw. ctj;., just been retuished, ride away; £50.

rfler.—Stratford, 148, Marlborough Ed.. N.19. (4979

6h.p. Twin J.A.P., 2-speed, dutch, kick start, latest
Amac, Bosch mag., good tyres; £37, cheap to

dear.—Hill, 3, Bedford Rd., West Ealing, W.13.
(5699

I
.A. P. 5-611.P. Combination, engine No. 11545, Ikwcb,

*J .Tardiue countershaft,. Swan coachbuilt sidciar,
newly rehashed

; £85, lowest.—30, Haverfleld Gardens,
Kew. [4996

I.ea.PrancU.
T EAniANCIS, M.A.G.. delivery from stock; £130.
it, - tl'i'lt. 7. Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
"W.?. [5502
TEA.FRANCIS. M.A.Q. engine, imme<1iate rtelivorv;
J-' £130.—Mnudeo' Motor Mart, 100, Paris Ri
Klfter. [5251
T UA-KRASCIS, 1920.-P10CO yonr name on our
•-' waiting li.t for delivery of thoeo aristocratic
inounts.-A. J. bpro»ton, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland Kt

[0099W.l.

T I;A rPANr^l.S, 1920; dclWcry from stock; £130
1 f.''*'*,",''';']

l;???"'"' ""^ cxtra.-City agents. F.lcc
»nil fo.. IS 16, Ul.hnp.Bute Av„ Ceinomilo St.. E.O
'I'lionc ; Avrnu.

op. go
G548.

Ceinomilo St., E.0.3.
(0066

^Ktt !.'• iTincli, 2 upoed, cluleh ami kick nlarlcr,
J-^ M A f; fngine, ot ll«t price, £130; or on do.
Iirr.vl pnymintu fX utra; only cnc-fllth depewit, biil
nnre by iwclvo monthly Innlalmcntn.- Ilarrods, Ltd..
IJH. Hrf.mr.ton ltd., London. {5801

D
o

D

SOLES f.- HEELS

have effectively demonstrated
the uniform high quality to
many who have now become
"second-nature" users.

Their refinements and
durability will be considerably
gratifying to you.

A postal order for 4/3 for
Gents', or 3/3 for Ladies' (any
size), together with the requisite
Sol-fix, will bring Ustikon
Soles to your door.

GENTS', all sizes

LADIES', all sizes

USTIKON ^Mmw^l^
HEELS ^^^i
The wearing i^^SBp^^^^^^^i^
quality of

»'*™'»'-'*='*-*--- -

these Hee's
is indicated by ths ^'-i.v "^Q^S
fine woPknT-nship 'v ?«
and careful finish, tn x
actual wear they are still

better than you expect.

ir-ir lod.

ir-ir v-
r-2f 1/6

n"—2i" 1/9
3" 2/-

"Are well worth a trial."

Please state size when ordering, and

remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to the Manager, Dept. E. ^

deliveries
Ltii., Nonvich.

MARTINSTDE-NEWMAN eombiuntion, d«li*e
from .stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart. --lO

rari^ St., Exeter. [631

MARTINSYDE Combiuntion, brand new, 6h.p. 'M
3-,spoeii: list iirioc £170.—FleiningV Garfll

Ainblpcote, Stonrbrirtgo.
"*

{B6l

1 Q20 Martinsyde Combination, fully eouipped, 8^
-I-*/ in licJiufiful condition throupJumt, iinle-ige 3.80
jirirc £175.—Wt^st, Outfitter, Boeston, Nott«. [5^

1Q20 Miutinsydn Conibinntion, in iierl'ect oontUtit
X t/ rouipl.'tc ^vith all biinps, horn, ppeedoniet^r, ,tO0

olc, 8id(H;ir tittnd witli Cameo screen nnd apTon, *

iM^iiiiincc lilii' new, tyros goo*! ; for quick sale £]45.—II

_^ jjo\ti Bt., Liverpool. ffiOl

bj8 am letter! retotlntt i« /.<lvcrll.ement, .lioulU auotc the number at the e,.d ol eacli ndvertlsement, and the date of the Issue

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria, S.W.I.

STOCKISTS WANTED.

MOTOR CYCLES F0« SALE.
Levis.

T EVIS, 1920, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £48,
J-J bargain.—33, Shirley Rd., Luton. [5358

T EVIS 1917 2^!troke, Enfield 2.speed, good rtinning
*-> order; fiAS.-Kniglit, High St.. Eeigate. [5162

LEVIS 1919 2"/Sh.p., fully equipped.-Hopkinson. Ken.
smgtcn Rd., Oakhill, Stoke-on-Tient, Stafl-?. [5081

1 Q20 Levis Popular, W.S.R. jet, cyclometer, tools,
-L«^ pump; £52/10.-168, Risley Av., Bruce Grove.

[6614
"I Q20 Levis, brand new, still vJrapped; 5% under list
J-^ price.—Wallis, 23, Hartington Grove, Cambridge.

[5288
LEVIS, new 1&20 model: delivery from stock.— ^^ibb,

Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.
[0302

LEVIS 1919 2^4h.p., splendid condition; clearance
price, £44.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [5769

1 Q17 Levis, perfect condition, lamp, horn, epeedo-
J.t7 meter; £40; ride away.—18, Gloucester Rd., Tfid-

dington. [5328

LEVIS, the master 2.fitroke, delivery from stock;

£60.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Hd., Bir-

mingham. [37S8

Li:, VIS, the finest 2-strok6 in the world, delivery from
stock; £60.—District agents. The WalsaU Garage,

Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9001

1 Q20 Levis Popular; in. stock at list, £60; easy
JLi/ payments or exchanges.—2, Nightingale Rd..

Lower Clapton, N.E. [5873

ONE 2% Levis Motor Cycle, 2-speed, Enfield gear,

lamps, and horn, in perfect condition; £60.—;.
Armitage, Alford, Lines.

_
.

[4J

LEVIS, 1917, re-enamcUed, overhauled, Bosch,. Am
' aluminium footboards, lamps, as new ; nearest 441

—Ray, 98, Michael St., Shrewsbury. [5'"

BRAND New Latest 2i4h.p. Levis, Popular
delivery from stock; £60; the master 2-Rtroki

,

The Premier Motor Co.; Aston Ed.. Birmingham.-; .. _
[55891

LEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock: £6'0.-'
Vivian Hardie .and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock

.St. (oif Oxford St.). Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. (0318^,

Lincoln-Elk. -. |!
3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, 1914, Bosch, Amac, T.T., aif-J

2 justable pulley, new belt and tyres, splendid',
'

condition; £25; trial any time by appointment.— 21.

Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill, S.E.6. [5629

L.M.C.

L.II.C. 1920 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft, Mill-j

ford sidecar. Easting wind screen, electric lielltj

flrst-class running order; fl60.-G. F., Wood, Tt'
'

College, Oxford. „ [j

"1 Q20 L.M.C. 6h.p., S.A. 3-speed and K.S., a niacliinel

-L*7 to take a sidecar anywhere; we can supply .vol

with a sidecar suitable and save you money; price [shop,

soiled—has been ridden) £125.-110, Bold St., Liverpool,^
[S02e5

"I O20 L.M.C. 6h.p., special rear springing, most comj
-Lt/ fortable to ride, exceedingly flexible; send
cheaue, don't miss this opportunity ; price (siop^iSt

-has been ridden) £130.-110, Bold St., Liverpool, _

L.M.C. Combina-lion, 1920, 6h.p.", with Millford §(
vette sidecar, in first-class conditiou tbroughpiL

litted with lamps, horn, wind screen, luggage grid,. flll(_

all tools : an opportunity for anyone who wishes t< »

secure a no-trouble, go-anvwhere combination at a ver
low figure; owner is -going abroad, and anust realise

£126.-The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. Tel.

784. 'Grams: Integrity, Oxford. [510'

Lugton.
1Q13 SVoh.p. Lngton-Precision, Mabon gear,
i-*y Oox Atmos, large P. and H. lamp, KlaxoU;
light low machine, will take sidecar, tank, gear,
and lamps new this summer ; £45 ; ride away,—
man, 17, St. Alphousus Rd., Clapham, S.W.4.

Martin,

MARTIN 1914 41i.p., o.h.v., special speed model.!ii«
Holfmaun roller bearings, Senspray, 65 m.p.&.» i

touring trim, splendid condition : £55 : cxohnnjtdB.*
Bramwell, 4, Miirket S(l., Stony Stratford. C56«

Mai'tlnsyde

. the super c , .

Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor ;Ct

/^h.p. Martinsyde, the super combination; immetJS'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

"jl/rAETINSYDE-NEWMAN.-ScIe agents for London,

V
_^'^^--''' Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford,

also CornwaJ] and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
conrbination ; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied:
exchanges and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
Pcrlland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

Matchless

I AT'^P^'^ ^- Matchless in stock, Lucas lamps, etc.

;

J.TX £215.—Cross, Agent, Rotierham. [X4784

TVT-^SP^^SS, Model H, acetylene lighting; £180.~
i^ „Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington,
''"'^- [5605
"VrATCHLESS ,:War Finish) Combination, hood, screen.
-i^'J- etc., splendid condition; £175.—Eist, 90, HiEh St
JlLtryleboue. [507;

"Vj-ATCHLESS 6h,p. J.A.P., Villiers clutch, ki.k
t, ..^""''l, *"*"'='''^s condition; £47.—Box 8,743. c/n
Jin- Motor Cycle. [5126
MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. twin, belts, Seu-

Riktnn'^'Sf
«."'"= i55.-SchoHi6ld. 22, Hall Park St..

liilston, StafTs. [X5098
ly*"ATCHLESS Combination. Lucas Magdync, delivery

vt, S^ 'i°^\' *231/17.-Maud«i' Motor Mart, 100,Pans St., Exeter. ~

[6249

M^^SfJilS^^K^''-''- •^•^^•' 2 speeds, kick start, just

™d,tn^i.t^2f^--"°' *'°-"' ^""^^s"
^l-iUfe

M'^^ia?^!^^® ,'^?"'''''=,"°°' 1920. fll'y equipped;
'

Ed Sh!?f,i2?^-4'2'^°
miles.-25, Davisville.Ed , Aske,Kd., Shepherd's Bush. [5504

19^1„i^"*''y**^ Combination, O.A.V. lighting, fully

Kms It 'i?,'?-
"'

"'JL-
^ISO' <"• ""^""t offe?-365"'ng bt.. Hammersmith. [5578

lO^l^^*""!"'' '"^'.'-P- d-namo model, hood, screen,

Fu^on "Rd "t".'^^' ^'S^" 1°0: £210.-Dunn's, 326.f.usioa Ed., London. Museum 5391 [2989

leg snieids, etc., low luUeage: Bacnfii-e £187- nn-romtment.-Alva Cottage, Ashford,' Slese* [ssa"^

M^sS^^a'„'-^.vtF.- !?± l,^,"„Co?.1^atipn,

d

[1

ss

d
ss

on

u

tonoH^^ •,>;?' '"^i^'' '•If"
''y appointment;' £85"^utton, 13, Piinces Av., Old Trafford, Manchester. [5171

l^^excfpt'wf.'^?"'*""'*'™/- ^™P'6te equipment,
j; »t,"S P

,,
"''• Peiiect; any tna ; miist sell £178 —southlands. Pollard's- Hill West, Jvorbun-. s.w [4928

lyfATOHLESS.—Immediate delivery 1920 Model H
th

,'=°™b';'''tion, Lucas Milgdrno, M.A.G.engtoe spare"heel and tyre; £230.-Parker's, BradshaVjate, Bolton

J q 15 Mat<;hle*s Combination, M.A.G., electric hor^n

CO m.p.g., £140.-Phillips, 46, Liverpool Ed., ST.l.

M^S^i?'*^.^*'^*S'^ Mo-J^'' snaranteed pLrferti'J. condition throughout, new tyres, lully enuippedimst sell-; be.st oSers.-l;i3, Grays Inn Ed.f LmS
1020 H Matchless, nearly new, Magdvno, hood'Xi/ screen, speedometer, leg shields, sidecar stepMlhon seat, spares £220.-175. New North Ed.; Isling:"

£5330
]U"ATCHLESS Combination (2-€peeffl, kick startiVl clutch chain drive; 100 gns,; take lowe? power..sh adjnst.ment.-S7, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon

[5432
jlTATCHLESS Combination, Victory model 1919
-Ln^°-^S

screen spare wheel, FaAps, horS mileage
St Eo?h^ter

''''""^"'°'': £145.-Hedgcock, 246, Hifh

M;|«^.iv'S?Sn^'»--;, 1-1 model dyn^ml!

]V,fATCHLESS Victory Combination, Aug 1919-'-I Lucas lighting, spare wheel, all tools conditionlike new; £140.-Clark. 7, E.xhibition Ed. S W 7Phone
; Kensington 4096. ' [5^05

]yrATCHLESS deliver, from stock of new spring
,

J.IJ- frame inodel equipped to your requirements-eplacements for Matchless models of all datea.l'Ss?eir
,j

la, Bloomfleld Ed., Plumstead [1958

si M^l'i^P,®!i?i^^'*I'"''=' SB Combination, electric

197, Lon-
[5617

lamps,
iiuon throughout; £125.—Mylanl and
ion Ed., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379.

1 Q20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G engine hood
a %,„l°.'''"'S'o?S''^'*°™l*"' ^"'^"^ Magdyno, absolutei;a. new; £21d; exchanges or easy payments -2-Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, n!e. [5874
1 Q20 Matchless Combination, spare -wheel hood
tt

'^'"°' '™P"' J^=!"°?'5 speedometer. Klaxon, man^extras ana spares, absolutely as new, cost £230; sacriflce,
£190.-Bannister, \\6so St., Midhnrst, Sussex. [6488
TyTATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, MAG
^y- engine only used for a few miles; exceptionai
bargain, £175—Elce and Co., 15-16 Bi hoDsMte

,

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : AvcnSe 5548.

' "IlfATCHLESS Combination, 1920, Sh.p., electric°°a"

t^Kn'^^"'"^'
COTey horn, new type luggage grid,

,

55-60 m.p.g., small mileage, owner buying car; £240-
Telford Garage, 47. Streatham Hill, London, S.w!2

i:52'67

REMEMBER
the emphatic gentle-
man who used to say
that he could never
get a tyre to suit him.

Well, he's changed
now. The other day
he bought one of our
genuine bargains.

PERFECTLY NEW
DUNLOP HVY.

MOTOfi CYCLE COVERS.
LATEST MAGNUM PATTERN.
Er Government Stores.

Our Price. List Price.

37/6 53/6
39 '6 56/9
45/- 67 /g
48 /5 84 /-

26X2}

1!
K
1

m
m
X

m
X

26X2i

26X2J
28X3

S 650x65
700 ., 80

K
1
K
m
X
m
X

Avon Com. S. and R. Stud,
Hutchinson Passenger . ,

.

Clincher de Lu.xe Ex, Hy.

.

Beldam Extra Heavy , i.

.

Palmer Cord
Bates No. i Special
Beldam Heavy
Hutchinson TiT
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy..
13<;ldam Extra Heavy . .

,

Bates No. i Special
Hutcninson T.T '.

Palmer Cord Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid ....
.^von 'I'ricar Rubber Stud.
Palmer Cord Heavy 0,S. .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Moscley Extra Heavy 3 rib
Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

,

Stepney Road Grip ...

.

Dunlop Grooved
Avon Sunstone
Wood MilLe Gruvrib i

.

S. Moulton 3-rib

M*26X2

111*26x2}

44,-
44/-

42/6
39/6
39/-
37/6
34/-
33/6
42/6
40/-
39 /8

39/6
39,6
37/6
34/6
59/-
52/6
42/6
35/-
33/
68/-
90/-
75/-
72/6
72/6
72/6

91/-

68/,
62/6
64/-

52/6
67,'-

55./-

59/-
60/6
68 ,'6

71/6
61/9
66'-

75/-
72 ,'6

74/5
93/6
81/-

78/

79/6
139/9
99/5
86/3
94/10
94/10

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days against remittance.

)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I

Matchless.
[ TITATCHLESS 1920 Model H., spring frame, 8h.p.
^^-*- J.A.P. engine, Lucas Magdyno electric lighting,
spare wheel, Easting hood, screen, leg shields, sidecar
step; offers oyer £198.-Mills, Chemist, Piatt Bridge,
"igan. [5115

"VfATCHLESS, dynamo lighting, £230; and standard
-LTX model, £205; in stock: deferred terms if desired;
exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow; 50,
High Ed.. Wood Green, N.22; 387, Euston Ed., Lon-
don, N.W. [5241

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., for 1921

models: deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order
received; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [3850

"I Q20 Matchless ,M.A.G.-engine Combination, -with
J-v disCi?, leg shields, screen, hood, Lucas electric
lighting, done 420 miles, practically new; cost £250,
accept offer over £200.—E. J. Keay, Eidholme, The
Hermitage, Eichmond. [5238

MATCHLESS Latest Model H Combination, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., imme-

diate delivery; also shop-soiled and second-hand
models.—Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.IO, or 'phone Greenwich 751. [3300

1Q20 Matchless Combination, Model H., Sh.p. J.A.P.

.

J-iJ done 1,000 miles, Lucas lamps, never lit, horn,
i Watford rear drive speedometer, makers' hood, mud-
' shield, spares, suit heavy waterproofs, screw jack, tyres

unpuuetured, insured June next: going abroad: nearest
ofler £200.—Walton. 3, Victoria Drive, West Kirby.
Cheshire. [4914

1 Q20 (June) Matchless M.A.G. Combination, onlv
JLi7 ridden 550 miles, £25 worth accessories, includ-

ing Lucas lamps and horn. Easting and Orto screens,

speedometer, mudshields, etc., indistinguishable from
new, spare wheel unused: owner getting car this month:
any trial by appointment; price £170.—Apply, Eccles.

Oaks, Sulhamstead, near Reading. [5172

XTUBES—New and fully guarantead.

6/6
7;-

7/6

26x2i ... 7/6
*26X2* ... 7/9
•26X2iX2i 8/3

• Endless.

26X2.t
•28x3" 11/9
28x3

.fill
11/9 A

^BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS.
T^.._,_- „.j,... .,..„

JJjj_ |jjj jjj^ jj^ jjj^
t/7 1/9 2/2 2/9 3/-

I>unlop, Pedlev, Bates,
etc. Per Poot.

^^ BagiBfflgg

K264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,
Victoria, S.W.I. ^K Telephone:

vMVMxmv.mnim7iimnmv.mvj

Victoria 6553 —
mm

1Q20 Metro-Tyler
-!-«? lightweight machine

Metro.
2y2h.p., Model_ _. the sporting

price (shop-soiled—has been
ridden) '£75.—'llO, Bold St., Liverpool. [5028

METEO-TTLEE, 1916, 2-speed, disc wheels, new
tyres, thoroughly overhauled; £55.—Hewin's Gar-

ages, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [5204

METRO-TYLER, 1918, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

Amac, E.I.C., overhauled and as new; bargain.

£45.—Shingler, 23, Priory Rd., Kenilworth. [X5064

METRO-TYLER, type b. latest model, brand new,

2-^4h.p., 2-Epeed, with enclosed mag. and gear bos

:

£80; delivery from stock. Local trade supplied.—Sole

Birmingham agent. V. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright
St., Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.

MINERVA Comljination, mag., m.o.i.y., new piston,

runs well.—Saxton, 6, Devonshire St., Isling-

ton, London- [5442

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-EEVE 2l4h.p., single, mag., Druids, running
order: £12.-Lodge, Avenue, Birstall, Leeds. [5637

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE. fine condition, Amac carburetter;

ride away; £16.—W. Hartley, 14, Porchester
Mews, Bayswater, W.2. (4652

New Hudson.
i Q20 New Hudson 2-stroke^ 2_-speed, new _condj_tion

fulj equipment ; £68.-97, Nightingale Ed.,

19=

Wood
[4093

1 Q15 New Hudson, 2%h.p., clutch, 3 speeds, ride
J- 1/ away ; ^£48, complete.—Clifton, Hooe, Battle.

Sussex. [5417

20 New Hudson Lightweight, 2 speeds, little used,

like new; £60.—iletciill'. Lodge Hollow, Hoddes-
don, Hei-ts. [S4939

IVTEW HTJDSOJt^^i'h.p., S-speed, clutch, discs, Powel-
ls ful, splendid condition; £50.—Greenshields, Albion
St., Chipping Norton. [5223

NEW HUDSON, 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, etc.,

beautiful condition; Sunday morning; £38.—
Price^93, Salop Rd., Walthamstow. [5404

NEW HUDSON 6h.p., 1915 model, complete, 3-speed
gear, speedometer, lamps, horn ; £75 ; privato

owner.—Jackson Bros., Horsham, Susses. [5468

20 New Hudson, aT)solutely perfect condition, uii-.

scratched, ridden only 400 miles, toolbag never

used, complete except lamps; £65.—Beecroft, Ehos-cin-

Sea, N. Wales. [5111

j Ol^ New Hud.son Coaclibuilt Combination, 4^h.p.,
-Ltf 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear bos, lamps, horn;
send photo; excellent ruaning oider; £90, or nearest.

E C Flatt, Quidenham Home Farm, . Attleborongh.

Norfolk. [4107

NEW HUDSON Lightweights 1920. 2»4h.p.. 2 speed
£75, or fully equipped with head lamp and gener-

ator, tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration,

petrol, and oil, £79/15.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89

19=

Gt. Portland
6399.

St., London, W.l. 'Phono:

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issu

Mavfair
[0280

B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPEEIAl LigMweght, 2.eiieea, good condi-

tion, oil on— 6. Poiris Villas, Brighton. [5543

-|019 (Late) 8h.p. New Impevial, 3-sp6ed, clutch, K.S.,
J-J? Klaxon, and spares, khaki, perfect; £105.—Gray,
Eastgate, Barnsley. tX5092

"VTEW IJWPEEIAL, 1919, 2%h.v. J.A.P., 2-speea,

Xl guaranteed as new; £66.—Mandes', 100, Gt.

Portland St., W.l.
.

[5767

1 Q19 New Imperial, 2?ai.p., 2-sp6ed, splendid con-
JiV dition, any trial; £60.—jDst, 45, Koith Parade.

Ashby, nr. Scunthorpe. [5143

NEW IMPERIAL, 254h.p. J.A.P., bought new March,
1920; price £70; Barnsley district.—Apply, Box

8,752, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5216

8h.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, 1917-18, screen,

electric lamps, etc., Binks carburetter, perfect con-

dition; £85.—Samuel's Garage, Ohorley. (5099

£120.—Unused W.D. New Imperial combination.—
Cliflord Wilson Company, 70, Koyal Hospital BA..

Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [4735

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, nm
only 300 miles: great bargain. 125 gns.—Long-

man Bros., Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: 689. [4713

"|/J K m.p.g.—1920 New Imperial 2%h.p., 2-speed,X^O nicelv run in, Dimlops, Miller lamps. Klaxon,
Watford speedometer; £87/10.—Simmonds, 13, Tre-

gunter Ed., South Kensington. [5179

TWEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery from
J-^ stock of thia popular 2-';4h.p. machine, 2-speed
model, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89/5.—
I'. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham.

10262

"I
Q20 New Imperial Bh.p. Combination, Canoelet side-

-i^ car. Cameo screen, complete set of lamps, Lucas
and mechanical horns, Cowey speedometer, in excellent
condition; £160, or nearest offer.-15, Victoria Villas,

Station Hill, Oakengates, Salop. [5118

1 Q20 New Imperial 8b. p., with A.J.S. sidecar, 2
J-tf powerful head lamps and tail lamp. Klaxon, Bon-
niksen sijeedouieter, Tan-Sad, sidecar cost £50, outfit
only done 2,400 miles, fully insured for £200 ; any
trial given; price £175.—Apply, A. D. Cruickshank,
Hill House, Wheatley. [3788

TVOV., 1918, New Imperial combination, 8h.p., 3-
-L" speed countershaft, hand-control clutch, P. and H.
head lamp t^et. rear and (sidecar lamp, large Lucas horn,
3 new Duulop extra heavy rubber^studded covers, lovely
large Sunbeam sidecar; £120, .a bargain.—Wallis, 23,
Hartington Grove, C;)mbridf-ae. [5287

1 Q19" (late) New Imperial-Jap 8h.p. Combination,
-«-*/ guaranteed perfect mechanical condition; any
irial: mileage low, electric lighting, hood, screen, speed-
o.-iieterj luggage carrier, all tools, many spares, inolnding
tvre and tube, eytra strong, powerful, fast, 60 m.p.g.;
£150.-91. I;rnyton Gardens Garage Co., South Ken-
sington, S.W.IO. [5506

New Ityder

NEW EYDEE 2-stiokc Lightweight, good condition.
and useful; £22.-Moflatt, 406, Garratt Lane.

Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [5513

New Scale.
3Xu.p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar machine;

2 £90, delivery from stock.—Agents, Gray and
U;ivnes, 8, Low Ed., ualby. Doncoster [2785

Norton
20 T.T. Norton; list £98.—Dunn, 326, Enston

Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5911

porting model; list price.

[5710

19
3ih.p. Norton, 3-speed , „ „.

2 Picker iDg, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

19
N'

20 (August) 3i,(.h.p. T.T. Norton, haidlv used;
£98.-64, Frederick St., Loughborough. [X4791

OETON. new T.T.. Pliilip.son, horn, unregistered-
£107, or otter.—Padget, Howden, E. Yorks. [6187

'W'OETON.—North Yorkshire agenU : E. H. L. Picker-
^^ mg and Co., 239, Liutliorpe Ed., Middlesbrough.

[2997
"|til7 T.T. Norton, fnlly eiinipped, splendid bike,LU ia»t; £80.-32, Wiiichc.'^ter Ed., Colchester.

(4889
1 Q20 (.luly) Norton Big Four, small mileage, perfect;
-l" £130, lowcst.-Box 8,787, c/o The Motor Ciirlr.

[6762^ORTON 1916 3i/ih.p., 3-spced, lamps, speedometer.
i-~ horn, first-class condition; £95.—Maudes'. 100
Ot. I'ortland .St., W.l. [5768

NOKTON UlR 4, October. 1919, Lucas lamps, horn,
etc., low mileage, excellent condition; £95.—LI.,

Cnint CollOKe, Cauibridge. [5495

NORTON. I)r<flklaiid« special, 1915, certlflciite. PhiHi,-
Ktm. inecltimicul lubrication, wound throughout seen

r.<ir;doii.-«ox 8,780. c/o The Molor Cycle. [5765

IQ19 3'/jh.p. Norton, conntcrsbalt, nil accessories
* t.» di««, iijarl' ii|<t<X'kct, tyre, tiilie, very fust; £100— I'lioriiton, 5, Ktoneygatc Av., LeicCHter. [X604'?

r(J16 T.T. Norton, (linen, painted black nnd white
•' (iccc«<orir«i. Jiut overhauled, fniit; nearest £65

-A.M.A.. 71, llFliilngford Hd., Cambridge. [5609

OCTOIIKR. 1919, T.T. Norton Combination, Ensting.i
lalnpn, hoili, kiK'c-grlps, tO|i-hnl(: cdndition

; nearest
£155 K'cuicj,—BuwIinH. Market 8t., Wolvwihanipion

14916

Ex Government

Motor Cycles

(Unrenovated).
Quantities still avail-

able from the Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

AND

Burlington Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd.,

ROYAL HOTEL,
SLOUGH.

RECONSTfiUCTED
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Douglas 21 h.p. £65

Douglas 4 h.p. £85
Douglas Combin-

ations - - £110

Triumph 4 h.p.,

3-speed - - £95
All thoroughly ovephauled,
stove enamelled, replated,
tanks in makers' colours,
mostly new tyres, guaranteed
mechanically sound. Trade
supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"1 Q20 (June) T.T. Norton, lamps, horn, knee-gripa,-.
J-*.' and spare belt, Philipsou variable gear, absolutely,
as new; ilOS.-O. Wlatley, Aston Lodge, Malvern.

[5132^.NOETON (Sept., 1920), SVi'b.v., 3-Ep6ed model, horrirr
lamps, as new; owuer buying car; £135, or ofEera.-

—Hodgson, Manor Grange, Egerton Ed.,- Birkenhead.
[4977-

|VrBW__ 1920 3Kh.p.. T.T. Norton, hand.controlIea,'
.L^ Philipson pulley, Lucas, accessories, 5 to 70'
m.p.h.; £105.-62, Howard Ed., Leicester. 'Phonei
4201. [X5056?;

1 Q19 Norton Big Four Combination, Swan sporting'
-i-«^ sideear, aluminium discs all round, lamps, hom,>
etc., excellent condition ; £145.—Nor^vich Motor Co.,

.

Ltd., Norwich. [4962

1 Q20 4b.p. Norton and Sporting Canoelet Sidecar^
J-t' Mabon variable gear, mileage under 500, as nevr.,
in every respect, real snip; 130 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad^
St., Beading. 'Phone 1024. 1496^

F'OE Sale, 1916 Big 4 Noiion and sidecar, Sturmer-'-
Archer gear, chain-cuin-belt, Stewart speedometer.

P. and H. lamps, born, tools, and spares, in flrst-claBS-J
order; price £10d.—L. Newbigin, NaiTowgate, Alnwict.

'

[5684
1 CS20 SJJh.p. T.T. Norton, only nm 400 miles,
J-*' winner of several medals in hill-climbs, indis-

tin^'uishable from new, reallv hot stuff, knee-grips, and
horn; £90.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Eeading. 'Phone:
1024. [4964

N.S.O-

N.S.U. 3V'h.p., good running order; £22, or near ofier.

—Mason, St. Bernard's, Shenvood Park Ed., Stitton.
[9312

6 h.p. N.S.U. Coach Combination, 2-speed, K.S.j
nearest £55; week-end or apirointment-20, Airer

dale -4.V., Chiswick, W.4. [5343

N.S.U. 3;^h.p., 2-speed, F.B., Bosch mag., B. and
B.. Triumph pattern tank, nearly new tyres, lamps,'

horn; £28/10.-Knight, High. St., Eeigate. [6161

N.U.T.

N.T7.T. 3V*h.p. Twin. Magdyno lighting, delivery froni
stock; £165.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris

St., Exeter.
-

' [5245

rC|20 N.U.T., run few months, engine and lighting
t^ just overhauled trial olfers.—Pattinson, Mobber^

lev, Clieshire. [497^-

N.U.T., June, 1920, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
speedometer, watch, everything posh ; cost £1S5,<

accept best offer.— 13, Church St.; Halesowen, Birming-
ham. [5113

WSPAEEOW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,,

official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone for particulars.—TeL:
Yeovil 114.

N.U.T. Combination, 4 months' old. Magdyno. .Ace
discs, Cowey horn, covers, tubes, unpunctureft

luxurious outfit, cost £210; what offers?-Drew. 2S,

Wood St., Stratford-on-Avon. [489T

N.U.T.—Delivery from stnck of these models, equipped
with magdyno lighting, price i2165; sole whoi-s-

sale and retail agents for Staffordshire, the trade sup-
plied.-The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

1 Q14 (Nov.) T.T. N.F.T.-J.A.P., Sh.p., 3-speed gear,
X«/ clutch, Aniac, new tyres, lamps, horn, tools, euamfll
nnscratched, engine aird gear perfect, 60 m.p.h., 80
m.p.g., sporting appearance, and as new; £85.—£t:
Bnnnerman, Tidwoith. 156W

N.U.T. 3V2h.p., special Brooklands racing model, o.h.y.',

single gear, adjust.^ble pulley, engine perfect, just
overh:iule<l and re-enamelled to tune of £30. brand new
Binks carburetter, new inner and outer tubes on back
wheel, new saddle, new- belt, also spare, 2 long nickel
exhaust pipes, T.T. bars, replated throughout, new toi-

pedo tank, new saddle-bags, disc wheels, lamps, hojr
very fast and sporty ; 95 gns.—Box 8,781, c/o Tlie Jtfott

Cucle. [57i
O.K

O.K., 2?Jh.p. Union engine, shop-soiled; £42.—Motor
cycle Marts, Ltd., Chatham. -. [4942

O.K. Junior, 48 gns., for value; deferred terms; send
us vour suggestions.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow; 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N.22; 387,

Eusfon Ed., London, N.W. (5242

Olympic.
OLYMPIC, 6h.p. J.A.P., brand new, with Cnnoelel

sidecar and coverall apron; great bitrgain, £136;
fitterl with Enfield 2.speed gear.—Fleming's Garage,

Amblccote, Stourbridge. [2534

Omega.
33.h.p. Omega-Jap, the sporting single; immedfafe

-1 deliveries.—Norwich Mo.or Co., Ltd., Norwich
(2781

OMEGA 2'/'h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. lamps, lioro,

etc., splendid condition; bargain, £45. -*S., 1.

AylifTe St., New Kent Ed., S.E. [5531

OMEGA-J.A.P.'s in Stock.-Models B, 2-speed, £72
C 2-iiiiecMl, hand clutch, kick start, £80; earrioin

[

paid.—Wuehburn, Chcadlo, Staffs. [156! I

MEGA-J.A.P.'s, 2^.h.p., 2-ppeed, the beet »ni

,

smartest lightweight; from stock, list Pf'eo

-Agents. Gray nnd Itaynes, 8, Low Ed., Unlhy
1

Uoncoslor.
1'"°'

O' leoi
Ihyt
78'

f

imo All lcttcr» rclutlnc lo advertlacments should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega

1 Q19 Omesa-Jap 2%li.p., 4stroke, 2-<!B»ed, good tyres,
J-t/ toolt?, Miiler lamp, Cowey speedometer, Spnrtonet
liorn, knee grips, mudsliield: £70; inspect.—Owen, 6,

West Derby Tillage, Liyerpool. [5189

P. and M.

P.ond M., 1920 (July}, solo, particulars, photograph;
ill-heillth.—Glentliorne, Oswestry. [5io.

P.
and JVI. 19^0 Model, delivery from stock; £115.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [5246

IQIS E.A.F. Model P. and M., 2-speed, K.S., splen-
Xif did order; S63.—7, Dorset Av., Harehills.
Leeds. [5652

rnis P. and Jf.. not W.D., receipt shown, fully
• '

-Cfj^iipped, pertect condition; £80.—Wilkinson, 48,
Liverpool Kd., N.l. [5071

£90 or thereabouts.—1919 P. and M. combination,
absolutely sound, all spares, thorough going order.

-Crompton, 176, Corporation St., Stafford. [5681

|Q20 1*. and M., latest model, P. and H. lamps, born,
X«y just delivered: owner unexpectedly ordered abroad;
iccept reasonable offer.—Briggs, Wliitcburch, Salop.

[5622
1019 3l/2h.p. P. and M. Combination, small mileage,
M.U guaranteed perfect throughout not W.D. ; £98.
-Langford's, 37, Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W.2.
Phone : Hampstead 8616. [5608

P.
and M. W.D. SVjh.p. Model, overhauled and
guaranteed by us, £78; complete with Mills-

Fulford sidecar, £109; deferred payments no extra.—
Vlaudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [5774

DEC, 1919, P. and M. done 1.500 miles. Miller
lamps, full kit, tyre, Dunlop heavy, condition ex-

•ellent; owner selling; bought light car; ^£90.-D. O.
Jave. Pleasant View, Stone Ed., Stafford. [X5066

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 P. and M. combination, excel-
lent order, -"tully ecpiipped; bargain.— 5, Heath St..

fanipstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
iampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[5259
I 020 P. and M., E.A.r. model, fitted with FaUoliteLV head lump, speedometer, mirror, luggage and
etrol carrier, Millford sidecar, splendid running condi-
oa; £120.-39. St. Peter's Sq.. Hammersmith. 'Phone:
lammersmith 513. [5395
pHELON and Moore. Ltd., have several B.A.P. models
L for immediate delivery, reconditioned and guaran-
wd by them. Prospective motor cyclists should not
esitate to procure one' of these machines now, whilst
rices are low: £90 solo, or £120 combination.—Fullest
articulars on application, or one can t>e inspected at
ondon Showrooms, 4, Berners St., Oxford St. (opposite
ourne and HoUingsworth), W.l. [0314

P and S.

!>. and S. Combination, 2-sp6ed gear, clutch, kick-
starter; £105.—Motorcycle Marts, Ltd.. Chatham.

[4948
Q19 P. and S., 2-strokc, 2-speed, kick starter, lamps,
«^ horn, mud shields, all as new; naval officer going
Toad, must sell; £65.—Tufnell, Langleys, Chelmsford.

[5032

Paragon.
?52! £52! £52 i—Oenuine urgent sale. Paragon
' 2-stroke. list price ^70, brand new, unregistered,

speeds, spring irame.-!-24, Beauval Rd., East
ulwich. [5795
JARAGON 1920 23411.?., 2-stroke, 2-sp2eds, new, list

price, 63 gns.: accept £46 quick sale, or ex-
lange.—3. The Mews. Victoria Ed.. Clapham.
'hone ; Latchmere 4290 .

- [5886

Precision.
[ib.p. Precision Combination, 3.-speed, l,?mps, spares,
•4 gooa condition; £65.-S. Feun, Church Ed.,
tiglithngsea. [ao/6

• 3h.p. Precision, 2-speed C.S., guaranteed perfect-
'* any trial; £45; exchange 4h.p. Triumph, CS
ly condition, lamps, with Precision; deposit.—Brown,
'Oth Ed., Haywards Heath. [5097

Premier.
•Ai.p. .Premier Motor Cycle, excellent condition; bar-
'2 gam, £27.-Woodfield, London Rd., Northfleet.

JBEMTEE Combination, 3'Ah.p. (dependable), any
trial; best oflers.—Niblock, 77, Grafton St., Mile

°^. El. [51S5
lEEMIEE 1914 3-speed Combination, just over-
-. hauled, perfect condition; £50.-20, Heath Ed
Bickenliam. 'Phone: 96 Richmond. [5824
014 3i'2h.p. Premier Combination, Milllord Skiff
^ 3-speed countershaft, lamps, speedometer, , new
ndition; £75.-66, Nunhead Lane, S.E. [5166

>EEMIEE 1914 4h.p.. Bosch mag.. Senspray carbu-
retter, adjustable pulley, excellent order; 65 gnd

en by appointment.—Hobbe, Broadway Garage, Knan-
M. Woking. [J852
>lh.p. -Premier T.T., 1914, 3-sp6ed, clutch, recently
'^ overhauled and enamelled, good tyres and belt
iips, horn, etc., capable sidecar machine; £48 —
wendon Lodge, Clarendon Ed., South Woodford

[5202

GENUINE

SPARE PARTS
Ex W.D. STOCK.

Large quantities of 2| h.p.

and 4 h p. parts in stock, at
mai<ers' prices. Some at
special prices as follows :^—

21 h.p. Connecting rods £1/3/6,
Engine sprockets 4/6, chains 9/6,

Sight feed lubricators 18/6, tanks
(second - hand) £1/5/ , Pistons

12/6, Plain pulleys 8/6, front

brakes'£1/3/6. Chain wheels 9/-,

piston rings 1/9, fork springs 3-/i

Hub spindles 6/-.

2f hp. & 4 h.p. Frames £5 each.

BRAND NEW HEAVY

MOTOR CYCLE

COVERS
EX GOVERNMENT STOCK
28x3

Woodmilne
Kempshall
Macintosh
Bates

26 X 2h
Beldam
Macintosh
Spencer-

Moulton
North British North British

Moseley

To be cleared at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

new except frame and engine; any trial; £55—51,
M.iyfield GrOTC, Harrogate. [5014

1 012 'B.ex Combination, 5-61i.p., just been thoroughly

X.7 overhauled: £25, or ofler,— 104a, Fmchley Ed.

•Phone Hampstead 7822. [5841

/Jap Eex Combination, new heavy tyres, good con-

dition, Tvith c-ash, for Ulyno or Enfleld;
^f'

""jj

—^j2, Narboro Hd., Leicester. [X5083

1 Q14 8hp. Rex Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed

X«7 cear box model, chain drive, smart, fast and

reliable! any trial; bargain. £85.-27. Dorset Place,

Weymouth.
' 1°=^^

REX Motor Cycle. 5-6h.p.. clutch, everything brand

new except the engine; any tnal here; what

offers?-Apply. Green, Potter's Green. Walsgrave-on-

Sowe, nr. Coventry. 1XS141

All Utters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue n3'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Pioneer.

TDREMIEK S^y^h.p., 3-speed. coachbuil* sidecar, spten
-*- did condition, machine in perfect mechanical order,
appearance as new. complete, all on; price £65.—Melk-
sham Motor Works, Melkshnm. [5197

PBEMIEE 3M.h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear box, clutch, .nnd kick starter. Easting

wind screen, conchl)uilt sidecar, IJunlop extra heavy tvres,
nearly new lamp.s, Bosch mag., B. and B., splendid
condition, any trial; bargain 75 gns.—it. H. F. Bart,
lietailer, 83, Gt. Dover St., Bow, S.E.I. [5059

P.V.

P/V., 3h.p. Precision engine, 2-speed, rpring frame,
shop-soiled; £87.—Motorcycle Marts, Ltd., Chal^

ham. [4940
Quadrant.

QUADRANT 1920 4i,4h.p. Combination, electric
lighting, all accessories, only run 600 miles: £135.

-Clarke, Builder, Eastivood, Notts. (Di [5125

QUADRANT. 4h.p., Bosch, drop back frame, guaran-
teed perfect and complete. less back wheel and

saddle; £18.-Marriott. 18, Key Hill, Birmingham.
[X5049

1 Q15 4V2h.p. Qnadr.int, S.A. 3-speed clutch hub, K.S.,
-»-t/ p. and H. lamps, spares, fast, powerful, in excep-
tional condition; bargain, 55 gns.— 10, Outcast, Ulverston.

[5687
QUADRANT 4l/4h.p. Big Single; combination £145.

solo £115; new machines always in stock; the
only moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsman,
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. (0277

NEW 4Vjh.p. Quadrant Combination, to makers'
specification, at list price, including carriage from

works. £147/7/3, or on deferred payments 4% extra.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [5804

CLIFFOEIi WILSON Company, Quadrant sole ngeuts
and distributers for South-eastern Counties.

Trade enquiries invited. AH models from stock.
Large selection of second-haaid combinations. — 70.
Royal Hospital Rd.. Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensing-
ton 7113. [4734

Radco.
RADCO Lightweight, 1920, 2-speed, 2-stroke, fully

equipped, bardly soiled; bargain, £55; cash or
deferred payments- exchange enterrained ; closed Sun-
days.—Bunting's Meters. Wealdstoue. Harrow. [5833

BRAND New 1920 Radco, Z'Ah.v.. 2-sfroke, £54/16;
2-speed model, £60/1-0; one of each only for

delivery at this price ; carriage paid to any address. —
The fremier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3800

BRAND New 1j20 Radco 2i<h.p., 2-stroke. £54;
2-spRed model, £60/10; these price- have now been

increased 10%, but we Lave only one o^ each type for

delivery at the old price.—The Premier Motor t.'o.. A.-ton

Ed.. Birn;ingham. [5590

Reading'Standard.
1 020 Reading Standard, Canoelet sidecar, all elec-
-1-tf tries, hand and foot' clutch, unscratcbed; price

£165, sacrifice —144a. Portway, West Ham, London.
E.15. [5716

IQ 19-20 Eeading-Standard, LOh.p., lamps, horn, tools,

Xtf etc., roomv sidecar, hood, screen, perfect condi-

tion and running order; £145.— 104a. Finohley Ed.
'Phone: Hampstead 7822. [5837

Re«
3ih.p. Rex nnd Sidecar, thoroughly overhauled; first

2 clieque £28.—Box 8,753, c/o The Molor Cycle.

[5217

REX S'Ah.p., dropped frame, Bosch, spring forks, re-

liable; £26.—Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-

Thames. .
[X5043

5-6h p Hex, B.B., and R.E. mag.. 1910. good
running order; £15.—Wheatsheat, Loose Hd..

Maidstone. [5450

h.p. Rex Combination, 2-3eater sidecar, excellent

condition; £60, or near offer.—Tutt. 8. East Hill.

Asbford, Kent. [5645

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, Bosch, Capac, coachbuilt.

also trade box body; £70.-131. Pathfield Ed.,

Streatham Common. [5003

6 h.p. Rex, twin-cvl ,
long exhaust, discs, sporting ma-

chine: bargain, £57.—Seen at J. Whitaker 61,

High St., Eton, Windsor [5033

6 h.p. Rex Combination. Roc gear, 2 speeds; £65,
nearest offer.—T. Marshall, 23, Vale Grove,

Windsor Rd., Sloush. (5412

REX 1912 1914 4'/-;b.p. Precision engine, everything

r
" . — "

8
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rex

REX 3'/-h.p. Combination, 3-sp6ed Sturmey-Arclier
hub, Bosch, Klason, Cowey speedometer, accumu-

lator lighting; nnr trial; £50.—Lewis, Photographer,
London St., Beading. (D) - [5630

LATEST Model 55 Rex Combination, brand new,
8h.p. Blackburne engine, spare wheel, etc.;

£218/18; free deluery to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [3799

5-6h.p. Eei Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds, iandle
starting, foot clutch, Bosch, hood, lamps, liorn,

new tj-res, appearance and mechanical condition as new

;

trial willingly; bargain, £45.-7, Killarney Kd., WandB-
worth. [X5313

NEW Model 55 Ees Combination. 8h.p. Blackburne
engine, coachbuilt sidecar, cantilever epringing,

detacjjaijlft wheels and tyrea lift price £218/18, used

for few demonstration runs only; reauced to m^i^ cash.

—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham.
[5591

Rover.

23.h.p. Eover. Bosch, Amac, good tyres; £18.—Houls-
4 ton, 5eO, King's Kd., Fulham. [5573

1 Q20 RoTer 5-6h.p., J. A. P. engine, countershaft 3-

-t«7 speed gear, Gloria sidecar; genuine bargain, £200.
—Back's Garage, Wye, Kent. [5435

5h.p. IViu Kover, ns new, with Sunbeam sidecar,

stormprooi aprrn, JJunlop.* as new, no offers; £130,
bargain.—Beecher, 472, Archwyy Kd., Highgate, London,
:N. [5906

"1 Q 19 3V2h.p. Eover, 3-speed, new tyres and belt,

J-*/ Lucas lamp set and horn, in new condition; 85
pns.—E. Backhouse, Black Lion Hotel, High St., Brid-

lington. [5106

1Q18 T.T. Eover, Philipson (h.b.), enamel and plate
JLt? good, in perfect running order; £70, or nearest.

—Lionel Warrilow, Amesbury House, Chippenham,
Wilts. [5102

NEW Eover Combination, 1919 model, SV^h.p., lug-

gage carrier on sidecar, fitted with Lucas lamps;
£170, or nearest offer.-Apply, A. R. Kilby, 1, Museum
Bq., Wisbech. [5022

"I d 20 T.T. Rover, electric lighting, Stewart horn,
A*/ week old; cost £120, sell £100; latest model; con-

sider exchange solo with speeds.—Huflam, 39, Exchange
St., Norwich. [4930

ROVER 1919 3Hh.p., 3-speed countershaft, lamps,
accessories, spares, absolutely spotless condition

throusliout; £100, near offer.—Bell, 88, Broadway,
Northampton. [55€5

3ih.p. T.T. Rover, brand new, only been 500 mile5
2 Philipson pulley, hand controlled, Cowey horn,

complet-e, a real snip; £90 cash.—WalUs, 23, Hartington
Grove, Cambridge. -{5290

-| (I>18 SV'h.p. Eover Combination, 3-speed, kick starter.

XiV coachbuilt sidecar, all lamps and accessories, per-

fect condition, very little used; £125, or nearest offer.

—Barrett, Benwick Ed., Whittlesea, Peterborough, [5508

ROVEE 3V2h-P- (believed 1915) Sporting, clutch
model, Bosch, B.*and B., lamps, horn, pump,

etc., footboards, disc wheels, leg-shields, new inner
lukes. fine condition; £60.-31, Hadyn Park Ed.,
Sfilpherd'a Bush. [5522

NEW 3V2h.p. Eover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed
clutch and kick starter, and with smart coachbuilt

sidecar: £180, or on easy payments 5% extra, one
ouarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments —
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [5805

-J
Q20 5-6h.p. Eover Combination, only done 1,700

X«/ miles, aK new, Stewart warning and bulb horns,
speedometer, acetylene lamps. College mudshields, Blne-
mel wind screen and hood, Tan-Sad with footrest^;

£210.—Southern Motor Exchange, Bromley Ed., Cat-

ford. [4960
Royal Ruby.

rQl9 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, very fast and
*7 smart; £160, or offer.—McArthur, Jesus, Cam-

bridge. [4907

ROYAL RUBT 3h.p., 2 fipeed, spring frame, slightly
soiled : £98/10.—Collier's Motories, Horton St.,

Halifax. [5303

3 ill. p. Royal Ruby Motor Cycle, excellent condition
4 and good lunning order.—Cyril Bryc^Smith,

Proaton Mountford Hall, Shrewsbury. [X5006

1 Q20 Hoyal Ruby. 3h.p., spring fra.me, kick start,
JL*' 2-!*poed, immediate delivery; £120--The Clydes-
dale Sopply Co.. Ltd.. 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265

8h.p. Euby Combination, 1919 (late), complete with
ho(nl. Hcreen, all lamps, 2 horn«, speedometer, spare

Ivrc and tube, condition perlVt and as new- any trial-
ilCO.~WiKfiill, Infirmary Rd., Sheffield. [5001

1Q*1«^«^^'-P' ^"^"^ ^'^''y- J.A.r., mileage about
-i-v 3,000, been stored one year, enamel us new, me-
thunicjil hoin. over 100 m.p.g. : owner gotu^ abroad
£50. or oflcm.—Woedon, Wliit^; House, Nortbwich. [5680

1 ft ^^ ,."'*'*'' ?'^^''' ^^'I"- '^AP. Combination, with
-* Y r. iiiid M. #«idL-c)ir. Lucas lamps, horn. t<\mic
rhttinM. iiiu\ acc^-^ohes ; imy trial; prioe £115- owner
I'ljylnK <-Jir.—Tnnjmioil, 119, Wei-t Pjirndo, Lincoln.

[5292Qh.p, Royal Ruby. uprirtK Jramc 2npecd. clutch^ and kick utarter, cguifpcd with Tan-Sad pillion
»cat, Iftmi.*, mr-rhnni<;al horn, etc.. very liltlr. ust-dand condition ni^ now; XllO; mny bo obUilncd on
II^I^d:?

I'flymi-nt fty(ltI•m.-^ar^od^ r.td., U8, Bromi-ton Rd,, London. [5802

u<>

i'i^^^

1920 32^ h.p.

Norton Sports,
3-speed and Canoelet rac-

ing sidecar. All lamps.
Winner of several gold
medals in hill climbs. ' In

good condition, great bar-
gain

132 Gns.

1920 3ih.p.

T. T. Norton,
mileage about 300, in

beautiful condition,winner
of gold medals in hill

climbs. Indistinguishable
from new,

85 Gns.

1920 6 h.p.

Sports Zenith,
Demonstration Model.

no Gns.

1920~2^ h.p.

New Hudson,
as new in every respect.

57 Gns.

1920Calthorpe

Jap,
only run 200 miles, splen-
did condition, 2-speed.

59 Gns.

1920Tedos,
demonstrator, as new, not
run 200 miles.

55 Gns,

H. JULIAN
84, Broad St,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

^£'^i? ^-^^ """i I.O.M. Models ei-stock; Site-
eicfaanee».-J25, Hieh St.. Woolwich. [609i

'^Hotf; '>fiP-.,.T«siiamelIed, oferhauled; £35.,-Harvey, 168, Clire Kd;, West Dulwich. isii[Sill
20 I.O.M. Budge, as new; filOO.-Dunn's, 3a6tKueton Ed., London. Museum ooaj.. [29^'

R
R
19
J>.UDaE Multi, T.T., i.o,M.,, 1915, perfect; £75, «•«-«' offer._176, Mertou Ed., Wimbl^on, S.W.19.:^

R^^HIfPfS^""!, '^^i%'
August, 1920, lamps, m'^-^x sell; £97,-Eoss, 25, Eectorj^ Sg., St«pney, E.I.:

RUDGE Multi, T.T., Ji/oh.p. ; list £110/5; reicn%
-«-•' delivered: offers.-Tupling, Ltd., Whitehurcl, SalW;"

Oii.p Eudge Multi, late model, enamel unsoratched,"-« lamps, horn, etc., any trial; £75.—BatchsUor,Honley.
j-ggj^

pUDGE I.O.M. Multi, delivery from stock; £110/5,
r-,„ ,—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South KensingtOTi.
S-Vf.7.

[5603

1Q20 Eudge, mileage 50; £100, or lightweight
J-tJ part.—Spink, S2, Brodrick Ed., Wandsworth
Oommon. rS721

1C|20 Eudge T.T. Multi, with Lucas accessories, mile-J-" age under 600; £100.—Handley, Cleyeland fiti
Stourbridge. (Xwae
X>UDGE Multi, I.O.M. Model, 1920, run only JPOJ-t miles; 91 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St., Ealine
Phone : 689.

RTJDGB Multi T.T.,
lord sijeedometer,

grips, spare belt; £92,- I

£75.-1919 3y2h.p. Budge Multi, fully eouipped. Hex-cV feet; any trial; must sell; bargain.—Grubb, 218,
Windmill Kd., Chatham. f5668

RUDGE Multi 1916 SV^h.V-, C.B. sidecar, wicO
screen, accessories, good condition; f85.—Jaiiibs,

High St., Tenteiden, Kent. [5639

'p.T. Rudge Multi, new Whitsuntide. Miller iBuip:
-»- (used once}, excellent condition. Klaxon; £100,-
Box 8,768, c/o The Motor Cycle. [574^

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, new; in stock at list
-Ltf £110/5; exchanges or easy payments. — 2
Nightingale Rd. Lower Clapton. N.E. [5871

1 Q19 3V2I1.P. Rvidge Multi Combination, discs, sr^e^O
J-V ometer, wind screen, etc. ; £95, bargain sei
separate--57, Villier.'; St., Stoke, Coventry. [S504;

1 QIS 3; ah. p. Rudge Multi Combination, nearly nei .

-*-*-' Wat-junian sidecar, 3 lamps, horn; £115, or nea
offer.-3. W. W. Bigg, High St., Stotfold, Bed?. [SCe

1920, mileage negligible, Wai
P. and H. lighting set, bhei
300, Maryieboue Rd., Londor?

[505.

"I
020 Rudge Combination, 6h.p., with Rudge-\M]i'

J-*' worth best Bidecar, immediate delivery; li«t prici
J.^ Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I,

l5Vi
1 (Ck20 (June) I.O.M. T.T. Rndge Multi, lamps. Klasoi
J-*^ knee-grips, spare belt, all tools, very last and n
liable; best over £90.—Seymour, Castle St., Rugby.

[X4f.
1 Q20 (August) Rudge Multi 3|;h.p. Touring," nei
-»-«y condition, lamps, horn, buying combinatlbi
nearest £90.—Amos, Grittleton, Chippenham, Wilts.

[S56,
3ih.p. Rudge <?VIuIti. clutch, engine No. 12755, "ij

2 perfect condition, new tyre on back, lamp, hori
etc.; 59 gns.—Hall, Bay Cottage, Hallilord Rd., Suil

bury. [556

RVimE Multi, 1920. Si^h.p., eleotric lighting, Ta.
,

Sad, cost £122 August, not done .300; acre
£95; condition as new.— 38^, York Rd., Wandswort;

(

S.U.18. ,oH(

31.h.p. Rudge Multi, 1916, head lamp, re^iT Iniu'ji

2 horn, (Spare parts, tools, complete, in excelletj
condition; £60.—Eedland House, Carshalton E(»
Sutton, Surrey. [52«r

3 lb.p. Rudge Multi, recently overhauled, tanks renU
2 vated by makers, excellent condition, lamd

horn, and Rudge spanners; £65.—Rogers, HartsheaJ
Liversedge. Yorks. IB"

1 Q20 Rudge Multi S'.^h.p.. Henderson sidea
A*7 lamps, horn, speedometer. Easting, perfa
£120, offers; exchange .higher power.-22 GroBVenfl
Av., East Sheen, S.W.14. [55j

RUDGE 1914 T.T., SVah.p., Philipson pulley,
tyrew, lamps, horn, tools, spare pulley, belt, jSifL

etc. in excellent condition; £60, or near offer.—Vrati
lows Garage, Scunthorpe, Lines. .^^n
"I
Q20 Rudge Multi 3V-jh.p. (touring), engine No. 166{{j

JL ij oomylete with lights, Tan-Sad, and (jpare, i

400 miles, perfect condition ; £95 for Quiclc enlfc—
E. Jewell. Trafalgar Lawn, Barnstaple. p^l
RUDGE Multi Combination, overhauled,

gudgeon pin and bearings, tank gireen and goQ
hand clutch, splendid running order and appearBmj
all accessories; 58 gns.~59, Hampden Rd., Jiornsi

N.8. IBli

31 h.p. Rudge Multi, specially built fraio new Wfl
^ stock, a new machine throughout, guaraflt(H

over 50 miles per hour, Lucas lamps, Bonniksen ipei

.

ometer and all other fittings and at-ccssories value £'j

exchange for higher power machine not later tbf

'

1916: call alter 6.—45, Princess Rd., Kilburn, N.W;
[SV

B32 All letters relatlnfi to ndvcKiMinent* should quote the number nt the end of each adverUsement. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

MAGNIFICEKT 1920 (llasl Eiulgc 7-9h.p. Combina-
tion, his^irious Kudee siderai, very little used, per-

fect condition, fast, reliable, and econouiieal (65 m.p.g.)

172 8IIS.-21, Shmifl Ed., W. Hauipstead. (D, [5679

Scott.

SCOTT, new 1920 model: delivery from stock.—Gibb,
Worcester Parade, Gloucester.- 'Phone : 852.

[0301

"I
Q19 (Late) Scott Solo, esfcUent condition, lamps,

JL«7 born: nearest £100; bargain.—Headlands, Efea-

grave. I.uton. ' ^
"

- .
,- [3670

CJCOTT 1920 5^4h.2. iTodel, liead and rear lamps,
13' full T.T. bars, as new; £130.-Parker's, Bradsbaiv-

eate, Bolton. [X5035

1014 Scott, Bo«ch, Binl-s, brand new tyres and
Xv chains, splendid condition; f70, ofEer.—Caunter,

29, Compton Terrace, Highbury. [X5009

1Q20 Scott Combination,- -n-ith Lucas accessories,

Xt/ Cowey speedometer, al>solutely perfect; £150, bar-

gain.—Adams, Lye, " Stourbridge. ^
. [X.4995

'IQ20 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, horn, tools,

X«/ etc.. onlv run few miles: best offer over £100.

—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick. [0275

SCOTT 1915 Combination, perfect order, wind screen

full insur.auce and equipment; must be sold; best

offer oyer £70.—Seen at WaSords, 165, Battersea Kise,

S.W. [5181

SCOTT. 1920. enfrine 4224, P. and H. head lamp,

horn just been thoroughly OTerhauled, perfect

order; nest offer over £120.—J. E. Currie, Trinny
College, Cambridije. - , !505:

lO^O Scott Combination, Easting screen, Lucas
LU lamps, etc., condition perfect, small mileage;

£180, or near offer.—Boulton. Avenue Rd., Whitting-

lon Moor, Chesterfield.
,

[5561

1 0l'* 3^jh.p. Scott, just completely overhauled, 2

-It/ gets handle-bars, disc wheels, complete set spare

baius, perfect condition, accessorift^; £70. or near

jfier.-Capt. Eeeves. Park Ed., Wellingborough. [5470

SCOTT 3"ih.p.. 1920, sports model, only been
ridden few miles, enamel and tyres as new, Cowey

nechanical horn, Lucas lamps and generator; price

£130 or offer.—Moore, Ivy House, Weaverham,
Jheshire. [X5086

Singer.

ijlh.p Singer, N.S.U., ride .awav: £2S'10, or near
J2 offer.-29, Selkirk Ed., Tooting, S.W. [5829

'JINGEE Combination, 4V!,h.p., 2-speed, kick start,

y elutch; £78: take lower power part.- 57, Kenburv
t., Camtieiwell, London. [5433

Sparkbrook,

917 Sparkbrook, 2-speea, 2y»h.p. ; a bargain, £35.-
60. Hanger Lane, Ealing, W.5. [4989

*PAEKBEOOK 2^'ili.p., 2-speed, splendid condition;
' anv test: £-48.-15, Temple Ed., Chiswick Park.

i;5050

jlPAEKEEOOK ^-stroke Countershaft Lightiveight,

I

> nearly new ; £32.—MoSatt, 406, .Garratt Lane,
irkaeld. S.W.18. [5512

914 6h.p. Sparkbrook Combination, recently over-

haitled and guaranteed in first-ela&s condition

:

lea to any examination: owner purchased car, no

[ rther use: price £100.—M. Egremont, Blashford,

ngwood. [5268

Sun.

lUN-VILLIEUS. new engine fitted March, 1920, by
makers, accessories, minus head lamp ; £45.—^yilde.

1
0, Brompton E<1., S.W. [4994

'UN Vitesse 2;i,h.p., 1915 model, 1919 piston and
cylinder rebushed, throughout perfect.—G. Eead,

1 riry, Watergate. Grantham. Lo.,ch

917 Snn-Villiers, 2*ih.p., 2-speed, countershaft,
new tyres, lamps, tools, take 2 anywhere, as

I
IV; £35.-145, Leander Ed., Brixtou Hill, S.W.2.

' [5856

Sunbeam
%Z0 Sunbeam 3Vjh.p., just delivered: 148 2ns.—
' Ev:ms, Garage, New-poit, Salop. [5631

15 Sunbeam Combination. 6h.p., perfect : trial

:

£160.-50, T-aunis St., Oldham. [5188

3
TJNBEAlt for sale, 1920, perfect condition, nicely

mnuiug; £145.

—

W. H. Foster, Stonecroft, Bar-
", Lines. [5236

(October) Bh.p. . Sunbea:n Combination, every-
E^un? on, fine condition ; £225.-64, Frederick
nughborough. [X2r792

JTOBEAM 1917 3'<.h.p.'; kick starter. 3-speed, h.b.c
..dutch, lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition:"
-C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0246

BEAM 1918 3^,i'h.p., new condition, privately
bwned: can be seen in London any evenibg; £125-
j 8,706, c/o- Tlie Motor Cycle. [4953

ip. Sunbeam Combination, April, 1920, small
^ leage, condition as new, Lucas lamps and horn

;

-^rChirney, Harpenden, Herts. [5108

|«0 Sunbeam. S'/^h.p., brand new; in stock aa
Q'list. £155/8: easv payments cr exchanges.—

2

Mingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [587U

9

DON'T ORDER
YOUR MACHINE
FROM US until

you have com-

pared prices.

ZENITH, 1920, 4-5 h.p.,

mileage under 500, abso-

lutel}' as new.

99 gns.

CEDOS, 1920^ 2-speed, as

new in every respect.

52 gns.

NORTON, 1920, Big 4, and

canoelet racing sidecar discs,

lamps, etc., Mabon variable

gear, complete.

130 gns.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., reno-

vated by Triumph Co;

100 gns.

LEVIS, in stock.

£60.

MATCHLESS Combina-

tion, new 1920, M.A.G.

engine, dynamo lighting.

£235.

H. Julian,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
Phone: 1024.

Biggest Dealers in the South*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAir 1920 SVjli.p. IXIorlel. head ;in(l r^r.r
' laiiiiis, hull) horn, iudi.-;tiuj.'ui?hable from new:

£160.-]'iirker's, B^ldsh:nvgnt(^ Boltun. 1X5030

SUNBKAil Cnn)')iiiation, 1920, braud new. jnst d*?-

livered: £12 undt-r list piist-e, or near otVer; iniijt
sell.—Xoniitin Wliitehuuse. Biidgtowu, Cannock. [5295

SUNBEAM, brand new ^^zli^p., poIo model, with
Lucas lamps and horn; £170.—The Walsall

Garage, U oiverharapton Kt., ^yalt:alI. Tel. : 444.
[9004

1 <a20 3i^:;h.i). Sunbeam, new July 16th, Lucds be;!:
-L*J' lamps. Klaxon horn, uniidden 6 weeks; ofEers ovei
il.'SO.—82, Mimtague Ed., Hwckuall Torkard, Xotts.

[5670
1Q19'?4 Sunbeam 4h.p., mileage 600, Lucas li^htinf,
*-*-' Klaxon- trial or examination; indistinguishable
from new; £118;10.-55, Watling St., Wellington, ^alop.

[5642
MAGNIFICENT 1920 Sunbeam 8b.p. Combiuntion.

tully efjuipped, Lucas lighting, horn, pcriert con-
dition; £245, offers.—Kennedv, Bank, Houghton-le-
Spring.

, . [4904

T(a20 3'oh.p. Sunbeam,/2 mouths old, semi-T.T. bar.^
X«/ and footboards Cowev horn and Speedometer, care-
fully driven; £165.-12, Mayfield Ed.. Wimbledon,
S.W.19. • [49 76

1 Q 18 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and cold,
-L*' hood, screen, all lamps, horn, legshields, perfect;
£155.—Dunn's, 326, Eus^on Rd., London. Museum
5391. [2990

SUNBEAM 1914 6h.p. Combination, excellent order,
overhauled latelv. gcod tyres, extra size, speed-

ometer, ete. ; getting car; price £110.—Boirer. 6, Park
St., Windsor. [4937

SUNBEAM Combination, 3.i;,h.p.. 1915-16, 1920 Wat-
t^oniau E34 sidecar, lamps, -speedometer, born, per-

fect couditiou and appearance; £140.—Charnley. _ 18,
Narrow St., Peterborough. [ala-i

8 h.p. Suubeam, family side^^ar, hood, wind SL-reen,
M.A.G. eneine, electric lighting. 700x80 Dunlon^.

spare wheel; 145 guo;. ; beautiful turnout.—Roberto, 81,
Dundee Rd., South Norwood. [5547

"I
020 3',2h.p. Suubeam Combination, lamps. Bonnik-

-L t/ sen trip speedometer, Cowey horn, tools complete,
excellent turnout; £190, or nftar.—Peariuan, 148. El-
borough St., Southfields, S.W. [5518

1 Q 14-15 Smibeam Comhiuation, S^/oh.p.. new C.B.
-Li/ sidecar (Julyi. Bosch, Einks. 2 uew tyres. sinQ'es,

tools, expert examination; little li^ed; bargain, £138, no
offers.-Market Hotel, Bacup, Lanes. [5054

1020 3Uh.p. Sunbeam motor cycle with dinky side-
-Lij car attached, and bavin? fitted all lamps, Luca.^
horn. hardlT been used, cost £225 month ago, must sell;

£200.-Maskell, 5, Brixton Hill, S.\V.2. L^'-^

SUNBEAM 1914 S^^oh.p., very fast and powerful ma-
' chine, in tip-top condition, with all accessories

;

any trial or examination with view to purchase ; price
£95.-Melksham Motor Works, Bath Ed., Melksham.

[5198
4Xh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Militar>:,^Model, new

4, Sept., 1919, all-cbain, mechanically perfect. 2 new
tyres, 2 spare tubes, 2 horns, speed indicator, 3 lamps

;

all in, £130.—J. P., Greenbraes, Highland Ed.., Purlev.
[4950

1 Q19 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p.. hood, screen.
JiZf apron, luggage carrier, leg shields, P. and H.
lamps. Lucas horn, locker in sidecar; bargain, £150; a.^;

new.—Dunn, 325, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum: 5391.
[5910

LATE 1917 r3VL.h.p. Sunbeam, Henderson Elite com-
bination, luUy equiiipe<l, condition perfec't ; £145,

or close .offer; eschanee countershaft Norton solo: ride

reasonable distance.—Tvnedale, Aldershot Rd. , Guild-
ford. [5507

1 O 20 Sunbeam Combination, black and gold, lez

-Lt/ shields, knee-grips, Lucas lamps and horn, spare
Palmer cord covers, tyres nupunctnred, perfect con-
dition, mileage 2,000; -£192, no offers. — Barnes.
Tontine Sq., Hanley. [5103

SUNBEAM 1920 Combination, 8h.p., complete with
spare wheel, Lucas lamps, Klaxon horn, and all

accessories, fully in^sured. run only a few hundred miles,
condition as new; £265, or nearest offer.—Box 8,751,
c/o The Motor Cijcle. [5215

1 Q16 3y:.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Rudge aluminium
XtJ' front sidec<ir with luggage grid, 3-speed counter-
shaft, kick start, hand clut*-h, 3 lamps, tyres practically

new. tools, horn, etc.. reallr reliable ; £140.-20, Rectorv
Grove. Clapham, S.W. ^ [5085

20 Sunbeam, S'jli.p. (June}. 1,000 mile!', Cowey
trip, Cowey horn, r\\\\ lighting ^et, knee-grips.

_au-Sad, unpunctured, complete set of spares, insurance;
£165, or offer.—Call or write, 76, Haydn Av., Wliit-

worth Park, Manchester. [4890

3ih.p. 1915 Sunbeam Comlunation, Gloria coachbuilt
2 sidecar, luggage carrier, 3-speod, hand clutch.

K.S., electric lamps, horn, foot pump, back and front
tvres new, enamel very good; open expert examination;
£120, or near offer.— Grindriod, Column House, Shrews-
bury. [5086

"I Q20 3|^h.p. Sports Suubeam, fuly equipped, with
-L«7 best accessories and spares costing ovir £20: this

machine is very fast and winner of several competi-
tions; unmarked; mileage 800; cost over £170: will

accept bast offer; must sell.-Box 8,788, c o Thv Motor
Cycle. [5763

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertlsemeat, and the date of the Issue. A33
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

1Q19 (Nov.) S'zh.p. Sunhenm and 1920 Mills-FuUord
Xcf (Ulyuipia Corvette niociel) sidecar, fnlly equipped,
<iec-trie Helit, re-enamelled and overliauled by makers,
whole outfit a? new; &i>-t clieiiue £140 secures.—Black-
uiore. Horse Market, Ketterintj. io.i~.

StJNBEAai.—We are Wolverhampton agents : spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

;jnfl plating under the supervision of Mr. T. O. de la

Hnv (late Sunbeamland}.—TJie Molineaus Garage Co.,

Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [345S

SUNBEAM 3V!.h.p., new June, 1920, Luca.s lamps,
' only ridden 800 miles, £145; also A.J.S. eombiuji-

tion, new Aug., 1920, Lucas lamps, spare wheel, etc..

£200 lor quick sale; seen by appointment at Uxbrirtp
-Box 8,714, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

'"""

3 ill. J). Sunbeam, 1916, thoroughly overhauled, engiue
2 :it makers, iitted throughout Lucas accessories,

guaranteed excellent condition, any trial or examination.
£112; also 8h.p. Sunbeam combination, 1920.-Percv
Hart. Bradley, Wylam, Northumberland. [5165

NEW Sunbeam 1920 8h.p. Combination, Lucas mag-
dyno lighting set, spare wheel, hood, screen, etc..

list price, £278/15/6; in stock.—Cambridge agents
for .Sunbeams. Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. T.A. ; Bicycles. Tel.; 995. [5278

1Q20 (July) Si/ih.p. Sunbeam, very little used,
J-«^ largest P. and H. lighting set, Cowey speedo-
meter. Klaxon, A.K. knee-grips, spare valve, tools,
fully insured until July, 1921; owner returning abroad;
£160. c'ash.—Gibbons, Hathgar, Lincoln Rd., Peter-
borough. [5526

1 Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, tuned to 65
-»•*' m.p.g., Lucas dynamo lighting, Klaxon, speed-
ometer. Bluemel wind screen, Tan-sad, petrol carrier,
various spares, perfect mechanical condition, fully in-
-snred- £250; owner buying car.—26, Frankfurt Rd.,
Heme Hill, S.E. [5901

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered end of 1919
only u.«ed week-ends during last summer, mileage

:ibout 1,700 only, condition practically unmarked, hood,
.-.creeu, spare wheel, Cowey trip speedometer, Stewart
Horn, F,B.S. and Lucas lamps, and other accessories;
£220; owner niought car.—Osborne, Sackville House,
Grimsby. [5rm

T.D.C.
31h.p. T.D.C, 2-speed, excellent condition; *50.

2 offers.-Apply, 34, Stoke Rd., Guildford. [5405

1 020 2^:.lh.p. T.D.C. 2-5troke, Runbaken mag.,
JL%J Senspray carburetter,
- Long, Manningtree, Essex.

unit complete; £15.
[5438

Triumph.
TRIUMPH, brand new, 1920; list price, £127/10

—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [5347

TKIUMPH Junior, 1919, little used; 60 gns.-107
King St., Hammersmith. [4921

1 Q19 Triumph, with accessories, new tyres- £90 —
-li' Rass. 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [5274
TRIUMPH 1913 3i,t.h.p.. splendid machine; £50 -

.Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. (5770

1Q13 3.speed Triumph Combination for buIc— 100J" Aldborough Rd., Seven Kings, Essex. [4905

j
Uli 3-sp6ed Triumph, lamps, etc., good order'" 48 gns.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X507!

fTiRHIMPH Gloria Combination, like new• £150.-3, Ladysmith Rd., Cradley, Staffs.

[X5079

ill on;
[X4796

'pmrMPH Combination, 2.speed gear, wjints rcbush
-t iiii.'.~l''. e. Edwards, Engineer, Teuterden. [SOU

I 017 Triumph Combination, lamps, horo
-t-t' £90.-Motorcycle Marts, Ltd., Oliath,

den. (5013

mps,_horn, and tool.s;

[4946

'TiRlrilPlI .Specialists: latest 1920 model on view

-

J- Iho Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

•DAEfi.\I.V.-1920T.T. Triumph, only done 150 miK,^;J-» sacrifice for £99. -Reynolds, Waterbeiich, Ciimbs,
[5732

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, coochbuilt sidecar hornl" etc, very good condition; £1.50.—Joy, Buxted.'

"pRIUMPH 1916 C.B. Combination, 3-fpeod ''C^l"A licrtect; £72.-10, Baronsmcad Rd.. Barnei
"

[5452
er; no leasouahli-
Rd., Farnliam,

(5402

-10, Baronsmead Rd
'pRIITMPn 3',l.li.p., good .Tinning ordii offoi icfuicd.—Collyet, Guildford
Smroy.

T"',!;r?,?,"„'^''"i',*?i'''"" •=!': Combiuatio
., excellent

Ihi-k.
t>la.-62, Jl,ce<ter Rd., Aylcsbnry.

[5399
1Q19 Countor.baft T li.mpU, latot Koar clianral—

'"""j"
"VV

imnn '"' '""'" «95-37. ArllnBton Rd Sf;?'!lTrn 'S advisabl.

ALEXANDERS
I EDINBURGH i
i AND i

I GLASGOW, I
m FOR m
i Immediate Delivery, i

I ACE. ^cylinder.)

1 ACME.

I ARMIS.
m BAT.
m B.S.A.

1 BRADBURY.
i CALTHORPE.
i COULSON B.

i CLEVELAND.
1 CLYNO.
m COVENTRY EAGLE
i DIAMOND.
1 DOUGLAS.
i EDMUND. I

1 ENFIELD. I
i FRANCIS BARNETT. i

I INDIAN. i
1 LEVIS. S
1 MATCHLESS. m

I METRO-TYLER. i
1 NEW IMPERIAL. - i
i N.U.T. i
I OMEGA. i
i REX. i
i SPARKBROOK g

I
VERUS. g

I VELOCETTE. i
I WILLIAMSON. 1
M Early delivery Norton, P. & M., and ^
M Morgan. Immediate Delivery of the 10.5 P
(]]]]

H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter, (U
mjj electric lighting, etc. The finest and m
^ most durable light car of its class. ^
™ <; »M, ^^^?^ .^"u^^'^^- ttffl

j™ bcottisti agents should novt' write us f™m regarding 1921 agencies. We have H
^ still a few territories open for various ^™ me kes of machines. Early application QH]

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

1 |Q20 Triumph 4h.p., Canoelet sidec;ar, 3 Inrnps, winiJ-«^ screen, leg shields; -S140.—Milton, Kine So.
Bridgwater. £5524

'T'RIUMPH 4h.p., faed gear, 1916 engine, disi
J- wheels very last; 60 gns.—Box 8,771, c/o TU
lUoior Uycle. [574^

engine 61418, C.B
35, Herelord Rd.

1644E

TRIUMPH, 1919, excellent,
sideoar; £ 120.—Henman,

Acton, W.3.

3 ill. p. Triumph, overhauled, rebushed, new tubes,
2 rings, belt; £40, offers.—Thomson, Aoorn Mount,

Ilkley, Yorlts. - (4986

TRIUMPH, latest model H in stock; £127/10.-
Mylam and Co., 197, London Rd., Croydon

'Phone; 2379. [6615

"IQ19 Triumph 41i.p., C.S., and Gloria sidecar
J-*' £115. — IJunns, 526, Eustou Bd.. N.W.I.

[48€3

m

Museum 5391

TRIUMPH, countershafts, 3-sEeed; £75 and £85;
trial; exchanges, American X, soio.—Rocerson,

Newtown, Wigan. [XSOes

1Q19 Triumph.<jloria Combination, in new condition,!
J-rJ fully eiiuipped; £125.—Woods, 10, New m.,:

Oovent Garden, W.C.2. [5192;

TRIUMPH, late model, equipped, splendid condition,!
carefully ridden only; £85.-43, Brailstord M.,.

Water Lane, Brixton. [52S1J

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., 3 speeds, free engine clutch, good,'

tyres, perfect running order; £35.—Appleton, iG.l

Kibtiie Rd., Blackpool. (56.74)

"I Q18 Triumph, C.S., renovated 3 months, not-done.
-Lf 500 miles; cost *100, must sell iSSS.-7, Dorscf.'l

Av., Harehills, Leeds. [Ses^i

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, with coachbuilt sidecar
i

thoroughly overhauled, splendid condition; £87,-Li
'xippen, Marden, Kent. 15341,-

Siir.

rS437

'jiau •
^"''^" "''. Loudon. Museum

t'lNf;l.l>HPM;i) Triumph, iwrlect throuRhouf 'ioR".
;«.,..'.',„'.''

*"•"«'->"••"""• '<fU Hill, Ba.".eu'''8„'ii?,'

15462
I
yjUIQ20 brnnd new M(>ll(^l II Triumiili 'P T I,,.,.1» «np.clu.d: 11.1 n,lco.-McAXr,'Lur Ou';^

1591"jan Trlnmph Counlir.hull, cndlllmi ami annen

Alexander & Co.
113-115, Lothian Road,

EDINBURGH,
AND

272-274, Gt. Western Road
GLASGOW.

[G870

1Q14 Trimnpli and Coachbuilt Sidetiar, 3 si)eodB-..i *7 complete lamps, etc. ; £85.-55, Edgar Ed. .'

Sandereti^ad, Surrey. ,
' [531'"

1 Q20 Triumph, Model H, not unpacked, with nev (i

J- ^ Lucas accessories ; £131.~4, Lyall Mewj't
Chesham Place, S.W.I. - [569':

IMMEDIATE Delivery from Stock nf any model h^
the Triumph siiecialists, The Premier Motor Co.(fl

Aston Ed., Binniugham. [S59.!--.

TRIUMPH SVyi.p., 2-speed, lamps, smsirt, fast, ow
hnuled, tip-top order; oSers over £40.-66,

Side, CkiplKim Common.

TRIUMPH Combination, filoria sidecar, Model ,

list £182/10; recently delivered; oflers.-Tu
"

Ltd., Whitchureb, Salop.

"I Q19 Triumph T.T., like new, insurance policy
J-t/ £6/10, lamps, horn: £89.—"Watkius, Holly :

Mayliank Rd., S. Woodford.

i Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, little used, as new,
'iLU equipped : £1 00.—Enimett, 48, Leverton i

Kentish Town, London, N.W.

1 Q20 Triumph, all chain drive, fitted luxa
JL t/ bulbous sidecar to match ; £ 175 ; easy
ments or exchanges.—Below.

1 Q20 Triumph, all chain drive, new; in stock a}2

J- «? 'ist, £ 140 : exchanges or easy payments.—1.;-

Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. |587

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model with Triumph SidBCaS
horn, and Watford speedometer, as new; £18P,-f

Parker's, Bradahawgute, Bolton.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1919-20. countprshaft motlel,
viilvfs, chain, other accessories; bargain,

41, Cowley Rd,, Brislon, S.W.9.

"IQ19 Triumi'b, 4h.p., C.S., and Gloria sidecar, d
J~^ lamps, horn, etc.; £117/10.—Dunn's, 32|
Eu.^ton Ed., London. Museum 5391.

TRIUMPH 3'.i.h.p. Clutch Model, drivou here,
requires overhauling, tyres excellent; £25,

clear.—Bunting, Wealdstonc, Harrow. [SB;

LOOK.—Tiiuinph, brand new, unregi.stered, 4Ii.

model II; any reasonable oKer considered; JuU
c^ell.—22, Praed St., Paddiugton, W- [ffiJi^

TEIUMPH-ULORIA Combination, 1920, origil

tvres. mechanically perfect ; 130 gnti. ; bought «
—Ball, 24, Castle St., Birmingham . [55

1 Q20 Brand New Triumph and Sidecar, just <

j-*y livered: list price.— 194. Balham llJgh Ri

S.W.12. 'Phone; Latchrocre 4441. w«
sideenr, dntcli, triid; exniidso

.'11; £29 everything.—TaiiutOOt 3

Nowinston, N.16.

Aii All Iclltr, icliitl

TMIl.MPH S.'ih.p..

ll:i,vliKht ; must s

.'Vlbiou rirovo, Stoki'

TnnIMl'li S'ih.p., 1912. hnnd oontiiilled olut
lilUMs liimim, horn, Dunlnps, spares ; £44 ; tBin

348, Dailabtuii lW.,"rlcek, Wulsull. [SW
TltlUMl'H. 1918, eountorshntt, splendid eoiaO

rfMauliiiellwd throuk'hont aw new, ride 30 011]

£85.-298, Roliit'ord Ed., Forest Uato..
—

TllHIJll'H 41i.li., 3-spoert eonntolBliaft. liuiipB,

new l''eli. last; £95, or nearest; llifh Wj
distnet.-IUi.x 9,730, c/o The Motor Ciiclc. „[«»

1 Q20 Triumph, 4h.p., C.S., now, and 8uul»eam '

J.«' nicd sideear, lully OQuipjied; £160.—Dttni
23G, Kuston lid., loudou. Mutieum 5391. [J!

i« «" ..Uvc,tl„mc„t. lihould quote the number at the end, of each aJveitl.cment, ,.nd the date ol the Issue.

1 (
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rHIUMPH SJ^h.p., clutch model, Bosch, new cov&r

vu back, engine guaranteed perfect condition

;

34.-Murriott, 18, Key Hill, Birmingham. [X5050

e45,
or near offer.—Triumph, 1913, clutch, new tyres

and tubes, thoroughly overhauled, lamps, tools,

ist.-174. Leander Rd.. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [5855

rRITJMPH, Grado gear, latest improvements, lamps.
overluiuled, renovated, e'X<'ellent condition ; £39.

—

8, Winchester Kd., St. Margaret'ii, Twickenham. [5472

r ATE 1919 Triumph, enamel and plating iinscratohed,
Li low mileage, number spares and accessories, very
ist.—E. A. Stringer, London Rd., Boston, Lines. [5047

rEIUMPH, 3',h.p., 2-speed, f.e., Bo-^ch, 1920 car-
buretter. Tiiu-Sad, toolkit, overhauled by makers,

gem; oJfer^.—63, Newlanda Park, Sydenham. [5068

IQ19 Tnumpfa Countershaft, T.T. bars, lamp set,
L«7 tools, in new condition, very fast; £95, bar-
ttin.—280, Gloucester Rd., Morfleld. Bristol. [5532

£115.—Xew 1920 Triumph run about 25 miles, must
sell, co^; over £127 le.->s than a month ago.—

horter. 275. Fsbridge Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [5490

919 Juuior Triumph, perfect oondition, tools,
pump, 1*. and H. lamps, lately decarbonised: £65,

near ofier.—Taylor, 65, Warendon Av., Chiswiok.
'A [5514

920 Triumph with Gloria Sidecar, guaranteed equal
to new, used few timee, fully equipped, quick

le; £149/10, or nearest.—353, King St. Hammer-
aith. 5576

917 .Nov.) 4h.p. Triumph, racing sprocket, new
Dunlop, fast machine, in excellent order, lamps,

rn, knee grips; £80.—Lyuton Cottage, Fitzgerald Ed.,
anetead. [4834

IRIUMPH, 1916, countershaft, and C.B. sidecar, all
. as new, £92/10; another, 1915, clutch model, with

,
B.' sidecar, nice outfit, £70.-308, Tipper Eichmond
t, Mortlake. [X4973
1EIUMPH Model W.D.B., 4h.p.. renovated and guar-

anteed by makers, indistinguishable from new;
105.—Mylam and Co., 197, London Rd., Crovdon

' hone: 2379. [561£

i ih.p. Triumph Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,
'2 recently renovated, lamps, spares, excellent condi-

ti n, ready to ride awav; £50.—Hutson, 96, Minard
[I L, Catford, London. [5101

rriLL sell 1919 4h.p. T.T. Triumph motor cycle.
!
T new back tyre. Tan saddle pillow seat, very fast,

I ^endid hill-climber, perfect; price £100.—S., Krs-
i gh, Warberries, Torquay. [2685

ih.p. Triumph, controlled Philipson gear, new
2" piston, tube, tvre, lamps, generators, spares,
., long e^"haust, powerful, reliable; £36, or flffer,—
,
Parkville Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [5831

h.p. Triumph Combination, coachbuilt,, Stnrmey-
Archer 3-t;peed countershaft and cluteh, electric

ating, good order; £70.—Morley, 219, Hornsey Rd.,
lloway. 'Phone: Hornsey 2257. [5326

•EIUMPH, S'ih.p., 1912, clutch model, just been
ov6rh;mled, new back tyre, all black, in good

ming order, with tools, lamps. Klason ; £45 / 10.—
tet 8. Graemssdyke Av.. Moitlake. [4887

RITJMPH Combination, 1920, as new, Lucas lamps,
horu. Cowev t^peedometer, pillion seat, and motor

t, mileage 1,200, nnpunctured; £160, or nearest.—
yes, 160, Bimiiugham Ed., Redditch. [5135

(|17 4h.p. Countershalt Triumph and light Hen-
V derson Sidecar, guaranteed perlect throughout,
ly equipped; £98.—Langfords. 37, Broadway, Crickle-
3d, N.W.2. "Phone : Hampstead 8616. [5609

' [120 4h.p. Triumph, Swau best sidecar, Lucas lamp,
V Cowey speedometer and horn, enamel and plating
new, guaranteed sound and perfect"; cost £190, lowest
50.—West, Popeswood, Binfteld, Berks. [4074

EITJIIPH Countershaft, polished cases, new cover,
long exhaust or otherwise, T.T. or touring bar*.

,*rproof suit, and many spares: 75 gne.—Day, Central
tel. Perry St., Tottenham Court R4., W.l. [53&7

EIUMPH, 1913, clutch, tyres and lielt good, recently
.renovated by makers, engine just thoroughly over-

ded, rebored, rebushed, absolutely perlect: £45.—
traed, Greenbank, Monument Green Weybridge.

' [5354
55.—3V2b.p. Triumph, S-speed. Philipson pulley

,
Klii.tou, lamps, 2 generators, back tyre, tube

t, and breast-down overalls new August, insured Sep^
iber ne^t; illness obliges sale.—Frv, 19, Park St.
'Tkscp. ;ijj [X4977

'C|18 Triumph, C.S., 3-3peed, etc.. new lamps anc
I
tf Klaxon, speedometer, guaranteed in perfect con-
ion, verj- little used, everything ready for the road
hing to buy; £80; any trial.—33, Hackford Rd.,

I

iston, S.^V. [5863
I C|20 3Vjh,p. Sunbeam, less than 1.000 miles, Lucas
•|,t' lamps iind horn, leather knee-grips, Claudel-Hobsan
li B. and B. carburetters, perfect; any trial or ex
jmation: £147, or near otLex; Cornwall.-Bos 8,772,
; T?te Motor Cycle. .[5748

It'EIUJIPH H £127/10, combination £182/10, light-

'l

weight, all in stock; deferred terms; send us your
i

:g6Stions; exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St

,

;
iltham.stow; 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22: 387,

I 3ton Ed., London, N-W. - [5243

FOLLOW THE
LINE TO-

Stocktaking Bargains.
In order to make room for new models, we are

offering a few machiQC5 from our STOCK at

greatly reduced prices.

SECONDHAND MACHINES (All over-
hauled and in good order.

T.D.C. 2\ h.p., 2-spced £37 10

METRO tYLEi-^, 1919. 2^ h.p., with
accessories £50

COULSON-B.. rg20. Blackbm-ne engine,

2-speed. nearly new £75
CALTHORPE-J^A.P., 2^ h.p., Enfield

2-speed £45
SUNBEAM. 3i h.p., 3-spd., and Sidecar £105
P.&M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, overhauled

1917-18. renovated •.
. . . £77 10

ROVE K, 1920, 3 V h.p., T.T.. with Philip-

son pulley and accessories £82 10
BLACK.BURNK, 3i h.p., 3-speed, with

lamps and Klaxon, nearlv new . . . £110
ZENITH. 3^ h-P- twin J.A.P., Gradual

gear £65
A*B.C>, 1920, 3 h.p., 4-speed, almost

new, with trip speedometer, Cowey
horn. Si>eed Nymph mascot, etc. . £135

ENFIELD Combination. 1916-17, 6 h.p..

all accessories, new tvres- £120
TRIUMPH 1918. 4 tp-. \V-D. type,

3-speed, countershaft £80
Or with new first-class coachbuilt
Sidecar £100

ROYAL (UBY1919 Sh.p.Combination,
3-speed A.J.S. gear, clutch, and
kick-starter, complete with new set

of 3 lamps, horn, and tools, over-
hauled aud reno\-ated like new . . £145

REAL ECONOMY
exists in buying wisely and well, com-
bining best quality with a low price.

The above is only a selection from our stock,

all of which amply fulfil these conditions.
Full list per return, post free.

Sidecars.
The foUowiug are slightly shop-soiled, but

otherwise new :

GRINDLAY Popular £25
CANOELET D.4 £26
HENDERSON A £21
BAMCO, for Harley,«-ith -8 x jin.wheel

and tvie £37 10
CANOELET M.M.4,with 26 x 3in. wheel

and tyre £37
WATSONIAN Coupe £37 10
SERVICE coachbuilt Sidecar, Model A,

with stonn apron, fittings for any
machine £22

SERVICE ooaclibuilt Sidecar, Model B.
for heavy machines, with reinforced
5-point chassis, 28 x sin. wheel and
tyre, first-class roomy coachbuilt
tJody with ^torm apron £32

EXTENDED PAYMENTS can be arranged on
any MOTOR CYCLE or STDEC.A.R. One
quarter down, and the balance by monthly
instalments. FULL particulars per RE-
TURN on receipt of P.C.

THE

Service co.
(LONDON), LTD.,

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON W.C.I.
Telegrams "Admittedly. London.''
Telephone ^Holborn 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. W.D. Model. thor.)U|!h]y over-
hauled and equal to new. all lamps, liorn, etc.,

specially recommended. £100; another 1919 com-
bination, excellent order, all accessories. £115.—
Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [5776

RE-4D This.—1920 [Mayl 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed
countershaft, fitted with new tyres, 2,000 miles,

and B.S.A- sideciir. luggage grid, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, Stirling guards, in perfect condition : £176.

—

Verity, 28. Park Parade, Cambridge. [XS004

NEW Triumph 1920 Ih.p.. counter.-<haft model, list

priie, £127/10; 4b. p. Triumph, chain drive, £140:
4ii.p. fixei engine Triumph, sportim;. £105; in stock
Cambridge agents for Triumphs.—Herbert Kobinson,
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. T.A.: Bicycles. Tel.: 995.

[5279

NEW Modeld in Stock for immediate deliverv: Type
D Triumph 'u.p., siugle-geared. £105; Type H.

3-speed. £127/10; Type H combinatiou., £i,>^/10;

Typo SD combination. £195; Typs LW, 2V4'h.p. Ught-
wei:-'.-^. £75; free delivery; free tuition; all Triumph
spare parts in stock.—The Premier Motor Co.. Astop
Kd., Birmingham. L-J5y^

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 3-speed, hand
clutch. This machine is as new in every way, and

guaranteed perfect. Montgomery special sidecar, Jones
speedometer. 3 Lucas lamp sets, spare generatoj. pump,
tube case: the whole outfit practically unscratched; any
trial or inspection at any time; price £110.—H. Ri<h-
ardsou, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawks Ed., Kingston-nn-

Tliames. [5817
Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS. lor early delivery ol Velocette

—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2265

1014 Velocette 2-stroke, new belt, nearly new tyrfs

-L«? and lamp set; nearest £36.—Box 8,802. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [5867

O'DONOVAN Motors are sole Loudon and district

agents for the wonderlul Velocette; immediate
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, .Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [""OS

NEW 1921 Model U2 Velocette. the sensation of

me .Six- Days Trial, now in stock for immeniate
delivery; £75; carriage paid to any address.—Sole Bir-

mingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston ltd..

Birmingham. ^
[55^4

IMMEDIATE Delivery from Stock of the Wonderful
Velocette. Model D2, 2!-ih.p.. 2-speed, all-chain

drive, £75; no alteration will be made in this model
for the 1921 season: carriage paid to any address.—

Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..

Aston Kd., Birmingham. [3802

Verua.

VERUS-BLACKBUBNE. all models, delivery from
stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart,. 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. ^ [5248

"1020 Verua-Blackburne, 4h.p., S-speed; spare belt,

Ji*y etc.. as new; £115; exchange for A.B.C.— Grjiv.

Hallgate, Doncaster.
Villiers.

[5110

VILLIEKS 2-speed 2-stroke, complete (1918); nearest

£50.-Lester, 10, London Ed., No^thficet. [5174

Viper.
"j 020 2^4h.p. Viper-Jap, 2-sp6eed. excellent order,
Lt? done about 200 miles; £70, or near offer.—Jones.

Steam Roller, Kyre, Tenbury, Worcestershire. [X5d74

v.s

"I 014 6h.p. Twin V.S. Combination. 2-speed, kick
X«7 start. Indian red, Millford sidecar, Bosch, B.B.,

not scratched, very fast, Lucas lightin°: set. mechani-
cal horn, guaranteed perfect; any trial; 50 glls ; too
powerful.-H. Mason, Ivy House. Thomas St., King's
Lvnn. [5661

Wilkin.

"I
Q20 Wilkin, B4, semi-T.T. bars, highly finished

:

-Lt/ price [shop-eoiled—has been ridden] £125.—110.

Bold St., Liverpool. [5029
Williamson.

Id 18 Williamson 2-seater Combination, like new.
Xtf open to best offer or will exchange with modern
2-seater, cash adjustment.-1, Rustic Av., Streatham.
S.W.16. [5916

Witall
ITALL. June, 1920, 2i^h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

countershaft, Brampton forks, sloping tank.
Best and Lloyd, special saddle. semi-T.T. bars, alu-

minium footboards. electric lighting, aluminium
streamline lamps, tool bags, hooter, absolutely as

new; oost £75, accept £50.—G., 63, Solon Rd..
Brixton, S.W.2. [5440

Wolf.

WOLF 1915 2%h.p., new cjdinder, piston, etc.. lamps,
rida awav ; £29.-54, Marcellas Ed., Hornsey E4.,

[5327
Wooler.

ew; £80 —
[5558

WOOLER, 1920, lamps, Cowey horn, quantity of

- spares, small mileage; bargain, £85.—Coles and
Shirley, Chepstow. 'Phone : 43. [0313

WOOLER Flat Twin, 2"?lh.p., 1920. as new, mileage
under 200, P. and H. lamp set; best offer over

£85.—Scott, 79, Military Rd., Colchester. Tel.: 111.
[4563

W^

"I
Q20 Wooler, only luu 100 miles,

i tf Lawes, Triangle, Aldershot.

Koy H.
AH letters i plating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aclv.crtisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MiOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

WOOLEE, 1920, flat +ivia, countershaft, lightweipbt,
sliop-soiled only, pertect, list £103/10, tirst cbeijua

£83/ 10 secures. Douglas S. Cox, The A.S.M.M., 6.

LanidoKUt; Hill, West Noiwood. [5786

WOOLEHS.—Longman Bros, Bond St., Ealing, and
U.xbridge Rd., Acton, 'phone : Ealing 689, special

agents; we have several secoud-haud machines for dis-

posal, used onlv for competition work, guaranteed as
new; £70 to £76 each. [4717

COX'S Barfaias in Motor Crdes'—1920 Wooler Eat
twin, countershaft liyhtweight, list price £103.

shop-soiled onl.v. £83/10: ah.p. 19185^ IJouglas coach-
built combiuation. 3-speed. kick-starter, clutch, £87/10;
611. p. 1914 A.J.S. coachbuiit combination, 3Tspeed
countershaft, kick-starter, hood, screen. £118/10; and
an absolutely posh 1918 Harley-Davidsou snper-sportiup
combination, dynamo lighting, low Zeppelin-sbnped
coachbuiit sidecar, "it," £178/10. Also see under
Cars-.—Douela.s S. Coi, The A.S.M.M., 6. Lansdowne
Hill, West Norwood, S.E. [5784

'T -oi

Shaw,

Yale.
.p. Yale Combination, twin-cylinder, sidecai re-
p.ainted. with hood: price £85.—Frank Burteu-
Ltd., Bell St., Heigate. 'Phone: 226. [3750

VALE 7-9h.p. Combination, 1916, 2-speed, clutch,^ kick start, lamps, horn, wind screen, new tvres,
chains, pillion eeat, escellent condition any trial • £90,
or oiler.-12S. Cumberland Bd., Plaistow. [5396

Win.
S'jh.p., wicker sc, Grado gear,

..en- ,,„ ano.U., take three anywhere, ride
aw,iy; £60.-132, GoWhawk Bd., W. [4888

WIX-PBECLSIOX,
Bosch, B. and

Zenith.
"1Q14 Zenith 4h.p. Twin, comitershaft, coachbuiit
->•-' sidec:ir: £75 -2a. Delafieia Ed., Charlton, S;E.

1 028 Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, elec-J-tr tiic light; best oSer uccepted.-17, Aidcn Av.,
Mitchiim, S.W. [X5044

1 020 Zenith 6-8h.p., clutch and K.S., done 50 miles
^ £156 --Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., London
Mu'eir 1 5391. [2980

1Q20 Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, as new: cost £145 what^^ offcrsf Tried by oppointment.-Waireu, Clifl
I-:itm. Hunstanton, North. [4923
Jj/ENITH 1915 6h.p. Combination, wicket sidecar

ono i'c"''"' . "S'i
sij^edometei-

; £85, or would separate.—202, Tiiuity Ed., S.W.17. [5129
^ENITH 3',ih.p and sidecar, sporting model, verv
fr J excellent condition; £68, or nearest offer.-
Ifcscltine, Bopley, Hants. [5120
T5ABGAIN. -"Brand new Ph.p. sporting Zenith, uu-JJ t'll'.ked ;

list prjce £139, siicrilice for £129.-Eey-
(5733

list

nobis, Waterbeiidi, Cainbs,

TJENITH 1914 6hp., discs, just enamelled and plated,

fif .p,'',"',"" ,/,"'• ^hanst, fast; consider exchanga-W-
3d. rhiale Bd., Streatham. [5146

j Q20 Zenith, brand new, just delivered, B'h.p. sportsJ-i' model; accept £10 under fat-WalUa. 23, Hart
Ijrove, Cambridge.ii..-tun

8h.p. Zenilh-Gradua, J. A. P.
car, lamps, speedometer. ..„^., .

6. Ethcldene Av., Sluswell Hill, N.IO,

yENITH-fJEADUA 3Vah.p'J pillion, hiiiii*, fast; what otters
H'wer.—29, .Selkirk Bd., looting, S.W,
ir-Sh.]!. Zenith C.B. Combination

[6291

Bosch, Henderson side-
etc; £115, or offers.-

[5363

water-cooled, o.h.v.,
or exchange more

[5830

£85.

- , , , r 1914, Bosch nricwind scieen^hood, perfect condition; can be seon
Leyton G.K.E., E.IO

t 110. Leyton High Ed,,

1 U ZE.VITU,A" louountersbaft.

pru-e
(5000

toiuing Model, 1917, k.ick start,

, ,. ,
""O" condition; £85; approval

I'il',"? V„l
"''>'">«:« entertained.-57. Gt. George St..'i.inrpooi.

[4511
VENITII Combination Sh.p., 1913, new coachbuiit^ Md«ar copper exhaust, etc., perfect: £76- seenKaiurday afternoon; <ixchanEe.-Gardam, The Wharf""

[6554

Sliiy'tllr^e's's^"
""• n«°" ".^'Lj-n'Son, W-.l^''?^l,t^^

-I £75 -Mi.ckl„to.h. t/o UroKD, 16, UillMnie f>„,:••111, K'lliil.oiiili.
Gillespie Cri

[6227

VKMTIIGIIADUA, 4b.p.^J "1. . .niibir and lalnmy nifrffl; owfKT, c.fn. .,
•ti-l(l«c. Mi'I'Iblon, Rlcr.i<|r.

7l';.Vmi l»20 eli

IXS046

,„,„ . '9;8.. T.T., nil accc
I*lnl pcrfi.ll. very Inst, sport.

«oing ibroad; *75.-l!U<,ric
fXr,0(,i

lii''iniili„ri. Lu-!H bead. ,,.,„

'- '--2-<''!"^s.!^;^3:l,^.r.£ISl:Iliadfl)mivgiit«,

•Wl Idler. icIiilliiK K. iid»erll«cnicnt»

Government tyres. Just purchased. Selection of
all sizes and leading makes at big reductions.
All_ covers brand new, oidy marked W.D. If not
satisfactory, I will willingly refund remittance.
Give rae a trial. Terras, cash with order. Carriage
paid, passenger train. All orders delivered guar-
anteed same day as received.

28 X 3.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 4-ply 50/-
Pahner Cord Heavy "50/-
PahuerCord 45/-
Wood-ltilne Extra Strong 39/6
Moseley Ribbed 35 /-
Kempshall Aati-sltid 35/-

26 X 3 X 2.1.

Duidop Extra Heavy 50 /-

Dunlop Heavy 42/6
Dunlop Tubes 8/6

650 X 65.
Palmer Cord Heavy 57/6
f^lmer Cord 50/-
Wood-Mitae Extra Strong 45 /-

Dunlop Heavv 50 ,'-

650 X 65 lor Light Cars or Voitimfte Rims.
Dunlop Non skids 75 /-
Michelin Non-skids 70/-
Wood-RIthie Non-sliids 60/-

700 X 75 to lit 650 X 65 rims.
Hutchinson Ribbed 65/-

26 X ik to fit 2iin. rims.
aincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 45 /-

26 X 2}.
Dunlop Heavy Rubber studded '.

. 45 '—

Dunlop Combination Rubber and Steel =tud. 57/6
Rom Combination Rubber and Steel-studded 55/-
Wood-MUne Com. Rubber and Steel-studded 55 /-
.'Vvon Combination Rubber and Steel-studded 55 /-

Bates Heavy Ribbed „ 39/6
Avon Sunstone 41/6
Clincher de Luxe 45/-

26 X 25.
Dunlop Heavv 39 /-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 39 /-
Moseley Heavy Ribbed 34/-

26 X 28 for 2! or 2 Rims.
P.dmer Cord Heavy 39/6

26 X 2J.
Dunlop Heavy 39/6
DunJop Combination 55/-
Rom Combination 55/-
Beldam Combination 55/-
Rates Special Heavy 37/6
Macintosh Chain Pattern 35/-

Speciai purchase o) Clearance INNER TUBES by
one 0? the largest British manufacturers. Slight
vulcanised patch covering a pinhole only during
manufacture. Cash refunded it not satisfied.

24x2 5/6
26x2 5/9
26X2i 6/-
26x28 6/3
26x2} 6/6
26X2i X2t 6/9

26x3 6/9
28x2s 7/3
28x3 7/6
29x35 7/9
650x65 8/-
700x80 8/3

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.
.Surplus Government Stock, made tiy Pedley.
Silvertown, Lycett, and Dunlop. Perfectly neii.
Cash refunded if not approved.

ijin. x gft each
tjin. X 8ft

,

jin. X long lengths foot
3in. X 6ft. 6in each
Jin; X 6ft. 6in
Sin. X 8ft "

X yft 6in "

25/-
22/-
a/-
13/-
12/6
13/-
12/6

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

Sizes 5, 6 7,
8, 9, 10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

V- extra
Carriage

H. EMANUEL. Tyre Factor
27, BELGRAVE Rd.. STOKE NEWINQTON,

Telephone : Dataton3lGl, LONDON. N 13ltorM:37«,BaJlt Pond Rd., Dalslon/Uncon.N

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

!1 Q20 Sh.p.
I

-"-t/ sports

Zeaitb.
Zeiiitli Combination, countersljr.ft mc
sidecar, hood, scieen, lampJi, practic

only ridden 2 weets; £150, Quick.— 106a, Yinc
Phone; Hampstead 7822. [5

1Q20 Zenith 8h.p., clutch, kick etarter combinat^^ as new, mileage 700, mth nmueious accefisoi
cost £240; offer at £215 m- Tery neai": buying cs
Eos 8,757. c/o The Motor Cycle. [5

LATE 1919 8h.p. Zenith-G-radua, all aecessories,
been overhauled by makers ; reason for sell

owner bought car; price £105.—Lt. Anderson, c/o 0a
22, Tooting Bee Rd., S.W. 17. [5

ZENITH 1920, 4-5h.p., sporting model, lun app
400 miles, and is nnsciatched: reason lor sell

owner has Sh.p. same make; «)st £123; any reason,
offer to Ho7enden, 99, Church Ed., Barnes. [4

1 Q20 Zenith. 4-5h.p.,
J- *^ about 800 miles.

beautiful oonditiouj
. . indistingniehable from 1

owner bought kick-starter model
;
great bargain, 99

—Julian, 84, Broad St., Beading. 'Phone; 1024. [5

F.O.C.H. hove 1919 6h.p. Zenith. T.T. T
;icte.*wories, grand condition ; cheap.—5, Heath

Hampstead (near Hanipptead Tnle Station). 'Ph(
Hau:p-'tead 3752. Hours 9-7, indudiug Saturdays,

f5
ZENITH 1916 Combination, 6b.p^ clutch, 1

starter, speedometer, horn, discs, copper exha
splendid condition; any trial; £120, offers; w(
separate.—M., c/o- Shepherd, Wellington, Chertse]

[5

-|Q20 Zenith,
Xt? Middleton

six>rt3 model, 8b.p., fitted
sidecar all lamps, horn,

etc ; only 3 months old ; as new ; £ 1 27 / 10

;

changes ot easy payments.—2, Nightingale
Lower Clapton, N.E.

FI;

£:NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination

;

or on delerred payments; one-fifth depi
balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small
charge being made for credit terms.—Harrods,
118. Brompton Rd., London, [!

ZENITH-GRADTJA 6h.p., countershaft, kick
brand new heavy tyres, and unused equipin

has been stored, with eanoelefc touring sidecar; £]
guaranteed by me for six months, any trial.—Bam
(see iinder Consulting Engineers). [<

ZENITH, 1920, special racing model, SV^b.p.
M.A.G. engine, practically new, built to ep

order, exceptionally fast, ^ ractically new; £1;
Elee and Co.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. H

OPENSHAWa Famous Rating 90
Zenith-Jap and Sidecar, fastest time ',

Open Ilill-olimb, and all Inter-Varsity hill-cliuibs;

in Public St^hoole Race, Biooklands, laps at 65 m.
machine built late 1919, condition perfect throru^
ownei- gone abroad; £160.—Eiddoch, 58, Ho&

M^'i^-:

Oxford.

"I
Q20 Zenith, ah.p-. clutch and countershaft

JLv with coachbuiit sidecar, all accessories,
ing P. and H. lamp set. mechanical "horn, and Ba:
wind screen, tyres 650x65 all round as new, the ^

machine in practically new condition ; owneir fa

car; accept iBlCO for quick sale.—Dr. Oir, Brantf
Ludlow.

BARAGWANATH'S.—90x77»,L. o.h.v. 1919
and sidecar for sale, winner of over 30

including 10 miles sidecar record and flying kH(^
sidecar at 71 .65 m .p.h.. Zenith carburetter, ,

mos., spare came, levers, valves, etc., special
back wheel and footrests for solo work ; offers i

sElSO.—B.P. Garage, J.A.P. Specialists, 40. W
Mews, Murray St.. Camden Town, N.W.

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

NEARING Completion, a beautifully rebuilt 3

2-^ih.p, Douglas, stoved black, tank, eniiijMl

dress shields in dark crimson with black panellini
relief, all usual parts heavily plated, s[>ecift!'

1918 enf>ine in new condition, new and unused 4

belt, and all equipment new and uused, machiu
be lullv guaranteed by me. This really souiffl'

particulaTiy attractive machine £72.—Bam(oid
under Consulting Engineers).

""

Miscellaneous

TUR'MPH, W.D. model, new Millford sideflBC
Lucas lamps; XHS.-Below. /js',*

SUNBEAM, 5-6h.p.. Gloria sidecar. wind'SO
perfect order; ^150.—Wm. Morecroft. 18, MtH
Burton-on-Trent. (Bd.,

R.
R

D. VARTY ( in Offer You the Best if Ton 1|
to buy. sell, or eschonge.—Below.

n. VARTY Gnornnteea all Dates Advert(«$a ll
all tested on tue famoua bread and eheew ^

Below.

RD. VARTY for Satisfaction and a Squaw
• Below.

D. VARTY Otfer tho Best Attention 1or|
• correct, and put date of machiDo oa iSTljR

Below.

R
R

n. VAETT Offer tlie Bost Attentiw
Repiiirs nlul Overhnula.—Below.

n. VABTY. Bread and Oliacao Hill, ThBd«l
IluylciRli, y.mcx (Bcofleet or Bayloigh StatiiN

should quote the number at the end of each aOvertUeraent. and the date of the Ksiie.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

•OVENTEY 31i.p.. meohlmicullv Berfeot; £18.
' ofler.-15. I'eckliimi Grovs, S.E.15. [4957

yEEAK Motors, great nttractinn, sent 14iu. from
ground ; 60 {jns.—57, Kenhury St., Ciunbprwell,

indou. - [5434

'lli-P. Villier!.-J.IT,, 3-speed. S.A., clutrh, new on-
2 sin-^, .£57; also 3h.p. machine, ;e28.—Owennap,
sing BrAk, Stafford. [5628

^OU can get exactly the car ov motor cycle yon want
throngh Kwiksale Private Motor Registry, 35,

ng Acre, W.C. Gerrdrd- 2392. [0133

920 S'/^h.p. Combination, just delivered. Easting
screen. Stewart horn; £185, or near offer.

—

ans, 8, Promenade. Cheltenham. [X5072

Ih.p. Solo, Bosch, B. nnd B.. drip feed, good condi-
» tion ; £30, or offer; mnst he sokt; Grado gear,
'ID.-S., 92, Warner Bd., Cnmhenvell. [532'3

'OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combina-
' tion, £89/15; 1916 SMjhp. Brough, opposed cyls.,

peed countershaft, _and sporting sidecar, £81/10.

'OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax._1919 P. and M., with
' new sidecar, £110/10; 7-9h.p. Indian, with tor-
Id sidecar, £60/10.

OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases,
£49/10; two 1918 4h.p. Douglases, £85/10.

OOTH'S M-itories. Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge
Multi, with Rudge sidecar and accessories, cost

!0] price £127/10.

OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.— 3l,4h.p. N.S.U.. mag.,
Grado gear. £15/16; 3i,4h.p. Ariel, £25/10.

OOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1915 Harley-Davidson
combination, £97/10; 1920 llarley-Davidson and

:car, £199/10; 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly new,
1/10; O.K. lightweight. 2-spcod, £34/10; 1920
ega, 2-speed, £71/10; new 1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
ition; 4'/2h.p. Quadrant; 4h.li. Douglas with new
!Car, £105; exchanges entertained. — Booth's
iories. Portland Place, Halifax. [2909

E. CI.APHAM Motors, Greenwich, for bargains
in new and second-hand -motor cycles and com-

itions; call and secure one.—27, Stockwell St..
enwich. '

[3299

REAT Bargains in 1920 Shop Soiled Motor Cycles,
including Enlie'.d, New Imperial-Jap, Harley-

idson. Royal Rnl^y, and other well-known makes;
i list on application.-La-\res, Triangle, Aldershot.

[5557
ilUMPH, 1919, sidecar, £130: Trinmph, 1912,
clutch, £48; Kntielrt 2-stroke. 1919, £55- Olyno
oke, Dec., 1919, £60: llonglas, 1912, £35: all per-
y CQuipped. — Wright, Feathers, Rickmansworth,
6. [5410

)UGLAS 4h.p., kick start, clutch, 3 speeds, .good
condition, £65, (luick sale, owner going abroad ; also
taught, 2-«peed countershaft model, take 2 nny-
e, £42; sidecar, cane canoelet, £5. Evenings —37,
i Ed., Addiscombe, Croydon. [4895

' 4RI.EY 7-9h.p. and Racing 1920 Sidecar, in first-
class order, absolutely sound, take £140; also
p. Indian combination, fine lot, take £110;

, ;y wanted at once, urgent.—7. Braokley Rd., New
enham (20 mins. London Bridge). [4063

'.S. Combination, new August, 1920, Luca.s lamps,
spare wheel, spring r^eat, oniy ridden 500 miles,
atched, accept £200 tor quick sale ; also 3i/,h.p.

Smiheam, only ridden 800 miles, £145- seen by
ntment at U-xbridge.—Box 8,713. c/o The Molot-

[4987
I.C.H., the Car and Motor Bike People.—Call and

,

see us. New and eecond-hand motor cy'cles, corn-
ions, and light cars always on view; prices tx) suit
body. We will buy your old moilnt or allow a good
for it in part exchange. Agents for Coulson B

hloss, Harley-Dnvidson, Rudge, A.J.S., B.S.A., New
rials, AUon, Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., Coventry
I, Wolf, and the famous G.N., Little Midland,
:mann, and Deemster cars. All new cars nnd motor
1 at makers' list pries.-5, Heath St., Hampstead
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [1717

?fBS Garage have in stock the Jollowing at knock-
out prices: 1919 lightweight Enfield, £65; two
Douglas combinations, £155 each; 1919 Sunbeam
; 1914 2.speed Indian, £75; 1913 clutch model
npb, £45; 1919 Ti-iumph and sidecar. £145; 1919
-Tames cc>mbination, £140; 1916 Norton combina-
£118; 1919 Harley combination electric model,

: 1919 Harley solo, electic model. £155; 1917
Sunbeam combination, dynamo lighting £165-
.lames 2-stroke, 2.speed. £55; 1916 2-speed New-
rial, £48; late 1919 P. and M. Combination,
•1918 P. and M. solo, £75; 1919 Rudge Multi,
,«• A^^° Levis, nearly new, Lucas accessories,
10; 1914 I.O.M. Rudge, new tyres, £65; late 1919

|

SVJo Lucas accessories, indistiugujshable from
*I42/10; renovated countershaft Triumph £100-
countershaft Triumph, £85; 1918 Triumph and
Bomery sidecar, £110; 1915 Levis £42/10- 1917
'' J'?™t""at'nn. £125; 1920 Spur 2-sLroke, 2-speed

.in, ^'"l '•'^ "1''='' *^"'"^ accessories, and
with speedometers.

^»J^T^ " ,'^''6^ selection of sidecar bodies from
i.5/10; chassis from £8/10; send for our list

u"!?.,,""'' acces.sories.-Jones Garage, Broadway,
e» HilJ. [4828

We have the follow-
ing machines in
stock for immediate

delivery :—

BEARDMORE PRECISION '... £95
MASSEY ARRAN 2 speed Gear.

Sturmey Archer, Kick Starter,
Hand and Foot Control Clutch.'. JE90

MASSEY ARRAN Sports Model . . £90
VIPER-JAP .. 70Cns
CEDOS Gent's Model 70 Gns
WILKIN 2j h.p £,32 7
CHATER-LE4 2Hl.p., 2-speed. . .. £70
L.M.C- h.p. Rear Springing Model . . £158
L.iUI.C. 5 h.p. Standard Model .. .. £143
J.E.3. Motor Cyclette 42 Gns
MErRO-TYLER (Note Reduced

Price) £80

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES IN STOCK.
WILKIN 4 h.p., Sturmey An her

3-speed Gear Box, Kick Starter,
all Chain Drive, fitted with Mil-
ford Sidecar. Easting Windscreen,
complete with Magdyno Electric
Outfit, Oversize Tyres £170

A. V. IVIONOCAR6h.p.,.\lmostNew £145
BROUGH COMBINATIONcom

plete with Lucas Lighting Set
"°™ £170

HUMBER 6 h.p. water-cooled, witb
Commercial Sidecar £145

INDIAN £1,2
NEW INDIANS ex-American

Army Models £125

Illustrated Motor Cycle Booklet Post Frti
Oil Request.

J. BLAKE & CO.
Lancashire'^ Leading Motor Cycle Houu

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

Advl. Dep. J. E. .(: Co.

TRICARS FOR SALT:.

CHATER-LEA Tricar, splendid running cnniliLion
£60.—Particulars, Alljn. Barnwell. Pcterbi.rougb.

[5463
MOTOR SCOOTERS.

SCOOTER, Mobile Pup, with .se:it : f40.-Evans, Gar-
age, Newport, Salop. [5633

AITTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled; £37.-Motorcy<le
Marts, Ltd., Chatham. [4944

20 A.B.C. Skcotamota, condition as new; £45.—
Miition, Draper, Bagshot, Surrey. [544519

A.B.C. 1920 Skootamota, run under 100 miles: £45:
rail.—Baxter, Upper Combs, Stowiuarket, Sufloll,-.

[5079
EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver from

stock A.B.C. Skootamotas and Mobile Pups.
[5597

A.B.C. Skootamota, almost new, meehanically perfec-t

:

sacrifice £40.—Wheen, Moigne Coombe, Dorchester.
[5049

A.B.C. Skootamota; immediate delivery can be given.
Covers, tubes, spares etocked.-Howes and Sons.

Ltd., Chapel Field, Norwich. [8313

KINGSBtTKY Scooter, demonstration model, tlioi-

oughly overhauled : £30, or offers.—Purchas. 25.
Hocklift'e St., Leighton Buzard. [5620

AUTOPED Scooter, new, complete with dynamo
lighting, clutch, horn, tools; .£30.—Engineers..

26, Ratcliffe Terrace, Edinburgh. [5657

AUTOPED, the original Auto-scooter, l%h.p. 4-stroka
engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horn, toole,

etc., new; £52.—P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [0175

HOODS. WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER.—Hoods, 55/-; wind screensf 27/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
[5365

MANUFACTURERS of hoods and aprons for jill

classes of sidecar^.- 154, Cry.stal I'alace Rd., Goofr
Green, S.E.22. [53-'!5

TRIPLEX Adjustable Screen, off Montgomery, u'

-

scratched: £3. Easting wanted.- 240, l-'leeiniiis

Rd., Walthamstow. [5109

AUSTEE Aero Triples Aluminium Wind ScreenB.
12in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar. 22/8 each;

and other types.—McConnell and Bailey. 73, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. [5566

BODIES.
ROVER Sidecar Body, 1919, light luggage r:irk.

aprons; £3/10.—Box 8,699, c/o The Motor Ci/clc.
.

' [4954
Y^AMBER.—Sidecar bodies.—Makers. Bright and

i

v.^ Havles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
[5366

COACHBUILT Body, gleeen, .spring back; £3/10.—
Day, Central Hotel, Peicy St., Tottenham Court

Ed., W.l. [5338

BASTONE'S Soiled Coachbuilt Bodies, to be cleared
at low prices to make -room for new- models.

—

288, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. [4866

SIDECARS, beautiful eoaehbuilt bodies, many design?
and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wind

BCreena. repairs. Trade supplied.— City Motor Co

.

121. 123. 125. London Rd.. Manchester. (0046

MOBRIS Sidecar Body Co., manufacturers of high-
grade bodies from £5/17/6; all up-to-date models

to select from. Repairs of every description. Trade
supplied,—569, Seven Sisters Ed., S. Tottenham, N.15.

[6425
SIDECAE Body Designs tor the trade only. ^Vork-

ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of origiuiil

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult ns when de-
signing new ideas-—20. Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.-We are the largest sidecar
body builders in th*^ country. W© have manu-

factured to date over 8,OCT bodies; 200 bodies always
on hand, completed or in the course of completion-
3-seater3. 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro-

*

jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham
Engineering Co.. 336. Gray's Inn Ed., Londou. W.O.
Phone: Holborn 933. 10020

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies, no better or

cheaper house; inspection invited: immediate
delivery.

"D ASTONEB.-Latest models from £16/10.

BASTONE'S for Chassis, latest underslung models
in stock.

BASTONE'S lor Coachbuilt Bodies, latest pattern
and designs in stock, from £4/10.

BASTONE'S for Montgomery Sidecars, latest models
in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S. 228. Pentonville Rd., King's Cross
London. N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [3560

COACHBUILT Sidecar, new, accept
Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.

£4/15.—
t.'>480

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

CO-ACHBUILT Sidecar, 26x21,4 wheel, good tvre : £9
—E. Sinclair, 549, Liverpool Rd., N.7. [499."

advertisement, and the date o! the issue A37
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ANDUM. the Smart Sidecar Speciaiists.

T920. the moat
comprehensive in the trade,

ANDUM Sidecars.—Our touring models. Nob. 1, 2.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

S
J70B

s
C.\NDOM Sidecar Catalogue forS-and 3. are designed for comfort.

SANDUM Models. The racy £22/10. and Eporting
£24, are of distinctiTe appearance.

SANDDM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest side
car on the road; highly recommended in " The

Motor Cycle."

SANDU-M Sidecars, prices to stiit all, from £16/10 to

£35 ; nhsolutely honest Talua

SANDUH Due! Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater eidccar as re^juired in 5 seconds. Size

01 body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
any make of machine, £47/10; bodies only, £22/10.
-The ^^test development of the 2-seati?r as designed by
us, and approved by the recoguised experts. Write for

leaflet.

SANDU^f Feathenreight Btreamline Body, smart and
racjf- weight 18 lbs., locker in back and undei

«ent: when not in use tlie seat back hinges forward and
nent coverall encloses the whole: price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body: Im
mediate delivery; £3.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufacturers of

coachbuilt bodies, cliassia, hoods, screens, and
aprons.

JAXDnM Sidecars.
' the country.

-The moat noted body-builders in

SANDHAII Engineering Co.,
W.C.I. 'Phono: Holborn

to 165, Pentonville Rd.. N.;
Uritannia St.. W.O.

336, Gray's Inn lid.,

933 Factories : 162
and Britannia Works.

[0019

DOUGLAS Sidecar, 1919, excellent condition; £13/10.
-45, relhnm Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [6392

LIGHT Cane Sidecar, complete, nice condition : bar-
gain, £7/10.-41, Ashford Ed., Crioldewuod. [4902

SIDECAR, wicker, good condition, new tyre and
tube; cheap; otters.—18, Fifth Av., W.IO. [5845

C(A,MBER.—Lightweight models; £16/10.—Bright
' and Hayles. 78. Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBEE. — Semi-touring sidecars, £20/15.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CA.MBER. Tandem sidecare; £27/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

(6367
DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, reupholstered and re-

raiiited smart; *14.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey.
[5269

flQACHBUILT Sidecar, good condition, snit Hat;Vy £7/10.-S. Fenn. Church Rd.. Brightlingsea.

OIDECAR, newly painted, strong chassis, <'0niplete

:

'-> £10/10.-Reed, 13, Station Parade, Mnswell Hill.

f^I'AS-SIS.^now, stlitablc 3!.;h.p. : .icccpt £9/10.—v^ E.Iwardes, 277. Camberwell Rd., S.E. Hop. 4913,
[5477MILFORn Chassis, off Indian, nice condition-

£10,10.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.

(^ORONET Sidecars, manulaclurcd by Booth's
v>' .Motorics. Portland Place, Halifax. Delivery from
t-tock.

nndersUing chassis,
.Send for list.

("fORONET Sidecars.-Latest
'-^ Iitt,.-d Willi luggage carrier,

C^pROSIiT Sidecars. - Immediate delivery for^ Triumphs. B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant. — Booth's
Mnlorlcn, Halifax.

riORONl'n' Sidecars.-Special model tor 1920 Har-
^-^ Icj'-Davidsoii. finished brown.-Bootir.s Motorics.

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson or Indian
gr-y or rcd.-Booth's Motorics.

rjORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, dji-c-t or^^ lliougli the trade.- Booth's Molories. Halifax

C"'i:^Sc^^;^^"B;:iJh^'*"-^'^^^ """ ^°"» »' "

('"'?^:::i;j;e.?'i^"^r^i:^-B<^jn''iiotoS''
-

c-'Tu^^l, t'liijTo'Ad^^BoSii.'':''
-*'"'»'"'" "> »"

/ 'iiliovt'.T <;i.i,

(

'

(,';"

I Kill'

Sllrinp. 17/6 and 26/- linlI" Alolorlci., Halifax.
|

"lleil; 7/fl.-Bo<,th'» Motorics I

'

,''i''°T:',
","'''="'!'"» "h.-tiuls; Inren r.lo.'k I-tu- Lltt lM-B.-HfK,i|i', MoforiM. -I

''.,' .?.""'. ™"'"' "I
I

-lioolli'a .Molotle.

ison-/
.

'

All h:iur, icl.itlns to iidvirtljcnicilx ,h

TAIVIPI.I
TWO-SEATER FOR £165.

STRONG AND INEXPENSIVE.

We are the only firm in London who can give
Immediate Delivery. Call and inspect.

NEW SOLOS. For Immediate Delivery at Makers'
Lowest Prices.

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, complete
with all accessories £145

6.S.A., 4} h.p,, cJiain drive £1io
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. twin, 3-speed . . 140 Ens
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p. twin M.A.G £130
A.B.C., 4-speed, T.T. bars, spring frame £150
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-sp., chain drive £128
ZENITH, S h.p. twin, K.S., clutch £161 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,cliitch.. £127 10
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-speed £100
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-specd, K.S., clutch. £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch. £130
INDIAN, 4i h.p., single-cylinder, 3-speed,

spring frame, K.S., clutch £125
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame, 2-sp. £120
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2', h.p., 2-speed £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 3I h.p., s-spced . . . £117 10
BAT, 6 h.p. twin, spring frame, 3-speed. . £160
ROVER, 3.', h.p., 3-speed, chain drive . . . £149 15
ROVER, 3.5 h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley. . £123 10
N.U.T., Magdyno lighting, 3.Vh.p. twin.. £165
RUDGE Multi T.T., 3 J h.p." £1io
RUDGE Multi, 3J h.p., I.O.M £110
RUDGE Multi, 7-9h.p. twin £150
ARIEL, 3j h.p., 3-spced, K.S £120
SCOTT, 2-speed, K.S., clutch £140

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, 2-speed .

.

£72 10
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
IMP, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed £62
SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, 2J h.p £75
O.K., 2-stroke, 2-speed £63
CALTHORPE, 2-strokc, 2-speed £75
INVICTA, 2-stroke, sin.'^Ie-speed £71
METRO-TYLER, Model S £96
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single-speed . .

.

£68

NEW COMBINATIONS. For Immediate Delivery
at Makers' Lowest Prices.

A.J.S. Combination, 6 h.p., 3-speed, spring
pillion seat, spare wheel £210

SUNBEAM Combination, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £200
CLYNO Combination, S h.p. twin, chain

drive, spring frame, spare wheel . . . £250
ROVER Com.. 5-6 h.p. twin, chain drive £230
QUADRANT Combination, 4i h.p., 3-sp. . £145
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h^p., 3-speed. £182 10
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p. twin, 3-sp £170
NEW IMPERIAL Com., 8 h.p. twin, 3-sp. £186 18
B.S.A. Combination, 4^ h.p., 3-speed . . . £152
BAT Com., 6 h.p. twin, spring frame . . . £204
ZENITH Com.. S h.p. twin, K.S., clutch. £205
LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 3i h.p. twin £152 10
HAZLEWOOD Combination, 5-6 h.p. twin £205
JAMES Com., 6 li.p., de luxe Sidecar . . £190
MATCHLESS Cnmbinal'n. M.A.G. engine,

M.igiiviio lighting set '

£230
ROYAL RUBY Combination, S h.p. twin. £205
AUTOPED Scooter. Immediate delivery. Special

trade terms £39

NEW CYCLE CARS. For Immediate Delivery at
Makers' Lowest Prices.

G.N., 2-sealcr £242
G.N., 2-^catcr. witb lighting set £275 12 6
BLERiOT WHIPPET, 2 scator, 8 h.p. . . . £250
RICHARDSON, 8 h.p., 2-seater £262 10
SINGER, toh.p., 2-seater, standard or

!^Ports .
, £500

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
RUDGE Multi Combination, 5-6 h.p.. 19T9 £185
A.J.8. Combination, 1914, (1 h.p., 3-speed £80
TRIUMPH Combination, reconstructed

mod'-l. 3-specd countershaft, makers'
,';ii.lraritee {or 3 niodths £147 1^^

LEA-FRANCIS, j h.p. twin, 2-spced .... £85

PERCY & CO.,
314-316, EUSTON RD., N.W.I

Musc'uni 1337."riioru:.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"D ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, and screens; acti
--*' manufacturers; wholesale, retail, and export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Our chassis hold the great*
records this season ; one used throughout

Messrs. Marvin and Sullivan in breaking 20 worli
records, fitted to a Harley-Davidson motor, Jt
12th, 1920.

RENNOC Sidecars are in possession of the actu
testiimcnial, which reads as follows: ;..

" T^^''^^ Ml'- Ckinnor,—You will be surprised afc ]

--' ceiving such a joyful letter from me, I am 8U]
Anyhow, I Eucceeded in breaking 20 world's records <

my Harley-Davidson last Monday, using one of yo
Rennoi: sidecar chassis, and one point which spea
very well is the fact that at the end of the twel
hours the alignment was perfect.— (Signed) J. '.

Marvin."

RENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers
the Rennoc sidecar throughout.

RENNOC Sidecars can deliver from stock touiii
sporting, tandems, and tradesmen's carriers.

RENNOC Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply i

spares and undertake repairs for this make.
,

RENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley war model
Indian, and Excelsior; also all American modtj

from fatock.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock secondJiai
and clearance sidecars, mentioned special list

RENNOC Sidecars.—We list and stock 17 diflere

models in complete sidecars,

T> ENNOC Sidecars guarantee in stock for immedii
-tl/ delivery 250 bodies of every description and picii

ENNOC Sidecars have a lightweight. Model 4^

for 18 gns. ; weigh, 50 lb.R
RENNOC Sidecars manufacture and can deliver^

finest 2-seater sidecar ever designed, with Jd"
collapsible seat. This is no freak design.

;j

RENNOC Sidecars publish, and caoa be had tiSti

ing, 24-page catalogue.

RENNOC Sidecars invite you to send for fi

catalogue, if only to reai^ our testimonials.

RENNOC Sidecars manufacture the finest -'a

mechanically designed spring frame chassis ;;

invented.

RENNOC Sidecars have a lightweight body, S'^I

to suit old pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars manufacture, and can (^iV
stepped coach body, highly finished thvougnoi

£7/10. Don't confuse this with the other rubb
manufactured by competitors.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Model 999 is agreed by all J

latest and best in 2-seaters. We defy con

ENNOC Model No. 63 Coachbuilt Racine EaSJ
Sidecar, torpedo, immediate delivery; £Zi

ENNOC Sidecars have in stock hundreds <ff'-l

plete chassis ; immediate delivery.

R
R
RENNOC Sidecars undertake repairs and rau

tions to all makes of sidecars; repainting .I

upholsteriug a speciality.

TJ ENNOC Sidecars are manufacturers in two "tV
-TV date factories. Head office and works. 86, >

toria Rd., Stroud Green, London, N.4. Rennoc Mol(

Ltd. (GcorKB Charles Conner. MiinapiuK Bit"''

'Phone : Hornsey 850 ; and Progress Body Wor
Marlborough Rd., N. 'Phone : Hornsey 1589.

RENNOC Motors. Ltd.. invite all coiiesnondeneo i

enquiries to Head Office, Victoria Rd. I6f

SIDECAR, just off Harley, Montgomery, take i

at one.—7, BracMey Rd., New Beckenham. I

.

station. W
UNDERSLUNG Chassis, new, suitable Harley i

tradesman's; £14.—Edwardes, 277, Canihern

Rd., S.E. B'

SIDECAR tor Harley-Dayidson, coachbuilt. bulb

back; iESS.-Engineers, 26, Ratclilfe Trani

Edinburgh. l^'ll

WICKER Sidecar, 4 points connection, good coifi

tioni £7.-Astley Bros.. Llaninit Caaeinlg

Welshpool. 1"B

1 Q20 Henderson Lightweight Sidecar, coaarbui
-It/ blue, perfect condition; -£12.-162, Silth ^a
Manor Park. l»'ft

CI.TXO Cycle Bideenr, 5-6h.p., spare wlieel, joodfe

new; rensouable ofler.—Owner, 122, Qlouccrter ly

Waltliamstow. 1°'

GOOD Coaohlmilt Sidecar, newly pnintcil in led I

lilaci!: what oUersP-Tlie GmiiBC, Suiidlinnt. 1;

brids" Wells. [*'

DINK'S? Sidecars in Stock for immediate dellnS

anv fittinas; any colour.—0. Smith and Co->62'
Hampst'ead ltd., N.VV.l. 11"

SIDECARS.—Swim and Millford nidecais in MMlJ
suit all nniltes of maehinos.—Halifax Motor J

change. 25, Hovton St., Halifax. I*''

ICKKK, Sidecar, beautifully upholstered. t«lj»

yhajif. good tyre, all fittings, eomploto; *'

(ipdin. 11. Thomas St.. King's Lynn

'OR Sale, 1920 Snudulu coachbuilt

w
mil! 'iiiotu llic mimhci- at the end of each

IT'Oll Sale, 1920 Snudulu coachbuilt sidci'ar. Do I

J

iiMidil. Mntli apnun, luggage grid, iiaintcd gravj

'1,'iiunipli : i20.-,Ioy, Ilii.\tcd, SuHttex. l*"

advertisement, .iiid the dnte ot the I.s8ue.uie. . a
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
rB. DAVIDSON, riding Harley-Davidsou and Flying
L llidd'eton sidecar, won 1,000 v.c. rhumpionship
I
broke 5 and ip miles world'^ record:

[R. G. De LISSA came tfecond 1,000 c.r. ehampion-
L pbip, riding Motosar-oihe and Middleton touring
ing wJirel cbas^-is: ;i splendid performance.

FE. BEACH, of O'Douovau Motors. Gt. Portland
L St., ou Sept. 7tli broke 12 records witb 3',Mi.p

rton and standard Flying iliddleton sidecar bought
m etoik.

FE. BREESE. riding B.S.A. witb Middleton Flyer,
L broke 4-Jiour record on June 23rd.

[IDDLETON'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest
in the world.

[IDDLETON'S Racing Cars have been, and are.
used by the leading racing men.

[IDDLETON'S Haoing Sidecars are built for all
L ppeeds, but ive cuution friend.^ and enemies not
travel over 175 m.p.b. unless the chassis is first

ught to us for a coat oi' special secret speed enamel.

[IDDLETON'S Matrimonial Mask will be closed
L dnriuj the cold weather. VTe hope, however,
reopen same l>efore the cuckoo returns, providing the
peniture is satisfactory. Meanwhile, we shall be
ised to execute any repairs to any make ot sidecar,
ssis, or hodywoik. We do everything and everybody.
shall also be pleased to convert your old-fasbioned

d chains to spring wheel type, thereby doubling the
of> fcume. Trade enquiries invited.

IDDLETON'S have lour models-the Flyer, for
. racing; lightweight coach, for 2%h.p. machines,
; medium touring coach, for SVih.p. upwards; and
:ial tourers for big twins. Zenith, Harleys, Hender-
;, Indians, including spring frame model, etc.

IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel, the finest device oJ
this kind, now ready; £4 extra on any model.

IDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar
makers, 27. Stroud Green Rd., Finsjsury Park.

, 'Phone: 1584 Hornsey. [9351

DIAN 2-seoter Sidecar, hood and screen, brand, new,
cost £55: accept £35.—Barker's Motors, 194, Bal-
Hieh Rd. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [4959

OKTGOMERY Sidecar? for Triumph. B.S.A., Black-
biirue. Indian, Harleys, etc.—Bastoue's, 228.

tonville Ed., King's Cross, Loudon, N.l. [4865
ENDERSON Sidecars.—All models instock. Elite:
£45; Model Bl, £31; featlienveight, £23.—P.

vans. 5. Tbornfield Rd.. Shepherd's Bush, W. [0176

JiTE Sidecar, witli door and. lift-np flap, well up-
holstered, complete, £4; or exchange billiard-dining

, cash ;idjustment:—55, High St., Dartford. [5224

'ETON Bulbous Back Sidecar, complete, ofl 1919
Big 4 Norton, wind screen, 26in. wheel and Dun-
beautiful order.-Batho, Broome, Ellemere. [X^880
ELliPORD.—All models in stock. Model de Luxe
£40/14; Corvette. £31/10; Skiff, £27/15/6 -P

3vau^ 83-91. John . Bright St., Birmingham
[0177

NBEAM Sidecars, unused, but re-enamelled, suit
able f(Mc Harleys, Triumphs, Sunbeams, etc.- to
qiiick-lj'. £22 each.—336. Gray's Inn Ed.. W C 1

[0267
ACHBUILT tJnderslung Bulbous Back Sidecar

' complete with apron, new, £25; also a 2-seater
special.—Stock, 107, Coninghani- E4., Shepherd's

[5725
SNDERSON Elite Sidecars, also Dinky sidecars.

' in stock for immediate "delivery ; list price
' e supplied.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead

I

N.W.I. ^ \0303
W Sunbeam sidecar, complst© with stormproof
apron. le?s tyre. 4-polnt fixing cha.ssis, only few
1-argan, £J 7.-Beei.he.r, 472, Archway Ed., High-
London, N. [5904
NOELET.—All models in ntock. MM.4, £39/5-
tourmg model, £31/10; sporting model, £25-
r,- £18/18.—P. J. Evans. 83-91, John Bright St.,
ingham. [0178
VEETISER has a number of store-soiled sidecars
for disposal, all of high-class make, covered by
rs' guarantee; good bargains.—Write Eoj: 8,744.
"he Motor Cycle. [5127
NOELEX Sidecar, new ooacliwork, re-enamelled
black and gold, fitted Easting wind screen, wants
:uard; £15 the lot.—Seen at Goldnev Carriage

'I

-fi, Goldney Ed., Paddingtou.
"

[4971

[j

ORIA Sidecar, practically new, unscratched, hood,
\\ wind screen. Triumph attachments, colour mauve,
f

' panel: any reasonable offer.—C. F. Attneave.
\ field. Mether St., Finchley, N.3. [5074

IE a really good sidecar, moderately priced, ask
for particulars of our Model i9a, topping value-

i] sidecar bodies, best value in the trade,—Melville
^l

(Halifax), Ltd., Clarence Works, Halifax. [0218

J
5NDEES0N Elite Sidecars in Stock for immediate

* delivery, suitable and painted Harley-Davidson
'i r, filso Henderson colour; all models in stock.—
y. nith and Co.. 52-54, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. [0244

\ E have a great number of second-hand sidecars and
:

bodie; for disposal. These accumulated during a
'i season when we had no time to trouble with them.
-[j

(md take your choice. Shop-soiled sidecars from
tj -isaudnm Sidecars, 336, Gray's Inn Ed., W C 1Mborn 933. [0322

wmMw
*'The sporting chance you have been waitin>
for for twelve months has come at last. No
waiting. Machines quoted below for imme-
iliate delivery at makers' list price. No
charge for carriage or crate for machines
quoted below. Free fili up with petrol. These
are the generous terms which we have been

waiting to give you tor many months."

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc., new ^ List price

1920 RUDGE Combination, 6 - h.p., with
Rudge-Whitvvorth best sidecar. Im-
mediate delivery.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List price

1920 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List price

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps,
Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete. Im-
mediate delivery . , List prico

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, brand new List price

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model r List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft model,
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete vrith

lamps. Special bargain ; under list

price £195
1920 4} h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

drive model, brand new ." List price

1920 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate
delivery List price

1920 latest chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combiaation ; immediate delivery.

List price

1918 Powerplus INDIAN Combination, excel-

lent condition £140
:gig 6 h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, very

sm^ll mileage £1 60
1920 7-g h.p. 4-cylinder ^ F.N. Combination,

complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen ^. £190

1914 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless works £125

1920 HENDERSON Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar .

." Offers

1920 EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar £165

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

brand new List price

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., immediate
deliverv List price

1920 3jh.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
immediate delivery List price

1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine,
immediate delivery List price

r920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-
starter model, immediate delivery.

Makers* list price

1920 A.B.C., 4 speeds, brand new, immediate
deliver^' List price

1918 7-9 h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing £1 1

D

SIDECARS.
immediate delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harleys, Hendersons, etc.;

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Stock.

1920 G.N. Light Car, with or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price

WANTED.—First-class Combinations.

J. SIVI|-fHr& CO.,
52 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London. N.W.I.
[Bottom end ot Tottenham Court Rd.i

'Phone : Museum 5938

ftK><><>Cx>00<X>0<>0<><X>0<>0<XXXX>0<>0

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,
"DURLINGTON Sidecars.—No. 2 model, coachbnilt.
J-* underslung. bulbous back with locker, spring seat,
and back upholstered in best Pegamoid, strunu' ani
well-made chassis, complete with tyre; £28/10.—Below.
TTARLEY Model, coachbuiit. bulbnus back v.iili
-jLX locker, spring seat and back, upholstered in best
Pegamoid, a sidecar de luxe, with extra strong
chassis, specially constructed to withstand the strain
imposed by this heavy machine, complete with tyre
and tube; £35/10.-Below.

SPEKDY Model for Bird Catcher). The ideal sidecar
for sporty riders. They are just the things fur

Triumphs. Specification as above. Complete with
tyre, £24.—Below.

pLEASE Note that our Sidecars are Solidly Con-
-- structed, and are not blown together.—Below.

THE Burlington Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd.. 7, South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. T.A. : Burlington Motors, Clapham (50
yards from Clapham Common Underground Station).

_ r5fii9
/CHASSIS.—The Sandum lightweight, £9/9; heavy.
V^* weight, £12/12^ heavyweight enclosed wheel typ_'.

£22; spring wheel type. £27. Ask to see our special
sidecar connections. Trade enquiries invited.—Sand-
ham Engineering Co., 336, Grays Inn Rd., W.C.I.
"Phone: Holborn 933. [0325

SIDECAR.—Have a Ilopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay (garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any snape body fitted. They have been well
tested for eix years on motors up to 8h.p.—llopley.
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1(a20 A.V. Monocar, 6h.p. J.A.P., hke new, fitted
**/ with electric lamps; to clear £135.-110, Bold St.,
LiverpGol,

. [5022

3-WHEELED Chassis, eiigine, gears, radiator ; £22

:

separate; exchange.—Wright, 4, Maison-dien Ter-
race, Deal. [5643

1014 Morgan, Bh.p. A.C., in good condition, lamps,
-Lt/ screen, etc.; £135.—Bridgwater, 61, Amery St.,
Alton, Hants. [5222

MORGAN, new sporting models in stock.— Clark.
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7.

Kensington 4096. [5604

A.C. Sociable, E. Type, splendid condition; trial; hood,
screen, lamps,' spares; £90.—A.R., 44, Linden. Av,.

Loudon, N.W.IO. [5194

1)I>20 Morgan Model de Luxe, guaranteed perfect, run
J-*/ 200 miles only; price £225.—Shaw, Mozart House.
Sherborne, Dorset. [5551

CAE,DEN Monocar, 1917, fine condition, new tyre=,

disc wheels, chaift drive, 2-speed; £75, offers.— 3,

Ludysmith Rd., Cradley, Staffs. [S478Q

"IQ20 A.V. Monoc-ar, Bh.p., fitted with rear cushion
-*-*' for passenger; pric-e (shop-soiled—has been liddenl
£180.-110, Bold St.. Liverpool. [5030

1Q20 Tumplin. with spares, accessories, insurance,
At/ and waterproof houdiug, ex<^ellent order; £150.—
Jone^, 227, Willesden Lane, N^"W.2. [4896

T.B. Cycle Car, J.A.P. en^ne, complerte lamps, horn,
jind spare wheel discs, delivery from etoek ; £275.

—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [5253

1 Q 14 Morgan, appearance like new, crimson lak?,
--«/ fully equipped; nearest £155; motor cycle part.

—Allston. Bergholt, High St., Harpenden, Herts. [5863

A.C. Sociables, modern types, fully equipped, me-
chanicallv sound, good appearance; from £60 to

£85; trial.—29^ AIlsop St., Upper Baker St., N.W.I.
[3bo6

"I O 20 Bleriot Whippet, mileage negligible, splendid
-L«7 order; first cheque £225 secures.—Oscar V. Cos,
Waylett I'lace, West Norwood. 'Phone; Streatham 2759.

[5569
PREMIER Super Runabout, one just to hand for

sale. £300, fullv equipped, horn, lamps, etc.—
Frank Whitworth. Ltd., 139. New St., Birmingham.

[X5087

"I Q20 A.y. Bi-car (2-eeater), fitted with hood and
XJ/ screen, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-sp6ed gear; price (shop-

soiled—has been ridden) £230.-110, Bold St., Liver-

pool. ' 5031

1 1QI6 Trumbull 2-seater, lOh.p., very good engine, 3
J~*J speeds and reverse, electric lighting, 5 new tyres;

what offers over £150 -P. Prossard, 28, Bridge St..

Taunton. [5114

TAMPLTN 1920 2-s&ater3; £165;' immediate delivery.

We specialise in these cars and all necessary acces-

r-ories for f^ame.—20, Heath R-d., Twickenham. 'Phone:
96 Richmond. [5825

GIBBONS Mark IH. Cj'cle Car, reduced to £115;
delivery within one month; trials any time by

nppoiutment. Agents required.—Gibbons and Moore,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.

'
[4838

BLERIOT Whippet, hood, screen, spare wheel,
electric lighting, only done 500 miles, perfect;

£230; exchanges or easy payments.— 2, Nightingale

Rd.. Lower Clapton, N.E. [5882

MORGAN fijand Pri.T in stock, green and whitft

fini.sh; £224; makers' price.—Lamb's, loi. High
St Walthamstow; 50, High Rd., Wood Green N.22

:

387, Eustou Rd ,
Loudon, N.W. [5244

Ul letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisemunt, and the date of the issue. A39
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

G.X. 1920 Tomiiis, deliTerert August, mileage 1,100,

5 oversize Piilmer cord tyres, acetylene lifilitiuF,

spares, nerfect Uirouehout; cost £270, accept £230 —
Jameson, Kenton, Northumberland. [5178

G.W.K. 1915 2-seater. detachable wheels and spare,

hcod. screen, lamps, etc.. in splendid order;
£225. — Elce and Co.. 15-16. Biehopssate Ay.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Ayenne 5548. [0070

SPLENDID Little 2-seatcr, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P.. hood,
screen, lamps, etc.. fine condition throughout;

£130; cash or deferred payments; exchange motor
cycle.—Bunting's Motors. Wealdstone, Harrow. [5834

MORGAN.—We are sole Wolyerhampton agents; our
allotment for this season is already booked, but

send us your old machine lor repairs, overhauls, or

repainting.—The Molineus Garage Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton. Tel.: 1160. [3460

LATE 1914 Victor Cyclecar, Precision W.C. engine.

2-speed reverse gear box, stored 1915 to 1920,
i-yndition as new, smart appearance, hood, screen,

lamps, etc.; £175; photo 6d. ;
good solo considered

part.—la. Richardson Rd., Eccles, Manchester. [5613

TAMPLIX 1920 2-Eenter, deliered May, exceptionally
.imart little car, fully equipped with hood, screen,

electric lamp-, comfortable back seat, mnning boards and
domed wiaKs; £195.~Secn and tried any time, 65, Croy-
don Ed.. Cat«rham Valley, Surrey. 'Phone: 188. [4935

"I
Q14 Sporting 2-seater, 8h.p. w.c, live axle, gate

-t O change, disc wheels, dynamo lighting set, very
(^mart: first cheque £150 secures.—Oscar V. Cox, Way-
Ictt Place, West Norwood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatliam
2759. [5570

NEW Bleriot Whippet 8h.p. Cycle Car, 2-seat6r, with
hitest handle stai-ter, hood and screen, dotachnblt

wire wheels, standard equipment ; £250. or on easy pay-

nieuts 4% extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12
monthly instalments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromotoi'
Rd., London, [5809

NEW Tamplin Tandem, 8h.p. J.A.V. engine. 3-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear, clutch, and foot starter, fully

'juipijed with hood and screen, discs on all wheels,
himps. and horn; £189/7, or unequipped £165; may
l>e obtained on Harrods deferred payment system, 4%
extra.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Rd., London

[5808
(^.N., 1920.—Delivery from stock, standard tour.
^ iug model, dynamo lighting, full etiuipmcnt

in':ludiug speedometer, horn, spare wheel, £275/12/6;
without dynamo lighting, £241/17/6.—Official Con.
trading Agents, Eice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5543.

[0069

CARS FOR SALE.
UKLSIZE Taxi, in good running order; £95.—S.M.C..
-L> 77. Acre Lane, S W.2. [5740

AL.-'HtO-IlAlMLEE 28-80h.p.. C.A.V., quite a late
model; 500 gns.-S.M.C. 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2.

[5V.

"VrK\\' Pick 2-.se.ater. 15h.p., dynamo lighting, in good
-L^ order; £125.-S.M.C., 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2.

[5739
8h.p. Rover 2-8eater and dickey, hood, screen ; £95

:

exchange, combination.—84, Greenside Rd., Croy-
don. [5421

P.WTON.—12h.p. Motobloc 2-seater repainted, rua
ning order, bood and wind screen; absolute

bargain, £85.

PAXTON.-Special bargain ; ]6h.p. Bell light de
livery van, new b^y, live axle, gate; £185.

PAXTO.N._12.16h.p. Unic 1-ton van, solids behind.
4cyl. monobloc, sump lubrication; bargain,

£250.

PAXT0N.-12 ISh.p. Opel landaulet. 4.cyl. mono-
bloc, gate, Zenith, cord, fine condition; £285.

P.WTOX—1915 Overland 4-6eater. fine touring car
self.starter, dynamo lighting, excellent Condi

tion; £365.

PAXTO.\.-12.14h.p. Crossley S-eeater. detachable
wire wheels, enclosed valves, smartly repainted;

T>AXTON.-1920 All Anicrin»n famous 25-30 cwt
-»- lorry chaois, in stock; at list price: £686.
pAXTON Car Depot (Stanley .J. Cook, proprietor).
i-.

228a, Gip.y Hd., West Norwood. Victoria to
r.M.«y Hill 19 rninnu-... or Crystal Palace 'buse.! toPaxtnn Hotel, [5781

AIMI.En aoh.j. Lnndaulet. 1916 model, C.A.V.,
''*';,• ,f^°°-Oavt. Tnimble, fj, llavout Rd.
" ^ '•'

[6738
' ', 2-»cal»T, lnmp«, horn, stopncv, dlBcs,

llonl conauion; £190.-kniBfit, 4, Pave.
'

"•
[5913

(J)imu:i.|.;A 2..oot«r. Bood condition, elcctiic

4^ I n, il^nk "A
"'^"nso 1-»cat«r.-Hu>ufrv,,"' " ltd

, Sontli Cioydon. [642.'>

J>
'•''

»1>.P., t«in<:yl., nice nppcnrunco, nil ac
A', ,. -I V '"'."' """""' *90--16, St. Marv

r\AIMI.l;n W»i,i:.„,i,,, .piendid running condition,,,?'""' «''P'".M„., 60 mllo trhTl; £200.^

S"*U?'' '"'J;'" J,"'"'
,'"".',""' »'"' <>fl»''-"'rnl

...I
/"'."""' ">'' "TYLrablc car; £276. -Mylair,"•!(,, ,07, I^ndon Hd., W. Cro,don, Thonc: 237',

[6619

D
I

mms.
LAMPSAND GENEFA.TGRS.I
HOLD WORLDS RECORDSfe I

LIGHTING SETS

£6 5 O

Here's a new and econom-
ical irethod of lighting

—

the F. R S. Magneto
Electric Se t—^w h i c

h

enables the excess current

produced by the magneto
to be utilised for lighting.

Simple, reliable, foolproof.

Cuts out the trouble of

lighting up—directly the

engine starts the lamps

light. An accumulator is

fitted into box for use

when machine is standing.

There's no loss of engine

power and no d image to

magneto. Ask your agent

to show you the F.R.S.

Magneto Set—then decide

to fit it and save lighting

costs. Write for list.

IS

All letters relutlnfl to odverUnements should quote the ourabor at the

CARS FOR SALE.
^1,434/10 Total Reductions in 5 weeks undacV systematic reduction scheme. I reduce my

j

by £250 per week, not less than 10 cars being reL
every week. This week 12 prices reduced b^
^270.—Cox (below).

^
MOTOR Cycle.?.—List free on application (3

"The Motor").—Cox (below).

SYSTEMATIC Heduction Scheme Bargains.

-

h.p. Darracq 2-seater, -mag., live axle,
splendidlj', reduced from £95, now £58/10; ,_
Dennis van, worm drive, Zenith, Bosch, smart, fine
reduced from £135, absolute gift, £85; 8h.p. De 7

light parcels van. mag., £85; nice landaulet body,
lOh.p. 4-cyl. Leader sporting 2-seater, Bosch, Ze
live axle. £92/10; 15h.p. Bayard roomy van, Zr"
fine lot (reduced from £165), clear £98/10; 20-1
Iris chassis, Zenith, gate, liye axle, £135; 12h.p.
taxi-landaulet, smart, runs splendidly, £140; |S
Sizaire-Naudin sporting 2-seater, discs, fast,

£142/10; 15-18h.p. Bedford-Buick 4-seat tog
Zenith, £165; 20h.p. Cadillac van, 4-cyl., gate,
£165; 14h.p. Wolseley 4-5-seater, 4-cyl., live axle,*
Zenitli, £185; 8-lOh.p. Warns light car, sfcreao
2-seater, dynamo lighting, discs, live axle, gate, :^;
20h.p. Leon-BolWe chassis, live axle, gate.
valves, £185; exceptionally smart little 8-lOh.p.

"^

Globe coupe light car, Claudel, gate, £195- 12-2€
4-cyl. Becauville super-sporting 4-seater, low, _

lutely streamline bulbous back torpedo, bargain, ,561

Unic 15-cwt. van, sxunp, detachables, reduced,,!
£350. bargain. £225; 30h.p. worm drive laniJa'
luxurious body, 4-speed, gate, horizontal Zenith, oj

lever springs, £225; 1919 Ford streamline tO(
right-hand drive, £235; very special 1915 Fon
seater, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, pointed bnll-n
brass radiator, detachable Tims, oversize tyrea,
blue, extras alone worth £100, bargain, £24S*-
( below).

SYSTEMATIC Reduction Scheme.— 1 Oh. p.
sporting bulbous back 2-seater, monobloc, dyn

smart, £245; late type G.W.K. 2-seater, detaci
wheels. Zenith, £250; 12h.p. 4-cyl. Adler landa
6-seater, gate. Zenith, cord, nice. £275 ; particu
smart 12-14h.p. Unic torpedo, flush-sided, mono
sump, £275 ; 16h.p. Bell landaulet. enclosed Vfl

gate, sump, £275; IBh.p. 6-cyI. Horbick streamlii
seater, sliding seats, disc wlteels, domed mudgu
runs beautifully, £295; 15.9h.p. Darracq sleeve.'
torpedo, £295; 12-15h.p. Opel landaulet. £295; 1
1915 Lagonda coupe, £315; 1916';4 1-ton Clyde
lorry, £325 ; lOh.p. 1920 H.F.G. 3-seater, C.
dynamo, starter, £325; lOh.p. 1914 Calthorpe .

car. £325; 15-20h.p. Chevrolet 3-seater. £335; 15^
Knight Daimler 4-seater, £350; 12-15h.p. Crosslt
seater, enclosed valves, detachables, £350;
12-15h.p. 19135^. Sizaire-Naudin streamline 5-s«

detacxhable wheels, £365 ; exceptionally nice 13.!

1913>4 Humber streamline 4-seater, enclosed vi

detachable wheels. £375 ; 15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnsto
seater, £380; 15-18h.p. Clement landaulet. parfcicQ
nice, £385; 15-18h.p. Buick 3-seater, 1915, ,C.

dynamo. £385; 11.9h.p. 1915 StandaM. dynamo,
24-30h.p. Itala sporting 4-seater, £395; brand
1920 Cubitt 4-seater, list price £442; very flne-
20h.p. Austin streamline tourer, dynamo, tax
£485; 6-c-yl. Minerva streamline torpedo, £550; I

Britannia interior-drive cabriolet, £625; 1919 Mit
20h.p. 6-cyl., latest turnover-edge streamline toij

self-starter, dynamo, £725.—Cox (below).

SUPER-SPORTING 20h.p. 1915y4 Daimler bul]

side torpedo, magnificent car, £850 ;-v s

Crosslev, bulbous-sided sport-s 6-sea,ter, high bidT*^
radiator, £950; ISh.p. 1915 Sunbeam % la»dt
dynamo, exquisite coachwork, bargain, £l,0g5J
nificent 16-20h.p. 19155^ Wolseley interiot
saloon, self-starter, dynamo, £1.255; magnH"
cyl. De Dion streamline cabriolet, £1,350;
leh.p. Sunbeam covered car de luxe, exquisite'^!
coachwork, self-starter, dynamo, £1.350;.-_.j
Daimler, interior drive saloon, superb cdJigp
£1.475.—Cox (below).

COMMERCIALS.—Systematic reductions,
tyred : 3-ton 1915 Senbrook lovry. le^Sl

wants little assembling. £45 ; 3-ton Milne^
chassis. Zenith, sump, £100 : 3-ton furniinn'
technicon, £125; 25-30-cwt. Albion-Lacve hn
van, fine lot, £165; 3-ton 1913 De Dion I

closed valves, worm drive, £200; 1-ton I

£285; 25-cwt. Napier van, enclosed valvts, unn
struction, £285; 3-4-ton 1915 Locomobile ioir\

drive. 4-speed, overhauled, retyred (£485 oriii^ni

£350; 5-ton Lacre lorry. £375; 4-ton 1914 sr

£385; 2-ton 1916 Vinot. £385; 2-ton 1916 Scah*
£395; 3-ton 1915 Belsizc, £450.—Cox (below).

CIIARS-A-BANCS.—Three in stock ready lor i
'*

diate use. absolute bargains; prices, partici'*

free.—Cox (below).

NEW Car Buyers.—New 1920 Cubitt tourer. 15i^
in stock.- at list price, £442; new 1920 HI'-

lijht car, dickey, dynatiio starter, £325; 1919 Mit'"

light six, £725.—Cox (below).

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight iW
man. 6, Lnnsdowne Hill, West Norwocd,

«

above actually on view. Call, 9-6.30, Saturdo; *
no business Sundays. Trams and 'buses pass; 17

JJ
Victoria bv L.R. and R.C. oloctrie. Fuller pr«
list free. Established 1902. l^O

SMART lOli.p. 4-cyl. Marlboro' Our, S-seiitor, <ly W
Jik'litinp, 5 detachable wheels, perfect 0Hlflr:,w

triiil: £375.-Write, R. F. Leos, Peddorn LOM.-M
niiickpcM:iI. 1'*'

TIIAMKS Laiidiiulet, sent 7, body and chnsslf iuj
coudition, our complete, out oylinder« broken: fl

ifl'tTs or sell separately.—0. Stubbington, HbjJ
Brtnidoak, Essex.

'"

end of each advei-tlsemeot, and the date of the issue.
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Over=production ?

SPEAKING in the House last week on the

question of the proposed (iatum hne for

coal output, Air. Brace, the miners' leacier,

contencJeci that much unemployment in this

country was due to over-production. He
specifically mentioned the motor trade of

Coventry as an example. With the basis of

Mr. Brace's remarks the policy of this paper is

not concerned, but when he particularises on
the subject of the motor industry' it is time to

enquire into the. accuracy of his statements.

Has the motor cycle industry suffered from

over-production ? Surely the vast number of

imported motor cycles provides a convincing

answer! In the month ending September, 1920,

motor cycles and parts to the value of ^£22,774
were brought into the country, and the figure for

the nine months preceding that date was no
less than ;£343,7i2. These imports have taken

place in order to supply the demands of British

riders, whose requirements have not been

satisfied by home manufacturers. Foreign

machines are 'not always imported because

riders actually prefer them to the home-produced
article, but largely because they have been un-

able to obtain prompt delivery of British

machines at' a reasonable figure. In addition to

this, there is an enormous and unsatisfied de-

mand for British machines in Overseas markets.

This demand is being fulfilled chiefly by

American manufacturers, but there is evidence

that buyers in many cases prefer our products.

What, then, is the cause of the temporary

.slump, if slump there be ? Partly it is (due to

the normal slackening of orders at this time of

the year, coupled with the high cost of living,

but mainly it is due to the high prices demanded
for motor cvcles. Surely it must be obvious that,

witlrgi-\'en overhead charges, the greater the out-

put the lower the cost per machine, since these

charges can be distributed over a greater number
of machines. Therefore, it would seem that the

remedy lies in increased production.

Taxation Favours Lightweights.

MOTOR cycles next year will be divided

into two classes for taxation purposes,

/.e., those below and those above 200 lb.

in weight. - The time has come, there-

fore, w hen approximate catalogue

weights will fail to serve a useful purpose. In

the- past there has been a certain amount of

laxity on this point, and one could never be sure

whether the weight quoted by a maker was

arrived at by means of a weighing machine or a

vague calculation "on the part of the catalogue

compiler. Instances have occurred in which
machines given as weighing 230 lb. have been

actually as much as 20% higher. Such wide

dift'erences between die printed and actual

figures are sufficient to cause the purchaser justi-

fiable disappointment, ' and next year the differ-

ence of a few pounds, when the machine weighs

something in the neighbourhood of 200 lb., will

represent to the owner a matter of 30s., one way
or the other. '

Undoubtedly the choice of a certain number
of 'purchasers will be in favour of the rnotor cycle

subjected to the lower taxation, and it behoves

makers of machines under, but near, 200 lb. in

weight to take more than ordinary careto ensure

that such buyers obtain what they require, i.e.,

a machine on which only a 30s. tax is cjemanded.

It will not be sufficient for a maker to weigh

the first sample machine and take it for granted

that all the production models are of the same

weight.

At the present time there are quite a number
of machines near the dividing line, and conse-

quently the next taxes may have some influence

in inducing manufacturers to reduce" weights.

Properly carried out this will be all to the good,

as of recent vears the tendency has been to- over-

look the most attractive feature of the small solo

machine—its low weight. Evei7thing else being

equal, the lighter machine is bound to be the

more ec(>nomical, and economy should be the

keynote of every design.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Two 19U Machines.

THE other -day business took me into one of the

hilliest counties in England, where I presently

foregathered with two riders of 191 1 machines

—a Rudge and a Triumph respectively.
,
Ancient

memories revived as I handled these aged crocks, as

the modern knut would doubtless stigmatise them.

The main impression they made upon me was that of

an extraordinary lightness—both felt much more like

babies than 500 c.c. machines. The Rudge had an

X.S.U. gear, but the Triumph was still fitted with

single fixed gear ; both machines are accustomed to

tackle anything short of an A.C.U. freak hill, and as

far as I can judge, their climbing is betler than that

of a modern 500 c.c. on its top gear. They look

quaint and have grown very shabbv, but they are fine

goers still. Neither of them has required any major
replacements in ten years of hard service, and the

original cost of each was some ;£5o.- Cheap transport,

gentlemen.

The Solo Windscreen.

TWO firms were advertising windscreens for solo

machines in the last issue of The Motor Cycle.

I tried a home-made gadget of this type many
years ago, and experienced a lot of trouble in making
it sit up at the correct angle against head winds, espe-

cially when I was speeding. It is, I suppose, a logical

adjunct to the leg shields which many all-weather

riders now fit, but it stands in quite a different cate-

gory from the car windscreen. When you are seated in

a deep coach-built body with a good screen ahead of

you, you can keep both dry and warm at speed in any
wc.ilher. On a motor cycle you must trust vour
clothing, and not any gadgets carried oh the machine,
for warmth and dryness. Whether you carrv a wind-
scret-n or not, you must wear good, 'thick, waterproof
garmwnts. To my mind the windscreen offers two
special beiicfils. Its chief merit is that if its dimen- •

sums are correct, it protects that vulnerable gap
U-UvfL-ii the coat and the chin, and prevents spindrift
from l.lowinj; down the front of your neck. Its other
Vitliiu i.-. that if you are butting into an ice-edgfcd nor'-
t-a-sti-r on a dry day, your face need not get frost-
bitien. Sf) lonj,' ns you don't exiiect it to keep your
whole bo<ly dry and warm, it is fme. I am not
A2R

sure that the best motor cycling windscreen is not one

those to\\;el things which Eastern women tie round th

lower three-quarters of the faces ; I once met a ridei

wearing such a contraption on a snowy day, and whilst

I deplored his appearance, I envied the comfort he

was enjoying. My own face was frozen stiff, and al

mv underclothing was positively slushy.

The Comfortable Sidecar.

nCAXXOT remember ever having seen it admitfec

in print that a really first-class sidecar is probaUl;

the most comfortable seat, bar none, in the whpi*

gamut of road travel. Many a rider pr'oudly mati
the transit from a, combination to a cycle car or efver^

a light car, only to find that his wife or sweethea;

hanlcers sadly after the superior suspension of the sSe
car. The comfort of both cycle cars and light car,

varies enormously. A few' of the very best are excel

lent. One or two of the worst ride as coarsely over:gl

hole% as a rigid-framed bicycle with a fifth-rate
''^'

The average experience of the sidecar couple who-^
mote themselves to a cycle car is that the driver

little in comfort, and that the lady loses a lot.

change is to a light car, everything depends on'

make, but the lady is not likely to score much by tho

change in suspension, though the driver may relish ly.

new experience, quite apart from weather protection

I fancy not the. least reason for the vogue of the com
bination is that the occupant of the sidecar rides a.

comfortably as anybody on the road.
j

Instrument Lamps for Motor Cyclists.
|

nHAVE received an enquiry for a bijou handlc-b;f

acetylene lamp from a night rider, who wants !•

illuminate his speedometer and oil drip. 'I'li;

distractions and monotony of long-distance work ui(

doubtedly tempt tire traveller to forget about his lubri

cation, aiid when no reminders are visible, the ridti

is quite liable to sink into a subconscious condtdoit,

as every "Twenty-four" medal winner knows, ji

replied witli the snggestion of a ' dry battery gadgel!?:

My own experience of low capacity acetylene burneij,

is not gratifying, and many riders prefer to run acet\,

lene tail lamps off a tiny se])arate geuerator. Has ai'l

reader lore to distil on the subject of instrument Iain|:

for iirolonged liighl work?
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The Problem Simplified?

rHERE was every excuse for hand pump oiling so
long as our engines had plahi bearings of some-
what inadequate area, and their cylinders and

istons were specially designed to distort as much as

ossible. But it was distinctly disappointing to find the

Id-fashioned type of oiling perpetuated on a f.n de

iech 'bus like the A. B.C. with not an oil-thirsty bear-

ig in the engine, with symmetrical cylinders of even

all thickness, and pistons developed from aero

ngine practice. I believe Mr. Bradshaw's original

esign included sump oiling, and it would be interest-

ig to hear what snags his testers struck in a system

Dr which most lazy riders continue to sigh. A cynic of

ly acquaintance avers that there is an unholy alliance

etween engine designers and sparking plug manufac-

urers in this matter, the idea being to compel the

lumsy owner to buy a fresh plug once a month ; but

cannot swallow this foul libel. Meanwhile, I

laintively proclaim my ideal. A colleague on the

taff of The Autocar lives on board a small, cheap car.

le has an oil indicator on his dash, but it never works,

nd never has worked. He never buys any oil by the

jadside. He never carries any oil (outside his

iigine, bien entendu). He never thinks about oil,

,'icept at the monthly go-over-everything. He never

arries a spare plug. He never cleans his plugs. He

never buys any plugs. I envy him. There are four

seven-and-sixpenny plugs waiting on ray desk now.
All of them are charred and blackened. I shall get
myself into a filthy mess scraping them. Next month
they will want scraping -all over again. Such is life.

Incidentally most of my small engines consume more
oil than his large engine per 1,000 miles.

A Needle Wanted.

HAVING lost three tool-rolls this season I have
just had a brain-wave, and sewn one end of

my tool-roll firmly to the lower inside corner
of its pannier bag. If another fastener should jolt

open- under the combined inducement of my average
speed .and our vile roads, I stand a fair chance of
saving some of my tools. Instead of the tool-roll

hurtling like one thing into the heather in malicious
silence, the roll will hang down and flap against my
chain case; and the odds are I shall hear in time to

recover some, of the equipment. ' Of course, it may
get taggled up in the spokes of the back wheel; but
I shall risk that. I commend this very simple tip to

the trade. Oddly enough, I do not think I have
shed a bolt or a nut all the year. Most of my
riding has been done on Scott, Norton, A. B.C.,. and
B.S.A. machines, all of which seem to be top-notchers
at holding their nuts ovtr vile roads.

photograph conveys a good idea of the engineering difficulties that road builders experience in mountainous countries. The
depicts a'Triumphjin the French Alps, on the road to Paget Thenier from Nice, a district noted for its magnificent scenery.

A29
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious, ^v-,^^-

An Improvised Valve LiKer.

MORE barked knuckles result from
attempts to remove valves without

a proper tool for the purpose than,

probably, from any other adjustment on

the motor cycle. Yet there is an ex-

tremely simple method which only calls

for a strong screwdriver or similar tool,

and a length of string or, preferably,

wire. The illustration shows how the

loop is made to act as a fulcrum tor the

lever.~G.H.

Repairing a Bowden Wire.

IN the event of a Bowden wire breaking,

a temporary mend may be effected as

illustrated. First, the position, of the

break is discovered, then the cover is

cut at that place and the casing removed
for about two inches. The wire is then

joined by twisting, a piece of metal-tube

(about half or one inch long) having first

A temporary method of mending a broken

Bowden wire.

been slipped on to the wire as in the

higher illustration. The tube is then
slipped over the exposed wire and the
two ends of it are hammered flat, so as

to keep it in position. This method can,

of course, only be adopted on certain

occasions.—G.T. W.

Spring Luggage Grid for

Milllord Sidecar.

THIS home-made grid has the advantage
of being sprung without the necessity
of disfiguring the sidecar body. The

sides ai'e of liii. x^in. wrought iron, also
one of the cross-pieces, which, as shown,
has two fin. clearance holes about 2in.

from a bend at either end. The remain-
ing cross-pieces are of ^in, round bar
riveted in place, but the inside bar must
not be fitted until everything is ready
for attachment. The clamps, two of each
pattern, arc easily made by a blacksmith.
Spiral springs on the projections of the
rear clamps support the carrier, and are
adjustable in tension by means of lock-
nuts. The grid, of course, pivots on the
forward clips, while for certain classes
of work it may be found advantageous
to proldiig the spring carriers on the rear
(lamps, and thus fit springs nbovi' the

ascrosspmce as wo
4^

C.C.M.

An ingcnioua method o( m.iliinR a nprinR luggage
Milllord sidecar.

AJ'J

Improving an Old F.N.

Dislributer.

PROBABLY one of the most irritating

points on the older types of F.N.
machines is the distributer. Oil and

dirt, here cause misfiring, which is most
unpleasant at low speeds. Some riders

have gone to the expense of a magneto
with a self-contained distributer, but the

old distributer, as fitted to the end of the
camshaft, can be made entirely satis-

factory if the following plan be followed.

Remove the carbon brush and check the
diameter, then; get a few inches of soft

18 S.W.tjr. wire, and coil this on a spoke
or a nail to an outside diameter equal to

the brush. Withdraw the former on
which the wire is wound, and turn the
sharp ends of the wire down the hollow
centre out of- harm's way. The overall

length of the copper coil should be just
enough to allow tlie distributer to be

slijiped over when the
coil takes the place of

the carbon b r u s h .

Having made the coil

of the right dimensions,
remove it, and slightly
open the turns. If it

is now replaced it will

form a very w c a k
spring, j w s't strong
enough to keep the two
ends in good electrical
contact. This brusli
will function under
almost any conditions.
—W.F.A.

Flywheel Brake on a Douglas

NUMBERS of W.D. Douglases are n<rw

on the road minus a front brake,

and if their owners are to avoid

•police persecution this omission must be

rectified. The simple flywheel brake inns'

A substitute for a front wheel brake on

outside flywheel machines, j.

trated costs about 2s. 6d., compared wit

40s. for a new Douglas front wheel bralcf

Aluminium Number Piates.

THESE can be made quite easily

home, and when- fixed to the mote

cycle have a very iwat appearand

Procure sheet aluminium preferabl

about 10 gauge, or ^yw. thick, and ci

to si7.e. Cfaretuily paint on the require

registration numbers, using black japa

or cycle enamel. When the lettering

quite dry and hard, immerse the .plal

in hydrochloric acid or spirits of salt

About five minutes is sufficient for tl

acid to bite deeply into the alumiiiiu

plate, which should then be taken -tta.

well washed, and the enamel remljv*

from the lettering, which will ba toun

to stand well up from the backgrouni
The lettering may now be polished ai

the background blacked.—H.C.F.
1

Shield for Villiers Engine
Compression Release.;

IF over-oiling be indulged in with' th

engine, there is a tendency for pil
'

be thrown out by the decoinpcesao
The illustrated shield, made of str

carrier lor a

An easily made compression release shield.

copper, is a remedy within easy Teach
any amateur who possesses a hammer I

chisel or pair of snips.—T.G.W.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Some New and Practical Fillings Appealing (o the Motor Cyclist.

A new spring

/ork designed by
A. Skinner, 15,

Norcross Avenue,
Tins ley. The
illustration is self-

explanatory.
A practical mudshield designed by Mr

H. B. Oxley, Messrs. F. Oxley and Co.,
82, Caledonian Road, London, N.I. Eacb
footboard <:onsists of an aluminium casting,

at the forward end of which is a cylindrical

chamber enclosing a spring-controlled roller

blind. When out of use the shield rolls

away in the cylindrical casing, and is thus
unobstructively stored.

A neat rear light generator introduced by
D. F. Lintine and Co., 86, Church Street,

Shorcditch, E.I.

An adjustable belt fastener, the idea of Dr. F. McLaren,
The Leuciiold, Dalmeny House, Edinburgh. This adjuster

will be on the market very shortly

Tlie A. and S valve stem lubricator

afated by the A. and S. Lubricating

>.„ 16, Rosebery St., Monk Wearmouth,
nderland. The above handy route-card holder,

consisting of a plated body and clip and a

protective celluloid front, has been placed

on the market by Messrs. H. Taylor and

Co., Ltd., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.C.I.

i motor cyclists who use their

for all the year round business

S find the need for quick attachable

fhable leggings. The Brooks patent

Bgglngs meet this need, and are sold

firm illustrated. They are made of

li
i waterproof canvas, for 43s. 6d.

A unique method of transmission for

small dynamos. Attached to the spokes are

a- number of hooks which carry the small

round driving belt. As the wheel revolves

the belt is lifted from the hooks at that

point where it passes over the dynamo
pulley. J. Earnshaw, of 21, Harrington

Street, Gorton, Manchester, is the patentee.

The Ace petrol filler, sold by

Messrs. Gardner and Robertson,

576, Argyle Street, Glasgow, is

an accessory which should be

of great value to motor cyclists,

as It enables a tank to be filled

without waste. It can be stowed

in the can itself when not in

use, as it screws into the filler

cap thereof, so that it Is always

available,
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Exports Up. During September the value of British

motor cycles exported was more than

four times the corresponding figure in 1919. Allow-

ing for enhanced values, this still means approximately

three times the number of machines. Such a gratify-

ing increase is good medicine for those pessimists who
constantly decry British designs and British methods

in the matter of overseas requirements. Incidentally

it substantiates our claims of last month that 1920

machines are suited for any conditions where the

horse or the Alpine-stock are not, obviously, the better

aid to travel.
iji * tji

The Question On the other hand, why .is it that

of Service. British manufacturers cannot dispense

with the present seasonal

slackness and busy themselves in meeting

the summer demands of the Southern

hemisphere ? The answer is partly lack

of sufficient demand, caused by insufficient

facilities for regular service. Only the

paramount importance of the question

forces us to hark back to this subject

—

important both to this countiy, where in-

creased trade would lessen industria

Is there a

Remedy ?

tension by giving full-time employment to thousand's

and abroad where British products are much preferr^
* tjl [J3

If, in view of the tightness of money
manufacturers cannot' individual!
afford ~ to establish depots in far-lyinj

corners of the globe, why should not half-a-doze:
leading firms combine their- efforts and form
association for setting up and running joi7tt oversea
service depots? Such a scheme should embody ^
ciency with economy. The actual selling of nev
machines might well be left to existing agencies,
rapid and sustained increase in sales should quick!'
follow the knowledge that spares and
facilities v>-ere in reasonable reach.

repainii]

ROUND ABOUT CAPETOWN.

'"^W^

Tl.< .ccnc arc very rcmini.ccnl of our own country, and tl.c roads, too, be,
comparison witli many of our own.

A.t2

Entirely The buyer, on the ^
Advantageous hand, need not fear Jthi

to the Buyer. such an organisation wS

tend to become a " trt(st

in its worst meaning. American compel
tion alone should effectively prevent Miis

and it is more than possible that if 01

batch of British firms made a success (

such a scheme, the remainder would m
be long in following suit. Such depo

would require in each case the services n

a really competent engineer to take cor

l)lete~ charge, and as the expenses wou!

be shared by the various firms it shou
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Overseas Section.—
not be necessary to stint the effort by a failure to

offer a salary which would attract the really efficient

men. After all it seems Tike ignoring a special oppor-

tunity not fully to de\-elop ^ demand that reaches its

zenith yearly just when things are slackest in the

home country. It has been proved time and again

491

that British motor cycles will do the work required

of them under any circumstances, and of recent times

special attention has been paid to overseas require-

ments. It remains, therefore, to perfect the organisa-

tion and distribution of spares ii> order to satisfy

riders in out-of-the-way parts and materially to

increase our export trade.

A Selection of Letters {rom Readers scattered all over the World.

Some Australian Experience3.

All . Australian correspondent gives an interesting account
of his early macliines, and a few words on present-day
requirements :

" My experiences extend over a number of years. First,

I had an old Griifon with accumulator ignition. This 'bus

developed a cracked cylinder, and was enough to drive the
most enthusiastic away from the pastime. Ne.xt a 5 h.p.

twin Peugeot—a fine machine that gave place to a 4^ h.p.

Fafnir-engined Colonial-built mount. This, on the whole,
proved satisfactory, but the flywheels seemed on the small
side, and consequently could not pull as slowly as was some-
times necessary in hilly country. So I sold it, and got an

- overhead 85 x 65 mm. twin Matchless-Jap, and it was
some bicycle. You could push the Cowey speedometer round
to zero again any time, and it would climb anything. It

was geared about 2| to 1, and pulled magnificently. I

remember it was geared high, with the idea of keeping
the revolutions down,, and thus saving the valves. (I have
never yet broken a valve on any machine.) It was followed
by a 4 h.p. J.A.P., another good machine; and in 1915
I got a Douglas, my first with gears. It was used near
the Murray, where I had tn do a daily journey of about
twenty-four miles. This machine averaged 120-140 miles
per week for ' work ' and as much again for pleasure, often
double banked, and was most consistent, only a spoke and
front fork spring going once in a while. After a fair

amount of work I went to a very mountainous district,

parting, for the time being, with motor cycles, but still

retaining a love for them.
" Being married, and wanting another machine. I thought

it best to invest in a sidecar outfit, so purchased an 8 h.p.

Ihree-speed Harley-Davidson and sidecar. The machine itself

was good, but the sidecar, would not stand up to its work,
the connections often breaking, considerably frightening the
occupants. So it all had to go. This was in November,
1918. I have got the motor fever again, must h^ve another
machine; and now for my story.

" I am an Australian, and want to have, all things being
equal, or up to a fair thing in favour of a British mount,
a machine produced within our Empire, which, of course,
boils down to England. But what do we find ? The
Americans have practically captured these markets during
the war, and are not, after getting a decent business
together, going to drop them if they can help it. The
English manufacturers should open branches in Melbourne
and Sydney for their products, and sell at competitive
prices. Owe must not forget that there seems to be an

idea r/ettinf/ around out here, and probahU/ in the other
Dominions, that the Yankees are turning out stuff that
lasts, whereas, owing to the greater war stresses, the British
article has not improved at the same rate. At the time of
writing, about eight montlis after the war, it is almost
impossible to get a British high-powered motor cycle with
a decent three-speed. Such machines are advertised in your
paper, but, so far, that's our share of them."

Motor Cycles in Nyassaland

A reader from this part of the world writes: "There
are quite a few motor bicycles in the country, and of all

makes. I have seen Triumphs, senior and baby, Scott,
B.S.A., Douglas, Omega, P. and M., Matchless, Enfield,
F.N., Humber, Clyno, Forward, Edmund, Indian, Hender-
son, Excelsior, Harley, Rudge, Rex, J.A.P., Peugeot, and
last and about the least, the N.S.U.
"The roads are good for about forty miles, and run from

Blantyre to Zomba, and are suitable for lorries. The rest
are nearly good enough for motor cycles ; in places they
are mere native tracks with hectic bridges, and are as a
rule quite good in the dry season, but in the rains I have

had to run alongside a P. and M. in low gear on dead level

to get it through the sticky mud. Where the mud is merely
oily and greasy most surprising skids may be accomplished
without any trouble whatever. The old P. and M. is a fine

machine out here. It is ten years old, but it will take

twelve stone over most of the hills in top. In fact, I

put a high gear sprocket on the countershaft in place o£

the large low gear sprocket, thus giving a bottom gear of

about 5i to 1, which I find ample for any road in the dis-

trict. It is not exactly a .sound mechanical job, but it has
worked perfectly for about 1,000 miles, and is vastly prefer-

able to the absurd low gear of 9 to 1, as fitted by the
makers.

"Personally, I am all in favour of the type of machine
as ridden by one of your contributors, 500 c.c. single, low
compression, variable jet carburetter, and single gear. Such
a machine soundly constructed, and, perhaps, with a
Phillipson pulley or engine shaft gear (no countershaft),
should be ideal for this country. I am rather in favour of

some sort of clutch and gear, as in places it is necessary to

go dead slow, and also have plenty of power in hand, owing
to atrocious surface, stone and mud, etc., too often ter-

minated by a "steep rise."

Pioneer Motor Cycling in India.

The Rev. G. W. Park, of Bombay, writes an appreciative

letter containing interesting reminiscences of early motor
cycling days abroad :

" I have been a reader of your paper since its first number,
and have often had the idea of dropping you a note to say
how much I appreciate it all these years. I think I rode one
of the first motor bicycles in Bombay. This was an American
Mitchell, a two-baby-power machine, which consulted its own
pleasure in regard to running. I indulged in two other

Americans before I decided that there would be no more Stars

and Stripes machines for me. They had the old sky-scraper
kind of frame, and needed adjustments every five minutes
and every fifty yards. Thereafter I had a succession of

English bicycles, winding up in 1914 with a 1913 single-geared

Triumph. This was the best of the lot, but was not powerful
enough to pull my sidecar against a heavy wind.

" On returning from furlough, I brought with me a 1915

big twin Indian with spring frame. This has proved itself

the best of all my machines. I have ridden it 10,000 miles

over all kinds of roads, mostly in Bombay. Three nuts have
dropped oft owing to my carelessness. No parts have had to

be renewed e.xcept two parts of t-he front fork. I have never
been stopped except for punctures, and the twist grip control

is all one could wish. I have no interest in this machine
except as a satisfied rider. Ten thousand miles is nothing to

a modern first-class bicycle, and so no appreciable wear can

be detected on mine.
" This is a great city. Our roads would make the angels

weep. They are the product of home rule, which means
repairs in the dim future, if ever. Pot-holes in the main
streets in which one could hide. Pavements cluttered up
with all sorts of-rubbish, so that pedestrians take the middle
of the streets. An endless procession of motors, horse

vehicles, and bullock carts. No rule of the road which is

observed by anybody. Policemen on point duty, whose
signals would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer. I find that the

only way to cross the main streets safely is to ignore the

policeman on point duty, and use my own judgment, and then

go ahead. Otherwise I should have to stop to figure out

what his signals meant. We have a speed limit of 20 m.p.h.

in the city, but this is ignored until a bullock cart turns to

the right square across your front. We are loaded down with
taxation, and pay 5s. per gallon for petrol in order that the

vendors may pay dividends of o0%.'.'
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The Motor Cycle in Czecho-Slovakia
Aclivity in (he New Republic. British Design becoming

Standard on the Continent. New Motor Cycles and

Seat Type Scooters.

{By Our Special Correspondent.)

IX view of the importance now attached

to the export side of the motor cycle

industry, it is interesting to know that

British motor cycle design now sets the

vogue in many "countries where hitherto

the motor cycle has not been at all

popular.

Due to faulty development, poor engnie

design, etc., local makes were not much
sought alter, while the more advanced

British types were speedily bought up by

the public, who had a keen eye for the

practical side of the pastime, and refused

to ride the hopelessly top-heavy mounts
supplied by many Continental makers.

British Influence.

At present, the latest models of the

Continental makers have a strong British

flavour, as is illustrated in the leading

Czecho-Slovak make, the C.A.S.
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The C.A.S. scooter; it is

fitted with aflattwin engine.

The motor scooter,

too, is popular here,

which fact in itself

speaks volumes for this

new style of vehicle.

For in such a hilly

country the standard of

efficiency for machines
to be of any practical _

'

use must needs be a - — ^

high one.

Both machines mentioned were exhibited

at the recent Prague Show, where they

met with much favourable comment, many

orders being booked by the C.A.S. Co.

While writing of Continental makes, it

may be noted that the leading German
manufacturers have abandoned most of

their antiquated designs for machines

built more on British lines. An example
is the new type of Wanderer, one of which.

Novel saddle suspension and two, bell rim brakes working on a common pivot are distinctive

points of the C.A.S. lightweight ; otherwise it closely follows British lines.

ridden by L. Hunse, made a non-stop in

the Dutch Trials ; while others, like the
N.S.U., seem to conform more to Ameri-

^

can ideas, minus, however, the twist grip
'

control, which since the very early

pioneer days has not been favoured in

Central Europe.
Incidentally, as in many other of the

new allied countries on the Continent,
there is a ready market for British

machines in Czecho-Slovakia.

Renewed Racing Activities in Central

Europe.

In spite of the general distress in
Central Europe, motor cyclists there seem
very keen on racing. The Semmering
hill-climb (the Austrian classic event)
was run off recently—the first since 1913.

All the events were won by imported
machines of pre-war standard types,
which, however, made fast times up the

pass, which has a gradient of 1 in 4 on
the worst bends.
One of the riders was Rainer Haps-

burg, an ex-prince of the deposed Imperial
house, who showed himself an expert in

corner work.
The winners in the respective classes

"vere :

Class 1, Krntliy (S.I.A.M.T.). Class 2, Eae.-iliiCT

(N.S.IT I. Clnss 3, 1 Eeikb (Tiiumph), 2 Briuidt-
iier (Triumph), 3 Rainer Hnii-^burs (TriumpJi).
Class 4. Otto {Moto?acoche). Class 5, Hartujaa
(Henderson). Class 6, Brosh (Reading Standard so.}.

THE SEMMERING HILL-CLIMB. (Left) Rainer Hapsburs (Triumph), a former Arcbduke o( tbe ex-lrnperiol house of Austria, on

one of the bends. (RiKbt) Harlmaii (Henderson), who made fastest time.

I
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A VENTURI TYPE SILENCER

A NOVEL type of silencer in which
the venturi tube principle has been
successfully employed will shortly

he placed on the market by Messrs. Keith

.

Thompson and Co., 2, The Broadway,
Wimbledon.
As may be seen from the illustration,

the circular box contains a series of

f^^M(^!LS

The venturi silencer. The arrows indicate the direction

of the exhaust gases.

double cones, which permit the gas to
"fass through the restricted holes in their
centre or through slots cut on the outer
circumfei-ence. It is claimed that the
maximum amount of silence is obtained,
with a minimum back pressure. This is

achieved by using a series of venturi
tubes and by relea"sing a proportion of
the gases at the point of maximum pres-
sure and lowest velocity it allows them
to expand fully aiid cool in the outer
chambers.
We witnessed a demonstration of this

silencer fitted to a 4 h.p. Triumph motor
bicycle and sidecar, and it was obvious
that a considerable reduction in noise was
effected. In fact, it was impossible to
hear the noise of the e.xhaust above the
tappet noise of the engine. The rear end
of the box remained sufficiently cool to
enable it to be held by the hand.
Further bench tests are to be made

when interesting data regarding the
amount of back pressure set up and the
loss of horse power will be forthcoming.
This silencer is manufactured by

Messrs. Parnaby'and Coope, 7, South
Parade, Leeds.

but it is, rightly, of the opinion that
for the side lamp and tail lamp this
method is practically ideal. Needless
to say the manufacture of the articles
in question is beyond reproach. 'Mie
bulbs are of the ordinary flash lamp fcype
which can be obtained from any acces-
sory dealer.

The dry butteries have excellent keep-
ing properties. The best results, how-

ever, are obtained
when on each occa-
sion the lamps are in

use the lighting period
does not exceed two
hom's.

We were informed
on the occasion "i

our visit to Messrs.
Siemens that a No.
717 battery recently

connected to a side-

car lamp, lighted for two hours per

day for six days a week, gave fifty

hours' light ; so the rear lamp may con-

sequently be expected to give the same
result.

The batteries are contained in a neat

black leather case provided with a metal

frame, designed to fit to some wooden
portion of the sidecar. The lamps them-
selves are made from heavy drawn brass

with machine-cut threads, and each is

jjrovided with a neatlj' designed self-

contained turn switch. Each lamp is

provided with five feet of waterproof
twin flexible wire. '

.

A similar set is supplied for use as a

rear light, illuminating the number plate

for solo machines, and also a rear lamp
without a means of lighting the number
plate.

DRY BATTERY LIGHTING.
IT is always gratifying when a large

and important firm turns its atten-
tion to the manufacture of accessories

appertaining to motor cycles, and it is

with pleasure that we ,are able to
announce that Messrs. Siemens Brothers

A MOTOR CYCLIST'S TOOL
Kir.

THE firm of Messrs. Alfred Herbert,
Ltd., Coventry, whose machine tools

are world-famous, is now turning

its attention to the needs of motor
cyclists. The illustration depicts the

toolkit, which contains a nickel-plated

oilcan, a pair of 5in. pliers, a 5in. half-

round file without its tang, a belt punch,
a 4xfin. knurled punch, a 6in. adjustable

spanner, a good screwdriver, two one-

minute tyre levers, and three tubular

spanners^to fit 7%in., gin., -j^in., and fin.

nuts, and a /sin. square nut.

The tools are carried in a good quality

canvas roll, fitted with steel frictionless

spacing loops. It is strongly bound at

the edges and provided with a pocket for

carrying the oilcan. ^

4)3

A SATISFACTORY SPRING-
ING ARRANGEMENT.

AT the present moment, no doubt due
to the combination of existing road
surfaces and " our lack of spring

frames, a number of devices to ensure
the comfort of the rider are being
produced.
Prominent among these are a variety

of spring seat-pillars, which more or less

insulate the rider from the rigid portion
of his machine. Of late we have been
testing one of these, which is known as

the Flexa spring seat-pillar. It is of

extremely simple construction, since it

consists merely of a pack of leaf springs

(with a suitable attachment at the ex-

tremity on which the ordinary saddle
clip is fixed) and a clamp by which
it is secured to the saddle tube of the
ordinary motor cycle frame. This con-
struction at once eliminates all wearing

The Siemens sidecar lighting set.

iitti Co., Ltd., Caxton House, West-
' ninster, London, S.W.I, have recently

:
ntrodnced dry battery lighting sets for

Joth sidecar outfits and motor bicycles.

! fhe company does not believe in the
ighting of head lamps by dry batteries,

A motor cyclists' -tool-kit by a world-famous house oi too

specialists—Alfred Herbert, Ltd

The Flexa seat-pillar, which consists cf a

laminated spring.

joints, and provides a never-failing
assurance against lateral movement, which
is the chief objection of most springing
systems, whether auxiliary or a part of

the original design.

Adjustment for Varying Weights.
By sliding the spring clamp higher or

lower, the resilience of tho spring may
be checked or increased, so making the
device adjustable for varying weights.
No attention is required once the fitment
is installed, except an occasional spot of

thin oil inserted between
the leaves of the springs.
Of the comfort

afforded we can speak
very highly, since, ir^

conjunction with a good
saddle, it appears to

make- a spring frame
quite unnecessary—at

any rate, as far as the

rider's comfort is con-

cerned. The price,

moreover, is extremely
reasonable. The maker
is Mr. E. H. Derri-

cott, 72, Lozells Road.
Birmingham.

B3
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AKer Five Years of Testing, ihe Scott Sociable will be on View at Olympia.

First Description of (he Final Production Model.

rWO or three machines stand out in

the history of the motor cycle move-
ment, since they bear that stamp of

true inventiveness which marks the work
of the creative engineer.

_
It is significant that two such produc-

tions have been fathered by the same
brilliant designer.
The Scott Sociable has had, in all pro-

bability, a more interesting and pains-
taking development than any other pro-
duction which has been placed before the
motor cycle public.

_
In the early days of the war the authori-

ties who used the Scott machine gun side-
cars demanded greater power and range
of gearing. The designer realised that to
do this would need much alteration of
existing models, and, consequentiv,
decided to lay down a chassis for the
specific purpo.se of gun-carrying. All the
qualities of the motor cycle and sidecar
were to be retained, since,' as a vehicle, the
itidccar is not to be excelled in its lightness
01 weight, pocsibilities of load carrying
general handiness, and remarkable
mobility owing to its extreme steering
lock. The Uireo-wheel Iwotrack lavout
uUso pcrmitii as a basic featuie of design
the very complete use of triangulated
utrurliir™. Again, it frees the ohapsis of
all till- lorsioiiiil »trcj)sc8 to which the
tv^nvcntioiial rectangular four-wheel con-
•triK-lioii IB nubjecled when liegotintinE
uneven f/ronnd.

n.)

Chassis Assembly.

The chassis consists of a tubular frame-
work of triangular plan, truncated towards
the front. Struts cross this frame in all

directions, along which stresses exist, so
that the whole structure becomes a series

of triangles with apices wherever a load is

applied. By this method of construction,
the tubes are freed from torsional or
bending stresses, and every frame member
is in direct tension or compression.

A unique chassis construction. The
frame is made up of a series of triangles

;

no stresses other than direct tension or

compression are applied to any of the

tubes.

A word is necessary as to the method
of building. No brazing is employed in

the chassis, since all the tubes are of

standard lengths, formed with suitable

eyes at the ends, through which bolts

15as(^; the bolts also are alike in every

case. Three standard tube lengths are

used, and two lengths of standard eye-bolt,

consequently one spanner is the only tool

necessary in the assembly of the ch.TSsis

from the component parts.

All loads are applied'

at the apices of

triangles

J
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The Scott Sociable two-stroke engine (578 c.c.) ; a complete unit, with gears and clutch

attached to the chassis with four bolts

The suspension is by means of coil

tension springs, used in pairs, and ten

jxactly similar springs are used in all.

At the front the wheel is cari'ied on a
' fork

" swinging on trunnions upon a

ransverse member of the chassis. . The
ork is also built of standard tube lengths,

nd all its triangles converge at the steer-

ng head and stub axle which it carries.

i. rack and pinion steering gear is fitted.

A similar method is used in building up
he back axle, which consists of four

abes. These are bolted at each end to

luminium castings, which ser%'e to can-y
fie brakework and the stub axles, upon
hich the ball-bearing hubs of the detach-

ble wheels are mounted. (Only the off

de wheel is driven, but an independent
rake is fitted to each side.)

A system of links and coil springs insu-

te the chassis from the rear axle, which
located by radius rods at each side.

here is also a transverse distance rod from
le near side of the chassis to the bevel
tar casing of the off-side wheel in order
prevent lateral sway when cornering.

Unit Ekigine and Geac Construction.

The base casting of the 578 c.c, two-
Under, two-stroke, rotary valve engine
ntains a flywheel clutch, hand starter,

d three-speed constant-mesh g^ear box.
le entii'e miit, together with the com-
ete controlling gear, is removable from
e chassis by loosening four nuts and the
ver of the propeller-shaft universal joint.

I The engine has two cylnders (76.2x63.5
I
m.) witli cranks set at 180° and central
wheel. Symmetrical cylinders are used,

1 ichined all over, and the water-jackets
•'je steel pressings welded into position.

1
)lting-down flanges are situated about

I

If-way up the cj'linder walls, so that a
1 ry long spigot projects into the crank
MSe, and all the ports (both exhaust and
jmsfer), as well as the lower water
'issages, are cast integrally with the
(iter. It will thus be seen that only one
1
eking, common to all gas and water

, nts, is needed.
jin unusual shape of gas deflector is

I jd on the^piston, which has thi-ee rings
the top and one at the skirt. A parallel

gudgeon pin is fitted, secured by pins at

each end ; the latter are recessed in slots

cut in the piston walls. The engine,

except the small end, is equipped with
double row roller bearings throughout.
Gas is supplied by a Zenith carburetter

by way of a cast aluminium combined
inlet and exhaust manifold, while rotary
inlet valves are employed to increase the
efficiency of the engine.

Directly operated,

even wearmg float-

band of the

internal expandmg
brake

Another feature on which the targe

power output depends is the double pole

ignition, which has finally been made
satisfactory by the use of the Scott double
pole plug ; this enables the JI-L magneto
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to give two simultaneous sparks at the

moment of firing. An M-L impulse
starter is fitted to the magneto, and it is

found that this greatly facilitates starting.

Transmission Details.

Tlie clutch is carried inside the flywheel,

and is of such a natui'e that once assem-
bled inside the engine it cannot be reached.

No adjustments are either provided or

needed, as the action consists of a combi-
nation of the metal cone and expanding
ring type, which is entirely self-adjusting

as wear proceeds.
The drive from tlie clutch is by a double

helical pinion to the gear box, mounted in

an extension of the crank case casting.

Very simple construction has been
achieved in the cliange speed mechanism,
which consists of six wheels in constant

mesh. The top gear is direct, and changes
are effected by a cam mechanism, which is

always locked until the clutch is released.

In the opposite end of the casting is

carried a shaft which is concentric with
the sear mainshaft. This shaft is used
for the starting mechanism, and also is

extended to di-ive the centrifugal water
circulation pump.

Provision is made for a lighting

dynamo on the top of the gear casing.

The drive from the gearshaft to the
bevel-driven back wheel is through a
simple sliding and universal joint, mounted
in a spherical housing at the front end
of the propeller-shaft torque tube.

Bodywork.
Bodywork is quite as unconventional

as the chassis. In motor car construc-

tion the coachbuilder necessarily uses %
heavy framework of timber to resist th^
effect of torsion in the chassis; but asth^
Scott Sociable suffers little in this direc-

tion, and as the seats are directly

mounted on the chassis, the body merely
acts as an encircling shell (carrying
only the hood and screen) for the pur-
pose of protecting the passengers. It is

noteworthy that number plates, lighting
equipment, controls, and seats are all

directly fixed to the chassis, and if the
body be removed, the car still remains
in a drivable state, complying with all

requirements, mechanical and legal.

The seat and backrest are suspended
from the apices of triangular chassis

members, and are instantly detachable,

while the body, being constructed of'

a

fibrous material, is extremely light, does

not suffer in minor collisions, and is

Front wheel bracket

;

it IS a structure which can only collapse or distort by the absolute

fracture of one of its tubular members.

Bj
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Vm the road the Sociable is remarkable for its accessibility. The " engine house," with its

"roll-top" cover opened. The driver turns on the petrol and floods the carburetter

preparatory to using the internal starting lever.

easily cleaned. A sliding cover some-

,

what like a roll-top desk completely

encloses the engine, which is carried out-

side the chassis on the off-side ; the

cylinders have a slightly outward slope,

and are perfectly accessible from the

driver's seat.

Over the front wheel the petrol tank
is carried, so that it serves the addi-

tional [iurpose of a wing for the front

wheel ; otherwise there are no mud-
guards, for the body itself overhangs the
rear wheels. A sjoecially commendable
feature is the fact that there are no
excrescences on the body with the one
exception of the radiator cap ; cleaning
is therefore a matter of a few minutes'
work with hose and sponge. The wheels
are also conducive to cleanliness, since

they are constructed of sheet steel

pressings.

Protection and Comfort.

In order to protect the occupants a

V shaped screen is fitted, and this has
an ob.=ervation slit v?hich permits the
driver to obtain a clear view of the
road, even when the screen is obscured
with mist or snow. The angle of the
screen is such that air is deflected past
the slit and beyond the sides of the car;
even when the hood is raised there are
no back draughts inside the bod.y.
During u shower it is the work of a

moment to raise the hood, which can be
secured and released without stopping,
if the diiver so desire.i.

At cacli side of the seats are capacious
lockerii, while there is a convenient shelf
lor oddments such as gloves, pipes, and
so on, in the da.sh.

The ermrc wheel is carried beneath the
iicnt, where it is kept free from mud
mill in clean to handle when required,
while behind llic Beats ia a large plat-
form, covering a very capacious boot
wIhtmii Hpnro petrol, suit cases, or any
bulky liiKK'iKe may lie xtowed ; or if aii
extrii |)u»«i.M|,'er Iiiih (o be nccominodated,
the lid df the boot may be instantly
crecUid at tlio bnck-rtut lif a dickey seat.

Wheels and Brakework.

Although the drive is to one wheel

only, there is a brake on each near

wheel ; the foot-brake acts on the side

wheel while the hand-brake works on
the driver.

Internal expanding bands are used,

and these are operated by a direct pull

of the 'Control rods which draw wedges
into the joints of the fabric faced sprmg
steel rings. These rings are not divided
and hinged, but are merely prevented
from rotating by a loosely fitting stop.

In consequence the ring expands equally,

and wear on the braking surfaces is dis-

tributed over the entire circumference
of the shoe ; the detachable wheel hub-
shells are formed with an enlarged por-
tion acting as the brake drum. In-
cidentally, the wheels themselves -are
most simple in construction, consisting
of twa stamped discs assembled over the
hub-shell and electrically welded in

position, after which the tyre rim is

welded to the outside edge. Under test

a dead weight axle load of six tons was
found necessary entirely to collapse one
of these wheels.

A ROAD TEST DESCRIBED.
After having carefully examined a

number of machines in the course of

erection, and also observed the accurate
production of parts in the Scott Autocar
Company's Works at Lidget Green, Brad-
ford, we were handed over to the care
of Mr. Frank Philipp, well known as

a rider in pre-war motor cycledom, who
is 'now demonstrating the possibilities

of Mr. A. A. Scott's latest creation.
Before leaving the works several of the

features which will appeal, to the owner-
driver were deniou.slrated. For instance,
in order to examine the action of the
brakes, it was shown- that the wheels
could be detached (with the use of a
tyre lever) in a matter of ten or fifteen
seconds; the arrangement of the hub
lock nut, however, is such, thanks to the
positive locking device which operates
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at any position that it cannot come off

the hub_ unless it is released by hand,

even though it be only engaged upon

one or two threads.

The light weight of the Sociable was
shown by lifting both back wheels off

the ground, while the side wheel may be

lifted to almost any height, thus giving

easy access to the underneath parts for

cleaning purposes : incidentally the

effectiveness of the springing was also

made clear, since after lifting up the wheels

to a height of at least 5ft. the machine-
was dropped suddenly, and the resilience.

of the suspension simply allowed the

machine to rise and fall at a gradually

diminishing rate until it finally came to

rest.

An laside Starting Lever.

Everything now being ready for our
trip upon the road we took our seats,

and the driver, leaning over the sidesi

opened the "roll top" cover above Vcl&

engine. Having primed the engine, the

cover was closed down again and a pull

given to the starting lever beside the

driver's seat ; the engine at once responded,
and'-after freeing the gear lever by with-

drawing the clutch, low gear was en-

gaged and the car started away up a
steep and rough gradient. (Mr. Scott

appears to have a penchant for situating.,

his works at the foot of freak hills of

the A.C.U. type!)

Unusual design of the piston; showing

also a section of the cylinder and Scott patent

double-pole sparking plug.

Once out of the congested traffic of

Bradford, we took over the steering'
[j-

wheel and found that the driving of the

Sociable was delightfully easy— in fact,

after the usual motor cycle or light oar

control, it was found a little difficult at f;

first to accommodate ourselves to the 1

delicacy of all the operations. For in-

stance, the steering is managed with one

finger on the wheel, while the three-speed f.

constant mesh gear box, being spring i.\

operated, causes the lever to go almost e;

of its own accord into the various notches !<

of the quadrant.

Power and Speed. !

There was no suggestion of tli6'

machine being uiider-puwered, since^ all ^

ordinary running, even up quite consider-!:;

able hills, was done on top gear, while

congested traffic scarcely ever calls for a
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\ Development of the Sidecar.

—

jear change, thanks to the remarkable
icceleration which this 578 c.c. engine
iffords.

On the '^e\•el the speed (by Bonniksen
ipeedometer) is from 40 to 42 m.p.h., and
.[lis was reached in a- surprisingly short
iistance ; when hill-climbing, if the speed
in top gear drops to about 18 m.p.h., it

s advisable to change to second in order
,0 keep up a higher average pace, since

!5 to 28 m.p.h. can easily be attained up
lill on second.
As the engine is lubricated by the

jetroil system, the driver has no worries
•egarding the continuity of oil supply.
Jil consumption is about one pint per
iOO miles, while the amount of fuel used
s one gallon per fifty miles under
iverage touring conditions.

Ease of Steeling.

One of the most attractive features of

he Sociable is its extraordinary mobility.
V'o reverse is fitted, nor is it necessary,
or it can be turned quite easily in its

wn length ; for example, a signpost was
ver-shot in a narrow lane where an
rdinary light car could not have been
urned until a suitable opening was found
5r revei-sing. With the Sociable, how-
ver, it was no trouble simply to swing
ound in the road, using the side wheel
s a pivot. So great is this power of
iming in a confined space that the

designer has fitted " rubbing strips " of

hard wood around the engine casing, so

that accidental impact with gate posts,

or the corners of walls, may not cause any
damage; this idea, of course, has been
adapted from boat practice.

The springing is probably better than
that of most motor cars, and full speed

may be maintained over roads of any
description. Even over the worst pot-

holes the shocks felt by the occupants

are only of a minor nature, and have
nothing in common with the sickening

jolts experienced with most light vehicles.

Curious Braking Effects.

Until one has become accustomed to

the steering control, a curious sensation

is experienced when applying the -brakes.

The foot brake has most general use,

and this acts upon the side wheel. The
hand brake works on the driving wheel.
When decellerating on a straight road,

we found that when the clutch is with-
drawn and the foot brake applied, the
tendency is for the car to run towards
the left-hand side. If, however, one
slows down by simply releasing the

accelerator pedal or by applying the hand
brake, the tendency is for the side wheel
to over-run the driving wheel, and so

swing the machine over to the right.

After a little practice, these tendencies

are automatically corrected by the steer-

ing wheel, and we were told that after
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more experience the driver i;i able to use
braking to considerable advantage when
taking corners.

Afterwotd.

Altogether, we were very much im-
pressed by our experiences of the Scott
Sociable, alike as regards its design, the
methods employed in this production, and
its performance on the road. It is per-
haps but seldom that the journalist finds
a machine which is so replete with inno-
vations that he can thoroughly extend
himself. The vehicle under review,
however, has so many new features (even
the door latches and the strap buttons
on the hood have their points) that
amidst such a mass of interesting details
it becomes almost impossible to do more
than hint at the possibilities of the
design. All we cay say is that the Scott
Sociable strikes a new note in machines
of the motor cycle type ; the claims
made for it are very ambitious, and yet
appear to be fulfilled entirely. To
describe closely every one of its com_-
mendable features would require more
than a complete issue of TAe Motor
Ci/cle, and we can only advise our readers
to make a point of inspecting this pro-
duction at the forthcoming Olympia
Motor Cycle Show. Those who are not
able to do this will no doubt see it upon
the road in numbers which will assuredly
increase as time goes on.

Competitions in Many Lands.
Some Brief Reports

J3TRALIA—

1,114| Miles in 24 Hours.

I
OW that motor cycles are capable of

M such high speeds, thousand-mile
road records are only possible in

mtries less congested than Great
itain. For that reason Australian,
'rican, and American motor cyclists

ve a form of sport unknown to riders
this country.
To cover over. 1,114 miles on the road
twenty-four hours is good going—it

almost the average speed for the T.T.
ch a run was made in August last at

!e by Harold Parsons on an Indian
Dut. The previous record for this
le was 851 miles, established in South
stralia.

'< UTH AMERICA—
I Races at Santiago de Chili.

I

)n Sunday, September 5th, a somewhat
:
able road race of 215 kilometres took

I

ce in the region of Santiago, between
j

; capital and Puente Alto, which was
'' cribed as the Tourist Trophy Race.
I

The 215 kilometres were run in five

I
s of 43 kilometres each. An extra-

':' inary amount of excitement was evi-
i it owing to the presence of the four
I' able Valparaiso riders — Maillard,

;
Ison, Thiele, and Moreno.

\
-he winners were :

J
A. yriedmann (Indi.in) , 2, G.' Thiele (Hailey-

J idson); 3, A. Follert crndian] ; 4, O. Saez (Es-
«,1 oil.

1 )ther race winners were as follows :

A. Rodriguez (Cleveland) ; 2, J. Aberlaida
( ;
imph) : 3, R. Gonzalez (CleYeland).

DECAHS.— 1, M Sepuh'eda (HarleT-Davidson).
lALF-PGWEE" MACHINT3S.— 1, G. Higueraa

.' IJUl.

of Triats and Races from our Overseas Mail Bag.
SWITZERLAND—
The Flying Kilometre Speed Trials at

Geneva.

The historic flying kilometre speed
trials were recently run off by the Moto-
Club dePaquis. The record established

by Lavanchy was not beaten, the best

time being made by Pelissier (Moto-
sacoche), namely, 42.1s. standing start,

and 30,3s. flying start. Results :

SIDECAR CLASS.—500 c.c. Junior: I, Plumet-
taz (MotoKicoche), 46.8s.; 2, Sclinllier (Motosacoche),
45.8s. 750 c.c Expert; 1, Scborp [Motosacocliei,
466.

1,000 c.c—Junior: 1, RoUand (New Imperial),
41.9s.: 2, Frilliard (Motosacoche) ; 3, Curtenaz
(Jlotosacoclie). Experte : 1, Ges (Motosacoche),
39.2s.; 2, Weber (Indian); 3, L.ieser (Hailey-
Davidson).
250 c-.c. CLASS.—Gubexan (Condor), 43.1s.

TOURING CLASS.—Junior : Meyer (Condor),
55.1s. Expert: Sordet (Skootamota), 83.83.

350 c.c—.Junior. 1, Brot_ (Omega), 46.1s.: 2, Jean
(Douglas); 3, Pythoud (New Imperial). Experts:
1. Nutzli (Douglas). 43.26.: 2, Delmont (New Im-
perial) ; 3, AVuillemin (Condor).

500 c.c. CLASS.—Juniors : 1, Dunant (Motosa-
coche), 35.26.; 2, Plumettaz (Motosacoche); 3,

Pellfgot (Motosacoche). Experts- 1, Demont
'Norton). 35.8s.: 2, Guiguet (Motosacoche); 3, Son-
vairan [Motosacoche).
750 c.c. CLASS.—Juniors: 1, Lenn (Indian),

36.3s 2, Staub (Indian); 3. Neri (Motosacoche).
Experts: 1, Speide (Quick), 32.5s.; 2, Meylan
(Moser) ; 3, Moebus (Indian).

1,000 c.c. CLASS.—Junior : Borsetti (Harley-
Davidson), 35s. Experts : 1, Pelissier (Motosa-
coche), 30.3s.; 2. Jonneret (Indian), 32.1s.; 3,

Bonvin (Motosacoche).

The following are the results of the
kilometre standing start :

JUNIOR CLASS.—250 c.c. ; Meyer (Condor), Im.
10.4s. 350 c.c: 1, Seyhaud (Moto-Reye), 56.6s.;

2, Brot (Omega), 56.6s. 500 c.c: 1, Dumant (Moto-
sacoche), 49.6s.; 2, Dalayy (Condor), 53s. 750 c.c:
1, Lean (Indian), 47.8s. ; 2, Staub (Triumph), 50.4s.

1,000 c.c: Borsetli (Harley-Davidson), 46s.

EXPERT CLASS.—250 c.c. : Sordet (Skootamota),
Im. 18s. 350 c.c: 1, Demont (New Imperial), 56s.:

2, Wuillemin (Condor), 56.8s. 500 c.c:. 1, Guiguet

(Motosacoche), 46s.: 2, Fournier (Moto-Eeye) 46.6s.
750 c.c: 1, Speidel (Quick), 44s.; 2, Moebus
(Indian),. 52.4s. 1,000 c.c. : 1, Peliasier (Motosa-
coche), 42.2s.; 2, Jonneret (Indian), 44.43.

ITALY-
.The Circuit of Brescia.

On the 10th inst. the Italian race
meeting, known as the Circuit de
Brescia, took place in extremely bad
weather. A total of sixty competitors
turned out, but owing to the continual
rain, and the condition of the roads,
almost 50% retired without completing
the course.

The distance of each lap was approxi-
mately forty-three miles, and had to be
covered by the 350 c.c. class four times,
500 c.c. five times, 1,000 c.c. five times,
and by the 1,000 c.c. sidecar twice. The
fastest time of the day was made by D.
Maloisi (Harley-Davidson), who covered
the course in 4h. 9m. oSjs. , The follow-
ing are the results :

350 c.c—1. E. MU.SSO (Della-Ferrera) ; 2, O.
Garanzini (Yeru.s) ; 3, R. Tnssinari [Beardmore-Pre-
cisiou).

500 c.c—1, G. Ricci (Triumph); 2, A. Marcoli
(Triumph) ; 3, A. Poletti (Frera) ; 4, 6. Zanchetta
(Gilera); 5, E. Cauali (Triumph).
1,000 c.c—1, D. Mahisi (Harley-Davidson); 2,

P. Bordino IHarley-Davidson)
| 3, E. Yisioli (New

Imperial): 4, C. Contarini (Harley-Davidson); 5.

Nuvolari (Harley-Davidson).

SIDECARS (1,000 cc.).—1, 0. Contratti (Harley-
Davidson) ; 2, U. Manganotti (Excelsior) ; 3, F.
Casati (Excelsior).

The Circuit of Rome
Another Italian event was the Circuit

de Rome. The results were as follows :

750 0.0. CLASS.—1, Garettoni (Harley-Davidson);
2, Loreti (B.S.A.); 3, Urgesi (B.S.A.).

500 c.c. CLASS;—1, Moretti (Frera); 2, Robbio
(B.S.A.); 3, Viscana (Frera).

350 cc. CLASS.—1. Petrucco (Douglas); 2, Urgesi
(Douglas) : 3, Valentin! (Douglas).

B7
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must he accompanied by the writer*s name and address.

PETROL CONSUMPTION TESTS.
8ir,—Having read in your most interesting paper a letter

from a correspondent which stated that he had travelled for

a distance of twenty-four miles on a pint of petrol, I have
made two attempts at improving this on a 2| h.p. 1920
Wooler. The first attempt was at an average speed of about
27 m.p.h., on a main road, with normal barometer, and a
temperature of 62° F. The amount tested was half a pint,

on which the machine ran eleven miles. This gave twenty-
two miles to the pint, which was not satisfactory. After
adjustment and certain slight alterations, I made the following
test : Speed, 25 m.p.h. (economical) ; barometer, 29. .31"

;

thermometer, 61° F: ; start 11.40 a.m., speedometer showed
1140.8; finish, 1 p.m., speedometer showed 1168.9—28.1 L'liles.

The pint measure and speedometer were both checked, the
former by an impartial observer, the latter by milestone
readings.

The road chosen was the Aylesbury-Uxbridge. A standard
B. and B. carburetter (with Wooler pilot jet) was fitted. A
little extra air was admitted by a priming cock on the in-

duction pipe. Carburine motor spirit was used. This all

works out at 225 m.p.g. C. M. M. BELL.

SILENCE AND PRESENT-DAY TRIALS.
Sir,—As a constant reader of your paper, 1 , am much

interested in the different opinions on the subject of long
exhausts.

It is an established fact that a lot of young swell-heads
Mke to boast about their huge exhaust -pipes, and to
accelerate constantly with a maxim gun effect when passing
through crowds.

After trying both kinds of exhausts on a very aged
Douglas, I find that the engine keeps cooler, pnlls "better,
and also that misfiring disappears when using a long pipe,
but, at the same time, by the usual method of backward
saw cuts, it can be silenced with the same effect as an
expansion chamber. CHARLES PACKER.
Sir,—There seems to be a lack of the "live and let live"

feelnig amongst your correspondents who are now raising an
outcry against that part of the fraternity who have " open
exhausts." I am afraid that I must confess to be one of the
spoilers of a good sport " (to quote a recent letter), because

to me an open exhaust means power, and power means
»;K'erf, and speed means all. If I care to sail close to the
wind in this matter, whose fault is it but my own if I am
lined y

J would wjllingly enter for all the trials which are held

I

n- T.i.,^,if 1 1 •-.-.. .h i-Mt 1 uiiiuiaiiiLs .ui iiiunv suchn, ny«,.lf when say that " bumpomcters " and "audio-met...H are spoiling the sport of our trials Granted thath..y improve the bree,l, but after all, very few o Jhe

UL'U(.JE lUDER.

EFFECT OF TYRES ON M.P.G.

Sir,—Your correspondent " H.A." in his attempt to be
facetious has fallen into an error of v/hich no pedal cyclist

(especially one with racing experience) would be guilty.

It is common knowledge that light tyres mean increased

speed for the same exertion, and, conversely, less exertion
for the same speed.

In terms of power, as less power means less fuel, then
light tyres must mean less fuel. A practical difficulty arises

in the fact that too light tyres mean diminished reliability.

Therefore, when extreme economy in fuel is desired, the
aim should be to use as light a tyre as will last the distance
over which the fuel consumption is measured.

It should be noted that a woven fabric absorbs much
more power than a cross-laid fabric.

In conclusion. I should advise " H.A." to take a short
spin on an ordinary roadster pedal cycle, and then on a
racing machine fitted with racing tyres. The result will

surprise him. J. COHEN.

MYSTERIOUS ACCIDENTS—A POSSIBLE SOLUTION.
Sir,—The correspondence on the subject of mysterious

accidents while motor cycling is most interesting.

I knew a lad who, before enlisting, was a van boy, and
used to ride on -the tail of the van and frequently "fall-

asleep " and drop off on to the road. In the Service, he
would fall asleep while on sentry duty, and be punished for

it. He always maintained that he couldn't help it. Finally
he was sent to hospital where the Neurologist discovered
that he was an auto-hypnotic subject, i.e., he would hypno-
tise himself without knowing it and without being able to

help it. He underwent certain treatment and is now cured.
It seems not entirely impossible for this to be the explana-
tion of these mysterious accidents. Hypnotic sleep is in-

duced by looking at some bright object, e.g., the top of a
lamp or the ring of a speedometer. Clearly these accidents
are not caused by a bump in the road or some mechanical
defect in the motor cycle. It is significant that the subjecta
of them do not. appear to sustain any serious injury. Sleep-
walkers seldom do.

T. W. L. CASPERSZ, Chaplain, R.N.

SANS MAGNETO.
Sir,—With reference to the discussion in your columns

relating to the engine running without a magneto, the
possibility of the engine working on the Diesel principle
need not be considered.

In the Diesel, as your, correspondent, Mr. B. Hoddinott,
points out, the compression reaches upwards of 500 lb.

per square inch, but the gas thus compressed is pure air
plus gas due to incomplete scavenging. At the top of
the compression stroke the fuel is forced in at about
1,000 lb. pressure, and the high temperature due to this
great and rapid compression of the air causes spontaneous
combustion.
Now, in the Diesel there is no explosion in tlie sense of

that occurring in the petrol engine, but a burning of the
gases for about a quarter of the firing stroke, after which
the gas expands adiabatically, i.e., without further gain
or loss of heat. The maximum pressure after burning
ouniineiices is nut greater than that due to compression,
but actually falls. As the average person knows, in tho
petrol engine the burning is so rapid as to give a large
increase in pressure practically instantaneously.

Glasgow. REVS. •
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HIPPO HIDE AND A MOTORISED BICYCLE.
Sir,;—I was much interested in a photograph of " An

Ingenious Motorisecl Bicycle," which appeared in The Motor
Ci/i-le dated June 3rd. 'My interest lay in the fact that for
the past three years I have been riding a similar outfit made
up by myself, the method of attaching the engine being very
similar.

I am still using the original cycle frame, but with 20in.

Autowheel rims. I find these wheels much stronger, and
tyres are better also. I scrapped the pedals and brazed a
piece on to the end of the bottom bracket a.xle, and fixed the
sprocket wheels on both ends, and thus made an all-chain

drive. The footboards are from locally cut cedar wood, and
I have fitted the engine to the frame with a specially shaped
and carefully fitted piece of hipjyopotcuinis hide, which is

splendid stuff to stand any strain, as it does not split or tear.

I use it for file handles (it goes up to 2in. in thickness).

I think this is the first instance in which hippopotamus
hide has been used in the making of a motor cycle.

A Rhodesian reader's motorised bicycle described in the letter

of J. W. Soper. The engine is held in the frame by pieces of

hippopotamus hide.

We have only one road here, viz., to Livingstone, but it

> a good one and eight miles long.
t can get 25 m.p.h., as my gear ratio is 7 to 1, much higher

'lan that of your other correspondent, whose engine, I should
link, would be inclined to overheat. J. W. SOPER,
South Rhodesia.

S THEY DID TWENTY YEARS AGO.
Sir,—Your issue for September 23rd contains some informa
on regarding the Roc 3 h.p. Kelecom engined motor cycle,
his article I have to thank for affording me considerable
ilightenment as to the makers of my own 'bus.
Aly machine has L.T magneto (with substantial magneto
intact breaker and non-trembler coil) ignition system,
hich has proved perfectly reliable in dry weather.
I myself made and fitted spring forks, foot brake, long
haust pipe, etc.

I just completed my overhaul and "rebuilding" in time
E my holidays. So close did I run that, previous to my
iliday trip, I had no time for a trial run. Aiy contemplated
n was from Gateshead-on-Tyne, through Easiugwold to

9slerton (near Scarborough), nearly 100 miles. I intended
iving Gateshead early on the Saturday morning, but only
cceeded in having a " breakdown " to start with. The inlet

lomatic valve stem nuts loosened, and finally came off,

owing the valve itself to fall on top of the exhaust valve.

j

le nuts were extracted from above the piston and a washer
! ade from an old liaek-saw blade) and pin substituted on the
Ive stem.

' [ covered about five miles when the washer and pin repeated
'

3 performance of the nuts. I removed the induction pipe,

:., hooked the inlet valve spring itself through the pin hole
I lad previously drilled in the valve stem, removed washer,
ji. , from the cylinder, reassembled, and started once more
'ill southwards).
The ten miles ride to Darlington was uneventful. I

! '.ained more petrol and oil, and did the next thirty miles

I

:hout the slightest trouble from the machine. As I left

I

rlington, however, it began to drizzle, rapidly settling
' vn to proper ram. I made a voluntary stop in Thirsk. On

trying to restart the engine refused to fire. It was stiU rain-

ing, so I suspected the high-tension cable terminal on the
coil. I therefore dried this as best I could, after which a

restart was easily acccomplished. About two miles after this

my belt began to slip hopelessly. However, under a sheltering

tree I removed about l^in. of belt whilst wat.ching competitors
returning from Sutton Bank. This operation completed, I

set off again. About three miles before reaching Easingwold
the rain on the high-tension terminal repeatedly caused stop-

pages, till finally, with still two miles to go, I removed the
belt, and pushed in preference to restarting.

Eventually 1 put the machine in the garage in Easingwold
at 9 p.m. Next morning I went for the machine, which, to

my surprise and pleasure, restarted without the slightest in-

convenience. I hit Bulmer Bank all right ; one cannot help
it (unless, of course, one purposely avoids it). I had to do
a bit of really hard work, but 1 did reach the top eventually'.

Here I noticed the petrol tap was leaking seriously. I could
not do mjich to remedy this as it was the tank bush that was
loose. Here also 1 had partially to dismantle the engine
cylinder to renew the copper wire packing at the base of the
cylinder. On remounting, after completing the above, I

caught my trouser leg in the magneto chain, which is exposed.

The ignition was most effectively retarded thereby ; but a
certain farm hand had been holding forth as regards petrol

levels during the hill-climbing, etc., so I rode away on
retarded spark to a safe distance before correcting it. I

had two further mishaps before I reached Malton—one a

broken stand, the other the inlet valve. The hooked portion

of the spring gave way this time. I stretched the spring a

little, made a more substantial hook, fitted up, and off once
again. After passing through JMalton the cylinder again
worked loose, but, as I just had about eight more miles to

go, I determined to keep on, as the petrol was still leaking

badly. When almost within sight of my destination, I pushed
the throttle over, and finished up in fine style after all.

ROBERT BROWN.

BENZOLE-PARAFFIN MIXTURE.
Sir,—In the issue of September 9th, 1920, C. C. King

states that he is running a 4 h.p. Triumph on a mixture of

three parts benzole to one part paraffin, and that the ex-

periment is a wonderful success. Further that he tried

half and halt.

May I ask what carburetter he uses and' size of jet?

I have tried, in the interval, similar mixtures, and can-

not say that the results are equal to benzole or petrol in a

pure state. My machine is a B.S.A. 4^, and a B. and B.
carburetter is used, having a variable jet.

DAVID SHARP.
PILLION RIDING

Sir,—I agree that there is a risk of danger when riding a

passenger on the carrier of a solo machine ; but if people
were to consider the cause of practically 80% to 90% of the

accidents which befall pillion riders they would find that the
real cause lies in the fact that the driver was not sufficiently

experienced to carry out such work. He probably thought
he was, and after a short- run on some straight and open
road took it for granted he was quite capable. I have in

mind one or two actual happenings of this kind which had
bad results when traffic was encountered.

Before any newcomer attempts passenger riding he should
master his machine first, get thoroughly acquainted with,

traffic riding, and in this way he will learn to judge distances

and the speed of vehicles other than his own. fie will also

know what his engine is capable of at slow speeds, and
whether it and his brakes will respond to his needs. This,

.

coupled with a few frights, gives him the experience, which,

I believe, is so sadly lacking in many motorists who like to

talve their friends out in pillion fashion.

An experienced rider will not find pillion riding very
difficult, and after a week or so his passenger's movements
and conversations will make practically no difference to the
stability of his machine, and there is no more risk of accident

than with any other outfit.

I myself have had fourteen years of motor cycle and side-

car outfits, and certainly prefer a sidecar outfit ; but I write

these lines in defence of the man who prefers pillion riding.

I ride at present a T.T. Brough two-speed, and no clutch,

and do a lot; of pillion riding. I have no difficulty in negoti-

ating the worst traffic, and I think the whole explanation can
be summed up in these words, experience first and drive

carefully. F. KIRKMAN.
E9
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BABY ON TOUR.
Sir,—Having taken delivery in January of a brand new

1920 'baby, the accompanying snap may be of interest to

others wlio hesitate between the respousibilties of mother-

hood and the lure of the open road.
, , j j t

Having always been ardent motorists, my husband and 1

decided to have our usual summer tour, accompanied this

time by " Her Babyship."
, -^ i ,

Before starting the tour, we gave her a number ot short

ruii'^ ot ten-fifteen miles (she was then seven months old).

Having expressed herself quite satisfied with the springing

of the sidecar, etc., we, decided to carry out our plans.

Starting early. (See letter, Mrs. R. J. Carter.)

Our first day's run was Portsmouth to London, which
was soon covered, taken by easy stages of fifteen-twenty miles

each. The Cameo screen gave baby ample protection, in

fact, the only time she woke was at the stopping places. All
baby's necessities were carried in her enamel bath on the
luggage grid. In the course of visiting London friends we
had to cross the City tour times, which greatly interested
the young lady, especially at the "hold-ups," where she had
time to look round.
We completed the tour in seven days, covering a

respectable mileage, and without mechanical or infantile
trouble of any kind.

I may add she was caught a little while ago "inwardly
diglisting " the covers ot your esteemed paper, so we are
expecting big things of her. The above snap was taken on
the Hog's Back, near Guildford

(Mrs.) R. J. CARTER.

CHAIN DRIVE ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.
Sir,—Permit me a word on this subject, as bearing upon

the remarks ot recent letters, and particularly that of G.
Ifarold Durston in the issue ot August 26th. It'would appear
that many have begun quite recently to consider a problem
which, though to them new, has, as a matter of faxit, received
attention over quite a number of years, and passed already
through many stages of development. I, of course, fully
agree with your correspondents as to the necessity of main-
taining constant tension ot the driving media, notwithstanding
the relative movements of the fore and rear portions ot the
spring frame.

While I do not pretend to know what may be the nature ot
the mechanical arrangements suggested, but not disclosed,
by ilr. Dui'ston, tor achieving this object, I do profess to
have applied and published a most obvious- and simple
arrangement ot the parts involved, which is entirely satis-
factory, both in theory and in practice.

_
As briefly as possible, I will endeavour to state how this

i« achieved, not going fully into detail, but giving the general
principle. J hero are the three points to consider (1 ] The
.ngnic .procUct (2.) The countershaft. (3.) The rear wheel
.rocket, or belt drum These, by the general build ot the
.am.., are ho arranged as that a straight line drawn fromthe engine to the rear wheel spindle will cut through the
«, n oc-cupied by the countershaft spindle when the machine

IK loiKlcd (ruler in the naddle).
In one arrangon,..„t I house my countemhnfl (preterably otthe wel-known hnheld type i„ what, in bvgine parlancewonld be called (l„- ,„.,lal bracket lug, i.e.; I liiglhousing
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at the root of the saddle-pillar tube, and forming also the

anchorage tor the rear engine-jjlates. The countershaft housed

in this way may be immovably fixed, or may be mounted
eccentrically or slidably if of a type where such movement is

most practicable.

First let the countershaft be fixedly housed. Now the

distance between the engine sprocket and the countershaft

is constant. I swing or pivot the forward ends of my rear

spring frame upon a suitable bearing formed by or upon the

casing surrounding the countershaft spindle and housing that

spindle in its centre. Consequently, all radii ot a circle being

equal, there can be no variation of the tension ot the chain,

or belt as between the countershaft and rear wheel, even
though the rear portion of the frame were caused to describe

a complete circle around its pivot.

In another arrangement the countershaft may be housed in

approximately the same position, but in a lug not ot the

pedal bracket type, but so formed as to permit of a slidable

adjustment, the bearing tor the forward ends of the rear

frame being still, as before, around the countershaft spindle

and having that spindle at its centre.

We now come to adjustment tor the chain slack. Under-
the first arrangement (fixed countershaft) I mount my rear

wheel in the old-fashioned slotted fork ends, providing

positioning washers to retain the spindle of the wheel in the

desired position. I know the objections to this method, but

one cannot possibly have everything. For adjusting the front

chain, I either use a jockey sprocket (d la Beardmore-
Precision), or suitably slot my engine plates so that the

whole unit (within the very narrow limits required) may be

slid or pivoted upon its front bolts.

In the second arrangement, when the countershaft is adjust-

ably housed, the rear wheel is fixed, and tor the front chain

adjustment the same methods as the above are employed.
These arrangements answer all purposes desired perfectly as

apphed to my patent designs of spring frames ; and I venture
to think that the problem of keeping constant the tension

ot the driving media, the relative movements of the front

and rear portions of the frame notwithstanding, is thereby
solved satisfactorily. C.E.P.
Bath.

SERVICE.
Sir,— I am a business man, and use, in connection with my

business, a big single, to which is attached a box carrier

made by the makers ot the single. Having trouble with my
countershaft gear, I sent the complete gear box, through my
agent, to the makers, who had promised to do the repairs

'in eight to ten days. It was despatched on June 1st, and

is still to return. Every letter of enquiry brines back a

promise ot delivery next week. But next week is like to-

morrow, which never comes. Consequently, I am the loser

in time and money each week to the extent of about twelve

hours wasted and 30s. From being a satisfied rider I have
become a dissatisfied owner. A machine without good service

is of no use to A BUSINESS MAN.

TORQUE AND COMFORT.
Sir,—It is interesting to note the large number ot new

designs tor motor cycles, engines, etc., that appear in your

columns. To my mind, as an engineer, many ot these designs

are the work of enthusiastic motorists, and aim chiefly at

improvements ot "luxury" and "comfort" without giving

much serious attention to the strictly engineering side of the

question, which I maintain is really trie principal factor,

For example, most ot the designers are paying great atten-

tion to the "springing" ot machines to ensure comfortable
riding. Now I consider that the obtaining of an even driving

torque would do away with much ot the necessity for this

springing. To those who have any doubt on this point I

would advise them to try the following : Ride over a

given stretch ot fairly rough road on any old "unsprung"
single cylinder machine, and then try the same stretch on

an old tour-cylinder F.N. machine. This, I think, will eon

vince them ot the importance of an "even driving torque'

as effecting comfortable riding with a minimum ot spring

ing. With this end in view I have designed an engine whiciii

is double acting, viz., firing on each stroke, the piston being

"fired" up and down, similar to the action of tlie present

day doubh' acting steam engine. In the meantime I shouW
like to have the opinion ot readers as to the possibilities ol

such an engine.
'

A. NEWSHAM.

I

I
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for re;lly. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

The New Taxation.

I should be extremely obliged

~| if you couJd give me a little

> enlightenment on the following
-iJ point. I understand that under

the new taxation scheme, a light-

weight motor cycle pays 30s. revenue,

provided that it does not exceed

200 lb. in weight. Now, I have a
single-geared 3^ 'bus which with the

removal of a few gadgets I can
easily reduce''to under 200 lb. What I

want to know is, can I class my old

'bus as a lightweight, on account of its

not exceeding the weight limit,, or will

it be taxed on bore and stroke?

—

Puzzled.

Dbviously as weight is to be the basis of

axation, and not engine dimensions, if

'OUT machine does not exceed 200 lb. you
ire only liable to pay the 30s. tax. If

he machine exceeds 200 lb., no matter

.'hat its power, it will be liable to the

!3 taxation.-

Overheating Two-stioke.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-etroke

^ two-speed. ' I have just had the

S cylinder off, decarbonised it, and
i-l fitted new rings on the piston.

Before I did this the engine used

to overheat and stop, and it also con-

sumed a lot of petrol. The size of the

jet in the Senspray carburetter is 30.

I have now cleaned it and fitted new
rings and a smaller jet. It over-

heats worse than it did before, and
does not seem to have half its previous

power, as I only go a short distance,

and it pulls up with the oil boiling out

of the release valve. I have allowed

about 5-lOOOths space in the rings, and
ground them in well. Tlie piston

appears to work freely. The engine
seems very jumpy, especially when I

slow down going round corners. Can
you please tell me the cause of this,

and what size jet to use? I have put
the piston in right, with the big slant

towards the exhaust.—F.N.

is very difficult to tell you the cause
the trouble. Quite possibly the carbu-
tter requires cleaning and adjustment,
ost decidedly it should not require a
J. 30 jet. You might aJfiO make certain

at the ignition is timed con-ectly. The
ark should occur when the piston is

! top dead centre with the ignition

j

ntrol fully retarded. Also carefully

I

ike the joints between the two halves of

1 e crank case, and also the one at the
Hinder base. We presume that you have
lamuied the engine internally to make
j

re that the crankshaft revolves freely.

2§ or 28 jet should be satisfactory.

Burnt Valves.

I have a 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi
and sidecar. I experience a
great deal of trouble with the

exhaust valve. After about 400
miles the compression begins to

fail and I find a flat place burnt on the
valve face. I have checked the timing,
and it appears to be quite in accord-
ance with makers' instructions. Sen-
spray carburetter, 48 jet; have tried

smaller jet, but with no success. Valve
guide rather worn. Machine runs very
well when valve is in order, but the
flat burnt on the valve is so extensive
as to make it of little further use.

Machine is 1913, but in quite good
order generaDy. Can you help me?
—B.S.

The trouble is probably due to the

exhaust tappet requiring adjustment.
Should the clearance be too small there

is every chance that the valve stem 'will

expand so much as to prevent the seating

closing down properly, and in consequence
it becomes burnt, being subjected to the

full heat of the gases.

Failuie to Spark.

I have a 3^ h.p. Centaur, and,

owing to back hub trouble,

have had it off the road for six

weeks, and have just got my
wheel back, and find that : (1.)

I can only get a spark when the plug

is outside the cylinder. (2.) If I dip

the plug in petrol, this spark is suffi-

ciently strong to fire it ; the magneto
is a Bosch. (3.) What is the correct

method of timing? (4.) Would this

materially affect the spark when the

plug is in the cylinder?—G.A.B.

(1 and 2.) From what you say in your
letter it appears that the magneto is

in order. (3.) The ignition should be
timed as follows : Place the piston

exactly on top of the compression stroke,

and connect up the magneto with the

points just about to break, and the igni-

tion lever two-thirds retarded. (4.) The
trouble is probably elsewhere than in

the magneto. Are you sure that the jet

is clear ? The timing cannot affect the
intensity of the spark.

AN ANONYMOUS DONOR'S REAL
APPRECIATION.

unbeam sid

presented to the Rev. J.

Clissold, M.A., of Hazel-

mere, Bucks, in recogni-

tion of his services with

the Forces, and his work

among his parishioners.

The illustration shows the

Rev. Clissold with his

wife and son.

II
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Douglas Timing Gear.

I have just fitted a new timing

locking plate to my 1915 2| h.p.

Douglas. Will you kindly inform

me if the following is the correct

method? 1 fitted the plate on

to the studs first, then the washers

and nuts. This has left the plate

touching the timing wheels, etc., at

every point, although they apparently

revolve freely. The reason I enquire

is that the washers are of a different

pattern from the original ones, and only

fit after the plate.—E.R.H.

Up to 1914 tapered copper split rings

were inserted and the nuts placed on the

pins afterwards. In 1915 and afterwards

double cone locking washers were fitted.

These are put on first, then the locking

plate, and then the nuts.

A Starting Difficvdty.

(1.) I cannot get the kick

starter of my E.A.F. model
P. and JI. to work properly, and
have only succeeded in starting

the engine by it a very few
times. Starting by pushing in low

gear is quite easy. The kick starter

turns the engine well, but does not

appear to me to have sufficient travel.

(2.) I have tried all means of stopping

the escape of gas from the inlet and
exhaust valve caps, and round the

plug, without success. New copper-

asbestos washers make very little differ-

ence. The faces do not appear to be
damaged.—E.N.E.

(1.) The kick starter in question does

not give a very great amount of move-
ment to the engine, but with the half

compression device in operation, thei'e

should be no difficulty in starting. It is

possible that the difficulty is due to the
magneto being out of adjustment, and not
providing a satisfactory spark at low
speeds. Advance the ignition fairly well
before attempting to start. (2.) Try
the effect of smearing the washers with
Seccotine.

High Petrol Consumption.

I have a 2f h.p. New Ryder-
Villiers two-stroke, and the car-

buretter is an Aniac. So far as
I can make out' the average
m.p.g. is 40 at the most, which,

I am sure, is far too small. (1.) What
should the average m.p.g. be for this
type of engine? (2.) What is the eause
of this excessive consumption? (3.)

I.s there a remedy? If so, what? (4.)

In what proportion sliould the oil and
petrol in the tank be mixed, and which
is the best oil? (5.) What is the correct
level in comparison with the mouth of
the jet, tor the carburetter?—H.J. M.

1.) 'I'he machine should do about 80 or
90 miles to the gallon. (2 and 3.) Pro-
bably too large a jet is fitted. (4.) Half
a pint of oil to one gallon of petrol. Any
w<:ll-kn<)wii brand of oil, such as Prices'
lull- de Luxe, Caslrol, or Vacuum T.T.

(0.) In the Amac carburetter the level is
above t1,.. lo,, of the single jet orifice, and
J.h.,ui<] be about ,lj in. „r ,3,in. below the
nil.; Fpraying bnlen immediately above tho
rnaiii jft. * '

111 I

U'fll

." ^.'
.1

^ "'"""'' l'-'"''"'?
J'^'' '3 required

' ,
'"' .1 ';» •'•' I'l-alely. but you will be

fHI willun the working limit if you
{I'ljil-t (he collar on needle, w, that th
'« iVn. piny between the float and I

ni'cdiv - '

Contact Breaker Trouble.

I am the owner of a machine
fitted with a U.H. magneto and
have been for months experienc-

ing a most peculiar trouble. At
times the machine will start

with one pull of the starting handle,
and other times I may turn the handle
for hours without the slightest result.

To cure this I widen the gap of the
platinum points and the machine will

then start every time and run beauti-

fully for about fifty miles, then the
old trouble recurs. The engine m all

other resjaects is perfect.—W.P.
As a temporary cure is effected by re-

adjusting the platinum points, it would
appear that this is the source of the
trouble, and we would suggest that you
ascertain whether it is caused by the
points themselves wearing down, or the
adjusting screw moving from its position.
If the points themselves are wearing, it

will be necessary to have new ones fitted,

but if it is the adjusting screw which
has become loose in its thread, we would
suggest that you have a new one made.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Nov. 4lh.l3th—
International Automobile
Olympia and White City

Nov. 29th,-Dec 4th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec. 26th.27lh—

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Exhibition,

?

Difficult Starting.

My machine is a 1912, 3a

fixed gear Triumph, which up
till lately has been running very
well. Now I have great diffi-

.culty in starting even after

priming the engine. When it does
start it goes for about a mile, then
suddenly conks out. I have then
noticed smoke coniing from the air

chamber of the carburetter. I get a
good spark at the plug, and have taken
down the carburetter which seems in

good order. Can you suggest a possible
cause of the trouble?—A.J.T.

The trouble may be due to an unsuitable
plug which is causing pre-ignition. The
difficulty in starting, however, does not
seem so easy to diagnose. It may be
due to air leaks at the carburetter or
induction pipe unions.

READER'S REPLY.
I have read with interest " P E.T.'s "

letter on " Mysterious Lack of Power."
I suffered recently in a similar wa}', my
machine being an Omega-Jap, with
only a very small mileage, I eventually
found that the holes in the cylindrical
silencer with which 2% h.p. J.A.i'.
engines are usually fitted were choked
with soot, and on poking these out with
a pricker my trouble disappeared.—W.
L. Houghton.

npiing clip.

ero

the

II I 2

KXPERIENOES WANTED.
" F.J.S.M." (15 r i X h a m). - T.B.,

Richardson, and G.N. cycle cars; speed,'
reliability, climbing, and consumption.

Easting Windscreens in London.

The Easting Windscreen Company ha^

opened a depot in London, at 24, Fins-

bury Square, E.C.2, under the control oi

Mr." H. W. Holmes, late of Maudes Motoi
Mart and also of the Harley-Davidson
Motor Co.

Two-stroke Lightweight in Africa.

Cabled information advises that in' a

reliability trial for lightweights oi-ganised

last month by tlie Rand M.C.C., the

winner was mounted on a 2^ h.p. Royal
Enfield two-stroke. The success of such

an event, over a hundred miles of typical

South African roads, is ample proof

that lightweight machines are practical

mounts for Overseas conditions in almost

all cases.

A Three-wheeled Scooter.

A booklet has recently been published

entitled " The Abbottsford Motor Supa
Scoota," giving full details of the only

three-wheeled scooter on the market.

These scooters can be delivered in one

month from the date of order. A copy

of the booklet will be sent to any reader

on application to the Abbotsford Motor
Scooter and Engineering Co., Ltd., 5a.

Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

Humber Agents Entertained. I
Some 150 motor dealers and agents who"

handle Humber products were invited to

the Coventry works of the firm in order

to view the new models which will be

staged at Olympia. They were welcomed
to lunch by Lord Russell (chaii-maii of

the company), and a discussion on the

firm's policy took place, in the course

of which it was stated that, despite the

reported depression of trade in some

quarters, it was even yet impossible to

fulfil all the demands which were beinij

made for the various products of the

Humber factory.

Brooklands Speed and Distance Table.

We ha\-e recently received a new

Brooklands speed and distance table, r

compiled by Lieut. -Col. Lindsay Lloyd..!

The first part of the book is devoted to

speed tables for cars running on the

50ft. line, and the second part of the.

book to speed tables for motor cycles/

running on the 10ft. line. The lime olv

the laps is given in seconds, opposite

which are the miles per hour ; for in-

stance, a lap in 97s. equals a speed ol

100.65 m.p.h. Lap distances are als(

given ; for instance, one lap on the 10ft.

line means a distance of 2 miles 1,262

yards. Another table which is quite iir

.

teresting is the mileage expressed in laps

on the lOtt. line. One hundred miles

for example, means 36.80 laps, or If

laps, 1 mile 144 yards. IiUorosting taclii

are also given regarding Brooklamli]
test hill, and at the beginning of thcj

book there is an excellent plan of tli(|

track.
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North London M.C.C.

The theatre night at the London
Coliseum on the 16th inst. was very
successful, upwards of sixty stalls being
occupied. After the performance the
party adjourned to the Corner House to

partake of light supper.
The winter programme is under con-

sideration, and will probably consist of

three ouiidoor events, in addition to

several social functions.

Glasgow Western M.C C.

Last week we gave a brief report, re-

ceived by wire, of the speed-judging com-
petition for the Bates Trophy. Later
information reaches us that D. S.

Alexander, who was given as Trophy
winner, is not now placed. J. Littlewood
(6 A.J.S.) therefore takes first place, with
a total time error of 6m. 55|s., and the
third and fourth men of last week, G.
Hope Wilson and R. A. Law, become
second and third respectively.

Doncaster M.C.C.

The Doncaster M.C.C.'s mid-season
dinner took place at the Red Lion Hotel
on a recent evening, the president,

Mr. Joseph Franks, J. P., C.C., being

-

in the chair. Nearly every one of the
club's hundred members were present,

and the atmosphere was distinctly sporting

—typical of what a motor cyclist's dinner
should be. Later, the trophies, medals,
and prizes were presented. Included in

these were four silver cups, one being
The Motor Cycle trophy. This was won
by Mr. F. B. Leach, on a Scott, when he
made the fastest time of the day at the
club's first speed trials on the road ad-
joining the racecourse. The trophy was

j
last won by Major Axford in 1914. A

\ most enjoyable musical programme
I followed.

J Colchester and District M.C.
I The resiilts of the hill-climb held on

f Thursday, October 14th, near Lawford,
I are as follows :

I EVENT 1 (np io 350 c.c), on formuLn.— 1, A.
j Medcalf (2H Douglas]; 2, E. W. Tracy (21,4 Enfleldi

;

;

3, H. CoUins (2ii Levis).' ...
I
EVENT 2 'sidecars up to 650 c.c), on time.—1,

i
T. S. Wilkin (4 Norton sc), 23|; 2, B. W.. Tracym B.S.A, sc.), 294s.; 3, H. Cooli (4 Triumph sc),
37s.

EVENT 3 (sidecars up to 750 c.c), on time.

—

' 1, E. O. CSarleswnrtli (5 Zenith sc),. ISis. ; 2, T.
S. Williin (4 Norton sc), 26?s. ; 3, E. W. Tracy
14^5 B.S.A_ EC), 50s.

' EVENT 4 (sidecars up to 1,(X)0 c.c), on formula.

i

-1, T. S. Wilkin (4 Norton sc); 2, E. O. Charles-
!
KOrth (5 Zenith sc) ; 3, E. W. Tracy (414 B.S.A.
«.). -

EVENT 5 (1,000 c.c. Solo), on formula.—I.E. C.
Chailesworth (5 Zenith) ; - 2, A. Medcalf (2JJ
Donglast; 3, H. Cook (4 Triumph).
EVENT 6 (650 c.c. solo), on time.—1, A. Medcalf

: 4 Trluniph), 1853. ; 2, H. Cook (4 Triumph), 23^s.

;

; !. E. W. Tracy (2>4 Enfield), 27is.

, EVENT 7 (750 c.c. solo), on time.— 1. E. C.

j
Ohailesworth (6 Zenith), 17s.; 2, A. Medcalf (4

,
Criumph), 19ts.; 3, C. Collins (5-6 Indian), 22is.

FASTEST TIME of the day -was made by E. C.
;iKirles\yorth (5 Zenith) in 17s.

Oct. SO.—Surbiton and District M.C.C. Ballard
Cup Trial.

Oct. 31.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run.

Oct. $1.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Special
Day Run.

Oct. Sl.—Stalybridae and District M.C. Wll-
climb.

Nov. i.

—

Colchester and District M.C.C. Speed
Trials.

The Motor Cycling Clnb.

On the occasion of the One Day Sport-
ing Trial on the 16th inst., fully

described in our last week's issue, the

following gained gold medals : J. T.
Bashall (6 Martinsyde), G. Gayford (6

Zenith), R. H. Baxter (2^ Radco), R.
C. Staunton (4 Triumph), and S. Guy
(2| Coulson). The case of F. W. Steven-
son is under consideration. Only five

gold medals, therefore, have been
awarded out of seventy-two starters,

which was mainly due to the appalling
condition of Chalk Pit Hill.

Southend and District A.C.

We gave the results on time and the
awards of the speed trials near Shoebury-
ness in our issue of last week. The for-

mula placings are now to hand, aad are

as follows :

CLASS 1 (360 CO.).—1, N. A. Lowe (23s Diamond-
Jap), 34.79; 2, J. Cockerill (2% Coulson B.), 46.2.

CLASS 2 (500 c.c).—1, G. H. Stewart (3 A.B.O.),
33.45; 2, N. A. Lowe (2% Diamond-Jap), 35.4.

CLASS 3 (unUmited).—1, G. H. Stewart (3 A.B.C.),
35.7: 2, N. A. Lowe (2^4 Diamond-Jap), 38.3.

CLASS 5 (500 c.c. sidecar).-^!, N. A. Lowe (2%
Diamond-Jap sc), 28.48.

CLASS 6 (1,000 c.c. sidecar).—1, N. A. Lowe (2^4

Diamond-Jap sc), 27.6.

CLASS 8 (1,100 c.c. cycle ears).—1, Austin Webb
(4 A.S.C.) and W. Whiffen (S Morgan) tied, 33.2.

Levis Athletic Club.

The Levis Athletic Club is holding a

concert at the Levis Works, on Satur-

day, November 5th, when the prizes

won in the recent Levis Reliability Trial
will be awarded. Tickets, price 2s., Is.,

and 6d., plus tax, can be obtained from
Mr. G. W. Reynolds, c/o Levis W^orks,

Stechford.

Another Surrey Motor Cycle Club.

It has been decided that a motor
cycle club should be formed in Wallmg-
ton, Surrey. Several challenge cups wul
be offered for competition when the club
attains sufficient members, and, for the
present, particulars can be obtained from
ilessrs. Houghton Bros., motor engi-

neers, Woodcote Parade, Wallington.

Biimingham M.C.C.

The tie for the Olai lightweight trial

was settled on the 16th inst., on a course
from ' Birmingham to Farlow. At Farlow
the competitors had to traverse • the
Farlow loop six times, the competitor
who had the greatest non-stop mileage
to his credit being the winner. A punc-
ture stop did not penalise the competi-
tors, as such had to be repaired under
official" observation, travelling marshals
officiating for this purpose. The wet
weather made the course rather tricky,

but it is satisfactory to know that a

winner was found without putting in any
special tests. The results of this trial

have been decided on rdiahUity alone.

Winner of Olai sideboard, value 26
guineas, G. Kuhn (25 Levis) ; winner of

Hoskison award, value 5 guineas, E. J.

Bastock (2^ Levis). Both of the above
prizes are won outright.

The start of the Birmingham M.C.C. Re-run Lightweight Trial, the course of which was
six circuits of the " Farlow Icop." The event was won by G. Kuhn (Levis), on extreme

right of group.

C3
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Olmes to TLlgbt TLamps.
let. 28tli ... ... 5.11 p.m

30th ... ... 5.7 „
v'ov. 1st ... ... 5.3 „

3rd ... ... 4.59 „

Rev. Bischoff leaves the Clyno.

The Rev. P. W. Bischoff, who gave

up the Church to enter the motor cycle

trade, will, in future, be associated with

Sunbeam motor cycles, having joined the

staff of John Maiston, Ltd.

The Craze for Luxuriousness.

It is passing strange that the motor

cyclist should be all for complete electric

lighting sets as an integral part of his

mount, and yet the light car owner in a

recent Autocar bemoans the fact that it

seems impossible to buy a good two-seater

minus electrical equipment. Will we ever

reach that stage?

Ten Standard Steels.

All those who desire copies of the

Report of the Steel Research Committee
of the I.A.E. on the ten standard steels

published in Report No. 75 of the British

Engineering Standards Association, are

asked to make early application to the

secretary of the Institution, at 28,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I. The
price of the report is 33s., including'

carriage.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

A paper will be read on the report re-

ferred to above, by Mr. j; H. S.

Dickenson, at the general meeting of the
institution at Storrey's Gate, London,
S.W.I, on Wednesday, November 10th.

Point-to-point Records in U.S.A.

Point-to-point records are permitted in

America. In May last F. Clymer (Hen-
derson) established a record of 19 m.p.h.
average for the 1,224 miles between
Denver and Chicago. Last month H.
Scherer on a Harlev-Davidson beat his
record by 7.4 m.p.h. The mileage of
Schcrer'fi route was 1,260, and his averace
"peed 26.4 m.p.h.

Meanness.

E. \'. Luf;a» in one of his latest books
evidently Ihinkd the limit in tliis direc-
tion IH rcruclied l)y the man who saves his
tok.-nronf for Queen .Alexandra Day the
f-.llf,«iiig y,.,-,r. Probably lie has not
hc-jird of the brainy gentleman who
lidljitunlly olitaiiiH a day or tvvo',s free
ganiKinx by ordering i.oine very minor
adiuHtnient. and returning for llie mncliine
only ivlieii lie re(|iiiri.s it again.

Found.

Messrs. Quinby Bros., 15, High Street,

Baldock, Herts., advise us of having
found a pillion seat on the road between
Baldock and Biggleswade. Enquiries
direct, please.

Stolen.

Bromley, Kent, is the scene of yet an-

other motor cycle theft. This time it is

a 1920 4 h.p. Triumph, registered No.
D.C. 1634, with semi-T.T. bars (bent),

and throttle lever nearly broken. An
undershield was fitted, and a Klaxon horn
.secured by a strap. A £12 reward is

offered by Messrs. G. Dix and Co., 11,

Grocers' Hall Court, Poultry, London,
E.C.2-, for information leading to its

recovery.

The 3 J h.p. Sidecar Outfit.
In view of the general tendency for

makers of single-cylinder machines to in-

crease their capacity slightly for side-
car work, it is interesting to recall that
the best sidecar performance in the recent
M.C. and A.C. Trial—the most severe
of the year—was made by a 3^ h.p.
Ari.el outfit. It was the onl.y sidecar to
make a clean ascent of Alt-y-Bady with-
out the passenger on the cSrrier.

Weights.
Next year motor cycles of under

'

200 lb. in weight will be taxed 30s., over
200 lb. 60s., and sidecars 20s. extra.
Everything else being equal the differ-
ence in a few pounds may influence the-
purchase of a new machine, therefore it
behoves makers to give the accurate
weight of their productions. Approxi-
mate weights serve no purpo.se, but
apart from the question of taxation it is
desirable that every maker should t.nke
care to include weight in detailing his
cpccihcatioiiB.

Special "feature*.

NEW MODELS.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIDECAR.

OVERSEAS.

Registration Marks.

Nottingham County Council has been
allotted the letters NM in addition to

the present AL.

A Step in the Right Direction.

In view of recent complaints of obstruc-
tion on the road bj' lorries and chars-a-
bancs, a trailer in the service of Maples,
the furniture people, is worthy of care-

ful note by other transix)rt contractors.
It has an elevated compartment in the
extreme rear, giving an unrestricted view
in all directions—very reminiscent of

French railway brake vans, and, pre-
suming the occupant to possess means
of communicating with the driver, very
useful, too.

Trials Results.

Most official lists of awards contain
errors in the spelling of names or the
makes of machines. In fairness to riders
and makers we have to correct two errors,
which are not our own. H. J. Willis,
who won the special prize for best per-
formance by a private owner in the
M.C. and A.C. trial, rode a Norton, and
not an Ariel, as stated last week ; while
S. Lunn Whitehouse (3 A.B.C.) won a
silver medal in the recent West Midland
event.

40,000 Motor Cyclists in London.

During the quarter ending September-^
30th, 1920, 2,581 motor cycles were regis-':^l

tered by the London County Council,'* f
while the tota} number of motor cycle

registrations up to September 30th
amoiints to 39,701.

The total number of motor car and
motor cycle licences to drive issued during
the quarter ending September 30th was
24,567, while the total up to September.
30th was 185,706.

A Reunion Dinner.

Ofhcers who served at the engine repair

shops. Royal Air Force, France, are hold-

ing a reunion dinner at the Holborn
Restaurant, London, on Friday, 12th

November. This is being held during the

Motor Show period to suit the convenience
of those attending, the officers of the

depot in question being, in practically

every case, associated with the motor in-

dustiy. Full particulars can be obtained

on application to D. Drover, A.M. I.A.E,,

Room A.243, Air Ministry, London.

I
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An Internal Combustion Turbine

In Germany there are motor- boats fitted

with internal combustion turbines cf

quite moderate size. Shall we ever see

tnem on motor cycles ?

M.P.G.

We have now received details of the

recent A.C.U. observed test (referred to

on page 425 in our issue for October 7th)

of a P. and M. motor cycle fitted with

a standard mechanical oil pump, which
consists of a small reciprocating plunger

driven at one-fortieth engine speed, and
delivers a definite quantity of oil alter-

nately to cylinder and crank pin at each
half-revolution.

The carburetter is fitted with an Amac,
type HYD, with overhead feed and .i

- No. 28 jet, while the gear ratios were
4.83 and 8.89 to 1. A non-stop run of

54^ miles, at an average speed of 19.04
m.p.h., was made to Oxford. The return
journey was made at an average speed
of 20.09 m.p.h. The petrol consumption
for the 112^ miles was at the rate of
144.6 m.p.g., and the oil 1,125 m.p.g.

Last week we recorded W. H. Carson's successful attack on Clovelly High Street steps.
' The photograph depicts him with his Excelsior sidecar negotiating the " terraces," which are

paved with round stones, and which were very greasy on the day the chmb took place.

A Lying Jade.

For the benefit of those alarmists who
feared otherwise, " Old Chalky," or

Chalk Pit Hill, which proved such a
quicksand in the recent M.C.C. trial in

Surrey, is not to be included in the

Matchless Cup trial which is to be held

on November 6th.

The Cleveland for 1921.

The Cleveland is America's leading

lightweight, and is quite a nice machine
possessing several distinctive features.

The 1921 model has a larger engine, 26 x
3in. tyres, and a 2^ gallon tank, yet

weighs but 175 lb. The prico in America
is 275 dollars,

Up-to-date Methods.

To demonstrate the utility of the kine-

matograph film for the purpose of British

motor trade propaganda abroad, an exhi-

bition was arranged last week by H.M.
Department of Overseas Trade for the

Empire delegates to the 1920 Imperial

Motor Transport Conference.

The Springing o£ Motor Cycles.

At 7.30 to-night (Thursday) Mr. G. H.

Savage will read a paper on the spring-

ing of motor cycles before members of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers

at the Chamber of Commerce, New
Street, Birmingham. An interesting

discussion should follow.

Power Alcohol.

In addition to the several papers en

the fuel question referred to on this page,

on the 18th inst.. Professor H. B. Dixon,

C.B., F.R.S., gave a paper on " Alcohol

Research " at the R.A.C. The lecturer

showed that the results already arrived

at had conclusively demonstrated the suit-

ability as a fuel for internal combustion

engines of alcohol, which compared

favourably in test with petrol and other

hydroc^irbons.

The Fuel Problem,
Petrol Supplies and Power Alcohol discussed al Imperial Aotor Transport Conference.

[NTERESTING facts regarding the

I luel position and possibilities of future

supplies were discussed at the Imperial
ilotor Transport Conference.

According to Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-

Imith, C.B.E., F.C.S., M.Inst.T., the

)epartment of Scientific and Industrial

lesearch is alive to the urgency of the

voblem of motor fuel supplies and prices.

In the course of a very interesting

laper, Mr. Shrapnell-Smith stated that
he Research Department is in close

o-operation with producers and would-
le producers of new motor fuels, and
hat the Empire Motor Fuels Committee
I'as willing to give assistance to any
irivate worker in the motor fuel field

if research.

Mr. Shrapnell-Smith was by no means
ncouraging as regards prices. He main-
tained that all pre-war estimates of prices

!
if such fuels required to be at least

' loubled, the single possible exception

i

mder the head of fuel supply being

j
ienzole. A potential extra volume of

I his excellent fuel is available in this
ountry from the stripping of coal gas

the extent of not fewer than thirty

million gallons per annum, if Parliament
chooses to impose on the gas consumer a

small sacrifice for the benefit of the
motor user.

. Dealing with power-alcohol, the lec-

turer gave an extraordinary case of

Government interference with the intro-

duction of a new and satisfactory fuel.

A sample lot of 500 gallons of a mixed
alcohol fuel was shipped last summer to

this country from America, but was re-

fused clearance by the Customs authori-
ties in London.

Scottish Shale.

Some illuminating facts were also given
concerning oil. As regards Scottish shale,

we were told that the combined yields
of a number of refiners have never ex-
ceeded 4,500,000 gallons in one year. If
" cracking," which is now so largely used
in America, were adopted, a considerable
portion of the kerosene gas oil could
be converted into motor spirit of fair

quality, and it is estimated that as much
as 20,000,000 gallons per annum could
be produced in this way.

Dr. W. R. Ormandy, D.S., F.I.C.,
M.I.A.E., M.I.Pet.Tecii., has for many

years, been a contributor to The Autocat
on the fuel question, and has- long been

an advocate of the use of power alcohol.

His paper rather disposed of the theory

that power alcohol is comparatively easy

to produce from vegetation.

The final paper on the fuel question

by Mr. G. J. Shave, M.I.M.E., M.I.A.E.,
engineer to the London General Omnibus
Co., dealt with the first facts which have
been brought before the public on the

actual running conditions carried out on
internal combustion engines using alcohol,

or rather a mixture of alcohol and benzole,

it was found that the best results were
obtained from a 50% mixture and a com-
pression of 123 lb. Summarising the
tests, it was found that the greater the

pei'Centage of alcohol, the higher can the

compression be raised, with a conse-

quent rise in thermal efficiency.

It was observed that the best all-round

results were obtained with a 70-30%
mixture, although the 50% mixture gave
quite good results.

The next best results were with a 75%
benzole and 25% alcohol mixture ; with
petrol 7.19 m.p.g. were obtained, and
7 m.p.g. on the 50% mixture.

C7
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A SPORTING MODEL DOUGLAS.
Flywheel side of the new

sporting type 3| h.p. Douglas,

a production model of a verv

successful speed machine

Advance Particulars of New Chain-driven 3| h.p.

Speed Machine wi(h Overhead Valves.

EVER since Douglas motor cycles were
first introduced, they have been
prime favourites with the sporting

element of the great motor cycling
fraternity. Right from its inception, the
speedy little " 2| " took a place in the
front rank—in fact, it may be said lo

have made smaller machines fashionable
atHong both " speed merchants "' and
tourists of that day, for about that time
a lightweight was not regarded very
seriously as a practicable mount.

Further, the early Douglas machine
will always be a milestone in the evolu-
tion of the motor cycle. It was fitted

with the first practical " fiat twin " en-
gine, a type which has proved to be io
satisfactory that it was destined to be
the prototype of many similar designs
produced in every country where motor
cycles have been manufactured.
These two facts make any new Douglas

model of more than usual interest, and
when that new model has been
designed as a sporting mount
—and lius been proved to be
exceptionally fast—there is no

doubt that it will hold large courts each
day at Olympia during the Show next
month.

Early Successes.

The engine has been on the track, the
speed hill, and the racecourse in various
forms during the past year. It formed
the nucleus of the machine with which
A. H. Alexander put up such good speeds
in the Isle of Man. For some reason
the Scottish speedman could not keep his
belts on. In the Grand Prix chain drive
was adopted, but the combination of a
really "hot-stuff" engine and chain
transmission was a new proposition to
the Douglas experts, with the result that
valuable data were obtained concerning
shock-absorbers. It has been considered
by those, competent to judge that
Alexander would have won the Grand
Prix but for a too enthusiastic spec-
tator, who, after a roadside stop, assisted

,^:^]£:^ifc, him to restart, and
so caused his dis-

qualification. H i s

speed was infinitely

In (wIdilKiti to ihc new engine, llie Douglas has
clinin (Irivc. a new type of front brake, and m internal
cxpar.ding rear brake.

superior to that of any other competito'',

and many miles per hour faster than the

actual winner. At the Gaillon hill-climb

on the 10th inst., Alexander put up a

very fine performance, securing foj

firsts and two seconds.
In the meantime various sample e^f

gines have been tried out at the hands
of well-known riders, including S. L.

Bailey, who broke several records in the

350 c.c. class at Brooklands. These were
the flying five miles, 4m. 32s. (65.18

m.p.h.), and standing ten miles, 9m.
16|s. (64.55 m.p.h.). Bailey also secured

four firsts in races with this engine.

Alexander, too, secured two firsts at the

Scottish speed championship meeting and
at the recent Bristol open hill-climb. H.
Thorpe, riding one of the new machines,
gained nine firsts, three seconds, and one

third, and a further six firsts in other

classes in which the awards were not

given, as the machine was ruled to be
" not standard."

Flexibility and Acceleration.

This is all the more interesting because

the engines which have performed so

satisfactorily are uniformly good, and

have required no " faking "—that is to

say, that it is not a case of a star en-

gine out of a batch, usually difficult to

duplicate, and generally impossible as a

marketable proposition.

The speed of the new Douglas engine

lies in its design, and any difference

next year between the speeds of S. L.

Bailey and the private aspirant for

honours in the field of high speeds will

be one of tune and skill.

One astonishing thing about this engine

is that, although it is capable of remarit- 1

ably high speeds, it is quite docile for ,;

traffic work, and extremely flexible. Itsj

acceleration is wonderful, and, «(

silencer for track work, it has an exhsi

note sharp enough to please the inosl'

meticulous critic who judges efiicieiicy

by sound.
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The rocker .shafts at the cylinder heads are

reservoir feeding the bearings by

Without doubt the new engine chiefiy

owes its efficiency . to its overliead valves

and its hemispherical combustion head.
This, of course, is detachable, fixed by
four studs, and having a flush joint with
a copper-asbestos gasket.

Lubiicating the Rockei Shafts.

The valves are of comparatively large
diameter, and

,
the pockets are entirely

free from awkward - corners which might
impede the flow of the gases. Short in

length and light in weight, the valves
are set at 90° to each other, and are
actuated directly by rockers mounted on
vertical shafts carried in long bearings

ubricated from a

wicks.

In the engines we
inspected hand - con-
trolled - drip- feed
lubrication only was
installed, but in the
final model it is pro-
posed to embody a
mechanical pmnp at
the head of- the timing
case which will give
a constant supply
thi-ough the drip^ and
the hand pump will

be .an auxiliary by
which the rider may
give an extra charge
of oil when desired,

without altering the

adjustment of his me-
Oil enters the engine

the present 4 h.p. gear box are inter-

changeable with those in the new model.

The kick start mechanism is on the left

side of the jnachine, but the starting

crank has been brought to the right side

by means of a well supported shaft.

The frame and detail work are very
good—in fact, there appears to have

The exhaust valve litter mechanism of the

new Douglas engine.

which are lubricated in a rather novel

vray. Over the heads of the standards
containing the shafts, and forming a

bridge between the two, there is a

arge aluminium reservoir containing oil.

[n this there is a long wick with its

>nds threaded into the rocker shafts

.vhich are drilled to receive them. From

.he interior of the shafts oil Jinds its

vay through a small duct to a groove on
.he outer surface and so lubricates the

whole of the bearing. How well this

system works was demonstrated to us

m one of the several engines we in-

;pected.

More or less conventional Douglas
iming gear is embodied,- a transverse

lamshaft extending across the compart-
nent below the magneto base. The
appets and push rods, therefore, are on
he upper side of the cylinders. The

' ornier are adjustable and have spherical
li leads which fit into the cup-shaped ends
' f the push rods. A similar arrange-

I

lent is also provided at the rocker ends

j

f the rods, which incidentally are in-

l

tantly detachable without the use oi

30ls.

chanical system. - —

-

at the base of the cylinders.

The cylinders are 68 x 68 mm., and

on the greater part of the cylinder barrel

are longitudinal fins, which diminish .

in area as they approach the base.

The heads are amply provided with

cooling surface, and have integral with

them the standards for supporting the

rocker shafts.

Double-row Roller Big Ends.

Cast iron pistons, with two rings are

fitted, and, in order to obviate any ten-

dency to whip, the connecting rods are

of H section and rather wider than
usual, but so carefully have they been
designed that they are exceptionally

light, being but 7 oz. each.

The big ends each have a double row
roller bearing, and as the crankshaft
is of the one-piece type, considerable

ingenuity has been necessary in design.-

ing means for inserting the rollers, which
are contained in split cages, with a two-
piece retaining 'washer on one side.

Although the three-speed gear box is

new in design, many of the parts of

One of the aluminium oil reservoirs for

lubricating the rocker shafts-

been a really serious effort to " clean

up " frame design generally. Of the

semi-duplex type, the frame has mostly

welded joints, but the head lug, which
is very .substantial and extends to the

fork of the front part of the frame, is

brazed. The rear part of the frame is

exceptionally pleasing, and leaves plenty
of room for deaning purposes. The
illustrati'ons show the details better than
any number of printed words, but one little

detail, worthy of mention, is not observ-

The new power unit, showing the detachable cylinder heads, overhead valve gear,

and induction system. The kick-starter is fitted at the right-hand side of the

machine



Part sectional plan of the Douglas engine, showing the overhead valves and wide
big end bearings which have double rows of rollers.

able. We refer to the method of fixing
the engine and gear box. The power
unit rests on the two longitudinal frame
members which are bridged by two
pieces of steel welded on the under side of
the tubes. In each of these bridges there
are two slots through which pass bolts
from the base of the engine. By these
means the engine may be slid to a limited

extent in order to adjust the primary
drive.

The gear box is supported from a
similar bridge, but is not movable, the
rear chain adjustment being effected by
push screws. Among the many details

of the specifications are 650x65 mm.
tyres on interchangeable wheels, and a

novel type of front wheel brake, which

OCTOBER 2Sth, IQ20.

takes the form of a steel disc with an

inverted V periphery upon which works
a double-faced shoe.

This brake is very powerful, but sweet

in action, and remains undisturbed when
the wheel is removed. The rear brake
is of the internal expanding type, and,

with the transmission, is also undisturbed
by the removal of the wheel.
One other little point will appeal to

the rider. The guard over the primary
drive chain is secured by spring clips,

and so may be removed without the use

of tools.

Low Riding Position.

Incidentally, the height of the machine
is Ijin. lower than any previous Douglas
model, and, when stripped for a speed
competition, it weighs but a little over

200 lb. ^-

Altogether, we were most favourably
impressed by this latest product of the
Bristol firm, not only as a speed
machine, but a sporting tourist's mount, .

and we heartily congratulate those
responsible for its design and production.

In addition to the new sports model
" 3^," the popular 2g- h. p. solo and 4 h.p.

sidecar machines will be included in the
Douglas 1921 range.

Wooler Improvements for 1921.
Engine Details, Adjustable Handle-bar, New Speedometer Position.

•*

THE 25 h.p. Wooler has acquitted
itself very creditable this year, both
in local club events and at Brook-

lands, the long-distance records broken
recently by Macnab testifying to its
staying powers. It is a most interest-
ing little mount, and fitted with a flat
twin engine of 65 x 60 mm. (345 c.c).
It posses.ses many novel features, includ-
ing a spring frame, which make it a very
suitable mount for solo work.
Among the chief innovations for next

year is a new inlet dome, which is now
held by two long studs taking the pressure
of the whole casting.'

The new toolbags are fastened to the
carrier stays by means of six bolts, which
screw into the threaded lugs on the stays
so that there are externally no visible

means of support.
The speedometer is carried on the near

side front fork member, has a short cable,
and the spur wheel is held on a bracket
which moves with the front wheel spring
plate. The position of the speedometer
has been so arranged that a glimmer of

light proceeding from the ventilating

holes underneath the lamp impinges on
the speedometer dial.

The crank case is now die cast, and
the same method is applied to the casting

of the footboards, with the result that

these are extremely neat. The whole
machine has been most carefully thought
out, the detail work is excellent, and the

manufacturing methods are all that can-

be desired. ,

The manufacturers are the Wooler
Engineering Co., Ltd., Alperton, London.

Hw f "''=.""'" features on the 21 h.p.
Wooler engine—the new inlet valve dome.

It may be remembered that the Wooler
engine has a timed crank case release
tlirough the magneto wheel leading into the
secondary frame tube, and finally running
down llio centre of saddle tube. The oilmmt parses into a iin. pipe running down
the centre of the saddle l„l,c, in wliich it
condcn^ea gradually, filling up the tube
Willi oil A small pipe is now fitted,
which drains this oil back into the
crank chamlxT. c(.n.«<T|uciitIv con.«ideruble
ec<iiiomy in lubricant i« clfi'dcd.

Kverylhiiig r««i(iljle haw l,eeii
rc-iidfr the dcdigii as siinple as
and practically only two itizes
are used.

done to

JXisfiible,

of nuts
The 1921 Wooler retains all the salient features ol the

1920 type. Minor alterations onlj have been found
desirable. Adjustable handle-bars are fitted.

- Pi«(
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Twenty-three Important Records Go.
The 2|h.p. A.J.S. exceeds 80 m.p.h. on Brooklands. Norton secures Further

Long Distance Records.

A SERIES of wonderful i-ecords were
put up in the €arly part of last

week, H. E. Davies, riding a single

cylinder 2| h.p. A.J.S. (74 mm. x 81

mm., 349 c.c), gaining several class B
and class F records at extraordinary

speeds. His time for the flying five

miles, with sidecar, was 5m. llfs., a

speed of 57.77 m.p.h., beating S. L.

Bailey's 1914 long standing class F re-

cord." He also succeeded in beating the

class F t€n mile standing start record,

time 10m. 52fs./ 55.18 m.p.h., the pre-

vious best again being Bailey's Douglas

times in 1914. Davies's flying kilo and

mile records follow in tabular form,

naking a total of fourteen records.

CLASS B.—Solo Motor Cycles (350 c.c.l.

Time. Speed.

'h-ingkilom 17.87 sec. .. 80.47 m.p.h.

^yiiigmile 47-4 sec. .. 75.95m.p.h.

Previous Best Performances.—Flying kilom.

:

;. Dance (Sunbeam), 29.8 sec. (75.07 m.p.h. ; flying

nile: S. L. Bailev (Douglas), 51.4 sec. (70.(14 m.p.h.).

Average Mean Speed Record.

"l)ing kilom 29.9 sec. .. 77.40 m.p.h.

'Ijdnimile 49.1 sec. .. 73.32 m.p.h

LASSES F. G. AND H.—With Sidecar {350 c.c.

500 c.c, .AND 750 CO.).

1 lying kilom 33.2sec .. 67.38m.p.h
1 lying mile 55.2sec .. 65.22m.p.h.

i Previous Best Performances.—Class F. : Flyin 2

lom., S. L. Bailey (Douglas), 42.2 sec. (53-01 m.p.h.)

id fli-ing mile, i min. 8.2 sec. (52.79 m.p.h.). Classes

'

. and H. : Fljing kilOm., D. R. O'Donovan (Norton).

,
,.6 sec. (64.65 m.pJi.), and flj-ing mile, 58 sec. (62.07

.p,h.).

Average Mean Speed Record.

viiig kilom 35. 6 sec. .. 62.84 m.p.h

iingmile 59-7sec ., 6o.3om.p.h

H. R. Davies, who, on a 2i h.p. overhead valve A.J.S., broke records last week.

Eguipment of the Record-breaker.

The equipment of his machine was as

follows : Avon tyres. Empire de Luxe
saddle, Watsonian sidecar, Thomson-
Bennett magneto, Amac carburetter,
Hans Renold chain, K.L.G. plugs,

Shell spirit, and Castrol oil.

Proving Staying Power again.

On the same day D. R. O'Donovan,
on a 34 h.p. Norton, carried off no less

than nine records in classes C, D, and
E. His equipment consisted of Dunlop
tyres, C.A.V. magneto, Binks car-

buretter, John Bull belt, Forward
fastener. Speedwell oil, Pratt's spirit,

and K.L.G. plugs.

The following table gives his times

and the previous best performances :

CL.ASSES C, D AND E (500 c.c, 75° c.c, a.\u

1,000 c.c).

8 hours 442 ml. 716 yd. .

.

9 hours 494 m!. 820 yd. .

.

10 hours 545 ml. 1,286 yd. .

.

11 hours 5gS ml. 679 yd. .

.

12 hours 651ml. S42 yd. ..

Speed.
30 m.p.h.

93 m.p.h.

57 m.p.h.

40 m.p.h.

27 m.p.h.

D. R. O'Donovan (Norton) starting oft

after filling up with petrol during his twelve

hour record-breaking ride.

450 miles 8h. 15m. 23is. .. 54. 50 m.p.h.

500 miles gh. 5m. 3855. .. 54.98 m.p.h.

550 miles loh. 4m. 2oJs. .. 54.61 m.p.h.

6oomiles iih. sSm. 22^5. .. 54.27m.p.h.

Previous Best Performances.—Classes C, D,

and E : 8 hours, C. G. Pullin and T. E. Greene (Rudge),

419 ml. 823 vd. (52.42 m.p.h.)
; 9 hours, J. S. Holroyd

(Blackbume), 451 ml. 1,207 yd. (50.17 m.p.h.); 10

hours; J. S. Holroyd (Blackbume), 504 ml. 133 yd. (50.40

m.p.h.) ; II hours, J. S. Holroyd (Blackbume), 551 ml.

96 yd. (50.09 m.p.h.) ; 12 hours, J. S. Holroyd (Black-

bume), 602 ml. 6g8 yd. (50.19 m.p.h.); 450 males,

T. S. Holroyd (Blackbume), 8h. jSm. 9s. (so . 17 m.p.h.)

;

500 miles, J. S. Holroyd (Blackbume), gh. 55m. 18.2s.

(50.39 m.p.h.) : 600 miles, J. S. Holroyd (Blackbume)
iih. 57m li!8s. (50.19 m.p.h.).

HIGH SPEEDS ON PEBBLE-
COMBE.

Ealing and District M.G.C. Hill-climb.

PERFECT weather conditions pre-

vailed last Saturday for the Ealing
and District M.G.C. hill-climb,

which was well supported by members.
The hill was Pebblecombe, which has an
excellent surface, allowing high speeds

to be attained safely. The gradient at

the steepest part is between 1 in 5 or 6.

A class introduced at the last moment
for all comers resulted in some of the

fastest ascents, those outstanding being
Capt. Frazer Nash on " Kim II."

(23|s.), who was Is. faster than before,

his cornering and pull-up at the top being

most spectacular. C. F. Temple (3^
Norton), in 26s., was the fastest motor
cycle, being over Is. faster than the
next man, H. S. Keogh (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), 27^s.

J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), 27^s., made a very fast climb, being
only |s. slower than Keogh.
The results on time follow :

350 c.c. CLASS.— 1, S. E. Longman (2% Wooler)

;

2, H. Hvem (2^4 Douglas); 3, F. A. Longman
[2% Wooler).
500 c.c. CLASS.—1, R. M. Knowles (31/2 Nor-

ton) : 2, A. Giladjiam (3V2 Norton) ; 3, P. Cun-
i

ningham (3^- P. and M.).
750 c.c. CLASS.—1, E. M. Knowles (31/2 Nor-

ton,; 2, R. Dequin (6 Zenith) and A. Giladjiam
(31/. Norton) tied.

1,000 c.c. CLASS.—1, C. F. Temple (3i,4 Norton);
2, R. M. Knowles (31/2 Norton); 3, H. S. Keogh
(7-9 Harley-Davidson).
1,000 c.c. SIDECAR CLASS.— 1. J. A. Masters

(7-9 Harley Davidson sc.) ; 2, R. Dequin (7-9 Har-
ley-Davidson sc).
CYCLE CAR CLASS.—1, W. D. Hawkes (G.N.);

2, Frazer Nash (G.N.).
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The Whole Art of Watersplashing.
Four Watersplashes, each faken Twice, on Covenfry Club's Closing Run.

UNFORTUNATELY, within its im-

mediate vicinity, Coventry has not

a single gradient which would
trouble the most indifferently tuned solo

machme.
As a consequence, therefore, the

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. cannot
count upon hill-climbing failures as an
eliminating factor in the process of find-

ing a winner in its trials.

During the closing run, which took
place on Saturday afternoon, the forty

odd starters found that, despite the mild
and sunny atmospheric conditions, theii

troubles were destined to be watery ones.

Scarcely had the engines time to get

warm when a turn ofi the main road
down a narrow lane brought the riders

headlong into six or eight inches of

water.
Of those who took the waiter there

were one or two who entered it too fast

and had anxious moments, as their ex-

pressions of pained surprise indicated,
but, nevertheless, they recovered in time
to change down and make a safe cross-

ing ; in this category were the Rev. J.

JI. Philpott (2| W'ilkin) and E. Mar-
shall (4i Humber), but C. Massey (2|
Hoskison) was unable to change into low
before his engine stopped.

How it is Done.
Some of the riders, especially the side-

car men, adopted weird attitudes in the
endeavour to protect their lower limbs
from a wetting, but none of the soloists

attempted to ride with their feet upon
the tank. One or two, however, found
a lodgment for, their toes on the front
down tube of the frame, and so kept
their boots above water. Perhaps the
most spectacular showing, however, was

The trial savoured more ot an aquatic carnival than a reliability test, since the riders took to the

water eight times. E. Marshall (4i Humber) negotiating the stream at Canley.

that of S. R. Philpot, who gripped the
tank of his 2| h.p. Douglas high up with
his knees, and spread out his feet in the
air well above the spray, steering a per-
fectly steady course withal. The same
cannot be said of all.

lf}\U wulrf ;J I,.

Sniurdny. and il,. , I, ,1 i„ |,c taken twice on the circuit
(3-t) Kovcr «c.) ncKoliuting ttic Kcnilworth ford.

ciO

included in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Trial last

The illustration depicts E. Astlcy

Another smaller splash was crossed,

then a splendid main road run to Kenil-

worth followed, where the ford near

the Castle was crossed (by those whose
luck held out !). Only a dozen yards

at most, and barely 6in. deep, this ii.

obstacle caused innumerable failures. •;

Few got over under power, suffering ,||

either from " shorted " sparking plugs or ^|

from excess ot back pressure owing to the ^

exhaust pipe being submerged. One rider,

W. G. Blatch (7 Rudge sc), made pro-

vision against wetting his feet by having ';

a length of rope secured to the front forks. .

The moment his belt commenced to slip i

his passenger hurled the end of the rope in

to land and spectators towed the outfit )

across with its engine still running. .;

After this point some twelve miles of.»i

narrow lanes, very greasy in places and :

containing another brook to cross, brought It i

the competitors, sadly thinned in numbers, I" I

to the starting point for a second circuit U
of the same course. Here some of those I

who had a clean sheet previously found ,<

that their luck had deserted them, whiles

others, profiting by previous experience, :i

went warily, and survived for the final.

section—a main road to Coleshill, where.l

the eighteen finishers took tea.

The results were :

Class 1 (Solo Motor Cycles).—E. A. |

Bariiett (3^ Invicta). Time error, 3m. i

36s.

Class 2 (Sidecar MAcmNES).—E
Astley (5-6 Rover sc). Time error, 8iB

10s.

Their awards were a rose-bowl and

a cup respectively, presented by the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

and Traders' Union.

li
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Dispensing with the Carbide Container.
A Novel Acetylene Gas Generator in which the Carbide Tin is utilised

MOST motor cyclists have at times

grumbled about the inconsiderate

behaviour and " messiness " of the
average acetylene gas generator. Pro-
bably, there are few acetylene lighting

installations which do not, at some time,

prove themselves unreliable after neglect

on the part of the owner.
We illustrate here a very novel type of

generator which has been designed by ^Ir.

Hawley ilorgan, who, it will be remem-
bered, produced a forced draught cooling

system some time ago. The object of the
design has been to remove all the un-
desirable features which tend to make the
refilling of the generator a very messy
procedure. As a motor cyclist, the in-

ventor has, regardless of conventional
design, produced this device essentially for

the motor cyclist.'

The principal feature is the use of the
actual tin in which the carbide is pur-
chased, and. when expended, the old tin

may be thrown away and a new one
rapidly replaced. The unpleasant business
of cleaning tha carbide container is there-,

fore avoided. Provision has been made
so that half and one pound tins may be
utilised.

So far as the water system is concerned,
it follows general practice. The water

I pBi?..fS?

The generator dismantled.

container is located at the top, and only
its oval streamline shape is somewhat un-
conventional. At the edge of the water
container is a small cylinder containing a
number of spare papier mdche filters, and

Showing the "carbide tin" container in use
on the Hawley Morgan generator.

at the front is another cylinder, partly
filled with cotton wool, through which
the gas passes before its exit through
the two taps screwed to the outside of
the container.
A compensating device is incorporated

m the drip feed, which is controlled by a
brass milled head, and the usual needle
valve fits into a tapered hole drilled in the
base of the container.

Clean and Rapid Refilling.

Brazed beneath the water container is
a brass cylinder, inside which is housed a
shorter cylinder, provided to accommodate
the carbide tin. In the top of this is the
aperture through which the water drips.
In order to secure a gastight joint, a
rubber washer is fixed round the feed pipe,
and is shaped to coincide with the tapered
recess in the cap placed over the carbide
tin.

The water is conducted first to the
bottom of the carbide by a central tube
drilled and covered with lamp wick;
When one charge of carbide is expended,
the papier mdche filter, placed on top
of the carbide, is renewed and the cap

replaced over another tin. Since these

are the only operations required to refill

the generator, it is obviously a clean and
exceptionally rapid procedure. .

The lower half of the generator, shown
in the second drawing, accommodates the

top cj'Iinder and carbide tin, which com-
presses a coil spring located in the bottom
half of the generator, and is, therefore,

immune from rattle. A rubber w-asher is

housed in an annular slot cut round the
top of the lower half of the container, and
is contracted round ^the top half by means
of a floating ring and segment clamp
closed by a bolt and butterfly nut. This
telescopic arrangement permits the accom-
modation of a half or a one pound tin of

carbide.

So far as the functioning o'f this device

is concerned, it has througliout the exten-

sive tests tiiat we have given it generated
consistently, and it will not, though tlie

water regulator is turned fully on, generate
sufficient excess of gas to create a flare at

the burners.

Lengthy Burning Capacity.

The act of changing the carbide tin is

a real pleasure after the messy business

common to most carbide containers.

The burning capacity is sufficient to

light a head and tail lamp for three hours
on a half-pound charge, and for six hours

sm a pound tin.

Another feature that calls for comment
is the brilliantly white and unflickering

light produced over the worst of roads.

Looaaa wi okwbs
CF BlIBBEE EII6 TOSEffi
affirms ABB JEaiair
CLATTP

OUTSIDE aUBB

Ub (5 VSD).TIH>,

Showing how the lower half of the generator

. accommodates the carbide tin.

1"

NUMBER PLATES FOR THREE-WHEEL CYCLE CARS
our readers will be aware, there

are tw-o legal sizes of number plates

the large size for vehicles above a

3rtain minimum weight, and the smaller

)r motor cycles and runabouts below
lat minimum. The deciding factor in

tichever size number plate is to be used
_:-the weight of the car, tricycle, or

liotor cycle concerned.
' Taking the case of the three-wheel
imabout, which, in the eyes of the law,
regarded as a motor tricycle, many

ATiers have thought' that, because they
ly only £1 per year tax on the motor
cle basis, they are at liberty, therefore,
use the smaller size number plate as

.ed on motor cvcles for that reason.

This is perfectly correct so long as the
weight of the runabout does not exceed
3 cwt. In the event, however, of the
vehicle exceeding that weight, it must
by law he fitted with the full size
number plates, and, incidentally, be
registered as a car at £1 instead of a
fee at 5s. where the weight is below
3 cwt.
Although only taxed on a motor cycle

basis, a good many IMorgan Runabouts
are above 3 cwt. in weight, and should,
therefore, be fitted with the larger
number plates on which the size of
the letters and figures must be S^in.
high

_
and 2iin. wide (except the figure

" 1 "), and each part of the letter cr

figure must be fin. broad. The space
between adjoining letters and figures

must be iin., and the margin from the
nearest part of any letter or figure and
top or bottom edges of the plate is to

be 4in., and at the sides of the plate at

least lin. Where a square, instead of aii

oblong, plate is used with the letters

above the figures, the space between the
row of letters and figures must be |-in.

In the case of motor cycle type number-
plates, the dimensions as given may be
halved, and the shape of the plate need
not be rectangular so long as the mini-
mum margin between any letter or figure

and the top, bottom, and sides of the
plate is preserved.
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CLUB NEWS. '"""S^to^r

Marlow and District M.C.C.

A visit was paid by the club to Hamp-
ton Court on the 24th iiist., and an enjoy-

able afternoon was spent. It is hoped

to carry on the dub through the winter.

Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

This club is holding speed trials st

Clipstone Drive on Saturday, October

30th. starting at 1.30 p.m. The event

is open to all residential members of

the club, and so far fifty entries have

been received.

North London M.C.C.

The Dukes Salon at the Holborn

Restaurant was the scene of a brilliant

and successful function on Saturday last

when the North London Motor Cycling

Club held its first annual dinner. To-

waid the close of an impromptu musical

programme the various cups and awards
won by members during the season were
presented by the president, Mr. Kennedy
Jones, M.P., who, in a few well-chosen

words, congratulated the club on its

marked success during the first season,

and expressed his intention of present-

ing a trophy for competition next season.

Siiort secretarial and financial reports

were given by Mr. B. Staley and ilr. O.

W. Townsend respectively, the former
receiving quite an ovation in virtue of

his being the founder of the club. The
hearty and repeated singing of " Auld
Lang Syne " brought a most successful

function to a close, and thei-e is every
prospect of a largely increased member-
ship next year. A full list of officers

and particulars of winter social events
.will be published shortly.

nkley M.C. and L.C.C

A motor cycle trial on particularly
interesting lines was held on October
17th for a trophy presented by two of
the vice-presidents, Mes.srs. W. jMoore
and W. Mangham. It took the form
of a despatch rider's trial, and, whilst
the competitors responded well to the
test in time and reliability riding, there
was quite a number who proved to be
weak in map-reading ability. Apart
from the announcement that arrangements
had been made to serve lunch at Burnsall
the route was secret, but the committee,
evidently with their minds upon previous
events this year over the Yorkshire
Dales, were good enough to announce
that the ninety-mile route would not
include any water.spla.shes or freak hills.

As each competitor started from head-
quarters he was handed a card marked
with a destination—a town or village
clearly marked on Ordnance Survey Map
No. 9. The card also gave the distance
by tlic nearest route. Upon arrival he
wan tS'ven anotlier card, with another
<lcslinatioii, this being repeated until he
arrived Imck at headquarters. Twelve
checks linri l.ceii arrauged in Wharfedale
and Airedale, and, with thirty-one
enlrifs, a most interesting trial ' was
piovlfl<-(l. IJK. wiiiniTH were as follows :

1 (.Mmiri- and .Mangliam 'i'rophv and gnld
ni<-dal), H. 0. Wood (SJ Sc(,ll" w..). rrror
9m 3h.

; 2 (silver modnl), W. JJradlcy
(7-9 Indinn), orror 10/n. 35». ; 3 (bronze
m.-d«l|, JI, KoiiIdH (3i U.S.A.), error
17)11. 55«.

CI8

N.M.CF.U. (Coventry).

The following are the final placings in

the trial for the Martin Cup, held on

October 17th. The event was decided

on total time variations from schedule,

as many gained 100% marks : 1, Winner
of Martin Cup, T. Mallalieu (4 Triumph
sc); 2, S. Healy (4 Triumph sc.) ; 3, A.

Vice (4 Triumph sc); 4, R. P. Vann (4

Triumph sc).

Stevenage and North Herts M.C. and L.C.C

The results of the club's reliability

trial, in which thirty competitors started,

are now to hand :

CLASS 1 (Under 350 c.c.)—Gold medal, E. Shel-

ford (23.J Ccinlson-B) ; silver medal, S. W. Uat8on
123i Douglas).

CLASS 2 (Over 350 c.c.)—Gold medal, \V. Fitch
(4 Triumph); silver mednl, O. D. HaU (S'A Ariel).

CLASS 3 (Passenger).-Gold medal, J. Gibson
(10 Morgan); silver medal, C. Bourlet [i'A Ariel sc);

bronze medal. It. Madgin {3>2 P. and M. sc.)

The club is shortly holding a hill-climb

and autumn dinner, and is arranging a

series of concerts during the winter for

its members. The hon. secretary' A.

Egan, will be pleased to hear of any
motor cyclists in the district who are

interested.

North Lindsey A.C.

A well-attended hill-climb was held

on West Halton Hill on October 16th.

The results are as follows :

CLASS 1 (350 c.c. Two-strokes).— 1, Nurse
Clarke (21,4 Levis).

CLASS 2 (350 c.c.).—1, J. Clark [2% Douglas),
fig. merit 1,632; 2, F. G. Howard {2V^ Invicta),

1,688.
CLASS 3 (570 c.c.).— 1, F. M. Long (3 A. B.C.),

flg. merit 860; 2 B. York iVA Norton), 1,000.

CLASS 4 (570 c.c. to 1,000 c.c.).—1, F. G
Howard (8 Zenith), fig. merit 1.207; 2, H. Jarvis

(6 Bat), 1,215; 3, H. Nelson (5 Zenith), 1,353.

CLASS 5 (570 c.c), on time.— 1, B. York (3M
Norton), 26s.

CLASS 6 (Unlimited), on time.-l, F. G.
Howard (8 Zenith), 25s.; 2, H. Jarvis (6 Bat),
26s.; 3, F. M. Long (3 A.B.Cl, and B. York
{i'A Norton), 27s.

CLASS 7 (Passenger machines above 350 c.c.).—

1, J. Clark (5 Rudge sc), flg. merit 1,502; 2,

F. G. Howard (8 Zenith sc), 1,622.

The fastest time of the day was made by F. G.
Howard (8 Zenith), 23s.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

There was a very large entry for the

petrol consumption trial arranged by the

above club on the 24th inst. The formula
used was one supplied by the A.C.U.,
but it was found that the heavier

machines had undue advantage, and en

their allowance travelled two or three

times as far as the lightweights. A
quantity of petrol, varying according to

formula, was measured out in cubic centi-

metres at the start of the thirty miles
run to Alvaston, and the three machines
which travelled furthest were proclaimed
winners. Some had sufficient to take
them over the course and to Leicester

and back—an additional eighteen miles

—

whilst the winning three went even fur-

ther on the allowance which was calcu-

lated to carry them thirty miles. The
winner was A. J. Foster, whose consump-
tion worked out at 81.4 m.p.g. on a 6 h.p.

.\..I.S. sc, £l1cd with Binks carburetter.
Ne.xt came T. Craner' (4 Kex sc), with
90 m.p.g.; third, E. Oliver (10 Morgan),
who carried thi-ee passengers, and had a
figure of 55 m.p.g. The best solo per-
formance was made by Harold Tetty

(3i Norton), who did nearly 150 m.p.g.,
.ind B. (ireaves (3i Hover), 130 m.p.g.

N.M.CF.U. (Barrovf and District).

The annual general meeting and dinner

took place on Thursday, October 14th, at

the Imperial Hotel, Barrow. There was

a good muster of members and friends,

and the prizes won during the past season
^

were presented. • 'i

An attractive programme is being"

arranged for next year, and intending

members should communicate with the

hon. secretary, W. A. Singleton, 144,

Sutherland Street, Barrow.

Proposed Yorkshire Centre A.C.TI.
.J,

A meeting has been arranged for the

purpose of forming a Yorkshire centre

of the A.C.IJ. Representatives from all

motor cycle and light car clubs in

Yorkshii-e are invited to attend the

above meeting, which will be held at

the Griffin Hotel, Boar Lane, Leeds, on

Saturday, October 30th. It is essential,

that representatives of all clubs be.

present, in order that a centre be duly

formed and receive the assent of the

A.C.U. prior to the annual meeting a:t

Olympia during the Motor Show.

Surbiton and District M.C.C

The Ballard's Cup Trial for niotqi;"

cycles and cycle cars will be held on.

Saturday ne.xt, the. 30th, starting at 10

a.m., from the Talbot Hotel, Ripley,

The course will be about one hundred
miles in length, and will include the

principal hills in Surrey. The chief

awards will be the Ballard's Cup, value

25 guineas, presented by Messrs. Bal-

lard's Jlotors, to be held for one year,

together with a gold medal, for the best

non-stop performance of any machine;

the special Zenith gold medal, preseriled

by Zenith Alotors Ltd., for the second

best non-stop performance ; the Haslam
prize, presented by the Rev. W.
Haslam, for the best performance of a

lightweight under 350 c.c.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

At a recent hill-climb of the above
club some excellent sport was witnessed

by large crowds. The hill was black with

spectators ; and a fairly easy gradient

and a good surface allowed some vei-y

fast times to be put up by the competi-

tors. In the 350 c.c. cla-ss Moreton, on

a 2| Douglas, made a fine climb, beingi

4-^-s. faster than the next man. The 600

c.c. class resolved itself into a duel be-

tween the A.B.C.'s and Nortons, Volk

(3 A. B.C.) eventually proving the winner

after a dead heat. The Nortons, how
ever, made fastest time of the day, and

won the unlimited solo class. J. Cliatei

Lea (8 Chater Lea sc.) simply soared Ul

the hill in the unlimited sidecar class,

his Brooklands racer making the excel-

lent time of 293. The light car claff

was won by Welford on a G. P. I\Iorgali.

The times weYe as follows: "i.v

350 c.c. CLASS.— 1, H. W. Moreton Jpf
Douglas), 26t>s. ; 2, D. LongstaH (2% DouJlMl
30.:s.

600 i'.c CLA,SS.-1, C. Volk (3 A. B.C.), 84j«.:

2, D. Cardcn (3v'-. Norton), 25s.

UNLIMITED CLASS.— 1, D. Garden (3','j Npr

ton), 23.S.; 2, O. Volk (3 A. B.C.), 24J3.
UNLIMITED SIDECAR CLASS.— 1, J, Chltjl

Lea (8 Chater-Lea sc), 298.; 2, C. Farley (4'

B.S.A. sc). 51Sa.
'

. ^ r
LIGHT CM!. CLASS.-l, Vi . Welford (CI

Mornon; 373.; 2, H. Hawkins (10 G.N.), 40i«.

iB'
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Motorcycles
flarrods always have in stock an excellent selection

SOLO MACHINES
LEVIS 2i h.p. Popular Model

[nlVIC 1A 2i h.p. Villiere two-stroke engine, single-speed

HOBART ^* ''•''• Villiers two-stroke engine, Albion

SPARKBROOK ^'''S.Sfe.eJ^-'^
SPARKBROOH. ^- '''''° ^'"'^" two-stroke

\LLDAYS-ALLON
engine, two-speed
2i h.p. Model de Luxe,
2-sp., clutch and k-starter

CLlYNO 2i h.p. Lightweight, 2-speed and clutch . ,

?'RANCIS-BARNETf"5!^-i:f,red
:ouLSON B. ,^.1;-^ «:-%K rst-Zd
''OIILSON R 21 h.p., spring frame, dutch,WMji»\9l^ M9. ^j kick-starter

:OULSON B. 4 h.p3-speed, clutch andt-mr^rmjt^^n^ mv. kick-starter, spring frame

.EA-FRANrVS 3* ''P- M.A.G. engine, 2.
''•''* MTM^rKl^^KtS speed, clutch & kick-starter

iniTCl A fi 2i h.p. 3-speed Model, clutch and'VWMat^a kick-starter

lEW IMPERIAL ^^--attctl-rtf
''

lUDGE MUiLTI 3i h.p., T.T. model

I.B.C. 3i h.p.> dynamo lighting model
run about 300 miles

;OYAL RUBY S.h.p... springtrame.
clutch and k-s..

2.sp.,

nearly new

£89
£88
£99

£110
£123
£130
£105
£90 4
£110
£150
£110

£60
£71
£75
£69
£75
£85
£75

5
19
15
5

18

9
5

WITH SIDECARS
)f^TT/IlT A C| Combination, 4 h.p., including*^*'^'*^'*'^ carriage from Works
[A 71 fflVrkfln Comb. 5-6 h.p. countershaftl/^£lLlEiWUUU s.speed. clutch and starter

'OVER 3^ Il-P- 3-sP^«<l.> <:lV"^''' Smart coach- 17130

£173
£186

built sidecar

ENIXH S h.p. Combination, Model H

UADRANT
£204
£147

[\Trm F*CC 8 h.p., with detachable wheels C 9 q 1 tVl/^AVnLiEi93 & dynamo lighting outfit, etc. S*'** *«
C A 6-7 h.p. Twin, with B.S.A. No. 1 sidecar, 3 sp•"•'*• clutch and kick.starter. A fine outfit

4a h.p. Combination, including
carriage from Works

10

7
6

£200
(IITI GflKl R 4h.p., clutch &kick starter, spring ft £9 -| AWUIjSUJ:^ I>. f^^^l 3^^,l boatshaped sidecar^*'** *W

CYCLECARS & SCOOTERS
AMPLIN TANDEM «4%^^1}^ £189 7
LLRIOT WHIPPET ^^fes sZ^c'aHo'n £250
iKOOTAMOTA ^^,^:^^ £55
^ 'Ome cases a small charge is madi to cover pachingand carriage fromtsorkslo London,

HARRODS SYSTEM OF EASY PAYMENTS is\
available for those who desire credit terms. With few i

;<xceptions 4% is added. Deposit is one-fifth of:

j

>"ce, balance being payable in 12 monthly instalments.'.

HARRODS MOTOR SHOWROOMS
16-118 BROMPTONROAD LONDON SWl

wmM wkmmm

RegN? 610153-12.

Made For =»A %" I'e^' l/a" Belti.

iPHINX Belt Punches are distinguished by several

exclusive features. In order that there may be no
possible chance of the punches breaking away, and also

to ensure that they shall be exactly concentric, they are

formed from the same piece of steel as the screws.
Apart from the merit of the design, this construction
gives maximum strength. Note also the guide which
malces it impossible to cut a hole in the belt except
through the exact centre.

Oblaiitable from all Agents of repute or direct
horn tJte Manufacturers at tin following prices—

Single Model (as illustrated) 2/6
Duplex Model (for |in. and I in. Belts) .. 4/6

To®'

..irSsLsfvi'M^

She:Sphinx M fg '<^^tJB.

^^§fp\^-i^V. Birmingham,

In answering these aclvertlsenients it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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Something like

a Testimonial
for

SPEEDWELL
L. OIL ..

S. M. ADAMS,
Motor Agent,

BELFAST,
writes 2/9/20:—

On Saturday last at Magilligan
Strand, I got first in the 350 c.c.

5 mile Scratch Race on a 2| Verus
Machine. This was my first experi-
ence on "SPEEDWELL" Motor
Cycle Oil, and the result in using
your Oil proved conclusively that
ONE CANNOT SAY TOO MUCH
FOR IT.

In my opinion it is a SUPERIOR
OIL TO ANY I HAVE USED IN
MY SIX YEARS' EXPERIENCE
OF RACING. Needless to say in all

forthcoming events I shall run on
nothing else.

"SPEEDWELL" OILS
are stocked at all leading Garages.

»

Insist on having "SPEEDWELL"

The "SPEEDWELL" Stand at the
Motor Show is No. 292,WHITE CITY

THE BRITISH OIL & TURPENTINECORPORATION • LIMITED
^^t*''•.5i'I^^''|-"^'-'^'^''•'"'^'*°'^•W•C.2. Ami a. Glasgow'lloWorn ^^^ l-.^l, union 3. Aberdeen & Oubllo:

IkFINEST LUBRICANTS

YET PRODUCED. ''

MOTOR
CYCLE OILS

^fanafacturei/bY-

HILTON. RIDER &C°- L^^^-

C" SUFFOLK HOUSE. SOUTH WARK.S E.I
BHOMis HOP 837 s 2829 (estabuishei 19;

42-58 m.p.h.
was put up by F. A. McNab when he maie
the 7 hrs. RECORD on aWooLr, using the

tfi 33

ERITISH BELT FASTENER.
Ke had no belt trouble throughout the rid;

FIT ONI TO YO'JR MiCHINE.
"EIntplex"
"Standard

'

Improved, 1/-

1913, 1/3
"Simplex"
' Standard

'

Adjustable, 1/;

Adjustable, lyi

.JUI sizes same price..

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS
HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
William St., WOOLWICH, LONDON. li

Fo Manufacturefs and Works Engineers.

WORKS
LIGHTING

By D. H. Ogley, B.Eng.

With a Prelace by Prof. E. W. Marchant, D.Sc.

nPHE importance of good lighting in the factory

and workshop is now fully recognised. In

this book all kinds of illuminants—gas, elec-

tricity, and oil—are fully dealt with, their

efficiency as light producers discussed, and their

application to modern works' conditions
described and illustrated. A chapter is also

included dealing with natural lighting.

The whole subject is treated very exhaustively,
with the view to assisting manufacturers to select

the best means of lighting for any given purpose.

Price 7/6 Net. By Post 7/10.

From

ILIFFE & SONS LTD..
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.4.

ft

In muui:nn,j lliue ad L'crtiscnienla it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle

J
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES^

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable

to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed!

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertissments in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,G,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
(note the number which is printed at the end of

!ach advertisement, and the date of the issue

a which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

ir printers' errors, although every care is (aken
avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
idressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,

^hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray tiie cost of

gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
) the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only TUe number
ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
(dressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

, C.4. Replies to Box Number adverlisements cotttaitiing

nittances should be sent by registered post, but m all siich

ses it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale under a box
mber, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

jog inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

illUate business by embodying in their advertisements
ue mention o( the district in which the machine
ered may be seen and tried.

3>Br DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
' Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
tor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
tdsis three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
ount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
riage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a
>osit -fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over fio
1 under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

:r £75 and under ifroo, 7/6; and on all transactions
r (;roo, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
ers should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
he letter " D *' at the end of an advertisement is an
;cation that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
jous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
«er to their enquiries are requested to regard the
1C9 as an indication that the goods advertised have
ady been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
1; enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
3 one by post.

MOlt»R CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.B.C.

^O Great Bargains.

B.C. Combination de luxe, Lucas dvnamo lightins,

I

Horn, tools, etc., all-steel comfortable roomy s''d6-
<1 perfect condition, ridden only 650 miles; list £210* brand new B.S..4., 4yh.p.

" '

i|len 25 miles; list, £107
'1 t sell,—Bos 825

1
120 A.il.O,
' Dunn's,

_ _ solo ch2in-cum-belt,
.
no reasonable offer refused

;

o The Motor Cycle. [X5615
4

526,
done 150 miie«;

Euston Ed„ London.
£135.-
Mu.seum

[2978

Spaclal Bargains offered for one weak
only.

Machines quoted below are sh3p-sollei
onlv. Guaranteed unused.

£10 reduction on all Machines,
COMBINATIONS.

ig2o MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc., new List price

ig20 RUD6E Combination, 6 h.p., with.
Rudge-Whitworth best sidecar. Im-
mediate delivery.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List price

1920 3* h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List price

1020. Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps,

' Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price

1 920 A.J.S. Combination, complete, im-
mediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, brand new List price

KTo 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model List price

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft model,
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete with
lamps. Special bargain ; under list

price £195
1920 4} h.p. B.S.A. Combination, ail-chain

drive model, brand new List price
1920 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate

delivery List price
J920 latest chain driv3 4 h.p. TRIUMPH

Combination; immediate delivery.

List price
1918 Powerplus INDIAN Combination, excel-

lent condition £140
1919 6 h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, very

small mileage £160
1920 7-9^-V- 4-cylinder F.N. Combination,

complete with all accessories. Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen £190

igM 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless works £125

1920 HENDERSON Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar Offers

1920 EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar 7. £165

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

brand new List price
1920 RUDGE-MULTI, LO.M., immediate

delivery List price
1920 3* h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, j.A-P. engine,

immediate delivery List price
1920 3I h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine,

immediate delivery -. List price
1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-

starter model, immediate delivery.

Makers' list price
1920 A.B.C., 4 spefd , brand new, immediate

delivery List price
1918 7-9 h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled

and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing £110

SIDECARS.
immediate delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harlej'S, Hendersons, etc.;
also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Stock'.

IQ20 G.N. Light Car, with or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price
WANTED.—First-Class Combinations.

J. SMITH & CO.,
£2 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London. N.W.I.
(Bottom end of Tottenham Court Rd.i
Fhone * Museum 59<iS.

Mornington House, Dudley Port, Tipton.

1 Q-^O fJune) A.J.S. Combination, disc
J-t/ shields mode to match, lamps, etc.

;

1920 Morgan.^Eodber, Richmond, Torks.

All letters relatind to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

A.B.C.

A.B.C., 1920, like new, .email mileage, guaranteed per-

,

tes^t, owner got car; lowest. £138.—Goodall. 1.

j

Fi-nkle St., York. . [60e9

A.B.C—Immediate delivery 1920 3h.p. model, 4
speeds, kick start, clutch; £150.—Parker's. Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. tX5507

1 Cy^O A.B.C, winner of several gold medals in hiU-
-i-^ climbs, beautiful machine, and real snip

;

115 gns.—Julian, 84, Bioad St., Reading. 'Phone

;

1024. [6697

A.B.C, 1920, T.T.
Lucas dynamo

kick-starter, spares

;

Motor Cycle.

just overhauled, mileage 1,500,
lit'hting, Klaxon, speedometer,
£137/10.-Box 8,812, c/o The

[6313

A B.C..
-^i tyri

1920, mileage 3,500, condition as new, back
new, dry battery, electric lights, horn,

tools, sijare rockers, chain, etc.; owner buying combina-
tion; quick sale, £110.-Slingo, 11, Hythe Bridge St.,

Oxford. [6532

3ili.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new;

cash £150, list price £173/10: may be obtained on
deferred pajmients.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [6376

A.B.C, 1920, Fallolite head, special generator,
Lucas rear lamp, Cowey horn, complete set spare

valves, rockers, springs, washers, just decarbonised,
special silencer, mileage 3,500, speed over 55; owner
buying sidecar; price £130.—INIuntz, 47, Jesus 1 Lane,
Cambridge. [6487

A.B.C 1920 Combination, lusurions conchbuilt
sidecar, dynamo lighting set, electric horn,

Bonniksen speedometer, tools, etc., ideal for winter,
complete protection from mud, absolutely reliable

;

sole reason for selling, owner must have cash ; accept
£ 1 95 for immediate sale.—H.R., 5, College Mews,
Westminster, London. [6814

Acme.
ACaiE-J.A.P. New 8h.p. Combination; £213/15.

or exchange.—Motoiies, 25, Horton St., Halifax.
[6223

NEW 1920 8h.p. Acme Combinntion. J.A.P. engine,
spare wheel and tyre, £213; immediate dflivery.—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[3739

A.J.S

GUT, Weymouth.—5-6h.p. A.J.S. combinationAN
in stock; £210. [5958D

A.J.S. Combinations, delivery from stock.—Pickering,
Mardol, Shrew.sbury. [6687

"I Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination in
XU —Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

stock

;

list price.
[X5562

CROW Bros., Guildford, A.J.S. agents and experts
since 1912, accept no premium. [9993

BRIGHTON. Hove and District A.J.S- Agenta,
Turpin's. 22-29 Preston Ed., Brighton. [0202

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, unused; first cheque £200
-Lt7 secures.—30, Greenhill Rd,, Harlesden. [6654

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, screen, etc.;

£210.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6626

A.J.S. Spares, prompt deliverv.—Cyril Williams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts. [9624

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole district agent of A.J.S.
motor cycles ; trade supplied early delivery 1921

models. [5957

A.J.S., 2^h.p., T.T., excellent running order, lamps,
accessories ; £ 60.—Broadhead, 56, Albert Rd.

,

Epsom. [6499

"|Q20 5-6h.p. A-J.S-, Cowey trip, legshields, mileage
J-iJ , dO, equal new ; £1 60, or best offer.—Crouch,
Ilminster. [X5536

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p,. hood, screen, speedometer,
Lucjjs lamps ; sacrifice £100.-24, Wood St., Wal-

thamstow. [6106

6 h.p, A.J.S. S-C. Combination, good running order; n
real bargain, £90.—Stott, Fox Hill, Patricroft.

Manchester. [6022

A.J.S. 2^ih..-p., 1915-16, complete with accessories;
bargain, £60.—Williams and Co., Portland St.,

Cheltenham. [X5553

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-fip6ed, clutch, kick start;

£68 ; Douglas part.—Reed, Freemantle, Pavilion
R-d., Worthing. [6070

A.J.S., June 1920, with hood and spare wheel, like

new; best offer over £195.—George Wray, Engi
neer, Southport. [6540

1 Q15 A.J.S. Combination, detachable wheels and spare.
JL*^ lamps, etc., mechanically perfect; £120.—Strettoa'.^.

Worcester St., Gloucester. [X5240

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 500. complete withXy lamps, speedometer, horn, etc.; £200.—Freakley," " " " - — [X5483

wheels, leg

[X5459

BI3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1920, genuiue combination, spare -wheel, hood,

screen lamps, little nse<i; 175 gns. ; exchanges.—
Spnrling, 8, Courthope ltd., Hampstead, N.W. [6311

A.J.S. 1916 2Sjh.p., 3-speed, ctatch. kick start, fully

equipped: £70, or exchange countershaft Triumph.
—Pickett, 17, St. Thomas Rd., Finsbury Park, N.I.

[6440

£205; 1920 A.J.S. 6h.p. combination, spare wheel,
screen, shopsoiled.—Clifford Wilson Co., 70. Eoyal

Hospital Bd., Sloane Sa., S.W. Tel. : Kens. 7113.
[6793

T Q20 A.J.S. Combination, specially fine engine,

At/ Lucas Rlagdyno lighting set, special hood, in

p-rlect condition; £240.—Bo.'C 826, c/o The Motor
Cydc. CX5616

F.O.C.H. hoxe a new A.J.S. combination; list price.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [6240

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1916 Combination, spare wheel, 4

good tvres, Lucas lamps. Easting screen, 1920
coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condition: £145.—Collier,
33, Grove St., Leamington. [6250

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, hood, screen, hood cover, side

curtains Klaxon horlir Tan-Sad pillion seat, equal to

new; £250.-Parker's, Uradshawgate, Bolton. [X5494

A.J.S Combination, 6h.p., late 1916, stored 2

vears, overhauled makers, new chains, tyres

(oversize), spare wheel, Tan-Sad; £135.-72, Long
ridge Ed., Earls Court. 'Phone. Western 1344. [6386

1 Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, four interchange
J-v able disc wheels. Easting screen, speedometer,
electric lighting, spnrty. exceptional condition, photo;

£131. or nearest.—50, Holker St., Barrow-in-Furness,
[6544

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just

received from works; £210; extended terms 4%
extra.-City Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., JE.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0072

F.O.C.H. hayo an A.J.S. combination, detachable
wheels, sf>are, lam^is, horn, grid, screen; £115.-5.

Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hniupstead Tube Station),

'Phone: Hampdtead 3752. Hours 9-7, including S,ntnr

days. [6236

A.J.S. 1919 Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel,
electric lighting, speeuumeter, horn, several spare

parts, all tools, excellent condition, mileage about
2,000; £180; owner going abroad.—Elphinston, Upper
Deal. Kent. [3902

*l Q19 A.J.S. 6-7h.p. Combination, hood, screen, spare
jiif wheel, Lucas lamps and horn, car tyres, Watford
speedometer, spare valves, chains, cover, tube, T.T.
bars, discs; £147/10.—Dunns, 326, Eusfon Kd., N.W.I.
Museum 5391. [4364

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of thig high-grade 6h.p.
combination from stock. Standard model, with

detachable wheels and spare, £210; Lucas dynamo light-
in;: set, £28 extra ; local trade supplied.—P. J. Evans,
sole Birmingham agent, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [0299

A.J.S. Specialists: Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St., Wulsall, Tel. 444, can give delivery from stock

of these world-famous outfits; price £21(1; write for
catalogue. [8998

Alecto.

ALECTO S'/^h.p., 2-stroke, July, 1920. C.A.V.,
Bramptons, Dunlops, tools, Amac, W.R.S. jet,

fine condition, climb anything, will ride 50 miles to
purchaser.—Cowley, 19, Westbourne Av., Hull. tX5541

A IMays
ALLDArS Alien, perfect condition, 2-speed; £52, or

nc;ir offer.—Apply, 92, White Horse Ed., West
Croydon. [6039

1Q20 Allrlaya Allon, 2 speeds, hand clutch, kick
-1.1/ Bt.iiler, etc.; £70.—K. Hole. The Broadway,
liurnoiw Hill. [6042
pKACTICALL'y New Allon, 2 speeds, speedometerX lamps. Klaxon, many spares, unscratclicd
n.-arc«t £55.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth, [6498

A LLIJAYS Allon 2-)r,h.p., 1916. 2-sp6ed, leg shield/!,

.Li t 'Li- ,"''"1;'' ""'"' ""y '"»l: fl"' offer
. eptnl.—S. Stanley Terraw, Cfldtleflelda, Shiew»bury

[6048
American X.

19'*2'*!ii,':-,*'"j!'"?!!'' ^ Co.nbinntion, electric model,

- ^--r'^i.'r?;^'"^ ;;-[:"-
}s.o^Sf.^:^il£

[6672

-ificd

real
. .riHili,

[6849
"n.l fiiderar 1020 model, „„iv

...'",; „'7'„"""'l'"'. i!"'"'"'l<-''^d per-
»ltli all ar«ai»oic.; no reason.

>W,le Ij. w„l,l,, 12. Leinordpir,'
1634

"lid ^n^h, or uiw iiiii
111* iii.Knrnf'M.

A MKttU'AN Kleelnlor 1919 7.9hii verv lliii„

<ni.lk |-»im Tub,, Station, " "''"
""''™i',

nkl'li, \\ H

^^^^mMJN^MHOOs^

f^OR MOTORISTS

81-91, John Bright Street

'Phone : Mid 2910 (3 lines)

'Grams : Lytcar, Birmingham.

IF YOU ARE A BUYER
OR WISH TO "TRADE" YOUR
OLD MACHINE FOR A NEW ONE

READ THIS LIST.

ALL NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £210

With dynamo lighting £238
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £175
8 h.p. ENFIELD, Lucas dvnamo £202
2j h.p. ENFIELD Lightweight £i3 10
7-g h.p. INDIAN Combination, dynamo £223 14
4h.p. INDIAN Scout £140
6 h.p. ZENITH Sporting £139
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination... £187
2jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-specd £80 17

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination (new
chain-drive model) £195

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-spced £127 10
2i h.p. TRIUMPH Lightweight £75
43- h.p. HUM&ER Flat Twin £140
si h.p. ROVER Combination £180
si h.p. ROVER XT £114 11
SVh.p. RUDGE-MULTI £110 5
8 h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-speed £180
4h.p.BLACKBURNE, 3-speed £135
2j h.p. MASSEY-ABRAN.Sturmey gear £S0

SPECIAL OFFER.
A FEW NEW BUT SHOP-SOILED
MODELS AT CLEARANCE PRICES.

-r? h.p. EOMUND-J.A.P., spring frame £84
2i h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed... £66
23 h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £63
2.ih.p. MErRO-TVLER, 2-5peed £75
2l h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2 speed £60
2,V h.p. CONNAUGHT, single-speed £52 10
2l h.p. JAMES, -'si)cecl £60

A FEW SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS IN STOCK
AT SPECIAL PRICES.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
Trade Enquiries invited from

Birmingham and District.

»H >*" ictur. rcUating co adverU.emenU .houlU .uoCe Che number a. the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
American X.

"NTEW 1921 Model American X., just arrived, now on
-Li view. Model 20E., 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, improved spring
forks, finished deep blue, 3>/oin. tyres, 165 gns.; Model
20S., with separate dynamo lighting equipment, 185
gns.

; Millford De Luxe sidecar to matclv £44. Orders
booking for early delivery.—The Premier Motor Co..
Astou Rd., Birmingham, [6787

Ariel.

WATJeHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-SVsli.p. 1916
Ariel and sidecar; £95. [6866

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol AneU.-
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2267

ARIEL Combination, 1914, 3-speed, and sporting side-
car; £38, a real bargain.-135, Edgware Rd..- W.2.

[607'BARIEL S'/Qi.p., 3-6peed and clutch, sidecar ohaseiB,
accessories, as new; £65.—la, Lusor St,, Camber-

well. £5994

"TiAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Ariel motor
-L^ cycles; early delivery given of all-chain 1921
model. [5959

£160; Ariel 6h.p. combination, shopsoiled.—Clifford
Wilson Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane 8g.i

S.W. Kens. 7113. [679j

1020 6h.p. Ariel Combinaticn ; list price, £177/10
-l-*^ —R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 33, Liverpool Rd,
Birkdale^ Southport. [6470

1 Q20 3V:jli.p. Ariel Combination, engine 98&1,
it-' equipped, original tyres perfect; £130.-^'
Gladsmuir Rd., Highgate, N.19,

ARIEL 1919 Slah.p., special T.T. engine, 3-fl

countershaft, speedometer, lamps, horn,
condition; £90.—Peerman, Nantwich. t^

ARIEL Combination 3V2h.p., late 1919, splendid I

dition, climb anything with sidecar, guarantt
sound; £125, or good offer.—Mactavish, 63. Lancad
Gate. W. [634*

1 Q20 Ariel 3V2h.p. 3-speed Combination, demonstra-
JL iy tion model, as new in every i-espect ; cost

£ 157 / 10, only 130 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St.,

Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [669

ARIEL 1919 5-6h.p., Montgomery sidecar, lagS

grid, speedometer, etc., numerous spares, 2

"

Dunlops ; £135 ; garaged Camberwell ; no offeiB.—

'

F.C., 11a, Empire Parade, Sydenham. [6368

6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, August (1920), Terry lixUki,

3 unused lamps, Easting screen, faultless condition,
insured to August, 1921; must c;ell, £159.—Basto^ .ft

Broadway, King's Rd;, Fleet, Hants.

ARIEL.—Orders now booking for the new nil-chain

models which will be the Rolls-Royce of motor
cycles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,,

7, Rochdale Rd.. Harpurhey, Manchester. [8231

ARIEL 3M;h.p., 1912, 3 speeds, clutch, decompresBor,
horn, lamps, etc., speedometer, spare tyre, stored'

since 1916, only done 5,000 miles, thoroughly good Hin-

chine; £50.-Pye Trinity College, Cambridge. [6188

1 C|20 3'/^h.p. Ariel Combination, a really good tarn-
i tf out, carefully used, tyres practically new, nil

accessories ; a reasonable offer wanted ; exchange loij

new solo Triumph or Norton entertained.—29, FyMf
St., Gt. Lever, Bolton. [5934

1 Q19 Ariel (1920 model) 6-7h.p. Combiuation, Zs^
J~iy countershaft, new condition, seldom ridden

lamps, horn. Easting, luggage carrier, spares, originfli

tyres excellent; £145.-24, South Av., Burnage Lnnel
Levershukme, Mancliester. [5941

4uto-Wheel9. I

tJTO-WHEEL, Raleigh cyole, aocessories ; £25: (row,,

L Older.-G., 109, Albany St., N.W.I. [6!!t

DTO-WHEEL, £14, with scooter attncliment, asliewl
L £23.-r., 60, Loughborongh Pork, Blixtou. [660i

UTO-WHEEL, thoroughly overhauled, excellent coeV
ditiou; £12/10.-Hiley, Station Ed., Wobut'

Sauils, Beds.

Bat.

B AT-,T.A.P., 4h.p., recently overhauled;
Venn, 12, Theobald St., Swindon.

im-

£40.-'

[654

BAT.—Immediate delivery 1920 6h.p, eount«lAol>i
3 .speeds; £160.-rurker's. Bradshawgnte, BolW

IXSSO,-

1Q20 Bat-Jap, Model 4, not done 200 miles; «b»y
JLiJ lute bargain, £130.—F. Boulton, iSmallthoro [,

StaHs. [X55<:,

BAT 1920 New «h.p. Model; cost £160; will Oeoe 4
£145 or near offer.—Hobbs, Caiiltern, Cotton E(9'

Potters Bar. [60fe

1 Q20 (Juue) Bat 6h.p., Binks, larnp^, upoiiinff C^]i

X-t/ fiidecear; £160, or nearest.—George, Btntiil

Ilnuse, gtaniford, Linos, [62'

1 Q20 Sh.p. Bat Combination, detachable wheels, \im

X«7 miiliato delivery; S217.—Tol. : 6626 Mawn«
A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. 16^1

BAT Sli.p. Coniliination, 3-«peed, clutch, lli>t

."tarter, shop-.noiled: £175.—Motorcycle Marf
Ltd., Fair Row, High St., Ohnthum. (61)

advertUement, and the date ul the Issue.

.i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

AT-J.A.P., 8h.p., T.T. machine, fixed gear, Bosch
mag., B. and B. carburetter, completely over-

uled, very fast; £85.—Barton, Clapham, Yorks.
[0323

AT 1920 6h.p. Twin, brand new. spring frame,
* slightly soiled, £145; also a 1920 combination
£175.—Elco and Co.. 15.16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
le St.. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0071

».\T, 8h.p. J.A.P., 1920, 3-speed, kick start, beauti-
* ful sidecar, in perfect condition, electric lamjjs,
ire chains, a real grand lot; sacrifice, £140.—Herpin
,
South Lambeth Ed., Tauxhall, London. [6832

AT 1920 Combination, 8h.p.. wind screen, electric
lighting, perfect order, £170, any trial; new

.p. 1920 solo, £145, slightly soiled.—Clark, 7,
hibition Rd., South Kensington, S.\V,.7. [5595

[EW 1920 Bat Combinations, fitted with the 6h.p.
I J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, all-chain drive, clutch,
3 bilk starter, £175: shiping order cancelled, usual
ce £204.—Wnnchone's, 9, Shoe Ljine, London,
lone: Holborn 5777. Cash or easy terms. [6863

Blackburne.
(LACKBUENE.-Delivery from stock of 8h.p. ivith
' Swan sidecar.—Pearsons', 52, Ehu Grove, Southsea.

[6262
(LACKBUB^fE 4h.p. and 8h p. Models in stock.—
' Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liver-
'1. [6177
920 4h.p. Blackburne, 1,000 miles, perfect, lamps,

horn, sparos. etc., £125; bargain.-Hifielton, 30,
rk Ed., West Hartlepool. [5989

920 Blackburne, 4h.p., 3-specj, all-chain, as new,
mileage negligible: £118.—Dunn's, 326, Euston

;., LoiKl. u Musemn 5391. [2979

[LACKBtTENE, July, 1920, Binks, Sturmey gears,
' tyros unpunctured, good machine, cnrefully run;
20.—Rose, 38, York Mansions, Battersea Park,
V.ll. [6225

920 4h.p. Blackburne, 3 speeds, H.B. clutch, large
P. and H. lamps, horn, perfect condition

oughout; offers over £110.—H. J. Morton. The
.11, Thorney, Peterborough. . [6260

ILACKBUENE 4h.p. Combination, V.H.L. sidecar.
* spring jshassis wheel, a beautiful machine, brand
r; £175.-yivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
:k St. (off 0-xford St.). Bond St.. London, W.l.
one: Maylair 6559. [0320

120 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, No. 2 Mont-
' gomeiy sidewir, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, £10
ex electric lighting set, £3 Cowey horn, tools, excel-
. condition and appearance, expert examination in-
d; reason for selling, financial, near Leicester; cost
3 in July; £153; no offers—Box 8,370, c/o The
or Cycle. [5974

Bown.
OWN-VILLIERS 23,4h.p., 2-speed, leg shields,
knee grips, lamps, unscratched, perfect; £60.—

lert Marsden, Mawdesley, near Ormskirk. [6609
OWN'S Baby 2-stroke, Dalm engine, new Dunlop

tyres, speedometer, all lamps, etc., perfect'
rip, £36/10; easy payments.—2, Nightingale Fd.
er Clapton, N.E. [6766

j

Hr-adburv
! "AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-1920 4h.p
1 2-speed Bradbury; £75. [6874

RADBURY, 4h.p. and Sh.p, models, prompt de-
I livery.—Agents. Bright and Hayles, 78, Chnich
Camberwell, London. [6427
lAnBTJRT 1920 4h.p., 2-sp6ed, F.E., not done 500
miles, all on, beautilul condition: £90, or nearest-

; sell.—130, Chonmert Ed., Peckham, S.E. [6014

.p. Bradbury, 2-speed countershaft, kick start,
light sidecar, coachhuilt, wind screen, apron 3
>s, perfect condition; £35.-39, Avondale Rd.,
re's Lane, Finchley. [6649

p. Bradbury Combination, wicker sidecar, Brad-
bury, N.S.U. 2-speed, just overhauled by makers,
tyres and belt, waterproof Bosch, top feed B.
B., W.S.R. adjustable jet. lamps, splendid runnin"
-; £42.—Robinson, 18, Charleville Circus, Syden-
' °-^- „ . [6838

Brough.
h.p. Brough, Model H. engine, with all accessories

in good condition.—Garage, Horsmouden. [6328
'.OUGH 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, latest model

I

just delivered, Sturmey 3-?peed; £180 —Boult Bros
'

l: Holywell St., Chesterfield. [X5424
T :W Latest Type G. Brough, 5-6h.p., S^^peed all-
J; tham drive, standard handle-bars, fitted Montgomery
" 'f\*^^4i, immediiite delivery.-The Premier Motor
-^ Aiton Rd., Birmingham. [6788

Brown.
I >; S'/oh.p. 1911 Brown, re-bored, piston, Boscho^. mag., good condition, lamps, tool bag, cane side-

R
" 'J^'^hMEl 2-speed lightweight.-93, Tranmere

K. Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5587

B.S.A.
I.A., all models now in stock; delivered any-
where.—Below.

lA, Specialists—Replacements by return.—County
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham

[4177

** Good-Service"

Stormproof M/CJacket
As Illustrated.

Made from best quality
"GOOD SERVICE" Oil-
skin material, with the
famous smooth, non-sticky
finish. Has specially de-
signed stormproof, button-
less front, fastening with a
three-section all-round belt.
Very wide double-breast,
two roomy pockets, "right-
through ""openings. Raglan
shoulder 4oin. long. This
jacket has been tested in all

\\'ay3, and is one we can
recommend to give entire
satisfaction.

In Tan, unlined.

47/6.
In Tan or Mole, lined smart

check material,

57/6.
Seatlcss Trousers, 21 /-

;

Sou' -Wester, 6/6.

State height and chest measurement.

Also stocked in Ladies' and Gent's full length
coats- Colour Mole, lined smart check material,

63/-
Ideal for walking and sidecar use.

HELMETS.
Tan Leather, Teddy Bear,
and fleece-lined 25/-

Black Leather, fleece-lined,

22 /G

Tan Leather, fleece-lined,

18/6

Khaki Gabardine, fleece-

lined 14/-

4 Points that made the No. 1 SERVICE
Belted Suits FAMOUS:

1. Designed from actual ex-
perience of what is

required.

2. Only high-grade material*
and workmanship em-
ployed.

3. Thereby giving a depend-
able suit for all weathers.

4. Combined v/ith a smart
and serviceable appear-
ance.

In heavy Double Twill, intt^r-

lined pure rubber, all seams
stitched, solutioned, and
taped. Jacket 4oins. long,

D.B., four roomy pockets.

Seatless Trousers and Over-
alls, openings have gussets,
with patent fasteners.

Jacket 60/-

Seatless Trousers . . 38/6
Overalls 27/6

State height and chest measurement.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.0.1.

/-"•

'

»^<

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE,
B.S.A.

1Q16 SV'-li.J). B.S.A.; £4S: perfect.-20, Editli Ed.,
J-" East" Ham, B. [6227

B.S.A. Model K in stock, ^vith Canoelet sidecar.—
Pickering, Sllrewsbury. [6688

B.S.A. 4l/th.p., all-chain drive combination; £152.~
Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6627

"IQ20 B.S.A. All-chain Comhination. folly equipped
-Lf as new; £130.-Dunn, 326, Euston Ed., London.

[6844

B.S.A. Model K, 1919 with Milllord sidecar penect
condition; £110.—Coles and Shirley, Chepstow.

Phone : 48. (0297

1 Q20 4Vih.p. B.S.A. Combination, speedometer, mile-
At^ age 1,000, as new; £140.—Blyth, 92, Tavistock
St., Bedford. [6583

1 QIS B.S.A. 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, flrst-class condi-
-Lt/ tion, tyres new, fully equipped; £55.-131, Man-
tilla Bd., Tooting. [6356

BS.A. Model H Combination, immediate delivery,

makers' price; £152.- Coles and Shirley, Chep-
-low. 'Phone: 48. [0296

B.S.A. 4V.h.p. Magdyno Combination, in stock:

list price.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington, S.W.7. [5596

"I Q 19 Late B.S.A. Combination, complete, electric
-Li/ lighting, mileage 500, perfect; £130.-45,
Waterlow Rd., Highgate. [6594

B.S.A. 1920 4iih.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

all-chain drive, guaranteed as new; £175.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6776

]Q20 B.S.A. Combination, little used. Easting screen,
*J^ Lucas lamps, liorn, insured; £140.-35, Golden

Hillock Hd., Small Heath, Birmingham. [6193

4ih.p. 3-speed 1915 B.S.A. (countershaft^ new tyres,

4 good condition: £72/10, or exchange S^ih.p. Doug-
las and cash.—37, Eegcnt St., Rugby. [X6548

~|Q20 4>ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, Magdyno, speedo-
-L*' meter, horn, spares, perfect condition: £170.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [6706

1 015' B.S.A. Combination, nearly new sidecar, new
Xt/ Cylinder, -thoroughly overhauled, 3 lamps, Klaxoii,

splendid condition; £90.—TJpperton, Fittleworth. [6105

L).S.A. Combination, all-chain, June, 1920, mileage
-C> GOO, Lucas accessories. Cameo wind screen, spares,

perfect; £145.—Armstrong, 1, Aglioney St., Carlisle.

[X5234

B.S.A. S'/ah.p. Combination, 2-spe6d, tree engine, in

excellent condition, complete with lamps, horn,

speedometer; sacrifice, £55.-109, Crouch Hill, N.8.
[5971

B.S..\. Milllord Combination, May, 1920, luxuriously
equipped, electric lighting, perfect; £150 lowest;

appointment.—Drew, Instow, The Gardens, Harrow.
[6614

B.S.A. Combinations, actually in stock for immediate
delivery; price and catalogue on application.—

District agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.:

444. - [8999

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery of models H. and K..

solo or combination; £107 and £110 respectively.

— Distributing agents,. Campion Depot, London Rd..

Derby. [4122

l Q 16 B.S.A. C.B. Combination, 3-speed counter-
X*/ shaft, all-chain drive, in splendid condition,

lamps; £98.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham
Rd., S.W.8. [6409

B.S.A. Combination, 4l/ih.p. (1918), 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, belt drive. Klaxon, 2 lamps, and cane-

built sidecar, excellent condition : £90.-28, Trinity Ed..
Ware, Herts. [X5508

1Q20 B.S.A. Combination. 4Vib-p., all chain, Lucas
-Lj7 lamps, ecreen, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, usual
spares, perfect; what offers.—Warren, Slough Brewery,
Brierley Hill, Staffs. [5454

B.S.A., Model K. £107, H. £110, D. £90, A.
£150; combination. Model K. £149. H. £152,

A £198: immediate delivery.—Vivian Hardie and
Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., London, W.l. [0330

B.S.A., latest model, 6-7h.p. twin, £150, in stock;

also models H, £110, and K, £10/; No.-2 side-

cars, £42 ; immediate delivery ; exchanges entertained.

Eai^ies and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
[X5547

LATE 1919 B.S.A. Mo<lel K. and Mills-Pulford side-

car, apron, lamps, horn, Watford trip speedometer,
hand and foot clutch, 3-8peed countershaft ; any trial

;

£130, or nearest offer.—Field, 2, Oriental I'aiade, Monu-
ment Ed., Woking. [6297

B.S.A. 1915, laid up during war, new cylinder June,
1919, with Millford (family) sidecar, countershaft,

chain-cum-belt, 3-speed, kick starter, Lucas horn.
Stewart speedometer, reflex mirror, 3 new electric

lamps, 2 accumulators, spare (new) belt, all tools and
sundries; £110, or near offer.—Rev. Olivier, Rectory,
Letchworth (34 miles London), or by appointment.
Mason's Garage, Commerce Ay. [6667

Calcott,

1Q15 Calcott, standard model, tyres good, tube un-
\.\j punctured, enamel, plating unscratched, recently
overhauled, lamps, horn; £25; see Triumph.—Harveston,
University Club, Binninghara. [6185

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. EI5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthoipe.

1Q16 Calthorue-Jap, 3>2li.P. twin, EnflelG 2-speert,

lO c.ii. comoimition : £85—la, Luior St., Camber-
well. [5933

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 23ih.p., Enfleld 2-speetl. gooci

rimning order; £37/10.—103a, High St., Wands-
Korlh. [6"°"

"I 020 Calthorpe-Jap, demonstration machine, abso-

it/ lately equal to new; 63 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [6705

CALTHOBPE 1920, 2=4h.n. J.A.P. engine, Enfleld

2-spe^ 1 trear and Llutc-h. iuUy eQnipped ; £80.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton [3:5492

£40.-1917 2-spe:;d 2-stroke Calthorpe. excellent

condition. Lucas lamps, complete.—14, Dorlcote

Rd., Trinity Rd., Wandsworth Common, London. [6491

1 Q20 Calthorpe, 2iih.v.. 2-strolie, 2-speed Enfleld
J-*' ?ear. small mileage, new heavy Dunlop and belt;

f55.—Westivcod, 7, Biewery Cottages, Nine Elms, S.W.8.
[4886

JrXE (1920) Calthorpe-Jap 2%ih.p., 2-speed, free en-

gine, lamps, Kln.xou, Tan-Sad, discs ; bargain, 55
ens.—Wright, 44, Lorrimore Rd., Kennington, S.E.17.

[6137

CALTHORPE 2¥,h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, guar-

iinteed nerfeet condition, with lamps, speedometer,
and horn : £40, or offer.—P. W. Simpson, Hertford Col-

lege, Oxford. [6017

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles wholesale and retail

agents for the county ot Devon, all models in

stock lor immediate delivery.—The Carltou Motor Co.,

53 Torivood St.. Torquay. [0201

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2'ih.p., 1916, Enfleld gear,

speedometer, lamps. et«. ; £50; just overhauled and
in perfect condition ; illness cause of sale.—Griffin, 87,
\^"alU)n Rd., E. Molesey, Surrey. [6678

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.— 2^ih. p. J.A.P. model
£78/5; two-stroke model. £75; both fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans,
85-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham.' (0174

"I
Q17 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, just

X tf overhauled and repainted, complete with P. and
H. large lamp set, horn, etc., a fast and economical
mount; Huddersfield district; offers.—Box 8,578, c/o
Tlic Molor Ci/cle. [4169

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1920 Models in stock, 2-speed
Entield gear, £78/5/6; chain drive model,

£80/15/6; extended terms 4% extra.—City Agents,
Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

EC. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

Campion
31.h.p. Campion-Jap, 3-speed, bargain. £40; with

2 new sidecar, £56.— Geo. Siddall, Stanton, Rows-
ley, Derbyshire. [6277

Cedos.

"IQ20 Cedos, shop-soiled.; 60 gns., wonderful bar-
-*-»/ gain.—Julian, 84. Bi-oad St., Reading. 'Phone;
1024. [6701

Chater-Lea

1 Q15 Chater-Lea 6-71j.p., 3-speod,> handle starting.
-!-«/ conchl'uilt sidecar. Cameo wind screen, Tan-Sad,
lamps. Klaxon, splendid condition; £110.—Campbell.
Brooklea, Fleet. Hmts. [6049

CH.^TER-LEA Sh.p. Combination, 3-speed countar-
shiift. Bosch, B. and B., speedometer, horn,

hood, lamps, pillion seat, spares; £110; Friday, Satur-
day, Sunday.—37, East Dnlwich Grove, S.E. [6839

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. 1920 No. 7 Combination, just
delivered by makers, not done 500 miles, Lucas

head lamp. side, and tail, Stewart speedometer, very
heavy Kcmpshali special tyres, beautifully uphol-
stered sidecar, perfect condition, cost £215: sacrifice
£185: buying car.— Edes. Fareham House. Albion Hill,
Kernel Hempstead, [X555J

Chater-Lea-Jap.

FOR Sale. Chater-l.ea-Jan 8h.p., 3-s"pced, handle
starter, coaehbuilt sidecar, lamps, speedometer,

all accessories, 3in. lyres, in splendid condition: any
80. Rosencath Rd.. Clapham Common".

(6490

Cleveland.

W^IT? '" (^"'"'"K'"! »' 'lie Sh.p. Cleveland, witli

\. Kl-Jl starter, clutch, and 2-spced gear; price £85
-Victor Horsmao. Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant. Liverpool

IU279

CIvno

B"n,?f,','l
•>""" ^'''""' ''^" "'"''<': f'B-Gnrnge, Hors-

" '""•
(6332

I9^1,.?'5:'?.^.''^l!.'''i'!™''^ ""''= 57 (tni.-Evon9, Oar-" am-, NiiK'tiort, Kalop. [5632

MY'l-.^^X"". *•"'"'• J""' "li-llvered; £250.-Tntpi,i',
' •» .'.2i. l-rwion IM., IliiKliUm. [0204

I .7 lurry, £250.- cjork an.l Co.. Louth. 'Phono:

trinl given
London.

ono
[6419

J
a 10 Bh.u. CIrim; u.ll £130, nr exebango with mnallI'J .nr, (ii.h i„IJ,i,i,nent.-I03, Church lUI., Will,'"

16290

C) ,?,°,,_;-,'/«*'^"°l»''';,.„?'»'
Comhintitlnns.- Write

ll'ithwoll and Mllbonmc, Cowfolgh Cnrogc
11795

I.VNO
II a

REYS

.

173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away.

Trade supplied.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
2? h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £165

2i h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch ... £100

I h.p. DOUGLAS, solo £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed ... £80 17

2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch
and kick-starter £83 5

Sh.p. NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed Com-
bination £186 18

-,i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

DIAMOND. 2-strokc, single-gear £56 10
4| h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed. all-chain, and

Sidecar £152
^i h.p.- RUDGE-MULTI, Isle ot Man

model £110 '

tJh.p. ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190
81.. MATCHLESS Combination- £205
8 L. p. MATCHLESS Combination, dyna-

mo lighting €230
Tc)20 A.J.S. Combination £210
1920 2-stroke TRIUIVIPH £75

t RAND PRIX MORGAN LIST PRISE.

Second-hand Machines.
1Q15 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60
1916 2I h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
rgr."; 2^ h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
igiis 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories . . £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .. £90
1920 2-strokc 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1950 8 h.p. dynamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £210
1020 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Hendei-son

Sidecar, all accessories £135
:q20 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar - £140
rt)i4 A.B.C., 4-speed, and Sidecar and

accessories £110

Sidecars in Stock.
CAHOELET, for Harley-Davidson };«
CANOELET, tor New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, tor lightweight .. £18 18
B.S.A JE42
MILLS-FULFORD Skia £27 15 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND E.\CHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Largo Stock of Powoll & Hanmor Lamps,
and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT :

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum t"\yj-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q21 Clyno Sh.p. Combination, brand new, unriddenA*' list £250; accept £226.—Bos 8,921, c/o Tlu
Motor Cycle.

Viu All Icrtcm rclnlln« to ndvcrUnemcnU should quote th

The
6728

T^AN GUY, Weymouth.—Solo distrift n^ent for ClynoJ-' motor cycles; new Sh.p. combination, £250; 2-
strokes, jE75. [59^0

STANDARD 1921 Clyno Model Combination, deliveiy
from sto<yk; £250.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100

Paris St., Exeter. [646fi

CLYNO 6h.p., countersliaft, believed 1918, acressories-
nde aivay; 90 gns.—Mitchell, 44. Wellington St.,

Camden Town, London. [6360

1 qi3 Clyno 6h.p. Combination, 2-sp6?d, Cowey, 3
--O' lamps, horn, neew tyres, complete; £60.-52.
Loompit Hill, Lewisham. [6230

1 Q20 Clyno 2V2h.p., 2-speed, new Lucas lighting
-*-«-' sets, 500 miles; offers over £55 considered.—
Goldsack, Pound Lane, Godalming. [6492

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 1913 Combination, coaehbuilt Ma-
ear, lamps, horn, spare wheel, new clutch; what

oilers ?—Apply, Ash, Charing, Kent. [6052

BRAND New. Clyno de Luxe Combination, 1921
motlel, dynamo liglitiug, electric horn, etc.; will

accept short price tor uuick sale— G-ai-age, Horsmondgn.
[6331

1 Q20 2V::h.p. Clyno 2-6trokes, new, fitted with cluttli
J-t/ and 2-sDeed ge r, trade supplied; £75,—
'Phone ; 5777 Holborn.—Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Ijiije

London [6B71

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; m^ta
us for delivery dates, repairs, pverhauls, ire*

enamelling, and plating. — The Molineux Parage 06.,
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.; 1160. [3459

CLYNO, Sh.p. J.A.P. combination, all Lucas acces-
sories, spare wheel, screen, "£l30, equal to new;

Clyno lightweight, 2-speed clutch, slightly soiled. £65.
—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6634

"9 Q20 Clyno 2-t^troke, 2-spet.d, clutch, mileage uiidei
-e- «-' 500 by mileomet«r ; reason tor selling, ownoi
too short to straddle; £65, or offers.—At St. Pan(.Tf!i

Garage, Judd St., Euston Rd., N.W. [595J

CLYNO 1920 Brand New Lightweight Model, latest

type, 2-speed, clutch; list price £75, offered foi

cash at £55.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [006!

CLYNO 1917 6h.p., 3-,'peed, all chain, interchangeabli
wlieels, re-enamelled and plated as new, propert)

of a gentleman returning to sea; genuine bargain
£65.-8, Chatsworth Rd.. i^orest Lane, Stratford.

. [613!

CLYNO Sh.p. 1S21 Combination.—Batchelor aoi

Co, East Surrey agents, liave a new Sh.p. com
bination; demonstration !uns given; orders booKcd (0

very early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kingston'
on Thames. Phone: 1809. [287-

1 Q15 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch, bickstnit*!
-- 1^ spare wheel, Cameo, electric lighting, ref^ientl

overhauled and rebushcd, excellent comlition, iiiim

spares; £115, or near oSer.—23, Skehvith Rd., Hniimiei
smitb, W.6. 'Phone: Kensington 7215. [650

CLYNO Lightweights. 1920, 2»4h.p., 2.speed, £75
or fully equipped mth head lamp and generate

tail lamp and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration, petroi

and oil, £79/15.-Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Porl

land St., London. W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399. [028

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—1920 Cljiio, 2Mili,i

nearly new, only run a few hundred miles, in Ki
feet condition and appearance, conrplete with ujiusi

head lamp and all accessories; price £58.—Apply, 1

James and Co., 34, Regent St., W.l. Tel.: GeriJii

/J 394. - [607

CLYNO 5-6h.p.. late W.D. models, 3-speed, kick-star

re-enamellc'd, replated. and overiuiuled, new
bmetters and mags., rebuilt as new, practicalls

used ; few available from £75 ; combinations^
Clyno sidecar, repainted and retrimmed. £110.-
117, Loughborough Park, Brixtrn. 'Phone

:

2388.

Connaujiht
CONNAUGHT 1920 2^.'ih.p., countersliutt 2^

F.E., all on; £60, or nearest.—130, Chonmi
PcrUham, S.E. 15-

i-^ONNAUGIlT Motor Cyc)es.-2).-5h.p 2.speed *3ba|
V> £70; single speed. £62; imraodiate delivery.—

J. Evans. 83-91, Jobn Bright St.. Rirminghani. (02

Q3h.p. Connnught, 1916, perfect, new belt, tyres 8

^4 tube, all accessories; ride awny ; £42, "
Eainer. Fern Lawn, Parsonage Lane, Clewer, Berkt

161

Coulson.

C^OULSON 2-Vih.p.. 2-speed, clutch, new. sHgi!

-^ soiled; £100.-Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd.. Soi

Kensmgton, S.W.7. [fi!

1 020 Coulfion B., 2^h.p. Blackhurne engine, 2 apa'
i tf spring frame, lamps; £80, lowest; RiohaicuM
I'lmne Wilcox, City 5391, [51

C'toULSON-B. 4h.p. Blnclvbnrne f-neinc, G-spoed, ?pli

•^ frame, ^hop-soiled; £100.—Moturcvdo MurtB, L|

Fair Row, High St., Chatham, [6

COULSON-BLAOKBURNE 2Mh.p., almoBt new,
srrnt^-hcd; gilt, £7G. - Shackleton. Burnl)

Crooklord Park ltd.. Addlcstonc. (6

e number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

(O0LSOX-B, 4h.p. Blatkbnrne engine, S-speed, spring
' friiuie The aportiug model, new in stoek; £100.—

lUt Bros.. Ltd., Holj-well St., Cliesteifleld. [X6426

lOtJLSON B.—All models in stock; sole agents for
' W'iltsbire.—Wesses Motors, Ltd., incorporated with

P. Moore and Sous, Salisbury. 'Phone: 72, [4053

ATE Coulson B., 23ih.p. Blackburne engine, fully

equipped, trip speedometer, 2Vo Dunlops, epares,

enge 300, unscratched, guaranteed perfect ; £85

;

St sell.-28, Gloucester St., S.W.l. [5951

EW Coulson B, 2%h.p., £99/15; fitted with 2-speed
gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine; 25^h.p.

ilel, with clutch and kick starter, £110/5; 4h.p.,
' h 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, etc., 118 gns.;
i fitted with smart b.iat-shaped sidecar, painted
[

rl blue, £162/10, or on deferred payments 4% extra,
/ one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal-

j Its.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.

I
. Coventry Eagle.

T |20 Coventry-Eagle, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.,
.j

' Sturmey-Archei", mileage 250, as new; £55.—79,

ileton
Mansions, Eiverview Gardens, Barnes. [6675

i20','2 Coventry Eagle, 234h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch.
E.S.. letter than new; £82, or eschange 4h.p.

Triumph. B.S.A., P. and M.—Fear, 16, Arcade,
lamptou, Devon. [5967

I IVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, 2-speed; also 25ih.p.
J.A. P.. kick start, clutch; both new April,

1 '. and fully equipped: any trial and examination
V fijeasure. Don't miss these rare bargains.-

lie immediately City 8575.-67-69, City Rd.,
I 1 [6489

Dalm.

J 20 Dalm 31.p. 2-stroke, Amac. E.I.C., Druids,
-« Lvcetts, unpunctured, perfect; £48.-15, Elthome
R -N'19- [S943

Diamond.
/ RIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery ot all mode
V Diamonds.—Chapel \sh. Wolverhampton 1226-

IiiMOND 254h.p., 2-stroke, £58, unused, slightly
soiled.—Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. South Ken-

^f^S^g,

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for
A.J.S. and British Excelsior Motor Cycles,

also Watsonian Sidecars.

led.-Clark
nil jn, S.W.7

South Ken-
[5598

]\ W 1920 Diamond, 2l4h.p., 2-stroke, as listed atM £62. reduced as slightly shop-soiled to £54.—The
Pi; ier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5584

I:
iMOND 1920 2?4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed Sturmey-

j

Archer gear, kick starter, hand clutch, slightly
(hi oiled; £75.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
A'^ :;amomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
i „ „. [0067

1

l; a-^.in.p. Diamond-Jap, perfect running orfer

'

J-j ind fast, enamel scratched in places. Brampton
fci| Psdley grips, tools, Dunlops excellent, Watford
"" meter, drive needs repairing; £64.—Minoprio,

n

xaodra- Drive, Liverpool.

Douglas.
GLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

- [6211

T
11

D
IS

"
< Models in Stock; 4h.p. combination, £170
"

11. solo. £130: 25'|h p. clutch model. £105- 2":4

hout clutch, £100.-Douglas Specialists, Vivian
Jiid Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford

st-J, Jud St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.
[031S

breat Douglas Agent, J U. Gourlay. FoUowtleld
anchester. [6947

Douglas Combination in stock; £170.—Cross.
Agent, Rotherham. [X5561
3LAS 23^,p., 2-sp€6d. new condition- £45.-19,
skew Crescent, Shepherd's Bush. [6670
2%h.p. Douglas, as new, 3 months' guarnntec :

I

65.-131, Mantilla Ed., Tooting. [6359
2i4h.p. Douglas; £45.-59, Palfrey Place,

Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [6412
I a Douglas 2?4h-P., electric light, buSer forks; £50.
""^ -Dunn, 326, Euston Ed.. London. r6845326, Euston Ed., London.

_ . Douglas, clutch, 3-speed, as
offers.—Boulton, Saffron Walden.

[6845

£95,
[6477

Id 2%h.p. Douglas, clutch, 3-speed, as new; £95•W] .r offers.—Boulton, Saffron Walden. [647''

J^hJ Douglas Combination, nearl-' new, unscratched
*

I

i oSers.—43, Dinsmore Rd., Balham, [6645

\y\ 5LAS.—A fine assortment in stock at prices
'-'

I suit all.—Ross, 86, High St., Lee. [3848

QC :LAS in Stock, 254h.p., S-speed, clutch mo<lels

:

'-'
' 35.->(oyce, Northgate, Gt. Yarmouth. [6179

lli.lj 913 Douglas Combination, good condition : £95.
ck sale.—Parkes, 46, Cambenvell Green, S.E.

kaJ T, , „ , [6080
{41 ^Douglas, 2-speed; £30.—Harder, 32, Marquis••

I
3.. Stroud Green. (Satmd.-y afternoon onlv.l.

JOJ LAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps, speed-
!ter. Easting; £110.-12, Adams Mews, W.l.

[iTON, Hove and District Douglas agents -
Ijrpms. 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton.

_, ,
[0201

Uouglaa, good order, new belt, lamps, good
fes; any trial; £42/10.-26, Newland Bd., Worth-

[6249

HELMETS ARE A NECESSITY
TO EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST.

Leather Fleece and Teddy lined, 25/-; Waterproof
twill, fleece lined, 15/- Tan leather fleece lined,

11/6 Postage Bd.

MUDSHIELDS.
College Leather No. io8, 32/6; No. 252, 36/6;
No. r+S, 24/-; No. 259, 28/- Carriage 1 /-

Sterling Leg Shields, enamelled black, 50/- pair.

Carriage 1 /-

ROBI HANDLE-BAR MUFFS.
Black Waterproof Teddy lined, 25/-; Khaki
Waterproof, Cloth lined, 14 /6 Carriage 9d.
Fur lined foot muffs, for sidecars, 42/-

HOODS.
Special Aluminium finish, made from airship
fabric, complete with all fittings, 50 /- Carriage 1/6

WINDSCREENS.
Cameo £2 15s.; and with valance, £3 Carriage 2 .'-

Easting £4 10s. Carriage and packing 4/-

LAMPS.
Motor Cycle Head Lamp and Generator Sets, H.B.
fitting, black and nickel finish, 55/- Lucas

' King of the Road," No. 463 £4 ITS. 6d.
P. & H. Sets, 42/- to 75/- Carriage 1/- on
lamp sets.

H. TAYLOR & CO , LTD.
Showrooms—

•

Accessories, Spare Part' and Kepairs,

21a, Slore St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C. 1

.

Motor Cycles and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensinslon-
Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE, WC.l.
Garage: Tottenham Court Road. W.

Phones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motor Ci'cles & Cars. KensioKton 7260.

Telegrams :
'

'
Dynametro, Westcent, London. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS.-Immediate delivery 1920 2':ih.p.. 3
speeds and clutch; £105.—Parker's, iJradshawgate,

Bolton. . [X5501

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., clutch, S-speed; £105; in stock.—
Clark, 7, E.'ihibition Rd., South Kensington,

S.W.7. . [5599

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, splendid order
throughout; £80.—Ashby House, York Av., Hun-

stanton. [X5481

DOtTGLAS New 1921 Solo and Combination in Stock;
cash or exchange.—Motories, 25, Horton St.,

Halifai. [6224

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, Stewait
horn. Tan-Sad; £58; perfect—141, Merton Ed.,

Wimbledon. [6449

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, 2 speeds, just overhauled;
£57/10.-2, Nora Villas, French St., Sunbury,

Middleeaex. [6616

1018 4h.p. Douglas, with 1920 blue sidecar, discs;

A«? £98.-59. Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham
Rd., S.W.8. [6411

rtilh.p. Douglas, jirst overhauled, perfect, lamps, C.A.V.
'-v-i mag.; £60, or nearest offer.-Squelch, 97, Stoke

Rd., Slough. [6691

FOE Sale, Douglas W.D. Model, 1919 engrne, 2 speeds,

lamp, horn, perfect order; £80.—Liddiard, Downing
St., Cambridge. [6020

DOUGLAS 1915 2iih.p., makers' colours, very fast,

splendid condition; £48.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Ed., Sydenham. [6682

DOUGLAS 25ih.p., 1915-16, everything on and all

in good condition; £50.—Hiseman, 5, Parkdale

Rd., Plumstead. [6207

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, W.D. model,

splendid condition ; bargain, £99.-95, Capel Rd.,

Forest Gate, E.7. [6=71

1 nzo Douglas Combination, Basting screen, large I'.

X*y and H. set, spares, whole as new; £160.—Noon.
Ludgershall, Wilts. 16190

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, 1920 type

clutch, in perfect order; for quick sale, £110.--135.

lldgware Bd., W.2. [6077

23.h.p W.D. Douglas, good condition, lamps, hoin.

4 and tools; £52/10, or near ofEer.-C. O. "T^ni'
Eaton House, Norwich. 1-°^"^

DOUGLAS 1920 3-speed. cost £100, not done 200

miles; will accept £90 for quick sale.-Paynter

Ncrmanville, Cheltenham. L.X-555b

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915-16, bufler forks, acces-

sories, tvres perfect, good running «der
;

£48.--

325. Essex Ed., Islington. loB^b

DOUGLAS 1916 2'!4h.p., excellent condition, all

on; alter 5 p.m. ; *55'^gns.-Parfitt, 34, Brandle-

how Rd., Putney. S.W.15. [6612

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., electric lighting, discs,

all excellent, new condition; £95.-rownshend

Park Lane, Oheam, Surrey. Loa^i

TAOUGLAS 2?ih p., kick starter, cUitch model perfect

IJ condition and running order; £55.-41, Ther-ipla

Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [5945

, „uu6..=, engine INo. 36051, indistinguish-

_ble from new; £65.—Apply, 3, Cluny Mews
VVarwick Rd., Earls Court. 16383

1 a21 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us

LU your requirements. Trade supplied.-Moflat, Doug-

las Agent, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [50'*3

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, good condition,

done 5,000 miles only, hood, wind screen
;
£100.--

Dr. Eausom, Thatcham, Berks. [bias

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, head, rear, and

sidecar lamps, practically lirand new; £160.--

33h.p. Douglas,
4, abl

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5495

DOUGLAS 1917-18 4h.p. Combination^ also 2^%h.p..

both brand
""'"'

'

Centre Av., Acton.
new condition

;

Side door.

cheap.—Acacia,
[6528

ALL Douglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car, in

stock ready to drive away.—Gibb, Douglas F.x-

pert, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. 16340

DOUGLAS 2i4h.p., late 1913, 2-speed, Amac, lamps,

horn, etc., spares, tyres as new excellent condition;

£40.-64, '

Sarre Bd., Cricklewood. [5233

4 A p Douglas Combination, fully equipped, perfect,

exchange 2^,ih.p. twin solo, cash adjustment; or sell

£100.-5, Eton Av., New Maiden. [6283

FOR Sale, Dorifelas 4h.p. Combination, Dec., 1919, a»

new, fully equipped, little used; £140, or neur

offer.—Divers and Hogben, Eamsgnte. [6213

DOUGLASES.-234h.p. 1314 2-speed. £40; also

234h.p. 1915 2-speed. £45; both perfect.—Owen.

59, Scholeiield Ed., Upper HoUoway. [X5520

DOUGL'AS, 1920, 3-epeed, kick-starter, r.un 50 miles,

absolutely new, all accessories; £90; exchanges.—

Carfax Motors, Ltd., Cobtam, Surrey. [6444

DOUGLAS Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, electric

lighting, speedometer, pillion: 125 gns.—Kings-

ley, laT Union Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [6598

1016 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, fast and reliable;

XJI any trial; first reasonable offer, must sell.-

Worboys, Saffron Ed., Biggleswade. (D) [6803

AI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each adyertisement, and the date ol the Issue. BI7
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MOTOR CVCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2?j]j.p., 1916, enamel and plating in
periect condition, new Iteit, and good tyres;

£52,10.-261, llitcham Lane, Streatham. [6725

DOUGLAS 4b. p. Combination. 1919. 3 lamps rnd
horn, disc wheels, fast and reliable; trial; £105,

IT oHer.—10, Stockwell Park Rd., Clapham. [6369

DOUGLAS 1919 (Oct.) 41i.p. Combination, special
wind screen, lamps, horn, and accesaoeries, mile-

.••?e 2,000; £160.-48, Postley Ed., Maidstone. [6679

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, smart, fnlly equipped,
brand new sidecar, mechanically pertect; 80

Ens.—43, Eailslord Bd., Water Lane, Brixton. [6785

W.D. Douglas, overhauled and enamelled makers'
colours, 2-speed model; to clear at £50.—Victor

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [6175

DOUGLAS 2"j4h.p., 1916, splendid condition, all .ac-

cessories, lighting set, Tau-Sad pillion ; £65 : seen
after 6 r.m.-26, Alton Ed., \yaddon, Croydon. [6026

DOUGLAS 2yh.p., 1916, discs, bulb horn, Tan-Sad,
all accessorie:^. perfect condition ; £55.—Winters,

11, Salisbury Gardens, Chingford Ed., Walthamstow.
[6226

"|Q16 Douglas 2"ih.p., 2-speed, fitted with brand
JLiJ new engine, frame, gear box, mag., and tyres;
great bargain; 50 gns.—365, King St., Hammersmith.

[6461
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2^'.'ih.p., makers' colonrii, diopped

bars, fast, reliable; nearest offer to £60; owner
going abroad.—C82 Hutments, Victoria Drive, East-
bourne. [6393

DOUGLAS 274h.p., 2 speeds, engine No. 36590, just
been overhauled, enamelled, and plated, new

tyres, quick sale; £52.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car-
shalton. [6591

DOUGLAS 2S4h.p., 1916, lamps, horn, pump, foot-

boards, spare belt and chain, just re-enamelled,
splendid condition; £65. — 109, Mackenzie Rd.,
Beckenham. [6416

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, splendid order,
complete with accessories, electric lighting, wind

screen, etc.; £125, or good offer.— Leggett, 52, Russell
Sq., London. [6107

DOUGLAS 2Yih.p., clutch and kick starter, £105;
Douglas 2%h.p., T.T. model, £100; Douglas 4h.p.

solo, £130, combination £170.—Marston, 31. Bridge
St., Chester. [5625

DOUGLAS 2?,h.p., engine No. 31627, buffer spring
forks, 1920 Amac carburetter, lampl^, splendid ine-

chnnical condition; ride away; £47—1, Larkhall Eise.
C'lnpham, S.W. [6361

"IQ18 4h.p.e Douglas Combination, perfect condition,
Xi/ 3 speeds, clutch kick-starter, lamps, horn, tools,
etc.; £105, or olter.—Maslen, 54, The Vineyard, Rich-
mond. Surrey. [6807

2 3.11. p. Douglas, 1916, rebuilt, guaranteed new parts,
4 new magneto, cylinders, pistons, enamelled and

plated, as new; £55.-8a, Blue Ball Yard, St. James
St., Piccadilly. [6858

1 Q14-15 Douglas 2*ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
-Li/ starter, fully equipped, been stored, absolutely
good as new; £58; e.\change higher power.—Parkinson,
Builder, Chatteris. [6463

DOUGLAS 1915 23.;h.p., eicellent condition, alu-
minium discs and side legsliields, all accessories,

£10 worth of spares; prtce £65, or near offer.-Uftou
ilourne End, Bucks. [5997

L?[/I CLARK can give you good service both in new
-*-* machines and spares; try me, I may be useful to
veil.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, ' 196
Clieltenham Rd., Bristol. [Oui/

TTIDUCLA.S 4h.p. 1919-20 Combination, perfect con-
-L' ditioii, under 3,000 miles, lamps, speedometer,
rtc.; £145; seen evenings.-29, Lavender Gardens,
Clapham Common, S.W. . [6819
TAOUCLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1917, in perfect
A-' order, tyres nearly new, all on, smart machine,
kick start, clutch, etc.; £125.—Call after 7 n.m 7
Acre Hd., Merton. S.W.19. [j'jgg

1Q16 2';ih.p. Douglas, uncrated 1919, small mileage,
j.«^ cxccjitional engine, heavy tyres, large saddle,
pump, tools. Klaxon, Binks carburetter; £68—1
.Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W. [6604
"W7AT.S0N'S n.acing 2'.h.p. Douglas, special engine.
»

' winner of numerous prizes, will do over 60m.p.h. m.lNage under 2.000 since new; £70.-257ravr-ndmh Rd., Balhara, S.W. 12,

1Q20 pouKiu. 41i.p. Combination, new-- •' carffiillv 111.^4 liii>iT,„ «.i.r,._ i,„ __,

[6642

condition.
W.S.E.,
district;

[6001
not W.n., 2.;;,h.p.,

lamps, hooters.

Holou llil., Brixton. S.W.

2

car.-fullv iiwid, liiiiips, mirror, horn, crip.
I'liie tMi.e, hell, volvc, full toolkit Hrl«t„l
f.lOQ.-llox 8.872, c/o i'Ac 3/»,or C'i/rfc

'

rVtjUGLAS 1916 Colonial Model
. .1 ' "?r*.,"'

'""^ wlicoln, lootbonrds,

£48. 0.. 63, ftolou K/l., Brixton

NOVH.MIlKn
lliioiivhoiil

•I iiboio £115

poc.li. hum a lot* 1019 Domilnn rmnbinnii,,,y iiinor nr,«.M,rt.... o. now; clicun -S nenlh K.Ilijnip.lMi,! Iiii. H<iiiip.ti.i„| ^••..•..Sy:.'':"mh M

[6421

I..II ,.1.. Vi-.!;' \: ; ';""('». little u«cd npnrc tyre

•Hoii., t.;o. -Hmitlj, Kliiiii, K<yn«haiii, Bii»l.,|,

'O.C.II. hnrs a liit/>

tunar nrcn«M)Ho<

Tiihes/iitiTO). 'Phono
InelndlDif 6ntnrdnr«.

[6235

Bl8

25, NORTON STREET,

HAi-IFAX.
EXCHAf^GES WAI^TED.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., coupe, dickey .. £475
DOUGLAS, ::-3-seater £500
ACME-J.A.P. P h.p. Combination £213 15
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 .S h.p.

Combination, 28x3, spare wheel.. £218 18
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
DOUGLAS, rg2i, 2jh.p., 3-spced, solo £100
DOUGLAS, 2; h.p., s-speed, solo £100
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £177 2
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. spring frame . . £120
ROVER s-S h.p. Combination £235
NEW IMPERIAL, 3I h.p., 2-speed ... £80 17
EDMUND, spring frame, 2-speed .... £92 8
BRADBURY, 6 h.p, 3-speed £155
B.S.A. ii h.p. 3-speed all-drain Com-

bination, hood, screen, and luggage
carrier £161 15

ROVER, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, solo £182
NORTON, Big Four 3-speed, and new

bulbous back Sidecar £183 15
SCOTT Combination, 3in. Pahners . . . £198 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p. and Sidecar .... £187 ID
AUTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled £29 15

NEW 1920 SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD Skiff £27 15 6
MILLS-FULFORD Corvette £31 10
MILLS-FULFORD Family £37 8
MILLS-FULFORD dc Luxe Special.. £42 19
SWAN Sporting A.B.C £34 17 6
SWAN Sporting Indian £38 2
SWAN de Luxe Harley £41 12
SWAN de Luxe Bat £4112
SWAN de Luxe Excelsior. .

'. £41 12

SESOND-HANDS.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

WOOLER, J920, z\ h.p., 500 miles £85
DOUGLAS rgiq Combination £145
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, almost as

new £69 1

INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination £120
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., single-speed £49 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, red £62 10
VINDEC, ; h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. . 165
HARLEY, 1920, and new latest t^^pe

bulbous back Sidecar £1SS 10
Ccuntershaft TRIUMPH, renovated by

makers, new Sidecar, etc £152 10
PREMIER, 3\ h.p., 2-speed, free engine,

coach Sidecar £45
NUMBER, rgiq, 3J h.p., 3-speed, Hat

twin, r02o Millford Sidecar £125
CLYKO 6 h.p. 3-speed Combiaation.

.

£95
SPARKBROOK, 2S h.p., 2-sp., 350 ra. £59 10
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., spring frame £49 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £85

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreens, Royal £5 10
Easting Windscreens, Standard .... £410
C.A.V. Magnetos, from £7 17 6
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from . . £7 17 6
Cowey Horns, £3. Klaxons £116
Double-twist Bulb Horns . .* 17 6
Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonniksen, Trip £6 16 6
Smith, trip £5 15
Binks' Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, post free £4 6
Scnspray Carburetters, post free ... £480
New Army Knapsacks, r3l X iiin. . . 5 6
Miller's Large Lamp Set .' £3 4
Miller's Medium Lamp Set £2 4
Corona Wickless .Stoves . £1 5
Perfection Underslung Sidecar Chassis £12 10
Plated T.T. Bars for Triumphs .... £1 5
One Touring Bars, black 15
Sidecar Mudguards, with valance and

3-stav clip 19 6
Large Electric Headlights £3 7 G
Electric Sidecar Lamps £1 10
Electric Tail Lamps 8
26 X2lX2iP.aImer Sidecar Covers ., £115

Carriage extra.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
constitute a remarkable combination of slow
running, abnormal power, together with extreme
simplicity. Price £4 68., including packing and
carriage. Your priscnt carbiirillcr lakcii
^xrllanRC.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

l^JEW Douglas 1921 2y4h.p., 3-speed gear; £100
,

,,"''^^? improved frame, forks, tank, and Renold
;i,xy4 chain; in stock; delivery passenger any part
country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below),

]>TEW Douglas 1921 2?ih.p., 3-speed gear, hand-cot
-1-' trolled clutch and kick starter; £105; latest 1mproved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds J.JxVj chain
in stock, delivered passenger any part of country -
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

hVTEW Douglas 1921, three-speed, £130, with im
7" 1

proved clutch and kick starter, frame forks, etc
I .'^°1");. or with fine finish coachbuilt Douglas sidecar' including wind screen, painted saxe blue; £174- in

stock; delivered passenger any part of the country

-

Herbert Eobmson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. TA •

Bicycles.
[8321

TiOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination and 23.jh.p. Models 1^--' .^tock; deferred terms and exchanges if desired

-

Lambs, 50, High Ed., Wood Green, 151, High St.
flalthamstow, and 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I.

41, n , „ ,
[6303

n.p. Douglas Combination, complete with lamps,
screen, 2 horns, enamelling and plating as new

mechanically perfect, a really beautiful lot; £136.-^
Herpm. 47, South Lambeth Rd., Vauxhall, London.

T\OUGLAS 1916 2%;h.p., stove enamelled and plated
-*-' throughout, new tyres, tubes, and toolbags, guaran-
teed as new, ready tor the road; our price, £60; lamps
horn, etc.-W. S. Bird and Sons, 13, Henrietta Park'
Bath. [6311;

"T^OUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed'
-*-' countershaft, clutch, kick starter, speedometer
wind ecreen, watch, lamps, tools, etc., perfect condi
tion; £135.-2, Grenville Place, South Kensington
2946 Western. [650"

DOUGLAS 4h.p., Aug., 1920, mileage 900, Bonnik
sen trip, Cowey horn. Tan Sad, Flexekas, full-

insured, tools and spares, guarantees and receipt
given, cost £148; sell £130.-37, Hartley St., Bethna
Green, London. [659'

TO Irish Readers.—1919 4h.p. Douglas combinatioi
in perfect order, always carefully owner-drivei

complete with Easting wind screen, disc wheels, .spe6d(
meter, horn, etc.; within 20 miles of Dublin; oHers.-'
Box 8,890, c/o The Motor Cycle. [609

1 Q19V2 Douglas, 2%h.p., excellent engine, maker
-i-t/ colours, little used, practically as new, enanii
iinscratclied, highest grade Lueat^ accessories tliroutjl

out, special best Brooks saddle, prettiest Douglna e

the road; £81.-76, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [601

DOUGLAS 1916 2*ih.p., not W.D., makers' colou
sound reliable condition, tyres good, lami)t=. tool

many valuable spares; len.sonable offer about £57; t

further use, bought car; riuick t!;ile wanted-—53, Rnski
Walk, Heme Hill, S.E.24, 'Phone: 652 Bri.\;ton.

r60<
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fully eauipped, co:

£190, leg shields, hinged top with Triplex scree

to sidecar, Bonniksen trip, electric side and tail lamp
ridden mostly solo, practically unscratched and ;

new; first offer £156.—Wood, Heatherlea, The Val
Hampstead, [62f

B>jlh.p. 1915 Douglas for Sale, mechanically and a
'V 4 peaiiince as new, lamps, tools, and spares coi

plete; bargain, £65; would exchange sidecar suited f

7-9h.p. Indian, or lightweight single, any conditio,

"ash .adjustments.—Lsted, South Rd. Studie, Haywar
aeath, Sussex. [69

SPEED Douglases.—Owing to brilliant results ffi'

my ultra-efficient Douglases, I am now cou04

iuiting upon this machine, and will prepare accordi

to individual requirements. Eaci ra.achine tuned
Hrooklrinds, and fully ^uaranteed.i—Write, Banift

isee imder Consulting Engineers). [66

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2-y,h.p. IS

Douglas. 3-speed models, new, £100; 2^h.p.,f]
speed, clutch, and kick start models, £105; oomb
itions, 4h.p., £170; also 2',ih.p. 1920 second*
Douglas, excellent condition, £80 ; trade suppliei'

'Phone: Holborn 5777, Easy terms or exchange. [61

frame,
31, BriJl

Edmund,
EDMUND, 2'/,h.p. J.A.P., spring

slightly soiled; £75.—Marston,

1ia20 Edmund, spring frame, 2=<h.p., speedomi
X«/horn, kick starter, sidecar chassis and cairry

box, only run 130 miles; £85, without chassis £8'

Rev. Davenport, Lechlade. [6

l.-inMUND.-The lightweight with the lamlnii>(

8-1 spring frame 2iih.p. .lap model, £92/8; 2-eM
iiodel, £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-sp8ed {•

1". J. Evans, 83-91, John Dright St., Birmiogba,..
(0|1(

Elite,
'

2 sp<M
inivir

ELITE—Immediate delivery 1920 Z',ii.v.

Amao carburetter; £60.—Parker's, Brndshoj']

Bolton.

Enfield.

Quccii'd Gate Terrace, S.W.7.

All Icticr. rcl«tl„« ,0 ndvei tliementi .hould q

pNFIELD 2-strolte, 1920, as new;

19 '^

iT.TNFlEl.D Lightweight,
Hi Ma

......

£56. -W««,L
['I

Sh.p. Enfield Combination; £100.—29.'

.., , now 1920 model;
31, Bridge St., Chester. [,10

uute till: number end ol eucli advertisement, and the date of the Issue

d
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I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnQeld.

i »h.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, 1916 model: £165
} * - —Wauchope's 9, Shoe Lane London. ' [6864

920 Enfield 2-3peed, 2-strok6. unridden ; 65 gns.—
Write, Owner, 35, Lithos Ed., Hampstead, N.W.

[6085
917 Enfield Combination, complete, any trial.-

OtTers to Moseley, Dison Ground, Coniston.
[6145

INFIELD 2i4h.p., 1919. 2-speed. equipped; £55.—
i 18, Marlborough Rd., OliJ Kent Rd., S.E.I.

[6510
913 6h.p. Enfield Combination; exchange lightweight

or 3Vih.p., sell £85.—Box 819, c/o The Motor
elf. [X5235
'NFIELD Magdyno Combination, new, in stock.—
I Harvey, Hudson's, South Woodford (next The
i-i". [6083

XFIELD 1913-4 6h.p. Combination, good mechanical
order, had Uttle wear; £100.—Box 8,898, c/o The

or Click. [6157

-VFIELD 6h.p. 1917 Combination, lamps, tools,
.Hces-sories, screen, hood; £125.—48, King St

jimersmith. [5975

U9 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, kick start, perfect,
' owner going abroad; £72.—Dennis, Buscaveran,
w. Cornwall. [6217

I. p. Royal Eniield Combination ; £85 : perfect con-
dition, bargain.-Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd..
"" """= [6543.>urn, N,W.6.

NFIBLD Combination, 1916, privately owned;
any trial; seen by appointment; price £110 —

kins. Guildford. [6805

p. Enfield Twin, 1913, requires attention, less
' carburetter: £15.^Syd Pearson, Gate House,
t ylesmore, Coventry. [X5613

!
18.-Unueed Enfield 2-stroke, 1920.—Clifford Wilson

" Company, 70, Eoyal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S W 3
'

: Kensington 7113. [4737

120 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Magdyno; best
offer; solo in part payment considered.—F W

1 n, Cowley Rd., Oxford. [6560
S-FIELD 1917-18 3h.p., speedometer, Tan-Sad

lamps, perfect order; £75.-108, Edward Ed
1 tlitirse Ed., Walthamstow, E.17. [6664

|20 Enfield, 2.stioke, 2-spe9d, mirror, horn, tools.
done 300 miles, perfect condition, A.C.U. policy

i near ofier.-T61, Aigyll Ed., Ilford. [6350
16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting

- set. fully equipped, .splendid condition; £120 —
1 lieatley, 34, St. Barnabas Ed., Cambridge. [6;il6

J

20 3]i.p. Enfield, perfect condition, Lucas acces-
sories, will do 110 m.p.g. and 6 to 60 m p h

-86, Lyndhurst Ed., Wood Green, N.22. [6046

] 20 Enfield 8h.p. and sidecar, very little used.
J absolutely perfect in every wav ; 150 gns

—

J, n, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone';' 1024. [6704

1 15 3h.p, Enfield, like new. perfect running order
.^ very fast, 120 m.p.g., nearly new tyris, all ac-
ce ies; £60.-143, Percy Ed., Shepherds Bush.

1 20 Enfield 2-3troke. 2 speeds, brand new; inJ stock at list. £73/10; exchanges or easy pay-
mi i.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

IiO Enfield Combination, 8h.p., brand new; in
stock at list. £177; exchanges or easy pay-m .—2 Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

IFTELD Combination. 1916, dvnamo lighting
mileage 2,000. £120; another. 1915, £85,—

H( Motors. Malvern Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

ETELD 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition,
L915, Lucas lamps, accessories, wind' screen;

£1 near offer.—Chissold, Cookley, Kidderminster

1_ (6660
5 Enfield Combination, 61i.p., usual equipment,

I

good condition ; any trial ; delivery car, reasonm ;; nearest 100 gns.—Ward. Hazehoyd, Whitkirk,
^i _ [X5523

. Enfield. 1915 T.T. model, 2-speed, tick start,
just overhauled, all accessories, stored during war -

or offer.-Leavey, Stationer, Hartley Wintney!
[6558

?IELD Combinations in stock; Sh.p. £180, fitted
vith Magdyno lighting, makers' hood aud screen
including carriage.-Noyce, Northgate. Gt. Yar-

[6180
3 2lih.p, Royal Enfield, just overhauled and
tank re-enamelled, as good as new; £55: week-

_i; liter 6 p.m., or by appointment.—The Gables.
WH n. Orpington. [6537

IJO Sh.p. Enfield Combination, just delivered- list

,.1 price, £177; also 1919 6h.p. Enfield combina-
"0 Lucas lighting set, screen, etc., £157.—Rumsey,
Ryi LO.W. Tel.; 152. [6666
Li ''lELB Combination, engine 62042. standardM model. Easting, many spares, perfect order;
iy^'-'i'^''- .''• Exhibition Ed., South Kensington,

»J
. Kensington 4096. [5600

K i'lELD—Delivery from stock. Lightweight, 70
, I

S."*-
j,

°h.p. combination. £175, with Lucas Mag-iTO E200.-P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent. 83-91.
Jt Bnght St, Birmingham. [0300

I

PRICES

REDUCED
In order to effect a

speedy reduction of

our enormous stock

of New Motor

Cycles and Side-

cars, we have cut

down prices very

considerably.

MAY WE SEND
YOU OUR LIST?

ylll Second-hand Machines

sold by us are guaranteed.

DEFERRED
PAYMENT
TERMS,

One-third down, and

SIX, nine, or twelve

monthly instalments.

The

Eastern Garage Co.,

418, Romford Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone : +90, East Ham.
Telegrams: " Egaraco, Loudon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
r.nfield.

"10 20 Enfield Combination, Magdyno lighting, notA*^ done 15 miles, new, £183; standard combina-
tion, Sh.p.. slightly shop-soiled, £170.—Edwards. 50.
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [6851

"J
Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, 3 lamps, Cowev

-»- tf speedometer, additional front mudguard. East-
ing- wind screen, all tools, 1,000 miles only, careliillv
run in, very fast and quiet, all as new; offer;.—
Todd, St. Margaret's, Newland Park. Hull. [6334

GTi.p. Enfield Combination in perfect condition, com-
plete with all lamps, speedometer, etc., and extra

brand new 2-seater body, never used, only reason
selling bought new outfit: £140, or nearest offer.—
Rev. Burnaby, Sampford Courtenay, Devon. [6460

T^NFIELD Latest 6h.p. nnd Sh.p. Models in Stock,
-m £175, £177, and £200, dynamo lighting; also
lightweight £73/10; deferred payments and exchanges
1. desired.-Lamb's, 50, HigJi Rd.. Wood Green, 151,
Hish St., Walthamstow, and 387, Euston Ed., London,-
X.W.l. 1^606

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, fully equipped, electrii>

light and horn, speedometer, screen, Tan-Sad,
Klaxon, new heavy Palmers, Zenith carburetter, spnre
tyre, chaine, etc., excellent condition and mechanically
sound : anv trial ; bargain, £110.-19, Raymead Av.,
Thornton Heath, Surrey. [6245

ENFIELD Combination, late 1917. 6h.p., Lucas
dynamo lighting set, Lucas electric horn, bulb

horn, mirror, watch. Watford speedometer, Bosch
mag., ideal pillion seat, tools, spares, perfect mechani-
cal condition, indistinguishable from new; £160.—
Brown, Waterworks, Fradley, Lichfield. [X5559

ENFIELD (1919, August) Combination, hood, wind
screen, cover, Stewart speedometer, mechani-

cal horn, P, and H. headlight, Lucas back, separate
generators, self-contained sidecar lamp, spares, all

unused, include 700x80 Palmer cord, driving chain,
valve, etc., spare tube, Tan-Sad complete, enamelling
and plating actually as new, front and sidecar tyres
unpnnctured. back tyre one puncture, mileage 3,800,
full insurance to August, 1921; £150.-86, Mitcham
Rd., Tooting, S.W. 17. Tel. : Streatham 1419. [6401

Excelsior.

3ih.p. Excelsior, 1911, Itosch, complete except cyl.-;

2 oirers.-Adams. Snowflake, Saffron Walden. [6200

EXCELSIOR Big 6 Combination, all accessories, in

fine condition: best offer accepted.—Williams and
Co.. Portland St., Cheltenham. [X5554

~| 014 Excelsior, 7-9h.p., just been thoroughly over-
X*/ hauled p.nd painted, m first-class order; any
trial; what offers ?—Boxer, Swingfield, Dover. [6394

NEW 254h.p. Excelsior. 4-strok6 J.A.P. engine, 2-

speed, asi listed at £78; reduced as shop-soiled to

£66.—The Premier Motor Co., Ashon Rd., Biimingham.
[6789

1 Q^l- British Excelsiors, all models; delivery from
-l-«? stock in most cases, or special orders in a few
days; list prices only.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd.,
Balby. Doncaster. [2783

LATE 1919 British Excelsior, 234h.p., J.A.P.
engine. 2-speed gear box, semi-T.T. handle-bars,

in good condition; £70. or near offer.—Lt., G. S. Rnss.

3, Auchentorlie Terrace, Paisley. [6546

NEW 4V''b.p. Excelsior Big Single Combination. 3-

speed."650x65 Dunlop tyie^, bulbous hack jideoar.

£160; reduced as shop-soiled to £145; carriage paid to

any address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Bir-

mingham. [6790

F.N

F.N. 7h.p. Combination; delivery from stock.—Pear-
sons', 52, Elm Grove, Southsea. [6253

.N. 2y'.h.p., Bosch, 2-speed, clutch, go anywhere

:

ride "away.—84, Clarence Rd., Hackney. [6355

F.N, 4-cvl., 5-6h.p., thoroughly overhauled: ride away;
cheap; ofiers.—Moi-gan, Vicarage, North Shoebury.

Southend-ou-Sea. [6007

TJi.N. 1920 7h.p. Combination, 4-cyL, hood, screen,
X^ and lamps, guaranteed as new; £170.—Maudes'.
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, [6777

F.N. 4-cyl. 6-7h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

excellent condition; bargain, £50; apply after 6.

—Pont, 66, Felsham Rd., Putney. [6442

r.N. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, with T.T. bars, disc wheels,
electric lighting, splendid condition," perfect;

£30, or will exchange for clutch model.—Bath Tavern.
Mitcham. [6637

5-6h.p. F.N., 2 speeds, clutch, in good condition, and
spring wheel, girder frame sidecar, cane body;

£52, or nearest.-Bratherion, 133, Rivington Rd., St.

Helens, Lanes. [6522

EW 1920 F.N. 2V2h.p. 4-stroke Lightweight. 2-

— speed, kick starter, clutch; as listed, at £89/5:
reduced as shopsoiled to £75; free delivery to any
address.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston ltd., Bir-
mingham. [6791

FrancisBarnett.
"IQ20 Francis-Barnett, not ridden 500 miles, magni-
Xt/ ficent condition; 70 gns., very great bargain.—
Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [6702

FRANCIS-BARNETT, late 1920. 2^/ih.p.. 2-5peed,
clutch, kick-starter, complete with lamps, horu;

£70. owner bought car.—Uzzell, 88. Ellesmere Rd..

[
Saltley, Birmingham. [X553'i

F

N

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. Big
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
FranciS"Barnett.

NEW Francis Barnett 2'4h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed clutch
and kick starter, in stock at manufacturers' list

price, £88/19; deferred payments 4% extra; only one-
fifth deposit, balance by twelve monthly instalments.
—Hnnods, Ltd., 118, Biomuton Ed., Lcndou. [6372

Hai'ley-Davldson
XTARLEY-DAVIDSON, all models from stock.—

ckering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [6689

Exhi-
[5601

HARLEY Sports, new, in stock.—Clark, 7,

bition Ed.. South Kensington, S.W.7.

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—I have at present a tine
assortment in stock; all fully guaranteed.—Ross,

88. High Rd., Lee. [3849

"IQ15 7-9h.p. Harley and Henderson sidecar, electric
-1- tf lighting, etc., all accessories, in fir.st-class order.
— Gar:ige. Horsmondeu. [6329

1 Q20 Harley, electric, £85 sidecar, hood, Orto screen,
J-iy speedometei, petrol carrier; £180.-110, Wnnd-
grange Ed., Fore.st Gate.

,
[6051

"I Q20 Harley F.. Harley sidecar, fully equipped, new,
-I-«7 slightly shop-sooiled; £218.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [6854

HAIILEI'-DAVIDSON, ,n.p. twin, brand new, for

immediate doliveiy. —Walsall Garage, *Volver-
hampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9005

HAELEY 1916 Combination, hood, eoreen, leg shields,
Tan-Sad, in sound order.—C/o Cbivers and Co.,

Garage, Belfast Ed., Stoke Newington. [6006

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS'.-Delivery from stock of 7-9
h.p. with dynamo lighting, and 4h.p. flat twin sports

models.—Pearsons', 52, Elm Grove, Southsea. [6254

1Q19 Harley Combination, electric model, luxurious
-.•.' sidecar, perfect order; any trial; £185.—Oakfield
Cottage, Upper Elmers End Ed., Beckenham. [6229

NEW Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., £228;
new Harley-Davidson ' sports model, slightly

soiled, £150.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6622

"I
Q20 4h.p. Harley, electric lamps, speedometer,

-*-^ first-class condition ; no reasonable offer refused
for quick sale—Boxer. 151, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee,
S.E. [6815

1 Q 17 7-3h.p, Harley-Davidson Combination, lamps,
L*J horn, siMfedometer, spare tube, hood, screen,
splendid condition; £150.-5, Hill Terrace, Aber-
avon. [6516

HAELEI 7-9h.p., late 1915 K. engine, Bosch mn,5.,
new nuioous -sidecar, Tan-Sad, stored during war,

any ^ea.^onable trial: £140—66, Hiuton Rd.. Heme
Hill, Loudon. [5983

HAitLEY-DAVLDSON, 1918, fitted with new
specially designed C.B. sidecar, hood and screen,

new tyres, smartest on the road; £155.-261, Mitcham
Lane, Streatham. [6723

"I Q 20 Harley-Davidson, mag. model, Montgomery side-
J-t/ car, Bitrkers valances, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon,
Tan-Sad, tools, practically unused ; £220, or near offer.-
11a, Shaftesbury Place, Brighton. • [6108

1 Q20 Harley 7-9h.p., bought two months ago, new,
^9j fully .insured, speedometer, horn, lighting set,
liTn-sad, trial, going abroad ; sacrifice £125.—Wetherill.
32a, The Parade, Palmers Green, N. [6286

1Q15 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, lamps,
-I-V horn, in excellent condition, enamel very fair;
a bargain at £85.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.,. 33,
Liverpool Rd., Birkdale, Southport.. [6469

1 Q20 Harley-Dnvidson, magneto model, Montgomery
-^*' 6idecar, Barker's valances, lamps, speeflometer,
Klaxon, Tan-Sad, tools, splendid condition: £210, or
near otfor,-Mason, 45, Preston Ed., Brighton. [6074

HARLEY-DAYIDSON 1919 and 1918 Models, £85
to £90, good appearance and running order,

exceptional value, approval if carriage paid both ways-
trade supptied.-Oueii, 59, Scholefield Ed., Upper Hollo-
way. [X551t
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., special S3mi-

T.T. bars, all accessories, new tyres, very fast and
sporting machine, a real snip; £120 for quick sale.—
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., off Chalk Farm Tube
Station. [6848

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., with Grindhiy
sidecar, gae lamps. Easting screen; £195.—Hogg,

23, Hartington St., Derby. Lightweight consid.ied
pait payment. Seen and tried Campion Garage, London
Ed.. Derby. [6,15
XJAELEY-DAVIDSON.-Immodiate deUvery 1920
-^-»- 4-611. p. fiat twin, 7-9h.p., with horn and speedo-

Htli"," "'.T",^?,?','.'}. '";'^ *^"1 respectively; con be
fitted with Mills-Fulford or Henderson sidecars

-

Parker'n, Jlrodshawguto, Bolton. [X5502
TTARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, electric

u 1 '""""i''
51'":i'''l largo sidecar, hood, screen, discwheels, only done 3,000 miles, oversize tyres, a splcn-

','i:'',/",'.^V
'"

P"'."^' .S"^"'; *175.-Elce and "^Co

,

i ' ^Vc,;jr'e6ate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone •

[0070

n.
th

AvODUO 5548.

T-TARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-1919 7.9h p ex W
-»..•- flnck, thornughly cverliaulcd, comii'loto wilamp. Kcncr.ltor and mechanical horn, £130; lltto.l

o V'o
"';•.' ^^'^ '^•jnlHomuT) nidccar, guaranteed by us.

n .1 ';«'S'"'"'
raymentu no extra.-Maudos'. 100 Gt

I'ciftlnnd 61., W.l. [6778

:ss
> ".'

£210. IN STOCK.
Extra dynamo lighting, £28.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
TRIUMPH " H " £127 10
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, disc wheels £180 10
TRIUMPH Baby £75
O.K., single-speed £50 8
O.K., 2-5peed £65
CLYNO lightweight £75
CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination £250
MA'rCH LESS, dynamo £230
LEA-FRANCIS £130
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., and Sidecar . . £170
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p £100
ROVER 5-S h.p. Combination £235
ROVER, 3lh.p., T.T £147 10
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke £74 19 4
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., k /start £105
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-sp., k/statt £63 3
A.B.C., 3 h.p £150
ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-speed, k /start.. £85
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4h.p., sports

model £164 10
N.U.T., 3.\ h.p £165
ZENITH,'8h.p £139
DIAM0NO-J.A.P., k/st_art, 2-speed £90 8
LEVIS Popular , £60
P. & M. Combination £150
ARIEL, 3* h.p £120 »
ARIEL Combination £152 10
JAMES 4i h.p. Combination £170
JAMES, 6 h.p £190

Lishtweight £7310
6 h.p. Combination ... £175

Dynamo lighting £200

ALL IN STOCK.

SOILED MACHINES.
1919 TRIUMPH and Sidecar £147 10
191; TRIUMPH, fine £80
1914 TRIUMPH, hub gear £92 10
1920 WOOLER —
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Com... £160
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, dec... £210
1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON £110
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and

torpedo Sidecar —
1920 QUADRANT, 4i h.p £125
1919 P. & M. Combination £125
1919 ENFIELD, 2-5troke £52 10
1916 ENFIELD Combination £120
I9r6 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £125
J915 ENFIELD Com., dynamo ... £140
1920 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p £145

387, Euston Rd., LONDO;^, N.W.I.
'Phone—Museum 4978

'Grams— '* Lamocy, Eusroad. London.*

151, High Street, Walthamstow.
'Phone—Walthamstow 189.

'Grams—" CyclotomO, 'Phone, London '

50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22
'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

'Grams— " Doulamocy. 'Phone, London '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson

1018 Harley-Davidson, perfect condition, lamps. Lor
,

". tools, new spare tyre, tube, and chains, electr
lighting; £150.-Chamberlain, Wallingford, Berks. (61;

XXARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 191
---*- thoroughly overhauled last July, perfect runnii
order, very comfortable sidecar, very fast, comple
with lamps, Stewart speedometer, watch, wind scree
Bosch mag.; best offer over £105; by appointment
36, Madrid Ed., Barnes. Tel. : Hammersmith 93

[65:

Hazlewood.
1020 Hazlewood 6h.p. J.A.P., Combination, 3-stieeJ-^ et«., unused; £165.—Dunn, 326, Euston E(
London. rgg;

TJAZLEWOOD Brand New 5-6h.p. Combinatio
„. ottered £180, very slightly soiled, guaranteed nc

—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpot

"VTEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed clutc
-i-^ and kick starter, a thoroughly reliable onlfil
Harrods have a large number of these in stock for sa
at £186 each, or on deferred payments 4% extra: on
one-fifth deposit, balance by twelve monthly insti
ments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London

[63;
Henderson

1 Q20 Henderson Electric Model Combination, Com-L*^ Tan-Sad, etc.; nearest £180, bargain.—Evai
61. Lilheshall Ed., Clapham. [59'

"|Q16 Henderson Combination, 2 speeds, perl?
•^^ order throughout ; offers wanted ; exchange
sell; letters only.—Knight. 16, Longmead Rd.. Ta
mg, S.W.17. [641

1 Ah. p. Henderson, 1920 model, fitted with Sw
-i-vf sidecar, electric dynamo lighting, disc whee
very fast, sporty looking; £216.—Wauchope's, 9, Sb
Lane, London. [6a

HENDERSON lOh.p., 4-cyI., 2-speed, olatl
Klaxon, just been overhauled, rebushed, BraiB

sidecar. Cameo screen, fast, powerful outfit, perli
£127.-462, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [|

NEW 1921 Henderson Models, just arrived, now
view; Model KR, 12h.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, at

tyres, finished deep blue, £210; Millford modeu
luxe bulbous back sidecar to match, £44.—Buy!
aristocrat of motor cycles from the Premier
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Hobart.

1 Q20 2V2h.p. Hobart, 2-speed, aluminium footbou
-*-*/ shopsoiied; a bargain at £68.—R. Bamber
Co., Ltd., 33, Liverpool Rd., Birkdale, Southpor

[6
HOBAKT-TILLIERS 2-speea 2-stroke. splendid ]

ning order; £55, or best offer; lamps, speedome
insurance, etc. ; owner gone abroad.—Write, 33,
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 719. [3

NEW Z'Ati.jt. Hobart Lightweight 2-speed model!
stock at manufacturers' list price, £75; 4% a

for deferred payments; only one-fifth deposit, balfl

by twelve monthly instalments.—Harrods. Ltd..
Brompton Rtl., London. [6

Hoskison
HOSKISON 2-stroke, 2%h.p. Union engine, 2.sp,

kick-starter and clutch, will take a sidecar, si-

soiieii; £72.—Motorcycle Marts, Ltd.. Fair Row, fi
St., Chatham. •

[6i

HumberHUMBER 4i/2h.p. Flat Twin; delivery from stM-
Pearsons', 52, Elm Grove, Southsea. ((5

HUMBER Lightweight, fine order and condll

;

£25.-90, Queenswood Rd., Forest Hill. [()

HUMBER 1920 4i.;>h.p. Combination, lamps, ti,

spares; £155.-32, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kt,
[f,S

HUMBER Combination, 3V2b.p., 1914, 2-spee(l, 1".

epiendid condition ; £52.—Marwood, Graflham, t-

worth. [1

6

HUMBER, Villiers engine, 2";4h.p., Eosnii, Ju.st f
hauled; £28, or ofler.—Moden, Staines Boy3 He,

Asliloid, Middlese.'f. («

HUMBEBETTE, W.C, overhauled, repnintcd, J
hood, perfect Tirder; £169; exelmuge cousiilii.

—Margrave, Mottram, Manchester. [Xt|

1 Q20 Sj-ah.p. Huinber, solo or nombinntiou, 1>

-»-*' engine, 3-specd; hst price.—Lnnke^ter EngiJi
ing Co., 82-83, Victoria Rd., Snrbiton. ,!>»

HUMBER 31/2I1.P. Conchbuilt Combination, 2-«'4

H.S. lamps, horn, tyres, new, peitect niii<

Older; sacrifice, £35.-139, St. Michael's Hill, lii^j:

HUMBER Lightweight, condition as new, Bib-

B. and B., new tyres, tubes, lamps, sr*'

bargain, £30; 150 miles per gallon.—68, Hyde Ja
Greenwich.

™

|Q16 Itumbcr. 6h.p., with brand new Mllls-Fi'"
I- iy sidecar. Lucas lamps, usual spares, Eff
-creen, in perfect condition, and like new; what Oi*'

-Evans, Cilgwyn, Llanercliymcdd, Anglesey. "*

1Q19 S'/^h.p. Flat Twin Humber, handle »ti M
-l«/ hand clutch, Binks carburetter, Ilrooks w
Huddle, Cowey speedometer, new cluiins, new bnclf M
lop, just nverlmuled throughout, exeoHent concM-

75.—Dawbarn, Tauiieiy, Market Hnrborough, **'

1320 Ml leltcrs relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE-
Humber.

'TOrBER 1919 Combination, 6h.p. twin water-

cooleil, most completely eqyippecl, hood, screen,

ps speedometer, luggage grids, mirror, etc., one

the finest outfits on the road, absolutely un-

tched; bargain, £160; accept half down or ex-

5ge._Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone, Harrow. [6714

Indian.

>15 Clutch Model Indian 7-9h.p., very fast; must
sell, £60.—Parker, Printer, Keighley. [X5545

DIAN 7-9h.p., re-enamelled and overhauled, me-
.' chaniriillv sound; £95.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Port-

l! St., W.l. [6780

I

DIAN Combination, 1920, new, chance tor some-
J. body; £165, or exchange.—51, Maplethorpe Rd.,
a, nton Heath, S.E. [6483

« h.p. Indian, 1915 model, 3-speed clutch, in ex-
* I'olleut condition; will sell at sacrifice for quid:
V —Garfige, Hoismonden. [6354

l| h.p. InJinn, clutoh model, fast and powerful: ex-
1 <-liause" lower power, 4h.p. Triumph preferred; sell

£' -7. Jerniugham Ed., New Cross. [6247

I

15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, electrii^
i li^'Jitin^, disc wheals, new tyres, perfect condition;
i: .—H., 13, Linden Gardens, Bayswater. [6363

],,
16 Indian 5-6h.r., S-speed, clutch, K.S., jurtt over-

1 liauled, in perfect order, lamp^, etc., leaving
in;

: 'ianriflce £80.—Semer todge, Ipswich. [6035

]HAX.—Stoi'k delivery of new aud second-hand 00m-
i 'illations, ^yrite for list of bargains.-Victor

II; ii;iii. Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [6178
^.. i.p. Indian Combination, late 1917, Swan side-
*[ car. discs, electrically equipped, Magdyno, new
Co tion, not W.D.; £110.-1, Grosvenor Rd., Rugby.

'

[X5531
fi 16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, sporting coach-
l| built Pidecar, excellent condition throughout;
hriiu, £100.-P. Wheatley, 34, St. Barnabas Rd.,
Ct ridge. [bzl5

IitlAN 7-9h.p., epring frame combination, 2-9peed.
' ulutch, kick start, complete; bargain, £75, or near

Oft! ^•ood condition.

-

»rhampton.
-Ingram, 17,

35|

Coleman St.,

[X5232
I ;0 Indian Combination, Millford sidecar, dynamo
•*

'

lighting, speedometer, etc., new condition; £200;
throngli illness.—Eioharda, Belle Vue, George

idderminster, ^ [5956

I I 6 •Indian 7-9h p. Spring-frame Combination, 3
-^; spei-ds. dual clutcli, electric lighting, voltmeter,
alil, iram discs, tools; £120; seen bv appointment —
35j ireraile St.. FuHiam. [6673

C.H. for Indian Combinations. 1916 and 1920,

I

ynamo lighting; bargains.—5. Heath St.. Hamp-
BCi (inr. Haiupstca.t Tube Station!. Phone: Hamp-
6te 3752. Honis 9-7, including Saturdays. [6238

Tv I Deal Bargains —Two Indians to clear, very
«l itet 1920 N.E.20 combination, fitted with the
aei njieni an Bosch mag., dynamo lighting, etc..
elc emonstration mcdel; £210. or near offer.-Below.

A THEK 1920 IST.E., dynamo lighting, in perfect
•^ mdition tliroughout, solo, £140. or near oHer:

poiting Swan sidecar. £165; sidecar ofE 1920
-Davidson. -HorsiTiU. 42. Bridge St., Chester.

, X ., C5988
) Indian Powerplus Combination, electrically
equipped. Camgo wind screen, aluminium dis*
in very fine running order and condition first

enrest £176.-Moore. Castle Bd., Wellingborough

1j, , 16196
(1 Indian 7-9h.p... 2-speed. coachbuilt sidecar.
':i wind screen, electric and gas head lights, horn

uter; excellent condition, laid up during the
75.—Bolster. 19. Binclcaves Hd.. Weymouth

1j . „ ,
[6534

y> 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, mileage
*i ,000. speedometer, aluminium discs, screen.

lighting and horn, e.^cellent condition and
ince; £110.-25, Cedars Ed., Clapham; after 5
;-«M. [6i25
iN I'owerplus Sporting; Combination, discs, wind
screen, apron. leg shields, new pistons, rings
M, crankshalt, big end rollers, and small end
niainshaft and bearings perfect; £120.—88

ureen. Hammersmith. [6299
Tf JAN.-Immediate delivery from stock. 7-9h p^ iwerplus model, with dynamo lighting, electrir

ana speedometer. £181/14; combination
1; al.so 4h.p bcont model. 3-speed. £140; local
ujpliBd.-Sole Birmingham agent. P. J. Evans

Bright St., Birmingham. [01 7,-'

agp
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Invicta
Invicta-Jap, 2»,4h.p., 2-speed. clutch aniH

. loo'^?!''
^.thoroughly well built and reliabit

e, *,as;5; also S'/.h.p.. Abingdon King Dick
3-sp3ed clutch and kick starter, fitted witl

i°.''„„,°'" ^i^^^"' S143; deferred payments
I'f™'?,""'^'?'*'' <ieposit, balance by 12 monthh
enta.-Harrods. Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd

[6380

Ivy.

i,™ !Ij,'',°"^' P' 'ts tJ-Pe. delivery of all models

A,»?*? n-^f'",? ^^^ catalogues post free.-Agents. Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444
[9003

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write lor Cata'ogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Senfi a p.c. tor address of nearest agent.

TR A D E RS
wt-i-te -Foi- FREE Ca.'ta.los'i^^'

We w'sh Xo include your name on our
mailini; lis', a few names from which we
publish hers each we2k S'ocks carried by:-

Brooklng & Co.,44, High King & Harper, Bridge
Street, Exeter

Provincial iViotor Access.
Co., Bristol

H. Wellford. St. James*
Road, brigliton

IKann & Underwood,
Southampton

Street, Cambridge

Skurray's Motor Depot,
Swindon

Warminster Motor Co.,

Warminster, Gios.

R.W. Surplice, Pull Hill,

Bournemouth

^rice as il n=;trateri 66 - enrh

Fig. 893, as 895, but with stem instead
of handle-bar fitting, 66/- each.

H.A.H. REAR
LAMP

H A.H. SIDE LAMP

7?

Fig. 560. New Model.
For attachment to side-

car body or mudguard.
Fig- 573- Shows red dan- Bulls-eye lens, gives very
ger signal,lights No.plate. good light. Complete
Completewithswitch.bulb with switch, bulb, wire,
wire,c]ip,etc. Price.9,6ea. long fixing arm, nuts, &c.

Price, 8/6 each.

The Fig. 573 Rear Lamp & Fig. 560 S,Car Lamp
will work most satisfactorily off a " FLASH "

4^
volt Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery.

"Flash"' Battery, Price 14/7 each
Fig. 386 Metal Case for Flash , Price 12 /- each

ess

Fig. 428.

Has a positive screw up
or down actioo. Cannot
shake on or off, totally

insulated. Complete as
illustrated,

I'ig. 77a.

H.A.H., A.A. Badge
Holder. Price 3/6 each

Price 1 /6 each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5>

A. H. HUNT, I.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

runstall Road. CROYDON, En^.

Telephones

:

Telegrams:
Croydon 2225, 2226, 'Keyage, Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES VO\X SALE.
Ivy.

rVY CycJes, -Write, RoLhweli and
L leigh Garage, Malvern.

ililboume. Cow-
[1796

IMMEDIATE DeliTery ol all Ivy models. Iho acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. O.

llenly and Co., London and District Asenta. 91. Gt.
PoiLland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084, [0023

Sxioii.

IXION. 1915, 2i/4h.p., in splendid coDditicn: £40.
—56. Orracley Rd.. Balham, S.W. [6515

James.
JAMES Combination, 3-siJCcd 1S16 ooniiiyrKhaft.

equijiped; £66.-202, Muustcr Kd., Fulham
[60S8

JAMES S-speed Comhination, fair condition; £55.—
Harvey. Hudson's, Soutli Woodford, E.IS (nest The

George). [6082

TAMES 1919 Combination, lamps, horn, triplex* " - The Valet' screen, only shop-soiled
Acton, W.3,

oiTers.—7,
[6482

JAMES 3-speed 3Vjh.p. Tmn, good condition : £68, or
near oiler.—I'oiier, 7, Cresswell Place, Old Bromp-

ton Ed., London. [6823

JAMES 4i4h.p. Combini#ion, hardly used, as new

;

£95, or exchange solo, Douglas preferred.~36,
Oxford Rd., Windsor. - [5173

JAMES.—Immediate delivery 1920 Combination, 3

ppeeds, clnieh, Lucas accessories; £190.—ParkerV,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, [X5503

"I
Q19 4i4h.p. James Combination, lamps, etc., good

J-*-' appearance, mechanically perfect; £125.— Strettou's,
Worcester St., Gloucester. [X5239

JAMji-S Brand New Combination?, for immediato
delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The

Walsall Garage, "Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9000

LATE 1919 James Combination De Luxe, condition
as new, speedometer, lamp. etc. ; £145; by

appointment; Styal, Che.shire.-J. N. Giddings Hillcrest,
Chapel-en-Ie-Frith, Derbyshire. [6811

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4J4h.p. James combination.
new condition, large electric set; cheap.— 5, Heath

St.. Hampstead (near Hamp^tead Tnhe Station). 'Phone:
Hampttead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[6239
IMMEDIATE Delivery of Brand New Latest 6h.p.

James Combination, £190 ; 4i/4h.p. combination,
£170; both with model de luxe sidecars; free de-
livery to any address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [5588

CLEARANCE Bargain to make room for new stock :

1920 6h.p. Janjes de luxe ctjmbination, with
F.R.S. electric lighting set, run 200 miles, written
guarantee given; £178.—Whitby and Son, Motor Cycle
Depot. 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. [6481

.I.A.P

8 h.p. J. A. P. Combination, just been overhauled by
us, and in good going order, a real bargain; £58.—

Motorcycle Martt;, Ltd., Fair Row, High St., Chatham.
[6167

33,h.p. J.A.P. Racing Machine, o.h.v. single, 342
4 c.c, Brampton frame and forks, not done 100

miles sines new, will do over 60 m.p.h.; £65.-257,
Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W. 12. [6643

J.E.S.
* ATE 1920 ly^h.p. ,LE.S., mileage 300, perfect, ac-
-J cessories; £40.—Mansbiidge, Wherwell, Audover.

[6214
J.H.

*h.p, J.H. and Sidecar, complete, lamps, horn, and
9 M.A.G. engine; £71.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X5564

Kelecom.
23.h.p. Kelecom, sirigle-speed, C.A.V. magneto, B.

4 and B.. good condition; £25.—Lowe, 3, Church
Lane) Windsor. [6278

f.ea-FranctB.

IEA-FRANCIS, M,A.G. engine, immediate deliveiv;
J £130.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [6457

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G.. delivery from stock; £130.
—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.. South KensinRton.

S.W.7. [5602

LEA-FRANCIS. 1920, S^h.p. M.A.G., all accessories.
perfect, owner buying car.—Tree, 14, Courtfield

Gardens. Kensington, S.W. 2. [6327

1 Q20 Lea-Francis, brand new and unridden, must
A.^ sell; first cheque secures.—Clements, electrical
engineer, London St., Fenchurch St., E.G. [6817

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of fhese aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 1 98. Gt. Portland St..
\V.l. [0099

LEA-FRAN"CIS. 1920. M.A.G, engine, not done 100
miles, H.H. electric lighting, mudshields, uu-

scratched; £115.—Dr. Hodgson, Chislehurst. Tel.; 1S86
Bromley. - [5970

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
M.A.G. engine, at list price, £i30; or on de-

ferred payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, bal-
ance by twelve monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.,

118, Brompton Rd., London. [6374

letters Mating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. e2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea=Francis.

LEA-FRANOIS, perfect order, o-wner very little use,
very powerful, syoh.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

gears perlec-t, Dunlops, heavy (excellent condition) ; only
wants seeing; a bargain, price 70 gns., or near offer.—
Box 8,900, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6159

Levis.

"I (Ql'^-15 Levis, eingle-speed, perfect order; £28. snip.
^*^ —Dunn. 326, Eusfon Ed., London. [6843

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole- agent for
machines; price £60; delivery from stock.

"j 020 Levis Popular; in stock at list, £60;
-Lc7 payments or exchanges.—2, Nightingale
Lower Clapton, N.E.

BRAND New Latest 2i4h.p.

delivery from stock;

Levis
[5961

LEVIS, new ib20 model: delivery from stock.—Gibb
Worcester Parade. Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

r0302

IEA^'IS, the master 2-stroke, new, ready for delivery;
-J £60.-Bonlt Bros., Ltd., Holywell St., Chesterfield.

[X5426
3ih.p. Levis, lamps and accessories, perfect; £42

;

4 cash needed.—Bugden, B Lines, Bulford. Wilt-
shire. [6088

IEVIS (1915) Popular Cycle, good condition, recently
i overhauled; £40, near offer.—43, Homer St., Bir-

mingham. [X5413

Li'jVls, the finest 2-strok6 in the world, delivery from
stock; £60.—District »gents, The Walsall Garage.

Wnlj^all. Tel.: 444. [9001

LEVIS 2^ih.p., 1919 [late), not run 500 miles, in
perfect condition; £45, Quick sal6.~S6eu 32, Pcin-

bridge Gardens, W. [5987

easy
Rd-.

[6-760

Levis, Popular Model,
ii6D ; the master 2-Btroke.—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[5589

IEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock; £60,-
J Vivian Hardifi and Lane, Ltd.. 24, ' Woodstock

St. (olf Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone :

Mayfair 6559. [0318

Lincoln<EIk.
31-4h.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch DA2, mag., long copper

2 exhaust, B. and B., new Clincher tyre, just been
rebushed throughout, gcod running order-" £30, or offer,

or exchange 2-6troke.—Simons, Betlinge, Harlington,
Middlesex. [6337

L.M.C.
"IQll L.M.C. SVoh.p., belt, mag., B. and B., lamps,
J-t' horn, new tyres, sound, fast; any trial; apply
i'etore noon; £35.-63, Caithness Rd., Mitcliani, Surrey.

[6117
M.A.G.

"j Q17 8'h.p. M.A.G. Combination, electric Lucas,
-fl-tf speedometer, etc. ; offers, or exchange i'ord.—
Q.uoen's Head, Waltham Abbey. [6882

Miirtlnsyde.

MAKTINSXDE Combination, unused, unable to take
deliver? ; best offer.—Box 8,899, c/o The Motor

Cycle. - . . [6158

6h.p. Martinsyde, the super combination; ^mme.-iate
deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,

Ltd., Norwich. [2786

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
frour stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

Paris St., Exeter. [6458

MARTINSYDE Combination, lamps, horn, hood.
screen, complete, Tan-Sad; £175.—Pickup, Engle-

mere, Gt. Harwood. [618/

MARTINSYDE Combination, as new, lamps, horn,
etc. ; £155 ; or exchange for solo and cash ad-

justment.—Rlay, Hadlcw, Bickley. [6541

MARTINSYDE Combination, the cheapest on the
market. £170; we are sole distributing agents

for Kent.—Motorcycle Marts, Ltd., Fair Row, High
St., Chatham. [6169

BRAND New Martinsyde Magnificent Combination,
powerful ; finest value ever offered, with £ 10

wiirth of accessories, etc., £160; not ridden since
delivered hy makers.—63, Cowley Rd.. Oxford. [6400

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents for London.
Essex. Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford,

also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Ncwman
combination; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied;
exchanges and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

SALE.

Matchless
ATCHLESS.

^^ DAVIS' -- -^^

Q

Q
o

D

SOLESf,- HEELS

have effectively demonstrated
the uniform high qua|ity to

many who have now become
"second-nature" users.

Their refinements and
durability will be considerably

gratifying to you.

Ko apparatus is necessary, nails or screws are
obviated and, moreover, you get a sole that is

absolutely waterproof. Surely ustikon Soles are
worth consideration.

GENTS', all sizes . . . . 3/9
LADIES', all sizes.. .. 2/S

Complete with Soi-fix and directions.

USTIKON
HEELS J0
The wearing ^^^.'-n^v.-^i. -t-quality of |^^' ^'^^^^
these Hee's ^^''^

. .^ . tp^s/frfc
is indicated by th^ '.;,_- ^'*»tl>-t
fine workmanshin '^ '^*

and careful finish. In

actual wear they are still

better than you expect.

ir-ir lod.

n"-n"• v-
2"-2r ••• 1/6
n"—il" 1/9
3

" 2/-

"Are well wortli a trial."

Please state size when ordering, and

remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to the Manager, Dept. E.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matcliless.

"1 Q19 Victory Matoiless Combination, perfect run;J-t/ order: £160; complete, spare wlieel.—Fi
Thetford. -

[e

TVTATCHLESS 61i.p. J.A.P., Villicrs clutcli,
'-'-- staiter, first-class condition; £47.—Box 8,743,
The Molor Ciicle. [;

"I Q 20 Model H Matchless Combination, dyn-»-f lighting, hood, screen; £160.-29, St. Leona
St., Bromley-by-Bow.

[(

1 Q20 (September) Matchless-M.A.G. CombinaJ-" 1921 improvements, absolutely as new; ilf
294, Kennmgton Park Bd., S.B.ll. [I

MATCHLESS H, Aug., 1920, Lucas equipir
speedometer, cost £225; take £190.-40,

Imgton Rd., Southflelds, S.W..ia. [(

lY/fATCHLESS, fl.\ed gear, 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P. enfXTX repainted, accessories, very fast; £75, or nea'—Chudley, 48, Wonlord Rd., Exeter. [(

MATCHLESS 8h.p. C.B. Comhination, 2 sp
screen, speedometer, etc., overhauled ; fS5.-

ner, 88, Brousart Ed.. Fulhom, S.W.6. fi

1 Q21 Matchless standard and Magdyno modellJ-" stock, list price; £205 and £230.—Edwi
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

Qh.p. Matchless Combination, 1915, complete tool^ fit, speedometer, 3 lamps, tyres excellent condi;
ilO.5.—Box 8,887, c/o The Motor Cycle.

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, X
Magdyno, spare wheel, luggage grid, equa

new; £200.—Parker's, Bradshaivgate, Bolton. [X

MATCHLESS Model H, complete lamps, hoo(l,'l
leg shields, etc., low mileage; sacrifice £187

pointment.—Alva Cottage, Ashford. Middlesex.

1 Q20 Matchless Magdyno, slightly shop-soiled; £
-i-*^ standard model, same condition, £174.-
wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington,

D

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road
Victoria, S.W.I.

STOCKISTS WANTED

3ii..p..

M
1 O 21 .Models now ready; all the latest improvoraentes.
-«-•' Icn can have one now, or book delivery for any
lorw;iirt (late. Every combination personally tested by
the Mntolilon.'i .specialist. Spnrefl of all dates in stock.
—J. Tasscll, In. Bloomfield lUl., PlurasteJid. [6881
£*h.p. Mat^-hless C.B. Combination; £75.-59 Paltrcv" PIa.-c, Dorset Rd., Clapham Kd.. 8.W.8. [6410

I Q20 Model n Matcliless Combination in stock, com-•i" plcto lamps, etc.; £21S.—Cross, Agent, Rolber-
''""• [X6563

1Q20 MntchlnM Combination, upring frame, MAO
J.»/ eni!lau: what iiBer»?—Mjiwuon, IJraper. Mnre-
tambo [5948

B22 All letters rclntliig to advertisements slioiild quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isBUt

E

£185; 1920 Matchless 8h.p. Model H comb™
shop-soiled.—Oliffoid Wilson Co., 70, Royal

gine, Lucas dynamo, speedometer, spare

-

bargain, 190 gns.—Brookes, Upper Gornal-, I

Qh.p.

pital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W. Tel.: Kens. 7113'.

-| O20 Matchless Combination, Model H, J.A:

etc.

;

"I 020 Matchless H. Moclel Combination,
J- 9J engine, tis new, fitted with spfires to value
all at £aiO, offer.—Sargent, 91, Main Rd., S
Kent.

Matchless-Jap, 2-speed, Binks, coachDuirt
r, hood, screen, thoroughly overhauled an

enamelled; £110, or near.—20, Somers Kd., W&l
stow, E.17.

"j Q20 Matchless Model H. M.A.G. engine,
J-t? screen, speedometer, absolntely as new: .

exchanges or easy payments.—2, Nightingale
Lower Clapton, N.E.

MATCHLESS.-We are now booking orders fo

mediate delivery of 1921 models.—Distril
agents ior Hamp(>hire, Pearson and I'earsou, Ltd
Elm Grove, Southsea.

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921 model, dyi

in stock.— Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.
Woodstock St. (olT Oxford St.) Bond St.. Londou,
'Phone : Mayfair 6559.

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, Aug.,
Iiucas lighting, spare wheel, all tools, con

like new; £140.-Clark, 7, Exhibition RdtV"-
"Phone : Kensington 4096. .^^

WATTCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; i-'P
M;ttriiles3 coml>ination, dynamo lighting i^'

nUc standard model, new, immediate delivery from '

£230 and £205 respectively; also a second-baud j'

model J.A.P. engine, offers. 5-

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 model, ,i^

screen, hood, all accessories, Lucas horn 8I*'

lamp, large head lamp, tail lamps, etc., slightly sjj

£195.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. 2

MATCHLESS H in Stock, £205; also Mntt^

dvnnmo, £230; deferred terms and excliflu '

desired.-Lamb's, 50. Hipu Rd., Wood Green, 151. (HJ

St., Wultham.stow, and 387, Eustou ltd., London, P J

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your ordetjl

with Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. S.E., toi¥
motlels; deliveries guaranteed strictly as P^r H
received; a largo assortment of 1919 and 1920 IR
also in stock.

™

WE Have for Sale the famous Matchless J
cycle racing stud, including 3.'-jh.p. MawB

500' ex. M.A.G. twin-cyl. engine, 3-speed ^*'A
winner 100 miles world's record and 100 niuMB'
race, Brooklands, and other numerous wins; riad|pl

H. Martin and Major Woodhousc

Ditto, but with variable fjear; winner

kilo 500 c.c. class, also 3 hrsts, Lnton

trials, 1919, 10 miles open scratch race, Brool|

1920; ridden by H. Martin.

23h.p. Ditto, 3-speetI gear (350 ex.); winner

4 scratch race, Brooklands, and nunaeroO«[

wins; ridden by T. Eve.

PRICE £150 Each.—All machines in P«|w*
11 nd can bo seen and tried.—A. G. MiilW

Martin Works, Scrubbs Lano, Willcsden, N-W
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

iTCHLESS Model H. Combmntion, M.A.G. engine,

(lyniinio li^'htinfj, si)eedonieter, hood, screen, nickel

ivliecl, iiud spiires in case, am.nrtest lot in Enslnnd

:

£300, lui'L'iit £230.—Apply, Canty, Crockenhill, ni

ley, Kent. , [5920

\TCHLESS 1921 Combination in stock. Please

call and inspect the latest model. One 1920
lination, slightly used, at £175, a splendid bar-

guaranteed sound.—City Agents, Elce and Co.,

i. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone :

ue 554S. [0065

Metro.

15 Metro-Tyler, 23:ih.r., first--cl.ass condition, fully

equipped; £45.-131, Mantilla Ed., TootinK.
(6357

ilTRO-TYLEE, late 1919, 2-speed, perfecet condi-

. ii.i aci^essories ; £b5.—leny, 24, Leigh Ed.,
•' Cheshire. [6087

1 'TKQ.TTLEE, sinfrle speed ; epeoinl bargain U
I clear, £40.—Victor Horsnian, Ltd., 7, Mount

int, Liverpool. [6174

t
9 (Dec] Metro-Tyler, lamps, tools, accessories,

}\ H)w inileape, goad climlier and fast, T.T. bars,

u sporty, long e.xhaust, private; £50.—Bottomlev
a Hill, Balham. S.W.12. [5982

TRO-TYLEB Latest S Type. 2-speed. 2-stvoke.

Ii
in stock; jt80 ; extended terms 4% extra.—City
s, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
«:, E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. (0073

CRO-irLEB, type b, latest model, brand new
. l^h.p., 2-speed, with enclosed mag. and gear box
8' lelivery from stock. Local trade supplied.-Sole
u tgliam aeent. V. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright
t.l rniingham. [026f

Minerva.
*

;

Twin Minerva, kick start, mechanical valves,
| osch, modern machine, running order; £25, noM alter 6 o'clock.—30, Green Av., Northflelds Av.,
fe Ealing, W.13. [6413

I
Monarch.

U fAECH, 4^4h.p. Precision, 3-speed Armstrong
ear. Canoelet sidecar, wind screen, perfect con-
sacriflce, £70.-139, St. Michael's Hill, BriMnl.

[6423
'ARCH 1920 model. 2=4h.p. Villiers engine, nev
res, Amac, Tan-Sad, Cowey speedometer, lamps.

, fast, and in perfect order; £50.—Mayer, 439.
iliange, Manchester. [6294

MotO'Reve.
D-EEVE 234h.p., overhead inlet valve, automatic
ihuretter, excellent condition, fine climber- bai-

i[i 25.-157, Tnlse Hill, S.W.2. [6130

Motosacoche.
r 11 TWEIGHT Motosacoche, Bosch mag., DruidU

1

ks, good condition, complete; £16.-10, Evnella
U.,1 Dnlwich, S.E.22. '[6251

J New Hudson
1*1 ."?". Hudson 2'4h.p.^ perfect; £35.—Cobbett.

\t

tochdale. West
'/4h.p. ,

Hill Bd., Woking. [6464
Wa HUDSON 2Mh.p. 2-speed 2 stroke, countershaft
V,

I

' condition and pertect.—MuUis, Alcester, War-
'"^K >• [5969

|\fl| HUDSOIf Lightweight, 1920 models; deferred
1^^ nients arranged.-New Hudson Cycle Depot, 46.
'ray rn Ed.. London. [6354

1 (m New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, perfect order
^"\ dly equipped: £120, no oflers.-Oakfleld Cot-

per Elmers End Ed., Beckenhnm. [6228
HUDSON Combination, 1919, 4h.p., lamps,
sdometer. wind screen, grid, mileage small'
. excellent; £115.-113. Twyford Av., Acton. '

New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, new gears,
'rfect order, economical, speedometer, lamps'
be, tools; sacrifice £85.—Fricker, Newtown'

[6551
HUDSON Lightweights 1920, 2%h.p. 2 sp e.i
>, or fully equipped with head lamp and gen-^r
I lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registratiun
ad oil, £79/15.—Coppen, Allan and Co. 89
tland St., London. W.l 'Phone: Mayfai

[0280
New Imperial.

MBilMPEEIAL 1915 2y4h.p., 2-speed; £45, near^' [er.-Church, Badshot Lea, Farnham. [6116
IMPERIAL, 1921, 25/4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed;
W17.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6631
New Imperial-Jap, ride away; owner going
iroad; £42.-6, Dawlish Ed., Leyton, E.IO.Mr . ,

[X5528
INe-w Imperial, 2^ih.p., good order; £55.—
car, Netherbury Vicarage, Beaminster, Dorset.

MPERIAL-J.A.P. 2?^h.p., 2-speed. P.E., 120
.g.; bargain, 38 gns.—67, Brighton Rd., Croy-

[6646
IMPEEIAL 2S4h.p., 1917 engine, just over-
lied; £60.—Crowley, M.L. Experimental, Dart-

[6524
'ih,p. New Imperial Combination, hardly used,
I PS. etc.; £145.-Stretton's, Worcester St..

[X523.3

S399

ELITE-iets
No. 1

Strike, don't care-
Send to Elite—

For Tyres and Tubes
—they're hard to

beat I

PERFECTLY NEW
DUNLOP HVY.
MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.
LATEST MAGNUM PATTERN
TiJr Government Stores.

26x21
26 X 2}
:6x2V
28 X 3 Ex. Heavy

Our Price, List Price.

?I<S 53/6
.. 39/6 56 /r)

.. '45/- 67/9
.. 48 /B 84/-
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Our List
Size. Make. Price. Price.

26X2 Englebert Wired-on Rib 25/- 55/-
26X2J Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

44'- 68/9
Avon Com. .S, and R. Stud. 44/- gr /-

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hv.. 42/6 62/6
Beldam Extra Heavy .... 39 /fi 64/-

39/-
37/6

52/6
67/-

'

Bates No. i Special

Englebert Wired-on R. Std 35/- 64/-
34/- ^8 /-"

Hutchinson T.T .

.

33/6 igl-

,,
Englebert Wired-on Rib 30/- 60/-

2tX2l Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy. 42/6 60/6
Beldam Extra Heavy . .

.

40/- 68/6
Bates No. i Special 39/6 71/6
Hutchinson T.T 39/6 6r/9
Palmer Cord Heavy . . . 39/6 66):

^^
Kempshall Anti-skid .... 37/6 75/-

,, Avon Tricar Rubber Stud. 14/6 72/6
26X2i Palmer Cord Heavy O.S. .

.

59/- 74 '5

28X3 Goodrich Salety Tread . .

.

52/6 93/6
^ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 42/6 Sr/--,

,. Moseley Extra Heavy 3 rib 35/- 78/
,, Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads 33/

650 X 65 Palmer Cord Heavy 68/- 79/6
700,, 80 Dunlop Grooved 75/- 99/6

Avon Sunstone 72/6 86 /J
S, Moulton 3-rib 72/6 94/10

„ Wood Milue Gruvrib .... 72/6 94/10

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
[Seven days anainst remittance.)

TUBES—New and fully guaranteed.

zQ.<z b/0 20x2^ .. //ti 20X2.t B/9
26x2} 7/- •26x21 ... 7/9 28x3' 11/9
•26x2} 7/6 •26X2iX2i 8/3 28x3.11/9

• Endless.

BELTS—IN oTANOARD LENGTHS
Dunlop. Pedle>-. Bates,

etc. Per F-ot,
fin
t /q

i in nn liin

2/22/93/-
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SS 264-266. Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

g Victoria, S.W.I.

TI] Telephone: Victoria 6553.

E^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1919, 27.|h.p. J. A. P., 2-speecI.
guaranteed as new; £66.—Maudes". 100, Gt,

Portlfind St., W.l. [6774

"lyEW IMPERIAL 2S4h.p.. 2-speed, accessories, T.T.
-Li bnis, good running order, late model; £45.-325,
Essex Rd., Isliiigton. [6825

£120.—Unused W.D. New Imperial combination.—
Ctifloid Wilson Company. 70, Royal Hospital Rd..

Clielsen. S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [4735

llfeig New Imperial, a'/oh.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S..
--•' just overhauled and rebushed, exceileut rendition;
£55.-Taylor, Huist Lodge, Hadley Rd., Barnet. [6033

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.— 2V2I1. p. idJO
New Imperinl-Japs, 2-speed clutch, and ku K

start models; £89/5; with 2-speed, only £80/17.
[6879

1 Q20 New Imperial, 2";ih.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, new,
-•«' in stock, at list; £80/17; exchanges or easy
payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

[6770

1 Q20 New Imperial Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., just
--•-' arrived, at list; £186/18; exchanges or easy
payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

[6769
NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. ModM, S-speed.s kick

start. Iraud-controlled clutch, with Sunboam siderar,
lully etiuipped; £150.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X5491
1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-.=peed, kick-
-i-*^ .^tartor, fitted lamps and horn, new, uuridden,
cost £94; first cheque £85.—Cathcart House, Matile-
thorpe. [6729

1 Q20 2%h.p. New Imperial with Y..^. and clutch,
-I*-' fully equipped and insured, mileage 300, cost

£100; acL-ept £75; bought combination.—Apply, Bos
8.901, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6160

PiJEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery iroui
i-^ stock of this popular 22ih.p. machine, 2-spetKi

model. £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89/5.—
I' J Evans. 83-91 John Bright St.. Birminsii;im

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Brand New Lightweight,
2";4h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-speed gear, list price

£80/17 ; special cash price, machine slightly shop-
soiled, £68.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate A v..

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0066

Ntw Rvder
NEW Ryder 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft, good

tyres, perfect rurtning order; £30.-87, Fuln.am
Palace Rd., Hammersmith. [6556

New Scale.
3i.a.p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar machine;

2 £90, delivery from stock.—Agents, Grav and
Liaynes, 8, Low Rd.. x>alby, Uoncaster. [2785

19
19

Norton.
20 T.T. Norton; list £98.—Dunn, 326, Enston

Rd.. N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5911

20 Norton Big Four, mileage small, perfect; £130.
Box 8,918, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6319

NORTON.—North Yorkshire agente: R. H. L. Picker-
inij and Co., 239, Linthorpe Rd., Middlesbrough.

[2997
NORTON 1920 T.T., Philipsou, Bonniksen, small

luilenge, very fast; £112.—Gripper, Stansted, Essex.
[6065

NORTON T.T. 3,'/^h.p.. S^speed. Sports Model, in storlc.

just delivered; £132 ^Boult Bros., Ltd.. Holywell
St., Chp.rte7iield. ^ [X^4t..

NORTON Big 4, 3-speed, 700x80 tyres, sports side-
car, or separate; awaiting cheque at works.-Lon^.

Crowle, Doncaster. [6028

NORTON 1916 3V^h.p., 3-speed, lamps, speedometer,
horn, first-class condition; £95.—Maudes". 100,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6775

NORTON Big Four, delivered Sept., accessories,

perfect: owner buying car; £140.—Barber, 9.

Oakwood Rd., Swansea. [6^107

1 Q20 T.T. Norton, iust delivered, very fast; £98;
X«7 will ride 100 miles on receipt deposit.—30,
Greenhill Rd., Harlesden. [6555

DAN GUr, W'eymouth.—Sole agent for Norton motor
cycles; 3V3h.p. sports, ail-chain, £132, from stock;

e^nrly delivery Big 4 combination. [5963

NORTON 1920 Big Four Model, with Sandum sport-
ing sidecar. Cameo wind screen, fully equipi>ed;

£150.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5490

1Q20 Norton SVoh.p., T.T., only run 250 miles,
A.7j won several medals, as new; 85 gns.—Julian, -

84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone ; 1024. [G700

1 C|20 (April) T.T. Norton, Philipson, lamps. Klaxon,
JLJ7 tools, good condition, very fa^^t; £100, or jiear

offer.-Smith, 5, Lancaster IMoce, Blackburn. [6150

1 020 Big 4 Norton and Canoelet racing sidecar,
J~Xf Mabon geai-, specially constructed for hill-

climbing, as new in every respect; 127 gns.—Julian,
84, Broad St., Reacing. "Phone : 1024. [6698

1 020 3Vjh.p. Sports Norton, 3-speed, and racing
X«/ Canoelet sidecar, winner of many gold medals
in hill-climbs, splendid condition ; 138 gns.—Julian,

' 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [6695

I
VH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oX the issue B2^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"1 Q16 Norton 5V:;h.p-, sporting model, aluminium discs.
J- *^ dynamo lighting, every possible accessory ; can be
seen in London by appointment: £87; -n-ould exchange
lor A.T. ilonocai.—Sodbury House, Gt. Clacton, Esses.

i [6136
"I Q20 Big Four and Norton de luxe sidecar, com-
-fl- tf plete with electric horn, head and sidecar
lamps, engine No. 20223 ; 145 gns., Bonniksen speedo-
meter £4/10 extra. — Evergreens, Leigh- Woods,
Bristol. [6801

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, mileage small, tip-top con-
-*-*' dition. Miller head lamps. Xlaxon horn, speedo-
meter, inee-grips, only run solo, 2 sprockets, sidecar
and solo; 125: London, N.W.IO.—Box 8,873, cla.Ihe
Molor Cycle. [6002

1 Q 1 ? B.R.S. Norton, winner numerous open competi-
-*-*-' tioas, excellent condition and tune, many useful
spares, including carburetters, tvres, belts; open expert
examination and trial; £115.—Claude Duncan, Belmont,
Dalkeith, Scotland. [6203

NORTONS.—Try Horsman for immediate deliveries.
Present stock includes new T.T. belt drives, B.R.S.

models. Big 4, and all model sidecars; second-hand Big
4 and sidecars. Write or wire.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.,
7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [6173

"1016 T.T. Norton, Philipson, lamps, horn, knee grips,^^ t.anks re-enamelled, exhaust pipe replated, new
handle-bars and tyres, thoroughly overhauled and tuned
lor speed, stored 2V, years of war, perfect condition

;

Bath district; 87 gns.—Box 8,938, c/o TIk Motor Cycle.

[6847
N.S.IJ

FOE Sale, 1914 3>ih.p. N.S.U., spring frame, 2-
speed, splendid order; £35, near offer.— 19, Luxor

St., Camberwell.
, .[5992

N.U.T.
N.U.T.—In stock 3V2h.p. sporting model, Magdyno

lighting; £165.—Noyce, Northgate, Gt. YarmouthN[61S2.U.T. Twin, Magdyno lighting, delivery from stock;
£165.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [6453

N.U.T., July 1920, dynamo lighting, only run about
500 miles; £125, genuine bargain.—Hughes, 11.

West St., Porthill, Stoke-on-Trent. [6547W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage. Veovil.
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery: write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel.

:

Yeovil 114. lou<..

N.^.T.—Delivery from stock of these models, equipped
with magdyno lighting, price £165; sole whole-

sale and retail agents for Statfordshire, the trade sup-
plied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

O.K

O.K. Junior, Villiers latest model, new; £50.—Mar-
ston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6633

O.K., 23<h.p. tjnion engine, shop-soiled; £42.—Motor-
cycle Marts, Ltd., Fair How High St., Chatham.

[6165
O.K.-VILLIERS. 2i,!.h.p., shop-soiled, not been on

the road; £47/10.—103a, High St., Wandsworth.
[6468

#\.K. Junior, 1915, 2-speed, lamps, horns, tools, good
V^ tyres, belt, 125 m.p.g. perfect; £38.-12, Ravleigh
Ed. Basingstoke. [6184

O.K.-UNION 234h.p., 1920 (June), lamps, horn, etc.,
splendid climber; bargain, 43 gns., no ofjer,*.- 86,

High Ed., Wembley. (Evenings, week-ends.). 16062

"DEAND New O.K. Juiflor, 2;.^h.p. Villiers engine,
-*-' 2-speed, accept £55; also O.K. Union, single-speed,
£50: in stock.—Birch's Garage, Wolverhampton. [6154

UNION 1920 2%h.p. 2-stroke, Burman 2-speed, kick
starter, hand clutch, B. and B. variable, Lucas

lamps, as new; £65.—Ferguson, Lome Terrace, Darling-
'on. [6135

Omega.
33h.p. Omega-Jap, the sporting single: immediate

4 deliveries.—Norwich -'l^.oc Co.. Ltd., Norwich
(2787

OMEGA 1917 2-stroke, fine condition throughout,
owner going abroad, bargain; nearest £44,-20.

Somerset Rd., Walthamstow. [6579
f^ih.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, original tyres, 120/&4 m.p.g.; £45; photo; exchange Douglas.—Argyle

. DJ »..-. m_-^-
jggjg

the beet and
-, --- „ ---i; — .— .t, list price.

Agents. Gray and Raynes, 8. Low Ed., Balby.

Lodge, Newton Rd., 'Burton-on-Trent.

/JMEGA-J.A.P.'s. 2j4h.p., 2-spee'l

-Al
HoncQster. (2784

P. and M.
p. .and M 1920 Model, delivery from stock; £115.-
J. Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [6454

NEW 1920 P. and M. Combination, fully enuinned
1.145.-193. liroomwood Ed., Clnpham, S.W. [6342

"IQ19 P. and M. Combination, bought new AucuxtAy vol y httle u»cd
; flOO.-Myera, 28, Oriental Place'

Ungliton. [6127*

"p. and M. Combination, 3i,i,h.p., late m<xlel, goodJ. cndition; any trial; £67/ld.-103a, High StWandsworth. *
[g,^'^

p. and M. 3'/.ih.p., man., 2 speeds, countcrshurt
mn«t sell, £29/10.-53, Swaflleld Rd., Wandv'

worth. S.W. 18. [6611

3,500
Ex-Government Brand

New Heavy Motor

Cycle Covers.

still fop sale at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

Trade supplied at special
prices for six or over.

Douglas Spare Parts
Ex-W.D. Stock.

Large quantities of new
2| and 4 h.p. parts in

stock.

Write us your requirements.

SAMPLE PRICES.
£ s. d.

Big-end Bushes . 2
Small-end Bushes

.

2
Pistons 12
Valves Complete . 6 6
Fork Link 1 6
Engine Sprockets . 4
Pulleys 8
Chains 9
Front Brakes . . . 1 2 6
Fork Springs .

.

2 6
2| Frames . 5
4 h.p. Frames . 5

(Les? Back Stays)

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

3ih.p, P. and M., guaranteed as new, mileagt
2 bargain. £90.-31, Claremont Rd., Alej

Park, Manchester.
[;

1 Q 20 P. and M. Combination, nnscratched, n
-*-*^ 400, Lucas lamps; £135, or nearest offe]

Dover Rd., Brighton.

P. and M., R.A.F. model, good order and cont
lamps, etc.; £55, ouick sale.~ll, Baubur

Battersea I'ark Rd., S.W. 11.

31h.p. P. and M. Combination, late 1918,
2 used, all accessories; £90, or exchange f

h.p. mount and cash,—31, Halford Rd., Fulham.

P.
aud M. Combination, lot€ R.A.F. model, me
cully perfect, enamel new, finished blue an(

(1920 colours); would separate; £75.-114, Hil
Peckhnm, S.E.IS.

P. and M. Combination, Jan., 1920, fully eqy
insurance, perfect condition, little nsed, No.

Heme Hill district; 135 gns., or offer.—Bos
c/o The Motor Cycle.

."IQ19 3V2h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, lamps,
-LtJ i^owey speedometer, delivered new in Feb.,
absolutely a-j new; £100.—R. Bamber and Co.,

33, Liverpool Rd., Birkdale, Southport.

P. and M. Combination, 1919, blue and go
speed, kick starter, Henderson sidecar, fast,

and reliable, perfect order; £95 delivered, sacr

!

Bernard, 42, Clenthorn Rd., Jesmond, Newcas
Tyne.

TO 18 P. and M. 3>^h.p. Combination, appeara
-*-^ new, complete with lamps, tools, horn,
tubes, and other accessories, iu perfect order;
or nearest offer.—W. S. Bird and Sons, 13, He:
Park, Bath.

P.
and M., W.D., 3i/2h.p. model, overhanle
guaranteed by us, £78; others, not overl

but in running order, £63 ; complete with
Fullord sidecar. £109; deferred payments no e
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. '

P. and M. Combination for Sale, 1919, Sl^h.p.

lute good machine, mechanically perfect i

splendid condition, tyres as new, all lamps, tool^
apron, kick-starter, speedometer, a real good
M., fully insured; all for £109, privately ow:
wants seeing; bargain.—Rich, 100, High St.,

N.W.IO.

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., have several R.A.F. i
for immediate delivery, reconditioned and in

teed by them. Prospective motor cyclists shot-

hesitate to procure one of these machines now,
prices are low; £90 solo, or £120 combinatioD.-
paiticulars on application, or one can be iuaite

London Showrooms, 4, Berners St., Oxford St. (o

Bourne and HoUingsworth). W.l.

P and S.

NEW 2%h.p. P. and S., fitted with the ViH

stroke engiue, 2-speed; f73.—Wauchopcs. ;

Lane, London.

P. and S. 2;2h.p.. 2-stroke Villiers engine, :

shop-soiled; £65.—Motorcycle Marts, i-iu

How, High St., Chatham.

Peugeot
5-6h.p. Peugeot, 2-speed, clutch, H.S. coiiiIm.

exchange lightweight; sell £55.—Box 8.^'

The Motor Cycle.
Pope.

7-9h.p. Pope and Sidecar, with all access' M'

class condition; any inspection; £90.— ^-en i

Hudson's. South Woodford (next The George).

P.V.
)_>.V. 2-speed 2-Btroke Motor Cycle, spriut: m,,:,

in stock; £75.-Boult Bros.. Lt<i., 11<1-

Chesterfield.

P.V., 3h.p. Precision engine, 2-speed, spuiu.

shop-soiled ; £87. —Motorcycle Marts. Lu '

Row, High St.. Chatham.

Premier.
3JLh.p. Premier, 2 speeds, nmning ord.r; '^

2 Speechley, 1, Gnunersbury Lane, Aotou >;;

PREMIER Lightweight, splendid oonditioii. «
overhauled; £35.—Owen, Scale Hayui' *

Newton Abbot. •

Quadrant.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. K.^-^

4V-'h.p. Quadrant Combination, latc-^ .

model; '£145. ("

DEMONSTRATION Quadrant Combiniitiim, i*

iilUhiiin, perfect; bargain, £95.-PfiHn'[*

liasoellcs Rd., Dover.

4ih.p. Quadrant Couibiuation, 3-8peed, )ii>\
J2 .splendid condition, its new

;
price ^^^tf

House, Nortli Stift'ord, Grays, Essex. >'

QUADRANT 4>/2h.p. Big Single; combinati-*'

solo £115; hew machiaes always \a el •

only moderate-priced outfit lett.—Victor ^
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasoat. Liverpool. '

NEW 4'Ah.p. Quadrant Combination, to )^

Bpcoiflcntion, at list prioo, includiup onrr''

works. £147/7/3, or on deferred payments 4,
>»

Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Ud., Londcn

i*

ii2^ Alf letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the tau



October 2«th, 1920. JIHE MOTOR CYCI.E.—Supplement.
MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR

Quadrant.
OLII-'FORD WILSOK' Couipciiiy, Quadrant sole aceDts

nud distributers far Sonth-eostcrn Counties
riade enquiries invited. All models from etock
jarge selection of second-Iiand combinations — 70
Joyal Hospital Kd,, Chelsea, S.\V.3. Tel. : Kensin-
on 7113. ^

Advertisements.

Reading.Stantlard.

[473a

OEADI.VG.STAXDAED, Model 1920, with Hender-
l.* son tlife side.Mr. druiiiuo lighting, and all up-to-
a*> accessories, has only been used lor a lew demon-
trahons m nosolutely new condition ; will accent first
Msoaable offer.-Garage, Hoismandeu. £6333

Rea

El^7^i'i-''.;,''''*'i'';
^„?P^''''^' perfect; trial; £25.-

!-•' 17, Heatoa Rd„ Mitcham. [5441

JJ''-?-,^*''-. "?>''? P-^- ™°ning order; £30.-Coppm,»e I.nuivet, Bodmin, Cormvall. 16296

-27 fi r;^^' R^'- ??"'' <;ondition;- ride awaf ;' nlf?r-27. Lisuiure Ed., Gospel Oak. [6064

i^S,.l'^^.
^"^''''•- 2;speed, and Philipson 1914 coach-* rrailt sidecar, wind screen, apron, all in good orderclKdine tyres; £50.-Boscrs, East St., South Molton:

'b.V. Uex Motor Crcle and Wicker Sidecar, 2-spJe'd
- free engine, new cylinder and piston; £35 leadv

inSithirl"^-''-
^^^"-^ «• 2-«^=- ^^^'^

l^l^"l.Z3^\\ ^-'^''•F- 'Clutch, everythins brand
...0 A J^^^o ''"' ™E'n«; any trial here; whai
!ST, ??'' .'^'S™. I'otter-s _Green, Walsgrave-on
vne, nr. Coventry. <=

[XS141
ATEST Model 55 Hex Combination, brand
,o,,o''- .

I'lackburne engine, spaie wheel.
- new,

iBMn" W'f " .—o'"^. ^pato wheel, etc.;

itor f-!, Hto/ bh"' r."
''"^ address.-The Premier

3tor 00., Aston jRd., Birmingham. [3799EX de Luxe 4h.p. C.B. Combination, late 1913 2
l> speeds, handle start, watertight Bosch, Bin'ks,
lied during war, mileage u^der 8,000, practicallv new
'es, accessories, excellent order throughout. £85- seen

£140.—
[6636

Roverr
'OVER 192C 3'ih.p., all-chain, perfect-
^ Copner, Dragon House, Petersiield.

9^°^,,^?,'':^'' 4'*-S-' 3-speea, all chain, unused-V f 117'10.-Dnnn, 326. Euston Ed., London [6841
th.p. T.T. Eoyer, Philipson, fully eauipped, fasta serrect condition; £48.-82. Church Ed,, Mi tchnm
'

. . [5952

*'P^ ll<?'^'-
'-^reed, clutch model, perfect condi-

tion : £60. or near«st.-S. Payne. 2, Southwest Edtonstone.
[533,4

WEE 1919 Tt; rerfeet machine, all accessories-
80 gns.-Hutchiugs, 112, Wanstead Park Av

'

ipr.-laik. (-3222'

BAXD Xew
-
Rover Combination, 3Kh,p S-sneed.^ams, belt drive; £165; for quick sale-ll, Atei'

' [6155
"Wolverhampton.

(20 Sover 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, screen, sreed-
^

oineter, liiuips, horn, as new, a snip; £150.—Hunt,
Eiiston Ed., London.

snip; £150.—Dunn,
. . _ [6840

.!l;P. Eover, splendid condition, Bosch mas E and

.*i?,C 1??" w'^'^.i '''l^'"-
I'MSain. £25/10.-179,

afllBla Ed.. Wandsworth. [6131
J^E S'ih.p. Clutch 'Model, splendid condition
_ffl|w. hack tyre,^ also new spare cover aud inne^
ri*70.—Hanks, Cirencester. [6202
^R- Combination, 3i,ih p., C.B., clutch, 3-speed

Jl? V Ti fi Jlf'v'-
??'!^°- sP'radid condition;

-5130, ^orthfleld Av., Ealmg. [6676
iWT.T. Eover, Philipson (h.b.), lamps speedo--^ei- and full toolkit, cTcellent condition ; £85
Jlibwu, Hartlord Ed., Huntingdon. [6722
BS/'Eover Coach Combination, 3-speed, clutch

lanips.-^trial; splendid condition; £70, bargain'
Bruc-- Ed., Devon Ed., Bow, E.3. [6651

-,.p -Eover, late 1914, 3.speed, hand clutch, horn

1'. ^5. Chnstchurch Ed., Doncaster. [6495
14 Eover f/lh.p. Combination. 3-spced', clutch
K.s., speedometer, hood, screen, splendid condi-
'!' .u''I'g«"™'-«. stored during war; £75-157
lllU, b.W.2. |-gj29

J^i2S *" '^ '""*"• """i "''h ™"t coachbuilt

AZ.Si t' ,
°" ''^"^ payments 5% extra, onedepwit, balance by 12 monthly. instalments.-

IV Ltd., 118, Bromptou Ed., Londoj. [6378

Royal Ruby.
] 15 Eoyal Euby 2-stroke,
-', kick start, pertect condi
o\ tilgby,

i

- 2-j.ih.p., 2-speed, 'clutch,
nditiou

; £37/10.-37, Eegent
[XS549

20. 3h.p. Royal Euby, spring frame- £85 with
msurance.-Mosedale; 30, CanterbuV Ed.'. KH-

.

""•°-
[6542

i n,?',"^"'
^"'^^- ^"-P- -"Tting frame, fitted lamp-

4a HoTft.'wV""""''^' ™^* fil25; accept £ug:
r" "*5"^^ button-on-Sea. [6730

XIX.

Ex Government

Motor Cycles
(Unrenovated).

4 h.p. Douglas

24 h.p. Douglas
ape still fopsale at the Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to—

'Motor Cycles,"
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

All thoroughly overhauled In

our own workshops, stove
enamelled, replated, tanks in

makers' colours, new tyres,
guaranteed mechanically
sound.

Immediate delivery from
stock of a number of 2| h.p.
Douglas as above at special
prices.

£60 each.
Douglas 4 h.p. £85
Douglas Com-
binations- - £105

Triumph 4h.p.

Countershaft £95
Trade Supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

"IQ20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick startJ-f ^speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clvdesda,e Si.pply Co.. Ltd.. 2, Bridge St!, Glasgow |o205

1 Q 20 3h.p. Eoy.nl Ruby, spring frame, fully equipped.

;^y /i n= ^?''^il '""' '"5' ''"la "sed, condition asne«
; flOS.-Cole, 20, Gran-ville St., Peterborough. [6308

ROYAL Ruby, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-fpeed, kick
. « , ' Ptat'iS anti enamelling as new, oirner

out ot. employment; 85 gns.-Can be seen 272, Green
St.. Forest Gate.

"OOTAL Rutty Sh.p., Sept.,
*-* ii-ith new Gloria sidecar.

[6140

1917, good condition,
- . hood. Cameo screen,

meter, horn, mirror, lamps,- etc.; best offer.—
Tyrrell, jilectricity Works, Staines. [5978

"1020 8h. p. Royal Ruby Combination, lamps. Klaxon,
. , jr"'*'"' '''"™ '"SSi'se grid, fast machine, in

splendid condition; best oSer.—Brbmfleld, 35, Keswick
m., Putney, 'i'hoiie : 1589. Seen any time. [6937

Sh.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed, clutch
and kick starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion

scat, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used,
and condition as new; itllO; may be obtained on
delerred payment system,—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
tou Rd., London. [6375

Rudge.
as new ; £58.- 55, St. James's Rd.,

[6831
RtJDGE Multi,

Bermondsey.

RUDGE T.T. andl.O.M. Models ex-stock; £110;
^^ exchanges.-125. High St., Woolwich. [6091

1 Q20.LO
-«-»' Eusto

M. Rudge. as new; £100.—Dunn's, 326,
ton Rd., London. Museum 5391. [2981

£80.-1919 (Nov.) LO.M. Rudge Multi, perfect condi-
. tion, not done 1,500.-116, Albert Rd., Ilford.
I [6243
.RUDGE I.O.M. Multi, deliverv from stock; £110/5.
-»-«' —Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington,
S.W.7. J [5603

31h.p. Rudge, complete with lumps, etc., now in daily
2 use and good ninning order, tyres excellent.—Rod^

well, Shipley. [6153

1 (CJ20 Brand New Rudge- Multi 3V.h.p. T.T., I.O.M.;
-Li/ owner going abroad; £100.-Black Park, Whit-
church, Salop. [X5560

1 Q20 Rudge Multi Combination, nearly new; £110.
^*y National Drug Stores, 13, Prince of Wales Ed.,
Kentish Town. [6837

j Q20 (July) Rudge Multi, I.O.M. . fully equipped,
-Lw" perfect condition, small mileage; 90 gns.—Tucker
and Co., Kighbridge. [6447

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the n

1 Q20 3i,yi.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, lamps. Klaxon, and
X«J' knee-grips, low mileage: £95.—Massey, Auburn,
Elton Parade, Darlington. [6134

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, new in stock, at list; £110/5;
Xtf exchanges or easy payments.

—

2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Cilapton, N.E. [6762

RUDGE Multi SVoh.p., 1914, cane sidecar, good re-

liable machine, lamps, speedometer, etc. ; £55.—
54, St. Ana's Ed., HatroTT. [6450

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, comfortable coachbuilt
X«7 sidecar, pertect condition, complete, £65.—Clayton,
54, Birdhurst Ed., Croydon. [5005

BEST Offer Accepted for absolutely new 1920 S^^h.p.

T.T. Rudge. list price £110; seen in London.—
Box 8,923, c/o" T7te Motor Cycle. [6735

1 Q19 (September) 3Vjh.p. Eiidge Multi, I.O.M. model,
J.*y mileage 2,500, lamps, spare tube, belt, and tools,

speedometer; seen by appointment: £85.—Hughes, Loftus
Hotel, Earl's Court. [6339

RUDGE 5-6h'.p. Combinaliion, slightly soiled, £150;
Rudga 3V.'h.p. combination, slightly soiled. £125;

Rudge 3V2h.p. solo, slightly soiled, £100.—Marston, 31;
Bridge St., Chester. [6629

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi. accessories. Tan Sad, done
Xi/ 300 miles, guaranteed; exchange countershaft
combination, 3i/,-4yoh.p;

; sell £97 ; Derbys.—Box 8,891,
c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. [6095

1Q20 (March) Rudge Multi 5-6h.p. Combination,
Xif perfect condition, good spare tyre and belt,
P. and M. head lamp (unused); £140; insurance
transfei-red.—Farrow, St. James' Rd., Gravesend. [6493

RUDGE Multi Combination, late 1918, new-like con-
dition, splendidly equipped; bargain for immedi-

ate clearance": 80 gns. ; accept half down; closed Sun-
days.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone, Harrow. [6715

-| Q 20 , Brand, New I.O.M. Rudge 3V'ch.p., slopiiig
Xt/ tanlt, multi gear and free engine, £110/5; also
second-hand Rudge, 1919 inodel, £85; another, single
speed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[6872
1Q20 7-9b.p. Eudge Mnltwin, Rudge sidecar, original
-1-t/ olympia Show model, Lucas lamps. Easting, horn,
speedometer, mirror, knee-grips, low mileage, new con-
dition: 180 gns.—Crick, Holmwood House, Longfield,
Kent. (6058
3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, w'ith 1919 Henderson A

2 si(te(;ir, 1,500 miles, one owner, re-enamelled
1920 colours by makers, rebushed throughout and new
piston, Jan., 1920. semi-T.T. bar?, thoroughly good
order; £75.—Seen Rridge Garage, Oxford. [6808

umber at the end of each advertlssinent. and the date ol the issu«. a33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.—New 1'920

Scott, delivery from stock; fl40. [6865

SCOTT, new 1920 model; delivery from atock.—Gibb,
Worcester Parade, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

[0301
BEAXD New Scott, jnst delivered: accept £122; must

clenr; unpacked.—Bos 820, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[S5484
SCOTT, good tvres, engine perfect, carefully used,

fast; £50.—Whiting, St. jNIark's Bd., Henley-on-
Thames. [6281

SCOTT, 2-speed, free engine, Bosch; sacrifice, £28;
seen week-end.—9, Tollington Place. (14 'bus.

Plough.) [6822

TO 19 (Late) Scott Solo, excellent condition, lamps.
-»-*' horji; nearest £100^ bargain.—Headlands, Lea-
grave. Luton. . [3670

SCOTT Combination, free engine, 2 speeds, good run-
ning order, engine No. 2464; £60.—Etole, 129,

Park Lane, Carshalton. [6590

3.3h.p. Scott, needs slight attention^ 2-speed, free-
4 engine, Binfcs; accept £38, for qniek sale.—Box

8,917, c/o The Motor Cycle. . [6318

SCOTT.—Immediate delivery 1920 3%h.p., solo or
comhinatiou; £140 and £185 respectively.-

Parker's Bradsbawgate, Bolton. ' [X5504

1Q 20 Scott, brand new, electric ]ig:hting set, speedo-
J-*7 meter, etc.; £135, or near offer.—Sutton, 41
Warkwoith Av., Wilitley Bay. [X5447

"IQ17 Scott Comhination, perfect mechanical order,
~i-*y Klaxon, lamps, complete; must sell; £90, or
offer.— 32, Elm Bank Gardens, Barnes. " [6399

"1020 Scott, eporting Canoeelet sidec^ar, in capital con-.
.1-iJ dition, discs, mileage roughly 1,300; price £155.
—Parry, 10, Manchester Ed., Southport. [6201

T Q20 T.T. Scott, complete -with lamps, horn, tools,
ji*y etc., only run few miles; best offer over £100.
— Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick, [0275

1 Q20 Scott, sports model, T.T. bars, horn, tools,
JL/ etc. condition nearly new, mileage about 700

;

£125.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [6270

SCOTT, Christmas (1919), mileage about 1,000, new
Amac carburetter, also Einks, spare inner, insur-

ance; £100.—Underwood, Kendal, Sevenoaks. [5505

SCOTT Combination, new, ridden 50 miles only, fitted
wjth Tan-Sad, screen, electric lights (4 volts),

luggage carrier, 12 months' insurance; accept £195;
too fast for owner.—Birch, 38, Queen's Sq., "Wolverhamp-
ton. , 16155

SCOTT, 1916, 1920 improvements, jirst overhauled
by makers, all accessories, electric lighting, (battery),

small mileage, excellent condition, ready ride -away:
reason selling, taken delivery A.B.C. ; £89.—Mentctnei
Hirst Grove, Walton-on-Thames. 'Phone; 205. [5966

SCOTT SpeciaUst, E. W. Ball, 6, Wheeley's Rd.,
Edgbaston.—1 have no Scott in stocfr—all my

customers are riding and enjoying them—but I will
take your order for the first delivery of the 1921
model after the Show, and give you prompt delivery
with efficient service. [6800

SlQger.
IN.GER 4h.p. and sidecar, 1914 model, 2-speed, lamps,

etc. ; best offer.— Garage, Horsmo&den. [6350

4h.p. Singer Motor Cycle, 3-speed Armstrong gear,
just fitted with new piston, rings, cylinder, etc., in

firr^t-class mechanical condition, good tyres, new belt;
£50.— Parkhouse, c/o Agra Eng. Co., Teignmouth: [6071

Star.

STAB-JA..P. C B. Combiantion, 3-speed. all acces-
sories, excellent condition ; bargain to quick buyer.

—Asplin, 1, Thomas St., Mountain Ash. [6677

Sua.
SUN-VITESSE 1916 23/,h.p., 2-speea, splendid con-

dition, lamps, spares; £40.-13, York Ed., West
Ilcndon, N.W. [6478

Sunbeam
20 Sunbeam 3'/2h.p., just delivered; 148 gns —
E\a!iH. Garage, Newport, Salop. [5631

SUNHEAM 1920 S'/iih.p., first-dass condition, lamps,
hoiu. etc., little used; £140.—G. Hallam, Louth,

Lines. [6036
T ATEST SVi-b.p. Sunbeam, brand new, nearly itev
-«-i Sunbeam sidecar, tuUy equipped; £175.—Stainer's
D^uiy, Hyde. [8231

, acfe>-

„. . , „..
:"ig. «t<;.,' small mileage; £180.-

btu-tton's, Worcester St., Gloucester. [X5237
OU.N-BEAM 1917 3y,h.p.. kick starter. S-specd. h.b.c
» „„'^'"i'^''' '"""l'' •"""' ^^- excellent condition-
£100.-0. Burton, Clnphum, Yorks. [0246
-I Q20 Suuliemu, 3'/ih.p., braiul new; in stnck nt

i- ,.-H *i',^'?- easy payments cr u.\changc<.-2,
Niehtmgale Rd., I/Owor Clapton, N.E. [6763
1020 Sunbeam 31,411.1;., only done 800 miles, c.\ccii-

- tiimally Hoc iiini^in.t, micc-iiil engine; £142, no
cflern.-" Percy Mount," Ciidley, Pronton. (6199
CUXIIEAM 1920 3l,yi,i,. Model, head and re.ir

ri en ,",''; ','""', '"?'"• in'listlnk-nl.shoblo from new:
£J60.-l>arkcr'», Bradslinwuato, Unlton. (XS49^

s

19

1020 3>a.p. All-Sunbcam Combination, Luca«,J-»' "'Tie.'.. Easting. et<;.,- small mileage; £

RECONDITIONED.
Not simply Repainted.

THAT'S THE REASON OUR
MACHINES ARE

THE BEST,
Every reconditioned machine is complete
with toolbags, kit, pump and front brake,

and carries OUR GUARANTEE.

DOUGLASES.
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box
thoroughly overhauled in our own
workshops, and guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect.

2| h.p. Models £65
4 h.p. Solo £85
4 h.p. Combination with brand
new Burhngton No. 2 Model
Sidecar ...,. £110
We can supply practically any Spares for

Douglas Motor Cycles. Trade Supplied.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
DELIVERV FROM STOCK.

ALECTO, sib.p.. 2-stroke, 2.sp£ed, dutch, and
kick-starter.

We are the Sole Agents tor these Machines, and
invite enquiries.

D1AM0ND-VILLIERS, 2j h.p., Sturmey-.\rcher
gear box, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 23 h.p., Stiumey-Archer gear
bos, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, liick-
starter.

(The first of the new machines, asexhibite.i at
Ohmpia.)

SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, com-

plete with lamps and accessories £30
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2jh.p..

2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter,
hom, and pump. Not run 100 miles £80

1919 TRIUMPH and Burlington Speedy .

Model Sidecar, fully equipped, Cj\.V.
electric lightine: set. A jeal sporty
turnout ^..'. £150

1920 ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, T.T.
bars, pressed steel forks, in splendid
condition £fio 3

1920 PRIORY, 2'Jh.p., Arden a-stroke
engine, pressed steel forks, hardly
used, complete with head lamp and
eenerator , £S2 lO

CLYNO-J.A.P.t 8 h.p., 3-sp., kick starter,
handle-bar controlled clutch, prac-
tically unused, with large side carrier,
eminently suitable for commercial use £115

Any Machine suppltea on " The Motor Cycle " De-
posit SysUin,

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.—The last word m
Sidecar construction. See our advert, under
" Sidecar Attachments." Write, 'phone, or
wire your requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

GraTus • "Burlintton Motors. Clapham "

so v.ircis irnin ihc Cliipli.Tm Common Under-
i;vnu(,.i Sl;ili,.)ii.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE-
Sunbeam^

1 19 4h.,p. Sunbeam and Henderson Sidecar, Eaet-
-L*/ ing wind screen, and accessories-'what offere?
—Rowles and A^ery, Sandford-ian-ThamBs. [6395

STIXB'EAM, brand new o>$h.p., solo model. TPitti'

Lucas lamps and horn; £170.—The Walsall
Garage, Wo iverbampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444.

[9004

1 Q 18 8b. p. Sunbeam Combination, blacTt and eoW,
-Lt/ toed, screen, all lamps, born, legshields, perfect;
£140. — Dunnes, 326, Ent^ton Hd., Jjondon. Mueeiim
5591. [2990

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h.p., Easting, acce?:^ories,

recently thoroughly overhauled, splendid condition;
finst reasonable offer,—Springfield, Newcastle F-mlya,
Wales. [6141

QUNBEAM CoDjbinatiou, 1918-19. Sh.p. J.A.r., josi
O' Dv6Tbauleci every part at cos-t of £20, hixiirioat
outfit with all accessories; £195,—The Cre^t, Dornians
Park, Surrey. [4362

TWIN Sunbeam Combination, original tyres, sp^
wheel. Lueas lami>s. -et<:.; £166, or near xm&r,

exchange New Enfield.—E. W, Barbsr, Clayton Wert,
Huddersfield. [6589

1 Q19 Sunt.>eam Touring M:oael, little used, in perfed
-»-^ order, tyres, unpunetured, complete equipment
tools, and spare TalTC—Offers over £120 to iios. 8,915
c/o The Motor Cycle, [631(

SUNBEAM, lata 1916, 3',^b.p.. and B.S.A. Rid€<ftff

electric lighting, speedometer, screen, toolg, eai«
fully ridden ; £150 ; appeintment.—F. Veare, Harani
Club, Havant, Hants. [59®

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—1919 Ske
Sunbeam combination, spare wheel, bond, sorta

lamps, speedometer, miiTO', warnins signalj tools, «ob
dition like new; 200 gc^. £635!

1020 3',^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, bought in Seaft,

Xi' mileage 150, fully insured, electric lamps, htttD

speedometer; cptft £225, accept £210.—Apply, V. M
Brar, ca.M.C., Oamberiey. [68^

XTEW Sunbeam .3^^h.p. Sporting :M<idel ; ^155/ai_i
XI stoct, ready for load. Cambridge agents for !9l

beams-.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., Greeu St., Cambri
Tel.'^ 995. T.A.: Bicycles. "^

"I 020 3>2h.p. Sporting Sunbeam, Henderson feaEl&i
-*-*-' weight sidecar, new June, lamps, knee ,^|(
leg shields, sidecar and solo sprockets, in good 'craif

£150.-19, Abbey Ed., Cambridge. [QBS

1 Q20 Sunbeam Combination, 5Vl'h.p., oampli?te iai
J~*J lighting set, horn, and all acces:iOiies, rooditio

as new; £160; reason for selling, owner bought cac.-

Brotheridge, Colwnys, Ashelwortb, Gios. \^
^UNBEAM 1919, 3.' sh.p., canolet . sideiar, Z.?^ electric lighting, hynd clutch, -perfect rin^
order, accessories, bought higher power; £140, ctr -jw
offer.—Westley,. 5, Chichester Terrace, Brighton. C^B

1 Q19 (Sept.) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spu
Jl«7 wheel, hood, screen, Bowden extra air. Lues
lamps, speedometer, spares, and accessories ; best oHe

over £200,—Townend, Stationer, Horbury, Yorka.
[B41

<r>3.h.p. Sunbeam, 1914, stored during war, S-sfw
-^4 clutch, K.S., new P. and H. lamp set, tool^;. etc

will do 50, ^een London, will ride 50 miles; £80, c

offer; must be sold.—Box 8,920, c/o Tk^ Motor Cyck.
;672

JUNE, 1920, Sh.p, Sunbeam Combination, lii-o-

screen, Cowey trip speedometer, Lucas rlwU
lighting, spare wheel, condition perfect; £260, c

nearest oft'er; bought car.—Box 8,915, c/o Jht Moh
Cyde. [651

SUNBEAM, Oct.. 1919, S'/^b.p., black and goT

1.000 miles, picked engine, Bosch mag., iRfge

Lucas lamps, Kla^xon, beautiful conditioH ; £ 120.

Sunheam, 46, Lyncroft Mansions, West Hamp:^l(3
London. C8i

1 Q14 Sunbeam, 3V.h.p.. and Royal Leicester sid

J-t? car. Ten' little used, excellent condition, spee

ometer. lamps, F.R.S. head, Dunlops, good spa

tube and case; £100. — Randolph, 45, Higli S

Wootton Bassett. .

[64i

"I Q19 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, speedomotf
J-»/ wind screen, electric and acetylene liglitir

legshields, luggage carrier, liorn, just overhauled *

makers, perfect condition; any trial; oKers.—82, Dc ,

man Rd., Peckhaui. (64
'

1 Q19 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, disc wlieo

-I-*/ nearly new Palmer tyres, mud shields, Inr 1

P. and H. lamps, 2 generators, Klaxon horo, perd ,.

- "0.—H. J. Mork ^condition throughout; offers over £190,
The Hall, Tborney, Peterborough. [G2

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agonta; iN^^

parts in stock ; repairs, oTerhaula, rc-enamwU [

and plating under the eupervision of Mr. T, O. (I«:

Hay date Sunbeamland),—Tlie Moliueaui Garage C,i

Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [l^: >

2 ah. p. Sunbeam. 1915, 2.speed. C. and K.S.. t4
4 chain, oil baths, lamps, Busib mag., now S>,i

sprav curb 11 rotter. T.T. burs, and extra heavy I>«nlo;f

just" paid £20 tor ovcrb;nil; uirt-pt £65 cnrfi.—W.P.«
Carltou Hcnii^e, Bridge St., Porshore, Wore. [S-

"

-| Q16 S'/jb.p. Sniibeam, apoitiuff model, block ami jt*

Xt7 jill rluiin. fnotrestB, Pedloy gripe, tools, iu p*'"^ .

running ordor and good condition, fast machine, tl.

Cownv trip, 70/-J Cowey ordin;iry, 50/-; Kood ^P'

Hutiiiiiu^du, 40/-.-Minoprio, 28, Alesoadra l»ri

Livrpiml ,, Lt"

A34 AU letters relating 10 ndvcrllBcinents should quote the number at the end ol each aJvertlsement, and the date of the Issur,

JIm
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

UNBEAIVf Corabmation. 1914. 3li.h.p., black and
1

gold, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar to match, leg

elds. Eii^tiuy wind screen, lamps, speedunieter. horn,

V tyres, spare t>re and tube, tools, ever.vthing

oplete, first-class condition; any trial; £125.

—

urence, Wyndham House, Bridgend. Glam. [6262

920 (.luly) 3'oh.p. Sunbeam, only lew weeks on
road, mileage guaranteed under 500, Binks

buretter, machine absolutely new; cost £160/16,
eipt shown, sacrifice £147: with new Lucas King
the Road lamps, Lucas horn, knee grips, £152;
tto.—Elman. 8, Maple St., Hightown, Manchester,

[6418
TJ).C,

,i; LtTXE T.D.C.. 2j:.stroke, seen and tried week-
ends.-18, Mydale, Salop. [X5241

)19 T.D.C. de Luxe 2?,li.p. 2.strok6, just over-
lijiuled by Sharps, luotor engineer,.. Lea, Preston,

r^^ machine is on yiew; £34.—Enriuiries, H. A.
kHtli, Queen's College, Cambridge. [6040

Thor.
i.ii p. Thor, chain drive, with clutch, new Dunlop
- h^javy on rear, in gnofl running order, coruplete

i^ket -sidecar; £25.—Itinnisters, Engineerd. Church
I'Wd [X5462

Torpedo
)13 Torpe<lo, 2i{.h.p. {ree engine, good running

. ' order.—46, Capel Ed.. Oxlley. Watford. [6073
I tRPEDO 2-stroke, 2-speed countershalt, good tyres,

1 erfect running order; £30.-87. Fulham Palace
Hammersmith. [6557

I )El'EDO-rEECISION M'th.-p. Combination, splen-
did crder: £45; would exidinnge push bicycle and

( — l^rubey, Brooklands Laundry, Wcybridge." [6060

Triumph.
113 Triumph, clutch model, in good condition-

£40.—Gilford. Overton. Hants. [6497

1
20 Model H Triumph, new, unused: £124/10-

J Margrave, Mottram, Manchester. [X5464
' lUMPH 4h.p., 3-8pecd countershaft, good condi-

tinn; £70.-l'erriam. Studio, Chard. [6195
' irMI'H 4h.p. 1919 Combination, new, lighting

set; .«20.—321, Ivydale Ed.. Nuuhead. [6364
T .11. Triumph, countershaft, all black finish, lamps,

etc.; £75.—Cross. Agsnt, Hothcrham. [X6565
'' lUMPH, W.D.B.. renovated model, guaranteed by
- mukers, splendid value, in stock; £105.—Below.
1 20 Triumph Combination in Stock, latest Gloria
-I sidecar; £182/10.—Below.

1 21 Triumph, Model SD, all-chain drive, in stock;
J £140. We are Triumph specialists, and give
y. I specfal service.—Rhosha Motor Garage Co.. Bar-
cl Bank Mews, Romford. [6320

I
20 Triumph, Model H, 3-fpe6d, uiiregisterBd;

-" otters.—Stianks, 21, Dudley St., Leighton Buzzard.
[X5231

"I ;0 Baby Triumph, accjsscries. complete; £78;
-• mileage 150.—Eduey, Denmsad, Cosham, Hants.
„ [6285n .UMPH 1920 4h.p.. countershaft model. Type H..
*^ in thoiough order.—Johnson Bros., Bourne, Lines.1(6138lUrPH. countershaft S.A., 3 speeds,- clutch, kick

tart: £72.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.
[6588

1 -0 Triumph. Gloria, new, used few times, fully
.* equipped; 142 gns.—365. King St., HammersmithX[6462UMPH 1916 C.B. Combination, 3-speed C S

jerfect; £72.-10, Baronsmsad Rd., Barnes.

1 8 Triumph, 4h.p., C.S., perfect running order;
^ £75.—Dunn's, 326. Euston Ed.. London. Museuic" ~

.^ (2984

1 ;0 Countershaft Triumph, just delivered, un-
-•- used; £12 under list.-30, Greenhill Rd.. Har-

[6653

J (Feb.) Tflnmph 4h.p., little used, insurance
^l tn Feb.; £100.—Bamber, Eroxton Station, nr
Ot\-^-

-
[5930

1'' '8 Triumph Combination .in fine conditii
*- lamUi. etc.; £9:^.—.3P Penrhvn Tf,l Vinrr-flamp.

tme
etc.; £93.-39. Penrhyn Rd., Kingston-

[6503

10 Triumph, Model H, countershaft, new imme-
1 diate delivery; £127/10._Clarke and Co., Louth

"f
e

:
64. . [6420

T* CMPH 1.911. F.E., speedometer. -tamps -etc.. good
iiiniUB condition; £30.-21, Cornfield' Ed., Eei-

' Sarrey [5976

1 « 9 Trivmiph, splendid condition (no lamps or horn)

fj hrst cheque f97.—Rev. Hughes,' St. John's, Lliin-
iJn] a Wells. (6205
^iUarPH 1914 3-speed Roadster, perfect condition-
*J 548.-B.M.C., Ltd.. 254, Archway Ed., . N.6.
ao|iey 1210. „ _

7-6273

1]j 0_ Triumph, in good condition, new tyre, belt
I i

"''b""! clutch; £30.—Moffatt, 406, GarrattW S.W.18. [6514
1* 9 T.T Triumph, condition as new, £15 worth of*i accessories; £90.-P. Wheatley, 34, St. Barnabas

[6214

REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of
2| and 4 h.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers* price.

Connecting rods, complete with bolts

and nuts, 22/6 ; cj'linders, front and
rear, 39/6 ; pistons, 12/- ; frames,

£5; drip-feed glasses, 1/3; pulleys,

plated, 8/6 ; 2| h.p. chains, 9/6 ; fork
spindles, long and short, 1/- ; chain
wheels, 8/6 ; piston rings, 1/6 ; valve
guides, 3/- ; carburetter controls,

complete with Bowden cable, 12/6 ;

carburetter gauzes, 4d. ; carburetter
gauze washers, . 6d. ; magneto
sprockets, 8/6 ; etc., etc., etc. Carriage
extra.

The above are only a few of the
Spares we have in stock. We shall

be pleased to quote you upon receipt

of your enquiries.

TRIUMPH TANKS.
DIAMOND PORTION.

All late pattern and in good order,

but not enamelled .

,

. . £2.

Carriage and packing 3/-.

rRIUMPH FRAMES.
All Re-Enamelled, £4 E.ach

Carriage and packing 3/-.

AS NEW.

All letters i°,lating to advertisements should quote the numtier at the eni ol each advtrtiseinent, and the date ot the issue, a^^i

«-'anihridg6.

AH lett

Genuine TRIUMPH VALVES
(exbanst and inlet), complete with
Spring and Cotter. Complete 8/- each

(postage gd.).

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Write, 'phone, or wire your
requirements

.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams: "Burlington Motors, Clapham/'

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under^roim '

Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TUICTMPH. 1919, 3-speed counter.-^Iialt. exrfllent
fondition, acL-etfories; £80.—Carfax Motors Ltd.,

Ciil'ham, Surrey. [6445

TKIDMl'HS.—Delivery from stock of 4h.p. roiubin.i-
tion iinA Junior 2-stroke.—Pearsons', 52, Elm

(jrove, Snutliseu. [6257

TKIUMl'H. 1913, with sideear, Mabon searr lamp,
lioru, pood condition; any trial; £55.-23, Bicker.';-

t-th Kd., Tooting. [6024

TRIUMPH SVsh.p.. single speed, good running order;
bring cash and ride away; £22.—Hole, 129, Park

I-ane, Carshalton. [6589

TRIUMPH Combination, 1917, countershaft. Gloria
sidecar, lamps, tine condition; £78, or solo.—97,

Augell Ed., Brixton. [6828

TmUMPH 3yoli.p.. clutch model, dropped frame,
renovated, sound condition, accessories; £30-—81,

South St., Greenwich. [6566

4 h.p. Triumph, lamps, speedometer, believed 1914,
beautiful <onditit>n: 38 gns., or offer,-64, Church

^t.. Edgware Rd., W.l. [6824

£28.-1911 Triumph, free engine, splendid condition,
good tyres and belt; sacrifice.—257, Cavendish

Hd., Balham, S.W.12. [6517

RENOVATED Triumph Combiuation, Whitley pide-

car, all aicessoriea, Cowey- horn.—Leach and Co.,

Borough Ed., Danven. [X5482

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph Combination, handsome
J- *y outfit, unsCratched ; accept £ 1 10.—72, Ijong-

ridge Rd., Earls Court. [6387

IMMEDIATE Delivery from Stock of any model by
the Triumph specialists. The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Ed., Birmingham. [5592

TEIUMPH Combiaation, new 1919, luxurious sidecar,

fully equipped, excellent order; £110.—Kelham.
Niissington, Peterborough. (6197

nvAjf GUY, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Triumph
JL/ motor cycles; model H, £127/10; Baby 2-strok-e.

£75; delivery from stock. [5962

TRIUMPH, late model, equipped, plating and stovim.'

as new, thorougblv overhauled; 80 gns.— 39 Api>ai.h

Rd., Water Lane, Brixton. [6786

1 Q20 Triumph, all chain drive, fitted luxurious
it/ bulbous sidecar to match; £175; easy pay-
ments or exchanges.—Below.

1 Q20 Triumph, all chain drive, new; in stock at
-LV 'ist. £140: exchaneC'; or easv payments.—2,

Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [6764

TBIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, -^mart condition, good
tyie- and belt, iu perfect running order; £78,—

261. Mitcham Lau?. Streatia-u. [6724

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model with Triumph .sidecar,

horn, Watford speedometer, as new; £180.—
Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5498

BABY Triumph, 1919. just overhauled. Miller light-

ing ?et, all acL-e^<>oiie3, guaranteed perfect; £55.—
Harvey, Ebley, Stroud, Glo^. £5972

4h p. "Countershaft Triumph, equal to new, only

done 500 miles, F.R.S. lighting set; cash, £105.—
69, Broadway, Frome, Somerset. [6267

-| Q20 Triumph 4h.p., T.T. (decompre.'^or}, perfect
J- «^ order, very little used: £85, or offers.—Pepper,

I

47, Abingtou St.. Northampton [X5236

TEIUMPH Counter.-haft Combination. 1919, lamps,
born, tools, bulbous back sidecar; £110.-60.

Wallingford Av., N. Eensington. [6530

TRIUMPH 3^,2hp-. 3 speeds, clutch, new tyres

throughout, ~ belt, climb anything; £65.—Vick.
Springfield, Rodborough, Stroud. [6605

4h p. 1914 Triumph Combination, 3 speeds and lamps,
engine good; £70, or cycle alone, £5&.—B. H.

!
Freeman, Union St., Winchester. [5938

1020 Triumph-Millford Combination, good condition,
! -Lt? electric light, spares, etc.: trial; £120, otiere;.—

j

Venables, Highgrove St., Reading. [6712

FOE Sale, Triumph 4h.p., 1919, 3-speed countershaft,
with horn, speedometer, and watch; £100.—

' Liddiard, Downing St., Cambridge. [6019

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, acces-
sories and spares, good condition; £80.—Apply,

Warde Bros.' Garage, Ashtead, Surrey. [6146

TRIUMPH sy-h.p., clutch model, P. and H. lamps,
usual tools; bargain, trial, £39/10.—Adelaide Gar-

age, Adelaide Rd., Shepherd's Bush. W. [5926

TRIUMPH, 1916, just renovated by makers, fauUle.^s

condition throughout: £105, ci" neiir.—H. W.
1
Greenwood, Garage, Paugbourne, Berks. [5924

TRIUMPH 3^2h.p.. speed gear, fre= engine, complete
with lamps and horn, condition perfect;- £50.

—

78, Church St., Camberwell Green, S.E. [6428

TRIUMPH 1914 Coach Combination, tyres, belt, as
new, accessories; any Jrial ; bargain, £60.-17^

;
Little Ealing Lane, South Ealing, W.5. [6266

' 1 020 T.T. Triumph, brand new condition, mileage
' J.«7 800, fully equipped; bargain, £92.-31, Clare-
mont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [X5543
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MOTOR CYCLHS I-OU SALE.
Trtumnh.

I

3 ill. p. Trinmph, clutch model. Bosch, Dunlops,
2 lamps, horn, tools, complete, perfect order:

£39.—Mooney, 202, Market St.. Crewe. [640^

1 020 Triumph, 4h.p.. C.S., uew, and Sunbeam un-
-L*-' used sidebar, fully ennipped; £150.— Duuu's,
236, Eui^ton Kd., London. Museum 5391. [2977

TEIUMl'H Combination, 1919, speedometei', horn.
Tnn-S.'id, tools, 3 lamps, few i^pares; £112, r-lose

cifleJ.-lO, Mitch.-im Ed., Seven Kings, Ul'ord. [6352

135.—Brand new countershaft Triumph. GIoTia
cV pattern bideear, ridden 200 miles; mu>^t sell

immediately.—37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. [6520

TRIUMPH 1914 4b.p. Model with Gloria coairhbuilt
t^ide. ar, 3-?peed geur, "fullv equipped, perfect con- i

dition: £90.-Parker's, Brad^hawgate, Bolton. [S5497
|

1 Q20 4h,p. Triumph, uncrated; list price; orders
jJ-*^ now being booked for 1921 models.—Whitbv and

Son, Triumph agents, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3, [6480 1

JUNIOR Triumph, 1919, 2-spe6d, 2-stroke, counter-
fihait, very little used, and scarcely soiled; £70;

view eveuingfi—Hart, 153, Upland Ed., East Dulwich.
[5950

"IQie Baby Triumph, T.T. bars, straight exhaust,
-L*J lamps, horn, very little used, first-class condition;
£50, tjuick sale. —Jubilee Works, George St., Croydon.

[6057
1Q20 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, Model H, T.T.
-B-^ bars. Lucas lamps and horn, speedometer, small
niileaije; £112, no offers.—Clarke, 15, Sonth St., Louth.

[6731
/* K GNS.—Countershaft Triumph, accessories, splen-" «-' did condition everywhere, or with cash for
powerful combination.—670, High Rd,, Tottenham.
N.17. [6662

TRIUMPH, new 4h.p. model, £127/10; Triumph,
new 1921 4h.p. Model, all-chain drive, £ 1 40

;

Triumph W.D. B models, £l05.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester. [6623

*|C|20 4h.p. Triumph, Gloria sidecar. Cowey speedo-
J-*? meter, wind screen, horn, lamps, low mileage,
condition as new; £160.—Eric Porter, 25, Market
St.. Tredegar. [X5539

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3 Speeds, clutch, countershaft.
K.S.. euamel, plating as new. overhanled, acce.«:-

sories : £79.-34, St. Clement's Mansions, Lillie Rd.,
Fulhain, S.W.6. [6365

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-speed, fully

equipped, excellent condition, stored during war;
£90.—Stevens, 22, Huntingdon Buildings, Bethnal
Green Rd., London. [6578

TRIUMPH, 1920, 3-speed countershaft, perfect, P.
and H. lamps, Cowey horn, Watlord sjieedometer,

all tools, Tan-Sad; great bargain, £115.-23, Man-
chester Rd., Burnley. [X5544

TRIUjVIPH Junior, special finish, enamel and plating
as new, horn, spare belt, tools, just decarbonised,

r-ondition as new, mileage about 500; £73.—D. Lavin,
Old Hou.se, Sonning, Berks. , [6269

"I
Q20 T.T. Triumph 4h.p., Model D, good as new.

-*-*y 1 20 miles to gallon, very fast ; any offers,

must fell.—'Phone : Chiswick 1232.—Edsell, 5, Queen
Annes Grove, Bedford Park. [6476

SPORTING Junior Triumph, nearly new, Lucas
lamps, Klaxon, bulb horn, knee grips, T.T. bars,

?t>are belt, tools, etc. ; £ 65, or near offer.—B. C.
nenncy, Rodendale, Windsor. [6641

1 Q13 Tiinujph, 3-speed, lamp, Klaxon, tools, font-
XU hoards, splendid condition,, little eused during
war: £55, or near offer; by appointment.—Tlienbald,
35, Cartwright Gardens, W.C. [6208

1Q18 Triumph and No. 1 Mohtgomery, complete
A*' with lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, hood, screen
(Triplex), tools, and many spares; price £150.—White,
39. Wilton Grove, Wimbledon. [6601

TRIUMPH, 1914, new enplne, new gears, all other
part-; perfect; £48, for quick sale.—Powell, 1,

Lin-ladp Villn.s, Boreet Rd.. Eltham, S.E.9; can be
veeu by appointment after 6. [6738

TRIUMPH, C.S. 3-speed, etc.. lamps, horn, alu-
minium discs, in lovely condition, guaranteed

in-rfert, ready to ride away; £80.—Norchi, 59, South
r-^land Place, Brixton, S.W. [6821

4h.p. Triumph Solo, reconstructed by makers and
just out of their liands, new tyres, the whole as

iK-w, £110; <omhination, £125.—Tel. ; 6626 Museum.
A.S.C'.. 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [6709

IQie W.M. Triumpli C.S. 'Comhintition, Mills-Fulfrnd
J.*/ jiideoiir, new Inst July, Ilttfd hond, fullv equippfd-
"wner Koinw iihroad : £85.— Apply, Winterbothain, Ard-
iiniy, Avenuo Blnn'i>', Surbiton. [6291

TRIUMril S'Ah.p., 1914, Philipson, special com-
Irttitioii maniiii'', Luf'iiH apcef^aoriea, tip-top con-

dition, and fa-t; £68.—AVytho, Jeacot, Victor Rd..
N.mnw ltd.. Wilh-wlen. N.W.IO. [6050

Olh.r- Triumph Comliination, C.B., very good run-
«-'2 niuK oid'i. 2-f(p(M*d kohth, lampn, acwBBoncs

;

i,G3. nfittimtj cxchiuiKc for flolo, coah «djTintment.—22,
' Houtli Knitoii MowM, Bond St., W.

_ [6565

1 020 2-f.troko Biiby Triumph, cnniplrto wftli nil spnroH
M.mJ iiiid nci'wKnrhw, inw linrdon tyics and belt, mile-
ii(to itbnut 300, eiirefully niii in, fiettcr than new- what
f'tTcid?— Apply, Brown, AKhioid, Ludlow. [6295

DESIRABLE

NEW MACHINES

IN STOCK AT

BICESTER.

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

T920

1920

192c

A.B.C, Willi Swan sporting S'car £160

BLACKBURNE a hp- Corabin'n £140

CEDOS lighlweight £73 10

B.S.A. Model H Combination . . £152

B.S.A. 6 h.p. Combination £198

ENFIELD Com., 8h.p., Magdyno £200

ENFIELD lightweight £73 10

INDIAN, Scout model £140 o'

NORTON, 3l h.p.,. direct drive. £98

TRIUIHPH, 4 h.p., direct drive. £105

TRIUMPH, Model H £127 10

TP.IUMPH, 4 h.p., chain driie. £140

ZENITH, 4-5h.p., sports model. £123

ZENITH, 6 h.p., sports model. £139

ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports mcdel . £139

VELOCETTE lightweight £75

Etc., etc. ^

The above machines are actually
in stock at time of going to
press. and are on offer for either

CASH,
EXTENDED PAYMENTS,

OR EXCHANGE.

Send us your letters as usual,

Strike or no Strike, we shall

be glad to hear from you.

AND ALWAYS THE BEST
STOCKS ARE AT BICESTER

AS YOU SEE.

/. W. TOLLAPY,
General Manager.

iJ^ttf^^n

araees
London Road, Bicester, and
90, High Street, Oxford.

I

^Phone: 35 liicestcr. 'Phone: 784 Oxford.
Telegrams: "hUcarUy" BicesUr and Oxford. O

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

GEEAT Bargain.—Gountei shaft Triumph oombiu
tion, engine No. 455'11, lamps, mep]iiinioal hor

wind screen, bulbous back sidecar, royal blue, ride awa
£75.-374, Gro-ve Green K,d., lieytonatone. [671

1 Q20 4h.p, Triumph, Swan beat sidecar, Lucas lam
A-tJ Cowey speedometer and liorn, enamel and platii

as new, guaranteed sound anil perfect; cost £190, low(

£150.—West, PopeswpOd, Binfield, Berks, [40'

FOR Sale, 1917 Triumpli, countershaft, ami 19:

epoiting Canoelet sider-nr, fast outfit; willing
separate; must sell; best ofler over £90.-30, Graigl
Crescent, Gai'deu Village, Pengam, near Carclifi. [61

TRIUiMPH, Model H. £127/10, S.D. £140,
£105, L.W. £75; combination, Model

£182/10, S.D. £195; immediate delivery —Vivi
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock St., Londt,
W.l. [03

AUGUST 1920 Triumph Countsrshalt Combinatii
mileage 500, most luxurious outfit, equipped

gardess, 3 best Lucas lamp sets, Lucas hern, a

minium discs. Cameo screen, spares; £150, lowest

60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [65

TRIUMPH 4h.p. W.D. Model, thoroughly ov

hauled and equal to new, all lamps, noro, e!

speciaUy recommended, £100; another 1919 cv

bmation, excellent order, all accessories, £115
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [&"<

"j Q19 Triumph, Henderson sidecar, hand clutch,
X«7 speed countershaft, fully equipped, lamps» ei

condition as new; any trial; engine No. 59511; pr
£110 nett, or exchange 1920 Douglas combinatioii

Marsden, British Camp Hotel, Malvern. [3t85

"I l[|19 Triumph Combination, engine No. 60379,4
-»-*? wheels, Binks, wind screen, speedometer, -I

generator, lamps, horn, knee-grips, spares, new bi

tyre and belt, insured, excellent coudition ; letters. 1^
£115.—Adams, Broomhurst, Fleet, Hants. [o!

TRIUMPH 3yjh.p., clutch. Colbro variable gem
belt, pannier bags, rings, +)ushe3, etc., T.3?,'

good lamps, tools complete, gootl tyre;*; any trial ;/S

^examination invited; £50, or exchange good Doi
aft-er 7 p.m.—113, Gleneagle Rd., Streatham.

TRIUMPH 3,"2h.p. 3-speed Combination,
order, any trial, Henderson Model A typ& 05

.sidecar, D\mIops nearly new, lamps, horn, spares,

or exchango with Calcott^ see column; any type
gan.—Harvestou, University Club, Birmingham.' __

Iff

TRIUMPHS.-4h.p. 1918 3-speed countershaft, B(
mag. , complete with all accessories, £85;

1916 counter^hart. no access^ories, £70; both iS-es
lent order; new bulbous backed sidecars to fit .'

£21.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Ed., Upper Hollo^

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, gpaiBft

perfect, fitted with t^pecial mahogany ^^w$
lamps, speedometer, etc., any trial given with tblre*

on any hill, mutt sell; genuine bargain, £110.-

Richardson, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawks Rd., Eiugstoi

Thames. . .{'

"I Q20 Triumph Combination, special Monjttoj
A*' sidecar, perfectly equipped with Lucas lag"

side and rear lamps, Lucas horn. Klaxon, "*

trip speedometer, luggae grid, complete set tod
spares, guaranteed as new, xinpunctured; filT

Alpha Rd., Cambridge.

1 020 4h.p 3-speed Countershaft Triumph
-i-«? pedo Sidecar, disc wheels. T-T. bars,^

horn, tols. unpunctured tyres, very little us(
.

ofters over £150; will sell separately.—Apply*
Angelos. Eton College, Windsor. Bicycle onj^
Rowton Castle, Shrewsbury.

"I Q18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p. model^,
-Lt/ recently oferhauled, Binks, electric^

speedometer, Dnnlops, Rennoc 1920 canoe eid||

quickly detachable, wind screen, whole splen^j

dition, tools, spares; £120.-72, Broomwooc
Wandsworth Common, S.W.ll. [i|

NEW Triumph 1920 4h,p. Countershaft
£127/10; 4h.p. Triumph. Type W.l ).!»./

4h.r. Triumph, chain drive, £140; 4h.p. iixed <

Triumph, srorting, £105; all models in ntocir.

biidge agents for Triumphs.—Herbert Robiusofl, ._

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : IJicycto. [
1 019 Triumph, delivered 1920, 4h.p. cOftohl

At/ combination, latest gear change, platlDK ^
enamelling unscratched, with lighting

screen, and accessories complete; i)rice £130, Ot j

offer; any trial; splendid opportunity lor * ,,

lot.—CoIlyer. 80, St. Albans Rd., Watford, H«r
j

TRIUMril 1920 :\todrl in Stdik. £127/10:
Tiiuiiipli irnoviit,'<I iiin.U'ls. ,£105; inakors'

price; abn 'rinini|i]i litilrtwoiciit. £75. anil Tiilinil) |
8 sidei'iir, £55; deiciu'd tc^Ul^ and I'xi'hangea 1

8ircd.-i.amb'8, 50, HiHh Rd., Wucul Green, 161.-
Sl., Walthnnistow, and 387, Eitsttm Rd., Loiioou, «J|

"I 020 Triumph-Gloria Combination, '"iS'noa

Xt/ 66758. tuU complement of lamps, tool). Ig

and Ea&ting screen, in absolutely reliable and
condition; will drive any reasonable distance tcl

chaser upon receipt of cash, or can be seen »ndj
this weekend; £140.— Keen, Broad St., IrfomiH

i^3j All letters relating to advcrtUcmenta shoald quote the number at the end of each aovertlsement. and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph. ^

rEICTMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds and
clutch, Be^t lamp eet, Brooks goddle. spring wheel

\

^eoar, 2 pannion bai?s with tools, lamp, pnrup, ete.,
rerythin^' in excellent order, take three anvwliere,
lisnred Are, theft, third party, and pillion ridini;, nnv
ial or me^haniual inspection; 68 gns.—33, jubilee
,d.i Uoneaster. [6720

l^BW Models in Stock lor immediate delivery; Type
^ 1) Triumph .u.p., siusle-geared. £105; Type H,
spBcd, £127/10; Type H combinatiou, ixu/i/lO;
rp8 SD combination, £195; Type L\V. 2'.,h.p. lisht-
jig*.», £75; free delivery: free tuition: all Triumph
are parts in stock.—The Premier iiotor Co.. A.ston
d.p Birmingham. L-Ji^y-

VAUCHOl'E'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
Mn,,,?™, *''° ''^^' Ti'i'mplb delivery from stock,
tl27flO solo; can be fitted with Gloria or any other
.aM of sidecar immediatelv from ftook; also new 1920
i.p. Triumph combin;rtion, all-chain drive, £195- and
'Jn Y'H^ lenoyated Triumph and sidecar, renovated
,'2P by Trmmph Cycle Co., £120. [6860

Velocette

lYRII. WILLIAMS, for early deliverv ol Velocette
' —Cluipel Ash, Depot, Wolverhampton. [2265

rOESMAN can do Telocettes from stork.—Tictor
_
Hoisman. Ltd., 7, Mount Pleaiant, Liverpcol. [0328

; 'ELOCETTE.-Immertiate delivery 1920 2iihp 2
\

-speeds; £75.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

j'BLOCIilTTE, 1920, latast D2 model, new July] per-
fect condition, new appearance; £65.—Cooke,

shiU Terrace, Cheltenham. [6674

,
I'DOiNOVAN Motors arc sole London and district

.
agents for the wonderful Velocette; immediate

!
ivery.—O Donovan Motors, 76a, ,Gt. Portland St..
-I- - [4708
viaEDIATE Delivery from Stock of the Wonderful

Velocette, Model D2, 2>4u.p., 2-.=pe5d, all.-chain

't'.. ,„' °" alteration will be made in this iuodel
;

the 1921 season; carriagie paid to anv addre«=

—

e Birminsrhaiu Agents, The Premier Motor Co..
:oii; Kd., Birmingham. [3802

Verus
I HaiUS-BLACKBURNE, all models, dcliverV from
i stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Pari= St
'*«•

. [6455
ERDS 2i,ih.p,, 2-str.oke. 2-speed, Iree engine, kick

start. 100 m.p.g., excellent condition; £60 —
smer. Burrowbridge, Bridgwater. [6425
lERTJS 1920 2;^h.p., 2-speed, kick start, as new,

lamps, horn, excellent ccndition. trial, reason
ng no time ride; £85, no offers.- C. CavJl Hol-
15 Heath, Kirdford-; Sussex. [6287

Vindec.
INDEC. 2i,.ai.p.. 2-speed, original lvre< and belt

like new, enamel and plating iicicct lamps
torn; accept £49 for quick sa'c—257. Cavendish
Balham, S.W.12. - fgjU

Wilkin.
j 'iJiKIN.—Immediate delivery 1920 3i-;hp Blnck-

Btii-ne enijine, 3 speeds, kick start, hand-iontrolled
:h..-a!l-blact Mni.sh; 132/7.—Parker's, Biadshawfrate

]
™. [X5506

Woir.
.h.p. Wolf-Jap. countershaft 2-specd ai-d clutrh

I rlully equipped, splendid condition
; £45,— 131

'

1
tilla Rd., Tooting. [6358

I

OIS'-BLACKBURNE, Wolf-Villiers, and Wolf-Jap
I

1920 models in stock.—Tel. : 6626 Museum. A.SC-
,j

Mortimer St., \\.l. [6708
GiM 2V2h.p. Lightweight. Albion 2-spced counter-

1 snaft, aluminium footboards, good tyre-, splen-
I: condition, grand climber; photo; baigaiu £30
|1 1 sale.—20, Frankfort St., Bi.-miugham. [6408

Wooler.

\^^ 1920- Wooler. 6 speeds, MrNab's record
Jjieaker; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
,•»<; - [6880

|i
QflLER, 1920, lamps, Cowey horn, quantity ol

'I spares, small mileage; bargain, £85.—Coles and
ey, Chepstow. 'Phone; 48. [0313
20 Wooler 2'(lh.ii., variable gear, all lamps, etc.,m splendid order; £80; exchanges or easy pay-
-.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [6771

Yale.
' i.p. Tala Combination. twiu-cvlindSr, -sidecar re-

painted, with hood; price £85.-FTauk Burten-
' Ltd.. IMl St.. Eeigate. 'Phone: 226. [3750

Zenith.
-'t^ •' Zenith, countershaft model; £55.-Wauchope's,

9, hhoe Lane, London. [6875

'iT'^^.S'f'l
^'1^ 5-6h.p., smart, fast and sound.—

32, Felstead Rrt., Wanstead. [6O04
ft, I. Sporting Zenith, 1920, never ridden; £118-
"liCnme, University College, Oxford. [6023
Tj N J3UT, *eymoutb,-.-Sol6 agent for Zenith motor
-^1 cycles; early delivery 1921 models. [5965

DESIRABLE

MODERN
SECOND-HAND

MACHINES
IN STOCK AT

FOR CASH ONLY.

icijo A.B.C., nearly new, Magdyno
liglitiiig '..'... £125

1920 B.S.A., Model H. with Lucas
ei^uipmeiit, and W atford speedo-
meter £95

1917 B.S.A. Model K Combination,
complete

, £S0
ifjiS DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo, verv

pretty example, complete with
accessories £75

ig^o H.B., 2:| h.p., 2-speed, kick start,
clutch, lamps, and horn £67 10

1920 P. & M., Avith coachbuilt Side-
car, electric lamps, and speedo-
meter, almost new £120

1920 NORTON, 3i h.p., direct drive,
as new £85

1920 NORTON Big Four, complete,
and as new £120

1920 S h.p. ZENITH, sports mo-Jel.
with sportin.s; Sidecar, and com-
plete enuipment, including discs
to all wheels £135

igr-o ZENITH, 6 h.p., sports model,
excellent specimen, verv fast . . £95

1919 TRIUMPH,%4h.p., Model H,
complete £85

1920 CEDOS lightweight, soiled onlv. £60
1920 ENFIELD lightweight, as new. . £57 10
1920 ZENITH, ^-.=ih.p.. sports model £105
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model,

fnileafi:'=: 200 only, specially tuned
lor competition' work ; . . . £117 10

Efc, etc.

AND ALWAYS THE BEST
VALUES ARE AT BSCESTER.

,/. ir. TOLLADY,
General Manager.

THE

L, B5GESTER,
and

90, High St., OXFORD.
'Plumes—

35, Bicester. 784, Oxtord.

'Grams—
" integrity, Bicester

" " Integrity, Oxford.'

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
'

Zenith.
^ENITHS.-Iu stork, 8h,p.. eliitrh. kick f;t;irtcr-
^-* £162.—Xorce. Northgnte, Gt, Yarujouth. [6181
^ENITH, new 1921 sports model, twin, immediate^J delivery; £123.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

[6624
I^EXITH 8h.p., T.T., clutch, recently fitted new iiis-
^-J tons, etc., ull accessories; £70.—Akam, Harris St.,
Bradford. [6012
1Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, elec-
-^*^ trie light; best offer accepted.— 17, Garden Av.,
Mitcham, S.W. [X5044
"1 (Qig (Late) 6h.p. Zenith Clutch Combination, coiu-
-»-•-' pleLe accessories, insured; £140.—15a. Elslinni
Rd., Kensington. [5949
8 h.p. Zenith Combination, 1914, good order, new

tyres, belt, and lamp: £70. or I.est offer.—SmitJi,
Blctchington, Oxford. [6124
"|Q19 81i.p. Zenith, countershaft model, spare belt.
-*-*' lamps, horn; £125. or near offer.—Pim, Corpu.s
Christi College, Cambridge. [6533
/i K GNS.—Zenith-Gradua 4h.p., 1915. new tyres,^^ lamps. Klaxon, tools, fast, perfect.-24, South
St., Newport. Isle of Wight. [6263

20 Zenith 6h.p. Sports, slightly, used for demon-
stration,, as new; 127' gns.—Julian. 84, Broad

St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [6699

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., clutch. Swan sijorting sidecar.
all accessories, only 1,400; £198, offers.— 14.

Queen's Rd., Hoyhike, Cheshire. [6242

ZENITH Sh.p. SpOTting Mcdel in stock: £139.-
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock

St. Ion Oxford St.), Bond St.. Londou. W.l. 'Phone:
Maytair 6559. - [0319

"1019 (June) Zenith 5"6h.p. Countershaft Comhinntion,
-!-•' Canoelet ilinor sidecar, mileage under 1,500.
just overhauled bv makers; offers.—Nelson, Barnsdale.
Burneside, Kendal. [6192

ZENITH Combination, 3V:.h.p. Gradua, perfect run-
ni i;; order, beautifully sprung cajie sidecar;

engineer owner; £50, Si.crifice.—42, Glenthorn Rd.,
Jesmond, Newcastle-cn-Tyne.

'

[6406

ZEXITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combinntion, x,ucns
head, rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedometer,

knee-grips. Ace disc -wheels, luggage grid, as new; £170.
-I'arker'.s Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5496

"I Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft model,
-Itf complete with all accessories, including screen-,

luggage grid, etc., and perfect in every respect; £185.

—

Rogers, 113. Bishop's Mansions, Fulham, S.W. 6. [6494

F.O.C.il have a 1919 6h.ij. Zenith. T.T. bar^,
aci.e'-soiie.-;. grand condition; cheap.— 5, Heatli St..

Fampstead (near Han.pstead Tnl. e S^tation). 'Phone:
Hau:pstead 3752. Ho'.irs 9-7, intluding Satuidavp.

[6237
BRAND Xew 1920 8h.p. Zenith Combination, com-

plete with lamps, -speedometer, horn, insurance
policy; cost £220;. for immediate cash £195, a.= oi^Tier

ordered abroad.-J. Beer, 36, Queen's Gardens, Lancaster
Gate, London, W. [2024

1 Q20 Zenith, sports model, 8h.p,. fitted Flying
J-t/ Middleton sidecar all lamps, horn, tools.
etc; only 3 months old; as new; £127/10; ex-
change? or ea^v payments.—2, Nightingale Pd..
Lower Clapton, N,E. [6765

NEW 81i.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204,
or on deferred payments; one-fifth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd..
118, Bromptun Rd., London. [6379

ZENITH-GRADUA 4-5h.i3. Twin, countershaft clutch,
K.S., smart coachbuilt sidecar. Easting -wind

screen, luggage and petrol can carriers, 3 lamps, 2 genei-
ators. rerfeet appearance and condition, many spares;
what offers B.V., 38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. [6244

1020 [August) Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, Swan com!)ina-.
-«3' tion, fully- equipped with best of everything, tyres

unpunctured, plating and enamel indistinguislinhle from
new, fully insured, mileage 1,400: £130.-17, Dover
Teiiaie, Sandycombe Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [6246

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p., twin clutch motlel. recently
tlioioughiv overhauled and modernised by the

uiJikers, with 1920 Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, all

tyres as new, every accessory, perfect condition th]ou_sh-
out- £95.—H. Mercer, Ltd., Albion House, 59, ISew
Oxford St., W.C.I. Tel.: Museum 3707. [6348

ZENITH Combination, late 1915, 5-6h.p., clutch,
kick start, new tyres and tube.5, periect condi-

tion, privately owned, comfortable coachbuilt sidecar.
Easting wind screen, handle-bar cloc:k, 2 acetylene
lamps, mechanical horn, spare band, week-end truni.—
Apply, E. G. H. North, Farnborough School, Hants.

(6799
"I Q20 Zenith, 8h,p.. clutch and countershaft inndel,
JLJJ with coachbuilt sidecar, all acceasories, includ-
ing P. and H. lamp set. mechanical horn, and Easting
wind screen, tyres 650x65 all round as new, the whole
machine in practically new condition; owner bought
car; accei>t £160 for quick sale.—Dr. Orr, Brand Lane.
Ludlow. [5694

£135.-1916 Zenith 6h.p. and lirand new Swan sports
sidecar, completely equipped with all lamps, horn,

etc., just been thoroughly overhauled, and in splendid
condition throughout; may be purchased by paying one-
third down, balance in 12 montlily instalments.—Allen-
Bennett Motor Co., 9, 10, and 11, Royal Parade, Lnn-
don Ed., We^t Croydon. [6302

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of ths cue A37

t-
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MOTOR CYCLES
' Zenith.

FOR SALE.

"1 Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft mode].
J-t/ best grey Canoelet""sidecar. with hood, -ecreen.
:iu(! 'Jiile 'lutaiui:, l>est ILucas lamp sets, Cowey speed-
nnii^L'i, I,iiij.ns horn, watch, and Ta'n-Sad pillion seat.

t;ii:iKtutei-fl perfect and as new, low mileage: £200: no
offers entertained. — 365, Green St,, Upton Park.
PiiL.ne : East Ham 303. [6398

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

C.VLTHORPE 2-stioke, 2.speed, as new. mileage
1,000, lamps; £45.—Smith, 229, Maryvale Rd..

[SS067Ronrnville,

MUEIEL HIXD'S 6h.p. Sex, open frame, for s:ile:

exchange Scott or lady's Douglas.—I/Ord, "U all Hill
Hall, Corley, Coventry. [X6a88

DOUGL.\S Ladv's, 2-speed, footboards, lamps;
£29/10.-5, Eglon Mews. Berkley Hd., Primrore

Iim (near Chalk Farm Tube). [6567

DOUGLAS Lady's 23ih.p., cintch, kick start, 2-

speed, good condition; appointment; £45.—Ingle-
.•ide. Meeting House Lane, Berkswell. [X5529

1Q18 New Imperial Lady's, 2Vl'h.p, J.A. P. engine,
i-if clutch, 2-speed, K.S.. in good running order:
price £70.—R. Wihner, Sonthery, Norfolk. [6508

R
R

R,

Miscellaneous.
D. VARTT Cnn Ofler You the Best if Ton Want

to buy, sell, or exchange.—Below.

D. VABTT Guarantees all Dates Advertised to be
* all testerl ou tn.e famous bread and cheese hill.—

Below.

RD. VAETI for Satisfaction and a Square Deal.-
• Below.

D. VARTY Offer the Best Attention for Ab
Lt;. correct, and put date of machine on invoice.-
Below.

R.
D. VAETY Offer the Best Attention for All
Repairs and Overhauls.—Below. "

R. D. VAETY, Bread and Cheese Hill, Thiradersley
Eayleigh, Essex {Benfleet or Eaylcigi Stations).

[9177WAXDSWOETH Motor Exchange have the cheapest
and truest selection in London.—Below.

TXT'AXDS'U'OETH.-Easy terras, easy terms, easy tertM
VT on auy motor cycle, combinatiori.-Below.

WANDSWORTH,-1920 T.D.C. de Lirxe 2i!,h.p.,
mag., 2 speeds, almost new; 49 gns.—Below"

T\7'ANDSWOETH.-1920 Eadeo spoiling model, 2'.'.,

»v h.p., 2 speeds, disc wheels; 55 gns.—Below.

T\7'AKDSWOETH.-1920 Clyno 2i;.h.p., 2 speeds.
» ' clutch, shop-soiled ; only 69 gns.—Below.

WANDS\TOETH.-1920 Coventry Eagle, 23,ih p
J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch, kick; 72 gns.—Below.

TyANDSWOETH.-1920 Triumph T.T. 4h.p., Lucas
»» lighting, practically -new, unsciatched

; 96 gns.—

lTTAXnsWOETH.-1920 Indian,
VV lunation, dynamo lighting, hood,

gns.-Below.

TI/'ANDSWOETH.

magnificent coiu-
screen ; only 165

1920 Indian, magnificent com-
niitiou, dynamo lighting, practically new, un-

ratihed; 185 gns.— Below.

Below.

ALEXANDERS
1 EDINBURGH

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

CJTRIKES Ahead ! Be prepared and run yonr ovi

1^ mechanical transport: prices for all pocfcets.-
i Below.

frame Sh.p. Bat, ma]£160; brand new 1920
nificent de luxe mi

spnnj
mount.

im

AND

GLASGOW,
FOR

iate

ma

TT7AXD;SW0RTH.-1915 Indian combination, 7h,
'» twin, mag., lamps; great bargain, 62 gns.-Belo
TyAXIlSWOETH.-Indion coachbnilt combination,
** 7h.p., (Spring frame, speedometer, lamps- only 68

Mus.— Below.

T\7AXDSW0ETH.-Triumph 3lAh.p., mag., Gradof gear with kick starter, beauty; 39 gns.— Bcluw.
VyAXD.SWOETH.-Eex Sil-h-p., mag., dropped frame,
»» uewly enamelled, very smart; 32 gns.—Below.
WAXDSWOETH.-James 4i/4h.p., T.T. type, nrag.,

very last; cheap; offers.-Below.

TX7"AXDSW0ETH.-Eex with ccachbuilt sidc-ar 5
'• h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds; 39 gns.-Below.WAX IJSWOETH.-Norton small twin, mae., Grado

gear; first cheque 25 gns.—Below.
lTn-AXIlSWOETH.-Alld;iys Matchless, with sidecar 4»» h.p., Bosch, 2 speeds; 38 gnp.—Below.
V\;'AX1)SW0ETIT.-1918 Calthorpe 2i/,h.p., mag 2»» BI*ert«, nice little machine; 42 gnsr—Below. '

-^YA.XDSWOBTH.-FX 4Vih.p., 4.cyl., mag., multi'» di«. (bib-h; put, 29 guB.-Eelow.

yyA-N-nswonTH Ex,-l,anecs. - Wandsworth Motor
.,.,

''^',\""in<: Kbncr St., Wnndswoitli (Town Station;llionc: !i,-itter«cn 327. [6650

lVf"'''?„'i ^l'-^"' B0"<1 running order, 1919 engine"A £22—Box 8,930, c/o The Motor Cuclc. 16756you ran Kct oxaclly the car or motor cyt-Ic vou wani• ihrouKli Kwiksalc Private Motor Registry, 35Long Acre. W.C. Gerrard 2392. (0138
jyfATCHLpS 1914 3i!.h.l, twin .T.A.P., 3 speeds,

, \ '^^- '''uj'-
1.,

Scn.pray, Bosch, just overhauled bymaker., any trial; £70. or ncnrc«t.-Bclow.
Oib.p. Tritjinph Engine, B.S.A. frame, a.-peed gear
• r „k • '•"•.,1914 Bo.ch, new B. and H., new
< linrher tyre, tube and belt. £30; underslungmdc
nV\,\,,r,T^ *^i ™"" ""i«.''l.-Al.ply. 68. S.,uth St.
UrUll<Ort. Dorset. [gcr/ l«"oi=3c=JC=n=jc=yE=3C3t=jt=Jt=dt=Jt

A3fi All letters rcliitlng to advertisements should quote the number at

ACE. (4 cylinder.) i
ACME. i
ARMIS. IBAT. ^
B.S.A. m
BRADBURY. 1
CALTHORPE. i
COULSON B. i
CLEVELAND. I
CLYNO. i
COVENTRY EAGLE i
DIAMOND. i
DOUGLAS. Z
EDMUND. i
ENFIELD. i
FRANCIS BARNETT. i
INDIAN. I
LEVIS. g
MATCHLESS.. f
METRO-TYLER. i
NEW IMPERIAL. i
N.U.T. i

i OMEGA. i
i REX. •

i
i SPARKBROOK ^
m VERUS. ^
i VELOCETTE. i
i WILLIAMSON. i
M Early delivery Norton, P. & M., and 1
M Morgan. Immediate Delivery of the 10.5 M
[[J]

H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter, M
mij electric lighting, etc. The finest and rmi

^ most durable light car of its class. ™

i <; »• K
'^^.^^^

K^rj"^''- •
Sffl™ Scottish agents should now write us fjjrjM regarding 1921 agencies. We have M

still a few territories open for various W
makes of machines. Early application WS\

m is advisable ^

Alexander & Co. I
113-115, Lothian Road, i

EDINBURGH, i
AND m

272-274, Gt. Western Road. 1
GLASGOW. 1

rii ^110; P. and M.. 1918 model, reconditioned as nes
t!:
cV 1920 colours, all lamps, tools, etc., ready for i:

n''stant use.

£50^ Ixion 1920 2i^h.p., as new, only used 2 or
weeks.

£40; bargain offer, 3Vl>1i-P- "Rover, 3-speed Armstror
gear, foot clutch, first-class running order.

FIRST Cheque Secures.—HubePt Turner and Cc
4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Farringdon ltd

E.C. [676

RICHAEDSO^T Light Car, 7-9h.p. Kml^e combin
tion. Triuuiplis, 5-6h.p. Jauies, all new; immedia

delivery.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. [59E

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combin'
tion, £89/15; 1916 SVob-P- Brougb, opposed cyL<

3-speed countershaft, and sporting sidecar, £81/10.

BOOTH'S Motories. Halifax.—1919 P. and M., wH
new sidecar, £110/10; 7-9h.p. Indian, with to

pedo sidecar, £60/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—Six 1915 DougliSfl
£49/10; two 1918 4h.p. Douglases, £85/10.-

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rag)
Multi, with Rudge sidecar and accessories, ob

£170; price £127/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—S^A-P- N.S.U., ma(
Grado gear, £15/15: SV-t.p. Ariel, £25/10,-

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1915 Harley-Davidsi
combination, £97/10; 1920 Harley-Davidson a*

sidecar, £199/10; 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly nfr'

£44/10; O.K. lightweight. 2-speed, £34/10; tBi
Omega, 2-speed, £71/10; new 1920 6h.p. Ariel cpi

bination; 4i/2b.p. Quadrant; 4h,p. Douglas with ni
sidecar, £105; exchanges" entertained. — Bocftb

Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. E29(

S.E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich, offer bargains
all departments to make room for 1921 model

offers and exchanges entertained.—27, Stockweli S
Greenwich, S.E.IO, or 'phone Greenwich 751. [68

SPECIAL Offer of 500 second-hand Indian. Harl*
and Henderson solo mounts, full range of ;

models from 1915-1920. all are fully equipped and
tirst-elass order, guaranteed in perfect condition. (

prices show a saving of 40% to you. Write "for 1

particuhus and llets to Gotham Sporting Goods COii I

Warren St., New York City, U.S.A. [60

F.O.C.H., the Car and Motor Bike People.—Call a

see us. New and eecond-hand motor cycles," co
biiiation.<5. and light cars always on view; prices to bi

everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow a go
price for it in part exchange. Agents for ConUon
Mat€hl&^a, Harley-Davidson, Endge. A.J.8., B.S.A., N
Imperials. Allon. Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., Cortnl
Eagle. Wolf, and the famous G.N., Little Midlttl

HoTstmanu, and Deemster cars. All new cars and d'oi

cycles at makers' list price.—5, Heath St., HampWe
(near Hompstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Htiingl^'

3752r Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SCOOTER, Mobile Pup, with seat: £40.-Evan8;.'

' ag<* Newport, Salop.

EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver L
stock A.B.C. Skootamotas and Mobile ^U^J

MOTOR Scooter. iVih.p., 3-speed, neat appeaiMj
£30, or offers.—158, Halifax Rd.. Todmoi*^

A. B.C. Scootamota, nearly new. electric lighti •

beautifully; what oflers?-Box 8.888. o/p_

Aloivr Cycle.

AUTOPED Scooter, electric lighting, sho]

£37.—Motorcycle Marts, Ltu., Fair Ec
St., Chatham.

A .B.C. Skootamota; immediate delivery fan'bM
Covers, tubes, ."spares stocked.—Howes fluoP

Ltd.. Chapel Field, Norwich.

"I
Q20 A. B.C. Skootamota. brand new, new typfij

:

X*/ black finish, in stock at H=t; exdmnges pr ft

payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, WJl
[61

AUTOPED. the original Anto-scoot^r, lif-h.p. <trl
engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, honj. toT

etc., new; £32.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John BrlgM L
Rirmingham. - 1*1

1 020 Mobile Pup Scooter, electric lightinji *l
X t/ fili^'litly si op-soiled; first cheque £30 teoal
— R. B.imber and Co., Ltd.. 33. Liverpool R(l*i ^|
dale. Southport.

KIX(iS]lURY Scooter, alv^olutcly flfl iiew.^J
200 miles, guaranteed perfect; owner Ultt

lirst <'Jie(jue £28 seonrca. cost ovor £50.-,""
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgwme Ed., W-Z.'-

HOODS. WIND SCRI:F.1S'S.

C.\MH1',R.—Hoods, 55/-; wind screens. 27/6.-Brli
ami lluyles, 78, Church St.. Camberwcll, IiOWf

tilt' end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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What is a Lightweight?

THE line of demarcation between the light-

weight and the heavier types of motor

cycles has always been a matter of opLnion.

Hitherto, engine size has be?n the deciding

point, and generally about 350 c.c.

capacity has been regarded as the limit of the

lightweight.

Although engine capacity has some bearing

upon type, it cannot be said to be an essential

factor, as a machine weighing 190 lb. may have

an engine of 1,000 c.c, while the engine of

another weighing 300 lb. may be only 350 c.c;

yet, according to past and present ideas of light-

weiglits, the heavier machine would be a light-

weight and the lighter one would not.

Just as weight should be the deciding factor

with a light carj so should it be with the light

motor cycle, and as,- next year, taxation will

automatically divide motor cycles into two

classes, the line made by the Government, at the

suggestion of our governing bodies, should be

used to determine the limits of a lightweight.

If this ruling for taxation be accepted by the

trade and riders as showing the line of demarca-

tion,' then only those machines , which weigh

under 200 lb. should be termed lightweights,

irrespective of their engine capacity.

At the present time there is no authentic list

of weights in existence, as our efforts to obtain

correct figures have been confined to those

machines we have weighed ourselves. Hitherto

makers have quoted only approximate weights,

but the new taxation should induce catalogue

compilers 'to be accurate on this point, as, in

cases where a machine is on the border line, it

will make a difference of thirty shillings in

taxation.

We urge all makers to quote in their lists the

exact weights of their machines. Catalogues

are being prepared at the present time, and

we would suggest that it would give would-be

purchasers confidence in the figures given if an

actual weighbridge ticket were reproduced.

Police Permits for Exports?

UPON transport in its various forms depends

the welfare of the nation, and the

question of its cost has a great influence

upon the cost of living. One would

think, therefore, that the Ministry of

Transport would be too occupied at the present

time to. be concerned in matters which seem to

be designed for no other purpose than to hamper

industry.

We refer to certain proposals which we under-

stand are being considered by the Ministry, one

of which, if carried into effect, must have a re-

tarding influence upon the Overseas trade of the

motor industry. TTue__, it is only a rumour—but

rumours of which we take notice may be accepted

as being more than idle gossip. The sugges-

tion, we understand, is that the Ministry of

Transport proposes to seek compulsory powers

to ensure that police permits be obtained before

any motor vehicle is shipped abroad.

This new form of red tape is intended to be

added to the mass of formalities which are a

source of discouragement to manufacturers who
endeavour to improve our foreign exchange by

developing trade abroad. It is well known that

for years T/ie Molor Cycle has continuously used

its influence to foster overseas trade, and we

are in a position to state "that in many quarters

export trade is not considered worth the trouble

entailed in getting the goods .out of the country.

The necessity for permits is bound further to

restrict business with Overseas msfrkets, and on

this score alone the proposal should be dropped.

The idea of imposing a restriction of this

character is to prevent traffic in stolen machines

—truly an extraordinary remedy for a doubtful

disease—and would be a measure stigmatising

every exporter as a wrongdoer upon whom a

check should be kept. It is not in keeping

with the traditions of a country where everyone

is deemed innocent until proved guilty.
_
We

hope to hear no more of this absurd barrier to

the success of British trade Overseas.

An Index to the adyeptisements in this issue win be found on tine page facing the bacU cover
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Trials for Man or Machine? -

,UR article of October 21st under the above head-
ing put the case extraordinarily well. (N.B.

—

/ didn't write it.) Veterans will remember that

pushbicycle competitions went through three stages.

Stage I .—Competitions tested the bicycles,

advertised the makers, and provided sport for

riders.

Stage 2.—Competitions advertised the makers
and provided sport for the riders.

Stage 3.—Competitions provided sport for the

riders.

I have long ceased to take a cycling journal, but I

imagine that ^tage 3 still persists, and that the North
Road C.C. and other clubs still organise competitions,
in which only a very small and very enthusiastic

minority of push-cydists are seriously interested.

Ultimately motor cycle trials will reach the same
phase. At present we are still in stage i. I agree
with the writer of our article that the A.C.U. Six Days
exist to inform the general public about the capacity
of current machines ; and I see no reason, why the
one-day trials should not be encouraged to provide all

possible sport for us maniacs -who support them. It

is sad to think that a day must come when the man
\\ho tries to win medals on a motor cycle will be re-

garded with the same genial contempt by the general
public as the people who lie awake at nights scheming
how to put an extra mm. on to the bore of a prize leek.

Route-marking in Trials.

EAM sure that on consideration, the Rev. J. M. Phil-
pott will agree that yellow ochre ought only to be
used for route-marking in conjunction with arrows.

I have ridden through several trials this year in which
road-staining was the sole directive at many points.
It is well enough on a lonesome Scottish moor, where
tliere is no traffic about, but is altogether too distract-
ing \yhen there is a lot of traffic, or pedestrians about.
But if you are entering the main street of a busy town-
let by a narrow lane, and leaving the street on the
otherside by another narrow lane widiin a few yards,
especially when the lanes are massed like the spokes
round a hub, you cannot afford to gl'ue your eyes on
a graceful blue or yellow .stripe on the cobbles. Some
riders, no doubt, are blessed with a natural squint.
Personally, on these occasions I value an obtrusive
little placard;. and, as other correspondents point out,
It is the easiest job in the world to devise a placard
which is not at the mercy of .small boys. Placanls
used discreetly in conjunction wilii road-staining pro-
vide an ideal system. Is this corrospondcjit so innocent
as never to have noticed that certain trials organisers
A24

I

the

have_ a penchant for placing their arrows wheri

they cannot eastly be seen? In the 19 19 Arbuthno
Trophy (which was a non-stop), many arrows wer
ingeniously posted so that the riders ran special risj^

of overshooting them and missing a turn.

A Low Saddle.

[OT infrequently a tall rider finds it difficult t

wangle quite the ideal riding position. He can

not get far enough back on the frame, becaus

average saddle has" a bridge piece at the back

which fouls the carrier tie-bars or even the rear guard

For such cases I can recommend the B220 Brook

saddle, which has no rear bridge piece. There ma
be others, but up to date it is quite the lowest saddl

I have struck.

The Magdyno.

DOUBTING Thomases, who wonder whether

Magdyno will serve them as faitlifully as 01

untidy but loyal friend acetylene, should plud

up heart of grace. This system of electrical lightiii

has now -been adopted on a cheap but sound make 1

car, to wit, the 1920 Morris-Cowley. More than thai

the Morris-Cowley has been selected by the She

interests for the transport of their battalion of travelie:

—if you see a Morris-Cowley painted Post Olhce ret

you behold a Shell testimonial to the reliability of til

MagdynO'. This augurs well for the future of electr

lighting on motor bicycles. I am having one fitted t

a baby two-stroke for winter pottering.

Road Signals and Motor Cyclists.

EHAVE not forgotten the newspaper boys who li^jf

to dodge their 2 h.p. Minervas through Loud(]

traffic in all weathers with a hundredweight par^

of the Star on their backs. But the ordinary rid^J
less agile, and I should say the most obvious ppif
about compulsory road signals is that when the i^aa

are greasy not one rider out of every, two dare taTccj

hand off his bar to signal.' This difficultv does--ril

apply in all localities, for some roads are never re^
slippery, and it is true that when London wood p^
is greasy, the duffer type of solo rider makes a ^^
of staying indoors. But nevertheless there are

'

sands of riders who often find themselves in the sa^

under conditions where they would rather risk a p)t(^

cution than steer one-handed, even for half a secti

I ride generally in all weathers, but I am not a.sha

to confess that there are certain traffic centres al

certain corners where J need both hands if the surfaf

is greasy. Let Sir Eric Gctldes do a month on a hea

twin solo this winter before he enforces these sign!

on us. Why, there are times when I wait a mile ^f\

to inject a pump of oil because I dare not let go.
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Gaiters Justified.

TWINING out the other night, I expedenced sensa^

\\J/ tions analogous to those of speed wobble when
I found myself placed next a gaitered prelate

i\- a tactless hostess. I say tactless, because motor
\clists are fundamentally godless, since our hobby
iirns us all into pessimistic materialists, whereas a

ishop is—or should be—an optimistic spiritualist.

jivhow, whilst I desperately rummaged my memory
jr fragments of the thirty-nine articles, the jovial

ishop opened the ball by remarking that he rode a

aby Triumph. This put me at my ease, and 'when

e mentioned that his diocese was in Central Africa,

foresaw copy, and began to neglect my soup. The
\t bombshell was that he infinitely preferred a push-

-ycle. This was simply shocking ! I reversed our

spective roles, and called up all my reinforcements

ith the intention of making a convert. Let me con-

^s at once that I failed.

A Novel Matfcet.

rHE right reverend gentleman explained that he
had bought a Baby Triumph because he often

tackled 300 mile jaunts through bad lion

unlry, and that a lightweight was essential, as a

ret ford often. ended in a vertical bank twenty feet

gh, up which one might have to hew steps. On
other hand, the best machine had its drawbacks,

r there. were no garages or hotels in the bush. One
s to carry weapons, tent, fuel, oil, and food, as well

the special episcopal impedimenta (he did not

2cify what these were, but unless the ' Ingoldsby
gends are out of date, let us put it at bell, book,
i. candle). A sidecar or cycle car was imposssible,

ing to the narrowness of the track. He had tried

idmg on native carriers to establish dumps at

ive huts and villages, but this system was not satis-

tory, as the native huts are infected with " tick

er," which is apparently first cousin to trench fe\ei,

515

and quite incurable. So this peculiar branch of the

Overseas market demands a bantamweight machine,
capable of transporting, say, a couple of cwt. of lug-

gage, and absolutely proof against serious break-
downs. I was unable to recommend an ideal mount
for such conditions, and I did not blame his lordship
in resers'ing his Baby Triumph for use on the one
good road in his outlandish diocese. My natural

shyness prevented me from suggesting that he was sure

to win a gold medal if he entered in the Six Days.

Drying Up.

n
PUBLISH the following experience without pre-

judice, as nothing in my own Odyssey forms a
parallel to it. A Midland doctor, who is some-

thing of a motor cycling " knut " to all appearances,
tells me that he has two sparking plugs which I know
to be first-rate—in fact, I often use sister plugs on any
engine which is apt to diy up. He finds that if he hill-

climbs at maximum speed on an A. B.C. or a Scott,

the machines will do about three ascents of his pet
test hill in great foiTn ; e.jf., at 60 m.p.h. more or
less. ' If he continues to make fast ascents the
engine " dries up " and stops. I cannot make
head or tail of this. My own experience witlf "dry-
ing up " is that a very brief stop puts things right, and
I have never owned a mount 'which could do three
fast climbs in succession, and would then dry up on
a fourth, after the long cool implied in a descent of

the hill. If the version of the facts is correct, I

should say ^that the sparking plugs are only the
secondaiy cause. The primaiy cause must surely

be metallic distortion in the engines of an unusually
slow and progressive character. I should judge that

in the case of the A. B.C. the piston rings are probably
on the tight side, and that the drying up would dis-

appear with wear; and that m the case of tlie Scott

the walls of the cylinder maj possibly vary a trifle in

thi( kness.

Thumbs up." Althougk only tke joke ni a youngster with a sense of humour, the 'action could be taken as symbolic ot the motor cycle

movement. In spite of the turmoil through which industry is now passing, it is at heart sound, and things are in reality "All right."

A2S
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CHEPSTOW TO

ROSS, HEREFORD,
AND

ABERGAVENNY.

THIS is a route of

magnificent scenery
,

and roads cliiefly of
great excellerice : a ^vonder-

ful combination greatly to

be desired and not often

experienced. Chepstow
stands beside the river

Wye, » where it
,

_ broadens
out, presently to meet the

Severn. Here is the lowest
bridge over the 'Wye.
and from the other side of
it (not on our route to Mon-
mouth, but worth crossing
for the view) is the best
idea of Chepstow's situa-

tion to be obtained. There
you see that Chepstow, be-
•fore ever it became a
market town, was a place
of great military importance. Cresting the limestone
cliffs rising from the river runs the 'long length of the
rumed castle whose last fight was in 1648. By a pic-
turesque stroke of poetic justice, the regicide, Henry
Marten, was at the Restoration imprisoned in one of
the .ruined towers, and
there he died in 1680. But
we need not pity him. for
that " imprisonment " was
an easy one, and he visited

and dined out with the

Welsh squires at neigh-
bouring Piercefield pretty
much as he pleased. His
epitaph, of his own com-
posing, may be read in the
grim Norman church of
Chepstow. It is w or t h
/eading ; the beginning of
it is after this manner :

"Here or elsewhere, all's line
to ynu, to inc.

Kiirlli, ail', or water gripes uiv
KliimtleKs (lii.'^l;

Ko-rine knows liow soon to Ijc

by lire set free.

Header, if you an oft-trved rule
will ti'iist.

i'oii'll gladly do and Mdfir
wliat ynii inii>l.

"

A 26

Chepstow Castle, a stronghold o( olden days.

Tjntcrn Abbey is one of the most beautiful and familiar sights

of the Wye Valley.

Describing Ihe Vallj

of the Wye and Son

of iJs Bsauly Spot

We leave a commonpls
road behind at St. Arvan
in two miles, and en

upon a delightful thri
miles to Tintern, with i

Wye looping upon iti

below, on the right, 3
the v.'ooded hills and

''"

of the Wyndcliff on
left. The Wye so to)

pletely, doubles upoii^J

own course that it fpg

almost an island. It \i\

peninsula of L 1 a n c a i|

with a ruined chapel on]

The grey ruins of Tint^

Abbey presently s h p;}

ghostlike, among the

'

orchards beneath the rba

Descending into the villa^

past the " Beaufort Arm!"

the west front immed.jji!

faces the street. Ti
was a monastery of the white monks, the Cistercil

who settled here in 1131. This religious house «

founded^ by Walter de Clare, who thus sought, li

many of the pious founders of that age, to compou:

for his deeds of violence. Rebuilt in 1260. the rui

stand as an*;^ample of
j

purest phase of J^
English. There was iiS

any tower. Merely rooflj

the Abbey is not 3: %
in the complete sense^ 2^

could be restored, if 'sii|

a doing were thinkab

Some twenty years *go':

w a s purchased by \

Government from the Du
of Beaufort, and is in t

keeping of the \Voods ai

Forests Department. It i

well seen from the wat

side, but best from the hil

sides'almve Little Tintert

whence you look down upij

the river, the valley, ar

the road, and can take |

the whole situ.ition.

Under Barhador Hili

but along an easy roati, tf

proceed by Llandogc
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;siiig the Wye at

g sw e i r railway

\<3S\ and level cross

-

and thence reach

imouth throng h

brook, crossing the

jgain into the

1. Distance, thus

sixteen and a half

s.

[orunouth stands

re Wye and Mon-
meet. Agincourt

ire is the centre

:he town. It is

5d in honour of

ry v., who was
victor in that

e, and «'as born

Monmouth ; a n d

s, according to

lien, in Shake-
re's play, vi'as a

ihman. Ho\v that can be, seeing that Monmouth
counted an English county, does not appear. A
unpleasing statue of Harry of Monmouth stands

niche in front of the equally ugly Shire Hall

;

down below is the statue of C. S. Rolls, motor

nd aviation pioneer, killed in an exhibition flight

^urnemouth, July 12th, 19 10. He is shown in

et of examining a model aeroplane. The most

sting relics of old-time Monmouth are the scanty

.113 of that castle in which Henry V. was born,

•riel window called " Geoffrey of Monmouth's "

the church, and the ancient defensible gateway

i the bridge spanning the Monnow at the southern

)f the town.

?'^3<r

The quaint old Market House at Ross.

'he Man of Ross.

Jgjng to the right at the

the roads past the

Js' we come in one mile

atton village, whose
church stands in an

1 beautiful situation be-

lie Wye. "Thence
h Whitchurch to Good-
here we take the left-

fork. Note near the

s Keys " Inn a curious

ig with three wings,

the "Tripod House."
^ the vicarage built in

ijy the Rev. Thomas
grandfather of Dean
and was intended by

IS symbolical of the

Goodrich Castle

aw^ay beside the Wye
Ite" right-hand road.
p;hing Pencraig, the

|||cl sandstone towers of
"iWpuld appear to be

castle stand beside

PVbut they form only
trance to Goodrich

sn

Court, and were built

by Sir Samuel Mey-
rick, a famous' anti-

quary in his day, a

hundred years ago.

In a further three'

miles we cros5 the

ancient bridge at Wil-

ton, with its pillar sun

dial, and come uphill

into Ross, famous for

John -K y r I e-, the
bachelor benefactor of

tliis, his adopted town,

born 1637, died 1724.
The house he lived in

faces the quaint old

Market House. He
looked from his win-

dow's upon the Market
House day by day,

and, being an ardent

Royalist, he caused to

be carved on those old

walls a curious device yet to be seen there, formed by
the letters " F "" and " C " impaling a heart, and
signifying "Faithful to Charles in Heart." Such
were tlie simple conceits of bygone ages. The many
things that John Kyrle, the " Man of Rosj," did for

Ross cannot be detailed here. He caused the lofty

church spire to be rebuilt; and, being a lover of

trees, he planted, among others, the churchyard avenue
of elms,. It was, therefore, with something like super-

stitious awe that the people pf Ross, a good many
years ago, when one of the elms he had planted was
cut down, saw two elm-suckers springing up in the

church through the floor of his pew. And there they

__ ."_ _ are, to this day.

The Fair City of Hereford
The way to Hereford is

unmistakable. At three and
a half miles out, keeping to

the left at the fork, and
, thence through the hamlet of
Old Gore, it becomes very

-hilly. Passing Fowntiope,
the road touches the Wye,
and conaes to Mordiford,
where, turning left, we
cross the river, and come into

the fair city of Hereford on
the level.

Hereford- is a cheerful and

bustling city, very busy in

the agricultural way, es-

pecially in cattle, and very

much more modern in general

than would be expected. But
the cathedral, in its quiet

Close, sounds a vastly dif-

ferent note. A small but
beautiful and stately

cathedral, of a red sandstone,

with architecture ranging
from grim and heavy Norman
to the last phase of Gothic.

A picturesque spot near Aber-
gavenny en the Monmouth road.
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The most curious thing in it is a map of the world,

made in 1314 : a fearful and ~ wonderful, if at the

same time, an extraordinarily incomplete world. Here-

ford, be it said, is one of those trebly-blest cities that

have no tramways.

It is from across the Wye that, looking back, we

get the best view of Hereford. Here we turn south,

and at the fork roads in half a mile bear right, for

the twenty-three miles to Abergavenny—a very pleasant

road, past Tram Inn railway station, St. Devereux,

Wormbridge, and Kenderchurch. ^
The tourist who

cares to turn threequarters of a' mile- deft at St.

- be.-ereux will be repaid by a sight of Kilpeck Church,

one of the smallest, and one of the mdst perfectly

beautiful of late Norman churches, in this country.

Beyond Kenderchurch we enter at Pontrilas the

valleys of the Dore and Monnow. .
Thence by Pandy,

where the road grows hilly, to Llanvihangel Crucorney.

The park here is notable for its fine avenue of Scotch

firs, the noblest in the county. Finally, past Mardy,

comes ' Abergavenny, busy and prosperous, with its

battered old Priory Church and collection of much
mutilated efifigies, -suffering from the surgical opera-

tions and amputations inflicted in. the past by fanatics

or by the merely mischievous. And that is what the

power and state of the ancient Lords Marchers,
fierce de Braoses and others, have come to: an arra'

of broken-nosed, and some armless and legless effigies

Abergavenny sits on the hillside above the meetin|.

of the rivers Usk and Gavenny, in a pleasing lani

commanded by. that great hill, or mountain, the Sugar

loaf, nearly four miles distant, but looking nearer

from its abrupt outline. It rises to 1,954 feet.

The remaining seventeen miles into Monmouth ar

part of the great main road from Gloucester to Milfori

Haven. It is an easy road, beginning along the valle

of the Usk, passing Penpergwm and Rhyd-y-Grave
Here, at the fork roads, keep to the left, a%'oiding tli

right-hand turn for Usk. Soon we come to Ragla
Village, with the massive and stately ruins of the cast!

on the left : that fortress residence of the old Marqu-
of Worcester, who, at the age of eighty-four, defende

it in the interests of the Royalists in the long sieg

of 1646, and finally surrendered only to starvatioi

marching out with all the honours of war, as so galliii

a gentleman should. Through Mitchell Troy vil

and then past the park of Troy House, until recei

years a seat of the Duke of Beaufort, we short!

come into Monmouth across the ancient Monno
Bridge, and under the archway of its defensible git

The distance covered on this route is Sii miles.

PETROL LEVEL.
Methods of effecting an Essential Carburetter Adjustment.

WHEN making experimental adjustments to cars

or motor cycles,, it is always advisable to be

able to return at once and with certainty to

the original state of things in case the alteration made
turns out to be a disadvantage rather than an improve-

ment. This applies with especial force to the setting

of the petrol level in the float chamber of a carburet-

ter. The advice usually given is to rnove the collar

up or down the needle as required by means of a vice

and a hammer. This is all very well in some cases,

and it is not difficult to tap the needle farther through

the collar when the petrol level is to be lowered by
holding the needle loosely in the vice with the collar

resting on top or at the side of the jaws and tapping

the reverse end gently with a small hammer. The
collar is generally a driving fit, in which case no difii-

culty is likely to be experienced, but sometimes it is

sweated on, and then

heat must lie applied.

It is not so easy to move
the' collar in the other

direction because the

]5 o i n t of the needle

canniit l)e tapped with-

out risk of damage. The
])rocedure will then be

to hold the needle tightly

in liie vice .a^d slip over

its ])oint a piece of tube
'

which is loose on the .

needle but will engage
and tap this with the

a suitable piece of tube

Therefore it is better, at any ra

:D=a

Fig. 1.—IVIoving the collar of

a carburetter needle away from
the point. The needle is held
loosely in the vice.

the shmilder of the collar

hammer. In the event of

not being available (a very likely contingency), an
adjustable sjjanner can be made to take its place.

These operations are shown in the accompanying
A28

sketches. When the collar is shifted on the need

it is not easy to return it exactly to its original po;

tion if the alteration proves to be the reverse -of ben

ficial—moreover, some carburetter needles have, i

stead of a movable collar, a small slot into which tl

clip can spring,

until the ex-

periments have
proved their
success, to alter

the level b y
means of
w a s h e r s—

a

light washer
below the clip

will lower the

d e V e 1 and a

'h e a V y one
above the clip

will raise it.

As" some floats

have a very spiall margin of buoyancy, the washer,

washers, used below the clip, must be very light oE't|

will not have the desired effect. A cork washer will'

satisfactory where petrol only is used, but this wol

be destroyed by benzole and become crumbly.'

small aluminium washer will serve the purpose ad

ably, and is easily made from sheet aluminium
is available, but this is not always the case,

small- brass eyelets used in boots and shoes, and obta

able at a few pence per dozen from a slioemaker

cobbler, will prove very suitable. The wide

should be placed on the float, and the narrow ei

which can easily be cut with a pair of scissors if it

too high, against the clip, or, in a top feed carburet!

a''aiiist the collar. AURIGA

Fig. 2.—Moving the collar of a carburelle

needle towards the point. In this case lln

vice grips the needle tightly and the spannc

is free to slide.
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Testing a Chassis-less Sidecar.
The Advantages ol Non-rigid Structures as applied to the Sidecar Slrikingly Demonstrated

. NEW sidecar, to be kiiowii as the

\\ Millford-Rock, manufactured by
! Messrs. Slills-Fuliord'. Ltd., of

' aney Stanton Road, Coventry, is to be

5wn at Olympia, and it is one well

rthy of inspection.

The" design has already been described

our pages (issue of August 5th, 1920).

may be recalled- tliat it is of AuS-
lian origin, and no doubt its production

i .some reflex of the road conditions in

it country. As far as Great Britain

(ijiicerued, it will be associated with
..Id-established name of Millford, and

tire deciding upon its adoption as a
iidard 1921 model the makers have put

1 1 rough some most searching tests.

Charging Kerbstones.

it a lat-er date we shall describe the

I hod of construction, but the model we
i ifcted and tested was not exactly as

t final product will be issued, for

(1 of the experimental fittings were
made. The sidecar is unique in

r it has no chassis, but consists simply

u ' double cranked axle, flexibly attached

I the chain stays of the cycle at one
p and carrying the wheel at- the other.

I iprneath the body are bearings in

h the axle swings, and an adjustable

_; transferring the load on to the

ed arms of the axle. The bottom
. lie body, of course, is specially

ithened, and is held at the front

telescopic spring connection, while a
II- arrangement connects the axle to

i-at lug of the machine, thus keeping
itter vertical.

I whole structure is quite flexible,

110 matter how the wheel strikes

> les, the sidecar body floats on,

or less undisturbed ; it is quite
iile to swerve into the kerb fif the

.ith with the side wheel at 15 or 18

Trying to break the new- Millford-Rock sidecar. Attached to a 6 h.p. A.J.S., this

chassis-less spring sidecar has been taken at high speeds over all the worst roads in the

Midlands ; charging into kerbstones without warning is its daily gruelling, but although

the passenger may be startled, he scarcely feels the bump 1

m.p.h., aud only cause the slightest .shock

to the sidebar passenger. Over a deeply
pot-holed road merely the minimum of

vibration is felt—not nearly so much- as

that experienced in a large and well-

sprung car when passing over a similar

place. Steering is also improved, especi-

ally as regards left-hand turns, which
may be made without the least fear of

the sidecar lifting. None of the con-

nections being rigid, the severe side

thrusts and jolts to which the motor cycle

frame is usually subjected are almost
entirely damped out.

Fitting a Countershaft Gear.

M'

I

1
An Albion two-speed gear fitted to an O.K. Junior. Any model of this single-geared mount

may now be so converted.

Gear Boxes for Well-known
Single-geared Lightweight.

I

OST people who own single speed

motor cycles desire sooner or

later to convert them so as to take

a gear box. The 1920 O.K. Junior motor

cycles have all been made with single

speeds, and owing to the construction

of the bottom bracket it has been rather

difficult to have a countershaft gear box

iitted.

The Albion Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Tower Works, Upper Highgate Street,

Birmingham, by a slight alteration of

their gear box, and by making a special

set of holding-on bridges, are now able

to get over this difficulty, an-d fit the

simple two-speed and the clutch and

kick-starter gear boxes without altera-

tions to the frame.

It the engine fitted is the Union or

Mark II, Yilliers the flywheel must be

sent to the Albion EngineeTing Co. to

be bored out, and have a special adapter

made for the sprocket, but for the Hark
III. or Mark IV. Villiers engines

sprocket adapters can be supplied.

.•V29
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A Furiher Series ot Hints, wilh Special Reference

to the Adjusimenrof Cycle Bearings.

{Continueii from page 434.)

AS motor cycles were evolved from pedal' cycles

by the addition of engines, etc., it is not sur-

prising to find that they bristle with cycle parts.

Some motor cycles seem, indeed, to have been
evolved rather than designed, and this, no doubt,
accounts for the great popularity of the diamond
frame (so-called), which has made good, and proved
its suitability for cycles, where the propelling power
is provided by the rider, but cannot be considered ideal

in all points when the propulsion is provided by an
engine. Some points of similarity between the pedal
cycle and the motor cycle have disappeared, or are

-in process of disappearing—for example, the change-
speed gears in the rear hub, brakes on the wheel rims,

and small, unpadded saddles. This is all Jo the

general good, and there are other features which
might well follow their example. The design and
method of adjustment of the steering head cannot be
considered ideal. Thrust bearings are usually em-
ployed, and these are not suitable for the, more severe

strains which would be better resisted by journal

bearings. What is wanted is the combination of

thrust and journal bearings

found in the corresponding

parts of a car, o-r, failing

this, the cup and cone ad-

justable bearings found in

cycle wheels would be an
improvement, as these are

capable of resisting both

transverse and longitudinal

strains.

The Advantages of
Correct Adjustment. Occasional small balls, which

In the days of the cycle do no harm, but help to keep

boom cyclists took a great ^^^ °'''<='' ''^"^ '" ^^'^" pWs%.

pride in their machines,
and spent much time in keeping their bearings clean,

and in correct adjustment, for carelessness in these
matters meant that the rider had to work harder when
propelling his machine along the road, and found a
difficulty in keeping up wilh his companions. Correct
adjustment has the further great advantage that it

improves the wearing qualities of the parts, and the
rider will have no need to complain to the maker that
the machine has failcfl to give the length of service
which might have been exjiected.

A.30

The average motor cyclist, too,, takes a considerabi

amount, of trouble in looking after his machine, bi

he is often apt to forget that the whole cycle neet

attention, and to confine his efforts to his engine aii

to playing about with his carburetter—a fascinatin

pursuit, it is true, but not all that requires doing. Tl

wheel bearings should be carefully adjusted so th;

the side shake is just removed, and the wheels ]i

perfectly free on their bearings. The final testj|

freedom should be made after the lock nuts'have bee

tightened up, for sometimes screwing these up has tl;

effect of tightening the bearings more than is intendei

Replacing Balls.

If, by any chance, it becomes necessary to repla|

any of the balls in a bearing it is essential thattJjT

shall be of identical size with the old ones, othei^

they will not do their proper share in carrying"''t

weight. In the event of being unable to obtain baj

of the correct size, one or two balls smaller than &f
fellows will function satisfactorily, especially it^'

small balls are placed at intervals; but occas|

large balls are very

ful, and should on-'

account be used, as ,.tla

may give way themselvl

under the extra load

have to sustain, or da^

the cups and cones,

generally the last-na

that suffer first, and corn

adjustment b e c o m e s'

length impossible.

Occasional large balls, whose LocKnuts.
presence is very deleterious, Many motor cycles SB

and which will soon ruin a provided with locknutsfo
'^^""S- the bearings inside tlij

forks instead of relying upon the nuts which hol<|

the wheel in place to do a double duty as on pedi

cycles. This is fairly common on rear wheels (bi)j

.sometimes also applied to the front), and is good i|

itself because it enables a wdieel to be removed foj

tyre changing purposes without interfering with tli

adjustment of the bearings; and also because it prfl

vides an interval between the fork and the bearinf

which giyes the mud which
,
runs down the fork

better opportunity of dropping off liel'orc it can (Bad
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Dtes for the Novice.—

iie bearing-—in my opinion a vej-y important point,
fid one which more makers would do well to coa-
der, especially on their front wheels.

Hfead Adjustment.
There is, of course, far less movement in the bear-
gs of the head, which oscillates slowly or remains

I -actically stationary while the wheels are revolving
1 pidly, than in the other bearings, but it is just aS

I

iportant to keep these bearings properly adjusted,

ther a loose or a tight head has a ,very bad
\ 'ect upon the steering.-

I it is fairly common practice to drive the magneto

j

a chain, although a gear drive is generally recoei-

1 ;nded by the magneto makers. Unless this chaia

I

very carefully adjusted it will, on the one hand, im-

\ se undue strains upon the bearings of tlie armature
being too tight, or, on the other, become loose

Dugli to hit against fts cover and cause a ^nost

lOTOig rattle. The difficulty is often increased by

52/

the use of sprockets having a small number of teeth.

The chains employed generally are half-inch pitch,

and I should be inclined to advise the use of a chain
of shorter pitch, as this innovation would admit of

sprockets having a greater number of teeth without

any increase in the overall diameter, resulting in a

smoother running chain. Another reason why the

correct adjustment of the magneto chain is so impor-

tant Ues in the fact that a slack chain causes the'

magneto timing to be somewhat retarded, although

the ignition lever may be in the position of full

advance. This is liable to; cauge the engine to over-

heat, and, in general, to have aa adverse effect upon
the running. J.H.W.

Previous articles in this series include:

CARBURETTERS—Parts I., II., and III., Aug. 5th,

12th and IWi respectively ; and VARlABLSfGEARS—
Part I. Sept. 23rd, Part II. Oct. 7th, and Part III.

Oct. im.

BRAKES AND SKIDDING.
kH Account of Experiments with Models which seem to Favour the Front Wheel Brake.

* HE front brake of a motor cycle is usually,

-regarded as an unnecessary encumbrance, fitted

only to comply' with the law. Even the .careful

•r rarely thinks of using his front brake, and
' ffds it only as an emergency fitting.

be- neglect of the front brake is due possibly in a

e measure to the idea that its use is liable to

j

ie skidding. It is true that on a push bicycle the

leri locking of the front wheel down a steep hill

iMcto project the rider oyer the handle-bars, but

rfoliowing considerations will show that a front

% brake properly used is far preferable tO' one

hie rear wheel.

i'far back as 1904 the effect of brakes on the

On -of a car was discussed by the eminent

i§st, Sir George Darwin, at a meeting of the British

fiation in Cambridge. Witho'ut going into his

igbatical treatment of the problem, it is well

i while repeating the experiments he performed,

ti sliow in a most striking fashion the effects of

-'ing the brakes to- a car.

e apparatus required is of the simplest character,

'. the experiments can be performed in a few

;i Mits by anyone. All that is required is a small
' n wheels—such as the truck of a toy train—and

;)ing board down which the car can travel.

Hl^eriments duplicating Road Conditions."
the experiments performed by Sir George Darwin

brake " was applied by locking one pair of the

1 is before letting the car slide down the board

.

- St, the rear wheels were fixed and the car allowed

le. One would expect the car to take a straight

down the slope, the locked wheels acting as a.

beliind. Actually what invariably happens is

!he car turns completely round, and finishes its

ii sy with the locked wheels in front. If the model
"Ti started with the front wheels "locked," it

dHi. a perfectly straight descent.

^i these experiments the car was started with the

s on. By a slight modification, the conditions

can be made mor% ne'arly to approach to those on the

road. A short piece of thread is fixed at one end
to- one of the axles, and at the other to the body of

the' car. As the car rolls down the slope, all four

wheels revolve, and the tliread is rolled round' the

axle until it is taut. In this way the brake is applied

suddenly to one pair of wheels, and the result can
be studied.

An Anti^skidding Rule.

If the front wheels are braked, the' car suddenly

slows up and finishes in a straight course without

skidding. If the rear wheels are suddenly locked,

the car skids. If the board is sufficiently wide, the

model will swerve to one side, turn com^pletely round,

and finish its course witli locked front wheels.

From these- experiments it wourl'd seem that the

proper course is tO' apply brakes to the front wheels.

Other considerations, however, affect the design of

motor vehicles. It requires more complex mechanism
to transmit the power' from a lever to the front wheels,

although this was done on some of the early tricars

;

for' example, the Humber of about 1906 had com-
pensated band brakes working on the front wheels.

Again, most riders naturally prefer to operate a brake

with the foot rather than by hand; and in the case

of a motor cycle it is much simpler to connect the

foot lever tO- a rear brake than to one on the

fron*- wheel.

Closely allied to the action of brakes is the effect

of the application of the driving force to a wheel.

It is well known that on greasy roads or wet tram-

lines any sudden torque on the back wheel of a motor

cycle may have disastrous effects.

The cause is the same, viz., an effort to rotate the

wheel at a speecT different from its natural rolling

speed on the road ; it is immaterial whether it be faster

or slower. Hence the rule in bad weather should be

to avoid rapid acceleration and deceleration.

J. T. DuFTON, M.A.Cantab.

I
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Some Road Impressions of the Dunelt 300 c.c

Two-s(roke as a Sidecar Machine.

and to make arrann;ements for

WHEN long be-

fore last
Olympia, ^ve

first inspected the
drawings and experi-

mental engines of the

Dunelt big single two-

stroke, we felt that,

with perseverance and

careful study on the

part of its designers,

it would eventually

materialise as a seri-

ous sidecar proposi-

tion.

It was exhibited at

the last Show, and
created a great deal

of attention as a

passenger machine
at a popular price.

The exhibit served

merely to test the

potential demand for

such a machine, and
no orders were ac-

cepted, as the makers
had still certain diffi-

culties to overcome
production.

In the meantime, encouraged by the interest mani-
fested in its design, the experiments were continued,

and two machines were entered in the A.C.U. Six

Days Trial. One of these was fitted with a sidecar,

and was in the hands of a driver who had never before

competed in a trial.

A Wonderful Performance Recalled.

We confess that when we saw the machines at Dar-
lington, on the eve of the start, and learned that the

sidecar outfit had only a 12 to i ratio for its lowest

gear, we thought its chances of securing a " gold
''

were small. It was the first time a two-stroke had
taken a sidecar through a Six Days Trial—and tiie

most difficult Six Days to boot—yet both machines
secured the much prized gold medals.

This trial pro\ed that a 500 c.c. air-cooled two-
stroke was a practical proposition as a sidecar macliine,

and was at least the equal of a 4 h.p. of the four-stroke
type. In fact, it is worthy of note that 4 h.p. four-

.stroke sidecar machines were originally entered, but
were withdrawn when the severity of the route became
known.

At Olympia this month, the Dunelt will again he
exhibited, but this lime as a commercial ))roposition.

Kccently, we were afforded an ojjportunity of trying
tlie sidecar outfit on the road. The machine itself

lieiiig one of the Six Days mounts, with many (liou-

^•-,rf?'^-~^'

baiida of miles to it

credit. The Sturmey
Archer gear box wa
still in the positio

adopted hurriedly fo

the big trial, that i

above the bracket de

signed for a difFeren

type of gear box whici

was fitted to th
machine at tlie las

Show. In the produc
tion model the mor
con^'entional positioi

below the bracket ha

been decided upon.

It may be remem
bered that the Dunel
differs from the ortho

dox three-port type

engine in one importaii

respect. It has .

stepped cylinder am
piston which increase;

the displacement in th<

crank case. This pro

vides better scavenin!

and, in consequence

less tendency to four-stroke at low speeds and unde

light loads. The ' two diameter "' piston also has th

advantage of being cooled on both sides of its wall

by the entrance of the cool gases. Whether or rg

this is one- of the reasons why the engine runs so coo

the fact remains that it will apparently run indefinite

without overheating, and without giving trOuW

through distortion.

This is certainly an important point gained,
^

although the Dunelt is not the first big single aj

cooled two-stroke, it is the first to be placed on ^
market in this country, after it lias been proved eq'g!

to all the tasks expected from a machine of its size.!'

The Effect of Appearance.

One's first impression of the Dunelt from an app<SJj

ance viewpoint is the apparently enormous size of,^

cylinder. This is due to the douljle diameter pisto

referred to abox'e. Then its inclined position in .^

frame, and the angle of the intermediate frame tl^

give the machine the appearance of being somewha'

high' at the front. -
I. [

These latter points, however, are only first impfes|i

sions created because the machine departs from con

ventional outlines. It is not, however, so heterOfJo|

as to create unfavourable comment. It is merel)>

different, and therefore attracts the eye.
_

- 5

Once in the saddle, any suggestion of nnconventior^'

alily disappears, and one gets an impression similar I

'

that obtained on a big twin or 4 h.p. single wil
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-large tanks. One has no doubt
that- the Dunelt is a fully-fledged

-sidecar machine, and when the

engine is started there is little of
' that uncertainty of impulses usually

present with a two-stroke. The
machine we tried certainly four-

stroked a little, but scarcely any more
than some flat twins have eight-

stroked; in fact, when running idlv,

the occasionally four-stroking re-

minds one of _a twin of which one
cylinder is occasionally cutting out.

Once under load., however, all

four-stroking ceased, and; with the
even torque of a flat twin—without a
flat twin's mechanical sounds—the
machine gets away smoothly and
without any "fuss." A strange car-

buretter, with lever opening in the
reverse direction from the one we
had just left, a totally difl'erent riding position,
different location of the brakes were all points w
were against favourable- impressions at once,
in a hundred yards we were quite at home on

;
the machine.
As regards the power of the engine^ its

performance in the big Trial is sufficient to
show that in this respect it was all that may be
expected from an engine of 500 c.c. capacity.

' The power curve of the engine shows that at

,400 r.p.m. over 8 h.p. has been obtained on
;he test bench. This is remarkably good,
Setter perhaps than may at first be appreciated,
IS in the majority of engines the- peak of. the

The Dunelt two-
stroke in part sec-

tion. Note the

stepped piston,
which increases

the displacement

in the crank case.

curve is reached at higher speeds—
speeds which are seldom used in a

motor cycle. For a motor cycle,

at all events, an engine which will

give good power at the lower speeds

is better than another which m_ay

develop a greater power at much
higher speeds.

The Dunelt engine develops 5 h.p.

at 1,400 r.p.m. and 6 h.p. at 1,600

r.p.m., and as these are the powers
and speeds used under normal con-

ditions, such results should be re-

garded as ver}' satisfactory.

Incidentally, the average 1,000 c.c.

twin at about 2,700 r.p.m. generally

develops about 13 h.p. So far as

retaining its power is concerned, we
have seen many engines tested, and
must say that the Dunelt maintained
its maximum in a manner quite as

satisfactory as four-stroke ^engines.

In fact, we'have been surprised at the length of time

this big two-stroke has run all out under the adverse

conditions existing in a shop. Probably it is owing

THE DUNELT UNDER

TEST.

On the left is seen the side-

car outfit which competed in

the Six Days Trials. The pro-

duction model sidecar is sho^vn

above.
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to the satisfactory reading at the lower end of the

curve that the makers favour comparatively high gear

ratios, and in riding the machine we have the- impres-

sion that the top gear was a little too high for side-

car work, notwithstanding that a very satisfactory

speed was obtained on the level. This, however, was

only an impression, since we had just dismounted from

an 8 h.p. twin, and were on a strange machine.

Probably other riders have noticed that, having be-

come accustomed to one machine, it requires some
time to be able fairly to judge the speed, power,

and tune of a strange mount. Especially is this the

case when one leaves a four-stroke and tries a two-

stroke.

A Comparative Test.

After having again taken over our own machine,

we accompanied the Dunelt exponent, Capt. Dudley
Barton, who rode the solo machine in the Six Days,

and who now took the Dunelt with empty sidecar,

when the big two-stroke proved to be superior to the

twin, which had twice the capacity.

NOVEMBER 4th, 1920.

\^

As a solo ipachine, too, the Dunelt should be satis-

factory ; but in making it a dual purpose mount the

designers appear to have considered that the larger

number will be used with a sidecar. It has quick

detachable wheels, interchangeable all round, includ-

ing the sidecar, and we understand it will be marketed

with a spare wheel, so it will be seen that it is as a

sidecar outfit that the greatest demand is expected.

Smoothness and Economy.
The engine is particularly smootli in its running,

for w*hich its large outside flywheel is partly respon-

sible, while as for flexibility, exhaust noise, and petrol

consumption it compares favourably with a four^

stroke of its power. With an automatic carburetter

60 m.p.g. is teing obtained with
^
sidecar and pas-

senger, but the makers hope to improve upon this

in the production model, which we hope to test more

fully at a later date.

In the meantime we are very favourably impressed

by the general performance of the machine, and con-

gratulate Messrs. Dunford and Elliot upon the success-

ful issue of their long series of experiments.

The Real Lightweight.
Will Ihe 70 1b. Motor Cycle Materialise Next Year?

THE idea of a 70 lb. lightweight on true motor
cycle lines, as distinct from the miniature

developed from the scooter, is an attractive one

to a large number of potential riders \vho require a

runabout machine. Many who are in the market for

such machines^ have stated their requirements to be a

small motor cycle at the price even below that of a

scooter, and opinion has been almost unanimous that

it cannot be produced.

At the present time the i J4 h.p. J.E.S. is the

nearest approach to the type of machine we have in

mind, but instead of being a development of the

motorised bicycle, the new type will be a redesigned

proposition entirely on motor cycle^ lines.

After a week-end on one of the Simplex motor
attachments fitted to an ordinary pedal cycle, it

occurred to the writer that, since the pedalling gear

is only used for starting, it seemed quite possible that

by dropping the frame to permit the rider to paddle

off, the pedalling gear need not be fitted. Once
started, this train of thought quickly outlined a minia-

ture motor cycle built mainly of reinforced cycle parts,

having simple spring forks and a tank in the conven-

tional positioiT. Had lime permitted such a machine

would Jiave been built.

The power required would be about 1]/^ h.p., say

from 150 .to 175 c.c. capacity, and preferably should

be of the two-stroke type and have a two-speed gear.

True, it would be an " absurd toy " to the man who
uses a fully-equippecl big single for runabout work,

but there are thousands who require a motor cycle

only to run from home to office or to the golf links,

and a machine as outlined wou'td fill the bill, giving

pedal cycle service without the exertion.

.\e\t year we may see such machines.

Vedette.

«Ba™^gsgBgK5gi:gcs.eB8aas

Here ir, a proof that all lorry drivers arc not the inconsiderate individuals some people would make out. As a matter ot fact, the drivers ol

these leviathans usually give way to passing vehicles with more grace than many car drivers we have met on the." cad.

nz i
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DUNHILL'S SIDECARS.
FEW firms have studied the sidecar

question rtiore intelligently than

Jlessrs. Dunhills, Ltd., 359-361,

Huston Road, London, N.W.I, and their

proudest boast is that they have never

had one of their sidecar chassis break.

The essentials of their design are sim-

A sturdy petrol tin carrier is an integral

part of the heavyweight Dunhiil sidecar

chassis. The fastening is quick-acting and

secure.

plicity and strength. The lightweight

chassis, one of the simplest forms of

sidecar frame, has proved to be eminently

satisfactory.

As may be seen from the illustration,

it is constructed on triaiigalar lines which
is, admittedly, the only theoretically

. orrect method of taking stresses. Thus
this chassis should give a maximum of

strength for weight; and, although

primarily intended for a light sporting

Ijody, comfortable springing has by no

iieajis been neglected.

The heavier touring model, suitable for

ittachment to powerful twin-cylinder

nachines, remains very much the sanie

in design as the 1920 pattern, but it

las been improved by the addition of

1 well-spcung luggage grid mounted on

;uarter-elliptic springs. The platform

Is 20xl5iu. Incorporated with the

1
jhassis, and forming an integral part

\tt it, is a special^ spare petrol tin

arrier, which is 'provided with ..^n ex-

,remely ingenious clip allowing the cart

0" be quickly removed, and yet holding

t securely in position.

The simple triangular

construction of the

Dunhlll lightweight

sidecar chassis gives a

maximum of strength

for weight-

THE 1921 VINDEC.
THE 2^ h.p. two-stroke Vindec is a

distinctly attractive little mount,
and is the only motor bicycle which

Messrs. Brown
Brothers, Ltd., Great
Eastern Street, Lon-
don, E.C.2, will be

has a bore arul stroke

of 64x70 mm. (226 c.c).

The lubrication is by
hand pump, but the oil

is equally distributed
to the engine, passing
simultaneously to three
pipes, two of which
lead to each main bear-

ing, while the centre

one leads to the induc-

tion pipe. The oil pipe
is also provided Avith a

three-way xock, so that
it is easy to fill an oil-

can from the main
supply.

One of the best fea-

tures of the machine
is the neat method em-
ployed in shielding the

gear box, magneto
chain, and counter-

shaft chain.

The machine is finished all black except
the handle-bars, while 2iin. tyres form
part of the equipment. Fitted with foot-

boards, a Lycett saddle, and Druid forks,

it is a thoroughly practical little light-

Messrs. Brown Bros, have given careful thought to the problems of lightweight design in

their 2^ h.p. Vindec. The clean lines of the power unit and the detail finish are very

commendable.

exhibiting this year at the Olympia Show. ^
The power unit is a two-stroke engine
specially designed for this machine, and

Pleasing lines and a very

complete specification are

noticeable features of the

Dunhlll touring sidecar.

Equal distribution of oil by the pump
system is the aim of the three oil leads in

the lubrication of the Vindec. (Inset) The

drain pipe at the main oil tap.

B3
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer*s name and address.

SPARKING PLUG LONGEVITY.
Sir,—One hears of many cases of faulty sparking plugs.

I have the original Bosch plug in my 1913 Triumph, which
has run 27,000 miles. The plug never requires attention, and
never soots up. What is the matter with the modern plug?

GEO. GRIBBON.
REGISTRATION.

Sir,—I was very interested in a recent article on the
registration of motor cycles, and perhaps it would be of

interest to many to know how a certain county council treated
my application tor transfer of numbers.
On May 7th this year I bought an oufit second-hand,

and a few da.ys later wrote to the aforementioned county
council asking that the numbers might be transferred, enclos-

ing the usual fee. Nearly three months afterwards I was
informed that this had been carried out! During that time
I had covered something like 2,000 miles, and apparently had
every chance of being summoned for- riding an unregistered
machine. The question arises, on whom would the blame
have rested— the county council or the rider of the machine?
Birmingham. 5-6 JAMES.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Sir,— I have read with interest the recent discussions on

accumulators for electric lighting, and notice that a great
many correspondents have been " let down " through short
circuits due to paste falling from the plates. ~

It may be interesting to those readers who have had trouble
to know that I have used a Fuller block accumulator for
five years, using it daily all the year round, and riding on
country roads of various conditions. I have never been
let down by this accumulator ; bulbs go occasionally, but
I carry spares.

I carry no gas outfit as a stand-by, my lamps are all

designed for electric light, and I find the system more
reliable than any acetylene lamp. I carry the accumulator
under the seat in the sidecar in a wooden box, painted
inside with anti-sulphuric paint. MALCOLM J. ROUND.

SPARKING PLUGS AND LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—We have read with the greatest interest the contribu-

tion by "Ixion" in T/ie Motor Cycle for October 21st, and
we are particularly interested in his remarks about two-
strokes, in view of the fact that we have lately been carrying
out experiments with this type of machine, and we hope that
the following remarks may be of some assistance to your
readers.

It appears to us that a great deal of four-stroking at low and
high speeds can be cured by the use of a suitable plug. This,
of course, does not apply to engines which have inherent faults
in de,*ign. Using a plug with a stout body electrode, we find
tliat there appears to be a good chance of strings of carbon
forming between the points, thus rendering the path between
them of comparatively low resistance. This'^robs the spark
of its correct amount of capacity component and the ignition
becomes inefficient. In some cases this is sufficient actually to
cause short circuitinf' of the points and a complete failing of
ignition.^ Using a plug with wire points, we find that this
trouble is overcome; liut, unfortunately, pre-ignition is often
caused by the point becoming incandescent and not cooling
sufficiently before the next compression stroke. Wo have
also noticed that, with certain types of plugs, after running
for some considerable time without sliowing any obvious signs
of misfire or pre-ignition the engine becomes what one might
tfrm woolly, and loses its liveliness. In view of the.se results,

114

we have gone further into this matter, and have great

hopes of being able to supply two-stroke users with a plug

which overcomes all these failures in the near future, as, so

far, the tests have pi'oved eminently satisfactory. At the

same time, we think that this plug will also overcome the

trouble "Ixion" complains of when riding new machines.

The trouble previously has been that a plug which will

stand in excessive heat is not usually also suitable for excess

of oil. " Ixion " will no doubt have noticed, especially

amongst car users on Brooklands track, that if the racing

cycle or motor is driven home, it is usual to change the plugs

for a different type, owing to the tact that the plugs that were

in use on the track will not stand the cooL and oily running

conditions of the engine on its way home at touring speed.

We may say that we have no intention of putting this plug

on the market until it has been thoroughly proved by practical

running experience on the road and on the track that these

little troubles have been overcomer

APOLLO PLUG ^MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
Colin H. Gabdner,

Graduate I.E.E. , Technical RepresentatBve.

MEN OR MACHINES.
Sir,
—"Interested" makes a good point \vhen he claims

that the post-war machines are not up to pre-war standard

—

hence tjre screams from certain manufacturers before they ;

were much hurt, but I do not think that he has got to the

root of the trouble. The only thing of value, proved by the

mass of gold medals awarded, was the quite manifest fact

that these frightful places can all be climbed with ease by a '

decent lightweight.

The first thirty-one names in the report comprise all the

entrants of and under 2| h.p. These include two experi-

mental machines which were not up to the .job, leaving

twenty-nine, fourteen of which secured gold medals. There-,

fore I say that the men, who did all the squealing, were .

below pre-war quality, and not their machines.

In 1913 the Harrogate Club held an invitation club com--'

petition round the Cleveland Hills. If I remember rightly,

likley, Crossgates (Leeds), Bradford, and Newcastle, sent

teams, none of whom were paid to ride that rough round.

Nevertheless (or, perhaps because of it), there were no

complaints, and more than two-thirds of these ignorant

amateurs, of whom I had the honour to be one, took Rose-

dale Bank witliout any footing.

Unclimbable, forsooth !

Leeds. RUFF RHODES.

A MYSTERIOUS ACCIDENT. "

Sir,—Mr. F. A. Boyce's letter under the above heading,

is identical with an experience of my own. I do not pre-

tend to explain it, but the tacts are these :

Last June, I had been a short journey (thirteen miles each-

way), and left my home town to go to a village four miles

away. I remember everything quite distinctly, for one and

a half miles, and then no more until nearly twenty-fo)^,

hours later, when I regained consciousness. t>-

I was carrying a pillion passenger, who says that, for'

over a mile I seemed to have no control over the machine,

and that, aHbough spoken to, I did not answer, apparently,

having lost cojisciousness. After a few wobbles, came the

accident). I simply hit the roadside and the machirii

turned turtle. To this day I remember nothing of the

accident it.self ; in fact, I must have ridden over one and
half miles, quite unconscious. I had not ridden thirty

|

miles that day, was quite sober, and in ordinary health. I
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Alterations to a Douglas clutch and kick-

starter referred to by Mi". W. A. Peel.

have since found out that my heart has very slight valvu-
lar trouble, and the doctor attributes the accident to this

reason, though I have done hundreds of miles both previ-
ously, and since, with no trace of the same.
Buxton. MYSTIFIED.

|Tliis correspondence must now close.

—

Ed.]

A READER'S ALTERATIONS.
Sir,—Perhaps you will find the following alteration in the

kick-start and clutch of my 1919 4 h.p. Douglas to be of

some value 1

your readers who
are riding simi-

lar machines.
In the first

place, take the

kick-starter. I

found that when .

I used the foot

lever the sliding

part of the clutch

slipped out, owing
to the square

face of the teeth wearing at the point A, and tending to

ii-ake the square face such that would help it to slip out,

so I undercut all the teeth in a universal cutter grinder,

as per sketch, and I find this has overcome the trouble.

My next alteration took place on the clutch drawbolt. The
cone that screws on to the drawbolt crumpled up, and the

corresponding race on the drawnut also broke, so I annealed

the drawnut, and reduced it in length on -Jin., after which

I put in a thrust washer bought from the -stock of Messrs.

Hoffmann. You will see by the sketch the change that has

been made and how I used the existing nuts to secure the

thrust washer. This, I find, has worked admirably on my
machine, WILLIAM A. PEEL.

THE UMBRELLA COAT. .

Sir,—Y'our correspondents might find something to suit

them if they would write to the Hurricane Smock Com-
pany, "The Albany," Liverpool. Their smock has a head

opening with expanding gusset, and the neck can be made
to measurement. The material is waterproof, even under

pressure, it is light and doesn't crack, and can be had in

^even shades as well as black. They also niake a fingerless

:;love with wind guard (of same material) which goes well

j
}ver a woollen glove, the palm covered with paramatta.

]

Usual disclaimer.
^ HADSUM.

;
Horsham.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, Capt. F. A. Summers,
.vho enquires as to the survival of the "umbrella coat,]' I

.vould say that I purchased one from Messrs. Dunhills,

Ltd., of 2, Conduit Street, London, W., in 1903, and have

t stiU. It is made of a stout khaki-coloured waterproof

Tiaterial, and has proved to be most reliable, especially

io during the early days of motor driving, before the glass

A-indscreen was in use. Some years ago I had the indiarubber

>oke—tlu'ough which one had to force one's head—removed
md an ordinary buttoned opening
lud turned-down collar made. This
/ear I have bad it converted into a

ong motor cycling jacket by the

iddition of pockets and belt, and the
A'hole garment opened up down the

front and made to button up. I use

I in conjunction with Brooks patent
spring leggings, and find the combina-
ion most effective . against rain.

M. S. RIACH (Colonel).

Sir,—With reference to the " um-
j^rella coat " mentioned in your issue
!'"or October 21st, may I, as an old
D.R. , enquire whether the W.D. type
)f poncho coat, as issued to the Signals
p.R.'s in France is now purchaseable ?

tr This type, originally made, I be-
lieve, for the War Department by
Iblderson, Anderson and Anderson,
lind later by many contract firms,
ftained the praise of all connected
vith "the road." It was. cf

mackintosh with a heavy cloth lining and one inside pocket,
wrist straps and wind cuffs, mackintosh belt, «and brass
buckle and eyelets. It slipped over the head (the only
objection, when it was still wet) and had a good collar.

In the summer time they were inevitably . warm, and most
of the boys slit them down the front; but this made them
useless for riding in rain.

These overalls were splendidly made (with trouser overalls

to match, though these would be rather heavy for ordinary
civilian riding), and runs of sixty and seventy miles at least

daily in a week of heavy rain were made without wet
penetrating.

I have wondered if any firm stocks any W.D. surplus, or
makes ar civilian copy, as they are rarely seen except when
worn by ex-D.R.'s who smiled at "clothing indents," and
counted overalls as "souvenirs" for post-war riding.

H. F. BIRT.
A MODERN JUGGERNAUT.

Sir,—While I agree with "Twenty Years on the Road"
that it is up to the motor cyclist to be on the alert when
turning from one road to another, I venture to suggest
that the driver of a fire-engine, though he go all out on the
straight, might also feel an obligation to slow down when
he knows he is approaching dangerous cross roads.

In conclusion, I think "Twenty Y'ears " will agree with
me that heavy vehicles, however rapidly they be allowed
to travel, and however urgent their need, should decrease
their speed at dangerous cross roads. DOUGLAS.
Coventry.

BEATING THE PUNCTURE FIEkD.
Sir,^When are we going to see the last of the pneumatic

tyre? Why should we put up with trouble which would be
ridiculous on anything but a motor vehicle? Having culmi-
nated seven years of incessant tyre trouble with a grand
finale consisting of four bursts and three punctures in thirty
miles, and forty miles on the rims, I have sworn never again
to ride a machine shod with pneumatics.
The resigned stoicism with which we accept the pneumatic

tyi'e as inevitable is amazing. Endless attempts to improve
already perfect engines, carburetters, and plugs are welcomed
as the work of genius, but he Avho suggests abolishing the
air-bound wheel is regarded with pitying contempt.

It is time we realised that the tyres are the only things on
modern machines that really need radical reform. One can
rely upon everything else—even upon belts and chains, if

one keeps an eye upon them—but ho one can foresee and
prevent tyre trouble, even if he carry two spare wheels.
(Imagine a locomotive engine or horse and trap carrying
spare wheels ! Ye gods !)

The Rapson and puncture-proofed tyres I deplore, as they
will delay the inevitable ultimate demise of the pneumatic.

I shall build my 1921 machine myself. It will have an
8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, Binks carburetter, Philipson pulley,

frame doubly sprung fore and aft, and Nap or Rubberine-
fiUed tyres. And when I pass people repairing tyres I shall

smile the superior smile of one who has put away childish

things! NEVER AGAIN.
Cambridge.

''

A NEW DUTCH

The 1921 Eysink, manufactured throughout at Amersfoort, Holland, and having a three-speed

gear and cylinders of 68 X 70 mm.
cy
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THE WEARING QUALITIES OF THE 5J H.P. SIDECAR
/MACHINE.

Sir,—1 must protest against " Eldon's " letter of the 14th
October, in which he says that it is heart-breaking to see a
3j h.p. machine hauling a sidecar. My machyie, a Russian
Government model 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, with coach-built side-

car, has just completed 16,(X)0 miles, without a single
replacement being necessary.
The machine, in June of this year, carried two passengers

weighing eleven stone each, and 70 lb. of luggage from Bux-
ton to Inverness and back, going via Stirling and Oban, and
bnck by Grantown-on-Spey and Braemar. All hills were
negotiated easily excepting the hill at Tomintoul, where one
passenger had to' dismount. J. B. GREXVES.

CHAINS.
Sir,—For the benefit of " Simplicitas " and others, I should

like to give ray experience of naked driving chains. My
machine is a 5 h.p. Royal Enfield, and the driving chain
was removed at 9,500 mile.<i—not because it had broken, but
because, in my opinion, it had "had sufficient." It was a
Eeriold, and the stretch was approximately ^in. in ninety-
six links (5ft.). The fifteen-tooth drivuig sprocket was
changed at 8,000 miles. The enclosed chains have been
adjusted twice, at 5,000 miles and at 9,500 nules, and
are in excellent condition at 11,000 miles.

If "Simplicitas" boils his" chains in tallow and black-

lead, he is seeking trouble. Tallow boils at about 660° F.,

but melts at about 90° F. The tempering temperature of the

.steel for chains is in the neighbourhood of 300° F., so that

it the chaiu has been boiled he has lost the temper and
exposed the chain to excessive wear where it could have
been avoided. If he uses the tallow mixture and melts it,

and puts the warm chain into the mixture, there is nothing
to be said. HOILEY.

'

Manchester. . -

MAKING A SIDECAR.
Sir,—On page 440 of a recent issue 6T your " canny4' journal

there is a description of the making of a sidecar. In 1915 I

made a body of similar outline, but I venture to think that

my method was simpler than that shown. I will not take
mucli of your valuable space by giving a lengthy description :

it will suffice if I give what I consider the most valuable tip

The letter of "Top Heavy" gives a very useful tip tor easily

bending the sides of a home-made sidecar body. The sketch

shows a jig for ensuring a symmetrical construction.

that an amateur attempting to build a sidecar without a

coachbuilder's tools and jigs could have.
If the aspirant will steam his three-ply over the " set pot,"

or copper, that is found in washhouses, and, when thoroughly
steamed, put the wood between the rollers of the mangle, he
will find, by pressing downward while someone turns the
mangle handle, that the wood can be bent to comply with
the exact shape required without the use of jigs. Moreover,
the grain of the wood will be kept in place, as it has a •

tendency to rise in places. Of course, -the sooner after
"mangling" to shape it is beaded to place the better.

If you have space enough, I might venture to suggest that
the two side pieces of ^in. canary pine, bent to shape 'in the
manner described for the three-ply, will do away with all frame
work except the seat and floor. Of course a nose piece will

be required, cut witli grooves to receive the sides of the
canary wood and the top and bottom three-ply pieces of the
toe. The back (with or without a locker) may be bent in

the manner described. Thi.s method may make a heavier
conslriiclion than that depicted in the article.

One other item of interest is a moulding for edges. That
ia made from cane, half or quarter moon in shape, and bends
in any required direction with case. TOP HEAVY.

Newcastle- on-Tyne.

fiS
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AN IMPORTANT POINT IN HAND SIGNALLING.
Sir,^I have a little grouse to make on the subject of hand

signalling. There seems to be a prevalent idea that, having
given a signal, one is thereby entitled to' pull across the road
without looking.

The signalling idea is for the prevention of accidents, and
does not give the right of the road. It certainly should not

take the place of ordinary precautions. The habit referred

to above is particularly noticeable with cyclists, though it is

by no means confined to them.
Suppose a car to be overtaking a cyclist. Cyclist puts out 1

his hand, and turns down road on the right. Result, the can
has to pull up to avoid running the cyclist down: Now the

car, proceeding along the main road, has obviously the-

"right of the" road," and the_ cyclist should let him pass,

before turning. -
;•

I think the fact that straight road traffic has a prior right

should be placed prominently before the public. A vehicle

turning into a side road should use equal precautions to one
emerging from it, sigiialllng notwithstanding.

Before the hand signalling fetish came into existence the

situation seldom arose, because the cyclist looted and ^aw
he had not time to get across in front of the car. In my
opinion, hand signalling is likely to become a danger- rather

than a safety unless this practice is put a stop to. In a street

full of traffic, where everyone is travelling at more or less the

same speed, it is, of course, a somewhat different matter;'

but in quiet streets, the fact of putting out a hand is not

sufficient to warrant a swing across the road without a

preliminary glance behind. '-
"

I consider that every car, 'at any ra,te - every closed or

hooded car, should carry a mirror. A cyclist or motor cyclist

can and should look round. BY 6617.

London, S.E.25.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The aluminium number plates made by Messrs. Martin

Bros., 90, Bruns^yick Street, Hackney Road, E. 2, are highly

praised by Mr! W. A. Fell Smith, " Kensington Parle

Gardens, W.ll.
" Eldon's " opiniorv in our is^ue of the 14th in st., that

it is heartbreaking to see a 3^ h.p. machine hauling a side-

car, has attracted ^a shoal of admii-ers and satisfied users of

light sidecar outfits to the defence of their choice. Foi

instance, " M.T.," writing from Land's End, reports 27,000

miles in twenty months on a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam outfit; which

was second-hand when it came into his possession twelve

months ago.

The A.C.U. " get-you-home " scherne has also proved

its worth in three instances notified to us by member;
recently.

This week various readers express satisfaction with thf

products or business methods and service of the following

firms : Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co., Bayliss, Thomas,
and Co., Dunlop Rubber Co., Bradbury and Co., Cowey
Engineering Co., Scott Motor Cycle Co., A. J. Stevens

Phelon and Moore, and the Electric Ignition Co.

DaEimtnQBDQOnElHHHQ'SQElElDQHCDElEJDHtDBHQDElE

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with The Motor CycU,

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The standard handbook o. the motor net.

cycle. Cover: every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, their manaECment end care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

By
post.

2/6 2/10

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetu " wrinkles " nd helpful

hints in regard tu motor cyc;es. Seventh Edition. 2/- 2I3

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system lor tracing motor cycle taulta and
tf remedying any trouble when louud. fourth

Edition. ... ... . ... ... 2/f 2/3

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London {showing

roads into .ind out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 S/lo

•'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot Koad Maps ot linglaud and
Wales, Scotland, ond the London District. New
iidition. Just published

C
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5/- 5/4 I

Obtainable by post (rcmiltiuice with order) irom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

50, ludor Street. London, E.C.i. or ot leading Bcxikselleri an I

U.iilway liookstnlls ,
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, EX. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 1^. stiimped addressed enveEo^e for t'e;lly. Correspondents
are urged to write ctearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing o_i technical subjects.

Hot Crank Case.

Since taking down my 2^ h.p.

SJ.A.P. I have been troubled with
the crank case getting very hot
during a run. I liave changed
first one ring and then the pair

(and ithe cylinder does not seem to be
scored), but still it continues, and gets

so hot that the hand cannot be kept
on it. Could you please advise me?

—

^.F.R.T.

'he cause of the crank case gettin^^iot
lay be due solely to conduction from the
ylmder. If the engine is running well,

Here is no cause for you to worry.

Coasting on the Exhaust Valve Lifter.

I have lately purchased a 2|

?'
I

h.p. Douglas, and have been told

never to let the machine run
-I-l downhill with the exhaust lifted

or I shall cause untold trouble.

Can you please inform me what this

trouble would be, or what damage
this running would do to the engine?
-H.E.G.

lere is no particular harm in running
wn hill with the exhaust valve lifter

ised, but there is a slight tendency to

aw the oil past the piston rings, and
on to the plugs if running down hill

y great distance with the engine shut
in this manner.

Fierce Clutch.

My machine is a 1916 Sunbeam
and sidecar, and I have had the
clutch down for cleaning pur-
poses.- All the plates (seventeen)
were replaced dry, and in exactly

;he same positions. I now find that
the engine propels the machine along,
in all gears, when the clutch is "out."
The nut holding the spring has been
Jrought back by degrees, until there is

)ifly about half a nut holding, and the
lecessary adjustment done to the push

f^,

but this appears to have no effect.

gae plates themselves .are, in my
linion, in good condition, and I must

^nfess that I am entirely at a loss to
mow what to .do next.—J.T.

e mistake you have mside is in reassem-
hg the clutch plates without oil. The
tel;to-metal clutch of the Sunbeam
fehine requires a certain amount of
Irication with thin oil, and it is quite

y that in using the clutch dry you
e seized the plates, and you may have
lie diflflculty in dismantling them again,
ien reassembling, lubricate with thin
sle oil.

Accumulator Charging.

Will you please tell me : (1.)

If a dynamo constructed with
permanent magnet and tri-polar

armature will be suitable for

charging accumulators (4 volt.,

40 amp. hr.)? (2.) Dimensions, gauge,
and quantity of wire, and any other
information you can give?^W.E.C.

(1.) If the armature is suitably wound, it

will be satisfactory for charging accumu-
lators. (2.) We cannot give you the
figures you require, as everytliing depends
upon the strength of the permanent mag-
net and the speed at which the armature
is driven. The finest wire to take, 4
amps., would be 16 or 18 gauge, as much
of this as possible should be wound on to

the armature, and the driving speed ad-
justed to give the required voltage.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Nov. 4th -13th—
International Automobile Exhibition,
Olympia and White City

Nov. 29lh.-Dec. 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec 26th-27th—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Jan. 28(h to Feb. 5lh, 1921—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Ke!vin Hall.
Glassrow.

?

Carburetter Flooding.

I have an Amac carburetter

fitted to my 6 h.p. Clyno outfit,

and it is flooding rather bacjly.

There is a split pin fitted loosely

to the spindle in the float cham-
ber just above the float with about a

quarter of an inch play up and down.
Please say _where this pin should be
fixed, and what its weight should be?
If a split pin is not used in this type,

will you kindly inform me what is?

The petrol float is quite airtight. How
can I grind in the spindle at the base

to ensure an accurate fit?—W.H.C.
The split pin on the float chamber needle
of the Amac carburetter is located by
means of a press collar, which is a tight

fit on the needle itself. There should not

be more than -^m. up and down play
between the needle and the float. The
weight of the split pin is immaterial.
For grinding in the float chamber needle
valve, ordinary emery grinding paste is

too coarse. Use paste metal polish. But
it is preferable to fit an entirely new
needle.

The Roads Over Dartmoor,

(1.) Is it safe to take my 4 h.p.

Triumph sidecar outfit over Dart-

moor, Exeter, to Two Bridges,

where the road mounts to

1,500ft., and the gradients in the
" Contour Road Book," 1904 edition,

are stated to be " nearly all danger-

ous " ? (2.) Are such roads too unfair

on tyres, and likely to cause bursts?

(3.) What is the following a sign of in

the Sturmey-Archer hub gear? It

seems to me when the top-speed is put
in from bottom gear, then middle gear,

that it sometimes, by the quick sound
of the revolutions, with no increase in

pace, goes back apparently to low gear.

—M.
(1 and 2.) The roads in question are per-

fectly straightforvirard, but you must bear

, in niind that the "Contour Road Book"
is written for pedal cyclists, and motor
cyclists who use it must therefore make
due allowance for the opinions of the

writer. (3.) This trouble seems to b6

due to clutch slip.

Ignition Trouble.

About a fortnight ago the rear

cylinder of my 1914 Douglas
refused to work, whicli trouble I

think I have traced to the firing.

I reversed the plugs and find

that either plug works all right on the

front cylinder. I then tried new high-

tension wire on the rear cylinder with
no result. I again took off the con-

nection, and tried the bare wire in the

holes where the brush works and the

rear cylinder fired immediately. I

then put the wire on the plug,

and held a loose wire to the magneto
and the other end in the hole

where the brush spring goes in ; that

worked all right. I then changed the

brushes from back to front, and con-

nected up again, and found the front

worked aU ri^ht, but the rear refused

to act. Either plug when on the

rear cylinder would give a fairly good
spark out of the cylinder, but would
not fire inside unless I held the bare

' wire on to the magneto. Would it be
possible for the connection to short

on to the body of the magneto?—S.W.

From your description of the trouble we
imagine that the carbon brush holder is

defective, and would advise you to re-

place it with a new one. Also make quite

sure that the carbon brush itself is of

sulBcient length and works freely in its

sleeve. When adjusting the magneto
note that the contact breaker points

separate equally for each cylinder.
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Timing an Auto-wheel.

(1.) Please tell me how to time

JaI ^ Wall auto-wlieel with automatic
l> inlet valve? (2.) Does the screw
l-S-J of a U.H. magneto go through

the magneto and touch the arma-
ture shaft? (3.) Where can I get a
book upon magnetos to tell me all about
them, both the overhauling and the
working of them?—E.A.

(1.) You ignore the inlet valve and time
the exhaust as follows: Set th^e., exhaust
valve to close just after the completion
of the exhaust stroke. (2.) We presume
you mean the screw holding on the con-
tact breaker? This screws directly into
the armature shaft. (3.) Practically all

the information you require is given in
" Motor Cycles and how to Manage
Them."

Paraffin.

I should be pleased if you
would answer the following

:

(1.) Would any mixture of petrol
and paraflSn be suitable for run-
ning a motor cycle? (2.) If

suitable, what proportion is recom-
mended? (3.) Would this mixtm-e harm
the carburetter in any way? (My car-
buretter is a Schleber automatic with
cork float.) (4.) The advantage of this
mixture w-ould be its cheapnesss. What
are its disadvantages?—G.E.C.

(1.) A motor cycle engine may be run quite
satisfactorily on a mixture of petrol and
paraffin ; indeed, it may be run on paraffin
alone, if first warmed up on petrol or
benzole. (2.) At normal temperatures a
mixture of equal parts of petrol and
paraffin would give fairly good results,
and it should be po.'sible to start it with-
out first priming the engine with pure
petrol. (3.) The mixture would, not do
any damage to the engine or carburetter.

(4.) The disadvantages would be the diffi-

cult starting, harsh running, and tendency
to knock badly on hills.

Gudgeon Pin Working Loose
Lately \ was out for a run with

an empty sidecar when I heard a

terrible crack in the engine after
accelerating ' for a stiff hill.

When I dismantled the engine I

found the cylinder head broken, also the
piston broken in hundreds of pieces. I
had plenty of oil in the crank case. My
idea is that the timing had slipped,
and retarded itself a long way. What
is your opinion, please? Also (1.) What
is the correct timing tor 3^ h.p. Premier
(three-speed, Armstrong gear as far as I

know, a 1914 model)? (2.) What is the
small pipe for that is fitted into the
cylinder wall and empties itself into the
exhaust box? (3.) Can a two-speed
gear box be fitted to the frame of a 1914
Premier machine, and which is the best
kind to get?—J.W.N.

In all probability the breakage of the
cylinder and piston was due to the
gudgeon pin locking screws (or pins)
faUing out and being jammed between
the puslon and the top of the crank case.
Time the valves so that the exhaust closes
when the piston has reached the top dead
centre and the inlet is just commencing
to open at the same point. (1.) The
ignition should be timed so that llic
contact breaker point.' just .separate when
the pinion is on top dead centre of the

C12

compression stroke, with the magneto
control two-thirds retarded. (2.) The
Premier engine is fitted with an auxiliary
exhaust valve, which comes into action
automatically when the piston approaches
the bottom of its stroke. (3.) We do not
know of any two-speed gear box which
could be fitted to your machine.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" W.W.K." (Nottingham).—1920 Velo-

cette ; economy and reliability.

" 8 J.A.P." (Woodford Green).—Any
type of valve stem air leak preventers
on V twin ; their advantage ; as regards
elimination of air leaks, reduction of

noise, ease of starting, and flexibility
;

disadvantages, if any.

" C.E.V." (Liverpool).—5 h.p. Zenith
(1920 model) ; consumption, reliability,

and capacity for light sidecar work.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Tooting to Wahminstek—A.D.M.

Kingston-on-Thames, Staines, Bagshot,
Hartley Row, Hook, Basingstoke, Whit-
church, Andover, Amesbury, Warminster,

Herefobd to Sunderland.—J. E.P,
Hereford Worcester, Upton Snodsbury,

Wixford, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick,
Coventry, Stoke, Wolvey, Narborough,
Leicester, Newark, Tuxford, E. Retford,
Bawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aber-
ford, Wetherby, Boroughbridge, Leeming
Bar Catterick Bridge, Scotch Corner,
Baston, Darlington. Aycliffe, Durham,
Sunderland.

'

SPEEDOMETER READING AT NIGHT.
A Wooler refinement ; The speed indicator

is fixed to the front forks, where it is

illuminated from the vent holes of the

head lamp

Leaves Levis. ^
G. Kuhn, the Levis exponent, has

joined the Verus "staff.

No Matchless Cycle Car.

Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, the makers
of the Matchless motor cycle, advise 'us

that there will not be a Matchless cycle

car next year.

Lightweights Popular.

Over 3,000 New Hudson lightweights

were sold during the present year, which

shows the popularity of the low and light

machine. The New Hudson has 24iii.

wheels. ' •

British Magnetos Still Ahead.

Despite the fact that the rules of the

recent Air Ministrij competitions for aero-

planes and seaplanes permitted foreigr

magnetos to be used; the machines whicli

carried off the eight awards were al!

equipped with British ignition apparatus
i

A Sociable Sidecar.
\

The three-wheeler which was mentione(

as the Austin iirour issue of the 14tl

inst. is to be known as the A.S.C. (ai

abbreviation for the Austin Sociable Com
binatioir). At the last Southend speec

trials this machine secured several firsts

averaging 37 m.p.h. from a standing start

An Infringement.
It has been found that the Conto]

sidecar shield, recently described in ou

pages, is an infringement of Messrs

Easting's well-known shield. We under

stand, however, that the matter has beei

amicably settled between the partie

concerned.

A Practical Staff. —--

The proprietors and staff of i^loss^^

Ballard's Motors, of 92, Gloucester Roac
South Kensington, are practical riders I

a man, as is shown by a list of their su'

cesses which has been forwarded to u

These include many wins and gold meda
both at Brooklands and in reliabilil

trials.

Going to Australia.

The well-known Midland motor cyclis

C. R. Little, who drove one of the A..'

5,000 miles benzole test machines,
shortly leaving for Sydney, where he i

tends to commence a motor cycle sal •

and repair depot. His object is

specialise on British machines and acc(

sories, bcliewng that the overseas mark i

is favourable if suitably worked.
j

"Credit to whom ..."
'

The sidecar referred to in our descr I

tion of the road test of the 8 h

Zenith, on page 435 in the issue

October 14th, wfts described as a M
ford. This is quite correct so far as I

chassis is concerned, but Messrs. Vivi

Hardic and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodst;
Street, London, W.l, are rpsponsi

for the body, which is m.nnufactiired

tliein sppiiMlly for Zenith Motors, Ltd

M
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fork and District M.C.

This club held its prize distribution at

the Davy Hall, York, on Wednesday
evening. October 27th. Dinner was served
at 7, after which, at 8.15, the prizes
were presented by the Lord Mayor (Alder-
man E. Walker), one of the vice-

presidents.

Fylde M.C.

The results of the reliability trial of
the Fylde Motor Club over a course of

seventy-nine miles are now available.

They are as under :

SOLO CLASS.—1, II. Parkinson (334 Soott) ; 2,

J- Ramsden (4 Harley-DUTidson) ; 3, J. F. Moss
151. Eudge).
SIDECAR CLASS.—1, W. Lyons (7-9 Harley-

rini.lsoni ; 2, H. Penswiek (6 A.J.S.): 3, P. Taylor
8 Sunbeam).

N.M.C.F.U. (Barrow and District).

A very interesting reliability trial took

place on October 24th as a final event
for 1920. The course was 138 miles^
Barrow to Ajipleby and Penrith, then up

'. Kirkstone Pass back to Barrow. The
final results were as follows : 1, W Ashley
,3| Scott); 2, E. C. Peacock (3^

X.U.T.); 3, H. Jackson (7-9 Indian sc);
4, W. J. MacKenzie (5-6 Rover).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Iiield a stiff competition on Saturday,

[,
Dctober 23rd ; but, in consequence of

nany competitors taking a wrong turn,

he trial will be run again on November

1
1th. The course was the stifjest experi-

enced of all the competitions this year,

'fc was only fifty miles, but of the gruelling

f.-y?*-
On the following day fifteen keen

Jnembcrs were taken over a very stiff

fiourse, and up a second" Park Rash,
toough many watersplashes, and finish-

lug up with Pinsley Bar.

Bedford and District M.C.

The trial for the Lindley Shield,

rhurburn Cup, and Berrie Cup was run
most successfully on Thm'sday, Octo-
21st. The winning team, who gain

fc' Lmdlev Shield, were : G. W. John-
i (8 Zenith sc), G. H. Hartop (7-9

prley-Davidson sc), and ^T. French
2^ Sparkbrook).
i.The Thurburn and- Berrie Cups go to

; B. Bates (8 Enfield sc.) and M. G.
feme (5i Ti'iumph-Jap) respectively,

(fhile the following gain bronze medals :

3. OiTiierod (8-10 Henderson), J. Simp-
fln (2i- Hobart), J. C. Shevin (3i Sun-
ream), A. B. Morris (2^ Clyno), H. H.
Serrie (2^ Revere-Villiers) , G. Bryant
2i New Hudson). E. A. Bristowe (7-9

aidian sc), W. H. Holland (6 A.J.S.
ic), A. F. Lindley (8 Rex-Blackburne),
md H. Green (4 Triumph sc).

"WeeK-cni (Tlub TEvcnts.
KOY. 6.—WOOLWICH. PLUMSTKAD. AND

DISTRICT M.C. OPEN MATCHLESS
CVP TRIAL.

Nov. 6.— Warrington M.C.C. Speed Trials.
Nov. I.—Leeds and District M.C. One Dojj Trial.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The committee of this club announces
that the annual dinner and prize distri-

bution will be held at the County Hotel,
Kendal, on November 18th, at 7 p.m.
Tickets, 7s. 5d. each, may be had
from the following : W. D. Stewart,
Beechwood Cottage, Kendal; R. Harrison,
Queen's Place, Kendal ; R. P. Mont-
gomery, Bank Top, Kendal ; L. W.
Somervell, Brantfield, Kendal ; J. W."
Nelson, Kentrigg, Kendal ; or W. West-
wood, 9, Gillingate, Kendal. An early
application should be made, as no tickets
will be issued after November 11th.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The following is the programme of the
chief events to be - organised by the
Motor Cycling - Club - during the "ne.xt

twelve months ;

1920-1921.

December 27th-28th.—The London-E.xeter
Run.

March 26th (Easter).—The Jarrott Cup
Run.

May 13th (Wliitsun).—The London-Edin-
burgh Run.

June 25th.—Inter-club Team Trial for
The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup.

October 24th.—One-day Sporting Trial
for Motor Cycles.

.

December 26th.—Winter Run.

Lancaster, Morecambe, and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial for club members
took place on October 24th. A start

was made at 10.31 in beautiful weather,
and although the course was severe, all-

competitors finished. In the solo classes

G. H. Ducksbury (3i Norton). R. F.
Mansergh (3^ N.U.T.), C. R. Wolfen-
dale (6 Zenith), and W. G. Hardman (31
Scott), tied for first place with 100 marks
(none lost). However, the secret check
report made Ducksbury the winner, with
Hardman second. Other results are :

SIDECAR CLASS.—1, O. E. Barrow (6 A.J.S.),
100 mailrs: 2, E. McCormack (6 A.J.S.), 92.

TEAM PRIZE.-E, F. Mansergh (31/, N.U.T.), C
E. WoWeudale (6 Zenith), and R. L. Ducksbnry (8

Clyno sc). 286 marks.
MERITORIOUS PRIZE for Best All-round Per-

formauce.-W. Atkinson (1914 3i,i B.S.A. sc).

BRONZE MEDALS.—.T. Count (3'i Scott), 87
marks- E. Foscroft (3 A.B.C.), 88; W. Powell (234

Dougliis). 90; J. Whalley (3 A.B-C.), 90; A. Bell

(4 Indian), 90.

A smoking coi'icert will be held at the

County Hotel, Lancaster, on November
10th, "at 7 p.m., and the club run to

London starts on November 28th.

o~:l-t I;/^(^EifORr)
/iff-^"^

Warrington M.C.

Closed speed trials will ie held on a

private "road, kindly lent by Mr. G. T.
Sproston, at Ca,tten Hall, Kingsley, on
Saturday, November 5th. In addition to

awards for the various capacity classes,

there will be special prizes for fastest

time by various individual makes of

machine.

Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

A 200 miles road race, on October 4th,

from Killarney (ex Potsdam) to Saldanha
Bay and back, resulted in a success for

a British machine in the~solo class, while

the sidecar award w'ent to an American
outfit. The results were as follows :

SOLO CLASS.—1, J. Walker (Douglas); 2, J.

- W. dn Toil (Indian Scout) ; 3, Percy Flook (Douslas).

SIDECAES.—1, T. Lawrence (Indian ec;); 2, P.

E. Loubser (Harley-Davidsou ec.l.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

The club held a fifty miles reliability

run on October 23rd on a route from
Dewsbury to Huddersfield, Holmfirth,

Dunford Bridge, Woodhead Inn, Holm-
firth, and Dewsbury. There were open
and secret checks, and observed hills.

The results were as follows : 1, A. S.

Day Trophy, H. Gutteridge (8 New Im-
perial sc.) lost 9^ marks out of 200; 2,

A. S. Day special prize, S. M. Haigh (3|

Ariel sc. ) lost 10 marks ; 3, club special

prize, J. B. Ellis (8 Morgan) lost 10^

marks.

Stockport M.C.

Ninety-five entries were secured for the

speed trials which were held on October
23rd. Some good sport was witnessed

over a flying half-mile, with the follow-

ing results :

CLASS 1 (250 e.c-).—1 (chib silver medal), O. E.
Carter (214 Levis) ; 2 (W. Vine's prize), G. Hallani,

(21,4 Dreadnought); 3, H. Shelton (2i/i Wilkin).

CLASS 2 (350 c.c.).—1 (club gold medal and K.
B. Ni.xon's prize), fi. Cowley, sen. (2'! A.J.S.); 2,

S. Crabtree (2'4 A.J.S.); 3, S. Eastwood (2?4 Royal
Ruby): 4 (T. Davies's prize). H. Clayton (2^^ Marloe}

CLASS 3 (500 c.c.).— 1 (club gold medal), G.

Cowley, jun. (3iA Norton) ; 2 (club sliver medal),

T. Sitiiister (SV, Norton) ; 3, E. S. Abram (3 A.B.C.)-

CLASS 4 \im c.c.).—1 (club gold medal), G.

Cowley, jun. (SV, Norton); 2 (club silver medal),

T Simister (3i'o Norton) : 3 (clnb bronze medal), E.

S. Abram (3 A.B.C.).
- CLASS S (Unlimited).—1 (club gold medal and
gold medal for fastest time of day), H. Reed (8

Dotl ; 2 (club silver med.al), E. Bottomley (7-9

Harley-Davideon) ; 3 (club bronze medal), F. Boultoa
(7-9 Indian).

CL.4SS 6 (350 c.c, Sidecar).—! (clnb silver medal;,

S. A. Crabtree (2% A.J.S. sc).

CLASS 7 (600 c.c, Sidecar).—1 (club silver medal),

G. Cowley, jun. (31,4 Norton sc.) ; 2, O. Carter (31,2

O.C.-J.A.P. sc); 3, T. Simister (3V; Norton sc).

CLASS 8 (1,000 c.c. Pas.";enger).—1 (club golrt

medal). G. Cowlev, jun. (3i,4 Norton sc) ; 2. E.

Bottomley (7-9 Harley-Davidson so.); 3, T. Simister

(31/) Norton sc).

CLASS 9 (Unlimited, Passenger).—! (club gojil

medali, G. Cowley, jun. (3',4 Norton sc.) ; 2 H.

Reed (8 Dot sc.)l 3 (George Cowley's jirize). E.

Bottomley (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
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Olmc5 ^o TLlgljt Camps
Nov. 4th 4.57

6th 4.54
8th 4.51

„ 10th 4.48

p.m.

Next Year's Cars.

To-morrow's issue of The Autocai- will

contain a forecast and guide to the Car
Shows at Olympia and White City.

Two-stroke Sidecars.

The single-cylinder two-stroke as a
sidecar machine is coining to the fore.

In this issue we place on record an A.C.U.
observed demonstration of the 3 h.p. Ivy
sidecar outfit in the Old Wyche, and also

some impressions of the interesting

Dunelt on the road.

1921 Harley-Davidsons.

The success of the Harley-Davidson in

its present form has resulted in the manu-
facturers not making any startling altera-

tions for 1921.

Among the new _ detail improvements
incorp.o'53i.ted are new dust protectors to

the front and rear hubs, valances to the
front mudguards, slightly wider tanks,
giving a capacity of about three gallons,

an inspection hole in the , chain case
through which the condition of the chain
may be verified, and lieavier spokes in

the rear wheels. In fact, the only con-
spicuous means of telling a 1921 from a
1920 model is the presence of the valances
to the front guards.

Second-hand Prices.

There were some very low priced

machines on offer in our classified adver-
tisement columns last week : but not

many. This accounts for the wide gap
between the highest and lowest figui'es

in the following list ; and close examina-
tion of the actual pages will sliow that

the avrrarjc fall in values is still remark-
ably light.

A.ll.C, 3h-P-, '9=0 £iio-/;i5o
.^..^S., 6 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i?5~£25o
U.S.A., 4t h.p., sidecar, 1920 ?i30-iCi73
Clyno, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, 1916-17 ^65-^^130
Douglas, 2i h.p., 1916 /;45-jC63
Douglas, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 /"iio-fiGo

iMifield, 8 h.p., sidecar. 1920 JCi50-jCi77
Marlcy-Davidson, 7-0 h.p., sidecar, 1920 .. £i75-£2io
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, J920 flCj-jfaio
Matchless, 3 h.p., Model H., sidecar, 1920 , £160-^230
Norton, 4 h.p., sidec-ar, 1920 ?i25-ri'l.S

v. & M., 3) h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 iCoS-fiS.-i

I<udK<f Multi, 3I h.p., 1920 (CSo-;f too

Scott, 3j h.p., 1920 tioo-fi25
Sunlicam, 3} h.p., 1920 ,C 'to-f'Co
Irinmph, 4 h.p., W.D., 1916-18 C75~Ctoo
Triumph, 4 h-p.. sidecar, 1920 f140-4180

/'nitb, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1920 (,t28-£i98

t4

vcr-development.
Aprojws our par. last week on the

light car owner who bemoaned the over-
development of his machine, the following
extract from Motoring in ,Sonth Africa
shows that over there some people have
the same feeling with regard to the
sidecar. "

. . the makers of modern
sidecar outfits would seem to be appealing
to the small minority of motorists who
have a pocket deep enough to pay for the
last luxurious detail in motor cycling.
There is a splendid opportunity for

. . . a plain serviceable outfit of six
to eight horse-power to incorporate three
speeds and kick-starter . . . shorn of

all frills in the way of_ electrical details,
spring frames, spare wheels, etc. .

."

This is worth attention by makers who
have Colonial aspirations and also, per-
haps, by those who have not.

165.6 m.p.g. with a 2J Douglas.

We have before us the official report
of the A.C.U. test of a Degory No-jet
carburetter on a 1919 W.D. 2| h.p.

Douglas. The report states that the
petrol tank was emptied and refilled with
six pints of No. 1 Shell petrol. The
carburetter ^vas fitted with clioke tube
No. 12. A non-stop was made from
Hounslow to Reading and back at an
average speed of 25.49 m.p.h. The
petrol consumed for the 58^ miles was
at the rate of 165.6 m.p.g. The weather
was fine and windless, and the road sur-

face was in fair condition.

A second test on BrooklanUs with the
same carburetter and choke tube showed
that the machine was capable of a speed
of 48.65 m.p.h.

DAY TRIPS AND WEEK ENDS.

TWO STROKS SIDECAR PERFORMANCES.

SPRINGING OF MOTOR CYCLES.

Passenger Machines.

An interesting three-wheeler will be the

sole passenger machine to be marketed

next year by a well-known motor cycle

firm.

The Brussels Show.

Brussels is to have a motor show on

December 10th to 19th, when several

motor cycles will be exhibited, including

the Douglas.

Miniatures at Olympia.

Among the additional " entrants ' for

the Olympia Show are the makers of the

Unibus, Whippet Scooter, Abbottsford

three-wheeler, and The Kenilworth

A Sign of the Times.

Several very interesting new models

will shortly be described in The Motor

Cycle—and very few are of the 1,000 c.c.

variety. Medium-powered outfits will be

in greater favour than ever next year.

Sidecar Taxicabs

Police authorities are beginning to

realise the possibilities of the motor
cycle taxicab, and licences are now being

granted in various districts. Before very

long it is anticipated that quite a number
of garage proprietors and motor agents

will take up the sidecar taxicab, as,

owing to its economy, and comparatively
high earning capacity, it must prove a

profitable venture. - A well-known Not-
tingham firm of motor cycle manufac-
turers are specialising in this class of

"commercial" sidecar, and will have an
exhibit at Olympia, as will at least one

other firm, who are designing a special

machine for this service.

Racing in Orange Free State.

The sixty-four mile motor cycle race

for the Continental trophy, under the

auspices of the Orange Free State Auto-
mobile Club, was run in September.
The following were the competitors

I

and their handicaps : C. R. Fyffe (two-

stroke Clyno), 30m. start ; C. G, Robin-
son (B.S.A.), 14m. 38s.; H. Traubman I

(B.S.A.), 14m. 38s. ; J. L. Kruger (T.T.
Triumph), 8in, 42s.; E. L. Mayhew

j

(Indian Scout), 8m. 42s.; G. F. Joubert
(Harley-Davidson), 30s.; R. J, Black-

1

burn (Harley-Davidson), scr. ; and D.

Weber (Indian), scr.

In spite of the fact of having to changel
a tube, C. R. Fyffe (Clyno) complete^!
the first lap in 61m. 57|s. He retired atl
the control owing to tyre trouble. C. G.f
Robinson (B.S.A.) carried off the trophy,|
doing the course in Ih. 23m. 50^3. H.
Traubman (B.S.A.) secured second place,

in Ih. 34m, 34^8. J. L. Kruger
(Triumph) suffered tyre trouble in both
laps, but got home third, riding nearly
half the last lap on a flat tyre.

I
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i Another A.C.U. Centre.

: Efforts are being made by the Ukley

1 M.C. and L.C.C. to form an A.C.U. centre

! in Yorkshire.
y

i Lightweights.

Trials for lightweights are now being

organised overseas, and the reliability of

;! British miniatures is showing up to

i advantage.

Yellow Wheels.

Yellow wheels are becoming quite the

vogue in American motor cycles, and

there is something in their favour.

Yellow does not show up the dirt so much
as black.

A Royal Motor Cydist.

The late King Alexander of Greece

was an active supporter of many forms

oi sport, and was particulai'ly interested

in motoring ; motor cycles as well as

cars claimed his attention, and for some
lime he used a B.S.A. machine.

A Miniature Runabout.

A well-known Midland firm is very
seriously considering the addition of an
iihra-Iight flat-twin two-stroke runabout
to its range of productions. This

veliicle is expected to turn the scales at

ess than the average Sj h.p. sidecar out-

it. Although up to now the_heavy mor-
ahty of such designs in their teething

tages is not encouraging, there is no
loubt that an unlimited potential market
iwaits a really sound eifort on these lines.

Export Credit Scheme.

The Federation of British Industries

re sugge-stine to the President of the
'loard of Trade that the Treasury should

rovide for advances to approved firms

t 100%, and not 80% as hitherto.

he fundamental principle of the Trea-
uy advancing 80% (for a period up to

uee years) of the cost price of goods to

e supplied leaves 20% to be advanced
V bankers of the manufacturing firm

ishing to export. The Federation oi

ritish Industries consider that bankers
fe reluctant to advance this 20%.

Il^l Automobile Design.

I' In The Autocar of October 30th the
'end of automobile design in 1921 is

lioiwn graphically. Notwithstanding the
Irident influence of aero design on
J.odem motor car engines, side-by-side

ll^yes remain standard practice on 75%
l^all the cars on the market. In gear

i, another matter of interest to the
liotor cyclist, the battle between the
|(iee and the four-speed types does not

[^
ar to be decided yet, The Autocar

Jatistics showing an almost dead heat in

ipularity. Clutches, too, show an amaz-
g reluctance to settle down in the

toove of one accepted design. The
iigle-plate type (not yet prominent in

e motor cycle field) tops the list by
short head from leather cone, multi-
ate, and fabric cone. In fact, the
tomobile exhibits fewer signs of get-
ig down to a basic common con-
mction than does its humbler brother
fr motor cycle. Incidentally, this num-

^^r of The Autocar contains a valuable
S-'^Bdd of information for those interested
illBt the development of the motor car,

fd no doubt it will he retained by most
its readers as a means of reference.

Ih\

As Usual.

Xew models for Olympia are rarely
ready before the week preceding it.

Despite the slackening oft' of work in the
factories this year, makers seem in no
better position than hitherto.

Pillion Riding.

Carriers are gradually being dropped by
makers of American motor cycles. This,
we understood, is due to the popularity of

pillion seats with footrests, which are
fitted by the owner who " scraps " the
standard carrier.

A Weird Three-wheeler.

A strange looking three-wheeler has been
evolved by F. C. Blake, of Kew Gardens.
It has the single wheel at the front, and
has the engine in front of the wheel ; in

fact, tliis part of the vehicle looks like the
back part of a motor cycle. It is fitted

with a 3 h.p. Dalm engine.

An Anniversary.

To-morrow"s issue of The Autocar
marks, the completion of its twenty-five
years' unbroken run as the leading
journal devoted to the automobile. The
largest, most successful, and having the
largest circulation of the world's car

journals, it is the parent of The Motor
Cycle, which was bonr in 1903. Surely
the offspring has a right to wish its pro-
genitor many happy returns of the day

—

even in journalism? We do so with
every sincerity, knowing how the example"
set by the parent journal has assisted

to make The Motor Cycle what it is

to-day.

Taxi-sidecars.

Bradford is the latest town to have
sidecar taxis.

New Hudson Three-wheeler.

The latest entrant to the runabout field

is New Hudson Ltd., who will exhibit

their new model at Olympia.

A New Motor Attachment.

Economic Motors, Ltd., of Eynsford,

Kent, are producing an auxiliary motor
for pedal cycles. The engine is of 154

c.c. capacity.

Long Trip for Light Outfit.

On Tuesday, R. G. Mundy was booked
to start from Holborn Viaduct at two
o'clock, under A.C.U. observation, on a
non-engine-stop run to Edinburgh, his

machine being a 2-| h.p. Coulson B and
sidecar.

The Line of Demarcation.

Xext year the 200 lb. limit for motor
cycles to be taxed 30s. should automatic-

ally decide which machines are light-

weights and which are not.

Brooklands in 1921.

In addition to the five large motor car

races to be held at Brooklands during
1921, the following motor cycle fixtures,

wiiich are organised by the B.M.C.E.C.,
have also been arranged : Saturdays,
April 16th, May 21st, and July 2nd

;

Wednesday, Julv 27tb, Saturdavs, August
27th, September 17th, and October 8th.

Open motor cycle meetings will be held
on Saturdays, May 7th and August 5th.

Mr-

One of the steepest grades (1 in 2J maximum) in England. It is the "old " road to the

Wyche cutting at Malvern, and the machine making the ascent is the 3 h.p. Ivy sidecar, which

completed fifteen non-stop climbs under A.C.U, observation last Thursday.

C7
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IN SEARCH OF THE IDEAL DESIGN.
Extracts from a Paper and Discussion on tlie Springing of Motor Cycles, read before

- Ifie Instilutiorv of Automobife Engineers.

IT is not generally known that during
the war a great deal of experimenta-
tion took- place in France in an

endeavour to find a spring frame suitable
for the conditions then prevailing.

On Thursday of last week' before mem-
bers of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, at Birmingham, Sir Henry
Fowler, K.B.E., presiding, Mr. G. H.
Savage delivered a paper on the spring-
ing of motor cycles, which was based
upon the author's experience in France
while he was with the Mechanical Trans-
port. This experience was unique, as it

was the first time that the springing
of motor cycles had been tested on a
large scale.

Ihe author endeavoured to show that
spring franies were not only an advan-
tage, but a necessity, and went into

details showing the parts which suffer

most in a rigid frame machine. These
included head ball races, front forks,

rims and spokes, wheel spindles, mud-
guards, carriers, carrier tool bags, lamps.

" An early test machine that came out
from England," the author proceeded,
" was a Douglas 2| h.p. rear spring model.
It was fitted with two cantilever springs,

one on each side of the rear wheel.- Tlie

forward ends of the springs rested on a
bracket about Bin. along the middle rail,

the centre of the springs being hinged by
the seat-pillar lug, and the rear ends
shackled on to a stay that went over the-
M'heel. The next experimental Douglas
machines that came out were two 3^ h.p.

machines, one fitted with rear springing
;

the machines came down to the Third
Heavy Repair Shop from up the line,

where they had evidently had hard work.
Helical springs were fitted. The machine
was good and very comfortable to ride,

but the springs were too stiff to be re-

sponsive to the light shocks.

Various Practical Tests.

" Another spring frame machine to

come out for test was the Royal Ruby.
This machine had had some fairly severe

work to do, but again it was impos-

sible to say what mileage it had done.

The only criticism was that the wheels
were out of track a little. The springing

was very comfortable, and the machine
very much less tiring to ride than
one with a .=olid frame.

" Of the machines built in France, the

first was a Douglas 2| h.p. rear spring

frame model designed by Capt. Francis
and built at the 3rd Heavy Repair Shop:
It had two leaf springs, one on each
side of the rear wheel, level with the

middle rail, the forward ends resting

on a bracket bolted to the rail. The
defieetion from the normal, as far as the

author can remember, was 3in. to 4in.,

and it was a ver.y comfortable machine.
" Another design, which was got out

by the author, was the fitting of rear
springing to a standard Triumph machine.
I'hcre was nothing particularly original

about the design. The carrier and rear

mudguard were unsprung.
" Another spring frame machine made

in France was one designed by Capt. S.

./. Burt of the 61 Aux. P. 'Coy., and
some exceptional results were obtained

with it. The machine was a standard
Douglas 2| h.p., but different front fork

springing was fitted, which gave much
greater movement, and on the rear two
cantilever leaf springs were fitted, one
on each side of the wheel, also with a

large range of movement.
"The relation of sprung to unsprung

weight is an important point. Taking
the instance of an unsprung car, its

inertia would tend to keep it moving in

a straight line, but if it meets an
obstacle, the car must move out of this

straight line, and this imposes a great

strain on the tyres ; if the car is sprung,
however, only the inertia of the unsprung

heaviest shock is taken finally on the

frame. The second is a laminated spring

with supplementary springs, and this is

a practicable solution. Care must be
taken when designing the above to see

that the supplementar-y springs are

called upon to take direct thrust only. :'

"The third is springing with helical

springs, where, as the main spring is

compressed, other springs come into

action ; this is already used, but not with
.

such large movements as are suggested
here ; the system has advantages but also

many disadvantages. A hehcal spring
in which the free height is approximately
3in. over the solid height, would require

A Douglas motor cycle, redesigned as a sprmg-
frame machine by Capt. S. J. Burt, of the

Mechanical Transport at one

of the workshops in France.

parts, axle and wheels, etc. (which are
much lighter), has to be overcome, and
the consequent stress is proportionately
lower. On all vehicles that is the same.

The Effect of Wheel base.

"The makers of the Beardmore Pre-
cision inform the author that they have
experiment«d with larger deflections than
they at present allow on their standard ^

spring frame machine, and have rejected
them. They found that the movemeiits
were too great in their opinion for the
short wheelbase of a motor cycle, and
that the periods were too slow and the
springs heavy. On their standard
machines they allow a maximum move-
ment of about l^in. for the front wheel
and 2in. for the back wheel, and this,

in their experience, g;ives full relief from
all road shocks.

" The Royal Ruby Cycle Co. say that
their maximum allowable movements are
about 3in. on front and rear wheels.
"The author has been informed by

the makers of the Beardmore Precision,
that in their experience the steering is

hardly affected by the large movements.
This agrees with his own experiences on
the 3rd Heavy Repair Shop spring frame
Triumph machine alread.y mentioned.

" With even the 2iin. to 3in. and 3iin.
to 4iin. movement from the normal, there
is no doubt in the author's opinion tluita
non-progressive action spring (Munot be
got to include the range of light and
heavy .shocks. The possible solutions of
this difficulty are, first, a non-progressive
action

_
spring with a buffer

;
.this, how-

ever, is not good, as it means that the

for the average weight machine to be

about 12in. in length. This would have
to be enclosed or to have a centre guide
to prevent its buckling, and it would be
somewhat diflScult to fit in on the
machine. On a design of this sort,

with several long springs working in

combination, care would have to be
taken to see that the springs did not
foul each other.

"With extension springs it would be
difficult to work in a combination type,
and the only suggestion is to change the
action from the non-progressive type to a
resultant action in which the load was
no longer directly proportional to the
deflection. This could be done without
much difficulty by altering the leverage
of the spring on the links as it was ex-
tended, or by increasing the rate at which
it was extended for a given movement of
the wheel. Experience has sho\vn that
in parallel wound extension springs, the
safe value of the stress per square inch
is only about two-thirds of that for com-
pression springs of similar dimensions.

Volute Springs.

" A last alternative is the volute or
conical spring, which can be made to
practically any rate of progression, and
it would seem to be worth while experi-
menting with this type. In one type 6f
front fork, conical springs acting in com-
pression are already fitted, but they are
short and are only very slightly taper.

A conical spring is not satisfactory when
used in extension, as sufficient load to
fully stress the smaller or stift'er coils

cannot be applied without distorting the
larger coils.
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In Search of the Ideal Design

"It would be as well to compare the
different designs of front forks, of wliich
there seem to be three distinct types.
The most usual is the parallel link motion
type, where the links connect from the
top of the front forks to the head of the
frame, then the type as on the Triumph
and the Beardmore Precision, where the
front fork is hinged at the crown, and
lastly, the design which seems to be
popular on American machines, and
which is also embodied in the Phelon and
Moore front forks, where the connecting
link comes straight off the wheel spindle.

" Rear springing on a motor cycle is a
comparatively new feature, and it would
be as well to regard it separately. The
considerations in the design seem to be
accessibility for viewing, repair and lubri-
cating, and efficiency, cleanliness of
design and cheapness; it would in fact
be a compromise as usual. ' The maximum

allowable movement from the normal
should, the author thinks, be from Sj to

4iin."
Mr. H. D. Teage (The Motor Cyde)

was called upon to open the discussion,

and mentioned that he had had excellent

results from the 3^ h.pT spring frame
Douglas mentioned by the author.
Spealung as one who frequently followed

trials over bad surfaces, he welcomed any
improvement to motor cycle springing.

Saddle v. Frame Springing.

Mr. J. E. Greenwood followed, and
pointed out that much experimental work
was in progress. He spoke highly of the
new Brooks leaf spring saddle, and stated
that for passenger outfits he favoured a
device of this description in conjunction
with large tyres and a spring sidecar wheel
in preference to a spring frame.

Maj. R. Vernon C. iJrook pointed out
that there were considerable difficulties to

be overcome in design. He strongly re-
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commended thg use of steel bead lugs, and
also the use of a springing system which
was adjustable to the weight of the rider.

Capt. Burt gave an interesting de-
scription of a 2| h.p.. Douglas, for which
he had designed a special springing system
for war purposes. This machine per-
formed some wonderful feats, and,
amongst others, when loaded with a Hotch-
kiss gun and 360 rounds of ammunition,
successfully negotiated a large diameter
telegraph pole laid across its track, a
petrol can, and a deep shell hole. The
design of the machine can be followed from
the appended drawing.

The discussion was then thrown open,
and interesting- points were raised by
Messrs. Morgan, Pearsall, Higham, Chal-
mers, Holroyd, and Richardson.

Owing to the late hour, the discussion
had to be curtailed, and the author was
unable to reply.' His reply will therefore
be submitted in writing.

INDIANS FOR 1921.
Detail Alterations only, but very
Complete Specifications for Both

Models.

rHE 4 h.p. Indian Scout has not under-
gone any revolutionary alterations
for 1921, but the extremely practical

way in which the Splitdorf dynamo is

fitted and driven is well worthy of

•emark. The power from the engine is

;onveyed to the countershaft through gear
.vheels, which are entirely enclosed and
•unning in oil. Forming part of this

ransmission are two additional wheels,
.Iso enclosed, and meshing with the larger
vheel of the main transmission. On the
haft of the uppermost of these small gear
vheels is fitted a pulley which drives the
lynamo by means of a spring belt running
II a neatly designed case. The fastening
f the accumulator box is also most ingeni-

The 4 h.p. Indian Scout electrical model. The dynamo
is carried behind the engine.

ous. A bracket similar in shape to a
lamp bracket is clipped to the saddle tube,
while on the near side chain stay is a
sliding clip. If this is slid back the' whole

THE 1921 POWERPLUS INDIAN

One of the several detail refinements is the fittinj

of a large mudshield. which protects the dynamo
and the feet of the rider.

accumulator box may be quickly taken
from the machine. The toolbox fitted is

of metal, and is provided with a lock,
while the 26in. x 3in. Goodyear tyres give
the machine a substantial appearance.

An Efficient Mudshield.
" Like the Scout, the popular Powerplus
model has not undergone many alterations
for 1921. Formerly, wooden knobs were
fitted to the change-speed and hand-
controlled clutch, but these have been
supplanted by aluminium knobs cast on to
the levers, and there is now no possibility
of their working loose. A noteworthy
feature of this model is the large guard
fifted to protect the dynamo from mud,
the dynamo being driven by a spring belt
off the engine-shaft. Naturally, the excel-
lent spring frame and forks, which have
been so successful tor several seasons, are
retained.

In
_
the case of . both models, the

electrical equipment is somewhat similar,
comprising head and tail lamps and an
ammeter on the top tube. The Powerplus
model IS fitted with 28in. x Sin. tyres, and
is, of coin-se, ideal for sidecar work.
On oui- visit to the Indian depot we saw

an interesting racing Indian which has
]ust arrived from the United States for
H. Le Vack, who will shortlv go for some
records with it. Apparently, the power
unit is a standard Powerplus engine, but
the frame is a special one with a large
capacity tank, and many other interesting
features.
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The Possibilities of the Lightweight Sidecar Outfit
Fifteen Non-stop Ascents of tfie Old Wyche by a 3h.p. Ivy Two-stroke

wiih Sidecar and Passenger.
I

WHEN shall we reach the limit of

the small two-stroke machine is a

question which well may be asked.

Only a few weeks ago it . seemed that

a remarkable performance had been
achieved when a 348 c.c. air-cooled two-

stroke made twenty-five consecutive non-

stop ascents of the Old Wyche at

iMalvern, but no^v we have to report a

similar feat by the same machine, this

time burdened with a sidecar and pas-

senger.

Again, P. Newman was the demonstra-
tor, and his- 3 h.p. Ivy machine was
equipped with a light XIanoelet sidecar.

A Sturmey three-speed gear box and all-

chain transmission were used.

The test, which was carried out under
A.C.U. observation, was timed for the

forenoon of Thursday last, but the actual

start was delayed until 12.37 owing ta the

dense mist which hung upon the hills.

With the regularity of a train, the
little machine hummed round circuit after

circuit, the engine apparently having
ample power in hand.

Testing to the Limit.

After twelve ascents had been made, it

was generally decided that no useful
purpose would be served by carrying on,

as the engine showed no signs of flagging,

and apparently could have continued to

run all day, so at the end of the fifteenth

circuit, which was completed at 2.5 p.m.,
the driver was persuaded to stop with his

engine still running, and an additional
passenger was then taken upon the
carrier.

Thus loaded, the machine made another,
unfaltering ascent, and was again stopped
and a heavier pillion passenger substi-

tuted. This time the engine emitted a
loud knock as it breasted the 1 in 2^ por-

tion of the hill, although it climbed well

and came over the top without assistance.

.

The two final ascents (with three up),

of course, were in the nature of an
impromptu test, and were attempted
merely to see what actually was the

'

limit of the machine's powers; they
showed that the outfit should answer
every requirement of that large class

which confines itself to main road touring.

The first fifteen ascents, however, which
were officially observed, constitute
wonderful demonstration of the possi-

bilities of the 3 h.p. Ivy as a light pas-

senger machine, in w'hich form it will

be marketed during the year 1921-.

In every way the engine was similar to

the standard production which will be

placed on the market after the Show. A
two-lever Amac carburetter. Lodge plug,

and E.I.C. magneto were fitted, while
Shell spirit and Vacuum oil were used.

Half-way up the Old Wyche at Malvern ; the gradient commences to stiffen at this point, and culminates in a short stretch of I in 2i-

P. Newman made fifteen non-stop ascents on his 3 h.p. Ivy two-stroke with sidecar and passenger

"OPEN." "

IN the following letter to Tlie Motor
Vyclf, the Secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union draws attention to a point of

interest to every club secretary :

"Sir,—Quite a number of complaints
have been I'eceived during the past com-
petition season by the Auto Cycle Union,
not only that competitions which .should

be purely club events have been adver-
tised as 'open,' but also from riders

who, for various reasons, have been dis-

satisfied with the rulings of the judges
when they have taken part in such events.

" Generally it is impossible to warn an
hoii. secretary in time to prevent his club
infringing the open competition rules of

the Auto Cycle Union, as' in such cases

it is nsnally through either llie pru.is, or

a re|)i.]l from a diKsatisfied competitor,

til t Ml.: l;nion obtains its information.

CLUB." AND "JOINT" COMPETITIONS. t.
" I would hasten to say, however, that,

in the opinion of my committee, such in-

fringements are nearly always inadver-
tent, and arise through a lack of know-
ledge of the policy of the Union.

" The important thing seems to be that
club committees, and motor cyclists in

general, should realise the spirit of the
competition rules, which have been
framed in their own interests and in the
interests of the sport as a whole.

" A club is at perfect liberty to promote
any club competition for its members as

it thinks fit; it can, moreover, if affili-

ated, combine with as many as four other
affiliated clubs to run a joint rloxed com-
petition. If a local centre of the Union
has been formed in any district, then any
number of clnb.s in thatt^^entre can com-
bine for the purposes of a centre com-

petition. If. however, any outsider or

member o^ an unaffiliated club take part

in any such (Competition, it ceases to be

a closed competition and becomes an un-

authorised ' open ' one. and both prO'

meters and participants render themselves

liable to penalties. The reason for this

is, of course, that the Union has 8(1

control over 'outsiders,' and, if tHj^

were guilty of any unsportsmanlike OB-

liaviour it could not penalise them.
" Recognising this, motor cyclists have

formed a Union, one of the duties

of which is, just as in other sports, to

keep the sport clean. To carry out this

duty means framing and enforcing certain!

regulations, which can only be effective

if loyally observed bv the great majority.
" T. W. Loi;c.HBOROUGH, .

"Secretary Auto Cvcte XTnioii."
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Whippet Scooter Modifications.
De(ail AKerations only to a Remarkably Efficient 130c.c. Overhead Valve Four-slroke.

CONSIDERABLE detail improvement
has been incorporated in the latest

model Whippet scooter, the novel
design of which, it will be remembered,
attracted much interest at the Motor Cycle
Show last year.

Tbe aluminium cylinder with detachable
head and steel liner, the possibilities of

wliich were, at first, criticised, have been
retained. The aluminium piston, how-
ever, will be substituted at a later date,

by a cast iron one. The existing piston

has proved quite satisfactory in the hands
of those who understand engines, but
despite 7/l,OO0th of an inch clearance, bad

handling and the lack of care exercised
by the average purchaser have resulted in

a few cases of seized engines.

In place of the decompressor originally

fitted, a small cam, engaging beneath the
exhaust rocker arm, provides a simple
exhaust valve lifting mechanism.

A French Carburetter.

A new carburetter, the Vici, a French
design, is now fitted, and is, the makers
state, well suited for small engines of
this tyi^e. As may be seen from the illus-

tration, it is of. the horizontal pattern,
and is provided with a neat throttle ad-

justment. The

cular plate held away from the casting by
three distance pieces, through which the
retaining pieces are placed. ,Th6 two
screws located in the jet chamber are
merely to facilitate manufacture. The
lower one, however, may be used for
clearing the passage from the float

chamber to the base of the main jet.

The latest

which several

been made.

model Whippet scooter, to

detail improvements have

'"^^'*«i-*tH«i«»iar

mam jet dis-

posed beneath
the mixing
chamber* is ad-
adjacent to the
float chamber.
A small pilot

jet, located be-
tween" the main
jet and the float

chamber, is

screwed in the
top of the cast-

ing, and is fed
from the chan-
nel between the
float chamber
and the main
jet.

The air in-

take is pro-
tected bv a cir-

The Vici carburetter fitted to the Whippet
scooter. Inset shows the main jet.

On our visit to the factory at Twicken-
ham, Tve noticed a special model scooter
used by the designer, Mr. Hayward, for

experimental purposes, and during our
brief run on this machine we were
surprised at the power that was developed
by so small an engine (150 c.c.)

The makers are JMessrs. W. G. C. Hay-
ward and Co., Ltd., Beaufort Work's,
Cambridge Park, Twickenham, Middlesex.

Through the Yorkshire Dales.
An In(eresfing Trial for Amaleur Douglas Riders.

\ NOVEL feature of the trial held on
October 14th, and organised by
Capt. Ellison Hawks, of the

)ouglas Depot, Harrogate, was that it

,'as open only to amateur riders of

)ouglas motor cycles. The start was
roni Harrogate.
The first of the twenty-five competitors

.•as timed away at 10.31. The route was
y way of Ripley and Ripon to Masham,
."here was placed the first check. Then
ia Leyburn and Richmond to Darling-
on, where the machines were parked in

he Market Square.

Failures on Clay Bank.
After the morning's easy task and an

excellent lunch, the riders were in very*
;ood spirits, but the more knowing ones
vere not vefy optimistic in regard to
he afternoon's programme, as they knew
hat the most strenuous part of the trial
lad yet to come. From Stokesley the
oute lay to Broughton, after which
he first observed hill, Clay Bank,
ifas encountered. The gradient of
his hill is 1 in 8, increasmg at the
j.ummit to 1 in 3.9, but the surface is

i|!Xcellent, with the exception of four

J'
steps," which necessitate good' driving

i;nd plenty of power to pick up after
lassing them. Most of the riders found
t too much for their machines, however,
vhich appeared generally to be over-

geared. The best ascent was made by
Richardson on a- 2| machine, while Wild-
goose made a fast climb on a 4 h.p.

solo mount. Noble (aged fifteen), the
youngest rider in the trial, made an ex-
cellent ascent, and nearly got up, but
failed on the last rise, within a few
yards of the top of the hill. Very good
climbs were made by Sanderson (on a
4 h.p. .sidecar outfit) and Walker.
The riders now wound their way be-

tween the hills and through Bilsdale,
one of Yorkshire's mo.st beautiful dales,
passing through Chop Gate, to Newgate
Foot Hill, the second observed hill,

where some exceptionally good ascents
were made. The only failure on this hill

was Addyman (1910 2J fi.xed gear).

Illingworth made a very fast climb, as
did Bever. Sanderson's sidecar put up a
very good performance. White (4 h.p.
sidecar outfit) broke his belt, but on re-

starting made a good climb. Clean
ascents were made also by Hartley,
Shanlcs, and H. J. Bankes, all on 2| h.p.
machines.
The riders then continued past

Rievaulx Abbey, and encountered Scaw-
ton Bank, the surface of which was in a
very wet and greasy condition. Indeed,
it wafe so bad that only two riders made
clean ascents. These were White (4
h.p. sidecar) and Wildgoose (4 h.p. solo).

Sanderson broke his belt near the top

of the hill, and, in the opinion of the
observers, would otherwise have made a
clean ascent. The remainder of the riders
again appeared overgeared. Leaving
Scawton Bank and on to Hambleton the
road was very bad in sections, owing
to there having been a corisiderable
amount of "logging." It was almost
impossible to average 20 m.p.h. on this
section until Sutton Bank was reached.
Descending this hill most of the riders
made up time along the dry level
road to Thirsk, but the time lost by the
majority of riders on Scawton Bank,
and in the Hambleton section, showed
itself at the Thirsk check.

Many lose Time.
From Thirsk to Boroughbridge and

Knaresborough the roads were excellent,
and, had not the trial been run on the
sectional basis, which proved so success-
ful in this year's Scottish Six Days Trial,
there is no doubt that most of the riders
who were late at Thirsk would have made
up their lost time by the time they
reached the Knaresborough check.
The route covered approximately 125

miles, and, considering that this was their
first experience of competition riding for
practically all the entrants, the fact that
nmeteen out of twenty-five checked in
at Harrogate must be regarded as very
satisfactory,
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A CAPAC IMPROVEMENT.
THE latest innovation on the Capao

carburetter is a very simple but
none the less effective one. It may

be remembered that the Capac carbu-
retter is provided with an adjustable
needle controlling the jet opening. The
improvement consists of a fine gauze
sleeve .surrounding the needle. The gauze
becoming impregnated with petrol greatly
facilitates the atomisation of the fuel, as

the volatile portions thereof leave the
gauze in the form of a mist, and not in

globular form. There is less tendency

Showing the gauze
sleeve which
surrounds the needle
of the Capac car-

buretter

to condensation in the induction pipe,

consequently improved economy, accelera-

tion and starting are the result.

It is also pointed out that with this

device in use the engine will give its

full power long before it is properly
warmed up. The G vaporiser, as it is

called, is said to improve acceleration
particularly on such engines as V twins,
where the induction pulsation is unequal.
To fit the gauze is a very simple

matter. The main jet needle unit must
be removed completely by unscrewing
the lower hexagon nut. If this is done,
the jet setting will not be altered. When
the gauze is slipped over, the unit can
be replaced. Care must be taken to see
that the gauze rests on the bottom por-
tion of the well. When once the gauze
has been fitted, it is usually advantageous
to reduce the main jet needle opening

A cycle cat at ati acuLc atigle 1 he C.N
^tujwii iictc would be starved of pclrol

tn this position with an orthnary carburetter

littct], but with a Capac usinR the G
vaporiser perfect bring was obtained.

Ci6

slightly by screwing in the needle one-

twentieth of a turn, and in most cases

it is possible to reduce the by-pass open-
ing by screwing in the by-pass screw.
The vaporiser is obtainable from the

Capac Continental Co., Ltd., 2, Wood-
stock Street, London, W.l.

THE H.A.H. SPEEDOMETER
LAMP.

AN exceedingly useful novelty has
lately been brought out by Messrs.

A. H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H. Works,
Tunstall Road, East Croydon, Surrey.

It consists of a

speedometer lamp
mounted on a

spring clip to

fit round the dial

of the speedo-
meter. The bulb
may be had in

any colour, but
the sample sub-

mitted to us was
blue. Now a
blue light will

not dazzle the
rider, and yet
will give suffi-

cient illumina-

tion to read the ._, „ . ^
figures on the The H.A.H. s peedometer

speedometer dial. lamp.

'the idea is a
particularly happy one. It is probably
culled from the Navy, where blue lights

are used on the bridge when the ship is

darkened, as this particular colour can

only be seen at a short distance.

THE SIMPLEX FLOATLESS
CARBURETTER.

THE new motor cycle carburetter which
has been placed on the market by
the Simplex Carburetter Co., 36a,

Queen's Road, Bayswater, London, W.2,
marks a somewhat startling

innovation in motor cycle car-

buretion for the reason that no
float chamber is fitted. Also
there is no throttle, since the

speed of the machine is con-

trolled by raising or lowering

a tapered needle running
through the jet orifice, working
in conjunction with a butterfly

in the air inlet. Through the

agency of an iiigenious tie bar
(by means of which the ratios

between the two levers operat-

ing the jet needle and the air NEEDLE,
control are kept constant) the IN JET
correct proportions of petrol and
air may be obtained, while
further adjustment can be
effected by ' sliding two clamps,
to which the tie-bar is at-

tached. These adjustments
iiitturally control the degree of,

•

iitid time of,
, opening the

butterfly in relation, to the
amount of petrol passing through
the jet.

Above the jet is a choke
tube. It will be noticed that
pcltol, in.stead of 'passing
througli a float chamber, is led
directly to the ba.se of the jet.

When onoe the carburetter has

been correctly set, and it is so eet that

the amount of air admitted for starting

is very"" small, it- is entirely automatic,
^

and the opening of the air inlet is pro- -

portionate to the amount of petrol '.

passing through the jet orifice.

We have not yet been able to test the.
;

carburetter on a motor cycle. We imder- -

stand, however, that it gives great

economy and a high degree of efficiency,

while the slow running is entirely satis-

factory.

SIDECAR STEPS.

THE necessity or otherwise for a side-_

car step is a matter for passengers

to decide, but it is probably true

that, if asked, the large majority would

be in favour of such fitments. Those

ladies who have been used to a foot-

board or step and return to a sidecar

which is not so equipped almost invari-

ably mention the inconvenience caused by

its absence.

It is a little point, but one fthich

should receive consideration on the part

of sidecar manufacturers. In -the mean-

The Harrison sidecar step, which has

split lugs for clipping on to the chassis. In

one model a lamp is embodied in the lower

half of the front lug.

time, Mr. H. F. Harrison, of 13, Styve-

chale Avenue, Coventry, has introduced

a cast aluminium st«p which can be fitted

conveniently to most chassis, and which
may be purchased for 17s. 6d. At a

slight extra charge a small electric lamp
is embodied.

ADJUSTABLE

TIE BAR

AIR INLH

PETROL INLET

A part sectiona

view of the Simplex

floatless carburetter.
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Cycle
Thirteen Vehicles

SINCE the R.A.C. and A.C.U. decided
that all four-wheeled motox- vehicles
are cars, the JMotor Cycle Show at

Olympia (November 2Sth to December
4th) will not include any examples of
this interesting type of runabout, which
is usually the motor cyclist's stepping-
stone to larger cars.

At the Car Shows, commencing to-

morrow (Friday) at Olympia and the
White City, there will be many small
four-wheelers. For tlie benefit of our
readers who intend visiting either or both
exhibitions, we append a list of the
vehicles which maj' be regarded as being
in the "cycle car" class, or of such a
character as to embody certain features
more or less common to motor cycle

practice.

At Olympia.

BtEBiOT Whippet. . Stand 37.

As most readers are aware, this is an
attractive little vehicle engined with a

Blackburne 8 h.p. power unit, and has an
ingenious system of variable gearing by
neansof a belt and expanding pulleys.

The weight unladen 'is under 6 cwt. ; the
.921 model has a hand lever starter

iperated from the driver's seat.

jE.^hame-White. Stand 25.

A small cycle car fitted with a Coventry
I ,'ictor air-cooled flat .twin engine, and
laving friction transmission. A smaller

j

iiodel has all-chain transmission and a

60 c.c. Precision two-stroke power unit.

lovER. Stand 57.

One of the most successful air-cooled

ehicles of the year. It has a flat twin
ngine of 1,000 c.c, and three-speed and
everse gear box built integral, shaft

ransmission, and detachable disc wheels.

=aED
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Cars at the Car Show.
which may prove of Interest (o Motor Cyclists;

At the White City.

A.V. Stand 410.

Two types of this capable little cycle
car will be exhibited, i.e., single and two-
seaters. In both cases the engines are
J. A. P. twins, and a two-speed epicyclic
gear is embodied.

Carden. Stand 476.

As the lowest-priced four-wheeler at

present on the market, this cycle car is

bound to create a great deal of interest.

Its price is £100, the same as many light-

weight motor cycles. A two-cylinder two-
stroke engine is the power unit, and is

integral with the gear box, which drives
directly to the axle upon which the com-
bined unit is cai'ried.

Crouch. '
. Stand 439.

A twin-cylinder water-cooled engine and
final chain drive are the main features
of the Crouch, which has for many years
proved a sturdy little vehicle at a popular
price.

G.N. Stand 425.

Our readers require no introduction to

this well-known cycle car. A 90° air-

cooled twin engine and shaft-cum-chain
transmission form part of its specification.

Kingsbury Junior. Stand 429.

A light car with a flat twin water-
cooled engine and conventional shaft

transmission, this vehicle is of interest

to motor cyclists on -account of its very
moderate price.

L.M. Stand 332.

One of the earliest small four-wheelers,

having a V twin water-cooled engine and
chain transmission.

Major. Stand 434.

The winner of the Grand Prix and
fitted with a two-stroke engine having
two cylinders and a common combustion
head. Friction discs and final chain form

its transmission system.

Richakdson. Stand 408.

Another friction-driven cycle car, of

which a large number have been sold this

year. It is fitted with a Jap or Precision

air-cooled engine at option.

Unit. Stand 333.

A newcomer with flat twin engine at

the rear of the seats and final chain

drive. Adjustable hammock seats are a

feature.

Tamplin. Stand 433.

A cycle car well known to motor
cyclists. It has an 8 h.p. Jap engine,

Sturmey-Archer gear, and final belt drive.

Double Tickets.

The following charges for admission to

the Show include free transportation be^

tween the two buildings :

Saturdays. November 5th and 13th.

2s. 6d. Second half of ticket may
be used on the same day or the

following Saturday.

Thursday, November 11th, 10s. Second
half of ticket may be used on the

same day or any other day.

Other days, 5s. Second half of ticket

may be used on the same day or any
other day but Thursday.

The Wood Lane entrance of the White
City will be used.

A comprehensive forecast and guide
will be published in to-morrow's issue

of The A%itocar, vphich should be read by
all intending visitors.

A Three-speed 2Jh.p. T.T. Levis.
A Road Edition of the I. O. M. Machine to be mariceted in Addition to Three 21 h.p. Models.
4ITHERT0 the Levis has appealed

mainly to the novice and the weaker
sex ; and, although an extraordinarily

ipable little machine, its 211 c.c.

agine and single gear do not make up
le specification of a " road-eater's

lount. But the 2i h.p. model (67x70
im. bore and stroke = 247 c.c), which,

Oiongst other things, gained The Motor
'i/cle Cup in this year's T.T., is a

ifterent proposition ; and all who love

le light, fast, go-anywhere type, will

elcome the news that for 1921 Messrs.

lutterfields, Ltd., of Stechford, Birming-
am, are marketing what is practically

replica of R. 0. Clark's Isle of Man
lodel.

I

Ultimately the T.T. Levis will have a

iree-speed gear box and clutch (of Levis
Manufacture and design), and it is hoped
) show one so fitted at Olympia. At
resent, however, the gear is in an ex-

erimental stage, and, although the same
/pe of box, minus clutch, emerged with
onours from the 250 miles gruelling in

le Isle of Man, we were told that it

ill not be adopted as standard until it

asses exhaustive road tests. Chain and
|Rlt transmission is used, and the drive

A pioneer among the lightweight two-

strokes, the 2\ h.p. Levis remains

substantially unaltered for 1921.

is direct on top, while first and second
speeds are obtained by sliding pinions
on a square mainshaft. The design and
internal workmanship appear to be
exemplary, while the weight, including
a handle-bar-operated cork inset clutch,

is but 9 lb. 2 oz. The provisional prices

are £58 single geared, and £83 witli

three-speed gear box and clutch.

Touring, sports, and ladies' models of

the 2i- h.p. machine will be marketed
next year. The former two differ only

in detail, i.e., handle-bars and gearing;

while an exceptionally low frame allows

C17
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A Three-speed T.T. Levis for 1921.—
an admirable adaptation for feminine use
by simply adding a belt guard. Tbe_
price of the 211 c.c. machine remains at

£60 ; and the specification now includes
an E.I.C. magneto, and a B. and B.,
Senspray, or special two-stroke Amac
carburetter.

More than interesting evidence that
the standard Levis, as supplied to the
public, is a genuine lightweight, is forth-
coming in the fact that, when the rail-

way's refused to carry machines that were
over 112 lb. by passenger train, Messrs.
Butterfields continually despatched their
products so, and only rarely found it

necessary to send on the tool-kit under
separate cover.

Although the larger T.T. Levis is in-

disputably capable of pulling a sidecar,
the makers do not recommend this, and
refuse to spoil a real solo machine by
adding weight.

NOVEMBER 4th, ig2(yS

The addition of a cork

inset clutch makes the

new Levis three-speed

gear box ideal for road

work on a light machine,

,

Of course, wider ratios

are used than those

which were employed

on the gears fitted to

the T.T. machines in

the Isle of Man. The

weight complete, with

all the operating

mechanism, is under

iO lb.

CLUB NEWS, ^'^r'""^"^-
Keighley M.C.

The results, on handicap, of the speed
trial held on October 24th, are as fol-

lows : 1, R. Holmes (5-6 Ariel sc.) ; 2,
A. Thornton (2| Douglas) ; 3, N. Rye-
croft (2| O.K. Junior).

Leeds and District M.C.

Some fast times were made at the
speed trials on October 31st, as the fol-

lowing results show : 1st (Owen Brooks
Cup and gold medal), R. A. Bonner (8

Jap), 67.1 m.p.h. ; 2, R. J. Brown (7-9

,
Indian), 66.6 m.p.h. ; 3, L. A. Chappell
(4 Triumph), 63.4 m.p.h.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

In the trial for the Ballard Cup last

Saturday only fifteen competitors out of
an entry of sixty made non'-stop runs. V.
Ullson (7-9 Indian) wins the Ballard cup :

while the other awards are as follows :

ZENITH GOLD MEDAL.—C. Crcesthwaite (6-6
.T.TUies sc).

ZENITH SILVER MEDAL.—W. B. Reeves (8
Zenith sc).
HASLAM PEIZE for Machines under 350 c.c—

R. B. Clark (2'!4 Coulson B).
liRONZE MEDALS.-W. J. Kelly (8 Zenith)

anil R,. A. Green (4 Triumph).

G. Offord (8 G.N.) was the only driver
of light car to make a non-stop run.

Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Clipston Drive was in magnificent con-
dition for the speed trials of this club on
Saturday, and everytliing went off with-
out a hitch. Fastest time of the day was
made by E. Chandler, on his locally built
7-9 D.Sl.C. The complete results are as
follows :

CLASS T (27;; cc,).— I, Rolil medal, A. Hemstock
(zk Villiers), 37*s. ; 2, silver medals, E. Shaw (zj-

Villiers), 423s., &nd S. Marshall (2^ Triumph), 43(5.

CLASS 2 (37.S c.c.).— I, gold medal, J. R. Tatt (.':J

DouRlasl, 3'ia. ; 2, silver medal. W. Speed (2.; Douglas),
3S,',s. ; 3, silver meda). H. Hayes (2.} Dougl.15), 38i|s.

CLASS 3 ('joo c.c).— I, gold medal, S. Laurence (3!
Norton), 272s. ; 2, silver medal, K. S. Topping (3J
Norton), 2Ss.

; 3, silver medal, J. K. Amery (3 A. B.C.),
20s.

CLASS 4 (750 c.c.).— I, gold medal, S. Laurence (3I
Norton), 278s. ; 2, silver medal, G. Mills (1 o.h.v. J,ip),
28s.

; 3, silver medal, K. S. Topping (35 Norton), 28s.

CLASS 5 (Unlimited, solo),— i, gold medal, E.
Chandler (7-^ I ).M,C.), 2CyU.

; 2, silver modal, G. Mills (5
.fan), 27s. ; 3, silver medal, S, Laurence (3I Norton),
278S-

CLASS 6 (Unlimited sidccir),— r, gold medal, .S

Laurence (3) Norton sc.),29j; 2. silvcrracdal, K. S'
Topping (3I Norton), 32J3..
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Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

A well attended meeting of the above
club took place on Thursday night,

October 28th, at the club headquarters,
when t-wenty-nine new members were
elected, making the club now over 300
strong.

,

The annual dinner was definitely

arranged to take place on December 19th,

and a one day trial was arranged for

December 12th. Mr. Frank Spencer
kindly offered a trophy to be won out-

right.

After the meeting Mr. R. W. Stan-
-fiekl, of the Scott staff, gave a most ex-

cellent and instructive lecture on mag-
netos and dynamos.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

A strong head wind prevented excep-
tionally fast times at the hiU-climb on
Saturday. The event was well attended ;

and the provisional results are as follows :

CLASS I (350 cc, so.o).—J. Hamer {2} Allon),

im. 40JS. ; G. H. Shaw (2:? Douglas), 2m. 7s.

. CLASS 2 (."500 cc, solo).—H. Smethurst (3^ Norton),
im. 6fs. ; H. Mills (3^ Bradbury), im. 105. ; T. Moof-
house (3?: Triumph), im. i8fs.
CLASS 3 (750 cc, solo).—H. Smethurst (3^ Norton),

im. .'is, ; A. Margrave (4 Triumph), rm. 8s. ; W. Hoyle
and E. V. Lees {4 Tiiuraph), im. i6s., tied.

CLASS 4 (Unlimited c.c, solo).—E. Bottomley (y-q
Harley), 5(1! ; H. Smethurst (3I. Norton) and A.
Margrave (4 Triumph), im. 5s., tied.

CLASS 5 (Sidecars, 750 c.c).—O. E. Carter (3I

0.,C.-.T.A.P.sc.), ira. 20P. ; H. Smethurst (3+ Norton, sc),
rm. 27s. ; R. R. Allison (4 Douglas) and H. Mills (4
Norton, sc), im. .'i7s., tied.

CL.\SS 6 (Sidecars, unlimited c.c).—E. Bottomley
(7-9 Harleysc), im. gs. ; O. E. Carter (3I O.C.-J.A.P.
sc.),im. 20s. ; H. Smethurst (3i Norton,

s

'5.), im. 27s.-

FASTEST TIME OF DAY.— E. Bottomley (7-9
Harley), S^is.
FASTE.ST TWO-STROKE.— J. W. Hamer (2}

Allon), im. 4oJs.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Over 150 members and friends of New-
castle and District M.C. attended the
annual dinner at the County Hotel, Ncm'-
castle, on 27th October, and spent an
enjoyable evening. Mr. Fred Keir, the

club's chainnan, read letters of apology
from, the Lord Mayor-elect, Councillor 'I.

W. Kowe, and from Mr. Q. A. Nicol,

O.B.K,, the organising secretary of the

N.E.A.A. He was siipported by Sir

Arthur Sutherland, (Jouncillor James
Cooper (the oldest member), Messrs.

Lindon Travers, Robson Crozier, five suc-

cessful Six Days Trial members, and one
T.T. member.

Sir Arthur Sutherland was flanked by.

an imposing array of prizes, the club's,'

awards being worth over £130, in addi^^

tion to numerous valuable trophies froBij

the trade and private members. ;j

In offering the toast of " Our Guests^'J-j

the Cliairman recalled the fact tliat thi'

club had the mournful satisfaction of pror'

viding, in the person of Mr. Jacob Gar-

son, late of Northumberland IJussars, the

first despatch rider to fall in the great

war. They still kept his memory green.

Three Shires Centre A.C.U.

The first board meeting of the above

centre was held at the Plough Hotel,

Cheltenham, on October 21st, delegates'

from -the following clubs being present :•

Cheltenham, Stroud, Stourbridge, Here-

ford, Malvern, and Worcester Motor
Cycle Clubs. It was agreed it was not

possible to define the area, as self-deter-

mination on the part of any clubs should

rule as to which centre the clubs should

join. The above clubs having shown
their intention to join the centre were,

of course, accepted without opposition.

It was suggested that the centre should

be renamed, and after various sugge.s-

tions it was decided to call it "The
Western Centime." The meeting thea

proceeded to the election of officers, the

undermentioned being appointed : Chair-

man, Mr. Hathaway (A.C.U. Consul),

Cheltenham ; vice-chairman, Mr. Wil-

liams, Cheltenham ; vice-chairman, Mr.
Barnes, Stourbridge ; secretary, Mr.

Howell, Worcester ; treasurer, Mr.

Featherstone, Cheltenham ; delegate to

A.C.U. Committee, Mr. Goddard, Stroud Jd
trials secretary, Mr. Newman, Woi'ces- j

ter ; record secretary, Mr. Paynter, Chel-
j

tenham ; publicity secretary, Mr.
(

MacVitie, Worcester. :

It was hoped that the Dutch Trials '.

would be held in this district, and a c

discussion took place as to entertaining

our Dutch fi'iends in this country. It

was decided' that this matter should he

again brought up at the next meeting to,

be held at Worcester on November 2oth.

It was decided to hold an inaugural

club team trial, starting at a point uem

.

Stroud, on November 5th, for which a

handsome challenge trophy should Ik

awarded, the trials secretary to orgaiii.si

tho trial.
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Here are definite proofs
of the supremacy of tfie 2J h.p. Royal Enfield Tvi^o-stroke Lightweight Motor Cycle.

The specification of this popular lightvi^eight is unique in its completeness and the

performances set forth below are indicative of its outstanding superiority

A.C.U. Six Days Trials, 1920.

One machine entered—gained GOLD MEDAL.

Worcester M.C.C. Hill Climb, October.

One machine entered—gained FIVE FIRSTS.

Rand M.C.C. Open Lightweight Trial.

100 Miles typical colonial roads Won by only ROYAL ENFIELD entered. FIRST.

Send for particutars

TheENFIELDCYCLE Co.Ltd.
REDMTCH.

London Office &. Showrooms

:

48, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.I

iOT AN EXPERIMENT.

TAMPLIN
THE REI.IABL.eE

CYCLE CAR

£165

STAND 4.33 NOV
iVHIT^ CITY 5th to 13th

The TAMPLIN
Engineering Works,
KINGSTON ROAD,

STAINES.
139. Staines.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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VERUS
In STOURBRIDGE HILL CLIMB

B, Kershaw on 2$ h.p. single speed VERUS won 1st Prize in Class A.

In

In WEST MIDLAND OPEN TRIAL
B. Kershaw and W. Swiffen won Two Gold Medals.

M. & A.C.U. OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL
B. Kershaw and J. W. Wills won Two Silver Medals.

J

I

ALFRED WISEMAN, LTD., Glover Street, BIRMINGHAM

Money back vi

full it ihcy go
sticky, leak, or

lailonanv point.

"Ixion" knows how to keep dry!

"Finally I hought a first-grade suit of grey Oilskins made by Barbours

"ot South ShieUU, and found I could ride my 200 miles of a trial,

"siuiul in a steady doii^npour Ihrongfi two hlll-clitnbs per diem, sit on wet
*' grass banks wfien my legs wearied, and get into ifie Jiotel at night bone-

-dry; moreover, if the oilies were hung up overnight in a wall-less

"stable tor the draughts to play around them, they were invaviahly bone

"dry long before the first competitor got away iwxl morning^

"Ixion," in his Occasional Comments—"The tVlotop Cycle."

Beacon Oilskins
KEVER GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep you as

dry as it does "Ixion," and will enable you to

drive all day against wind-driven Rain and Sleet

w ilhout letting you get wet or chilled.

Black double lightweight Jacket with windcuGs,
double Jronts, and two roomy pockets, 30/-
"cnii-buttoned Legging Overalls, 17/6

SUIT COMPLETE (C) 47/6
In Bronze Grey—Jackets, 35/-, Seml-
buUoned Legging Overalls, 20/-* Suit

complete, post free, 55/-; with Sealed
Trouscr Overalls in place of leggings, 60/^
and 68/6 the suit respectively.

Hi .cf? y'vcn are for Jacket length 33". For
36" & 39" length please add i /6

and 5 /- per jacket ;espectively.

Overalls : prices are lor 28" to 33"

inside leg. and for Seated Trouser
Ovcialls up to 40" waist.

^ PoMage I'Vee U.K. ; extra ahrond
<AUow also extra time far special

tieeuoniua of Oocneas Orders. '

Tn nrdcr. liiniUu glnlf colour veedeJ,

niv,- I'irki-I Iriiiiili, rhcul nmt idhI'Ic l^a

juC'f.vKrcN. mill, friiiosi^ rcmiltaiici:.

ILLUSTRATED LIST POET FREE
Sf'tid a postcard to-day for this

Bo >Ulct of " Weather Comfort.

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ud

.

26, Beacon Pulldint^s,
South Shields, England, (i) ®.

»llll]||»|]|||||||||||IllliBllilllillliillS:S|

S A wonderfully

5 efficient magneto, the

Has given complete satisfaction to all customers for 5 vears

For Single-
.,„<«'''5'S'S«^iBfc».

Light
Cylinder /^^ -^---^^^^^^^B^^ Waterproof
Engines. Efficient.

May we send you farther particulars ?
The

III iiiixircrinij these advcrLisements it is

= BRITANNIC ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
S Warstock Nr. BIRMINGHAM.

:giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

1I
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CYCLE &
OLYMPIA

Burney & Blackburne,

Limited,

38, Conduit Street,

London, W.l.

Telephone : Mayfair 637.

MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
NOV. 29th to DEC. 4th

Don 't fail to visit our Stand at the Exhibition—
STAND 72,

The famous Blackburne — the most successful
Motor Cycle in this year's trials and races—
will be the talk of the Show.

The best is cheapest in the long run. When you
choose your 1921 Motor Cycle, buy the best^
the Blackburne—or insist on your machine being
fitted wiih a

ENGINE.

Made In four sizes—3in., 4in., 6in. and 9in. Re-
member that every genuine '* King Dick " Span-
ner bearing mark shown is guaranteed for ever

Obtainable of all good dealers.

Abingdon Works, Ltd.. BiS\'^.
LONDON

:

IRELAND
H. Smith, 12, Mortimer Street. W.i.

F. N. DR.4PER, 68, Middle Abbey St., Dublin.

Proof!
The following letter bears
out our statement that
the "King Dick" Spanner
will adjust a watch or a
motor car.

India August 14th, 1920
' Having occasion to use a

very ancient watch which had
not been wound for six or seven
years, I was baulked by having
no watch key. However, recall

ing your ad\'ertisement, I tried

winding and setting the watch
with my 'Baby Iving Dick.'

I was not only completely
successful, but have not bother-

ed to buy a watch key, and now use
the spanner to wind my watch every
day, and this in spite of the fact

that I have frequently grossly mal-

treated this excellent little spanner
by using it on quite large nuts on
my motor cycle.

(Signed) J.C., Captain LA.

In answering these advertisements it is tlesirnblr to yncntioii "The Motor Ci/cle.
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YOU CAN'T BEAT
JULIAN'S

FOR VALUE FOR MONEY
1920 3i h.p. Sports NORTON, 3-speed, and

racing Canoelet sidecar. Winner of many gold

medals in hill-climbs Splendid condition.

138 Gns.

1920 ARIEL, 31 h.p>, 3-speed combination,

demonstrator, as new in every respect. Cost

£157 10s.

Only 130 Gns,

1920 A>B.C>, winner of several gold medals in

hill-climbs, beautiful machine and real snip.

115 Gns.

1920 Big Four NORTON and Canoelet racing

sidecar, Mabon gear, specially constructed for

hill-climbing As new in every respect.

127 Gns.

1920 ZENITH, 6 h.p. Sports, used slightly for

demonstration. As new,

118 Gns.

1920 NORTON, 3|- T,T., only run 250 miles,

won several medals. As new.

85 Gns.

Write for List of Machines actually in stock.

Phone: 1024. H. JULIAN, 84, Broad St., READING.

11^111 ilggi mmm i^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^

The Hoskison
Northe-n 643
Homcbik, B'ham

Motors, Limited,

Lozells BIRMINGHAM.

SATISFACTION.

"Hoskison" and "Satisfaction" are Inseparable

If you would like to know more about " Hoskison " Motor
Cycles—tKe reason for the unvarying SATISFACTION that

they give on the road

—

have a chat with your Dealer,

OR, BETTER STILL, COME AND SEE US ON'

Wakhamstow, 20-10-20

Dear Sirs,

Having used the 2| h.p. machine you supplied me with last

July, all through the summer, 1 wish to let you l^now that I am
thoroughly satisfied with it. I have done quite a lot of riding,

and have had no trouble whatsoever ; in short, it comes up to all

my expectations of what a really good machine should be.

Your dealings with me have, from the first, been most

prompt and businesslike

Yours faithfully,

Messrs. The Hoskison Motors, Ltd. B.C.

STAND No. 51, OLYMPIA
f

I AN INVENTION OF PROVED MERIT.

THE PATENT

L.IVI.C.
SUSPENSION

Thia^ saddle suspension (Patent No. 150158)

has now been fully proved to be by far the most

efficient device of its kind yet invented. It gives

perfect insujation rom the worst shocks, and
renders a rigid-framed machine virtually equal

to a spring-framed one. It is now being

marketed separately for fitting to other

machines than the L.M.C., at a (provisional)

price of £6 6 0, and can be fitted to practically

any machine which has a top tube over the tank.

The Lfoyd Motor En°;lneetlng Co., Ltd.,

Mi, Monument Road, BIRMINUHAM.
IiOtnlon ShnwTO'ma :

r44. Great Portland Street, W.I.

The L.M.C. suspension it'iU be on view
at lUc jorllicominii Motor Cycle Sitoic

(,t OLYMI'1,1 (ST.iND 70).

Ul.l i'Ciiifcmcn/.i it in ilrsinih/c tit iiirnlinit "
'I'lit Motor Ci/i-lr.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Blackburne.

SALE.

920 Blackburne. 4h.p., 3-speea, aU-chain. as new.
mile.ige negligible: £118.—Dunn's, 326, Euston

il. Looduu. Museum 5391, L2979

920 4L.P. Blnekburne, 3-speed. flll-chnin, as new.
milpfigti^ 400, fullv equipped engine No. 931

:

.22.—SlitcLell, Wliitefield, South Petherton, Somersef.
[6969

111. p. Blfickburne. June. 1920, S.A. 3-speed, Binks cor-
- buretter, l-'.R.S. lamps, leg shields. Klaxon, insur-
ice. mirror, new condition: £120, or near ofler.—
uxle,v, Friary Brewery, Guildford. [7132

3LACKBFRNE 8h.p. Coiubination, Blackburne
.* sidecar, spare wheel, electrically equipped, 3
mps. 2 horns, Triplex screen, perfect, mileage about
000; £205.—Horse and Groom, Guildford. [7390

JLACKBCENE 4h.p. Combiuation, T.H.L. sidecni,
> spring chassis wheel, a beautiful machine, brand
w: £175.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
ick St. (OS Oxford St.). Bond St., London, W.l
lioue: Mayiair 6559. [0320

Bradbury
920 Bradbury 4',41i.p., 3-speed, all-chain, with Hen-

derson sidecar, perfect, unscratched ; £130.-9.
ligh St., Biddulph. (D) [7012
]>RADBrRY, 4h.p. and 6h.p. models, prompt de
\' livery.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
I .. Cambsrwell, London. [7783

JRADBCRT 6h.p. Twin, fully equipped as makers'
speciflcatious shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price;

w IS the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156 Gf Portland
, \r.l 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair [7179

Brough.
l>AEGAIN.-Brough 3i/„h.p.. 3 speeds, new tvres
l» must sell; £26.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[7440A 20 Brough Combination, 5-6h.ii., Stnrmey-Archer
• ' special Brough sidecar, Cowey horn, as new- best
,er over £160.-Walker, 16, Freer St., WalsaU, Sta'flord

j™- [S599n
liBOtTGH Combination, 1916, 3V>h.p. flat twin
,' Sturmey-Archef countershaft 3 speeds, fitted witl
icas lamps, etc., in very good order; £85;—Apply, 40
rtford Place, Coventry. [X5973
SOUGH Combination, 1920, 5h.p., S.A. S-epeed
Iv.S complete with all lamps (head Lucas)

.aometcr, side;ar fitted with coverall apron, practicallv
;
tl50.—22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [7081

-RAND New Latest Type G Brough, 5-6h.p 3
.

speed, semi-T.T. bars, footrests, £140; also one
h footboards and standard handle-bars, fitted with
otgomery sidecar, £165; immediate delivery—The
mier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7151

llh.p.

Brown.
Brown, twin, Bosch, requires attention: no

reasonable ofler refused.-Beudle, Tyncha Eisca
'[S589L

B.S.A,
.S.A., all models now in stock: delivered anv
where.—Below.

.8^. Specialists.-Replacements by return.-Count\
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham

.S.A Model K in stock, with Canoelet sidecli"
Pickering, Shrewsbury, [6688

»19 B.S.A^ 4l4h.p., solo, mileage 1,000 miles: chear
I' for cash.—Coates, North St., Dunmow. [7034

]:I20 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, fully equinnecJ' as new; £I30.-Dunn, 326, Euston Ed.. London

J21
6-7hp. B.S.A., in stock; £150; cash m^^ltended payments.—114, Brixton Hill, S.W.

bicycl6.-Parker, BillingboroUgU, Lincolnshire.

S.A. nonr »r,„.j ,-,l_,.._.:,... .. .
[7000new Magdyno Combination, list price -

Clark, 7, Exhibition Hd. 'Phone: Kensington
[7561

I.SiA. Model K, 1919I.8.A. Model K, 1919 with Millford sidecar perls

inT'^iV™' £llO-toles and Shirley, ckepsto

jl
^- ^^- f029^

j S.A. 4i4h.p Combination, new tyres, spare belt, etc

tt™Su-Ser"° "''"^' *"0-Freel.and, _-n-eil"de:

3'^h,'?;''-^,- f*-?- ^ll-cbain Combination, lamps,

S Londoi
'°°''' ''=• £105.-Dunn, 326,

'
Eust?„

I [7702

3l'*.„^-^-S Combination, Easting screen, fullv

d1st.!'gS?l'^"='^-'
«85.-Frenze., 1, NeW^oJ

]3.A. Model H Combination, immediate deliveri
I

makers nnVo- pir;o r-.,!..: __j "L. ,
"J'^'i.\er,\

Bli - 'Phone

*| St., Stafford,

3.A. Model H Combination
makers' price; £152.- Coles and "Shirieyr'c'heii

[0296

]'%i^'o-HiF°™¥°^'i?°' »s new, lamps, horn-

Cidonlan Rd , N.'"''''
®''"'^''" ®''°''"' Blundell S?.'.

st,lJ^°"''"!l*'°°' '*« "«'' all accessories and

GODFREYS

An attractive stock

of

New Models
can always be seen

at Godfrey's

This week we can offer:

A.J.S.
ARIEk
B.S.A.
BkACKBURNE
COVENTRY EAGLECLVNO
DIAIVIOND ~\
VIATCHLESSNEW IIVIPERIAI.
INVICTA
EA-FRANCIS
N.O.X.
SCOTT
TRIUMRH
ROVER
ZSNITH, ETC

A few slightly shop-soiled
machines at greatly re-

duced prices.

Sidecars.
Sidecars which can be
supplied separately

include •

—

I4IILLF0RD SKIFF
MILLFORD OLYMPIA CORVETTE
MILLFORD MODEL DE LOXE
HENDERSON FEATHERWEIGH1
HENDERSON ELITE
HENDERSON MODEL B1
CANOELET MINOR
CANOELET K4
WHITLEY (for Triumph)
M.P. FINALITE (for Indian)

Wriie lor Fv.U Lists.

Godfrey's^
208, Great Portland St

LONDON, W.l.
PhoQ3 : 7031 Mayfair

(2 lines).

MOTOR FOK SALE.CYCLES
B.S.A.

1019 Countershaft B.S..\., thoroughly overhauled.
-*-t^ perfect condition, any trial; price £75.—Hall's
Garage, Ltd., Stevenage. [7620

1Q19 B.S.A. Combination; nil-chain drive, hand and
-»-*/ foot clutch, lamps, horn, perfect condition: 90
gns.—Holtby, High St., Bridlington. [7075

"IQ20 B.S.A. Combination, chain drive, brand new
-Ltf but slightly shop-soiled; £134.—Edwards, 50.
Harrington ltd.. South Kensington. [7621

B.S.A. 1920 4.'4h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
all-chain drive, guaranteed as new; £175.—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [7657

1 Q20 B.S.A.. all-chain, and Swan de luxe sidecar,
-!-»' new month ago, makers' guarantee insurance;

-Lacey, Little Weighton, Hull. [7396

B.S.A. 1914 C.B. Combination, fitted 1918 Triumph
engine, all-chain, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., drip feed.

perfect; £68.-85, Suffolk St., Poplar, E.14. [7465

"I
Q20 B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. Combiuation, complete with

J^*y lamps, speedometer, etc., guaranteed perfect; any
trial; as new; f130.—Haisboro, Baker St., AVeybridge.

[7243

B.S.A. Combinations, actually in stock for immediate
delivery; price and catalogue on application.—

District agents. The Walsall Garage, WalsaU. Tel.:
444. [8999

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery of models H. and K.,
solo or combination; £107 and £110 respectively.

—Distributing agents,
Derby.

Campion Depot, ^.ondon Kd..
[4122

B

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, 4^ih.p., clutch, K.S., Mill-
for 5id6o?'", Pisceyentc- condition ; PAnr^st £90: by

appointment.—Fischer, 11, Zenobia Mansions, Qiieana
Club Gardens W.14,. [6979

BARGAIN.-1919 B.S.A. Model K. " and Canoelet
sporting sidecar, -Lucas lamps, l.^^tfIls linrn, "Wat-

ford, Klaxon, -natoh ; any trial; £105, ofters.—Selby, 26,
Roti.slyn Ed., Barking, E. [726?

"|*Cil5 B.S.A.' Combination, 4',4h.p., engine just re-
-i- «' bushed, new back tyr*, numerous spares, tool kit
and lamps, engine No. 11391/15; £100.—Hargreaves, 33,
Salisbury Rd., Besley, Kent. [6896

F^.O.C.H. for 1921 B.S.A.'s; very early deliveries:
book your order now.—5. Heath St., Hampstead

(nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [7146

B.S.A.. Model K. £107, H. £110. D. £90, A.
£150; combination. Model K. £149, H. £152,

A. £198; immediate delivery.—Vivian Hardie and
Lane. Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St., London, W.l. [0330

-j Q20 (May) B.S.A. Combination, 4|^.p., all-chain
J-*' drive,. S-speed, small mileage, perfect condition;
£125; also latest model 6-7b.p. combination; £190.
or Itest offer.—Bompas, Exchange, Palmers Green, N.13,

r7514
1 Q 14 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, clutch mode!,
J- «^ B.S.A. throughout, tyres heavy, as new, new belt

with lighting set. horn; £17/10; overhauled, guaran-
teed sound; 48 gns.—T. Hayes, 2, Chapel St., King's
Lynn. [7549

.S.A. Combination, 1915. 3-speed, 4Vih.p., all

chain, 3 lamps, speedometer, Canoelet C.B. side-

car. Orto 3-fold screen, stored 2V-2 years during war,
replated and enamelled; £90, or close offer.—L., 16.

Rayleish Rd.. Wimbledon. [7586

B.S.A., 1916, model H. overhauled by makers April,
1920, F.R.S. electric lamp, spare valve', chains,

with family sidecar, tandem seated (adult and child),

new 1919, wind t^creen ; £95, or near offer.—Mayne, 57,
Harlech Rd., Southgate, N:14. [6902

l-> .S.A. Combination, 4.' ih.p., S-speed, clutch, kick-
J-* starter, just completely overhauled and enamelled
at cost of £25, new tyres, new all-metal sidecar body,
anv trial; this machine is like new and is a bargain;
£95. or near offer.—Curtis, 82, Mill Hill Rd., Acton,
W.3. ^ [7259

A. 1915, laid up during war, new cylinder June,
919, with Millford (family) sidecar, countershaft,

chain-cum-belt, 3-speed, kick starter. Lucas horn,
Stewart speedometer, reflex mirrcr, 3 new electric
lamps, 2 accumulators, spare (new) belt, all tools and
sundries ; £110, or near offer.—Rev. Olivier. Rectory,
Letchworth (34 miles London), or by appointment.
Mason's Garage, Commerce Av. [6667

Calthorpe.

1 Q 20 Calthorpe-Jap, demonstration machine, abso-
-Lt/ lutelv equal to new; 63 gns.—Julian. 84, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [7751

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1916. 2^;4h.p., Enfield 2-speed,
clutch

,
jut?t overhauled, re-enamelled and plated

;

I

£45.—R. T-*. Yarty, Thundersley, Essex. [7644

CALTHORPE 1919 2^ih.p. J.A.P., 4-stroke, 2-speed
clutch, as new, all on; offers.—Express Worke, 2,

Broadway, Priern Barnet Rd., N.ll. [7283

CXlthorpE-J.A.P.. 254h.p., 2-sp6ed (1916), aU on,
completely overhauled, new piston and bearings;

£50, or near offer.—Major Green, Christ's Hospital,
Horsham. [72oh

"I
Q19 2?4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear.

-Lv lamps, horn, ; price £55 net.-Langfords, 37,

B.S.A
19

Broadway. Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.
stead 8616.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

CALTHORPE Motoi Cycles, wholesale and retail

agents for tlie county ol' Devon, all models in

stock for immediate delivery,—The Carlton. Motor Co.,

33. Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

CALTHOEPE-l'RECISION 4%Ji.p. Combination, -vaii-

able ijultev, kick starter, folding; chassis ; no garage
wanted in good condition ; £75.—Fronde, 55, Mont-
uelier Ed., Peckliam, S.E.16. [7363

C'lALTHOBPE 2?4h.p., 2-speed Enfield gear, as makers'
^ specifications; at greatlv reduced price; now is

the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St„
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7180

J'^ALTHOIIPK Motor Cycles.-25,4li.p. J.A.P. model.
V^ £78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted with
iMifield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evaus,
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0174

j~<ALTRORPE-J.A.P., 1920, Enfield 2-speed, brand^ new, but slightly shop-soiled, usual price £74/11,
iiiu.-t l>e cleared under cost; a bargain, £64; first cash
-ecures.-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[7020

I Q17 Calthorpe-Jap, 2"?.^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, just
X»/ overhauled and repainted, complete with P. and
H-.- large lamp set, horn, etc., a fast and economical
mount; Huddersfield district; offers.—Box 8.578, c/o
The Motor Ci/cle. [4169

Campion.
CAMPION 1917 2'!41i.p. 2-stroke, B. and B., Thomson-

Bennett, new Magnum tyie^, tubes, belt, excellent
'ondition, grilling any trial; seen evenings after 5, or
week-ends; £40, or nearest.—Dunn. Proffitts Cottages.
Tndworth, Surrey. [7112

Cedos.

1Q20 Cedos, shop-soiled; 58 gns., wonderful bargain.
-*-" —Juliaa, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. [7749

CEDOS, 1920, 2Jih.p., complete with all lamps, tools,

etc., in splendid condition; £50.—22, Eodnev St.,

Liverpool. [7083

Chater-Lea

CHATER-LEA 8h,p. Combination, all-chain, 3-speed
Mabon car clutch, Bosch mag., cane sidecar,

Jones speedometer, car tyres fitted, electric light, kick
starter, readv to romp with 2 anywhere, trial any
time; £130 lowest.—Box 9,052, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7261
~|Q20 8h.p. June Chater-Lea No. 7 Combination,
_Lt/ 750 miles, spring saddle pillar, luxurious coach-
built model sidecar, bulbous back, wind screen, lamps,
gu.aranteed faultless, indistinguishable from new;
£200.—S. A. Dent, Ivy House, Stoke Gifford, Nr.
Bristol, Gloucester. [7417

Chatei'>Lea»Peugeot.

CHATER-PEUGEOT 7-9h.p., 3-speeds and clutch,
chain and belt drive, lately overhauled and fitted

new coachbuilt sidecar, enamelled and upholstered
Indian red, smart appearance, take three anywhere

;

sacrifice £85 ; lightweight part exchange entertained.
-Harris. 70, Park Place, Clapham. [7554

Cleveland,

CCLEVELAND 2-stioke, 3h,p., 1920, condition perfect,
J shop-soiled.-Wrtite Box 9,054, o/o The Motor

' Ci/cle. [7257

C'(LEVELAND 3h.p., shop-soiled; at srcatly rednfoed
> price: now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156,

Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair, [7181

WRl'I^E lor Catalogue of the 3h.p. Cleveland, with
kick starter, clutch, and 2-speed gear; price £85

—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool
IU279

Clyao.
21 Olyno Model, jurt delivered; f250.—Turpin's,
22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0204

('(LYNO Lightweights and Combinations.- Write
A Rothwell and Milboume. Cowleigh Garage,

Malvern [1795

DAN GUY, Weymouth,—Sole district agent for Clyno
motor cycles; new 8h,p. combimition, £250; 2-

slrokcs, £75. [5960

rQ17
Clyno Combination, lamps, born, in good con-

•y dition; a bargain, £85,—33, Hackford Rd..
IJrixlon, S.W. [7760

ftLYNO 61i.p., 2 speeds, E.S., or with new 1920 Griml-
^ Inv sidecar, hood, and wind screen; £130.—Peiilec.

Liverpool Ed., Ilium. (X5989

STANDARD 1921 Clyno Model Combination, de
livery Irom stock; £250,—Maudes' Motor IVlarl,

100, Paris St., Exeter. [7104

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., spare wheel, lamps,
etc.. Hood as new; what offers?—Owner, 122.

Gloucester lid., Wallhamstow, [7297

CLYNO Lightweight, perfect order and nppoariim-c.
£45: also brniid new Sinitli'iJ speedometer, £4.—

Spcnrer, Botolphs Corner, Sevenonko. [7522

CLYNO Lii,-htweight, 1920 (Aug.), .nil accossories, iii-

Buranci;, inileage under 400, perfect condition:
owner piuchasiiig higher power; £70,— DouKlas, West
Ilyflcet. [7209

C^LYNO Combination, 3 speeds, kick start, new tyrcn,
' liiuipH, tooln, in xplendld mulling oidorj any trial;

i:90. or near,— Bowser, la, Blacker E<1, Birkby, I] ml
delsllcW. [7378

19

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

hone—Mayfair 87.9

Special Agents for

DOUGLAS
In Stock Ready to Ride away.

Trade supplied.

4 n.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170

2} h.p. DOUGLAS Model, with clutch £105
25 li.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch ... £100
, h.p. DOUGLAS, solo £130

Other New Machines in Stock.
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed ... £80 17

z3 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch

and kick-starter £83 5

Sh.p. NEW IMPERIAL a-speed Com-
bination £186 18

3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, a-speed, M.A.G.
engine £130

DIAMOND. 2-stroke, single-gear £56 10

4] h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed. all-chain, and
Sidecar £152

3J h,p, RUDGE-MULTI, Isle ot Man
model £110 s

5 h.p, ZENITH, sports model £139
5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £190
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, dyna-

mo lighting £230
1920 A.J.S. Combination £210
1920 2-stroke TRIUMPH £75

GRAND PRIX MORGAN . . LIST PRICE.

Second-hand Machines.
iqi5 2| h.p. 2-spee,rl DOUGLAS £60
I9r6 2i h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £65
1915 2I h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £55
1916 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .

.

£95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories .. £90
1920 2-stroke 2-speed JAMES and accessories £72
1920 4 b.p. DOUGLAS Combination and

accessories £162
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £110
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar £90
1920 8 h.p. dynamo MATCHLESS Com-

bination, all accessories, as new £210
1920 8 h.p. sports ZENITH and Henderson

Sidecar, all accessories £135
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar £1«
10 14 A.B.C., 4-speed, and Sidecar, and

accessories , . £110

Sidecars in Stock.
CANOELET, for Harley-Davidson £40
CANOELET, for New Imperial £39 5
CANOELET MINOR, for lightweight .. £18 18
B.S.A £42
MILLS-FULFORD Skiff £27 IS 6

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Slock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps,
and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q21 Clyno Mode] de Luxe, just deM^'ered, n]
-L «^ scratched ; list price : insurance .given Ira
owner having car.—Roberts, opposite 4 Camp, Kinmi
Park, Denbighshire. [742

1 Q18 Clyno 6h.p., Easting, spare wheel, lamp
--*^ horn, many spares, tyres almost new, a con
plete outfit in perfect order for £117/10.—Dunn, 321

Euston Rd., London. [770

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; wri
us for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, i

enamelling, and plating. — The' Molineus Garage Cl

Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. 1341

1 Q 20 Clyno 2-«troke, 2-speeii, clutch, mileage ufid
-*-«-' 500 by mileometer ; reason for selling, own
too sliort to straddle; £65, or oilers.—^At St. Pancr
Irarage, Judd St., Euston Ed., N,W.. [691

CLYNO 2',»h,p., 2-speed, hand clutch, complel
F.R.S. big head lamp, rear lamp. Clayrite hot

handle-bar muffs, rubber grips, etc., 10 months ol

like new; £60; cost £83.-36, Windsor Rd., Ipswil
[73

CLYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelot a
Co , East Surrey agents, have a new Bh.p. ooi

bination; demonstration runs given; orders booKed i
very early delivery.—Batch^lor's. Clarence St., KingBta
on Thames. Phone ; 1809. I2ffi

CLYNO Lightweights, 1920. 2Vih.p,. 2-speed. "JS7

or fully equipped with head lamp and generati

tail lamp and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration. petK
and oil, £79/15.-Coppen, Allan and Co.. 89, Gt. Pd
land St.. London. W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399. (OS

I Q21 Clyno Combination, used for a few milei
-L c/ complete with Lucas accessories ; this magnifll

,

combination is being offered at £60 under cost, as offl

is buying car; will accept £215 for outfit.—Seen a

tried at Eloe and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Oamom
St., K.'O.S. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

"

EOO

CLYNO 6-6h,p., late W.D. models, 3-speed, kick-ata'

re-enamelled, replated, and overhauled, new c

buretters and mags., rebuilt as new, practically r

used; few available, from £75; combinations wi

Clyno sidecar, repainted and retrimmed, £110,'.-Heai

117, Loughborough Park, Brixton. 'Phone: Brlxt

2888. W
5-6h.p, 1916-17 Clyno Motor Cycles, less mag.

carburetter; £40 each. These want renovat
and overhauling. These are worth £130 when finish

The engires and gear boxes are quite sound. 1916

3-speed K.S. Clynos, W.D. models, reconditioned: k

each. . Please see advertisement under " Jlis'

laneous " for Clyno spares.—Please call or write

,J. J Dooley. 33. Killyon Rd.. Clapham, S.W.8. [71

Connaught.
1 Q20 2-sp6ed_ Connaught, not run 200 miles;
Xt? £80; for quick sale, £70.—Bo.'l 9.009, c/o

Motor Cycle. . [^I

^lONNAUGHT SiuKle-speed, 1920 model, praotlol

yy as new, list price, £67; ofl'ets above £58'/'

Box 9,010, c/o The Motor Cycle. ^ [S

/'lONNADGH'l' Motor Cycles.—2!/^h.jj. 2-speed moi

£70; single speed, £62; immediate delivery.

I. Evaus, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. "

[e

Coulson.

CODLSON 2»4h.p., 2-specd, clutch; £98; .nei

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd, 'Phone: Kensln?

4096,

COULSON-BLACKBUllNB, 2^:ih.p., 2-sj)eed, spj

frame, perfect; bargain, £70,-22, Powney^.'

Maidenhead,

ra20 Coulson B, 2?ih.p., done under 1,000 ml

if full paitjcnlars ; f80.—Wm. Moflit, 105,-
^

Chester Ed., Bumley,

(•COULSON B.—All models in stock; sole agents

J Wiltshire.-Wessex Motors. Ltd.. incorporotett.;

H. P. Moore and Sons. Salisbury. 'Phone: 72. ['

(~<OULSON-B, 41i.p. and 23^1i,p. models, shop-soi

y at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to;

-Melies, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'PlioiiK^

Mayfair. /^
NEW Coulson B, 2%h.p., *99/15; fitted with W

gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine: ali

model, with clutch and kick starter, £110/5; 4

with 3-speed. clutch, and kick starter, etc., 118

if fitted with smart boat-shaped sidecar, p»l

royal blue, £162/10, or on deferred payments « e

only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly le

raents.-llarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., I^r—*"

Coventry Bngle.

COVENTRY Eagle 1920 2'.2h.p., as new, toolfijl

iuvited.-Bo.K 9,053, c/o T/ic Motor CijclS]

Diamond.
C1TH1I, WILLIAMS, lor early delivery ot all ll

^ Uiiimonds.—Chapel \^\\ WolverhamptoD '

DIAMONO 2J.,h.p., 2-stroke, new, slightly_»(l

.E66.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd, 'Phone: Kolj

Ion 4096.

Dot.

QPORTING Pot Combination ,1916, overhead »|

'v6J-

.lardino gear, accessories; best offer ovet,-

Moorsido Rd,, Flixton.

lji8 All letters relating to advertUeinents should quote the number at the end of each aavcitisciHont. uud the dntc of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

FIELD Combination, 6h.p.. purchased June, 1920,
lamps, Easting, speedometer. Klaxon, mileage
practically new; 140 gns.—19, Buckley Rd.,

iesbury. [7496

20 Enfteld Combiuation, Magdyno, jiew, unregis-
tered; first reasonable ofler, or exchange A.J.S.,

liless, Clyno ; cash either wily.—25, Davisville Ed.,
lerd's Bush. [7546

20 Enfield Combination, Sli.p., brand new, in
stock at list, £177; also 2-stroke, £73/10:

nges or easy payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower
on, London, N.E. [7666

FIELD.—Delivery from stock. Lightweight, 70
gns. ; 6h.p. combination, £175, with Lucas Mag-
£200.-1'. J. Evans, Birmingham agent, 83-91,
Uriijht St., Birmingham. [0300

FIELD 1920 2-stroke, new, but slightly
soiled, usiwl price £73,10; to be cleared at £65,
ig.iin; this offer cannot be repeated.—Wilkins,
-on, opposite ulympia, London. [7021

17 Royal Enfield Sh.pNcombination, Binks, Tan-
Sad, speedometer, screen, acetylene lamps,

80 tyres, all accessories, spares; £150; seen any
-C.B., 30, Westborne St., Sloane Sq., S.W.I.

[7382
I. 1915 Enfield, 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc., new
cliam and clutch rin;, T.T. bars, spare tourin"
excellent condition; £55.—Doran, Engineer's Uffloe,
t Dock Extension (.South), Korth Woolwich.

-0 (July! Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Lucas
Magdyno lighting set and horn, mileage under
condition perfect; £180, no offers; owner just

chvery of car.-Jones, 27, High St., Banbuiy." [7606
FIELD, late,-t 6h.p. and 8h.p. models in stock
E175, £177, and £200, also lightweight, £73/10;'
ed payments and exchanges if desired.—Lamb's,
Hi!;h .St., W altliamstow, 387. Euston Kd., NWl
Iigh Ed., Wood Green, Is'.22. [7174
'lELD 3h.p., 1915, stored 2 years, 2-speed, TT
Mrs, new cylinders, pistons, and chains, Binks
mag., lamps, horn, many spares, mechanically

t and in excellent order throughout; £58 lowest
^y, 36, Talbot Rd., Bournemouth. [7431

'E 1919 8h.p. Enfield Combination. Lucas lampsmd horn, speedometer. Tan Sad, mudshield
screen, luggage carrier, 700x80 tyres, spare

tools, and spares, splendid condition, used week-
mly; £158.—M. 181 Upper Richmond Rd., Put-

[7775

Excelsior
-3',4h.p. Excelsior, Dixie. IJ.B., f,ist machine.
suit beginner.—R. Gallop, Higham, Kent. [6963
1 British Excelsiors, all models; delivery from
stock in most cases, or special orders in a few
list prices orly.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd
Doucaster. [2783

°,i
?'',"• i?"*'f''

.Ejccelsior de Luxe Combination,
detachabte wheels, spare, dynamo lighting, wind

,
lull ednipment, as new; £205.-5, Alstone Rd ,

a Chape!, Stockport. [7375
IND New 8h.p. British Excelsior and Canoelct
bulbous iMck sidecar; list price £195, carriage
accept T.T. ISorton and cash, or what offers ol
ige with cash.-Gray and E;iynes, British Excel-
gents, 8, Low Ed., Balby, Doncaster. [7240

I

F.N.
' 2V:h.p., Bosch, B. and B., pew belt- £21 oBbt
j

ide away.-92, Arthur Ed., Brixton, S.W.9! (7376
p. FN. being dismantled, parts for sale.-Howard
5, Upper Grotto Ed., Twickenham, Middlesex. '

4cyi. 5hp., Bosch, new Dunlop tyres, goodunmng order; £36.-Butler, 3, Eichardson St
Z^- [695.5

1920 7h.p. Combination, 4-cyl.. hood, screen

r, J. Ji^' f"o''''"'f£'' " "^"; £170.-Maudes'
Gt. Portland St., W.l. 7g5g
V 1920 F.N. 2i/ih.p. 4-stroke Lightweight 2-
.peed, kick starter, clutch, shaft drive, al listeda/3, sligiitly shop soiled; reduced to £7.5- free

'V , T,^."*' .
address.-The Premier Motor Co

Ru., Birmingham. [7152

Francis-Bai-nett.
Francis-Barnett, not ridden 500 miles, magni-

ficent condition
; 70 gns., very great bargain.-

1, 84, Bioad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [7750

t^^^f^^^^^¥ ^^i^"' "' ^''^"'' ^Peciflca-
lons, shop-soiled: at greatly reduced price; now

l,fn/i^-°f
'* Barnett 2?ih.p., J.A.P., 2-speed clutch

ce»V,°i' ^i^''''"'.,"'
='°<^'' "' manufacturers' list

Lt„ -. •vT'"'"'' payments 1% extra; only one.

I 1|°'t'. ,'"''"'" ^^ '"<^1'6 monthly instalments
iiod>, Ltd., lis, Brompton Ed., London. [7318

Harley-Davidson

?i^f^ f°S'''°.^*'P°- 1319' fflag. model, like new

PRICES
REDUCED

In order to effect a

speedy reduction of

our enormous stock

of New Motor

Cycles and Side-

cars, we have cut

down prices very

considerably.

MAY WE SEND
YOU OUR LIST?

yJlI Secondrhand Machines

sold by us are guaranteed.

DEFERRED PAYMENT
TERMS ARRANGED.

The

Eastern Garage Co.,
418, Romford Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
Telegrams: " Egaraco. London.'

Official Repairers to

A.C U.

A.A, M.U.

•«•••^•••••••••i

H
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Hai'ley-Davidson.
AELET-D.i.VIDSOX Couibinalion, 1916 all on;
£98.-15, lleivan Ed., Brixton Church. [7117

HAELEY-D-WIDSON, all models
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

from stock.—
(6689

H
HARLEY-DATIDSOX 1913 Conoelet, nice order;

£100.-54, Cavnl Ed.. Moitlake. [X5898a

AELEY-DAVIIJSONS.-I have at present a fine
assortment in stock; all fully guaranteed.—Ross.

86, High Rd.. Lee. (384'J

HARLEY Sports, new, slightly soiled, lamps, speed-
ometer, horn; £145.—Clark, 7, Exh.biticn Rd.

•phone : Kensington 4096- [7566

HAllLEi-DAVIDSON, -.u.p. twin, brand new, lor

immediate delivery.-Walsall Garage, A'olver-
hampton St.. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9005

HAELET-DATIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model with .Swan
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, indistinguishable

from new; £190.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
1^5949

HAHLEY-DATIDSOX 1919 7-9h.p. ' Combiu.atibn.
head," rear, and sidecar lamps, indLstiuguishable

from new; £190.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. ^

[XS950
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric light-

ing, disc wheels, seen any time; £150.—Brcoks,
48, St. Barnabas St., Pimlico Ed., S.W.I. 668 Vic.

[7766
HARLEY 4h.p. Flat Twin, splendid condition, mile-

age 1,600, bought new late June; £140 net.—
Morgan, Marsham St., Westminster. 'Phone: 5151
Victoria. [7484

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., recently ovei-

Jiauled, in perfect running order, nearly new C.B
sidecar, D.A. lighting; £130 -Clarke, 93, Dorset &d.,
Bexhill-on-Sea. [7048

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., late 1915, engine
just thoroughly overhauled, roomy 2-seater side-

car, wind screen, etc.; £140.—H., 37, Heatherley St.,

Clapton, E.5. - [7705

HAELEY-DAVIDSOST, late model, electric, fitted

with 2-seater sidecar, fully equipped, speedomctpr,

etc. condition as new; f145.—Clifle, 22, Princess Ed..

Finsbury Park. [7709

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1919, new Millford de luxe
sidecar, lamps, horn, Bosch mag., guaranteed

genuine; £125.—Broomfield, Baker, Whitehouse Ed.,

Croydon. 'Phone : 660. ' [77C8

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination. Mill-

ford, purchased short tour, mileage 1,700. per-

fect condition, owner going abroad; what offei.s?—Box
9,003, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6971

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1920 Flat Twin, nearly new,

with brand new Canoelet sidecar: owner goiua

abroad; £1B5, offer; must sell.—Euftell, Mount Pleasant

Ed., Tunbridge Wells, Kent. [6924

1020 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, just

\-V overhauled, complete, inchtding sidecar, disc

wheels- £210, or near oSer for quick sale; can be in'

spected any time.—Box 840, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5935

HAELEY-D-iVIDSON 7-9h.p., model F, and sidecar,

£205 : flat twin, £140 : model F, 7-9h.p. solo, £180

;

all 1920 models and guaranteed sound: any sent on

approval, carriage paid.—Macrae, 37, Cockburn St.,

Edinburgh. f5912

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919 November Show Model
CombinaiTon. done 3,000 miles, elec'tric lighting,

and complete with all accessories, condition like new:

£175 —Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishop.sgate Ai., Camomi e

St., E.C.J. 'Phone: Av. 55^8. [006/

TO 18 7-9h p. Harley-Davidson Combination, excep-

-Li7 tionnlly good condition, guaranteed perfect

throughout, complete with apron, lamps, horn, took;

price £145 net.-Langfords. 37. Broiidway, .Cricklewood

London, N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 8616. [7589

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-1919 7-9h.p., ex W.D.
stock thoroughly overhauled, complete with

lamp,' generator, and horn, £130; fitted with new

1920 Montgoinery sidecar, guaranteed by us, *.163;

deferred pavments, no extra.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. t'659

HAKLEY-D.4.VIDS0N 7-9h.p. Combination. 3 speedy

K engine, enamel and plating abeelutely perfect,

lamps horn, large sidecar, front and top sheet, alu-

minium, repainted, voruisned, and upholstered, tyres

trial Thursdav morning if possible; 105
[7245

perfect; aov
gns.-88, Brook Green, Hammersmith.

19^
Hazlewood

20 Hazlewood 6h.p. J.A.P., Combination, 3-speed,

etc unused; £165.—Dunn, 326, Euston Ed..

London. ^^842

HAZLEWOOD Brand New 5-6h.p. Combination,

offered £180, very slightly soiled, guaranteed nevv.

—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Llverppol.
[6176

NEW 5 6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed clutch

and kick starter, a thoroughly reliable outfit;

Hatreds have a large number of these m stock for sa e

I
at £186 each, or on deferred payments 4% extra; only

I one-filth deposit, balance by twelve monthly instal-

!
ments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptcn Rd., London

1 f31o•lii
j-oi^oiuanon raia. mag. model, 1 ke new;-135.—3, Percival St., E.C. [7584

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue B2i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson

1 /\h;p. Henderson, 1920 model, fitted with Swan
J~" sidecar, electric dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
very fast, sporty looking; £215.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [7796

HENDERSON lOh.p., 4-cyl., 1915-16, beautiful con-
dition, well equipped; £120; cash or half down;

exchange.—Bunting's Motors, AVealdstone, Harrow.
Closed Sundays. [7777

"jQ20 Kcndeison Model Z2, lOh.p.. 3-speed, electric

XU lighting equipment, Canoelet ^L^I4 bulbous
back sidecar, used for demonstration runs only, condi-

tion as new; £225.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. .1

[7159

NEW 1921 Henderson Models just arrived, now on
view: Model KR, i2h;p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, Si^'iu.

tyre.=;. finished deep blile, £210; Milllord new model
bulbous back sidecar to match, £44; the 4-cyl. wbich
leaves the others years behind. Buy the aristocrat oi

motor cycles from the Premier Motor Qo., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [7153

Hobart.

1 4120 Hobart 25.ili.p., sinele speed, new June; wani:ed,
-LCf £S5.-B. Harrison, Kegworth, Derby; [7008

NEW Z'Ah.p. Hobart Lightweight 2-speed models in
stock at manufacturers' list price, £75; 4% extra

for deferred payments; only one-fifth deposit, balance
by twelve monthly instalments.— Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Bromptou Rd., Ix)ndou, [7319

Hoskison. „
1 Q20 Hoskison, 2^h.p. Union, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,XU lamps; £65; exchanges.—118, Lambert St.;

Hull. [7472

numberHUMBER S^ah.p., free engine, clutch, £24; com-
bination, £32.-3, Hiffbam St., ATalthamstow.

Xr [7251

1 19 (December), SJ-jh.p. Flat Twin Huinber, mileage
2,000, unscrgtched. as new; offers.-James, Brind,

Howdeu, Yoilvshire. tD) ' [^981

1 Q 20 3.',2h.p. Humber, solo or combination, twiaXU engine, 3-ppeed; list price.—Lankester Engineer-
ing Co., 32-83. Victoria Rd., Surbiton. [5999

£26.—3V:2b,p. Humber conibination, 2 speeds, fie'

engine, Roc gear, good conditiQu, goo<l tyres; trial;

bargain.—5, Market Place, Northfieldd, Ealing. [6959

£18.-3,12 Humber, Bosch, bandle-slart, F.E. chain
drive, footboards, early pattern, high frame,

mileage under 2a0; gift.—llamsdeh. Parnaby Tenace.
Huiislet, Lc-edy.

"

[6988

HUMBER 1914 4h.p. Combination, coach sidecar,
3-speed, clutch, kick-start, lamps, horn, etc.

;

£55; in good order, exchanges,—Hill, 3. Bedford Rd.,
West Ealing. - [7734

Indian
5-6h.p. Indian and (*idecar, 1916, good condition; £105.

—Edmunds. Buckingham. [6909

3-SPEED Indian. 1915, 5-6h.p., T.T., fast; any
trial; £50.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7442

INDIAN 1920 Combination, dynamo, as new; £130.
—Hayes Motors, " Malvern Rd., Thornton Heath.

[7430
INDIAN 7-9h.p., re-enamelled and uverhauied, n e

chanicallv sound; £95.-Maudes' 100. Gt ^nrf-

land St.. W.l. [7662

5-6h.p. Red ludinn, 1916, complete, perfect, insured
£90.—Cecil Parry, Tlie Lauiels, Abbey Rd.

firimsby. [6997

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. and sidecar, reontly repainted
and oveihiiuled: £68, no offers.—Wilkinsou, 41

Essendine Rd., London, W.9. [7014

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, perfect condition, all ac
cessories, spfredometer, wind screen, etc. ; £95.—

62b, Highgate Rd.. Kentirth Town. [7528

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Road Racer Indian, speedometer, CoxXU Atmos, lamps, horn, many fjpares, very fast; £65.
—Hare, Caius College, Cambridge. [7517

POW'EllPLUS Indian, Juxniious combination, Eastin;
si>eedoiiieter, Luca? bead lamp; gift, first 99 gn

-Manager, Old Waverley Hotel, Southport. [7336

7-9h.p. Indian, late 1918, discs, T.T. liara, liorn, speed
(imeter, very sporting and faf^t; owner just bought

car; £100.-Hclder. St. Paul's Sq., Cnvlisle. [7054

1U16 7-9b.p.' Indian Comhination, ^porting coachbnilt
--^ sidei ar. excellent cnnditiou

; £1 00 ; .-^acriflcp.— P.
Wlif;atley. 34. St. BarnaUis Rd., Cambridge. [7503

INDIAN.—Stni'k delivery of new and second-linud com-
liiiiationK. AVrite for list of bargains.—Victor

Hor»?nnii. Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant, Liverjiool. [6173

TNDIAN Pnwerphis 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, 1916 solo. laiiipB.
hoin, Hiir-ed'iiiieter, Bouiiil iiiPcliiinicol ojder; £60.—

Walker, 1, Itniok St., St. PnurH, BirminKbani. [7532

y| O UNS.— Indian 5-6b.p. for sale, free fiigjne and
jttJ cliitcli, iti peitect running order, tyren kikh}; semi
and tried any time.— Ellwood, 42, King St., Tlietl'ord.

[7067

1 Q20 Indian Scout, Hectric liglitine. Cowey, jcmXU u'licel, KonnikHcn. fn»t, low mileage, an new

:

£155; MtincliOHtcr diHtriet:—Box 9,030, C/o The Motor
Cycle. [7087

FIRE
Away with your Orders

WE CAN SUPPLY.
Every reconditioned machine is complete
with toolbags, kit, pump, and front brake

and carries OUR GUARANTEE.

DOUGLASES.
Re-enamelled and plated in -makers
colours. Engine and gear box;
thoroughly overhauled in our own-
workshops, and guaranteed mechani-'
cally perfect.

2 J h.p. Models £65
4 h.p. Solo S85
4 h.p. Combination with brand
new Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar ._. £110
We can supply practicslly any Spares for

Douglas Motor Cycles. Trade Supplied.

NEW MACHINES AT LIST PRICE
DELIVERY FROM STOGK.

ALECTO, 3'- h.p., ^-stroke, 2-speed, clutch and
kick-starter.

We are the Sole Agents (or these Machines, and
Invite enquiries.

DIAMOND-VILLEERS^ 2^ h.p., Sturmey-Archer
gear box, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2fh.p., Sturmey-Archer gear
box, 2-speed. hand-controlled clutch, kidt-
starter.

[The "(irst of the new machine?, as exhibited at
Olympia.)

SCCTT. sports model, 2-speed gear, kick-starter.-

NEARLY NEW.
iq:o COULSON-B., 4 l^-P-. 2-speed, com-

plete with lamps and accessories .... £90 C

1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2ih.p.,
:? =:iK'cd. rintch, and kick-starter,

complete with 'lorn and pump. Not
run 1 00 milw £30

191Q TRIUMPH and Burlington Speedy
Model Sidecar, fully equipped, C.A.V.
electric lighting set. A real sporty
turnout £150

iQ.'o ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, T.T.
bars, pressed steei forks, in splendid
condition £63

1920 PRIORY, 2f h.p.. Arden 2-stroke
engine, pressed steel forks, hardly
used, complete with head lamp and
eonerator £62 10

CLYNO-J.A.P.. 8 h.p., 3-sp., kick starter,

handle-bar controlled clutch, prac-
tically unused, with large side carrier,

eminently suitable for commercial use £115

Any Machms suppi'.t-u on"' The Muiot Cyuc: '

Lie-

l?osit System.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.—The last word m
Sidecar constniction. See our advert, under
' Sidecar Attachments." Write, 'phone, or
wire vour requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
Phono: Brixton 2417.

Grama: " Burlinjilon Motors, Clapham "

(io vards 'roin the Clapham Common Under
cround Station.)

' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
rndian.

'T-9h,p. 1920 Indian Combination, dynamo lightn
* et-e., sidecar as new, complete with accesaop.

£175, or reasonable ofler.—C. Eice, Leelands, Wahi
Kent. [7;

INDIAN 1920 Model Powerplus Combinati
" dynamo lighting, disc wheels, outfit as new; ,

trial; £175.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. T(
E3155. [7.

I2\DIAN 7-9h.p. 1914 2-speed, f^piing frame, nnu..

new lamps and horn, excellent condition,
;

very fastr £80, or offer.—Briggs-Bui-y, Trinity Coll*

Cambridge. -

[6

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combinati^on, disc wheels, 1XU tyres, speedometer. Klaxon, 3 lampsj £95.
near ofier.-^he Broadway, Goose Greeri, East I

wich, S.E.22. [?.

INDIAN Combinntion. 1915, 3-speed, complete-.
examination, 100 miles trial; genuine biirgnin

need the money,- £105 secures.—Goodman, Engin

'

Union Lane, St. Albans. • [V

1Q15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, hand airs'*!XU clutch, kick starter, Swan sidecar, '1a&

hooter, new Dunlops, unscratched, new con9^
£90.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. -j''^

NEW 7-9h.p. Indian Motor Cycle (ex-American M
stock], £90; also 7-9h.p. .-ecoud-hand Indi

thoroughly overliauled, reconstnicted and re-eoamd
etc.; £80.-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. ^\

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 and M
dynamo lighttng-; bargains.— 5, Heath St., Bij

stead ((nr. Hampstead Tube Station). Phone: Hai
stead 3752. Hour 9-7, including Saturdays. ' '[T

INDIAN 7-9h.p. T.T., clutch, 1914, acetylene^
trie lighting, Bonniksen speeuumeter, Kii

discs, spares, tube, rebushed ; £70 ; guaranteed
lent.—24, Westun Park, Crouch End. Homsey

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo iUf

XU practioiUly new, many improvements, leg ^
extra air, Mills-Fulford p^idecar, dickey seat,

tional machine; £200.—Gwinn, AJler, Liingpdrt, i.

set. ,1

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, cqmlXU electric lighting, electric horn, speedon
ampmet^r. Easting- wind screen, Tan-Sad, eisrht nii

insurance, new Julv, perfect condition; £200.-""'
Tlu^rnhill, Stalybrid^e.

. .^^

I Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynanws-.IXU eleotrie lighting and horn, speedometer, r«e
overhauled by makers, cost £18, bulbon,'^ sidecar,

excelleut condition; reasonable offer accepted;, boj

car.—Howell, R.A.E., Andover.

-| Q 1 9 (late) Indian Powerplus Combination, '.elXU model, speedometer, milenge 5,000, lieW tyW*
ceptional condition, euaranteed sound,-- tools, .spn

£]75.-Bnnister, Heathbank, Vine St., Kersal, "*

Chester. Tel. : 33, Higher Broughton.

1 QIO Indian Combination, Powerplus, 3-speed, [XU and foot clutih spring frame, prftctw

unused and new condition throughout, very fast

flexible, specially tuned ; sacrifice for £125.—Cm
Grenville House, Brunswick Square, W.C. fS

INDIAN Powerphw Sporting Couibinatiou, lovel?!

car. diflc^, wind screen, apron, new craufes

pistons, bearings and bushes throughoxit, ennmflV
iiig, and tyres perfect, lamps, horn, lovely oiitflt;

trial; 98 gus.—88, Brook Green, Himiuiersmitl^. -"[

INDIAN.—Immediate delivery troni (^tocft,

Powerplus model, with dynamo lighting, 6l(

born, and j^peedometer, £181/14; couibina

£223/14; also 4h.p, Scout model, 3-spe6d. £140;

trade supplied.-Sole Binningbam agent. P. J. E
83-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham \

Invlcta

NEW Inviota, J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2-8peed cluteh and
starter, a thoroughly well built and reliable

chine, £89/5: also 3fUi.p. (Abiufidnu XCing Dick en!

3-spPcd clutch and kick starter, fitted with Bmoit

Iniilt sidecar, £143; deferred payments 4% extra,

one-fifth deposit, luiluuce by 12 inoui.hly instnliuet

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Rd-, London

Ivy.

IVY Cycles.- Write, Rothwell and MilbourDe,
leigli Garage, Malvern.

IVY, the aristocrat of \t» type, delivery of all D

froTi t^tock: prices and catnlogne? post 1

Di>tri Agents. W'alt^nll (larago. Walsall Tel:-: '

20 Ivy 2-stiok6, .^porting model, new wwv'-
•^ dists, new lamps, luun. all on, splendid JDBt

ico £60.— F. \YT^dit. Honglunn (jiange, nr. GrW

IMMKDTATE Dclivcrv of all Ivy models, the nc

ledK.d niie.-t ligldweight.-Full pFirtirularM,

Hi'niv and Co.. London and District Agents,

Portland St.. W.l. Maytnir 4084.

IVY, late 1919 2*f4b.p., 2-8pocd, T.T. bars, ilisr lA
originid tyres, Auinc carbuivtter. in «xcc|"'

condition, prneticnlly ag

Hcts, Iituii, iuf^nifrMi for £
—R, D. Vaity, Thund«raley, Esaex.

19
Iin

umc carouietter, in «*<ii-j

new, complete with lnr>;i'»

£70: aci-cpt £58 for Qiii''?!;

E.2Z All letters relntlna to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE-
James.

119 414I1.P. 3-speed James, chain drive, accessories,

/ excellent condition : £90.—Apply, Asliton, North-
>. Burr St. Edmund's. - [7092

SlMES 5-6!r.p. Comliination, Nov., 1919, S-spced, con-
dition perfect. appear<« as neiv; £115.—Dr. Breeze,

itmiuster Hospital, S.W.I. [7009

iMl;;s Brand New Combinations, for immediate
delivery from stoct.—Sole district agents, Tbe

Isall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. -[9000

iilES 4,'2h.p. 1920 Combin.ation, complete with
lamp^, etc., as new, not run 500 miles; £130, or

r.-Porter, High St., Whitolinrch, Salop. [6996

Combination, new in

etc.; £145.-
Portsmonth, Hants.

Mav,
Little-
[4972

120 James 4'4h.p,
^ mileage 700, lamps, . horn,
1, 81, Stamshaw Ed.,

~

AMES 1917 S'jh.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
etc.. just overh.-uled, new parts fitted, as new;

).—J.H., College Farm, Southwater, Sussex. (7418

1119 James 6h.p. Twin Combination, Lucas dynamo
' lighting, horn, speedometer, wind screen, etc., as
•: X135, bargain.—Apply. 40, Hertford Place, Cov-
ry. [X5987

[|18 James Combination, 4i4h.p., excellent condi-
'J tiou. engine just overhauled; sacrifice, £90.—
t>erts, opposite 4" Camp Kinmel Park, Denbigh-
re. [7434

.\MES Sh.p. Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
hand clutch, kick starter, Bosch, guaranteed ir

ning order; £55. or offer.-Firs. Broomfleld Rd
ilmsford. [7,445

kMES 5-6h.p. 1920 Combination, rnn 700 miles, com-
plete with lamps, horn. Cameo wind screen,

fflge grid, and 'all spares, in excellent condition:
15, or ofier.—32 Balfour Hd., Derby. [75;

,O.C.H. have a 1919 4iih.p. James combination
new condition, large electric set; cheap.—5 Heath
Hampstead (near Hamp,steaa Tube Station). 'Phone-
np.tead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[7143
lJIES-1919 (Kov.) 4ljh.p. Combination, speedo

meter, 3 lamps and 2 generators, horn mirror
. spare new chain, mileage 1,050, good appearance
hanically perfect; £130; seen London-—Box 9,059
The Motor Cycle. [7312
IMES 4'Jh.p. Combination, 1916 model, counter-
sUalt 3-speed gear box, kick starter, practically
new, having been well looked after and only used
week-ends: accept £78 for quick sale.—406. Gar-
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.13. [7460

J.A.P.
.p. J.A.P. Coachbnilt Combination, 3-speed counter-

shaft, kirk start, jiRt had £15 overhaul; £80-
'"

' [^062Dorchester, Wall'iugford.

'

I ea-FrancIa
;A-FRANC1S M.A.G. in stock; £130.-Clark, 7,
txhibition Rd. 'Phone : Kensington 4096. [7567

•^ofJk-^l?'^-, *f-'\-p- ™g>ne. immediate delivery;
£130.—Maudes Motor Wart. 100, Paris St" [7165

:A-FEAXCIS 1920.-Place your name on ouiwaiting hst for delivery of these aristocratic
Dts.-A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 198. (it. Portland St

[0099

I^M„ifi'''''"°'v;'' -^V-\P- '"'> J.A.P.. 2-speed,
clutch, inechanical horn. Miller lamp, Motexgood condition; £85.—ToJnlinson Bros., Walker

Whitby. - -
[7g(,5

'"^hi'^'^^'i-'-^'
^M.A.G., as makers' specifications

shop-soiled; at
. greatly reduced price; now is tlie

1- S?r^Y"i"''
^^"-1=^' f**- Portland St., W.fne; 3426 3Iaj-iair. [7184

^S f^^'''"°?'^' 2-speed, clutch and kick starterM.A.G. engine, at list price, £130; or on ded payments 4X extra; only one-fifth deposit, balby twelve monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd
' T^rompton ltd., London. [7320

33.-24,
[7580

Levis

'Y.^*' ,i^l^' '^imps. horn, good tyres;
Oeialdine Ed., Chiswick, W.4.

iJf GUT, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Levis
m.ichines; price £60; dehvery from stock. [5961

VIS, new 15,20 model; delivery from stock.—GibbWorcester Parade. Gloucester. 'Phone: 8E2.

[ ^?' }V-^' Model E, chain drive, Enfield 2-speed
•I splendid machine; £44.-Croft, Dunsell, Ohobham'
T""' [7356

^ rt',S;'v.''r4°"n-^;'*-'?^
'" Jle world, delivery from

*n Tel" 474°"""' '^"*'' ^""^ ^^'^="
^'^^i

rVTS 1919 S'ih.p.. in exceptional condition- clear-

7\ S'* ?^^'\^' e'^ceptioual bargain, £40.-E D
H.. Thundersley, Essex. [7547

C'Sk !"-"''2'''', "^^' >" "»• returned irom com-
ulr rVo. ^^J""'-,"^ P'*'™: "5, or near otter.-M|r Green, Christ's Hospital, Horsham. [7236

GENUINE DOUGLAS

REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of
2| and 4 li.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers' price.

Connecting rods, complete with bolts

and nuts, 22/6 ; cylinders, front and
rear, 39/6 ; pistons, 12/- ; frames,

£5; drip-feed glasses, 1/3; pulleys,

plated and black, 8/6 ; 2j h.p. chains,

9/6 ; fork spindles, long and short, 1/-;

:hain wheels, 8/6 ; pistoh rings, 1/6 ;

valve guides, 3/'- ; carburetter con-
trols, complete with Bowden cable,

12/6 ; crankshafts, £2 5s. ; carburetter
gauzes, 4d. ; carburetter gauze
washers, 6d. ; magneto sprockets.

8/6; etc., etc. etc. Carriage extra.

The above are only a few of tiie

Spares we have in stock. We shall

be pleased to quote you upon receipt
of your enquiries.

TRIUMPH TANKS.
All late pattern, and in good order,
but not enamelled . . . . £1 15s.

Carriage and packing 3/-.

TRIUMPH FRAMES.
DIAMOND PORTION.

Ai-i- Re-Enamelled, £4 Each
Carriage and packing 3/-

AS NEW.

Genuine TRIUMPH VALVES
(exbanst and inlet), complete with
Spring and Cotter. Complete 8/- each

(postage gd.).

MILLER'S GENERATORS.
Ex AV.D. Type Ilia.

^ Brand New, 15/- each.
List Price, 27/6. Postage 1/-.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Write, 'phone, or wire your

requirements.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, SJV.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417,

Crams :
" Burlington Motors, Clapfaam."

(50 yards from Clapham Common Undergrom '

Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol new 1921 Levis 2^41l.p.

Popular model, price £60. The master 2-Btrofe&.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7154

"I
Q20 Levis Popular, the. super 2-strolEe, in stock

J-v at list; £60: easy payments or exchanges.

—

2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E.
[7667

LEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock; libO.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. 24, Woodstock

St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
.Maylair 6559. [0318

L.M.C

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p., special rear springing, most com-
fortable to ride, exceedingly flexible: send your

cheque, don't mis^^'this opportunity; price {shop-soiled),
£120.-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [7077

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p., S.A. 3-speed and K.S., a machine
to take a sidecar anywhere ; we can supply you

with a sidecar suitable and save you money; price of
machine Ishop-soiled), £110.-22, Rodnev St., Liverpool.

[7076

L.M.C, suspension and ordinary models, .shop-soiled,

a^ makers' specifications, at greatly reduced prices:
also Sli.p. and 4|4'h.p. combinations, second-hand: at
bargain prices.—Mebes, 154-156, iit. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone: 3426 Maytair. [7185

.Martlnsyde.
/•h.p. Martinsyde, tue super combination; immev-iate" deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,
Ltd., Norwich. [27Sd

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, delivery
from stock; £170. -Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,

Paris St., E.veter. "» [7166

MARTINSYDE Combinatioii', 6h.p. twin, 3-speed.
clutch (hand), kick start, handsome sidecar, large

locker, Jiood, wind screen, electric light, mechanical horn,
better than new; £180.—Hunt, Bath Ed., Swindon.

[6964
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents tor London.

Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford.
also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
combination; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied;
exchanges and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100, C:t.

Portland St.. W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. (5777

Matchless

MATCHLESS.

rQ21
Models now ready; all the latest improToment'ea.

•^ Xou cau have one now, or book delivery for any
I'orword date. Every combiDation pereonally tested by
the Matchless specialist. Spares of all dates in stock.

—J. Tassell, In, Bloomfield Ed., Pluinstead. [6881

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book now for early

deliveries from R. B. Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,
S-W.?. [7568

VICTORY Model Matchless, M.A.G. engine, mileage
2.000; £155; appointment.—3, Bolina Rd., South

Bermcindsey. [6999

MATCHLESS Combination, -1920, all accessories;

£150, no offers.—Writ* Cox, 14, Earl's Court
Gardens, S.W.5. [7265

1 Q 2 1 Matchless Combinations, Magdyno ; delivery
At/ from stock.-Agents, Hewitt Bros., 94, Western
Ed., Hove, Sussex. [0334

"IQ20 Matchless Combination, Magdyno, hood, leg

Xt/ shieids, wind screen, spare wheel, perfect; £200.
40, Eglington Rd., Plumstead. [7384

MATCHLESS 1919 Sh.p. Combination, spare wheel,
lampji and horn, perfect condition; lowest pilCQ

£165.—A.B., North View, Privat-e Ed., Enfield. [6926

£185.-1920 Matchless 8h.p. Model H combination,
brand new. — Clifford Wilson, Co.. 70, Royal

Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq.. S.W. Tel. : Kens. 7113.
[7653

MATCHLESS Combination M.A.G. 1914 7-9h.p.. 3-

speed, K.S., luggage grid, pillion ssat, trial;

£110.-26, Grosvenor Park Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.
[7768

j Q20 Matchless .Combination, dynamo lighting, hood,
X*/ screen, sneedometer ; £190, nearest :owner going
Canada.-Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6.

[7713
MATCHLESS Combination, 2-?peed, kick-start, chain

drive, beautiful turnout; 100 gns., or exchange
lower power and cash.—57. Kenbury St., Camberwell,
London. {7535

MATCHLESS 1920' Model figpiombination, Lucas
Magdyno. spare wheel ami" tyre, luggage grid,

short milea2e, as new; £200.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton.

^^
[X5946

1 Ql4 Matchless C.B. Combination, 3-speed, complete
Xt/ with gas lamps, screen, etc., good lurming order
and new tyres; £90, or near offer.—24, Park Rd,
Melton Mowbrai;. [698

1

-| Q21 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting, in
X"»7 stock; also 1920 ditto; £25 below list price;
cash or extended payments.—Arthur G. Daw, 114.
Brixton Hill, S.W. [7575

MATCHLESS Combthation. 1921 model, dynamo,
in stock.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24,

Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.) Bond St,. London. W.l.
phone : Mayfair 6559. [0317

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. B23
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MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Matchless.
MATCHLESS Victory Combination, Aug., 1919,'

Lucas lighting, spare wheel, all tools, condition
like new; £140.-Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
Phone; Kensington 4096. [5606

jVfATCHLESS-J.A.P: Combination, 1918, recently
-LtJ. overhouled and painted, 3 excellent tyres, spare
wheel {interchangeable}, Lucas lamps, speedometer," etc.

;

price £155.—Weiton, 89, Denmark Hill. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 1428. [7116

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,
J-*' dynamo, hood, screen, rear-driven speedometer,
-horn, etc., as ne.v; £215; exchanges or easy pay-
ments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London,
N.E. [7668

MATCHLESS Combinations.- Book your orders now
with Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. S.E.. for 1921

models- deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order
received; a large assortment ot 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [3850

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, practi-
cally new, complete with speedometer, lamps,

screen, spare wheel, etc.; owner offers at £165, as
?ning abroad.-Write Williams, 41, Bloomsbury Square,
tondcn, W.C. [7756

MATCHLESS (Colliers) Motor Cycle Combination.
fully equipped with spare wheel and tyre, wind

»;i.'reen, dynamo lighting set, horn, lupgage carrier;

£231/7/6; immediate delivery from stock, or con be
supplied on deferred payment terms if desired for an
extra charge of 4% only.—William, "^ hiteley, Ltd.,

Queens Ed.. W.2.
"

[6944

Metro.

2-speed, lamps, etc., fast; £75.-14,
Forest Gate, E.7. [723119 20 Metro-Tyler,

Godwin Rd
METEO-TYLEB,

clear, £40.-
IMeasant, Liverpool.

METRO-TYLER.
234h.p., 2-speed,

£80; delivery from
Birmingham agent.
St., Birmingham.

single speed ; epeeial bargain to
Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount

[6174

type b, latest model, brand new,
, with enclosed mag. and gear bos;
stock. Local trade supplied.—Sole
V. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright

[0260

M'
Motosacoche

OTOSACOCHE 2Mh.p., good condition; first £20
will be sent on.—60, Hrlbert St., Bolton. [6953

New Hudson
"I Q 20 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect con-
-fi-*^ dition, all accessories; £60; after 6.—Tibbett, 153.
JCeunington Kd.. S.E.ll. [7362

1 Q14 sy^h.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3 speeds, clutch, gears
-^iJ overhauled by makers, excellent condition; £44;
;ipproval.—Gibbs, 58, Ashdown Ed., Worthing. [7201

"I
Q20 New Hudson 2-£troke. 2-speed, lamps, Klaxon,

J-iJ tools, spares, mechanical condition and appear-
ance as new; £66.—Trusler, Church Lane, Farnnam,
Surrey. [7395

NEW HUDSON" Combination (late 1914), 3-speed S.A.,
clutch, K.6., all on, and as new; £75, or near

offer.—Express Works, 2. Broadway, Friern Barnet Rd.,
N.ll. [7282

1 Q19 New Hudson 6h.p. Combination, like new, hood,
J-*-' wind screen, lamps. Klaxon, tools, splendid turn-
f'lit; £150 ; write appointment.—Mann, 167, Heming-
lord Rd., Barnsbury, London, N. [6960

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p., 3-

speed gear, clutch and kick starter, in splendid
condition, any trial; accept £42.—Moffatt. 406, Gar-
ratU Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7459

BRAND New 1920 New Hudson Lightweight, just
delivered. 2)4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft,

tally equipped; cost over £80, accept £70 for imme-
•liate sale.—11, Auckland Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

[7492
"VfEW HUDSON (1915) 3>$h.p. and Sidecar, (coaoli-
Ll built), 3-sp&ed. clutch; £75 all on, or separately,
machine £50 aud sid6car£ 25, or near offer; seen any
time at Rice Bros.. West St., Horsham.—Major Greon,
Christ's Hospital, Horsham. [7235

NEW HUDSON Lightweights 1920. 2'/ih.p.. 2 spperi
£75, or fully equipped with head lamp an.l gener

:itor. tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration
T etrol. and oil, £79/15.—Coppen, Allan and Co.. 89
(it. PortlaDd St., London. W.l. 'Phone: Maytair
5399. [0280

-New Imperial.

NEW IMPERTArL 1919 8h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, etc.; £128.-R. 1). Varty, Thundersley, Essex.

[7649
1Q16 New Irapenal-Jap, 27',h.n., 2-speed, lamps and
J-t7 Kpnres. pood running order; £35.—Box 8 984
r/o TJic Motor Cycle. [6942

NEW IMPERIAL. 1919, 2Y^h.n. J.A.F., 2.speed,
Kiiarantccd as new; £60.—Maudes', 100. Gt

Portland St., W.l. [7655

1 Q20 2?^h.p. Now Impftrial-Jflp, S-epecd, brand now.
-1-*/ imrcKi.'^tered: co»t £81, »ncrific& £70.—Box 9,078,
c/o' The Motor Ci/cle. f7G37

i?120.—UnuiiM W.D. New Imperial cnmbinatioii.—
f** Cliflord Wilnon Company, 70, Rnynl HonpituI ltd,.
CJielHon, 8 \V.3. Td. : KenHington 7113. [4735 I

3,500
Ex-Government Brand

New Heavy Motor

Cycle Covers.

still for sale at

30/- each
Carriage Extra.

Trade supplied at speqial
prices for six-' or over.

Douglas Spare Parts
Ex-W.D. Stock.

Large quantities of new
2| and 4 h.p. parts In

stock.

Write us your requirements.

SAMPLE PRICES.
£ s. d.

Big-end Bushes 2
Small-end Bushes

.

2
Pistons 12
Valves Complete . 6 6
Fork Link .

.

1 6
Engine Sprockets . 4
Pulleys 8
Chains 9
Front Brakes .

.

. 1 2 6
Fork Springs . . 2 6
2|- Frames . 5
4 h.p. Frames . 5

(Leas Bsck Stays)

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

pnrly delivery Big 4 oonibiniition.

1020 Norton 3',{.h.p., T.T., only run 250^
Xtl won several medals, as new: 85 gns^
84, Broad St., Reading. 'Pliono : 1024.

31 h.p. Norton, 3-speed, K.S., olnti'h, sportlnM

'Z car, plont.y of log room, perfect conditlODjI

—MiKnfW, 48, AblM>y Rd., Oambridgo.

NORTON, BinRle-flcnrod, T.T. tnnr-liinP,

luilftURC 50, fnHt: rPiiBOnal>lo ofl^r WBIt
Sundays.-GoodinK, 23, Cnlltouuie Rd., lUilIiflfll.

JBZ4 All letters relating to advertleements ithould quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, :ind the dutc of the Issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Imperial

1 Q20 New Imperial, Model 2, kick start, clutch,
-1- •^ accessories, new July, low mileage; £90.—Pryi
28, Nursery Rd., Harborne, Birmingham, [X^f

NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 25/4I1.P. J.A.P., 2-spe<
semi-T.T. bars, lamps, mechanical horu, gou

throughout': bargain, £40.—E. D. Vai-ty, Thuuderslf
Essex. [76'

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p., 3-speed and clutch, co
plete with fittings, smart appearance, splend

running order very fast; £80.—Bos 9,063, c/o I
Motor Cycle. [75

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., countershaft. S^epei

2?:,h.p., smart, excellent condition througho
accessories; 33 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Ed., N
Maiden, Surrey. [73

"I Q20 2>ih.p. New Imperial, K.S.^ and clutch, mi
-I-*/ age 300; cost with accessories £100 in Jtii

accept £70, or nearest ofTer.—Apply, P. S. Br
R.M.C. Camberley. [T\

NEW IMPERIAL, 254I1.P. J.A.P., 2 ?peeds, as mak(
specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced prii

now is the time to bny.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portia

St., W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair. [71

1 Q16 Ndw Imperial-Jap, 2";4hp., unused till 19
Xi/ new Lucas lamps, new oversize belt and bi

tyre, in excellent running order; £39.—Apply Wi
Kennels, Pangbourne. Tel. : 14. ' [6S

NEW IMPERIAL 1019 8h.p. Model. 3 speeds, k

titart, Jiaad-controlled clutch, fitted Tvith Sunbe
sidecar. Easting' wind screen, fully ^equipped; £15(

Parker's, Brad&hawgate, Bolton. [ISJ

1 Q20 New Imperial 6h.p. Combination, latest mm
At? just arrived, at list, £186/18; also 2^h.p.
-speeder, £80/17; exchanges or easy payments^
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E. C/(

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.—Immediate delivery fi

stock of this popular 2^4h.p. machine. 2-3p

model, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89"/}

P. J. Evans. 83-91. John Bright St.. Birminghflin

NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, 23<ih.p. J.A.P., 2-SB

motor cycle, recently overhauled by makers,,

nifkelled throughout, tyres ptrfect, various new xm
seen at North Finchley; £50.—Box 8,986. c/0,^

Motor Cijde. [6'

NEW IMPERIAL, 1914, 2V2h.p. J.A.P., 2-8pi

practically new engine, new carburetter, la

saddle, tank, ond frame re-enamelled, nccessories'£3'

16. Westover Rd., Wandsworth Common, Lou
S.W.18.

^ 3
NEW IMPERIAL.—Immediate delivery from '.%

of a 2H\\-V- 2-?p6ed J.A.P. machiue, prictf

gns, or with clutch 85 gns. ; 8h.p. combinatioOi
gns., or can 1>6 supplied on deferred payment termi

an extra charge of 4% only.—William Wliiteley, I

Queen's Rd., W.2. .[6

New Scale.

3 ill. p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar meob
2 £90, delivery from stock.—Agents, Gray

Uayues, 8, Low Ed., ualby. Doncaster. (2

Norton. ^'

1Q20 T.T. Norton; list £98.—Dunn, 326, Ehli

-Lt/ Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [B

NORTON—North Yorkshire agent*?: E. H.-L. Pi(

ing and Co., 239. Lint^orpe Rd., MiddleaUii:

1 Q20 Big Four Norton, unscratched, small jnih
-Lt/ £130. Lincolnshire.—Box 9,080, c/o TAHj"
Cycle.

NORTON, immediate delivery new 1920 3^,^

Model, 3 speeds and clutch.—Piirker's,
gate, Bolton.

NORTON 1915 3V'h.p., fast, perfect conditiS
between 9-5.—'Phone Museum 2142, or

'

Wallingford Av., W.IO.

NORTON 1916 3'/ali-P- 3-speed, lamps, speeitti

horn, first-class condition; £80.—Maudw

,

Gt. Portland St., W.l.

NORTON Big 4 Combination for 6al.\ eplendW (

tion ; c:in be seen any time.—Richardson,,
Crnmond Av., Welling, Kent".

1 020 Big Four Norton Combination, uudei
J. if monv accessories : open expert exanjij

Newington, " Edenbridge, Kent.
\

NORTON 1920 Big Four Model, Sandnm. d|
Cameo wind screen, fully equipped;

Parker's. Bradshawgnte, Bolton.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Norttffl I

cycles; 3VM1.P. apoita, iill-chaiu, £132, from f
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every respect
Reading. 'Phone

MOIOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

IQ20 Big 4 Norton and Sidecar, Mabon gear,
At/ specially coQstinoted for liill-climbing. as new

120 gns.—Julian. 84, Broad St.,
1024. [7746

IQ20 SVih.p. Sporls Norton, 3-5peed, and racing
it' Ganoelet sidecar, winner ot many gold medals
n hill-climbs, splendid condition: 132 gns.—Julian
34. Broad St.. Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [7743
IVrORTONS.—Try Horsma.i ior inmiedi.qte deliteries.
1.1 1 resent stock includes new T.T. belt diives, B.R.S.
iiodels. Big 4, and all model sidecars; second-band Big
t una sidecars. Write or wire.—Victor Horsman, Ltd..
7. M-iunt Pleasant, Liverpool. [6173

N.S.U,
6)1. p. Combination, just overliauled,

>A o-^*' ^"""' ""J' *"'•: wbnt oflers.'-45,
la., Battersea.

vr-s.u. .. _

i-' speed gear;

Ih.p. N.S.U.. Bosch,
K.S., hand clutch,

new 2-

B ridge
. [7053

Burman gear box, 2 speeds,

, „. n" ~i
coachbuilt sidecar, underslung

iBxt .n!™ h.i,"°'''J"',,°^''' '^??P*' insured to March
S.i?,? ip=^" """^ ^^O' ^" " good mechanical
'jndition; £85. or near offer.—Eowleyr Orsett, Essex.

[7286

N.U.T,

V^'^i^hTine '!pT|.;
^'^'^- ^P^ting model, Magdyno

lighting; il65.-Noyce, Northgate, Gt. Yarmouth
f^^82

mg, delivery from stock:

..eter.
" "-- *^^"' ^°°'

^^"^fli

Advertisemexts. xix.

^.u
7:^I'^'?I

M='g'3y°o lighting
£155.-Maudes' Motor Mart,

ebe" 154 1% rT^^'ir'.".?^ '^ *'>« «"« '" bw

-

ayfa'ir
' ''*• ^"^land St., V,-.l. 'Phone: 3426

jyrair. ,
|..^jg^

i'^i'I:A "''f*^^'*
^?l'e J.A.P.. detachable cylinder

\^&, ''Jl'l. .'=5™PP<1''. ..excellent condition; £45
1, Albert
1., .S.E.I.

Cottages, Marlborough Ed,

y BPAEEO^V, Ltd.. Osborna

Old Kent
[7412

Official N.U-.T.-aients:°Sow"°boling°'6rderrfor

•ivil
11™"''

' " '"'""'='- «°r.Partieulars.-Tel:

[^wfriT^^il'l'^
from stock of these modeis. equipped

^-Th« w.i '^n''n
'" ^tpSordshire, the trade sup-sfl.-ihe WalsaU Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

O.K

^n^^J& ^%° ^'P"? O-I^- faultless, through-
> S^W ^™fO' 2 generators: £50; approval cost).-Sutton Valence, Unthank Ed., Nomich [7530
EAND New O.K. Junior, 2i4h.p. Villiers eneina
a-speed, accept £55; also O.K Union, singl^Sd"

I,- in atook.-Birch's Garage, -Wolverhaipton. [6154

Omega.
lh.p. OmegaJap, the Bportins single; immodisto
I deUvenes.-Norwich -'i. -^r Co! Ltd.. NSmSch

"Bio"*-
^^^ r-' 2-stroke. fine condition, good tyres'

.d N wV""' °*'--". Culworth St.rst John';
"• "•^^•^- [7274
MEGA^J.A.P.'s, 2^4h.p.. 2-«need thn hoat ^^^
emartest lightweight;- Irom" stnok.

'
lirt"%rice

Srter °"^ "'"' ^'^'°°'' ^' Low Ed, Balb™:

^A ^i^Af^J "?" s'dM-ar.-Apply, EusscU, ShortBa., fetratiord, London, E.15,
i_ u u i

and M.
l.?!'; "nd sidecar.-Apply, EusscU

[X5894

wu?^-,!,"l°' '^"'S'l' Bortioulars, photograph, ill-health.-Finchett, Glenthorne, Oswestry. [7347

4'"'s™„'^°?'''S''"°"' ^J^- son's condition; £35.
4, Sunnyside Terrace, Coliudale, Hendon. [7393

•^^n'*'w'"''^'-: ""^J '^?.5'^ "S": £108.-Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [7623

and M. Combination. E.F.A. model, good condi-
tion; £65.-38, Payne St., Deptford, S.E.18

'"a^,
**;• .^¥,° mottel, delivery 'from stock; £n"—Maudes Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter!

4nd M., Millford coachbuilt sidecar, perf^t
order, smart; £70.-41, Ashford Rd., Criokl^

j

'•
[7406

'''r."^' ?;?*?
M- °«'^. ^'^mps, etc.; £70; or exchange

,
C.8. Triumph or Douglas.—Harvey, Churchflelds

1 aunt, Herts. [7483

\ "-S^
¥-jlS18 3i/,h.p., 2-speBd, lamps, new Dunlops,

lan-SaC in perfect lumiing order; £62/10—36
1

y Ed., Barnes. [705^

[
|14 Show Model P. and M., speedometer, mechanical
torn, footboards, tools: £55; privately owned

-

ir Cycle Mart, Chatham. [7003
.and M. Combination, 1918, Millford 4-p'oint side-
1,5 '„?*''?'',"«" lamps, all spares: alter 7 o'clock;
1S.-22, Gateley Ed., Stockwell, Brixton, S.W.9.

i and M. Combination. Dunhill sidecar and storm

l,?,f™M x'""'"',.5*;- '""' «il"iPE^a; «100, great.ti.i,—Mebes. 154-156, Gt Portland St., Wl
I 09: 3426 Mayfair. [7188

I

Ex Government

Motor Cycles
(Unrenovated).

4 h.p. Douglas

24-h.p. Douglas
ar»e still for sale at the Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to—

"Motor Cycles,"
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT

MOTOR CYCLES.
Ail thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops, stove
enamelled, replated, tanks in

makers' colours, new tyres,
guaranteed mechanically
sound.

Immediate delivery from
stock of a number of 2| h.p.

Douglas as above at special
prices.

£60 each.

Douglas 4 h.p. £85
Douglas Com-
binations- - £105

Triumph 4h.p.

Countershaft £95
Trade Supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH

MOTOR SALE,CYCLES FOR
P and M.

pHELOX-ilOOEE Comliination, E.A.F.. Millforc

19^

v» or

sideciii, f^iDJiit, complete, exceUait condition, in.
sur-'iure, fully equipped, Luc;is nccessories; dE80.—Reeve-^
Loveuder Rd., TTalliugtOD, Surrey. £7123
"I Q19 SMi.p. p. and M. Comliination, guaranteed
--«^ perfpct tbrou;.'hout. not W.D., fnlly eanippe<l
price £98 net,—Lnn^lords, 37. Bro^iwav. Cricblewond'
London, N.U.2. 'Phuue: Htiuipstcad 8616. [7590

18 p. and M. S'^h.p. Combination, appearance a^
new, complete ivitli lamps, tooLs, horn, spare

tui)es, and other aqcessorie-s in perfect order; £105
neare-c^t offei.-W. S. Bird and Sons, 13, Heuriettft

Park, Bath. [630y

Twin P. and M, Combination, in excellent
order throughout, latent pre-war ^ design, and

probably 1921 post-war sensation ; £75; excliange-
considered,—Lambert, 343a, Finchlcv Rd.. Hampstead
(behind Langfiers Studios). [7720

P.
and M, W.D. SVili.p, Model, overhauled and guar-
anteed by us, £78; others not overhauled but in

running order. £68; complete with Mills-Fulford side-
car, £100 and £110; deferred payments, no e.vtra.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7660

"p. and M. Motor Cycle, E.A-F, model reconditioueil- and guaranteed hy the makers, all neces?ary new
parts having been built into these machines to make
them perfect and practically as good as new; price £90,
or can be supplied on deferred payment - terms if

de.-^ired for an extra cJiarge of 4% only.— \villiam
Whiteley, Queens Ed., \Y.2. [694b

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., have several R,A.F. models
for immediate delivery, reconditioned and guaran-

teed by them. Prospective motor cyclists should not
hesitate to procure one of these machines now, whilst
prices are low; £90 solo, or £120 combination.—Fullest
particulars on application, or one can be inspected at
London Showrooms, 4, Berners St., Oxford St. (opposite
Bourne and HoTlingsworth), W.l. [0314

Phanomen.

PHANGMEN 3h.p., ride aVay, good appearance; £18.
—15, Rectory Rd., Grays. [6911

Precision. •

PRECISION 3i/2h.p., Burbury C.B. sidecor, Bo6i.-h,

B. and B., speedometer, lamps, watch, mirror,
pillion seat, wind screen, spare, 2 outtr covers, 2 irmer
tubes, guaranteed, perfect ; £80 ; owner buying car.—
Webley, Jeweller, Biomi^grove. [6936

Premier.

PREMIER SV.h.p.. 3-speed. Bosch, Dunlop tyres;
eeen S.W. ; £33.—Box 9,060. c/o The Motitr Cycle.

[7313
3ih.p. Premier Combination. 2ispeed, kick start, just

2 overhauled, comfortable, ieli;ible; £50.-25,
Hamlet Rd , Crystal Palace. [7114

Quadrant.
QUADRANT aVah.p. Big Single; combination £145.

solo £115; new machines always in etock; the
only moderate-priced outfit lelt.—Victor Horsman
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool f0277

EW 4y2^-P- Quadrant Combination, to makers'N^ pecification, at list price, including carriage from
works, £147/7/3. or on deferred payments 4% extra.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.. Loudon. [7323

QUADRANT 1920 4.' jh.p. Combination, s.hop-soiled.

as makers' .specifications: at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy.—Mebes 154-156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7189

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, Quadrant sole agents
and distributers for South-eastern Counties.

Trade enquiries invited. All models from etock.

Large eelection of second-hand combinations. — 70
Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensing-
ton 7113. [4734

4ih.p. Quadrant, 1920 (Olympia model), de luxe side-

2 car, tools, spares, lamps, liorn. Triplex wind
screen, hood, apron, luggage carrier, insurance, mileage
only 1,000, all as new, no punctures or breakdown; any
examination: trial run after 5 p.m., or appointment:
reliable bargain: complete, £150. or offers.—Hellier, 57.
Victoria Ed., Aberavon, Port Talbot. _ , » [6929

Radco.
RADCO 2-stroke. 140 m.B.g., excellent condition;

£30 lowest.—35, Freegrove Rd., Holloway, N.7.
'

. [7448

RADCO, 2-stroke, good order, ride away ; £35 ; seen
after 6.30 p.m.—Kember, Gravelye, New England

Ed., Hayward's Heath, [6891

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as maker.^' speci-

fications, shop-soiled; at greatlv reduced price; now
is the rime to buv.—Mebes. 154-156. Gt.. Portland St.,

W,l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7190

Reading=$tandard.
READING Standard, late 1920 model, solo, complete

with dynamo lighting and horn, all tools, rep^r
outfit 80 m.p.h., -speedometer, mileage negligible; £130,
or offer.—Eansom, The Cottage. Shortlands. Kent

[750^

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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REX 3'/2h.p., drop
clutch; bargain.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.
frame, spring forks, Maboo
£28,—Ashby, 18, Hertford

Place, Coventry. [7276

REX 5h.p. Twin, new Simms, B. and B. . and belt,

good running oMer; also sidecar cliaj^sis; £23.—
Williins, Barwick-in-Elmet, nr. Leeds. [6952

"I
013 6-8h.p. Rex, 2 speeds, free, lamps, born, spares:Xw exchange for 4-cy]. F.N., gear*; and cliiteh : sell

nearest £50.— Mukinsou, 10, Kemball St., Ipswicli. [7052

l^omper.

ROMPEE 1920, 2;4h.p. Union engine, 2,sp6ed connter-
shaft, excellent condition : £70, no offers.—SLep-

pard, 108, The Crescent, Slougii, Bricks, [7096

Rover.

"I 019 3i,2h.p. Eover Combination, lamps, hood, screen;
J-t7 £142.-64, Kochdale Ed., Plumstead. [7518

BRAND New Hover Combination, 3>2b.p,, 3-speed,
cJLiains, belt drive; £166; for qtrick sale,— 11, Allen

Rd., Wolverhampton. [6156

ROVER, 1914, S.i.jb.p. Bosch, 3-.-peed, clutch, lamps,
horn, tools, Dunlop and -spare; £60, or nearest.—

Cook, Leith Fort, Leith. [7495

1 Q20 Rover 61r.p. Combination. 3-speed, screen, speed-
Xt7 omcter, lamps, horn, as new, a snip; £150.—Dunn,
326, Euston Ed,, London. [6840

ROVER 3;2h,p,. 3-sp6ed countershaft, new April,
1920, lamps, Cowey horn, spares, T.T. bars; £128.

~A. S. Eidlington, Cowbit Rd„ Spalding. [6984

LATE 1914 T.T, Kover (H,C,;, Pbilipson, discs, fully
. equipped, fast, and sporty, perfect condition; £60,

Sweeney, 39, Chapel Park, Addlestone, Surrey, [7350

1Q20 Rover 5-6h,p, Combination, Watsonian sidecar,
J-t/ not done 200 miles, uncrated, lamps, horn;
gcnine bargain, £185,—Knight, High St,, Reigate.

[7032

"I Q 14 4h,p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, clntch. Rover
A«^ combination, Montgonrery as new, waterproof,
Bosch, B. and B,, recently overhauled, tyres heavy
Dunlops, splendid condition, guaranteed; £58,—Mason,
Ivy House, Thomas St., Kings Lynn, [7548

NEW 3yjh,p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed
clutch and kick starter, and witli smart coachbuilt

sidecar; £180, or on easy payments 5% extra, one
quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—
H.-irrods, Ltd,, 118, Brompton Rd,, London, [7324

ROVEE 3.'2h.p.. countershaft model, also T,T. model,
Phillipson pulley, as makers' specification,^, shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to
iiuy,-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Plionc:

3426 Mayfair. [7191

ROVER 5-6h,p, Combination (March, 1920), 3-speed,

all-chain drives, condition as new, speedometer,
P, and H, lamps. Tan-Sad, Cameo \vind screen, heavy
Dunlops, complet^3 kit of tools, insurance: £200, or

best ofler,—E. Rodman, Can.ll St, Mills, Stockport, (D)
[695S

?r-6h,p. New Rover, new Angust, 1920, Lucas acety-
^ lene lamps, Lucas horn, Bonniksen .speedometer,

spare tube, sidecar and. solo sprockets, done approxi-
mately 1,700 miles, trial given, engine jnst decarbonised
and examined by Rover Co., is in excellent condi1;ion;

£145,—Apply during business hours to Gerald White,
Earlsdon, Coventry. £,..,-i>32

I
Q^*^ '3,''ah,p Rover, S-speed countershaft, clutch, and

-fi-«7 kick-starter, absolutely tip-top condition, enamel
tmscratcbed. engine perfect, having been carefully run
in, fitted with latest Binks carburetter, is ono of tlic

icstest singles on the road, and is a magnificent hill-

climber, fully equipped with head and tail lamps, 2

generators. Klaxon horn, sriccdnmetcr, knee-grips, and
sparef, mileage 2,000; bargain. £130; can he seen by
appointment.^E. W. Larliy, 14, Wliitwortli Rd,, South
Norwood, S,E.26. [7138

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL ETJBT 1'917 2%h,p,, 2-strokc, 2-spped: mn.st
sell; £32/10,-104, Mortlake Ed,, Richmond. [7644

ROYAL RUBY, 2';!,h,p. Villieie, 1916, good condi-
tion, new tyres, belt ; £25.—Westfield, Holt, Nor-

follt. (7334

8b,p, Royal Ruby Combination, December, 1919, very
fast, c-oiidition guaranteed, all accessories; £150,

offer,—Rigby, Rowan Av,, Sale, Manchester. [7007

*| Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p,, spring frame, kick start,
-1-v 2-specd, immediate delivery; £120.—The Clydes-
dale Supply Co,. Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Ulasgow, [0265

3h.p, Royal Ruby, spring frame. 2-spend, clutch
and kick .'-tarter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion

scat, lamps, mechanical hofn, etc., very little used,
and condition as new; £110; may be obtained on
llairods deterred pnynient system,—Harrod.s, Ltd,, 118.
Krompton Ed., I.r.ndon, (7321

Rudge.
RIJOOK 1,0, M.. 1919 (Xov,j,

—20, Portugal Place, Calubiidgo.
hoin, knee-grips; £90,

[7210

rU20 J,OM, Radg»,
•-' I'.ii«t<.ii Ud,, Lon.

T> UDOI') T.T, nnrt 1,0,M, Models ev-stncli

as new; £100,— Duna'S, 326,
Ion, .Miisciini 5391, [2981

£110;
16094

BaaaBBaa
55 A boon to the Motor! MOTOR S-YCLES FOR SALE.

Rudge.
PJUDGE I.O.M. Multi, new, slightly soiled; £100.-"^ '-

7, Exhibition Rd. 'Phone : Kensington
[7569

JCV Clark,
4096:

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS.

'•mm QUITE NEW. mmm
Manufactured by

North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Dominion Rubber Co., Ltd., etc.

Sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

17/6
CARRIAGE %[. EXTRA.

ON APPROVAL.
(Seven days against remittance.)

EUTE RUBBER
UtA^ CO., Ltd. r#h9.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,s.w.i

Telephone: 'Victoria 8553.

rM^^ forsaJisfAclion

MODELS
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-
bination, 3-speed, kick start,
all-chain drive .... 178 ens

ZENITH-8 h.p. Combination, Model
N, clutch and kick start £205

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Com-
bination £204 12

HUMBER, 4! h.p,, flat twin, 3-sp.,
k /start, all-chain drive, Griud-
lay de luxe Sidecar £179 10

ARIEL 3i h.p. Combination £154
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P. 8 h,p.

Combination, detachable and
spare wheel £213 15

SCOTT 3j h.p, twin 2-stro!se Com-
bination £185

QUADRANT Combination £145
INDIAN Powerplus Combination,

electrically equipped £223 14
INDIAN Powcrplus, solo £181 14
INDIAN Scout £140

Order your 1921 Model now.

nuci»Ms sntcT/of/ coKNrn

THE

CoyentryNotorNart

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY ^

exchauKCH.— 125, tJlKh 8t,, Woolwii 1,

All Idlers icliitliift in ndvcitiecnicnts should quote the number at the end ol each aJvertlsenient, and the date ot the isaue.

RUDGE Multi, 3J^h,p. T.T., -with pedal starter,
June, 1920, hardly used; £95,-Hill, Ketherlee,

Helensburgh, Scotland.
-

[6966

1 Q20 I.O,M. Eud'ge, new, in stock at list; £110/6;
-l-tf exchanges w easy terms.—2, Nightingale Rd..
Lower Clapton, London. Is.E, [7669

1 Q20 3%h,p. LO.ir, T,T, Eudge Special Racing Model,
-t-*' small mileage, appearariee as ne^v; £86,—A^ery,
The Laurels, Littlcmore, Oxford, [7123

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, S/ih.p, T,T,, insured, 800 miles,
-t-*^ lamps, horn, speedometer, belt case, perfect; £10ff,

—Eames, Rothamsted Cottage, Harpenden. [6949

1 Q20 Brand New Unregistered I,0,M, Rudge; sacrifico,
--t-*^ or exchange with cash, combination, or G,P.,

Morgan.-Life, 23a, Scarisbrick Av., Southport. [7337i

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, enamelled 1920 coloaia,,'

2 unscratched, new belt, etc., perfisct order, GOnt"
plete, any trial; £65, or near.—^Batchetlor, Horley,

[7«J'
-| Q20 SVahjp. LO.M. Rudge, Cowey trip speedometer,
-1-^ Lucaa lamps and horn, jmrfect condition, low mila.

age ; 4105,—Fairhayen, Wavertree Rd,, South WoodfrtA

1Q19 Late Rudge Multi SVih.p,, lamps, horn, Iiiui
-L*/ grips, tools, in excellent condition, very tnB
and reliable; £80, or offers,—Hackleton, Prioty Kg
Warwick. VtW
3ih,p, T.T, Rudge Multi (Sept., 1920), complete

2 Lucas lamps. Klaxon, full tool kit, and spart

ridden about 200 miles, exceptionally fast ; 100 gnffjr^
Ace's Garage, Tenby, [692*

-IQ20 Late I.O.M, T.T, Rudge Multi, P. and' HS
-Li/ lighting .set, Lucas horn, knee grips, all tool^.

perfect condition; best over £90—Madgwick, Bij6
more, Hindhead, Surrey. IIV^

BUDGE Multwin, 7-9h,p„ September, 1920, LOMI;
horn, P, and H. lamps, £135; also Patey 2-seafc'

sidecar, £35;* both nearly new,—Paris, c/o Barrett,-.

Whitevale St,, Dennistoun, Glasgow,

RUDGE 5-6h.p, Combination, new November, 19Xfl>

lamps, horn, speedometer, S,€, apron, mat;, lutt

gage grid, £5 new spares, insured £160, under 3,001

mileage; bargain, 130 gns.-lll, Morton Rd,, WimWa-
don, [74U

1Q19 3.iih,p, Eudge Multi, touring model, had very
J-t/ little use, very fast, and guaranteed perffect"

throughout; price £80 net,—Langfords, 37, Broadway,
Cricklewood, London, N,W,2. 'Phone: Hampsteoil

8616. [7591

3ih,p, Rudge Multi (believe<l 1917), semi-T.T, bars,

3 lamps, etc., foot oiler, tyres new, splendid con-

dition throughout, genuine; first cash £57U0 se<*urw;

seeu Napier Garage, Forest New Rd,. South Woodford.^
—Mercer, 64, Calverley Rd,, Tunbridge Wells, [7l€5j|

Scott. i
BRAND New T,T. Scott; £10 under list piiCBf;

Brown, Butcher, Moorthorpe.

"1 Q20 Scott Combination, as new; £135, or exchaff
-L" —3, Green Terrace, Rosebery Av„ B.C. [78

OCOTT, new 1920 modelj delivery from stock.—Grbb,^
Worcester Parade, Gloucester.

19

Phone : 352,
(0301

(late Scott 3^jh,p,, as new, solo. £100. or with

sidecar £120, or offer.—Dunn, 326, Euston R,l..

London. -
,

- - [770"

SCOTT Combination, 1920, unused; Baorifice at fi90,

or near offer,—Grimes, 18, Bntton Placu, New
Bond St„ W,l. [7723

1 Q17 Scott Combination, perfect mecbanicarl order,

it/ Klaxon, lamps, complete: must sell; £90. or

offer.—32, Elm Bank Gardens, Barnes, [6393

1 020 T.T. Scott, complete with lamps, horn, tools, :

X«/ etc., only run few miles; best oiler over flOO, \

—Dallaway, Fruit Merchant, Smethwick, [027S
')

TO20 Scott, sports model, T.T, bars, horn, tools,*

Xft/ etc condition nearly new, mileage about 700;
J

£125—D. Lavin, Old House, Sunning, Berks, (6270 '•{

8^
COTT Combination, 1916-17, just overhauled, r*

spare cover, tube, :iccessoric» ; any

5, Chiswick Lane, W,4,
trial; £85,- -Wrl1«,

[70M;'

SCOTT 3%h,p„ new 1914, laid up during war elcc

trio lights, just been overhauled at cost of £aCi

new tyres, Binks. horn, etc., splendid order; £47,—Box
9.064, c/o TU Motor Cuole. [7478

QCOTT Combination, lute 1919, 2-8peed, kick •tjut,;

io- eh-ctric liebting set, Klaxon horn, spcedom^,
origiuni tyres eiiual new; ,4140, or offers.—Atkini

Glasshouses, I'ateley Bridge, [XS

UCOTT Combiniition, new, ridden 50 miles only, Mm
Ij with Tan-Sad, screen, electric light."" (4 vonf

luggage carrier, 12 month.s' inaurnnce; accept Slsl

too fast for ownor.-Bitch, 38, Quean's Sq., WclverliamW

ton. [^"'1

1 Q20 Scotti, fitted with special engine, 3in, Pato'l
J-tJ cord tyres, hitast Ainac carburetter and otUUgl

R St|
ridden in Paris to Nice, not used siuco, in new Oopi

dition; bargain, £100.-Bussell King, 76, KlnR_St,f
Southport.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SEPTEMBER 1919 Scott Combination, splendid con-
dition, small mileage, elccti'iu light, disc wheels,

lorn, wind screen, anti wings, spare tube, present cost

E200: aeeept £150; seen appointment.—59, Palace
[Id., Scieathara Hill, f3,W.2. [7764

SCOTT 1920^ Combiuotiou, with Eiistiuj wind scioen,
jn iierfect running order, with acetylene lamps.

LCIaxoii and luilli horu^-. Smith's speedometer, spare
bains and cover, owner going in lor car; £160, c

aairost offer.—II. E. Dennis, Tim Crescent, Spalding.
[76.10

SNIP. £42/10 ; taken for debt, so must be cleared.
— 3-'.|h.i'. twin w.c. Scott, Binks 3-jet, Best nnd

Uoyd drill feed, almost new tyres and chains, ,?emi-T.T.
t-ars, nothing dud, and nothing wrong with the price
.Mther: any trial, or on approval anywbere.—B.P. Gar-
ige, '10, Mnrray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, off

CnindLU ltd. See Zenith, Sunbciini, and Miscellaneous.
[7721

Singer.

SIXGEE Combination. 2-speed, countershaft, kick
start, 4'.4h.p. ; 78 gns. : exchange lightweight, cash

idjustment.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwcll, London.
[7536

Sparkbrook.
A PPROVAL. new unridden 2^peed Sparkbrook, cost
ci £76; accept 60 gns.v^or e.xcbange with cash recent
ligher power.—Lav^r, 199, TJnthank. Norwich. [7529

3PAEKBH00K 2iih.p., 2-sp6ed, the lightweight withJ au ultra finish, as makers' specifications, shop-
oiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the time to
uy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Phone:
426 Mayfnir. v [7195

!

Sun.
^

630.-1915-16 Sun-Villiers. 2 speeds, lamps, Klaxon,
perfect condition; bargain.-89. East Hill,

yandsworth. [7439

IQ19 2=;h.p. Sun-Villiers 2-speed Countershaft, re-
L*.' cently overhauled, with lamp set, smart appsar-
nce, machine as new, perfect, take two anywhere
45.—Walden, Barber. 1, Wisbech Rd., Kings Lvnn.

[7550

Sunbeam.
920 3'/2h-p. New Sunbeam Combination ; must sell

;

£189.—King, Normande. Morley Hd., Boscombe.
' [7615
JUNBEAM 1920 3,' jh.p. Model, head and rear lamps,
' hulb horn, iudistiuguishalile from new, £160 —

;

rrker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5952
iiiUNBEAM.1917 3y,h.p.. kick starter. S-speed. h.b.c

condition;
[0246

jj[UXBEAM Combination, 8h.p., 1919, lamp, horn,
I spare wheel, and cover, luxurious outfit; £200 —
^Greaves, Thornhill House, Wakefield. [7339
UNBEAM Combination, 1920, branH new. for .=alc.

less 10/- off list price.-Norman .A^Tlitehouse. 203*
liltion St., Cheslyn Hay, Staflordshire. [X6006
UNBEAM Combination, 3i,2h.p., 1915, excellent con-

dition. Easting screen, electric and acetylene lamps
IT spare tyre; £125.-35, Ship St., Brighton. [7068
Q20 Sunbeam SV^h.p., brand new, in stock at^ list; £155/8; exchanges or easy payments —2
?htingale Rd., Lower Clapton. London, ^.E. [7670

AfE 3iih.p. Sunbeam. 3 speeds, etc., oil bath,
I black and gold, Dunlops, lamps, accessories new
idition throughout; £90.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[7455UNBEAM, brand new ^yih.v., solo model, with
Lucas lamps and horn; £170.—Tho Walsall

rage. Wolverhampton St.. Walsall. Tel.: 444."

U.VBEAM 31/qh.p., with or without sidecar, imme-
diate delivery at works; easy payment if neoes-

y.—Bunting, Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, Harrow.
[7779

[118 8h. p. Sunbeam Combination, black and gold
'-' hood, screen, all lamps, horn, legshields, perfect-
10. - Dunn's, 326, Eiuiton Ed.. J,ondon. Museum' [2990
tJNBEAM 1919 SV-h.p., T.T. liaii, lamps, mechani-

cal horn, tools, in excellent running order - owner
.ing country: £120, or near offer.-Carroll, 10,' Camp-
Ed., Hauwell, W. _ [7369

;late) 3',jh.p, Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar,
ippearaiicc. done small mileage, 3 lamps,

•r, horn, leg shields; any trial; £155.-Mason, 4,
ul y Ed., Wigan. , '. [7226

'/"AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. Loudon;— 1919 8h.p.
.
Sunbeam combination, spar& wheel, hood, screen

\ ^ clutch, lamp,
' OO.-C. Barton,

horn, etc., excellent
Claphara, Yorks.

:)i9
;

J lie-

ELITE-lets
No. 2

"Genmne Bargains"—
other firms bow,

Elite for Tyres and
Tubes, wow-wow

!

PERFECTLY NEW

DUNLOP
HEAVY MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.

LATESTMAGNUM PATTERN
Er Govcrnvicnt Stores.

Our Price. List Pr'ce.

26.v2[ i37/6 .53/6
26x2| 39/6 56/0
26x2V 45/- 67/0
28x3 Ex. Heavy. .. 48/6 a^l-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam

XlMV^^ Sunbeam, 3i/:;h.p., sporting model; £155/8;
fun ,'-' „in, stock; ready for road.—Cambridge Agents

Herbert Robinson. Ltd., Green St..
995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7636

JO 20 31/ih.p.
-*-*-' knee erii

I
Size.

26x2
26X2Jm

X
m
X
ID

K
1
K
1
K
1
K

m 28x3

; ps, speedometer, miiro', warning signal
[i
on like new ; 200 gn:

tools, con-
[7797

JNBEAM 1918 3>/:jh.p. Combination, mileage
under 6.000. splendid cciidition, electric lighting

..„ -,.-,. ^., spares; £140.—Critchel.
[7385

Ijisdometer, clock, mirror, ^, ^.
- ihdown Av.. Tarring, Worthing.

JjlNBEAM (1916) 3iyi.p. Combination, little used,
•j excellent condition. Easting screen, Lucas lampe,
Jjror, 4 good tyres, tools, valve, etc.; £150.—Browne
tjnycroft, Eoundhill Ed.. Leicester. [7099
\Z0 Sunbeam Combination, S'/^h.p., complete with
' lighting set, horn, and all accessories, condition
lew; £160; reason for selling, owner bought car.

—

Ijllieridge, Colways, Ashelworth, GI03. [6307

650 X 65
700x80

Make.

Englebert Wired-on Rib 25/-
Hutcbinson Passenger ... 44/-
Avon Com. S. and R. Stud. 44/-
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

42 /B
Beldam Extra Heavy .... 39/6
Palmer Cord 39 /-

Bates No. i Special 37/6
Englebert Wired-on R. Std 35 /-

Beldam Heavy ....;.... 34/-
Hutchinson T.T. 33/6
Englebert Wired-on Rib 30/-
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.. 42 /6
Beldam Extra Heavy ... 40 /-

Bates No. i Special 39/6
Hutcbinson T.T. '39/6

Palmer Cord Heavy ..... 39/6
Kempshall Anti-skid 37/6
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud. 34/6
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S. .

.

59 /-

Goodrich Safety Tread ... 52/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 42 /6
Moseley Extra Heavy 3 rib 35 /-

EliteE.Hy.Gvd. Retreads 33/-

Palmer Cord Heavy 68/-
Avon Sunstone 72/6
Wood Mih,e Gruvrib ... i 70/-

K
1
K
mi
K
U
1
K
[1
K
[1

K
Dl
K
II
K
H
K
1
K
(1

62/6 HI
64/- sui

iim
64/- Xs
s8./- '™
.19/-

60/-
6S/6 UJIJ]

68/6 X
71/6

—
61/9 u
66,'- «
75/-

72/5 su
74/5

—
9J/6 K>
81/- »
76I/-

79/6 ^
86/3 „
94 /lo A

Our
I

List
Price. Price.

K{

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days against remitianee.)

26x2
26X2J

^•26X2i

6/6
7/-

7/8

26x2} ... 7/6
'26X2.V ... 7/9
•26X2ix2j 8/3

* Endless.

26X2.^ 8 /9m
•28x3" 11/9SS
28x3 11/9

K
ID
K
W

KTUBES—New and fully guaranteed K
i- '6 -

i:.„,.., .,. .,„.,.,._,. „.,^
S ' " ' * Endless.

' '' "JS
1 mXBELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS K
"nn DoQlop. Pedlev. Bates, gin. £m. Jin. lin. ijin ITfTl

j^
etc. Per Foot. 1/7 1/9 2/2 2/9 3/-ljjj

'm
Ik
m
X
m
X
n
K

K264-266,VaaxhaIl Bridge Rd.,K
Victoria, S.W.I

Tyre Specialists

K Telephone: Victoria 6553. K

for Sunbeams
Cambridge. Tel. :

_ . Siiiilienm S&nrUng, electric ligLting-,
ka<iQ giivs, s-pare tube, iill tools, little mileage^

£140; also Caiicelet Minor sidecar, if icuuiied, practi-
cally new, £12 extra.—Hampton, The Ehuc-, Tetteuhall.
^^ olverhamptou. [7712
QUNBEAM.—We aro WoIverliJimpfoti agente; spare^ parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling
nnd plating under the supervision of Mr. T. O. de la
Hav (late Suubeamland).—The Molineaus Uarage Co.,
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160, [3A5S

F'OE Sale. Sunbeam Sli.p. and Grindley de luxe side-
c.ar, mileage 1,500, spare tyre, tub©, all aooeti.-<orie5,

lamih^, etc., and numerous simres. Easting wind screan

;

£215 ; indistinguishable from new. — Southwortli,
Smithy Lane. Holmeswood, near Ormskirk, Lanes.

r69271019 31/jh.p, Sporting Sunbeam, winner of hill-olimb,
J-v fitted witli footrests, knee grii)<-, horn, and
nickelled copper exhaust pii>e; spares include lamps.
footljoords, (Standard tylencer and pipes, gear box
sprocket, valves, and piston rings, condition excellent
and exceptionally fac^t; seen any time, and trial )iy ap-
pointment; £130.—Solomon, St. Ann's Rd., Faversham,
Kent. [7106

Q 3.h.p. Sunbeam," 2-speed C. and K., perfect mechani-
/W4 cal condition, original enamel fairly good,
tyres, chains, and gear cases excellent, guaranteed
130 m.p.g. without further tuning, a better, economi-
cal, or more reliable machine cannot be obtained;
£65; exchanges considered.—B.P. Garage, 40, Murray
Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, off Camden Rd.
(See Zenith, Miscellaneous, and Scott.) [7719

T.DX.

1 Q20 2-'4h.p. T.D.C., 2-speed, lamps, horn, little used;
-i-t/ bargain, £52/10.—E. Horn, Long Buckby, Rugby.

[7239

Triumph.
I'DlSO Triumph, Gloria sidecar, unnacked.—231, Wigan
J-t> Rd., Atherion. ' [6900

as new; £95.-8,
[7585

-|iai2 S'/'h.p. Triumph: £34
-L«^ Queen's Rd., Peckham.

TRIUMPH Countershaft Model
Percival St., '•E'.C. , -

single speed, lamps.— 6.
[7364

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, all black, complete; £75.
Cross, Agent, Rotberham. [X6009

BRAND New Triumph 3-speed Motor Cj-ele; list price.

—Batten Broi=., Collompton. [7096

RED Triumph, SV-h.p. T.T.. 1913, powerful; anv
trial; £55.—Hilton, Moorside, Droyesden. [7100

1 Q19 Triumph and Gloria, perfect, all accessories:
J-t/ £109.—Dunn, 326, Eustou Rd., London. [7700

n^RIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-.«peed, lamps, horn, tools,
X etc. ; £52.-61, Gosset St., Bethnal Green, E.2.

[7091
\ LL-CHAIN Diive Triumph in Stock, £140; Millford
-^A siaecitrd to v-^uit £31/10.—Cross, Agent, Rotberham.

[X6008
BABY Triumph, 1919, in excellent order; £57/10.-

Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway.
[X5986

1 Q18 Triumph. 4h.p., C.S., perfect running order;
X*/ £75.—Dunns. 326. Euston Rd., London. Museum
539L [2984

"I Q20 Countershaft Triumph, electric light. Klaxon,
L*J practically new; 100 gns.—37, Arlington Rd.,

Surbiton. [7511

TRIUMPH 3V'h.p., free engine, splendid, condition,

fast- bargain, £45.—Charlish, Mouldshom St..

Chehnsford. [6905

Grado gear, lamps, born,
i away; £35.—Eason, Burn-

ham, Bucks.
'

[V175

"I Q20 Triumph, chain drive, not done 30 miles;
J-tf £128.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South
Kensington. , [7622

1 020 Triumph, all-chain drive model, Mills-FuUord
Xt7 sidecar, brand new; £165.-24, Junction Rd.,

rQ12
3'2h.p. Triumph, G

*7 tyre.-!, tubes good, ride

Highgate. N.19. [7305

"I (Ckl9 Triumph, with Empire sidecar, good condition:
Xt? £115.—Wynn, Cherry Tree, Bromswetl, Wood-
bridge, Suffolk. [7609

1 Q19 T.T. Triumph, condition as new, £15 worth of
Xt/ accessories; £90.—P. Wheatley, 34, St., Barnabas
Rd., Cambridge. [7bUt

1 Old Counter.-^baft Trimuph, ifi new condition, mileaee
Xi7 under 2,000, engine 61124; £95,
High St., Aylesbury.

"jQ15 Triumpli-Philipson, nice order
Xt/ car coacbbuilt. as new, £18,

raond Rd., S.W.14.

Xt/ agents; accept
Moreton-in-Marsh.

19

Orchard, 112,
[7172

£55 : also side-

308, Upper Eicli-
[X5898

20 Baby Triumph, quite new, only ridden from
£68.—Sharp, Manor House.

[7553

18 Countershaft Triumph Combiliation, handsome
igridge
[7483Rd., Earl's Cou.l.

All letters i-ilating^to advertisements should quote the numtier at the end of each aovertiseinent, and the date of the Issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

l Q26 4h.p. Triumph Combin.THon, new, includinr^^ lamps and" horn; £382/10 —Mason, 39, Midland
Ri]., Weilingborougli. [7094

LOOK!—Countershaft Triumph, £70; BoHglas, 4li.p.,
£65; Douglas, 2Jih.p., £48.-13, Pindock Mews,

Warwick Av., W.9. [7485

DAX GUY. Weymouth.—Sole agent ior Triumph
motoi- cycles; model H, £127/10; Baby 2-stroke,

£75; delivery fiom stock. [5962

TRIUMPH 3Voh.p., really good running order; £35;
cash; bargain to clear.—Bunting's Motors, Weald-

stone. Closed Sundays. [7778

TRIUMPH 4h.p., W.D. model, 1919 combination,
excellent order, all accessories; £115.—Maudes',

100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7661

1 Q 19 Countershaft Triumph, splendid condition,
A*' lamp, horn, and spare pai'ts; £85.—230, Bran-
stone Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [7491

"1 1 8 TriTi^ph, perfect order, complete with tools,
-»-«? lamps, spare tube, etc.; \vh;it uHeis —Capt. Bruce,
Colliston Castif, Arbroath. [6913

31h.p. Triumph, excellent condition, only wants
2 trying; 50 gns. secures.-B. Prince, Badger's

.Mount, Shoreham, Sevenoaks. [7769

-I C| 12-13 SJib.p. Clutch Model Triumph, BoboU,
•A*/ lamps, horn, perfect eonditiou.—Lymes, 45, Bnr-
lington Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [7353

16 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, con-
dition excellent, all on; £90; Harlesden district.

—Bos 9,033, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7090

LATE Countershaft Triumph, just overhauled, plat-
ing and enamelling as new; must be sold; 65

gns.—21, Norfolk Ed., Littlehampton. [7389

TRIUMPH, 1918. S.A. conntershaft, clutch, K.S..
very fast., all on; £85, 01 near.-Express WoiIib,

2. Broadway, Friern Baniet Rd., iSj.ll. [7280

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, electric
lighting, fully eouipped, perfect condition; £125.—

72, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. Tel. :- Western 4086. [7148

rQ 14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, ooachbuilt sidecar,
• ' iBmps, horn, tools, just thoroughly overhauled,

penwt condition; £85.-22, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [7029

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft C.B. Combination,
3 lamps, horn, and spares; £110; perfect ordei:

and condition.—26, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton. [7386

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed, clutch.
Klaxon, F.R.S., Dunlops, Scott sidecar; £70, of

near ofler.—Herbert, Surrey St., Littlehampton. [6908

1 Q18 Triumph, 1920 sidecar, insui-ance, speedo-
JLnJ meter, lamps, horn, full spares, new tyres,
perfect; £115.-94, Bath Rd., Kettering, NorthantB.

[7403
TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-?p6ed, special cane sidecar,

Klaxon, lamps, etc., running order; £80, or olYer

inot Sunday).-35, St. Albane* Rd., Seven Kings, Hford.
[7352

"I Q 20 T.T. Triumph, perfect, low mileage, fully
--•' equipped, unused Lucas set; £90.—Bentley, 95
The Grove, Stratford, E.15. 'Phone: Stratford 801.

[7108
~| Q18 Countershaft Triumph, new. minus engine,
J.?/ gear box, and back wheel; first money order
nearest £25 secures.—32. Cholnieley Rd., Rea'ding.

[7707
1Q13 Triumph, clutch, engine and tyres excellent con-
J.V dition ; £30 ; seen by appointment Wellington
College Station.—Write Norris, Glenlyon, Radlett, Herts.

[7230
TRIUMPH. C.S.. 3-speed, etc., lamps, horn, re-enani-

elled and plated, as new, in lovely condition
throughout; £75.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.

[7759
TRIUMPH, late 1918. 4h.p., 3-Bpeed countershaft,

overhauled, re-enamelled and plated, lamps, horn;
:iny trial; £80.—Eedvere House, WhitehnI Rd., Gravs.

[7016
IQlSBaby Triumph, T.T. bars, straight exhaust,
X.U lamps, horn, very little used, first-clase condition;
£50, quick sale.—Jubilee Works, George St., Croydon.

t6324
TUIUMPIT 4h.p., 1918, and new 1920 sidecar, new

homl, screen, lamp set, Cowey horn, engine in iier-

tect condition; £140.—Greenfield, 16, Temperley Rd.,
IJalham. [7267

"I
Q20 Triumph, all-chain drive, latest model, just

-i-f in; list prict: £140, or if fitted with luxurious
i-oacli sidecar to match £170; exchanges or easy pay-
ments.

1QI9 Triumph, countersliaft. not W.D., in magni-
J-v firent order; £105, or if fitted with new coach
idwar £125: exchanges or easy terras.—2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E. [7671

TIIIUMPII 4I1.1)., 3-8pC'cd clutch, coachbuilt sidctnr.
wind Hereon, new Binks carburetter, full acces-

Koriew; (M-en evenings or week-end; £70.-108, Park Av..
• Mit(;hiim. [7042

nnon
- . . - ,ower(ul

!cur pnllcr; £17.-45, Churlefl St,. Exiuoutli St.,
.st.'pney. [76

I
Q13 Tiiiiniph, chitch, overhauled and ennmelloil,

LiJ 1920 front forkir, whci'I and lundKuard. new tyred,

ferlfict: 45 gng,—Webber, 68, Uurauts Rd., Pond«rH
:nd, MiddltMiCX. [7232 i

OJLli.p. Triumph nifitor cvcle, BobcIi mag., Hutchhim
*JZ 26y2ii tyre-, Hphndid order, guaranteed powerl

SPEGIilL OFFER

Reconstructed DOUGLAS zf

h.p. 2-speecf models, thoroughly

overhauled and rebuilt with new

parts, re-enamelled and plated

makers' colours. Equipment

includes toolbags, pump, etc.

Price

EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS:

£20 down, balance payable in 12 montiiiy

Instalments of £3 16s. Sd.

Write for proposal form.

The above machines are guaranteed

for 3 months.

10% UNDER LIST PRICE.
1920 SHOP-SOILED MODELS.

Calthorpe-Jap, 2| h.p. 2-speed,

Enfield gear £70

Coventry Eagle, 2| h.p.

Villiers engine . . . . £60

Diamond, 2| h,p. Villiers

engine £56

VeriiS, 2| h.p., 2-speed, clutch

and kick-starter . . . . £70

Verus, 2| h.p., single-speed. . £52

Excelsior-Jap, 2f h.p., 2-speed £70

Excelsior - Villiers, 2f h.p.,

2-speed . . £60

Extended payments, one-third down,
balance 12 montlily instalments.

YOU WILL NEVER BUY
CHEAPER THAN YOU

CAN TO-DAY.

alTen-bennett
MOTOR CO.

9-10.11, ROYAL PARADE,
WEST CROYDON.

'Phone

:

Croydoo, 2450.

'Grams :

" Track, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph*

1QI9 Triuraph Combmation, with new Whitley side:
-»-*' car, electric lamps, \0Tn, Easting wind screen,

Ipflres, etc.: seen in Covemfy; £150.—Eos 839, c/ft_

The Motor Cycle. CSSSV?

1 Q20 Triumph, May, mileage 700. Lucas horn,
J-*y lamps, Tan Sad, knee grips, all accessories, un-
scratched, in perfect condition; 100 gns.—Pickine,-22.
Llncc^n's Inn Fields, W.C.2. [7452

TRIUMPH Junior, special finish, enamel and plating
as new, horn, spare belt, tools, just decarbonised,

condition as new, mileage about 500; £73.—D. Lavin,
Old House. Sonning, Berks. [6269

1 Q 19 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., complete wH^i
M-iJ lamps, tools, etc., like new, splendid condition;
iospection by appointment.—Measures, RedclylTe, Rye-
croft Rd., Streatham Common. [7398

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model with Triumph Sidecdr,

Lucas liead, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn, Cowey
speedometer, hood cover and wind screen, as new; £180,

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5948

TRIUMPH, 3KIi.p., 1912, clutch model, just bM
overhauled, new back tyre, all black, in gooE

running order, with tools, lamps, Klaxoii; fAO.-^i

Slater, 8,, Graemeedyke At., Mortlake. [7510;

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. C.B. Combination, splen^
condition, 3-speed, clutcJi, hood, screen, spe^

ometer, lamps, spores, horn, etc.; £90, or lightweign

part.-Ormesher 5, Wellfleld Ed,, Stockport. [70«,

4h.p. 1914 Triumph, with coacbbuilfc sidecar, St^
mey-Archer 3-speed gear, Bcsch, lamps, horta

speedometer, recently completelv overhauled by makeFB
£90.—Wood, 330, Balham High Rd., S.W.17. [74H|

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1920, in beautifxil condition, Con^
speedometer, Cowffy and Lucas horns, lamps, eo^

new tyres, carefully ridden - by 6s-D.R. ; tlrst ^
securos.-Mark Goulden, 14, Sutton St., Hull. [7003

TRIUMPH 191fi 4h.p. Countershaft, lamp, Klajrw^
tools, 2 spare heavy outer covers, C.S., chaiui

and 2 valves complete, all new, also many otiiel

spares; £75.-12, Ranelagh Av., Hurlingham, S.W,
[729fi

"I O 20 Triumph Combination, Swan sidecar, CoweS
J-tf speedometer and horn, Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad am
luggage grid, enamel and plating perfect, guaranteec

sound throughout ; £145.—West, Popeswood, Einflcld.
[7605

TRIUMPH, Model H. £127/10, S.D. £140, B
. £105, L.W. £75; combination. Model H

£182/10, S.D. £195- immediate delivery.—Viv&s
Hardie and Lane, Ltd;, 24, Woodstock St., Ix)nd6D
W.l. [032i

1 Q20 4h.p. 3-3peed Triumph-Gloria Combination
Xv Lucas electric lighting equipment, Bonniksel
speedometer, appearance and mechanical condition ft

new; £160.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.
Birminghaio. [Tifii

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery fHffl

stock of a Model H. £127/10, and Gloria m
car for same if desired, £55: or can be suppliedj^
deferred payment terms.—William Whiteley, uH
Queons Rd., W.2. 16S§

1017 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, 3 speed?, chitcll

J-«' kick start, light Henderson sidecar, lamps, hon'
tools, just been overhauled; price £95 net.—Langiord!
37, Broadway, Cricklewood, Loudon, N.W.2. 'Pha""^'

Hempstead 8616. C|

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p. Type. H Model, with l
sidecar, Tiittmph, legshields. Easting wind sctm^

Lucas horn, bead, rear and sidecar lamps, all acCT^

sories, as uew ; £160, or near ofHer.— 2, Bozwaid B
St. Jcbn's, Worcester. - [761

nrmiUMPH 1919 3-speed Countershaft, kick stj

-I- King Road lamp,- only been 700 miles, absohil--

as brand new, onJy ridden by owner; £95, no offers.-!

Chinuer. 54, Dumont Rd., Kersley Rd., CTinrch St

Stoke Ncwington, London. [755

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. C.B. Combiimtion, Glorj

chassis, new bulbous back body, 3-spt'ed, clntcB

Bosch, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., Inrpe higgaif

earner; ride away; bargain, 65 gns. ; uppoiutmcnt^j^

Leadale Rd., Stamford Hill, N.16.

LATE 1920 Trimnph, Type IL, incorporated
fitted with 1921 sprint; fork, 1921 ongino, a

absorber, Lucas head and tail hiDUis, horn, Cowey spM
ometer, leg shields, ripare valve, etc. as new; £121

seen in Coventry.—Box 838, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S$'l

NEW Triumph 1920 4h.p. Countershaft MoAl
£127/10- 41i.p. Triumph, Tyrw W.U.B.. £10li

4h.p. Triumph, all <lKiin drive, £140; 4h.p. Triumxp
fixed engine, sporting, £105; ali models in stookr
Cambridge Agents for Triumphs, Herbert Robilftfl

Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Biovclf

NEW Triumph Solo Macliines iu stwk for immedill
delivery: Typo D.. 4h.p., single geared, iiOf

Typo H., 4h.ii.. 3-speed, £127/10: Tyjin S.IV, tiHil

(b-ive. £140; Typf^ L.W., S'jh.p. lightweight, -fiVS^fll

drliverv, free tuition; all Triumph spnie imrts in stoT

—The I'remier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Biuuinghftm.l
[71

1

SPECIAL S.'ih.p. Trimnph Motor Cycl«, tram© fr:|

Hlopiiig top tube and largo naddlo tiiuk, fol

operated oiling nysteui from KOpiiratL* oil tank, H^Wf
«lioed pww and clutch, «U lamps, and Cjiuoelot MSm
conoh aidecor, long exliiiust pipe and .silonoor; price al
or near offer.—63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: Mf

/.3O All letters relating to ndvcrtlsements should quote the number at the end of each advertlsement» and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph. 1

IQ20 4b. p. Triimipli Motor Cj-cle .nud Glori.T sideoar, 1

L«/ complete witli all afce5sories, iucluding Iflrge
.urns lighting set. Cowey trip cjpeeclometer. Khison

'

orn, Easting wind screen. Tan-Sad pillion seat with
wis, Binks rarburetter. spare coTer, tube, driving chain,
tc, insurfiuce, condition perleot, oinier buying car;
182.—Box 9,073, c.'o The Motor Cycle. [7632
VTEW Triumph Sidecar Combinations in stock for
-^ immediate deliyery: Type H., 4h.p., 3-speed, with
Iiecial Canoelet sporting sidecar, £155: Type H., 4h.p., ^

-speed, with bulbous hack Millford sidecar, £160: Type
[.combination, spring wheel Gloria side<'ar. £182/10:
ype .S.I I., chain drive, with spring wheel Gloria side-,
ir, £195. Write -tor full Hst.-The Premier Motor
0., Aston Kd., Birmingham. , [7157

Q19 Kenovat©d 4h.p. Triumph, in perfect condition
-»' meohanically and otlierwise, largest size Miller
'Jd lamp, W.atford trip speerlomeler, hirge bulb horn,
test pattern Tan-Sad, rear light with seoarate gene-
itor, aluminium disc wheels, knee grips, owner going
Moad ;it end of month: £115, cost £125 one month
:o: genuine baiiraiu; write uppointmeut.—Brandon. I

enver, Fiurhley Ed., Goldets Green, Xondon. N.W.4,
|

[6970

Tyler.
nVXER 2-ih.p., Albion 2-speed,
L worth £60; offers) wanted
iplars. Bredhurst, Chatham.

WLORS

perfect condition

;

must sell.—The
[7405

Velocette.
i"<THIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ot VeloceUe^ —Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2265

JOESMAX can do Velocette? ' from stock -Victor
-•- Ho-sman, Ltd., 7, Mount Plea-ant, Liverpool. [0328

ijtOE S;ilp. 1916 Velocette. just overhauled, perfect
I- condition, ideal lady's m;ichiue.—4, Cliif Terrace

I

e"<l'>'. [7036
|:7EL0CETTE 2-stroke. nearly new tyres and belt, en
' gine just overhauled, lamp .set. etc. : nearest £35.-

j

OS 9,051. CIO The Molar Cycle. [725^

920 Velccette, 2.speed gear, all-chain drive, as new.
with Lucas horn, - -

rindley Green, Sahdbaoh. ,D;
£70.-P. W.

.T.19.

Venaliles
[X698S

I

~l'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and district
'--' agents lor the wonderhil Velocette; immediate
f
divery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a. Gt. Portland St.,

[

-l- [4708
jJEW 1921 Model D2 Velocette, all-chain drive, now

. 1 in stock for immediate delivery: £75, carriage iiaid
any address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed Bir-
ingham. [7155
TELOCETTE. the lightweight with a big heart, in

stock for immediate deliverv, shop-soiled: at greatly
luced price: now is the time tnj buy.—Mebe.-. 154-156"
Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7196

Verus
I TErS-BLACKBUENE. all models, deliverv from

stock.—Maudes' Jlotor Jiart, 100, Paris St
:eter. [7163

Q20 Verus Blackburne. 4h.p., never ridden- cost
£126, accept £106.-6, Worple Ay., Wimbledon,

[689,^

"EETJS. 1920. 2-;ih.p. Blackburne, hand clutch, K.S.
• 2-5peed, owner going abroad: offers.—Newnham
3, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. [771J
"ERUS 2i,i.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, free engine, kick

. start. 100 m.p g., e;<celient condition; £60.—
ashler. Burrowbridge. Bridgwater. [6425

. Wiltin.,
triLKLX B4, 1920, seihi-T.T. bars, highly finished,
' a machine of proved reliability; price (shop-
ledl, £110.-22, Eodney St., Liverpool. _[7078

yiLKIN', Models B and B4, shop-soiled: at g'reotlyl
' reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Alebes

I

4-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone 3426 Mayfair'

1

;,..
I

Williamson.
[T'lLLIAMSOX 8-lOh.p.. 1916 model, stored 2 years
' ah.-iolutely as new, complete with luxurious sidecar'
Qps, .-.peedometer. Klaxon, etc.; £140; guaranteed.—

; 'Ply, Jennings, Meudip Lodge, Farnjombe, Godaiming
"Wl- - [7507

I
1916 3-speed William-on Combination, fitted with

L Kick-:-tarter (which works], ccachbuilt sidecar with
i'lgneil luggage grid, large acetyleiie lamps and genera-

: this ]i;achine is privately owned and in first-class
idition: £85 secures.—Mr, T. H. Hudson, Aufomobiie
giueer, 38, Cranbourn St., W.C.2. Tel Gerrard
"8- [7135

Wolf. -

3. h.p. Wolf, T.D.C. engine, ruining order, new* Unn'.ops: £35.-56, Bridge End, Warwick.
^ ' [X5957
!
(120 Wolf-Jap, 2-speed, brand new, never been ridden •

I" h;t price, £76. will take £67.-E. Backhouse,
lick Lion Hotel. Bridlington. [7073
JlT'OLF-J.A.P., a particularly fine 1919 4-stroke
I ' rnachine, in perfect mechanical condition, clutch

|It kick starter; will consider offer over £50.—Bam-

]

l-ee under Consulting Engineers). [7782

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

TyOLF 1920 2"'ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, aiid
»» kick start, Duulop tyres, Brampton forks, P. arid

H. he.ad lamp, rear himp, mechanical horn : bargain.
£60; will exchange with cash for higher power with or
without sideear.-E. 11. V:irtr, Thuuderslev, Essex [7645

2f"-^-

Wooler.
Wooler, 6 speeds.1920

breaker: £85.—Wauchope'

WHAT Otters for new Wooler
just delivered, cost ^£103 !-

1920 A.J.S. Combination.

RIDE while you PAY.
Any of the following machines may be had on
our easy payment system—J down and balance
divided into 12 equal monthly payments.
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.
Special Sale of Shop-soiled Motor Cycles

Price

Mi-Niib'3 reoor'l
. .. r- ". -, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [7794

twin lightweight,
, . Maranatha, York

Rd.. S.E.27. [7728

"IT7"*^PLER, 1920, lamps, Cowey horn, qnantity of
TT spares, small mileage; bargain, £85.—Coles and

Shirley, Chepstow. •.Phone : 48. [0313

'\\7'00LEE. as makers' spMifieations. Fhop-soiled ; at
"' greatly reduted pric*; now is the time to buy.—

\T«he?: 154-156, tit. Portland St., W.l.
Mayfair.

'Phone: 342R
[7192

"I Q20 Wooler, T.T. model, flat twin, variable gear,
-Lt/ as new. all lamps, horn, etc.; £80; exchanges
or easy payments.—2, Nightingale Rd.
Loudon, N.E.

Lower Clapton.
[7673

WOOLERS.—Longman Bros, Bond St., Ealing, and
Uxbridge Rd., Acton, 'phone : Ealing 689, special

agents; we have several second-hand machines for dis-
posal, used onlv for competition work, guaranteed as
new; £70 to £75 encli. [7742

Description
standard machine, run

less than loo miles;
cost ^150 £137 10

2-speed. kick-starter;
cost £138 los £t25 10

2-stroke, 2-speed; and
Henderson Sidecar £160'

2-stroke, 2-speed ; cost

£74 195 £65
;

2-stroke, 2-speed ; cost
£^7 .• £59 10

spring frame, 2-speed.
clutch, and kick-
starter; cost £120.. £59 10

Watfonian Monarch
;

cost £^31 35. gd £27 10

New 1920 Models in Stock
6 Combination, dynamo

lighting, hood, and
cover £243 15

6 Combination, Lucas
acetylene equipment,
Cowey speedometer £225 12

6 standard Combination £210
4 Combination, Model H £182 10
4 Combination, chain

drive
7-9 ^nd Sidecar, acetylene

equipment £234 12

Make
A.8.C.

hp
3

BLACKBURNE 4

SCOTT 32-

CALTHORPE 2.1.

CALTHORPE 2 1.

ROYAL RUBY 3

SIDECAR

A.J.S.

A..I.S.

A.J.S.
TRIUMPH
TRIUMPH

HARLEY-DAVID
SON

£195

—W.nu-
[7793

Zenith.
IQ20 5i].p. Zenith, oouutersli.nft ; £
-*-«.' cliope's, 9, Shoe Laue, London.

DAX GUT. Weymouth.—Sole agent for Zenith motor
cycles; early delivery 1921 models. [5965

ZENITHS.—In stock, 8h.p., clutch, kick starter;
£162.-No.yce, Korthgate, Gt. Tiirmouth. [6181

1 Q20 Zenith Sh.p. Sporting Model, disc wheels: chean
-B- •.' lor cash

;
going abroad.—Coates, North St., Duu-

moiv. [7033

1 Q20 Zenith 4-5h.p. Sports, fitted cut-out. shop-
--'.' soiled only, snip; £110.—Dunn, 326, Euston
Rd., London. [7703

1Q14 Sh.p. Zenith-Gradua. clutch, not used much,
J-*7 and in new condition; £55.—Englemere, Lal?-
ham. Staines. [7556

"I
Q20 Zenith 6h.p. Sports, slightly used for demon-

JL*7 stratiou. as new; 110 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad
St.. Reading Phone : 1024. [7747

ROYAL ENFIELD S standard Combinatioii £177 10
•5-S.A. 4 Combination, chain

drive £152 10ZENITH 8 and Sidecar, Model H £1-96 4
•^-S.A. 7 twin, Sidecar e.xtra £150 0"

tl5;^?ftll?'* 3j twiu (standard) £130
EXCELSIOR 6 Sidecar e.Mra, if re-

quired £154BLACKBURNE 4 Burman 3-speed gear £138 10
G-"- 10 2-seater Light Car,

dynamo £275 12

1921 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, £96
Elackfaurne 22 h.p. engine, 2-speed, clutch and K.S.

Second-hand Motor Cycles
Write for oui- list of Second hand Motor Cyc'es and
CDmbinptions—it is one of the most comprehensive
in London. All Machines of our own stock are
uaranteed.
We have a so a rood seleolion of shop-soiled Side-
oars to 'ffer a' greatly reduced prices.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms-

—

Accessories, Spare Parts, aod Repairs,
21, Store Slree'. Tott-^nSam Court Road, W.C 1

Motorcycles and Cars,
52 53, Sussex H"Ia-e. South Kensington.

\Miole5ale

—

38. ALFRKD PLACE. W.C.I
G?-rage: Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

'Phones; Accessories & Repairs, Museum 1240;
Motor Cycles &. Cars, Kensington, 7260.

Telegrams: "Dyaametro, Westcent, I^ndon."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the &nd of each

ZENITH-GEADTTA 6b. p., large coach sidecar, ensiue
overhanied. year not known, stored 5 years: £88.

or nearest.—i^nell, Gritileton, Chippenham. [6961

ZENITH. 1920. spe.-^ial S'sTi-p., twin racing model,
nenrr? new; £135.—Eke auu Co., 15-16, Bishop-^-

gaTa Av., Ciimouiik- ht., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5540.
[OOf--

ZENITH Sh.p.. 1920, Model H, shop-soiled; in stock
at g:reatlj- reduced p'^iie; now is the time to buy.—

Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Poit'and St., W.l. 'Phone: 342B
Mayiair. [7193 •

1 C|20 Sh.p. Zenith, countershaft model, Swan sport-
J-«/ ing sidecar, lamp.s. speedometer, only done 200
mile;,: cost £235; accept £180.-24, Junction Pd..
Higiigate. [7303

ZENITH Sh.p. Sporting Model in stock: £139.-
Yivinn Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock

St (off Oxford St.l. Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. [0319

1 Q19 (December) Model E. 6h.p. Zenith, Canoelet
At/ .sporting sidecar, beautifully equipped, condition
as new: £145.—I'uiticuhus from Eenesby, Bramber Ed.,
North Finchley. [7227

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Combiuation. Lucas head, rear,

and side ar lamps, Cowey speedometer, knee-grip^.

Ace di>c wheels, and luggage grid, equal to new; £170.
Parker's, Bradshawgnte, Bolton. [X5947

"I Q 17 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, sporting sidecar,
Lt? electric and acetylene lamps, speedometer, horn,
spare sprocket. Take, chain : £125. Wanted, Scott,
A.B.C.—Browu, New Inn, Silverton. [7525

6 h.p. Zenith Combination. C.B, sidecar, K.S., clutch,
lamps, horn, tooliS, etc., "ready to ride away; any

trial: £85: c:id be seen any time.—Tlie Weston Trans-
port Co., 24. Battison St., Bedford. [S5896

F.O.C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; very early deliveries;
book your order now.- 5, Heath St., Hampstead

(nr. Ilampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays. [7145

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith. T.T. bars
accessoiics, graud condition; cheap.— 5, Heath St..

Kauipstead near Hau.pstead TuLc Station). 'Phone:
Han:p'tead 3752. Hoar.^ 9-7, including Satutdavs.

[7141
~| Q20 Zenith - Sh.p. Sports Model, only 3 months
-i-«? old, fitted with Flying Middleton sidecar, all
lamps, horn, etc.: £127/10; e.xchauges or easy pay-
ments.— 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London,
N.E. [7672

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204,
or on deferred payments: one-fifth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd:,
118, Brompton Kd., London. [7525

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 81i.p. Combination, May, 1920, coaehbuilt
M. and D. sidet-ar, Tan-8ad piilion seat, lamps,

born, spewlometer, and mirror, owner-driven 3 mouths,
n maeuiflcent outfit; £200; seen at Xorth Finthley,—
Uox 8,985, c/o The Motur Cycle. [6910

BABGAIN.-Zenith 6b.p., countersbait, ISlSVj, loiv

mileage, fine condition, - plating, enamel, first-class,

enclosed chain, Cos Bouniksen Low generator, spares,
tyies very good; best offer over £60; only reason, going
iibroad.—Capes, 96, Lenuard Ed., Penge, S.E.20. [7367

ZENITH Sli.p. T.T. Eaccr, December, 1919, new
Hutchinson light car tyres, aluminium discs, long

liolished brass exhaust pipe, Cowey horn and epeed-
ouieter, 2 generators, one ot the smartest sport models
ou the road; owner taking delivej'y ot car; price £135,
(ir exrhangc 4h.p. Indian sports model and eduivalent.
-Apply, Castle, 14, Milton Ed., Cambridge. [7013

1019 90x77l«. o.h.v. Zenith and Sidecar, late Iiolder
-*-^ of 10 mile sidecar -record, official speed over
kilo with sidecar 71.64 m.p.h., complete with special
ftpare wheels, bars, footrests, engine spares, etc., easy
t^tjirtev, and iis docile as scooter in traiSc ; £150 or tLere-
abouts; exchanges considered.—Baragwanath, c/o B.P.
<iaragc, -T.A.P. Specialists, 40, Murray Mews, Murray
8r., Camden Towu {ofS Camden Ed.). See Sunbeam and
Scott. [7718

1 Q20 (June) 8h.p. Zenith Sporting Model, Swan
--*-' sporting sidecar, 650x65 Dunlop extra heavy
tyres (unpunctured), Lucas horn (black), Cowey speedo-
meter (black). F.K.S. big heaa, tail, and sidecar lamps
(black), combination in magnificent condition, not
a scratch, mileage 400, every refinement possible,
inspection invited; any reasonable ott'er accepted: seeu
l)y appointment only.—\yoodbridge, 26, Grcsvenor Court,
Acton Hin. [76b

Kllscellaneous.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combina
tion, £89/15; 1916 SVjh.p. Brough, opposed cyls.,

3-speed countershaft, and sporting sidecar, £81/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £110/10; 7-9b-p. Indian, with tor-

pedo sidecar, £60/10.

BOOTH'S Motoriej, Halifax.—Six 191S Dotiglases.
£49/10; two l9ie 4h,p. Douglases, £85/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge
Multi, with Rudge sidecar and" accessories, cost

£170; price £127/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—SV.h.p. N.S.U.. mag.
Grade gear, £15/15; Si.Ah.p. "Ariel, £25/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, HaliJax.-1915 Harley-Dayrdson
combination, £97/10; 1920 Harley-Davidson and

sidecar, £199/10: 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly new
£44/10; O.K. lightweight, 2-spced, £34/10; 1920
Omega, 2-speed. £71/10: new 1920 6b. p. Ariel com
bination; 4V2h.p.. Quadrant; 4h.p. Douglas with new
-sidecar, £105; exchanges entertained. — Booth's
Motories. Portland Place, Halifax. [290S

A/TOTOH. Bicycle, 2-ih.p., Amac, etc.; £13/15.-
-L'J- Madison, Littleover, Derby. [X592-

MINERVA-DAVIDSON, 3i,!.h.p., £17/10; Sy.h.p
Singer, N.S.U., £22.-29; Selkirk Rd., Tooting.

[727;
FREAK Motors, great attraction; 60 gns., or

exchanges.—57, Keubury .St., Camberwell, London.
[753-

A MEItlCAX Cydemotor, IJJi.p.. perfect order;
-t^ sacrifice, for quick .sale.—JJos 9,057, c/o Tlte Motor
Ci/cle. [7260

SAROLEA, with C.A.V. mag.. £7; Brown twin, 3-

speed. 31/ih.p., £19/10.—Hall (next to Green Man
Hotel), Whetstone, London. [7774

INDIAN 1915 Combinatim, £75; 4h.p. Abingdon
£28; 3',yi.p. Brown, £23: 5-6h.p. Rex, £18.-

SM.C, 77, Acre Lane, S.'7.2. [7628

YOU can get exactly the ' ar or motor cycle you wan)
through Kwiksale Pr yate Motor Registry, 35

Long Acre, "W.C. Gerrard 2392. [013S

RICHARDSON Light Car. 7-91].p. Rudge combina
finn. Triumiilis, 5-61i.p, Jaiues. all new; immediate

delivery.— Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. [5929

T\OUGLAS S. CO:s, the A.S.M.M., 'West Norwood,
-L' has several re! I bargains in motor cycles and
combinations in lii.s long advertisement under Cars.

[7727TWO Simplex Motoi- Attachments for pedal cycle
(lady's or gent's), delivered last May, practically

nnuHcd; ijrico £20 each.—Fraaer, Thornton Dale, Picker-
inf, 'YdikB. [7057

FRANK WHITWOBTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Hir
minghan]. -Coventry Premier £300, B.S.A. £170

Rover £139, N.U.T. £165, larty'g Cedes, lady's Ivy, and'
ten cheap, icbuble, gnarautced second-hands. Get list.

AUTO-CVCLETPE l».'ih.p, 2.stroIeo, Yoi.ng cnghfe
coimt.crshalt, clutch, chain, 28x11410. whe<-lii

Pjimcr tyro, tubes, on 28-,n. framo, inst completed;
S'i.'^W '*',""*' ^ V-m., or write Downea, Tli.irpc
S»Wn, Worksop. [7391
OAROAINS.—Plefl^o pern e our advcrtiHCmwit" in
•-' small eulunmy. Wi- ar.' di»piwtinK of our )iiri-«
fork of {')ioi>-i'oil«d mod(»l- at grcutlv reiiuccd prices
Do not wait. Como and U»y ot once. Tho offer may
not ociur agnin.-Mches, 164-166, Ot. Portland St
W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfalr. (71 ai,';

IIIHIIiHIIIHIIfiinillHIIIII mill

LAMB'S
MORGAN I

GRAND PRiX
Complete

ENFIELD
6 h.p,

£175
Dynamo £25 extra.

TRIUMPH
£127 10s.
"JUNIOR," £75.

MATCHLESS comb.

£205
Dynamo £26 extra. H

A.J.S. COMB.

£210
Dynamo £28 extra. B

O.K.
48 Gns.

In Stock.

EASY TERMS IF DESIRED.

LAMB'S
387, Euston Rd., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone—Museum 4978»
'Grams—"Lamooy, Etisroad, London."

151, High Street, Walthamstow.
'Phone—Walthamstow 139.

'Grams—" Cyclotomo, Phone, London "

50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.22
'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

'Grams—" Doulamocy, Phone, London."

H

s

c

^OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AUscellaneous.

E, Gla'phftni (Motors), Greenwich, offer bargains in
ail departments to make room for 1921 models;

offers and exchanges entertained.—27, Stockwell St^,

areenwich, SJE.IO, or 'phone Greenwich 751. [6818

SPECIAL Offer o* 500 second-hand Indian, Harley,
and Henderson solo mounts, full range of all

models from 1915-1920, all ore fully equipped and in
first-claKs order, guaranteed in perfect condition. Our
prices show a saving of 40% to you. Write tor full

particulars and lists to Gotham Sporting Goods Co., 57,
Warren St., New York Crty, U.S.A. [6021 ,

F.O.C.H., the Car and Motor Bike People.—Call and :

see us. New and second-hand motor cycles, cpia-
binatiouR, and ligJit cars always on view

;
prices ta sniti

everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow a gd"
""

price for it in part eschange. Agents for Coulson
Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Rudge, A.J^., B.S.A., Ne*
Imperials, AUou, Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., Coventry*
Eagle, Wolf, and the famous Q.N., Little Midland
Horstmann, and Deemster cars. All new cars and motOE
cycles at makers' list price.—5, Heath St., Hampst^S
(near H.'rtnpstead Tuber Station). 'Phone: Htimpsteflff
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [17I7-

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A UTOPED, jnearlv new, perfect condition

;

.i.'i others ?-Box 9,055, c/o The Motor Cycle. [72f
AMBLING Skootamota, used 3 months.-

Scott, Sundial Phiin, Worplesdon, Surrey. [7ifil

EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver ft4
stock A.3B.C. Skootamotas and Mobile Pups.

A -B.C. Skootamota, good as new, engine perfect:
£38, a bargain.—Powell, 242, Hainton AirJ

Grimsby. [69Sr

A.B.C. Skootamota ; immediate delivery can be giveSJ
Covers, tubes, spares etocked.—Howes and Boas;

Ltd.. Chapel Field, Norwich. [831-3

AUTOPED, the original Auto-fiCoot?Br, l%h.p, 4-8trok^
engine, with clnt^h, dynamo lighting, horn, todft

etc., new: £32.—P. J. Evans, 83-91. Johtt^Bd^t &»
Bicmingiam, [01^

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods. 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., CamberweH, hoat
don. [77S^

MANUFACTURERS of Hoods and Aprons 'for M
classes ot sidecars.—134, Crystal Palace 93

Goose Green. - [75w

AUSTER Aero Trijplex Aluminium Wind Scvee^
12in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar, 22/6 eadl

land other tvpes.—McConnell and Bailey, 73, Gt, Pojft

land St., W.l. [7pW

BODIES. N^ 1|

COACHBUILT Sidecar Body, new; £4/10, bar^l
gain.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd.. S.E. E7aM|

BASTONE'S Soiled Coaehbuilt Bodies, to be el©
at low prices to make room for new model

i88, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [41

CAMBER Coach Bodies from £5 to £15.—BriJ
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, Lonr

FINE Sporty 2-seater Underslung Coach Body,
lockers, adjustable front eeat, upholstered, iJBS

wants painting ; £5/17/6.-230, Archway Rd., N.6^^

THE Easy Seat Bodv, folding and detachable,
shop-soiled, small 26/6, large 31/6; us.ual prfffl

42/- and 50/-.— 63, Walni Lane, Cricklewood, N.W.2, :

[X556;
SIDECARS, beautiful coachbnilt bodies, many

and coloura to choose from ; aprons, hoods,
icreens, repairs. Trade supplied.— City Motor
121. 123. 125. London Rd., Manchester. [

MORRIS Sidecar Body Co.. manufacturer« of
grade bodies from £5/17/6; all up-to-date mw^-s,

to select from. Repairs of every description. '-fiSlff,

supplied.—569, Seven Sisters Ed., 8. Tottenham, N>16L
[642^

SIDECARS, bulbous back, touring, liglitw

etoppwl, and 2-scnter bodies ; hood.^ ; £o«tfl

Ciimci, ajid Rnper ad,justable screens; aprons
trade suppliwl.—T. Williams, 9, Lower Cliflthoui

j
Oxford Rd., Manchester. ,

[3"

SIDECAR Body Desi^na for the trade only. Wbrll
iu(f, colourwl, pencil, or lino drawings of orfglnr^

:lesigna, also working drawings, fuU-si7.ed or to scale,- 4
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers t((f

the conch trndo for over 80 years. Consult us wheu <l<r

signing new ideas.—20. Tudor 8t., London, E.0.4. [OOOJ

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest Bidecoj
body builders in the country. Wo hnve mnuig

lactured to date over 8,000 bmlies; 200 bfulicn olwiiii

on hOTid. completed or in the course of completipnf
Vseiitcrs, 2-ae(iterH. Binglo-seatcrs, welded metal pr I

jcctiles, and featherwciglit. Yon cnu gel what yt 1

want and refy on a supoiQne finish at thti Saodhni-M

Rngineoring Co.. 336, Gray'ii inn Rd., London, W.l

i

Phono: Uolboro 933. [002j

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CGACHBUTLT Step Sideonr j>nd CliasBis, condllit|

as new; flO.~Me]c<lith, Ely. Cardiff. [69!

A^H All lctter« rcKitlng to advertisements ithould quote the number at the end of each adverliseinent. and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

'OB

JANDUM. the Smart Sidecar BpecialiaU

JANDOM Sidecar Catalogue lor 1920. the moat
' comprehensJT'e in the trade.

JANDUM Sidecars.—Our touring models, Noa. 1, 2.
* and 3. are designed for comfort.

lANDUM ModeU. The racy £22/10, and eporting
* £24, are of dlfitinctiTe appearance.

JANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side-
' car oa the road; highly recommended ia "The
otor Cycle."

'ANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to
£35 : absolutely honest value.

jANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
' or 2-seat«r sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size
body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-

rtable seatiog for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
;t position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
y make of machine, £47/10 ; bodies only, £22/10.
16 latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
. and approved by the recognised experts. Write for
flet.

^ANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.. locker in back and undei

it; when nDt in use the seat back hinges forward and
3t oovprali encloses the whole; price £4/17/6,

AXDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im
mediate delivery; £3.

ANDUM Sidecara. — Wholesale manufactarers of
coachbtiilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and

tons.

AKDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in
the country.

ANDHAM Engineering Co., 336. Gray's Inn Kd..
W.C.I. 'Phone : Holborn 933 Factories : 162

165, Pentonville Rd.. W.; and Britannia Works.
itannia St.. W.O. [0019

'LOAT Sidecars.—Manufactured bv McConnell and
Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

LOAT Sidecars.—Immediate delivery to fit all
makes of motor cycles.

LOAT Sidecans.—Write for illustrated list.- 'Sprite
28 gns. complete with chassis and tyre.

LOAT Sidec-ars are fitted with underslung chassis;
call and inspect at above address.

i LOAT Sidecars in stock at McConnell and Baiiev
73, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7059

ANOELET Minor Sidecar for sale, as new.—Apply
M., 88, Dulwicrh Village, Sydenham 194. [7373

OTTGLAS Sidecar, in very posh condition, complete,
OU fittings; £14.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. [7124

DECAja, coachbuilt. suit any make reasonable —
Le^roiseette, 20, Prah Bd., Finsbury Park. {7534 :

DECAR Chassis, underslung, new, complete- £9 — 1

Hop 4913.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd.. S.E. '

DECAR, new, coachbuilt, Clincher cover; £14/14
j—Hop 4913.—Edwardes. 277, Camberwell Rd. '

[7695 1

)ROXET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth «
Motorics, Portland Place. Halifax. Delivery from '

)RONET Sidecars.—Latest underslung chassis,

I'

fitted with luggage carrier. Send for list.

)RONET Sidecars. — Immediate delivery for
Triumphs. B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant. — Booth's

I* ones, Halifax.

j)RONET Sidecars.—Special model for 1920 Har-
ley-Davidsqn, finished brown.-Booth's Motorics.

)RONET Sidecars for Harlev-Davidson or Indian
grsy or red.—Booth's Motorics.

»RONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, direct or
th.'ough the trade.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

>RONET Sidecars are high-class and sold at a
moderate price.—Booth's.

MRONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt. Send for
*, illustrated list, post free.—Booth's Motorics.

[iRONET Sidecars are giving satisfaction in all
* parts of the world.—Booth's.
[fRONET Sidecar Bodies. 200 in stock, finished or
^; m the rough.—Booth's.

[i'RONET Sidecars.—Springs. 17/6 and 25/- pair"
\ wheels. 28/6.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

iRONET Sidecars.—Mudguard blades with side
yalance, stove enamelled; 7/6.—Booth's Motorics.

Hl'RONET Sidecar, underslung chassis; large stock
V no waiting. List free.—Booth's Motorics.

[RONET Sidecars.—Models lor every make of
"[ machine supplied promptly.—Booth's Motorics.

[
RONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's

^ Motorics, Portland Place. Halifax. Send for list

[290"?

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies, no better or

cheaper house; inspection invited; immediate
delivery.

ASTONE'S.-Latest models from £16/10.

ASTONE'S for Chassis," latest underslung models
in stock.

BASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies, latest pattern
and designs in stock, from £4/10.

ASTONE'S for Montgomery Sidecars, latest models
in stock; trade supplied.

ASTONE'S, 228, Pentonville Rd.. King
London. nN.I. Tel.: 2481 North.

L.M.C 1920 6 h.p.. S.A. 3-speed and
K.S. A. machine to take a side-
car anywhere. We can supply
you with a sidecar suitable and
save you money. Price of
machine (shop-soiled) £1IO

L.M.C 19-0 6 h.p., special rear
springing— most comlortable to
ride, exceedingly flexible. Send
your cheque^ don't miss this
opportunity. Price (shop-soiled) £120

WILKfN B4 1920, semi T.T. bars
—highly finished. A machine of
proved reliability. Price (shop-
soiled) ; . £110

A.V. MONOCA" 1920 8 h.p., fitted
with rear cushion for passenger.
Price (shop-soiled) £160

A. V. BICAR 19-0 (two - seater),
fitted with hood and screen,
8 h.p., Jap, 2-speed gear. Price
(shop-soiled) £20'3

B R O U G H Combination 1920
5 h.p., S.A. 3-§peed, K.S., com-
plete with all lamps (head.
Lucas), speedometer, Sidecar
fitted with coverall apron. Prac-
ticallv new £150

BEAROMORE-PRECISION 1920
3k h.p.,-2-speed. Had very little

use. Complete with lamps and
horn £75

CEDOS 1920 2^ h.p., complete with
all ramps, tools, etc., in splen-

^ did condition £50
A. V. MONOCAR 1920, 6 h.p. Jap,

like new, fitted ,with electric
lamps. To clear £120

New 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Motor Cycle
(es-Americaa Army stock) £90

Also 7-9 h.p. Second-hand NOIAN,
thoroughly overhauled, re-con-
structed, and re-enamelled, etc. £80

Uliistratid Motor Cycle Booklet Post Fret.

mi Request.

J. BLAKE & CO.
Lancashire's Leading Motor Cycle House

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

Advt. Dept. J. B. * Co.

Cross.
[3560

IDECAR, fitted with tradesman's box, smart : £8.
—Edwardes, 277. Camberwell Rd.. S.E. [7689

HAELEY-DAVIDSON" Sidecars, brand new, all com-
- plete; £28.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St..

W.l. .. [7725

SIDECAR Chassis, complete with tyre and fitme»t.sj

55/-, pUi^ carriage.—56, Sutton St., Aston. 53^
iiiinghani. [X5677

OlDECAR Chassis, underslung, new, suit tradesmenO or 2-seater; £13/10.—Edwardes, 277, Camber-
well Rd., S.E. [7691

SCOTT Sidecar ffit any machine), all-metal body, new
tvie, condition as new; £12.—Knight, Maypole

House, Bexley. [6919

T^ OTTGLAS Sidecar, recently renovated, pood condi-
tion, and tyre

Garage, Slough.
£12/10.—A, Douglas, Crown Hotel

[7527

COACHBUILT Featherweight Sidecar, 4-point, apron,
lamp, complete; £11.—Watling, 7, Bournehrook

Ed., Birmingham. [6937

SIDECAR, C.B., bnlboiis. Cameo, off Triumph, mile-
age 250; £23, oflere ; cost £30.-184, New North

Rd., Islington, N". [6921

NEW Millford-Harley Sidecar; list^price £49/10,
my price £43.—Edwards, "~ '

' "

'

South Kensington.
50, Harrington Rd.,

[7624

BULBOUS Back Sidecar, complete with apron, suit
Triumph or similar.-Stock, 107, Coningham Rd.,

Shepherds Bush, W.12. [7619

DARK Blue Coachbuilt Sidecar, 4-point, upholsteiy
and appearance unscratched; £17/10.—Laver, 199,

Uuthank Ed., Nonvich. [7531

RED Sidecar (coachbuilt}, couplings, apron, tyre, com-
plete; £14, or offers; must sell.—Luckett, Elec-

tricity Works, Banbury. [7381-

SANDUM Coar-hbuilt Sideciir [1920), electric lighting,
perfect condition; bargain, £18/10.—Rosslyn, Devon

Ed.. Cheam, Sutton, Surrey. [7266

ROOMY Coachbuilt Second-hand. Sidecar;- locker, good-
tyre and chassis, suit ieawweight; 9Vi gns.—Boi

9,061, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7314

QUICK Sale.—Sporty wicker sidecar, splendid con-
dition, suit 2^i or SV^h.p., all fittings; £7/10.—

Peulingtou, Malpas, Cheshire. [6995

NEARLY New Coachbuilt Sidecar, bulbous back,
underslung, spring cushion. 28in. wheel ; £23.

—

Winkworth. Church St., Staine.^. [7497

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, Easting, new tyre, perfect
condition, suit Triumph; £18.—Express Works, 2,

Broadway, Friern Barnet Ed., N.ll. [7281

SIDECARS.—Swan and Millford sidecars- in stock to
suit all makes of machines.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [7215

MR. DAVIDSON, riding Harley-Davidson and
Flying Middleton sideuar, won 1.000 c.e. champion-

ship and broke 5 and 10 miles world's records Oct. 9th.

ME. O. De LISSA came second 1,000 c.c. champion-
ship, riding Motosacoche and Middleton touring

spring wheel chassis.

ME. BEACH, of O'Donovan Motors, Gt. Portland
St.. on Sept. 7th broke 12 records with 3>2h.p.

Norton and !?tandiird Flying Middleton sidecar.

E. BEEESE, riding B.S.A. with Middleton Flyer,
broke 4-hour record on June 23rd.

MIDDLETON'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest
in the world.

MIDDLETON'S Undertake Eepairs to any make of
sidecar, chassis, or bodywork. We do everything

in our own works. Kumanseus, What about your old-

fashioned father's sorry chassis; let us make it up-to-

date by converting it to spring wheel type.

MIDDLETON'S have four models.-the Flyer, for
racing; lightweight coach, for 2^e\i.V- machines,

etc.; medium touring coach, for S'jh.p. upwards; and
special tourers for big twins, Zenith, Harleys. Hender-
sons, Indians, including .spring frame model, etc.; trada
supplied.

IDDLETOK'S .Spring Wheel, the finest device of
this kind, now ready; £4 extra on any model.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side*ar
makers, 27. Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Park. '

N.4. 'Phone: 1584 Hornsey. ['/.ib-i

M

M
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILLFORD Sidecar Chassis, ofi spring frame Red

Indian: £9/17/6; too cheap for approval.—
Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd.. S.E. [7693

INDIAN 2-se3ter Sidecar, hood and =creen, brand new,
cost £55: accept £35.—Barker's Motors, 194, Bal-

hom High Ed. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [4959

"I Ci20 Mills-Pulford Skifl, Eiuemel wind, screen, lamp,
X *y new Ijunlop and tiibe, good condition ; offers.

—

A. J. Eailey, 40, Greenway Rd.. Widnes. [X5984

COMFY Coaehbiiilt Sidec-ir, nearly new, recently cc6t
over £20, sell £15; also light wicker sidecar, £3.

—Watt, Monkham's Farm, Woodiord, E^es. 7225

MONTGOMERY Sidecars for Triumph, B.S.A., Blaek-
burne, Indian, Harlevs, etc.—Bastone's, 223,

Pentonville Rd , King's Cross, London, N.l. 14865

HENDERSON SidecaTs.—All models instock. Elite,

£45; Model Bl. £31; featherweight, £23.—P.
J. Evans. 5. Thornfield Ed., Shepherd's Bueh, W. [0176

MrLLFORD.-All models in stock. Model d6 Luxe.
£40/14; Corvette, £31/10; SkiB, £27/15/6.—P.

J. Evans, 83-9i, John Uright St., Birmingham.
[0177

S"WAiSr Sporting Sidecar, new Sept.. 1920, Sunbeam
colouis and fittings, tyre rotten; £25, or near

itfer.—12, Alumliuret Ed., Westbourne, Bonrnemouth.
[7480

MILLFORD Heavyweight Chassis, right-hand drive,
suit Harleys, Indian, etc., easily converted;

£2/10.—H.B. Motors, 209, Belsize Rd., Kilburn, N.W.
[7597

BRAIMBLE Coachbuilt Sidecar, very roomy, well
upholstered, disc wheel, nearly new tyre, good

condition ; £ 13.—26, St. Mary's Rd., Laisterdyke,
Bradford. [7617

CANOELET.—AH models in ntock. MM.4, £39/5;
touring model, £31/10; sporting model, £25;

minor, £18/18.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St.,

ninningham. [0178

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock of all models,
sbop-soilefl; at gi'catly reduced pric,es; now is the

time to bnv.-Mebe^, 154-156. Gt. Portland St-, W.l.
'Pbone: 3426 Mayfair. [7198

T Q20 Middlet-on de Luxe Sidecar, luxurious iiphbl-
J-t/sterv, Harley finish, disc, verv roomy, connections
to suit Harley or Americtm X.; £28/10, or offer.- 8,
Eiver Bank, East Molesey. ^73^1

STEVENS for Sidecars at bargain prices. Full bulbouB
' back 40 gn. sidecar to suit Triumph. Douglas,

B.S.A., etc., £25 each; heavy models for Indian, Har-
ley, etc., £52/10 (list price 55 gns.).

^TEVENS Can Supply Sidecars to fit any type of
lO' macbino required at wholesale prices. Call and
inspect.

^TEVENS, 184-186, Pentonville Rd.. King's Ooss
O* (Pbone: Central 10264). One minute King's Cross
Station. [6268

CAMBER Lightweight Models, £16/10; tandem
models, £27/10; semi-tourink models, £20/15.—

Makers, Bright and Havles, 78, Church St., Camber-
well, London. 'Phone : Brixton 2951. [7786

FOR a really good sidecar, moderately priced, ask
for particulars of our Model 19a, topping value:

also sidecar bodies, best value in the trade.—Melville
Cars {Halifax), Ltd., Clarence Works, Halifax. [0218

SIDECARS.—Genuine Harley Canoelets, bulbous
backed, new, £29/10 ; almost new C.B. off

Triumph, £14/10; light C.B. , £13/10; wicker torpedo,
<;8.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper HoIIowav.

CX5521
CANOELET, MM4, bulboua back, coverall apron,

- 28x3 wheel, heavy Dunlop tyre, 4-poiut attach-
lueiit to fit Harley-Davldson, lined in Hailey colourti,

utW; £26.-87, Fulham Palace Rd., Haminersmith.
[7414

WE have a great number of eecond-Iiaud sidecars and
bodies for disposal. These accumulated during a

busy season when we had no time to trouble with them.
Call anil take your clinice. Shop-soiled sidecars from
£10.—Sanduin Sidecars, 336, Gray's Inn Rd., .W.C.I.
'Phone: Holhorn 933. [0322

CHASSIS.—The Sandum lightweight, £9/9; heavy-
weight, £12/12; heavyweight enclosed wheel type,

£22; spring wheel type. £27. Ask to see our special
nidecCT connections. Trade enquiries invited.- Sand-
barn Engineering Co., 336, Grays Inn Rd., W.C.I.
"Phone: Ilulborn 933. [0325

SIDECAR.—Have a Iloplcy folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

v;Il go through passage 28 in. when folded on any
motor. Any Euape body fitted. They have been well
tested lor nix years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley,
Upper Ilighgate St., Birmingham. [0152

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Solo agent for Morgan run-

atjout; early delivery of all modclH. [5964

A.C. Ko<;i;ibIe, B tvpc, I'.Tfwt conditinn ; bargain, £86.
—Fowler, 6, Cliaplin Rd.,

l:

GOING! GOING!
SOON BE GONE

harry up and get your pick
of these exceptional bargains

V^^
Shop-soiled sets of Oilers, Window-soiled Watford
complete w^ith cl'p. XC508. Speedometers.a few only

4/6 post 6d. XC406. 95s. postpaid

Stock-soiled Oil and
Grease Guns with three

,

spouts. XC505, 4 /3 post paid,

""^^

Stoclc-soikd X-L-AU
S'lddJes. XC2(I3 35s,
Uunal price iOs. Post
paid.

I
1914 Matchless rear bub for model 8B,camplete

I

: witb sprocket, expanding brake and bearings.
;

: Absolutely new; present value £8 8s. XE3033/G :

I offered for 80s. To owners of SB Matchless :

Motor Cycles, this Is a splendid opportunity to I

; renew worn sprockets and brakes at prices con- I

: siderably below the present cost of these spaces •

Stock-soilediiandlebariiiir

rora; N.P. X,\1207, 9/6

j
We are special London Stockists for Sturmey-

: Archer gear boxes and spares. A large and
: representative stock of spares for countershaft
: gear boxes always available. Immediate delivery
: of all parts. Trade supplied. Gear boxes
• overhauled.

Auxiliary (iiiit'fnr Arms. Fit oiio of Uiese to voliraiiiecar
coiiibiiiation. and ridu in srcnrlty. All Bizca instock.
X'^-IO. I'siml price 17 /iJ. A low window-s >ilod anna
offered at 15/9 iiOHt paid.

Weuit)]<;j', AlJciillofiox

[7458
Ii.p. Aero.Morgan, poUl medal winner, 1920
Model; £250. — Wauchope'j. 9, Shoe I.ane,10

l,«n<lnn. 17795

CyCIjE Our, all. p. Do Pion, 2 upeeds, cbuin iliivo,

Knofl eoudition; £75.—Elms Cottogee, Combeihn-li,
X..rtli«i''li. [710J

SERVICE CO.IE
*-—— - -^—. -WW J

289-293. High HolborD, London, W.C. 1
[

''Admittedly, London.*' Holbora, 6430.

RUNABOtnrS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.V. Monocar, 1920, eh.p. J.A.P., like new, fl«
with electric lamps; to dear, £120.-22, Eod

St., Liverpool. [7i

"1020 G.N., condition as new, delivered Aug. ; £23
J-^ take fast solo pall payment.—Fos, 44, Eettf
St., Wrexham. . [73

A.V". Monocar, 2-speed, fine condition ; £120 ; exobani^
Morgan or combination.—57, Kenbnry St., Csr*

Iterwell, London. [7S

A.C. Sociable, splendid condition, electric lamps, b^
ideal lor winter work; £75.-13, MayHeld a

Belvedere, Kent. [6981

A.V. Monocar, 1920, 8h.p., fitted with rear cusbui
for passenger; . price (shop-soiled) J6150.—ZJ

Rodney St., Liverpool. VO'K

1Q21 Morgan-Jan, De Luxe model, w.c. braljj

-fl- *y new ; immediate delivery ; list price.—Clarfc

and Co.. Queen St., Lonttj. 1768:

G.N.—We are large contractors, and can usualj

supply from stock.—Victor Horsman, Ltd^
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. L^

1Q14 Morgan Kunabont, overhauled at £20 cost ;^
JL%7 change for good combination, sell £150;—ffl

Eoeemary Rd., Clackton-on-Sea. [724'

MORGAN G.P., 1920, M.A.G. engine, lamps, holn

etc., only done a lew miles; £210.—C.b., M
Swoton ad.. Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [742.

T.B. Cvcle Car, J.A.P. engine, complete lamps, honi

and spare wheel, from^ stock; £275.—Maudes
Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. (71ff

3-SBATER, twin-cyl., must be sold; -photo; higbM
offer or exchanges accepted. — 16, St. SHD

.Abbott's Terrace, Kensington, London. [7771

AV. Bicar, 1520, 2-seat6r. fitted witb hoed ^
screen, 8h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed gear; price (sh9

soiled), £200.-22, llodney St., Liverpool. [•70»

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1916 M.A.G. dynamo li^

ing Aero screen, splendid condition; bars'

£175.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. ™
6-8I1.P. Cycle Gar, 2-cyl. 2-stroke, Z-speed, racing !

seater body, not auite completed, electric lanjpl

new tyres ; f70.-A3hville, Honoj- Oak, S.E.23. [730

A.C. Sociables, modern types, fnlly equipped mi

chanicallv sound, good appearance; from £00'

1

£85: trial.—29. Allsop St., Upper Baker St., N.Wj
[aofi

V. 1920 6b.p. Special, fully eonipped. insured
£11J

sacrifice £125; exchange sporting Zenith; altl

5 p.m.).—3811, Sidney Rd., St. Miirgaret's. Twickenham

"ITORGAN, 1914, hood, lamps, screen, repainted r«

IVJ, good running order: SltZ: exchange 4h.p. eM
hination, cash.-Beversbrook, Manor Rd. BexbiU-on-^

[730

1 014 Morgan, fully equipped, appearance as new, PS

IJ/ feet condition; nearest £1S5 ;
motor cycle -pal

considered.-A-liston, Bergholt, High St., Harper^
Herts. ...

1 020 Bleiiot Whippet, as new. hood, screen, s|

X»/ wheel, clock, etc. mileage only 500: £.

exchanges.—2, Nightingale Kd., Lower Clapton. 1/

don, N.E. wS'

EW G \., just delivered; sell £242, or accen!

part payment late solo, combination, or Morgt
latest " EncyclopsBdia Britannica."—69, Church W

Hendon, N".W.4. foS

NEW Merrall-Biown 3-wheeler, 4-cyl. Coventry 8ij

plex engine, many extras; £558/10; exchangftj

(luiries liberally considered.-Halifax, Motor Exchr™
Horton St., Halifax. LXi

ORGAN 1920 New Grand Prix Model, ^
finit^b, for Tmmediat© deliverv at list price—

r

„nd Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camoinile St., Hj
Thone: Avenue 5548. [f

GIBBONS Mark III. Cycle Car, reduced to Sli

delivery within one month; trials any tima
aiipoiutment. Agents leQuired.-Gibbons and UOi

Chadwell Heath. Essex.

/fO^OCAE. 1920 model, specially built 7-9h.p. KX
engine, seats 2, electiic lighting, perfect, pr

cwucr, ordered abroad; £250, or near.-72, Gloni

Hd., S.W.7. Tel.: Western 4086. [7-.

NEW Q N. Cycle Car, lOh.p., dynamo lighting 8y4«
etc., and to makers' specification ; £276 ; ma-

obtained on Harrods deterred payment system, 4% r
-Harrnds, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Rd., Londini.

1O20 (July) Blcriot-Wliipppt 2-e6!iter, electric Bfl
J. «> ing, 5 detiu-huble wheels, luggage carrier,, L

tools, accessories, insurance policy; £195, iumieulil

wde; owner going abroad.-Trcvena, Old Colwyn. [6S|

MORGAN.—-We are sole Wolverhampton agents; fj

allotment for (tiia season is already booked. 11

send us your old machine [or repairs, overhauw, I

repainting.—The Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., WoWi
hampton. TeL : 1160. [3«

IQ19 A.V. Monocar, extremely (^mai-t and in spll

J. O did condition throughout, dino wlioi'ltf, del

wngM, ninning bojiidw, bowl, screi^n, eleotrio lighti 1|
giiin £135.—Hardwick, 43a, Little CSldogou Pljl

Sloiuie St., S.W.I. toU

A

N'^

M^
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
[eEMIER Super Euualtont. 3 speeds aurt reverse, new
[ 1920 uiodel, just delivered, 4 deturhable wheels
' I tvres, fully eqiripped ; £300 ; motor cycle combina-
i r tak>.-u in part payment.—Wauchope's, 9, Sboe Lane,
ladoii. Tbone: 5777 Holborn. [7792

jrOEGAN" lOh.p. G.P., o.b.v., waterK?ooled, special
'L speed model, extra wide body, special steering,
nted red, black discs, eleectric lighting hood and
?en, in excellent condition; £165.—Dixon Bros., 172,
wnhill Ed., Cattord. 'I'bone: Lee Green 921. [7332

EW Bleriot Whippet Sli.p. Cycle Car, 2-seatoi, with
latest handle starter, hood and screen, detachable

9 wheels, standard equipment : £250. or on easy pay-
rts 4X extra, only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12
rtllly instalments.—Harrodfi, Ltd., 118. Bromp-ton
, Londou. - [7328

j
rUSIBER Air-cooled 2.seater, 3-speed and reverse,
- 8-lOh.p, J.A.P. engine. Bosch mag., horn, screen,

. d, lamps, good tyres. £150; also Rex combination,
I 3 twin-cyl.. J.A.P., Bosch, coachbuilt. £70. both
i excellent running condition.—Vicar, Desborough,
^rket llarborough. ~ [7050

.^., 1920, new. for immediate delivery, standard
tonring model, full equipment, dynamo lighting
spare wheel, £275/12/6: also standard touring

lel without dynamo lighting set, £2<»1
, 17 6.—City

uti, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopssate .\v., Camn-
! St.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5518. [006S

EW Tamplin Tandem, 8h.p. J.A.P. eijgiue, S-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear, clutch, and foot stiirter, fully

pped with hood and screen, discs on :ill wheels.
ps. and horn; £189/7, or unequipped £165; may
obtained on Harrods deferred payment system, 4%
a.—Hnrrods. Ltd., 118, Brompton Eii., "London.

[7327
1 19 Grand Prix Morgan, Nov., better than most
' 1920. specially built, extra low seating, just

j
d with new hood, screen, and flush set speedo-

; er by Morgan Co., C.A.V. electric lamps, horn,
special steering wheel, guaranteed laoltless;

0.-2. Nightingale Bd., Lower Clapton, London,
1 [7675

CARS FOR SALE.
NGER 12h.p. 4-cyl. 2-seater, with double dickey,
rn perfect order; £125.—la, Strathleven Rd".,

:ton, S.W. [7626
ZAIRE-NAUDIN S-seater, 1914 model, dvnamo
"f ,iPS' '" perfect order; £295.-77, Acre

s. S.W.2. [7627

UMBER 6-9h.p.. 2-seater, electric light, new con-
dition; £75. 4-sieat«r wanted.—47, Millbrook

Brixton, S.W. [7438
ilW PICK 15.9h.p. 2-seater, dynamo lighting, in
good order; £115; appointment.— 14, Glenely
Brixton, S.W. [7625

UBEBAKBE-FLAXDEES 4-ctI. Touring Car
electric equipped, 5-sedter. mu»t sell: £340.-3,
ram St., Walthamstow. r7249

'IFT 2-seater, fine order and appearance, .as new;
sell £170, or exchange powerful combination —
rg, Drumore, Campbeltowu. [X5897
fGER lOh.p., 1915, £250; Chater-Lea 8h.p.,
w.c, £160; Crouch Carette, £160; all good;
erous others, from £70.—Bunting. Motor Ex-
ge, Wealdstone. Closed Sundays. [7780
ETALLtJEGIQUE 10-12h.p., not been used during

war. and in good running order, 2-<>e:iter with
;y, recently overhauled and repainted, 4 new tyres,
s, tools, etc. : price £350, or nearest offer.-Apply,
8.894, c/o T/it Motor Ciich. [6096
GONDA Coupe, 1915, dynamo head lights. S disc
wheels, nearly new tyres, and in new condition
Jghout, one of the smartest on the road, any trial;
); consider part exchange Harley combination or
.p. 2-cyl. Swift car.—Englemere, Laleham, Staines.

^ [7557
tJDEBAKER 1914 15.20h.p. 4-seater Touring,
Bosch magneto. 3-speed and reverse, gate change,

. screen, electric side and tail lamps, acetylene
lamps.

. in splendid condition, quiet and fast •

), or exchange.—Hill, 3. Bedford Rd., West
"« [7732
.\SS Landaulet, £95; Humber landaulet, £95-
Hnmber tourer. £75; Mitchell 2-seater. £95-

ize taxi, £85; Wolseley taxi, £75: Ford 1916
£135; Commer 3-tonner, £125; coupe box van,

: B.S..A. coupe, dynamo lighting. £225.—S.M C
Ij Acre Lane, S.W. 2. [7629
OST economical and best sprung car on the road "

iS.gh.p. 4-cyI. R.C.H., C.A.V. dynamo lighting'
>1 evizeable detachable rims, good tyres, first-class
or throughout guaranteed: bargain, £250; good
: 1 motor cycle combination entertained part ex-
', ige.-Hodgkinson, Harvington, Evesham. [7452

I
Liquidation—Re Service's, 26, Page St , West-

Jaimster, Mr. J. J. Lamb (of Messrs. Douglas S.

y West Korwood), has been appointed liquidator,
II the premises having been disposed of, the stock
l:ars will be- cleared regardless of cost; no reason-
1/ offer refused. Please call and make offers. Cars
udc 2.seater, 4-5-seaters, landaulet, light vans, 2

1 3.ton lorries, etc.. by following makers : Fiat,
,
ght-B.S.A.. Studebaker. G.W.K., Alldays, Vinot,

i:well, 1920 H.F.G., Gladiator, Marlborough, Rapid
t adium, Marlborough. Jackson, White, Electromo-
^, etc. Please call. Hours 9 to 6. Saturdays 1.30;
Dbusiness Sundays.—All offers to J. J. Lamb, Esq..
^;iaator, on premises, 26, Page St., Westminster (5
Us. Abbey or Victoria). [6797

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Setid a p.c. for address of nearest agent,

TRADERS
wr-i-te -Foi- FREE O£i±a.los-ues
Place yoiir orders with one of ihe follow-

ing Wholesale Houses, all of which carry
— large stocks of H,A H. AcceESories. —

Brown Bros., Ltd., Gf. Bransom, Kent & Co.,

Eastern St.; E.C.4, and Ltd.,Gt.EasternSt.,E.C.4
all depots. Halford Cycle Co., BJr-

Jas. Thompson & Sons, mingham, and all depots
Ltd., Edinburgh, and a!I James Bridges, Ltd.,

depots. Poplar Walk, Croydon.
East London Rubber Co.^Timson Bros., Birming-
t.t. Eastern St., E.C.4 ; ham, and all depots.

Sheflield and cristoi. F.Lurris&Sons.bristol.
Hobday bros., Ltd., Gt. Haslam &Stietton, Ltd.,

Eastern St., E.C.4. Cardiff.

A. Evans, Ltd., Great Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

Eastern St., E.C.4. Coventry, and all depots.

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and-
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring,.etc. Ready for installing.

Many different Models of

H.A H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMfS.
Fig. 895.

Best qaalitv
finish
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
strong.
Ad j ustable
focus. Ad-
j u s t a bl e

brackets.
Special dust
and weather-
proof front.

Price as illustrated

Fig. S78.

Similar - to Fig. 895,
but smaller, and with
special "pull on " front.
Rubber ring casting
for glass. Price as
illustrated, 54/- each.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5,

HA.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND
REAR SET.

Codeword :

"Sideset

A most convenient form of lighting when a large
acetylene head lamp is used. Comprising

:

Fig. 573. Rear Lamp 9/6

„ 560. Sidecar Lamp 8/6
,, 386. Metal Casps 11/-

"Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery... 14/7

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, En^.

Telephones

:

Telegrams.
Croydon 3225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon."

CARS FOR SALE.
OLYMPIA. White City, and West Norwood thi.s

year. Sorry we've had to house the Show in
these three plat-es. You see, I didn't want to get all
my lot into Olympia, or else many of the others
wouldn't have hvA much room. Besides, my systematii-
reduction scheme wouldn't have given Vauxhall's a
fair chance.—Cox (below).

OVER £2,300 Reductions reached this (eighth)
week under ray systematic reduction scheme. Let

me again explain it. I reduce my prices by £250 pet-
week, not less than 10 cars being reduced every week.
This week 23 prices reduced by £270.—Cox (below).

MOTOR Cycles.—1920 Wooler flat twin countershaft
lightweight, list price £103. shop-soiled only.

£80 ; 4h.p. 1918^!i Douglas coachbuilt combination,
3-speed, kick starter, clutch, £85; 6h.p. 1914
A.J.S. coachbuilt combination, 3-speed countershaft.
kick starter, hood, screen, £115; and an absolutely
po:^h 1918 Havley-Davidson super-sporting combina-
tion, dynamo lighting, low Zeppelin-shaped coachbuilt
sidecar, it, £175.—Cox (below).

SYSTEMATIC Reduction Scheme pays_ you and
satisfies me. (It maybe an expensive way of

obtaining money, but, anyway, it's better than not
getting it at all.) 10-12h.p, Darracq 2-3eater, originally
£95, mag., live axle, runs splendidly, £40; 6h.p. De
Dion parcels van, mag., £55; 18h.p. Dennis van, worm
drive, Zenith, Bosch, smart, fine lot, reduced from £135.
gift, £85; landaulet body, cord, £85; 15h.p. Bayard
roomy van, Zenith, fine lot. reduced from £165, clear
£95 ; 20-25h.p. Iris chassis, Zenith, gate, live axle,
fine lot. £135; 12h.p, Sizaire-Naudin sporting 2-seater,
discs, fast, smart. £135 ; 20h.p. Leon Bollee chassis,
live axle, enclosed valves, £150; 14h.p. Wolseley 4-5-

seater, live axle, gate. Zenith, £165; 8-lOh.p. Crescent
streamline 2-seater. Blumfield V twin water-cooled
engine, 3-speed, smart, £165; 30h.p. worm drive lan-
daulet, cantilever s]n-ings, luxurious body, 4-speed,
gate. Zenith, absurd bargain now, £185; 8-lOh.p.
Warne light car, steamline 2-seater, dvnamo lighting,
discs, live axle, gate, £185; smart little 8-lOh.p. 1913
Globe coupe light car, Claudel, gate. £195; 12-16h.p.
4-cyl. Decauville super sporting 4-seater, low, abso-
lutely streamline, bulbous back torpedo, bargain,
£195; 30h.p. worm drive landaulet, cantilever
springs, luxurious body, 4-speed gate, Zenith, absurd
bargain now. £195; Unic 15-cwt. van, sump lubrica-
tion, mouobloc, detachables, originally £350, now
£225; 1920 Bleriot Whippet cycle car, 8-lOh.p.. de-
tachable wheels, £235; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed
valves, gate, sump, £235 ; exceptionally nice camou-
flaged Ford 4-seater, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, pointed
bull-nosed brass radiator, detachable rims, oversize
fyres, saxe blue, extras alone cost £100, bargain, £245.
—Cox (below). ^

SYSTEMATIC Reduction Scheme. Almost produces
bargains by mass production ; Sporting Delage

streamline 2-seater, bulbous back, dynamo lighting,
lOh.p. monobloc, fast, £245; G.W.K., detachable
wheels. £250; particularly smart 12-14h.p. Unic tor-
pedo 5-seater, monobloc, sump, £275; ISh.p. 6-cyl.

fitieamline torpedo, £285; smart 15. 9h. p. 1912 Dar-
racq, sleeve valve, roomy torpedo, worm drive, 4-speed
gate. Zenith. £385 originally, £285; nice llh.p. 1915
Lagonda light car coupe, 2-seater, bull-nosed radiator,
detachable wheels, streamline. £295; 1-ton 1915
Clvdesdale lorrv, £295- 12-15h.p. Opel landaulet. mono-
bloc. gate, cord, Zenith, £295; lOh.p. 1920 H.F.G. 3-

seater, dickey, oppose<l twin, C.A.V. dvnumo. de-
tachable wheels, starter, £325; 15-20h.p. Chevrolet
3-seater, English coachwork dickey, dynamo, starter,
smart, £335; 15.9h.p. Knight-Daimler 4-seater, worm
drive, detachable wheels, smart, bargain, £350; 12-
15h.p. Crossley 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, enclosed
valves, detachable wheels, £350; smart 12-15h.p.
1913I4 Sizaire-Naudin streamline 5-seater, monobloc,
detachable wheels, £365; 15.9h.p, Arrol-Johnston 3-

seater, dickey, enclosed valves, detachable wheels.
smart, £365; particularly posh 11.9h.p. 1913'^i Huml>er
streamline 4-seater. enclosed valves, detachable wheels,
£375; 12-15h.p. 1913 valveless Darracq streamline
torpedo, detachable wheels, 4-speed. smart. £3^5;
exceptionally smart 1915 Bedford-Buick 3-seater, 15-18
h.p., double dickey, English coachwork, C.A.V.
dynamo lighting. Zenith, gate, detachables. £385

;

9.5h.p. 1915 Standard light car, C.A.V. dynamo light-
ing, £385; particularly jwsh 12-18h.p. Benz streamline
torpedo, enclosed valves, 4-speed, £385; smart 15.9h.p.
Gregoire 2-seater, C.A.V. dynamo, enclosed valves,
detachable wheels, £395.-Cox (below).

SYSTEMATIC Reduction Scheme also applies to all
other cars in stock, but cars over £385 not ad-

vertised here. - Full list in " The Autocar " and " The
Motor," including cars up to four figures, some of the
finest super-autos obtainable anywhere, also light and
heavy commercials, 1-5-ton lorries, 3 cnars-a-bancs, and
all types. 60 cars actually in stock. Full printed li?t
free on application. Send P.C. right away, imme-
diately, forthwith, at once, straightaway, now.—Cox
(below).

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
man, 6, Lansdowne Hill. West Norwood, S.E..

has all he above and many others actually in stock
and on view. Ple-ase call, hours 9-6, Saturdays 5;
no business Sundaj-s. Established 1902. [7726

PAXTON Car Depot, 228, Gipsy Rd., West Nor-
wood, have absolute bargains : 12h.p. Motobloc

2-seater, £50; 16h.p. Bell light delivery van. £125:
25-cwt. Unic van, solids behind, £250; 12-15h.p. Opel
landaulet, £285; 12-14h.p. Crossley 2-seater, dickey.
detachable wire wheels, bargain. £350; 1915_ Over-
land streamline 4-seater, sell-starter, dynamo lighting.
£565 ; others. Call.—Paxton. [6798

All letters relating ta advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
U.S.A. 5,'i-tou Lony, 4-spe^ aad re\-*rs6, new bodv,

W.D. type, gooa Older; bargain. £160.-3, Higham
St., Waitliamstoir. [7248

£100 dowfl and 12 montlily payments of £25 secures
magnificent 3-ton lorry. — Details, Palmer's

Oarage, Tooling. [6755

£85 down and 12 monthly payments of £15 secures
sjilendid 1-ton tnick, twin solids, will carry 30-cwt,

—Details. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6751

£22.—

ENGINES.
CCOTT. Ko. 2810, with manneto (Ba«cli|

;

^-' Parkes, Staplehall. Nortliflold, Birmmgh.lui.
tX6001

TRIl'MPH Engine. 1914-13. as new, complete less

uuKi:eto; offers.—47, Millbroolt HA., Brixton, S.W.
(7437

8 h.p. Single, beaiilifnlly cowled, also 2-specd gear,
suilable lor cvcie car; ofTers.-28, Binfleld Rd..

Clapham. [7043

A FEW Slj.p. 3.AT. Engines, aiv cooled, brand new,
at wdiolesalo prices.—Applv, Box 9,008, c/o The

Motor Ciidc. [6975

BEASin New 81l.p. Water-cooled J.A.P. T Tmn
Engine: £50, or neatest.-Edwards, 28. Baleigh

Ed.. OoventiT. [S5975

M.A.G.. brand new, lOli.p., water-cooled. 45° twin,
£42 each; air-cooled, £34.—Maudes'. 100. Gt.

Portland St., '\V.l, -
'

[7664

Sih.p. Gas Engine, vertical type, £10; also lathe,

2 ein. centre, 6it. lied, all-chain wheel, 2 chuck,
£56; bargain.-3, Higham St., Walthamstow. [7252

SALE. Levis engine, 2i/lh.p., complete -with exhaust
' pipe, silencer, flywheel, etc., lees belt pulley, been

run on test ; only f 6/10.-i3, Oxford St, Eugby.- [S.5992

ENGINE Sets, comprising air-cooled cylinder -with

valves, nluminium piston and connecting rod com-
plete; £2 each.—Northern Engineers Supply Co., John
St., Shfeffleld. [4098

AEDEN 2%h.p. 2-3tioke Engine, C.A.Y. mag., Amac
carbm'etter, silencer, exhaust pipes, new, except

test iTin. guaranteed perfect; deposit system; £18.—
Barnard,' Greens Lane, St. Georg'e's, Norwich. .[7509

O K /\ C.C. Plat Twin Engine, complete with carbu-
^Kfyj retter, magneto, and spares, unused, brand
new, iierfect, as fitted to hitest 1920 Zenith machines;
£30.—Simpson, 8. Chatsworth Ga'Klens, Acton Hill. 'W.S,

[7354
HEl'PELTH'n'AITE'S.-New 3h,p. 2-6trol;es, £7/15

(nearly sold outj ; also 3Vi:h.p. Antoine. m.o.v.,

lovelv condition, £5/6; and 3h.T>. Hobart, £3/15; others

arriving dailv. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.— 19, Wilcox Ed.,

South Lambeth, Loudon. 17425

8-lQh.p. J.A.P. AirK^ooIed Engines, suitable for cycle

car, fitted with Bosch magneto. Aiuac carburetter,

silencer^ and exhaust pipes, fitted with fan, also cam
to take starting handle, new and faultless; £50.—Dene
Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X452C

PEE-WAE Stock, Fafnir Twin Engines—Cycle car

8h.p. W.C., clutch, Bosch mag., £60; Bh.p. air-

cooled, clutch, no mag.. £50; S-6h.p. air-cooled motor
cycle engine, £30; ditto with Bofech and 2-speed gear,

£55 ; 4h.p. single. £20 ; li-jh.p. W.C. stiitionary or boat
set, £55.—Harri.s, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, Lon-
don, E.7. [5942

rpwiN I'ugh, 5-6h.p., in c.vcelleiit condition, with h.b.c.

X B. and B.. Maljon clutch, magrieto bracket, induc-
tion and exhaust pipes, £9; 5-6h.p, twin, m.o., 2-stroke
Aerothrust. Rith carburetter, flywheel, pulley, bracket,

coil, and propeller, ideal engine tor cycle car, run 4 hours
only ' cost £28 pre-wai : £15 for Quick sale.—Olivos
-Motors, 120, BoUobridge Ed.. Acton. W.3. [7357

DOUGLAS Ligliting Sets: 8-lOh.p. wat.- r-cooled

lioui^his engine with dynamo, price £50 each.

<'ugine only £30: only Jive ol these left: 4-cyl. Stand-
ard lOh.p. engines, as used for lighting sets. £20 each
(only three left! ; 2'iih.p. Douglas liglitiug set. f25-(ouly
one left] ; 4<'vl. Standard lighting set, complete with
switchboard, £75; 4h.p. Douglas engine, 193 8, £20:
5-6h.p. Clyno engines, less magneto and carburetter,

£15 each 11917); 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 1918. £20. less

nmgnctn and carburettei : 2"'ah.p. Douglas engine. 1915.
il2.— Please c;dl or wiite, J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyoii

Rd.. ChiphMH, S.W. 8.
- [7641

MAKE 'i'our Own 2-slnike LijshtweiEht.-We are

now able to rec4.mmence delivery oi onr sets of

castings and parts for 2-stroke engines, suitable lor

scooters, cycle attachments, or lightweight motor cycles.

Parts comprise castings in first-class- quality cast iron,

phosphor hronze, and aluriiininni, steel Jor shafts, all

necessary nuts, li/jlts. and studs, together with set of

})lue prints giving all required dimensions. All these
puitH may li'- machined on jtinall i-cntre lathe, and are
KUJiranlcwt to build np into a powerful and up-to-date
cPuinc. bore and stroke 2'^x2','2, li.p. 2',4. We
guarantee all material, and will repl-ace free of charge
any faulty castings, etc.; price 55/- net (on rails

MancltChterK cash with order; prompt delivery.—Traf-
ford Kngineering Supplies, Hadlev Place. Weaste Hd..
Sallord. [0182

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
O.-tCH, lingle. nnti, l)2n, peifect; £4.—Caidwen.

88, Ra«tilcl£ Coujilion. Bl'i^hoiuie. [6982

EW C.A.V. Maini-lo, lor 2':'|h.p Douglas; £5/18,
nmir ollf r.— Dowell, Byfleet. Suiicy. [7126

B
N

f.JnLi3

A
NEW

Generator
— with all the

irritating f a u 1 ts

eliminated !

Yes—there Jiave been faults

—we admit OURS—but we
have profited by EXPERI-
ENCE, and THIS Generator
embodies improvements which
make it absolutely foolproof.

It gives a uniform supply of gas,

ensuring a clear, steady light

—

and %vill generate sufficient gas

for Head, Tail, and Sidecar

Lamps.

Ask your agent to show you
one. AU the Headlight sets

now being sent out have th's

new generator.

F.R.S. LAMPS
*' Beam Works," Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

N

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
WEST London Magneto Co. for repairs to ail Ij]

cI magnetos.

WEST London Magneto Co. gaaraotee all repa
for 12 months.

WEST London Magneto Co. can supply that m;
neto you require, either new or seccnd-hand

WEST London Magneto Co. despatch magnetos s(

lor repair same day where possible.

WEST London Magneto Co. can convert the ro
tion or degrees of yonr magneto.

WEST London Magneto Co., 164, Shephoid'a Bt
Rd., London, W.6, 2 minutes Hajnmersm:

Station. [4S

RELIANCE Hagneto Repairing Co., apeciylistg
magneto repairs.—Below*

WE Guarantee to leturn your magneto within
days, and, if necessary, 24 liours.—Below.

ALL Work carried out under estimate, and gnar
teed 12 montlis. Armatme winding a speciali^

Below.

EW and Second-hand Magnetos at right prioes;
magnetos taken in part payment.—Below.

SPARES in Stock for following: Bosch, C.A.
E.LC, U.H., Eieem.'inn, Splitdorf, Dixie, and

known makes,—Below.
*rT.H. Magnetos.—We specdalJse in the repair of tlx^ and can guarantee a sound and reliable

j

Spare parts from stock.—Below.

WE Woik for, and aio recommended by, some
the largest firms in the country, and can auj

every want.—Below. *

WE Can now supply from stock Fellows British a
lightweight magnetos. The smallest, cheaj

and most eflai'icnt magneto made. Suitable for aH
gines up to 4h.p. These are fuUy .guaranteed, and
willingly seud on approval against cash. Special tc

to the trade.—Below.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 11, GreotSu
St.. Goswell Rd., London, KC.l. T.A. : Rofip

Smith, London.

.

. ,^

NEAV Motor Cycle Dynamo, with set of aQ
latoTs and 3 lamps; £8, a snip.

j

THREE Douglas Magnetos, need oyerhaulinR; ;

lot.

TAVO 55° Waterproof Magnetos, need overhaulU
the* two.—Piddoux, Dudley, rairiield Rd.,<

Paik, S.E.12.

AGXETO, U.H.. dockwise, 50^, perfwt; £;
56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingliam.M

FORD Magneto Sets, complete issue, £10; S
^3/10.—Ashton. Thornliill Edge, Dewsbury*'

AGNETO Sets for Fords, complete outfit;-

approval.—Ashton, Thornhill Edge. Dews%^

EW Maguetos. be?t British makes; exrfi

quoted.—Collier's Motorics, Horton St., fia

TWIN-CYL. Cycle Magneto, Bosch; price £0;-
did condition.—J. Davison, Four Riggs, Dai^

20 Runbaken Lightweight Magneto.
4-stroke, as new; £4, nearest.—Smitlj, 4*

M

19
Wells.

each
F.R.b.UlHFSi

BRAND New C.A.V. Masneto. snit aiili.p. Dl
£5/10, geuuiue.—^^inkworth, Keverside t1

I

Stniues.

BOSCH ZA2 Mn^nptos, anti clockwise, suH
twins, special price; £6.—Maudes^, 100, I

land St., W.l. ' '^.

TWO MaBnctos, SI-L. 60°, one anti and one
Inantl iieiv; £9 eaoL.—63, South End,

'Pbone; 2431. ,j>

THOMSON-BENNETT Single Magneto, ;»'

twins, .-C6/10; approval, deposit.—Ashtooji
ton Edge, Dcwsbuvy.

CONTACT Breakers, brand nevi. '20/
.

Bosch 6-cvl. magneto, unused, £7.—Ilayi
[

Mahern Rd., Thornton Heath.

TWOSPAEK MiigTietos, ThoiUsou-Bennott, iM
snitnble for tiring Levin or other fliit twin,

'with simultinn'OUs fliiug; £9/2 each, carrii

I

Bntterlields, Ste.'hford, Birnriiigliani,

BOri.TON'S N>w Single-eyl, Models ar»i

value on the nnii1:et. Write for partietrlr

'shop-soiled to clear at f4/lS.-M.al;crs, Bol

j
netoB. Ltd.. Old Hall St., Wolverhampton.

JEBRON, registered 291,298, greatly SI

platinum, unequalled lor blades, screws,

misfiring, 7/- each rivet; Jebron screws,
iuagnetos, 15/6 imir; old screws, Jebronisi

JEBRON Conlads, used b.v Messrs. Col
Colver, Martin, making world's record

38, Herbert lid., Woolwich. London, S.E.ll

ACCOMULATOnS.-New O.A.V.. 4 voll

hours, metal ease -nith strap, 14/6, oal

approval against remittance. Trnde snpplir

100, Gt. I'ortland St., London; and Paiii

MAr;NKTO Repairs. — Send your
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. Reply

tioii telegraphed on receipt. Qilick, eifitt

gnarr.iiteed in Ironi 2 to 6 days; tisuallj

hours.— ralniers G.'iraile, TontiuH.
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Sound Progress.

THE
outstanding difference between the Car

Shows of 1919, and 1920 lies in- the fact

that- there is less evidence of experimental

- designs. A similar state of affairs is likely

to be revealed at the Motor Cycle. Show
which opens at Olympia on the 29th. At both

car and motor cycle shows last year there were

many exhibits which the makers had hurriedly

put through the first stages without that testing

for roadworthiness or efficiency so essential for a

vehicle to be a commercial success. Further,

in many. cases no arrangements had been made
for production, ' the combined . result being that

these machines did not appear on the m5*ket.

The present Automobile Show includes many
of these cars, with the great difference that they

have passed all tests and have been produced
with the proper jigs and tools instead of in an

experiment^ department.

Sound progress embodying much that was
-learned during the war is revealed to all who
" understand mechanics, and the British automo-
bile industry can again be regarded as leading

'

the nations on points of refinement, quality of

workmanship, and design. It is- the greatest

motor show that has ever been held, and the

interest displayed by the public is such that it

leads one to expect a prosperous period in 1921.
'

At the Motor Cycle Show also we shall see

more restraint than last year, when new machines
were exploited before they were ready for pro-

duction. Whatever progress is revealed will be
real and based on more than theory.

From our knowledge of conditions prevailing

at the present time, we may say that those who
expect any revolution in design, or even many
drastic alterations, will be disappointed.' Last
year's lesson has been thoroughly digested by
bose manufacturers who have entirely new

dels. Many of these have passed through the

perimental stage, and few, if any, machines
511 be exhibited which their makers are not in

a position to deliver. There will also be less

of that pre-war policy of changing merely for

changing sake, which is all to the good. Im-

provements will be embodied in almost every

machine which is staged,, but they will be chiefly

details which have been thoroughly tested before

their inclusion in production models. The time

has gone when motor cyclists were content to

prove the merit or demerit of an untested design.

A Taxation Query.

FROM January ist, 1921, the authorities wjll

require to know the weight of a motor
cycle before accepting the annual tax. If

one claims that a machine is over 200 lb.

in weight, and therefore subject to a ^^
or a ^4 tax, the statement is not likely to be

doubted ; but in those cases where a machine
weighs under 200 lb. one is contrained to- ask

what arrangements are being made to ascertain

the correctness of the figures.

There are obviously many convenient ways in

which this may be done, but whatever the

authorities decide, the same rule should apply

all over the country. Yet we hear of local

authorities discussing tlie matter with a manu-
facturer and formulating plans for that locality.

'Only about six weeks remain before the new
taxation comes into force, and so far no official

announcement has been made as to weighing

machines. Are the authorities collecting weight

figures from the manufacturers? We think not,

but if they are, this would cover only new
machines of standard patterns. What of the

thousands of machines now on the road ? Are
their owners expected to have them weighed at

the local weighbridge ? If so-, who will see that

half the machine has not been removed for the

purpose of reducing weight? Does the taxable

weight include accessories, and, if so, what is

an accessory?

These are some of the quesrions we are being

asked daily by owners of lightweights. It is

time the Treasury Department made known its

requirements.

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing.the back cover.
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A Corollary.

NV correspondent who puts in a long life record

claim for a naked chain ought - to specify the

make of the chain and the shock absorber em-
ployed. Tell it not in Gath, but npt so very long ago
I smashed three rollers on a newish enclosed chain.

It wasn't a vei7 good chain, and as for the shock

absorber ... ! Chains varv in quality almost as

much as belts used to do; one of my colleagues on-

The Autocar has a silent chain on his 'bus ; it is par-

tially enclosed, well lubricated, and takes a light load

—but it doesn't last him a season, nor yet half a
season. Similarly, some shock absorbers make the

chain feel as if. it were being tickled with a feather,

whilst others make it dream of being entangled in the

propellers of the s.s. Imiierator. These factors explain

many divergences.

Naked Chains.

fid (^IMPLICITAS," and those who think with him,

^^ will ultimately compel me to buy a micro-
scope, a micrometer, and a Rontgen ray set.

Various- -kind friends are always telling me that if only

I would boil my chains in tallow, I should get just as

many miles from them naked as enclosed. It may be
true. The last time I boiled my chains in tallow,

our invaluable cook gave notice, and my wife talked

of a (Jivorce. Not only had I innocently comman-
deered the best aluminiurh saucepan, waked the baby
with my oaths, made a nauseous smell which hung
round for weeks, and spilt boiling fat everywhere I

shouldn't, but also burnt my fingers most—[Clergy

.of all denominations read the M.G.—Ed.] So nowa-
days I merely soak naked chains in engine oil. It may
be that boiled tallow seals the chain bearings against

the ingress of abrasive dirt ; but soaking them in oil

seems to have a capillary effect on grit, and positively

drags the abrasive into the bushes. Will not Messrs.

Renold or Coventry Chain intervene ? They have
doubtless tested chains to destruction under a variety

of conditions, and know the facts. I remain scep-

tical about the tallow boiling business, but for obvious
reasons am unable to conduct further experiments.
Oil-soaking is na ijon. So—pending expert advice

—

I am all for enclosed chains at present.

First Cost and Upkeep.
[OW [Jiat the Ford car and numerous cycle cars

are obtainable at a first cost which docs not
exceed the figures asked for sundry motor cycle.

combinations dc luxe, the weallhier members of our
fraternity will have to clear tlieir minds about the
contrasts in upkeep. It is true that if you have ^^250
01- therealiouts to spend, you may choose between a
20 h.p. four-seated c.tt and a sidecar outfit. Ycm may
A28

buy which you please. It does not follow that you

can afford to maintain either of them. I have known
quite shrewd motor cyclists overlook the fact that a

four-wheeler has four wheels, each of which costs

nearly jQio to tyre for, say^ "4,000 miles. One

audacious fool of my acquaintance, who subsists on

a weekly wage of none too princely a character, has

recently bought a left-hand steering Ford on the

ground that it was better value than a Harley sidecar

at ^£225. So' it was. But he cannot' afford (a) to re-

tyre it; (b) to pay the ;£22 los. tax with which il

may be debited on January ist, 1921 ; and finally ^t;

he cannot even afford to sell it at the present time;

since he dare riot face a loss on the price he paid.

To name another aspect, so long as petrol remaMu

at well over 3s. per gallon, the contrast between ^
fuel consumption of a bicycle and a car is colossi

The other day I got in ten cans, and expected -tiffin

to last me for quite a bit, since my usual mount
approach 100 m.p.g. A pal brought down a 30 m.p.g

car for August week, and he used up my store in les

than seven days. In this case .the contrast was 601

miles compared with 2,000. His holiday cost hie

about ^6 for petrol, whereas if he had taken it on I

big sidecar outfit he would have spent no more tha

^3 , in fuel at the outside. Other costs are rouglil

in proportion:

Concentric Wiring for Elective Lamps.

nT would be interesting to hear electrical expen>
the subject of the best wiring for motor cycl

lighting outfits. Some firms use wiring whic
'might be described as "concentric," i.e., the currei

travels out from the battery to the lamps along the coi

of the cable, and returns along a tubular lead e

circling the core and insulated therefrom." It

obvious that this type of cable hardly permits of roa

side. repair, and that nothing short of a most exten'si'

"service" system would enable us to get replac

ments anywhere and everywhere. ' No matter hi

sturdy cables may be, some of their runs on a mot
cycle are remarkably vulnerable to accidental damage
burning, abrasion, pulls, and so forth. I have be

hung up once or twice this year with internal slio

in this type of cabling, which present verv aw)vvv;i!>

problems by the roadside on a dark night ; whateir

"service" system may be elaborated, the obtaini!«

of spares is rather a gamble as yet. No doubt tlnpi

are excellent reasons for the policy, but sojue of s

would like the matter ventilated before next wiiir

comes round. A single-pole wiring system with eal

return might be more liable to serious shorts, butj

least is easier to " fettle up." Or again, do noj

])arallel wires inside a casing Irnd tlicmselvcs to rej

better than the "concentric" Ivnc?
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Haggard Faces.

DUR roads are not quite so bad as some scribes

imply, but although long stretches are excel-

lent, occasional patches are really too frightful

or words. In fact, isolated bits are almost intoler-

ble, even when one's anatomy is insulated by 3in.

^res and a spring frame. During a recent run I

•equently dismounted in sheer despair, and I caught
ith sympathy the expression of mute agony which
le atrocious surface had imprinted on the faces not

Illy of motor cyclists, but also of the crews of quite

ig cars. One or two men who were bestriding rigid-

1
amed solo 'buses or '' combinations " with empty side-

irs dismounted and confessed that the gilt was off

j
e gingerbread. I interviewed more than one road

\
rveyor, and all of them had a threefold lament

—

I

ithorities hard pressed for funds, labour disinclined

^1
produce output, and fast, heavyweight traffic knock-

1 a road to pieces as fast as it was restored to order,

ley admitted that they would never again be able to

V t topsides with their job until a revolution in road

^'1 nstruction was joined to unlimited financial re-

^!j
arces. From our point of view. I impiored them

>.| ver to confront us with long stretches of continu-

sly bad road. We can just stomach a mile of awful

t-holes or ripples at a time, if a succeeding stretch

two or three miles lets the vibration evaporate out

our jawbones ; but fifteen successive miles of rotten

ng, such as I struck in one seemingly endless patch

t week, is enough to make the keenest motorist take

ballooning for a change. In the meantime, the

'elopment of the lightweight is getting held up, so

\ as long-distance, cross-country riders are concerned.

are making up our minds to tolerate dead weight

so long as we can have walloping big tyres, plus a
fully sprung frame. I met one innocent who was near
completing a 300 mile trip over a route which includes
an unusual percentage of bad patches. His mount
w^as a particularly, dithery featherw^eight, and his

language resembled a two-stroke exhaust in which the

proportions of the - petroil have been accidentally
reversed. As I had been trying various pressures in
my 3in. tyres, the state of the road can be better

imagined than described. Luckily it recovered ten

miles further on.

Umbrella Coats.

PUNHILLS inform me that for some years past it

has been impossible to obtain the moulded
rubber necks essential for "umbrella" coats,

and that the short life of these garments always mili-

tated against the sales. They consider that their

poncho neek coat is an efficient substitute, especially

as most customers expect a mackintosh coat to last

four or five years. In this connection perhaps some-
body will tell us if there is such a thing as a water-

proof coat which doesn't want dry cleaning at short

intervals. I have several which 'are structurally and
atmospherically perfect, but after about three months'
wear they all contract a general grubbiness which is

most repulsive. ' I am not alluding to the stains of>

lubricating oil or rubber solution with which most
motor cyclists sooner or later disfigure their attire, but

to a uniform deposit of grey smuttiness. The average

waterproof seems to have a most magnetic effort on
any circumambient dirt; and dry-cleaning has become
very expensive ; moreover, some dry-cleaners remove
the proofing along with the dirt.

EXPLORING OLD-WORLD VILLAGES WITH AN A.J.S.
These quaint old cottages, among many which still survive in Warwickshire, are in Stoneleigh village, one of the prettiest little hamlets

in the county.

A29
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THE 1921 ARIEL "BIG SINGLE" SIDECAR OUTFIT.

ONE may say that there are two distinct types of

sidecar outfits. One is the ligliter machine
with sidecar attached which gives the impression

that tire tnotor cycle is pulling the sidecar, and the

other the larger type which seems to move along as

one complete vehicle.

The new big single Ariel is in the latter class—

a

machine in which no attempt has been made to make
it serve a dual purpose.

Designed from the first to the last detail as a sidecar

machine, it is larger, heavier, and stronger than
the usual double-purpose mount. Its tank has a

capacity for 2i/^ gallons of petrol. The wheels are

28x3in., and the forks are wider than those on the

majority of big sidecar machines. We will, however,
deal with these details at a later date, when we are

able to describe the machine as it will be marketed
next year. Our present purpose is tO' give our experi-

ence of the machine on the road.

A Sturdy Outfit.

Our first impression was one which inspired the first

paragraph, for immediately one bestrides the machine
one feels that " heftyness " which characterises
American big twins and some of the larger British

machines. This first impression leads one to expect
more than a 580 c.c. single can give, and from force
of habit, when getting under way, the gear lever is

snicked over into sec(jnd and top within a few yards
after Ihr- manner adojited with llic largest machine.

A30

The willing engine, protesting against such ill-treat'

ment, gives a gentle reminder that it is only a singl

and not a 1,000 c.c. twin, and one remembers thei

to give it time to pick up before changing up.

A single-cylinder sidecarist would not notice this;

and the big twin rider soon schools himself not to be

led astray by the size and comfort of the machine.'

On this latter point we may- say that the coraforj

obtained by the" large .wheels, the splendid sprini

forks, and the Ariel saddle suspension is such tha'

is rarely experienced, except on a spring frami

machine. The steering, too, is perfect, it b

possible to take the hands off the handle-bar withouj

the wheel setting up that uncomfortable wobble sd

pronounced with lighter sidecar machines.

The Price of Comfort.

As reg'ards its general performance, one may com

pare it with a \yell-tuned 3j/^ h.p. machine fitted will

a sporting sidecar, thg extra power developed b;

the engine over the smaller type apparently being us©

to propel its extra weight, and the full touring sidecar

which, as a rule, is only a practicable pro|)osition on

big twin. Thus we may say that the new Ariel is a ful

sized outfit with a single-cylinder engine, and has _al

the " liveliness " of the Ariel 3j4 with a sportln

sidecar plus the comforts of the big twin.

The engine has mechanical lubrication, and tli

machine we tested had a Magdyno fitted, which i

optional ei|uipmcnt for 1921.
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tad Tests.—

The sidecar -was
;11 loaded, and
le of our longest

ns was in the

rk over strange

ads, -when optical

lu si n s as to

idients usually
11 for a great deal

:
gear changing

:
t h a single-
inder outfit.

The headlight

;
/e a p 0" w erf u 1

im, and, on the

ely day-time

ie
e d s - could be

de; 'but there are

_ es-when climbing

ill—'Say, up short

ip "rises to the

<K oi a bridge

—

« the projected

h t points sky-

r d s, and it is

i ossible to see
\ :h way the road

c 1 1 inu e s. This
t, ns a finger con-

s' n 1 1 y on the

t ttle lever, eyes

a r t, and an
ir ;ination distort-

ii] possibilities. It

isi le hardest con-

d^ n under which an overloaded

THE 4i H.p. ARIEL ON THE ROAD.
With a camera and sidecar among the falling leaves. Equipped with handle-bar

muffs and adequate clothing, there are worse ways of spending a late autumn
afternoon than on a good machine.

single " can be

t(( d, but we found no undue necessity to use the

gii lever, and, therefore, there is no impression that

tl ;ngine is overloaded.

e also took the machine up Beacon Hill—a test

Hi frequently in Midland competitions. With a

Pi ;nger in the sidecar the greater part of the hill

vrl legotiated in " second," and such was the reserve

w; )wer that it was possible to pick one's way rather

thj the more usual method with a single-cylinder

siVi ar on such hills when the throttle is opened wide

arf confidence placed in a kindly providence that

th' will be nO' necessity to- close it.

spite the all-chain transmission, the drive is

pa ;ularly sweet, except at the lowest speeds in top

The engine is very flexible, and the

semi-automatic car-

buretter reduces the

control to that of a

single lever. The
machinewas handed
to us equipped with

a pair of large
handle-bar muffs,
which to anyone
strange to a

machine are some-
what disconcerting,,

since all levers are

out of sight, but at

no time w a S- it

necessary, to find the

niagnetO' lever to re-

tard it,, and only on
the steepest of the

top .gear hills was

,

the air lever drawn
back a little.

As is the case,

with the well-known
Ariel " j,%," the

new engine is fitted

witk a decompressor
for easy starting, no
exhaust lifter being,

fitted. The lever

controlling the. de-

cornpressor is now
placed in a forward,

position near the

clutch pedal, and
immediately below

it is a small lever regulating the flow of the mechanical
lubricator. We found that a stranger, in

'

' feeling
'

'

for the clutch pedal in the dark, may inadvertently

move either or both of these levers, and, if the decom-
pressor is put into action, there will be a falling off of

power, quite mysterious until the truth is realised.

On the road the machine, although not exceptionally

fast—by- which we mean speeds over 40 m.p.h.

—

proved,capable of maintaining similar averages to those

secured with larger engines. This means that it can
work up tQi its maximum and maintain it for miles on
end, and any owner will find that it is a sidecar outfit

with which he need not hesitate tO' take anywhere
without choosing the easiest route. Thus the new Ariel

gives most of the advantages of the big twin with the

comparative simplicity of the single.

I
pris issue are described tlie four-wheeled cycle cars at Olympia and the White City which are of interest to motor cyclists. Here are two. of

them on the road—the little A.V. Bicar and the Crouch.
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Aecumulator Lighting
for Sidecars.

Directions for Hie Amateur as to the Best
Method of installing a Lighting Set.

MANY motor cyclists declare emphatically that
they would never fit an accumulator lighting
set, on the score that the cells require too

much expert attention, and that the acid is too
"messy." , Yet the attention required by a cell is

practically negligible if it is given at the right time,
and the trouble due to the acid can be guarded
against quite easily if, in the first case, one biiys cells,

with properly fitted splashguards and' vent plugs, and
if the box carrying the cells is so secured that "it can-
not- be overturned.

The writer has designed and fitted several accumu-
lator lighting' sets, which have given

satisfaction in every way, and the

last two sets fitted are the outcome
of much thought on the s u b j e c t.

Attention has been paid to details,

and it is hoped that these notes,

based on experience, may not only
help, but encourage, others to carry

out little schemes to make night
riding a pleasure.

In general, a good head light is

essential to night riding, and for this

reason an eight-volt set is preferable
to a four-volt set. As the side and
tail lights need not be so powerful,
four-volt bulbs are quite suflficient.

The outfit was based on these lines.

It will be seen from the diagrams
that the four-volt side and tail lamps are not in series.

The disadvantages of having these lights in series are
that it is not always possible to get the bulbs in pairs,
as is necessary for this sy'stem, and that in the case
of the breakdown of one of the four-volt cells, all

lamps can be run in parallel of the other cell.

Choosing the Batteries.

Care was taken in the choice of the writer's equip-
ment, which included two four-volt 40 amp. -hour
accumulators. A strong celluloid case is as es.sential
as sturdy, well-formed plates, and the perforated in-

VOLTinrrEE.

The accumulator lighting set complete.
i

siilation between the plates was examined by holdinj

up the cell to a strong light. This method of insped

tion shows up any flakes that may have fallen am
caused an internal short-circuit. Great attentioJ

should be paid to the splash-preventing device fitted

and to the vent plugs. The writer favours the device

illustrated, which have been found very suitabll

indeed. • Specially fitted " non-spillable " types c

cell were fouHd no more efficient than ordinary eel

fitted with these features, and a " non-spillable " ce

must be very carefully selected, as

careless designer is prone to seal ti

exit for acid so well that the gt

evolved during the charging process

so effectively trapped that it eventi

ally' finds a way out—through

hitherto sound joint !

The cells should be filled wi>

acid, given their first, charge, di

charged, and again re-chargei

exactly in accordance with tt

maker's instructions found on the sic

of the case.

Type and verit plug

found to be effective against splashing of

acid from cells.

A small

The
by 4 /i in-

flush

|;^ji:]-m5PECTion
LAMP

DOUBLE
TU«BLEU

POLE k u ' F \\-z\
SWITCH "^^^5 -JW-^^
2 WW
i'wrrcH

Wiring diaeram. wilh connections to horn or inspection lamp
voltmeter.

as alternative to

HEAD
LAMP
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The Accumulator Box.
All joints of the accumulator b(

should be dovetailed, carefully fitte

glued, and screwed with brass screw

lock should be a final additio'

cells chosen in this case were 4in.- wi;

long, and yin. high to the top of t;

terminal screws. The front, back, sides, t

and ends, were made of ^in. material, whilst ti

bottom was so shaped to keep the top of the cv

properly level, as in most sidecars the floor slopes fr^

the nose to the front edge of the seat. This sloJ

should be measured and allowed for on the width f

the box. The cells should be a good fit on tht

lengths, which run with the length of the b(,

but should be rather an easier fit on their width, pv

manent -partitions were of ^'^in. teak, ail

were shaped to fit the box. These wi:

also slotted at the top to take the cas

from the celte to the junction board; ;

metallic armouring, of course, being tal|i

off the cable from those portions com".;

inside the box.

Tlie fixed partition nearest to the junct^

board takes two cables, one over the otl"^'.

The junction board was also of ^2:.

teak, and slid easily into the grooves in |e

box. To add a touch of smartnes.'a

S X 33'2in. piece of }-§in. thick black fic

was obtained to go under the .250 x .oifi-

bright annealed coiiper busbars.

QTAIL.
LAMP

^M
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Accumulator Lighting for Sidecars.—

In measuring up the copper strip (eighteen inches
is all that will be required), care was taken to ensure
that the terminals were equally spaced, and exactly
opposite to each other. The ends of the strip were
cut to the radius of the bottom diameter of the
terminals, and holes drilled in the strip to receive the
terminals, of the same diameter as the top of the
wood screw on the terminals.- The holes were then
marked with letters shown in the diagram, to
facilitate the wiring.

The switches required are: a five-amp. double-pole
tumbler-switch, and a five-amp. single-pole two-way
switch. Each switch was fitted on a ^in. rubber
disc, cut to the same size as the switch-base, and cut

out to take the leads. In fitting the double-pole
'tumbler switch, the switch was put into the "on"
position before screwing up tightly, as these switches

have sometimes proved re-

fractory if fitted on in the
" off " position. The double-

pole switch is placed so that

when the switch bar is down
the switches are off, so that

the bar must be, lifted to

switch current on.

Perhaps this is the moment
to explain the use of the two-

way switch. When riding in

well-lit town streets, or when
leaving the machine standing

outside a house whilst paying

a visit, the powerful head
light is not necessary, and
by switching over this two-

way switch a four-volt e.m.f.

is. put on to the eight-volt

filament, and this produces a

light quite sufficient for the

purpose. This, of course, is

1 great current saver, besides

Deing useful for another pur-

30se, viz., should the eight-

:oIt bulb break, a spare four-volt bulb can be put in,

md the four-volt side of the switch used, thus providing

I satisfactory stand-by.

Minor Acqessories.

'hfe. three terminals marked "V" were primarily

tended for use with either a four-volt or an eight-

'Oit inspection lamp, which has a turn switch incor-

^irated in the lamp. This is not run off the main
"iting switches for obvious reasons. However, as

le of the present-day head lamps allow of the bulb

id bulb-holder being, extracted and used as an inspec-

lamp, these terminals may be used for a flush-

e voltmeter let into- the lid of the box, in series

Ih a midget "press' switch. The voltmeter should

checked for accuracy, the point 7.2 volts {i.e.,

X 4) being specially marked as the lowest discharge

int of the battery of cells. As another alternative,

se terminals may be used for connecting up an

ictrjc horn, an accessory which will provide a method
using the cells during the summer months.

"he box was fastened down to the floor of the side-

fer by two bolts with round heads. These heads were

FKEDPAETrnotlS
SLOTTED TO TftKF

Accumulator box, showing partitions ana slots for cables.

On the right is shown the junction board. The concentric circles

represent terminals. The letters are stamped where possible

on the copper strip.

countersunk into the bottom of the box, and the
accumulators each rested on two pieces of J^in. thick
rubber sheet. About 4ft. of lin. wide white cotton
tape was made into a ring, and this ring was lowered
into the cell compartment, leaving a loop overhanging
on each side of the box, and the cell put into place.

The cell can now be readily lifted out for re-charging,
without pulling at the terminals. A tape ring was
made for each cell. This is the reason, of course,, for

allowing a little space at the sides of the cell com-
partments.

The Wiring System.

Either brass or aluminium armoured cable can be
obtained, and one of the conductors is usually bound
with red 'Cotton. This is useful in wiring up from
the cells to the junction-board, as it saves " tapping
through." The accumulator ends should have slotted

lugs soldered • on for good
clean contacts, and for quick
attachment or detachment.
The leads from _the double-
pole switch can be the ordi-

nary silk, or glazed, cotton-
covered, twin flexible wires.

For the two-way switch,
similar material can be used,

but, in addition, a piece of
the single wire may be
stripped, leaving only the

rubber, then the pair un-

stranded and restranded,

adding the plain rubber-

covered wire, and serving the

ends up with white cotton.

The plain rubber-covered
wire is a very well marked
common wire for the two-way
switch. All wires terminating

at the junction board should
have soldered ends, which
should not be bared beyond
|-in.—just enough, in fact, to

pass well under the terminal screws. The ends of the

insulation should be bound with white cotton, as well

as all take-offs of the single wires from the cable, and
all ends of armouring. The cotton serving should then

be lightly smeared with seccotine. One should be
careful to allow no armoured wire to go into the

junction box.

The cable is best fastened to the frame members by
means of the soft aluminium clips sold for the pur-

pose. Allow in length of cable for the turning of the

handle-bars, and for the springing of the sidecar body,
and see that it will not interfere with the taking off of

any nuts on the frame or chassis and their' connections.

The lamps required will be: one 12 c.p. eight-volt

for the head light ; one four-volt (candle-power as re-

quired) for the sidecar; and one four-volt 2 c.p. for

thetail lamp—all with the same size of .bayonet

sockets, of course.

A neat diagram should be made on thin card, and
finished in drawing ink, showing all wiring. This can
be fastened to the inside of the box lid with draw-

ing pins.

F. WOODFIELD.

ilk
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AN EASILY FITTED SPRING
SEAT-PILLAR.

IK"
view of the state of the roads at

present, it is not surprising that
auxiliary springing- is very much to

tlie fore, and an efficient spring seat-
pillar^ readily adaptable to existing
machines and varying weights is sure to

satisfy a growing demand.
The Mabon Motor Works, of Woodside

Gardens, Bruce Grovfe, Tottenham, are

therefore producing a fitment which will

make its appeal on the lines indicated. -

r
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sarily some 4in. higher than standard.

This, however, should not be a serious

fault if touring bars were used, or on

a machine to which a sidecar is attached.

BOWDEN NOVELTIES FOR
1921.

ONE of the chief novelties to be exhi-

bited , by Messrs. Bowden Wire,
Ltd., Victoria Road, Willesden

Junction, London, N.W.IO, is an in-

genious form of belt rim brake which
may be fitted to either the front or back
wheel of a motor bicycle. Naturally,
if the brake is to be fitted to the front
wheel or to a chain-driven mount, a
dummy belt rim must be provided. The
brake has an absolutely parallel motion,
and is provided with two strong take-
off springs. The clips, by means of which
it is attached either to the fork mfember
or the chain stay, a're capable of being
adjusted so as to suit themselves to the
curve of either. Two screws are also

Two patterns of brake pedals tor attachment

to foot-boards or frame tube.

provided for the lateral adjustment of
the brake shoe. This brake, we are in-

formed, has' excellent stopping powers
without actually locking the wheel.

Quite a novelty for the coming season
is the Bowden Master control, which may
be used in two ways on a motor cycle.

One method of using it is by fitting a
small trigger-like lever to the handle-
bar and connecting _ to the moving
portion of the device, through which
the two wires pass leading from
the throttle and air levers on the
handle-bars to the throttle and air slides
on the carburetter. The small lever on
the handle-bar can then be used as an
accelerator, and, if it is operated, it will
open the throttle fully on it being given
quite a small amount of movement with-
out altering the relationship between the
throttle and air levers in their original
setting. The second method in- which the
device may be used is in connection with

the clutch control, and" by its means it is quite

:l simple . to arrange for
the clutch to be actu-
ated either by hand or
by foot.

Two improvements
have been carried out

',. in' the design of brake
and clutch pedals; one

Ihe Bowden master control. (A) Outer casing. (B) Wire to of these, working in a
accelerator lever. (C) Moving plunger to which B is attaclicd, quadrant which limits
And through whicli the wires to levers and throttle and air its range of action, is

sleeves pass provided with a toggle

A seat-pillar such as the Mabon, here

fitted to a Triumph machine, does much to

insulate the rider from the shocks of the

all too numerous pot-holed roads of to-day

The photograph makes the action quite
cleai', and, having recently tested one,

we find that it is just as efficient in

'

action as it is strong and well finished

in appearance. In fact, so excellent is

the suspension afforded on the most
atrocious surfaces that we . were apt to

forget that the machine was not similarly
iiisulated. \n conjunction with the T.T.
bars of the solo machine on which we
tested the pillar, it made the riding
position somewhat awkward, being neces-

The new Bowden brake for fiont or rear wheels.i

which gives a straight pull on the wir

thus considerably adding to its life. Tl

other pedal is light and simple in desigi

It may be supplied either with round clij

or oval clips, or can be made easily attac

able to the under part of the footboard .

A WEATHERPROOFINGi
IDEA FROM ABROAD.

THE Henderson, by reason of its lari,

four-cylinder engine, is already pi'

bably the nearest approach to t:

much-discussed, if rather mythical, tw

wheeled car. However, Mr. V. Ing-

son, of Helsingborg, Sweden, has go.,

further to making the statement a fac

The photographs show a combined wit

and mudshield which he has designed fi

his mount, and which appears to gi;

ample protection from the elements. T
upper, or " dash," part of the shle

A Swedish readers

device for weatherproof-

ing his Henderson.

may be raised or lowered, while the wj
part forms a roomy compartment" f
storing snares or supplies. Mr. IngVP

son states that the _cooling is more (fi

cient than before, as the wings on bil

sides of the front wheel direct the t.

forcibly against the cylindoi's. l|i

machine can be upset without the sen
touching the cround at any point.

I
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VRXfE TO HIS FIUST LOVE.
Sir,—I have taken over, a new 8 h.p. Rover light car and

jarted with my old 1913 P. and M., but I find I cannot
;ive up The Motor Cycle. My respectfi to "Ixion," be he
nyth or flesh. H.G.S.

}

Carlisle.

j
INDER DIFFICULTIES.
Sir,—I find every issue full of good things and thoroughly
iterestiug—in fact, to enjoy motor cycling in the poorest

I oot on earth (the Persian Gulf) Avith no roads and no motor
?cle, buy The Motor Cycle. ~ C. H. ST. JOHN.
Jask, Persian Gulf.

ENZOLE-PARAFFIN RESULTS.
Sir,—I have noticed of late riders obtaining fairly good
^sults with a mixture of petrol and paraffin. I wonder if

ly rider can beat my results. The machine, a 1920
riumph, using a mixture of 50% benzole and 50% paraffin,

Ij

gularly does 95 m.p.g. and 50 m.p.h. These iigures are

I
it approximations but actual results. I)C1654.

I Bromley.

IE UMBRELLA COAT.
Sir,—^Referring to Capt. Summer's letter re "Umbrella"
at, I behev© he would find the " Poncho " coat, manu-
;tured by Messrs. J. Barbour and Sons, South Shields,

bis requirements.
This oilskin coat is about 150in. round the skirt, has no
ttons or openings—the coat being slipped over tbe head
1 fitted with stormproof gusset at neck. Prices, I believe,

ige from 32s. 6d. to 40s.

n conclusion I would add that I have no connection

at«ver with the firm mentioned, except that of a very
I isfied user of their garments. ROBERT G. E. KNOX.

VS MAGNETO.
lir,—Having taken much interest in this discussion it

y.be of some interest to readers of your paper to know
t^it-is a recognised fact to the testers of a well-known
le of two-stroke stationary erigine (up to 8 b.h.p.) that

se engines will run on light load for an indefinite period

n- about two. minutes start from cold, with the high-

don wire removed from the plug.

t is necessary that the load remain constant, then each
lesion has equal force ; the combustion in the cylinder is

complet-e before the next charge of gas enters,

wing to the mixture being weak this allows the piston

Tass top dead centre before the force of the explosion

elt. Furthermore, these engines run on paraffin.

RIPPLER BROS.
^FIRING ON TWO-STROKES.
r,—As a student of the two-stroke principle may I be
wed to give a few. hints to users, and especially in

to " Ixion's " recent summary of "Weaknesses."
Most two-strokes misfire at low engine speeds. The

S of this is that the suction is then greater, more petrol

Bjen, and therefore the mixture is too rich and is almost
fflXplosive until further weakened by air, when the motor
pjtrokes. I suggest a remedy later on.

B Most two-strokes misfire at high engine speeds under

"

fload [e.g., downhill). I am glad "Ixion " says " down-

f^ because that is where the four-stroking generally
te. The cause of this is just the opposite to the low
He speed. The suction is low, but there is more of it.

The remedy I find for both the .above troubles is the
fitting of an extra air {-^g) hole on the inlet, and if this is

opened at slow speed, and also at high speed downhill, the
engine will continue to two-stroke.
Another point that makes for four-stroking is the excess

of oil. In the petroil system never more thaji half a pint

to a gallon of petrol should be used, and where an oiling

system is part of the outfit great care must be taken against

too much oil being given. A little extra is required on
ascending hills, but very little extra. With the petroil

system the oiling is practically automatic, inasmuch as the

oil keeps equal to the speed. ' JULY.
London, E.C.I.

SIGNPOSTING IN TOWNS.
Sir,—I should like to pioint out the need for more efiicient

signposting in the majority of large provincial towns. I have
undertaken several long journeys during his season, and on
each occasion before starting have thoroughly plotted out my
route. Invariably, I have found that, so long as I was on
country roads and passing through small towns, the signposts

gave all the information I required, but immediately I reached
towns of any size, signposts were conspicuous by their

absence, and it has always been necessary to stop two 01

three times in each town.-to enquire my way. A tew examples
of towns in which I have experienced great difficulty are

Leicester, Northampton, and Winchester. If this matter was
taken up by the motoring associations and by the various

town councils a great improvement, to the benefit of motorists
and the public, could be made at an almost negligible

expense.

,
Every motorist Icnows.that in passing through traffic it is

necessary for him to concentrate his mnid on the conti'ol of

his machine and observation of the movements of other
vehicles, whereas, if he has to look out for possible signposts
at the same time (which generally are in the centre of the
town at the most congested point of traffic, and are usually

imreadable from the saddle, he can very easily be involved
in an accident. CYRIL C. TWISS.

EVERY-DAY RIDERS' WANTS.
Sir,^-As a reader of your valuable paper for two years,

may I give my opinion of motor cycles in general.

I am a motor cyclist, but not an engineer, and so speak
from the average cyclist's point of view.
Present-day motor cycles have too small tanks ; freak -gears

;

under-sized wheels and tyres; bad appearance, although
American machines are more compact ; spring forks, which
quickly develop sideplay and rattle ; useless front brakes (an
extra back brake is much preferable) ; poor controls often
fitted as if an after-thought ; and inadequate mudguard and
fork clearance (with danger of torn covers).

I consider that engines are very good ; but I prefer plain
bushes to ball bearings on account of the ease with which
they may be replaced.

The service of spares is disgusting. In Glasgow, recently,

I -was quite unable to obtain a spare valve for a well-known
machine. No dealer should be an agent unless he carries a
reasonable stock of spares. I pity the Colonials.

In conclusion, my idea of the perfect specification is

:

American frame, tank, wheels, and control; J.A.P. engine;
Sunbeam gear box (final drive on right side more accessible
with sidecar) ; M-L magneto ; and no spring frame.

I suggest this motto to manufacturers, " Look after the
motor cyclist, and the bank balance will look after itself."

FED UP AND DISGUSTED.
B3
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Salvaging oil.

Sir,—At the risk of " teaching one's grandmother," 1 .

would like to pass on a tip for economising in oil. When
a_ tin is' apparently drained, there exists quite ^ lot on the

sides. This slowly descends pgaiu to the bottom, but, on

attempting to pour it out, it again spreads over the interior

of the tin, and none comes out. The tip in question is to

let it collect on the bottom by warming the tin by the
fire. Then punch a hole through the bottom corner. It

is amazing how much comes out, which otherwise would
be thrown away. 1 recently found a dozen so-called
" empties "in a friend's garage, and by means of this dodge
I salvaged for him quite a nice addition to his tank. I

may add that when a tin contains only a couple of inches

or so I always empty it by this method ; there is less

waste, and the process is quicker. ECONOMY.
Northampton.

A GOOD SAMARITAN.
Sir,—May I through the medium of your paper, express

the gratitude of my brother and myself towards an unknown
motor cyclist, who rendered us most valuable aid whilst on a

journey to Cornwall.
We were held up on a very desolate part of Dartmoor,

with the magneto broken adrift, and unless help were
forthcoming it looked like a night on the moor.
The good Samaritan in question, after having left us,

called at several places through which he passed, until he
was able to send back from Princetown a car and mechanic,
who repaired the damages sufficiently to enable us to reach

a garage at Yelverton.
Not only this, but in the kindness of his heart placed in

the car two bottles of liquid refreshment to keep our spirits

up. Could a sportsman do more?
I would like to take this opportunity ,of placing on record

our appreciation of his help and courtesy, and, not knowing
his name, hope that this letter will reach his eye. C.C.

Bromley, Kent.

A LONG TOUR.
Sir,—I took delivery of a new 3^ h.p. Sunbeam in June

this year, and about three weeks later started my holiday in

Scotland. Beginning at Bristol I made Chester the first day

;

Windermere was my second stop, about ten miles from which
I changed gear for the first time. After that my route was
Cllswater (including a visit to Kirkstone Pass, which was
accompUshed in pouring rain), Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna,
Dumfries, Ayr, Glasgow, Oban, Fort William, Fort
Augustus, Inverness, Nairn, Elgin, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh,
tlirough Yorkshire, and on to London, back to Bristol via.
Dorset and Somerset, a distance of something like 2,500-3,000
miles. .'\bout 1,000 were over Scottish roads, which I will

not describe, as anyone who has been there will not care to
be reminded of them.
The only place the toolbags were opened was near Balla-

chulish, where I had a puncture, otherwise the machine was
not touched, and it is just as well it did not require adjust-
ment,- as I am an absolute novice, and have only been riding
a year or so. SUNBEAM. -

Bristol.

TORQUE AND COMFORT.
Sir,—It would be interesting, to say the least of it,

to know how your correspondent, Mr. -A. Newsham, has .

succeeded in overcoming the difficulties attendant on ii

double-acting internal combustion engine.
If his engine is on the four-cycle principle, doubtless

all engineers will want to know how he has increased his
cylinder cooling by 100% on existing practice, also how
he has designed a heat and flame-proof stuffing-box and
packing for his piston rod, and where he houses and how
he drives his four valves per cylinder, and places his
two sparking plugs.

If his engine is a two-cycle one, he has presumably
dispensed with the four valves, and fitted a separate
compressing plant.

As an engineer myself, 1 should like to know what
superiority he claims for either of the foregoing over the
existing twin-cylinder single-acting two-stroke, e.y., the
Kcott, and, if any, how it ia that our Diesel and semi-
Diesel engine manufacturers have not been able to produce
a satisfactory engine of this kind? Xg p
London, W.C.I.

H

STAMPED STEEL FRAMES
Sir,—Eegarding " J.A.'s " article on suggested pressed;

or drop-forged motor cycle frames.

In the first place, it is not clear whether he proposes to

use pressed steel (sheet metal) Or stamped or drop-torged

metal. ,

He writes of pressed steel, but illustrates a structure that

could not possibly be produced from sheet metal by pressing.

It is unnecessary to point out where the suggested
" design "

is bad, and, from the point of view of " economy

in manufacture," it is even worse, when the size of the
.

steel sheet required is considered, and the amount of waste
.

involved.
Pressed sheet metal can be used to very great advantage

on frames of the Unibus type, bv'. on those of orthodox

design it is another matter.

Tubular frames can and should be welded instead of

brazed, and, considering the complex stresses to which motor

cycle frames, are subjected, it is doubtful if the tubular

construction can be beaten as long as the present general

type is maintained. C. C. HANCOCK.

SPEED AND LIGHTING OF TRAMWAY CARS.

Sir,—Is it within reason for us to expect a prosecution b^

the police against the L.C.C. tramways, for contravention of)

the lighting regulations?
. .

To quote an instance of contravention: some "weeks sincej;

whilst proceeding along South Side, Clapham Common,
|

noticed all tramway cars profTeeding towards London wer^

travelling minus warning lamps—presumably through some,

mechanical defect.

Under similar circumstances, we all know that any

case brought against a motorist would be settled only by the

payment of a Viig fine, and, possibly, an endorsement of the

motorist's driving licence.

I should also like to draw attention to the non-enforcement-

of the speed limit with reference to tramway cars.
^

,

To quote an instance of this. On one occasion whilst;

driving along the Victoria Embankment, a tramway car was.

proceeding in the same direction. For some distance on a

clear road, my speedometer, which I have every reason to

believe accurate, was showing SO m.p.K., and the tramway
car was dead level with me. Whilst not of necessity con-

stituting a dangerous speed for a motor cycle driven near the

centre of a broad road, surely 30 m.p.h. constitutes a dan-
gerous speed for so unwieldy a vehicle aS the tramway car

driven close into the pavement—and incapable of any method
of avoiding any absent-minded pedestrian who steps from
the pavement into the road.

I should suggest that the advocates of an extension of the
tramway service should be compelled to drive, a solo motor
cycle across London daily, in all weatheis

Victoria Street, S W 1 C F M

Geoflrcy Hill, a Northern competition rider, sends the above 'i

photograph with the laconic message, "Nearly 'pegged out' to-day f(

on this Pass. A monk of St. Bernard found me, and I am staying ,1

at the monastery shown ' Hill has been travelling through i
,

Holland, Belgium, France, and Switzerland, and was 8.000(1. up_ J
on one of the passes with his Scott when the rarefied air affcctea !/'

the running of his machine. b
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PETROL CONSUMPTION TESTS.'

Sir,—I am encouraged by your correspondents who all

get over two hundred miles to the gallon to do two things :

First, to ask them %Yhy tliey always specify one single

occasion on which they do this, as if the matter were a

feat of endurance, only to be undertaken with due pre-

paration ; and, secondly, to give my own expei-iences :

Normal mileage when touring.—90 m.p.g.
. When I left tie drain cock on.—4 m.p.g. (before I found
this out.)

Driving in Essex (fifty-six right-angle bends in fiat country
in ten miles).—Oh ! say about fifteen to the gallon and a new

' clutch lining.

Proceeding (by train) to Birmingham.—Consumption, nit.

My best show was when I boarded the Isle of Wight
ferry with no petrol in my tank (I had to satisfy the
authorities I had none before I could board the lugger).

Then, when I disembarked at the other side, I drove fifteen

miles with three lunch stops without refilling.

As this may be a record, perhaps I had better say I used
a 1902 Minerva, fiat tyres, round belt, tube ignition made

! by my plumber (Mr. Roarer, a very estimable man),

I
American petrol, American oil, and American hot air inlet

1 heater. Usual disclaimer, intensified as regards last

I
three items.

A friend has just called to say that while employed as

Deputy Acting Inspector of False Teeth in the Great War,
he drove his machine at a cost of nothing at all for a distance
of some 10,000 miles. And got the O.B.E., so there now.
Gidea Park. HK 601.

:haxn drive on spring frame machine.
Sir,—^I shall be glad if you will allow me space in which

.0 reply to your correspondent, "C.E.P.," as he has referi-ed

o my letter relating to the above matter.
-If "C.E.P." again turns to my letter he will see that I

tated that two other points, in addition to the fulcrum- of

he rear spring being coincident with the centre of trans-

lission (C.S.), were necessary to maintain the transmission
snsion constant during wheel movement.
One of these two points is radial motion from a common

sntre of the- rear wheel, and this is one of the principal
atures of my design.

Whilst naturally agreeing that all radii of a circle being
lual there Can be no variation of the chain or belt tension,

can be seen, in most rear spring designs of to-day, that
lain or belt tension does vary, during • wheel movement.
he reason is obvious. In practice, the centres of the spring
ilcrum, countershaft spindle, and arc of wheel spindle move-
ent are not common. In my design all these three move-
ents are struck from one common centre, i.e., the counter-
aft sprocket spindle.

I have now disclosed one of the two points mentioned in

/letter, the other I do not yet wish to disclose.

Referring to " C.E.P. 's " design, one would not imagine
at the use of a jockey sprocket was an improvement on
esent design, nor to my mind is it necessary, for in my
stem it is possible to move both gear box and rear wheel
c chain. adjustment, and yet retain the common centre for
^ movement.
EHirthermore, the use of a rear frame which is pivoted at
(>[,C.S. spindle centre does not constitute an improvement,
r.jriilst pivoted at the correct position, it should not be
cessary to use any hinge or pivot to obtain radial motion
; -wheel movement.

i
Slay I ask where the springs in " C.E.P.'s " design are
Bated? G. HAROLD DURSTON.

•ECTRIC LIGHTING.
9ii.—Apropos the question of lighting, which most motor
Kliste discuss at this season of the year, I have had
'jbox made to fit the bulbous back of the sidecar

I
|feh takes two 4- volt 40 ampere accumulators, thus,
f wiring off the two extremes, I get an 8 volt head
int of either 16 c.p., or half watt (32 ,c.p.), which-
1 ft. I care to use. For the side and tail, I wire off

jai accumulator separately, using '4. volt 2 ampere screw
lbs, giving quite sufficient light for the purpose. The
tamulators cost 21s. 9d. each, my side and tail lamps
[IT.W.R. alummium, and the head lamp an F.R.S. 50s.

J l^city of accumulators (20 hours light) is quite enough
IBBie 4,verage rider for one month. I have the accumu-

551

iators charged once monthly at a cost of 8d. I hnve

bought two sets of accumulatcrs, and an have one set

kept fully charged all the time at the shop ready for use.

VVhat trouble is it simply to motor up to the shop, sli[i

your wires off, put the new accumulators in, slip the wire.'

on again, pass Sd. across the counter, and slip home a.gairL 1

I don't tliink carbide can compare with this in price,

cleanliness, or speed. Bear in mind that the accumulators
must be charged once a month, whether in use or not

;

but what of it ! Think ci the pleasure of watching the

man who passed you at about SO m.p.h. (when you thought
you were going fast yourself), tinkering about with his

lamps at dusk, looking for watei', and blowing through
rubber tubes, just for the sake of doing about thirty minutes
ride home after lighting up time, and having to use enough
carbide to last for two hours {that is one of the great

drawbacks to carbide, in my opinion). While all I have
to do_is to unlock the bulbous back, switch on the three

lights, and I am at home by the time he gets going. It

is in these short rides that electric light scores for speed,

and in the long ones for reliability.

In respect to solo riding with accumulators, I say nothing.

In fact, I don't think I would risk it, for I maintain that

the accumulators viusi be sprung.

ONE WHO IS NOT GOING BACK TO ACETYLENE.
Derby.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—I should like to draw youx attention to two cases of

courtesy on the road.

Some weeks ago a motor cyclist pushed his motor cycle, a

two-stroke two-speed (Union engine), into the yard of a motor
cab company at Brixton, and, scenting trouble, I offered

my help.

He did not know what was the matter, but, by the process

of elimination, I found there was insufficient petrol in

the tank. He asked if anyone could give him some to carry

him back to Westminster. I offered to get him some. I had
to go to the office and get a ticket for one gallon, which I

paid for, and when I told him he said he had no money with
the exception of a few coppers, and the machine was not his :

he had borrowed it from a friend in the office. I offered

to trust him, but I have not heard of him since.

The other case is a different picture.

My son was returning from a holiday in North Wales, and
when nearing Oxford he had the misfortune to break the

fork springs of his two-stroke. A rider of an Indian and
sidecar containing a lady stopped and offered to tow hi.ni

into Oxford, but this would have been dangerous, as the

steering was affected, so he offered to wait in Oxford while

the machine was put on rail and my son could ride on the

carrier to London. He then rode on. A little distance

further on my son came up with them again, helping so«\e-

one else. He then suggested binding the forks up solid,

which they did, and so made the machine rideable.

If this should meet the eye of both riders, I should like

to thank the one, and hope that the other will never b<'i in

want of a drop of petrol again. S. CLARK.
DHHBBBDBQElBHBDBHaHElBHBEIEiDHHEHElEICieQQHEl

By
post.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with TJw Moto}- Cycle,

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The standard handbook o. the motor net.

cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types

of mo#r cycles, their management end cars.

Twenty-first Edition. " Just published
.

.

. ; 2/6

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usefu "wrinkles" rnd helpfui

hints in regard t^^ motor cycles. Seventh Edition. 21.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A rehable system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when lound. Fourth
Edition.

•the MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
Engrlatnd and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out ot London and avoiding London).
MotintedoD linen. Set oi three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages oi Road Maps ot England and
Wales, Scotl:ind, and the Londou District. New
Edition. Just published .. ... ..; 5/. ^^^

Obtainable by post (remittance withorderi trom ILXFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, I-ondon, E.C.4, or ot leading Boolcseiler.i and

Railway Bookstails

2/-
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Flickering Electric Lights.

I use accumulator lighting for

my outfit, and I have two bat-

teries, which I use alternately.

One is now newly charged by an
electrical firm, but from both I

get a flickering light, even when the

machine is standing. The light fluctu-

ates all the time, and varies from a
flicker to a 50% reduction. I bought
the second battery because I thought
my old one must be defective to cause
this variation in power of light, but
the very first time I used the new one
it was the same. I thought it was not
fully charged, so had it on charge
until overcharged at low charging rate,

but it still flickers.—D.W.G.
The flickering of your electric light must
be caused mechanically, and the trouble
can no doubt be traced either to a
defective lamp-holder or to a fault in

the wiring. You should overhaul the
system carefully, and replace with new
wires if necessary.

Twin Two-stroke Adjustment.

I should be much obliged to

you for the following particulars

re a Scott motor cycle that I

bought and have never yet had
running. (1.) Does the deflector

part of 1 the piston come to the inlet
ports? (2.) Is the magneto timing
correct, -j^jin- from top dead centre,
with magneto lever fully retarded?
(3.) Should a B. and B. carburetter with
a variable jet suit the engine? I have
just fitted this. _ (4.) What size hole
should be in the nipple that screws into
the crank case for lubrication, as one
side of the crank case seems to get too
much oil?—A.V.C.

(1.) The deflector on the piston head
should be at the back nearest the trans-
fer port. (2.) Your magneto timing is

too much retarded. Connect the magneto
when the fibre heel of the contact-breaker
rocker arm is on the centre of the cam
segments when the piston is -on top dead
centre ; the control being fully retarded.
(3.) You do not state which type of vari-
able jet B. and B. carburetter you have
fitted

; if it is the one with the variable
jet automatically controlled by a needle
on the throttle, it can be timed satis-
factorily for your engine. A one lever
automatic carburetter would be better,
lui\vcver._ (4.) If the crank case on one
eide receives too much oil, gradually close
up the nipple in the oil pipe union until
the .supply is equalised. It would bo
belter, however, to bring the lubrication
system up to date by filting one of (lie

latest oil pumps with double sight feed.

r.6

Overheating.

^^ Could you, in any way, advise

^] me how to stop the overheating

> which takes place in the cylin-

Lil der of my 1914 ^ h.p. outfit?

From eight to ten miles are sufEi-

cient on either gear to cause such heat
that I lose compression and often

stop suddenly, as though the engine
had seized, but it will start away
again with one or two kicks of the
starter after I have flooded the car-

buretter. The cylinder rings and valves
are all in good order, and- timing seems
all right. I have a 36 jet in the car-

buretter.—J.W.
The overheating of which you complain
is no doubt caused by some defect which
you will have to trace before it can be
cured. In all probability under lubrica-

tion is the chief cause, but other troubles
having a similar effect are 5. weak mix-
ture, or ignition too much retarded.
Try also the effect of cleaning the car-

buretter (especially the jet), and also raise

the level very slightly.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Nov. 4th. I3th—

International Automobile Exhibition,
Olympia and While City

Nov. 29th.-Dec. 4lh

—

Olytnpia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec, 10th- 19lh—
Brussels Show.

Dec 27th-28lh—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Jan. 28lh to Feb. 5th, 1921—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall
Glasgow.

Trapping, Warning, and Obstruction.

I should like to know if it is

^^1 - an offence to inform anyone that

^ there is a police "control" in

-21 the vicinity, and if it is deemed
an offence, could the following

arguments be used successfully as a
defence? That it is. not an offence to

advise anyone not to commit an in-

fringement of the laws of the country.

but a commendable action? Again if

one stopped motorists in the centre of

a control and asked them the lime,

or some other similar question, could
one be charged under the IMotor Car
Act, or any other Act?— H.'A.B.

The sole point is, as to whether what is

being done is with a view to helping
the police or thwarting them. It has
been decided that where cars are warned
of a police trap and are at that time
being driven at an illegal speed the

?

(1-)

person may be cdnvicted of obstruction

but simply. to give drivers of motor car:

notice of a police trap was held not, tt!

be obstructing the constables in tW
course of their duty. You will there]

fore see that you must not warn peopl^

who are committing an offence at the

time. With regard to the latter .pari

of your letter we should imaging

that no offence could be committed if a

car is stopped for the purpose statedl

but the .sole point is as to what is thi

obpect of such actioir.

Effect of Plug Position.

I own a 3j h.p. o.h.v. N.S.U.
and the plug is placed in a recesi

between the heads of the inlel

and exhaust valves, so that th'

points are in a pocket fin. deepi

Would this make starting diffii

cult ? (2.) Would the petrol consump:
tion be lower if the plug were placet

in the head of the cylinder, which
had thought of doing by building ii ,

up sufficiently to bore and screw ? (3.1

Is this advisable? (4.) Would it mak!
the machine faster?—C.B. 1

(1.) It is quite likely that difficult staitl

ing may be due in part to the pocketini
of the sparking plug. (2.) It is doubtful

whether the petrol consumption wouU
be appreciably decreased merely by aji

alteration in the position of the plupj

(3.) An easier solution of the difficult;

would be the fitting of a special loiv;

reach plug. (These can be obtained front'
most of the leading plug manufacturers,jfl

(4.) The machine would no doubt be '*

little faster.

Police Retention of a Machine.

About two months ago I Ici

ray motor cycle to a friend fc

the day, and as a result of

serious accident was involved i

an Assize case. The police iii'

spector took charge of my motor eye'

immediately after the accident, an
refused to permit me to remove
until the case is finally dealt witl

saying it must be produced before tlii'

co.urt. Can I take action (1) to con <

pel him to let me have the machini.'l

or (2) claim compensation for the loilj

of the machine?—J.H.
The iiolice are entitled to use the;^

own discretion as to whether they retufii

any property found on a prisoner bac
to him, or to such other person as,!;

shall direct, or as may be the owner,
they may detain such property if, i]

their opinion, it will be of any use
1]

the case. Under these circumstani
you will have to wait till after the
nor cair you claim compensation.
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A Slipping Clutch.

I have a 1913 3| h.p. B.S.A.

[^1 with a free engine clutch, and I

j^ should be glad if you would
LLI answer the following : When I

push the clutch pedal down to

free the engine in traffic and come to

a standstill, the clutch always . slips

back and the machine jumps forward.

What is the cause?—E.W.J,

'he clutch would no doubt remain in

le neutral position if you increased the

iction on the bearing of the operating

jdal
;

you could do this by fitting a

iring washer behind' the nut which
loures. it on its spindle, so that the

idal itself works stiffly.

Two-stroke v. Fiat Twin.

(1.) In what' respect does a 2-|

h.p. flat twin compare with a 2|

h.p. two-stroke as regards balance,

freedom from vibration, power
and liability to carbonisation ?

i (2.) . Why does a single require more
frequent decarbonising than a flat

twin? (3.) Are the valves, in a flat

;win subjected to the ^ame amount of

»ork and heat as a single? Also is

Ji'fere any valve made of unbreakable
iteel? (4.) Has a flat twin more power
m hill§ than a single, and is it as

eliable?—B.S.

I
The horizontal .twin engines are

lost perfectly balanced, and are parti-

arly free from . vibration. Single

inder two-strokes, on the other hand,

irig to the rather heavy piston, are

lewhat difficult to balance properly,

! the vibration is more noticeable than

other types. Probably the latter

ine is a little more powerful for its

, but it certainly may need more
|uent decarbonisation. (2.) This is

ally due to over lubrication. (3.)

s question cannot be answered with-

fujl details of the designs which are

ig compared. Valves made of stainless

I are practically unbreakable, but
r are very difficult to obtain. (4.)

two types are about equally reliable,

, the single may be" slightly more
esful.

'- A Damaged Hub Gear.

' My machine is a 6 h.p. Roc

qI (about 1911). The gears jumped
5 occasionally, so I dismantled the
5-1 hub from the back forks, but

during the process three small

dls feU out. On putting the gear
igether I could find no place for them,
the three ball races were all right. I

ced the gear up without them and all

ent well for about two miles, when !
opped for petrol. On starting up again
1 was well in free, but when I tried to

^age the low gear, there was a grind-

|i crash, and the belt broke. 1 took
the gear again and found most of

f teeth broken off the three small
Sons. I have had three others made
l would be thankful for your advice

ifore I try to put the geaj together

lain, as I'p afraid the same thing may
|jpen agam.—T-B*.

e not at all clear as to the advice
you require, and from the details

(give we are unable to tell you
what caused the trouble. Pro-

the three new pinions are correctly

and that the rest of the gear is

lily assembled, you should not have
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B. and B.—while depre.ssing the kick-

starter. Even this method requires some
" knack," but I find it impossible to use
the kick-starter without doing this.—F.
Hugh Worters.

Contact Breaker. Troubles.

Re W.P.'s trouble with U.H. magneto
points in your issue of- October 28th.
It may be of use to him to know that
in this type of magneto as the cen-
tral hexagon headed bolt of the contact
breaker is the means of adjusting the
points it is never really tightened up.

A small locking spring is therefore fitted

over the bolt head, which, if not in posi-

tion or missing, would allow the bolt
to move and so cause the trouble.—J.

Coleman.

any further trouble with it, although it

would be as well to examine all parts
which are likely .to come loose. Pre-
sumably, the damage was done by some
stray part getting amongst the gear-
wheels. It is quite likely, of course, that
some of the ball bearings from the hub
got amongst the gears, and a broken ball

race might allow this to happen.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
A.J.C.F. (Littlehampton).—6 h.p. twin

B.S.A. outfit; consumption, ease of start-

ing, springing of sidecar and front wheel,
reliability, speed on hills.

READERS' REPLIES.

A Starting Difficulty.

Regarding " E.N.E.'s " query of the
28th ult., I have had the same experience
with my 3i h.p. P. and M. n(R.A.F.
model). I Jiave been able to overcome
this difficulty, however, in the following
manner : After priming the engine, and
bringing the decompressor into action,

advance, the ignition, and then place, the
hand tightly over the wiue gauze air

inlet of the carburetter—mine is a

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newport to Hastinqleigh.—R.E.
Newport, Chepstow, Gloucester, Ciren-

cester, Faringdon, Wantage, Didcot,
Reading, Wokingham, Bracknell, Staines,

Kingston, Sutton, Croydon, Westerham,
Sevenoaks, IMaidstone, Ashford, Hast-
ingieigh. .

BiRmNGHAM TO BORTH.—E.J.T.
Erdington, Chester Road for New

Oscott, Brownhills, Bridgetown, Four
Crosses, Gailey, Ivetsey Bank, Weston,
St. Georges, Weklington, Norton,
Atcham, Shrewsbury, Bicton Heath,
Cardeston, Middleto\vn, Buttington,
Welshpool, Garthmyl, Newtown, Llan-
dinam, Llanidloes, Dyffryn, CasteU Inn,

Pont-erwd, Aberystwyth,- Borth.

The metropolis has at last recognised the commercial value of the sidecar as a passenger-

carrying proposition. This is the first taxi sidecar passed by the licensing authorities at

Scotland Yard.

BQ
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A Lea-Francis Sidecar Outfit.

Two Three-speed Machines to be shown at Olympia. New Model has 5h.p. M.A.G.
Engine and New Type Gear Box.

LEA-FRANCIS motor cycles for some
time past have been fitted with the

3i h.p. M.A.G. engine and two-speed

countershaft gears. This type has become
so well-linown and justly popular that it

is hardly necessary to give a detailed

description.

For 1921 only one out6tan4ing feature

has been_clianged, this alteration being the

provision of an additional gear ratio. The
new three-speed gear remains housed iu^

the large circular bottom bracket, as was
the case with the two-speed—in fact,

externally it resembles an earlier type of

three-speed box fitted to a few Lea-Francis
machines. The details have, however,
been redesigned and stiffened up, and the

box has successfully withstood long
distance road tests.

Smooth Gear Change.

One sliding member only is used, top
and bottom ratios being engaged by dogs,
while the middle gear wheels are made
with heavier pitch teeth, so as to with-
stand the meshing of the wheels. An
eicellent feature of the gear is the easy
" change," and on an experimental machine
vithout the final " gate " we found that
ofie could slip from top to bottom and
bottom to top without noise or jar as the
middle gear was passed.
A new carrier and the change-speed gate

are the only visible signs of difference

1 lie new tlirce-spccd gear box fitted to

the 3 h.p. niodel.

between the present two-speed and the

new three-speed models, and the new
machines retain all the well-known L.F.

A solo mount of

refinement, the 3i

MA.G.-engined
Lea-Francis.

features, including
finish.

An Enlarged Edition.

Quite a departure has been made by
the Lea-Francis Co. in producing a sidecar
machine. Although the general features
follow the lines of existing L.-F. models,

On the 1921 Lea-Francis 5 h.p.

this 1V1.A.G. engine of 592 c.c.

used.

lachines

1 be

A positive adjustment for the
tension is provided, and as the kick-staii

is mounted on the clamping bracket an
movement of the gear box leaves the star
ing quadrant in correct adjustment,
most unusual and desirable feature is tl

fact that the multiplate clutch is mounle
on the engine-shaft, in which position it

possible- to use either lighter plates
a lighter spring.

Aluminium Chain Cases.

Both the front and rear chain cases a
of cast aluminium and particularly easy •

dismount. The rear chain is, of cours
brought over to the side remote from tl

sidecar, and by the use of a speoil

cranked lug in the rear end of the chai

stay, a sound chain case, split horizontaH
is rendered easy.

It is probable that 25in. x 3in. tyres wBaJ
be fitted, and the machine should proi

to be admirably adapted to sidecar work
.It is yet too eai-ly to give details

the new Lea Francis sidecar, though
understand that it is to be in keeping mi ^
the motor cycle, and will be attached, • \
course, to lugs incorporated in the fran j-j

of the machine.

the 5 h.p. JLA.G. engine will be fitted,

the magneto or Magdyno carried in front,

and a three-siJeed gear Ixix mounted on
rearward extensions of the engine plates.

The new gear box is of the constant
mesh type, the two sliding members being
controlled by the action of a cam through
the medium of two striking forks. All the
selecting mechanism is mounted above the
box, and the whole is surmounted by a
large and accessible oil filler.

1^

The cam and one of the striking forks (

the new Lea-Francis gear box.

BIO
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A 5-6 h.p. Coventry Eagle for 1921.
Mediumweight Twin for Solo or Sidecar use. Rigid or Spring Frame at Option.

A REPUTATION for sound work and

pleasing appearance has been built

up by both the 3^ h.p. and light-

weight models of the Coventry Eagle

motor cycles. For 1921 a^ u'ew type has

The 3i h.p. solo mount.
King Dick engine' and
Sturmey-Archer gear box

fitted with

three-speed

The new internal V brake applied to all models,

been added to the existing ran^e, and this

ippsars likely to sustain tiie reput'a-

,ion of this Coventry firm. Fitted with a

In addition to this, the u-«ual Coventry
Eagle belt rim brake has been replaced
by a new type acting on the inside of the
V, so as not to interfere with the detacha-
bility of the wheel. This brake is progres-
.eive in action, the lower part of the shoe
being arranged to come into engagement
with the rim before the remainder of the

One o^ the few machines of this size (654 c.c.)

—the 5-6 h.p. Coventry Eagle, which answers

admirably as a double-purpose mount

mn-cylinder 5-5 h.p. J. A.P. engine of

D mm. and 85 mm. bore and stroke re-

Dectively, the transmission is by chain
od belt through a three-speed Stui'mey-
rcher countershaft gear. There are no
ery startling innovations on the standard
lachine, except for the fact that there
ill be no front wheel brake, but in lieu

1 excellent band brake will be fitted to

le rear wheel.

The rear suspension system of the Cov£nti"y Eagle.

braking surface wlrich is delayed by the
'action of a light spring. ~

Brampton Biflex forks, excellent mud-
guards, and sensible footboards are in-

cluded in the specification, and the general
appearance is extremely ijleasing.

A Spring Frame.

A remarliably simple form of spring

frame will be offered as an alternative to

the rigid frame on all

t h e larger Coventry
Eagle models. Carried
on the rear portion of

the frame is a pair of

substantial bell cranks
mounted on ball bear-
ings. The levers carry-

ing the rear wheel
normally form extensions
to the chain stays,

while the remaining
levers of the cranks hang
downwards in an ap-
proximately vertical
position.

These vertical levers are attached to an
enclosed tension spring anchored at the .

front to the foremost part of the chaiii

stays, and two " buffer " springs are inter-

posed—one inside the spring case and one
outside. One or other of tliese buffers is

always in compression, and, consequently,
helps to damp any violent shocks.

Enclosed Pivot Bearings.

It should be pointed out that the ball

bearings on which the bell cranks pivot
are entirely enclosed and packed with
grease to prevent the ingress of water or
dust. This spring frame has already
undergone extensive road tests, and has
proved eminently satisfactory. We are

Two brakes, both acting on the rear

wheel, are a feature of the new design.

The sketch shows the toggle mechanism

of the new band brake.

informed that the alteration of belt tension

due to the action of the wheel has .no

appreciable eft'ect either on belt slip or

wear, and we are looking forward to a

road test at an early opportunity.

In addition to the 5-6 h.p. model, the
manufactures will retain the 3^ h.p. King
Dick, 22 h.p. J.A.P., and 2i h.p. Vil-

liers-engined models, which will be fitted

with brakes as described above. With
these exceptions, only detail alterations

have taken place, as existing types have
nroved so satisfactory.
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Grindlay Sidecars for 1921. r^^

NOVEMBER iith, 1920.

Tlie Club model, a roomy and comfortable

sidecar without a side door.

Several New Models Embodying a Spring
Wheel Chassis.

AMONG the outstanding propositions
introduced since the -revival of the
motor cycle industry at the conclu-

sion of the war, .the Grindlay double-
sprung sidecar has certainly proved to be
one of the most successful. Its spring
wheel chassis and " cantilever body sus-

pension are now well known among motor
cyclists, and it is only necessary to

remind our readers that the wheel is

carried between two semi-elliptic springs
supported at each end on arms extending

. from the side of the side member of
the chassis, the rear, ends being shackled.
The frame itself is rectangular, and sup-
ports, in slides, the rear ends of the
cantilever springs upon which the body is

carried. These springs are pivoted on -

the body at their centre, and at the fore

end move in slides fi.xed to the body.

Touring and Sporting Models.

In addition to a model similar to that
known this year as the De Luxe, the

double-sprung chassis is being embodied
in two new models. The first of these

is a full tourist type with bulbous back
containing a large locker. At the fore

end upswept quarter-elliptic springs are

fitted, which complete .a springing equip-
ment suitable for the most exacting of

passengers.
The body is roomy, well made and

finished, and has a glove locker in the

dash. As an extra, a folding child's

dickey seat will be fitted in the rear

locker.

Another new model embodying the
double-sprung chassis has a doorless body
on sporting lines, but having a 'larger

amount of room than is usual with this

type of attachment. The dash is brought
well back,, and has a neat adjustable
windscreen, which enhances its appear-
ance, and provides extra comfort for

the passenger.
At the rear of tjie body there is a

large locker, upon the lid of which is

secured a light grid to

carry a spare petrol

can.
•

The third new rHodel is of toe pure
sporting type—small, light, low, and

fitted "with a leather hammock seat
,

behind the back rest of which there is.

a locker of useful capacity. This model
has been designed for the larger type

;

of lightweights and the spring frame'

A. B.C.

Mudguard Springing with the Body.

In all cases ,
the mudguards are of

.

round section and secured to the body.

A full tandem sidecar is also under con-

sideration, and may be completed in time

for the firm's exhibit at Olympia.
The makers are iNIessrs. Grindlay, Ltd.,

Melbourne Works. Spoil End. Coventry.

A new tourist body on the Grindlay sprmg wheel chassis. The
bulbous back can be used as a spacious locker or a child's

dickey seat.

A light sporting model fitted with a leather hammock seat.

Quarter- elliptic "^pi-inging fore and aft is adopted on thi?

lightweight chassis.

THE TRIUMPH PROGRAMME FOR
All Chain and Chain-cum -belt 4h.p. Models for Solo, Sidecar,

to theFOR next year the Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd., will offer seven models of solo

and" sidecar maciiines. Only detail

alterations have been made; but the

frame has been materially strengthened

to withstand the aiditional strain thrown
upon it when ui>ed with a sidecar. I'erma-

rient lugs for the sidecar fittings are incor-

porated in the frame. A new front guard
will be fitted which provides greatly im-

proved protection as compared with the

1920 pattern. The following are the

models which will be offered

public during the year 1921 :

MoDEi, H.—4 h.p., chain-cum-belt

transmission, Sturmey-Archer gear, new
type front mudguard. Price, £127 10s.

Model H.C—The same machine with

Gloria spring wheel sidecar. Price,

£182 10s.

Model S.D.—4 h.p., all chain trans-

mission. Triumph three-.specd gear box,

multi-plate clutch running in oil, im-

proved siu'iiig forks. Price, £140.

1921.
and Sidecarcier work.

Model S.D.C.—The same machine with

CJloria spring wheel sidecar. Price, £195.

Model H.C. Commkkci.vl.—The chain-

cum-belt machine fitted with a box side-

carrier. Price, £173 10s.

Model S.D. Commkri'ial.—The all-chain

drive model fitted with a box sidecarrier.

Price, £186.
Model l.i.W.—The well-known two-

stroke lightweight with all controls, in-

cluding gear change on the h,indle-bar.

Price, '^£75.
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A Low-priced French Cycle Car.
The Two-cylinder, Anzani-engined, Air-cooled de Marcay ; a Light and Simple Four-wheeler.

AFEENCH cycle car of pleasing
design, the de Marcay, recently
imported into England, should prove

of interest to motor cyclists. This Mttle
car is propelled by a two-cylinder air-

cooled Anzani engine, the bore and stroke
of which are 85 mm. and 87 mm. re-

^spectively, the capacity being 998 c.c.

The cylinders are of the L head type,
the valves being so arranged that the
:nlet port is directly in line with the
centre of the cylinder head, the e.\'ha«st

port being somewhat offset. The engine
is lubricated by drip feed, a practical
feature in connection with which is the
special two-way oil cock, situated on the
dashboard. This enables the oil to be
delivered to the working parts, even if

the glass case of the visible drip feed is

smashed. The. engine is arranged across

the frame, cooling being assisted by a
small four-blade fan mounted on ball

bearings in front of each cylinder and
driven from the mainshaft by a leatlier

belt.

Two Speeds and Shaft Driye.

A Zenith carburetter is used, and for

tlie ignition a high-tension magneto. The
drive is taken from the engine through
a cone clutch with a self-contained thrust

device to a two-speed and reverse gear

box, a noticeable feature here being the

lid, on the near side of which are notches

for the various positions of the gear

lever, and on the right those for the brake
lever. From the gear box the
drive is taken to the solid differ-

ential-less bevel-driven rear axle
through a single plunger-type
universal joint.

Quarter-elliptic front springs
are used, and the frame is of
cold pressed steel. Steering is

direct, leather washers being

The de Marcay cycle car—a French production, to be marketed in this country. It ha
an Anzani air-cooled engine and shaft-drive, and its price will be similar to that of :

de luxe sidecar outfit.

fitted to the connections to prevent
rattling.

Another good feature on the car. is the
simple braking system and the ease with
which it is adjusted. The foot-operated
brake acts directly upon the near side

wheel, and the hand-operated brake upon
the off-side wheel. The connection be-

tween the lever and the expanding mem-
ber, in both cases, is a substantial steel

cable, attached to which
is a U-shaped connection
drilled down its two sides

to enable a cotter pin to

be passed through its

corresponding holes, and

through the hole
to the expanding
adjustment to be
place.

During a short
crowded streets of

tile littlo vehicle

controllable, and
leg room provided
cient.

on the lever attached
shoe, thus enabling an
made when wear takes

run through the more
London we found .that

was extremely quiet,

quite comfortable, the

being more than suffi-

The chassis of the air-cooled de Marcay cycle car is of particularly clean design and light

construction.

Sold with Complete EcLoipment.

One minor point of criticism which
might be levelled at the car is the mud-
guarding, which does not seem to be
quite adequate at the rear, as the tops
of the back wheels are only just covered,
while the guards themselves appear to

be insufficiently supported at the front.

The equipment includes five detachable
wire wheels, acetylene side lamps, hood,
screen, and a complete set of tools which,
by the way, are attached to the back of

the seats. It is hoped that the price of

the car on the English market will be
£250 complete.
The car is handled by the well-

known ex-racing motor cyclist, Mr. C.
jC. PuUin, under the name of de Marcay
Cars, England, with premises at 25, Long
Acre, London, W.C.I.

IT is a high principle that the rider
. should have full control over ail air
inlets, and should rigidly exclude the

[ ffliinviled guest. It means care, and

Irhaps

trouble
; possibly preliminai-y

pense. But it results in a longer life
r the wearing parts, economy in fuel
,d power, and, above all, a truly docile
gine at all speeds.
There are only two serious causes of
leven firing. One is uneven sparking,
id we are here presuming it non-
iistent. The other is this bete-noire of
,e conscientious, which is nothing more

to less than "atmospheric interference."
jpn.d, like other forms of interference,

I; thoroughly annoys the average man.

UNCONTROLLED AIR INLETS.
First, it is due to leaks at the induc-

tion pipe or carburetter joints. Easily
cured by a spanner, or, if that fails,
some packing or a length of homely in-
sulating tape. But far more often the
cause is worn inlet valve stems r.nd
guides.

Righting a Designer's Omissions.

To begin with, the manufacturer {i.e.,

his designer) should provide a means of
lubricating the valve stems. Incident-
ally, the present Precision big twin
is fitted with simple sleeve-like cups,
packed with oil-soaked material, and held
in position by the valve springs. Most
engines, however, do net have such pro-

vision for lubrication at this irhportant
point.

A new engine should be fitted imme-
diately on receipt with one or other
of the several excellent valve stem lubri-

cating sleeves now on the market, re-

quiring subsequently a drop of thin oil

whenever the owner is going i'ound his

machine on the weekly overhaul with
spanner and oilcan.

What of the second-hand machine with
valves already far gone in the guides?
If it can be afforded, new valve guides
(if not valve gear complete) should be
fitted, and the above-mentioned valve
stem lubricators added to the inlet guides
before taking the road again.

C5
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Lightweights.

Next week. The Lightweight Number
of The Motor Cycle.

Prince Loses his Motor Cycle.

The stealing of motor bicycles is not
confined to this country only. The other

day H.R.H. Prince Olaf left his machine
outside tire Theatre Restaurant, Chris-

tiania, when it was promptly stolen. It

bore the registration mark A. 45.

Golf Ball V. Motor Cycle.

The other day we heard of a golf
" pro." who was anxious to match a driven

ball against a well-known Wolverhampton
racing man over a 250 yards course,, the

latter to take a flying start and the former
to strike a.s the machine was level with the

tee. Would the golf ball or the motor-

cyclist win?

Reference Issues.

To-morrow's issue of The Autocar
includes a full illustrated rejiort of the

motor car exhibits at Olympia and the
White City, to which over forty pages
were devoted in last week's issue. lire

Show issues of The Avtocar, like those of

The Motor Cycle, are retained as refer-

ence books, and in use throughout the

year by all interested in the respective

branches of the automobile industry.

The A.C.U. in New South Wales.

An agreement has be€n completed be-_

tween the Auto-Cycle Union and the

Motor Cycle Club, of New South Wales,

by which the latter institution is recog-

nised as the governing body of motor
cycling in the State named. The agree-

ment provides tor the mutual assurance

of many benefits advantageous to motor
cycling interests in this country and in

New South Wales. The New South
Wales Club will have the right to an-

nounce its affiliation to the A.C.U., and
the Engli.=h governing body will accord

the Overseas Club advice and assistance

in the promotion and carrying out of

conipelitioris. Members of the New
South Wales M.C.C. may display the

A.C.U. badge. The bodies. will mutually
recognise the registration, suspension,

and disqualification of licensed competi-

tion rider.", and the benefits of mem-
bership (if each body will be mutually'

<'iijoyi'(l \>y iHcmbors temporarily resi-

dent in each other's country.

6c

* CFiob
A Year's Progress in Automobile Design.

In addition to the usual features and
a most complete stand-to-stand report of
the car exhibits at Olympia and the White
City, to-morrow's issue of The Autocar
contains a comprehensive review of the
year's progress in automobile design.
Everyone interested in mechanics, whether
he be car owner, motor cyclist, or de-

signer of either types of vehicle, will

find this survey of the trend of design
of great value. The Show Number of

The Autocar is a really remarkable issue^

not only in size but in the qualitjr of its

contents.

Petrol Consumption.

Are four-cj'linder engines more efficient

than those on motor cycles ? In a recent

fuel consumption test in France, under
official observation, a 50x85 mm. four-

cylinder Peugeot covered ninety-nine

miles on 1.1 gal. of benzole, equalling

90 m.p.g. The little car weighed 1,201

lb., and was equipped with a Zenith
carburetter. A two-cylinder car of 1,206

iiliimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii iiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiimiiNii

Special features.
ACCUMULATOR LIGHTING FOR SIDECARr.

NEW MODELS.
CYCLE CARS AT THE CAR SHOW.

lb. weight, using the same carburetter,

only covered forty-six miles to the gallon

of petrol, while the two-stroke Major,
weighing 1,368 lb., gave 58.1 m.p.g. on
petrol, a better performance than many
four-stroke cars of approximately the

same weight. Our special Continental
correspondent reports that elaborate pre-

cautions were made against fraud, and
that the course was at Le Mans, consist-

ing of a 10^ miles circuit.

Where the Miniature Machines are.

It has occasionally been asked where the

scooters are, since so few are seen oil the

road, but during a few days in the

envu-ons of Mancliester we saw quite a

number (of the seat type) evidently being

used in the daily business trips of their

owners. A traveller was also noticed

with a workmanlike equipment of sample
cases arranged upon a J.E.S. lightweight.

This" form of motorised bicycle looked

eminently serviceable, and well worthy
of greater development.

Preparing tor the start of the French fuel consumption test. In the foreground is the

two-stroke Major cycle car. On the left is the little Peugeot, the consumption of which

worked out at 90 m.D.a. over a distance of ninety-nine miles.
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31 h.p. Lightweight.

Light solo Sj h.p. machines are now
lieing considered by several niannfac-
tiirers. Weight reduction has always
leeii urged by Tlie ilotm Cijclc.

Preventing a Misapprehension.

There seems to be a misapprehension
i;arding the Sopwith firm, wh^ch is in

uiitary liquidation. \Ye are informed
:it the liquidators are still supplying

A. B.C. motor cycles—now- fitted with a

ick starter. The repairs department is

.Iso in a position to deal with repairs
iiid the supply of spal'e parts.

\ Main Eoad Trial.

Following upon our recent article on
Trials for Slan or Machine?" it is

nterestiiig to know that the Sutton Cold-
leld and N. Birmingham A.C. are
^^anisiug a closed trial on November

iOtli to demonstrate how machines have
inproved since 1912. The course is to

)e over main roads, and w-ill include
iliuirising (not to be confoiuided with
iambic's Lane, known as Eising Sun,
lear Cheltenham). Apparently the trial

vill be on similar lines to Colmore Cup
vent of 1912, and the organisers appear

be out to show how many maciiines

an succeed in obtaining awards instead
if endeavouring to eliminate ihe majority
ly the introduction of tests which have
ittle, if any, bearing upon the question
f reliability.

^^

1 Smart Capture.

On Monday morning, October 25th, a

spresentative of Messrs. Cashraore
Irothers delivered a 3^ h.p. two-stroke
.lecto motor bicycle to a customer in

last Molesey. This customer complained
lat the timing was incorrect, and after

had been remedied, before settling up
)r the machine, he asked leave to try

He then disappeared romid the
aarest corner and was seen no more,
fter waiting a quarter of an hour
[essrs. Cashmore's representative com-

'

.uiiitated with the police, who acted so

oickly that the same evening the pro-
lective purchaser and 5 companion were
lught at Undle, a small village near
orthampton, by the village constable.
Considering that the police had no
idication of .the route by which the
lief had left town, it speaks well for

16 wonderful organisation of the "force.

his exceedingly smart capture should
ive beneficial effects upon those who
link that stealing a rtiotor bicycle is an
isy matter. '

fj^^^IL®

FIRST WESTERN (A.C.U.) TRIAL.

F. A. Simpson (4 Douglas) who put up the best

mileage of the second team (Bristol M.C.C).
He is shown ascending the worst portion of

Quarhouse Lane. Note the cross gulley.

Test o£ Puncture-proofed Tubes.

The E.A.C. recently made a test of

inner tubes made by Puncture-proofed
Tubes, Ltd. Fitted to a heavy car. which
was first required to cover 41.13 miles

at 42.5 m.p.h., the tubes were each punc-
tured in from six to eleven places, and
the car then covered a similar distance,

at the conclusion of which the pressures

proved to have lost from 1 lb to 2 lb.

per square inch only.

No Reduction of Prices in Sight.

We learn from a reliable source that

motor cycle manufacturers trading in this

country, both British and American, have
been closely considering the general trade
outlook, especially as to the possibility of

a general reduction in retail prices. The
industry is still suffering from the effects

of under-production, at a time when the

559

demand was so great. This under-pro
duction was accompanied by an increase

in direct expenditure on wages and
material, and was mainly responsible for

an abnormal advance in the ratio of

overhead and establishment expenses to

output. Under these circumstances it is

impossible to foresee any reduction in

prices until conditions favour increased

and cheaper production, and is accom-
panied by a fall in price of component
parts and raw materials.

News from Advertisements.

£50 reward is being offered by the

owner of an A.J.S. sidecar (engine No.
12545, registered DK 2536), which was
stolen from outside his residence, "The
Gables," Constable Road, Ipswich.

Competitions in Japan.

At the moment of going to press we
hear that a British machine—a Triumph
—has won the championship of Japan.

The A.C.U. at Olympia

As in previous years, the Auto Cycle

Union has reserved the exclusive use of

the Prince's Rooms at Olympia for its

members attending the Motor Cycle

Show to be held from November 29th to

December 4th. In these commodious
apartments A.C.U. members may enjoy

the advantages of a lounge, facilities for

correspondence, a special refreshment

service, and reserved cloakrooms. A.C.U.
members desiring to use the Prince's

Rooms are required to take their mem-
bership cards to the Show as a means
to admittance.

To Assist Visitors from Overseas

The services of the British Cycle and

Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders

Union, Ltd., mre placed at the disposal

of foreign buyers visiting this country.,

From the 25th November to 7th

December enquiries should be made at

the oflnces of the Exhibition Manager,
Olympia, and at other times to the offices

of the Union, " The Towers," Warwick
Eoad, Coventry. Arrangements are in

progress for an "interpreter" .service

during the show.

The London-Exeter Run.

The Motor Cycling Club has decided to

include Peak Hill, Sidmouth, in this

year's London-Exeiter run. The outward

route will be left at Honiton. It is a

somewhat stiff hill which will haye to be

taken in the dark, but it will "not be

officially observed.

r

LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR ALL—First Show Number of

Next VFeek's issue of '^'The Motor Cycle," dated November 18th, will be devoted to Lightweights.

Of great interest to all motor cyclists, and to solo riders particularly, next week's enlarged
issue—the first of the four Olympia Show Numbers—will contain much informative matter relating

to the lighter types of motor cycles

.

-

Many special articles are in course of preparation including :

LIGHTWEIGHTS AT OLYMPIA. LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR ALL. THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE LIGHTWEIGHT. ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS. LIGHTWEIGHTS
IN 1920 COMPETITIONS. WHICH TYPE OF MINIATURE—MOTOR CYCLE OR SCOOTER?

09

I ^
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An Amazing Trial Result
Five Teams of Four Riders Fail lo Produce a Single Non-stop Performance in tfie First

Western Centre A.C.U. Event.
hard, stony nature, and, as it had been_

- - ' — ~ - covered during the morning with hoar
frost, the growing power of the sun con-

verted this into a thin coating cl,

moisture which became a fihn of slime.

Much of the difficulty of the hill can

be appreciated when it is mentioned that

riders such as E. Williams (on his o.h.v.

ZJ'h.p. A.J.S.) and E. Kickham (on the

new chain drive 3^ h.p. Douglas) both
came to a standstill on the first circuit.'

with their rear wheels spinning hope-

lessly. In all, this hill accounted for

the entire Stourbridge team, three of the.

Worcester, two each of the Bristol and
Cheltenham, and. one of the Stroud team.
Results (maximum team mileage pos-

sible, 189.6) :

1. STROUD M.C.C.

The first Western Centre A.C.U. Team Trial brought many spectators to the observed hills

;

the illustration shows C. H. Dickins, (3|h.p. Dene), of the Cheltenham M.C.C, climbing

Quarhouse Lane, near Stroud.

THE Western Centre of the A.C.U.
was inaugurated on October 1st,

and with praiseworthy promptitude
held its first inter-club competition on
Saturday last (November ^h).
A ' short course of 15.8 miles was

selected by officials of the Stroud M'.C:0.

,

and it included the three hills known as

Quarhouse Lane, Bussage, and The
Knapp, which were first made known to

trials riders in the Redditch open event

of 1919 These three hills are very

steep, and two of them are crossed by
difficult projecting guUeys, but they, are

eminently fair. Four machines consti-

tuted a team, made up of one passenger

and three solo mounts.

A Choice of Average Speed.

Three circuits of the course had to be

covered, and in view of its difficult

nature the competitors were given a

choice of speed from 15 to 20 ni.p.h.

As events proved, not a single sidecar

machine survived the first circuit, while

the only soloists who entered the second

circuit were four in number, and of these

only two carried on to the third circuit,

where both met their Waterloo early,

one .skidding and, the other running out

of petrol.

.Tust over a mile from the start (at

Stroud) was Quarhouse Lane, the first

hill, which accounted for no failures,

with the one exception of T. Biiiley (3i

Sunbeam), who wobbled and charged the

bank. The local rider.s made excellent

peiformances, their knowledge of the
jilacc sei'ving thorn in good stead; this is

specially ho of D. Ooddard and L. Rat •

cliffe (4 'I'riumnhs), who undoubtedly put

up the finest .snow of the day.

CIO

The fun commenced at Bussage, about
three miles from the start. Approached
by a somewhat loose and muddy lane,

the hill ascends steeply and straight for

some distance, after which comes a

slightly easier stretch, in turn giving
place to a few hiindred yards of gradient,

culminating in a section of quite 1 in 4.

The whole surface of the hill is of a

L. Blick (7-9n Hariev sc.)

D. Goddard (4 Triumph)
G. Jellyman (414 Juno) ...

L E.atcUtfe <4 Triumph)

2. BRISTOL M.C.C.
A. King-Smith (7-9 Harlev sc.)

P. Grout (4 Douglas)
E. Kickham C3Vj Douglas)
F. A. Simpson (4 Douglas)

3. WORCESTER M.C.C.
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.)

F. Drew (3% N.U.T.)
B. Kershaw (2^X Verus)
E. Williams (2"!4 A.J.S.)

4. CHELTENHAM M.C.C.
N. Hathaway (8 Sunbeam sc.) ...

T. Bailev (3>/. Sunbeam)
C. H. Dickins (3V.. Dene)
L. Painter (5V2 Norton)

5. STOURBRIDGE M.C.C.
Reserve rider (8 Enfield sc.) ...

F. Barnes (.2';^ Marloe)
R. Fellows (4 Triumph)
F. Jew (4 Norton) ...

Mileage.
. 2.9
. 34.5
,. 18.7
. 34.4

90.5

. 15.8

. 2.9

. .2.9
. 18.7

40.3

,2,9
'2.9
18.7
2.9

27.4

2.9
1.2

12.2
2.9

19,2

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

VIA

At the foot of Bussage Hill. L. Ratcliffe (4 h p. Triumph), who made a fine performance until

he ran out of petrol at this point on the last circuit : he was in the winning team iSiroud M.C.C.)'.
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A Stiff Open Trial in Kent and Surrey.
The Aatchless Cup falls to a consistent Single-Cylinder Solo Performance.

A DENSE Tellow fog greeted tbe thirty-

six riders who competed in the late

autumn trial, organised by the

Woolwich, Plumstead and District Motor
Club, on Saturday last. The first com-

,. petitor was scheduled to start at 9 a.m.,

from the Rose and Crown, Green Street

Green, Orpington, and this hour necessi-

tated an early start from London ; the

dense fog prevailing was the cause of a

few late starters.

The competitors had not only to sur-

mount the many difficulties provided by
well - known competition Jiills, but

"were subjected to a restarting and an
acceleration test en route. The latter

was carried out at the start, an excellent

scheme^ as it ensured a good get away.
A slight uiismiderstanding, however,
accounted for a few poor results.

- W. Brandish (4^ h.p. Hmnber) made
the best performance, and covered the

measured distance in 4|s., wliilst F, G.

Edmond (4 h.p. Triumph) took but ^s.

longer.

Other competitors whose deft handling
of the clutch and throttle levers, brought
them within the 5s. limit were

:

Jliiinie Gienfell ;10 Eeiidiug-Standardr 5|3.

E. ii. Whiflen i8 Blaciburne sc.) .. 5is. _
A. H. irslev (6 Matchless sc.) .. .. Sis.

H. O. Haye,5 i3V" Sunbeam) .. .. 5fs.
:' J. T. Basliall (6 llaitinsvde sc.).. .. Sfs.

H. Green ;4 Triumpli) 5is.
- A. F. Selby (3Ve Sunbeam) Sjs.

S. L. Greening ii\'2 Sunbeam) .. .. SSs.

Crossing the Westerham main road, the

route lay past Titsey Church, a well-

known spot, representative of the beauti-

ful countrj' which abounds on this area,

to Xatsfield Green and Polesteeple. This
lat-ter provided niucli excitement, was
termed the Colonial section, and proved
to be a slippery grass track.

.^''

On Whitecross Hill. C. Crosthwaite (James sc) negotiating the steep portion of the hill.

A sharp turn, left and the grass path
narrowed into a stony track which led

up to the famous Crown Ash (Salt Box)
hill.

A rough stony surface characterised
this ascent, and covered with sodden
copper-coloured leaves, which gave no
indication of the state of the road be-

,
neath, it proved too great an obstacle for

many riders. The sidecars were, of
course, the victims of wheel spin, whilst

watched the competitors on Yorks Hill, Here is

sc.) on this typical Kentish byway.

the solo enthusiasts found difficulty in

negotiating the loose boidders.

A sharp turn to the right at the summit,
led to Cudham Church and thence to

Brasted Hill, on the steepest part of

which the restarting test Was imposed.
The best time figure was recorded

against A. E. Selby (3^ Sunbeam), whilst

Minnie Grenfell (10 Reading-Standard)
also displayed clever clutch handling:
This heavy solo mount was, however,
too much for her, and she, with, it,

crashed to the ground. H.. F. Edwards
(Si B.S.A.), who had ridden consistently

and well throughout the trial, also made
a creditable performance.
The route thence included a stiff ascent,

Whitcross Hill, to the slimy surface of

which more riders succumbed. Then
came a cross route to . the lunch stop at

Knockholt.
Since ten riders had retired, twenty-six

machines only faced the starter at 2.30.

Returning to Crown Ash (Salt Box) hill,

a good climb was again made by
H. F. Edwards (B.S.A.), whilst Baxter,
riding his little Radco (the low gear of

which, when the throttle was fully open,

propelled the machine so slowly that
balancing was difficult), also climbed
well. Many more stops during the after-

noon reduced the eligible riders to a very
small number, and at the finish,

there was one rider only, H. F. Edwards
(B.S.A.), who I'etained sufficient marks to

enable the officiating secretary, Jlr. F. J.

Ellis, to announce the winner of the

premier award. The results -are as follows :

MATCHLESS CTIP ASD GOLD MEDAL.—H.
F. Kdivards '3'4 B.S..A.).

GOLD MEDALS.—Mrs. Hardee (8 Matchless
sc); E. H. Baxter (2V2 Radco); B. Walker (3'/.

Rover); A. F. Selby (SVs Sunbeam); C. Greening
(31^- Sunbeam).
SILVER MEDALS.—0. Eourlet (3ii Ariel sc.)

;

H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde) ; A, H. Ilsley (8 Match-
less sc); W. 0. Hemy (6 .A.J.S.); J. W'ain-n-right

(6 Matchlees).
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AMONGST a maze of large and expensive auto-

mobiles, there are staged at Olympia and the

White City several small machines which are

of interest to motor cyclists. They are sold, in some
cases, at prices lower than many sidecar outfits, and
include features which have been developed from
successful motor cycle practice.

Unfortunately, these little machines are not all

staged in one building, and the prospective purchaser

must search Olympia and twO' halls of the White City

before making a considered decision, and even then

he will have missed the Garden, the Lowest priced, and
one of the mok interesting exhibits, which is in a third

hall of the White City amongst the coachbuildersi

exhibits. Accessories also are divided between the

two buildings, though tyi'es are grouped in one hall,

and are the first things to be seen on entering the

Wiite City.

There is, undoubtedly, a serious effort being made
to cope with the demand for a four-wheeled vehicle,

which lies in the intermediate stage between the motor
cycle and the light car proper, and it is particularly

A.V.
_

Stand I/IO, Wh. City.

Designed originally as a monocar, the

A.V. has now a larger brother, known
as the A.V. Bicar. This machine is pro-

pelled by an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine placed

at the e.xtreme rear of the body, and
drives the solid rear axle through an
epicyclic two-speed gear and chain. The
rear a.xle is held in radius rods, which
are attached to quarter-elliptic springs.

As the engine is somewhat shielded

from draught, a blower, driven from the

timing side of the engine, is arranued
to force air past the cylinders. This
.short description is sufficient to convey
the salient features of one of the simplest

forms of drive which has yet been pro-

duced. The two-.seated body, with
.staggered seals, forms the frame, and
the front axle is centrally pivoted and
suHpuiidod on a comliination of coil and
f|u;irter-elliptic springs. Naturally the

monocar lias not been dropped, but the

description of the bicar .stands in this

case, except for the seating arrange-

mcMls jiikI the fact tliat either the

5, 6. or 8 h.p. J.A.P. engines may be

interesting to see how various manufacturers have
tackled the problems attaching to such a production.

These methods range from simple and ingenious units

attached to a combined frame and body to pressed

steel frames, water-cooled engines, three-speed- and
reverse gear boxes, and complete shaft drives with

differential back axle. Indeed, it is a difficult matter
to decide where the cycle car ends and the light car

proper begins, such excellent little machines as the

Douglas and Kingsbury being on the dividing line.

Mention must' be made of the two-cylinder two-stroke

Major, a French production having an engine of

about 750 c.c. Friction drive is used ; but though the

machine forms the nucleus of a promising cycle car,

the price is necessarily raised by import duties, etc.,

to a rather high level. Goachbuilders, as a rule, hav«
not specialised in bodies for the lighter types, but

visitors to the Show should not miss the exhibits of

Messrs. Grose, Ltd., of Northampton, who areshowi'ng,

in the Annexe of Olympia, very attractive bodies on
G.N. and Rover chassis.

A detailed review of these interesting exhibits follows :

fitted. Prices : Monocar, 5 h.p. £171,
6 h.p. £179; 8 h.p. £185; Bicar, £235.

BLERIOT WHIPPET.
Stand 37, Olympia.

But few alterations have taken place

ill this simple chassis since it was last

described in these pages. An 8 h.p. air-

cooled Blackburne engine provides the

power unit, and incorporated in the fly-

wheel is a single plate, clutch. The fric-

tion surfaces of this clutch are composed
of a series of circular Ferodo inserts,

which take the place of the more usual

cork inserts, tine of the advantages of

this plan is that even an amateur is

capable of replacing the inserts in the

case of wear. We are told, moreover,

that a very smooth but efficient drive

is afforded. Transmission is by chain to

an expanding pulley mounted on a

countershaft, the whole countershaft

swinging to maintain belt tension as the

pulley exjiands. A jockey sprocket is

used to take up chain slack.

In the latest models Hoffmann ball

thrust races are fitted to the pulley gear,

and the countershaft is splined instead
of, keyed. The chassis is of wood, and
quarter-elliptic springs are. fitted front
and back. An interesting hand starter

is used, and the engine can be rotated

from the driver's seat by means of a

long lever, carried outside the body, and
conriected to a toothed quadrant meshing
with a pinion on the crankshaft. The
ground clearance has been somewhat in-
creased in the latest type. Fitted with
hood, screen, and a body of comfortable
width, the Bleriot Whippet sells at £250.

GARDEN. Stand 47G, Wh. City.

Undoubtedly one of the centres of

attraction is the new Carden. For years
the £100 car has been an object which
manufacturers have striven to attain,

and yet this desirable object has been
acliieved in 1920 in spite df the high
prices now~rulirig.

How is it done? By clever design and
the elimination of the unneces.sary ! The
whole power unit, both engine, gears and
mechanical lubrication are combined with
the rear axle, and this unit can be en-

I
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EXAMPLES OF FOUR-WHFFI Fn r-vi-r c r^ ^ r^r. ^wuK wnnnLtu CYCLE CARS OF INTEREST TO

WOTOR CYCLISTS
Alr-cooled V and Plat Twin Engines PreCo„,i„ant in 192X Cycle Car Design..

563

^•^•'^'"'-
£235

8h.p. a,r-cooled twin J.A.P. engine, epicyclic two-speed gear,
chain transmission.

'""/r'.AP in.
S262 10

8h.p. JAP. or 10 hp Precision air-cooled engines,
triction and chain transmission.

Bh.p. water-cooled J.A.P engine, three speeds '!!d
" "

reverse, chain transmission.

air-cooled flat-twm engine, shaft transmission
drive rear axle.

£300

worm

Tamplln.

8 h.p. air-cooled J A.P. engine Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear, chain-cum-belt transmission.

Unit No. 1.

8h.p. air-cooled flat-twin engine, friction and ^fhfln
" "

transmission.

G.N.
£241 17 610 h.p. air-cooled twin engine, shaft-cum-chain transmTs:io;'

three-speeds and reverse.

Grahame White.
5-6h.p. wa..-cooled flat twm Coventi^-Victor engineSion"

'

and chain transmission.

\ CI3



tirely removed in a very short space of
time.

One cannot expect luxuries at the price,
and yet all that is possible has been done
in this direction. A two-cylinder air-

cooled two-stroke engine of 75x80 mm.
bore and stroke drives a two-speed gear
through a large gear wheel meshing with
a small pinion on the crankshaft, the
driven shaft forming part of the rear
axle. A five-plate clutch is interposed,
and, in spite of the low price, a two-
cylinder combined plunger and oscillating

oil pump running at l-256th engine speed
forces fresh oil to the pistons. Roller
big ends are employed, and the whole
unit is insulated from the body by coil

springs.

Since the unit is combined with the
rear axle, no frame is required, and the
body serves a double purpose. The fron.t

latter connection, it will be remembered
that this little car recently averaged 62
m.p.h. for three hours on Brooklands,
and lapped at 58 m.p.h. for some time.
A three-speed and reverse gear is pro-
vided, and the unit is slung from a
channel steel frame.

Suspension differs from the usual cycle
car practice, in that full elliptic springs
are used in front. Rack and pinion
steering is employed, and the starting
handle is geared up. Since the engine
lies behind the seats and the radiator is

in front of the car in a normal position,
a simple gear type water pumjp is used
to ensure adequate water circulation.
The wheels are detachable and inter-
changeable, and are of the artillery type,
while a fifth wheel is included "in the
specification. 650x65 mm^ tyres are
fitted. Price, 300 guineas.
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finally, three speeds and reverse are pro-

vided by means of iour chains and a

pair of fear wheels.- .

The final transmission is protected by
an ample shield, and the whole is carried

in a simple frame which is constructed
of channel steel.

Quarter-elliptic springs are used at the
front and rear, and a parallel motion for

the axles is ensured by a simple system
of tie-rods. Steering is by bevel gear,

and internal expanding brakes are used.
Price £241 17s. 6d. complete, but £33 15s.

e.xtra for dynamo lighting.

GRAHAME-WHITE. Stand S5, Olympia.

Two types of runabouts are staged on
this stand. The smaller is propelled by
a 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke engine.
and is the acme of simplicity. A lone

chain conveys the power to a sprocket

Bleriot-Whippet. £250

8h.p. air-cooled twin Blackburne engine, variable gear, by

expanding pulleys, chain and belt transmission.

Garden. £100

8 h.p. air-cooled two-

cylinder two-stroke engine

gear drive to live back

axle.

axle, also, is suspende'S on coil springs,
and the machine has a very present-
able appearance. 26x2J tyres are fitted.
and hood and screen are listed as extras.
It should be added that a simple kick-
starter, operated from the driver's seat,
is included in the specification. We hope
later to deal more f.ully with this in-

teresting design, which i^ermits a prac-
ticable two-seater being produced at a
price which is little in excess of that of
a lightweight motor cycle.

Incidentally, we noticed that the Car-
den exhibited was fully equipped with
very smart accessories supplied by Messrs.
Gratze.

CROUCH. Sfnnd ^W, Wh. Ctt//.

Engined witli a water-cooled 60° V
twin, the Crouch combines a unit engine
and gear box set across the frame, with
a final chain drive—a combination which,
though unusual, ha.s proved eminently
satisfactojy on road and track. In the

CI4

O.N. Stand ^25, Wh. City.

One of the earliest true cycle cars
wJiich has survived the test of time, and
has increased considerably in popularity,
is the G.N. Peculiar interest attaches
to this make since Capt. Nash set up
the wonderful speed record of 87.5 m.p.h.
on his racing machine Kim II. This
machine, with its inclined overhead valves
and single-seated racing body, forms a

centre of attraction on the G.N. stand.
Several types are sliown, but, as they

differ only in detail, the standard tour-

ing machine will serve as a model. An
8 h.p. OO-' V twin engine serves as a
power plant, and in itself contains many
interesting features. The inlet valves are
placed directly over the exhaust, the
rocker gear being enclosed. An overhung
crank with long plain be.aringa, is em-
ployed, and a single-plate clutch is com-
bined with the large outside flywheel.
Thence power is transmitted by sh.aft

(o a bevel-driven countershaft, and.

Crouch. £315 U

8 h.p. water-cooled twin engine, epicyclic three-speed and
reverse gear, cham transmission.

gripped to the countershaft by a col
insert clutch. Two gear ratios are
tained by the use of chains to the re

axle, the front sprockets being locked
I

the countershaft, as desired, by means |

dog clutches.

Suspension is by quarter-elliptic spriiJ

attached to an ash frame, and, since

rear axle is solid, a contracting bra
band, is fitted to each rear wheel,
operated by foot and the other by hail

The price is £160, or with hood, sere
and accumulator lighting, £174.

X.'ie larger model is engined with
5-b h.p. Coventry Victor flat twin, whi
propels the machine by means of shsT

friction gear, and a short chain to

solid axle.

Springing and brake gear are similafl

design to those on the lighter machil
but the frame is constructed of tapef
pressings arranged with the ribs of

i

channel pointing outwards.
In future models all wheels will I

detachable and interchangeable. ~\

price is £245, .or with hood, screen,

accumulator lightinir, £265.

L.M. Stand 332, W/i.

The L.M. is no newcomer to the c|

car ranks, and. in essentials, the jaj

type resembles its forerunners. An )

water-cooled J. A. P. engine with extra
flywheels, is placed in the front
frame, and each cylinder is cooled

ately on the thermo-syphon princii

A chain drives the main shaft
solidly constructed three-speed
verse gear box situated amidshipsl
a further chain conveys the power i

rear axle. It is very noticeable th'
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cellent arrangements have been made for

the adjustment of these chains, a positive

sliding motion being provided for the
gear box by a conveniently placed ad-

justing screw, while the rear axle may
be moved bodily in slotted radius rods.

Both internal expanding and external
contracting brakes are fitted to each rear

wheel, and quarter-elliptic springing is

employed throughout, the front springs"
being assisted by coils between the axle

and the frame members. Steering is

direct. The price, complete with hood.
screen,,and accumulator lighting, is £285.

NORTH STAR AND EDMOND.
, Stand Jf71,- Wli. C'ltij.

A machine is shown having a 4 h.p.

Blackbunie engine, chain drive to a
countershaft, and final belt drive through
I special Grado gear. The frame is of

;he buckboard type, but quarter-elliptic

springs are added.

RICHARDSON. Stand JfOS, Wh. C'itij.

Amongst the cycle cars which have
leen in evidence in many competitions
luring the year is the 8 h.p. Richardson.
Che layout is particularly simple, and,
iriefly^ it may _ be described as having
n 8 h.p. J.A.P. or 10 h.p. Precision
ngine, driving through shaft, friction

ear, and chain to a solid rear axle. The
ngine and transmission are moimted in

combined wood and steel frame, and
le buckboard type, but quarter-elliptic

jrings.

Since the rear axle is solid, the brakes
-one on each wheel—are operated one
f hand and the other by foot ; each is

the internally expanding type. The
arting handle is geared up so that the
-gine may be "swung." The driven
sc is of compressed cork. The standard
uipment includes 550x65 mm. Dunlop
res, hood, screen, and accumulator
;hting. . In addition to this a dickey

:» it is part and parcel of the neat bodv-
irk. Price, complete, £262 10s.

RECORDS AT
iN Thursd-ay, the 4th inst., several

iiew records were created at Brook-

1
lands by H. Le Yack on an Indian,

i. also, by' Capt. M. C. Breese on a

olson B.

je Vack's times in the Class E
ords were as follows :

ROVER. Stand 57, Ohjmpia.

One of the most popular light machines
on the road is the 8 h.p. Rover, which
has already done much to allay the public
prejudice against air-cooling, since the
silence and reliability of its 85x88 mm.
flat twin engine have been proved.
There is nothing startling in the

design, which is a sensible straightforward
proposition throughout. Cast iron cylin-

ders with detachable heads and side-by-

side valves, mechanical oil pump feeding
into the base of one cylinder through- a

sight feed, and roller bearing big ends'
are the main features of the engine.

Transmission, which is purely on car

lines, is through a three-speed and re-

verse gear box and propeller-shaft to a
worm-driven rear axle. Quarter-elliptic

springs are bolted to the channel steel

frame, and Sankey steel wheels are used
as standard.
Another 2in. of leg room has been pro-

vided in the body, and the spare wlieel

•has been brought round to the side of the

body, so as to leave more room for spares

and luggage in the boot. Electric light-

ing is a standard fitting, and the com-
plete car sells at £300.

TAMPLIN. Stand ^33, WK. Cifi/.

Amongst the lower priced two-seaters

the Tamplin holds a high position. Its

transmission follows motor cycle lines,

closer perhaps than that of any other
cycle car. An 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine drives

a Sturmey-Archer gear box by means of

a primary chain, and thence a long belt

running over large pulleys is used to

drive the solid rear axles. The actual

drive is outside the body in an accessible

position, but the engine, gear box, and
kick-starter are inside and well protected
from the elements.

Properly speaking, there is no chassis,

since the body, suitably stiffened, forms
the frame. Coil springs in front and
quarter-elliptics at the back provide
adequate suspension, and all springs are

adjustable for the weight carried. By

JR
^0

OOKL
miles .

.

,ANI
Ih.

3S.
13m. 14*3.- . . . 40 Q'i in p.h

i=;o miles .

.

3h. 51m. i8Js. . .. 38.89 m p.h

200 miles .

.

5I1. iim. 31S. . .. 38 52 m p.h

miles .

.

30m. 335. - . 75.85 m.p.h.

milPS ih. 23m. 8*5. . . 72. 17m.p.h.

miles .

.

2h. -2m. 2Sgs.. .
.- 73.48 m.p.h.

miles .

.

. , 2h. 45ni- 5^5. . . 72.69 m.p.h.

hour 73 ml. i,2?g vd. . . 73 69 m.p.h.

hours . 146 ml. 1,514 v<i- - . 73-47ni.p.li.

hours . . 21.S ml^ 697 yd. . 72. 70 m.p.h.

ietween the 50 aud 100 miles. Le Vack
1 1 a broken chain, which accounts for

slower speed accomplished in the 100

I

es. After riding for three hourSj he
[l to stop on account of the fog.

|l^e machine used for these records was
jetandard Indian Powerplus model.

PiOO mm. (997 c.c). The equipment
luhe machine consisted of Dunlop tyres,

Ijeh magneto, Renolds chain. Wake-
[rs Castrol, and K.L.G. plugs.

|k the sarne day, Capt. Maurice
llieae gained seven Class F records, his

'

I'lBB'and speeds beings as follows :

2 hours ... 79 ml. 441yd. ... 39.62 m.p.h.

4 hours . .

.

154 ml. 1,596 yd. , .

.

3S-. 72 m.p.h.

5 hours . .

.

192 ml. 549 yd. . .

.

38.45 m.p.h.
6 hours . .

.

230 ml. 245 yd. . .

.

38^5 m.p.h.

Ths equipment of the machifleL consisted of Flexi

carburetter, E.I.C. magneto, Wood-Milne tyres, John
Bull belt, Wakefield's oil, and Shell Aviation spirit.

The previous best performances ivere Class E

:

50 miles, A. J. Moorhouse (Indian), 40m. 59. 2s.

{73.11 m.p.h.) ; 160 miles, J. L. Emerson (A. B.C.),

ih. 26m. 13.6s. (69.58.m.p.h.) ; 150 mile-S, A. J. Moor-
house (Indian). 2h. 16m. iSs. (6*5.03 m.p.h.) ; 200 miles,

A. J. Mocrhou?e (Indian), 3h. im. 54.-f.s. (65.96 m.p.h.) ;

I hour, V. E. Horsraan (Norton), 71 ml. 1,173 yd-

{;i.S4 m.p.h.) ; 2 hours, V. E. I^orsman (Norton),
13S ml. 1,258 yd. (69.36 m.p.h.)

; 3 hours, A, J. Moor
house (Indian'^ 107 ml. r, 271 yd. (65.90 m.p.h.)
The pre\-ious best figures ih Class F were as follows .

50 miles, Capt. M. C. Breese (Couison-B.), ih. 14m. 30s.

lio.2f^ m.p.h.) ; 2 hours, Capt. M. C. Breese (CouIsqn-BJ.
7910!. 122 vd. (39-53 m.p.h.)

FUEL AND TAXES.
EVIDENCE of the iinpepularity of the

new taxes which come into force
on January 1st is contained in

copies of the correspondence between one
of our readers and Sir Henry P. May-

climbing the worst of the Midlands' and
Southern Counties' hills, the Tamplin has

proved its capabilities, and \vith its

deeply staggered seats it has a sporting,

though unusual appearance. Price £165.

UNIT NO. 1. Stand 333, 117,. City.

One of the most interesting exhibits

in the Show is (he Unit No. 1, which
may be said to consist of two parts, (1) a

front axle, ash and flitch plate frame, and
an ingenious cable rack steering gear

easily and instantly adjustable, and (2)

a rear axle, friction gear, and engine unit

carried on a steel frame, attached to

No. 1 by quarter-elliptic springs, and a

ilexible connection placed amidships.

The engine is an air-cooled Bovier flat

twin of 85 X 88 mm. bore and stroke re

spectively, having steel cylinders, cast

iron detachable heads, with side-by-side

valves and an ingenious system of forced

lubrication, by which oil is fed to a well

above the tappets and distributed to the

cylinders by the tappets themselves.

"Behind the engine lies a simple. friction

gear, consisting of a driving disc fitted

with four blades on its outer periphery,

and a driven disc behind a large cork

disc held between two plates. This cork

is easily and quickly replaced in case of

need.
The driving disc may be moved by a

quick thread screw in order to provide a

clutch, and an extra tension device is

supplied for emergencies.

The countershaft is provided with a

gear reduction to avoid the necessity of

large sprockets, and a short chain is used

for the final drive. Both brakes art

cairied on the axleshaft, and it should

be mentioned that the weight is taken

by extension of the sub-frame so that the

axle transmits power only. This unit

lies, of course, behind the occupants of

the car. The seats are of the hammock
type, carefully padded, and a large locker

is placed behind the dummy radiator.

The price complete is- £275, and a water-

cooled model . can be supplied at £297.

bury, K.C.M.G., C.B., Ministry of

Transport. The motpr cyclist in ques-

tion, Mr. H. v. P. Smith, of Wood
Green, N., in letters dated from April
until October, has well presented the
case o£ the average motor cyclist in

making a plea for a tax on fuel, but his

efforts have brought no better results

than those of our motoring organisations,
ourselves, and the Motor Legislation
Committee. On this point the Govern-
ment has been adamant all along, and
the new -taxes were based on recom-
mendations considered as the best alter-

native to a fuel tax.

EX-D.R. REUNION.
DURING Show week ex-despatch riders

of the Third _A.rmy Headquarters
Signal Company, R.E., are holding

their second annual dinner at the

Florence Restaurant, Rupert Street, W.
December 3rd has been fixed as the date,

and any D.R. who was at any time at-

tached to the Third Army in France, and
has not received an invitation, is invited

to, communicate with Cyril F. Earl, 3,

Kildowan Road, Goodmaves, Essex.
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Doncastei and District M.C.

The. Motor Cycle Motor Cup has been
•won this season by Mr. F. Leach.

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

The closing run was held on October

51st. About seventy- five members met at

headquarters at ten o'clock and journeyed
to Sheffield, where an excellent dinner was
provided. The mem-bers returned by
Worksop and Mansfield to Chesterfield for

tea, arriving back at headquarters about
7.15 p.m.

Market Harborough and District M.C.C.
The first competitive event organised

by the ilarket Harborough and District

Motor Cycle Club took placH on October

31st, when a timed club hift-climb was
held on Slawston Hill, near Harborough.
A good entry was received, and the first

and second prizes were won (on formula)

by J. Addison (6 James) and R. Corbett

(3j Sunbeam). The club has already

held several social runs, and now numbers
nearly fifty members.

Wimbledon M.C.C.

A. cordial invitation is extended to

motor cyclists and light car owners re-

siding in Wimbledon and district to be-

come members of the above club, which
has been in existence over eight years,

the Committee are arranging an attrac-

tive programme for 1921, and they would
be pleased to receive applications from
intending members as early as possible,

so that preliminary arl-angements can be
decided . upon. Further particulars can

be obtained from tlie hon. sec, 48.

Princes Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19.

North London M.C.C.
In accordance with club rules, tlie

officers for the past season resigned en

bloc at the recent annual dinner at the

Holborn Restaurant. The executive for

the ensuing season is as follows : Presi-

dent, Mr. Kennedy Jones, M.P. ; vice-

presidents, Messrs. G. Goft'rie Higgs and
J. F. Hull ; chairman, Mr. G. W. Town-
send ; captain, Mr. ' R. W. Greaves

;

treasurer, Mr. B. Staley ; hon. secretary,

Lt. Alan W. Day. Lynton, Park Cres-

cent, Finchley, N.3, who will be pleased

to welcome new menrbers.

North Wales M.C.C
Although only recently formed, this club

is already affiliated to the AC. U., and has

a very strong membership, thanks being

due to the energetic president. On
October 28th and 30th there was a very
successful entry tor the petrol consumption
test, which was to be won on formula.
At the start a pint of petrol was measiu'ed
out to each competitor and each machine
and rider weighed.
The club gold, silver, and bi'onze medals

are awarded the first, second, and third
best performances ; 1, W. Edwards (2^
New Imperial) ; 2, R. M. Johns (2^ New
Imperial) ; 3, E. Hughes (4 Triumph)

;

4, GlyiuM' Jones (3i Lea-Francis).
'J'he la.st official event of the season is

being held on Thursday, November 18th,
when a half-day reliability trial will be
lun. A start will be made from the
garage, Denbigh, at 3 jj.m., the course
being about forty-live miles in lengtii, and
will not include any freak hille.

ri6

CLUB NEWS.
Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

On Thursday, November 25th, the

above club has arranged a very interest-

ing evening. A series of lantern slides

will be shown, together with a private

view of "the Scott Trial films for both
1919 and 1920 (lundly lent by the Scott

Co.). The following items in the pro-

gramme of this live club are a one day
trial. Dec. 12th, and the annual dfnner.

Dec. 17th.

^eek-eti^ (Tlub Cvcnts.

Nov, U-—Leicester and District M.C.C. Winter
Hcliabilitii Trial..

-Vol-. li.—Slieffieia and Hallamslurc M.C.C. Club
Trophy Tntd.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The annual winter reliability trial for

the Paskell Cup will be held on Novem-
ber 14th. It is a closed event, but would-
be entrants who are not members may
enter for the trial on payment of 10s. 6d.,

and they wiU be made honorary members
tor one day. The other entry fee for club

members is 5s. 6d. , and for teams,
whether composed of club members or not,

one guinea.

The trial will also include an accelera-

tion test on The Motor Cycle formula

C X T=—==— . The rider who comes out with theW
best figure of merit in this test will be
awarded the Lunt Cup.

Entries close on Thursday, November
11th. Full particulars can be obtained
from the hon. sec, Mr. R. A. Spittall,

30, Princess Road, Leicester.

A Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

The development of motor cycling in

Yorkshire has led to the formation of a

Yorkshire centre of the A.C.U., subject,

of course, to the sanction of the Union

being obtained. This means- that the

Yoikshirc Centre will be carved out of

the area which has hitherto been covered

by the East Midlands Centre. The
idea of forming a York.shire centre was
discussed in an informal way at York
last May, but it came up in the form of

a definite scheme at a meeting of York-'*

shire motor cyclists arranged by the

Ilkley Motor Cycle and Light Car Club
at Leeds on Saturday, October -30th.

Twelve different Yorkshire clubs were-

represented. Of these, Ilkley, Keighley,
Dewsbury, Bradford, York, Wombwell,
Leeds, and Doncaster signified their will-

ingness to join the new centre." -The
representatives of Harrogate, .Scar^

borough, and Hull Clubs said they had
not come with power to join the centre,

but would need to report to their respec-

tive committees before they could finally

commit their clubs. The Sheffield and
Hallamshire Club representatives ex^

plained that their club was in a somewhat
"peculiar position. They were on the

loorderline between the East JMidlands

Centre and the proposed new centre, and
a considerable proportion of their membeij
ship was drawn from. Derbyshire. Ir

consequence it had been decided to cat

a special meeting of the members of th<

club and submit the decision to their voti

as soon as possible.

Mr. J. N. Longfield, the president o:

the Ilkley Club, and an A.C.U. consul

has been temporarily elected president
the new centre, with ]Mr. F. A. Scrivei

(Bradford) and Mr. A. Walton (Leed;

vice-presidents, and JMr. F. Dovener i

hon. secretary.

Mr. Longfield pointed out that til

great advantage of forming such acenti
would be that all the clubs in the distric

would be working together. If thi

could get such a centre formed many
the grievances which the clubs had again
the A.C.U.—and tliere were alvva

grievances against a ruling body—con
be pressed much more effectively.

Scene at the star! ol the N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth Branch) Petrol Consumption Trial.

Portsdown Hill was the venue.
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Choose the Tread
:hat Suits the Roads

you on.
vjO matter what roads you ride on,

^ whether sandy, gravelly, or "clayey,"

&u can get

1

MOTOR
CYCLE TYRES

th just the right tread to suit them.

r Sandy or Flinty Roads—
You nee'd a good plain tread, to withstand sharp edges
without tlie necessity for verj' much "grip."

BATES NO. I PATTERN
gives you all the grip you need with a saving ol

friction which considerably lengthens the life of your
tyre. The side ridges prevent skids when "cornering.''

Greasy or
'

' Clayey ' Roads—
A tread that will bite into the road without skidding
or "forward slipping" when climbing lulls.

BATES. NO. 2 PATTERN
gets a grip on the greasiest road with no undue
friction or wear on the tread.

Heavy Combinations—
A tread that will give 5'ou the additional "grip"
required and yet withstand the extra wear and tear.

BATES ALL-WEATHERS PATTERN
. Made in 650x65, 3in., for 650x65, 26x3, and 700 x So.

Send for Interesting Booklet.

W. & A. BATES, LTD.,
llT.MARY'S MILLS, LEICESTER

Rubber Manufacturers since 18^3.

lEPOTS IN LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW,
I
EWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, BELFAST, and BRISTOL.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders

:

lUSTRALIA—A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354, Post Office Place

I
est, Melbourne ; Bennett & Barkell, ~Ltd., Meagher and Chippeu

I reels, Chippendale, Sydney; Cornell Ltd., 122, Pirie Street.

llelaide, S.A. BRITISH EAST AFRICA—Sultani, KamtaU,
Ifanda. BURMA—Skippers & Co.. Ltd.. si, Barr Street, Rangoon.
[M.S. & S.S.—A. C. Davis, Penang. INDIA—Skippers & Co., Ltd.,

I,'
Clyde Street, Calcutta: Elphinstone Circle, Bombay; and at

l.wnpore. NEW ZEALAND—Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd.,

Ratherstone and Johnston Streets, Wellington; 140, Lichfield Street,

Ifcistchurch. SOUTH AFRICA—Atkey (London), Ltd., P.O.Box
]}8, Capetown. WEST INDIES—Frederick N. Martinez, Barbados.
lUiADA—Associated British industries [of Canada), Ltd., 149,
l! stcria Street, Toronto, Ontario

9
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MOTOR CYCLES!
An excellent stock of reliable machines is always

available at Harrods. Here are examples

:

NEW SOLO MACHINES
LEVIS 2i h.p. Popular Model •• • £60
INVICTA 21 h.p. ViUlers. 2-stroke, single speed •• £71

HOBART 21 h.p. Villiers 2-slroke engine, 2-3peei £75
SPARKBROOK 2ih.p.Villiers, slngle-speed .. £69
SPARKBROOK .. •• •• £75
DOUGLAS 21 h.p., 2.sp3ed model. . • • £100
ALLDAYS-ALLON 24 h.p. Model deLuxe. 2-sp £85
CLYNO 2 i h.p. Lightweight, 2-speed and c'.ulch .. ±.75

FRANCIS-BARNETT 2j h.p. j.a.p. 2 speed, etc. £88 19

COULSON B. 2i h.p., spring frame •- £99 15

COULSON B.2i h.p., dutch, etc. .. £110 5

INVICTA 2| h.p. J.A.P. two-speed clutch&k/s .. £89
DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 3.speed Model, k/s •• £105
NEW IMPERIAL 22 h.p.,2.speed, dutch, etc. £90 4

ROYAL RUBY 3 h<p., spring frame. 2-speed, etc £ 1 1

RUDGE MULTI 3j h.p.. T.T. •• £110
LEA-FRANCIS 3ih.p.Twin,2speed •• £130
A.B.C. 3ih.p., dynamo lightng, runabout 300 miles £ 1 t)U

COULSON B. 4 h.p., spring frame, 2-speed .- £110
COULSON B. 4 h.p. 3-,p3ed dutch, etc. . £123 18

NEW COMBINATIONS
ROVER 3A h.p.. wlh smart coach bull, sid: -car £180
INVICTA 31 h.p., coach-buil side-car £143
DOUGLAS 4 h.p., to makers' specilication .• XllU
COULSON 4 h.p- Spring frame, smart side car £162 10
TRIUMPH 4 h p.. Model H combination •• £182 10

NEW CYCLECARS
TAMPLIN TANDEM 8 h.p., J.A.P. engine .. £165
BLERIOT WHIPPET shp .. .- £250
G.N. 10 h.p , Dynamo UghtinK . • - • £275
hi some cases a smal' charge mttsi be added to cover aelivery charges from works

EASY TERMS
OF PAYMENT

Harrods will supply ANY ava la.Me Car on the following terms
—NEW CAR cuslomsrs pay a deposit of ONE-FIFTH of the

purchase pric3, t'le baleuice It be paid in twelve monthly instal-

ments. 4% being charged for Credit Terms. For SECOND-HAND
CARS, cus'omers pay a deposit of ONE-THIRD purchase price,

the balance, plus 2^% only, belnor pcud in 12 monthly instalments

m
In anameTtng these advertisements it

HARRODS MOTOR SHOWROOMS
11 6- 11 8 BROMPTONROAD LONDON SWl

« desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." CI9
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Combination ''Hammer" and
''Thrce-in-Onc" Screwdriver.

"Fouf-in-Onc" Screwdriver. Duplex Screwdrivers. "Ihree-in-Cne" Screwdriver,

Unique

Serviceable

Tools.

Screwdrivers' attractively Highly finishei and nickel
Si-i-out/Ik;,,.,., „„.„ii.,„f *.,,!, u 1. u u •

carded in dozens for plated, with steel working
Sicrewdnvers, excellent tools Hammer should be in every

show purposes. parts and brass handles. '"r Magneto adjustment. motor cyclist's kit.

Libera! Terms to the Trade.

RAMSAY BROS., LTD., 245, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.l.
Telephone Museum 3694.

NFOW RPAF)V ^ book that will interest the old-timer,^—^^^^— the designer, and all_ motor cyclists.

MOTOR "^YCLE "7^^7
» of

"The Motor Cycle"REMINISCENCES
This new book will rank as one of the best things

" IXION " has ever done. It not only gives an amusing
record of the author's own motor cycling experiences

and misadventures, which began nearly twenty years

ago, but it contains also a great deal of very interest-

ing motor cycle history, covering, as it does, all the

great rides of the early days, from the first End-to-End
rjde in 1902, and all the important French races.

The writer has drawn upon a well-stocked memory to

good purpose, and produced a work which will appeal

strongly to all motor cycle enthusiasts. None can
read it without laughter, yet under the author's whim-
sical style there will be found a mass of instructive

facts, bringing into sharp relief the wonderful progress

that has taken place in motor cycle design.

The book is appropriately illustrated, and in addition to

a unique collection of photographic reproductions of

early machines, events and rides, it also contains

14 specially prepared drawings of a humorous
character.

Price 5/- Net. By Post, 5/3.

From the Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G. 4.

And leading booksellers.

In answcrin;/ t/iese adverthements it ts (laholjln to mention "The Motor Ciji'lc."
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/ .
1

SIDECAR for

COMFORT. ,

The Sidecar with

Luxurious Car Type

Springing.

Patent Sprung Wheel.

Prompt Deliveries.

Write for Catalogue to-day.

GRINDLAY (Coventry) Ltd., Melbourne Works, Spon End, COVENTRY

ANNOUNCEMENT BY BOWDEN WIRE LTD., LONDON.

POWER-'^ECONOMy
THE BOWDEN EXTRAAIR INLET

Have you tried the Bowden Wire Extra Air

Inlet ? The increased efficiency of Carburation
will surprise 5/ou. More power : less petrol : a

cool and clean engine. Control is from the

.handle-bar. It is easily and quickly .fitted.

Bowden Wire Mechanism
and Control Levers.

ir H

Bowden Wire Blechanism and
Control Levers are fitted by the

leading Motor Cycle Manufac-

turers of the world.

We vidll gladly afford you the

benefit of our experience.

Write us when you want levers, -

wire, or fitments, ^•

as

In answerinn these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ciicle.'
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Economical

ENGINE POWER
is provided by

The Quadrupull Belt.

This powerful belt -grip trans-

forms every ounce of engine

power into speed because it

cannot slip. Look closely at

the illustration : these deeply-

driven stitches will never come
apart, therefore the belt cannot

break. In spite of its great

strength"the " Quadrupull " is

easily adjusted and will run on
the smallest pulley.

H"
1"

r
*"

AO
I(

6/- per ft.

5/9

5/6
. . 5/3

.. . . 5/.

'„ 4/9
• 4/6

belts tested before
the works. l-atent No. 150616.

ManiLe.: VULCAN SOLE C0.( g.r)
1, PRINCESS ROAD, MANCHESTER,

London Agents: R. P. Jones & Co , 7, Rochesler Row. Westminster, S W^

DO NOT BE

MISLED.
There is no other on the

|

Market so Good and Safe as the

STRENGTH
combined with
SBRYICE.

All Agents
sell it.

BRITISH BEI.T FASTENER
"Simflsx" Improved 1/- "Simplex" Adjustable 1/3
"Standard " 1813. 1 /3 "Standard" Adjustable, 1 /6

All sizes same price

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS
HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
WiUiam St, WOOLWICH, LONDON.

Why YOU should use the
Not suitable for

Needle Control
Carburetters

W.S.R. Variable JET ADAPTER -rB-}8/6
in your Carburetter

BECAUSE IT GIVES YOU More Power. More
Mileage per Gallon, Higher Speed, Easy Starting.
Slow Running.Cooler Engine, GreaterVaporisation
State malte rfEngine, Carburetter, and length of Jet.inclridiuK
Ping, when ordering. Fbr Triumphs stite diameter of tlircad
across base of plug and date of carburetter.

Agents—The Halford Cycle Co., Birmingham, and all

HalfortlDjiiots; The Metropolitan Machinists Co. . Ltd., 2.1'J,

Bishopsgate. London E.(..2; Tom Davies, 229, Deans^'ace
Manchester; James Grosg Ltd., i. Old Je^^Tl•,. E.C 2:

-sones & Co., The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.IO.

Can be obtained from the above Aaents or direct from

—

RUDGE BROS., ^l,%%AliH'^^i. SphMlO/6
Fleet Street BIRMINGHAM. Postage i^PaoMnsed

FLEXA SEAT PILLAR
1 ^ (Patent applied for.)

1% .

An adjustable springing device-

A stoutly made and thoroughly

tested Laminated Sprin?: Seal
Pillar for Motor Cycles.

P3ICE 53/-

• ^ ,,.

No alterations require:], can be
attached in a lew minutes to

most Rigid Frame Machines.

^§
Write jor ieaftet and copies

of testimonials if yow
Agent cannot sttpply.

E. H . DERRICOTT, 721\, Lozells Road, Birmingham.

MOTOR OILS
fop Cars, Cycles, Tractors,
Aeroplanes, and Boajs.

High-grade and
Unexcelled.

Can be obtained (ram
all Motor Garages
and Motor Gar
Dealers.

Do n 't

satisfied with less

than the best,

but demand "SPEEDON.
Sole Manufacturers:

MORRIS & SON (OILS), LTDj
Cross Lane Oil Works,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER

CODIVA

TUCK & BLAKEMORE. LTD. COVENTRY.

We are now delivering our 2-stroke Lightweight
Motoc Cycled fitted with VilUcrs' Engines, Burman
2-speed Gears, -nnd made from Llic very best

materials throughout.

Single-spood, 52 gns. Two-speed, 61 gns.

Two-speed, kick-starter, clutch control, 68 gns.

Send for Catalogue.
Farllier parliciiiari from llu*^ vinh-rx. Jflfii/j* wanted.

J. S. ROCK & 80NS,
Beocher Works, CRADLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and ad4ress must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

idvertisements should be made payable rrr
.0 ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_—5t-^*
rreasury Notes, being untraceable il lost in

ransit, shouid not be sent as remittances.

All advertisaments m this section should be
ocompanied with remittance, and be addressed
» the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
troet, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

oventry. To ensure insertion letters should
e posted in time to reach the offices of " The
lotor Cycle," by the flrst post on Friday
lorning previous to the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should
lote the number which is printed at the end of
lah advertisement, and the date of the issue
which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

priDters' errors, although every care is taken
avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
?or. the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
iressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,
len this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
istration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the
ds Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only ttie number
appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
ressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
.4. Replies to Box Number adveylisements containing
Mances should be sent by registered post, but in all such
s it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.
i the case of motor cycles offered (or sale nnder a box
iber, as It is unusual lor these to be sold without Drst
ginspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wlH
Hate business by embodying In their advertisements
) mention ot the district in which the machine
ed may be seen and tried.

JW- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
rsons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
sit System. If the money be deposited with "The
rCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,
e time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
i fa three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
mt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
e depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
ige one way. For all transactions up to £10, a.
iit fee of I/- is charged; on transactions over ^10
mder £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

f75 and under £roo, 7/6; and en all transactions
fioo, t %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
ildor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
5 should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
^ letter "D " at the end of an advertisement is an
ition that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

"-^ ieposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
us, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
9»ders who reply to advertisements and receive no
r to their enquiries are requested to regard the
I as an Indication that the goods advertised have
y been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to
)ne by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

; £115.—L. G. Smith,^n 1920, new, nnsoiled
iclecots, Glos.

|.A.ii.C., 4 speeds, done 150 miles
326, Euston Ed., London.

[7928

£135.-
Mnsenin

[2978
1920, tick .starter, Bonniksen, Fallot light
1,200 miles; £105.-AJJ.W., 145a, Snther-

Maids Vale. [8548
' p. ffitliCanoelet coachbullt eporting sidecar, Lucas
jl
lamps, Cowey horn, all accessories, mileage 1,000;
Mar offer.—Stanton. Weat Downs. Wincheister

[7904

CLEARANCE WEEK.
Machines quoted below.

No reasonable ofTqp refused.
All under cost price

COMBINATIONS.
1920 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc, new List price

1920 RUDGE Combination, 6 h.p., with
Rudge-Whitworth best sidecar. Im-
mediate delivery.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List price

1920 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List price

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps,
Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price

J 920 A.J.S. Combination, complete. Im-
mediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdynp, brand new List price

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELO Combination, standard
model List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, coimtershaft model,
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete with
lamps. Special bargain ; imder list

price £195
1920 4} h.p- B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

drive model, brand new List price
1920 6 b.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate

delivery List price
1920 latest chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH

Combination ; immediate delivery.

List price

1920 Sports Model ZENITH, electrically
equipped, speedometer. Cost ;f165. accept

£125
19^0 A.J.S 6 h.p. combination, Lucas dyoamo

lighting set. Brand new £140
1920 7-9 h.p. ^-cylinder F.N. Combination,

complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen .' £190

igi4 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless works £125

1920 HENDERSON Combination, djnnamo
lighting set, electric jiorn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar Offers

19^0 EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric Jaom, and Henderson
Elite sidecar £155

SOLO MACHINES.
1020 A h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model.

brand new List price

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., immediate
delivery List price

-1920 sM-p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
immediate delivery List price

rgao 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-
starter model, immediate -delivery.

Makers' list price

1920 A.B.C, 4 speed?, brand new, immediate
delivery List price

IQ18 7-g h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing. £1 1

J

SIDECARS.
Immediate delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harleys, Hendersons, etc.;

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Stock.

1920 G.N. Light Car, with or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price

WANTED.—First-class ComDinations.

U. SMITH & CO.,
52 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London. N.W.*.
(Bottom end ot Tottenham Court Rd..
"Phone ; Museum 5938.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

jQSO A.B.O., perfect condition. Lncas liimp, horn,
-•-*' insured, spares milenga 1,000; £140; seen Mon-
day to Friday.—Colson, South Weylandii F.irm, Esher.

[8054
"IQ20 A.B.C. winner o! several gold medals in liill-

J-«^ climbs, beautiful machine, and real snip:
112 gns.—Julian. 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024.

, , =
IttHi

dynamo lislitins, speedometer, etc.,

ned, any trial; a bn»-pain, £150, or

Eollason, Ivydeno, 231, Swan Lone.
[X6392

7020 A.B.C,
-*-" condition a;

nearest offer.—U".

Coventry.

1Q20 A.B.C. 3h.p.. 4 speeds. kick-.';tnrter. latest
I
J-*' model, guaranteed not been 150 miles, good as
brand new; £120.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron
Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X6404

3ih.p. A.B.C Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new: cash

£150 (list price £173/10); may be obtained on deferred
payments for a small extra charge.—Ilarrods, Ltd.,
lis, Brompton Ed., London. [8562

A.B.C, 1920, Cowey born, Lucas' rear lamp, generator,
new rear tyre, just overhauled, result 60 m.p.h.

spares, valve springs, rockers, push rods, cylinder head
washers, and tappet adjusters, mileage 3.500, owner
buying combination

; price £120.—Muntz, 47, Jesus
Lane, Cambridge. [8227

1 Q20 A.B.C, kick-starter, Lucas dynamo set, Apollo
-»-«.' electric horn, Nightingale whistle, Watford
speedometer, aluminium, number-plates, mileage 1,600,
just retuned by makers, condition excellent, seen
London, list £185; accept best offer over £140;
essentially de luxe model.—Box 9,186, c/o Tlie Motor
Oi/ck. [7995

Abingdon.
1Q20 Abingdon 6-7h.p. Twin Combination. Sturmev-
-i-«^ Archer 3-3peed countershaft gear, lamps, horn,
speedometer. Palmer cords, latest type coachbuilt side-

car, hood, screen, any trial, perfection; £150.—Lucas.
390, High Rd., CUswick. [8102

ABINGDON-IVY 5-6h.p. Combination, S.A. counter,
shaft, electric lighting. Bosch mag., new Sen.

spray, discs, very sporty, good condition; must sell;

late 1914; £60, or nearest.—Fardell, Gill St., Lime-
house, E.14. 'Phone East 126. [7841

1919 I\[odel Combina-
screen, low mileage:

price £125, or"£43/r5 cash and 6 monthly payments
of £14/11/8.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89. Gt. Portland
St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399. [7976

Acme.
ACME-J.A.P. New Sh.p. Combinationj^

liberal exchanges.—Motories,
Halifax.

A.J.S

r|AN GUY, Weymouth.—5-6h. p. A.J.S. combination

ABINGDON King Dick 5-6h.p.
tion, fully equipped, hood.

25,
£213/15:

Horton St.,

[8063

GUY, Weymouth.-
in stock; £210. [6958

BRIGHTON. Hove and District A.J.S. Agents.
Turpin's, 22-29. Preston Ed., Brighton. [0202

CEOW Bros., WhitehaU Garaga, Guildford, A.J..?.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

Q3h.p. A.J.S., T.T., 2-speed.
'V4. m.achine.—25, W.ater St.,

h.b.c. K.S.,
Blackburn.

beautiful
[X64S2

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril \Villiam3, Chai^l
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A.: Parts. ['1993

NEW 1920 A.J.S. 6h.p. Solo, fully equipped; sacri-

fice £150.-100, Dudley Ed., Wolverhampton. [7917

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole district agent of A.J.S.
motor cj'cles; trade supplied early dehvery 1921

models. [5957

late 1919,
__ _ condit'

9,131, c/o The Motor Cycle

•J
Q 20 A.J.S. Combination (Jrine),

15

19
59

19
condition

T.T. 2^'4h.p. A.J.S., 1915,
fully equipped and

A.J.S. Combination, late 1919, electric lightmg and
horn, excellent condition; £175; Oxford—Box

" ' [7849

Lncas lamps and
liorn, spare wheel, screen, hood; £190.—Laug-hton,

Southern Rd.. Bonmemouth. [7865

20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo, hood,
cover, all accessories: cost £255, Sept.; accept

£230.-59, High St., " ' - '
South Norwood. [8341

20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with accu-
mulator electric lighting, small mileage, perfect

£225.-7, Milton Av., East Ham, E. [8265

kict start, h.b.c, etc.,

perfect condition; £60.
lowest.—ilills, 74, Market St., Chorlei', Lanes. [8123

BRAND New 6h.p. A.J.S. Combinotion, a? received
from makers, delivered too late, mu=t sell; cash,

£195.—S. Piatt's Cement Works, SaSron Walden, Essex.
[X6409

.J.S. 2^jh,p., 2-sp6ed, excellent condition, new cylin-

der, fiston. and rings, etc.. Lucas lamp and horn;
£65 —Gibson, Minskip House, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough.

[8353

A.J.S. Sli.p. and sidecar, 1915, re-stove enoiftelled niul

overhauled, in good coatiition, with spares and
Tan-Sad: £110.—Douglas, E.A.S.O. Mess, Buliord.

[8007

A-

^,ooooc>ooo<x>oooooooooooooo<x?
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue B15
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..I.S.

33.I1.P. A.J.S.. 1916, 2-speea, kick starter, 'htmS
4 flut^:h, all accessories, excellent condition ; 68

ens.—Soutli View, Cambridge Ed,. Famborougii, Hant>5.
[8373

£198.—1920 A.J.S. 6h.p. combination, spare wheel,
screen, brand new. — Clifford Wilson Co., .70,

Royal Hospital Bd., Sloane Sq., S.W. Tel. : Kens.
7113 [7651

T 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 10 weeks old, lovely
J-»^ turnout, speedometer, lamps, horn, and spare
nheel: £190.—Shaw, 2a, Hr. Market St., Farnworth,
near Bolton. [7915

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, just received from works,
£210; extended terms 4% extra.—Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue S543. [0069

F.O.C.H. nave a new A.J.S. Combination, 1920.-
5, Heath St.. llampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 37S2. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [8038

A.J.S. Combination, Oct., 1919, unpunctured, spare
wheel unused, lamps, Lucas horn, screen, spaj.

valve, etc. : £180, or near ofier.—Arthur, Marchamlev,
Hawkstone, Shrewsbury. [809~

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo- lighting,
speedometer, hood, pcreen. hood cover, side cur-

tains. Klaxon horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat, mechanically
perfect, as new; £250.—Parker's, Bradihawgate, Bolton.

[X6398
F.O.C.H. havo an A.J.S. combination, detachaliie

wheels, spare.lnmps, horn, grid, screen; £115.-5.
Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).
TfTinne; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Patnr
days. . [8034

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of this high-grade 6h.p
combination from stock. Standard model, with

detachable wheels and spare. £210; Lucas dynamo light,

ing set. £28 extra; local trade supplied.-P. J. Evan.*
sole Birmingham agent. 83-91. John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [0299

A.J.S. Specialists: Walsall GaiaoO. Wolverhampton
St., Walsall, Tel. 444, can give delivery from stock

of these world-famous outfits; price £210; write for
catalogue [8998

AUdayA
A I.LDAT& Alkm 2?4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, lamps,

-^^ born, iusb overhauled, first-class condition; £50,
—42, Markhouse Rd., Waltbamstow. [8336

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-5peed, clutch, kick-starter^ shop-
soiled; at greatly reduced price.—Mebes, 154-156

Gt. Portland St., W.l. "Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7176

ALLDATS AUon (1918), 2?4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch,
all on, including Tan-Sad,, excellent condition; £55.

-Webb, 36, Nimrod Ed., Streatham Park, S.'W.16.
[8239

American X
7-9h.p. American X. Combination, hood, screen.

2^peed. chains, .tyres good, electric lamps, splenuiu
running order; £76.—Withers, 4, College Ed., Cheshunt.

[8229

1 Q20 7-9h.p. American X and Swan spotting
J-*' sidecar, electrically equipped, condition perfect,
]iot run 1,000 miles; no reasonable offer iefu.sed.—Seow-
crolt, Moorfield, Bolton. [7815

Uriel

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, London.-3V,h.p. 1916
Ariel and sidecar; £95. " [8579

1 020 Ariel, fast, lamps, etc.; £105; ride 50 miles.-
-«-«-' Seymour Hotel, Gloucester. [8117

ARIEL 3\^h.p., variable gear, good condition ; £40
—Box 9,182, c/o riie Motor Cycle. [7970

Is.-

12267
C'fYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol Arie

> Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [2

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Sole agent for Ariel motor
cycles; early delivery given of all-chain 1921

mo/lel. [5959

LATE 1920 6-7hj. Ariel Combination, equipped
perfect, cost £195; sell £130.-52, Pear Tree

Rd., Derby. [3330
£160.-1920 Ariel 6h.p. combination, new.—Clif-

„'",'? Wilson, Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane
Sq., S.W. Tel.: Kens. 7113. [7652

A EIEL 3'/2h.p. for sale, engine, tyree, and belt in
•i^ good condition ; £35.—L. Treen, 8, Lewis Torr.
Pennydarren, Mcrthyr, S. Wales. [7906
AEIELS, order now for 1921 all-chain and choin-

•i-*- cuTn-l.elt Tiiodels; spares in stock.—Geo. Taylor,
Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addisoombe Ed., East Croydon.

1020 Ariel 3y2h.p. 3-speed Combination, demon-
--*' Ktratlon model, as new in every respect; i-ost
flSf/lO, only 125 gns.—Julian, 84. Broad St..
Reading. Phone: 1024. [7744
A EIEL. --Orders now hooking for the new nll-ohait]

,
""'?^'" »l"<^h will bo the Eolls-Eoyce of motor

crcles. All spares «tf»:ked.-K Spcnkmnn, Ariel Kspi-it
7, Bnrhdiilc Kd,, Uiirniirhcv, Mnnchcster. |823l

A^-'S'i,,®''','''?',
'''"''' ''*"', '<"" "I"'*, horn, lamps,

Milllord CorvetU) 4-p(,lnt sidecar, patent grid
(overall, blue, white Iine», smart rolinlilo turntint new
two raontliH ago, little UfOd. any trial; £160.-Prntt
Tailor, iliiotiDgdon. [7985

The BIRMINGHAM HOOSE for MOTORISTS.

I

EXTENSION OF PREMISES
The above is a photographic reproduction of the
new greatly enlarged premises, which will very

I
shortly be completed. It represents a complete
modern, self-contr-ined Service Motor Depot, in-

I

eluding perfectly appointed Ground Floor Show-
' rooms of 7,800 sq. ft., and Repair and Service
Departments equipped with modem appliances,

I
and up-to-date in everydetail for the convenience
of the Motorist.

I

To Midland Motor Cyclists we extend a very cordial 1

invitation to visit our New Premises and Show- '

rooms, or to send their enquiries or orders through

I

the post.
I

A Selection of the Urge and Varied Stock

I

of High grade machines is given bslow. I

I

FOR DELIVERY NOW. 1

6 b.p. A.J.S. Combination £210

I

With Dynamo Liehting.. £238 0,
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £175 1

8 h.p. ENFIELD, Lucas ctyiiamo £202

I
2 J h.p. ENF*£LD, light-weight £73 10 1

y.'gh.p. INDIAN Combination Dynamo. . £223 14 '

4 h.p. INDIAN Scout £140
I 6 h.p. ZENITH, sporting £139 |

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination £187

I
2.5 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speeji £80 17 i

'a H.p. TRIUMPH CombinaUon (new I

chain-drive model £195
I 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £127 10 I

2jh.p. TRIUMPH, ligtt-weight £75
|4lh.p. HUMBER, flat twin £140 Oi
sl h.p. ROVER Combination £180 I

3* h.p. ROvER, T.T £114 11

IsJh.p. NORTON, T.T. model £98 1

3* h p. RUDGE-MULTI £110 6
'

.8 h.p. BLAC.vBURNE, 3-speed £180 0,
I 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE. 3-speed £135 ol
2jh.p. IKASSEY-ARRAN, Sturmey gear £90

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OF

'

I SHOP-SOILED MODELS. I

, 2} h.p. EDMUND JAP, Spring Frame . . £84
I 2j h.p. CALTHORPE JAP, 2-5peed £66 I

ajh.p. CALTHORPE, 2--stroke, 2-speed.. £63

I

2j h.p. IV.ETRO TVLER, 2-speed £75 i

l2ih.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-spced £60 ol
2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, single speed £52 10
aj h.p. JAMES, 2-speed £60 0|

A FEW SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS IN STOCK ,

AT SPECIAL PRICES. I

B

6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb. - £210
Exchanges arranged. Trade enquiries invited, h

!P. J. EVANS"
81-91, JOHN BRIGHT STREET

Telephone: MID. 2010 {3 LINES). m\
Telegrams: LYTCAU, B'HAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Ariel.

ARIEL, 1920, brand new 6-7h.p. twin combination,
at special clearance price; £150; a bargain

which, cannot be
,
repeated ; maker's full guarantee

;

first cheque secures.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

4uto°Wbeels.
WALL Auto-wheel, in good order, powerful: £9/10.

—Page, Franklin House, Southwell, Notts. [8318

AtJTO-WHEEL, gent's cycle, aidecar, perfect condi-
tion; "^26; M'ould separate; trial run.—Dawson,

18, ClareviUe St., Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [8375

AUTO-WHEEL, 1920, Model VI., as new; £17/10.-
Larab's, 50, High Rd., Wood Green, 151 Highl

St., Walthamstow, and 387, Euston Rd., London,
N.W.I. [8II1I

Bat.

BAT, new solo 6h.p„ slightly soiled; £l40.-^Clarli,
7, Exhibition Rd. 'Phone : Kensington 4096.

18497
ATJ.A.P., Sh.p., T.T. machine, fixed gear, lioacli

mag., B. and B. carburetter, completely over-
hauled, very fast; ^85,—Barton, Claphara, Yorks.

[0322
1Q20 <July) 6h.p. Bat, Dunhill sidecar, hillj
J^*y equipped, mileage 1,500, would separate; £165j
cost £220.-3, Hermit Place, Belsize Rd., Kilburn
Phone : Hampstead 8153. [833<

BAT, 6h.p., fidly equipped a? makers' specifications
shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; also seconc

hand comhinatiou, same make.—Mebes, 154-156, &
Portland St. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [717^

BAT 1920 6h.p. Twin, brand new, 3-speed, spirnj

frame, special bargain; price for immediate sale

£135.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Came
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548- [0061

NEW 1920 Bat Combinations, fitted %Tith the eh.j
J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, all-chain drive, clutcl

and kick 8t;uter, £175: shiping order cancelled, uSub
price £204.—Wouchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londoi
'I'hone: Holborn 5777. Cash or easy terms. [8'58

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., Tate 1915 model, twin conihinE
tiou, coachbuilt sidecar, Armstrong hub gears,

speeds, recently overliauled by makers, perfect runnin
order; price £80, includes lamps, spares, and all aoec!

sories- any trial.—L. G. Wood, Westcott, near DorkiD(
[804

nSr GN"S,—\Vhere will you find a 6h.p. twin, an
^ 1920, in any condition, let alone a 6h.p. Bfl'

Jap. 3-sp66d, spring frame, in perfect ccndition, ft

that price (list £160) compare; this is value, it's on]

becaui^e owner must sell; willingly seen and tried

appointment; no dud.—12, Woodflehi lid., Ealing.

Bcardniore

BEARDMORE, 1920, latest pattern slichtly shol
poiied only, cost £96; for £79/15.-138, Grayi

Inn Rd., London. - [83€r

BEARDMOltE-PRECISION. 1920, SV^.p., 2-speeP|

liijd very little nse, complete with lamps and horuj

£75.-22, Rodney St.. Liverpool. [70&

BEARDMORE, fully efiuipped as makers' epecificj

tions, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; nd
is the time to buy.—Mebes. 154-156. Gt. Poitland Si
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [711

Blackburne.

BLACKBITENE 4h.p. and Shp. Models in stockj

Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liv)

pool.
'

[SI'

BLACKBUIfNE, latest 1920 SV^li.p. model, new bl

shop-soiled ; makers' price £135; reduced -f

£120.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., W 1. [sr

-| O 20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, Eenuoc sidecj

Xtl mileage 2,000,-Sturmey gears, lumps, horn, span

splendid condition; £145, or near ofier.—Tbomsou.
Fortia Green, N.2. t

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. CombiuRtion. V.H.L. si

spring ohaa^is wheel, a beautiful machine,
new; £175.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24,

stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London^
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. \\

1 020 4h.p. Blackburne Combination. Millfj

A*' sidecar with screen and higpag© grid, complet

equipped witli lamps, horn?, speedometer, ^par«ti, .1

extras, in perfect condition throughout, expert exnmi
tion; £150; Loudon.—Box 9,219, c/o The Motor Ci

BLAOKBTTRNE 1920 4h,p., with Montgomery N<
sidecar, tyres 28x3, S.A, 3-«poed countenih;

h;b. clutch. K.S., Triplex wind screen, luggage gj
perol carrier, pannieiB, Cowey trip spewlometer, eleC

lamps, tools, spares, ready for tour; expert exnminflf

invited; £155.—Lnyton, 115, Elthomo Park Rd.,
""

well, W.
BUVOKBURNE 1913 3V-li.p., single gear, belt,

during war (ndveiiised original partner,

Arm). Kenipshall tyres os new, enamel, plate e:

condition, sparo tnbo and new bolt, pump; dolivJ

road from Lee-ou-Snlent to London distiitit, or

distance; £50, or beet ofler in one week.-Wiai
mnnder, Blackburn, ll.A.F. HeudQunrterfi, Lee-on-1

IW
Bradbury

A0OHOrE'8. 9, Siloo Lane, London.-1 920 «j
2-»|ioo<l lliiuUniry; £75. [8|

Bl6 All lettprs relating to ndvcrtlsements slioiiid quote tlie number at the end of cncli advertisement, and tlie date of the issue.
"1(1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

017-18 Ih.p. Douglases, recondition: £60 to dear;
only 3 left.-J. J. Doolay, 33, Killyon Ed., Clap-

in, S.W.8. £7890

916 Douglas 2^.p., makers' colours, splendid con-
dition, lamps, liom, complete: £50.-130, Euston

I., N.W.I. [8281

)OUGLAS New 1921 Solo and Combination in
*tock: exchanges wanted.—Motorieg, 25, Horton

, Halifax. {8064

915 Douglas 2%li.p., perfoct condition, tyres like
new: £<J2/10.—Dunn, 326, Euston Kd., London,

iseuui 5391. [853b

, C|20 Douglas Combination, Easting ecreen, large IV
t/ and H. set, spares, wbole as new; £160.—Noon.

I

dgershall, Wilts. [8088

lOUGLAS 2?4Ii.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, footboards.
long exliaust, fast, rido away; £50.-43, Ashcombe

, Wimbledon, S.W.19. 18419

120 25',h.p. Douglas, witli clutch, lamps, honi,knc6
' grips; £98, or near offer.—Jones, Bratch, Wom-
rue, Wuiveiliampton. [8446

121 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us
' your requirements. Trade supplied.—MofEat, Doug-
Agent, Yeovil. Tel. : 50. [5043

*EED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to in-
dividual requirements.—Robert Bamford (see
er Consulting Engineers). [6693

,119 4h.p. Douglas, with 1920 sidecar, wind screen,
^ lamps. 3-speed, clutch, kick starter.—Brook-
Is, Mansfield Rd., Reading. [8515

1 20 Douglas 2^Jh.r., clutch and kick starter, brand
new; list price, £105.—104a, Finchley Rd.,
'Phone : Hampstead 7822. [8181

8.—1919 Dougiag 4h.p. C.B. combination, plating
and eunmel like new.—Dental Parlours, 769, Bom-
Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [6957

X Douglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car, in
stock ready to drive away Gibb, Douglas Es-
Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

16 Douglas 22'4h.p., makers' colours, tyres as new,
all accessories, guaranteed; £50; after 5.—Jones,

Beechcroft Rd., Upper Tooting. [8369
' tTJGLAS, 1915, perfect condition, lamps, horn.
' spares, footboards, long exhaust; seen and tried
ime; £54 cosh.—Elsden, Sutton, Ely. [8411

3B has several 1920 Douglases, shop-soiled, for
disposal at great reductions to clear.—Gibb.
las Depot, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

UGLAS 2?ih.p., 3-speed, new, £105; 1915, 2-

j
speed, new lamp, speedometer, £50.—Clark, 7,
jition Rd. 'Phone; Kensington 4096. [8500

CGLAS 191S 2%h.p;, 2 speeds, aluminium disc
' wheels, footboards, lamps, toolbags, Pedley grips.

j
r; £43.—G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [8509

9 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, hand clutch,
kick .start. 3 lamps, %vind screen, little used; for
sale £95.-34, Manchester Rd., Swindon. [8399

6 2.":ih.p. Douglas, makers* colours, buffers, good
tyres, splendid condition throughout, lamps,
horn, etc.; 65 gns.—Oribb, Shenley, Herts.

[7822
JGLAS 2v'ih.p., 1916, enamel, plating new, fullv
quipped, not W.D., £45; also 1919 Enfleld 2-
—16, Marlborough Rd, Old Kent Kd., S.E.I.

[8236
9 Luxurious 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage
1,000, outfit brand new condition, equipped re-
iS; £120.-60, Wallingford Ay., N. Kensington.

[8404
iBINATION, W19 Douglas, not W.D., complete,
ccessories, etc.; any trial: £105 cash; exchange
power solo.—288, Plimistead Common, S.E.I 8.

[8053
TOLAS 2yih,p., T.T., 1914, not W.D., all spares
nd accessories, absolutely perfect throughout; any
iyen; £50.—D., 63, Chetwynd Bd., Tufnell Park.

[8547
1 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, new condition,
lamps, horn, grips, 2 new heavy Dunlops; any
£150.-38, Clarendon Ed., Eulwoodv SheflBeld.

[8554
) 2%h.p. Douglas, \macratched, complete, many
extras; £86. for immediate sale ; owner leaving
^^LIttlewood, 6, Milton Rd., Woolston, South-

[8032

Douglas, 1914, good order, lamps, horn,
ooks sa^idle, spare belt.s, chains, etc. ; £45. or
fier; approval, deposit.—Bos 9,226, c/o The
reic. [8443

itmglas Combination, 1919, tyres good, condi-
excellent, lamps, speedometer, and mirror,
week ago; offers wanted.—Maiden, Woodeton.,

igh.
,
[7851

,_JAS 4h.p., perfect condition. Miller front
iff" rear lamps, very fast, ride away; £85;
Saturday afternoon.— 1, Winslade Rd., Brixton
jndon. [7844

fiLAS 1919 4h.p. and Swan sidecar, 3-speed
gfech, kick start, Klaxon, tools, apare<5 include
|na belt; £95.—Stannah, Ranwotth, Charlwood

[7801

We are desirous of

reducing our very

large stock of shop-

soiled (but unused)

MotorCycles

and Sidecars
of all types
and have therefore de-

cided to offer these at

GREATLY
REDUCED
PRICES

Lists will be stnt upon application

We can also offer an excellent

selection of Overhauled and
Guaranteed

Second-Hand
Machines
and shall be pleased to send par-

ticulars of these to enquirers.

Deferred Payments
are accepted for both new
and second-hand goods.

EASTERNGARAGE Co.

Official Repairers to

R.A.C.. A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams : "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, new condition.
Eastings, Lucas lamps, luggage carrier, Watford

trip, spares; £150, bargain.—Apply, Curator. Zoological
Society, N.W.8. [8213

DOUGLAS 1916 234b.p., thoroughly overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, makers' cohiurs, 1920 C.A.V.,
splendid condition; £57/10-.—30. Crystal Palace Park
Ud., Sydenham. [82ii^

£65, bargain.—2%h. p. Douglas, done 2,000, special

forka, large footboards, electric lighting', mechani-
cal horn, Stewart speedometer.—De Eruyne, Whitehall,
Coram St., W.0.1. [7966

D.OUGLAS Combination, 1918, P. and H. lamps.
Jioiu, Easting wind screen, excellent- condition

throughout; £115, or exchange 2%h.p.—Brockman,
Sturiy, Canterbury. [8270

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me, I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196.
Cheltenham Rd., Bristbl. [0016

HERB'S a Snip; Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, brand new
engine, new C.A.V., new gear Box, new frame,

new Clincher, 'must realise; 49 gns.; ride away.—365,
King St., Hammersmith. [8327

1 tQ20 Douglas Combination, complete, lamps, head.
LiJ side, and tail generators, Cowey horn. Tan-Sad,
special carrier, only ruu 300 miles, like new; £150.—
130, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [8277

"I 020 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-fipeed, kick starter, clutch,
*-*/ complete electric lighting, aluminium discs, per-
fect running order; £100.—Apply, A. W. Fawcett, Dore
Moor House, near Sheffield. [8044

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new,
slightly shop-soiled; special price to clear, £145.—

Bice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.0.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0289

DOUGLAS 2%h.v. W.D. Model, new (not renovated)
last May mileage 1,000, only two punctures.

Stewart horn, mudshield, spares, practically new; £74.
-Martin, 60, Well St., Buckingham. [7927

1 020 2KIi.p. Douglas, 3-gpQ&d, clutch, knee grips, alu-A *^ minium shields, lamps, horn, spare belt, etc.

;

Wednesdays and Saturdays only; £105.—Cos, Santa
Crey, Manor Park Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [8072

DpUGLA'S 4h.p. 1920 Combination, exceptionally
good engine, Binks carburetter, excellent covers,

speedometer, insured; owner going abroad; £160, near
ofEer.—Box 9,194, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7956

1 Q17 Douglas Combination, 20 ^n. dynamo lighting
JLiy set. electric horn, everything in good order,
new tyre just fitted to rear wheel, any trial; £80.
for quick sale.—AVadlow, Orpington, Kent. [8344

31h.p. 1914 Douglas and coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
2 etc., privately owned, just overhauled through-

out (£15), splendid mechanical condition and appear-
ance; £80.—B.T., 38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. [8408

NEW Douglas 1921 2^/^h.-p., 3-spe6d gear; £100;
latest improved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds

^-axVi chain; in stock; delivery passenger any part oi

country.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1921 234h.p., 3-?peed gear, hand-con-
trolled clutch and kick starter; £105; latest ira-

)roved frame, forks, tank, and Henolds ^^Hx\i chain:
in stock, delivered passenger any part of the country.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1921 4h.p., 3-speed, £130, with im-
proved frame, clutch and kick starter, forks, etc.

(solo); or with fine finish coachbuiit Douglas sidecar,

including wind screen, painted saxe blue; £174; in
stock; delivered passenger any part of the countrv.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. Tel.

:

995. T.A.: Bicycles. [8126

1 Q16 Douglas 4h.p., S-speed. semi-T.T., many new
Xtr parts, lamps and horn, toolbag on tiink; first M.O.
£65 secures; exchange 2-si>eed lightweight and cash to
value.-Parker, Barnwell Lane, Cromford, Matlock. [8269

D.OUGLAS 4h.p., 1919, fitted specially constructed
cream and -black sidecar, lamps, horn, aluminium

disc wheels. Easting wind screen, condition as new;
£135.—Dentist. 216, Portobello Rd.. North Kensington.

L7799

rQ20
4h.p. Solo Douglas with semi-T.T. handle-bare,

*y perfect mechanic-al condition, u«ed for demon-
stration purposes only; £110.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.

Green St., Cambridge. Teh: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.
[8129

1 QI5 23^.p. 2-speed Douglas, engine and gear box
I.9J thoroughly overhauled, good appearance and per-

fect rnning order; £52/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995.
[8131

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Douglas combination,
manv accessories, as new; cheap.— 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[8033

DOUGLAS 4h.p, Combination, unridden, makers"
guarantee; price £170, or £59/10 cash and 6

monthly payments of £19/16/8.—Coppen, Allan and
Co S9, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone

:

Mayfair 5399. [7983

-|Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, guaranteed, fully

X.*J equipped with lamps, horn, and speedometer,

Binks carburetter: £115. See displayed advert.—

Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 5042. [8532

h All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 219
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
)

Douglas
DOVGLAS 1914 23-ih.^., 2-speed, T.T. bars, lamps,

t<v>ls, new Ainac. siug'ie, footboards, long esJiaurt,

cover* ao new, Tcry powerful, splendid condition; £60;
seen b.v rppointment.—Hawkes, 1, Leadale ltd., Clapton
Comoiaa, N.16. [7861

4h.p. l')oiiglas Combination, 1919. Binks, 30 tn.p.g.,

D.A., all tyres new, spares include chain and belt,

exceptional condition, insurance; £125; tried by ap-
pointment.—Oliver, 27, Percy Rd., AVhitley Bay,
Northuiriberlnnd. [8283

DOUGnAS 2%h.r., 2-spee<5, W.V. model, uncrated
Ang., 1919, maters' colours, lamps, speedometer,

Binks carburetter, Ivl;ixon, footboards, spare belt, chain,
v.niv':?, etc., condition perfect; £65.—5, Hempstead E4.,
Waitliamstow, E.17. [7828

1 021 2^ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
J-tf elentric lighting, speedometer, watch, mirror, Cowey
horn, fully insured; cost £131 last month; mileage 351

;

bargain, £110- pay hall carriage.—86, Church Rd.,
Upper IS^'orwood, S.E.19. [8149

1 Q 20 Douglas 4h.p., solo, new, slightly shop-soiled,
X*-' £120: 1920 4h.p. combination, lamps, Cowey horn.
speedometer. Easting, mirror, absolutely perfect, i^-
ens.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Ed., South KensinKton.
'Phone: Kensington 3709. [8521

WAUCHOPE"S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2 5/4 b.p. 1920
Douglas. 3-speed models, new, £100; 25iii.p., 3

speed, clutch, and kick start models, £105; combin-
ations, 4h.p., £170 ; trade supplied.—'Phone: Holbom
5777. Easy terms or exchange. [8583

0^.h.v- Douglas, 1915, 2-spe6d. engine No. 22191.
'^4 footboards, touring handle-bars, horn, mirror,
electiic lighting set, long exhaust, perfect running order;
£60; no offers, no dealers; can be seen by appointment
only.—25, Santos Ed., Wandsworth, London. S.W.18.

[8187
fQie Model 2%h,p. Douglas, taken from crate as
Xt7 brand new, 1919 W.D. Model, all acoesaories,
Klason horn, Lucas King of Eoad. head lamp, aln-
minium disc wheels, toolbag, etc., bike just been over-
hauled, everything in splendid condition; £85,—Burt,
56, Carlton House. Regent St., London. [7880

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles, on easy terms of payment,
4h.p. ccrabinatioii, £170; 2-speed. solo model,

£100; 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter model. £105;"
plus a small charge for delivery from works to London.
The above are makers' list prices; for easy payments
4% extra is charged, only one fifth deposit, balance
payable by 12 monthly instalments; write for latest
lists of other machnies in stock, etc.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., London. [8570

Edmund.
"1 O 20 Edmund, spring frame, 2^^,p., speedometer.
J-i' horn, kick staiter, sidecar chassis and carrying
box, only run 130 miles; £85, without chassis £80.—
Rev. Davenport. Lechlade. [6045

EDMUND 23ih.p., laminated, spring frame, in per-
fect condition, new tyres ; £65, or nearest offer;

can bo seen and tried at Dover.—'Phone Bhepherdswpll
10, or write Box 9,221, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8438

Ii^DMUXD.—The lightweight with the laminated
-J spring frame 2%h.p. Jap model, £92/8; 2-8trok6

model, £86/10; both fitted with Enfield 2-Bpeed gear.—
P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[0251

EnGeld.
18 Enfield Combination, like new, Colonial model;
£117.~Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee. [8018

20 Magdyno Enfield Combination, as new; solo part
exchange.-H. Rock. Cradley. Staffs. [X6446

ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight; bargain, £48; ride
away; spares, lamps.—62, Wydehurat Rd., Croydon.

[7831
1 Q17 3h.p. Enfield, a really good machine; any
J-«^ trial; £68.-30, Harold Rd., Upper Norwood,
fl.E. [8397

3h.p. T.T. Enfield, 1915, heavy Dunlops. Bosch, Lnoas
accessories, Tan-Sad, spares; £55.-60, Bassett Rd.,

W.IO. [7802

I[INFIELD Combination, 6h.p. ; exceptional offer at
J £97 ; any trial—63, Walm Lane, Oricklewood,

N.W.2. [X6437

ENFIELD 1916; £140; lamps, hood, screen; seen
any time.—Stanley Villa, Stonard, Rd., Palmer's

Greei). [7820

ENFIELD, 2-8troke, 2-speed, 1917, perfect condition,
lamps, horn; £55.—C.S., 8, Walpole Crescent,

Todflington. [8220

ENFIELD Combination, handsomely equipped,
Hcarcely used, unacratched; £150.—10, Clonmel

Rd., Teddington. [8604

ENFIELD Combination, lato model, perfect order,
KastinR; £120.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd. 'Phono:

KcuKiDtrton 4096. [7565

ARRTVED for immediate delivery, Bh.p. Royal En-
field coiribinatiou, magniflconi machine; liat price.

-Hnwicv. Df'vizc«. [8461

]Q17-]« Bh.p. EnflAld ComblDatlon. enKine 61314,v ifolu and in liko d©w ; £130.-30, Crystal Pnlaco
park U'l, Sydenham. [8223
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TRIUMPH VALVES

Brand new GENUINE
Triumph ex Government

Stores, complete with

spring collar and cotter,

7/6 each.
Postage 9(1.

DOUGLAS VALVES

as above

5/- each.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

TYRES.
Ex Government Stores,

brand new and fresh stock.

29/- each.

Only a few 28" x 3" left.

WOOD-MILNE.
MACINTOSH.
KEMPSHALL.
CLINCHER DE-LUXE.
MOSELEY.

Approval willingly.

CARRIAGE 1 /6 EXTRA.

ALLEN-BENNETT
MOTOR CO.

9-10.11, ROYAL PARADE,
WEST CROYDON.

•phone

:

Croydon, 2450.

'Grams

:

'Track, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

"I
Q2Q Enfield S^h.p., 2 speeds, V. and H. electri-J

«-*' lamps, born; £60.—Apply after TbuTsday, Woodi >;

10, New St., Covent Garden. W.C.2. [816
;

^42.-1918 Enfield 2i4h.p., 2-6peecl, 2-8trote, chai
c*' drive, equipped, also 1919 ditto» new.—18, Mar;
borongli Ed., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [833

1 020 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., new, very 6ligfatl;i
J-«^ shop-soiled; 169.—Edwards, 50, Ha'trinston Rd.a
Soutii Kensington. 'Phone; Kensington 3709. [851'.

TO 20 Sli.p. Enfield Combination, just deliveretl: cliea^
S-iJ owner most aell;-wliat offers? No reasonab'
ofier refused.—Box 9,234, c/o The Motor Cyele. 185^

ROYAL ENl^IELD Sb.p. 1918 Combination, engfia
enamel, plating-, accessories all as good as iteii

bargain, £125.-W.. 38, Thrale Ed., Streatham. [841

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, dynamo lighting, _

and S. speedometer, many spares, good couditio]
£125; or offer.— 6i Berkeley Mews, Portman Sq., W.

ENFIELD 1920 Sli.p., Magdyno, brand new, £20
Enfield 1919 8h.p., Lucaa dynamo, guariinte

good condition, £175.—Eveson, Wollescote-, Stourbvidj
[8*

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, two years uniidde
excellent condition, Orto wind screen, hood, epee^

meter, new tyres; £125.—Wilkie, 15, Agate E.d., Hai
moxsmitli., [83!

1 C|20 Enfield 8h.p. and sidecar, only nsed !

JL*/ demonstration run, absolutely new in eva
respect; 145 gns. — Julian^ 84, Broad St., Readii
l^hone: 1024. [77

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., thoroughly overhaul
re-enainelled, mechanicajry pexfect ; exchange ent

tained for first-class eolo machine.—Binns, Arcadi
Pavilion, Bradford. [80

0.3Ii.p. Boyal Enfield Twin, 2-speed, recently thorougl
/W4 overhauled, rebushed, new gear chains, comple
lamps, etc., excellent condition; £48.—Post Offl

Sawston, Cambridge. [83

1 Q20 Enfield, just delivered, complete, never ridd<
-Lv reason for disposal, owner purchased moie power
machine prior to delivery of same; price £70.—Box 8!

c/o The Motor Cy^le. [X63

ENFIELD Combination, 8h,p., dj'namo model, ig
mediate delivery; catfllogne price; deferre<.l p

inents; closed Sundays,—Bunting's Motor Eschan
Wealdstone, Harrow. [84

1Q20 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., brand new,
Xt/ stock at list. £177; also 2-stroke, £73/1
exchanges or easy payments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lov
Claptjin. London, N.E. [7(

ENFIELD.—Delivery froin stock. Lightweight,
gns.; 6h.p. combination, £175, with Lucas M

dyno. £200.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham ageut. 83-

John Bright St., Birmingham. fOi

ENFIELD 2^/ih.p. 2-speed Ihvin, specially impro
kick starter, gear ratio, weather-proofing, 1

silencer, exceptional condition, same owner since;
(1913).—Inchavore, Doncaster. (D) Qfi

ROXAL ENFIELD 1917 Sb.p. Twin, Sspeedsj
start, rebushed throughout, new chains, sprock

etc., all accessories, new tyres, perfect; bargain. £6.

1, Althorpe St., Leanungton Spa, [X&

LATEST Enfield Combination, 6h.p., mileage 7

practically new, lamps, Easting, Klaxon, sp(

ometer, Tan-Sad; 140 gns., if purchased before Sund
any trial.— 19, Streatley Ed.. Willesden Lane, N.W.

1 Q2C Enfield 6h.p. Combination, lamps nL
X •y speedometer, mirror:, tools, extra tool fc

scuttle dash with locker, screen, luggage grid, ex
lent condition; £170, or near offer.—27, Craubo
Ed.. Barking. [8

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination (late 1916). 6h
2-seater G.K. sidecar, with, over-all hood

screen, accumulator lighting, horn, siieedometei,

spares, perfect condition, recently overhauled.— 14Q-,

grave Ed., Wanstead

ENFIELD Latest 6h.p. and 8h.p. Models in Sti

£175, £177. and £200; aIt=o lightMeight, £73/
deterred payments and exchanges if desireil.—Lara

50, High Rd., Wood Green, 151. High St.. Walth

!8

stow, and 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I.

"I Q16 Eoyal Enfield 6-8h.p., new latest model sid«

Xv fully equipped with new lamps, horn, speedom*
wind screen and caver, fiiet-class condition, rece

thoroughly overhauled; trial by appointment; £160
near offer; no dealers.—Apply, Managor, Gas W(
New Bamet, Horta. [7

ENFIELD 1 920 Lightweight, brand new, sllg

shop-soiled, an exceptional bargain at £65,
make room for Iresh stock; first cheque secures;

bo sent by passenger train to any part; makers'^
antce.—Eico and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., C%

mUo St., E.0.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [C

6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, lato 1918 k

model. oxe«llent condition, just compI<?l<3ly t

hnnled and cngino robushod. Klaxon horn, D.A. Bi

leno outfit, electric sido and t-ail lamps, speedom
Triplex wind screen, hood and loose covers to 6id(

£125.—Apply, Knccbono, 172, Evoring Ed., U
Clapton. E.5.. after 5.30 p.m. or any time by apr

niciit. 1

tiiio All letters relating to advcrllsementB should quote the number ut the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

f tCELSIOB 2«Ji.p., Z-srerf. new. £65.-Gibbs.

I
Oundle

'

[S6466

fCELSIOR 2\{.i,.v.. 2-sDeed, clutch, kick starter,

a* new; otre-Ts —lEades. Birdwell, Barnsley. [7938

20 Esf-elsioi. less unit £25; Bnrma gear box. K.S.,
£12—Smith. 229. ilaiyrale Bd., Bourntille.

[X6449
I'l Briti.-t ExcelsioK. all models; deliTeir from

etock ID most cases, or special orders in a few
: list prices orJv-—^ray and Raynes, 8. Low Rd.,

J. Doncastoi. [2783

iCELSIOR Combination, 8h.p., dynamo lighting,
dr luse sjde>?ai. Palmer tvies. manv sparer, inclnd-
^me tyres; £135,—Apply, A. C. trier, Co Aiis
IS. Ltd., 20, Oneen.sberjy Mews ^'e^^ ni. Sonth
ington Station

'

[8231

Francis-Barnett,
AXCIS-BABXETT, 2iih.p, J.A.P., Snimiev 2-

speco und clutc-li.—Williama, Mmoj Engineer,
r8466

20 Francis-Barnett, not ridden 500 miles, magni-
ficent condition; 70 gns., very great bargain,—

n, 84, Broad St., Reading 'Plione : 1024. [7750

AN'CIS-BABN-ETT 254h.p.. Hs makers' speciflca-
tions, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; now
time to bnv.—Mebes. 154-1 56. Gl- Portland St.,
'Phone; 3426 Maylaii [7183

!1 Francii-Bsineti, 2»ih.p.. Z-speed. kick start and
clutch: 84 ens.. aotuallT in stock; one of the
beauti.uUy finished lichtweishts on the market —
ilian 84, Broad St„ Beadins 'Phone: 1024.

[7869
iv Francis Barnett 2*ili.p.. J_i.P., 2-specd clntch
ind kick starter, in stock at manufacturers' list
£88,'19; deferred payment.s 4% extra; only cne-

deposit. balance by twelve monthly instalments
rods Ltd., 118. Brompton Bd.. London [8558

P.N,
1920 7h.p. Combination, 4-cy!.. hood, screen,

flnd lamps snaranteed as new; £170.—Maudes'
Gt. Portland St.. 'W.l. [8303

5h.p.. 2-speed, new tyres,- tube, Binks carbur-
tter, excellent condition: bargain, £30.—Sclussr,
3 Hotel, Em^sell Sq., London. [8409

Lightweight, spring forks, Bosch, Amao, cylinder
Jgronnd, new rin^s, good tyres and tubes, everr-
n first-class condition: firsi cash £25.-156 Alle=-
Bd.. Lanca.nei. '

[8357

Harley-DavldsoiL
y Hnrley 7-9h.p. Combination; £140.-29 St

J Leon.ird's St., Bromle.v-by-Bow. [8202

tLET-DAliOSOX 7-9h.p. Combination, condition
nd appearance as new.—C.. 33. Chesson Hd W
S«oh- [SIS':

ILEY-DAVIDSO-N'S.-l have at present a fine
'sortment m stock; all fully guaranteed.—Ross
gfc Rd., Lee [3849

LEY-DAVIDSOX 1919 Combination, -EnstinBmd screen, mag. model; £130, or near offer —
Harrow 233. [8323

, 1920, 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, Eastine
iCreen, speedometer, splendid outfit: £160—37"
>D Rd., Surbiton. [8468

LEY-DAVIDSON". 1918, with new £40 sidecar
ileadid order: sacrifice at £110.-322, White-
td.. Croydon. 'Phone : 660. [8101
LEI-DATIDSOS, -.n.p. twin, brand new, for
jmnediate delivery.— Walsall Garage. iVolver-
J St.. -WalsaU Tel.: 444 [9005

1920 Harley-Davidson, . sports model, lamps
oerator, Kl.nyon. speedometer, condition as new-'
B.V., 38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. [8407
LET-DATIDSOS 1920 7-9h.p. Combination
MO, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn, indistingni=h-

new; £190.-PaTkcj's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

Sale, Harley-Davidson. 1920, 4h.p., new Ansu«t
J, ,'?"'£'** „-i"-' ^«=° overhauled, seen" s'£I35.-Boi 9,212, c/o Tlu ilotor CycU.

LET-DATIDSON 1919 Combination. 7-9lip^wtmg screen, pillion seats, lamps, in perfect
der; any trial; £150; must sell—Armirtron- 42
Bt, C.arUsle

f!,89S
Ury Combination electric. 1920, only ridden
«ce, price £225, or £78/15 cash' and 6payments ol £26/5,—Coppen, Allan and CoPortland St,. j,ondon. W.l. VPhnne: Mavfair

[7980
LEI-DATIDSOS, 1921, 7-9h.p., as new, only

miles, electric model, with mndshidds, wat i"
and aU tools; this machine is as new, in ner-
Irbon; best offers: co.st £204; must seU—Teck
Bt., Dover.

[837;;

^Ey-pAVLDSON-, 1916 modeU 7-9h.p.. coach-
Jt sidecar, vnnd screen, lamps, etc.; above is
Jia condition, had very little use, tyres as new •

l{5.—Seep 8, Petershan].llews, Queen's Gate
.n.7. Phone: Kens 4332. [7816

More Bargains for You
RECONSTRUCTED EX-W.D. MACHINES

all of which have been thoroughly Overhauled,
Re-enamelled, and Plated Guaranteed for three
months from date of purchase

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-£peed couatersnau
clutch and kick starter £90

DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., 2-speed, pump, and
toolbags £60

P. & M^ 3I h.p., 2-speed clutch £82
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., s^speed countershaft

cJutch and kick starter £90
Ttie above machine are finished in makers' 1020

colours.

Second-hand Machines.
IQ20 Model H fMATCHLESS, Lucas acces-

sories, hood and screen, speedometex £190 C
I02C ROVER, 3}h.p., and Swan sports

- Sidecai, £2^ worth of accessori^, as
new £150

1020 HARLEY de Luxe Combination,
lamps and hom unscratched £225

1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model, com-
pletely equipped, as new £120

iQ20 RUDGE, LO.M., aJh.p.. aU lamps,
run under 50 miles £100

1920 RUDGE, LO.M., 3! h.p. all lamps.
run under 500 miles £95

1920 ROVER, 3J h.p., Philipsoa pulley.

as new, run under 500 miles £90
1020 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h P , sports

model, and Swan sports Sidecar, all

lamps, hom, and speedometer, as new
in every repect ; cost £205 ; snip.. £17C

1920 DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, as
new in every repect £145

IQ20 JAMES, 3i h.p. twin, alllaraps, horn,
etc., long exhaust, semi-T.T. bars . . £120

IQ20 ZENITH, 8 h.p., coimteishaf t model,
and Swan sports Sidecar, aU lamps,
speedometer £180

1919 MATCHLESS, 3 h.p.. Victory model,
spare wheel, Lucas lamps £150

1919 Indian y-g h.p. combination, elec-

trically equipped £150
1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., and Brand New

Sidecar £145 C
1919 JAMES, 5-6 h.p. twin, and Sidecar £130
1919 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-5p., splendid

condition £72 10

1919 ROVER 3^ h.p. ComhioatioQ, lamps
hom, speedometer £13D

1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., solo, 3-sp. clutch
and kick starter, new conditioii .... £110

191S ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, new
Sidecar body £140

191S TRIUMPH, 4h.p., and Swan sports
Sidecar, lamps, hom. speedometer . . £130

igiS TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Headerson
Bi Sidecar £125

igiS TRIUMPH, iii-p., 3-speed clutch
and kick starter, all lamps, and hom £92 10

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp.

clutch and kick starter £110
igiS DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, new

Sidecar body £120
191S DOUGLAS, 4h.p.. solo, 3-sp. clutch

and kick starter £80
1917 HUMBER, 3* h.p. flat twin, 3-5peed

clutch and kick starter, overhauled,
re-enamelled, and plated £82

lorfi INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., Powerplus
special T.T. model, thoroughly over-
hauled, re-enamelled_ and plated . . £100

iqi6 NORTON, 3| h:p., Brooklands
special T.T. bars, Philipson pulley,

re-enamelled and plated, as new ... £75
IG15 INDIAN, 7-9 h-p.. spring frame,

2-speed clutch and kick starter .-. . . £75
1014 ROYAL RUBY, actual I.O.^L model,

special wide tank, 3! h.p. J.A.P.
o.h.v. engine, 2-speed clntch, 65
m.p.h. guaranteed £75

EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS, one-third down

and balance in 12 monthly instalments respectively.

Allen-Bennett Motor Co.^

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade/
West Croydon.

'Phone

:

Croydoa. 2450
'Grams .

'Track, Crovdon.'

1 MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. brand new." afc.p..
sports model, complete with speedometer, me- -

j

cuanical horu, and gas lisUting set; £l40 cash;
. apecini reduced price.—iilL-e !iud Co., 15-16, Bishopsgnte
Av.. Camomile St., E.C.5. 'Phoue: Avcuuo 5548. (0067

i

TTAELEY-DAVIDSOXS, 19X<) ami 1918. £90 and
-*--• £85, enamel good and in runuing order ; also
:. r.utersliait Triumphs from £70, and 2^4h.p. Douglases

,

from £40 ; any of the aboTO sent ou aiiproval if car-
riage paid both ways.—Owen, 59. Scholofield Ed., Upper

;

IloUoway. p:6435

T.T. Harley, 1916, special eugine, does 60 mtb two ui;.

throttles down to 5 m.p.h., complete with discs,
long exhaust, lamps, 1920 stove enamelling, magaificent
niachine, well cared for, ridden by esifeit; bargain, £85;
owner compelled to sell, going abroad.—Busliey View,
Hampton Wick. [8240

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1918-1919, 7-9h.p ex-W.D.
,

stock, thoroughly overhauled, complete with
I lamp, generator and horn, £130; fitted with new
! 1920 Montgomery sidecar, guaranteed by us, £168; 2
]
similar combinations, slightly used since overhaul but
euaranteed, £11.5; deferred payments, no extra.

—

Maude-^?-. 100 Gt Portland St., W.l [8304

Hazlewood

1 Q20 Hazlewood 6b. p. J.A-P., Comomatiou. 3-speed,
->-«7 etc.. uniLsed: £165.—Dunu. 32b. Euston Ed.,
London. [6842

TVTEW 5-6h.p- Hazlownnd Combination. 3-speed clutch
-L* and fcicK starter, a thoroughly reliable outfit

;

Harrods have a large stock of these fox rale
at £185 each, or en deferred payments 4% extra; only
one-filth deposit, balance by twelve monthly instal
ments —Harrods. Ltd.. 118, Bromptcn Rd.. London.

[8556
Headersoo

1 Q 20 Henderson, electric model, mileage 250.—50,
J-iJ Hnntspill'St., Tooting, S.W. [8008

1 Q20 Henderson with Swan Sidecar, in perfect con-
-J-*^ dition; price £200.—Capt. T. Q. Stndd, Eoyal Air
Force Worthy Down, ni. Winchsster. [8125

1 Q 20 Henderson and double seated sidecar, hardly
JLJ/ soiled, screen, di«:cs, lamps. Klaxon, spares, mile-

age 90O: £215.—K. Dnnstan, Cleave Eingsand, Ply-
mouth. [8414

HEXDEKSOK 1921 12-l4h.p., latest model electric,

reverse gear, lively machine, nearest £230 secures,
owner buring car; also 1920 lOh.p.. £180.-26. Georee
St., Hove. [8372

1 Ah-P- Henderson, 1920 model, fitted with SwanA" sidecar, electric dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
very fast, sport"^ looking. £215.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoo
Lane, London. [8584

OVEESIZE 12h.p. Henderson Solo, handle start, etc..

disca, absolutelT brand new appearance and condi-
tion, 70 m.p.g. and fn.pJi.; £99; exchange lower power.
—Seward, Eed Hill. Bassett. Southampton. [8538

HENDERSON 1919 4-cyl. Solo, equipped; price
£160. or £56 cash and 6 monthly payments of

£18/13/4. Sidecar sporting or coachbuilt, in stock.

—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt Portland St.. London,
W.l . 'Phnne: Mayfair 5399 [7977

Hobart

tQ^6 2^91.^. Hobart-Villiera 2-stroke, £-speed; Oest
J- *y offer over £38.—153 ilanor Ed.. West Ham,
E15. [7910

"I^^W 2'/2h.p Hobart Lightweight 2-speed models in
-L^ stock at manulactnrers" list price, £75; 4% extra

for deferred payments; only oDe-nfth deposit, balance
by twelve monthly instalments-—Harmda Ltd., 118.
Brompton E^ . . London. [8-'i.59

Bumber
*| Q19 rMay) Sv^.p. Twin Humber, sound condition
-Li/ and appearance: £90.—Corfu. Bray's Lane, Coven-
try. [X6391

03.h.p. Humber, trembler ignition, good nmning order;
f^ -1 bargain, £8 ; trres fine condition.—30, Mitford
Ed., HoUoway, N. E8028

HTJ3IBER 6h.p. W.C. Combination, Millford, 3-3peed,
clutch, electric lighring set, powerful, exc^lent

condition; £135, offer; any day.—Keynes, Kingston St.

Michael, Chippenham. [8204

HU-MBER 3V'h.p. Solo, unused; price £115, or
£40 5 cash and 6 monthly payments of £13/8/4,

—CoDPen Allan and Co.. 89. Gt. Portland St.. London.
W-1 Phone: Mayfair 5399. [7984

ImperL
3ih p Imperi, sidecar, Chater-Lea, Druids: trial;

2 £J7. offers: Reparate.—23, Globs, Eomford. [8552

tndlan
-j 0^0 Indian Scout, 4h.p., semi-T.T. bars, absolutely
X»" 36 new; £130.—Chattan House, Harrogate. [8457

INDIAN Combination. 7-9h.p.. very smart, 2-speed.
clntch, discs; £140.—Write Askew, 35, Brigadier

Hill. Enfield. [S6363

INDIAN 7-9b.p.. re-enamelled and nvprhanied, irf^

chanicsUv sound ; £95.—Maud©?' 100. Gt. Port-

land St.. W.i. [8307

All letters relating to adTertlsement« should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue b21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1919 Oombination, 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting,
done under 2,000 miles; £160.—Box 9,185, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [7973

N.E. 20 very latest 1920 Indian Combination, luxuri-
ously equipped; £220, or near offer.—2, Carraalt

Gardens, JPutney. [8108

INDIAN Combination, 1917, 7-91i.p., aU accessoriea,
perfect condition througiiout; £120.—Broundells,

FaTersbam. 'Phone: 155. [7941

INDIAN 1915 Combination, electric light, 2-speed,
hand and ioot clutch, K.S., overhauled and me-

chanically perfect; price £95.—^elow.

BLUE Indian, 1915, 7-9h.p., newly coach painted.
nc'wly plated, new tyres and tubes, 2-speed, K.S..

overhauled ond mechanically perfect, equal to new:
price £30.—American Automotive Sales Co., 112, "Wefit

Parade, Hull. [8431

RED Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919, dynamo
lighting, guaranteed perfect order; £150, for quick

KTle.-Box 9,184, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7972

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-
JLt' ing, speedometer, horn, tools, etc., Millford side-

car; £145.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton. [8260

INDIAN.—Stock delivery of new and second-hand- com-
binations. Write . for list of bargains.-Victor

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liveipool. [6178

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, late 1917 Swan sidecar,
discs, electrically egnipped, new condition, not

W.D.; £110; 6xchange.~l, Grosvenor Bd., Kugby.
[316442

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1916, 5 speeds, kick start, in splen-
did condition, complete with lamps, etc. ; trial

:

70 gns., or near ofier.—17a, Seely Ed., Tooting Junc-
tion, S.W. [S465

rftl9 Poworplus Indian Combination, electric lights,
•' speedometer, tools, spares, mileage 5,000, condi-

tion perfect; £165.—Bristow,' 4, Dalmeny Ed., Car-
shalton-on-Hill. [7821

"I
Q30 Indian Combination^ dynamo lighting, speedo-

-*-*' meter, etc., tyres nnpnctured, mileage 1,800, as
new; very cheap.—Greenfield House, Whicldon Ed..
Fenton, Staffs. [7905

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, late 1915, electric light,
3 speeds, Klaxon, just overhauled, owner will ride

30 miles from Hitchin for any trial; £95.—Finch,
Hol-well, Hitchin. 8333

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, spring frame, 2 speeds, K.S.,
clutch, lamps, Klaxon, new Dunlop and chain,

guaranteed perfeit throughout, will ride 50 mile; £68.
—5, South St., Bridpoi-t, Dorset. [7968

"IVTEW 7-9h.p. Indian Motor Cycle (ex-American Army
-L^ stock), £90; also 7-9h.p. second-hand Indian,
thoroughly overhauled, reconstructed and re-enamelled,
etc.; £80.-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [7085

1020 7.9h.p. Powerplus Indian, ridden 2,000 miles
-*-<^ only, perfect condition throughout, electric light-
ing, horn, sr«cdometer; £155.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.,

[8130

1 Q 15 Indian, 2-speed, clutch, sidecar, coachbuilt,
J-iJ electric throughout, spares, all nuts, chain, new
inner tube, tyre, bulbs, good condition, private oWner;
£90.—See Arboretum Garage, Waverley St., Notting-
ham. [8104

SPECIAL Rigid-frame Racing Model Powerplus 1919
(Nov.) Indian, dynamo lighting-, speedometer, hand

clutch, T.T. bars, etc., perfect cgndition, exceptionally
fast; £140; seen after 6 p.m.—51, Canadian Av., Cat-
ford, S.E. [8067

]Q 20 Solo Powerplus Indian, 3 months old, disc
-•' wheels, mndshields, 3in, bore long exhaust with

cut-out, dvnamo lighting and horn, speedometer, in abso-
lutely perfect condition and tune; £175.~Bellew, Chri<:t-
fhurch, Oxford. [7911

J Q 20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, delivered
-"-«-' aliout July, done 2,800 miles, practically un-
pcratched, perfect running order; £155. or exchange
liijht car and ca?h.—104a, Finchley Ed., N.W. 'Phone:
Hninpstcod 78^2. [8179

INDIAN 1918 S-6h.p., mechanical condition as new,
new extra heavy Dunlop, 3-speed, clutch and K.S..

guaranteed perlect, complete with ,knee grips, Stewart
horn, lamps, and some spares; £85, or nearest.—35,
South Rd., Smethwick, Birmingham. [8507

1 QlO Indian Combination, Powerplus, 3-speed, hand
-*-*' and foot clutch spring frame, prnftically
unuKcd and new condition throughout, very fast and
flRxiblc. specially tuned; sacrifice tor £125.—<:3ahoon,
Grenville House, Brunswick Square, W.C. [7753

TNDIAN.—Immediate delivery from etorh, 7-9]i p
-P Powerpln- nin-lel. with dvDamo lighting, electric
linrn. Hnd vrcednmeter. £181/14; comhlnation
£223/14: flioo 41i.n hrnnt mndel. 3-.opoed £140; local
irridft PuppIiod—KnlR UirminKhflrti aef'nt. V J Fvsns
fi3-91. Jnbn liritfht St.. liirminglium (0173

INDIAN 7-9h.p,, overhend valvcH, 1917, Millford de
Luxo covercd-in sidecar, new engine isearings

• ylind'TH, and pi»tnnH, not vt mn in, trjinwniiHHion iilfo
:iK new. 2 bend liRhts, tail liKlit, and horn electric, Bpred-
nriinter, and diws, reliable, fnHt, luxurious- any trial
Inutj Htowiri.irkft: £130, or offer.—Hawker, New linllH

!

Wiinghlpy, Suffolk. (8525

3,500
Ex-Government Brand

New Heavy Motor

Cycle Covers.

still for* sale at

30/- each
Carriage Extra

Trade supplied at special
prices for six or over.

"Douglas Spare Parts
Ex-W.D. Stock.

Large quantities of new
2| and 4 h.p. parts in

stock.

Write us your requirements.

SAMPLE PRICES.
s. s. A.

Big-end Bushes 2
Small-end Bushes

.

2
Pistons 12
Valves Complele . 6 6
Fork Link .

.

1 6
Engine Sprockets . 4
Pulleys 8
Chains 9
Front Brakes.

.

. 1 2 6
Fork Springs .

.

2 6

2f Frames . 5
4 h.p. Frames . 5

(Less Bsck Stay^l

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE
Indian.

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 3916 and 1920,
dynamo li^btin?; bargains.— 5, Heatb St., Hamp-

stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8036,

Invicta

NEW Invicta, J.A.P. 254h.p., 2-speed clnt^li and kicS
starter, a thorougbly well built and reliable ma-

chine, £89/5; also oVob.p. (Abingdon Ein^ Dick engine)
3-speed clutcb and kick starter, fitted witli sniait l(w
built sidecar, £143; deterred payments 4% extra, onja
one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthlv instalruenta.-^
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. {%&%{

Ivy. >t

IVY Cycles.-Write. Rothwell and Milbourne,
/leigh Garage, Malvern. [ij

IVY, the aristocrat of its type, delivery of all m^
from etock ; prices ond catalo^es poet fpi

Distri.t; Agents, Waleall Garage. Waball. Tel.: 44^

IVT-J^.P. 5h,p. Coachbuilt Combination, 19
Stunuey countershaft 3-speed, three electric lail

wind screen accessories; £120.—Write 41, Gertrude 7
Nottingham. [X6fl

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy model?, the ack^(S
U'dged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, 'S:^

Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91,
^'~

Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084.
"^

IVY, late 1919 25Ah.p., 2-sp6ed, T.T. bars, disc whej
original tyres, Amac carburetter, in excepfewj

condition, practically as new, complete with large liu

sets, liorn, insured, for £70; accept £58 for quick be

—E. D. Varty, Thundersley, Eases. [7&

James.
"I CI20 41/ih.p. James Combination de Luxe, perfi
--«/ condition, small mileage, lamps, liorn, to©;
mirror; £14fl.—Robson, Harting. [811

lAMiiS Brand New Combinations, for immedifi^ delivery from rtook.—Sole district agents, ,'l5

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [901

JAMES 4iih.p. Combiuation, 1917, Lucas lamps/«t tC

accessories, excellent condition, small mileaSlt^
£110.—Woodville, A-ddlestone, Surrey. {8^

1 QIS Jarmes Combination, 4^/411. p., excellent c^d
-It? tion, engine just overhauleil; sacrifice, £90iL
Roberts, opposite 4" Camp Kinmel Park, Den]KM(|r
shire.

""

JAMES 4^41i.p., 3-speed gear" box, kick starterp^
enclosed chain drive, coachbuilt combinat'

lamps and horn, etc. ; accept £75 cash.—AlleD.i
Freshford St., Earlsfield, S.W. 18.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4Xh.p. James combindl
new condition, large electric set; cheap.— 5,

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). __
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturday^

"|<Ckl6 41/ib.p. James Combination, overhauled and^
J-V enamelled, b^llbou^ back sidecar, new in SeptemB
wind screen, all lamps and horn; sell £105, or exclioi
lightweight and cash.—P. Woodman, Victoria St., B« ^
ham-on-Sea, Som. t^^^

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweight, 1920, low mileage, as new, lai

and all accessories; £37.—Alfred Crane, 21;^
John's Rd., Oaversham, Reading. [tS

Kerry.
£27.—234h.p. Kerry, just overhauled, C.A.V. .

in good running order.—327, Hereford Rd.,-^
tham Cross.

Lea-Francis
LEA-FRANCLS, new 1920. slightly soiled; £lj!

Clark, 7, Exhibitiou Rd. 'Phone : KensHll
4096.

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine, immediate detf
£130.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Parij

Exeter.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name .

waiting list for delivery of these arisl

mounts.-A. J. Bproeton, Ltd.. 198. (it. Portlai
W'.I. '^$1.,
LEA-FIlANCia, M.A.G. , as makers' speeifloL,

(ihop-soiled; at greatly reduied price; now IP
time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St,:
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, brand new 3V:h.p. twin,
engino, delivery from stockr £130; ext-eudedj

4X extra.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Risliopsgate Av., 1

mile St., E.C.3. 'Phono: Avenue 5548. 1^^

1 Q20 Lca-Frnucis. M.A.G. oncine. twin-cyl., 2 l,
Xt/ fleetric lighting, leg shiekle, all aocossorieii"'!

done 100 miles, absolutely as new, unscrntchtHl ; £
otYiir.— Dr. Giaham-Hodgson, Chislehurst. Tel.: J
Brondcy. Jl 7i,fji

NEW Lca-Franr.is. 2'ppeod, clntch and kick itl

M.A.G. engine, at list price, £130; or ai

Icrrcd payments 4% extra; only one-fllth dcporft.

nnru by twolvo montlily instalments.— Ilarrcds, '

118, Brompton Rd., London. f

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue H
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE
Levis.

|16 Levis Popular, lamps; £36.-1, East View.
Colham Rd., Yiewsley, Middlesex.

rioin[7840

EVIS 21/ih.p., 1917, little used, new Palmer cords:
£45, lowest.—138, Iliglilever Ed., W. [7937

\1^ S'ih.p. Levis, popular model, disc wheels, Inrge
f heiid lamp; £42.—Boss. 86, High Ed., Lee. [8017

AN GUT, Weymouti.—Sole agent ior Levis
macliines; price £60; delivery from stock. [5961

Lh.p. Levis, excellent order throughout, all arces-
[ series. 1915; £36.—E. J. Poate. Midlmrst, Sussex.

[7827
IBVIS, 1916, Brampton forks, good machine, ride

awar; £33.-670, High Ed., Tottenham, N.17.
jne: 1889. L^i.70

SVIS 2i^h.p., 2 speeds, etc., in splendid condition;
accept £40 cash.—Allen, 10, Fresbford St., Earls-

I, S.W.18. [8479

VVIB. the finest 2.strofc6 in the world, delivery from
stock; £60.—District agents. The Waball Garage.

sail. Tel.: 444. [9001

lTE 1920 Levis, 100 miles, all accessories, '6 months'
insurance; £58; after 6 p.m.—Evans, 20, Eadford
Hither Green, S.E. [7922

lyiS 1919 2Vlh.p., in exceptional condition; clear-
ance price, exceptional bargain, £40.—E. D.

y, Thundersley, Essex. [7647

IVIS, 1919 (Oct.), beautiful condition, carefully
ridden, enamel plating excellent, lamps. Klaxon;

—276, Iffley Kd., Oxford. [7839

h.p. Levis, 2-speed, new bearings throughout, re-

enamelled, Lucas lighting, tools, 3 belts; 50 gns.,
earest offer.—Heal, Williton, Somerset. [7934

20 Levis Popular, the super 2-stroke, in stock
at list: £60; easy payments or exchanges.—

ightingale Ed.. Lower Clapton, London, N.E.
[7667

VIS Popular. latest model, in stock: £60.
Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24, Woodstock
off Oxford St.), Bond St., London W.l. 'Phone:
iir 6559.

,
[0318

i Llncoln-Elk.
TCOLN'-ELK, single, Bosch, just been overhauled:

\
£25.—Woodlands. Bridge Ed.. Gray.^. Esses.

[3068

L.RLC.

IC. 1920 6h.p.. special rear springing, most com-
lortable to ride, exceedingly flexible; send your

I e. don't miss this opportunity; price (shop-soiled),
f. -22, Eodney St., Liverpool. [7077

T .C. 1920 6h.p., S.A. 3-spe6d and K.S., a machine
^ take a .sidecar anywhere; we can supply you
ivi 1 sidecar suitable and save you money; price of
la 06 (shop-soiled), £.110.-22, Eodney St., Liverpool.

[7076
T -C. suspension and ordinary models, shop-soiled.
A H makers' specifications, at greatly reduced prices;
j!: 'h.p. and 4|.ih.p. combinations, second-hand; at
s :i prices.—Mehes. 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l
r j: 3426 Maytair [7185

Martin.
BTIlsr-J.A.P., track, o.h.v., 3Mh.p., Bosch, B.B.;
£45, or ofler; exchange slower machine; P. and

referred; owner given np flying.— Worse!!, St.
, Sevenoaks, Kent. [7863

Martlnayde.
MartiDsyde. t.je super combination; imme^-iate

eliveries. Norfolli agents.-Norwich Motor Co.
!^orwich. [2786
.ITINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination. delivery
rem stock; £170.— Maudes' Motor Mart 100
St., Exeter. [8078

ND New 6h.p. Martinsyde, overhead valves, etc
40 magnificent sidecar, £12 worth extras, only
from makers; great bargain; best value and
in every way; £150. cost £196.-190, Divinity

xlord. ~ [8055

ITINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents for London
Essex. Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford'
irnwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newmaii
ation; £170; delivery ex stock: trade supplied-
ges and deferred payments.—Maudes'. 100 Gt'
id St., W.l., and Paris St.. Exeter. (577'7

Advertisements, xix.

Matchless
CHLESS,

11
Models now ready; all the latest improvementes

I ion can have one now, or book delivery for anv
l| date. Every combination personally tested bv
I
.tchless specialist. Spares of all dates in stock

llMell, la. Bloomfield Ed., Plumstead. [6881

I SD New Matchless, M.A.Q. engine, Lucas lamns
bmplete; £215.-CroBe, Agent, Eotherham '

CHLESS 1920 7h.p.. Magdyno, ridden ISoI^Um
Uaranteed as new; f220.—Eveson, Wiliescote

r^- [8417
r.^LESS 1921 Models, immediate delivervWS.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Ed. 'Phone: Ken-
fe4096 [3502

Ex Government

Motor Cycles
(Unrenovated).

4 h.p. Douglas

24 h.p. Douglas
are still for sale atthe Slough
Depot.

Apply by letter to-

" Motor Cycles,"
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

All thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops, stove
enamelled, replated, tanks in

makers' colours, new tyres,
guaranteed mechanically
sound.

Immediate delivery from
stock of a number of 21 h.p.

Douglas as above at special
prices.

£60 each.

£85

£105

£95

las 4 h.p.

Douglas Com-
binations - -

Triumph 4h,p.

Countershaft
Trade Supplied.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

JI/TATCHLESS Combination, 1920, all accessories;

r!."7i ^^^^i^'^° ofEera.-Wiite Cox, 14. Earl's Court
Gardens, S.W.S. . [7265

"I Q21 Matchless Combinations, Magdyno: delivery
J- *^ from stock.—Agents. Hewitt Bros.. 94, Western
Kd., Hove, Susses. [0334

"IQ 20 Matchless Combination. Magdyno, hood, leg

An T^
shields, wind screen, spare wheel perfect; £200.

'*U, iLglington Rd., Plumstead. [7384

1Q21 Matohlftss standard and Magdyno model-s InA tJ stock, list pnce; £205 and £230.-Edwards.
50. Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [8522

JP195 bargain.—1920 Matchless, magdyno lightiug.^ hood, screen, speedometer, leg shields,- as new,
M.A.G. engine.—29. St. Leonard's St.. Bromley-by-Eow.£[8200185.—1920 Matchless 8h.p. Model H combination,

brand new. - Clittord Wilson. Co.. 70, Royal
Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W. Tel. : Kens. 7113.

"jl/rATCHLESS, just delivered, H Model, mag.-dynamo;
-LTJ- list price, or nearest; or exchange lighrwoight
with cash.-Nash, 365, King St.. Hammersmith, W.

Oh.p, Matchless-Jap Combination, screen, all-chain,^ speedometer, V.M. seat behind, Lucas lighting. Bne
rendition, take 4 anywhere; £135.—Sainty, Welton, Lin-
coln. [7804

"|Q15 Matchless, Sh.p. J.A.P., Canoelet sidecar, new
J-*/ Amac and spares. 60-70 m.p.g. ; any trial in Cum-
berland; £125.—Medlock House, Oxford St.. Working-
ton. (D) [7817

i? h.p. Matchless Canoelet Combination, hori^. mirror,
^^ luggage grid, wind screen, etc.; £75, or offer;
trial by appointment.—Creed, Osborne House, North
Malvern. [8051

MATCHLESS 1915 8B Combination, electric lamps,
2 hom«, Cowey speedometer, verv fine condition

tliroughout; £125.—Mvlam and Co.. 197, London Rd.,
Croydon 'Phone: 2379. [8386

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921 model dynamo,
in stock.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., . 24,

Wbodstock St. (off Oxford St.) Bond St.. London, W.l.
Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0317

MATCHLESS 6h.p. J.A.P, Combination, new largs
Rennoc screen, mechanically perfect, Bosch, tyres,

belt, recently new, lamp, tool, spares ; offer.—Appoint-
ment, 35. Tudor Rd., Kingston Hill. [7878

1 Q20 (June) Matchless Magdyno Combination, J.A.P.,
Jl*J spare wheel, tyres unpunctured, aluminium discs,
speedometer, Cowey horn, Al condition ; £200, cost
over £240.-3. College St.. Leicester. [8345

1Q19 Victory Model Matchless, spare wheel, speedo-Av meter lamps throughout all in good condition;
£140; would consider all-chain lightweight part ex-
change.—Hare, 13. Loates Lane, Watford. [8215

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, D.A. lighting ?et, hood,
J-*^ screen, spare wheel, t^peedometer, toola, and mascot,
perfect condition, any trial; £185, or near offer.—Write
Maurice Harris, 2, Fitzjohn's Av., London, N.W.3.

[8173

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,Av dynamo, hood, screen, rear-driven speedometer,
horn, etc., as nevv; £215; exchanges or easy pay-
ments.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London.
N.E. [7668

MATCHLESS Combinations.-Book your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee S.E., for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order

received; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [3850

1 Q20 Matchless, Magdyno, slightly shop-soiled, £199;
Xt7 1920 standard model, done 5Q0, electric lighting,

rear drive speedometer, legshields, perfect condition; 150
gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
'Phone: Kensington 3709. [8513

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

.

Matchless combination, dynamo lighting model,
also standard model, new, immediate delivery from etock,

£230 and £205 respectively: also a second-hand 1920
model J.A.P. engine, offers. [8586

MATCHLESS (new 1914). the exceptional 8h.p. over-
bead valve engine, 6-speed, streamline exhausts,

Einks economical carburetter, sporting sidecar, com-
plete sets discs, 1921 tax only £3; accept 76 gns.-
Cotton, Belleorchard, Ledbury. [8577

MATCHLESS Combination, special speed model.

90x77Y2 J.A.P., overhead valved twin, coachbuilt
torpedo siedcar, excellent condition ;_ £90, or lower
power solo part exchange.—Davis, 30, Beaconsfield

Rd., South Tottenham. N.15. [8333

1Q14 Matchless 7-9h-p., 2-3pe6d, clutch, K.S., MtU-
Xt/ ford sidecar, electric lighting, horn. Easting
wind screen, new chains, and tyres oversize 700x80,
recently overhauled and fitted with new connection rods,

rin^s and bushes; accept £90.—104a, Fiochley Rd.,

Rd.. N.W;. 'Phone: Hampstead 7822. [8182

MATCHLESS (CoUiersl Motor Cycle Combination,
fully equipped with spare wheel and tyre, wind

screen, dynamo lighting set, horn, luggage carrier;

£231/7/6; immediate delivery from stock, or can ba
supplied on deferred payment terms if desired for an
extra charge of ^?i only.—William, Whiteley, Ltd..

aueens Rd. W.2. - [6944

A.11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date pf the issue. B3^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METRO-TYLER, 1920, latest S type, 2-speed 2-

stroke. delievry from stock; £80; extended terms
4% extra.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
CamomUe St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0070

METRO-TYLER, ^ype &. latent model, urand new.
2^,ih.p., 2-spee<3, with enclosed mag. and gear box:

£80; delivery from stock. Local trade supplied.—Sole
Birmingham asent. l\ J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [0260

Minerva.
,

MINERVA Combination, running order; £27/10.—
Saxton, 6, Devonshire St., Islington. [8183

3 ill. p. Minerva Combination; £12, or near offer; any
2 evening after 6.—134, Climentiua Kd., Leyton.

[8031,
Mli^ERYA 2^4h.p., mag., B. and B., new covers,

good appearance; 18 gns., or near offer.-Front,
Canon St., Tanhton. [7962

MINEEVA 33,fh.p. Motor Cycle for Sale, equal to
new, thoroutrhly overhauled, enamelled, and

plated, new B. and B. fitted, new handle, Best new
saddle, new wheels, plated rims, new Dunlops front
and rear, and new tubes new aluminium footboards,
new mudguards, new back carrier, tank lined Triumph
colours. 2-speed countershaft gear, new Eenolds chain,
new chain wheel. 2 new valves in engine, and recently
registered; a bargain, £47.—Cooksey, Feltham Rd..
Ashford, Middlesex. [7884

Moto-Reve
MOTO-REVE 2i4h.p. Twin, mag., E.B., Druids, re-

quires minor adjustments, new Dunlop belt, tyres
practieally 'new ; £28.—Huggins, Hartland, N-. Devon.

[7810
MOTO-REVE Twin, smart, all on, bargain, £15; dis-

mantling 5-6h.p. Rex, a.o.i.v., state wants; wante<l,
late 6h.p. Enfield oddments.—Coolje, 213, Worple Rd.,
Wimbledon. [8292

Motosacoche.
31h.p. Motosacoche, 1914, twin M.A.G. engine, De

2 Lissa valves, Bosch, Amac, slightly incomplete,
owner novice; sacrifice, £24.-70, Nansen Ed., Spark-
hill, Birmingham. - [X6441

New Hudson
GIVEN Away.—New Hndfion Si/jh-P-, S-speed, clutch,

lamps : £30.-20, Treen Av.. Iloggers Corner,
Barnes, S.W. [7947

1 Q15 New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, K.S
, good

-1-^ condition; £65; buying higher power.—22, Kath-i
leen Rd., S.W.ll. [X6443

NEW HTTDSON 2-strote, 1916, excellent condition,
with new Lucas lamp and horn; £38.-145, Clar-

ence Ed., S.W.19. [78OO

1 Q 20 New Hudson 2-strok©, new, slightly shop-soiled

;

XJ' £68.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.. South Ken-
sington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [8520

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, 2i4h.p., 2-speea, latest
models in stock, immediate delivery; £75; terms

arranged.-New Hudson Cycle Depot, 45, Gray'e Inn
Ed., London, W.C.2. [8162

NEW HITDSON 2'/lh.p. Sports Model, mileage 50;
price £63, or £22/1 cash and 6 monthly pay-

ments of £7/7.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 5399.

[7981

NEW HUDSON Touring Model, equipped, unused;
price £70, or £24/10 cash and 6 monthly pay-

ments oi £8/3/4.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt.
Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5399.

[7982

NEW 11UD.50N Lightweights 1920. 2i/,h.p., 2 sp.;ea
£75, or fully equipped with head lamp and gener

ator. tail lamp, and tubing, horn, L.C.C. registration
petrol, and oil, £79'15.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89
Gt. Portland St., London. W.l 'Phone: Mavfaii
6399 (0280

New Imperial.
"1Q15 23ih.p. 2.speed Imperial; £42.—Eoss, 86, High
-«-" Ed., Lee. [8016
NEW New Imperial 23/lh.p., 2-Epeed, lamps, tools;

£75.—Moss, Wheelwriglit, Wigan. [8380
"VTEW IMPERIAL, believed 1916, good condition:
-1-' f43.-Shanie, 325, Essex Rd., Islington. [8153
"VTEW I.UJ'EEIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, lanip.s,
-1-^ horn, etv.; fl28.-R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex.

[76491021 New Imi»riaI-.Tap, 2=/,h.p., 2-speod. actually
f-y^ in Etock.-Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
102''- [7868
"VTEW Imperial-Jap 2i/oh.p.. 2 speeds. 1914, as new,
„!. "<1'2 '"v.iy; £45, or near offer.—202, Trinity Rd.,
''•"•17.

^ [5082

NEW IMPERIAL, 1919, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
guaranteed as new; £60.—Maudes', 100, Gt

Portland St., W.l. (8300
£120.-TJniiFicd W.I), New Imperial combination

-

ChUrnd Wilnoii Company, 70, Royal Hospital Ed
Chelioii, S.W. 3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [4735

fJFAV IMPERIAL-.LA.P. 2%h,p., 2.,prcd, coraplct.i
-i-T f.iitflt, ROfxl ord<-r: view and ride away by nppciint-
iniul; £47, or nearest,—167, CInirch St., N.16. [8196
TX^AI-r-IloPE'S. 9, Rh™ Laim. T.nnd<,n.-2Vi,h.p 19:'l
»» .Vow Iniii.'Tiiil.JnijB 2.«i«..d clutch, and kick

•toil uiodels; £89/6; with 2-iipoc<l, only £80/17.
[8585

i

J,
-READING-

j

Zenith 5h.p.

1920 Sports
Mileage undeiT 1000. As
new in every respect

;

99 Gns.

Norton 1920
Big, and canoelet racing
sidecar, Mabon variable
gear, discs, etc.

Complete

:

125 Gns.

Levis 1920
Popular Model. In stqck

:

£60

Francis-Barnett

1920
2f h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick start. Mileage
500. Only

69 Gns.

O.K. Junior
Villiers Engine Demon->

strator. As new

:

42 Gns.

Matchless 1921
Combination Mag.-Dyno

:

£230

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St.,

READING.
•Pho 1 024,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
-_„„ New Imperial.

throneho.ft h?™ ''"•ni^'"-!^' mechanical horn, rou'
Esses

''^rgain, £40.-E. D. Tarty, Thunderi

Si'^'^nam^^lerf™^"''"'* "^"hauled, replated. ani
stone ??rl? h

'' °™ *"-es, Dunlop and Avon j

LiSfehaS^?on."°- e>'"="'^^'l: *35.-21, Norfollr
|

lS^rfi??e'?
Imperial-Jap 2?4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch 1

stamn fnrAi. l,*™**,™™^' ^l'^"^^' Perfect order; i

iSdge Wellf
'*'™'"'--^''^'=^**' J™- 8. Cou^^<

19"
tt'"?,'';^'-!"^''"^''-"^''"!

Lightweight, 2-speed, i
Mteed th«?l^"''' '"?Jf' <='<=•' ^"i^tully used and I
St.f'^iherh'S^n.''* ""' '^"^' ^^S-^^-l«y. "- §
N^Yf.i^^^^i-^. "" S'"'!'- Model, i speeds .4

siriccnr ^.,??'' hand controlled clutch, irith Snnhe
riirSw ? *i°,.^

"'1'' screen, fully eauipped; £18Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton. ''"*'•
j.

>

jV"i:w IMPERIAL, 2=4h,p. J.A.P., 2 speids, as mafi
j-' specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduceil dSnow IS the time to bny.-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. PoS
bt., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [73

"PU-EW IMPEHIAL-J.A.P. Coachbuiir Combinati
i-^. Sh.p., 3-speed gear box, kick starter, all act
series, almost new; accept £120 cash.—Allen,

^
Freshford St., Earlsfleld, S.W.ia. [84

"lyEW IMPERIAL, 1918, 2^4h.p. J.A.P. 2.6tc-L' clutch, kick etarter, lamps, horn, pump, to
Palmer cord tyres; bargain, £65.-Turner, Westboui
House, Twickenham. 'Phone: 217. [a:

"I Q20 New Imperial 6h.p. Combination, latest mo(-L^ just arrived, at list, £186/18; also 25Ah.p.
speeder, £80/17; exchanges or easy payments.-
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E. [Vf

jVTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.-Immediate delivery ft
J-'' stock of this popular 2?ih.p, machine, 2-aB
model, £80/17; with clutch and kick starter, £89i
r.--J. Evans, 83-91. John Hright St.. Birmingharn

[OiNEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8h.p., fast, per
order, 1918 or 1919, W.D., completely ilenovi

Jan., 1920, 1,600 miles, complete with 3 electric lig
Klaxon, all tools, spares, 2 chains, 2 iuner tubes,
unused tyre; any trial; £150.-6, Hillside, Hindi

(a
TW'EW IMPERIAL.-Immediate delivery from S
-L^ of a 234h.p. 2-sp6ed J.A.P. machine, prioo
gns, or -with clutch 85 gns.; Sh.p. combination^
gns., or can be supplied on deferred pavment tenii
on extra charge of 4% only.—William Whiteley, I
Q.ueen'6 Rd., W.2. [fi

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, brand new lightweight,
h.p., 2-speed, slightly Bhop-soiled, at the spei

reduced price of £68, list price £80/17; can be 1:

passenger train any part of England.—Citv Agents, J>

and Co., 15-16, Bishcpsgate Av., Camomile St., E.i.

'Phone: Avenue 5548. [05

New scale.
3X'i.p. New Scale, the solo and sidecar mas

2 £90, delivery from stock.—Agents. Gray
Raynes. 8, Low Rd.. jjalby, Doncaster. [1

Norton.
"1 Q20 T.T. Norton; list £98.—Dunn, 326, Ens
J-'J Rd., N.W.I. Museum 6391. [5T

ISLE of Man Norton, 1921, fully equipped, 3-spii
new; £148.—Box 9,225, c/o The Motor Cycle. («

NORTON—North Yorkshire agents: E. H. L. Vk*
ini,' and Co., 239. Liuthorpe Rd., Middlesbro-J

[?'

TVrORTON Motor Cycles.—Place that order with .1

-1-* early delivery dates.—Cook's Garage, Shil,
Salop.

[8|;

1Q20 Norton Big Four, unscratohed; £130, wiH
A.iJ cessories £135.—Gonerby House, Scotter, fl

borough.

NORTON 1916 3y4i.p., 3-speed, lamps, speedomli
first-class condition; £80.—Maudes', 100.1

Portland St., W.l. W
NORTON Motor Cycles, sole district agents for Dl|

all models in stock; enquiries invited.—EL
""

Ltd., Bourne St,, Derby.

JUNE, 1920.—3',yi.p. Sports Norton, S-speed, Iti
horn, tools, splendid condition; £130h[I

Ockendou, Romford, Essex. fll

D.^N CiUi". Weymouth.—Sole agent for NortolfBI
cycles; 3i/-.h.p. sports. ulRhjiin, £132, from n]|

early delivery Big 4 combination.

-|Q20 Norton 3'A>h.p., T.T., only run 260 a
-i- *y won several medals, as new ; 80 gna.-w
84. Broad St., Reading. 'Phono : 1024.

"

Id 20 T.T. Norton nil-chain drive, 3-speod, J
i-tf fullv equipped, very fast; £110; any <B

Nunncley, St. Mark's Av., Harrogate. .f|

NORTON 1920 Big Four Model, completo xrfffi

duin sidecnr. Cameo wind screen, fnllv OflDJ

OS new; £150.—Parker's, Bradshowgato, Bolton, ]A

1 O'O B'K 1 Norton and Sidecar, MabOl) I

XJf specially constructed lor hill-clinibing, fu

in every respect; 120 gns.—Julian, 84, Brnao

Reading. 'Phono : 1024. I

All letter! relating to odvertlBcments ahoultl quote the number at the end ol ench advertisement, nnd the date of the Issue.

M
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

IQ20 SVMi.p. Sports Norton, 5-speed. and racing
L*y Canoelet sidecar, winner of many gold medals
n hill-climh, splendid condition; 125 5U3. — Julian,

14, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [7743

EPXCBPTIOXALLT Good 1920 Bis Fonr Norton
-^ with de luxe sidecar, oversize t.vr6s, Binks cor-

mrctter: price £170; only nsed few times, practically
s lieliTered.-Cakert, 490, Chatsworth Rd.. Chesterfield.

[8122
,

\rOBTONS.—Try Horsma.l for immediate deliveries.
Ll I'lesent stock includes new T.T. belt drives, B.R.S.
oodels. Big 4, and all mo<lel sidecars ; second-hand Big
t nnd sidecars. >yrite or^ wire.—Victor Hortman, Ltd.,
", Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [6173

BABGAIN.—3i,!,h.p. B.R.S. Norton, 1919, engine
.

No. 19772, lamps, horn, origin,al tyres and belt,
ivalid owner, driven 1,500 miles only, excellent oondi-
ion throughout, usual Norton reliability and pace; £85
r the he«t offer will be accepted.—Keen, Broad St..
teoininster.

^

~

[8392

N.U.T.
nyj.U.T., 1920 (Aug.), 3V4h.p., Magdyno. electric horn,
:' As new; £150.-39, Wilfred St., Derby. [8376

W'.TJ.T. Twin. Magdyno lighting, delivery from stock;
1 £165.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St..
Ixeter. [8073

(J.TJ.T. Motor Cycle, brand new, never been on the
1 road, Magdyno lighting set; £145.—Apply, Box
175, c/o The Motor Cycle. -

' [7932

!
^.U.T. S.'ih.p. Twin, Lucas mag.-dynamo, ehop-soiled.
^ at greatly reduced price: now is the time to buy.—
ebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., TV.l. 'Phone: 3426
oyfair. . [7187

17 SPAEEOW. Ltd., "Osborne Garage. Teovil.
' • official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for
rly delivery; write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel.

:

eovil 114. (^ouijo

,

J.U.'T.—Delivery from stock ot these models, equipped
1

1 with magdyno lighting, price £165; sole whole-
1 ,'"'S

'^*'"' sgents lor Staffordshire, the trade sup-
I led.-Tha Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9002

O.K.
|.E.-TJNlqN, new, complete with lamps and horn, and

registration; £50.-Gibos, Oundle. [X6465
Q20 O.K., demonstration machine, very slightly

Z, J°''f^i/°
gns.-Julian, 84, Broad St.,' Beading,

hone: 1024. p9g«2

Q15 O.K.. 21-Jh.p., o.h.v., 2-speed, disc wheel"
7 i"''??!?''',

^x^st-rtene lighting, mechanical hoin,
•feet; £42.-49, Medway Ed., Bow. [8169
•BAND New 2Jih.p. O.K. Junior, latest Villiers
' engine, C.A.V. mag., shop-soiled only; £43.-Walhro
itor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone-

[X6407

• 'S'n„y'"'°"'
2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, new July,

1920, perfect condition, splendid climber must
J; £48, offer.-Bryant, 51, Stanhope St., Euston Ed,
w..ir [8185

Omega
|.h.p Omega-Jap, the sporting single: immediate» deliveries.-Norwich .-. .r Co., Ltd., Norwich.

)MEGA-J.A.P,'s 23,h.p., 2-speed. the best'^and
smartest lightweight; from stock, list price

gents. Gray and Raynes. 8. Low Ed. Balbv'
Master. ' [2784

P. and M.
and il.-3',;h.p., 2-speed, engine perfect- £35-22
St. John's Ed., Putney Hill. [7818

''®'^^' ."'"' *'
-

i"'^' overhauled, sound condition _
Martm, Jeweller, High St., Deal. [8105

920 P. and M., run 600 miles, perfect; £105 —
Clegg, 1, Broad St., Teddington. [8221

Uig P. and M., lamp.s tools, good condition- £85,^ or nearest.— 101, CJifton ltd., Eugby. [X6364
and M.. 1920 model, delivery from stock- £115
—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[il5 P. and M. Combination, electric lights £5
•J worth of spares; £60.-55, St. James's Ed
rmondsey. . [8211

C|20 P. and M., R.A.F. model, lampS, speedometer
!^ horn, splendid-running condition; £106.-39'
Peter's Sci., Hammersmith. [8331
and M.. late model, splendid condition, lighting
set, mechanical horn, tyres a.^ new, full insurance

es; £78.—5, Albimy Ed., Lcyton. [8205
119 P. and M., not W.D., receipt shown, in e.xccp-
» tionol condition, complete with lamps, horn, and
accessories.—Harrison, 48, Liverpool Ed., N. [7953
. and M,, 1919, with sidecar. Easting wind screen
lamps, horn, privately owned; £100 for quick sole-'

1 given.—Coney, 'Victoria Ed., Farnborough, Hants'
[8099

and M., new from makersln March last- also side-
car, specially designed and built; the whole in

silent condition; £130.—Sw-ofler, 7, Charlmont Rd
•""=- [8070

li»19 P^ and M. Comhin.alion, complete with S lamps
I

' tools, horn, new tyres, spares, not W.D., will ride
f
imles to meet purchaser; £110, or offer.—31 Tennv-

i~St^ Leicester. '[X6434

•i ^^V!M>^
J,
-HEADING- i

1920 3i h.p.

Norton Sports

3-spd. and Canoelet Rac-
ing Sidecar. All lamps.
Winner of several gold

medals in hill-climbs. In

splendid condition. Great
bargain

:

132 Gns

1920

Sports

6 h.p.

Zenith

Demonstration model —
imscratched — real snip :

110 Gns.

1920 Ariel
3| h.p. Combination, shop-

soiled only

:

125 Gns.

1920 Enfield
8 h.p. Combination, only
used few times for dem-
onstration, great bargain

:

£lSO

Triumph
Renovated by Triumph

Co., in stock :

100 Gns.

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St.,

READING.
•Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALC.
P. and M

P. and M. Combination. Dunhill pidecar anri stonu
apron, lamps, etc.. fullv equipped ; £100, great

bargain.-Mertes, 154-156, Gt Portland St., W.I.
'Phone: 3426 .Mayfair. [7188

P.
and M. 3Vjh.p. Solo, new condition, ready to ride
away; price £98, or £34/6 cash and 6 monthly

payments of £11 /8/8.—Coppen, Allan and Co.. 89, Gl.
Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone: JNIavlair 5399.

[7974
PHELON and Moore, Ltd.-R.A.F. models recon-

ditioned and guaranteed; £90 solo, or £120 com-
bination.—FuUcHt particulars on aiiplication, 4, Bernera
St., Oxford St. [opposite Bourne and HollingHworthJ.
W.l. [0314

"I
Q20 P. and M. B.A.F. Combination, not W.D., eon-

i-iy dition and tyres like new, all accessories, manr
spares, leg shields, luggage grid, driven solely by Jidver- "

tiser ; £120. or exchange twin.—31, Lynton Rd., Acton.
W.5. [8159

P.
and M. Combination, 3'/jh.p., late 1919. fully
equipped, nice condition; price £105, or £36/15

cash and 6 monthly payments' of £12/5,—Coppen,
Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l.
'Phone : Mayfair 5399. [7975

LATE 1918 P. and M.. 1920 Henderson A sidecar.
Easting, luggage grid, all tyros, tubes under 600,

lamps, all accessories, condition and piating excellent,
trial; £105. final; Bonniksen, new Sept.; £5.-30,
Ferme Park Stroud ' Green. [8261

P.
and M. W.D. SV^h-P- Model, overhauled and guar--
anteed by us, £78 ; other not overhauled but in -

running order, £68; complete with MiUs-Fulford side-
car, £100 and £110; deferred payments, no extra.

—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8305

P. and M. Motor Cycle, R.A.F. model reconditioned
and guaranteed by_ the maters, all necessary, new

parts having been built into these machines to make
them perfect and practically as good as now; price ±iyO,

or can be supplied on deferred payment terms if

desired for an extra charge of ^X only.— » illiam
Whiteley, Queens Rd., W.2. [6946

P. ante's.

NEW 2%h.p. P. and S., fitted with the Villiers 2-

stroke engine. 2-speed: £73.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoa
Lane, London. [8587

Peugeot '

5-6h.p. Peugeot-Bat, spring frame, B.B., N.S.tT. 2-

speed, new tyrcB, tubes ; accept £35, a bargain.—
No. 1, Clifton Terrace, Liskeard, Cornwall. [7526

Precision.

1 Q12 Precision Combination, wicker sidecar, 4i^ih.p.
J- *y single, 2-speed, running order ; £39, or nearest
olfer.-Gibbs, Oundle. [X6464

Premier.
PREMIER. 3>^h.p., free engine hub, splendid condition

~ throughout ; £30.-40, Alexander Rd., Chatham,
Kent. 17893

PREMIER 2%h.p., 3-5peed", Bosch mag., new tyres,
excellent order; £40.—Courage, AVingfield Rd.,

Sherborne. [8493

4h.p. Premier, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, lamp, new
tyre, belt; £40.—A.E.H., Constance Villa, Nurcery

Rd., Sutton. [X6393

PREMIER 3iA.p., T.T., good condition, "50 m.p.h..
130 m.p.g. ; bargain, £29/10.-S. A. Nicholls, Pang-

bourne, Berks. [X6431

3ih.p. Premier 1913 Combination, 3-speed, clutch.
2 Bot^ch. B. and B.. lamps, horn, tools, valve', etc.;

£56.-47. Crabmill Lane, Coventry. [X6292

PREMIER 1914 3-speed Combination, just over-
hauled, perfect condition ; £45.-20, Heath Rd..

Twickenham. 'Phone: 96 Richmond. [8135

PREMIER 3i/i;b.p. Coach Combination, screen, 2
speeds, pedal start, 3 lamps, speedometer; £45:

after 3 Saturday.—11, Kilmartin At., Norbury, S.W.IG.
[8487

1 Q16 3>$h.p. Premier Combination. Rudge sidecar.
-L t/ 3-speed countershaft, clutch, and kick start,

ensiue rebushed and gear box recently overhauled by
niakprs. nearly new tyres, lamps; £100, or near offer";

all enquiries answered.—T. Wilson, 5, Bankside. Dalton-
in-Furness, Lanes. [8362

Ouadrant
QUADRANT 4h.p. Clufch Model, new tyres; £30.—

15, Elthorne Rd., Upper Hollowny. [8451

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, KC.4.—New
4Vjb.p. Quadrant Combination, latest 1920

model: £145. [8588

QUADRANT 1920 4'';h.p. Combination, shop-soiled,
as makers' specifications; at greatly reduced price;

now i^ the time to buy.—Mebe«. 154-156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7189

QUADRANT 4i/2h.p. Big Single; combination £145.
aolo £115; new machines always in stock; the

only moderate-priced outfit left.—Victor Horsman
Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0277

NEW 4Vjh.p. Quadrant Combination to makers'
specification at list price, including carriage from

works; £145, or on deferred payments 4% extra.

—

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bronipton Rd., London. [8565

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol edch advftr*J>«'*«««* —-» *h<. Hat« «t the isTue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

QUADRANT 1920 4V2h.p- Combination, brand new,
slightly shop-soiled; £125; an exceptional bar-

gain; makers' ixill guarantee.—City agents, Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Capiomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0072

CLIFFORD WILSON Company, Quadrant sole agents
and distributers lor Soutli-eastern Counties.

Tiade enquiries invited. AU models Irom stock.
Large ^elertion of second-hand combinations. — 70
Royal Hospital Rd.. Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensing
ton 7113. [4734

Radco.

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, a.'^ makers' epeci-

fitations, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; now
i^ the time to buv.-Mehes, 154-156, Gt., Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phoue: 3426 Mayfair. [7190

Reading Standard.

Id 19 Reading-Standard Combination, fully equipped,XU any trial; £175.—Motor Cycle Marts, Ltd.,
Chatham. [7838

READIXG Standard, lOh.p., lamps, horn,-' Canoelet
iIM4 sidecar, new; what offers?—Williams, Motor

Engineer, Exeter. [8465

1 Q 19-20 Reading-Standard Combination, lamps, horn,
X*/ hood, screen, pillion, large Avon eidecar, perfect

running order, original tyres; £120, or exchange lower
powered ninchine and cash.—104a, Finchley Rd., N.W.
'Phone: Hampstead 7822. [8180

READING-STANDARD Combination, 19^7, 10-12
h.p., hand and foot cliit<;h, Bosch, new Bideear,

Ciimeo screen, hood, nearlv new machine, too fast for

owner; £150.—Letters, Wilson, 32, Caddington Rd.^
Cricklewood. Can be seen Tiley, Singer, Dukes Mew*;.
Duke St., Oxford St., W. [8551

1Q20 lOh.p. Reading-Standard Combination, dynamo
J-«/ lighting, with special head lamp, electric and
mechanical horns, Bonniksen trip speedometer, mirror,
Orto triple sliding wind screen, luggage and petrol
carrier, very fast and powerful, and in excellent con-
dition: 200 gns.—Denton, Normanton, Yorkshire.

[8286
Rex

3ih.p. Rex, fa.^t and reliable; £20.—P. Chappell,
2 Skett.hley, Hinckley. [X6433

012.—Rex 6h.p. twin. Bosch, druids, B. and B.; gift.

oW Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X6332

REX 2"'4h.p., Dixie, Senspray, just been overhauled;
£20.-1, Winslade Rd., Brixton Hill, London

[7845

6 h.p. Hex and Sidecar, perfect running order, lampi
and accessories; £45.-41, New Rd., Shoreham-

by-Sea. [8212

£20.—5h.p. twin Rex, 1909, special adjustable pulley,

new tittxons, modertt tank, wide T.T. bars, long

exhausts, Bosch, B. and B., very fast, engine eonnd,

clut<;h and brake need slight repair.—Brook, 12, Milton
iLd., We-t Hartlepool. [7988

Rex-Jap.

6-8h.p. Rex-Jap 2-speed Combination {no body), canti-

lever saddle, waterproof Bosch, accessories com-
plete, perfexit condition-., any trial; euit tradesman;
£70, or exchange for 3V'h.p. solo, good make, cash ad-

iiistment—W. Gilbert. 2, Albert Buildings, Wellington

St., Winson Green, Birmingham. [8553

Rover.

ROVER 1920 3'/'h.p., all-chain, perfect; £135 —
Copner, Dragon House, Peterefield. [8249

ROVER 1920 Combination, S'/^h-p., all nccessoriefi

:

bargain, £160.-Ivy Cottage, Nutfield Rd., Redhill.
[7803

ROVER 1920 5h.p., Grindlny sidecar, brand new.
£185, or solo £160.—Eveson, Wollescote, Stour-

bridge. [8418

ROVER Combination, 1915, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
horn, etc., in perfect running order; £100.—Arter.

High St., Barley, Royston, Herts. [8052

5 -Gil. p. Rover Combination, 3-sp6ed gear, Dunlops, all

a.- new; liargain, £125. no ofl'ers.—Beecher, 472.
Archway Rd., Highgate, London, N. [8172

ROVER 1920 3V'h.p. Combination, new but shop-
spoiled : makers' price £203; reduced to £177.—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8308

T.T. Rover, accessories, excellent condition, any
examination; £84; exchange 1916 countershaft

Norton.-64, Grosvenor Rd., Birkenhead. [8295

1Q20 Rover 3'/_.h.p,, 3-«pced, clutch, kick starter,
-1-*^ hniiiiH Jind horn, xmvr condition, very little used;
r.earcHt £115.—A. Smith, Stanton, Chippenham. [808b

ROVER, new 5-6h.p countershaft, £182; combina-
tion, £235; excnancea liberally considered.—

Halifax Motor E.xchange, Ilorton St.. Halifax. [8065

Id 19 T.T. Rover, perfei-t condition throughout, fast
-•' and ctoiioinical ; £85, barguin; exrhange light-

mjiyht and casli.—Oimtrill, 172, Cio»h Rd., Coventry.
[X6421

ROVER Comljinution, 5-6h.p., 1920, perfect <'oiidi-

tion, lamps, horn, Mpecdonicter, watrh, et*. ; £170,
or near ntinr,— Seen ut Motor Woika, Metrojiolitini

StiUioii, lUiwlip. [8030

ROVER Combination, 1919, 3!;h.p., S-speed gear,
>'pC''douieter, in llrst-rlu^'.- irmditioii, prnitiially

i

oew Dunlop extra heavy tyros; £125.—MuoWulter. c./ol

Brifcn, Ltd., Achtead, Surrey. [7866

NOT NECESSARILY

CHEAPEST
BUT UNDOUBTEDLY
THE BEST.

The above exactly describes our
Re - conditioned Machines. Every
Machine is complete with tool bags,
kit, pump, front brake, and ca'ries

OUR GUARANTEE.

TRIUMPHS
AND

DOUGLASES.
stove enamelled and plated in makers'
colours, engine and gear box thorough-
ly overhauled in our own vv'orkshops,

and fitted with new t^^res, belts, and
chains. Appearance practically indis-

tinguishable from new. All late Models
and guaranteed mechanically perfect.

TRIUMPHS, Solo £103
Combination and brand new Burlington
Sidecar £126

DOUGLASES, 2J lip. £65
4 h.p. Combination with brand new
Burlington No. 2 Model Sidecar, painted
Douglas Blue £110

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Send tor Bargarn List of New or Nearly New Motor
Cycles and Combinations.

We've got the machine to suit you.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
Harley Model, coachbuilt, bulbous back with

locker, sprint; seat and back, upholstered in

best Pegamoid, a sidecar de luxe'with extra
strong chassis, specially constructed to with-
stand the strain imposed by this heavy |

machine, complete with tyre and tube £35 10

Burlington No. 2 Model, coachbuilt, luiderslung.

bulbous bnck with locker, spring seat with
back upholstered in best Pegamoid, strong and
well-made chassis, complete with tyre £28 10

No. 1 Model, specification as above, but slightly

cheaper make ,,. £26 10

Speedy Model (or Birdcatcher). The ideal Sidecar
for sporty riders. They are just the things
for Triumphs. Specification as above. Com-
plete with tyre £24

Please note that our Sidecars are solidly con-
structed, and are not bJown together.

Write, 'phone, or wire your requirements

:

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
'Pkone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : ' Burlington MotorJ. ClapHnm "

fjo vards from the Clapbam Comtnon Undor-
pround Station.)

A;t4 All letters rclatliiii to advcrllaemcnts ahould auote tlie aumber at the end of MOh

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER 1917 3\Ua.v., Pliilipson pulley, iand con-
tiolletl, tyres in excellent <-ondition, horn, head

and tail lamps, guaranteed perfect condition.—D.
MiUen, Flat 1, 81, Great Titchfield St., W.l. [8445

K-6h.p. EoTei'j J.A.P. (late 1919), Rover coach sidecar,
*^ 5-speed, all-chain, 28x3 tyres, accessories, very
good conditipn, carefully used; list price £235, accept
£135; appointment.—89, Oak Lane (Tel. 2130), Brad-
ford.

*
[8244 •

ROVER 3'5h.p., countershaft model, also T.T. model,
Phillipson pulley, as makers' specifications, shop-

soiled ; at greatly reduced prices ; no\y is the time to
liuy.-Mebes, 154-156, Qt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone-
3426 Mayfair. [7191

NEW SVah.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed
clutch and kick starter, ,'md with smart coachbuilt

sidecar; £180, or on easy payments 5% extra, one
quarter depot^it. balance by 12 monthly instalments.—
Harrods^ 118, Brompton Rd.. London. [8564

1 Q19 5-6h.p. Rover Conrbinatiou, done about 800
-'-•-' miles all accessories, including Ijrtups. mechanical.'
liorn, speedonreter, and Cameo wind screen, the whol&
in new condition; £160, or. will accept lower powered'.
Cpmbination and cash adjustment.—Teiueside Gai-age,
Ludlow. [8449i<

ROVER, brand new, 5-6h.p. combination, latest typC-
bulbous back sidecar, luggage carrier, list price'-

£235. We will accept £205 for this splendid outfit;-'
first cheqite secures; will send passenger train, car-
riage paidj to any part of England.—Elce and Co.,
15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:.;—
Avenue 5548. [0074

Royal Ruby.

"IQ20 Brand New 3h. p. 'Spring Frame Eoval RuhyJ
-•-•-' shop-soiled; £95.-130, Euston Rd., N.W.l. [827?

3 h.p. (Sept., 1920) Royal Ruby, with lamps, horni
and accessories; cost £126, will sell £95, no ofletsM

—Lesney Farm, Ertth. [819^

8 h.p. Royal Enby Combination, Deoember, 1919, very
fast, condition guaranteed, all accessories ; £150;

otter.-Rigby, Rowan Av., Sale, Manchester. [7007

"IQ20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick etarb-,
-L*^ 2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.—The Ciydes.
dale .Supply Co.. Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265

ROTAL RUBY 2y2h.p., Villiers, good condition, un.«.
used P. and H. lamps and generator; £38. or er-

change 3V>h.p. or 4h.p machine.—Sandys, 43, Corpora-
tion St., Stafford. . [84(56;

3 h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-Epeed, clutch-,
and kick starter, eauipped with Tan-Sad pilliod'

seat, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used,
and condition as new; ^£110; may be -obtained on.
Harrods deferred payment system.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Bromplon Rd., London. . [85«1'

Rudge.
1Q20 LO.M. Rudge. as new; £100.—Dunn's, 326,
-L«/ Euston Ed., London. Museum 5391. [2981 '

RUDGE T.T. and I.O.M. Models ex-stock; fllOjJ
exchanges.— 125, High St., Woolwich. [609**

"1Q20 Brand New S^.h.p. Rudge Mirlti, T.T., shoo-.LU soiled; £96.-130, Euston Ed., N.W.l. [82'M'

RUDGE Multi 1920 S'/i'h.p., latest T.T. model, as new-j'
£100.-45, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. [8163

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1920, as new, mileage 200,
2 lamps, horn; £100.-79, High St., Egham.

[7907 iV

Oih.p. Rudge Multi and coachbuilt sidecar, in good a
t»2 condition; £75.-27, Sydney St, Northwich. —J

[841
"IQ17 Rudge Multi, thoroughly overhauled: BT
-i-t^ must sell.—55, St. James's Rd., Bermondf

[8210

31 h.p. Rudge Multi, 1913, pood condition, lampe,
2 horn, generator; £42 -B., 69, Bath Rd., Reading.

[7897

RUDGE I.O.M. Multi, new, slightly soiled; £100.-
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd. "Phone ; Kensington

4096. [8503

31.h.p. Rudge, hand clutch, tyres ns new, perfect
2 running order; £40.-19, Arthur St., New Oxford

St,. London. [8191

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., C.B. -eidecnr, must soU; no
reasonable offer refused.—Shirwiu, Leeds Bdy

Ilkley, Yorkshire.

RUDGE Multi, 3Hh.p. T.T., with pedal stattar,

June, 1920, hardly used; £95.—Hill, Nothorlee,

llelcnsburglir Scotland. . [6966

£42. or offer.—Eudge Multi, believed 1914, Eiscranim,

Senspray; bargain; Saturday afternoon, Sundav.—

9

Tollington Place, N.4. [840C

ini7 3'-5h.p. Rudgo Multi and Sidseai (1920). dm
A if condition. Kunlop heavy tyies; £75.—Harris
68, Ilolloway Rd., N.7. • [799!

"I O20 I.O.M. Rudge, new, in stock at list; £110/5
Xi? oxcbaiiges or cosy fferms.—2, Nightingale Rd.

Lnucr Claiitoii, Loudon, N.E. L7«6I

rQ20
Rudgo (July), done 1,400, well kept (insuredl

• F iiorii. iHiups, spare tulie, belt; £95, or Jnstnl

luLcuts.-Ilodgc, Balliol, Oxford. \83»'

aJvertlscment, and the date of the Isaue,

It.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rudge.

^-b.p., peda)ri>GE Clutch Model, 3'u'li.p., peda! start, 1913
lii.ioliine, exL-elleut soing order; £35, or uear
—202, Trinitj- Ed., S.\T.17. [8084

["I'GE SUh.p., 1919, C.B. sidecar, wind screen, 3
l;imps. very ycod condition ; trial Nv appointment

:

-Barlje. 13, Wrndluim Ed., West Ealing. [8161

11;. p. Eudge Multi, clutch, pedal start, good running
* order, new Dnnlops, lamps, horn, complete tools,

• lielt, etc.; £55.— Gardiner. TocJiiTith, York. [8090
il9 Rudge Multi 1920 Millford Skiff sidecar, fitted
' up lamps, speedometer, hooter, onlv wants
ig: £120. or near.—Hare, 13, Loates Lane, Watford

[8216
k-0 I.O.M. Rudge, Cowey trip speedometer, Luias
lamps and horn, perfect condition, small mileage;

J — Fairhaveu, Wavertree Ed.. South Woodford.
[8234

.h.p. Rudge, clutch model, in sjilendid order thiough-
' nut; trial; ride awav, or will put on rail; £31.—

Eleanor Cottage, Gold Hill, Challont St. Peters.
I<s. [8025

(20 Brand New I.O.M. Eudee 3i,.'.h.p.. sloping
tank, multi pear and free engine, £110/5: another,

I- speed, 1914, £35.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
i"'i. [8589
120 3;;h.p; LO.M. Eudge Multi," lamps, horn, knee-

grips, spare valves and springs, etc., mileage 1,500
led tot £125; £105, or offer.-Waitt, 81, Lichfleld
Stafford. [X6445

(|20 -Eudge Multi 7-9h.p., price, solo, £100, or
combination £120, complete with lamps, horn

aometer, mileage 960, perfect condition.—Apply,
ler, 143, Bute St., Cardiff. [7882

JDGE Multwin, 7-9h.p.. September. 1920 Lucas
horn, P. and H. lamps, £135; also Patey '2-seater
ar. £35; both nearly new.—Paris, c/o Barrett. 8
tevale St.. Dennistoun, Glasgow. [6967

7DGE, LO.M.. 1920"? splendid condition, carefully
nin in. T.T. ;ind touring bars, special undershield

con. tools, very fast, flexible; £98 or near offer —
ick, 7, Ladbroke Sq., dotting Hill. [7955

JDGE Multi 3i/:.h.p., new, shop-soiled; price £105
or £36/15 cash and 6 monthly payments of

Coppen,_AIlan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St
Ion, W.l. 'Phone ; Mayfaii: 5399. [7978

.16 3i,2h.p. I.O.M. Eudge Multi, overlap Ion"
plated exhaust, new bearings, en.amelled acce.s"

s, many spares, insurance, tvres almost new verv
£80.-Shaw. 44, Bates St., Sheffield. [X6420
20 Eudge. LO.M., unscratched, mileage negli-ible
fully enuipped with lamps, horn, and speedometer

'

Also see displayed advert. -Eatclifle Bios., 20o'
Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5042. [8633

Scott.
ATJCHOPR'Sr 9. Shoe Lane. London.-New 197r
Scott, delivery from stock; £140. [8590
'.—Scott Coachbuilt Combination, 1914-1915 "ood
condrtion.-Dentist. 496, Oxford St., W.l. '[8361
.(late Scott 3^-4h.p., as new, solo, £100 or with
sidecar £120. or offer.—Dunn, 326, Euston Hd

'" [7704
20 Scott, delivered August, complete with lamps
and horn; nearest fl30.-A. Smith, Stanton

)enham. [8086
20 Scott Combination, all lamps, as new mileage
300: £150.-Dunn, 326, Euston Ed., London
urn 5391.

. (-85^
•

iTT Combination, sporty torpedo sidecar. Bints
Bosch, drip feed, good condition; £65.—Stevens'
I Junction, Somerset. [8091

iTT, 1920, Ace discs, electric light, Cowey horn
peedometer, run 1,000 miles; £130.—Blyth. 19'
-field Gardens, London. [8329

20 Scott Motor Cycle and sidecar, very small'mile-
age, better than new: price £170.—Chatfleld 8a

: Grosvenor Ed., London, S.W.I. [8155
30 Tjr. Scott, complete with lamps, horn tools
etc., only run few miles: best ofler over £10o'

laway. Fruit Merchant. Smethwick. [0275
20 Scott (Sept.), done 170 miles, fully equipped
3m. Palmers, insured £150; any trial- price

-Nnnneley, St. Mark's Ay., Harrogate. [8113

20 Scott, sports model, T.T. bars, horn, tools
etc. condition nearly new, mileage about 700-

.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonuing, Berks. [6270

!D
.
Scott Combination, acetylene lighting, cover

to sidecar, only run three months owner leaving
nd; £135.—Eowe, Park View, Farnborough, Hants

IT, 1915 engine, other parts new, lamps, horn
Un-Sad, 2-speed, kick start, in splendid con-

i; price £70.—Corderoy, 112, West Parade, Hull.

•NET Wanted Quickly: Scott, Dec, 1914 ?emf-
T.T., Bosch, £20 renovation?; expert exami'nation
orters; Surrey.-Box 9,215, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'0 Scott, Watsonian Monarch sidecar, accessories
splendid condition and appearance; any trial at
Bros., Linden Ed., Leatherhead; f140.-Gl<-ory
larth, Leatherhead. [8049 '

GENUINE DOUGLAS

REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of
2| and 4 h.p. Spare
Parts at miles below
makers' price.

Connecting rods, complete with . bolts

and nuts, 22/6; cylinders, front or rear,

39/6 ; pistons, 12/- ; 2j h.p. frames,

£5 ; 4 h.p. frames, minus back portion,

£5; drip-feed glasses, 1/3; pulleys,

plated or black, 8/6 ; 2| h,p. chains,

9/6 ; fork spindles, long or short, 1/-;

chain wheels, 8/6 ; piston rings, 1/6 ;

valve guides, 3/- ;
' Amac ' carburetter

controls, comnjpte with Bowden cabler^

12/6 ;2jh.p era ikshafts,£25s. ;carbur
etter gauzes, .j. , carburetter gauze,
washers, £d. ; magneto sprockets,

8/6 ; etc., etc , etc Carriage extra.

.

The above are only a few of the

Spares we have in stock. We shall

be pleased to quote you upon receipt

of your enquiries.

TRIUMPH TANKS.
All late pattern, and in good order,

but not enamelled .. . ..€1 15s

Carriage and packing 3/-.

TRIUMPH FRAMES.
DIAMOND PORTION.

All Re-Enamelled, £4 Each.
Carriage and packing 3/-

AS NEW.

TRIUMPH VALVES.
Exhaust complete with Spring and
Cotter. 8/- . Inlet, complete with
Spring and Cotter 4/ .

(postage gd.).

MILLER'S GENERATORS.
Ex W.D. Type Ilia.

Brand New, 15/- each.
List Price, 27/6. Postage 1/-.

Douglas Pattern Footboards
2j h.p., 12/8 per pair; 4 h.p., 15/-
per pair. These footboards are all~
rubber covered, with brass edgings.

To 4 h.p. Donglas Owners
Write for particulars of our Clutch

Conversioa Set.

No more broken drawbolts.

THE BURLINGTON
Motor Cycle Company, Ltd.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Grams :
" Burlin^on Motors, Clapham."

(50 yards from claphafti Common Undergrouni
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SATE.
Scott.

"I Q20 Scott Mauve Combination., Swan sportinfr side-
-*-V car, splendid condition, niileaRe about 1.000,
owner now unable ride; Lucas lamps and horn, lupgage
grid. Cameo screen; bargain, £120.-243. Hither Green
Lane, S.E.6. [8218

GENUINE Bargain; 1914 Scott coachbuilt combina-
tion, excellent mechanical condition and apirear-

ance, 3 lamps, horn, etc.. including full ini^urance till
.Oct., 1921. and 5 full tins of petrol: price complete
£80; trial willingly given.—Apply, Kwik^ale Private
Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392.

[0339

Singer.

SINGER 4i,oh.p. Combination, 2-speod, clutch, new
r<:onchbuilt body, fine condition throughout; 85 pns.,

or nenv ofler.—Piout, Canon St., Taunton. [7961

Sparkbrook.

1 Q19 Sparkbkrook 2V>h.p. 2-stroke, excellent con-
-L*' dition; £60, or nearest oHer.—P. Barker, Gras-
sington. [8284

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
2V2h.p. Sparkbrook, 1920, Villiers engine, 2-

stroke, as new; £62/10. [8601

SPAEE:BEOOK 2-stroke Lightweight' Motor Cycle.
delivered new July 6th, 1920; offers wanted; wiu

show receipt.—Liovd and Plastow, 52-54, Fiusburv Rd.,
Wood Green. [7950

SPARKBROOK 2^^.-q., 2-5peed, the liErhtweisht with
an ultra finish, as makers' specifications, shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the time to
buy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
3426 Mayfair. - - [7195

Sua.

1 015 2^ih.p. Sun-Villiers, new tyr&s, powerful, perfect
-Lt/ order: 33 gns. ; photo.— 181, Isewton Rd., Bnrton-
on-Trent.

'

[8268

SUN-VILLIERS 2Vjli.P. 2-5troke. in perfect condition
throughout; accept £25.—Allen. 10, Freshford

St., Earlsfield, S.W.18. ^

[8481

Sunbeam,
1 Q16 3\'2^.p. Sunbeam, Cowey, tools, tyres good,
^*y perfect running order, fast; £98.—28, Alexander
Drive, Liverpool. [7956

1 Q20 New Sunbeam Combination, 3Voh.p., done only
-L*/ lew miles; £179,' or best ofler.—King, Normnnde,
Movley R4., Boscombe. [8477

SUN'BEAM 3^L'h.p., 1919 (June), splendid condition,
Lucas lamps and horn ; £105.—Billbron^rh, Tlic

Gables, Knottingley, Torks. [8403

SUNBEAM 1917 S'/oh.p.. kick starter. 3-3peed. h.b.c.
clutch, lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition;

£100.—C. Barton, Clapham, Yorks. [0246

SUNBEAM Combination, 1920, brand new, for sale,
' less 10% oft' list price.—Norman Whitehouse, 203,

Station St., Cheslyn Hay, Staflordshire. [X6006

SUNBEAM 1920 3;^.p. Model complete with head
and rear' lamps, bulb horn, indistinguishable from

nek; £160.—Parker's, Bradshawgafe, Bolton. [X6399

SUNBEAM SVi'b.p., 1916, recently overhauled at wciks
and fitted with 1920 cylinder and piston, all acces-

.soriee : £95.—Evan' Garage, Newpoit, Salop,
, [8478

1 020 Sunbeam S^^h.p., brand new, in stock at
-M-U list; £155/8; exchanges or easy payments.—2,
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E. [7670

SUNBEAM, brand new ^>2h.p., solo model, with
Lucas lamps and horn; £170.—The Walsall

Garage, Wolverhampton St., "Walsall. Tel.: 444.
[9004

SL'NBEAM 1920 Si.Ah.p. Tourinir, Lucas accessories,
only run 150 miles, £155; Sunbeam 1920 3,';h.p.

sporting model, brand new, £150.—^Eveson, WoUesfote,
Stourbridge, n ' [8415

"I
Q20 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination. Lucas Magdyuo.X^ spare wheel, Easting, Tan-Sad. mileage 800,

perfect; price £260; carriage paid.—Abbott, Inver-
.gowrie, Dundee. [7832

MOTOR Cycles for Sale, Sunbeam 3'i.b.p, com-
bination complete; what ofters? New model

arrived; will sell either.—Nicholas, 145. Waterloo Rd..
Wolverhampton. [7834

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—1919 8h.D.
Sunbeam combination, spare wheel, hood, screen

lamps, speedometer, miiro'', warning signal, tools, con-
dition like new ; 200 gns. _ [8592

"VTEW Sunbeam, Si/i^h.p., sporting model; £155/8;
J-* in stock; ready for road.—Cambridse Agents
tor Sunbeams; Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [8127

SUNBEAiM Sh.p. Combination, equipped, condition
as new; price £210, or £73/10 cash and 6

monthly payments of £24/10.—Coppen, Allan and Co.,
89, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair
5399. [7979

1 Q20 3y:;h.p. Sunbeam Sporting, electric lighting,
J. *y knee grips, spare tube, all tools, little mileage,
£135; also Cauoelet Minor sidecar. " it" required, practi-

cally new. £12 extra.-Hampton. The Elmc, Tettenball,
Wolverhampton. [7712

AH letters i -lating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, arjd the date of the issue. A3.S
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Sunbeam

SALE.

SUNEEAII.—We are Wolverhampton agentfl; spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

nnd plating under the supervision of Mr. T. O. de la

Hay (late Sunl)eamland).—The Molineaus Garage Co.,

Ltd.. Wolverhampton^ Tel.: 1160. [3458

1 Q 21 )!—Competition rider's latest 1920 S'/lh.p. Sun-
-M-iJ beam, with Sunbeam sidecar chassis, Dinky body
700x80 tyres, all wheel interchangeable, 3 Lucas lamps,
1921 valve covers, 1921. Cowey trip epeedometer. Klaxon,
aluminium number i)lates, knee-grips, Xl'all saddle,
latest Bosch mag., magniiiceut condition throughout;
£195. close ofler.— St. Moritz, Wyche Rd., Malvern,

[8528

T.B.C.

T.D.C. 2-st_roke, accessories, good condition through-
out £33; after 3 Saturdays.-

I.W.I 6.

11, Kilmartin Av,
[8488Norbury

Torpedo.

LATE 1917 Torpedo 2%lh.p., 2.speed countershaft,
power unit overhauled, new Verus crank, conne<-t-

ing rod and flywheel, reliable, powerful, low mileage,
lamps, etc.. 190 lbs. weight; £48.—Lane, 37, Windsor
Ed., Evesham, Worcester. [8011

Triumph.

1 Q20 Brand New Triumpn Combination, 3^peed, kick;
-Lif £160.-130, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [8279

"jQ17 Countershaft Triumph, complete lamps, etc.;
J-«' £7.';.—Cross. Agent. Rotlierham. [X6457

and kick, brand new

;

[8280

£32.—Single-speed Triumph, complete with lamps,
tools, etc.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton. [8258

TRIUMPH, 1920, Tourist Trophy racer, brand new
for delivery from stock; £105.—Below.

TRIUMPH 1920 New 4h.p., Model H, £127/10; also
lightweight model, £75; delivery from stock.—

City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0068

1Q19 Triumph and Gloria, perfect, all accessories;
-•-«.' £109.—Dunn, 326, Euston Ed., London. [7700

BARGAIN.—Triumph, brand new, unregistered; first
£117/10 cash accepted.—22, I'raed St., Paddington.

p. Triumph, perfec;t

"I ia20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed,
LiJ £127/10.-130, Euston Ed., N.W.I.

[7963
exchange lightweight.
"" ' '\Valthamstow.

[8261
TRIUMPH, late 1914, smart coachbuitl sidecar,

accessories; £72.-270, Croxted Ed., Heme Hill
[8350

4?'9.—'-speed Triumph and coaohbuilt streamline
f^ sidecar, lamps and tools.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton.

[8269
1018 Triumph. 4h.p.,^C.S., perfect rnnninf_ order;

5391.

3 ill. p. Triumph, perfec^t; £40;
2 -Letters 28, Elphinstone Ed,

-Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.', London. Museum
2984

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3ia.p., splendid condition,
ride away; £45.-25, Ringstcod Bd., Catford,

S.E.6.

1U14 4h.p. Triumph, in perfect running
-*-*-' — B. Redhead. Manor House, ^
Cnmb

[7881

order; £60.
Wimblington,

[7857

3ih.p. Triumph Combination. S-speed and clutch,
2. goofl condition """ "*2

Bocks.
£65.—Giles, West Wycombe

[8368

1Q14 Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, clutch wind-l" screen, tyres new. lamps; £85.—Eectory Grove.
Clapham. [8226

1 Q20 Triumph, Gloria, new, used few times, com-
-I-«^ iilete, must realise; £140.-365, King St., Ham-
mersmith. [8326

Millford combination, excellent
trial; £125.—Box 9,167 c/o

[7875

I Q20 Triumph 4h.p.,
A«' condition, .spares.

The Ualor Cycle.

1 <1 20 Baljy Triumph, mileage 500, condition as newit/ 65gns.—D. Harris, H.ampstead, Binfleld Heath'
Henley. on-ThaiiiCf;. [7812
-| Q20 Trinmph 4h.p., not ridden 500 miles, perfect-Lt/ conditi(in; £120.—Fled Earn, Upper Weald
Axbridgc, Somerset. [8271
Qih.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, in good going order,
^-f^ <oujplete with lamps, spare coyer; £23/10—27
8idmoutli St., Devi/.es. [8462
rpmUMl'H 3l/:.h.p.. clutch model, repainted, over-
-«- hiiiilcil, lamps, tools, horn; £45.—Pendlcbury,
Wolselcy R<1., Hngcley. [X6428
rpEIUMPH. S.A. huh gear, and Phosnix coach eide-
-«- c.ir, Mmnil running condition; £65 cash.—Witti
East St., SiLtiiigbonrne. [8199
pjAN GUy, 'Weymouth.—Sole ngont for Triumph^ nin nr cycles; model II, £127/10; Baby 2i)trr,kc,
i.75: delivery from .stock. [5962
1Q14 4h.p, T.T Triumph, powerful, mechanically ]K)r-j.»» I,v;t Phihimin pulley; £65.—Seen. 29, Alison
81.. Upi»?r Baker St., N.W. [839S
TniailMI'lI 4h.p., W.I), model, 1919 combination,
,«„ <;fcllciil, order, all ac,cM,orio«; £115.—Mniidrs',
100. C.l. I'ortland St., W.l. [8306
1Q18 Triumph, 4h.p., and Montgomery
-^-•^ F''.R..S. lamps, iiieclianii '

'

30. J'erran Rd.. Tulse Hill

sidecar,
111 born and tools; £126,

[8349

Patent "Torgedo" Electric Side Lamp

Type C.

Eight
or Left
Fitting.

Nickel-plated or
Brass Finish.

Bulbs extra.

List No. 19/4 E
Price, 22/6 each,

Motor

Cycle

Tail Lamp
As illustrated, plated finish.

List No. 19/ 1 SBC. Price, 12/6 ea.

We can supply this lamp exact as
above, but with fittings to take
miniature screw bulbs.

List No. 19 /IE Price, 7/6 eacli.

S.B.C. Double Ended

Lampholders.

Complete with, adaptors, suitable

for Motor Lamps. Plated finish.

Price, 3/6 each.

Metal Auto. Bulbs.

4, 6. 8, and jz Volt. Double
contact.

. Price, 21- each.

BH Ruby"

Electric

Tail Lamp.

A reliable, efficient electric rear lighting set. Lamp
is fitted with Rear Red I.^ns and White Opal Side
Lens. Outfit complete with Bulb, Battery, and
Leather Case.

List No. 19/9 Price, 14./-

Lamp only 5/6
Lamp complete with 3.5 Volt Bulb and
Cables 7/6

Battery Case 3/6
"Wesco" Battery 3/-

We can supply this lamp with double ended S.B.C.
lampholders.

List No. 19/3E S.B,C. Price, 10/6

"Cyco" Bulbs.

These Bjlbs are specially made for
use with Cycles and Motor Cycles.
Lowest current capacity. Longest
life. Most powerful light.

List No. 11 /3 3V Volt . . 1 /^ each
„ 11/4 6 „ .. 1/6 „

WESTWOOD SPECIAL LINES MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM ALL REPUTABLE AGENTS

MOTOR SALE,CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

'pIlIUMPH 1919 CouDter.shal't Model, fitted Tvith Sun-
beam sidecar, all as new; bargain, £98,—Beei^her.

472, Arebway Ed., London, N. [8173

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 1919, lumps,
horn, tools, sidecar, bulbous back; £120.—Dentist,

216, Portol>ello Rd., K. Eensington. . [7798

1 Q20 Triumph Combiuatiou, undiscernible from new,
-*-*^ Lucas lam[k?, horn, eti\ ; cost £168, sell £138,
bargain.— 66, London Rd., Coventry. [X6503

TEIUMPH-illLLFORD Combination, Nov., 1919,
fast, excellent condition, lamps, Klaxon; £135.—

36, Keesland St., Hillbead, Glasgow. , [:7859

1 Q-2D Junior Triumph, £75; W.D. lenoTOted, £105;
-*-«^ chiiiu-rtriven model. £140; in etock, ready to
ride aivay.—Cross, Agent, Rotlierham. [X6455

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Model H, Tan Sad,
A*.' footboards, unpunctured, new Aug.; £155.—

j

73, "Woolton Rd., Garston, Liverpool. [85l3t-

TRIUMPH Combination, 1920, as new, fully equipped,
pillion seat, mil(;'a;i:e 1,200, unpunctured; £150.--»

Hayes, 160, Birmingham Ed., Redditch. [8120

1 Q20 Baby Triumph, new, ridden under 150 miles,
-l-t7 £8 accessories, Spares; accept £68.-2, The Chine,
Grange Park, Winchmore Hill, London. [8245

46;

1 Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, lamps, horn, tools, DunloBS;
--«-' nearly new, a sound, reliiible machine; £50.—E-
Farmer, Inglewood, St. James' Ed., Sutton. [8311L

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, as new, £60 sidecar,
J-i7 expensively equipped, cost nearly £200; no
offers; 150 gns.—353, King St., Hammersmith. [8388:

TRIUMPH (renovated by Triumphs), cost £145 Juii*e,r

new 1920 sidecar, fullv equipped; £130, very nean
ofler; Deal, Kent.—Box 9,223, c/o The Motor Cycle, 'ji

1 Q 1 9 Triumph and Sidecar, Mills-Fulford, electrijX *J hght. screen, tools, splendid condition ; £1051-^

Dunu. 526. Euston Rd., Loudon. Museum 5391. •

[85*
TRIUMPH, £55, or near offer, 1913 Sl^h.p., 3-spe^

clut<'h, aluminium sidec-ur, basket seat, just ova?
hauled.—Garaged at Ward Bros., Balham Hill, S.W. -i

[833l<

1 Q19 Triumph, specially enamelled and extra plated'
Xt/ parts, very smart, brand new, unscratchedi-
£95.-769, Romford Rd., Mauur Park,- London,

[834'

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Watsonian sidecar*'
J-*/ Easting screen, electric lighting, complete set
of spares; £l40.—14, Shaftesbury Rd., Highgate, N.ie.

[823.^

TRIUMPH. 1920, 4h.p. model, with Triumph sidecfl

Jiorn, and Watford speedometer, indistinguishal^a
from new; £175,—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bono's; .:

tX639.6

1 Q20 Triumph, all-chain drive, latest model, jp&t

JL»7 in; list price £140, or if fitted with luxuriq
coach sidecar to match £170; exchanges or easy pa
ments. 4

1 019 Triumph, countershaft, not W.D., in maghi-
JLi/ ficent order; £105, or if fitted with new cogoli

sidecar £125; exchanges or easy terms.—2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton, London, N.E. . [7671

1 Q20 Triumph, recently delivered, unt^crntched OOBJ

J-%J dition, mileage under 200, College sliields, alu-

minium footplates; £120.—Jones, 163, High SK,
Egham. [7954

TRIUMl'H, clutch model, renovated, excellent con&i
tion, lamp, tools, and spares, 80 m.p.g., real goffd

machine: nearest £40.—Seekiugs, 8, Kanowell Terra,cei

Keuilwoi-th. [X642S

1 Q 20 Model H Triumph, 3 speeds, kick-startwij
J-«7 Kuaranteed not been 500 miles, equal new; £116
—Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden, EsBte
'Phone: 45. [X6«H

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, Canoelet side^,
Triplex glass screen, new-tyress, complete lamp

etc., very smart; £58.-769, Eomford Ed., Manor B
London, E. 181

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, in perfect conditifinX t7 practically unecratched, lamps, liorn, spares, Ion

mileage ; owner going abroad

;

Sutton, Ely.
£155, near oIEer.—Elsden

[841t

3-speed all-chain drive Triuniph-Glori
ition, bcui

owner got delivery car

1 Q20 4h.p,
Xt/ Combination, bcught Aug,

St., Lichfield.

1 019 T.T. Triumph (Aug.). 4h.p.

ipli-i

not run 600 miles
£1757—Williams, 16, Bon

[SIO^J

knee crips, horDg
spare inner tube; olfers; owner bougiit combinft|

tion; seen by appointment.-
Stroud, GIos.

Upper Gra^n
[83*

1 Q18 Tiiumph C.B. Combination, Dunlop tyres, Lucol
JLnJ hmips, pump, etc, iii flrst-<.'lass order^; any tribll

£108, or nearr-st olVfr.—Clieiiter

fold Park, Chiswick.
Orchard Garage,

TRIUMt'lI Gloria Combination, 1919 (late), os
Eat^tiuK, hood, all himpB, footbonrda, Tim-SodrMu

horn, Kiifcdnuieter; £150, woith £200 easy.—106, BAdi
Innh Rd., Tottt-nliam. [804;

THIU.MPU, 3-speed, and Canoelet sidecir, new tyrt

t lii'iiiighout, lamps, accessories and insuran<:i

I perfect; any trial; £75,-21, Tredegar Uil

Kent. [783iirlb.rd Iie:ttli,

All Icttcru telatinfi to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertJsement, and the date of the Issue.
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AIOTOR CYCLES FOR SAKE.
Triumph.

Ui.p. Tiimuph Combination, (ai-ndo geiir, Bosch m&g.,
» trip frpoedoiaoter, lamps, liorn, neiv Dunlop lienvy

I tulie on biiPk, recently OTeihauled; £45.-75. Jasper
Enfield Highivay. [7829

ATE Triumph Countershaft Combination, sidecar
I-. cost £38, equipped everything, equal new, trial

burday, Sundav; £110. to save storage.—Marks, 121.
ton Lane, Chiswick. __ [8490

IRIITMPH Countershaft, mileaKe 2,500. reeonstiucted
throughout liy makers, perfect eonditiou ; expert

imination ; lamps, speedometer, discs; £80. offers.—

s, London Hospital, E.l. [8420

919 Triumph, new sidecnr, .screen lamps, speedo-
meter, pillion seat, new tyres, excellent comii-

1 find appearance, many spores : £125.—Jones, 78.
wns Park Ed., Hackney: [7948

/BIUMPH Junior, special finish, enamel and plating
! as'tiew. horn, spare belt, tools, just decarbonised,
; dition as new, mileage about 500; £73.—D.*Lavin,
][ House, Sonning, Berks. [6269

;EItrMPH Countershaft Combination, fitted with
Montgomery sidecar, Lucas lighting, etc., gunran-

i mechanically perfect: any trial; price £85.-2. Kel-
Villas, HaAvks Ed.. Kingston-on-Thames. [8252

[114-15 Clutch Model Triumph, Bosch mag., semi-
'™ T.T. bars, trip speedometer and lamps, all in
r good condition; £45, lowest; no offers —J TVater?,
a, Hendon Lane, Church End, Finehley. [8115

iRIUMPH Baby 2-stroke, 1920, done 300 miles, com-
plete with Lucas lamps, horn, new spare tiibe and

accessories, fully insured, perfect in every detail

:

offer over £70.—Haddon, North St., Tork. [7964

)[\20 Triumph Combination, Swan sidecar, Cowey
ff speedometer and horn, Lucas lamps. Tan-Sad and
?age grid, enamel and plating perfect, guaranteed
ad throughout; £145.—West. I'opeswood, Binfleld.

[7607
iRIUMPH 3V2h.p.,- old racer, new cylinder, connei't

ing rod. ball bearings, aluminium footboaids, ad-

iable E.B.. Kempshall, Stonehenge, Sin. head lamp,
led tune ; £30.—Morgan, Winston, Stowmarket.

[8022
ipiUMPH, Model H. £127/10. S.D. £140. D.

£105, L.W. £75; combination. Model H.
12/10. S.D.., £195; immediate delivery.-Vivian

I

'die and Lane, Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St., London.
[0329

).~ Triumph Countershaft - Combination, engine
48586. canolet sidecar, electric lights, hooter, and

:es, in good running order; £125, or nearest; seen
appointment.—Hartley, Thornton-in-Craven, Skipton
ks. [7999

I||I20 4h.p. Triumph, Model H.. and light sidecar,

I' £30 worth spares and accessories, insurance, extra
1 e tank, leg shields, exceptitMiallv fine machine •

[ er going abroad.—Spurway, 36, Park Hill Pd
I

apstead. [8004

lailTMPH 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft, complete
with lampSv tools, pump, etc., new tyje, machiup

j

tically as new throughout, good on hills; £50, bar-
; would exchange higher power..—E. Warren, Hin-
_
Wilts. .... [8009

HUMPH Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery from
\Wk stock of a Model H, £127/10, and Gloria side-

for same if desired, £55 ; or can be sup^ied on
rred payment terms.—William Whiteley. Ltd..
ens Ed., W.2. [6943

UlIURfPH 4h.p. Countershaft, S-speed, F.E.W
-Valve attachments. Tan-Sad with back and foot

i, 1920 Henderson Bl sidecar, Cameo wind screen,
J lamps, horn, etc.; £120.-28, Lower Addiscombe
;. East Croydon. [7846

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable ail makei of Motor

Cycles. Write tor particuJars.

Mechanical

Horns.

One year's

Guarantee.

List No. 19 /6a..

32/6 each.

List No. 19/63.
27' 6 each.

Westwood
Special Linej
are stocked by

all

Reputable
Agents.

SIDE LAMP.
List No, 19/4.

Price. 18 '6 each
Kieht or ieft fitting.

SIDE CAB LAMP.
List No» rg/s.

Price, 7/6 each.

8s lonu- US

HUMPH 1920 4h.p., Model H, and sidecar nearly
new, complete with all accessories, speedometer,
an exceptional bargain; any reasonable, trial;

5,—Elce and Co.. 15-16. Bishdpsgate Av., Camo-
i_ St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0073

jl iMtfMPH 4h.p. Combination, almost new, perfect
i condition mechanically, enamel unscratched,
[ trie and gas lighting, spare tubes, belt, pump,
In, lull set of tools, new Montgomery sidecar, any
Ij.; seen any time; nearest offer £112.-38, Penne-
Irne Rd„ Peckham, S.E.15. [8489

BW Triumph 1920 4h.p. Countershaft Model,
[j- '£127/10: 41i.p. Triumph. Type AY.13.B.. £105;
1^}.' TTriumph, all chain drive, £140; 4h.p- Triumph,

j
d/engine, sporting, £105; all models in stock.—

' ibridge Agents for Triumphs, Herbert Robinson.
., Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles

Jl

'
[8128

j/^AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C 4 -
ni New 1920 4h.p. Triumph, delivery from stock,
.7/10 solo; can be fitted with Gloria or any other

-^^ of sidecar immediately from stock; also-new 1920
'- Triumph combination, all-chain drive, £195; and

W.D. renovated Triumph and sidecar, renovated
by Triumph Cycle Co., £120. [8591

' RIUMPH Combination, late 1919, Parsons sidecar.
had very little wear, enamel and plating perfcft,

trie lighting set, spare cover and tube, chain, and
belt, valve and spring, bulbs, complete set of tools;

.
targe for owner: buying smaller machine; £150

' lear nfier; will ride 50 miles to purcha.«er.— ,T Hods
'", Elorendine St., Amington, Tamworth. [X6429

MADE
TO

LAST—e from solid brasa. tarn-
el and threaded at i(Mnts.
Kvery part of aolidconstruc-
tion. Theae lampg may be

taken to pieces for cleaning, and will re-

.nain alight in the strongest gale. Best
auality lanaes are fitted, and can be easily

*-' replaced if broken. These lamps will last
iiiac-b.ines they are usedon, & are absolutely rustles?

WESTWOOD
MIRROR

For Motor Cycles.

Thi5 exceptionally
strong and durable Mir-
ror has twl d;otin(5t

patented advantages,
and can be aijusted
and loclted firmly and
rigidly in any desired
position. Solder, rivets

or loose wires have en-
tirely been dispensed
with in tliis design.

This Mirror will stand
real hard wear, and will

always give efficient sat-

isfaction, LlatNo. IWT

Price, 13/- each.

Finished in niclcel plate

and el'Oiiv black.

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette,

CYHIL WILLIAMS, tor early delivery ol Velocette
—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverh.impton. [226!

HORSJIAX cnn do Velocettes from stock.—Virtoi
Hoisuiiin, Ltd., 7. Monnt Pleasant, Liverpool. [0328

O 'DONOVAN Motors are sole Lonilcn and district
agents lor tlie wondeFful Velocette: immediate

delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gb. Portland St..

W.l. [4708

VELOCETTE, the liglitweight ivith a big heart. In
.itock lor immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatly

leduced price; now is the time to bny.—Mebes, 154-156,
Gt. Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Maj-fair. [7196

Verua,

VEEUS-BLACKBURNE, all models, delivery from
stock,—Mandes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

E.xeter. [8075

VERCJS-BLACKBUENE 2';ih.p., consistent medal
winner open trials, frame blue, large saddle tank,

3 speeds, perfect tune and condition.—Wills, Overton,
Flint.

'

(X6427

Wilkin.

WILKIN B4, 1920, semi-T.T. bars, highly finished,

a machine ot" proved reliability; price (shop-

soilsd), £110.-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [7078

WILKIX, Models B and B4, shop-soiled: at greatly
reduced prices; now is the time to Iniy.—Mebes,

154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone 3426 Mavfalr.

, , [7197
WILKIN-BLACKBURXE 4h.p. Combination, late

1920, all clinin, 3-.^peed, Easting .screen, luggagn
grid, insurance, fully equipped, only done 1,0'JO, ootter

than new: £150.—Xewitt, 52, South St., Romford.
[X6336

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 8-lOh.p.. 2 speeds, free, clutci,

handle-starter. lamps, horn, speedometer, with taxi

sidecnr hood, wind side screens; £140.—Bond. 193,
Church St., Blackpool. [X6124

"I
Q14 8h.p. Williamson w.c. Combination, speedo-

-LJ/ meter, mirror, screen, K.S., clutch, 3 lamps,
car generator, lidded extra body for commercial use,

fxrst-class mechanical condition, smart; nearest £120.
—99. Shaftesbury Rd., Hammersmith. [8338

i Witall

WITALL, June, 1920, 2%h.p. -2-5troke, 2 speeds,

electric lighting, accessories, hardly used. cost.

£75; price £45.—G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

Wolf.

i
1Q15 Wolf, T.D.C- 2";ih.p. 1920 engine, lamps, horn,

!-!-*/ etc, in perfect order; £29.-54, Marcellus Rd.,

Hornspy Ed., N.7. [8048

"I Q16 Wolf, 3',ih.p. Abingdon, coachbuilt side<:'ar. 3-^

± «7 speed .'countershaft, lamps, mileage 4,000 ; £30,
or offer.-Wilkinson, Mulberry House, Great Ecdeston,
Garstaug. - [8113

WOLF 1920 234h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick start, Dunlop tyres, Brampton forks, P. and

H. head lamp, rear lamp, mechanical horn ; bargain,

£60 will exchange with cash for higher power with or

withbnt sidecar.—E. D. Varty, Tlmndersley, Essex. [7645

Wooler.

1020 New Wooller Flat Tnin, shop-soiled; £95.-130.
JLJ/ Euston Rd., N.W.I. [8278

23h.p. 1920 Wooler, 6 sprads, McNab's recorl
4 breaker; £85.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [8593

WHAT Offers for new Wooler twin lightweight,

just delivered, cost £103 ?—Maranatha, York
Rd., S.E.27. [7728

WOOLER, 1920. lamps, Cowey horn, quantity ol

6P^res, small mileage; bargain. £85.-^Coles and
Shirley, Chepstow. 'Phone: 48. [0313

I Q20 Wooler, mileage 395, Smith's trip speedometer,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, t^pare belt, valves, etc.; £95, or best

offer -'Windl", Manora, Hollington Park, St. Leonard's.
[7908

1 Q20 Wooller. footboards. Cowey horn, speedometer,
Xt/ lamps, 130 ni.p.s. ; cost £116: perfect. 600 miles;

£90 tor immediate sale.-159, Victoria Ed., Cambridge,
18272

WOOLER. as makers' spec.iftcations, shop-soiled; at

greatlv reduced price: now~ iii the time to buy.—
\foh»s l';i-i.5fi, Gt. Portl-.nd St., W.l. 'Phope: 349.fi

Mayfair. - [71"

1 020 Wooler, T.T. model, flat twin, variable gear,

S-U as new, all lamps, horn, etc.; £80; exchanged

or easy payments.— 2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton

London, N.E. L7673

Zenith.

^h.p. Zenith, countershaft model; £55.—Waui;hope's.
O 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8^94

DAN GUr, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Zenith raotoi

cycles: early delivery 1921 models. [5965

1020 Zenith 4-5h-p. Sports, fitted cut-cut, sliop-

11/ soiled only, snip; £110.-Dunn, 326. Enstmi

Rd., London. '""'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each ad\ertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES
Zenith.

FOR SALE.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
4-51). p. Zenith. 1920, countershaft, clutch and

K.S.; £97/10. [8605

1 QSO Zenith 8h.p., C.S., kick start model, iamps,
J-t^ lioni, knee-srips, new; £135.—Dunn, 326. Euston
ltd., London. Museum 5391. [8535

"IQ20 Zenith 6h.p. Sports, slightly used for demon-
Air stration, as new; 110 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [7747

"I Q20 81i.p. Zenith and Henderson De Luxe Sidecar,
it/ verv little used, fully equipped; £145.—Tuck. 154,
Blackhorse Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [8381

1 Q19 6h.p. Zenith Clutch Combination, Sandum side-
Ji*y car, kick starter, engine as new, smart turnout;
£120; any trial.—Parrott, Oving, JBucks. [7944

ZENITH, 1920, 8h.p., countershaft, smart coachbnilt
iidecar, all on, condition as new, very little used;

£180.—Brown Bear Hotel, Riclmiond, Surrey. [7914

ZENITH 8h.j?., 1920, Model H, sliop-soiled ; in stock
at greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.—

Mebe:?, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayiair. [7193

ZENITH 8h.p. Sporting Model in stock: £139.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock

St. (of? Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l.
Mayfair 6559.

'Phone
[0319

]Q20 Zenith Sh.p. Clutch Model, small mileage, com-
*y plete, speedometer, electric light, spares, perfect;

£130.—Victor, Fairmead, Woodslde At., N. Einchlev.
Tel. : Finchley 2364. [7823

ZENITH 1920 5-6h.p. Twin, sporting model, splen
did condition, carefblly used," nicely run in, al!

accessories; £135, no offers.—A.G.B., Amos barber.
Ltd., Uownham Market, Norfolk. {DJ [8297

F.O.C.H, tor 1921 Zeniths; very early deliveries;
book your order now.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead

(nr. Hanipatead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hanipstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8039

1 Q20 Zenith, 8h.p., clutch model. Zenith sidecar,
•M-iJ Easting, accessories; also Thor 8h.p. combination,
very fast; offers; owner going abroad.—Write Capt.
Kemp-Small, 64, Paddington St., W.l. [7855

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Combination, Lucas head, rear,

and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedometer, knee-grips,
Ace disc wheels, and luggage grid, indistinguishable
from new; £170.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton,

[X6395
F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bars,

actessorics, grand condition; cheap.— 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (near Hanipstead Tnle Station). 'Phono:
Uan:p>tead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satuidays.

[8035

1 Q20 Zenith Sh.p. Sports Model, only 3 months
M-iJ old, fitted with Flying Middleton sidecar, all

lamps, horn, etc.; £127/10; exchanges or easy pay-
mehts.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. London,
N.E. [7672

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204,
or on deferred payments; one-fifth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., London. [8565

mPECIAL Red Zenith 1917 Sh.p., direct drive, 2M^ to 1 top, Cox-Atmos, every accessory, tune, con-
dition perfect," over 75 m.p.g., starts instantly, smiles
at 60, a trial will prove this, fascinating appearance,
pliotograph : offers or exchange A.B.C.—Advertiser, c/n
Mineards, 1, Royal Terrace, Northampton. [7896

Miscellaneous.

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
car, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registry, 35,

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combina-
tion, £89/15; 1916 3V2h.p. Brough, opposed cyls.,

3-specd countershaft, and sporting sidecar, £81/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £l

"

pedo sidecar, £60/10,
new sidecar, £110/10; 7-9h.p. Indian, with tor-

BOOTJI'S Motories, Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases.
£49/10; two 1918 4h.p. Douglases, £85/10.

BOOTH'S Motories. Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge
Multi. with Rudge sidecar and accessories, cost

£170; price £127/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics. Halifax.—Sy^-h.p. N.S.U., mag.
Grado gear, £15/15; 3'/jh.p. Ariel, £25/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.-^1915 Harlcy-Davidsnn
combination, £97/10; 1920 Harley-Davidson and

sidecar, £199/10; 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly new,
£44/10; O.K. lightweight. 2-speed, £34/10; 1920
Oim-ga. 2-Riicod, £71/10; new 1920 6h.i). Ariel com-
Itina tioii ; 4'/i;h.p. (Quadrant; 4h.p. Douglas with new
sidecar, £105; exchanges entertained. — BooUi's
MoborieH. Portland Place, Halifax. 12909

1 Q30 Enfield, 1920 VeniK, 1918 (late) 4]i.p. Dnug-
Xi7 )!t^; bent oirers; private; must eell. Knock
twice.-- 43, Uxbridge Rd., Sliepberd's Bush, London.

17847
DOUGLAS 8. COX, the A.S.M.M., West Norwood.

liHH tir'v<;ial real bargainK in motor cycles and
(ombinations in hh long advertificm'-nt under Cav-s,

17727
MOTOR Cyi'lfoi, Kowl Bocond-Iiund, £15, £20; uiuk-

iiotiiH, btnllH, tyrcM ; bcdt re<i riiMii'r tulx't*, 5/9

;

ii|Mir(-«'. ii''CO''HQrir'H.—I'lanagan, 86, CoponluiKcn fli,,

lilintrtoii. Lon<]on. [8572

ALEXANDERS
1 EDINBURGH |
1 AND i

Z GLASGOW, i
1 FOR m
1 Immediate Delivery, i

i ACE. i4 cylinder.) §.1 ACME -

I ARMIS. 1
^ BAT. m
m B.S.A. • i
1 BRADBURY. i
1 CALTHORPE. i
i COULSONB. Z
m CLEVELAND. i
1 CLYNO. i
i COVENTRY EAGLE. i
i DIAMOND. I
I DOUGLAS. ' Z
S EDMUND. i
g ENFIELD. i
i FRANCIS BARNETT. i
i INDIAN. i
1 LEVIS. 1
i MATCHLESS. .

•'

Z
S METRO-TYLER. 1
1 NEW IMPERIAL. i
1 N.U.T. 1
i OMEGA. i
1 REX. i
i SPARKBROOK ^
^ VERUS. i
i VELOCETTE. i
1 WILLIAMSON. i
1 Early delivery Norton, P. _& M., and ^W Morgan. Immediate Delivery of the 10.5 U
UD H.P. Douglas Light Car, with self-starter, M
mjj electric lighting, etc. The finest and

(JH]

^ most durable light car of its class. ^
mn TRADE SUPPLIED. q|

^ Scottish agents should now write us nrn

M regarding 1921 agencies. We have —
stilj a few territories open for various M
makes of machines. Early application M
is advisable (JJ

I Alexander & Co. I
113-115, Lothian Road.

EDINBURGH,
AND

272-274. Gt. Western Road,
GLASGOW.

F-'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneoua.

S.E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich, offer bargains in
all departments to make room lor 1921 models;

offers and exchanges entertained.—27. Stockwell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.IO. or "phone Greenwich 751. [6818

BARGAINS.—Please peruse our adTertiBements in
small colnmns. We are disposting of our large-

stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced pricee,

Vo not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer may
not occur again.—MeiJes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St..

W'.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7194

SPECIAL OUer of 500 second-hand Indian, Haitert
' and Henderson solo mounts, full range of all

models from 1915-1920, all are fully equipped and in
tirst-clasa order, guaranteed ia perfect condition. Oui
prices show a saying of 40% to you. Write for fall

particulars and lists to Gotham Sporting Goods Co., 57;
Warren St., New York City, U.S.A. [6021

ONE 1920 Rudge S'/oh.p., disc wheels. Isochronous
speedometer, 1?. and H. large head light, Cowe

horn, all tools complete, been very little used, pric

.£105; another as above, without accessories, not do5
2qo miles, £95, perfect; new S'/^h.p. Rudge and sidi

car, without accessories, £125; 1920 Scott, Millers hen
liglit, Cowey speedometer, Stewart mechanical honi, i

tirst-class condition, £110.—All the aboye can be aee

at Aldred's Garage, Drilfleld. [80.9

O.0.H.,"the Car and Motor Bicycle People—Ca1
and see us. New and second-hand motor cycles

ccrmbinations and light cars always on yiew; prices to

suit everyiiody. We will buy your old mount or allofl

a good price for it in part exchange. All leadini
makes supplied for 1921, inoluding Zenith, B.S.A.
Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Rudge, Coulson. A,J,S.,

and the famous G.N. and Bleriot light cars.—5, Heatl
St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station)
'Phone : Hampstead 3752, Hours 9-7, including SatAir

days. [8041

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
ARGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles fo

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendall's Mews, W.l. [78T1

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KENILWORTH Scooter, new; £35.—Drug Stores

13, Prince of Wales Rd., Kentish Town. [780^

1 O 20 Autoped, lamps, horu ; owner gone ahi oad ; £40
ii/—Street, Meriylands Ed., Bookham, Surrey. [826i

EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver Iron

stock A.B.C. Skootamotas and Mobile Pups.
[569^

A.B.C. Skootamota, new condition ; £45, or neare.?

offer.—Alice Williams, Pendennis, Teignmoutl
Devon. [791

3ih.p. Autoglider, seat, horn ; cost £58/10 July, 192(
2 scarcely used; offers.-Duerden, 91, Scotland B<i

Nelson. [810

AUTO-WHEEL Seoot«.r, condition as new, back whci

sprung; £27/10.—Hallett, Manor Farm, Alle-

Longport. [790

A.B.C. Skootaniota ; immedi.ate delivery can be give;

Covers, tubes, spares stocked.—Howes and Son;

Ltd., Chapel Field, Norwich. [831

AUTOPED Scooter, electric lighting, perfect orde

and as new; £27/10, or close offer; cost 40 gns

no use to. owner.—J. M. Pollard, Wragby, Lines.
* [X612

AUTOGLIDER, Model D, mechanical horn, .ill

minium number-plates, fully insured, guaranty

mileage under 50; £50.—Macaskie, The Hythe, Stoiiie

[X6ir

AUTOPED, the original Auto-scooter, IVjh.p. 4-strol

engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horu, tool

etc., new; £32.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright Sj

Biimingham. ton

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

AinSER Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Brig
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Oamberwell, Lo

don. f"
"VTANUFACTURERS of Hoods and .Aprons for !

\ USTER Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Scrcei

c

lasses of sidecars.— 134, Crystal Pplace Ed., Ooc

Green. l^'

and
land St,

1

12in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar, 22/6 tac ..

other types.—iMcConnell and B.ailey, 73, Gt. Foi

,

\*.l. 1™'

BODIES.
THE Easy Spare Sent, a few ehop-eoiled ;

25/8.—IM

Walm Lane, Cricklcwood, N.W.2. [X64 '

CAMBER Coach Bodies from £5 to £15.-Bri|i

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, Londi

ODY off llarley, 1920 colour, new condition, vi-

strong bat ugljy 55/-; photo,—Ferrari, Nanni

Dolgelley. . l'"

LATEST Bulbous Back Indian Sidecar Body, ne'

£10; also mudguard with valance; 26/-.--

Lynwooil Rd., Aintree. l"*

BASTONE'S Soile<l Coiichbuilt Bodies, to bo clro

'

at low prico« to make room for now moaj'!

288, Peatonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [41

THE Easy Scat Body, folding and dotachablo, a I

shop-soiled, suiall 26/6, large 31/6; usual I'l

42/- and 50/-.-63, Walm Lane, Cricklcwood, N^'|

B^

A38 All letters relating to ndvertisementB should quote ttic number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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Lightweights and the Future.

OF
all the many types of motor cycle at

present in existence, the lightweight has

perhaps the rosiest future. So far an

element of sport has pervaded the atmo-

sphere Avhich ' surrounds the motor
cycling fraterraty, but, though it is neither desir-

able nor likely that this feeling should drop out,

the time will come, and indeed is almost with

us, when a far more commercial spirit will pre-

vail. The motor cycle has already proved its

reliability in daily use, and the need for a

multitude of reliability trials- to prove this no

longer exists. The motor cycle, therefore, may
soon become the standard means of locomotion

for all who can afford the necessary outlay.

It behoves us to study the requirements of the

public who will form the largest proportion of

buyers in the near future. Of what is this

public composed ? Chiefly of city workers, who
by choice or necessity live some distance from
their work. Such people do not require fast

heavy machines, nor do the majority need

passenger accommodation. A light, reliable

machine, capable of a maximum speed of 30
m.p.h., would satisfy their requirements, but,

above all, it must be quiet, and must protect

the rider from mud splashes and oil.

The future demand for the proper lightweight

at a reasonable price is enormous. What is

wanted is a machine that will convey the rider to

and from business with the utmost reliability,

and be ready for a trip to the golf course, or a

spin in the country at week-ends ; a machine that

will not only replace the pedal cycle, but also

give a larger radius of action without effort to

the rider. Such will be the machine of the

future, and its forerunners already exist and give

considerable satisfaction in the present day.

Our readers are aware that The Motor Cycle

has carefully fostered the development of the

lightweight, and our offer of a trophy for a

lightweight race in the Isle of Man provided

an opportunity for machines of 250 c.c. and

under to astonish the world with a wonderful

display of reliability and speed.

In a few days many prospective pur-

chasers will be wending their way to Olympia,

in order to examine the progress made in that

type of motor cycle which most interests them,

and the many excellent lightweights displayed

will come in for a large share of attention.

In the current issue will be found, in addition

to our usual features, articles dealing with the

lightweight mo\'ement from every point of view.

1 hese pages will form a most complete summary
of the present position of the movement, and a

perusal of the various articles and descriptions

should do much to convince all that the present-

day lightweight motor cycle is no longer in the

experimental stage.

Lightweight Sidecars.
EXT year there will be many lightweight

sidecar outfits offered to'the public, which
will he engined with the same power
plants as similar machines sold tli-is year

as solo mounts. We are constrained to

remind our readers that a machine to* be suitable

for duty with a sidecar requires a strengthened

frame, and that it does not follow because a

1920 model resembles, its 1921 successor the

same gauge of tubing has been used in its con-

struction. Before fitting sidecars to existing light

machines it will be advisable to ask the makers
if the frame is suitable.

Since the gear ratio of a light sidecar machine
is also' a very important point, full satisfaction

cannot reasonably be expected if ratios are used

wSiich have been adopted for a solO' machine.

This adds emphasis tO' the fact that adaptations

may ca,use disappointment. We would urge

manufacturers who contemplate marketing light

machines for both purposes not to overburden

the solo mount to make it suitable for two pur-

poses. It will be unfortunate if there is a

repetition of the earlier history of the sidecar

machine.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue wili be found on tlie page facing the bacl< cover.
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Mnm^
Lobfication Systems,

n
SUPPOSE I feel the crudities of current motor
cycle lubrication systems more keenly than most
folk because journalists ride too many machines.

The happy amateur who keeps his 'bus for two or

three years, learns to understand it after the fashion

of those mothers who can interpret every grimace and
every inarticulate gurgle of their messy-faced offsprixig.

But we poor dilettante testers are perpetually con-

fronted with strange 'buses, and when we have at last

learnt to oil them just so, they pass into other hands.

Nevertheless, I am convinced there are many private

owners who sigh for a motor cycle which only asks

for a pint oi oil to be put in its sump once a month,
car fashion, aad then lubricates itself unerringly and
uncomplainingly for 500 miles or so. Will any

genuinely automatic lubrication system grace any

motor cycle at this year's Show?

3in. Tyres on - Baby Two-stroke.

NOTHER brain-wave from iDixieland. The
Cleveland two-stroke is shod with—what- tyres

do you think?—26in. x 3in., gentlemen,' no less !

I am far from suggesting that the prices of 'all babies

should be increased by fitting tyres which in extreme

cases would stick ^10 on to the catalogue figure.

But there are enthusiasts who use the babies for long

distance work, and 3in. tyres undoubtedly would go

far to rule out the vibration which results from driraig

a little fellow too far and too fast. Will some. reader

who has comparative experience of the big-tyred

Cleveland and small-tyred English lightweights let the

Editor know how the innovation appeals to him? I

am- rather tickled with the notion of putting 3in.

Palmer cords on a Douglas. These walloping tyres

make such an addition to the comfort of a 500 c.c.

'bus that their effect on a lightweight should be quite

interesting. But is it necessary to go t|uite so far?

How do a pair of rather flabby 2>2in. tyres feel on a

baby two-stroke.

Kick-starting ia Hobble Skirts!

n
RECEIVE few plaints from our fair readers

—

possibly they know that I am old and plain, for

the one Adonis on our staff reports a different

experience. But I really had a letter from a lady

rider the other day. She was denouncing kick-starters.

At first I supposed that she was riding an open frame

in a hobble skirt, but a timely postscript made it clear

that she often rides in breeches, and that she owns a

cycle car. Her statement, therefore, is that the male
leg is a brutal and muscular instrument, developed by
many generations of football, and the like, so that it

is well able to start an engine. The feminine limb, if

1 understand her aright, is a more delicate and fragile

creation, constructed for notliing more laborious than
jazzing, and quite incapable of the dynamic oulput

demanded by the starting of an average 500 c.c.

b8

engine ; a fortiori it generally meets its Waterloo
when confronted with an 8- h.p. twin and a kick-

starter. Her dealer has solved the difficulty by sub-

stituting a long detachable hand crank for the original

kick-starter. I think this protest is worth the notice

of designers: Lady riders are increasing in numbers,

and there is no doubt that the kick-starting of some
500 c.c. machines makes some men quite hot, damp,
and blasphemous.

The Agent has to Live.

I

NE reason why the ,^£25 motor cycle and the

;£ioo car still dally is that the agent has to live.

Some stupid people imagine that the agent's com-

mission is pretty easy fruit, but, after all, most of
[

our readers would feel an agents' strike almost as

much as a coal strike. Well, a certain syndicate is

trying to put a very cheap 'bus on the market for

1 92 1, and part of its costing scheme is that the

agent shall get just 2}4% commission on every 'bus

he sells. In a few deals that 2j4'% would naturally

be cheap money, for all the vendor might have to do

would be to make out a receipt. But in another deal

he has to teach the buyer to drive
;
put up with weeks

!

of questions 'and nibbles; advise gratis after purchase

on all sorts of matters; and, incidentally, pay his rent

and rates, and sustain his hungi7 family. No other

business is run on so narrow a profit margin, and it
j

is obvious that the middleman is essential to our com-;

fort and has his right to live. Therefore, something!

like a fiver on a cheap cycle and a tennet on a cheap
j

cycle car must be earmarked for the local dealer, arid i

the rock bottom prices of which some theorists prate

}

are still impracticable.

One Day Trials.

nHAVE no sympathy with those critics who hold

that the course of any one day trial can be too

stiff, always provided that one man at least gets

up each of the hills. These events have a complex
function on our competition programme. Primarily

they are intended to- furnish a day's fun for sporting >

riders. Secondarily, they are utilised by the trade for

]5urpDses of local advertisement. They cut no ice with

riders in other parts of England, who are well aware

tliat a 150 mile non-stop does a machine little more
credit one maiden over does a bowler. They were

,

never meant to be a jiothunter's Paradise, and thai

stiffer they can be made, the better the fun, provided '

a first-rate man on a first-rate machine has an outside

chance of coming through with a clean sheet. They

'

stand in an entirely different category from the big

,

e\'ents of the season. , These are keenly watched by ai

more ignorant section of the public, they should

!

demonstrate what the machines can do, rather than'-

what they cannot, and differentiate just enough to hall-!

mark the class of each mount. To my mind the Ilkley

trial, the Scott trial, and the Welsh October trial were,

therefore very laudable competitions. !
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\Vt1ICn TYPE

OFMINIATURE

MOTOR CYClfi

01^ SCOOTER?
By Adele Barry'

iL MOXG the visitors tf"

i*X Oiympia this year theie aic
' * bound to be a large numbei
f ladies wlio have made up their

linds to have the con\-enience of

motor-propelled bicycle. During
be past year I have met many ot

ly sex who ha\'e forgotten the

rejudices against what they once
DHsidered a man's vehicle, and
Dw regard the motor cycle as

imething which will give them an

conomical means of getting about

)r pleasure, business, and socia

ork. ^

A Varied Appeal.

These prospective motor cvclists

e representatives of many classes

'the community. Some of

em "'are young married

dies who require a machine

)Qn which to do their

opping, because they live

tHer. fiirther out front the

opping centres than they

ed" to do. Others are

siness girls who at present

s trains and trams because

3 distance between home
d office is a little too far

|t a pedal cycle. There is

jO a large number of motoi
rlists' wives who wish

learn for themselves
; joys of driving, sin'

e

'ir husbands appear to

ve for hundreds of
!es without complaining

• the monotony of the

,
irney.

Two types of open frame

Tap, a Kenilworlh, which weighs

miniatures suitable for ladies,

but 70 lb. Below, a Skootamota.

As to which type of vehicle they
will decide to buy depends upon
their special requirements and per-

sonal taste; but from conversations

I have had on the subject of motor
cycling with others of my se.x, I

should estimate that for every ladv
who will buy a man's machine,
there are a dozen who would bu\'

a genuine lady's machine' if they
knew of its existence.

Special Models Wanted.

Manufacturers are inclined to

think that becau.se ladies can ride

a man's mount, there is no demand
for one built specially for them.

There is not a lady's machine
which conforms to the ideal of the

• majority of the w-ould-be

buyers ; but if it were made,
probably it would be a corn-

promise, embodying the best

features of the few machines
favoured by those who will

not consider the " diamond "

frame.

Personally, I am not so

restricted, because I am
quite content to ride a man's
machine, and any of the

many excellent lightweights

which will be on show will

meet my requirements. But
despite the general opinion

that a man's machine is all

a lady requires, I maintain

that I am an exception

when the whole of the

market for ladies' machines

is considered.

I
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Through Feminine Goggles.

—

I will give an example, typical perhaps of many to

be found in different parts of the country. I belong
to a tennis irlub, of which a large number of girls and
married ladies are members. Altogether there are

nine of us owning motor vehicles. Two have small

cars, one has a sidecar outfit, two own Kenilworth
Miniatures, one a Skootamota, another a Whippet, the

eighth runs a Douglas lady's motor cycle, and I com-
plete the motoring contingent with a Velocette. This
is a fairly representative fleet of machines ; and as

fully a dozen hidies are considering buying machines
for next year, it is interesting to sum up their opinions,

always remembering that none of these ladies are yet

motor cyclists. One only favours a man's machine.
She is seventeen, an . outdoor girl who prefers the

more strenuous games of the opposite sex to those

which our grandmothers would call "ladylike." An-,
other wants the obvious power and speed of the

Douglas in a machine as light as the Kenilworth
scooter, and having a similar open frame. Four have
decided to invest in miniatures, and their ultimate

choice will rest between the - Kenilworth, Skoota-

mota, Whippet, and Autoglider; while another has

tried a spring frame Macklum, and has voted in favour

of its comfort rather than its speed, although—perhaps
these future scooterists do not know it—all the

miniatures mentioned— Kenilworth, Skootamota,
Whippet, Autoglider, and Macklum—are capable of

speeds good enough for all work excepting high aver-

ages on tour.

Making a Convert.

Others are in favour of the Ixion, Sun, and Cedos
lady's models, and are also awaiting the introduction

of the new Velocette lady's machine, which we under-

stand is to make its debut at Olympia.

I will give anotlier example to show that, to initiate

ladles into the joys of motor cycling, a small open
frame is necessary. I have lived for years with an
aunt who is now over fifty years of age. Since long

An open-frame lightweight, ot which much is expected. The

2J h.p. Pullin has a pressed steel frame, and is to be sold at a

popular price.

before the war I have ridden men's motor cycles— the

first one belonged originally to my brother, who gave
it to me when he went aboard. During^ all this time

my aunt has not taken any interest in my' machines.
A few weeks ago, however, a friend on a seatless

scooter called for me, and my ainit ihoughl it was just

what she wanted.
" Hc.w (!'. you like it?" I asked.

RI,)

" Quite good, in its way," w^as the reply. " I have

to get off to rest occasionally. If I go too far with-

out dismounting, I fall on my knees when I do stop."

My aunt was very disappointed, but great was her

excitement when, a few weeks later, she saw the same

machine fitted with a seat. She now knew what she

Some ladies demand the

extra luxury of a spring frame,

a feature of the miniature

illustrated, which is a Macklum

Motorette.

wanted, and lost no time in investing ^50 in this

machine, incidentally, a Kenilworth, which, by the

addition of a comfortable seat, was changed from r

doubtful to a really practicable proposition.

For all Ages.

Now the number of ladies over fifty who will bu\

an ordinary motor cycle is not great, but, given £

irtachine which it is possible to ride without special

clothing, which is light, small, and~easy to handle

and there is a possible market almost as great as tha

promised by the lay press writers when they foolishl;

boomed the stand-up scooters. ..

Once they ha\'e used miniature machines, a gooi

proportion of these lady owners will buy large

machines. Only the other day I discovered my sporl

ing aunt trying the riding and skirt position of m;

man's, type. Velocette.

The Open Frame.

As regards sidecar driving, 1 have found that soni

people still seem to think that ladies look ungainl

when astride a man's sidecar outfit. For this reason'

perhaps, the Scott, with its open frame, always attract

the woman who is thinking of buying a ]3assenge'

machine. Now, at the last minute, the F.ditor advise

me that the makers of the Cedos machine arc to hav

at Olympia a neat little sidecar outfit built s]ieciall'

for ladies. Although I have not l)een waiting fd

such a machine myself, there are probably dozens wli

have. It may, for instance, suit my aunt, besides

lot of other people.
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DoAD Tests of
-*-

' !!S.^^_,|<«<«^

THE THREE-SPEED VELOCETTE.
'"T^HAT a lightweight team should be one of the

I
runners-up for the team prize in the A.C.U.

''*' Six Days Trials is an achievement that brings

orward the possibilities of this type of machine.
le^srs. Veloce, Ltd., are the manufacturers of the

ttle machine which thus distinguished itself, and
lerefore it was Avith considerable interest that we
DOk over one of the id&ntical

liator cycles which contri-

U'ted to this success. It was

;qJ
' long before we realised

fP as regards power the

ff.chine was fully capable

£; tackling any hill on which

tel grip could be obtained,

quite severe gradients

^M . be ascended on the

^tiest of the three gear

;os. Critics will at once
gine that the engine was
[er-geared, but this con-

jon is at once refuted by
speed attained under

nary -road conditions. It

be remembered also that

e conclusion of the trial

of the team attained a

:ed of over 40 m.p.h. on
irpoklands. The Velocette

' -one of the few machines
pich gives the impression of

Although one of the smallest of mounts, the Velocette affords a

comfortable riding position for the tallest of men.

being designed throughout with the idea of forming

a uniform whole rather than a series of assembled units.

Having a cylinder of 62 mm. x 73 mm. (220 c.c.)

of the normal three-port type, > the engine is a self-

contained unit, including a^ large oil sump and
mechanical oil pump. This pump is an extremely

pretty piece of work, having a combined rotary and
reciprocating motion. The
flow of oil is adjustable, and
the pump may be relied upon
to do its work with absolute

regularity and thoroughness.

This system is more cleanlv

than the " Detroil " system,

and is probably more effec-

tive, since the oil is definitely

delivered to such parts as are

most in need of lubrication.

Chain drive throughout is

an uncommon feature on
lightweights, nevertheless the

Velocette is so equipped, and
the chains are protected by
an ample metal shield. Both
two and three-speed models
will be marketed for 1921,

and "the machines used in the

Six Days Trials were fitted

with the latter type.

Constant mesh gears,

locked by a simple form of
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Although only 220 c.c, the Velocette can maintain quite a high average road speed without unduly forcing the engine.

dog, are employed, and the changes are effected by "a

neat lever which is rotated by the right hand. The
gears change easily, but the operating gear requires a

little practice, probably because the motion is not one
to which the average rider is accustomed. Both brakes

are of the internal expanding type, and function

smoothly and powerfully, and the mudguarding
appeared very satisfactory, though owing to good
weather conditions, this was not fully tested during
our trial.

Up to a speed of 30 m.p.h. the engine runs smoothly
and pulls magnificently, but if driven at much in excess

of this speed a certain amount of vibration is notice-

able in the handle-bars, which increases with the speed.
This is, perhaps, our only criticism of a machine

which is replete with refinements, and it is not of any

great importance, since it is seldom that the rider of a

lightweight pushes his machine above this speed.

Throughout our trial, which extended over several

days, the Velocette ran regularly and well, with the

exception of a mysterious magneto trouble, which pre-

vented a start on one morning, through the entire

absence^ of current at the high-tension terminal. This

trouble was overcome after a short period of drying.

Aluminium footboards and a large saddle help

towards making the Velocette the serious touring

proposition which it undoubtedly is, and in "conclu-

sion- it may be stated that we know of no genuine

lightweight which is more capable of undertaking hard,

work with fewer symptoms of drying up.

T
THE 2ihp NEW HUDSON.

HE average motor cyclist of experience who has thing in the nature of a toy. The little New Hudson
always used a machine of 3J4. h.p. or over, is has such an engine, but it is far from being a toy.

rather apt to regard a 211 c.c. engine as some- Probably, ' in a few years, no solo machine will be

The average solo motor cyclist requires a machine with which it is possible to place both tcct Hat upon the ground,

height will find thai the New Hudson provides an exceptionally low saddle position.

Riders below the average

I
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considered seriously unless it weighs less than 150 lb.

'J"o-day idealists maintain that it is, absurd to use

a machine weighing more than the usual load it is

required to propel, and that a -solo machine should

not weigh rriore than 1 lb. fox every lb. of the

rider, ^ and that -the engine should Irave a capacity

equalling i c.g. per lb. of tlie weight unladen.

Ill the haniJs of the average owner the difference

lietxyeen its speed and that of other machines of larger

capacity is very little, for although there are many
motor cycles capable of 50 m.p.h., very few are ever

ridden even at 40 m.p,h., although the owner may
tliink- so. We may therefore consider 40 m.p.h. to

i t the maximum speed capabilities of the majority,

aiiii if a New Hudson rider set out in company with a

fiipiid on a larger machine, and a T.T. ride was ngt

their intention, the

latter rider would not

get very .far ahead of

the lightweight..

In a true speed
burst, of course,

obviously, the little

New Hudson would
he left behind, but

all riders are not

"speed merchants,"'

and nine out of ten

riders of 2| h.p.

and 3^ h.p. mounts
would not have to

regulate their usual

pace to suit the other.

By this we mean that

the New Hudson is

fast enough for the

majority.

We recently tested

Dne of the 192

1

uodels, but prior to

this a member of the

>taff had a pre-war

?few Hudson, with the same engine, which was used by

I his daughter, and we know that the lightweight always

J

Jianaged to keep~a WeJl-known sidecar outfit in sight,

li jlthough the lattej was in the hands of one who prob-

ibly maintains higher averages than most of his

iolle'agues. On one occasion, in the early morning,"

"lie sidecar and the New Hudson covered the distance

^t\yeen. Taunton and Coventrv, 140 miles, in 532
i©urs, an average "of about 26 m.p.h., which perform-
uice illustrates the point of speed capabilities

neritioned .above, .for without incurring risks the

lidecar could not have impro\-ed on this time had
t'ibeeri alone.

THE 3 h.p. n
MONGST the machines- which come our way

for the purpose of a journalistic test, there are

occasional specimens which ximmediately mark
lemselves as being rather out of .the ordinary.

In taking a machine over rath the ackno.wledg-

ent that it is only to be used for a comparatively
hort period, one is apt to form an impression quite

lifferent from the feeling which would be aroused by
Wiachine whicli was to be used continually under
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Although not so easy as it appears, in an emergency it is possible to

New Hudson, v.'hich may give some idea of its weight.

We found the 1921 New Hudson quite fast enough
for all but impromptu speed competitions with larger

machines, but it more than held its own in "scraps"
with others of its class. This was with a new engine,

which should have been treated .more kindly. On
these occasions no inconvenience was experienced

through engine vibration, usually a weakness with

small single cylinder engines at speed.

Far more important, however, than the question of

speed, was the light weight of the machine and its

tractability. We found it much easier to move about

than most of those miniatures known as scooters, while

its low saddle position and the w'eight distribution gave

a sense of security not found on all machines by any
means. For its height and wheel diameter, the wheel-
liase is comparatively long which, in conjunction with

the steering angles, makes for comfort^—in fact, we
found the machine

* " "' '*'^-'^'^- gave none of those'

peculiar sensations

usually attendant

with. 24in. wheels.

As the machine is

quite easy to paddle
off, a kick-starter and
clutch are not fitted,

and in a few yards
the engine picks up
its proper cycle of

two - stroking, which
is one of its most
pleasing features.

Regarding its hill-

climbing capacity, we
found that it will

negotiate most main
road hills on " top

"

— in fact, the
machine previously

referred to had to

climb Stoneleigii

Hill, near Leaming-
ton (gradient i in 9).

on top and -without distress, or its fair owner considered

it required attention. The gear change is easy, and
in low gear the machine we tested appeared capable
of any gradient likely to be met with by the majority

of riders.

In addition to being a touring mount, the New
Hudson with its 100 m.p.g. consumption, ample mud-
guarding, and extreme handiness, should be eminently
suitable for the business man or woman who requires

a general utility machine, while the parent who wishes

to present his boy or girl with a motor cycle will find

it all a lightweight should be, in regard to reliability

and handiness.

TWO-STROKE.
all kinds of conditions. After-having ridden a machine
during a prolonged period most owners begin to have

some sort of affection for its qualities, but this state

of mind .seldom develops in. the course of a : brief

mileage which may not at the most exceed 20D or

300 miles.

If any particular machine in such a short distance

impresses itself upon the rider in this way, it may be

assumed that it has some exceptionally good features,

B13.

ift the little
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and it may be said tliat during a fortnight's use of

the 1921 model 3 h.p. Ivy two-stroke, impressions

were formed which made us very regretful on the day

when it had to be returned. .

A "350 c.c. " Two=stroRe.

Primarily, the test of the Ivy was devoted more or

less exclusively to the engine^ as the frame and trans-

mission were not quite the same as will be used on
the standard production for 1921. The machine we
used was a competition model which has been used

through many of the trials of the present year, and it

also was the same one which made twenty-five non-

stop ascents of the Old Wyche, at Malvern, in August.

The engine itself, however, was^ exactly the same as

those which will be supplied to the public next year,

and it has^ a bore and stroke of 75 x 79 mm., the

capacity being 348 c.c. These dimensions, of course,

are rather in excess of the usual run of air-cooled two-

stroke power units, but, although difficulties have been
experienced in the' past due to overheating and plug

troubles, when a capacity of 250 c.c. has been ex-

ceeded, none of these defects were experienced in

the case of the Ivy.

Full Throttle Maintained Indefinitely.

Indeed, of the engine we may say that, providing
the drip feed lubricator was set correctly, it could be
driven " all out " for indefinite periods without

showing any signs of overheating or drying up ; hill-

A spring-lid oiler on the induction

pipe admits extra air or facilitates

injection ; the latter, however, v/a3

never necessary during our test

The transmission of this 3 h.p. Ivy model was specially arranged for freak competition riding,
hence the three-speed gear. Standard models have two speeds, but the engines are identical,

climbing also was exceptionally good, and, in general,
the performance on top gear was much the same as the
result which we used to obtain from the 500 c.c.

single-cylinder four-stroke solo touring machines
of 1912.

One very noticeable difference in connection with
this particular engine, as compared with most two-
strokes which we liave ridden, is its remarkable range

BJ.4

of responsiveness to the throttle. Indeed, the engine
two-strokes perfectly from the lowest speeds upwards;
for instance, when passing through a town, the
throttle can be closed until the speed drops to almost
a walking pace with- .

out any suspicion of
that " hunting " or

misfiring (four-strok-

ing), which is so

common a defect of
the two-stroke engine
as a class. At the

same time the re-

sponse to the throttle

was instantaneous,

and the acceleration

so good, that in quite

a short distance a

speed round about 40
m.p.h. could be obtained on the level.

Essentially a Touring Engine.

It is doubtful whether a greater speed than 40

m.p.h. on the level could be reached with the gear

ratios which were used ; ifideed, the engine has not

been developed for abnormal speed so much as for

tractability and smooth running under normal coridi-
jj

tions. In short, it is intended to be suitable for the
|^

great majority of riders who prefer a machine which
[^

is smooth to drive and sweet running, rather than one i;

which gives abnormal speeds at some sacrifice of con-
\^

trollability. -

No doubt the 3 h.p. '•,%

Ivy engine owes much \
of its qualities to the i;

very large flywheel which 13

is fitted, and under i'.

ordinary circumstances j^'

on Midland roads it was !<j

never found necessary to ^
use the low gear other \t

than for traffic riding, i-

As the machine we used
'

had been tuned up for

competition work, its

petrol consumption was

rather high, being in the

neighbourhood of 65

m.p.g. ; this could, no

doubt, be improved by

the fitting of a smaller

jet, and also by making
more use of the extra air

inlet which is fitted to

the induction pipe on

the cylinder. This fit-

ment for the most part

we did not use (a culp-

able example of lazines.s

in these days of high petrol prices I) One little point we

may criticise is the' lubrication system. This is quite

satisfactory in use, but the engine appears to be some-

what sensitive to over-oiling, and if the drip feed valve

is not shut off when the machine is left stationary, al

considerable amount of oil drains through into the

crank case, and in consequence tends to soot up the

sjiarking plug when the engine is first started.
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THE BEARDMORE-PRECISION TWO-STROKE SIDECAR OUTHT.

are watchinfr these

NO doubt as a result of the expenses of living,

which ever appear to be on the increase, motor
cycle manufacturers are paying greater and

greater attention to the development of light and low-

powered sidecar outfits.

The general public, also,

developments with more than

ordinary interest, for the

same reason.

Only a few years ago it

seemed almost an absurdity

to expect a small machine in

the two-stroke lightweight

class to perform any services

more strenuous than that of

-carrying a solo rider over

ordinary main roads, but

improvements in tw-o-stroke

engine construction have of

late been so rapid and t*lae

increase of efficiency so great that it is now possible

to produce a machine with an engine not exceeding

350 c.c. which answers the requirements of most

nders, even when used with a lightweight passenger

attacliment.

No one, of course, expects a small, low-powered

machine to jjerform wonders in the way of freak

hill-climbing, nor does any reasonable person desire

all the luxuries and comforts of the expensive high-

powered (SUtfits on a machine of some 2f or 3 h.p.

which is produced with an eye to low first cost and

small running expenses.

Passenger Machines for the Multitude.

One of the earliest examples of the larger two-

stroke lightweight (that is, exceeding 250 but not

exceeding 350 c.c. capacity) is tire spring frame

Beardmore-Precision. This machine is well known
as- being equipped with an exceedingly original

springing svstem, which is applied to both wheeL^.

The unique Beardmore-Precision chassis in which the
axle tube is connected to the machine and the rest of

the chassis by means of leaf springs.

while the power unit is an air-cooled two-stroke engine

of 350 c.c, possessing, amongst many other novel

features, a very efficient mechanical lubrication system.

Originally the machine was developed purely as a solo

mount, but its power output has been so satisfactory

that it was believed to be ciuite suitable for light

passenger work, and if the

,

model which we tested is to

be taken -as an example, the

belief is perfectly justified.

A sidecar suitable for the

Beardmore - Precision must
necessarily be of special

design in order to give satis-

factory service in conjunc-

tion with the spring frame,

and in consequence a de-

sign has been evolved in

which the chassis is ingeni-

ously sprung, the connec-
tions to the machine being more or less flexible.

The Sidecar Chassis Described.

The main or rigid portion of the chassis is attached

at four points to the central portion of the motor

(Left) Tr^'ing to reconcile

"summer time" with the hour

indicate'd by Old Sol on the dials

of Saintbury Cross in Glouces-

tershire. The Beardmore-Pre-

cision light sidecar outfit is an

admirable little vehicle for week-

end trips in search of beauty

spots and antiquities.

(Right) On the road with a

spring frame, spring chassis,

350 c.c. air-cooled two-stroke

Beardmore-Precision passenger

outfit.
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cycle frame, and the axle which carries the sidecar
wheel is connected to the chain stays of the machine
and to the fixed portion of the chassis by means of

flat leaf springs. In consequence, the sidecar, axle,

and wheel are the only unsprung portions of the con-
struction. The body of the sidecar is mounted on in-

dependent leaf springs, and is not connected in any way
with the springing system of the chasssis. It was found
that the sidecar gave quite a high degree of comfort
as compared with, many ultra-hght attachments such
as are normally fixed to machines of low power, but
from the driving point of view the flexible nature of the

sidecar axle attachment, acting in conjunction with the

springing of the machine itself, made a certain

amount of practice necessary before the steering be-

came a matter of certainty, as at high speeds there was
a tendency to sway.

On the road the Beardmore-Precision outfit proved
itself to be a decidedly economical vehicle for two

THE OK,

THAT." one. man's meat may be another man's

. poison " is a well recognised saying, and one

which applies to -motor cycles perhaps more

than anything else.. Seldom is it found that one man's

verdict that a m.achine is good is endorsed, by the

majority of his fellows, and especially is this so where

lightweights are concerned.

In criticising a lightweight one rider may say it is

too small, another t-liat it is too large, or a third will

condemn the riding position or the steering. So to

iind a compromise that

invites no criticisms from a

group of riders of both

sexes and of various heights

and tastes is no mean
achievement. Messrs. Hum-
phries and Dawes have done

this in their popular-priced

O.K. Junior, which we have

had under test for some

time.

Owing to pressure of work
on account of the near

approach of the Show, long-

distance runs have been cur-

tailed, and our tests of the

O.K. have been made under

such conditions as a large

number of lightweights are

required to meet. That is,

to be always ready for a

short journey, and to do the trip quickly without any

delays through having to open the toolbag. It has

been everybody's hack—including that of a lady

member of the staff, who is an enthusiast where two-

stroke lightweights are concerned, and can give, from
road experience, the woman's viewpoint of most
machines.

In Many Hands.

Thus (he O.K. Junior has received tests at tlie

hands of many members of the staff, all of whom
report favouraljle impressions of its all-round service

as a machine suitable for the business man who has

Bl6
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Although the frame of the O.K. Junior is standard in design,

the light weight and low riding position- of the machine make
it an admirable ladies' mount.

persons, since the petrol consumption was exactly 60

m.p.g., while the consumption of oil appeared to be
almost negligible. Speed with sidecar and- passenger

was probably not greater than 28 to 30 m.p.h. as a

maximum, but, under favourable conditions, all the

ordinary main road hills of the Midlands were climbed
with comparative ease, despite the fact that only two
gears are used. The driving of the machine generally

is very simple, since the gear control mechanism is

mounted on the handle-bars, and the selective clutch

arrangement enables one to change from high to low,

. or vice versa, Avithout making use of the compression
release.

The general finish of the machine is excellent, and
v.'herever it stopped attention was almost -invariably

attracted by reason of its handsome all-black finish.

The equipment, too, is excellent, and the tool box
which replaces the carrier, being fitted with a compart-
ment for the various tools and spares, is very

convenient. -

JUNIOR.
- a great deal of traffic work to do, the hand-controlled
clutch and low riding position rendering the machine
easy to handle under all conditions. . -

So far as the lady is - concerned—well, she
intends to buy one, which fact conveys more than her

eulogy anent its performance. Incidentally, this lady
is a' hard rider, and up to her trial of the O.K. had
i:)een wavering between another two-stroke and a

3^- h.p. model.

Now the writer has always preferred a four-stroke
- engine for every purpose

from scooter to car, but of
late the excellent running

of certain two-strokes has

brought about the removal
of what is now admitted to

be a prejudice. The hundred"
miles test of the O.K. hasa
clinched the argument 'irif

favour of the simpler

machine, not so much on
account of its speed and its.

steering qualities, but chiefly

because it does not display

those characteristics which ,-

set up the prejudice in the

first place. It is perhaps''

only a point of fastidious-

ness, but until recently two-
strokes have been likened

unto a Chinese cracker of

the most offensive kind, while at other times a '' bee

in a bottle " was regarded as a good simile. These

opinions, after all, were perhaps more cynicism than

criticism, and are now recognised as being unfair to

the modern two-stroke in general and the O.K. Junior |,:

in particular.
' It is fast enough for all but the speed merchant,

who makes a fetish of speedometer readings, and

regards American records of 100 m.p.h. and over as

the ideal speed .; it steers itself, and the springing of

the forks is excellent. The Villicrs flywheel magneto

engine runs very sweetly, and two-strokes regularly

at exceptionally low speeds.
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What is just as important to a large number of
buyers is tlie fact that a short rider will find that

. when off the saddle he may handle it without the

unpleasant sensation that it is invested with a heavy-

weifrhted demon who wishes to lie down.

IN AUTUMN
THE COUNTRY
IS AT ITS BEST.
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This is a point which will be appreiciated most by

the motor cyclist who uses his machine every day,

and who, in taking it from its stable, may have to

wheel it backwards round such awkward objects as

a rockery, a rain water butt, or a frail' pergola. Inci-

dentally, villa residents who are inconvenienced in this

way will find it easier to " get out " if they sit astride

their machines.

Altogetlier our impressions of the O.K. are that its

comparatively low price is not due to lack of quality

either in material or in workmanship, but rather to

design and good manufacturing facilities. It is exceed-

ingly well made and finished, and in every way
comes up to our expectations when we first saw
it "on paper" and inspected the works 'in

which it was to be made.

Part of the road test of little O.K. was undertaken by a lady, who found it an easy machine to handle, ind fast enough for all

ordinary requirements.

A Lightweight Trial in the Transvaal.
Success of British Miniatures disposes of the Fallacy that only Big Machines are

suitable for South Atrica.
lOO-JIILE endurance trial for light-

weights was organised by the Rand
M.C.C. at the end of 'September,

owing to the veiy severe conditions,

seven of the seventeen starters Com-

f
sdHhe course,

le- event was a handicap, and resulted

win for one of the smallest of the

ish lightweights;—a Royal Enfield

—

e a Clyno finished second, and an
rican Cleveland third. Douglas liglit-

hts took fourth and fifth places witli

A.B.C. and an A.-J.S. sixth and
iith respectively.

: 'Cording to a South African corre-

[ieht, it was astonishing how well the
machines stood up to the road con-

i
as. Notwithstanding the remark-
severity of the conditions, the trial

demonstrated to potential buyers
e Rand that the modern lightweight

I sound piece of work—a go-anywhere

[
6ie, and not merely a town potterer.

I -performance of B. Ressell on the
Enfield w-as remarkable for the con-
;cy of his lap times, given as follows :

36m. ; second, iR^m. ; third, 58^m.
I ding petrol replenishment) ; fourth,
'

1 and fifth, 58m. This is real relia-

I especially as the machine required
!chanical attention throughout. The

The winner of the Light\veight Race in

South Africa on his two-stroke Enfield.

Cipro, like the Enfield, was the only one

of its make entered, and ran a very good
second on the handicap. F. Nissen, the

rider, was delayed by sparking plug
troubles only.

The fastest time was made by T. Xicholl

on the A.B.C. He had to give the Enfield

Ih. 15m. start—a little more than two laps

out of five—and this, of course, proved an
impossible task.

The engine limits allowed were rather

over what is generally accepted as coming
within the lightweight class. They ad-

mitted machines such as the A.B.C., of

398 c.c; and the A.B.C. evidently
frightened the handicapper !

The winning Enfield two-stroke was
dismantled for examination. The engine
(Xo. E4076) was reported as obviously a

new one, and the bore was verified as

agreeing with catalogue dimensions.
These are 54 bore and 70 stroke (225 c.c.

capacity).

The order of awards is as follow >

1. B. Ressell (Royal Enfield), 225 c.c.

. Nissen (Clvno), 269 c.c.

, Wolkswinkel (Cleveland), 225 c.c.

H. Scott (Douglas), 550 c.c.

. Scott (Douglas), 544 c.c. •

. NichoU (A.B.C), 398 c.c.

. Bosch (A.J.S.), 350 c.c.

' BI7

2. F.
3. C.
CC. I.

5. C.

6. T
7. A
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The Motor Cycle Show at Olympia will be opened to the public on Monday, Nov. 29th, and will remain open
until Saturday, Dec. 4th. On this and subsequent pages we give a resume of the lightweight exhibits

which will interest a very large section of the community.

Alecto.

THE Alecto, which will go down to -fame as the first

two-strolve to break long-distance records at Brook-
Ifvuds, may be obtained either as a readily converted
single geared machine, or with two speeds, clutch,

and kick-starter. A-niagnalium piston and drilled connect-

ing rod enhance the efficiency of the 76x76 mm. (345 c.c.)

two-stroke engine, which now has an improved release valve

and e.xhaust pipe fitting. For sidecar work, a specially

strengthened frame, larger tank, and footboards are sub-

stituted, and a light but strong sidecar is supplied to suit.

Armis.
A 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke engine is fitted to this

machine, making it larger than the usual run of two-stroke
lightweights. Indeed, the makers rate their production at

3i^ h.p. which figure, to ourStnowledge,_ is easily developed
by this engine. A light sidecar is supplied to fit this model.
An addition to the Armis range is a similar machine with
a 2| h.p. tour-stroke J. A. P. engine, which sells at the same
price as the two-stroke.

Beardmore -Precision .

One of the sensations of Olympia last year was the f5eard-

more-Precision, embodying as it did so many novel features

in an actual production model. A number of detail imp
provements have .been made for 1921, including integraj
handle-bar control leyers, a reduced gear ratio for the kickL
starter, and a lighter rear stand. The design of the cyliiiT

der and piston have been modified so as to'^allow as far a|
possible of an easy flow for the exhaust gases. The aut
matic system of lubrication has been modified in one detal
only. It is claimed that the net result of these alterationl
has been to add so much to the power of the machine as tl
allow prolonged light sidecar work.

Bradbury.
The old-established Oldham firm will continue to markd

their sturdy little 2| h.p. model for 1921. It? will be ra

membei'ed that this machine has a 74.5x80 mm. (349 c.cl

four-stroke engine, the crank ease of which is of the well:

known Bradbury principle, J.e., a malleable iron castinji

forming part of the main frame. The frame itself is

duplex construction in front, and in addition has ai
au.xiliary stay from the seat-pillar to the bottom brackeft

A three-speed countershaft gear and cork insert clutch conl
jiletes a very full specification.

Brooklands lias proved the Alecto two-slroke and this

T.T. model should be popular in 1921.

B18

Outwardly the Beardmore-Precision Is little altered : but new ;| li

piston and cylinder design gives considerably increased efficiency, i •
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British Excelsior.
Two types of engine, a 2|h.p. Blackburne or a Z!^ h.p.

Villiers, form the main distinction in the British Excelsior
I'aiige of lightweight models. A two-speed gear clntch and
kick-starter is standard on the former, while the Villiers

ciigined machine may be single-geared, fitted with a plain
Iwo-speed box, or, as the 2| h.p. model, incorporating clutch
.r::l kick-starter. All these models liavfe frames of well-

I

loportioned design with sloping-top tube. Gracefully
iiuA'ed mild shields add to the appearance, instead of man'ing
it as is more usual.

Clyno.
The Clyno lightweight has been so successful both in the

competition world "and in private ownership that it will

remain constructionally unaltered for 1921. The integral
gear box and 269 c.c. two-stroke engine are well-known
features. A metal-to-metal plate clutch takes the drive by
belt to the rear wheel, the front pulley being protected by
a distinctive aluminium shield. Drip-feed lubi'ication to
the transfer port combines the advantages of this and the
"petroil" systems. Including the magneto pinion, only five

gear wheels are used in the Clyno primary drive and
Igear box.

Coulson B.
, A re-designed frame, giving a saddle position nearly six

JTiches lower than previously, is the main improvement on
the 1921 Coulson B. This big reduction in height is also

helped by the new method of carrying the saddle, i.e.; by
dispensing with the conventional seat -pillar and clipping the
peak to a lug on the top tube and the coil springs to a special

bracket. Tiie tank, which, contrary to usual practice, is

made throughout by the company, has been simplified and re-

inforced, and is now a very sound job. The 2J h.p. Black-
burne engine and neat and efficient spring frame are, of

course, retained.

Diamond.
An extended range of Diamond lightweights will be

marketed for 1921^five models in all, fitted, variously, with
Villiers and J.A. P. engines. The Sturmey-Archer two-speed
gear box, clutch and kick-starter, and the equally well-known
Enfield two-speed gear box, cater for vai-ying tastes in the
matter of gears. The framework is on " the straight tube'

principle, and the result is enormously strong, and at the same
time quite attractive.

Douglas.
Although the Bristol firm is introducing a new 3^- ii.p.

sporting model, the 2J h.p. machine remains unaltered, and
uo summary of lightweight machines would be complete

I without some reference to this most^popular and long-estab-

lished design. Long before the term " flat twin " came into

dse, Douglas Motors, Ltd., were successfully exploiting this

.ype, and last year saw considerable detail alterations, in-

i )lnding a three-speed-geared model, bringing their range
boroughly up to date. ' A simpler, plain, two-speed gear

i
ufldel is retained in addition.

Kingsbury.

! Eeference to the new two-speed gear box and new spring
I (Stks fitted to this machine was made in the issue of The

I

l'0tor Cycle of September 30th. The gear is of the double
i hain, cam-operated expanding clutch type, and provision

! or ready adjustment is neatly incorporated. Somewhat
'milar to a well-known pattern, the spring fork has a small

|,
;ooii spring located at the front of the main compression

taring. A very large capacity silencer now reduces the

I vhaust noise of the efficient 2f h.p. two-stroke engine. The
lj;6oter hitherto manufactured by this firm has now been
1 is(!ontinued.

Levis. -

In addition to being one of the pioneers of the two-stroke
]jg;btweight movement, the Levis is one of the few makes
jp'ieh remains unencumbered with gears or clutch and
(i milar weighty refinements. True, the new 2-^- h.p. T.T
I odel will have a three-speed gear box and clutch in . its

lal state; but the popular' 2^ h.p. Levis, remains a
liciking example of extreme simplicity. A touring, sports,

hd lady's model, differing in detail only, will be shown,

J 1 with the latter type engine, which retains the features
laich llessrs. Butterfields, have found so successful in

le past.

A 350 c.c. Precision two-stroiie engine makes this model

of the Arrtiis suitable for light sidecar work

Lxceptioiidi itiength is a feature of the 2^ h p Biadbury

Curved leg-guards «dd to the appearance ot the 2i h.p.

Villiers-engined British Excelsior.

1 he iV Clyno is a noteworthy example of unit construction.

The inclined cylinder contributes to the taking outline.

'

1 he Sporting Coulson-B has ail the points that appeal to the

fast long-distance solo man.
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The 2i h.p Diamond-Jap is a typical example of the heavier

go-anywhere lightweight.

The New Imperial lightweight is fitted with a 2J h.p. J.A.P.

engine and other equally well-known components

A three-speed model o( the ever-popular Douglas

Ample sized footboards are fitted

Conventional lines in this case make a very sound machine
—the 2^ h.p. Sparkbrook.

1 he product of specialisation, the 2\ h.p. New Hudson
is a fine example of attention to details.

The familiar Triumph Junior remains unaltered—a natural

sequence to the company's policy of never altering for the

mere sake of change

A pioneer amongst two-strokes—the 2\ h.p, Levis ; and probably
the simplest machine of its type on the market.

1 he WocL-r T. 1 . model certainly has v:i-y speidy line

and appearances are not deceptive in this case.

One of the most distinctive of lightweights, tht Milio-Tyler,
is a decidedly takin); little mount. Triangulated frame construction is a feature of the Cotton lijhlweisht
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This specially adapted cycle with a Simplex attachment is

sure to attract much attention on the Wolf stand.

Metro -Tyler.
Semi-unit construction of engine and gear box and

specialisation to a degree help the ]\Ietro-Tyler to stand out
.amongst the de luxe types of lightweight. The very complete
lubricatioa system uses in conjunction with crank case suc-
tion an Enots automatic feed, with a hand pump for
emergency use. Roller and ball bearings are used through-
out the two-stroke engine. Black, enamel is the standard
finish, but the more startling " all red " mcfdel is still obtain-
able. A three-speed gear box is supplied instead of the
standard two-speed box at a small extra cost.

New Hudson.
The New Hudson post-war policy of specialisation on

their 2^ h.p. two-stroke only has been amply justified by
results. Both the two-speed gear box and the engine, a

62x70 mm. (211 c.c.) two-stroke, are designed and manu-
factured, by New Hudson, Ltd., themseh'es, and the result

is a very attractive and well-proportioned machine. Very
uoticeable are the extensive mudguards, neat chain cover,

efficient and convenient rear brake, and fine finish generally
of this popular solo mount. A sporting model, with T.T.
bars and footrests in lieu of the standard footboards, differs

only in detail.-
'

' ~ --

New Imperial.
One of the most successful small four-stroke singles, the

1921 New Imperial-Jap, retains all the salient -features which
went to make its popularity in the past. A 70 x 75 mm.
(292 c.c.) J.A.P. engine is now manufactured specially for

this machine, but its lines are too well-known to need
description. A two-speed gear box, , with or without clutch
and kick-starter, may be fitted. When without clutch, etc.,

the machine has semi-T.T. bars, but all models are equipped
'.jyith large and strong footboards and an efficient mudguard-
,ing system.

'.-' Sparkbrook.
-A Villiers two-stroke engine forms the "power unit of all

,the Sparkbrook models, and some 'detail items of the
machine are worthy of attention. Yot example, the stoutly

A new spring fork and gear box are two Kingsbury

Improvements for 1 92 1

.

constructed heel brake operates a shoe insnle the belt rim,

thus facilitating wheel removal. A single large diameter

bolt holds the Sparkbrook gear box or plain countershaft to

a specially designed bracket. The choice of a Sturmey-
Archer Dwo-speed gear box', clutch, and kick-starter is also

offered at option.

Triumph.
It may have been wondered why the Triumph Cycle Co.

adopted the two-stroke principle for their light\veight when
their 4 h.p. power unit has heen so successful. The reason

for this departure was that the two-stroke engine has fewer
working parts, and it was possible to construct it more
strongly on a small scale, thus ^-outweighing any loss in

efficiency ; and the Baby Triumph amply justifies this con-

tention. Next year's model is practically a replica of last

year's, and it continues to uphold the company's reputation

for extraordinarily good detail work. . Perhaps the chief

feature of the design is the handle-bar controHed gear

change.

Wolf.

Tlie lightweights proper of the Wolf range remain as in

1920. They consist of a 2| h.p. Blackburne engined model,
with Sturmey two-speed gear and kick-starter; a 2j h.p.

Villiers two-stroke, with either plain gear box or clutch
and kick-starter; and a 2| h.p. J.A.P., also with a choice
of gear boxes. But great interest w'ill undoubtedly centre
around the duplex frame cycle with 1 h.p. Simplex power
unit on a special rear carrier. A lady's machine of this

type W'ill also be on show, and should attract many new-
comers of the fair sex to the pa-stime.

Wooler.
A flat Uv'm tJiat departs from the conventional in many

• respects, the 2| h.p. Wooler, has made quite a name for itself

at Brooklands. 1921 improvements were fully dealt with
in our issue of October 28th, butwe may recall the salient
features, which include a new inlet dome, an improved
crank case release which traps all surplus oil for further
vse, and enlarged toolbags. The distinctive 50x60 ram.
(345 c.c.) flat twin engine; front and rear springing, and
variable pulley gear, are retained.

Two band brakes and the large filler cap give some indication

of the care bestowed on AUon details.

A combination of two well-known names, the Calthorpe"

Jap lightweight.
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The 2\ h p. Ivy, which has been retained in addition

to the newer 3 h.p. model.
The unconventional but well tried features of the P'.N. lightweight

remain unaltered. A de luxe model, however, is now marketed.

The leg-guards on the Enfield two-stroke protect ihe rider

both from the flywheel and from splashed-up mud.

AUon.
There is one point on the Allon lightweight of which the

makers may claim to be the pioneers : that is, the sloping
top tube, which is now gradually becoming universal
throughout the trade. The 292 c.c. two-stroke engine is in

some respects unconventional ; for instance, the cylinder and
upper half of the crank case is a one-piece casting. Band
brakes are fitted to both the front and the rear wheels, and
a strong two-speed gear box, clutch, and kick starter are
housed at the bottom bracket. A three-speed gear box of
their own manufacture is provided on another model specially
intended for light sidecar work.

Calthorpe.
Calthorpes for 1921 will be made with either two or four-

stroke engines. Cycle and transmission details are very
similar in both cases. An Enfield gear is also fitted to
both models, the final drive being by belt. A 75x79 mm.
(2| h.pr) two-stroke with a special direct drip feed lubrica-
tion or the well-known 2J h.p. J.A.P. four-stroke supply the'
power. A light two-stroke sidecar outfit differs only in the
gear—a Sturmey-Archer two-speed box with clutch and
kick-starter.

Cotton.
Frame construction on scientific lines is a special feature

of the Cotton, and, of course, has been retained for next
year. This triangulated construction, in addition to its

inherent advantages, provides a very handsome appear-
ance. A 2i h.p. Villiers (flywheel magneto) engine now
replaces the conventional two-stroke hitherto used, and an
Xl'All pan saddle attends most efficiently to the comfort
side of the specification. A plain two-speed gear box is
.standard, but a clutch and kick-starter may be fitted at a
slight extra cost.

Enfield.
A kick-starter is now an optional fitment to the Enfield

two-.'-aroke, and large leg shields, acting both as a protection
rom mud and from the engine and flywheel, are attached

to the footboards. Naturally the other' features that helped
to make this machine so successful in 1920 have been re-
tained, including the Enfield gear and cush drive. Needless
to say, the detail work and finish are of the usual high
(juality associated with the familiar slogan of " Made like
a gun,
B 3

A clean tank and partially concealed control wires add
considerably to the appearance of the Francis-Barnett.

F.N.
Unconventional to a degree, yet the proved embodiment

of many years' manufacturing experience, the 2^ h.p. F.N.
has not undergone any drastic alteration since last show.' A
transversely set engine, two-speed gear, and final shaft drive

are features, combined with e.xemplary workmanship, that

have made the F.N. lightweight famous. However, an extra

model will be shown at Olympia which has a dropped
top tube and footboards. Detail improvements to the engine
have moved the makers to increase their rating to 2J h.p.

Francis-Barnett.
De. Iu.re detail work and finish distinguish the Francis-

Barnett from many lightweights of similar specification.

Very few modifications have been made for 1921 : but, by
concealing the control wires between the sides of the saddle
tank, a much cleaner appearance generally is gained. A
70 X 76 mm. (292 c.c.) two-stroke engine supplies the power
to a two-speed constant mesh gear box, which includes

clutch and kick-starter, and thence to the rear wheel by
belt. A J.A.P. engined machine with M-L lighting set

will also be shown.

Hobart.
The Hobart Cycle Co., an old established Coventry cycle

firm, offers a wide range of lightweights for 1921. A '\''illiers

(flywheel magneto) engine is fitted to the standard single-

geared machine, which model may also have a Chater-Lea
two-speed gear box. The De Luxe model is a very fine little

machine. Either a 2| h.p. J.A.P. or 2^- h.p. 'Villiers engine
may be fitted at option ; and particularly interesting points

are the braking—improved rear and special dummy belt

rim in front—ample mudguarding, belt guard and under-
shield, and an extension to the exhaust pipe. The well-

known and tried Hobart spring frame is optional with the
latter two models.

James.
The James two-stroke engine is now 65 x 70 mm., giving

a capacity of 239.S c.c, as compared with 226 c.c. hitherto.
And comfort as well as power has been increa.sed by the
provision of a specially adapted Lycett saddle, with a flexibly
spring peak. The Brampton forks have also been modified",
with a resultant improvement in steering. Indeed, the whole
design has been "cleaned up" since Olympia, 1920, leaving
the James quite in the front rank of its type.
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JGREAT SUCCESS OF NEW
PELMAN COURSE.

Interesting Secrets of Business Psychology Explained.

THE public is giving a great welcome
to the New Pelman Course.
From every side and from men

and women of every rank and occupation
letters asking for particulars are pour-

ing in.

It is already evident that the popu-
larity of the New Course w-ill exceed
even that attained by the Course which
produced such remarkable results during
the war.
This increased popularity is fully justi-

fied, for everyone agrees that the New
Course is a great improvement on the
old one. Indeed, the w-ell-known journal
" Truth," which has carefully examined
both, is of the opinion that the" New
Pelman Course is " 100 per cent." better

ihan the former one.

This improvement is largely due to

two facts :

—

1st: The New Course is based on
the unique experience gained in

training the minds of over
500,000 men and women of every
type, age, position, and occu-
pation.

2nd: The New Course embodies the
results of important discoveries
recently made in the Science of
Psychology.

An interesting book, containing a full

description of this greatly improved and
enlarged system of scientific Mind-Train-
ing, together with a reprint of the
important Report issued by " Truth "

un the New Pelman Course, can be
obtained, gratis and post free, by any
reader who writes for it to-day to the
Pelman Institute, 199. Pelman House.
Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I.

The New Habit.

Thousands of men and women are
spending delightful evenings at home this

winter with the " Little Grey Books "

issued by the Pelman Institute.

They are wonderful little books, these.

Everyone who has read them says so.

.\nd those who have not yet had the
opportunity of reading them little realise

how much genuine pleasure, as well as

profit, can be derived from these Home
Guides to Scientific Hind-Training.

" Pelmanism," says Miss Lillah
ilcCarthy. " is now my Sunday recrea-

tion. I take a dose of this new mental
tonic, and at once experience a sense of

rest and content. After this pleasant
exercise I feel braced up. ready for my
week's work, and sure that I shall be
able to do my best. That is the secret

I have learnt from Pelmanism—it makes
I you do your best ; and, moreover, it

makes your best better than you thought
it possible to be. I am now a Pelman
sntliusiast, and am prescribing my remedy

j vherever and whenever I encounter a

[
'Hend who wduld be better for it

—

here are many who would.

An Absorbing Game.
" And," she adds, "'Pelmanism is a

most absorbing game, and one which each
player can learn for himself or herself.

At any convenient moment one may take

up the ' Little Grey Books,' and enjoy
real mental recreation—to employ that

much-abused word in its proper sense.

In my experience, Pelmanism does more
than educate in the ordinary sense of the

term. It re-creates the mind, fills one
with a new energy for work, stimulates

one to a greater determination of will-

power, and increases the capacity for con-

centration."
Thousands say the same. Pelmanism

is being practised everywhere. It is the

new Habit, and a very fascinating and
profitable Habit, too. It is just the thing
for the long Winter evenings. Write to

the address printed on this page and see.

Full particulars will be sent you gratis

"and post free.

The Personal Test.

The best test of any system of Mental
Training is the personal one.

IMany thousands of men and women
have ' made this personal test of the

Pelman System and have reported the

result to the Institute.

Here are a few extracts from their

letters, in which they report the results

they have secured from the Pelman
Course.

" I doubled tbe turnover of my department last

year,"—MANAGER.
" Your Course has quickened the pulse oi my

vitality."—BARRISTER.
My income has gone up 300%."-ARCHITECT.

" The Course has been of great help to me."—
ADMIRAL. , ^

" I attribute my success mainly to the results
derived from vbur excellent Course.—MANAGING
DIRECTOR. .

'

"Secured, a net increase of salary of 400%."

—

EX-CAPTAIN.
' More confidence, memory improved, greater

interest in business."—SALESMAN.
" Delighted with mv progress, both monetarily

and mentally."—TECHNICAL MANAGER.
Can do ray sermons better. Have gained con-

fidence in extempore preaching."-CLERGYMAN.

Salary Quadrupled.
" I have improved 300;^' in salary."—CLERK-.
" Have got exceedinglv good value out of the

Institute."—MAJOR-GENERAL.
' I benefit to the extent of £1,000 this year."—

IMPORTER.
" Since taking up the Course, I have more than

trebled my income."—CLERK. ^"-

" I have secured three increases of salary in five

weeks."-BRANCH MANAGER.
" Since starting I have made three moves up-

wards in our works."—CLERK.
" Recently received a rise in salary of £200 a

year."—ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
" Self - consciousness eliminated. Promotion

secured."—MANAGER.
" A little over 100% increase in income."

—

ARTISAN.
" Have succeeded both in position and salary

far bevor« my ' pre-Pelmanism ' dreams."—
LIEUTENANT.

" Have gone on from one success to another."

—

CIVIL SERVANT.
" I h.Tve more energy, can acquire fresh know-

ledge more readily and pleasantly, and can recall
and use previously-acquired knowledge more easily
and more extensively."—DOCTOR.

" The firm I work for advance their employees
according to age. but I have been promoted till

I am next to the manager at our branch. I
have four men. working under me. Ever since I
took up the Pelman Course mv work has been
a pleasuFe."-GROCER'S ASSISTANT.
" I have been able to procure this appointment

simply and solely through your books."—TELE-
GRAPHIST.

" Eleven months after taking up your Course
finds me a different man. Concentration has been
gained, my memory has been improved from
moderate to good, and all my perceptions greatly
strengthened. Your Course is one which is suit-
able for persons of all temperaments, and. apart
from all monetary gains, it gives that developed
mentality and personality which is beyond price."
—JOINER'S APPRENTICE.

" I began this Course after I had been out of
the Army about a month, and it was just what I
required. I know what I want out of life now.
and intend to get it. I have gained greatly in
Self-confidence. A noted improvement ail round,
I am thankful I have taken the Course. The
second lesson (Interest Power) is worth the money
charged for the whole Course."-BUYER.
And many more similar instances will

be found in the literature you can obtain
to-day, free of cost, by writing to the
address printed below.

What the Course Does.

The New Pelman Course develops the
qualities most needed for success in

every career.

By means of this system you can
quickly and permanently eliminate all

such weaknesses as

—

—Forgetfulness, —
—Brain Fag,
—Dullness, -

—Timidity, —
—Lack of System, —
—Indefiniteness, —

and at the same tii

valuable C(ualities as

—

—Concentration,
—Observation,
—Will-Power,
—ideation, -
—Organising

Power,
—Self-Confidence, -
—Self-Control,
—Reliability,

—Salesmanship,
and a ReliabI

-Mind Wandering,
-Indecision,

-Shyness,
-Weakness of Will,
-Lackof Initiative,

-Mental Flurry,

le develop such

PeVcepticn,
Initiative,

Decision,
Resourcefulness,
DirectiveAbility,
Forcefulness,
Driving Power,
-Tact,

Rightly Directed
Energy,

e Memory,

tliat are indispensable to every man or

woman who wishes to " make good " in

any sphere of life.

To you, whatever your profession or

occupation, the Pelman Institute wilL
sencl^ free of charge,

(1) A copy of " Mind and Memory."
containing a full description of the
New Pelman Course

;

(2) A Reprint of the latest Report
issued by " Truth " on the Pelman
Institute;

(3) A form entitling you to enrol for

the full Course at a reduced fee.

Write for the above to-day to the
Pelman Institute, 199, Pelman House,
Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I (or

call at the Institute), and by return you
will receive the latest information con-

cerning the famous system which, doing
so much for others, will do the same
for you.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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A.A. Benefits.

1. The Patrols

UNDREDS of Ichaki-clad patrols traverse thousand?
of miles of main road seven days a week for

fifty-two weeks in the year.

The patrols are fully acquainted with all local road
conditions, are competent to undertake minor roadside

adjustments will obtain spares or motor fuel when
necessary, and are at the service of members always.

A.A. Road Service also includes roadside telephone

boxes, roadside motor fuel supply stations, " mechanical
first-aid machines," home and foreign touring facilities,

freejegal defence and advice, engineering assistance,

A.A. hotels, officially appointed repairers, together with

other advantages which enable members to motor with

comfort, safety and economy.

If you are not already a member of the Automobile
Association, send a postcard to-day to the Secretary,

21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2.
for a free copy of "The Key to the Open Road,"
which shows how membership will benefit you personally.

ALW/^YS AT YOUR SERyiCE

B34 /n an.^weriny thin aUvertisemcnl it is Jcsirahh la iiitntiim " The Moliir Ci/rle.."
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Review of 1921 Lightweights—

J.E.S.
One of the simplest machines at the Show, the J.E.S. is

sure to attract much attention, both by tliis very simplicity
and by th* clever design displayed iu its tiny power unit
of 146 c.c. (1 h.p. nominally). A new and more conventional
cai-buretter now displaces the old fioatless type, but other
details remain unaltered. Altliough the unit is. designed to

fit into an ordinary cycle frame, the^ riiafters prefer to sell

it as a complete miniature, witli spring forks, etc. A 2, h.p.

model on the same lines will be another feature for the 1921
market.

Motorped.
The makers of the Simplex cycle attachment are making

a complete range of cycles so fitted, under the name of

Motorped. The outfit may be obtained with or without a
multi-plate clutch, and the cycles in all cases ai'e simply
strong ordinary pedal machines. A photograph of a. lady's
bicycle fitted with one of these ,ei>giues is illustrated else-

.\yhere.

O.K.
A change in the colour scheme—now a ri^h terra-cotta red
-makes the 1921 O.K. strikingly attractive. This impres-

sion is furthered by a lower frame and mqre cleanly
designed tank. Tlie well-known 48 gns. O.K. is now offered
with a choice of three engines : either a 2^ h.p. O.K., a 2^
h.p. Villiers, or 2| h.p. O.K. Several' detail improvements
have been carried out, including a stronger carrier, an im-
proved method of carrying tlie rear number-plate, and an
e.'itra. spring to the front lipi-l^s. An entirely new model has
a 269 c.c. Villiers magneto-flywheel engine, footboards, and
an Albion two-speed gear box, either with or without clutch,
und kick-starter.

Royal Ruby.
Coming as it does under the 350 c.c. limit, the Royal Ruby

must be regarded as a lightweight, although as a matter
of fact.it has been designed more as a comfortable go-any-
ivhere solo mount. Transmission is by chiiin to a two-speed
.ountershaft gear, with clutch and kick-starter, and thence
jy belt to the rear wheel. The front and rear springing is

imilar to the larger Ruby machine, and it is ftiade through-
lut, including the engine, by tTie Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd. A
eature of the springing system is that it is adjustable for
avious loads.

"The smallest four-stroke, and probably the lightest machine
at the Show—the J.E,S.

Velocette.

1919 and 1920 Six Days successes have proved that the
\'elocette is a dangerous competitor to machines three times
its 220 c.c. capacity. A three-speed model, similar to' tho,se

which constituted the A.C.U. team, will be marketed for

1921 in addition to the former two-speed type. This new
model also embodies an internal expanding front brake,
lather an advanced feature for a lightweight but none the
less commendable. The offset c.ylinder, patent gear change,
and other distinctive Velocette features have been retained.
The lady's model is an exceptionally taking machine, hav-
ing a very low open frame.

Victoria.
The only Scottish firm exliibiting at Olympia are the

Victoria Jlotor and . Cycle Co., of Glasgow, and the well-

known components embodied hi. their lightweight should
appeal to visitors from both sides of the Border. A 2)^ h.p.

Villiers (flywheel magneto) engine, Albioir two-speed gear,

and Brampton Biflex forks, are all too familiar to describe

in detail. A soundly constructed little machine is the
result.

Vindec.
We described, the 1921 Vindec in our issue of November

4th. To recapitulate, however, this product of the well-

known accessory firm, Messrs. Brown Bros., has a .specially

designed .54x70 mm. (225 c.c.) two-stroke engine, the lubri-

cation of which is carried out by hand pump, Distribution

of the oil is effected by three pipes leading to the two main
bearings and the induction pipe respectively. An all-black

finish and a very neat primary and magneto chain cover are

two serviceable items. The transmission of this machine is

unusual in that two separate chains (high and low gears)

drive the countershaft ; final drive is by belt.

Paragon.

The Paragon is a good example of the moderately priced
large capacity two-stroke, with the addition in this case
of a simple sjiring frame. An improved system of lubrica-

tion has been introduced for 1921, but otherwise there is

little alteration. The oil enters by suction at the foot

of the cylinder, and is thence led direct to the crankshaft
which is hollow, thus lubricating the big end internally.

An Albion two-speed geaiv box, clutch, and kick-starter
replaces the former crank-case gear.

This ladies' model \ clocellc sliould be n centre of attraction

for the fair sex at Olympia this year.

Comlort is a fiist consideration with the Royal Ruby
sprmging system is of special design.

The
. From across tlie Border, the Victoria has not htpr\ scamped

by the use of mfenor components.
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A special system of lubrication is a novel point on
the 1921 Vindec.

^ Ivy.
Including a lady's and a light sidecar machine, there are

no fewer. than two Ivy modek for next year. However, these
may be condensed to two distinct types, viz., a 2^ h.p.
two-stroke and a 3 h.p. two-stroke, which has distinguished
itself so much on the Old Wyche, Malvern. The lady's
model is a 2^_hp. two-sti-oke, and the three other machines
with this engine are the usual range of single-speed, two-
speed, and two-speed clutch and kick-starter. The 3 h.p.
machine may be obtained with and without a Sturmey two-
speed ge.ar bo.x and clutch, and similarly equipped "as an
I.O.IM. sporting model. A. 3 h.p. machine with a special
light sidecar completes the list. The latter outfit will be

The Villiers-engined O.K.. is an attractive mount, both

in appearance and workmanship

Beaumont.
A two-stroke (2-| h.p. Wall) and a four-stroke (2| h.p.'

Blackburne) .
engiried machine will be shown by Beaumont'

Motors (Leeds), Ltd. The former has a Roc plain two-speed
gear box, while the latter, which is more in the nature of a

de. luxe model, has a Sturmey-Archer countershaft box with
clutch and kick-starter. Internal expanding and external
c-ontracting foot and hand brakes respectively are fitted.

Wilkin.
Already a really serious solo touring proposition, the 2J h.p. .

Wilkin, with Blackburne engine, is now offered as a " go-

anywhere" sidecar machine. Totally enclosed chain drive

The very complete spring system of the Hobart lightweight

gives it an attraction of its own.

Verus.
geared six to one on top and eleven to one on bottom, and
it is claimed that it would have to be an exceptionally severe
hill that it would not be able to climb on low without shed-
dine the passenger.
The Verus has continued its career of successes in some of

the most arduous trials of 1S20, a very commendable perform-
ance for a machine which has been only comparatively
recently introduced to the public. The 2^ h.p., 2^- h.p., and
2% h.p. models are retained, the latter having a Black-
burne outside flywheel four-stroke engine. The lubrication
on the two-stroke machine is very thorough, and is worthy of
special attention. A Best and Lloyd drip feed controls 'the
flow of oil first to the base of the cylinder, then dropping into
a well at the top of it is led to the main bearings. The bi?
end is lubricated by centrifugal force. - I

A larger engine, modified spring forks and an exceptionally

comfortable saddle, are the James points for 1921.

from a three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box, and sidecar lugs

incorporated in the frame, are advanced lightweight features

;

but, as already indicated, the Wilkin has been built for-T

efficiency and comfort, and not primarily light weight. A
sports model is built on the same lines with the substitution

of T.T. bars and chainguard for touring cars and chain cases.

Radco.
One of the early lightweights, the Radco, must undoubtedly.,

derive benefit from the long experience of the makers with

this type of machine exclusively. Only one engine is still the
;

policy—commendable in many ways—of this company, but-

four distinct models will be m'arketed next year. The engine

has been increased from 2-^ h.p. to 2^ h.p. Electric lighting :

sets are optional.

i'.a6

The majorlly ol Iwo-slrokcs have the magneto in front of

the engine. However, on the Kadco, this vital part is

well protected.

Success in the principal reliability events of the year will

have the natural sequence of interest in the Verus machine

The 2i h.p. two-stroke model,

I
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Review of 1921 Lightweights.—

Olympic.
An Orbit thi'ee-port, two-stroke engine of 261.5 c.c. forme

tlie power unit of tlie Olympic Jiglitweiglit. Tiie flywheel and
primary chain are totally enclosed in a neat aluminium cover,
a]id either a plain two-speed gear box or the same with clutch
and kick-starter may be fitted at option. A very ingenious
swinging bracket provides easy adjustment for the primary
chain, quite one of the most useful detail improvements of the
year. Gosport spring forks are fitted, pending the introduc-
tion of a new type of Olympic manufacture.

Connaught.
The most inexpensive of the several Connaught models for

1921 is a single geaa- machine with 24in. wheels. Like all

Connaught machines, it will have a standard engine, which
has the inlet port immediately underneath the exhaust.
Other variations of this pattern are equipped with the Albion
two-speed gear box or the Stui'mey two-speed gear box and
kick-starter, a handsome chain cover being fitted. The light-

weight sidecar outfit, which gave such satisfactory results in

our hands during the summer months, is fitted w'ith a new
type of body provided with a locker under the seat. ^

5S5

Hoskison.
This malce was one of the newcomers at the revival of the

motor cycle industry at the beginning of 1919, and entered

the field with a Union-engined two-stroke. Since then, how-
ever, the machine has been developed into a larger tourist

type with a 2| h.p.' Blaclcburne engme, and the models at

Olympia will be of this type.

Omega.
A more extended range of models than hitherto will Be

offered by the makers of the Omega motor cycle. In addition
to the well-known Omega-Jap which, during 1919 and 1920,

became a very popular mount, a new_ two-stroke range will be
offered both as .a single-speed and gear box nwidel. This wiil

be fitted with the ViUiers engine with flywheel magneto and
Gospoi't spring forks, but otherwise following the lines of the
J.A.P.-engined machine. Good machines at a popular pries

will be the keynote of the 1921 Omega policy. Several detail

improvements have been made : the side valances of the front

mudguards are now extended to the tip of the guard, and
are carried to the outside of the fork members. Brampton
forks will be standard on the J. A. P. model, which will be
supplied witli two-speed gear with or without clutch and
kick-start«r.

A new and very neat method of gear box adjustment

will be foiind on the Olympic two-stroke.

The 1921 Omega-Jap. A light weight marketed

at a competitive price.

The JA.P. engined model of the Massey-Arran.

Cedos.
The Cedos 2^ h.p. (211 c.c.) machine which caused so

nuch favourable comment at the last Show is being re-
' ained. It will be recalled that this model simply bristled
' vith - simple but useful mnovations, such as easily adjusted
i irilnary and magneto chains, an undershield integral with

jl

he frame and extending to the rear mudguard, and a very

J'
oniplete lubrication system. The two-stroke engine (which

1: as roller main bearings) and the gear box are both of Cedos
lianufacture, as, in fact, is more of the machine than is at

[H usual. In a'Hdition a 247 c.c. model will be marketed
II ext year ; and a real novelty—a lady's sidecar outfit also

j'ith the larger engine, two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-
iarter.

Edmund.
The Edmund adjustable spring frame has now been

I e-fore the public for a considerable time, and has reached
1, stage where the makers do not find it necessary to modify
leir design yearly. Two J.A.P.-engined machines differ

ily in type of gear—an Enfield and a Burman two-speed
spectively. All-chain drive is fitted in the former case.

. i heavier machine is fitted with a 2J h.p. Blackburne engine

J

d Burman two-speed gear, clutch and kick-starter.

The Cedos possesses all the natural ad\antages of a machme
made almost entirely under one roof.

New Scale.
Primarily designed for solo work the New- Scale is quite

adequate for light sidecar work, the makers' rating of the
engine being 3 h.p. The method of lubrication is interest-

ing. From a sump in the engine the oil is fed in by the
magneto chain. A very large and efficient silencer is fitted

by the makers in place of the more usual types. Bramp-
ton Biflex forks coupled with a pan saddle, and heavy
tyres, all tend io a maximum of comfort.

Dot.
A neat and graceful layout, embodying standard com-

ponents, has always been the speciality of Jlessrs. H. Reed
and Co., of EUesmere Road, Manchester, and this reputa-
tion is not neglected in the new models which" will be seen
at Olympia. One of these will specially appeal to the sporting
clubman, since it is fitted with a 2| h.p. o.h.v. J.A. P.
engine, from which power is transmitted by chain and belt

through a two-speed and clutch gear box. No kick-starter is

fitted, and the machine comes out at something; less than 200
lb. weight. It is a most attractive little mount, being most
comfortable in riding position and splendidly finished in

the characteristic Dot red. The standard models of this

make will also be shown.
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Ihe iwo- stroke Sun has now been on the market tor some

years, wi'.h considerable success.

A machine which has made a name tor itselt in the

lightweigh': world— the 2^ h.p. Connaught.

A very completely equipped lightweight—the 2J h.p. Wilkin,

which has sidecar lugs incorporated with the frame.

Chater-Lea.
The practical little Chater-Lea lightweight will have

platforms brazed on to the secondary frame member, which
will carry the tank, thus considerably improving the general
appearance. It will also be provided with a new two-speed
gear box having an enclosed kick-starter mechanism. The
engine is a 2^ h.p. Villiers, but the spring fork, like the

gear bo.x, is of Chater-Lea manufacture.

Massey-Arran.
A lightweight \vhich first made its appearance last summer

is the production of a new Birmingham firm, which is mak-
ing highest quality and finish the keynote of its policy.

Several models will be exhibited at Olympia, equipped with
J. A. P. and Blackburne engines in which special attention
has been paid to mudguarding and refinement in detail.

Sun -Vitesse.
The Sun is a neat two-stroke of distinctive design on

account of its inclined cylinder. It is well made and
finished, and offered in two types, i.e., with a conventional
frame and a Sturmey-Archer gear, having a clutch and

AINIATURE MACH
Abbotsford.

" It stands by itself," is the slogan of the company who
make this unique three-wheeled scooter, and it puts forward
admirably the advantages of this type. Provision is made
for a luggage carrier lo take 1^ cwt., which allows of its use,
either for light delivery purposes, or for domestic shopping.
A clutch and hand-starter are fitted to the 2^ h.p. John
four-stroke engine, the total weight is about 60 lb., and
th« price is £35. Laminated springs attend to the rear
suspension

Whippet.
Scooters are necessarily unconventional machines, but

the Whippet, with its alnminium cylinder and steel liner,

carries the matter further. However, a successful year has
not caused any drastic alterations, with the exception,
perhaps, of the substitution of a cast iron piston—a sop to
the novice and carelcts user. A new French carburetter,
the Vici, is now fitted, and a simple exhaust valve lifter

takes the place of the decompressor.

A large vertical silencer is fitted to the New Scale lightweight.

kick-starter, and with a "cut away" frame for -ladies.

One of the features of the engine is that the crankcase is

cast in one piece, and has a cover plate. Three machines
of this make made a very creditable perforinance ^ in the
recent M.C. and A.C. Trial—the most severe one day trial

of the year.

The Chater-Lea lightweight has a 2\ h.p. Villiers engine

and a new two-speed gear box

INES AT OLYMPIA.
Autoglider.

A very wide range of Autogliders are offered for 192L
The standard model has no seat, but provides standing room
for two. Very fully mudguarded, the De Luxe model,
which has a large padded seat, should appeal especially to

professional men and ladies. Two serviceable models for

light delivery purposes have a carrying capacity of approxi-
mately 3 cubic feet ; while the new sporting model is a
unique partially streamlined machine, with a maximum
speed, it is claimed, of 50 m.p.h.

Kenilworth.
A very full description of the 1921 Kenilworth scooter

appeared in our issue of April 29th, under the name of the
' G.b.C. Autocyclette. It is a very practical job, and has not

been radically altered since its inception. Leg .shields and

a carrier have been added, and the frame has boon niodifiod.

Chain adjusters on both rear wheel and countershaft are

aUso a standai'd fitment, and the saddle standards are con-

nected with the footboards, , and suspended on springs.
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Miniature Machines at Olympia—

Skootamota.
Recognising their field of potential customers to have

many varying requirements, the makers of the Skeotamota
have adapted their vehicle for several specific needs. For
example, the light delivery machine has a large carrier
basket in front and a box underneath the seat. The doctor's
mount has a removable case, which may be readily detached
and carried in the ordinary way. Mechanically, several
modifications have been made, including an altered combus-
tion head and a new single-lever carburetter designed by
the makers.

A very well-sprung

seat on the Kenilworth

scooter adds comfort

to an already complete

specification.

A highly efficient design — the

Whippet scooter, which has an over-

head valved engine.

The only three-wheeled scooter on

the market—the Abbotsford, sells at

a remarkably moderate figure.

Unibus.
A scooter in a vei-y limited sense only, the Unibus is in

many respects more advanced than the average motor cycle.

Ample protection and clean outline will make an appeal to

the all-weather rider. A ,full description appeared in our
issue of August 19th, 1920, but the more interesting points

are worthy of recapitulation. A three-port two-stroke
engine of 259 c.c, supplies the power to a Ferodo-lined
dry plate clutch, thence to a two-speed constant mesh gear

box, and by shaft to an underslung worm drive to the rear

wjieel. The brakes are also on car lines, and the springing

system is very complete. The selling price, of course, is in

accordance with the high potentialities of this machine.

!K sporting scooter— the Autoglider, for which a maximum
speed of 50 m.p.h. is claimed.

The light delivery bkootamota which has ample goods accommodation.

A type of its own, the Unibus, has many exceedingly

interesting details

i
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SUITABLE
- MOUNTS fOR

SPECIAL

IF
every person over fourteen years of age realised

the utility and reliability of the modern light-

weight, there would be hundreds of thousands of

them on the road.

As it is, their popularity increases year by year, and
every one sold may be said to be a missionary to induce

the sale of others. Boys, girls, men, and women in

all stations of life use them in their various forms ; and
now that there is a type suitable for every iitdividual,

requirement, the time is not far distant when they will

be regarded as a necessary adjunct in every household

possessing the Jiecessary capital for

their purchase.

Fifty jxjunds may be regarded as

the present minimum price for a new
lightweight machine, which represents

about ;^2 5 on pre-war values. To
some it may seem a lot of money, but

there are thousands of the working
class who annually spend this amount
in seeking other pleasures for which
they can see nothing at the end of the

year. In purchasing a motor cycle,

only the amount representing de-

preciation is lost, and for this the

owner may have extracted more plea-

sure than the whole capital outlay
spent in other directions.

However, it is not our purpose here

to discuss this point, but to show
how the requirements of the various
classes of buyers may be fulfilled.

Novices—that is, newcomers to the
motor cycling fraternity—may lie

divided into four cla.sses—girls, boys, women, and
men—but each does not require an entirely, different

tyjie of moi^nt. In many cases the machines which
will appeal to the average girl are the same as will

find favour with her mother. Hut the girl of to-

day does not insist that her machine shall have an

C2

Tie s'cp between the pedal cycle and the

machine specially built to be driven by an

engine, a Sirnplex-cngined lady's bicycle.

open lady's frame, although in most cases they

prefer it.

In our present office, as advisers to all novices, we
will first consider the school miss and her mother
jointly, assuming that an open frame is regarded as a

necessity. The first machine to be considered perhaps
will be a motorised bicycle—say a lady's machine,
fitted with a Simplex or a Young auxiliary engine on
the rear carrier. We recently tried one of these

power units, and found the power developed capable
of propelling the machine, without pedalling, over alK

roads where a lady cyclist would go.~„

The extra weight—about 20 lb.
—

on the carrier makes the handling of
tlie machine when dismounted some--

what strange, but one soon becomes'
accustomed to it.

Next on the list would be the

several excellent miniature motoSj
cycle.s with open frames, which have
been developed from the scooter,-

but, being fitted with a comfortable
seat and having emerged from the

experimental stages, may now be re

garded as trustworthy little mounts
of greater merit than is generally

appreciated. In this group may be

considered the Kenilworfh—now a

real 70 lb. motor cycle, the Skoota-

niota, the Whippet, and Mobile Pup.

Those desiring a spring frame
machine miniature will be interested

in the Autoglider, the Macklum, and

the Unibus.

Fully equipped motor cycles with opeii frames are

not so numerous as they might be. In this class w
ha\-e the new Yelocette, illustrated elsewhere, the

Ixion, the Sun, and the Cedos—all with efficient^

two-stroke engii-ics and two-speed gears. The Ixii

and Sim lia\e kick-slartci's and clutches.

f
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Lightweights for All.—
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A smgle-geared Levis, a model very popular with both boys and
girls and very suitable for those who have not a great deal of

traffic riding to do.

Ill the next categoi7 one may group together the

requirements of the rest of girl riders {i.e., those who
will ride a machine with a "diamond" frame) and
their brothers. The whole of the lightweight field

seems to be open to these

riders. On forty odd
stands at the Show there will

.be machines fulfilling their

requirements ; and many of
them will be offered in

several types, that is, with
or without gear boxes, with
two-stroke and four-stroke

engines, and ranging in size

from 200 c.c. to 350 c.c.

capacity.

For the youth or sporting
girl, a single-geared two-
stroke will be found quite

satisfactory. In this group"
;*e have the .Levis, O.K., Bown, Connaught,
Diamond, Hobart, Ivy, Ixion, Olympic, Radeo, Wolf,
and Sparkbrook. Most of these machines may be
pbtained with two-speed gears, to which must be
added the Allon, Armis, Alecto, Calthorpe, Coulson,
Coventry Eagle, Cedos, Chater Lea, Douglas, Enfield,
Hoskison, Francis-Barnett, James, Kingsbury, New
Hudson, Triumph, New Imperial, New^ Scale, Metro-
Tyler, Omega, Paragon, Cotton, Velocette, Verus,
|ictoria, Vindec, Wooler, and Beardmore-Precision.
Again, some of the above may also be obtained with

|utch and kick-starter, or with a two-stroke or four-

fbke engine as desired.

More Powerful Models.

We will now take the machines offered to the
nthusiastic clubman, who wants a fast solo machine

the lines of the pre-war solo " 3^." There are

quite a number of such machines now offered, thanks
lo the introduction of the 350 c.c. Blackburne four-

jptroke engine. Among the better known makes on
yhich this engine is fitted, are the British Excelsior,

glow and handy little mount, Hoskison, Verus, Cpul-
fon B, and- Wilkiu. Other four-stroke machines

%

A fully-equipped ladies' motor cycle, the Ixion, with special

frame, clutch, kick-starter, and two-speed gear. The Velocette

ladies' machine is illustrated on page 583.

round about this size are the Royal Ruby, F.N., with

shaft drive, and Bradbury.
For the business man, a two-speed gear is sometimes

regarded as a necessity, while a clutch is almost as

important. Any of the machines mentioned under
these headings will be found suitable. On the other

hand the artisan, who does not do so much traffic riding,

will not be seriously inconvenienced by the absence of

a variable gear or a clutch.

Those who require spring frame machines also are

well catered for. In this class there is the new
Hobart, the Wooler, Coulson, Beardmore-Precision,

Royal Ruby, and P.V.

Motorised Bicycles.

There is one other type of machine which has not

been mentioned in the foregoirjg. We refer to the

ultra lightweight motor cycle on pedal cycle lines, but

having a spring fork, a specially designed frame, and
an engine of about \\ h.p. Chief among such

machines, whicliy incidentally, may be seen' in greater

numbers next year, is the J.E.S., a mount which is

extremely economical, splendidly made, and a

thoroughly good engineering job.

So far we have confined our remarks to solo

machines, but there is no doubt that in the near future

liglit sidecar outfits will be-

come popular on account of

their low initial cost, eco-

nomy, and lower taxation

than larger outfits. Several

makers of lightweights are

introducing complete out-

fits for 192 1 ; and visitors to

the Show, wdio are inter-

ested in this type of vehicle,

should make a note to see

the examples which will be
exhibited by the makers of

the Beardmore-Precision,
Armis, Alecto, Connaught.
Ixion, and Ivy.

From the above it will be seen that there are light-

weights for all ; and, in view of the lower taxation next

year for machines under 200 lb. in weight, there is no
doubt that 1921 will see

a great increase in their

use.

A type of mount favoured by those who enter seriously into

competition with the larger machines—a 350 c.c. Blackburne,

which made a splendid performance in the last Junior T.T.

C5
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Development

n D n D p Q

In (racing the History o( ihe Motor Cycle Movement, it is apparent that the True
Lightweight still requires Development.

AFTER the first motor cycles of the pioneer days

h^d gone their way, the industry commenced
to take notice of itself, to adopt a nomencla-

ture, and to classify its products according to type.

Some years ago standards of measurements, as far as

engine sizes are concerned, were vastly different from

those obtaining to-day. For instance, a machine

which exceedecl a very nominal 2^ h.p. was regarded

with an awe something akin to fear by the average

motor cvclist of the period^, and the production of

such machines invariably resultad in the press of the

time being filled with comments on the over-develop-

ment^of motor cycles. The lightweight, as such, was

then 'almost unknown, but at a little later date the

industry decided that there was scope for two classes

of machines; the first and, most popular class com-

prised of those hurtling monsters of 350 c.c. ax- a little

more, which served most purposes for fast travelling

and passenger carrying (so long as the accumulators

held out), while the second was something smaller,

embodying a power unit developing 1% h.p., more

or less^ which it was thought would sene the needs of

tlie modest solo rider who preferred to enjoy his riding

in solitude. These machines, mark you, were all

single-geared.

As time went on motor cycles generally became in-

creasingly powerful, and capable of dealing with

,

greater loads, but still the true lightweight as a type-'

scarcely came into existence, although between 1907";

and 1912 there w^re many machines which, as far asi

weight considerations alone are concerned, were in-I

that category. These, however, were somewhat in the

MMssit.

(Left) In 1911-1913 a four-str6ke 2J h.p. New

Hudson macliine had a considerable vogue, but it

approached the mediumwcight class, and could not be

hftcd up like this 1921 two-stroke wliich now bears its

name, and even excels it in performance and reliability

(Right) One of tiic pioneers of lightweight two-stroke

constiuction, W. Hughes Buttei field, designer of the

Levis, on a 1912 model. As will be seen, it

possesses the general outlines of his latest production
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nature of glorified motor-assisted pedal cycles, and one
or two of them, at any rate, enjoyed a considerable
vogue. In this class, of course, the series of Moto-
sacoche models, commencing with the i h.p. and
finishing with the 2% h.p. engine, stood pre-emment.
The tendency to increase engine size, and, in con-

sequence, to increase weight, is shown in the above
example ; and each increase of power gave an increase
in range, which in turn gave birth to a desire for a
still better performance, and so induced the designers
to again enlarge the size of the engine, and so on.

Possibly this inclination to develop engine size was
due to the lack of a really satisfacton' change-speed
gear, thus giving the designer no alternative other
than an increase in cubic capacity if he wished to
extend the fierformance range of his machine.

"Light Heavyweights."
The paradox of the heading to this paragraph is

justified when we look back at the type of motor
;
cycle which was most popular in the period from'1908

•to the beginning of 191 2. During those years the

Z% h.p. (500 c.c.) -machine with single gear came
-jnto_ its own. The type was pre-eminent, and fully

justified the gradual increase in engine size which led

to its being. As a type which was almost the ideal

591

About the same time as the fixed gear 500 c.c.

machine developed into a luxuriously equipped pas-
senger model, a certain section of the trade realised

that there was some room for a hitherto tindeveloped
type. Instead of the heavy solo machine and the dual^

purpose (and passenger) outfits, it seemed that there
was a potential demand for a machine of low power
and light weight, which added to these" qualities the
capability of travelling anywhere where a motor cycle

could reasonably be expected to go. Amongst others,

the Douglas and Humber companies were successful

in producing this type.

The years i9i'3 and 1914 saw many machines
answering to this description, but, for the most part,

their life was a short and merry one. The coming of

the countershaft gear certainly increased the scope of

machines fitted with miniature engines, but the latter

did not seem to take kindly to the high revolutions

which the use of an ultra-low gear called into use.

Some of the most promising designs of that time did

not prove as successful in the hands of the public

as might have been expected.

Of late, however, the improved results which have
been obtained from small two-stroke engines have
entirely revolutionised the state of affairs as regards the

utilisation of small capacity engines. Thanks to its

A design whicK did not survive, despite its apparently high

promise. It is the Precision Junior of 1913, which had an integral

two-speed gear and crank case, and may be said to be the

forerunner of much modern lightweight design.

• roadster machine it was capable of high speeds, it

could climb almost any main road hill, it was
economical to , run, and, above all, it was light

,in weight, and consequently easy to handle. A
raachine with all these qualities can be turned out

ready for the road with a total weight not exceeding

190 lb. Thus such a model used in 1921 would come
under the lightweight ruling as far as taxation purposes
are concerned.

The very success, however, of the fixed gear " ^y^
"

proved to be its own undoing from the standpoint of

weight and simplicity. Equipped as it was, without

ny pretence at variable gearing, it could, nevertheless,

aul a sidecar and passenger with quite considerable

access over the majority of our British main roads,

|ut, being put to this use, it followed that its frame

pd to be stiffened, and a clutch and gears introduced,

order to make it controllable in traffic and to give it

blimbing range in adverse circumstances. Thus the

Close of 1 91 2 saw the end of the type which may truly

ibe dubbed the " Hght heavyweight," since it was the

astom to describe machines as lightweights or heavy-

Jreights according to the power of their engines.

The forerunners of the Douglas were exceedingly small, but in

the effort to compete with bigger machines, the 2-J h.p. model

developed into a comparatively heavy three-speed touring mount.

The illustration is of the 1911 model, to which a two-speed

countershaft was first fitted, while pedalling gear was retained.

increased efficiency, and the knowledge which has been

gained in several years- of searching test, the small

two-stroke is now capable of running continuously at

high revolutions without being subject to the over-

heating troubles which were experienced with the

earlier samples, and consequently this type of engine

is extremely well fitted to be used in conjunction with a

wide range' of gears, thus taking advantage of the low

weight of a small power unit.

A Plea Against Over=development.

At the present time it is possible to produce a light-

weight machine equipped with chain-drive, mechanical

lubrication, and, indeed, a thoroughly modern speci-

fication, at the same time keeping its weight within

reasonable limits. Unfortunately, however, the

machines of this class are capable of doing much more

than the ordinary rider wants of them in everyday

running, and in consequence there is a temptatlon_ to

make the most of this surplus power by introducing

light sidecar attachments.

If the limitations of an outfit of this class are stnctly

regarded, no great harm is done by the above-men-
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tioned tendency, but if manufacturers produce such
machines, the public will no doubt expect the same
performance from them as from larger and more
powerful outfits, which have been
designed specially for sidecar work.
Should this state of affairs be allowed to

develop, those same makers of light-

weight machines will find

themselves, willy nilly, in-

creasing weight in order to

guard their products against

the breakages which almost

inevitably follow the addi-

tion of a sidecar to a light

frame ; and thus, having
increased the weight of the

frames by so doing, they

will need to increase the

size of the engine in order

to tow the additions, and
so the vicious circle recom-

^Chen the

1910 it

menee s.

The True Market.

Enfield Cycle Co. produced this 2\ h.p. machine

was exceedingly ligSt, but as time went on it

developed into a 3 h.p. mediun.weight, and was finally abandoned,

leaving a miniature two-speed twj-strolce as the sole lightweight

representative of its name.

safety or comfort.

The lightweight machine as such should be capable

of travelling over any reasonable road or hi'll in the

British Isles, it should be reliable and economical in

upkeep, and offer the rider himself a reasonable degree

of comfort. At the same time, in view of the fact

that machines from 1921 onwards will be taxed accord-

ing to weight, the machine intended purely for solo

work should be brought within the lower weight limit

{i.e., 200. lb.). The actual power of the m-achine

need not be a matter of great importance, since a

machine of 8 h.p., if it

conforms to the legal

weight limit, would still

be in the lightweight class.

In order to keep down
weight, however, the

machine should be de-

veloped solely as a single-

purpose machine, and any

attempt to equip it for

passenger work should be

rigidly avoided.

Within reason,

lighter the machine
better, so long as

weight is not cut down to

the extent of sacrificing

A machine produced with

these requirements in view would appeal to a very

large market at present unsatisfied by the heavy

double purpose mounts which have been largely

developed with an eye on their performances as side-

car machines. Wharfedale.

the.

the

the

FRENCH LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN.
Two Examples of " Clean " Design from Across the Cfiannel.

IN
matters relating to motor cycles the French are

the exact antithesis of the Germans. The former
. are nearly always original, but the Teuton has less

initiative, and generally prefers to copy. British and
American designers may be said to represent a happy
medium.
The revival of the French motor cycle industry re-

vealed more ingenuity and advanced design than have
been produced by any other country producing motor
cycles, the chief aim being neatness and cleanliness of

design generally. As a result unit construction of

engine and gear box is fairly general practice, both in

sidecar and solo machines.

We give below two examples of French lightweight

design, which are of special interest in an issue devoted

mainly to light solo motor cycles. The Lumen, with

its invisible drive, represents a type of which there'

are too few machines to suit the pedal cyclist about

to take up the petrol-driven vehicle. It may not seem
important 'to the actual motor cyclist that there are

no chains or belts iii its transmission; the Lumen
-transmission and the position of the engine may not

be so conventional as usual British practice, but there

is certainly less mechanism visible, and its apparent
simplicity is a point in its favour when the market for

which it is designed is taken into consideration.

As an example of clean design, the little Moto
Solo is of interest, while there are several other French
machines which embody combined engine and gear

box units.

A neat liglilwciglit having a Lumen engine on the side ol the rear

wheel and a curved petrol tank which serves as a mudguard

C8

The Moto Solo—a French lightweight on British lines, but smaller

and lighter.
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THE

OUTLOOK FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS
Among the Many Factors which will further

Popularise the Light Machine in the Future are
Low Cost, Low Upkeep, and Low Taxation.

By B. H. DAVIES.

IF
you ask the average small dealer how lightweights

are selling just now, his reply will be either lugu-

brious or blasphemous according to his tempera-
ment. He will admit that he has sold a good many
during the past year, and that the vast majority of his

clients'are quite satisfied with their bargains. But-.he

will probably complain that he EtLll has a few in stock

which he cannot dispose of, and he will state his

intention of being very cautious in sizing his light-

weight contracts for 1921.

In casual conversation the average small dealer

probably delivers his soul in this strain, and the spec-

tacle of several unsold 1920 lightweights, remaining

unsold in his window or showroom week after week,

creates a- somewhat similar impression. But in actual

fact such superficial impressions are entirely mislead-

ing, as I will proceed to demonstrate.

An Assured Demand.
. In the first place, the lightweight is necessarily the

'cheapest type of motor cycle, and because nobody is

.--less cautious or more irrepressible than the budding

piotor cyclist, lightweights will inevitably sell very

freely in these days of high prices. They will sell

irrespective of whether the average commercial pat-

tern is good, bad, or indifferent, of whether it can

or cannot do what the tj^pical rider desires. The
higher its quality, and the wider the range of its per-

formance, the bigger the sales. But they must be

big, in any case, because each year brings diousands of

new motor cyclists up to the purchasing point, and,

many of them can afford £10, though they cannot

produce ,£150. Under the current regime of high

wages, the young bachelor artisans will be good buyers

of lightweights.

The Tax Incentive.

In the second place, another six weeks will see the

industry overshadowed by the 1921 taxation scheme,

tfnder which machines scaling less than 200 lb. con-

i
tribute less to the revenue than machines which ex-

I

ceed that figure. It is plausible, but idle, to pretend

I that this somewhat arbitrary classification will have no

marked effect on design or on the market. The R.A.C.

rating of car h.p. has unquestionably sired the small

bore, long stroke, car engines of to-day. For years

past, eight car buyers out cf ten have been sensibly

jjifiuenced by the taxable ratings of the cars between

l^hich their fancy oscillated.

\\. At the 1920 and succeeding Shows we shall see

I manufacturers guaranteeing the actual weights of their

lachines, salesmen making a great talking point of

|ht weight, and customers growing increasingly in-

jjuisitive on the subject.

It will take a year or two to bring the new factor

liito high relief, but never again will the trade or

liublic regard the weight of a machine with their old

The real lightweight of the future should be as light as this littie

Baby Levis, which could be carried about quite easily

indifference. In particular, from January ist, 1921,
machines which exceed the 200 lb. limit by a few
pounds (say 50 lb. or less), and without any very
obvious justification for doing so, will steadily tend to
become unsaleable. The machine which weighs dis-

tinctly less than 200 lb., all on and ready for the road,
will become stereotyped, and the alternative class will

weigh a great deal over 200 lb., or will offer very
substantial compensations in specification for the extra
tax with which its owner is burdened.

Seeing it is a long while since an A.C.U. Six Days
Trial secured any appreciable entries scaling less than
200 lb., there will be a regular scurry to reduce
weights this winter.

Light-weights in the 1920 Six Days.

Yet a third factor of the first importance is to be
noted in the great efficiency shown by some of our best

lightweights in the 192& Six Days Trials. The opinion
of the men who were there is that no special reason
exists to prevent a dozen makes of lightweight doing
as well in 1921 as the Velocette did in 1920: and
that all of them did very much better than any printed

account of a remarkably strenuous week can ever

convey. The triple considerations of price, tax, and
quality thus guarantee an abnormal and increasing

demand for lightweights.

The facts cited up to tliis stage of the argument
are demonstrable. The precise future of the light-

weight unfortunately hinges upon considerations about

which it is too early to dogmatise. The first and most
important doubt is whether or not a certain section

of the trade will continue to make appallingly bad
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lightweights, and to dump them on an innocent section
of the public. The engine is the oiily really expensive
component of a motor cycle, and a small two-stroke
engine is quite cheap to build, though by no means
easy to design. If a bad engine is assembled with
fittings of the cheapest class into a crude and shoddy
layout, a peculiarly objectionable lightweight results.

Such machines have been sold by the hundred, perhaps
by the thousand ; and every one of them has done
the movement untold harm. Parsons, lawyers,

chemists, doctors, and bricklayers prevent unqualified

persons from entering these honourable professions, but
there is nothing to prevent a half-baked amateur
mechanic with a litle cash or credit from starting in

business as a motor cycle engineer in a small way.
The lightweight machine is generally the happy hunt-

ing ground of such gentry ; the expense and discomfort

of machines begotten in this way utterly baffle descrip-

tion. It would be a public benefit if the trade society

could strangle such enterprises at birth; if they are

allowed to survive till their cash or credit are ex-

hausted, they will help to perpetuate an unfortunate

prejudice. Few journalists are familiar with the sort

of machine I mean; I know them through friends who
made foolish purchases, and can testify that the best

engine, if assembled in an unduly whippy frame with

cheap fittings, can form a regular nightmare of a

mount.

Good Factory Methods Essential.

The plain fact is that narrow limits of weight and

cost intensify all the technical problems of design.

A good designer and a good factory are absolutely

essential. The small dealers should relentlessly refuse

to handle dud stuff in these lines. Still less should

they prefer the increased profit of assembling an " own
transfer " machine to the small commission payable

on the sale of a first-class proprietary mount. I go

so far as to hope that before long the lightweight will

NOVEMBER i8th, 1920.

cease to figure as the " side line " of a big factory

devoting its main energies to another type of machine.

No man can serve two masters. If the Rolls-Royce

Co. bought up the G.N., they would spoil it, unless

they maintained two entirely separate staffs and
organisations. I am not blind to the debt which the

lightweight owes to the Baby Triumph and Clyno

—

both "side lines." They are the exceptions which-

prove the rule. The full development of the' light-

weight can never come until more first-class concerns

run lightweights as their main line.

What Will They Do ?

Finally, it must be admitted that the modern light-

weight has already come within measurable distance

0^ offering the kind of performance' which the more
sedate types of solo rider demand. They can climb

absolutely any hill. They are fast enough—if apt to

be fussy at speed, and over-liable t&'both engine and
road vibration. Their reliability factor may hardly

be as high as that of a first-class 500 c.c, but it is

a great deal higher than it was, and quite high enough
for ordinary service. Their economy is distinctly

good; oil, petrol, and tyre bills are all proportionately

low. Comfort ought certainly to be isolated as the

item in which their shortcomings are concentrated. 1

do not think the solution lies in the direction of extra '

springing. Hitherto the majority of lightweights have

been foolishly disfigured with small tyres and tiny

saddles. It is obvious that they want big tyres and '

big saddles, because rough roads deflect them so

violently. So long as their tyres were small, weight
I

had to be piled on to their mechanical parts ; if heavy
\

tyres were boldly adopted, it might be possible to '

lighten the mechanical structure appreciably without
1

detriment to strength. <

In the meantime, it is the business of every agent

to refuse to handle any shoddy stuff. It is the duty

of makers to expect large business beneath the 200 lb.

line, and to be ready with good propositions.

Lightweights on the road. Both speedman and tourist will find their needs easily met in the many various types on the market to-day.
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Olmes to TLigbt TLamps
Nov. 18th ... :.. 4.36 p.m.
-„ 20th 4.34 „
„ 22nd 4.31 -„

„ 24th 4.29 „

A Guide to Olympia.

Ne.xt Thursday's issue of The Motor
Cmle will be a comprehensive forecast
of the exhibits at Olympia, which opens
its doors to the motor cycle world on
November 29th.

-

Motor Cycling in Ireland.

A press photographer who often officiates,

for The Motor Cycle, is at present
in Ireland, and from his accounts of

e.\'periences during the present crisis, there
are more pleasant places for motor cyclists

than the Emerald Isle. As the railway
sei'vice is slowly .being strangled, the motor
vehicle is the only convenient means of

getting about ; and a few days ago,' in

company with several other pressmen, our
correspondent states he was held up at

tlie point of a revolver, first by the R.I.C.

and then by Eepublican Volunteers.

Ooachwork on Cars.
To-morrow's issue of The Autocar is

the fifth and last of the 1920 Show
numbers. Special features include a
fully illustrated and detailed report of
the ooachwork exhibited at Olympia and
the White City, thus concluding the most
complete review of automobile progress

' which has ever been provided.

GUIDE to OLYMPIA.

^
Intending visitors to the Motor

^
Cycle Show at Olympia (Nov. 29th

—

^
Dec. 4th) will appreciate the special

^
contents of next Thursday's issue.

^ It will form a convenient Guide to

y the Exhibits. Illustrations will be

^ a feature.

I ON SALE THURSDAY, Nov. 25th

I
41-d.

IREAR HILL-CLlMBlNG IN CALIFORNIA.
An American X on Capistrano Hill. Observe the large rear sprocket and the tractor

bands on the rear tyre. Both British and Americans delight in hill-climbing, but how
difterent their conception of this particular sp^rt.

Special ^Features.

LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR ALL.

WHICH TYP£ OF MINIATURE '

LIGHTER LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Weights.

It behoves every manufacturer of a

lightweight to be prepared at Olympia
to give proof of the weight of his

machines. Why not a weighbridge cer-

tificate displayed in a prominent position ?

Motor Cycle Fox Hunt.

Motor cyclists are being invited to a

fox hunt being arranged at Salt Box
Hill, Cudham, and the event promises

to be a novelty. Some years ago a

Bradbury rider took part in a fox hunt
in the same district, and was present at

the death. The coverts are in the chalk

hills of Cudham, and depredations by the

foxes are becoming serious.

Stolen Motor Cycles.

Every week we receive detailed particu-

lars of stolen machines from readers who
hope that their appearance in The Motor
Cycle may lead to their recovery. Probably

some of the culprits are readers of The
Motor Cycle, therefore by publishing

particulars of those small matters by
which a machine may be identified, we
should draw attention to them., and so

cause their removal. It is far better that

these details, such as a cracked grip, or an

odd size nut, are known only to the police
;

but we fear that the majority of robberies

are the work of an organised gang, who
dismantle and rebuild before attempting

to dispose of them.

Imports and Exports £or October.

A .slight increase over la.st month i."

evident in the Board of Trade returns of

foreign motor cycles and parts imported

during October." The actual figures Avith

comparative amounts for two previous

years are :

Imports.
October,
1913.

No. of motor cycles .. 116
Value of machines and
parts £8,962

There is a slight fall in the number of

British motor cycles exported compared
with September, but on the whole the

figures i-emain at a high level.

»;«L.J

October, October,
1919. 1920.

142 212

£9,397 £26,406

BniTisH Exports.

No. of motor cycles ..

Value of motor cycles

only
Valne of parts and
accessories

Total value .

.

October.
1913.
1.431

£63,861

£23,246

October, October,
1919. 1920.

661 2,333

£46,416 £191,857

£39,618 £67,953

£86,034 £259,810
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J. A, P. Engine Modifications.
Improved Cooling. Timing Gea^ and Finish.

CONSIDERABLE improvements have
been made in the construction and
design of the latest pattern J. A. P.

engines, and on tlie occasion of our last

visit to Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co.'s

now extensive factory we were struck by
the excellence of finish and workmanship.
The die-cast aluminium crank case and
the polished timing gear and chain case
look particularly attractive, and give the
engine an extremely handsome appearance.
Other external improvements are also

evident. It can be seen from the illustra-

tions that the cylinder fins are numerous
and thin, while their shape has been
slightly modified. The apex oil union has

The newly-designed 2J h.p. J.A.P. engine

been discarded, and an oil lead to the
front cylinder is now permanently built in.

These features are common to all of the
twin-cylinder models. The chief differ-

ence, however, in the 5 h.p. twin-cylinder
is the simplification of the timing gear,
which now follows the design of the
8 h.p., there being only two timing wheels,"
a small pinion and the larger one carrying
two cams operating all four valves. Thp
position of the compression taps has alro
been altered, and instead of being in the
centre of tlie cylinder, these are now at
the side oppasite to the valve cap. A
straight induction pipe now joins the two
unions, whereas formerly this was
arranged in the shape of an inverted V.
Racing models are fitted with long " fir

cone " pattern aluminium exhaust valve
caps, which, we are assured, dissipate the
heat very rapidly.

Engines for. All.

The 8 h.p. water-cooled engine for cycle
cars has also undergone considerable im-
provement, and is now provided with
larger water jackets. It follows the lines

of the air-cooled pattern in most other
respects.

New pistons are fitted to all types, and
these are provided with two thin rings at
the top, and one scraper ring at the
bottom, while the gudgeon pins are a
driving fit, and have brass caps at their
extremities.

The popular little 2| h.p. has also been
slightly altered in design. The cylinder
has many more radiating fins, and those on
the top of the cylinder run longitudinally,
thereby greatly aiding the cooling. One
of these we saw fitted with three overhead

valves (two exhaust and one inlet), and a

similar side-by-side valve engine with an
aluminium piston, roller big end and
ball bearing crankshaft, with which Mr.

,

Vivian Prestwich intends to attack the
I

lightweight records.
There is also a six-valve twin-cylinder

racing engine of 500 c.c. I

Extreme care has been exercised in the

manufacture of these engines and their

wonderful finish is noteworthy. There
seems little doubt that the popularity of

the J.A.P. during 1921 will be enormously
|

extended, all the brains in the factory
\

being concentrated on obtaining the
|

highest possible efficiency in every respect.

Years ot experienee are behind the

production of J.A.P. engines. Here is

shown the new 5 h.p. model. •

Tlie R and M/s in 1921.
New Spring Drive and Modified Oil Pump among ihe Detail Improvements.

THE 1921 P. and M. is an interesting
machine, which shows the result of
five years' intensive motor cycle

manufacture during the war, and has
proved so entirely satisfactory that it is

to remain the company's sole model.
Although the engine is not designed

for excessively high speeds, it has teen
considerably improved as regards power
output in comparison with its predecessor.
Thanks to the horizontally - arranged
radiating fins and the design of the com-
bustion chamber and valve ports, the
500 c.c. engine will easily pull a sidecar
without the slightest tendency to over-
heat. Since also the frame and forks
are of abnormal strength, the machine
itself is well up to sidecar work, while
the lugs incorporated in the con.structii]n
enable the sidecar to be attached at four
points on either side of the machine.
In a word, the P. and M. is an efficient
double-purpose mount.
A mechanical oil pump, the efficacy of

which was proved in :\ recent oflici'allv-

obserycd A.C.TJ. trial, lias been slightly
mollified in design. The oil pipe leadinj;
from the tank is now situated at the top,
find a new cap is provided at the end, which

CX4 J

has two internal seatings or faces pre-
venting any possibility of leakage. Owing
to the great leverage obtained on the kick-
starter, and the fact that it acts directly
on the engine-shaft, very little effort is

required to get the engine to fire; and,
as an example of the refinements to be
found on the machine, it may be men-

tioned that rubber buffers are provided.

B

against one of which the starter pedall

rests when out of use, while it comes upl
against the other one at the furthest endj

of its travel. The chain drive and sub-l

stantial and easil.y detachable chain covers!

remain unaltered, but an improvenient inl

the transmission has been incorporated!

The 1921 P. and lyi., to which several

refinements have been added.
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P. and M.'s in 1921.—

in the shape of a new transmission shock
absorber. This consists of a sleeve rigidly
attached to the encrine-shaft carrying both
engine chain sprockets ; a peg held by

P. and M. shock absorber.

means of a spring projects through slots
in the fi.xed sleeve, and engages with two
V-shaped notches in the loose-fitting
sprockets. Oil holes are provided at the
back of the device for purposes of
Inbrication.

Some improvement has also been
effected in the design of the brakes. Not
only is the excellent rear wheel con-
tracting band brake, actuated either by
a hand-operated ratchet lever or a brake
pedal, retained, but a new front brake
has been designed, consisting of a long
shoe fitted with two compressed Ferodo
blocks engaging with a dummy bell" rim.
The system of braking is especially suit-

able for sidecar work, as. in addition to
two powerful and efficient brakes, the
ratchet lever allows the machine to be
left standing on a gradient with absolute
safety.

Good Mudguards.
Throughout the whole machine great

attention has been paid to detail. Mud-
guarding has been specially studied. The
design oif the clips fastening on the rear
mudguard is particularly sound, while
the front guard is completely valanced,
and is provided with a large splashguard.
The finish is as good as ever, and the
machine still remains one of the best
equipped, best turned out, and most re-

liable mounts on the market.
The following details may be of in-

terest : Weight, 255 lb. ; ground clear-

ance, S^in.
;

petrol capacity, 1| gallon
;

oil capacity, 3g pints. The tyre equip-

The improved form of front brake.

ment is 2^v\. anti-skid Kempshalls. The
makers claim that the petrol consumption
with sidecar and passenger is 70 miles to
the gallon, and 1,200 miles to the gallon
of oil, and these figures were more than
substantiated in the recent A.C.U. tests.

For Speedmen and Fast Tourists.
A 3^h.p. Six-valved Sporting Twin and a Light 3-6 h.p. Model added to N.U.T. Range

DURING the present year the 3^ h.p.

N.U.T. , which has made itself well
known by the number of successful

ler^ormances in competition, has shown
.0 sign of requiring alteration in any
iirection, and consequently the makers
ave decided to continue with the same
pecification next year.
Primarily,- the N.U.T. design was in-

jnded to represent the best that could
e, made as a purely solo machine, but
. has been found that a number of users
esired to attach light sidecars. When
lis -has been done, thp charm of the
.achine has been somewhat decreased,
J it is well known that the small V
vin engine owes its popularity to

ich qualities as smooth running, quick
:celeration, and the ability to maintain
high average speed with little apparent
tort. These qualities, however, are
most at once sacrificed if an engine
: this type is unduly overloaded, since

does not possess the " slogging " power
a single-cylinder engine of the same

jbic capacity.

A Fast Solo Machine.

The makers of the N.U.T. have, there-

re, decided to include a second model
their programme which will be more

iitable for sidecar work. This will take
e form of a 5 h.p. machine having
actly the same specification as that of

e 3-2- h.p., with the exception of an
crease in cylinder dimensions. It must
understood, however, that the new

idel remains essentially a solo machine,
ice the weight is kept low, and final

It transmission is employed. It is not
ended that the machine shall compete
!h the high-powered and luxuriously-
nioaded sidecar outfits of the 8 h.p.
ss, but a special form of light side-

car will be recommended for use in con-
nection with it.

The general specification of the 3^ h.p.

and 5 h.p. models is identical ; and,
indeed, with the exception of the engines,
the two machines are composed of inter-

changeable parts. The Lucas Magdyno
electric lighting and ignition outfit is a
standard fitting' on these machines.

A High Efficiency Model.

In addition to the two machines men-
tioned, a new line, which will appeal
especially to the sporting fraternity, is

the 3^ h.p. overhead valve model. The
dimensions of the V twin engine are the
same as the standard 3^ h.p. (64.5

x

76 mm.), but the engine is of a special
racing type, having one inlet and two
exhaust valves per cylinder, these being
carried in detachable heads. The speci-
fication of the machine remains much the

same as that of the 3^- h.p. model, since
the frame and transmission are similar.
There are some departures in detail,
however ; for instance, the Magdyno gives
place to. a simple magneto, while, instead
of the complete chain case on the primary
drive, a light cover is fitted over the top
run of the chain. The spring forks,
mudguards, and handle-bars are of the
racing type. In other respects the finish
and appearance conform to the general
high standard which characterises all the
N.U.T. products.
The N.U.T. made its first public

appearance at the Olympia Motor Cycle
Show of 1919, and there attracted a con-
siderable amount of attention amongst the
sporting fraternity, as it was designed as
the "last word" in solo mounts. It is

interesting to note that the manufac-
turers have found no reason to modify
their design.

INo departure fronji the hnes of the popular 3i h.p, model have been found necessary .n
the new 5-b h.p. N.U.T., which .s suitable for medium weight sidecar work, as well as (or
fast solo touring

cig

JL
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100 Miles Within 100 Minutes with a Sidecar.
More Indian Records. Mean Speed Figures Established.

FOLLOWING on the successes created
by H. Le Vack, reported in the last
issue of Tl\t Motor Cycle, the same

rider broke a wonderful series of records
M'ith the same machine, but with sidecar
attached. The machine he used was a
standard Indian Powerplus racing model,
bore and stroke 79 mm. x 100 mm., 997
c.c, fitted with side by side valves, w-hile
he used Shell aviation spirit and Wakefield
Castrol.

Le Vack opened the ball by an attempt
on the two short distance records, and
succeeded on each occasion. The flying
kilometre was covered in 29s. at a speed
of 77.14 m.p.h.. the iiying mile in 48.4s.
at a speed of 74.38 m.p.h. If confirmed,
these will be world's records. The average
mean speed record fiving kilometre worked
out at 29.9s., a speed of 74.82 m.p.h.

;

and the flying mile at 50.7s., 71.01 m.p.h.
These, of course, would be international
lecords.

Over 60 m.pJi. for a Hundred Miles.

Le Vack next attempted and succeeded
in breaking the five-mile flying start
record, covering the distance in '4m. 16.1s.,
70.28 m.p.h. He then tackled the ten
miles standing start, time 8m. 51.08s.,
67.78 m.p.h. After this he settled down
to make havoc of the long-distance records,
and started by capturing the fifty miles,
which he covered in 43m. 55|s' (68.03
m.p.h.). In the hour he covered 65 miles
394 yards, his average working out at
65.22 m.p.h., and he finished up with the
100 miles record, which was covered in
Ih. 39m. 40is., average 60.19 m.p.h.
This is the first sidecar machine to

accomplish 100 miles in under 100 minutes.
The weather conditions were fairly good,
but a strong soutli-westerly wind was
blowing all the time.
Just before the hour record was com-

pleted, tyre and chain trouble was experi-
enced, which naturally lowered the
speeds. Altogether three chain breakages
occurred, the last occasion occupying over
six minutes, as it occurred some" distance

"""5^" --—-^^

The first sidecanst to cover one hundred miles m less than a hundred mmutes.

on his record-breakmg Indian.

RLeVack

from the timing box. The machine was
travelling just as fast during the last part
of the record run as at the outset.

This pei'formance is one of which the
Hendee Manufacturing Co. may be justly

proud. It reflects great credit on the
prowess of the rider, the excellent tune
of the machine, and its ability to stand up
under such strenuous conditions.

The previous best performances were :

Class 1, for motor bicycles with sidecar of

which the cylinder capacity does not
exceed 1,000.—Flying km.. May 17th,

1912, G. F. Hunter (Zenith-Jap), 50.76s.,

72.72 m.p.h. ; flying mile. May 17th, 1913,

F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Jap), 51.35s., 70.1

m.p.h. ; flying five miles, D. R. O'DoD'

van (Norton), September 22nd, 1915, '5n

6.2s., 58.78 m.p.h. ; ten miles, July 17tl

1920 ; E. C. Baragwanath (Zenith Jap
9m. 48s., 61.22 m.p.h.; fifty mile

October 18th, 1913. E. B. Ware (Zeuitl

Jap), 53m. 25.4s., 56.50 m.p.h. ; 100 mile

July 12th, 1920, J. D. Marvin and J. 1

O'Sullivan (Harley-Davidson), Ih. 53i

1.4s., 53.09 m.p.h. ; one hour, Octobi

18th, 1913 E. B. Ware (Zenith-Jap),-

miles 542 yards, 56.30 m.p.h.
Thus many long-standing records ha\!

been beaten as well as some of recent dst'J

I

A Motor Cycle Club in Eltham.

It has been suggested that a motor
cycling club be formed in Eltham with
a view to arranging sporting and other
events for the forthcoming year. The
proportionately large number of motor
cyclists in this district would seem to
warrant the step, and should ensure its

s^uccess. Perhaps interested persons will

communicat« with Mr. C. N. Macarthy,
22, Crookston Road, Eltham, S.E.9, when
a meeting will, it at all possible, be
arranged, and the matter discussed if

sufficient support be forthcoming.

Leeds and District M.C.C.

Fourteen cntraiit.s competed on a
.«eventy-five mile cour.se of moderate
.•evcrity in the loliability trial held on
November 7th. In spite of the ver.v

(.'reai-y surface on fJreenhow Hill, the tit-

bit of the trial, all starters finished, in-

CLUB NEWS.
eluding Miss Spmk, who rode a light-

weight Triumph. Results : 1 (gold medal),
W. Backhouse (4 Triumph), lost 5 marks ;

2 (silver medal), S. Jepson (6 A.J.S. sc),

lost 7 marks: 3 (bronze medals), M.
Hardy (8 Enfield sc), lost 11 marks,
which was the number also lost by P.

Ward (8 Matchless sc. ).

North Wales M.C.C.

The old crock hill-climb, organised by
the above club, was held on Aloel Pare
Hill, Avonwen, on Thursday, November
4th. The machine used was an old New
Imperial, kindly lent for the occasion by
the president, Mr. W. Edwards, Denbigh.
The machine proved not so much of an
"old crock" as was expected, for, to the
astonishment of all, after many failures,

three competitors actually took the
machine over the top, which was at first

considered beyond the capacity of the
njiicbinc. To find the winner, each com-

petitor was given one attempt on tcj

gear, with the result that the club '_

medal is awarded to A. J. Thomal
Preswylfa, Denbigh.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb was
by the C.U.M.C.C. at Croydon Hil

Saturday, November 6th. A fast

slow flexibility test on the hill gave til

following results on formula : 1, H.
Howson (3i Norton) ; 2, G. Rea-Ani'
(7-9 Harley-Davidson); 3, G. A. J«
(7-9 Harley-Davidson). Al.«o a fast hilj

climb with varying classes : Unlimitfi

solo.—1, E. G." Sauniiers (7-9 Indian!
2, A. S. Brereton (7-9 Harley-Davidsor,^
Under 600 c.c— 1, E. Reed (3J Su

,

beam); 2, J. R. Thomson (3i NortorHi

Under 350 c.c—1, S. J. BaeseJ
(Douglas); 2, J. L. Giles (23 Omegn
Sidecars.— 1, R. North (3 A. B.C. sc);
B. A. Hall (4 Triumph sc).
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Club News.—
The Western Centre A.C.U.

. In our report of the recent team trial

amongst clubs with the A.C.U. Western
Centre (when, as reported in our last

issue, no one succeeded in making a non-
stop performance) the results announced
transposed the mileages achieved by A.
King-Smith and P. Grout, which were
2.9 and 15.8 miles respectively. This did

not affect the total of tlie Bristol M.C.C.,
however. The reserve rider who made up
the Stourbridge team was J. M. Dosher.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

A second meeting in connection with
the above centre was held at the Great
Northern Hotel, Leeds, on November
8th. Mr. J. Norman Longfield presided,

and Mr. A. Walton (Leeds and District

Motor Cycle Club) was elected treasurer

pro (em. of the centre. Three new clubs

were elected to membership, now bringing
the tctal to eleven, as follows : Bradford,
Ilkley, Leeds and District, Leeds 'Motor
Union, Sheffield and Hallamshire, York,
Doncaster, Dewsbury, Wakefield, Womb-
well, and Keighley.

f5^^(^lLII

Mr. Longfield was unanimously elected

delegate to represent the centre at the

meetings of the A.C.U. at Olympia, and
two resolutions were passed which will be
of interest to other centres.

(1.) That the A.C.U. be asked to allot

at least tlu'ee open events for 1921 to the

Yorkshire Centre. (2.) The A.C.U. be
asked to allot all open events to centres

only, and not to individual clubs, and that

centres shall decide to which of their clubs
in membership these events shall be given.

Mr. W. A. Dovener (secretary of the
Bradford Motor Cycle Club) is hon. sec.

pro tern, of the centre, to whom all corre-

spondence should be addressed at 26,

Beamsley Eoad, Frizinghall, Bradford.

West Kent M.C.

The West Kent Motor Club has ab-
sorbed the recently formed Bromley
Motor Cycle Club, and, as a result, one
is justified in anticipating a promising
future for the club. Tlie secretary
will be pleased to meet intending mem-
bers at either of the runs on November
28th, at 11 a.m., starting from the Bull
Hotel, Chislehurst (a fle.xibility test), or

on Saturday, December 11th, at 2.30 p.m.
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West Birmingham M.C.C.

The prizes in the trial held on Septem-
ber 20th will go to the following. Best per-

formance, S. Brand (3^ Indian), 29%
marks; 1, over 500 c.c, H. J. Edwards

m B.S.A.), 28%; 2, over 500 c.c, W.
H. Scott (6 Zenith), 21% ; 1, under 500
c.c, E. C. lies m Sunbeam), T%; 2,

under 500 c.c. E. Leek (3^ Rover), 3% ;

sidecar prize, J. Hamilton Ross (3^ Sun-
beam sc).

Barrow and District M.C.

A new club has been formed in Barrow-
in-Furness by certain members of the local

branch of the N.M.C.F.U. Application
has been made for affiliation to the A.C.U.
The secretary is W. A. Singleton, 144,

Sutherland Street, Barrow.

Southport A.C.

This club's trial for the Blake challenge
cup was run off on Saturday last over
grass-grown tracks and included a sporting

hill climb in the quarry district of Par-
bold. Out of sixteen starters only five

finished, the winner of the cup being E.
C. Eckroyd (Triumph). T. Picton (Sun-
beam) took the White cup.

A Sports Model Royal Ruby Lightweight,
Weight Reduced and Rigid Frame Adopted to Provide a Lght and Simp'e Machine.

HITHERTO the Royal Ruby machines
have been fitted with a completely

'

sprung frame, but a new model
,
ightvveight with a rigid frame wilL be
tiaced upon the market during 1921.

This machine largely conforms to the

i peoification of the spring frame model
< fhich was exhibited at Olympia last year,

! ut it has been designed specially to

1 ppeal to the sporting rider who is pre-

ared to sacrifice a certain amount of

» jmfort for a decrease in weight witli the

! jrrespondin^ possibility of obtaining
ceater speed.

I
The main frame follows conventional

j
nes, but it embodies the Royal Ruby
atent safety stays, which eliminate all

lance of a fracture of the front down

I

ibe. The spring forks also are of similar

i
3sign to those used on the spring frame

I odel, and embody the same laminated
1 id adjustable system of springing.

:
Engine and gear box are the same as

ii lose used in the spring frame models,
le engine being "a 3 h.p. single-cylinder

J,
lur-stroke, and the gear a two-speed

I'luntershaft box with clutch and kick-

I
arter. Both these components are

A new sports model 3 h.p. Royal Ruby, it differs from the standard production in the

elimination of the spring frame and the substitution of footrests for footboards.

manufactured throughout in ihe extensive
works of the makers at Altrincham,
Manchester.

In place of the footboards of the
standard model, footrests are fitted and

semi-T.T. or up-turned handle-bars may
be had as desired. The equipment and
finish are excellent, and in every way
come up to the high standard which has
been set in all the products of the makers.

CURRENT CHAT (Cont'.nued

from p. 595.)

I
Ascriptions Go Up.
Both the A.A. and the A.C.U. have

Lised their subscriptions. The latter

I
.now £1, but there is no entrance fee,

lie motor cycle membership of the
will henceforth be £1 Is., with an

ranee fee of 10s. 6d. for new members.

^don-Exeter Run.
thirty-seven entries have been received

5 the M.C.C. annual Christmastide run

I; Exeter and back. As already men-
ded. Peak Hill is to be included on

fe outward journey, and those who are
\«i familiar with this hill will be in-

terested to know that a warning board
at the top announces that the gradient is

1 in 5. It is doubtful if the hill averages
this gradient throughout its length.

Flexible Sidecar Connections.

An exceedingly interesting development
in connection with sidecar attachments
is the subject of a provisional patent by
Mr. W. F. Grew and E. J. Hardy and
Co., Ltd., of Coventry. Briefly, the
Hardy patent flexible coupling, which is

largely used on cars, has been interposed
in the connections between the sidecar
and the motor bicycle.

Economy.
Recently the makers of the Levis two-

stroke motor cycle tested two of their

machines for petrol consumption over a
give and take course approximating
twenty-five miles. One machine was
standard in every respect, and, with the
rider, weighed 252 lb. Its consumption
worked out at the rate of 164 m.p.g. The
other mount had a specially tuned car-

buretter, and, with driver, weighed
281 lb., yet the mileage was equivalent

to 226 m.p.g. These figures are contained
in the report issued by the A.C.U.'s en-

gineer, who officially observed the test.

r- C3I
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LiqHT¥EiqHT5
'A Coi^sideratkm

of Coiranercial Possibililies in Design.

IN
January next motor cycles will be taxed on the

basis of weight alone, and 200 lb. has been
chosen as the figure which is to form a dividing

line between lightweights and—other machines.

Now, there are very many machines which hover on

this elusive borderline, and it behoves us to study the

question with considerable care. Not only is it unde-

sirable under any circumstances to carry about

unnecessary weight, but an extra pound or

two may cost us 30s. extra in taxation for the

year 1921.

By the time a motor cycle reaches the

private owner there is—or should be—little

to be done in the way of weight reduction,

so that the question resolves itself into one of

design, and even here it must be remembered
that the factor of price will have a very

definite bearing on sales, so that it would be

unwise to recommend unduly costly, methods.

There are very few parts of a lightweight

motor cycle where more than a pound or two
can be cut away with impunity, and therefore

we must be content with the example.

of the modern battleship, and cut

ounces wherever possible.

Single or Multi Cylinder ?

Perhaps the easiest way of explain-

ing how weight can be reduced is to

start with nothing but standard acces-

sories, and see where improvements can
be made without materially increasing

costs. Many variations will occur to

our readers, and it should be explained
that the specification is intended as an
illustration only, and not as a hard
and fast description of the " ideal
machine."
To begin with, let us take the power unit, and trans-

mission, which should undoubtedly come under the
same heading^ since it is possible to save a consider-
able amount of weight by combining the two and
saving extra fittings.

Ci2

In spite of the fact, that we are dealing with light-

weights only, the type of engine is so largely a matter

of opinion that it is impossible to dogmatise on this

point; let it suffice to say that a two-stroke should

always be lighter than a corresponding four-stroke,

and a- twin or multi-cylinder engine should be lighter

than a single of the same capacity, provided thai the

bare is not too small. (The four-cylinder

495 e.c. F.N. was lighter than the average

single with countershaft gear box.)

The flywheel is the heaviest unit of the engine,

and therefore affords most scope for weight,

reduction, but it is required to carry out certaSSJ

functions,
,
and therefore it must not be en

below certain dimensions. Since, however, ;s

large diameter flywheel with all the weight con-

centrated in the rim is very much more effective!

than a wheel of smaller radius, but similarl

weight, it is obvious that much can be'j

gained by increasing flywheels to the

maximum practical diameter.

Only five gear wheels are necessary

in the Clyno engine and gear box

unit including the magneto drive.

Flywheel Sizes.

Nearly all. two-strokes and m,

lightweight four-strokes already possess

outside flywheels, but in some cases the

rim sections are narrow and deep

rather than wide and shallow. Plain

bearings" are very much lighter (and,

incidentally, cheaper) than ball or roUeri

bearings, and though I have no wish to

decry the use of ball and roller bear-

ings, which have done so much for the

modern motor cycle, good cast iron

or phosphor bronze bearings working

on hardened and ground pins, and

reasonably lubricated, will provide

most excellent results. Reciprocating

parts must obviously be as light as possible, for not;

only do heavy parts affect bearing wear adversely, but

also they necessitate extra balance weights. Two small

points which save more weight than would appear atl

first sight are the inclusion of the magneto platform I

f
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Lighter Lightweights.—

on the crank case casting, and a carefully laid out

gear drive for the magneto. In this connection the
'' little Clyno two-stroke is an admirable example of

1 what can be done in this direction, for the whole

1
engine and gear box' contain but five gear wheels,

I
including that on the magneto itself.

I The Unit System.

;

If a clutch is to be included in the specification it

!
should be placed on the engine shaft for preference,

i[ since, in this position, it revolves faster and can con-

\\ sequently be made smaller and lighter than a counter-

|,1 shaft clutch.

'I
The combined unit engine and gear box, which is

;': becoming standard practice on continental motor
cycles, is obviously lighter than the two-unit job, since

\ 5xtra cradle plates and anchorages are avoided, and
Dne wall of* the gear box will serve also as part of the

:rank case. A difficulty arises over this point, due to

:he provision for cham adjustment, but if the chain

|1 s reasonably short, up to the loading imposed on it,

|; md thoroughly enclosed m an oil

\ hath, it is doubtful if such a pro-

;|
/ision is necessary. The unit system

f.
-enders the enclosing of the chain

I

particularly light and simple, and
. night, with advantage, be used more
'I Tequently.

.i
It goes without saying that gears

f;
hould be designed for the loading

': mposed, and not with the idea of

(I
leing embodied also in larger

' ngines.

1 .

i Frames.

;; Without deviating from conven-
- ional lines, frames can be lightened

I
Dnsiderably, though to save the maxi-

I'l lum possible weight an unconven-

^1 onal frame might be advantageous.
fi\ To begin with, all frame tubes should be straight,

nee sudden bends necessitate liners or heavy gauge
ibe. Next, brazed joints can be improved and
ghtened if the lugs are cut off at an angle after

lachining, and thirdly, all clip and bolted joints

lould be avoided, since they entail either weight or
eakness.

i There is no need for long extensions on the saddle-

J
illar tube or handle-bar pillar, and the former may

be replaced by a

lug on the top

tube, to which
the nose of the

saddle may be
pivoted, while
the -saddle
springs could be

anchored from
the back stays.

Clips should
be avoided like

the plague, and
all necessary ac-

cessories should
have their fix-

ings brazed or

welded in position.

As long as motor
cyclists persist in

using the carrier as

a passenger-carrying

attacliment it is pre-

sumably unwise to

lighten this fitting

;

but if the usual
pannier tool bags be

replaced by a single

tool case on the top

or saddle tube, and
the carrier be retained

for its original object

(i.e., for a reasonable

Types ot cut-away lug which save

weight and improve the joint

Anchoring the saddle directly to the

frame, thus dispensing with a saddle-piilar

saddle frame and swivel clips.

^--'

quantity of baggage), quite a saving might be effected.

Where Weight Pays.

No attempt should be made to save weight in

wheels, tyres, or mudguards, since that way trouble

lies, but a reasonable economy would be the provi-

sion of a maximum of four nut sizes

throughout the machine, which would
save considerable weight in the tool

kit, since two double-ended spanners

and a first-class screwdriver should

be all that were necessary to under-

take the complete assembly of any
part.

No mention has been made of the

use of special materials or unor-

thodox designs, since these are apt

to lead to costly, and sometimes
unsatisfactory, experiments. It is,

however, certain from existing know-
ledge that a considerable saving in

weight could be effected at a com-
paratively slight extra cost if special

steels and modified designs were used
in certain parts. Here, however, is

a chance for the recently formed Research Association,

which, it is to be "hoped, it will seize at an early

opportunity.

Some- readers will consider that the details mentioned
in this article are too trivial to merit so much atten-

tion, but I would remind them once again of that

extra 30s. annually, and of the fact that it is largely

through correct detail that perfection is attained.

Ubique.

_: conventional saddle-pillar is unneces-

nly long and may be replaced by a short

straight tube.

= ZK <5ut6c. to Olympig. =

I Next Week's FORECAST NUMBER. |
= Second Enlarged Show Issue of "The Motor Cycle," =
= dated Thursday, Nov. 25th. —
— A comprehensive forecast of tfie macfiines wtiich =
= will be exiiibited at Olympia. Advance particulars of =
= the motor cycle exhibits, and full instructions as to ^
= how to get to the Show. Fully illustrated. =
= In addition to the usual and well-known features, =
= MANY SPECIAL ARTICLES are in course of =
= preparation. =

IT
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The Lightweight
in 1920

Reliability Trials.

A Review of the Year's
Achievements gathered from
the Results of the Principal

Events.

THE year 1920 has been one of exceptionally

severe trials : freak hills and boulder-strewa

gulleys often causing them to be more produc-

tive of protests than prizes. Indeed, the whole future

of rehability trials hangs in the balance on account

of this ver}' sevrity, which throws the skill of the rider

into undue prominence. But reviewing them now from

afar it must be acknowledged that they have had

at least one useful purpose, apart from the stock claim

of "improving the breed." They have demonstrated

to an extraordinary degree the capabilities of the

lightweight : so much so, -indeed,

that many now consider that this

type, solely, will survive as the ulti-

mate solo mount.

Types of Lightweight,

The term lightweight, if taken

literally; nowadays is occasionally

somewhat of a misnomer : here are

included all machines under the con-

ventional 350 c.c. limit, but it is

worthy of note that some of the

more pronounced successes were

registered by miniatures of 211 c.c.

and 250 c.c.

Early in the year this was indi-
,

cated, when the running of the little

James and Levis two-strokes in the

C'olmore Cup Trial was so favour-

ably conunented on ; and although
neither make succeeded here in lift-

ing a special award in competition

with the heavier mounts, both prob-
ably caused riders of the latter

furiously to think. Then came the

Victory Cup Trial, and, repeating
the 191 9 success, when a Levis
secured the chief prize, a small
machine (a 2I h.p. Diamond this

time) gained the premier award from
a field of 165, including most makes
and types of machine,

p.

There has been a tendency of late years to regard

the classic London-Edinburgh run as an annual joy-

ride where a " gold " was but the recognised barter

for an entry fee ; but this year the inclusion of Kirk-

stone Pass considerably upset this comfortable view-i

point. Therefore, the presence of a genuine light-

weight, the Levis, amongst the only six firms to gain

ioo% success is an excellent tribute both tO' the type

and to Messrs. Butterfields, whose product, a pioneer:

in its way, has done incalculable good in removing]

public prejudice against small machines.
Although not a reliability event ii

the popular fancy, the T.T. is actii-

ally the most strenuous trial of thi

year, and R. O. Clark, on the 2

h.p. Levis that gained The Moton
Cycle Cup, probably did more thaf
ever before to remove last lingerinj

dopbts as to the staying powers 01

the microscopic two-stroke engine.

I

and Genuine.
c.c. engine anotlieia

^«M)>*^mxm«mit

A competitor on a 2f h.p. Wooler, in the

London-Edinburgh run, leaving Ambleside
for Kirkstone Pass, which was sur-

mounted by most of the lightweight

entrants.

"Freak"
With a 350

make, the 2| h.p. Wilkin, driven b\i

its designer, G. W. Wilkin, madi

an outstanding performance in 1^(

Ilkley Trial, an event which was

frankly a " freak " event, atir

which, according to many of. thi

entrants, was the most " imp
sible " of all such competitioBSl

One of the very few first-class cer

tificates went to this machine. Closi

on the heels of the Ilkley scrambli

came the Scottish Six Days, whicl

is recognised as the most '

' honest

'

test of the year. And here the littli

Clynos showed that Scottish passeii

are nowadays no more a deterrent tc^t

the two-stroke than to its heavier 3

or 8 h.p. brothers. In fact, W
weight of the latter is sometimes ai'i

awkward factor on " tricky " mutes

^
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Lightweights in 1920
Reliability Trials.—

Although outside

the trials classifica-

tion in the strictest

sense of the word,

mention must be

.made of the attempt
• by the Ivy people

in July to pro^-e that

their 350 c.c. two-

stroke engine main-
tained its power
even after a long

period of heavy out-

put. They demon-
strated this ^ b y
making twenty-live

consecutive ascents

of ihe Old W)che,
and later bv fifteen

ascents with side-

car and passenger.

The Velocette team are naturally all smil

trial over 1 ,000 miles of the worst roads in

the Manufacturers* Team Prize against

Days Trial.

A notable performance

A Fitting Climax

603

this year was some-

what in the nature

of a lightweight

triumph. Although
the basis of the

awards was ad-

mittedly lower in

the smaller capacity

classes, two light-

weight riders, B.

Kershaw (2 3/^ h.p.

Verus) and R. B.

Clark (234 h.p.

Coulson B) finished
" 4- 4

' and along

with the t w e 1 \' e

other gold medallists

in this class deserve

great credit. Men-
tion of the Verus
reminds one of how
consistently this

machine has run throughout the season (and special

awards, after all, are often a matter of luck or

"stunting"). The same may be said of the O.K.
Junior, with special emphasis on its moderate selling

price, of the Royal Enfield, of the New Imperial-Jap,
and, of course, of the ever-popular 2 3,^ h.p. Douglas,

aing success m aes after their outstand

England. They were placed third for

all comers in the 1920 A.C.U. Six

Two riders ot O.K. Juniors in the 1920

A.C.U. Six Days Trial. (Left) N. M.

Hall on Keighley Hill, and (right) W. L.

Handley, near Alston. These popularly-

priced lightweights made a fine perform-

ance here, and also in the M.C. and A.C

Open Trial in October.
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The Lightweight in 1920 Reliability Trials.—

although the latter machine has not been officially

entered in many competitions this year.

Petrol Consumption Tests.

In a somewhat different category from the big endu-
rance trials we have been dealing with, the petrol con-

sumption test, albeit usually a closed club event, is

valued by the general public, especially the non-motor-
ing public, perhaps more than a purely reliability

event. The economy of the lightweight usually brings

it into prominence here, and some remarkably fine

consumption figures, in some cases more than 200
m.p.g. for machines up to 2^ h.p., havq been re-

corded from time to time in our " Club News " pages.

NOVEMBER iSth, igoo.

Several trials lately were confined solely to light-

weight machines, and one or two were really stiff tests^

{e.g., the Binningham M.C.'s .Uial for the Olai award,-

w^on by G. Kuhn on a 5*^ h.p. Levis) : but,

obviously, they must be disregarded here, for in each
case a "lightweight success" was the only possible

result.

This review by no means exhausts the roll of honour
of tlie lightweight—-practically every 1920 trial, opeS)

or club, furnished some example of the smaller'

machine, if not beating, at any rate equalling, the fi^ld
'.

—^but it touches the majority of the more important

and therefore more difficult events.

If the general public scrutinise trials results and re-

ports they need no longer be afraid of buying a " pup."

Lightweight Motor Cycling for Beginners.
A Few Uselu! Words of Explanation to those who Confemplate taking up (he Pastime.

AFTER a few years of pedal cycling a man's
fancy turns to thoughts of motor cycles. This

state of mind generally attacks him when he is

passed by a motor cyclist as he is slowly grinding away
up his favourite "de-test" hill. Or if he be very

young, possiblv the idea is engendered by the impres-

sion he thinks he can create on his friends, especially

on those of the pillion sex, to whom his new machine
is bound to prove an irresistible attraction.

WJjatever the reason, the fact remains that " he

Wants a motor cycle"—and means to • have one.

Now, various questions arise, regarding^' price to be

paid, make and type of machine, new or second-hand,

which combine to cause the novice some perplexity.

Unless he happens to be one of those fortunate persons

whose friends all own motor cycles, and so has had
the benefit of their experience, or one of that still

more fortunate class to whom money is no object—

a

little guidance on these points will be very welcome
to him.

First and foremost the novice should consider the

following points. For what use does he require the

machine? Should it be new or second-hand? ,Two-
stroke or four-stroke ?

New or Second=hand.
Dealing with our first interrogation, does he want

a machine as nearly like the old push cycle as possible,

i.e., a real lightweight of simple design a-sd construc-

tion to ride tO' business daily and for short week-end
runs into the country ; or does he want a more power-
ful 'bus capable of exceeding the speed limit and
suitable for all day non-stop runs, and which wilj have
no objection to> having a sidecar attached? Probably
the beginner will decide that as it is only once a year

that he would be able to enjoy to the full the

advantages of the latter type, it would be useless having
a heavier and more powerful (not to Say expensive)

machine, when his requirements will be fully met by
the simple lightweight.

That point settled, the question of new or second-
hand has next to be considered. In this case, expense
is bound to be the deciding factor. A new machine
is nicer and better, of course, than an old one, but,
at tiie same time, it is quite possible to reduce the
outlay considerably, and still obtain a machine in good
"irder and condition, l)y looking out for a mount from
cj8

one to three years old that has been well treated;.:

Earlier machines can be purchased cheaper, but

they are usually in worse condition they are not sutSSv

good value, and should- be left alone by the novicSi

He will probably decide upon a second-hand mount
' to learn on," with the ambition of exchanging it

for a brand new machine the following year.

Other Details,

Now as to type—two-stroke or four-stroke engine,-

change-speed gear box or direct belt drive ? Tl^
difference in the type of engine is mechanical—bojffii

will work equally well and give complete satisfactioB-

In the -four-stroke engine the petrol gas is admitted.to

and permitted to discharge from the cylinder by mean?

of mechanically-operated valves, which enable om
explosion or power impulse to take place to ev^
fourth stroke of the piston, that is to say, once evg^
two revolutions. In the two-stroke engine there are

no valves, the gas being admitted and ejected through

holes or ports provided in the walls of the cylinder,

which are opened and closed (uncovered and covered)

by the travel of the piston. This enables a firing or

power impulse to occur on every second stroke of the

piston ,(once every revolution). Hence the names, two

or four-stroke. Now the absence of valves means the :

absence of attendant valve gear, and the result is that

the two-stroke is a much simpler and lighter engine

than its fellow, having fewer parts to need attention.,,

As regards gears, here we must be guided by the \

physical condition of the rider. For the active mar

the single speed is perfectly satisfactory, especially

with a two-stroke engine, but if the rider does not wanll

to run and jump on, or even to paddle off, and wishesl

to be certain that no- hill will ever be too much £01

his mount, then he should go in for a two-speed mode

fitted with clutch and kick-starter. This will enaW*

him to sit on the saddle and glide away, uphill or down

But we will suppose that our novice (as a cycSs

being fairly active) decides that a single-speed tWOj

stroke lightweight will meet his requirements,

machine of this type is the essence of simplicity.

The minor details incidental to one's first machini

will soon be overcome, and he will be the proud pos

sessor of a means of easy and economical locomotion—,

the enjoyment and exhilaration of which will excee(

liis greatest expectations. R. Buxton.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

'H£ W.D. PONCHO COAT.
Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, Mv. H. F. Birt,

fho enquires, in your issue of November 4th, whether the
V.D. poncho coat is now obtainable, I recently purchased
ne of these from Messrs. Jones Bros., of Holl'oway Road,
lOndon, N., who deal extensively in ex-W.D. stores.
Withington.

'

HOPLITE.

ABY ON TOUR.
Sir,—Having read the letter of Mrs. R. J. Carter on " Baby
n Tom-," I decided that I would write you re our own child.

i
he began coming with me in the sidecar at the tender age

;

f six weeks. She was five years old in August this year and
1 p to writing baby's mileage works out at 15,0CiO miles.

i
I'hen she was very young, and nothing would induce sleep,
ae would be wrapped up, rushed through the air for half an

I our, coming home simply snoring. So we can recommend
,

iqtor cycling for all babies. She asks the boy each Friday
lorning for our Motor Cycle book, and talks 'motors whils't

Lit on the ever glorious road. Our steed is called by girlie

dear old Jimmy" (James). The only precaution I have ever
iken against th& wind (we have no windscreen) was

I

Ivised. by a medical friend, viz., a veil over the eyes.
Wishing your paper every success,

(i\Irs.)-J. J. HOLDCROFT.

TWO-STROKE STARTING TIP.
Sir,—The following little device for rendering the starting
isy on a two-stroke fitted with a B. and B. carburetter, and
mning on the petroil system, may be of interest to some
your readers.

Obtain a short length of black garter elastic, ^in. wide, and
ake a ring to slip on the dome at the end of the extra
r inlet so as to cover the holes cut therein.
It will be found that the very rich mixture thus obtained
ill start the most obstinate engine in a few yards.
As soon as the engine four-strokes, engage the top gear,
hen it will resume two-stroking for a short distance, but
ill quickly four-stroke once more. When this occurs, remove
ie elastic ring, and place it on the handle-bar, grip, where
will remain quite out of the way and almost invisible until

is again required. D.L.
Chelsfield, Kent.

HERE ARE THE OLD 3|'s?

Sir,—I read with interest the description in your issue of

ctober 21st of how modern machines in skilled hands failed

> conquer Chalk Pit Hill.

I first encountered this hill (I had never heard of it before)
hen cruising round one afternoon in 1914 on a touring single
B?r fixed engine 1909 Triumph. Charging up the unknown
Kiie with my touring ratio of 4J to 1, I was, of course, pulled
ip at the sudden right angle turn. Returning 200 yards, I

djusted the pulley to a gear of SJ to 1, and was successful
I leaching the summit without putting a foot to the ground,
idmittedly, that was on a " summer " surface.

;I notice your report says it was difficult enough to stand
jit the hill. It will interest all who saw the hill during this"

fjal to learn that a certain squad training at Oxted in

ruary, 1915, was daily marched up Chalk Pit Hill at 120
r.p.m.—timed. (The surface was not " summery " then.

(was not in that squad.)
rWhile training there I rode a 2i h.p. Villiers-engined Royal
ji'ilbv, which never once failed to take Chalk Pit Hill oii a
bw gea,r of 10 to 1 in mid-winter. E. M. WRIGHT.

BEATING THE PUNCTURE FIEND.
Sir,—The letter of " Never Again " is truly I'emarkable.

During the many thousands of miles I have motored (with a

sidecar) I am quite sure I have not averaged one puncture
per 1,000 miles. There are only three possible explanations
of his experience. (l.)-He may be using absolutely unsuitable

tyres. (2.) They may be fitted wrongly and used wrongly.

(3.) He may be the victim of the most appallingly bad luck I

have ever heard of, which quite obviously will not continue.

At a time when there is quite a definite movement to replace

solid tyres by pneumatics on even heavy commercial vehicles,

such as chars-a-bancs (because of their undoubted advantages
in several directions), his opinions appear very strange.

I hold no brief for the puncture-proof tyre or tube, but

since I fitted a puncture-proof tube to my back wheel (in a

well-worn Dunlop outer cover) I have not had a single

puncture—or rather, let me say, I have never had to blow
up my tyre. U 11.

Leeds.

Sir,—To my mind, "Never Again," in his tirade against

pneumatic tyres in your issue of November 4th, is unwisely

complaining of his tools.

When I took up motor cycling in 1909, an experienced

friend warned me tov.keep my tyres pumped decently tight,

and to have my outer covers retreaded before getting almost

down to the canvas, if I wanted to avoid punctures. This

. I did, and this is an almost certain puncture preven-

tive, or else I have been exceedingly lucky. I have
had three machines, the first a hea\'y four-cylinder solo,

the other two sidecar outfits. I forget how manj' miles

I rode the first before selling, but I never had one punc-

ture. My first sidecar was equally successful, until I

broke my own rules and used an outer cover which was
badly worn. As a result I had punctures and a burst, got

a new cover and had no further trouble.

On my present 8 h.p. outfit I have so far done only 3,700

miles, with no punctures at all in spite of the bad roads.

Of course, these precautions are not proof against flat-

headed nails stajiding point up, but even these can be ren-

dered harmless by the M.P. Puncture Preventer.
Personally, unless " Never Again 's " alternative gives

the same resilience and comfort as a pneumatic tyre, I, for

one, shall retain my "air-bound wTieel." C. TYERS-

Sir,—Having read " Never Again's " lament on the subject

of pneumatic tyres, I should like to say that my experience
has been very dift'erent. I use nothing but Palmers with
Avon tubes, and have nothing but praise for both. Recently
I ran from Edinburgh to Haverfordwest in South Wales, and
did not touch a tool of any sort. This is on a home-made
'bus, including engine and wheels.

In conclusion, would it not be much better if " Never
Again" were to slow up and render assistance, if necessary,

than to "smile a superior smile"?
S. G. MASTERMAN.

TORQUE AND COMFORT.
Sir,—In answer to Mr. A. Newsham's letter in the issue of

October 28th, in which he asks for opinions of readers as to the

possibilities of the double-acting motor cycle engine, I beg
to submit what, in my opinion, would be the most obvious
defects.

A very desirable feature of a motor cycle engine is

simplicity, but, unfortunately, up to now this cannot be
claimed for the double-acting *•. otor. An engine of this type
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introduces a bottom end cylinder cover and piston rod, wliicli

involves a gastight piston rod gland. It is at tliis point that
the rider would have trouble. The piston rod being exposed
to the direct action of the ilame would become carbonised,
scouring of the gland and the destruction of the packing would
follow, with an immediate loss of compression and misfiring

on the piston rod side, thus destroying the only advantage
the engine can claim (i.e., more uniform torque). A very
efficient method of cooling would be necessary, involving the
cooling of the piston rod as well as the cylinder. Unless this

was so, distortion of the piston rod would take place, this

being due to the temperature changes in the rod.

It must be remembered that the same degree of uniformity
of torque can be obtained in a single-acting two-stroke as in

a double-acting four-stroke, and at the expense of a much
less multiplication of parts.

Mr. Newsham does not say whether the engine he has
designed is a double-acting four or a double-acting two-
stroke. However, this letter is not intended to criticise the
engine, as, in the absence of further information, it may be
assumed that Mr. Newsham has foreseen and in some way
guarded against these inherent defects ; but this must not
have been done at the expense of complications, or the dis-

advantages would outweigh the advantages.
Now, with regard to sj^ringing, it is my opinion that, no

matter what perfection in uniformity of torque is , reached,
this does not in the least eliminate the necessity of springing

a motor cycle frame. This is, and will remain, an engineer-

ing problem of importance. R. H. ARCHPJR.

AN ENTHUSIAST'S MINIATURE.
Sir,—I enclose a print of a miniature motor cycle which

I finished in February last. I have covered about 1,200

miles, and it has given excellent results. The design is

original, and a sound engiSieering proposition. (I "have

been managing engineering works over twenty years.) Details

might be of interest to some of your readers who are looking
for a job during the winter months.

y, J

A neat little machine constructed in the spare time of one

of our readers. (See letter from " Mac")

The frame is built up of light steel channel and angle

Bcctions bolted together ; the only brazing about it is tlie

usual type of cycle fork crown. Wheels, 20xl|in. ; wheel-
base, 4ft. ; height, saddle to ground, 27in. (adjustable)

;

Brooks B130 saddle; engine, 1 h.p. Auto-Wheel, altered to

|in. V belt drive; lubrication, sight feed drip regulated by
cock Ijelow small tank ; minimum and maximum speeds, 3 to

2A m.p.h. ;
petrol consumption, 140 m.p.g. ; total weight,

tanks full (i gallon petrol, 1 pint oil), 65 lb. It can be dis-

mantled and packed in a box 26in. square, and reassembled
in twenty niiuule.s. MAC.

HAND SIGNALS ON GREASY ROADS.
Sir,— I am very interested to see "Ixioii'a" remarks in

his "Occasional Comments" on November 4tli, with regard

C3i

to hand signals whilst riding on greasy or wet roads. T:

is an important question, and one which, personally, I grea
appreciate, as indeed must most other practical motor cycli

who have given the matter any thought.
I am a daily and all-weather solo rider (JDouglas 2| h.;

fi-om Staines to Kew Bridge via Hounslow, Isleworth, i
Brentford (which is a terribly trying journey on a greasy dsi

and I certainly entirely agree with " Ixion " that iti

impossible on wet w'ood block roads (and tramlines) to

;

move a hand from the bars for an instant in order to sigi

to other traffic without very grave risk of a bad ski»!

sideslip. ;

If signals to other traffic are made compulsory, some ea^

operated signalling device worked from the bars will'j

essential.
;

Incidentally, can "Ixion," or any other old timers, gi

any good hints for the prevention of skiddmg on greasy 'wc

block roads or wet tramlines? These would be apprecial

by DUGGIE
Egham. i

>_

Sir,—I am under the impression that a very similar type
road signal is being used to denote two different actions, a

on occasion it is difficult to distinguish what is meant. ThS

are (1) the waving of the arm from rear to front, meahi
" come on," and (2) the usual "turn to the right" signal.

.

I was overtaking a lon-y, which was slowly proceeding"

the same direction as myself,, when I observed the driver slo^
and give me what I have above described as " the come a

signal. On my coming on, and as I was about to pass M
he suddenly turned sharp right to proceed down the" s

turning. I was forced off to the right, and made an endea"W

to proceed in his direction. I failed to get round and stri

his radiator.

Afterwards, whilst giving me a lift to the nearest statii

the lorry driver stated he had simply stuck out his arm
denote that he was turning right, and although he had si

me coming he imagined I should pass him on his inside.

The first thing he knew of my proximity "was when!
crashed. Of course, he had complied with ^ordinary rd
usage, and I had to admit I had misunderstood his signal. I

was, of course, doing more speed than the lorry—in fact, I

accident was caused by my failure to distinguish betw-een I

"wave, or come on signal" and the waving of ''I .

about to turn."

Can anyone suggest more distinct signals? GARFIELD
North Kensington.

Sir,—May I ask you, in the interests of fair play ai

sportsmanship, to allow me space for a word of frienc,'

protest against a point in the otherwise excellent letter

'

" B.Y.6617 " on "Hand Signalling" in the issue for Novi

ber 4th? I merely mention " B.Y/s " letter as one of ma,

in which the same point has arisen, and instance it asi

"test case" as it were, and, I readily admit, a very mi

one. -

There has unfortunately arisen a general mutual antipal;

between cyclists and motor cyclists, based on each s,;

upon the bad maimers of a section of the other. May I p

allo'*ed to mention that as a motor cyclist and an eugiin'

I am keen on all appertaining to motors, and, on the til

hand, as a lover of sport depending on exercise and lor in,

other reasons, am also a keen cyclist, and divide my s|i

time between the two pursuits. I also read- regulaily

journals of both, and therefore am in a position to appreci.e

impartially the views of both sides.

Although at the present time a great number of irrcsp •

sible and ill-mannered people are abroad on cycli-.

same remark applies with equal force to motor cycles,

decent and sportsmanlike members of sucli famous cycl^

clubs as the North Road, Anfield, etc., as well as tliousai?

of well-intentioned unattached cyclists, resent bitterly »

imputations of some motorists that to cycle is to be a ci';

and equally the respectable members of motor c.yclr

fraternities resent the' idea of some ill-conditioned cycl

that all men in goggles and overalls are "road hogs." Al

all, there are good and bad in all walks of life, and to da"

a whole class on account of the misdemeanours of a c."

paralivcly small section of its members is, to say the lei •

unsportsmanlike. I venture to suggest it motor cyclists i'

cycli.sts were to halt by the roadside occasionally and •

change idea,-*, neither would find the other to be the «i'

outsider he had thought him. I exclude altogether «
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podestrians on wheels" who, without thought or interest
u their machines of either type, use them simply as hacks

ii save 'bus fares. It is aniona- this class of "cyclist" and
motor cyclist " that exist the black sheep who cause,
liiough their ignorance and carelessness, the bad feeling
itween the "genuine article" of either side.

ARTHUR G. BANKS,
B.Eng., A.M.r.C.E., Lieut., R,E.(T.).

ENZOLE-PARAFFIN MIXTURE.
Sir,

—

Re Mr. Sharp's enquiries in your issue of October
olh, concerning benzole-paraffin mixture, perhaps my e.xperi-

iices will be of value to him. I have tried various mixtures
1 all types of internal combustion engines, ranging from the
[ h.p. two-stroke to the 25 h.p. Mogul tractor. The results
10 interesting, since I find that the former, a petrol engine,
innot be induced to run satisfactorily on pure paraffin, while
le latter, a par'atfin engiae, runs very efficiently on pure
eiizole. Proportionally as the engine gets larger, and slower
inning, so will it burn a mixture containing more and more
uatfin without heating the induction system.
I find that the 2-i h.p. two-stroke will run quite well on a

)% paraffin mixture, provided that the air given be about
'i% more than with Shell 1.

As tractors are outside the scope of this journal, I will

oeeed to other motor cycles that I have experimented with.
11 old 4-^ h.p. Bradbury ran perfectly with a mixture of 335%
iiaffin, used with a 27 jet, and air lever full open for. normal
lining, closing it to about one-third open for hills. Simi-
rly with a B.S.A. with an Amac carburetter and 25 jet.

There'is no need to multiply instances, as all my experiences
< to show that any four-stroke and most two-strokes will run
I a mixture containing not more than one-third paraffin with
iizole, and not more than a quarter paraffin with petrol,

ovided, (a) a reasonably small jet be used, (b) the air

,er be used intelligently, and (c) (most important) the
igueto timing be retarded about half -a tooth and the lever

elf retarded on the first symptoms of knocking.

It should be borne in mind that paraffin tends to detonate
a hot engine, hence the retardation of the ignition ; it

tends to destroy the lubricating oil, therefore slightly

re is required. Note " sligiUli/," otherwise sooted plugs
II result. TRACTOR.
Bow, E.

NS MAGNETO.
iiv,—I do not think that any of your correspondents on
s topic have referred to the Bolinder or semi-Diesel
^lue, and the principle of this engine probably supplies
1 explanation of the " S.M." phenomenon. These engines
! generally of the two-stroke variety, and their designed
apression is probably m the neighbourhood of 250 lb. per
lare inch, but there is no doubt that they will run at a
.ch lower compression than this, as they will go on run-
ig; when in a very bad condition. The charge is fired

a red hot bolt in a hot bulb, originally heated by blow-
ip and kept hot by the subsequent explosions. In the
« of a motor cycle, the lower compression is compensated
by a more combustible fuel of petrol and lubricating

, which is fired by some red hot projection in the cylin-
I should expect the "S.M." condition to be brought

by a combination of full throttle driving and copious
:ncation. Old readers of T!ie Motor Cycle may remember
! correspondence on "abnormal running" of four-cylinder
l^'.'s, and I believe the explanation of this is practically
I same, even though they would respond to the magneto
) out. I often experienced, when running at full speed
iev favourable conditions (about 45-m.p.h.), a sudden and
inite increase of 8 or 9 m.p.h., the only explanation of
ich can be increased power from burning' lubricating oil.

Vs a Scott rider, I am most interested in its pertorm-
es ni trials. We are so frequently hearing about the
itt's prowess on hills, that I feel tempted to ask whether
makers test their sidecar combinations on these moun-

nous roads, as it is all I can do to coax mine over ordinary
m road hills, loaded with a ten stone passenger and "a

derate supply of luggage. My experience is identical
In that I had with ray four-cylinder F.N.'s. With a low
ir of 12-1, they would go practically anywhere, and so
pressed was I with their hill-climbing capacity that I
ed a sidecar, only to find a peremptory demand for low
ir at every pimple. An "even torque'"' machine will do
nders on a low gear, but they suffer badly from " fussi-

607

ness," especially some twins which vibrate abominably at

speeds over 12 m.p.h. on low gear. Petrol consumption has
to be watched, and I feel that an 8 h.p. four-stroke would
get me there faster with tlfe same amount of petrol.

H. E. RENDALL.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Sir,—Perhaps my experience of electric lighting may be
of some use to othere. I will commence with the accumulator.
This should be of the 4 volt 40 ampere hour size, and must
be constructed on the Fuller block principle, or, as an alter-
native, the elements should be cylindrical in shape, with
the " positive " cylinder inside the negative, and insulated
from it by a porcelain cylinder. This is a very reliable type
of accumulator indeed, wiir withstand any amount of road
shocks, and a " dead short " does not appear to harm it in

the least, as I found, after discovering that a file which I
had been using had found its way across the. two terminals,
and was too hot to handle with any degree of comfort. I

have also dropped this accumulator on three occasions, the
only damage being a bent lug, the cylinders not even shed-
ding any trace of paste. This type of accumulator is manu-
factured by the Erith Battery Co., of Belvedere, Kent.
As regards the wiring, well, I have tried all kinds of " twin

flex" and "C.T.S.," but I cannot find any to beat the brass
armoured twin cable, supplied by the C.A.V. for cars.

The bulbs should be of the miniature bayonet cap type,
with a spiral filament, of similar design to the filament used
in the construction of the half-watt lamps, as I find the
filaments shaped as an S will- not withstand the vibration.
1 do not recommend the 2 volt pea lamps with the Edison
screw First, because they are too fragile, and, secondly, the
vibration has a tendency, in time," to unscrew them, thus
extinguishing the light immediately the centre contacts part.

For the head lamp an 8 watt bulb is advisable, and the
side and tail lamps are quite sufficient when served by
2 w«tt lamps.
Now, as regards the layout, I am afraid your correspondent

has not sufficiently grasped this principle, otherwise he would
not complain of spilled acid, damaged shoes and skirts, etc.

The ideal position for the accumulator is underneath the
sidecar seat. The accumulator should be fitted with good
fitting conical shaped rubber vents which have the glass tube
with bulbous end passing through the centre, as an air

release, and I can confidently state that it is absolutely im-
-possible to spill any acid. I constructed a box for my
accurriulator, allowing a space of ^in. on all sides, and after

putting a layer of sawdust to the depth of -jin. in the bottom
of the box bedded in the accumulator, by compressing the
sawdust round the sides. The sawdust has a dual capacity.
First, it acts as an insulator from road shocks ; and,
secondly, it absorbs any spilt acid. The accumulator is held
in position by a brass strap, passing round the box, and
bolted to the sidecar panels. The. strap need not be a bind-
ing fit. otherwise it would be difficult to lift the box out of
the sidecar when the accumulator needed recharging. To
the lid of the box I have secured a small distribution board.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists

Issued in conjunctioii with TJie Motw Cycle,

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM." The standard handbook oi the motoc net. post,
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their management and cars.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usetu " wrinkles " r.nd helpful

tiints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults aad
cf remedying any trouble when roumd. tburtb
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set ot three, complete in case.

*THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages oi Road Maps ot Kagland anJ
WaJes, ScotkLnd, and the London District. New
HdUion. Just published ... ... ,_ ^j, ^.

Cttaiiiab:eby post (remittance with order) Irom iLIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
;o, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or ot leading Booksellers auA

KaJJway BooKStalls.

QHaQDQSHLDaQniaDaQaaaHEiEiaaHEiEiQEiEiam
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2tl. stamled adilrcssed envcto?C Sor re^ily. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

How to Change Gear.

What is the correct method of

changing with a plain two-
speed countershaft gear?—L.C.B.

Wlien changing from low to high gear,

throttle down the engine and lift the
exhaust valve while moving the gear
lever. When changing from high to low
there is no actual need to lift the exhaust
at all, merely throttle down a little and
push the gear lever over quickly.

Building a Miniature.

Do you think an Auto-wheel
engine, if properly geared, would
be a success in a light motor
cycle ? , Would it be power-ful

enough for ordinary touring? My
weight is 10 st. What is the most suit-

able gear if a countershaft drive be
used?—R.E.

An Auto-wheel engine would be quite
satisfactory as the power unit for a
miniature motor cycle, provided you do
not expect extraordinary results from it

in the way of hill-climbing. It should be
geared about 6J to 1 or 7 to 1. It would
answer quite w^ell in moderately level or
undulating country. We do not know of

any countershaft gear which would be
suitable for use in conjunction with it.

Accumulator to Dynamo. '"

I have an accumulator lighting
set -on my sidecar outfit^ and have
recently purchased a dynamo.
(1.) Can you inform me how to
wire up, using four lamps, sepa-

rate switcjies except head and tail, volt-
meter and ammeter? (2.) Is it abso-
lutely necessary to have an automatic
cut-out, or would an ordinary switch
serve the purpose, provided one remem-
bers to switch it oS \Vhen the dyhamo
is not running.—F.A.V.

'..) As you do .not say what type of
dynamo you have obtained, we cannot
advise you upon its suitability for motor
cycle use, nor can we give you any wirino'
diagram. Presumably, however, the
lamps should be wired in parallel with
separate switches on each circuit (it would
lie much betteC to connect the side' and
tail lamps in series on one of the circuits
rather than have head and tail together
as you propose.) The accumulator must
be connected across the dynamo terminals
if the dynamo is one specially designed
lor motor cycle use; it .should not be'
necessary to have eillier a voltmeter or an
amnieter. (2.) If the dynamo commences
to charge at very low speeds, an automatic
lut-out is not absolutely necessary, pro-
vided you remember to switch otf as soon
as the engine .stopfl.

U3(J

Valve Replacements.

(1.) I have made two valves of

mild steel, and am going to case-

harden them. Will they stretch

so much as to prevent the valve

properly closing? (2.) ALso, my
exhaust valve seating has worn nearly

-^m. below the top of the casting.

Would it be advisable to turn down the
top of the casting;?—J.A.N.

(1.) The valves do not need to be
hardened. Three per cent, nickel steel

would be better than mild steel. (2.) If

the exhaust valve seating is worn as you
describe, it would be advisable to turn
down the casting until the valve seating is

level again.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Nov. 29th.-Dec. 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec. lOth- 19th—
Brussels Show.

Dec 27lh-28th—
M.C.C, London-Exeter Run,

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5lh, 1921—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall.
Glasgow.

Balance.

Will you kindly inform me ; (1.)

Whether a motor cycle engine
should, balance when at rest or

not? My 3^ h.p. Rover requires
6 oz. opposite the crank on the

rim to balance it ; or, if I replace the
piston by a weight which is about 16 oz.

lighter it will then balance. (2.) Is

power lost through a badly balanced
engine?—C.E.C.

(1.) When the cylinder is removed the
piston will invariably go down t() the
bottom of the stroke. Usually, in the
balancing of single-cylinder motor cycle
engines the balance weight (at the same
mean distance from the main shaft as tlie

crank pin) equals the total weight of tlie

rotating parts plus half the weight of the
reciprocating parts—that is, the weight of
the big end, crank pin, and lower half
of the connecting rod, plus halt tlie weiglit
of the remainder of the connecting rod
small end, gudgeon pin, and piston. (2.)

If the engine ie incorrectly balanced
power is lost, owing to excessive vibration.
You can take it, however, that if the
engine is as delivered by the makers it is

suitably balanced, and it is not advisable
to make alterations.

?

Taxation of Three-wheelers.

Will you please tell me whaft

the tax on an 8 h.p. Morgan ;

the present time and also what;

will be under the new regulatits

next year? What is the diff.

ence on. a 10 h.p. model?—W.J.A.

Undel' existing laws the JNIorgan (irrespj-

tive of horse-power) pays the same tax!i

a motor cycle, namely, 20s. annually, l,t

the registration fee is 20s., as for cai

Commencing January 1st, 1921, the tl;

on the Morgan and similar three-wheels

under 8 cwt. will be £4, irrespective ['

horse-power. !

An A.I.V. Flat Twin.
'

I have an early model Dongl;

motor cycle in which all.tiini|;

has been lost on overhauling (tli

timing wheels being inside ti

crank case). Woukl j-ou' he >

kind as to advise me what to do?—D.j

As the. inlet valves are automatic, wi

can disregard them. Set the exhat-

valve of each cylinder so that it clo;-.

when the piston reaches the top dej

centre of the outward stroke. The igi

tion-should be timed, so that the cont:-.

breaker points just commence to separ:!'

when the piston reaches top dead ceul;

of compression stroke with the niagiio

control two-thirds retarded.

When to Decarbonise. !

I want advice rt my 2|. hi

Omega-Jap. I am a novice, wi

a four-stroke, and I only pii

-^ chased it (new) some five wee
ago, and it goes perfectly,

i

though at present the engine gti

exceedingly hot. I have completi

about 600 miles, and have given
[

excess of oil to run it in. Does i\

machine need decarbonising yet?!

L.C.B. .
j

It would prubabh' be advisable to deo,

bonise the engine it you have been ovt

lubricating, but under normal circir;

stances it slioiild run 1,000-1,500 miles.i

RECOMMENDED ROUTE. I

LE.tMI.NIiTON Sr.l TO WlGAN.

—

A.D.C.
'

Kenil worth, Stonebridge, Cole.slii

Bassett's Polo, Lichlield. Uugclcy, Woli

ley Bridge, Stafford, Ureat Bridgofoi!

Eccleshall, Pershall, Croxton, The L"gK',

heads, Mucklestone, Knighton, Wool
Sta'peiey, Nantwich, Acton, Cnlvrlil

Tarporley, Cote Brook, Weaverlia

Acton Bridge, Lower Whitley, Slretlct

Warrington,- Winwick, Newton -1,

Willows, Ashton-in-Makerfield, Wigan.i
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£20,000 Wortk of Genuine

Spares, New, at Low Prices.
TRIUMPH 4 H.P. 1914 PARTS.

Cylinders . . . .

Ditto, with valves complete

Piston complete

Rods complete . . .

Fork Girders, each .... .

.

Buttress Springs, each

Engine Pulleys complete

PRESENT-DAY
Cylinders

Dilto, with valves complete

Pistons

Piston Rings

Exhaust Valves complete .

.

Inlet .

.

Inlet Valve Caps
Front Brake complete

Ditto, less the lever . .

Cham Sprockets

Renolds Chain

f «. d.

3 17 6

4 17 6

1 8
12
1 12

8 6

1 6

4 H.
t s- d.

3 17 6

4 17 6

1 8

2
9

6

4
112
1 4

15

1 2

Exhaust Valves complete

Inlet

Valve Caps
Silencer, complete with long exhaust

piece 1

Rubber Pedals

Practically every 1914 Part in stock.

. TRBUMPH
Brampton
Rear Stand . . . .

Hub Cups
Front Wheel Spindles complete

Back Wheel Spindle

Front Hubs complete

Rear Hubs
Front Wheel complete

W. D. Bars, with draw bolt and
handles fitted, also Bar with

slightly raised and dropped ends

Every Spanner in Stock.

21 H.P. DOUGL.AS PARTS.
Cylinders . . . . • .

.

Pistons complete

Valve complete . . . .

Rods
Engine Chain Sprockets

Renolds Driving Chain
Crankshafts

Complete Gear Bo.xes

Front Forks

Front Guards . .

Front Brake

15

16

5

17

3

12

15

10

15

12

2

d.

6
6

6

6

Hub Cups, either right or left hcind

thread . -

Spindles . . . . ....
Back Carriers

'

'.

Rear Stands

Handle Bars, T.T ..

Fork Springs

Back Stand Catches complete . .

Armoured Tool Bags, with two straps,

or with lock and key, each

Tool Roll, with full set of spanners

4 H.P. DOUGLAS PARTS.
Cylinders

Pistons complete

Valves complete

Valve Caps
Fly Wheel Chain Sprockets

Renold's Chain, per foot

Back Carriers

Side Carriage Chassis complete, less

tyres and body

15

16

6

2

4

7

11

Back Stands

Renold's Chain Rivet Extractors for

i" pitch 6/-, I" 7/., r 8/- each

Bramptons fin. x Jin. Spring Link

Chain, per foot. . .. ..

Brooks B 170 Saddles

Leatheries Saddle

Lycett Saddle

9

6

4

10 6

( s.

-16

d.

1 10

1

14

15

1 5

1 10

2 5

1 12

2
3
2
12

2

2
2

6

2

12

8

10

12

10

6
6

6

6

6

6

rt.

6

x i" and A" Renold's Chain also in Stock.

"Jap" 6 & 8 h.p. Cylinders, Pistons, Con. Rods, & Valves in Stock. Front Chain Cases for Enfield 6 h.p.

DEPT. 2, HANDYSIDES BUILDINGS,
PERCY STREET, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.DENE MOTOR CYCLE Co.,

m
m
m

QQ

JOS

^

t25

m

lt5iit^i^5iSJ

iiS&^
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B39
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ALBION
GEARS FOR

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

Upper Highgate St., BIRMINGHAM.

r
RUST-PROOF DOPE

for BRIGHT METAL PARTS.
"Corrosine" W. W. Glaze

has received the approval and recommendation
of hundreds of motor owners since a casual

reference was made to its reliability by "Ixion."
It is easy to apply, reUable, and no trouble to

remove.
Supplied in 1/6 and 2/6 tins, postage extra

ASK YOOR DEALER, OR WRITE TO

HOWSE'S, Union Works, Smethwick.
Metal Cuttings and Preserving Compositions.

FLEXA SEAT PILLAR
(Patent etpplied for.)

An adjustable springing device.

A stoutly made and thoroughly
tested Laminated Spring Seat
Pillar for Motor Cycles.

PltlCE 33/-

No alterations require ', can be
attached in a Few minutes to

most Rigid Frame Machines.

._ Wi'Ue for -eaflel and copies

of testimonials if your
A {rent cannot supply

E. H. bkRRICOTT, 72B, Lozells Aoad Birmingbam.

SECURITY EQUIPMENT
YOUR LUGGAGE

Your inggage cannot
is attached by means
Equipment. There
visible me a iis of
the case is held por-

no t be removed unless
then be detached with p
leaving the carrier'*=^

uses. The "Eaco

CANNOT BE LOST.
be lost or stolen, if it

of " Eaco " Security

are no straps or other

attachment, and yet

fectly secu'rfe and caa-

it be unlocked. It can
ease and celerity,

perfectly free for other

cases, with "Eaco"-
made to any size re-

be fitted by us to your
Security Equipment, can be
quired, or the equipment can
own suit case. ^^^^^^^^

Size oi Standard Cases : I^^^^B^B Prices :

Ci, i5rxio"X-6". C2, i8"xi2"x6|". Ci£2 2 0, Ca, £2 12 0.

C3. 23"Xi4"X6i" C3, £3 3 0.

Order through your local motor cych dealer, or write to—
-THE ENGINEERING ACCESSORIES CO.,
11-13, SPENGER ST., VICTORIA ST., WESTiV.INSTER, LONDON, S.W.

iViOTOR OILS
fop Cars, Cycles, Tractors,
Aeroplanes, and Boats.

High-grade and
Unexcelled.

Can be obtained from
all Kotor Gara^ei
and Motor Car
Dealers.

Do n 't be

satisfied with less

than the best,

but demand "SPEEDON.
Sole Manufacturers-

JOHN S. MORRIS & SON (OILS), LTD.,
Cross Lane Oil Works,

EALFORD, MANCHESTER

THEBONNIKSEN ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER,
Rocksteady and Unlimiteil Speed

' Reading.

Trip .md Non-Trip Tj^ses for

Motor Cycles, Cars & Cycle Cars.

PRICES.
Motor Cycia Type.

Trip. Non-Trip,

£6 5 Oeach. £5 10 each.

Cycle Car and Car Type.
Trip. NoQ Trip.

£8 5 each £7 10 eacK

For any furtTier information wTite

stating type required (lo the

manufacturers

—

L

ROTHERHAIM & SONS, LTD.,
T8leplione-752 .t 753 COVENTRY. Telefirams—

Rothorlmms. Coventrpi'

We are now delivering our 2-stroke Lightweight
iMotor Cycles fitted with Villiers' Engines, Burman
2-speed Gears, and made from the very bes*
materials throiighcut.

Single-speed, 52 gns. Two-speed, 61 gns.
Two-speed, kick-starter, clutch control, 68 gns.

Send for Catalogue.
FuvHtcr imj-ricidiirfi from th- mah-vx. AiKHF.^ irniiU:d.

J. S. ROCK & SONS,
Beecher Works, CRAOLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE

Deals in a thorough and effec-
tive way with every aspect of

modern farming.
Latest Market Prices.

EVERY FRIDA Y. Price 2d.

Agricultural
E„M.i„.j ,6.,.,. Gazatlc

OP ALL NEnSAGJ-.NTS.

Gives the fullest information!

regarding FARM TRACTORS, i

PLOUGHS, etc.
Well lUustraled.
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>»

WIND
Thrse-quarter Front View,

O %^ J\ £4 JCj

Giving perfect protection to the driver,

without in the slightest degree impairing

the vision.

n ie the unique shape, scienti-
f ally designed, giving perfect
a:essibility to all controls,
a) protection to the driver.

I) WIND RESISTANC

CAN BE RAiSED AND
LOWERED TO SUIT

ALL RIDERS.

Fixed on to the cross bar in a

few minutes

rities to :

WM. STILL & SONS, LTD
2B1, Charles Street,

HUon Garden,

y^DON.

Tn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Mot

View from the rear of machine.

Cycle." B41
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N
VULCANISING & PATCHING ABSOLUTELY SUPERSEDED.

No more burnt tubes or patches peeling off.

One Outfit (motor cycle size) 3/- will repair 50 PUNCTURES

TYRE REPAIRS SIMPLIFIED.

NO HEAT OR TOOLS REQUIRED.
Makes a permanent repair to covers & tubes.

^feb?
', Urr-s.n(p^^fC

/

The filling material Js a plastic compound, wh:ci

on being pressed into the puncture with the finder

drits very quickly, and makes a weld w.th tb

surrounding rubber of the inner tube. In the cai

of an orcinary puncture, the tube can be placed

the tyre and pumped up immediately after tlj

repair, and the pressure of air in the tyre, and hej

generated while on the road only results in furthj

homogeneity of the filling compound. To de!

with a cut in the outer cover, the same proce|

of repair is gone through. The ^ U-nead-it;

outfit is sold in motor cycle sizs at 3s-, cycle size

Is- 3d., and a car size at 5s- 6d Postage, 4d-

Sioclicd by all leading Garages 6* Stores, or fro

E. JAMES & Co., 34, Regent St
'phone: 4.394 Gerrard. Piccadilly Circus,W.

FINISH IS OUR
SPECIALITY

THE LAST WORD I^

LUXURIOUS
BODY BUILDING

CLASSIC SUPER LIGHT-
WEIGHT Suitable for 2f h.p.

Regd. No. 671,273

TRADE SUPPLIED.

PRICE, Complete with TYRE -

1921 Contracts now being arranged.

Write for complete Specification. State your requirements and we will gladly quote yo

THE FOXTON SIDECAR CO.
Regent Park Road, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM. Phono ; Vic. 4'

B.)J /« (inswcriiii/ Ihcsc ij(hcilisciitcnt.i il /.s desirable to incltlion " 'I'hr. Motor Ci/clc'
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COULSON-B
MORE TRIUMPHS!!

9 World's Records ! !

!

" Having ridden a CouUon -B
Motor Cycle over 4,000 iniles this

season, including many '-evere

trials over the worst roads to be

found in the British Isles, I feel I
must writs yon a line in apprecia-
tion of the excellent springing of

the tnachine. I find I can ride

fast over iJie worst stirfaces witJiout

feeling that the macfiine is beitig'

shaken to pieces. Also luggage
remains on Vie carrier and tools do
not chafe tlirotigk the tool-roll and
wreck tftc ioolbags, as is usual in'iin-

sprung machines. The absence of

iaiigiie after a long run is very
marfied, and owing to its simplicity,

the springing gives no trouble what-
ever. T/ie tyres wear rem^rfzably

well, due no doubt to the absence ol

bouncing and wheel spin."

CTo its ever-lengthening list

of - successes, the Coulson-B
now adds a special award in the

Ballards Cup Trial, on October 30th,

for best performance with 350 c.c.

and Sidecar—this in addition to

IS Gold and Silver Medals,
and various other awards this season,

#r In addition, for 350 c.c. and Side-
^-'-^ car, Coulson-B now holds the

following 9 World's ' Records {Capt.

M. C. Breese, at Brooklands, Sept. 2

and Nov. 4} :,

50 miles average 4o'95 ni.p.h

100 miles 39"69 „
150 miles ,. 38-89 „
200 miles ., 38-52 „

2 hours average 3g"62 m.p.h.

3 hours „ 3^-25 ..

4 hours „ 3872 „

5 hours .. 38-45 .,

6 hours 3835 ,.

CThus has the spring - framed
Blackburne - engined Coulson-B

demonstrated its qualities under the

most strenuous and convincing tests.

"I would add that your macfiine t>

'lite goods,^ and I would not ex-

change for any other 2f- h.p. on tlie
.

market. The engine is a marvd
and tfie springing a revelation."

"The nwchine itself 1 am weU
pleased with ; the engiiie is one of

tfie best singles I have had, and
the spring frame is admirably
conceived."

c See riders'

lierewitli.

opinions reproduced

F. Aslett-Coulson Engineering Co.

(Proprietors : Flightcraft, Limited),

168, Regent Street, LONDON, W.L
Gerrard 356.

n.G.T. 11/11/M.

In answering this advirtisement it is desirablt to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B43
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THIS INTERESTS ALL INDIAN RIDERS.

S. J. Redmond, Famous Indian Rider» 10/10/20, writes about

SPEEDWELL
" I used your oil when I won the 50 Mile Championship of Ireland at

Magiiligan.

I have used ' SPEEDWELL ' all the Season for Road Work, and so

have most of my customers. Bearing in mind how hard it is to please

everybody, it is extraordinary to find a UNIVERSAL CHORUS OF
PRAISE FROM ALL USERS.
THE ENTIRE ABSENCE OF ANY TENDENCY TO 'GUM UP' WHEN
COLD is always commented upon. Something better MIGHT come along.

Until it does I am 'Nap' on 'SPEEDWELL.'
On a test over a flying mile on the road some few weeks ago I used your ordin-

ary Motor Cycle Oil, and clocked 76 miles per hour on my 3^ h.p. Indian."

SPEEDWEEL OILS are stocked at all leading garages. Insist on "SPEEDWELL,"
and get better results.

BRITISH OIL AND TURPENTINE CORPORATION, LIMITED.
53 & 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

*Pkotie : Museum yiis.

And at Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Dublin.

" It just hhows what a Bidecar dosipiier

en do when he lets himsplf eo—enouu'h
tochiim any ' R 113 Riyster ' o^n,' "

—

The Motor Cyd<\ i 12 1G19.

At filled (o the 8 h p. Zenith. Auster Triplex screen, disappear-
"IK hoad, £86/3

CAPJOIM & MUOD, ENGINEERS.Works Durham Wharf The Mall, Hammersmith.
i lion-; 11 irnin i lulUl IflllO.

Bead the following

article on the

combination by

extracts from aj

7 h.p. 4-cyl, f.i

"A Motor Cyclist!

"Dail^ (oo'^"t^9-) fiDail"

" Recently I had a new 7-9 h.p. four-cylinder shaft-driven F.B

for a few days, and I caii only sum up my impressions after a vei

critical examination by saying that it is an exceedingly line motor cycl

" Candidly, the splendid workmanship, the excellent materii

and finish, and the lowness of price left me surprised at the remarkah
industrial recupcralion which had made this possible. When it

\

remembered that the £205 charged for the machine and sidecar I

inclusive of the import duty, it makes one wonder stilt more how Briti

makers are goinj,' to get trade with home manufacturing conditio'

as thev are.

" The F.N. is years ahead of anything else on the motorcycle marl-

at home or abroad. I camiot imagine anyone who has once last

^the delights of shaft drive, tht perfect transmission, and of a foi

cylinder engine, ever reverting permanently to belt or chain, and t

shaft dri\-e is the cheapest transmission for wear."

We are exhibiting at Olympia, Nov. 29th to Dec. 4t

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Also 2^ h.p. single-cylinder, shaft drive, multiple disc clul|

2-spced sliding gear, luxuriously fitted.

For Catalogue and yuime of nearesl agent, apply— '

F.N. (England) Ltd., Efenmo Works, Kimberley Roi

Willesden Lane, London, N.W.6
Telephrine : Willcsdcn 2395. Telegrams :

" Elcumo, Brond, Londo

B|4 In answerinu these adi-ertiscmciUs it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

il
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on a UNIBUS.

UNIBUS-the Ideal Runabout
yO see the UN IBUS is to want one.

One recognises in it the most useful solo machine

that has yet been introduced to the public.

Car practice in design is followed throughout, and

he UNIBUS runs without noise or vibration at

my speed up to 25 m.p.h. over any road surface.

The rider is completely protected from oily engine

jarls and road splashing, so that there is no need to

MOTOR CYCLE
SHOW

STAND 26
OLYMPIA

WRlTEfortheBOOK
of the UNIBUS

The UNIBUS book is profusely illus-

t ated in colours with reproductions of

actual photograpSs. The joys of

UNIBUS riding are fully explained and

pictured, and complete information ^iven

as to is ccnslruction. Write for a copy

from the Sole Concessionnaires : The
Service Motor Co., Ltd.

dress in motoring clothes — you cannot get muddy.

Mile after mile you may drive as comfortably and
free from driving strain as in a very good car.

For long or short journeys the UNIBUS fulfils its

purpose so completely that doctors and others find

it indispensable.

You need a UNIBUS — gel to know all about

I his car on two wheels.

I MOTOR CYCLE I

SHOW

I

STAND 26

1

I OLYMPIA
I

Manufactured by the Gloucestershire Aircraft Co., Ltd.,

Sunningend , IVorks, Cheltenham.

Sole Concessionnaires :

—

The Service Motor Co., Ltd.,
"Service House," Dept. ' C"

94, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

Telephone

:

Mayfair 3025-3026
Telegrams

:

' Serautcco, Phone, London.'
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MANUFACTURERS ! !

MAKE A NOTE TO VISIT-

STAND No. 158 MOTOR
CYCLE
SHOW.

TWO
NEW

MODELS.
-»E The W.L.I.

For single cylinder engines

lip to 3 h.p. Weight silb?;.

Spindle Height from base 35
mm. Can be supplied with a

flanged base.

The W.L.2. JUr
For 180° twin engines up to

4 h.p. ; also for V twins. Weight
3.Ubs. Spindle height from base

35 mm. Can be supplied with

a flanged base,

Wnte jor Booklet describing

both Models,

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO Co., Ltd.

Reerd. Office and Works :

Derby Street, CHEETHAM MANCHESTER
'Phone : City 8266. 'Grams : Runmag.

London: 115. GT. PORTLAND STREET. W.l. BirminKham : E. R. WHALEY, 50, Guildhall Bldss., NAVIGATION ST.
'Phone : Mayfair 3586. 'Grams - Runmag, Wesdo 'Phone : 1938 Central.

Don't be Silly

and Neglect Insurance.

TWO
GUINEAS
A YEAR

isn't much to

add to the price

ofyour machine,
but it may save

you hundreds

!

THE LICENSES AND GENERAL
INSURANCE CO., LTD.,

Victoria Embankment (next Temple
Station), W.C.2.

Ttlcphono Ccnlrol 7360-1.

'Ixion" knows how to keep dry
' Finally I bought a first-grade suit of grey Oilskins made by Barbours

"of South Shield^,, and found I could ride tny 200 miles of a trial,

'^ stand in a steady dotmipoicr through two hill-climbs per diem, sit on wet

"grass banlis when my legs wearied, ami get into the hotel at ni^ht bone-

"dry: moreover, if tite oilies were Inmg tip overnight in a wall-less

"stable for the draughts to play around them, they were invariably bone

"dry long before the first competitor got away next morning.^'

"ixlon," in his Occasional Comments—"The Motor Cycle."

/nt^i: Beacon Oilskins
'mmanfpohJ. NEVER GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The BeacoD Motor Cycling Suit will keep you n;

dry as it does "Ixion," jind will enable you ti'

drive all day. against wind-driven Rain and Sleet

without letting you get wet or chilled.

Black dcuble lightweight Jacl^et with windciiff^,

double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 30/-
Scmi-buttoned Legging Overalls, 17/6

SUIT COMPLETE (r°^') 47/6
In Bronze Grey—Jackets, 35/-, Seiiii-H

buttoned Legging Overalls, 20/-« i>"''

complete, post ' free, SB/-; with SCiU&

Trouser Overalls in place of leggings, 60/
and 68/6 the suit respectively.

.Prices given are tor Jacket length 33*. Foe

3t)" & 39" length please add 2/0

and 5/- per jacket respectively.

Overalls : prices are (or 28' to 31'

inside leg, and for Sealed Trouser

Oveialls up lo 40" waist

Posl'ioc, Free U.K. ; extra nbfOfi'l

lAllow nlnn oxtia time for ir«"""

7;) <v;l,->\ hhhUi/ uliJti- roloiir iirt'J--./

oir.- KH'lu'f lri>,/rl)^ •Ih-'i! -ni-l (u.fi'lrt (r'j

lUiuiHurcN, iiixL fiidosi'. II- III i I lit itci!.

\ LLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE

"^end a postcard to-day for tli'^,

Booklet of " VVoalhcr Comfort. '

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.

26, Beacon Buildings,
/f

Eouth Shields, England, (i) \
n.\fj In (ifiyircrintj //ic.yc advert i/^cmcnta it is dr.'- to ttic/itioii ''The Motor Ci/ch.'*

lu

\A
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O.K.-JUNIG

NO LIVE AGENT OR KEEN
MOTOR CYCLIST CAN AF-

FORDTO MISS OURSTAND

01
-DEC 4.AT THE MOTOR CYCLE SHOW, NOV. 29—

Where a full range of New Models will be on view, comprising :

21". 21 and 2i h.p. SINGLE-SPEED

2i h.p. PLAIN TWO-SPEED

2J h.p. TWO-SPEED, CLUTCH AND KICK-STARTER

The prices will be in keeping with our policy of the past, that of giving genuine value for money.

EACH MODEL WEIGHS LESSTHAN 200 Lbs.

THE O.K.-JUNIOR HAS PROVED
ITS RELIABILITY IN OPEN TRIALS
AND SOUND, SOLID PRODUCTION AT A PRICE HAS ONLY
BEEN MADE POSSIBLE BY ADOPTING THE LATEST METHODS

IN THE MOST UP-TO-DATE OF FACTORIES.

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, Ltd.
HALL GREEN WORKS BIRMINGHAM

In anawtHng this advertisemtnt it is dssirabl* to m.tniion ' Thi Motor Cyclt." B47
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1921 MACKLUM MOTORETTE
British.

"Sooner or later the lightweight
open-frame machine will come.
Of this we are convinced."

Vide "The Motor Cycle," Jan. 22, 1920.

Letter from customer

:

" The springing is wonderfully
good; in fact, easier than any
motor_ cycle I have ever ridden."

SHORT SPECIFICATI0N-2i h.p. Verus
2-stroke engine, Brampton spring chain,

two band Israkes.

PRICE £eo
For further particulars apply to the

manufacturer

:

F. MacCallum,
Guildhall Buildings,

Navigation St., BIRMINGHAM.

Ssitffl

"l\ry brother 19 rid-
ing a 1919 23 Irp.
BouKlaa, to which
lie ha-* lat ly fitted

asetofFLEXEKAS
Thy Jinj roTem.nt
i'l the runiing of
the m achiiie 13

rea'.ly reniarkalile:
she will start in Her
own lenerh in top
cear and cnii he
throttled down to
nix or stvun niiles
per l:oiir, st'll on
high gear. Wehava
not jet tes'ed the
petrol eoriiinmplion
fully, but there is

an improvement in
this qUo. Perhaps
iha biggest differ-
ence in running I3

theauictnes3of the
entite valve mech-
anism. I encloBa
lOZ-poatBlordtrfor
asetof FLEXEKAS
for my own
machine,"

ECONOMY, EASY STARriNG

An airtight
flexible spring
casing enclos-
ing tlie valve
stem and filled

witli special
h eat- proof
graphite paste

EACH.
A notable

advance in
engine design
which shot ',d

be fitted to all

motor c ycles
old and new

& SLOW RUNNING.
Picvont^ your valve guides wearing, stops air Iea!(S absolutely,
and perniriuently quietens valve clatter, and enables you to

obtain perfect carburation in cacb cylinder.
No packing used. Nothing to wear out. Refill with " Flexekas" Paste
(carton is. 6d.) when you overhaul—this is all the attention necessary.

State make and year of machine
ObtftiDahlii ttirotii;h OiirfiKoM or dlrrwl. from ttin Pafnnteo A Sola Ariinnfftcturcr:

CLIFFORD PRES8LAND, A.M.t.E.E., EnElnoer, Hampton-on-Thames.

— 1921 -

£165
Immediate Delivery

-lAMtllN
FOOR-WHEELEB

Specif cation,—8 h.p. J.A. P. A.C. twin in front. Amac
Carburetter. Sturmey-Arclier 3-speed Gearbox. Drive
by enclosed cltain and long one-piece belt. Seat kick-

starter. Pedal-operated clutch and brake. Separate lurnd

brake. Solid live axle, giving drive and braking on both
wheels. Car tj^e ball bearing throughout the trans-

mission and wheels. Springing by adjustable coil tj'pe in
front, and semi-cantilever rear. Ackerman steering by
rods. Coach finished body, painted Royal Blue, and
varnished ; with black bevel mud wings. Entire bonnet
instantly detachable. Petrol tank capacity 4^ gallons.

Oil tank J gallon. Overall length Ii7ins. Width 39ins.

Seat width 2oins. Ample leg room. Speed up to 50
m.p.h. Consumption 60 to 102 m.p,g, guaranteed.

THE TAMPLIN ENGINEERING WORKS,
KINGSTON ROAD, STAINES, MDDX. isb^'^U.

48 In unswerintj these, ail icrtisemcnta it is desirable tn /iienlioit "The Motur Pi/eJe."
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u
SEASON 1921.

THE

DEFY-ALL"
STARTLING BUT TRUE! GOOD NEWS AT LAST!
READ THIS ASTONISHING DECLARATION!

HE TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.

tttE wish to draw the attention of the riding pubhc to

JU the fact that we have at last accomphshed what has
^^ been the designer's greatest problem, namely, a
OTOR CYCLE SPRING FORK AND SPRING FRAME
issessing freedom of movement in the vertical direction,

the same time eUminating aU possibiUties of lateral play

d providing absolute freedom from vibration, thereby
suring perfect steering at all speeds.

It will be rerrembered that Mr. Caddick was, at tbe time of the last Ol^mipia

V. connected with the Royal Ruby Cycle and Motor Cycle Co., and on the

'.lily Mail " expert examiuation of some of the design and craftsmanship,

report was that they were "Monuments of Techaical Skill, combined
:h the knowledge of what the user wants, etc."

Immediately after the Show, Mr. Caddick severed his connection with that

ipaoy and commenced business on his own account, since which time his

ile brains have not been idle.

Mr. Caddick, being the inventor of many unique Motor Cycle and Sidecar

nil suspensions and other devices, and ha\'ing had over thirty years of prac-

! experience in the Cycle and Motor Cycle Trade in general, has at last

iuced 'vhat he believes to be the ideal device for springing a Motor Cycle

and aft. :
-

H? is of the firm belief that, imless a Motor Cycle is designed which will

L^tand the condition of the roads, and also relieve the rider and the whole
he machine from %'ibration and shocks, the Motor Cycle will undoubtedly
liially lose its popularity. This he believes to be one of the main causes of

present condition of the trade in general.

Uter long expermients, trials, and research, he is con\inced that it is not
necessary to spring the RIDER, but the WHOLE OF THE MOTOR
I.E ; and also its springing abihties must be unlimited, viithout any of those
itionable rebound shocks which are visible in most tvpes of springing arrange-
Li. Above all things there must be NO SIDE-PLAY.

obviate this., inventors have had their hai-dcst task, and numerous attempts
proved unsuccessful, with gr^^oss of time and expense.

lany of the so-called Spring Frames on the market to-day, and which are

how at the Oh-mpia, will be found wanting, inasmuch that in—

No. 1 Model, the RIDER will be sprung, but not the POWER UNIT.

No. 2 Model will go one better, and spring the RIDER and the POWER
UNIT, but not the CARRIER.

No. 3 Model, being the APEX of ambition, go^ " NAP," and springs
the RIDER, the POWER UNIT, and the CARRIER; but this

luxurious model is so extremely expensive that it is only found in

the sphere of the HEAVY-WEIGHT machine.

lill, the " NAP " machine is wanting in several characteristics

—

I.—The objection to so many working parts, which are likely to cause
trouble and provide a constant need for special attention.

2.—If anything happens to their springs or couplings thereof, the machine
is rendered unrideable.

his has proved itself 'to be the main cause ot prejudice and fear amongsi
1 riding public with regard to spring frames.

All these difficulties and objections have been successfully removed in the
"DEFY-ALL" rgsi LIGHTWEIGHT SPRING FRAME MOTOR CYCLE,
which will be on \iew at the H^'de Park Hotel, Knightsbridge. London, S.W.i,
from Monday, November 29th, to Saturday, December 4th, for exhibition and
trial purposes. All competitors and critics arc specially invited, who will be
allowed to have a trial run on the machine, which will convince them of the
genuineness of our claim.

In the " DEFY-ALL" Spring Frame Motor Cycles there will be found many
improvements^

—

i.^The absence of many working parts.

2.—The frame is relieved from all strains, the load being entirely balanced
or taken upon the centre of a semi -elliptical sj^ing, the said spring
being able to move freely throughout its entire length, and has no
rigid points.

3.—The device for instantaneously transforming the SPRING FRAME
into a SOUND AND PERFECTLY RIGID FRAME.

4.—The adjustment of the front dri\ing chain (from the gear box to the

main dri\ing-shaft).

5.—Quick-detachable footrests or footboards.

6.—Quick-detachable mudguards and carrier.

7.^R€af spring-up stand, with improved locking device.
"

8.—Improved methods of seeming the tank.

9.—Duplex frame throughout.

10.—^The machines will also be fitted with our latest Double-action Spring
Fork.

Some special features of this unique Spring Fork are as follows

:

I.—:A centrally disposed spring, which is compressed automatically at
both ends simultaneously ; the load being entirely balanced upon a
rocking lever attached to one end of th^ spring, ensures perfect steer-

ing at all speeds. . . -

2.—A novel device in which the spindles are pi"evented froni turning and
the nuts from working loose ; the latter are capable of feeing adjusted
to the extent of i-i56th part of an inch.

3.—The fact of the spindles being locked ensures perfect bearing and
lubrication to all working parts.

4.—Simplicity of design, which lends itself to the fitting of the brake
and nmdguard.

5.—The absence of plain and spring washers for taldng up side-play.

This machine will be one of our 1921 models, and will be the first to take
its place on the road.

We are also busy with our MEDIUM-WEIGHT and HEAVY-WEIGHT
Models, but it will be some time before we shall be able to place these on the
market.

In consequence of the large demand for these machines, the Company are
considering the question of an increase in their capital, to assist them to execute
their orders.

Further particulars will be given on application.

Agencies and contracts are now being fixed up, and applications should be
made speedily. AU orders will be executed in rotation and booked at cunreat
prices.

Price will be given as soon as possible.

m "DEFY-ALL" CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Inventors, Patentees, and Manufacturers,

Telegrams :

'fiance, Stalybridge."

CHAPEL ST., STALYBRIDGE,
CHESHIRE. -

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

Telephone :

867, ASHTON.

B49
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BENETFINKS
The City^s Own Store.
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<e 99

THE ENORMOUS POPULARITY OF OUR
ACCESSORIES FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
TESTIFY TO THE VALUE CONSISTENTLY
OFFERED.

MASCOTS The "ROBI"
Patent) Motor Cycle Handle-

bar Muffs.

Mascot, complete with
two screw clips.

Price 16/-, post free.

Complete protection against cold
and rain. Absolute freedom of

movement for the fingers.

Model pair
M7 Tan leather, lined furry fleece 50/ -

M4 Best black mac, lined curl ... 251-
M6 „ „ „ lined woolleuTweedl9/6
M3 „ „ „ „ cloth ... 15/6
M5 „ Khaki inac, lined doth ... 14/6

Post free.

The

Swift

Mascot
Nickel plated,

finely chased
and finished.

W.D.
R.S.

COVERS
26 X 2J or
26 X 2|

I 37/9
Post Free .

I
Limited number on

! at this price. .

lyl

A WONDERFUL SUCCESS!
U-NEAD-IT! -^i

U-NEAD-IT!
MOTOR CYCLE
OUTFIT consists of

preparatory so-

lution and cement
in patent combina-
tion tins.

Price, post free

A Real Econo-

miser. Have
j'ou tried it ?

The Tyre Stop-

ping that will

not come out.

REPAIRS
Punctures in

Tubes and Cuts

in Covers.

No Motor
^••craaagoesi

3/-
N.B.—Free demon-
stration at our Store.

Cyclist should be without it.

a»amam*ac osaaaaBBSB {•((a
A Nev/ Line! *'ALL SORTS."

An Emergency Kit tliat every Motor Cyclist should carry, Cora-
prising a good selection of the following

—

NUTS AND BOLTS, SPRING WASHERS, SPLIT PINS,
INSULATING TAPIS, COPPER WIRE, ASBESTOS STRING
complete in Stout linen bag. Price 5/-, post free.

BENETFINKS,
I'.^O

107, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.C.2,

hi iiii.iiriiiiii/ tlir,'<c riilrertlfCiiirntK it

Valve Productic
WE claim that STAN DAI

VALVES are BETTER VALVI
Those who have used them
our claim is justified.

And the reason for their "betf
ness" is to be found in the f

that we specialise in their prod
tion—in fact, make nothing el

And that means that all ourkn<
ledge, all our facilities, all 1

experience, all oar efforts
concentrated on one activity.
Surely then, the result should
exceptional—and it is!

Standard Valves are made to
all the popular makes of Met
Cycle Engines, including B.5I

Enfield, Triumph, Douglas, ii

and in every case you'll find t;

give "better" service than thp

which they replace.

Ask for folder and name of nearest stocld,

STANDARD VALVES, L
STANDARD WORKS, BALHORAL |e

INORTHAMPTO

[|J<AY HALL works])

is desirable to mention ** jTAc Motor Ci/cle.'
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OUR OWN SH
Of New and Guaranteed Second-hand Machines is unequalled—remember
all used machines are guaranteed for 3 months from date of purchase.

At Olympia, during Show Week, our representative will be in attendance
daily, and we trust we shall have the pleasure of meeting all our old
friends and making many new ones.

RE-CONSTRUCTED EX WD. MACHINES.
All of which have been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated. Guaranteed for

three months from date of purchase.
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch and kick starter .. £90 1 P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, clutch .....- ; . . . ; £82
DOUGLAS^ 3^ h.p., 2-speed, pump, and toolbar jE60 I DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-specd countershaft, clutch and kick starter . . . £80

(The above machines are finished in makers' 1920 colours). TRADE SUPPLIED.
These must not be confused with the usual type of Service Green Finish W.D. Machines.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
"1920 Model H MATCHLESS, Lucas accessories, hood and screen,

speedometer
1920 ROVER, 3^ h.p., and Swan sports SiJ.ecar, £25 worth of acces-

sories, as new
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON de Luxe Combination, lamps and horii,

unscratcbed ."

1920 ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model, completely equipped, as new .

.

1920 RUDGE, LO.M., 3^ h.p., all lamps, run under 50 miles

1920 ROVER, 3^ h.p.. Philipson pulley, as new, run und-^r 500 mile^

T920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h.p., sports model, and Swan sports
Sidecar, all lamps, hom, and speedometer, as new in ever}'

' respect ; cost ^205 ; snip

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, as new m every respect

1920 JAMES, ^i h.p. twin, all lamps, hom, etc., long exhaust, semi-
T.T. bars

"
,

1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., countershaft model, and Swan sports Sidecar,

all lamps, speedometer .'

1919 MATCHLESS, S h.p., Victory model, spare wheel. Lucas lamps
1919 INDIAN 7-g h.p. Combination, electrically equipped
1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., and brand new Sidecar

1919 JAMES, 5-6 l^-P- twin, and Sidecar

1919 DOUGLAS, 2] h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition

£150

£225
£120
£100
£90

£170
£145

£120

£180
£150
£150
£145
£130
£72 10

1919 ROVER 3i h.p. Combinationr lamps, horn, speedometer £130
1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., solo, 3-speed, clutch.and kick starter, new

condition £110
1918 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, new sidecar body £140
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Swan sports Sidecar, lamps, hom,

speedometer £130
191S TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. and Henderson Bi Sidecar £125
191S TRIUMPH, 4h.B., 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, all lamps,

and hom ." £92
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed. clutch and kick starter £110
1918 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, new sidecar bodv £120
1915 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo, 3-speed, clutch and kick'starter £80
1917 HUMBER, 3^ h.p. flat twin, with 3-spe2d, clutch and kick

starter, overhauled, re-cnamelled, and plated £82
1916 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, Powerplus, special T.T. model,

thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated £100
1916 NORTON, 3A h.p., Brooklands Special, T.T. bars, Philipson

pnllcy, re-enamelled, and plated, as new £75
1915 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., spring frsme. 2-speed, clutch and kick starter £75
1914 ROYAL RUBY, actual LO..VI. model, special wide tauk, 3^ h.p.

j..\.P. o.h.v. engine, 2-speed, clutch, 65 m.p.h., guaranteed. . . . £75

NEW MACHINES AT MAKERS' LIST PRICE.
1920 MATCHLESS, Model H, latest improvements, longer sidecar

body, larger hubs, etc., completely equipped, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, hood and screen, etc £244 9
1920 A.J.S., 6 h.p., dynamo licfhting. screen, spare wheel £233
1020 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination £186 18

1920 BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., and Hf nderson Elite Sidecar £210
1920 MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 6 h p. Combinalion £170

1920 ARIEL 4 h.p. Combinption ^- £157 10
ig2o NORTON, 3! h.p., sports model £98
1020 SCOTT, 3} h.p., 2-speed, dutch and kirk starter £140
1920 JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination £190
IQ20 O.K. Tunior, 2.'. h.p., 2-stroke £50 8

1920 COUL'SON-B., 4 h.p., 3-5peed, clutch and kick starter ....... £127 10

100/0 UNDER LIST PRICE 1920 SHOP-SOILED MODELS.
' SALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speed Ejifield gear £70

,
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2} h.p. Villiers engine £60
DIAMOND, 2j h.p. Villiers engine ,. £52
VERUS, 2* h.p., single-speed £50

VERUS, 23 h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick starter £70
EXCELSIOR-J.A.P., 25 h.p., 2-speed £70
EXCELSIOR, 21 h.p., Villiers 2-5peert £60

SIDECARS.
50 actually in stock, all leading makes, from £20.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF BARGAINS SELECTED FROM
Fitted while you wait.

OUR ACCESSORIES STOCK.

>Tes, 29/- each, brand new, ex-W.D. stores, 28x3 only,

oolkits, containing 12 tools ; usual price, 25/- ; our price, 15/-.

;
iouglas Valve, genuine, 5 /-, complete with spring collar and cotter.

Toolchests, Clyno, all tools ; cost fy ; our price, 50/-.

XL'All Tan Saddles, 25/- each.
Triumph Valves, genuine, 7/6, complete with sprine; collar and cotter.

1
-AMPS, HORNS, TYRES, TUBES in Stock ; in fact, everything connected with Motor Cycles. 'REPAIRS and RENOVATIONS

executed in the least possible time by Expert Motor Cycle Mechanics- ESTIMATES FREE.
^.XTENDED PAYMENT TERMS—One-third down, balance in twelve monthly instalments. WRITE FOR PROPOSAL FORM.

\LLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,
rl^orTsm. 9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE. WEST CROYDON. ..Trao'fcT^'^c.-'.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to inention^ " The Motor Cycle." B51
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:w^[Mi
Showrooms : 81 -91 , John Bright l

Service Depot : 14-22, Severn 5

'Phone: Kid 2910. Telegrams :" Ly;c!

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

AGENT FOR ALL THE BEST

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S., ENFIELD, INDIAN, TRIUMPH, NORTON,
JAMES, ROVER, HUMBER, RUDGE BLACKBURNE,
EDMUND, NEW IMPERIAL, MASSEY-ARRAN,

CALTHORPE, METRO-TYLER, CONNAUGHT.
ALL FOR DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

©LYMPIA SHOW
Nov. 29th - Dec. 4th.

Repressntatives will be i

attendance to meet YO.
Make an appoinlment

SEND FOR CATALOGUES
and list of Special Bargains.

These Piston Rings are marmfactured on tha most
advanced principles known today. The experience

of aircraft requirements during the war is embodied in

both design and material.

We claim that BRICO Piston Rings are as near

perfection as any piston ring in the world.

Even in appearance alone BRICO Piston Rin?s
proclaim "quality," and a practical test of the rings in

an engine will prove that tteir performance is equal

o ihtir appearance.

Perfect in finish, in fi , and in material, BRICO
Pis.cn Rin:s increase engine pow.r and save

lubricating oil.

BRICO Piston Rings are mads
(or a'l popular motor car and
motor cycle engines and ara

supplied from slock by return..

Traders shoi'ld write for new Price List H. Private
motcrista are supplied by Garages and Dealers

TheBRITISH PISTON RING CO., LTD.,
Holbrook Lane, — — Coventry.
Or.ims " l^i-irings, Covcn'yy." 'P/;o«-; : 1214-1215.

B52 In answering these aJ certistmcnls it is

• Show this to your lady enthusia
,

Remarkabli
direct offe
The Stylish Ramont Ragia

WARM WINTE
Tailored
ty the
lamous COAT

Earn
Sports CU

Peoi

Made to measure in Six Styles.
Tailor-made to your measure in Twe _

SiripeJ. and Over-check Fleecy BlaD|t
Cloths and Velours, and oo'.d

MONEY-B.^CK: GUARANTEE
Tbis is ths greatest direct offer ever m
by a manufacturer, and. judging by rest

many women are quick to realise

The Ramont is the smnrtest and i

serviceable Warm Winter Coat ever offe ,

and any lady who has not yet sent

patterns should do so NOW.
GUARANTEE—made to measure—per

tit—superior finish—and every coat is

witli a money-back guarantee.

SOLD WITH MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE.
SEND NO MONEY-
PATTERNS FREE.

MADE TO
MEASUBE

from

45/-i
{si iu Ht (Xd;

chiircn for "vi:

A p.c. brings patterns.
|

styles booklet and mcaj-
\

urenientform. Also send
|

for palcerns of tailored •

Pres? Skirts (from 12/6). :

Ladies' and Gents' Rain-
j _^___

coats (from -lo/-), and "
I

Gent's Overcoat (from 70/-

^amont^ (Dept. 14,

FiRsbury Pavement HoutCi E.,2

ilotor C'l/cle."
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O'Limp here
(OLYMPIA)

Or walk here

Or ride here

but get here somehow

to see our fine selection of machines. We can give delivery

from stock of 1921 models of most of the following makes:

A.J.S. - - MATCHLESS
NORTON - CALTHORPE
LEVIS - ROYAL ENFIELD
TRIUMPH NEW IMPERIAL JAP
B.S.A - - MARTINSYDE

FRANCIS BARNETT

Will you make an appointment to meet us on any

day, at any time, on any of the above Stands ?

JULIAN,
8, BROAD ST.,

READING.
^ . 'PHONE 1 024.

Biggest Motor Cycle Dealer in the South.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to menlion ''The Motor Cycle." B53
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High Road, Wood
Green.

'Phone ; Hornsey 1956.

Grams: "Doularaocy, *Phone, London."

151, High Street,!
Walthamstow.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169.

"Grams: "Cyclotomo, 'Phone, London.'

387, Euston Road,
London, IM.W.

'Grams : "Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

'Phone : Muscinn 4978.

STOCK.
O.K.

f. & BV?.

B.S. A.
N . U . T.
A.«J.S.
SCOTT
AR I E ^
LiE V I S
vlAMES
RUDGE
ROVERMORGANZENITH

E NFIEI.O
TRIUIVIPH
DOUGUAS
At I.DAYS

CALTHORRE
IVIATCHt.ESS
BL.Aoe>^BUR(^ e:

E^E><tf HU.DSON
LiEIA-rRANCgS
E^EW IMRERIAE.

HAR|.EYpDAVIDSON

Cati'S.

ROVER " a "
CM.KINGSBURY
HARF>i£R-BEAN.

IN STOCK.

Promptest delivery
assured.

Wrilc for Hsl of Scco::-.-/uiiid Machines.

i''5l In annwerinu t!iis octverti.iement it Ik (hxirahtv In iiienlion " '/'/le Mn/or Ci/cle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are '^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable,^

—

tTcoT
to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^

—

=^—

'

Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisaments m this section should be

icconpaniel with remittance, and be addressed

10 the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,0,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Joventry. To ensure insertion letters should

)e posted in time to reach the oflices of " The
«otor Cycle," by the first post en Friday

norning previous to the day of issue-

AU letters relating to advertisements should

luote the number which is printed at the end of

iaeh advertisement, and the date of the issue

11 which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

(f printers' errors, although every care is taken

, ) avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
Idressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

gistratioQ and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

)rd5 Bo.K 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
11 appear in tlie advertisement. All replies should be
dressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

C.4. Replies lo Box Number advertisemenh cmilaining

niUaiices should be seni by registered post, btilin all such
iss il is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

nthd case ol motor cycles olTered for sale under a box

mber, as it is unusualfor these to be sold without first

ngiaipected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

illtate business by embodying in their advertisements

le mention of the district in which the machine
Ted may be seen and tried.

Wt DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'ersOQS who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
>' deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
josit System. If the money be deposited with "The
:or Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

lie time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
is is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
JUQt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
he depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
iage one way. For all transactions up to ,fio, a
osit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions oyer ,fio
under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under ^?^, 5 /-;

:

: £75 and under ^100, 7/6; and on all transactions!
: £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at i

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money I

•rs should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited,
j

lie letter " D " at. the end of an advertisement is an '

I :ation that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

\ Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
( rous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

f, ?er to their enquiries are requested to regard the
s 08 as an indication that the goods advertised have
f Ldy been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
I y enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to
I one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.B.C.

1 20 3h.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, new: £150.—King
and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

120 3h.p. A.B.C. Combination, new; £193.—King
I'

and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

i)2''„A..lJ.O.. 4 speeds, done 150 miles; £i35-
,l'

I limn 8. 326. EnEton Ed., London. Museum
'( 12978

J £;,..P^t"'*'. **'* ana~.a_ clean clothes bike, da-

\ ^TlHAt-'^ '°° -sires, £125.-E. Wardj

^k_ ^^h Hu ll
—-»—«——^»^—B«^

Easy Terms of payment to suit customers' own

convenience. Write or 'phone.

We offer a large and selected variety of New

Machines, and can arrange to take Second-hand

Motor Cycles, Com.binations, Cycle Cars, and

Light Cars in part payment.

The following can be delivered from Stock :

NEW MACHINES.
ZENITH, 8 h.p., sporting, Model G.

ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting. Model C.

BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p., twin.

CLYNO, 2,', h.p.

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed.

PEARSON & SOPWITH, zX h.p.

MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard.

SCOTT, 3l h.p.

B.A.T. Combination, 6 h.p.

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3 speeds only.

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-start.

DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-start.
B.SJV. Con::bination, 4} h.p.. Model H.
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H., solo.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated by the. Triumph
Cycle Co.

TRIUMPH, solo, 4 h.p., Model H.
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p.. Model H.
TRIUMPH, solo, 4 h.p.. all-chain drive.

TRIUMPH 4 h, p. -Combination, all-chain drive.

TRIUMPH, renovated, 4 h.p., and new Henderson
Sidecar.

TRIUMPH Junior, 2} h.p., new 1920.

LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., new 1920.

SUNBEAM, 3!. h.p., new 1921.

SECOND-HAND IVIACHINES. SOLOS.
DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., 3-speed, 1920.

WOOLER, 2i h.p., 1920.

CLYNO, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, 1920, all accessories.

RUDGE, 3"'. h.p., igi2.

TRIUMPH," 4 h.p., 1914
ZENITH, 5 h.p., countershaft, 1920.

BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 2-speed, kick-start. 1920.

ZENITH, 5 h.p., twin countershaft, 1914.

2i-h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-specd. 1916.

SPARKBROOK, 2ih.p., 1920, 2-speed.

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
QUADRANT Combination, 4^} h.p., 1920.

JM. Combination, 7-9 h.p., igig*

INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-C h.p., 1912.

DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., 1914, and wicker Sidecar.

ENFIELD Combination, 6-8 h.p.

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 1914, fitted vrith new Grindlay

Sidecar.

ARIEL and Sidecai^, 3I h.p.. 1916.

SUNBEAM Combination, 8 h.p., 1919.

MATCHLESS Combination, Sn.p., 1920, accessories

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., and Sidecar, 1915.

HENDERSON and Swan Sidecar, 10 h.p., sporting

model.
ZENITH, 5 h.p., twin, countershaft, 1920, with

new Stanford Sidecar.

ROVER Combination, 4-5 h.p., 1920.

LIGHT CARl
PREMIER Super Runabout, S h.p., new 1920,

spare wheel, detachable wheels.

A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., rgig.

GARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914.

MORGAN, 10 h.p., Aero Model, 1920, M.A.G.
en.gine.

A.V. Mnnocar, 5 h.p.. 1919.

MORGAN, 8 h.p., de Luxe, A.C., J.A.P., 19^0.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

Phone HolborD 6777 'Grams : Opiflcer, Fle«t 3t londoii

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

[ih.p. A.B.C. llotor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
'-'2 only mn about 300 miles, condition as new; c;ish
£150 (list price £173/10); may be obtained on deferred
payments for a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., London. [9032

A .B.C. Combination. S^ah.p., yery fast, do 50 with
-^^ sidecar easily, lacy side(.-ar properly litied, splendifl
condition, spring frame, electric lights, few spares, most
attractive machine, prize winner in competitions; sale,
£160. or near offer; or may consider exchange.—O. E.
Carter, 17, Webster St., Greenheys, Manchester.^

[X668.^

Abingdon
ABINGDON 3i^h.p. Sporting T.T.. lamps, horn, etc.

excellent condition; £38, or exchange Douglas.—
12, Rayleigh Rd., Basingstoke. Hants. [9250

"I Q20 Abingdon King Dick 5-7h.p., 3 speeds, clutch
J-«^ and kick starter, with Canoelet sidecar, only
800 miles; £145; exchanges or easy payments.—2,
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [9338

Acme.
ACME-J. A.P. New 8h.p. Combination, in stock

;

liberal exchanges.-Motories, 25, Horton St.,
Halifax. [8986

ACME 3h.p. Twin; £30, bargain; would exchange
lightweight (closed Sundays).—Bunting's Motors,

Wealdstone, Harrow. [9343

1 Q 20 Acme 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel and
M-^J tyre, electric hghting equipment, used tor few
demonstration runs only; £195.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9453

A.J.S

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—5-6h.p. A.J.S. combination
in stock; £210. [5958

A.J.S. Combination, latest model ; £210.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester.

^
[8895

BRIGHTON, Hove and District A.J.S. Agents,
Turpin's, 22-29. Preston Kd.. Brighton. [0202

rf'^EOW Bros., Whitehall Garage, Guildford. A.J.S.
^^ agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. Sprires, prompt delivery.-Cyril Williams, Chapel
- Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A.: Parts. [098

"jQ20 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, new; £210.—King
J-*?^ and Harper, 6 and 7. Bridge St., Cambridge.

[8933
UNREGISTERED and Brand New A.J.S. 1920 Com-

bination ; £195.—Bos 9,333, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[8991

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Sole district agent of A.J.S.
motor cycles; trade supplied early dehvery 1921

models. [5957

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, less 1,000 miles, as new;
XtF £170.—G., The Saxons, Dorchester Rd., Wey-
bridge. '

[9170

-| Q15 2^4h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed clutch, tick start, new
-H-*-' nccessovies; £65.-5, Victoria Terrace, Dnncombe
St., Wollaston, Stourbridge. _ rX6751

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wh&el. electric lights;
-L*J exchange Morgan not earlier 1918, or sell, £190.
179, Columbus Ravine, Scarborough. [8725

A.J.S. Specialists: Walsall" Gaiage. Wolverhampton
St., Walsall, Tel. 444. can give delivery from stock

of these world-famous outfits
; price £210 ; v^rite for

catalogue. [8998

1 020 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting, electric
M-iJ horn, speedometer, all spares, small mileage,
perfect condition; £240.—BIyth, 19, Courtfield Gardens,
London. [9049

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1919, electric lighting, hood, screen,
spare wheel, in perfect order; £210,. or nearest;

trial .arranged.—Percy Harris, Etfingham St., Rother-
ham. Tel.: 218. [8667

F.O.C.H. have a new A.J.S. Combination, 1920.—
5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead^ Tube

Station), 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,
inch.ding Saturdays. [8855

1 Q20 (July) A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn,
J-t/ spares, complete, little used, perfect through-
out; £200; delivered 100 mile radius.—Elliott. Ivy
Lodge, Abington, Cambs. [8918

A.J.S. 4-5h.p. T\^in, 1916-17, countershaft, 3-speed.
clutch, K.S., detachable wheels, excellent con-

dition, equipped ; 85 gns. ; exchanges.—12, Cornwall
Mews. Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [9426

1 020 A.J.S. Combination. _6h.p., delivered May.i t' dynamo lighting, speedometer, horn, all tools,
spares, small mileage, perfect condition; £200.-24,
Huntingdon Rd., Cambridge. [9061

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, . electric lighting, Cowey
JLiJ trip, hood and cover, horn, Cameo wind screen,
side curtains, full insurance, all standard fittings; £205.
—Box 9,300, c/o The Motor Cycle- [8733

I

All letter, relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue B55
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR- SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, small mileage, spare wheel
-M-iJ unused, complete with accumulator lighting: set,

horn, tools, spares, perfect condition ; £195 ;
owner

bought car.— e9, Al'ington St., Northampton. [56755

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, hood, screen, hood cover, side cur-

tains, Klaxon horn. Tan-Sad pillion seat, mechanically
perfect, as new; £250.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton,

[X6720
A.J.S. Combination. 19X8, 6h.p., spare wheel, speedo-

meter, lamps, tools, spares, screen, good con-
dition, any trial; £120; after 8 on Saturdays and
Simdays.-81, Ashburton Av., Addiscombe, Croydon.

[9043

F.O.C.H. havO an A.J.S. combination, detachable
wheels, spare, Inihps, horn, grid, screen; £115.-5,

Heath St.. Hampstead (near Harapstead Tube Station).
Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-
day;. [8851

Q,3h.p. A.J.S,. 1916-17, 2-speeds, hand clutch, K.S.,
^4: chain drive, Jones spsedometer, lamps. Klaxon,
just completed, overhaul makers, costing £22, condition
perfect; £70, jiear offer.—Lt. Freeman, H.IM.S. Osea.
Maldon, Essex. - ,,. [9242

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery of thia high-grade 6h.p.
coinbinatioa from ptock. Standard "model, with

detachable wheels and spare. £210; Lucas dvnamo liglit-

ini? set, £28 extra; local 'trade supplied.—P. J. Evan.'^,

sole Birmingham agent, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. -

. [0299

"t Q20 A.J.S. Combination, 2,700 miles, perfect cou-
-*-tJ dition guaranteed, spring seat pillar, Tan-Sad rear
seat, spare wheelj hood and cover, Watford trip (speed-
ometer, horn, electric lamps (Volex), storm apron, spare
valve, repair outfit, etc.; £183.—A. Elam, Eoval and
Ancient Golf Club, St. Andre^-'s, Fife. [8841

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo, electric
J-*/ lighting set, Lucas horu, hood, hood cover,
sidecar curtains, spare wheel, new July this year,
winner of Liverpool Club trial to Edinburgh (Rudge-
Whitworth Cup); cost £250, will take £225.—William
Forbes, 7. neathfield St., Seaforth, Liverpool. [8630

Alldays.

1 Q20 Allon, 2-.=peed, K.S., clutch model, slightly
-t«^ shop-Eoiled; £85.-26, Tiilse Hill, Briston. [8701

A LLON, 1916, new cylinder, late 1919; can be
-ij^ seen.—Lewer, Horeham Road, Sussex. [9215

ALLDAYS Allon, 1915. 2-speed, 2^^ih.p., good con-
dition; £45.—Edwards. Bryn Awe! Gwersyllt.

Wrexham. [9191

ALLDAYS-ALLOX, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, shop-
soiled; at greatly reduced price.—Mebes, 154-156,

Gt. Portlaud St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7176

ALLDAYS Matchless 2V4h.p., 3-speed clutch, new
gears, trres, tubes, back wheel; must sacrifice,

illness: best round £25.—Crittenden, 75, Salisbury Rd.,
-Maidstone. [9301

American X.

NEW 1921 American X Model, just arrived; now
on view Model 20R 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 3'/.in.

tyres, finished deep blue, gold lines, 165 gns. ; Model
20S, with separate dynamo lighting equipment. 185
gns; write for preliminary catalogue; orders booking
for early delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham [9454

Ariel

ARIEL 3!.2h.p., ready to ride away; a bargain, £36.
—Gibbs, Burnham, Bucks. [9317

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for earlv delivery of ArieU -
Chapel A-,h Depot. WolFcrhampton. [2267

DAN" GtTT, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Ariel motor
cycles; early delivery given of all-chain 1921

model. [5959

"I Q14 3Vjh.p. Ariel Combination, excellent contlition

;

J-tf iiny trial; £65: lightweight wanted.—Brownlow
Cottage, Pieasington, Blackburn. [X6747

DEC. 1919, Ariel combination, 3VL>h-P., counter-
shift, all accessories, enamel unscratched.—Scales,

Emohym, Penrith Rd., Basingstoke. [9146

1Q19 3'/2h.p. Ariel Combination, electric lighting,
-I- «/ horn, wind screen, as new; £125.—Tel. : 6626
Museum.—A.S.C.. 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [8871

1 020 S'/^h.p, Ariel Combination, new condition;
J-t/ cost with spares, accessories, £170 in I^Fay,
accept nearest £120.—Jones, 24, Bold St., Morecambe.

[9087
AEIKLS. order now for 1921 all-chnin ond choin-

cum-belt models ; spares
, In Btoclc—Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower AddiHCombe Rd., Eaut Croydon.
[8165

Oih-p. Ariel Combinntion, 1919, perfect order, used02 mrcanioniilly on tine utt-ernoons, one puncture
only, BparftH, etc.; bargain, £135.—Smith, Chemist.
Cliiy Cro»ft. [9298

ARIEL.-Ordcrx now booking for tbo new nil-chain
modclft wlijfth will bo the Rolls-Royco of motor

crelc«. All HparpH Btwikcd.— F. Bpcakman. Ariel Expert.
7, EotLddIo Rd., Harpuihoy, Munchostor. [B231

1020 3*Ah.p. Ariel Combination, hand and foot
•*•V cliiuli, Inrgd P. ond U. licad lamp, eparcs,
complete tool kit; owner going abroad; highcRt offer.
—Apply, Hujiyjly, Cox'fl, 22, Charing CroflH, 8.W. [9007,

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Send a p.c. for address of nearest agent.

TRADERS
write for FREE C 3.1:3.losses
Place your orders with one of the follow-
ing Wholesale Houses, all of which carry
large stocks of H.A.H. Accessories.

PoU '& Parker, 2, Crom- Wathea & Co., 86-88,

well Road, Peterboro*. ^gb Street, Leicester.

Midland Cycle Depot, Factors Ltd., Gloucester

15, Hale St., Coventry. Street. Oxford.

Walsh & Sons, Falcon Webber & Sons, 57,

Street, Ipswich. High Street, Exeter.

Willway & Sons, St. Ware &rCo., 10, Queen
Augustine's, Bristol, Street, Bath.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT:

STAND 255
Gallery, Olympia
NOVEMBER 29th, 1920.

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Many different Models of

H.A H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS
Fig- 895.

Best qualitv
finish
throughout.
Very mas-
sive an d
strong.
Ad j ustable
tocus. Ad-
just a bl e

brackets.
Special dus'
nndweather-
proof front.

Price as illustrated, 66/- earn.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5.

H A.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND
REAR SET.

Codeword

;

"Sidesct.

Price 44/- per complete Set. Or without Metal
Carrying Case. Price 33/-

A most convenient form of lighting when a large

acetylene head lamp is used. Comprising :

Fig. 573- Rear Lampr. 9/6

„ 560, Sidecar Lamp 8/G

„ 38S. Metal Cases „ 11/.
' 'Flash " Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery ... 14/7

A. H. HUNT, I.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDOM, Eng.

Telephones

:

Telegrams:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon.

"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

ARIEL, 1920, brand new, 6-7h.p. twin combinatit
oSered at £100. being slightly shop soiled- miiki

.beuure this bargain to-day.—Elce and Co., 15-
Bi,shopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone: Aver
5548. [oc

ARIEL (July, 1920) 6-7h.p„ combined with n
Millford S.C. (Aug.). splendid runner, 600 mil

£159; Easting screen, full set Lucas lamps and hq
all new. £10 extra; sell separately; negotiating'
seater.—Sedgwick, Kirkby Lonsdale. [92

Auto Wheels, >

B.S.A. Auto-wheel; £14; approval; deposit
Richards, Kellands Hemyock, Devon. [9a

AUTO-WHEEL for sale, cash adjustment for
li.p. Donglas.—Box 9,338, c/o The Motor Cych.

[9(

-| Q14 E.S.A. Auto-'mjeel, good condition; ilO, t

-L«7 liage paid.—Simpson, ilotorist, Sunburv-
Thames. [91

AUTO-WHEEL, 1920, Model TI., as new; £17/1(
Lamb's. 50, High Kd., Wood Green, 151 H

St., Walthamstow, and 587, Euston Rd., Lond
N.W.I. [81

Bat.

1Q20 Bat'. Model 4. shop-soiled; £150.—Wrigl
-t-v Garage, Saffron Walden, [9;

8h.p. Bat Cloathbuilt Combination, countershalfc,
on; 100 gns., cr nearest.—Thistle Hill Fa

Knaresboro', 'V'orks. , [9t

NEW 1920 Bat, Model No. 4, 6h.p., S-speed, reflu

as shop-soiled to £140.—The Premier Motor (

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [91

1 Q20 8h.p. Bat Combination, spare wheel, us
i-U equipment; list price.—Tel. ; 6626 Museun
A.S.C., 60 Mortimer St., W.l. 18;

BAT, 6h.p., fully equipped a? makers' spe^ificatic

shop-soiletl; at greatly reduced"* price ; al.'-o seoo

band coml^ination, same make.—Mebes, 154-156,
Portland St. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7

1 Q20 Bat 8h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and- kick star
-L«7 with Bat spring wheel sidecar, Volex elec :

lighting set, Binks, horn. Cameo wind screen, lugg j

carrier, perfect; £150; exchanges.—2, Nightingale 1.

Lower Clapton, N.E. [9 i

Beardmore
BEARDMOEE, 1920. latest pattern, sliitlitly si .

soiled only, cost £96; for £79/15.-138. Gri
Inn Rd., London. [80

BEARDMORE, fully equipped as makers' specii,

lions, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; *
is the time to buv.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Poitland I.

W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.
[7J8

Beaumont.
BEAUMONT, July, 1920, 2%h.p. Blackliurne en^

electric head and tail lamps, guaranteed pertV:

£85.—Peet, Devonshire Av., Grimsby. [X6j6

BRAND New Beaumont-Redrup, 3-cyl., 2-6pn,

K.S. and clutch; cost £100, will accept £a-
Wood, 153, Leymcor, Golcar, Huddersfield. f^O

Blackburne.

til. p. Blackburne and Sidecar, hub gear, spiced
condition; £70, or best offer: must sellT^Bur i';

26, Knoll Rd., Wandf''ivorth. [£

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combination, bought J|C.

1920, all accessories, {.plendid machine: £1^~
•phone: Rutherford, City 9242. i:

BLACKBURNE, latest 1920 S'/oh.P. model. 11. »

shop-soiled; makers' price £135: redLucci

£120.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. t£i5

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, hand clutch, StilJr

3-speed, ele^ctric lighting. Klaxon, tools, peril;

£120.~Brvaut, 40; Grove Ljuie, Kingston, Surrey.!

1 020 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, all hvf
XU speedometer. 2 horns, Easting wind sci

£150—Tel. : 6626 Museum.—A.S.C., 60, Mori

-

St., W.l <

BLACKBURNE 41i.p. Combination, 1920, iim

500, sidecar new, uudershield fttfid, lainii^. Ii

spare valve, tools; £150.— Granger, 1, SUinni 1 1

Whitby. 'Phone: Whitby 11.

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combinntion, V.H.L. sub

spriug chassis wheel, n beautiful maOhiin', '
'

new; £175.—'Vivian Hnvdie and Lane, Ltd., 24, V'

stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, '

'Phone: Mayfair 6559. I

JUNE, 1920, 8h.p. Blackburue, in nhsolnic i"
•

condition, complete in every resi)eot, with >

cauoelet tModel W.W.) siderar, all tools, lamr

horns, specdonu'ter, spare inner tube, Cuuieo wind s."'

and aproji for sidecar, tyres in J4)lly good conili'ii

28x3 intorchanKcablc bike wdieols, been in carefnl )i
^^

done siiinll mileage, cost £235; sale pric*-, i '

owner getting small car iu near future; CanilirK
-

Box 9,298, c/o The Motor C'lick. r

Blumfleld.

41i.p. Blumfleld Combination, 3-speod Arma!'!

gears and clutch, as new good tyros, now
(^

complete with lamps; £80.—Burgess, Motor A"'

Hluk(i Poges, Bucks. r

B'^O AM letters relatlni! to advcrtlsemeats should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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[OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rradborv

Bradbury, 4b. p., 3-speed, all-cliain, with
irindlay sidecar, perfect, unscratched; £130,
-Bos 9,342, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9352

")BtJKT 6h.p. Twin, fully equipped as makers'
dftfationji, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price:

the time to bnr.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland
'Piione: 3426 Mayfair. [7179

4!i.p. Bradbury, S-speed, with Milliord sidecar,

raud new and unused, slightly shop-soiled ; list

161/10, to be cleared at £130.—Alexanders',
thian Ed., Edinburgh. [8762

4I4I1.P. Bradbury. 3-speed and clutch, tyres
cellent, new lamps, horn, etc., recently over-

and in splendid condition; £45.—Apply. W.
. Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil. [8863

Brough.
FICE; 1920 Type G Brough combination, elec-

light, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick start; £105.-5,
am Rd., Leicester. [9265

D Xew Latest Type G Brough, 5-6h.p., 3-

ed". all-chain drive, footboards, fitted with
Uontgomerv sidecar: £165; immediate de-

'he Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birming-
[9456

B.S.A,

I

all models now in stock; delivered anv-
re.—Below.

i Specialists.—Replacements by return.-County
e and Motor Co., Broad St.. Birmingham.

[4177
).S.A., 2-«peed, perfect; £48: exchange P.
I M.—43 ,Bushey Grove Rd., Watford. [9131

lib.p .B.S.A. Combination, new; £152.—King
I Harper, 6 and 7. Bridge St.. Cambridge.

[8934
up. Twin B.S.A. Motor Cj-cle, new; £150.—

and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam-
[8935

lodel K B.S.A. Motor Cycle, new; £107.—
and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam-

[8936

llodel K, 1919 with Millford sidecar, perfec;
don; £110.—Coles and Shirley, Cbepstow
18. [0297

Jodel H Combination, immediate, delivery
a' price; £152.- Coles and Shirley, Chep
-" 48. _^ [0296

5iA. 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-
, good running order; £55.—Barton, Miser-
cester, Glos.

'
[9224

"ombination [1915), almost new, fitted witl
s and tools, etc. : £105.—C.G.L. EngineeriuE;
T Junction, Kent. [8691

S^. Model H. Ccmbiuatiou, new. shop-
£135.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd..

sington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [9390

il4 41/ih.p. Combination, Mabon gears, splen-
mdition, all accessories, complete ; £80.—
Aylesbixry St., Clerkenwell. [875C

i20 4V4h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
in drive, guaranteed as new; £175.
)0, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9229

I mbinations, actually m stock for immediate
price and catalogue on application.

-

JDts, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel-

[899.

tober) B.S.A. Model K. Combination, not
since July, like new, complete with lamps,
nd plug; 125gns.— Davies, 148, High St.,

[8773

i.A. Combination, Ai^h.p., all-chain, 3-

, small mileage, perfect condition; £120,
,
iouthgate district.—Bo.\ 9.370, c/o The

[9443

.A. Combintaion, engine just rebushed.
back tyre, numerous spares, tools, lamps,
uaranteed; £90, offers.—Hargieaves. 33
i., Bexley, S.E. [9050

'or 1921 B.S.A. '3; very early deliveries:
)tir order now.— 5. Heath- St., Hampstead
^d Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead
i 9-7, including Saturdays. [8857

odel K. £107. H. £110, D. £90, \
oombination. Model K. £149, H. £152,
minediate delivery.—Vivian Hardie and
2*, Woodstock St., London, W.l. [0330

ro. Model H Combination, brand new
at £17 under list price, being slightly
friUl accept £135; makers' gunrantee.—Elee
^Bishopsgate Av., 'Camomile St., EC 3" 5548. [6o'67

J:S.A: Combination, best Dunhill's side-
J with hoed, screen, apron, speedometer,
fcarrier, all lamps and tools, enamel un-
mechanic-ally perfect ; £105 for quick
Suadrant, Winchmore Hill, N. [8737

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
AT THE PRICE OF

ACETYLENE
THE "GODFREY"

LIGHTING SYSTEM
'

' One ot the most attractive and well-
made Electric Sets we have ever
bandied."—"Motor Cycling" Nov.
3rd, 1920.

This Set, which is of an ex-
tremely practical design em-
bodying several novel features,
is recommended for its lighting
efficiency, consistent with its

extraordinarily low price. The
complete Combination Set in-

cluding three lamps, accumu-
lator, box, armoured cable, and
bulbs, can be purchased at

practically the cost of an Acety-
lene Lighting Set. All the lamps
are spun from sheet brass,
finished black nickel, and
fitted with a novel self-con-
tained switch to each lamp ; the
set can be easily wired by the
novice. All the lamps are fitted

with bayonet bulb holders,
while the lamp holder complete
screws out of the rear lamp
without disconnecting the lead
or disturbing any fittings, and
can thei' be used as an in -

spection lamp.

PRICES:
6 volt 40 amp. Set, with three

Lamps,Accumulator andBox,
Wiring, etc. , - - £8 10

4 volt 40 amp. Set, with three

Lamps,Accum.ulator and Box,
Wirmg, etc. - - £7 14

4 volt 20 amp. Solo Set, with
Head and Tail Lamps, Accu-
mulator and Metal Carrying
Cas~e, Wiring, etc. £5 12

Write for Illustrated Details.

Trade Enquiries invited.

Accessories : Prompt attention to orders
by post for Spares and Accessories of
every Description.

Godfrey's^
208, Great Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.
Thone ; 7091 Maylair

(2 lines).

c

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

/^ALTHOEPE Junior, 2-sp«ea and free eneine. per-
'-' lect; £38.-2, Harewood Rd.. Merton, S.W. [9010

<AI,THOEPE-J.A.P.. 23ili.p., 2^peed; £50, or near
offer.—Balchin Bros., Fittlewortb, Sussex. [8614

(^AXTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2-.speed, elutch, good
^~-' condition; best offer.—Eades, Birdwell, Barnsley.

.PJALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2%ih.p., 2-speed Enfield gear,
v-" ride awa.v: £36/10.—103a, High St., Wandsivorth.
_, [9288
1 Q20 2^4h.p. Jap-Calthorpe Motor Cycle, new;
-It/ £74/11.—King and Harper, 6 and 7. Bridge
St., Cambridge. [8940

1Q20 2i41i.p. 2-spaed 2-stroke Calthorpe Motor
-!-«/ Cvcle, new; £71/8.—King and Harper, 6 and 7,
Bridge St.. Cambridge. [8959

CALTHOEPB 2-spe6d, 2-stroke, guaranteed abtolutelr
as new: eacrifice £45.—Mason, 42, Glenthorn B4.,

Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [9070

CALTHOEPEJ.A.P., 2?4h.p., 2-speed countershaft
gear, lamps, speedometer; £49; after 5.30.-61,

Rusthall Av., Bedford Park. [8901

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-spced,
clutch, just overhaiiled, re-enamelled and plated;

£45.-E. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [7644

(^ALTHOEPE, 1920, 2?4h.p. J.A.P. engine, Enfield
^-' .i speeds gear and clutch, fidlv equipped, as new;
£80.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boiton. [X6721

1 iqi9 Calthorpe, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., 4-stroke, Enfleld 2-
XO' speed gear, lamps, horn, and tools, very little
used, perfect condition

; £55.—Davey, 22, King St.,
Weymouth. [8768

SHOP-SOILED Brand new Calthorpe-Jap 2^ih.p., 2-

speed, 1920 models. A few to clear at very
greatly reduced prices.—Alexander and Co., 115, Lothian
E4., Edinburgh. [8761

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents _for the county ot Devon, all models in

stock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,
33. lorwood St., Torquay. [0201

C^AITHOEPE 2=ih.p., 2-spesd Enfield gear, as makers'
-^ specifications; at greatly reduced price; now is

the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7180

CALTHORPE Motor Cyoles.-2=4h.p. J.A.P. model,
£78/5; two-stroke model, £75; both fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; delivery from stock.—P. J. Evans,
83-91, John Bright St., Bifminghara. [0174

Campion.
T ift20 4h.p. Campion-Jap, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick
-Lt/ ^t^lter, lamps, tools, pump; £135. — Preston,
Granville House, Hinckley. [9102

"iQ19 8h.p. Campion-Jnp Combination. Easting, new
J- *y tvres, all accessories : any trial auvwhere ; cash
£160.—Stephens and Kay, Staveley, Chesterfield. [8831

Chater=Lea
CHATEE-LEA Sh.p., countershaft, all chain, coach-

built, niqe order; £75.-198, Sheen Lane, Mort-
lake. [X6714

CHATEE-LEA 1920 2-strok6 Lightweight, used, but
absolutely as new, tyres not even scratehed, condi-

tion perfect ; cost £70, sell £60 ; any inspection.—98,
Mayola Ed., London, E.5. [8020

Chater-Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., 3-speed clutch, guaranteed
perfect; £40, near.-329. Old Ford Ed.. B. [8844

CHATEE-J.A.P. 1920 6h.p.," Sturmey C.S., all in
excellent order and tune; best offer over £100,

must sell, cash wanted.— 11, Terminus Ed., Maidstone.
[9093

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., water-cooled 8h.p., 3speed,
handle starter, ooachbuiit side?ar, with all acce--

sories, as new; sacrifice £175; any trial given; seen b.v

appointment.—E., 64, Bishopsgate, London, E.G. 2. [8740

Chater-Lea-Peugeot.

PEUGEOT CHATER 3h.p., mag., B. .and B., good
. tyres, perfect; £18.—Derby Arms Garage, Mort-
;
lake. [X6713

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 3h.p., 1920 model, shop-soiled. Buv
now and secure a record barirain at our reduce.d

price.—Alexanders', 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [8764

CLEVELAND 3h.p., shop-soiled; at greatly reduced
price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes. 154-156.

Qt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7181

WEITE tor Catalogue ot the 3h.p. Cleveland, with
kick starter, clutch, and 2-speed gear; price £85.

-Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.
10279"

Clyno.

CLYNO Lightweight, brand new. cost £75/10; £65
—Fox, Barracks Golf Club, Lichfield. [9168

CLYNO Lightweight, only used 3 weeks, cost £75;
sell £55.—Fox, Central Garage, Lichfield. [9169

:er8 relating to advertlEements should guote the number at the end ol each advertiuement. and the date ot the Issue B57
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE*
Clyno,

1Q20 2i4h.p. Clyno Motor Cycle, new; £75.—King
-i-v and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambria'

[8937

1 Q20 Sh.p. Clyno Standard Combination, new; £250
J^*y —King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam
bridge, [8938

CLYNO Lightweights and Combinations.—Write
Rotbwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage,

Malvern. [1795

CLY!!SrO 6Ii.p., connterslifift, accessories, perfect; offers,

—Mitchell, 44, Wellington St., Camden Town,
N.W. [9017

STANDARD 1921 Clyno Combination, delivery from
stork; £250.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris

St., Exeter. [8977

DAN GTJY, Weymouth.-Sole district ajjent for Clyno
motor cycles; new Sh.p. combination, £250; 2-

strokes, £75. ^ [5960

CLYNO Combination. 5-6h.p., spare w'lieel, lamps,
etc., good as new; what offers?—Owner, 122,

R(
""'"

Gloucester Walthamstow. [7297

CLYNO New Sh.p. spring-Irame Combination, electric

lamps, etc.; best ofter over £220.—Geo. Taylor,
28, Lower Addiscombe Rd., East Croydon. [8166

6h.p. Clyno C.B. Combination, 2-speed, K.S., any
trial; £65, or offer, or lightweight and cash.-

Bennett, 6, Alfred Place, High St., Battersea, S.W.
r8827

1 <Cb20 Clyno 2-stTokes, brand new, at price which will
Xt/ quickly clear them. Secure on© while they last by
writing at once.—Alexander and Co., 115, Lothian E-d.,

Edinburgh. [8760

1 Q 18 Clyno 6h.p., Easting, spare wheel, lamps,
Ji*y horn, many spares, tyres almost new, a com-
plete outfit in perfect order for £117/10.-Dunn, 326.
Euston Rd., London. [7701

CLYNO-—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; write
UB for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re

enamelling, and plating. — The Molineus Garage Co..

Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3459

CLYNO Lightweights! Reduced prices 1 Brand new
shop-soiled 1920 models. Buy now and secure a

very special bargain.—Full particular.'! from Alexander
and Co., 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [8759

5-6h.p. 1916-17 Glynos, less mag. and carburetter, £40
each. Tliese require overhauling and renovating.

They are worth £120 when finished. The engines and
gear boxes are quite sound. See advert, under *' Mis-
cellaneous " for spares. 1916-17 3-speed K.S, Clyno
W.D. Models, recondition, new Thomson-Bennett mag.
and carburetter, running order, £65 each.—Please write
or call, J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.S.

[8867

Connaught.
"I Q20 Connaught 2-stroke, as new, delivered Aug.;
J-t/ £52/10; exchanges or easy payments.—2, Night-
ingale Rd., Lower Clapton, N.E. [9337

CONNAUGHT Motor Cycles.-2V^.p. 2-speed model,
£70; single speed. £62; immediate delivery—

P

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0252

J Q 20 Connaught, 2-speed, kick start, H.C. clutch,
i«/ speedometer, mirror, mileage 720, new condi-
tion; £80, or offers.—Topham, Decorator, Bridlington.

[8958

Coulson.

COULSON-BLACKEURNE Z^Kv-, 2-speed, new con-
dition: any exnmination; bargain, £70.-22, Pow-

ney Rd., Maidenhead. [9282

COULSON B.—All models in stock; sole agents for

Wiltshire.—Wessex Motors, Ltd., incorporated with
H. P. Moore and Sons, Salisbury. 'Phone; 72. [4053

COtTLSON-B, 4h.p. and 2%h.p. models, shop-soiled;
at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to buy.

-Mel>es, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. [7182

eOULSON B, 2%h.p,, 1920, very fast, and in
splendid condition, complete with lamps, horn,

etc., mileage 500; £85.—Apply, W. Sparrow, Ltd.,
Osborne Garage, Yeovil. [8861

N'TEW Coulson B, 2%h.p., £99/15; fitted with 2-speed
' gear, spring Iraine. Blackburne engine; 2%h.p.

model, with clutch and kick starter, i£110/G; 4h.p.,
with 3-sj)eed. clutch, and kick starter, etc., 118 gns.

:

il fitted with smart b.iat-shaped sidecar, painted
royal blue. .£162/10, or on deferred payments 4% extra,
only one-filth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal-
meuts.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, BromptOQ lid., London.

[9027

Coventry Eagle.

"IQ20 (Ang.) Coventry Eagle, 2^,ih.p. .T.A.P., Stur-
mey-Archer 2-Bpeed, kick start, little used, as

new; £80.-Cljp8on, Bushden, Northants. [8625

De Luxe,

"r>''',.V'?.''^''' ^^° ""'yl ZVAV; 2-BtroI(0, 2-apeed,

, „ ,.••!,<'• scureely u»ed: f 53.-Tren«ure, Stoke, Ouk-
liill, Diith. [.K6743

Dot,
"TJOT-.I.A.P. 6h.p., Mabon clutch, hand starter, tyres
-*-' PLTfiic.t, bulbous back Hideiiir and chassis, neftrlj
new; £66; North London.—Box 9,340, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (D, ^ ,9354

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

Our competitors are adver-

tising SHOP- SOILED
goods. There is no need
for us to imitate. Our
reputation guarantees that

prospective customers will

get the RIGHT GOODS
at the RIGHT PRICE.

WE CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWrNG :

1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.
1921 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, with clutch and kick

starter.

i92r 2.^ h.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch and kick
starter.

1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination.
1920 2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed.

1920 2'i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and
kick starter.

1920 3?: h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-sp.. clutch, ar.d

kick starter.

1920 2-strQke DIAMOND.
1920 4J h.p. B.S.A., 3 speed, clutch, and k'ck

starter.

1920 6-7h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, clutch, and l.lf.k

starter.

1920 35 h.p. Isle of Man RUDGE.
1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model.
1920 s-eh-p. A.J.S. Comltination.

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-specd, and startoi

1920 2-strbke TRIUMPH, 2-spced.

1920 5-6h.p. JAMES CombinatioR.
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination.
1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination.
1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination.

MORGANS in stock at list price.

SECOND-HAND.
1916 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £G5
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories . . £85
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed, and acces. £70
19204 h.p. DOUGLAS- Combination and

accessories £155
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £105
1920 Sh.p. MATCHLESS, dynamo lighting

and all accessories £205
J9r9 8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, with

Sidecar and accessories £135
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Gloria

Sidecar £140
1915 A.B.C., 4-speed. spring frame £85
1915 Grand Prix MORGAN £160

GOOD STOCK OF SIDECARS.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED,

Large Stock ol Powell & Hanmer Lampi,
and other Accessories.

378,

CAR DEPOT

:

Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6.(30.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas,

rjOTJQLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

1 Q21 Models in Stock; 4h.p. combination
J-i^Ah.p. solo, £130; 2%lh.p. clutch model, fit
h.p. without clutch, £100.—Douglas Specialists
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstoclr St. (ofl
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Maylair

THE Great Douglas Agent, J. W. Qoiulay, FoUi
Manchester.

£40 for Incomplete 4h.p. Douglas; call Satu
91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, as new, lamps,
£125, or oHer.—12, Adams Mews, W.l.

1 Q 20 2\'4h.p. 3-sreed Clutch Dotxglas, as now
-Lt? or oJJeis.—Boulton, SatSron Walden.

DOUGLAS.—A Jine assortment Hr stock at
to suit alL-lioss, 86, High St.. Lee,,

I 0,16 Douglas 2l.'ih.p., Binks, Klaxon, lights,
-Itf order; £58.— 195, FuIUam Palace Ba;,.W.6

2ilh.p. Douglas, 1911, 2-speed clutch model, e
4- condition; £26.—Davies, 23, Old Bail»y, :

23.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Lucas lamps, and I

4 trial welcomed: £52.-22, Goulton Ed., (

D.OUQLAS 2?4h.p. W.D. Model, not used sin
£50.-1, Green Ed., Hall Green, Birming

BBIGHTON, Hove and District Douglas i

Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Bri

DOUGLAS 2»/51i.p., single speed, Eoscli n
thorough good order ; £50.—Sims, Longfieli

1 017 4h.p. pougIas_ Combination, aJj eciuipp

Cnle.
feet; £68, quick sale.—Box 9,356, o/o Tit

1 Q18 4li.p. Douglas Combination, new app
i-iJ lamps, etc.; £78.—Box 9,355, o/o Thl^
Cycle.

DOUGLAS New 1920 Solo and Comhina
stock : exchanges wanted.—Motories, 25,

St., Halifax.

DOtJGL.\.S, 2^4h.iD;r splendid running
£45; ~

Blackheath

2-)lh.p
it sel£45; must sell; after Friday.—5, Sou

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p., 1919, 2-speed, in nc«^
tion; £65.-216, Portobello Ed., Norl

sington, W.
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, just dt,

fully eciuipped; £140.-216, Portobe
Bayswater, W.
1 Q15 Douglas 23,ih.p., perfect condition, t;

-L" new; £42/10.—Dunn, 326, Euston ltd..

Museum 5391.

NEW Douglas 2%h.p. K.S. Model, £100; ue

las 4h.p., 3-speed solo, £130.-Mnrsli

Bridge St., Chester.
*

rQ20
Dougla.s 23fli.p. Clutcb Model, lam

ff speedometer, all as new; £90.—The Ci

.

mans Park, 'Surrey.
j

I

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, new c.ili

fully equipped; £130.—Wood, 42, Westljs;

North Finchley.
, ,

DOUGLAS 2%h.iv, 1916. 2-speed, makers'

tools and accessories; £50.-19, VulfT^

Tootirg. London,

1 Q 18 Douglas, 2iih.p., 2-speed, new 1920,
X«7 and perfect machine; £52.-60, W'"
.Vv., N. Kensington

10^9 Luxurious 4h.p. Douglsa Comblnati];

-Li/ age 1,000, fitted regardless; £116,—60,;

ford Av., N. Kensington

1 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, t'\

Lu as r.ew; £125.-Tcl. : 6626 MusounJ .^

60, Mortimer St., W.l.
^

1 n|21 Douglas Models, immediate deliTory. M
XU your reQuirements. Trade suiirlied.—Mo^..

las Ageut, Yeovil. Tel. : 60.

1 O20 Douglas Oombiuatiou, fully «a"'l';';

i.V ,.!:n«o,i Auir""t this y»ir, for (luiok sol',"-

132, High Ed., East Fiucliley, :

SPEED Douglases,-Each machine pr'l"",:,

dividual requirements.—Robert Bam«
under Consulting Engineers).

J

1 Q17 4b.p. Douglas Combination, now I'",

i-O pleto lamps. Klaxon; any trial; £811

Bunsly, Much Hadham, Herts.

ALL Douglas Motor C.vclo Models, alto Ijlf
'

stock ready to drive away.—UIDD, fiji-

licrt, Gloucester. 'Plione : 852.

TO 19 2";'ili.p. 2-specd Douglas, 1"% .M'tel

Xi/ ceplionrlly smart, engine porleot; F
Ladbroko Grove, Netting Hill, London.

DOUGLAS 1916 2');,li.p., luiikers' colourf. Si'

jilating us new, aploudid eoillUtloll*"

'ivslal Pnhico I'llrk Rd., Sydenliiini,

1)58 Ml Ic-ltem reliitlnfi to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the ls»iii|
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1920 Olympia Prospects.

ON
Monday next, November 29th, the doors

of Olympia will once again be opened to

admit the public to the world's most
representative gathering of motor cycles.

Indications would show that there will be
a very large number of visitors, as usual, for

interest was never so pronounced in the most
economical form of motoring vehicle. There
are perhaps a few who may wonder if there

will be sufficient novelty to warrant a long

journey to Town in view of the fact that some
manufacturers frankly intend to retain, their 1920
models. To these we would point out that

there will be several novelties well worthy of

attention, ' and that these departure.s" will be of

a much more practical nature than the sensa-

tional " freaks " which are usually brought out

at Olyrnpia and seldom see the light of day on
subsequent occasions.

On the whole, the note struck by 1921 exhibits

will be one of sound and steady progress, pro-

gress along already well-tried lines, and im-

provements brought about as a result of long

experience on the road. There will be but few

firms who do not include at least a_few useful

modifications in design, and there will be a

sprinkling of more striking departures, which,

however, have either been thoroughly tested, or

are designed on commercial ines.

Apart from the exhibits, the Show will be well

worth a visit from the social standpoint. As
a meeting place for motor cyclists, Olympia is

unique, and there will be many gatherings of

ex-despatch riders, members of the Motor
Machine Gun Corps, and other technical anns,

in addition to club members who will meet to

discuss the progress of the movement in general,

and the new features of their favourite mounts.

In this issue of The Motor Cycle will

be found many features which will assist our

readers tO' see the Exhibition with a minimum of

trouble. Our annual forecast has been divided

into sections, one each for solo, dual purpose,

purely sidecar machines, sidecar attachments,

and runabouts, so that a prospective buyer need
only use the section which interests him as a

guide to the Show. In addition, a map and
instructions for reaching the Show will be of

value to those who are but ill-acquainted with

London, while a resume of the leading features

of each exhibit is published. The chief novelties

consist of a new four-cylinder motor cycle, a new
cooling system applied to a flat twin, and a twin

two-stroke three-wheeler.

Restrictions.

ELSEWHERE in this issue we are^able to

publish preliminary details of the new
taxation scheme. These details are not

likely to appeal to the average motor
cyclist, and may possibly act as a hind-

rance to the already handicapped trade.

It will be noted that the certificate of payment
must pass to the new owner on sale of the

machine, thus the prospective purchaser at the

Olympia Show .will—unless he can dispose of

his present mount before the New Year—be
obliged to pay for two machines at the new and
increased rate, in spite of the fact that he may
possess only one machine at a time.

The fact that the certificate must be displayed

in a conspicuous position is, perhaps, a lesser

cause for complaint, and has obvious advantages
from the official standpoint. Nevertheless, it

implies the addition of an extra handle-bar
fitting, which will not be welcomed by those who
are fond of " clean " bars.

Again, many riders have for years retained

a number-plate to which they have become
attached, possibly because of the low numbers
or appropriate initial letters.

There are still many points awaiting elucida-

tion, and one is constrained to wonder whether
the Department concerned has not left the

matter a Uttle late. No official statement has

been announced yet, only five weeks remaining
before the new regulations come into force.

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on tlie page facing tlie bacl< cover.
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Oil-cooIing?

SOME montlis ago I ran into Granville Bradshaw,
whose fertile brain was being tugged two ways.

Apparently his tail lamp had dropped off its

bracket, and been rolled out flat by a steam lorry ; more-
over, he had been charged some £,2 for a new one. So
one hemisphere of his brain was busy inventing a mass
production tail lamp, which would merely dent the

tyre or buckle the wheel of any motor lorry sufficiently

misguided to run over it. The other hemisphere of

his cerebellum was employed on a new engine, of

which he did not display the drawings : but I gathered
it was oil-cooled, and had the eylinders neatly con-

cealed inside the crank case. In fact, my feeble

brain conjured up a Heath Robinson nightmare of an
overhead crankshaft. At the Car Show I ran into

F. W. Barnes. "What's the latest Zenith stunt?" I

inquired. He hinted that the latest Bradshaw engine
might be seen on his stand, and that Emerson might
be exploiting its track capacities before long.

A Loop Road Round London.

THE most amazing defect of our road system is the

continuous failure of all road orgairisations to sign-

post a loop route completely encircling London.
The ideal would, of course, be a special highway so

distinctive that even a stranger would recognise it when
he came to it. A cheap substitute, which is imme-
diately possible at very small outlay, would be to sign-

post in some special way (f-g-.,

posts striped black and white) the

t^xisting loop roads which experi-

enced suburbanites use \vhen. they

drive, say, from Will est! en to

Kingston without crossing town.

The loop roads already exist! A
few metropolitan motorists know
them all. But every year thousands
of nervous car drivers and pro-

^•incial motor cyclists flounder hope-
lessly in a maze of cross-roads in

the effort to avoid such traffic

vortices as Westminster Bridge and
Trafalgar Square. Will the A. A.
oblige? And if not, why not? Our
contemporary, The Aidocar, once
published a useful map of these
loops, but maps are unfortunately
of little use to solo riders in this

particular case—the net of roads is

too close-meshed for driving by a

njap. Help in this direction would
be specially valuable .south of llir

Thames, for, to the average ihd-
vincial, S.E. and S.W. comprise a

va>t /crrc iiicinnnii

.

An Aotumn Ride.

COLD lingers certainly. A little blue-nosed,

maybe. A certain restraint in corner work,

thanks to the frequent patches of grease inider

the trees or where the road chanced to run sunless

between high banks for a little way. But nevertheless

quite the joUiest ride of the entire year. The foliage,

instead of being a monotonous green, was splasher

with every tint in nature's palette—quiet primrose,

blazing orange, sedate russet, briUiant crimson, grey,

brown, pui-ple—what you will; maybe one tree with

just a few palest yellow leaves still unfallen silhouetted

against an evergreen cypress, so green that it wah

almost black : then a crazy chaos of orange, and greei

and mauve in giant splashes ; then a tall, graceful leaf

less monster with sih'er bark clean cut against a loft>

bank of vivid moss or fallen leaves, or fine needles

Just enough " bite " in the air to make you hungry

and a countrv inn at the end of the run.

I

A Sidelight on Production Methods.

AM bound to camouflage the facts which underlij

this paragraph, but readers may take the figtire

as proportionately accurate. An inventor pei

fected a design of special interest to motor cyclist;'

and got tenders for its manufacture from a Britis'

firm of the highest class—a firm which wanted wor

to keep a big plant busy. If he gave them the contrao

and allowed for

TOR@CLE

A miniature reproduction of the coloured

cover of our next week's issue, which will

contain a full report of the Olympia Show.

reasonable personal profit, the'retai

|irice would have come out at ;^7;I

It occured to him to get a tend^

from a French firm of e(]ual stani;

ing. By giving them the contracj

and allowing himself the same pel

centage of profit, he could ret,-j

at ;£6i 5s., of which sum ovj

_£i5 was absorbed by import duj

and cross-Channel transport. Undi

Free Trade the French article woui

have sold at less than-_£45,
;

against ;£t^ for the British articl

This incident is eloquent of tl

difficulties under which export tra'

is now conducted. I do not ini[j

that " ca ciumy " is by any men'

the sole factor; if any trades unioiif

likes to assert that ''' ca caruiyj

has no responsibility for such CC'

trasts,_ he will only strengthen tl

hands of those who teach lU

intensive production is needed
|>

balance the handicaps from whii

our trade suffers (as it docs, iiKle<'i

suffer at the present time) on t:

home as well as on the internatioil

markets.
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The Best and the Worst.

AREADER has compressed five years of motor
cycling experience into a tabloid for my benefit;

tersely naming the best and the worst sample of
everything

—
'bus, engine, carburetter, lamps, etc.

—

and giving his reasons. The libel laws prevent my
quoting his delightful impressions

; perhaps I am
further nuizzled by the desire to be fair, as one man's
meat is another man's poison, and our very best rough-

rider (I name no names) implored me the other day
to use no carburetter except that which my corre-

^ondent denounces. But an impromptu " best and
worst " discussion would provide some fun for a club

gathering on a winter evening, provided that any trade

members were excluded, or, at least, handcuffed until

the speakers had got a mile start on their several

journeys homeward.

Flogging a Dead Horse?
SiMpiIS an old saw which denounces flogging a dead

li horse ; but I am going to talk waterproof

gloves until I succeed in resurrecting them.

1 have scoured the earth for a satisfactory article, since

the Continental rubber variety ceased to be procurable.

At present I can only name the following successors :

1. Asbe.stol mitts. (Very warm. Don't get sodden

under several hours' exposure to a real drencher.

Too thick for delicate lever work.)

2. Archangel field force mitts. (Very warm.
A\'aterproof. Too
thick for delicate

lever work.)

3. D u n h i 1 1

proofed twill

gloves, leather-

1 a ce d . (These
Aere specially made
for me. Either the

iieasurer or the

"Utter was at fault,

38 tfiey are a bad
it. The firm stated

hat the proofed
will won't stand
n u c h friction

—

>ence the leather

acings. The net

esult is waterproof,
)ut too stiff.)

4. Beacon oil-

kinniitts. (Strongly

ecommended by a
"ire.spondent. To
iv mind no mitt is

lice unless you
ise a single lever

buretter.

|e Cost of Elec-
\t'ic Liighting

Mfits.

STRING the

past season I

have heard
ay riders com-

. At on the some-
llSat limited extent

THE LIGHTWEIGHT AT THE MEET.
Hunting has started in earnest, and at many meets the motor cycle has been in

evidence. Here is shown a rider of a Junior Triumph enquiring of the huntsman
where he is going to "draw."

to which dynamo lighting outfits have adorned motor
cycles up to date ; in many cases they draw the con-

clusion that the reliability of these installations has
been disappointing. Nothing could be further from
the truth. I have personally covered a good mileage,

and my sole difficulty was ascribable to an outside

cause—accidental damage to an exposed cable. Three
facts have militated against the popularity of these

novelties. The first is a shortage of .supplies, which
will be remedied before another season opens. The
other is more serious—their cost. A first-class acety-

lene set ranges in price from ;£^ to ;£io according to

size. An electric set has so far been charged at about

;£^30 retail, if bought complete from its makers, or

at about ^£24 if purchased through a motor cycle

maker who allows for the magneto. The third handi-

cap is the dislike which many riders evince for a

rectangular battery case, awkwardly clipped in ex-

crescent fashion on to the rear forks.

Some Considerations.

nN the new Maglita set the battery is carried

in the rearward prongs of the lamp bracket, a la

generator—a safe and convenient place, but no
safer, no more convenient, and not so sightly as a plat-

form on top of the gear box, where sufficient space can

always be provided if designers are forewarned. The
cost question will be .solved. I have no experience

of the Astra equipment, but it is advertised " complete
-from ^12," which
is getting down to-

wards the price of

a , first-class high-

powered acetylene

set. The baby two-

stroke edition of

the new M-L in-

.stallation is listed

at seventeen guineas,

from which the cost

of an ordinary mag-
neto must be de-

ducted. So long

as these sets cost

appreciably more
than a magneto
plus a first-rate gas

outfit, the ordinary

rider will cling to

acetylene, and
manufactiirers Avill

hesitate to stan-

dardise an item"

w h 1 c h burdens
their clients with

imnecessary outlay.

Ten pounds is

about the figure (ex-

clusive of the mag-
neto) which would
enable these instal-

lations to become
universal. When
that figure i s

reached, they will

boom to an unpre-

cedented extent.

A17

a^^mi^
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W^HAT THE
SHONJC^ WILL
REVEAL

AN ADVANCE SUMMARY '

o( the Great Motor Cycle Exhibition which opens Next Monday.

THOSE who go to Olympia with the idea of

finding a big change from present policies Avill

have to look carefully if they are to discover

much novelty. First impressions will undoubtedly

produce the idea that there has been no change, but

this impression will be only partly correct.

It is true that the majority of manufacturers will

retain their existing models with but minor modifica-

tions, made during the past year; but there is an

interesting undercurrent in existence, at the present

moment which will eventually steer motor cycle design

into sound and progressive channels.

Specialisation.

The tendency towards the preparation of machines
to meet specific requirements has already been
noted in The Motor Cycle, and though it is no
new thing as far as certain firms are concerned, it

is beginning to affect the popular " 3t}." One of the

first symptoms visil)le to the public appeared when
Messrs. Joim Marston, Ltd., announced a light sport-

ing model (.n the lines of their famous Tourist Trophy
machine. Undouljtedly they will reap the benefit of
their go-ahead policy, and the new model will form
a centre of attraction for sporting solo riders. Messrs.
Lea and Francis also are departing from their previous
policy, in that they will stage a t,1 h.p. three-.spced

solo macliinc on similar lines to the"present two-speed
model, and also an entirely .new i)assenger machine
with 5 h.p. ^LA.G. engine and conventionally placed
ihree-.speed gear. 'J'here arc ninny others working on
the same lines, including the Verus and Rex C'o.'s.

which next year will introduce " light'" 4 li.p. models
purely for solo u-.i-. .Some otlnir purely scilo niarliine-s,

*i8

with engines of 500 c.c, may not be ready for tin

Show. Many other examples might be given, includiii;

the N.U.T. and the new 3-^ h.p. Douglas.

This catering for specialised needs is all to thi

good, since a dual-purpose mount cannot possibl;

be either the best possible .solo or the ideal sidern

machine, though its populaiity is sufficient proof tha:

it is admirably suited to its special purposes ; indcedi

this should iie so, since the type has received nion

attentit>n than any other during the past few years.
,

Oddly enough, though the "
3.\

" is likely to becomj

a solo machine once more, m;'ny little two-stroke.s

which up till now have been looked upon as purel;

solo mounts, are blossoming into sidecar machines:

with specially strengthened frame and sidecar chassij

designed to suit.

Three=wheelers.

Amongst the three-wheelers, the Scott Sociable am

the New Hudson will iie new to the public, thong

both rtiodels, particularly the former, have been o

the slocks for some time [last. The Coventry Preraiei!

modified in details only, has now, attained its fir.-i

birthday, and the Stanhope, front driven, has t)ee!

on the roail for several years, and to our knowlctlg

has proved a remarkably tractable machine. Tli,

Castle-Three is a fully developed three-wheeler, will

four-cylinder water-cooled engine and shaft drivti

and, like (he 'I'.H.. which will al.so be cxhiliited, I

only on level terms with the Premier .so far as a|.

is concerned.

Perha])s the best known three-wheek'r in existeiu

is ihc Morgan, which is noticeable for its simplicii

as c(Mni)ared with latecomers to this market, \<}w
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What the Show will Reveal.—

tend towards over-elaboration rather than the produc-

tion of the simple and inexpensive substitute for the

sidecar. Several manufacturers of well-known side-

car outtits are experimenting with three-wheelers, which,

however, will not be on view at Olympia, and it is

to be hoped that these may be simplified to the utmost

possible extent so that they may be sold at a price

not in excess of their present productions. There is

little noticeable change in engine design, and motor

cycles have not yet followed the example of many post-

war cars in adopting overhead valves and up-to-date

design founded on war-time experience. The new

31^ h.p. Douglas, the 3^^ h.p. Brough, and the Brad-

sHaw-engined Zenith are exceptions, which will be

on exhibition, though some of our most prominent

manufacturers have experiments in hand.

Two Strokes.

The two-stroke design has improved to a certain

extent, though this is not visible to the casual observer.

There will be nevertheless the twin two-stroke of the

Scott Sociable and the production model of the 500

r.c. single-cylinder Dunelt to attract the attention

(jf two-stroke enthusiasts.

The flywheel-magneto Villiers is an interesting

departure, since it offers an infinite range of spark

aiJvdnce, and thus overcomes one of the commonest

ns-o-stroke troubles, for the two-stroke requires a Avider

lange than any other type, and yet, since the ordinary

magneto runs at engine speed, it usually gets just half

the range of a four-stroke engine.

The countershaft gear is now universal, but the

Show will fail to reveal the use of lightweights fitted

with suitable three-speed gears in any great quantities.

Here the Levis and Velocette have made a- bold

attempt to get ahead of their competitors, and deserve

to be congratulated for their perspicacity. The 2%

h.p. Douglas has, of course, been fitted with a three-

' speed gear for the past year, but the Douglas firm

have been pioneers in so many ways that one is apt

to overlook their, claims to priority.

Shaft drive seems to be as far away as ever, though

the F.N., of course, will retain this feature. Those

lUerested in shaft drive will find the transmission of

the little Unibus worthy of examination. While not

ijeing motor cycles, but nevertheless driving to a single

'.vheel, the T.B. and Castle-Three runabouts also w-ill

lie of interest. Chain drive is forging ahead slowly,

i'Ut there is no great change in this direction.

Equipment.

Larger tyres are on the increase, and it will be

^een that saddle suspension has received much atten-

tion, but spring fraines have not made the headway
that might have been expected from the state of the

roads.

Quite a few manufacturers will fit automatic car-

l.'uretters at option, since during the past year several

makes, notably the Claudel Hobson and the Cox

j,
Atmos, have given great satisfaction to the e.xperi-

I

mental staffs. Mechanical lubrication is slow in catch-

1 ing on, though Messrs. Lamplugh and Best and Lloyd

I
bave done their best to help in this direction. Here
the American machines are undoubtedly ahead of us,

it is time that our designers \voke up to the fact

that nine out of ten riders do not know how much
oil to give or when to give it, and would not wish
to be bothered with the job even if they did.

The Real Lightweight.
There will be more complete electric equipments

than ever before, especially since the M-L light-

weight set is now an accomplished fact, and fulfils

a much-needed end, as does the Lucas Magdymo.
In spite of the fact that, in 1921, a pound or two

extra weight may mean an extra 30s. tax, there has

been little attempt at weight reduction, - but it seems

probable that most lightweight manufacturers will be

able to guarantee that their standard machines weigh

not more than 200 lb. complete. Shall we see the

real lightweight at the Show? Scooters, motorised

push-cycles, and so-called lightw-eights, yes! but the

real miniature motor cycle with two-speed gear

weighing around 100 lb. has not yet appeared. There
are such machines in the experimental stage, and
every effort is being made to finish them in time

for the Show. They are on the stocks, by
now they may be on the road, but it is likely that

those who go to Olympia to find them will be dis-

appointed.

Those who have read so far will say they can see

little that is new, and that, we fear, will be the -

verdict of many casual obsen'ers who go to Olympia.
Nevertheless, there will be novelties, and no good motor
cyclist should miss the great exhibition, for there is

much tO' be learned from a comparison of machines,

and there is an undercurrent of novelty which is the

first symptO'm of a great change. Business and manu-
facturing difficulties have not encouraged departures

from standard practice up till now, but when trade

becomes more normal it will be found that the more
progressive of our manufacturers will be ready to

blossom out with something quite new to the public,

though thoroughly tried out by themselves.

Novelties.

We know of a four-Cylinder sidecar outfit that regu-

larly does 100 m.p.g., and several new types of twin-

engined machines, but the public will agree that little

would be gained by exhibiting them when their pro-

duction on a commercial basis cannot be organised for

several months to come.

There are entirely new models, however. Among
others 'iLa&'i,y2 h.p. Ariel, the 31^ h.p. Douglas, the

Bradshaw engine," and the 5 h.p. Lea-Francis
are new throughout; the Enfield has a splendid new
engine, built for them by Vickers ; there will be at

least one new four-cylinder machine—and a counter-

shaft Rudge will be shown. And there will be new
sidecars and accessories galore.

No motor cyclist who can afford . the time should

miss a visit to Olympia. There he will see that,

although the innovations may not be startling, almost
every exhibit will reveal sound commonsense progress

in several directions.

Another trend indicating the commercial develop-

ment of the motor cycle movement is shown by the

number of sidecar taxicabs which will be exhibited.

In these days of high prices this form of transport,

which offers cheaper facilities, bids fai-; to become
popular as soon as police regulations are satisfied.

Big
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OFF THE
BEATEN

TRACK.

The A.J.S. on

Bobbin Mill Hill.

This stiff loose

gradient leads from

the lovely vale of

Duddon, which lies

betiveen Coniston

Old Man and Scaw-

fell, climbing finally

into the midst of

the Lanffdale Pikes.

.^ OVER the

CUMBERLAND
FELLS luUk

u SIDECAI?
X.

BY
CEO D APPAH-iM

./

A Lady's Exploits wi(h a Sidecar on the Packhorse

Tracks in Western Lakeland.

iuthor 0/ "TJl^ CompUU Mountaineer" *' Motor Ways in Lakeland"

"On Alpine Heights and British Crags," etc., etc.

THE war brought a considerable increase in the

number of lady drivers, but nowadays they are

seldom seen on the Lakeland secondary roads.

True there are very few whom one would wish to

accompany over these adventurous mountain heights,

which add spice to the taste of touring. But the in-

vitation was irresistible when Mrs. Riley, an expert

competition rider, suggested a sporting run on
her new A.J.S. outfit; for there were pleasant

memories of her many feats on the Lakeland hills.

Surely one might go anywhere with a driver who, for

in.stance, had made the first lady driver's crossing of
Hard Knott and AVrynose Passes from Eskdale to

Langdale.

Thus there was a feeling of security as we set our
faces .southward from the northern metropolis of
Lakeland, upwards over the char-a-hanc-thwarted hill

of Castlerigg, and down into the depths of Naddle
Vale, with Helvellyn towering ahead, ' all golden
purple and jiink in full autumn vesture. We were
hound for what is undouljtedly the finest long day's
motor run in Lakeland, and, with the exception of a
venturcsome_ dcfoi/r over a shoulder of bulky Black
Combe, it is a very useful route for all motorists
vi.siting the: northern land of mountain and lake. On
this account the details and principal features are
well worth mentioning.

"J'hirlmere was .seen at ils l.csi in glorious sunshine,
after a summer wherein St. Swilhin had extracted his

Ii20

full penalty of forty days' rain, and the forty-first

day gave promise of a wonderful autumn, which was
then being fulfilled. There was nothing to be seeii

of the ugly mudbank shore lines which last year

resulted from ALinchester's thirsty toll on the lofty,

lake. But the popular road on the eastern side of

the dale had sadly deteriorated. Despite the remark-

ably etificient springing of the A.J.S. machine, inter-

minable pot-holes spoiled the enjoyment of the scenery

in comfort, and there were regrets that the curlier and

longer way on the western shore had not been chosen,

for it still retains an excellent surface. The long

straights on the eastern side were strong evidence that

speed soon tells on the best of roads. One wonders

if in normal running a char-a-banc has ever been known
to travel this section at the legal limit of twelve miles

an hour.

A Jarring Note.

On high gear the sturdy machine carried its heavy

load of three passengers and luggage speedily over

Dunmail Raise and down into the pretty valley, where

ugly sports erections still bore evidence of the outside

world's invasion of " Grasmere's peaceful vale." On
entering Ambleside the main trunk road was left by

turning to the right and so through the foliaged hollows

to Skelwith Bridge, with the 1/angdale Pikes looming

ahead, ever beautiful in colour and contour. After

crossing the Brathay. the t\\isling steeps of Oxenfell
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showed the normal climbing powers of the machine
to perfection.

Soon we were speeding over the lofty wilds with

distant views of Wrynose and its attendant rugged

sentinels, whilst nearer at hand the road wandered
onwards past rocky hollows 'midst a pageant of colour

(>i5

splendour, and through air strong with the scent of
sunny heather. Down the brackened depths of Vew-
dale, with overhead glimpses through the larches of
grim, grey precipices mantled in pervasive pinkness,

we came under the shadow of the Old Man to the grey
narrow^s of Coniston. Over its awkward bridge and
round the sharp corners, where grey and white dwell-

uigs close-lined the roadway, the route lay dis-

tantly along the western shore of Coniston Water
and on to Broughton-in-Furness. The main
part of the town was missed by branching to the

right, and so for a short time we followed the

main west coast road 4"0 Duddon Bridge.

An A^pvkward Climb.
A sharp turn to the right now led into the

pretty tree-clad hollows of Duddon Dale, and
after negotiating the surprisingly awkward hair-

pins on Bank End Hill, where the three-speed

gear bo.x proved a friend in sudden need, we
climbed over the slopes and swung down to the

picturesque bridge over the Duddon at Ulpha.

^Mth a view to new hill discoveries for the next

trials in Lakeland, the village of Ulpha was
avoided by turning sharp to the left after cross-

ing the bridge. Incidentally, it might he men-
tioned here that for those tourists who are

making the round of- the Lakes, the quickest

way would be to run to the right beyond the

Ulpha Bridge, and at the Traveller's Rest Inn

turn up the steep hill on the left which leads

to Birker Moor, and so over to Eskdale. The
alternative ordinary route, which is considerably

longer, would skirt round the southerly front

of Black Combe, avoiding Millom by going from

Hallthwaites to Whickham, where the main

highway would be joined.

(Top) At the foot of Wast-

water, where the road swerves

out from the last of the trees

to the wide open shore-line of

Britain's deepest lake.

(Bottom) The A.J.S. in the

phadow of the Screes by Wast-

fcrater, , This is the most

npressive of the Lakes, and

he precipice on the further

^e, alongwhich it is impossible

construct a road, plunges

pown 250 feet below the lake

urface.
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Another view of Wastwater, which conveys a good idea of the grandeur of the mountain scenery.

But the less-known mountain road over the high

shoulder of Black Combe appealed irresistibly, and,

turning south-west from Ulpha Bridge, there was a

spsedy dash at the tree-clad confronting heights. We
jumped stirringly over a narrow, sharp, hog-backed
bridge, to find ourselyes suddenly '

' smacked in the

face," as our eager driver pithily put it, by a regular

cat's climb of a place. Instantly there was deft handl-

ing of the gears, and we w'ere at grips with a long,

stony gradent of i in 4. The ascent proved somewhat
of a struggle, yet the heavy weight on the carrier

jireveiited serious wheel slip, and ere long we were out
amongst the heather and bracken revelling in a glorious

prospect over Duddon Vale with the river curling far

up into the soutlierly recesses of England's highest

mountains.

The Summit of Black Combe.
A narrow " tricky " road now led steadily past lonely

mouiUain farms that .showed evidence of wild weather
on these far-awav heights; but now the sweet scent

of hay was wafted in soft breezes from flowery pastures,

wonderfully Alpine in effect and beauty. The /oad
was excellent past ].ogan Beck, but surprising gates

were frequent. One of these accentuated another-

excellent feature of the A.J.S. machine- for the front

mudguard is arranged so far back that i-t was possible

10 slide into a gale and only the tyre took the impact.

_
Foitunately, the aged gate was collapsible and readjust-
ible. Then at the three road ends, one of which came
ii|) from the westerly side of Duddon Bridge, a signpo.st'

indicated a broad, grassy road leading to Whitehaven,
and tills carried us easily up a two-mile climb to the
Munniit of Stunesido, i.^^S^fl. above sea level. Clouil-
(.ip()ed and gloomy. Black C'onibe justilieil its name.
'I'lien wc swept swiftly over the crest, leaving behind
the wild .irrav cif niniinlaiiis, range brvnuf] ran"e, ainl

gazing .sudclenlv ahead o\tr the open .sea with rich tiltli-

lands underneath us lining the golden sands and afar

off the peaked mass of the Isle of Man hanging

apparently in mid-air.

From near this point, had time permitted, it would

have been an easy walk to the top of Black Combe,
wdiich, from its peculiarly isolated situation, affords

almost the finest viewpoint in the country. In really

clear weather, England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales

may be seen. In fact, Wordsworth could scarcely TC
accused of poetical licence in his lines :

" For from the summit of Black Combe (dread name,
Deiived from clouds and storms!) the amplest range

Of unobstructed prospect may be seen

That British ground commands."

Bevond the highest point on Stoneside the road

divided—that to the right would have led more shortly I

to the main road near the foot of Eskdale, but after

,

such a wet season boggy sections might have threatened 1

engulfment, so the direct descent to the main road at

Boo'tle was chosen. This was steep, grassy, and

exciting, but one admired the beautiful soft, safe

braking of the machine and the unusual comfort of

the sidecar. A double hairpin in the lower section

;

proved so entertaining that our plucky driver persisted i

in putting her skill and the A.J.S. against the!

diffii:ulties of an ascent. It was a somewhat thrillin;,'j

performance, and this Bootle Hill can be strongly*

reconunended to those in search of adventure. Can
it b'.' climheil excepting under dry conditions?

A Feasl of Colour Splendour.

(_)nce Lui the luain road it was a delightful run iiortli-l

wards over capital roads, with ever-changing glimpses

towards the mountains and wide-views over seaward

stretches; then, on past Eskdale until, beyond (lie

glimpses iif tree-fringedMuncaster, the shapely heigliLs
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of Wastdale appealed irresistibly. About three miles

beyond the Muncaster Castle entrance a road on the

fight led up to Santon Bridge. Soon we were mounting
upwards to scan that wonderful prospect over Wastdale,

witli the huge masses of the Screes bulking largely on
the right, and in the centre Great Gable lording it

finely amongst a host of giant peaks. Nearer at hand
larchy hollows and grey, reeky foothills, fringed with

heather and golden gorse, formed a magnificent feast

f colour splendour in the rich autumn waiTnth of

evening sunshine. This, and the sight of Wastwater

—

the most impressive of the Lakes, embosomed amongst
England's grandest mountains—proved the unforget-

table features of a remarkable day's outing.

Deep and Gloomy Waters.

The notable details of this remote Lakeland dale are

t4ie highest mountain, the deepest lake, and the smal-

lest church. Time did not permit the run to be made
up to Wastdale Head to see the quaint little sanctuary

.-heltering in the shadow of the eternal hills, but it

was easy to realise the depth of the gloomy waters

hid under the rugged precipices of the Screes, which
plunge far downward below sea level. The height of

the surface of the lake is 200ft. above the sea, and
the depth is nearly 260ft.

The return journey from the shore near the foot of

Wastwater, where the capital roads still bore evidence

of the good work done by German prisoners during the

war, was made by the high level route under the

rugged scarp of Buckbarrow tO' Gosforth. Thence,
after a speedy run to Calder Bridge, the useful diver-

gence was made to Cold Fell, where a splendid road

saved time as well as distance, and afforded more of

the pleasures of the heights. After revelling in the

sunset gleam over Ennerdale, with the rosy afterglow

tinging the Pillar's rugged dome, the quickest home-
ward way lay by Lamplugh, Loweswater, Lorton, and
the more familiar pass of Whinlatter. In .gathering

gloom we slid down into the vale of Derwentwater with

pleasant memories of a day of perfection both of

driver, machine, and ideal weather, such as this

treacherous summer has seldom afforded.

The distance covered was just over a hundred miles,

and, with the exception of the divergence from Duddoii
Dale over the shoulder of Black Combe, the roads were
in excellent condition—in fact, much better than in

pre-war days. There are few parts of the countr}' of

which the same can be said.

A Forecast of the New Taxation Scheme.
Licences (o be carried in a Visib'e Posilion. Special Regulations regarding Sales.

IT
is now possible to clear up a few points about

which our readers are in doubt concerning the new
taxation scheme. As has been previously an-

nounced, the following motor cycle taxes will be Lm-

pused: Motor bicycles up to 200 lb., 30s.; over

200 lb. and up to 8 cwt., ^3; sidecars, ^1 ; three-

wheeled cycle cars under 8 cwt., ^4.. It is anticipated

ihat these weights will be less fuel and oil, and loose

.iccessories such as horns, lamps, speedometers,

watches, clocks, and badges.

It !.s not likely that the authorities will insist upon
ver\' machine being weighed, but probably if a

machine is suspected to be over weight the motor
cyclist will be expected to bring proof that it weighs

the amount claimed by him.

Many motor cyclists have been in doubt as to the

future of the registration of the machine, and in this

connection- we are now able to announce that the

registration fee is included in the licence fees, but in

addition the motor cyclist will still have to pay the

B. for his driving licence.

Log Books Required.

The registration must be with the registration

ithority of the district in which the motor cyclist

.des, and he will have to fill up a declaration form.

;e will also have to carry a licence card in such a

ition on the machine that it is clearly visible from
le near side. This card will be about 4in. X3in.,

¥nd must be carried in a waterproof case. This will

enable the police to see without stopping the vehicle

that the licence fee in respect of it has been paid.

Every owner will also have a registration book,
which will take the place of the copy of the entry of

the registration be now possesses. This book will be-

long to the machine and will record its whole history.

I

Therefore, in years to come, if the machine is still

running, the book will give the particulars of each
previous owner. Also, no machine may be sold with-

out the registration book, and if an owner loses one it

is likely to be a serious matter for him. He will

have to satisfy the authorities that it was really lost,

and will probaby have to pay to obtain another. The
idea does not appear to be a very happy one. !Many

motor cyclists are, we are afraid, naturally careless,

and it is reasonable to suppose that a good many of

these books may be lost.

No Quarterly Licences.

One of the results 'of the new regulations will be

that a motor cyclist may not retain his old number
after this year. Previously, it may be remembered,
he might, on selling his machine, cancel the registra-

tion and ask permission of the authorities to have this

number transferred to his new mount. 'For the pre-

sent, existing numbers may be retained, but they

must be recorded by the local licensing authority.

The motor cyclist will not have the opportunity of

taking out his licence quarterly or half-yearly, but

it must be borne in mind that the licence belongs to

the motor cycle, and if it is sold during the year, and

a second-hand one is purchased on which the licence

has been paid, no further expense is entailed.

It will be seen from the above outline that there

will be a very great increase in the formalities with

which the motor cyclist will be compelled to comply
on January ist next. No doubt these will prove irk-

some, especially until riders become accustomed to

them, and it is not at all clear why all the new arrange-

ments have been introduced. The log book idea is

apparently an effort to frustrate motor thieves, who at

present appear almost free to do as they wish.

B2a

s.
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE TRADE.

W/// ////'///
M-

Reviewing the Progress of the Industry since Last Year's Olympia Show.

Prospects and Possibilities for 1921.

GENTLEMEN,—Once more it is my privilege to

address an annual letter to you, and to con-

gratulate you that we are now within nodding
distance of business as usual, after four and a half

years of war work, and two years of reconstruction

and a motor cycle famine which ^inevitably accom-
panied your efforts to clear off the accumulated
arrears. I don't know that I ought to say "business
as usual,

'

' for you are having a trying time with

"E.P.D.": those of you who have genuine sym-

pathies with Labour (as I know most of you have),

find yourselves between the devil and the deep sea as

demand flows and ebbs : and our export prospects are

certainly as streaky as a Cubist painting of a thunder-

storm. Still, we are attaining a sort of equilibrium

between supply and demand—not quite the equilibrium

which we dreamt of, during the nightmares of the war,

but something better than the emergency manufacture
of fuses, or the ''kissing goes by favour" sort of de-

livery system into which you were driven last spring.

In the Matter of Prices.

With very few -exceptions you have emerged most
creditably from the maelstrom of the past few years.

Most of you did all that could be expected in maintain-
ing "service" for the users of your pre-war 'buses.

I know there were a few shocking failures in this re-

spect, but the public will give them cause for repent-

ance, so we will try to forget. Most of all, I have
to congratulate you, on behalf of all discerning motor
cyclists, because you resisted the temptation tO' pro-

fiteer in the first half of 1920. Motor cyclists are like

the crowd at a football match, who generally boo the

referee when he gives a decision against the home
team, even if their hefty full-back has handled a

bantam wing man after the fashion of an elephant
.stepping on an egg-shell. So we, your customers, in-

variably grumble when you give a decision against us
and put up your prices. ]3ut we are surely rather
foolish: and we have all noted two things. One is

that you have not put prices down again, as certain
car firms have done : and we know you would if you
could, for there will hardly be a fat living for all of
you when demand has shrunk to normal dimensions.
Secondly, however much we complain at your price's,

wc notice tlial they haven't gone up as inu<-li as
clothes, boots, food, tobacco, and whisky. from
which we gather thai, if your figures .sound rather
steep, they ar<', nevertheless, commercially justifiable.

Vou doubtless regret tliein as much as we do. Anv-

how, we realise that your scutcheon bears no very

indelible stain of profiteering, so here's to you! (By

>the way, what is a scutcheon?)

And so to technical matters. Some of you served

in the Army, and you remember what happened at

sick parade. You possibly had lumbago ; your right-

hand man had mumps ; your left-hand man had
scabies. But you all got a No. 9 pill. Which
things are a parable. Thuswise. Jones is superinten-

dent of a district for an industrial insurance company,
and rides solo in all weathers. Brown is an under-

graduate knut (pale mauve socks, shirt, tie, and, for

all I know or care, pants as well). Robinson is an

elderly grocer with a small wholesale business among.st

rural chandlers : he drives a sidecar, filled from Mon-
day to Saturday with grocery samples, and on Sunday
by Mrs. Robinson. In the bad, pre-war days you sup-

plied identically similar machines to all three users,

-except that you gave Brown a higher gear and a

shorter, flatter kind of handle-bar. That is wlyit I

meant by reminding you of the dear old No. 9 pill.

Silly, isn't it? So' your standard 3J4 h.p. was

stiffened up to withstand poor old Robinson's bad

driving, and geared down to haul Mrs. Robinson's

ample, matronly 15 st. up Porlock on their summer
tour : and it was rapidly becoming impossible to

obtain a reasonably light and lively solo touring

machine. "Thanks be," as they say in Ireland,

No. 9 has made some of you think. The Sunbeam
people are slashing lumps off their 3^^ h.p. as if tiiey

were carving for a purple-faced alderman at' the Lord

Mayor's banquet ; and I hear others are following suit I

That extra tax on machines scaling over 200 lb. "iii
!

1 92 1 may do a lot of good, eh? Or are you going to

accept supertax on all touring machines, and confine
1

the rebate to the babies? I fancy you'll get stung by
j

some of the brightest brains in the industrv if you 1

should take that line.
|

The Case of the Spring Frai-ne.

We can't blame you for the added discomforts ofj

riding. "Vou and we pay for the roads : but we neither I

ilesigned them, nor made them, nor ruined them.
|

"What are you going to do about it, all the same?^ \\

know spring frames arc not booming (]uitc as much asi

we all expected. Too heavy, certainly. Too expen-j

sive, perhajis, But the real crab against them is that I

a super-fork witli a super-saddle, and a pair of great

big puddingy tyres affords abo'Ut the same comfort ^i

the same cost and without sacrificing siin|ilicity. Of
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course, we can't have full pro\ision for comfort at a

really low weight : and that is where different sections

of the public are pulling you different ways. Here's

a story to the point. A young man married into a

family in which all the girls' hair turned grey at 28.

People soon began to say he'd married her for her

money. He said he wouldn't have complained if she'd

had any money. I don't think many motor cyclists

will complahi of the weight of your machines provided

they are really comfortable: but if they are neither—

?

For the immediate future give us the choice between

a light, unsprung machine at less than 200 lb., and a

heavy, pot-hole-defier, which may weigh almost any-

thing you like so long as it doesn't give us concussion

uf the spine.

As a blindish sort of old gentleman with numerous
evening engagements, let me say how I relish your

new electric lighting systems. I now get home punc-

tually without suffering from a fiery sensation at the

back of the iris, and without having frequent fracas

with pedestrians whom I have inadvertently rammed.
These dynamos are very dear and rather heavy : but

they are unquestionably the goods for the night rider,

who hails them as his ancestors hailed the first high-

tension magneto.

Fine Weather Finish.

You ha^e probably noticed that machines are quite

as awkward to clean as they used to be? It doesn't

worry me. When I receive delivery, I apply a certain

dope to the nickel plating for which you evince such

.an absurd fondness. It makes my plating look a

thought -sickly, but it keeps rust at bay. When I sell

the 'bus, it takes me about eight hours with a sand-

blast, a steam jet, a vacuum cleaner, a pick-axe, and

a gallon of Brasso. My next door neighbour is

eighteen years of age, and something of a dude. He
spends at least twelve hours a week cleaning his rpso

machine. Can't you do something to shorten the

process ?

" There are three motor vehicles for which you may
hope to find a moderate assortment of spares in any

^Si^able British town. I am sorr)^ to say that the most

universal supply fits an American car: I am proud to

add that the other two supplies fit British motor cycles.

"A stock of spares in every sizable town " is one inter-

ptetation of that much-abused -term, " service."' An-

other is to keep a businesslike man in charge of your

replacement department in the Midlands. The latter

is the standard usually accepted in the motor cycle

industry. I fancy the time has come for an inter-

aediate system. It costs a Westmorland rider several

punds to send his 'bus to Wolverhampton, and the

6ig

process of obtaining a small spare bv post is a four-

day job. His lot might be transformed if there were a

super-agent with a skilled mechanic, and ;£ioo worth
of spares in Carlisle? I won't speak of overseas

"service "
: you know what it is, so do I. We both

know that it is the quality of the " service," quite as

much as the quality of the 'bus, which gets the trade

over the water.

The Efficient Front BraRe—
There are a few lesser items in regard to which we

eye you magnates of the trade with hope and trust.

We have waited long enough for front brakes which
are safe, usable, and powerful. One or two came
along this year. Are they the van of a mighty host?

There are tool-kits and tool-kits. At the Car Show the

Standard people pinned their tool-kit up on a black-

board. You'd be surprised to know what interest it

excited. Some motor cycle manufacturers could

wisely copy the dodge : others would rather lie down
in front of a lampless steam roller on a dark night.

Some of you do your own motoring in Rolls-Royces :

some of you on two wheels. The former class do not

comprehend how much lumber the average motor
cyclist carries with him on his jaunts. I have just

catalogued my own odds and ends. One spare plug,

two spare electric bulbs, three one-minute tyre levers,
' a tyre repair kit, half a dozen chain bits, a rivet punch,

a tyre gaiter, some "concentric" electric wiring.

Where do I stow them ? Obviously the off side tool-

bag, which has a c.c. equal to that of a half-pound

cocoa tin, cannot accommodate the lot. They used

to go inside my gas lamp until t\vilight : i^ow they

mostly reside" in my pockets—ask the tailor what my
bill for ironing and pressing my Mallaby-Deeley's was
last quarter.

— And 1921.
Well, gentlemen, this mixed brew of bouquets and

tirades is getting somewhat tedious. As you know, we
riders bark a great deal more than we bite. We have
not been through the mill of producing a motor cycle

with shareholders all around us. Bob Williams spout-

ing in the town on Sundays, and Austen Chamberlain
sending his myrmidons round once a week to demand
a few more millions of E.P.D. for the new war in

Mesopotamia. So we are really heartily proud of you

and of the 'buses with which you provide us. We
wish ourselves a fine season in igsr with a keenly

fought T.T. and a less Colonial Six Days: and we
wish you pleasant relations with Labour, a new Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, and a healthy recovery .in

all-round trade.—Yours verv respectfullv,

B. H. Davies.

PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY.
E motor cycle and the camera are almost com-
plementary, especially to the man who rides

for pleasure, so we need .not apologise in calling

our readers' attention to an excellent volume on the

|Use of the latter. " Photography Alade Easy* " is the

jtitle, and a perusal of this little volume convinces us

Ifllat photography is easy—when one knows how.
Much of the pleasure of photography is missed when

''Published by Ilifie & Sons Ltd., London, at 3/3 post tree.

the ser\-ices of the professional are utilised for the

developing and 'printing processes: and these tasks,

with a proper understanding of the subject, are inter-

esting and easy. The volume provides this informa-

tion in a simple, clear, and readable form (the chaptei

on lenses, for example), and in a manner that should

be of much use to the expert. The author is R.

Child Bayley, who is' also editor of The Amateur
Photographer and Photograph \.

E25
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to

Exhibits at the Motor Cycle Show which opens on Monday next, arranged in sections grouping the

several classes of machines.

I.—SOLO MOUNTS .... .. pages 620 to 622 IV.—SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS .. pages 633 to 636

II.—DUAL PURPOSE ,
622 to 626 V.—RUNABOUTS

,
„ 636 to 637

in.—MACHINES FOR SIDECAR WORK „ 627 t-o 632 I

Section I.—SOLO MOUNTS.

In last week's special lightweight issue we gave particulars and illustrations of 55 lightweight motor cycles and
miniatures which will be marketed in 1921, and which will be exhibited at Olympia next week. In order to make
this section of our forecast complete, we give below a list of these solo motor cycles of the smaller type, together

with the number of the stands upon which they will be staged.

Stand
No.

t»Caithorpe Hi
tDiamond 96

Stand
No.
117*.\lec to

j*.\mnp 22
tAutoglider 21
tAbbottsfoid 162a
.AUou 62
*Beardmoi-e-Preciiioii 115

•JBeavimont 103
§Bradbury 60
•Clyiio HI
§Coiilson-B 102
;Chater-Lea 90
Connaugnt 95
*Cottoi-. 105

•Ced05 36

}Dot
lIDouglas 12G
JEdinund 145
•F.nfield H8

§j*Excelsior 07
J*Franci3-Barnclt ."4

IF.N 1,39

i'Hobart 102
§tHoskison 51
'"Ivv 124

tJ.E.S Ill
*James S8

Stand
-^' No.

*Kmgsburv 43
tKenilwortl: 144
'Levis 131
•Motoped 18
*O.K.-Junior . . . : 101
tSkootaraota 142
tMassev-Arran 24
Metro' Tyler 57
tNew Imperial 91

§ 350 c.c. fom'-stroke- Fht-twin.

New Hudson
New Scale

t*Omega
t*01ympic
Paragon

Two-stroke. J Four-stroke.

75
130

32
50

Miniatures

stand
No.

* Radco . . : 61
ijtRoyai Rubv 125
•SparkBrool; 123
'Sun 65
'Triumph 114
ll'Venis 101
tWhippet 26a
fUhibus 20
'Velocette 123
Vindec 101
Victoria 127
JlWooler 33
fWilkin 146

jrWolf .- 70

Htam}

58. A 3j h.p. M.A.G. engine forms

LEA-FRANCIS.
the po«'er unit of

tliis \vell-l;nown twin solo machine, and for 1921 a tlirec-

speed gear, iu place of the two-speed hitlierto used, will be
included in the specification. It is a machine which stands
almost alone, in a class known for its superfine finish and re-

finement in detail. Larger tyres than usual on solo machines
are fitted, viz., 26x3iii.

Stand N.U.T.
140. Although described fully in last week's issue we

again illustrate the 3^ h.p. N.U.T. in order to make this

section as complete as possible. Built purely for solo work,
it is fully equij^ped for the road, and has a Magdyno light-

ing and ignition set as part of the standard equipment. " A
special T.T. model will also be sliown whicli retains most of

the standard features, but is fitted with an overhead six-valve
engine and a plain magneto in place of the Magdyno.

The 3i h.p. Lea-Francis shares with three others the market
•existing for 500 c c. V twin solo mounts. The engine is a

M.A.G, with a cylindtr capacity 496 c.c.

Fully equipped with Magdyno liRhting set and many othei

refinements, the N.U.T. 500 c.c. V twin last year set a new

standard in solo machines.

Rjr.
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Stand RUDGE.
113. A type of macliine for which there is always a

steady if somewhat limited demand, the Rudge 3^ h.p.

(85x88 mjii. = 499 c.c.) Isle of Man models will attract the
attention of those riders to whom the charm of infinitely

^Tiriable gearing appeals. No more desirable type of solo

mount can be imagined, especially when a clutch and starting
device are incorporated in the design. The necessarily high
bottom gear ratio and the all-belt drive demand reasonable
handhng if the machine is to be used in a mountainous
district.

Stand ROVER.
89. Although the majority of Rover models are of the

utUity or double-purpose variety, the makers nevertheless
find that a certain market is always open for a machine
stripped of all but its bare essentials. To fill this the
sporting direct driven 5^ h.p. single-cylinder machine will

be shown, and it should make an irresistible appeal to tlie

man who wishes to shine in speed events, or who finds his

joy in keeping a highly efficient engine in the very pink of

tune.

Stand NORTON.
71. The 3i h.p. single-speed Norton may be regarded as

tile culmination of its type ; it represents the best of a class

which was predominant in the hey-day of the " singles," and
it still makes its claim for popularity. It pioneered tlie long
stroke movement, and its 79x100 mm. (490 c.c.) engine is an
object lesson in clean and efficient design.

While the direct, belt-driven "
3i

" is nowadays regarded
as a survival, no sweeter running and more flexible mount
can be imagined, especially if the Philipson pulley is used.

To the man who " travels light " and confines his week-end
kit to a tooth-brush and a safety razor it makes a touring
mount which teaches the joy of living.

Stand CORONA.
47. Simple engine construction with outside flywheel

and mechanical lubrication are features of tlie Corona engine.

which has been designed primarily for incorporation in a

sporting solo layout. The 3^ h.p. engine is full of interest.

and several innovations are embodied in the frame and
forks ; these are dealt with on another page.

Stand SUNBEAM.
129. A complaint frequently urged against modern

machines of medium power is that they often tend to

become unduly weighty in the maker's efforts to render them
saiiable for sidecar' work. The result of this feeling no
doubt has brought into being the 3^ h.p. sporting mode! Sun-
beam,'which has been based upon the general lines of the
standard productions of the firm with certain detail modifi-

cations which make for weight reduction, such as the

elimination of the kick-starter and the substitution of ordinary
wheels for the quick detachable vaiiety. Whether thi

makers succeed in persuading the public to refrain from
attaching a sidecar is a moot point.

Stand REX.

'iW. Hitherto the post-war products of the Rex Motor
^o., Ltd., of Coventry, have been in the direction of sidecar

Outfits, but it has been felt that the old-established name
.{always associated with advanced designs) should be repre-

sented by a solo model ; in consequence a lighter machine, of

mnch shorter wheelbase than the standard, will be shown.
It has a 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, three-speed Sturmey gear,

and Brampton forks combined with many detail refinements.

peculiar to Rex machines.

ind VERUS.
161. Designed purely for solo, service two new models
the Verns will make a strong appeal to visitors to

Olympia. The light sporting frame and a Sturmey-Archer
Ihree-speed gear box are common to both machines, one of

which has a 4 h.p. Blackburne engine, and the other a Z%

ljf,p. power unit of the same make. It is interesting to know
l^at the latt«r scales but 19S lb., and will therefore be snb-

^eted to the 30s. tax.

, ^^^S**

The success of the Rudge m the 1914 T.T., and the convenience
of the multi gear, are responsible for its continued popularity

as. a solo mount.

A simple solo single which the New Rover Cycle Co. will offer

to sporting riders. Recently we observed it accomplish a speed

of 75 m.p.h.

A favourite with speedmen—the 3i h.p Norton

The crank case and part of the cylinder are integral in this new
outside flywheel Corona.

A new 3^ h.p. sporting Sunbeam—designed specially tor

solo work.
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A solo flat twin with overhead valves—the % h.p. Brough.

The first all-chain-driven Douglas is the new sports model " 3i

which has overhead valves.

A mount originally designed to conform to the requirements of

solo riders in America—the flat twin Harley-Davidson.

Stunil ZENITH.
87. Although of recent years Zeniths have had big twin

'

power units, they have been very popular solo mounts ; but
it was only last year that a machine below 500 c.c. was
marketed. It embodies a soundly designed flat twin engine
of 58.75x65 mm. (347 c.c), and, of cmirse, the Gradua gear,

which operates from a countershaft underneath the engine.
Primary cliain adjustment may be eft'ected by a vertical

movement of the countershaft without affecting final belt

tension. By means of an ingenious link mechanism, rear
braking efficiency is maintained when the rear wheel moves
back to take up belt slack on the lower gear ratios. Com-
bined with great accessibility and eflicient mudguarding,
this machine makes a wide appeal to ))otential riders.

BROUGH.
aim of the new sporting

3J h.p. James V twin solo machine— a light and therefore

handy mount with plenty of power.

Stunii

64. Speed with comfort is th

3^ h.p. Brough. The product of eight years' experience wiMi
this type, its 496 c.c. overhead valved flat twin is primarily

a high-speed engine; while- an even torque and long wheel-
.,base both contribute to smooth, running and easy control.

Noteworthy features of the design are (1) the lubrication of

the valve rockers through the hollow operating rods, (2) the
lubrication of the primary chain from the crank case release,

(3) the detachable cylinder heads, and (4) the large internal

expanding Ferodo-lined front brake built up with the hub.
To the engineer, naturally, tlie inherent design is well

worthy of note.

Stand DOUOLAS.
126. The new sporting model 3^- h.jj. Douglas has every-

thing in its favour for making a strong appeal to the " fast"
solo man. The name and reputation of the company,^ past
performances, an " efficiency " design, and the very lines

of the machine all siiggest speed, and we feel sure that

the suggestion will be confirmeiSin the future. Detailed par-

ticulars appeared in our issue of October 28th. Briefly, the
flat twin engine of 68x68 mm. (494 c.c.) is an entirely new
design-, possessing all those recognised efficiency points such
as overhead valves, a nearly hemispherical combustion head,
and a really complete system of mechanical lubrication.

The drive is all chain, through a new three-speed gear bo.x,

with clutch and kick starter.

Stand HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
29. America, to the motor cyclist anyhow, is chiefly

noted for its big twins. So the appearance in this country

last year of a flat twin Harlej'-Davidson aroused considerable

interest and curiosity. During the year the controllabiUty

and smooth running of this model have been amply demon-
strated on the road, and 1921 will see little change in the

general design. One camshaft operates each pair of staggered

valves, in the 4 h.p. 70x76 mm. horizontally-opposed twin

engine, where simplification in design has been undertaken
to a much greater extent than is outwardly apparent. The
final drive only is by chain, the primary drive being direct

to the three-speed gear box.

Stand JAMES.
88. 'i'o classify exactly the 3^- h.p. twin James it is

necessary to use boxing nomenclature and to call it a light-

medium-weight. This exhibit will be all the more interest-

ing on account of the fact that the type (a 500 c.c. V twin)

is something of a rarity nowadays. Nevertheless, with a

three-speed gear aiul all-chain drive, this James makes an ;

exceedingly attractive little solo mount; aiid the temptalioii

to add a sidecar is not too strong.

Seclion II.—DUAL-PURPOSE MOUNTS.
Sin lid P. & M.

74. 'J'he P. and M. is a machine wliich may be said to
have been slowly evolved rather than one which lias been
altered drastically at any one time. It was a success
almost twenty years ago, and it still retains most of its
original feiitures in a (iiodilied form. It is not surprising,
theref.iic, (hat the P. and M. is renowned for its reliability,
while its tiniili has always lieeii of the liost ; it was those
qualities which made it the choice of the U.A.F.
Having a bore, and stroke of 84 nun. and 88.9 mm, re.'spec-

tively, the capacity of the cylinder is 498 c.c.. which nowa-
days is regarded as being (Ui llic siii,-ill ^ize fm- serious sidecar

1128

work ; nevertheless, the V. and M. is used for this service

quite as much .as without an atlachinont. It is distinctive

in many ways; the engine is j)lac'ed in an inclined position

in the frame, and two sjieeds are provided, engagement being

by expanding clutches operated by a lever on the .<idc of

the tank.
'

j

Slaiul TRILIMPH.
114. It is coinnion knowledge aiiiong motor cyclisla that

nothing is ever standardised on a Triumph until it has had

at least twelve months testing in the hands of vaiious riders.

The new ( hain-driven nnulcl ni;iy lie s;iid lo he the net lesnlls
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A two-speed gear machine which still retains its place in the

front ranks of dual-purpose mounts—the P. & M.

of several years' experimentation. It may be remembered
.that the nucleus of this model successfully accomplished the
A.A. 6,000 mile benzole test, when an average consumption
of 83 ni.p.g. was obtained with a sidecar. 4 h.p. Triumphs
of this type also emerged euccessfiilly from this year's Six
Days Trial, when every one of the eight competitors riding
them were awarded gold medals.
An improved design of front mudguard is now fitted.

This is wider and deeper than usual, and is turned in at the
sides, forming a channel which is continued through the
front extension as far as the stays where it is carried across
the inside of the guard. By these means liquid mud is

trapped and disposed of down the channel or via the front
stays, which are of channel section, to the ground. The
chain-cum-belt model, with Sturmey-Archer gear, is also

fitted with this guard.

A single, noted for its silence ; the 31 h.p. Rover,
has chain drive.

vhich now

<iand B.S..4.

69. The 4i h.p. B.S.A. for 1921 is of a new design, and
s fully dealt with elsewhere in this issue. A new pattern
ear box is fitted, and other modifications include improved
pring forks. Both chain and^ chain-cum-belt models are
ffered.

tund ROVER.
89. Pre-war 50O c.c. machines used for both solo and

idecar are not very numerous, most of them having been
nlarged by 50 c.c. and over. Nevertheless, this size of
ngine will probably be used during 1921 by a larger number

!

f makers than ever. The Rover 3^, however, has always
een regarded as beiag very suitable for the double purpose

The 1921 chain-driven Triumph embodies several innovations,

including new type of fork suspension and improved front guard.

work, and among the "singles ''
is noted for its quiet running,

asd the fitting of all chain transmission has not robbed it of

this commendable feature. Although more often classed as

a sidecar machine, the 5-6 h.p. twin model, illustrated on
page 627 is frequently used for solo purposes.

Stand ARIEL.
97. Larger wheel bearings a^ld an improved spring fork

are among the improvements embodied in the 3^ h.p. Ariel
for 1921. We are pleased to note that this model is being
retained in addition to the new Aj h.p. single, described on
page 656 and which is intended for passenger work. The
Ariel 3j has long been a favourite dual-purpose mount,
and has perhaps a better record in reliability trials than
any other machine of its size. Its success with a sidecar has
been remarkable.
The engine is fitted with a decompressor to facilitate

starting.

A y\ h.p. with a wide reputation as a dual-purpose machine

—

the Ariel, which has a blue tatik.

Stand BRADBURY.
60. One of the first of the 4 h.p. singles, the Bradbury

dual-purpose machine has several distinctive features. The
method of fixiiig the engine is one of these, the periphery of

the crank case being part of the frame. Its bore and stroke

are both 89 mm, (5M- c.c), and the transmission is by chains

through a three-speed gear box with cork-insert clutch. For
many years this model, in its various forms, has held a front

rank position, and there is every reason to believe that the

1921 machine will continue to uphold the reputation of the

Oldham firm.

I

^'Tli« big single Bradbury. Observe the method of carrying the

engine in the frame.

An alternative model to the all-chain machine—the chain-cum-

belt 41 h.p. B.S.A.
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The first big single two-stroke to prove its power and reliability

in a Six Days Trial—the 4^ h.p. Dunelt

On the dual-purpose Sunbeam the chain transmission is

enclosed in an oil bath case.

The 4 h.p. Norton— a popular dual-purpose machine which,

besides being suitable for solo use, makes one of the fastest

of sidecar mounts,

Altlinur;!-! flc gned as a solo mount, this year the Indian Scout

also be exhibited as a sidecar outfit.

The largest " single " now made— llic dual-purpose 5-6 h,p,

Rudgc Mulll.

.SVf/nrf DUNELT.
138. Of recent years there has been a tendency to

increase the size of -the air-cooled two-stroke ; but only

one firm (Dunford and Elliott, Ltd.) has gone so far as to

market a 500 c.c. single of this type. Its design has now
had a" considerable amount of severe testing and has proved
very satisfactory. Naturally, the initial cost of such a

machine (solo or sidecar) is going to be considerably less

th^n an equally powerful four-stroke.

Stand SUNBEAM.
129. One of the higher priced medium-weight sidecar

outfits, the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, has proved itself a propor-

tionately lugh performance machine both in private owner-
ship and open competition. Little alteration to the luxuriou.'i

specification will be noticed, but the makers recently intro-

duced a sidecar suitable for use with this machine, which
will no doubt attract much attention on account of the well-

known excellence of Sunbeam productions.

Stand INDIAN.
100. Primarily intended as a solo maclime, the power

and strength of the Indian Scout make it .very well suited

for sidecar work with an attachment of the " sporting " type.

The speedy lines of the machine are not belied by actual

performances. 26 x 3in. tyres, in addition to giving an
appearance of .solidity, are responsible for greatly enhanced
riding comfort.

Stand
-

RUDGE.
113. Many sidecarists still prefer a hefty single to a

large twin, and to such the 5-6 h.p. Rudge should make a

distinct appeal. It is one of the few surviving big singles

with direct belt drive, and in conjunction with the compul-
sorily high range of gear ratio given by the Multi gear, it

often calls for skilful driving in difficult country. H-owever,
the power is there, and also the simplicity—two very

important points.

Stand NORTON,
71. All fields of competition work have been grist to the

mill of the Norton, but the speed successes of the T.T. and
Brooklands machines have tended to obscure the reliability

performances of the Big Four. As these latter successes are

not isolated examples, and as the very term " Big Four " is

claimed to have originated here, this model actually attracts

as wide a clientele as the popular solo machines. The long

stroke of the engine is, perhaps, the most interesting feattire.

The bore and stroke are 82 mm, and 120 mm. respectively,

and the capacity 653 c.c.

^Sland BROUOH.
64. The 5-6 h.p. Brousli is one of the small group of

|

fiat twins which are capable of serious sidecar work, and
i

.it the same time remain light and handy enough for pleasur-

i

able solo riding. The flat twin engine has a bore and stroke

(if 70 X 90 mm. (690 c.c), and the machine generally follows)

the outlines of the 5^ h.p. model. '

Stand VERUS.j
161. An entirely new model in the 1921 Vorus range isj

a sidecar outfit upon which the nuikors have spent a coil-
j

siderable amount of thouglil. It is eiigined with a 4 h.p.
|

Tilackburne engine, and the gear box a Stunney-Arclier—

;

around these two main units a very taking machine. Ex-

ceptionally wide mudguards are fitted, and the outside flv-|

wheel is enclosed in an aluminium cover which forms parti

of the case for the primary chain. A largo capacity'

saddle tank encloses the top tube of the frame, and is of

a design which climinales the massive appearance of some
tanks of this typo. The details 'are well carried out. Eor
example, the front wheel stand is secured to the nuidguard
valance by means of side clips. Sidecar lugs are iiitegi'id

with the frame. 26x3in. tyres arc fitted.

Stand
'

DALTON.
15. Well tested features are adhered to in the 5.7 h.p

outlit made by the Dalton Jlotor Co., ot Manchester; llu'

eii{;iiie is the Coventry Victor ilal-twin, and transmission >'•

by chain through a Sturmey-Archcr gear box. It ift "

siibstiuitial hioUing machine with a low riding position, ami

a long whi'clbase.
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The 4 h.p. New Scale—a gocxj-looking machine for solo and sidecar

service

A Rex double-purpose model with Blackbume engine and
Sturmey gear.

The Verus " 4
"—a big engine in a small frame.

A newcomer to the sidecar field—the 4 h.p. Omega

On« of the few medium powered dual-purpose mounts with a

spring frame—the 4 h.p. Coulson B.

625

Stand HOSKISON.
51. Hitherto the makers of the Hoskison have specialised

on lightweight machines, but a new 4 h.p. model will be
shown. Special features are Best mechanical oil pump,
extra large mudguards and light car tyres. The front brake
acts on a dummy belt drive, while chaln-cum-belt trans-
mission is used.

SUind BLACKBURNE.
It, The Blackburne engine is used on an enormous

number of machines assembled by various makers, but those
who prefer a machine built throughout in the same factory
will be 'interested in Messrs. Burney and Blackburne^s
exhibit. The 4 h.p. model is equipped with all-chain drive
through a Burman three-speed gear box, and has 28x3in.
wheels. Neat design in the sloping top tube frame and
attractive black and red finish contribute to the pleasing
appearance.

Stand DALTON.
15. A product of Manchester, the DaUon 4 h.p. Black-

burne engijied model represents a careful assemblage of well
tried components in a neat sloping top-tube frame. The lay-

out is on Bemi T.T. lines, with three-speed gear and final belt

drive; 26x2^ (oversize) tyres are fitted.

Stand OMEGA.
27. Under the above name the 'products of Messrs. W.

J. Green, Ltd., of Coventry, have chiefly become known as
a result of the success of the popular 2| h.p. four-stroke

models. A new type, however, incoTporating a 4 h.p. Black-
burne engine will be staged, and its frame design is par-
ticularly clean and workmanlike, although more or less con-
ventional lines are followed.

Stand WILKIN.
146. All the new features incorporated in the Black-

burne-engined Wilkin have been tested in the " round-the-
coast " ride which was carried out by the designer under
A.C.U. observation. The improvements naturally are of a
practical kind, and include adjusting devices for the gear
box and magneto drives, as well as wider and more substan-
tial mudguards and readily detachable chain-eases.

Stand VERUS.
161. Despite a comparatively recent entry into the world

of motor _cycle competitions, the Verus machines have
secured an enviable record during the past two years. TliSr
success has been widely associated with the Blackburne
engines, which the makers, Messrs. A. Wiseman, Ltd., of

Birmingham, have largely used. A new 4 h.p. model will

be shown, and its special claim to notice is the fact that

its overall dimensions render it equally suitable for the
soloist who requires a handy machine, and for those who
have need for a sidecar.

Stand SHEFFIELD HENDERSON.
45. The well-known sidecar makers of Sheffield are

turning their attention to motor cycles, and although Black-

burne engines and Sturmey gears will be used, the rest of

the specification will break away from conventional lines.

New and practical ideas in frame construction and spring-

ing are "being introduced.

Stand REX.
84. In addition to a smaller and a larger Rex machine

with Blackburne engines, built for solo and sidecar work
respectively, a medium-weight double-purpose model will be
shown. This has a 4 h.p. Blackbume engine, and although
the- general specification is similar to the bjg twin outfit, a
shorter wheelbase has been arranged, and the interchange-
able wheels are eliminated.

Stand NEW SCALE.
130. The makers, Messrs. Roberts and Hibbs, Ltd., of

Manchester, have hitherto specialised on two-stroke
machines, but they are now entering the lists with a 4 h.p.

double-purpose model. Much care has been devoted to pro-
viding a machine of neat appearance and good proportions,

C5
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The spring frame fiat twin Raleigh attracted a great deal ol

attention at the last Show. This is the production- model.

NOVEMBER 25th, 1920.

making the best use of standard compon£nts. A Blackburne
4 h.p. engine, Sturmey gear box, and chain-cum-belt trans-

mission are used, while the Brampton forks carry a brake
which acts on a dummy belt rim on the front wheel. Wide
mudguards are used, and the finish is a handsome all red,

the tank being finished in aluminium.

Stand COULSON-B.
162. Although the Coulson-B machines made quite an

unobtrusive beginning, they have come forward in strides;

proving their- worth ou track and road in no uncertain
manner. Some practical detail improvements have been
carried out for the new models, the greatest being a lower-
ing of the saddle position by six inches. The spring frame
and the special forks common to all the products of Messrs.
The F. Aslett Coulson Engineering Co., of Albion Street,

Kings Cross, N.W.I, are naturally used on the 4 h.p. model,
which also has sidecar lugs incorporated in the frame.

A double-purpose flat twin—the 4A h.p. Humber, which is one

of the quietest machines on the road.

Despite the fact that it has held its unique position for several

years, the water-cooled Scott remains the only twin two-stroke

on the market.

Stand DOUGLAS.
126. Very popular for light transport and passenger

work with the British Forces in France, the return of the
4 h.p. Douglas sidecar outfit last year to more peacefiil

spheres saw several detail improvements. This year, how-
ever, it has not been found necessary to make any altera-

tion. The even torque, of the flat twin engine makes this
machine a fascinating solo mount in addition to a capable
passenger ovitfit.

The 4 h.p. Douglas is equally suitable for solo and sidecar.

Stand RALEIGH.
99. The interest aroused last year by this exhibit will

certainly be repeated and possibly augmented, for the

promising product of the famous cycle firm has not yet

reached the hands of the general public. Its salient features

include, of course, a 698 c.c. flat twin engine and a sim{)le .

but efficient spring frame, which permits full chain cases

to be used. 1921 improvements comprise a strengthened
rear frame structure, an improved mudguard fastening, an

independently detachable rear chain case, and wide effective

leg shields, which also act as air deflectors for the cylinders, '

The toolbag is carried under the tank.

The single-cylinder Wilkin, which
has all-cliain transmission-

Stand SCOTT,

:

148. The makers of the Scott do not change their

design for changing's sake ; in this respect they are like an

equally famous automobile firm who modify their produc-

tion as necessary and not seasonally. Therefore, although

no change has been announced, and little change is apparent

to the eye, several small improvements have recently been

incorporated, particularly some tending to strengthen the

frame. Sectional and dissected exhibits will attract much
attention on the Scott stand.

Stand HUMBER.
86. The 4J, h.p. Humber has been decidedly prominent

in most of the recent and severe reliability trials, and, as a

sidecar machine, it was the lowest-powered outfit of its tvpe

to come thinugh the A.C.II. Six Days Trials with first-class

honours. In addition to reliability, silence is an oulstand'

ing feature of the 75x68 mm. (600 c.c.) flat twi,n engine,'

and the T.T. model, with footrests in lieu of footboards, is

a most attractive .solo mount.

c6
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Section III.—MACHINES FOR SIDECAR WORK.
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i he Excelsior was one of the pioneer big British singles,

and is re-introduced in a modified form.

Slaml BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
67. The 4-i-

h.p. Excelsior is a post-war modification of

a successful pre-war machine from a factory which pioneered

the big single. It was designed to meet the demand for a

full tourist outfit atj moderate price, and for that reason

several of the luxuries, such as interchangeable wheels

offered in the Excelsior big twin, have been omitted. The

price is £125, or £160 with sidecar. The larger machine,

which is offered with either 6 or 8 h.p; engine, is very little

altered from last year's model. It has enclosed all-chain

drive, interchangeable wheels, and a de luxe sidecar of un-

usually large size.

A big single which, with sidecar complete, is sold at a very

moderate price. The 4^ h.p. Quadrant.

itand ROVER.
89. Successful as a medium-sized twin sidecar machine,

thfe 5-6 h.p. Rover for 1921 remains practically as in the

present yiear. It is interesting to observe that several

tnachines of this type—or rather using this size of J. A. P.

.Qguie—will be staged at Olympia, which fact must be taken

is a direct compliment to the New Rover Co. In 1920 it

.vas almost alone in using the particular size of engine era-

jloyed, and it occupied a midway position between tJie 3^-43

i.p. and the 6-8 h.p. classes. All chain transmission is used,

,he rear element b^ing of the Brampton spring link type

vhich has proved very satisfactoi-y. By reason of good

lesign and artistic coachwork, the Rover sidecar is now
luite one of the most pleasing vehicles on the road. Tlie

jody is one of the few that retain a sporting and clean out-

ine, and yet provide ample comfort for the passenger and

Iwnerous luggage accommodation.
&;

One of the largest machines with chain-cum-belt transmission

—the 8 h.p. Rex, which will also be made with all-chain

drive.

Stand BLACKBURNE.
72. The large Blackburne twin, which is by reason of

its outside flywheel, one of the smoothest running machines
on the market, is naturally the power unit of the 8 ,h.p.
Blackburne sidecar outfit. This machine possesses the
inherent advantage of being designed—eiJgine and cycle—as"

a whole for production in the one factory. Internal engine
improvements for 1921 include i-oller bearipgs to the big end,
a lighter piston and a micrometer adjustment to the small
timing pinion. While instead of being screwed into position
the magneto pinion is ndw fitted on a taper, thus following
more conventional practice. The outfit, as a whole, is

thoroughly designed, having all chain drive and interchange-
able 28x3in. wheels.

The Blackburne '8' offered by the makers of the well-known engine.

Stand REX.
84> A mount that has made a name for itself in a remark-

ably short time, after its introduction, the 8 h.p. Rex sidecar

outfit has a more complete specification than the majority of

large sidecars. Excellence of design and a long-established

name, famed years ago for very advanced products, are prob-
ably equally responsible for this rapid success. A choice of

J.A.P. or Blackburne engines is offered, while the remainder
of the machine is consistent with the high quality of either

of the power units. For 1921 an all-chain driven model will

be exhibited, which wOl no doubt appeal to the many riders

who prefer a rigid drive for a heavy and powerful outfit. A
special taxi-sidecar will also be shown, and for the work asso-

ciated with this class of vehicle the dimensions and power
of the Rex should be ideal.

' The 5-6 h.p, hvin Rover which has set a new fashion in dual

pui^se machines.

The latest addition to the twin sidecar machines for 1921

—

the 5-6 h.p. Ottiega-Jap.
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One of the most popular sidecar machines^he A.J.S., noted

for its refinements and good finisli.

Stand LEA-FRANCIS.
58. The 5 h.p. M.A.G.-engined Lea-Francis is the pro-

duct of two firms who both are noted for super workman-
ship and detail finish. Therefore, those interested in such

refinements will welcome a "small twin" sidecar outfit. As
the engine capacity is only 592 c.c, the term "miniature"
is almost justified. The three-speed gear box is new and is

of the constant mesli type. All the selecting mechanism is

mounted above the box, and the whole is surmounted by a

very large oil filler cap. Situated on the engine-shaft, the

clutch is of the dry multi-plate class, and both chain

cases are of cast aluminium.

Stand ARIEL.
97. Many buyers of "passenger" machines require,

something more powerful than the popular big single, and

yet do not wish to go to the other extreme and buy a

de luxe 1,000 c.c. outfit with its much greater initial and
running costs. To such the 6-7 h.p. (795 c.c.) Ariel should

appeal strongly. In general outline it is somewhat similar

to the 4^ h.p. machine, described elsewhere in this issue,

with exception, of course, of the long-stroke twin* engine.

Great economy is claimed for this machine, and, with

28x3in. tyres, ft is a serviceable addition to the range of

medium-powered twins. The sidecar lias a capacious locker

at the rear which renders a luggage grid unnecessary.

Stand BRADBURY.*
60. The leading Bradbury model for 1921 will be the

6 h.p. sidecar machine, which is a fine example of a design
where strength and reliability are first considerations.

Nevertheless, it possesses many other pleasing refinements.

For instance, detachable cylinder heads make the process of

decarbonisation less tedious, and an efficient magneto shield

and large footboards are useful fitments, as also is the
quickly detachable rear wheel. The drive is by chain through
a Bradbury three-speed countershaft gear box. Guards only
partially enclosing botli chains are somewhat unusual nn
big sidecar machines, but the a<]vantage, should a chain
break, is at once apparent.

JAMES.
are jiroved attributes of the

Stand
88. Speed and reliability

new 7 h.p. James sidecar outfit, which, in a trial form, has
been well tested in competition work this year, and of which
a full description appears on page 843 of this issue.

The Bradbury " 6 " was one of the group of machines which
set the fashion for this type of sidecar mount. -

;

Stand S.S.A.'

69. For many years the B.S.A. had been famous as

a single, and the introduction last year of a twin naturally
caused much comment. Time has proved that in this case,

anyhow the old rule that a firm specialising on singles can-_

]iot make twins does not hold good, and this machine should;
meet with an even greater reception this year. Externally
and internally the engine is a fine piece of work, and all'

details have been carefully thought out. Lubrication is byi
means of a mechanical oil pump, which ensures a constant;
supply of oil under all circumstances, and yet ensures that
the front cylinder is not starved at the expense of the rear.

Stand A.J.S.

119. That extra ounce of power has been granted, to

A.J.S. enthusiasts for 1921. For the engine size is. to be
increased from 749 c.c. to 800 c.c, and the makers' rating
is now 7 h.p.—a conservative figure, we should imagiiie.'

With the exception of a few racing lightweights, one of

which won- the Junior T.T. this year, the firm now con-

centrate on their sidecar outfit, which is one of the most
luxurious and completely equipped in existence.

Stand COVENTRY VICTOK.
227. Of especial interest to the .small dealer and trader,

this machine is sold only in its component parts for build-

ing up by individual agents, under their own names and
transfers. The flat twin engine of 688 c.c. is an accessible

and well-constructed job, and the other details are evidently
the work of keen motor cyclists and clever designers. For
example, the tank holds no less than three gallons of petrol,

and one of oil. The finished machine is most attractive.

Stand MARTINSYDE.
163. Everything stands in the favour of the Martinsydc

sidecar outfit. It is the modern design of a practical motor
cyclist—Mr. H. Newman—and is produced in the finely

equipped works of Messrs. Martinsyde. Thus no considera-

tions of established precedent or the retarding influence of

existing drawings, jigs, and tools should hamper this effort,

A natural temptation to depart radically from conventional

lines has been overcome, and the result is both sound and

interesting. For 1921 the rear frame will be slightly altered.;

but otherwise the machine remains unchanged.

Of nearly 800 c.c. capacity, the 6-7 h.p. Ariel, with 28x 3in

wheels, is capable of hauling heavy loads.

"-"-^"i>M"rt*^ .-«r i><i»iiii ,
» -

Although exhibited at the last Show, llic iwin 15.S.A. was not

produced in any great quantities this year. It will be seen at

Olympia with several improvements.
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The largest of the three 1921 Sunbeams—an 8 h.p.- Sidecar

machine.
Stand QUADRANT.

41. Designed by a pioneer motor cyclist—Mr. T. Silver

—the big single Quadrant is one of the lowest-priced full

touring sidecar outfits on the 1920 market. Its low price,

however, was not made possible by poor workmanship and
finish. For 1921 two types will be offered—4i.and 6 h.p.

—

the latter is referred to at length on page 651

Stand
"

ARIEL.
97. The 45 h.p. Ariel described elsewhere in this issue

;

is purely a sidecar machine having 28x3in. wheel and a

j
. frame of a type too heavy for solo use in the hands of the
average user. It is one of the few singles designed exclu-

! sively for sidecar wbrk, no attempt being made to evolve
a compromise which would be a little tod light for " double
liarness " or a little too heavy for solo riding. This year

6
the Ariels will have a royal blue tank finished in black and
gold.

'

.

Stand
"

ARMIS.
22. A comparatively newcomer to the motor cycle field,

the Armis has made steady progress as a lightweight during
the present year. A sidecar mount, however, is an entirely
new proposition, and the model which will be exhibited at
Olympia promises to attract attention on account of its com-
pact design. It will be fitted with a 5 h.p. J.A.P. engine
and Burman gear box, and the frame will be of the sloping
top tube type. The moderate selling price and comprehensive
specification of this outfit should make a ready appeal to
family men not blessed with idtra deep pockets.

Stand SUNBEAM.
_129. Improved only in miiior details, the 8 h.p. model

will again be included in the Sunbeam range. Fitted with
aji 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, this machine holds a similar posi-
tion in the big twin field to that enjoyed by the 34 h.p.
Sunbeam. The all-chain transmission "is enclosed in oil bath
cases which, in conjunction with the efficient shock absorber,
renders the drive as sweet as that obtained by means of a
bdt. The wheels are shod with 28x3in. tyres, and a spare
is can'ied on the commodious sidecar, which, like the
machine, is finished ui the well-known Sunbeam style in
W&k and gold. Although the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, despite
its low capacity engine, is very popular for sidecar work,
many have a prejudice against the " Sj " for passenger
wofk. For these, the 8 h.p. outfit is intended—and, after
ail, a big twin is certainly more suited to the overloading
nowadays prevalent, and gives that extra ounce of power
S>d that extra thousand miles before decarbonisation that
talfil the requirements of the really " hard " user. Probably
";ter the initial expense be overcome it Js possible to run
'big twin outfit as cheaply, if not more so, than a " single

"

gbut the choice, of course, is a matter of individual
(ference.

%nA OMEGA.
27. Having 26x3in. wheels, a 5-6 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

a comparatively long wheelbase, the new Omega-.Jap
Ipecar machine should prove an interesting proposition.

I^uing the past two years the Omega-.Jap lightweight 'las

ifeied for itself a reputation for reliability and sound

I
porkmanship, and a sidecar machine from the same works

1 S probably what a number of Omega riders require, for

IjJTery year sees a certain number of soloists joining the ranks

I
if sidecar users. The equipment of the new model includes

prampton forks, Sturmey-Archer gear, and Amac "'

On the 8 h.p. Coventry Acme the magneto drive is taken

from the mainshaft.

retter^ and the saddle tank has a capacity for over two
gallons of fuel. A special feature of this machine is the

care with which the frame design has been carried out ;
this

is specially noticeable in the case of the bottom bracket

casting, which presents a clean and rounded upper surface,

Avith strengthening ribs underneath.

Stand COVENTRY ACME.
85. An 8 h.p. J.A.P. -engined machine with many points

exclusively its own. For example, the magneto drive is taken

from the main shaft, the reduction in speed being obtained

by a chain and sprockets, the one on the magneto being

twice the diameter of the driver. The machine has a par-

ticularly long wheelbase which makes for greater comfort,

while the wheels are 28x3in., quickly detachable and inter-

changeable, a spare being carried at the rear of the sidecar.

A capacious boot is fitted to the sidecar body. For 1921 an

all-chain model will be added to the range, while a J.A.P.

6 h.p. engine will be supplied at option. Adjustable handle-

bars, Sturmey-Archer gear, and a 2^ gallon tank form part

of the very complete equipment.

Stand- ROYAL ENFIELD.
118. The main new feature of the 1921 Royal Enfield

sidecar outfit is the new engine, which is made specially

for this machine by Messrs. Vickers, who appear to have

put into its construction the same quality of workmanship
which characterised the Vickers gun. The late war showed

a large number of our readers the quality of the gun, and

an engine from the same factory makes the Enfield slogan

"made like a gun" more apt than it has ever been. The
capacity (i.e., 995 c.c.) remains the same as hitherto. One
of the features of the new sidecar is the fixing of the mud-
guard on the body, which permits a large locker to be fixed

between the two. Further reference to this model is made
on another page.

Stand '" BAT.

59. A pioneer machine with many distinctive features,

the 1921 Bat-Jap promjses to enhance its present high

-position in the world of wheels. The well-known Bat sus-

pension is retained, and for the benefit of new readers we
would point out that this takes the form of a sub-frame

which carries the rider completely insulated from road

shocks.- The engine is an 85x85 mm. twin J.A.P., and the

gear box is a Sturmey-Archer. 28x3in. wheels are fitted,

.^nd the transmission is by chain throughout. As usual,

the finish is in all grey.

The big twin Rudge with its IVluIti gear, makes a tast sidecar

machine in a class it shares with only one other.
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Forecast and Guide to Olympia.

Stand HAZLEWOOD.
96. A Coventry big twin which has always been

regarded as a high-class machine. There are several modi-
fications in the 1921 models, including a saddle tank. These,
however, are referred to in a description of the machine
appearing on anothSl' page.

Stand ROY.4L RUBY.
125. This fully sprung 8 h.p. outfit, which is illustrated

and described elsewhere in this issue, attracted a great deal
of attention at the last Show. It has an 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engine, Sturmey-Archer gear, all-chain transmission, and
equipment of the highest class. The sidecar is equipped
with a w-indscreen as a standard fitting.

Four big twin sidecar outfits with spring frames will be shown
at Olj-mpia. This is the Clyno "8," which is finished in

. grey and black.

The Harley-Davidson—one of a trio of American big twins on
the British market.

Stand RUDGE.
113. The twin-cylinder Rudge made its first appearance

at last year's Show, and it will be exhibited again in the
same forni. To those who favour the expanding pulley type
of gear and direct belt drive (which is at its best when
ample power is available), the 7-9 h.p. Multwin makes a
special appeal. Quite a new model, however, is the three-
speed, all-chain drive sidecar outfit, which has detachable
and interchangeable wheels and many similar refinements.

Stand HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
29. Amongst Amei-ican machines the Harley-Davidson

7-9 h.p. passenger outfit has taken a prominent place. Its
silence, smooth running and speed have earned for it a well
deserved popularity. No drastic innovations will be seen on
the Show models, one of which will carry the full electrical
equipment, which has been standardised on the d<r luxe
outfits.

''"""I MATCHLESS.
68. One of the most luxurious of British niacliincs, the

Matchless remains faithful to its system of coil springing,
which is used fur both frame and sidecar chassis. The engine
IS an 8 li.p. M.A.(!.. which is famous for its silence, long
life and excellent w nrlun.inship. Detail improvements in the
bearings of the d<-tnchable wheels have been carried out, but
trie general desii;ii is unaltered.

C14

Stand MASSEY-ARRAN.
24. Among the new names at this year's Olympia will

be that of the Massey-Arran. During the present year a

limited number of lightweights have been marketed, and
they have already earned a reputation for their refinement

and high-class finish. The 5-6 h.p. model will be built with ^
the same "ideals which actuate the concern making it,;

i.e., to produce iriachines comparable with the very best.
'

It is a high aim for a new firm, but a commendable one.

Stand - ZENITH.
87. Detail improvements embodied in the 1921 Zenith-

Gradua are dealt with in an article on the new models which

will be found in this issue. An 8 h.p. sports model, minus

a clutch, will be included in next year's range. The 5 h.p.

model remains practically unaltered.

The largest twin on the market, the Reading Standard, fitted

with an engine of 1 ,100 c.c.

As usual, the 1921 spring-frame Matchless outfit provides the

maximum comfort (or owner and passenger.

Stand CLYNO. '

141. Despite the fact that troublous times have delayed

the production of large numbers of Clyno outfits, the machine
is one which has become much desired. Tins interest on the

part of the public is due entirely to the attractive and work-

manlike lines on which it is designed. Everything desireil

in the " ideal " specification is incorporated—mechanical lubri-

cation, accessible engine, detachable wheels, simple chain

cases, adequate mudguarding, electric lighting and luxurious

comfort. The latter quality, of course, is due to the excel- f.

lent system of frame suspension by laminated springs, which ^
is also applied to the sidecar chassis. A hood and screen l

also ensure complete weather protection for the passenger.

Stand INDIAN, i
100. After some five years of continuous production, theiki

7-9 h.p, Indian remains unchanged. This is a splendid!
testimonial to the excellence of the design. The handsome;!
finish remains unaltered, and its distinctiveness is such that p
it has made the macliiiie one which is almost as familiar' to, |l

th<- general public as to the community of motor cyclists. 'j

Laminated springs, as applied to motor cycle frames, were
largely pioneered by the Indian machines, and such features
as a built-in dynamo lighting system and interlocking dulcll

anil gear mechanism, typical of American practice, are here

se1.11 in .specially advanced form.
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A big hvin passenger machine \\\\\Cn will be exhibited as a taxi

sidecar—the 8 h.p. Campion.

In order to suit overseas reqmrements, the New Imperial big
twin has more groiind clearance than most machines of its type.

Stand READING-STANDARD.
37. Possibly no American machine has approached the

general lines of the conventional British layout so closely as
the big twin Reading-Standard. The side-by-side valve
engine has undergone several modifications, which make for
an increase of efficiency, and the design generally is of great
strength and simplicity.

Htand. F.N.
139. An ever extending public are beginning to appre-

ciate the charm of the four-cylinder, and this fact, com-
bined with the F.N. reputation for excellence of material
and workmanship, and that other advanced feature of
design, final shaft drive, should together keep the rebuilt
Belgian factory continuously busy. Although amply power-
ful (the cylinders have a bore and stroke of 52x88 mm. =
748 c.c), this big F.N. is not weighty; in fact, considering
the specification it is remarkably light, and 25x3in. light
car tyres should contribute gi'eatly to the comfort of the
rider.

Stand CHATER-LEA.
90. Few firms have had greater experience in the build-

ing of passenger machines than Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd.,
and this year their popular "No. 7" outfit will be still

nearer perfection. All wheels wOl be detachable and inter-

changeable. The front chain is now entirely enclosed, and
the rear chain protected by means of a guard. A bracket
for spare wheel is situated oii the sidecar chassis.

Stand L.M.C.

70. For a considerable time now colonial requirements
have been the special study of the Lloyd Hfg. Co., Ltd.,

but either their standard or their special overseas model is

interchangeable as regards suitability for home or colonial

use. Indeed, the colonial model will undoubtedly appeal to

many honie riders, while the home model will no doubt
similarly be suited to some of the less exacting localities

abroad. Tlie patent seat suspension is the eliief feature of

the machine, while the 950 c.c. twin engine is a sound job.

Stand NEW IMPERIAL.
91. The 8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar follows the lines

of the 1920 model. Large leg shields which fully protect

the rider from foot to thigh are the most iinportant addi-

tion, and they are so arranged that an air draught is

deflected to impinge upon the cylinders. The sidecar mud-
guard is now securely attached to the body—a construction

much to be preferred to direct attachment to the axie of

the chassis.

itoirf CAMPION.
163a. The manufacturers of the Campion have been mak-

ing big and very sturdy sidecar outfits for many years now,
and it is not surprising that they should be one of the first

firms to turn seriouslv to sidecar taxis.

The Powerplus Indian for 1921
has a large shield protecting the

liiagneto.

:i7
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LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR OUTFITS.

One of the pioneer two strokes—the Connaught with its 293 c.c.

engine—will be marketed as a sidecar outfit.

Havinj; a 350 c.c. engine, the Alecto two-stroke is suitable for

light sidecar work.

A sidecar model of the Ixion has been catalogued for several

years and has given every satisfaction.

The Allon was one of the first two-strokes to impress us as

suitable for lit(ht sidecar work.

Slam} _ IVY.
124. By making fifteen consecutive ascents of the Old

Wyche, Malvern, which has a maximum gradient of 1 in

21, the makers of the 3 h.p. Ivy lightweight outfit have
demonstrated that their production is a serious go-anywhere
proposition. A two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box with
clutch and kick-starter will be used on this model, and the

final drive is, optionally, belt or chain.

Utand , CEDOS.
36. Sidecars have always been particularly in the sphere

of feminine interest, but up to the present no firm has
specifically designed a sidecar outfit for the lady driver.

.

Judging, therefore, by the number of ladies who already
drive standard machines, the new Cedoa outfit should prove
very popular. The larger Cedos engine (247 c.c.) and a two-
speed gear bo.\ with clutch and kick-starter are fitted.

Worthy of note is^ the fact tliat these machines are made
throughout under one roof.

Stand _ CONNAUGHT.
95. One of the earliest small two-stroke sidecar outfits

on the market, the Connaught, gave us some very satisfactory

results when under test last .«umiTier. The capacity of the

73x70 mm. engine is 293 c.c. A new type of sidecar body
is now provided with a locker under the seat, while the

,

chassis is of the latest underslung pattern. Two speeds with,';

clutch and chain-cum-belt are used.

Stand ARMIS.
22. A very popular power unit for this type of machine,

the 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke, is used in the Armis,
intended for sidecar work. Suitably geared, this outfit

should easily attain the expected range of such machines.

Stand
~

ALLON.
62. Recognisi4ig that serious sidecar work on a low-

powered machine makes more than two gear ratios desirable,

the makers of the Allon lightweight are substituting a
. three-speed gear of their own manufacture on this model.

A specially light sidecar completes a very useful lightweight
outfit.

Stand BEARDMORE-PRECISJON.
115. A road test and full description of the Beardmore

Precision lightweight sidecar appeared in our last week's
issue. The chief feature of the sidecar is a flexible chassis...

specially adapted for use witli the Beardmore spring frame.

Stand OMEGA.
27. Following popular lines, tlie 2^ h.p. Omega-Villiers

sidecar is a good example of a lightweight outfit at a

competitive price.

Stand IX^ION.

160. Constructed of sound and well-tried components,
the Ixion sidecar outfit should gain a large following among
the economically-minded public of to-day, who are largely

attracted by a low initial cost and a promise of correspoiul-

ingly low running expenses.

Stand ALECTO.
147. Although only of 76x76 mm. bore and stroke

{345 c.c), the little Alecto passenger outfit is rated by the

makers at 3^^ h.p., and recent Brooklands performances tend to

prove that this is by no means a too optimistic figure. It

will be remembered that the Alecto was the first two-stroke _

to break long distance records. For sidecar work a con-

siderably stronger franu', a larger tank, bigger spring forks

and wider mudguards are being standardised.

Stand . CALTHORPE.
112. Among the wide range of Calthorpcs for 1921, the

small sidecar outfit will be by no means the least interestjllgj

exhibit.

Stand SCALE.

130. One of the earliest firms to recognise the possi-

bilities of the lightweight sidecar, the ni.akers of the new
Scale will show a 3 h.p. Precision two-stroke-engined outfit.

Silence and comfort are two inip<nlanl poiuls that have

received especial attention here.

CIS
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Seclion IV.—SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

Sandum tourist body fitted

with the new type of screen,

which will be a feature on

these sidecars in 1921.

633

Stand SANDUM.
23. A remarkable selection of sidecars from a feather-

weight racing shell to a double-seated sidecar taxi will be
produced for next year by the Sandham Kngineering Co.,

whilst a feature of their exhibits at Olympia will be the new
Sandum screen.

A curved mica screen shields the rider from the front,

whilst attached by clips to each side are substantially con-

structed side pieces, in the centre of which are mica win-
dows. These side pieces are held by a metal fork to a

universal link attached to the sides of the body, and tbe

number of positions to which the screen can be adjusted is

praetically unlimited. A weather-proof cape attached to the

bottom of the screen is fixed to the body in front, and com-
pletely excludes the wind and rain.

A body which should attract considerable attention is the
two-seater sidecar taxi. It resembles in shape two large

sidecars placed side by side with the centre partition removed.
There is plenty of room for two persons, and it is possible

for a six foot man to stand inside without toueWng the hood.
An exceptionally large locker is located at the rear, and it is

intended to accommodate suit cases or other small luggage.

Ihe upholstery is excellent, whilst the spring back rest and
seat are very comfortable.

-. A screen will, of course, be fitted, and a special spring

wheel chassis has been designed so that its width does not
greatly exceed that of the sidecar.

Amongst the other exhibits is the Sandum two-seater,

which was previously described in The Motor Cycle. The
second seat is provided by Ufting up the hinged bulbous
back.

Other new models, the attractive appearance 61 which
jtrikes the eye, are the new streamline model, low seated,

ind tapering towards the front similar to a boat, and the

.•edesigned lightweight racing model. This latter body is

A Watsonian sidecar, affording complete protection for the

passenger. "

extremely light, and is covered on the top only at the nose.

The seat is on the floor of the body, and permits the rider

to assume a reclining position which offers little wind resist-

ance for racing purposes.
Many other sporting models will be shown, some with the

back rest raised above the top of the body, and others
deeper, which protect the rider to a greater extent from the
wind and rain.

Stand GRINDLAY.
SO. In addition to the model known during this year

as the De Luxe, which has a sprung wheel and body sus-

pended on cantilever springs, this spring chassis is being
embodied in two new models. The first of these is a full

tourist type with bulbous back, containing a large locker
and, at option, a child's dickey seat. The body is roomy,
well made and finished, and has a glove locker in the
dash. The other new model embodying this double sprung
chassis has a doorless body on sporting lines, but having
a larger amount of room than is usual with this type or

attachment. The dash, is brought well ba,ck, and has a
neat adjustable windscreen, which enhances its appearance,
and provides extra comfort for the passenger. At the rear

of the body there is a larger locker, upon the lid of which
is secured a light grid to carry a spare petrol can.

The third new model is of the pure sporting type, small,
light, low, and fitted with a. leather hammock seat behind
the back rest, of which there is a locker of useful capacity.

This model has been designed for the larger type of light-

weights and the spring frame A. B.C.
In all cases the rnudguards are Of round section and

secured to the body. A full tandem sidecar is also under
consideration.

The full tourist Grindlay model with sprmg whee, and canti-

lever suspension for the body.
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less " spring sidecar.

Stand RIDE-EASY.
35. Among the exhibits of the Sidecar Body Co., of 25,

Upper Clapton Road, London, E.5, will bg^ a' single-seater
sidecar fitted with a novel disappearing hood.
Contrary to usual practice, it is constructed of metal, and

in shape conforms to the contour of the back of the side-
car. When it is lowered iind out of use it appears to be
part of the body.

Its action is simple, and pivoted on two studs on the
sides of the body, it is easily drawn over the seat and clipped
to the top of the windscreen. By the provision of two
rollers it can be lifted by two silk cords, attached to
the top of the hood, when seated in the sidecar. A hinged
dash provided with two side pieces of pleasing shape is

fitted, whilst the roominess of the seat and the ample leg
room provide a comfortable all-weather body. A locker of
reasonable size and capable of holding a two-gallon tin of
petrol is located behind the seat.
A luxurious sidecar, the bulbous model No. 4, suitable for

Henderson and Harley-Davidson motor cycles, will also be
shown. A hinged dash is again fitted, 'whilst the uphol-
stery, which is in antique leather cloth, and the attractive
sweeping lines of the body are most noticeable. An under-
slung chassis supports the body on two three-leaf C springs
with solid shackles.
An enclosed wheel is now fitted to all sidecar chassis manu-.

factured by this firm, whilst special chassis, suitable for all

American machines, are also made.
Other models include the bulbous No. 2, which is slightly

smaller than the No. 4, but is provided with an equally
comfortable spring seat and back rest. A tool locker is

located beneath the seat, wliilst the price of this model com-
plete is £26.
Another sidecar suitable for lightweight machines is the

lightweight No. 5. It is well finished and has a distinctly
pleasing shape, whilst the total

By an ingenious springing system thi

attachment is extremely flexible.

tively small and would permit its use on low-powered
machines. 'This body is mounted on a special underslung

enclosed wheel chassis, and is sold for less than £20.

A very novel two-seater sidecar, it is hoped, will also be

exhibited. The bulbous back is hinged, and when lifted back
forms the second seat, whilst a well beneath the front seat

provides ample space for rear passengers' feet.

Stand

63.*

MILLFORD.

The leading sidecar of this well-known make for 1921

will be the Millford Rock, regarding which we recently gave
a description of a demonstration. It will be recalled that
the Rock sidecar chassis is an Australian invention, embody-
ing a flexible construction from which a chassis, properly so

called, is eliminated. From our experience we can say that

it gives remarkable comfort. Several types of bodies will

be used as hitherto, and these range from the small to the

very largest type. The special feature of the springing
system is that it may be instantly adjusted to any weight of

passenger, while the axle is made from the solid bar, and is,

therefore, practically unbreakable.

Stand CANOELET.

weight of 25 lb. is compara-

A novelty in hood design which will be
exhibited by the Sidecar Body Co. When
out of use It slides over the rear part of the

body.

143. One of the first firms to introduce a coach-built
sidecar body, Messrs. Mead and Deakin, of Tyseley, will

show several new models which will be worthy successors of

the well-known Canoelet range, while on many other stands
the Canoelet will be shown fitted to well-known makes of

motor cycles. Probably one of the most popular sidecars of

its type on the road, the sporting Canoelet may be obtained
in two models, the more elaborate of which has a hammock'
seat, and is strong enough for fast work on a heavy machine.
A taxi-sidecar will also be shown.
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On one of the Walsonian new models a child's dickey seat forms
part of the equipment.

That a spring wheel sidecar can be designed without sacrifice
of neat appearance is shovm from this view of the Henderson.

-uxurious equipment, refined springing and ample weather-protection
are the special features of the Sheffield Henderson Elite sidecar.

*he substantial chassis of Dunhill's touring sidecar, in which a
spring luggage grid is embodied.

^35

'itand WATSONIAN.
92. Like several other firms making sidecar attachments,

the Watsonian Co., of Birmingham, will exhibit a sidecar-

taxi. This is a large two-seater cabriolet, having a com-
modious locker at the rear which accommodates, among other
things, a spare wheel. The rear half of the " top' ' takes
the form of a hood which may be lowered at will. Tlie

front part is permanent. Several other interesting features

will be noted on the Watsoniau stand, among these may be
mentioned a celluloid screen which has side pieces and hinges
at the rear, the whole of the covering being pivoted at this

point. The arrangement seems to otter the advantages of

saloon type of body without undue weight. There are several

types in the Watsonian range for next year, and they will

embody many points of Interest which show that they are

the outcome of actual road experience.

Stand HENDERSON.
44. Coming from the centre of the steel making

industry it is only fitting that the Henderson sidecar chassis

should be constructed of specially selected materials. Every
care is taken in the choice of the various grades of steel

tubing used in the various parts, and the connecting stays

are all made from material possessing a high elastic limit.

Bolts which might be liable to corrode in their holes are
made from rustless steel, while the wheel axles are of high
tensile. The models range from a lightweight, suitable for

machines of the smallest classes up to the Elite type, which
is equipped to conform with the most powerful and luxurious
machines to which it may b« attached. Springing is a
special feature of all Henderson sidecars, and an adjustable

system combining leaf and coil springs suspends the body in

each case. A spring wheel model of exceedingly neat design

will be shown, and in all cases the mudguards are attached
to the bodies instead of to the rigid portions of the chassis

;

this method of fitting was largely popularised by the makers
of these sidecars which were amongst the first to be fitted

in such a manner.

Stand DUNHILLS.
103. The essentials of the Dunhill designs are triangulation

and strength. The lightweight chassis, one of the simplest
forms of sidecar frame, has proved to be eminently satis-

factory. We recently illustrated this chassis, which should
give a maximum of strength for weight ; and, although
primarily intended for a light sporting body, comfortable
springing has by no means been neglected.
A heavier touring model, suitable for attachment to

powerful twin-cylinder machines, will also be shown, arid

remains vei'y much the same in design as the 1920 pattern,
but it has been improved by the addition of a well-sprung
luggage grid mounted on quarter-elliptic springs. The
platform is 20xl5in. Incorporated with tlie cTiassis, and
forming an integral part of it, is a special spare petrol tin

carrier, which is provided with an extremely ingenious
clip, allowing the can to be quickly removed, a,nd yet hold-
ing it securely in position.

Stand MONTGOMERY.
46. One of the neatest sporting model sidecars in the

Show will be exhibited by the well-known Montgomery firm,

who will also have a-compiete range of their sidecar attacb-
nients suitable for all classes of motor cycles. The de luxe
model is a particularly fine piece of work, intended for use
with all types of machines of 4 h.p. and over. It has a
hinged dash upon which is mounted an adjustable glass screen.

The back contains a large locker.

^t.«>ti- ^ ^

The sporting rnodel Montgomery.

8
«5
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Two Royal Leicester models—the "'Racer" in polished aluminium and a

Stand ROYAL LEICESTER.
137. Several new models of the Willowbrook Cb.'s side-

car attachments will be exhibited, and the range will include
a number of lightweight models of interest to those who
wish to fit a sidecar to a medium-powered machine. A
touring model built upon an entii-ely new style of chassis,

medium weight " with bulbous back.
""

having compensated coil springs, will be one of the leading

features of the exhibit, and it is claimed that the springing

system eliminates entirely any tendency to sway. In all

cases, Willowbrook sidecars now have the mudguards fixed

to the body, and therefore insulated from road shocks. Tln.i

also reduces unsprung -weight.

Stand COVENTRY PREMIER.
94. The Coventry Premier runabout, which was intro-

duced to the public at the last Olympia Show, will again be
staged by the Premier Company. Several small alterations

have been made, but ;ione of these are of a very drastic

character. The engine fitted is a water-cooled "V" twin,

with a bore and stroke of 80 and 105 mm. respectively

(1,055 c.c). It may be recalled by our readers that this run-

about has three speeds and reverse, and that the transmission

is by shaft to the gear box, thence by an enclosed chain.

The rear wheel is quickly detachable, and a spare wheel is

carried on the tail of the body. One interesting point 4n
comiection with the Coventry Premier is the fact that the
price has been reduced, and is now 275 guineas complete
with dynamo lighting set.

Stand MORGAN.
93. There are several detail improvements of an impor-

tant nature In the 1921
,
Morgan. Chief among these being

the fact that the rear wheel may now be quickly detached
without the necessity of disconnecting the chain links. This

feature has been secured by a new type of rear fork which
allows the axle to be slid along the fork ends for adjustment
to the chain. By sliding the wheel to its most forwai-d

position, it is allowed to drop out of the forks when the

chains can be lifted off the sprockets and left endless. Both
chains are now of the same length, which has been rendered

possible by fitting a certain combination of small and large

sprockets. Gear ratios of 4^ to 1 and 8 to 1 are obtained.

Others ' improvements include redesigned clutch withdrawal
fork, which is of a very simple nature, and provides an easy

action. Several models of the Morgan will be shown at

Olympia, including two of the rfe hixe, type, a Grand Prix,

and a new Aero model, which has a streamline tail and V
front air deflector behind the radiator. Another model will

, be the four-seater, which is suitable for two adults and two
children. Prices range from £205 to £228.

-

7

Section V.-RUNABOUrS.
Sttmd

-.20

A refined iitllc machine with a very complete specification—

the Coventry Premier runabout.

NEW HUDSON.
75. Undoubtedly one of the most interesting three-

wheelers at Olympia will -be the New Hudson, in which
the company has pinned its^ faith as a passenger machine
in lieu of a sidecar outfit. An air-cooled 50° V twin of

1,100 c.c. provides the power, and the transmission is by
shaft and chain through a three-speed and reverse gear

box. The rear wheel is quickly detachable. £300 is the

price at which it will be offered.

Stand STANHOPE.
144a. Although exliibited for the first time, the Stan-

hope is by no means a new proposition.' For several years

it has been rmming about in its jiresent form m the hands
of its designers, and has earned quite a reputation for

itself on account of its remarkable tractability. It is unlike
any other three-wheeler at present made, inasmuch as the

drive is to the single front wheel which is also the steerer.

Although somewhat unconventional in appearance, it is not

by any means unsightly, and now that the designer is enter-

ing the market with it, we see no reason why it should not
be a successful commercial proposition.

Stand T.B.

31. Two models of the T.B. three-wheeler will be

offered next year, one being equipped with an 8 h.p. water-

cooled twin engine, and the other with an air-cooled engine of

a similar type. This vehicle has all-shaft drive, and the

gear box provides three speeds and reverse. It is manufac-
tured by Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd., Staft's., and in-

cludes several unusual features, amongst which must be

included a neat detachable wheel. From personal experience
we can state that the water-cooled model is speedy and
quiet on the road and well sprung. A single seater is also

made.

The three-wheeler, which made this type of vehicle popular

—the iVIorgan.

m
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SEE THAT YOUR MACHINE IS FITTED WITH
A ^ iHii ENGINE

/;; answtrin^ this advertisement it is desirable to 'mention "The Mator Cycle. C27
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Olympia Show
November 29 — December 4

Stancf
No. 44

A COMPLETE RANGE OF ALL
OUR MODELS WILL BE ON
VIEW AT OUR STAND,

ALSO
The Cheapest and Finest Combina-

tion that will be manufactured next

year. Keep your eyes open and pay

us a visit. You will be surprised.

= Full details from the Stand or direct from

I HENDERSON SIDECARS,
I AERO WORKS, FITZWILLIAM ST., SHEFFIELD
= 'Grams: "Aero. Shellield." 'Phone: 31 19 Central.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli:

/ II iiiiyirriiii'i tlih ml III 11^11111 III il is il rsinililr In iiiililiioi "'/'/if .]/iihir Vijih.'
"1
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The Castle-Three, a runabout having a four-c>linder water-

cooled engine and shaft drive.

Stand CASTLE-THREE.

42. A fully developed three-wheeler on car lines, the

Castle-Three runabout is probably the last word in three-

wheelers having a four-cylinder water-cooled car type engine

of 1,207 c.c. capacity, and all shaft drive through an epicyclic

gear giving two forward speeds and reverse. The vehicle

has many commendable features, many of the working parts

of the chassis ai-e fitted with patent oil-less bearings,

which need no lubrication whatever. The bevel drive is

totally enclosed and runs in oil, and is provided with extra

large ball bearings throughout. The rear wheel is easily

detachable by use of a single spanner, and is interchangeable

with the front wheels, a distinction which the Castle shares

with very few other makes of three-wheelers of its type.

Artillery wheels are fitted.

Stand SCOTT SOCIABLE.
19. The Scott Sociable was fully described in a recent

issue of The, Motor Cycle, and no doubt readers who visit

the Show will make a point of inspecting it in its finished

form. As is well known, the machine is a three-wheeler,

which represents a development of sidecar construction,

Chassis of one of the most remarkable little three-wheelers

extant—the Scott Sociable.

Tiie T.B. has a V-twin engine and shaft drive.

inasmuch as there are two tracks, and the side and rear

wheels are in line. A two-cylinder two-stroke rotary valve

water-cooled engine of 578 c.c. is fitted, and a crank
case e.xtension contains a constant mesh three-speed gear box,
from which the drive to the off side rear wheel is taken
by shaft and bevel. A self-contained starting device,,

operated from the driver's seat, is contained in the crank
case, and the whole power unit with its controls complete
may be removed from the chassis by undoing four bolts.

One unusual feature of the Scott Sociable engine is the
double-pole system of ignition. This is a method with which
the designer gained much experience in past T.T. races,

and the lessons there gained have resulted in the design of

a special two-pole plug, which is used in conjunction with
a sparking plug of standard pattern. An M-L magneto
provides the spark, and this is equipped with the " impulse
starter" produced by the makers of this type; the device

greatly facilitates the starting of the engine. It is note-

worthy that all ordinary adjustments to the engine may be
carried out by the driver without him leaving his seat.

The chassis construction is unusual, since no brazed joints

are used, all the members throughout being tubular units

of standard lengths. The bodywork completely encloses

the chassis, and the engine is entirely concealed from view.
Detachable and interchangeable wheels are fitted, and the
body provides ample accommodation for two people, with
an additional dickey seat at the back. A special feature of

the Sociable design is its extreme mobility ; it can be turned
in its own length.

Stand L.S.D.
40. A soundly constructed three-wheeler, the L.S.D. has

an 8 h.p. J.A. P. air-cooled engine, and two speeds and
reverse. The transmission is bv shaft and chain, and the
wheels are of artillery type. This little vehicle made its

- appearance first at the last Show, and has not undergone any
drastic alterations. Its manufacturers are Sykes and
Sugden, Ltd., Huddersfield, and as their works are situated
in a district which is notorious for a combination of difficult

hills and inferior road surfaces it may be assumed that the
machines are designed to withstand, and are tested under,
the most arduous conditions. The staunch appearance of

the car bears out this assumption.

iN a recent occasion the Spanish Royal
^' Automobile Club was approached by
11^ a Paris motor cycle paper, request-

^ the King of Spain to give a cup for

projected trial from Paris to Madrid
iy next year. The Real Automobil
hb d'Espana then wrote to the Secre-

, of the International Federation of

orcyclists, asking for information on
subject, and whether there was any
antee that the trial would be

operly organised. The F.I.CM. there-

fore communicated with responsible

[i^ons in the country concerned—in this

jjliBe the Union Motocycliste de France

—

iKo disclaimed all knowledge of the

International Trials.
The Work of the F.I.C.M.

proposed trial, and could not offer any
guarantee as to how it would be organised.

This is but a small example of the value
of the work of the F.I.C.M., who were
thus able to prevent the offer of a
valuable trophy for a competition which
might have proved a fiasco.

It has also come to the knowledge of

the International Federation of Motor-
cyclists that a suggestion had been put
foi-ward for holding the Paris-Nice trial

again next year. The U.M.F. were
interrogated, and replied that they would
not give a permit for this event unless

they had very certain guarantees that the
competition would be organised in such

a manner as to bring no discredit on the
motor cycling movement.
The position regarding Spain is quite

interesting. Motor cycling has prospered
in that country, but there has been no
body to rule the sport. There were" two
successful motor cycle clubs in Spain,
between which a certain amount of rivalry
existed, and for a long time the R.A.C.E.
could not come to a satisfactory arrange-
ment. We are glad, however, to state

that the rival clubs have now been
amalgamated, which has resulted in the
fqrmation of the Real Moto-CluH
d'fispaiia, which now governs motor cycle

sport in Spain.
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HOW TO GET TO OLYMPIA.
Map and Table of Underground and Motor Omnibus Routes from Principal London Termini.

COLDERS GREEN

TCI PUTNEY BRIDGO
S0UTHFIEUD5.
WIMBLEDON 3T0CKWELL

THE following information may be of

service to those of our readers who
do not know their way about

London, and clearly shows how Olympia
may be reached by underground railway
or by motor omnibus from the principal
London termini.

BAKER STREET. Inner Circle train to Higli
Street. Kensington; And, thence by 'bus to
Olyujpia—N03. 9 iiud 33.

BROAD STREET. Inner Circle tmin from Liver-
pool Street UiiderproiuKl to \\\%\\ Street, Ken-
{^iiiKfnn ; tlieuce by 'bus to Olympia—Nos. 9
and 33.

CANNON STREET.
Street, Kcii>iu;itOD

;

—Nns. 9 and 33.

Inner Circle trnin to High
thfence by 'bne to Olympia

CHARINCi CROSS. Inner Circle train to, High
Str"'f*t, Kensington; thenco by 'bus to Olympia
—N08. 9 and 33.

EUSTON. 35n-ton Sauare Tjndergtound (Inner
Cifclfj) to High Stroet, Kensington; thonce by
'bus to Olynipia—Nos. 9 and 33.

EENCHURCH STREET. Mark Lano Station
[3 III ins. wall;) ; Ciiclo train to High Street,
KotiHington ; iiiid thcncO by bua* to Olyuipia—
N«i-. 9 and 33. ;

KINO'S CROSS.. King's Cro.8 Unflcrgronnd

:

TniMr Cii'-lf) tiain to lligli KttffL, Kerisingtiui

;

tJHMi'O by 'buri to Olympia—Now, 9 and 33,

LIVERPOOr, STREET. Liverpool Btroct Thnlfr-
(•/"iind : Inner Cinln tisiiii to High Stroet.

K*m»«lnBtou; thenco by 'bua to Olynipin—Mos. 9
nnd 33.

LONDON BRIDGE. Walk or 'bus to Monument
Underground station; Inner Circle train to High
Street, Kensington; thence by 'bus to Olympia
—Nog. and 33.

MARYLEBONE. Edgware Road tTnderground
station; Circle train to High Street, Ken-^iugtou;
thence by 'bus to Olympia—Nos. 9 and 33.

PADDINGTON. Paddington Underground - to
High Street, Kensington ; thence by *bu6 to
Olympui—Nos. 9 and 33.

ST. PANCRAS. See King's Cross.

ST. PAUL'S. Blackfriars Underground; Circle
train to High Street; thence by 'bus to Olympia
—Nos. 9 and 33.

VICTORIA. Victoria Underground; Circle train
to lii^h Street ; , thenc© by 'bus to Olympia—
Nos. 9 and 33.

WATERLOO. By Bakerlco to Chaiing Cros^^;

Circle train to High Stieet; thonce by 'bus to
Olympia—Nos. 9 and 33.

• Connected witli the District Railway at

Earl's Court there is a train running to

Addison Road Station, just outside
Olympia. This Hue is also directly con-

nected with Willesden Junction, on the

North-Western Railway.
Those visitors who desire to travel

above ground may find the following list

of omnibus routes from the main London
termini to be useful :

BAKER STREET (MetropoUtiin Ry.). 'Bus
mMvii'i! No. ?7— HiKligiitc tn T\vi<-l;iMiliaiii.

BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 9-
IiiviTpooi street and Karm'tf.

CANNON STREET (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. ISJ

Loudon Bridge and Hendon to Piccadilly Circus

thence by No. 9—LJTerpocI Street and Barnej
or No. 33—Oharing Cross and Richmond,

CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 3;

Charing Cross and Richmond; No. 9—Liverpt

Street and Barnes.

EUSTON (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 73-Stoko Nei
ington and Richmond.

FENCHURCH STREET (L.T. & S. & G.,
Rys.). No. 23—Leiidenhall Street to OSto]
Circus; theuoe by No. 73.

KING'S CROSS (G.N. Ry.). No. 73-Stoke Nf
ington and Richmond.

LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E. Ry.). No.

Liverpool Street and Itarnns,

LONDON BRIDGE (L.B. & S.C. &
& C. Rys.). No. 13—London Biidge
Hendon: or 13ii—Lomlou Bridge and $01

Haniprttead to Piccadilly Circus; thence by*J

9-Liverpool Street and Barucd; or No. 3.

Charing Cros.s and Richmnnd.

MARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry.). No. 27-Higlisi

and Twickenham.

PADDINGTON (G.W. Ry.). No. 27-Highg|
anil Twickenham. ?

VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Ryi
Nn. 16—Victoria and Cricklewoixl ; or No. 8
Vii'toria and Seven Kings; or No. 38—VictO

and Walthanistow to Hyde Park Corner:; tl

ity Nn. 9—Liveniool Strrot and Bnines; or I

33—Charing Cross and Kiihniond ; ur No.
—Stoko Nowingtou Jind Rii-liniond.

WATERLOO (L. & S.W. Ry.). N<. la-To'
Mndgo and [ItMldon; or Nn, 68—Ch.ilk Ftt

;ind Tnlso Hill to Strund; thomo by No.
liiverpool Street jind Barnes.
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Other B.S./4. Models will also be shown,

including tft^ B S,A. 6/ 7 h.p. Twin.

Write for Catalogues*

.S.A. CYCLES, LTD.,
I R M I N G H A M .

Proprietors : The Birmingham Small Arms,
Company^ Limited.

B.S.A.
Stands
No. 69

Floor.

No, 216
Gallery.

J)

New Engine Detail and Sidecar
form the chief alterations on the famous B.S.A. 4J h.p. Model.

The various new features further enhance the efficiency of the

famous B.S.A. 4| h.p. Model, which, it will be remembered,
won the Team Prize in the 1919 A.C.U. and 1 92 1 Scottish

Six Days, and 5 Gold Medals with 5 entries in the

1920 A.C.U. The new B.S.A. Sidecar is of exceptionally

graceful appearance, and affords the maximum of riding comfort

and luggage capacity. In every detail the 1920 B.SA. 4J h.p.

follows out B.SiA. practice with regard to excellence of

material and workmanship.

1921 B.S.A. 41 h.p. Motor Bicycle

For Solo and Sidecar,

^'^i-^ft.^^'
*

In answering this advertisement' it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C3L
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HOBART
MOTOR BICYCLES WERE FIRST MANUFACTURED IN 1901.

FOR 1921 OUR PROGRAMME INCLUDES:

LIGHTWEIGHT 2f h.p. Four-stroke, with STURMEY-ARCHER 2-speed Gear

„ 2| h.p. Two-stroke „ „ „ „

SPRING-FRAME „ „ „ „

„ 2| h.p. Two-stroke, Single Speed

A FULL RANGE OF THE ABOVE WILL BE ON VIEW ON

STAND 102, OLVBVIPIA, nov. 29th to dec. 4th, 1920

THE HOBART BUSINESS WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1884.

HoBARTCycleC^lFHOBART W^ORKS

STAND 140 OLYMPIA.

WE ARE EXHIBITING

31 h.p. T.T. Mode!
MULTIPLE OVERHEAD VALVES.

3,^ h.p. Standard
Model

MAGDYNO LIGHTING.

5 h.p. Dual Purpose
Model

MAGDYNO LIGHTING.

Teleplionc : Central 869.

Tclcftrams : Nuts, Newcastle.

THE 35 h.p. STANDARD MODEL

The NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Motor Co., Ltd.,

St. Thomas Street,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
C32 //I answrrinij'l/icsc cid rcrli/iciiicnln it ix drfinihli- hi iiuit/iau " T/ic Motor Cycle.
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TYRES AT OLYMPIA.
A R6sum^ of the Various Makers' Specialities with Illustrative Cross-sectional Diagrams.

The Dunlop rubber-

studded.

The Clincher
" Cross " tyre

(for cycle cars^-
A Macintosh tread.

THE number of makes, types, and
patterns of outer covers to be seen
at the 1920 Motor Cycle Show will

be considerable, and a study of them
will reveal the ingenuity displayed by
many of the designers in attempting to

obtain an effective non-skid pattern. Of
late years considerable improvement has
been effected in tyre construction, with
the result that better wearing qualities

have been obtained, and naturally a
greater freedom fronl punctures. In the
case of motor cycles, as with cars, the
tendency is to fit as large tyres as
possible.

Avon.
The Avon India Rubbee Co., Ltd.

(Stand No. 133, Annexe.)—The Avon
tyre must always be remembered by the

numerous successes gained during the

past season, including twenty-six cups
and trophies, a hundred and fifteen gold

medals, and numerous other awards, to

say nothing of numerous records at

Brooklands. The covers are made to the

correct size, and have been improved in

manufacture. All treads are now pro-

duced from a new black rubber, which
is more resilient ' than the former grey

mixture. .Avon tyres are not only better

in quality, but cheaper in price for the

coming season.- The two models which
specially V appeal to us are the Avon extra

heavy three-ribbed cover, in which the

ribs have themselves a series of indenta-

tions, and the heavy three-ribbed pat-

tern, which follows standard practice in

the design of its tread.

Bates.

Messrs. W. and- A. Bates, Ltd.

„.jtand 134, Ground Floor.)—The Bates

all-weather tyre has been specially de-

signed for high-powered and passenger

machines. The design of tread is un-

conventional and ingenious, and it should

A cover by Messrs. -tl \^
11 . I- i he Ivemps
Hutcnmson. .. 1 -j

anti-skid,

prove an efficient non-skid. It is in-

teresting to record that Bates tyres are
moulded in the inflated shape, and are
vulcanised under the tremendous pressure
of over half a ton to the square inch,
consequently the tyres are extremely
difficult to puncture, and if cut the
edges tend to close.

The grooved

tread iMidland.

The Moseley heavy

arrow pattern cover.

m

•Beldam.
The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd. (Stand

No. 82.)—Beldam tyres have long been
known for their excellent quality and
hard-wearing properties. The pattern,
illustrated is known as the V tyre. It

has a flat tread with V shaped indenta-
tions and a transverse groove between
each indentation. The flexible rubber
V's not only take up circumferential slip,

but also prevent skidding, while they
support the machine when a corner is

negotiated. It is also claimed that with
this tyre punctures are reduced to a
minimum

Clincher.

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd.
(Stand No. 79.)—A novel pattern ex-
hibited by this firm is the Clincher Cross
tyre, suitable for Morgans, Bleriots, and
other cycle cars. It is made in the
700 mm. x80 mm. size to fit 650 mm. x
65 mm. rims. One of the most popular
patterns of the motor cycle tyres is the
three-ribbed Dreadnought, which is not
only strongly constructed, but is also

resilient. It is also made in the stud
and bar pattern.

Clipper.

The Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd. (Stand
No. 53.)—The Reflex Clipper Ideal is

specially constructed for high-powered
machines ; the Clipper rubber-studded is

a lighter tyre, sold at a moderate price,

and is suitable for machines of moderate
horse-power.

Dunlop

.

The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. (Stand
No. 77.)—The famous house of Dmilop
will be exhibiting a full range of motor
cycle tyres, including three grades of

rubber-studded covers for machines of

varying horse powers. The most inter-

esting exhibit on this stand will be the
Dunlop Magnum tyre, made in British

standard sizes to fit British standard
rims. It is a motor cycle tyre constructed

on car lines. Practically no alteration

has been made in the design of these

tyres for the- coming season.

Goodrich.
The B. F. Goodrich Co., Ltd. (Stand

No. 109.)—The B. F. Goodrich Co. is

another firm constructing a motor cycle

tyi'e on car lines. Like the larger car

tyre it is fitted with a safety tread con-

sisting of two groups of three lozenges

interrupted by transverse oval bars. Its

makers claim it to be the strongest tyre

on the market, and state that it is highly
suitable for sidecar work.

Hermetic.
The Self-Se.\ling; Rubber Co., Ltd.

(Stand No. 136.)—The company are mar-
keting two types of motor cycle covers.

The type F, suitable for machines of

moderate horse-power, may be had with
wired or beaded edges. It is, however,
the type Z in which the company are

specialising. The casing is composed of

four-jily canvas, while the zigzag pat-

tern rubber tread with longitudmal ribs

ruruiing each side of the centre pattern

has four plies of canvas. The tread is

exceptionally thick, and of excellent

quality.

Hutchinson,
The Hutchinson Tyre Co., Ltd.

(Stand No. 107.) — A new pattern

Hutchinson tyre will be shown in which

The John Bull

cross-groove cover.

The Thames heavy The Avon extra

heavy three-ribbed,

The Avon heavy

three-ribbed.

A popular Bates

cover.

The Goodrich
safely tread.

The Moseley tbtc

ribbed.
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The Rem combina-

tion cover.

"V" Beldam
tyre.

: Rapson tyre

the principle is followed of putting the

main portion of the tread into the studs,

so that it retains its non-skidding

qualities practically throughout its whole

life. Another new pattern will be of the

three-ribbed variety, but with rings

moulded between the ribs. This increases

the surface and prevents rolling, and is

invaluable for heavy motor cycles and
cycle cars. Quite a new pattern intro-

duced for 1921 by the Etablissements
Hutchinson is a tread consisting of three

rows of rubber studs, of which the studs

in the centre row alternate with lozenges.

John Bull.

The Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd.

(Stand No. 80.)—The section shown of

the ribbed stud cover is one of the

28x3in. sizes. Being a combination of

the ribbed and studded patterns, it is a

non-skid in all directions, and should

neither roll nor skid. Anotlier pattern

is the John Bull cross-groove cover, con-

sisting of two longitudinal ribs, between
which are transverse grooves. This is

one of the company's oldest patterns.

Kempshall.

The Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europe),
Ltd. (Stand No. 104.)—The popular

Kempshall will be shown in two patterns

—the famous non-skid model, so con-

structed that the buttresses moulded
against the tread present additional

radiating surface which helps to keep
the cover cool, and the ingenious and
unique heavy anti-skid pattern, com-
bining the qualities of a ribbed and
studded tyre.

Macintosh.
Messrs. Cius. Macintosh and Co.,

Ltd. (Stand No. 64.)—Messrs. Chas.

Macintosh and Co. will be showing two
patterns—the extra heavy moulded non-

skid, which has staggered longitudinal

indentations round the exterior of the

tread, and the heavy non-skid, the tread

of which is of peculiar design and, we
are informed, most effective against

skidding even- long after the centre por-

tion of the tread has been worn, as the

exterior of the pattern then comes into

contact with the road.

Midland.
The Midland Rubbee Co., Ltd. (Stand

No.
_
83.)—The Midland Rubber Co.

specialise chiefly in a plain throe-ribbed
cover of conveiitional design.

Max.
Messrs. Chas. L. Cuthbe. (Stand No.

135a.)—The Max Cycar tyre is built

entirely on car lines. The tread is of

registered design, and consists of longi-

tudinal ribs, between which are lozenge-
shaped studs. Another tyre is known as
the Max End-to-end tyre, which has met
with considerable success during the past
season.

The Palmer steel-

studded tyre.

Moseley,
Messrs. David .Moseley and Sons,

Ltd. (Stand No. 52.)—The three patterns
of tyres to be exhibited by Messrs. David
Moseley and Sons will be the heavy arrow
pattern, provided with an arrow-shaped
tread of white rubber; another pattern is

of the tliree-ribbed variety and composed
of dark rubber, which is designed for

both heavy and mcdiumwcight machines.

Pedley.

Messrs. John Pedley and Son, Ltd.
(Stand No. 132.)—Two patterns of treads
are being shown by this firm—the rubber-
studded variety and the three-ribbed
pattern, the latter for heavyweight
motor cycles, while the former is for

2:hter machines.

The Cuthbe Max

No.

The Pedley heavy-

weight beaded edge

pattern. cover.

Richmond and Rapson.

Messrs. Oylees, Ltd. (Stand _

108.)—The Richmond heavy tread non-

skid tyre, which will be shown by this

firm, has been specially constructed to

withstand the stresses present on the rear

wheels of heavy motor cycles, while the

Richmond heavy round non-skid tyre has

been designed 'for the front wheels of

heavy machines, and is also an excellent

all-round co\'er for lightweight motor

cycles'.

The Rapson motor cycle tyre will make
its appearance on this, stand.

_
As our

readers are probably aware, this tyre is

claimed to be unpuncturable, and yet to

retain all the resiliency of an ordinary

pneumatic tyre. It has a substantial all-

rubber non-skid tread, while inside is an

inner casing of soft resilient rubber,

while the top of this is so constructed

that there are air spaces so as further

to ensure the tyre's resiliency.

The RichmonJ. The Alfred Roberts. ' The Rom tyre.

Palmer.
The Palmer Tyre, Ltd. (Stand No.

105.)—The Palmer exhibit will consist
of tyres of various grades and sizes suit-

able for all types of machines. There
will be the two-ply pattern. Palmer Cord
motor cycle tyres, and the heavy and
extra heavy patterns. Mention must
also be made of the Palmer combination
tread, which is made in the 700x75 mm.
size to fit 650x65 mm. rims. It is of

the interrupted three-ribbed pattern with
steel studs anchored to the centre rib.

Roberts.
Messrs. Alfred Roberts and Sons,

Ltd. (Stand No. 81.)—The Roberts motor
cycle tyre possesses a peculiar and dis-

tinctive pattern. Being moulded under
great pressure, the rubber is rendered
very compact, and consequently presents
a heavy resistance to cuts. The pecvdiar
design of the tread I'enders it an effective

non-skid.

R.O.M.
The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd.

(Stand No. 110.)—In addition to their

combination cover, which was the first of
its kind to be placed on the British

market, and is most effective for the
driving wheels of .sidecar outfits, three-

wheelers, and other light cars, the com- ,

pany are now placing on the market an
all-rubber non-skid of original design.

The tread is so intersected by grooves
that large hexagonal studs are formed,
projecting three-sixteenths of an inch

above the tread.

Thames.
The Thames Rubber Co., Ltd. (Stand

No. 105.)—The Thames Rubber Co. are
specialising in a three-ribbed cover, of>
pleasing design, which they will be show-
ing in addition to the Rich open-ended
detachable inner tube, which has long

been one of the most practical of its

kind on the market.

Wood-Milne.
Wood-Milne, Ltd. (Stand No. 78.)—

The Wood-Milne tyre has long been
known to motor cyclists as a practicnl

article. The most popular model i«

known as the Key-Grip, the substantial

tread of which consists of staggered
indentations which give it an excellent

grip of the road.

The John Bull

rib stud cover.

The Hermetic
Peerless, type Z.

Wood-Milne
tyre.

The Pedlev rubber-

studded.
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ROVERS
ATOLYMPIA

32 h.p. MODEL £135

5-6 h.p. MODEL £150

T.T. MODEL £105

Sidecar £45

STAND No. 89

The New ROVER Cycle Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.

D4 In answciina litis advertisement it is c/csirable to mentitm "The Motor Cycle."

I
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Some Notes on the Selection of a Motor Cycle.

THIS article is one which is not intended to

appeal to the experienced motor cyclist.

The man who has had one or two machines
^of his own should not need to be told what would suit

ihim best, but the prospective motor cyclist with no
1 previous knowledge of the subject stands in a different

lease. Such -a one taking up a copy of The Motor
Cycle and glancing through its advertisements, or

looking through the Show report, is bewildered by

the claims of a hundred ajid one machines, all of

which might or might not answer his requirements.

In short, he does not know what to choose while, if

he actually visits Olympia, his troubles may be further

increased by the over-enthusiasm of the bright young
men who grace the stands, and who are boiling over

with zeal and modern methods of salesmanship.

Let Requirements Dictate.

Before embarking upon the purchase of a machine

it is necessary to examine very closely, and to antici-

pate, the uses to which it will be put. For example,

the man who has ambitions to cut a dash amongst the

local sporting fraternity by estabhshing new figures for

the " unlimited " flying half-mile in his club trials is

wasting his money if he invests in certain classes of

lightweight two-strokes ; in the same way the business

man who wishes to make his calls by the aid of a

motor cycle would be foolish to purchase an 8 h.-p.

speed model.

Machines for All Purposes.

At the present time there are machines on the

market which will answer every requirement; by that

we do not mean that every requirement can be met by

one machine, but for each class of service there are

The single speed lightweight represents the extreme end of the

fcale so far as minimum weight and complication are concerned

;

ihe ideal type for young people, short business calls, and general

" runabout " work. "

certain types which are most suited. To help the

beginner in his understanding of these is our task.

First of all, let us take the solo machines and the

class of use to which they are subjected. The light-

weight type, for instance, is largely employed for short

distance work and about-town riding—in short, all that

kind of use which is termed "pottering." Neverthe-
less, it must not be assumed that the lightweight solo

machine is totally unsuitable for serious touring pur-

poses, since most of the leading makes of lightweight

machines have shown themselves capable of surviving

a Six Days Trial. For short distance work generally,

a single-geared two-stroke of about zj^ h.p. will

answer inost requirements, especially in the moderately
flat undulating districts. If, however, severe hills

have to b© climbed and much traffic negotiated, the

advantages of a two-speed gear and clutch are so great

as to be not only desirable, but almost essential.

Medium Weight for Comfort.

To those whose ambitions or business lead them
further afield, a machine of gi'eater power and weight

than those in the pure lightweight class may be desir-

able : it is much less fatiguing to ride long distances

over an engine which, by reason of increased

capacity, may be geared higher, and thus be less

"fussy" in the performance of its duty. The
medium W'cight 352 h-P- to 4J4 h.p. single, and the

twin-cylinder machines of corresponding pow-er, are

ideal for the class of rider w'ho undertakes long

journeys, and has a moderate amount of luggage to

transport.

The final class of solo machine is the speed mount
pure and simple. This type is dying a natural death,

since the 1920 T.T. races and Brooklands records all

A development of the lightweight : a 350 c.c. two-stroke with

two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter. This class of machine

is becoming more and more popular, for it is capable of almost

any service as a solo machine, and it villi take a light sidecar.

D5
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What shaU it be ?—

go to pro-ve that the speed of a standard touring

machine with three-speed gear and chain drive cannot

be excelled by the old type of fixed gear machine

which was once favoured. However, for a certain

type of rider, the old style of direct driven sporting

solo machine still has its attractions, and the man
who only rides for pleasure and leaves his machine at

home when weather conditions are unfavourable will

find that there are still a number of makers who cater

for his needs.

Passenger Machines,
Undoubtedly the passenger machine has become the

most popular type of motor cycle on the road, and
probably two out of every three motor cyclists purchase

machines with a view to sharing their pleasures with

someone else. Those who have only an ultra-light

and low powered solo machine will find it impossible

to use a sidecar, and if they wish to take a companion
on their runs must adopt the pillion seat, which
method does not provide a permanent, go-anywhere

type of transport for two people. In consequence the

sidecar has achieved an enormous success, and its

numbers are legion.

To those whose normal li does not include any

more serious hills than are found in the Midlands and
Southern Counties, a 350- c.c. two-stroke machine of

substantial frame design and suitably geared will per-

form wonders with a light sidecar, but as small engines

must necessarily be driven to the full extent of their

Motor cycles as a whole owe their popularity lo this type ol

macliine—the double-purpose mediumweight. The solo mount

par excellence, and capable of touring the length and breadth of

the land with a sidecar, its service is that of the willing hack.

To the man who insists on travelling en jamille, or who \\ants

every refinement for his passenger and the speed of a car, the

8 h.p. outfit is the only possible solution. Lower powers may
do the work, but the owners always sigh for bigger engines.

power in order to maintain decent average speeds, it

is important that users should realise the decided

limitations of miniature outfits. The man who wishes

to take out his family, for instance, should not consider

any machine of less than 4 h.p., since the use of a

large and roomy sidecar, with perhaps an additional

passenger on the carrier, makes very serious demands
upon the engine, especially if hill-climbing has to be

done, or a long run carried out against a strong head

wind. The difference between the 4 h.p. type of

single-cylinder sidecar machine and the 6 or 8 h.p.

twin-cylinder outfits is mainly one of speed and refine-

ment of fittings. The 8 h.p. machine, for instance,

with its large reserve of power, may be equipped with

all the luxuries which the mind of the rider or his

passenger may imagine, but to load a lower powered
machine with the same weight would be disastrous to

its performances. It should be understood, therefore,

that the only difference between the two types lies

ultimately in the average speed which it is possible to

maintain with them. In the hands of a careful driver

the medium weight single-cylinder outfit Avill answer
every requirement of the tourist, the family man, or

the tradesman who needs a staunch and reliable

vehicle for pleasure or business purposes ; that this is

so is amply proved by the overwhelming number of

machines of this type which are to be seen on the

roads to-day.

"A Ra^-bag of Reeollections.
})

Ixion's" Reminiscences of Molor Cycling from Earliest Days.

^^ TXION " has not disappointed us. Our appetites

\ whetted by an extract published in these pages

some months agO', and by regular weekly

perusal of his incomparable Comments, ^ve motor
cyclists have awaited his reminiscences as breathlessly

(if not as fearfully) as did the politicians await Margot's
revelations.

Essentially readable, they are yet extremely informa-
tive, containing as they do a complete resume of the
motor cycling movement almost from its birth, and
breathing llie early atmosphere—sadly changed nowa-
days—of enthusiasm battling against inntnnerablc
prejudices.

As a humorist, " Ixion " reveals anotiicr side of his

many-phased talent, occasionally indicated lo his

dO

Comments' acquaintances. It is usual, and would be
justifiable to claim an inability to close siich literature

before reaching finis, however late the hour. Estab-

lishing a precedent, we confess that the call of the

blankets proved too strong; but next morning, rele-

gating Teddy Tail for later reference, our explosive

chuckles required careful timing between gulps of

breakfast coffee to avoid disaster.

And. should his early misfortunes tend, to deter the

Outsider from the pastime, his concluding chapter on
the pleasures of motor cycling is so attractive as to

cause an immediate boom on its own.
" My Motor Cycle Reminiscences " is published^by

lliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., E.C.4, at 5s.,' by
post 5s. 3d.
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AGENTS

:

We are now
arranging our

agencies for

1921—write us

for particulars

AT

OLYMPIA

STAND

No. 138

"DUNELT" machines

gained TWO
GOLD MEDALS
in the A.C. U.
SIX DAYS TRIAL

42 h.p. Single Cylinder Motor Cycle
When visiting the OLYMPIA SHOW make a note to

caU at STAND No. 138 and see the "DUNELT" Two-
Stroke—examine it thoroughly—note its original design,

sound construction and special points of superiority

—

and you wiU readily admit that it stands in a "class

of its own."

Note its Specification
ENGINE. Patent 4J h.p. single cylinder two-stroke, air-cooled, 85 mm.
bore X 88 stroke, 500 c.c.

FRAME. Specially designed strong section loop frame, with straiglit dropped
top tube, giving low saddle position. The lugs are heavily reinforced through-
out where the maximum strain occurs, thus ensuring an almost unbreakable
frame. Front and back stands fitted.

MAGNETO. M-L. CARBURETTER. Cox Atmos.

SPRING FORKS. Laminated spring, specially designed to absorb vertical

and horizontal shocks.

LUBRICATION. Best & Lloyd drip feed to cyUnder walls.

GEAR. Sturmey-Archer three speed and clutch.

TRANSMISSION, f" roller chain to gear and i" belt to back wheel.

TANK. Capacity, 2 J gallons petrol, 3 pints oil.

WHEELS. 26" X 2i", easily detachable, and interchangeable throughout.
"Knock-out" spindles. Improved aluminium footboard and rest combined.
Ground clearance 6".

BRAKES. Specially designed front and rear brakes, operating on belt rim.

Wheels can be removed without interfering with brakes.

MUDGUARDS. 6" wide, giving ample protection in all weathers.

SADDLE. X-L-ALL. TYRES. Hutchinson Heavy, 26"x2i'.
COMBINATION. Specially designed "Watsonian" sidecar, allowing inter-

changeabiUty of wheels, complete with apron and spare wheel.

Failing a visit to the Show, write us for Catalogue

DUNFORD & ELLIOTT
(Sheffield) Ltd.

Bath Street, Birmingham

r. w. wnu.

The "DUNELT" Sidecar
Combination Price: £150-0-0
SOLO machine. Price : £ 1 1 5 -

d8 In answering this udvcTthcmcnt it is ilesirabh to mention "The Motor Oi/ch.'
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AND EMlPIROVED

A HIGHER POWERED JAMES SIDECAR OUTFIT.
All External Moving. Paris Completely Enclosed in the New 7 h.p V Twin Entire

WHEN tlie recent extensive fire at

the James Works is recalled, one
would be inclined to pardon the

James Cycle Co., Ltd., if they, like so

many other firms, had rested upon their

lauiels this year and retained unaltered

the highly successful 5-5 h.p. twin as

their big passenger machine. There-
fore we congratulate them on the pro-

duction, necessarily under difficulties, of

a new 7 h.p. twin .sidecar outfit.

A fine example of its type, the engine

is of strikingly clean external design.

Conventional otherwise, the latter feature

is sained by an entire absence of nooks
and crannies in its crank case and valve-

gear cover, and by the adaption of quite

the- neatest valve-sjjring covers we have
seen. These latter are of aluminium,
(grlindrical in shape and instantly de-

tachable on a split bush and taper
principle. Provision is made for lubri-

cating the valves and for allowing sur-

plus oil to return to the crank case.

"Hie 73x89.5 mm. cylinders give a total

capacity of 749 c.c, and the makers rate

this, their No. 10 model, at 7 h.p., a

-figm-e we have no doubt it greatly ex-

ceeds in practice.

Very clean external design is a commendable feature of the 7 h.p. twin James engine.

Note the valve covers.

t
Totally enclosed valves and valve gear is only

. new 7 h.p. twin engine, here shown in

one feature of -the

1 part section.

Although of exactlv
similar action to last

year's model, the gear
bo.x and kick-starter

have been consider-
ably strengthened, an
improvement which
in the Six Days Trial
and subsequent tests

proved to exceed all

expectations.

The internal ex-
panding rear brake
has also been rede-

signed on- a larger

and stronger basis

;

and the rear wheel is

now quickly detach-
able whilst leaving
the transmission and
cases in sitv. How-
ever, the brake drum
comes away with the
wheel, thus neces-

sitating (an unusual
feature) the spare
wheel carrying a com-
plete spare brake as

well. By periodically

changing wheels the

user may thus keeiJ

his tyres and brakes
ill Al condition.
Additional comfort

for the rider is pro-

vided by a specially adapted type of

Lycett pan saddle, which is suspended
in front by an extended leaf spring

pivoted well forward on the top tube.
Included in the complete specification

is a handsome 'and roomy sidecar to the

body of which is attached a strong lug-

gage grid.

This model replaces the 5-6 h.p.

machine ; and the remainder of the James
range is unaltered.

The mtemal expanding brake on the James

sidecar machine is removed with the quickly

detachable wheel.
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Three B.S.A. Models for 1921.
A New 4ih.p. Engine. Re-designed Transmission, and All-chain or Chain and Belt Drive.

SILENCE and serviceability are ob-
viously the watchwords of the B.S.A.
Co. in introducing their new 45: h.p.

motor cycle. Reliability and a capacity
for hard work have long been associated
with the firm's productions, and the
regular performances of these machines -

in all the big reliability trials are now
taken as a matter of course.

Though the general layout of the new
models follows standard B.S.A. practice
and embodies all the well-known features,
two points have received very special

attention in the redesigned machine.
First, the question of silence has been
carefully studied, and external cams
mounted on a common shaft and operat-
ing the tappets through long rockers are
now employed, and the whole of the
valve gear is most carefully maufactured.
The new cam gear has obviously been
designed with a view to silent action, and
a large silencer is also fitted, which, in

conjunction with a long tail pipe, reduces
exhaust noise to a minimum without
causing any api^reciable bade pressure,

since no baffles are used.

A Much Desired Impiovement.
The second point consists of a very

considerable improvement in the con-

trollability of the machine, brought about
by shifting the clutch to the primary
shaft of the gear box. The clutch is also

fitted with a handle-bar control.

With the exception of the timing gear
already mentioned, the engine has been
altered comparatively little. An improve-
ment has been made in the shape of the
combustion head and valve ports ; the
interchangeable valves are made of a
chromium steel in order to prevent
breakage and pitting, and easily adjusted
tappets are fitted.

A slight offset of the cylinder centre
minimises the wear on the cylinder walls
during the power stroke . The crank-
shaft is carried in extra large ball bear-
ings, while the connecting rod has a caged
roller bearing big end.

A very simple form of decompressor,
acting on the exhaust valve, facilitates

A simple triangulated

sidecar chassis, with double

axle tube and a single
" cross " spring for the Ai
h.p. B.SA.

The 4-f h.p. B.S.A., which has a newly-

designed engine, gear box and clutch, and
cast aluminium chain cases.

starting; the kick-starter mechanism is

now entirely enclosed in the gear box.
The well-known B.S.A. spring shock

absorber is mounted on the engine-shaft.

A spherical
connection helps

to eliminate strains

when lining up
the sidecar.

and thence a chain transmits the power
to the new clutch and gear box. This
clutch is of the dry plate type, having
seven plates, and the gear box is similar
to that of the 6 h.p. macliine ; that is to

say, all gears are constantly in mesh,
the ratio changes being effected by
sliding dogs. The secondary transmis-
sion is also by chain, and both chains

are entirely enclosed in

oiltight, but detachable,
aluminium castings.
Except for the more
general adoption of steel

lugs, the frame has
undergone but little

modification; but a new
spring fork is now used
having one long barrel-

shaped spring housed
between the fork blades,
and giving an excep-
tionally long " travel

"

williout bumping. This
fork, combined with the

B.S.A. spring saddlo-

pillai', provides excel-

lent insulation from
road shocks. Intci'iiiil

V In'iikes are used on
Iinlli front jiiid rem"

wheels, the^ heel-operated back brake
being fitted with a parallel link motion
to ensure even and easy engagement.

A Serviceable Finish.

Details include 26x2-^ tyres, sight feed
drip lubrication, armoured tool bags
and B.S.A. carburetter, while it goes
without saying that the finish is super-
lative. It is, however, perhaps worthy
of mention that fork links, springs, hubs,
brake rods, etc., are heavily enamelled,
thus providing a more serviceable finish '

than the usual mass of plated parts.
For the benefit of those who still prefer
"a belt somewhere in the drive"—and
these are not a few—a chain and belt-
driven model will be marketed, but
except for the transmission the above

A single central fork spring and large

link bearings arc features of the new B.S.A.

spring "fork.
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THIS TOOK THE-
MOTOR SHOW BY STORM
and captured the enthusiasm of the motor cydists who
visited the Show. It is the new ApoUo Standard No. i.D.

You Can Have One
For Your Engine Now

and you will be surprised at the difference

you will find in the running of your machine,
it's a plug that's built up to an Ideal not
do\\'n to a price.

If your engine is likely to get hot, this is

the plug for it, you can't soot it up

!

There is nothing but nickel exposed to the
flame on the central electrode. This pre-

vents pre-ignition.

The firing surface of the central electrode

exposed to the flame has been reduced to

a minimum. The point of heavy design is

fixed to the shell, and readily disposes

of heat.

NO PAINS HAVE BEEN SPARED TO ACHIEVE
THE REMARKABLE RESULTS GIVEN BY
THIS PLUG UNDER SPECIAL TESTS SO AS
TO ENSURE THE MOTOR CYCUST A
DEGREE OF POWER HITHERTO UNKNOWN.

We are endeavouring as early as possible

to meet the huge demand for this Plug;
arrangements for its distribution have not
yet been completed in their entirety, but
should any difficulty be experienced in

obtaining them through local agents, write
to Apollo about it.

APOLLO PLUG MFG. CO., LTD.,
MOSELEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Pham: Midland 278. 'Grams: " Apollo, Bliaiii."

84a, GREAT TITCHFIELD STREET, LONDON.
'Plume: Museum 6281 Grams: " Ugonmpol, Wesdo. London."

APOLLO PLUGS MAKE A GOOD MACHINE BETTER

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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THE **I V Ywi
'Phone : Mayfair 4084. SOLE WHOLESALE A^^)

H. G.HENLY & Co., 91
MIDLAND DEPOT: THE WALSAL]

We are in a position to givi
One of the sensations of the Show will be the new " IVY THREE." |

There will be a big demand, and early booking is strongly advised.

THOM,
201 City Rd.

CARDIFF,
will be person-

ally in attendance
j

at the Show, and
as Sole Agent
for Cardiff and
District can offer

South Wales
buyers early de-

livery.

Ex. large con-

tract placed.

'IVY" ADVT., Page 1.

(('

-t«*°«
,

>»

t<>»o»
,

.»V^ TWO-STROKES »M^

enjoy a world-wide reputation, built upon satisfaction to users.

In the following pages we have pleasure in annauncing

OUR 192 1 PROGRAMME,
which, with the addition of our new moJel, a 3 h.p. two-

si roke, is of more than usuil in'erest. All models on show
on our

STAND No. 124
Olympia.

S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

WINCHESTER

District Agents:

(1 P

DOMiNY
& Co.

Stiowroom

:

JEWRY ST.!

Special Garage and!

Workshop for Motor
|

Cycles only

:

Staple (iardensi

ASTON CR0 5S.
BIRVII.VGHAM

ENQUIRIES WILL
RECEIVE IMMEDI-
ATE ATTENTION.

139,

J id. New Street"

'Phone: Mid. 222Kr

SOLE AGENTS AND "IVY" RETAIL SERVICE DEPOT FOR
BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT

/ II (iiisiri'1111,1 ilii.-< ml i-i'ilisiiiiriil it i,i i/(,ilriihlc In iiieitlioii "The Motor Ci/clc."

THE ARISTOORAX <(
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TWO- SXROKB
A MOTOR CYCLE OF
EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

is the opinion of

The J.C.J. Motor Cycle Co.,
124, HoldenhurstRd., Bournemouth,

the "IVY THREE."on

Early
Deliver>j

Guaranteed.

Sole Agents for

BOURNEMOUTH
and District. 'Phone

;

2899

Trade
Enquiries
Invited,

Always in Stock

at

WALTER
WILLIAMS,
118, Tavistock Rd.,

PLYMOUTH.
*Fhone : S29.
Telegrams : "Motors"

I consider the

'WY" excellent

value for money
and unbeatable

for the rough
and hilly roads

of DEVON and
CORNWALL.

J. BLAKE&CO
• LANCASHIRE'S LEADING MOTOR CYCLE HOUSE -.•

LIVEKPOOL - MANCHESTER

IVY
Name the Features
you look for in a
Two-stroke— you'll

then have described
•.• the "IVY." V

I "IVY" ADVT., Page 4 j

Do you doubt us ?
Ill the ;' IVY THREE " we have
accomplished the seemingly im-
possible engineering feat ofproducing
a lightweight motor cycle with its

attendant low first cost and low
upkeep, and yet withal having the
speed and reserve power of a heavy-
weight listed at considerably more
money and costing twice as much in

upkeep. It scarcely seems credible, but
read below and you will be convinced.

All Purpose
Single-speed
Modei E.

All Purpose
Two-speed

Models F and G.

I.O.M. Single-
speed Model H.

I.O.M. Two-
speed Model J.

Weight.

160 lb.

188 lb.

fully equipped.

188 lb.
fully equipped.

Average
Max. speed.

42/45 m.p.h.

43/45 m.p.h.

52/55 m.p.h.

52/55 m.p.h.

Average
M.P.G.

85/90

85/90

85/90

85/90

•MB
SO

i2 =

Tax.

30/-

30/-

30/-

30/-

THE SKINNER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

6, NORTH PARADE,
BATH. 'Phone: 1070.

1

I

Sole Agents for

BATH and District

for

"IVY" MOTOR CYCLES.

Bedford
is the home of a large

number of the won-
derful little "IVY"
Two -strokes. I am
per fectly satisfied

with their perform-
ances, and so are my
customers. If you
want to be one of a

happy band of satis -

fied owners, get in

touch with

Frank
Garlick,
6a, StLoyes

Bedford.

BUY YOURS FROM

WHITFIELD & MOSLEY,
CARRINGTON STREET,

NOTTINGHAM.
Specially tuned and ADDITIONALLY
guaranteed by US tor Power, Speed,

Reliability, and Economy.

EVERY ONE A SPECIAL.

OF IXS X

Y

In answering this advertisement it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle." DI5
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THE €6 IVY i»

J*
:V B»«**

w
49a, Mandate Rd.,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,
SOLE DISTRICT AGENT

for the wonderful "IVY" Tw^o-stroke, can offer

early delivery, all models. I am convinced the

new "IVY THREE" will make motor cycle

history, so place your order without delay.

Immediate Delivery
of all Models of the

LEEDS
Motor

STAND NO. 124
Ask tor our RepresentatiVB on the "IVY" Stand

R. I. Cooksoo

JOHNSTON
BROS.,

73, Nethej'gate,

DUNDEE,
and

13, High Street,

KIRRIEMUIR
are

Sole District

AGENTS
(4

and can give

Early Delivery
with a guarantee of an
efficient service after

purcliase.

North Road

PRESTON
Is Sole Agent for.

PRESTON AND
DISTRICT for the

"IVY"
TWO-STROKE
the undoubted Aristo-

crat of its type, and ii

in a position to gi:

early delivery of al

models.

Make a Note of It.

PRYCE TROW, LTD,
230, Oxford St, SWANSEA
are the officially appointed "IVY" Agents for

Swansea and District.
We shall be in attendance throughout Show
Week, on the "IVY" Stand, No. 124, where
our advice and assistance is at the disposal of
prospective purchasers.

is obtained

all the timeEfficient Service
by purchasing your " IVY " from

GRAHAM & ROBERTS
Botchergate, CARLISLE.

SOLE DISTRICT AGENTS.

IVY " STAND, No 124.

Ii

\

Our Representative ii

— will be on the —

Dl6
XHB ARISXOORAT

I II iiiniriiiii.i i/ii.i ii(li-<iiixi:iiiinl it is dcsinibtc to incntiun "The Motor Ci/ch."
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New Models.

—

description stands. IMudguarding on both
types is excellent.

A New Sidecar.

Specially designed for the machine is a
new sidecar, the chassis of which is of

peculiarly simple construction. Briefly
it consists of a double tubular axle mem-
ber, and two side members converging
forwards to form a triangle with the
axle. This construction is extremely
light and strong, and since it is at-

tached to the machine by special lugs
and fastenings, forms a rigid whole which
cannot get out of line.

The rear attachment is formed in an
ingenious manner with hemispherical
seatings for the attachment, which render
fitting

_
easy and automatically take up

any slight variation in centres.

Unusual Method oJ Springing.

Mounted on the chassis is a luxurious
body with deep back and cushions, and
havmg a locker of really useful propor-
tions; The top of this locker is fiat and
acts as a platform for additional luggage.
An unusual type of sprmging is employed,
the front of the body being supported

PJ^OT^im

Entirely new timing gear ha5 been

applied to the 4i h:p. B.S.A. for 1921,

fhis allows a neater cover to be used,

.
(>45

from the apex of the chassis by a single

coil spring, while at the rear a single
cross spring, having eleven leaves en-
closed in a leather gaiter, is attached
to the body in the middle, and to the
double axle at either end, One end is,

of course, shackled to take up the stretch
of the spring.

The 6 h.p. Twin.

The 6 h.p. model, which was exhibited
for the first time at the last Olympia
Show, has undergone but slight modifica-
tion.

Our readers will remember that this
machine is fitted with a V twin engine
of 76x85 mm. bore and stroke (770 c.c),

lubricated by an ingenious type of
oscillating plunger oil pump. Transmis-
sion is by chain throughout, a three-

speed constant mesh gear box being
carried in the usual position. Both chains
are entirely enclosed in aluminium cast-

ings, which, though oiltight, are easily

removable. One 'of the most striking

features of the 6 h.p. B.S.A. is the
excellent mudguarding. Both guards are
exceptionally wide, and enclose the forks
and chain stays. For 1921 these guards
have been further improved.

A 450 cc.
The New Corona Junior,

A WELL-DESIGNED machine which
attracted a great deal of attention
at the Motor Cycle Show last year

was the Corona Junior ; and, in conse-
quence of a year's thorough testing and
experiment, the new models for 1921,
which have been greatly improved, should
again be a centre of interest.

A feature of the power unit, it will be
remembered, is the construction of the
greater part of the cylinder and the crank
case in one unit, whilst the detachable
head, which is cast from a special heat
radiating alloy, accommodates the side-

by-side inlet and exhaust valves. These
are inclined 5° from the vertical, the
purpose of which is to enable them to be
operated directly by cams made integral

with the timing wheel and magneto chain
sprocket. The use of rockers is therefore

eliminated.
An aluminium case enclosed the valves

and springs in the earlier models. This
has now been removed, as in overseas

climates it was found unsatisfactory. The
cvlinder has a bore and stroke of 72x100

Single with Outside Flywheel.
in which (he Cranic Case and Lower Part of (he Cvlinder

are Iniegrai.

The new Corona four-stroke, now iitted with mechanical oil pump.

The mechanical oil pump and the new
i operating lever of the enclosed valve lifter.

mm., 450 c.c, and the magneto is acces-
sibly mounted on a platform at the rear.

An Oiling Indicator.

The oil pump, which was origin-

ally located behind the magneto chain
case, is now fixed in front, and is pro-
vided with a glass tell-tale. The sump
has been slightly enlarged, whilst the
filler and breather are now located in
front of the cylinder. A useful little

device fitted to the front of the craiik

case enables the rider to fill the sump to

the correct level. It consists of a small
plug, provided with a long pin for ease of
turning, which uncovers a hole, the posi-

tion of which is at the correct level for
the oil in the sump. The escape of oil

through this hole, whilst filling up,
indicates that the sump is full. An
Ultermediate sprocket, driven by the
magneto chain, operates the pump, which
is of the usual gear wheel type.

An outside flywheel is used, which can

be easily removed by unscrewing a lock-

nut in its centre.

The crankshaft and connecting rod are

dismounted by taking off the end plate

on the near side of the crarik case, whilst

the piston can be removed after taking

off the detachable head.

It is interesting that the frame lugs

are made entirely of steel stamping.^.

Another new feature is the totally en-

closed exhaust valve lifter, the actuating

lever of which is located on the outside

of the magneto chain case.

Three models wiU be produced, all of

which will be equipped with an acetylene

lighting outfit, pump, and horn. These
are the belt-driven solo machine, £97

;

the two-speed countershaft machine,

£105; and the three-speed at £120.

The manufacturers of the Corona motor
cycles are the Sleteor Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 98, ToUington Park, London, N.4.

Dig
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A Luxurious Sidecar Outfit.
Detail Improvements on (he 8h.p. Royal Ruby Spring Frame Aacliine.

ALTHOUGH the 8 h.p. Eoyal Ruby
machine was on view at the last
Olympia Show, deliveries during

the past year have been more or less
confined to rigid framed models.
The spring frame design, however,

with its adjustable insulation on the
well-known Royal Ruby laminated spring
sj'stem, has been submitted to searching
tests, and now that the makers are in-

stalled in their splendid new factory at

Simple springs ot the sidecar body.

The enlarged detail shows the lug and

shouldered nut which allows the body to be

instantly removed.

Altrincham, near Manchester, it will be
put into production on a large scale,

with certain detail modifications. More-
over, with Hugh Gibson actively con-

nected with the Royal Ruby name, we
shall no doubt see these machines taking

a leading place in the competition world.

Probably the Royal Ruby passenger
machine will be one of the most com-
pletely equipped machines on the market,
since "it will be supplied with the Lucas
Magdyno outfit, a spare wheel, and an
Easting windscreen, while, in addition

to the usual kit of tools, a iack will be

included which greatly facilitates wheel
changing.

Car Type Mudguards.

One noticeable feature is the ample
.arrangement for mudguarding ; Sin. dome
section guards are used on all three

1 he 8 h.p. Royal Ruby, a machine which is completely sprung, including the sidecar chassis

and which Is sold with a very extensive equipment.

wheels, and these are all readily detach-
able in case of necessity. In addition,
there is a large underscreen, which
extends beneath the long adjustable
footboards, and in front protects the
Magdyno. During the general efforts to

render the machine weatherproof, the
transmission has not been overlooked, for

the chains are protected in ample cases,

which are easily removable. This, of

course, is another amongst the growing
number of British machines which com-
bine a spring frame with complete chain

guarding.
In general specification the machine

remains unaltered. The power unit is an
8 h.p. J.A.P., with Amac carburetter

and T.B. magneto or Lucas Magdyno.
When the latter is fitted, the switch box,

instead of being mounted in the tank, as

is usually done, is carried on an extension

of the rear spring housing plate below

the saddle and on the near side of the

frame ; being thus be-

tween the machine
and sidecar, it is

unobtrusive, and so

offers no ttemptation

to tamperers.
The sidecar body is

of the flat-bottomed
variety, and is

mounted on the spring wheel chassis on
simple leaf springs in such a way that it

can be easily detached by undoing four

On the rear spring housing plate an

extension is formed to carry the Lucas
switch-box In a neat and unobtrusive
manner.

nuts, or swung forward out of the way, to
facilitate any attention which the trans-
mission may necessitate.

An effort to provide adequate

weather protection is made on
ihe 1921 model Royal Ruby.

Pin. car-t)pe guards, a large undcrshlold, and an Easting screen
arc, filled as slandarcl.

Adjustable spring suspension of the Royal Ruby sidecar wheel.
The action of the wheel-supporting frame is guided by the special

housing at the back of the chassis.
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The front spring housing plates form a

rigid connection between the fork crown

and the head clip. The Royal Ruby
method of spring adjustment is showTi.

As before mentioned, an Easting screen
is a standard fitment on the body, while
at the back, as a separate unit attached to

the chassis, is a large luggage grid and
petrol can carrier. Immediately behind
the body, but secured to the chassis, is

the main portion of the spare wheel
carrier, which supports the extra 28x3in.
wheel and tyre. It will be seen that,

although the grid and wheel carrier have
the advantage of the chassis springing,
they do not impose any extra load on
the springing of the body, which therefore
can be arranged for a normal load.

Details of the machine are made clear

in the. illustrations, and it remains to add
that the finish is most attractive, being
carried out in the characteristic Royal
Ruby scheme of red and black with gold
lininrr.

The spare wheel carrier on which the
wheel is secured by its own centre bolt and
driving dog.

A New Countershaft Gear Box.
IJH Only Six Constant Mesh Pinions provide Three Ratios and Kicic Starter in (he Comery'^ Gear Box, which is suitable for Machines of any Power.

IT has been fashionable of late to the well-equipped works at Nottingham,
dispai'age the gear box as an un-~ The gear box is of the countershaft
mechanical survival of early engi- type, and is suitable for machines up to

10 h.p. Commencing witla the casing,

this is a one-piecR oil-retaining aluminium
neering practice.

This criticism in many cases has some
justification, but the Comery gear, of

which we are now able to give ^a full

description, fairly proves that this unit

is just as amenable to inventive in-

genuity as the euguie itself. It is the
product of a well-known designer, Mr.
Comery, who was pre\'iousIy employed as

chief engineer to the Raleigh Cycle Co.,

Ltd., and Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd. ;

and. from, the lubrication arrangements
to the top of the control lever, it simply
bristles with novelties. These novelties

are not complications, but those sure

and simple touches that cause one to

wonder why they have not been thought
of before.

Buiuished External Finish. .^

Before proceeding with the description,

we must mention one fact of especial

interest. The Comery gear is neither a

drawing-office dream nor a backyard pro-

duct. Plant, jigs, tools, and gauges are

practically completed for the production
of several hundred boxes a week, shewing
the complete confidence of the designer

in his new product. Of the excellent

workmanship we speak from actual

knowledge, having personally inspected

The clean external outline is noticeable in

this view of the gear box, complete less

control levers.

shell of exceptionally clean external out-

lines and polished finish. Thus the
alignment of. the shafts does not depend
on the positioning of a detachable end
plate. A large circular door (which,
incidentally, carries the entire operating'

mechanism) permits the removal of the
internal gears for repair or replacement.

Six pinions only provide the three ratios
and the kick start gear. Thus the action
of the kick starter directly on to the low
gear pinion allows the usual seventh
pinion to be dispensed with. Large size

Skefko ball races support the mainshaft,
while the stationary layshaft lies directly
underneath.

Constant Mesh Pinions.

For the purpose of explanation, the
primary drive sprocket, mainshaft., and
low gear pinion on the mainshaft may be
regarded as one rotatable mass, although,
as a matter of fact, the sprocket and
pinion are splined on to the mainshaft,
and may be replaced in case of wear.
This method of construction is followed
throughout, and thus the replacement of

parts is simple and inexpensive. In the

same way, the final drive sprocket or

pulley, the near side pinion, and the

sleeve on which both are mounted, may
also be regarded as one mass rotating

freely on the mainshaft. An extension of

this sleeve beyond the pinion has eight

splines or dogs. For about an inch and
a half along the mainshaft there are

coincident splines, and the diameter for

the rest of its length is eqjial to the

"bottom" diameter of the splined por-

tion. The low gear (far side) pinion

meshes with a pinion carried on a free

sleeve on the layshaft, the invvardly pro-

Removal of the cover

entire operating fork mechanism) allows access

for adjustment or replacement of the pinions.

The simplicity oi the Comery gear is well illustrated here. Note

how the kick starter acts on the low gear pinion.
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Sectional drawing of the Comery gear box, showing the lubrication arrangements

and details of clutch and kick starter.

jecting part of the sleeve being splined

in the same way. This layshaft pinion
also forms the "quadrant" of the

kick starter. Lastly, the near side lay-

shaft pinion is mounted on a long sleeve

running freely on the layshaft, this

sleeve being externally a replica of the

opposite side of the mainshaft. The two
pairs of pinions mentioned so far are,

of course, in constant mesh.
The .rest is simple. A pair of axially

movable constant mesh pinions, which are
internally splined, and mounted on the
mainshaft and layshaft respectively, give
the various ratios by moving into posi-

tions where they clutch or free (or both)
the various sleeves and shafts, and
through them the pinions mounted
thereon.

The Operating Mechanism.

For example, top gear is obtained
when the upper movable pinion is half
on the mainshaft splines and half on the
splines of the sleeve carrying the rear
drive, locking these members together
and giving a direct drive. When the
sliding pinions are in a central position,
the drive is via the splines on the main-
shaft, the movable pinions themselves,
the splines on the long layshaft sleeve,
the pinion on the same sleeve, and thence
back to the rear drive sleeve on the
main.shaft. Movement to the extreme
far side clutches the two layshaft sleeves,
the low gear drive then being " right
round the gear box."
To en.'iure easy engagfement, every

Jilteniatc working spline in the box,
internal or cxleriial, is out away for a
short distance. In practice, although an
extremely neat delayed .action rod is in-
I'orporati'd with the outside operating
lever, the gears, when positively moved,
slide in and out easily at any speed, like
the boll of a wolloili'.d ride.'

A.s already mcMlioiicil, the gear box
cover carries the ojicialing niefliani.sm,
which coiisint8 of a fork which piojects
in a recess formed by ceutriilly grooving
D2:

the sliding pinions. This fork slides on

a guide bar grooved at the various gear

positions, and held at these points by a

spring plunger. It will readily be under-

stood that this construction automatically

locks each gear independently of exact

adjustment of the quadrant. Radial

movement of a pear-shaped member (see

illustration) converts a pull or push
motion of the hand lever to an axial

movement of the fork. Incorporated in

Diagram of the gear box

with the sliding pinions re-

moved. These pinions, being

mternally splined, act as dog

utches themselves.

the outside control rod is an enclosed
delay action device, which should be
quite clear from the drawing without
further explanation. The whole control
mechanism—and indeed the whole gear
box—has a minimum of working parts.

The subject of a separate patent, the
gate and quadrant are adjustable to any
size and shape of tank. A slight rocking
movement controlled by a light spring
allows the hand lever to find the
staggered wards of the gate. It is thus
impossible to " miss " a change even in

the dark.

An Oilproof Clutch.

Returning tu the gear bo.x, or rather
to the clutch, this member (of the disc
type) is a big advance on the average
nu'tlidd of iilitiiiuing a free engine. It is

NOVEWIBER 251J1, ig20.

of large diameter, and has six driving
surfaces of Ferodo. Since the Ferodo
takes the form of insets, and does not
extend continuously round each disc,

the clutch is unaffected by leakage of oil.

The driving centre of the Comery Clutch
is solid, and one large adjustable spring
keeps the discs in contact.

Clutch Operation.

The usual method of disengaging the
clutch, i.e., by a push rod extending
through the hollow mainshaft, is incor-
porated, but instead of the more common
worm a simple lever, pivoted near to the
end of the push rod, is pulled inwardly
by the Bowden wire from the hand con-
trol. Running under the tank, and behind
the engine instead of underneath, the
clutch wire may be adjusted by means of
the ordinary Bowden screwed nipple. Less
exposure for highly important control
mechanism is the undoubted advantage
claimed for this alternative path for the
clutch wire.

Splined on to a sleeve on the layshaft,
the kick starter lever is of heavy con-
struction. Its return spring is enclosed,
as are the engaging dogs and disen-
gaging cam.

Lubricatiou.

Finally, the lubrication arrangements
are so complete and efficient that they
must be briefly outlined. A large filler

cap permits the oil-tight box to be par-
tially filled with oil. The near side
pinions being radially drilled to their
respective shafts, the oil is forced under
pressure to the two shafts, which are
spirally grooved and recessed where
necessary, and special provision is made
to lead the lubricant into the main
ball race.

This box, of course, may be obtained
suitable for either final chain or belt

drive; and the pulley and sprocket lines

suit standard engine and frame dimen-

The gate and

quadrant are adjust-

able to any size of

tank. Note also the

enclosed delay ac-

tion device — an

optional fitment.

These are the main points of the

Comery gear that will interest the average
reader. However, the engineer will find

many more interesting constructional and

manufacturing details upon persnnal

examination, and we advise all who can

to make a point of visiting Stand 64 at

Olynipia.
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Detail Improvements for Zeniths.
Aany Refinements on Standard Aodels; a New Flat Twin to be Exhibited.

IN the new models of the Zenith for

1921, the chief alterations are in the
nature of detail improvements whicli

have been found desirable in practice.
Particular attention has been paid to

mudguarding. The front mudguard ex-

tension, instead of following the curve of

the wheel, now slopes up slightly, with
the result that the liquid mud has a
chance to run to the rear. A further
improvement is the addition of a mud-
flap, underneath which the front stand
is fastened. With this improved mud-
guard there is now no necessity for the
shield, which serves to protect the belt

and clutch casing on former models
Moreover, this and the crank case are

not shielded from a cooling current of

air. The side valances to the rear mud-
guard are now provided with a trough,
which prevents mud and wet from
dropping directly on to the belt rim.

One of the new features will be a front

brake acting on a dummy belt rim, and
this is both smooth and powerful in

action.

So far as the transmission is concerned,

the chain to the countershaft is now
entirely enclosed in a handsome alu-

minium casing, the top half of which
may be removed after undoing three

The 1921 Zenith, to which several detail improvements have been made.

bolts. This casing has done much to

silence the chain, which, after a personal
trial, we found to be quite inaudible.

Some considerable improvement has also

been effected in the method of working
the clutch, which, is now released by
means of an exceedingly long pedal ; with
the latter is incorporated an ingenious
pawl allowing the clutch to be held out
of engagement when the machine is

broucrht to a standstill.

An 8 h.p. Sports model will be made,
and it is equipped, like the machine we
have just described, with 28x3in. tyres

and the latest pattern mudguards, but
it is without a clutch.

The 2J h.p. flat twin and the 5 h.p.

models will remain practically unaltered,

while the new Bradshaw-engined model
with its horizontally-opposed power unit,

which is described elsewhere in this issue,

will be one of the Show's attractions.

A Motor in the Front Wheel.
An Ingenious Auxiiiay Unit to be Shown at Olympia.

The Cykelaid motor-propelled pedal cycle, with the engine embodied in the front wheel.

"PHE latest auxiliary engine for fitting

1 to pedal cycles is the Cykelaid, which
will be shown at Olympia, and is

illustrated on this page. Briefly, the

unit consists of a complete front

assembly, i.e., front forks, wheel, and
engine. The forks are of the spring

type, and the shaft of the Ij h.p. two-
stroke engine passes through the hub of

the wheel, having the flywheel on one

side and the rest of the engine on the

other. Two chains are used for the

transmission, with a small countershaft

embodying a cork insert clutch on the
right fork blade. Lubrication is mechani-
cally controlled by means of

_ a small
rotary pump in the base of the oil

chamber, which consists of a tube foi-m-

ing part of the fork construction. The
rest of the details may be seen from the
illustrations. The makers of the Cykelaid
are the Sheppee Motor Co.', Thomas
Street, York.

A Magneto for Lightweights.
A New Runbalcen with Conventional Type of Make and Break.

As a featherweight magneto, the Eun-
baken has already earned an envi-

able reputation, and for 1921 the
manufacturers have decided to retain

practically all the main features of pre-

vious models, with one notable exception.
The parallel action make-and-break,
Avhich has up till now been a feature of

B^is particular magneto, has been re-

placed by the more usual bell crank type
with which the motor cycling public is

already familiar. In making the altera-

tion, the makers have been characteristic-

ally thorough, and it will be noticed that

the cam is made in one piece with the
whole of the outer casing, and is of con-
siderable thickness in order to prevent
distortion. The advance lever takes a

friction grip on this rocking member, and
can be moved to the most convenient
position for controls, and a brass liner

is placed in the housing, so as to ensure
a free bearing for the advance mechanism
The edges of the single horseshoe

magnet are now rounded, which gives a

neat appearance to the instrument, and
has a slight electrical' advantage. It will
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The size of the magneto can be judged when
compared with the standard sparking plug.

be remembered that laminated pole shoes
are employed, cast in with the aluminium
carcase, and that the armature bearings
are insulated from the body to prevent
earthing through the ball races, as this

has been found to be detrimental to the
races. The latest type is fitted with a
convenient type of detachable and water-
proof high-tension terminal. An addi-
tional feature is that brass bushes are
cast into the stud holes by which the
magneto is attached to its platform.

Jlagnetos suitable for either single-

cylinder or twin-cylinder engines can be
supplied, and our illustration gives a good
idea of the size of this tiny magneto. In
spite of its size, however, the Runbaken
magneto is no toy, but a highly practical

and beautifully made instrument.

NOVEMBER 25th, jgio.

The new contact breaker of the Runbaken
lightweight magneto.

An Unconventional Flat Twin Engine.
A Bradshaw Power Unit (o be IKted to Zenith Machines.

As might be expected, the new engine
from the hands of Mr. Granville
E. Bradshaw is full of very

interesting features. Mr. Bradshaw is

nothing if not original, and in the
design of the medium-weight engine
under consideration he has certainly
excelled himself. There is nothing
freakish in the engine, yet it is full of
originality. His aim has been to produce
the highest possible power for the engine
capacity, and, notwithstanding the many
special features, manufacturing possi-
bilities have not been ignored. Mr.
Bradshaw has worked on the theory that

The cylinder head of the Bradshaw
flat twin.

the air-cooled engine is in effect largely

an oil-cooled engine, and therefore if the

engine is to be kept cool the lubrication

system requires special attention. Recent
experiments have proved that the amount
of Vieat dissipated by the crank case is

relatively large, and Mr. Bradshaw has
set out to keep the crank case cool and
to keep the pistons cool, and claims that,

having done this, a considerable step

towards perfection in air-cooling has
been taken.

Partially Concealed Cylinders.

Coiilrary to hi.s usual practice, Mr.
Bradshaw has made use of cast iron
cylinders. These take the form of liner,

pii.'^hed into the aluminium crank case
and (lamped in position. The reason for
this choice of cast iron is that it is found
to bi! morn satisfactory than stee! when
aluminium alloy pistons are employed.
These pistons are of quite plain design.
They poescss the usual gudgeon pin
fastening a.s found in acio practice, whirli
hn.s been for a long lime adopted in

D2S

A.B.C. engines, and are provided with a

single piston ring at the top and a scraper

ring at the bottom.
Practically none of the cylinder projects

beyond the crank case. The orifice into

which the cylinders fit is bored a few
thousandths small, so that they ai-e held

firmly in position by the clamping to-

gether of the two halves of the well-

ribbed crank case casting. Since the

induction pipes form part of the crank
case casting, each cylinder flange has a

port in it registering with the inlet port

in the crank case, and this in turn regis-

ters with the port in the cylinder head
proper. The cylinder head is a nice piece

of design, although it is not Ifemispherical

in shape. Like every other part of the

engine, it has been carefully thought out.

Between each valve there is a deep
recess down to the actual thickness of the

head casting, so that there is no unneces-
sary metal in the hottest part of the
head, and there is a clear passage of air

between the two valves. The actual bolts

through the cylinder head clamping it on
to the cylinder serve also to support the
spindle on which the valve rockers work.
These supports being adjustable may be
made use of for the purpose of taking up
tlie wear, while the push I'ods are pro-

^ ided with the usual adjustment.

Dual Pump Lubiicators.

Internall_y, careful attention has been
paid to the lubrication of the engine,

which is effected by means of two pumps
driven off the timing gear, and situated

at the base of the crank case. Both these

jiumps are of the gear type, and are

placed side by side in a single gun-metal
casting consisting of three parts. Owing

L. l£mcrson astride the new Zenith wliich is fitted witii a Bradshaw flat twin engine.
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The latest model Sporting Zenith, engined with a veiy striking Hat twin designed

by Mr. Granville Bradshaw.

to the design.of these pumps, which are
driven off the crankshaft, incorrect re-

assembly is impossible. The small pump
delivers oil from the tank to the hollow
crankshaft, while the larger jDump pumps
the oil back again to the reservoir. Since
forced lubrication under high pressure
is employed, plain phosphor-bronze bear-
ings are used for both small and big ends,
and the oil, after circulating through the
drilled crankshaft, is ejected on to the
camshaft, which cati'ies all four cams.
This camshaft lies Joelow the engine, and
splashes the oil over the timing gear
case which is used to radiate the heat.

The mainshaft Bearings.

So far as the mainshaft is concerned,
the driving side has one roller bearing
and one ball bearing running in a steel

housing, provided with an oil-retaining

washer. The other side of the crank
shaft runs on two plain bearings, the
shaft at a point adjacent to the flywheel
being 30 mm. in diameter. Ne.xt comes
a sharp taper to take the flywheel, and
then a square shaft for the fitting of the
Gradua gear.

Amongst the most interesting features
in the design are the induction pipes,

which, as we have said before, are cast

in the crank case on the side opposite to

that on which the flywheel and distribu-

tion gear are situated. This renders the
magneto accessible. The new single-

lever motor cycle model Zenith carbu-
retter is to be standard on these engines,
and is bolted to the centre of the induc-
tion pipe at a point where a V-shaped
projection is formed in the casting in

order to direct an equal quantity of

mixture to each cylinder. The carbu-
retter is provided \\;ith a lateral adjust-
ment, so that if there is any irregularity

of firing the distribution may be cor-

rected by a slight movement to the right

or left. Yet another important feature

in the design of the induction pipe is the

fact that each pipe rises from the carbu-

retter—a fact which has been lost sight

of by most designers of flat twins.

Induction Pipe Design.

This means that there is never an
accumulation, of unvaporised petrol ad-

jacent to the inlet valves. The valves

themselves (of the overhead type) are

of ample size, and each one is larger than
half the bore of the cylinder. The valve

mechanism is entirely controlled by
straight rods, and is, We are assured,

absolutely silent.
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An ingenious form of magneto coupling
s been fitted. Which clips on to the

magneto shaft, and is provided with a

dog enjjaging with the shaft, so that the

magneto can only be reassembled in the

right place.

Essentially a Sporting Mount.

This engine, which is made by E. T.

White and Co., 1, Albemarle Street,

London, for its designer, Mr. G. E.

Bradshaw, will be a feature of the

exhibit of Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

at Olympia, where it will be seen built

into a specially-designed frame, the whole
proving to be an ideal sporting mount.

No clutch will be fitted, simply the

Gradua gear, so that there are as few
complications as possible, and yet an

adequate means of altering the gear ratio

to suit varying conditions is provided.

An experimental racing model has been

on Brooklands track for some time. An
oil tank is situated in front of the

engine, in which the lubricant is cooled

interior of the cylinder head.

before returning to the oil delivery pump.
The Gradua gear lever projects through
the tank, and is connected by bevel

wheels to a long rod running underneath
it, on the rear end of which is the chain

wheel connected to the rest of the gear
mechanism. This machine, which is

practically a replica of the type which
will be sold to the public, has already
shown great promise on the track, while

the appearance of the new model will

undoubtedly create a sensation.

The New 6 h.p. Quadrant.
A Powerful Single-cylinder Passenger Machine.

ONE of the best known names in the

early days of motor cycles, the

Quadrant remains a sound straight-

forward machine that is a typically

British production embodying good
.workmanship and solid useful design.

The latest addition to the Quadrant
range is the new 6 h.p. single-cylinder

outfit, which in all its main features

closely resembles the better known 4^
h.p. model.
Having a single bore and stroke of

87 X 110 mm. respectively (653 c.c), the
design retains the well-known Quadrant
disposition of the valves, the exhaust
being at the side, and the inlet beliind

the cylinder. Special care has been
taken to ensure an easy flow for both
inlet and exhaust gases, and two
features in this respect are obvious,
though a full appreciation cannot be ob-
tained without sectional drawings. The
obvious features are the gradually ex-

|i-:-pandmg inlet pipe, and the very large
^expansion chamber for the exhaust

gases. The silencer itself is of unusual
construction, in that the end plates form
part of the engine cradle castings, and

hold between them a large diameter
tubular expansion box, from which a tail

pipe runs below the left footboard.

A single-cylinder ot 653 c.c. The 6 h.p. Quadrant, a sturdy machine ot sound construction.

29d
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New Models.—

.'L'lie a]l-cliain drive is protected by cast
aluminium covers, whicli, like the crank
case, are beautifully polished.

Accessibility has been studied
throughout the machine, and by the
removal of two nuts the left footboard,
the chain case and silencer tail pipe can
be removed, giving immediate access to

the primary chain and the drive side of

the engine. A choice of Amac, Senspray,

f5^OT(^ILE

or B. a;nd B. carburetters is provided,
and the whole machine is built in keep-
ing with the sturdy single-cylinder engine.
In spite of this it is not clumsy, and the
sloping saddle tank gives a very clean
appearance.

It has been the special care of the
designer to include every refinement that
is necessary, and to exclude such features

as are not essential, but would cause a
considerable increase in price. For these

NOVEMBER 25th, ig20.

reasons we find that a new compensated
rear brake, acting on the inside of a

dummy belt rim, and good mudguarding,
have been included, while ample sized

tyres are used, but interchangeable
wheels are considered to be a luxury,

and- therefore are not fitted.

We are looking forward to an early

road test of this fine sidecar outfit, and
we are expecting a performance which
will be up to the standard of the design.

An All-chain Rudge,

' -tw -, IS-C

The 8 h.p. Twin—Now Fitted wish Three-Speed Countershaft Gear
and Interchangable Wheels.

IN addition to the well-known single and
twin-cylinder Rudge-Multi models an
entirely new passenger outfit will be

staged at the forthcoming Olympia Motor
Cycle Sliow. This machine is certain to

attract a large amount of attention, since

it is a newcomer to the ranks -of the

1,000 c.c. sidecar machines, which are so

popular at the present time. There are

many features of considerable interest,

though such well-known components as

the Rudge spring forks, separate oil tank
with pedal control pump, and the sloping

top tube are, of course, retained.

The 85x88 mm. V type twin engine is

similar to that which has already proved
itself in connection with the Rudge Mult-
win, with the exception of the fact that

the magneto is placed behind the rear

cylinder and gear driven from the timing
gear. Mounted on the crankshaft is a
nmltiple clutch similar to that alreadj'

well-known to Rudge riders, but carry-

ing externally a spring drive in the form
of a series of face cams on the driving
sprocket, held by a spring in engagement
M'ith a corresponding series on the driven
member. A cast aluminium chain case

protects the primary chain to the gear
box.

Roller Bearing Gears.

Singularly stout construction charac-
terises this new box. Both shafts are of
large diameter and heavy splines are
used. All gears are in constant mesh,
top and low being engaged by means of
stepped dogs having slightly inclined
faces. Middle gear is obtained when the
two central gears which move together
are both locked on their respective shafts
by the splines. It should be noted that
a double row roller race is employed on
the primary member, and large single
row roller and ball bearings in other parts
of the box. The kick-starter is of the
exposed type, but provides ample lever-

Chain Drive

A 8 h.p. twin three-speed countershaft gear model is the latest development of the

Rudge Company. The interchangable wheels will be noticed.

Section of the Rcar-box showing the heavy
.shafts and bearings.

age. and is stoutly constructed. A _

second chain transmits the power to the

rear sprocket, which is mounted on double
TOW bearings in the rear forks. All

wheels are instantly removable and inter-

changeable, the hubs being of the well-

known tubular construction associated

with the manufacturers.

Large ball bearings are used and the
drive is taken through a series of dogs,
all working parts of the hub being
thoroughly protected by caps. Each
wheel IS equipped with a large diameter
brake drum flanged on to the wheel rim,

and since the shoes of both back and
front brakes are of considerable length
a very satisfactory retarding effect should
be obtained.

All-steel Frame Construction.

At first sight it would ajjpear that tlie

frame is of normal construction, but it

should be pointed out that steel lugs are

used throughout. This feature extends
even to the engine plates and gear box
bracket. This latter is a steel stamping
bent over to form a channel in which
the box is gripped, and since both quad-
rant and gear lever are carried on the
box any movement of the box to com-
pensate for chain stretch will not aifcct

the selecting mechanism. In order to

render easy the removal oF either cylin-

der, the lower tank rail is .set over to
one side to a considerable extent, but
this in no way detracts from the pleas-
ing appearance of the machine. 650x55
Dunlop grooved tyres are fitted, and a
roomy a'lid iniiifortiililc i^idecar is altiulu'd

to this powerful outfit. Details include
a Senspray carburetter, set vertically

between the cylinders, the well-known
spring-up stand, large aluminium foot-

boards, and a serviceable black finish to

many parts which are usually plated.

A short trial run convinced us of the I

ample power of the engine and the
absence of snatch from the chain trans- I

mission. Gear changes were made easily I

and quietly ; indeed, in spite of the facVI
that we were entirely strange to the bojfj

[

the changes ^^•ere practically inaudible^.

Exterior of the gear-box showing quadrant

and change spciiA lever mounted on the box.

D10
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Improvements to a Pioneer Model.
The 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. Bai Machines fiUed wHh New Spring Forks and Gear Box.

THE new Bat models which will be
exhibited at Olympia embody
numerous interesting and novel

features. The exhibit will consist of
6 h.p. and 8 h.p. solo models, and 6 h.p.

and 8 h.p. sidecar outfits, with and with-
out dynamo lighting. Despite the im-
provements to which we have referred
above, the design has been in no way
complicated, the working parts are even
more accessible than before, and the
weight has been in no way increased.
When the Lucas i\lagdyno forms part

of the equipment, a special chamber to
contain the switch box is let into the
tank, otherwise no alteration has been
made. The chief difference from pre^'ious
years lies in the adoption of 28 X Sin.

wheelsj Brampton spring forks, and the
fitting of - a Sturmey-Archer three-speed

. gear box incorporating clutch and kick-
starter. The gate change at the side of
the tank has been retained, and the lever
from this runs direct to the standard
delayed-action control mechanism, which
js bolted through the saddle tube.

Spring Insulation for the Driver.

The original and effective Bat spring
seating has been retained, but it has
been considerably improved in design.
Although originally marketed in 1902, it

has since undergone little modification

;

the device consisted of springing the
saddle in conjunction with the foot-

boards, these latter being hinged at their

forward ends. The new footboards,
however, may be described as being of
the full floating variety, since they are

. only attached to the crossbar at the base
of the sprung portion of the frame. This
new method of fixing has greatly in-

creased the comfort of the machine, as

the footboards are no longer anchored at

one end ; at the same time, they are

adjustable and quickly detachable.
The silencing arrangement consists of

a large expansion chamber, which is easily

detachable for cleaning purposes, and a

long securely stayed tail pipe. As before,
the transmission is by chain, but the
chain employed is the Brampton spring
link pattern, which efficiently absorbs all

engine shocks.
Considerable ingenuity has been dis-

played in the design of the chain covers,

the top half of which may be removed by
;undoing three screws. A clever improve-
ment is the method of fixing the sidecar

A machine associated with

motor cycledom's earliest
history. The latest model

8 h p. Bat has combined im-

provement with simplification.

body, which is sprung at its forward end

on small C springs, and at the rear on

long quarter-elliptical springs.
_
The

method of anchorage to the two pairs of

springs consists merely of two long

bolts, which pass through the special

shackles at the end of the springs and
through tubes underneath the sidecar

body. The withdrawal of one of these

bolts allows the body to be swung out of

the way in the event of adjustments being

necessary on the near side of the

motor cycle.

Ample Locker Space.

Several types of sidecar bodies will

be shown, while that illustrated is not

only exceedingly comfortable, but has
plenty of locker space behind, on the top
of which is a small luggage grid. The

body also serves to carry the spare wheel
carrier. The sidecar chassis is mainly
cornposed of short tubes, is simple in
design, and strongly constructed. A
sidecar stand is included in the latest
model.
The

hinged
detachable wheel
piece, detachable

withingenious
distance piece, detachable rear

niudguard, and the sprung sidecar wheel,
introduced last year, remain unaltered.
One of the most interesting exhibits on

the Bat stand will be the Bat taxi-sidecar,
the body of which seats two side by side,
and is attached to a chassis which is less
than 1ft. wider than the standard. The
method of springing is the same, which
system leaves more room than the usual
type of C springing, but in this case the
body is suspended on six springs instead
of on four.

A Famous Swiss Product.

I

M.A.G. Engines for 1921. A New
Improvements

AMOXG the M.A.G. engines which
will be at Olympia may be men-
tioned the small single-cylinder

models which are not at present very well
known in this country. As regards excel-

lence of finish, -design, and workmanship,
tliey follow very closely the lines of the
better known and larger twin-cylinder
models.

The following improvements have been
incorporated in all the engines exhibited :

improved balance, a telescopic tube pro-
jecting the tappet rod which allows the Details of

90° V Twin and a Small Single, wilh Detail
on all Aodels at Olympia.

tappet to be adjusted without interfering
with the inlet dome, an improved inlet
dome giving a freer passage to the mix-
ture, larger radiating fins, and larger
cams giving increased lift to the valves.
These engines will be generaUy quieter,
and yet will provide more power.
The Morgan engine will have the posi-

tion of the bevel altered so that it may
be more easily extracted. This will
entail the fitting of a magneto running
in a clockwise direction, but otherwise the
standard specification is followed.iting mechanism.
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Nev/ Models.

—

Quite a novelty is the 90° M.A.G.
water-cooled cycle car engine, 82 mm. x
102.5 mm., 1,100 c.c. We have known
for a long time that M.A.G. Engines,
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For cj'cle car

enthusiasts
the new 10 /

h.p. MA.G. V
90° engine

should meet
any require-"

ment.

Ltd., have been experimenting with a
forced lubrication system. This is now
carried out by means of a plunger pump
on the timing gear side of the engine,
driven by means of a cam off the craiik-

shaft, from which run three leads, one
to the timing gear, and one to each
crankshaft bearing.

Mechanical Lnbrication on 90° Engine.
An ample supply of oil is carried

in a large flat-based sump at the base of

the crank case, into which it is intro-

duced through a large tiller cap. At the
base of the sump is a glass window.

The magneto is mounted on a platform

between the cj'linders, and is driven by
means of an enclosed chain from the

mainshaft. The chain may be adjusted

by slackening or tightening the nuts on-

the retaining bolts which
serve to raise or lower
the magneto from the
platform.
Valve-operating mecha-

nism follows M.A.G. _

principles throughout, but
a new tj^e of exhaust
lifter has been intro-

duced. The mechanism
consists of two links con-
nected by means of a
small wheel to two cranks
thereon. The action of
pulling up the lever serves
to raise the left-hand
valve, and at the same

The hand-starter pinion of the M.A.G.

Popular as a power unit for passenger

machines of all types—the 8 h.p. air-cooled

twin M.A.G.

time pulls round the wheel, causing a

similar movement on the right-hand valve

stem. A release valve is now supplied

-

to the oil sump, which serves to return

the oil thereto if the pressure is too great ; .

this feature eliminates any danger to the -

pump driving mechanism.
In addition to the above, the range of

M.A.G. engines exhibited will consist of

the 2^- h.p.. 250 c.c, 64x77 mm. ; 2|- h.p.,

300 c.c, 64x92 mm. (both these are

single-cylinder models); the 3^ h.p.,

500 c.c, 67x77 mm. ; the 6 h.p., 750 c.c,

72x91 mm.; and the famous 8 h.p.,

1,000 c.c, 82x94 mm.

Lighting from the Magneto.
A B.T.H. Electric System for Two-stroke Singles involving only an Additional Fitting on

the Contact Breaker.

THE inventiveness of our electrical

experts which, during the period

subsequent to 1915, placed the Eng-
lish magneto in a plane above anything
previously produced has not been allowed

to lie dormant.

Most of the designers of magnetos have
turned their attention to the adoption of

compact and highly efficient lighting sets

for motor cycle use, and the latest

entrant to this field is Mr. A. P. Young,
of the British Thomson-Houston Co.
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Elcclric 'ighling lor Iwo-slrokc singles ; the complete B.T.H. apparatus which utilises the

surplus low-tension current of the standard magneto for lighting and charging.

Realising that there exists an enormous
demand for a reliable lighting set which
can be easily applied to the two-stroke

lightweight machine, a simple system
has been evolved which works in con-

junction with the ordinai-y high-tension

magneto, and yet eliminates all the objec-

tions which have previously been raised

against such methods of using the surplus

cut rent generated in the ignition unit.

Using Surplus Energy.

It will be realised that in the single

cylinder magneto running at engine speed

(as is the case with single cylmder two-.

stroke engines) there are two maximum
positions of the armature, but only one
of these is used for ignition purposes,

and the B.T.H. system, by an extremely
simple arrangement, makes use of this

fact.

The only additions to the ordinary

magneto are an extension of the contaot
|

breaker casing, which contains an irj

sulatcd segmental track and a centij

lugally controlled brush connected to tHfl

primary winding through the iii.iulated I

portion of the contact breaker, with]
which it rotates. When the magneto ll

running at any speed above 500 r.p.BB

this brush is thrown outwardly so that

it runs upon the track segment which isl

connected by a single wire to the accuniu-

"H
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An extension of the contact breaker casing

is the only external feature of the B.T.H.
combined magneto and lighting generator.

lator. The other terminal of the accumu-
lator is earthed to the frame through
which the circuit is completed.

Independent of the Ignition System.

The insulated segment -of the lighting
collector ring" is so placed that the brush
is only in contact with it during the
building up of that primarj' current ivhich
is not used for ignition. It will be seen,
therefore, that as the lighting circuit is

disconnected dm-ing the period of propa-

gation of the high-tension spark, the
quality of the latter is in no way
deteriorated. In the same way it follows
that the use of the primary cun-ent for

lighting has no effect on the starting of

the machine, especially when the centri-

fugal control of the before mentioned
brush keeps it out of action at very low
speeds.

The Lighting EcLUipment.

As the set is only intended for solo

machines, a head and tail lamp only are
supplied, and the bracket which carries
the former is also arranged to support
the cast aluminium box for the accumu-
lator. The latter is specially made to
avoid splashing, and it will be noticed
from the illustration that it is of very
great depth, only about two-thirds of the
interior being filled with acid, so that
there is no possibility of splashing out
over the top. Combined with the battery
box is a simple switch for the lamps, this
bei«g the only part of the set which
requires attention from the driver.

low Price Possible.

Owing to the fact that the component
parts are few and simple, it is expected
that the complete outfit will be marketed
at a comparatively low price. The
makers are also seriously considering the
organising of a department for the con-
version of any existing single-cylinder
two-stroke magneto. At a later date the
apparatus may be made suitable- for other
types of engines.

DISTRIBUTING BRUSH

•FRAME

A diagram of the primary circuits

for lighting and ignition.

Results in Practice.

On test, the B.T.H. lighting and igni-

tion system has proved thoroughly satis-

factory, liaving already been used in the

maker's haruJs for some 5,000 miles. It

is found that the average charging current
obtained at 20 to 25 ni.p.h. is about .65

amp., while the demand of the two lamps
is .9 amp This means to say that the
battery is only discharging at the rate

of .25 amp., and in consequence, the
battery will remain in good condition if

the period of use at night is in the pro-
portion of one to three of daylight riding;
of course, few riders exceed this.

Royal Enfield Innovations.
New Engine built by Vickers. Kick-starter on Two-

stroke Model.

EVER since its first introduction to the
public the Royal Enfield sidecar out-
fit has stood in a class by itself.

Prior to the war it was obtainable at a
lower cost than the average present-day
lightweight with two-speed gear, and its

price set a standard ivhich many tried

to emulate, but few succeeded in doing.

A New Engine.

It is the only twin-cylinder sidecar out-

fit on the market to-day, having only two
gear ratios. These, however, must not

\
be regarded as inadequate, for the
reasons that render a three-speed gear
necessary on moat other machines do not
exist with the Royal Enfield, i.e., fric-

tion losses in the gear box, and excessive

I
aver-all weight. It is not generally
realised that the Royal Enfield is the

lightest machine of its power on the road.

Weight-power ratio plays a very

J
mportant part in the performance of a

Inachine, and in this respect the. Royal
[iSinfield is certainly at an advantage,
^he performances of this machme in
he classic reliability trials have proved
'"'Jhill-climbing abilities, while there ar«
'few private owners who consider that
hird ratio is necessary. The majority
have given this matter consideration

bably affirm that the advantages
feined by the use of the simple Enfield
fir outweigh any inconvenience caused
the lack of a middle ratio, since all

fetional losses are eliminated by having
ith gears direct.

The 1921 model will again
be offered with a few minor
modifications, and one impor-
tant innovation.

.
It will have

a new engine of Enfield design,
which is built by the famous
Vickers firm—a particularly

appropriate combination, since
for many years the slogan of
the former concern has been
" made like a gun."
We recently inspected this

engine, and the slogan came
to our mind. Many of our
readers have been made
famUiar with the standard of

quality on the Vickers gun,
and we can say that the new
Enfield engine is as well made.
There is nothing radically new
in the design ; rather it is an
engine following conventional
practice, but of absolute
refinement and finish. It has
a mechanical oil pump driven
off one of the camshafts—

a

very neat little piece of

mechanism containing but a
few parts. The bore and stroke are
85.5 and 85 mm. respectively (964 c.o.).

The framework of the machine remains
practically as before.

The Lightweight Model,
Easy as is the Royal Enfield light-

weight to " paddle off," there are times
when owners have wished for a kick-

starter, which apparently has been re-

The newly-designed Enheld 8 h.p. twin engine.

garded as a difficult proposition with
the Enfield gear. However, the compajiy
have overcome this without undue com-
plication.

It is interesting to know that, ILks

the big twin, the Royal Enfield light-

weight is one of the lightest machines
in its class. It scales approximately
147 lb.

D37
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A 1,000 c.c. Sidecar Machine.
The Haziewood Co. adopt an 8 h.p. J.A. P. Engine for Iheir New Passenger Outfit.

As was to be expected after a suc-

cessful year's trading, all the

well-known features of Haziewood
machines have been retained for 1921.

Nevertheless, such considerable additions

and modifications have been made that

the latest models present quite a new
appearance. Perhaps the most striking

machine is the 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined
passenger outfit, on which the changes
that immediately catch the eye are the

saddle tank covering a straight top tube

frame, the new spring seat-pillar, com-

pound action Druid type forks, and
28x3in. tyres. A choice of either chain

and belt or all-chain drive is provided,

and in the latter case a spring shock
absorber is fitted to the rear hub. Of
course, the Haziewood three - speed

countershaft gear and cork insert clutch

is retained, also the large flat brake
drum on the rear wheel.

Detail Improvements.

The silencer is held in position by
the two bolts which support the large

footboard castings. Excellent mudguards
are fitted, and the magneto is provided
with a special metal shield. Detail im-

provements include steel castings for all

the main frame lugs, and a very smart
finish in black and grey. The sidecar

provided for this imposing machine is a

new production by Messrs. Mead and
Deakin, and is finished in grey to match
the machine. As in previous years, the

two front attacliment lugs incorporated

with the head are reinforced by a special

strengthening plate, which also simplifies

the process of attachment.
A smaller model, fitted with the new

6 h.p. J. A. P., conforms more nearly to

previous Haziewood models, since the
curved _top tube is retained. In this case

650x55 mm. tyres are fitted, and a
lighter Canoelet sidecar is attached.
With these exceptions the smaller
machine resembles the 8 h.p. type in

practically every detail.

For the solo enthusiast, the 6 h.p.

Haziewood is specially modified, and in

this instance is provided with footrests
instead of footboards, a hand-controlled

clutch, and a brake pedal set in a par-

ticularly convenient position.

Every make of machine worthy of its

name has its own peculiarity, and the
distinguishing feature of all re"cent

Haziewood models is a certain sturdinesa

of construction which gives the impres-
sion of great strength without excessive

weight. The machine is most practical

in every respect, though a few will be
apt to criticise the retention of foot

clutch control for the standard models.
This, however, can be altered to suit the
needs of those who prefer hand control,

and there are still many who prefer a

clutch pedal on passenger machines.

T he 8 h.p. Haziewood sidecar outht is altered in several details, and fitted with 3in. tyres

The Ariel "Big Single" Outfit.
A Full Touring Sidecar Machine with a 4| h.p. Engine.

OF the several models marketed by the

Ariel Co. since they first entered the

motor cycle field, probably the best

known is the 3^ h.p. single, which has

performed consistently well in compe-
titions in both solo and sidecar classes.

It is as a sidecar outfit, however, that

it has earned the greatest praise, due
chiefly, pei'haps, to the fact that as such
it has attracted attention by competing
against machines of twice the capacity.-

Latter-day trials have become so stiff

that, one by one, 500 c.c. sidecars have
dropped out, leaving the Ariel almost
alone in representing this economical type
of dual-purpose machine. This it did so

well that in many quarters it was thought
it would be "the last to go," but the
introduction of the new 4^- h.p. single
indicates that in future the 3^ h.p. side-
car will only be entered in competitions
by private owners. The " 3^ " will still

be made, but, automatically, it ranks
more as a solo mount, since the latest
Arid catalogue does not offer a sidecar
fur use with it.

The incicasc in the size of the cylinder
fK.iii 86.4x85 mm. (498 c.c.) to' 86.4

x

100 mm. (586 c.c.) lias not been made
in Older to obtain better speeds than were
possible with the smaller mount, but
r.-itlier to make it essentially a sidecar
macliitie with all the comforts of a big

D3.S

twin without the higher cost of this latter
type of machine. Thus we have a speci-
fication including 28x3in. tyres, a 2^
gallon tank, chain drive, and large side-
car, Euch as the average dual-purpose
mount cannot propel satisfactorily.

Durability is a very desirable point
in a sidecar machine, and apparently
the designers of the new Ariel have had
this in view in working out the details.
One has only to glance at the large
frame, the substantial nature of the lugs,

.
I* *** 1

Note the large diameter (IJin.) plain

bearing at the driving side of the new Ariel.

The diagram show" the oilways.

and the spring fork to appreciate this;

while, when the construction of the engine
and such parts as the fork links and the
hubs are examined, one must agree that
it has been designed for hard service.

Plain Bearings Throughout.
The driving side mainshaft is l^in. in

diameter and, like the opposite shaft and
the big end, runs in phosphor bronze
bearings of ample dimensions. At every
point the question of lubrication has been
given the closest attention, and does not
stop at the engine, but is well carried out
in the hubs and fork links. A feature of

the latter is that each link is built up
permanently with one of the bolts.

These are drilled to take a charge of

lubricant from an oil gun.
The lubrication of tiie hubs is carried

out in a similar manner, and provision is

made to retain a good quantity of oil

M-ithin the barrels, on which tliere are no
lubricators.

As on the smaller single-cylinder nioi

a decompressor is fitted to faciliti^

starting, and the exhaust lifter is Ji>

pensed with. The gear box is the same
as has been fitted to Ariels for some
years, but the top gear ratio of 4§ to 1

appears to be rather high when tlio size

of the engine, the weiglrt of the niacliino,

and the 28iii. wheels are considered.
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''Why puncture, jolt, or slide.

Get RAPSON Tyres-^and glider

RAPSON
UNPUNCTURABLE TYRES

for

MOTOR CYCLES
will be exhibited on

STAND 108.

Messrs. Oylers' new 1920 type RICHMOND Motor

Cycle Tyres, better even than the old Pre-war London-

Edinburgh Winners, will also be on exhibition.

EKS^ 35, New Cavendish Street, Gt. Portland Street, W.l

^^H^ 22, Parsonage, Blackfriars St., MANCHESTER.

In ansu'erina this advurtisemtnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle.
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The only Saddle
Waterproof Seat
Absorbs ROAD SHOCK and REBOUND.

Vertical Action in addition to Rear Springing.

We have not had a single complaint through

last season NOTHING BUT APPRECIATIONS.

Guaranteed Waterproof, fiesilient

ivith Flexible
PRICE 39/6

— TESTIMONIAL —
66, Queen Victoria Rd, Coventry.

Messrs. Jelley's Saddle Co., 16-8-20.

Coventry.

Dear Sirs,

"I should lilie to say liow much I iilie your patent

'Flexo' Saddle that you supplied me with for my 'Levis'

Motor-Cycle 7 months ago. I have just completed 3,000

miles, and it iias given me entire satisfaction throughout.
I have been over some very rough roads and I have not felt

the jar from road shocits like you get from some saddles.

I think it is the test saddle I have ever had, and it has kepi

its original shape.
Yours faithfully, M.R.SiBRAY

Size 13x11

SEND FOR SAMPLE
The FLEXO WATERPROOF
Rivetless Saddles on view at

Stand 242 Gallery, Olympic.

Flcxo-de-Luxc

Special Large Size

13fxl2.

Price 46/6.

JELLEY'S SADDLE COMPANY, SPON STREET, COVENTRY.

THE SHEPHERD PATENT OVERCOAT {^l%%e)

You can appear (ike this Ths I ubbsr flap pr tccts our clothes.

Only obtainable from the ratcn'ee

of

Has the appearance of an ordina'"^
overcoat with all the advantag^^
of a suit of overalls, but none

"

the disadvantages.

Enables you to get on the road at
once.

Gives you
needed.

full protection when

If you are caught in the rain the
leg protectors- can be slipped down
and fastened in an instant. No
need to arrive at your destination
with drenched knees.

Designed by a motor cyclist for
motor cyclists.

Don't be without one ; it will save
you trouble.

Made in good quality heavy water-
proof with wind cuffs and storm
collar.

PRICE

:

£4 16
Carriage paid.

Cash with order. Money returned
if not satisfied.

When ordering please give height
and chest measurement.

W. SHEPHERD, 4, HOLMFAULDHEAD DRIVE, GOVAN, GLASGOW.

D40 Jn an-iriiiiii/ l/iciic ad ii'ilixriiicnia it is tiesiruble tu iimUi'in " Tho Motor Ci/ch."
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Olmes to TLlgl)t TLam?5
Nov. 25th ... ... 4.28 p.m.

„ 27th 4.26 „

„ 29th ... ... 4.24 „
Dec. 1st 4.23 „

Next Week's Show Report.

The big issue of the year—a fully

illustrated description of all the motor
cycle exhibits at Olympia.

Weights.

A reminder to makers of lightweights;
Prospective purchasers will ask exhibitors
lifv definite information regarding the
weight of the machines.

A 3| h.p. Martinsyde.

A smaller edition of the 6 h.p. Martin-
syde, rated as 3^ h.p., will be shown at

Olympia. It has a V twin engine, all

chain drive totally enclosed, and an
exceptionally neat frame with a sloping

4op tube.

Of Interest to Overseas Readers.

In the last issue of each month The
Motor Cyclt usually includes a section

referring particularly to matters relating

to motor cycles for overseas. In this

issue the feature is omitted, as the Show
Forecast, in fact, all the Show numbers
of The Motor Cyclt, are of special

interest to motor cyclists of other lands.

B.M.CR.C. Dinner.
It may assist London readers who

contemplate attending the B.M.CR.C.
dinner, next Wednesday, to know that

they may obtain tickets from Mr. W.
Pratt, tihe manager of Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100, Great Portland Street, W.l.

NEXT THURSDAY!

SHOW REPORT.
A stand-to- stand description of tli

exhibits at Olympia, written and illus-

trated by "The Motor Cycle" staff, will

appear in the next issue. Of enlarged

size, this Olympia Show Report Number

will be preserved for years to come.

Order a copy early! 4^d.

Assistance Wanted at Christmas.
Any motor cyclist who is open to help

the organisers of the London-Exeter run
is invited to communicate with Mr. B.
Alan Hill, Apsley Fellows Road, South
Farnborough.

AT OLYMPIA NEXT WEEK.
Undoubtedly one of the novelties of the Show will be the four-cylinder Superb motor

cycle, the first British four-cylinder to be exhibited at the Motor Cycle Show since the dayj o{
the T.M.C. The illustration depicts the power unit, which has an overhead camshaft snd a
mombloc aluminium cylinder casting.

Special JPftatUres.

HOW TO GET TO OLYMFIA.
WHAT THE SHOW WILL REVEAL.
OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE. .

320 M.P.G.

A second petrol consumption test was
made by the makers of the Levis last

Saturday, which was officially observed by
the A.C.IJ. with a standard 211 c.c. Levis,
weighing 129i lb. and a rider of 117 lb.

Geared 5^ to 1 and averaging a speed of

21.6 m,p.h., the consumption worlced out
at the rate of 245 m.p.g. Another
machine, weighing 131j lb. with a rider of
151 lb. and geared 5J to 1, covered fifty-

four miles at 21.6 m.p.h. on a consumption
equivalent to 320 m.p.g. Standard Amac
carburetters were used.

Trial for Sutton Cup.

On Saturday last the Sutton Coldfield
and North Birmingham A.C. held a
reliability trial on tne lines of the Col-
more Cup Trial of 1912. The organisers
planned a main road course, such as is

covered by the average tourist, and the
main idea was to prove how much modern
machines have improved since pre-war
days. At the time of going to press the
official awards had not been made known,
but the following made non-stop runs ;

B. Kershaw (2% Verus). A. W. Thrush 14-
Triumph), W. U. Riley (6 A.J.S. Be), J. Roberts
(3 A.B.C.), L. Paynter (S'A Norton), F. Giles (6
A.J.S. so.), L. Newey (6 Ariel), T. F. Blumfield
(6 Ariel sc), F. A. Watson (SVc Sunbeam sc), L.
H. Brown [8 Acme sc), H. Morgan (8 Morgan),
Gus Kuhn (2?4 Verus), and B. L. Bird U?*
Marloe-Blackburne)

.

The following cars also qualify for non-
stop awards.
Seymour Smith (10 Humber), B. Harcourt (20

Austin), Dr. C. H. Harcourt (14 Angus-Sander-
son), S. H. Roe (10 A.C.), and Geo. Bedford (9.7
Hillman).

The London-Exeter Run.
Over fifty entrants have already been

received for the M.C.C. annual Christmas-
tide run to Exeter. These include the
following riders :

SOLO MACHINES. *

A. C. Rhodes (31/2 N.U.T.), H. B. Browning (3->i

Scott), R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph). O. E. Hagen-
bach (4% Humber), J. P. Hull (2% Wooleil, L.
W. G. Gotley (2y2 Omega), L. Keeyil (31,4 Snn-
beam), Goorgo Brough (8 Brough Superior), O. A.
McKeand (4 Harley-Davidson), E. O. Brodin (3
A.B.O.). G. Richardson {2V, Velocette), L. R.
Richardson ( ), H. F. Fellows (4 Sunbeam),
B, SllTCr (4% Quadrant), J. 0. Walier
(2% Edmund), B. K Belfield (3 A.B.O.), P.
Street (514 Sunbeam), F. A. Longman (,2^A

Woolex). B. P. O. Fellows (214 De Dion), (J.

Bourlet (31A_ Ariel), J. I. Anderson 13% Sun-
beam), Lt. V. Belfleld (3 A.B.O.), W. G. Boyer
(5 Rover), Capt. C. D. Michalis (6 Zenith), Harold
Karslako (5 Brough), and F. W. Stevenson (3'/4

Brough).
PASSENGER MACHINES.

E. Kickham (31/2 Douglas). Eli Clark, jun. (6
Douglas), S. J.Marks (4 Triumph), Ian Macdonald
(7-9 Indian), P. W. White (8 SunlMam), Rev. E.
6. Powell (6 A.J.S.). E. Atkins (31/2 Ariel), O. P.
O. Collier (8 New Imperial), J. L. Roy Jensen
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), W. A. Fell Smith (8 Rei),
Plt.-Lt. C. B. Cooke (5-6 James), R. B. Whiflen
(8 Blackburne), Wilfred C. Hemy (6 A.J.S.), H.
W. Holmes (10 Morgan), Clifford Wilson (4^
Quadrant), L. Arnold (8 Matchless), J. G. Good-
enough (8 Zenith), R. Newitt (7-9 Harley-David-
jon), R. A. Rayner (6 A.J.S.), Capt. H. P. O.
Evans (4>,4 Humber), W. H. Julian (8 Matchless),
Lt. G. D. Daly (7-9 Indian), H. A. Reyre («
James), F. W. Giles (6 A.J.8.), D. H. Noblo (7
A.J. 8.), G. L. Speeson (2V2 Connaught), and G.
L. White (5 Rover).

Entries close definitely on December 8th.

fc
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AMONG OLD-WORLD COTTAGES.
Picturesque Subjects for the Motor Cyclist who

Carries a Camera.
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STAND 190
OLYMPIA

If your Motor Cycle could talk
he would cry out for a Sturmey-Archer Counter-

shaft Gear. He would tell you it is the greatest

help he knows for his engine, and he would guarantee

to take you up any gradient you liked. If you

respect your machine fit it with the best gear known
to the Motor Cycling World, viz.

—

3-speecl for heavuweigJits (up to 8 h.p.)
2 -speed for lightweights (up to 2J h.p.)

Special Sturmey-Archer gear oil maV
now be obtained from dealers and
garages in quart tins, i /6 each.

Write for descriptive Booklet—

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, LTD.,

: NOTTINGHAM

mninimii mini Ml

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention 'The Motor C'l/cle.' "4^
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OLYMPIA
LONDON.

PARKE
BOLTON & MANCHESTER.

TO all our friends— old and

new—we extend a hearty

invitation to visit either

of the above Shows, where our

Representatives will be glad to

discuss the merits of the various

machines.

The following comprehensive

list of agencies which we hold,

includes every type of machine:

B.A.T.
CEDOS
SCOTT
WILKIN
EDMUND
ZENITHNORTON
SUNBEAMTRIUMPHDOUGLASENFIELDMATCHLESSVELOCETTENEW HUDSONLEA-FRANCIS

ALLDAYS-ALLON
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

DEFERRED PAYMENTS AND
EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

DfB

BOLTON: MANCHESTER
71, BRADSHAWGATE.

Tel.: 1348.

245, DFANSGATE.
Tel.: Cent. 864,

BaseJI

An Exceptional
_ OFFER!

Price Total
Quantity each. Price.

1 14/- 14/-

2 13/- 26/-
3 12/8 38/-
4 12/3 49/-
6 12/- 72/-

12 11/6 138/-
Carriage 1Paid.

Cash with Order.

IQiistration shows front of case
taJica 01] t.

Size sf X 3j" X 3r
Snrplns
Government
Accumnlators

PETO RADFORD MODEL S.G. ACCUMULATORS
4 Vo'ts. Capacity— 12 ampere hour continuous, 24 ampere

hour ignition.

DESCRIPTION.—Two separate cells consisting of 5 plates, each in a
strong celluloid box v.ith sealed lid, vent plugs and non-corrosive ter-

minals ; the two connected together by non>corrosive link and contained
in strong black enamelled metal case with leather strap handle Never-
had acid in W&ight 5 lbs. each.

Orders prompihj executed.

WATES BROS., 132, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2

BS?I1

®

a

B

a

B

B

®

IKBK

"By Appointment to theNEW Poor.

H ^etr^ fmas !
^

Yes, we are aware that it is a little previous to

refer to Yuletide, but, at certain hours, in certain

comers of Olympia, the festivities are reminis-

cent ofthat Season.

Anyway, it is a certain fact, that your Christmas

will be all the happier, if you are the lucky

possessor of a 1 92

1

QUADRANT
or, being a Trader, if you hold the Agency.
Prompt attendance at

STAND 41
will ensure delivery withhi a few days.

The Clifford Wilson Mfg. Company,

70, Royal Hospital Rd., Sloane Sq., 3.W.3.

Sole Agents and Distributors for :

LONDON Sussex Surrey

D44 In answering thc^c advcrtiscmrvtn it ix

Bucks.

^ Norfolk

r«lKIIIK@KI
liKlralj/r. I

Kent Middleso:

Essex Herts. Beds. Cambs.
Suffolk Hunts. Berks.

KaKIIIXBKIIIKBKIIIKBKIIIKaXli
ll/i,in •' The .]fnl,ii_ Ci/rl,:"

E

SI
I

I-

]»>

1
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Ystalyfera and Swansea Valley M.C.C.

A i-eliability trial over a circular course
was held by the above club on Thui'sday,
November 11th. A speed-judging com-
petition was incorporated in the ti-ial.

Best performance of trial : T. P. Lewis
(2-J:

Levis), error Im. Lightweight prize :

T. P. Lewis {2i Levis). 500 c.c, : D. E.
'Rees {3^ Sunbeam), en-or 6m.; 15. J.
- Lydden (3^ James), error 62m.

West Kent M.C.
The winter session of the above club

opened on Saturday, the 13tli inst., with
a speed-judging competition. The course
included many of the Kentish test hills,

• and was about thirty miles in length.
The result was based on the aggregate
time error at the secret check and at the
finish : 1, M. Welch (3 A.B.C.), error
5m. 10s. ; 2, G. Jessop (8 Imperial-Jap
sc), 5m. 42s.

Gorseinon and District M.C.C.

The above club held its first ojien relia-

bility trial on November 13th. The course
was around Gower, a tliirty-three miles
non-stop run. The roads were in a very
bad state, but nevertheless some very
good performances were made. The final

results are now to hand, and are t,s

follows :

1 !.5ilver cup). J. Thomas (31/: .Norton sc); 2 (gold
medai;, T. P. Leivis (2»1 Levis) ; 3 (silver medal), D.
Jones (2',4 Juno).

Cambridge University M.C.C.

The following are the results of the
speed trials run off at Thetford recently.
Timekeeping was carried out by ]Mrs.

Knowles, the well-known trials rider :

300 c.c. CLASS.—1, J. L. Giles (2i4 Omega),
52 m.r.h.; 2, K. D. Bates [ZVx Triumph), 38.7
m.p.h.; 3, Sefton Jones (2-J4 New Imijerial), 33.7
m.p.h. -

350 c.c. CLASS.— 1, J. V. Prestwich (2"i Nut-
Jap), 64.7 m.p.h.; 2. S. J. Bassett (2^1 Douglas),
57.1 m.p.h.; 3, C. A. McKeand (2';i New Imperial),
55.9 m.p.h.
' 500 c.c. CLASS.—1, T. J. Wright (4 Indian,
Scout), 66.2 m.p.h.; 2, J. V. Prestwich (3U, Nut- -

Jap) and H. W. Eice-Evans (3'1 Norton) tied, 64
m.p.h.
600 c.c. CLASS.—1, T, J. Wright (4 Indian

Scouth 65.7 m.p.h.; 2, H. W. JBice-Evans (3i(>

Norton), 63.5 m.p.hi; 3, J. McLeod (3',4 Sunbeani)"
and J. A. G. Dent (4 Triumph) tied, 55.9 m.p li

. 750 c.c. CLASS.—1, F. W. Avreton (5 Zenith).
,58.2 m.p.h.; 2, H. St. V. Norman (Nut-Jap) and
•J. A. G. Dent (4 Triumph) tied, 55.9 m.p.h.
-. UNLIMITED CLASS.—1, G. Rae-Arnot (7-9
Harley-Davidson), 72.2 m.p.h.; 2, A. S. Brereton
,7-9 Harley-Davidson), 69.2 m.p.h.; 3, T. J. Wright
(4 Indian Scout), 68.2 m.p.h.

• SIDECAR CLASS (under 600 c.c.).—1, O. G.
Smart (4 Norton sc), 53.3 m.p.h.; 2, H. B. How-
son (4 Norton sc), 50.9 m.p.h.
UNLUIITED SIDECAR CLASS.—1, M. H. Eol-

lason (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 59.4 m.p.h.; 2,
Bannders Davies J7-9 Indian sc), 57.1 m.p.h.; 3,
W. G. Sykes (8 Zenith sc), 55.9 m.p.h.
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CLUB NEWS.
Colchester and District M.C.

The official results of the Colchester and
District Motor Club's speed event held at
Lexden on November 11th, over a course
of half a mile (fifty yards flying start),
are as follows

:

CLASS 1. Solo up to 350 Co on formula,— 1,
L, Weatlierell (2'/2 E.W. Scont) ; 2, A. E. Clark
(2-i Douglas); 3, E. W. Tracey (214 Eoyal Enfield).
CLASS 2. Solo up to 500 c.c—1, A. E. Claik

13' i Norton), 32is. ; 2, E. W. Tracey (3>A B.S.A,),
355s.; 3, E. Weatherell (2;i E.W. Scotit). 392e.
CLASS 3. Sidecar up to 650 c.c —1. T. S. Wilkin

(4 Norton sc), 34?s. ; 2, A. Medralf (4 Norton sc),
37!s. ; 3. A. E. Clark (3',4 Norton sc), 37Ss.
CLASS 4. Sidecar up to 750 c.c—1, E. Cliarles-

worth (5 Zenith sc), 34s, ; 2, T. S. Wilkin (4 Norton
sc), 35s. ; 3, A. Medoalf (4 Norton sc), 38is.
CLASS 5. Sideoar. unlimited cc, on formula.

—

1, E. Oharlesworth (5 Zenith so.) -2 A. E. Clark
(31'2 Norton sc); 3, T. S. Wilkin (4 Norton sR.\.

CLASS 6. Solo up to 650 cc—1, T. S. Wilkin
!4 Norton). 31s.; 2, A. Medcilf (4 Norton), 32s.;
3, A. E. Clark (3V2 Norton), 33s.
CLASS 7. Solo up to 750 c.c—1, E. Charles-

worth (5 Zenith). 28Ss.; 2, T, S. Wilkin (4 Norton),
298,; 3. A. lledcaU (5 Zenith), 31?s.
CLASS 9. Sidecar ridden by veterans over 40, on

formula.-1, A. G. Simpson {5 Eover) ; 2, F. Med-
cali (4 Norton); 3, Q. Llovd (3i,l B.S.A.).
FASTEST TI.ME OF DAY.—eT Charlesworth (5

Zenith), 2813.

A collection taken on the course raised
a considerable sum for local hospitals.

Warrington M.C.

On Saturday, November 6th, this club
held motor cycle speed trials on a. private
road at Oatten Hall, Kingsley, by kind
perm.ission of C. T. Sproston, E?q. The
event was particularly well attended,
attracting 107 entries for the various
classes. The results have now been an-
nounced, and are as follows :

CLASS la. Expert and General. Solo Machines
up to 350 cc—1. S. A, Crabtree (2K A.J.S.); 2,
Geo. Cowley f.V,i A.J.S.) ; 3, S, Eastwood (2JS Eoyal
Euby),
CLASS lb. Expert Barred. Solo Machines up

to 350 c.c—1, L. C. Crabtree (S'i A.J.S,); 2, S.
K.isfivood (2"'i Eoyal Euby) ; 3, I. Bernard (2?4 Sun-
beam) and E. M. Brown [2^,4 Douglas) tied.
CLASS 2a. Expert and General. Solo Machines

up to 500 cc—1, T. Simister (3';. Norton); 2, G.
E. Cowley (3>4 Norton) ; 3, H, E. King (3 A.B.C.).
CLASS 2b. Expert Barred. Solo Machines up

to 500 c.c—1, H. E. King (3 A.B.O.); 2, G. F,
Burns {ZV^ Sunbeam) ; 3, L, C. Crabtree (2% A.J.S.).
CLASS 3a. Expert and General. Solo Machines

up to 600 c.c—1, G. E. Cowley (31,4 Norton) ; 2, T.
Simister (3Vo Norton); 3, S. A. Crabtree (3V2 Jamas).
CL.\SS 3b. Expert Barred. Solo Machines up to

600 cc—1, H, E. King (3 A,B.C.) ; 2. E. S. Abram
3 A.B.C); 3, S. A. Crabtree (31/2 James).
CLASS 4a, Expert and General. Solo Machines

of Unlimited cc—1, T. Simister (3iA Norton); 2,

H. E. King (3 A.B.C); 3, E. S. Abram (3 A.B,C.).
CLASS 4b. Expert Barred. Solo Machines of

UnUmited cc—1, E, S. Abram (3 A.B.C.); 2, H.
E. King (3 A.B.C.); 3, L. O. Crabtree (2M A.J.8,).

CLASS 5a. Expert and General. Sidecar Ma^
cliines up to 750 c.c—1, Q. E. Cowley (3y2 Norton
sc); 2, T. Simister (31/2 Norton sc); 3, S. A. Crab-
tree (3V2 James ec).
CLASS 5b. Expert. Barred. Sidecar Machines

irp to 750 cc— 1, S. A^ Crabtree (31,4 James sc);
2, A. J. Bailey (3i/« Norton sc); 3, J. Maes«y (6

Eoyal Euby 60.) and H. A. Bleckly (6 Bradbury sc)
tied.

CLASS 6a. Expert and General. Sidecar Ma-
chines of Unlimited cc—1, G. E. Cowley (3'-, Norton
sc); 2, T. Simister (3',<< Norton sc); 3, F. Bolton
(7-9 Indian sc).

CLASS 6b. Expert Barred. Sidecar Machines
of Unlimited cc—1, J. M. Bullougb (8 Dot sc);
2, J. Massey (6 Eoyal Euby sc) ; 3, F. Bolton
(7-9 Indian sc).

SPECIAIi AWAEDS.—Fastest A.J.S. prize, L. C.
Crabtree; fastest Douglas prize, E. M. Brown;
fastest Sunbeam prize, G. F. Biuns ; fastest A.B.C

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the
Dublin and District M.C.C, held re-

cently, attracted a large attendance of
members. The election of club officials

for next year resulted as follows : Pre-
sident, S. L. Hutchinson ; vice-presi-

dents, Messrs. Doolin, Wallen, Curtis,
Kelly, Waters, Dmiphy, and the Presi-
dent of the Cork M.C.C. Working Com-
mittee, Messrs. Carton, Grimes, Allen,
Browne, McAllister, Carvill, Hum-
preys, Smith, and Walsh : secretary, W.
H. Freeman; treasurer, P. H. Hurse
<both re-elected) ; honorary solicitor, P.
Grimes ; honorary auditors, Messrs.
Doolin and Carton ; club captain. Major
J. A. H. Waters. The annual dinner has
been arranged for a Saturday early in

December. -

ShefiSeld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The Bisby Trophy trial was held on
November 6th, over a very sporting course
of thirty miles, a good half of which
could be described as representing Colo-
nial conditions, being over the hills and
dales of South Yorkshire. After an
exciting afternoon's sport the results
worked out as follows :

i. G. W. Wilkin (2=4 Wilkin), who takes the trophy
for one year and replica; 2, C. E. Turner [Z^'->

Triumph), club gold medal; 3, J. O. Vessev (4
Triumph) and E. Searle (3V, Norton) tied, club silver
medal each; 5. O. W. Ward (S'i Norton), silver
spoon; 6, F. W. James (Morgan), silver epoon.

E. Stacey wins the captain's prize for the firtt
sidecar to finish; and C E. Turner wins the hon.
secretary's prize for the first ex D,E. to finish. E.
Stacey and E. Wheatley win the hon. trials aecre-
t^iry's prize for the nominated pair to finisli witb
most marks.

The Club Cup trial was held on Novem-
ber 14th, over a very hard course of 105
miles in South Yorkshire and Derby-
shire, included in which were six observed
hills, and one watersplash which ran
about nine inches deep. Results :

1, E. 'Wheatley (4 Triumph), cup for one year,
replica, and gold medal; 2, C. W. Ward (31/2 Norton),
gold medal and one tankard; 3, E. Sneath (3i'o

Wilkin), gold medal and one tankard; 4, L, Padley
(4 Triumph) and E. A. Ward (4 Triumph) tied, two
tankards each ; 6, J. O. Vessey (4 Triumph), one
tankard; 7, F. W, James (4 Triumph), one tankard.
E. Wheatley also takes the prize of a silver spoon
for the best performance on Hunger HiU.

THAT he would not go round again
for £50 was the verdict of a finisher

in the Leicester and District M.C.C.
Trial for the Lunt and Pascell Cups on
Xovember 14th.

However, the fact that Master A.
Bowerman (aged 14 years) on a Velocette
successfully completed the course to a.

very sligiht variation from schedule,
proves tliat it was not at all an " impos-
sible " event.
Out of a representative entry of eighty-

two, seventy-two started and forty-three

A DAY OF SKIDS.
finished—many as much as half-an-hour
late, however. It was long after lighting-

up time before the last man got in.

It was a day of spills, and the solo

competitor who could number his skids

on the fingers of one hand was a rarity.

The hairpin at Amergate was the scene

of an unfortunate accident, where W.
Athwell (4 Douglas sc), after making
a splendid climb, found trouble in some
ruts, and, I'unning off the road, fell

several feet. His sidecar passenger
was rather severely hurt.

The two A.B.C.'s were prominent in

the acceleration test on Rowsley Bar,
while the Nortons and Triumphs ran very
consistently throughout. H. Bashall (6

Martinsj'de sc.) made an exceptionally

good show until he tried conclusions with
a brick wall near Green Hill. The latter

precipice proved the undoing of many,
but the A.J.S. and MatcHess outfits were
almost all good.
The results are not yet to hand, but

Bowerman's performance will probably
gain him a special award.
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COMBINING IGNITION
AND LIGHTING.

The New M-L Maglila for Single-cylinder Motor

Cycles of any Size.

ADEVELOJPAIENT of great import-

ance to motor cyclists, and one
which should make a very wide

appeal, is represented in the new electric

Ughting and ignition system known as

the M-L Maglita. After many inonths

occupied in testing the equipment in the

laboratory and on the road, the M-L
Magneto Co., Ltd., of Coventry, have
now standardised the outfit in a form
rendering it suitable for single-cylinder

machines with either two-stroke or four-

Btroke engines.

The set, which can be fitted readily to

existing machines, comprises two units

beyond the usual head and tail lamps.

The first is a combined magneto and
dynamo capable of being substituted for

the ordinary magneto, the second is a

combined battery and switch unit, which
displaces the generator of acetylene light-

ing systems and occupies very little more
space.

Gearing Eliminated.

An outstanding feature of the magneto
and dynamo unit is the fact that it has
only one rotating member ; there is no
gearing whatever. This rotating mem-
ber is an H section armature with a
low-tension winding, and a two-part
commutator which rectifies the alternat-

ing current first generated, changing
it to a continuous current suitable for
battery charging or lighting the lamps.
There is no interconnection between

the lighting and ignition circuits, so that

any accident to the lighting circuit can-
not affect the ignition, and yet, in effect,

the machine is similar to one employing
two separate armatures with gearmg
between them. Further, the ignition
system is quiet independent of the bat-
tery ; if the latter should be run down
or even removed the engine can be

started and run nor-

m a 1 1 y, and efficient

lighting obtained so long

as the engine is running.

Current for ignition

purposes is generated by
the low - tension and
high - tension windings
being womid round a

stationary laminated
iron core which forms
a bridge between the

upper ends of one of the

two pole shoes of the
machine, the ignition windings thus being

placed in the magnetic circuit. The rota-

tion of the armature causes changes in tlie

direction of the magnetic flux, and these

changes are employed to produce the

ignition current.

The contact breaker of the ignition

system is stationary, the face cam which

actuates it being mounted on the arma-

ture and operating to break the circuit

at the correct moment ; it serves to make
the change of flux in the magnetic cir-

cuit so sudden as to produce a high-

tension current of ample strength to

cause a spark to occur at the plug.

Great Accessibility.

While an exceedingly compact and

simple machine has been designed on

these lines, the parts which may require

occasional .attention are peculiarly acces-

sible. The commutator and the contact

breaker are both brought immediately-

into view by removing a flanged dust

cover which encloses the end of the

machine. The brushes of the commu-

tator are of compressed copper carbon,

and can be instantly removed for ex-

amination or replacement by lifting and

moving to one side the flat steel springs

which bear upon their outer ends.

In place of the

usual rocking lever

for the contact
breaker is a tri-

angular member of

spring steel, secured

to the frame of the
machine at its two
upper corners by

Battery and
switch case of the

Maglita equip-.
.^

m e n t , with,
covers of battery

and switches re-

moved-

screws and carrjdng one of the con-

tact points at its lower end. This
end, when the face cam operates, is

pushed, away from the fixed contact

point, making contact again subsequently
when the cam moves on. There are no
small springs or carbon brushes, aiid

the contact points can be adjusted or

removed with an ordinary magneto
spanner.

Stationary Condenser and Contact Breaker.

The condenser and the contact breaker
are mounted together as a single unit,

which can be removed as a whole, if

desired, without disturbing any other
portion of the machine, merely by de-

taching two screws.
To provide the armature speed neces-

sary to give sufficient current for light-

ing purposes, the armature is run at

engine speed. The. machine is therefore

not only eminently suitable for two-
stroke engines with their normal gear-

ing, but when applied to four-sti'oke

engines, the higher armatui'e speed en-

.•5ures a considerably better spai'k for

starting than is provided by the ordinary
magneto run at half-engine speed. The
idle spark produced on "alternate strokes

of four-stroke engines occurs during the

exhaust period, and prolonged trials

have demonstrated that this spark is

then quite harmless.
The combined battery case and switch-

board consists of an aluminium unit

carried at the rear end of a bracket on
the handle-bar, the front end of tlie same
bracket carrying the head lamp. The
switch gear is enclosed in a compartment

Part sectional view o( llic Maglita combined generator and
magneto, showing the commutator of the lighting circuit, also the
face cam, Insulated thrust pin, and .ipring slccl blade of the
Ignition contact breaker.

Maglita licad lamp, bracket, and, cases containing batteriesj

and switches.
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OPPEN
J\LLAN&Q

AT OLYMPIA,

STAND 37-—
READING 1921 STANDARD

The World's Master Motor Cycle

SOLO, £184 COMBINATION, £229
Including Dynamo Lighting, Head, Tail, and Side Lamp, Electric Horn, etc., and large bulbous back M.P. Sidecar.

BEFORE DECIDING ON YOUR NEW OUTFIT,
SEE THIS LAST WORD IN SIDECARS

PLUS ONE

A
N
D
37

A SINGLE OR DOUBLE SEATER AT WILL,
SPECIFICATION. Sidecar body and chassis (finished in any one of the six standard colours;. Coverall apron, complete with
turn-buttons. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-lockingsidecar wheel stand. 26in. or 28in. wheel, less tyre.

Four point suspension complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to most makes of motor cycles. The wholeof these guaran-

teed for six months. Total weight— 185 1b. No irritating extras. Will carry two adults in comfort.

CATALOGUE WITH PLEASURE ON REQUEST. AGENTS NOW BEING APPOINTED.

::!OPPEN ALLAN & CO. beg to announce that they have been appointed Sole Agents for the first

I nodern British-made four-cylinder Motor Cycle :

The "SUPERB FOUR"
A Masterpiece of Motor Cycle Design,

STAND 37A. ^^ ^^^^-

hole Home Counties Agents for ACE 4-cylinder Motor Cycles. Sole London Agents for the DUNELT MOTOR CYCLE

139, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.I.
'PHONE : MAYFAIR S399.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijde." D47
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The test-hill record regained

ON Tuesday, November i6th, at the first ascent'

the test—hill record was regained by Captain

A. F. Nash on the G.N. racer "Kim," of 1086 c.c.

TIME 9-37 SECONDS.

This performmice gives an average speed, from
a standing start, of 25'63 miles per hour up an
average gradient of i in yozy.

The start was made on the linS gradient, which
changes to i in 5, and ends with 150 feet «

of I in 4. An averag
Details of the G.N. Touring, Legere and Vitesse O C' fi "i 1
models will he sent with pleasure OH application. ibSi Oti ^P *

G.N. Ltd., East Hill, Wandsworth, London frOTTl StdTt
S.T'F.18.

start.

BUY IT FROM
THE

I North Wales Motor Exchange |

I WREXHAM. I
S Our Representatives will be in attendance all week =

I AT OLYMPIA, I
^ ASK FOR =

I Mr. Billy Jones on the A.J.S. Stand i
1 Mr. Tom Jones on the Matchless Stand 1

I Mr. Cliff Jarman on the Levis Stand |
^ We are open to accept orders for the following

—

=
= Noiton, Omega, Edmund, Powell, New Imperial, P. & M., =
= Zenith, Indian, Rudge, James, Sparkbrook, Ixion, A.J.S., =
= Levis, Sunbeam, O.K., Douglas, Scott, B.S.A., Matchless, =
= Woolcr, Ivy, Bradbury, Rover, and Allon Motor Cycles =
S Also Singer, Morgan, Coventry Premier, G.W.K., G.N., —
r- and Calthorpe Cars. z=

= YOU ARE URGED TO BOOK EARLY. =

THE

I North Wales Motor Exchange |
i CHESTER STREET WREXHAM. 1
= Tul:—283.

Makes any Cycle a MOTOR CYCLE.
THE

ECONOMIC MOTOR WHEEL

1 S h p. 150 miles per Rallon. Twin Cylinder horizontally opposed.

Economic Motors, Ld. 62, Castle St East, London, w.i

D48 //( anspxirin;/ l/irxr o(l rcrtisementa it is deairable to mention " The Motor Ct/rle."
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Combining Ignition and Lighting.

—

behind the battery, and the push-in switch
controls are therefore immediately in front
of the rider. There are two switches, one
comprising a combined charging and
reverse cuiTent switch, the other being
for the head and tail lamps. •

Special features which will be greatly
appreciated are embodied in the charging
tand reverse current switch. In the first

The special cable

terminal used i n

Maglita set pro-

vides waterproof
wiring and firm con-

tact for " earth
"

return through
metallic sheath of

cable.

place, if it be closed (pushed in) it will

not remain so but will automatically open
(return to the " off " position) if the engine
is stationary or be stopped. Thus, it is

impossible for the battery to be discharged
inadvertently through the generator wind-
ings. The switch consists of a permanent
magnet and an armature wound with a
coil of wire in the charging circuit. The
armature may be moved by hand with the
switch jplunger ; but, if the engine is

stationary, cun-ent flows from the battery
to the generator, opjioses the action of the
magnet, releases the armature, and allows
the switch contacts to separate again.

Automatic Dimming Device.

The armature of the switch also takes
effect upon a pair of auxiliary contacts so
arrranged that when the switch is open
(" off

'
) the head lamp is automatically

dimmed. The cuiTent consumption is

therefore reduced very considerably when
the engine is stationary, and when,
obviously, the full amount of light is not
needed.

_
Further, the fact of the head

lamp being dimmed reminds the rider
when he. starts- the engine again that he
should close the charging switch so that
the battery may not- be run down, as it

would be if he ran for several hours, or
on a nuinber of successive occasions w-ith-

out recharging it.

Maglita rear lamp ; the lampholder is detach-

able for use as inspection light.

The generator alone, without assistance
from the battery, provides enough cuiTent
to light both head and tail lamps fully

while the engine is running at or above
20 m.p.h. In normal runnmg, therefore,
the battery is not drawn upon, but serves
to provide current at low speeds and when
the engine is standing.

Lamps and Wiring.

The standard set is made for use with
four-volt lamps using a 2 amp. 8 watt
bulb in the head lamp and a g amp. 2
watt in the tail lamp ; on sidecars a third
light with another A amp. bulb can be
fitted.

The wiring is extremely simple, and is

on a concentric system with an earthed
retura ; but the latter consists of the
black-coated metallic sheathing of the
single insulated cable, and is not de-
pendent upon the return current finding
its way through the frame of the motor
cycle. Waterproof gland terminals secure
the cable sheath firmly where it enters the
machine, battery box, and lamps, and,
apart from its simplicity, an advantage
of this sj'stem is the fact that it is im-
possible to connect the generator wrongly
or reverse the polarity. No special took,
merely a screwdriver and a small spanner,
.i^e requii-ed to make the connections, and
no soldering is necessary.

The battery is specially made to meet
motor cycle requirements, and the acid
cannot be splashed over while running.
Its capacity is 12 amp. hows, and it is

capable of giving five hours' light with
the machine standing without the engine
running.
An out.standing practical merit of this

system of lighting and ignition lies in its

- compactness and convenience, as well as
in the fact that it is eminently suited for
fitting to existing machines as well as
to new ones. It has been submitted to a
series of lengthy road tests on even the
smallest of two-stroke and four-stroke
lightweights, while it can equally well be
applied to single-cylinder machines of any
size, either solos or sidecars.

To Suit any Engine.

Although only the single-cylinder outfit
is referred to in the foregoing, the JI-L
Co. has already adapted the system to flat

twin engines, while models for V twins
are being designed, but
will not be ready fbi\

some little while. ^

Maglita sets will be
fitted by several motor
cycle manufacturers 1

machines which they
will show at Olympia,
and the system will be
thoroughly demonstrated
on the M-L Co.'s stand.
Bulk supplies will be
available in February
next, we understand.

The efforts which are
now being made to pro-
vide efficient apparatus
for electric lighting at a
moderate cost suggest
that motor cycles in the
future, like present-day
cars, will be sold to the
public " ready for the
road," and with no neces-
sity for irritating- t-itras.
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FOR OLD STURn&Y GEARS.

A DEVICE for protecting the quadrant
mechanism of the old type Sturmey-
Archer gear box from the Ul effects

of mud and dust, as well as guarding it

from petrol overflow, which washes out
the lubricant and often causes sticking,

has been marketed by Mr, H, Bircli,

Coton Road and Princes Street, Nun-
eaton,

The Birch gear box quadrant cover.

A PRACTICAL LIGHTING
OUTFIT.

AN extremely practical lighting set is

now being handled by filessrs,

Godfreys, Ltd,, 208, Great Portland
Street, London, W.l. It consists of a

six-volt accumulator in a teak box, a
handsome head lamp provided with
brackets for any handle-bar, a torpedo

side lamp, and a tubular tail lamp, the

back of which is made detachable, so that

it can be used as an inspection lamp.
Sufficient armoured cable is also supplied.

The necessary switches themselves are

incorporated in the bayonet fitting in each

lamp in which the bulbs are carried.

Godfrey's accumulator lighting set for sidecar outlits.
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS (continued).

stand No.
Degory No-jet Cai-bitrator Co. ... 251a
D.F. and M. Eng. Co., Ltd OS
Dot Motors 28
Douglas .Motors, I,td 12(i

Dover, Ltd 253
Dunfordand Elliott (Sheffield). I^. 138
Dunhills, Ltd 103 /21-1

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd 77
East London Rubber Co .'

. 258
Eastins Windscreens, Ltd l.'>i

Edmund, C, and Co. (1920), Ltd. 145
E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd 235
Elepliant Chemical Co., Ltd 1(58

Elswick Hopper Cycle and Motor
Co., Ltd 4o

Enlield Cvcle Co., Ltd 118
F.N. (England), Ltd 13il

Forward Sparking Plug Co 2(J0

Francis and Baniett, Ltd 34
Gloucestershire Aircraft Co., Ltd. . 2(i

Goodrich, B. P., Co., Ltd 100
Gough and Co., Ltd 237
Grt?en, W. J., Ltd 27
Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd 50
Hanwell and Sons Components, Ld. 3fi

Harley-Davidson Motor Co 29
Hayward, W. G. C, and Co., Ltd. 26a
Hazlewoods. Ltd 96-

Hendee Mfg. Co 100
Henderson Sidecars 44
Hercules Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd. 20
Hobart Cvcle Co., Ltd 192
Hoffmann Mfg. Co 262
Horton Hub and Eng. Co., Ltd.. . 150
Hoskison Motors, Ltd ^l
Hudson, Arthur 176
Humber, Ltd. . .• 8G
Humphries and Dawes, Ltd 101
Hunt, A. H 2.55

Hutchinson Ktablisseraents 107

Stan
Iliffe and Sons Ltd
Ixion Motor Mfg. Co
Jackson Car Mfg. Co
James Cycle Co., Ltd
Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd
Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europe),

Ltd
Kingsbury Eng. Co., Ltd
.Lamplugh, S.A.,Ltd ,....
Lea and Francis, Ltd
Leatheries, Ltd
Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd
Lloyd Motor Eng. Co., Ltd
Lodge Plugs, Ltd
Lombard Kim and Tube Co
Lucas, Joseph, Ltd
Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd
Lycett Saddle and- Motor Acces-

sories Co., Ltd
Macintosh, Chas., and Co., Ltd. .

.

M..\.G. Engine Co., Ltd
Marstoii. John, Ltd
Martinsyde, Ltd
Massey-.\rraa -Motor Co
Mead and Deakin
Meteor Mft^. Co., Ltd
Middlemores (Coventry). Ltd. . .

.

Midland Gear Case Co., Ltd
Midland Rubber Co., Ltd
Miller, H., and Co., Ltd
Mills-Fulford, Ltd
M-L Magneto Co., Ltd.
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd 172
Montgomery. W., and Co
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd
Moseley, David, and Sons. Ltd. . .

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Motor Co.,

Ltd
New Hudson, Ltd
New Imperial Cycles, Lli

dNo.
06/4
160
17
88
14

104
43
228
58

256
80
70

219
185
217
217a

211
51

2.30

129
163
24

143
47

166
232
83

63
239
131
46
93

no

Stand No.
Newman, S. A.. Ltd 124
New Rover Cvcle Co., Ltd 89
North British Rubber Co., Ltd. . . 79
North and Sons, Ltd 248
Norton Motors, Ltd 71
Olympic Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd. 32
Palmer Tyre, Ltd 106
Paragon Motor Mfg. Co 56
Patchquicks Patent, Ltd 310
Patrick Eng. Co., Ltd IS
Pearson and Sopwith. Ltd 38
Pedlev, J., and Son, Ltd 132,
Perry and Co., Ltd 202
Phelbn and Moore, Ltd 74
Phillips, J. A., and Co. fTilK,), Ltd: 189
Powell and Hanmer, Ltdv- 215
Prices Co., Ltd 198
Pugh, Chas. H., Ltd ISl
Quadrant Motor Cvcles 41
Radnall, E. A., and Co 208/61
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd 90
Renold, Hans. Ltd 221
Rex Motor Mlg. Co., Ltd 84
Ripaults 225
Roberts and Hihbs 130
Rom Tvre and Rubber Co. (1909),

Ltd no
Rotax Motor Accessories Co., Ltd. 150
Rotherham and Sons 212
Rubberine, Ltd 12
Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd 125
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd 11

3

Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd 15S
Safety Petrol Filler Co., Ltd 1"

Sandham Eng. Co 23
Scott Autocar Co., Ltd 19
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd 148
Seabrook Bros 251
Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd 13li

Sheppee Motor Co., Ltd 49

Stand No.
Showell, E., and Sons, Ltd 8

Sidecar Body Co. (Coleford Motors,
Ltd.) , 35

Smith, I. E Ill
Sinith, S., and Sons (M.A.), Ltd.. . 240
Sparkbrook Mfg. Co., Ltd 122
Sphinx Mfg. Co.. Ltd 178
Stanhope Motors (Leeds), Ltd. ... 141a
Stevens. A. J., and Co. (19U), Ltd. 119
Stourbridge Rolling Mills, Ltd. .. 184
Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd 190
Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd. . . 65
Superb Four Motors 37a
Surrid,ge's Patents, Ltd 187
Swift of Coventr>-, Ltd 73
Sykes and Sugden, Ltd. . . „ 40
Tan-Sad Works, Ltd 194
Terry, Herbert, and Sons, Ltd. . . 213
Thames Rubber and Leather Co. . . 105
Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd. . . 31
Timperley, Chas. B., Ltd 175
Timson Bros 206
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd 114
Tvler Apparatus Co., Ltd 57
Vkcuum Oil Co., Ltd 193
Vandervell, C. A., and Co., Ltd. . . 354
Veloce, Ltd 123
Victoria Motor and Cvcle Co., Ltd. 127
Villiers Eng. Co., Ltd'. 261
Wakefield, C. C, and Co., Ltd. . . 243
Warrick, John, and Co., Ltd 116
Watson, Stanley J 37
Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co., Ld. 92
Wilkin Motors, Ltd 146
Willowbrook Co 137
Wiseman, Alfred, Ltd IGl

Wood-Milne, Ltd 73
Wooler Motor Cycle Co. (1919). Ld. 33
Wnlfnma Eng. Co 76

Zenith Motors, Ltd S7

j I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, 'The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be aecompanled by the writer's name ami address.

BENZOLE-PARAFFIN MIXTURE.
Sir,—In reply to JMr. Sijarp, who asks what size jet, and

what carburetter I used with my benzole-paraffin mixture,
I may say that I used a standard Triumph carburetter with
a No. 32 jet. The only objections I find to this mixture
are (1) the smell, and (2) the fact that I have since found it

carbons up the cycle much more. C. C. KING.

SIGNPOSTING IN TOWNS.
Sir,—The subject of signposting in towiis raised by Mr.

Cyril C. Twiss is of real importance, and if T!ie Motor
Cycle will move the local authorities to improvement it

will prove anqther claim to our gratitude.
Intelligent " blazing " would in many towns divert

through traffic from overladen centres : this is done success-
fully in Kidderminster and Loughborough.
A motor cyclist stopping to ask the way increases con-

gestion often where traffic is heaviest. E. SIMPSON.

<iOLF BALL V. MOTOR CiCLE.
Sir,—The question raised in your issue for the 11th inst.

as to the winner of golf ball r. motor cycle match is decidedly
interesting. It ie not generally realised that a well hit golf
ball covers, say, the first 100 yards of its flight at an amazing
velocity, and I am quite confident that the motor cyclist
would have to maintain a speed of 90 m.p.h. over the di.?"tance

of 250 yards at least to tie with the golf ball. I can imagine
some difficulty in arranging the contestants to start together.
Whitley Bay. SCRATCH.

BABY ON TOUR.
Sir,-^i?e letter and photograph of "Starting Early," pub-

lished in The Motor C'ljcle of October 28th, I may' mention
that my son was taken in the sidecar when seven weeks
old, and covered over 2,000 miles before six month?. My
husband being one of the first despatch riders in the war,
is a ^reat motor cyclist, therefore I am an enthusiast also,
and like father like son. JMy husband still relies on the
Triumph, as he did for years in France.
My experiences are the same as those of the previous

writer, that while the machine was at a standstill baby
was not at all pleased. I have had my boy christened
after that great motor cyclist, Eric Williams. ' During our
trips- this year, the old 'bus, as my husband terms it, has
not failed at anything, and we have not had a mechanical
defect of any kind. (Mrs.) D. WILLIAMS.
SERVICE.

Sir,—May I tell you my experience? Six months ago I
bought a sidecar outfit. After a few short and pleasant
runs, I went to Scarborough. Arriving there I found my
front spindle nuts were loose, and took the cytle to a garage
to have them looked at. I called, for my machine for the
return journey, and had not gone more than five miles out
w^lien tlie spnidle wore completely in two and let me down,
through the garage man having put the wheel in the wrong
w,My round. Jly machine was laid up five weeks at a cost of
±.5. I •tarted again, but found in a week or two that my
back cones and cups were done ; again I took it to a garage,
arrd wa.f promised it in three days. 'J'hat was on September

,'<. t'"''^'-'
""^ f^"' ''- ^'*^'- ^^^<''' 'i"\'i"R pai'ts sent that did

not (it, I sent the wheel to the makers. I have not received it
yet, and have no idea when it will come. It appears to be
lost on the railway. A machine without a wheel is no use
*°„

. , A POOR MAN.
Uuiseley.

£J6

HAND SIGNALLING.
Sir.— " BY 6517 " is all right so far as he goes, except

where he says that "an overtaking vehicle going straight on

has the right of the road over ^ vehicle ahead of him who
wishes to cut across the former's path into a side road."

If "BY 6617" is an old cycle racer he will remember
that no overtaking rider might cut in in front of a man he

had passed until he was a clear length in front. The leader

might svi^ing right across the track if he liked—and did so on

certain shapes of banking without reference to who was
behind him, as he was forbidden to look round.

The i-oad is of course not quite the same. The leading

rider can and should look i-ound before attempting to turn

across the road, but (here is my main point) the overtaker

has no right to come up with or pass anyone, and especially

opposite a cross road or side turning, without satisfying

himself that the man in front is aware of his proximity.

Large and silent cars are probably the worst offenders in

this respect, and it is quite easy when swinging a yard or

two to avoid a pot-hole, to put one's self iu danger of which
one has not the least suspicion. OLD 'UN.

Leeds.

A HINT TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
Sir,—Now the year is drawing to a close, and club secre-

taries will be drawing up programmes for 1921, may I give

them a hint which might increase membership. There are

quite a lot of keen riders who, like myself, find it quite

impossible to go in for Sunday runs, or to attend events held

on Saturdays. There is badly needed a mid-week series of

trials. Personally, around here I know a lot of keen young
motor cyclists who are free on Wednesday afternoons, or

who can occasionally get off for a week-day td'ip, who belong
to no club, and who would much like to belong to one. Take
the nearest local clubs to this town. All then' events are on
Saturdays and Sundays, and so many who would join do not
do so.

Jluch also could be done in the way of short evenuig runs
and competitions in the summer months. No provision seems
to be made in this way, so that a hint may be useful. This
last summer I organised an informal sort of club on these
lines, and we had ideal sport on several occasions. Is the
matter worth enlarging on? R. C. MEASURES.

Northfleet, Kent.

MORE CONSUMPTION FIGURES.
Sir,—May I take the liberty of giving you a few details

respecting the running of a 1920 P. and M. '!

I took deliveiy of this machine (solo) on Easter Saturday,
and before leavng the shop had fitted a fairly heavy Millfora
sidecar.

I have run 3,749 miles on various mixtures of petrol and
benzole, petrol alone, and benzole alone, but I find I get

best results by far on benzole.

I give you the averages as follows : 3,749 miles on forty-

seven gallons of spirit, equal to 79.71 m.p.g. ; 3,749 miles on
five gallons B.B. oil, equals 749.8 m.p.g.

1 weigh 9| St., my passenger 10 st. I consider this
a very satisfactory record. Oil may be rather heavy, but I

have not been sparing with this, and consider I have got the
benefit by the smooth and even running of the whole outfit

under all conditions experienced.
The only trouble I have had was a link break in the-back

chain and becoming locked in the forward end of the chain
case ; and, of course, this can happen to all riders.

R. F. WHITLEY.
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CONCENTRIC WIRING FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS.
Sir,—With reference to "Ixion's" paragr-apli in a recent

issue concerning concentric wiring for electric lamps, I

may say that 1 was troubled in the same way and tried,

first of all, twin flexible wire, metal braided, but this was
not a success owing to the braiding becoming damaged and
eventually wet perishing the cable insulation.

I have 'for the last two years used cab tyre sheathed cables.

The particular type which has been in use on my
_
motor

cycle consists of two rubber insulated flexible wires laid side

by side and covered by the cab tyre sheathing, which, in

addition to being an ideal protection from burning oil, rough

usage, etc., is, in itself, an excellent insulator, so that troubles

likely to occur at night on the roadside, owing to defects in

the wiring system and shorting, are practically non-existent.

It is extremely flexible and quite easy to.work with, the

cuter sheathing peeling off without any difffculljy or damage
to the inner conductors, provided the rubber is cut with a

sharp knife and ordinary care taken. The complete cable

is approximately the same size as the usual H.T. wire.

I hope this information may be of some use to motor

cyclists who, like myself, ride in all winds and weathers,

and at any time of the night.

I may add that the wire appears to be in as good condi-

tion as the day I installed it and it has never failed me,

Llanelly. Y 9062.

AN A.B.C. TIP.

Sir,—Doubtless other riders of the A. B.C. machine have
experienced the same trouble as myself after a period of

usage, i.e., the tendency for the gear lever to jump into

neutral when placed in the top gear notch.

This tendency is doubtless brought about by wearing of

the dogs, and the only permanent remedy is to have them
renewed. As a temporary measure, however, the lever may
be kept in its place by looping one end of an elastic band,

bought at a stationer's, over it, the other end of the band
being stretched over a nut or other projection at the rear

of the gate. I was compelled to do something to stop the

lever jumping, in the manner described during a recent trip

of 200 miles on business, and hit on this plan. The same
band, which is still intact, has done duty for over 600 miles

in all, and never once has the gear lever jumped out of the

notch since -it was fitted. The tension can be \ ai led In

^'Jiris^Lx w-

A popular rider, Hugh Gibson, outside the new offices of the Royal Ruby Works, on his

mount, a 3 h.p. spring frame Royal Ruby. Mr. Gibson is best known for his prowess on

Bradbury and Clyno machines. During the past ten years he obtained many notable successes,

including the English and Irish End-to-end journeys, and other fine performances in

England, France, and Holland.

stretching the band to a greater or less extent, i.e., over

an object closer to or further away from the quadrant, and
when this has been determined it will be found that all four

gears can be engaged and the movements of the lever not

interfered with in the least.

This is the sum trouble met with in 4,000 miles riding in

all weathers and all classes of roads. Not bad for such a

"complicated machine with so many little parts to go
wrong," as the critics will have it.

As a matter of fact, I have found the A.B.C. one of the

most reliable mounts I have ever owned in fifteen years

riding.

It IS certainly one of the fastest, and practically vibration

less. 0H211.
Bedford.

FRONT WHEEL BRAKES AND SKIDDING.
Sir,—Doubtless the majority of motorists will be in accord

with the views e.xpressed by Mr. Dufton in his article on
" Brakes and Skidding," published in your issue of November
4th. Many drivere have had the unpleasant experience of

their car swinging completely round and proceeding in the

reverse direction, owing to the injudicious application of

brakes on a greasy road surface.

But Mr. Dufton appears to forget that the use of the front

brake on a mot-or cycle, ridden solo, is an entirely different

thing, and its probable behaviour in various circumstances is

a thing not demonstrable by the use of small models. Here
the rider depends for his stability on the free movement of

his front wheel, any tendency to- lean to either side being
corrected by a movement of the steering head in the same
direction, the balance being thus preserved. If, however, the
front wheel be locked by the brake, the turning of the bars,

say, to the left, immediately causes the lower part of the front

wheel to skid to the right, and the balance is at once con-

siderably upset.

I have only twice had to use my front brake on greasy
sui'faces, each time to avoid a collision with a careless horse
driver, and on two different machines. The result to myself
was identical in both cases—a heavy fall.

K. C. HIBBS.
TORQUE AND COMFORT.

Sir,— I have read Jlr. A. Newsham's letter upon "Torque
and Comfort," and venture to give my opinion concerning

his engine. The double-acting I.C.
engine raises many interesting problems,
but its added complications, such as
cooled pistons, piston rod glands (if

required), coupled with increased, weight
of reciprocating parts, are decided draw-
backs for motor cycles. The "un-
balance" makes a twin engine a neces-
sity, preferably a 90° twin with cranks
at 90° to get both balance and even
torque.

Possibly Mr. Newshara is aware that
high-speed steam engines are generally,
with one notable exception, single
acting? Nevertheless, I wish him every
success, as a practical double-acting
engine would revolutionise the motor
industry.

With regard to the "Sans Magneto"
problem, the action is possibly that of

•the Hornsby-Ackroyd oil engine, the

fuel being vaporised by a hot cap in

constant communication with the cylin-

der (in this case probably carbon
supplies the necessary heat) and fired

by the temperature corresponding to a

compression pressure of 40 lb. per
square inch (in the original engine).

R. C. STEBBING.
[The balance of a 90° twin engine

with cranks at 90° is not ideal, though
a reasonable compromise can be
effected. Perhaps Mr. Newsham
would be prepared to forward draw-
ings to illustrate the principles on
wlrich his double-acting engine is

designed, either for publication or confi-

dentially, as a matter of interest?

—

Ed,]
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RUNNING EXPENSES.
Sir,—From time to time I have seen expense accounts in

your valuable paper, and I thought that the following parti-

cufars may be of interest to your readers.
I would like to mention one or two facts first. The cycle

is a second-hand 1919 4^ h.p. B.iS.A. with Cooper sidecar,
Binks carburetter, and Lucas dynamo lighting. Accounts
date from November, 1919, to November, 1920. I had
never ridden a motor cycle or driven a car before Novem-
ber, 1919, consequently all repairs were at first effected by
garages. For the first six months I had no home or fixed
garage, but was moving about the country. A great number
of tours were carried out in very hilly country (Devon and
Cornwall) with passenger and luggage, and in all weathers.
The following are the final figures :

Total expenditure (excluding capital and depreciation), jf^95 iSs. lod.

„ miles, 6,819.

„ gallons of petrol, 114.

„ gallons of oil, 7.

Mile^ per gallon, petrol, 59.81.
Miles per gallon, oil, 974.

The expenses were made up as follows :

„
, ^ 5- =•

Petrol 19 10 II
Oil 3 16 2
Tyres and repairs 15 2 4
Repairs and maintenance 37 o i

(Includes strengthening C springs to take luggage,

£2 ; new main Ijearing, j[$ ; new sidec.ir axle,

and mudguard fixed to body, £3 75. 6d. ; new belt
rim, ,£2 2S. 6d. ; chassis repaip, £2 15s. ; two side-
car spring breakages previous to strengthening
and new belts.)

Garage 8 6 3 .

Sundries 12 3 1

(Includes insurance, A.A. and A.C.U. subscriptions,
tax, maps, etc.)

C95 18 10

Total cost per mile, 3.37d. Oil, petrol, and t>Te3 cost i.35d. per mile.

TYRES USED.
Miles,

Wood-Milne extra heavy, 3/12/19 to 9/4/20, back wheel 2,273
'Wood-Milne re-tread, 26/7/20 to 27/7/20, back wheel

(beading weak) 22
Duntop heavy, 2 /2 /20 (unfinished), sidecar 6,000 (to date)
Palmer Gord extra heavy, 9/4/20 to 10/6/20, back wheel 1,219
Palmer Cord extra heavy, 10/6/20 to 9/10/20, front

wheel 2,253
PaJmerCordextraheavy, 8/6/20 to 26/7/20, back wheel 1,435 (bad cut)
Farmer Cord (repaired), 9/10 /20 (unfinished), front wheel 400 (to date)
Dunlop extra heavy. 27/7/20 (unfinished), back wheel . 1,660 (to date)

I hope these expenses and particulars may be of interest
to some, and I trust that next November you will allow
me to submit a new and probably belter set of accounts.
In any case the tyre record should be of more interest by
then.

Bristol. - E.W.

NAKED DRIVING CHAINS.
Sir,—i?e "Ixion's" comment on chains, I should like to

bring to his notice my experience with a naked chain.
I bought my machine in April of this year. It was second-

hand, and am afraid I cannot say how old the chain was
when I took it over. Since then I have run it about 5,000
miles, 1,500 of which were covei'ed by a tour in Devonshire
and Cornwall, and there are some places there where a chain
is subjected to no mean strain. I refer to Lynton and Porlock,
and the going from Penzance to Land's End, to mention but
a few. Returning home, when just out of Oxford, the nuts
of the rear hub somehow worked loose. The wheel, which is

held in position by chain adjustei-s of the push bicycle variety,
pulled out, and the wheel became so jammed that I was
unable to shift it. The chain had wound itself round the
driving .sprocket and jammed so hard that I had to get a
hammer and chisel and hack the spring link away to relieve
it, and, consequently, the wheel. This chain is still giving
excellent service, and looks like lasting several journeys yet.
The chain is a Hans Renold, and the cash drive the Enfield
patent, attached to my 6 h.p. EiifielH combination.

If " Ixioii " knows anything about tin's district he will, I
have no doubt, know that the riding is by no means all plain
sailing, and therefore realise that the tost of this chain la, if

anything, almve the average call on any chain.
I use Prices' ('/) "shavinp stick" gi-aphite for lubrication,

and once boiled the chain ni fat before going on the afore-
mentioned tour. I always keep it adjusted, and if it gets
bright on a journey put some engine oil on. N.E.A.

liiadford.

NOVEMBER 25111, ig20.

Sir,—We have noted " Ixion's " comments in your issue oi

the 11th inst., with reference to naked chains, and, as

requested, we are passing on our remarks on the subject.

Obviously, the ideal method of lubricating a chain is by
means of an oil bath gear case, as fitted to the Sunbeam

;

but, as you are aware, many makers fit cases which are merely
chain covers, and unless the chahi is pei-iodically attended
to by a conscientious owner, they are more dangerous than
when the chain is running exposed, and can, consequently,

draw the owner's attention to its condition by its appearance.
In our experience, the best method of lubricating a protected

or open chain is to take a dish such as an old roasting dish

or sinrilar shallow receptacle, and place in it a quantity of

Price's " Rangraphine " or Atche«on's " Gredag," which is

warmed up to melting point. The chain, which has previouely

been cleaned in paraffin, or some similar liquid, is then im-

mersed in the molten lubricant and allowed to soak for five

or ten minutes, the lubricant being just kept at the liquefying

point. These compounds have not the peculiar smell associ-

ated with molten tallow, and w-e do not think that Jlrs.

"Ixion" win have fui'ther cause of complaint.
Home-made mixtures of tallow and graphite we cannot

recommend, as our experience has been mat the particles of

graphite are not generally fine enough to percolate into the

inner bearing areas of the chain, and, consequently, while

the outsjde looks as though everything ^as received a most
excellent coating of gi'ease and graphite on the inside, the

reverse is the. case.

Trusting this will clear your contributor's npnd on the

subject, HANS R:EN0LD, LTD.

StraUIARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Three readers have recently added their testimony to the

usefulness of A.A. membership.
Apollo No. 1 plugs have given great satisfaction to Mr.

W. A. E. Featherstone, of Edgbaston, Birmingham, who
writes iis to this effect.

The following garages have recently received strong recom-
mendations from various correspondents : Messrs. Smallpiece,

Milford ; Phillips, Bridgend, Glam. ; Rice Bros., Horsham;
Sandham Engineering .Co., Gray's Inn Road, London; S.

Lewis, Great Portland Street, London ; Howe, Walsingham

;

Baxter, Fakenham ; and the Holboni Depot of the James's
Cycle Co.
And the following manufacturers gain entirely unsolicited

testimonials for their fair and prompt business methods :

The Triumph Cycle Co., Coventry ; the Clyno Engineering
Co., Wolverhampton; the Albion Engineering Co., Birming-
ham ; the Wooler Engineering Co. , Hayes ; the Coventry
Eagle Cycle and Motor Co., Coventry; Bayliss, Thomas, jt

,^

and Co., Tyseley ; Hanwell, Sons, Components, Ltd., North-
*

ampton ; W E. Brougli and Co., Nottingham ; Auto-Carriers,

Ltd., Westminster; E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd., Birmingham;
the London Speedometer Co. , Earls Court ; Sturmey-Archer
Gears, Ltd., Nottingham ; and, several other firms, liientioned,

however, by anonymous correspondents.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued m conjunction with Th£ Motoi- Cycle

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM." The standard ha:idbook o. the motor net post,

cycle Cover:, every subject rejating to all types

of motor cycles, their management and caro.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published .. .. 2/6 j/io

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 usefu "wrinkles" -od belpftil

l.ints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition. 2/- 3/^

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A L-eli.bie system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble wbeo lound. i'ouctb

Edition, ... ... .. .,. ... 2/- 2/3

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
Eniland and \VaIes. Scotland. London 'showtug
roan^ into m 1 out of London and avoidine London).
Mounted on lioen. Set oi three, complete ta cai0^ 5/6 5/zo

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pa^ei 01 Koad Maps ot linglautl and
Wales, Scoih.nd, and the Londou District. New
lidilioii. Just published ... ... .., j/. ^y.

Cblalnable by post (rcmiiumce withordcci iromlLIFFE & SONS Ltd..
CO, 'iudor Street London, K,C.4. or ot leading BookscUer-t nuJ

R.iihv;iV BooKSt.llis
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2(J. stamped adl^ressed envelope for re^ly. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

"Some" Exhaust Pipe.

The exhaust pipe fitted to my
machine has no silencer, but is

over 3^ yards long and l-|in.

diameter. Is it necessary to fit

a silencer, or does this length of

piping suffice within the Motor Act ?

—W.G.
If the machine is reasonably silent, it is

perhaps unnecessary to fit a silencer.

The requirements of the law are not quite

clear on the point. The chief thing,

however, is that the machine must not

create an objectionable noise, and we
think that .with the pipe you have fitted

(if it really is 3^ yards, and not feet!)

your machine should be in order.

Recognising an Engine.

I have bought a Villiers two-

^ stroke, the engine of which is

^ said to be a 1920. How can I

-iJ prove that it is a 1920? and how
can I assure myself that it is a

Villiers?—H.W.
Your best plan to ascertain the date

would be to submit the engine number to

the makers. Features of the majority of

Villiers engines are as follovys : There is a

sharp angle in the exhaust pipe where .it

branches out from the cylinder, the name
is usually cast on the magneto chain

cover, and two silencers are fitted, one

behind the other. Also, if it is a 1920

model, the lubrication is by drip feed to

one of the front engine bolts, which, is

hollow and his a special union incorpo-

rated for the oil pipe.

Effect of Extra Air Inlet.

My machine is a Rudge, with

^ Senspray carburetter, and the

^ makers recommend a 40-42 jet,

-iJ but even with a 38 jet I can use

full air at all speeds and throttle

openings. It would appear that I need

more air for speeds above 20 m.p.h.

I have tried a slightly smaller jet, but

the engine does not develop enough
power and gets rather warm. Even
then the carburetter takes full air at

all speeds, and, in short, seems to func-

tion as an automatic one instead of

"semi-automatic." Do you recom-

mend an "extra air intake," and what
size jet should I use?—^H.F.T.

The Senspray carburetter works almost

I'automatically, and provided you get

treasonably good consumption with the

|38 jet, we do not recommend you to alter

at or fit an extra air inlet. As your

nachine is a Rudge, however, if you wish

^ try the effect of admitting extra air

"you can open the injection tap on the

!!• inlet dome.

A Question of Liability.

Early in this year the pistons

j^ of my 6 h.p. twin were smashed,

> and I took the machine to a re-

-I-l paiier to have the whole engine
overhauled in Mai-ch. It was not

returned until July. I was not at home
when the machine was delivered, but
when I first tested it I found that the
timing was far from correct, and that

the compression was not nearly so good
as it should have been. Then I took
the machine to the nearest recognised

agent of the make of cycle, and asked
them to dismantle the engine and put
things right. This firm has given me a
written statement that they found

:

(1.) That no washers had been placed
between the joints of the crank case and
cylinders and between the portions of

'the crank case. (2.) Tliat the cylinders

IMPORTANT DATES.
Nov. 29th..Dec. 4 th

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec. lOth- 19th— -

Brussels Show,

Dec 27th.2Sth—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Jan. 28lh to Feb. 5th, 1921—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall.

Glasgow.

were -^^in. from being properly set on
the crank case. (3.) That the big end

bushes were slack. (4.) That the crank

pin was worn. (5.) i?hat several engine

bolts were not the correct size. (6.)

That spring washers were omitted where
necessary and fitted where unnecessary.

The bill for the first overhaul amounts
to £8 3s. 3d. The second overhaul

was £3 9s. 2d. I will be obliged if you
will give me yom- advice regai-ding

liability for the first repairer's account.

—J. aicD.

We gather that the whole of the second

bill of £5 9s. 2d. is due to the negligent

way in which the repairs, were done at

first. We therefore think that you would
be justified in deducting the £3 9s. 2d.

from the £8 3s. 3d., but rather than have

an action over the matter it w-ould be best

to come to some settlement. It would
certainly be best to pay the difference

straightaway, as if the garage proprietor

started proceedings for the £8 3s. 3d._ he

would be entitled to costs up to the time

the amount is paid into court.

tin.

Using Waste Oil.

Ill order to prevent oil from
dropping from the waste pipe of

the crank case while my motor
cycle is standing in the garage,

I have fitted a shaving stick

This has put the idea into qy
head as to whether it would be p(W-

sible (by fitting a larger receptacle) to

catch the oil whilst running, and use

. it again, or would the lubricating

properties be so deteriorated as
_
to

make it detrimental to the working

parts of the engine?—W.G.
It would not be advisable to use again

the waste oil which you catch from the

release valve of the engine; at any

rate, you should not use it for engine

lubrication, but there should not be any

harm in using it for other purposes, such

as spring fork bearings or wheel bearings.

Use of a Variable Jet.

Would you please give me
advice as to how to get tlie most
satisfactory results from a vari-

able jet adapter? I have

failed, probably from inexperi-

ence, to get good running from a two-

lever carburetter fitted to a 6 h.p. twin..

No instructions were sent with jet, and
every adjustment I tried gave thumpy
running. At last I set it to just turn

over the engine with quarter throttle

and 'air full off. This practically turns

it into a one lever carburetter, as it

will run the engine satisfactorily with

the throttle lever only, the mixture at

this setting not needing any extra air

unless the throttle is fully open. I do

not know if this is the correct method
of using the adapter, but I am con-

tinuing it until I find a better, as it

saves me the trouble of a second lever

;

and as far as I can tell by rough ex-

periment the engine is" running cooler

than when I had a fixed 28 jet that

took nearly full air. Why this should

be so I do not know?—Bingo.
The chief advantage of a variable jet

adapter is that it enables carburetter

tuning (by varying the size of the jet) to

be carried out while the engine is run-

"^ning. Of course, there is probably only

«ne position which will give the best aU-

roimd satisfactory results, and no doubt

those which you have obtained show that

you have found this position. Probably

an air leak in the induction system

accounts for the curious behaviour of

your carburetter ; if this is so, its cure

should be coincident with an increase in

.the amount of air which may bo given at

low speeds.

(j<)
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Suitability of Gear Ratios.

I have a 1919 5-6 h.p. outfit

n with gear ratios varying between
> 3^ and 7 to 1, and in view of
-2J your statement in a recent issue

that a Sj or 4 to 1 top gear on a
Triumph would be useless, I beg to ask
if you consider my macldne to be too
highly geared ? For instance, while
touring in Devon lecently 1 could not
get up Porlock, and put the reason
down to the fact that my lowest gear
was much higher than on other
machines of the same power. At the
same time, I manage to negotiate all

tlie district around - Korth London
(except one or two really steep hills)

on the 3^ to 1 top gear. Should I

reserve such a high gear for down
grades only?—H.F.T.

A gear of 3^ or 4 to 1 is much too high
for ordinary running with a sidecar out-
tit, although it may be used under
favourable conditions. Very few
machines, irrespective of power, are
geared higher than 4^ to 1 on top for

sidecar work.

A Sales Transaction.

I left my motor cycle at a shop
lo be sold. The agent let it go
without first getting the money
(£70). The buyer left Ids motor
cycle, value £40, with the agent

as security. I have sold this £40 motor
cycle with the owner's consent. Should
I claim the balance owing (£30) from
the agent oT the buyer? Would it

matter whether' the agent had ever
obtained the balance from the buyer if

my claim is on the agent? All my
transactions in this affair have been
tlirough the agent.—L.G.

Apparently you did not insist on the agent
selling the motor cycle for cash, and ap-

proved of, or acquiesced in, the agent

NOVEMBER 25tJi, ig20.

selling it for credit, because you after-

wards allowed the other motor cycle to be
sold and accepted the £40 on account.

We do not think you have any claim at

all on the agent, unless you can show that

the agent has received the £30 from the
jjurchaser. We therefore recommend you
to sue the purchaser for the balance due
to you.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
M.W. (Paignton).—1920 4i h.p. B.S.A.,

solo and sidecar ; consumption, mileage
of chains, and maximum gradient climb-
able with passenger in sidecar.

J.A.P. (Kirkwall).—Grado multi-pulley

on 3-^ h.p. machine with sidecar; relia-

bility, belt slip and belt wear.

?

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
London to Land's End (via Southamp-

ton AND Coast).—T.E.

Kingston-on-Thames, Cobham, Guild-
ford, Godalming, Milford, Haslemere,
Henley, Midhurst,"*Cocking, Singleton,
Lavant, Chichester, Havant, Cosham,
Fareham, Titcbfield, Bbtley, South-
ampton, Totton, Lyndburst, Lymington^
Melton, Christchurch, Boscombe,
Bournemouth, Poole, Wareham, East
Stoke, Wool, Pro.xwell, Osmington, Wey-
mouth, follow coast road to Bridport,
Lyme Regis, Seaton, Beer, Sidmouth,
Newton Poppleford, Clj^st St. Mary,
E-\eter, Exmiuster. Dawlish, Teign-
rriouth, Shaldon, Torquay, Bri.xham,
Dartmouth, Stokenham, King's Bridge,
Modbur}', Plymouth, Saltash, St. Germans,
East and West Looe, Pelynt, Fowey, St.

Blazey, St, Austell, Tregony, iTruro,

Penryn, Helston, Marazion, Penzance.
Lands End.

.-^oiTTSES

The two machmcs on the left arc the Levis two-sUokcs which underwent an oHicially

observed pclrol consumption test recently. The fuel consumption worked out at 164 m.p.g.
and 226 m.p.g. respectively. The trial was reported in las', week's issue.

C<|0

J.X. Emerson Joins Zeniths.

The well-known rider, J. L. Emerson,
who has been so long connect-ed with the
A. B.C. motor cycle, - and whose per-

formances on this make have been extra-
ordinarily good, is now employed by
Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court.

Gear Conversions.

In view of the numerous applications
received by Messrs. Hazlewoods, Ltd.,
Albion Mills, Coventry, from riders of
Hazlewood motor cycles fitted with three-
speed hub gears requiring them to be
converted into gear box models, the
company is now undertaking to carry out
such modifications.

P. and m. Repairs.

The numerous riders of P. and M.
motor cycles in London and the Home
Cormties will be interested to learn that
the makers of these machines have re-
cently taken over spacious repair works
in the West End of London, where all
repairs and overhauls can be carried out.
The ofl[ice address is 4, Berners Street,
Oxford Street, W.l.

Improving the Sidecar.
In our issue of September 23rd last,

we referred to a new design of sidecar
chassis as the Bachelier. It appears that
the proprietors of this chassis are the
United Aircraft Co., Ltd., of Gosport,
Hants. A further description of the
United Aircraft Co.'s chassis appeared
in our issue of the 21st ult., and we are
desirous of correcting any misapprehen-
sion there may be as to the ownership of
the chassis.

A French Water-cooled Motor Cycle.
During the Show week, two new types

of Vreatelle motor cycle, a 3^ h.p. single
and a 6 h.p. vertical twin, will be shown
at Messrs. Burt's Motors, 245, Hammer-
smith Road, London, W.6. The machines,
which are equipped with water-oooled
engines, have also ingenious three-speedgws and spring frames. We understand
that the makers. La Societe Fl-angaise
des Motoreyclettes et Automobiles Vira-
telle, Lyons, are prepared to license th«
manufacture of these machines in Great
Britain and in the Colonies.

An Alteration of Title.

Messrs. James Thomson and Son
(Motor Factors), Ltd., who amalgamated
with Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., iu
1919, have now decided to change their
title to Messrs. Thomson and Brawu
Brothers. Ltd., under which title all
Me.'!srs. Thomson's branches situated iu
Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds.
Newcastle, Birmingham, Dublin, and
London will be known. Mcsssa, Brown
Brothers, Ltd., original titPe will not be
affected, but the words, "witB which is

amalgamated Thomson and Brown,
Brothers, Ltd.," will be added.
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OUR STAND
will not be found inside Olympia, but we extend a cordial invitation to all our
friends to visit us at our Temporary Showrooms opposite Olympia Main
Entrance. We shall have on view, amongst other goods, samples of our
reconstructed Motor Cycles,

21 H.P. DOUGLASES, 4 H.P. DOUGLASES,
AND

TRIUMPHS.
Several Models of our BURLINGTON SIDECARS, including our latest model, "Bird-
catcher." We shall also be pleased to demonstrate our New Clutch Conversion Set
for 4 h.p. Douglases-

DON'T FORGET TO GIVE US A CALL DURING SHOW WEEK

!

7, Hammersmith RoadTemporary Offices

and Showrooms

:

(opposite Olympia).

'Phone; Western 4003.

GENUINE DOUGLAS REPLACEMENTS.
Large quantities of 2| and 4 h.p. Spare Parts

at miles below makers' price.

TRIUMPH TANKS.
All late pattern, and in good order, but not

enamelled (minus fittings) .

.

.. £1 15
Carriage and Packing, 3/-.

TRIUMPH FRAMES.—DIAMOND
PORTION.

All Re-enamelled .

.

.

.

. . each £4
AS NEW. Carriage and Packing, 3/-.

GENUINE TRIUMPH VALVES.
Inlet complete with Spring and Cotter . . 4/-

Postage 9d.

MILLER'S GENERATORS.
Ex W.D., Type 111a, Brand new, each 15/-

List price 27/6. Postage 1/-.

DOUGLAS PATTERN FOOTBOARDS.
2|- h.p., 12/6 per pair; 4 h.p., 15/- per pair-

These footboards are all rubber covered, with

TO 4 H.P. DOUGLAS OWNERS—
Write for particulars of our Clutch Conversion Set, or call and let us demonstrate.

NO MORE BROKEN DRAWBOLTS.
Registered Offices and Showrooms :

THE BURLINGTON MOTOR CYCLE Co., Ltd.,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM COMMON, S,W.4
(50 yards from Clapbam Common Underground Station).

'Phone : Brixton 2417. 'Grams : " BurHngton Motors, Clapham."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'' C43
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See our complete
range for 1921 on

STAND
143

OLYMPIA

GoiTifalnes

Gomple!e
CoTQTprt

PnoTection

When you see our

LATEST DESIGNS.
our

Engineering
Perfection and

WONDERFUL
COACHWORK

you will decide on Canoelet.

MEAD & DEAKIN,
TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

"LINCOLN ELK" - 6 h.p.

"LINCOLN ELK" - 4i h.p.

"LINCOLN ELK" - 2| h.p.

2 and 3 speed gears.

FOR HOME AND EXPORT.

Catalogues from—

J. KIRBY,
BROADGATE,
LINCOLN.

OMEGA
MOTOR CYCLES
2| h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed

4 h.p. Blackbnrne 3-speed

5 h.p. J.A.P. Twin 3-speed

And the price is right

CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS

London and District Agents

G. B. BARTLETT & Co.,

93, GREAT POBTLAND ST., W.

STAND 27
OLYMPIA.

044 In aiiiiucnn;/ thast ai/ccrll.sciiienls it i« i/cairable to mention ••'The Motor Ci/cle."
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The Tan-Sad Service
AT

Tan - Sad
Stand 194
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EVER TRIED ©*TRUSTY
TAN -SAD SEAT

FOR
PILLION RIDING

AND
INS URANCE.

AT

Tan - Sad
Stand 194

NOHU
TAN-SAD MOTOR SADDLE

SHOCKPROOF.

100 7„
PLEASURE

100 7o
ECONOMY

AT
TAN-SAD
STAND 194
After the Show,
go to your Trader
AND SIT ON IT.

SIT ON IT
AT ALL THESE STANDS
ATKEY & CO 195
BROWN BROS 191
EAST LONDON RUBBER CO. 258
MFG. ACCESSORIES CO. .. 151

HOBDAYS 200
DUNHILLS .. .. .. 103 & 214

and you will thank
F. H. HEADLEY'S INVENTIONS.

AT
TAN-SAD

STAND 194
AND BUY IT.

BUY IT.
BUY IT.

In answcrinr/ t/ii? adrcrfisement it is desirobJe to mention "The Motor Ci/cle. C47
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TAYLORS
Stocktaking Bargains—Buy NOW
We need all our available space for 1921 Models and are therefore offering the

following high-class, shop-soiled, and second-hand Motor Cycles and Combinations
at BARGAIN PRICES for CASH or EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

A.J.S. TRIUMPH ENFIELD DOUGLAS
ZENITH ROYAL RUBY CALTHORPE BLACKBURNE
EXCELSIOR LEA-FRANCIS NORTON SCOTT
A.B.C. NEW IMPERIAL & AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.
WATSONIAN, MILLFORD, WHITLEY, & CANOELET SIDECARS.

On view at our South Kensington Showrooms, or, if unable to call, write for Bargain List

and state particular requirements, as our stock is constantly changing. Trial runs arranged.

Exceptional Bargains in CHEVROLET, MORRIS-OXFORD, LAGONDA, and G.N. Cars.

When at OLYMPIA ask for the TAYLOR representative on

the A J.S. and EXCELSIOR Stands.

1921 A.J.S. Combination. 1921 Excelsior Combination.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS
For the Famous A. J.S. and EXCELSIOR Combinations and Solo Mounts.

EARLY DELIVERIES GIVEN OF THE FOLLOWING MOTOR CYCLES & LIGHT CARS-
A.J.S., Matchless, Excelsior, Enfield, P. & M., Zenith, Levis, Scott, Blackburne,
Lea-Francis, B.S.A., Triumph, Rudge, O.K., Harlcy-Davidson, etc. Also G. N.,
A.B.C., Kingsbury, Lagonda, and Morris-Oxford Light Cars.

H TAYI OR J^ fn I fJ ^2-53. Sussex Place. South Kcnsinjitpa (Ko^',?,".?)
11. l/\lL.vriV Ot V.U., L.ia. 2 i a, Store St., Tottenham Court Rd..W.C.l rrnSTraiVD

Tclcftrams—" Djnamctro, Wcslccnt, London." 'Phones—Museum 1240 and Kensington 7260.

C48 In niisirerinij thh aiivcrtinc/ncitt il is deairublc to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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r^UR representatives are in daily attendance at the foUow-
ing stands at the Otympia Motor Cycle Show. They

w^ill be pleased to see you at any of these stands, or at any
other stand by appointment.

O.K. MATCHLESS BLACKBURNE HARLEY-DAVIDSON
We are Contracting Agents for all leading makes. In many
cases immediate delivery from stock can be given.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
Over 200 Second-hand machines in stock.

May we send you our latest list of Bargains ?

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR COMPANY,
9, 10, & 11, Royal Parade. London Rd., West^ Croydon, SURREY.

In anBwerinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C51
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^ ACCESSORIES SPECIALITIES
-^^>-^^ H. A. H.

GENUINE HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.

(See ca'alogiis 43.)

Fig. 893.

"Daylite" H.A.H. Head Lamp.

Price

:

Nickel -plated 72/6 each.

Black „ 76/6 „

CALi-S FOR

PATENTS
FOR IdZl

H. A. H.
COMPLETE ELECTRIC
UGHTING SETS.

(.S e catalogue 44.)

l1VIF>ORTANT NOTICE
TO THE TRADE.

We sincerely hope that all our friends in the Motor Cycling

Trade will make our personal acquaintance once agaiTinext

week, and also that our new Accessories, Specialities, and
Patents, under this Trade Mark, will interest them as much
as those for which they have already found a ready market.

H. A. H. *»^<

ELECTRIC HAND &
INSPECTION LA.«IPS.

(S-el-ale 108.)

GALLERY

YOUR 1921
PROGRAMME

Fig. 893. «JE9

"Daylite" H.A.H. Head Lamp-
Price :

Nickel-plated 72/6eacli
Black „ 76/6 „

A VISIT

AT

S^^.A.
255 OLYMPIA

Fig. 428.

I way totally insulated
Switch, screw action.

Price 3/6 each.

Pedalset " for Pedal
Cycles or Scooters.

Price 31/- per set.

Black and Mickel finish.

fig. 881 and 878.

Headlamps.

H. A. H.
"Sideset

Complete Side and Rear Lighting Set.

Price 43/- set.

Codeword "Roadlite"

Nickel. Black.
Fig. 83i. 43/. 47/-
Fig. S78. 54/- 65/-

H. A. H.
Fig. 6.50,

Thief Prtiof Device. Conipicte with
Padlock. Price 3/6 each

Fig. 1040.

Dry Battery

Electric Handlamp
(or all kinds of

doinestio inspectfon

work. Complete
with battery.

Price 25/- each.

Fig- 347
H. A. H.
Patent
Speed-
ometer
l.^mp.

Fig. 150.

H. A. H.
Voltmeter.

Price 12/6 each.

REGISTEREO

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
Works, Offices, Showruoms, and Warehouse,

H.A.H. WORKS, TUi^STALL ROAD,
CROYDON, SURREY, ENG.

NEAREST STATION (Good3 and Paisen^er) EAST CROYDON MAIN.

Codeword " Sprcdolite.'*

Price 7/6 each.

REGISTERED

^"-^fl^ JJ.<*

C52 /n mmwerinff this adneTtisement if is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/clc."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. lor every ad-

''ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
!are "^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jeharged separately. Name and address must
.jbe counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

I Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___-.;-cS"
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—-*^

—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

Ail advertisaments m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the Orst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerrcal

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coovenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

Whea this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
tfegistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo.tooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o " Motor-,Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Nutnber advertisements containing
remittances should be sent fyy registered post, but in all such
eases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit Systetn.

. lathe case ot motor cycles oRered for sate under a box
number, as U is unusual for these to be sold without first

[being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

jractlltate business by embodying In their advertisements
some mention of the district In which the macliine
offered may be seen and tried.

^fgr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselvesof our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," botli parties are advised of this receipt.

•The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods 13 thi-ee days, and il a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays.
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £ro, a
deposit fee of if- is charged; on transactions over ^10
and under jf5o, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-;
oyer £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
dteirous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
«m1i one by post. „^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

"I
Q20 3h p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, new; filsO.-Kin"J-»^ and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge,

1Q20 3h.p. A.B.C. Combination, new; £193.—King-f and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

A .B.C. 1920, 4-spe6a, scarcely nsed; £105; first tele-

t2^ ?J5™ ??'l"/^'v
genuine bargnin.-Leng, 164, Broad-

neia Kg., Catfoid. [9775
gAEGAIN, new 1920 A.B.C, torn.
;'-' riiMen, 250; £105-
1 ,11 kliolme Ed., Dalston,

,
insurance, owner

after 6 evenings.—Hunt, 29,
Loudon. [1003

CLEARANCE WEEK.
Machines quoted below.

No reasonable offer refused.
All under cost price.

COMBINATIONS.
ig20 MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc., new^ List prica

rgao RUDGE Combination, 6 h.p., with
Rudge-Whitworth best sidecar. Im-
mediate delivery.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List prica

1920 3} h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, braad
new List price

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetj'lene lamps,
Lucas horn, speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery ' List prlcg

3920 A.J.3. CombinatioQj complete. Im-
mediate delivery List prico

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, brand new L!st price

3920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model List prJco

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH* countershaft model.
Swan sporting Sidecar, complete with
lamps. Special bargain; under list

price £195
1920 4} h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

drive model, brand new List prica

1920 6 h.p. B.S.A. Combination, immediate
delivery List pries

1920 latest chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combination; immediate delivery.

List price

1920 Sports Model ZENITH, electrically

equipped, speedometer. Cost £165, accept
£125

1920 A.J.S 6 b.p. combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting set. Brand new £240

1920 7-9 h.p. 4-cylinder F.N. Combination,
complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen £190

J914 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless works £125

1920 HENDERSON Combination^ dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar Offers

1920 EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Henderson
Elite sidecar £165

SOLO MACHINES.
T920 4 fr.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model.

brand new List price

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M., immediate
delivery Lfst price

3920 35 b.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,
immediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick-
starter model, immediate delivery.

Matters' list price

3920 A.B.C, 4 speeds, brand new, immediate
delivery List price

1918 7-9 h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Barley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing £110

SIDECARS.
Immediate- delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harleys, Hendersons, etc.;

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Sto:k.

J920 G.N. Light Car, witti or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price
WANTED.—First-Class Combinations.

J. SMITH & CO.,
62 & 64, Hampstead Rd., London. N.W.I.
{Bottom end of Tottenham Court Rd.l
Phone : Museum gq^S.

MOTOI^ CYCLES
A.B.C

FOR SALE.

T Q20 A.B.C, winner of t^everal pold medals and silver
-^^ cup in hill-chinbs and competitions, absolutely aa
new in every respect, mileage under 700; 112 ens.—
JulifiU, 84. Broad St., Heading. 'Phone: 1024. [9701

3ih.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new

:

cash, £150; may be obtained on deferred payment'*
for a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., London. [1312

A.B.C. Combination, SJ^^h.p,, -very fast, do 50 -with

sidecar easily, racy sidecar properly fitted, splendKl
condition, spring frame, electric lights, few spares, most
attractive machine, prize winner in competitions; sale,

£160, or near offer; or may consider exchange.—O. K.
Carter, 17, Webster St., Greenheys, Manchester.

rX6685
Abingdon.

ABINGDON King Dick S^^h.p, Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, perfect order.-Harris, 205, St. James Kd.,

Bermondsey. [9475

ABINGDON King Dick, 1920, complete unit, Binks
with controls, mag., bracket, silencer, pipes, per-

fect ; £25.—Brierley, Stewartlee, Queen Victoria St.,

Airdrie. [9558

10 20 Abingdon King Dick, 5-7h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
*^ and kick starter, with Cauoelet eidecar, discs,

lamps, hoin, etc., mileage 800; £145; exchanges or
easy terms.—2. Nightingale Bd., Lower Clapton, N.E.

[1281

A.C.E.

ACE 10-1 6h. p., 4-cyl., specially built sidecar with
27x3Voin. tyre, Easting wind screen, jnet delivered.

This outfit attracted a crowd of 50 people when left

unattended in the City. Selling reason, overdue car
arrived : cost £291.—Offers to Elwiu Neame, 4, Onslow
Place, South Kensington. 'Phoue : Kensington 7426,

[1063

Acme.
y4 CME-J,A,P. 8h.p. Combination in stock; cash, ex-
-tV change, or extended payments.—Motories, 25, Hor-
ton St., Halifax. [9866

A.J.S.

BRIGHTON. Hove and District A.J.S. Agents.
Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage. Guildford,
agents and expert repairers since 1912.

A.J.S.
[7989

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril vVilliams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A.; Parts. [/SSS

20 S-6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, new; £210.—King
-A-*/ and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

[8933
1 Q16 A.J.S. av^h.p., 3-speeds, renovated and over-
-1-t? hauled; complete, £78.—Cross, Agent, Rother-
ham. [X1919

A.J.S. 1916 Combination, completely equipped,
detachable wheels, spare, grand condition; £125.—

Collier, 33, Grove St., Leamington. [9557

A.J.S. 2^1i.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S. : £50, or would
exchange for 5'6h.p. Indian, cash adjustment.-

Griffiths, 8, Morden Rd., Newport, Mon. [9662

A .J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, liorn, lamps, spare
wheel, wind screen, splendid condition ; £190.—

Egdell, Newsagent, 16, Side, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1058

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, new March, little used,
practically nnscratehed; £170, lowest, less lamps

and horn.—Lucking " " '
' - - -

\y.3.

Specialists: Walsall Garase. Wolverhampton
Walsall, Tel. 444, can give delivery from stock

of these world-famous outfits; price £210; write for
catalogue. [8998

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas lamps, speedo-
-Li/ meter, etc., perfect condition; £190; Crystal

Chatsworth Gardens, Acton,
[9524

A -J.S.
-t3. St..

Palace district;
Motor Cycle.

by appointment.- -Box 9,422, c/o Tlie
[9469

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination. Lucas lamps, all acces-
-*-»-' series, tyres unpunctured, mileage l.OOO, pur-
chased July; £185.-0.
town, Cannock.

White house, Poplars, Bridg-
[X1842

rx>o<>oo<>c><x><><>c<><><>c>o<>c<x>c<><>^^

F.O.C.H. have a new A.J.S. Combination, 1920.—
5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [9771

A.J.S. 6h.p., new Sept., 1920, Cowey horn, Watford
speedometer, D.A. lighting pet and small car

generator. Binks carytiretter; £200, or offer.-Shirley.
5, Robertson Terrace. Hastings. [1298

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, hood, screen, hood cover, side cur-

tains. Klaxon horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat, as new; £250.
—Parker B, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [51865

A -J.S. Combination, 1920 model, fitted, complete1920
with lamps, horn, tools, etc..

and wind screen; £180, or exchange
to value.-Taplin, Allord, Lines.

Dare wheel, hood,
or solo machines

[Xl83a

All letters relating to advertisements should quote ttie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 055
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MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A6Nir.-1918 A.J.S. 6I1.P., M.M., B.S.A. sidecnr,
spnre wheel, hood, screen, electric lighting, Lucas

horn, niiienge 5,000, splendid condition; £150.—Rich-
;ircl*^on. Bramber Kd., Koith Fincliley. [9955

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combintition, hood, screen, speedo-
meter, spare wtieel, electric light, etc., appear-

ance as new; bargain for eomeone, £13(5; mechanically
perfect.—E.H., Post Office, DesbOTOugh. [1075

A.J.S. Combination, 6n.p., late 1916, stored 21/2

years, overhauled makers, new tyres (oversize),
spare wheel, Tan-Sad; £130.-72, Longridge Rd.,
Earl's Court. 'Phone: Western 1344. [1222

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, lamps, accumulator
lighting, horn, new spare wheel, speedometer,

ilasting wind pcreen excellent condition; £145.—F. I>e-

nioDger, 3. Devonshire Terrace. Snndgat*. [9b38

A.J.S. Combination, Oct., 1919, hood, hood cover.
Miller head light, horn, speedometer. Empire de

luxe saddle, Tan-Sad, excellent order, 2,500 miLes;
£200.—Parish, Shortheatb, Farnham, Surrey. [1191

-|Q16 2->ih.p. A.J.3., 2-speed, kick start, clutch.
Xi/ new tyres and tubes, lamps, mileage approxi-
mately 3,000; in3i>ection and trial invited; £62.—
Barber, Ilurslbourne Tarraut, A-ndover, Hants. [9483

"I
Q20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, 3 lamps.

M-^J hood, (screen, 3 lamps, upeedometer, Tnn-Sod,
l6g.«hield.s, haudle-har muflls, Bpnre wheel, in very &x)od
condition; £200.—Cambridge, 44, Caeiau Rd., Newport,
Mon. [9Bi6

F.O.C.H- havo on A.J,8. combination, detachahip
wheels, spare, laraps, horn, grid, screen; £115—5.

He.ith St.. Uampfitead (near Hampstead Tube Station)
'Phone: Hampstead 3752 Hours 9-7, including Sntur-
dnys. [9767

1Q20 A.J.S. Combination (May), Lucas dynamo light-
-*•*/ ing and horn, spare vvlieel, hood, Bcreen, Klaxon
elertiic horn. Cowey trip speedometer, fully insured to
Sept.. 1921 1 £220.-14, Westboume St., S.W.I. 'Phone:
Victoria 5391. [9564

A .J.3. Bh.p. Conibiaation. 1918 model, complete
spare wheel, F.R.^. lamps. Klaxon. Tan-Sad,

hond. screen, turnout like new; bargain, £145; any
trial civeu.—Young. Irgnmonger, 231, Coventry Rd.,
Redhill, Yardiey, Birmingham. [X1831

A.J.S. 2'»;ih.p., 1916 (?), 3-speed gear \}0x, kick start,
hand clutch, all enclosed chain drive, Dunlops.

Lucas head and rear lamps, appearance and running
order as new; seen any time.—Wood, 1, Heath House,
New End Sq., Hampstead, nr. Tube Station. [1122

A.J.S. Late 1919 6h,p. Combination, excellent condi-
tion, just ovinhnuled, spare whegl, hood, screen,

horn, InmpB, oidiuary generatoTS, special Low gener-
ator, light car size. Sterling mud shields, large Brooks
luggage bag, ovejijls and nunterous spares; £1^0, 01

nearest offer.—Bower, 57, Belmont Kd., Porttioncl,
Southampton. [9656

AlIdayB.

ALLDATS Allon, new 1919. 2^AJi'.p., 2-Bpeed, fast,
powerful, take 2 anywhere; £45, or near offep.—

Heslop, Morton-on-Swale, Northallerton. [9797

ALLDAYS, htte 1914 4h.p., ,
3-speed countershaft,

ooaclibuilt sidecar, hood, screen, lamps; 70 gns., or
(tflflr.—King Edward Garage, Church End, Fincliiev.
N.3. [9945

ALLDAYS 2-stroke Lightweight, late model, with
laiirpti, horn, tools, spares, overhauls, perfect, any

trial; £32.—Harry Jowett, 41, Ftllmquth Av., Brad-
lord. [X1947

20 Alldays Allon, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-
starter, carefully run in, better than new: near

offer £83.-13, Carnarvon Rd., Wfcipps CrosB, Ess?x.
After 6. t99V0

A7XDAYS-MATCHLESS (ViUierrt), Senspray, U.H..
new cylinder, cmnk pin, rollers. Palmer rear.

Daulop trout, nearly new; £30.—Bos 911, c/o T/lc
Midor t'l/ck. iS2022

A LLUAYS Allon 2'jh.p.. 2-spee(], hand clutch.

19

-ii April, 1920, ronditiun as new, just overhauled
75 gns.; all en; after 6 p.m.—17, Lavendel" (yarffens.
CInphara Juuclion. [9^184

1 Q14 Alld»y« Jlatchless 41i,p. Combiimtion, 2-sp4>cil,

M-U himdic Jitnrt, II.B., RoBoh, coiichuuilt, BCiHt-n,
apron. lecently overhauled, uplendid order, appearance;
55 Kn».— 4, Clarence (JanleuB, Hackney. (9507

ALLDAYS AUun (late). 2-8pced. lanipe. mechanical
hern, knee grim, ,T.T. bars, Bpi^domctcr, perfect

/reH. ovcrvtizf: Dunlup on back, ho/endid condition

;

iirgaii;, £52.—Nbyes, Grocers, BracRncIl. [9977
lyre
b;i

American X.

AMKHICAN X. 7-91up. Comblnntion, 2-flpcfHl; miy
trial; £'80.-JuiitiBOU, 172, Avenue Rd., Acton.

[9985
*

Ariel.

ARIKL 1920 Gli.p. Couibinntiott, Mlgbtl^ thop-BoIled;
B160,-Jlnlow.

AUIKL ID20 3;^h.p. Combifanlion, ,*llKlitly «.liop-

foiled; £132?(«

ORDER
YOUR 1921
MOUNT FROM US

DURING THE SHOW WEEK
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL
BE IN ATTENDANCE DAILY

OLYMPIA

STAND No. 93
(THE MORGAN MOTOR GO.)

OPPOSITE MAIN ENTRANCE
ADDISON ROAD.

WE OFFER
All leading makes for

PROMPT DELIVERY.

A satisfactory guarantee
with every Machine we

sell.

An efficient Spare Part
and Repair Service

Extended PaymentTerms
if desired.

Courteous and Willing

Service by a Practical

Staff.

*Qrams: ' Elceniocyca, London."
'Phone: Avenue 6548.

THE RELIABLE
CITY HOUSE,

15-18, BI6HOPSQATE AVENUE,

CAMOMILE STREET, E.C.3.

-Dolow.

B«., W.l
ABIKL 1920 i}ih.v.. nUglitlr ri]Op-iiolli.il;

Tlio JdinCH Ouiugc-, Ltil., Khrowi-bury.

C56 All letters iclatlhg to advct-tllicnicntl thoiild quote the number nt the end of each iidvcrtisemeiit, nnd the date of the Issue.

£100.-
[Xiesa

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

Qili.p. Ariel Gonibination, just delivered; accept
^^ ^ £140 to clear.—Humphreys, Green Grize, BuIUdb-
liam, Hereffird. • [SBai

"I
Q19 3J/^h.p. Ariel Combination, electric lighting,

J-t^ horn, wind screen, as new; £125.—Tel. : 6626
Museum.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. ti2S3

AEIELS, order now for 1921 ell-chain and chain-
cuin-belt models; spares in stock.-Geo. Tador,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscombe Ed., East Croyooa.
csiee

J (120 Ariel 3i.$h,p. Comljination, shpUrSoiled only;
-•-•-' 128 gns.; this represents over £20 oS list price.-
.Tuhan, 84, Broad St., Eeadiui;. 'Phono: 1024.

[9702

"I
Q19;i Sj^b.p. 3-speeJ Ariel, all on, over 55 tu.p.hT,At/ excellent condition.—Stfimped addre&sed envelope

for lull itafticulars to Cos, The Poplars, Henley-in-

.

Arden. [.s:ib47

ARIEL 3>jh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, new B.B.,
saddle, piston, mudguards, back tyre, engine over-

hauled, decarbonised, lamps and £ools; £€0.—Bray,
Huokwood, Horley. [1175

ARIEL and Sidecar. SV^h.p., 3-speed and kick
itarter, lamps and generator, speedometer, horn,

etc., in new itortition; £50.—Moflatt, 406, Garratt
Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.JB. [1151

1 C|16-.17 Ariel Combination, 3'/;h.p., 3-speed counter-.
i-t' shaft, K.S., speedometer, hood, screen, lamps,
horn, spare tyre accessories perfect condition; £97-.-
16 Hollies Kd., NdTthflelds, Ealing, W.5. [1054

A EIEL.—Orders now booking for the new nil-chain
-ti- models which will be the Rolls-Boyce of motor-
Tcles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman. Ariel Exi>ert,
7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. 18231

"I Q20 SVali.p. Ariel Combination, hand and foot
-•-«/ clutch, Lirge P. and H. head lamp, spares,
complete tool kit: owner going abroad; highest offer.
—Apply, Supply, Co-\'s, 22, Charing Cross, S.\V. [9007

Auto Wheels
AITTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., model dc luse, 1920, abni-

lutely like new; £20.—Dr. Tibbits, North Must-
bam, Newark. [9593

A UTO-WBtEEL B.S.A._ _and Gent/s Ne\v Hudsql)
cycle; *20, or A.W

Richmond, S.W.
fl2.-36a, Chilton Rdi,

[1019

AtTTO-WHEEL, 1920, Model VI.. as new; £17/lft.--
Lamb's, 50. High Rd., Wood Green, 151 Bigh

St.. Walthamstow, and 387, Euston Rd., 'London,
tSUl

Bat.
•1020 Bat, Model 4. shopsoiled; £j 50.—Wright'sA" Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. [1177

BAT 1920 6h.p., new, slightly soiled; £140.—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. 'Phone: Keusiugtoa

4096. [9e4-

1 Q20 8h.p. Bat Combination, spare wheel, uau^lXif equipment; list price.—Tel. ; 6626 Museuin.—
A.S.O., 6b, Mortimer St., W.l. [12S5

BAT Combination, Swan sidecar, speedometer, etc.,

only done 3.GOO miles; cost £220 this season; )

what offers ?—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., i

W.l. [1232 ;

OSPOR.TJ. — 6h.p. Bat-Jnp combination, war-time
model, gnaranfeed perfect; I)est offer (£120 ox- r

uected) 1 inspection invited toute-suite.-Undergraduate, i

Somerville, Hill Top Rd., Bast. [9746;:

LATEST Bat 8h.p. Combination, bulbous spring,!
wheel sidecar, screen, one of the smartest outfltsj

on the road, rtiu 400 only; £205.—White, back ot'J
Picture Palace, Tliames St., Stmnes. [9553

i

"I
Q20 Bat 8b. p., 3 wpeeds, with lint spring wheel side- 9

-LtF oar, Volc.K lighting set, Binks, hom, luggage 9
carrier, pcrfei't; £150; exchanges ov o:isy iKivmeiits.— ;»'

2. Nightiugrtlo Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E. [1278;

BAT-^.A.P. Bh.p. 1920 Combination, not run ,lpC

mile^, makers' full guarantee; list price £884,
offers invited: financial loss cause of sale; letters M)-

pointmcut.—B.J., 46, Chancer Ed., S.E.24. tXeSJs

NEW 1920 Bat Combinations, fitted with the 6b.p
.l.A.P. engine. 3 speed**, alt-ehuii) drive, ctutefi

and kick starter, £175: shiping order cancelled, uttfl

price £204.—Wauchope'B, 9, Shoo Lone, LotaAn
'Phone: Holboin 5777. Cash ar easy terms. [88911

Beardmore
BEARDMPRE, 1920, latest pattern. Btightly tloi'

soiled only, cost £96j for £79/15.-138, Qrafl'
Inn Ed., London. t836(

'

Blackbui'ne.

BLACICniTENE, latest 1920 4li,P. model, new, tJU*
Hhop-soiled : mak^ira' price £135, reduced to £12Clt

--M:imW, 100, Ot. Portland St., W.l. {978

IQ20 (April) Blackbiirno 4h.p. CombinsMol }
JLJ/ Sturmoy-Archer, miieago 200, well equiplied

^145—Orossen, 20, Bloomsbtiry Sq., London. tl!6

I O20 41i.p. Btackburnc Combination, nil lampi

L^ speedometer, 2 hotns, Eivstlns wind itirttt

P.IBO. 'Tel. : 6626 MllseOlO.—A.8.O., 60, Mortljll
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dcugtns

IS 41i.p. Douglas Coinbimitioii, perfect order; £75.
—Hillier, Bath Ed., Burnbam, Buck*. [X6870

BEIGHTON, Hove and District Douglas ogents.—
Turpin'3. 22 ocd 29. Preston Rd., Brighton.

r020l
DOUGLAS 1919 4h.r. CM. Combination ; £86.-

Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Tark, London,
E. [9653

JUST arrived. 2^ih.p. Douglas; mth clutch. £105.
without clutch, £100.—W. I. Binks and Co., Lin-

coln. [9714

4h.p.' Douglas Combination, just delivered; accept
£155; for quick sale.—Douijlas, Bryanston, Leo-

minster. - [9894

4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps. 1919; trial, as
new; £105. or offer.—10. Stockwell Park Rd.,

Clapham. [9470

41i.p. Douglas Combination, new, only mn 500 miles,
complete; sacrifice £135.—23a, CiesCflut Grove,

Clapliam. [9937

DOUGLAS 254I1.P., clutch, 3-speed, in stock; £105.-
Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. 'rhone: Ken-

sington 4096. [9626

1 Q20 4.1. p. Douglas Combination, new, unregistered;
L*^ £140.-Dunn. 326, Euston Rd., London. Tel.:
Museum 5391. [9377

iQ15 Douglas 2vi*i.p., good condition, horn, pillion,
At' etc.; £55; Saturday or Sunday.— 5, Eileen Rd..
South Norwood. [1:^91

DOUGLAS 1916 2^;41i.p., new tyres, accessories, fatit;
£52.-80, Lawne Park Rd., Sydenham. 'Phone:

Sydenham 1476. [1361

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916. excellent condition
tluoughout; £75. or oflfer.—Asliby House, York

Av., Hunstanton. LX1964

DOUGLAS New 1921 Solo and Combination in stock;
cash, exchange, or easy payments.-Motorics, 25,

HoJton St., Halifax. [9867

IQld 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horn, etc.,
JLt/ as new: £125.—Tel. : 6626 Mufieum.—A.S.C.,
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [1254

|Q18 23-4h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, in perfect condition,LU original tjTes, any trial and inspection; £58.—
loldway, Cople, Bedford. [1128

I Q20 Douglas 25/ih.p., ridden less than 1,000 miles;
1-t/ owner leaving England; what offers?-Mayell, 8,

•lorence Rd., S.anderstead. [9928

I
Q21 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us

Lt7 your requirements. Trade supplied.—Moffat, Doug-
is Agent, Yeovil. Tel. : 50. [5043

jJ3b.p. Douglas, excellent order, new Dunlops and
I
W¥ belt; bargain, £50. After 6 p.m.—H. Knight,
9, Etta St., Deptford, S.E. [9953

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.', W.D. model, new last May, not
renovated, mileage 500, all accessories; ^70.-

!, B. Darby, Sutton. Cambs. [1026

JPEED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to in-

! 5 dividual requirements.—Robert Bamford (see

I

nder Consulting Engineers). [6693

th.p.
Douglas Combination, 1 920. four months old.

,
. in excellent condition, with lamps and horn; price
I27.-J. Fryer, Ltd., Hereford. [9891

I I

Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, clutch model, with new lamps
!
Lt/ and horn, not ridden; must sell; what offers?—
lox 9,510, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1248

915 2^4h.p. Colonial Model Douglas, good condi-
tion ; £50, or near offer ; bargain,—Ridge Cot-

.ge, Coleridge Rd., N. Finchley. [9968

'ill Douglas Motor Cycle Models, also light car, in

1
JL stock ready to drive away.—Gibb. Douglas Ex
irl, Gloucester. 'Phone : 652. i634C

30UULAS 1916 2^.ih.p., makers* colours, enamel,
and plating, as new. .splendid value; £55.-30,

rystal Palace Park Ru.. Sydenham. [1034

918 2'''ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, new March, 1920,
beautiful and perfect machine, equipped; £52.—

), Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [1184

\OUGLAS 1915 2^4h.p., excellent condition, speed-
-^ ometer, lamps, Klaxon; £45.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
1,, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 4096. [9629

^OUGLAS 2r;4h.p.. 1920, clutch, K.S. model, brand
-^ new, just delivered ; must sell ; otTers.—104a,

i inchley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead 7822. [9513

919 Liixurious 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage
1.000. ^quipped regardless, perfect; £110.—

J. Wallingford Av-., North Kensington. [1183

' "VOUGLAS 2^h.p., uncrated end 1919. makers'
-^ colours, accessories, splendid condition, little used

:

55; appointment.—32, Gerard Rd., Barnes. [9748

^OUGLAS. Douglas.—2?4h. p. snips, 1916, several
-^ W.D.. complete, want overhauling; from £35.—
trry Na^h, 365, King St., Hammersmith. [9758

920 2^.p. Douglas, with lamps, horn, tools, knee-
,

grips, as new; £95, or best offer.—Bowes, Mont-
j

86 House, Eastwood Rd., Rayleigh, Essex. [9838

919-1920 Douglas Combination, horn, electric lamps,
I

spare tyre, tube, accessories; any trial- £145.—
. ., Esmond Rd., Cheetbam Hill, Manchester. [9751

Clouds of dust, or pouring rain—the
"Howard" keeps your mount as fright
as new.

Thoroughly waterproof it can be fitted in

a few minutes—^at's how it sSves in

space and housing costs.

.

Strapped to the carrier it makes a really

comfortable pillion seat, ready to cover
your machine at the first drop of rain.

Any weather, anywhere—^your rides are
real "no worry " rides with a " Howard ";

it lasts indefinitely, and never changes
shape.

YoKr bike needs onejbefore the winter;
write us, we can give immediate delivery,

As supplied to H.R.H. Prince Henry.

PRICES

:

Solo Machine
Combination
'i'hief-proof Attachment .

.

Two Leather Straps for

fastening to the Carrier

£3 14
5 7

7

2 9

a^e
4

HOWAKD
|i Car6:Cijde Cover Go, v;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"PVOUGLAS 1913-14 2';lh.p., 2.spced, JuUy ecjuipped

;

-L' ojin be seen at Thomas and Eoyers' Garage, Solo-
mons Passage, Peckham Eye, S.E. ; iJiice £40. [9987

DOUGLAS 1916 2"!.ili.p., S-speed, W.D. model, splen-
did condition: will ride reasonable distance to

meet pmchaser; £50.—Bourner, Castle Rd., Sandwicli.
[1239

"I 4)20 Douglap 2%h.p., T.T. bors, all lamps, llorn, knee
-L«/ grips, soiled only; £85; extended terms or ex-
changes.—2, Nightinsale Ed.. Lower Clapton, N.E. .

[1282
D.OUGLAS 2";:lh.p., 1920, Covrey speedometer (trip),

lamps, Klaxon, all accessmies, as new; £95; owner
ttuyiug combination.—Bleeze, Wellington, Sivanley, Kent.

[1362

DOUGLAS Late 1919 Combination, ns new, electric

or acetylene lamps, screen, pillion, luggage grid

;

must sell; 115 gns., offers.— 18, Union Ed., Clapham.
S.W.4. [997S

DOUGLAS 2j4h.p., 1916 W.D., new 1919, good,
condition, miieage 1,000, recent overhaul; £t>u.

or near offer.—H.W.L.M., 26, Upper GlouceEter Place,
N.W.I. [9646

DOUGLAS T.T. 2.Y,h.p., 2-speed, 1916, small mile-

age, re-enamelled, overhauled, like new; price

£65, nearest; stamps; (D).—Poolo Hall, Wishaw, Bir-

mingham. [9580

1 Q16 2^i Douglas, not W.D., private owner, enamel
-L" like new, tyres unpunctured, tools, spares, fully

equipped, any severe trial, perfect; £50.—14, Estcourt
St., Devizes. [9733

"1 Q20 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, clutch,
-i-ij lamps, speedometer, insurance, delivered Sept.,

perfect condition; £100; Shrewsbury.—Box 9,495, o/o

The Motor Cycle. [9940

DOUGLAS 25,4h.p., 2-spe6d, F.E. 1914, lamps and
horn, tools, excellent condition; genuine offer;

purchasing light car; £50.—Eeevea, 125, Slinn St.,

Crookes, Shetfleld. [9604

DOUGLAS 25ih.p., 1919, purchased new from
makers, new oversize tyres, extra large lamp set,

chain cover, flrst-class condition; £75.—Moore, 61.

Highbury New Park, N. [9473

ELI CLAEK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares ; try me. I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent (or Douglas Motors, 196,

Cheltenham Kd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., 1915, 2-speed, with horn, tyres

nearly new, new belt, just overhauled at £21 cost;

any trial; £75; purchased combination.—Shorrock, 6,

Victoria St., Morecambe. [9750

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new,
' slightly shop-soiled; special price to clear, £145.

—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St..

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

1 020 234h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick-start, hand
-LU clutch, new August, for 1920 model P. and M.
solo or combination, cash adjustment, or sell £95: ride

50 miles.—58, Newall St., Abertillery. [1096

EW Douglas 1921 2%h.p., 3-Epeed gear; £100;
latest improved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds

%kV4 chain; in stock; delivery passenger any part ol

country.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1921, three-speed gear, hand-con-
trolled clutch and kick starter; £105; latest im-

)roved frame, forks, tank, and Renolds ^aXVi chain;

in stock, delivered passenger any part of the country.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW Douglas 1921 4h.p., 3-speed, £130, with im-
proved frame, clutch and kick starter, forks, et*-.

(solo) : or with fine finish coachbuilt Douglas sidecar,

including wind screen, painted saxe blue; £174; in

stock: delivered passenger any part of the countrv.—
Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:

995. T.A.: Bicycles. [9875

BARGAIN.-1920 Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, only
done 300 miles, speedometer, all lamps. Klaxon,

indistinguishable from brand new; cost £115, sacrifice

for- £95,-Eeynold6, Waterbeach, Cambs. [1261

JUNE, 1920, 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete
with 3 lampd, Cowey horn, Bonniksen speedometer.

Cameo screen, and luggage grid; £l.iO, or nearest offer.

—J. E. Cox, 60, De Freville Av., Cambridge. [1397

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Douglas combination,
many accessories, as new: cheap.— 5, Heath St..

Hampstead (ur. Hampstead Tube Station}. 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, Including Saturdays.

[9766

1 Q15 Z^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, engine and gear box.
Xtf thoroughly overhauled, good appearance and pei-

fect running order; £52/10. — Herbert Eobinson, Ltd..

Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995.
[9875

fifi M.P.H. Special 2%h.p. Douglas, actual winner
""of numerous awards at Brooklands tuis year,

mileage under 3,000 since new, a very sporty mount:
£65.—Watson, 6, Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4.^

[1048
-1 Q13 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, K.S., and- clntcln

-Li/ guaranteed stored August, 1914 till August, 191'
plating good, fast, splendid condition; £55, offers

Saturday afternoons.-20, -Woodville Gardens, Ealing.

N-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, c.59
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 QI6 23,4it.p. Donglae, lamps, Iiotd, tools, spare
J-^ Dunlop Magnum, just overhauled, new piston
rings and valves; what offers?—Wiitp K. G. Pearre, 79.

Fintbiiry Pavement, E.C.2, or call between 12 a.m, and
3 p.m. [9829

1 Q 19-20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, delivered
-L%f December, fully equipped, including Easting
screen and many spare9, almost new condition ; any
trial or examination: £110, or near offer.—Coak
High St., Baldock. [9577

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, IiOndon.-2341].p. 1920
Douglas, y-speed models, new, £100; a^ih.p., 3-

speed, clutch, tind kick start models, £105; combina-
tions, 4h.p., £170; trade supplied.—Thone; Hol.l)Oin

5777. Easy teniis or escliauge. [9896

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, just thoroughly
overhauled (£201, l^as been carefully ut^, goes

like a bird; any offer above £125; may be seen on
application at Gordon Watney, 31, 33rook St., S.W.I.—
Bos 9,484, c/o THe Motor Cycle. [9826

DOUGLAS. 1916, excellent condition, fa.«t. enamelled
grey, high and low gear pulleys, Dunlops. 6-Tolt

electric light, engine No. 34884, 2in. flexible esBaust;
£55.—H. S. Whitley, Percy Garages. Percy Ed., Shep-
herds Bush. Tel.: Hammersmith 621. , [bo/l

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, 4h.P-. 3-speed, clutch,
J-«/ kick start, Cowey speedometer. Klaxon, complete
lighting system, mirror, pillion, hood, Easting wind
screen tools, 800 Djilee, full insunince from Octobei";
trial; £180.—Hillman, Courtenay Beach, Hove, Sussex.

[9660
DOUGLAS. 1916, 234b-.p., 2 speeds, brand new 1920

C.A.V., new belt, tyres perfect, new control wires
and casings throughout, enamel and plating un-
scratched, thoroughly overhauled and in splendid con-
dition; £53, worth £65.-0., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
S.W.2. [1174

FRANK "^HITWeRTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
juineham.—Little used Douglas combination, £120;

Ixion 2-s(roke, £32; Campion -Villleis, 2-speed.j £45;
Enfield 2-speed 2-stroke, leg shields, electric lighting,

new A.B.C.. N.U.T., Lea-Francis, Ivy, Cedoe, Coventry
Premier. [XISSO

pvOUGLAS Motor Cycles, on easy terms of payment,
-L' 4K.p. coirbinatfon, £170; 2-speed solo model,
£100; 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter model, £105;
plus a small charge for delivery from works to London.
The above are irafcers' list prices; for easy payments
4% extra is charged, only one fifth deposit, balance
fiayable by 12 monthly instalments; write lor latest
ists of other machnies in stock, etc.—Harrods, Ltd..
118, Brompton Rd., London. [1320

Edmund.
1 Q20 SpriuEj Frame Edmund-Jap, Burman gear box
-L*' and kick-starter, deliverv from stock; £9.8.>r-The

James Garages. Ltd., Shrewsbury. [X1884

EDMUND 1919 2^Kih.p., spring frame, completely
equipped, 2-speed gear: £65; privately owned;

can be seen at Eai-dley Garage, Belvedere. Kent.
'Phone: Erith 239. [9481

Enaeld.
15 3h.p. Enfield, 2-«peed, must sell; £29/10.—

3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X1951

18 Enfield Combination, like new; £135.—Grimes,
18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l, [1231

20 Enfields, new, all models in stock ; makers'
prices; exchange.-Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [1065

IMMEDIATE Delivery, 1920 Royal Enfield 2-stroke,
2-speed.—Morris, 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [9724

33.ii.p. 2-stroko Enfield, 1920 model, in excellent con-
^ dition; price £45.—J. Fryer, Ltd., Hereford.

[9890
ENFIELD M.C., June, 1920, 2-stroke, 2-speed geHr,

new condition; £56.-20, Finchley R<1., N.W.8.
[1259

ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight. 2Vih.p.; a bargain,
£38.-Mcrherson. Clynnog, Llauwnda, N. Wales.

!
[9840

IMMEDIATE delivery new 6h.p. Enfield combination

,

with dynamo lighting; ; £200.—Walbro, Ely, Cambs.
!

[XI 84 4a

1 Q20 Enfi'^ld Litrhtwoight, low mileng©, as new. per-
XtJ feet; £65.—Kichards, Cusgarne, Perranwell, Corn-
wall. [1372

EN'FIELD Combination, unused, 1920, 8h,p., Mag-
dyno; £175. — 25, Davisville Rd., Shepherd's

•Bu«h. [1050

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1916, good condition, special handle-
biiTB, long oxhaustK ; £55.—Rhodes, Cams, Cam-

'•ridKc. [9516

1Q17 3h.p. Enfield Twin, good machine, any trial;
J-«^ G65.—Aspinall, 63, Nortli St., Lockwood, llud-
dcrtiflcld. [1079

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p., O.B. combination, spltndbl
condition; £100, or near offer.—Ireland, Knnk'y

WarrioKton. [Xi937

ENKIFLD Corubimition, 1916, Gli.p.. LucaB dyniimo
liKhtinK, in perfect condition; £125.-40, Hert-

ford IMuce, Coventry. [X196fi

"I
Q20 Enfield, 2-Btroke, 2 hpcfde, comploto. new set

--•^ LucaN Iftmp«. pcrloct condition; £70.—H. P- gl r,

pollydoae, Wantage. [1121

19

19

19

I shall be at the forth-

coming Show the whole of

the week, and will take it as

an honour if all our clients

and friends—prospective and
otherwise—%vill give me the

opportunity of meeting them
at the Enfield Stands, where
I shall generally be found.

It being true that the

greatest factor in the success

that has come to us is Xhe
courtesy and friendship of

our many clients, I ask all

our friends—especially those

whom we to-day know only

by post—to at least give me
the opportunity of shaking
hands. I earnestly desire to

say "Thank you" face to

face, and although I shall

be heartily glad to quite

impartially discuss the
machines that we enthusiasts

love, I shall under no cir-

cumstances press sales.

I,ooking forward to many
happy re-xmions, and also to

meeting many whose writing

we know quite well, but
whom distance has prevented
our hitherto meeting,

I am, gentlemen,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENFIELD 1920 2^alP. Model. MUlei'E bead »a4
rear femp, Lucas horn, as new; £70—Parkert;

Uradsliawgate, Bolton, (XlSVu

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, lamps, Lorn, speed-
ometer, splendid condition; £127.-98, W'estcombe

HtU, Blacklieatll, S.E.3. t99»,
Oih.p. Enfield, 1919, 2 speeds, lamps, aocessoriej
/^ 4 just like new; expert examination; £60.—^
Newland Ed., Worthing. [985

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1917, 2-speed, excellent oonditi^
complete, all accessories, waterproof ; £65.^9r

Kingsland Rd., Plaistow.

EINFIELD Combination, late model, perfect or^S
Easting; fl25.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Kd., S.VM,

Thoue: Kensington 4096. 19687

NEW 1920 8h.p. EnBeld Combination in Stooi;'
maker's price.-Shepherd and Co., Enfield, Kigll-

way. Tel. : Waltham X31. (0340

1 Q20 Enfield Cornbination, in first-class conditifib,
-^ *? and tyres alradist as new, lanJpe, and 6Creel*>'^

Moss Bros., Wcm, Shropshire. [1267

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., luggage
carrier, new tyres, Binks carburetter, mechanically

perfect: £85.-62, Holland Park Av., W. [99SS

|Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, Bh.p., fl77,;.'>
X*.' stroke, £73/10; new, in stock; exchanges or 1

"

payments,—2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, N.E
[1273

1 Q15 6hji. Enfield Combination, fully equipped, windl
-l-t/ screen, really good order; £130. oftcrs, or ex-

change for light car, cash adjustment.—Plaistowe, Sout.lti

Ed., Southall. [1363

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916, mechanically
perfect eoeedometer, lamps. Klaxon, hood, screen;

90 gns.—Major Lowe, c/o "Hncklebridge, 133, Sloane

St., London, S.W.t. [X184;

"I CJ 19 Eoyal Enfield 8h.p. Combination, electric lights

At? horn, screen, speedometer, spare tyre. 2 spar-

inner tubes, tools ; £145, no otiers.—J. Poole, 90, Laven
der Hill, Battersca, S.W.ll. [983:

ENFIELD - MOTOSACOCHE Combination, 6)l.p

M.A.G. engine, Enfield gear, practically new tyres

c"hain Spares, tools, Millford sidecar, in good condition

fast; a bargain, £85.—Kettie, 48, Church St., Luton
'Phone; 916. [X191,

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new, but sUfhtl;

shop-soiled; a very special bargain, £63, usua

price £73/10; this offer cannot be repeated, and oul

ha^s to be sold once.—Wilktns, Simpson, opposit

Olympia, Loudon. [949-

TOOYAL ENFIELD Combination (late 1916), 6h.p.

JX 2-seater G.K. sidecar, with over-all hood am
screen, accumulator lighting, horn, speedometer, an-

spares, perfect condition, recently overllanled.— 140. Be
-grave Ed., Wanstead. [352

ENFIELD Latest 6h.p. and 8h.p. Models in Stock

£175. £177, and £200; also lightweight. £73/10
deferred payments and exchanges if desired.—Lamb't

50 High Rd.. Wood Green, iBl, High St.. Walthan
stow, and 387. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. [811

-I Q20 (August) Enfield Combination. 6h.p. Magdyn
-L^ lighting, speedometer, hoin, hood, screen, sii

curtains, luggage grid, new spares include driving chaii

valves complete, bulbs, tube, extensive toolkit, m
cnanically perfect, appearance new. little used, got, CO

bargain, £190,-Trent, Winn Lodge, Lee, S,E, [95:

NFIELD (1920. April) Combination, fully equippe
spares, driving chain, tube. Tnn-S.ad, complete Wi-

foot-reat and back-vest, tyres mipmictnred, complete •

of lamps wind screen, speedometer, mileage 2,00

full insurance till May, 1921; £150; will ride li

miles on receipt of deposit.-Eapp, 159, High St., Wi

Chester. (96

Excelsior

1O20 Excelsior 4Vih,p. Combination; £125.—Horn,
X.\J 21, Friars Stile Kd., Eichmond. [98

FN
JUST orriyea, F.N. lightweight; £89/5.—W. I, Oil

and Co., Lincoln. 19*

I7,N, 1920 7h.p. Combination, 4-cyl., hood, scK
. and Inmpa, guaranteed us new; £170,—Mluil''

ino, Gt. Portland St., W.l. P'

F.N. Lightweight, Bosch, Aniao. cylinder rogtoli.

new rings, good tyres and tubes, cvorything'

first-clase condition; first cash £23.-126, UlrttJIJ.

Ed., Lancaster. l"'

-| Q20 P.N, 4-c.yl, Coachhuilt Combination, with "J
Xlr screen, S-speed oluta'h, acetylene laiiipii, Coj'

horn. Palmer cords, all ncccsaories, good conum;
£120,—Evans nnd Sons, Stone, I'"

PN 5-6h,B. Combination, 2 speeds, h.b. clntrt I-,

tVolj newly overhauled, good tyres nnd win)!

£58; can fi8 seen nnd tried any morning till lO'^OiTJ

75, iTulgnrth Bd., Borons Court, W.14. li>

FrnnclK-Barnett

1 Q20 Franoii^Hnrnott, not run 600 nillea. nmfalj;'
X.U condition: 68 gns. ; real snip.-Julinn, 84, Wj
St., ReaiUng. 'Phono: 1024. >'°

C6o All Icttcra relating to advertlacments should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.

A
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

Q Ax77'i o.h.v. Twin J.A.P., specially bllilt 1919 00m-v" petition mairhiue, 3-speed, kirk start, dynamo,
speedometer, mileage 5,000, fast ; £95.-43, Sbernliall
St.. Walthamstow. (1061

J.E.S.
.^T.E.S. Engine Set. complete, good oonditiou; 12 gn<5.—O 131, Kinveachy Gardens, S.E.7. [9737

J.E.S. 1919 (July), low mileage, good running order:
£25.—Smith, Oak House, Noithend, Felstead.

[9488
J.E.S. Motor Cyclette, tinite new, slightly shop-soiled;

bargain prioe to clear, £37/10.-22, Rodney St.,

Liverpool. [9881

J.E.S. Lightweight, 1920, low mileage, as new, lamps,
and all accessories; £37.—Alfred Crane, 21. St.

John's Ed., Caversham, Eeading. [7965

J.E.S. Ih.p., in strong frame, new Whittle l>elt and
tyres, small Amac carburetter, and all accessories

;

£20.—Barber, 9, Buckingham Ed., South Woodford.
[9684

J.H.
6b.p. J.H.. M.A.G. engine, Sturmey C.S. and sidecar,

complete: £72.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.
[X1921

Juno.

JUNO, 2V^h.p. Villiers. just overhauled, new belt, new
back tyre, good order; £40.-54, Fentiman Kd.,

Clapham E<J., S.W. [9951

JUNO 2-strok&, Villiers engine, Albion gear box, Sasou
forks, lamps, liorn, mileometer, leather case on

farrier, low mileage, privately owned ; price £50.—
Apply, Tunbridge, Vale Ed., Tnnbridge Wells. [9664

Kingston.
KINGSTON 1921 2V4h.p. 2-strokes, . 2-speed, chain

drive. We have secured several of these splendid
little machines: list price 73 gns. ; our price 63 gns.
-Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
Hainpstead 7822. ' [9511

L. and C.

L.
and C. Sh.p., fine sidecar machine: sell cheap,
or exchange lightweight.—57, Kenbnry St., Cam-

beiwen, London. [1038

Lea-Francis.

EEA-FEANCIS, new 1920, slightly soiled; £125.—
Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [9630

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine, immediate delivery;
£130.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100. Paris St.,

Exeter.
^

[9792

DEA-FEANCIS 1920 SVoh.p. Tivin, lamps, horn,
speedometer; £105.-86, Monday St., Newcastle-

m-Tyne. [9560

I Q20 Lea-Francis Twin; solo, £120; combination,
i-O £135.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.-A.S.C., 60, Mor-
imer St., W.l. [1256

f Q20 Lea-Francis, twin M.A.G. engine, chain drive,tv done 300 miles; best offer over £120 secures
ame.—Lewis, Post OfQce, Llanpumpsaint. [1167

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on oar
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

nonnts.-A. J. Sproston. Ltd.. 198. dt. Portland St
1.1. [0099

r EA-FR.IXCIS, M.A.G., as makers' speciflcations,
lJ shop-foiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the
ime to buy.—Mebes, 154-166, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
Phone; 3426 Mayfair. [9887

VTEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
>, M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on de-

j
Tied payments 4% extra ; only one-fifth deposit,
alahce by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.,
18,- Brompton Rd., London. [1310

Levis.

rUST arrived, latest Levis Popular; £60.—W. I. Einks
' and Co., Lincoln.

'

[9712

r EVIS, perfect order, lamps, lorn; accept 30 gns.-U 24, Geraldine Ed., Ohiswick, W.4. [1134

r EVIS 2^.ih.p., in splendid condition : £48.-Fran-
-* cillon, West Allington, Bridport, Dorset. [9736

:;'ENUINE 1918 2i2h.p. Levis, Enfield 2-speed, fully
-T eiiuipped; £45.-37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton.

[1008
?25.—2-£troke countershaft Levis, engine running;
^ wants adjustments.—Pinder, Lincoln Eow, Newark.

[1305

915 Levis Poplar, all accessories, 7 months insur-
ance; £56, bargain.—Wilson, 6, Brown St..

arrow-in-Fumess, [1214
I'-VIS, the tinest 2-stroke in thp world, delivery from

-' stock; £60.—District agents, The Walsall Garage,
alsall. Tel.: 444. [9001

Hh.p. Levis, 1917, splendid mnning condition, just
' 4 overhauled, accessories ; £42.—Flack, 5, Barton
., West Kensington. [9678

'1 .019 Levis, perfect, smart, original unpunctured
j
.«/ tyres, accessories; 43 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury

' d., New Maiden, Surrey. [1004

ATE 1920 Levis Popular, small mileage, all acces-
-* series; owner buying combination; £50.—Slater
mbonrue End, Eomfoid. [9952

STARS
OF THE FIRST
MAGNITUDE
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ALEXANDER'S
BUY NOW AND SAVE
DISAPPOINTMENT LATER.

DOUGLAS

ENFIELD

NORTON

MATCHLESS

P. <S M.

LEVIS

INDIAN

VERUS
ZENITH

AND

MORGAN
RUNABOUTS

EACH OF THE ABOVE IS

A LEADER IN ITS CLASS.

NEW SHOP-SOILED
MACHINES
A LARGE SELECTION AT TRE-
MENDOUSLY REDUCED PRICES.

Send for oar List of same.

OUR ADVICE-
BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY.

ALEXANDER & CO. I

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH,
AND

272-274,^ Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

"1017 Levis Popular, T.T. bars, discs, new tyres and^^ beit, eugine iust overhauled bv makers; 38 pus.

—

liackbouse. Black Lion Hotel, Bridlington. [9711

1 Q20 Levis Popular 2-stroke, semi-T.T. bars, in stock;
-*-«.' £60; exchanges or easy terms, third down and
nine monthly payments.—2, Nightingale Ed., Lower
Clapton, K.E. [1276

LEVIS 2. stroke, 2-speed, lamps and generator, speed-
ometer, knee grips, mechanical horn, splendid

condition; £35.—Moffatt, 406, Garratt Lane, Earl--
field, S.W.18. . 11150

LEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock: £60.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd.. 24, Woodstock

St. (olf Oxford St.). Bond St., London W.l. 'Phone.'
Mayiair 6559. [0318

LIncoln-EIk

IQI2 Lincoln-Elk 3.'.^h.p.. Bosch, B. and B.. nin-
S-ir ning order; £20, or otfer.—Robinson, 106 Fawe
Park Ed., Putney. [9760

LINCOLN-ELK 3',oh.p., running order; offers; ma-
chine or parts; cash adjustment; sell £25.-102,

Kenyon St., Fulham. [9960

L.M.C.
1Q20 L.M.a. 4><h.p., single, 3-specd Sturmey and"
-L" K.S., H.B. dutch, done 800. all on; solo i:75
and combrnation £95; for qirick sale.—Bos 905, c/o
Ike Motor Cycle. [9647

Martlnsyde.
/•h.p. Martlnsyde. i.ie super combination; imme-'.ate" deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,
Ltd., Norwich. [2786

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination. delivery
from stock; £170.—Maudes' Motor Mart. 100.

Paris St., Exeter. [9793

1 Q20 Martlnsyde Combination, beautiful condition,
S-iJ used for demonstration runs only, remarkatda
snip; 140 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. [9703

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 1920 6h.p. Combination,
Easting wind screen, Watford speedometer, Lucas

horn, fully insured; £160, or near o'ffer.—Lieut. Ellis,

St. Columb, Cornwall. [1192

MAB,TIl\Si"DE Cniribination, 6h.p., clutch, kick
start, 3-speed, luxnrio-a-* sidecar, iiood, wind

scr.^en, largo locker, electric light, horn, mileage und^r
300, Momrouthsliire: tarsain, £175.—Box 8,424, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [9543

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents for London,
Essex, Bucks, Surrey. Middlesex, and Hertford,

also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
combination; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied; "

exchanges and deferred payments.-Maudes', 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

Matchlesa
jlTATCHLESS.

I Q21 Models now ready; all the latest improvementea.
J-t7 You can have one now, or book delivery tor any
lorward date.. Every combination personally tested I'y

the Matchless specialist. Sparer^ of all dates in stock.

-J Tassell,- la. Bloomfield IM.. Plurastead. [6881

NEW Model H Matchless in stock; list price.—
Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X1920

MATCHLESS T.T., Sh.p., 0.I1.V., sound condition

:

£65.—Eddell, Thorne, lloucaster. [9510

21 Matchless.—Official Agents and Service Depot:
S. E. Clapham (Motors], Greenwiclu19

INSPECT tb,6 variorrs makes at the Show. Compare.
Your selection will be a Matchless. We can ar-

range immediate or early delivery to suit clients.

BOOK Orders with the Matchless Specialist: our
reputation guarantees satisfaction.—Note address

:

9 E Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,

S.E.IO. U376
1021 Matchless Models soon.—Lincolners please order
i-O through W. 1. Binks and Co., Lincoln. [9718

TO 20 sh.p. Model H Matchless Combination, new;
X\J £205.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. C8944

4h.p. Matchless, 1914. twin-cy!., J.A.P. , 3 speeds,

clutch; £38; running order.—83, Cherry Orchard
Rd., Croydon. - [1143

1 Q20 Matchless Combinatfon. as delivered, shop-
i-ij soiled; £195.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Wal-
den. Tel.: 16. [1173

1021 Matchless Combinations, Magdyan: delivery

i-fJ from stock.—Agents. Hewitt Bros.. 94. U estern

Ed.. Hove. Sussex. [0334

jQSO.-1914 Racing Matchless, J.A.P., overhead votlves,^ single cylinder, overhauled.—8a, Blue Ball "Sard,

St. James's St., S.W.I. [9''62

rQ18
'Victory Model Matchless Combination, £135:

e7 also 6 h.p. combination, £70.-69, Palfrey Place,

Dor,:.et Ed., Claijham Ed., S.W.8. [1194

1019 Victory Matchless Combination, only riddc-a

XU five miles, complete, spare whoc-!, lamps; £125.--

"9 St Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [Ilia

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oC each advertisement, and the dale of the issue. C63
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

8h.p. Matclilesg, M.A.Q. engine, 3-SDeefI, 2-5eater

Eidecar, running order; for sale, or exchange new
V'-'h.v. Sunhenm.r-Tliompson, Potato Marcliont, St.

Peter's St., Ipswich. [95S8

MATCHLESS.-Immediate delivery 1921 n\tKiel*;

;

i:205.-R; B. Clark, Matchless Agent, 7, BxTnbi-
tion Rd., South Kensington. [9631

1 Q 20 H. Nearly New Matcliless, Lncoa acetrlene
-l-«^ I.nmps. hoqd, spare wheel unused; oflerg.—Bean-
champ, 15, Matilda St., Old Bethnal' Green Rd., E. [9915

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6-7h.p. Coinbinalign, 3 speeds.
Bosch, just overhauled, new gears, crafich, lamps,

horn, etc., insured: £97: no dealers.—20, Berners St.,

W.l. [1104

MATCHXESS Combination, chain-dri-ve, fine turn-
out; 100 giiti.. or exchange lower power, cosh

adjustnient.-57. Jienfaury St.. ColdharUbuT Uaue, Cam-
l.ei-ne]l. [1040

MATCHLESS [Aug., 1920) M.A.G. Combination,
speedometer, screen, lamps, spare wheel ; £175

:

exchange lower power.—Spurling, 8, Couithope Rd.,
Hampstead, N.W. [9764

MATCHLESS Combinafcion, 1921 model dynamo
in stock.— Viviao Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24

Woodstock St. (otf Oxford St.) Bond St.. London, W.l
'Phone: Mayfair 6559 [031?

8h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, kick-start, over-

hauled, new sidecar, complete with electric light-

ing, all accessories; £90, or near oiFer.—Apply, 36,
The Common, Woolwich. [1108

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., late model,
Lucas dynamo, speedometer* best offer accepted

;

or exchange late Indian model, cash adjustraenb.-74,
St. James Rd., Bermondsey. [9974

MATCHLESS, 1920, spare wheel, hood, screen,
lamps speedometer, many extras and spares,

luxurious oittfit, as new ; must sell ; £ 170, or near
offer.—Bannister, Midhurst, Sussex. [1147

1 019 Victory Model Matchless Cbmbiuatiou, inter-
-!-•/ changeable wheels, 1 spare, new F.R.S. electric
lighting set (cost £15), Easting ecreen, spares; £125.
—60, WaUin&ford Av., North Kensington. [1185

BARGAIN.—1920 Model H Matchless, as new, com-
plete, mag., dynamo lighting, Lucas horn, record-

ing trip speedometer, all accessories; £210; appoint-
ment only.—17, Broxholm Rd., West Norwood, London.

[1190

"I Q14 8h.p. Matchlesa M.A.G. Combination, ficetyleue
J-«J lighting, horn, luggage carrier, new main J'lame
just fitted, mileage a.l>out 4,000, 55-60 m.p.g.; £95.—
Apply by Jetter, L. Hawkes, Bryn Menai, Cheam Bd.,
Button. [9962

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders now
with Ross. 86. High Rd.. Lee. S.E.. lor 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed otrictly a^ per order
received; a large assortment ot 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock [3850

MATCHLESS 1920, small mileage, fully equipped,
dynamo lighting, horn, leg shields, sidecar hood,

curtains^ step, spare wheel, and policy, guaranteed all

in ftrst-claes condition, and genuine bargain, £200.-92,
Birkhall Rd., Catford. [9988

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, just delivered and
iised for 50 mile demonstration run by Mr.

Harry Martin, Lucas electric Magdyno, born, spare
wheel, screen, M.A.G. latest type engine, very fast;

£210.-Eve. 105, Oval Rd., Croydon. [9485

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 2-speecl, all-chain
drive <new), clutch, K.S., tyres 700x80 <new},

Millford sidecar, electric lighting, luggage carrier,
engine overhauled and new connecting rods fitted, etc.,

ideal tuuring mount; £90.—I04a, Einchley Rd., N.W.3.
Hampstead 7822. [9512

MATCHT>ESS 1920 Model H Combination, M.A.G.
engine, Lucas gas lighting set, horn, speedo-

meter, hood, wind screen, Inlly equfpped, condition
nearly new, unscratched, mileage '1,500; £175.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

MATCHLESS 1920 Model EL Spring Frame Com-
bination, epecJul 8h.p. J.A.P. engfne, straight Hue

up to 2,700 r.ij.m., 3-Bneed clutch and kick stnrter, 4
iiiterohnngeabJe 28x3 wheels, rear driven Watford speed-
ometer, Liio^jis head Ijimp iind horn, elecfiic sidf and
leor lamps, Orto and FJaating screens, nlso stormproof
rcver-all apion, front shield ond sii^Iecar step. This
machine is mechanically i>erfect, an/I was one of the
flvG Bidee.'irs to flnisli in tfie Matcliless Cup Trial and
gainod a nilvcr medal. It ia exceptionally silent and
flexible, and dot-ri 70 m-p.g.j sparea euoogh for ii

leaeoii Include comploto rear cnnin, tube, cover, hollow
BpindlcH, ^ydvCB and sprfnge, F.E.W. set of fall kit
Of toolB, miT'eiigo 2,200. l-'or hnmedttite pOxseaslon £200.
— G. Wulnwright, Millflclda, Wolverhampton. [Xie79

Metro.
MKTRO-TYLKR, 1920. Type A., TuWon 250, ooccs.

Hories; £55.-JucIiiiu. 804, Seven Bistora Rd., Tot-
tenTiuiii. [9741

METRO-TYLER 1920 Rod Model. diHCfl Inmnn, upeed-
omfUir. T!im-Bq<1, (pares; £55; near offOr.'-Snu/rreU,

13, NealdoA St., Btockwcll. [9498

A. V. MONOCAR ig^o 8 h.p., fitted

with rear cushion for passenger
Price (shop-soilied) £150

A. V. BICAR iQ^o (two - seater),

fitted with need and screen,

8 b-p., Jap, 2-speed gear. Price
(shop-soiled) £-200

A. V, MONOCAfl 1920, 6 h.p. Jap,
like new, fitted with electric

lamps. To clear £120

VIPER-J A.P„ new, slightly shop-
soiled, offered at, to clear £65

CEDOS, 2-speed, 2-stroke, new,
slightly shop-soiled. Offered for
quick sale at £65

CHATER-LEA. 2-stroke, a-speed,
quite new, but shop - soiled.

Offered as a clearance line for £66

J.E.S. MOTOR CVCLETTE
qiiite new, shop-soiled, price £37 10

SIDECARS^ shop-soiled, offered at
bargain Prices to clear :

iangiord. with Pic-nic set com
Plete £30
Swan standard £30
Grindlay (for Indian) £35

Also 7-9 h.p. Second-hand INDIAN,
thoroughly overhauled, re-con-
structed, and re-enamelled, etc. £80

lllustraUd Motor Cycle Booklet Post Free
Oil Request,

J. BLAKE & CO.
Lancashire's Leading Motor Cycle House

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

Vlvl. rxint ). B. t Co.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METBO-TTlBE, latest 1920 ffloael S., bianfl new
and unused, but slightfy eliop-soiled. Secure n

record bargain nt our during: price.—Alexanders', 115,
Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [8765

Minerva.
MINERVA, Si/jh.p., Bosch, B.B., complete, slight

adiustmentsj ^12.-1. Pew^ey Kd.. Marlborough.
Wilts. (1024

3ih.p. Minerva LigUtweight, E.I.C., B. and B.,
* droids, Dunlop, exeeUftiit corjditton ; JsaO.—P. S.

"GoUa-rd, West Drayton, Slidd'iesex. [1295

WHAT OiEersP—Minerva 3>2h,p. engine {new cylinrler t

and rahes) Bosch mag., 4ffc. copper pipe, Sit.

Jiin. belt (new), two 26iri. coTOrs and tubes, _% handle-
bars, etc.; or sell complete cycle [frame bio^n), £10.—
Bryant, Marson Ed., Clevedon. [XI 848 i

f

Moto-Reva

NICE I/ittle 2i4h.p. Twin Moto-Eeve, new back tvio,
'

magneto requires overhaul; £14, carriage paid.-
Spacie, Tcdwicfe, Sheffield. [980^

,

New Hudson
1 Q15 New Hudson 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, excellent con-B
-- «-' difion ; £50.—Edouard, Lanciiag College, Shore- '

ham. [1053

fl^3.h.p. New Hudson-Jap, good tyres, Tain-Sad uited,
^4= wants cleaning; sacrifice. £28/10, lowest.—^-s
Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12, ' [1070,

"I Q20 New Hudson 2-strnke, 2-5peea, fully eQuippedji
J-*^ cost over £80, price £68; exchange or terms con-
sidered.—97, Nightingale Ed., Wood Green. [9833

3ih.p. New Hudson, 3-speed clutch. In good order,
2 lamps, horn, ttc. ; ^35; bought combination.—

T. P. Tayfor, Brookfleld Brickworks, Bolton. [1081

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1916 stored during war,
good tyres, horn, etc., perfect condition ; £35

;

trial week-ends.—59, Station Rd., Redhill, Surrey.
[9579

Jp95.—New Hudson 1916 6h,p. combination, Boschi
cW mag., 3-8pe6d clutrh, Montgomery sidecar; any.
trial by appointment,—Burgoine, 160, Anerley Ed.,
Aucrley. [9680

6 h.p, New Hudson Combination, S-speed, kick-starter,
lamps, horn, etc., tyres almost new, splendid

running order; £65,—Crouch, 91, Mason's Hill,
Bromley, Kent.

'

[3589

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, new Sturmey-Archer g^ar,
engine overhauled

, by makers, perfect running
order, worth £60; offers wanted.—28, Elgin St.,

Crookes, Sheffield. (D) [1126

1Q 14-15 New Hudson 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., counter-;
J- *7 shaft drive, full eqUifethent, dyethiluled! mechani
c.'dly gu'aranteed; 60gne^ or exchange tor good 1916
23^1. p. llouglas, or A.J.S., fully equipped.—22 St

James's Ed., Kingston, Surrey, [11 1-

19
New Imperial.

2 J 6b.p. New Imperial Combination, new: 17^)
sns.—Hall, Burwood, Tonbridge. riOlSi.

78.—New Imperial-Jap combination, 8h.p., complete i

perfect.—E. Aspdea, 6, Southport Rd., Ohorley. :.

1 (|20 JIotio-Tyler Z-iipeed, tyie» nnd condition ai
-••' new. ditto wKitolH, "S.Tl.; £49; casft wanted,—
Umilh, 49, natenfhury Kd., KorlsfloM, B.W.18. [M30

t64 All letters rcliiting to ndvcrtiscments should quote the number nt the end of euch advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1917, 2?ibp., tick startsn
iESO.—Gaitskell, The- Cottage, Eympstone, De^oa.

EUO
"I Q20 8h.p. New Imperial Motor Cycle, new; £14!
i-iy —King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., C^
bridge. [ft

1Q17 23^h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, lamps, boi,
X«7 etc., excellent condition; £45.—Power, Chobhanl
Woking. m7\
1 020 New Iiuperial Combination, condition as noi^X" £160. — Wright's Gar-agc, Saairou WaWeil
Tel. : 16. nwl
NO. 2 1920 2%h.p. New Imperial Motor CycM^

£89/5; new.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, BrM-'
St., Cambridge. [BSi

NO. 1 1920 2'>.lh.p. New Imperial Motor C.vcle, nefl
£80/17.—Kin " " - - . - - .«,.m

St., Cambridge.
;ing and Harper, 6 and 7, Wl

NEW IMPEEIAJ.. 2%,h.p., 2-sp(>ed, lamps, jerfO'^

condition; £16.—W. Horrington, Amen CorneiJ
Dinfield. Berks. [96'll

1917, 2.si)eed, 2'/|h.p., in PB
bargain, £50.—Rooms, BUNEW IMPERIAL,

runring order;
way, Dorchester

NEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P. 2'4h.n.,

tools, snares, top-hole conaltlon
Stfeatham.

2-spced. Ian-
67, ,

[Si

£43.-
ham Hd,

NEW IMPEIUAL-J.A.P. Lightweight, 2-sneo<!,

condition, 2 gonerntors, lamps, horn, tooiH, si

—Box 9,085, c/o The Motor Cilde. I

t Q19 Sh.p. I^ew Imperial Cornbination, Romiox BfdlXv oar, »U lamps, born, Pfcisas Beak-pillar, aiil

cliiss turnout; i;i39f—Mawson, MWrecnmbc tXfSf

~|Q21 New Imporinl Conibinatian, Sb.p., latent
X«/ Jua* (iiTiral; £186/18; cxoMngcw 01 eaey
—2, Nightlngnlo Ed., Lower ClniSton. N.E.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

1Q20 C'ounter^hafT Triumph, brand new MillfoirlXU sidw.Tr. uompletelr equipped, wliole turnout
UiiamuteecV as new; £l45.—H, IJagott, Manor Farm,
(ladinstou, I.slip, Oxon. [X1841

1Q13 3,1 2I1.P Triumpli, wicker sidecar, lamps, horn,Xv sp-'eiionietcr, chiti'h, Plailipson, tyres pood,
*torf'd 2 ypurs, re:ius)M?d, in splendid order; £55.—
Hushc. Wliit^'s Garage, Camberley. [9652

-jQ14 4h.p. Triumph, £95; combination, 3-sp6edX^ chit'li, 75 m.p.g. , lighting' set, hnod, uin(J' screen,

tools, and spares, in .perfect order.—Smith, 8, Grove
Tetrjice, Church End of Finchley N.3. [1360

THIUMPH New 1920 Model H., X127/10: Triumph
Juniiu nuidel, £75 : Triumph Model H., rencv

I'iited hy makers, just delivered, as new, £105.—Easies
ind Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [X1961

COUA'TEESHAFT Triumph, sportsman's pucca speed
combination, fully insured and equipped, heaps o]

pares: £105: write lor' particulars; exchange for lipht-

\l reight.— 6, Brondesbury Villas, London, N.W.6. [8838

IQ20 Triumph, 3-speed Sturmey gears, hand and foot
Ltf clutch, shock absorber, leg guards, Luc;is horn,
lilliou seat, 6p;ire3, 2 extra tyres, tube*;, 2 extra belts,

'UScr spring, etc.; £130.—Box 899, c/o The Mulor Cycle.
[X1873

rRIUMPH, Model H. £127/10, S.D. £140. D.
£106, L.VV. £75; combination. Model H.

;182/10. S D. £195: immediate delivery.—Vivian
Tardie and Lane, Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St.. London,
V.h [0329

rlUUMPH, Mode] H, renovated by makers, delivered
May. mileage under 500, fitted H.A.H, electric

ghtins .^ct, complete, all tools, spares, accessories,
roludiug spare tube, perfect condition; £110.-154,
Iffra Ed., Wimbledon S.W.19. [1301

920 Model Triumpli (as; new). large Lucas head
light, spcdometer, Tan-S;id etc., guaranteed, ais-

ppointment impossible, strictest examination welcomed,
DO miles free delivery, seen any time; wanted, reason-
hie offer.-Solwaybank, Hayes, Kent. Bromlev 532.

[X1840
aTEW Triumph 1920 4h.p. Countershaft Model,
1 £127/10; 4h.p. Triumph, Type W.D.B., £105;
j.p. Triiunpli. all chain drive, £140 ; 41i.p. Triumph,
jted engine, sporting, £105; all models in stock.—
imbridgo Agents for Triumphs, Herbert Robinson.
, Id., Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[9874
VAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-

New 1920 4h.p. Triumph, delivery from stock,
27/10 solo : can be fitted 'vvith Gloria or any other
ike of sidecar immediately from stock; also new 1920
p. Triumpli combination, all^^hain drive, £195; and
n, W.IJ. renovated Triumph and sidecar, renovated

1
120 by Triumph Cycle Co., £120. [9902

919 Late Triumph Combination, No. 1 Mont-
gomery de luxe sidecar, colours purple and

jam, with hood. Triplex screen, luggage and petrol
rrier. Brandish patent footboards, D.A. and gener-
ir lighting, tyres unpunctured, extra strong back
eel, tools, spares, etc., the whole in perfect condition;
50.—A.J.E., 113, Helix Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
in by appointment. [9576

Velocette
nST arrived, latest Velocette model; £75,—W. L

Hinks and Co., Lincoln. [9715

&^OCETTE, 1914, 2-speed, chain drive; £32, bar-
6;iin.—AT. Yard, 3, The Crescent, Bisca, Mon. [9506

[ORSMAIS' can do Velocettes from stock.—Victor
^

Ho:sm;m, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0328

"ELOCETIE, late 1920, latest 1921 model, little
used, as new; -n-hat offers —Box 9,508, c/o I'he

rhr Ctji-U. [1245

ih.p. Velocette 2-stroke, good condition, just re-
* bushed, guaranteed sound and reliable; £32.—

13, Victoria Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E. [9983

I'DOXOVAN Motors arc sole London and district
agents for the wonderful Veucette: immediate

ivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland .St..
tl. [4708

Verus.
[ERUS-BLACKBURNE, all models, delivery from

stock.—Maudes* Motor Mart, 100, Paris St
!ter. [9790

!

~ V in dec.
'INDEC Special 5-6h.p., new tyres, requires gear,

etc.; £27/10.-51, Stockwcll Ed., S.W.9. [9932

1NBEC eli.p. Twin, new tyres, tubes, overhauled,
perfect

; £30.—Music Shop, 73, Haverstock Hill
mpste;id. [1J51
INDEC 2>2h,p., 2-spe6d, nearly new, spotless, tyres

elc.. peil6i:t, mu-st sell; £48.-257, Cavendish Ed
lllini, S.W.12. [1071
ili.p. Vindec Special Combination, fitted 1920 K S

3-speed countershaft, takes three adults easily,
endaWe turnout, must sell, nearest £80; Eiley
lard table, all accessories, 110/-.—Particulars of
'Ouitm.nt, Lnnn, 97, High St., Sutton, Surrey.

[1015

Viper.
il'l':i;-,r.A.P., new. slightly shop-soiled; offered at
165 to elcai.-22, EocUiey St., Liverpool. [9878

MdTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
v.s.

p. V.s. IVfotor Cycle and Sidecar, twinc;-6ii
«-' gear.— 46

2-speed
[9471

19

Beeson St., New Cross.

V

Willinmson.
20 6h.p. AVillianisoii Combination, brand new,
shop-soiled

; list price £200, for quick sale £165.~
' " " ' Edinburgh. (8763Alexandci-s', 115, Lothian Ed.,

Wolf.
Q4.h.p. Wolf, 2-stroke, late model; £22/10.—Shaw,^* Jeweller, Wellington, .Salop. [X1952

"IQ14 Wol! 2'.jh.p., splendid condition; £25/10. bar-XU gain.-179, Earlsliekl Rd.. Wandsworth. (9583

'\X7"E Are Sole London and Home Counties agents
^" for the Wolf motor cycles. 1921 models in stock-.

Trade enquiries invited. Tel. : Museum 6626. —A. S.C,
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [1258

Wooler.
2ilh.p. 1920 Wooler. 6 speeds. McNab's record
4 breaker; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lou*-

don. [9903

WOOLER, 1920, practically as new; £80; easy pa,y-

meuts, exchange.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone.
(Closed Sundays.) [1271

WOOLER, 1920, lamps, Cowey horn, quantity ol
spares, small mileage; bargain. £85.—Coles and

Shirley, Chepstow. 'Phone : 48. [0313

WOOLER, ridden 200 miles, unscratched, £80, foi
quick sale; excliange Coulson-B, 4h.p. Dougla.s.—

Mellcrsh, Clarence Hd. St. Alban's. [1013

19
Zenith.

21 Zeniths, in stock.—Agents, Hewett Bros.. 94.
Western Ed.. Hove, Sussex. [0344

3 ih.p. Zenith, enamelled and plated, Bosch, new
2 tyres; sacrifice £45.— 152a, Swaby Rd., Eailsftehl.

19673
ZENITH 1913 3'/:;h.p., overhauled and re-enamelled:

anv trial; £40.—Day, Thorn Farru, Maiden, Kent.
[9682

4h.p. Zenith Combination, guaranteed faultless; owner
bought car; £75.—Cloon, Eavin, Sunningdale.

[9477

ZENITH-GR-4.DUA 4h.p., excellent condition, fast:

what offers'/—F., 55, Alkham Ed., Stoke Newing-
l„n. [1224

1Q|21 Zenith 2=/jh.p. Flat Twin, brand new; £110.-
XO S.A.S.. Sowkiuge Farm, Stodmarsh. Canterbuiv,
Kent. 18839

ZENITH.S, any model supplied ; we are sole agent?
in the Isle of Wight.—Downing and Donovan,

Ryde. [1— -'

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, 1914, electric himps,

Lucas horn, perfect: £95.-103, Moore Park Ed.,
Fulham. [9836

CLEARANCE Sale.—Brand new Sh.p. Zenith, sport-

ing model; what offers -Reynolds, Waterbeach,
Caiubs. [1262

Sh.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1915, lamps, speedometer, 1920
Henderson sidecar; cheap.—6, Ethelden2 Av..

Muswell Hill. [9975

1 Q20 6h.p. Zenith, magnificent condition, absolutely
X*y indistinguishanlft from new; 110 gns.—Julian,
84. Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. l-.uo

ZENITH 1920 2';/ih.p. Twin, splendid condition,
lamps, and horn; any trial; owner getting married:

offers.-H. Tompsett, Jun;, Marden, Kent. [9683

jf*-Bh.p. Zenith, overhauled, excellent order, handle
O starter, fast, accessories, £85; C.B. sidecar, 11

gns.-Dentist, Middle Ed., Lymington, Hants. [9606

ZENITH 1919 (Sept.) 6-8h.p., new condition, hardly
used, mileage about 1,200, unscratched; giving

nwav for £90; must sell.—48, Grcnville Ed., Hornsey
Rise. [9'759

rZBNITH 1920 Late Model Combination, 8h.p..

Al Millford sidecar, excellent condition, auy trial

given; what offers ?—Apply, Box 9,423, c/o The Motor
6';/<-/e. [9542

ZENITH Sh.p. Sporting Model in stock: £139.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,_ 24, Woodstock

St (off Oxford St.). Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. [0319

-j (Qie Zenith 61i.p. Countershaft Clutch Model, just
X-tF overhauled, Bonniksen, lamps, tyres and belt in

good condition, spare belt; £85.—Worsley, 25, ,St. Cuth-
Iwrt's-, Bedford. [9763

2ZENITH 6h.p., countershaft, K.S., Gloria C.B. sidc-

J car, hood, screen, lamp, etc., splendid condition,

auy trial; 5eS5, or lower power and cash.—C.S., 14,

Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [1132

F.O.C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; very early deliveries;

book your order now.— 5, Heath St., Ha^ipstead
(nr. Hampstead Tube Stationi. "Phone: IIanin='°"'l

3752. Hours 9-7, iucludi'ng Saturdays. [9772

T7.0.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bars,
JC accessories, grand condition; cheap.^5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hanipstead TuLe Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[9768

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue. B37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH-GRADUA. 1920, special racing model,

fitted with SVLjh.p. twin M.A.G. eugine, used
once at Brooklands, securing second place in Jiour
T.T. race, condition nearly new; £120.—Below.

ZENITH-GBADUA, 1920, 8h.p.. sporting model, in
splendid condition; £85.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bi&hoi>sgaLe A v., Caraom.ile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

;

Avenue 5543. [0066

NEW 8h.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204,
or on deferred payments; one-fifth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly iniitalments, a small extra
vharge being made fo* credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., London. * [1315

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith, clutch, kick start, combination,
JLiJ a,s new, mileage 800, Easting wind screen, lots ol

^^

accessories, cost over £215; acceirt; £195, or reason-
able offer; seen and tried by appointment.—Z., c/o
W. H. Smith, 41, George St., Croydon. [1352

HEEE You Are, the smartest combinatiou on the
road.—Zenith Bh.p. clutch model, special mud-

guards, special iJtrge competition tank with large filler

caps, C.A.V. car dynamo lighting set. Smith speedo-
meter, swanky diec wheels, Henderson Elite sidecnr
with special chassis, petrol carrier, wind screen, electric
light in sidecar, etc., winner of President's Cup C.M.C.C.,
winner of medal Lonrlon-Edinbiiigh ; bargain, £210, com-
plete.—Can be se<?n at the Cambridge Automobile Engi-
neering Co., Cambridge. [X3 840

D
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

DUGLAS (Lady's), 1915, 3-speed, K.S.:
Box 9,142, c/o The Motor Ci/cli:.

55 gn?.—
[9620

LADY'S Doiigl.is 234h.p., 1914, clutch, kick start,
lamps, horn, Tiiud shields, been stored, overhauled

recently : price £68.—Balchin, Oj'cle Agent, Wisboroxigh
Green, Billingshiust, Sussex. TIOSS

Miscellaneous.
|

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
i

caj-, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registry, 35,
Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2J92. [0138

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combina
!

tion, £89/15; 1916 SVob.p. Brough, opposed cyls.,

3-speed countershaft, and sporting sidecar, £81/10. ;

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £110/10; 7-9h.p. Indian, with tor-

'

liedo sidecar, £60/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics. Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases,!
£49/10; two 1918 4h.p. Douglases, £85/10. i

BOOTH'S Mitories, Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge

;

Multi, with Rudge sidecar and accessories, cost

'

£170; price £127/10.
j

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—SV-h.p. N.S.U., mag.. I

Grado gear, £15/15; 3'/:.h.p. Ariel, £25/10.
j

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1915 Harley-Davidson
|

combination, £97/10; 1920 Harlev-Davidson and
sidecar, £199/10; 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly new,
£44/10; O.K. lightweight, 2-speed, £34/10; 1920
Omega, 2-specd, £71/10; new 1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
bination; 4'/2h.p. Quadrant; 4h.p. Douglas with new
sidecar, £105; exchanges entertained. — Booth's
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. [2909

DOUGLAS S. COX, the A.S.M.M., West Norwood,
has several real bargains in motor cycles and

combinations in his long advertisement nnder Car?.
[7727

R. D. VABTT li.ns several second-hand machines to
clear nt bargain prices. Also one Swan sporting

sidecar, suitable for Harley. or Indian, £14. All acces-
sories in stock. Write TeQuiremeute.—R. D. Varty.
TJiundersley, Essex. [1268

"I O20 Shopsoiled Models, £198; twin Ariel conibina-
i-O tion, £145; lightweight Enfield, £68; Mstchless
combination, £175; Quadrant combination, £128, etc.
—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. [1345

J.A.P. 2!2h.p. motor cvcle, a.o.i.v., Bosch, good run-
ning order, £17; Werner twin, Bosch mag., £15;

Calthcrpe 2h.p. Junior, 2-speed, crankshaft bent, about
1916, Precision engine, £18/10.—Pearson, Gate House,
Chcylesraore, Coventry. [X2023 I

31 h.p. Seini-T.T. Brown, E.I.C. magneto, B. and B.,
2 droppixl frairie, 2-tallon tank, recently rebuilt,

lamps, £26; Albion, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., unused,
£10; exchange 2-stroke.—Xenl, 34, Willows Crescent,
Cannon Hill, Birmingham. L-^^-i4

F.O.C.H., the Cat and Motor Bicycle People.—Call
and sec u.i. New and scconil-lmnd motor cycles

combinations and light cars idwoya on view; prices to
unit everybody. Wo will buy your old mount or allow
a Kood price tor it in part cxchanKc. All leading
inakofl supplied for 1921, including Zenith, BSA
MatcljlesN. llarley-Davidson. Itudge, Coulson A .1 s"
and the laTiions Kiniisbury .lunior, Blcriot Whippet'
CrahamfWIjIti

,
and all makes of light cars.— 5, Hcatli

St., Ilamp.lcad Incur Hnmiislcad Tube Slationl
••Phone: Ilampst.-nd 3752. Hours 9.7, including
Haturdayn, [9774

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAU, Morgan type, niinun the power luiif, newly

npholdtered and painted, lltl"d with 3.»pccd gent
box, nhnlt drive, new tyic«; JE25 the Int.- Apjilv, Wright,
''tcllin Laundry, Hcunlhoipe. 19749

D.C.I. 4 volt.

Simple, Reliable, Efficient,
Cannot Burn Out, Generates
at Slow Speed with no Danger
of Over - running or Over-
charging.

Can be fitted to any machine
Prices :

D.C.I . 4-volt type £6 10
COMPLETE

Motor Cycle Sets

from £12 2
including

—

1 Dynamo, 1 Accumulator in strong

case, I Head Lamp. I Tail Lamp,
Switch, Armoured Wire, and all

necessary fittings.

Our Dynamo Lighting Sets
can be seen fitted to Corona
Junior Machines on the
Meteor Manufacturing Co.'s

STAND 47, Olympia.
Repairs to M.I R.A. and other

' dynamos promptly executed.

6 volt. LIGHT CAR SETS
complete from £15 0.

We have vacancies for agents in a few districts.

fVrite or call for fall j>aHiculars

:

The

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
110, Victoria Street, S.W.
Telephone : Victoria, 7545.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
AEG.SON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles f(

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Ea
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendall's Mcivs, W.l. [787,

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
FOE disposal, A.B.C. Scooter, brand netv; best oflei—Isgrove, Glastonbury. [959<

AT7T0PED Scooter, new, shop-soiled only, complete
£15.-91, Beresford Ed., LovFcstoft. [9551

.B.C. Skootamotor, ridden under 50 miles
oSers?—Bunn, 153, Upper Bichmond -Ed.,

19 20 Autoped, lamps, horn, otvenr gone
£30.—Street, Merryland's Ed., Bookham,

= ; whs
Putnej

[996
abroad
Surrej
[996
miles

. Ediji

[952

_ligibl(

ge Inl
[105

A CTOPED, splendid condition, about 400
i^ £30, or oflers.—Farrow, 1, StrathfiUan Bd,
Imrgh.

T Q20 Kingsbury Motor Scooter, mileage ne,
J- el fitted with seat; £35.—M. Finn, Geor
Gt. Missenden, Bucks.

NEW 1920 Autoped Scooter, oil complete, and TWt
scat ; accept ofEer much l>elow cost.—Cheltenhai

Cycle Co., 82, High St., Cheltenham. [953

1 Q20 A.B.C. Skootamota, not used 50 miles, priyatel
J-«^ owned, perfect condition; low price.—Cheltenhai
Cycle Co., 82, High St., Cheltenham. [953

KrN'GSBTJRT Scooter, 1920, absolutely as new, nt

done 200 miles, owner must sell, cost £50; accei

£26; guaranteed perfect.—Apply. Marble Arch Mot(
Exchange, 135, Edgwnre Ed., \T.2. [957

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
AMBER Hoode, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bri(
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Oambetwell. [13

WIND Screens.—Triplex glass, sporting Aero tyjf

12/6; approval.—Hayes' Motors, Malvera Rt
Thornton Heath. . [99S

AUSTER Aero Triplex Alumininm Wind Screen
12in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar, 22/6 eaclf

and other types.—iMcConnell and Bailey, 73, Gt. Pori
land St., W.l. [706}

BODIES.
TAXI Sidecar Bodies for Enfields. We arc experts.J

Jennings and Davies, Ltd. Tel. ; 170 Redditcl
rg4f

CAMBEE Coach Bodies made to order from £5/12/1
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Clmrch St., Camben

[131

TAXI Sidecar Bodies lor B.S.A. Chassis. We s|
specialists.—Jennings and Davies, Ltd., Reddltrg

Tel. : 170. [S*^

TAXI Sidecar Bodies for Matchless Chassis.

.

specialise.—Jennings and Davies, Ltd. Tel. "
^

Redditch. . [3(

ROTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis,-

class finish. Several bodies (new) to dear c]

Write for designs.—The Willowbroot Co., Mani£
turers, Leicester. tt^fl

SIDECARS, beautiful coachhuilt bodies, many desj^
and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods,

screens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City Motor
121, 123. 125, London Ed.. Manchester. [00|

MOEEIS Sidecar Body Co., manufacturers of lUfl

grade bodies from £5/17/6; all up-to-date modi
to select from. Repairs of every deecription. Tl^
supplied.—569, Seven Sisters Ed.. S. Tottenham,

SIDECAR Eodv Designs for the trade only. \V'ol

ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of oritfia

vleBigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scluel

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established design^l
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult ns when f
signing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.fl. {Offl

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We ore the largest sidei

body builders in the country. We have mm
tactured to date over 8.000 horlies; 200 bodies ahvi

on hand, completed or in the course of completio,

;

S-seaters, 2-seater8, single-seaters, welded metal I <

iectiles, and featherweight. You can get what ), t

want and rely on a auperfine finish at tlio SandliiJ

Engineering Co., 336. Gray's Inn Ed., London. W;(i

Phone: Holborn 933. [OCj !

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CAMBER Sidecars.-MakerL^, Bright and Hayles, Ci

berwell.

/^AJIllER Lightweight Models

ptAMHKE Semi-touring Models

<~1.\MnEE Tandem Mo<lels

£16/10.

£20/15.

£,!7/10.

CAMllKR Sidecars
78. Church St.

Iliixtcn 2961.

lists tree.—Bright and Hojij
Oamberwell, London. TIIdh

CLYNO M.fl. Chassis, less wheel; £3/10; onftiO

-314, dray's Inn Eil., London. 1|[9|

C":
sidecar, perfect

;

44. Wclliliginn St.

post £40, jiivci)t £23.-lDH'l
,
Canuhui Town. [""

RjS All |gtlci-» lel'.itinX to .-idvtrtiscmcntR slioulil oiiote the iiiiijiher at the gnd nt eiich atlveitisement, and the d;itc ot the issue.

:]
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

FOB

QA.VDUM, the Smart Sideoar .Specialists.

SANDDM Sidecar Catalogne tor 1920, the moat
,

comprehensire io the trade.

S'
"^ANDUM Sidecars.—Out touring models. Noa l. 2.

,

and 3. are desigoe^I for comfort.

: 3AJVDUM Models. The racy £22/10, and sporting
' J f2fl, are o£ distinctive appearance.

I

JANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side-

I J car on the road; highly recommended in "The
i Jotor Cycle."

3ANDUM Sidecars, prices to 3tiit all, from £16/10 to
5 £35; absolutely honest valoe.

2ANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar {patented}. A single
y or 2-seater sidecar ns required in 5 seconds. Size
t body us our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
>rtable seating for 2 adults, with the weight iu cor-
«t position over rear asle. Fiuislied in colours to suit
ly make of machine, £47.'10; bodies only, £22/10.
he latest development of the 2-seater as desigued by
I, and approved by the recognised experts. Write for
aflet.

JJANDUM Featherweight Streauiline Body, smart and
' racy, weight 18 lbs., locker^ ' in back and undei
at: when not in use the seat back hinges forward and
!at coverfill encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

1ANDTTM Hoods, plated flttings. suit any body; im-
meditite delivery; £3.

'ANDUJJiI Sidecars. — Wholesale mnnufacturers of
* coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and
irons.

The roost noted body-builders inJANDtTM Sidecars.

-

the country.

iANDHAM Engineering Co.. 336. Gray's Inn Rd..
* W.C.I, 'Phone: Holborn 933 Factories: 162
165, PentonviUe Rd., N.; and Britannia Works.

itannia St., W.O. [0019

iAJfl'OELET. sporting model, good nondibiou ; £10.—
12, The Quadivint, Winohmore Hill. [9566

1L0AT Sidecars.—Manufactured by McConnell and
Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

; ^LOAT Sidecars.—Immediate delivery to fit all
makes of motor cycles.

^LOAT Sidecars.—Write for illustrated list
;

price
28 gns. complete with chassis and tyre.

'LOAT Sidecars are fitted with nnderslung chassis;
call and inspect at above address.

ILOAT Sidecars in stock at McConnell and -Bailev.
73. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [705"9

riLLFORU Sidecar, good condition, off Triimiph;
£15.-Colon6l D., 101, Ebury St.. S.W. [9980

' IDECAR, sijorty torpedo shape, strong 4-point
chassis; £8.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. [9964

; [DECAR, complete tyre, tube, as new ; bargain,
£6/15.-636, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.IO.

[1367 ,

TICKER Sidecar, canoe front, door, perfect; £5:1
' see j\Ii3cellaneou=.— 7, Cowdi-ev Rd., Wimbledon.'

[1292J
ORONET Sidecars. manufactured by Booth's
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Delivety from

ORONET Sidecars.—Latest underslung chassis,
fitted with luggage carrier. Send for list.

ORONET Sidecars. — Immediate delivery for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant. — Booth's

tqries, Halifax.

OHONET Sidecars.—Special model for 1920 Har-'i
ley-Davidson, finished brown.—Booth's Motories.

OEONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson or Indian.
erey or red.—Booth's Motories.

ORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, direct or
through the trade.—Booth's i^lotories. Halifax.

ORONET Sidecars are high-class and sold at a
moderate price.—Booth's.

ORONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt. Send tor
illustrated list, post free.—Booth's Motories.

ORONET Sidecars are giving satisfaction in all
parts of the world.—Booth's.

ORONET Sidecar Bodies, 200 in stock, finished or
in the rough.—Booth's.

ORONET Sidecars.—Springs. 17/6 and 25/- pair-
wheels, 28/6.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

' ORONET
valance.

Sidecars.^Mudguard blades with side
;tove enamelled; 7/6.—Booth's Motories.

ORONET Sidecar, nnderslung chassis; large stock,
:

no waiting. List free.-Booth's Motories.

j3R0NET Sidecars.—Models for every make of
; machine supplied promptly.—Booth's Motories.

ORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's
Motories. Portland Place, Halifax. Send for list.

[2907

SCOTLAND AND

OLYMPIA SHOW
As in previous years, to enable
Scottish Motor Cj'clists to inspect
the New Models we have arranged
with the Leading Manufacturers
to send us rephcas of their 1921
Show Machines

The following makes will be on
view in our spacious Motor C3'cle

Saloons at 32, Shandwick Place,

Edinburgh, and patrons and
those interested wll be heartily

welcomed.

1921 MODELS
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. S.D. Combination,

all chain transmission.

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. H. Solo, chain-cum-
belt.

TRIUMPH 2l h.p. Junior Lightweight.

SCOTT Standard Solo.

SCOTT Combination with electrical

equipment.

SCOTT Sports Model.

ROVER 3i h.p. Solo and Combination.

ROVER 5-6 h.p. Solo and Combination.

ROVES 3} h.p. 'r..T. iVIodel.

MARTIiSSYDE 3i h.p. Solo Model.

MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination,

ALLON 2j h.p. two-stroke Model de
Luxe.

NUT. 3-1- h.p., electrically equipped.

HUMBER 4i h.p. Solo Model.

HUMBER 4i h.p. Combination.

IVY 3 h.p. Isle of Man Model.

IVY 2i h.p. All Purpose Model.

SUN 2-1- h.p. Open Frame Model.

O.K. JUNIOR- 22- h.p. Mass Production
Model.

And many others too numerous to
mention. Our staff of Experts will

be in attendance to point out the new
features and innovations for 1921.

DO NOT MISS THIS SPECIAL SHOW.

ROSSLEIGH LIMITED,
32, Shandwick Place,

Edinburgh.

Motor Cycle Branch Depots :

6, Oneensferry Street, Edinburgh.

532, Great Western Road, Glasgow.

7, Carlyle Road, Kirkcaldy.

J

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
nVriLLS-FULFOED Chassis. Camber body, both new.
M.'i fit Harley; £25.—Grimes, 18, Bmton Place, Bond
I.St., W.l. [1233

UNDERSLUNG Sidecnr^ new co.ich body, new tyre
and tube; £25, or nearest offer.—I'ratley, UvkR-

hiim, Lincoln. [X1922

ALUMINIUM Sidecar, complete, with tyre. £6:
Mabon engine, rebushed, £4.-3, Nightinsaie

Rd., Han-n'ell. [1057

(r).SEATEK Coachbuilt Sidecar, rcupholstered and^ painted blue; £10, bargain.—Tiiylor, 95, Edensor
Ed., Longton. [9611

LIGHT C.B. Sidecar, grey, 4-point, snitahle 2"!:,-4h.ii..

M-ell uphol(<tered, good condition; £12/10.-61,
Aigyle Ed., aiford. [9931

SI'OnilNG Coachbnilt Torpedo Sidecar, under 50
miles, nnscratched ; bargain, £18.—Tebb, Petei-

house, Cambridge. [9793

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines, roomy
bodies, comtortable upholstery, excellent springing

;

prices from £19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to ns for renovation. New hoods,
wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for cata-

logue.

THE Willow-brook Co.. Royal Leicester Sidecar Works.
Eclgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

1 Q20 Empire de Luxe Sidecar, run 200 miles only.'
JL«7 guaranteed sound, cost £35; bargain, £22.—
West. Popeswood, Binfleld. [8813

aiDECAHS.—Swan and Millford sidecars in stock to
to' suit all makes of machines.—Halifax Motor Ex-'
change, Horton St., Halifax. [9865

BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies. No better or

cheaper house.— 228, I'entonville Ed., King's Cross, i

London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [9347

ROVER Light Car. 1921 model. 8h.p.. in stock inr

immediate deliverv; £500.—Godfrey's. Ltd., 208.

Gt. rortland St, London, W.l. [0350

UEMI-LTNDEESLUNG Sidecar, complete with
>J fltting.s, new Tenu.' body. unu.<ed; bargain.

£17/10.—Davies, Market St., Ellesmere. - [9663

C"<AN()ELET. MM4's, for Harley-David-ous, complete
J witu cover-all aprons, heavy Dunlop tyre..;, new,

£25 each.—87, Eulham Palace ltd.. Hammersmith.
[9999

CANOELET Sidecar, suitable 2-stroke or 3V:;h.p..

tirst-clnss condition; best ofler, or exchauge

medium-weisht.-54, Bracebridge St., Birmingham ^[9816

SE. CLAPHAJI, Motors, Greenwich. 'Phone: 751.
— A few 1920 new sidecars, shop-soiled prices to-

clear: also bodies.—Call, write, or 'phone. 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
,

[1377

FINE Large Bulbous Back Touring Sideoar. new Sep-

tember, 1920, lamp, generator, and Bluemel's

wind screen, suitable for 4-8h.p. ; £28, or nearest oller.-

P. Woodman, "Victoria St., Burnham-on-Sea. [9738

SIDECAES. shop-soiled offered at bargain prices to

make room for new stocKs: Langford, with picnii-

set complete. £30; Swan standard. £30: Grindlay (for

Indianl. £35.-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [9882

WE have a great number of eecond-hand sidecars and
bodies for disposal. These accumulated during a

busy season when we had no time to trouble with them.
Call and take your choice. Shop-soiled sidecars from
£10.—Sandum 8id6c;irs, 336, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.I.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [0322

CHASSIS.—The Sandum lightweight, £9/9; heavy
weight, £12/12; heavyweight enclosed wheel typ:-.

£22: spring wheel type, £27. Ask to see our special

sidecar connections. Trade enquiries invited.—Sand-
ham Engineering Co., 336, Grays Inn Rd., W.r.l
'Phone : Holborn 933. [0325

SIDECAR.—Have .^ Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well

tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
SUPER Runabout. See om- man ou any of the lead-

ing manufacturers' stand*?. [X1881

8 h.p. 1917 Morgan De Luxe, air-cooled M.A.G.. in
good condition; price £140.— J. Fryer, Ltd., Here-

ford. [9889

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
5h.p. A.V. Monocar, 1919, 2-speed. all acces-

sories; £85. [9905

ROVER, Sh.p., 1920, the light car of the year:
price £300; immediate delivery.—Murkett Bros..

Huntingdon. [X5158

1 1 rb Gns.—8 to 10h.p. 2-seater c.^r, water-cooled.
XJ.V' 1914, excellent condition; trial.—96, I'rescot

St., Liverpool. [X686S

A.V. Monocar, 1920. 6h.p. J.A.P.. like new, fitted

with electric lamps; to clear, £120.-22, Rodney
St., Liverpool. [9S8-*

A.V. Monocar. 2^peed, fine condition; £120. or e.':-

change Morgan or combination.— 57, Kenbury St.,

Camberwell, London. [10:>j

All letter.s relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B.^tO
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.Y. -MoDocar, 1920, 8h.p., fi*.ted with rear cushioD
for passenger ; price (shop-soiled) £ 1 50.—22,

Rodney St., Liverpool. [9885

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
8h.p. Rforgan De Luxe, 1920, air-cooled J.A.P..

i^xoelleiit condition ; £180. 19906

1Q21 Morgan de Luxe Model, w.c. lOh.p. M.A.G.,
J-«/ Ijrand new; immediate delivery; list price.—Clarke
and Co., Queen St., Lonth. [1135

BARGAIN.—8h.p. cycle car, w.c, engine, 3 speeds and
reverse, hood, screen ; J368.—1, Bellingham Ter-

race, Bromley Rd., Catford. [1042

G.N,—We are large contractors, and can usually
supply from stock.—Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7.

-Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0327

ROVER Light Car, 1912 model, Sh.ia.. in stock, for
immediate delivery; £300.—Wright's Garage

Saffron Walden. Tel: 16. [1176

MORGAN, 1914, Air-cooled, in fine condition, lamp:
horn, speedometer, etc.; £115.—Wat^jon, 6^ Cmreh-

dish Parade, Clapham S.W.4. [1045

3-WHEEL 6h.p. Water-cooled Chassis, 2-speed,
clutch, chain-driven, wheel steering; £37.^Box

9,500, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1333

6h.p. A.V. Monocar. 1920; £165; motor cycle or
motor cycle and sidecar taken in part payment.—

Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9907

A.C. Runabout, hood, side curtains, glass screen, tool;

lamps, B type; any ©samijiation; £65; lightweight
;i-: part.—32, Bamiord Rd., Wolverhampton. tX1860

A.V. Bicar, 1920, 2-seater. fitted with hood anf
screen, Bh.p. J.A.P. 2-speed gear; price (shop

-soiled}, £200.-22, Roduey St., Liverpool. [9883

G.W.E., 1913-14, hood, screen, lamps, spare wheel,
grand running order; £195; combination and cash

entertained.—P. Riddelsdell, Bosford, Suffolk. [9780

T.B. Cyclecar, JA.P. engine, complete, lamps, horn
and spare wheel, discs, delivery from stock;

£275.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter
[9794

"I Q20 Bleriot-Whippet, hood, sereen, spare wheel, all
l-»7 lamps, under 500 miles, as new; £230; exeliangft*
ur easy terms.—2, Nightingale EU., Lower Clapton, N.K.

[1284

A.C. Sociables, modern types, fully eciuipped. me
chanically sound, good appearance; from £60 to

£85; trial.—23 AUsop St., Upper Baker St., London,
N.W. [7959

G.N., 1920, new end September, done 1^000, six
weeks' makers' guarantee, dynamo lighting, spare

wheel, hood, as new; £265, offers.-Moore 2, Pembroke
St.,. Cambridge. [9823

8-lOh.p. 1920 Aero Morgan, M.A.G. engine, yellow
finish, done about 2,000 miles, electric lights

ii250.—Wauchope''^. 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone

:

Holborn 5777. [9904

1 Q19 Grand Piix: Morgan, hood, screen, fiush set
Xt7 ^speedometer; C.A.V. lamps, 2 horns, etc., as new;
£210; exchanges or easy paymente.—2. Nightingale Ed.,
Lower Clapton, N.E. [1283

GRAND Prix Morgan lOh.p., overhead valve water-
cooled J.A.P. , disc wheels, electric lamps, toola,

::pares, etc., splendid condition ; any trial ; £165.-8.
Adelaide Sq., Bedford. [1152

1 Q20 G.P. Morgan, delivered April, unused till
Xt/ Augi.st, W.C. J.A.P., lamps, horn, discs; pro-
perty of naval officer going abroad; £200.—Chauffeur,
Hoyal Lodge, Windsor. [104'?

GIBBONS Mark IIL Cycle Car, reduced to £115.
delivery within one month; trials any time by

iinpointiiient. Agents required.—Gibbons and Moore.
Chadwell Heath, Essex. [483P

MORGAN, 1919, Aero model, W.C. M.A.G.. just
been repainted as new; £176.—Clifford Wilson

Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.
Tel.: Kensington 7113. [1344

£95.-1920 4-wheol cycle ear (dieCi'^1, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
Boacli waterproof, Amac, 2 t'orwaid and reverse,

.'!ectric horn and lamps, racy ; inspection and trial.-
Ilennett, 133, High St., Barnet. [9666

A.C. Sociable, good running order, take 3 anywhere,
Palmer tvrei, new Liversidge back, new Coventry

iliain :
price £50. no offers; trial week-ends.—Bos 9.486.

(,'(» The Motor Cycle. (Derbyshire.) [9828

Ml'JRRALL-BROWN 3-wheeler, new, with spare
wlicf'l and other extras, 4-cyl. Coven tiy Simplex

«in(ciiie; £358/10; casli, exnlianffe, or easy puyment«.—
Motor E.xcliange, Horton St., Halifax. [9870

1 Ah.p. 7 917 (i. P. Morgan, wat^r-cooled, o.h.v.,
-Vr J.A.P.. f'hictrii'. lights, tMw. wheelK, painted prim-
lOKe anrl black, in excellent comlilion ; prire £170;
»ir exchange lor combination.— Minton, 95, Edgar St.,

Hereford. [9888

MOIKJAN.-VVo are sole WolvorliamptrOn ngenta; oui
allotment for Oih h^hhoii i« already booked, but

rend UH your old machine lor icpiiirs, overhftulR, or
T**palntinK.-Tho JMcIiricux Garage Co.. Ltd., WnWe--
hampton. Tel.: 1160. [3460

Kf\ M.P.O, Sli.p, Twin Watfr-roolerl I^nddd 2 en tor
•J" \'\v,\i'. car, 3 forward imd rc^vciHc, worm tlrivc
fi wheels, com|)letr lajnpn, born, wind screen, {md
hood, in very nound cdndilion; jirici- £ 120.—Turner,
22. l-anglev St., Luton. fi22G

TO

All exD.R.'s
(The S. O. B. Boys.)

DON'T FORGET
YOUR OLD COMRADES

CAN SUPPLY
YOUR NEW BUS

WE SHALL ALWAYS BE PLEASED TO
SEE YOU WHEN IN LEAMINGTON-

WE ARE SOLE DISTRICT
AGENTS FOR

NORTON, BLACK-

BURNE, ZENITH,

DIAMOND, LEVIS,

MARTINSYDE,

WE CAN GET YOU ANY MAKE
OF MACHINE OR SIDECAR.

We hope to see YOV at the SSOW.

Write us a line with your enquiries.

NOTE THE ADDRESS—

Dn » Motor Cycle
.I\. S Depot

20, The Parade,

LEAMINGTON SPA.
Proprietors :

—
Ex-SERGT. J. McNALLY
Ex-CORPL. T. HYAM
Ex SAP. F. B. BURTON

(Late R-E. Sisna^s.)
'I'll one 77C.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
NEW G.N. Cycle Car, lOh.p., dynamo lightii

system, etc., and to makers' specification; iron
diate delivery; £275; may be obtained on Hartc
delerred x^ayment system 4% extra.—Harrods, Lt
118, Brompton Rd., London. [13

SIMPLIC Cycle Cars: 4-wheeIeTs, 2-seaters, tfl

J.A.P. ens'ines, chain tranemissiou throughout,
speeds, foot starter; £185.—List and specificatw
Surrey Agents, Chase Bros., Xtd., Cobham. - Mai
facturer, Cr. Wadden, Jes-^amy Rd., Weybridge. lUt

j ia20 8-lOh.p. Bleriot Whippet, Blackburne engii
-*-*J' good running order, complete with speedomet
head lamp, accessories, spare wheel and belt; cost £2S
first £195 secures : seen Streatham by appointment
Lett(:^rs to F. B. Hobson, Hill Lodge, Welwyn, Heit

[99
RICHARDSON", 1920, J.A.P. engine, dynamo ligl

ing, unused Dunlop cover and tube and ma
usei'n! spares, fully insured, the property of an offli

shortly returning to the East; best offer over £220
The Seven Dials Motor Cycle Depot, Piestonville E
Brighton. [95

NEW Bleriot Whippet Sh.p. Cycle Car, 2-seater, wi
latest handle starter, hood and screen, detncha^

wire wheels, standard eauipment; £250, or on deferi

payments 4% extra, only one-fifth deposit, btilance by
mntlily instalments.—Ha rrodfi. Ltd.. 118. Brompi
Rd., London. [13

MORGAN De Lxise, 1920, M.A.G. engine, overa
wheels and tyres, hood, wind sereen, speedomel

clock, acetylene head and tail lamps, pump, jack, toe

and sundry .spares, mechariieally peiiect ; £225 ;

"

trial or examination by appointment.—Box 9,425,
The Motor Cycle. [95

MORGAN.—All models for immediate delivery
list price. Grand Prix, £216; sporting mod

with M.A.G. engine, £211; de luxe water-coo
M.A.G. engine, £230; trade supplied.—Elce and Co.,

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St. . E.G. 3. 'Phoi
Avenue 5548. Spare parts in stock. [p(

G.N.—Latest models for immediate delivery ti

stock. Standard touring model, with lull eqi]

ment, spare wheel. £241/17/6, or with j3ynamo lig

ing set, £275/12/6.—City agents, Elce and Co.,

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. Thor
Avenue 5548. Spare parts in stock. [0(

ASTOUNDING Bargains.—1920 Bleriot-Whippet
seater, many extras., cost £290, accept £185; IS

8-lOh.p. sporting 2-6eat^r, Blnmfleld engine, dyna
Lighting, live axle, gate cJiange, dies, fully eqnipp
accept £140; biggeet bargains in this paper.—Oscar
Cos, Waylett Place, West Norwood, S.E. [12

NEW Tamplin Tandem, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-^
Sturmey-Archer gear, clutch, and foot starter, fi

equipped with hood nnd screen, discs on all whe
lamps, nnd horn; £189/7, or nncQuipped £165; n"^
diate delivery; may be obtained on Harrods defi

T>ayment system. 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Broi

ton Rd., London. ,^j

1 Q20 Morgan Grand Prix, royal blue, new, j;

Xt/ livered, M.A.G. w.c. * engine,
.
luagmi

eanipped, discs, hood cover, spring cushion, extn
,

ning board, large electric head lights, side, rear,
.

dash lamp, switchboard, clock, Lucas norn ; cost £2
100 miles trial if desired; £225 cash.—F.G.A..

;

Park Terrace, Swindon, Wilts. [9'

CARS FOR SALE.
X*38 and £55: De Dion 2-seateTs; bargains.—

Z

^ Datforne Rd., Upper Tooting. [Bt

2-SEATER Car, all accessories, twin cylinder; f>

or offer.— 16, St. Mary Abbott's Terrace, K
sington. Eli

1 /\h.p. Darracq 2 or 4-Reater, cheap or excll»iXV anything, motor cycle or lathe.—Hall, Pres'

Rd., Chorley. [13

h.p. Dairacq 4-seater, 3-speed, car lamps, pfflrJ

order; £40, bargain: after 5.-42, Naylor I

Pof'.khniii, S.E. 15. t^l

£75.—Rover Sh.p. 2-5eater, dickey, hood,
lamps. Stepney; exchange combination

Greenside Rd., Croydon. [1(

3 -SEATER Car, in splendid condition, Sh.p. Pougf
fidlv equipped; £70.—Picture Stores, 3S1, Bfi

ing Rd., East Hani, E.6. [9E

16 4-seater Morrifi-Cowley, dyntinio lighting, i

heels; £450.—Smith, 54, Hainpstead
N.W.I. Tel.: Museum 5938. t^l

-| A^-P- Rover 2-seater, good running order, llo

XU screen, lamps. Stepney*- etc.; £90.—Stewa
c/o 13. Victoria Rd.. Uppcf Norwood. [93

HUMBERETTK, 1913-14, bond, screen, lamps, ^
did coudition; £150; «isy twins, or excmni

combination.—Buuliug's Motors, Wciildstouc. [1<

SMART 2-«pater, lOh.p., large <lickcy, wind son
hiiiM lamps, liood, drive awuy, f^nip; £150.—Api

Kii-kerty. next Post Office, HnrtshiU, ^Varwirksliiife

10'

19^

Z1 Q-40I1.P. D.F.r. Specinl iSi.;irtiiiK Moilol, nttoM
i-f^ wiiv wheels, dviiaiiin lightiuB, Bii:iriinf9«a

niili'H 1111 limiv; £550.—Smith, 54, Hamiisteno S

N.W.I. 'FA.: MusiMUn 5938. [St

rQ20
lOli.p. S«-il't 2-sriit6r, dii-luiy, »elf-»*on

if clvnicruo linhtiliB. I'liuiiilnte with £20 ncocMOr

ooHt £550; iii'coiit £390.—Smith, 54, HiiiuiiKteoa «

N \V. TnV; Musnuu 5938. [»•

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
jiLEV'ENTH Week of my aftounding systematic le-

_J diiction scheme, and going strongei.- than ever. I

!ducc my jirices by £250 every week, not less than
] cars being reduced every week. This week 12 cars

duced by £256/10. making nearly £4,000 total re-

ictions in 11 weeks. Note : All advertised dates
larauteed accurate, as always.—Cox (below).

jl.LEVENTII Week, and still more reductions!—
J 6h.ii. De Dion parcels van, mag., Sinks carbu-
tter. runs well, reduced from £85, now £25 ! 3-ton

)15 Seabrook lorry, several parts missing, but could
( oomiileted lor £50, price £35! 15h.p. 4-cyl. chassis,

iknown make, live axle, gate, Bosrli. Zenith, real

itiquc, £45 ! new 1920 Wooler flat twin lightweight,
nntershaft, spring frame, cost £103, shop-soiled,
7ayiO! 20h.p. Leon Bolke chassis, live axle, enclosed
Ives, 4-speed gate, reduced from £185. now £80

!

-16h.p. Belsize 4-5-seater, live axle, gat3. Zenith,
ills splehdidly, £95 1 1920 A.V. monocar, extra
Ilion seat, electric lighting, as shown at White
ty ior £165. bargain, £120! 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin
ortiug streamline 2-3eater, discs, fast, smart. £125;
-12h.p. Alldays van. Ford type body. £135; 8-lOh.p.
umfield-cngined strea^mline light car, 2-seater, 3-

3ed gear box, water-cooled V twin, '£145; absolutely
e of the ]>oshest Harley-Davidson electrically
uipned combinations going, 1918 model, £175; 8-10
1. Warne light car, streamline 2-seater, dynamo
htiug, discs, live axle, gate, £185; smart little 8-10

;). 1913 Globe coupe light car. Claudel, gate, £185;
-12h.p. 4-cyl. Ilumber, sporting streamline 4-seater.

' 19 body, bulbous back, armchair seats, particularly
art, £195; Unic 15-cwt. van, sump lubrication,
inobloc, detachables, originally £350, now £225

;

1 30 Bleriot-Whippet cycle car, 8-lOh.p., detachable
: eels, £235; 16n.p. Eell landaulet, enclosed valves,
lie, sump, £235; lOh.p. 4-cyl. Delage sporting 2-

! ter, bulbous back, dynamo lighting. 5 lamps, mono-
! -c, fast, absolute bargain, £235.—Cox (below).

iLEVENTJfl Week or systematic reduction scheme

!

I Exceptionally nice camouflaged Ford 4-seater,
^,V. dynamo lighting, real |X)sli lot. £100 worth
iras, bargain, £245; G.W.K. 2-seater, detachable
eels. £245; 12-14h.p. Unic torpedo 5-seater, mono-
G, sump. £265; smart 15.9h.p. 1912 Darracq.
;vo valve, roomy torpedo, worm drive, 4-spced gate,
lith, £385 originallj-, £285; nice llh.p. 1915
;onda light car coupe 2-seater, bull-nosed radiator,
achable wheels, streamline, £285 ; 1-ton 1916
desdale lorry, £285; 18h.p. 6-cyl. Horbick stream-

ij tourer, £295; 12-15h.p. Opel landaulet, mono-
[c, gate, cord,- Zenith, £295; lOh.p. 1920
I
i'.G. 3-seater, dickey, opposed twin, C.A.V.

' lamo, detachable wheels, starter, £325 ; 15-20h.p.
I jvrolet 3-seater, English coachwork, dickey, dynamo,
*ter, smart, £335 ; llh.p. Brennabor streamline
sater, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed valves, steel disc
!els, detachables, particularly smart, £350; really
J 4-cyl. Itala sports 4-seater, low streamline body,
ed steering, live axle, 4-speed gate, fast

£550; 15.9h.p. Knight Daimler 4-seater,
m drive, detachable wheels, smart, bargain,
jO; 12-15h.p. Crossley 3-seater, dickey, monobloc,
losed valves, detachable wheels, £350 ; smart
[5h.p. 1913?^i Rizaire-Naudin streamline 5-seater.
lobloc. detachable wheels, £350; 15.9h.p. Arrol-
nston S-seater, dickey, enclosed valves, detachable
els. smart, £350; particularly posh 11.9h.p. 1913^^4
nber streamline 4-seater. enclosed valves, detacli-
I wheels, £375; 12-15h.p. 1913 .valvele=s Darracq
amline torpedo, detachaijle wheels, 4-speed, smart,
15.—Cox (below).

LEVENTII Week.—Exceptionally smart 1915 Bed-
iord-Buick 3-seater. 15-18h.p., dickey, English

jliwork. C.A.V. dynamo lighting. Zenith, eate, de-
lables, £385; 9.5h.p. 1915 Standard ~2-seater,
.V. dynamo lighting set, £385; other cars of all
;S in stock, landaulets, interior drive saloons, latest
aover-side streamline tourers as fine as any West
I style and finish at suburban prices. Full printed
free (or see " The Autocar " or " The Motor ").—
(below J.

3MME11CTALS. Commercials. Commercials. —
Sorry. I'm nearly sold out, but my systematic

iction scheme won't let me keep them. All solid
id : 3-ton 1913 De Dion lorry, enclosed valves,
m drive, £165; 3-4-ton 1915 Locomobile
ft worm drive, 4-speed, oveihauled, retvred, £485
inally, £325 ; 5-ton Lacre lorry, 4-speed, gate,
\ wheels, new tyres, roomy body, fine lot, £545;
n 1914 Scout chassis, live axle, enclosed valves,

ii aluminium radiator, £375; 2-ton 1916 Vinot
ly, monobloc, 4-speed gate, worm drive, £380;
in 1916 Seabrook lorry, worm drive, monobloc,
pS"; 2-ton 1915 Palladium chassis, worm drive,
iipoloc, enclosed valves, fine lot, £385; 3-ton 1915V2
iiize lorry, worm drive, overhauled, new tyres,
jiS; 3-ton 1916 White lorry, monobloc. Zenith, 4-
lid. gate. £450; also several chars-a-bancs. — Cox
lOW).

jOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
1

man, 6, Lansdown© Hill, West Norwood. S.E., has
A the ahove and others actually in stock and on view
Jiise call. Hours 9 to 6, Saturdays 5. No business
aidayl. No cheques taken. Trams and 'buses pass.
i mjcs. Victoria by L.B. and S.C. electric. From
Jimpia train from Addison Rd. to West Norwood,
tinge at Clapham Junction. Established 1902. [1285

120 6-oyl. Buick 4-s6ater Touring, spare wheel, not
-! been used, mileage under a thousand, inais-
* uishable from new; special bargain, £550.—Smith,
; Hamp^tead Rd., N.W.I. Tel.: Museum 5938

[9538

FOR ALL WEATHERS

U.S.
WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF,

GREASEPROOF,
better than leather, leather cloth

MOTOR CLOTHING.
All garments constructed from leather cloth,,

indistinguishable from real leather.

MAIN FEATURES:—
Affords complete protection and comfort against
the elements. Is far more economical in price
than leather. All marks removed by the applica-
tion of a little soap and water.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SMART
AND POPULAR STYLES :—

For Motorists:

D.B. TRENCH
COAT,

de tacliable fleecy

lining, slip -through
inside patch
pockets, all-*

round belt,
storm cuffs,
deep convertible

collar with
throat tab. (See

sketch)

.

S^

For EViotor Cyclists :

SAME STYLE as the
above, only shorter coat.

D.B. Sleeved VESTS,
style two
flap pockets,
storm cuft's,

lined either

camel fleece,

or grey wool
lining.

ALL STANDARD SIZES IN STOCK.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL

26, Station Road,
Harborne.

Dear Sirs, Birmingham.
The I.T.S. coat to hand. 1 feel I must

write to 535' how pleased I am with it. The
style, cut, and finish, is the best value for the

money 1 have yet seen. I am more than satis--

fled, and shall certainly recommend your coats
to all my friends.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) C. Hockley.

Made by experts and a firm with a reputation
for giving value.

Enquiries to be addressed to :

—

All Weather c epartment,

I. TAYLOR & SON,
Clothing Manufacturers,

New Park Street Mills, LEEDS.
EsU. 1890

Manchester Agents:

WILFRED BENNETT &
4, Chorltoii Sire-'t.

MANCHESTER.

CHATTERTON,

^Phone:
7347 Central.

I

M

CARS F&n SALE.
8JLh.p. Rover 2-5eater. recently overhauled.

2 thorough good running order, new T)i=ton and
new tyres; trial offered; £75 for quick sale; genuine
Ijrrgain-—Apply, by letter, English, Colehill, Wini-
Ijorne, Dorset. ["1208

PAXTON Oar Depot, 228a, Gip«y Ed., West Nor-
wood.—1914 4h.p. Green-Preeision sporty combiua-

tion, £67/10; 161i. p. Bell iiareels van, live axle, gate,
£125; 25<'wt. Unic commoreial, large van body, solids,
4-cyl. monobloc, .sump lubrication, bargain. s£250 ; 12-
ISli.p. Opel landaulet, deliveied 1915, bargain, £285:
12-14h.p. Crossley 2-seiiter, dickey, detnchjil,lc wheels,
uionobloo, enclosed valve-s £295; suiart 1915 Overland
stieamline 4.seater, self-starter, dynamo lighting, £335

:

also brand new 1920 25-cwt. rorunierciid, £50 below
list price. All on view. Call. Part exchange enter-
tained it real good value.—Paxton. fl287

TAXICABS.
£100 Down and 12 niontldy paymonts of £20 secures

Loudon taxicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing. (9853

TAXICABS.—B.S.A. Canoelct combinatioil«, as ex-
hibited at Olyiupia, for oarly delivery.—The origi-

nators; County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Rir-

niinghani. [9708

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
jPlOO Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secnics
^i' ;i maguiflceut 3-ton Ion v.— D^'tails, Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting.

- [9862
.

£85 Down and 12 monthly payments of £15 secures
splendid 1-tou truik, twin solids, will carry 30-

cM-t.-Dctails, Palmer's Giuage, Tooting. [9851

ENGINES.
INERVA Engine, nl.n.v., 2»'sin. bore, and carbur-

etter; £4.-153, Howbury St., Beillord. [9739

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1913, Isle of Man T.T. racing

engine, minus carburetter, mag., and exhaust; £6.

£38; Scott engine. No. 1015, or exchange 1914 4-

stroke.—Whiting, St. Marks, Henley-on-Thames.
[1297

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Engine, 1917, with mag., chain

cases; £15.-52, Manor St., Clapham, S.W.4.
[1072

SJth.p. De Dion Engine, a.i.v., perfect, £3/10; 2?^i

2 hp engine, perfect with mag. sprocket, £2/10.
—Hall, Preston Rd., Chorley. [1394

03.h.p. 1920 Hockley 2-stroke Engine, slightly use<l,

z** £6; also new magneto, perfect, suit same, £4/10.

—74, Woolman Ed., Blackpool. [9561

BE4.ND New B-lOh.p. J.A.P. Engine, 1920. water-

cooled, magneto included; first cheque £^5^
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9909

P.
and M. Engine, 3Vjh.p., kick starter, as new,

mag. and carburetter; £14, or nearest otter.--

A.R., c/o 608. High Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [1^43

1 (DllO 2H,hp. Minerva Engine, m.o.y., stored during

Xt/ wnrr recently overhauled like new, perfect run-

nmg order ; £4.-Box 9,488, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9859

VILLIEES Brand New 2-stroke Engine, type jMark 2,

complete, less carburetter; £18; carnage extra.—

W. S. Bird and Sons, 13, Henrietta Park, Bath. [9486

FOE Sale, Levis 2-stroke flat twin engine, Bow'h

mag. and Binks caiburetter, complete; £30.-

Zelandia Motor Co., Loveiidge Bd.. Kilburn, N.W.6.
[9618

i7-9h.p. Peugeot, Bosch mag., Binks carburetter cu-

i gine irons, silencer, controls, complete unit, Uttle

used. £19, or near ofier.-4. Dean's Yard, \^ estminstei

.

6 to 7 evenings.)
\vbi(

3 lb p. Single, enclosed mag. drive, Mabon Clutch.

2 pulley, exhaust lifter, all controls, sdencer, £10;

take good magneto part exchange.-Apply, 18, Hert-

ford Place, Coventry. L^"'"'

1 ni9 25/4hp. T.n.C. 2-stroke Unit, engine, Senspray

ly carburetter with controls, Dixie magneto, and

silencer, unused, condition as new; £16/10.-Bowscar

F;irm, Penrith, Cumberland. Vibia

23hp Paragon 2-stroke Engine, 2.speed gear incor-

4 norated, complete unit, ready for tlttins, mag-

neto and carburetter; £21; brand new; bargain -1.

Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk. La/cs

8.10h p Douglas Lighting Sets, water-cooled engine

with radiator, 120 v. dynamo, 20 amps., all on

one base-plate. These are complete with switchboard,

which includes 1 voltmeter, 2 amp. meters, and 6

switches.

8-lOli.p. Douglas Engines only, with ra<iiator, mag.,

and carburetter; £30.

4-CTL. Standard Lighting Set,3, lOh.j. engine with

radiator, 120 v. dvnitmo, 30 amp., switchboard,

and switches, as used in workshop lorries ; £75 each.

-1 (Vti.v. 4-cyl. Austin Lighting Sets, particulars as

iU above; £75 each.

1 Ab p Singer Engine, complete, less luag. and cav-

i" buretter, as used in the Singer cars; £26.

Oh.p. J.A.P. Engine, less timing gear, 1918: £10.

5-6h.p. Clyno Engines, less mag. and carburetter.

1917, £15 each.—Please apply, or write J. ,T.

Dooley, 33, Killvon Ed., Clapham. [9819

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number .it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B41
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WEST London Magneto Co. despatch magnetos sent
for repair same day where possible.

TTTEST London Magneto Co. can convert the rota

ENGINES.
HEPPELTHWAXTE'S.—Two-stroke engines, new,

£7/10; a.i.v. Hobart, £3/15; De Dion, £3/15;
3h.p'. Kerry, cylinder damaged, £2/10.-19, Wilcox
Rd., South Lambeth, London. [1199

I
HAVE the laigej^t stof-k of J.A.P. engine parts
in London. 8h.p. J.A.P. engines, £20: 4-5h.p.

J.A.P. engines, £20 I have iiU parts for J.A.P. in
stock.—Hawkins, 455, York Hd, Wandsworth. [9752

1 Q14 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, last and powerful, bar-
it^ gain, £12/10; also brand new 8-lOh.p. waler-
cooled J.A.P. engine, with handle starting shaft for
lycle qar; £40.-4, Holcroft St., Ettiugshall, Wolver-
hampton. tXl949

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
WEST London Magneto Co. for repairs to all types

of magnetos.

WEST London Magneto Co. guarantee all repairs
for 12 months.

WEST London Magneto Co. can supply that mag
neto you require, either new or seccnd-hand.

5ST London Magneto Co. despatch m;
for repair same day where possible.

2ST London Magneto Co. can con^
tion or degrees of your magneto.

WEST London Magneto Co., 164, Shepherd's Bush
Rd., London, W.6, 2 minutes Hammersmith

Station. [4906

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., specialists in
magneto repairs.—Below.

WE Guarantee to return your magneto within 3

days, and, if necessary, 24 hours.—Below.

ALL Work carried out under estimate, and guaran-
teed 12 months. Armature winding a speciality.—

Below.

NEW and Second-hand Magneto."? at right prices ; old
magnetos taken iu part payment.—Below.

SPARES in Stock for following: Bosch, C.A.V.,
E.LO., U.K., Eisemauu, Splitdorf, Dixie, and all

known makes.—Below.

U.H. Magnetos.—We specialise in the repair of these,
and can guarantee a sound and reliable job.

Spare parts from stock.—Below.

WE Work for, and are reconi mended by, some ol

the largest firms in the country, and can supply
c\ery want.—Below.

WE Can now supply from stock Fellows British made
Ijgjit weight magnetos. Tito smallest, cheapest,

and most efficient magneto made. Suitable for all en-
gines up to 4h.p. These are fully guaranteed, aud we
willingly send on approval against cash. Special terms
to the tiade.—Below.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 11, Great Sutton
St., tioswell Rd., London, E.C.I. T.A. : Remngco.

Smith, London. [1845

THOMSON-BENNETT Magneto, clock, perfect;
55/-.—A. Geeaon, 21, Burgate St., Canterbury.

[9508
MAGNETO. Splitdorf 50° twin, almost jiew, anti-

i'loi'kwise ; offers.—Cockhurn, Grocer, Jedhurph.
[9672

NEARLY New Dixie Magneto (Douglas) and 4-cyl.
Bosch magneto; £10 the two.—Elliman, Bartee-

tree. [9686

THOMSOX-BENNETT Twin mag., never run, a,

new, .«uit Douglas; £5/5.-21, Combermere Rd.
Stockwell, S.W.9. [9997

MA(iNETO, Dixie, suitable Douglas, 70/-: Bosch
<onta(t bjeakers, £1.—Hayes' Motors, JMalvcrn Rd.,

Thnrntuu Heath. [9995

THOM.SON-BENNETT Single Magneto, £5/10,
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc., cures

ton Edge, Dewsbury. [5900

NEW Maguetos, best British mokes: exchanges quoted.
Three ser-ond-hand magnetos, £5 the lot.— Collier's

Motorics, Horton St., Halifax. [9863

MAGNETOS.-Bosch for Douglas, with timing
wheel., as new, £7; J'''ellows, single, clorkwise,

new, £7.-S. Cough, St. Lawrence's Cottage, Ludlow.
Salop. f9585

CHARI<E8 PARKER and Co., magneto specialists
(established 1913), knowing the inconvenience

rausr^d by magneto trouble, concentrate on getting you
nil tliy road jtgain with all sj)eed.

MAGNETOS for Repair, remagnctising, reversing,
ftc. siionld be sent to the above-named firm,

who have during tho jiast 7 ycar.s devr-lupcd .special
fiuiiiticH for giving iiuick and cflicient hcavicc mid a
12 monthK guaranteed job.

A LL Rfpair^ at Lowest Possible Prices; quotationsJ^ when requested. Spares lor all leading makes
Mipplud.

B(:;iN(; MunutacLurer!, we can give you better
.MTVICC.

U.H. Ma^nctOK and Contact Brcakcrg. Irregular
ndjeclivcM are wasted on these machines. Send

tliem to uh; wo guarunteo you u sound job.

r^HUHCHFIELD Rd.. A< ton, London. W.3.

AKp.nkcio^, l,on-

11389
Chi. wick 1518. T.A. :

LIVERPOOL
AT

OLYMPIA.

We shall be pleased to

meet you at

NORTON STAND
No. 71

or

INDIAN STAND
No. 100

to talk to you about

INDIAN,

NORTON,

VELOCETTE,

BLACKBURNE

Motor Cycles and

G.N.

Cycle Cars.

YictorHorsman
Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant, LIVERPOOL.

PHONE
dnn,

n^2 All Icttei-)^ rehaini; to ndvertlsenicnts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
SIX Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, ISO'^ twins, ai|

clock, £4 each; also C.A.V., ISQo twin?, clol
wise, £4; all guaranteed perfect.—VFatson, 6, CaTendi
Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [KJ
UNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be Tepla*

by a Boulton, £5 each; immediate dispatch,
few shop-soiled to elear at lower prices.—Boulton M
netos, Ltd., Oldhall St., Wolverhampton. [8£

ACCUMULATORS.—New C.A.V., 4 \olt.l5 ar
hours, metal case with strap, 14/6, carriage paj

approval against remittance. Trade supplied-—Maudt

100, Gt. i'ortland St., London; and Paris St., Exet
[11

SEND Tour Magneto for repair to the Loveland. M
neto Repair Service, the service with 18 yei

practical experience. Spare parts lor all makes.—'Phi
Streatham 1390. —Crescent Magneto Works, Noibx
S.W.I 6. [8£

K /k° TM'in Bosch Mag., n/early new. anti-clo
t-'Vfie/lO; also 4-crl. Mea maj:., anti-clock, perf
70/-; Thomson-Bennett, suit 4h.p. Douglas, £3/1
The Motor Cycle Depot, 257, Ctwendish ±id., Balhi

S.\V.12. 1(1

SPLITDORF Twin Magneto, 55°, clockwise, £4/
Bosch twin, type ZE2, 180°. clockwise, £5; Di

single, anti-clock, £3/15; Blic, type ZR6, clockw
with coupling tor 6-cyl. car, otJers wanted; all ab
magnetos are in perfect condition.—W. S. Bird j

Sons, 13, Henrietta Park, Bath. [3'

RUNBAKEN Repair Service.—Thorough and effici

repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or m
We have the spare parts, plant, and skilled lab
turning out guaranteed work only.—Enclose instr

tions and send by rail to The Runbaken Magneto (

Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., Lundon. W. ('Phoj
Mayfair 3586.) North of England : Derby St., Chi
ham, Manchester. ('Phone: City 8266). [Oi

MAGNETOS, Magnetos.—We hold n stock of V t
magnetos of all degrees, oud leoommend the j

B.T.H. 42° to Indian riders; Bosch magnetos, all deg:

and rotations; B.TJH. singles in stock; exchanges. '

only official Indian electrical service etation B.T.
Thomson-Bennett, aud Peel Conner repairs servic

Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston.Rd., N.W.I. 'Phoj
Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad, Loudon

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. fEstablis
1912), contractors to H.M. Government, .

officially appointed by the R.A.C—Magneto repairs

every description. All repairs at lowest possible pri

and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly leturn tJ

within 24 hours. We have several new and second-h
single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock, all guarantee
The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78. Hai
stead Rd., Euston Rd.. London, N.W.I. 'Pho
Museum 1158, T.A,; Kumnguelee, Eueroad, Lorn

[1

EUSTON Ignition Co.'a 24 hour lepalr service. «i
auteed repairs to all types of magnetoa; Splitt

and Dixie specialists; official Indian electrical «or

station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs aud spares. All
pairs ore tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench
fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for

months. AVe hold the largest stock of guaranteed o
netos in London, twins all degrees; spare parts foi

makes in stock ; charged accumulators all volts

always ready in stock, plugs, tables, Vj-^ott and vaCB
bulbs all voltages. We give you real live service alw
—Eustou Ignition Co., 329, Eueton Rd., London, N.V
'Phone: Museum 5034. T.A : Magdymo, EuMt
London ID

TYRES.
XX. EMANUEL'S Iqr your motor cycle tyres.—Be!

QQX3 Dunlop Extra Heavy, 4-ply, 50/-, Puhuer^ O liejivy 50/-, Palmer cord 45/-, Wood-Milne 4^
strong 39/6, Moseley jibbed 35/-, Kempshall autiij

35/-. -Below,

^{ifixBO. lor voiturette rimis. will fit 650x
i \J\f Dnnlnp grooved 75/-, AYood-Milne Gruvrib 7
Spencer-Monlton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, Avon £

stone 70/-,-Below.

x3x2i':. Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-, ditto h«
45/-, ditto tubes 8/6.—Below.

/:»p;r/\x-65 Palmer' Cord Heavy 57/6. Palmer C

t?>i>xl' 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As follows for

turette rims: Micheliu steel studded 70/-, Dunlop*
studded 75/-, Wood-Milne sQuare 45/-.—Below.

0/^x21:. Dunlop Heavy Rubber Studded 45/-, fli

/WO heavy pattern ribbed 39/6, Avon Suuetona 4:

Dunlop coinlilnation rubber and steel studded
Rom ditto 55/-, Wood-Milne 55/-,—Below.

Q/J x2% Dunlop Heavy 39/-, Wood-Milne extra itr

/WO 39/-: Moseley libbed 34/-. Dunlop comluoai

55/-.—Below.

0^x2»;i Dnulop Heavy 39/6, Dunlop eombin*^O 55/., Rom ditto 55/-, Jleldimi ditto 55/-, B'

Kpcciiil heavy 37/6, Macintoah chain pattern 55^

Below.

THE Above Tyres are Govenmieut surplus, Wj^
anv way perished or soiled. All orders -7 O

iipprnval againt^t remittance. It not Bntisfactory fflt

relundi'd. Country orders dispatchefl pasaengW i^
same day as order received,—Below. r

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrade B^i J?!
Stores 37a, Balls I'ond Rd. 'Phone: mm

3161. TOR

26
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D
TYRES,

UXLOP Tyrca, 26x2iu., branti uew (not W.D.)

:

16.'-.-15, South St., Luutb. [9815

i K /^ is the cost of retreittUng your tyres with extra
Ltl • \j ]ie;iv}' studded tread.—Below.

\ A / ft Retreading witli heavy ribbed putteru ; send
Irjtf \J lor sections of tlie treads.—Beluw.

y I £t Upwards ia tlie cost of repaiiins' bturit^-;, ont;^,

^> U and broken be;id^.—Pliaiiix Tvie R-eiiairius:

\o., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X1969

i-"F you want the very best tyre.-', I can supply.—Bam-
}. . ford (see under Consulting Engineere}. [6694

OEAND New Clincher Tyres, 26x21,4 53/6. 26x2Vi
! L> 39/6.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

j

randswortli. [6171

1 PYRES, (ireot eale.-Don't i)uy any until you have
f L seen our list. It is -a revelation.—Bancroftian Co.,

I 4 and 78, Bishopsgnte, E.C. [00'54

I jlCONOMIC Tyro^Co.—Genuine bargains in new clear-

f -i ance and Government 'surplus stock; all goods sent

I
rriage paid, on 7 days' approval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x2^ (at . 2in. rimp) heavy rubber
J. jion-rtlcid. 41/-. listed'54/6; 26x2Vii Dunlop heavy,
76, listed £2/16/9.

jiCONOMIC—26x2J^ Diinlop heavy, 59/6, listed
li £2/19/9; Palmer cord heavy, 39/6, listed

5/19/4.

jlCONOMIC—28x2^/2 Goodyear diamond tread, brand
i new, 45/-, for pre-war American rims.

^CONOillC—28x3 Eeinpshall non-skid clearance,
i 55/-. listed £5/10; Palmer cord heavy W.D.,
/., listed £4/13/6.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Clincher de Luxe W.D., 57/3,
i lifted £4; 700x80 Dunlop grooved, 75/-, listed

/19/6.

ECONOMIC.-Fully guaranteed. 24x2 Dunlop rubber
' stud, 30/9; 26x2 Dunlop rubber stud, 33/-;

x2Vi Dunlop rubber stud, 34/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd.. S.E.14
i (near Town llall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393.
pairs and retreading. [9324

tUIili'S.—Large stock of motor cycle and voiturette
:

> covers and tubes at cleiirance prices.—Bull's Eub-
Oo., Ltd., 3, Upper St. ilartin'd Lane, London,

C.2. Tel.: Gerrard 1347- [0243

*X2',1> Mii<y,ntosh and Spencer-Moulton Tyres.—
' These are absolutely new and soimd ; to clear

Special quotatious for quantities. Carriage
, ra.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Hd.. Clapham, S.W.8.

[9817
'EMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28x
- 2V2, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/- each;
cial "prices foe quantities over 6; carriage free:

atesfc bargains in tvres.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54,
Impr.tead Rd . N.W.I '

r025b

I'

lON'T Throw Away Your Old Tyre Covers. Send
them to the Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd.,

otford, i^fiddlesex, to be retreaded, and they will
nearly an long again. Send an old cover (any

te), anJ ask for estimate oE cost, [0310

*26x2'.4in. High-class Rubber-studded Cover, straight
from the factory, for 30/-; jnst tliink of it; not

ranee ; money refuiided if not satisfied. Have one
hese bargains. Send for our repairs and retreading
-Melton Rubber Work-s, Helton Mowbray. [0347

! ASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes.—Special line of
. Englcbert imed edse covers, 26x2'/l'. raised tread,

J
ditto rubber studded, 32/-; also largo stock of

led edge covers, all makes, at low prices.—228,
tonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.:

1 1 North. [9346

I

OTOR Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with small
patcli vulcanised by makers: 24x2, 5/3; 24x

5/6; 26x2, 5/9: 26x2^, 6/-; 26x2%. 6/3; 26x
6/6: 26x2yr,X2i4, 6/9; 26x3, 7/-; 28X2. 7/3;
3, 7/6; 29x31/-, 7/9; 650x65. 8/-. All leading

' ;es and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor,
' Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores, 37a, Balls Pond Rd.
,me: Di-lstcn 3161. [0346

;&JRGAINS.~Seven days' approval, jusb^to hand,
limited number only, Englcbert 26x2 '4 heavy

l)er-studded passenger, 30/-, list 46/3; touring 35/6,
53/-; super 45/6. list 61/9; solo 34/6, list 49/-:

in 3-ribbed 20/3, list 25/3; Dunlop heavy-studded

i>. 39/6, list 56/9; plus postage 1/-; tube 8/6, list

, repair all kinds to tyres and tubes.—Armstrong.
Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. [1031

DVERNMENT Surplus.—Huge stdek of specially
selected second-hand covers, Dunlop heavv, Pai-

», Kempshatls. Clinchers, etc.. 26x2^. 26x2%, 12/6
- 28X3, 17/6 each; uew Dunlop and Bates tubes,
2^, 2%, and 2',^, 7/6 each; special line of new
Scored rebuilt covers, 40/- each; goods cash ap-
'aJ.-Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksbys Walk,
letton, E-9. 'Phone: Dalston 3483- 'Grams: Eman-
ror. Hack., London. [0331

TANKS.
.NK9 Ee-enaraelled from 10/6.—Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell, London. [1361

;
.NKS, Tanks, any shape to order. Repaii.q. enamel-'
line, plating : discs for motor wheels ; lists.—Att-

I s, 86, Eoeebery At., E.C.I. Teh: Central 12445
,

i

[5516

New Address—
25, NORTON STREET,

HALIFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

NEW MODEU.
lAGONDA, ii.gh.p., coupe, dickey .. £495
DOUGLAS, 2-3-seater £500
CALTHORPE, 4-seater Seandard 495 Gns.
ACME-J.A.P. S h.p. Combination £213 15
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 S h.p.

Combination, 28x3, spare wiieel.. £218 18
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
DOUGLAS, 23h.p., 3-speed, solo £100
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . . £120
ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination £235
ROVER, s-e h.p., 3-speed, solo £182
RUDGE-MULTI, 3* h.p., I.O.M. Model £110 5
SCOTT Combination, tin. Palmers ... £198 10
SCOTT, 33 Solo, 3in. Palmers £149
bRADbURY, 6 h.p. and Sidecar £187 ID
AUTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled £19 15

NEW SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD SkilT £27 15 6
MILLS-FULFORD Corvette £31 10
MILLS-FULFORD Family £37 8
1VIILLS-FULF0RDdeLu.\c Special.. £42 19
SWAN Sporting Indian £38 2
SWAN de Lu.xe Harley £41 12
SWAN dc Lu.xe Bat £41 12
SWAN de Lu.\e H.xcelsior £41 12

SECOND-HANDS.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

Solo Machines.
CLYNO, 1020, 2.'.h.p., 2 speed, as new £62 10
NEW HUDSON, "2i h.p., 2 sp, as new. . £62 10
WOOLER. 1020. 2! h.p., 500 miles .. £85
SPARKBROOK, 2;h.p.,2-speed,350 miles £59 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, as new .. £69 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., single-speed £49 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed. red £62 10
TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., spriiig forks £30

Passenger Machines.
DOUGLAS, 1920, 4h,p., Combination £152 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3ih.p. Countershaft

Combination £125
JAMES 5-6 h.p. countei-shaft de luxe

1920 Combination, 400 miles .... £155
VINDEC, =i h.p.. 2.5pecd, and .Sidecar. . £65
HARLEY, 1920, and new latest type

bulbous back Sidecar '.
. . £198 10

CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p., 3 speed Comb'n £85
TRIUMPH, 3.Vh.p., 3 sjieed, and coach

Sidecar £54 10
HUMBER, 1919. 3j h.p., 3-speed, flat

twin, 1920 Miliford Sidecar £125
CLYNO 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination. .. . £95
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-

bination, very fine condition £99 10
DOUGLAS 1919 4 b.p. Combination . . £135
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £8'5

MORGAN, 8h.p., w.c, Grand Prix £165

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreens, Royal £5 10
Easting Windscreens, Standard .... £4 10
C.A.V. Magnetos, from £7 IT 6
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from . . £7 17 6
Cowey Horns, £3. Klaxons £116
Double-twist Bulb Horns 17 6
Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonniksen, Trip £6 16 6
Smith. Trip £5 15
Binks' Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, post free £4 6
Scnspray Carburetters, post free ... £4 8
New Army Knapsacks, i3i X iiin. .

.

5 6
Miller's Large Lamp Set £3 4
Miller's Medium Lamp Set £2 4
Corona Wickless Stoves £1 5
Perfection Underslung Sidecar Chassis £11 10
Plated T.T. Bars for Triumphs £1 5
One inch Touring Bars, black 15
Sidecar Mudguards, with valance and

3-st.ny clip 19 6
Large Electric Headlights £3 7 G
Ii]ectric,Sidecar Lamps £1 10
Electric Tail Lamps 8
26x21 X 2} PalmerSidecar Covers .. £115
Dixie Mag. for Douglas, second-hand £2 15

Carriage extra.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
constitute a remarkable combination of slow
running, abnormal power, together with extreme
simplicity. Price £4 6s., including packing and
carriage. Your present carbtxretter taken in

exchange.

I TANKS.
PETROL Tanks, bonnets, and slieet metal woik nuidw

and repaired. Send your requirements. We will

qnot« you.—B.B.I'. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry.
[X1933

TANKS Re-enamelled to pattern, nigh-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgatd, Mpucheater. Established 25
vears. [5087

TANKS of any description to order from 37/6, un-
enamelled, 50/- enamelled; diwcs from 15/- per

wheel
;

Quifk delivery.—Venus Motors, Plashet Lane,
Upton Park, E.6. [8766

TANKS, re-enanielliug, etc.—We complete in six day>t

unil t'liJir^atee makers* latest colours, original
transfers, private or trade; lists free.—Park Works, 19.
Parudise Rd., Highbujy, N.5. [9592

TANKS, mudguards, chain cases, etc., repaired or
replaced immediately; Marryatb prices absolutely

defy competition. Manufacturers and traders, quota-
tion awaits you.—Marryatt Engineering Co., Lurgan
St., Gt. Church Lane, Hammersmith, London, [1228

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of

1 fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charg^.
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green,
Water at., Chapel St., Salford. Manchester. Tel.

:

2191 Central. [0255

BELTS.
LARGE Quantities of Second-hand Uelts.-These bclt^

are like new, size -Siln., %iii., lin., price 6/- per
length, by taking 50 5/- each,, by taking 100 4/6 enrh

;

some are coiaplete with fasteners.

NEW Belting.— Uunlop, Pedley, and Silvertowu, sizes

%in. at 1/9 per foot, lin. at 2/- per foot, l^»\n.
at 2/6 foot. Special quotations for ouantities.—J. J.
Dooley, 33, Killyun Rd., Clupham, S.W.8. [9818

BELTING, all best makes. 2-piece, l''sin. 2/6. lin.

21-, -/Bin. 1/9. ?iiii. 1/6; 1-piece lin., round tap.

best make, new from the works, in all lengths, 2/6 per
foot, post paid; on approval against cash.—Pitts, Kves-
ham St., Redditch. [2285

SURPLUS Government Stock, made by Pedley, Silver-

town, Lycett, and Dunlop; perfectly new, cash re-

funded if not approved; l',^in.x9ft., 25/- each; iVain.x
8ft., 22/- each; %in.xloug lengths, 2/- foot; %in.x
6ft. 6in., 13/- each; J^in.x6ft. 6in., 12/- each; ^^in.x
8ft., 13/- each; ^^in.x7ft. 6in., 12/6 each.—H.
Emanuel, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrave Rd., N.16. 6tore.s,

57a, Balls Pond Rd. 'Phone: Dalston 31S1. [0348

INSURANCE,
FOE Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply.

Ernest J. B^isa, laaurance Broker. ^O, Chancery
Lane, W.O.2. [0005

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of all

kinds. Competitive rates for motor cycles. Lloyd's
and Companies prospectuses on application.— 170, Gt.
Portland St., London. [005S

THE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used tor private

purposes. Complete comprehensive Cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of " The
Motor Cycle " to all policy holders paying a premium
of £5 or over.—Full particulars and prospectuaes on
application.—The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance
Co., Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London. E.C.4. [0007

TUITION.
DRIVING Lessons on countershafb combination. 5,'--

—Mechanic, c/o 314, Grays Inn Rd., London.
[9384

MOTOR Tuition.—Tlie British School of Moium,?.
Ltd., gives the highest standard of traiotn^ in

'Iriving, mechanism, and repairs tor the lowest fees In

England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The Itritiah

School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., rjccadilly Circus.

W 10014

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Motor Specialiiit.—Guide free.

-3, New St.. Birmingham. [8992

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

"j 35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON. B.Sc., Assoo.M.In5t.C.E., A.F.R.. Ae.S.,

Chartered P«tent Agent, 29. Southampton Build-

lings, Loudon, ^Y.C.2. 'Phone; MuBeum 3651. [9622

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR and Cycle Business wanted.—full particu-
lars, Bo.>; 9,515, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1332

MOTOR Cycle, cycle, and hire car business for sale,

lock-up shop, Surrey, small stock.—Bo-t 9,506.

c/o The Motor Cijch.
'

[1243

MOTOR Cycle Business, valuable agencies, South
London, rent £45, long lease, 6 rooms, turnover

£7 000; price £450 s.a.v.—Box 9,497, c/o The Motm-

\
Cycle. [1255

FOR Immediate llisposal, progre<^sive cycle !>usinp,^.<

in small West of England town, wide field for de-

velopment, suit up-to-date mechanic with small capital.

. -Full jarticnlars from Pither and Sou, Businc.«.<

Transfer Agents, Castle Cary, Somerset. [9530

All letteis I elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Bl3

A
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AGENCIES.
!

AGENTS Wanted by London firm for cheap but
j

superior line of gramapliones, range of 8 types;
|

particulars and prices on application.
The Motor CijcU.

-Box 9,512, c/o
[1260

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
R'OBERT BAMFOHD.—Independent advice based

upon over 20 years' practical mechanical ex-
perience; specialist in carburation and speed tuning.

—

36, 38, and 40, Pelham St., South-Kensington, S.\V.7
(close to tube station). Tel. : Kensington 7213. [1482

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
OLTMPIA Show.-Whcre to stay. Central Hotel lex-

chisivelv for gentlemen), Percy St., Tottenham
Court Ell. 5 minutes Irom Gt. Portland St. II- bed
iind breakfast. [9834

NOTICES.

IF the owner of the motor cycle stored at Mr. A. H.
Taslett, Westenhanger, in the spring of 1918,

does not communicate with him within seven days it

will be sold to defray expenses. [1373

GENERAL TRADE.
LUGS.—We are actual manufacturers; list 2d.—Auto-

cap, Ltd., Gilbert Ed., Belvedere, Kent. [2618

SHEET JMetal Work ^yanted, every description;
trade supplied.—39, Liverpool Rd., Eccles, Man-

chester. [1364

rlBM Wish to Exhibit engine and components at
Olympia Show.—Firms willing to take agency

.ipply, Box 895, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [S;i828

MOTOR Cycle Wheels built to order Irom 45/- per
pair; your own material built up; quick de-

livery guaranteed.—Bastick and Co., 122, Edward
Rd., Balsall Heath, Birmingham. [9865

AUCTION Sales.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms, 7J.$%, not chargoahle it automobile unsold.
Motors bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods sta-
lions: Kalcon Lane, L.N.\». Ely.; Wimbledon, I,, and
S-\,. Rly. ; and G.W.R.—Sole address; Palmer's Garage,
Tooting, London. [5250

|02C Combin.ation ; fl20
-LU The Motor Cycle.

ENGINE wanted, about
Lyeway, Ropley, Hants,

WANTED.
London, -Box

8h.p.,

9,473, o/o
[9695

water-cooled.—Nest,
[1335

S.LT. Gear, any condition, any fit, any parts.—BoxN
WANTED, 1319 or 1920 lightweight, for ca6b.-24,

South St., Newpoi-t, Wight. [9654

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—The pre-eunnent place
for disposing ol motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will make you a cash
offei- at sight.

"OALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure ol
if you sell your machine atgood cheque

Palmer's Garage.

PALMERS Garage. Tooting. -Thousands of men have
6old their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, make a speciality ol
motor cycles in the fortnightly auction sale.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve 5/-. over £50 reserve

10/-; no garase charge is incurred until 7 days" notice
is given.

PALHER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machine
from any London railway station. The auction

^a]e is held on Thursdays fortnightly, commencin
2 p.m. [9818

20, Winy
[9802

WANTED, folding sideoar, good condition.

-

Ciesceut, ToUingtou I'aik, N.4,

QUADRANT Head or whole frame dropped tube.—
15, Rectory Rd., Gray's, Essex. [1021

TRIUMPH 1909 Bywheels. complete; also Mabcn
clut(;li.—5, Thames E. Molesey. L1103

BINKS Carburetter for 4h.p. Douglas, with controls,
—144, Cieethorpe Rd., Grimsby. (D) [9602

TNCOMPLETE p. and M. or
X wji::ted, cheap.— 3, Othello St.,

parts immodiately
Liverpool. [9547

WANTKD, cylinder and jiistnn tor 6h.p. single Rover
car i:ngine.— JJurby, Knebwm " -

SIDECAR lor 4h.i>. Douglas, and all fittings.
— Magni'.a, Repton St., Mane'

Herts.

1 fittint
Chester, S.E.

Combination, or
Charlton, Kent.

[9971

heap.
f 1 084

twin
[1099

DOUBLE-SKATER Sidecar
8olo.— 172. Easlcombe Av.

P.
and M, complete parts wiinted, not earlier 1915.
good condition.—Petty, Tailor, Haworlh. [1153

CRANK Case and Connertiiiy Rod, for 1912 2''',h.P
JU(.Mik-44, Clilton Av., Wembley HIU, Middle-

f-ex. [1307

WANTED, Triumph, countershaft model, any con-
dition; cheap.—Box 9,514, c/o The Motor Vych.

FOOT
OVERALL

°^usTosizE Patent, No. iu70.

OBVIATES

DRAGGING

MUDDY

BOOT

THROUGH.

FASr-

ENtRS

bUATHER rNSOLE AMATERPROOT OUTJOtC'

STUDY
YOUR

COMFORT
VISIT

STAND 247

A

GALLERY.

LIST ON REQUEST.

COLLEGE LEATHER Co.,

NORTHAMPTON.

WANTED.
£30-35 waiting lor best macliine offered,

stroke.—23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,
not !

S.E.9.
[112

WANTED, pair Druid forks, medium, Sxlin. st€D

JJin. bars.—Rowe, 89, Well Hall Rd., Elthan
U16

WANTED, magneto, 50° twin, Bosch or E.I.I

prelerred,—179, Earlsfield Ed., Wandsworth.
[95f

£10 OtEered.—FeothenTeight sidecar^ Henderson pr
fei red.—Brookes, Free St., Brecon, South Wales

[96S

B.S.A. Countershaft, chain^'um-belt, back stays, ai

wheel complete.—Parkinson, Builder, Chatteris.
[981

WANTED, sidecar, C.B., iit Triumph, Gloria pi

ferred.—Cause, Southchurch Ed., Southend, EsselJ
[991

TWIN Countershaft Wanted, cheap; also sideclL,

full particulars.—13, Rothesay Rd., Blackpool.ay

combination,
Ed.,

[12]
1914

,.

Walthil
[9S1

lowe

Thurlow Park Rd., WestJOl
[lU^

1909 or 1910 Triumph crank case, coi

lio duds; deposit.—26, Knotts Laue, Coin

lanes.' C^18'

iEONT and Back Axles, light, complete w-heels, tyl<

chain driie.-Eabuett, Soldridge, Med8t<;ad, Alto

WANTED, Triumph-Gloria
1920

;
particulars.—72, Tallentin

WANTED, late model, solo or combination
cash price.—103,

wich.

WANTED
plete

HantsV"""
""'" '""' "

°
'

C'^'

31h.p Fafnir Engine wanted.—Full particidars ai

2 Jrice to F.H.P., 40, Claremont Ed., Cnckleww)

Li.ndon. 1-96'

EGAN Wanted, reed, 2-man. and ped.
;

exchog

No. 7 Chater combination.—153, HowBury H

Bedford. 1-^''

OTOR Cycle or Parts, gears, magnetos, catb

retters; anything cheap.—Box 9,502, c/o T
Motor Cycle. '^'"

ANTED. 4-cyl. F.N.'s T.A.C.'s T.M.C.'?, Hendl

sons.—Wandsworth Mot<ir Exchan:

Wandsworth.

WANTED, motor cycles, combinations, light cu
any condition; cash on sight.—Dunn, 326, Eusli

Rd., London. \"''

WANTED, 3h.p. spring frame Royal Ruby,

Beardmore Precision.—Box
Motor Cycle.

AC Sociable wanted, fast and powerful; cheap;

G.W.K., or other make, 2-seater.-Box 9,471, c

The Motor Cycle. £»»'

17' N 2>/>h.p. Single wanted, shaft drive, and in sou

. order; state price and full details.—H., 84, Bri

O^
Bedf

Motor

Ebner S
[611

9,5i6, c/o Ti
[I!!

ton Hill, S.W.2.

WANTED, B.S.A.,
make. State

c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X70

Triumph, Sunbeam, or any go
- " - ifl'i

G'GOD Make Combination -wanted; give Res m
bination and cash.—Apply, Advertiser, 20, Mi

daunt Rd., Harlesdeu. [9'

WANTED, good up-to-date secondhand accessor!
- St-ato particular. '

"
-

- - -and prices,

W.C.I.High Holborn, London;

STURilEY-ARCHER
' requiriup repaire

Forrest St., Lntchford, 'Warrington.

ENGINES, spring forks, N.S.U.
magneto, gear box, and modern

Service Co., 2S
coin

3r Armstrong Huh (jeor,

requiring repairs not objected to.— I'liibbfi,

gear,
Tame;

WANTED for oash
runabout, must

Riflel Ed.,

VTilcos Rd., South Lambeth, Loudon.

TRIUMPH Parts, any year, new or second-hi
also complete Triumph machine, 1908 to 19!

Ward, 11, Radford Rd., Leamington Spa. [Xl^

flu A.C. Sociable or Morj
he cheap.—Particuhu'fl to

Willesden Green, Loudon, N.W. (7fi

WANTED, Ariel frames, etc.; Triumph enfiTiO

frames, etc.; Indian 1915 handle-bar sterOf m
netos, carburetters for Triumph.—Box 9,513, c/0 i

Motor Cycle. \X\

WANTED,
4-cyl. c

lOh.p. Singer, A.C, or aimiliir 2"l0a
r, in exrhange I'or 8-lOh.p. Warne \

driven inutor cycle car and cash.— Syuios, 123,
St., Shirley, Southampton.

SPECIAL Caali Buyers Indians, B.S.A. 'a. Trimnrj
Humhcrs, Harleya. A.B.O.'s, Brndburv,q. %mw

P. and M.'s, Scotts, Mntchless'e, Clynos, Kc.'C-Japi

Waiulswoitli Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wtindflwo,

(Town Station). [61]

WANTED, up-to-date motor cynlo and sidecar JM i

traveller, mu«t he late model, iu perfect onlH'
and
liliit'*

Cycl

perfect _oni
cheiii) for imincdiato cash. Send full partical*

iiiid time til view.—Box 9,475, c/o Tht Mh.
[9V

W^'
iVNTKl), ((iiuliiiiatiou, 1920, dynamo lishtinR;

change 1916 18-22h.p. etreamliue 2-seator t

Itrook R.M.O., dynamo lighting', self-starting; ORBlij

iuiftmont; or sell lowest cash £325.- Qriftltlls, IJ"
iliuve, IJpnnuu'k Hill, S.K.5. I'rivuto 'Phone;
286.

IH-i

11289

All letteiK rcUilIng to iitlvcrtlscmeiits should quote the number tit the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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WANTED.
)EAI,EE Offers £2 to £5 for old ULCiiiiiiiliitur nm-

i-liines. £4 to £7 old magneto bikes, £10 to £30
r old Sootts, r. and M., Zenith. Inrlian motors, etc.—
» 913, CO The Motor Cycle. [X1939
F you wish to sell, exchange, or boy (for cash or
^-easy payments) a motor cycle or combination, let
-know your reauirements; we undertake to give
.isfactiou

: distance immaterial.—Buntings ftlotor
rchange, Wealdstone. Harrow. [7781

'END Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Eooui*. Higli St., Tooting. Cash

er telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
itinn Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
tion. Machine can be included iu auctittu sale if
sired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [9849
[7AXTEP. countersliaft gear boxes, any condition,
' Sturmey-Arcber, others, engines, magnetos,
lamos, motor cyclffi, cars, lathes, cameras, grama-
mes, electrical, mechanical goods, etc.; exchanges,
eniled pa3-ments arranged.—Montague's Motor Mart,
S7, liondon Ed., Manchester. 'Phone: 7745 Central.

[8724

EXCHANGE.
SCHAXGE 1919 Powerplns Indian for lower-powered

machine.—Below.

XCHAXGE Lea-Francis, 1920, and cash, for recent
2-seatBr (Calcott, Morris-Cowley, or similar) —

ow.

XOHAXGE Garden Monoc^ar, J.A.P., Stnrmey 3-
speefl, kick starter, 1919 model, with hood, screen,

, for 75 gns. cosh.—Below.

XCHAXiiE 1913-14 Swift, smart 2-seater, gate
ciianse, 3-Epewl and rcTerse, electric lighting, for

tit 4Ji.p. combiuatiou and cii^h.-Below.

XCHAXGE 1920 Ilouglas, 2'^.?., 3-spe6d nearly
new, with cash, for recent coupe.—Below.

XCHAXGE,?.-The X'ewnliam Motor Co., 223 Ham-
mersmith Ed., W.6 ('Phone: Hammersmith 80)

liaye numerous other machines for sale or exchange
nit customers' requirements. Please call and inspect
stock whilst yieiting Motor Cycle Show, as we are
e to Olympia. _ [8778
XCHAXGE 4h.p. Doikglas for 2^peed lightweigM.-
€onway. College Ed., Epsom. - [1120

^^^^ S^.p.
for recent 2»ili.p. Douglas; sell £58

-534, FiiUiam Ed., Walham Green. [9961
EAllO, £4, or exchange speedometer or typewriter

-Bennett, 2. Cambridge Ed., Sidcup. [99le

^l^'^,-^"*'"'' ^^ Sn.s., or exchange combination -
5(, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [1041

''^-^'E:- ^t'*^'^''^'^' modern, for Morgan, modem

-

Particulars, 63, Well St., Hackney, E.9. [9657

^S^-"^'*!^
Henderson Touring Bars, plated, foj

1.1. ditto.— Orchard, British Talywaia, Mon..[1302
EADBUET Combination : exchange cycle car orrunabout.-14, I'armiter St., Cambridge Heath

[1238
£CHAX6ES.-Get onr list
change quotation.—Collier's
'"^^

[9864
SCHAXGE 3y,h p. Coachbnilt Combination leve'
for 2-speed Balry Triumph.-Box 901, c/o The" ''"'''•

[X1857
iCHAXGE 1914 Austin, 12-15h.p., for 1920 Har
lev^Davidson and cash.—87, Station ~

'

of machines and c
Motorics, Horton St.. I

e, Surrey.

iCHAXGE_ 4h.p. countershaft New
lunation for 2^4h.p. Douglas, sell

ton. Thame.

<trSH Suite,
combination
Xorthumberliind."

Ed., Addle
[9504

Hudson com
£65.—Bnston.

[947E

*«n ^^v''i'>,°
^°*°' Cycle, for lighting set, or sel:

£20, o, lower power.-Roberts, 3, Gloucester Ed
lOru, Gloucester.

[11
5'^"

sideboard, overmantel, camera for
- good solo.—Eraser, Carham, Com-

[9640
3E6TOX' Hnmber S-seater Car, splendid order, formotor cycles or mo<lern combination, or sell £12";
lemon, Bartestree. ' ^

igggj
SOHAXGE G.W.E., 1914, good as new, lor com-

BjSmtT-by^^ow^'"'
"' ^^" ''''-'' S*-

I'-^il'l

raiBEEETTE 2-seater
i exchange for good com-

nnl'°?f ,?%'"' *^=°- "^^'-A. Manners" B.°ni
, Dane Hill, Sussex. '

[-9993

;)W 2lih.p. Douglas, fully equipped, insured; £65-
exchrnge T.T. Norton, Rover—6 Orvsta

ice Station Rd., S.E.I 9.
-n-ovei. t.,

"-ryitl^l

SCHAXGE 3Vjh,p. motor cycle for Douglas engine
>- Q^P^S"^*?' B^-^-^T- H° «'"' f" clitchtlfee'
- 0, Paraell Rd., Bow, London. [9806

] 'nE '^'i'Vnl' ^^^l
body, mag., hood; screen, Step-

1!
"1'^' *i°S' Mfiiinge Douglas, Triumph.-White-U

, BrauiiBtone Gate, Leicester. [X1945
^l-SEA'TEE, thoroughly overhauled, for good com-
J

brnation, cash adjustment.-Wren, 372, Richmond
^ Richmond. 'Phone : North 3038. [1356
]ll5 B.S.A 4%h.p., 3-fipeed. clutch, kick start- £85or exchange for 1920 Indian combination cash-tment.-37. Regent St.. Eugt)y. [X1956

I

EXCHANGE.
T ATEST 1920 D2 Velocette and 1919 Blswick-
--' Precision, both in perfect condition; exchange late
model Scott.— 9, West Bank, Scarborough. [9596"

"PXCHANGE that Typewriter. Reliance Co. will
--' make a fair allowance for it in part payment.—
Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. [1330

IQie Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed; exchange for
-*.*/ modern single countershaft coinbination and cash:
sell £48.-53, Stracey Ed., Porest Gate, E. [9949

EmiNEEZUiG COi^PMIS
-Pv HOSPITAL HILL.

UUNFEW^UNE.
.^ .FIFE.

Grams: Cars 'Phone 444.

Immediate Delivery.

WATSONIAN
SIDECARS

W.S.R. JET
ADAPTERS

Any type of

MAGNETO
repaired by return'

SADS.

ALL
SPEEDOMETERS

Some Special Offers.

1920 A.V. MONOCAR, only done

200 miles. Hood and hom .

.

1920 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, as new .

.

1920 4 h.p, COULSON, perfect

condition . . . .
- .

.

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE,
Henderson sidecar, lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc

£140

£135

£100

£160

/^h.p. Peugeot, speeds, clutch, H.S. : 4Ii.p. Bradbury,
^J speeds, clutch, K.S. ; value £90; exchange connter-
shaft machine.—Box 906, c/o The Motor Cijcte. [X1957

FORD 1918 Land;nilet, 5 detachalOe wheels, new con-
dition : £330 ; accept good motor cvcle part ex-

change.—H. F. Edwards, Hayes End, Middlesex. [9480

EXCHAXGE 5-6h.p. Twin Mag. Motor Cycle, spring
forks, good tyres, and coachbnilt sidecar, for gocat

2-speed Douglas.—Box 902, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1858

SIZAIEE-XACDIN S.C., perfect condition and appear-
ance, sporty, complete : exchange combination or

solo, or sell outright; £75.—Eggleton, Eastleigh. [1161

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. New Hudson combination for
good solo mount, cash adju.stment, or sell £95

;

any trial.—75, Xortli End Ed., Golders (ireen, N.W.3.
[9722

LEA-FR.\XCI.S, 1919, speedometer, lamps, watch,
etc; sell £105. or accept late model lightweight

in part payment.—69. Church Rd., Hendon, N.W.4.
„ [8823
^ENITH 5h.p., sports, 1915, excellent condition and
^J appearance, mudguards, carburetter, etc., new, for
5-6h.p. Eudge or Scott.—3, Charlotte Place, Dollar, N.B.

[9689
EXCHANGE 1914 Singer lOli.p. 2-seater, dynamo

lighting, spare wheel, for combination and cash, or
sell £250.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

[1116

I[ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno, brand new,
i for Matchless, A.J.S.. Clyno, new or second-

hand; cash either way.—25, Davisville Rd., Shepherd's
Bush. [1051

P0WEEPLIT3 Indian. 3-speed, perfect, internal and
external, expert examination invited : for light-

weight and cash, or sell.—Wakefield, Ditchley, Enstone,
Oxon. [9517

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, £75, or will take 1914-15
B.S.A., Douglas, or 1913-14 Triumph part ex-

change:
ford.

offers invited.- -Sealey, 88, Princes Av., Wat-
[X1958'

VINOT 12h.p. 4-cyl. 2-seater, excellent condition,
with double dickey, offered iu exchange for motor

cycle
don.

and cash, or £85.- -83, Cherry Orchard Hd., Croy-
[1145

Send for List of Bargains

We are now taking orders for the

PULLIN motor cycle and the DE
MARCAY light car, and in-vite Scottish

Agents to write us regarding agency
terms for these marvellous productions.

We live to please, and so

are pleased to live.

Edinburgh Residents shonld call at

Gl, QUEEN STREET,
FOR

SERVICE and SATISFACTION.
'Grams: Mobike. Phone: 6691

EXCHANGE Vaoxhall motor vaji, in Kood ninninjr
order and condition for late model P. and M. or

other good make.—Hammond, - Normandy, nr. Guild-
ford. [1189

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Clutch Model, disc;, lamp, etc..

splendid condition and fast^; escjiange Jightweight
and casb.-
E. 3155.

-C.S.. 14. Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.

£30 and brand new 6-cy].

h.p. Biaithwaite, fixed
,

I ATEST
J TVheel

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Tel.
[1131

Conner magneto, also SV2
_.^. _. _ . jear. thoionghly overhauled

and re-enamelled, lor high-class twin.—Seaplane Garage.
Eownesse [1160

"I Q19 (Deo.) 6h.p. Sporting Zenith, done 1.300, as
J-*/ new, all accessories, for late Henderson ; seen
Saturdav afternoons, Sundavs.—Kevesby, Bramber Ed.,
North Finchley. [9992

EXCHANGE Adams-Bedford car, 2-seater, dickey.
lOh.p., guaranteed running order, for Harley-

Davidsoii. Indian, 6h.p. Zenith, or Triumph.—C, 149.
Tulse Hill, S.W.2. [9499

EXCHANGE, 16h.p. Humber chassis, gate change.
good tyres and mudguard, Bosch, Zenith, good

running order, for motor cycle.—Wright, 12, Alberb
St., Poplar. London. [1375

Bat 8h.p. Combination, bulbous spring
sidecar, screen, run only 400 miles ; ex-

change 1920 Harley combination or light car.—Engle-
iuere, Laieham, Staines. [yo.j4

EXCHANGE 1920 [July} iI.A.G. Matchless Com-
bination, Lucas Magdyno, hood, etc., perfect, for

1920 M.A.G. G.P. Morgan, cash adjustment.—Kamsey,
50, Gloucester Rd., N.15. [9921

EXCHANGE SVoh.p. T.T. Rover. Thilipson pulley,
very fast, only done 800 miles, for lighter ma-

chine and cash, or sell £95.—D. MacGregor and Sous.
Drymen Station, by Glasgow. [9523

CLTNO 5-6h.p., engine 5666, 3-speed combination,
all accessories, 5 interchangeable wheels, and spare

engine, for light car, cycle car, or sell £125.-197,
Whippendell Rd., Watford, Herts. [9959

"I
Q16 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Sporting Combination.

-i-*' discs, lamps, re-enamelled, good running order:
exchange for good 3!-^h.p. or 4h.p. countershaft, .single

solo, or sell, £95.—Launchbuiy. Moor View, Witnev.
[9612

B.S.A., almost new, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, all

accessories, insurance, carefully used {solo only),

not W.D., faultless: exchange lower power 1919-20 plus
cash; sell reasonably,— Laver, 199. Uuthauk, NomicI'.

[1029

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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EXCHANGE.
("1EAND Prix Morgan, Trater-cooled, 1916, gnaran-
^ teed mechanically sound, refitted witli new parts,

painted red and black; solo machine and caf^h. must be
i^ound.—30, Harold Kd., Upper NorAvood, S.E. [9761

CABDEN MonoGar, Sli.p". J.A.P., in excellent condir
tion and running order, lor 191 9-20 lightweight

Omega, or 25,4h.p. V. Blackburne preferred, and cash:
eeli £90. -Ellis, 1. Glilton Place, Wakefield. [9795

EXCHANGE Daimler Lorry, 4-eyl., Bosch mag.. A
speeds and reverse, pneumatic tyres, chain driven,

perfect order, suit any business ; accept combination and
little cash.-Box 900, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1856

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, Easting "wind screen,
E.L., new Dnnlop and Bates tube on back, splen-

did condition; £90, or exchange lor lOh.p. 2-seater,
cash adjustment.—21, King's Sq.. Gos^vell Rd., E.C.I.

[9911
EXCHANGE 1915 Saxon 3-seater, lOh.p.. 4-cyI., in

real good order and guaranteed, for modern com-
lination ; ako 1920 speed Norton, n-inner of speed trial,

for 2-,?troke lightweight and cash.—Mortimer, Hornyold
Hc/tel, Malvern Wells, [9663

EXCHANGE Singer Treadle Sewing Machine, good
gramophone and records, gent's free-wheel cycle,

lady's diamond ring, and gent's gold double albert,
kit for SV^h.p. or twin motor cycle with speeds.—Box
905. c/o T7ii: Motor Cycle. [XI 859

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1918-19 7-91j.p. Special; T.T.
baro, disc wheels, P. and II. lamps, Tan-Sad pil-

lion seat, speedometer. Klaxon, new tyres, very fast and
sporting machine; £120; exchanges.—Smith's, ^6, Chalk
Farm II<1., opposite Chalk Farm'Tul^e Station. [1369

"I
Q 20 Powerplus Indian Combination, completely

-*-^ fitted up. dynamo lighting, Easting windshield,
etc., not run 2,000 miles, in flr^t-cla?s order through-
out ; sell £1 90, or exchange £20, 3

'. ^h.p. Sunbeam

,

4h.p. Blackburne, Scott. A.J.S., or P. and M. with
cash adjustment.—Hodgkinson, HaiTington, Evesham.

[9578
£15 and 2%h.p. Galthorpe 2-!:troke, 2-speed Enfield

gear, just overhauled, cylinder reground and new
piston and rings fitted, tuned for maxiunnn speed and
power, in perfect running. order, lamp, generator, eler^tric

horn, and tools; eschange for 7-9h.p. Indian, Zenith,
or similar big twin, not earlier than 1914.-6.. George,
Louvain. Duncomli© Rd., Godalming, Surrey. [9597

rf^RAMOPHONE. His Master's Voice, £16; model
\^ hornless table grand, perfect, £10/10 ; officer's

bivouac tent, canvas combined toilet and bath, arm-
r^hair, in strong bags, as new, £3/15; Ford mechanical
engine starter, never fitted, £4/15 ; will separate, or
exchange all with cash for 2-speed lightweight motor
;ycle.—Box 9,496, c/o T7te Motor Cycle. [1237

REPAIRERS.

ARAT-THONG or Stnrmey-Archer Gear^i RenaiTO<'
promptly and efficiently. — County Engineering

Co., Ilounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.-We are
expeditious repairers.—County Engineering Co.

Honnslow,

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
while you wait.— County Engineering Co., Houn

flow. 19921

SPARE Parts Dept., repairs, replacements, oyerhauls
etn.-

HUriBER Service Depot. Canterburv Rd.. Kilburn,
N.w.e. 'Phone: Willesden 1298-1299. T.A •

Humberonia, London. [0335

the original cyliudcrC n. FOSTER, of I,eeds,
grinding specinlist.

£1,000 16 the v.nlue of the machine and equipment
tlKit -nill grind rour cylinder at our -norks.—Foster

of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Ed.

CYLINDER firinding hy Foster of Leeds has nd
equal. Price complete with piston from £2.

yALVES, Triumph, ,T.A.l'., and all standard makes
* 31- a pair.—C. R. Foster, 170, Curdignn Rd., Leeds!

[0003
A RMSTUONG and Sturmey-Archer gear a Bpeciality.—
'^ Rover Depot, George St., Croydon.ii

ROVER and Ilohart repairs and spare parts.
Ucpot, Croydon Tel.: 222.

Co., contractors
motor repairs.— Below.

WH ITTALL Machinist!
Offlco for

vyiHTTALL for Welding.-E.^pert« in
»' Itrfjkon parts relialily welded,

nia<hlne<l, promptly returned.— Below.

Rover
[6091

to the Wa:

aluminium,
accurately

\X7 UITTALL.-Cyllndcrs ground with guaranteed
'» oicurncy, pjstons fitted; prompt, modciale Now
piMons make to pattern or fketch.— Whittoll Machinists
Co., Whittall St., Birmingham. [0017
WELDING A.ummium Crank Cases, gear bones hi

heads: immcdiuto attention; reasonable price-— Below

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combujtion
experts ol 11 year* experience Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, Instiilliil
"Inco hostilities ceased; accuracy

. guaranteed fnew pistons fitted.—Sadgruve and Co., 140, Cunvhcri-
St.. BiruilnBhuni. ('2597

|

Wholesale and Retail West of

England DOUGLAS AGENTS.

Delivery from stock
of all 1921 models.

P. W. Moffat, the well-known Douglas

ritier, will be pleased to see you at any

time during the Show Week at Olympia,

Nov. 29th to Dec. 4th,
on the Douglas Stand, No. 126.

His expert knowledge and advice are

at your disposal.

We are Sole Agents and can give im-

mediate delivery of

A. J. S.

DOUGLAS
INDIAN
LEVIS
MATCHLESS
O. K.
SCOTT
TRIUMPH
VERUS

Note address

—

MOFFAT,
Town Hall Garage, YEOVIL.
'Ornms ; "MofTut, Ycovll." Tlionc : ao Yeovil.

KEPAIRERS.
BEADBtTEY Sparer and Repairs.—Agents, Brigh-

and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. ' [IM!
MOTOR Cycle Repairs, any make, by experienced me

chanics only.-Swift of Coyentry. Ltd.. 133, Lons
.Acre, London. [020(

'T'RIDMPH Eiders Please Note, I specialist in lepaiij
-- and parts for this famous single.—Below.

T TfCAS Electric Lighting Equipment for solo
--' combination, supplied and fitted.-Below.

AEMSTRON'G and Stunnev Gears repaired and part
supplied.-Dalby, Baker St., Sparkhill. Birmingham

[7901AEMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialiste
practically every part in stock at cut prices."

Relow.

GEARS Repaired and returned within the
enquiries answered letnrn of post.—Below,

MEDIUM Sun Pinions, 10/6; small planets, • 2/iB
pau-l cages, 7/6; cones, 4/-; clutch caps, 6/6

clutch nuts, 3/-:—Below.

"IV/T-^IN Drivera. £2/7/6; axles, £2; best material usedXTX price list on application.—A. F. Lewis, Charlei
town, Weymouth.

T ONDON Ag'eut for the above Armstrong; gear parts
f-i White, 457, West Green Rd., Harringay, Londor
^15. [269HUMBER Roc 2-speed Repairs, all parts in stock

also Rex 2-speed repairs, all parts in stock.-
Below.

PISTONS Complete, Humber, Rover, J.A.P., Douglsi!
Tl-iumph, Premier, Fafnir, Rex.—Below.

CYLINDERS in Stock: Standard SVi^-P- Humbei
complete with pistons, connecting rods, valve'

1911 or 1912, £5/10; Triumph 4h.p., 1914, completi
£5 with piston; brand new standard front girder, con
plete buffer crown stem, axle, £4/15.—J. Connollj
engineer, 13, Carmelite Rd., Coventry. [X202

PISTONS, made to pattern or sketch; cylinder n
grinding a speciality.—W. Cole, 53, Sarebole Rd

SparkUill. liinningham. LX405

CYLINDERS Reground, fitted with new piston coil

plete, ±:2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Chnic
'St. , Camberwell, London. [1J!e

FRAME, chassis, end tank repaire, enamelling
pla ting, by experts ; prompt deliveries.-Langhffl

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [60S

ENGINES Rebushed. overhanled, rings fitted, con
pression guaranteed. 40/-, twins 50/-; vaUe

chrome nickel, unbreakable. 12/6 pair.—Below.

PISTON Rings, high grade, standard or oversizi

anv pattern, return post. 2/- each.—Pateot RIdk
Wignn Rd., Atherton. [154

PISTON'S for all engines, up to 60 mm. 20/-. 70 mil

22/6, 80 mm. 25/-, 90 mm. 27/6; complete v;\\

rings and pin.—Below.

WELDING, scored or broken cylinders, crank case

etc.; nothing too large or small.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machihery, up to 7

mm. 45/-, to 85 mm. 52/6; complete with pistoi

5-5 days delivery.—Below.

VALVES in finest nickel steel. 6/- each ; piston rini

or any other parts made.— Kellett and CoUinso
Ltd., Havelock St., Gt. Horton, Bradford. [25(

REPAIRS, overhauls, renovations, any make, by e

perienced mechanics ; send me your enquiries.
Hewitt, 33, Victoria St.. Coventry. [K20h

REPAIRS and Overhauls, moderate charges, )]nil
return. Douglas and J.A.T. engines a specinlitf

-Vidler, 131, Mantilla Rd., Tooting Common. S;W.L
[02(1

WELDING-—Broken cylinders, crank eases, 6t(!|

made like new: work guaranteed; quick retwrn.

Tonge Weldin' Co.. Morton St.. Middletou. MaachesU
[X59

ARMSTRONG, Sturmey-Archer. nud N.S.U. pe:

repaired within a week. We specialise only

repairing these gears, and supplying parts.—Tavistot
below.

GREAT Reduction in our prices. Enquiries piv

prtmipt attention.—Tavistock .Engineering C
254a, Fortobello Rd., N. Kensington, Loudon, '

Thonn: Park 643. [92

MOTOR Cycle Cylinders Reground. new pisto

rings, and gudgeon fitted, piston castinira ev

plied. <iuick delivery.—Vulcan Engineering Worf
WalMlen •

f93l

'liFRAMES.—Repair? and nlterat.iona, spccinl froD
.

and tanks built; any designs, euanielling n i f'i

plating.—A. Pilkiugton and Co., 590, LiehfieUl H
Binninghain. [80

CUMBERLAND nnd the North.—Cylinderfl regroujj
new pietons and riuga, 75 mm. 46/-, above 6|i

j
Obsolete and -luplicnto parts made.-Cawley, Engine (
CockeriiiOnth. [9« ^

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled aa balol I i

handle-bars, etc.. plated. —Send to Murray's PI»t ' '

Works. Union St.. Coventry. Platers and cuttinoll'

,

to the trade. [0(

CYLINDERS, 2'14h.p. Donglas twins recronnd a

fitted with 2 high-gradn pistons comjiJotn; 78

returned in 4 dayj.—C.M.D. Engineering Co.. Ta^ati

St., Leamington. iX3l

B46 All letters relating to atlvcrtlscmcnts shuuld quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue-
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STURMEY-ARCHER
and ARMSTRONG

HUB or COUNTERSHAFT GEARS
REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY, and in urgent

cases we can repair while yon wait.

Actually in Stock.—New Sturmey-

Archer Countershaft Gear Boxes

and spare parts. Send for illus-

trated list. Trade supplie i.

Sen I wheels, Hounslow L.S.W Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64- Staines Roacf, HOUNSLOW.

Telephone : Hounslow, 322.

Telegrams : " Three-speed, Hounslow

forsaJisfactioD

NEW
MODELS

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Com-
bination, 3 -speed, kick start,
all-chain drive .... 178 gns

ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination, Model
N, clutch and kick start £205

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Com-
bination £204 12

HUMBER, 4^ h.p.. flat twin, 3-sp..

k /start, all-chain drive, Grind-
lay de iuKc Sidecar £179 13

ARIEL 3A h.p. Combination £151
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P. 8 h.p.

Combination, detachable and
spare wheel £213 1

3

SCOTT 3t h.p. twin a-stroke Com- *

bination , £1 8S
QUADRANT Combination £145
INDIAN Powerplus Combination,

electrically equipped £223 14
INDIAN Powerplus, solo £181 14
INDIAN Scout £140

Order your 1921 Model no;v.

,
T£uc/>AMs sfucr/mmmm%

CDVENTRYNOTORNftRT

LONDDN ROAD

COVENTRY

REPAIRERS.
COUNTERSHAFT Gears.—AVe can convert your fixed

or hub geiired ffiotor cycle into n countershaft
geared machine.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [X6390

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,
cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded and

machined complete : scored bores filled in and ground to
existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Eeground, new pistons fitted complete.
—West London Welding Co., Essex I'laee, Chis-

wick. 'Plione: Chiswick 536. [295b

HARLET-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls by ex-
pert (late foreman H.D. and Co.), prompt attention,

excellent workmanship, moderate charges.— 154, Lough-
borout;h Park, Brixton, S.W. [9744

NORTON and Co.—Complete engine overhauls, cylin-
ders ground, pistons fitted, enamelling, plating,

welding: expert workmnnship.—Norton and Co., School
Av., iVIoseley Ed., Birmingham. [9765

TYPEWRITERS Repaired by Reliance Co. give
satisfaction. The spare part stock they carry

enables them to replace worn parts quickly.—Reliance
House, Gray's Inn Rd. Holborn 2383. [1329

ENGINES Rebored, rebushed, new pistons, rings,
valves; ppei'ial parts made to customer'a drawings;

ennrnplling . pkitinrr: ouick despatch.—Ashgat© En-
gineering Co., Ashgate Lane, Slieffi&ld.. . [£4a^.

PLATING, enamelling of motor cycle parts, any
make; also frnnie repairs, brazing, turning, and

tul>e bendiug, etc. Established 1886.— Hill and King,
Ltd., 24, Dames Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [5517

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
Competent and satisfactory aervice assured [0 1 84

WHY Wait for Repairs?—Engines overhauled, cylin-
ders reground, new pistons fitted in few days,

and spare rings by return; accuracy guaranteed.-
Bowser, 50, Summer Row Parade, Biimiugham. [8341

HAELET-DAriDSON Repairs and Overhauls.-We
are now able to put work in hand without delay;

skilled staff under careful supervision.—Harley-Davidson
Motor Co., Ltd.. 74, Newman St., London. AV.l. [004.^

MINERVA Spares.-Parts duplicated.—Ellenborough
Motor and Engineering Works, Motor Compon-

ent Manufacturers, Ellenborough Rd., Lordship Lane
Wood Green, N.22. 'Phone: Tottenham 2119. [7504

CYLINDER Robored. ground, fitted with new piston
complete, with rings .nnd gudgeon pin; £2/15, twins

£5/5 :
compression guaranteed.—Henry and Leslie, Ltd .

135-135, Clifton Rd., South Norwood, Loudon, S E 25
r9304

TYRE Repair Specialist?.—H.F. process throughout
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair, to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
dar^.-The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wich [9247

COMPLETE Engine Oveihauls; any spare made for
any make of year in 2 or 3 days; new piston fit-

ting and cylinder grinding a speciality.—Russeli Engi-
neering Co., Moorhend Works, Rockingham Lane, SJief-
field. [0025
CYLINDERS Reground and new pistons fitted com-

plete; Triumph, Rudge, Rover, J.A.P., Indian, and
other standard makes, 50/-; delivery 4 days; guaran-
teed work.—CM. D. Engineering Co., Tavistock St
Leamington. - [S0606
VyE Overhaul, rebush, and fit new rings to your en-
' » gine for 40/- (.^ingles) and 50/- (twins). Accuracy

guaianteed, prompt return. J.A.P. engines a speciality
Obi-olete parts duplicated.—Enfield Garage, 8, Silver St

.

Enfield To^vn. [6000

DON'T have your engine codged, but have it properly
repaired by real mechanics. We specialise in

reboring and piston fitting, rings, bushes, welding
etc.—C. A. Winwood and Co.. 106, 107. Montague
Rd., Smethwick. [6953
ARMSTRONG, Sturmey-Archer, N.S.U. gears, and

broken frames repaired; D.W. control for N.S U
supplied; spindles, pinions, nuts, etc., from stock"
stamp reply.—S.S. Motor Cycle Co., 636, Harrow Ed'
Paddington, W.IO. [6132

PISTONS Made and cylinders rebored from £2/15We specialise in quick delivery, and can return
your work in 3 days. We overhaul enKine, make gear
wheels, cups, spindles, etc., and do welding and brazing.
—Wards, see below.

PI3T0NS all sorts in stock, or made to requirements
from 35/-; delivery one day.—Wards, 51, Upper

Richmond Ed., Putney, S.W. [0326

TXTELDING. Welding, Welding. - Welding done by* expert; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes, pistons,
cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality. No cure'
no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H. Heap, JOs'
Bissell St., Itjrmingham. [0023
A LUMINIUM Alloy Pistons.—Energise vour favourite

-CI. machine during the winter. We fit aluminium
pistons,, regrind cylinders, or completely overhaul en-
gines.—Keighley Commercial Lorry and Engineering Co
Halifax Rd.. Keighley, Yorks. [6096

B.P. Garage, J.A.P. Specialists, 40, Murrav Mews
Camden Town, is now taken over entirely by

E. E. Baragwanath, the well-known J.A.P. expert
who can undertake all repairs and tuning of JAP-
engined machines at shortest notice. [1341

LONGMAN BROS.
BOND STREET, EALING

and

UXBRIDGE RD., ACTON
Telephone: EALING 689.

CHISWICK 1578.

For immediate or early delivery of the following
Machines, come to the practical firm, who are tht^

official agents :

TRIUMPH. NORTON. SUNBEAM. A.J.S.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. ARIEL. B.S.A. BLACK-
BURNE. ROYAL ENFIELD. MATCHLESS.

WOOLER. G.N. Light Cars.

Wholes.nle Distributing Agents for the famous
MQIiXGOMERY SIDECAR. Do not fail to see

the new Sporting MOdeT.

When at the Show, keep a look out for the little

brass disc

:

Anyone wearine this is an expert motor cyclist,

and a repre5entati\e of the firm. Wc are entirely

at your disposal, and prepared to give any informa-

tion desired.

Member's of the firm have obtained the toUowin,?

remarkable results in competition last season:

London-Exeter.—S. E. Longman (Matchless). Gold
medal.

London-Land's End.—S. E. Lone^man (Harley-

Davidson). Gold medal ; F. A. Longman
(Ariel). Gold medal.

Victory Cup Trial.—S. E. Longman (Harley). Silver

medal (no marks lost) ; F. A. Longinan (Ariel).

Silver medal (no marls lost).

London-Edinburgh.—C. F. Temple (Harley-David-

son). Gold medal; S. E. Longman (Harley-

Davidson). Gold medal ; F. A. Longman
(Ariel). Gold medal.

M.C.C. Brooklands Meeting.—F. A. Longman (Ariel).

2nd (500 c.c. s.c.) ; S. E. Longman (Harley).

2nd (r.ooo c.c. sc. ; C. F. Temple (Harley).

2nd (1,000 c.c. scratch ra6e).

Open Brooklands Meeting.-—S. P.. Longman
(Harley)- 3rd (r.ooo c.c. sc.) ; S. E. Longman
(Wooler). 2nd (Junior Handicap).

A.C.U. Six Days.—F, A. Longman (Ariel). Gold
medal (r mark lost).

M.C. and A.C. Trial.—F. .\. Longman (Arid).

Silver medal.
Ealing Hill-ciimb.—(Kop) S. F. Longman (Harley).

2nd (1,000 c.c. sc.) ;
(Pibblecombe) S. E.

Longman (Wooler). ist (350 c.c). Best M.C.
performance on formula

; C. F. Temple
(Norton), ist (r.oooc.c.). Fastest time of

the day. Gold medal.

M.C.C- Team Trial.—F. A. Longman, C. F. Temple,
and S. E. Longman all made non-stop runs.

No marks lost.

AUTUMN CLEARANCE BARGAINS.

rg20 TRIUMPH, speedometer, etc., with
Montgomery Sidecar 105 gns.

i9r7 HUMBER, twin, 3^ h.p., 3-speed,

all-chain, with sporting Sidecar . 60 gns.

1920 B.S.A, Combination, Lucas Mag-
dyno 115 gns.

rg^o 8 h.p. ZENITH, with sporting Side-

car (used twice) 145 gns.

1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, as neSv, speedo-
meter, etc 100 gns.

Many others in Stock.

LONGMAN BROS.

All letters relating to advei-tiseiiients should Quote the number at the end o( each advertisement. and the date ot the issue. U47
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The
Forward
Aero Plug
Types, Price 8/6

Below ice give

yel another of the

teslimonialsiiihickconiein regularly

every day and by every post.

"I have great pleasure in informing
you tliat in the Matchless Cup Open
Trial last Saturday, I won the Cup,
being the only competitor to do anon-
stop. I used your Plug as always, and
found it excellent. Your Detachable
Aero Plug never dries or oils up, and
I can honestly say that never have
they let me down.
I used your Fastener as well, which
was excellent.

^nd THAT'S Ihe testimony of the only

competitor to do a non-stop run. Need
more be said.' We think not, except to

remind you lltal you will fmd us at

STAND £60 Olympia
wliere you will find all Ihe specialities
which "the Motorists that matter" use.

Forward Sparking Ping Co.,

Snmmer Row,
Birminghain.

Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer Hub Gears,
Wi rtlu I'Gr: l.tlv.- - - - -'iirw iiroii.,-, . .

Sturmey-Archer Cojntorshaft Gear Parts Stocked'
Wln.n tuiiuUnu wIuhIh i.lruH..- n niovo nil oiitnldo Ilttlnga, lab'-'
cltarly wlt)i ownur'H iiuU <mr uililrfni, uml tutvlne Uuii tiumbo''
unit lui'i: 0/ f/c/ir.

hecommended by Slurmcy-Arcner Co., <or Kopalri.
Arm IroitK ' .a' A-ijii , -nl 1 ir.lrnrh .n Slionti tiii|.i'!ieJ.

h«-'IMl ahlumi'-l llPlll IttilinlU'il ii'liln
.
Ill <'ri'.':'0[ii',

ThO CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO..
^SV, Pulnoy Brtdgo Koad, Putney, London. U.W.I

Plio'H. Jd.ti, I'ntri'iv, r,, * ^ \V i:iy, 1'iit.MMV Stutloii.

Wa do not rupalr push oyolu ifoarB.

REPAIRERS.
CCYLINDERS, Piston^.—Cylinders reliored and ground,

-^ new pi.ston« (any patt3rn), riugs, gudgeons, made
and fitted; accurate first-class Trork throup'hout guaran-
teed; promijt; moderate.—Central Motor Co. Enginear-
ing Works, Bromsgrove St., Birmingham. [9475

V'-S. Motor.' Cycle Agency.—Supplying spares. Ovei-
liauling Y.S. 2-«peed gears, ivhicli are also fitted to

Matcliless Uiarhines, et-c. Peugeot piston castings and
rings in stock ; overhauls to machines.—Geiger, 24,
Mansfield Kd., Gospel Oak, London, ]Sf.W.3. [9569

SEND Your Engine to Me for a thorouglh overhaul.
Compression restored; piston slots le-turued; new

rings and gudgeon pins fitted and lebushed throughout,
Bi.TfBles 40/-, twins 60/-.—E. H. Terry, 16, Grove Parade,
East Finchley, N.2. 'Phone: Finchley 2261. [3573

T^NCrNEft O-erhauled.—Motor cycle engines, over-

.y.i hauled, cviinder.s reground and new pistons fitted,

Iij;ht ciir overhauls a speciality; new spares made in

? lew davs IcT any engine, any da:te.—Edwards Engi-
neerinc Co., 225, Acton Lane, W.4. Chiswick 1383.

[0295

BAHKEE'S Motors {4-cyl. motor cycle engine special-

ists). Over 20 years' automobile experience. For
quick and efficient repairs consult us. Spare parts made
in the shortest possible time.— 194, Balham High Rd.,

S\V.12. Xel. : Latchmere 4441. T.A. : Pushfully. Bal.,

London. - t-^SS

A.J.S., Enfields, Sunbeams, also Matchless special

repairs. W; specialise in these makes only, and
can undertake to do any kind nf repairs in the quickest-

possible time. Machines decarbonised, valve grinding

same day as undertaken.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54,

Hampstead Rd., N.W. [0292

COMPLETE Overhauls by experienced mechanics,
send your ensine or gear box Lo us, we will over-

haul and replace any defective parts and return in

a few days. Cylinders rebored and new pistons fitted

from £2; 2-strokes a speciality. Acetylene welding,

cylinders, and crank cases.—White and Watson, 58a,

Stock-T^'ell Rd., S.W.9. [9979

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken
-A flanges, cracked water jackets, scorced bores, worn
bearings, built up-: aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,

any broken motor part welded and machined np and
returned in 7 days, 1^ years' experience.—Lincohi
Jeflries, jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhoiise

Lane, Birmingham. [2816

"VTOW! Is Til© Time for -engine overhauls (any make}.
It E^bushed, new rings, et-c., 50% under usual

cliaiges; satisfaction guaranteed. Anything lor any
Hiaki:: supplied. Send to the man with 15 years' practi-

(;;d mechanical experience, machine shop to road test.—

Ueor^e H. Dale, Motor Engineer, Temple St., Rugby.
[X6459

WE Specialise in repairs to N.S.IT. engines and
N.S.U. engine-sliait gears; our enormous stock

of N.S.U. spare parts [liaving ocfjuir^d tlie company's
entire stock-in-trade) enable us to supply to suit

practically all N.S.U. models, including the earlier

Ivpes, fitted with Eisemann L.T. mag., also for the

2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K. machines.
In orrlering, it is import'ant to submit old parts as

patterns; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and Co.,

Acton Hill Works, Spares Dept., 275. High St.. Acton.
London. tX1959

I70It 13 Solid Years we have earned our daily bread
by properly repairing motor. We are the oldest

firm of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our ex
perience is worth a lot to yon. You run no experi

mental risks here. Specially selected men and
speciullv selected machinery enable lis to turn out
ivork which is a pleasure to our clients and us. Cylin

ders rebored and ground to a glass finish. Piston;;,'

rings, and bushes made that really fit. . Engines over-

hauled; hodge.i lectified; satisfaction guaranteed. If
we cannot please you, your are hopeless.—Tennant En
-^ineering Co.. 238, Bristol St.. Birmingham, offlcin

repairer^ to tbe A.C.U. and R.A.C. [004'.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A NY

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Arober Gears lepaited

promptly and efficiently.—County Eugineeriug Co.,

tlounslow. [9625

OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.D^
LARGE Stock of genuine Doushis spare parts always

iu stock at list price.—Vivian Hnrdie and Lane,

Ltd , 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0321

INDIAN Gear lioxes and Engines, and all parts for

same. JJelow.

IX! HAN Intake 1(01063, narburetters, magnetos,
clntL'lies, kick-.'^tarterH.—Below.

INJJIAN Carriers, chains and rnQrds, springs,
t^prnckets; in fact, overythinK for 7-9h,p.; all parts

(ib^ohitely new.-Douni;:! AooossorioB StOiOrt, 89, Brixton
ltd., Loudon, tpt'ciulists in InOiuu repairs. 'PlionL';

Biixton 3129. [87o9

STANLlilY FaKtcnera, ;j and %\n. and lin., ex W.D.

;

5d. pair.— Below.

TRIUMI'II and ]>ondas Belts, ex W.D., qnite as itood
ii« new; 7/6 and 8/6 each.—Murblo Arch Motor

K.\.Jiiingy, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [8133

i)\V ( ! (Mif^nitnr, motor cycle
-i G3. Ciiiton l(d., Rugby.

Hixc, n^ new; 30/-,—
[XeSGG

pjOTOR^CLE
Insurance Policy

yi-IIS space will be occupied each
* week with copies of letters from
Policy holders who have made
claims. Original letters may be
'nspected

Dear Sirs,

The machine and sidecar

is in every way satisfactory. I

wish to thank you for your prompt
manner of taldng up and settling

the motor claim in full. It has
been a real pleasure to deal with
you

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.
The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

llicorporaimg The A ulocar unumncr.
Department, Establistmd 1904.

Head Office

:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Teleplwiic: City 9831 and 9832.

Cranclies : BIRMINGHAM—Guildhall Build
'

mgs, Navigation St. MANCHESTER— 199,
Deansgate. LEEDS—Calvcrt'5 Cliambera,
8, Commercial St. NEWCASTLE—Atlas
Chaiuben;. Wc5tgate Rd. CARDIFF—ij
High St. GLASGOW—137, West Regent St.

II

\

5 A free weekly copy of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
B is sent to every policy holder when i

2 the premium paid is £5 -0-0 or over

!

BBHBBBfliaiOaBHI

I'./^H All ictlcrit icluliiii! t<> iid\ei'tiscniciits nhoiild (|uolc the iiiinibcr at the end ot eiich iidvcrtiscmcnt, nnd the dote ot the issue.

"A
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CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH
The best house for

Beayilt GoYernment

MOTOR CYCLES

All thoroughly over-
hauled in our own work-
shops, stove enamelled,
replated, tanks in
makers ' colours , new
tyres, guaranteed
mechanically perfect.
Complete with tool bags,
kit, and pump.

Douglas 2| h.p. .. £65

Douglas 4 h.p. . . £85

Douglas Combina-
tions , vvitii new body .. £105

Triumph 4 h.p. .. £95

DOUGLAS SPARE
PARTS at special prices.

NewEx W.D. stock.

WRITE FOR OVR LISTS.

NEW TYRES at 30 -

each, carriage extra, 26
X 2*, and 28 x 3 only.

Clincher, Wood Milne,
Macintosh, etc.

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

complete with

MISCELLANEOUS.
LUCAS 6-Tolt Dymimo. Typa E3.

tliinin; £7, new.—Below

LUCAS Switditpos, with cut-out, etc.; £3. new.-
Below. ^

PREMIKK Free Engine Hub?; £2, new. no rnntrols;

Itoc countershaft gear part:J. new £2.—Below,

ARMSTRONG Gear Repair^ and Parts; Sturmey gear
repairs and yiaits. The Rotary Jointing Co.,

Cherry L;ine Garage. Lymm. Chesliire. [7894

"IQ19 Albion 2-!;i>ee. gear, complete; 5 10.—Herbert
J-*/ Woodman, Burubam-ou-Sea. [1207

B.S.A. and 8h.p. Royal Ruby Spares.—We hold a
large .-tock under list.—Below.

(^ANOELET iIM4, Spare.'^.-ETerything from a nut
^ to the complete, sidetur in stock imder list.—

Below.

TRIUilPH Frame Centres, £4 each; carriage extra
on all goods; sent on approval against cash, plus

carriage; .*tamp for replv.—Hollidar Bros., 87, Fulham
Palate Rd.. ^amme^^^uth. - [lOQl

CAP-\C Carburetter-:.—Fit one of these and make your
lightweight equal to a S^^oli-P.—Below.

CAPAC Automatic Carburetters, £4/4; new model
Capac lor Douglas with hot air attachment, £5; 5.

—Below.

CAPAC Carburetters ,give easy starting and in-
creased power.—Halifa.x JVIocor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [9861

VALVES.- 2,500 in stock. Popular motor cycle valves
in 3% nickel, 5/6 each, Douglaa 5/-.

PISTONS, compile rings and pin, Premier 3V>h.p.
32/-. J.A.P. 2V>h.p. 25/-, J.A.P. 4. 6. 8h.p. 30/-,

E.S.A. 27/-. Triumph 1909-20 28/-. Douglaa 2^h.p.
15/-, 3Vj and 4h.p. 23/-, Sunbeam S'/.h.p. 2V'. Hum-
ber 84mm. 28/-, Rover 1912-14 28/-.

ALL Above Patterns in stock. Rings for popular
motor cycles 2/3 each.—Beach Engineering Co.,

Earl St.. Coventry. [0162

BANCROFTIAN Company's Great Sale of Surplus
Stock: The greatest bargnius ever offered.

TYRES.—Although sold as clearance, are absolutely I

new and perfect, but are last rear's stock, and not I

W.D. Pfdiey 26x21.4, 37/6, shghtlv mould-marked,!
usual £3/2/6: 28x3. 59/6, usual £5/9; Hutchinson
650x65, steel stud, heavv car tvpe. £4/4, usual £6/3:
Brooklauds 26x13^, 27/9, usual 37/-; 26x2, 29/6, usual
39/3; Tom.ist Trophv 26x2, 29/3, usual 52/9; 26x2^4,
42/6. Uc^ual 56/6; 26x2''o, 46/9, usual 62/6; 26x2V.
(to fit 21.:,], 50/-, usual 67/-; pac^^enger 26x21/4, 52/6,
UPual 70/3; 26X2V-. 55/6, usu.nl 74/6; 26x2V-' (to It
2»4), 56/9, usual 75/9; Wood-ililne 26x2V'>, 47/6, usual
65/-; 26x3, 56'6, usual 75,'-; Firestone car tvpe29x3';.
[to fit 28X3 rim), £3/15, usual £6/10; 28x2Vo, 52/6,
usual £4.

AUTO-WHEEL Cover, 32/6. usual £2/5; Clincher de
Luxe 24x2. light 25/- [usual 31/6), heavy 39/6;

24x21.4, heavy, 45''6; 28x3 De Ln.^e, sidecar. 45/-:
Palmer 650x65 heavv, 48/6; 26x2i^. 48/6; 26x21/4
heavv, 42/-; 26x2 light, 32/6; Oyler's 650x65 ribbed,
45/-, usual £3,10; Max 26x2^2 (to fit 21,4) heavy rubber
stud. 32/6. usual 45/-. Tul>es : 24x2 4/9, 26x2 5/-,

26x21,4 extra heavy 5/6, 26x2i:. ditto 6/6, well worth
10/6; 650x65, 7/6. Tyre levere, 6d. for three.

SPEEDOilETERS and Parts, all makes in stock.
Up to 25/- allowed for old speedometers, if a new

one is purchased. We have the largest stock in the
country.

LAMPS, all makes at lowest prices: P. and H. new
bead lamps, generator and bracket. lightweight

55/-, large heinyweight 47/6, much below makers'
prices; rear lamps from 4/6; generators, 6/11.

HORNS.-Ljirge raechauical 19/-. small 10/6; electric,

29/6; bulb horn, bugle. 10/6, usual 15/6.

MAGNETOS.—Dixie, new, clockwise, twin-cvl.. suit-

able up to lOh.p., to clear £4/15, original £8/10.

CARBITRETTERS and Parts, new, B. and B. and
Aniac. Up to 25/- allowed for old, if a new one

is purchased.

STURMEY-AECHER Gear and all replacements kept
in stock at lowest prices.

WATERPROOF Clothing at practically pre-war
prices. Send for description. Don't buy any

until you have seen it.

WATCHES (cycle!, in case, good rjuality, 11/6, great!
bargain, well worth £1/1.

BELTING, liighest grade rubber, limited quantity
only. lin. 2/9V2, "^iin. 2/1, vsin. 2/5, %in. 1/8 per

i
foot. Be-st Quality hoods, £3/3. Wind screens at lowest
prices. Before buying any accessories come and see

US; we can save you money. We have thousands of
pounds of accessories to select from. Gauntlets from
7/11 to £2/2, much below makers' prices

MOTOB Cycles, new, latest models, actually in stock;
AUon, New Scule, B.S.A.

,

' Eadco three mbdel,>;,

and some Sun-Yitesse, for which we are sole agents for

the City of London; lowest makers' prices. Carriages
paid during Show week. Chains. Reuolds, Coventry, and
others, all sizes ia stock, at lowest pc-ssible prices.

THE Baneroftian Company, 64 and 78. Bishopsgate,
London, E.C.2. T.A. : Chaikel, London. Tel.:

London Wall 9S97. [0053

AGENTS
When attending the

Motot Cycle Show
at Olympia

make an appointment
by writing

MOTOR CYCLES,
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH,

and buy some

EX GOVERNMENT

Motor Cycles
for renovation during
the winter.

If you prefer

Renovated Machines

ready for IMMEDIATE
SALEwe have200 for

disposal ready in London

2| h.p. and 4 h.p.

DOUGLAS,
P. &M.,

and

CLYNO.
Particulars from above
address, or

CRABTREE
£t SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
L

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B-|9
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WHY PAY A LUMP SUM?
Now is your Opportunity

to obtain a Brand New Machine
by an easy system of payment.

'J'HE machine is immediately supplied

from stock after payment of the

first instalment, and the Motor Cycle

becomes your sole property after

completion of the instalments.

I. E V I SBROUGH
O nn EGAAUECTO
IXIO NCAUTHORRE
AcnnE

Or any other known make of machine.

T. H. V. JACKSON,
Automobile Engineer,

HUNTER'S BAR,
Phone: SHEFFIELD. 'Grams-:'

261 A.'Cf'Ierate

Broonihill Sheffield"

MISCELLANEOUS.
BINXS Carburetters.—Large stock ready lor imme-

diate delivery.—Booth's Motorics, Halilas.

BINKS Carburetters.— »7e specialise in these; ail
models supplied.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetter^.-We take your old carburetter
in exchange.—Booth's Wotories, Hali(as.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas, Scotfc, Indians,
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Booth's Motories,

Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try ore.—Booth's Motories.

BINKS Carburetters -save petrol and give more
power.—Booth's Motories, Haliia:;.

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange.-—Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.-lV2h.p., run on petrol or
paraffin; Its'; free.—Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.—3h.p., run on
paraffin.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

petrol

STATIONARY Engines.—Hopper, cooled, mag. igni-

tion, 2 fljwheels; list free.-Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.—Large stock for immediate
delivery; list free.—Booth's Motories, Halifax,

STATIONARY Engines.—Latest design, run
petrol or paraffin.—Booths Motories. Halifax.

STATIONARY Engines.
exchanges entertained.—Booth's Jlotories, Hali-

The Priori

Manufactured by Motor Cycle experts,
" Priory " is ideal for the solo rider 'V

Large stock;, senT'iorust; demands reliabihty at reasonable cost,

2| h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. Engine fit

with dual pipes. Many other features

interest. Write for illustrated Booklet,£4/17/6. carriage 1/6.—Booths Motories.
1 AA -^l-ACiNETOS, brand new.weather-prool model;

Halita.x.

1 17 K CARBURETTERS to be sold,, cheap : Brown
i • tJ and Barlow. Amac, Capac, B.S.A., Senspray,
friumpb, Scott, Douglas; price from 15/-. Several
are latest 1920 models, hardly used; state require-
ments.—Booth's IVIotories, Halilas. [2908

NEW N.S.U. Gear less Controls, £7: take old one
part.—Box 9,503, c/o The Motor Cycle. [126S

THE Siiot for cheap depend.nble typewriters.—Reliance
House, 2, Gray's Inn Ed., Holboru, W.C. . [1324

ST0E1IE\'-AHCHEE Gear Boxes, brand aeiv; in
stock.—County Engineering Co., Hounslow. 7929

I j\/rUDGUARD Blades, "^extra strong. Sin., front 8/6.
i'Je back, sidecar or cycle car. 9/-:

_. 5in.,

carriage 9d.

SELI-ING OFF.
GENUINE BARGAINS.
We have a large stock of shop-soiled New Motor

Cycles and Combinations.

No offers refused. 1920 Stock must be cleared
at once.

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
A.R.C., 1920J 4-speed, Lucas dynamo

lighting set, fitted with new Swan
sporting Sidecar. Mileage 1,300 . . . £165

T919 JAMES 4i h.p. Comb., 3-sp., kick-

starter and clutch, guaranteed as new £95
1919 QUADRANT Comb., A'jh.p., 3-sp. £110
igig RUDGE 5-6 h.p. Combination .... £130

NEW SOLOS.
NORTON Big Four, complete with access. £145
BLACKBURNE, 1 li.p., 3-speed £128
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed 140 gns.
ZENITH, 8 h.p., tnin, kick-starter, clutch £160
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, shop-soiled . £120
INDIAN, 4!, h.p., 3-sp., kick-starter, clutch £120
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p,, shop-soiled £107 10
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2,; h.p., 2-speed £75
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3; h.p., 3-spped . . £117 10
BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame, shop-soiled . . £140
ROVER, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive . . £148 15
ROVER, 35 h.p., t.T £123 10
N.U.T., mag. dynamo lighting, 3,1 h.p. twin £160
RUDGE-MULTI, T.T., shop-soiled £100

NEW COMBINATIONS.
A.J. 8. Combination, ft h.p., 3-speed .... £210
CLYNO Combiriatioti, 8 h.p., spring frame £250
ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p. twin .... £230
NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p. . . £188
B.8.A. Combination, 4i h.p £152 10
BAT Comb., spriiig frame, shop-soiled £190
ZENITH C.,nibiT,!ition, 8 h.p., shop-soiled £190
MATCHLE8S< .liib., S h.p., mag. dvnamo,

sh..p. ;.,:!. d £215
VVc have .1 sU.rk .,( CYCLE CARS. Immediate
delivery. TAMPLIN, 2-5C.nlcr, £186. We arc the
only linn in l>((iidoii who can give inimc^liatc

(I' hvrry. C.dl .iricl inspect.

PERCY & CO.,
314—316, Euston Road, N W.I

'Phone: Mimcum 133'.

BELT Rims, ISin. or 16in.x2%in., for lin. belt, 17/-;
carriage 1/-.

WIEE Wheels Quoted for.—Front M.C. from 27/6;
back M.C, from 36/-; sidecar wheels, from 35/-.

—Gibbons, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [0111

DOUGLAS Pistons, gudgeons, rings, at large rednc-
tions for quantities.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [6054

PHILIPSON Pulley, 1920 model, one month's wear,
oft' Triumph ; £7.—Eols, Banstead, Surrey, [1247

J.A.P. Spares (gemiine) large varied stock; expert
J.A.P. overhauls.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [6055

1 Ql9 Tank, silencer off 2;'4h.p. Bougla-.. ready new;X^ offers.—Wright, Riverside, Nottingr-ara. [X1942

POLISHED Celluloid Sheets.—Athol Engineering
Co.. 9. Peru St.. Higher Broughton, Manchester.

[7962
S.\DDLE, Brooks B170, as new, 35/-; motor horn,

10/-.—78, Eversleigh Rd., Battersea, London.
[1068

MABON Pulley Clutch, 1920, as new, complete, off

Triumph; £4/4.—Lincoln, 38, Mere St., Diss.
[1067

1 O NEW Renolds Jsx',4 Chains, 100 links, 30/-
X/* each Bran, 20, Farlton Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W.

[9844
GRADO Kick Start, £8/10; Douglas shaft, 35/-;

piston, 10/-.—Box 9,504, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[1256

S.O. ; exchange cheap motor cycle,

31, Gai)stone Ed., Bournemouth.
[9676

CHAIN, Renold, ^sX^.^, 93 links, splendid condition;
26/-.—Wright, Bannerley, Colesliill, Birmingham.

[9972
AEMSTRONQ and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired

vshile you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houns
low. [9626

STUEMEY-AECHEE Countershaft Gear Box for sale.

—Ideal Trading Syndicate, Crolhwell House, Hnl-
born.' [1530

Gear box, engine spares, etc.

62, SouthHeld Rd., Bedfoid
[9634

UNIVERSAL Utility Motor Cycle Locks, cheaper
than insurance and more handy, 8/9 each.—

Below,

ARVULC Vulcaniser, cheaper and better than
ny other. 8/9 each; extra patches and tnel

blocks, 3/- dozen.- I.D.A., Ltd., 3, Central Buildings,
Westminster. S.W.I. [0324

LATHE, eV.'in.,

or sell £12.-

Price- - - - £66 - 10
Kick Starter Model £75 - -

Agenti tcanied eceryirliere in

Viiited Kingdom and Abroad.

The Priory Engineering C
KENILWORTH (Warwkksh

DOUGLAS Spares
Wiito requiiementrt

MAR'
an

RIMS, 28x3 or 28x2';., brand new, ex W.D., drilled
40 hole, also drilled to take bolt rim; 7/6 each.-

Hclow.

BItAKE Rims or Bell Rims, diameter 16in.,
2'yin., brand new.

width
i'Min., uranu new, ex W.Ii.; C/6 each,- Marble

Arch Motor E'rchangc, 135, Edgwuro Kd., W.2.
[8656

You would not, i

you could help i
get your machine from, or take yo

repairs to a firm from whom yc

did not always • receive ERER
SATISFACTION AND COURTES
combined with REASONABL
CHARGES.

THE HOUSE OF

Stanleys
is founded on all these qualities, ar

we knoiv that we adhere to them 1

the fact that our clients always retu

to us for their further rcquiremeni

We are Agents for the Leadii

Makes, and hold a large stock

New and Second-hand Machines, al

Accessories of all kinds.

National Benzole always in stoc

We are Official Repairers to t'

Auto-Cycle Union.

173-174, Railway Approach

n

Shepherd's Bush
TcU-plione : nammcrsiui

. W.12. L
ilh iBio. 11

h;50 All Icttcis relating to iidvurtiHemeiits should quote the number at the end ot eiich advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

J
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Olympia in 1920.

IT
would indeed be a fastidious motor cyclist

who failed to find his ideal at Olympia.

Hundreds of machines ranging from minia-

ture motor cycles, a natural development of

the scooter, listed at an attractive figure, to

the lavishly equipped motor bicycle for solo and
sidecar use are staged for inspection. Their

resplendent finish calls for general admiration,

though possibly the glitter of the Show models

possesses less of a glamour to experienced riders

than plated parts do for beginners. This week's

exhibition at Olympia is supported by British,

American, French, Belgian, and Swiss manu-
facturers. Though international in character,

British productions easily predominate, as indeed

the British motor cycle industry leads in this

the finest and most exhilarating pastime in the

world. It can be said, too, that the magnificent

display is in every way commensurate with the

importance the industry has attained during its

twenty years' existence. One should appreciate

tliat the motor cycle > industr)- represents one of

our most staple trades. British exports of such

machines equal two million pounds annually,

besides which we find a market in this country

for nearly half a million pounds worth of m.otor

cycles of foreign construction. Thus it will be

obser\'ed that from small beginnings the motor
cycle manufacturing world has grown to big

proportions, and finds employment for many
thousands of workers.

Definite Improvement,
It has been said that the majority of 1921

models at the -Show conform largely to 1920

design. As a general remark this -may be true,

but novelty and evidence of definite improvement
are by no means absent. Where this year's Show
differs notably from last year's is in the proved

examples of machines displayed. Though con-

forming in outward respects to those exhibited

last year, one need not delve deeply into the

parts that matter to discover innumerable traces

of advance and refinement, which all spell

increased pleasure and reliability. Difficult and
prolonged road tests have placed their hall mark
on many comparatively untried designs which
made an initial appearance at the last Olympia
Exhibition. Nor should these remarks be con-

fined to motor cycle.s and sidecars alone, since

electrical equipment—notably hghting sets—in

particular reveals marked progress. The con-

venience of being able to switch on a reliable

lamp of indefinite life has to be experienced to

be believed by those who recall struggles with

lamps in the past. Comfort—a subject which
has received much attention in these columns—

,

has verj' noticeably been studied. If spring

frames are not so numerous as one would wish,

saddle-springing devices are greatly in evidence.

An Attractive Range of Exhibits.

Two and four-stroke lightweights in profusion at

very tempting figures, replete motor bicycles and
sidecars as well as " permanent " three-wheeled
runabouts which nowadays defy wind and
weather, combine to render this year's Show
unusually attractive. . Even sidecar taxis form
a feature, though .one forms the impression that

some of the designs have been over-developed.

Nevertheless, the sidecar taxis and the trade

sidecarriers form an interesting sidelight upon
the many possibilities of the inexpensive motor
cycle and sidecar, now developed to a remarkable
degree of reliability.

A wave of economy is passing over the whole
world, and consequently the cheapest form of

motoring is bound to attract—and receive—an
increased measure of attention. All interested

in the popularisation of economical motoring
and the development of the motor cycle for the

million should visit Olympia this week and
examine for themselves the best machines avail-

able in ijar; those who find it impossible to

do SO' will find a fitting substitute in T/ie Motor
Cycle Show Report, which has been written

after a personal inspection of the exhibits.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover
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First Impressions of the Cedos.

nHAVE just started my winter pottering on a Cedos
liglitweight, and shall naturally wait to see if it

plays me any vicious tricks before recording my
mature impressions. But„I was delightfully surprised

at the outset to find how beautifully it two-strokes

down' to very low road speeds, and not less so when
driven light downhill. I have not previously owned a
two-stroke which was its equal in these very vital

points.

The Pot-htinter.

AFRESH sidelight is thrown on "colonial"
routes' for one day trials by a letter to hand
from a club secretary. He complains that local

riders are swamped in these events by professional

pot-hunters, and that the organiser's best plan for en-

suring a prize or two to the local men is to include a

lot of freak hills which want knowing. This is quite

sound sense. But I dissent from overmuch oppro-

brium being handed out to the so-called "pot-hunters."

Most of them are traders of one sort or another,

whose business it is to advertise the machines which

they handle. The
__^

amateur pot - hunter "^^ -" "
'"" —

;

is really rather a

rare bird, since the

expense— not to
mention the nervous

strain—of habitual

trial riding is too

heavy an outlay to

be faced for the

sake of a few
medals.

Carrying the Spare
Chain.

N Aussie film-

runner—which
I take to be a

man who conveys

the reels froni one
cinema to another

—

sends me a pane-
gyric on the trusty

Triumph, in which
he mentions that he
stores h i s spare
rear chain in a

locker specially

made a ud fitted

lieneath one of the
footPxjards. Inci-

<lental]y, he con-

i.'r.'itulates Coventrv

on the superb quality of its plating, and—what do youj

think?—on the ease with which British machines ir

general can be cleaned ! This last bouquet is not onej

I am in the habit of "throw'ing ; but the contrast betweeni

our opinions is explained by his past use of Americanj
twins. \

Instrtiment Lamps.

SEVERAL suggestions are to hand for illuminating

speedometers and oil-drips at night. ' "H.B."
uses two small mirrors to reflect a spot of light

from his head lamp. I should say this apparatus

must be apt to shake adrift, and would entail a cer-

tain amount of dazzle. "CM." has rigged up a

special gadget made of dry battery torch parts ; he

uses it intermittently with the aid of a switch, and

finds it highly satisfactory. "R.B." has been using

a Siemens satchel light ever since 191 4; the outfit is

slung round the rider's neck by a strap, and located

Jin front of his tummy by a belt. It comes in handy
for many other purposes, including night repairs and

adjustments. I am not sure that it is still marketed,

but it certainly looks like the goods for all habitual

night riders ; a

SIDECAR COMFORT.
Our passengers can jio longer now say that

their comfort and convenience receive scant con-

sideration. Could any sidecar passenger, male
or female, require greater luxury than a sprung
frame machine with a spring wheel sidecar, such
as the Matchless here shown, and to which is

added one of the latest Easting windscreens ?

The improved facilities for entering and leaving

the vehicle, pnd the comfort and protection of

the screen, are displayed.

switch is-, of course,

included. " D.D."
uses a p r e-w a r

- " button-hole lamp
"

of the dry battery

type, designed for
I

the .cells to be I

carried in the pocket,

but mounts the
juicebox on his
machine. " G.J."
has converted a n

ordinary tail lamp
into an instrument

light, and, after

substituting a white

glass for the original

ruby pane, he gets

two beams, one
being focussed o n

the oiler and the

other on the speedo-

meter. These
devices will give
interested readers

plenty to think
about ; I must say
that

. t h e satchel

lamp, insulated aiid 1

convenient,
,
makes

the strongest appeal

to me.
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A Benzole Tip.

,|g|7 DARE not dogmatise, for the ways of the fuel

1^11 magnates are past finding out. But I have a-

ceitain amount of justification for stating that in
locaHties where a two-gallon can of benzole is scarcer
tiian pre-war whisk)', it may yet be possible to order,
and to receive delivery of, a fifty-gallon drum. At any
rate I wot of riders who have found tliis lordly solu-
tion practicable. One presumes that the can trouble
may occasionally wony the baizole distributers, so
that the cynics who hold that the Shell and Pratt
shareholders reser\-e the benzole for their own use
may be grossly mistaken. Now fifty gallons is

obviously an impos.sible order for an individual motor
.cyclist to place. But there are such things as motor
cycling clubs. 'Nuf sed.

Secret Switches.
SAD ignorance of practical riding conditions
is evinced by the ver)' obvious patterns of
switch now incorporated in most electric light-

ing sets. The ubiquitous small boy regards a lamp
switch as far more attractive than any hooter, and
loves to turn on the head lamp when a machine is left
in the open. It is by no means a difficult matter to
devise a switch which will bafHe nine urchins out of
ten. The "bezel '-'

type, fitted on Smith car sets, is

a good example. Hunt used to mar.ket a dry battery
tail lamp in which the switch was operated by rotating
the bulb-holder, and this was sufficiently unusual to
baffle an expert ; I know a rider who won manv small
bets by challenging other motor cyclists to discover
his tail lamp switch. There are, of course, two prin-
ciples on which this very real problem may be solved.

.
One is to camouflage the switch le\er, a method which

I
will serve provided the camouflage is varied by
different makers. The other is to use a. key switch,
which can only be operated b)- the owner.

Sixteen Plugs.
THINK engines on the whole are far less exacdng
in respect of sparking plugs than they used to be.
I have rung the changes this season on four

quartettes—sets of Bosch, K.L.G., Heath, and Split-
dorf. In 1913-14 I often used to meet engines which
always sulked unless a set of genuine Bosch were
installed^ and when four 1920 Bosch came into my
hands, I regarded them as the standard up to which
British plugs must come. Tiiis year they- do not
seem to have anything in hand of the K.L.G. or
the Heath. All four sets have been freely loaned to
people in trouble, and have figured on every con-
ceivable type of engine from racing cars down to

BRITISH AND AMERICAN FLAT TWINS AT OLYMPIA

\

I

Comfort and speed are both provided by this new 3J- h.p.

overhead-valved Brough.

6jl

baby two-strokes. The Splitdorf is very dear owing
to the American exchange, and came into my pos-
session as the oflicial plug for'^'Scotts ; once Scott
lubrication is mastered, I find that the Heath and the
K.L.G. do well in these engines, and the Heath in

particular is a- fine plug for oily engines generally.
During 1920 I have not struck any four-stroke engine
which can "incandesce"' a Bosch or a Heath or a

K.L.G. On the other hand, I fear it is still true
that a baby two-stroke which is new and tight can
'

' incandesce
'

' any plug which is made ; of course,
the phenomenon will only occur if one over-drives a

baby on the level, or is forced to put its infant tight-

ness at a hill like Kirkstone or Gunnislake. As soon
as the baby has sweetened itself down, it will behave-
nicely on any good plug, preference being given to

an anti-oiler like the Heath. It is gratifying to find

that two British plugs, selected almost at rahdom, are

at last apparently as good as the Bosch ; for I can
recall that in 1914 I tested some score of plugs at

the request of the trade, and found that one of my
engines simply would not run on anything but a genuine
Bosch. Further, I notice that few of my neighbours
are riding on either Heath or K.L.G., and yet they

are experiencing perfect plug joy on other British

makes. Hats off to our sparking plug industry, which
has certainly made good this year.

Mr. Brace and Output.

EAM no politician, but I should like fo assure Mr.
Brace that we could probably sell twenty motor
cvcles abroad for one which we now sell in Eng-

land if only we could market them Overseas at a

competiti\'e price, and that if we could annex this-

potential Overseas market, it would keep Coventry,

Birmingham, and Wolverhampton busy during those

winter months when our home demand usually falls

off and leads tO' short time in the factories. Mr.
Brace may possibly be able to prove that certain con-

cessions on the part of capital'would assist in securing

these markets, which at present are almost wholly lost

to us. On the other hand, a great many Iiold that

a larger output per man. per hour on the part of labour

is an essential factor in the requisite lowering of our

export prices. To quote but one example, I have had
innumerable letters, from Overseas riders since the

A.B.C. was first amiounced at ^85; as its price

gradually soared to .£170 odd, most of these en^

thusiasts bought American machines instead. In this

instance, at least, since the firm went into what is

humorously known at law as " voluntary " liquidation,

excessive profiteering by the employer cannot be

responsible.

Now electrically equipped, the 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson flat twin
'

is a leading example of American solo machine.
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A Review of the Most Important Developments in 1921 Models.

AT the great motor cycle exhibitiorLat Olympia,
we have gathered together the world's finest

productions in the motor cycle line. A
convenient opportunity is thus provided for analysing

the progress made during the past year, and a study

of the various exhibits provides a vast amount of

interest to such as are technically minded.
^The earlier months of 1920 were characterised by

such a demand for motor cycles, that manufacturers
found it difficult to supply the requirements of their

customers with standard machines, and few of them
found time to experiment with future models. Although
the rush fell away considerably at the close of summer,
this slackening, which provided more time for investi-

gation and experiment, came too late to peiTnit the

results to bear fruit at the present exhibition. As a

direct consequence, many of the machines staged on
various stands differ little from their forerunners of

1919.

Such differengies as exist mostly take the form of

improvements from the manufacturing point of view,
though not a few will add considerably to the comfort
of the rider. .

Improvements in Suspension.
It is noticeable, for instance, that larger tyres are

fitted, 26in.'x 3in. and 2810. -x 3in.,/ being not un-
common on machines of 500 c.c. and over. In
addition, saddle suspension has received a considerable
fillip, and 1920 has produced in a commercial form

several devices which are

either entirely new or
Ave re in experimental
forms only during the

past year. For example,
there is the new Brooks
saddle suspension, in

which the seat is attached

to the carrier by a pair

of full cantilever springs

on either side, .in such a

manner as to provide a

parallel motion of con-

siderable magnitude, and
thus ensure a great in-

crease in comfort. Some
months ago there was
described in The Motor
Cycle a seat manufac-
tured by the producers
of the popular Tan-Sad

One ot the several auxiliary

systems of saddle suspension,

—

the Hazlcwood.

BB4

pillion attachment, in which the principle of suspension

from the carrier was enibodied, and this also has borne

fruit in the form of a parallel action saddle in which

the lower leaf spring on each side is replaced by a link.

The makers of the Ai-mis are among those who
are fitting the Flexa leaf-spring _ saddle-pillar, while

among the machines to which auxiliary saddle sus- .

pension now is fitted as standard are the Ariel, B.S.A.,

Acme, Hazlewood, Kex, knd Zenith. ,

'

Indeed, this form of suspension appears to be

making headway at the expense of the heavier, if more

complete, system of rear springing. An intermediate-

form, in Avhich the footboards are connected to the

saddle suspension, is well represented by the Bat,

Edmund, and L.M.C., but newcomers to full sus-

pension are conspicuous by their absence, with the ex-

ception of the proprietary spring frame introduced by

Messrs. Brampton Bros.
p

Spring Frames.
There are, however, several makers who are not

exhibiting at Olympia, and among these are a few

who are offering spring frames next year. The Cov-

entry Eagle is one example. Again, there are several

spring frame machines only waiting for production

facilities to permit their introduction to the public.

Such machines as the Indian, Clyno, Royal Ruby,

Hobart, Raleigh, Matchless, Coulson, Paragon, and

Wooler, of course, retain their well-tried systems,

though Messrs. Douglas Motors, Ltd., are no longer

showing their rear spmng "3^."
Many new spring forks have come into existence,

which, although not differing largely from accepted
,

practice, are interesting as showing that front suspen-

sion is receiving the consideration due to it. Several

motor cycle manufacturers have introduced spring forks

of their own design, such as the Ariel, and others,

including the B.S.A. and A.J.S., have improved or

increased the

movement of

these components.

ENGINES.
While the Show

does not include

every type of

engine in use on
motor cycles, the

absentees are not

important, e x-

cepting in t wo

Latest spring frame designs tend to

be neater than hitherto. The Coventry

Eagle system is extremely inconspicuous.
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Decompressors are on the

increase, and one more make
—the Ariel—dispenses with

the exhaust valve hfter.

Above is shown the decom-
pressor lever of the new
B.S.A. single.

the last SItow there were

cases—the A.K.C. and
the Redrup radial. The
former, last year, was an
excellent "example of a

carefully thought out
design embodying the
gear box and placed
across the frame. The
three-cylinder Redrup
would no .doubt have
created a great deal jf

attention, and, since it is

on the market as a pro-

p r i e t a r y engine, its

absence will be regretted

by most who are in-

terested in novel engines

of practicable design. At
a few examples of freak

-
. engines, which have not survived the year.

This year's Show reveals many
.new engines of almost every type,

notably several "big singles,"

which either take the place of
similar machines shown last year or

are ijitroduced as additional models.

In addition there are at least five

•new V twins, three opposed twins,

and' one four-cylinder. In the two-

stroke field, the engine of the Scott

Sociable and the Villiers with fly-

wheel magneto are the most interest-

Jog new propositions.

One feature of the Exhibition i.s

the number of machines embodying
the now well-known 500 c.c. Black-
burne engine. At the last Show
there "^^«ere only two makes of

machines exhibited with this engine
;

i this year there are at least ten. The
: large number of makers now fitting

. the 350 c.c. model of the Black-
burne swells the lists of outside fly-

wheel machines.
The number of machines fitted

with the 5-6 h.p. twin J. A. P.
engine, now of slightly larger
capacity, is increased by the intro-

duction of such machines as the new
the Armis, and the Omega.

Showing the construction of the Superb
four-cylinder engine, which has aluminium
cylinders, steel levers, and an overhead

camshaft.

673

Cooling.

The important question of cooling is coming in for

a lot of attention. J. A. P., M.A.G., and A.J.S. are

amongst the several engines having increased cooling
surfaces, and several two-stroke manufacturers have
obviously been getting to work on the same subject.

Undoubtedly the most interesting developments in this

direction are to be found in the Bradshaw and
Superb Four engines. The former is based on a

principle of heat dissipation from the crank case which
was brought into prominence by a series of scientific

experiments on air-cooled aero engines during the war.
This principle has been inadvertently, unscientifically,

and sometimes unwillingly applied in most engines,

and now for the first-time is to be intentionally carried

out on carefully thought out lines.

Cooling by Oil.

It is Mr. Bradshaw's idea to cool his engine in-

ternally as well as externally, and to dissipate as much
heat as possible through the crank case. For this

reason he employs forced lubrication

and special means of distributing

the oil over the whole of the in-

terior of the engine, after which the

oil is withdrawn by a second pump
and, after being cooled on its pas-

sage, is returned to be used again.

It is stated that after twenty-two
laps of Brooklands. " all out," with
a new and unused engine, the oil

remains green and clear, showing
no signs of deterioration.

Metallic contact between the in-

visible cylinders and the crank case

is ensured by the former being

slightly "pinched" between the

two halves of the latter"; and alu-

minium pistons are used to ensure

adequate cooling. This most in-

teresting engine will be watche.d

with the greatest attention by all

who have the welfare of the motor
cycle at' heart, since it involves a

method of cooling which is almost

revolutionarv.

Massey Arran,

Aluminium Cylinders.

Of almost equal interest is the

Superb four-cylinder, not only because it is the only

British four-cylinder engine to be staged, but because

in the

an im-

for in-

Overhead Valves.
Not everyone will agree that an increase

munber of overhead valve engines constitutes
provement, but the advanced school who sigh
Teased engine efficiency will welcome the advent of
the six-valve twin N.U.T., the 500 c.c. sporting model
Douglas, the 3^ h.p. Brough, the little Dot-Ja"p twin,
the Xew Bradshaw engine embodied in a Zenith model,
and the Superb four-cylinder engine, with its over-
head camshaft._ Confirmed believers in overhead valve
j^ear are frankly delighted at this important increase
m numbers, which midoubtedly signifies a step in the
right direction, and one which will shortly be followed
-by other well-known -firms, some of which have
machines of this type on the road even now.

Overhead camshaft and valve gear of the British four-cylinder

motor cycle at Olympia.

C5
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of the intrinsic merits of the design. Here we have
a four-cylinder-in-line engine, with aluminium cylin-

ders and top half crank case ca'st in one piece. The
cylinder liners are held down by the heads. Inclined

-overhead valves are operated by a bevel-driven over-

head camshaft, and forced lubrication is employed
thKiughout.

The Enfield kick-starter on the lightweight model.

A three-speed gear box is incorporated with the

engine, which is beautifully carried out, and naturally

the exhibit attracts an enormous amount of interest.

-Here, then, we have exariiples of three different

methods of improving heat dissipation, an enlargement

and redistribution of cooling surfaces, a hew method
of heat dissipation via a specially designed crank case,,

aniil an aluminium- cylinder block with forced

lubrication.

TWO=STROKES.
The number of small two-strokes does not diminish,

and, except for the flywheel magneto Villiers with its

unconventional induction system, little radical change
has been made in de.sign. There is, however,' a

tendency to increase engine capacity,' and to fit light

sidecars to specially strengthened frames. The Ivy,

Connaught, Cedos, Armis, Allon, AlectO', Ixion, and
Calthorpe may be quoted as good examples of this

type of machine, while the 500 c.c. Dunelt, now a

commercial proposition, remains the sole example of a

single-cylinder air-cooled two-slroke of this capacity.

It has, however, proved its capabilities, and has two
gold medals in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials to its credit,

incidentally the

only trial in

w h i c h it has

competed.
The Scott

motor cycle
engine remains

almost- ,u n-

changed, and its

many . successes

during the past

year lead to

little expectation
'J'iie engine of. llie Scott Sociable

Init this is more properly dealt with
of " l-tunabouts.

"

GEARS AND TRANSMISSION.
\ new proprielary llnec sped .^rA( box is (|inle an

(vcni in liie.Sf days, and no article dealing with pro-
gress ran afford to miss the Conirrv gear exhibited on
llip liroiigh sliuid. hi.
c6

Lubricating pump of the Bradshaw
engine dissected. A similar pump is fitted

to the opposite side to return the oil to

the tank.

in lliis direction,

is another matter,
tindrr ihr liradint

but commonsense design, and the workmanship is on .

a par with its ingenuity. Messrs. Lea and Francis

and Rudge-Whitworth have introduced new three-_

speed gears of their ,own. The Moss Gear Co. has a
,

new two-speed countershaft box, and the Kingsbury^

is a fresh example of a two-speed selective clutch -r

mechanism. Further, the Levis firm ha\-e a three-

speed box jif their own design in an experimental stage.

Despite the claims made in favour of unit construe--

tlon of engine and gear box, there is no decided

,

tendency in this direction. Except, for the Superb
Four, new designs embodying this feature are- con-

spicuous by their absence.

The demand for clutches and kick-starters on light- 'i

weights is apparent by the number of makers who 1
now offer models embodying them, while it is note-

worthy that the Enfield lightweight, which has a two-,

speed selecti\-e clutch unit, may now be obtained with C
a kick-starter. Not a few makers have at long' last Ji

decided to provide mechanical means for adjusting

primary drive chain centres. Chain drive is steadily

gaining ground, but there are many who pro\-ide an .

alternative of chain-cum-belt for those who favour this--

form of transmission. The Wilkin, Ariel, L.M.C.,

;i mil.ilih- rxainplc of clever

On the new Douglas, radiating fins are cast on the small

aluminium oil reservoirs, from which the overhead valve rocker

shafts are lubricated by a wick system.

Rudge, Sitperb Four, Rex, Acme, are newcomers to

all chain transmission, but a few rentaui faithful to.

plain belt dtive for their sporting models.
As regards shaft drive, enthusiasts must still await

its coming, for, in respect of motor cycles proper, th.e

F.N. remains the solitary example, though the Unibus
is an addition which includes many other advanced
features,

LUBRICATION.
For years past Tlic Motor Oyc/c has ad\'ocated the

use of mechanical lubrication with a view to relieving'

the .rider of trouble in this respect, and of ensuriiig a

regular and adequate supply of oil to every part of

the engine. It is satisfactory, therefore, to note that

almost every engine of recent design incorporates this

very desirable feature. Last year's' Show introduced
to the public the P. and M., B.S.A., Velocette, Clyno,'

Corona, and Htimber systems, all of which remaiii-'j

and the number of machines thus equipped has noW
been swelled by such engines as the Bradshaw, Stiperb

I'"our, Vickers-engincd Enfield, 4',o h.p, Ariel, and

Cykelaid,
'

":

It was not (o be e.\|)etied ihat rnaniiracltirers whose
pnidui'ls remain tuichanged in other respe< Is wmilJ
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have added mechanical lubrication to their specifica-

tion, but the demand for conversion sets is amply de-

monstrated by the number of these which are obtain-

able. Messrs. Best and Lloyd, Lamplugh, and
Showell and Sons, all market such devices, which are

likely to become increasingly popular as their merits

become more generally known.
Lubrication of machine parts is receiving greater

attention, and quite a number of designers have em-
bodied convenient lubricators .on the steering heads.

An interesting innovation is the hub and fork bearing

lubrication of the new Ariels, in which the spindles

are drilled so that the bearings may be charged with

lubricant by means of an oil gun.

FRAME DESIGN.
There is a steady improvement apparent in frame

constnjction, although the Cotton and the new British

Excelsior duplex frames are the only new frames of

unconventional appearance. The former, exhibited

at Olympia for the first time, is no new proposition,

having been on the road, to our knowledge, for over

six years. Perhaps on the border line of un-
conventionality are the new Ariels, which have
a high frame with a pronounced curve to the

top tube, and the Dunelt big two-stroke, in

which both tank rails slope

downwards to the rear.

A decided tendency is

apparent among frame" de-

signers to favour straight

top tubes, which, in an in-

creasing number of cases,

are covered by - saddle
tanks. The new Hobart,
8 h.p. Hazlewood, Verus
sidecar machine, 5-6 h.p.

Omega, Francis-Barnett, ai « n x,

and 6 h.p. Quadrant ai'e U U
, J

* -I
•

1 T- 1. ^\ ^ Straight
stnkmg examples. 1 h e ^ ^ tension,

curved top tube, at one
time almost universally

adopted, is slowly dis-

appearing, though a few new machines still embody
this characteristic.

In some cases lugs are considerably strengthened,

and sidecar lugs integral with the frame are general

practice on all machines intended for sidecar or dual
.len'ice ; the Hazlewood even goes to the length of

'fitting an auxiliary stay between the two front attach-

ments.

Another very noticeable feature to those who take
the trouble to enquire is the increase in the employ-
ment of steel lugs in the more vital parts of the frame.
These steel lugs in some instances are castings, in

others forgings, and in a few, notably the Rudge,
pressings.

The large number of ladies' models now offered with
semi-open frames is evidence that makers are contem-
plating extending their markets. Last year there were
but few machines of this type at Olympia.

MUDGUARDING.
Each year has seen some improvement in mud-

guarding, but until this year the .problem has not
received the attention due to it. There is scarcely a
1921 model, however, which does not embody mud-
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guards which are a distinct improvement over the
t\pes used by their makers last year. Undoubtedly
there is strong evidence that every maker has
endeavoured to improve his production in this respect.
Even machines admitted to be better guarded than the
majority of 1920 models have gone a step further by
the introduction of wider and better designed guards,
some embodying gutters on the inside edges to guide
water and liquid mud to a part of the guard where it

may drop off without bespattering the machine Or its

rider. An increase in the fitting of leg guards as
standard fitments is another commendable feature,
while footboards are improved in design, and are
larger and better fitted.

CHAIN CASES.
The growing_ popularity of chain transmission has

brought along improved chain cases which are more
accessible, better made, and
easier to detach and re-

place. Flywheel guards,

too, are becoming general

on engines fitted with out-

side flywheels, and the

dressguards on the ladies'

models are" better carried

out.

CARBURETTERS.
Speaking generally, two-

lever carburetters have
changed but little during

the past twelve months, but

there appears to be a ten-

dency on the part of manu-
facturers of well-tried car

carburetters to enter the

iTtotor cycle market. The
„ , , . Claudel Hobson, as fitted

e Cotton trame every tube is x ^i a t> /^ u i j
subjected only to compression or

^O the A.B.C., has already

It is light, strong, and rigid. made many converts to the

single lever type, and a

new model made specially

for motor cycles is now
ready for the market. A motor cycle type Zenith,

which has been in use in France for some time, has

found' its way on to the Bradshaw engine, an event

which would not have occurred without good reason.

The Capac has already many admirers, and we are

likely to hear more of the-Degory " no jet " carburetter

and the Cox Atmos.

Of the single-lever carburetter generally, it may be

said that progress is somewhat slow, probably due to

the fact that some makers appear to find it difficult

to produce a carburetter which will give equally good
results on different makes of engine. Thus we hear

both eulogy and condemnation from designers of dif-

ferent engines concerning one or another carburetter,

and for the time being several motor cycle manufac-
turers are reverting to the two-lever type on this

account. There seems to be little doubt, however, that

the single lever instrument will in time become a stan-

dard fitting, though many keen riders prefer to retain

a second lever as a means of instant adjustment.

There is still much to be learned about carburation,

especially as regards two-strokes, but there is every

reason to expect an early development in this direction.

DI
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Some very remarkable results have been obtained

recently on officially observed consumption tests, figures

of 320 m.p.g. being recorded with a standard 211 c.c.

two-stroke over a distance of fifty-four miles at average

touring speed. Such tests at least serve to show that

the vital question of economy is exercising the minds

of British carburetter experts, and we think that de-

velopments are pending which will, greatly reduce the

fuel consumption of motor cycles in the hands of the

public.

WEIGHT.
So far there are few signs ot a serious effort at

weight reduction, but, perhaps, the new taxation

scheme will bear fruit by Show time next year. It

is true that heavy machines will _not be affected by

the taxation, and only those that weigl> between 200

and 250 lb. can hope tO' save their customers 30s. per

year. Once improvements are made in this direction

they will be welcomed by all.

In larger classes of machines, the new sporting

Sunbeam, introduced in tlie summer, seems to have

set a fashion in lighter solO' mounts of 500 c.c. In

addition to_ the Wolverhampton, production, solo

" light fours," as they are termed, are included in

the Rex and Verus programmes, and certain other

well-known firms are likely to follow suit in the near

future.

Last year there were no solo V twins smaller than

the 500 c.c. class, but at the present Show at least

one sporting lightweight has an overhead valve V
twin of 350 c.c. This is the little Dot-Jap, a develop-

ment of the machine which competed in this year's

Junior T.T.

LIGHTING.
The success of the Lucas Magdyno on luxurious

outfits has emphasised the need for electric lighting

all round, and as is usually the case, demand has pfo-

duced the necessary genius. The M-L Maglita has

materialised, after long and thorough tests, into an

exceedingly practical combined ignition and lighting

set for use on all sizes of machines, while just before

the Show the B.T.H. Co. introduced to the public

details of their new and ingenious system of utilising

the idle " maximum point " in engine speed magnetos.

This brings the two-stroke a lighting set of its own,

which will sell at a price proportionate to the class of

machine to which it is suited.

Generally, lighting equipment has made big strides,

exemplified by the Hawley Morgan generator, and the

re-introduction for lighting purposes of dissolved acety-

lene by AUen-Liversidge, Ltd. Improvements in gas

lamps are not strikingly noticeable, although detail

alterations, as the outcome of experience, may be

observed in some instances.

MINIATURES.
As foreshadowed by The Motor Cycle, the scooter

is developing into a. miniature motor cycle, and at

least two manufacturers will, in future, assiduously

avoid the use of the term in connection with their

])roducts. This (levelo])ment is as it should be, and
the genuine open frn'nic scat type miniature will, in due
course, come fully into its own. The Whippet retains

most of its atlra'-iivc feaUire.s, changing only as regards

piston jjiaterial, carburetter, and cam details. The
D2

Unibus is a most striking innovation with its spring

frame, two-speed gear, worm drive, and complete

enclosure. It is designed on ideal lines, but it remains

to be seen whether the public will prefer such an
"ideal" miniature or a larger motor cycle at the

price. The Kenilworth in its latest form is a fascin-

ating little mount, weighing only 70 lb., and has earned

a most enviable reputation in the Midlands for its com-
fort and reliability. Triangulated tubular construc-

tion now takes the place of steel side plates for the

frame, and an overhead valve engine is retained.

Detail improvements only have been found necessary

on the Skootamota. ,

Taken on the whole, it may be said that the

scooter is dead, and that from its ashes has arisen a

miniature motor cyde of practical value. The number
of exhibits of this small type of rriachine are less this

year, and it has been a survival of the fittest. Spring

frames appear to be " catching on " with designers

of miniatures, which is perhaps hardly surprising in

view of the state of the roads. A tandem-seated
miniature and a small motor tricycle, too, are tiew

introductions at Olympia this year.

RUNABOUTS.
In number of exhibits, three-wheeled runabouts are

comparatively few, but in interest they are prolific.

Here, shaft drive appears to have got a firm hold for

the T.B., Castle-Three, and Scott Sociable are all

three fitted with this form of transmission.

The Scott Sociable, already thoroughly described in

these pages, is naturally a centre of attention. Unor-
thodox in every detail, it is, nevertheless, an engineer-

ing proposition from start tq. finish. Its triangulated

frame is perhaps a little astonishing until the underly-

ing principle is mastered, and the twin two-stroke

engine, with its rotary inlet valves and double-pole igni-

tion system, is, to say the least of it, unusual.

The " sidecar " layout of the wheels, although

necessitating an unusual appearance, has certain

advantages in regard to the rider's comfort and the

stresses imposed upon the frame. For this reason, it

may ^e considered as a distinct advance. At first

sight it may, by many, be classed as a: freak, but it

is the outcome of more than five years of experiment

on the part of one of the cleverest brains in the trade,

and road experience willbe sufficient to convince most
people of the value of its distinctive design.

A nevvcomer in this class of vehicle is the New
Hudson, a name, like the Premier, associated before

the war with- sidecar outfits.

In so far as gentiine progress is concerned, it is

a moot point whether any very considerable elabora-

tion has proportionate advantages over the simpler

and lighter types of three-wheelers. Excepting for

the Scott Sociable, there is little in the three-wheelers

at Olympia which is radically new, although the front

wheel-driven Stanhope is not of a well-known type.

On the popular Morgan, which is all that is simple

and straightforward, detail- improvements of some im-

portance have been made, notably a detachable rear

wheel and interchangeable chains, but the vital

features remain as before.

Perhaps one of the most striking improvements is

the fact that the accessibility of rear wheels has, at

last, received the attention it merits, and in at least

three cases all wheels are interchangeable.
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The) Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be aldrsisel to the Editor, "The Motor Cyole," Hertford Street, Coventry, and mu:t be ascompanied by the writer's name and address.

THOSE INCREASED SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Sir,— ZVie Motor Ci/cle of November 18th tells me that the

A.C.U. and the A. A. have increased their subscriptions

by 100%.
Jlay one be permitted to ask these august bodies how

*hey justify this increase ; and what they (especially the

alter) do for the average motor cyclist in return ?

Barnstaple. BLED DRY.

SKIDS.
Sir,— I also was very interested in " Ixion's " remarks in his

" Occasional Comments " with regard to traffic signals whilst

on greasy roads. I am a weekly rider from Chichester to

Ealing, and, like " Duggie," your co'rrespondent, pass through
Isleworth, Hounslow, and Brentford, and many of the skids

I have had in the latter jilace. Indeed, at the end of last

winter, I came to the conclusion that it was impossible to

ri^e through Brentford on a wet day without skidding, owing
to the appalling surface of the road, composed of large uneven
stone setts with rounded tops. J. A. PRISAIALL.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—In many of the modern machines turned out to-day

it is the practice to support the carrier with two strong tubes
each side, forming a triangle, and, no longer carrying stays,

or tubes, to the frame under the saddle.

This method is, no doubt, neat and strong ; but, as one of

thousands of motor cyclists who are very fond of carrying
passengers on the carrier, I should like to point out that I

find the modern method much more dangerous.
Passengers, for safety, must sit as far forward, towards the

driver, as possible, and, with many carriers to-day, this is

not possible, because the carriers end a considerable distance

away from the saddle. PILLION.
Chester.

CYCLE BEARINGS.
Sir,—I have just read the article in T/ie Motor Cycle on

the adjustment of cycle bearings which appears in your
issue for November 4th. Without the least desire to be
critical, I beg to attach a few remarks thereon, which I

trust you will find suitable for publication.

The cup and cone type of bearing, as the writer adfnits,

requires adjustment frequently, and this is one of the fea-

tures which makes a bearing of this type so unsatisfactory
for use on machines which are being handled by many who
are not skilled mechanics.
The modern bearing for use in the wheel hubs, and also

in the crank spindle, is the annular type of ball bearing,
which is preferably of double row construction.
With regard to the steering head bearings, we certainly

cannot agree that the standard ball thrust bearing is not
suitable, since this is one of the most efficient anti-friction
bearings possible for dealing with the loads encountered
hero. Possibly, however, the use of additional radial bear-
ing.s might be an advantage.
With regard to his remark.^ on the replacing of balls in

)i bearing, there is no doubt that the expedient of introduc-
ing one or two small balls to replace broken ones might be
.sali.sfiictory as a temporary arrangement, but in such a case
the coiMijh'lc H(^t of balls .slmnld be removed and an entirely
new .set inscn;.-i;. If sucli balh, have been obtained from
icliabli- Mianufacliii'i'rK, then lher<> will be no doubt whatever
as to their equality in size, and con.'ieriiiently the best results
will be obtained. ,'. TIIOMI'SON WALKER,

The Skkkko Bali, BKAiti.so Co., Ltd.
)I2 '

PETROL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—It would interest riders of the 1920 model to know

fuller particulars of how this recorS was estabUshed, con-

dition of roads, contour, carburetters, and setting.

I have one of these models, *tted with the top feed

A.M.A.C. standard as purchased. I ha*-e reduced the jet

from 32 to 31, and altered the float level as advised by

makers, and now cannot average 50 m.p.g. with empty light

Millford Olympic sidecar. There is no gear slip on the

engine shaft.

Maybe some more intelligent rider of this model, or the

makers, will tell us how results even near to 144i per

gallon can be obtained. C. W. BURNS.

OWNER GOING ABROAD.
Sir,—I never miss reading The Motor Cycle every week

from start to finish, even when abroad.

When reading ..the advertisements, I notice a large number
of advertisers, wishing to dispose of their outfits, offer the

excuse "owner going abroad." Having been. the possessor

of a Triumph outfit in India, and having read the remarks

frequently offered in your paper of the pleasures of owners

in other Colonies and countries. I fail to see why any owner

should dispose of his pet outfit when going abroad, for I

am certain in nine out of every ten places abroad motor

cycling can be made a pleasure.

I have myself been contemplating taking a Triumph or

B.S.A. outfit with we when I return to India in March next,

but seeing the excuse " owner going abroad " in so many
advertisements has rather damped my spirits. Personally,

I should think such was rather hard for British machuies,

as it first tends to make one think such are useless abroad,

when actually, in my opinion, they are the hc>:t and c.innot

be compared with foreign makes.

On the other hand, perhaps there are some real and in-

surmountable difficulties in an owner taking a machine abroad,

for I know of one case, when I was in India, where I sent to

an Knglish firm to purchase an outiit to be sent to me in'

India, and the firm, with regret, said it could not comply
owing to makers' restrictions.

Sidmouth. OWNER GOING ABROAD.

AN AIRMAN'S PREVENTIVE FOR COLD FINGERS.
Sir,—-Now that the cold weather is beginning to force

itself upon us, several motor cyclists will be thinking of the

best means of keeping their fingers warm, so perhaps a tip

which was used largely in the Flying Corps may be useful.

A pair of plain leather niiliiied fingered gauntlets should
be procured, about six to eight sizes too large for the wearer.

(In my case they were so large that I wore a pair of fur-lined

kid, a pair of washleather, a pair of woollen, and a pair of

silk gloves underneath.)

Now, if a pair of good quality loose fitting silk gloves are

worn inside the gauiiilets they will be warm enough for all

ordinary winter touring.

In e.xtra cold weather, and when high speed, work is

necessary, a pair of good camel-hair gloves, worn in conjunction

with the above silk and leather ones, will be found to keep the

hands exceedingly v/arm fur hours on end. I found that when
thus attired my h.mJs never suft'ered with the cold, even

when flying 12,000 to 15.000 feet in the worst weather.

I have discovered that fingered gloves wtirn in this manner
are quite as warm as the litigerleas variety,- and are much
ni.ne handy. ' V, K. BLOW.

t
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OR ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY.
:
Sir,—The other day a solo motorist rode up to a shop,

jimped off his machine, and walked straight into the shop.
Khe machine, an Indian, remained upright for quite an
ppreciable time, at least five seconds, and then fell over on
;s side with a crash, fetching the rider hurriedly back to his
jount. The episode, viewed by onlookers, appeared to savour
Bf extreme abseutmindedness, or maybe he was used to a
lidecar, but I wonder if it could be beaten as a case of what
tot to do. H. T. ROBERTS.

iDECAR TROUBLES.
Sir,—As a novice in the motor cycling world, I have had

reat difficulty in getting a suitable sidecar body with a
jlild's seat at the back.

f The, cycle and chassis were bought together, and an order
Sven to a firm of sidecar specialists for one of their bodies
b suit the chassis, but on taking delivery it could not be
Rxed to the chassis, and~I had eventually to forfeit my
deposit.

I then gave an order, accompanied with a full set of
jueasurements, to another firm.

While the body they supplied fitted the chassis, and was
very nice, the child's seat w.is not less than seven inches
too small

! They are doing the right thing, and making me a
new body while I make ^hift with the other, but I am de-
barred from any but short runs meanwhile.
Let those who want -special bodies built have a clear

undertaking ^n writing from the ' makers before finally
ordernig. LABOR.
Kew Gardens.

HAND SIGNALS.
Oi:-,_— \Vith reference to "Garfield's" letter in your issue

for November 18th, although there is perhaps a" similarity
in the signals "Come on" and "I am about to turn right,'"
only a very careless (and callous) driver would give these
two signals in sueli manner as to confuse the one with the
other, or to leave any doubt as to which signal is intended.
When overtaking traffic at cross-roads or side-turnings, it is

surely pob'cy to keep behind until "safe at last, the danger
past," one can overtake without fear of accident.

I note " Gai-field " asks -for suggestions for '*'more distinct
road signals." May I append the following : For " am turn-
ing left (or right) " motorist stops machine twenty yards
away, runs to corner, and points long and earnestly down
the side road, then goes back to the_ machine, starts up, and
turns in the opposite direction at the corner !

Seriously though, I do not think the existing signals can
be improved upon if properly given, although a handle-bar
worked automatic device would no doubt save us from bruises,
or worse, through skids when going, say, from Staines to
Kew Bridge, eh, '.' Duggie " ? IMPERATOR.
Grimsby.

BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT SIDECAR MACHINES.
Sir,—With reference to "July's" i-emarks on misfiring on

two-strokes, may I be allowed to supplement his hints by my
- own experience ?

' I have had a 2J h.p. T.D.C. two-stroke engine under clcse
observation since last Easter, this little engine pulling a
machine with sidecar attached. . From experience, I find that
two-strokes only four-stroke when the human element (the
driver) is at fault—that is, of course, if the engine is timed
and lubricated with ordinary care._ In starting from cold,
.even in winter, I can start in four paces (counted), and the
efigine will fire and two-stroke beautifully. I never flood the
carburetter. I advance the air lever gradually, listening to

the beat of the engine for signs which tell me in an un-
toistakable manner the correct position for the best mixture.
. This engine never four-strokes at high speeds,, although it

may pop back through the carburetter due to a weak mixture.
Two-strokes must be carefully timed, especially where the
magneto is coupled direct to the engine-shaft. Time with
the piston dead on top, but the connecting rod on the rising
'side of the crank pin just before passing over the dead pointj-

which can always be seen through the inlet. The points should
be just on broken, and the magneto fully retai'ded. The
^'carburetter must be in good tune.

I have found from practice the correct setting of the variable
jet, and rarely have to alter it. I have no e.xtra air inlet,

.and do not require it, having altered the cap of the inlet to
^"isuit the needs of the carburetter.
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I could say lots more about this particular make of two-
stroke engine, and the reason 'why two-strokes four-stroke
when they are being driven by a driver who will not trouble
even to listen to his engine, let alone try and correct its

inherent weaknesses.
GEO. HAZEL, Lt.; R.N. (retired).

ACCUMULATOR LIGHTING FOR SIDECARS.
Sir,—The wiring diagram in your contributor's article

entitled " Accumulator Lighting for Sidecars," which
appeared in the issue of The Motor Cycle dated November
11th, is incorrect. On the linked switch being operated,
one of the four-volt cells will be short-circuited, but no
light of any kind obtained.
A correspondent in the same issue states that by using a

half-watt lamp he obtains double the candle-power of a one
watt lamp. This may be so, but half-watt lamps are not
yet on the market, the nearest approach being the g-is-lilled

variety. It may interest him to know that for small lamps
the candle-power per watt of vacuum and gas-filled lamps is

approximately the same. A comparison of a 200-volt 50 watt
vacuum and gas-filled lamps shows that the vacuum lamp
gives 8.6 luinens per watt, and the gas-filled one 10.26 lumens
per watt. Assuming one watt per candle-power for the

former, then the latter gives
'

c.p. = 1.19 c.p. per watt.
8.6

In the small size mentioned by your correspondent, the gain
will be even less, and not worth the greater cost and shorter

average life. A 1,100 watt 100 volt lamp has a maximum
efficiency of .59 watt per c.p. The apparent extra brilliancy

of gas-filled lamps is due to the shorter wave length, and in

reality does not exist. PIP EMMA.

Sir,—In a recent issue of The Motor Ci/cle you publish an
article, " Accumulator Lighting for Sidecars." This will, no
doubt, be of great use to motor cyclists who desire to equip

their combinations with electric light, but I should like to

point out for their

benefit one or two
errors in the dia-

gram on page 546.

(1.) The d'Auble

pole switch is

wrongly wired, one
accumulator being
shorted in the on
position and the
other permanently
oft'.

(2.) Even with
this switch cor-

rectly wired, the
4 volt sidecar lamp
is in an 8 volt

circuit.

(3.) The posi-
tion of the volt-
meter switch rcn-
dei-s the horn and
inspection lamp
inoperative unless
the voltmeter

ev HEAt LAMP

A modified lighting diagram on the lines

of Mr. Woodfield's, which was incorrectly

reproduced by our artist in a recent issue.

(See letter from " Amateur.")

switch is used at the same time.
Much as I admire the compact neatness of Mr. Woodfield's

diagram, I think that the average motor cyclist, or novice,,

would more readily understand one on the lines of the

enclosed, which is a modified layout of the diagram in your
paper, and is quite correct as regards the connection.

•Personally, I do not like the system, as, if for any reason

the head lamp was much used on 4 volts, one accumulator
would be used more than the other, and, ipso facto, the volt-

meter being connected across both accumulators, might show
the 7.2 volts, specified by Mr. Woodfield, with one accumu-
lator at 3.2 volts and the other at 4 volts.

Wishing your paper was a daily instead of a weekly,
Cheshire. AMATEUR.

[We have received several letters pointing out an artist's

error in the wiring diagram accompanying Mr. Wood-
field's description of his lighting set. The above was
selected as being on the same ^ines as the original article,

• but there are obviously many variations possible, especi-

ally if different voltage bulbs be used.

—

Ed.]
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4th
6th
8th

4.23 p.m.
4.22

4.21

4.20

Olympia.

The greatest show of motor cycles ever
organised.

The Loudon-Exeter Rud,
Chatting with Alan Hill, the organis-

ing secretary of this year's M.C.C. Lon-
don-E.xeter run, we learned the other
day that an unexpectedly large number
of entries is being received for this

strenuous Christmas trial. Upwards of

two hundred competitors are anticipated.

The Research Association.

The secretary of- the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research an-
nounces that a licence has.been issued by
the Board of Trade to the British Motor
Cycle and Cycle Research Association,
which may be approached through Major
H. R. Watling, The' Towers, 'Warwick
Road, Coventry. •

The M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

No speeches but a good musical pro-

gramme is to be the chief feature of the
fourteenth annual dinner of the Motor
Cycling Club. This event is to take place
on Friday, December 10th, at 6.30 p.m.,

at the "Wharncliffe Rooms, Hotel Great
Central. Numerous applications for

tickets have already been received.

Tickets can be obtained from Mr.
Southcomb May, 34, Gower Place,

London, 'W.C.

Over 95 m.p.h. at Brooklands.

The Indian still continues to dis-

tinguish itself on. the track. One day
last week, in bright, cold weather, Le
'Vack covered the mile flying start in

37js., at a speed of 95.24 m.p.h., beat-

ing the previous record by C. R. Collier

on a Matchless of 39.40s. = 91.37 m.p.h.
Riding against the wind and in bitter

cold he then captured the flying kilo-

metre record, time 23|s., speed 94.79
m.p.h., beating the previous record, by
S. George on an Indian, of 23.93s. =
93.48 m.p.h.
Following upon these achievements, Le

Vack created a mean speed record for the
flying mile of 90 m.p.h. Later in the
week he attached a sidecar to his record-

breaker, and made a clean sweep of the
records up to 350 miles and six hours.
His speeds and times were as follows :

5 miles, f.s. ., .^ni. 148s 70. 69 m.p.h.
TO miles, s.s. .. 8ui. 50ES. ... 67.87 ,,

TOO miles ill. 3r,m. 46JS. ... C1.9S ,.

350 iTilles ...... 2h. 23m. 48s. ... C2..58 ,,

200 miles }h. 13m. 38s. ... 62.15 -.

250 miles 4?!, 2m. 15SS. ... 6l.8» ,,

300 milci 4I1. 48m. 13JS. ... 62.45 ,1

350 miles 5I1. 47m. 5%. ... 60.30 ,,

TIMK RECORDS
1 hour 66ml. I7iy<l 66.26ni.p.h.
s hours 125ml. l,06i)y<l. ... 62.97 ,,

3 hours iH'iml. n6ytl. ...•61.69 <
4 horns ;!47ml. 92.Sy(l. ., . 61.88 ..

smiles -vJ.Snil. 1, ,133yd. ... 61.75 .
6 hoMCjj 363ml. SaSyd. ... 60.56 .,

D2;
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Special T^eatures.

OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT.

TENDENCIES IN DESIGN.

MODERN NOTIONS IN SIDECARS.

"Industrial Management.
The Institute of Industrial Administra-

tion is holding a meeting at the CentrM
Hall, 'Westminster, on December 7th,

when Mr. ^ Richard Twelvetrees,

A.M.I.Mech.E., will read a paper on
"Road Transport as an Aid to Industrial

Management."

The "Six Days" Report at Last.

At long last the A.C.U. has issued the
official report on the Six Days Trial, and
we are asked to review it in this week's
issue. As there are twenty-eight pages
(demy quarto); we reserve the task until

after the present pressure on our space
on account of the Show. 'We cannot com-
pliment the A.C.U. on the time taken to

compile this report of a trial.

A Paris-Nice Trial?

Dr. A. M. Low writes us with regard
to the Paris-Nice Trial, pointing out that
the fiasco of last year's trial was due to

a misunderstanding which is not likely

to occur again. He appeals to . British
manufacturers not to withhold their
entries from a trial in which British
machines attract a considerable amount
of attention. It should be added that
Dr. Low has been appointed as one
of the judges for the 1921 event, and his
experience should be of value to the
organisers.

NEXT THURSDAY'S
PASSENGER NUMBER.

^^M<^pM,
Dec. 9.h,

Will be devoted chiefly to PASSENGER
MACHINES and their appurtenances.

In addition to detail descriptions of the

Sidecar Attachments exhibited at

Olympia, the issue will contain a review

of all Passenger Motor Cycles which will

be offered in 1921.

Other special features wilt include authoritative

information regarding new three-wheelers, an
.irticle dealing with sidecar comfort from the

passenger's point of view, and further parti-

culars of new accessories

I'HURSDAY 4jd.

Over 100,000 Circulation I

105,523 represents the circulation of

TliA Motor Cycle for November 18th

Thip journal still enjoys the distinction of

being the most widely read motoring

journal in the world.

If only it were True.

In a small advertisement in a pro-

vincial newspaper an Indian motor cycle

is offered for 7s. 9d.

Taxi Sidecars at Olympia.

Altoost every sidecar manufactjurer is

exhibiting a taxi sidecar %! Olympia^

but it would appear that some of them

have yet to be passed by the police

authorities.

New Douglas Records.

Last week B. Tudor Thompson, on a

25 Sports Model Douglas, beat several

Class B records, including the hour mile^

age, which the Douglas increased to 63.39

miles, and the 50, 100, and 150 miles,

and one, two, and three hours with side-

car.

An Ingenious Theft.

A reader recently advertised his 1919

3i hp. Sunbeam (engine number i(jiitiiH)

in The Motor Cycle. In his absence a

potential buyer approached the agent who

had charge of the machine and expressed

a desire for a trial run. Naturally the

agent agreed, but at the same time

stipulated that he should come along

on the carrier. - Preparatory to the

start the crook (as he turned out to bej .

had placed his overcoat on the kerb, and

now asked his watchful "passenger to hand

it to him. The agent complied; but in

a moment the machine and its ' pur-
.

chaser" had vanished. A very meagre

description contains one point' that may>

help to trace this uninsured machine—

the thief was young and had red hair.

Danish Successes for British Machines.

The new Copenhagen track was re-

cently opened by the King of Denmark. .,

Alter the ceremony a motor cycle race

took place, the results being as follows :

T50 c r. Two-stroke Class. Four laps.
'-' Time.

1. Hedegaml Sc.hon'(Sun) -l™-
-;f- V

2. LiUesoe (Connaught) tm- ^''J'. J

350 c.c. Foi'R-siROKE Class. ,;,

1. C. Mortensc-n (Douglas) 3m. 4;8|s. ..

;. P. M. Janseii (Omega) 3m. 5>-ii5. .

650 c.c. Class.

I F. Hansen (Hailev-Davidson) 3m. 115.

2. Hellebrcc (Indian) 3™. 40l!s.

05a c.c. SioEc\R Class.

I. P. M. lanscu (Norton) 4ra. lojs.

A. Chi'isletisin (Norton) im. zijs....

Motor Cycles over 650 c.c.

I. C. Morlouscn (Ilarlcy-navidson) 3m. 40IS. .

liariuiiiB (Harluy-Uavidiou) A'^- 4i'-
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THE MAGIC GLIDE.
OR months past the w:iter has seen and heard quite a lot

about the new Brooks compensating cantilever spring saddle.
This is only natural since it is he who has the pleasure of telling

you through the press about the various products of the Brooks
factory, in other words, the advertising man.

The first sight of the new model
immediately made him enthusias-
tic, and with the approach of the
Motor Show it was thought a good
opportunity to sample this new
saddle by travelling to London by
motor cycle.

Not having yet found a machine
speedy enough to reach London
from Birmingham as quickly as
the train, it was necessary to

make an early start in order to put
in several hours at the Exhibition.
The saddle was therefore fitted to

the machine the day before, so that the correct adjustment—and it

is a feature of this model that it can be adjusted through a wide
range of "tilts," and to suit any weight of rider—might be found
before the longer run was un-dertaken.

Six-o'clock on a cold and frosty

morning saw the garage doors open
and a gummed-up engine being
energetfcally kicked over in an
endeavour to awaken it to the im-

portance of its errand. 6-5—no
later, it went over with a machine-
gun crackle : lamps were lit, the

rider sank into his lounge ch-

er- B.600. and needing but the

banded cigar to complete the

profiteer - in - Rolls - Royoe -illusion,

glided -towards London.

A merry speed was set to start with and kept up despite road

surface, which as Birmingham readers know is. not ideal on the

Castle Bromwioh exit from town, and so my arm-chair trip was

severely tried in the earliest stages.

The road was our own save for an occasional milk lorry, which
clanged by in the dark, so that

speed could be kept fairly interest-

ing. Presantly things got lighter

and ''Jimmy" (the bike) and I were
given an inkling of the glorious

morning we v/ere going to have for

the run. The road, the sward, the

tres, and fields were whitening

fast, though we needed no such
visible reminder of the fact that

"Jack Frost" was as busy as

ourselves. But we welcomed it. for

it added one more to the many
phases of that memorable magic-

Cirpet - like - glide to London.

Was it possible that we were really making this trip to London on

lend for
some

titerature,

ff you can't

get

London.

Being an account of a trip to London on
the new Brooks Cantilever Spring Saddle.

Post-war roads, or was it another
of those dream trips which so many
of us have experienced, only to

find when next we did actually
take to the roads, they were still

the same pot-holed, rut-ridden,

spine-shakers ?

No. this was the real thing, because
—well, the London side of Coventry
has not been exactly a billiard-table

for some time past, and I was
reminded of it this trip, by the
repeated clattering of my back
stand, the fastener being none too
secure. This pot-hole tell-tale was somewhat too noisy, and had
to be secured, but now we were able to "see" there were pot-holes,
and stretches of bad surface ; but what a joy not to feel them I

Hereabouts, water trying to pass as benzole was rejected by the
engine, and for a time progress was slow, and finally non-existent.
After dismantling we enjoyed, yes, enjoyed almost full throttle for

mile after mile, no "bounce," no "jockeying." no tortuous detours
to avoid pot-holes, setting up violent wrist-aches, and yet without
anticipating that "over-the-handlebar feeling' experienced with
some saddles when hitting any considerable road irregularity.

Tram lines, granite setts, and ac-

companying evils again—London is

in sight—yet never a care, we have
the advantages of a spring frame
(but without attendant side-sway,

or snatchy chains), and to our mind
the road might be a skating rink.

Then, hey, for Olympia, and here

we smile to ourselves, knowing
that the motor cyclist can at

last enjoy car comfort on his more
exhilarating two - wheeler. We
smile, too, at the thought of the

crowds that v/ill welcome this new
saddle on its first public appearance, at the Motor Cycle Show.

Next morning to the White City for a few hours, then, anxious to

rest a while we put on our Brooks "Spring-ons," for "it was murky
overhead," and got into the saddle, and away again.

The threatened rain held off, and the sun came out, adding a glow
to the Autumn panorama, so that one could scarcely realise the

lateness of the season. Despite our hustle, sunset caught us up as

v/e reached Towcester, and at Daventry we must needs light up

;

but anything for a quiet and comfortable ride.

There is something eerie in being transported through the dark on
this magic seat, striking pot-holes and not having to complain.

Not a really long run, but enough to make one want to go further-

and we're glad we went by road, for we feel sure that now we can
conscientiously tell you of the luxurious ease it affords, and invite

you at all costs (shock tactics, gas attacks, or whatever you like), to

get to Stand No. 263
(Gallery), and see this latest

BR<gKS
SADDLE.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion Works - BIRMINGHAM.

In answ.rinq this advertisemenc it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." D27
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ii you cannot
wear anything ^'

more cosy
comfortable."

(T Leather9306 Tan
Waistcoat, as illus-

trated, single-brea?ted,
two pockets.

£5 5 eact:-

2737/95 Ditto, vvitbout
sleeves. £4 4 each
2218 Chamois Leather
Waistcoat, light and
comfortable, single-

breasted, cut specially

long with windproot
sleeves, £6 6 each
9341 Tan Leather •"

Waistcoat, double- a.
breasted, turned fronts
four pockets with flaps,

lined wool, £5 15 6 each.
2165 Wool Cardigan, all colours,
single-breasted with sleeves and
two pockets, delightfully comfortable and warm, from 42 /- eacb.

2349/95 Strong black Leather
Jacket. A thoroughly well-made
and serviceable garment and one
that we can recommend £8 8
2350/95 Breeches of the same
make and material £5 5
2303 /80 Tan Leather Smock,
single-breasted with wind flap,
lined sateen £8 S

2343/80 Smock made of fleece :

£330:
2993 Frieze Jacket with fixed •

tan leather lining ... £7 7
2993a Detachable leather lining ;*

£880:
291a Lined fleece ... £5 5 I

From Stock only. ;

9$ We specialise in etjuipmenl for the vtotor cyclist and are aiivays \

; happy to quote for any garment made to a customer's own ideas. :

Waterproof Jackets
2345 /60 Double-breastedJacket, 36"
long, made m strong waterproof
material, well-cut and smart in
appearance, and very durable. In
various weights and qualities.
Patterns seat on application.

Without Belt. With Belt.
A £3 3 £3 5 6
B £2 15 £2 17 6
C £2 5 £2 7 6

2344/60 Double-breasted Jacket
with" belt and saddle-piece, 42in.
long, as illustrated, in various
weights and qualities.

A £3 10
B £3 3
C £2 12 6

: There is 110 extra charge for I

• garments made to individual :

I
fueasurc. We can, however, give :

'. iunnediaie delivery 0/ stock sizes, !

: while there is bound to be a delay •

: 0/ two or three days in t)ie case
\

; 0/ specially made garments.
\

MACKINTOSH
LEGGING OVERALLS

Extremely comforfab'e and piveabsolute
protection from wet. In various waichts
aud au • lities. Eiiher c ip or strap faaten-
irg a- desir d.

2346/6J 2347/60 2348/60
Trouser Uveralla Without Single Leg

with seat seit Uvera'la
A£2 5 £M7 6 £112
B £2 £1116 £1 8 6
C £1 15 £1 7 £1 5

I Secure a copy of the Dunhill \

" Motor Cycle Clothing" Cata- •

'. logiie. Siinply writ^ your nami I

I and address on the margin of i .

• this page—tear it out and post \

to us. :

GLOVES & GAUNTLETS
283S/20 Waterproof twill with hide I'alms,
lined with warm fletce .. .. 25s.
2379/50 Waterproof !«ither gloves, with
&trai>at wrist, incdwaim tieece 18 . 6d.
602 Cape 1 alher, one button at wrist,
uiilined 12s. 6d.
G02b Ditto, lined flfere .. ISs.
2^02/30 Heavy lau suede drivinc glovei

i 2s. 6:1'

tiI'li(JI.\LISrS IN MOTOH CYCLING EQUIPMENT
359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

West End Showroomi: 2, Conduit Street. W. 1.

^
GLASGOW - - 72, St. Vincent Street.

L J

REMEMBER
That at Stand 226, Olympia, from Nov. 29th to Dec.

4th, the "ALTERNA" Outfits for cycle and motor
cycle win be the only sets sold with a ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE.
Descriptive pamphlets and demonstration at the Stand.

The Lighting SET that can be fiUed by the OWNER.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
olthe " 1921 " Cycle Outfit: New head lamp with focussing

device and parabolic reflector. Improved dynamo. Rear lamp.

Sold complete with wiring and fittings, as illustration .. 52/-

ALTERNACYCLE CO.,
89, FARRINGDON ST., LONDON, E.C.4

X)28 In ansivering l/iesc advertisements it is dc

£VH?r Motor Cyclist
j

Should possess a copy J

of this useful book •

J|OTOR^CLES
A how to maj^age them .

THE TWENTY-FIRST
and bfought up lo dats-

Motor Cycles and
How to Manage
Them" IS the stand-
ard handbook on the
motorcycle; its care

and management,
it deals with every

part of the rhachine,

and with all types

o£ machines, and
gives useful infor-

mation in regard to

keeping every part

in good order. 286

pages. 400 illus-

trations.

EDITION—revisea

-is now on sale.

Price 2/6 net ; by post Ko!u 2/10
Obtain.ible from

—

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd . 20,Tud or St.. London, E.C.4

AND LEADING BOOKSELLERS

til iiicntiim " The. Motor Ci/de."
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British Petrol.

An announcement noticed on the Anglo-
American Co.'s petrol lon-ies is to the
effect that that company has purchased
from the British Government the output
of the new Hardtoft wells in Norfolk.

Death of Well-known Personality,

We regret to record the death of Jlr.

Walter Phillips, who was well known in
the motor trade from its earliest days,
and perhaps motor cyclists will remember
his name best in connection with Messrs.
Humber, Ltd. Mr. Phillips died at
Leamington on Xovembei- 24th.

A "D.R." Reunion at Olympia.
All old M.C.O., D.E.'s visiting

'

the
Motor Cycle Show are arranging, if pos-
sible, to meet during the afternoon next
Saturday, about 3.30, by the Scott stand.
It is hoped that as many as possible will
get together once again to discuss past
and present events.

Motor Cycle Preferred to Car.

A Coventry motorist, who keeps both
a car and a motor cycle, was surprised to
find a few days ago that his garage had
been forcibly opened, and, although the
car remained, the motor cycle had dis-
appeared. Skid marks on the road
showed that the machine had been pushed
for some 150 yards, apparently before it

was discovered that a free engine position
was available on the 1920 Triumph

!

The London-Exeter Run.
We understand that a certain amount

of difficulty is being e.xperienced in
arranging for meals en route in the
London-E.xeter run. The proprietor of
the Bridge House Hotel, Staines, has
undertaken to cater for a limited number
cf meals before the start and at the finish
for those who- notify tiie proprietor of
their requirements before December 22nd.
Breakfast will be provided at the.Rouge-
mont Hotel, which is about half a mile
from the garage

; the club is endeavouring
to arrange transportation. At Salisbury
the same accommodation as last year has
been arranged.

OT^HJE

Speed Trials in Italy.

Some kilometre speed trials have
recently been held by the Milan Auto-
mobile Club, on the main road from
Gallarate to Novara. The roads were
muddy and in rather a poor state,

nevertheless the performances were good.

The results were as follows : 350 c.c.

class—1, Garazini (Verus) ; 2, Fergnani
(Clyno). 500 c.c. class—1, Carlo Maffeis

(Bianchi); 2, Tettamanti (Norton). 1,000

c.c. class—1, Pietro Bordino (Harley-
Davidson); 2, Genevrini (Indian).

Sidecar Taxi and Carrier Service.

A member of the Derby Rotary Club
is carrying forward a scheme to employ
ex-Service men by instituting a system of

motor cycle taxis in the town, for the
dual purpose of carrying passengers and
parcels. It is proposed to buy twelve
8 h.p. outfits, and to make a popular fare

of sixpence anywhere in the . town.
Theatres and all kinds of meetings would
be catered for, and it is thought that

the service would be of great advantage
to the commercial traveller, who could

hire a sidecar taxi to go into the country
for. about 25s. or 30s. a day.

London-Edinburgh Non-engine Stop Run
In addition to the activity at Brook-

lands, referred to on another page,
demonstrations of roadworthiness were
not absent on the eve of the Show. For
instance. Rex Mundy last Thursday
evening again set out for Edinburgh
mounted on a 2| h.p. Coulson B sidecar

outfit, having an A.C.U. observer as

passenger, with the object of completing
the trip to the Scottish capital without
stopping the engine. In this he was
successful, which is remarkable, consider-

ing his small Blackburne outside fly-

wheel engine of 71x88 mm. bore and
stroke, 348 c.c. The sidecar, complete
w:ith driver and passenger, weighed 6 cwt.
2 qrs. 21 lb., and in addition to this a
certain amount of reserve petrol, oil and
carbide was carried. Mundy arrived
back at Olympia at the beginning of the
week, and his sidecar outfit^ was the
object of much attention in the environs
of the Show.

London-Edinburgh without stopping the engine R. G.
Mundy, at the conclusion of his successful trip, repacking

the tool bag of his 2} h p Coulson B sidecar outfit.
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What NOT to miss at

Olympia—
The six-valve N.U.T.-J.A.P.

A ladies' sidecarette—the Cedos.

The Victoria 1C125 sidecar outfit.

The aero-model Morgan Runabout, and the
polished chassis of the same make—

a

study in simplicity.

One of the best bargains in the Show— ths

8 h p. Vickers engined Enfield sidecar

outfit at fiS2 complete with Lucas
Magdyno.

rhe sidecar taxis or limousine sidecars on
the Watsonian. Campion, Canoelet, and
Rex stands—and listen to the mixed
opinions of Show visitors 1

The Cykelaid motor-assisted bicycle.

Bradshaw's oil-cooled engine on the Zenith.

The ingenious metal chain -belt on the
Rudge stand, which shoui-i give vari-

able gears a new lease of popularity.

The -porting overhead valve Douglas.

The "scraper" adjustable footrests on the
Royal Ruby.

The Coulson 4 L.p. three-speed spring frame
" lightweight "—^it weighs ig6 lb.

The natty little Levises which weigh a
hundredweight or so and now give re-

markable economy in fuel consumption.

The Scott "Squirrel "—a T.T. type of two
stroke—later to be followed by the
Weazel and the Stoat. N.B.—The
"Squirrel'' is intended to pick up the
" knuts."

Paul Kelecom*s latest production, the four

cylinder three-speed F.N.

The New Hudson three-wfceeled ninaboat.

The Millford "Rock" cha-sisiess sidecar,
which effects a great SH>ing in weight
and has withstood cxteasive tea-s in

Australia.

The exhaust-vacuum lubrication system
on the cheap She£fi=ild - Henderson
sidecar outfit.

Mechanical oil pumps in profusion.

The Coventry Premier runabout, on

2

spec.mej ot which has twj spare
wheils.

The Abb^ttsford motor pony, a three
wheeled scoiter, evidently a grand
i^ild 'ii the Motor Fric which wa-?

oace seen it '>e Agricultural Hall.

The weatherproofing devices on sidecars
which are a study in themselves.

The R.W. Scout, a miniature track racer.

The Excelsior Duplex, a new lightweight
for either sex, said to be the lo\vest

priced motor cycle at OIjTupia.

The Tan-Sad and Brooks seat suspension
systems, splendid substitutes for spring
frames.

A removable h.t. terminal on the Fellows
magneto, which renders a machine
"partially " thief proof.

The New Hudson red, 'white, and blue
"semi " disc wheels.

Tlie Goming of the ratchet brake for sidecars.

The Economic flat-twin two-stroke cycle

attachment, with combined ignition and
lighting generator in the flywheel.

Doocc<>o<>o<x>c><><><><><><x>o<>o<>oD
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THE EVE OF THE GREATEST SHOW.
Manuf^ciurers" Vews of the Imraediale and Future Outlook.

ON the eve of the Show, Friday, the 26th ult.,

the sixth annual banquet of the British Cycle

and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'

Union, Ltd., was held at Princes Restaurant, Picca-

dilly, W. Mr. Alick S. Hill, J. P., the president, occupied

the chair, and he was supported by a large gathei'ing

of trade celebrities. Generally, the tone of ' the

speeches was one of confidence for tlie future. Pro-

posing the toast of the " Cycle, Motor Cycle, and

Allied Industries," the Rt. Hon. C. A. McCurdy,
K.C., M.P. (Food Controller), paid a further, tribute

tO' the services rendered by the industry during the

war. Its national reputation had been enhanced by
British motor cycles, .which had been proved^ an

essential implement of war. Of the importance of the

industry to the country, he instanced the extraordinary

increase in British cycle and rriotor cycle exports com-
pared to 1913- The president,

responding, amplified those figures,

quoting _;^8,ooo,ooo as the exports

for cycles and motor cycles during

the ten months of 1920, a figure

over double that of the total Ameri-
can e.xports of cycles and motor
cycles. Thus, he emphasised, was
the British cycle and motor cycle

industry dodng excellent wo'rk in

endeavouring to redress the adverse

trade balance. Remarking that

there were signs that labour recog-

nises the dependence of one section

upon another and the promise of

improved support in, this direction,

he paid a tribute to the, co-operative

work of the members of the Union
which explained its success, thanks
largely to the work of their manager.
Major H. R. Watling. He touched
upon the new firms who entered the

industry subsequent to the war, re-

marking that it was unreasonable to

expect to attain at a bound a lead-

ing position, on.ly gained after long

years of steady progress. Under-
production was what manufacturers
were suffering from, not over-pro-

duction, he urged. -

A Precocious Offspring.

" 'J"he Guests " was proposed by
Mr. H. Bowden, vice-president,

who, in a witty speech, observed
that the impending exhibition was
to bt the biggest ever held, and
only exceeded in importance by
their precocious offspring, the
.Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders. Commander Viscount
Curzon, M.P., in replying, men-
tioned his great interest in motor
cycles. As soon as he was ablt
to possess a molor cycle, he

E2

purchased many years ago a 1% h.p. Quadrant, and
" had a good run for his money." No country, he

contended, could challenge the supremacy of the

British motor cycle and cycle. The wonderful ability

of despatch riders in France and the way their

machines held together formed a constant source of

admiration. He had much to say concerning grand-

motherly legislation, and was doing his best to further

road users' interests in Parliament. They had heard
quite enough of what the Ministry of Transport were
" going to do," but lie asked, What had they actually

done ?

Speed and Police Traps.
Viscount Curzon denounced police traps, but readjly

acknowledged that the real danger occurred in travel-

ling at speed in the wrong, place at the wrong time.

There was no chance of the ' abolition of the speed

oooco<x>ooo<xxxx>ocoooo<x>Q

1920 OLYMPIA in FIGURES.

96 Exhibitors of Motor Cycles-

and Miniatures.

2-stroke Engines are staged

by 48 makers.

4-stroke Engines are staged

by 61 makers.

THE BATTLE OF TYPES.
1921 models classiGed.

V Twins 50

„ „ 4-strokes .

.

48
Single-cylinder 2-strokes 46
Fiat Twins 11

t4-cylinder 3
*2-cylinder 2-strokes 2
Water-cooled Motor Cycles .

.

1

"Including Scott Sociable.

tlncluding Castie-Ttiree Runabout.

1 maimer us«s 5 di&erent sizes ol Engines.

4 malsers use 4; „ „ „
8 „ 3 „ „ „

33 „ 2 „ „ „
40 „ 1

TYRE SIZES
fitted on 162 different models.

*28xl?.

.

3
16x2^ 1

16x2|.. 3
18x2 1

24x2 .. 4
24x2i- 17
550x65 1
26x2 ,

,

^

,

7
26x2|.. 32
26x2il , ^ 3
26x2.',.. 27
26x3" ,

,

,

,

8
650x65 21
700x80 .. ,

,

12
28x3 ..

*Pedal Cycles with ent!lne units.

22
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limit, he contended, and in that

regard considered the Motor Legis-

lation Committee's demands as ex-

cessive and unlikely to be acceded
to. He further pointed out what
has been noted in several quarters,

viz., "the unfortunate diversion of

views between cyclists and motor-
ists, particularly over the rear lamp
question, though he personally

plumped for the red rear light: Mr.
E, S. Mays-Smith, president of the

S.M.M.T., also replied, confining

his remarks to the irksome and
hampering legislation of the new
Ministry of Transport. Waxing
warm, he declared that many firms

could not endure some, of the

burdens about to be imposed. It

would all ultimately be reflected in

the price of vehicles, which would
have the effect of restricting de-

mand. Thus, instead of encourag^
ing the development of trade and
giving factories a reasonable time to

recover from the effects of war, the'

new restrictions would constitute a

further serious handicap. Trade
number plates he cited as an in-

stance, though he had heard that

day that a still further reduction

was contemplated, the latest figures

t>ei"g ;£i° P'Pi" set of plates for

car makers, and 30s. for motor cycle

manufacturers. Given a chance,
the British cycle and motor industry

had nothing to fear, but he insisted

that the industry must be giveil

reasonable time to recover.

A vote of thanks to the chairman,
ably proposed by Mr. W. G. Bower,
a vice-president, brought this highly

successful function tO' a close. An
attractive musical programme was
interspersed with the toast list.
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OLYMPIA IN 1920.

A general view of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Exhibition at Olympia. It is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. until Saturday next, the 4th inst.

OLYMPIAN ACTIVITY AT BROOKLANDS.
THE proximity of the Show brought the

customary crop of record aspirants

to Brooklands last week. Four
machines, including the Indian and side-

car, piloted by Le ^^ack, whose new figui-es

we gave in detail on page 680, were
successful in setting up new figures.

On November 26th D. Davidson, on a
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson and sidecai
(engine dimensions 84.1 x 88.9 mm. = 988
c.c), broke the fifty miles Class I. record,
reducing, the time to 43m. 29|s., equalling
a speed of 68.97 m.p.h.

It will be noticed from the following
tables that J. V. Prestwich, riding a
new short-stroke Diamond J.A.P., on his

second attempt succeeded in considerably
.lowering liis own figures set up but two
days previously for the five and ten miles
distances :

November nth, 1920.—J. V. Prestwich (2\

Diamond-Jap), 70x64.5 mm. = 249 c.c. Flying kilo.":

35.0s. = 63.91 m.p.ti. (Class A). Flying mile:
56.6s. = 63.60 m.p.h. (Class A). Flying 5 miles :

5m. i7§s. = 56.67 m.p.h. Standing 10 miles ; lom.
43J"- = 55-97 m.p.h.

November 25th, 1920.—J. V. Prestwich (2^

Diamond-Jap), 7o;< 6.t.5 mm. = 249 c.c. 5 mile (fly-

ing) : 5m. 3S. = 59.40 m.p.h. (Class A). 10 miles
(standing) : lom. 17.1s. = 58.33 m.p.h. (Classes A.

and Ai). 50 miles : 53m. 45s. = 55.81 m.p.h. (Classes

A and Ar). 1 hour: 55m. 961yd. = 55.55 m.p.h.
(Classes A and Ai).

A New Hour Record.

Finally, Tudor Thompson performed a
very similar feat. His new figures, the

better if it be mentioned that his was an
entirely unaided performance, are tabu-
lated below. His mount was a new
sporting 2| h.p. Douglas (60.9 x 60 mm.=
350 c.c.)—solo on the 17th and with side-

car on the 24th.

November 17th. 1920.

—

Tudor Thompson (2J
Douglas, 60.9 X 60 mm. = 350 c.c). i hour: 63m.
696yd. = 63.39 m.p.h. (Record B).

November 24th, 1920.

—

Tudor Thompson (2^
Douglas, 60.9x60 mm. = 350 c.c), with sidecar,

ih. im. ifs. = 49.16 m.p.h. (Class F).

2h. 3m. 58^5.= 48.38 m.p.h. '"" ^
3h. 28m. 7|s. = 43.27 m.p.h.

49m. 271yd. = 49.17 m.p.h.
96m. 1,230yd. = 48.35 m.p.h.

50 miles :

100 miles

:

150 miles :

1 hour

:

2 hours

:

2 hours

:

(Class F).

(Class F).

(Class F).

(Class F).

i37m. 1,246yd. = 45.90 m.p.h. (Class F).

SIDECAR NOMENCLATURE
ACOERESPONDENT in The Daily

Mail seeks a brief alternative term for

"a motor bicycle and sidecar," sug-

gesting that "motor bicycle and sidecar"

is the unwieldy name by which sidecars

are known. Evidently our friend is not

well acquainted with the motor cycle move-
ment, or he would know that the accepted
term is "sidecar combination" or "side-

car outfit." Few, if any, adopt the

longest way round. As a matter of fact

the mention of "having seen a sidecar"
is usually sufficient, as one would hardly
e.xpect to find a one-wheel arrangement
careering about the streets, so that side-

car signifies motor bicycle and sidecar.

One might add, for the benefit of the
uninitiated, that " sidecarette " is the
term applied to lightweight sidecars. If

any better suggestions than these are the
outcome of the enquiry. The Motor Cycle
will be glad to hear of them.
As a matter of fact, the taxi sidecar

badly needs a crisp term. We offer

some suggestions on another page of this

issue.
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^ STAND-TO-STAND DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, AND
THREE-WHEELERS ON VIEW AT OLYMPIA (Nov. 29th to Dec. 4th).

The reports and illustrations have been prepared by the staff of "The Motor Cycle" after personal examination of the exhibits.

A.J.S. (119.)

7 h.p. ; 74x93 mm. (800 c.c.) ; V twin
four-stroke ; side-l)y-side valves

;

drip feed lubrication ; Amac carbu-
retter ; chain-driven magneto

;

three-speed A.J.S. countershaft
gear; all-chain drive; Dunlop
700x80 mm. tyres.' Price: With

, sidecar £215; solo £159 10s.

A. ^. Stevens and Co. (1914), Ltd..
Graiseley House, Wolverhampton.—Long
famous as a machine embodying every
lu.xury that care in design can provide,
the new A.J.S. will even improve its

reputation. For 1921 a larger engine is

fitted with roller bearing 'big. ends, a
three-ring piston, and larger cooling fins.

Also, an internal e.\panding front brake
has been adopted, which is operated by

pedal, thus
doing away
with the iii-

verted handle-
bar brake
levers. Pri-
inary chain ad-
jiislment has
been elabo-
rated, the
gear box being
moved b a c k-

w a r d .s V

forwards by a
.-^crew, wi'n'ch

provides easy
and mcuiiite
positioning. It

On the A.J.S. tlv;

internal expanding;

front brake Is operated

by Ijowdcn control.

n o<x>o<x>o<xx>ooo<xxx>ooo<xx>D
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PROGRESS in 1920 is

observable in many directions.
" Tendencies in Design

"

(pages 672-676) reviews these im-

provements in detail To assist our

readers who are visiting the Show
to assimilate the main items of

interest, the outstanding features

are summarised below

:

(1) Improvements in cooling.

(2) A new British four-cylinder.

(3) Mechanical lubrication systems.

(4) New electric lighting sets.

(5) Weatherproof passenger machines.

(6) Improved saddle suspension.

(7) Novel two-stroke engines.

(8) More overhead valve engines.

(9) New countershaft gears.

(10) The large number of dual-purpose

smgle-cyhndcr mounts.

(11) Lightweight sidecar outfits

(!2) Novel frame designs.

(13) Increasing adoption of saddle tanks.

(14) Many new spring forks.

n sos-ocoooooooooocooooocoD

is rather unusual that, although electric

equipment is fitted, the makers prefer

to keep it entirely distinct from the

ignition. Instead, therefore, of fitting

a Magdyno or similar instrument, they
have installed a separa,te Lucas dynamo,
driven by an enclosed Whittle belt,

so that even should the lighting set

fail the ignition remains unaffected. The
mudguards fitted are so wide as to pre-

vent any mud from reaching the rider,

and it is typical of the care taken in

detail that the holes where the forks pass
thi'ough the front mudguard are lined

with rubber washers to prevent any leak-

age of water or possible rattle. The
detachable wheels remain, and it is to

be observed that they are absolutely

interchangeable, as the chain sprockets,

brake drums, etc., all remain iii "l/ii

when the wheel is removed.

The magneto chain sprocket of the

Blackburne is now fitted on to a tapered

liming wheel shaft and locked by a

small set screw.
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A little refinement

on the Bat side-

car— a receiving

cup for the "pull

out" rod.

Some impi-ovements have been made in

the sidecar, which will be fully dealt

with in our next issue. The net result

is to make the A.J.S. the most comfort-
able of machines, though not at the

expense of speed.

BLACKBURNE. (12.)

4 h.p. ; 85x88 mm. (498 c.c) ; single-

cylinder fom'-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburettei' ; chain-driven
magneto ; three-speed Burman
gear; chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

BuK^fEY AND Blackbuene, Ltd., 28,

Conduit Street, London, W.l.—A sub-

stantially constructed dual - purpose
machine is the 4 h.p. Blackburne. ^t is

fitted with 28in. wheels and all-chain

drive, protected by a guard over the
upper length of the chain. A contract-

ing band foot brake operates on the .rear

wheel, and the pedal. is conveniently situ-

ated on the off side. Brampton spring

forks are a standard fitting, and the

Blackburne engine is, of course, era-

ployed. As is well known, this popular
power unit has an outside flywheel and
a detachable cylinder head held in place

by three long studs and nuts. The low
riding position, large footboards, and
wide handle-bars combine to give the

rider a feeling of security, and the black
finish is admirably set off by the red
panelled tank.

8 h.p.; 85x88 mm. (996 c.c); twin
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ; T.B. chain-

driven magneto ; three-speed Bur-
man gear; chain drive; 28x3in.
tyres. Price £180.

Built essentially as a sidecar machine
the 8 h.p. model has a V twin engine

The s i m p I

quadrant and

delay action
device on the

Bat change-

speed mechan-

ism.
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INDEX TO OLYMPJA
EXHIBITS.

Descriptions of the various 1921
models at Olympia will be found

on pages indexed below.

PACE
A.J.S 6q+
Alecto 688
AJIon 697
Ariel 688
Amiis 700
Bat 695
Beardmore 695
Beaumont 722
Blackburne 695
Bradbury 714
British Excelsior 703
Brougli 716
B.S.A 686 A
Calthorpe 696

' Campion 704
Cedo5 7Q9
Chater-Lea 689
Clyno 707
Connaught 686
Corona 726
Cotton 700
Coulson-B 70S
Coventry Acme 723'

DaJton 704
Diamond 720
Dot 719
Douglas 717
Dujielt 696
Edmund 695
Enfield 711
Fi-aucis-Barnett 692
F.N 690
Hrdey-Davidsoi) 702
Hazlewood 720
Hobart 689
Hoskison 724
Humber yzy
Indian 706
Ivy 705
-Ixion 730
James 726
J-E.S 733
Kenilwofth 710
Kingsbury 729
Lea-Francis 701
Levis 704
L.M.C 702
Martinsyde 701
Massey-Arran 728
Matchless 694
Metro-Tyler 729
Mohawk 719
New H'adson 713
New Im^rial 71

1

New Scale 722
Norton 729
N.U.T 728
O.K 716
Olympic 718
Omega , 698
Priory 710
P. & M 712
P. & S 730
Quadrant 698
Radco - 707
Raleigh 708
Reading-Standard 710
Re.x 713
Reynolds 732
Rover 721
Ruby 697
Rud5:e 693
R. W. Scout 730
Saltley 688
Scort 732
Sheffield Henderson 727
SkootaniOta 721
Sparkbrook 709
Supei l> Four 731
Sun 706
Sunbeam 692
Triumph 712
Velocette 707
Verus 694
Victoria 700
Vindec 733
Whippet 695

O Wilkin 690
O Wooler 718 O
y Wulfruna 717 O

Zenith 690

o<cx>cooo<xx>coooocoocx:>o<>oD

The new Gannaught machines are fitted

with a sound-proof, cast aluminium cover,

enclosing the chain drive from the engine

to the countershaft. Observe the heel

brake, which, is easily "found" by the

foot on the footboard.

with cylinders set at 60°. In this engine

also an outside flywheel and detachable

cylinder heads are, of course, incorpor-

ated; another machine is built on very

similar lines to the single-cylinder

Blackburne model, although
_
of sturdier

construction with a heavier pattern

Brampton spring fork. The final chain

drive on this model is, at first sight,

totally enclosed, but a closer inspection

reveals the fact that the inner side of the

chain case is absent. This chain guard,

however, should be very effective.

Also on this stand are shown examples
of the various Blackburne engines, and
in addition to the 4 h.p. and 8 h.p.

models, the 2| h.p. engine with a bore

and stroke of 71x88 mm. is shown. The
5-6 h.p. engine is very suitable for a dual-

purpose mount, and has similar cylinder

dimensions to the 2| h.p. engine, and
set at 60°. The 10 h.p. is shown as

an air-cooled or water-cooled engine, the

dimensions being the same, i.e., 85x97
mm. An example of the air-cooled engine
is shown with a skew gear-driven magneto.

BAT. (69.)

6 h.p.; 76x85 mm. (770 c.c); twin-
cylinder four-stroke; side valves;
hand pump lubrication ; Amac car-

buretter ; chain-driven Magdyno

;

three-speed Sturraey-Archer gear

;

all-chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

The Bat Motor MANTrrAcrtmiNG Co.

(1918), Ltd., Penge, S.E.—One of the
pioneer firms of the motor cycle industry,

the Bat has always had a high reputation,

particularly for speed and workmanship.
The 6 and 8 h.p. machines shown on the

stand do not differ greatly from their

predecessors, but all of them are good
examples of the modern motor cycle, and

The nevvT Connaught tank, which is of

improved design and has a large capacity.

E5
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in particular of the method whereby the
parts are arranged, so that even the
smallest details are accessible. The
ordinary model has a twin V engine
driving the rear wheel through a counter-
shaft gear box and clutch, transmission
being entirely by chain. Both chains are
covered in by metal casings of substantial
and stitf design. Electric lighting is sup-
plied, when desired, by a Lucas Magdyno
placed at the front of the crank case, the
wiring being rendered particularly neat
by reason of the fact tliat the switch gear,

enclosed in a casing, is bolted to a panel
on the side of the petrol tank. Very
stiff cast-aluminium footboards are used,
and the tool bags on each side of the
carrier are supported by steel casings.

It is worth while studying the uriusual
suspension system, in which a powerful
coil spring is linked to the seat-pillar,

insulating the saddle and footboards from
the remaindel' of the frame. The front-

forks are of Brampton design, so that the
rider is thoroughly well sprung. The
speed model is of the same type, even
to the foot plates, but has curiously
dropped handle-bars, giving an entirely

different riding position. One of the
chief exhibits on the stand is an extra
wide two-seater sidecar frame attached to

a touring model. The design is made
still more interesting by the fact that the
sidecar wheel is . carried in a separate

frame which is sprung on three-coil

springs.

The 8 h.p. engine has a bore of 85.5

mm. and a stroke of 85 mm. Both
engines ai'e of J. A. P. manufacture.

CONNAUGHT. (95.)

2i h.p. ; 73x70 mm. (293 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke
;

petroil lubri-

cation ; B. and B. carburetter

;

E.I.C. chain-driven magneto; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain
and belt drive ; Dunlop 26x25in.
tyres. Price with sidecar £100.

The Bordesley Engineering Cfe., Ltd.,

Birmingham.—Quite the most attractive

exhibit of the Connaught stand is the
fascinating little sidecar outfit, for tHe
perfoi'mance of which we can vouch after

an extended road test. Our readers will

remember that the Connaught, which was
a' pioneer among two-strokes, has always
embodied a combined inlet and exhaust
manifold so that the incoming charge is

well warmed. The engine is well con-

structed with ample bearing surfaces and
drives by chain to a two-speed counter-

shaft gear with handle-bar controlled
clutch and kick-starter. This primary
chain is protected by a neat cast alu-

minium cover. Final drive is by belt.

fJ^m^ILE DECEMBER 2nd, ig2o.

New type mudguards and many detail alterations are noticeable on the 1921 6 h.p. B.S.A.

An early two-stroke in its modern lorm, the 2J li

Sturmey-Archer gear box.

A metal shield prevents oily vapour
spreading from the release valve, and the

oil measure is now carried in a convenient
position on the sidecar chassis. Neat and
light is the little sidecar attached to the
machine, which provides a wonderful
amount of room for the passenger in spite

of its apparently small outside dimen-
sion. The body is suspended on long leaf

springs both fore and aft.

A similar machine can be supplied as

a solo mount with or without clutch and
kick-starter, while, in addition to this

range, is a miniature machine with 24in.

wheels and direct belt drive. This little

machine is particularly suitable for ladies

or young folk, since it is light and the

essence of simplicity. A feature of Con-
naught two-strokes is the wonderfully
economical consumption results which can
be obtained by the ordinary rider with-

out special tuning.

B.S.A. (69.)

4i- h.p.; 85x98 mm. (557 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

B.S.A. carburetter; M-L chain-

driven magneto ; three-speed con-

stant mesh gear; chain drive; 26

x

2iin. tyres.

B.S.A. Ctcles, Ltd., Small Heath,
Birmingham.—For single-cylinder side-

car work B.S.A. machines have made a
reputation for reliability under hard
usage. At the last Olympia Show, the
company introduced a twin-cylinder
model which has firmly established itself

during the present year, and the same
success is bound to follow the new single-

cylinder m.Tchine which takes the place
of the 4i h.p. model
previously marketed.
This new machine
may be said to be a
redesigned proposi-
tion, using the older
model as its nucleus,
so externally those
familiar with the
well-known single
will not, at first

sight, observe much
difference between the
old and the new
models. There are

p. Connaught, with differences, however,
and all are to the

good. First, perhaps, should be mentioned
the redesigned timing gear which now em-
bodies external cams which materially

reduce mechanical noises. There are also

several other points which have been
improved with a view to obtaining a

great degree of silence, a new and larger

silencer being one of them. The bore and
stroke of the engine remain as before,

but a decompressor is now fitted which
greatly facilitates starting. Chief among
the other improvements is the gear box,

which novif follows the lines of that fitted

to the. 5 h.p. model in which the clutch

A desirable feature on the new
B.S.A.—the straight pull of the

rear brake operating lever.

is on the primary shaft and therefore

cjuite inoperative when the gear is in

neutral for starting purposes.

6-7 h.p.; 76x85 mm. (770 c.c); two-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves; suction feed and mechamcal
pump lubrication ; B.S.A. carbu-
retter; M-L chain-driven magneto;
three-speed constant mesh gear

;

chain drive ; 28 x Sin. tyres. Price
£150.

Apart from the power unit there is but
little difference in the two types, but
larger tyres and wheels are fitted (28 X
oin.), and veiy large domed mudguards
are a noticeable feature. A refinement
on the engine is the mechanical lubrica-

tion, and the cast aluminium chain
guards will also be observed. These
guards are oil-tigTit, but can be detaclied

for chain inspection quite easily.

Partly sectioned models of both 4i h.p.

and 6-7 h.p. engines are shown, and an
open gear box makes cle,-ir the operation

of tlie sliding dogs and the control

mechanism. Improved forks, an almost
invisible spring seat post, and superb
finisli are features of both B.S.A. models.
The 3^ b.|). (500 c.c.) mnchiiie has tem-
porarily dropped out of tlie lists.

eO
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An internally expand-
ing front brake and an
enlarged engine are
among the nei?
features of the A J.S

at Olympia.

Gear box adjustment on the Armis sidecar
mount is effected by a draw bolt.

Large aluminium foot-plates

are provided on the Bat

A Show would be mcomplete without the Bat. The specimen illustrated is the 8 h.p. sidecar
outht. notable for its spring frame.

Details of the
adjustable tap-
pet fitted to the

BSA.

Radcos are fitted with a neat enclosed

release valve and passage leading to

^ the mam exhaust pipe.

Produced by the makers of tl,e well-known engine, the 8 h.p. Blackbume
.s an excellent example of clean and symmetrical design.

Wide mudguards and covers for the chain transmission and magneto contribute to the all-
weather possibilities of the 4 h.p. Verus outfit, to which a saddle tank has been fitted.

Channels are rolled in

the new Triumph rear

guard to carry away
liquid mud.

The Verus front stand

fixing clips on each

side of the mudguard

hold the stand fa

position.
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. The Olympia Show.—

With 28in. X Sin. wheels, the new 4i h.p. single-cylinder Ariel is a full size touring outfit.
Observe the large locker at the rear of the sidecar, taking the place of a luggage grid.

ARIEL. (97.)

4i h.p.; 86.4x100 mm. (585 c.c.)

;

single-cylinder four-stroke ; side-
by-side valves ; mechanical lubri-
cation ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
sliding pinion gear ; chain drive

;

28x3in. tyres.

6-7 h.p.; 73x95 mm. (795 c.c);
twin-cylinder four-stroke; side-by-
side valves; drip feed lubrica-
tion ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
sliding pinion gear; chain drive;
28x3in. tyres.

Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook, Bir-
I mingham.—Two new models are this year
I

exhibited by this well-known Birmingham
firm, and, except for the engines, the

,

machines are identical. The 6-7 h.p. twin
engine in one of these is little altered

since the last
Show, and is one
of the few long-
stroke twins on
the market. The
gear boxes, too,
are as in the
1920 models, and
are good ex-
amples of three-
speed counter-
shaft gears, in

every way con-
forming to up-to-
d a t e practice.
T h e 44 h.p.

single - cylinder
engine is entirely
new, embodying
mechanical lubri-

cation and a de-
compressor t

facilitate start-

ing. For- this

reason an e.xhaust
valve litter has
been dispensed
with. A plain
bearing of ex-
ceptionally largo

,
, , , ., diatneter is used

Large tork.s and wide on (be driving
suards arc notable side main .shaft,
features of the new oil being led to
models exhibited by il liy duels cast

Ariel Works, Ltd. in .(he crank case.

JC 1 1

J

A massive steering head, particularly
large forks, and a strongly-built frame
lather higher than usual are the main

Sections of Ariel new front hub, spring

fork, and shackle bearings, showing in

each case, lubricating arrangements.

characteristics of the machine itself, but
close examination reveals that careful at-

tention has been paid to lubricating the
wheel hubs and fork links, which are
drilled to permit a charge of oil being
injected through their ends. The large
tyres, spring seat-pillar, ample foot-

boards, and wide guards are all points
which add to the rider's comfort.

34 h.p. : 85.4x85 mm. (498 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder four-stroke : side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.
and B. carbu-
retter; E.LC.
chain - driven

magneto ;

three - speed

g e'a r ; chain
and belt trans-

mission ; 26 x
2|in. tyres.

A solo machine of'

considerable attrac-

tion.4, the Ariel is

well known for its

prowess in trials,

and also by reason
of the fact that on
this machine was
introduced the de-

DECEMBER 2nd, igso.

compressor. Of very compact build, the

Ariel provides a low and comfortable

riding position. A new design front fork

has been evolved, and another feature

which adds to the comfort of the driver

is the special spring seat-pillar.

ALECTO. (147.)
3 h.p.: 76x76 mm. (345 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke; drip fe€d

lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

cham-driven magneto ; two-speed

Burmau gear ; chain and belt

drive; Dunlop 26x2iin. tyres.

Price £87 IDs.

Cashmoue Bros., Grove Road, Balham,
London, S.W.12.—Inspired no doubt by
the fine performance of their small two-

stroke engine at Brooklands, where it

captured iw^snty-one long-distance records

in August last, Messrs. Cashmore Bros,

have gone very thoroughly into the ques-

tion of lightweight sidecar work. The
result of their investigation forms the

chief exhibit on this stand—the specially

designed 345 c.c passenger outfit. This

machine has a considerably stronger

frame, a larger tank, wider footboards,

bigger spring forks and a different type

of mudguarding from the solo model,

and sells at £125. Another addition to

their range is a single-geared T.T.
machine, so constructed, however, that

it may be converted to a two-speed with
Burman gear box, clutch, and kick-

starter without any structural alterations.

As far as the engine is concerned there

are few modifications from last year's

design. Oil leakage around the . exhaust
pipe flanges and compression release valve

has been eliminated by an improved type
of union. Castellated brass ^ nuts now
secure the twin exhaust pipes, while the
release valve pipe is brazed into the

valve bod.y. Internally the Magnalium
piston is retained ; also the neat split big
end with its white metalled bearing sur-

faces. Extremely neat is the primary
chain cover, which leaves the clutch boss
exposed for ready adjustment. The
single geared T.T. model sells at £75,

SALTLEY. (175.)
4. h.p. Blackburne;_ 85x88 mm. (499

c.c.) ; single-cylinder four-stroke

;

side-by-side valves ; B. and L. drip
lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
Stnrmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt drive ; 26 X 2-iin. tyres. Price
£130.

Sai.tley Cycle Co., 86, Snow Hill, Bir-
mingham.—The Saltley Cycle Co. siege
three neatly designed machines, embody-
ing the 4 h.p. Blackburnc, the 2| h.p.

in view of its Brooklands performances, this T.T. Alecto should

be very popular.
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The Olympia Show.—
Vulcaims, and the 2^ h.p. A''iUiers power
units. All three machines are excellent

examples of the assembled tj'pe, and
neatly finished in handsome colouring.

The big 4 h.p. is an exceptionally good-

looking machine, this in part being due to

the use of a two-gallon tank of the
" saddle " pattern, finely finished in khaki
and black. The colouring of the Villier.';

model is similar ; that of the Vnlcanus
is royal blue with black panels and gold

lines.

CRATER-LEA. (90.)

2i h.p. ; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; Araac carburetter ; T.B.
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
countershaft gear; chain and belt

drive; 26 X Sin. tyres. Price £70.

Chatek-Lea, Ltd., 74, Banner Street,

London, E.C.I.—A pleasing looking little

fightweight of standard design is the

2^ h.p. Chater-Lea, black and gold finish

being employed. Mudguarding has been
particularly well carried out, and the

sloping top tube provides a low riding

position and neat appearance. A
lever control for the magneto is fitted

to the tank, Avhicli also carries a Best
and Lloyd drip feed lubricator. Special

Chater-Lea spring forks are, of course.

fj^OT(^lLJI 6So

Rear axle assembly of the Chater-Lea,

showing the driving pins between the

chain wheel andthe real' wheel hub.

fitted, and a single toolbag is carried on
the near side of the carrier. The
countershaft gear box is particularly well

carried out, and is controlled by a lever

and quadrant on the left side of the
tank.

8 h'.p. : 85x85 mm. (964 c.c.)-; two-
cylinder four-stroke ;

- side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac
carburetter; T.B. chain - driven
magneto ; three-speed sliding gear

;

chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

A luxurious sidecar machine is seen

in the 8 h p Chater Lea twin It is of

A 2i h.p. Hobart has one of the neatest spring

frames at Olympia.

sturdy construction, and a good feature

is the fitting of over-sized tyres, all

wheels being detachable and interchange-
able. A spare wheel is carried at the

front of the sidecar chassis by a special

lug provided for the purpose. The chain
transmission throughout is well giiarded,

but is not totally enclosed. Features
which call for inspection are the special

Chater-Lea spring saddle mounting and
spring fork. It is claimed that the com-
bination of the two results in an ex-
ceptionally comfortable machine. The
power unit is on standard lines, as also

is the countershaft gear box. The chain
sprocket has combined with it a large
drum in which is an expanding brake.
Finished in black and gold, the tank
accommodates 2-^ gallons of fuel, but,
-owing to the rounded corners, it does not
appear unduly large. A large cylindrical

silencer, with an extension pipe, ensures
the quiet running of the machine. If

desired, a Lucas Magdyno may be fitted

with electric lighting equipment, this

being, of course, an extra. A particularly
simple method of detaching the inter-

changeable wheels is used.

HOBART. (102.)

2i h.p. Villiers; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c);
single-cylinder two-stroke

; petroil

lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

flywheel magneto ; single-speed

gear; belt drive; 26x2gin.
Hutchinson tyres.

Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

This machine is the simplest, and most
inexpensive of the wide range of Hobarts
—all lightweights. Petroil lubrication

has been adopted only this year, and
only for this particular model Owing to

the design of the bottom bracket, which
is specially slotted for this purpose, a

Chater-Lea two-speed gear box may be
fitted without any structural alterations.

Should, therefore, the purchaser of a

single gear Hobart desire later to go in

for serious touring or mountaineering in

a small way, he will be able, given the

necessary sprocket, _etc., to effect a con-

version himself in a very short space of

time.

Very fine front mudguardmg immediately attracts notice on the Chater-Lea lightweight.

The spare wheel of the

Chater-Lea sidecar is

carfied on a tubular sup-

port on the sidecar chassis,

2| h.p. ; 70x76 mm. (293 c.c.); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; C.A.V. chain-

driven magneto ; two - speed

Sturmey-Archer gear; chain and
belt drive; Dunlop 26x2iin.
tyres.

Chief model of an old-established Cov-
entry firm, the spring frame Hobart is

an excellent little job, both in design and
finish. Pivoted immediately behind the

gear box, the rear stays form the base

of the duplex triangle supporting the

back wheel. Carrying on the explana-

tion geometrically, the apex of this tri-

angle slides along two horizontal (loosely

linked) rods pivoted underneath the

saddle. The motion is controlled by
compression and tension coil springs on
these rods. In practice, this gives a

neat and efficient suspension, which has
incidentally been proved on the road for

over a year. A similarly sprung machine
may be obtained with a 2^ h.p. Villiers

engine, and both are shown with rigid

•frames. Staging lightweight machines
of all types irom the simple single-geared

two-stroke to a de luxe model with spring

frame, clutch, and kick-start«r. the

Hobart Cycle Co. are in a position to

produce a machine to suit any rider.
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For all-weather work the -4 h.p. Wilkin-Blackburne make?

a strong appeal. 2| h.p. F.N. singlecylinder two-speed modele de luxe.

WILKIN. (146.)
4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c.) ; single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed

lubrication; Amac, B. and B., or

Senspray carburetter ; chain-driven

Magdyno ; three -speed Sturmey-
Arcner gear ; all-chain drive

;

Wood-Milne or Hutchinson 26iii. X
Sin. lyres. Price £190 with sidecar.

Wilkin -Motors, Ltd., Onislow Road.
Sheffield.—The officially observed " Round
the Coast " test is still fresh in the minds
of the public ; and just as surely have

- the lessons of that test been utilised by
Wilkin Motors. Mudguai-ding has been

much improved and strengthened, and the

chain cases are designed to be completely

mud and waterproof ; albeit they detach
with little trouble. Specially thoughtful

is the provision of a means of clipping the

chains in position, and thus avoiding much
irritating " fishing " in the lower half of

the gear case when shortening the chain.

The gear box is adjusted by means of a

special plate attached to the holding-down
bolts, which plate may be moved forward
or backward by screwing a double-flanged
nut abutting on a lug cast in the bottom
bracket. Magneto chain adjustment is

made easy in a somewhat similar manner.

2| h.p.' Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (549

c.c.) ; single-cylinder four-stroke

;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed

lubrication ; Amac or Senspray
carburetter ; chain-driven magneto

;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

enclosed chain drive; 26in.x2iin.
tyres. Price £122.

It may be recalled that the 2| h.p.

Wilkin distinguished itself in the Scott
ind Ilkley trials—two abnormally
severe events. The chief features of

the 4 h.p. model also apply to this

machine, which is also shown as a light
sidecar outfit. A specially tuned sporting
model with T.T. bars and footrests com-
pletes a fine range of machines that we
expect to see much in evidence in 1921.

F-,N. (139.)
7 h.p.; 52x88 mm. (748 c.c); four-

cylinder four-stroke ; valves on
either side; mechanical lubrica-

tion ; Amac carburetter
;

gear-
driven magneto ; three-speed gear

;

shaft and bevel drive ; Palmer
Cord 26in.x3in. tyres.

F.N. (ENoi-.iND), Ltd., Kimberley Road,
Willesden Laiie, London, N.W.8.—'
Belgium has always been noted for its

engineering products, particularly for the
excellence of its foundry work, and it is

lather disappointing that only one Belgian
motor cycle manufacturer is seriously
represented in this country. However,
the good -points of that one make—the
F.N.—probably compensate for lack of
variety. From very early days the F.N.
foui'-cylinder has been steadily carving a
niche for itself in the heart of the British
public, and the latest 7 h.p. model
possesses several features as yet unique,
but which are considered by many as
likely to become almost universal in the
future. Modern car practice is followed
throughout. Oil level in the sump of the
air-cooled four-cylinder engine is kept
constant by a mechanical pump possessing
a visible indicator. At the end of
the massive crankshaft, which is supported
on ball bearings, is a proportionally mas-
sive flywheel containing a multi-disc

.; >""\^ clutch. Thence the

i,*^^^*^^ ~~ drive is through a
^*^ • ball-bearing three-

speed gear box, by
partly enclosed shatt

and bevel to the back wheel. Although
amply strong and powerful for sidecar

work, this model, in view of its specifica-

tion, is remarkably light, and its even
torque and large tyres make it a fascinat-

ing and comfortable solo mount.

2i h.p.; 65x86 mm. (275 c.c); single

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter
;

gear-

driven magneto ; two-speed gear
;

shaft and bevel drive ; Palmer
Cord 26in. x 2iin. tyres.

When chain drive is being regarded by
some as advanced practice if applied to a

lightweight, it is well to remember that
the 2i h.p. F.N. has embodied shaft and
bevel drive since its inception. A trans-

versely set engine makes this layout not
only possible but very neat. The cylin-

der and top half of the crank case form

-

one casting, the Valves are interchange-
able, and the timing gear employs only

- two pinions, including the magneto drive.

All thiK is illustrative of the great sim-
plicity of the design. As in the "four,"
an outside flywheel carries a multi-plate
clutch (handle-bar controlled); and the
two-speed gear box and kick-starter aie

entirely of F.N. maijufacture.

ZENITH. (87.)

3i- h.p. Bradshaw; 68x68 mm. (499

c.c); horizontal twin - cylinder

four-stroke ; overhead valves

;

mechanical lubrication ; B. and B.

carburetter
;

gear-driven magneto ;

Zenith-Gradua gear ; belt drive
;

Avon 26x2-iin. tyres. Price (pro-

visional) £130.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court.

—Probably the greatest attraction on the

Zenith stand is the new Bradshau-
engin?d sporting machine. The engine

H&rm^-

New model 7 h.p. (our-cylinder F.N., with ihrce-spced gear and shaft drive—a car on

two wheels.

Zeniths now have a coblc-operalcd

dummy belt rim (ront brake
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Divergent Types of Solo

Mounts.

Details of the new SJ h.p. Douglas cam
and valve rocker mechanism.

A sporting model Zenith fitted with the Bradshaw flat twin engine is one of the real

novelties of the Show. Note the unusual crank-case construction.

Troughs to carry water to the rear are

provided on the Zenith back mudguard
(shown detached)

The Connaught cylinder, showing combined
exhaust and inlet manliold.

1921 model 3-2- h.p. three-speed Sunbeam, fitted with Lucas Magdyno, a fine specimen

of an all-weather solo mount.

7 h.p. Indian Powerplus, a stripped model of which last week exceeded 95 m.p.h.

at Brooklands.

The lubrication system of the Royal Ruby
provides a supply of oil to the rear of the

front cylinder.

EI3



An 8 h.p. Zenith

dummy

The Olympia Show.—
of this may be re-

garded as the first at-

tempt at really scienti-

fic oil-cooling. As has
already been described
in Tht Motor Cycle.,

the cylinders are
sunk inside the crank
case, only the heads
being exposed. The
forced - feed lubrica-
tion pump provides
a constant stream of
oil from a separate
tank in^ which it is

kept cool, and the
cylinders and pistons
are cooled as well
as lubricated by this oil, which is

then returned by a second pump from
t-he crank case into the oil tank. The
preliminary tests of the model (which
will not be in production until February)
show it to be possessed of a very good
turn of speed as well as pulling power,
and it will certainly become immensely
popular with those who prefer a sport-
ing solo machine of high performance.

2| h.p.; 58Jx65 mm. (346 c.c); two-
cylinder -flat twin four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ; hand pump lubrica-
tion ; Amac carburetter

;
gear-

driven magneto ; Zenith Gradua
gear; chain and belt drive; 26in.

x2Jin. tyres. Price £107.

This light sporting model remains prac-
tically as it was, it having been found so

fullv up to its "work that 'no alteration is

needed. It is a fascinating solo mount,
and makes a great appeal to those who

e per-

two-
side

find that 350 c.c. gives them th
formanoe they require.

. 5 h.p.; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c);
cylinder V twin four-stroke

;

by-side valves ; hand pump lubrica-

tion; Amao carburetter; chain-
driven magneto ; Zenith Gradua
gear; belt drive; 650x65 -mm.
tyres. Price £123.

This model, also the heavier sporting
models "E" with 6 h.p., and "G" with
8 h.p., engines (both ot which are priced
at £139), resemble the 2| h.p. flat twin,
in being practically unaltered ; they are
too well-known to need further descrip-
tion. It should be added, however, that
improvements have been embodied in
details, particularly in the direction of

mudguarding. The 8 h.p. clutch model

Gradua with Barnes saddle. Observe the

belt rim brake for the front wheel.

with countershaft, which is priced at

£162, has a new and excellently arranged

clutch pedal of vei-y long leverage, with a

ratchet paw'l to hold the clutch out it

desired.

SUNBEAM. (129.)

3i h.p. ; 85x88 mm. (499 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed _ lubrication
;

Amac or B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

constant mesh type gear ; enclosed

chain drive ; Dunlop or Bates ,650 x
65 mm. tyres. Price £155 8s.

John Marston, Ltd., Sunbeamland,-
Wolverhampton.—Although the capacity

Easy adjustment

of the primary chain

may be obtained by
this simple screw on

the Sunbeam gear

box bracket.

of the Sunbeam single-cylinder enjrine is

only .499 c.c, it has proved capable .of

the severest sidecar work, and for dual

purposes it stands in the highest rank.

Famous long ago bn Sunbeam pedaf
cycles, the oil bath ""

gear case forms the
most p r o m i n e n t

feature, although the
three-speed gear box
is also a very fine

The Simbeam seat

pillar lug.
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piece of work. Of course, the rear wheel

IS instantly detachable v/ithout disturb-

ing the drive or gear cases in any way.

Laminated front springing was first

adopted on this model, last year, and is

• retained both in standard and in T.T.

version, the latter differing only in the

substitution of .dropped bars and foot-

rests. This T.T. machine must not be

confused with Messrs. . John . Marston's
commendable attempt to provide a really

fast and light solo mount, not dis-

similar to ine machine which won the

1920 Senior T.T. In this machine weight
has been sliced off wholesale, leaving only

those features which will delight the

heart of the speedy
soloist. Parallel link

forks, a lighter gear
box without kick
starter, simpler
braking on dummy
belt rims, all con-
tribute to the good
cause of decreased
weight ; while a
special aluminium
piston should mean
increased eflaciency.

The transmission system is unaltered,
and the sporting Sunbeam is priced at

£152 5s.

8 h.p. J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.)

;

V twin cylinder' four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ; drip-feed lubrica-

tion ; Amac or B. and B. carbu-
retter ; chain - driven magneto

;

three-speed constant - mesh type
gear ; enclosed chain drive ; Dunlop
650x55 mm. tyres. Price with
sidecar £237 6s.

For those M'ho desire a great reserve of

power for really heavy passenger work
the well-known J.A.P. engined outfit is

still a centre of attraction. Following
very "closely the general lines of the

smaller touring machine', it holds an

enviable position in its class, and for 1921

has not been altered. Large mudshields
and the new Brooks cantilever saddle are

fitted.

FRANCIS-BARNETT. (34.)

2| h.p.; 70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; splash lubrication ; B. and

B. carburetter, chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear; chain and belt drive; 26

X

2iin. tyres. Price £89 5s.

Francis and Baknett. Ltd., Lower
Ford Street, Coventry.—The Francis-

Barnett lightweights are among (lie

Dchcatc clutch inanipulutiuii is made
possible on the Zenith by means of an

exceptionally long pedal.

1921 model .Sunbcam-Jap tluce-spccd chain-driven sidecar mount, Observe the Brooks

special saddle suspension.

r,i.i
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Our latest leaflet

of universal interest.

If you do not visit the

Show, write us for a

copy. Thousands have
already been applied for

and distributed.

A postcard will do.

Prices' Company Limited,

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.I 1.
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The Olympia Show.—
prettiest in the Show, and one interest-
ing result of the 1921 taxation scheme
is that the makers are careful to state
the exact weight of all their models.
With empty tanks and without lamps or
tools, the weights range from 152 lb. for
tlie single-speed two-stroke, to 195 lb.

for the dc hixt model, fitted with J. A. P.
engine. The handsome aspect of the
machines on this stand may be ascribed
to an excellent quality of finish and to

This view ot the Francis-

Bamett is difficult to obtain

at Olympia, but serves to

show an attraction of its

saddle tank.

tasteful colouririg, the black tank being
•heavily lined in scarlet and lettered in

Igold. Moreover, this tank is of the
F' saddle " type, giving a flush finish to

jlhe top. The designer understands that

•quite seventy-five per cent, of the people
' who ride lightweights like to have a cllitch

and kick starter, which he accordingly
tfits to all his variably-geared models.

rAn_ easy adjustment and a parallel

^'action are provided for the Francis-

Barhett rear brake.

Metal-rimmed footboards covered with
linoleum are standard, and on the dn hi ice,

model a pair of efficient legshields is

included. With these extras the macliine
is catalogued at £105.

Clean outline is obtained on the Francis- -

Barnett by leading the control wires,

inside the saddle tank.

_
_
A similar machine to the four-stroke

is the two-stroke model, which is engined
with a 2^ h.p. Villiers engine, and sells
at i370 7s. single gear, and £80 17s. with
two-speed gear.

RUDGE. (113J
3i h.p.; 85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke; inlet over
exhaust valves; pump lubrication;
Senspray carburetter

;
gear-driven

magneto ; variable speed gear

;

belt drive: 650x65 mm. tyres.
Price £110 5s.

RuDGE-WHiTwoaTH, LTD., Coventry.
—It is interesting that the makers of
the Rudge, as one of the few remaining
exponents of the all-belt drive, have
fitted an all-metal chain-belt to some of
their latest Multi models. This belt is

in effect a wide chain, to the links of
which are attached- sprung V shaped
gun-metal plates, shaped to fit the belt
puUey. The weight is roughly twice as
great as that of the normal belt, but
against this increase must be set the
fact that the drive is slip-proof, being
unaffected by water. Otherwise both
this and the 5-6 h.p. long stroke
model remain unalteied. The technical
details of the 5-5 h.p. model are exactly
similar to those of the 3^ h.p. with the

(^93

exception of the engine stroke, which is

132 mm. ; and the price, which is £120
15s. There is also the 8 h.p. " llul-

twin," the engine of which is similar to

the model described below, while the

transmission, etc, is of the well-known
Multi variable pulley type. In this, move-
ment of a lever on the tank side opens
or closes the variable belt pulley, at the

same time actuating a connecting rod,

which keeps the belt tension constant by
closing or opening the rear wheel belt

rim. To adjust the belt tension, the

rear belt rim alone is altered, by a small

hand lever set on the spindle end. On
an extension of the engine-shaft beyond
the pulley is placed a multi-plate clutch,

operated by a Bowden wire and handle-

bar lever.

7-9 h.p.; 85x88 mm. (998 c.c); V
twm four-stroke ; inlet over ex-

haust valves ; hand pump lubrica-

tion ; Senspray carburetter
;

gear-

driven magneto

;

three-speed

Rudge sliding gear ; all cliain

drive; Dunlop 650x50 mm. tyres.

Price £167.

In this new model Messrs. Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., have broken avfay

The Rudge experimental all-steel

belt is, broadly speaking, a chain

with spring bearing faces.

from their old tradition, and have incor-

porated a three-speed gear box of very
neat design. It includes a kick-starter,

but no clutch, as the makers have pre-

ferred to retain their- well-known engine-

shaft clutch, with which they have in-

corporated a
cushion drive,

*^ consisting o f

two serrated

discs or face

7-9 h.p. twin Rudge with three-speed countershaft gear and all-chain drive. Its features

were described in detail in our last issue.

BI7
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2i h.p. ; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed

lubrication ; Amac or Senspray car-

buretter ; Ruubaken chain-driven

magneto ; two-speed Sturrney-

Archer gear ; chain and belt drive

;

Hutchinson 26 X 2^in.' tyres. Price

£85.

A pair of two-strokes—one 'engined as

above, and the other with a 211 c.c. power
unit and direct belt drive, selling at £60
—complete the Verus exhibit. The
engines in these cases, manufactured by
the company, have a very thorough
lubricating system. Oil is led to the

cylinder wall, runs through a hollow

gudgeon pin and finds its way to the

big end, a separate lead supplying the

crankshaft bearings.

A light and handy 4 h.p. Verus-Blackburne, specially designed for solo work.

cams, held together by a spring. As the

drive has to pass from one disc to the

other, any " snatch " is taken up by one
disc tending to climb the teeth of the

other, against the spring pressure.

VERUS. (161.)
4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder fo-ui'-stroke

;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation ; Cox-Atmos or Senspray
carburetter ; chain-driven Maglita

,;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
26x3in. tyres. Price with side-

car £200.
AlfetiD WisEM.iN, Ltd., Glover Street,

Birmingham.—Very rapid has been the

rise of the Verus. A trust in the value

and lessons of reliability trials probably
accounts for this in no small degree.

Anyhow, whatever the cause, the Verus
now ranks among the aristocracy of the
pastime, and careful examination proves
that the position has been well earned.

Their "4" sidecar outfit is built entirely

on the lines of the more luxurious twins.

The mudguarding is cleanly carried out

and exceptionally extensive ; the rear

carrier has evidently been built for an
extra passenger, while the front stand,

which possesses the unusual refinements

of a stop and spring clips, is a typical

example of the attention that has been
paid to detail. Upon imdoing three bolts

the whole engine unit may be removed.

Front wheel removed frotn the (orks to show
the new front wheel band brake on the

Matchless. When the axle is withdrawn and
the wheel slipped out of the forks, the brake

band and the brake torque stay retain the

brake drum in position. When the front

wheel is In position the brake drum Is locked

by serrations to the wheel hub.

El8

Particularly noticeable, also, is the

aluminium flywheel and primary chain

cover, which jjossesses an inspection door

allowing quick access to the clutch.

4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed

lubrication ; Senspray carburetter

;

E.I.C. chain-driven magneto;
three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear ;

chain and belt drive ; Avon or

Dunlop 26x2J- tyres. Price £126.

Interesting as one of the few 4 h.p.

machines at the Sliow that may be brought

below the 200 lb. taxation limit, this

model is, with the exception of the

engine, entirely different from th,e side-

ca.r machine. '

Footrests,^ "W.D." bars,

a small tank with an aluminium toolbox

on top, combine to form, a speedy, light

and simple go-anywhere machine—with

all the attributes of the nominal " light-

weight." A 2-| h.p. Blackburne-engined

model differs mainly in the gear box

—

a two-speed Burman, and sells at £108.

The heavier 2J h.p. Blackburne-

engined Verus weighs approximately the

same as the light " four "—fuller equip-

ment, mudguarding, etc., account foi-

this.

Comprehensive equipment Is the

kejuote of the spring -frame

Matchless sidecar outfit.

The components of the very large hubs

fitted to the wheels of the new Matchless.

The balls in the races are now of half-inch

diameter.

MATCHLESS. (68.)
8 h.p. M.A.G. ; 82x94 mm. (995

c.c.) ; twin-cylinder four-stroke

;

overhead inlet valves ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven Magdyno ; three-speed
sliding gear ; chain drive ; spring
frames 28x3in. tyres. Price with
sidecar £231 12s. 6d.

H, Collier and Sons, Ltd., 44, Plum-
stead Road, Plumstead, S.E.—With a
reputation second to none, the Matchless

Model ri is unrivalled for sidecar work,
and with its spring frame and veiy
complete equipment it must be ninn-
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bered amongst the luxurious sidecar
machines. Detachable and interchangeable
wheels are provided, and it may be ob-
tained with either the M.A.G. or J. A.P.
engine. For the spring frame coil springs
are retained, and all joints are provided
with oil caps of large size, so that wear in

these important bearings should be re-

duced to a minimum. A sectioned gear
box is exhibited, from which the action
and operation of the gears may readily
lie seen, and the operation of tiie clutch
irid the combined exhaust lifter and kick
starter may also be observed. As regards
I he two power rniits, little -need be said.

;~;ix models are available for iuspectiou,

and it will be noticed that the machine
may be had with electrical equipment or
without, as desired. The new hand front

wheel contracting brake is deserving of

inspection, and should - prove very
effective in use.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION (11.5.)

3 h.p. ; 71x84 mm. (550 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke; mechanical
lubrication ;

• Zenith carbui'etter
;

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
selective clutch gear ; all-chain

drive ; spring frame ; Dunlop
26in.x2iin. tyres. Price £105
solo ; £140 combination.

F. E. Bakes, Ltd., King's Norton.

—

(.ireat interest was aroused at last year's

PJ^^(^1LIE 695

Valve-operating mechanism of the Whippet

Scooter showing new exhaust valve lifter.

Show in the first models of this macliine,

una the latest type shown this year is no
iess noteworthy. In internal design of

the engine itself, certain alterations have
,been made, especially in the shape of the

Generally, the

One of the most efficient little engines

rests behmd the " cage " on the

Whippet Miniature.

exhaust port and the
piston deflection.

These improvements,
together with slight

modifications in- the
oiling system, have
materially increased
the power output of

the engine, with no
increase in the
petrol consumption.
As a consecjuence

of this, a sidecar
outfit is now being
offered, with a side-

car specially designed
to retain the full ad-

vantages of the ex-

cellent leaf spring

frame ou the cycle itself. ., . .

machine attracts much attention by its

extreme neatness. The roller brake and

release levers, the triple Bowden lever

for all engine controls (with the wiree

neatly encased), and the large handle-bar

two-speed lever, continue to produce an

exceptionally easy control. As was the

case last year, the machine is built of

steel throughout, and the steel tank is

built integral with
^
the frame. The

Beardraore-Precision ' engine, with its

combined selective clutch two-speed gear,

is one of the few examples of unit con-

struction to be seen at Olympia. The
springing system provides a remarkably
large motion, thus ensuring comfort, and
the practically minded should not miss

the extreniely neat tool case in which a

space is provided for each unit of the

kit. It will be remembered that the mud-
guards are esi>ecially constructed, and act

as frame members.

WHIPPET MINIATURE MOTOR
CYCLE. (26a.) -

li h.p.: 56x61 mm. (150 c.c); smgle-

cylinder four-stroke ; overhead
valves ; drip teed lubrication ; Vici

.single-lever carburetter ; C.A. V.
chain-driven magneto ; single-speed

gear ; chain drive ; Wood-Milne
18x2in. tyres. Price £58 10s.

W. G. Hayward and Co., Ltd.,

Twickenham.—Three distinct models are

shown on this stand, which differ only

in minor details. In every case the

motive power is the same ; the interest-

ing little Whippet engine is fitted with an
aluminium cylinder and a steel liner.

The cylinder head is of cast iron, and
.the valves of the overhead pattern. The
Whippet has emerged from the scooter

into a miniature motor bicycle, and is

now fitted with 18in.

wheels. It is thoroughly
up-to-date and has a

scientifically designed
single - lever carbu-

retter. Of the three

models exhibited the

de luxe model has
naturally all the latest

refinements, including
a dressguard, in case

the machine should be
ridden by a lady, an
XL'AU saddle, "elec-

tric lighting, and a
luggage carrier. The
Sports model has also

electric . lighting, a
racing saddle, and
wider handle - bars.

The standard niodel,-

Externally, a lower riding position and extended footboards are

Beardmore improvements for 1921.

which is two guineas cheaper, is provided
with oil lamps, a simple type of saddle,
and narrower handle-bars. No carrier is

fitted. The prices of all three models

Pressed-steel construction

combines lightness with

strength on the Beard-

more rear stand.

include a year's free insurance, and the

registration fees. Messrs. W. G. Hay-
ward, Ltd., have certainly studied the

question of the miniature motor bicycle,

and have turned out a thoroughly prac-

tical little mount.

Ignition and the two-lever carbu-

retter are controlled from the same
handle-bar mounting on the

Beardmore-Precision.

EDMUND. (i45.)

2| h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (349
c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation ; Amac carburetter; E.I.C.
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
Burman gear ; chain and belt drive

;

Dunlop 26x2^in. tyres. Price

£105.

C. Edmund and Co. (1920), Ltd.,

Crane Bank, Chester.—Both front and
rear springing on the Edmund is now

E19
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Rear frame suspension that has stood the test of time is

again embodied in the Edmund-Biackburne.
By reason of its simplicity the Dunelt big single two-stroke

sells at a very moderate figure.

very advanced for a lightweight machine.
The rear system of springing is no new
untried device; but, for the benefit, of

those who are newcomers to the pastime,
we will recapitulate. Briefly, the top
tube, to which is attaclied the petrol tank,

is pivoted at its forward end. Linked to

the rear end is the saddle tube, which
slides in the outer rear main tube in

phosphor bronze bushes, and to which,
at its lower end, are fixed the footrests.

This movement is controlled by two stiff

leaf springs attached to special rear

carrier stays. With these stays are in-

corporated two auxiliary coil springs
whicli are instantly adjustable in ten-

sion. Thus, in effect, only the rider and
the tank are insulated, and, therefore,

belt tension does not vary. The front
forks utilise parallel motion links of the
usual type, but the spring is a vertical

laminated one. The friction generated
by this spring against the upper shackle
pin effectively damps all rebound.

25 h.p. J.A.P. ; 70x76 mm. (292 c.c);
single-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

side valves ; drip feed lubrication
;

Amac carburetter; B.T.H. chain-
driven magneto : two-speed Burman
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
26x2iiu. tyres. Price £95.

This model is also fitted with the
Edmund patent type of rear springing,

but, pending the substitution of the new
fork at a later date, Druid forks are used.
It is also shown as an all-chain drive
sporting model with Enfield two-speed.

DUNELT. (138.)

4i h.p. ;, 85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; Cox Atmos carburetter

;

M-L chain-driven magneto ; three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain
and belt drive; Hutchinson 26in.

x2^in. tyres. Price £115, with
sidecar and spare wheel £150.

DUNFO^D AND ElLIOT (SHEFFIELD).
Ltd., 95, Bath Street, Birmingham.—It

is satisfying to note that the Dunelt is

making good, striking out as it does on
new and hitherto untried lines, and 'yet

with a definite reason for its divorce from
Dame Convention. To combine power
for- sidecar -work with a low initial cost

is the raismi (Vdtre of this machine, and
we think that the makers have achieved
their aim. Cooling, or perhaps more
correctly overheating, the inherent bug-
bear of the big two-stroke engine as a

type, has been overcome by using a two
diameter piston, allowing, a 50% greater

charge than is ordinarily possible, and
providing a flow of air round the piston

trunk. Numerous little details have been
improved since last year. The compres-
sion release valve now has a flexi'/le

tubing connection to the main exhaust
pipe. The adoption of split roller-bearing

big ends is the only internal modification

of" importance. Two thumbscrews allow

the primary chain cover' to be quickly

detached, while all hubs have knock-out
spindles. The cylinder, it will be remem-
bered, lies almost diagonally in the frame.

Saddle and interconnecleJ lootboai'Hs are

insulated from the rigid portion of the

Edmund frame. The spring tension is

adjustable by the slots in the rear supports.

which certainly keeps the large, somewhat
bare, outline from obtruding in the super

aesthetic eye. The machine immediately
impresses one as sound and sturdy, yet

compact and symmetrical. Evidently the

lessons of the last Six Days Trials—where
the Dunelt gained two " golds "—have
not been lost on the designers.

CALTHORPE. (112.)
3 h.p.; 75x79 mm. (350 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter ;

- Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain-driven
magneto; chain and^-belt drive;

Dunlop 26x2-im. tyres. Price £115
10s., with sidecar and lighting set.

Calthorpe Motor Ctcle Co., 16,

Barn Street, Birmingham.—One of the
most interesting of the new lightweight

A spring seat-

pillar on the

Calthorpe gives

extra comfort.

sidecar machines is the 3 h.p. two-stroke
Calthoi-pe. This model, which is fitted

with the Calthorpe 350 c.c engine, is

noteworthy as being a very complete out-

fit at an extremely moderate price. It is

capable of averaging well over 20 m.p.h.
on give-and-take roads with a passenger,
and will reach a maximum of nearly
double this figure. It is to be observed
that in an effort to prevent the ruthless

overloading to which so many lightweight
machines are subject, the makers have
built the rear njudguard without any
form of carrier. A Maglita set is fitted,

but if it is desired to dispense with
electric lighting, an allowance of ten
guineas is made. Generally, the outfit

has a thoroughly workmanlike appear-
ance. For .solo use, the machine is fitted

with the Enfield two-speed gear instead
of the Sturmey-Archer, and it has lighter

tyres. Otherwdso the specification is
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tical vehicle not too

elaborate, yet with all

the fittings that the
average rider would de-

sire. The engine is

quite a normal type
two-stroke also made by
the firm, and transmis-
sion, is by chain and
belt. Two models are

otiered— the engine in

each case having the
cylinder cast integral

with the top of the
crank case, one having
a two-speed gear box
of the type used suc-

cessfully during the
present year.

A characteristic
feature of the design is

the twin tanU which
bridges the top tube
and contains both petrol

and oil, the latter in

one section of the right-
One of ihe variety of lightweight hand tank. To connect
sidecars n tne Show—the 3 h.p. together the two petrol
chain and belt-driven Calthorpe. reservoirs a bridge pipe

similar. The price of 4he solo machine
is £68 5s.

2| h.p.; 70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ; chain-driven
magneto ; Enfield two-speed selec-

tive clutch gear ; chain and belt

drive ; Dunlop 26 X 2in. tyres.

Price £73 10s.

This machine, which embodies the
well-known 2f h.p. J.A.P. engine, re-

mains practically as it was last year, and
should appeal especially to those who
have not yet overcome a feeling of un-
certainty as regards two-strokes.
The Calthorpe models generally appear

especially clean and neatr—a point which
even now does not receive the attention
it should in all makes.

ALLON. (62.)

2^ h.p.; 70x76 nun. (292 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip-feed
lubrication-; Senspray carburetter;
Fellows chain -driven magneto;
three-speed Allon gear ; chain and
belt drive; 26in. x2iin. tyres.

Aludays and Onioxs, Ltd., Matchless
Works, Birmingham.—The Allon is here
^shown for the first time with a three-

fapeed gear bos of the firm's own manu-
(acture, the change making the machine
nore suitable for sidecar work. Accord-
ngly a complete outfit is exhibited and

of U shape is carried under the tanks.

This is one of the few machuies which
have a small contracting band brake on

both front and rear w-heels, the bralce

surface provided being ample in each

case.' As regards detail work, leg

guards are standard and should be con-

venient; advantage being taken of the

upright shields to carry the tyre pump in

clips secra-ed to one of them. Again,

the new fort with its leaf spring almost

entirely concealed is worth a close inspec-

tion as, externally, it is one of the

neatest in the Exhibition, and certainly it

is easy to clean. Lastlj', there is a small

but effective belt guard over a portion of

the belt rim, and in just the position to

catch mud wluch otherwise would be-

spatter the belt.

ROYAL RUBY. (125.)
8 h.p.; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); twua-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip-feed lubrication

;

Amac or B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

Sturmey-Archer gear ; all-chain

drive; Dunlop 28x3in. tyres.

Price £235.

Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., Royal Ruby
Works, Altrincham.—Notable for its

excellent system of springing, employ-

697

ing laminated leaves for both front and
rear wheels, both the 3 h.p. and 5 h.p.

Royal Ruby are again attracting the atten-
tion of prospective buyers. A very fine

sidecar outfit is the leading feature of the
stand, and employs an 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engine. Notable points in the construc-
tion of the machine are the locking plates

on the spring fork shackles. These
enable the shackle bolts to have dome-
ended nuts on them, thus preventing the
ends of the bolts from getting rusty,

A strengthened front down tube, which
consists of a main central tube with a
single tube of smaller section on each
side of it, is another distinctive feature,

while another good point is the well-

designed spring housing below the

saddle, and the double down tubes from
it ; one goes to the rear engine plate and
the other to the front end of the chain
stays, immediately behind the gear box.

The front sidecar connecting bolt of the

Royal Ruby passes through the engine

bearer plates, and thus clamps them
together.

The back stays also are double, and, in

fact, the whole frame gives a fine im-
pression of strength without excessive
weight. The springing system is adjust-
able to the weight of the rider, and the
sidecar is beautifully sprung.

2| h.p. ; 74ix80 mm. (349 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip-feed lubrication

;

Amac or B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
Royal Ruby gear ; chain and belt

drive; Dunlop 26x25in. tyres.

Price £89 5s.

The small four-stroke machine, which
has been introduced as a sporting solo

mount, is designed on similar lines to

II

Saddle type tank of Alldays-Allon, also show-
ing the height to which the leg guards extend.

Band brakes' on both wheels and very complete mudguarding show that the 2i h.p. Allon is

the product of the engineer who is a practical motor cyclist.
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the sidecar outfit as far as the front part

of the frame is concerned, but the spring

frame is not embodied in it. The engine
appears to conform to all the standards
of modern design, and the gear box,
which is also made by the firm, is a very

good example of the sliding gear type.

The weight of the machine is well under
the 200 lb. limit, ss that the tax will be
only 30s. An alternative model pro-

vided with the spring frame is also

made ; this will have a new engine of

slightly larger capacity, and will be sold

at £120.

QJJATiRANT:. (41.)
6 h.p. ; 87x110 mm. (653 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; hand pump lubrication

;

Amac or Senspray carburetter

;

gear-driven magneto ; three-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear; chain drive:
26x2iin. tyres. Price with side-

car £155.
March Newark and Co., Ltd., Law-

ley Street, Birmingham.—The Quadrant
is a serviceable and steady mount, suit-

able for everyday hard work without
needing undue care or attention. The
principal model is the
new 6 h.p., chiefly

notable for a very
wide and substantial
crank case, which is

kept smooth on the
exterior, and, there-

fore, is exceptionally
easy to clean. This
idea has been con-

sistently carried out,

in that the number
of plated parts on
tho motor cycle is re-

duced to a minimum.
The riding position,

and shape and length

of handle-bar aie

good, and the sidecar
chassis appears to be
quite substantial

enough to stand the

exceptionally rough usage which this type

of machine is usually accorded. Mechani-

cally, the design differs from the ordin-

ary in that the two valve ports are en-

tirely separate, the inlet valve being

behind the cylinder and the exhaust at

the side, in a position where it obtains

the maximum cooling draught. By this

The spring frame 8 h.p. Royal Ruby-Jap. Fi

drive, this mount is specially

arrangement the valve springs, valve
stems, and cotters become quite acces-
sible, and can be cleaned or adjusted with-
out trouble. A second model of 45 h.p.,
also a single-cylinder, is shown on the
stand, and is designed chiefly for dual-

The big single Quadrant sidecar, a moderately priced outfit.

purpose work. To add to the interest, a
.sectional engine of this type is shown,
and prospective customers can see for

themselves every part of the mechanism,
including the crank case, timing gear, and
valve operation, while, as this engine is

of the same design as the 6 h.p., the
method of actuating the two valves by

separate cams can bo studied in

detail. The smaller machine is sold

with sidecar at the very moderate
iigure of £145.

Well known as a light J.A.P.-engined machine, the Omega has developed into larger sizes.

The 4 h.p. Blackburne-engincd model illustrated lias a low riding position and excellent

mud guarding.

tted with a three-speed gear and enclosed chain

suited for passenger work.

OMEGA.' (21.)
5-6 h.p. J.A.P. ; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c.)

;

twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

side valves ; drip feed lubrication
;

Amac carburetter ; B.T.H. chain-
driven magneto ; three - speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt drive ; Dunlop 26 x 3in. tyres.

Price £135.

W. J. Green, Ltd., Omega Works,
Coventry.—This is a handsome machine
primarily intended for sidecar use and
fitted with the latest pattern 5-6 h.p.

J.A.P. engine. Among its principal

features are a concealed top tube, render-

ing the tank easy to clean, excellent mud-
guarding, a large silencer with tail pipe
underneath the gear box, comfortable
footboards, and generally substantial con-

struction. A similar machine having the
4 h.p. Blackburne engine, and selling at

£120, is an alternative model. It is a

handy double-purpose mount, which is

ideal for solo riding, and yet possesses

ample reserve for sidecar work.

25 h.p. J.A.P.; 70x76 mm. (293 c.c);
single-cylinder four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ; drip feed lubrica-

tion ; B. and B. carburetter

;

C.A.V. chain-driven magneto ; two-

speed Sturmey-Archer or Albion
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
26x2iin. tyres. Price £83, with
two-speed gear box and kick

"

starter.

There are three 2-| h.p. J.A.P.-engined
models, which are practically the same
in every detail except as regards the gear
box, one of these being fitted with a

Sturmey-Archer lightweight two-speed
gear, and another with Albion two-speed
without kick starter. One of the Omega
two-strokes is shown as a sidecar outfit,

and a very pr.actical little outfit at that.

It is thoroughly well finished, and is

cngincd with a Villiers two-stroke power
unit, and sells at £90 complete. The
Gosport forks are a feature of these

models. Tlie last model to be mentioned
is one similar to tlio aforomonlioiicd as

regards tho engine, but it is in-ovidod

with a single-speed gear, Branijiton forks,

and is sold to the public at £50. Tlio

attention attracted by sucli simple and

low-priced machines as this Omega forms

quite one of the features of the Sliow

and the demand sliould be proportionate.

I
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Don't Miss It!
An Interesting Feature of the
SHOW, but OUTSIDE OLYMPIA

All our New Models are being exhibited

DURING SHOW WEEK
at

73, Hammersmith Road
(almost opposite Main Entrance—see Diagram), in premises

specially taken for the purpose.

Cross the Road
and see these before you leave.

Fix this spot in your mind ; its well worth visiting.

Many features on

these Models are worthy

of close and careful

examination.

T^OLYMPIA
They occupy one of the fore-

most positions as to grade,

being widely recognised as

Standard Al in Design, Work-

manship and Equipment.

COVENTRYEAGLE CYCLE SHOW

Ask for a copy of our

NEW ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE.

TheCoventry-Eagle Cycle&Motor Co., Coventry

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." E23
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TRADE "^"^ MARK
ESTABLISHED 36 YEARS

COVENTRY ^PLATING
Z. PRESSWODK CO E?

Afuclgruar>d Afa/ceF>s,

Co/a S-tQmper^s,
2^et'&J Spznn er>s

,

RAGLAN WORKS ,COVENTRY
Glasgow Offices: 54^ Gordon Street.

I MUDGUARDS 1

All types of Mudguards made to

customers' requirements.

Mudguards for Motor Cycles,

Mudguards for Pedal Cycles.

Wings for Liglit Cars.

Quotations promptly submitted

to patterns or blue prints.

IPRESSWORKI
Presswork of every description

from Radiator Shell Stampings

to any pattern light pressing.

Send prints and ask for prices.

CARBURETTER FLOATS
METAL SPINNINGS

hnc/2^^ Gs/Zery
[

ii
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A novel engine is the 3J h.p. Bradshaw which has all but its cylinder heads buried in the crank cafe.

The complete interna' ^.-ir'~~m~

On the Verus sidecar machine, the outside flywheel is enclosed in a handsome aluminium cover.

SOME DETAILS

OF 1921 ENGINES.

Shown open here,

this telescopic
sheath protects the

inlet valve oper

ating rod on the

M.A.G. engine.

A smooth passage for the gas, combined
with an airtight joint, is ensured by this

method of fixing the 6 h.p. B.S.A. induc-

tion pipe.

A cylinder head of the N.U.T.
" six valve " sporting model.

Part sectional view of the shock-

absorber fitted to the engine shaft

of the 4 h.p. Triumph.

25.
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The Olympia Show.—
ARMIS. (22.)

5 li.p. ; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c.) ; two-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Cox
Atmos single - lever carburetter

;

T.B. chain-driven magneto ; three-
speed Burman gear ; chain and belt
drive; Dunlop 26x2^in. tyres.

Price with sidecar, £165 : solo,

£135.

Aemis Cycle Co., Heneage Street, Bir-
mingham.—This is an attractive sidecar
outfit of reasonable weight, fitted with the
latest 5 h.p. J. A. P. engine. It is driven
by a substantial chain, which is adequately
protected through a Burman three-speed
gear box incorporating a clutch and kick
starter. The final drive is by belt. One
of the most practical things on the
machine is the method of sliding the
gear box, to accomplish which the four
holding-on bolts are loosened, when the
tightening of the adjusting nut has the
effect of drawing the gear box to the
rear and at the same time preserving the
alignment. The mudguarding has also

been well studied, and spacious aluminium
footboards are provided. There is also

an ample sized cover over the magneto.
So far as the frame is concerned, this

is of strong construction, and the top
tube is sloped towards the rear, thus
affording the driver a low riding posi-

tion. A new and efficient Bowden rim
brake is fitted to the front wheel. Weight
of the machine without sidecar is 250 lb.

3i h.p.; 74x86 mm. (350 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; mechanical
lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

M-L magneto ; two-speed Burman
countershaft gear ; chain and belt

drive; Dunlop 26x2^in. tyres.

Price solo, £85; sidecar, £115.

This is also shown as a sidecar outfit

;

its power unit is a Precision two-stroke,

fitted with mechanical lubrication and
detachable head, while a Maglita set

supplies current for both ignition and
lamps. It should be ideal for the man
of moderate means, who requires a

machine which can be used satisfactorily

for both business and pleasure. Both
frame and tank follow the lines of the

model described above. This outfit is

fitted with a Floxa spring seat-pillar.

which carries the saddle on
spring. The saddle is the

. laminated
•(^'ell-known

XL'All. Both models are fitted with
celluloid-covered handle-bars, so that the

owner of an Armis need not worry about

too much plated work to clean,

weight is 180 lb. solo.

2J h.p.; 70x76 mm. (293 c.c);
stroke

;
pump and drip feed

cation ; Amac car-

buretter ; Lion
magneto ; two-
speed Burman
gear ; chain and
belt drive;
Palmer 26x23in.
tyres. Price £85.

This handy 2J h.p.

J.A.P.-engined light-

weight, like other Armis
models, is well mud-
guarded, is provided
with footboards, and
wide semi-T.T. handle-

bars, which are cellu-

loid-covered. It is also

fitted similarly to the

other models with
XL'All saddle and
Saxon forks.

The

four-

lubri-

Lateral play
is entirely ab-

sent in the
Flexa spring

seat-pillar,now

a standard
fitment on the

Armis light-

weight.

8 c.c);
side-

lubrica-

VIGTORIA. (121.)

4 h.p. J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (41

single-cylinder four-stroke
bj--side valves ; drip feed
tion ; Amac car-

buretter ; Split-

d o r f chain-
^ilriven magneto

;

three - speed
Sturmey-Archer
gear ; chain and
belt drive;
D. u n 1 p 26 x
2iin. tyres.
Price with side-

car £125.

ViCTOHIA W O H K S,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.
—S t a n d s Scotland
where she did? How-
ever, the absence of

quantity is more than
balfinced by the
quality and remaA-
able value of the only exhibit from across

the Border. Most striking is the value

of the sidecar outfit offered, as specified

above, at the figure of £125 inclusive.

DECEMBER 2nd, ig20^

For the family man who does not possess

an ultra deep pocket, we can imagine no

more suitable purchase. Throughout, this

machine is a sound, honest, and straight-

forward effort to provide economical

motoring for two—but the specification

speaks for itself.

5-7 h.p.; 75x78 mm. (688 c.c); flat

twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

side valves ; drip feed lubrication ;

B; and B. carburetter; gear-driven

magneto ; three-speed S t u r m e y
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dun-
lop 650x65 mm. tyres. Price with

sidecar £170.

For those who prefer something more
luxurious than a single-cylinder the 5-7

Coventry Victor engined machine should

appeal—also at a competitive price. This

model was shown last year for the first

time, and remains entirely unaltered. A
duplex frame allows of a very neat and
easily detachable mounting for the power
unit, while a low riding position and well-

positioned footboards help towards com-

fort for the driver. In order to provide

a larger clearance and easier running on
colonial tracks, the Overseas model is.

fitted with 28x3in. tyres. In both

clearance and extent the mudguarding is

excellent. Silencing is carried out by a

large streamlined silencer with a short

extension pipe to the rear.

Of sturdier build and appearance than

the average low-priced lightweight, the

2^ h.p. Victoria Villiers is nevertheless

3-6 h.p. Armis-Jap three-speed sidecar outlil.

E26

Scotland's only representative at Olympia—the lightweight

Victona model.

well under the 200 lb. taxation limit. A
single-speed model sells at £55, a, two-
speed at £60, and a clutch and kick-

starter model at £65.

COTTON. (165.)

2| h.p. Villiers; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c);
single-cylinder two-stroke ; drip
feed lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

flywheel magneto ; two-speed Albion
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
26x2i-in. tyres. Price £71 8s.

The Cotton Motor Co. .^Bristol Road,
Gloucester.—Triangulated frame construc-
tion has beeM for years the text of the
theorist, but in practice pedal cycle ideas
and fashions remain very much" with us.

Eminently satisfactory as the conven-
tional frame proves, it should not be re-

garded for this reason as le dernier cri

;

and an advanced design, such as the
Cotton, which breaks away entirely from
convention, deserves every encourage-
ment, for in that direction progress lies.

Rigidity combines with lightness in the

Cotton duplex triangulated frame, while

a long, straight sweep from steering head
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Straight duplex tubes are used in the construction of the

Cotton-Villiers.

to rear axle pei'mits the rider's centre of

gravity to lie well forward and low. As
a consequence, it should give a sense of

security and a very tangible absence of
" skid " on grease. In this case an un-
conventional appearance does not mean a
displeasing appearance. In fact, there

is something extremely taking about the
lines of the Cotton. It is worthy of note
that the makers recommend disc wheels.

Owing to its construction the machine
is particularly suited for the lady motor
cyclist, for whom it may be fitted with
a kick-starter and dressguards. Wider
mudguards and a larger tank are 1921
improvements, but otherwise the design
is basically unaltered.

LEA-FRANCIS. (58.)

5 h.p. ; 64x92 mm. (592 c.q.); twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; overhead inlet

valves ; hand pump lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ; Lucas chain-

driven Magdjnio ; three-speed con-

stant mesh type gear ; chain drive
;

26x2^in. tj-res.

Le.\ and Feancis, Ltd., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry.—The Lea-Francis needs
no- introduction ; for many years it has
been regarded by many as one of t'he

highest class machines on the road,

albeit one of the most silent. Even at a

first glance the machine looks most ser-

viceable and workmanlike—in fact, it in

many ways reminds one of car practice,

so thoroughly has the detail been studied.

The M.A.G. engine is chiefly interesting

because the inlet valves, together with
their rocking levers, are enclosed, while

the exhaust valves have
their stems and springs
esposed. From the ex-

haust ports gas is led

through flexible pipes to
a very substantial
silencer rigidly bolted
below the frame,
and of considerable
size. On the 5 h.p. machines power for

electric light is supplied by a Magdyno
placed in front of the engine, and effi-

ciently guarded from mud by a curiously
shaped coverplate, w-hich also acts as an
additional protection for the rider's feet.

The 3^ h.p. machines are not provided
with this fitting, but the magneto is

placed behind the engine. As am example
of the detail work, it may be mentioned
that the high-tension wires are carried
through in steel tubes on their way to
the plugs. The dry plate clutch of the
5 h.p. model is on the crankshaft and in

a substantial aluminium case, which
encloses also the chain drive to the
countershaft, and an inspection cover,
very similar to the one on the contact-
maker of the magneto, allows the tension
of the chain to be judged. On both
models the gear box is of very robust
proportions, and the oil filler on the
5 h.p. three-speed model is of exceptional
size. On the 3^ h.p. 64x77 mm. model,
the clutch is on the countershaft, and
the gear box ishoused in a circular lug
which forms the bottom bracket, but in

Plated parts have been avoided and every other consideration shown for the all-weather

rider on the new 5 h.p' Lea-Francis.

Valve side of new 5 h.p. Lea-Francis power unit, showing
the new three-speed gearbox with enclosed selector mechanism.

the new 5 h.p. machine an aluminium
box is mounted on extensions of the
engine cradles.

MARTINSYDE. (141 a.)
6 h.p. ; 70x88 mm. (680 c.c.) ; 'V twin

four-stroke; overhead exhaust
valves; drip -feed lubrication;
Amac carburetter ; M-L chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed A.J.S.
pattern gear ; enclosed chain drive

;

Dunlop 650x65 mm. tyres. Price
with sidecar £175.

Martinsi-de, Ltd., Maybiu-y Hill,
Woking.—Two sidecar taxis and a light
delivery outfit

('with an inter-

ch ang eabl

e

"pleasu r e"
body, by the
way) will not
obscure the
public • eye t o
the excellent
value offered on
this stand in

both the stan-
dard and de.

hixe sidecar out-
fits. •• Of equal
interest is the
fact that a
maximum price
has been fixed

for the ensuing
year. Now
celebrating its

first birthday,
the 6 h.p. Mar-
tinsj'de has, as
was expected,
made a distinct hit. Slight modifications

ensuring a smoother passage for the gas
have been carried out around the over-

head exhaust pockets, and improved cool-

ing has been arranged. The inlet valves

remain of the more usual " side-by-side
"

type, but aeroplane engine influence is

discernible in the split ring mefhod of

holding the gudgeon pin. Bv slightly in-

Triangulalion enters

largely into 'he design

of the Martinsyde

rear wheel stand.
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Overhead exhaust valves

on the Martinsyde

creasing the dia-

meter and width
of the rear band
brake drum, the
retarding effect

has been con-

siderably in-

creased. Totally
enclosed chain
drive takes the

p o w e r from s.

g ea r box of
A.J.S. pattern to

the rear wheel.

Equal to any-
permit this ingenious thing at the

detachable valve guide Show in the

to be'used. complete-
ness (Lucas Mag-
d y n 0, i n t e r-

changeable wheels, etc.) Of its equip-

ment, if not in price, the Ac luxe

model should appeal to the most fas-

tidious.

^ h.p. ; 60x88 mm. (497 c.cX; V twin
four-stroke ; overhead exhaust
valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ; M-L chain-

driven magneto; three-speed A.J.S.
pattern gear ; chain drive ; Dunlop
26 x2iin. tyres. Price £135.

Making its debut at this Show, the

3g h.p. solo mount has evidently been
built with one eye on efficiency and tlie

other on speed. Much of the engine is

common to the larger model, and in

appearance and design it is identical. A
gear box of the same type is used,

although the frame, of course, is lighter

and shorter. Worthy of special atten-

tion, both here and on the " six," is

a quickly detachable aluminium cover

I completely enclosing the magneto. Care-

ful provision has been made to ensure
that both cylinders receive an equal share

of attention from the oil tank.

L.M.C. (10.)
6-7 h.p.; 79x86 mm. (842 c.c.) ; twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication : B.

and B. carburetter ; M-L chain-

driven magneto :

Sturmey-Archer gear

650 X 65 mm. tvres.

lOs.

Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Monument Road, Birmingham.—No great

change has taken place in the general lines,

but special attention has been paid to

the design of a machine for overseas

u.se. Larger wheels and tyres are fitted

,

three - speed
chain drive

;

Price £147

The 7-9 h.p. twin L.M.C. with disc wheels is notable for its clean lines.

all-enclosed chain drive is adopted, and, most attractive features on this stand is

of course, this model is eminently suit- the part section of the 7-9 h.p. Harley-
able for home use also. On the standard Davidson electrically equipped power
model a chain guard is fitted to the top unit, which reveals the evenness of metal
portion of the chain only. A special in the cylinders, the regularitv of the
feature is the saddle and footboard
suspension system, which gives a very
flexible and easy riding motion. As
regards engine design in the case of the
8-9 h.p. model, the stroke is lengthened,
the bore being the same. Silencing has
been well carried out, and a large cast alu-
minium box silencer is fitted, with an
extension pipe. Cast aluminium foot-
boards and mudguards of ample size are
good features, and the black finish with
gold lines is pleasing, and, at the same
time, very serviceable. Accessibility of
the various components has been carefully
studied, and, altogether, both models are
sound reliable jobs. The 6-7 h.p. model
may also be had with chain and belt
transmission. VW "^ "^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. (29.)

7-9 h.p.; 84.1x88.9 mm. (998 c.c); V
twin-cylinder four-stroke, over-
head inlet valves ; mechanical
lubrication ; Schebler carburetter

;

Remy chain-driven ignition and
lighting generator ; three-speed
countershaft gear ; chain drive

;

Goodyear or Firestone 28x3in.
tyres. Price £196 magneto model.

The Harley-Davidson Motor Co.,

Harleyson House, Newman Street, W.l.
—To the mechanically minded one of the

Improved front mudguard
with wider valances on the

1921 Harley-Davidson.

radiating fins, the ingenious mechanical
oil pump, and the timing gear of this

engine. The Harley-Davidson was one
of the first examples of enclosed exhaust
valve springs and tappets, thiis protect-
ing these important parts from dust and
prolonging their life. So far as the com-
plete machine is concerned, there have
been few alterations for 1921. The chief

of these lies in the design of the front
mudguard, which now affords tar better

protection for the rider. The principal
features of last year's model are re-

tained, such as the excelTently made

As a solo mount, the new 3J h.p. Martinsyde is an attractive proposition. The overhead

exhaust valve and the main features of the large model are retained.

On the 1921 electrically equipped flat

twin Harley-Davidson, the tool kit is

carried in a pressed steel box between the

rear mudi?uard and the luggage carrier.

±M
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The new Excelsior Duplex mount has a two-stroke VilHers

engine and is intended for either sex.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson electrically-equipped sidecar outfit with
disc wheels. Protection for the passenger is a feature of the sidecar.

countershaft gear box, providing three
speeds, kick-starter and clutch, the all-

chain drive, and a comfortably sprung-
saddle. Prices of these machines in-

clude all accessories, such as electric

lamps for the electric model, and acety-
lene lamps for the magneto model. One
of the most interesting of the exhibits is

the racing machine, from which great
things are expected at Brooklands dur-
ing the coming year. This has to all in-

tents and purposes a standard engine to

which a Schebler carburetter with a large
protector over the air intake is fitted. It

is single-geared, but is provided with a

hand-controlled clutch. Four sidecar
models are shown, including two touring
models,, one sportmg model, and a
box carrier, while the Harley-Davidson
taxi sidecar is to be seen outside the
Show.

4 h.p.; 70x76 mm. (584 c.c.) ; twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

staggered valves ; mechanical lubri-

cation ; Schebler carburetter ; Eemy
combined generator ; three-speed in

engine unit gear; chain drive;
Goodyear 25 X Sin. tyrei. Price
£154 10s.

Like the other solo model the- 4 h.p.

. flat twin is shown on a stand provided
with a looking-glass so that the under-
side of the machine may be seen. The
^engine bristles with ingenious points,

such as the heating of the induction pipe
from the exhaust manifold, the mechani-
cal lubricator, and the staggered valves.

For the first time- it is shown fitted with
the Remy electrical system, which serves

both for the ignition ani_lighting. This
machine has been exceedingly popular
during the past year on account of its

smooth running and the comfort it

affords. It is not yet available for

delivery, and it should be noted that the
prices mentioned are those of existing

stock.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR. (61.)

?2i h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (349

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;
side-by-side valves ; dj-ip feed

lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

M-L chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain
and belt drive; 26x2iin. tyres.

Price £96.

Ba?ijss, Thomas and Co., Ltd.,

ting's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.—An
jttensiye range of lightweight machines
' provided by this firm, as in addition

to the Blackburne-eiigined model, witli

two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter,

a similar model may be obtained with a

24 h.p. Villiers two-stroke engine. This,
again may be equipped with a plain two-
speed gear box, or it may be single-

geared, thus
providing n

range of four

models on the
same general
lines. With
footboards,
curved m u d
shields and
ample mud-
guards, the
Excelsior should
be a lightweight
suitable for any
weather.

2i h.p. ; 70

X

70 mm

.

(269 c.c.)

;

single-
cylin-
der two-
stroke;
drip feed lubrication ; B. and B.

carburetter ; flywheel magneto

;

.single-speed gear ; belt drive

;

24x2iin. tyres. Price £49 10s.

Considerable interest is aroused by the

new semi-open frame Excelsior light-

weight, as much for its simple and strong

construction as for the attractive price

at which it is to be marketed. The
saddle position is extremely low, but this

is not gained at the expense of the rid

ing position. The machine may, if de-

sired, be fitted with a two-speed geai,

clutch, and kick staitei, when the

. price is £66

Very noticeable is the

massive taper con-

struction of the 8 h.p.

Excelsior steering
head.

4i h.p.; 86x112 mm. (650 c.c.);

single-cylinder fourrstroke ; side-

by-side valves ; drip feed lubrica-

tion ; Amac carburetter; C.A.V.
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

Sturmey-Archer gear; chain and
belt drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.

Price £125.

The 4i h.p. big single model is a modi-
fication of a pre-war machine that

gained an enviable reputation for side-

car work and hill-climbing. It is de-

signed as a sidecar machine at moderate
cost which shall be economical to run,

and it is of robust construction. In par-

ticular, the strength of the steering head
should be noticed. Engine lubrication is

another point which has received con-

siderable attention.

Bh.p. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.) ; twhi-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves; drip feed lubrication;

Amac carburetter ; chain-driven

Magdyno ; three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear; chain drive; 28x3in.
tyres. Price £243 3s.

The 8 h.p. model, a luxurious sidecar

outfit, is on the same lines as other Excel-

sior sidecar models, but all-chain drive is

employed with interchangeable and detach-

able wheels, and among the many refine-

ments should be mentioned the fitting of

a Lucas Magdyno. This model may also

be obtained with either the 6 h.p.

J.A.P. engine or with the 10 h.p. Black-
burne engine, and if desired it may be
purchased as a cheaper model devoid of

the ultra luxurious fittings. A new in-

ternal expanding front wheel brake is

also shown, and will be added in the near
future.

A powerful sidecar mount—the 8 h.p. British Excelsior with Blackburne

outside flywheel engine.

E2Q
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Low, light and speedy—the sports model Levis of 2^ h.p.

24in. wheels and a neat belt guard, admirably adapt the

2i h.p. Levis for ladies' use.

LEVIS. (121.)

2i h.p. ; 62x70 mm. (211 o.c.) ; single-

cylinder two -stroke; drip feed

lubrication; Amac (or other) car-

buretter ; chain-driven magneto

;

single-speed . gear ; belt drive

;

Hutchinson 24x2iin. tyres. Price

£60.

Bbtterfields, Ltd., Stechford, Bir-

mingham.—Two-strokes as a rule are- sus-

pected of being uneconomical—that is to

say, their consumption is considered to

be high in proportion to their power.

Therefore, great interest is being shown

in the result of the recent Levis con-

sumption test, when the machine averaged

over 20 m.p.h. over a fifty-mile course,

with a petrol consumption at the rate of

320 m.p.g. (officially observed by tlie

A.C.U.). In fact, the makers guarantee

For lightness and simplicity it

would be difficult to impjove upon

the Levis rear brake.

a mileage of 120 to the gallon, and state

that the average machine, as it leaves

their works, will, with reasonably care-

ful handling, achieve 150 m.p.g. When
one realises that, combined with this low
consumption, there is the advantage of

flexibility (in that the single-gear Levis
will two-stiokc from 6 up to 35 m.p.h.
or more), one begins to appreciate the
firm's faithfulness to the single-geared
machine. The larger sporting model, of

247 CO., is also being shown. This is

the size of cn'^ine which won its class
ill the 1920 'I'.T.. and is now being mar-
keted at £68. 1'lie engine and machine
are almost e.vactly .similar to the smaller
type, except for the larger bore and
stroke and a different .sili'iicer. An in-

teresting point is the tank (ixing, which
is arranged (on rubber buffers) so that
the tank and under tube may be re-

moved together by undoing two bolts,
thus giving exceedingly easy access to
the cvliiider. The engine is still Uibri-
E30

cated by drip feed,

with special pipes
to the cylinder and
one main bearing,

which are a Levis feature. The cylinder
feed lubricates the gudgeon pin and the
other main bearing, while the direct main
bearing feed also oils the big end.

CAMPION. {163a.)
8 h.p. J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (£86 c.c.)

;

. V twin four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves; drip feed lubrication;
Amac carburetter ; Lucas Mag-
dyno ; three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear ; enclosed chain drive ; Dunlop
28x3in. tyres. Price without side-

car £140.

Campion Cycle Co., Ltd., Robin Hood
Street, Nottingham; and Nottinghasi
MoTOE Cycle Taxi Co., Byard Lane,
Nottingham.—Although these two firms
(in conjunction) intend their vehicle pri-

marily to be a sidecar-taxi outfit, there
is no doubt that the luxurious two-seater
here staged will appeal in addition to

the family man. Another standard Cam-
pion outfit of last year's specification is

shown ; but, as this type is being dis-

continued, we will confine our descrip-
tion to the two-seater. Regarding the
motor cycle itself, a Magdyno is stan-
dard ; and the rear chain rims in an
oil bath gear case, which , is different
from, and probably neater than, any
similar fitment on exhibition. This
quality of neatness is gained by the cen-
tral portion being cut away after the
manner of several pedal cycle gear cases.

Through the rectangular space thus
formed, the rear sidecar connection
reaches the lower back stay. Of polished
aluminium, the chain case appears to be
much narrower and smaller than usual

;

hut perhaps this impression is furthered
by the very massive rear band brake
casing. Two independent b.inds act on

This 8 li.p. Campion outdt is shown, but

uisconlinued in favour of the new two-seated

this driim—one operated by a hand lever,

very like the Sturmey gear lever, and the

other by a large pedal. All three wheels

are quickly detachable and interchange-

able. The engine is lubricated by a sight

drip feed, surplus oil from the cranky

case finding its way into the primary and
rear chain cases. With the hood in posi-

tion, the sidecar passenger feels as if he
were in a large car. AH on, this very

elaborate outfit sells at about £250.

DALTON. (15.)
4, h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed

lubrication; Amac carburetter;

T.B. chain-driven magneto ; three-

speed Burman gear ; chain and belt

drive; Wood-Milne 650x65 mm.
tyres. Price £115 10s. _

Dalton Motor Co., Ltd., 17-19, John
Dalton Street,' Manchester.^The ' 4 h.p.

model is an attractive double-purpose
mount, suitable for solo riding, and yet

sufficiently powerful for a sidecar in all

ordinary districts. One of the chief

features of this mount is the careful

manner in which the mudguarding has
been studied. The rear guard extends
well over the back wheel, and is pi-ovided

not only with deep valances, but a special

guard over the belt. Footboards sloping

to a comfortable angle are provided. As
regards the frame, combined lugs are

employed where possible, and the tool-

bag cases are welded on., to the carrier,

and not held by clips.

23 h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (350

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;
side-by-side valves ; Best and
Lloyd lubrication ; Amac carbu-
retter ; T.B. chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Burman gear

;

chain and belt drive; 26x2iin.
tyres. Price £99 15s.

The lightweight model is similar in

most respects to the
4 h.p. machine, and
is a useful solo mount.
Its appearance is

considerably improved
by the fitting of

aluminium disc

wheels of quite sound
design. Both wheels
are completely
covered -in, as the
edges of the rims are

turned oyer and
allow the discs to-fit

oloso up against the
rim. The method of

fixing is by bolt.s

round tho periphery
llie near fuUiie he of the discs. In this

"taxi" type. model, nuulguardiiig
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Built to an idea! on

I6in. wheels

—

the
Unibus.

A low-built sidecar

outfit—the Dalton.

is equally well carried out. Beings a

lighter machine, footrests are provided
instead- of footboards.

5-7 h.p.' Coventry Victor; 75x78 mm.
(688 c.c.) ; twin-cylinder four-

stroke ; side-by-side valves ; Best
and Lloyd lubrication ; Amac two-
lever carburetter ; T.B. magneto ;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

all-chain drive; Dunlop 650x65
mm. tyres.

This handsome sidecar outfit, of medium
power and weight, well suited for general
touring, is fitted with a smooth-running
flat twin engine. Having a three-speed

gear box and all-chain transmission, it

should be capable of going anywhere. The
size of the rear mudguard is worth
special comment, while the front guard
is well valanced. The frame, being com-
posed almost entirely of straight tubes,

is of strong construction, and should stand

olenty of rough work.

UNIBUS. (26.)

2i h.p. ; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter

.;

O.A. V. chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed constant mesh gear ; shaft

and worm, drive; Dunlop 16x2^in.
tyres. Price ninety-five, guineas.

Gloucestekshlre Aikceaft Co., Ltd.,
Sunningend Works, Cheltenham.—One of
the most interesting exhibits in the
miniature line is the Unibus .chassis,

which shows distinct originality. The
motive power is a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

engine set across the frame, which drives
tlu'ough a single dry plate clutch to a
two-speed gear box built car tashion
across a channel steel frame. From gear

Shaft drive on British machines is found
on two extreme types—the miniature and
the fully developed three-wheeler. Above
is seen the worm-driven rear wheel of

the Unibus

box to rear wheel the transmission is by
jpi"opeller-shaft, on the end of which
there is an enclosed worm drive. On the
inside of the woi-m are the two internal
expanding brakes, one controlled by
hand and the other by foot. The rear
wheel of the machine is sprung on

r|uarler-elliptic .springs, the wheel being
carried in a separate frame. The forks
are also provided with leaf springs, which
extend from the fork crown to the fdrk
links, and both wlieels are of the disc
\ariety. The engine is started by means
of a free-wheel hand starter momited on
the dashboard and connected to the
engine by a chain. Ease of cleaning and
weatherproofing are keynotes of the design.

IVY. (124.)
3 h.p.: -75x79 mm. (350 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke; drip feed

lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
Sturmey-Archer geai' ; cliain and
belt or chain drive; Dunlop 26

X

2iin. tyres. Price £89 solo, £118-
with sidecar.

S. A. Newman, Ltd,, Lichfield Eoad,
Birmingham.—The Ivy two-stroke makes
^a speciality of working under heavy
loads, and has demonstrated its capa-
bilities publicly on more than one occa-

sion of late. In its general layout, the
engine is of the standard three-port type
with a release valve opening into the
exhaust pipe. From the drip feed lubri-

cator two pipes are taken, one conveying
oil to the left-hand side of the cylinder,

so that it registers with the gudgeon pin

at the bottom of the stfoke, the other
feeding a trough at the top of the crank
case, from which the oil runs down
special passages to the main bearings.

Chain and belt transmission is fitted for

solo work, and all-chain for use with the

^l^^S

A compromise between open and diamond frame, the new Ivy

lady s model has most of the advantages of both types.

An addition to the wide range of Ivy lightweights—the

3 h.p. " all-chain " type.

FI
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sidecar. The dropped top tube and
sloping tank are distinctive Ivy features.

2^- h.p. ; 64x70 mm. (224 c.c.) ; single-
cylinder two-stroke ; Amac carbu-
retter ; chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed gear ; chain-belt drive ; Dun-
lop 26x2^in. tyres. Price £73.

Except for the smaller engine, this
machine is almost exactly similar to the
3 h.p. In both cases the front down tube
is double, a tube being taken down on
each side of the exhaust pipe. The
lady's model is especially neat, and is

provided with a semi-dropped frame, one
gallon tank, and a carefully protected
belt.

SUN. (65.)
2| h.p. ; 70x70 mm. (259 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter

;

T.B. chain-driven magneto; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear; chain
and belt drive; 26x2iin. tyres.

The Sun Cycle and Fittings Co.,
Ltd., Aston Brook Street, Birmingh'^!

BEeEMBER 2.nd, _ ig20.

Section ol the Sun-Vitesse two-stroke

engine. A recess is cut in the crank case

to provide lubrication for the roller bearing

and main shaft.

—Sun-Vitesse motor cycles are light-

weight machines which really are light,

and therefore are handy for the hundred

An inclined engine allows the use of a low frame on the Sun two-stroke lightweight.

and one small journeys that are often
necessary. The principal changes in the
design for this year are the extra roller

bearing inside the crank case on the
crankshaft, the rollers being caged by
chain links, tlie four-point suspension for

the crank case, wider mudguards and
forks, a larger tank, and larger toolbags.

This list gives some idea of the experi-
mental work imdergone during the past
season. It will be remembered that the
Vitesse engine has a one-piece crank case,

whereby joints which may constitute air

leaks, a serious matter for crank case
compression, are avoided ; the additional
power and capacity to "rev" being put
down largely to this feature. On the

stand, beside the ordinary touring
models, there is exhibited a neat little

ladies' machine in the Show which has
a dropped frame to make it a suitable

mount, the design requiring little altera- -

tion to ]3roduce this result. There is

also a neat little light sidecar outfit, and
one of the models has the new Maglita
set. So many, indeed the vast majority
of two-strokes, are built-up with pro-

prietary engines that it is refreshing

to turn to such a stand as the Sun,
where the inclined immediately premises
originality.

' INDIAN. (100.)

7-9 h.p.; 79x100 mm. (997 c.c); twin
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; mechanical lubrication

;

Schebler carburetter ; American
Bosch gear-driven magneto ; three-

speed countershaft gear; all-cbain

drive; 28x3in. Geodyear tyres.

Hendee Mfg. Co., 366, Euston Road.
N.W.—There have been few more
popular heavy twins than the 7-9 h.p.

Powerplus Indian, which, on account of

its smooth running, high power, and the

comfort afforded by its spring frame, has
undergone practically no alteration since

its first introduction, but remains parti-

cularly suitable for sidecar work on any
roads where adhesion is possible. The
same careful study which is evident in

the design of the engine has been carried
on throughout the whole machine. The
manner in which the valve springs are

The lighting dynamo on the new Indian

Scout is driven from the countershaft

through enclosed subsidiary gear wheels
and coil spring drive to the dynamo
pulley. TAe dynamo is located in a very

sheltered position below the saddle mount-
ing, and forward of the seat-pillar tube.

insulated from the hottest part of the-
engine by means of ventilated distance
pieces is an excellent feature, as also is

the telescopic arrangement provided for
the enclosing of the valve springs and
tappets. Not only is the Indian among
the pioneer firms as regards satisfactory
spring frame, but it was among the first
to introduce a reliable system of electric
lighting. The Hendee Mfg. Co. employ
the Splitdorf generator, which is driven
off tlie cranksh.ift by means of a spring

The Sun-Viletse two-stro Ice illuslratcd is cne of several
lightweights Intended for the use of ladles A compact and " nippy mount is the Indian Scjut
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belt, which is totally enclosed. Two of
these models are shown fitted with
luxurious sidecars", and, handsomely
finished "in Indian red, make exceedingly
striking outfits.

4 h.p. ; 70x78 mm. (596 c.c.');

two-cylinder V twin four-stroke;
side-by-side valves ; mechanical
lubrication ; Schebler carburetter

;

Bosch gear-driven magneto ; three-
speed countershaft gear ; final

_drive bj- chain ; Goodyear 26 x 3in.

tyres.

The Indian Scout has certainly dis-

tinguished itself during 1920, being a

solo mount of moderate power and reason-
able weight; consequently it

Aluminium knobs are now fitted to the

clutch and gear rontrol levers on the

Powerplus Indian. Note the new thumb
control for raising the exhaust valves when

kick-starting the engine.

strongly to the sporting solo rider. One
of the most interesting features of this

model is the fact that the transmission
from engine to gear box is through gear
wheels, the final drive being by chain.
For the first time this machine is shown
fitted with a Splitdorf electrical gener-
ator, which is driven by means of an
enclosed wire belt from a pulley on the
large transmission gear wheel. One solo

model is shown, while another machine
is fitted with a sidecar of a light and
" sporting " build.

RADCO. (61.)

2i h.p.; 67x70 mm. (247 c.c); single

cylinder two-stroke ; hand pump
lubrication; Amac carburetter;

.Lion chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed Albion gear ; chain and belt

drive ; 24 x 2in. tyres.

E. A. Radnall and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingliam.—On the new Radco
sporting model all non-essential parts

have been eliminated, yet there is every-

thing that could assist the rider to attain

the required end. Footrests, naturally,

have superseded foot plates iu this type

;

the engine is standard, as also the trans-

mission,, but the equipment includes knee
grips ; the bars are dripped and aluminium
discs give a distinctive air to the 24in.

wheels. A long pipe conducts the
exhaust gases well away from the
aluminium silencer, and this pipe is sub-
stantially stayed fore and aft to prevent
rattle. An improvement this year, in

addition to the enlarged engine, is that
the decompressor discharges into the main

. silencer pipe instead of into the atmos-
phere. It is possible to drop the engine
from the frame when three bolts have
been withdrawn and the engine controls
disconnected. The touring models range
from a simple single gear mount to a
machine equipped with two-speed clutch
and kick starter, and a Maglita lighting
and ignition set arranged in lieu of the
magneto. A Flexa saddle suspension
pillar is fitted to one of the standard
models.

VELOCETTE. (123.)
2ih.p. ; 62x73 mm. (220 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke; mechanical
lubrication ; Amac or B. and B.
carburetter

;
gear-driven magneto

;

two-speed constant mesh gear ; all-

chain drive; Dunlop 24x2^10.
tyres. Price £75.

Veloce, Ltd., Victoria Road, Aston,
Birmingham.—As the Velocette was re-

cently described
in The Motor
Cycle, only a

short resume of

its most pro-

minent points
will be given

- here. One of

its chief attrac-

tions is the com-
plete mechani-
cal lubrication,

which relieves

the rider of

all responsibi-

lity beyond re-

filling the sump
every 500 miles

or so. On one of the models exhibited,

the M-L magneto lighting set is fitted,

making an admirably complete machine.

The sectioned engine and gear box, which
show the action of all working parts, also

create considerable interest.

A lady's machine, selling at £88, is

also shown. It has a three-speed gear,

and is of similar specification to the other

model except for its frame. The 24in.

wheels provide an extraordinarily low

saddle position, the top of the saddle

being only 26iin. from the ground. Un-
like many ladies' models, the petrol tank

is of fiill capacity, holding over two
gallons.

The 1921 Velocette

has an mternal ex-

Danding front wheel

brake.

A competition model, with three-speed
gear and expanding front brake, should
be specially noted on account of the ex-
cellent show which the firm's team put
up in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, in
which fhey took third place for the
team prize against much more powerful
machines.

An example of the 2i h.p. Velocette
with M-L Maglita lighting anJ

ignition set.

The price of the three-speed model is

£85. All-chain drive is an unusual
feature on so small a machine, and the
Velocette gives the impression of having
been " designed " throughout. The de-
tail work is well carried out throughout,
and its all-black finish, relieved by gold
lines, is specially good.

CLYNO. (141.)
8 h.p.; 76x102 mm. (925 c.c); V

twin four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves; mechanical lubrication;
Amac carburetter; T.B. chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed con-
stant mesh type gear ; enclosed
chain drive ; spring frame ; Dun-
lop 28 x Sin. tyres.

Clyno Eng. Co., Ltd., Pelham Street,
Wolverhampton.—Nature decrees that
we desire most earnestly the unattain-
able. For this reason close interest in
the 8 h.p. Clyno has been and is intense,
and now that deliveries are definitely
commencing, that interest, by reason of
the sheer completeness of the design,
will not flag Of Clyno manufacture

Compactness has been gained

without sacrificing accessibility

on the Velocette ladles' machme

A rwo-stroke, two-speed Kadco ntted with polished wheel discs
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h.p. ; 77x75 mm. (700 c.c.) ; flat

twin four-stroke

;

side-by-eide

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ;
gear-driven

magneto ; three-speed Sturmey-

Archer gear ; all - chain

Dunlop 650x65 mm. tyres

£162 15s.

sidecar.

£204

drive

;

Price

15s. with

Section of the Clyno two-stroke

engine shgwing port arrangement.

and design, the engine has detachable
cylinder heads and a carefully planned
system of mechanical lubrication. In

addition a hand pump may be used at

will to supply e.xtra oil either to the

crank case or to tlie constant mesh type
gear box. The spring frame is simpli-

city itself, and includes the carrier in its

total of sprung weight. Detachable and
interchangeable wheels naturally find a

place in the standard specification ; re-

The sidecar lug (orms

a cross support or

the Raleigh duplex

frame

Competition work has proved the Clyno lightweight to have

reached an advanced stage of design.

moval of the rear wheel leaves the in-

ternal expanding rear brake in situ,

also, of course, the transmission. Mud-
guarding is literally on car lines, ajul

to car dimensions. The modele de luxe

has full electrical equipment ; but even
the standard machine is exceptionally
complete. War and peace have pro-

vided experience and testing grounds
for the Clyno designers, of which they
have not been slow to take advantage.

2^ h.p.; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c);
single-cylinder two-stroke ; drip

feed lubrication ; Amac carbu-
retter

;
gear-driven magneto ; two-

speed gear integral with crank
case; belt drive; 26x2in. tyres.

Kight at the other end of the scale

ibe Clyno lightweight is as complete
and clever in its design as is the big
pasKCngcr outfit. The integral gear box
find inclined two-stroke engine are well-

known features, but the fact that, in-

cluding the magneto pinion, only five

geai" wheels are used in the primary
drive and gear box is woilliy of especial

note, ;ind is Indeed significant of the
siniplicilv that Is ihaiiitained throughout
the wliole niachiue

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham.

—Although it was exhibited at last year's

Show, the flat

twin Raleigh has
only lately been
put into produc-

tion. In fact,

the Show ex-

hibits are the
first production
samples, so that

the machine has
not yet been seen

much on the
road, and is pro-

bably not familial

to readers. Per-
haps the most
noticeable point
about it is its

neatness, when one considers that
^
the

engine is a flat twin of 700 c.c. This is

partly due to the fact that the engine is

of larger bore than stroke, and partly to

the extremely neat arrangements of the

special Sturmey-Archer
gear box, the casings

and controls of which
have been modified to

suit the machine. De-
tail work is especially

good : the wheels have
knock-out spindles

;

the front brake has
a compensating shoe
which cannot possibly

drag on the dummy
belt pulley when the
brake is off ; • t h e

duplex frame is most
thoughtfully laid out,

and has been
strengthened in the
saddle tube. The

arrangement of the saddle, sliding on a
horizontal extension of the top tube, gives

an exceptionally low and comfortable
saddle position, which, in combination
with the sprung rear frame, should make
the machine most pleasant to ride. One

DECEMBER 2nd, 1920.

specially good point about the arrange^

ment of the spring frame is the fact that

the rear mudguard is made in two pieces,

of which the hinder is rigid with the

wheel, while the front part pivots with

the sprung part of the frame. The resu.t

is that no amount of spring raovenient

can cause any fouling of the mudguard.

COULSON B. (162.)

4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c.) ; single-cylinder four-stroke

;

side - by - side valves ;
drip - feed

lubrication ; F.l i x i carburetter
;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and

belt drive ; spring frame ; Avon
26in. x2iin. tyres.

_ 2| h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 nun. (349

c.c); single-cylinder; in other

respects as 4 h.p. model.

F. ASLITT COULSON ENGINEERING CO.

,

Ltd., Albion Street, King's Cross,

Quarter-elliptic springs are used at the

Coulson sidecar wheel, following the same

lines as the suspension of the motorcycle.

N.W.I.—Although a comparative new
comer, the Coidson B is already a well-

established favourite. This quick rise to

popularity may be accounted for by the

fact that the company make their

machines, and do not merely assemble

them. The engine and gear box, how-
ever, are proprietary units—the former,

the well-known 4 h.p. Blackburne with

outside flywheel, and the latter the equally

familiar Sturmey-Archer. By entirely

redesigning the frame, the saddle position

has been lowered as much as six inches,

thus affording an excellent riding position,

and incidentally improving the appear-

ance of the machine to a considerable

extent. The nose of the saddle is

attached to the top tube, and the rear

Large flat twins generally appear unsymtnctrlcal. Not so this i) h.p. Haleigii-

the spring frame is the essence of neatness.
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Details of Coulson-B spring frame.

coil springs to a special bracket. In
conjunction with a spring rear frame, the
comfort of the rider receives great atten-
tion. Made throughout at the company's

I

works, the tank is a good example 01
modern reinforced design. Internally it

possesses a double division between the
oil and petrol compartments, and the
external finish and outline are most
pleasing. This model has sidecar lugs
cast integrally with the frame; the 2|
model lacks these, but otherwise is verj'
similar. Adjustable handle-bars are

, standard fittings on both models. The
4 h.p. model is perhaps the only 500 c.c.

machine which, complete with spring
frame, three-speed gear, and clutch,
weighs less than 200 lb., and therefore
will be subject only to a 30s. tax. The
smaller machine may be obtained with
two or three-speed gears.

CEDOS. (36.)
2ih.p.

; 62x70 mm. (211 c.c); single-
cylinder two-stroke; drip feed
lubrication ; Cedos carburetter

;

Runbaken chain-driven magneto

;

two-speed countershaft gear ; chain
and belt drive; Denton or Hutchin-
son 24x2iin. tyres. Price, lady's
model, £75 12s. ; standard, £73 10s.

Hanwell and Son (Components),
Northampton.^The Cedos motor cycle 's

full of interesting points. It has not been
greatly altered since last year, but one
of the modifications lies in the exhaust
pipe, which is now carried underneath
the engine-shield. This shield is a re-

markably good feature, as it protects the
engine, gear box, belt, and chain from
mud thrown up by the front wheel. The
manufacturers of the Cedos are also
among those who specialise in a lady's
machine. It is well designed, strongly
constructed, and every detail is carefully
thought out. The gear box is carried
eccentrically in a circular bracket, so

that to tighten the chaii» it is only .neces-
sary to alter the centre of the gear box
merely by means of the adjusting screw,
while there is no danger of interfering
with the chain alignment. Petroil lubri-
cation, where the lady's model is con-

709

The machines are now enamellfcd in

black, and their finish is greatly im-

proved. A lady's model is also shown
fitted with a 247 c.c. engine, a gear

box and kick-starter, handle-bar con-

trolled clutch, and a lightwei:;ht sidecar.

Ladies will be particularly attracted by the Cedos open-framed lightweight fitted with a

light sidecar.

cerned, has been regarded as undesirable
owing to the chances of its fair passen-
ger soiling her attire ; the makers are
using a drip feed in conjunction with a
hand pump.
A new model, having a bore of 67 mm.

and a stroke of 70 mm. (247 c.c), is

fitted with an entirely new engine, which
possesses several interesting featiares.

Unlike most two-strokes, it has a detach-
able head, which" has exceptionally large
radiating surface. The lugs through
which the holding-down bolts pass are in

themselves radiating fins. The cylinder
is a very fine piece of work, in which
the ports are not cast, but machined.
By this process greater accuracy can be
obtained. The piston is the Cedos regis-

tered design, in which ports are cut for

the purpose of transferring the gas to

the underside of the piston. The trans-

fer port is covered by a special alu-

minium cover.

The engine is most carefully thought
Out in every -detail. The roller bearing
big end is a particularly fine piece of

design, while bronze' tiushes are employed
fitting up against the Skefko journal

main shaft bearings for the purpose of

retaining the compression. These bushes
cannot wear unless the ball bearings

wear. They are provided with grooves

specially cut so as to direct the oil into

the engine.

SPARKBROOK. (122.)
2J- h.p.; 70x70 ram. (269 cc.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter

;

flywheel magneto ; two-speed
Sparkbrook sliding gear ; c'nain-belt

drive ; Dunlop 26 X 2in. tyres.
Price £70.

Spa-rkbrook Cycle Co., Coventry.—It
is reraai'kable how the substitution of the

I OHMNG&DPCRATING PEGS THRUST WASHER^

\ I OKRATING PLUNGER
OUTER aUTCti PLATE INNER CLUTCH PLATE

Details of the Sparkbrook clutch control

flywheel magneto on the Villiers engine
helps to produce a clean appearance on
this machine. Thisj of course, is in
addition to the other advantages of excel-
lent low speed sparking and low weight-.
The combined result of the flywheel
magneto and the excellent design of the

A Coulson-B 4 h.p ihree-speed spring frame mount The Sparkbrook-Viiliers two-stroke lightweight

^5
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Villiers piston and ports is to produce a
two-stroke machine with the slow running
qualities of the four-stroke as well as
very good speed capabilities. One excel-

lent point about the Sparkbrook machine
is the extra sized countershaft belt

pulley which has been fitted to prevent
belt slip, even under the worst condi-

tions. A simple countershaft clutch has
just been introduced. It is to be noted

Neat change-speed lever of the

lightweight Sparkbrook.

that even the single - speed machine
(priced at £64) is not dire^ctly driven, but
has a simple countershaft? with the same
7in. belt pulley.

READING STANDARD. (37.)

10 h.p. ; 85.8x95.4 mm. (1,170 c.c.) :

twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

side valves ; mechanical lubrication
;

Schebler carburetter ; Splitdorf

gear-driven magneto ; three-speed
countershaft gear ; chain drive

;

Firestone 28x3in. tyres.

Sta.n-lei: J. Watson, 37, Sheen Road,
Richmond, Surrey. — The Readiiig
Standard was one of the first American-
made motor cj'cles that conformed in

design to British ideas as to valve
disposition. It is, however, rather more
up-to-date than many British machines in

that mechanical lubrication is fitted.

Like all American big twins it is stronglv

constructed, made to withstand rougli

roads, and is provided with a comfortable
saddle. The current for the electric light-

ing is supplied from a Splitdorf generator.
Following American practice the clutch
can be actuated either by the

foot or by hand, and unless the

clutch is withdrawn the gear

On the Reading Standard the dynamo is

mounted in front of the engine and driven

from a pulley on the crankshaft.

lever cannot be moved owing to the in-

terlocking device provided. The models
shown are all fitted with sidecars with

the exception of one.

The new cyhnder head of the Readmg
Standard. The valve springs are en'

closed m cases with a locking ring

beneath.

Although the engine is rather larger

than is fitted to British motor cycles the
complete machine is compactly arranged,
and is not clumsy in appearance.

PRIORY. (6.)

2J- h.p. Arden; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c);
single-cylinder two-stroke ; hand
pump lubrication ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; C.A.V. chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Albion gear ; chain
and belt drive; Hutchinson 26

x

2-^-in. tyres.

Derry and Edwards, 1, Great Eastern
Street, London, E.C.I.—The 2^ h.p. two-

/\mong the interesting points of the Reading Standard is the fact that it has the largest

engine of any motor cycle in the Show,

'•
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stroke Priory is an attractive little mount
of handsome appearance, with Ace disc

wheels, which are particularly well

finished. With wide and well valanced
mudguards, it appears to be a thoroughly
practical little mount. A casting forms
a y. shaped branch for the twin exhaust
pipes, which lead to an expansion
chamber of generous dimensions. The
exit for the gases is amply large, and a

long tail pipe is fitted. The two-speed
Albion gear incorporates a handle-bar
controllea clutch. Points of convenience
have been well studied ; comfortable
aluminium footboards are provided and
a neatly finished aluminium chain cover.

The Arden froiit forks, which are built

of welded sheet st«el, are quite a note-

worthy feature of the machine.

KENILWORTH, (144.)
l^h.p. Norman ; 55 X 60 mm. (142.5c.c);

single-cylinder four-stroke ; over-

head valves ; drip feed lubrication ;

single-lever carburetter ; Runbaken
direct-driven magneto ; single-speed

gear ; belt and chain drive ; Kenil-

worth 18x2in. tyres. Price £52 10s.

-Booth Bros., iMuch Park Street, Cov-

entry.—Although originally a scooter, the

fact that it possesses a- seat, and that thif

steering head is triangularly supported

by duplex tubes from, the main fraine,

niakes the Kenilworth actually a minia-

ture motor cycle. The diminutive Nor

On the Kenilworth scooter (which is

propelled by a Norman engine) the seat and
footboards are sprung in unison,

man engine is remarkably efficient for its

size, and a simple saddle suspension con-
nected with the footboards allows quite
long journeys to be undertaken in comfort.
Legshields and a carrier are now fitted,

as is a capable-looking band brake on the

Overhead
valves are em-

bodied in the

Norman en-

gine used on

the Ken I

worth.

F6
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The Kenilworth Scooter has straight triangulated tubes.

rear wheel. Altogether, the Kenilworth
sti'ikes one as being a thoroughly prac-
tical little machine that will stand much
hard use and abuse, and which, by reason
of its 80 lb. total weight, possesses
exemplary docility and convenience. Its

mudguarding might well be studied by
some designers of more ambitions
machines costing three times as much.
A neat electric lighting set is supplied
at £4 4s. extra.

ENFIELD. (118.)

8 h.p. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.) ; two-
cylinder V twin four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ; mechanical lubri-

cation ; Amac carburetter ; chain-
driven magneto ; two-speed Enfield
selective clutch gear ; all chain
drive ; Palmer cord 700 x 80 mm.
tyres Price with sidecar £160.

Enfield Cycle Co., Redditch.—Vickers,
Ltd., who are manufacturing the new
engine for the Royal Enfield combination,
have already such a well-deserved repu-
tation that one cannot doubt the quality
of their product. The engine itself,

which was described in the last issue of
The. Motor Cycle, is of the standard V
twin type, but has fully forced lubrica-

tion by a very, accessible pump outside
the timing case. An auxiliary hand pump
is also provided. The Enfield two-chain
drive to the countershaft, with selective

clutch gear change, is retained, as also

the Jiandle starter : in fact, apart from
the new engine, there isbut little change
in the outfit, except that a very neat re-

movable rear mudguard and stand is now
fitted. Probably the most remarkable
point about the outfit is that a machine
of such splendid quality and performance

should be offered at a
price which is smaller
tlian is asked for many
single-cylinder sidecar
machines of half the
power. Both large and
small models are fitted

with Enfield spring drive'
to absorb any chain snatch.

2i h.p.; 64x70 mm.
(225 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke
;

petroil lubrication

;

Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed se-

lective clutch gear

;

all-chain drive;
Palmer 24 x 2in.

tyres. Price £65.
The most novel point

of the Enfield light-
weight is the optional incorporation of

a kick-starter, adapted to the Enfield
two-speed gear. The countershaft has a

gear wheel on its extreme end, and a gear
sector is fitted to an extension of the
front chain stay lug. The magneto drive
is also noteworthy as an example of sim-
plicity in design : it is driven by the

"low speed chain from engine to counter-
shaft, which forms, as it were, a tri-

angular drive, including engine sprocket,
magneto sprocket, and countershaft
sprocket.

NEW IMPERIAL. (91.)

2| h.p.; 70x76 mm. (292 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

(Valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.

and B. carburetter; E.I. C. chain-
driven magneto ; two-speed sliding

dog gear ; chain and belt drive

;

26x2^in. tyres. Price £89 5s.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Birming-
- ham.—A light machine, which should be
capable of going anywhere, and which
has, in fact, proved its prowess in many
competitions, is the 2'- h.p. New Im-
perial. Little alteration has been made,
but the New Imperial gear box is now
standardised, the gears being constantly
in mesh, and the different ratios obtained
by sliding dog clutches.

Chain and belt transmission is ' em-
ployed, with a handle-bar-controlled
clutch, and an enclosed kick-.starter.

Saxon spring forks are now fitted, and
the front guar<i is of particularly wide
section for so small a machine. As pre-

viously, the J. A. P. engine is relied upon,
and is efficiently silenced by a cylindrical

exhaust box carried under the timing
gear, and fitted with a long extension

For easy riding a supplementary spring is

fitted to the seat-pillar on the big twin

New Imperial.

pipe. If desired, this model may be
obtained with M-L Maglita electrical
equipment, and also with a plain two-
speed gear box, the price being £80 17s.

8 h.p.; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.
and B. carburetter; E.I.C. chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed sliding
dog gear ; chain drive ; 28 X 3in.

tyr*s. Price £147.

As a substantial and powerful machine
for sidecar work, the 8 h.p. twin J.A.P.-
engined New Imperial is a good example.
Brampton forks are fitted to this model,

On the New Imperial the foot plates are

«ljustable horizontally and vertically.

with 28in. wheels, and completely en-

closed all-chain drive. An introduction
this year is the use of curved knee-
guards, which enhance rather than de-
tract from the appearance of the machine.

Straight tube framework on the Enfield lightweight gives a

quite pleasing outline.

Convenient locker accommodation is a feature of the popular

Enfield outfit, now fitted with an 8 h.p. twin engine made
by Vickers, Ltd.

'9
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One of the most familiar two-strokes—tfie 2\ h.p. Junior Triumph.

A sturdy sidecar machine is the 8 h.p. J.A.P. engined New Imperial- guard, while the rear
guard is wider. Four

The rear brake is now lined with Ferodo,
and is most eiftcient, the shoe operating
in a dummy belt rim. A point which
makes for the comfort of the driver is

that the footboards may be adjusted, and
a refinement is a coil spring saddle
mounting. Substantial chain cases are
fitted, which would, nevertheless, be
readily removable in case of necessity.

This model may be fitted with Lucas
Magdyno electrical equipment, this, of

course, being an extra. The price with
sidecar is £186 18s.

TRIUMPH. (114.)
4 h.p.; 85x97 mm. (550 cc); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; - side-by-side
valves; hand pump lubrication;
Triumph carburetter ; M-L chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed Stur-
mey-Archer gear ; chain-belt drive

;

26 X 25in. tyres.

Triumph Cycle Co., Coventry. —
Though the modifications in the 4 h.p.

Triumph for 1921 have been in the shape
of detail improvements only, there is

little doubt that the Triumph stand will

be, as usual, a centre of attraction. One
point which will be much appreciated
is the^ provision on the sidecar models
of footboards instead of footrests. These
are of all metal with aluminium edgings.

Another ingenious improvement consists

in the provision of vertical troughs, which
form the front mudguard stays, which
are designed to catch the liquid mud
thrown up by the front wheel, allowing

it to trickle on the ground, and prevent-

ing it from flying over the driver or the
sidecar passenger. The chain-driven
model is similar in practically every
respect e.xcept that the Triumph three-

speed gear box is fitted and all-chain

transmission. In both models the mud-
guarding has been somewhat improved,
there being valances for the front

sidecar models are
shown, and one of these is equipped
with the Triumjih gear box, all-chain
transmission is pi'ovided, and the Lucas
iNIagdyno. A transmission shock ab-
sorber is now fi'tted to both chain

Little or no mud should be able to get

past the new Triumph guard. Note also

the enclosed fork springs.

and belt-driven models. Among the in-

teresting parts shown on the stand is

an example of the spring for the Gloria
sidecar. It is of the enclosed coil spring

..^ .,,«rf^-'
• '•''•'

An improved fork spring system and new pattern guards ore the most noticeable

alterations in the chain-drive 4 h.p. Triumph.

variety, and is provided with a check
spring of volute pattern, which should

do much to increase the comfort of the

passenger in the sidecar, and relieve the

chassis from strain.

2L h.p. ; 64x70 mm. (225 cc.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke
;
petroil lubrica-

tion ; Triumph carburetter ; chain-

driven Maglita ; two-speed counter-

shaft gear ; chain and belt drive
;

Dunlop 24x2iin. tyres.

This has long been a popular and
economical solo mount for both sexes.

Fitted with the Maglita lighting and
ignition set, it is altogether a thoroughly
attractive little proposition, possessing

excellent features of design and the won-
derful Triumph finish. Noteworthy points
are the size of the rear brake shoe and
the peculiar method of actuating the,

change-speed, which is through a Bowden
pattern lever on the handle-bars.

P. and M. (74.)

3i h.p. ; 83x89 mm. (498 c.e.)_; single-

cylinder four-stroke; side-by-side
valves ; mechanical lubrication ; B.
and B. carburetter; B.I.C. chain

-

driven magneto ; two-speed expand-
ing clutch gear ; chain drive ; 26 x

,
2-Lin. tyres. Price £125.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners
Street, London, W.l.—Minor alterations

only have been effected in the popular
3j h.p. P. and M. The front brake is

now a shoe of compressed Ferodo

Rubber buffers on the P. and IVl.

kick-starter which act as stops at

either end of the stroke.

operating in a dummy belt rim on the
wheel, and another improvement is found
in the cushioning device incorporated in

the engine sprocket. A feature of this

machine is, of course, tho mechanical
lubrication, which consists of a, pump
positively driven by a worm formed on
the exhaust cam wheel. This pump

no
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|ot«^iui
machines, well fitted together, and re-

markable for the quality of their finish.

All these models are sensibly equipped
with very large petrol tanks, the

The only four-stroke machine—the P. & M.—at Olympia with an inclined engine, a position

adhered to by its designers since its inception well over a decade ago.

forces oil alternately to the cylinder and
to the big end, and not the least of the
advantages attained is the gain in oil

economy. Another interesting feature is

the hand brake ratchet in connection with
the brake pedal, by means of which the
contracting band rear brake may be left

on Avithout the driver having to keep a

continual pressure upon the pedal. For
sidecar use in hilly country, this is a re-

finement which proves particularly use-

Component parts of the P. & M. cush drive device.

ful. If it is so desired, Lucas dynamo
lighting may be provided as an extra,

and the small cylindrical dynamo is

housed "ijver the crank case immediately
behind the cylinder and driven by an
enclosed chain from the magneto drive.

Two sectioned engines are also exhibited,

and the operation of the mechanical lubri-

cator is demonstrated by an electrically-

driven inodeL causing considerable in-

terest and attracting a crowd of spec-

tators. Another interesting small point

is that the tank is now finished in a

benzole resisting enamel, a curious fact

being that only a green finish can be
obtained in this-special material. A sub-

sidiary hand pump is also housed in the

tank, to supplement the mechanical -

lubricator should, occasion arise.

BOWN. (114.)

24 h.p. ;' 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder • two-stroke ; drip feed

lubrication ; Amac carburetter ; fly-

wheel magneto ; two-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear, with clutch and kick
starter ; chain and belt drive ; 25 X
2iin. tyres. Price £68.

BowNS, Ltd., 301, Sumner Lane, Bir-

mingham.—The Bown, which has enjoyed
a distinct vogue in tlie past, has been
supplemented for this season by two
larger models, equipped with 2j h.p. and
•4 ii.p. Blackburne engines respectively.

'They are good-looking and workmanlike

lli..
"

"saddle" tank of the 4 h.p. holding no
less than two and a half gallons. The
mudguards are also noticeable for their

width. Tanks in both cases are enamelled
biscuit, the colouring picked out in

chocolate and gold. A careful examina-
tion discloses several very clever little

fittings on these machines. For example,
the foot brake is one of the very few
belt rim brakes in the Show which pos-

sesses an absolutely direct pull. There
is a loop in the middle tube
of the Bovfn frame, which
enables the Villiers engine to

use any size of sparking plug.

The petrol filter at the rear
of the tank on the 4 h.p. model
is equipped with an ingenious
automatic valve, enabling the
rider to detach and clean
his filter when the tank is full

w i t h o u t losing a drop of

Altogether, the new Bown four-

models bid fair to surpass the
reputation- which the little two-stroke has
already earned.

NEW HUDSON. (75.)
2J- h.p.; 60x72 mm. (2U c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter

:

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
New Hudson gear-; chain and belt

drive; 24x2in. tyres. Price:
Tourist and sports £75; racing
£85.

petrol,

stroke

New Htjdson, Ltd.,
Works, Icknield Street,

St. George's
Birmingham.

—

This firm's popular madiines are offered

in three separate patterns for 1921, of

which the special racing model is quite a

new divergence. It has a specially balanced
flywheel and crankshaft, an aluminium
piston, and is guaranteed to be capable
of fifty niiles per hour. Visitors will

notice that the discs fitted to the wheels
of this model are several inches less in

diameter than the wheel rim ; the designer
asserts that these "three-quarter discs"
entirely prevent side winds from affecting

the steering. No silencer is fitted to the
racing model. There are not many
alterations in the layout of the tourist

and sports models. A small petrol
injector is combined with the release
valve, and an aluminium wind scoop is

hinged to the top tube imniciliately aliove

Cooling of the sparking plug is provided

for on the New Hudson two-stroke by an

air deflector under the tank,

the sparking plug ; it is easily swung out
of the -way should the plug require atten-
tion, and considerably assists in cooling
it. The angle of the footboards has been
altered on the touring model in the
interests of comfort, and stops are now
fitted to keep the feet in place. Leg
shields are standard. The sports model
has a semi-T.T. bar and footrests instead

I of footboards. Some of the racing models
have their discs, flywheel, and tank
finished in red, white, and blue.

REX. (84.)
4 h.p.; 85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; hand pump lubrication ; B.

B. carburetter ; M-L chain-
mncrnpfn* t.Vi rpfi . cnoofi

and _

drivendi'iven magneto; three -speed
Sturmey-Archer gear box ; chain
and belt drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Price £133 13s.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry.
In the model 44 C Hex is presented a

A sporting model New Hudson with semi-T.l . bars and footrests.
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r'ne smaller of the two 4 h.p. Rex-

Blackburne macKines

Chain and belt driven 2f- h.p. single-cylinder Bradbury

dual-purpose mount of attractive appear-
ance. With a view to its employment
with a sidecar, the lugs for attachment
are built into the frame, which is

specially designed to give a low saddle
position. The large diameter and length

of the steering head is a good feature,

which should be noted. Brampton spring

forks are adopted as standard; and par-

ticularly good features are the strong con-

struction of the hubs and the large size

of the lubricators. Each hexagon screwed
plug is plainly marked " fill with
grease," so that the novice need be under
no misapprehension as to the method of

lubrication. Similar to this model is a

lighter machine known as the model-
44 L, the same engine and transmission

being employed, but 26in. wheels are

fitted, shod with 2iin. tyres. The tank
on this model is not quite so large.

A new, light, but strong rear stand

is fitted to the all-chain Rex outfit

These two machines are very similar in

appearance.

8 h.p.; 85x88 mm. (998 c.c.) ; twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; hand pump and drip
feed lubrication ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; M-L chain-driven mag-
neto ; three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear; chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Price £185 18s.

There is .nlso an 8 h.p. machine known
as model 55 CD, and constructed purely
for sidecar use. Again the Blackburn'e
engine is employed. Transmission is by
roller chain throughout, the final drive
being semi-enclosed, with a cushioning
device incornoratcd in the rear sprocket.
On this model a Kerodo-lincd contracting
band brake of large diameter is incor-
jioratod in the rear wheel, and inter-
changeable and detachable wheels are

FI2

fitted as standard. Engine lubrication is

by hand pump and suction feed, so that

the regular supply can be supplemented
when desired. This model may also be
obtained with chain and belt transmis-

sion, Avheu it is known as model 65 BD.

Details of the Rex adjustable handle-bar.

BRADBURY. (60.)

6 h.p. ; 74.5x86 mm. (750 c.c); twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; hand pump lubrication ; B.

and B. carburetter; C.A.V. chain-

driven magneto ; three-speed Brad-
bury gear ; chain and belt drive

;

650x55 mm. tyres.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Wellington
Worlis, Oldham.—Bradbury machines
have for many years attained a name in

the world of motor cycle manufacture,
especially where a mount having at once
great strength and proved reliability is

required. Naturally, the 6 h.p. sidecar
machine is the principal feature on the
stand, because it represents sound and
well-tried practice in sidecar' outfits, and
is essentially made to stand up to the
exigencies of everyday hard work.
Great strength is apparent, not at the ex-

pense of accessibility nor by the intro-

duction of numerous additional tubes or
stays, but by sheer merit of sound design
and ample proportion. The engine has
detachable heads, each held down by a

Radiating fins are provided on the large

cast aluminium silencer of the 6 h p.

Bradbury.

single bridge and two long bolts, so that

decarbonising is easy and takes little

time. Both valves are at the side, and
operated by disc-ended tappets offset to

avoid pits being formed by the hammer
of the valve stems, while a sturdy cast

alurhinium silencer is bolted beneath the

frame and heavily ribbed to provide
additional cooling surface. Light chain

guards protect the drive to the driven
sprocket, within which the expand-
ing brake is housed. It is the sidecar

suspension, however, that is one of the

principal features, for beside the twin
semi-elliptics for the third wheel, in-

On the Bradbury the frame lugs are cast in

one with the crank-case.

verted semi-elliptics are interposed be-

tween the body and the frame, while coil

springs are used at the front.

2| h.p.; 74.5x80 mm. (349 c.c);
single-cylinder four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ; hand pump lubri-

cation ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
Bradbury gear ; chain and belt
drive; 26x2^in. tyres.

4 h.p.; 89x89 mm. (554 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.
and B. carburetter ; chain-driven
magneto; three-speed gear; chain
drive; 26x2-i-in. tyres.

Beside the twin a 4 h.p. single-cylinder
engined sidecar model on. similar lines is

shown, the exception being that the head
of the cylinder is not detachable. A 2|
h.p. model also is a single-cylinder, but
the design is similar to the twin, to the
cylinders of which the single-cylinder of
this model bears a close resemblance,
Apart from the cylinder, however, the
fact that the crank case is an integral
part of the frame, and bears lugs for the
two down tubes as well as the single
seat-pillar, provides sufficient distinction.
Both sidecar machines aro chain-driven,
but the solo model has chain and belt.
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Typical Twin Sidecar Outfits.

An ideal position for a tool bag—in the

centre of a spring frame, as on the Raleigh.

Large radiating fins and an improved silencer are the most obvious detail alterations

on the 6 h.p. Bradbury; a Grindlay sidecar is fitted.

A single large spring now
takes the load on the

B.SA1 fork.

Very simple, but most efficient, is the

Hobart spring frame, a detail of virhich is

shown above.

1 h.p. engine, spring frame, including spring sidecar wheel, interchangeable wheels

and Magdyno, are included in the specification of the Clyno.

Showing the system of springing the rider

and carrier on the new 4 h.p. Sheffield-

Henderson.

Valve side of the 8 h p. Royal Enfield sidecar outfit. The side-by-side valve engine

is manufactured by Vickers, Ltd.
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The Olympia Show.— They are arranged with a coiled leaf

spring controlling the upper end of the
girder fork and a wide single link at the
bottom of the steering head. Another
piece of thoughtful design in detail is

The lowest-priced lightweight at last year's Show, the O.K. Junior, improved in minor details,

again attracts attention on account of its price and quality.

O.K. JUNIOR. (101.)
2|h.p. ; 67x70 mm. (246 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke: drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; single-speed
gear ; belt drive ; Hutchinson
25x2in. tyres. Price £50 8s.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., Hall
Green

.
Works, Birmingham.—As an

example of a simple machine at a really
popular price, the O.K: Junior merits

The handsome flywheel cover of the O.K.-
VilHers two-speed model is indicative of
the general refinement of this moderately-

priced mount.

close attention. The engine, which is manu-
factured by the O.K, people, is a very
clean-looking and simple piece of work,
and has such retinenients as a relea.se
valve with a duct leading to the exhaust
pipe and a carefiiHy-arranged system of
drip feed lubrication. Although it is

offered at a very low price, the motor
cycle shows evidence of careful I bought
in the design. 'J'he O.K. spring forks
are fitted, and are very neat and simple.

H4

the petrol tank filler cap, which is raised

upon the top of the tank in the form of

a short tube 2in. in diameter and 2in.

high, thus enabling the tank to be filled

brimful without splashing. Under these

conditions the tank holds 1 gallon 3 pints,

which is suffi-

cient for 140

miles or more.
Other models

are made, having
the well-known
Villiers engine
w i t h flywheel

magneto. Witli
a plain two-speed
gear the price is

£59 17s. ; and with Albion two-speed
gear, clutch, and kick-starter, £67 4s.,

all of which prices are considerably below
the average.

BROUGH. (64.)

5 h.p. ; 70x90 mm. (690 c.c); twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; hand pump lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; Thomson -

Bennett gear - driven magneto

;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain drive; 650x55 mm. tyres.

E. Brough and Co., Basford, Not-

Brake pedal and front

support for the foot-

rests of the O.K.

W.
tingham.—On the Brough stand there is

the overhead valve 3^ h.p. and the large

5 h.p. model G. Both machines are

designed on very pleasing lines, so that

the}' not only have a smart a)")pearance,

but also are essentially workmanlike, and a

sound mechanical job—a point which

_ BEC'hMhER, 2nd, ig2o.

is not without considerable value in

the eyes of the possible purchaser. The
5 h.p. fiat twin engine has the two
cylinders considerably staggered, and
carried rather higher than is usual. On
the 5 h.p. model there are a number of
fairly thick fins, especially around the
valve ports, which are placed on the
upper side of the engine. The valves are
above and horizontal, in wiiich position
they are accessible—the adjustment and
tappet gear particularly so. From the
ports short pipes are cast with the
cylinders, and curve away to the main
exhaust pipe below the engine. Either
aluminium or steel pistons are optional,

,
according to the work to which the pur-
chaser desires to put the machine, but
both are fitted with two piston rings at
the top and a single keeper ring to secure
the gudgeon pin from endwise movement.
An interesting point in the design is the
aluminium inlet pipe, which is secured
by a G spanner nut to the valve port
at the outer end, but is socketed in a
special packing washer at the crank case
end, allowing for differeVices in expan-
sion. The second model is a modifica-
tion of the well-known 3^ h.p., which
differs from its larger ' brother, in that
there are fewer fins on the cylinder head,
and that the valves are in the head itself,'

and are operated by rocking levers and
long push rods, a small aluminium cover-
plate protecting the mechanism for each.

The overhead valve mechanism
of the Brough is protected by

a neat" cover.

A part of the inlet pipe is cast in the
crank case, but the mixture is conducted
to the ports by a pipe constructed on the
same lines as that on the 5 h.p. The
engine has a bore of 70 mm. and a stroke
of 64^- mm., giving a cubical capacity of
495 c.c. The remainder of the specifica-

tion follows that of the 5 h.p.

The latest model 5 h.p. flat twin three-speed Brough w!.h all-chain drive.
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A Simplex motor attachment applied to a Wolf bicycle

weight modelsWULFRUNA. (16.)

2| h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (349
c.c) ; single-cylinder four-stroke

;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation ; Amac carburetter ; C.A.V.
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
constant mesh gear ; chain and belt
drive; 26x2-iin. tvres. Price
£99 15s.

Co. (1920),WULrEtJ.V.i' EXGIN'EERING
Ltd., Great Brickkiln
Street. Wolverhampton.
—Finished in black and
gold the W u If r u n a

range of lightweights
is attractive both in

appearance and ia speci-

fication. Of sound and
orthodox design, the

list of fittings includes
Brampton forks-, Black-

. burne engine, and
Sturmey-Archer gear
box. Large rubber-
covered aluminium foot-

boards are provided,
and the low riding
position w-ith wide
handle-bars proves very
comfortable on the road.

Three lightweight
models are available, but the chief dif-

ference lies in the power units employed,
model A having a Blackburne engine,
model B a -two-stroke Tilliers engine

(price £75), and
model C the 2| h.p.
J.A.P. engine (price
£80).
4 h.p. ; 85 X 88

mm. (498 c.c.)
;

single - cylinder
four - stroke

;

side - by - side
valves; drip
i e e d lubrica-

tion : Amac car-

buretter ; E.I.C.
chain - driven
magneto ; three-

speed sliding

gear ; chain and
belt drive ; 26 X
2^in. t V r e s.

Price £110.
A larger model de-

signed as a dual-pur-
pose machine is fitted

with a 4 h.p. Black-
burne engine, and
Sturmey-Archer three-
speed gear box,
although in other re-

spects it is very
similar to the light-

This also may be
obtained if preferred, with the 4 h.p.
J.A.P. engine, in which case the price
is £100.

ABBOTTSFORB. (162a.)
I5 h.p. ; single-cylinder four-stroke

;

overhead valves ; drip lubrication
;

single - lever carburetter ; chain-
driven magneto ; single-speed gear

;

chain drive; 15x2|in. tvres. Price
£35.

A serious attempt to attract the nervous

rider is the reason of the three-

wheeled Abbottsford miniature.

Abbottsford iloTOR Scooter .^nd En-
gineering Co., Ltd., 5, Surbiton Eoad,
Kingston-on-Thames.—This is distinctly

the smallest mechanically-propelled tbree-

wheeler in the building. Just as therje

is a small but steady demand for the
tricycle in the pedal cycle world, so will

the Abbottsford make its appeal. But
beyond the question of its suitability for

the nervous or elderly rider, there lies

the wide field of light delivery purposes.
Goods to a weight of 168 lb. may be
taken on the specially constructed car-

rier; and we should imagine that, in-

telligently used, it is an ideal substitute
for the boy and tradesman's carrier

cycle. A cone clutch and handle starter

are provided, the drive from the tiny
four-stroke enguie being by chain ria a

countershaft- to give the necessaiy gear
reduction. On account of a tendency to

sway on corners, the laminated rear

springs have been shortened. However,
they are still ample for comfort at any
speeds the vehicle is likely to attain.

The engine is the John scooter power
unit, which has a bore and stroke of

55 mm. and 50 mm. respectively, the
capacity being 142.5 c.c. It has over-

head valves and an outside flywheel.

BOUGLAS. (126.)

3i h.p.; 68x68 mm. (494 c.c); flat

twin four-stroke ; overhead valves
;

mechanical lubrication ; Degorv car-

buretter
;

gear - driven magneto
;

three-speed countershaft gear ; all-

chain drive; Hutchinson 650x65
mm. tyres.

DouGL.iS Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol. — The new

, Douglas sporting
engine has already been described in our
columns. Only in its main lines does it

follow existing Douglas practice. The
valve gear is quite new. Botli cylinder

heads are detachable, and. above the
valve rocker bearings (which form part
of the casting), there is a small ribbed
aluminiimr chamber, which is filled with
oil about every thousand miles, and lubri-

cates the valve rockers by a wick feed.

Engine lubrication is also new : a worm-
driven pump on the top of the crank case
draws oil from the tank and forces it

through a sight feed to two pipes which
lead into the base of each cylinder. In
addition to this, a hand pump is pro-

vided by which charges of fresh cool oil

can be applied just above the moving
cranks in case of necessity. A new front
brake is also fitted, which takes the form
of a bevel edge disc of about 6in. dia-

meter on the hub, with a parallel motion
V grooved shoe embracing about one-third
of its circumference. Altogether, it is a
most interesting machine.
Another model, with the same innova-

tions, has an engine of 350 c.c. capacity,
the bore and stroke being the same as

the standaid 2-J h.p. engine.

The Blackburne engined 2Jh.p. Wolf chain and belt-driven model.

One of the most popular lightweights in existence. A revised

model of the 2J h.p. W.D. Douglas is exhibited and sells at

a moderate price.
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The Olympia Show.

A fast touring machine with overhead valves and all-chain drive.

centres round the new 3J h.p. Douglas.

Much interest

4 h.p.; 74.5x68 nun. (595 c.c): flat
twin ; side-.by-side valves ; chain
and belt di-ive. Price £130; with
sidecaa- £170.

The 4 h.,p. Douglas remains practically
unaltered, for the experience -gained

An unusual brake block is a

feature of the Douglas front

wheel brake.

during the war under extremely unfavour
able conditions has made the machine
entirely satisfactory in its present form.
Details of the 2| h.p. Douglas are so well
known that they need not be repeated
here. Besides supplying the three-speed
kick-starter model, which is priced at

£105, the makers are listing an improved
W.D. model with plain two-speed gear
at £85.

OLYMPIC. (32.)

21 h.p. Orbit; 68x72 mm. (264.5 c.c);
single-cylinder two-stroke; drip
feed lubrication ; Amac carbu-
retter; chain - driven magneto;
single-speed gear; belt drive; 26x
2iin. tyres. Price £65.

1% h.p.; 68x72 mm. (264.5 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three and
reverse, or four-speed Jukes con-
stant mesli gear; chain and licit

drive; 26x2iin. tyres. Price £84.

Oi-vJU'u; C'v(;le and Motor Co., Ltb.,
Granville Street, Wolverhampton.—This
exhibit lompiiscs single gear and multi-
speed lightweights fitted with the Orbit
engine. The most interesting item of
the specidcution is the .swinging bracket
on which the gear box is mounted in the
multi-speed models. 'I'he bracket swings
on a pivot pin ; its arc of travel is

adjusted by two set screws locked by four
nuts, so that the chain tension can be set
to very fine limits without any possibility
of disturbing the alignment. Any make
of gear box can be fitted to this bracket,
and the requisite variations of chain or
belt line are easily made with the aid of
an adapter boss for the flywheel. Actually
the gear box titted to the Show machine

The gear box on the Olympic may be

swung to the rear by unscrewing the two
set screws on the right, thus easily tighten-

ing the primary drive.

is a Jukes four-speed with gate change

;

the gears are in constant mesh ; the lever

is self-centring, and is made of two parts

bolted together so that the position of

the lever can be adapted to suit the rider's

taste. It is intended to fit a three-speed

DECEMBER 2nd, ig20.

and reverse box to a new model with
four-stroke engine for sidecar -work,

which is in course of preparation. The
multi-speed model weighs 195 lb. fully

equipped for the road, and inclusive of a
kick-starter and clutch. The single gear

model weighs only 146 lb. All the frame
tubes are straight ; every nut and pin on
the machine is spring-washered ; the mud-
guards are very wide, and the flywheel is

enclosed in an aluminium casing. A
Swan spring fork is fitted, _whlch is worth
examination, as its suspension is obtained

by two helical springs enclosed in a tele-

scopic case which is filled with grease and
is air-tight, so that a certain pneumatic
action is obtained.

WOOLER. <33.)

2| h.p. ; 60.5x60 mm. (349 c.c.) ; twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side exhaust,

overhead inlet valves ; mechanical
lubrication ; Amac carburetter, B.
and B. (touring)

;
gear-driven mag-

neto ; variable speed expanding
pulley gear ; belt drive ; 26 x 23in.

tyres. Price £102 semi-T.T. ; £10?
10s. touring ; £112 Brooklands.

WooLER Motor Cycle Co. (1919), Ltd.,

Alfreton.—The Wooler exhibit comprises

. just below the petrol tap on the Wooler

there is a simple filter,

four models, namely, the standard tour-

ing model, which is practically identical

with the successful machines of 1G20,

semi-T.T. (belt-driven), a Brooklands
model (belt-driven), and the completely

new Colonial model described below,

which has a three-speed gear box and
single chain drive. The main improve-

ments in the three belt-driven models in-

clude a slight alteration in the inlet valve

domes, which makes it easier to get at

the valve cotters. An ingenious crank

case release is provided through a hole

drilled in the magneto driving gears.

The outlet is connected by a rubber pipe

to a hole in the middle tube of the middle

saddle tube. Released vapour travels

down this tube to an oil tap connected

by an armoured pipe to the engine simip.

A simple single-speed lightweight—the Olympic.

m
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The lamp and generator are mounted on
a neat fitting which raises them a little,

and the rays from the air vents in the
base of the head lamp illuminate the
speedometer, which is mounted in a cir-

cular clip on the left-hand side of the
fork crown. The horizontally-opposed
twin-cylinder engine and variable pulley
gear remain as before, a drop of 100%
in the ratio being available. The special
Brooklands model is supplied under a
speed certificate of not less than fifty-five

miles per hour. The belt-driven models
weigh 163 lb. The machine is designed
with a special eye to economy and acces-

sibility, the makers claiming that the
average cost of oil, petrol, tyres, and belt

for the first year does not exceed fd.
per mile.

A new Colonial model has a thi-ee-speed

gear box housed in the sump and run-

Adjustable handle-bars are
standard on the Woolers at

Olympia.

iiiug in oil. A disc clutch is combined
with the gear box, and is hand-con-
trolled. On this model a thrower disc

on the engine-shaft is substituted for

the chain lubrication employed on the
belt-driven models. The single chain to

the rear wheel is adjusted by sliding the
power unit bodily oh the two tubes com-
posing the engine cradle. This adjust-

ment is locked by two bolts, and the
exhaust pipe and box slide with the
engine. A spare chain is carried in a

light aluminium
drum attached
by a single
control bolt to
the base of the

sump. The n-eight of this machine is 190
lb., and gear ratios provided are 4J, 7^,
and 15^ to 1 respectively.

DOT. (28.)

3^ h.p. ; 70x64 mm. (492 c.c.) ; twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; E. I. C. chain-
driven magneto ; two-speed Albion
gear ; chain and belt drive

;

Hutchinson 26"x2iin. tyres. Price
£120.

Dot Motors, EUesmere Street, Hulme,
Manchester.—This is an entirely new
model, clearly designed for the sporting
solo rider. In bringing down the weight
to 196 lb., Mr. Harry Reed deserves to

be very warmly congratulated. Although
the machine is of low build, and possesses

ample crank case clearance, the cylin-

ders may easily be removed without dis-

mounting the engine, and, although light

in weight, it is equipped with all refine-

ments, including a two-speed gear box
incorporating a clutch and kick-starter.

Consequently it is suitable not only for

use in this country but for the Overseas
soloist as well.

An even more sporting model than that
just described is provided with footrests

instead of footboards, and the attractive

overhead valve 348 c.c. J. A. P. engine,
which is dear to the heart of the speed
man. Curiously enough, it weighs just
1 lb. more than the model just described.
A similar machine is shown equipped in

^ After long adherence to bell transmission, the

2;? h.p. Wooler is now offered optionally as a

chain-driven machine.

Overhead valve geai

of the 3J h.p. twin

.A.P. engine of the

Dot

exactly the same way as the 196 lb.

model, except for the fitting of a 2| h.p.

single-cylinder J. A. P. engine.

8 h.p. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.) ; twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; E.I.C. chain-

driven magneto; three -speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; all-chain

drive; Hutchinson 28x3in. tyres.

Price £200 with sidecar.

This well-known sidecar model is fitted

with the best components, such as the
8 h.p. J. A.P. engine, Sturmey-Archer
gear box, including clutch and kick-

starter. It ia

a n attractive

proposition. The
gear box is pro-

vided with an
adjusting screw,
which is an in-

dispensable fea-

ture, greatly
facilitating the
tensioning o f

the front chain.

The back wheel
is provided with
a knock-out
spindle, and is consequently easily adjust-
able, but the wheels are not interchange-
able. Mr Reed is a man who has
thoroughly studied Continental require-
ments. Not only is the new lightweight
twin specially suitable for Continental
work, but the sidecar shown is fitted with
interchangeable connections, so that it can
be fitted on either side of the machine.

MOBkWK. (131.)

4 h.p. King Dick; 85x88 mm. (499
c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;
side-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; B. and B. carburetter-;
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt drive; Dunlop 25 X 2^10. tyres.

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra
Road, Hornsey, N.8.—Each year sees the
number of purely pedal cycle firms at

Olympia dv/indling away—not because
they are going out of business, but be-

cause they recognise that all their cycle

customers are also potential motor
cyclists, and that, when the satisfied

owner of a pedal cycle contemplates don-

ning goggles, his first thoughts will turn
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The Mohawk is an attractive mediumweight with a 2|- h.p.

J.A.P. engine.

A neatly designed solo mount is the 2i h.p. two-speed

Diamond-Jap.

to the makers of his present cycle. Last
year the makers of the Mohawk cycle

exhibited one lightweight, but produc-
tion difficulties prevented anything in the
nature of a serious output. This year,

however, they are entering whole-
heartedly into the mechanically-propelled
side of the industry, and already they
have plant going on with the production
of their new range of models. The
machine specified above is intended for

dual-purpose work, and, beyond the excel-

lence of the specification and an unusually
strong frame, there is little to comment
upon.

2i h.p. Villiers; 70x70 mm. (269

C.C.); single-cylinder two-stroke;
drip feed lubrication ; Amac car-

buretter ; flywheel magneto ; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain
and belt drive ; Dunlop 25 x 2^in.

tyres.

There are three conventional light-

weights on this stand : (1) As above

;

(2) as above, but single-geared ; and (3)

with a 2| h.p. J. A. P. engine—but pos-

sibly greatest interest centres round the
Economic cycle attachment. This is of
American origin, but is shown attached
to a specially strengthened British-built

Mohawk cycle. The engine is an air-

cooled flat twin two-stroke of 154 c.c,
which carries its ignition and lighting
generator in the flywheel. A chain takes
the drive to the rear wheel through a
most ingenious and simple cush drive.

Coil springs form a triangle with apexes
attached to the cycle rim. The chain
sprocket drives to the centre of these
springs.

DIAMOND. (98.)

2i h.p.; 70x76 mm. (293 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; C.A.V. chain-
driven magneto; two-speed Enfield
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Duniop
26x2 Lin. tyres. Price £84.

D.F. AND M. Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Diamond Works, Wolverhampton.

—

Amongst the firms who distinguished
themselves just prior to the Show by set-
ting up new records at Brooklands are
the D.F. and M. Engineering Co., whose
lieautifolly firjished little J.A.P.-engined
lightweight forms a centre of attraction.
Model K embodies a J.A.P. engine and
Enfield two-speed gear, yet; though the
specification appears ordinary, there are
many little details which distinguish
the Diamond range from the average

t2i

machine. A simple frame construction

with straight sloping top tube gives a

pleasing appearance, and duplex front

down tubes are a well-known Diamond
feature. These tubes are detachable, as

also is the lower tank rail on which the

tank . is supported. A most ingenious

feature is the method of fixing the En-
field countershaft gear. The gear is

carried in an aluminium casting, which
bolts up to a bracket suitable also for

a standard countershaft gear. Both
primary chains and the selective clutches

are entirely enclosed in an aluminium

A neat casing encloses the Enfield two-

speed gear and dnvmg chams on the

Diamond.
case, the top half of which is easily

detachable, though great care has been
taken to render the joint" oil-tight. A
simple heel brake and excellent mud-
guards complete the specification. The
same machine can be obtained with
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear. Price

so fitted is £89 10s. Three other similar

mounts are staged, fitted with Villiers

flywheel magneto engine ; these are also

fitted with Enfield or Sturmey-Archer
gear, or may be obtained with direct belt

drive at the figure of £61 19s. 168 lb.

is the weight of the heaviest machine
made by the firm.

HAZLEWOOD. (96.)
8 h.p. J.A.P. : 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.)

;

'V twin-cylinder four-stroke; side-

by-side valves ; drip feed lubrica-
tion ; B. and B. carburetter

;

M-L chain-driven magneto ; three-
speed countershaft gear ; all-chain

drive; Dunlop 28x3in. tyres.

Price with sidecar £210.

Hazlewood, Ltd., West Orchard, Cov-
entry.—A reputation for sturdy construc-
tion has been a Hazlewood characteristic
for some years past, and the new 8 h.p.
machine will do nothing to detract from:
this. A newcomer to the ranks of the
8 h.p. sidecar outfits is always a matter
of interest, and the latest Hazlewood is

a fine example of British construction.
The 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine which pro-

vides the power is coupled to a . three-
speed countershaft gear of the com-
pany's own construction, the multiple-
plate dry clutch being operated by a
pedal. A cast aluminium cover protects
the primary chain, and the top run of
the rear chain is covered by a well
valanced guard. Outstanding features of
the machine are the straight top tube-
concealed by a neat saddle tank, a large
diameter drum brake on the rear wheel,
a large cast aluminium silencer, and a
simple but effective form of auxiliary
saddle suspension. Mudguarding is

well carried out, and the Druid type
forks are of the latest pattern, including
the compensated spring action. This
machine is attached to a handsome
Canoelet sidecar finished in grey to match

An imposing appearance is noticeable on the 6 h.p. Hazlewood. Observe the saddle suspcii..j.i



Sturdy and conveni-

ently placed brake-

pedal on the solo
Hazlewood.
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the tank, and the Hazlewood speciality

of front lug reinforcement is, of course,

included. The same machine may be
obtained with final belt drive.

A 6 h.p. model is shown also fitted

with a J. A. P. engine; it is similar to the
machine de-

scribed above,
but has a

dropped top
tube and chain
and belt drive.

The price, com-
p 1 e t e with a

rather lighter

sidecar, is £186.
The 6 h.p. ma-
chine is also

shown as a solo

mount with
handle-bar con-

trolled clutch

and footrests

instead of foot-

boards
;
price

£160. A gear

box is shown in

section, from which the spring tooth con-

struction of the kick-starter is clearly

visible.

ROVER. (89.)

3i h.p. ; 85x88 mm. (499 c.c.) ; siiigle-

cylinder four-stroke : side-by-side

valves ; hand pump lubrication ;

B. and B. carburetter; E.I.C.

chain-driven magneto ; three-sj)eed

countershaft gear ; chain drive

;

650x55 mm. tyres.

The New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.—The Eorer has always been
imrmensely popular, and has gained a

pame for quiet and smooth running
equalled by few single-cylinder machines.

.Minor alterations and detail improve-
ments have been carried out, and all-

chain drive is now standardised. A neat
aluminium case encloses the first step,

while the final drive has a guard on the
upper portion only. A point about the

Rover has always been the compact
•build ; and a particularly comfortable
riding position, including a low saddle,

is an excellent (feature. Large domed
guards are fitted, and the foot brake
is an , internal expanding mechanism
jn a drum incorporated with the rear

sprocket. It is operated by a pedal
conveniently placed on the left side of
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A mediumweight Iwm which is popular for solo as well as sidecar work. Note the
rear brake of the interna! expanding variety.

the machine, the pedal on the right side
operating the clutch. The front brake
is notable for its simplicity, and consists

On the 5-6 h.p. Rover a Lucas dynamo
(fitted on the down tube) is driven by

an enclosed chain from the countershaft.

Cast aluminium footplates are fitted to

the new model.

of a fibre shoe operating in a dummy
belt rim. This model may also be ob-
tained single-geared with belt drive, or

fitted -with a Philipson pulley. A speci-

ally fast sporting machine is made.

5-6 h.p.; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c); twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-sid©
valves ; hand pump lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; E.I.C. chain-

driven magneto ; three - speed
countershaft gear ; chain drive

;

28 X Sin. tyres.

A dual-purpose mount, which is popu-
lar with both solo riders and sidecarists

alike, is the 5-6 h.p. Rover, fitted with
a J.A.P. engine. In the general layout
this machine is, however, similar to the
single-cylindered Rover, though rather

longer in the wheelbase. Transmission
and brake are identical with those of the
single-cylindered model, and large com-
fortable footboards are provided. An
excellent finish characterises the Rover
products, and the provision of larger

wheels on this model is a feature which
commends itself to many riders, and
should result in enhanced comfort on the
road.

SKOOTAMOTA. (142.)

li h.p.; 60x44 mm. (125 c.c); single-

cylinder four - stroke ; overhead
valves ; hand pump lubrication

;

single lever carburetter ; C.A.V.
gear-driven magneto ; single-speed

;

enclosed chain drive; Wood-Milne
16x2|in. tyres.

Gilbert Campling, Ltd., 1, Albemarle
Street, Piccaclilly, W.l. — A plated

machine reposing on a mirror forms a

With clean lines and sturdy appearance, the % h.p. Rover is a typical example of a

British dual-purpose mount.

Detachable cylinder head and

overhead valves operated by push

rods on the 1^ h.p. Skootamota

engine

F23
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Small wheels, an entirely open frame, and a high efficiency

engine, are features which attract so many to the Skootamota

exhibit.

dazzling centre of attraction here. AH
the models shown have open frames and
seats, and are provided with large size

footboards which should assist greatly in

shielding off dirt and dust. Even the
scooter has been developed in divers ways
in accordance with modern dictates. For
instance, one model has plated disc wheel
covers, whilst another specimen, which
wiU appeal to ladies, is provided with a

wicker basket on the handle-bars ; another
has a case neatly mounted on the three-

ply wood footboards, whilst a further

type IS intended for express parcels de-

livery. The scooter sidecar alone re-

mains as a possibility of the future

!

With a single-cylinder air-cooled engine
disposed horizontally, and the petrol and
oil tank mounted over it, the whole of

the mechanism is actually astern of the
rider. A guard is provided as protection

for the roller chain—adjustable for ten-

sion—which transmits the drive from a

sprocket on the camshaft to the rear

wheel.

BEAUMONT. (163.)

2| h.p. Blackburne; 71x88 mm. (348

CO.); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation ; B. and B. carburetter

;

Ranbaken chain-driven magneto

;

two-speed Stunney-Archer gear

;

chain drive; Kempshall 26x2iin.
tyres. Price £99 10s.

BE.4UM0NT Motors (Leeds), Ltd.,

Cleopatra Works, Harehills, Leeds.

—

There is a clean neatness about tins all-

chain drive lightweight that is very com-

mendable. Detail, both in design and
finish, is of a high standard, and,

although the power-unit and gear box are

proprietary units, the machine is in many
ways distinctive. Both the handle-bar

The lightweight 25 h.p. Beaumont is chain

the girder type spring forks

and pedal brakes
actuate bands respec-
tively internally ex-
panding and externally
contracting on a drum on the rear hub.
The foot brake rod is of the (Kterally)
straight pull type; and the pedal portion
is long enough to afford great leverage.
Arden spring forks and a wide flat tank,
shallowing to the rear, are two noticeable
features; while the width and more
especially the extent around the circum-
ference of the wheel of both front and
rear mudguards are unusually great.'

2| h.p. Wall; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.)

;

single-cylinder two-stroke ; Amac
carburetter ; direct-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Roc gear ; chain
and belt drive; Kempshall 26x2iin.
tyres. Price £68 5s.

This model has been produced on sim-
pler and cheaper lines, but at the same
time it compares very favourably with
any other exhibit of its type. In appear-
ance rather similar to the other model, it

lacks that touch of " luxury " that lies in
the specification of its stable companion.
No clutch or kick-starter is fitted, the
final drive being by belt from a Roc two-
speed gear box.

NEW SCALE. (130.)
4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;
side-by-side valves ; drip feed
lubrication ; Araao carburetter

;

B.T.H. chain - driven magneto;
three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain and belt drive ; Avon
26x2iin. tyres. Price £126.

Roberts and Hibbs, Ltd., Bank Street,
Droylsden, Manchester.—Manchester ap-
pears to have a distinct leaning towards

startling colour's f or
its motor cycle pror.
ducts. The recently
introduced New Sci^le

follows the lead of
other factories in the
same locality by adopt-.

•i rng a vivid crimson
! colour scheme—with,

, however, a silver-grey
jjanel on the tank which
tones down the general
effect very nicely.
There is, however, a

driven. Observe noticeable absence of un-
necessary plating, and,

The simple two-stroke Beaumont two-speed mount A
Wall engine is fitted in this case.

combined with a simple, smooth outline,

this machine should be very easy to keep'

in its original

state of pris-

tine bright-
ness.- Mud-
guarding, too,

is very ade-
quate. Although,
the New Scale
embodies a very
common com-
bination of com-
ponent parts—
Blackburne en-
gine, Sturmey-
Archer gear;
box, etc.—it is

quite a dis-'

tinctive little
machine. The

,

amply propor-

tioned dummy
belt rim front
briike, the n(>a4 -

clip-up f r n ij

stand, and'
the inclusion

f Bi'ampton
Biflex forks ill)

the specifica-

t i n are in-

dicative of the
thoroughness of

'

With sidecar, the outfit sells

How a large silencer

may be inconspicuously

carried on a two-stroke

is shown by this ver-

tical expansion box on

the New Scale.

the design,

at £160.

3 h.p. Precision-; 74x81 mm. (350 c.c);
single-cylinder two-sti'oke ; sump
lubrication ; Amao carburetter

;

B.T.H. chain -driven magneto r
three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain and belt drive ; Avon 26

x2iin. tyres. Price £94 10s.

The 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke power
unit is an engine that )30ssesses quite a
considerable reserve of power when used,

ill a solo lightweight. The natural
sequence, therefore, is—attach a sidecar!
This probability has been anticipated by
Messrs. Roberts and Hibbs. They turn

out their ligbt'n'eight either suitable for

sidecar work or actually as a sidecar

outfit. Chances of strained, frames and
similar mishaps are obviously reduced by
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Special silencing arrangements are a feature of the Precision-engined 350 c.c. two-strokeNew Scale.

this plan ; and, in this case—a very im-
portant point—the usefulness of the
machine for purely solo work is entirely

unaffected. It remains light, low, and
economical. Regarding details, there is

little to note that has not been said

before about the various well-known com-
ponents utilised. A point, however, about
tlie Precision sump system of lubrication

is that, carrying oil in the engine, it

allows a large capacity petrol tank to

contain fuel only. On this machine an
r.\tremely large vertical silencer runs
parallel with the cylinder.

BAYTON. (48.)

1| h.p. ; 57x65.5 mm. (161 c.c):

single-cylinder two-stroke ; hand
pump lubrication : Amac carbu-

retter ; Fellowes chain-driven
magneto ; single-speed gear ; chain

and belt drive; 25x2in. tyres..

The Ch.\rles D.wton Mfg. Co., 221,

High Street, Shoreditch, London.—In

view of the number of men who are per-

manent invalids as a result of the war,

it is interesting to see that the Dayton
motor bath chair is now on the market

as a production model after its initial

essay last year. A small two-stroke

engine is placed at the rear of the frame

and drives a countershaft by a chain,

the countershaft containing a clutch.

From the countershaft the belt is taken

to a rim on the near side front wheel,

which is the only one through which

power is transmitted. There ie a free-

whe'el sprocket connected by a chain

to a long lever on the left of the driver

who can, by this means, easily start the

engine. The single rear wheel steers,

being connected to a tiller, on which also

is the single throttle lever, the decom-

7^3 '

COVENTRV ACME. (85.)

8 h.p.; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves

;
pump and drip feed lubri-

cation ; B. and B. carburetter ; M-L
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price
with sidecar £213 15s.

CovENTEY Acme iloTOR Co., Ltd.,
Earlsdon, Coventry.—Designed for use
with a sidecar, the Acme is fitted with
an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, Sturmey-Archer
gear box, and chain and he\p transmis-
sion. The sidecar lugs are built integral

with the frame, and the steering head and
lugs are steel stampings. Lubrication is

can'ied out by suction through a sight

feed lubricator, which is supplemented by
a hand pump carried on the off side of

the tank in a position convenient to the
driver's hand. Brampton spring forks
are fitted as standard, and wide mud-
guards with deep valances give ample pro
tection to the driver and machine. The
tank is of large capacity, accommodat-
ing 2^ gallons of fuel and 3^ pints of oil,

so that on tour there is no necessity to
be constantly filling up. So successful
has this model provect during the past
season that it has been decided to supple-
ment it by a similar machine with a

5-5 h.p. J.A.P. engine, this being re-

garded as a dual-purpose mount.
The engine has a bore and stroke of

An imposmg big twm, the 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engmed Acme has a long wheelbase and sprmg
saddle-pillar, both of which add to the rider's comfort.

pressor control, and the clutch control.

One brake acts on a front wheel, the

other on the rear wheel, both being con-

tracting bands. On the all-weather

model the footboards are closed in, and
a Cape hood can be fitted, but on the

second model separate

small footplates are

used, and - can be set

in one of several
different positions.

70x85 mm., giving a cubic capacity of 654
c.c. In other respects the specification is

identical with that of the more powerful
model, and the same finish of black with
a grey-panelled tank lined with gold is

adopted. The two machines are known
respectively as Model A and Model B,
the price of the latter, complete with
sidecar, spare wheel, and carrier, being
£210 18s. An exceptionally long -wheel-

base is a feature of both Acmes that is

not without advantages.

The Dayton invalid's motor tricycle has tiller steering and is

driven by belt to the near side front wheel. 5-6 h.p. Acme JA.P. three-speed chain and belt-driven sidecar-.

ni^
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CYKELAID. (49.)

li h.p. ; 51x51 mm. (105 c.c.) ; two-
stroke ; mechanical lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; Runbakeu
chain-driven magneto ; single-speed

gear ; chain drive ; 28 X Ifin. tyres.

The Sheppee Motor Go., Ltd., York.
—The Cykelaid is one of tlie most in-

teresting small machines in the Sliow. It

is designed to be attached quite easily

to the ordinary pedal bicycle, and,

when attached, it forms a vehicle which
can be used for

shopping or even
for compara-
tively long spins.

And it should be
u se f u 1 in the
country, where the
market town - or

shopping centre is

some short dis- -

tance from the
owner's house.
The whole of the
mechanism is car-

ried on a pair of

forks with a
.ipeciai head tube
fitting into the
head of the cycle.

On the left-hand
side is a two-
stroke engine,
having below it,

and inverted,
a magneto driven

bv a chain from
t li 6 crankshaft.

The crankshaft is

extended rig.'il

through the front

fj^OT^ILE

Cykelcid power unit i"

section, showing the

"taximeter " drive for

(he lubricating pUmp.
The main shaft is ex-

tended through the
spindle of the wheel hub.

hub, and on the right-hand side is a

flywheel with a sprocket, the latter

taking the short chain which drives a

countershaft, on which is a cork-insert

clutch, and power is transmitted back
to the front hub through a second chain.

It is possible to vary the pressure on
the clutch, but it is not intended that

this should be a normal part of the
control, since simplicity of action is a

great claim. One of the most ingenious

details of the design is the lubrication,

for oil is carried in a vertical tube in

front of the bicycle head, and feeds
down to a small rotating cylinder, so

contrived that it acts as an oil pump.
The cylinder is driven by a small gear
wheel meshing with a cam path, and the
whole device is automatic, oil being sup-
plied to the engine bearings in- definite

quantities at regular intervals. The
makers claim that the device is prac-
tically self-steering, and are demonstrat-
ing this fact during the Show. Oil and
petrol sufficient for a hundred miles are
of small dimensions clamped above the
mudguaid.

AUTOGLIDER. (21.)

2i h.p.
; 70x70 mm. (269 o.p.); single-

cylinder two-stroke; petroil lubri-
calion ; Amac or Sen.spray carbu-
retter ; Villiers llywhecl magneto;
(dngle-spced gear ; chain drive

;

Bpring frame; Palmer 16x2gin.
lyres. Price £57 15.s.

AiiiO(i[,ri)Ka, Lm., CaxUm House,
C.riiul Cliark'B Street, Birmingham.—

1-28

A novel and effective suspension system

is employed on the Autoglider.

There are numerous interesting features
in the Autoglider, and not the least of

these is the spring frame. The frame is

rectangular, and between the front and
rear portions are two- laminated springs
in line. Each spring is anchored to a
bridge in the centre of the frame, while
the two ends are attached to a front
member embodying the steering head
arid forks, engine, tank, etc., and the
rear forks respectively, thus insulating

the rider from road shocks. A single

plate clutch is provided, which may be
controlled from the handle-bars, as is

Wide dome guards, a sprmg seat-plllai , and a

Best and Lloyd mechanical pump are features

of this Hoskison Show model.

DECEMBER 2nd, igjo.

spacious locker under the

seat. Two box carrier

models are also exhibited.

Owing to the careful

mudguarding and the fact

that a large splashboard -

is fitted at the front, the

rider should have no diffi-

culty in keeping perfectly

clean. A single leg is

provided on the side of

each mbdel, allowing tile

machine to be propped

up. There are two brakes,

both of the contracting

type, which act on the-

rear wheel.

HOSKISON. (51.)

4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; mechanical

lubrication; B. and B. carburetter;

chain-driven magneto; three-speed

sliding dog gear ; chain and belt

drive; 26x2-iin. tyres.

The Hoskison Motoks, Ltd., 72,

Lozells Road, Birmingham.—Particular
attention has been paid by this firm to

the subject of mudguards, as all three

types are provided with guards which are

more than usu-

ally wide, the

result being
that the engine
and frame
should keep

the case with one of the models. This
clutch, which is particularly sweet in

action, and is quite devoid of end thrust;

will be placed on the market next year,

and will be suitable for any single-speed

motor bicycle fitted with the- latest pat-

tern Villiers engine.

Of the two principal

models shown, one is

not provided with a

seat, but on the plat-

form there is plenty
of room for two per-

sons. The transmis-
sion is by single chain
from the engine-shaft

to the front wheel
sprocket. Both wheels
are almost entirely

enclosed : they are of

pressed steel, built up
in two halves, and
consequently easy to

clean. Of the models
provided with seats,

one is sliglitly lighter
tlian the other, and
has a specially tuned
engine and a higher
gear. Tliere is a

remarkably clean if the machine is used

in winter or during bad weather. A
wedge-shaped tank, viewed from the side,

gives this machine an unusually rakish

outline. One model has a 4 h.p. Black-

burne engine with tire usual outside fly-

wheel and a detachable head held

down by long bolts, but with a

plunger pump to circulate oil

through a sight feed lubricator

;

the' drive is by chain to the

Though the "stand up " type miniature has almost disappeared,

the seated variety is exhibited in various forms at the Show.

The Autngiider, with parcels compartment, is the subject of

our illustration.
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Single-cylinder four-stroke ; the Norton is

representative of many similar engines

Humber Hal twin with gear box under the rear cylinder

f The Scott is the only side-by-side twin two-

stroke among the motor cycle exhibits F.N four-cylinder, having the gear box built close up to the exposed flywheel and c'utch

A simple single-cylinder two-stroke—the

Kingsbury. Rex-Blackburne big twin With Sturr.ity-Archer gear.
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gear box, and by belt to the rear wheel.
The tank is of a new shape and larger •

than hitherto. On a 2| h.p. model, also
with a Blackbnrne engine, disc wheels are
fitted, and advantage has been taken of
this fact to arrange a V rim for the front
wheel brake, so that the shoes for the
front and rear wheel brakes are practi-
cally the same in size, and therefore the
retarding effect is uniform. For the
better comfort of the rider, the seat is

held, not on the usual pillar, but on a
Flexa vertical leaf spring, additional
coil springs being introduced between the
side of the frame to which this leaf spring
is attached. A second 2| h.p. model is

of sporting type as regards general design,
and is shown with footrests instead of

the footboards of the previous machine.
A Union engined two-stroke also forms
a part of the exhibit and is on conven
tional lines, except for the seat-pillar and
mudguard, which are of the same pattern
as those used for the larger model.
Sectioned gear boxes are shown on the
stand, so that the operation of the clutch,

the dogs which alter the gear ratio, and
the kick starter may be studied.

JAMES. (88.)

2i h.p.; 66x70 mm. (239.5 c.c);

single-cylinder two-stroke ; drip
feed lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

Thomson - Bennett chain - driven

magneto ; two-speed dogs and
chain gear ; chain and belt drive

;

26x2i:in. tyres. Price £75.

James Cycu; Co., Ltd., Greet Bir-

mingham. — A machine of high-class

specification which possesses many refine-

ments is the James 2-^ h.p. two-stroke.

It is a true lightweight with 26in. wheels

and tyres, and a riding position which is

as low as it is comfortable, a specially

adapted Lycett saddle with spring peak
being fitted. Minor improvements have
been carried out, and the engine has been
slightly increased in size, as formerly it

had a cubic capacity of 226 c.c.

3i h.p.; 64x77 mm. (500 c.c); twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac
carburetter ; Thomson - Bennett
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

sliding gears; chain drive; 26x
25in. tyres. Price £135.

Twin engines of 500 c.c. are nowadays
rare, but the popularity of the 3i h.p.

twin James is little likely to suffer for

that reason. As a solo machine it has the

merit of lightness combined with power,

and with large footboards and a comfort-

able riding position it is a mount which

can be ridden a considerable distance in

the day without causing a feeling of

The new 7 h.p. three-speed Jam
ba<i cafer for the valve sprmgs

^OT^iyi DECEMJiKR 2nd, i_Q20.

Additional comfort is provided on the 2i h p.

lames by a new type of flexible saddle

suspension

fatigue to the rider. The position of the

magneto high up beliind the rear cylinder

ensures that it is protected from wet, and
it is at the same time accessible.

4^ h.p.; 86x103 mm. (600 c.c.); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac
carburetter ; Eclipse gear-driven

magneto ; three-speed sliding type
gear ; chain drive ; 28 X 3in. tyres.

The big single-cylinder James has been
refined and brought up to date, so that it

should continue to be a very popular

sidecar machine. Apart from minor
alterations, 28in. wheels and large domed
mudguards are fitted. The latest gear

control is a long lever pivoted to the

crank case, working in a cast aluminium
i^ack secured to the frame just underneath
the tank. The clutch is controlled by a
conveniently arranged -heel pedal,
although, if preferred, hand control or

both may be fitted. The return spring of

the kick-starter is enclosed and protected
from mud and dust, a flat ribbon spring,

similar to the main spring of a clock,

being utilised. The half compression
device has been improved in operation, the
cable being abolished and replaced by a

neat lever which can be brought into

operation by the toe.

7 h.p.; 73x89.3 mm. (749 c.c); twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac
carburetter : Thomson - Bennett
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed
sliding gear; chain drive; 28x3in.
tyres.

Considerable interest centres in the big
twin James, as it is an entirely new
model for 1921. A feature of the engine
is the off-setting of the exhaust valves in
relation to the inlet valves, a clear
passage being left between the valve ports

and the cylinders, resulting in very effi- 1

'

cient cooling. Another advantage of :

this construction is that the valve rocker
|

levers may be kept straight instead of

being cranked. The valve springs and

tappets are encased by quickly detachable i

covers. A large roller bearing big end is

employed, and the gudgeon pin is secured

in the little end of the connecting rod.

taking its bearings direct in the piston

in bosses of ample dimension.
Apart from the usual oil lead to the

crank case a separate lead is taken to

each cylinder. The gear box has been

redesigned and consists of a die casting

with short rigid shafts and gears carried

in Hoffmann bearings of large size. The
rear wheel is quickly detachable, leaving

the chain sprocket in situ. An expand-
ing brake on car lines is fitted in a drurii

on the rear wheel. The sidecar connect

tions liave universal movement so tha^''

alignment is easily carried out.

CORONA. (41.)

3i h.p. ; 72x100 mm. (448 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves; forced lubrication; Amac
carburetter; E.I.C. magneto; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear; chain'

and belt drive; 26x2iin. tyres

Price £105.

Meteor Manufactdhing Co., Ltii.,

98, Tollington Park, London, N.4.—It is

obvious that the designers of the Corona
Junior had in mind motor car practice,
when their machine first was evolved,
many of the features of the engine being
those with which the car driver ie

familiar. For example, the crank case.
of cast iron, contains a very substantial
sump to hold a reserve of oil. From the
timing gear is driven a small pump,
which sucks oil from the sump and
delivers it to the bearings of the engine,

34 h.p. Corona Junior three-speeJ

cham and belt-dnven mount

J 30
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the pump case having on it a sight feed,

so that the flow can be seen while the
machine is running. There is a detach-
able head, and the rest of tlie cylinder is

cast with the crank case. The cams are
side by side and in a different plane from
which we are accustomed, the two valves
being one behind the other in a fore and
aft direction, and inclined as a V. There
is an outside flj-wheel of considerable
size, which is concealed from view by a
casing. Another feature of the design
is the very large and efficient looking
brakes, one expanding, the other con-
tracting on a drum bolted to the rear
wheel hub. It is claimed that no cast-

ings whatsoever are. employed through-
out the frame, and it may be ^mentioned
that the wheels are carried on Skefko
ball bearings of considerable size. One
model has a direct belt drive, but other-
wise is the same as its predecessors.
Another detail of interest is the front
suspension, the spindle being held in a

. bell crank lever, the vertical arm of
which is placed between a pair of strong
coil springs. To the rocking arm of this

j

suspen.sion car type grease cups are fitted.

: HUMBER. (86.)

<\'i h.p. ; 75x68 mm. (600 c.c.) ; flat twin-
cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side
valves ; mechanical lubrication

;

Claudel carburetter; E.I.C. gear-
driven magneto ; three-speed coun-
tershaft gear: chain drive; 26x2^-
tyres. Price £140.

HuMBEB, Ltd., Coventry.—Whether it

oe as a solo touring machine, a sjiorting

Bodel with dropped handle-bar.s and
'ootrests in lieu of footboards, or a side-

;ar machine, the horizontally-opposed
.win Huraber is an attractive mount with
I considerable reputation which has been
ately enhanced by its fine performance
n the Six Days Trial. Tractability and
ilence are, perhaps, its chief characteris-
iqs, and they are backed up by sound
lesign and considerable experience of
lanufacture. Points of interest are
ojind in the detachable valve ports and
he shock absorbing device in the rear
ub, all-chain drive being employed.

1 'xamples of tlie sporting model and the
U-black finish solo model are shown, in

ddition to the standard mount, the price

Humber 4J h.p. flat twin three-speed chain-

driven machine

of all three solo machines being the
same. As a sidecar outfit the price is

£173 12s. 6d., and the sidecar is both
roomy and comfortable. A feature of

considerable interest is the mechanical
pump lubrication system, supplemented
by a drip feed from the oil tank. The
disposition of the engine and gear box
in the frame is neatly and strongly

carried out. The chain-drive is protected
by a stout guard, but is not completely
enclosed. The rear brake is remarkable
for the size of the shoe and the ease
of operation, while the kick-starter

mechanism is entased in the main gear
box casting and thus protected from mud
and dust.

SHEFFIELD HENDERSON. (44.)
4 h.p. Blackburne; 85x88 mm. (499

c.c); single-cylinder four-stroke;

side-by-side valves ; vacuum lubri-

cation ; Amac carburetter ; Run-
baken chain-driven magneto ; three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear ;. chain
drive; 26x2iin. tyres.

Henderson Sidecaks, Aero Works,
Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.—One of the

most interesting machines in the Show
is the new 4 h.p. Sheffield Henderson and
sidecar. It has many unusual features.

The metallurgical portion of the design
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A 4 h p. Henderson sidecar outfit, the engine of which has

an ingenious system of lubrication by exhaust vacuum.

has been considered with more than usual
care, and its makers are one of the few
firms who know in actual fact what the
nature of the material is of which their

machines are
built. Apart
.from this the

price of £150
is a. tempting

The new kick-starter and clutch-actua-

ting lever on the Humber flat twin.

enough bargain for a good motor cycle

and sidecar. The machine itself is fitted

with a 4 h.p. Blackburne. It is in

the lubrication of the engine, however,
that a great change has been made, as

the supply of oil to the cylinder auto-

matically increases

with the opening of

the throttle. This is

effected by shaping
the end of the ex-

haust pipe from the
cylinder as a nozzle,

and inserting it in

the mouth of a second
pipe leading to the
silencer proper,
there being a gap
between the two; Ex-
haust gas rushing
down the pipe would
cause air to be drawn
in through the gap
e .X a c 1 1 y after the
fashion of the^
ejector. In this case

both nozzle and gap
are surrounded by

a ball-shaped chamber, which is con-
nected by a pipe with a cylindrical con-
tainer below the oil tank in such a
manner that all the air is sucked out of

this cylinder by the ejector action of the
exhaust gases, which, of course, varies
with the loads on the engine. By
creating a vacuum, oil is sucked from
the tank through a Best and Lloyd ad-
justable lubricator. Erom the oil con-

tainer a pipe leads to the crank case,

and is fitted with a non-retnrn valve, so

that lubricant which enters the container
is sucked into the crank case every time
the pistoir rises. As a result of this

arrangement, the greater the engine
loading the greater the amount of oil

delivered to the crank case. As regards
the frame of the machine, the construc-
tion of the forks and head is interest-

ing, because very large steel balls are

used for all the bearings, while the recoil

of the front wheel is taken on C shaped
leaf springs, which are bolted very rigidly

to the forlffi. At the rear the saddle

is fixed upon a cantilever bracket which
can be adjusted to give increased or de-

creased leverage, the load being taken
through springs to the frame, so that the
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A SIX valve Nut-Jap is a mount which attracts much
attention,

rider's weight is entirely sprung. The
remainder of the machine is normal,

chain drive from the crankshaft to a

Sturmey-Archer gear box, thence to the

rear wheel through another chain ; both
brakes act on a rear wheel dummy belt

rim.

N.V.T. (140.)
5 h.p. ; 70x88 mm. (680 c.c.) ; V twin

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves
;

, drip feed lubrication ; Amac car-

buretter ; chain-driven Magdyno

;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain and belt drive; 26x2iin.
tyres.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TviiE MoTOR Co.,

Ltd., St. Thomas Street, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.—Last year the 3j h.p. N.U.T.
was introduced as a model designed ex-

pressly for solo work. However, in prac-

tice it was found that the average owner
did not honour this stipulation, and thus
the makers were faced with the common
problem of either spoiling their machine
for the genuine soloist by adapting it

Front fork and substantial attachment for

the front brake on the N.U.T.
for sidecar work, or of providing a new
model more on dual-purpose lines.

Wisely, we think, they chose the latter

course, and the new 5-6 h.p. N.U.T. is

the result. With the e.\ception of an in-

crease in cylinder dimensions, it is simi-

lar in appearance to the standard 3^ h.p.

model, which is also shown. Equipment
includes a Lucas Magdyno lighting set.

Although the 3^ h.p. machine is retained
(with lower gear ratios) as the purely
sold mount, the larger twin, by reason
of its light weight and final belt drive,

is eminently suited for that purpose as
well.

*3a

3i h.p.; 64.5x76 mm. (500 c.c); V
twin four-stroke ; two inlet and one

exhaust overhead valves ; drip feed

lubrication ; special Amac carbu-

retter ; T.B. chain - driven mag-

neto ; three-speed Sturmey-Archer

gear; chain and belt drive;

26x2^in. tyres.

Throughout the Show there is evidence

of a widespread desire to cater for the

sporting rider, and the new overhead-

valved N.U.T. is a striking example.

Possessing one inlet and two exhaust

valves per cylinder, the engine is of

a special' racing type, has aluminium

pistons, and gives, it

is claimed, 15 b.h.p.

at 4,000 r.p.m. Roller

bearings are used for

the connecting rods,

and very neat detach-

able cylinder heads
carry the overhead
valve gear. The lowest

ratio provided by the

three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear box is

8 to 1. Spring forks,

mudguarding, and
silencing arrangements
(according to the
makers, " within the
law but giving that

deep note "
!) are .on

genuine T.T. lines ; but the types are

amply large for comfort, and the equip-

ment is unusually complete.

MASSEY-ARRAN. (24.)
5-6 h.p. ; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c); twin-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Amac carburetter; E.I.C. chain-

driven magneto ; three - speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt drive; Dunlop Magnum 700

x

80 mm. tyres. Price £145 sports

model ; £185 touring model.
Massey-Arran Motors, Delbarn Road,

Birmingham.—The sports model Massey-

Arran is quite a handsome machine,
finished in black and gold, and fifi

with wide and well valanced mudguara
^

that at the rear being of specially
"generous dimensions. Among the fea-

"tures of this machine may be mentionepi
the symmetrically designed ^expansion
chamber at the base of the crank case,

the final exit for the exhaust gases being
through a long tail pipe with flattened

and slotted end. The clutch is controlled
not only by the usual type of lever on
the handle-bars, but there is a heet.
operated pedal attached directly to ihB
clutch-operating mechanism on the geair.

box. A spacious tool box is provided ait

the rear, with an aluminium lid covered"
with corrugated rubber matting and eye-

lets for strap. The footrests are of

registered design, and are fitted with dsj-

tachable rubber pads so that they can
be easily replaced when worn. For'

future models there will be two concen-

tric internal expanding brakes, foot-

operated, and working on a drupi

with two frictional surfaces, while &
further expanding brake is fitted to the

front wheel. The touring model is simi-

lar in every respect, except that Massey-
Arran footboards of registered design are

fitted. These are of aluminium, contain-

ing a certain percentage of copper, which
does away with the risk of this metal

breaking, owing to its brittleness when
used pure. A similar material is em-

ployed for the chain cover and the

silencer. The footboards are turned up

in front, and through the left-hand

»f^K °"^ w'orks the brake pedal. This

S^^
The substantial box silencer of the twin-

cylinder N.U.T.

Disc wheels are frequently encountered af the Show. The
2|- h.p. Massey-Arran.

pedal may be fitted to the other side of

the machine merely by changing over the

footboards. A 2in. horizontal adjust-

ment is provided for each of these.

21 h.p.; 71x88 mm. (348 c.c.) ; siii?!le-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves : drip feed lubrication

;

B. and B. carburetter; BouUon
magneto ; two-speed Sturmey-

Archer gear : chain and belt drive

;

Dunlop 25x2-iin. tyres.

The sports model, fitted with 2J h.p.

Blackburne engine, is a very attrnctivo

little mount. Like all Massey-Arran pro-

ductions, it is fitted with celluloid-covercil

handle-bars, and, similar to the nthor

sports model, it has patent tootre.<:ts. ^
•

The particular model under review is
-^

equipped with Maplestone .spring forks,

which are extremely flexible, and, sn

we are informed, have very satisfactorily

withstood the tests to which tho.vi

have been put. The black and gold

fiiii.sh, which in this as in all other models-

is the standard, looks extremely well.

One feature, which is common to all

models, is the type of petrol tank filter,

w-hich, when unscrewed, allows a valvo
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A speedn " simple -the 3^ h.p. single-geared Norton; The "Big Four" Norton which popularised single-cylinder

machines for passenger work.

to drop on to its seating, thus allowing

the gauze to be cleaned without any loss

of petrol. AU steel parts are rendered
rnst-proof. A similar sports model is

shown fitted with a 2| h.p. J.A.P. engine.

Another model is fitted with the 2|
h.p. J.A.P. engine, and is equipped with
the latest pattern Sturmey-Archer gear
ho.x with circular quadrant. All models
are fitted with a gear box adjusting screw.

NORTON. (11.)
l\ h.p.; 79x100 mm. (490 c.c); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.
and B. carburetter ; C.A.V. chain-
driven magneto ; three - speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; all chain
drive; 26in. x2iin. tyres. Price
£132.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birmingham.—Of the Norton
range the 3^ h.p. model is well-known by
its successes on the track. As a three-

1
speed "roadster it is perhaps one of the

i fastest touring machines existing, while
! it is also a very attractive sidecar -mount
; when fitted with a light attachment such

j

is the new Norton sidecar to which it is

I ieen affixed. The low riding position is

[ "emarkably comfortable, and it is safe to

;ay that the Norton reputation could not
)e obtained merely by the excellence of

1 he^ngine alone, for riding position and
oad worthiness play an important part in

peed work on the track. This model
nay also be obtained single-geared as a
peed machine with an engine which is

;uaranteed to lap Brooklands at 70
n.p.h., or to cover the kilometre at 75
11. p. h.

4 h.p.; 82x120 mm. (655 c.c.); single-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; drip feed lubrication ; B.

and B. carburetter ; C.A.V. chain-

driven magneto ; three - speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; all chain
drive; 650x65 mm. tyres. Price

£135.
As a sidecar machine the "Big Four"

;is a reputation second to none, and, like

its 3i h.p. relative, it is also one of the
fastest machines of its type on the road.
The same general lines are followed in
the design, but the chain drive is totally
enclosed as distinct from the 3i h.p.
model, which has a chainguard on the
upper portion of the drive only. Larger
tyres are also fitted to the " Big Four,"
and if desired 700x80 mm. tyres may be
obtained as an extra.

Wide domed guards are provided, and
with its enclosed" drive and large rubber
covered aluminium footboards, it is an
all-weather mount in every respect. A
model is also shown fitted with the Lucas
Magdyno.

Countershaft portion of the Kingsbury
expanding clutch gear.

KINGSBURY. (43.)
2|h.p. ; 75x79 mm. (349 c.c.) ; single-

cylinder two-stroke ; hand pump
lubrication ; Senspray carburetter ;

C.A.V. chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed selective clutch gear ; chain
drive; 25x2|in. tyres.

Kingsbury Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Kingsbury Engineering Works, Kings-
bury.—Originally interested in aviation,

the above company are the manufacturers
of a small and popular two-cylinder oar
as well as of the new two-stroke motor

cycle shown on the stand. The cycle

is of medium weight and of straightfor-

ward design, and is fitted with a sub-

stantial carrier and toolbags enclosed and
reinforced by steel casings. Footrests are

fitted instead of footboards, and the drive

is by chain throughout, protected by light

casings, only the upper portion of the final

drive chain being covered. Care has been
taken to provide ample clearance between
the tank and the frame, and the fillers

are of such
^

size that it is possible to

replenish both tanks without spilling.

The coil spring against which the front

forks rock is enclosed in a metal cover

of neat design. Besides the brake on
the front wheel rim, there is a second
large and powerful contracting band,
which operates on a drum on the rear

wheel hub, close beside the driven
sprocket. This band is contracted by a

pedal placed on the rear footrest, with
its plate close to the actuating rod for

the change-speed gear. This latter is of

the selective clutch type, of very neat
design, and slightly modified this year.

METRO-TYLER. (51.)

2i h.p.; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; hand pump
lubrication; Amao carburetter;
C.A.V. chain-driven magneto; two-
speed constant mesh gear ; chain
and belt drive ; 26 x 2in. tyres.

Tyler Appakaius Co., Ltd., Bannister
Road, North Kensington.—The Metro-
Tyler is a small two-stroke which has
acquired already a considerable reputa-
tion and has not increased too greatly in
weight during the past few years, with
the result that it still is a small and
handy machine suitable for almost every
class of work. The two-stroke engine is

well forward in the frame, and has a
decompressor facing forwards and just

.

above the main exhaust pipe, which latteii
is carried back to a flexible pipe leading
to the silencer clipped to the rear stays.
There is a two-speed gear bos bolted to

One of the neatest of the light-

weights—the Metro-Tyler.

All-chain drive and enclosed fork springs on the 2^ h.p Kingsbury

are unusual refinements on a lightweight.

E33
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extensions of the engine plates and driven

by a ckain enclosed in a casing, but the

engine is made to look more tjian usually

neat ; in fact, in

appearance to re-

semble a unit, by
adding aluminium
cover plates which
extend from the

crank case to the

gear box on each
side and render

the exterior of

the mechanism
quite smooth. Be-

'neath these cover

plates is the mag-
neto, v^hich thus
is effectively pro-

tected, in addi-

tion to the fact

-that the field

magnets t h e m-
selves are closed

b y end plates,

and the magneto
is, therefore, ren-

dered waterproof.

The Metro-Tyler
also is one of few

i 1 vapouf emitted

from the Metro-Tyler

release valve serves

the useful purpose of

lubricatmg the mag-

neto chain.

machines which have only footrests, these

being preferred to the now popular foot-

plates. One model was shown with disc

wheels and one of a special chocolate

colour, very prettily finished and alto-

gether a most handsome small mount on

distinctly speedy lines.

IXION. (160.)

2i- h.p. Villiers; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c);

single-cylinder two-stroke ; drip

feed lubrication; Amao carburet-

ter ; flywheel magneto ; two-speed

Sturmey-Archer gear; chain and

belt drive; Dmilop 26x2iin. tyres.

Price £75; lady's model £78.

IXION IMOTOB Manttfacttiring Co.,

IvTD., Great Tindal Street, Birmingham.—
Although embodying standard com-

ponents there are many little points about

the Ixloii that appeal to the practical

motor cyclist. The belt guard, for

example, first applied only to the lady's

machine, is now fitted t« both types.

This should be appreciated by the busi-

ness man and others who ride in ordinary

long overcoats. Removal of four set-

icrews detaches this guard, which is in-

tegral with the primary chain cover.

Another noticeable little point is the

arrangement of the mudshields,' which

fail to strike the usual jarring note and
pRsitively blend with the machine. Nor
does efficiency appear to be lacking.

Again only a practical rider could have

designed the compression release handle-

bar control. Situated right above the

clutch lever, it may be operated by the

same hand and at the same time, thus

allowing the engine to be readily stopped

when the clutch is withdrawn. The
lubrication is carried out by a cleverly

devised combination of Best and Lloyd

drip feed and Enots pump.

3 h.p. Precision; 74x81 mm. (350

c.c); single-cylinder two-stroke;

mechanical lubrication ; Amac car-

buretter ; M-L chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dun-
lop 26x2iin. tyres. Price £110
with sidecar.

Special attention has been given to the

sidecar connections of this little machine,

which sells only as a lightweight outfit.

It is claimed that correct alignment once

gained cannot be lost, and also that there

are fewer loose pins, etc., in the coup-

lings than on any other sidecar on the

market. Undoubtedly the connections are

very simple, and at the same time amply

Protection from and for the belt has

evidently been studied on the Ixion

lightweight.
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downwards to a oast aluminium silencer.

The drive is direct by belt. Behind the

engine, and chain-driven, is the magneto,

and on the right-hand side the carbu-

retteri On the same stand is a sporting

machine, not in any way " show finished,"

which, if anything, adds to its business-

like and sporting character. Outwardly,

at all events, the design is similar to the

standard machine, but footrests instead

of footboards are fitted and, of course,

the mudguards have been detached and

the handle-bars are dropped.

P. ANH S. (38.)

3 h.p. Dalra; 73x76 mm. (318 c.c);

single-cylinder two-stroke ; hand
and drip lubrication ; Amac two-

lever carburetter; E.I.C. chain-

driven magneto ; two-speed Bur-
man gear ; chain and belt drive

;

Hutchinson 25x2^in. tyres. Price

£83 10s.

2j h.p. J.A.P. ,292 c.c.) ; single-cylinder

four-stroke ; other details as above.

Price £90.

Pearson and Sopwith, 89, Long Acre,

W.G.2.—The two-stroke Dalm ens^ined P.

secure. The machine itself follows ortho-
dox lines, and is finished in the customary
Ixion shade of khaki green.

R. W. SCOUT. (56.)
2-1 h.p.; 73x76 mm. (318 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke ; hand pump
lubrication; B. and B. carburetter;
E.I.C. chain - driven magneto;
single speed gear ; belt drive

;

26x2jin. tyres.

R. Weatherell^ Southgreen, Billeri-

cay, Essex.—The " R. W. Scout" is a
.
quite simple and straightforward little

two-stroke^ liaving a Dalm engine,
unconventional because of the twin
exhaust pipes which project from the for-

ward side of the 'cylinder, and carried

and S., equipped with Burman two-speed
gear, which incorporates a clutch and
kick-starter, is a handy little runabout.
Mudguarding is well studied, the guards
being of generous dimensions for a light-

weight. The comfort of the rider has
been looked after; and aluminium-covered
footboards form part of the equipment.
For those who prefer a four-stroke engine,

the lightweight P. and S. fitted with a

J.A.P. engine should have a special

attraction for solo riders. Except for

the engine and magneto, it resembles the

other model, and is certainly a thoroughly
practical little mount. One of the claims

of the firm is that, with the Dalm engine

model with sidecar attached, the cost of

One of the few stripped mounts in

the Show is the R.W. Scout, which

has a two-stroke Dalm engine.

A lady's two-stroke cinLo lying Jiiosl of I lie luali res demanded

by the fair sex. The Ixion with am )lc dress and splash ;uards,

Iwo-spced gear, kick-starter and hand-controlled clutch.

E16
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Showing how the crankshaft of the Superb Four drives the

overhead camshaft through bevel gears and a vertical shaft at

the front of the engine. At the bottom of the vertical shaft will

be seen the two gear wheels of the oil pressure pump. Behind

the flywheel and the double cone clutch is the skew gear,

driving the countershaft three-speed gear.

'alining does not exceed Id. a mile.

Juite a feature is the 2| h.p. Dalm-
Migined sidecar outfit. It is sold com-
)lete with two bodies, one for business

1
lurposes, for use as a trade carrier, and

I

he other for use as a lightweight tour-

1 ng body, forming a treble-purpose

j

lachine—as the outfit naturally can be
! sed solo, and, as a sidecar outfit, it can

\ e used either for pleasure or business

;
urposes. Its price is £127. Among the

! >lo machines exhibited may be men-
ij oned a two-speed model fitted with
lain Albion gear box without clutch

J ad kick-starter, which will be sold to the

( ublic at £76 10s.

SUPERB FOUR.
(31a.)

10 h.p. ; 63.3x78.7 mm.
(998 c.c); four-

cylinder four-
stroke ; overhead
valves; forced
feed lubrication

;

Zenith carbu-
r e 1 1 e r ; Lucas
chain-driven Mag-
dyno ; three-speed
gear, integral with
engine unit ; final

chain drive ; Dun-
lop 700x80 mm.
tyres.

COPPEN, AiL.\N, AND
Co., 89, Great Portland
Street, W. (sole conces-
sionnaires).—Since the
passing of the T.M.C.,
it is a deplorable fact
that Great Britain has
not, for many years, pos-
sessed a home-built four-

cylinder motor cycle.

Therefore, if for this

the advent of the Superb
Four is calculated to arouse great in-

terest. But, apart from
this, the high efficiency

design is unique when
applied to a motor cycle.

and actually advanced
when compared with
average car practice.
Aluminium is used for

the monohloc cylinder
casting, which includes
the upper half of the
crank case ; and an alu-

minium casing completely
encloses the overhead cam-

73'

shaft, and valve gear. Steel liners are

pressed into the cylinder barrels. By with-

drawing a series of nuts, the entire cylin-

der head (including the valves and valve

mechanism) may be removed for decar-

bonising. Longitudinal fins are cast above
the valve pockets, and, for additional cool-

ing, a continuous draught of air is induced
along the interior of the camshaft
casing from a pipe connected to the car-

buretter air intake by a small fan on the

rear end of the camshaft. Lubrication is

by forced feed to the cylinder walls and to

every important bearing in tfie power unit.

In the flywheel is incorporated a double
cone clutch, which drives the transverse

countershaft in the gear box through a

pair of helical gear wlieels. Three speeds
are provided by the gear set, which has
constant mesh gear wheels and sliding

dogs, the layshait being just at the rear of

the main shaft. From the countershaft
the drive is taken
from an external
sprocket through
a large roller chain

reason alone.

ast word in motor cycle engines—the overhead

camshaft four-cyhnder Superb.

Frame of tht

Superb
Four ma-

chine. The complete

engine and gear box unit

iis supported by three

lugs on either side to the

lower parallel tubes of

the frame.

to the rear wheel. A new form of detach-
able wheel, simply designed and of very
strong construction, is being incorporated
in this machine, while there are many
other novelties, such as a miniature in-

strument board between the handle-bars
for all the lighting instruments, etc., a
water trap in the main petrol tank,
special sidecar connections, twist grip con-
trols, and a four-gallon petrol tank.

MOTORPED. (18.)
l\ h.p.; 51x51 mm. (105 c.c); single-

cylinder two-stroke; petroil lubri-

cation; Amac carburetter; Run-
baken magneto ; single-speed gear

;

chain drive; 28xl5in. tyres.

Pate.ick Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Brierley Street, Birmingham. — The
llotorped is new in name only—this being

the title the makers of the Simplex cycle

attachment give to the complete cycle

built by them, and equipped with their

power unit. One of the earliest units

made for this purpose, the Simplex is a

"flat" two-strokei single of fairly conven-

tional design. A tmy plate clutch is

optional this year, and a means is pro-

vided of holding the plates permanently

apart should the need arise on any oc"ca-

sion for .pedalling home. Merely an

ordinaiy pedal machine of strong build,

the cycle itself may readily be re-con-

verted to a "one rider power" mpunt.

With clutch the Motorped sells at £42,

without at £37 16s.
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A moderate-powered sidecar outfit is the 3f h.p. two-stroke two-speed Scott. 26In.

Palmer light car tyres are fitted all round.

X 3ii

SCOTT, (lis.)

3J h.p.; 71x69 mm. (532 c.c.) ; twin-
cylinder two - stroke ; automatic
lubrication ; Amac carburetter

;

T.B. chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed expanding clutch gear ; chain

drive ; Palmer 26 x 2iin. tyres.

Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Saltaire,

Yorkshire.—Scotts are becoming quite

a cult, and it is very noticeable that Scott

riders are generally very exclusively Scott

enthusiasts. And each year this circle

of admirers so widens that it is extra-

, ordinary that so many of the Bradford
firm's features remain exclusively their

own. The water-cooled twin tuo-stroke

undoubtedly is a most fascinating com-

On the Scolt the fork-end lug has incor-

porated with it a stop for the kick-

starter. The underside serves as a rest

for the stand,

bination to own and to drive; and,
although outwardly little change is

apparent, each year it takes a step nearer
,a very advanced ideal of perfection.

During the past year, for instance, the

kick-starter stop and the release valve
lever stop on the handle-bar have been
made integral with their respective frame
members, thus eliminating two loose lugs.

Attention has also been directed to

Btrengthenitig the frame at various points

to make it more fitted for hard sidecar

work. Not only on account of it being
something different, but because it has
more than held its own in open competi-

tion with the aristocracy of the industry,

the whole design is worthy of careful

study. The open frame lias been de-

E27

signed on scientific lines ; the spring fork
is one of the most comfortable in exist-

ence, while the footboards, now rubber-
padded, and mudguarding are excellent.

In addition to a standard and 'T.T.
machine; a sidecar outfit with the well-

known Scott sidecar and Lucas Jlagdyno
lighting is shown, also a sectionised and
complete engine, gear box, and various
component parts. Although shown, de-
liveries of the very latest Squirrel model
will not commence until JIay. The
Squirrel is a T.T. Scott with shorter and
lower frame, footrests, no carrier, and
usual racing equipment (such as ultra-

narrow mudguards and dropped handle-
bars). In this machine, as on all Scotts,

the gear box is now lubricated from the
drip feed pump.

REYNOLDS, (il.)

2-i h.p.; 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.); single-
cylinder two-stroke ; drip feed
lubrication ; Senspray carburetter,
flywheel magneto ; two - speed
Albion gear ; chain and belt drive

;

550x65 mm.
tyres. Price
£94 10s.

Jackson Cae Manu-
facturing Co., Pang-
bourne, Berks. — The
Reynolds Runabout
deserves a much
better location than
its little niche under
the gallery. This
machine is rather
difficult to describe,

but might be termed
a "utility tandem
lightweight," appea'.

ing to people win
want .something a s

handy 'as a scooter

but altogether faster

and roomier. T ho
front portion of the

machine is reminis-

cent of the cockpit of

a car, consisting of a

broad dash and fioor

some sixteen inches
wide, which enables

DECEMBER 2nd, ig20.

the rider to keep perfectly clean whilst
wearing -his ordinary clothes. The main
horizontal frame members are of ten-gauge
tube. The rear half of the frame is

carried upward by means of two vertical

struts and upper cross pieces. In Ihej

compartment so formed, the two-stroke
engine and gear box are carried, being

demountable by the removal of foui,

bolts. The petrol tank is located ahovej

the engine, sup|.iorted by means oi

laminated and coiled springs. On tlie]

ton of this compartment -is a platform!

carrying a small bucket seat for the:

driver. The platform is long enough
to take another bucket seat for the pillion

rider or a parcel box as required. The
sides of this rear compartment of the

frame are cowled in with sheet metalj

panels secured by spring clips. In fr'ontl

of the engine is a wire dressguard. Cool'

ing ought to be satisfactory, as the real

cowls are. splayed out to _catch the

-draught. An oil tank and tool box are

carried on the metal dash. Clutch and

brake pedals are in the floor of the cock
pit, and the kick starter is also mountei'

here, and connected to the engine by
long horizontal rod. The machine scalei

about 190 lb. As this is somewhat heav;^

for an elderly woman to raise on to thel

stand, the designer has incorporated
lever some eighteen inches long ; the ease

with which the machine can be put or

the stand by means of this lever is simplj

astonishing. A child could operate it.

COVENTRY VICTOR. (247,
Gallery.)

.
5-7 h.p.; 75x78 ram. (688 c.c); flat

twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by

side valves ; semi-automatic sumi
lubrication ; B. and B. or Ania(

carburetter ; chain-driven magneto
three-speed St urniey-Archer gear;

chain drive; 650x55 mm. tyres.

Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.j.

Coventry.—In addition to a full range oi

its well-knowu engines, this companj'*

stages a complete motor cycle conslructec;.

of its special fittings. Any cynic whi

holds that a full-sized flat twin cannot be

accessibly housed in a motor cycle frame

should study this machine. The magneto
carburetter, and valves are all instantlj

get-at-able. Each cylinder can be de

The Reynolds tandem-seated miniatUK,

fitted with two-speed gear and clutch, a

Iwo-stroke engine, and 550 a 65 mm.
tyres.

I
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FOR IGNITION

have established a record
second to none. You may
absolutely depend upon

CO. SPARKING PLUGS
to maintain that reputation

Model K.U.I Magneto for
Single Cylinder Machines and

Model K.U.2 Magneto for
Horizontally Opposed Machines

C.A.V. Mica Plug, specially suifed for hot,
oily engines. Guaranteed to stand up to the
highest speeds obtainable on road or track

See them at the Show
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The"DUiNELT" Solo Machine

Price £115

v>;'-

AT

OLYMPIA
STAND

No. 138
"PUNELT" machines

gained TWO GOLD
MEDALS in the A.C.U:

SIX DAYS TRIALS.

n'm'S'

AGENTS: We are now
arranging agencies
for 1921—write us
for particulars.

X^t

The only 500 c.c. Air-cooled
Two-stroke on the Market !

If visiting the OLYMPIA SHOW, don't fail to see the
"DUNELT"—it has many original featurestliat will interest

yon, many superior points that merit your consideration—and
is altogether a machine of outstanding quality and efficienC3^

The ENGINE is quite original and for simplicity, accessibility,

and power, stands supreme. An inclusive and important
feature is the 'Truncated Piston, whereby a larger charge of

gas is drawn into the Crank Case, and transferred to the
Combustion Chamber, thus improving the scavenging.

It is most flexible, will two-stroke perfectly at all speeds,

develops lo to 12 h.p., and will keep cool under the most
trying conditions.

Make a note of the Stand "No. 138," and let it be one oi
j-our first calls— or failing a visit, write us for Catalogue.

DUNFORD & ELLIOTT
(Sheffield) Ltd.

Bath Street.

BIRMINGHAM

The "DUNELT"
Combination,

Price, complete, £150

»4» /n iimiwdinfj Ihix mlrcrtisenienl if is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ch,"
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The Olympia Show.—
(aclied if necessary, leaving the rest o£
the engine in position. I£ tiie exhaust
unions are unscrewed, and the clamp
plate beneath the engine is removed, the
entire epgine can be lifted out ou the
right-hand side of the machine. There
is no more accessible job in the Show.
Another unusual item is the provision
made for removing the back wheel. The
slots in the rear- fork-ends are unusually

^^^(^ILII 733

The balanced crankshaft of the Coventry

Victor horizontally opposed twin.

long, and, by running up the draw bolts

with the fingers, the back wheel can be.

brought so close up towards the engine
that the chain can- be slipped oft' the

sprocket, after which the wheel can, of

course, easily be v.'ithdrawn from the
fork-ends.

J.E.S. (111.)
\ h.p. ; 55.6x60.3 mm. (146 c.c.) ;

single-cylinder four-stroke : inlet

overhead e.xhaust valves; mechani-
cal lubrication; J.E.S. carburetter;
gear-driven magneto ; single-speed

gear; belt drive; Dunlop 26xl|in.
tyres.

J.E.S. Motor Works, Gloucester

—

Originally designed as an attachment to

A , sectioned Show exhibit of the

Simplex bicycle attachment, showing the

two-stroke engine clutch and magneto drive.

a pedal cycle, and still obtainable for

thispurpose, the J.E.S. engine is shown
fitted to a specially built machine with
spring forks. The power unit, although
so small, is extremely interesting. A

very neat auto-
matic carburetter
of small size is

fitted, and the
rocker gear for

the overhead in-

let valve is con-
tained within
the induction
pipe. The valve
chamber is separ-
ated from the
cylinder by a
large air space
to assist in cool-

ing, and mechani-
cal pump lubri-

cation with a
large oil sump is

provided. An
"overhung "-crankshaft is used, with a
light return crank on the timing side to

drive the valve gear. By undoing a few
screws on the flywheel side of the crank
case, the crankshaft can be removed bodily.
A magneto is supported behind the cylin-

The Brooks cantilever

halves of the s

The only four-speed gear box in the Show. The Olympic
lightweight fitted with a Jukes gear.

der and gear-driven, and the whole engine
is slung within the frame by aluminium
clamps. Ti-ansmission is by belt with a
jockey pulley ; and an XL'AII saddle and
Druid spring forks are fitted. As the
machine is nominally an assisted pedal
cycle, pedalling gear is provided, but
we are informed that the excellent design
of the engine makes the pedalling gear
almost nnnecessary.

spring saddle is used on the A.J.S. The rear

prirtgs are concealed by the too! bags.

Besides the machine just named, tha
J.E.S. Motor Works are also exhibiting
a 2 h.p. two-stroke of normal motor cycle
ijuild. The two-stroke engine is of their
own manufacture, and is provided, like

the four-stroke machine, with the new
J.E.S. carburetter. The
Eunbaken magneto is

gear-driven.

VINDEC. (191.)

2i h.p. ; 64x70 mm.
(226 c.c.) ; single-

I cylinder t w o -

stroke; hand
pump lubrication

;

I

chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed
dog clutch gear

;

chain and belt

drive; 26x2iin.
tyres.

Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Great Eastern Street,

London, S.E.—A thor-

oughly practical little

mount with very pleas-

ing outlines, the Vindec
lightweight is the only
1921 model bearing this

historic name. The
detail finish is very
good, and plated parts

have been reduced to a

minimum. The engine is of the con-

ventional three-port type, but the gear

box differs from general practice by
reason of the fact that no spur gear

wheels are used. A chain from each side

of the engine drives sprockets on a shaft,

and either may be dogged to the member
upon which is carried the pulley for the

final drive.

Equipped with neat leg guards and large lootrests, this little

New Hudson is attracting much attention .from business men. An old name and a well-known firm are associated with the 2i h.p? Vindec

E4I
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SIDECAR DESIGNS AT
THE SHOW.

Passing Impressions of Latest Sidecar
Practice.

A Detailed Report of each-^"
Exhibit will be Published

Next Week.

A hinged dash and bulbous back are features of this

Rideasy sidecar ; incidentally the lid oi the locker serves as

an admirable picnic table.

SIDECAR construction has prog-ressed along steady lines

for a number of years, and with one or two exceptions
no startling constructional innovations have been intro-

duced this year.

Perhaps one of the most noticeable features is that the
fixing of mudguards t-o a rigid part of the chassis is rapidly
going out of fashion, attachment to the body being in greater
favour. This system has been used largely by the makers of

the Sheffield Henderson sidecars, who adopt it on all models,
and the same may be said of the touring C'anoelet. The New
Scale, the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, the 7-9 n.p. Rudge, the Mill-

ford Eock, and the spring wheel Grindlay sidecars are all

equipped in the same way. This is a- feature which elimi-

nates one of the most troublesome items connected with the

attachment.

Extra Seating Accommodation.
Many sidecar manufacturers are apparently realising that

there is a great demand for bodies which will accommodate
more than one passenger ; indeed, there has always been a

steady and largely unsatisfied market for a passenger attach-

ment which would seat a child in addition to an adult pas-

senger. Now that the power of the A.J.S. machine, for in-

stance, has been increased, we find that a detachable dickey
seat is exhibited -which can be secured on a slightly

lengthened luggage grid of the standard pattern ; this appears

a very sound means of providing for a child passenger. Dun-
hills, Ltd., approach the problem in another way, since one

of their bodies is widened so that it makes use of the sjiace

usually wasted between the sidecar and the machine. This
widened part of the body has two seats slightly staggered,

the one on the inside being some-
what smaller than tlie other, yet
ample for a child of eight or ten

Though suitable for low-powered machines, the Royal
Leicester lightweight model has a comfortably upholstered

body.

Lightness of chassis construction is not sacrificed in the
Montgomery-de-Luxe touring sidecar, despite the fiji

equipment.

years. The Canoelet, Grindlay, Watsonian, and Rex sidecaiB
also have folding seats at the rear, while the Millford family'
model has a body of sufficient length to take a small seat in
the front part, this being supplied with the sidetear.

Spare Wheel and Luggage Carriers.
Last year the feature oi the Show was the number of

sidecar luggage grids which were sprung with the body, and
these, of course, have become the accepted practice during
the last twelve months. A slight variation of this arrange-
ment IS seen on the Triumph Gloria chassis, on which Sie
luggage grid is separately sprung. Various arrangements
are used for supporting spare wheels, which are now pajt
of the equipment of the majority of the high-powered out'-
fits, but it is rather disappointing to notice in many cases
that no provision is made for keeping the wheel itself
stationary upon its bracket; amongst those which may be
excepted from this criticism is the Royal Ruby, the spare
wheel carrier of which has a dog engaging with the driving
dogs of the wheel, and so preventing it idly rotating when
it is not in use.

The Springing of Sidecars.
It might have been hoped that more development in the :

direction of complete chassis springing would have been ,

observable, but with the outstanding exception of the Mill-
ford Rock there are no new systems of wheel springing to

be seen. The__ attachment just mentioned is, of course,
unique, in Ihilt. it has no chassis properly so called, b«t
merely consists of a swinging cranked axle mounted in bear-
ings beneath the specially strengthened floorboards of the

i

Laminated semi-elliptic springs support the wheel of this

luxurious Sandum model.

liH
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TAXI SIDECARS ARE A FEATURE.

Staggered seats with a space for luggage are features of the Rex
taxi sidecar. The engine is an 8 h.p. Blackburne.

,

Thepossibihties of the sidecar are amply demonstrated at this
years Show. The example illustrated is the double-seated

Canoelet fitted to a twin-cylinder, three-speed B.S.A.

For sidecars the Cameo
curved windscreen, aproHj

and side curtains afford

excellent protection.

735

The Olympia Show.—
'!^-^

Noftinghamshire readers will be familiar with the 8 h pCampion taxi sidecar, as it has appeared on the streets of the
Notts capital for months past.

Threequarter view of an 8 h.p. Matchless, fitted with a
double seated sidecar. The new front wheel band brake

will be observed.

This cabriolet Canoelet sidecar taxi is designed 'o defy
the weather

Til? sturdy pressed steel chassis of the

Rex laxi-sidecar

Shock absorbers, special joints and a transverse spring are
features of the Millford Rock " chassisless "

sidecar.

•^4?
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Millford tandem-seated sidecar, one of a variety of sidecar

models exhibited by Mills-Fulford.

body, and a front connection which is capable of vertical

movement and a slight amount of radial action. Special

claims for this construction are that the comfort is greatly

increased, and that shocks are not transmitted from the

sidecar axle to the motor cycle itself. While dealing with
spring-wheeled sidecars, of course, we must not forget such
satisfactory and well-tried examples as the Grindlay, Shef-

field Henderson, Bat, Matchless, Clyno, Royal Ruby,
and Triumph Gloria ; incidentally, the latter has been some-
what simplified.

Special Models.
Apart from the touring patterns, there are, of course,

the usual examples of special construction, such as ultra

light sporting attachments and highly elaborated exhibition

bodies ; the latter, of course, sometimes appear over-

developed, and possibly are not made for serious use under
all sorts of weather conditions, nevertheless they are satis-

iictory examples of the coachbuilder's art. Amongst the
sporting models may be mentioned the Royal Leicester in

polished aluminium ; also the Montgomery, Grindlay, and
Cc),Moelet. The la.st named, which is more than well known,
is^shown equipped with a torpedo apron and celluloid screen,

in addition to the detachable backrest, which all contribute
to the comfort of the passenger.

An unusual method of chassis construction is seen in the
XJ.A.C. sidecar attached to a Blackburne machine. Its

appearance is very reminiscent of the tubular construction
used in certain aircraft work, and a very complete system
of triangulation is followed.

Sidecar Taxicabs.
As an example of the way in which the sidecar outfit has

established its position as a perfectly reliable vehicle, we
may point to the many efforts which are being made to
produce a satisfactory sidecar taxicab. Many designers are
endeavoui'ing to comply with the legal requirements in-

volved, and two examples are shown on the stands of

Complete protection for

the passenger is provided

in the Watsonian Coupe.

The whole canopy, with

screen and dash, hinges

backwards.
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prominent sidecar manufacturers. These are the Canoelet
and Watsonian, and both of them would appear to answer
all requirements ; in addition, the R-ex, Martinsyde, and
Campion all stage complete taxi flutfits. An ordinary
two-seater touring sideca^ is shown by Mills-Fulford. This

is mounted on a standard chassis, and is not unduly long,

since only one door is fitted, and access to the rear seat is

gained by swinging aside the front seat and backrest.

Accessories and Fittings.
There is a growing tendency on the part of sidecar manu-

facturers to incorporate their own fittings, such as hoods aud
windscreens, despite the fact that many excellent devices of

this natui-e are already on the market. Worthy of special

comment in this direction are the V-shaped screens shown on
the C and M sporting model, and also that on the British

Excelsior. A novel type of windscreen is also shown on the

Canoelet Model T. TTiis has a celluloid sheet held in a
le.ither frame curved to ^correspond with the fore part of the
sidecaa'. At tire outset it is carried on a vertical swivelling
rod attached to the door, so that the opening of the latter

swings the screen aside, thus permitting of ready access.

Another small refinement which is found on a great many
sidecars is a step which adds greatly to the passenger's con-

venience. Examples of these are seen on the Beardmore-
Precision, which has a spring chaseis, the Hai'ley-David.«on,

the Ariel, and the C. and M. On the luxurious Grindlay
spring wheel sidecar the step is secured to the body; this is

rather unusual. Amongst manufacturers of proprietary side-

cars there does not appear to be much effort to produce an
attachment which may be readily used with any of the more
powerful machines equipped with detachable and interchange-

able wheels, and at the same time' allowing for interchange-

ability of the sideca.r wheel. This, however, has been done

in the case of the Sheffield Henderson (special Elite model),

which can be adapted to take any of the standai-d types of

interchangeable wheels, and a special bracket is provided far

the spare ; a similar ai-rangement is shown on the Canoelet

stand. fij

Thi>i Hondcrsnn sidecar has exceptional lugeage accommodation.
The lid of the compartment serves as a luggage platform.

'

A dickey scat and streamline dash, vuith screen, are features ol

this Canoelet.
E.t;
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AT STAND No. 190, OLYMPIA
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AUTOGLIDER
The name to conjure with.

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT OLYMPIA

STAND No. 21

LOOK FOR THE MOST CROWDED STAND
and be sure you see

THE MOST INTERESTING E^XHIBIT.

We are showing 6 models which cater for all classes of solo riders. Do not

fail to see the type "A" Autoglider. the only make of standing machine
which has survived the test of time, and the only machine designed for two.

The Autoglider

has an unassail.

able record dur-

ing 1920

It was ths first

practical

machine of its

class and is now
the acknow-
ledged leader.

TYPE D
(as illustrated)

55 gns. I
D/d B'HAM.

LATENT
HANDLE-BAR
CONTROLLED
CLUTCH,

5 gns.
EXTRA.

The finest lightweight proposition for 1921. See the wonderful Autoglider
springing, and the new patent Autoglider handlebar controlled clutch, which
can be fitted to all our 1919 and 1920 models.

Specify the Autoglider clutch if you are buying a motor cycle fitted with
Villiers engine.

Our representatives at the show are practical men, and have an intimate
knowledge of the subjects they are there to explain.

If you cannot get to the show, send for full particulars of the best 2J h.p.

machine on the road.

AUTOGLIDER, LIMITED,
BIRMINGHAM .

ii >

rJli - I IIH^^^^^^^^^^ 11

El 6 I II imxweiinri thin (iilrcrlixciiirnt it is deiiifilile to iniiiilinn " 'J'/ic Motor Ui/i'h.'
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RUNABOUTS AT OLYMPIA.
Latest Examples of Three-wheeled Passenger Machines available in 1921.

10

CASTLE-THREE (42.)
h.p. ; 62x100 mm. (1,207 c.c.)

;

four-cylinder water-cooled four-

stroke ; side-by-side valves
;
pump

and trougli lubritcation ; Solex carbu-
retter ; Watford silent chain-driven
magneto ; two-speed and reverse

epicyclic gear ; shaft drive ; 710 X 85

mm. tyres. Price £295, including
dynamo and spare wheel.

Castle IMotor Co., Ltd., Kidder-
minster.—The Castle-Three runabout is

one of the most elaborate and refined

three-wheelers ever built, and, except for

the single rear wheel, its specification is

almost identical with that of a small

car. The exhibit comprises a stripped
chassis and a very handsome model with
primrose coachwork and black wings. It

weighs 10 cwt. complete. The man who
contemplates purchasing a vehicle of this

type will desire to satisfy himself that
it is comfoi'table, substantial, and acces-

sible. These three points appear to have
been admirably safeguarded. The front
springs are quarter-elliptics, rigidly bolted
to the axle and the frame, while the rear
springs are serai-elliptics, 40in. long, and
practically flat when under load. The
pressed steel frame is an index to the
general sturdiness of the design. Acces-
.sibihty is most carefully attained. The
four-cylinder engine, which is bolted to
a sub-frame, can be lifted out after four
bolts have been removed. The gear box
i.s rapidly detachable, the lower half of

tlie casing remaining permanently in posi-

tion so that alignment cannot be lost.

The rear wheel can be withdrawn through
the lid of the tail box in less than a
minute, and air three wheels, are inter-

changeable.

Details of special interest are the
Ford-type steering gear, with a simple
afljustmeut for rake on the column. The
gear box is epicyclic, two forward speeds
bieing operated by a combination of the
gear lever and a pedal. The petrol tank
can be removed by unscrewing two bolts,

lubrication is by pump and trough, a
jleVel tap being provided on the crank
I

Case and a pressure gauge on the instru-

Iment board. A consumption of forty-

:Eour miles to the gallon is claimed.

COVENTRY PREMIER. (94.)
! 8-10 h.p.; 80x105 mm. (1,055 c.c.) ;

\

twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

i
;,. side valves ; pump and splash lubri-

cation ; Cox-Atmos carburetter

;

bevel-driven magneto ; three-speed
and reverse gear ; shaft and chain
drive; 700x80 mm. tyres; dynamo
lighting. Price £288 "iSs.

Coventry Pkemier Co., Coventry.

—

The Coventry Premier super-runabout

A primrose and white finished

twin-cylinder Coventry Premier

forms an attractive exhibit.

leaves. Chain adjustment is performed by
eccentrics at the front pivot of the rear
frame. In considering the price it is neces-
sary to remember that a spare wheel and
dynamo lighting are included. On the
other hand, the front and back wheels

occupies a position intermediate between
the Morgan and the Castle Three in

respect of elaboration. For example, it

combines a three-speed and reverse gear
box with a twin-cylinder V engine. The
exhibit comprises a stripped chassis and

is better to

Chassis of the four-

[:ylinder Castle-Three

runabout, the most
limbitious three-
wheeler at Olympia.

Three pieces are used in the Coventry-
Premier bonnet, the sides being hinged
from the chassis, while the top is held

on by spring clips.

two handsome touring models finished in
primrose and grey respectively. The sub-
stantial construction of the frame is
worthy of notice, channel steel side
members being diagonally trussed by steel
tubes welded into the shape of an XAn unusual detail for a motor cycle type

of engine is the automatic lubrica-
tion, which is by pump from a
sump holding enough oil for 175
miles. The designer holds that it

guard against lubrica-
tion failures by first-

class workmanship
than to fit a messy in-
dicator on the dash.
The machine weighs
about 7 cwt., and does
55 m.p.g. The rear
springing is unusually
sensitive, the rearframe
being hinged at the
axis of the sprocket,
and damped lay

quarter-elliptic spring's

built up of many thin

are not interchangeable. The back wheel
has a knock-out spindle, the off side end
of which is reached through a sliding

panel in the chain case. The brake ad-

justers are of the perforated yoke type,

which is becoming almost universal oa
cycle cars, the link pin being fitted in

one of several pairs of holes drilled in

the yoke.

L.S.D. (40.)

8 h.p.; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.); V
twin-cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-

side valves ; splash lubrication

;

Amac carburetter ;
gear-driven

magneto ; two speeds forward and
reverse ; shaft and chain drive

;

700x80 mm. tyres. Price £235.

SvKES AND SuGDEN, LTD., Linthwaite,

Huddersfield.—The 'L.S.D. exhibit com-
prises a bare chassis, a touring model,

and a light delivery van, both touring

and van bodies being finished in a pleas-

ing shade of dark green. Huddersfield

Careful disposition of ports and connec-

tions on the Coventry Premier V twin

engine allows interchangeabilitj' of the

cylinders

E47,
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Runabouts at Olympia.

Layout of the L.S.D.

lunabout rear suspension

system.

is the birthplace of this machine, and
competitors in the 1920 Six Days will

recognise that a three-wheeler which
does not fall to pieces in the Hudders-
iield district will stand rip anywhere. It

is claimed by the makers that they have
been unable to damage their chassis by
any ill-usage to whicli the roads round

its home can subject it. At the rear the

spi'ings are long quarter-elliptics sliding

stand is u.sed for raising the
rear wheel so that no jack need
be carried. Gear control is un-
usual and quite foolproof

;

reverse is operated by a
separate lever. Good provision
is made for the various ad-
justments which may he neces-
sary, the rear chain being set

hy means of substantial radius
rods. The touring body is

roomy and comfortable ; entry
is easy and convenient, a
point overlooked on not a few
three-wheeled design'^. The
weight of the complete tourmg
model is given as 7 cwt., and

up to sixty miles per
gallon has been attained
on test. Sankey steel

artillery wheels are used,
and are shod with 700
X 80 mm. tyres, and a
J. A. P. 8 h.p. engine is

installed to jirovide the
motive power of this
ruggedly constructed
three-wheeler.

successes to its credit, gained by over
thirty different drivers, wnich shows that
private owners as well as trade drivers,

can win medals on Morgans. The
exhibit comprises a water-cooled chassis

and six different examples of the complete
models, of which, special interest is

evinced in the grey sporting model and
the royal blue four-seated family machine.
The merest glance at' the chassis will

indicate what a high value the designer

Aero model Morgan Runabout having a polished dashboard with flush fitted instruments

and twm wmdscreens.

in grease boxes at the ends ; the front
springs are of the enclosed helical type,
packing being used to give a certain
additional pneumatic effect.

The method of detaching the rear
wheel is ingenious. On the spindle nuts
being removed a small plate, machined
with one flat side, is withdrawn from
each end of the axle, and allows the
wheel to drop out ; the brake connections
must previously be released, but this is

a simple matter, as the link pin is secured
by a spring clip. A motor cycle type of

8 h. P-

itfOBGAJV. (93.)
J.A.P., 10 h.p. M.A.G. 82 X

102^ mm. (1,100 c.c.) ; two-cylinder
four-etroke ; J. A. P. side-by-eide
valves, M.A.G. overhead inlet

valves ; splash lubrication ; Amac
and B. and B. carburetters ; gear-
driven magneto ; two-speed Morgan
gear; shaft and chain drive; 700

x

80 mm. tyres. Price sports model
£206; family model £235.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Malvern.

—

The Morgan comes to the Show with an
extraordinary run of post-war competition

The8h.p.L.S.D.
runabout has

Sankey steel

artillery wheels.

places upon, simplicity and light weight
as compared with other designers of

three-wheelers ; the chassis still scales less

than 3 cwt. As the machine has been
practically invincible in its class for

several years, few alterations have been^

found necessary. The most important

.

consists of facilities for removing the rear

wheel. Mr. Morgan prefers to rely on a
vertical slot in the rear fork ends
through which . the rear spindle can
always be freed from the draw-bolt slides,'

Both chains now contain the same num-

.

ber of links, so that they can be changed
over to equalise wear. The pivot spindle-

of the rear forks is mounted on cones
which are rapidly adjustable it any shake
should develop m the rear frame. Pro-
vision is made for mounting a dynamo
with adjustment for the Whittle belt. Aj„|
four-speed gear is now listed as an optioMi|
at a price of £20. Either J.A.P. wF"
M.A.G. engines may be fitted, and iu

future the driving chains will be inter-

changeable to equalise wear. Many varia-

tions of the popular Morgan are obtain-

able, but all follow the same clean and
simple lines indicated above.

4

A modification of the Morton rear-fork

end permits the wheel to be removed
without uncouplini! the chains.

Foot and hand control provided for the

throttle of the Binks carburetter on the

iMorgan Runabout.

Dynamo drive and flywheel clutch on

the latest Morgan Runabout.

E4S
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The clean broadside of the new 10-12 h.p New Hudson runabout. Chassis of the New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON.
10-12 h.p.; 85x110 mm. (1,250 c.c.)

;

twin-cylinder four-stroke : overhead
valves ; Benton and Stone lubrica-

,' tion : B. and B. carburetter; chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed and
reverse New Hudson gear ; shaft
and chain drive: 700x80 mm.
tyres. Price £250'.

Tew Hudson, Ltd., St. George's
Works, Icknield Street, Birmingham.

—

The three-wheelers on the New Hudson
stand are one of the chief attractions
of the Show, several complete vehicles
being staged, together with two stripped
chassis, engine, and a rear frame. The

gear box. These cross members ara
braced by two steel tubes welded at

their points of intersection. Mounted
in brackets at the rear end of the
main frame is the tubular member on
which the rear forks are located. The
front springing is by quarter-elliptics

rigidly bolted to the axle and frame,
and rear springing is carried out by ex-

.The engine has overhead valves, and is

rated as 10-12 h.p.

oachine is a notable addition to its class,
ombining obvious strength with a high
legree of refinement and surprisingly low
irice. The chassis is on rugged and
imple lines, consisting primarily of two
erfectly, straight channel steel side
jembers connected by a channel steel
ross member in front of the engine, and
nother channel cross member under the

Cantilever rear springing, final cham drive.

I

and gate-change gear box of the New
t Hudson.

A clutch stop operates on the underside of

propeller-shaft of the New Hudson three-

wheeler.

tremely long cantilevers. The 1,250 c.c.

engine, which is New Hudson manufac-
ture throughout, is a 50° twin mounted
on the chassis by brackets cast integral

with the crank case. Radiating fins on the

cylinders are of exceptional depth ; de-

tachable heads are secured by three bolts

apiece. All valves are overhead, the

rocker gear being encased in aluminium
oil boxes. Between the angle of the

cylinders lies the camshaft, and a Lucas
I'lagdyno is driven directly off the rear

end. Driven by silent chain with idler

adjustment, the starting handle engages

the front end of the camshaft.

A single-plate Ferodo-faced. clutch is

used, from which the drive is taken by

a shaft to a three-speed and reverse gear

box and bevel gear. The final drive is

by chain, tension being readily main-

tained by means of double eccentrics.

Steering is by r^ck and pinion neatly

mounted inside the channel of the front

cross member of the

frame. Both brakes
are on a single drum
on the rear wheel, the

foot brake being inter-

nal, while . the hand
brake is of^fhe calliper

contracting pattern.

The rear wheel is de-

tachable, a distance
piece being integral

with the knock-out
spindle under a special

New Hudson patent.
The top and middle

gears engage by dog clutches, the first

and reverse gears being operated by
sliding pinions. A flexible steel universal
joint is mounted on the rear end of the
clutchshaft. Brake and gear levers are

centrally disposed. The coinplete cars

are of very taking appearance, with|

capacious bodywork finished in dark
blue, electric grey, and stone colour re-

spectively. A dummy radiator of per-

forated .metal fills up a nickel-plated shell

of pleasing aspect. A low single panel
windscreen is mounted on the top of the
shallow facia board. The instrument
board carries the ignition, Magdyno
switches, and the lubricator. Engine
control levers are mounted beneath the
steering wheel. A roomy tool-bo.x is

provided in the tail, and there are two
lockers under the seat, one of which is

occupied by the accumulators.

SCOTT SOCIABLE. (19.)
5 h.p. ; 76.2x63.5 mm. (578 c.c.) ; twin-

cylinder tw'o-stroke
;

petroil. lubri-

cation ; Zenith carburetter
;

gear-

driven magneto ; three-speed _ Scott

gear ; shaft and bevel drive

;

700x80 mm. tyres. Price 260
guineas.

Scott Atjtgcae, Co., Ltd., Bradford.

—

The immense interest shown in the Scott
Sociable is enhanced by the fact that it

is known to have had several vears'

Part sectional diagram of the Scott

Sociable gear box.

testing on the road. Its most interesting

feature is the complete protection which
it offers the driver from bad weather,
whilst those who have driven in it assert

that it is more comfortable than many
cars. It certainly took some of the rough
climbs in this year's Six Days Trials more
convincingly than most of the passenger
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Sectional view of the

flywheel and clutch

of the Scott Sociable.

entries. The technical details of the
machine have -re-

cently been fully

illustrated in The
Motor Cycle.
(October 20th), and
visitors to the Show
spend most of their

time examining the
details from an
'jwner-driver's point
of view with an eye
to maintenance.
The engine is in-

visible, but can be
completely uncovered
by pulling down the
slide above it and
removing the lower
cover. There are

only three greasers

on the chassis. The
gear box is lubri-

cated by engine oil

at long intervals,

and the bevel casing

by grease. The
brake adjustments
are simple, and the

brake bands, being of the internal pattern,

can be renewed in a few minutes after the

wheels have been detached. The entii'e

power unit is attached by foui' nuts.

Complicated as the chassis may appear at

first sight, ii presents no job which the

average owner-driver cannot perform with
ease. Many of the detail fittings of the

chassis deserve close attention—f o r

e.xampl*, the clear vision windscreen, the

method of storing the spare wheel, the
door catches, the hood attachment, and
the dickey seat. A speedometer is fitted

as standard, and driven. off the near side

wheel Accumulators are used for light-

ing, no dynamo being fitted to the present

model. The side lamps are very neatly

sunk in the dash.

STANHOPE. (144a.)
8 h.p. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c) ; two-

cylinder four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves ; splash lubrication ; B. and
B. carburetter ;

gear-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed gear ; belt drive

;

700x80 mm. tyres.

Stanhope Motors (Leeds), Ltd., Dixon
Lane, Lower Wortley, Leeds.—The Stan-

hope three-wheeler is unique in its class

as being the only survivor with one com-
bined driving and steering wheel in front

and two trailing wheels behind. The
details of the front wheel mounting

The Scott Sociable in its Show guise attracts much attention, notwithstanding the fact

that it is located under the Gallery.

deserve close attention. Its bearing is

pivoted in the middle of a long fixed

axle, and the wheel ig steadied by guides
on rollers which are Carried in a fork on a
sleeve fixed to' the axle. ' The entire lay-
out is extremely ingenious, and the steer-

ing appears to be light. The front

10 h.p. water-cooled Blackburne engine used

on one of the T.B. three-wheelers.

springs are quarter-elliptics bolted into

slots in the end of the fixed axle. The
rear axle is solid, carried on cantilever

springs. One advantage of having two
wheels at the stern of the chassis is that

it is easier to fit a broad or heavy body i

without suffering from roll, and a really
i

imposing light delivery van body is shown
mounted on one of the chassis. There
does not appear to be any very striking

reason why the drive should not be taken

to the rear axle, beyond that of saving

weight. Two Whittle belts on variable

puUeys provides a good range of gear

ratios. The exhibit comprises a stripped i

chassis, a two-seater touring model, and
the large delivery van already mentioned.

T.B. {31.

)

8 h.p. J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c.)
; ;

twin - cylinder four - stroke ; side

valves ; splash lubrication ; Amac

:

two - lever carburetter ; chain-

,

driven magneto ; three speeds and
reverse ; sliding gear ; shaft drive

;

'

700x80 mm. tyres. Price £240.

Thompson Bbos. (Bilston), Ltd.,
Bradley Engineering Works, Bilston.—

;

Here is staged one standard chassis,

together with complete samples of the

three models in which the T.B. cycle car

is manufactured, viz., the 10 h.p. air-

cooled touring, 10 h.p. water-cooled tpur-

ing, and a very racy little 8 h.p. ver-

milion sports model.
Cycle car enthusiasts should devote

close attention to the constructional de-

tails of this vehicle, which has been
painstakingly elaborated to stand up on

the abominable roads round Bilston, and
should prove as near fracture-proof under
hard service as is possible. The
manufacturers' experience in aeroplane
work is suggested by the layout of fhe

i|

Threequarter rear view of

the shaft driven T.B.

£50

Speed and weight reduction

are the features of this skeleton-like

sporting T.B.
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Lightweights De Luxe
COMBINED IGNITION
AND LIGHTING

inililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllllllllllllllllillitlillll

Home and Export Buyers will

find our models worthy of the

closest scrutiny. In Design and
Finish they are unsurpassed.

EXHIBITS AT OLYMPIA
STAND 34

In the vicinity of the Pillar Hall.

H.P. STANDARD MODEL, two speeds,

Clutch, and Kick Staiter - 85 Gns.

H.P. DE LUXE MODEL, two speeds,

Clutch, and Kick Start with combined

ignition and lighting complete lOO Gns.

2h H.P. TWO-STROKE MODEL. Single

Speed -_..-_ 66 Gns.

2i H.P. TWO- STROKE MODEL, two
speeds, Clutch and Kick S art 78 Gns.

2^^4

2^

2i h.p. Standard Model.

We concentrate entirely on the

JDroduction of Lightweights.

Distinctive appearance is allied

to robust construction and fine

workmanship.

Re.iable service is assured.

New Catalogue now ready.

FRANCIS & BARNETT LTD.,
Lower Ford Sireet, COVENTRY.

j

III cinsu-ering these adveriiseinent.? it is

NEW METHOD OF
LEARNING FRENCH

LATEST ACHIEVEMENT OF PELMAN
INSTITUTE.

" Do' you think that you could pick up a book of
four hundred pages, written in a language with which
you are unacquainted—say Spanish or Italian—and
containing no English words at all, and read that book
through without having to refer once to a dictionary?

"

_" Of course, I couldn't," you will reply, "such a
thing is impossible."

Certainly, it seems impossible. Yet this is just what
the new method of learning Foreign languages by corre-

spondence, introduced by the well-known Pelman
Institute, now enables you, or anyone else, to do.

An Original Method.
The new Pelman Method o{ Language Instruction is one

of the most remarkable educational achievements of the
century, and, in the opinion of those who have thoroughly
examined it and subjected it to the most stringent teste, it is

certain to exercise a profound influence upon the normal
methods of teaching languages in this and other countries.

The French Course is now ready—courses in other languages
will follow shortly—and is described in a little book entitled

"How to Learn French," which will be sent free to any
reader of The Motor Cycle on application to the address
given below.
The Pelman Method is based on an entirely new principle.

It is a simple method. It presents no diiEculties of any sort,

and the very first lesson of the French Course will amaze you.
There is not a word of English in this lesson, yet you can
read it with ease, and you could do eo even if you didn't

possess the slightest previous knowledge of French. It sounds
almost incredible, but it is perfectly true.

No Vocabularies or Translation

By following this method you can learn French in about
one-third the time usually required. The progress made, even
by those students who have had no previous acquaintance

with the language, is rapid, and by tlie time you have com-
pleted the Course you will be able to read any French book
or newspaper, and to speak French more fluently than can the

average student who has learnt French for years in the

ordinary way. And you will attain this proficiency without
having to spend hours, days, and months studying complicated
and dreary rules of grammar, or memorising long vocabularies.

There is no translation and no dictionary. There are wo
passages of French to be put into English, and no passages

of English to be put into French. You learn the language in

the natural way, just as ,you would do if you were staying in

France. This, of courses makes the .study extremely interest-

ing, so much so that once you begin you wUl go on until you
have completed the Course. By that time you will have
acquired a thorough practical mastery of the language, and
will be able to read, write, and speak French fluently and
correctly.

.
-

Guide to Pronunciation

Another inteiesting feature of the Course is the Guide to
Pronunciation. Hitherto this question of pronunciation has
presented almost insuperable difficulties to those who have
been endeavouring to learn French by correspondence. In the
Pelman French Course this difficulty has been overcome by a
simple and ingenious device, and with the help of this guide
you will have no difficulty in acquiring a correct accent, and
in pronouncing French words as they should and must be
pronounced. Write to-day for a free copy of " How to Learn
French " to the Pelman Institute (Modern Languages Depart-

1 ment), 97, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street, London, W.C.I.

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." Eji
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Threeequarter front view of the Scott Sociable, a double-seated
sidecar type of vehicle bristling with novel features.

This model of the T.B. runabout has a 10 h.p. water-cooled

engine and a roomy and weatherproof body.

chassis, which consists wholly of straight
tubes with welded joints. The engine
and gear box unit can be slid out from

,
the front with remarkable ease. Points

j

of "special interest are the weights of the
!
different models, the sports model scaling

j;
6 cvvt., while the water-cooled touring

I

model comes out at ,7^- cwt.
The starting handle works on the same

principle as a kick-starter, being geared

up 2 to 1, so that a girl should be able
to start the engine. The provision of a
reverse gear is noticeable. There are no
shackles or greasers on the front springs,

which are rigidly bolted at both ends, a
safety leaf beinsr fitted. The rear springs

are of the full cantilever type. The
back wheel can be taken out in five

seconds, and the load is not taken by the
spindle but by the distance pieces. All

three wheels are interchangeable. The
steering column is telescopic to permit of

adjustment for tall or short drivers.

Should any purchaser of an air-cooled

model develop a preference for water-
cooling, the conversion can easily be
made, since a water-cooled core can be
fitted inside the dummy radiator of the
air-cooled models. Provision is made for

fitting a Lucas lighting dynamo.

Suibiton and District M.C.C.

The active Suxbiton and District

M.C.C. is holding its annual dinner at

the Holborn Restaurant on December
ISth at 6.30 p.m., morning dress to be

worn. Tickets for the dinner will be
wailable at Olympia from IMr. J. A.

Masters, Harley-Davidson Stand ; or Mr.
Kaye Don on the Avon Stand ; Mr. F.

Vf. Barnes or Mr. W. B. R?eve on Zenith

Motors Stand; or from Mr. W. Pratt,

Maudes' Motor JMart, 100, Great Port-

and Street, London, W.l.

Redditch and District M.C.C

The autumn reliability trial for members
or the Wicliffe challenge cup and medak
ook place on Saturday, November 20th,

)ver a coui-se of about si.xty-five miles.

The results are as follows:

WICLIFFE CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD
IIEDAL.—L. Sealer (S'/o B.S.A. sc).

SOLO CLASS (Silver Medal].—W. Swiffeu a

Slackbunie}.

PASSENGER CLASS (Silver Medall.—H. Poola

414 B.S.A. 6C.);
•

BEST PEEFOHMANCE by member who bad
tol won a premier award duriug ttia season in any
rial (Gold Medal).—T. Hackett (6-7 B.S.A. 6C.).

SnttonColdfieldandNorthBirminghaniA.C.

Briefly described in our issue of Novem-
)6r 25th, the results of the trial held on
•Jovember 20th are now to hand and are

IS follows:

^EST PEEFOEHAJSrCE OF DAT (Sutfon Cup
indvGold MedaJi.^r. Roberts (3 A.B.C.).

BEST PASSENGER MACHINE (SbeU Cup and
Sold Medal).—H. Morgan (8 Morgan).

3teST AMATEtTE.-J. Roberts (3 A.B.Cl.

IN-STOP PERFORMANCES AND FULL
KS (Silver iSIedals).—B. Kershaw (2% Verus),
Thinsh (4 Triumph), W. H. Eiley (6 A.J.S.
Paynter (3% Norton), F. Giles (6 A.J.S. ec.),

lew (6 Ariel), T. F. Blumfleld (6 Ariel so.), L.
"rowu {8 Acme sc), F. A. Watson (3',:, Sun-

_8c.), 0. Kuhn (2K Verns), and B. L. Bird
.arloe).

CLUB NEWS.
Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A paperchase was held on Saturday,
November 20tli, for the Rudge Cup and
other awards, including a gold medal
presented by Mr. H. R. Davis. The
results are as follows : 1, Rudge Cup and
gold medal, W. H. Bishop (6 A.J.S. so.)

;

2, Howard Davis gold medal. Miss K.
Smith (8 Sunbeam sc.) ; 5, club gold
medal, Cyril Greenwood (5-^- Sunbeam sc).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the
above club was held recently at the
Imperial Cafe, when a good number
of members were present. The read-
ing of the report and balance-sheet
proved the club to be in a satisfactory
position, with a balance in hand of nearly
£30. Mr. T. Haley was elected presi-

dent; Mr. H. E. Ellis captain, and Mr.
J. Baxter, takes up the position of hon.
secretary in place of Mr. Fortune.

It is intended to organise a reliability

trial for Boxing Day, and to hold a
dance, etc., early in the New Year.

North Wales M.C.C.

Tlie North Wales Motor Cycling Club
held its first half-day reliability trial on
November 18th. For a few miles between
Cerrig and Corwen the road was like a
ploughed field. The results are as

follows : Special lady's prize. Miss
Mildred M. Hughes (2^ Clyno) ; 1st,

club gold medal, S. W. Smith (6 A.J.S.
sc.) ; 2nd, club silver medal, Owen
Edwards (3^ 1908 Triumph) ; 3rd, club
bronze medal, Frank Jones (4 Verus).
For next season an attractive pro-

gramme is being prepared. Full particu-
lars are obtainable from the hon.
secretary, Mr. J. Howard Davies, 1,

Ruthin Road, Denbigh.

A Club for Beckenham.
It is proposed to form a motor cycling

club at Beckenham, Kent. Motor cyclists

in the neighbourhood who are interested

should communicate with Mr. H. W.
Turner, 47, Hampden Road, Beckenham.

Belfast and District M.C.

The Belfast and District Motor Club
held its smoker and prize distribution on
Thursday, November 25th, in "the Cafe
Royal. The club was reorganised this

season after Ij'ing dormant during the
war, and, although events only com-
menced in June, it can be said that a
successful season has been experienced.
The three cups, of which the B. and D.
Cup is the only one for a hill-climb—the
Jaffe and Premier Cups being for relia-

bility trials—proved a good draw, and some
interesting racing was witnessed at Carn-
money and elsewhere. A handsome exclu-
sive design has beeir secui'ed for the club
medals, and they formed very attractive
prizes. The following is a list of the
)irincipal events and winnei's

:

HILL-CLIMB, CARNMONEY (lor B. and D
Cup), July 7th.—1 and cup, E. Thompson- (S'A
Rndge): 2, P. Bell (SVi Norton); 3, J. Boston f4

Triumph). Spe<:;ial prize for f.a^test time: J, W.
Shaw {3V-? Norton). Knock-out race: E. Thomp-
son [314 Rudje).
JAFFE CrP TRIAL. ,Tulv 14th.—1 and Cup, S.

Wallace (8 Ees sc): 2, E. Thompson (4 Douglas);
3, ,T. M-Bride (3iA Sunbeam).
PREMIER CUP TRIAL, August 21st.— 1 and

cup, S. Wallace (8 Eex sc), 2, J. Branagh (4^4
Quadrant ec.)-

Bristol M.C.C.

The annual diirner of the Bristol JMotor
Cycle Club was held at headquarters, the
Full Moon Hotel, North Street, Stokes
Croft, on Saturday evening, November
20th, and proved an unqualified success.

About eighty guests paraded, including

several members of the Bath and West
of England Jlotor Club.

to 3
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SOME RANDOM NOTES IN LIGHTER VEIN.

I

T is extraordinary that in these enlightened days some
stand attendants should not know the bore and stroke

of the engines fitted to their -machines.

There's money in the Show ! Those who talk "of trade
depression should go and see the Diamonds, Rubies, and
L.S.D. at Olympia. Oh, there ai'e Bra-dburys, too !

Which is the lighter? The heaviest lightweight or the
jightest heavyweight?

One enterprising firm had its machines unpacked gratis

.by various pressmen.

Sidecar taxi . regulations are having a considerable effect

in improving front wheel brakes.

Many of the exhibits which arrived by train bore traces
of the journey in the shape of damaged handle-bars and
mudguards.

Some of the domed mudguards on big sidecar outfits are
large -enough for small cars.

A placard with the legend "Pity the poor driver'' would
not be out of place on some of the luxurious coupe sidecar
outfits'. Inside the essence of luxury ; outside—well, if it

rains, one gets wet.

The Olympic would naturally find a place in Olympia.

With the Red Indian and the Mohawk at the Show, all

that is missing is Douglas Fairbanks as Two Gun Joe.

Olympia has quite a zoological flavour with the Bat,
AA'olf, Squirrel, and AVhippet.

One three-wheeler actually has five wheels ; for confirma-
tion inspect the Coventry Premier exhibit.

Is it true that the miniature J.E.S. was delayed in the
post? It was certainly a late arrival.

There was nearly a catastrophe on Tuesday when two
healthy adults got into one of the sidecar taxis and omitted
to breathe alternately!

Is it true that an ash tray is given away with every
Corona?

Among motor cycles we have the Sun (including the beam) ;

in cars the Star and the Moon, but the cycle car "Crescent"
ha.c s(-t.

After ddating upon the remarkable power of the brakes
on a certain niathine, the designer was asUod the advantage
cif fitting more than one brake to a wheel, if that brake
w-ould lock the wheel. He later sportingly admitted that
the second brake was in the wrong place.

'

There are cigiiM (Coropuis), as well as the usual Nuts, at
tlie Show this year.
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In view of the taxi sidecar vogue it will be necessary to

quote body space in c.c. in preference to parading its load-

ing capacity.

What with the A.J.S., P.N., C.A.V., BAT-J.A.P., B.S.A.,
M-L, B. and B., NUT, J.E.S., AMAC, L.S.D., L.M.C.,
M.A.G., P. and S., P. and M., T.B.—not forgetting the

100,000 circulation of the " M.C.," there are few letters of

the alphabet left for newcomers.

What is the Kenil worth? and where has the Para eon?

During the rush on the opening days one of our staff re-^

tired for what he tei-med a "snack," and got litUe change
out of a semi-Bradbury.

On going to press the following queries reach ue : Who ,

made the Tan Sad, the Sun beam, the Mag lita, and the
Clav rite ?

A reader asks : Since you prai.se the big twin James, do
you consider Jimmy the lightweight champion?

Extremes meet at Olympia, there is the AU-on and the
Nort-on.

Really motor cycles are precious things ! Some arrived at

the Show wearing felt body belts, others had wa.terpro<r{

papei' coverings, whilst those of the Elite had fancy striped-

flannel pyjamas.

Wanted, a name for the motor bicycle and sidecar taxi.

Here are a few suggestions—others are invited : Taxicle,\.

Tricab, Taxibus, Omnicycle, Bicab, Taxiette, and Sidecab. -

A depaa'ture from the Corinthian architecture of the average
stand contractor is seen at the Alecto exhibit, for the stand
is surrounded by lengths of roller chain—supported in ^aceful
festoons, between pedeatals topped by two-stroke cylinders.

Evidently there is no chain shortage now !

In these days of coachbuilt bodies, on even tlje lightest of

sidecar chassis, we are apt to forget the one-time popular
cane arrangements, but recollections are jogged by a single

example on the Willowbrook Co.'s stand.

A rough survey shows that there is £20 difference between
the cheapest and most expensive of the single-geared twO:
strokes.

Only one representative of the four-speed gear box remains
and that is on the lightweight Olympic.

One merchant kindly promised a member of our staff to

talk far hours on the morrow, to demonstrate the advant-
ages of the inflatpr connection.

, As a "wind up," a fancy dress parade is proposed for

Saturday evening at the Show in aid of St. Dunstan's.
Arrangements were in hand at the lime this issue went tn

press.

The Cowey speedometer calibrated to 60 m.p.h. seems
rather a luxury on the Dayton tricycle—whicli has a maximum
speed of 11 m.p.h.
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FOUR-STROKE ENGINES AT OLYMPIA
Some Examples of Power Units produced by Engine

Specialists, and fitted to Many Machines.

J.A.P.

2| h.p., 70 mm. X 76 mm., 292 c.c.

4 h.p., 85.5 mm^X 85 mm., 488 c.c.

PRECISION.

10 h.p., 85 mm.X % mm., 1,096 c.c

BLACKBURNE.
5-6 h.p., 71 mm.X 88 mm., 696 cc.

8 h.p., 85 mm.X 88 mm., 998 c.c.

lOh.p., 85 mm.X 97 mm., 1,100

M.A.G.

h.p., 82 mm.
K 102.5 mm., y

1,100 CO.

J.A.P.

% h.p., 64.5 mm. X 76 mm., 499 c.c.

5.6 h.p., 70 mm. X 85 mm., 654 c.c.

6 h.p., 76 mm. X 85 mm., 770 c.c.

8 h.p., 85.5 mm. X 88 mm., 976 c.c.

BLACKBURNE,
2-1 h.p., 71 mm.X 88 mm., 348 c.c,

4 h.p., 85 mm. X 88 mm.. 499 c.c.

M.A.G.

3i h.p., 64 mm.X 77 m.m., 496 c.c.

5 h.p., 64 mm. X 92 mm., 592 c.c.

8 h p., 82 mm. x 94 mm., 1,000 c.c.

t>-

The method of

driving the mag-
neto on the 10

h.p. Blackburne,

Precision, and 8

h.p. M.A.G. cycle

car engines will

be observed. The
10 h.p. 90°

M.A.G. is also a

cycle car engine COVENTRY VICTOR.
5-7 h.p., 75 mm.X 78 mm., 688 c.c
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In this and subsequent pages

A further instalment will

ring support for

the peak makes
the Brooks B173
ddle especially

comfortable.

One of the several combinations of Tan-Sad
Units—the cantilever spring saddle used

in conjunction with the %vell-known pillion

seat, with a tool bag at the extreme rear.

Exceptional value is the aim of the makers

in introducmg this well-made Millers light-

weight lamp.

The Oleo plug-testing device.

The new Bowden straight-

pull pedal. Behind it may
be seen the Bowden master

control, which allows cither

hand or fool operation for

the clutch.

Clean external appear-

ance of the Cowey horn
does not belie the effici-

ency of its mechanism.

Supplied in either

nickel or all-black

finish, this Cowey
handle-bar watch has

a special movement to

withstand vibration.

A foot-warmer by Messrs. Dunhill, Ltd.,

a useful accessory for the sidecar.

BJ6

many of the useful accessories displaced at Olympia are reviewed,

be published in next Thursday's issue of "The Motor Cycle."

Clayton- VVbight, Ltd., Birmingham
(2, ground floor).—An exhibit of fiorns

and handle-bar mirrors of exceedingly
good finish. A special feature of tht
former is that the twists are concealed
within the bell of the horn, while tire

latter- are distinctive on account of the
positive" locking arrangements which
secure the mirror in various positions.

E. Sho'.vell and Sons, Ltd., Birming-
ham (8, ground floor).—These specialists

in motor cycle lubrication apparatus show
examples of the Best semi-automatic drip

feed oil pump and the Lamplugh me-
chanical lubricator, which may be driven
from the timing, gear of the engine ; it

has a variable throw for the plunger,
which is controlled in conjunction with
the throttle.

RtTBBEaiNB, Ltd., London, N.W. (12,

ground floor).—As a means of protecting
the valve stems and guides from the
effects of dust and grit, and also as a
guard against air leaks which will inter-

fere with starting, some form of cover is

desirable. The F.E.W. valve spring
protector is an admirable device of this

nature, and it entirely encloses the valve

springs.

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., London,
E. (14, ground floor).—Robbialac enamels

are well-known to every motor cyclist

wlio attempts to renovate his own
machine. Many examples of work done,

in every colour used on motor cycles, are

shown. The transparent enamels for

protecting plating during the winter

months should also be borne in mind.

Howard C. Cooke, Ltd., Birmingham
(16, ground floor).—The Cooke plug, with
its efficient Steatite insulator, is one
which is so well-known that it is un-

necessary to do more than mention that

it is on view.

Easting Windscreens, Ltd., Briming-
ham (154, ground floor).—As one travels

the roads of this country it is impossible

to ignore the fact that almost every other

touring sidecar met is equipped with an
Eastiiig windscreen. This device has
been further improved (in the Royal
model) by the telescopic arms which
carry it being hinged in a position near
the dash, thus permitting the whole
screen and apron to be raised, allowing
the passenger to enter without the neces-

sity of disturbing the adjustments in any
way. The screen may bo raised or

lowered to almost any extent, so that it

is either below the passenger's view or

is erected to form an absolutely weather-
proof canopy. A lightweight model is

also lieing made.

Another toot-muff marketed by Messrs,

Dunhills, Ltd., which will be highly

appreciated by fair passengers during

the cold weather.

An optional addition to the Magdyno or

dynamo lighting set, the Lucas electric

horn which may be used also in conjunction

with accumulator equipment.
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Ollaed, WBSTCOirBE AND .Co., Birming-

ham (156, ground floor).—Amongst the

pioneer makers of protecting devices for

sidecar passengers, the Cameo windscreen

mnst not be overlooked ; its neat appear-

ance commends it, while the 'detachable

apron and side curtain guard against the

ingress of rain at the front and deflect

cnrrents of air at the side.

Hans Eenold, Ltd., Manchester (221).

—As pioneers of chain drive, the house

of Hans Renold has attained an unassail-

able position. Despite the satisfactory

service which has been obtained in the

past, efforts towards improvement have
not been neglected, and it is noteworthy

that the ultimate braking load of the

|in. pitch chains has been increased from
2,5(X) lb. to 5,000 lb. A new type of

spring clip connection is bein^ introduced

for the roller chain, but it will not come
into universal use until early in next

year. Advantages claimed for it are that

it cannot be thrown off or broken at high

speeds, and it is, therefore, admirably

suited for racing machines. A very in-

structive exhibit on the Renold stand is

a running chain, arranged for observation

by means of the rotoscope. This permits

the engagement of the chain and sprocket

to be observed at high speed, as if it

were stationary, and is a practical demon-
stration of the accuracy of workman-
ship in both chain and spro'dket. A
uew type of chain rivet extracting tool

is also shown, and it eliminates all the

disadvantages of previous types. It is,

moreover, practically unbreakable, and
may be used on both old and new pattern

1 roller chains-.

Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd., Birming-

ham (217).—This stand is devoted to a

very complete display of the Lucas Mag-
dyno outfit, as well as examples of the

Thomson-Bennett magnetos, and the

Lucas six volt dynamo. As is generally

known, the Magdyno is a mechanical
combination of these two units, hence the

absolute independence of the lighting

and ignition circuits in its construction.

Motor cycHsts will note that the mag-
netos which have hitherto been known as

Thomson-Bennett will, in future, bear

the Lucas name,' since the former com-
pany is controlled by Messrs. Joseph
Lucas, Ltd. Those who are not familiar

with the internal construction of the

Hagdyno aj^paratus" will be able to

satisfy their curiosity by examining the

carefully sectioned models which are

shown. These are fitted with a small

hand wheel in place of the driving

sprocket, so that the armatures of the

magneto and dynamo, with their inter-

connecting train of gearing, may be
rotated. No great alteration has been
found necessary in the general construc-

tion of the outfits, but there are detail

!
improvements in the lamps and fittings.

An electric horn also' has been introduced
Ito work in connection with the set, and
1 special terminal is provided in the
switch box.

i 3. A. Eyley, - Birmingham (220j_.—
: Single-cylinder two-stroke enthusiasts
who sigh for dynamo lighting on their
nachines should not fail to visit this

tand, where may be seen the B.T.H.
aagneto lighting set. which was recently
lescribed in The Motor Cycle. This

ievice makes use of the. extra maximum

f^m(^iM

Great shock-absorbing capabilities

are claimed for the Brampton
sprmg link cham.

Roberts and Hibbs

adjustable belt

fastener used on the

New Scale machines.

Rear and sidecar

Holdtite lamp.

Two types of Easting windscreens—the

Royal, which is carried on telescopic arms

hinged in front of the sidecar door; and

a lightweight model.

.Attachment of the Miller rt-r light does

not necessitate drilling the number plate

Almost the neatness of an electric lamp

is attained in the acetylene set made by

the IVlechanical Products Co.

I
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position of the armature which, ot

course, is not used for ignition on single-

cylinder two-stroke engines. The excess

primary current is distributed by a cen-

trifuga'lly-operate'd brush to an insulated

segment on an extension of the contact

breaker. This segment is connected to a

battery carried on the handle-bar head

lamp bracket from which tlfe current for

head and tail lamps is drawn. The bat-

tery is of special construction to avoid

splashing of the acid. A complete set is

shown working. In addition to this

there is a complete battery lighting set

for sidecar outfits which will be known
as the J.A.R.,' and a new type of the

well-known French Vita sparking plug is

there. This is . of very small overall

dimensions, but it nevertheless has a de-

tachable insulator, and is specially re-

commended for two-stroke engines. A
series of spring clips for attaching acety-

lene lamp tubing to motor cycle frame

and carrier tubes is also a speciality of

the exhibitors.

Herbeet Terry and Soxs, Ltd., Red-
ditch (213).—Although the private motor
cyclist may be inclined to pass the dis-

play of Terry springs, if he pauses a

moment to look amidst the resplendent
display, he will recognise many familiar

components. In fact almost every special

type of spring suitable for no matter
what machine is on exhibition ; indeed,

looking into the glittering cases it is im-

possible to imagine any wizardry in the
manipulation of spring steel which this

specialist firm would fail to accomplish.

Lodge Plugs Ltd., Rugby (219).—The
high standai'd of finisli and reliability

associated with the Lodge name is, of

course, maintained, and one or two in-

novations have been introduced. Per-
haps the most interesting is the new two-
stroke plug, which is of the single point
variety having a detachable central elec-

trode and insulator. Another model,
which has proved to be highly satisfac-

tory under most strenuous conditions, is

the model K racing plug which was used
by the winners of both senior and junior

T.T. races in the Isle of Man this year.

The well known Lodge sign which con-

sists of 150 plugs sparking merrily cannot
fail to be noticed.

Powell and Ha.vmer, Ltd., Birming-
ham (215).—The high standard of light

ing equipment in which this firm has
specialised is well maintained by every
-item in its sliow cases, while to those
interested in electric installations the P.

and H. dynamo set will have special

attractions. It is shown not only in its

component parts but also mounted upon
two machines. _one a well-known single-

cylinder and the other an equally famous
flat twin. The pulley of the dynamo con-

tains a spring clutch device which discon-

nects the drive when the speed tends to

become excessive ; the transmission is by
means of a leather link belt. Amongst
the electric head lamps is one of a new-

type having a very deeply cowled front,

'riiis is a feature which hitherto appeaii3

to have been neglected on electric lamps
which, especially in foggy weather, tend
to throw* an excessive glare upwards: a
cowl, of course, should prevent this. In-

cidentally, it is curious to note that one
example of this lamp is carefulh- fitted

up on the same bracket as an acetylene

generator—possibly an oversight in the

rush of show preparation.

E59
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This Dekla horn presents an

admirably clean exterior.

Patchquicks, Ltd., Tiverton (209).—In
Equipment for tyre repair thename Patch-

quick has become a household word. To
endeavoui' to add any comments or eulogy

to the excellence of these well-known pro-

ducts would be fruitless.

DuNHiLLS, Ltd., London (214).—

A

general display o£ accessories and motor
clothing justifies the slogan of this

house which indicates that everything

for the motorist is obtainable but the

machine. A splendid collection of light-

ing equipment, both electric and acety-

lene, is to be seen, and some specially

neat lamps of the former variety are sold

Neatness arj^

efficiency
character i s e

the Cowey
speedometer.

as comnlete sets for sidecar outfits.

Noticeable also are the small separate

deilecLurs for motor cycle acetylene rear

lamps.

Apollo Plug Mfg. Co., London (199).

—A new type of plug is being made by
this firm, which has already earned an
enviable reputation with its manufac-
turers. This new plug is of the detach-
able variety, and has a mica insulation.

A heavy central electrode with a nickel

firing point is used, and this is designed
to dissipate as rapidly as possible the
heat to which it is subjected. In addi-
tion to this, standard types of plugs are
shown, while to be mentioned as a suit-

able Christmas
present for a
motor cyclist is

A rear spring-frame

attachment for cxist-

m% machines —' the

Warnc r— exhibited

by the East London
Rubber Co.

Special requirements demand special

fitments, hence the sturdy construction

of this Brooks trunk for the sidecar

luggage grid.

a plush case of four plugs. A range of

Apollo electric horns are also to be seen
;

they are remarkable for purity and penetra-

tion of tone and low current consumption.

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., London
(172).—Innumerable accessories, but one
which will appeal especially to motor
cyclists is the Cearns spare tube carrier.

This is a simple case of spun aluminium
which is clipped to any convenient frame
tube of the machine ; a single central

bolt with wing uut around which the
tube is wound holds the two parts
together.

C. BiNKS, Ltd., Eccles, Manchester
(169).—Amongst the exhibits special at-

tention must be drawn to the new Binks
sparking plugs. This has been produced
with the intention of providing a plug
comparable with the best at about half

the price usually charged. The plug is

of very small dimensions with a non-
detachable insulator. The single point is

By removing the

high - tension ter-

mmal and contact-

breaker cover of the

Fello'vs magneto the

depredations of the

thief are hindered.

Large domed
guards are a

speciality of the

Coventry Plating

and Presswork

Company.

An example of Hoffmann "Big End" roller

bearings (left) dissected, and (right) in its

complete form.

Sphinx Manufactoring Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham (179).—The name Sphinx
and high - class sparking plugs are
synonymous. A large variety of patterns
are made, including the bar type with
both mica or ceramic insulators. These
plugs have been proved to be satisfactory
on practically all types of engine, but a
special two-stroke model is also shown."
Tliis has a detachable steatite insulator. -

Conveniently placed

pockets are an addi-

tional advantage on
the College mud shield.

of pure nickel, and the design is one
which is likely to obviate any trouble

from shorting due to over lubrication.

The well-known three-jet carburetter re-

mains unaltered in principle, but slight

constructional improvements have been
introduced, and very careful efforts have
been made to render it suitable for fitting

to all types of machines ; a large variety

of special induction pipes and hot air in-

takes are also shown for use on every
type of machine. An entirely new
arrangement, which will appeal to

Morgan owners especially, is an inter-

connected foot and hand control.

MiDDLEMonES (Coventey), Ltd. (166).

—A display of leather, goods for motor
cycle use. Standard types of toolbags

'

.Mid saddles arc promineflt.

Stonkhouse Works Co., West Brom-
wicli (177)..—Motor cyclists who require A new concave knee-

footboards or foolrests for the conversion grip Introduced by
of old type niacliiiios may see many suit- Alfred Roberts & Co.
able patterns made by this firm. They Ltd. The rim Is of

can be obtained through all agents. soft rubber.

Few parts are used in the Lamplugh y
mechanical pump ; the throw of the _-

plunger is varied by an eccentric working
'

on the reduced part and controlled with

the throttle.

Amac, Ltd., Birmingham (179).—In
view of the many suggestions which arise
from time to time that controls should
be standardised, it is interesting to note
that the new Amac cSllniretter levers
are completely interchangeable, may be
used on either side of the handle-oar's,
and arranged to open either inwards or
outwards. The complete control itself

may also be altered relative to the
handle-bar, in order that it may he
brought to the most convenient position.
Of the carburetters themselves, tliere is

little to say, since they are well known
and justly popular with- a great number
of motor cyclists. Single-lever and two-
lever models are
shown, also a
number of varia-

tions, vertical

and horizontal,

etc., to suit dif-

ferent types of

engines. There
is also a minia-
ture carburetter.

The FIcxIfork, a new

component shown on

the East London
Rubber Co.'s stand.
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The Cameo windscreen i:

side curtain.

fitted with a

A special short lever for the operation

of compression release valves, made by

Bcwden Wire, Ltd.

Clayrite horns have the turns con-

cealed mside the bell.

The centrifugaliy-operated distributer brush
for the lighting circuit on the ingenious

B.T.H. lighting and ignition set.

A combination bracket

lor accumulator casmg
and electric lamp of

Hunt manufacture.

0ir©i^((teLii

Chas. El. Plgh, Ltd., Birmingham
(181).—The chief feature of interest is,

of course,
.
the _ Senspray carburetter,

which, however, has not been modified
for 1921. The float chamber and Ijody

consist of aluminium die castings of very
clean appearances, and the damping
device on the vaporiser which allows the
carburetters to be made sensitive or auto-

matic at will has been retained.

British Hub Co., Ltd., Birmingham
(186).—Any motor cyclist who contem-
plates building up a cycle car from com-
.ponents will find all he requires in the
way of hubs. The sidecar hubs especially

are characterised by the large diameter
of the spindles and bearing cups. There
are two types of axle, one intended to be
brazed in and the other having a cone
and nut fixing.

Sueridge's P.ATENTS, Ltd. , London,
S.E. (187).—The principle underlying the
Holdtile patch is clearly shown by dia-

grams and actual examples. This repair-

patch, when properly applied to a punc-
tured or torn inner tube, is claimed to

hold the damaged part in such a way as

to prevent any further spreading of the
trouble. Another special feature shown
is a range of cast aluminium sidecar and
tail lamps of pleasing appearance and
moderate price. In addition to these are
shown the Surridge gas-bag connections
for acetylene lamps.

Stuhmey-Archer Ge.4rs, Ltd., Notting-
ham (190).—The general familiarity of

motor cyclists with this well-known com-
ponent gear box in both its light and
heavy forms renders comment almost un-
necessai'y. The enquiring rider, however,
who has never dismantled his gear box,
will be interested to study the cases of

internal parts which are displayed. The
high class of workmanship and simple
construction of both the two and three-

speed boxes are at once apparent.

Bluemel Bros., Ltd., Coventry (188).

—

The chief item of interest is the celluloid

windscreen for sidecars. This screen
is not of the adjustable type, but remains
as a semi-permanent fixture on the upper
part of the sidecar. In conjunction with
a dash over the door it provides very
complete protection for the passenger,
both front and side draughts being
guarded against. Other items shown
are inflators and similar accessories, in

which celluloid plays an important part.

Ernest H. Hill, Ltd., Sheffield (210).

—A very full range of bulb horns and
foot inflators.

TiMSON Bros., Birmingham (206).

—

Several items which will appeal to motor
cyclists. The most prominent are two
tyre inflators ; these break away from
conventional lines in an accessory which
one would have imagined to be almost
incapable of further improvement. The
first is the Burn Easy Fix, which has
an integral push-on connection secured

at the end of the barrel. The plunger
is of the solid steel rod in place of the
more usual tube, and, owing to the non-
leaking quality of the connection, a very
high pressure can be attained in a few
strokes. In fact, it is claimed that the

efficiency of the hand pump is as great

as that of the average foot pump. The
other inflator is known as the D.A. Its

connection is of the ordinary type, but,

owing to an ingenious one-way valve, it

747

An inflator connection, always ready for

use, is carried in the D.A. pump— it is

ejected by the air pressure of the pump
itself. Exhibited by Timson Bros.

A neat and substan-

tial Lucas electric

tail lamp.

A neat Powell and
Hanmer electric
head lamp with a

deflecting cowl.

Stonehouse aluminium spring footboards.

Dunhill s set Oi ,.j
^

electric lamps 'i
i-

for sidecar
outfits.

Compactness is the keynote o! design

in the new M-L magneto for large

V and flat twin engires.

E6I
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Accessories at the Show.

—

is permanently carried in the " business
end " of the pump, and is ejected for
use by a stroke of the handle. It does not
leak in whatever position it is used. Fit-
ments to be noted here are the M.A.P.
detachable mica sparking plug, which is

guaranteed for an indefinite period, and
the Shaler five minutes vulcaniser, which
makes^ use of combined patch and heat
units in an extremely simple mannei'.

Beovpn Begs., Ltd., London (191).

—

The exhibit of these well-known factors
is a show in itself, as almost all Ijinds

of accessories and tools are to be seen,
in addition to a number of component
parts, such as gear boxes, footrests, foot-

boards, and saddles. Fittings of every
description, and almost every type of
lighting set are exhibited. Accessories
such as aluminium wheel discs, leg
guards, and windscreens are also
prominent, while there is a complete
range of motorists' clothing. Those who

Part sectional view of the popular Binks

three-jet carburetter.

are interested in motor repair work will

find much that will appeal to them in the
tool section of this stand ; an item of

special interest to the enthusiastic
mechanic being one of the latest S^in.

Drumraond lathes, which is replete with
all manner of accessories and conveni-
ences, such as integral electric motor
drive, an overhead milling attachment
and dividing arrangement.

The Coventry Ch.\in Co., Ltd.,
Coventry (192).—Various applications of
inverted tooth and roller chains, together
with a large number of photographs
showing machines equipijed with the pro-

ducts of this company. Of interest, also,

are a number of miUing cutters, which
are used for the production of stan-

dardised chain sprockets.

Tan-Sad Works, Birmingham (194).

—

Probably one of the most talked of fittings

in the Show is the new Tan-Sad No
Hurts motor cycle saddle. This is

attached to the carrier of a motor cycle

A section oi the new Cox-Atmos float

chamber with integral filter.

External view of the well-known Brown
and Barlow pilot jet carburetter.

THROTrLC LEveH STOP ADJUSTING SCOEW
THPOTrLe LfVtR

ADJUSTING atPEW
for PIPE ro
'ANNUUAP GROOVE.

Lsik-^2)

Aluminium castings ore a

feature of the Scnspray car-

buretter, which can be made
sensitive or automatic at will

e6z

PIPE \o ANNULAR OROOVfi lr\ tHOKC TUBl

A carburetter of simple construction—the specia'

claim of the Dcgory is its extreme economy.
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by the left and right-hand thread lock-

ing attachment which has been familiar-

ised on the Tan-Sad pillion. The seat

portion of the saddle is carried on the
forward extremity of two laminated leaf

springs, the action of which is controlled

by a long swinging link. Movement oi

the saddle, therefore, is in an almost

vertical plane, and provides a remarkabl(
degi'ee of comfort, so much so that th<

necessity for a spring frame (as far ai

the rider is concerned) is eliminated
Various arrangements of the saddle ar(

shown, the chief differences being in thi

method of carrying the tool bags anc

the addition of a pillioil seat. Particu
iars of the Tan-Sad pillion riding insur

ance policy may be obtained, and anothe
exhibit, although not of immediate moto
cycle interest, is the Tan-Sad ali-meta

seat for workers. This is suitable fo

office or works, and is indestructibl

and extremely comfortable. It has a:

adjustable back rest.

SOME TYPES OF
CARBURETTERS AT

THE SHOW.

Standard type two-lever Amac carburetter adcj

on many makes of motor cycles at the ShS

A new French carburetter

—

the single-lever Vici.

One lever control is used on the Claudai- 'i

Hobson carburetter, in conjunction with

an a-r compensating device for starting.

1
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Id. stamped ad&ressed envelope for re^ly. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly ani on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects-

Electric Lighting for Lightweights.

Will you let me know if you
recommend electric lighting for a

lightweight motor cycle? At
present I am using acetylene
lamps, which are very unsatis-

factory. Would you suggest that the

. vibration -upsets the bulbs of electric

lamps?—J.C.H.
An accumulator or dry battery lighting

set should answer all reasonable require-

ments, provided you do not undertake
long journeys which involve continuous
use of the lamps for five or six hours, or
more. Good quality metal filament bulbs
will not suffer unduly from the effects of

vibration.

Converting a Magneto for Lighting.

Is it possible to convert an
"^Tl old magneto into a low voltage

> dynamo ? If so, will you please
-1-1 tell me 'how it could be done '

—A.R.
The best way of using an old magneto
'or lighting purposes is to remove the

:ontact breaker and the winding. Then
vind as much 22 g. insulated wire on to

he armature as you can get on. and
eplace the contact breaker with a

simple two-part commutator. By using
two collector brushes on this, you will be
able to use the dynamo for accumulator
charging as well as direct lighting. It

tt'ould be advisable to buy some simple
handbook on dynamo construction before
undertaking any w-ork of this kind.

Freshening Accumulators.

(1.) I wish to give my accu-
mulator a freshening charge
periodically during the winter.
The electrical supply here (Mor-
peth) is 240 volts" (d.c), an<}

charging rate must not exceed
1 ampere ; a little less will not matter.
What arrangement of lamps or re-

sistance would you advise? (2.) My
battery has apparently been filled with
the usual English solution, 1.22 s.g.

;

the stronger American solution, 1.3, is

what is recommended. What difference

does the stronger solution make ?

—

F.L.J.
(1.) You should use -two 32 c.p. carbon
bulbs in parallel as a resistance w'hen
charging the accumulator from a 240 volt

supply (direct current). (2.) The slight

difference in the specific gravity of the
two solutions is ne£;li!^ible. ^

Converting Hub Geared Machine.

I have a 1914 4 h.p. Triumph

^ with hub gear, which is not in

> good order, and have
_
been

-1-1 thinking seriously of having a

countershaft gear box fitted. I

know that I shall require a new rear

wheel, but will the top and bottom
countershaft stays fit the other part of

the 1914 frame? What about the belt

and chain line when I order the new-

parts, also will the engine sprocket fit

where the belt pulley is now? The

the
rest of the machine is in fine order,

and I think it would be worth while
having a countershaft gear fitted.

—

R.J.N.
You would be able to fit the new pattern
top and bottom stays to the 1914 frame,
and we do not think there would be any
difficulty in fitting the sprocket to the
engine shaft ; but you would probably
find it better to sell the present machine,
and get a countershaft model, as you will

find many little details will require slight

alteration—such as alteration in the
brakework and making provision for the
primary chain cover, and the expense will

probably be as great as the increased
outlav which will be incurred.

T'-^agjitiriiaBi^c

Show-time is usually a period of activity at Brooklands, and many are the records attempted at this period. On the left is seen

B. Tudor Thompson with a stripped overhead valve Douglas, while on the right is D. R. O'Donovan with a Velocette

m racmg trim.
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When to Decarbonise.

My 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson

?'
I

was new this year, and I have
run about 2,800 miles, and want

-2J to run a similar distance next
season without any loss- in effi-

ciency. Should I take the engine down
and decarbonise? I have not noticed

any falling oif in the running of the

engine. I understand that large

capacity' engines with low compression
do not require very frequent attention

in this respect.—F.L.J.

If the engine does not show any signs of

falling oft' in power, there is no need for

you to dismantle it.

Sidecars for Travellers' Use.

We have endeavoured as far^ as possible to go into the question

> of supplying our representatives
-2J with up-to-date sidecar . outfits.

Would you be good enough to

give your views as to whether there is

a great saving in time and cost over
railway travelling?—M.S. and Co.

You do not state the nature of the
journeys which your representatives have
to undertake. If, for instance, they do
long distances to places which are served
by main line trains, the motor cycle will

show to disadvantage in the matter of

time. Generally speaking, however, the

motor cycle is much better than the

raihvay, since there is no time wasted in

getting to and from the railway stations

or in finding transport between calls. A
good working estimate of cost is about
3d. per mile for a sidecar outfit ; this,

of course, covers all charges, such as

garage, insurance, depreciation, etc.

Needless to say, a considerable amount
of luggage can be carried.

Extraordinary Plug Trouble.

I ride a 1919 3-^ h.p. Rudge-
Multi with Swan sidecar, and
have covered nearly 10,000 miles.

I admit that I ride consistently
averaging regularly very fairly

speeds on long runs, but do not
My engine gets

fast

high
drive unreasonably.
fairly hot—far beyond the "hand on
crank case " stage, though for the most
part I over-oil. Last season I broke
four e.xhaust valves, but found this

due to weak spring and a sloppy guide.

I am now experiencing a lot of plug
trouble ; the points of a new plug burn
to a useless stage after about 800 miles,

whereas I rode my first 5,000 miles on
one plug. My engine has just been
most thoroughly overhauled, new
valves, guides, springs, and piston
rings, and I have since ridden about
400 miles. I found great difliculty in

staHiiig to-day, and on removal of the
plug (a standard three-point pattern)
I found the centre point non-existent,
and the distance between other points
absurd. Perhaps you can enlighten
me as to why I have burnt out five
plug.s in about 4,000 miles?—K.M.

The sparking plug trouble which you
have experienced is most unusual, and
we do not recollect having met with any
similar case. It seems most unlikely
that .you would have obtained several
defective plugs one after the other, but
at (lie same time this appears to be the
only explajiation.

e6

Carbon in Piston Ring Grooves.

I have a 1913 6 h.p. Clyno side-

^Tl car outfit, and since being decar-

^ bonised the front cylinder refuses

-U to fire evenly at any speed, and
ceases altogether when the

throttle is opened beyond half-way.

Everything" has been carefully tested.

\^alve and ignition timing checked on

both cylinders, no air leaks, new plugs

fitted, new valve springs, and the petrol

system appears perfect. The carbu-

retter is variable B. and B. The
carbon deposit was very thick behind

the rings on both pistons and was re-

moved, but while the front cylinder

will not fire, the back runs well. It

has been suggested that the piston

rings are at fault. When the engine

was taken down it was running per-

fectly, and the timing and carburetter

setting are precisely the same as then.

The utmost care was taken in every

way.—R.G.H.
If you are (juite sure that there are no

air "leaks either at the joints of the in-

duction pipe or at the inlet valve stems,

it would appear that the faulty mnning
is due to the removal of the carbon from

the piston ring grooves. This trouble is

often experienced in the case of fairly old

machines, and we think the best thing to

do would be to have the piston ring

grooves trued up. and to have special

oversize rings made to fit them.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Nov. 29th.-Dec 4lh

—

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Dec. 10th - 19th—
Brussels Show.

Dec 27th 2Slh—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Ran.

Jan. 2Sth to Feb. 5th, 1921—
Scottish Molor Exhibition, Ketvin Hall.

Glasgow.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.

Birmingham to Soaebohough.—H.S.H.

Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Tam-
worth, Ashby - de - la - Zouch, Breedoii,

Castle Donington, Long Eaton, Notting-

ham, Daybrook, Mansfield, Worksop,
Blyth, Bavvtry, Ansterfield, Finningley,

Thome, Goole, Howden, Holme, Market
Weighton, Middleton, North Daltoii,

Driffield, Langtoft, Scarborough.

Herne Hill to Edinburgh.—R.L.J.

Heme HiH, Denmark Hill, Kenning-
ton Road, Westminster Bridge, Bird
Cage Walk, Hyde Park Corner, Park
Lane, Edgware Road, Baker Street, Park
Road, Kentish Town, Highgate Road,
Hatfield, Welwyn. Stevenage, Baldock,
Biggleswade, Tempsford, Eaton Socon,

Buckdeu, Alcoitbury, Stilton, Wans-
ford, Stamford, Grantham, Newark,
Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster,
Wentbridge, Ferrybridge, Micklefield,

Aberford, Wetborby, Boroughbridge,
Ijeeming Bar, Catterick, Scotch Corner,
Piercebridge, Bishop Auckland, Durham,
Chester-Ic-Street, Newra.stle, Ponteland,
Kirkwhelpington, OtterbUrn, Byrness,
Carter Bai-, Jcdburgb, Melrose, Stow,
Gorebridge, Edinburgh.

A Meritorious Performance.

The special prize for the mos't

meritorious performance in the Ballard's

Cup trial, which took place on October

30th, was awarded to H. Guy, who rode .

a 2J h.p. Coulson B.

An Effort towards Stability.

Complaints of late have been frequent'

regarding the diflSculty of giving firm

quotations, owing to the rapid and un-

foreseen increases in the cost of raww
materials, but as an endeavour to cufc
out this diflScultj' as far as it concerns'

users of weldless steel tubing and tubular
parts, Messrs. Accles and Pollock, Ltd.*

of Oldbury, Birmingham, propose that

no orders booked by them shall be subject

to fluctuation in price in respect of all

deliveries up to July 31st, 1921.

An Amalgamation in the Acetylene
World.

The two chief firms in the dissolved

acetylene industry have now amal-

gamated, and in future Messrs. Alleri.-

Liversidge, Ltd., and the Dissolved
Acetylene Co., Ltd., will continue their

business under the general title of Allan-

Liversidge, Ltd. Also included in this

amalgamation is the companv of Imperial,

Light, Ltd.

Calibrating Jet Sizes. .'

Some veiy interesting remarks conr

cerning jet sizes appear in a new boofe
let describing the Senspray carburetter.

The makers, Messrs. Charles H. Pugh,
Ltd., Whitworth Works, Tilton Road,
Birmingham, announce that in future

all Senspray jets will be calibi-at-ed in

an up-to-date manner. The figures wiB
represent the number of cubic centimetres

of petrol passing per minute under a
pressure due to a convenient standardised
head of. petrol. As an example, the old

No. 24 jet will now be marked 45 c.c.

The equivalent from Nos. 24 to 26 are
given in cubic centimetres opposite pagff I

18 of the booklet.

l\

Running a Cycle Car.

The following are extracts from the

log of a Bleriot-Whippet cycle car owner,

and are interesting as showing the

economy of this type of vehicle : Total

mileage, 7,000 miles. Average miles per

day, 56 miles. Petrol consimiption, S2

m.p.g. Petrol consumption after special

tuning, 66 m.p.g. Oil consumption,

average 550 m.p.g. Oil consumption in

hilly and hard country, 430 m.p.g. Toj
"

weight, 19 cwt. Maximum speed all
'

for one mile, 50.4 m.p.h. Maxim
speed with favourable wind, no pas-

senger, half mile, 56 m.p.h. Average
m.p.h. with luggage, under favourable

conditions, 25.9. No mechanical stop for

7,000 miles. Original tyres are still on

the car. and unpunctured—an excellent

rcc(ir<l for Ivres and car.

(

hst
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rhe Biggest Dealers

in the South.

*>Jot only are we the biggest dealers in the

5outh, but also probably the o'dest We
entered the motor cycle business in 1898.

!)ur long experience and reputation has
mabled us to procure a selection of

igencies that probably no other firm can
>8er you. Here are some of them—

^.J.S.

lORTON

:enith

lATCHLESS

lEW IMPERIAL

lARTINSYDE

LEVIS

TRIUMPH

MORGAN

ENFIELD

HUMBER

FRANCIS-BARNETT

Ve can give delivery of 1921 models of

lost of the above, and shall be pleased
send full particulars on receipt of a

Dstcard from you.

Reputation
You have been to the

Show and found
great difficulty in

selecting your 1921
mount. The next

great difficulty is to

find a reliable agent.

We pride ourselves

on being able to fill

that gap, probably

better than any
other firm in Eng-
land. We have a
whole host of

testimonials from
satisfied customers
and nobody has ever

regretted a deal with

Julians

Motor Cyclists who
have dealt with us
are more than
pleased with the

treatment received,

not only when buy-
ing the machine,
but also afterwards.

Our aim is to please

our customers, and
this we always do
at all costs.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. D37
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g Yoiill 5ct promptest delivery.

387;Euston Rd, London.
'PftO/V£- Museum. 4-978 'GRAMS. "Umocy £us rodd. L one/on

151,High St Walthpm stoiv E.1

7

'PffO/Yf.hh/t^msTov /69. 'CRAMS-'CycloTomo P/ione London'

50,Hi<£h Rd.Wood GreenN22
PNOrf£ fiorifSey /9S6. 'CRAMS. "Oou/omoci/

PAono Lonclon.

NEWHUDSON

'JZ

%
ZENITH HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Ask for our Representative at these Stands at

OLYMPIA.

038 In ariKwering this iiilvcrtiai mcnt it in itcsinihlc to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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1Q21 Models in Stock;
3,";..?°'°; i^lSO; 2^4h.p. clutcli"modd;Tl05T 2?4

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAtE.
Diamond

?9^icP""?;°,°''"J''P' Enflsld 2-sp6ed gear, shop-soiled:•^^^ £65.—Uelow.

Ifl^S, '^'J""""'' Villiers ensine. shop-soiled: £50
Gmaises, Ltd., .Shrewsbury. ' [Xis'ss

D'ti^°S., iTT":''
•''^' *S6.-Clark, 7, Exhibi-

D''^^}?^P-'^^^^^^^?' "^"' 2-speed. Albion gear;-' £62. bargain.—Nelson's, Ehyl. [1639

D'ttarter°"'£8/-Mr'''. ^I?","'
^-A. gear, kick^^ starter, £85.—Nelson s, Rhyl. [1640

Dot.
'

'D%L^Ji^\J^'^- ^•'^- <''"M>, modeir Sinks'; adjust-
^*. , ?, '"'''"^' ""'' 'ow. uew's- stove enamelled andplated, like new; oflers.-Ealph. Kilham. Driflield

[X2523
Douglas.

JJOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

<3h.p. combination, £170
lp._,without oiutThrilor-fcoS's'' Sp«ta\iis'°^Wh'
>t.). Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: JIayfair 6659

J)OirGI,AS.-At Gourlay's, Fallowfield. \fe\l

[020 4h.p. Douglas Solo, brand new; flis.-Below.

IQ20 4 h.p Combination, lamp sets, DA cyl
[y mirror, Cowey horn, speedometer Eastin- nVr:«t -couditipn

; flSO.-Edwards, 50, Harrington' M.outh Kensington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709 [2205
Ih.p Douglas Combination, as new; £120.-26, Tnilse"'"' ^-'^^o^- " (1643

D°^?^O^^N^Jl'P;.,,'^fi',^C-'^i-tion, 1921 mode^l;

D°^?7^C^.!Ne1sfn'?,-Bh°yT'
'-''''' ^'"'=''

"[5*'^

D°?|?,^-'*'^ 2^^'^,P.;'-.?-^Pl^' <'"*'''• '" stock; £105.i-l-' Olaik. 7, E.xhibition Kd., S.W.7. [I6O7

lO'^flp-^-^-"'""?''"' .'"„''"'= "*" <-omplete lamps:f £65.-Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [X2414
"JjOUGLAS.-A fioe assortment in stock at prices^ to suit all.-K„s3. 86. High St., Lee. [3848

t^'etc "^"tln"" o'^T'''"*,^'™' J,'"*^'^* »'<'". lilmps.c etc., £90.-8. &yon Row, Twickenham. [1902
TASTINGS, Bexhill. and District-The DouelasI agents, Ray, 29, Havelock Bd., Haitings [2041

lECONSTEUCTED Douglas 2?4h.p. Motor Cycle-« £55.-Antoyeyors, 84, Victoria St., S.W.l. [1444
JEIGHTON, Hove and District Douglas agents

-

> Turpm's. 22 and 29, Preston Edf Brfghton

9' w^fi'',„^-
n™s'"S' 2 =Pe<«ls perfect Sder; £50-" Hardcope Motors, 90, Old Kent Ed., s!e 1

9 m.t^V'^n^S';^'"^
Combination; perfect t^mjl" out; £70.-81, Hornsey Park Ed., Hornsey.

9'^,?~'i='^Vf''*V-' '=^Pi'^''J m^'^'iine, econoifc°1°f 50 gns.—Ede, Norman's Stores, High St., Epsom!

^^fi^-ln^'T^n- ^ri}^\ P"fe<^t. well duippld^f £58.-60. Wallmgford Ar., N. Kensington.

JOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. C.B. Combination; tlT-
' ^^alker, 769, Eomford Ed., Manor Park, Loudon

[9653
VOUGLAS 1916 2?ih.p., buffer forks, splendid con-» dition; £45.-Hutton, Eed Lion Hill, East Finch-

[X2382
).OIJOLiS 1918 4h.p.. C.B. Combination electric
' nicely fitted, perfect; £80.-54, Cmal Ed. Mort^

[X2352

J'^i™*"-*'^''"^'^,''. "°* ^^I'- J"rt overhauled,L' lamps, etc.; what offers.'-Low, 3, IfBey Ed'""
[1470

B.p. Douglas Combina'tiou, new. only run 500 miles

pham"
^"'^"^ £135.-23a. Crescent Grove;

[1833
3i.P. 2-sEeed Douglas, complete, cost over £80 last4 March; cheap; offers.-Loke, The Sanare, Win-
!^'"- fl4S3
a20 Douglas 25ih.p., S-speed. kick starter, practi-
i' cally new, electric ligTiting; £90.-Bryau Kine
'

^^'^-
[1844

kOUGLAS 2%h:i)., 1920. 3 speeds, clutch, kick start
accessories; nearest £85.-Alderson, 25, Albert

,
b.W.S. [1775 1

(OUGLAS 2=41l.p., 1915, very fast, splendid condi-
tion,, all accessories ; £60.-62, The Chase, Clap-

n, S.W. [2Qgg
lOUGLAS, 23ih.p., 1913, new cylinder, pistonand sprockets recently fitted; £45. — Groom'
««sler.

[1919,
55.--4h.p. Dcuglas, requires magneto and sundries

to complete; no offers. — 91, Mapledene Rd "
I°'™-

[18351

Advertisements, vii.

We still have a
number of unused

1920 MODELS
to offer at

END OF SEASON

PRICES.
May we send you a list?

We shall also be pleased

to post particulars of

OVERHAULED and

GUARANTEED

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

ALLPRICES REDUCED

OUR
DEFERRED
PAYMENT
TERMS.

1\% Interest.

One quarter down.

Twelve monthly payments.

Or other arrangements to suit

the customers' convenience

EASTERN GARAGE Co.

Official Repairers to
R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490. East Ham.
Telegrams : "Egaraco, LoudoQ."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas.

I'''£?(?'f»^M™n *''".• Douglases, late models: £15 to
r:_%'° each.—Banister and Botten, 341. Unner St..London, N.l.

Botten, 341. Upper St..

[2155
1Q15 r)ouslas J.-iih.p.,' perfect condition, tyres like

t . ™i,f?^'
'O-D'""". 326, Euston Hd., London.

iviii.-euLU o oy 1. r85 J 1)

1 017 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, kick start,J-*^ new condition; £85; part -exr-bange.—1. Gro-
venor Rd., Rugby. [X2468
TJOUGLAS New 1921 Solo and Combination in stock:
-^ ciisb exrliange, or easy payments.—Motories. 25
Hurton St., Halifax. '

[1705
^b.ii. Douglas, 1916, 3 speeds, KS., lamps, horu.
3: etc., good condition; £65. offers.— 143, RaTensbiiiv
Ed. Enilsfield, S.AV. [2211

plOUGLAS 1919 2'.ih.p.. condition as new, fast and
J-' powerful; £65.—Dentist, 21£, Portobello Rd..
INorth Kensington, \V. ' [2039

"IQie 234h.p. Dougla.s. 2 speed?, in perfect condition.
J-*-' original tyres, any trial and inspection; £58.—
Hcldway, Cople, Bedford. [1128

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage f.OOO.
J-*^ equipped regardless, perfect; £110.— 60, Wall-
ingford Av., N Kensington, [2069

23.I1.P. Doughis [Sept., 1919J. condition guaranteed
4- perfect, fully equipre'l, veiv suuirt; trial; £68.—

60. Wellington Rd.. Euft.-4d. [1785

3-=peed, band clutch, kickDOUGLAS 2^'4h.p.. 1920,
?tart model, soiled onlv

50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [1622

DOUGLAS. 1918, little used, electric lighting; £70,
_or near offer.—Hodgson, c/o Harvey, 85, Lauris-

ton Rd., South Hackney. [2288

1 Q21 Douglas Models, immediate deliTerv. Write us
J-t/ your requirements. Tr;ide supplied.—Moffat, Doug-
his Agent, Teovii. Tel. [5043

SPEED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to in-
dividual requirements.—Robert Bamford (see

under Consulting Engineers). [6693

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1911, lately overhauled, several
new parts, good running condition.—Wright, 28,

Dock Ed., Tilbury Dock^, Essex. [1837

1Q16 2^ih.p. Douglas, uncrated 1919, small mile-X «7 age, new saddle, pump, tools, etc. ; £56.—1,

Melrose Eg.. Merton Park, S.W. [1990

£46/10.-1916 2':ih.p. Douglas, excellent running
order ond condition; first £46/10.-436, White-

horse Ed., Tborntou Heath, S.E. " [1934

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, perfect condition,
fully equipped, for lightweight and cash; sell

£92.-117, East Rd., London, N.l. [9370

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, C.A.V., Pedley
grips, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £45.

—

G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. S.W.2. [1950

D.OUGLAS 2''^4h.p.. just overhauled, 2-speed, 1915
model, speedometer, lamps, perfect condition; £50.

- - - " [1503-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W. 7.

33.h.p. Douglns, Milkers' colours. Ridden twice.
4 i'roctically as new. £68. Daylight preferred.—

62, The Chase, Clapham Common. [1875

1 Ql9'i' 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer,
i«^ lamps, generators, horn, tools, good as new
-Adorn, 168, Sutherland Av., Maida Vale.

£150.
[1659

<r>3.b.p. Douglas. Oct., 1919. perfect order, undershield,
^^ uiudshields, ace discs, chain case, spare chains.
tube, belt.—Turner, Oakhurst, East Grinctead. [1558

DOUGLAS, 2H
accessories.

h.p,, 1915. 2-speed, lamps, horn,
new Amac carburetter, reliable

;

£55.-34, Stanhope Av.. Finchley, N.3. Aft^ 6. [1745

1 Q20 Douglas Combination.- 3 lamps, mechanical
^*y bora, registered Sept.. :i> new, expert examination
invited room wanted; £155.— Gibb,' Motors, Gloucester.

[63404b.p. Douglap, 1916-17, electric lighting, new tyres,

tubes, aluniininm footbo;irds. etc.; nearest £80.—
Woodward, Loswood Cottage, Sundridge Av., Bromlev,
Kent. [1941

2"-4h.p., 2 speeds, electric light-

,
mechanical hooter, brand new

DOUGLAS, 1919,
ing. legohields

condition ; first 60
Brixtcn, S.W. 2.

63, Solon Rd..
[1943

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^4b.p., 2 speeds, buffer forks.
Pedley grips, footboards, enamel and pTatii

excellent; real
Brixton, S.W. 2.

bargain, £ 40.—G., 63, Solon Ed..
[1951

1 Q 14 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, new tyre?, copper
J-t' exhausts, all accessories, perfect condition : £'34.
or part exchange Triumph and sidecar.
^lortin'.er, Berks.

Harri';.

[1906

DOUGLAS, 1916-17. 274h.p., 2 speeds, new 1920
C.A.V.. new belt, enamel and plating on-

scratched, thorojshly overhauled; £53.—G., 63, Solon
Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [1949
-| Q20 Douglas 2^ih.p.. 3 speeds, all lamps, born, kne:=-X t/ grips, soiled only ; £35 : exchanges or third
down and 9 pavments,-Homac's, 243, Lower. Clapton
Rd., E.5. Dalston 2408. [2171

ELI CI^EK can give you ^upod service both in new
machines and spnies; try me. I niay be useful to

you.—The Pioueer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Ed., Bristo!. [0016

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is 043
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1913 234h.p., 2-speed. just tliorouglily

overhauled, Binks, Eosch. Brooks, XrAU. new
t'-i\^?, tubes, I'elt, P, and H. lamp, pump, etc. ;

£40.—
Hutchinson, Boroughbridge. [2001

D.OUGLAS, 1916, W.D., brand new July, 1919 [not

renovated), all accessories, perfect condition, in-

sarauce: £65, near offer; appointment.—Woodman, 226.
Queen's Kd., ^^ew Cross, S.E.14. [1609

DpUGLAS 1916 2^,4h.p., in splendid condition
tliroughout, new tyre, lighting set, knee-gripe, long

exhaust, mechanical horn, full kit tools and spares

;

£60.-24, Plymouth St., Swindon. [1673

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p. \T.D. Model, new tyres, long
copper exliaust, buffer springs, exceptionally fast

um.'hine: owner going abroad, must sell: £49, or ueai
offer.—Lake, 73, Cranbrook Ed., Chiswick. [177C

NEW Douglas 1921 2^',^}i.p. 5-speed gear, £100;
latest improvement as exhibited at Olympia; in

stock, delivered passenger any part of the country.—
Herbert jRobinson, Ltd., below.

NEW Douglas 1921 3-speetl gear, hand-controlled
clutch and kick starter, £105 ; latest improve-

ment as exhibited at Olyinpia; in stock, dehvered
passenger any part oi country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
below.

NEW Douglas 1921 4h.p., 3-speed, £130, latest im-
pruveaienc as exhibited at Olympia; or with fine

t-nish coachbuilt Douglas sidecar, including wind
screen, painted saxe blue. £174; in stock, delivered
passenger any part ol countrv.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

Bicycles. [-1548

j Q 20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
-6- €7 kick start. Watford speedometer. Klaxon, com-
plete lighting, mirror, pillion, wind screen, tools, in-
surance; £180.—Banes, Rhosmore, Potton, Beds. [1983

1 015 Model 2^^h-p. Douglas, in good running order,
Xt? new tyres, disc wheel;, painted Douglas colours:
no reasonable offer refused.—To be seen at 28, Brook
St.,, London, W. (MQssre. Lawton Goodman, Ltd.)

[2252
F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 Douglas combination,

nianv aecess^ories, as new; cheap.— 5. Heath St.,

Hamp^tead (nr. Hamp.stead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hamp^tead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdavs.

[1710
DOUGLAS 1921 234h.p. 3-speed models in stock.

with all lat3st improvements, £105; cash ex-
change or extended terras.-Elce and Co., 15-16.
Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenus 5548. [0067

"j Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, practically new,
-I- *y not ridden 500 miles, P.. and H. lighting set,
liorn, spare tube, belt, and all accessories, complete:
£160 ; tO' give up liding, doctor's orders.—Smith. Old
Coghurst Farm, Guestling, Sussex. [1409

-| 20 2^41i.p. Douglas, 3-speed, P. and- H. lamps,
-LtJ Klaxon, Stewart trip Bpeedometer, knee-grips,
Pedley H. grips, new spare belt, tools, mileage 1,200,
mechanically perfect, appearance new; trial; £85.—
Cooper, 28, Trinity St., Cambridge. . _ [1462

DOUGLAS, 23.ih.p., 1921 model, new improved type
motor cycle, fitted with 2-5iieed gear box, fcot-

re^ts. large tank, wide forks and mudguards
;

price
£85: rotational deliveries.—Apply, authorised London
agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
St., New Bond St., W.l. - . [0352

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 1919, 2-speed. purchased new
from makers, in perfect condition, extra large

P. and H. lamp eet, electric rear lamp, new oversize
tvres. aluminium chain cover, tool roll complete, in-

sured till June next, spares; £75.—Moore, 61, High-
bury New Park, London, N. [2225

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles, on easy terms of payment,
4h.p. ccrubinaticn, £j70; 2-speed. solo model,

£100; 3-speed clutch, and kick starter model. £105;
plus a small charge for delivery from works to London.
The above are makers' list prices; for easy payn^ents
4% extra is charged, only one fifth deposit, balance
payable by 12 monthly instalments: write for latent
lists of other marhines in stock, etc.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Brompton Rd., Ix)ndon. [1819

Edmund
C^DMUXD'S.-At Gouilay's, Followfield. [1616

1 Q20 Spring Frame Edmund-Jap. Burman gear box
-'-*-' and kick-sturt*r, deliverv from ttock; £98.—The
Jame-' Garages, Ltd., Shrewsbury. [X1884
EDMUND-J.A.P. Spring Frame Lightweight. 2-

ciwed, hand ihitih. kick start, 1920, polled only;
£85.—H. J. Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead.

[1623
"1 Q20 Edmund, spring frame, 2^i]i.p. J.A.I'., 2si)e-dH,
-Lt/ kiik Btarter, electric lamps, horn, insurance, mile-
HKC 350. perfect and very comlortable; £75.-34, I'ark
Ud., Chiswick, [1773

Bn6eld.
1 Q20 Maffdyno Enfi-Id Combination in sto-k li«tX t/ ptivp.— H.-Iow.

1Q20 8h.p. Enfi<Id C<»mbiiiatinn brand nr»w; £165 —XiJ l-Mwardr, 50, Hiiijington Rd., South KenbiiiKtmi
•phone: Kf.Tis. 3709. [2208

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, like new; £135.—Orimcn
J-U 18, IJruton I'lrtcc, Bond St., W.l. [I23i

"GRADO"
GEARS

make your machine climb anything
but a staircase . Fitted in two hours

.

No alteration to machine.

PRICE: £12-0-0.

For TRIUMPHS, BRADBURY'S,
PRECISIONS, etc.

Sit on your saddle and start engine.

Variable gear, free engine, kick-start.

There is our world-famous kick-start

model for aU machines from 3 to 10 h. p.

DELIVERY FROM -STOCK.

TWO -STROKE RIDERS — This
gives you a gear for every gradient

TOP CEARf*^,

THIS IS OUR NEW
COUNTERSHAFT MODEL

FOR TWO-STROKES.
Variable gear, free engine, and

_

handle-start.

£12 complete with chain, two sprockets,

and adapter. PoSt 4/-

DELIVERY THREE WEEKS.

Prices :

LIGHT-
WEIGHT
£7-0-0

HEAVY-
WEIGHT
£8-10-0
Postage 3 /-

Order 10 day or w. its for further details

GRADO LTD., 66, PershoreSt,,

BIRMINGHAM. xei.Mid.us?.

30; Enfield Sli.p. 191S twin, 2-speed, little used.—
Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X2469

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

1Q18 Enlield Combination, Colonial Model, like flew;LtJ £il5.-Rofs. 86, Hish Ed., Lee, S.E. ri597

NEW Enfield Combination and lightweight iu. stock;
excbanges.-Martin Mitclell, Ltd., Stafford. [1691

ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight, 2%h.p. ; a bargain,
£38.—McPheison, Clynnoe, Llanwnda, N. Wales.

[9840
ENFIELD Combination, in stock; immediate de-

liYery.—C.A.E. Co., 21, Hobson St., Cambridge.
[2255

ENFIELD Combination, late model. Easting, perfect

order; £120.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
[1502

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1915, engine_ per-

fect £90, near offer.—219, Groye Ed., London, E.
[1524

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. ; exceptional offer at

£97, any trial.—63, Walm Lane, Cricklewood,
N.W.2. [X2465

1 Q14 Eoyal Enfield C.B. Combination, splendid con-

J-iy dition; £95.—Britnell, 19, Hestercombe At.,

S.W.6. [2159

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. C.B. Combination; £110;
exchanges.-12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Hd.

S.W.7. [22BC.

ENFIELD 1915 Twin, Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, lamps,

etc., 2-speed, kick start; £38.-54, Coval Bd
Mortlake. - [X235e

.

1 O 20 Magdyno Enfield Combination, new condition i

i-U speedometer. Easting, etc.—Brough, 11, Eveshjui

St., Eedditeh. [1°=- :

Oh.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, perfect condition, lamps
;;

O horn, speedometer; £47.-2, Miliars Ed., Busl
[:

Hill Park, N. 1-^^^'

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916 little nsej

perfect, and lamps; 130 gns.-Slade, 290, Bm
ton Hill, S.W.2.

ENFIELD 1920 2V4h.p. Model, Miller's head anc

rear lamps, Lucas horn, as new; i-iO.—farxei_s§

Bradshawgate, Bolton.

ENFIELD 1919 2yh.p., 2-speed, like new. lamps am
accessories; £50, or exchange.-18, Marlboroa|l

Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E. 1-1?»

NEW 1920 Sh.p. Enfleld Combination in Stock

makers price -Shepherd and, Co.. Enfleld, mg
way. Tel. : Waltham X31. I"*'

NFIELD, brand new, 2>|h.p., 2-speecl,_ ricrt ffi
ENi-J-CXjU, uiauu lion, "^^".f, --''-pcc -Wain

packed; cost £.73/10, will accept £66.-WaIil

23, Hartington Gro\'e, Cambridge. 1^°"

£45.-Enfield 3h.p. twin. 2 speeds, kick start iWiere

1915-161, fine tyres and condition, guaranteed ;0a

gain, must sell.-89. East Hill, Wandsworth. IZIB

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, accessories, sBM*
meter, spare cover, tube. Macintoshes pertec

guaranteed; 115 gns.-19, Streatley Ed., Kilburn^

ENFIELD Combination, 1919, 6h.p. Colonial inode

eneine No L63995, 3 lamps. Cameo; .i-150-

H-awke°f lis, Kyrwicks Lane, Sparkhill, Bnminghan

Qh.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination condition as n«

O electric lighting, speedometer. Easting wind screei

.

Tan-Sad, etc.; £175.-85, Algernon Ed.. Lewishan

.

(IS!

1 016 Enfield Combination, 61i.p.. hood wind scree

J-if minor, lamps, etc.. periect condition tnroUB

out trial and examination willingly; £100.-Mars

ENFIELD Combination, brand new, just dehvere

not used, dynamo lighting: <=''=''„*^°''' p.i
accept £185.-Wallis, 23. Hartington Gro\e. Cjc||

bridge.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, fully eiuj,""?^'
ilS^

screen, speedometer, etc., only been 3,000 mile

£110; a bargain.-Wallis. 23, Hartington Grove, Cat

bridge.

mirror, lamps, etc

al and examination wiiiiugiy, k-iw"-- i.

5 Victoria Terrace, Sandgate. 1''"

1 Q20 Enfield 2y4h.p., lamps, horn, toolsi, Cowey speet

J-tJ nictsr, little used, first-rate condition; £60,

near offer: owner going abroad.—Webster, 32, I-lli<l

Gardens, Netting Hill Gate, W.2.

1 O20 Eoyal Enflold 2-stroke, 2 speeds, new lor ii

ly mediate delivery; £73/10; exchanges or 01

third down and 9 payments.—Homac s, 243, ifOV

Clapton Rd., E.5. Dalston 2408. l»l

ROYAL ENFIELD 1915 61i.p. C.B. Coinlanotil

rerfeit condition, fully ei|iiippcd, thorongldy Ov

hauled; seen anv time; best over £95.—Day, 3, Bectli

Place, Askew Ed.. Shepherd's Hush. W.IZ. Lie

1 AA ONS.—Owner sacrificing 1916 6h.p Enlli

±\/\J Combination, dynamo lighting, hucid, sere,

Tan-Sad, handle-bar inufTs, all on and m perfect cil

dilion.-7. St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. 14 buMtfJ

1 O20 Enfleld Combination, done 72B miles, elsct

JLt? lighting, speedometer, liorn. mascot, EUUj
etc numerous spares; 100 miles trial pleasure; £1

or reason.ablc offer —Hall, 54, Maygrove Hd., Brono

bury, N.W. I''fS

lOig Enfield Combination, 6h.p., in excellent c|

J-t/ dition. MLst overhiiulod, not done 6.000 nil

nrnoks saddle, J''.ll S. head light, sellinii to pi-

U..V for light c": £140,-Thoi>iiw!<, The Ell;o|

Turdcbigge, nr. llronisgrove. [P

D4.t All letters rgliiting to advertlacmeiits should quote the number at the end of each 'advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Velocette.

EORSMAN can do Velocettea from stock.—Virtor
Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0328

921 Velocettes, latest models, prompt delivery;
lists free.—Phipp, Sherston. Malmesbury, Wilts.

[2029
'ELOCETTE. — Immediate delivery of new 1921

Model D2 Velocette, £75.—Sole Midland Agents.
e Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Biimiugliam. [1652

>'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and district

agents for the wonderful Velncette; immediate
livery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St.,

.1. [4708

MMEDIATE Deliyery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 model, 2i^h.p., 2-3peed, all-chain

ve: £75.—Agents: W. Sparrow, Ltd.,- 03borne Garage,
ovil. [1632

"ELOCETTE, the ligbtweigrht with a big heart, in
stock for immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatly

luced price; now is the time to buv.—Mebes, 154-156,
. Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7196

Veru3.

920 Verus, 24ili.p. Blackburue engine, mileage 100,
Lucas accessories; £75.-102, Westwood Rd., Cov-

try. [X2520

920 Verus. 2-spe6d 2-stroke. clutch, K.S., acety-
lene £adapted electric lighting, mileage under

)00, port'ect condition, all accessories; £75. or cash
iustmeut for Morgan.— Wortham, Dunsmore, Lion
L, Besicy Heath. [2261

Wilkin.
iTlLKIN, Models B and B4. shop-soiled; at greatly
» reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mebes,
4-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone 3426 Mayfair.

[7197
Williamson.

920 6h.p. 'Williamson Combination, brand new,
- shop-soiled; list price £200, for quick sale £165.—
?sauders', 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [8763

WitalL
TITALL 1920 2V2'b.p. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Bramp-
f ton forks, electric lighting; cost £75, accept
O.-G.. 63, Solon Rd., Brixtan, S.\V.2. [1952

Wooler.
7"00LER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled; at

greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.—
^?= 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 34?.6
itair. [7192

Wolf.

,
TE are Sole London and Home Counties agents

[
for the Wolf motor cycles. 1921 models in

!k. Trade enquiries invited.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—
.C. 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [2248

Zenith.
|20 Bh.p. Zenith, in stock.—C.A.E. Co., 21, Hob-

son St., Cimbridge. [2258

|21 Zeniths, in stock.—Agents. Hewett Bros.. 94.
' Western Rd.. Hove, Sussex. [0344

'NITH.—Orders new being booked for 1921 models.
-C.A.E. Co., 21, Hobson St.. Cambridge. [2257

05; 5-6h.p. Zenith, 1^20, no reduction; exchanges;
perfect machine.—Wood, London Hospital. [1849

J21
Zenith 2%h.p. Flat Twin, brand new; £110.—

S.A.S., Sawfcinge Farm, Stodmorsh, Canterbury,
[8839

'jNITH 8h.p., 90 bore o.h.v. engine, thoroughlv over-
liauled. faet; £80, bargain.-Barker, 12, Bridge
Cambridge. [1461

:NITH 4h.p. 1914 C.B. Combination, splendid con-
dition; 55 gns., or solo £48.—62b, Highgate Rd.,

tish Town, N.W. [2102

,|20 fJnly) Sh.p. Zenith H. Combination, run 700
'only; £180.-Letters onlv, 23, Stedham Cham-
Coptic St., W.C.I. [1447

J. Zenith-Gradua, splendid condition, lamps, horn,
etc.; room wanted; £55; ride away.— 17, Wilcos
South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [2300

1
19 Zenith 5-6h.p. Countershaft Combination,
guaranteed---perlect everywhere, mileage 4,000

£110.-5, Norwich Rd., Ipswich. [1743

|20 Gh.p. Zenith Countersbaft, brand new; cost
£162, accept £130.—Edwards, 50, Harrington

i South Kensington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709. [2209

|20 Zenith, 6h.p., magnificent condition, absO'
lutely indistinguishable from new; 110 gns.

—

in, 84, Broad St., Reading. T'jone : 1024. [1795

INITH, 1916, J.A.P. engine, Bosch, B. and B.,

\ Grudna gear, leg shields, £65; also Triumph, 1913
th, clutch,- £45.—A. Himt, Appleton Lodge, Widne^

1 _ [1404
IMTH 8h.p., 1920, Model H. shop-soiled; in stock
! at greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.-
[is, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Phone: 3426
yair. [7193

jp. Eenith, perfect order, Caaoelet sidecar, wind
];(seieen, new belt, lamps, and acreesories, enamelled
I genuine bargain, £55.—Dunklev, Brackley.
Jaants, [1764

F.RS
A

NEW
Generator

— with all the
irritating faults

eliminated !

Yes—there have been faults—^we admit OURS—but we
have profited by EXPERI-
ENCE, and THIS Generator
embodies improvements which
make it absolutely foolproof.

It gives a uniform supply of gas,

ensuring a clear, steady light

—

and will generate sufficient gas
for Head. Tail, and Sidecar
Lamps.
Ask your agent to show you
one. All the Headlight sets

nov/ being sent out have th's

new generator.

F.R.S. LAMPS
" Beam Works," Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

30/-
each.

F.R.S,LAMPSi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 8h.p. Sporting Model in stock: £139.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, \Yoodstock

St. foff- Oxford St.). Bond St.. London, W.l. 'Phcue:
Mayfair 6559. . [0319

F.O.C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; earliest deliveries.— 5.
Heath St., Hampst-ead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [1714

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Coiintershoft Combination, Hen-
derson Elite (Sidecar, discs, Klaxon horn, minor,

spare chain, hardly ridden, like new; £180, or ctfers

:

pboto.-Seott, 433, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [1676

5-6h.p. Twin Zenitli Combination, indistinguishable
from new, Lucas lamps, clutch, and kick starter,

ooarhbuilt sideear, or solo it desired; bargain for quick
sale, £135.-38, Park Rd., Coventry. [X2517

ZENITH 1-920 Sh.p. Sporting Model, tuned, and only
slightly used, P. and H. electric head lamp ant!

rear lamp, tyres unpunctured. evervthing as new;
£120, or near" offer.—G., 89, Wigmore St., W. [2221

ZENITH-GRADUA 5h.p., 1917/ K.S., countershaft,
Itinks, V. and H. large set, spare fittings for con-

verting into sporting model, good tyres, new belt, excel-

lent condition; bargain, 85 gns.—Feltou, Malton, Yorks.
[2082

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bar<i,

actessoiies, grand condition; cheap.— 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hanipstead Tule Station). 'Phone:
Ha(i:p-tead 3752. Hoars 9-7, iodx^ding Satuidavs.

[1711
SPORTING Zenith, 8-lOh.p.. overhead valve J.A.P..

T.T. bars, very Jast, done 500 mile:=, new
appearance; sacrifice, £105. no oflers; exchange 3 2h-p.
Norton or .'similar and cash.-Rees, 15, Castle St.,

Swansea. [1728

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, believed 1916, accessories, in-
surance, tyres, belt, excellent condition, engine

recently overhauled ; owner buying new machine ; ride
60 miles to puichaaer; £70.-62, I^orthview, Westbury
Park. Bristc-l. [2091

*

ZENITH t Zenith !-1921 models in stock for im-
mediate delivery; 5h.p. sporting model, Sh.p.

countershaft model combination, Sh.p. sports model.—
iNfotorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St.,

W.l. Mayfair 5598. [2216

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model II Combination; £204,
or on deferred payments; one-fifth -dept-sit.

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd.,
lis, Brompton Rd., London. [1818

1 tli20 Sh.p. Sports Zenith and Cancelet sidecar, eler-
X*/ trie Ughting, 5 lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, knee-
grips, polished discs, tools, luggage grid, only 1,500
miles, tyres unpunctured, carefully looked after, perfect
tliroughont, as new; £170.~William?, Uplands, Lontiou
Rd.. Harrow. [1493

ZENITH, 8-1 Oh. p., o.h.v., special competition
macliine, late model, perfect order throughout,

ne-iv belt and back tyre, spet^ial corns and pistons, 3in.
streaoiiine exhaust, a cbanr^e for a speed merchant to
win prizes; sacrifice, £100; for quick sale.-R.V.,
Imperial Hotel, Cheltenham. [1727

Sh.p. fhtt? 1920) Zenith Clutch Model H, with M. and
D. ooachbiiilt sidecar, bulbous body, khaki cover.

Easting wind screen, P. and H. lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, mirror, Tan-Sad pillion seat, insuran-e policy,
practically new, the finest combinotion on the road

;

be^t ofier over £180.—Bbx 9,622, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1798
T Q20 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, 4 mouth.? old, refiuijlied
XiJ :\A new by makers, in crate. Hunt electric light-

ing. Best and Lloyd auxiliary lubrication, alumiuium
discs. Tau-Sad, Binks, Eouuiksen trip, horn, 68 m.p.li..

80 m.p.g- : cost £163, accept £148, near offer, or ex-
change o.h.v. Morgan, or Sh.p. A.V., with £20.— C.
Roisi, 28, Manor Kd., Bournemouth. [2214

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft, clutch and kick
starter model, fitted witli Zenith standard coaih-

built sidecar, Eastiug wind screen. P. and H. head
lamp, electric side and tail, with new 6-volt accu-
mulator, only used a lew times since end of August,
in new con^lition throughout ; any trial or examina-
tion; £195, or near offer.—93, Foxley Lane, Purlev,
Surrey. [2220

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, cancelet sidecar, 3

electric and 3 acetylene lights. Easting wind screen,

mechanical horn, Brampton biflex forks (new), Tan-
Sad, thoroughly overhauled, 1921 piston^ connecting
rods, and iTauksLaft, disc wheels, racing Senspray car-

buretter, measured mile Brooklands, 63 m.p.h.: take
£130. for immediate sale.—Mauleverer, Mount Grace,
Liliiput, Dorset. [2013

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas, 2-?peed, kick-starter, about 1914,
good order: £50.—Alves, Whithorn, Wigtown.shire.

[1552

MisceIlaneou<4

MOTOR Cvcle, 5-6h.p. twin, running order, drip and
pump feed, tyres good; se3n by appointment; £45,

or close ofler.—Woodward, Ardmay Eotel, Surbiton.
[1486

MOTOR CYCLES.—Generally few good second-hand
bargains from £15 uo; maenetos, engines, spares;

Donslas 2^4h.p. frame, £6/10.—M. Fkiuagnn, 86, Copen-
hagen St., Islington, London. [1666

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the ii^sue-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great show of

nearly new rrotor cycle aud combinations.-

ITTAXDSWO^TH.—E36y terms, easy teime, easy
» V terms on any motor cycle.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph T.T. 4}i.p., Lucas
]igliting, moetly soiled, uuscratclied ; 76 gns.

—

Below.

WANnSWOHTH.—1920 T.D.C. de Luxe. 2V2I1.P.,

miig., 2 speeds, almost gitt; 49 gns.—Below.

2 speeds,
hop-soiled only ; 65 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 R^dco ^porting 2V.'h.p., 2
speeds, disc wheels, special ; 59 gn^.—Below.

TSTAND3W0RTH.—1920 Clyno 2i4h.p.
' ' clutch, ehop-soiled only ; 65 gns.—Bt

lighting, magnificent turnout, as new: 175 gns.-
WAJS^DSWORTH.—1920 Indian combination, dynamo

lig'
.- .

Below,

"IT/'AADSWORTH.—1919 (October) beautilul Indian.
'» dvuamo lighting, 7-9h,p. Powerplus ; sacrifice 118

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 Red Indian T.T. 7h.p. ivrin,

clutch, very fast; 65 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian coachbuilt combination,
7h.p., 2 .si>eedp, clutch, spring frame; 6S_gn6.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Red Indian 5h.p. twin, magneto,
clutch, nice condition; 49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. with coachbuilt side-
car, 3J/oh.p., mag., 2 speeds; -cheap, 49 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph with sidecar, 3M?h.p.,
Bosch, plate clutch, nice order; 49 gns.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury with fine coachbuilt
eidecar, 31 2b. p., Bosch, 2 speeds; 55 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination, 5
li.p. twin, Bosch. 2 speeds; only 45 gn.=.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—HumbeY beautiful coachbuilt com-
bination, SVob-p., mag., 2 speeds, beauty; 58 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Williamson splendid coachbuilt
combination, 6-8h.p. twin, water-cooled, all com-

f.lete; 96 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—N.TJ.T., famous T.T. overhead
valve twin J.A.P., very fast; 78 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Kerry-Abingdou SVsb.p., magneto,
ready drive away; bargain, 28 gns.—Below."

WANDSWORTH Exchangee.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth {Town Station).

'Phone: Battersea 327. - [2077

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
c-ar, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registry. 35,

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—1914 Enfield combina-
tion, £89/15; 1916 SVbh.p. Brough. opposed cyls.,

3-speed countershaft, and sporting sidecar, £81/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar. £110/10; 7-9b.p. Indian, with tor-

pedo sidecar, £60/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases,
£49/10; two 1918 4h.p. Douglases. £85/10.

BOOTH'S M'->tories. Halifax.—1920 5-6h.p. Rudge
Multi, with Rudge sidecar and accessories, cost

£170; price £127/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—3Vjh.p. N.S.U., mag.,
Grado gear, £15/15; 3V2b.p. Ariel, £25/10.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—1915 Harley-Davidson
combination, £97/10; 1920 Harley-Davidson and

"^idecar £199/10; 1920 O.K. lightweight, nearly new,

£44/10; O.K. lightweight.. 2-speed. £34/10; 1920
Omega, 2-spced, £71/10; new 1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
bination; 4V'b.p. Quadrant; 4h.p. Douglas with new
tiidecar. £105; exchanges entertained. — Booth's
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. [2909

DOUGLAS S. COX, the A.S.M.M., West Norwood.
has several real bargains in motor cycles and

rombinations in his long advertisement under Car=.
[7727

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St.. Bir-

mingham.—Little used Douglas combination, £120;
Ision 2-strolce, £32; Cauipion-Villiers, 2-speed, £45;
Enfteld 2-HpcM 2-«tioke. l-^g shields, electric ligliting,

new A.B.C., N.U.T., Lea-Francis, Ivy, Cedos; also

COVENTRT Premier Super Runabout-Sec our man
on any of the leading inanufaoturera' stands.

[X1881
"D . D. VARTY has several second-hand machincB to
XV clear at bargain prices. Also one Swan sporting
Ptdecnr, suitable tor Harlcy or Indian, £14. All arces-

BOrleB in stock. Write requirement*'.-R. D. Varty.
Thundemley, E«icx, [1268

1 Q20 Shopt-oib'd ATndels, £198; twin Ariel combina-
J-*J lion, £145; lit;btwcight Enfu-ld. .£68; Matchless
rombinalion, £175; Ouadrant rombiniition, .£I28. etc.

—Clifford Wilson M(g. Co., 70, Uoyal Ilosiiital R,d..

Cholaea, S.W.3. [1345

BARGAINS.—Plcase peruse our advortlBcmcntft in

frnall columnn. We ore dit-pohing ol our large

»tock of fhopRolled models nt Krcatly reducrd i>rirc8.

FJo not wait. Come and buy at on< f. The od'-r may
not occur again. -Mfbr-t^. 154156, G(. Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phono: 3426 Mayfalr. f77()^

New Address—
25, NORTON STREET,

HAL,iFAX,
EXCHANGES WANTED.

NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., coup^, dickev .. M9i
DOUGLAS, 2-3-seater £600
CALTHORPE, 4-seater 495 gns.

IHERRALL-BROWN, 4-cvl., 3-wheeler £325
ACME-J.A.P. S h.p. Combination £213 15
REX-BLABKBURNE Model iS 8 h.p.

Combination, 28 x 3, spare wheel . £218 18

DOUGLAS 4 h.n. Combination £170

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-specd, solo £100
SCOTT, 3i h.p.^ 2-speed £130
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . £120
ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination £195

NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., 2-5peed ... £83 17

B.S.A. 4i h.p. 3-speed all-chain Com-
bination, hood, screen, and carrier £161 15

ROVER, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, solo £150
RUDGE-KIULTI, sJ-h.p., I.O.M. Model £110 5

SCOTT Combination, 3in. Palmers .... £183 10

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £187 10

AUTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled £29 15

HENDERSON, 4 -cylinder, latest model £220
Easy payments arranged.

AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, BRADBURY,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HEWDERSON, NEW
IMPERIAL, NORTON, SUiNBEAM, SCOTT,

and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles ; L. S. D. and

MERRALL-BROWK 3-WHEELERS ; AIRE-
DALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA
Light Cars. Exchange enquiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2} h.p., 3-speed,

lamps, honi, etc., alinost as new . £87 10

CLYNO, 1920, 2} h.p., 2-speed, like new £62 10

HUMBER, iqi9, 3* h.p., 3-sp., flat twin £105

ROYAL RUBY, 2 stroke £39 10

NEW HUDSON, 2lh.p., 2-sp., as new £62 19

TRIUMPH, 3; h.p." single-speed £30

SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, 350 miles . . £59 10

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, as new .. £69 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., single-speed £49 10

METRO-TYLER, 2-5peed, red £62 10

TRIUMPH, 3V h.p., 3-speed hub £42 10

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p. countershaft . £92 10

Passenger Machines.

MORGAN, w.-c, Grand Prix £165

JA!V!ES 5-6 h.p. countershaft de luxe

1920 Combination, 400 miles £155

ARIEL 3^ h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £125

VINDEC,'s h.P-i 2-speed, and .Sidecar . £55

HARLEY, 1920, and new latest type

bulbous back .Sidecar £198 10

TRIUMPH 3.' h.p. 3-speed Combination £64 10

HUMBER, 1919. 3I h.p., 3-speed, flat

twin, 1920 Millford Sidecar £125

CLYNO 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination . . £95

INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-
bination, very fine condition £99^ 10

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination .. £136

ENFIELD 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £85

CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. coach Combina-

tion, all-chain, 3-spced, F.E £85

DOUGLAS 1920 4 h.p. Combination . . £152 10

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreen, standard £4 10

C.^.V. Magnetos, from £7 17 6

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from . £7 17 6

Cowcv Horns, 50 - ; Klaxons £116
Doubic-twist Bulb Honis 17 6

Cowcv Spcc.lomcters £6

Bonnilcsen, Trip 5S J5 S
Smith, Trip S J5 .?
Binlis Carburetters, post free £4 IB 10

Capac Carburctlcrs, post free £4 6

New Army Knapsacl<s, 13J x iiin. . 5 6

riated T.T. Cars lor Triumphs ... £1 B

One-inch Touring Bars, black 15

26X2iX2l Palmer Sidecar Covers . £1 15

Dixie Mag. for Douglas, second-hand £2 15

Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies £6 15

Carriage extra.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
constitute a remarkable combination ot slow

running, abnormal power, togctherwith extreme

simplicity. I'ricc £4 6«., including packing and

carriage. Your present carburetter take

exchnnpc.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

SCOTT Motor Cycle, thoroughly overhauled, in ne"
condition, ivith brand new sidecar, apron an

wind screen, £60; 1919 electric model Harley-Davidso
combination, £130; 1919 Harley irith 2-5enter sideca
hood and screen, £180,- Amac carburetter Trith coi
trols, good order 20/-; several makes of second-han
motor cycle pulleys, cheap.—CoUett Bros., opposit
Norwood Junction Station. [142

r.O.C.H, the car, light car, and motor eye
specialists.--A good new and second-hand aelectio

always on view; prices to suit everybody; fair- cas
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality. W
supply Triumph, Zenith, B.S.A., A.J.S., etc., all

the famous Kingsbury Junior, Bleriot Whippe
Grahame White, G.N., etc.—5, Heath St., Hampstea
(nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstea
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [171

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
AUTO-WHEEL, brand new, not used; cost £25, a

eept £15.-300, Marylebope Ed., N.W.I. [ISi

Q IMPLEX Cycle Attachments, in stock; price ^
kJ gns.—Welford, St. James— St., Brighton. [ISf

1Q20 J.B.S. Motorcyclette, 24in. frame: £38; a
-LfJ cessoiies.—369, Brockley Rd., London, S.E. [15t

WALL De Luxe Auto-Wheel, 1917, never use(
£16; appointment.—9, Spencer Rd., South Cro

I don. [21-

J.E.S. Auxiliary Set. 1916, magneto model, complet
perfect; 9 gns.—Park House, Church Rd., Ha

well, W.7. [21:

YOUNG Motor Attachment, 1920, l?ah.p., 1

m.p.h., 125 m.p.g.; £16.—Box 9,646, 0/0 Tl
Motor Cycle. [22«

AUTO-WHEEL. 1920, Model VL, as new; £17/10.
Lamb's, 50. High Hd., Wood Green, 151 Hi!

St.. Walfchamstow, and 387. Euston Rd., Londo
N.W.I. [81

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
AHGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles f

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson En
. Co., Ltd., 3, Kendall's Mews, W.l. [78'

MOTOR SCOOTERS
WHIPPET Scooter, new, bought car, private own4

47 gns-.-164. New St., Horsham. [21

AUTOGLIDER, carry 2 ; 45 gns. ; exchange mot
cycle.- 57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [20

EGERTON'S Northgate, Ips-wich, can delivery fr<

siock A.B.C. Skootamotas and mobile pups.
[14

DYSON'S Motor Scooter, cost £40; offer nt £;

new.—Redgate, Ltd., Traffic St., Nottingham.
[17

HARMOOR Auto Scooter, brand new, never U9i

£30, listed £45.-Moore, 109. Talgarth Rd,
Kensington. [14

A.B.C. Scooter, 1920, running order, excellent ot

dition ; what offers Miss N. Lepper, Walt
St.,Aylesbury. (21

A.B.C. Skootiimota for sale, only done 100 miles,

pr.actionlly new condition ; £45.—King aud Harp
6, Bridge St.. Cambridge. [14

1 Q20 A.B.C. Skootamota, not ridden 200 mil
At? genuine bargain. 48 gns.—Miss Wood, Mai
House, Weston, nr. Honiton. [14

SCOOTER-AUTOGLIDEE, as new, cost 50 gns., n<

once; accept £35.—Holywell Motor Co., Ltd., .

Huckingham Palace Rd., S.W.I. Tel.: Vic. 3537. [14

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

CAMBER Hoods. 55/-; wind screens. 27/6.—Brfl^
and Haylefi, 78, Church St., Cumbeiwcll. [13

HOOD, patent fittings, £3/5; wind screens, £1/
also aprons.—Edwardes, 277. Camberwell E

.=i.E tlE

WIND Screens, Avro Triplex, brand new: cost 4i

accept 12/6.-Hayes Motors, Malvern Ed., Tlio

ton Heath. [1^

MANUFACTURERS of Hoods and Aprons for

clasBea ol sidecars.—134. Crystal PalaceJB
Goose Green. S.E. 22. [20

t USTER Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Scl«c

J:\. 12in.. adjustable, fit sporty sidecar. 22/S ea<

.ind other types.—McOonnell and Bailey. 73, Gt. Pc

land St., V*.l. t'q

BODIES.
VTENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis

yENUS Bulbous Bodies ore roomy and very UBl

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strons; and lil

hut nut unsightly. Gel one.

VENUS Bodies aio made in a factory and sufpl

dirCK't. Cliliilugno 'roe.

yFNUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gonrloy St., S. Tott»n^;

SIDECAR Body, new; £4/17/6.—Edwardes, a

Camberwell Rd., S.fe Hop. 4913.

D54 All letters reliitiiii! to aJvcitHenicnts sliould oiu.tc the number at the end ol each ndveitisenicnt, and the date of the issue.

i
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; REPAIRERS.
fHITTALL Machinists Co.. contractors to the Wa:

Oflioe for all motor repairs.—Below.

"HITTALL for Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded. accurately

[lined, promptly returned.—Below.

"HITTALL.—Cylinder? ground with guaranteed
accuracy, piston* fitted; prompt, moderate. Kew

IDS make to pattern or sketch.— Whittali Machini-t-
WliittaH St., liirmingham. [0017

UMBER Roc 2-speed. Rex Roc 2-5psed repairs;
all types of Roc gears in stock.—Beiow.

STONS.—Complete Triumphs, numb3r 2h.p. and
3';h.p., Rover, Premier, Japs. Fafnir, speciality

vers'ize, no fancy prices.—Below.

rLINDERS.—Humber 2h.p. and S'ih.p., 1909 to
1914; Triumph. 1909 and 1914: write for par-

lars; convert. 1913 to 1914 4h.p. Triumphs.—J.
aolly. Engineer, 13, Carmelite Rd., Coventry.

[X2526
ELDING A.uminium Crank Casea. gear boxes, oy
beads; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

low

ELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts oE 11 years experience.—Below.

'UNDER Grinding ob latest, machinery, installer'
since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed:
pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140. Conybere
Biiiuinghnm 12597

tMSTRONG and Stunney Gears repaired and parts
gupplied.—Dalbv, Baker St., Snarkhill. Birminsrhani.

17900
)RTON and Co.—Engines overhauled, cylinders
ground iiccurately, pistons fitted complete.

—

ff.

rAlIELLING, plating, welBing.—?vorton and Co.,
School At., Moseley Rd., Birmingham. [9765

.MSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists
practically every part in stock at cut prices.

—

w.

lAES Repaired and returned within the week

;

enquiries anewered return of post.—Below.

:DIU1I Sun Pinions, 10^6 ; small planets, 2/6

;

pmvl cages, 7/6; cones, 4/-; clutch caps, 6/6;
1 nuts, 3/-.—Below.

best material used

;

F. Lewis, Charles-
IN Drivers, £2/7/6; axles. £2
price list on application.—A.
Weymouth. i

^DON Agent for the above Armstrong gear parts

:

White, 457, West Green Rd., Harringav, London.
[2693

jINDEES Reground, fitfed with new piston com-
jlete, £2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
lamberwell, London. [1384

TONS made to pattern or sketch; cylinder re-

rrindinE ^ speciality.—W. Cole, 53, Sarehole Rd.,
dill, Birmingham. [X2462a

.ilE. chassis. Bud tank repairpi, enamelling and
ilating, by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham
"itzroy St., Leicester. [6097

;1NE3 Rebushed. overhauled, rings fitted, com
iression guaranteed. 40/-. twins 50/-; valves
e nickel, unbreakable. 12/6 pair.—Below.

["ON Rings, high grade, standard or oversize.
ny pattern, retura post. 2/- each.—Patent Rings
Ed., Atherton. [1540

?ONS for all engines, tip to 60 mm. 20/-, 70 mm.
2/6, 80 mm. 25/-, 90 mm. 27/6; complete with
nd pin.—Below.

LDINQ, Bcored or broken cylinders, crank cases,
etc. ; nothing too large or small.—Below.

INDEE Grinding on latest machinery, up to 70
un. 45/-. to 85mm. 52/6; complete with piston;
ya deli*ery.—Below.

VES in finest nickel steel, 6/- each; piston rings
r any other parts made.—Kellett and Collinson,
Etavelock St., Gt. Horton, Bradford. [2585

AXES and Overhauls moderate charges, quick
(turn. iJouglas and J.:4..P. engines a speciality
:r, 131, Mantilla Rd., Tooting Common. S W

[0266
..DING.—Broken cybndera. crank cases, etc.,
jade like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—
Welding Co.. Morton St.. Middleton, Manchest-er

[3:5995
OB Cycle Cylinders . Reground, new pistons
lings, and gudgeon fitted, piston castings gup-
uuick delivery.—Yulcaa Engineering Works
D [9314

tMET-AECHER, Armstrong, and K'.S.IT. Gears
paired within week. We specialise only in r&-
these gears and supplying pa it^^.—Tavistock

4.T Reduction in our prices ; enquiries given
prompt att^emtion.—Tavistock Engineering Co.,
'ortobello Ed., K". Kensington, London. 'Phone
*3' [2042
tfES.—Repairs and alterations, special frames
and tanks built, any designs, enamelling and
—Ai Pilkington and Co., 590, Lichfield Ed
EMnL [8000

Price complete

35/.

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absoiutely reliable, suitable ail makei of Motor

Cycles. Write tor particulara.

TAIL LAMP
List No. i<3 /I.

Price, 6 16 each.

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOR LISTS

20EHEAD LAMP 58/ EACH
207 CENERflTOR 42/ EACH

1915 SIDELABP 18/6 teSCH

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price. 18 6 each
Riehi 01 e't fiftins.

SIDE CAB LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price, 7 /6 each.

MADE
TO

LAST
Wade from solid brass, tam-
ed and threaded at joints.
Every part of solid construc-
tion. These lamps may be

to pieces for cleaning, and will re-
main alight in tha strongest gale. Best
anality lenses are fitted, and can be easily
replaced if broken. These lamps will hist

as long afi the machmea ther are used on, & are abaolutaly roatlesa

VVESTWOOD
MIRROR

For MotorCycles.

Thi3 " exceptionally
stronR and durable Mir-
ror has twj diatiuct
patented advaotaffea.
and can be adjusted
and locked firralj' and
rieidly in any desired
position Soider, rivet^
or loose wires have en-
tirely bean dispensed
with in this design.
This Mirror will stand
real liard wear, and will
always give efBcient sat-
isfaction. List No. 19/ J

Price, 13/. each.

Finished in niakel platg
and ebony blacky

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents,

TRADE '?^5* MARK

RIM & PATENTS LTP
UAWDEN HP BDRDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

I

REPAIRERS.
CUMBERLAND and the North.—Cylinders reground.

new piritona and rings, 75 mm. 46/-, above 56/-,
Obsolete iind -luplicate parts made.—Cawley, Engineer!
Cot-termout h. [9110*

ENAMELLING, Plating —Tanks enamelled as before;
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray s Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers
to the trade. [0024

CYLINDERS, 2^1i,p. Dooglas twins reground and
fitted with 2 high-grade pistons complete; 78/6;

returned in 4 day^..—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Tavistock
St., Leamington. [X3653

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,
crsL-ked w;iter jackets, valve Beatings, welded ana

machined comiilete; scored bores filled in and ground to
existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground. new pistons fitted complete.
—West London Welding Co.. Esses Place, Cni»-

wick. 'Phone ; Chiswick 536. [295o

TYPEWRITERS Repaired by Reliance Co. give
satisfaction. The spare part stock they carry

enables them to replace worn parts quickly.—Reliance
House, Gray's Inn Rd. Holborn 2388. [1329

new pistons, ring?,
pecial parts made to customer's drawing:^;

enamelling, plating; quick despatch.—Ashgate En-
gineering Co., Ashgate Lane, Sheffield. [6424

PLATING, enamelling of motor cycle parts, any
make; also irame repairs, brazing, turning, anfl

tube bendiug. etc. Established 1886.—Hill and King,
Ltd.. 24, Dames Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [5517

SUNBEAM Motor Cyclee.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

ENGINES Rebored. rebushed,
valves; special parts made to

the makers' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct,
Competent and satisfactory service assured

E.C.I.
[0184

YOtTE Tank Re-eanmelled, including minor repairs,
in 6 dnv5: makers' colours, designs, original trans-

fer, trademarks guaranteed: private or trade; lists.

—

Park Motors, la, Parndiso Rd., Highbury, N.5. [1984

HAELET-DAY1D30N Eeprurs and Overhauls.—Wa
are now able to put work in hand without delay;

skilled stuS under careful supervision.-Harley-Davidson
Motor Co., Ltd.. 74, Newman St., London. W.l. [0043

MINERYA Spares.-Parts duplicated.—Ellenborough
Motor and Engineering Works, Motor Compon-

ent Manufacturers, Ellenbcirongh Ed., Lordship Lane,
Wood Gieen, N.22. 'Phone: Tottenham 2119. [7504

WHY Wait for Repairsl'—Engines overhauled, cylin-
ders reground, new pistons fitted in few dayat

and spare rings by returrj,; accuracy guaranteed.—
Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmingham. [8341

CYLINLfi^-iv ivoi-oreo. ground, fitted with new piston
complete, with rings and gudgeon pin: £2/15, twins

£5/5: compression guaranteed.—Henry and Leslie. Ltd.,
133-135. Clifton Rd., South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

[9304
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Kepairs and Overhauls by

expert (late foreman Harley-Davidson and Co.).

prompt attention, exc-ellent workmanship, moderate
charnes.—154, Loughborough Park, Brixton, S.W.9.

[2283

TYRE Repair Specialist?.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
da-^-The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wich [9247

COMPLETE Engine Overhauls; any spare mads for

any make of year in 2 or 3 days; new piston fit-

ting and cylinder grinding a speciality.-Eussell Engi-
neering Co.. Moorhead Works. Rockingham Lane, Shef-

field. [0025

CYLINDEES Reground and new pistons fitted com-
plete; Triumph, Rudge, Rover, J.A.P., Indian, and

other standard makes, 50/- ; delivery 4 days ; guaran-
teed work.-O.M.D. Engineering Co., Tavistock St.,

Leamington. [50606

WE Overhaul, rebush. and fit new rings to your en-
gine for 40/- (singles) and 50/- (twins). Accuracy

cuaranteed, prompt return. J. A. P. engines a speciality.

Obsolete parts duplicated.—Enfield Garage, 8, Silver St..

Enfield Town. [6000

DON'T have your engine codged, but have it properly
repaired by real mechanics. We specialise in

reboring and piston fitting, rings, bushes, welding,
etc.—C. A. Winwood and Co., 106. 107, Montague
Rd., Smethwick. [6953

PISTONS Made and cylinders rebored from £2/15.
We specialise in quick delivery, and can return

vour work in 3 days. We overhaul engine, make gear
wheels, cups, spindles, etc., and do welding and brazing.
—Wards, see below.

PISTONS all 6ort3 in stock, or made to requirements
from 35/-; delivery one dav.—Wards, 51, Upper

Richmond Rd., Putney, S.W. [0326

WELDING. Welding, Welding. — Welding done by
expert; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes, pistous,

cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality. No cute,
no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H. Heap, 105,
Bissell St.. Birmingham. [0023

HUMBER. Humber.—We specialise in Humber re-
pairs, and have all spares in stock, including Roc

gear parts for 1911-12 models.—Write or call. Parsons,
Motor Engineer, 190, Broadway, Hendon, N.W, Pleasa
note, established 1909. [2? 36

All letters relating to advertisemeiits should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. P63
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A. V. MONOCAR 1920 8 h.p., fitted

with rear cushion for passenger
Price (shop-soiled) £150

A. V. BICAR igjo (two - seater),

fitted with hood and screen,

8 h.p., Jap, 2-speed gear. Price
(shop-soiled) £2CO

A. V. UONOCAR 1920, 6 h.p. Jap,
like new, fitted with electric

lamps. To clear £"(20

VIPER J A.P„ new, slightly shop-
soiled, offered at, to clear £65

CED03, 2-speed, 2-stroke, new,
slightly shop-soiled.. Offered for
quick sale at £65

CHATER-LEA. s-stroke, 2-speed,
quite new, but shop - soiled.
Offered as a clearance line for £65

J.ES. MOTOR CYCLETTE,
quite new, shop-soiled, price £37 10

SIDECARS shop-soiled, offered at
Bargain Prices to clear :

Langiord, with Pic-nic set com
P^«-^ £30
£wan standard £30
Grindlay (for Indian) £36

Al33 7-9 h.p. Second-hand INDIAN,
thoroughly overhauled, re-con-
structed, and re-enam?Ued, etc. £80

lUustraUd Motor Cycle Bookie'. Post I'rec

oil Request.

J. BLAKE & CO.
Lancashire's Leading Motor Cycle House

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

Advt. I'oi.t ,1. II. .VC).

REPAIRERS.
ALUMINIUM Alloy Pistons.—En erg'ise your faTourite

machine during the winter. We fit alumioium
pietons, regriad cylindeTs, or completely overhaul en-
gines.—Keighley Commercial Lorry and Engineering Co.,
Halifax Rd.. Keighley, Yorks. [6096

B.P. Garage, J.A.P. Specialists, 40, Murrav Mews,
Camden Town, is now taken over entirely by

E. E. Baragwanath, the well-known J.A.P. expert,
who can undertake all repairs and tuning of J.A.P.-
engined machines at shortest notice. [1341

ENGINES Overhauled.—Motor cycle engines, over-
hauled, cylinders reground and new pistons fitted,

lij^^ht car overhauls a speciality; new spares made in

a few davs Icr any engine, any date.—Edwards Engi-
neering Co., 225, Acton Lane, W.4. Chiswick 1383.

[0295

NOW! Is The Time for engine overhauls (any make).
Eebushed, new rings, etc., 50% under usual

charges ; satisfaction guaranteed. Anything for any
make supplied. Send to the man with 15 years' practi-

cal mechanical experience, machine shop to road test.—

George H. Dale, Motor Engineer, Temple St., Kughy.
[X6459

WE Can Build you a motor cycle or fit a new spoke
wuj 'equal ea.se, and we guarantee our repairs.

It will pay you to send for quotations for any kind of

repair no matter how hopelet^s it appears or of what-

nature.—Olivos Motors, 120, Bollo Bridge Kd., Acton,

W.3. [7361

BARKER'S Motors (a-cvl. motoi cycle engine special-

ists). Over 20 yenrs' automobile experience. For
quick and efficient repairs consult us. Spare parts made
in the shortest possible time.— 194, Balhnm High Rd..

S.W.12. Tel.: Lntchmere 4441. T.A. : Pushfully, Bal.,

London. [2959

V.S. Motor Cvele Agency.—Supplying spores; new and
second hand V.S. 2-speed gearv=; overhauling V.S.

pears, which are al^o fitted to Matchless machines, etc.

Peugeot piston castings and rings in stock. Overhaul-

ing machines, and anv alterations, etc.—Geiger, 24,

Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, Loudon, N.W.3. [2238

A.J.S., Enfields, Sunbeams, also Matchless special

repairs. We. specialise in these makes only, and

can undertake to do any kind of repairs in the quickest

possible lime. Machines decarbonised, valve grinding

came day as undertaken.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54,

Hampstead Rd.. N.W .
[0292

ACETi'LENE and Electric Welding.—Broken
flanges, cracked water jackets, scorced bores, wgrn

hearings, built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,

atiy broUen motor part welded and machined up and
retnined in 7 days, 14 years' experience.—Lincoln

Jeffries, jun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhoupo

Laue, Birmingham. [2818

COMPLETE Overhauls by experienced mechanics,
send your engine or gear box to us, we will over-

haul and replace any defective parts and return in

a few days. Cvlinders rebored and new pistons fitted

from £2; 2-Etrokes a speciality. Acetylene welding,

cvlinders, and crank cases.—White and Watson, 58a,

Stoekwell Rd.. S.W.9. [2237

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears Repairs.—Note
reduced prices of Armstrong parts: axles, 39/-;

drivers, 45/-; pinions, 2/6; medium suns, 10/-; cones,

3/6; compound wheels, 9/-; and most other parts at

lowest prices. Sturmey-Archer J.A. and J.S. parts

in stock; Sturmey gear box, clutch, rings, layshafts,

sliding wheels, kick starter wheels.—W. G. Eaton. 373.
Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [X2522

MANCHESTER.—0. E. Carter, Expert Motor Cvcle
Engineer, has fully equipped works for perfect

repairs to motor cycles. He specialises in making faulty

engines perfect. Repairs and renewals of all makes
of machiuee promptly and properly executed; Special

magneto repairs iservice. Your testing means recom-
mendations.—17, Webster St., Greenheys, Iilauchester.

[X2420

WE Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and
N.S.U. engine-shaft gears; our ennrmuiis stuck

of N.S.U. spare parts (having acquirfd the company's
entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply
to suit practically a!) N.S.U. models, including the
earlier types, fitted with Eiseman L.T. mag., also for

the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K.
machines. In ordering, it is imp<.)rtant to submit old

parts as patt-ern, trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, Spares Dept., 275, High St..

Acton, London. [X2459

J?OR 13 Solid Years we have earned our daily bread
by properly repairing motor. We are the oldest

firm- of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our ex-
perience is worth a lot to you. Tou run no experi-

mental ripks here. Specially selected men and
Kpccially i-elected marhinery enable us to turn out
work which is a plensure to our clientp and u?. Oylin-
dors rebored and ground to o glass flniph. PistouiJ,

rings, and bushes mado tliot really fit. Enpine.R over-
hauled; bodges rectified; ^atisfaction guaranteed. If

we cannot please you, your ore hopelens.-Tennant En-
giiieering Co., 238, Bristol, St.. Birmingham, offlrial

repairers to the A.C.U. and R.A.C. [0047

MISCELLANEOUS.
lNY

ARMSTRONG or Sturmoy-Archer Gears repaired,
promptly and efllcieutly.—County Engineering Co.,

fclounBlow. [0625

There i"s no need for your
machine to be held up for
ANY spare part, no matter
how large or small.

We can make any part
immediately upon receipt
of old part as pattern.

We also solicit enquiries
for quantity production
Turning, Gear Cutting,

Drilling, Mil-

ling. Grinding,

etc

Pr sswork,-
Wehave a bat

tery of about

forty presses. Including

Fly, Kick, and Power up
to 250 ton blow.

Inverness Motors
Inverness Works,

Hounslow, LONDON.

Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer Hub Geai
We repair tlif aliove Gears promptly.

Sturmey-Archer Countershaft Gear Parts Stock
'V\^len sendinpr wheels please remove all outside tittings, ]a
clearly with owner's iind our address, and advise hub nim
nnd lin-co/aenr.

Recommended by Siurmey-Archer Co., for RepBl
ArmstroUK anJ Si urmey-Aroher ear Adjustment ah(
supplied. Send 2d. stamps and stamped addressed envsU
The CROMWELL ENGINEERING ClX

327, Putney Bridge Road, Putney, London, 8itt
Hioiu' lOOi, l-'iuney. L. .ts,\v. ttiy. Piitnev dtatlOD

We do not repair push cycle gears.

ROSCO,

cyLimB^KK
>J.?<'tORcyCLES.CAll'i»S^'.

BROS.Jil;

Preserve jH
||

Cylinder, y

Withstands he
petrol, and dV

1/2 and 2
post free.

Tin

OWEN BRd
& Co. Ltd,

HULL, Englail

'k

NO MORE PUNCTURBL
PiDiclure troubles arc entirely eliminated once you M^\^

Monie's Puncture Prevent
which is to-day bringinf^ joy to thousands of motor ciMt ''w

Punctures cease—an-l Rear Cover wears 20% iQlMli'K^li

From All Agents 8/6. By post 9/- f Ufi

Jfrifr for /''r.v J.rnrh-f. "
.1 Jouridt' ovr .SO.OIIO .Wtitf"

M.P. Puncture Preventeir Co., 38, Bath St.; gtig^

d6.} All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, .rfv^
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The 'AVRO' WINDSCREEN
(Triplex Glass)

Ideal lor Motor Cycle, Sidecar, or Small Cycle Car

2 GUINEAS EACH, CARRIAGE PAID.

AVRO WORKS, NEWTOM HEATH,
MANCHESTER:

P

t**"^***^**^* ^t*-^^49-^^*C^

8 h.p. COMBINATION
PRICE £219.

I or particulars apply:

Southern Distributors,

B S.MARSHALL, LTD.,
17a, HANOVER SQUARE, W.
DAY and NIGHT GARAGE

S"-^"
I

For
injectinc

Giease and
Heavy Oil into Gear

Coxes. HubB, etc. A most
asefal article for all Bpeed

mercliantg.

Ttaoosonds are belna BDppIIod to
the Government.

Vevo Works, PARK LANS,
BIRMINGHAM.

PULbLEYS for any motor
.

' Adjustable, Sin. diametei\ 1576, Plated
Fixed, to 5in. diameter, S/6.

"Supplied in size Sin. to 9in. diameter.
WELL-KNOWN MAKES IN STOCK,

Guaranteed. Post Free.

J. PERKINS. "^^S^^ol?^"'
Televhnve : S4.<i. JJ'aUhnmstow.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AEROPLANE rropellpfs, nil tvpes fittwl to eiiginp'^

Eolls-Royce, Liberty, Le Rhone, Clerget, Cxirtis,
Hispano, other types, costing fiom £20 to niiike, bar
,-iiin, 5/- each, plus carriage. Dealers supplied to nny
luiount. Delivered in lots one hundred at rate of 1/6 ;.

mile. These propellers are in splendid condition.—
Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Finchley. [X2385

ALtJMINnJM Footboards. speciaUy made to fit

Triumph sidecar and Douglas 25'4h.p. models, . in
solid cast alumiuium, pyramid surface, polished
edges, lai^^ed at heel, very handsome, well finished,
litted in few minutes without any alteration to machine;
Triumph per pair. 251- : Douglas per nnir. 32/-.—
Hubert Turner and Co. Trade supplied.—Below.

TRIUMPH Silencers, complete with esihaust bend
ani union nut, 3/6 ; aluminium sidecar chain

.overs, 22/-; back plates, 10/- magneto chain cover:;,
20/-; Douglas 30-tooth chain sprockets, 5/6 each;
rubber I'osrgles, Svlonite eye-pieces, 1/- pair.—Hubert
Turner and Co.—Below.

/^HAINS.—We have a large quantity of I4'xl4 Perry
V-/ Victor cycle chains, 56iu. long, and are prepared
to nnots the trade an extremely cut figure for rases
of 500 and over.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
ford Passage, Farringdon Rd., E.G. [1937

EEMIER Cylinder, 1913, 3y,h.p.. perfect, £3/5;
flitto 1911, £3/5; Jamee 2Voh.p. cylinder. 25/-;

Precision 3^4h.p. cylinder, £3; Premier 2-speed. gear
bos, £5/10; Premier frame and tank, complete with
spring fork.?. £4; Premier^cam wheels, 6/- each; Pre-
mier connecting rod, £1 ;

pair of Premier flywheels,
50/- pair.—Below.

BOSCH Watertight Magneto, £4/15, anti-clock; ditto
open type, 57/6; Philipson pulley, suit Triirmph,

£5: Grade, suit J.A.P., £3; Chater-Lea 2-speed bos, £4
—Below.

SINGER 4h.p.- Connecting Rod (pattern), 34/-;* ditto
2V2h.p., 22/6; Singer pattern 2V2h. p. -piston, 22/6.

complete; ditto 4h.p., 28/6 complete; ready in aboxrt
7 days time; adjustable pulleys for countershaft, 25/-
each. I have a large etock of Singer small spares.—
Below.

TRIUMPH 1914 Cylinder, new, fin chipped, £3/10;
ditto countershaft, £3/10.—Syd. Pearson, Gate

House, Cheylesinore, Coventry.
. [X2472

GOVERNMENT Sui-plus.-New army serge breeches,
30/-; nearly new, 15/-; motor cycUste' fawn

waterproof Gaberdine overall suits with hood, 25/-; new
brown and black field boots, 50/-; ladies' high-legged
deld boots, black 30/-, brown 38/-; new Australian
I'OOts, 30/-; postage extra. Send for list of other goods.
—M.C., Letheridge and Son, 75, George St., Devonport.

t&659
ENFIELD Parts, quite new and faultless, for 6h.p.

2-spe6d gear. 1916, onward, 36 tooth chain wheel
with brake drum, their reference No. 102, 19/-, spindle
only, reference No. R106, 18/-; expanding band only,
leference No. Rli-j, 9/-; high -gear centre drum, refer-

ence No. 115, 15/-; spring roller, reference No. 124.
2/9.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

'

CX598-

8 h.p. Royal Ruby Spares.—Chain covers, front and
back, 15/- each; centre portions of frame, £5;

forks, complete, £4; rims, 3/6; tanks, complete with
fittings, £3; T.T. hancJlebars, 12/6; rear carriers, 15/-;
footboards, complete, £1/15; 8h.p. J.A.P. cam wheels,
15/-. The above is only a selection of our stock. We
hold a huge stock of most parts for Royal Ruby's.—
Below.

B.S.A. Spares.—Centre portions of frames, £3/15;
chain stays, £1/12 ; back stays, 18/-; petrol

pipes, 2/6; rims, 3/6; silencers, complete with mag-
neto platform, 16/6 ; handle-bars, 12/6 ; fork blades,
£1/10; magneto chfiin covers, complete. 8/-; magneto
sprockets, 2/6- The above is only a fraction ol our
stock. Let us have ycur enquiries.—Below.

TOOLBOXES, 32x18x12, fitted'tray and compart-
ments, £1/10. All goods sent on approval against

cash plus' carriage. Stamp please,—Holliday Bros., 20.
Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway. [2078

DISCS/—We are makers of discs for any type of
motor cycle, polished aluminium 25/- and 30/-

per wheel, enamelled ste^l 20/- per wheel, Rudge
Multi discs 5/- per wheel extra; discs lor- Douglas,
Triumph, Indian, Harley-Davidson, and Rudge Multi
motor cycles always in stock; -prompt deliveries.—Hill
and Co., Discs Specialists, 1 and 3, Walmersley Rd.,
Bury, Lanes. [0351

EVERY Part in Stock for 1915 5h.p. Indian
motor cycle, all eize^ of motor cycle chains in

rtock, any pattern of piston made within 12 hour.-".

huge i^tock of J.A.P. (all sizes). Triumph, Humber,
Indian, etc, engines overhauled at short notice, parts
duplicated, special prices for tanks, mudguards, etc.

;

cheapest house in the trade.— \Valt6r Matthews, 114.
Suffolk St., Birmingham. ^ [4951

NEW 1920 8h.p. J.A.P. Engine, £34; Sthenos cycle-
car carburetter, riew, £2/10 ; 100 amp. 6 volt.

Exide accumulator, £4/10 ; 40 amp. 6 volt charged
ditto, £1/5; pair of H.B. electric <iide lights, new, £3;
Amac, 27/-; single Bosch, watertight, £5; useful ex-
change or ofier considered: wanted, 50'^ twin Bosch mag-
neto; Berko dyiiamo, 50/-.—A. Knight, Police Station,
Woodford Bridge, Essex. [1872

ROBBIALAC
STAND No. 14
OLYMPIA CYCLE AND
MOTOR CYCLE SHOW

A CTUAL specimens o
-'*- work carried out with
Robbialac Enamel and
Robbialac Transparent
Finisli, and showing the

_ beautiful results obtai nable,

will be -on view at the Robbialac Stand.

Practical demonstrators will bfe in attendance,

and will be pleased to give advice on cycle

enamelhng. You should in any case ask for

the free leaflet "INSTRUCTIONS FOR
AMATEURS TO ENAMEL A CYCLE

"

ind colour card. If you cannot visit the ex-

hibition, write for the leaflet direct to the

Sole Manufacturers of Robbialac :—Jenson
and Nicholson, Ltd. (Publicitj' Dept.),

Robbialac Works, Stratford, London, E.15.

Sold by all Cycle Agents

"MARRYATT"
LEGSHIELDS

Th3 "real " mud stoppers

18/6
per pair. Special tj-pe

for Douglas. Extra
bracket supplied in

place of straps, if pre-

ferred.

Astound.ng offer of

DISCS
in sheet steel, stoved black, swivel doors to valve

apertures, fixing screws complete. 30/- per set.

For belt^iriven machines only. Engine Under-
shields for 23 or 4 h.p. Douglas. 12/6 each. Foot-
boards handsomely covered pyramid aluminium or

linoleum, for Douglas, etc. 12/6 per pair. Tanks,
Mudguards, Chain Cases. Tool Boxe , in fact

everything in the sheet metal line repaired or replaced

at rook-bottom prices.

THE MARRYATT ENGINEERING CO.
Lurgan St-, Great Church Lane, Hammersmith,

London. W. Agents—Write for Terms

I^^^UNAFFECTED BY OIL OR HEAT.

Tms 1/2 a 2/3 Post Free — l6a/ITins 2S/-Carr. Paid.

RAINES &PORTER LTP-HULL.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 027
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THREE JHATS IN j;

ONE. 5

S

Real suede leather

tammy hats in Lemon,
Orange, Buff, Grey,
Brown, and Plum, with

^ rosette as illustrated.

21/

.

To each purchaser \ve now give, without extra

charge, one chain and fringe, and one bow, both

in reel suede leather to match the hat. You can
then fit either of the ornaments to suit your taste

or alter them at an> time in a few minutes.

POCKET SLIPPERS.

in Grey or Brown suede
leather, fleece lined and
with bag as illustrated

6/6 a pair.'

Po=t Paid. To be seen

on our .-TAND 247a
GALLERY.
College Leather Co.,

Northampton.

^P^i%W-%------V

miusE
Look for tliat name and
trade mark on foot-
rests, belt-rim brakes,
celluloid-covered meLil
pump?, and other acces-
sories. It is onlv used
on our specialities,
which have All-British

excellence.

Stoi»houseWorks Co.
53, Spon Lana Mills.
West Bromivich.

Motor Car& Cycle Houses

Portable Buildings
of every

description

Illustrated

List Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.
HIGH ST., FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

THE

Royal Leicester

SAFETY
Pillion Seat.

Made in Adulta and
Childrcn'a Sizes,

Write ior Catalogue.

The Willowbrook Co., ^^^{l^sylt-
Mokem oi " ROYAL LEICESTER " Sidecars

MISCELLANEOUS.
BARGAINS.—Lamp set, £1; B. "an* B. "carba-

retter, £1; horn. 10/-; foot brake, 7/6; Dunlop
belt, perfect, with fastener, 7/6; light sidecar chassis,
good tyre, £2; touring bars, with grips, 7/6; contact
breaker, 10/-; 2 new Lodge iilu^s, 7/6; 2 Douglas
valves, complete. 7/6; Bosch sinele, anti. £2/10;
coachbuilt sidecar, good tyre, £3; 180° magneto, as
new, £4.—Ashby, 18, Hertford Place, Coventry. [1963

TWO Dozen.—I have for sale some iHand neiv Powell
and Hhnmer motor '^yele head lamps (acetylene)

and Miller generators. The above were purehased cheap
under the hammer (ex W.D::). I will send full size
fSi/jin. glass) P. and H. head lamp and full size Miller
generator, all brand new, to applicants for 30/-, post-
age 1/6. Money «^ladly rotnrnpd if not satisfied. No
callers, please.—43, Brailsford Rd., Tulse Hill, Brixton.

[1655
DISCS for Any Make of Light Car, cycle car, mn-

ahout, or motor cycle wheels r solo set^ for motor
cycle, iu polij'hed aluminium, 55/- per "set, in light
?teel, stove enamelled black or finished in any colour,
42/-; provision made-for belt rims, brake rims, se<'.urity
bolts, speedometer, oiling, and our nickel neat fitting
vrdve covers; all littings are nickel plated; packing and
postage free; trade supplied.-Mersey Disc Co., 34, Sutton
St., "Warrington. [12691

TRIUMPH Countershaft Wheels, as new, 90/- per
pair; rear 60/-, front 30/-: complet-e countershaft

frames, £14; oimplete front forks, £4/10; top back
stays, 25/-; fork blades, £2 per pair; tanks with fittings,
50/-; gear cam wheels, new, 10/-; centre frames, 70/-.
I have the "' largest acs-qortmeut of Triumph parts in
England, including 1921 countershaft engines, crank
rases, etc.—H. Eichaidson, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawks Ed.,
Kingston-on-Thames.

. [2197

TIJME Sheets, for immediate use, supplied from stock,
1/3 per 100; 12/6 per 1,000. Copyright forms

ruled and printed for daily, weekly, and foreman's
time sheets; also workmen's time sheets and pay
sheets, showing where employed on outdoor work,
travelling and other expenses; variations of work
forms; material sheets, contractor's record of carting.
Specimens free of charge and post free.—J. C King.
Ltd., 42, GosweJI Rd., London, E.G. [8972

CARDIGAN Jackets, grey, knitted, English manu-
facture, cheapest line in U.K. since war, all sizes,

10/9; rubber waterproof suits, double texture, d.b.
jjT^ket wind cuffs, overall leggings, 57/6. state size;
louji' rubber thigh l>oots, 18/6, worth double : grey
wool .^ocks, extra heavy, 3 pairs for 8/6; hand knitted
wnol helmets, 1/9; all goous new and carriage paid:
approval willingly.—Wilks and Son, Woollen Merchants,
Uttoseter. Established 52. years. [1200

EAGLES-N.S.U. Type 2-speed Engine-shaft Gears,
with free engine and adjustable pulley, specially

made to suit Triumph, Rover, B.S.A., Bradbury, Pre-
cision, Norton, Premier, Singer, Rudge, J.A.P.. Ariel,
Humber, Peugeot, Fafnir, Minerva, and other makes;
price £12; easy to fit. no alteration to motor cycle
necessary. Trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and Co,,
Acton Hill Works. Showrooms and Spares Dept., 275,
Klgh St., Acton, W.3. 'Plwne : Chiswick 556. [0161

LATE Countershaft Triumph Tank, enamelled, all

fittings, £3 ; front wheels, 25/- ; Triumph forks,
(."^.mplete, spring, all ball races, £5; front brake, less

shoes," nibbers, 15/-: centre timing cam wheel*^, counter-
sluift, new, 15/-; 180° Thomson-Bennett magneto, new,
90/-; Senspray Carburetter, complete, 30/-; sidecar lamp
brackets, new, 1/6; uew anti contact breakers [Bosch),
15/-; Bradbury tank, all fittings, 30/-; Bradbury ad-
justable pulley, 10/-.~Manser, 20, Volnay St., Tooting.

[1563
GOVERNMENT W^'iterproofa, quite new. best pORsii.le

quality oilskin jackets^ lined. 13/6, 17/-; trousers,

h'ned. 12/6; Sou' -westers, 2/6; Pegamoid rubber trousers,

15/6: officers' rubber Poncho capes, 22/6; oilskin cnpes,
lined. 13/9; many worth double. Second-hand jackets
8/-, tronsers 3/-, coata (hued) 18/6; new fawn cap covers,
«-ith neck shields, 1/11: all carriage paid; approval or

money bark. Obtain our prices for oil kinds of water-
Tinofa.—Hawthorn. Ltd.. Dept M.. Shrewsbury. Estab-

lished 32 years. [0110

HEPPELTHWAITE'S Snips.-How is it done? Fol-
lowing new goods: 50 sets 6in. P. and H. lamps

and generators, 35/-; 20 sets Model 31H. Millers, Sin.,

32/6: and 10 sets 5in. V. and H., for Douglas, at 30/-

per set; 30 Best and Lloyd drip feeds, 15/-; 10 gravity

drip feeds, 7/6 each; 500 detachable plugs, at 2/6 each;
60 Bosch plugs, 4/6 each; Cameo wind screen, £2/10.
We cannot repeat any of al)ov6 stocks. S.H. Druid
spring forks, Bin. stem, £3/15; 3-specd Armstron
wheel, gi'od orrlcr, £6 : horu, 5/6 ; touiing bars, 8/6

;

Aniar, £1; new Cnpac, £2/15; -stamp, please.—The Red
Huusf, 19, Wikox Rd., South Liimbetli, London, S.W. 8.

[2017
EXTRAORDINARY Vahie Here.—All lipbt sizes

new Re-iolds chain. .3/6 loot; Walbro" wind
sci'cen, with fittings, as new. 28/-; 6-voIt horn, per-

fect. 30 /
- ; Druids, complete. 6in . hei^d, new,, 90 /

-

;

twenty 2-volt acconinlators, used, but perfect, 5/-

each; tliree pairs bars. 4/-. 9/-. 12/6; new C.A.V.
flectric head lamps. 38/6; Malclilea.s 6-speed pulley,

90/-; channel sin-l cvch- car side members, 70/- pair;
live axle, witli diftcrt-iitial and brakes fitted, £8/10;
Iront axle, with stubs, £3/10; springs to suit, £3/10
the set; new C.A.V. 180. £4/18/6; open Bosch single,
magnificent spark, 50/- : Bonnik.sen, as new, 65/-; uew
P. and U. lamp sets, 29/6 and 39/G; 3'^h.p. frame
forkM. Inuk. mudguardH, brakes, etc, excellent condi-
tion, £9 tlir lot. See L.ALt'. and Engines. Anything
on approval. -LamberlK Oarage, 345a. Finchley Rd.,
Il(uiipsl''ad, behind LangficrH. [2272

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY!

^)"LUCELLE"

TAIL LIGHT AND INSPECTION LAMP.
Complete with bulb, switch, and three !eet o!

wire, strongly made of aluminium and machine
turned throughout.

IN ORDER TO ADVERTISE THE A30VE LAMP.
A 2 volt. C.A.V. accumulator, capable of 25 hours
light, and worth 10 /-, will be given away with every
lamp ordered wi thin the week, providing 4./- extra

is sent to cover postage arid packing charges etc.

HJCEIiliB a COMPflMY, manufacturers,
27, Brearton St, BRADFORD, York^.

Easily attached. Fits all earners. Made entirely ofc

metal. Nothing to break. A superior cushion is non
iitted to oup Six Spring IVIodel. ^«
Prices—Carriage Paid—Six Spring with cushion!

30/ ; Four Spring with cushion, 24/-; Foul

Spring with felt cover, 19/6.
Send for illustrated list of fittings.

Motor Fittings Supply Co., 39, Queen Street.

MANCHESTER.

The Book that
pi ease s the
motor cyclist.

: : And it's :

:

YOURS FOR A
IRVINE
SMITH,

CARU

WRITE
BUTTERSHAW,
Nr- BRADFORD.

WRITE FOR LIST

Price BO I- including packing

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES.

Walbro Windscreen Co, ELY, CAMBS

C38 All letters relating tn iidvertisementii should quote the luiniber at the end of each advcitisemcnt, and the date n( the i.sstie.
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B.T.H. "Sparklight"
combined ignition and lighting system.

The B.T.H. "Sparklight" combined ignition and lighting system for single

cylinder two-stroke engines, consists of a standard B.T.H. single cylinder

magneto,, with an attachment to enable the idle half of the voltage wave,

generated in the low tension winding (which with every single cylinder magneto

is wasted), to be utilised for either charging a battery or supplying lights.

£?" LishK
-

1

- i^|£Eif^; ..m ^^* *-
'^'^ -^^ Ba.^^<^.^y And SiuiUh.

LiShr.M ^ss* - ^fe^>^*ir*" w 1

i^KjI^^^S IMf ' 1 wi^R;

m -^-A
^^fflH^^^k^^^*.

^^r^H^^^^ J^^^w^^^
^s^^p ®*^

'^^NJ'*-^„ ~''*^Ij(KS^WAuhomiKc Chch-gina Stuifch. ''X^™——-^3®^W

Advantages:
Lighting system does not Increase the power required to drive the magneto.

Light always available whether engine Is running or not.

Light can be obtained with or without battery when engine is running.

Absolutely no attention required. Chargmg switch is automatic in operation.

Battery cannot discharge through the magneto when engine is not running.

Lighting does not m the slightest degree affect the efficiency of the spark.

Non-splllable battery. Inexpensive.

Write for description CM. 212 on B.T.H. "Sparklight."

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." BB5
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o ©[SAMT
45, LAWLEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

SOLO £115. COMBINATION £145.

A Combination of Power With Economy

Depends on workmanship which tolerates no deviation from
standardised excellence.

This factor shows the cumulative effect of 20 years experience;

it constitutes one of the most important advances in increas-

ing the dependability of Quadrant Motor Cycles.

The same factor which makes it good at the start, keeps
it good through an exceptional length of time.

SEETHE MACHINES AT STAND 41, OLYMPIA,

OOOOOOOOOOI

TAMPLIN
The RELIABLE

CYCLE CAR

£165

Take a Trial Run at 111, Hammersmith Road,OPPOSITE
OLYMPIA SHOW,

NOT
AN

EXPERIMENT.

bb6

TAMPLIN ENG. WORKS,
STAINES.

NOVEMBER 29th lo DECEMBER 4th. Thone: 139 STAINES.

In (iifwrriiuj l/icsc odvf.rlmcmcnls it is desirable lo mention "The Motor Cycle."
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SHOWROOMS

:

81, 91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

•Phone—MID. 2910,

SERVICE DEPOT:

14-22, SEVERN STREET
Telegrams—LYTCAR, B'HAM,

The Birmingham House for Motorists.

OLYMPIA SHOW
ASK FOR MY

REPRESENTATIVE \

at STANDS
Nos. 71, 91,

100, 119, and 118.
\

ONE
WEEK ONLY Sn£m

In which to gather the details of the highly attractive motor cycles, which the best brains in the

industry have put forward for your approbation.

'Midst a galaxy of models, business rush and dazzling lights you pass from one machine to

another, each making an appeal to you on some particular detail.

On the Way home you recall various machines, and endeavour to fix on your new mount—one more
look and you feel you could decide—but you are travelling fast from Olympia, and, for you,

the Show is over.

At my Showrooms, which are now being extended, I have a selection of the best and finest

motor cycles on the market, comprising:

A.J.S. ENFIELD INDIAN NORTON TRIUMPH ROVER JAMES BLACKBURNE
NEW IMPERIAL HUMBER CALTHORPE MASSEY-ARRAN EDMUND ETC,

MAKE YOUR FINAL SELECTION HERE AT LEISURE AND IN COMFORT

SEND FOR LIST
OF

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE
BARGAINS.

T^Iorlog)

In aniwtring this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

.::•
\

BB7
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THE WHIPPET
The 5uper Fliniature Flotor Bicycle.

Olympia 5tanci

26A.

Ve are showing 3 riodels

:

Standard Model
Sporting riodel

De Luxe Plodel

Sole Concessionnaires :
— ' Special Sporting riodei,

SUniNER, VAUGHAIN & CO.,
28, Victoria Street, WESTnilNSTER, S.W.I.

Early Deliveries.

STAND 98. STAND 98.

DIAMOND MOTOR CYCLES
7RECORDS CUT UPAT BROOKLANDS, Nov. 23rd. 1920'

By Mr. Vivian Prestwich on Diamond Machine fitted with 250 c.c.

STANDARD JAP ENGINE, who
'

RRAKi? ^ WORLD RECORDSDKunci
2 BRITISH RECORDS

The smashing of these Records terminates another brilHant yeai*

in competitions for Diamond Motor Cycles, in addition to numerous
cups won by riders of Diamonds. 110 first-class awards have
been netted. For best service it is impossible to obtain a

SUPERIOR LIGHTWEIGHT. ^styZa^'Sn"'

CnrAMI\Kr/«^ AO London and Duirici- The D.F. & M. ENGINEERIKG Co., Ltd. OrT^A'E.TTV'^T d\i5lAJ>IDPIo.98 ''°\T.f?o^;.ii-sr^:-- ?;;-°eTha^??^^; STAND No. 9j

A.n.C Cwlc sth Edition. Telephone : 6i;j. Telceranis • Diamond.
^^^ ^" ""iwcriny tfi cue advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Licences in 1921.

ELSEWHERE in this issue we are able to

give further particulars of the new licetising

regulations, which come into force with

the New Year. The Roads Bill

to authorise the revised system was

only introduced in the House of Commons on

November 26th, and, as everything has to be in

full working order by January ist, county and

county borough couqcils may find the^ time ail

too .short.

Further, since the regulations concermng the

licence card holders are available only three

weeks before they have to be^ used, and also as

ow'ners of motor veliicles have to provide these

themselves, it seems a little unreasonable to

expeist private enterprise to produce a quarter

of a million of these holders in the short time

available. Thus it will be seen that even if the

local councils are ready in time, a situation may
arise wliich. will compel the authorities to gr.int

a certain amount of grace.

The delay in bringing the matter before Parlia-

ment is. not due to the Ministry of Transport,

but rather to the many more urgent matters

which have occupied the atteiition of the House
since the passing of the Finance Bill, and any

inconvenience caused by the delay must be borne

with patience as b'eing part of the difficult period

through whfch we are now passing.

As regards the regulations themselves, un-

welcome as they 'are to the majority of motor

cyclists, they are not entirely without advantages.

For example, in future it will be impossible for

the age or history -of a second-hand machine

to be misrepresented, as the logbook, which will

be issued to each Owner, will give the history of

the vehiclejn a manner similar to the deeds con-

nected with real estate. Again, the disposal of

stolen machines will be rendered difficult.

No doubj the licence card, in full view on the

near side of the machine, will offend many who

have an artistic eye. Each year the colour will

be. changed—for 1921 the cards are to be blue.

Passenger Motor Cycles.
iHIS week's issue of The Motor Cycle deals

chiefly with passenger attachments and
three-wheeled runabouts. The interest in

these types is immense, and without doubt
they are the cheapest possible form of long

distance locomotion. Added to this, the motor
cycle and sidecar provides a greater seating

capacity than any vehicle short of a five-seated

car, yet its upkeep is less than half. There has

been a steady improvement in passenger machines
throughout the past year, and there is a serious

effort on foot to produce a sidecar outfit at a

price to suit the purse of the man of very mode-
rate means. Such efforts are to be highly com-

mended, and it is to be hoped that they will meet
with the success they deserve.

Lightweight Records.

SHOW week and the we^k preceding it are

usually times of great activity at Brook-

lands, and 19:0 has been no exception to

the rule. Records have been broken all

along the line by engines of 250 c.c, 350
c.c, and 1,000 c.c. Particular interest attaches

to the performances of the miniature class,

for there are still many who fail to realise

that these tiny engines are a serious proposition,

and are capable not only of high speeds over

short disrances, but also of long distance en-

durance records. SLx hours at an average speed

of 47.24 m.p.h., accomplished recently by a

small four-stroke, .calls for a high „ degree of

accuracy in manufacture, as well as good design.

Once again the two-stroke has distinguished

itself: this time the flying kilometre was. covered

at the rate of practically 67 m.p.h. by a 250 c.c.

engine. Such a performance is wonderful for

any type of engine of such small capacity, though

we fancy it will be improved upon before long.

Earlier in the year we were able to chronicle

a series of long distance records which were the

first to fall to the simpler type.

.wW),,

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing tha back cover
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BY 'jxion'

COMMENTS
Another "Clean" Overall.

THE College Leather Co., of Northampton, has
brought out yet another leg overall which does
not soil the trousers during removal. A " half

sole " protects the boot in conjunction with the usual
integral spat, whilst the calf and thigh are covered by
an ultra-wide wateiproof puttee, wound spirally round
the leg in two turns, and clipped at tjie top of the
thighX This overall should be considered in selecting

one of the '' clean '' pattern.

An Awkward Question.

THE persistent heckler suspected that the new
'bus at the Show had never smelt the road, and
was trying to nail, the salesman down to a con-

fession of the fact.
. At last the latter had a brain-

wave. " Never been on the road, my dear sir! But
this is simply absurd. She came up to the Sho)v by
road yesterday afternoon!" The salesman wiped his

brow as the heckler departed. Then he caught' my
eye and grinned foolishly. Had I not helped him to
unload the 'bus from a motor lorry?

The Best Machine in the Show.
NUTS forward, please? Not at all. I met a

rider who is something of » judge;, and the
average clubman might not guess hi^ choice in

fifty attempts. He was falling off the deep end about
the Reynolds Runabout (did you miss it, .gentle
reader?) Not because it could win the' Team Prize
in the Six Days. But because when the motor cycle
follows the push-bicycle and becomes frankly utilita-

rian, he thinks the machine of the day will closely
follow the Reynolds lines.

Weights.

n.TOOK a great interest in the weights of 1921
machines at the Show, an interest shared only by
those manufacturers who had managed to get in-

side the 200 lb. taxation line: the remainder seldom
knew or cared what their machines weighed. If my
researches were complete, the 4 h.p. Coulson showed
the minimum figure (196 lb.) in the 500 c.c. class,

with the solo Sunbeam (236 lb.) second. I asked the
Coulson works manager in which parts he had effected
his saving. He instanced the front fork (20 lb.),

liie gear box platform (r2 lb.), and the saddle
unit (3 lb.).

Chivalry Up to Date.

nN the old days the gallant male got himself well
and truly perforated in the jousts because another
male ha<l commented adversely on the shape of

his fair lady's nose. To-day the gallant male bores
into a hailstorm on Dartmoor exposed like a- weather-
cock on a church spire, whilst his lady love snuggles
down into a rapacious si<lecar, fortified by an all-

weather toj), which prohibits alike any exchange of
conversation or passing of chocolates.

Tn the Grill Room.
CERTAIN machine is notorious amongst owners
for its unusual oil thirst—a thust which is stoutly

denied by the designer, who ascribes his custo-

mers' lamentable consumption to foolish handling.

Some of the riders were trying to pull the designer's

leg. Said one: "This talk of heavy oil consumption
is a?l guff. I never got less than 1,000 m.p.g." An-
other went one better with 1,200 m.p.g. A third

stretched the facts very taut by claiming 1,500 m.p.g.

Finally a fourth clinched the controversy. " My
engine positively dislikes oil. I find it prefers a thin

smear of vaseline on the outside of the crank easel"

Those Trade Riders.
,

OW I en\y the dexterity and aplomb of certain

factory testers. Myself, I am a clumsy

driver, and you can guarantee that a combina-

tion of tramlines and grease will unsaddle me seven

times out of ten with' a thunderous wop! So I dare

not ha^•e ridden two or three machines at the Show
..which have their carburetters protruding far outwards

to act as b.uffers in the event of a fall towards the left.

Years ago I drove an 'American cycle car, which

shivered its inlet pipe into flinders. I was able to

get home bv dint of some lin. rubber hose-pipe and

copper wire ; but a concertinaed carburetter would

defy even mv ingenuity in improvised repairs.

Overheard at the Scott Stand.

(^HO'W Visitor (with a grudge against the Scott

^^9 demonstrator): " Hello! Same old 'bus? Looks
as well and goes as badly as ever, I suppose?"

Scott Demonstrator (who -had almost sold a

Squirrel tO' a sporting rustic) :
' '

! !

!

III"

Show Visitor (incautiously) :
" Why do you call your

new 'bus a 'squirrel,' anyhow?"
Scott Demonstrator (triumphantly ticking oft" the

points on his fingers): " First, she can climb trees;

secondly, she's tlie 'bus for the (k)nuts; thirdly, she

never sheds a nut."

(Exit Show Visitor, somewhat quelled.)

Overheard at the X Stand.

EMINENT technician is seei^ haughtilv approach-

ing a machine of novel design at the Press View.

Its designer, an earnest, luiknown, but promising

engineer, temporarily disguised in dirt and o\eralls,

recognises the eminent technician, and steals furtively

up behind his coat tails, hoping to o\'erhear a few

laudatory comments. Eminent technician inspects

the machine closely, with disguised designer breath-

lessly stooi)ing at his left rear. After ten minutes

eminent technician straightens l\imself and remarks

wearily to his friend:

"Any more tripe arotuid?''

(Earnest and prtjmising engineer swoons. in the arms*

'of the stand charwimian.)
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"Our Saloonette."

SUB-TITLE. ' Two minds with but a single

thought.'' The scene was a sidecar stand at the

Show. The sale.sman had got a husband and
wife seriously interested in his latest limousine model.

It was the fifth day of the Show, and he was talking

automatically like a parrot, ol a guide to one of our

cathedrals, Finally he reached his peroration—''I

am sure if madam will kindly get inside and ti7 the

seating ..." He bit his lip. He had caught

madam's eye. Madam was eyeing the narrow door

rather severely. The salesman's eye travelled from

madam's eye to madam's waist. He broke off reso-

lutely, " Now, immediately behind you, madam, is

our heavy touring model . .
." Anyway, there

were sidecars for all sizes at the Show.

Other Times, Other Manners.
|N Show Sunday 1 read Lord Rothermere's weekly

effervescence against squandermania with a

novel respect. Somebody really ought to bring

home to Mr. Austen Chamberlain the parlous state

to which he is reducing the finances of the country.

Li the halcyon pre-war days if I met a managing

director at the Show he usually shouted :

" Hello,

'Ixion'; what's yours?" I never ordered bubbly

in response tO' such invitations ; in fact, I am a semi-

Pussyf.oot; but it was comforting to know one had

a wide and costly choice. This year when I bumped
into any trade magnate I could see his eye flickering.

He was asking himself: ' Let's see, have I stood this

fellow a drink to-day or not?" Then, having

answered his own question in the negative, he would

remark cautiously: "Come and have a small beer

with me, old man!" Cheerless times, my masters,

eh, what?

No More Studs?

nX the golden days of yore the supei-kniit was wont

to keep so many motor cycles that impertinent

and envious friends used to accuse him of trying

lo breed them. You ci"oss a Morgan Runabout with

:i 'W.D. Triumph, and get a Baby Levis free gratis,

or something of that sort. At any rate we used to

send our staff panoramic camera down to some moated
grange, and come back with a view of the machines
owned by J. Doree, Esq., of Ch. Ch., Oxford—the

resultant block would stretch across a double page of

The Motor Cijde.. . Ne\'er again. These new
licences, which you pa^s on when you sell a machine,
have stopped ' all that. One of our staff, who
mingles motor cycles with small car work, calculates

that his 1920 mounts would have cost him about ^75
in licences at the 1921 rate. %

Taxable Weights.
T the opening of the Show the question of weight

was not quite so much to the front as the facts

would 'have justified. The general public are

as yet liardly awake to the facts. " They have not

realised that whether a bicycle weighs 200 lb. or 201

lb. makes a difference of 30s. tO' its 1921 tax; nor

yet that a three-wheeler or sidecar weighing 894 lb.

P^ys £4 tax, w'hereas one scaling 896 lb. pays

the h.p. tax, which may amount to a cool tenner.

Nevertheless, those salesmen whose machines were

near either of the border lines had fully tumbled to

the situation, and it looked as though,, a lot of new
show cards might be rushed out during the week.

Most of the light and mediuniweights had been on

the scales just before this Show. I am not sure that

they were not afraid to weigh some of the bulkier

passenger machines.

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT ? It is safe to say that every motor cyclist who, some time or another, has stopped to effect a repair or

adjustment, has heard this familiar question from a fellow rider, It is a courtesy which has done much to build up the great brotherhood

of the highway.

B7
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L! MS FROM OLYMPIA,

Tendencies of Modern Motor Cycle Design as exemplified at this Year's Show.

A FEATURE of the 1920 Olympia
Show was the fact that almost

every machine exhibited lias

either had a thorough trying out, or else

is
. constructed on sucji sound and

orthodox lines that mistakes are hardly

possible. There were, it is true, cer-

tain striking innovations, but amongst
motor cycles proper these were rarities

and could generally show excellent

reasons for their departure from
standard practice.

Naturally, the engineer is first

attracted to novelties in engine design,

and it is noticeable that almost every
new or redesigned engine is fitted

with mechanical lubrication ; the 8
h.p. Enfield, 3^- h.p. Martinsyde,
3i- h.p. and af h.p. Douglas, 4|- h.p.
Ariel, Superb Four, Corona, and
Bradshaw may be mentioned as suffi-

cient examples which may be added
to last year's list, while many other
manufacturers are contemplating the
use of some proprietary pump.

Lubrication.
Amongst those systems which may.

be classed as mechanical, though they
do not actually employ a pump, is

the very interesting scheme carried
out on the little two-stroke J.E.S.
In this case oil is fed to the main
crank bearing by gravity, and passes
to the big end bearing through drilled

pump Is that It Is oilways. The connecting rod and
designed to work m gudgeon pin are also drilled, and atconjunction with ,1,, ,. r . .

existing seml-auto-
"'^ P"^'"' of maximum piston speed,

matic drip feeds, ^-^i about half-way down the stroke,
all these oilways are in communica-

tion, so that oil is flung by
centrifugal force up the
connecting rod, into the
hollow gudgeon pin and on
to the cylinder walls.

Undoubtedly, one of the
features M'hich attracted
most attention was the new
Bradshaw flat twin. Hen
lubrication is carried tn

such an extent that it in-

tentionally forms the most
important part of the cwl-
ing system. ^
b8

On the big Excelsior chain adjust-

ment Is carried outJ^y a simple bolt

which -slides the gear box along its

platfci'm.

War-time research on aircraft engines

demonstrated the fact that nearly fifty

per cent, of the heat dissipated by a

so-called air-cooled engine took place

through the crank case and oil, and
this without any special precautions

for crank case cooling. It is, there-

fore, fairly obvious that if the design

is specially laid out for the purpose,

better cooling can be obtained. .

An advantage of the

Best mechanical

Oil Cooling.

For this reason the cylinders are sunk

hito a special crank case, and are

liberally lubricated by surplus oil forced to the big

ends. Special precautions are taken in order to dis-

tribijte this oil over

the whole of the
crank case and timing

gear so as to make the

best possible use of

the large aluminium
radiating . surfaces,

and finally the hot

oil is withdrawn from
the base by another

punip and returned

to the tank, being
cooled in the process

of circulation.

Several other lubri-

cation systems of con- ^^^^ ^^^\^^ lubrication system. The
siderable interest oil contained In the air release from the

were exhibited, timing case Is forced against a baffle

y^monost these t h e ^'tl^fi '°P °f ''^^^^'^'^'^'"''^•^'^'f^"'""
to the lower end of the tube, rises to

the level of a pipe which returns It

to the sump.

A genuine lighlwclgljt. The two-slroke J.E.S. is the 1921

development of the motorlsed bicycle,

Best pump deserves

special credit, since,

though it cannot be

classed as a pressure lubricator, it relieves the rider of

responsibility, and is applicable to most present-day

motor cycles. The Cyke-

laid attachment also com-

prises an interesting
mechanical lubrication

system. . /

Two-stroke lubrication

shows a tendency to depart

from the simple petrol 1

system in favour of various

methods of drip feed. The
Velocette remains tlie sole

e.x a m pie of mechanical

pump lubrication in this

class, but the Levis

i
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Lessons from Olympia.

—

naturall}' retain its well-known system of separate
leads to each vital point. An ingenious system,
utilising the exhaust gas as an injector, proportions oil

feed to engine load on the. Sheffield-Henderson.

Cooling.

We are often told that existing cooling methods are

adequate for present-day engines. Be this as it may,
our manufacturers
have apparently dis-

covered that, as detail

improvements raise
the power output and
efficiency of their
engines, better cooling

arrangements become
necessary. There is

ample evidence of
larger cooling areas

and redistributed sur-

faces, and these evi-

dences are likely to

increase in the future,

since better cooling

permits o f greater

p o w e r output, and
greater power output

^equii-es better cooling. 'There is no doubt that the

ait of cooling and power output is not yet in sight,

hough the Bradshaw engine opens up a new and very

aromising field.

A most interesting engine, the Superb Four, employs

I; monohloc aluminium casting with steel liners. This
(lethod should be excellent, provided distortion does

bot make its unwelcome presence felt.

With the exception of the little Whippet scooter,

the Superb is the only example of aluminium construc-

tion, though there are one or two instances of detach-

able aluminium fins. Speaking broadly, the use of

aluminium pistons does not appear to have caught on,

possibly because they have in many cases been designed

for weight reduction rather than for cooling purposes.

Possessing only one main crankshaft

bearing, the Sun has a large detach-

able cover to the off side crank case.

; of the valves of the

Superb Four engine
showing the split ring at the

top for keeping the valve

spring cup in position, and
the subsidiary split ring

below, for preventing the

valve falling into the cylin-

der should a breakage

occur.

Two examples of magneto drive on single cylinder engines at Olympia. (Lett) On the B.S.A.

where a chain is used. W'ght) The gear transmission (embodying timing gear) of the (Juadrant

The ultra-light aluminium piston is apt to demand
big clearances, and thus produces an objectionable
" slap " until it warms up, and until it is more
generally realised that a certain amount of metal is

necessary to distribute tte heat, no very great pro-
gress in this direction is

likely.

One or two firms who
specialise in sporting engines

offer a choice of aluminium
or cast iron, and several

other large concerns are
making serious experiments
with pistons constructed of
the lighter metal.

Two=stroRes.
Two-strokes are un-

doubtedly advancing
steadily, and the wonderful
speed record of 66.97 m.p.h.

over the flying kilometre,

established during S h o w
week by a 250 c.c. Velocette,

will do much to encourage
two-stroke designers. Cer-

tainly the average twO'-stroke

is a far superior article to its

pre-war prototype, though there is still comparatively
little reliable data to help the two-stroke designer.

Rotary inlet valves, such as are employed on the Scott

Sociable, are likely to- gain ground, since, by their use,

it is possible to diminish losses in the crank case charge,

and thus increase power and improve consumption.

Lubrication and cooling are both capable of improve-

ment from the public's point of view, though both have
definitely progressed during the past year. Deflector

shapes and piston cooling have made advances, and
will continue to do so, though at the present moment
there are no two deflectors alike.

The new and enlarged edition of the Cedos is a fas-

cinating little engine, and with its machined ports

should standardise performance to a considerable

degree.

Another feature which requires

attention is the ignition range
provided on the average two-
stroke. By reason of its inherent

features, the two-stroke .requires

a very large ignition range if the

best results are to be obtained

;

yet, since the magneto is driven

at engine speed instead of half-

speed, the normal range is de-

creased to just half that of the

four-stroke.

The Villiers flywheel magneto
is a distinct step in the right

direction, and the popularity of .

this unit amongst motor cycle

assemblers is sufficient proof of

its all-round merit. The Villiers

Co. have had such an enormous
experience with the small two-

strokes that they have naturally

developed many little points

which might well be studied.

B9
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Instantaneous adjustment device

for overhead valve rocker on
the Rudge.

Lessons from Olympia.

It is impossible to leave the subject of two-strokes
without mention of the 500 c.c. Dunelt. Tliis engine
utilises a double diameter piston so as to increase the

crank case charge, and its wonderful performance in

the A.C.U. Six Days Trials is proof of its capabilities.

Transmission.
There has been so little change in transmission that

the subject mav be dismissed in a few words, t Messrs.
Rudge - Whitworth
pro\'ide two of the

only novelties, one a
solidly constructed

countershaft gear
fitted to the biggest

twin - cylinder
machine entirely pro-

duced by any one
British firm, and
secondly, an all-metal

belt, which is said

to be " slip-proof "

even in water. If

this belt proves to be

a success, it will add
considerably to the

popularity of belt-driven machines, and the results

of its tests will be watched with some interest. A
new gear box is shown on the 5 h.p. Lea- Francis,

the Jukes four-speed gear is fitted to the Olympic, and
the Comery three-speed proprietary gear is likely to

make a splash, since it is very neat and beautifully

made, and will be turned out in considerable numbers
in the near future.

Worm drive on the Unibus is a novelty in two-
wheeler^ construction, and the Superb Four and new
Wooler chain-driven models are newcoifiers' to unit

engine and gear box systems.

Frames.
Few novelties in frame construction made their

appearance. The Cotton is already a well-tried pro-
position, and the only real advance in construction is

the general use of steel lugs. Ne\v spring frames are
few and far between, but the number of auxiliary
suspensions is legion : in fact, it is clear that, for the
immediate future, manufacturers as a whole are content
to look after the comfort of the rider rather than the
well-being of the machine. Certain difficulties crop up
in designing a satisfactory spring frame, and it would
appear that these are being evaded, for tjie. present
at any rate. There is, however, a laudable tendency
to fit larger tyres, whifli will liclj) both ridei- and
mnr'liinf t'l some exlent.

Weight.
Ainongsi manufacturers of the .smaller class of

machine, many are prepared to certify the weight of
their products at under 200 lb. Tliis is as it should
be, but there arc still loo few of the 3! h.p. class who
have managed to turn out a fully cVfuipped machiiije
at under the .-jos. taxation limit. The ^i h.p. twin
Dot-Jap is a gooti example, but perhaps the best in-
.stancc in the Show was the 4 h.]). Coulson. Here
we find a machine fitted with a standard 4 h.p. Black-
hurne engine, Sturmey-Arrher three-speed gear and
spring frame, weighing only 196 lb., and yet the weight
BIO

reduction has not affected the strength of any vital

part. An examination of this machine proved most
interesting, and close inspection was required in order

to discover the ingenious methods by which unnecessary

poundage had been avoided.
- On the other hand, at least one 3|- h.p. single-geared

machine tips the beam at over 200 lb., though there

is no apparent reason for this discrepancy in weight.

Unsatisfactory as the new taxation appears, from the

motor cyclists' point of view, it may at least have the

advantage of inducing manufacturers to discard ex-

cess weight, and once improvement is started in the

smaller classes it is bound to spread to the heavier

types. 1 .

'

Gadgets.
There are perhaps fewer of those neat little fittings

to assist the rider in maintaining the tune of liis engine

than usual, but Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, who have
already introduced the neatest and quickest belt ten-

sioning device in existence, showed this year an in-

stantaneous adjustment for their overhead inlet rocker.

Briefly, this consists of an eccentric rocker pivot pin,

which can be rotated by the rider while the machine
is in motion, thus compensating for any expansion when
the cylinder warms up. A very fiiie adjustment is pro-

vided, and the device locks itself by means of serra-

tions which engage with a deeply milled wheel on the

end of the rocker pin.

Another very handy device is the arrangement by
which the carburetter of the Bradshaw engine may be

moved laterally to correct uneven distribution. This
also may be done whilst the machine is in motion; in

fact, I am informed that J. L. Emerson has performetl

the operation at speeds in excess of a mile a minute
on Brooklands.

Lighting.

. No observer, however casual, can have failed to

notice the extraordinary increase in electric lighting

for motor cycles.

Following o n

the success of

the Lucas Mag-
dyno, the M-L
M a g 1 i t a has

got a firm hold

on the less
1 u X u r i o u s

machines, while

the new B.T.H.
lighting set

for two-strokes

w o u 1 d u n-

doubtedly have
graced many of

these little
mounts had it

been in produc-

tion a week or

two earlier. Be-
sides this, such
firms as Messrs. A. H. Hunt iiavc introduced
accumulator and battery sets for thase wiio do not care

to go to the extent of utilising a generator. Other first-

class .systems were to be found in the Gallery, notably

the Rotax ; and most American machines arc supplied
with scl f-coiitainetl lighting jilants. Uiuquk.

Three-way oil pipe on ihe Vindec lightweight.

(Inset) Combined petrol and drain pipe.
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COMFOET AMD COMVEMIEMCl
1921 Sidecars from ihe Passenger's Point of View.

4:

A convenient place for a tool locker js

under the luggage platform.as on the A.J.S.

AT last week's Exhibition it was
not only tlie meclianics of a

motor cycle which interested

prospective purchasers of sidecar

outfits. It was apparent that motor
cyclists have learned to consider

^.their passengers' comfort.

Among the ^'isitors there were
|tiyers who were accompanied by
aeir wives or fiancees, and many
fere passengers of experience. This

let was obvious by the questions
' ey asked, and the points they

samined for themselves.

t This interest in the sidecar por-

gon of an outfit on the. part of the

iassenger nO' doubt resulted in many
debate until a compromise was

kind to satisfy both mechanical
driver and meticulous ' passenger.

At the present moment probably
there are men who' have dreamed
(luring the summer of a light sport-

ing outfit, who are reconciling them-
selves to a larger machine in order

that the demands of their passengers

are fully met.

Many Improvements.
"Much" almost invariably "wants

more"—it is a perfectly natural

sequence in most things. No one
wants to take a retrograde step, and
there are few who motored this year

who cannot suggest some little im-
provement for 1921.

A visit to Olympia made at least

one thing certain. There are many
uprovements in sidecars to give

pheif occupants greater comfort.
That many designers now ride in

heir productions is ob^'ious to all

irho are passengers, just as it is

Jlear that some of the sidecars have
act been produced with full con-

tsideration of the passengers' con-
venience.

A locker that takes the place of a luggage

grid is a feature of the new Ariel sidecars.

Some idea of the large luggage capacity

on the B.S.A. sidecar may be gathered

from this drawing of the opened locker.

In the Sandum touring model, the rear

locker has partitions, conveniently dividing

the space.

On the 1921 Matchless, the combined
windscreen and dash hinges forward when
the passenger desires to enter or leave

the sidecar. This hinged flap eliminates

the necessity for the passenger's apron.

The Rex dickey is contained in a boot,

after the fashion of the car.

We refer to the several compara-

tively high-sided bodies without doors

which were not equipped with a step.

One wonders what would happen
if our laws were as they are in

China, where a lady was recently

imprisoned for revealing her ankles.

Even with fashions and the standards

of decorum as they are to-day in this

country, it is difficult to imagine a

member of the fair sex entering or

leaving such a sidecar gracefully.

That it is quite easy to give the

passenger the convenience of a step

in this type of sidecar is well illus-

trated by the Sheffield Henderson
and several others. Even on a tour-

ing sidecar with a door a step is a

convenience still overlooked by a

large number of makers, although

the number so fitted have consider-

ably increased.

The Seat Locker.
An outstanding feature of the new

sidecars is the amount of locker

space available in the touring models,

and some of the small sporting

attachments have commodious
lockers' in the rear part of the body.

The .sporting models of the Mont-
gomery and Grindlay are good
examples of the latter type.

That abomination of most passen-

gers, the seat locker, is still almost

general practice, and while one must
agree that such lockers utilise space

that otherwise would be wasted,

in use they cause a great deal of in-

convenience through lack of con-

sideration on the part of the driver

who sometimes stores therein many
things he should carry in his tool

bag.

Seat lockers should only be used

for such things as accumulators, and
items which should not have to be
disturbed -in the course of a run.
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Cjmfort and Convenience.—

Glove lockers in the

after end of the nose panel

are a convenience when
they are not so far for-

ward under an apron as to

,

be rendered almost un-

reachable. The increasing

popularity of the hinged

dash may bring about a

change in position of the

glove locker, which has

happened in the case of

one of the Dunhill models.

U^m(^iLE

Luggage Lockers.
No touring sidecar is

now regarded as complete
unless it has a rear locker.

At Olympia rear lockers

.varied in size and shape from those sufficient for a

few spares and a kit of tools to others so large that

the need for a luggage grid is eliminated. The latter

type represents one of the chief irriprovements in 1921

sidecars, of which the Ariel and B.S.A. outfits are

splendid new examples.

DECEMBER gth, 1Q20.

Probably half the side-

cars offered for 192 1 have
what is erroneously termed
the bulbous back. These
models have curved backs

and provide space for large

lockers which, i-n the
Matchless and several
others, have been sub-

divided to take petrol can,

tool kit, etc. In one of

the Rideezi models, the

locker hd may be utilised

to serve as a picnic table.

One could write much
more of the various types

and positions of lockers

than space permits, but to

those interested in this
AMiUford hood and screen. subject, attention is drawn

to the small tool box (which might easily be a little

larger) on the luggage platform of the A.J.S.; the

compartment between the mudguard and body of the

Enfield and the capacious lockers in the rear panels

of the Rudge, Norton, Millford, Watsonian, Sheffield-

Henderson, and B.S.A. sidecars.

1921 FASHIONS IN WINDSCREENS. Top (lc(t) : Watsonian folding V screen opening automatically with the door. (Right) The Excelsior

V screen. Bottom (left): The C. and M., which lias a hinged dash and V screen. (Right) The Canoelet with hinged back rest.

BI2
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Comfort and Convenience.—
In the case of the Canoelet and

Grindla)', the rear locker is fitted

up with a ju\'enile's dicke)' seat

—

another feature of this year's

Olympia sidecars. The interest of

the family man in such sidecars was
very e\identj and the Rex de luxe

outfit came in for quite a lot of

attention in this respect. (We are

not now referring to the two-seater

taxi sidecar exliibited by this firm,

but to the special long chassis

model with car type dickey seat

inside the boot.)

The demand for extra accommo-
dation for the youngster of eight to

twelve years of age is, now well

recognised,' and several makers,
including the Excelsior and the

Millford, staged machines with

tandem bodies suitable for an -adult

and a child, while an A.J.S. was
shown with a special additional

seat made to take the place of the

luggage grid. Side screens are a feature on the Ciyno.

759

Not every maker has attempted
to improve his hoods, which sug-

gests that they have yet to under-
take a journey under one of them
on a rainy day. Marty designs still

show those gaps wlrich set up such
unpleasant draughts when the hood
is used. There are exceptions, of

course—several of them in fact, and
in this direction the Watsonian
models are of interest.

In one of these, there is a com-
bined dash, screen, side windows,

and hood, which is hinged at the

rear to allow ingress of passenger,

in fine weather the hood portion

may be removed.

Screens.

Screens are much improved. Very

few are now offered fitted forward-

of the door, in which position they

set up a decided draught unless

a long and Jtigh side screen

is fitted. On the new A.J.S. the

hinged dash and .screen is raised

EXTRA SEATING ACCOMMODATION.

(Top) Dunhill and Plus-one models. (Bottom) Sandum "Convertible" and A.J.S. "dickey."
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Comfort and Convenience.

—

several inches, an impro\ement from the passengers'

point of \-ie\v, but one which motor cyclists may not

consider an' improvement to the appearance of the

machine. In addition, one of the A.J,S. machines

had a high side screen of talc which most passengers^

will appreciate. '

On one of the Montgomery models also the screen

is mounted well back and high, but .

1

in lieu of the hinges the dash has an

apron serving the same purpose.

Those who appreciate the comfort

of the Easting screen will be

interested to know that in future it

will provide a convenience not avail-

able with the older types. We refer

to the new inodel w'hich is mounted
on long arms pivoted at a point for-

'

ward of the door. Quite a large-

number of motor cycle makers, in-

cluding the Royal Ruby and B.S.A.,

are standardising these screens.

A glove locker in the hinged dash of

the Dunhill touring sidecar.

Upholstery.
The "padding" and upholstery generally is much

better than it was a few years ago, but on the whole

the quality of 1920 has not been iinproved vastly.

Spring seats and backs are now almost general, but

some back cushions—squabs they are usually termed

—appear to be somewhat hard. Most makers retain

ri'bbed back cushions, and unless these are well

sprung, they are not nearly so comfortable as the flat

surface ; in addition to which, they collect the dust

and are less easy to clean.

Width of Body.
All makers have not yet appreciated the e.xtra com-

fort provided by a body which is a little wider than the

average. The
B.S.A. sidecar is

excellent in this

respect, but quite a number are still so narrow that k
is impossible for a person of average build to sit in

them with both elbows inside the body. Some of the

largest looking sidecars lack this extra inch or so.

Also there are many passengers who may consider that

the seats are a little too high to obtain full benefit of

the screen. This latter point, of course, hinges upon

that of width, as, with a narrow body, the passenger

would be uncomfortable on a low

seat if the arms still had to rest on

the sidepads.

In these connections, it would be

w-ell if makers forgot the hackneyed
phrase " as comfortable as an arm-
chair," as sidecar passengers require

more than a chair to sit on. Far
better is it to provide them with a

body to sit in.

One . other criticism m a y b e

levelled at the makers of 1921 side-

cars by those who used their

machines throughout the past wet

summer. Few makers have taken measures to pre-

vent water draining on to the passenger's knees through

the joint of the hinged dash. The hinged dashes

are the worst offenders in this respect, but some
makers fitted a double apron at the front end of the

well, one fastening on the top and the other underneath.

To summarise, one may say that quite a number of

sidecar designers would obtain valuable first hand
information regarding the comfort and convenience: of

their productions if they acted as passengers in a wet

London-Exeter run ; but taking them all round, in the

192 1 attachments the passengers' comfort and con^

venience has been carefully studied and, as in the

machines that propel them, there is ample evidence of

real progress. Springing has certainly advanced, and
real comfort may
now be expected

from most sidecars

offered.

Several 1921 models have a juvenile's

dickey seat in the rear panel; the
Grindlay shown above is one of them.

The Enfield locker tha^ utilises

otherwise waste space between the

mudguard and the body.

Even on the smallest sidecars there is

generally good locker space at the rear

of the body. This is the Sporting

Montgomery.

4

THE VALUE
EVERY day our mail bag brings us appreciative

eulr)gies from our readers regarding the excellent
treatment meted out to them by various manu-

lacturcr.s and dealers. Only a small percentage can
be published, but the expressions form rather a strik-
ing hut none the less jileasing contrast to the. state
ol affairs existing a year or two ago. The letters

P.I
I

OF SERVICE.
vary greatly in stating the character of the treatment
accorded, and these differences could not be fairly

indicated in a precis.

We therefore suggest that satisfied owners should
not fail to express satisfaction to those enterprising
linns wlio are ready to extend "service" to their

clients.
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Impressions of the 1921 Models exhibited at Last Week's Show.

I
REALLY do not know why the press forecasts sug-

gested that the emphasis of the Show was going

to be " safe " rather than Winston Churchilly

—

which term I interpret to mean a foundation of great

soundness, illumined by occasional flashes of brilliance

and spasmodic lapses into excitement. There has never

been any show which housed so many stolid and

reliable machines, capable of giving

a duffer 364 days' hard service in

the year ; and their staunch British

respectability was pleasantly
diversified by a few outrageous

freaks and by a few audacious new^
comers, which may or may not settle

down into humdrum s o b b i e t y
later on.

Far too much plating everywhere,

^if I except the all-black Humber
and the Superb Four. One veteran

Vith^ a tear-stained face led me
nto Addison Road and showed
Qe a ;£25o outfit with a colour

^cheme reminiscent of an Orange-
aan's beanfeast. " How long have

had her?" he demanded. I

|canned the rust observantly and
pazarded '

' Three years ? " " One
Qonth!" he blubbered. "It's

their blanky plating and this blink-

ing climate that does it !

"

Gears, Ligkts, and Brakes.
Honest efforts are discernible to

Qake gear changing easier on the

[^ornery, Rudge, and other new gear
Boxes. Electric lighting is boosting

busilj' ; the Magdyno, Maglita, and
T.T.H. outfits sound the knell of

Efas. The front stirrup brake is

Qoribund^ though a front wheel
Ibrake which cannot possibly rattle

]-is still a rarity. We want a brake
Cykelaid front wheel driven motorised

bicycle.

which, like the internal expanding pattern, is held

positively "off" as w-ell as positively "on." Dozens
of machines are unnecessarily heavy, as the 4 h.p.

Coulson with three-speed gear and spring frame at

196 lb. clearly indicates. But if those three minor
accusations are written off, there is no comprehensive
criticism to be made; and it must be admitted that

lots of riders adore plating, prefer

gas lamps, do not see red when they

are given a stirrup brake, and make
standard machines far heavier than

they are designed to be by adding
uncountable gadgets and an extra

passenger.

The bulk of next _year's touring

and medal-winning will, as usual,

be done by the staid familiar buses

which we all know 'so well, and
which are a little better than they

ever were. We all know that, but,

like the Athenians, we are fond of

gassing about the new stuff at Show
time.

The Chain=belt.

The Rudge belt ? Opinions
differ. It is either a desperate or

a brilliant endeavour to prevent the

decease of belt drive on heavy tour-

ing machines. It is twice as heav)'

as a rubber belt ; it is twice as dear

(ids. a foot); it looks as if it might
be noisy ; it conjures up visions of

steel gaiters in my neurotic mind.
On the other hand, if its working
life is 5,000 miles, the all-weather

rider need not despair of that most
lovable of all gears—the variable

pulley. Should it prove all it is

said to be, it will see a great future

on cars for driving d v n a m s

and fans.

B15
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t'.ound the Show.-

Britain's challenge to American and Belgian designersoHour-cylindermotor cycles—the Superb Four.

Bradshaw's new engine ? This obviously cannot

be judged in connection with the hasty installation

which had been rigged up against t-ime for the Show.

Move its oil tank—the heart of the design—to a less

vulnerable position. Shield its carburetter from mud.
Improve access to the tappets. Let it do a London-
Exeter, or do a Brooklands record or two., and Ave

shall all be falling over ourselves to get hold of one.

The new sports Douglas? Here at least, there is

nothing experimental. A light hog 'bus, with "light"

and " hog " heavily underlined. Just what so many
of us have been wanting. An obvious flier, on sound

lines, with one of the biggest motor cycling names on

the earth behind it.

The big Rudge twin ? Will somebody please pen a

motor cycling parody of the song "Sailor, beware!"
substituting the words " Injun " and " Harley " for

" sailor " in verses one and twO' ? Sung by Harry
Dearth at an M.C.C. dinner, thisnumber would bring

the house down, and put W. H. Wells into his most
defiant mood,

A British Four.

The Superb Four? Sceptical to the core, I cannot

accept Mr. Hooper's estimate' of 250 lb. for its w^eight

:

why, that is only 14 lb. more than the solo Sunbeam.
Still, weight doesn't matter so very

much for sidecar work. I deplore

the magneto position. £,'^20 is a

de luxe price for a de luxe

machine. But the technical design

is just what anybody who is keen
on aero engines had hoped to see.

There are plenty of men ready to

pay for the best ; let this dazzling

specification once make good on the

road, and a large clientele awaits

it. In the meantime hearty
plaudits to Mr. Hooper (and no
less to Mr. Braclshaw) for offer-

ing us a rinotor cycle lubrication

which is as automatic as the action

of the liver, i.e., you never need
think of it until it clogs. Let us
commend to other designers Mr.
Hooper's notion of a motor cycle

instrument board—a little fan-

shaped aluminium ))lale just be-

neath or behind the steering head :

Iil6

it is a million times neater than

the usual cross tube between the

handle-bars, on which the gadgets

are hung out like the week's wash.

The New Hudson was the sole

genuine debutante in three-

wdieelers, and it got enough atten-

tion to turn its chassis a bright

Indian red. I saw and heard

many a leading engineer utter his

verdict on it ; and very few of

them could find a "crab." One
or two clfallenged the shape of the

inlet manifold (w'hich I guess to

have been deliberately designed

for " distribution " purposes).

Otherwise the general judgment
was ''A sound—job : but how on
earth can they do it at the price?"

There was great joy among the fair sex: for are

not all the baby two-strokes coming out with clutches

and kick-starters ? A girl may wear breeches without
relishing the jump mount. The New Hudson " Ace,"
with its 50 m.p.h., is going to remove the reproach
of "pottering" from this class; but thera will be

much trouble with the police if no silencer is fitted.

Are the makers not aware that the two-stroke enthu-

siast who arrives home at 2 a.m. is already classed by
his neighbours in the same category as hawkers and
barrel organs? Two-strokes want more silencing, not

less, the Scott alone excepted.

Genuine Sports Mounts.

New sports models are plentiful. The Brough
hadn't materialised at the time of my visit, but the

knuts were already feverishly oscillating between the

Zenith, N.U.T., Rover, Douglas, and Norton stands.

One sportsman was heard to re'mark that if only the

Brough sports model had been 7 h.p. instead of

3^ h.p.— ! The Dunelt people seemed to be doing

good business, for the average two-stroke enthusiast

wants more power, and this 500 c.c. single offers

power at c rock-bottom price. Alternatively, the

Velocctte and Levis people propose to extend the road

>• :i»ii 'il'JIilMWi'W;

"Made like gun"— the Vickcrs engine in ihe 1921 Royal Enfield.
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range of their smaller engines by fitting tliree-speed

gears. The Velocette was a regular cynosure for

hard-riding light-weight men, and the delay in pro-

ducing the three-speed Levis was a bitter disappoint-

ment to many visitors—I can assure the makers that

it is eagerly awaited.

I understand that the new works consecrated to the

production of the b i g
Raleigh flat twin are almost

ready. Flat twins are now
almost as numerous as

bureaucrats, but a special

welcome 'is ready for this

excellently designed and
beautifully made machine.

I marked it down last year

as one of the very best

machines in the Show, and

when deliveries begin, I

prophesy that it will take

a very high place among the elect.

The sidecar taxicabs excited equal interest and deri-

sion. Few of us can afford to patronise the four-

wheeled pirates of the streets at all lavishly, and these

machines ought to do well. Design is not yet" stabi-

lised. One of them had no accommodation for lug-

gage, for example, and any ordinarily stout matron

would unquestionably jam in its narrow slit of a

3i h.p. Scott Squirrel—a T.T. type of solo mount
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doorway. Near by stood another which could cer-

tainly take two average passengers, plus 2 cwt. of

luggage on the tailboard. I have not the least wish to

earn my bread as a sidecar taxi-driver during a British

winter; but such a machine will form a happy mean
between the motor omnibus and the taxicab when it

gets on the streets. Many manufacturers are dreaming
of a lucrative and steady trade in these new models.

The innovation of large

fleets of sidecar taxis will

do a world of good to the

trade—your big commercial
user is dead nuts on run-

ning costs, reliability, and
ease of repair : he would
ginger up design faster

than hundreds of private

users couj^d ever do.

1 feel rather like a

married man does when he
returns to the bosom of his

family after an evening at a variety show, and re-

flects that he winked twice at the prettiest chorus girl.

For have I not devoted nearly the whole of my limited

space to new machines, which we may or may not see

again : and ungratefully neglected those well-tried

companions who have made our lives run more smoothly

for many a year past. Still, a couple of winks don't

matter very much, do they ?

CIRCUIT DE PARIS TRIAL,
A Successful Continental Event near the French Capital.

A RING around Paris at an average

speed of eighteen miles an hour for

a distance of 108 miles, with a

couple of test hills thrown in so as to

determine the best of the clean score

men, constituted the Circuit de Paris

motor cycle and cycle car trials. This

event, which was I'un for the first time

last year, and wiil be made annual, brings

the competitors in contact with all kinds

of roads, from almost impossible imvi to

perfect macadam, and, although not of

international importance, it attracts a

lot of local attention.

Of the forty-two entrants, thirty-two

"faced the starter, and twenty-seven

finished within the time limits, and took

part in the two speed tests on the Flins

'and Marly hills. Included in the above

were two miniatures, which went through

the trials without a hitch, and were not

the slowest on the hills. The machines

vvere a Skootamota ridden by Antony (an

'amateur who seems to divide his time

'between this little machine and a 90 h.p.

racing Fiat) and a C.D.R. Motopatinette

"niden by Dieudonne.
KThe machine to head the list, irrespec-

%e of classes, was an Indian ridden by
Bqnildi, with Cletch on a Motosolo in

Bond place, and Rabot on a Harley-

Jyidson. third. These times, however,

0:6 not of very great importance, for

Jney only served to give a merit list after

the essential part of the programme had
been fulfilled.

Only English machines, or rather
machines of English design, took part

in the cycle car section. They were three

Morgans and six G.N.'s. Both these

makes are now manufactured in France,

the G.N. having been taken up by the

Salmson Co., a firm which specialised in

aviation engines during the war. Fastest

time on the hills was made by Darmont

on a J.A.P.-engined Morgan, with his

team mate, Franquebalme, second on a
similar machine. The M.A.G. Morgan
was fifth in this class, and the G.N.'s
took third, fourth, sixth, seventh, eighthj

and ninth places. Speed contests are a
feature of most Continental trials.

^

Sidecars re-starting after the luncHeon stop in the Circuit de Paris Trial.

BIl
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FURTHER DETAILS OF THE NEW LICENCES.
The Form and Position ot Licence Card (o be Displayed. Three-wheelers

IN
The Motor Gijcle of November 25th we were

enabled accurately to forecast the new taxation

scheme, and now, thanks to the Ministry of Trans-
port, we are able to give our readers some further

details concerning the new licences, wliich come into

force on January ist next. The whole scheme was
explained to members of the press by two experts of

the Ministry of Transport one day last week and
those attending were invited to ask questions. It

was interesting to observe that the majority of those

present were quite incapable of asking for intelligent

information concerning the new taxes, as they were
clearly not practical motorists.

Every possible facility was given to the press, and
questions were answered as clearly as possible, but
naturally in a somewhat indefinite manner, as nearly
all Government regulations are somewhat indefinite,

the attitude being that the Government makes the law,

but it is not its business to interpret it.

What is Unladen Weight ?
We first naturally asked for informatioil concerning

the weights of motor cycles. Would machines have
to be weighed before being registered ? Would a

maker's certificate be accepted, or would the owner's
word be taken ? The official then courteously ex-

plained that a maker's statement- would be accepted,
and in most cases the owner's word. ' The
officials would have a fair idea of what certain

machines weighed, but in the case of any doubt the
.applicant for the licence would be asked to prove his

statement.

We next interrogated the official on the question
of accessories. Were they or were they not included?
The answer was, as forecasted in the issue of

over 8cwt. to Pay Car Taxes.

NovemlDer 25tb, that the weights will be less fuel

"and oil and loose accessories, such as horns, lamps,

dynamos, speedometers, watches, clocks, badges, and

tools. It was also stated that the exact definition of

"weight unladen" has not yet been decided.

Suggested methods of

displaying the licence.

CLASSV

B18
A reproduction of the new licence card.

Regarding the position of the licence card and
holder, a reply was given to the effect that it might

be placed conspicuously anywhere on the machine
where it would be clearly visible from the near side.

It would appear that the following positions on the

motor bicycle would have the approval of the authori-

ties : (a) Carried like an A.C.U. or other badge on

the handle-bars (near side)
;

(b) like a club badge
over the front number plate ;

(c) the case might be

fitted to the front portion of the near, side of

the petrol tank by the manufacturer.

In the case of sidecars a good position

would be: Screwed on to the bodywork for-

ward of the door.

The first part of the meeting was devoted

to the explanation of the Bill, and most of

this explanation is co-\-ered by our pre\'ious

article on the subject.

Ho-w to obtain the New Licences.
As is now the case with the local taxation

licence, the new licences (which, of course,

include the registration) will be obtainable

at any Post Office issuing iiioney orders, and
the declaration form will ask for all parti-

,

Hilars necessary for registration. The first -

time a licence is supplied, however, thougii

die forms may be issued by the Post Office

and the nioney paid there, the forms must
bt' sent on to the local licensing authority. .

When a renewal is required after a year's

use the procedure will be much more simple,

and the whole business may^tlien be trans-

acted by a Post Oflice.

After tlie forms has'c been filled up two

documents are issued, which are the licence
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Further Details of the New Licences.—

card and the licence registratian book. This latter

is to be kept at home, and contains a history of the
\ehicle from January ist, 1921, and onwards. It was
especially emphasised at the meeting that, whereas the
present local taxation licence entitled a man to keep
one motor vehicle and is of the same nature as a dog
licence, not being transferable, the new licence belongs
to the vehicle and goes with it. Change of ownership
and particulars of sale must be entered in the log book
and sent to the local authority.

Definition of Taxes on Weight Basis.

In this book, which is devoted to motor cycles (in-

cluding scooters and cycles with auto-wheel or other
motor attachfiients), it is mentioned that motor cycles
exceeding 8 cwt. in weight unladen are chargeable
with duty as cars. The taxes are thus defined :

Weight unladen not exceeding 200 lb., £1 10s.

Weight unladen not exceeding 200 lb., with
right to draw trailer or sidecar, ^£2 10s.

Weight unladen exceeding 200 lb., but not ex-

ceedmg 8 cwt., ^3.
Weight unladen exceeding 200 lb., but not

exceeding 8 cwt., with right to draw trailer or

sidecar, jQ^.
Tricycles not exceeding 8 cwt., weight un-

laden £4.
Part year licences of one-half the full rates are

granted in respect of motor bicycles and tricycles

first used on or after October ist of any year.

If the motor cycle is already registered a second
part of the form must be filled in, on which must be
stated the registered number, the nature of the vehicle,

if used for a sidecar, the manufacturer's name, type
or model of vehicle, manufacturers' horse-power, and
the weight unladen.
Now, as regards the licence-holder and licence card

;

these are issued in two patterns—rectangular, intended
chiefly for industrial vehicles, and a circular pattern
for touring vehicles, such as motor cars and motor
cycles, the size to be the same in both cases. The
card when supplied is rectangular in shape, but may

' be cut round the outer of the two circular lines so

as to fit neatly into a sheet metal tray of suitable

thickness, having a turned-up edge of sufficient depth
to hold the card and a stout cover glass. There will

also be an outer cover consisting of a ring of sheet

metal shaped to fit closely on to the tray, and adapted
for fixing' by screws, bolts, or otherwise in a position

in which it may be clearly seen from the near side,

of the vehicle. A rubber packing ring should be
arranged to fit between the ring cover and the. cover
glass and tray so as to render. the whole carrier water-

proof. The aperture within the ring cover should

clearly exhibit the whole of the licence card, lying

within the inner circle. of the licence card, and should
have a diameter of 2-}-J-in. The actual dimensions of

the card issued in its rectangular shape are

St?? X3||-in.

In the course of the proceedings it was mentioned
that the money collected from the duties, together with

the existing horse carriage licences, would be collected

by county councils, county boroughs, or borough coun-

cils under the supervision of the Ministry of Trans-

port, and will be devoted to the maintenance and im-

provement of the roads. Licences need only be taken

out in respect of vehicles which are actually in use.

French Engine Design.
A Two-stroke Engine Unit with no Exposed Working Parts.

AVERY neat type of unit constructed
engine and gear box for motor
cycle use has been produced by the

Ballot Cie., of Paris. This firm has
specialised for a number of years in

engines for car use, and supplies these
for a large number of manufacturers
both in France and abroad. The adop-
tion of a power plant for motor cycles

is, however, of recent date. It is undev-
. stood that the whole of the present pro-

duction has been secured by one of the
leading French firms for their new types
of machines ; other firms, however, will

adopt the Ballot engine as soon as pro-

duction increases.
-. The engine is a single-cylinder air-

cooled two-stroke, mounted on an alu-

minium crank case. A valve is mounted
in the cylinder head, but this is only
used to relieve the compression, and
allows the machine to be ridden without
interfering with the carburetter and igni-

tion controls. Crank case compression is

aployed, and the aluminium piston is

&tted with a deflector. Ball bearings are

pted for both the crankshaft and the
Bnnecting rod big end. The crankshaft
of the built-up type, consisting of two
dl discs united by the crank pin, which
is conical ends fitting into the discs.

s;One of the features of this engine is

lie enclosed magneto, only the distributer

The Ballot two-stroke engme and gear

unit, embodymg an enclosed magneto.

The gear change is effected by the knees

of the rider by means of a double lever.

of which is outside. JIagneto drive is

by means of a roller chain, naturally
enclosed. A metal disc clutch, working
ill oil, is used, and there are two speeds
operated by lever with forked arms, so

as to encircle the tank and horizontal
tube of the machine. With the exception
of the pulley or sprocket for the final

drive,, there is not a single exposed work-
ing part on the Ballot engine. Even the
kick starter is enclosed, and is operated
by means of the right-hand footboard.
This engine was exhibited at the 1919

Palis Salon in an earlier form. Since
then, however, it has undergone detail

modifications only. It is interesting to

note that the majority of French motor
cycles are fitted with engine and gears
constructed on the" unit sj'stem, and the
Ballot product adds another example to

the list. The Bleriot and Louis Clement
machines may be cited as e.xcellent

examples of unit construction, especiallv
the latter, in which case a clutch and
three-speed gear bo.x are combined with
an original design of twin-c.vlinder V
type engine, having shaft operated over-

head valve gear. Many capable engineers
consider that unit construction will

be adopted eventually in this country,
though at the present moment British

examples could easily be counted on the

fingers of one hand.

Big
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A Review of Sidecars for 1921, compiled from our Sfand-to-stand Inspection al the

Olympia Show.
A.J.S.

A. J. SiKVENS AND Co., (1914), LtD.,
Graisley House, Penn Road, Wolver-
hampton.—A new design of chassis has
been under consideration by the makers
of the A.J.S. combination, but the test-

ing of it is not yet completed, so that
it has not been shown. Consequently,
there is little alteration in the chassis
of the present A.J.S. The chassis is

of very simple type, sprung on luxurious
C springs and having support on both
sides of the sidecar wheel. The body
also has been found too satisfactory to

need any extensive alteration, but one
or two detail improvements have been
made. The windscreen has been raised
two inches, although the glass itself is

less deep ; the increase in height has
been obtained by adding a considerable
lift to the scuttle. This at the same
time enables the makers to allow more
knee room, so that a child can easily

be carried as well as an adult. The
hinged joint between the windscreen
and body has been made completely
watertight, and care has been taken to

adopt a hood to which the front edge
comes well over the windscreen, so as

to make a raintight joint there also. A
large luggage grid and tool box are fitted,

on the top of which a dickey seat can
be added.

ALECTO.
Cashmore Bros., Grove Road, Balham,

S.W.12.—The sidecar fitted to the /-S

345 c.c. Alecto two-stroke is of the | f

light coachbuilt variety, aluminium panels
being used for the sake of lightness. ]t

is mounted upon a conventional type vi

underslung chassis, with double-ended
G springs.

p!«sr:^^?H-ssrs

Switches and accumulator in an

Alecto sidecar.

ARIEL.
Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook,

Birmingham.—As in several other well

known machines the Ariel frame is

dropped to allow extra body room : al-

though the axle is straight. The sidecar

chassis is held from four points, of which

two are at the steering head. Extra care

has been taken to provide those luxuries

which add so enormously not only to the
comfort, but also to the convenience of

the sidecar as a vehicle, and the rear

locker is large enough to take a ^ood-sized
suit case; the mudguard is ot the car

type and fixed to the body; the spring-

ing is soft and luxurious ; and a large

and well placed step is provided ; there

are also map pockets arranged in the

upholstery on each side of the body, and
other little conveniences.

ARMIS.
Arjus Cycle Co., 290-291, Heneage

Street, Birmingham.—Surprising roomi-

ness with light weight is the most promi-
nent characteristic of- the lightweight
sidecar fitted to the Armis-Precision
350 c.c. two-stroke. Although the light-

weight outfit has undoubtedly come to

. stay, it cannot be denied that in certain

cases the body used is hardly adequate
for a full-sized passenger ; however, this

certainly does not apply to this model.
Another point is that the back squab of

the seat is high enough to give proper
support to the back—a matter of more
importance' than is usually realised. C
springing is used, and the connections are

of the three-point variety.

In the heavier model, which is fitted

to a 5-6 h.p. J.A.P.-engined machine,
four-point suspension is used, the fourth
support being taken from a point about
halfway down the saddle tube. The body
is supported by long links from the G
springs, which insulate it from shocks,

and is of the normal mediumweight type,

most excellently upholstered and very
roomy. ^

.

Complete with spare wheel, grid, screen, and hood, the A.J.S. was one ol the most attractive

sidecars at Olympia

A cutter type sidc-

carette—the Alldays

Allon
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Sidecar Progress.
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Ample locker and mudguarding arrange-
ments are obviously features of the new

Ariel sidecars.

767

cycle by a short but flexible leaf spring,
and the rear of the body is suspended
from this sprung axle. There is no direct
connection from the front of the chassis
to the head of the motor cycle, but a
diagonal stay from the junction of saddle
tube support and the chassis is carried
up lo the head, and joined about two-
thirds along its length by the front
chassis support. The body, while fol-

lowing standard practice, is larger and
more comfortable than the majority of
those fitted to light-weight chassis.

BLACKBURNE.
BrRNEY' AND Blackburnp;, Ltd., 28,

Conduit Street, W.l.—As an example of
robust construction, the T'.A.C. sidecar

BAT.
Bat Motor Mfg. Co. (1918), Ltd., 2,

Kingswood Eoad, Penge, S.E.20.—Per-
haps the best sprung sidecar in the Show
is that fitted to the 8 h.p. Bat machines.

Showing how the body may be swung out of the way when
adjustments are necessary on the Bat motor cycle.

A spring frame^ lightweight

outfit, with a 330 c.c. two-

stroke engine—the Beardmore-Precislon, which

has a sprung sidecar axle.

The front of the body is slung on C
springs of the usual type, but the rear is

supported on two independent quarter-

elliptic springs of great length, and the

clearances are designed so as to allow for

a spring deflection of six or seven inches.

Not content with this, the makers use a
spring-supported sidecar wheel. The
wheel spindle (it is not a stub axle) is

suspended in forks which pivot freely

about their connection to the sidecar

chassis, and are held by two large helical

Springs. The result of this system is that

one sinks into the sidecar seat as one
does into a well-built armchair.

Provision is made for carrying a spare
wheel on the right-hand side of the body,
and- in both the two models shown there
S(;accommodation for a large amount of
ggage, either on a car type luggage giid
the rear or in an extra large boot.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
E. Baker, Ltd.j King's Noiton

ainghftm.—In designing a lightweight
pear to be attached to the Beardmoie
ecision spring frame tw'o - stroke
ghine, several interesting problem^!

_
to be surmounted. It was essential

that the advantage of
the sprung motor cycle
frame should not be
lost, and at the same
time it was necessary
to keep down the
weight to a minimum.

The main frame of the chassis is rect-

angular,, and of quite short length, and is

not rigidly connected to the rear axle. This
latter is joined to the chain stay of the

fitted to the 8 h.p. Blackburne is fully
worthy of the machine to which it is

attached. All the tubes by which it is

fixed to the motor cycle are attached to

a long triangulated girder member which
forms the backbone of the chassis con-

struction. The hinder end of this

member is made up of two open steel

pressings, from
A\'hich the t vv

axle tubes spring

The indisputable value of interchangeable wheels

has been recognised by the designer of the 8 h.p.

Blackburne outfit.
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Sidecar Progress

The sidecar wheel is supported from
both sides by two loop tubes, which also

form two extremely rigid mudguard sup-

Eorts integral with tjfie cliassis. The
ody itself is roomy and is provided with

a fair sized boot for luggage : the spare
wheel is supported under a grid, which
allows of additional luggage accommoda-
tion. The body is supported on C springs
and an increasced clearance has been
provided.

B.S.A.
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Heath,

Birmingham.—A new design of sidecar

fitted to the 4j h.p. B.S.A. has a most
interesting type of chassis, in which
weight and complication are reduced to a

minimum. The main frame consists of

an open triangle, of which the rear

member is a double tube. At the front

the two points of attachment on the
machine are connected by tubes to the
apex of a triangle, so that only six

The hinged luggage grid on

the B.S.A. sidecar provides

a safe and unobtrusive anchor-

age for the spare wheel.

tubes in all are used for the chassis, in-

cluding the stay from the saddle.

The body is suspended at the rear on a

single transverse inverted semi-elliptic

spring, and it is noteworthy that this

spring, following the latest car practice,

has been enclosed in a gaiter. In front

the body is supported at a single point

by a coil spring, thus
giving the coach-
work a true three-

point suspension,
while the mudguard
is fixed on the body
and not to the wheel
a.xle.

On the twin B.S.A.
the sidecar is of a

more conventional
type, with a frame
all'round

,
the wheel

instead of a stub
axle, and a spare
wheel attached to the
luggage grid. Qn the Brough the lamp

CALTHORPE.
C'ALTHoarE Motor Cycle Co., Barn

Street, Birmingham.—Being designed as

a complete lightweight proposition, the

sidecar fitted to the 350 c.c. two-

stroke Calthorpe has been kept |,

extremely simple. Tlie main

A Calthorpe with three-part screen of

celluloid.

chassis is simply a triangle

front end. Four attach-

re carried to the usual points

cvcle frame. It is note-

Attached underneath the folding

luggage grid the B.S.A spare

wheel is encased in a waterproof

cover.

B2i

and generator for the sidecar is fitted to the body.

worthy that suspension by cantilever

springs has been adopted at the rear,

while the front of the body is held on a

single coil spring at the apex, thus pro-

viding a three-point

suspension.

A large locker and
a long and comfort-
able seat of extra
width are points
which it is unusual
to find in a sidecar
of s u c h e xtremely
light weigJit.

CAMPION.
C.VMPioN Cycle

Co., Ltd., Robin
Hood Street, Not-
tingham,—With this

firm rests the honour
of pi'oducing the first

sidecar taxicab outfit

to be licensed to ply
for public hire. The
chassis, which is
attached to an 8 h.p.

Campion machine, is

of the underslung
variety on straight-

forward lines. Five
attachments are used,
two each to the front

down tube and saddle tube respectively,
while the remaining one is in the form of
a universal joint attached to the chain
stay near the fork end. The large double-
seated cabriolet body is mounted upon a
pressed steel sub-frame, which is insulated
from the chassis by means of two under-
slung half -elliptic springs fixed at the front,

pivoted at the axle, and shackled at the
rear. Two upturned quarter-elliptics with
scroll ends carry the front of the sub-

f raine. This method of carrying a large

body is claimed to be ideal, since it

eliminates most of the stresses from the
bottom boards. A standard Campion
single-seated touring sidecar is also

made with an underslung chassis.

CANOELET.
Mead and Deakin, Birmingham.—I'ro-!

bably the Canoelet models best knowiu
to the general public—by reason of theii

very distinctive lines—are the Minor ana
Sporting types,, which have becom^
justly famous for use in connectioa*
with light machines, or even with heavy
minuits, where a. light attachment of the
racing type was rrauired. An innovation
just introduced is the model T4. The
ch.Tssis of this has ii very slightly dropped
nxlo, and is simply constructed of threo

main lubes converging towards the fioiit,

where they run p.irallel for some low
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MODERN IDEAS IN SIDECAR
DESIGN.

(I) One' of the cheapest sidecar outtits on the market

—

the Connaught two-stroke. (2) The Plus-one sidecar ; as its

name imphes, its body can be mstantly adapted to carry two
persons. (3) A Cedos outfit specially designed for ladies

use. (4) One of the features of the Clyno sidecar is. the

ample protection for the passenger. Interchangeable wheels
are used on this outfit. (5) The spare wheel of the Acme
is carried on the car-like boot. (6) The sporting lines of

the Harley-Davidson sidecar are decidedly attractive. (7) The
8 h.p. British Excelsior outfit sells at a moderate figure.
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To the lady sidecarist this little Cedos lightweight

outfit will make a special appeal.
A Grinilay sidecar is used as standard on the 6 h.p. Bradbury

inches, forming a platform on which the
front quarter-elliptic springs and the
front attachments are clipped. The body,
which is carried at the back on C springs,

is of very graceful shape, and provides
ample room for the passenger.
A special feature is the celluloid

windscreen, which is curved to

follow the circular opening of

the dash. The near side end of

the screen is carried on a

swivelling vertical rod attached
to the door, so that the screen

opens with the latter, and is thus
out of the waj' when the
passenger is entering, or alight-

ing from, the car. Four-point
attachments are used'; the mud-
guard is carried on the side of

the body, and a large bulbous
locker .is provided.
The other touring Canoelet

sidecars remain as they were, no
alterations being found necessary.

It should be borne in mind that
this firm probably did more to

popularise the coachbuilt sidecar
than any other in the earlier days
of motor cycling. The Canoe-
let taxicab is a new departuie,
which will be dealt with in the
near future.

are of full size and suitable for adults.

In order to afford extra leg room in the
front seat, there is a well in the extreme
toe of the chassis which can be dropped,
or if desired can be clipped up flush with

CHATER-LEA.
Chater-Lea, Ltd., 74, Banner

Street, London, E.C.I. — In
chassis design, the Chater-Lea
sidecar (as fitted to their 8 h.p. machine)
follows the generally accepted practice

for heavy sidecars of using triangulated
longitudinal members. They offer, how-
ever, a two-seater body of considerable
interest. In this, both
the seats, which are
arranged in tandem.

equipped

One of the most popular twin-

cylinder sidecar outfits on the

road during 1919-20 was the

5-6 h.p. James ; it is now
'ith a 7 h.p. engine and should meet with increased

success.

the lemainder of the body. If it is not de-

sired to carry two persons the back of the
rear seat can be folded forward, and the

back and seat of the front seat can he
shifted to an alternative position further
back, giving an extremely large, roomv,
and luxurious body for one. The spare
wheel is carried on the front of the tody.

CLYNO.
Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.—As usual with sidecars for
sprung frames, the Clyno chassis
is cut off short at its rear end,
the hindermost attachment being
a double connection running to
the saddle pin and to a point near
the bottom of the saddle-pillar.
The upper of these two tubes is

carried right across to form a tri-

angular rear cross member, on
the outside end of which is the
spring box, which holds the outer
body C spring, and also the leaf
spring, which insulates the
chassis from the wheel.
The forward end of the chassis

is attached to the front down
tube oi the cycle, and another
connection goes right to the top
frame tube. The design of the
spring wheel is particularly good,
as also is the construction
throughout.
The glass windscreen with oel hi- '

loid side lights, the excellent
hood, and the luggage carrier
faced with aluminium mailing,
combine to give great luxury.

A taxi-sidccaf which docs not lool< cumljcrsomc—the handsome
Campion vehicle with laxlmeter mechanism on the hont of

the body.

n.-i

Comfort for the tour is amply provided in

the 8 h.p. Chaler-Lea outfit.
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The Coulson sidecar has a spring wheel uti

eHiptic springs, as on the machine

COPPEN ALLAN.
COPPEN Allan and Co., 89, Great Port-

land Street, W.l.—Remarkable ingenuity

is shown in the design of the Plus One
sidecar. While the chassis is of more or

less normal design, the body is very

hovel. Wlien in use in the ordinary way,
the passenger sits in what is practically

an extra luxurious deck chair, with a

padded front edge to the seat and an
elastic back, the whole being adjustable.

If no passenger be carried the seat may
be swung down into the body, and the

whole protected by the apron." When
accommodation for two is required the

dickey seat is opened, and this gives

ample room for a full-sized passenger.

For the carrying of luggage or parcels

alone, both seats may be removed com-
pletely, thus giving the' luggage capacity

of a trades' delivery car. The sidecar as

sold is complete with apron, lamp bracket,

and aluminium step, and altogether seems
to represent a real advance in design.

COULSON'B.
F. AsLETT Coulson Eng. Co., Albion

Street, London, N.l. — Spring frame
machines, such as the Coulson-B, neces-

sarily demand that sidecars attached to

them shall also have spring wheels if

the overall comfort of the outfit is to be
assured. In this resjpect the Coulson.
sidecar has been very effectively designed
with a form of spring axle support very

similar to that em-
ployed on the motor
cycle rear wheel. All
the five connections
are made to rigid
parts of the frame,
and the body is

carried on quarter-
elliptic springes at the
rear and a central
C spring in front, the
latter being secured
to the apex formed
by the converging
tubes of the chassis.

Rearwardly, these
tubes are extended so

that they may be used
as a luggage grid. A
verj' attractive body is

used, having a pointed
a convenient locker

\ered with a lid held by a spring catch.

DALTON.
D.ALTON Motor Co., Ltd., 17, .John

Dalton Street, Manchester. — Springing

has obviously received special attention

lising quarter-

itself.

tail, in which is

pair of inverted semi-elliptic springs of
car type, spiral spring shock absorbers
intervening between the two. The
centre trunnions of these semi-elliptic
springs support the sidecar body. The
result is an extremely flexible suspension,
resembling that of an expensive car. The
stress is distributed from the chain stay
support and the sidecar wheel stub axle
by- a pair of very solid steel stampings,
which spread the load. Another good
point is that the chain stay tube has a
universally jointed attachment, which is

only locked up when the sidecar is actually
aligned. The sidecar body is long and
very roomy, having a large locker at the
back and ample leg room in front.

DOT.
Dot Motors, Ellesmere Street, Hulme,

Manchester.—On the 8 h.p. Dot-Jap, the
sidecar has a new type of chassis of con-
siderable interest, mainly for the fact

that it is designed to be readily fitted

either on the right or left of the machine.
For this purpose, the main rectangular
frame of the chassis is entirely symmetri-
cal, and the chain stay connection to the

in the sidecar fitted to the 5-7 h.p. flat

twin Dalton. The main frame of the
chassis is roughly triangular in plan, but
has two cross members at the rear. These
cross members support the two ends of a

Mudguards sprung with the sidecar body are becoming more
general. Here is an 8 h p. Dot which has this feature.

A popular 4 h.p. outfit, the medium-powered
flat twin by Messrs, Douglas Motors.

cycle frame can be interchanged with
the stub axle carrying the sidecar wheel.
The front cross member of this frame is

not brazed to the remainder, but clipped

in lugs, and the two attachment tubes
can be fitted to either end of it. Simi-
larly, the saddle pin connection can be
affixed at its lower end to either side of

the sidecar chassis.

In addition to the convenience of being
able to use the sidecar, either as right or
left-hand, the sliding front tube makes
it exceedingly easy to obtain correct
alignment. The mudguard over the side-

car wheel is very wide—in fact it is of
car shape, and is suspended from the
body instead of the axle, which is by far

the most satisfactory arrangement.
The body, while not showing any devia-

tion from standard practice, is well

designed for comfort, and is most
luxuriously upholstered.

DOUGLAS.
Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,

Bristol.—Very few changes have been
made in the chassis of the Douglas
sidecar : it remains as it was—a fine

example of robust yet light construction.

Its main point of divergence from the

usual is in the square girder-built

B*5
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Low price without sacrifi

is a feature of this Dunhill sidecar.

longitudinal member on the cycle side

of the chassis. This has a triangulated

attachment to the chain stay, and also

two tubes running to the head and the

saddle-pillar. The fourth attachment
(to the footrest) is by a tube which
forms the front cross member of the

frame. Both this and the rear cross

member are dropped to allow body room,
and the body itself is suspended on the

rear member by a transverse semi-elliptic

spring. The frame extends all round
the sidecar wheel, which is on an
ordinary spindle instead of a stub axle

;

the surrounding frame also gives a very
rigid support to the mudguard.

DUNELT.
DUNFOBD AND ElLIOTT (SHEFFIELD),

Ltd., 9o-99, Bath Street, Birmingham.-

-

For this machine (the 500 c.c. two-stroke,

which we have already described in these
columns) the Watsonian Company has
built a specially designed sidecar. This
is chiefly notable for the very low
dropped frame, which allows' room for an
exceptionally deep and roomy body. This
frame is carried right round the sidecar
wheel, for which it forms the spindle
support (the sidecar wheel is interchange-
able with the others). Three bent
members which cross round the wheel
also support the mudguard, giving great
rigidity.

' The body is sprung on C springs at the
rear and coil springs in front. Behind
the seat is fitted a large luggage locker
and the spare wheel.

Convenient map or glove pockets are
fitted in the sides of the body.

DUNHILL.

DuNHiLLS, Ltd., 359-

361, Euston Road,
N.W.—In the type of

chassis which follows
in plan view the lines

of a right- angle tri-

angle, the above firm

may be regarded as

pioneers, since they
have made this method
of construction tlteir

own. It is used witli

various modification.?

in the majority ot'

their sidecars, and
permits a strong struc-

ture to be made with-
out sacrifice of light-

ness. They are varied

by extra cross bracing members, but
the general plan remains the same. Par-

ticularly luxurious bodywork is one of

Dunhills specialities, and various types of

DECEMBER gth, igoo.

all the panels. For those who re-

quire a sidecar of the family variety,

a specially wide model, tapering to the

front, is provided. This has slightly

staggered seats which will accommodate
an adult and child, sitting side by side.

In preference to mounting a luggage grid

on the back of the body, the firm evi-

dently favour a separately sprung arrange-

ment secured by means of long quarter-

elliptic springs to the back of the chassis.

F.N.
F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley

Road, Willesden Lane, N.W.6.—Bevel-
driven machines do not lend themselves
very easily to the attachment of an ordi-

nary sidecar, but the special chassis de-
signed by F.N. gets over all' difficulties.

The backbone of the frame is a long
double member attached to the chain stay
just clear of the bevel casing. It also

has a triangulated tube fixed to the
saddle-pillar, and the two members joined
at the front just before reaching the.

An exlrctncly attractive rmjdrrj (s llur Sportiiii-;

Observe llie IrianKulated front members of

body are shown, including a special two-
seater model, which is convertible to a
single-seater by a slight alteration, as
required. The springing of all the bodies
is on conventional lines by means of

separate C springs at

the front and rear.

On the Limousette
model a -very neat V
fronted celluloid wind-
screen is carried on a

high hinged dash,
while on another model
a bevelled mirror is

inserted beneath the
dash. This is a' point
which should appeal
particularly to lady
passengers. A new
model of the caliriolet

type, known as the
.Jasmine, is also intro-

duced. This is most
luxuriously uphol-
stered in Bedford cord

Dunliill sidecar. . and fitted witli Tri-

the chassis. plex safety glass in

h.p. two-stiroke three-speed Dunelt and sidecar,

one of the cheapest outfits in the Show.

steering head. From this girder con-
struction is built out the rectangular
frame which supports the body, and also

passes I'ound the wheel to support the-
latter on both sides.

The body is chiefly notable for the
great depth of the back of the scat,

which iiffords the rider most excellent
protection in conjunction with the solid

windscreen and Cape hood which are

fitted.

GRINDLAY.
Grindlay (Covkntry), Ltd., l\Iel-

boufne Works, Coventry.—A slight im-

provement has been effected in the sus-

pension of the body on the well-known
Cirindlay spring wheel chassis; this lies

ill the Rubstitulioii of quarter-clliptio

springs fur the coil springs whicli {or-

merly supported the front portion. The
main part of the spring wheel system,

however, remains unaltered, since it has

been found to be perfectly sntisfactorv

in practice. The mudguards ahso, whieli

are attached to the bodies, are now of

domed section in place of the flat wings

B26
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Jj^OT(^ILE

The spare tin of petrol almost holds itself

on the sloping tail of the Club model
Grjndlay sidecar.

which have hitherto been used. Various
styles of coachwork are obtainable, and
adequate provision is made for Inggage
carrying on the touring bodies. A new
sporting type, kiwwn as the Club, is now
introduced, and, having no door, access

to the interior is facilitated by means of

a cast aluminium step bolted to the side

of the body. A neat curved celluloid

wiiidscreen is secured in front of the

seat, which is very low and allows a com-
fortable reclining position for the pas-

senger. In addition to the spring wheel
models, there are also two types mounted
upon fixed wheel chassis. One of these

is the Popular, which is suitable for

general touring work wheii attached to

machines of medium power ; while the

sporting type is of particularly light con-

struction, and follows the general lines of

similar attachments, the seat being of

the hammock variety. The body spring-

ing of this particular model is especially

interesting ; the front is supported on
two upturned quarter-elliptics, while the

rear is also carried on two other quarter-

elliptic springs, the free ends of these

. sliding under rollers on the ^, ,

back cross member of the ^-^^>
chassis. On the Familv """^

tourist model a dickej seat

is provided. ,

A Grindlay spring wheel sidecar

attachment. The guard is affixed

to the sidecar body.

HARLEY-DAVIBSON.
Hahley-D.widso.x .Motor Co., Ltd.,

74, Newman Street, London. W.l.—The
great power of the Hailey-Davidson
big twin lends itself naturally to the
fittiug of luxurious sidecars, and full

advantage has been taken of this fact by
the makers. In fact, their standard side-

car body would be listed by many makers
as a de luxe type. The chassis is interest-

ing, being of a fully triangulated girder
type. It is supported not only by the
chain stays themselves, but also by the
back stays, thus getting double strength
at this important point ; and it is note-
worthy that, instead of being built up on
brazed lugs, the joints between the tubes,
are all acetylene welded. The chassis is

lined up with great care at the works,
and no adjustment is provided for this,

as it is considered that the worlc cannot
be done sufficiently accurately without
the makers' special facilities. The body
has an integral Avindscreen and hood,
map lockers in the doors, a glove locker
in the scuttle, and two large cupboards
behind the seat. For sporting purposes
a much lighter sidecar of the canoe type
is shown, which shows the same interest-
ing points in design as the heavier type.
There is also a .trade delivery sidecar of

extremely high cubic capacity, on a
chassis of slightly different design.

HENDERSON.
Henderson Sidecars, Aero Works,

Firzwiiliam Street, Sheffield.—The de-
signer of the Henderson sidecars has
made very serious efforts to eliminate all

doubtful materials or methods of con-
struction from his productions, and the
tubes and other metal parts used in the
chassis are all selected with regard to
their suitability for the particular part
in which they are used. Thus the con-
nections from the chassis to the frame
of the machine are of a special kind of
steel tubing, which has a higher elastic

limit than the tubing used in the chassis
itself, while the axles and connections
are of high tensile steel, which is heat-
treated. Any bolts which would be liable

to rust into the connections in which they
are used are made of rustless steel. The
actual frame connections are of the taper
socket variety, and are provided with a
special form of self-withdrawing'joiilt, so

that the unscrewing of the nut separates
the connection itself. A new model in-

troduced for 1921 is the Elite with
detachable wheel. This has been speci-
ally produced in order to suit the

various high - powered
machines now on the
market, which are fitted

wiih detachable and
interchangeable wheels,
and it is sold without
a wheel, so that it can
be arranged to take
any maker's standard
wheel. Provision for

carrying the spare wheel
is made at the back.

The springing system
of this sidecar is par-

ticularly gi^tod, consist-

ing, as it does, of a com-
bination of semi-elliptic

laminated springs work-
ing in conjunction with
coil spring shock ab-

sorbers. The semi-

773

elliptic springs are pivoted at their centres,

the rearmost ends carrying the bearer bar
for the body, while the forward ends
are anchored to the chassis by the coil

tension-spring adjustable shock absorbers.

Special features of these sidecars are the
ample luggage-carrying capacity and the
flat lid to the locker, wtiich forms an
additional platform on which petrol cans
or suitcases may be carried. For very
light machines there is a special Feather-
weight model, which weighs but 65 lb.

complete, while there is also a spring

wheel sidecar, which has a wonderfully
efficient system of insulation, by means of

a single laminated C spring, the only
unsprung weight being the wheel and the
floating axle. In this case, the front of

the body is carried on C springs, while
the rear is supported on two large dia-

meter coil springs in compression. In
all cases, the mudguards on the Hender-
son sidecars are securely attached to the
body, a method long standardised by this

firm.

Simple and adjustable suspension

is provided on the Sheffield

Henderson spring-wheel model.

INDIAN.
Hendee Manufacturing Co., 366,

Euston Road, N.W.I.—Sidecars for use
with the Indian machines must, of course,

be specially designed to be capable of

attachment to the spring frame which is

used on this machine. With the object

in view, the main frame of the sidecar

is kept very short from front to rear,

and the hindermost attachments take the
form of two struts which are fi.xed re-

spectively just behind tlie saddle pin and
just above the gear box. Since there is

such ample power available, the sidecar

is of extraordinarily robust construction,

and the body is large'and luxurious, with
ample lockers for carrying a considerable

amount of personal luggage.

IVY.
S. A. Newman, Ltd., Lichfield Road,

Birmingham.—After the recent perform-

ance of an Ivy in climbing the Wyche
cutting (1 in 2.9) fifteen consecutive times

with a passenger, and several times with

two passengers, one expected to find that

the sidecar used was of the feather-

weight type ; but this is far from being

the case, for although the chassis is very

light it is exceptionally solid in its de-

sign and construction. For one thing,

the chassis takes the form of a rectangle

completely enclosing the body. For

another, the su.spension is of the four,

point type : and for a third the wheel is

mounted in an all-round fork and not on



This Millford Rock " chassisless" sidecar attached to a P. and M. has many special

points of interest in its design.

The graceful little sidecar attached to the Ivy two-stroke helps to render this lightweight

outfil a very attractive proposition.

BZS

Roomy sidecars o( practical dpsign arc attached to the Indian rnacliincs.
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a stub axle ; in fact, the general design
of the sidecar is of the type usually
associated with heavyweight outfits.

Although the body is not bulky, yet room
has been found to provide for a large

locker for luggage.

IXION.
' IxiON MoTOE Mfg. Co., Ladywood,
Birmingham. — Experience gained in

pioneering the miniature sidecar outfit is

reflected in the light chassis attached to

the Ixion 2^ h.p. two-stroke. Lightness
is not only retained by simple design,

but strength is in no way sacrificed. The
chief feature is that the front attachment
tube has its origin at the rear axle and
runs parallel with the cycle frame, rising

slightly, until it curves to the connection
on the front- down tube. For its small
size the body is convenient, and the grey
finish to match the machine is excellent.

H. Col;,ier and Sons, Ltd., 44, Plum-
stead Road, Plumstead, S.E.18.—In de-

signing a sidecar for the Matchless
machine, the makers were confronted
with the necessity of specially arranging
the rear springing to get the fullest

advantage from the sprung rear wheel of

the motor cycle. - They have successfully

done this by arranging an axle which
carries the sidecar wheel, and is attached
at two points to the unsprung portion

of the motor cycle rear wheel fork. The
rear suspension for the chassis itself is

through helical springs from the sidecar

wheel end of this misprung axle and
from the sprung part of the motor cycle

frame. Here also the sidecar is attached
'

to the cycle at two points. As there is

also a two-point suspension at the front

of the chassis, the total connections are

no fewer than six, giving enormous
strength. In addition to the rear coil

springing, the front of the sidecar body
is sprung . on quarter-elliptic springs.

There is a large boot, also a luggage
grid on which the spare wheel is sus-

pended. A windscreen is a standard part

ol the sidecar.

MlhhFORB.
Mills-Fhlford, Ltd., Crown Works,

Coventry.—In view of the fact that the
members of this firm may be counted
amongst the pioneers of sidecar manu-
facture, it is significant to observe that

they are now departing from all hitherto

accepted principles of chassis construction.

This I'efers, of course, to the Millford-

Rock chassisless sidecar, which was one
of the attractions of the Show. Briefly,

the method of construction of this side-

car is as follows : a double cranked axle,

is secured to the back fork of the motor
cycle by a spring- joint, allowing a cer-

tain' amount of flexibility in all directions.

The forward part of the crank swings

;

in bearings attached to the specially

strong floorboards of the body, to which
.

it is also adjustably attached through a

single transverse half-elliptic spring and
shackles. The fore part of the body is

carried on a swivelling crossbar, capable
of vortical movement and controlled by
enclosed coil springs; it will, therefore,
be seen that the only connection between
the fi'ont and back alla<hnu'nt is the body'
itself. The flexibility of the sidecar
is such that no direct shocks from tlie
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This attractive

Montgomery
provides

protection

elements.

ttractive *,

ery sidecar f %Sh»u.
unusual / ' ^*-

1 from the /

The spring frame Matchles;

sidecar

side wheel are transmitted to the frame
of the motor cycle. Almost any type of
body can be fitted to this chassis, pro-
vided that the bottom boards are of suit-

able strength. Tlie standard Millford
models remain unchanged, and tlie' very
simple chassis construction, which permits
the use of a low body witliout the neces-
sity of underslinging the axle, is retained.
On the De Luxe sidecar, a heavy chassis
with duplex side members and axle tubes
(the latter being slightly underslung) is

used. In addition to the normal single-

seatei' bodies, there are two specially large
ones ; the Family, which is slightly longer
than normal, with provision in the front
part foj a" small additional seat, and the
double-seater, which will accommodate
two full grown passengers without over-
crowding, rile latter is specially suit-

able for high-powered machines. During
the Show substantial reductions in price
were made to- all Millford models.

MOTSnaOUERY.
W. Montgomery .\nd Co., Leicester

L'auseway, Coventry.—Montgomery side-

cars reflect nineteen years' experience in

sidecar construction, and great simpli-
fication of the chassis has been attained.
In all patterns, whethei- light or heavy,
the same type of framework is used, and
the plan of the chassis takes the form of
a truncated triangle. The axles are

. straight, thus avoiding weakness or the
necessitj' of using exceptionally^ heavy
fittings, as must be done when underslung
construction is employed. The bodies,

. which varv from the light sporting type
to the fully-equipped two-seater tandem,

are specially well
finished, and
even in the '**'"

'

-

lightest form the corafoit of the passengei

has not been neglected. Springing is

by means of C springs at the' rear

and adjustable coil springs at the front.

The sporting model will appeal particu-

larly to those riders wlio- prefer an outfit

which generally follows graceful lines,

and, if desired, as an extra, it may be
fitted with a very handsome, curved
celluloid windscreen, which- affords very
complete protection for the passenger—

a

point which is sometimes Omitted on at-

tachments of an ultra-sporting nature.

NEW IMPERIAL.
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip

Street, Birmingham.—There are two neat
points of constructional' design on the
New Imperial sidecar. The first of

these is the rear axle, which is made of

comparatively light tubing, but is pro-

vided with a king-post tension truss

which relieves it of much of its load, thus
getting great strength with a reduction in

weight. There is also a heavy tie-tube

between the chain stay attachment and
the saddle pin.. The body is sprung on
C springs at the rear and quarter-elliptic

leaf springs in front, and clearances are
allowed for a large deflection, thus making
the body most comfortable on the bad
roads of the-present day. It is interest-

ing to note that the makers are following
a practice now. being extensively adopted,
and are ushig steel pressings to form the
chain stay connections and also the
housing for the stub axle. The mudguard

is attached to the body and not to the
wheel, and is therefoie relie\ed of vibra-
tional stresses.

NORTON.
Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge

Street, Birmingham.—All the Norton
sidecai's, including the sporting or racing
type, are mounted on similar chassis.

This chassis has a trapezoidal rear por-
tion, to which the chain stay and saddle
tubes are attached, and a triangular
front, which takes the two front fixings.

A windscreen is fitted as stsndard to the
body, which latter also carries the mud-
guard. Two types are shown, in one of
which there is a large rear luggage com-
partment, while the rear portion of the
other opens to form a small dickey seat
suitable for a child. The racing model
has, of course, no luggage accommoda-
tion, and is cut down to the minimum
AveigHt and head resistance, so' as to
cause a minimum loss of speed.

P. and M.
Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners

Street, W.l.—During the war about one-
half of the P. and M. machines supplied

"to the E.F.C. were fitted with sidecars,
and the experience gained has been very
useful in making possible a reduction of
weight without loss of strength. The
chassis of the sidecar at present fitted is

suspended from four points, having a
double support from the steering, head.
The rear axle has a deep truss, to which
the saddle support is taken. The body
is supported on C springs, which are very
flexible and easy, and good clearance is

Finished in red and black to match the

tank, this sidecar is fitted to the new
5-6 h.p. Omega. The Martinsyde de luxe model.

B29_
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provided to take up heavy road shocks

'

without any possibility of bumping. The
upholstery and bodywork generfilly,

although not provided with any fancy
fittings, are extremely comfortable and
of verj' high quality.

aVABRANT.
Qu.vDRANT Motor Cycles, Lawley

Street, Birmingham.—Quadrant machines
are in many cases provided with sidecars

of proprietary makes, but the Quadrant
makers themselves also provide a sidecar
of moderate price. The chassis is de-

void of any startling innovations, but is

a very sound piece of work. Extra care

has been taken in the support for the
mudguard, the longitudinal member of

the sidecar chassis being extended behind
the axle and bent up to reach the mud-

DECEMBER Qih, igjo.

Reminiscent of an aeroplane cockpit. The
Quadrant has a touring sidecar on sporting lines.

struction

members
machine,
at both

guaid, to winch it is solidly fixed.

An'other short tube is taken directly from

the "chassis fi-ame and supports the front

of the guard ; the usual stays from the

axle are also provided. The body itself,

while not being extremely luxurious, is

comfortable ; and it is notable for the

height of the back, which affords splendid

support, for the shoulders of the passenger.

RALEIGH.
Ealeigh Cycle Co., Ltd., Lenton,

Nottingham.—Another example of a side-

car chassis specially designed to fit a

spring frame machine, the Raleigh, Jiad

to face the additional difficulty that the
machine to which it was to be fitted is

exceedingly fast and powerful. The two
main members of the frame are inclined

towards one another at the front, in the
form of a truncated triangle : the sup-

port from the saddle pillar is inclined
backwards, and runs right through to

the wheel axle. Four points of suspen-
sion are to the saddle-pillar, the bottaiu
bracket, the footrest, and the steering
head. It is satisfactory to note that
extra width has Jieen provided in the scat
itself, a matter which should receive more
attention than is often the case.

REX.
Hzx Motor Manufactuuinc Co., Ltd.,

Earlsdon, Coventry.—The Re.x exhibit is

chiefly notable for the large two-seater
saloon sidecar. The chassis of this is
very interesting, being almost entirely
made from .steel pressings, more on motor
car lines than after the usual style of
sidecar construction. It is suspended
from the motor cycle frame at four
points ; but, as double slrut.s are taken
to two of these pr>intH, it is really a

.six-point su.spciisioii. The body ils'lf
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has a fixed top with detachable celluloid

windows, and the seats are arranged in

staggered form, so as to allow ample
seating width for two adults without
making the body unduly wide.
There are certain points common both

to this sidecar and to the other ones
exhibited, especially as , regards the
springing. In all cases the body is

sprung on two coil springs at the front
and oh two long cantilever springs at the
rear. Also in every case a heavy strut
is taken from the -chain stay attachment
along the motor cycle frame to the steer-

ing head point.

RIDEEZI.
The Sidecar Body Co., 25, Upper

Clapton Road, E.5.—A number of highly-
finished bodies to suit all tastes and re-

quirements are produced. One of the
most attractive is a
double-seated sidecar,
which, despite its pro-
vision for two pas-
sengers, is not cumber-
some in appearance.
This effect is achieved
by extending the body
backwards behind the
front seat in the form
of a long bulbous com-
partment, the lid of
which, when raised,
forms the back of the
additional seat. The
chassis on which this

body is carried is of

particularly robust .con-

having duplex longitudinal
on the side iiearest the
The wheel axle is supported
ends, being surrounded by

a continuous tubular framework. In
addition to this particular model, there
are several varieties of standard tour-

ing mediumweight and light machines.
Another very interesting development ni

sidecar construction is the Roy body,
which is manufactured by Messrs. Roy,
Tripp, Strawford, and Co., of Bristol,

and for whom the Sidecar Body Co. act

as sole concessionnaires. Tlie special

feature of this sidecar is. the method of
providing weather protection for "the pas-
senger by means of a sheet metal hood,
which follows the lines of the body itself.

This hood, with its side shields, is

A production of the Sidecar Body Co.,

notable for its clean lines.

pivoted at a point a little distance behind
the hinged dash, and when it is out of

use it is unnoticeable, since its shape is

exactly the same as that of the body.
The hood can be raised by the passenger

until, at the top, it meets the upper
frame of the windscreen, to which it is

clipped. This converts the body into one
of the completely enclosed variety ,on much
the same lines as a coupe. Special pro-

vision is made' for eliminating rattle in

the metal hood by means of small rubber
rollers mounted on its edge, which bear
against the side panels of. the body itself.

This prevents any objectionable vibra-

tions. The finish is decidedly handsome,
being carried out in rich purple with
black edgings and white lining.

ROVER.
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd., Coven-

try.—Only minor imp?bvements have been
made in the. Rover sidecar. Already well

known, and having stood the test of

many years' work, practically the only
alteration is the dropping of the frame
to allow for a larger body. As before,

the main- rear cross piece, supported from
the chain stay, has a distinct slant back-
wards towards the oiiter end, and all that
portion which forms part of the main
sidecar chassis is made of a double tube.

Three-point suspension has been retained,

and is found completely satisfactory. The
body itself is alike longer, wider, and
deeper, and has at the rear sufficient

locker room for a tin of petrol as well as

other stores. The C springs for front
and rear, on each side, are in one piece.

Mudguarding is on very efficient lines

without detracting from the handsome
appearance of the complete outfit.

Ample bearings for the sidecar wheel and efficient mudguarding arc noticeable

features of the Rover sidecar.
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An Easting windscreen and sidecar stand are two refinements
on this elaborate Royal Ruby sidecar.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch.

—

i Although the Eufield outfit is offered at '

^ich an extremely moderate price, the
Siassis and body follow the Enfield cora-
bany's standard practice as to quality

^and comfort. The chassis, which is

pecially built to suit the Eufield motor
Krcle frame, is of a very light and simple
type, but it is notable for the heavy tie-

Bar which is taken from the chain stay
Ittachment right along the motor cycle to
%e steering head sidecar support. The
idecar wheel mudguard is fixed on the
Body, and between it and the body itself

I handy locker is provided. A- well-
|,esigned folding luggage grid is fitted,

nd the body is extremely comfortable,
t might, however, be made rather larger
|ith advantage. A two-seater body may

obtained at small extra cost.

ROYAL LEICESTER.
The Willowbrook Co., Leicester.—Six

Varieties of Royal Leicester sidecars are
being manufactured, and these cover a
full range, from the light spoi-ting models
to the fully equipped touring machine.
Dealing with the former, the racer may
be specially mentioned for its neat lines.

It is constnicted of polished aluminium,
with headings of the same material, and
the front poi'tion tapers sharply to a

point. It may be had
with or without side
door, and a small locker
is provided behind the
high back-rest. The
chassis of this model is

of conventional p"attern,

with a straight back
axle, only the front
cross member being
underslung. As opposed
to this, we may turn to
the full touring model.
The chassis is fuUy
underslung, and the
body is carried on
laminated C springs.
It is specially notice-
able for the high back

—

a feature often in great
demand, and sometimes
neglected. The construc-
tion is not imduly heavy,
and the body itself is
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sufRciently roomy without being excep-

tional in size. It is fully equipped with
hood, a side curtain, and a windscreen
mounted on the hinged dash. Midway be-

tween these models is a light coachbuilt

sidecar with underslung axle. The body is

carried at the rear on C springs, with
two coil springs at the front. It is a
model well suited for use with medium-
powered machines. A new model intro-

duced for 1921 has coil springing for the

body, which is supported on a system of

cantilevers, the controlling springs being
enclosed in telescopic sheaths. The front
cross bearer bar is suspended upon two
coil springs, which are also enclosed in

telescopic sheaths. All the springs are

adjustable. The mudguard is carried on
the body, and an aluminium step is

attached to the side member of the
chassis.

ROYAL RUEY.
The Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Royal Ruby Works', Altrincham.—Solidity

is perhaps the word
which most aptly de-

scribes the main
attributes of the
sidecar fitted to the
8 h.p. Royal Ruby.

I

In keeping with the imposing build ot the machine is the sidecar of the new counter-

shaft Rudge. Features are the mudguard mounted on the body, and an aluminium

panel on the nose.

With a moderate selling price, the Martinsyde outfit is unusually distinctive and refined.

The wheel is sprung on a short leaf

spring more or less similar to those used
for springing the cycle frame. The
chassis to which the wheel is attached

through this spring is of very robust

construction ; practically all the members
are duplicated. The luggage grid, which
also carries a spare petrol tin, is built

of the same heavy tubes, and is not an
afterthought, but is built integral with
the chassis itself. The spare wheel is

carried behind the body. The sidecar as

a whole is supported from four points of

the bicycle, but one of these supports is

double, making five supports in all. A
pivoted fork carries the wheel axle, and
the shackle at the end of the spring is

secured to an extension of the axle. Side

roll of the wheel is prevented by guiding
the shackle in a special housing at the

rear extremity of the chassis. The body-

is large and exceedingly wide, and by
means of a simple arrangement it can be

removed from the chassis by the with-

drawal of tour accessible nuts.
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A light touring^body on the Dunhill triangulated chassis.

RUDGE.
EtTDGE-WniTwORTH, Ltd., Coventry.

—

Two types of sidecar are now offered by
the makers of the Rudge. The smaller
one is chiefly remarkable for the extreme
lightness and simplicity of the chassis,
which consists simply of a rear axle, a

longitudinal member on the motor cycle
side, and a diagonal member from the
front of the latter to the stub axle carry-

ing the sidecar wheel. The attachments
are at the chain stay, saddle-pillar, steer-

ing head, and also on the end of a

specially strengthened footrest.

In the heavier type, the

chassis takes the form of a

rectangle with an extended
side and a diagonal member
forming a triangle in front of

the liiain chassis.

A large luggage grid has been
provided, and the excellent

expedient has been retained

of suspending it from long

angle-iron runners, which are

attached to the body and not

to the chassis, so that the lug-

gage grid itself is sprung.

ary on their quality. Probably the most
luxurious sidecar they manufacture is the

full touring model, which is designed on
very graceful lines. The chassis is under-

slung and the wheel is encircled by a

tubular member, so that the axle is sup-

ported at both ends. This is a form of

construction which the makers very

One of the greatest atlractions of the Olympia Show was the

number of taxi sidecars exhibited. Here is a Watsonian with

the taximeter mounted on the nose of the body.

SANDUM.
Sandham Engineering Co.,

Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn Road,
W.C.I.—Although the Sand-
ham Engineering Co. produce

all their own chassis, luxurious bodywork strongly recommend to all sidecar users.

is their speciality, and the models they The body is carried upon double-ended back rest is brought

are offering are' specially commendable C springs, and is remarkable for its position to support tl

from this point of view. The fact also exceptionally fine upholstery. A hinged the passenger. Genera

that the firm make bodies for many of

the leading sidecar manufac-
turers is a sufficient comment-

dash extends backwards over the door.

A roomy Sandum taxi sidecar attached

to a Harley-Davidson machine.

and a large locker is provided behind the

seat. On the top of this is a steel lug-

gage grid. Other bodies which call for

special attention are the Dual-purpose
' sidecar and the Sports model

;

the former is readily, con

vertible from a single to a two-

seater, this being done by
moving the back rest of the

seat forward and dropping the

back of the body to some ex-

tent so as to give i'oom for

an additional adult passenger

at the back. In order to pro-

vide sufficient leg room, there

is a well in the centre of the

body immediately behind the

position of the front seats,

and also a drop-down compart-

ment in the floorboards at the

front of the sidecar. Two
normal adult passengers can be

accommodated in this sidecar

without difficulty. The second

sidecar mentioned (the Sports

model) is somewhat different

from the class of machine

usually so named, in so far that

it provides much more com-

fortable seating capacity, while the

brought up to a high
the shoulders of

ally the lines of

this
* body are very graceful, and it

The Wilkin—an attractive single-cylinder

outfit, eqdippcd with dynamo lighting.

Sporting model sidecars are showing no sign of waning popularity,

and the faults of the earlier models are being eliminated. Comfort

is now provided, without sacrifice of speedy appearance, as

exemplified in this particular Grtndlay model

C2
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tapers to a point at the rear. The por-
tion behind the seat is utilised as a locker,
which is covered by a hinged lid having
a spring catch which prevents rattle. In
addition to these, standard models, there
is also the Imperial, which has a fully-

sprung wheel. The bodywork of this is

very similar to that already described on
the touring model, but the wheel is car-
ried between t*o half-elliptic springs,
rigidly secured in front and attached to
shackles at the rear. In order to preserve
the wheel in a truly vertical plane when
cornering, another shackle is provided
between the side member of the chassis
and a vertical fork which springs from
the axle lugs.

SCOTT.
Scott Motoe Cycle Co., Ltd., Ship-

ley, Yorks.^No change has been made in
the Scott sidecar chassis, which is essen-
tially a continuation of the frame of the
machine to which it is fitted, since the
triangulation is not only complete in
itself, but also in its relation to the cycle
frame members. The bodywork and

'79

A Dunhill chassis oflered as a substitute for the

triangulated pattern.

springing are also unchanged, but the
springs are now made in the Scott works
in order to ensure absolute uniformity of
material and temper.

SCOUT.
R. Wbatherell, South. Green, Billeri-

cay, Essex.—One of the R.W. Scout two-
stroke lightweights (of 318 c.c.) is pro-
vided with a very nicely finished light-

weight sidecar specially made for the
firm. The body is finished in polished

- -aluminium, and is placed on a chassis

^.- which is triangular in front, with a
rectangular frame at the rear. As in the

- case of many of the lightweight outfits,

a three-point attachment has been found
amply sufficient, but special care has
been taken to strengthen up the chain stay
support. Since it is likely that a light-

weight machine of this kind will often
be used iov solo riding, it is -important
that the sidecar should be made easily

detachable, which has accordingly been
done in this case. The body is deeper
than is usual for this class of sidecar,

and is very comfortable to sit in.

SUNBEAM.
John Maeston, Ltd., Sunbeamland,

Wolverhampton.—Sunbeam sidecars are

chiefly remarkable for the particular

excellence of the workmanship employed
in tiieir construction and for the dura-
bihty of the materials, not only those used
for the chassis, but also the upholstery.
They are particularly firmly attached at

the front end, having
a double tube to the
steering head as well
as an attachment to a
specially strengthened
footrest. The wheel
has a tube all round
it, and runs on a
spindle instead of a
stub axle. In all the
types of bodies offei'ed,

a particularly long
and comfortable seat

is fitted with a well

squabbed back. In
one case this back is

extraordinarily deep,

so that the whole body
of the passenger is

under protection : in

another type the top
of the sidecar is cut flush, giving a very

sporting appearance but not quite so

much protection.

TRIUMPH.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—In the Gloria sidecar, as fitted to

Triumph machines, an
effort has been made
to provide the comfort
usually associated with
heavyweight sidecars

w it'll the lightness

necessary for use with
a, 4 h.p. machine."
Perhaps the most
noticeable point on
first inspection is the
way in which all the
cross members of the
frame are sunk' three
or four inches to allow
for an extra deep,
and, therefore, extra
comfortable, body.

Incorporated in the connections from
the chain stay to the chassis is a petrol

tin carrier, which forms part of the con-
struction, and a large luggage grid, sepa-
rately sprung, is provided at the rear.

Interchangeable wheels on 3J h.p. sidecar outfits are a rarity.

This smart Sunbeam is so equipped.

The sprung sidecar wheel is still pro-
vided, the stub axle being slung on a
swinging bar, while shocks are absorbed
by an enclosed coil spring immediately
above the hub.

more expensive

Partially concealed, the spare wheel on the Watsonian taxi-

sidecar is carried immediately in front o( the large locker.

At the rear of the Campion sidecar taxi

there is a large locker with an additional

luggage platform on top.

VICTORIA.
ViCIOElA iVIOTOE AND CyCLE CO., LtD ,

Victoria Works, Demiistoun, Glasgow.

—

On the Victoria stand were two types of

sidecar, fitted respectively to a 4 h.p.

J.A.P. engine machine and to a rather
heavier machine with a Coventry Victor
engine. In both cases the prices quoted
for the- sidecars were extremely low, the

former type being
£25 and the heavier
£35. In each in-

stance also the frame
of the chassis takes
the form of a large

, rectangle entirely sur-

rounding the body,
and in the heavier
type the motor cycle
side is made of girder
construction to stand
the additional load.
A good point in both
cases is that the bent
tube going to the
steering head has a
eruss tie on it. The
bodywork is not ex-
tremely luxurious, but
quite comfortable, and,
taken as a whole, both
the sidecars are excel-
lent value. Their
finish is very service-

able-

"7
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PLEASURE JN POLISH.
Sir,—Having read the interesting "Open Letter to the

Trade," by B. H. Davies, I have come to the conclusion

that he, like many others, dislikes cleaning his machine.
Be his remarks about the eighteen-year-old " dude," as he
terms him, I happen to be nineteen, and, as far as my
machine goes, I suppose I am a " dude." I find no greater

pleasure than keeping my machine spotlessly clean, the

same as my father did with all his own. It may be strange,

but I feel positively uncomfortable when out and my
machine has become dirty. I feel sure that there are many
others who will agree with me when I say that a bicycle

worth having is worth keeping clean. Let the manufac-
turers put on as much plating as they like. I may also

add that I am an all-weather rider. , DUDE.
New Barnet.

IS THE LONG EXHAUST A SILENCER?
Sir,—In your issue of November 25tli " W.G." makes

enquiry concerning long exhaust pipes.

I ride a 3^ h.p. Sports Norton motor cycle. Lately I

received a summons for inefficient silencer. The machine
is fitted with the Norton standard exhaust pipe, with no
silencer box, and only the fish-tail baffle at the end.
The pipe itself comes under tlie heading of an expansion
chamber, because its cubic capacity is two and a half times
the cubic capacity of the cylinder, and also the fish-tail

at the end is larger than the rest of the pipe, upon which
it slides.

Probably other readers have been summoned for tlie

same alleged offence. In my case the summons was dis-

missed as being no case. C. R. BIRD.
[Although our correspondent has evidently been able to
prove that a long exhaust constituted a silencer, other
local authorities may hold different views. We therefore
warn our readers that the safest way to keep within
the law on this point is to ensure that their machines
are reasonably silent.

—

Ed.]

OLYMPIA IN FIGURES.
Sir,—As the correspondence columns of 7^1 c Motor Ci/de

represents the motor cyclists' forum, I take the liberty of

criticising certain makers who still produce motor cycles
woefully under tyred. . The interesting statistics you gave
last week show that among the exhibitors at Olympia- no
fewer than seven makers have lightweights equipped with
26x2in. tyres, while no fewer than thirty-two used the 26 x
2iin. size. With such a large iiiajority in favour of the' latter
size it must be obvious to the minority of makers that they
are out of date. Why do they do it? Is it price? I think
not, for some of the machine's fitted with the smaller tyre
are not among the cheapest.
The same applies to the 24x2in., and 24x2iin. size; only

four makers favour the former as against seventeen who fit

the latter.

„,^'_i-?
interesting to see that the once favourite size of

26x2|in. IS practically moribund, and that the 26x3in. size
IS coming into fnvour.
No doubt tl]frf is an explanation why some makers prefer

^tixim. to the 700x80 size, which is a "fatter" tyre, and
IS no more costly. Probably the former size is favoured on
account of the possihihty that replacements can be obtained
rendily overseas.

_
The analysis of engines used by makers is mo.'^t interest-

"ig. It is, I think, the first time sucli ficnres have appeared,
c8

and although thirteen makers use more than two engines, it

is shown that no fewer than forty makes use one eize of engine
only, while thirty-three use two.

Often British manufacturers are criticised for not
standardising, and their American contemporaries are cited

as examples to be followed. jNIay I remind these critics that
both the Harlev-Davidson and the Indian factories produce
more than one 'size of engine. STATISTICIAN.
London.

AN ENTHUSIAST'S MINIATURE.
Sir,—I was much interested in " j\Iac's "-description of

this little machine, and would be glad of more particulars,

gear ratios, and especially regarding performance on hills,

which abound in this neighbourhood.. High speeds I detest,

but ability to ride everything that comes in one's way I

appreciate very much—meaning roads on which any sane
motorist would care to travel. I think the little machine,
with a two or'three-speed gear, would about fill the bill for
a great many besides SAFETY FIRST.

Barrow-in-Furness.

DIFFERENCES OF DESIGN.
Sir,—I read with interest the description in 7'he Molor

Cycle of the flat twin engine, designed by Mr. Bradshaw, and
was particularly struck by the fact he has reverted to cast
iron cylinder with aluminium alloy piston.
What do A. B.C. owners think of this? It would be

very interesting if Mr. Bradshaw could ' give us his reasons
for the sudden change, as when the A.B.C. machine was first

marketed (in its present form), one of the claims for the
title of the "World's best motor cycle" was steel cylinders
and aluminium pistons.

If the two different designs were the separate idea of

engineers of different views, one could understand it better,
but coming as they do from the same- source, one can easily
be pardoned for being puzzled over a point which on the
face of it seems absolutely contradictory. PUZZLED.

Gruildford.

FRONT BRAKE POINTERS.
Sir,—I have been wondering if some of your recent corre-

spondents have ever used an efficient front brake such as
one acting on a dummy belt rim. I notice this type was
fitted to several T.T. machine.s this year.

I have been using a brake of this type constantly since
May this year, and I can assure them tliat it is a pleasant
thought to be able to brake on a hill and yet have the whole"
retarding power of the rear brake -to fall back on in

emergency (and which can then be applied without danger).
Of course, I do not suggest a front brake designed or adjusted
to permit of locking the wheel.

There is another argument for a good front brake (perhaps
not a very good one), and that is that, by using tlie front
brake mostly, tlie rear brake i.s more !ikel> to be in efficient

condition.

The cliief need is on a heavy solo on greasy hills where
retarding effect is not enougli, in which case the argument
for two good rear brakes falls rather flat.

1 should like to know if any of your readers have had any
experience of the elfect on belt slip of drilling holes in the
pulleys of direct belt-driven machines, particularly variably
geared one^s. It appears to be done in the case of chain-cuni-
beU, but not with belt alone. Can anyone tell me why?
Devonpurt. W.F.B,'
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EVERYDAY RIDERS' WANTS.
Sir,

—

Ae a reader of your valuable paper for seven and a

half years, I cannot let "Fed Up and Disgusted's" letter go
past without criticising some of his opinions. Pi'obably he
owns a cycle made in the year " one," when the tanks were
made in proportion to the reliability of the engine, as the
latter was not expected to last without breaking down as long
ae*the peti-ol. He should buy a modem machine that holds
two gallons. I should also like to know what he means by
freak gears. I have yet to find the British-made motor cycle
with a gear box or gears that were not substantial if treated
with a little bit of " savvy." Also what better front brake
and spring frame does he want than those on a Beardmore-
Precision '!

It is easily seen that he is not an engineer, as he prefers

plain bearings to roller or ball bearings. Commonsense would
tell anyone that, fi-om an engineering point of view, ball races
and roller bearings are far superior to plain ones. They are
less liable to wear, will not seize from lack of lubrication,
they are sweeter running, and easier to fit. What engineer
would prefer to turn and fit bronze bushes when ball races can
be obtained in standard sizes, and will tap on and off as

required, if the correct size? Nevertheless, I agree with him
regarding agents' stocks of spares.
Glasgow. EASILY SATISFIED.

"OLD CHALKEY" OR CHALK PIT HILL?
Sir,—Having read Mr. E. M. Wright's letter in your issue

of November 18th, in wliich he rims down the performances
of riders on Chalk Pit Hill in the M.C.C. sporting trial, I

should like to make the following observations.
I believe I am right in stating that this hill was not Chalk

Pit HiU at all, but one known as " Old Chalkey," a disused
coach road. One thing is certain, that the sharp right-angle
turn which caused Mr. Wright'* failure never existed at all

on the hill we had to climb. From what I can now recollect,

the hill started with a watersplash, then yards of mii-y ruts,

a fairly sharp left and then a stiff climb, the surface con-
sisting of two deep and sUmy ruts.

Had the surface been dry, there would have been little

excuse for stopping, but with the surface as it was, continual
wheel slip was inevitable, and walking without floundering
practically impossible.

I think it is a great slur on the modem machines and all

those spoi-ting riders who were unlucky enough to stop their

road wheels on this hill, for Mr. Wright glibly to infer that
he could have climbed it without stopping or putting a foot

to the ground on a fixed geared 3^ h.p. machine under the
same conditions as we had to dimb it.

I should like to see him traverse some of the unmade road
sections on the level, or even down hill, without stopping
his road wheels.
As to soldiers marching up Old Chalkey at " 120 feet r.p.m.,"

I ask my fellow competitors what they would ha"ve looked like

that Saturday morning?
Finally, I would advise Mr. Wright that,

before he runs down our efforts and those of

our machines, he should find the right hill, and
tackle it on any fixed gear 3^ h.p. single under
similar conditions, and then let us all know
of his experiences. A. C. RHODES. \

TESTIMONIALS.
Sir,—I have watched with interest and ad-

miration the advertisement columns of your
admirable journal : and should like to give
voice to my keen appreciation of the marvels
of modern machines and accessories as there

recorded. More particularly, the under-
Irinentioned :

(1.) The enamel that won the T.T. and
^innumerable other races, trials, etc.

(2.) The spanner that^won, etc.

(3.) The filler-cap that nearly won, etc.

5(Perhaps you could complete this list for me,
!;and perhaps it would take too long !)

(4.) The more-than-two-wheeler that entered
Efor a (speed) hill-climb, and " successfully com-
Epleted the test !

"

(5.) A passenger conveying apparatus sold
S complete, " no irritating extras "—but " with-
^ out tyre !

"

78t

(6.) A well-known machine advertised by means of a

quotation from a correspondent's letter to you, so arranged

as to appear to be an expression of opinion—editorial opinion.

Perhaps I have said enough: I could go on for hours.

Might I suggest to the sales managers, etc., concerned

that this sort of stuff does not deceive- the people whose good
opinions are worth having, but merely disgusts them?

In conclusion, sir, may I venture to hope that for 1921

the advertisers' motto will be, "Honest advertisements of

honest goods"? SWALLOW ALL.
Grimsby.

DAZZLING HEAD LIGHTS.
Sir,—I ^ould very much like to have the comments of

yourself and yorn* readers on .the following experience. The
other evening—a clear moonlight night—I was riding solo

along a country road when I met a sidecar outfit with an

extremely efficient head light. My own head lamp is the

middle size of a well-known make, and on ordinary occasions

gives me sufficient light for comfortable travelling at night

up to the legal limit of speed ; but in the glare of the

approaching searchlight it was but as a candle in sunshine.

Outside the oncoming light I could see absolutely nothing

ahead; but, as the sidecar outfit whizzed past my shoulder,

there, clearly picked out by my own lamp, was the batk
of an unwitting pedestrian a few feet right in front of my
wheel. I had no time to avoid a collision altogether; but,

fortunately, the results were not so serious as they might
have been. My fellow-sufferer had not heard my approach

owing to the noise of the other- machine, nor had he seen

the light from my lamp, because, as he stated, of the glare

or the other light.

What I should like infoi'raation about is how to avoid such

accidents in future. Should I invest in a new lamp of such

high brilliancy as to hold its cnvn with any competitor that

may come against it? This might be satisfactory for me,

but- I have an uneasy feeling that some other less brightly

lit motorist. I met might have the same experience I had, for

which I would reckon myself responsible. Should I, then,

stick to my medium-powered lamp, and, on meeting again a

travelling searchlight, stop and modestly wait till it has

passed me? It hardly seems right that I should simply

sound my horn and di'ive blindly on.

I think it preferable -to have questions like these settled by
friendly agreement among motorists rather than by outside

legislation ; but, failing the agreement, I should certainly

welcome legislation. C. R. GIBSON.
[We believe that the question of dazzling head lights is

already engaging the attention of the legislative authorities
;

but whether their findings will give satisfaction to the

average motor cyclist is a very moot point. Considerate
drivers nowadays usually set their glaring lamps at
" dim " when passing other vehicles. But our correspondent
appears to have met an acetylene-equipped outfit, in which
case this courtesy would not be possible.

—

Eb.]

-^¥- r
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ROWSLEY BANK IN NOVEMBER.
A scene during the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C C. run for the Club Trophy.

A. May (4 Norton sc.) is seen on the hairpin.

^'«!j'
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THREE-INCH TYRES ON LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—I note in your issue for November 18th that " Ixion

"

asks for experiences of riders who have tried large tyres on
lightweights.

Personally, I own two machines—an 8 h.p. New Imperial
and a Beardmore-Precision. I found that the big 'bus with
its 28in. x3in. tyres got nearer to the comfort of the spring
frame Beardmore than other machine I have ridden, and I

have .tried most things, from the little 2 h.p. Precision Pup
upwards. This led me to wonder if I could improve on the
comfort of my small machine ; so as I had a couple of

28in. X 5iii. covers which had done duty on the back wheel
of the New Imperial, but still were good for a good many
miles, I fitted them on to the Beardmore. Thej* fitted the
26in. X 24in. rims perfectly. I covered about 70O miles in

the first week after they had been fitted, and must say that
the improvement in comfort was most noticeable. In 1915~I
used to run a 2^ Sun-Villiers as a priviite 'bus when I was
despatch riding, and always fitted 26in. x 2|in. heavy tyres,

which made a tremendous improvement in comfort over the

26in.x2|in. "light" covers fitted to the machine when I

bought it.

Also, with big oversize tyres the puncture fiend is

"mafeesh," as they say in Egypt. O.P.C.
Holsworthy.

Sir,

—

Apropos "I.xion's" remarks re 5in. tyres on light-

weights, during the early part of this year I was riding a

2i- h.p. Cleveland two-stroke, and would like to testify as

to its extreme comfort. There seems to be an absence of that

rebound which occurred on several spring-framed machines
I have ridden, due to the fact that the rear tyre can be inflated

to suit one's weight. The Cleveland engine is beautifully

balanced, and runs very sweetly indeed wheii not four-

stroking ; but, in my opinion, is marred by having fixed

ignition and no compression release.

I am running a 1920 Velocette now, and a more delightful

little machine I do not wish to own ; being fast, powerful,
economical, and the acme of reliability, it compares excellently

with the fifteen machines of all weights and powers that I

have previously owned.
The makers have wisely chosen 2-iin, tyres instead of 2in.,

and these, in conjunction with a saddle spring to suit one's
weight, make the machine very comfortable indeed.

Bristol. _ U 5429.

Sir,—It seems "Ixion" has discovered that the Cleveland
has 26in. x3in. tyres, as it has had for over a year. On a
sturdy lightweight they are ideal. When I must have a new
tjTe I will take a 27in. x 3iin., fitting the .same rim.
The Hague, Holland. A. VAN DER MEE.

Sir,—Having read with interest " Ixion's " remarks- on
this subject, I venture to give my experiences. M^ first

machine was a 4 h.p. single, fitted with 2|in. tyres. This
machine— fast, powerful, and absolutely reliable — was
extremely uncomfortable to ride for any length of time,
and this, in conjunction with poor raudguarding, was the
only fault.

My next mount was a 2^- h.p. two-stroke, which only
boasted 2in. tyres. This machine, with a well-sprung saddle
and efficient front forks, was fairly comfortable except 011

roads with large pot-holes whei-e the small diameter of

the wheels (24in.) caused a lot of bumping. Considering the
rate of wear, more especially of the back cover, the tyres
were much too light for the work. I may mention also

that one has to exercise considerable caution in the region
of tramlines with such small tyres.

My present machine is an American lightweight witli

26x3in. tyres. It is far more comfortable than the other
machines, and the large treads render if very stable in

greaso._ In spite of the fact that I liave ridden this cycle
a considerable distance, mostly with a pillion passenger, tlie

tyre wear is negligible. Tliese tyres call for far better
guarding than do small sizes, ai'id that on my 'bus is

useless on a wet day. Considering mechanical efficiency
and attention to finish and detail, the English machines
are infinitely superior, but the Americans have a better
idea of tyre fitting. WALTER B. PENNY.

Sir,—"Ixion," in the issue of November 18th, treads on
some corns which have been awaiting bis attention a very
long time. I mean tliu size of (yrc.« on a lightweight. I think

CI2

it is an absolute scandal for any maker of a motor cycle
weighing upwards of a hundredweight to put it out with any-
thing under a 2iin. tyre, and a heavy one at that.
My personal choice is a two-stroke Enfield ; and the_ first

week or two I rode it I was on the point of selling it several
times, simply because if the tyres were not pumped up hard
enough, they pinched on the rim and cut both cover and
tube. °

I went to the local Palmer Tyre people and got the 2in.
tyres replaced with 2iin., and from that day to this the
machine has been a perfect treasure to ride, and I have not
had a single puncture. J. STUART-WHITE.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR SOLO LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—I have been exceedingly interested in the Correspond-

ence columns of 7'he Motor Cycle, dealing with electric light-
ing for motor cycles ; but, after reading all the letters on the
subject, I have turned away disappointed, for they deal with
electric lighting for a sidecar, and leave the 'lightweight
severely alone. There must be many riders like myself who
requix-e an electric hghting outfit which is cheap and efficient.

I know thei»e are several sets marketed by well-known firms,

but these sets usually top the £6 mark, and make use of

di'y batteries, which are expensive to replace.

I will try and explain a set which, I think, might appeal
to many riders- who do not go in for long night rides, but
who are often caught ten miles or so from home at lighting
up time, have to dismount, and spend perhaps a quarter of an
hour lighting and regulating their acetylene lighting outfit.

I have (probably like many other riders with slender
purses) formed vague ideas of an ideal, cheap, and efficient

electric lighting set, and I will try and give them below. If

I name a certain make of lamp or accumulator, it is not
because I am interested in it, but because I, had it in mind
when my ideas were forming. .

Head lamp. Hunt's model 870, price 23s. Small, I admit

;

but, I think, large enough for the purpose.
Accumulator. Four-volt Bipol'J giving, fourteen to sixteen

hours' light. Price 16s. (recharging, 6d.).

I think that the accumulator should be carried in a case
attached to the handle-bars in the same position as an
acetylene generator. It should be divided into two compart-
ments, so that two accumulators could be carried (one spare).
Bulb. A four-volt half-watt.
Now we come to the rear light. I intend that this shall

be entirely separate from the head lamp, thus doiug away
with yards of wiring.
An electric cycle rear lamp, cost about 10s. 6d., used in con-

junction with a Bipol pocket accumulator. Price, about-
4s. 9d. (recharging, 3d.); whilst a spare accumulator should
always be carried. These accumulators give, I believe, about
eight hours' light. The total cost of the outfit is under £4.
Hampstead. D.H.D.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued ia coniunction witb The Motty/ Cycle.

•'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The standard handbook ot the motor net.
cycle. Co-vers every subject relating to alt types
of motor cycles, their management and cace,

Twenty-first Edition. Just published „
"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " r.nd helpful

l.ints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracmg motor cycle faults and
of remedymg any txouble when tound. F-aurth

Bdition. ... ... „ ,„

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixio,-^,*' of The Molor Cycle. An interesting
and amusing description of early motor cycling
experiences, with many unique illustrations

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showfa*
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in caie.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, ond the Loudon District. New
Edition. Just published ... ... ... 5/. 5/^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & St">NS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, London, K.C., or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A Morgan for the
family man. It has

extra seats at the rear

i'-^fe-.i^iSX'^

LERS AT
OLYMPIA,
A Review of 1921 Runabouts

Two names kapt to the Edrtor's mind when he
decided to publish a revue of the three-
wheelers at Olympia. Their scope and future

are so keenly debated at the moment that either Mr.
A. J Balfour's philosophic doubt, or Mr. Asquith's
attitude of postponed observation would have fitted
the ]ob like a glove. Since neither of these gentle-
men IS seriously interested in economical motoring,

The combined engine

gea^unit of the T B

the Editor fell back on me. Some experts hold that

the sidecar outfit will gradually be eliminated by the

three-wheeled car. Other authorities consider that

elaborate three-wheelers listed at ^2"]^ or thereabouts
will never sell freely against such cheap four-wheelers
as the Tin Lizzie and the 8 h.p. Rover. One man
asserts that only a light, simple three-wheeler is any
good, and that nobody fjut Morgan can plan such a
specification. Then s.omebody else avers that the
more elaborate a three-wheeler is, the better—pro-
vided it is

,
decently designed and made. Obviously

nobody short of a Balfour or an Asquith could do
justice to such a tangled situation. This modest

Inscribe must be content to deal with facts and factors.

Economy Advantages.
First and foremost, if we omit the Dayton bath

chair and the Warrick parcel car (as catering for special
markets), there are eight different makes of three-

The seating accommodation of the Castle-Three is identical

with that of a car.

wheelers at the Show—^that is, eight firms staking

their plant and capital on the future of Vhese vehicles,

and some of them are firms whose opinion carries

very considerable weight. Let us set them out

—

Morgan, Scott, New Hudson, Coventry Premier, T.B.,

Castle Three, L.S.D., and Stanhope. Compared
with the best sidecars, they claim great and obvious

advantages in sociability, cleanliness, and weather
protection. Compared with cheap cars, they show
great economy in running costs—a tax of ^^ ^as

against ^2 1 for a Ford) : and a fuel consumption of

not less than 50 m.p.g. (as compared with the 25
m.p.g., which is a sanguine estimate of the average
Ford consumption). They need fear no rivalry from
the standard types of British light car, which inter-

fered with the three-wheeler market in 1914, but cost

;£2oo more. So far as sociability goes, would you
rather take your best girl out on a pillion, after the

Viewed from the driver's seat, the T.B. gives one an impression

of a fully fledged car

CI 5
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Three Wheelers at Olympia.

fashion of King Arthur's knights,

or in a 10 h.p. Singer? So far as

weather protection goes, would you
rather be a parrot on a perch, or a
pet pug in a plush-lined case, at a
dog show ? If you were taking on
a delivery job for Harrods in

December, would you rather have
your parcel car fitted up on a

Morgan chassis, or coupled to the

best motor cycle ever made? y<!&

are all extravagant in our pleasures,

but the exhibits prove that the trade
expects a distinct boom in commer-
cial parcel cars, both in sidecar and
tricar chassis. In that sphere running costs are de-
cisive. It is surely clear that the three-wheeler has a
unique opportunity, which good design and good work-
manship can easily exploit.

The Search for Ideals.
Taking the continued success of a few elect three-

wheelers for granted, we are met by a medley of ideals
upon the correct specification. No two designers are
agreed upon the best type of engine, suspension,
frame, or transmission. Their disagreements don't
disturb me in the least. The three-wheeler is still

juvenile (barring Grandpa Morgan), we can't expect'
design to be stereotyped, and variety is a thoroughly

Another three-wheeler that closely toljows

car lines when viewed from the front is the

Coventry Premier. --

DECEMBER gth, 1920.

healthy sign. A- glance at some of

the opposed ideas may be interest-

ing. There are three main types of

frame. The simplest is found in

the New Hudson and Coventry

Premier—a channel steel parallelo-

gram, braced with diagonal tubular

struts. A second type is more
reminiscent of an aeroplane
fuselage—three or more steel tube

longerons, Braced by prassed steel

bulkheads, or by tubular cross

struts, as in the Morgan and T.B.
The third pattern is the Scott

triangulated tubular chassis. All

three are obviously workmanlike
The engines are of three types : water-productions.

cooled four-cylinder (Castle Three), vertical two-stroke

twin (Scott), aiad air-cooled V (all the rest). The four

is the bulkiest, the most expensive, and the most
refined. The air-cooled V is cheap, good, and easily

kept in order. The Scott is an attempt—as yet not

publicly proved—to combine the merits of both its

rivals. The divers methods of suspension contain

little which has not long since made good on four-

wheelers. The various drives are all familiar and
sound. The two-chain gear of the Morgan is the

lightest and cheapest, thoroughly satisfactory with

a light chassis behind it ; and in return fpr these

advantages it demands periodic routine attention from

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS OF THREE-WHEELED RUNABOUTS.
(h^^^ I

CASTLE THREE.

Shaft from engine and gear unit to rear wheel

COVENTRY PREMIER,

NEW HUDSON, and L.S.D.

-F- ----:;-

SCOTT SOCIABLE.

Shaft from engine and gear unit

to rear wheel.

-<EE^E3^'

ID

STANHOPE.

-C2 3-
4iai.^-4ita-tti-fip^p •

I

I

-t-
I

I

Shad Irom gear box to rear wheel

Twin belt to double pulley on front axle

member.
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THE WONDERFUL LITTLE

J.A.
Engine

The newly-designed 2j h.p. J.A.P. engine.

Captures aU Lightweight RECORDS
AT BROOKLANDS IN CLASS A, AL

BROOKLANDS.
100 mUes, 1 hr.50 min. 39 sec.=55- 22 m.p.h.

Class A and Al

.

150 miles, 3 hr. min. 48 sec.=49-75 m.p.h.
Class A and Al.

200 miles, 4 hr. 18 min. 35 sec.=46* 46 m.p.h.

250 miles, 5 hr. 18 min. 58 sec.=47-02 m.p.h.

_2 hours, 107 miles 144-2 yards=53-91 m.p.h.

3 hours, 149 miles 474 yards=47-75 m.p.h.

4 hours, 188 miles 263 yards=47- 03 m.p.h.

5 hours, 234 miles 617 yards=46-87 m.p.h,

6 hours, 283 miles 782 yards=47-24 m.p.h.

Flying Kilo., Class A, 63-91 m.p.h.

•Flying Mile, Class A, 63-60 m.p.h.
International Mean Speed Record, Nov. 25th,

5 miles. Class A, 59-4 m.p.h.

10 miles, Class A and Al, 58.3 m.p.h.

50 miles. Class A and Al, 55-81 m.p.h.
1 hour. Class A and Al, 55-55 m.p.h.

Choose

55-55 MILES IN THE HOUR!

therefore a J.A.P.
for your next machine.

Engine

J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., Ltd., Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.17,Eng.

Telegrams: "Prestwich, Tottlane, London." Telephone: 1613, Tottenham

In answering tJiis adcertisement it Is desiralle to mention "The Motor Cycle." Di
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MOTOR CYCLES
SECOND-HAND SOLO AND COMBINATION MODELS
Special Offer of a limited number of Renovated W.D. and Second-Hand Motor Cycles and Combinations at Bargain Prices

DOlJGLiA.S Two-speed model £65 E1NI*IEjLiO New side^r body £140
5-6 H.P. model

New sidecar body

2i H.P.
Two-speed model

TRIUMPH '
"an". HYcSrVeV^- £90 CLYNO

A.B.C.

3^ HP.
Repainted 1920 colour

3^ HP. model, with
Dynamo ligbting. Nearly new

£130
£82 DOlJdj/\S New sidecar body Zil<£0

3} H.P. model with fllA
Renovated sidecar body Z1I.I.V£150 P.^tM.

CAMPION-J.A.P. i^H.w £50 ROYAL RUBY 3 H P.
Spring frame.
Neeu-ly new. £110

EASY PAYMENTS One third the price of machine as deposit.
The balance, plus 2^% only, in twelve monthly
instalinents—subject \o approval references.

Hairods can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of NEW MACHINES by all leading Makers. Lists sent free.

HARRODS MOTOR SHOWROOMS 116-118 BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SWl

THE WORLD FAMED PHILIPSON PULLEY.
c, FOR HILL-CLIMBINC—IT IS SUPREME.

FLEXIBILITY
SPEED-mPETY
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Givej Kreater speed and makes any Z\ '

h.p macliine romp up hills easily. Ask
any expert or amateur who uses one.

No alterations will fte made for 1921.

Extract from " The Motor Cycle," November 25th, 1920.
While the direct, belt-driven "31 "

is nowadays regarded as a survival, no sweeter running and more flexible
mount can be imagined, especially if the Philipson pulley is used; To the man who " travels light " and confines
his week-end kit to a tooth-brush and a safety razor, it makes a touring mount which teaches the joy of living.

Only Two Workma Paris. No other gear can compare in simplicily
i'Uled to Belt-driven Machines by anyone in a lew minutes.

^rriaTc
Paid.

Send for

lUuitiatcJ Booklet.
Telegrams: •' Sa'ety, Bolton.'
Telephone: Ea%ley 147.

Price £8-8-0
^,Yc

PHILIPSON & CO., LTD., Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes. C^r^^tli.)

In rni.sirrrin;/ llir.fr ad i-rrlisimenl.s it i< i/rnirnbh' In inrnlinii " 7'Af Molar Cudc'
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CHASSIS DESIGNS OF THREE-WHEELED RUNABOUTS.

The Castle Three has a plain

straightforward frame composeo
of channel steel.

Channel steel and tubes are used in the frame of the New Hudson

The T. B. frame is composed mainly

of tubes.

its driver. The three speeds aiK
reverse, shaft, and chain on the
New Hudson require less notice

from the owner, but will need a
professional mechanic's attention
every year or so, whilst their

weight and cost are higher. The
keynote of the leading three-

wheeled chassis is variety within a
circle of commonsense. They are
inspired by different policies, they
appeal to different tastes :, but they
embody nothing Avhich is unsound
or even experimental. Their
future will be governed rather by
sentiment and finance than by any
technical considerations.

,
Much

will turn upon the results of the

1 92 1 competitions. Until now,
tlie MoTgan has enjoyed itself

much as Field-Marshal von
Mackerisen did in the great war.
It has had to w'restle with roads

Detachable cylmder head rocker arms
and enclosed of the New Hudson twin

a-nd climates, but it has never had
to tackle a rival of its own class.

The newcomers were not ready

last year. In 1921 'the passenger

class - in the Six Days may w'ith

luck include some two dozen tri-

cars, and the Morgans will really

have to fight rivals as well as

roads. 'When that trial is over,

we shall know whether extra
weight is an asset or a defect : and
we shall know how faithfully and
wisely ike detail work of ike new-
comers has been executed. Their

outlines are obviously sound : it

is by their details that they will

succeed or fail. How'ever, given

the detail work, there is no reason

why they should not all survive.

Turning to some of these de-

tails, the old snag of tyre in-

accessibility is being grappled

with. All the single wheels are

readily detachable, and on several

E3
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machines

—

e.g., the Scott, T.B.,

and Castle Three—the front and

rear wheels are interchangeable.

In such cases one spare wheel

reduces a puncture to a very trivial

matter, and vastly improves the

mental comfort of bad weather

driving. On those machines where

the wheels are not interchangeable,

a reserve inner tube will shorten

the inevitable tyre stops.

Starting.

Engine starting has been another

bugbear of the cheap cycle car.

A big V twin is not the pleasantest

handle-starting proposition for a

weak man or for any woman. The
New Hudson has a non-detach-

able handle connecting with the

camshaft; the T.B. has a similar

handle operating on the kick-

starter principle and geared 2 to

I ; the Castle Three has a four-

cylinder engine—very easy to

start, given decent time; and the

engine requires coaxihg

than effort if it should ever

sulky. These are small

, but they count heavily in

Scott

rather

turn

points

sales.

Ease of Entry.
Or take ease of entry. I do

not think any three-wheeler at the

Show scores quite full marks on
this question of convenience.

Imagine a rainy day. There is

no engine-starter. There are no
side doors. The hood is up. You
have a traffic stop. The engine
chokes. The detachable handle
is, maybe, under the seat-cushion.

Four taxis and three motor 'buses

are using regrettable language just

astern of your tail. It is thus that

the seeds of divorce suits are sown.
But with two side doors and a
handle permanently mounted,
things are not quite so bad. This,
of course, does not apply to the

Scott Sociable, which has the start-

ing lever inside the bodv.

CHASSIS DESIGNS OF THREE-
WHEELED RUNABOUTS.

Two side members of channel

section, braced by tubular cross

pieces, make up the Coventry

Premier frame.

Steel side plates and angle cross members form the frame of the L. S. D.

Triangulated tubular construction makes the Scott Sociable appear complicated.

Tlic front whcel-anven Stanhope, a well- built machine now
cnlering the market.

I'l

Latest of the three-wheelers, the New Hudson, is in every

way up to date.
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B.S.A.
MACHINES
were undoubtedly

the centre of

attraction at

OLYMPIA.
J)

.<^'%

''^*iTo*'*

Write for Catalogues.

B.S.A. CYCLES, LTD.,BIRMINGHAM.
Proprietors : The Birmingham Small /Irms

Company, Limited.

New Engine Detail and Sidecar

form the chief alterations on the famous B.S.A.

4J h.p. Model. The various new features further

enhance the efficiency of the famous B.S.A. 45 h.p.

Model, which, it will be remembered, won the Team
Prize in the 1919 A.C.U. and 1920 Scottish Six Days,

and 5 Gold Medals with 5 entries in the 1 920 A.C.U.
The new B.S.A. Sidecar is of exceptionally graceful appearance,

and affords the maximum of ridmg comfort and luggage capacity.

In every detail the 1921 B.S.A. 4^ h.p. follows out B.S.A.

practice with regard to excellence of material and workmanship.

1921 B.S.A. 4i h.p. Motor Bicycle

For Solo and Sidecar.

In anewerinq this advertisement 4t is desirable to mentiori "The Motor Cijrle." D5
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Come toCroydon

DOUGLAS
1916,

2| h.p., 2 - speed,

Thoroughly overhauled

and repainted makers'

colours, and guaranteed

for three months from

date of purchase.

Allen-Bennett is well woi'th a visit. Keen motor cyclists are

coming more and more to usT-they know the service v/e give.

A sound guarantee and the best terms. Good machines tuned

up to ride away.

That's what we offer the motor cyclist.

Why not call round and see us, or 'phono or write us.

Remember, we give 3 months' guarantee with every machine.

24 hours' approval against remittance. Extended payments

system.

Ex - Government Machines.
All of which are thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated,

finished in makers' 1920 colours, and guaranteed for three months
from date of purchase.

r\/^¥ J/^I A Q 1917-18, 4 h.p. solos, thoroughly overhauled^^"^^^^ ^^ and repamted makers' colours, and guaranteed

for three months from date of purchase.

nTDII JIV/ipi-I 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, clulch, and kick-

stcirtsr.

Trade Supplied. it^'e^irc^Te^'i^E.Xnd'! Cash. Exchange. Extended Payments.
See Miscellaneotts Advls. for New and other Secorid-haiid MacJiines.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co.
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
'Phone—Croydon 2450, 'Grams— Track. Croydon.'

dO //( answering this udvcrtifiaiiidU it is dcfihabJf to mention ''The Motor C'l/rle.



For convenience of starting,

the Morgan has an exhaust

valve Hfter on the side of the

body.
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Three Wheelers at Olympla—
'

To conclude with a list

of interesting, but petty

items, reverse gears are

provided on the New
Hudson, .T.B., L.S.D.,
and Coventry Premier
(the Scott has such a
small turning circle that
it never needs to reverse

;

it can make rings on a

bread trencher). The
T.B. steering column is

adjustable for height. The Castle Three has Ford
type steering gear^ and its gear control is also
reminiscent of the Ym^—ergo, almost foolproof.
Its back wheel can be withdrawn through the hinged
tail, obviating the need for jacking up really high.
The Coventry Premier can tackle a day's run- with-
out any lubrication anxieties, thanks to its capacious
sump. The Morgan will probably feel no anxiety
about its speed reputation : fast as some of its

rivals claim to be, its light weight should assure
its invincibility on hills. It can also claim the onlv
four-seated body in its class. The L.S.D. has a verv
stur_dy frame, and a motor cycle type of rear wheel
stand, in lieu of the loose jack'needed on other makes.

Diagram of the cone

mounting of the rear

fork hmge m the

Morgan gear box.

ISI

The Stanhope has a unique
t r a n s m i s s i o n and steering,

Its twin rear wheels render the
chassis specially suitable for.

heavy commercial loads, quite

a- big van body can be fitted

without fear of rolling, and the
height of a front box on a more
conventional chassis is limited
by the driver's need of vision.

The New Hudson 'is a most
attractive layout, with a new
engine specially designed for the
job, a gear box planned for easy changing, and an
external band brake which doesn't rattle or bind. The
shaft drive in the T.B. permits one brake to be located
amidships, thus simplifying the rear hub ; its rear
frame has three pivots, each provided with a greaser
(some machines have no such provision). The Scott
weighs less than 4 cwt. complete, which is probably
even lower than the Morgan figure.

I think we are all eager to see these machines fight
out a big trial. Those which lay the foundations of
a good name will have to fight afresh for supremacy
in 1922, when—if rumour can be trusted—there will

be further aspirants for fame in this class of passenger
macliine between the sidecar and the light car.

ECHOES OF THE SHOW.
Disconnected Observations concerning Last Week's Exiiibition at Olymp'a.

TAOES your machine weighmachine weigh under
200 lb. ? This simple question did
not always produce satisfactory

answers, tut various devices were em-
ployed to render such queries unneces-
sary. One firm suspended their light-

weight model from a spring balance.

A)iother adorned the number plates with
the weight of the machine in gold letters.

A few produced weighbridge certificates,

and at least one firm stated that the
heaviest machine in their exhibit was
well under the 30s. mark.

It was good to see Mrs. Knowles look-

ing quite herself again after the acci-

dent which befell her at the close of
the Six Days Trials. It is understood
that, since ladies are debarred from com-
peting in the London-Exeter run, she will

undertake the trip as a sidecar passenger.

The standardisation of catalogue "horse
power" is much to be desired. The non-
technical public may be forgiven for

wandering why engines of approximately
1,000 c.c. should be variously styled 8

h.p., 7-9 h.p., and 8-10 h.p., also why
5(X) c.c. engines should vary from 3j to

4i h.p. in rating, and why the same
fengine should be rated differently when
installed in various makes of frame.

Sectioned engines always attract atten-
tion, and there are many who now realise

that the Villiers flywheel magneto still

functions with some vim, despite its

skeleton-like appearance when the cover
is removed.

A real lightweight motor cycle at last I

The new two-stroke J.E.S. weighs but
80 lb., and is not a pedal cycle widi
motor attached. Obviously, it would be
possible to produce a two-speed model .it

under 100 lb.

While most manufacturers are struggl-
ing to reduce weight, it is interesting to
note that the simple single-geared Levis
remains one of the lightest propositions
exhibited, and fully acts up to its name.

Open-frame models for the use of the
fair sex are on the increase, and already
there is a wide choice for those who
require a light and handy runabout

' To buy, or not to buy, that is the
question :

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to
suffer

The stony stare of irresponsive 'bus
men , .

The taxi-driver's scorn, and under-
ground

To shuffle meekly farther down the car,

Or to shell out the sleek and glossy
Fishers

And buy a motor bicycle ? To mote !

Perchance to skid : ay, there's the rub.
But here I see are tyres that men say
Will go with e,yen ksel throjigh mud

and snow.
And road improvements—'tis a con-

summation
Devoutly to be wished."—Daily xVe tc-s.

Opinions on the Scott Sociable varied
to an enormous extent, as is usually the
case with a startlingly new design. It

was variously described as the best en-

gineering proposition in the Show, a
mass of brains and tubes, and Accles
and Pollock's delight. May we add that,

in our opinion, the first of these descrip-
tions- comes nearest to hitting trhe nail

on the head.

On Thursday afternoon last Prince
Purachatra of Siam, accompanied by
Major Stanley, visited the Motor Cj'cle

Show. He was received by Messrs.
Harold Bowden and W.G, Bower, vice-

presidents of the Manufacturers' Union,
and by Major H. E. Watling, the general
manager.
His Royal Highness is a keen motorist,

and is particularly interested in light

cars. He stayed in the Show for over
an hour, and concentrated chiefly on
the principal makes of motor cycles

and three-wheelers, and at the conclusion
of his visit he expressed the opinion that
it was a very fine show.

As has been previously mentioned in The
Motor Ci/cle, there is a good deal of motor
cycling in sunny Spain, but the country
does not apparently offer the same facili-

ties for visitors on motor cycles as others
in Europe. At the Show we had a few
minutes' talk with Mr. Geoffrey Hill,
who was one of the competitors in last

year's Paris-Nice Trial. He has had to

abandon his Scott in Spain pending a
discussion with the Customs authorities.

He brought the machine from Italy to

Spain by sea, and it appears that when
any motor vehicle is brought into the
country by sea a duty has to be paid,

and there is no possibility whatsoever
of getting this refunded when leaving

the country. ^Ir. Hill also informed us

that the conditions of the roads are

appalling, and his advice to those wha
intend to visit Spain is—Don't I

D9
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Ointes to

Dec. 9th

„ 11th

„ 13th

„ 15th

TLlg^t Camp5.
4.20 p.m.
4.19

4.19
4.19

Police Activity in Peterborough.

We hear that there is considerable
police activity in Peterborough. Licences
particularly are being asked for, and motor
cyclists are being summoned for driving
to the common danger.

Essex M.C.

The annual dinner has been arranged
to take place at the Royal Venetian
Room, Holborn Restaurant, W.C., on
Saturday, -January 8th, 1921, at 7p.m.
Mr. S. G. Cummings will take the chair.

The annual general meeting will take
place at the Royal Automobile Club, on
Thursday, December 9th, at 7.30 p.m.

Reward for Stolen Machine.

A reward of £10 is offered by the Auto-
car Fire and Accident Assurance Co.,

Ltd., of 77, Cheapside, London, E.G.,

to (he first person who gives information
which leads to the recovery of a motor
cycle as stated hereunder, and the appre-
hension of the thief or thieves :

Triumph No. DU 212, engine
48,863, frame 275,895, magneto 8,504,

the usual Triumph colours, rear por-

tion of tank covered with a green
leather cloth, three-speed countershaft
gear, believed 1918 pattei'n.

The Road Bill.

If uU the Mini.slry of Transport's pro-

posals for the new Road Bill eventually
come into force, the lot of the motor
cyclist, like that of the policeman, will Ijc

"not a happy one." For instance, it is

proposed that a penalty of £50 may he
imposed on the owner of a motor vehicle
for allowing his licence, card to become
obscured. Similarly, a fine of £100 or
six month.s' imprisonment is proposed for

licence declarations which are " misleading
in any respecTT^ and the burden of proof
of innocence lies with the owner. Since
the maximum penalty for any similar

offence under the existing Motor Car Act
is £10, these estimates appear to be
excessiv*. We have no desii'e to

encourage motor cyclists in attempts to

defraud the revenue, but mistakes are

bound to occur through misunderstand-
ings of the regulations, and there are

comparatively few motor cyclists who
could afford to jaay such fines.

It is proposed that the bulk of the
revenue from the new ta.xation shall be
devoted to road maintenance. This is as
it should be, but the Minister of Ti'ans-

port will have power to close any road
against any specified class of traffic, so

that motorists may have to pay for roads
which they are prevented from using.
The Motor Legislation Committee are

taking an active part in warning motorists
of these and other dangerous features of

the Bill.

Overseas Trade.

An advance copy of an interesting book-
let i.^sued by the Department of Overseas
Trade has reached us. Its contents will

be of interest to all exporters, since they
deal with the work of the Department
and its methods of providing assistance.

Copies may be obtained by manufacturers
and tradens of the United Kingdom on
application to the Department of Overseas
Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, Westmin-
ster, S.W.

Special J^eatures.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

SIDECAR PROGRESS.

No speed limit licrc ! A Griflon rider in last week's Circuit de Paris Reliability Trial going
lliroujii llic speed test on a perfect stretch of road.

Important Events in 1921.

The dates of next year's open and other

classic events have now been tentatively

arranged by the A.C.U. in conjunction

with clubs concerned. These fixtures are

amongst those which will receive the

support of the trade. All are open com-
petitions with the exception of those

organised by the M.C.G., and there are

a few remaining events still to be decided

upon and allocated at a later date.

Feb. 12th.—One Day Winter Trial,

A.C.U.
Feb. 25th.—A.C.U. Silencer Trial, Brook-

lands.

Marah 25th (Good Friday).—Richmond
Meet (Yorks.).

March 25th.—M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Trial.

Marcli 28th (Bank Holiday).—East Mid-
land Centre A.C.U. Speed Trials.

April 23rd.—Midland Centre A.C.U.
Reliabilitv Trial.

April 30th.—North-eastern Centre A.C.U.
Reliabilitv Trial.

Mav 7t.h.—B.M.C.R.C. Open Meeting.
Mav 14th.—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh.
May 20th -21st.—Western Centre A.C.U.

Two Davs Reliability Trial.

May 28th.—Ea.st Midland Centre A.C.U.
Speed Trials.

June 14th-16th.—T.T. Races.
June 25th.—M.C.C. Inter-team Trial for

27/ c Motor Cycle Cup.
Julv 2nd.—North-western Centre A.C.U.

' Hill-climb.
July 6th-7th.—Aibuthnot Trophy Trial

(provisional).

July 16th.—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. Re-
liability Trial.

Julv 50th.—North-eastern Centre A.C.U.
Speed Trials.

Aug. 6th.—B.M.G.R.C. Open Meeting.
Aug. 8th.—International Six Days Trial,

Geneva (jirovisional).

Aug. 20tb.—Western Cenlrs
Speed Trials.

Aug. 25th.—Welsh Open Speed
pionship.

Aug. 27lh-Sept., 3rd.—Six Davs
Sept. 8th.—Norfolk M.C. and

Speed Trials.

Sept. lOlb. — Noi-lh-wcstern Centre
A.C.U. Speed Trials.

Sepl. 17th.—Midland Ccnlro A.C.U. Re-
liability Trial.

Sept. 24th.'—M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Oct. 1st. — Y'orkshire Centre A.C.U.
Speed Trial or Hill-climb.

Dec. 26tli.—ai.C.C. Winter Trial.

A.C.U.

Cham-

Trials.

L.C.C.
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Proposed Hertford and District M.C.C.
It is suggested that a motor cycling

club be formed in Hertford, Hoddesdon,
and Waltham Cross district, and all

interested are asked to communicate
with Mr. D. C. Archer, " The Haw-
thorns." Hoddesdon. Herts. If adequate
support is forthcoming, a meeting will
be arranged to discuss the formation of
a club.

Newcastle M.C.
Proving a highly successful gathering,

the Bohemian concert of the Xewcastle
Motor Club was held recently at the
Central Exchange Hotel. Mr. Joseph E.
Scott, the president, was unable to attend
owing to ill-health, and Mr. James
Daglish, of Wallsend, took the chair.
Mrs. Daglish presented the prizes to the
successful competitors during the season.

Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The above club has decided to run a
speed trial on the well known Clipstone
Drive on Bo.xing Day, December 27th.
The following events will be run, on time
only, over a distance of half a mile, with
a flying start of about 400 yards : 275 c.c,
350 c.c, 500 c.c, 750 c.c, unlimited c.c,
and unlimited sidecar, and a special class

for Ford cars. The above events are
,

open to any member of the club. Entry
forms will be ready in a few days, and
mav be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
G. 'Mills, 16, Hall Street; Mansfield.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

The above club had a very successful

social evening on Thursday, November
25th. The entertainment consisted of a

set of lantern slides, all photographs of

motor cycling events, and, in addition,

several films were shown, the cinema
apparatus having been kindly lent bv Mr.
Eric S. ilyers, of Bradford.' The British

Excelsior Co., of Birmingham, kirtdly

forwarded their private film of " Clorelly

High Street," and the Scott Motor C'vcle

Co.. Ltd., theii' films of the 1919 and 1920
Scott trials, whilst several lantern slides

were also shown of the club's own event
on Rosedale Abbey Bank.

Jlr. Felix Scriven. one of the founder.s

of the Bradford Club, gave a very interest-

ing lecture on " Motor Cycles of Years
Ago," and Mr. J. N. Longfield (president

of the Ilkley Club and also a member of

the Bradford Club) spoke in his official

capacity of chairman of the Yorkshire
Centre "A. C.U.

Several members of the Leed.s and
District Club came over specially, and
about twenty more new members were
enrolled.

The large room at the Belle Vue Hotel,

Bradford, the club's headquarters, was
packed to the door.

Proposed Rhyl M.C.C.
An informal meeting of motor cyclists

was held recently at Whitaker's Garage,
Rhyl, when it was decided to form a
club for Rhyl, Prestatyn, and Abergele.

Bristol M.C.C.

The officers for the coming year are
as follows : President, Mr. W. Carter

;

vice-president, Jlr. C. T. Pearce ; captain,

Mr. R. Passey. Cheddar, Som. : vice-

captain (competition), Mr. A. V. Tozer,
9, .Raymond Road, Victoria Park; vice-

captain (social), Jlr. A. W. Rankin,
Ivanhoe, Wick Road, Brislington ; hon.
treasurer. Mr. A. G. Mason, 109, Berkeley
Road, Bishopston ; hon. secretary, Mr.
Rex Poweraker. 23, Claremont Road,
Bishopston ; and assistant hon. secretary,
Mr. H. F. Scamp, 49, We-st View Road,
Chessels, Bedminster.

Jersey M.C.C.

Reliability trials are not easy to arrange
in a small island, but the above club
held a successful autumn trial in the
middle of November. Route marking
was by whitewash arrows, this being
very well carried out by Mr. R.
Quenouillere. Results :

1. D. L. Ciluflev 1 4 W.D. Triumpljl, 220 maiks

;

2, G. de la P. Hiieaiiert (6 A.J.S. sc), 214 mavis;
3, J. V.arnej- (2:'.., Suu), "196 marks, tbese riders
winning tbe solo, sidecflr, and liglitT\"eight clashes
iespe:tivelj'.

Other finishers were : E, O. Binet (4I4 B.S.A.), B.
C. Oldham (4 Triumuli so.), W. Simmons [2%
Verus), A. Harrison (4 Triumph}, J. Eimeur (2?4
Douglu,-), C. JI. Lanehok iZ^; A.J.S), V. W. Bryant
(3J/2 Brough), and E. P. Simon (4 Triumph).

North London M.C.C.
The first winter event was held at the

Orange Tree, Friern Barnet Lane, taking .

the form of a lantern lecture. A series

of slides were exhibited illustrating motor
cycling events which have taken place

during the year. Mr. Bernard Staley

gave a short description of each slide, and
read a history of the evolutioii of the
motor cycle from 1885 to the present day.

Jlessrs. H. E. Harveyson and R. H.
Baxter were present and supplied many
interesting details.

North Eastern Centre A.C.U.

A social gathering of the motor cycling

members of the A.C.U. North Eastern
Centre will be held at Durham on Sunday,
January 16th, 1921. There will be a

lunch, to be followed by a meeting, at

which the presentation of prizes for com-
petitions run during 1920 will take place.

Many prominent motor cyclists are

expected to attend, and during the meet-
ing opportunities will be given for expres-

sions of opinion on motor cycling matters
in general and competitions for 1921 in

particular. Each member is entitled to

take a friend, and ladies are especially

welcomed.

Tredegar M.C.

Tredegar Motor Club, one of the
strongest organisations in South Wales,
held its annual dinner at the Castle Hotel
on November 24th.

Berwick and District M.C.

The first annual dance of this club was
held recently at the Corn Exchange,
Berwick. It was very well attended and
included representatives of the Newcastle
and District and Kelso Motor Clubs.

Barnsley and District M.C.C.

Qn Tliursday, November 25th, this

club held its first annual dinner.

A most enjoyable evening resulted,

during which prizes were presented to

members who had won events in the
past year.

Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

It has been suggested that the above
club be formed to arrange sporting and
social events in Portsmouth during 1921.

Application will be made for affiliation

to the A.C.U. Will interested motor
cyclists and light car owners please com-
municate with Mr. SI. J. Tanner,
Elbury, Milton Road, Portsmouth, who
will arrange a meeting if sufficient sup-

port be forthcoming.

Reigate M.C.C.

It has been suggested that a motor
cycling club be formed in the borough of

Reigate. A meeting will be held at the
Warwick Hotel, Redhill, on Thursday,
December 9th, at 7.30, with a view to

arranging sporting and other events for

t the forthcoming year. The large number
of motor cyclists in this district would
seem to warrant the step, and should
ensure its success. Any further informa-
tion will be gladly furnished by j\lr. E.

P. Duplock, 15, Hi'gh Street, Redhill.

Basingstoke M.C. and L.C.C.

The second annual dinner and prize

distribution of the above club took place

on Tuesday, November 23rd, at the

Station Hotel, Basingstoke. About forty

members and friends (including ladies)

sat down together. Immediately follow-

ing the dinner, Mr. H. Julian (late Mayor
of Basingstoke), chairman, kindly pre-

sented the cup, medals, and other valu-

able prizes, awarded to members won in

recent competitions during the past sea-

son, and, in doing so, remarked on the
wonderful success of the club, including

the magnificent display of prizes, worthy
of any club in the country. The concert

following was of a very varied nature

and thoroughly enjoyed by all. At 10-30

the National Anthem and " Auld Lang
Syne " terminated on enjoyable evening

by an enthusiastic club.
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PERO.
70 X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

Pero Engine Works, Potter Street,

Birmmgham.

VILLIERS.
70 X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

Villlers Engineering Co., Blakenliall

Wolverhampton.

WALL.
70 X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

A. W. W»il, Ltd.,Tyselcv. nr. Birminghan^,.

ni J

Two-Stroke
Engine Units. ^

BROLER.
75 X 79 mm. (349 c.c.)

Brooks & Tranter, Narborough, Leicester.
ENDURANCE.

70 X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

Endurance Cycle Co., Birmingham.

DALM.
73 X 76 mm. (318 c.c.)

Dalman & Sons, Birmingham.

PRECISION.
74 X 81 mm. (348 c.c.)

_

F. E. Baker, Ltd,, King's Norton, near Birmingham

|5^'^3SaWRS3t:

ORBIT.

68 X 72 mm. (261 c.c.)

Orbit Engmc Co., Wolverhampton

ARDEN.
70 X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

Arden Engineering Co., Berkswcll, nr. Coventry.
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NEW HINTS FOR OLD HANDS,
Some Conveniences and Gadgets

Worth Trying.

MANY machines do jiot permit o± the
- iise of knee-grips, owing to the fact
.that the gear lever or some other

necessary trat miwieldy article of adorn-

ment comes in the way. The consequence
is that if one wears tarpaulin leggings or

any other "stiff" overalls the enamel is

very soon rubbed from the. saddle end of

the tank, which detracts considerably
from the smartness of the machine.

Personally. I gave up knee-grips long
ago for anything but the overhead valve
type of solo 'bus. and use, instead, a

leather jacket which covers the knee-grip
end of the tank. The cover is made of

good quality black leather, capable of

taking a burnish, and really adds very
considerably to the aristocratic appear-
ance of the machine.
The illustrations show how the jacket

is madCj and, if one does not feel equal
to the task of making it, almost any
local cobbler will undertake, the work to

measurement.

A Coivvenient Pocket.

The small pocket is very useful for

carrying a baby. King Dick spanner or

any other small fry in theWay of kit,

but, in addition to the bag, I have a loop

into which fitS^'''a celluloid oilcan of the
tubular --Variety having a screw-on
safety cap,' arid thus -I have everything
instantly 'accessible for- roadside adjust-
ment, I have tried snap clips_ and
various other fastenings; for -the bag, but
find that a blunt brass/nook and a stout

elastic band serve the 'purpose better

A device for protecting from mud the

moving parts of certain spring forks and

wheel bearings.

than any of them. This cover is further

useful in that it prevents -water blowing
back along the tank and on to the legs of

the rider.

A Mudguaiding Hint.

Given a fast machine and awet "i'oad

one is fairly sure to experience the
nuisance of mud blowing back from the

forward tip of the front mudguard and
smothering the fo'c'sle end of the tank,

to say nothing of the knees of the rider.

This was so bad in the case of the
Henderson I am now riding that I de-
vised all manner of shields to intercept
the deluge, but finally came across a
means to:Stop the flood at its source, A
strip of leather was cut out roughly to

the inside curvature of the guard in the
shape shown in tlie sketch, and this strip

was then secured inside the guard at the
extreme end, so as to form an open
pocket, as it were, to the splash rising

from the tyre, and so conduct it back.
The flap should be made of fairly stiff

leather, and it will be found that, when
bolted into position with short 7%in. bolts,

it will naturally assume the desired shape.
The end of the mudguard now keeps per-

fectly dry, even though the machine be
ridden at high speed over torrential roads.
The flap should coiiifortably clear the
tyre.

The forward end of a front mudguard in

section, showing how the leather flap is

inserted.

Enclosing Working Parts.

The following tip may be useful to

riders of such machines as the P. and M.
and various Americans, the front spring-

ing system of which involves the use of

moving shackles adjacent to fhe front

wheel spindle. The joints of these

shackles should be kept well lubricated

or they are apt to wear, with resultant
slackness, which does not improve the
steering on grease.

It is thoroughly
worth while enclosing
these parts with a
simple leather shield,

attached with copper
wire, and, if the work
is neatly done, it is

far less unsightly than
the oily mess which in-

evitably results from
trying to keep the
bearings properly lubri-

cated. I have en-

closed the forks of my

P, and M. as shown in the sketch,

and now, since the whole lot is

out of sight, I keep everything amply
lubricated, and the joints remain per-

fectly clean under the flap. A single

charge of lubricant seems, indeed, to

A useful device for machines on which

knee grips cannot be fitted successfully owing

to the position of the gear change lever.

last indefinitely, and relubrication neces-

sitates only lifting the flap. Any old

bit of leather will do, but to make the
job look really' finished, and to render
the leather waterproof, it should be given
a coat .of ordinary black ;enamel of the
kind- most motor cyclists keep.

A Stabiliser for Lamp and Horn.

The following tip is, I suppose, more
or less obvious, yet very few seem to

adopt it. Horns have a way of slipping
round the handle-bars during prolonged
runs at speed, while head lamps are apt
to vibrate, which eventually shakes their,

lenses loose and causes an eternal rattle

—

or, worse still, is A^ery apt to cause the
bracket to fatigue and finally break. This
refers,' of course, to machines fitted with
steering head brackets really designed to

carry a lamp.
Both misfortunes can . at once be

remedied by getting the village black-
smith to hammer out a rod of the correct
length to interconnect the two. The rod
will, of course, : have eyes at both ends,
one looking upwards and the other cross-

wise, and, if desired, the work can be
nickelled, though black enamel is really

good enough. The sketch illustrates the
idea at a glance. Chinook.

An extra support for

a head light and horn.

»I5
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©LYMPIA.
NEW MACHINES OF INTEREST SEEN OUTSIDE THE SHOW.

OLYilPIA is not sufficiently large to

accommodate all those who desired
to display their wares in its spacious

hall, consequently not . a few items of

interest were to be seen in the Hammer-

doubtedly possesses many attractions

;

when it is fitted it is more easy to keep
the engine in tune and more easy to

maintain full power on full throttle. The
Green engine possesses a cast iron cylin-
der, over which is pressed a copper water-
jacket and honeycornb radiator combined.

A twin Coventry Eagle, embodying the well-known 5-6 h.p. J.A.P. engine and

Sturmey-Archer gear.

smith Road anff the surrounding, district.

The best-known_ exhibit was that of
the Coventry Eagle ' iNIotor Co., which
was well -worth -an inspection.". A wide
range of models w-as shown; The 5-6 h.p.
J.A%P.-engiried .sidecar outfit, fitted with
a Sturmey-Archer, gear

. box and chain-
cum-belt drive, is an excellent machine
following standard -lilies thi'onghout, but
possessing one or two special features.
Both brakes are on the rear wheel, that
on the off side being of the external con-
tracting pattern provided with a right
and left-hand thread adjustment on the
brake rod. The other brake consists of a
Fibrax-lined aluminium shoe situated on
the near side of the machine, and acting
on a dummy belt rim. Tlie handle-bars
are covered with Bluemel's celluloid.
Aluminium, footboards are provided, witli
rubber rests at their forward ends.
Quite an attractive model is the 3^ h.p.
Abingdon-engined Sports model, which is

provided with a Sturmey-Archer three-
speed gear, kick-starter and clutch, Lucas
ilagdyno, and disc wheels. A similar
machine, fitted with the same engine,
85x88 mm. (499 g.c), is fitted with the
now pattern brake, and has a sidecar
attached to it. Among the lightweiglits
w«. noticed a 2| li.p. J.A.P.-engined model
with a two-speed Sturmey-Ai-cher gear
box. a Mark VI. Villiers engine two-
stroke with an Albion gear box not in-
coipoi'ating clutch and kick-starter, and
a 29 - •

-

Contracting brake of the Coventry Eagle,

This jacket is secured at the top by
means of a castellated ring nut, while
at the base of the jacket is Green's
patent watertight joint, consisting of a
rubber ring between two brass" rings
equally expanded by means of bolts. The
valves ^re overhead, and so designed "as

to produce the rhajcirtium efficiency.

These excellent features remain un-
altered ; but, so far as the engine itself

is concerned, the chief improvements lie

in the fitting of ball and roller bearings
to the connecting rod and crankshaft.

The piston is of steel, and of the Zephyr
pattern. The amount of water carried

in the jacket and radiator is not quite

sufficient for ordinary purposes, and in

the very wide tank a separate brass
water compartment, with a capacity' of"

Ij pint, 'has been let in, and between it

and the oil compartment an air space
has been provided. The tank is secured
underneath, and the secondary horizontal
frame member is in duplicate, and
splayed out so as to allow the valves

and the cylinder head to be easily

reached. The frame has been entirely

reconstructed, and is now built to accom-
modate a Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear box and 7iin. mudguards. Two
external contracting band brakes ai e

fitted to the rear wheel, in which also

is incorporated the transmission shock
absorber. This machine is shortly to be
ready for production, and deliveries will,

we understand, begin in ^Nlarch. The
makers are the Green Motor Cvcle Co.,.

50, Jermyn Street, London, "W.l.

The PuUin Position.

In the same building there was also

to be found the interesting Pullin motor
cycle, whicli was dealt w'ith in very full

detail in The. Motor Cycle of March 25th,
1920. Unfortunately, so far as produc-
tion is concerned, it is no further ad-

vanced than it was at that date, but
Mr. PuUin informed us that he hoped
very shortty to announce that the manu-
facture of this interesting machine was
already in progress. The Pullin motor
cycle is handled by the PuUin-Groom
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 24, Buckingham
Gate, London, S.W.I. The new Martin
motor cycle is also to be seen here.
Another motor cycle whicli was on

view in the same house was the Ready-
Jap. It is an attractive little machine
built by Messrs. D. Read and Co.,
Weston-super-Mare. The frame is com-
posed of straight tubes througliout. It

is fitted with a 2J h.p. J.A.P. engine
and the best components, and its pr'

Jill-

J

;ine t

ritf' j

2% h.p. .I.A.P.-engined Coventry Eagle
fitted with the company's new
fr:ini''.

spring

A Water-cooled Single.

An important motor bicycle, wliich
wc are very glad to see revived after the
war, IS the 3^ h.p. Green. Our readers
may i'emcin))cr that (lie (.irceii engine is
one of the lightest and most succfssful
water- cooled engines ever fitted to
a motor cycle. Water - cooling un-

Dlf.

Re-appearance of the water-cooled Green engine.

the cylinder.

It has a radiator embodied with
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A 2J h.p. J.A.P.-eng;ned

cipal feature consists of a concealed

silencer in the end of the long exhaust

pipe. This consists merely of two drilled

cones, of which the apex faces forward,

connected by means of a rod. It is hehl .

in position by a grub screw.

A Miniature Runabout.

Quite the cheapest three-wheeler in the

neighbourhood of Olympia was the

Cambro, made by the Central Aircraft

Company, Ltd., Kilburn. The motive
power, which was formerly known as the

Johnson motor wheel, and now known as

the Economic motor attachment, is situ-

ated over the rear wheel. It is shigle

geared, and is fitted with a starting

arrangement consisting of a pedal con-

nected to the free wheel on the rear

spindle. By actuating this pedal the

whole machine is pushed forward, and
the engine is started by this means. Both
front and rear portions are sprung on

rubber shock absorbers, such as "are used
on aeroplane landing gear.

A machine which is built of standard

components, is the Slaney, sold by the

yianey Engineering Co., Kyneton Eoad.
Olton, Birmingham. Its motive power is

a Coventry Victor engine, modified by

ht—the Ready.

the company so as to get a better chain
clearance by moving the carburetter on
to the near side, and placing the exhaust
pipes on the off side. The exhaust pipes

lead into a long narrow expansion cham-
ber running across the width of the
vehicle, and in front of the footboard,
from which there is an exit pipe on the
near side. Other special features ai^e the
finger nut adjustment of the external ex-

panding foot brake on the offside, a very
large tank, wide mudguards, and the
specially strengthened luggage carrier.

An Engine Unit.

An excellently-made two-stroke engine
was to be seen at ^fessrs. Burts Jlotors,

245. Hammersmith Road. This is the
yi. and B., made by ilessrs. John ^Morris,

ilill Lane, -Knowle, near Birmingham.
The engine is the ordinary three-port
pattern liaving a bore and stroke of

French Viratelle water-cooled

A big flat-twin Slaney, with a Coventry Victor enengine.

two-cylinder outfit. Observe the peculiar radiators on the

front end of the tank.

67x70 mm., and a c.c. of 246. The cylin-

der is very carefully bored so as to get
even thickness of metal throughout, is

then left to season for two months, and
then ground. The piston is treated in

very much the same way. The main
shafts, of high quality steel, are hard-
ened and ground, and run in bushes of

large dimensions, composed of chilled

cast phosphor bronze. Hoffmann roller

bearings are employed in the big ends.
The lubrication has been carefully thought
out. Oil enters a single union and feeds
through a port directly under the ex-
haust port to a groove round the piston
with which it comes into line at the bot-
tom of its stroke. Oil is tlien directed
downward through internal oilways by a
positive feed to the main bearings. The
gudgeon pin is provided with oilways, and
has a central groove cut in it, so that no
matter what position the pin, oil has
free access to the oilways.

At the same depot several models of

the French-made Viratelle were to be
seen. Xo one can accuse this machine of

being out of date It is a machine
which has been thoroughly thought out

from stem to stern. The single-cylinder

has a bore and stroke of 73x82 mm.
(350 c.c.). Both valves are enclosed, and

Dry
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form part of the equipment. Control
wires pass tlirough the handle-bar tubes,

which are finished in black. A similar
niacliine was also shown to us which wa.s

fitted with a two-cylinder engine with the
cylinders arranged side by side.

Several sidecars were to be seen outside
the building. Among these we may men-
tion the Delta, now known as the Volta,
which was described in detail in the issue

of June 3rd, 1920.

Car Type Tyres.

One of these machines was shown fitted

with a 750 x 135 mm. oversize Palmer
cord tyre. The sidecar is best known
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Accessories Co., 23, Westworth . Road,
Manor Park, London, E.12.
For those who fancy a two-seated

sidecar the Art should be of special
interest. It is manufactured by the
Sandham Engineering Co., Ltd., and is

sold by the Art Motor Cvcle and Sidecar
Co.,- 18, Walbrook, London, E.G. The
body is most roomy, is provided with a
comfortable hood and screen, and in
future models the former will be de-
signed to fasten down on to the latter,
thus doing' away with the necessity of
straps. The body is hung on threequarter-
eUiptical car-type springs, wdiile the
sidecar wheel is on half-elliptical springs

Engine and gear unit of the Viratelle.

are situated at the rear, while the whole
of the transmission is entirely protected.

Behind the engine is a three-speed epi-

cyclic gear box. The gears are selected

by a lever on the handle-bars, while the

clutch is engaged either by the pedal

pi'ovided or by the handle-bar lever.

Water-cooling is arranged on the theraio-

syphon principle, the radiator being

carried behind the front forks. Between
each portion of the radiator is a fan
driven by means of a flexible shaft from
the magneto drive. The forks are not
without interest, as they are hinged at

the fork crown, and .are provided .with

laminated springs which act both as fork
springs and as girders. Knock-out spindles

Rre provided to each of the wheels, and
a spring seat-pillar and sprung footrests

Volta torpedo sidecar, previously known as the Delta, fitted to a Harley-DaYidson.

for its luxuriously fitted and elaboratel.y

equipped projectile-shaped body. Such
a tyre as that referred to is practically

unwearable, and greatly increases the
comfort of the passenger. The Volta
sidecar is sold by the Volta Sidecar and

provided with long shackles w'hich are
hinged together. Strength for the side-
car .^^ixle is obtained by . having tliis

composed of thi-ee tubes instead of one
single one. A load of up, to forty stone
niav be carried.

Lightweight Records Broken.
Two-stroke and Four-stroke Successes. A Two-stroke beats the

Flying Kilo. Record.

No doubt in the effort to secure
effective Show advertising, records
in the lightweight classes were

brolcen with bewildering rapidity during
last week.

First came J. V. Prestwich, who,
mounted on a side-by-side valve J.A.P.-
engined Diamond, made several altera-
tions to the Class A (250 c.c.) figures
on November 23rd. On November 25th
the same rider again made an attack,
and succeeded in raising all the 250 c.c.
and 275 c.c. up to fifty miles another
notch, while on the 29lh (tlie opening
day of the Show) he made new figures
in the same classes for all distances, and
times up to 250 miles and six hours
respectively.

As an instance of the way in which
Ihc Dianiond-Jap maintained its tune,
leftrciicc to the tabulated results below
will show that the speed during the
ixth hour was greater than that
'Uained during the two liours im-
mediately preceding.
Excellent as was the speed over tlie

flyinfj kilometre, the record cslablislied
on Novemljcr 23rd was <lestined to be
fhortlivcd, foi uii December 1st D. R.

DlS

O'Donovan, past master of extracting

speed from whatever he rides, brought
out the hush model 63x80 mm. (249 c.c.)

J. V. Prestwich, who,

on a 2-1 h.p. Diamond-

J.A.P., broke the flying

kilo, and flying mile re-

cords, and also Inter-

national records, at

Brooklands.

Velocette, and proceeded to add an
extra 3 m.p.h. to the flying kilometre
speed. The performance is a remarkable
one and is really epoch-making, in so far

that it is the first two-stroke machine
to break a short distance ultra high-
speed record, although a machine with
this type of engine has ah-eady made a
successful onslaught on the long distance
figures.

November lyA, 1920,—J. V. Prestwich {2\
Diamond-Jiip), Class A. (250 c.c.) : Flying kilom.',

35«;. = 63 .pi m.p.h. ; flying mile, 56.6s. ='63.60 m.p.ti.

International Mean Record, Class A.—Flying kilora.

60.13 m.p.h, ; flying mile, 62.39 m.p.h,
November 25th, 1920.—Class A. {250 c.c.) : 5 miles,

5m. 3s, = 59.4 m.p.h. ; 10 miles, lom. i7js. = 58.3
m.p.h. ; 50 miles, 53m. .j5S. = 55.81 m.p.h, ; i hour,
55ml. 961yd. (55-55 m.p.h.).

Class Ai '.275 c,c.) : 10 miles, 50 miles, ajid i hour
as above.
November 2gth. 1920.—Classes A. (250 c.c.) and A.i

(275 c.c.) : 100 miles, lU, 50m. 39ES, = 5.J.22 m.p.h.

;

150 miles, 3h, om, 48s. = 49.75 m.p.h, ; 200 mile.«,

4h. i8ni 35s, = .|b.46in.p,h. ; 250 miles, 5I1, i8ra, sSJs.
= 47.02 m.p.h. ; 2 hours, 107ml, 1.4.12yd. ~ 53.01
m.p.h.; 3 hours, l49ral. 474yd, = 49.75 m.p.h, ;

4 hours, iS8ml, 263yd. = 47.03 m,p.b. ; 5 hours,
234ml, (>i7yd. = 46.87 m.p,h. 6 hours, ^Ssml, 7S2yi.l,

= 47.24 m.p.h.

December ist, 1920.—D, R. 0'Donov.\n (2 J Veto.

cellc), Classes A, and A.i ! Flying kilom., 33.43. *--

CO. 97 m.p.h.
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Illustrated Review oJ Useful Equipment for Motor Cycles.

A.C. Sparking Plug, Ltd., London,
S.W.7.—Yarious patterns of sparking
plugs suitable for every type of engine.

Alteena Cycle Light Co., 89, Far-
ringdon Street, London, E.C.4.—^^In a

very small and compact dynamo lighting
set produced by this concern, the dynamo
itself is of the circular tj'pe with six

stationary coils and a central rotor. The
driving arrangement is by means of a

friction wheel working on the tyre of the

Friction drive from the tyre is employed
with the Altema dynamo for lightweights.

The brackets carry it between the top and

bottom rear frame stays.

back wheel, the dynamo being carried on
a special bridge between the top and
bottom back stays. A dry battery-

is also provided, since the current gene-

rated is alternating, and therefore unsuit-

able for accumulator charging. The
head lamp is of rather unusual construc-

tion, since the bulb is carried on an arm
and faces backwards towards the reflector.

This arrangement gives an absolutely

non-dazzling beam. While standing a

small bulb connected with the dry bat-

tery circuit provides sufficient illumina-

Loose connections are eliminated from

the Bum Easy-Fix inflator, which pushes

directly on to the valve. It was exhibited

by Timson Bros.

tion to comply with the law. The Auto-
matic sparking plug is another feature

Avhich was shown, its chief claim to

Made from French " 75 "
shells, the

Alterna electric heater is here shown
dismantled.

notice being the movable points on the
central electrode. It is stated that these
vary their position at each explosion, and
consequently never become affected bj-

excessive carbon deposit. Another device
wliich was shown is not only interesting

on account of its utility, but also for the
fact that it is a souvenir of other davs.
It is known as the "75" sidecar heater,

and consists of a French YS inm. snell

with an internal resistance which is con-

nected by a baj'onet plug to an electric

lighting circuit.

Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray
Works, Handsworth, Birmingham.—The
Best semi-automatic drip feed is, of

course, so well known that it is scarcely

necessary to make any commenl?' regard-
ing it, and it suffices to say that it may
be obtained in e\'ery possible form for

motor cycle and light car lubrication. The
Best mechanical oil pump, however, which
is driven from the timing gear of the
engine, and which works in conjunction
with the semi-automatic drip feed, is

not quite such a familiar component,
although it has had considerable testing

over the last twelve- .months. From
actual experience, however, on one or two
machines, we can say that it entirely

fulfils the requirements desirable in a

mechanical lubricator, since the supply

of oil which it delivers can be varied as

required either separately or in conjunc-

tion v.ith the control of the throttle.

BowDEN Brake Co., Ltd., Tyseley,

An Apollo horn suitable for the front

panel of a sidecar.

Birmingham.—In addition to the already

familiar lines connected with motor cycle

bi-akework and control, the Bowdeii
Brake Co. is making; a special type of

front brake, which is to be known as

the Replacement pattern. This is speci-

ally suitable for old machines which are

not provided with . front brakes, and
which in many cases must be so fitted

to comply with legal requirements. The
special feature is that a simple form of

crossbridge to carry the adjustable

Bowden wire stop is provided, and this

is clamped to the front fork girders in

any convenient position. A new and
very attractive shape of handle-bar with
inverted lever controls is also made. It

Stop bracket of the new Bowden
replacement brake.

is of the straight pattern with slightly

inclined and dropped grips.

Bowden Wire, Ltd., Victoria Road,

Willesden, London.—ilany novelties are

being introduced in the control-operating

mechanisms of this concern. Some of

these have already been dealt with in

The Motor Cycle, notably the Master

Control, which by very simple means
allows for interconnection and inde-

pendent action of a combined hand and

foot operation of clutches or throttles.

Several types of front wheel brakes of

the belt rim pattern are also being intro-

duced for 1921 machines, and these pro-

vide a much more satisfactory method

of braking than any of the rim types,

but the latter are still produced.

Brampton Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street

Works, Birmingham.—As well as motor

cycle chains and front forks, both of

An improved stem lug with outlet for

internal cables is incorporated in the

Bowden Brake Co.'s handle-bar.

Dig
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A Brampton spring frame unit for fitting to

any standard type of lightweight frame.

which are equally well known, a new
spring frame is being offered. It con-
sists of stays hinged behind the gear box
bracket and connected to the rest of the
machine throngh the top stays by a

system of coil springs similar to that em-
ployed for the top links of the front forks.

J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham.—Brooks
saddles enjoy a reputation as regards
quality which may truly be described as
unequalled, but the makers are deter-

mined not to rest on their laurels, and

Brooks's cantilever saddle and a carrier case

by the same makers.

have therefore produced an entirely new
type of saddle suspension. This consists

of four laminated cantilever springs

pivoted at their centres upon the front
stay of the standard motor cycle carrier.

The forward extremities of the springs
(two at each side) carry a pan seat
leather topped on two vertical links, while
the rearmost ends of the springs are free
to slide under a pair of adjustable rollers,

by means of which the tension on the
springs may be altered to suit the rider's
weight. The saddle has practically a
vertical motion, and, owing to the length
of the springs used, the rider may truly

(Abov) The old type Rcniild chain and
spring clip link. (Below) The new chain
of double strength, with the new clip which

cannot be thrown off at any speed.

be said' to float when carried on this type
of seat. Many machines shown at

Olympia were equipped with this new
form of Brooks saddle, which is bound
further to enhance the high reputation of

those responsible for its production.

Bkown and Baklow, Ltd., Carburet
Works, Witton, Birmingham.—Carbu-
retters for all kinds of engines are

the standard production of Messrs.
Brown and Barlow, Ltd., whose name
stands for all that is good in this par-

ticular component part." There are
very few changes in the standa,rd vari-

able jet and two-stroke types, but a de-

tail improvement has been effected in the
method of operating the pilot jet which
is of special service for easy starting on
V twin engines. On former models, if

the driver omitted to cut out the easy
starting device when the engine was
running, it not only interfered with the
carbnration but caused the consumption
to be excessive. The new arrangement,
even if forgotten, will not seriously affect

the running. An improved form of in-

duction pipe for V twin engines is also

being introduced. This consists of a very
short pipe between the cylinders with a
flange fixing for the carburetter. By
this arrangement the latter is brought
into a very unobtrusive position between
the cylinders, where it is protected from
draughts of cold air and obtains the
maximum benefit from conducted heat.

C. L. and H. Bukton, Bernard Street,

Walsall.—Burton sparking plugs have

Short induction pipe and flange fixing for

B. & B. V-twin carburetter, showing also

the new easy starting control.

continually proved their efficiency in all

types of engines, and it has not been
found necessary to make any alteration
to the standard three-point model with
detachable steatite insulator. Many
variations are made to suit different en-
gines, such as those which necessitate a
long reach or have a special thread. A
new single-point model is also being
produced as a competitive line ; this
also has a detachable insulator.

College Leatheb, Co., Castle Street,
Northampton.—The College mudshield is,

of course, well known, for it has been
on the market for eleven years. Covering
the lower part of the engine, as well as
the rider's legs up to the level of the
tank, tl\e shield may be used in conjunc-
lion with an apron, which provides the
raaxiiiiuni weather protection po.ssible on
a solo machine. Other products incUule
a number of becoming soft leather
" tatn.s " for lady motor cyclists.

Cooi'iiii Stkwart Eng. Co., Ltd., 11,
Broad Street, Bloomsbnry, London,
W.C.2.—For those who favour the niag-

J.A.R. clips for acetylene tubing ; there

are two varieties to fit frame tubes and

carrier tubes.

netic type of speedometer, which, of

course, has decided advantages in many
respects, the Stewart instnuneiit may be
regarded with interest. One of its special

features is the absence of complicated

mechanism. In addition to the speedo-

meters, the firm produce a variety of

practical mechanical horns.

CowEY Engineering Co., Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Sur^-ey.—Cowey speedometers
are made for all classes of motor cycle,

and have been improved in details, a

remarkably clean appearance having been
attained. The same remark also applies

to the Cowey horn, which is certainly in

the front rank on account of its weather-
proof construction and reliable mechanism.

Cox Carburetters, Ltd., Lower Essex
Street, Birmingham.—Automatic carbn-

ration is one of those subjects which
form a never failing source of discussion

amongst motor cyclists, and the Cox-
Atmos carburetter, by reason of its sim-
plicity, has created special interest. A
new type of float chamber has been de-

signed, and this includes an inner shell

having gauze-covered apertirres, so that

no grit or water can pass throngh to the
jet itself. Top feed has now been
adopted.

G. Davenport and Co., Ltd., Clerken-
well Eoad, London, E.C.I.—A departure
from the usual type of speedometer con- .

struction was shown on this stand, which
has several features of interest. It is

known as the Robinson, and carries a
guarantee for 10,000 mOes, this being •

made possible by the fact that it- is con-

structed entirely by highly skilled instru-

ment makers. The speed indication is
'

controlled by a centrifugal governorj but

A high-tension terminal and an electrical

switch made by the makers of Cooke's plugs.
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the trip recorder
(and the total
mileage recorder
under the first

100 miles) is

shown on a cir-

cular scale by
t w pointers
coloured white
and red respec-
tively. The trip
is instantlj' reset
by a brass
plunger knob in
the centre of the
dial.

Also shown by
this firm was the
Pettitts safety
filler, which is

carried in a
neat leather case, which also accommo-
dates a very useful spanner for all sizes
of sparking plugs and petrol can stoppers.

Degory No Jet Caebueator Co., -93,

Moore Park Road, S.W.6.—Amongst one
lever automatic carburetters, the Degory
No Jet is rapidly coming into a leading
position, since it is proving to be excep-
tionally economical in use. IMany of our
readers have testified to its excellent
qualities in this direction, and almost
phenomenal mileages are claimed for it

Avith various types of engines. It is par-
ticularly neat in appearance, and has a
minimum number of parts, while the
method of attaching the float chamber to
the throttle barrel allows it to be used in
any position.

A Binks carburetter

arranged for twist

grip control. An
extra air lever is

provided.

East London Rubber Co., 29-33, Great
Eastern Street, E.C.2.—This concern is

chiefly devoted to supplying all the de-

mands of the retail trade, but a number
of specialist lines are carried. Amongst
these may be mentioned the Flexifork,

a new type of front fork, which combines
a vertical action controlled by coil

springs with a radial action limited by a
leaf spring; the E.L.I, spring, seat-

pillar, which is one of the many varieties

of auxiliary saddle suspension introduced
this year ; and the Warner front forks

and rear spring frame attachment. The
latter is a simple form of spring frame

Representative Sparking Plugs.

The M.A.P.
plug-

Lodge smgle

point.

having subsidi-

ary top stays,

which are con-

nected to float-

ing links carry-

ing the wheel
spindle, a n d
pivoted at the
rear fork - end.
This device may
be fitted to al-

most any stan-

d a r d pattern
motor cycle
frame with very
little structural
alteration.

E.LC. Mag-
netos, Ltd.,
Sampson Road
N o r t h , Bir-
mingham. •— As
the standard ig-

nition unit on a

number of first rank machines, the E.I.C.
magneto is unaltered, since the reliability

of its design is unquestioned.

FoR\v,\ED Sparking Plug Co., 35,

Summer Row, Birmingham.—A large
variety pf sparking plugs are manufac-
tured by the Forward Sparking Plug
Co., and all of them have proved their

worth by long service in the hands of the
public. A new model introduced this

year is the Aero type, which has air-

cooling flanges round the body. There is

one central electrode, and the insulation

is of the detachable mica variety. A
number of other accessories are produced,
and amongst these may be mentioned the

Sterling leg-guards

exhibited by Brown
Bros., Ltd.

Apollo in section. The Vita. A.C.

Section of Lodge
plug. K.L.G.

Single point

C..A.V.

I
The Binks Bluemel Mascot. The C.A.V. Oleo. Forward. The Sphinx Burton
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valve stem adjusting cups for engines

with non-adjustable tappets, the Avell-

known Forward belt fasteners, and the

new type of endless leather link belt,

which varies from all other belts of this

type in having all the connecting link

bearings of metal.

A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Tunstall Road,
Croydon.—Electric lighting eqiaipment

f:j^OT(^ius

Ball and socket clamp of the Hunt electric

head lamp and accumulator bracket.

using dry batteries or accumulators is the

speciality of this firmj and amongst their

new products may be specially mentioned
the new Pleteset. This consists of a very
efficient head lamp (carrying a six-volt

bulb) mounted on a bracket which also

supports a cast aluminium battery box.

The bracket is adaptable for fitting to

almost any type of handle-bar, since it

makes use of a ball and socket clip of

Details ot the switch on Hunt
battery lighting set.

extremely simple design. Included in

the top of the battery case is a positive

screw switch, which connects up the
three-cell block type accumulator as re-

quired. The whole fitting is exceedingly
well designed, and has a decidedly hand-
some appearance, and may be secured to

any pattern handle-bar. Amongst other
items produced by this firm is a neat
and simple speedometer lamp, which
clips around the body of the instrument.
The bulb in this is tinted green, in order
to eliminate any glare. In addition to

the above-mentioned lamp, cheaper
varieties, more suitable for lightweight
machines, are produced, while every style
of dry battery side and tail lamps is

available, in addition to route • card

Co., Coventry.—An
motor cvcle saddle

holders, sprijig lamp brackets, and a neat

lock for motor cycles which is combined
with two spanners and tyre levers. For
use in the garage as an inspection lamp,
there is a very convenient arrangement of

a Hellesen dry battery with a holder

which carries a small bulb in a large

-diameter reflector.

Jelley's Saddle
unusual type > of

having many
claims to notice.

Instead of a
leather top a
moulded flexible

seat is used,
and this has the
property of con-

forming to the
shape most com-
fortable to the
rider. We can -speak from experi-

ence of the comfort provided by this

arrangement. Minor points connected

with the sa,ddle are that it has no rivets

in' the top ; moreover, the rubber con-

struction is waterproof, and the saddle

does not suffer if the machine is left out

in the rain for a length of time.

Kerslake, Ltd., London, S.W.15.—To
the motor cyclist the most interesting item
amongst this firm's productions is a
"sensitive" control for carburetters.

This consists -of a trigger secured beneath
the regular control levers, and the actua-

tion of the former opens the throttle

without altering the setting of the latter.

The effect is that of a sensitive finger-

controlled accelerator.

Jelley's padded flexible

waterproof saddle top.

A Lamplugh sidecar heater and
hand warmer.

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., King's Road,
Tyseley, Birmingham.—A number of

novelties are being introduced by this

firm of specialists in motor cycle brass

fittings. Prohably the one of most
seasonable interest is the Lamplugh side-

car heater ; this is a very simple arrange-
ment whereby warm air* is passed from
a box encircling the exhaust pipe
and connected by a tube to a muff

DECEMBER gih, ig20.

in the toe of the

sidecar. An exten-
sion from the latter

terminates in a per-
forated metal ball

which can be used
as a hand warmer.
It will be noted that
no exhaust gas is

passed into the
warmer, and the
connecting tube may
be detached in a Lamplugh's Ace petrol
moment if the heat tap lock ; the petrol
IS not required. In ^an only be turned on

"T„ °l *T ^^'^^ when the keyis inserted,
that thefts of motor
cycles are now very prevalent, the "Ace
petrol tap lock is worthy of notice. This is

a petrol tap of somewhat larger propor-
tions than the average, which is self-lock-

ing in the off position. It can only be
reopened by the insertion of a .special

plunger key which engages with two holes
provided in the back of the tap. Only
when the key is pressed in may the tap
be opened. Amongst other productions
are a very easily operated quickly de-
tachable filler cap and a two-level tap
combined with a filter.

Leo Ripault, Ltd., 1, King's Road,
N.W.I.—Oleo plugs in various models are
the chief speciality of this firm. The
construction is simple and very compact,
electrodes of the single point and cross-

bar type being used ; the insulators are
detachable, and are either of mica or
porcelain. There is also a new model
plug having a non-detachable mica insu-
lator and a single central electrode. Pro-
bably this is one of the smallest sparking
plugs made for motor cycle use, and it

follows the general lines of those which
were used successfully on rotary aircraft
engines.

Lloyd Motor Co., Ltd., 132, Monu-
ment Road, Birmingham.—A saddle sus-

pension, made familiar on the L.M.C.
machines, is now offered as a separate
unit, for the conversion of any machine
which has a top tube not covered by a

saddle tank.

Lycetts, Ltd., Bromley Street, Bir
mingham.-^Saddles, pannier bags, and a
top tube toolbag are products which are
all satisfactory component parts in the
specifications of many well - laiown
machmes.

Maekt and Co. (London), Ltd., 98-

100, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.1.—Adjust-
able spanners, Veeder cyclometers, fly-

llunl's speedometer lamp.

Combined windscreen, apron, and side

curtains of Sandum manufacture.

D24
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Head lamp and battery box of the

M-L Maglita set (lightweight

model).

wheel and pulley removers, and the

Johns-JManville speedometers are amongst
the high-quality productions marketed by
this concei'n.

Midland Gear Case Co., Ltd., Bridge
Street West, Birmingham.—Motor cycle

accessories in leather are the special pro-

ducts of this firm, and these include knee
grips, which are adjustable to any size

and shape of tank, and inner tube cases

arranged to clip over a roUed-up tube
on the handle-bars. Both these acces-

sories are already well known to motor
cyclists.

H. JIiLLER AND Cc, Birmingham.—The
.special feature of Miller acetylene lamps,
apart from the excellent light-giving
qualities of course, is the convenient
bracket which permits the set to be fitted

to almost every t.ype of handle-bar on
the market. Miller dynamo lighting sets

for motor cycles will shortly reach the
production stage, apd these include a

handsome plated head lamp with a switch-

box incorporated in the bracket. The
batteries are carried in a box adjustable
in all directions, so that when secured to

the saddle tube of the machine it may
remain vertical. Prolonged testing has
proved that the dynamo itself is satisfac-

tory, and the design, which was reviewed
in The Motor Cycle, twelve months ago,

remains essentially unaltered. Regula-
tion is by a magnetic arrangement, which
reduces the intensity of the flux cut by
the armature coils, and, in consequence,
no delicate electrical appliances are re-

quired to keep down the voltage at speed.

The M-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.,
Victoria Works, Coventry.—One of the

most popular combined lighting and igni-

tion units in the Show is the product of

the makers of the M-L magnetos. It

was fully described in a recent issue of

Tlie Motor Cycle, but a further small
improvement has been carried out in the

head lamp. This consists of a small low-

Diagram showing how the new design of

M-L magneto allows a double magnetic

flux to pass through the armature. It shows

its compact nature in contrast with the old

"horse-shoe" type.

powered bulb for use when J,he machine

is standing or when town riding. The
dimming arrangement is controlled by a

small knurled knob on the top of the

head lamp which brings the small bulb

temporarily into operation by depressing

it or permanently by giving it a lialf

turn. Of course, the automatic, dimming
device on the head lamp main bulb is

retained ; this acts as a reminder to the

rider that the battery switch should be

pressed in wlien the engine -is running.

The Maglita outfit is now being produced

Dim and full power bulbs in the

M-L Maglita large size head lamp.

A push-down switch controls the

latter.

in a variety of forms suitable for light

or heavyweight single-cylinder machine*
and for flat twins and two-strokes. The
motor cycle magnetos for all types of

engines remain imaltered, but a new
pattern magneto, the K.V. type, is being
introduced. This has decided electrical

advantages which enable its external
dimensions to be considerably reduced,
and its appearance is exceedingly com-
pact and workmanlike.

North and Sons, Ltd., 14, Soho
Square, W.l.—A range of speedometers
is produced by this firm, who, amongst
other types, have made a speciality of

rear-wheel-driven models. The, driving
ari'angements are very substantial, and
do not interfere with the security of the
wheel spiirdle.

The Rotax dynamo with ignition contact

breaker and distributer.

Prices' Co.,, Ltd., Battersea, S.W.ll.
—Motor cyclists do not need to be re-

minded of ^ the excellence of Prices' oils,

but the enquiring spirit will find much
to mark and inwardly digest concerning
lubrication if he obtains the various
publications and pamphlets which the
company offer. The advantages of pur-

chasing small drums of oil are made
clear, and a device for safely pouring out
the contents of these is worth noting.

Top tube attachment for rear wheel drive

of the Bonniksen speedometer.

Rotax Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.,

London, N.W.IO.—A development of

combined lighting and ignition, which
m.ay be far-reaching, is to be introduced.

This consists of the Rotax dynamo
arranged for providing a means of! igni-

tion by the incorporation of a contact

breaker and distributer. The dynamo
charges the batteries, which supply

current for ignition via the contact

breaker and a separate high-tension coil.

ROTHERHAM AND SoNS, LtD., Spon
street, Coventry.—Standard Rotherham
productions are general motor .cycle brass

fittings, such as oil pumps, taps, cocks,

unions, and gauges, but, in addition to

these, are the Everest carburetters and

Bonniksen speedometers. The latter have
been improved in detail, especially as

regards the driving arrangements.

RuNE.MCEN Magneto Co., Ltd., Man-
chester.—Magnetos bearing the Runbaken
name have rapidly developed a reputation

not only for their reliability, but also for

their small dimensions, which make them
specially suitable for small machines. A
standard type of contact breaker is now
fitted in place of that with stationary

contact points which was formerly used.

The Safety Petrol Filler Co., Ltd.,

Northampton.—Besides the well-known

Liquall safety petrol fillers, a number of

small conveniences for motor cyclists' use

are made.

A carburetter produced by

Rotherhams—the two - lever

Everest with multiple jet.
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S. SSUTH AND Sous
(M.A.), Ltd., 179-185, Great
Portland Street, W.—
Speedometers, mechanical

horns, handle-bar watches,

and similar accessories are

all well-kno.wn products of

this accessory firm, who
specialise in fitments of the

highest class. In addition

to these, the K.L.G. plugs
must not be forgotten, and
attention must be drawn to

the new G.l type, specially

commendable for its simple
construction and the detach-

ability of its insulated

centre, which may be re-

placed at an}' time with a new one
should it ever become defective. The
body of the plug is finished by a
I'ustproof process, which greatly adds
to its appearance. Amongst other useful
accessories stocked are Shock-stops, a
new type of indiarubber handle-bar
grip, which is specially adapted for

use in conjunction with inverted lever

controls, or with hook-ended grips of

the ordinary type. These grips are
becoming very populax.

A continuous cam is now
used in the contact

breaker of the C.A.V.

magneto.

Pettetts' ' 'Fitall" spanner

embodying two screw-

drivers.

An all-rubber Roberts

handle-bar grip.

Simplicity and ease of operation are features

of the Dandy chain rivet remover handled

by S. Smith & Sons (MA.), Ltd.
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Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.,

London, S.W.I.—Gargoyle
Mobiloils, greases,

_
and

everything appertaining to

the efficient lubrication of

motor cycles and cycle cars.

The Vacuum names are

household words in motor
cycledom.

C. G. Wakefield and
Co., Ltd., 30-32, Cheapside,
E.C.2.—In addition to the

brands of oil which have
been standardised for many
years by a number of lead-

ing makers, this firm is

introducing a new variety

to be known as Castrol

XL. This is somewhat
lighter in body than the better known
Castrol C, and it has been specially

blended for use under racing and
competition conditions. Sidecar owners
and others who purchase oil in five

or ten-gallon drums should make a point

of enquiring into the merits of the
patent screw-in locking tap for the
drums. This is specially suitable for

use with the Castrol five-gallon noR-
returnable drums, and forms a handy
method of avoiding wa.ste when drawing
off oil for use.

A point about the

new Smith "Shock
Stop " handle - bar

grip is that it pro-

tects the inverted

lever joint.

The B.M.C.R.C. Dinner.
FEW dinners that we have attended

—

and we have been present at a great

many—have passed off better than
-the members' dinner of the British ilotor

Cycle Racing Club, held on Wednesday
last week at the Holborn Restaurant.
Nearly 170 members turned up, . there

were numerous guests, the speeches were
as brief as possible, and the whole of the

evening was devoted to enjoyment and
amusement. An excellent programme
had been provided, and, owing to the

presence of several visitors from the

Continent, the affair might almost be
described as being an international one.

The chair was occupied by Brigadier-

General Sir Capel Holden^ K.C.B.,
F.R.S. On his left sat Lt.-Col. F.

Lindsay Lloyd, C.JLG., and among the

i,'ue6ts we noticed M. Jules Neher (presi-

dent of the Union Motocycliste Suisse),

M. Fagard (president of the Union Moto-
cycliste Beige), Mr. Paul Kelecom (of the

['abrique Nationale, Belgium), while

-MM. Mellane and Arnaud might be said

to represent France.

Toasts.

After the toast of "The King" had
been proposed by the Chairman, that of

"Tile British Motor Cycle Racing Club"
was proposed by j\lr. H. T. Rutter. Mr.
Hutter paid the club a great compliment,
(' iiigratulating the president and officers

<iE the club, as he said that at the many
meetings he had attended he saw nothing
but ."traight riding, few protests, and
ihoroiigh Mpurtsmanship on all sides. He
evoked coll^ideI•ablc amusement, and said
that the club wbb an ideal means -of

le«ling a machine.
.\Ir. Loughborough, in a very brief

reply, Kaid that Ibf proposer could not
hav(' praiKcd the club in ,i nicer manner,
:'M(I the club member.^ could ntjt have
ilcservcd it belter. (Laughter.) He re-

ferred Kfi our foreign guests, and made

mention of several generous offers of

prizes. Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and
Co. had offered a ten-guinea prize for

the best aggregate performance, but they
had one already. This year Mr. Alec
Ross, who had given a prize for the best

aggregate performance by a Service

member, repeated this offer for next year.

Mr. H. Collier offered a ten-guinea prize

for an tipen event ; ]Mr. Olai offered a

similar prize, while Capt. A. J. Millar
offered a hundred-guinea gold cup for a

hundred mile race and a two hundred-
guinea gold cup for a two hundred miles

race. (His idea is that long-distance races

will attract the amateur, as it is not so

much .the speed which counts as the

reliability of the machine, and conse-

quently the private owner has almost as

much chance as 'the expert.)

The Chairman then proceeded to distri-

bute the numerous prizes won during

1920. Among the recipients may be
mentioned W. A. Jacobs, who won the

Ross Trophy ; he has gained nearly all

his successes on an eight-year-old Singer,

and we learn now that he is putting up
excellent performances on a little Metric-

engined motor bicycle.

New Prizes.

Two further prizes were then an-

nounced : The Norton prize of twenty-
five guineas for the best aggregate per-

formance of a private owner, and a ten-

guinea prize (presented by Mr Watson-
Bourne) for a member or ex-member of

the H.A.F.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough then an-

nounced that the Godfrey Cup, which,
unfortunately, had not yet been engraved.
had been won by H. R. Davies. This is

a cup presented by Messrs. Godfreys,
Ltd., in memory of the late Capt. O. C.

Godfrey, for the iir.st 350 c.c. machine to

do eighty miles an hour on the (rack,

a feat which Mr. H. R. Davies had

successfully accomplished on a 2J h.p.

A.J.S.

A Reminiscence.

The Chairman then rose, and said that,

as he could not present the cup, he would
like Mr. Davies to come up to the high
table, and would like to shake hands with
him. General Holden shook Davies
warmly by the hand, and addressed a

series of congTatulatory remarks to him
;

but not a word of these could be heard
owing to the deafening cheering.

Davies was then persuaded to make a

speech, in which he thanked those present

for their hearty reception of him. and
thanked the officers of the track ior

their assistance.

Mr. H. Stevens was also called upon
to say a few words.
Mr. Loughborough also paid a tribue

to the performances of Le Vack, who had
accomplished the highest speed ever made
on a motor bicycle in this country.

Le Vack, who was called upon to reply,

in turn paid a handsome tribute to Jlr.

C. B. Franklin, who is now at the Hendee
Works in America.

Replying to the toast of " The Presi-

dent,"' by Mr. W. H. Wells. General
Holden said it was twenty-five years since

he first rode a motor bicycle (refei'ring

to his original four-cylinder). He had
invited the late Mr. H. J. Swindley (of

The Autocar) to com© and see it, and
he rode it and expressed himself very

pleased vi'ith it, but frankly adroill.ed

that he could not understand why any-

body should want to ride a motor
bicycle, as pedal cycles were for pleasure

and exercise. General Holden was a firm

believer in the motor bicycle, and he

looked to its further development. He
sincerely hoped to see an all-weather

mnchine, in which both the mechanism
and (he rider were fully prot<H;(ed.

The proceedings linishod with " Old

Tjiing Syne " .^nd " God Save Ihe King."
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READING STANDARD
THE WORLD'S MASTER MOTOR CYCLE.

Solo - £184. 8-10 h.p. Twin Combination - £229.

PLUS ONE
A Single or Double-seater Sidecar at will.

Deliveries will commence positively in one month, with fittings complete for attachment
to the undermentioned makes of cycles :

—

Reading-Standard, Sunbeam 3^ h.p. and 8 h.p. Zenith, Enfield,

Harley-Davidson, Triumph, Douglas 4 h.p., Blackburne 8 h.p.

B.S.A. 4 & 6-7 h„p., Rudge 6 h»p. Henderson, Excelsior (American),
British Excelsior, Indian, ACE, and others.

DUNELT
The £150 Interchangeable Wheel

Combination.

CLYNO
The COMPLETE Outfit.

NEW HUDSON
The Most Popular Lightweight.

THE ACE
4-cylinder Motor Cycle Combination.

Olympia Show Models of all the above are on show
here, see them in comfort.

89, Great Portland Street,-

Mayfair 5399.

-Lendon.
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The Triangular
Chassis
at the

Shoiv.
Calalosuf •'>i>ye'

quest. Simply
write your iiome
and address on
the margin of
ihis page, tear
jt out and jwst

The Olympia Show proved the following

points (among others)—

One— The triangular chassis is the most
up-to-date and is certainly the

design of the future. Dunhills

hold the original patent for this

triangular chassis (No. 4784/15),

and it is embodied in all their

models.

Two— The Dunhill Chassis combines
maximum strength and rigidity

with minimmn weight.-

Three— On a weight for weight basis, the

Dunhill patent triangular Chassis

> is the strongest on the marlcet

—

on a load for load basis there is

no lighter chassis.

Five— Dunhill Sidecar bodies are smart.

Six— Dunhill Sidecars study the passen-

ger. The bodies are given really

careful thought and are built for

comfort and convenience on the

road; their finish pleases the

most exacting.

Seven—The greatest efficiency and service

combined with absolute " passen-

ger comfort," a Dunhill Sidecar is

the one to buy.

Write to-day and get the Dunliill Sidecar Catalogue for 1921. It

is ol interest to every motor cyclist. Simply write your name and
address on tlie margin o! tliis paje, tear it out and post to us.

SIDECAR SPECIALISTS

359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I.
GLASGOW: 72, St. Vincent Street.

Mmmmammmmmmmmm
HAVING DECIDED-

BUY IT FROM
THE

North Wales Motor Exchange,

WREXHAM.
We are open to accept orders for the following

:

Norton, Omega, Edmund, Powell, New Imperial,

P. & M., Zenith, Indian, Rudge, James, Sparkbrook,
Ixion, A.J.S., Levis, Sunbeam, O.K., Douglas,
Scott, B.S.A., Matchless, Wooler, Ivy, Bradbury,
Rover, and Alien Motor Cycles. Also Singer,

Morgan, Coventry Premier, G.W.K., G.N., and
Calthorpe Cars.

YOU ARE URGED TO BOOK EARLY.
Send for our list of
second-hand machines.

THE NORTH WALB MOTORmW

An Exceptional
OFFER!

Price Total
Quantity each. Price.

1 14/- 14/-

2 13/- 26/-

3 12/8 38/-

4 12/3 49/-

6 12/- 72/-

12 11/6 138/-
Carriage Paid.

Cash with Order.

illiiatriition shows frout ot case
taken out.

Size 5i" X 3:1" X 3?"

Surplus
GoverDment
Accumulators

PETO RADFORD MODEL S.G. ACCUMULATORS
4 Volts. Capacity— 12 ampere hour continuous, 24 ampere

tiour JKnition.

DESCRIPTION.—Two separate cells consisting of 5 plates, cich In a

sirong celluloid box with sealed lid, vent plugs and non-corrosive ter-

niin.tls ; the two connected together by non-corrosive link and contained

In strong black enamelled metal case with leather strap handle Never

had acid In Weight 5 lbs. each.

Oiuicrs ijrompthj executed.

WATES BROS., 132, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2

n^o In nn-iwi^rinij Ihmr ri(/ rfrlixrmcn/ii it is ilcsirablc In ineiitinn " T/ie Mutnr Cycle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped adciresied envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Pressed Steel Wheels.

I should be pleased if you
would kindly inform me whether
there is such a thing on the
market as a motor cycle wlieel

built entirely of discs, minus
spokes, etc.—R.A.I3.

There are no spokeless wheels obtainable
which are suitable for existing motor
cycles. Several French makers are using
them, however, also the manufacturers
of the Unibus.

Long Exhausts Again.

Could you kindly give me the

qI full particulars respecting silen-

> c«rs or expansion chambers on
-iJ motor cycles ? A friend owns a

Eudge-^Iulti solo machine, which
is fitted with a tube 5ft. S^in. long,

and he is now summoned for not
having a silencer or expansion chamber.
—E.G.C.

The law demands that the exhaust gas
shall first pass through an expansion
..jhamber before being released into the
atmosphere. Whether a long pipe alone
constitutes an expansion chamber within
the meaning of the law is a doubtful
point : but if the machine is reasonably
silent, it might be possible to contest

the case.

Rebuilding a Scooter.

(1.) Will a two-stroke engine
rotate in anj' direction, provided
it is timed accordingly? (2.)

What size engine sprocket should^
I require if I fit a 2J li.p. two-

stroke to my scooter? The size of
sprocket on the 20in. road wheel is

twenty-four teeth. (3.) Is petroii

lubrication quite satisfactory on a two-
stroke of 2J h.p. ?—P.D.S.

(1.) Theoretically the two-stroke engine
will run in either direction, provided
it is timed accordingly. Practically,

however, we cannot say whether it would
be advisable to do this, as we do not
know to what engine you refer. " (2.)

You cannot drive directly from the
engine to a 24T sprocket on the right
wheel, as you would require a reduction
of about 6 to 1 ; this Avould mean that
you would require a 4T sprocket on the
engine-shaft-, which, of course, is im-
possible. The smallest size you can fit

on the engine-shaft to obtain reasonable
sattsfaction is 12T (^in. pitch), and,

_ therefore, you would need one of about
72T on the rear wheel, which is im-

- practicable. (3.) The petroii system is

V quite satisfactory if the engine has been
_,, designed for this type of lubrication.

r

Higher Gear Ratios Wanted.

I am in possession of a 3 h.ji.

Neal Dalm two-stroke motor
cycle with a top gear ratio of 5^-

to 1. I wish to give it a gear
of 4 to 1. (1.) Would this be too

high? (2.) What size pulley should I

need? The driving sprocket has 18

teeth, the gear box sprocket 32 teeth,

the rear wheel belt pulley is 19in. in

diameter, the gear box pulley 5in.

(3.) Which would be the most advis-

able to change, the pulley, the gear box,
or the engine sprocket?—T.L.D.

Your present top gear ratio is approxi-
mately 5-^ to 1, and it is probably the

most suitable one for your machine. A
4 to 1 top gear would be much too high.

In order to alter the gear ratio it will be
necessary to fit a large sprocket on the

engine-shaft. If you think the machine
is under geared, try to get a sprocket
with either 19 or 20 teeth—probably 19

would be the more suitable.

Accident to a Dog.

I was out for a run recently

when I had the misfortune to run
over a dog. I overtook a flock of

sheep which was in the care of

two men and two dogs. I had a

passenger in the sidecar with me at the

time, and I had the machine well under
control, and was running very slowly. I

had passed one man and dog, and was
about half-way through the sheep when
the other dog ran right into ray front

wheel, which went over its hindquarters.
Both I and my passenger did all we
could to attract the attention of the
dog, which came into us suddenly (it

was not looking in our direction). I

pulled up within 3tt. of the dog, which
lay on the ground, but after a short
time it got up and walked away with
the men. At the time of the accident
one of the men was driving the sheep
to the side of the road to malce room for

us to get by. Will you please give me
a-dvice as to my responsibilitj-?—T.M.

Provided that you were not travelling
at an excessive speed, and that you took
every care to avoid a collision with the
dog, and provided you can produce
witnesses to support any statements you
may make in regard to the case, we do
not think that you can be held responsible
for the injury. We should certainly
advise you to ignore any demand made by
the owner of the dog. and you should not
in any way prejudice your case by offering

him compensation. Allow hini to take
action if he pleases, and place your own
case in the hands of a good local solicitor.

and

Copper Piping £or Acetylene Lamps.

Is it dangerous to use copper

piping to conduct acetylene gas

to a rear light? I am using one

generator, as now, in this weather,

I have disconnected the sidecar,

ride solo ; and, to avoid a long

length of rubber tubing, I have used

copper pipe, passing through the clips

under the tank, and, of course, con-

nected to the generator and lamp with

short lengths of rubber tubing. I was
informed recently that spontaneous com-

bustion is likely to occur.—I.J.

The danger 'of using copper piping for

acetylene gas is that the action of the

latter upon the copper creates an explo-

sive compound which is liable to detonate

when subjected to a sudden blow. On a

small scale, however, it is quite unlikely

that the formation of this compound will-

be sufficient to cause any trouble, and we
ourselves have used copper tubing for

this purpose many times. As it is as well

to be always on the sate side, however, it

would no doubt be better to use brass

tubing.

Compensation for Lost Machine.

On September 5th last I con-

signed my motor cycle to the

makers at' Coventry. It has been
lost without any chance of re-

covery, and the railway company
are willing to compensate up to the value

of the machine when lost. It was pur-

chased new in jSIarch of this year, and
had run 5,000 miles at the time of the

loss. The purchase price was £10j.
The whole machine was in perfect order,

except in one or two minor details.

In view of the fact that a duplicate of

this machine could not be purchased
much under list price at the time of the
loss, I have claimed £127 lOs., less £4,
the estimated cost of the replacements.
The company wish to settle on the basis

of the cost of the machine ; but I think
this unfair, for the result will be that
I have to lay out £24 through their

fault, if I am to be sure of obtaining
as good a machine as the one they lost.

Will you please say what you consider
would be a fair basis for the settlement
of ray claim?—C.F.P.

It is rather difficult to say what should
be done in the case you describe. If the
machine only cost £103 in the first case,
and has since run 5.000 miles, we can-
not think that it was in such perfect order
as to be equal in value to a brand new
and unused machine of the same make.
If the railway company are willing to pay
the full amount of £103, we" think you
would be wise to accept it.

D3I
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A Converted Magneto Lighting Set.

I liave converted an old mag-
neto into a lighting generator by
Avinding the armature with 23

S.W.G. I am driving it at one

and a half times the speed of the

engine, with the result that I am get-

ting an outp"ut of 12.15 volts i ampere.

So far, the results are satisfactory, as

I am getting quite a good light. I am
using a fuse in the circuit for safety

in case of excessive speeds. (1.) Can I

increase the amperes by winding the

field magnets so that the lamps will be
working in series with the field wind-
ings? (2.) Would 23 S.W.G. be suit-

able? (3.) What is the limit in amperes
that 23 S.W.G. will pass?—J. T.

It is doubtful whether you can increase

the amperage by doing as you suggest, as

the magnets of a magneto are hardened
steel, whereas you would need soft iron

magnets to get . the effect you desire.

You might experiment with a temporary
winding, so that the induced polarity

assists, and does not oppose the polarity

of the permanent magnet. 23 S.W.G.
wire, the same as you are using for the
armature, will answer the purpose. Wire
of this gauge will pass about .75 amp.
continuous current, but the limit depends
upon the winding insulation, etc. Pro-
vided the armature does not become
unduly hot, you may assume that every-
thing is in order.

A Question of Date.

In Januai-y last I purchased a

?1915 W.D. Douglas, advertised
as uncrated August, 1919. This

-I-l was my first essay at motor
cycling, and as things were not

quite as I thought they would be, I adver-
tised the machine for sale as a 1916 2|
two-speed W.D. Douglas, uncrated
August, 1919, in your issue of April
22nd. Early in May, in response to an
application, I sent the machine to a
prospective purchaser, using your de-
posit system as a safeguard. After re-

taining the machine a week he agreed
to buy, and on May 31st I received
a letter from him to say that he had
just spent a successful tour of the Lake
District, and was in every way satis-

fied with the machine. On October
1st (nearly five months later), I was
surprised to hear from him to the effect
that he had just taken the machine
down .-iiid found that the rear cylinder
was of 1913 pattern, and accusing me
of misrepresentation. He sent me no proof
whatever, declaring that he paid £5
more than the machine was worth in
the first place (which is surely his own
fault), and saying he would be satisfied
if I would contribute £7 towards the
overhaul, or he would consider a
reasonable offer. Unfortunately the
gentleman from whom I bought the
raacliinc can only give me his word of
honour that he actually .saw it uncrated
at Grove Park in 'August, 1919.—

Hofoie the buyer can succeed in an action
acainst- you, he would have to prove
(liat you deliberately iriiBreprfKonlcd the
dale of the luachiiie'. 'J'lierc is no doubt
(hat the explanation i.s that in the Army
work.sliops. rnarhincs were frequently ilis-

nianlled in large quantities, and 'after
the nepnrale parts had Ix-en jiut in good

order, they were reassembled, and in

consequence parts of various dates found
their way into the composite machines,
which were those turned out. You would
be well advised to ignore the claim which
has been made against you.

The Weight Basis of Taxation.

Re the new motor cycle taxa-

qI tion which comes into force next

^ year, does the 200 lb. dividing
-^ Aveight apply to the machine

stripped of accessories, or will

these be added in arriving at the correct

weight ? I ask because I possess a
lightweight which, without lamps, tools,

etc., weighs just under 200 lb,, but
with them a few pounds over the mark.—Interested.

Up to the present time no definite ruling

has been laid down, but we assume that
the unladen weight of the machine, as

delivered by the makers, will be requii'ed.

The tank should be empty, and the lamps,
tools, etc., should not be included.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Dec lOlh- 19th—
Brussels Show,

Dec. 27th.28:h—
M.C.C. London*£xeter Run.

Jan. 28lh to Feb. 5th, 1921—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall
Glasgow.

Effects of Prolonged Wear.
I have an old W.D. 4 h.p.^ Triumph, and I wish to know

> what to do to make it less noisy.
-^ There is a clatter, which seems

to come from the A'alves. Also,
what is wrong with the gear box ? It

does not slip at the clutch, but it

jumps when in second gear.—H.C.
The noise arising from the valves is no
doubt due to worn cam gear or to
excessive tappet clearance. Probably new
parts wiU be required. If the second
gear jumps out repeatedly^ it is almost
certain that the operating mechanism is

worn, and we should advise you to renew
the pins and yoke ends which connect
the control lever to the operating lever
on the gear box.

Reliability o£ Flat-twin Two-stroke.

I am thinking of purchasing a
flat twin two-stroke engine for

building a cycle car. Could you
advise me on these engines?
Are they as reliable as a single-

cylinder, and would there be any
trouble irom one crank case blowing
through into the other?—G.H.

There should be no trouble with rcgai'd

lo reliability with this type of engine.
You ^re mistaken in believmg that there
is a division between the two parts of

the crank ease ; with the 'flat twin two-
.stroke, Imth cylinders file at the same
lime, and consequently one crank case is

Kiiiiiciont for compression. Your greatest
diliiculty would be in obljiining a suitable
lorin of ignition, and you would need to
obtain a special two-spark magneto.

Magneto Lighting.

Can one draw current for
lighting from an ordinary mag-
I'.eto, with a low-tension switcn
fitted, which serves also for
the ignition of motor, and if so,

what is the voltage of the lamps used?—HOLLANU.
Electric lights may be run from the low-
teusion switch of an ordinary magneto,
as when the engine is running at its
normal speed there is a considerable
amount of surplus current. Four volt
flash lamp bulbs are used. The system
works best with twin cylinder engines,
or two strokes-;- it is not nearly so satis-
factory with single cylinder four-stroke
engines.

Timing a Flat Twin Two-stroke.

(1.) What is the correct mag-
neto timing for a 4^ h.p. Lev'is
flat twin two-stroke engine ?

At present it is timed to fire

at the top dead centre with mag-
neto fully retarded. I notice, in
answer to a question in a recent issue,
j^ou advise a more advanced timing
for a Scott. Would my engine be
improved in power by advancing the
present setting ? I am using a
Thomson-Bennett double spark mag-
neto. (2.) The carburetter fitted is

an automatic Amac. What should be
the probable size of jet required for
this engine ?—E.G. L.

(1.) The engine is correctly timed- if

the spark occurs when the pistons .-ne

on top dead centre, with the ignition
control fully retarded. You may find
a slight advantage by advancing a little

further, but this is a matter for experi-
ment. In the particular case to which
you refer, we know that the engine will
stand a greater advance. (2.) A 26 or
27 jet should be most suitable. The
makers of the engine, however, might
give you the benefit of their own experi-
ence if you write to them.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
C.«iERiDGE TO Burton - on - Trent.—

G.T.B.
Fenstanton, Godmanchester, Hunting-

don, Ellington, Spaldwick, Hythorn,
Thrapston, Cranford, Barton Seagrave,
Kettering, Rothwell, Desborough, Market
Harborough, Great Glen, Leicester,
Groby, Hugglescote, Burton-on-Trent.

Grimsby to Kirkby Malham.—B.D.
Laceby, Caistor, Market Rasen, Caenby

Corner, Gainsborough, Bawti-y, Doncaster,
Wentbridge, Ferrybridge, Boot and Shoe
Inn, West Garforth, Killingbeck, Leeds,
Headingley, Otley, Burley-in-Wharfedale,
Ilkley, Addingham, Skipton, Kirkby
Malham.

PETERBOEOtIGH TO SoUTHPORT.—R.W.C.
Wansford, Duddington, Uppingham,

Billesdon, Thurnby, Leicester, Mount-
sorrel, Loughborough, Hathern, Keg-
worth, Shardlow, Derby, Mackworth,
.Kirk Langley, Brailsworth, Ashbourne,
Hanging Bridge, Waterhouses. Leek,
Bosley, Mnccleslield, Broken Cross, Choi-
ford, Knutstord, Hoo Green, High
Legh, ].iatchford, Warrington, Sankey
Chapel, Clocktace, St. Helens, Rainfoid,
Ormskirk, Scarisbrick, Southport.
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There are other advantages, too, in dealing with this well-known firm:

Every machine is tested before being handed to the customer.

Every second-hand machine is thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed.

Customers can either pay cash or take advantage of our Deferred Payments System

—

one quarter down, and 12 equal monthly instalments.

Make a point of calling on Godfrey's now the Show is over, if this is not possible, write for our full

lists. We have still a few new 1920 shop-soiled combinations and solo machines at specially
reduced prices.

GODFREY'S, l^id.,

208, Great Portland street,

LONDON, W.l.

' Phone

;

7091

Mayfair

(2 lines).
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SUPER—"WIL-KIN—EFFICIENT
THE GREATEST RELIABILITY TRIAL ON RECORD.

Round Great Britain, 3,357i miles, on a 34 h.p. WILKIN Combination (Average Speed
20-25 m.p.h.) Officially observed bjr AC.U. Total Weight, Driver, Passenger and Luggage,

6 cwt. 3 qrs. 26 lbs. Petrol Consumption 59.74 m.p.g. Oil Consumption, 750 m.p.g. Carbon
Deposits nowhere exceeded 1/64"

WILKIN MOTORS, LTD., ONSLOW ROAD, SHEFFIELD.
TQlQD''one: 903 Broomhill.
* '^'^grams WUmo. Sheffield.

THOUSANDS
Sat on the Tan-Sad Productions at Olympia,

and thousands went away delighted with the

TANSAD SERVICE
OF COMFORT AND SAFETY FIRST

"NO HURTS" SADDLE—THE SENSATION OF THE SHOW.
PILLION SEAT AND ACCESSORIES—EVER TRIED AND TRUSTY.
TAN-SAD INSURANCE POLICY—NO EXTRA FOR PILLION RIDING.

100/ SAFETY &
o COMFORT

Ask your Agent tor particulars, or write

TAN-SAD WORKS, Freeman Street,

BIRMINGHAM

C18 In ansu:i:riiii/ IJusk (kI lei li.iciiii:nls it in dciirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de."
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ADVISE
ORDERING LIGHT CARS NOW

TAKE DELIVERY when it suits you.

G.N.
£241 17

ROVER
£300

CASTLE THREE
£295

COVENTRY PREiVliER
£288 15

A.J.S.
B.S.A.
CLYNO
JAMES
ZEN ITH
DOUGLAS
MATCHLESS
LEA-FRANCIS

151, High St., Walthamstow, E.17.
'Phone—Walthamstow 169. •

Grams—"Cyclolomo. Phone, London."

50, High Poad, Wood Crccn, N.22.
'Phone— Hornsey 1956.

Grams—"Doulamocy, Phone, London."

387 Euston fioad, london, N.W.I.
'Phone—Museum 497S.

Grams—"Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

HARPER BEAN
From £495

O.K.
N.U.T.
LEVIS
RUDGE
ENFIELD
ALLDAYS
BLACKBURNE
NEW IMPERIAL

MORGAN
£206

KINGSBURY
£295

NEW HUDSON
£250

P. & M.
SCOTT
ARIEL
ROVER
TRIUMPH
CALTHORPE
NEW HUDSON

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

DEFERRED TERMS
to suit your own convenience.

fJO FUSS. NO DELAY.
Second-hand List sent on appli-

cation.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A. .

B.S.A., 1919, 3-spe«d, k.S., canoelet sidecar; nearest
£80, must sell—29, Chnpel Kd., West Norwood.

Tel.: City 2423. (2359

B.S.A. 1920 4>4l>-P. model, Miller's head and rear
lamps, Lucas horn, as new; £70.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [X2907

IQIS B.S.A., Hover sidecar, 41/iU.ji., chaiu-cum-lielt,
X«/ lauips, horn, perfect; f100.—VVintle, Nowton,
Jtury St. Edmnuds. ^ [2572

•J
020 (June) B.S.A. 4i41i.p; All-clwin Combination,

-«.f ivuid screen, luggage grid, insurance, etc.; £135.
-Linuitt, Bath Ed., Devizes, Wilts. [2405

•JJ.S.A. Combia.ation, 1917, S-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-* E.isting, lantits. accessories, pnrtect condition

;

£115.-Holmes, 21, Selton St., Southport. [2452

"p.S.A., C.3. 3-speed K.S., all chain, 1916, perfect
J-» running order; £55, a .snip; no letters.—31, Tup-
liiau Place, i'liar St., Blackfriars, London. [3037

1 020 li.S.A. Model H Combination, brand new,Ltf slightly shop-soiled; £125.—Edwards, 50, Har-
riugtou Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone; Kens. 3709.

[2204
"D.S.A. Combinations, actuallj in stock for immediate
J-^ delivery; price and catalogue on application.—
Disdict agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.;
««'•• [8999
•iqi9 4i:;h.p. B.S.A., with B.S.A. sidecar, Tan-Sad.
J-»/ all accessories; iierfect order, as new, only run
on early-closing days; £ 125.—Sandall, Sheep Market.
Spalding. [2383

B.S.A. 1917 4iih.p. Combination, luggage grid and
accessories, condition excellent, insurance trans-

ferable; any trial; £130.—Bruce, Plough Cottage,
Marlborough. [2788

F.O.C.U. tor 1921 B.S.A. 's; earliest deliveries.-5.
Heath bt., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). Phone
: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7 in-

cluding Saturdays. [2554
"D.S.-A., 4l4h.p., 1920, 3-speed. Model H, all-chain,
-L* fitted with B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar, unused, shop-
soiled; reduced price £138.—Eagles and Co., 275, High
St., Acton, London. [X2892

B-S.-^. 1920 4i4h.p. All-chain Combination, Lucas
j\Iagdyno, B.S.-A- sidecar, screen, apron. Klaxon,

tools, mileage 300, guaranteed as new; £160.-30,
Crystal Palace Park Hd., Sydenham. [2862

B.S.A., Model K. £107, H. £110, D. £90, A
£150; combination. Model K. £149 H £152

A. £198; immediate delivery.—Vivian Hardie and
Lane, Ltd.. 24. Woodstock St., London, W.l. [0330
"D.S.A. 1920, with B.S.A. T920 sidecar, all chain,JJ Klaxon, electric hghting, luggage grid with ma-
hogany luggage locker, as new; £145.—Apply, B S A.
Onira, Eegent's Park Ed., Church End, finchley, N.3.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.al-
New B.S.A. machines from stock, chain and

chain-cum-belt, delivered from stock, prices £110 and
£107 respectively; also 4',',h.p. B.S.A.. 1919, chain-
com-belt, £85. [3061
Olh.p. B.S.A.. single gear, rebushed, new crank pin,
fJ

f 2 horns, light machine, £38; coachbuilt sidecar,
underslung, 4-point, locker and luggage grid £18'
offers, or exchange both for 2"'4h.p. ] iousl.is —43'
Coleraine Rd., Blackheath. ^

[2837

Calthorpe.
nALTHOEPE-J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, good condition
J-'

lamps, horn, etc.; f38.—Chamberlain, Burringham
Douca^^ter. [2449
1Q20 2?ih.p. Jap-Calthorpe Motor Cycle, new;At/ £74/11.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge
St., Cambridge. [8940

IQU 4>ih.p, Special T.T. Calthorpe-Prerision, T.T.
••-»' bars, Bosch. B.B., discs, long exhaust, new belt,
very last; trial; £47.—Ford, Sotwell, Berks. [X2941

1Q20 2i4h.p. 2-sp6ed 2-stroke Calthorpe Motor
J-«^ Cycle, new; £71/8.—King and Harper, 6 and 7
Bridge St.. Cambridge. [8939
/^ALTHOErE 2iih.p., 2-speed, free engine, inst over-

,V ,haul&i, splendid condition; bargain, £35.—Harp,
Hayford Rectory, Crewkeille. [2813

riALTHORPE-J.A.P 2'4h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,.^ perfect running order, nice appearance; bargain-'
£37/10.-Dorsett, 211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.

iqi6 Calthorpe-Jap Co.achbnilt Combination, 4-5h p
,, X

*'^"'- Enfield 2-5peed gear, electric lighting, e'x-
rellent condition; £80, or offers.-C. Smifhdale, Acle
Hall, Norfolk. [2581
nALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retaily agents for the County of Devon, all models in
stock for immediate delivery.-The Carlton Motor Co
33, Tcrwood St., Torquay. [0201

nALTHORPE-jr.A.P. and 2-stroke, latest 1920^ models, fitted with Enfield gears, new and nn-
osed; at greatly reduced prices.—Eagles- and Co 275High St., Acton, London. [X2894
rjALTHOEPE 2?ai.p., 2-sp66d Enfield gear, as makers'^ .MJPciflcations: at greatly reduced pries ; now i.

» ,
line to buy.-Mehes. 154-156,^ Gt. Portland ,StW.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7180

We have made further

REDUCTIONS
IN THE PRICES

of our

SECOND-HAND
and

SHOP-SOILED
MOTORCYCLES
of which the following
makes are in stock

A J.S. ARIEL
BLACKBURNE
BROUGH

B.S.A. CLYNO
DOUGLAS
DIAMOND

INVICTA JAMES
LEA-FRANCIS

LEVIS
MATCHLESS
MARTINSYDE-
NEWMAN

METRO-TYLER
NEW IMPERIAL
NEW HUDSON

N.U.T. OMEGA
P. & M. ROVER
ROYAL ENFIELD

RUDGE
SUNBEAM

TRIUMPH ZENITH
We shall be pleased to send
full particu ars upon request.

DEFERRED
PAYM E NT
TERMS.

7.^ per cent extra. One quarter down.
12 monthly payments,

Or other arrangements to suit the
customers' convenience.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
Telegrams : "Egaraco, London.*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

,OALTH0RPE-J.A.P. 2^ih.p., Enfield 2-3peed R'?ar
y^ and clutch, shop-soiled only, bargain, £66; also,
Hhop-soiled 2>ih.p. 2-strok6 model with Enfield gear,
£63.—P. J. Ev;tns, 81-91, John Bright St., Birming-
ham [X2606

• Campion.
6h.p. Cfimpion-Jap Combination, new June, 1920, in

perfect order, all on; flTO.-Cresswell, High St.,
Grantham. [2444

CAMPrON"-J.A.P. 2V.h.p., 2-speed countershaft, nearly
in*w tyres, nice little mount; £32/10.-43,

Trevelyan Kd , Tootiug, S.\V.17. [3029

GECOND-HAND 2Mh.p. Campion-Jap, 2-speed, clutch,
^J and kick et^irter, bought new a few months ago

;

£50; may be obtaiued on deferred payments.—Harrods,
Ltd., 118, Brompton Kd., London. ' [2661

Chater-Lea.
C^HATEE-LEA, 6-81j.p., twin, Bosch, 1917, Amac.
^ just rebuflied, overhauled, list £10 shown, hand

clutch, good tyre^ and condition; £38; any trial.—21,
Alexander ltd., Aldershot. [2348

Cleveland.
CLEVELAND 3h.p., shop-soiled; at f^reatly reduced

price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [718X

WRITE for Catalogue of the 3h.p. Cleveland, with
kick starter, clutch, and 2-speed gear; price

£85.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liver-
pool. [0279

Clyno.
CLYNO 2-stroke. 2 speed, clutch, as new; £53.-97,

Pendle Rd^, Streatham, S.W. [2724

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
6h.p. Clyno combination, 1917; £115. [3062

1Q20 2Uh.p. Clyno Motor Cycle, new; £75.—KingXv and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.
[8937

C'^LYNO, countershaft, perfect ride away; offers.—
^ Mitchell, 44, Wellington St., Camden Town.

[2672

1 Q20 Bh.p. Clyno Standard Combination, new; £250
-i-«/ —King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam-
bridge. [8938

CLYNO 1918' Combination, 6h.p., 4 interchangeable
wheels r any trial; 100 gns.—280, Camberwell Kd.,

S.E.5. [1561

CLYNO Lightweights and Combinations.—Write
Rothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Mal-

vern. _ [1795

CLYXO 1921 De Luxe Model Combination; best
offer clears; Clyno 1920 2-stroke; £75.—Garage,

Horsmonden. [3013

JtTKE. 1920, Clyno, 2-stroke. 2-speed, clutch, 1,400
miles, lamps, horn, spare tube, excellent condition;

bargain, £58.—Jaqucs, College Rd., Oldham. [2491

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, shop-soiled, at greatly
reduced price. Now is the time to buy.—Mebes,

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair.'
[2930

CLYNO Combination, exceptional condition, speed-;
ometer, handle-bar scr-een, leg shields, spare wheel,

acetylene lighting, insurance'; £95.—Write Tudor House,
Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [2728

1 016 Clyno Combination, spare wheel, 2 new com-
M-iJ bination covers, dissolved acetylene, exceptional
condition, black and gold : £105 ; solo part.—65, Clifton
Av.. Wembley Hill, Middlesex. [2729

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents ; write
us for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re-

enamelling, and plating.—The Molineux Garage Co..
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3459

1 Q17 6h.p. Clyno and luxurious Dunhill's sidecar,
-Lt7 Easting screen, detachable wheels and spare,
Binks carburetter, makers' colours, lamps, tools, spares.
Klaxon, mirror, in new condition; 92 gns.—Oakdene.
Anerley Park, S.E.20. [2827

CLYNO 8h.p. 1921 Combination.—Batchelor and
Co., East Surrey agents, have a new Sh.p. com-

bination; demonstration runs given; orders booked for
\erv early delivery.—Batchelor'a, Clarence St., Kingston-
on-Thames. 'Phone: 1809. [9545

CLYNO 1913 Combination, 3-speed, spare wheel, all

Clyno luxuries, electric light, speedometer, 5 tyres,
3 brand new (two 3in.), spares include cylinder, valves,
races, cones, rings, chains, etc., only done 300 miles
since completely enamelled and engine and gear box
overhauled by makers, beautiful sidecar, in owner's
posession since new, laid up during war; the whole
magnificent order ; will ride 100 miles to purchaser

;

any trial with pleasure; sacrifice £85.—Thomas, Bay-
ville, Emsworth, Hants. [2757

Connau^ht

1 Q20 Connaught 2^4h.p., kick start, 2-speed, dutch.
Xt/ all accessories; £65.—Brockway, 74, Cophall
Gardens, Twickenham. [2422

CONNAUGHT Miniature 2V2h.p., 2-speed gear, shop-
soiled only, bargain, £62; also shop-soiled single

speed model, £52/10.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [S2607

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 025
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

1 Q20 2?alip. Coukon-B, brand new; wlat ofleisf—

At/ Hojkins, Motors, Ledbury- f2480

1O20 Conlson B., 41i.p., ifith 1920 Gloria sidMal,

ly condition as new; £150.-McDonald, 21, West

Parade, Lincoln. L'^"'^

COULSON-B, th.p. and 254Ia.p. models, Ehop-soiled

;

at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to buy

-Mebes, 154-156, Gt Portland St., W.l. 'Plione: 3426

Mayfair. t7i82

NEW Coulson B, 2'/ih.p., £99/15; fitted with 2.speed

gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine; 2^/4n.p

model, witb clutch and kick starter, £110/5; 4h.p..

witb 3-Epeed. clutch, and kick starter, etc., -118 gns.;

il fitted with smart b.-^at-shaped sidecar, painted

royal blue, £162/10, or on deferred payments H% extra,

only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal

ments,—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Biompton Rd., London.
[2652

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTIIT Eaele, 1915, Villiers engine, 2-sp6ed
gear, excellent condition throughout; £48.—

Gregory, 16, Victoria Bd., Frome. [X2787

De Luxe.

DE LUXE 2-&troke, 1919;
Copsewood Kd., WatJord.

offers.— 30,
[X2602

TJIAMOND
tion Ed., S.W.7.

Diamond.
2-stroke, new; £56.- -Clark, 7, Eshibi-

[1501

DLiMONU-VILLIEES, 1920, 2-strok6, complete,
with all acesEories, mileage under 500, like new;

£55.—Watling, 7, Bournebrook Rd., Birmingham.
[2970

1 Q20 2^ih.p. Diamond-Jap, 2-speed and cluti;li.

-L«7 Stewart horn, P. and H. lamp, new last August,
condition good; 47 gns.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Ed.,
South Keneington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709. [3000

Douglas.
Douglas, Douglas.J)OUC

"I Q2l M'odels in Stock; 4h.p, combination, £170
-•-t/4h.p. solo, £130; 2%',h p. clutch model, £105; 2%
li.p. without clutch, £100.—Douglas Specialists, Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. ic2 Osford
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 6559.

[0315
1 O20 4h.p. Douglas Solo, brand new; £118.—Below.

,

"I
Q20 4 h.p. Combination, *lamp sets, D.A. cyl.,

-Lft/ mirror, Cowey horn, epeedometer. Easting, per-
fect condition; £134.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.,
South Kensington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709. [2205

less mag. and
Brixton.

a few parts £25.-33.
[2759

1 Q17 Douglas^
-B-C Hacklord Ed,

1 Q20 Douglas 2^/jh.p., 3-speed, clutch, as new; £85.
±«7 —Boulton, Saffron Walden. [2463

£25.—Box
[2586

IQll Douglas, 2j^pee^l, clutch, good order;

19^
9,776, c/o The Motor Cycle.

Douglas 23.ih.p., 2-speed, all accessories; £45.
-33, Hackford Ed., Brixton. [2761

DOOGLAS, late 1914, 2-speed, rery fast; £39; must
6ell.-3, Cedars Ed., Beckenham. [2446

clutch, in stock.—
S.W.7. [2594

little used, well
Catford.

kept; £68,
[2423

DOUGLAS 1921 2*ih.p., 3-speed
Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed ~

"'

1 Q19 2?ih.p. Dougln
-i. tf bargain.— 78, Fordel Kd.

DOUGLAS
Broomfield Ed

4h.p. Douglas, incomplete; reasonable offer accepted
to clear.—41, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey. [2993

DOUGLAS.-A
to suit all.-

D,OUGLAS 2¥,h.p., 1920, 3 speeds, clutch,
£90.—Messiter, Vicarage, Kingswinford.

Early deliveries all models.—Pollard,
~ ' Garages, Chelmsford. [X2913

fine assortment
Ross, 86, High

in stock at
St., Lee.

price?
[384«

as new

;

[X2890

"I
018 Douglas Comliination, lamps, etc., splendid con-

i-if ditiou; £80.-26, Claro Ed., Maidenhead. [2575

DOUGLAS 25<h.p., overhauled, splendid condition;
£26, olter.—18, Purcell Crescent, Fulhaiu. [2666

Hove and District Douglas agents.

—

22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. (0201
BHIGIITON

Turpin's,

.P45.—Doiiglaa J916_ 2"j4h.p.,__ absolutely as new
Hide Door, 36. High St., Hampstead', N.W. [2784

-Jill. p., 2-apeed, perfect
liulton Lea Gate, Laiubloy,

IQU nouglan 2)Jh.p., 2-«pced, perfect, £36.-FellJ-*' View, " ' ' '

DOUGLAS 1916 2-}ih.p., rc-enamelled and plalp,
tuarantecd; i:60.—16, Birchwood lid., S.W.17

Carlisle.

(X2601
1.

1Q19 4li.p. Douglas Comblnntii
J-if ago under 600; £110.-12,

v.n
12877

, Bcreen, lamps, milc-
Adaiim Mewu, W.l.

127321QI6 4h.p. Dou«la« romliliintion, 3-«pcer1.' not WllX«7 £70.-Tli;ciini 1, 181, Tutteiilium Court Rd., N.i!

1 Qie DookIiw ZJih.p., Ininpi, chiiln <yi«o, «nnrc«,ACT t«U, new lyicj f68.—Dyor, Bilk Mill*, Uedbmini
".lerti. 12773

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

Our competitors are adver-

tising SHOP-SOILlED
goods. There is no need

for us to imitate. Our
reputation guarantees that

prospective customers will

get the RIGHT GOODS
at the RIGHT PRICE.

WE CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWING

1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.

1921 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, with clutch and kick

starter,

jgai 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, without clutch and kick

starter.

1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination.

1920 2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed.

1920 2^ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, with clutch and
kick starter.

1920 3ib.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-sp.r dutch, ar.tl

kick starter.

1920 2-stroke DIAMOND.
1920 4i h.p. B.S.A., 3 speed, clutch, and kick

starter.

1920 6-7h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, clutch, and kick

starter.

1920 3i h.p. Isle of Man RUDGE.
1920 8" h.p. ZENITH, sports mode!.

1920 ')-6h.p. A.J.S. Combination.

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, and starte,

1920 2-stroke TRIUMPH, 2-spced.

1920 5-6h.p. JAMES Combination.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination.
3920 3 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination.

1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination

MORGANS in stock at list price.

SECOND-HAND.
igi6 2? h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-5pced £55

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75
3915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and acces.sories .. £85
1920 2-5trokc JAMES, 2-speed, and acces. £70
1920 4 b.p. DOUGLAS Combinatioii and

accessories £155

3915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £105
1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS, dynamo lighting

and all accessories £205
1919 8 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, with

Sidecar- and accessories £135

1920 2l h.p. EDMUND, spring frame, 2-speed.

CANOELET SIDECARS £78

ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

liASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock ot Powell & Hanmer Lamps,
and other Accessories

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

r>^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas. .

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Comhination, electric lamps, disc
-I-t/ wheels, splendid order; £135.—Hopkins, New St,
liedbury. j:2481

"I
Ql-8 Douglas 2%h.p., Donglas 4h.p., late, and eon-

-L *^ dition guaranteed ; otters.—Ford, Watchmaker/'
Kedhilh

'

[2704

"I
Q20 2?5i.p. 3-speed Clutch Starter Douglas Com-

-!-»/ bination; £135, or eschange.—5, Victoria At.,
Surbiton. [2733

1 Q19 2%li.p. 2-speed Douglas, well eauipped, power-'
-'-•-' fnl, and perfect; £58.-60, Wallingford At., N.
Kensington. [2762

LATE 1919 2^.th.p. Douglas, splendid condition, many
spares; £85.—Parker, London Boad Garage, Bath-

easton, Bath. [2531

DOUGLAS 2%ih.p., 1917, completely overhauled,
maJrers' colours; snip, £40.-3, Courtlands At.,

Lee, S.E.12.
^

[2939"

1 Q15 Douglas 2%h.p., running order, horn, pillion,

-Ltf etc.; £50; Saturday and Sunday.— 5, Eileen Bd..
South Norwood. [2746

1Q16 234h.p. Douglas, electric lights, legshielde,
-Lt' really good mount, 2 speeds; 655.-76, Western
Ed., Southall, W. - [2523

DOUGLAS 2ii-4h.p., W.D., 1915; £60. or offer; sound
and reliable in all weathers.-Evelyn Wood, 73,

Bexley Ed., Erith.
' [2400

£55.—Douglas Z%\i.^., 1916, plating and enamel new,
perfect throughout; real snip.—49, Fassett Rd-,

Kingston-on-Thames. .
[2851

DOUGLAS New 1921 Solo and Combination iu stock;

cash, cvchanee, or easy payments.—Motones. 25.

Horton St., Halifax. [2539

OUGLAS 1919 254h.p., condition as new, fast and
powerful; £65.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Bd..

North Kensington, W. - [2"39

DOUGLAS 23/4h.p., 1914, T.T^ 2-speed, lamps,

horn, good condition; £46.—Findlay, Crjnnoch,

Larbert, Stirlingshire. [2731

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, lamps. Klaxon, insur-

i-»y ance, splendid condition; iBlZS.-Aldridge 13,

Veronica Ed., Balham. -- [2710

NEW Douglas 4h.p. Combination, complete, un-

scratched; sacrifice, cash wanted.—Basement, 23,

Crescent Grove, Olapham. [^ao^

1 021 Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-spee.d, clutch, K.S., nn-

-LJJ scratched. 50 miles, lamp, horn; £101.--Box

9,725, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2346_

I 021 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us

J-H vour reanirements. Trade supplied.—Moflat, Doug-

i.s Agent, Teovil. TeL : 50. [5043

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick start, lamps,,

horn, mirror, etc.; £68.-Bennett, Bungalow, Knoll

Hill, Clent, near Stourbndge. I.i.<i3.i3

SPEED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to . ..

dividual \equirements.-Robert Bamtord (see

under Consulting Engineers). ,
ioo3;>

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, just delivered, lamfis, horn,

tiolt^^oud insurance; nearest £120.-Seeu Ward's

Garage, Tnbbs Ed., Willesden. L-^"*^'

1 Q19 Handsome 4h.p. Douglas Combination, eqtiipped

iy regardless, mileage 1,000, perfect; *110--60.

Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. l-^'"^ '
'

1016 2y4h.p. Douglas, uncrated 1919, small mile-

ly age, new sadSle, ruinp, tools, etc., fi56.-l,

Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W. U»»"

£70—4hD Douglases, few parts missing, all late.

Call ?irly and have j"""^ Pi<='=--Ban.ster and

Botten, 341, Upper St., London, N.I. [2899

£85 -New 1921 model 2?ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed,

Just put on the market; immcdmte dol""y.--

Moflat, Douglas Agent, Xeovil. 'Phone: 50. [2683

-ir\15-16 2Mh.p. Douglas, Pedley grips, pump, horn,

19 etc wy last, any trial, perfect mechanical con-

dition.-Lo'ngland, Crowland, Peterborough. [2395

T^nrrrTAa 1918 4h.p.. discs, long exhaust, Brooks,

D°Smp^ 2 horn's and renovated, a top-hole W,
£90.--Foi; 226a, Unthank Bd., Norwich. [2694

OUGLAS 1920, 4h.p., fitted Lucas dynamo liglit-

-L> 5g sft as new in every way ;«120; owner bought

car -Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X2914

4''-^- ?ars'i;feca?™t"a"r\'™'goorctM't!on:'']'J^

itasf'^-iept i« -15 Dorset 'Rd., Wimbledon. [2664

lirtlS 4hp Douglas Combirntion, appearance ns new.

19 .mikers' colours, hood, screen, hioips etc , e

luxury f90.-Box 9,791, c/o TU Motor Cycle. [2989

D^^.l^ttf • Bln\\°' kS^'g^ripsfl^loo' mfles'^t 'SSl\

a^ trtT; £85 -7i; HolywIll'^Av.,' Monkseaton. [2372

DOUGLAS, 2yjh.p., 1919, 2-3poed, purchased new
Irommakors, in perlect condition, extra large

P and H lamp eet, electric rear lamp, new oversiM

tv'res aluminium chain cover, tool roll complete, m-

sKcd till J'">« nott spares; £75.-Moore, 61. Hifth.

bury New Park, London, N. IS-i^

D^

C26 All lettci-s icliilliig to ndvcrtlscniciit.s should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MODEL H 1920 Mutohless Combination, Sli.p. .T.A.P.,

Lui-'.is electric lighting. sp:ire wlieel, Watford
speedometer, ^reeu, sidecar step, full kit of tools, mile-
itge 2,000, iu,jured, appearance as new, mechanically
perfect; expert inspection invited: reason for selling,

owner bnying c.ar; genuine bargain, £190, no otiers

;

Glamorgan.—Box 9.777, c/o The Motor Cijcle. (D) r2587

/ Aletro.

1Q20 Metro-Tyler, all red, discs, all on, done 500
J-*' miles, beautiful condition.—161, Davenport Ed.,
Catford, S.E.6. [2354

Minerva.
MINERVA 3',',h,p.. good running order, low frame;

£15/10.-29. Selkirk Rd., Tooting, S.W.17.
[2785

3 in. p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., E.I.C. mag.. Triumph
2 carburetter, leaf springs, forks, adjustable pulley,

long exhaust, ride awaj; £21.—Bell, Fellside, Lamb-
ley, Carlisle. [2301

National.
1020 2?;h.p. National-Union 2-stroke, E.I.C. B. and
--*' B-. Barman 2-speed, clutch, kick starter; nearest
£60.-Hardman, 10, Lome Terrace, Darlington. [2737

New Hudson
18 New Hudson 2-stroke. 2-speed. electric lighting,
Lucas horn; £50.-128, Coopers Lane, Smeth-

[2811

19
wick.

1 Q20 2iih.p. New Hudson, brand new; f 65.—Edwards,
-•-«' 50. Harrington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone:
Kens. 3709. [2207

NEW HUDSON Lightweight 2-stroke Show Models
for sale: £75.—New Hudson Cycle Depot, 45,

Bray's Inn Ed., London, W.C.2. [1821

V-EW HUDSON. Si/oh.p., Bosch, good tyres and belt,
J-^ good appearance, in running order; £40. — 11,
School View, Rainsford End. Chelmsford. [2949

T ATE 2-!.h.p. New Hudson-Jap. T.T. bars, discs, long
^-' exhaust, perfect, smart, fast, sporting; £S6, quick
sale.— 9, Red Hill, Basset-t, Southampton. [2817

1014 SVih.p. T.T. New Hudson-Jap, 3-speed, clutch,
x«.f excellent condition, gears almost new; £45, near
offer.-Gibbs, 58, Aehdowu Ed., Worthing. [2495

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, ap-
pearance like new, meclianicallv perfect fully

equipped; £115; exchangee.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd
Stafford. [1693

New Imperial.
^

IQI5 2"!4h.p. 2-specd Imperial-Jap, fully eguipped:J-t' £41. "Arthur White, Holbeach, Lines. [X2931
"I 020 New Imperial Comhinatinn. condition as newJ-»' £160.-Wright's Garage, Saffron Waldea. Tel

'

16- [2975
"1Q20 Sh.p. New Imperial Motor Cycle, new £147
f-" -King and Harper, 6 and 7. Bridge St., Cam-
bridge. [5946
iqie New Imperial-Jap. 2 speeds, good condition,Xf accessories, fully insured; £50.—Craft Apslev
End Herts. |;2366

NO 2 1920 a^ihj). New Imperial Motor Cvcle-
£89/5: new.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge

St., Cambridge. ^ [8945

NO. 1 1920 2ii4h.p. New Imperial Motor Cycle, new
„, £80/17.-King and Harper. 6 and 7, Bridge
St.. Cambridge. [8947

NEW IMPERIAL Mor.tgomery Combination full
equipment: £110; solo wanted.—Box 9,733 c/o

The Motor Cycle. [2390
MEW IMPERIAL, 2?ih.p.. accessories, perfect con-

n
i'*\on: 48 gns., or exchange.-E. Pembrook,

Grange I!d, Deal. [2366

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-Epeed, good tyres, good
coTIdition; iS32/ 10.—Bennett, Wykeham House

Cottages, Stanmore, Middlesex. [2858

1 Q21 .Kew Imperipl, 2=4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds and clutchJ-t' kick starter; £39/5; exchanges or easy terms —
Homac's 243. Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. Dalston 2408.

3h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, 1915, Bosch, Dun-i^<» lops, P. and H. lamps, good order; £42 or
with Cowey £45.—Banwell, Heath, Leighton Buzzard
^^^- [2860
RJEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, mileage 400
-*-^ Orto triple wind screen, lamps, spares excellent
condition, appointment; price £126.—Pratt, 15. Clarges
°'' ""'• ' [2692
VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1921 model, 25ih p 2-
J-^ speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand new ''

un-
used: immediate delivery; 85 gns.—Central Ga'rage
Henley-on-Thames. , [1074
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2i/.h.p. 1920»T New ImpenaWaps, 2-speed clutch, 'and kick
start models, £89/5; with 2-speed only. £80/17-
cash or easy terms. [3052
NJEW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, as makers'
-^^ speciacations. shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price;
aow I.- the time to buy -Mebes. 154-155. Gt. Portland
bt.. W .1 'Phone: 0426 Mayfair. [7185

ALEXANDERS
979 GT-WESTEUW R^
CJC. G1LA5GOVC/,

))5
UOTHIAN Rt>.
ED1M6UKGH.

'V^VU",WWVii-J^".VB^%%-,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperiiai.

IVEW IMPEBTAI, 1918 81,. p. Model. 3 speeils, kict
-^^ start, hand controlled clutch. Sunbeam sidecar,
Ea.'-ting wind -^cret^n. full equipment, real bargain;
£150.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X2903

1 Q21 New Imperial Sh.p. Com'-jnatiou, brand new. for
-It^ immediate delivery; £186/13. as at Olympia;
exchanges or extended terms. — Official agents,
Homac's. 243. Lower Clapton Rd.. E.5. Dalston 2408.

[2922
NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, Mills-Fulford

•Sidecar, Ea.-ting wind screen. Lucas lamps, horn,
tools, .speedometer. Tan-Sad pillion, almost new tyres,
excellent condition: £125; seen any time to 7 p.m.—
HedJey anu Son. Typewriting Engineers Eathgar xtd.,

Loughborough Junction Station, S.E. (2969

Norton.
NORTON.—North Yorkshire agente: E. H. L. Picker-

ing and Co.. 239. Linthorpe Ed., Middlesbrough.
[2997

NORTON Big I'oiir. all chain drive, just delivered;
£135.—Turpin'8. 22-29, Preston Ed.. Brighton.

[0204
NORTON Motor Cycles.- Place that order with me;

earl" delivery dates.-Cook's Garage, Shifnal.
Salop. (8136

1Q20 Big Four Norton. Motor Cycle; £135; new—
-i-i/ King and Harper, 6 and 7. Bridge St., Cam-
bridge. [8943

1 Q20 3i/.h.p. Sports Model Norton, brand new;
-Li/ £93.-King and Harper. 6 and 7. Bridge St..

Cambridge. « (8949

NORTON Motor Cycles, sole district agents for Derby,
all models in stock; enquiries invited.—H. Palin.

Ltd., Bourne St., Derby. [8134

NORTON 1920 Big Four Model, Sandum sidecar.
Cameo wind screen, fully equipped, as new;

£150.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X2904

"I Q20 Big Four Norton, delivered last Julv, mileage
-If/ under 2,000, Stewart horn, F.R.S. Major; £123.
—A. Hewitson. 33, Grosvenor Rd., BLrkdaie. Lanes.
'Phone: 484 Birkdale. [2842

1Q20 SV^h.p. T.T. 3-speed Norton, racing Amac. in
-Lt/ spotless condition, and personally tuned by Mr.
Leslie Mitchell ; real snip for next season's competitions,
will do 70 m.p.h. easy; preference given to rider waut-
ing machine for speed events. Letters only-—Bullougi.s
Motors, Ltd., Waterioo St., Oldliam. 12457

N.S.U
6h.p. N.S.U. 2-speed Combination. Camber coachbuilt

sidecar, any trial; £55.-18. Hartford Lane,
Bexley. [2690

N.U.T.

N.U.T., only ridden 100 miles; lor immediate sale,

£150.-Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford.
[X2917b

1Q21 NUT. 3l;4h.p. Standard Model. Magdyno;
Jlv £165; IP stock-—Hewett Bros.. 94. Western Rd..
Hove. Sussex. [0343

W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, YeoTil,
• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel.:
Yeovil 114. [6023

N.U.T.—Delivery frcm stock of these models,
equipped with magdyno lighting; price £165; sole

wholesale and retail agents for Staffordshire; the trade
supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444.

[9002
1Q15 N.U.T., countershatt 3-speed. clutch. SVjh.p.,
J^*y o.h.v. twin J.A.P., fast machine, over £20
spent on overhaul; £80; exchange late 5h.p, counter-
shaft Zenith, Norton, Triumph; cash adjustment.—
Evans. 57, Church St, Dunstable (X2600

O.R
.E. Junior 2V'h.p., 2-stioke ; 48 gus.—The Spalding
Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding. [2432

K., 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, late 1919; £50.—Perrv,
3, Fanthorpe St, Putney, S.W.15. [2597

K., 1920. Villiers, bought October, as new; 44 gns.

—Davies, Eoweiham Dairy, Lancaster. [S2910

O.K., M.A.G. engine, 2 speeds, fine running order
and condition; £35.-51, Finchley Lane, Hendon,

N.W.4. Li!»--

O.K. Villiers 2J.2h.p., unused, cost 48 gns.. must sell;

what offers; cash or exchange.—Dorsett, 211,

Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [3017

Omega
t>iJh.p. Omega-Jap, the sporting single; immediate
/W4 deliveries.—Norwich Motor Co., Ltd., Norwich.

[2787

O.MEGA-J.A.P., 2%h.p.. 2-speed. 1920 model, only
used for demonstration purposes; £60 to clear.

—Catnpbell and Semple. 39 St. Leonard's St., Dun-
fermline. [2332

P. and M.

P.
and M., very early deliveries.—Pollard, Broomfield

Rd., Chelmsford. (X2915

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.--

3V;h.p- P and M. 1920; £100. (3057

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote tUe number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
p. and M.

P. and IT. SVih.p., 2 speedc, countershaft, mag., runs
splendidly; 29 gus.— 53, Siraffleld Rd., Wandsworth.

[2669

P. and M., 1919, thoroughly overhauled and equal
to new; dS85.—Pollard, Broomfield Ed., Chelm

lord. [X2916

1 Q 20 3'Ah.p. P. and M. Motor Cycle, quite new

;

J-e/ £115—Kins and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [8950

1 Q18 P. and M., new !Eoxton sidecar, excellent oon-
J-v dition; £90; lightweight and cash con<^idered.~3,
Lime St., Eveshiuu. [2559

3ih.p. P. and M. 1919 Combination, Ijuups, hooter,
2 speedometer: £110.—James, 12, Grange Rd.,

rpper Korwood, S.LM9. [3039

1 Q14 3',[.h.p. P. and M. Combination, complete with
j-iy bmps, good condition; £60.—The James' Gar-
ogee, Ltd., Church Stretton. [2409

NEW 1920 P. and M. Combination in stock; two
1919 second-hand couibinatious, 95 gus. ; exchanties.

-Martin Jlitcliell, Ltd., Stafford. [1692

P. and M. Combination, re-enamelled, overhauled,
periect condition, must sell; genuine bargain, £60.

—95, Dartmouth Hd., Forest Hill, [2-,

1 Q14 P, and M., kick start, speeds, renovated,
J-V Lucas lamps, accessories; £58; accept light-
weigbt part: photo.—Newing Green Farm, near Hythe.

[2319

P..
and M. about 1918, 2-epeed, new condition, new
roomy coaehbuilt sidecar, all lamps, horn, tools

;

lunst realise; £90, gift—365, King St., Hammersmith.
[2517

P.
and M., R.A.F. Model, excellent condition,
thoroughly overhauled, all on, and spares ; sell

it55, or exchange Douglas.—11, Banbury St., Battersea.'
[2867

P. and M. Combination, Dunhill sidecar and storm
apron, lamps, etc.. fully equipped: £100, great

hargain.-Meiies, 154-156, Gt, Portland St., W.l.
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.- [7188

P.
and M. Combination, delivered 1920, lamps, horn,
speedometer, tools, spare tyre, complete; this com-

bination bos been exceptionally well maintained: £110
cash.—208, The Eye, Dnlwich, S.E.22. [2384

PHELOX and Moore, Ltd.—R.A.F. models recon-
ditionai and guaranteed; £90 solo, or £120 com-

bination.—Fullest particulars on application, 4, Berners
St.. Oxford St. [opposite Bourne and Hollingsworth),
W.l. [0314

p. and M. W.D. 3Vjh.p. Model, overhauled and guar-
- anteed by us, £78; others not overhauled but in
running order. £68; complete with MiUs-FulIord side-
car, £100 and £110; deferred payments, no extra.-
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [2917

P. and S.

P. and S. 2-stroke, 1920, 2-speed, fully equipped,
small mileage; £65.-3, Courtlands .4v., Lee,

S.E.I2. [2938

Peugeot.
S:-6h.n. Peugeot, engine rehashed, Mahon clutch,f pulley, haudle-bar control, kick start, Dunlop belt,
bphtdori nio!--., ri^enamelled, thoroughly overhauled,
muiit sell; £20, or ofier.-Apply, Horwich, Keeper's
Corner, Burstow, Surrey. [2477

Pierce=AiTow.
piERCE-AREOW, 4-cyl , shaft drive, 2 speeds, plate
-•- clutrli. original tyres, fast. 60 bore, 190 lbs weight-
£80, as ucw.-Brailsford 17, Glenalmond Rd., Sheffield

[X2882
Precision

pEECISION 3jih.p.. 1913 (late), sports model, fine
-f; condition; accept £45 quick sale; all spares.—

R

wood, Lingpark, Ilkley, Yorka. [2397

Premier.
pnEMIEE 2VlJi.p., eplendid condition, gowl tyres ride
-L sirny; £25.—Whatley, 4, Briar Ed., Twickenham

[3030
Ouadraat

Oh. p. Quadrant Combination, twin, 2-speed. handle
<-' starter, well equipped, fine cundition ; 100 gns.—
Clement, 65, Gordon Rd., South Woodford. [3010

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, all

f-*^
lamps, etc., as new; £130; excbanges or easy i

l>aymcnt«.-Hoinac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd.. E,5. '

Dalnton 2408. [2925
QnADIl.\XT 1920 4;.{h.p. Combination, shop-soiled,«• n^ matcri' upeiiticatinns; at greatly reduccfl price;nnw I, lio Mnio to buy.-Mcbes. 154-156, Gt. Portland
M.. H.i Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7189

Q^'^Ji"^?,'^ ''^''•''' Dig Single: combination £145.<» JOlo £115; new machmcs always in stock; the

Ilf 7 Mi.'.ti'i'p'r''
;"","' 'e":~V>ctor Horsnian"

Lid,, 7, Mount Plcawint, Liverpool. [0277

IQ16 Qnndrnnt Combination, 4'^b.p. B.8.A . S-speedi-ir ,.o„„,e,-b„(t. all ,„:„.->-o,iP,7 -plenMid .'onditlnn
only u««l tbrr,<. ...i.oni; £95; owner Koing nbrcBid —

'

Ci.wen. I.iifk Knllhoune lid., Barrow-ln-Furnorw. [2462
jQUAIiriANT. Hole AeenU an,l tll»trlbutor«

.
.;,",'',",""'', Hi-utn en«tern Counlici; see ui

•.land 41, Olympla. Ucit dclivcriej and aubioquent
.ittentlon. f;liirord Wil.on ManiilacturlnK Co 70
l^.yal lloripilal lid.. Bloanc Sq.. .S.W.3. Tol • 711';
Kcnulnglon ,3^^:;

MACHINES FREE
From Trouble

THATS ANOTHER REASON
OUR MACHINES ARE
THE BEST.

Our reconstructed Motor Cycles are stove-
e-'amelled andrepl led throyghoutin meJkers
colours, engines and gear boxes thoroughly
ov-^rhauled in our own. workshops and carry
our

3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Each machine comprete with New Tyres,
Tool Bag. Pump, and Tool Kit

2j h.p. DOUGLAS £65

4 h.p DOUGLAS (Solo) £85

4 h.p. DOUGLAS (with brand new No. 2
Model Burlington Sidecar) £110

4 h.p. TRIUMPHS (Countershaft Model).. £100

4 h.p. TRIUMPHS (with brand new No. 2
Model Burlington Sidecar) £130

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Send for our Bargain List of New and S:cond-
hand Motor Cycles.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.

Noted for sturdy constru ction and
distinctive designs.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MODEL.

SPECIFICATION :—

Chassis.—Underslung type, 4-point attachment
specially built ,to withstand the strain imposed
by this heavy machine. Best quality three-
leaf C springs with drop shackles. Extra wide
valanced mudguard, with special fitting.

Fitted with tyre and tube, 28m. by 3m. wheel.
Body.—Constructed of best birch plywood of
correct thickuess, large bulbous back, very
roomy and comfortable, luxuriously upholstered
in best antique leather cloth. Fitted with arm
rests. Detach-^ble well-sprung seat and back.
Tool locker under seat, large locker at back,
and special locker under nose of body fitted

with mirror, powder box, and watch.

The passenger's comfort specially studied.
Beautifully finished in best coach style.

A MODEL ELITE.
Approximate weight : Chassis 86!bs. Body 64lbs.

PRICE: Complete with apron,

£35 10
Packing and Crate (returnable) £1

Touring and Speedy Models also made.
Write for our Catalogue.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

I

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO,

LIMITED,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Gramn ; Burlington Motors. Claphttm "

(^o yards Irom the Clnpham Common Under-
«rounrI St-ation.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

(^U.VDRANT I'^h.p. Combination, Sept., 1920.1
V>I bturmey-Arelier 3-speed, K.S., Volex electric
lighting (unused) Binks, Klaxon, Bonniksen, Clay-

1

rite Bluemel wind screen and side valances. Tan-Sad.
black stee! discs, new Kempshall cover sidecar wheel,
spare valve, chain, etc., iully insured, mileage 800,
has been very carelully used, written guarantee; £180.'
or very near ofler; Essex.—Box- 9,732, c/o The Motorl
Cycle. ID) [2389

Radco.
TJADCO, 2-speed, brand new (list £66;n): £62, or
±-y near offer; week-ends.— 10, Strawberry Hill Ed.,
Twickenham.

^ [2420
T> ADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci-^^ fications, shop-soiled: at greatly reduced price: now
is the time to buy.—Meties, 154-156, Gt.. Portland St.
W.l. 'Phoue: 3426 Mayfair. [7190

Reading-Standard.
"I Q 20 Heading-Standard, Canoelet sidecar, electric,
-t-*/ lighting and horn, iinite new; what offers?—Lait.
Oak Terrace, Tipton. [X2924
READING-STANDABD 1920 Combination, lOh-p..

3-speed, electric horn and lighting, powerful, per-
fect condition ; any trial ; make good sidecar taxi.—
Chamberlain, Cardiff Rope Works, Ltd., Penarth Rd.,
Cardiff. [2841

Regal.

"I
QIS Regal-Precision 2?-.h.p., T.T. model, makers'

X«/ finish black and red, a fast sporty mount, in
tine condition: £33 for quick sale,—Polehampton, Twy-
ford, Berks. [2S32

REGAL 2-stroke, late model. Brooks pan, tyres
sound, brass exhaust, footboards, enamel, plating

perfect, fast, nice machine; .£30; exchange Levis, O.K.—H. Almond, Shepperton. [2709-

Rex.
5-6h.p. Rex, very powerful; lor quick sale, £25.—

Semple, 39, St. Leonard's St., Dunfermline.
[2329

£25.—3i,Ah.p. Rex, B. and B., Bosch, tyres as" new,
lamps, horn, etc.—Lloyd, 45, Micheldever Rd.,

Lee, S.E.12- ~ [2940

REX Combination, latest model, 4h.p., epare inter-
changeable wheel, Lucas lamps, etc., uusoratcbed

:

jE110.-40, Hertford Place, Coveiitry. [X2937

REX Twin, 6h.p., 1909, engine sonnd, new C.A.V.,
N.S.TJ., good tyres and tubes, ride away, or sell

engine, magneto; £20 the lot. or £12 for engine, mag.
—Apply, Matthews, Traction Owner, Whiteliall, Summer-
conrt, near Grampound Rd., Cornwall. [2440

Rex-Jap.

"I
Q13. St/^h-p. Rex-Jap, single speed, topping conrti-;

-ti/ tion.—Pryce, Winllan, Aberangell, MerioHeth,
[245S

TJEXJ^.A.P. Bb.p., 2 speeds, 1914 model, £60; with
-tV underslung sidecar, ^iew coach body fitted, £75;
or eschange.—H. H. Gofier, Cotton, Stouruiarket.

[2685

Revere.

REVERE aV'li.P., 2-speed, lamps, leg shields, eto:,

carefully ridden; ride away; £55/10.—42, Irwell
Lane, Runcorn. [2566

Romper.
ROMPER 1920 2%h.p., 2-speed, e.xoelleiit order; £65.

-Sheppard. 108, The Ciescent, Slough. [2505

Rover.

"IQ19 6h,p. Hover, splendid condition; £120.—Wright'*'
-LC Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. [2974!

ROVER T.T. Model, with Philipson, 3V.h.p. ; £115.
-The Sp;ildmg Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding. [2434

1Q19 T.T. Rover, complete, good condition; £85.-
-L" Wright's Garage, SaHrou Walden. Tel.: 16.

[2973
1 Q20 5-6h.p. Twin Rover Motor Cycle, new; £183/5i
Xt^ —King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam"-.

bridge. [89S3S-I~

1 Q18 3Vjh.p. T.T. Model Rover, h.c. Philipson. perj
-Ltr feet' condition, all on; £76.-7, Bay Vne R
Newhaven. [29

IQ20 3i/"h.p. T.T. Model Rover Motor Cycle, na
i-if £124/3.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Brio
St., Cambridge. [89

TO 20 5-6h.p. Twin Rover Combination,
-LJ/ £236/10.-King and Harper, 6 and 7, Brifl

St., Cambridge. IBS

1 Q20 Rover, 3>2li.p. countershaft, Middleton rf^
-I- V car, accessories, excellent condition; £116^
23, Baiter St., W.l. [28^

ROVER 1920 3',h.p. T.T. model, Philipson pulfej^,]

Prrrfcct. nuchanical condition: £150. -Parker's,

B

Bradsliawgalc, BoUon. [X2906f

T.T. Rover, 1919, li.b.c., Philipson, spe<;ially tiuo coB'l

dition, iinniennui extraa; £78.—Feriisidc, OllM-l
borrow Rd., Hide, Cheshire. [2Sla(;

1019 T.T. Rover. Pliilipson puUry. all aci'essorlMi

I

iSij full lonl kit, spares; £80.-20, Queen 3tj|

liammersmitli Broadway, W.6. f2804J^

C32 All lelttrs rc'lalinri to iid\crtrscmciitH siKiuld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d;ite of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IQ19 4h.p. Tiitiini'li. oouiplet? lamps, tools, 2 new
J-«7 .tyres, splendid conditiou ; £85.—Jones. Glen-
tUome, Clarence Ed., St. Albans. [2461

TEJPMl'H. July, 1920, Model H., accessories, I'nlly

iuf^ured; owner proceeding abroad.—Euuuire Suther-
land, Qnelwo Hotel, Marble Arch. [3006

1Q12 3'2b.p. T.T. Clutch Model Tritrmph, Ion;
J-«^ exhaust, goml lamp.*, ie^ spares, ^pleadid order;
e40.-Eo^tcr, Barmljy Moor, Xork. [2361

I Q20 Triumph and luxurious bulbous sidecar, dark
X»/ mauve, and cover, accessories, 800 miles; £142/10.
-61, New Eicnt Ed., London, S.E.I. [2727

31b.p. Triumph, new C.A.T., new B.B., overhauled,
2 complete, T.T. drop frame, ride awav; bargain,

35 gns.-76. Western Ed., Southall. \\". [2521

LATE 1920 Triumph, Model H., sporting Eenuoc side-
car, lamps, disc<>, hcru, perfect condition; cost

fl72.-Box 9,301, c.'o The Motor Cycle. [2983

31h.p. Clutch Model Triumph, overhauled, enamelled
2 a.s new, heavy Dunlops, new lamp set; bargain,

£48.—Becve. Cooper's Lane, Potters Bar. (2304

31h.p. Triumph, 1908, v\-<int^ magneto and pulley;
2 accept £18; tyres good; or sell in parts: tirst

chcciue secures.-Hall, Preston Kd.. Chorley. [X2933

TEIFMPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
platiutr as new, horn, lamps, spares, very small

mileage; £70.—D. Lavin, old House, Scnning, jSerks.
[2482

1021 4h.p. Triumph Combination, all chain drive,
-It' re.adv for delivery; £195.—Ellis and Co., 364,
Lulie Ed.. Tulham, S.W. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1S53.B[2635E-VSD New 1920 Triumph Combination, handsome

outfit, equipped regardless, insured; cost .£191,
accept £150.-60, WalUngford Av., N. Eensington.

[2764IQIS Triumph, countershaft. 4h.p.. Lucas lamps.
J-*/ horn, not W.D. ; £85: exchanges or easy terms.
—Homac'5 243, Lower Clapton Ed., E.5. Dalstbn 2408.

[2926
JUNIOR Triumph, 1920 model, splendid condition,

lull equipment, as new; £65; owner must sell.—
Letters to Eussell, Spring Grove, Tenbury Wells. Wor-
cester. _^ [X2785
4h.p. Triumph, disc wheels, countershaft, 3-speed,

clutch model, speedometer, and lamps; £70.

—

Blake, 4. Park Crescent Mew-s (East), Gt. Portland
St., W.l. , i;2325

rpEITJMPH 4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, with horn, lamps,
-I- Tan(i Sad, etc., in good condition throughout; any
trial

; .insured : £62.—Baker, Ningwood, Yarmouth, Isle
of Wight. [2511

'T'EIL^MPH, and everything for it, in stock; any
-•- fluery re Triumph gladly attended to.—Light Car
and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26 and 26a, Tulse
Hill, S.W.

o
.

|.^g^^

4h.p. Triumph, 1914, single gear, fast and sporty,
lately overhauled, all accessories, excellent condi-

tion: £50.-A. C. McCarthy, 163, Lowfleld St., Dart-
ford, Kent. [2524
"1020 Junior Triumph, new, with £7 accessories,
-i-v ridden once only; owner going abroad- £64 or
near ofter.-2, The Chine, Grange Park, Winchmoie
Hill, N.21. [2809
"1019 Triumph, cane Dunhill sidecar, triangular
--»' chassis, lamps, Tan-Sad, Klaxon, tools, speedo-
meter, eti. : reasonable oSer, quick sale.—61, Argyle
Ed., Ilford. [3040

fEIUMPH 3i,.jh.p., Bosch, 2-speed, free engine, N.S.U.
-- gear, Chater-Lea wicker sidecar, good covers, lamps,
tools, spare?, good running order; £35.-39, Selkirk
Ed., Tooting. (2500
p'.O.C.H. lor 1921 Triumphs; earliest deliveries.— 5,
-*

. Heath St.. Hampstead <nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-" in-
cluding Saturdays. (2555
fEIUJIPH, 1909, 2-speeds, free engine, yariable
-- gear, 3) jh.p., perfect running order, together
with light sidecar; £40.-J.S., 9, Villiers Hd., WUles-
den Green. N.W.2. [2720
rpRIUMPH 1912-13 Clutch Model, Powell and Han-
-- met lighting outfit, overhauled, good condition,
spares, tools; £38, offers.-Ellis, Maltese House,
Writtle, near Chelmsford. [2715

1 Q20 Triumph and Gloria Combination, nearly new,
--»' mileage 700, perfect condition, fully equipped;
£138t or near offer.—Hunter, c/o Brantwood, Low-
ton St. Mary, Lancashire. [2317

BABY Triumph, 1919, £58; perfect condition, fitted
with BcKch mag., new toolbags, footboards; pur-

chase of combination sole reason for disposal.—Sleigh
Lilacs, Burgess Hill, Sussex. (2853

TEIUMPH Junior, 1919. 2l4h.p., 2-speed, carefully
used, 400 miles, hardly distinguishable from

new, lamps, horn; list £75, bargain £60.—Humpidge,
111, Cotham Brow, Bristol. [2333
4h.p. Triumph, 1914. with coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

spsed gear, accessories, recently overhauled by
makers; 70 gns.—Woods, 330, Balham High Hd ,

S.W. 17. Tel. : Latchmere 4368. [2878

4h.p. Triumph, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, smart appear-
ance, excellent condition, low mileage, stored during

.war, .speedometer, tools, etc. r> sacrifice quick sale,- 68
ens.—22, Vicars Hill, 'Lewisha'm.- [3035

AGENTS
Make an appointment

by writing

MOTOR CYCLES,

ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH,

and buy some

EX GOVERNMENT

Motor Cycles
for renovation during

the winter.

If you prefer

Renovated Machines

ready for IMMEDIATE
SALEwe have200 for

disposal ready in London

2| h.p. and 4 h.p.

DOUGLAS,

p. & M.,

and

CLYNO.
Particulars from above

address, or

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH

19'

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

18 Triumph C.B. Combination, Danlop tyrei,
Lucas lamp?, pump, eti.'.. in firtt-olass order, any

trial; no reasonshle ofler re'"use<l.—Chedters, Orchard
Garage. Bedford Park,. Chiswick. [2302

"fQ14 T.T. Triumph, 4h.p.. just been overhauled,
Xt/ re-enamelled complete, lamps, meclianical horn,
speedometer, tools, etc., splendid condition, very fast;
price £45.-19, Barnfield, Wrexham. [2382

1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p.. W.D. Model, and Rover sidecnr,
M-iJ htuips. Lorn, tciola, smart ftppearante, thorough
numins order: owner ftuing attroad; fX20, or leaaoDahltj

' ofier.— 3, Pemberly Crescent, Bedford. [1411

TEIUMPH, new renovated l>y Triumph; new 1921
Triumph, Montgomerj' bulbous back sidecar, guar-

anteed for 3 months, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; lowest
£139/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith. [2518

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, Lucas lamps,
-i-«^ speedometer, Klaxon, Tansad, spares, etc., mile-
age 1,000, perfect; £106, offers; exchange lower power.
—Heath, 10, Amblecote Rd.. Grove Park, S.E. [2719

"I
012 Triumph, uew Armstrong Mark VI., tank re-

-»-*? enamelled, new piston and connecting rod, adjust-
able pulley, takes Suurising 5^/o-l gear; ride reasonable
(Ustauce; £40.—A. H. Adams, Shipstoa-on-Stour. [2794-

"i Q20 Triumjih, 4h.p., nack end August, only done
-L *^ about 50 miles, electric light, horn, and full

toolkit, spare valve, ^)etter than new; nBarest offer to
list price.—Jameson, 4, Harrogate St., Sunderland.

[2307

1 019 Triumph, Type H., new Juu^j 3-speed, com-
-*' plete with Lufas lamps and horn, little used; no
dealers

; genuine ; £95 ; seen by appointment.—Parson-
'ige, 67, Northern Grove, West Did^burv, Manchester.

[2413
npRirrMPH, Model H. £127/10, S.D. £140. D.
X £i05, L.W. £75; combination. Model H.
£182/10. S.D. £195; immediate delivery.—-Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., London,
W.l. [0329

TKIUilPH 1919 Combination, Montgomery No. 1
sidecar, hood, screen, luggage and petrol carrier,

D.A. lighting, spares, etc., perfect ccmdition, trial; real
bargain, £125.-E., 113, Helix Ed., Brixton Hill,

S.W.2. [2675

TEIUMPH Countershaft Combination, excellent run-
ning order, with lamps, horn and spares; £75;

stamp, full particulars : seen by appointment.-Motor,
Five Bells, HarmondsMorth, near "West Drayton,
Middlesex. [2583

1 Q19 Triimiph, 4b. p., 3-speed, countershaft, with 1920
-l*^ canoelet sporting sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.,

apron, si..ares, grid, excellent running order; offers over
£100; mu-*t sell, cat^h needed.—Vicar, Trimdoa Village,

Co. Durham. . [2362

READ This.—4h.p. Triumph. 1920, mag., 3 speeds,
countershaft, fitted with new tyres, 2,000 miles,

and B.S.A. f=idecar, luggage grid, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, Stirling legshield:?, in perfect condition; £1,60.—
Verity, 28, Park Parade, Cambridge. [X2789

LATE 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, n.s

new, all lamps, Lucas horn, pump, tools, spares,

tyres new, roomy coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, under-
slung, 4-point. fine outfit, readv ride straight away on
tour.-Manser, 20, Valnay St., Tooting. [2557

NEW Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft Model, £127/10;
4h.p., type WDE, £105; 4h.p., all chain drive.

£140; 4h.p.. fixed engine, sporting, £105; all models
in stock ; Cambridge agents for Triumphs.—Herbert
Eobinson, Lt-d., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [2641

WA.UCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
New 4h.p. Triumph solo, delivery from stock.

£127/10; also new 4h.p. Triumph combination, all-

chain drive. £195; new 4h.p. Triumph solo, all-

chain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £105.
Easy terms, or exchanges arranged. [3059

TRIUMPH.—Elce and Co., the City motor cycle

agents can deliver from stock the latest Triumph
models brand new, Model H. £127/10; chain-drive

Model SD. £140: lightweight. £75; Tourist Trophy
racer slightly soiled. £85.-15-16, Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St.' E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

20 4h.r- Triumph, with Gloria sidecar, all com-
^^ plete, with Lucas lighting set, cowey trip speed-

ometer Klaxon horn. Easting wind screen. fan-Sad

pinion seat. Binks carbuietter. insurance policy, many
spare=! including Triumph carburetter; price £182.—
Apply, McG.. 21, Cobham Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

17 C.S. Triumph ' and extremely comfortable
— - C B sidecar, Bosch ?nag., and new Binks carbur-

etter have beeii specially fitted, fittings include large

P and H. lamp t*t, Lucas horn and Lucas side-

car lamp, thoroughlv i^ound mechanical condition;

85 gns., or nearest.-WiUiams, Bedford Terrace Ply-

mouth. [239B

TEIUMPH C.S. Cofnbination, 1918 machine, 1921
Montgomery sporting sidecar, 1920 Binks car-

buretter. I.te.-;t Lucas lamps, Stewart speedometer, W.D-
bars, Pedlcy grips, copper exhau-t. oversize l^ack tyre,

spares, etc.. machine recentlv overhauled, uew piston

rings, etc.. legshields, in excellent running order; £145.—
Vicarage, Wickhambrook, Newmarket. ^2492

19=

19^

All leUers i elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

HOBSHAN can do Veloceltes from stonli.-Victoi

Hoisman, Ltd., 7, Moimt Ple.lsaut. Liverpool. [0328

VELOCETTE, only ridden 100 miles; ior immediate
sale, £70.—Pollard, Broomfteld Rd., Chelmslord.

[X2917

O 'DONOVAN Motors aro sole London and district

agents for the wonderful Veiucette: immediate
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [4708

1 019 Velocette, 2-speea, chain drive, lamiw, horn,,

1-tJ perfect througliout; £48/10.-1, Othello St.,

Liverpool. [2768

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 model. 2i/lh.p., 2-speea, all-chain

drive : f75.—Agents: W. Starrow, Ltd., Oshorne Garage,

Yeovil. [1632

VELOCETTE, the lightweight with a big heart, In

stock for immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatly

reduced price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156,

Gt. Portland St., TTl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7196

19
Verus.

20 (June) 41i.p. Verns-Blnckbnrue Combination;
4120, bargain.-78,.Foidel Ed., Oatford. [2424

VEEUS, 2?4h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, clutch, new,
slightly soiled; £95.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed..

S.TV.7. [2591

T.T. 1920 Verus, 25ih.p., 2-sp«ed, hand dutch and
K.S., nickel fittings, fast; take £80, or exchange

Triumph or B.S.A. countershaft;
Place, Carlisle.

moderate.—15, Howard
[2470

«;-EKUS-BLACKBLrENB 254h.p., 1920, perfect con-
. V dition, F.R.S. lamps, special spring seat-pillar,

very comfortable and speedy ; £100, offers.-
"

c/o' TJic Motor Cycle.
-Box 9,737,

[2435

Victoria.

ylCTOEIA, new Sept., 1920, 2y,h.p. 2.«pe6d Villiers

;

» £55.—Pollard, St. George's St., Canterbury.
'Phone: 273. [2465

Wilkin.

WILKIN, Models B and B4, shop-soiled.; at greatly
reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mebes,

154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mav-
tair. [7197

Williamson.
\X7ILLIAMS0N Combination, Bh.p., kick. 2-speed,
VV clutch; sell or exchange, offers.—29, Selkirk
Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [2786

WoII.

WGLl', Albion 2-speed, Rood tyres, one brand new,
footboards, good appearance, owner buying com-

bination; £35, bargain.—134, Lodge Lane, Hyde.
i.X2S83WE are Sole London and Home Colrnties Agents

ior the Wolf motor cycles: 1921 models in
stock; tjub.agencies open. — Tel. : Museum 6626.

—

A.S.C., 60. Mortimer St., W.l. [2910

Oah.p,
Wooler.

1920 Wooler, 6 speeds, McNab's record
breaker: £85.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [3051

WOOLER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled; at
greatly reduced price; now is_the time to buy.

—

Mcbcs 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
Maylair.

3426
[7192

DAVIS

i^Clstt

WOOLEE 1920 2i41i.p., T.T. Model, aluminium foot-
boards, plated lamps, Cowey horn, Tan-Sad;

niukcrs' price £103; very little used; bargain, £80, or
exchnugc. cnsh adjustment, higher power, A.B.C. pre-
ferred.— Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [2738

8h.p. Zenith
Hd.. Islington, N.l.

Zenith.
Combination, fast; £85.-39,

1Q21 Zeniths,XU Western

Essex
[2888

stock.—Agents, Ilewett Bros., 94,
,, ITove, Sussex. [0344

1Q14 5h.p. Zenith Combination, Gradun gear, wickerAf sidecar—l.'nr full particnlars, write Newm;m,
Mcundxiiiere Manor, Basingstoke. [2769

ZKNITH-OEAUUA, 6h.p. tivln .T.A.P.
niiiKjicIo, j;ofjd condition; no reason

)u»c.l.~l)uvi«, 22, Tooting lice Ed., S.W.

rC|20 Ch.p." £IG2,

engine and

[3043

Zenith Countershaft, brand new- cost
",''''' £130.—Mwards, 60, Harrington

South Konjlneton. 'Plioue: Kens. 3709. [2209

yy.SVni 1919 ISopt.l e.aii.p,, now condition, hardly'-i ifwi. luilcngu ubi.iit 1,200. uUHcrotchod; giving
n.iir lor £90: niuit kell.-48, (jicuvillo Ed., Uornscy""" [2680
7KNI'rn.GHADUA. 6h.p. J.A.P., cdmpleto, bestf~i arc.^.orU-H, wiick (del, 90 milcn, iicrlcrt; actual
v»lMj, 4!,48, .oil C13a.-»Valwyn, Gralmi, and Hoberts

VKNITII 8h.p,, 1920. Model 11, i,hop.«<,il, d ; In dock
ZTi "'."/;,'"•)* ''"'"liid price; now i« the Hmc to buy.-
.Mcli'i.. 164.I6U, (;t. Portland HI., \V. , 'IMiunc : .5426
Maylalr.

,7,33

D36

SOLES £.- HEELS

No matter what world conditions make
them cost you, we have continued to
ba^e Ustikon sole prices on actual shoe
values—on what we put into Ustikon
Soles—on what you get out o£ them

—

lull value for what you pay,

No apparatus is necessary, nails or screws are

obviated, and moreover, you get a sole that is

absolutely waterproof. Surely .Ustikon Soles

aro worth consideration.

Consider the wear not the price per pair

GENTS', a!i Sizes .. .. 3/9
LADSES', a!l sizes.. .. 2,/9

Complete v/ith Sol-tix and ciirectiosK.

USTIKON ,^

HEELS .^i^^fe^^
The wearing ^S^lSS^ifeJ^ -~<g'^i^<'»*>yi
quality of ^SEI^^ . ,
these Heels ^^*''*i^-^.;:v''^lSfc>/;<^s

Is Indicated by th i
^^'4. ^5SKaS

fine workmanship
and careful finish. Ii

actual wear they are still

better than you expect.

ir—If lod.

if-ir v-
2 -if 1/6
2.1"—2^' 1/9
3" 2/-

"Are well worth a trial."

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to tiie Manager, Dept. E.

Footwear Dopt.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria, S.W.I.

^
STOCKISTS WANTED. i

WRITE TO-DAY.

1^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

^ENITH 1915. 5h.p. Combination, couat.ershalS,
.^J clutch, kick start, 1920 canoelet, thorough con^
dition ; £90, or near.—Saker, Wentworth, Chessington,
Snrbiton. [2718

ZENITH 8I1.P. Sporting Model in stock; £139.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock

St. (OS Oxford St.). Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. [0319

1 Q20 5h.p. Sports Zenith, hardly used, indistiuguisli-
-*-*^ able from new, lamps, horn, pillion, etc.;
sacrifice at £100.—Deacon, ilosebank. College Av.,
Slough, Bucks. [2881

-p-0 C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; earliest deliveries.— 5,
Heath St.. llampstead/ (nr. Hampstead Tube

'
Hours 9-7, in-Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752,

eluding' Saturdays. [2553

F.O.C.H. ha
soiiCvS, f

19'°.

19%

8"

ZENITH 1920 8 h."p. Countei'shaft Comhination",
Milliord sidecar. Easting' mnd screen, luggage

carrier, electrie lighting, horn, speedometer, like new*;
£180.^Cutting, Ebor Villas, Stamford. (.2964

ave a 1919 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bars, acces-
grand condition, cheap.— 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phene:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[2550

AN Exceptional Bargain.—SV^h. p. 1916 Zenith-Jap,
Gradua gear, new Uunlops and belt and 1920

Amac, overhauled, any trial here; close offer to £45
accepted.—Harris, Grocer, Castlefields, Shrewsbury;

[2819
5h.p. Sporting Zenith, appearance, condition

IS new, luileatic 2,500, Cowey, Klaxon, P. and
H., electric rear himp, all tools, insurance; offers; seen
evenings.—Williams, 263, Camden Rd., N.7. 'Phone:
North 1778. [2800

(Sept.) 8b. p. Sporting Zenith, special competi-
tion engine (75 m.p.h.), electric lighting, horn,

tools, tyres unpunctured, plating and enaujel uu-
scratched, mileage 200; £145.—Tame, Chequers, Dor-
chester, Wulliuglord. [2394

NEW 8h.p. Zenith ftlodel H Combination ; £204*
or on deferred payments; one-hJth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly initalments. a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.—Hatreds, Ltd.,

118, Brompion Rd., London. [2658

Zenith Jap 1914 Sports Model, expensive ac-
cessories, condition- and appearance as new;

£65; luxurious C.B. sidecar for above, Cameo apron,
luggage grill, lamp; £16; together or sepai-ate.-
Bacon, Oriington Lane,. Worthing. -- [2872

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Motor Cycle, open frame New Imperial,
1916, 2^:'jh.p. J. A. P., 2-speed gear box, Dunlops,

footboards, carefully used by lady only, new condition;
accept £55 ; owner leaving town.—Clarke, Furnisher,
74, Overstone Rd., Northampton. [2953

Miscellaneous.
QILVER Star Motors, Knightsbridge.

tf>^-HOUR Overhauls to any 2-stroke.

^Q-HOUR Overhauls to any 4-stroke.

ALL Repairs and Overhauls Guaranteed, and at very
reasonable prices.

LOOK at this week's list of machines, all of which
may be tried ;

all-chain, hand
idccar. Eastings

luggage grid, 2 large head lamps, electric tail, Co'wey I

horn, speedometer, etc., special long exhaust, many I

spares, tools, perfect condition ; any trial ; £90.

1 Q20 American X. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, Henderson Elite I
i*' sidei-ar^- screen, all lamps, etc., as new ; any I

trial; .£160.

1 Q20 Scott. 3';:ih.p.. 2-speed, .gold medal winneu,
-Li/ many spares, all accessories; £120.

"I
Q20 Brough, 5^6h.p., all-chain, 3-speed, very fasfi,

-1-t' long copiicr exhaust, all accessories; £120.

1 Q14 Lincoln-Elk. 3'/jh.p., new tyres, spare belt, tUi
|

J- tf accessor ic.'^, tiaish as new, long exhaust, Vi

-| Q 15-16 B.S.A., 4V.ih.p., 3-speed.
JL*/ clutch, 1920 large coachbuilt

sporting, last; £40.

SILVER Star Motors, Frederic Mews, Kinnerton #_
Knightsbridge, S.W.I. Gerrard 7791. [3fll

Olh.p. Levis, as now; £38; also hot Btnfl! solo In(Uai| I

/Wl cho!ip.-57, SdUiuti Av., Hurlesdon, N.W. [30W I

J Q20 4'/jh.p. Flat Twin Combination, new Augusti
-i-«7 electric light; bargain, £155.-14, ClaremoDt
Hill. Shrewsbury. (2935

iliuerva Engine, perfect, in brand now O.K. i

rame, £11; iilao 3V''li.p. Triumph, £55.— SollcTf,
'

Jdinora, Lister St.. HiiUlnx. [2381

IP you want a good privately owned motor cycle or

car, apply Kwikssilo Private Motor Registry, 36i

Long Aero, W.C. Gorrard 2392. [0138

8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-spocd, K.S., iindfir-

nhmg sidoi'jir, now Palmers, Duulop ; .^acrifljxs

Sbrewsbury.

6>4.h.p.^Z I'ra

£40.-49, Mcdway Rd., Bow, E.3.

All Icltcr. cl.iti.is to i.dvcrll«ciiie.its »l,„uid c,.,ote the ni.mbcr nt the end ol e.ich .-.dvctlsenicnt, mid the d«te of the Issue

(2876 !
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

[T7ANDSW0RTH Motor Exchange.—The finest and
"V cheapest selection motor cycles in London.—
lelow.

[X7"AXDS\V0ETH.—Easy terms, easy , terms, easy
'» terms on any machines.—Below.

l\;'ANDSWORTH.-1920 Royal Ruby lightweifiht.
looks just like new; 45 gna.—Below.

[TTANDSWORTH. - Moto-Reve lightweight, small
* » twin,, mag., spring forks; gilt, 18 gus.—Below.

rtTANDSWORTH.-
' » speeds, clutch,

nST'ANDSWORTH.-igiS Zenith, 3'^h.p. J.A.P..
T» mag., Gradua gear, disc wheels; 55 gns.—Below.

F.N. with coachbuilt sidecar,
enclosed Bosch, 2 speeds.— Below.

sidecar, 8h.p..
gears; 42 gns.-

HT'ANDSWORTH.-
VV 5-6h.p. 4 cyls.,

[X7AiSnSW0RTH.-
T» twin, Bosch,

-Match less-Jap. twin, Bosch,
beauty; 49 gus.—Below.

-Bat^Jap with
countershaft

[T7ANDSW0RTH.-F.N., magnificent machine, 5-6
»" h.p., 4 cyls.„ 2 speeds, fully equipped; 85 gns.—
(eluw.

[TtrANnSWORTH.-P.N
*" 5-6h.D.. 4 cvls.. 2 :

(elow
5-6h.p., 4 cyls.

coachbuilt
2 speeds, clutch

;

combination,
gift, 55 gns.—

sidecar, SVjh.p.,
Below.

1918 Triumph coachbuilt com-
3 speeds, countershaft; gift, 89

[T7"ANDS\V0RTH.^Triumph with ___.
»" Bosch. 2 speeds,^ nice order; 49 gns,

[T17"ANDS\V0RTH.-
»» liiuatiou, 41t.p.

;ns.—Below.

m'ANDSWORTH 1915 Singer. 4h.p.. mag.,
Vt countershaft, kick, beauty; 52 gns.—Bi

[XTANDSWOETH.—Indian coachbuilt combination,
T V spring

,
3 speeds

elow.;auty

CO
frame, 7h.p., 2 speeds, lamps; 68 gns.

tXTANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination, 5-6
*» h.p., twin, Bosch 2 speeds; cheap, 45 gns.—
ielow.

rarANnswoRTH.
TV tiou, 3',..h.p,

-Below.

ri/"ANDSWORTII.;

ryANDSWORTH

P. and M, coachbuilt combina-
Bosch, 2 speeds; who wants? 49 gns.

Kerry-Abingdon,
mag., ready drive away; 28 gns.

SV.h.p.,
-Below.

Bosch

trial; great
Rex. :

bargain,
•-h.p,, mag., 2 speeds,
29 gus.—Below.

Bat, about 3V^h.p,, mag.,
attention; 19 gns.—Below.

ITTANDSWORTH.-
» V clutch, wants

m"AN"DS"\VOETH Exchanges.—Wandfiwoith Motor
T Exehiinse. Kbner St., Wandsworth [Town Station).

Phone : Eattersea 327, [3019

BOOTHS' Motorie3, Halifnx.—6h.p. Eudge combina-
tion, lamiss, 1920 modt'l,

uine-Vems, 3-speed,
. £125; 1920 4h.r. Black

and new Millford sidecar, £120/10.

BOOTHS' Motoric;, Hatifas.—1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
hiuatiou, shop-soiled, £145/10; 1920 Harley-

Davidson, very cheap.

BOOTHS
combination, tamps, hoed. etc.

1915 Harley-Davidson
£87/10; Bh.p. 2-

-8h.p.

6h.p.
J.A.P., free on-
Chater-Lea with

DOOTHS

Motorie^, Halifax,
ion, tamps

peed Rex combination, £40/10.

BOOTHS' Motorics Halilax.-
gine. Druid forks, £30/10;

idecar, ^35/10.

BOOTHS' Motorics, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £115/10; 1920 2-speeti Wolf, £52/10.

Motories, Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases,
£49/10: four 4h.p. Douglase.s. 1918, £85/10; 1914

h.p. Sun-Piecision, 3-speed, £35/10.

Motorics.-1920 O.K. lightweight, Villiers
150, £43/10; ditto with 2-T=peed.

54/10: 1920 Omerga, 2 spo?d, £69/15; 1914 2-spee<l
Icott, £47/10; 1920 lOh.p. Swift light car, £420; 1920
iarlev-Davidsons, Ariels, Quadrants, O.K. ; exchanges.
-Booths' Motoiies, Portland Place, Halifax. [2621

Sturmey 3-speed counter
^s, lamps, etc., complete
Aston, Birmingham. [2564

BOOTHS'
engine, only run

3ih.p. C.B. Combination.
2 .shaft {1920j, new tyres, lamps, etc., complete

;

E68.—Price, 26, Avenue Ed., ' '

-

DOUGLAS S. COX,
has several real

the A.S.M.M., West Norwood,
bargains in motor cycles and

xjmbinations in his long advertisement under Cars.
[7727

DOUGLASES, 2^/ih.p., 1915, 1916, and 1917, un-
reaovated, £25 each to clear; all parts supplied.

4.1so P. and M. solo, £45. running order.-Suliua
Saiage, Sulina Rd.. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [2932

LEVIS 2-spe6d and Sidecar, just re-enamelled, com-
petition model, £70; 2-si>eed Triumph. 3,'.^h.p.,

shaiu and -belt drive, £40; just overhauled, £10.—
Richards, 4, Lane Ends, Orgreave, nr. Handsworth.
Sheffield. [X2776

1 Q20 Shopsoiled Models, £198; twin Ariel combina-
JiV tion, £145; lightweight Enfield, £68; Mstchless
combination, £175; Quadrant combination, £128, etc.
-Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd..
OheUea, S.W.3. [1345

D. VARTT has several second-hand machinea to
clear at bargain prices. Also one Swan sporting

sidecar, suitable for Hnrley or Indian, £14. iell acces-
BOriea in stoi-k. Write rcQuirementd.—E. D. Varty,
Thundersley." Essex. [1 268

ELITE

for Tyres
and Tubes
below :—

TYRES
CARRIAGE PAID

AND

ON APPROVAL
(Seven days ugainst remittance.)

D

R

26 <2i

26 ,

2

28^ 3

650 65

700x80

Make.

Avon Rubber Stud
Englebcrt Wiyed-on Rib
Avon Combination
Hutchinson Passenger....
Clincher De Lu.\e Ex. Hy.
Beldam Extra Heavy. . .

.

Bates No. i Special
Dunlop Heavv
Palmer Cord Ribbed
S. Moulton E.xtra Heavy
Hnglebert Wired-on U.S.
Beldam Heavy
Englebert Wired-on Rib
Palmer Cord Heavy ....
Clincher Dc Luxe Ex. Hy.
Bates No. i Special
Kempshall Anti-skid ....
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S.
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Macintosh Rub. Non-skid
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed. . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread..

.

Dunlop Extra Heavy. . .

.

Wood -Milne Extra Heavy
Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads
Moscley Ex. Hy. 3-rib.

Palmer Cord Heavy .

Avon 3-rib

Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Avon SuDStone

Our
Price.

25/6
25/.
4»/-
44/-
42 '6

39/6
3»ir6

39 /S

39/-
37/6
35 :-

34/-
30/-
44/-
39 /-

37/6
37/6
34/6
59/-
45/-
45/.
39/-
52/6
48/6
39/6
33/-
28/6
68/-
58/-
52/8
70/-

List

Price.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlscellnneotia

WHITWOETH, Ltd., \o9. NewFRANK
niinu'haur

St.. Bir-
Ijittle used IJOUslas comliination, £120;

Ixion 2-stroke, £32; Campion-Villiera, 2-speed. £45:
EnfleUl 2-siteetl 2-stioke. ley shield^i, electric liuhtinjj,

new A.B.C., N.U.T., Lea-Frnucis. Ivy, Cedos; also

pOVENTEY Premier Suiier Eunabout [Xiaei

s-

Q
o

D
o

6
'6

77 /-H
86 /3

TUBES—New and fully guaranteed.

6/6 26X2J ... 7/6
*26X2J ... 7./9

•26X2.ix2j 8/3
• Endless.

26X2J 8/9
•28x3 11/9^
28X3 11/9

U BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Dunlop. Pedlei". Bate^, fiin. fm I m. Tin. ttin

etc. Per Foot. 1/7 1/9 2,'2 3/3 3/-
D
n

Tyre Specialists

INDIAN" 5-611. p. Combination, 3-spo(?tl, kick start,
lamps, I'Lr., Bplendid condition; nUo Humber com-

I'ination, S'/yli.p., 2-spefd, hnndle ?tart, splendid rondi-
tiou, lamps, etr. ; owner pot cnr; the lot £85.~air. IT,

Clark, Spring Ed,, Littlemore, near 0.\ford. [2403

BARGAINS.—Pieass peruse our advertisements in

small columns. We are disposing of our large
stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced prices.
Do not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer may
not occur again.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7194

E. CLAPHAM {Motors), Greenwicli. — 1921
models. Place your orders now with S. E.

Clapham for immediate or early delivery Matchless,
A.J.S.. Henderson, 4h.p, Excelsior, Sunbeam, New
Imperii], James, Triumph, Connaught, Coulson B.,
Edmund, Acme, Rex, Rudge, etc., etc., any leading
makes. We allow 10%. on all deposits.—Note address :

S. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.IO. [2997

F.O.C.H, the car, light car. and motor cycle
specialists.—A good new and second-hand selection

always on view; prices to suit everybody; fair cash
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality. We
supply Triumpli. Zenith. RS.A., A.J.S., etc.. also
the famou.<! Kingsbury Junior, Bleriot Whippet.
Grahanie White, G.N., etc.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead
(nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, iucluding Saturdays. [2556

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
JOHNSON Motor Wheel nnd gent's standard cycle;

£25.—Bronndells, Faversham. 'i'hone: 155. [2515

YOUNG Motor Engine, l"'jh.p., complete, frame for
fixing, 1920, new; £10.-11. \\. Adams, Market

Draj'ton. [2350

WALL Auto Wheel with lady's Rudge. excellent
condition: £20, or separate;—Crittenden. 75,

Salisbury Rd., Maidstone. [2747

MOTOR Attachments fit a;iy ordinary bicycle, no
vibration; price 251.i gns., including lightiui;

Generator; agents required.—Economic Motors, 62, Ea^^t
Castle St., London, W.l. [2iao

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
EGERTON'S Northgote, Ipswich, can delivery

sioek A. B.C. Skootaniotaa and mobile pups,

A. B.C. Skootamota for sale, only done 100 miles,
practically new condition ; £45.—King and Harper,

from

[1445

6, Bridge St., Cambridge,

BARGAINS to clear,

slightlv shop-soiled,
£20.—Main, 36, Parade,

[1442

— 1920 A.B.C. Skootamota,
£40; Autoped motor scooter,
Leamington. [X2883

MOTOR Scooter, Auto-Wheel engine, new condition,
only ridden 3 times

;
going abroad; at £32, or

nearest offer.—Bos 9,780, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2626

1 Q20 Autoglider, Type D, cost £57/15 last Aug.;
J- 1' , accept £37 / 10 ;

guaranteed perfect and prac-
tically indistinguishable from new.-Hartop, Draper,
Bedford. [2i51

TIUCYCLES rOR SALE.
RGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disnbled.—Pai1iculnr6, Arpson Eng.
, Ltd.. 3, Kenda^s Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

WINDSCREENS.—Avro. Triplex,
42/-; 12/6.—51, Maplethorpe

Heath.

USTERA^

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
sporting, cost
Rd., Tbocnton

[2874

Aero Triplex Ahiminium Wind Screens.
12in., adjustable, fit sporty sidecar, 22/6 each;

and other types.—McConnell and Bailey, 73, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. . 17060

BODIES. »
f/'ENUS Step Bodies are the best tor old chassi?.

VTEXUS Bulhous Bodies are roomy and very -nia;t.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 person.s. Strons and light,

hut nut Tm.^lghtly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in

direct. Ciitalogue *ree.

a factory and supplied

rENTTS Sidecar Co., 6-14. Gonrlcy St.,

411 letters

O 264-266, Vanxhall <iiridgeRd.,0

JI Victoria, S.W.I.
^

^L Telephone: Victoria 6533.

^OEaoiaio
elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

S. Tottenham.
[2293

TAXI Sidecar Bodies for Enflcld-s. We are experts.—
Jennings and Davies, Ltd. Tel.: 170 Redditch.

^944ii

TAXI Sidecar Bodies tor B.S.A. Chassis. We are
specialists.—Jennings and Dayies, Ltd., Rcdd-tch.

Tel.: 170. 19146

^M
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BODIES.
TAXI Sidecar Bodies for Matchless Chassis. We

specialise.—Jennings and Daviesi Ltd. Tel. : 170
Redditch. [9447

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodice fit any chassis, first-

class finish. Several bodies (new) to clear cheap.
Write for designs.—The ^Yillo\vbrook Co., Manulac-
tiirers, Leicester. [0336

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many de-

signs and colours to clloose from; aprons, hoods.
wind screens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City i\Iotor

Co., 121, 123, 125, London Ed., Manchester. [[0046

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale,

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004
SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—VVe are the largest sidecar

body builders in the country. We have manu-
factured to date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
on hand, completed or in the course of completion

—

3-seaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro-
jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham
Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [0020

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

s

croR

JANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

ANDUM Sidecar Catalogues for 1920, the most
comprehensive in the trade.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our touring models, N"os. 1, 2,
|and 3. are designed for comfort.
I

S-VNDUM Models. The racy £22/10, and sporting !

£24 are of distinctive appearance.
[

S.^NDIIM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest side-
car on the road; highly recommended in "The

Motor Cycle." . r

. QANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to
^-^ £35; absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating tor 2 -.adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
any make of machine. £47/10; bodies only, £22/10.
The latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
us. and approved by the recognised experts. Write for
leaflet.

OANDUM Featherweight Streamlin,> Body, smart and
>-> racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and under
seat; when not in use the seat back hinges forward
and neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im-
mediate delivery

; £3.

CJANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturers or
>-' co.achbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and
aprjDs.

CjANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted bodv-buildois in-^ the country.

336, Gray's Inn Rd.,

I/;.; '"n' ,* ""iT't.';" '",",'" ^''' Factories: 162
Rrillnn'i, e? w'^'=

^'^- ^ '

'
"""^ Britannia Works.

iJritannia St., W.C. [0019
--QlD^CAK" Chassis, new, 28in. wheels; £6/10.-39,•J Essex Rd., Islington, N.l. [2886pLOAT Sidecars -Manufactured by McConneli and

-»- Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

FLOA'T Sidecars.-Immediate delivery to fit allmakes of motor cycles.

P^LOAT Sidecar«.-Write for illustrated liet; price-^ ^B gns. complete with chassis and tyre.

F^°^7 S=^?^IpS ^J'tb^\:i3S""'^ "^^'^'^^

F'-^'A-'oTTollC/'^^^
at McConnell and Bailev,

OSEATRR Kirlr^ar 28x3in. wlic«l, new; £28 -Ellis'»' and Co., 364, Lillic lul., Fulhain. S.W [2637

JJKXDEUHON Mite Sidcenr: lirt mice 445- whatJ. A ..II.-.. -Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford [1696

S^^'miki?.'"'''!,'",'' '",'f •}" ^""^ Sidecars to .suit allimikd.. -Motor Exchanue. llorton St.. Ilalitax.

AJ X8.-I09, 11,11, oinbo Av., Strcatlunii Uill,,s:\V2:
TTM)En.SLUNf! Hide^ar Cha,.i,. 700x80 tvre'^Ki^n^^IJ^ mudguard; £7.-H. ri.hcr. Elm HoiL, 'shipi;;-B« [2833

EAtlTIKL-L nooiiiy BMwnr, ciimWe le,,. „„„i

[2327
pElin-XTION Conch SIrtcnnr Bodiwi; £6/16- .1,.

""""'•
(2638

SANDHAM Engineering Co. „„„
W.C.l. 'Phone: Holborn 933.'

FOOT
OVERALL

''iUusTosizE Patent, No. iiiro.

OBVIATES

DRAGGING

MUDDY

BOOT

THROUGH.

tEATHEB INSOLE iSWTERPROOF OUTSOtE.

STUDY
YOUR

COMFORT

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
1 Q20 Swan Sporting, only done 100 miles, oflJ-y Triumph; £25.-17, Dover Terrace, Sandydomte
Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [2839

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to euit all macliines, roomy
bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent springing

-

prices from £19/10 upivords,
'

M^

ILLUSTRATED LIST

FREE
ON REQUEST.

COLLEGE LEATHER Co.,
NORTHAMPTON,

SEND Your Sidecar to us for renovation. Ifew hoods
' wind screeus, and aprons fitted. Write for cata^

logue.

THE Willowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

HARLEY, Excelsior, and Henderson new de Luxe
bulbous back Biclecars; £42/19.—Motor Ex

olianb'©, Horton Si., Halifax. [2536

SIDECAR to fit, and colour 1920, new; motor rnn-
' celled: list price £38, sacrifice £30; approval:

photo.-12, Wray Crescent, N.l. _[X2922

BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies. No better oi

cheaper Louse.—228, PentonTille Rd., King's Ci
London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [9347

BRADBURY 4h.p. Sidecar, 1911, £25: under 200
lb.; before 2 or Saturday, not Sunday.—Chever-

ton, 13, Norman Rd., Wimbledon. [3038

"I Q20 Harlev-Davidson, brand new; list price £49/l0.i
-l-«^ accept £41.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., Soutli'

Kensington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709. [22ld

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, by Varley, Birmingham, well
sprung, 5-point, 26x2'~2iu. Dunlop, suit 4-6h.p

£12/10.-128, Coopers Lane, Smethwick. [2812

1Q19 P. and M. Sidecar, new May, 1920, £20-
J-*-' also sidecar, toi-pedo i^hape, Green P. and M
fittinfe'-s £16.—Horner, TrimmiDgham. Halifax. [2436

SIDECAR (Myprg). coachbuilt, re-enamelled. 4-poin1
('liassis, wheel coinvtt'te. new auron : l>est offer ac-

cepted.—3, Rosemont Parade, North Finchley. [2722

MR. DAVIDS()N. /idling Harley-Davidson and
Flying Middletou ?ide^-ar, won 1.000 c.c. champion-

*;hip and broke 5 and 10 miles world's records Oct. 9th,

MB. 0- De LI&SA came second 1.000 c.c. chnrnpioU'
ship, riding Motosacoche and Middletoo touring

«piing wheel chassis'.

MR. BEACH, of O'Donotan Motors, Gt. Portland
St., on Sept. 7th teroke 12 records with S^h.p;

Norton and standard Flying Middletou sidecar,

R. BREESE, riding B.S.A. with Middleton Flyer,
broke 4-hour record on June 23rd.

MIDDLETON'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest

in the world.

MIDDLETON'S Undertake Repair.s to any mako of
sidecar, chassis, or bodywork. We do everything

in our own works. Kumanseus. What about your old-

I'.'t^Uioued father's sorry chassis-^ let us make it up-to-

date by conveitiug It to spring wheel type.

MIDDLETON'S have four models.—the Flyer, for
lacing; lightweight coach, for 2^4h.p. machines,

etc.; medium touring coach, for 3.i.2h.p. iipwards; and
GDOciul tnui-ers for big twins. Zenith, Harleya, Hender-
sons, Indians, including spring frame model, etc.; trade
supplied.

IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel, the finest device 0*
this kind, now ready; £4 extra on any model,

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidei

makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Pai
N.4 'Phono : 1584 Ilovusey. [18

SIDECAR Cha.<si,s springs, and wheel, new mudguaM^I
nearly new Dunlop cover; £4; will ^^I'parate.—

|

Lu.-^ty, 110, ^Tlieat St., Nnneaton, Warwick^hiri',
[X 2 844

1

LATEST Model Regent Sidecars, new, conu'lete witlil
28X3 tyre, R34 ehaim bodies, painted blue, up-l

holst.ned curd; i)rice £25.—Appiv, Page, Motor Houw.l
Epsom. - . [26i3|

CANOELET MM4's for Ilarleys, complete with hea'sj
Dunlop tyres and coverall aprons, new; £17/10|

to £27 each.—Ilolliday Bros., 20, Queen St., IlammeP-l
smith Broadway. W.6. [28031

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock of all models,!
shoii-soilcil. at greatly reduced prices; now is tl6|

time to buv.-Mcbcs, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., WXT
phone : 3426 Mayfair. CT^""^

CANOELET IMinor, crimson, silver grey disc
mascot, in new (-nndition, new himp, small UigflJ

iiuTiei. apron- cost £24 two months ago, £15.— BrtU
93, l-'ruiiie Rd., Trowbridge. [X25

SIDKCAR, oft P.i\I., r^'upholstercd he^i i-cgnmol
_ oiiiiin'lled tbis yciir, wind screen, new tyre, £21

P.M. handle-bars, tank, 7/u each.—Oooniher, 97, 1
John's Park, Bln.kheath, S,E [2ft;

WE have n great number of socond-hjind Bidccjira and;
bodies for disposal. Tlicfio accumulnte<l <inrinj ai_

busy woaaoji when wo had no time to troulile with tb«m. I]

Oali niid ioke vour choice. Sliop-solled sidccjiia itOBk,

£10.—Sandum Sidecars, 336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.O.i.
'Phone: ilullioru 935. [0582-

M
II

CUASS!S.-Tho Sanduni lightweight, £9/9; heavy-
weight, £12/12; heavyweight nnclosed whcl typft,

to SCO cnr spaolftl

weight, £12/12; heavyweight nnclosed whcl tyn
£2a; spring wheel type, £27. Aak to sue cnr spaolt.

fiidecur connections. Trade enquiries invited.—Sand-
ham Engineering Co., 336, Grays Inn Rd., W.0.1.
•Phonc: ilolborn 933. [0326

ii.^S Arr Icttc.H tcUaina U> aUverti8emcnt» Hhoi.Id c.i.olc the number al tlie end of each advertisement, and the dale of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
^MAKT Coachbuilt Sidecar for red Indian, perfect
^-5 condition, new last August, all conections. bulboiii
back locker, screen, excellent tyres, bicycle sold;
bargain. £30.—Cameron, Oakfield, Fortrose, Rose-
shire. [2323

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well
tested for six years on motors up to 8h. p.—Hopley,
Upper Higbgate St., Birmingham. [0153

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
8h.p. Morgan, 1914, fully equipped, excellent condi-

tion; £145.-20, Hengist At., Margate. [2619

CAJRDEN Monocar, 1917, 2-3peed, good condition;
£75, offers.— 3, Ladysmith Ed., Oradley, Stafls.

^^ [S2487
»pAMPLIiSr, 1920, as new, all accessories; £150.—
J- Kenilworth Garage, High St., Putney. Before 7.

[2745
1Q21 Garden 2-seater; delivery February; £15 deposit
J-t/ paM; what offers for transfer ?—Cox, 62, Thilpot
St., E.l. [2766

ROVEK, 8h.p., 1920, the light' car of the year;
price £300; immediate delivery.—Murkett Bros.,

Huntingdon. [X1829

G.N.—We are large contractors, and can usually
supply from stock.—Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7

Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0327

G.N. Cycle Cars delivered anywhere; G.N. spares.—
Brooklands Motor Co., G.N. Specialists, Ecclesall

iRd., Sole Sheffield Agents. [2936

A.V. Monocar, 1920, electric lighting, accessories
galore: must sell; what offers?-Grimes. 18

Brnton Place, Bond St., W.l. [2967

TJOTEK Light Cor, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock for
Xfc immediate delivery; £300.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208,
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [OajJ

COVEXTltY Premier 3-wheeler, 3 speeds and reverse,
dynamo lighting, etc., absolutely T.T. ; 275 gns.-

Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [2543

MORGAN 1913 Model, newlv hooded and repainted,
a decided bargain at £120, or close offer.—Bam-

ford. [See under Consulting Engineers.} [2357
TITORGAN Type Runabout, light, fast, good condi-
J-'J- tion; £110; exchange 4-stroke lightweight and
cash.—Tonge, Villas, Killamarsh, Sheffield. [2816
TUST Arrived Works, latest Morgan de Luxe, w.c." 10b. p. M.A.G., hood, screen, lamps, discs: list
price f242/5.-Clarke and Co., Queen St., Louth. [2545

MOEGAN, 1914, lamps, hood, screen, good running
order, just overhauled; £143; exchange low

powered coyibination.— 68, Manor Rd., Bexhill. [2570

G.N. Cycle Cars, £241/17/6, supplied anywhere
sole Sheffield agents; Crouch Cars, £315 com-

plete.—Brooklands Motor Co., Ecclsall Rd.. Sheffield.
[2913

CYCLE Car, 8i.p., 2-senter, 650x60 tyres, sporting
body, acetylene lighting, perfect running order

£95; enqniries.-H.. Bettley, 3, Regent St., Willenhali
Staffs. - [2565
8-lOli.p. 1920 Aero Morgan, M.A.G. engine, yellow

finish, done about 2,000 miles, electric lights—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 'Phone : Htil-
born 5777. f305j,

MORGAN, 1919, Aero model, W.C. M.A.O., just
been repainted as new; £176.-Clifford Wilson

Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Hd., Chelsea, S.VV 3
Tel.: Kensington 7113. [1344

GIBBONS Mark HI. Cycle Car, reduced to £115;
delivery within one month; trials any time by

appointment. Agents required.—Gibbons and Mrcre,
Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4838

MEEEALL-BROWN 3-wliceler, new, with sp.-ireJ
wheel and other extras, 4-cyl. Coventry Simplex

engine :_£358/10 ; cash, exdianse. or easy payment
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. ' [2544

MORGAN De Luxe. M.A.G. engine, water-cooled
1920- model, fast and powerful little car, little

used, and in peifeet condition throughout privately
owned.-Box 9,724, c/ti The Motor Ctjcle. [2345

"jQ20 Tamplin, complete with hood, wind screen,Atf discs, tools, electric lights, mechanical horn,
cost £185; sell £155, or exchange Triumph and cash —
Harvey, 335, Gloster Rd., Horfield, Bristol. [2903

SPORTING 3-wheeler. 6h.p. Singer, w.c, completely
overhauled, painted, tyres good, 2 new tubes,

Bosch, B.B., dome radiator, fast; trial; ^£48, exchange
M.C. to value.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wallingford, Berks.

GARDEN Monocar, 6h.p. twin, domed mudguards, alu-
minium running boards, all accessories, including

speedometer aud car generator, perfect; £90, or ex-
change sporting combination.—Aknm, Dallam Ed., Ship-
ley, Torks. [2582

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

—

New 8-lOh.p. Morgan, Grand Prix, M.A.G.,
water-cooled, fully equipped, just delivered from works,
order cancelled, now available; price, including all
extras, £236. [3063
Tl/rORGAN 1915, in excellent condition, air-cooled
^'*- J.A.P. engine, hood, screen, extra tool boxes,
luay equipped, tyres good; £135: take solo machine
pan : Triumph preferred.—Marsdsn, British Camp
Hotel, Malvern. [X2930 I

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

LIghUng Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Se)ui a p.c. for address of nearest agent.

We wish to include your name on our
mailing list, a few names from wliich
we publish here each week.

Stocks carried by

:

—
Moffat, Town Hall Pell & Parket, Peter-

Garage, Yeovil.

H. Robinson, Ltd.,

Cambridge.

Dan Bradbury.Sheflield

Heriert Ltd,, St.Mary's
Butts, Beading.

Old
boro'

J. Grosehto, t,

Jewry, E.C.
Hunts, Ltd., 117, Long

Acre, W.C.
G. Walsh & Sons,

Ipswich.TRADERS
wi-i'te 'For- FREE Ca.'ta.los'ues
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready (or installing.

Many different Models of

H.A.H.MOTOR
CYCLE HEAD
lAUP^ '/# / 'm Best qualityl,A«rs. ;ii / « f i n i s h

throughout.
Ad i ustable
focus, Ad-
iu s t a bl e

brackets.
Special dust
?nd weather-
proof front.

I rice

:

Nickel. Black.
Fig. 88i 41 (- 4.7 /- ea.

Fig. 878 54/- 55/- ea.

HA.H. CO%3PLETE SIDE AND
REAR SET.

Figs. 881 and 878.

H.A.H.
HEAD LAMPS

Codeword :

'' Sideset
'

Price 44/- per complete Set. Or without Metal
Carrying Case. Price 33/-

A most convenient form of lighting when a large

acetj'lene head lamp is usecl. Comprising :

Fig. 573.

„ 560.

„ 3SS.
' Flash"

Rear Lamp 9/6
Sidecar Lamp S/6
Metal Cases 11/-
Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery .. 14/7

,««/''.-«»

Fig. 3.(7.

* SPEEDOLITE"
H.A.H. Speedometer
Lamp. Price, 7 /6 each.

Fig 778
H A.H. BaOGE
HOLDER.

Price, 1 /a each.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. V\ORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDOM, Eng.
Telephones

:

_ Telegrams
Croydou 2225, 2225.

^
"Keyage, Croydon. "

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; our

allotment for this season is already booked, but
send us your old machine for repairs, overhauls, or
repainting.—The Molineus Garage Co., Ltd.,^ Wolver-
hampton. Tel.: 1160. (3460

MORGAN Service Depot.—We are official agents:
all spares in stock; overhauls, repairs; if you

are in trouble with your JVIorgan consult us; we will
give you service.—Homac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd..
E.5. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [2928

MORGAN, latest type Aero body, lOh.p., water-
cooled, M.A.G. engine, all accessories, mikaga

about 300, condition as new; £230.—Elce and Co.,
Morgtin Specialists, 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomih
St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0072

LAMB'S give prompt delivery: G.N., Coventry Pre-
mier, Rover, Morgan, Kingsbury, New Hudson,

light cars and runabouts. Exchanges, deferred terms.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow; 50, High Rd.,
Wood Green. N. ; nnd 387, Euston Rd., Loudon, N.W.

[2603
MORGANS.—Elce and Co.. the City Morgan Special-

ists. , Delivery from stock of these famous cycle
cars. Grand Prix, £216; sporting model, £206; De
Luxe air-cooled. £212 ; water-cooled, £225 ; cash, ex-
change, or extended terms.—15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St.. E.C. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0070

G.N. 1921.—Elce and Co., the City tight Car
Specialists. Immediate delivery all models.

Standard touring full equipment, spare wheel, hood,
etc., £241/17/6; dynamo lighting model, £275/12/6;
Legere, dynamo lighting set, £309/7/6. — 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0071

MERRALL-BROWN, late 1920. lOh.p., special 3-

wheeler, blue body, aluminium bonnet, 4-cy!.
Coventry Simplex engine, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, 5
lamps, speedometer, disc interchangeable wheels, spare
wheel, screen, hood, petrol and oil indicators, many
costly improvements, full equipment and insurance,
mileage 1,200, cost £415; sacrifice, £260 or nearest,
quick sale.—Apply, 41, Park Lane, Piccadilly. . Tel.

:

Mayfair 1874. [2965

TAXICABS.
i?100 Down and 12 montlily payments of £20 secures
<^ London taxicab.—Details, Palmers' Garage, Toot-
ing. [2611

TAXICARS.—B.S.A. Canoelet combinations, as ex-
hibited at Olympia, for early delivery.—The origi-

nators: County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Bir-
mingham. [9708

CARS FOR SALE.
055.— 1 Oh. p. Darrocfi car, 3-6peed, brass lamiis. per-
<^ ft'ct order; must sell.—42, Naylor Rd., Peckham.
3.E.15. [2650

rQ15
lOh.p. Trumbull, all spares, Engli.di body, per-

'*' feet running order; any trial ; £110,—Chappeli.
Smockington, Hinckley. [X2864
075 Down and 12 payments of £10 monthly secures
1^ magnificent Napier landaulet; superb hire car.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures
splendid Dennis landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. /

£50 Down and 12 payments of £10 monthly secures
taxicab ready tor service.— Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£85 Cash secures Peugeot 7-9h.p. smart 2-seater.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£60 Cash secures 7-9h.p. Singer light 2-seater.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

O/ih-p. Daimler 1916 Roomy Landaulet, renovated
f^" like new; £525.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 Down and 12 payments of £10 monthly secures
magnificent Studebaker, splendid hire car.

—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

0125 Cash secures beautiful R.M.C. Sporting 2-^ seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. f2904

8h.p. Twin w.c. Enfield Light Car, hood, wind screen,
lamps, etc., shaft-drive, spare wheel ; £120; ex-

change solo and cash.—Turner, 22, Langley St., Luton.
[2934

HUMBERETTE, dark blue, is beautifully trimmed
and finished: price £140; several other light cars

I'lom £70 upwards.—Bunting^s Exchange, Wealdstone.
Closed Sundays. [3026

NEW PICK Car, 1914, stored 2 years, brand new
gears and engine bearings, completely^ overhauled,-

repainted, smart appearance, electric light; ^285,
offer.—Below.

6 h.p. De Dion 2-seater, single-cyl., 2-speed, revers
new body, good order; £55, offer.—Below.

PANHAB.D Van, 4-cyl., three-speed and reverse,
splendid body; £^5, offer.-Rugby Electrical

Depot, Earl St., Rugby. [S2920

HUMBER Car. 15-25h.p., 5-seater, also Martini
car, 4-seater, 15h.p., both in good running

order, tools and lamps complete; no reasonable offer
I'efused.—Apply, J. Cheeseman, High St., Saxilbv.
Lincoln, [2933

81.h.p. Rover 2-3eater. recently overhauled.
i2 thorough good running order, new piston and

new tyres; trial offered; £75 for quick sale; genuine
bargain.—Apply, by letter, English, Colehill, Wim-
horne, Dorset. [1208

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B39
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CARS FOR SALE.
SENSATIONAL Results of my systematic reduction

selicme now apparent. If you wnnt real bar-
gains, come and see for yourselves. No need to take
auction risks! If some of my cars don't appear cheap,
lemember many of them are most completely over-

hauled and renovated, and many almost equal new.
Not a dud amongst them.—Cos (below).

TWELFTH Week of my astounding systematic re-

duction scheme ! I reduce at least 10 cars by
over £250 total each week. Total reductions to date
over £4,000. Many cars below are absolutely absurd
bargains, particularly some of the higher priced ones !

This week 17 cars reduced £250 ! All advertised dates
^'uaranteed accurate.—Cox (below).

TWELFTH Week Bargains.—6h. p. De Dion parcel
van, mag., Binks carburetter, runs well, reduced

from £85, now £20! 3-ton 1915 Seabrook lorry, many
parts missing (but all parts can be obtained for £50—
then worth £350), bargain, £35; 15h.p. old type
hassis, unknown make, about 1902, 4-cyl., live axle,

gate, Bosch. Zenith, real antique, £40! 20h.p. Leon
Boilee chassis, live axle, enclosed valves. 4-speed gate,
reduced from £185. now £75.' 1920 Wooler flat twin
countershaft bicycle, shop-soiled only, list price £103,
reduced £78/10 (fine Christmas present); 14-16h.p.
Belsize 4-5-seater, live axle, gate, Zenith, pulls splen-
didly, £90; 1920 A.V. monocar, extra pillion
Beat, electric lighting, as shown at Whits City
for £165, bargain. £120! 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin
sporting streamline 2-seater. discs, fast, smart, £125;
12h.p. AUdays van, Fqrd type body, smart, £135;
8-lOn.p. Blumfield-engined streamline light car. 2-

seater, 3-speed gear box, smart, £145; 8-lOh.p.
Warne light car, str*"amline 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, discs, live axle, gate, £175; smart little 8-10
h.p. 1913 Globe coupe light car, Claudel, gate, £135;
10-12h.p. 4-cyI. Humber, sporting streamline 4-seater.
1919 body, bulbous back, armchair seats, particularly
^mart, £185; Unic 15-cwt. van, sump lubrication,
inonobloc. detachable?, originallv £350, now £225

;

1920 Bleriot-Whippet cycle car, 8-lOh.p., detachable
wheels. £225; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed valves,
gate, sump, £255.—Cox (below).

OVER £4,000 Gone West.— lOh.p. Delage sporting
2-seater. bulbous back, dynamo lighting set, 4-cyl.

monobloc, smart, £235; Chinese Rolls-Royce 4-seater,
avec camouflage de luxe, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, £100
worth extras, snip. £245; G.W.K. 2-seater. detachable
wheels, £245; particularly smart 12-14h.p. Unic tor-
pedo 5-seater, monobloc, sump, £265; smart 15.9h.p.
1912 Darracq, sleeve valve, roOmy torpedo, worm drive,
4-speed, gate. Zenith, £385 originally, £285; nicp

. llh.p. 1915 Lagonda light car, coupe 2-seater, bull-
nosed radiator, detachable wheels, streamline, £285;
1-ton 1916 Clydesdale lorrv, £285; ISh.p. 6-cyl. Hor-
bick streamline tourer, £295: 12-15h.p. Opel landaulet,
monobloc, gate, cord, Zenith. £295; lOh.p. 1920
iLF.G. 3-seater. dickey, opposed twin, C.A.V.
dynamo, detachable wheels, starter, £325; 15-20h.p.
Chevrolet 3-scater, English coachwork. dickey, dynamo,
^tarter, smart. £325; Itala sporting streamline 4-
seater, low built, raked steering, fast, £325; llh.p.
Brennabor streamline 4-seatcr, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed
valves, steel disc wheel^=, detaehables. particularly
smart, £350; 15.9h.p. Knight Daimler 4-seater, worm
drive, detachable wheels, smart, bargain, £350; 12-15
h.p. Crossley 3-seater, dicker, monobloc. enclosed
valves, detachable wheels, £350; smart 12-15h.p. 1913"!4
Hizaire-Naudin streamline 5-seater, monobloc, detach-
able wheels, £350; 15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston 3-seater,
dickey, enclosed valves, detachable wheels, smart. £350;
j'articularly no-^h 11.9h.p. iSlS-'A Humber streamline
4-seater, enclosed valves, detachable wheels, £375;
12-15h.D. 1913 valveless Darracq streamline torpedo,
detachable wheels, 4-speed, smart, £375.—Cox (below).

NOTICE These.—Exceptionally smart iyi-5 Bed-
iord-Buick 3-seater. 15-18h.p., dickey, English

coachwork, C.A.V. dynamo lighting. Zenith, gate, de-
iachables, £385; 9.5h.p. 1915 Standard 2-seater,
C.A.V. dynamo lighting set. £385; other cars of all
types in stnck, landaulcts. interior drive saloons, latest
turnover-side streamline tourers as fine as any. West
Knd style and finish at suburban prices. Full printed
list free (or see "The Autocar" or "The Motor").—
Cox fbelow).
/ COMMERCIALS. Commercials. Commercial. —vy Sorry, I'm nearly sold out, but my systematic
reduction scheme won't let me keep them. All solid
tyred

: 3-ton 1913 De Dion lorry, enclosed valves,
worm drive, £165; 3.4-ton 1915 Locomobile
loriy, R-orni drive, 4-spGe(l. overhauled, retyred £485
originally, £325; 5-ton Lacrc lorry, 4-speed, gate,
yl<:f-\ wheels, new tyres, roomy body, fine lot, £345;
4 t-n 1914 Scout chaflsrp. live axle, enclosed valves,
^l^;l. iiluminiiim radiator, .£375; 2-ton 1916 Vinot
lorry, moticbloc 4-speed gate, worm drive. £375;

;^,S?v.i
°" i^^\^ Pallftrlium chassis, worm drivemonoblor. enclo^td valves, fine lot. £385; 3-ton 1915IA

Sr^Tl*""-'''i«V?"iir,^"^?' overhauled, new tyresT

ni^^\i^rAi\t^:irA^ "^«"°^'-' ^-'"' ^-

C"ar° \-^;J.'''^?r2°r^*'V '915>/. Whiting open

£;.v^i,i; 1 V^ WhitinK char-a-banc omnibus, de-

nil (l,« mJ, '
I'".'"'!','"'"" "'" ^^«' NoiwtKKl, 8.E., liii«

SnDdJvf" N "k"" ^ *",'• Satnrd.,,, 0. No bn.i„«^

to I n .„,! Sf r^i """n,"'.*"! " ""'"«• Victoria

iv/- rclMrn, FMalAhln:(i 1902. [2215

ERS
A

NEW
Generator

— with all the
irritating faults

eliminated

!

Ves— there have been faults—we admit OURS—but we
have profited by EX*PERI-
ENCE, and THIS Generator
embodies improvements which
make it absolutely foolproof.

It gives a uniform supply of gas,
ensuring a clear, steady hght

—

and will generate sufficient ga?
for Head. Tail, and Sidecar
Lamps.
Ask your agent to show you
one. AH the Headlight sets

now being sent out liave this

new generator.

F.R.S. LAMPS
" Beam Works," Pershore St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

30/-
each.

CARS FOR SALE.
O-SEATEE, S-lOh.p. Blurafield engine, water<-ooled.
'y _3-6peed and leverse, new tyies, hood, screen, me-
ciiQnieally sound; selling owing to ill-bealth • flSO"^
easy payments arranged to suit purchaser.— 62, St.
Paura Bd., Moseley, BirmingEabi. [X2790

'P'OE Disposal low price, 14h.p. 5-seat*r ArpTll oar,
-^ fitted hood, ^creeu, Zenith carburetter, "electric
lighting, good tyres, spare tubes, would make good hire
car, very reliable, genuine bargain, £135, or eschang©
new combination, Triumph preferred.—Melton Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire. [3027

pASTON Car Depot, 228a, Gipsy Ed., West Nor-
-- wood.—1914 4h.p. Green-Precision sporty combina-
tion, £67/10; 16h.p. Bell parcels van, live axle, gate,
£I25; 25-cwt. Unic commercial, large van body, 'solids,
4-cyl. monobloc, .sump lubrication, bargain, £250; 12-
15h.p. Opel londaulet, delivered 1915, bargain, £285;
12-l4h.p. Crossley 2-seater, dicker, detuclmble wheels,
monobloc, enclosed valves, £295; smart 1915 Overland
streamline 4-Eeater, self-starte-r, dynaino lighting, £335;
also brand new 1920 25-cwt. commercial, £50 below
list price. All on view. Coll,. Puit exchange enter-
tained if real good value.—Paxtou. [1287

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES,
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures

a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting. [2610

085 Down and 12 monthly payments of £15 secures
c^ splendid 1-ton tmck, twin solidis, will carry 30-CTOt.
—Details, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2606

ENGINES.
31 h.p. Minerva Carburetter and controls; £5.-36,

2 Church Lane, Moldgreen, Huddersfleld. [2961

5-6h.p. Ee^x Engine, induction pipe, exhauet pipes,
silencer; £8.-Lusty, 110, Wheat &t., Nuneaton,

Warwickshire. rx2843

4ih.p. Precision Engine, 1913, Bosdh wateitight, less
4 pulley and chain cover; £12.-33, Tunley Ed..

Harlesden, N.W. [2493

1 Q2Q 254h.p. T.D.C. a-stroke engine, with mag.,
-*-*-' carburetter, perfect condition; £13.—Louvel l-'arm,

Headington, Oslord. (D) [2957

Oh. p. Moto-Eeve Engine, with magneto, "pulley, and^ sprocket, good condition ; £6/10. After 6.—21,
Corfton Ed., Ealing, W.5. [306.4

DOUGLAS 2?4li.p. Engines, gunrantesd perfect, com-
plete, T.B. mag., Amao carburetter and controls;

£14.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. 12615

SUNBEAM 3V'h.p. 1915 Unit, magneto, carburetter,
not junk: offers over £24.-120, Maiiborongh

Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X2936

ABINGDON King Dick Engine, 1920, complete unit,

Binks with controls, mag., bracket, silencer, pipes,

perfect; £25.—Brierley,- Stewaitlee, Queen Victoria St.,

Airdrie. [9558

5-6h.p. Eex Twin, new bushes and eoauecting rods,
excellent condition; £8/10, or exchange 2-strolt6

unit, good gramophone, or cycle.—89, Congleton lid.,
Biddiilph. [2503

FOR Sale, 1912 234h.p. Douglas engine, complete
with mag. and carburetter, less valves, in perfect

condition; what offers?.—Apply, 20, Oster St.. St,
Albans, Herts. [2977

PRECISION Engine, twin 6h.p., with indnctitn pipe*
2 magnets, chain wheels; this is in perfect con-

dition; accept £17.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Hayioarket,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [.X,2294

J.A.P. 2.'-'h.p. Single Engine, in perfect condition,
complete witli exhaust pipe, silencer, niatj:n6to;

accept £15/10.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Hayma'-ket,
Newcastle-ou-Tyne. [XS295,

4h.p. King Dick Engine, quite new, complete w.'th
eshaust pipe, silencer, magneto, chain case, %

wheels and chain; £18/10.—Dene Motor Cycle O&l
Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyue. [X2296

I
HAVE the largest stock of J.A.P. engine parh
in London. Bh.p. J.A.l*. engines, £20; 4-5h.

J.A.P. engines, £20 I have all purt^ for J.A.P.
stock.—Hawkins, 455, Vork Ed, Wandsworth. [971

LAMBERT'S Garage (engine specialists) have sevi
J.A.P. and M.A.G. air and w.c. type engines

disposal, from £17/10 to £27/10. It will pay you
get our quotation. A full stock of spares carried;
engine overhauls undertaken in 5 days certain;
singles, £2/l0 twins plus cost of replacements. ,^
spection of our model workshops invited.—343»i
Pinchlcy Rd., llampstoad. [3047

J.A.P. SpwinliHts.-Si-ecinI J.A.T., 90 bnrc : 0»X
77'A, side valve, Kingle engine; complete enffil

J.A.P.. fess mag. and carburetter, brand new. spcciaL,
built by K. C. E. Baragwanatli, guaranteed, prico

£17/17; 1 5h.p. J.A.P. engine, 1 8h.p. J..\.P. engine,
all now parts, gnarantood perfect, not cylindcrf the
rats have been at. price 5h.p. J.A.P.. £23; 8h.p.'

J.A.P., £25.—liP. Carage, 40, Murray Mews, MufWy
St., Camden Town, N.W.I. (22^9

in

f
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F.R.S. LAMPS.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., specialists in

magneto repairs.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with-
in 3 days, and if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee
every magneto for 12 months. Armature wind-

,ng a si^eciality.

RELIANCE work for, and are recommended by, some
ol.the largest firms in London and country, and

:an supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spares for Bosch, U.H., Eisemann.
E.I.C., C.A.V., Splitdorf, Dixie, and all known

aakes.

RELIANCE specialise in the repair of U.H. mag-
netos, and, having the original U.H. parts, can

guarantee a sound and reliable job.

RELIANCE stock new and second-hand magnetos at
right prices; old magnetos taken in part payment.

iend for illustrated leaflet of the new Fellows light-

vcight magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most effi-

:ient made. Special terms to the trade.

RELIANCE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
concerning your ignition troubles, and customers

nay be certain of obtaining promptness and courtesy.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 11, Gt. Sutton
St., Goswell Rd., E.C.I. [2186

WEST London Magneto Co., London's leading mag-
neto repairers, guarantee repairs for 12 months.

IT^EST London Magneto Co. can .supply that mag-
Vt neto you require, either new or second-hand; also

pare itarts for every make of magneto at a low price.

WEST London Magneto Co. have a 24 hour repair
service, which is pleasing thousands.

W'EST London Magneto Co., 164. Shepherd's Bush
Rd., London, W.6. [2107

BOSCH Magneto, single, £3/10; 4-crl. Dixie, £6l\0.
—Sbaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. fX2887

PLATINUM Points heavy, all makes,; 15/- pair.—
W'.iUi^ Bros., JledhiU Rd.; Hav MiU^ Birmingham.

[23b
VTEW British Magnetos for any machine; exchanges
i-^ quoted.—Collier's Motorics, Horton St., Halifax.

[2554
H. Magneto, anti, 50% twin, guaranteed perfect

J\. 1

ITYRE HOUSEl

U' £4; 10.—Semple, 39, St. Leonard's St., Dunferm-
^ [2331

ITAGNETO Cogs, 8 and 9 teeth 3/6, 10 and 12 4/-,

LtI 14 and 16 4/6, 18 5/6, 20 6/6, 24 7/6 each.-
Jelow.

PLATINDM Magneto Screws, 71- each; platinum scrnp
bought.—Wood, Engineer, 4a, Kentish Town Rd.,

.ondon, N.W.I. [2677

rHOMSON-BENNETT Magneto, single, anti-olock-

wise- offers.—Stockdale, Meais Ashby Hall, North-
mpton.' [2774

rHOMSON-BENNETT Single Magnetos, £5/10;
twins, £6/10; approval, deposit.—Ashton, Thorn-

on Edge Dewsbury. [5900

JPARKIXG Plugs, best mates. Aero Type, 4 for
^ 6/-. post free; fully guaranteed.—S.B.C., Worcester

T^^i,.^,i.^rr.T,*«n r-voza'7
t., Wolverhampton. tX2387

y K /_.—180° Thomson-Bennett magnetos, suit 4h.p.
to/ Douglas.—The M.C. Depot, 257, Cavendish
td.. BaUmm, S.W.12. [2741

rvIXIE Magneto, 50^, suitable Clyno, £4; Bosch
L' contact breaker, £1; other magnetos.—51, Maple-
horpe Rd., Thcrnton Heath. [2873

rHOMSON-BENNETT Magneto, 180= twin, anti and
clock, guaranteed as new; £3/15.—Watson, 6.

Cavendish Parade, Clapham. S.W.4. [2S70

BOSCH Magneto, clock, suitable for big single:
£4: approval willingly: gifaranteed perfect,—

emple', 39, St. Leonard's St., Dunfermline. [2330

th.p.
Douglas Magnetos: 180° Thomson-Bennett, as

new, £4; oue 50° E.LC, £4; carriage estiii.—

ulina Garagu, SuUna nd.^ Brixton Hill, . S.W.
[2115

"TNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be leulaeed
IJ bv a Boultoa, £5 each; immediate dispatcli. A
>w shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.-Boulton i^lng-

etos, Ltd., OldhaU St., Wolverhampton. [8955

BOSCH Magneto, ZEl, anti, in perfect order, as new,
accept £6/10; Bosch magneto. ZEV, 55^, anti-

lock, in perfect order, as new; a bargain, £7.—Dene
Eotor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tjne.

rX2298
fc CCUMULATORS.—New C.A.V., 4 volt 15 amp.
A. hours, metal cass with strap, 14/6. carriage paid;
pproval against remittance. Trade supplied.—Maudes',
00 Gt. Portland St., London; and Paris St., Exeter.

[1168
rjEND Your Magneto for r^air to the Loveland Mag-
J neto Repair Service, • the service with 18 years'

ractical experience. Spare parts for all makes.—'Phone
treiitham 1590.—Crescent Magneto Works, Norbnry,
.W.16. [8508

iTAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's
U. Ganige, Tooting. Reply paid; quotation tele-

rai)he<l on receipt. Quick, efSoient repair guaranteed
1 from two to. six days, usually within 24 hours.

—

ftlmer's Garage, Tooting. [2609

AU letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end ol each

NEW W,D. LIGHTPALMER CORD
700 X 75 TO FIT 650 x 65 RIM.

COYER AND TUBE
£ 1 CO

SUITABLE FOR SIDECAR WHEELS.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Brand New Covers

1st GrsLdQ Only,
From Government Stores, etc*
24 A 2 Avon Druid 31 /-

2iX2k Englebert 27/-
24>:2| A\on Druid 36/-
2uy.z Clincher Ribbed 29/-

FOR 2\ RIM.
26:: 2,1 Heavy rubber non-skid .... 27 /S

Avon Sunstone .'$9/6

Wood Milne Combination . . 7d ,'-

C.occlrich safety tread 5S'3
20;-. 2I Dimlop heavy rubber sUid.. 42;'6

,, ]-a]iner cord heavy 39/5
Bates' special heavy 44,

-

„ U'ood-Miliio extra heavy . . 37/6
„ Avon tricar . . ; 34 5
„ Hutchinson passenger .... 35/-

2OX 2i X2J Hutchinson i-ubber
studded 52/-

Englebert super 55 /

Ejiglebert touring 47/5
,, Goodrich safety tread 61 /-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26; ;:J Heavy non-skid 37/6

,, Wood-Milne combination ,. 55/-
26 X 2i Clincher de luxe heavy .... 50/-
26x2! X3 - Dunlop heavy 45/-

„ Englebert passenger .. 47/-
„ Kom combination .... 57/6

26 X 3X2i- Pedley heavy 3-rib .... 67/-
FOR AMERICAN RIMS.

28 y 2i Kempshall anti-skid 35/6
,. Kcnipshall non-skid 42/6

28 X 3 Moseley extra heavy 28 '6

„ Kempshall 35 /-

,, Dunlop extra heavy 48/6
„ Goodrich safety tread 59/6
„ Palmer cord 55 /-

„ Clincher de luxe extra heavy 55 /-

„ \Vood-Milne extra heavy . . 55 -

FOR 650 X 65 RIMS.
700x80 Dunlop grooved 80 '-

„ Spencer-Moniton 70 /-

,, Avon Sunstcne , 70 '-

650 < 65 Dunlop grooved 57/6
Avon square 59,-
Avon 3-rib 59/6

,, Clincher de luxe ex. heavy 59/-

BELTS.
6ft 6"n X I Complete with fastener 13 6
iinAnv length 2/- per ft.

8ft X lin 21/-

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26X 3:-: 2\ Pedley heavy 10/6
26 X2i endless 6/6
26X2J endless 6/9
26 x2V X 2} endless ; 7/6
26 X2lx2i butted 10/-
26 X 2% endless 6 ''6

28x3 endless , 8 'S

28x3 Hutchinson 13/9
28x3 Avon 13 '4

Scut carriage paid on 7 days' approval aooimt
remiilavce.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd,

The TYRE HOUSE,
S3, THeoba.lcl's Roa.cl,
HOL.BORN, W.C.I

'Phone: MuseumlSiZ.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
p UNBAKEN Repair Service—Thorough and efficient
J-l^ repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag.
We have the spare parts, plant, and sltilled labour
turning out guaranteed work only.—Enclose instruc-
tions and send by rail to The Runbaken Magneto Co.,
Ltd., 115. Gt. Portland .St., London. W. ('Phone:
Mayfair 3S86.) North of England : Derby St., Cheet-
ham, Manchester. ('Phone : City 8266). [0258

MAGNETOS, Magnetos.-We hold a stock of V tffin
mogiietos of all decrees, and recommend the new

1
B.T.H. 42° to Indian riders : Bosch magnetos, all degrees
and lotations; B.T.H. singles in stock; exchanges. Tha

[

only official Indian electrical service station B.T.H.,
Thomson-Beunett, and Peel Conner repairs service.—
Euston Ignition Co., 329. Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusrond, Loudon.

[3786
THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (Established

1912), contractors to H.M. Government, aua
officially appointed by the E,AC.—Magneto repairs of
every description. All repairs at loi^est possible prices
and strictly guaranteed. We Cfin mostly return them
within 24 hours. We have several new and second-hand
single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—
The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78, Harap-
ftead Ed., Euston Rd.. London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1153. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, Londo'^

[1539
EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service, ijuuc-

anteed repairs to all types of magnetos; Splitdoif
and Dixie specialists: official Indian electrical service
station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All re-
pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench be-
fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for 12
months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed mag-
netos in London, twins all degrees: spare parts for nil
makes in stock ; charged accumulators all voltages
always ready in stoek. plugs, cables, 'A-watt and vacuum
Imlbs all voltages. AVe give you real live service always.
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ed., London. N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 5034. T.A : Magdymo, Eusrnad.
London [0363

H
TYRES.

EMANUEL'S for your motor cycle tyres.—Below

I O Qx3 Dunlop Extra Heavy. 4~pl3', 50/-, Palmer cord
/^ O heavy 50/-, Palmer cord 45/-, Wood-Milne extra
strong 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-, Kempshall anti-skid
35/-.—Below.

*y/>Ax80. for voiturette rims, will fit 650X65;
^ "Vf Dunlop .grooved 75/-. Wood-Milne Gruvrib
70:-, Spencer-Moulton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, Avon
Sunstone 70/-.—Below.

0^x3X2iA Dunlop Heavy 45/-, ditto tubes 8/6.-^O Below.

£*e^Ax65 Palmer Cord Heavy 57/6, Palmer cordWt/" 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As lollows for voi-
turette rims: Wicbelin steel-studded 70/-, Dunlop
steel-studded 75/-, Wood-Milne square 45/-.—Below.

0|ix2i,i. Dunlop Heavy Rubber-studded 45/-. Bates
^\3 heavy pattern ribbed 39/6, Avon Sunstone 41/6,
Dunlop combination rubber and steel-studded 57 / 6,

Rom ditto 55/-, Wood-Milne 55/-.—Below.

0^x2% Dunlop Heavy 39/-, Wood-Milne extm^" strong 39/-, Moseley ribbed 34/-, Dunlop com-
bination 55/-.—Below.

0^x2*4 Dunlop Heavy 39/6, Dunlop combination
/WO 55/-. Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 55/-. Bates
special heavy 37/6, Macintosh chain pattern 35/-.—
Below.

THE Above Tyres are Government surplus, not in
any way perished or soiled. All orders 7 days'

approval against remittance. II not satisfactory money
refunded. Country orders dispatched passenger train
same day as order received.—Below.

H. EMANUEL, Tvre Factor, 27. Belgrade Rd.. N.16.
Stores : 37£, Balls Pond Rd.- 'Phone : Dalston

3161. [0235

1 Pk / id ^^ *^* ^^^^ ^^^ retreading your cover withiO/ O extra heavy studded tread.—Below.

^ A I £t for retreading heavy ribbed pattern; send
A.rs:' \J for sections ol tread, post, free.—Below.

REPAIRS of every description -from 2/6.—Phcenix
Tyre Repairing Co., 224,, Sherlock St., Birming-

hiim. [X2896

ASTONE'S.—Special purchase. New Micheliu motor
cycle covers, beaded edge, 26x2^/^ 21/-, 26x1%B

BASTOSE'S.-New Micheliu Tubes, 26X2Vi tad 26x
2i,i, 8/6 each.

B ASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes.—Special line of
Englebert wired edge covers, 26x21/2. raised tread.

25/-: ditto rubber-studded, 32/-; also large stock of
beaded edge _ cover.?, all makes, at low prices.—228.
PentonviUe Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. :

2481 North. [2253

BRAND New Clincher Tyres, 26x21/4 33/6. 26x2V,
39/6.—WandsTVOrth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [6171

/? K A X 65 American Victor Covers, heavy, brand0«JV new, not clearance; 35/-, listed £4/10.-5,
Weardale Ed., Lee. [2305

TYRES. Great eale,—Don't buy any untir yoit h.ive
seen our list. It is a revelation.—Bancroftian Co.,

64 and 78, Bishopsgate, E.G. [0054

advertisement, and the date of the issue. 341
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TYRES.
!

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Genuine bargains in new clear-

ance and Government surplus stock; all goods sent

carriage paid on 7 days' approval against remittance.

ECOXOMIC—24x2',4 (it 2in. rimsl heary rubber
non-skid, 41/-, listed 54/6; 26X214 DuulOB hsaiy,

57/6, listed f2/16,'9.

ECONOMIC—26x2Ji Dunlop heavy; 39/6, listed

£2/18/9; Palmer cord heavy, 39/B, listed

£3/19/4.

ECONOMIC-—28X2V2 GondyKir di,imond tread, brand

new, 45/-, for pre-war American rims.

ECONOMIC—28X3 Kempshall non-skid clearance,

55/-. listed £5/10; Palmer cord heavy W.D.,
45/-, listed £4/13/6.

ECONOMIC—660x65 Clincher de Luxe W.D., 57/3,

listed £4; 700x80 Dunlop grooved, 75/-, hsted

£4/19/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed. 24x2 Dunlop rubber
stud, 30/9; 26X2 Dunlop rubber stud, 33/-;

26x2',i Dunlop rubber stud, 34/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone ; New Cross 1393.

llepairs and retreading. [9324

BULL'S.—Lai:Ee stock of motor cycle and voiturette

covers and tubes at cle;iranc6 prices.—Br"' " ""

lier Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's Lfme,
\V.C.2 - '-

INSURANCE.
ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insnrance of all h

kinds. Competitive rates for motor cycles. Lloyd** tj

and Companies prospectuses ou application.—170, Qt. K

Portland St.. London, [005$ jl

THE Motor Cycle " Insniance Policy ia the poU<yF
euthorised by " The Motor Cycle," and eoTflra

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private;
purposes. Complete compreheneiTe Cover. Maiimuiii
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of "The'
Motor Cycle " to all policy holders paying a premium

|

of £5 or over.—Full particulars and prospectuses on,
application,—The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance
Co.. Ltd., .io. Tudor St, London, E.C.4. [0007

POLLOCK & MACNAB 6|;n.

Friction Geared CapstanB
S

Jg Lathes for IJin. bar

a New iqx24In. CHURCHILL
I

type Universal Grinders.
]

Tel.; Gerrard 1347.
London,

[0243

STOCKTAKING Sale. 14 D.iys Only.—5,000 motor
cycle cover.«, brand new soiled goods, 26XX2 26/-,

26X21/1 27/6, 26x2% (for 2%) 28/-, 26X2i,i. 28/-, 700X8C
55/-.-Millards, Chesterfield. [1460

KEMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28 x
2'/!, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/-

each; 'special prices for quantities over 6; carriage

free: greatest bargains in t>'res.—J. Smith and Co.,

52-54, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. [0259

A26x2i/iin. High-class Rubber-studded Cover, straight

from the factory, for 30/-; just think of it; not
clearance; money refunded if not satisfied. Have one
of^these bargains. Send for our repairs and letre^idiug

list.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

BARGAINS.—Seven days' approval ; limited number
only : Englebert 26x2V4 heavy rubber-studded

passenger 30/- (list 46/3), touring 35/6 (list 53/-)
solo 34/6 (list 49/-); Avon 3-ribbsd, 20/3 (list 25/3)
plus postage 1/-; tube. 8/6 (list 12/-). Repairs, all

kinds, to tvres and tubes.—Armstrong, 17, Goldhawk
Rd.. Shepherd's Bush, London. [2752

MOTOR Cycle Tubes.-Best red quality, with small
patch vulcanised by makers: 24X2, 5/3; 24x

21,4, 5/6; 26x2, 5/9: 26x2U, 6/-; 26x2%, 6/3; 26x
2''-., 6/6; 26x2l/2X2«i, 6/S; 26x3, 7/-; 28x2. 7/3.
28'"x3, 7/6; 29x3'/2, 7/9; 650x65. 8/-. All leading
makes and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor,
27. Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores, 37a, Balls Pond Rd.
Phone : DUslon 3161. [0346

GOVERNMENT Surplus.-Huge stock of specially
selected second-hand covers. Dunlop lieavy, Pal.

mers, Kempshalls, Clinchers, etc., 26x21,^, 26X2%, 12/6
each; 28x3, 17/6 each; new Dunlop and Bates tubes
26x2'/:l, 2%, and 21/2, 7/6 each; special Hue of new
700 grooved rebuilt covers, 40/- each; goods cash ap-
proval.—Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksbys Walk,
Homerton, E. 9. 'Phone; Dalston 3483. 'Guims; Emnn-
rubwor. Hack.. Loudon. 10331

TANKS.
PETROL Tanks, bonnets, and sheet metal work made

and repaired. Send you'r requirements. "VVe Ti-ill

quote you.—B.B.E. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry
[S1933

TANKS Re-enamelled to pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons. 6. Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deonsgate, Mancheater. Established 25
years. [1797

TANKS, Rc-enamelling, etc.—We complete in 6 days
and guarantee makers' latest colours with original

trau-tcr trade marks; lists tree.-Park Works, la.
Pftradi;-o ltd., Highbury, N.5. [2787
nPANKS of every description replaoed, repaired andX rc-cnaracllcd at cur own works: .ill kinds of
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charge!
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green
Water St., Chapel St., Saltord, Manchester. Tel. •

2191 Central. [02S6

BELTS.
JDELTINC, all best makes, 2-picce. l%in. 2/6, lin.
.-'. 2/-. y.in. 1/9, Wn. 1/6: 1-picce lin., round tap.
l>c«l mnlicr. new Ircm the work<^ in all l,;ngtlfi, 2/6 per
[oot, PMI paid, on approval against cash.-Pitts. Eve-

Rcdrtilch. '[2285.ham St., Rcdililch.

GURI'LUB Oovcrnment Stock, made by Pcdlev Silver.ip town, Lycett. and Dnnlon; pcrtecllv „,» 'inTi"!

Pond Rd. Phone
. .16. .Stores. 37a.

Uril-ton 3161. [0343

U:

SgNew lOin. X 36in. LAND IS

SS Plain Grinding Machine. gg

ilNew No. 2 CINCINNATIg"
""

Vertical Milling Machines.

:S6in. X i4in. PRATT &55
SS WHITNEY Internal Thread gj
gg Miller. ggBD mm
B

aNew PRATT & WHITNEY gg
Die Shaving Machines.

i

18in. swing 8ft. bed AMERICAN
I

Tool Works Lathe

gg KEMPSMITH No. 2 Universal

gg Millers.

ggARCHDALE PLAIN MILLER,'
table 252inX lOin.

ii No. 3H LE BLOND Universal gg
gg Miller. gg
£5S PRATT & WHITNEY Automa-gg
BB tic Millers, lOin. size. gg

gg No 11 B & S. Plain Grinders gg

gg No._ 34 VAN NORMAN Auto- gg
gg matic Boie Grinders. Sg
BB BB

BB TELEGRAMS
SS TELEPHONE

"LATHES, HYDE.'
18, HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, Bennett's Hill.

LONDON OFFICE:

7. King St., Ciieapside, E.C.2.
INSURANCE.

F°rT,l;.'r'.°"n "'
"I'

"?'• '•';'>^l»ll' mfloi). npi.lv,

Lam, wo 5^- °""' '"•»*'"'<:• H'ok". «0. (Wncnry

D42 An letter, rch.tins (o advertUcment. .i,ould quote the number nt the end oj eaeh'ndve.tisement. and the date of the i

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBagg

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Motor Specialist—Guide free;

-3, New St., Birmingham. [8992

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registered
Fateui Agent. 146a, ftueon Victoria St.. E.C.

35 years'^ references. [0129

BETSON. B.Sc., Assoc.M.Inst.a.E., A.F.R.. Ae.S.,

Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Build-
ings, London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651. [9622
w

\

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

GARAGE for Sale, good going concern, best resi-

dential part Brighton; price £300.-14, Dyke Rd,,
Brighton. [2693

MOTOR Repairing and Stove Enamelling Business,
going concern, for sale in Coventry.—Box 963,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2879

MOTOR Cycle and Cycle Business, small town, main
street, 30 miles London; price £350.—Box 9,778,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [2588

ANTED, small cycle and motor cycle business,

living accommodation.-Moreton, Rosemont, St.

Albans Av., Weybridge. [2498

WANTED, motor cycle and cycle business as going
concern, or premises suitable for some.—Box

964, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X2858

'

BUSINESS Wanted, motor cycle, cycle, and repair

business on main road within 30 miles of London.

W^

-Reply Box 9,796, c/o The Motor Cycle. [29S8

MOTOR and Cycle Works, main road, west, old estab-

lished, corner piemises, nnder exceptional circum-
stunces long lease, low rent; no opposition; first genuine
ofier.-Bos 9,572, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1432

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
ROBERT BAMFORD, A.M.I.A.E. — Independent

advice based upon over 20 years' practical

mechanical experience; specialist in carburation and
speed tuning.—36, 38, and 40, Pelhara St., SoutH
Kensington, S.W.7 (close to tube station). Tel. :

Kensington 7213. 1482

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EX-OFFICER, public school and university, thorough

practical experience of motor cycles, desires

salaried post, view partnership; can invest capital.—

;

Box 9,774, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2584

STOLEN.
STOLEN from garage. Triuuipli 1920 4L.])., engine:

' No. 69116, frame No. 308741, niafe^neto M-L-
10172, belt driven, fully equipped, Mills-l-ulJuid coach-,
built sidecar.—lufonnntiou to Ives, 24, Bingley Rd.y
Heaton, Bradford, Yovks. [2649?

£15 Reward.—Stolen on Saturday, Nov. 27th, from
Emylene Rd., Acton, a 7-9b.p. Indian motor

cycle and sidei^ar (red], registered No. LP 3960. The
above reward will be paid by J. Trevor, F.A.I., 23,
Coleman Hi., E.C.2, to the first person or persona
giving euch int'ormation as will lead to . the nppre*
heusion of the thief or thieves and tlie recovery of tha
motor cytle. [2674

GARAGES.
"VrORTH Lomton.—Private garagev^ for light cars _
-Li motor cycles; curs 5/- per week, L'ombinntion3_3J
6olo 21- ; evpry convenience.—Knights, 30. Logavd
Highbury, N.5. [241

GENERAL TRADE.
SHEET Metal Work wanted, every descripti

trade supplied.—39, Liverpool Rd., Ec "

Chester.

ADVERTISER wishes to get into communicfltion-
maiiufiicturers of tlie following, with a view

contracts: Tubes, lugs, - oastijig;^, stJinipinga, smc-,
iirc:^sed steel girders, hnlia, rima. spokos, nuidgiKirds, and'
+aiika.—Write, Box 9,606, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1686

- - „ . Tooting, th*'
solely motor auction rooms in LondoIUi

Torms, 7J-^%, not clmrgeable if automobile unsold.
Motors bought and sold tor cash. Nearest goods sta-

tions: Falcon Lane, L.N.W. RIy. ; Wimbledon. L. and
S.W. RIy.: and G.W.R.—Sole address: Palnur's Oar-

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage,
oldest •

'- ' '•

Bhb' iLgc, Tooting, Londou, [5250

it
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WANTED.
IXrANTED, sidecar, cheap,—204, Brownhill Rd.,
»'' S.E.6.

, [2625

PALMERS Garage, footing.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMERS Garage. Tooting, will make .von a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—You will be sure ol
a good cheque if you sell your machine ;it

Maimer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooling.-Thousands of men hare
sold their machines here.

PALMERS Garage. Tooting, maTce a speciality oi
motor cycles in the fortnightly auction sale.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve 5/-. over £50 reserve

.0/-t no garage charge is incurred until 7 days' notice
s given.

K
K
K
X
K
K
K
K
X
X
X
X
X
XDALMERS Garage. Tooting, will collect machine

"-, ."''™ "y London railway sUtion. The auction SiC
ale is held on Thursdays fortnightly, commencin.; w

[2505
["ATE Solo or Combination.—Write, lowest ca^h 69a
L-* Hambalt Rd., Clapham Common. [2797

Ih.p, Solo or Combination, Triumph preferred
cheap.—204, Brownhill. Rd., Catford. [2624

riOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 1916 or later; write or call-L' cheap.—H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2696
[I/'ANTED, 2-stroke. any make, must be cheap.—181. S
»' Kewton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. (D) [2968 S

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

riTANTED, 2-stroke, for cash, complete, Round, clienp
TT -Stephen, 711, Commercial Rd., E.l. [1527

^.S.U. G^nr, condition immaterial; also cheap motor
-^ or parts—Bos 9,795, c/o The Molor Cycle. [2994
[NCOMPLETE P. and M. or Parts wanted imme-
L diately; cheap.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [2767

V\f.V. 4h.p. Douglas, cheap; state year, lowest cash.
*» 66, UmfreTille Ed., Harringay; Loudon, N. [2689
rpEAME for 8h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., with or inthout
L wheels, forks, etc.—Hare, Caius College, Cambridge.

[2324
iTTANTED, Triumph, countershaft model, any con-
«» dition; cheap.—Bos 9,736, c/o The Motor Cucle.

[2439
JCOTT Gear Quickthread Drums, gear pedal, foot-' boards, front brake.—79, Berkley St., Liverpool.

[2891
[T7"ANTED, front forks for 7-9h.p. Indian, 1914-1916,
»» ni;'w or second-hand.—Cook, 22, Newport Ed Car-
ifl- [2529
jTTANTED, late model solo or combination, cheap
rT for ca^h—103, Thurlow Park Ed., West Dul-
ich. [2863'

XTANTED, exhaust cam wheel for 3%h.p. -Precision,
'» and B. and L. lubricator.—87, Lordsraill St.,
hesterfield. [52909
[7[TANTED, 4-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. Hender-
rr sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
fandsworth. [6185
[XTANTED, .motor cycles, combinations, light cars,
»T any condition; cash on sight.—Dunn, 326, Euston
;d., London. [0332

^OOD Second-hand Sidecar Chassis ol 7-9h.p. Indian
J" or to suit same. — Apply, Box 9,804, c/o The
\otor C)/clc. - [2981

[T7ANTED, Auto-Wheel, engine -wanting repair; also
f T scooter wheel and sidecar chassis.-Feltham, West
[oors, Dorset. [2546

[T7"ANTED, P. and M. rear wheel sprocket, drum,
»» good condition.—Sadler, 60, Newport Rd

,

fiddlesbTough. [1420

[XT"Anted, pulley side half or whole engine case for
»» 5-6h.p. Blumfield.—Write 386, Icknield Way,
tetcliworth, Herts. [2352
TTANTED, urgently, 1912 Clyno back wheel, with
I'' twin sprockets, good price paid. — Whitworth,
orthop, Flintshire. [2947

[17ANTED. 6 to lOh.p. combination. State price
fi ase, and full particulars.—H. Parkinson, 203
iloucester Rd., Bristol. [2376

jX/"ANTED, good combination, not earlier than 1916;
'» state particulars, price.—3, Lime Villas, Oak-
eld Rd., Penge, S.E. [2782
[.Q12-14 6h.p. Eat, with speeds, must be cheap- state
Lt/ particulars and price by letter first.- 19, Wood
iflne, Shepheid'a Bush. [2667

condition

:

Lowpr
[3445

TTANTED, Scott gear, late pattern, good cor
I^T lor aale. Scott forks and front "wheel.-18,
orth Av., Baruoldswick.

Ranted, Triumph frame, engine, gear box; ex-» change furniture suite, gramophone cycle —
earles Stores, Southborough. [2945
[ITANTED, good up-to-date second-hand accessor
rv —State particulars and prices, Serrice Co 292
[igh, Holborn, London. W.C.I. £0172
3TUEMEY-AECHER or Armstrong Hub Gear oney requiring rep.'iirs not objected to.—Phibbs' 20
orrest St., Latchford, Warrington. ' [9562
CJiKGINES, spring

,
forks, N.S.U. gear. 42° Bosc-h

L-i magneto, gear bos:, and modem frame- cheap-17dkox Ed., South Lambeth, London. [9165

X
X
X
X
j«
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X

A STEADY
INCOME
is derived
from the

HILL MACHINE
for Sharpening

Safety Razor Blades
a a 3' =

fhere are millions
of Safety Razors

in use and scores of
millions of blades
rejected in a year.

The HILL MACHINE
makes safety razor
blades like new.

Perfectly simple to
operate.

Can be worked by a
boy or girl.

Run from the or-
dinary electric light

supply.

"NOT AUTOMATIC"
FOR THE RAPID SHARPENING
OF SAFETY RAZOR BLADES

ON RECEIPT OF A POST CARD
an IKustraled BooMet, giving full

particulars, will be sent post free.

Sole Agents :

Thompson & Capper LTP
Manesty Buirdings, College Lane,

UIVERROOIU.
Phcns- Royal 2060 (Privali Branch

Exchange),

Telegrams& Cables :
" Sanitas, Liverpool.

'
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THE HILL MACHINE »

WANTED.
TyANTED, iiair of flj-wheels ami i-air ovliudeM lor

T . ^ ^^-i-P- J-^'^'- ^ngioe; also pair fiywUeels for 51i.p.
J.A.r.-H. Brown, 71, Tfliller St., Wnudswoith. [2326
TXrANTED, SunbeaDi back wheel and sprocket, %in.

» pitch, ^sin. wide, about 42 teeth, rim to suit
26>:2i;jiu. tyre.—Climpson, Crown St., Peterborough.

[2824
WANTED, Ariel Iramos, etc.; Triumph engines,

frames, etc.; Indian 1915 handle-bar stem, mag-
netos, carburetters for Triumph.—Box 9,735, v/o The
Molor Cycle. [2433

£100 Avf;iiable for well equipped combiaation, 6h.p.
or over, roomy sidecar, late model; mipht give a

little more lor a Ligli-class lot.—Letters, Hnit, 34.
lievonshire Rd., S.E.23. [2315

SPECIAL Cash Buyers Indians, B.S.A.'s, Triumphs,
Hurabers, Htirleys, A.B.C.'s, Bradburys, Zeniths.

P. and M.'s, Hcott^, Matchless's, QJynos, Bex-Japs.—
Wandsworth Motor Eschaufe, Ebner St., Wandawortli
(Town Station). [6170

IP you wish to sell, exchange, or buy (lor cash or
easy payments) a motor cycle or combination, let

us know your requirements; we undertake to give
satisfaction; distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange, Wealdstone, Harrow. [7781

WANTED, small water and air-cooled cylinders,
bady cracked, but with yalve seatings and ports

in good condition, for lecturing purposes; state price.
A few valves wanted, stems must not be bent.—Write,
Lecture, c/o Smith's, 10. High Holborn, W.C.I. [2979

CENT) Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage -and
^-J Motor Auction Koomc;, High St., Tooting. Casli
oft'er telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can he included iu auction sale if

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2612

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE. 5-6h.p. countershaft Rsx for 2-stroke.—

n. Hills, Warboys, Hunts. [2808 -

(r>3.h.p. Twin Enfield 2-speed and J.E.S. for 2-strok6.—
^4 Bolton House, Southowrom, Halifax. [2514

1 Q20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, for
-i- 1/ cycle car.—Drouumd, Bernard Ed., Cowes.

I , [2380
EXCHANGES.— Get our list of machines ano ex-

change Quotation.—Collier's Motorics, Horton !^'

Halifax. [2535

MAXWELL 2-seater, exchange good .combination

;

sell £130.—E. De Cort, 39, Essex Rd., I?;ling-

ton. N.l. [2887

LATE 1919 Scott Combination, perfect orttci ; pait

exchange solo machine.—Sinclair, Bleucathvii, Wnl-
tou-on-Thames. [2688

4h.p. Royal Riley, complete all except brake; exchange
for 23,j'h.p., any make.—Adgent, Drongan, Ayr-

shire, Scotland. ~. [-i-

EXCHANGE 3,'.i;h.p. P. -Mnd M., 2-speed, 1918, like

new. for Douglas 2?^h.p. or 4h.p.—Motorist, 11,

Arcade, Bedford. [X2604

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. magneto motor cycle and coar-li-

built sidecar and caslx for Morgan.-Box 959, c.o
The Motor CycJe. 1X2861

NEW 6in. P. and H. Lamp Set (list price £4). 60-:
Remy dynamo, £6, or exchange accessories.— 97.

Angell Ed., Brixton. [3046

ENFIELD Coiribination, perfect condition, value
£125, for good 2-stroke.—Clark, 9, West Heath

Av., Golders Green. [2593

A.V. Monocar, J.A.P., 2-speed, disc wheels, 100 gns.,

for cycle or combination.—57, Kenbury St.,

Camberwell, London, ; [2707

EXCHANGE 1920 2-speed 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, for lower
machine. Baby Triumph, Levis.—Sheppard, 108,

The Crescent, Slough. [2506

WOULD Exchange £227 ten per cent, investment
in motor Inisiness lor 1920 G.P- Morgan.—Box

9,790, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2995

EXCHANGE SV^b.p. 3-speed coachbnilt combination
for Baby Triiunph with speeds, or other nfteis.—

liox 961, c/o The Molor Cycle. [X2863

EXCHANGE good Germain chassis and van liodv
for good motor cycle and cash.— 1, Burwood Mews,

Burwood Place, Edgware Rd., W. [2663

HUMBER 10-1 2h.p. Touring Car, 4H?yI., gate change,
etc.; would exchange for motor cycle, or sell £150.

-L. Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [3007

EXCHANGE that Typewriter. Reliance Co. will
make a fair allowance for it in part payment.

—

Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. [1330

| Q20 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, di<?cs, adjnstiibie
-LU wind screen, etc., less 1,000 miles; lig]iti\i'islit

and cash.— Motor, The Saxons, Weybridge. [2736

1 Ql'3-15 5-6h.p. Riidge Multi Combination, com-
-l*-' plete; wanted, 4;4h.p. B.S.A. combination or
similar.—E. Atherton, Kiliinghall, Harrogate. [2617

COMPLETE Professional Cinematograph Outfit,
ready for showing ; exchange motor cycle, or

would sell.—Box 9,779, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [2589

O.K.-J.A.r., 1919, 2^ih.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick start,
lamps. Klaxon, for Douglas or Blackbnrue, cash

either way.— 17, Dyei^ Lane, Putney, London. [2730

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. P43
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EXCHANGE.
NAPIER 401i.p. 6-cyl. 7-^6at«r, needs repair nnd

tyres, make sport-s oar, char-a-banc, or -van, lor

sound coinbinatiou.—Kot^, 22, Surrey St., Strand. [2469

O Kli-P- Iiis Limniisiue, £300 ; Indian combination
OtI taken in part excliungfe ; limousine body, £40;
exchanges entertained.— 96, I'htynix St., West Bromwioh.

[X2860
PHdilNIX 2-^eater, hood, screen, ivater-cooled 8h.p.

twin, 5 and reverse, wants slight attention, lor
romVuuatioii.— 14, Ecclesbourne Ed., Islington, N.l.

[2681
EXCHANGE, Indian 7-9h.p.. clutch model, 1913, in

good order, lor 2-spe6d lightweight, or well £30.~
Boctmaker, 82, Godstone Rd.. Whyteleafe, Surrey.

[2576
EXCHANGE Motor Xorry, 4-eyl. Bosch magneto, 4

spee^U and reverse, ior motor cycle and little

cash, or piano or furniture.—Box 960, c/o The Motor
Cycle.

- [X2862

IEXCHANGE
lighting plant for small house, engine,

-^ dvnamo, bulbs, accumulators, all fittings, for S'/s

h.p. old motor rvcle, Aiith magneto.—Bos 9,767, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [2488

A.C. Sociable 3-wheel 2-seater, De Luxe Model, fully

equiiaped, liood, screen, electric lamps, wheel
steering; £85, or exchange combination.—46, Cromwell
Ud., Walthamstow.

^
[2893

CLYNO 6h.p. Coach Combination, 3-^peed, K.S.,
clutch, interchangeable wheels with spa.re, value

£90 : exchansc less power solo and cash.—Box 9,797,
c/o Tltc Motor Cycle, [2987

N.TJ.T., 1920, dynamo lighting, fully equipped, abso-
lutely faultless; cost £170; sell reasonable, or^ ex-

change less exi>eusiv6 1919-20 machine.— Collis, Laver,
199, Unthankj Norwich. [5056

EXCHANGE 1920 T.T. Scott, with Conoelet Minor
sidecar, fully equipped, for late model lightweight,

Omega or Metro preferred; sell £130.—Craven, Brad-
ford Rd., Wakefield, Yorks. [2512

EXCHANGE Gent.'s £21 model Elswick, new 6-8h.p.
Fafnir engine, w.c, Harvey-Frost vulcaniser,

N.S.U.-gear; any of above, with cash, for SVoh.p, motor
or 2-:^troke.—Miller, Occumstei', Caithness. [2951

5 h.p. Twin Sidecar Machine, new. heavy Druids,
high-tension Bosch, 2-speed, hand clutch, good

I running order; exchange 2 or 4-stroke lightweight; sell
' £26, or cHers.—Pear&on, 110, Marston Lane, Bed-
worth, Nuneaton. ' [X2911

"jQ20 Rudge Multi, SVAh.p. (mileage 800}-, with Swan
J. *J .niKuting sidecar, Cowey, lamps, etc. ; any reason-
able offer, or would exchange for higher power solo ma-
I'hine.—Client, c/o Clapham Motors, 27, Stookwell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.IO. [2998

AHILLMAN Conversion 5-seater with lorry attached,
12-15h.p., Bo5Ch mog.. Zenith Ciirbnretter, Charles-

worth body, ready for road, and good tyres; exchange
for combination, or sell; giving carrying up.—Afihton,

St. Helen's Ed., Bolton. [1443

1 016 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, coiinter-
-L«/ shaft, Lucas l&mps and Klaxon horn. 2 spare
tubes, guaranteed perfect; any trial; will exchange for
good lightweight with speeds, and cash, or sell £100.—Box
9,798, c/o Tltc Motor Cycle. [2984

TRITTMRH Countershaft, engine No. 47089, just been
renovated at cost £15, lamp?, horn, 1919 Mill-

ford Corvette sidecar; exchange P. and M. or light-
weight, ca.'^h balance; or h'11, £115.—Palmer. 61, Com-
mercial Rd., Lambeth, S.E.I. [2525

O Qb.p. 4-cyl. Daimler Lorry, 4-speeds and reverse,^ O pneumatics front, twin solids back, fast and
powerlul, in good order, carries 25-50 cwt., for Morgan
or Matchless, or A.J.S. or Enfield combination; or sell
for £130.—Birch. Littlecot. Sutton-at-Hone, near Dart-
ford, Kent. 'Phone: 12 Farninghani. [2855

\
GET A NEW

\
1921

^ HENDERSON'
\ Four-cylinder

REPAIRERS.

A RMSTRONO or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
-nL promiJtly and efficiently.—Co«nty Engineering
Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—M^e are
.i!i expeditions repairers.—County Engineering Co.,
Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
wliile you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houn-

slow. [8920

Parts
etc.

Depl

.

repairs, replacements, uver-QPARE^ liauls,HUMBER Service Depot. Canterbury Rd.. Kiiburn,
N.W.6. 'Phone: Willesden 1298-1299. T.A :

[0B33onia, London,

11. FOSTER, of Leeds, is tKe origimtl cylindei
grinding Jiiiecinlist.

Uiuiibe

C
£1,000 ia tlio vnluo of tlio rancliine nnd equipment

Unit ivill grinil your ovlinder at our ivorks.—Foster
111 Leedii, 170, Ciirdit'nn R<I.

fTYLINllEB Orindinpr liy Foster of Leeds lios nc.v^ .-(imil. Pripo complete with iiiston from £2.
yALVKS, Trinini.li, ,T.A.1>., nnd nil Hinndnrd lnnlte»
^ 9'- 'r.-u. It. Fosl,;r, 170, Cnrdignn ltd., Liwls'

[0003

"The Aristocrat of Motor Cycles"

and
"The Last Word in Motor Cycle

Efficiency."

UAVING just received a large
'shipment, we are at the moment

in the happy position of offering
3-0 11

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY !

with or without Sidecar.

THE

^HENDERSON'
Four-cylinder

IS a truly NEW 1921 Model,

cmbodjdng such radical changes in

design and construction that otlier

liigh-powered machines will be left

3'ears beliind.

r^URING the past year only a
'-^few "HENDERSON " machines
have reached this country, the
majority being igrg models.
Large sliipments of New Models,

iT "Perfect in every detail" and the

ij most comfortable and safest motor
g" cycles on tlie road, have arrived.

1^ The makers rightlj' claim "that no
rj motor cyclist who has not ridden
? a 'HENDERSON' has learned
* the full enjoyment of motorcycling."

'i The Henderson can now be

Ji suppUed with a REVERSE
% GEAR if required — ideal

Ji for Taxi-Sidecar worlc.

V Sole Midland Distributors

Ji for the counties of Wanvickshire,

i«
Worcesterehire, Staffordshire, Salop,

^ Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire,
( and Derbysliire:

—

J THE PREMIER
i MOTOR COMPY
J

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM,
TL-lcphonc

—

1^ Central 7367
[2 lines).

B.|4 All IcUc, icliiliiig u, ;.dvciti8eiiic.its Blioi.ld <,i!ote the minihcr nt the end oT each

i

Telegrams- -

"PKIMPS,
BirniiiiKl'^Mii.''

tidvertisemeiit, nnd the date uf the issue

J
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PriM complets

35/-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable aii makes of Motor

Cycles. Write tor particulars.

TAIL LAMP
List No. 15/1.

Price, 6 '6 each.

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOB LISTS

ZOeHEUDLAMP 58/ EACH
207 CENEHRTOR 42/ EBCH

rSia SIDE LAMP IB/6 tiHeH

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price, 18 6 each
Rifibt or e*t fi^tine;.

SIUE CAB LAMP.
List No. rg/2.

Price, 7 /6 each.

MADE
TO

LAST
aiie from solid brass, tarn-

^l and theaded at lointa
Every part oEsoUdconstnic-
tion. Theaa lamps may be

t iken to Diec65 for eleanine, and will re
,T3ain alight in the strongeac gale. Best
aaality leases are fitted, and caa be easily
replaced if broken. These lamps will last

M long as-the macliinea they are used on, & are abaolutelr rustless

METAL REINFORCED TOOL BAGS

C

(T3^i List No. Size. Eachp-l
1

19/10 7i>:4X3i
19/10A. 7JX4X'3|-
I9./I0B, 6gX3X3

10/6
10/-
8/-

Complete vnth clips and screws.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all repatable agents.

RIM & PATENTS UTB
t-ft«DEN RB BDRPESI-EY BIRMINGHAM.

w

H

REPAIRERS.
ENTEAL !Motor Co.—Cylinders [motor cycle and car)

rebored and ground,—Below.

CENTRAL Motor Co.—New pistons, rings, gudgeons,
made and fitted ; accurate first-class work through-

out guaruntee<l; prompt, moderate charges. — Central
Motor Co.'s Engiueering \A''orka, Bromsgiove St., Bir-
miughaip. [1556

A RMSTRONG and Stnrmey-Aroher gear a speciality.—
-^^»- Kover Depot, George St., Croydon.

ROVER and Hobart repairs and spare parts. Eoyer
Uepot, Croydon Tel.: 222. [5091

HITTALL Machinists Co.. contractors to. the War
Office for all motor repairs.—Below.WHITTALL for Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded, accurately ma-

chined, promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.-.;Cylinders ground with guaranteed
accuracy. 'pistcns fitted; prompt, moderate. New

pistons made to pattern or sketch.—Whittall Machin-
ists Co., Whittall St., Birmingham. [0017

tJMBER Roc 2 speeds, overhauled; Res Roc; all

Roc spare parts in stock.—Below.

STtTRMEY-ARCHER 3-speed Wheeb, countershaft
gear boxes overhauled, also Armstrong-Whitworth.

—Below.

CYLINDERS.—Humher 2 and 3i;.li.p., new; Triumph
1909 and 1914, new.—Below.

PISTONS, complete.—Hmuber, Triumph, Rover, Res,
Precision, J.A.P.'s, B.S.A., Fafnir. Cylinders re-

bnred. and pistons to fit; no fancy prices.—J. Connolly,
Engineer, 13, Carmelite Rd., Coventry. [X2982

TRIUMPH Riders Please Note, I specialise in the
repair and parts for this famous single.-Below.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired and parts
supplied.—Below.

STtTEMET Count^rsliaft Boxes supplied or fitted to
any make of motor. Please state reQuirements.—

Dalby, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [2623

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes, by
hsads ; immediate attention ; reasonable prices.

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

;

new pistons fitted.^5adgrove and Co., 140, Conybsre
St., Birmingham. [2^97

NORTON and Co.—Engines overhauled, cylinders
ground accurately, pistons fitted complete.—

Below.

NAMELLING, plating, welding.—Norton and Co..
Schuol Av., Moseiey Rd., Birmingham. [9765

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists;

practically every part in stock at cut prices.—

Below.

GEARS Repaired and returned within the week;
enquiries answered return of post.—Below.

MEDIUM Sun Pinions, 10/6; small planets. 2/6;
pawl cages, 7/6; cones, 4/-; clutch caps, 6/6;

clutch nuts, 3/-.—Below.

MAIN Drivers, £2/7/6; axles, £2; best material used;
price list on application.—A. F. Lewis, Charles-

town, Weymouth.

I'
ONDON Agent for the above Armstrong gear parts:

-i White, 437. West Green Rd., Harringay, London.
N.15. [2693

ENGINES Rebushed. orerhanled. rings fitted, com
pression guaranteed, 40/-, twins 50/-: valves

chrome nickel, unbreakable, 12/6 pair.—Below.

PISTON Rings, high grade, standard or overalze.
any pattern, return post. 2/- each.—Patent Rings.

Wignu Rd., Atherton. [1540

PISTONS for all engines, up to 60 mm. 20/-, 70 mm
-22/6, 80 mm. 25/-, 90 mm. 27/6; complete with

rings and pin.—Below.

WELDING, scored or broken cylinders, crank cases,
etc. ; nothing too large or small.-Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, up to 70
mm. 45/-, to 85mm. 52/6; complete with piston;

3-5 days delivery.—Below.

VALVES in finest nickel steel, 6/- each; piston rings
or any other parts made.—Kellett and Collinson.

Ltd.. Havelock St., Gt. Horton, Bradford. [2585

PISTONS made to pattern or sketch; cylinder re-

grinding a speciality.-W. Cole, 53, >Sarehole Rd.,
Sparkhill. Birmingham. • [X2462a

FRAME, chassis, and tank repaire, enamelling and
plating, by experts; prompt deliveries,—Langham

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

WELDING.—Cylinders, pistons, etc., welded; carriers,

silencers, etc.—Super Welding Co., Gorton Works,
Greengate, Salford, Manchester. [2441

REPAIRS and Overhauls, moderate charges, quick
return. Douglas and J.A.P. engines a speciality

—Vidler. 131, Mantilla Rd., Tooting Common. S.W.
[0266

E

Government

Surplus

Stores
-LINEDAIRMAN'S FUR-

HELMETS .

Part worn. Condition good.
7/t> each

KILTS. TARTANS.
About 7 yards cloth.

15/- each
LEVRINE CYCLE CAPES.

Part worn. Condition gocd.
7/6 ea::h

SOU' WESTERS. BLACK.
NEW. 1/6 each

AUSTRALIAN WATERPROOF
CAPES. 48 inches long.

NEW 18/6 each
AIRMAN'S FUR-LINED
COMBINATION FLYING
SUITS (Sidcot Suit).

Part worn. Condition good.
50/- each

AIRMAN'S SHEEPSKIN
THIGH BOOTS.

Part worn. Condition good.
17/6 pair

LEATHER JERKINS.
NEW.

14/6 each
BLUE DUNGAREE
OVERALL TROUSERS

(Bib and Brace).
NEW. 8/- pair
DRILL

TROUSERS.
NEW. 7/- pair
D R l-L L
JACKETS.
NEW. 6/6 each

LADIES'
KHAKI OVERALLS.

NEW. 9/- each

All Goods Carriage Paid.

Money returited if not

thoroughly satisfied.

J. M. Millet& Sons
Government Contractors,

Southampton.

KHAKI
OVERALL

KHAKI
OVERALL

J

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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Insurance Policy

THIS space will be occupied each

week with copies of letters from
Policy holders who have made
claims. Original letters may be

inspected

:

Dear Sir, .

. . . .May I say what a pleasure it

has been to me to receive such

courteous and considerate treatment

at your hands, and, above all, to

recognise that although a Company,
you are by no means bound up in

red tape, and are willing to take a
personal view of things.

Again thanking you.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Incorporating The Autocar In$urrtnc<:

Dcpartmetit, Eslablislted igo^.

Head Oiilce.

77, Cheapside, London, E.G. 4.
Teleplione: City 9831 and 9832

branches : CIRMINGH/VM—Guildhall Build-
InRi, Navigation St. MANCHESTER—199,
Lif-'iniKate. LEEDS—Calvert'5 Chambers
B, Commercial St. NEWCASTLE—Atlaj
Ch.imbL-rs, Westnalc Kd. CARDIFF i';

High St. GLASGOW-137, West Regcat St

A free weekly ropy of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
g is sent to every pr)licy holder wlion

Jl the premium paid is £5 -0-0 or over

i

HEPAIREUS.
WELDING.—Broken cyliudeis, crank cases, etc..

made like new; work guaranteed; anick return.—
Tonge Welding Co., Morton St.. Middleton, Manchester

[X:5995

MOXOE Cycle Cylinders Eeground. new pistons,
rings, and gudgeon fitted, piston castings sup

plied, quick delivery.—Vulcan Engineering TTorkfj.

Walsden • [9314

STUKMEY-AECHEE, Armstrong, and N.S.U. Geara
repaired within week. We specialise only in re-

pairing these gears and supplying parts.—Tavistock
(below).

GREAT Reduction in oiu prices; enquiries given
prompt att^ention.—Tavietock Engineering Co.,

254a, Portobello Rd., N. Kensington, London. 'Phone:
Park 643. [2042

CUMBERLAND and the North.—Cylinders reground,
new pistons and rings, 75 mm. 46/-, above 56/--

Obsolete and duplicate parts made.—Cawley, Enginser.
Cockerm.oiith. [9110

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as beiore;
bandle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enameller-
to the trade. [0024

CYLINDERS, 23^h.p. Douglas twins reground ana
fitted with 2 high-grade pistons complete; 73/6.

returned in 4 days.—C.M.D, Engineering Co., Tavistock
St., Leamington. [X365i

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded
and machined complete; scored bores filled in and
ground lo existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete.
—West London Welding Co., Essex Place, Chis-

wiek. 'Phone: Chiswick 536. [2956

TYPEWRITERS Repaired by Reliance Co. give
satisfaction. The spare part stock they carry

enables them to replace worn parts quickly.—Reliance
House, Gray's Inu Rd. Holborn 2388. [1329

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation ol Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

tlie makers' own depot, 67, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I
Competent and satisfactory service oeaured. [0184

YOUR Tank Re-ennmell©], including minor repairs,

in 6 days; makers' colours, designs, original trans-

fer, trademarks guaranteed; private or trade; lists.

—

Park Motors, la. Paradise Ed., Highbury, N.5. [1984

WHY Wait for Repairs?—Engines overhauled, cylin-

ders reground, new pistons fitted in few days
and spare rings by return; accuracy guaranteed.—
Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmingham. [8341

ENGINES Rebored, rebushed, new pistons, rings,

valves ; special parts to customer's drawings

;

enamelling, plating ;
quick despatch.—Ashgate En-

Eineering Co., Ashgate Lane, Broomhill, Sheffield.
' [6424

TYRE Eepair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours,, retreads in 4

da--':.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wich [9247

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls.—We
are now able to put work in hand without delay;

skilled staff under careful supervision.-:>Harley-David-
son Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St., London, W.l.

[0043
COMPLETE Engine Overhauls: any spare made for

any make of year in 2 or 3 days; new piston fit-

ting and cylinder grinding a speciality.—Russell i^iigi-

ueering Co.", Moorhead Works, Rockingham Lane. Shef-

field. [0025

CYLINDER Eobofed, ground:, fitted with new piston
complete, with rings and gudgeon pin, £2/15;

twins. £5/5; compression guaranteed.—Henry and
Leslie, Ltd., 133-135, Clifton Rd., South Norwood.
Loudon, S.E.25. [9304

PISTONS Made and cylinders rebored from £2/15.
We specialise in quick delivery, and can return

your work in 3 days. We overhaul engine, make gear
wheels, cups, spindles, etc., and do welding and brazing,

—Wards, see below.

PISTONS all sorts in stock, or made to requirements
from 55/-; delivery one day.—Wards, 51, Upper

Richmond Rd., I'utuey, S.W. [0326

ARMSTRONG, Sturmey-Archer, N.S.U. gears, and
broken frames repaired; D.W. control for N.S.U.

supplied ; spindles, pinions, nuts, etc., from stock;

stmiui reply.—S.S. Motor Cycle Co., 636, Harrow ltd..

Paddington, WMO. " [3001

HUMBER. Humber.—We Bpecialise in Humber re-

pairs, and have all spares in stock, including Roc
gear parts for 1911-12 models.—Write or call. Parsons,
Motor Engineer, 190, Broadway, llendon- N.W. Please
note, established 1909. [2f.36

ALUJflNIUM Alloy Pistons.—Energise your favourite
inuchiiio rluiiiig the winter. Wo fit aluminium

lii*-tons, H'Ki ind <'vlindorrt, or completely overhaul en-
i;iiiDH.— Ki-ik'blt'v C'dinnuiritil Lorry and Engineering Co.,
Ilidiinx K<l.. Keiwliluy, York*). [6096

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding "Hone by
fxpcrt; cylinders, crank rases, genr boxes, pin-

tiiu-s, cranks, Hanger, etc.; aluininidni a i^; i riality. No
< iiru Hf- pay. and all work rt- turned in 6 d.iys.—

H

Hunp, 105, Hiswll St.. Birmingham. [C023

STURMEY-ARCHER
and ARMSTRONG

HUB or COUiNTERSHAFT GEARS
REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY, and in urgent

cases we can repair while you wait.

Actually in Stock.—New Sturmeyr

Archer Countershaft Gear Boxes

and spare parts. Send for illus-

trated list. ' Trade supplie i.

Senl wheels, Hounslow L.S.W Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64, Staines Roa.cl, HOUNSLOW.

Telephone : Hounslow, 322.

Telegtama : " Tluree-speed, Hounslow

fors&tisfAClioi

NEW
MOQELS

ft'EW IMPERIAL a h.p. Com*
Lmation, 3-speeJ, kickstarfc
ali-chaia drive .... 178 gns

ZENITH a n.p. Combination, Model
N, clutch and kick start £205

HAZLEVyoOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Com-
binati'on £204 12

HUMBER, 4i h.p., flat twin, 3-sp..

k /start, all-chain drive, Grind-
lay de luxe Sidecar £179 10

ARIEL 3^ h.p. Combination £154
COVENTRY AGME-J.A.P. 8 h.p.

Combination, detachable and
spare wheel £213 1

5

;COTT 33 h.p. twin 2-stroke Com-
bination £185

QUADRANT Combination '. £143
NDlAN rowerphis Combination,

electrically equipped £223 14

INDIAN Pow'erplus, solo £18114
IKDIAN Scout £140

Order your 1921 Model now. •-

niccptjis .sntcm// corc-.tTHv

THE

XoventhyHotorMart

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY

m

B46 All letters rcluliiiti to iidvcrtj.cincnts should auolc tlic miiiiher at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issu*.
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The Forward
Leather

covered
Link

1/3

The King Hook Leather-

covered

Link
1/-

'The Missing Link'
suggested in the Darwinian Theory may
have been something between a monkey
and a man. That is probably something
you don't worry about, but what docs con-
cern you—vitally—is THAT missing Link— THE FORWARD—ycu had always
intended to buy but never did, when,
stranded miles from anywhere with a
broken Belt, you hunt frantically through
y^yur spares for anything as a makeshift.

And—after a fruitless search and an
equally hopeless half-hour or so trying to

make a Belt, already stretched to its

utmost, strain just that extra fraction of

an inch which the FORWARD or KING
HOOK LINK would have bridged, well—
it generally ends in pushing " the bus "

home, doesn't it ? And, trudging the
weary miles you vow you'll get a FOR-
WARD at the first opportunity. So, with
the bad weather coming on, let that oppor-
tunity be NOW ; select your Fastener and
Spare Link from the following, add a
Forward Belt Punch, and you are safe
against any possible belt trouble.

The Forward Fastener t/9
The Forward Leather-covered

Link 1/6
The Kin? Hook Fastener

—

Detachable 1 /3. Adjustable 1 /6

The King Hook Leather-
covered Link 1/-

The Forward Belt Punch 3/8

Inexpensive, aren't they? But what a
world of difference they would make, to

YOUR peace of mind.

FORWARD SPARKING PLUG CO
Summer Row,
Birminghsni ,

Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer Hub Gears.
Wp repflirthe above Gears promiitty.

Sturmey-Archer Countershaft Gear Parts Stocked.
"When aendinK wlieels pleaso remove all outside titttngg, labal
clearly with owner's and onr addrea^, and advise hub number
rvd tv}'r of (if.nr.

Recommended' by SCurmey-Archer Co., for Repairs.
Armstrong and S nrmey-ArcIier ear Adjustment .-sheets
supplied, Kend 2d. atampa and stamped addreeaed envelope.
The CROMWELL EN^tiMEERING CO..

327, Putney Bridge Road, Putney, London, 8.W.I.
I'hoiip 1601. Piuney. L. fi -^.W. l\,y. Pntnov Station.We do not repair pash cycle gears.

E

REPAIRERS.
B.r. Garngp, J. A. P. Si.ieciiilist?, 40, Minrrtv Mews,

Camden Town, is now taken over entirely by
E, E. Baragwanath, the well-known J.A.P. expert,
who can undertake all repairs and tuning of J.A.P.-
engined machines at shortest notice. [1341

NGINEb Overhauled.—Mntor cycle engines, over-
hauled, cylinders reground and new pistons fitted,

lifilit car overhauls a speciality; new spares made in
3 Ilw days ior anv engine, any date.—Edwards Engi-
neering Co.. 225, Acton Lane, \V.4. Chiswick 1383.

[0295
BARKER'S Motors f4-cy]. motor cycle engine special-

ists). Over 20 years' automobile experience. For
(inirt nnd efficient repairs consult us. Spare parts made
in the shnrtest possiltle time.— 194, Balham High Rd..
S.\y.l2. Tel.: Latrhmere 4441. T.A. ; Puslifully. Biil..

London. [2959

A.J.S., Enfields, Sunbeams, also Matchless special
repairs. W^ specialise in these makes only, and

can undertake to do any kind of repairs in the quickest
possible time. Machines decarbonised, valve grinding
same day as undertaken.—J. Smitlx and Co.. 52-54,
Hampstead Rd., N.W. [0293

NOW is tlie time to" have your motor cycle over-
hAuled, so as to be ready lor the spring; we

undertake anv kind ot repairs, cylinder prindin-ir-new
bushes, welding, frame repairs, special sprockets made
or gears cut; get our quotations.—Dudley-Davis Motor
Exchange, 103a, High St., Wandsworth. [3018

V.S. ]Motor Cj'cle Agency.—Suijplying spares; new and
second liand V.S. 2-spGed gears; overhauling V.S.

pears, which are aIi=o fitted to Matchless machines, etc.

Peugeot piston castings and rings in stock." Overhaul-
ing machines, and anv alterations. et<^.—Qeiger, 24,
Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3. [223ff

NOW! Is The Time for engine overhauls [any make).
Rebushed, new rings, etc., 50% under usual

charges; satisfaction guaranteed. Anything for any
make supplied. Send to the man Tt-ith 15 years' practi-

cal mechanical experience, machine shop to road test.—
George H. Dale, Motor Eugiueer, Temple St., Rugby.

[X6459
A GET YLENB and Electric Welding.-Broken
-^ flanges, cracked water jacket;, scorced bores, worn
bearings, built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,

aay hrolcen motor part welded and machined up and
returned in 7 days, 1^ year?' experience.—Lincoln
Jeffria'". jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhoui^e

Lane, Birmingham. [2818

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears Repairs.-Note
reduced prices of Armstrong parts: axles, 59/-;

drivers, 45/-; pinions, 2/6; medium suns. 10/-; cones,
3/6; compound wheels, 9/-; and most other parts at
lowest prices. Sturmey-Archer J.A. and J.S. parts
in stock; Sturmey g^ar box, clutch, rings. laysnafts,
sliding wheels, kick starter wheels.—\V. G. Eaton. 373.
Stoney Stantou Rd., Coventry. - [X2983

MANCHESTER.—O. E. Carter, Expert Motor Cvcle
Engineer, has fully eauipped works for perfect

repairs to motor cycles. He specialises in making faulty
engines perfect. Repairs and . renewals of all makes
of machines promptly and properly executed. Special
magneto repairs c^ervice. Tour testing means recom-
mendations.—17, Webster St., Greenheys, Manchester.

[X2420

WE Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and
N.S.U. engine-shalt gears; our enormous stock

of N.S.U. spare parts (having acquired the company's
entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply
to suit practically all N.S.U. models, including the
earlier types, fitted with Eiseman L.T. mag., also for
the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K.
machines. In ordering, it is important to submit old
parts as pattern, trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, "Spares Dept., 275, High St.,

Acton, London.
'

[X2459

I^OR 13 Solid Years we have earned our daily bread
by properly repairing motor. We are the oldest

firm of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our ex-
perience is worth a lot to you. Tou nin no experi-
mental ripks here. Specially selected men and
specially selected machinery enable ns to turn out
work which is a pleasure to our clients and us. Cylin-
der« reborcd and ground to a glass finish. Pistons,
rings, and hu.=hes made that really fit. Engines over-
hauled; bodges ,. rectified; tatisfaction guaranteed. If
we cannot please you. your are hopeless.-Tennant En-
gineering Co., 238, Bristol St.. Birmingham, official
repairers to the A.CU. and R.A.O. [/0047

MISCELLANEOUS.

A^'^
ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired,

promptly and efficient^}'.—County Engineering Co.,
Hounslow.

~

[9625

B OWMAN'S SALE.—Three clearing
less than manufacfurcrs' cost.

lines offered at

NEW High Tension Cable. 36in., 40in., and 54in.
lengths, with terminal eyelets, 4d. per yard, postage

Vsd. per yard ; Triplex aluminium w ind screens, Avro
or Austsr, perfect, 10/-, postage 1/-; new Bowden cable
and casing, 6ft. lengths, 1/3 per length, postage 2d.

PROMPT Despatch. Money back if not satisfied.
We have other bargains. Tell us what you want.

—Bowman, 122, Everton Rd., Liverpool. 'Phone: 569
Anfleld. _ [2318

A. V. MONOCAR 19^ S h.p., fitted
with rear cushion for passenger
Price (shop-soiled) £150

A. V. BICAR i9?o (two - seater).
fitted with hood and screen,
8 h.p., Jap, 2-speed gear. Price
(shop-soiled) £20"!)

A. V. MONOCAR 1920. 6 h.p. Jap,
like new, fitted with electric
lamps. To clear £120

VIP£R-J A.P., new, slightly shop-
soiled, offered at, to clear £65

CEDOS, 2-5peed, 2-stroke, new,
slightly shop-soiled. Offered for
quick sale at £6 5

CHATER-LEA :?-stroke. 2-speed,
quite new, but shop ^ soiled.
Ofiered as a clearance line for £65

J.ES, MOTOR CYCLETTE
quite new, shop-soiled, price £37 10

SIDECARS shop-soiled, offered at
Bargain Prices to clear :

Langiord, with Pic-nic set com
Plete £30
Swan standard £30
Grindlay (for Indian) £35

Also 7-g h.p. Second-hand INDIAN,
thoroughly overhauled, re-con-
structed, and re-enamelled, etc. £80

llhtstraUd Mot&t Cycle Booklet Fosi Fru
OJi Request.

I BLAKE & CO.
Lancashire's Leading Motor Cycle House

LIVERPOOL
BOLD STREET

MANCHESTER
BLACKFRIARS STREET

AilTt. Dent. .1 B. ,V Ci.

All letter! relating to advertisements sitould quote the number at the end o: each advertisement, and the date- of the Issue. B47
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CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO-STROKES.

They get the
best results
from your
engine.

Type B.S.V.

Variable Jet Model.

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams: Carburet, Birmingham.

Telephone: East 301.

MISCELLANEOUS.
i^EEAT Clearance.

TXEEE'S a Chance.

SOMETHING Really Good.

BEAND New B.S.A. Engines, 4i.i]i.p.. £17; new
B.S.A. geJi bosw, £15; new B.S.A. frames, back

st-ays, and bottom bracket, £8; new B.S.A. fiont forts,
complete with all fittings, £4/10; new B.S.A. tanks
with ail fitting:s, including Best and Lloyd lubricator,
£4.10; new B.S.A. leai wheel ami chain sprocket, 50/-;
now B.S.A. front wheel, 25/-; new B.S.A. handle-bars,

I
complete with all fittings, including front brake, £2;

j
B.S.A footboard?, 15/- pair; B.S.A. cu'sh driye, com-

I

plete. 30/-; B.S.A. Talve, complete in case, 5/-; B.S.A
magneto sprocket*?, 3/-; . B.S.A, carburetters, 50/-;

I
Eenolds B.S.A. driving chain, 88 links, 20/-; B.S.A.

I
silencers. 25/-; E.S.A. front rim brake?, complete, 25/-;

i
B.S.A. rear carrier.s, 35/-, B.S.A front mudgards 22/6,

'rear 18/-; B.S.A. chain case, complete, £2/15; numer-

I

oui other B.S.A. parts. All above brand new, as from
I

makers.—Below.

BOITGLAS 254h.p. Parts, all brand new.—Belt rims,
15/-; back stand, 12 ; - ; induction pipos, 15/-,

]

gear box, 2-5peed, irith chain and pulley wheel, £4/15;
j
cvlinders. back or front, 30/-: front brakes complete,
20/-; handle-bars, 15/-; footrest rubbers and holders,

I

3/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Front Forks, complete with all

fittings, and new as from makers, £4 ; brand new
Sturmey-Archer countershaft 3-speed gear box, £19

;

new Binks carburetter, never fitted, as from makers,
55/-; brand new C.A.Y. magneto, single, anti-clock,

£4/15; new Miller generators, 9/6.—Below.

BEST and Llovd Drip Feed Lubricators, brand new,
12/6; Bowden throttle controls, new, double 9/6,

single for magneto 7/6.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,
135, Edgwaro Ed., W.2. [2929

i'TAW" HEAD LAMP, Model No. 29

"Spotfinder"

5jin. diam.

Piice

:

£2-15-0

In
White
Nickel

or
Black
Plated.

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

LARGE. Stock oir genuine Douglas spare parts ah^ays
in stock at list price.—Vivian Hardie and I?ne,

Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St...

W.l. 'Phone : Mayiair 6559. . [0321

SALE. Sale. Sale. Sale. Extraordinary prices.—
See below.

BAXCROPTLAN" Co.'s Great Sale of surplus stock to

be cleared regardless of cost, consisting of motor
cycles, all makes: tsres, lamps, horns, sidecars hoods
speedometers, carburetters, njasuetos, belting, accumu-
lators, waterproof clothing, chains, saddles and every-
thing for motor cyclists at extraordinary prices. Call

or write; you will s&ye mciney.—Bancroftian Co., 64 and
78 Bi«hopsgate. London, E.C. T:A. : Chaikel, London,
Tei.: -ondon Wall 9897. [0053

IXDIAX Gear Boxes and Engines, and all parts for
same. Below.

INDIAN Intake Domes, carburetters, magnetos,
clutclies, kick-starters.-Below.

INDIAN Carrier?, chains and guards, springs,
sprockets; in fact, everything for 7-9h.p. ; all parts

I

absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Storee. 89, Brixton
' Ed., London, specialists in Indian repairs. 'Phone:
Brixton 3129. [8739

STANLEY Fasteners, % and %in. and lin.-, ex W.D.
5d. pair.—Below.

TEIUI\II'H and Douglas Belts, ex W.D., quite as good
as new; 7/6 and 8/6 each.—Marble "Arch Motor

ExchanRe. 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. [8153

DOUGLAS 25/4h.p. Engine Spares, buffer head, forks;
£6.-33, Pennard Ed., W. [2958

-Martin,
[2894

S.r. Gear, £6/10; Grado. 90/-: ditto K.S.. £8/10,

COWEY Horn (handle-bar), new; 50/-.-
191, Ccerleon Rd., Newport, Mon.

N'
GENUINE Douglas 2^4h.p.. pistons, rings, gudgeons;

50% off list.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2145

N.S.U. Gear, brand new, less controls, suit Bradbury;
£7.-Box 9,794, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2993

ONE Week Old Binks, off Dnuclas; 60/-.-Fnber
Egglesdific Village, County Durham

SIDECAR, needs repair, ^5
^10.-177, Canterbury Rd

[2450

6h.p. a.i.v. J.A.P
Kilburn. [2779

P.
and M. Spares, all partfl in etock, cheap ; state re-
quiremeuttf.—Inman, Othello St., Liverpool. [2473

CLVNO Spares. Every part. We are not Govern-
ment junk dealers, no rubbish supplied.

WE have the largest stock in the world; all prices
reduced. Write requirements; stamp please.—

Clari.lgc's, Clyno House, 8, Chandos Rd., Redlan.l,
Urisluf. [2896

WALL Auto-Wheel
condif

, with lady's Rudge, excellent
.w..,..vion; .-£20, or separate.—Crittenden, 75.

Salisbury Ed., Maidstone

iiTKi I'.o. pccurfd.-(.Maridf-o e. J

Chandos Rd., Rcdland, BriKtol.

"TAW 5 J ELECTRIC
UGHTING
OUTFITS

[2747

LAMPS.-Slni)en(lmis liarRain: H.B., 17/6; fail
liitnpi^. 5/6; large peneratorB, 9/6; small. 7/6:

first P.O. pccurfd.—ClaridKo'e. Lamplight House. S,

'TAW" SIDECAR LAMP, No. 33
Gives a pencil beam
light ; screws direct

to sidecar body.

Prices

:

WTiite Nickel—
lis. 6d. each

Black Plated—
12s. Od. each

'TAW" TAIL LAMP, No. 32
Screws to Number
Plate. Back removes
and can be used as
an inspection lamp.

Prices :

^Vhite Nickel

—

lis. 6d. each
Black Plated—

12s. Od. each

"TAW" ACCUMULATOR

6 volt 40 amp.

£3-10-0

each.

In Teak
Box.

TAW" TWIN KNOB SWITCH
Black Plated

7s. each.

Vulcaniser
RUBBER
FLEX

Conductoi*

12s.

per six yards

COMPLETE SET, including 1
Head Lamp, 1 Sidecar Lamp, 1

TailLamp, Accumulator, Switch
Cable, and Bulbs £8-10

'

n

i

Write for Motor Cycle Leaflet.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

TAW MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

Campsboure Wks., High St., Hornsey, N.8.

B48 Ml Iclttrs lelnting to advertisements should ouote the niinihcr .at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isRuc.
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A boon to the Motor JJ
Cyclist. "" - —

BaBBBBOBBBEBBBBaBB

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS.

: QUITE NEW.
Manufactured by

North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Dominion Rubber Co., Ltd., etc.

Sizes: 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12.

17/6
CARRIAGE 1 - EXTRA.

ON APPROVAL.
iSrrai days against reviittance,)

ELITE RUBBER
— <J^ CO., Ltd. cKs=
264-266, Vauxtiali Bridge R(L,s.w.i

Telephone: Victoria 6553.

A few shop-soiled

Lightweights,Z

3
n guaranteed new, at

J greatly reduced
14

Kj prices,

_ to make way for

^
1921 Models.

MctopHoi^man

n

J.

3

I
J

diate delivery.—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

_ specialise in these;
models supplied.—Booth's Motories, Halilax.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BIXKS Carbaretters.—Large stock ready for imme-

diate delivery.—Booth's Motorif^s. Halifax.

glNKS Carbnratters.-We s;

BIXK3 Carburetters.—We take your old carboretter
in exchange.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas. Scott, Indians.
Harley-Davidsoas, Triumphs.—Booth's Motories.

Halifax.

BINK3 Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try ore.—Booth's Motories.

BIN'KS Carburetters save petrol and give more
power.—Booth's Motories. Halifax:.

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange-—Booth's Motories.

STATIO.VARY Engines.— Pjh.p.. run on petrol or
paraffin; lis' free.—Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.—3h.p.. run on petrol or
paraffin.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

STATIONARY Engines.—Hopper, cooled, mag. igni-

tion, 2 flywheels; list free.—Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engine^.—Large stock for immediate
delivery; list free.-Booths Motorics, Halifax.

STATIONARY Engines.-Latest design, run on
petrol or paraffin.—Booth's Motories, Halifax. '

STATIONARY Engines.—Large stock: send for list:|
exchanges entertained.-Booth's Motories, Hali-

fax.

1 AA MAGNETOS, brand new, weather-proof model;
|WJXJ £4/17; 6. carriage 1/6.—Booths Motories. i

Halifax. :

1 ^7 K CARBURETTERS to be sold, cheap : Brown I

-I- • tl and Barlow. Amac, Capac, B.S.A.. Senspray.
Triumph. Scott, Douglas; price from 15/-. Several
are latest 1920 models, hardly used; etate require-
ments.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

NEW 1920 Lightweight Fiame, fitted with Tilliers
engine, magneto; £19,'10. — Booth's Motories,

Halifax.

Xh.p. Gas Engine, with tank, £7; o^jh.p. Centaur
2 engine, m.o.v., 50,'-; van body for G.W."K. oar,
£9/10 ; 26x2' . lims, 4/9 ; new 40 ampere accumu-
lator. 27,'6.—Bcoth's Motories. Haliiiix. [2622

MUDGUARD Bladee, extra strong. Sin., front 8/6.
back, sidecar or cycle car, 9/-; carriage 9d.

BELT Eims, 19in. or 16in.x254in., for lin. belt, 17/-.
carriage 1/-.

WIRE Wheels quoted for.—Front 11.0. from 27/6:
back M-C, from 36/-; sidecar wheels, from 55/-.

-Gibbons, Chadwell Heath, Essex. [0111

THE Spot for cheap dependable typewriteTS.>-Reliance
House, 2, Gray's Ian Rd., Holborn, W.C. [1324

STURMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxes, brand new; in
stock.—County Engineering Co., Honnslow. 7929

POLISHED Celluloid Sheets.—Athol Engineering
Co. 9. Peru St.. Higher Broughton. Manchester-

f7962
QADDLES, Brooks B170, 35/-; Le Grande, 25/-

new.—Turner, 78, Church Ed., WiUesden.
[2437

1 Q17 Douglas, less mag.and a few parts, £25; Doug-
las wheels, 12/6.-33, Hackford Ed., Brixton.

[2760
'

REN0LD3 Chain, %xii, 96 links, 25/-; 56 links,

j

15/-; new.—56, Suttoa St., Aston, Birmingham.
|

[X2929
MABON Clutch, perfect, off S^h.p. J.A.P.; £3.-1

Ellis, Maltese House. Writtle, near Chelfiosford.

i

[2716
,

LARGE R.A.F. Helmets. 18/6. eo^t £4/4 each; sent:
on approval.—76, Balling Rd., Hammersmith.

[28Q5
STUEMEY-AECHEE Countershaft Gear Bos for sale.

—Ideal Trading Syndicate, Crcmwell House, Hoi-

!

horu. [1630

;

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired

,

while you wait.—Countv Engineering Co., Houns-
low. [9626

I

PATRICK.—4i2in- S-C. lathe, ^4in. hollow spindle ;

'

deferred pavuieuta ; list 15E.—Penraevon Place,

'

Leeds. [2235
j

C^EAE Box. Allday^. 2-«pced. clutcb, controls, per-
T feet; £5.—Burrell, Cheriton Lodge, Fareham,

Hants. [52772

TRIUMPH Clutch Wheel, eoinplete, controls,

pedalling gear; £6/10.-36, Winchester St., Cov-
entry.

'

[X2932

BARGAINS.—Triumph countershaft, frame, tank,
front wheel, tyre; £7.—Searles Stores, South-

borough. ' [2944

4h-p. Douglases, few parts missing, W.D. models;
_ £30, real snip; worth dealers" consideration.—

Below.

4h.p. Douglas Engines, gear boxes, frames, etc.,

cheap.—Banister and 'Botten, 341, Upper St
London, N.l. [2900

MOTOR Repair Plant, electric power, fitted with
Hendy fiithe and various other machine tools.

I onlv wants viewing.-—Motors, 59, Essex Rd., Isliog-
' ton, N.l. [2889

"GRADO"
GEARS

make your
machine climb
anything but a
staircase.

Fitted in two
hours.

No alteration to

machine.

Price £12-0-0
ForTRIUMPHS,
BR.ADBURYS,
B.S..A.,

PRECISION, etc.

Sit on }-our saddle and start engino

Variable gear, free engine, kick-start.
Here is our world-famous kick-start
model for all machines from 3 to 10 h.p.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

TWO - STROKE RIDERS — This
gives you a gear for every gradient

THIS IS OUR NEW
COUNTERSHAFT MODEL

FOR TWO-STROKES.
Variable gear, free engine,

handle-start.

£12 complete with chain, both sprockets,

and starter. Post 4/-

DELIVERY THREE WEEKS.

This

Gear gives

variable

gear and

free

engine.

LIGHT-
WEIGHT
£7-0-0

HEAVY-
WEIGHT

r- £8-10-0
Postage si-

Delivery from Stock.

Crder lo-day or w-ils for further details.

/-DAnriTTn pr'=sto works.LlKAUW L. 1 L'., PERSHORE STREET

BIRMINGHAM. Tei. Mid. ii87

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B49
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n

1921?
Let us help yoo,
ilT Perhaps you have been wail-

JJ ing for the Show before

deciding which make of

machine you would purchase

for 1921, and now, having

studied the various makes of

machines exhibited, you have

possibly realised that it is

difficult even now to make
your choice from the great

number that appeal to you.

The importance of real and practical

experience in these things strikes

you as being most necessary ; all the

observation and discernment which

you have brought to bear upon the

matter does not appear to help you

,very much in a choice of the best

where there are so many that are

good.

It is our business, and not

only our business but our

delight, to assist you in that

choice which many years of

practical experience entitle

us to offer.

We hold no brief for any particular

machine, but make it a point to sell

only the BEST—let us know what
you are looking for, whether you
want solo or combination, miles per

hour or miles per gallon, and we
will take pleasure in advising you,

whether you contemplate purchasing

from us or no. We offer you the

same guidance that we have given

to the many others who are now
our lasting friends.

Your enquiry by post will receive - xic ly

the same attention as a personal visit.

Write to us NOW.
You are under no obligali',n ; the ob'igation
IS ours lo advise you and help you. 1 ou
stand lo lose nclhin^. and lo gdin a iot,

J. W. TOLLADY. General Mana-er

^

^

^^^^^m

London Road, Bicester, and
90, High Street, Oxford.

'J hotu: 35 Bicesltr,

'Iclcsraim: "liUcgnly"
'J'lioite. yii.t Oi/nnl. 'i\

Oiccslet a'ul Oxlont. ' "^

4

19/6

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE EfEra Motor Worke.—Huge consignmeat of War

Dept. Douglas epares, far below list prices.—^As
below.

33,li.p, Douglas Spares.—Gear boxes, £4/10; all gear
4 bos- parts; frauies, £5; wheels, frout 27/6, rear

40/-; forks complete, £3; all engine parts, flywheels;
pistons, 10/-; connecting rods, 22/6; back stands, new,
10/-; everytliing; write requirements.—Uelow.

4h.p. Douglas Spare.s.—Wheels, back £2/10, front 30/-;
forks complete (late), £5; fork shackles and blades;

fork springs, 10/- pair; all 6pare.s for engine, magneto
u heels, etc., » clutch spares, in fact everything for your
Douglas; small orders receive same consideration as
large.—Below.

h.p. Douglas Head Lamp Brackets for models after
1917, to fit in steering column, 3/-, post 6d.

3,500, Government stock, brand new.—We, the EHra
Motor Works, do hereby guarantee that the

motor cycle lamps and generators to be sold by us
are genuine Powell and Hanmer or Miller.—As below.

3Q / /? for a full size, e.s- 5Vidn. glass (or 4iu.
f^ I \J suitable ior Douglas's,, lightweights) Powell

and Hanmer motor cyc!e head lamp, complete with
full size Miller generator; lamp only, 22/6; is a gift
to every motor cyclist; all brand new; postage 1/6.—As
below.

O A / - .—Miller motor cycle (4V>in. glass) head
^J\J I lamp, ebony finish, complete with full size
generator; postage 1/6.—As below.

-4h.p. Douglas head lamp, complete with
Douglas brackets, fit 2S^h.p^. Douglas 1919-

20 uiodela
;
postage 1/6.—Below.

THE above is all brand new stock, bought at huge
discount. Compare prices. Goods forwarded

against cash ; money returned if not satisfied. Open
Sunday mornings.—Cheques and postal orders should
be made p-ayable to TJie Eflru Motor Worke, 14, Eflra
Parade, Brixton, London. [3003

D(JUGLAS, Triumph, less engine, parts cheap; mag.,
speedometer, etc.—Simpson, Engineer, Sunbury-on-

Thame^. ' - [2806

SPARE Parts, replacements, repairs.—Humber, Ltd..
Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. 'Phcne : 1298

Willesdsn. [C197

RENOLDS Chain, 101 links. %x';s. new. 40/-; 56
links, 23/-; approval.—Davis, 35Vo, Whittall St.,

Birmingham. [X2926

FULL Size P. and H. Head Lamps, No. 127. 19/6;
No. 123. 18/6; Millers No. 3lH, 18/6; all brand

new.—Below,

LAMP Brackets, 5/- pair; Lucas and P. and H. and
Miller, second-hand.—Below.

MILLER Generators, full size, brand new. 11/6.—
,Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd..

W.2. [2212

MAUDES'.—Plugs : Clearance line of reconditioned
Lodge Aero, K.L.G., and Sphinx plugs, 1/9; post

free.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Discs, polished aluminium, 77/- set,

sidecar wheel 42/-; genuine Ace discs, specially
recommended, 90/- set, sidecar 45/-; leg shields,
polished aluminiam. 32/- pair, steel 17/6.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Bradbury 2-speed gears, Rudge and
Triumph, brand new, £lO/5; Rover, £11/15.—

Below.

MAUDES'.—Horne : Klaxon, 36/-; Cowey, 55/-;
H.B. bulb horns, 27/6^- rear lamps, Motex, 5/-;

T.W.R.. 8/6.—Below.

-Speedometers: Cowey, 120/-; Smith's,
105/-; Wattord, 104/6; immediate delivery;

Easting wind screens, 90 /-i sidecar luggage grids,
27/6.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Spanners : Dum-bell, 3/-; Patcbquick
outfits, 3/3; knee grips, leather, 10/6 and 11/6;

j^AUDES'.

A.K., 12/6.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Chains
foot: ^«xViin., 7/-; V^xViin,

% X 7- 1 6 ths for Morgans,
"

' 6/-.—Below.

MAUDES'—Han and Peto Radford accumulators
4 volt 12 imip. hour, shop-soiled only, 12/6.-

MAUDES'—Hutchinson type wader boots,
Tan-Sad pillion seats. 43/9

22/6.—Below.

. 20/- pair;
shop-soiled saddles.

MAUDES'.-Phelon
soiled;

MAUDES'.—Tyres : Special line .Wood-Milne clear-
ance covers, 28x3in., 27/6; approval.—Below.

and Mooro parts, new but
brake drums. 9/-; rear mudguards, 11/-;

ut mudguurUs, 15/-; front stands, 7/-; rear, 11/6;
iront wheels, 20/-; gear levers, 7/6; service green.
All iLccussories on approval against cash; tiiade sup-
plied.—Maudes, 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris
Kxctcr.

. [2915

23.11. p. Machine, couiplete, less unit and IvrCB, ^l.i>^<>\

4 condition; £8/10.-rroudlouk, 1, Lily Av., Now-
cUhtk-ou-T.vnc. [2950

SCOTT Engine, 1915 cylinders, main frame, carrier
with slays, perfect order, little used.—79, Berkley

Hi., .Liverpool. [2892

"\X7'ATF()RD, Cowey, Smith 'Inp^speedpineters, com-
plcln ns mw; .£4 oach.-

Sydnnham.
30, Crystal Palace Park

[2864

I
Business

first

Pleasure
afterwards.

WE DO
BOTH !

We do a large amount of
Tyre Repairins <" motor
cyclists at our own works.
All repairs are executed
under expert supervision.
Finest materials only used.

26 inch.
Extra Heavy
Heavy
Medium
•eeox65 ...

*70Ox8O ...

28X3

20/-
17/6
15/-
22/6
25/-
25/-

Extra Heavy Cat Type Tread .

All casing repairs are charged

extra according to the de-

scription of repair.

All goods sent must be accom-
panied with letter of instroehon.

otherwise we cannot hold our-

selves responsible.

Send all repairs 8c enquiries
to our works direct.

Write for our Price List of other

sizes.

ELITE VULCANIZING WORKS,
Latchmere Grove, Battersea, S.W.

'Phone : Latohmece 4577-

The Most Unique 'Feature of

the Year.

B.S.A. Canoelet

TAXICAR

Consult us at once re Deliveries.

County Cycle &
Motor Co.,

B.S.A. Specialists and
Taxicar Experts,

307, 308, £t 314, Broad St.,j

BIRMINGHAM.
T.A. " Coraocyccs;" 'Phone : Mid. 733

j!jO All letters icliitinrt lo ;idvcrtlecniciils should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES areENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and all those
interes-ted in the wise lubri-
cation of a Motor Vehicle of
any description we invite
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIFAX, Yot-ks.
LEEDS. PARIS.

OVERHEARD AT
THE SHOW.

Abraham.—"Vot it Is yon read so
interestingly ?

'

Goldstein.—" It is a Big Money-Saving
List from Jones' Garage, and if

my eyes tell me truthfully, we
can. save enough money to run
ze motor for ze whole Season."

Abraham.—"You don't do said so."

Goldstein.
—

" I did said so."

Abraham.—" Well zat Is ze plaze to
do ze pizzriess, ve vill get along
to dis money saver at vonc;.

'

Wliy not 5'ou follow their example

—

' money saved is money earned," andmoney saved is money eamec.
as much to you as them. ' If it is not
convenient to purchase for cash we can
supply any new machine at List Price,

on the deferred payments, and it is

stricily confidential, plus only 4 %
SEND FOR BIG LIST.

JONES GARAGE,
The Broadway, MuswcU Hill,

and Woodside Parade, North

Finchley.

•phone : Homse> 2552.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SENSPEAT Carburetter, uew. 50/-; oleutric lighting

set, 50/-; Jones speedotueter, 50/-.— 1, Othello
St., Liverpool. [2632

LEATHER Coat, Opossum collar, medium size, es-
relleot condition.—Tippett, Augusta House, Eaplan-

;nle, W eymouth. - [2469

A.J.S. G'^ar Box, S-speed, kick start, clutch, all chain,
fomrlete, perfect, iu new condition; £12.—Dowell,

Byfiect, Surrey. [2616

OFIICER'S Leather. IFlying Coat, suitable motor
cyclini-: first cash £6/10.—Stagg, 24, South St.,

Newport, Wight. [2499

/I Q Brand -New Yevo 3-spont Grease Injectors; onlv'iO 4/9 each, post free.—Mouteath, 8, Bridge St.,

Biieriield, Lanes. [2567

B.S.A. and 8h.p. Royal Ruby Spares. We hold
a huge stock under list ; let us have your

enquiries.—Below.

CANOELET ]MM4 Spares, also complete sidecars
in stock ; under list.—Below.

4-cylinder magnetos. £4 each; a quantity
of tool boxes, waterproof coders for com-

binations and Engineers' benches; cheap, carriage
extra ; stamp please.—Hollidav Bros.. 20, Queen St.,
Hammersmith Broadway, W.6". [2802

500

SPEEDOMETER, Cowey, 24in., registered 1,350
miles, ofl Enfield S-stroke; 4 gns.—Box 9,800,-c/o

The Motor Cycle. [2986

SPROCKETS, new. Uin.
each, one 30 12/-;

worth, Uley. Glos.

pitch, two 25 tooth 7/
25 / the three.—Hollings-

[X2897

BARGAINS.—3h. p. Antoine cycle, less saddle, mag.,
£8: new'J.A.P. cylinders, pistons.—Whatlev, Biinr

Ed., Twickenham. [3031

CAPAC Carburetters.-Fit one of these and make
your lightweight equal to a 3''iih.p.; liberal ex-

changes.—Below.

CAPAC Automatic Carburetters, £4/4; new model
Capac for Douglas, with hot air attachment,

£5 / 5 ; lioeral exchanges.—Below.

CAPAC Carburetters give easy starting and increased
power; liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Horton St., Halifax. [2532

SPEEDOMETER Specialists.—We can supply from
stock the following makes of speedometer : Wat-

ford, Stewart, Jones, Cowey, etc.—Below^

REPAIRS in all Departments. Parts supplied.
Gear boxes for Stewarts in stock, also repaired.

All work and goods guaranteed. Send on your en-
quiry; prompt attention; goods per return.—Pion?er
Accessories and Speedometer Supply and Repairing
Co., 228, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.I. (Trade sup-
plied). - [4000

1 rt A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 14a
JLOyj bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nutt. 2/6.—See below.

3-16 to iSin., 1/9;
castle nut<, Uiu. to ] liu., 1/9.—See L»elow.

TO BEST Spring Washers,
< 'Vcas-

1 Ztzl COPPERED Bifurcated Rivets, 8d.; 12 8in.
X'r'zt hack saw blades, 1/6; anw of the above car-

riage paid.-Wood, Tithebarn St., Preston. [X2349

TRANSFERS, design-name, 14/6 gross; cycle liuings
wholesEile, samples 6d.—Transfer Co., 9 "

mead Rd. , Willesden.
Church
[1777

•>iili.p. complete, less engine unit, new tank,new
'^^ saddle, new handle-bars, good tyres; £9.—Graham,
Newcastle St., Carlisle." [2Sl^

Q Pfc A BRIGHT Steel Assorted Nuts, studs, bolta.
i-*^ tl " etc.. sent carriage free 10/-; approval.—
Pahner's Garage, Tooting. [2608

VALVES.—The finest pattern valTes procurable. 3 %
nickel; all patterns stocked, 5/6 each; valve

springs, Sd. each.—Below.

PISTON Rings.—High tensile cast Iron; all patterns
in stock, 1/9 each.—Below,

for allPISTONS, complete, for all engines, __ _

oversize keenest prices, immediate delivery.-
standard or
I delivery.

—

Reid Watt and Co., 14ii, Snow Hill, Birmingham. (1388

TWO New Motor Cycle Houses, 8ft.x6ft.x7ffe.;
£10/10 each to clear; in sections.—Harvey, 341,

Battersea Park Rd., S.W.ll. . [2426

LAilPS, acetylene, head, tail, and generator, unused,
2 gns. ; also electric head and tail, 1 gu.—Box

9,799, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2985

NEW Bowden Valve Lilting Levers {list price 14/6)
complete with 6{t. cable, 4/6; Bowden wire and

casing, 3a. per ft,—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Starting Magnetos, new,
£5 / 10 ; Fellows and CA.V. 6-point magnetos,

£8/15.—Below.

DOUGLAS Chains, heavy, V2Xi4in-. 2/6 per ft.

Premier p^rts. Main shaft for Bowden 2-speed
gear box, 7/6.—Below.

LUCAS 12-volt Aero Dynamo, complete, with mag-
netic cut-out, £7/15/6.—Burke and Goodman.

25, Burscough St., Ormskirk, Lanes. [2311
{

P,
and M. Spares.—Huge stock, all parts, cheap;

I

frames, brand new, 35/-; tanks, 17/6; etc.— i.l

Othello St- Liverpool. [2631'

SELLING OFF.
GENUINE BARGAINS.
We have a large stock of shop-soiled New Motor

Cycles and Coinblnalions.
No offers ref\ised. 1920 Stock must be cleared

at once.
NEW SHOP-SOILED SOLOS.

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-spced £125
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. twin J A.P. . . £140
ZENITH, 8 h.p., K.S., clutch £155
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed £117 10
INDIAN, 4' h.p., 3-speed. K.S., clutch . . £117 10
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame, 2-sp. £105
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2.Vh.p., 2-speed £70
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3th.p., 3-speed .. £115
B.A.T. 6 h.p., spring frame £137 10
ROVER, 3-1 h.p., T.T £105
ROVER, 3f h.p.. 3-speed £135

- N.U.T.,mag.dynamolighting, 3.^ h.p. twin £157 10
RUDGE-MULTI, T.T '. £100
RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M £97 10
ARIEL, 3.', h.p., 3-speed £107 10

NEW COMBINATIONS.
CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination, spring frame £250
MATCHLESS Comb., 8 h.p., mag. dynamo £210
ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination ££00
HAZLEWOOD Combination, 6 h.p £195
A.J.S. Combination. 6 h.p., 3-speed .... £210
ROVER Combination, 6 h.p £195
B.A.T. Combination, 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. . . £180
ROYAL RUBY Combination, 8 h.p £195
B.S.A. Combination, 4I h.p £152
NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p. .. £in 10

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
RUDGE-MULTI Comb., 5-6 h.p.. 1919 .. £130
QUADRANT Combination, 4.', h.p., 1919 £120
1919 LEA-FRANCIS Comb., 3! h.p. twin £100
AUTOPED .Scooter, dj'namo lighting £30
We have a stock of CYCLE CARS for im-
mediate deli\erv. TAMPLIN 2-seater for £165.
We are the only firm in London who can give

immediate delivery for theze famous cars. Call

.

and inspect.

WANTED.—Good Second-hand Motor Cycle anil

Sidecar. Good price gi\'en.PERCY & CO.,
314—316, Euston Road, N.W.I

'Phone: Museum 1P3?.

DUSTLESS
AND
WASTELESS

ESS
I

TCCC I

mm
nSlf ,. THE -SIllSl

ilfllfCHEMICALt^iy

fef^CIURlNCCl

[gniicoWorksBIRMI' M

IF
YOU
PUT

Safety
First
you will regard
carbide buying
as a matter of|
some importance

CHEMICOV

CARBIDE
is of such a char-

acter as to clean-

liness, coating,
and packing as to

render it indis-

pensable to the

man who likes to

be on the safe side

and feel safe.

THE COUNTY
CHEMICAL CO.,

j

LTD.,
CHEMICO WORKS,
BIRMINGHAM.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the- issue. B51
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BirRiingham

Readers
Several Show models,
of various makes, now
on view, direct from
Olympia.

Midland motor cyclists

cordially invited to
inspect these in our
showroom.

wFRANK
ITWORTH-

139, NEW STREET

BIB>£IKCMA>i

WINTER
ENAMELLING

Renovate Now.
DURING the winter, when you are not

riding so frequently, is just the time to
enamel your outfit with Robbialac

WTiitby Black, or one of the splendid Rob-
bialac Colours, and Robbialac Transparent.
Write to-day for Free Instructions Leaflet
and Colour Cards, to Jenson and Nicholson,
Ltd., Sole Manufacturers of Robbialac, Rob-
bialac Works, Stratford, London, E.15.

Robbialac Enamel
^ Black, any Colour, or Grey Price. Post ex,

2/3 1/-
3/- 1/-
S/9 1/3

Sold by all Cycle Agents

MISCELLANEOUS.
33h.p. T.D.O. Engiae, E.I.C., Senspray, frame, tank
4 and carrier, new; Uareain, £24.-28, Durnforti

St., Middleton, Manchester. . [2407

N.S.U. Gear, 2-speed, F.E., just returned, absolutely
as new condition and appearance, IVg recess, fit

flex, etc.; £8, offer.—Below.

LAEGE Electric Horn, 8-12V., good condition; £2
offer.—Below.

SINGLE Ahti H.T. Magneto, good condition; *2/10
offer; all cash, approval.—Rugby Electrical

Depot, Earl St., Rugby. [X2921

SENSPRAY Carburetter, had very little use, 30/
also Douglas carburetter, Z%h.\i., 25/-.—Jame=

41, Darren View, Merthyr, Wales. [2321

RENOLDS Motor Chains, new, r/oin.xV'iin., Tery heavy
pattern, 60 links, 10/6 each, post -free.—Edwa ides

Bros., 20, Blackfriars Ed., S.B.I. [3022

DTNAMO,. ear ligbtins, £4/17/6; switchboard
£1/7/6; charging dynamo, £1/15/6; stamp-

Lucas, 34, Ground St., Blackfriars. [io

CROWN -Adjustable Pulleys from Stock; Triumfh
Bradbury, B.S.A., Humber, Precision, I'lemier

15/9.-Ridington.

DOUGLAS Adjustable 6in. Model, 21/6: J.A.P
Fatnir, Peugeot, Rex, Minerva, 17/6; pietoi

rings, 1/9; valves, 5/-.—Ridington.

MAGNETO Sprockets, 7T, 81, 9T, 3/9: lOT, IIT
12T, 4/3; 14T, 16T, 4/9; 18T, 5/9; 20T, 6/9

22T, 7/3; 24T, 7/9. Boring 2/-; engine spiotieta
manufactured.—Ridington.

LIGHTER Flints, lid. doz.; 3 doz. 2/2; long
squares- 8d.—Ridin^on, Southampton St., Cam

beiwell. -^., [7776

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—Any gear
repaired immediately by skilled mecbanics —

County Engineering Co., Hounslow. . [9627

OKA TYPEWRITERS, all dependable makes, at ex
*^^\f ceptional prices.—Reliance Co.. 2, Gray's Inn
Rd., Holboin. 'Phone: Holborn 2388. [1323

TRIUMPH Oil .and Petrol Syringes (genuine), ex
W.D., 3/6 each; Douglas, 1/6.—Marble Arch Motor

Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd..,W.2. [8681

CARBIDE for all purposes. Quality considered, "ne

give best v^lue. 43/- cwt., drums free.-Kemj
Garage (Ir^orters], Louth, Lines. [X2859

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed Wheel, complete with
all controls and kick start pedal, perfect; £12/10.

—Davis, 35'/3, Whittall St., Birmingham. [X2928

11.h.p. Clement Engine, £2 ; B. and B. carburetter,
4 as new, nearest offer £2.-11., 5, Cornwall Rd.,

Braintiee St., Mile End, E. East 672. [2467

OTOR Cycle Gloves, fingerless, leather outside,
lined with lambs wool; 5/- a pair, carriage paid.

—H. Emanuel, 27, Belgrade Ed., N.16. [0125

C^
EAR Bos, B.S.A., 3-speed. complete, chain or

^ chain-cum-belt, new, unused ; £20, nearest.

—

Vickery, 2, Tyndall Av., Gotham, Bristol. i;2414

LUCAS New 6-volt single meter, car type switch-
box, £4/15; new 6-volt Lucas horn, 62/6.—17?!

Poplar Av., King's Heath. Birmingham. [S2603

TRIUMPH Frame, 1916, complete with front forks,

back stays, front and back stand carrier; £12/10.
—Davis, 35M!, ' Whittall St., Birmingham. [X.2925

TYPEWRITERS that Give no Trouble.—Reliance Cora-
pimy's machines are dependable; get list.—Reliance

House, 2, Gray's Inu Ed., Holborn, W.C. [1322

RELIANCE Hou.'=e has the reputation for dependable
writing machines at rejisonable prices.—2, Gray's

Inn Rd., W.O. 'Phone; Holborn 2388. [1326

1 015 Ivy Centre Frame and Tank, complete with
-«-^ drip feed, suitable lor lady's model ; £3.—Nisbet,
2, Arniston Place, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian. [2306

TYPEWRITERS and How to U«e Them," 2/6, illus-

trated manual, oU about typing and tyj)ewrit6rs.
-Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd,. W.C. [1327

CARBIDE, 2 Ih. tins, 36 in case, at 1/4 per tin,
cwt., duiuid free: all meshes; prompt delivery.—

Elloo Cycle Works, Gedney Drove End, Wisbech. [2527

A FEW Sets of 65 Carbon Steel Drill Bits, from
to %iii., in wire gauge, with stand; 30/- a set, post

free.—Mouteatli, 8, Bridge St., BrieUield, Lanes. [2668

STURMEy-ARCHER S-speed Gear Box, half belt
and chain, as now, guaranteed perfect; £18.—

Georgo Urwin, 22, Tenth Av., Newcastle-on-Tvne.
[S:2O20

TRIUMPH Oil and Petrol Syringes, ponuino ex-
W.D., 4/- each; Douglas 1/9; postage 4d.—

Marltlo Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2.
(9574

1 IIN. Steel Tube Exhaust Pipes tor 2i,h.n. Douglases,A 2 t;oinnIcte with lug fur fixing to slantJard silencer.
15/-: very low powerful note.—Iloldway, Cople, Botlford.

[1 129
A Vl.VTION Suit, 5ft. lOin.. interlined rubber, lined
-^^ lur cloth, fur collar, pructicall/ new, suit motorist;
50/-. lowest.-Gentry, 134, Grove Hd., Hounslow.

(2859
Sl'EBDOMHTER, Cowey, lur sole, just ovclllauled

by inakors. porlect; £3, or nearest. 138.
Stephenson St., North Shichls. Northumberland.

[2561

Fi-om

ON XHE EXTENDED
RA'VIVIENT SYSXEIWI
PAYMENTS may be spread over a period

of 12 months. You get the machine
immediately the first _ instalment is

made, and the mo tor cycle becomes your solo

property on -completion of the instalments
kEVISBROUGH
OIVIEGAALECTO
IXBON
CAI.THORPE
ACnflE

Or any other known make of machine.

T. H. V. JACKSON, f; ^
Aufomobile Engineer,

"^

HUNTER'S BAR, SKEFFIELO.
Phone : 261 Brcombi 1

trams : Aco-lerat" Sh-ffi.ld

9

^4

M
W. T. DUNN, LTD.
326, EUSTON RD., N,W.1.

'Phone: Museum 5391.

LOOK ! ! !

Search this Edition from cover to cover

and you will find no better value.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, unused. £135
1920 4 b.p. DOUGLAS Combination, fully-

equipped, miieaEe 300 £113
1920 8 h.p. ENFBELD Combination, Lucas

Magdyno, Lucas horn, just delivered,

unused £170
39:10 6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD Comb., J.A.P.

eofjine, 3-speed, clutnh, K.S., unused . , £15Q
1920 8 b.p. ZENITH, countershaft, clutch,

K.S., and Canoelct Sidecar, all lamps,
horn, and knee-srips, never used £14

1920 35 h.p. SCOTT, elegant coachbuilt Side^
car, all lamps, horn, mileage 200 £14

1920 4 h.p. B.S.A. Comb., Model K., alllamps,
speedometer, unused £13(1

1^20 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combinaliou, never been ^_

ridden , . .t £1*5
*

1920 7-9 h.p. MATCHLESS, Magdyno, M.A.G.
engine, \mused £215

1920 3'. h.p. T.T. NORTON, knee-grips, done
4 laps at BrooKlatiHs. uulv £87 10

1020 5 h.p. Sports ZENITM, niilcage 150 £110
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH. Model H., counter-

shal t, never boon ridden £1t3;|

The above .exceptional prices are For casfi only.

Spcci.^l quotations for easy payments.

EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

WANTED.
Motor Cycles, solo or comb., and Light CaiV>

liSz All letters iclaling ii> advcrtlscniunts should (|uole the number nt the end of ciich iidvertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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"Royal Leicester"

Sidecars.

New LightweiffJt Model

Strong chassis, underslung type, roomy
body with well-sprung upholstery.

Finished to match your machine.

The Ideal Car for 2i'3\ h.p. Machines.

The Willowbrook Co.,
'. MANUFACTURERS,

Belgrave Gate, Leicester*

teg.Na 673997

Supreme for
Comfort and
Reliability.

With a MAPI.ESTOXE
Spring Fork fitted in your
rSbunt you can ride over

the roughest roadj and
at the highest speed in

comfort andsafety.

It absorbs all the shock
and vibration, ensur-

ing easy running.

Drop Forgings and
Phosphor Bronze
Bearings are used
throughout, and
large Grease Cup?
are fitted.

Write for Folder.

HAPIESTOHE
Can tilever
Spring Forks,

Ltd.,
Pershora Rd.,

Stirchlejr,

Binninsham,

MISCELLANEOUS.
TYPE Your Corr&^poudence, or your business may be

considered as out of date a& your writing
;
get type-

writer list—Helianee House, 2, Gray's Inn Kd., W.C.
[1325

CARBIDE. 2 1b. tine, 36 in case, at 1/4 per tin,

g^aiiinteed: rash vrith order.—Super Welding Co.,
Gorton Street Woike, Greengate, Siilford, Mnuehester.

[2442
FOOTBOARDS for Douglases, new, linoleum ocvered,

brass bound, with clips, 15/- pair; trade sup-
plied.—Service Garage. 251, High St., Borough, S.E.I.

[2141
^TTJRMEY-AECHER 3-speed Countershaft, as new,
^-5- £18/10: Douglas 2-spee<l, £4/10; Jones speed-
ometer, 55/-.—Sinclair, BlencatUra, Walton-ou-Thames.

[2687
SCOTT, incomplete, engine No. 571. £18; also

]Minerva, less accumulator. £4; offers considered.
—Darlington, Jun., Vicarage, Kennington Oval, S.E.ll.

[2880
FLYING Outfit, leather coat, helmet, Triples

goggles, sheepskin high boot.«. perfect, almost
new; lot £14.—67^ Park St., G^ee^heyi^, Mauche.=;ter.

[2406
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving ino"/ ruvp t;

-

yield, cwt. 44/-, half cwt. 24/-, 28 lb. 13/6, in-
cluding di'ums.—Young. Importer, Misterton, Somerset.

[5693
LEGSHIELDS. highly polished, aluminium, as shown

at Olympia, 18/6, carriage paid.—Southern
Manufacturing Ckj., 26-34, Blissett St., Greenwich,
S.E. [273S

ROC 2-speed Back Wheel, complete, in perfect order;
aI:^o Ees back part to tfuit it; a bargain, £8/10;

—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastleon-
Tyne. [X2297

HEAT your Garage with Cheepeet Patent Stove,
burns sawdust 10 hours without attention.—

r^Iaud and
Bradford.

Raistrick, Baikwel Works,

MUDGUARDS.—Front, S'/i-in., side shield
clip, and number plate, 9/6: sidecar

UDGUARD3.—Front,
number
12/-.—Davis, 35V.,5in.. 28 wheel,

mingham.

Laisterdvke,
[7618

stand
guards,

Whittall St., Bir-
[X2927

speeimeu
Bradford.

JOURNAL Dealing with the Second-hand motor
vonr adverl

2d.-H. Jbwitt, 41,copy Falmouth Av
[X2605

DOUGLAS 4h.p, Wheels £7, 2^jh.p. £5; latest pat-
torn 2^;ih.p. frame, £12; all the above brand new,

genuine 1920; approval.—Bos 9,805, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (D) [2996

SPECIAL Offer brand new 28X3 Capou Heaton red
motor cycle inner tuba? and valves, 7/6 each, post

free,

Rd.,
or 78/- dozen.—Edwardes Eros., 20, Elackfriars

S.E.I. [3023

ARMSTRONG 3-spee(l Gear, complete, new condition,
£7/10; lightweight spring forks, suitable for Ivy,

£2; pail P. and M. wheels, £2/10.—Warwick, Hinckley
Ed., Leicester. [2502

STOCKTAKING Sale, single aiticle? at less than^ wholesale price: horn«. carburetters, plugs, raps,
repair outfits, oil squirts, tubes.—King, 61, Somerset
Rd., Teddington. [2415

SIDECAR Covers and Aprons.—Send old cover, papej
pattern or sketch. We send sample material and

price for new one per return.-^'ateri»roof Co., Euthmd
St., Nottinghnm. [1522

DOUGLAS Binks, ^3 ;" anti magneto. ^3/10; new
lamp set, £2/10; 2^h.p. Douglas rear cylinder,

15/-; -electric hand drill, £7/10.-602, King's Rd.,
Fulham, S.W.6. [2756

FALLOT Motor Cvcle Head Lamp, new July, spare
jet, perfect working order; cost £3/15, sacrifice

£2, or offer; owner fitting electric—Bos 9,768, i^'o

The Motor Cycle. [2487

CLYNO Spares.—I have secured a large consignment
of spares cheap, and can therefore cut prices.—

Write Stampeth, enquiries Babbage, 65, Cotham Brow,
Gotham, Bristol. [2897

S.A. Rear Stand, new, Model K, 1920. 20/-; Rotas
ele^^tric head lamp and buUw, 20/-; leather flving

helmet, new, fur lined, 20/-.—14, Fairlawn Court, Chis-
wick Park, W.4. [3049

Ilj^LECTRIC Self-generating lamp set, £4; 2:^4hp-
-J Douelaji, like new, all acce^fories, £60; 1916

Levis, £33; 2-speed F.N. single, £36.—31a, Compton
Rd., Kensal Green. [2419

OUGLAS Engines: 1914. 23.,h.p., £12; cylinder.
15/-; crankshaft. 1911, mag., carburetter, £12;

5&° Tompson-Bennett, £4/10.—Simpson, Engineer,
Snubury-on-Thames. [2807

100.000 Shop-soiled and Second-hand Files, genuine
salvage stock, all guaranteed usable; send 12/6

B

P^

for 3 doz. assorted, carriage
Garage, Tooting, S.W.

paid; approval.- -Palmer":
[2607

tf>3.h.p. 3-speed Douglas Gear Eos, new, complete with
'^4 adjustable pulley and chain wheel. £12/12; car-
riage estra.—W. 3. Bird and Sons, Motor Engineers,
Henrietta Park. Bath. [984'6

OFFICE Furniture.—When buying. caU at Reliance
House, 2. Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn ; or 97d, Queen

Victoria St. Largest stock in London of genuine second-
hand pre-war made furniture. [1326

Machine, emery_ grinder (new), 30ft.
motor starters, main

switchboard, nine pulleys, etc.; bargain, £13'10.—48,
Grenville Rd., Hornsey Rise. [2679

DRILLING . . . .

'shafting, hangers, two B.T.H.

Back from
OLYMPIA

With a confused medley of impressions, you
will find one or two models standing out
clearly in your memory Amongst tfiem, these—'"Roper Machines." all of them, as shown
a^ the exhibition, and now on view here.
Machines you want to know more about

—

please write me, or call.

Combination Models. £ s. d.

1920 AJ.S. 210
I920 7h.p Indim 223 14
I9?0 6h.p. Bat Jap 210
1920 6 h.p. Bradbury .. 200
1920 4 h.p. Bradbury .. .. 160
1920 31 h.p. Scott 18S
192) 4 h.p. Wilkin 164
1920 2|h.p. Ho'kison-Blackburne 125
1920 2J h.p. Wilkin .. .. .. 145

Solo Machines. £ s. d.

1920 7 h.p. Indian 18114
1920 5 h.p. BatJap 160
1920 4 h.p. Bradbury .. .. 128
1920 3.ihp- Scott 145
1920 4 h.p. Wilkin 132 7
1920 2J h.p. Hoskison-BIackburne 103 19
1920 2} h.p. Wilkin 124 2 6
1920 4 h.p. Racing Indian Scout .. 150
1920 2J h.p. HoskUon-Villiers .. 75

Also INDIAN SCOUT (immediate delivery) £ 1 40

FRANK B. ROPER
166 & 168, London Road

SHEFFIELD
'Phone : 2802. IVires : " Roper, 2802, Sheffield."

This M.l. Plug pos-
sesses every essential

feature for ensuring
highest Efficiency,
perfect Sparking and
Maximum Power under
all conditions, and is

cleaned in 5 seconds
with our patent Single

point Cleaner, supplied

Free with this model.

It is our standard Mica
plug for general use —

-

designed for high speed,

high compression
engines.

Price 4/6 of all Agents
and Garages, or direct.

The IGNA Engineer-

ing Co., Ltd., Dudley

Northern Office:

196 Deaasgate,Manchester

IGNA Mica
Single Point

Plug.

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B53
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MISCELLANEOUS.

AMAO Carburetters, suitable for 23ali.r. and 4h.p.

Douslas, 67/-, complete: bandle-bar controls,

15/6; float chambers, 25/-; float chamber caps, 5/-.—
Robinsons.

BELTS.—Dunlop, }tm. 2/9 ft., Jiin. 3/2 ft., lin.

3/11 ft.; John Bull, 'jin. 2/9 ft., 7-sin. 3/4 ft.,

nn. 4/- ft.; Pedley, Jiin. 2/9 ft., J,iii. 3/2 ft., lin.

5/11 ft.—Hobinsons.

/"tHAIXS.-EenoMs, 56 .'inks, sjx?!. 27/-; 64 links,^ ^XU. 24/-; 88 links, fsX'S, 39/7; 68 links,
12x3-16, W. Douglas, 19/9; sprins cranked and inner
links, 1/3. Morgan chains 10/9 per ft. Ex-Goiern-
ment stock: Eenolds, 3ft. 5sX'j, 22/6: 5ft. =eX>4,
3V/6: .3lt. =sX?|, 22/6; 5ft. f,xh, 37/6; Clyno, 5ft.

\x5-16, 16/2; Douglas driving chain, 8/-.—Robinsons.

C"<KA5rKSHAFTS.-25ih.p. Dondas, 1911, 2 gns.|
^ 1915-20, 55/-; 4h.p. Douglas, 84/-; Villiers

fcalves, 18y- each.—Itobinsons.

/""ITLIXDEK.S and Connecting Eods.-23,4h.p. J.A.P.,
''•y £5/19/6; 4, 6, ano Sh.p., £6/10; 3h.p. .Enfieia,

70/-; Humtierette, £6; Humber. £5/lb; Sunbeam,
£6/10: Eudge, £4/10; Eover. £5/7/6; B.S.A., £4;
Premier, £b; 2.>4h.p. and 4h.p. J.A.P. .connecting rods,
30/-, 6u.p, and 8h.p., 79/6 pair; Douglas 2'ih.p., 40/-,
Ih.p., 60/-.—Eobinsons,

DOUGLAS Handbooks for 23^1i.p. aud 41i.p.;

own repairs; 1/9, post free.—Hobinsons.
your

DOUGLAS Spares, all parts in stock, no -waiting;
complete list post fre6; special terms to trade.—

Robinsons.

DEUID Forks to fit any 3J 2h.p. or 4h.p. macLines,
with 15-lSin. stem, 105/-; heavy double sprung,

£ 1 .—Eobinsonj:.

DISCS, in polished aluminium, suitable for any
make of maehinei, e^isily fitted, very sporty, bO/-

aud 70/-; Ace, 90/-.—Robinsons.

DOUGLAS Chain Cases, for anv vear : 2?4h.p.
Douglas 1913-19 2-speed, 7/6; 1920 clutch moael,

3,6: ' 520 non^lutch model, 3 / 6 ; complete -with fit-

jtinge. When ordering, state for which model required.
Send for illustrations, post free.—Eobinsons.

DOUGLAS Chain Guards
12/8.—Kobinson.s.

for 23ih.p., 7/-; 4h.p.

EXHAUST Pipes for 23,4li.p. -Dougla-i, direct from
engine, no back pressure, very powerful note, easily

fitte.. plain steel, 12/6; neavy nickel-plated, 21/- pair;
clips, 1/2; union nuts, 5/-; ako for any year Triumph,
r.lain, 17/6; heavy nickei-plated, 21/-; clips, 1/-;
union nut, 3/11; send for illustrations, post free.-
Eobinsons.

FEELEES shovring exact adjustment for tappet
clearance, plug points, and contact breaker; 2/6.

—Eobilisons. , ^

FOOTBOAEDS.-Douglas 2aih.p., complete with aU
fittings, 52/6, 4h.p., 30/- pair; aluminium for

Baby and 4h.p. Triumph, 34/6; we will send on
iipproval.—Robinsons.

CiEAME.S.-2'jih.p. Douglas, £15; 4h.p. Douglas,X £1B,18: Triumph front portion, £8/14; rear top
stays £2, rear bottom stays £4,—Robinsons.

CJIEAR BOXES.—Albion 2-5peed free-engine, complete,
^ 150/-: Alition z-,;p(.jil, with clutch and kick

starter, £12; Roe 2-speed (iear, complete with controls,
150/-; Douglas 2-speed jinlley aud chain wheel, 200/-.
PliB trade supplied.—Eobinsons.

HAXDLE-BAES.—Douglas, semi-T.T., good position,
i-J,-; touring 25/-; Triumph W.U.. 54/-; tour-

lij. 54/-.—Eobinsons.

HORNS.—Cowey mechanical, nickel or blaok, 60/-;
Meiapbone (2) mechanical. 30/-; French bulb,

!6 -: Clayrite bulb, 27/-; a few shop-soiled bulb horns,
15/-, usual price 30/-.—Eobinsons,

LAMPS.—Large head lamp sets, handle.bar fitting.
£4; smaller size, ditto, 63/-; P. and II. sidecar

lamp and brackets, 27/6; P. and H. rear lamp, 6/9-
I.ucas King's Own, 67/6; rear lamps, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6;
sidecar, 13/6.—Robinsons.

LIOHTIXG Scts.-Hunt's electric sets, head lamp,
-N.l'., 70/6 and 67/-, black 32/-j rear lamp«, 9/b

HclU-Heii butteries, 14/7 and 3/9; leather cneea for
buttery, 12/6.—Hobmtjons.

pvDUOT.AS 2?«li.p, Gcor Box and Clutch Snares

-

.»-' 2-kpi.wI recondary shaft, 27/6; 24T screwed

.lecto. 17/.; 30T, plain sleeve, 12/-; mninshnft 17/V.

i%'' V;- ,"'""'', J';""'v.ji*'^'-. '«»"»! sioevo, 17/-;
20a. plolD .l.cvr., 14/.; 16T. pinion. 13/.; dogs, 9/-
hnll txuirluu". liirgo, 14/-. .mail 10/6; Axed d illevs
10/-, a.l/u.lable, 26/-; key", 6d.; 30l'. chain wheeK
J2/-i rhnin wheel niil«. 6d.; kick start bolt'< 9/--
kick start springs, round. 9d., lint. 1/.; clutch draw
bolt- coniplpf.i, 6/.; ciiain 8uar<h>. 7/-: kick storl
qundrnnls. IB/-; 2-»poed clut< h inalnshafts, 25/.- 2.
PCC'I gear box with pulley and chain wheel £10- 3.
»ii<yvi ditto, £14; 3*p(M!<l with clutch anil kick-starter
£26,— Ilfftiinsons.

'' (ThU adctrtitement continual in third column.)

Jj^ Telephone, gqs, Cambridge. 3^
^(jj^ Telegrams, " Bicycles, Cambridge." BB

^DOUGLAS?
A 1921 MODELS &
fl AVAILABLE ff
* liVIMEDiATELY *
bB We can despatch per Passenger Ti-ain ^3BB IMMEDIATELY any of the following New Wm
f\ 1921 Machines, as exhibited at the Ohinpia m\

Show :^ r92i 25 h.p. DOUGLAS, z-io.. improved ^T -A model £S5 JA
89 J92l'2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch, VS
fK and K.S £105 CB
J \ 1921 4 h.p. DOUQLAS, 3-speed, dutch, f \

and K.S £130I r92i 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination , . £170 ^L
hA Write for latest Illustrated Catalogues (Free) flft
BH gi^'ing fuJlVparticuIars of the latest XB
it 1921 2| h.p. and 3J h.p. T\
^ Sporting Douglas Machines. ^^ ALSO IN STOCK ^B
fli 1921 TRIUIViPHS, SUNBEAMS, fl
'* and NUMBERS. '*
3^ Exchanges entertained. J^
^& Special Payment Terms arranged. WM

fl DOUGLAS SPARES
^* E.X GOVERNMENT .STOCK.
3k 21 h.p. DOUGLAS SPARES.
Sk List Our
I^Bl .Price. PricG

JT Tool Rolls, complete 5r/(5 ZSj-
* * Connecting Rods 25 /- 19/6
'^ Driving Chains 16/G 8/-
^A Front Brakes, complete ..... 30/- 20/6

^H Pullevs 10/- 8/6
«n Cam Wheels 20/- 18/6
f \ Sprockets 5 /- 4/6
jap Chain Wheels 12/- 7/6
^k Valve Guides 3/- 2/9
BB Rocker Arms 7/- 6/-
fln .A.mac Caps 5 /- 4,'-

TT Tappet Heads 2 /- 1/6'• Petrol Pipes 5/- 2/6*Huhs 21/- 18/6
Front Forks, complete 80 /- 65 /-

Forks only 50 /- 37/6
Fork Links 2 /- 1/9
Magneto Studs ' 3d. 2d.
Gear Eo.xes £10 130/-
Frames £15 100/-

fl| 4 h.p. S.iiares.m Connecting Rods, 27/6; Crantehafts, 40/-
WS Hubs, 18/6; Worm Screws, 4/6; Worm
t\ Wheels, 2/-; Piston Ring?, 1/9; Valves,

4 '6 ; Petrol and Oil Filler Caps, 1 /6 ; BronzeI Operating Forks, 10/6; Head Clips, 8/6;
^^ Front Wheel, complete, less tyre, 45 '-

;

^B Frames, complete, 140/-.n THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
Sec colnnins on each side of this ndverlise-

^T mcnt for other interesting items, or send for
^ft complete LisLs (Post Free) ofB DOUGLAS, TRIUMPH, VILLIERS,n and STURMEY-ARCHER SPARES.W ALL IN STOCK.

dEEKSOMBHDDCi

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAGNETOS.—Unused shop-soiled Thomson-Bennett

£6/17/6; twin, £8/17/6; O.A.V. twin-cylinde
mouel, £6/4. Can be had on approval.—Robinsons,

MOluil Cvele Covers.—Shop-soiled Moscley touring

25/-, heavy, 45/-; Pedley touring, 30/-, extri

heay, 45/-; tubes, Moseley, Pedley, St. Helens, al

sizes, 7/6 each.—Kobinsons.

MUDSHIELDS.—College mudshields for winter, 16/«
20/6, 32/6. and 36/6; Stirling metal mudshieldi

50/-.—Robinsons.

OVEEALLS.-Snits, veiT heavy, dark fawn, dc.ubl

breasted, very warm, waist-foot leggmes, 6//b

Ughtweight, 50/-; cheaper quality, 3V'6. Black wiitci

proof sirits, 06/-; leggings with seats, 10/-; waist-looti

30/-; single legs, 19/6. Brooks leggings, short browi

28/-; long browa, 4B/6; llack, short, 82/-. Any sui

sent on approval.—Robinsons.

DRUID Forks.—Complete for SJih.p. and 4h.i

machines, 5>5in. head, l>Sin., 15/6, columi

£6/5; heavy double spring type, £7.—Robinsons

HUBS.-2?,h.p. Douglas, £1/5; 6h.p. Enfield, rea:

complete, £3/18/6, front, £1/6; 3h.p. Enflel]

rear £3/16, front £1/5; Triumph 1919 rear hul

31/10; A.J.S., £4/4; B.S.A., 30/-.—Robinsons.

PISTONS for' 3;-ih.p. Premier, 35/-; J.A.P. 4,

and Sh.p., 35/-, a'/.h.p., 30/-; Tnumph SV^h.

and 4h.p- 30/-; Douglas 25.ih.p. 18/-, 4h.p. 26/

3;4h.p. 25/-; New Hudson, Indian, Sunbeam, an

B.S.A, pattern. 30/-; Budge, 39/9; 8h.p. Humberett

35/-; Rover, 35/-; all complete with rings and guageo

pins; Hover 1913, 357-.—Robinsons.

RENOLDS- Ohains.--101 links, <;ixy,, 47/8; ditt

56 links, 27/-; JjXW, 54 links, 24/-; ditto, .

links 39/7; Morgan chains. 10/9 foot; rivet extractoi

all sizes, in stock, 7/3 and 10/9; spring cranked a(

inner spare links, 1/3.—Robinsons.

TEIUMPir Carburetter Sparee.-Carburetter eomplej

100/10; needles, 7d. ; air caps, 3/10: springs, 64

ail and throttle pistons. 2/3: ticklers, 1/6; petrol unit

nuts, 5d. ;
jets, 7d. ; needle lalvea, long 4/10, short 3/"

controls, 26/10.—Robinsons.

VAIVES.-Rover, A.J.S., B.S.A., Enfield, 2>a.d
2*4hp. 4h.p. 6h.p., and 8h.p.; J.A.P. 4hJ

and 2% h.p Humber, New Hudson, Douglas, Premie

James,' Williamson, Ariel, Harley-Davidson, Indian, By|

each.—Robinsons.

VILLIERS Spares.-Cylinders, 52/6; exhaust pip

10/-- silencers, 18/-; crank case halves, compleB

with bushes. £2 each (state which half required)
;
cra«

pin and nuts, 9/6; eonnecting rods, 12/-; pulley aj
screws 6/8; driving centre, 9/-; locking nut »"

washer, 1/6; extractor, 4/6; pistons, 15/8;

Pius, 3/3; crank case bushes, 5/3; shatts, is/-,

of rollers, 4/6;. piston rings 2 / 6 ; flywheel. 27/6;

wheel caps, 2/-; sprockets, 5/3; oiling bolt with eUin

union 5/-; chain covers, 16/-; magneto chains. 5/1

release valves and springs, 4/6; complete illustrat)

price list, post fiee. The trade supplied.-Robinsonq,

PISTON Itings.—High tensile cast iron, Dongti

Triumph. J.A.P.. Indian, Sunbeam, Rover, A.Jij

Baby Triumph, P. and M., Humber, Premier Bnffi^

B.S.A.. all sizes in stock, no waiting, 1/9

Kobinsons.

STURMEY-ARCHER Countershaft Gear Spares.—ClA
box covers, £5; Dix -controls, £2/10; axles, l.t|

main gear wheels. £1/3/6; sliding pinions, 12/; .

"ear axle pinions, 7/-; kick etart pinions, 4/-; ball bg
fngs 9/6; layshafts, 23/-; layshaft sliding pinions, .

cranks 17/-- fibre lings, 5/-; clutch sprockets, fSj

l.all cups, 7/-; kick start springs, 1/3; pulleys,

jeud for our complete list of Sturmey-Archer counM
shaft gear spares.—Robinsons.

TERRY'S Spring links.—B.S.A., Rover, DonfS
and Jmiid forks, 3^iin. centres, tor any malt

machine, 18/6 pair.—Eobinsons.

TRIUMPH Spares. Compression taps, 2/3;
stands, 34/-; front guard stays, 5/- pair;

carriers, 40/-; valve caps, inlet and exhaust, 4fl

valve cotters, 2d.; pistons complete. 25/-; conneotl

rods complete, 28/10; connecting rod rollers, 94
ram wheels, 25/-; rocker amis, inlet and exttavj

11/- and 10/4; tappets complete with Ruide.s, 8$
union nuts, 3/3; rear brake pads, 3/9; rear

spring 6d.; kick start springs, 1/-; foot brake comUlq
37/6; foil! buUresse.s, 12/6; valve spiingfl,

*'

gudgeon pins. 3/9: bushes, large, 4/9, small

piston rings, 1/9; valves, inlet and exhaust, 6/6; '

^Iirinps, 9d. ; filler caps, 2/6; footrests, rubber,
'

to frame, 5/6 each; footrests complete, jj/- _
sprocket side, with mninsliaft, £2/18; flywhed]

side, witu gearshaft, £2/17; crank case benriugSK,

tank complete, £5; magneto control complete
aluminium lootlioards, jnnior or countershaft,!
front portion of frniuo. £7/5; top back stays,!

bottom back stays, 67/-: front fork gilders,*
fiont stand, 23/-; hub complete, front, 23/2;^
26/6: iiont spindles complete, 12/-, rear 13/4j
wheel <-oinpleto, less tyro. 49/2; rear wheel ditto,

ailjusUiblo pulleys, 22/6.—Herbeit Robinson,
Green St., Camoridge. Tel.: 996. T.A. : Bio»

1351 All Icttcii) iclntlii« to ii(lvcitl«emcnt» should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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THESAXON
AT OLYMPIA.

nrhe praise
and admira-

tion showered
upon Saxon
Spring Forks
at the Show
marks just an-
other instance
of the great

popularity en-
joyed by the
best of all
spring forks.

Saxons still

r em a i li p r e -

eminent in-

shock absorb-
ing qualities,

giving perfect

ease in steering

and vibration-

less comfort
awheel.
Have you ordered
yel ? Full particu-
lars and price from

S. R. Ridgway,
73, Digbeth, Birmingham.

Mechanical—not a Musical Box.

T^HE function oE a
}iom is 'o sound

an alarm to clear
the load—the Look
Horn dnes this moio
effeL'tively than any
oiher wami-K si ,n il

at present invented
1113 LoDC Hon is

riot a musical box but
-a real roid cleartr—
th hoarse growl does
tite trick at once;
bftter scare a redes-
tiau tian kill or
injure him with dis-

astrous conscquBuct'a
to follow.

Fit th3 Long Horn
to your car—it'a tlia

safest alarm und„T
sny circumitaiicos
It can be mo^Uiiated
according to pressure
from a "ild warnine
to a sharp ftttentio'i

—

compeUiug comiiiaud.

FITS ANY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE.

.LENGTH ... ... 4jin Prirp ^ft/-
DIAM6TER OF BELL 4iin.

rriLB OD/-

WEiGHT 3i lbs. each.

FULL PARTICULARS FROM

MARKT & CO (LONDON), LTDi
08-100, CLERKENWELL ROAD E.O.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NEW Binks, Senspray, and Capac carburetters to

suit any machines; liberal exchanges quoted.
1920 nearly new torburetter:> ;U special prices.—Collier's
Mutories, Hortou «t., Halitiix. [2633

REMY Dynamo (lati^. £6; Inige r.and H. lamp set,

complete, brackets, 27/6, never fitted; fur lined
helmet, 14/- (new); Stewart speedometer gear box, 12/6.
—97, Angell Ed., Brixton. [3045

PULLEYS for any Motor.—Adjustable, Sin. diameter,
15/6 plated; fixed, 4i/2in. diameter, 8/6; guar-

anteed; post free.—J. Perkins. 455, High Rd., I^y-
ton. 'Phone: 248 Walthamstow. [3270

LADIES' Suede Leather Hats, 10 colours. latest 1

fashions; 9/6, worth 30/-; send 2d. addressed'
envelop for illustrations and lull set patterns.—Swift'
Co., 3. Parade, Northampton. [2628

PISTONS from Stock.—B.S.A., Bradbury, New Hud-
son, Precision, Harley, Scott, Rudge, Sunbeam,

Singer, Enfield. J.A.P., Premier, Triumph.—W. Cole,
53. Sarehole Rd., Sparkhill, Birnungham. [X2462

TRANSFERS.-Head, tank, nnd line transfers for
motors. Complete sets for pedal cycles, single

colours 1/6, double- colours 2/-; 2d. stamp brings list.

—Axon, Station Buildings, Altrincliam. [X2423

HARLEYS. Harleys.—I! you want speed without
getting covered with mud, equip your machine

with Barker's mud shields ; set. £2/2. — Barker's
Motors, 194, Balham High Rd , S.W.12. [1843

RILEY 4>2h.p., W.C. pump, B. and B.,. shaft
clutch, £10; Riley 2-speed all chain gear box,

£3 : perfect, suitable monocar, boat, stationary.—4.
Sadler Crescent, Lea Rd., Birmingham. [X2919

WESTWOOD Aluminium Head Lamp, good con-
dition 10/-; Wood-Milne 26x2.'4'x2' jin. extra

heavy 4-ply, brand new from maker.s. unused, 45/-,—
T., Baruett Hotel, Camborne, Cornwall. [1410

B. and B., I'/sin.. complete, 17/6 ; mag. Bowden
control, 8/6; B. and B. levers, 5/-; Triumph

footrests, complete, 15/6; and rear brake, less shoe,
8/6.-47, Millbrook Rd., Brixton, S.W. [2777

SIN. Cushmau Chuck and spares, £1/15; two circular
saws and spindle. £1/4 ; 3in. Emery wheel and

spindle, 10/-; sprocket wheel, 32 teeth, ^fsXVi, 15/-.—
Morris, 15, Beaconsfield Ed., Chatham.

^
[2847

NUTS, bolts, washers, for all motorista, . all sizes.
Sample bag of 50, 2/6; 100, 4/3; 200, 7/6; 300,

11/-: 500, 15/-; 1,000, 30/-; carriage paid.-Special Nut
and Bolt Co., 63. Well St., Hackney, E.9. [6456

TRANSFER Lining, complete set for pedal bicycles
in gold, red, or green, also in double colours;

prices on application.—The British Transfer Printing
Co., Ltd., Transfer Specialists, Coventry. [0114

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, guaran-
teed one year, a.ay pattern, 7/- each, 12/- pair,

step-cut piston rings, 5/- pair, post free, per return.
—Capacity Tool Co.. Broseley, Shropshire. [2465

£23, 4V'in. screw-cutting hollow mandrel lathe ; 6in.,

£95; second-hand 6in.,' £45; pillar drills, £7/10;
miller, £35; shaper, £30; chucks, 9/6; Balata belting,
1/- foot.—Ashton, Granary Lane, Mirfield. [2373

4h.p. Douglas Engine, ^£15 ; S.H. carburetters from
25/-, B. and B., Amac, Claudel, Triumph, B.S.A.,

Senspray, Biuks; lamp sets from 30/-.—Putney 1652.—
Britneli Bros., 43-45. High St., Fulham. [2705

AN Exceptional Opportunity.—Footboards, new,
12/6 per pair; 4h.p. and 2-^,ih.p. Douglas, alu-

minium, or -special line lino covered, 10/6 pair, brass
edged; packing and postage 1/- extra.—Below.

LAMPS.-P. and H., ex-W.D., acetylene, brand
new, 4V2in. lens, complete with generator,

£2/12/6; packing and postage 1/6 extra. Generator
only, large size, 12/6; packing and postage 1/- extra.
Below.

HANDLE-BAR Muffs, fur lined; a wonderful bar-
gain, 6/6 pair; packing and postage 9d. extra.

—Below.

NEEGRIPS, leather: 6/6 pair; postage 6d. extra.
Below.

TRIUMPH and Douglas Spares of all kinds in stock.
We specialise in parts for the above machines,

and can supply anything you require; write stating
your requiremenis; cheques and P.O.'s to be crossed.-
Light Car and Motor Cvcle Engineering Co., 26 and
26a, Tulse Hill, London, S.AV.l. [2965

POWERPLUS Indian cylinder, connecting rod, £4,
offer; touring bars. £2/15; 2ain. speedometer,

£3/15; Mabon clutch, 15/-; New Hudson silencer,
12/-.—Seward, Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [2813

AMAC, 28/-; pair forks, 10/-; 3y2h.p. Ariel motor
cycle, £27/15; Belsize gear box, £5; Humber,

£4; ca-r carburetters. Sthcnos 58/-, Poppe 50/-,. B.
and B. 17/6.—47, Millbrook Rd., Brixton, S.W. [2778

RELIANCE Company'.? Business is the supply of de-
pendable writing machine.^ ; 360 always ready, to

suit all requirements ; moderate prices.—Reliance House,
2, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. 'Phone: Holborn 238Sr [1321

J.A.P. Specialifits.—All genuine J.A.P. VaxU in stock;
also a quantity of J.A.P. W.D. parts, at greatly

reduced prices; -quotations by return.-B.P. Garage, 40,
Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, N.W. [2260

ELECTRIC Light Bulbs for Motor Cycles and Care,
one watt and half watt types stocked, any voltage

—W. T. Claike and Co.. Ltd., Electrical Engineers, Silver
St., New Oxford St., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 1019.

[9601

K

I

New Addres%~-

25, NORTON STREET,

MA8„IFAK.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, ii.g h.p., coupt^, dickev .. £495
DOUGLAS, 3-3-seatc-r £500
CALTHORPE, t heater 495 gns.
MERRALL-BROWN. ,c-(;vl.. 1-wheeler £325
COVENTRY-PREMIER, swheeler .. £288 15
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

Combiuation, 28 X 3, spare wheel . £213 IS
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-specd, solo .... £100
SCOTT, 3} h.p., 2-speed £130
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . £120
NORTON, Big Four £135
NEW IMPERIAL, 2.1 h:p., 2-speeJ ... £80 17
B.S.A. ^i h.p. 3-speed all-chain Com-

bination, hood, screen, and carrier £161 15
RUDGE-MULTi, 3S h.p., I.O.M. Model £110 5
SCOTT Combination, 3in. Palmers .... £183 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £187 10
AUTOPED Scooter, shop-soiled £29 15
HENDERSON, 4-rvlinder, latest model £220

Easy paynienti arranged.
AGENTS FOR

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, BRADBURY,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HENDERSON, NEW
IMPERIAL, NORTON, SUNBEAM, SCOTT,
and TRIUMPH Motor Cyclea ; L. S. D. and
MERRALL-BROWN 3-WHEELERS ; AIRE-
DALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA
Light Cars. Exchange enifuirios solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.

A.B.C., 1920, dyno lighting, superb
mount £160

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2-( h.p., 3-speed,

lamps, horn, etc., almost as new . £87 10
CLYNO, 1920, 2I h.p., 2-speed, like new £62 10
HUMBER, 1919? 3-V h-p., 3-sp., flat twin £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2-strokc £39 10

TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., single-speed £30
SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, 350 miles . . £59 10

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, as new . . £69 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., single-speed £49 10
METRO-TYLER, 2 speed, red £62 10

TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., 3-speed hub £42 10

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p. countershaft . £92 10
Passenger Machines.

MORGAN, w.-c. Grand Prix £165
BRADBU RY, 6 h.p.,i92o,Grindlay side-

car, lamps, etc £162 10

JAMES 5-6 h.p. countershaft de luxe

1920 Combination, 400 miles £155
ARIEL 31 h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £125-

VINDEC,~3 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . £55
HARLEY, 1920, and new latest type

bulbous back Sidecar £190 10

TRIUMPH 3.i h.p. 3-speed Combination £64 10

HUMBER, 1919, 3! h.p,. 3-5peed, flat

twin, 1920 Millford Sidecar £125
CLYNO 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination . . £95
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-

bination, \tTy 6ne condition ..... £99 10

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination . . £135
B.S.A., 1912 £39 10

CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. coach Combina-
tion, all-chain, 3-spced, F.F. £85

DOUGLAS 1920 4 h.p. Combination , . £152 10
NEW ACCESSORIES.

Easting Windscreen, standard .... £410
C.-A..V. Magnetos, from £7 17 6

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from . £7 17 6

Cowey Horns, 50 '-
; klaxons £116

Double-twist Bulb Horns 17 6

Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonniksen, Trip £6 16 6

Smith, Trip £5 15

Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10

Capac Carburetters, post free £4 6

New Army Knapsacks, r3,Vxilin. . 5 6

Plated T.T. Bars for Triumphs ... £1 5
One-inch Touring Bars, black 15

26X2-JX2J Palmer Sidecar Covers. £1 15

Dixie Mag. for Douglas, second-hand £2 15
Coachbuiit Sidecar Bodies £6 15

Carriage extra.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
constitute a remarkable combination of slow
running, aboormal power, to.setherwith extreme
simplicity. Price £4 6s., including packing and
camaere. Your present carburetter taken in

exchan.ge.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. 355
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IB

KOTOR>
CYCLES,

lYCLB.

CARS.

We can offer you the finest

selection of Motor Cycles and
Light Cars in the North.

SOLOS.
SPARKBROOK INDIAN) SCOUT

BEARDMORE PRECiSIOM

COMBINATIONS.
INDIAN MODEL N.E.23 REX

ACME-J.A.P.

LIGHT CARS AND
CYCLE CARS.

SINGER ENFIELD-ALLDAY
G.N. CASTLE THREE

A. B.C. SKOOTAMOT A3

Send your enquiries to us.

NEWCASTLE on TYNE
SUNDERtAND^-

WEST HARTLKPPOt
I BBl

TURPIN'$
For Light Cars 6. Motor Cycles

MAIN LONDON ROU)

ORTO HOODS & APROMS,
The smarlest and best designed hood on the market,
Frlco complete with Side Curtains and all Fittings

plated ilnlsh, £4.
Special Models for Matchless. Harley-Davidsoa,
Douglas, Enfield, Indian, James, Blackburne.

APRONS.—Coverall 16 /6, Storm, with neckhole,
20/. : Storm Covoriill 21 /6, Detachable Cape 25/-

In best quality Double Texture Twill.
ATKINSON'S, 306, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherd's Busli,

'I'lioue: lliinm rsiiiitli i-jo. W.12.

NEW WOODEN HUTS.
DwcUinf,"-., Hmit^alows, Offir*>?, Worltsliops,
Moloi" C.'ir Houses, I'avilions, Slablcs,
Stores, CyiitcL-ns, Grpctihoiiscs, I-"ratJH's,

Jlcatiiig Apparatus, Rustic Work, Jtar-

rows, Stoves, Asbostos Sheets, Poultry
Applianres ot every description, Glass,
Iforticultural, Window, and Picture,

lUunlmtcd Liii f al Fr.;:

T.BATH&C0..ToNiU*w^^2"'

MISCELLANEOUS.
GENUINE J.A.P. Palis.—J.A.P. cranks, Sh.r- and

8h.p., 50/- pail; connecting rods, 50/- and 60/-^:

valves complete, 4/- each; ring's, 2/- each. I have ail

parts for J.A.P. enginee. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins
(below).

BLTKMAN 5-speed ComiterdlFaft Gear Box. £15; and
I have all parts for 3-speed gear box in stock.

Seal mninshaft driving genr, layshnft, and all others in
stock. Stamp for reply.—Haivkins (below).

NEW IMPEBIAL Frame for 8h.p. J.A.P., and back
stays, 50/-; heavyweight Dniid forks, 50/-; new

Imperial front wheel, 2Sx2i/2, complete, 30/-; rear wheel.
iximplete with chain sprocket, 50/-; Imperial aluminium
footboarda, 10/- pair. I hav-e all parts for Imperial in
stock. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins (below).

ROVER Frames for 5h.p. and 8h.p. J.A.B., with
back stiiys, 50/-; forks, 50/-; mudguard front,

15/-; rear, 15/-; footboards, 10/- pair; front wh^el, 50/-;
reor wheel, complete with chain sprocket, 50/-; alu-
minium chain eorer, 20/-; tanks; and I have all parti

from Rover in stock. St^imp for reply.—Hawkins
(below).

1,000ft. of New Chain, isV^ and 5^iX7-16, at 5/- r

foot; or 4/- foot in 24ft. lengths.—Hawking (below).

e^OO Gross of %x% Connecting Links, and Kx7-16
t^ ditto, and ^/»x% spaire links, and ?4X7-16 cranked
links; %xVs ditto, lOd. each, or 7/6 doz.; and %x%
links for spring cbain-s for Rovers, 1/6 each; carriage
extra.—Hawkins (below).

1,000 Pairs of Heavyweight Druid Fork Springs, ex
W.D., new, 2/- pair; and 500 Rover fork springs,

21- pair; postage 9d.—Hflwkins (below).

500 Pairs of Rims, 28x2Vo, all new, 7/6 pair.—
Hawkins (below).

1,000 J.A.P. Valves, all complete, 4/- each, or 36/-

dozen; 500 J.A.P. rings, 21- each, or 18/- dozen.
—Hawkins (below).

SUNBEAM Sid&^iir Wheels, 20/- each; springs, 10'-

pair. I have a lot of Simbeam sidecar bodies, want
upholstering and painting, 50/-. I have all parts iQX
Sunhe:im sidecar in stock. Stamp for reply. Carriage
-extra.-Hawkins (below).

KA-'I-ARGE Car Generators, 15/- each. I have a
0\J lot Of parts for B.S.A., Triumph, Matchless, and
Rover geai" box parts. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins, 455,
York Rd., Wandsworth. ^ [9753

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915-16 Spares: Frames, front, read
wheels, hub brake, flywheels, domes, cylinder,

chain, crank, timing cases, connecting rods, clutch.-
Indian, 45, Hnndcroft Rd., West Croydon, Snrrev-

[2848

CYLINDERS . In Stock (New).-Triumrh (1910-20).

3'/'h.p. and 4h.p. Singer, SVoh.p.. 2<iih.i\, and
2^!ih.p. Precision, 3VL'h.p. Premier, 2V-2h.p., Premier,
F.N., 25/ih.p. J.A.P., SV^h.p. Peugeot, 7-9h.p. Peugeot.
—Below.

CYLINDERS.—Enquiries invited for B.S.A., Rovpr,
31-oh.p. Brown, New Hudson. 5-6b.p. Precision,

and any make of cylinder.—Noyse Engineering Co.,

Rugby. [X2975

WE Can Bring your machines up-to-date and mak«
it intn a countershaft model by fitting a new

bnck, with Sturmev-Areher gear box: any machine con-

verted.—A. Pilkin^^ton and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd..

Birmingham. [2912

SPARES. Spares.— Get them quickly and cheaply. I

can suppiv most spares for leading makes. Try
me for satisfaction.—R. G. Gamble, the spare part

specialist, Blue Ball Yard, St. James's St., Piccadilly.

GeiTard 6536. [2959

1019 6h.p. Royal Enfield Front Wheel. £1/1. as
Xt/ new; speedometer, Corbin Brown, to fit 1915
Indian £4; 1919 Indian dynamo set. head lisht,

.sidecar lamp, and switch, £10.—Horswill, 42, Bridgft

St., Chester. L2340

BSA Piirts (1914), nearly new, front forks, com-
plete, 50/-; front wheel, 10/-; semi-T.T. bars. 10/-;

front brake. 8/-; brand new C.A.V. magneto, anti,

Biuplc, i:03t £7/17/6, sell £5/10.— 9, .Osborne St., Barrow-
in-Furness. [2507

TRIUMPH Pattern W.D. Wide Sporting Handle-
bars, new, 27/-. Write me lor any Triumph

parts you want: say whether new or second-hand.

Stamp for reply will oblige.-Ward. 11, Radford Rd..

Leamington Spa. [X2977

CLYNO Spares at Catalogue Prices.—Not the
largest stock, but the cheapest, compare our

prices before buying elsewhere; magneto platforms,
5/.- stamped enquiries.—Motor Cycle Dept., 341, Upper
St., London, N.l. [2758

RUDGE Long Exhaust Pipes, weldless steel tubing,

'

complete, all attachments, 37/- carriage paid;

nickel plated, 15/- extra; fit in 5 minutes.—C.W.
Motor Co., 209, Broadway, >Ve3t Hendon, N.W.
Phone: Kmgsbury 163. [3913

KNICKER HtiH'kingfi, hand knit from Harris brushed
Wild], all colours, 14/6 piiir, post freox approval

Hariis tivocla for apoits HuitK. ex<:luwive Quality; latest

piittiirns free.—T. B. Mncaulay, Harris Tweed Ware-
houflf. 90, Stornoway, Lewis. [1658

GEAllS.-2-apocd gears for winter riding. The 1921
Hoc super gear lor lightweights has a reputation

tor quality. Special attachments lor Levis; immediate
loUvery. Writo for loiiflet.~Roo Dopt., A. W. Wnll

SUTCL.BFFE'S
MOTOR CYCLE and MOTOR CAR SHED,

Ltd., Tyacloy, Birmingham. [0136

Jll sent carriage paid in sections.

Sutcliffe's Motor Sheds are the strongest luilt, best
designed Motor Sheds you can get at anything lilce

the price ; don't be tempted to buy weakly con-
structed Sheds, they are most expensive, in the end.
Study Sutcliffe's Construction—Sides, ends, roofs
built on ^-in. best matchboards, roof alsQ covered
with extra heavy felt, rainproof, framework of
tremendous strength. All floors are double strength,
will carry a ton or more weight easily. All houses
erected and bored before despatch, all bolts supplied
free. If any client is not perfectly satisfied, simply
return shed and we retund purchase price. Full
details in free booklet.

F. and H. SUTCLIFFE,
44. WOOD TOP, HEBDEN BRIDGE, YORKS.

Telephone, : 5S, Hebdfn Ilritlge._

Immmmmmm
FAIR row; CHATHAM JKENT

„: Opposife-ISO., High Streef:-':" :

.

Successors h The.Chatham c District MqforcyJpA^arr.

SHOP-SOILED. — Must be cleared to
make room for our New Models.

COULSONB, 4 h.p. Blackbume Engine, z-speed,
spring frame £i<^o

P.v., 3 h.p. Precision Engine, z-^peed, spring
frame ... ... ,. .. ... ^87

HOSKISON z-stroke, z| h.p. Union Engine, K.S.,
and clutch £73

AUTO-PED SCOOTER, dynamo lighting ... £37,
8 h.p B.A.T. Combination £i7S

1920 MODELS.
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, best on

the market j£i7o

AH Uiese Machines an* iti Sinch rei'dti for dcHrery.

Agents for HARLEYS.

I

]i

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil. -

Tins 1 /2 and 2 '3,"

post free.

OWEN BROS.
& Co Ltd.,

HULL, England.

In extra lioavy wnol

:

(lark Tnrtan and rcvorso Mack.
Tlie vory tliiuc to koon your Hidooiir

lUHHonBorWami. Pricii 37/6, poet treu.

afttlsfaotioiiOnfirnrtoflil. NicoProscnt.

COATS BROS., iO. Qiiooti VIctorIrt

"tT(!ot. London, E J,

' r-rfT}/:

B56 All letters relating to ndvertlscmeiits should quote the number at the end of each ndvertisement, and the data of the issue.
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SALVAGE& SONS

Agents for Triumphs,

Sunbeams, Enfields,

Levis, Francis-Barnett

New Imperials,

Coventry Premiers,etc.

SALVAGE & SONS
Motor Engineers,

Fleet Street, SWINDON

lABON" SPRING SADDLE
SUSPENSION.
An excellent fitment. Adaptable
to most machines. A smooth,
floating action without rebound
over the roughest roads.

PRICE 45/-.
All steel, plated finish.

Extract from The Motor Cycle, Nov.
nth, 1920 :

—"Having recently tested
one, we find that it is just as efficient in
action as it is strong and well finished in

appearance. In fact, so excellent is Jie
suspension afforded, on the most atrocious
surfaces, that we were apt to forget that
the machine was not similarly insulated"

MABON MOTOR WORKS, Woodslde
Gardens, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, London

N.17.

D€Dd 'ero (ui+b

WTierever you are, and what-
ever the size or shape of the
tear, you can mend It quickly,
without stitches, with Mend-a-
Tear. Sold in i/- cartons, or
free sample for 2d. stamped
addressed envelope.

LEICESTER RUBBER
CO., LTD., 10, GRANBY
MILLS, LEICESTER

fend-ai-T^e^r

UUCKES' RATENT

iOUNTERSHAFT BEARS
1921 MODELS now In full production for

Ightweights (clutch, & k. starter), 2, 3, and 4 speeds,
eavy^-eights (do. do. do.), 3 and 4 speeds, and

3-SPEEDS and REVERSE.
PFICIENT MOTOR AND ENGINEERING CO.,
_ Bllston Road, WOLVERHAMPTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.
F.H.S. Electric Lighting Set. head, rear, Ptdecar,

inspeL-tion lamps, pwitohboard. aLCumnlator,
excellent couditinn. £5; or exchanKe Sin. fompoiind
!-lide re?t.—Lockyear. Arlington Lodge, ^"anless Rd..
Loiitrh' lorough Juuttion. London. [2408

Oith.p. Douglas Bpare^.—Gear boxes, £4; frames,
^^ £5; forks complete, 70,'-: front wheels, £1,
reins £2 -. ronnecting rods, 17/6 : front I'vakes, £1

:

carriers, 15/-; helts, 7/6; saddles, 25/-; lamp sete,
£1; any parts supplied.—Below.

qiRItJMPn Frames. £3; front mudguards. 17/6,
-*- rears. 10/-; carriers. 15/-; stands. 12/6.—Below.

TOOLBAGS, Douglas and Triumph, 4/6 each; new
tiring helmety. fur-Iiued. 17/6.—Below.

LAMPS and Generatorfe. £1 set ; good belts and
fasteners, 7 / 6 ; s^addles from £1 ; new Miller

eenerators. 12/6.—Sulina Garase. ^ulina Rd., Brixton
Hill, HAY. 2. 'Phone Streatham 40 and 2563; carriage
and postage on all goods extra. [zllb

NEW Admiralty Pattern Blafk Oilskin Trousers,
fully lined, 8/6; jackets to match, 10/6; new

packs, 3/6; part worn, 2/6; liaversacks, 2/6; liigh-clase
Yiiginifi rigaretti^s, 500 for 19/-, post free; trade sup-
plied.-Sutlierland, Bridge End, Wick. [2558

PULLEYS Supplied to suit your engine, gear box,
or cycle car, and made either fixed or adjustable

from Sin. to 12iF. diameter; spare flanges made to
any pattern.—A. and E. Lower, Engineers, 670, Seven
Sisters Rd., South Tottenham. N.15. [2227
4ih.p. Quadrant, 1920, 3-speed, etc.. shop-.-oiled.

2 £105; Eex frame, ^nit S'.jh.p. to 6h.p., tank,
forks, mudguard.-;, and Landle-bars. £6; Grado pidley,

kick start. £7/10; 1 pair 26in. wheels with trres and
tubes, belt rim. £3.-P. Deny, Strabane. [X2773

GENUINE Douglas Spare Parts of ev^ry- description
in stock, at Douglas catalcgue prices; trade sup-

plied. We are the largest stockists of Douglas spares
in the South of England.—Vivian Ilardie and Lane,
Ltd., 24, AVoodstock St., New Bend St., W.l. [0276

HAELET Cylinders, £3/10: tanks, £2 each; S^-heb-
ler carburetter, new, £4 ; saddle top, £1 ; plugs,

2/-; enquiries invited .for Harley spares. Indian gudgeon
pins, 4/-; small bushes, 5/-: valves, 3/-; crank pin, 7/6.
—Stock, 107, Coningham Ed., Shepherd's Busb. [3048

TRIUiVrPH and Other Parts, second-hand and new,
a large assortment, practirally any part for any

year macbine; also wheel buikling. enamelling and
plating, best Coventry finish; b?lt rims supplied and
built on to wheels, etc.—Wright, Avon House, Whit-
na-sh, Leamington. [X2891

DYKAMO Car Lightuig. £4/17/6: switchboard.
£1/7/6; electric motor Veh.p.. £6/10; Druid

forks, stem missing, suit S'^h.p., 30/-; contact breaker,
Bosch ]iU4. anti, 50/-: or exchange good O.B. sidecar.
—Broome, Bungalow, St. George, Abergele, N". Wales.

[2454
SPEEDOMETERS.—Stewart gear boxes in stock, 22/6

complete: flexible shafts, 20/-; trade supplied.
Repairs to all makes of speedometers; Stewart repairs
a siieciality; new and second-hand sets supplied.—The
London Speedometer Co., Kramer Mews, Earl's Court,
S.W. [9284

FOR Sale, a large quantity of new and good second-
hand engine spares, suitable for 1914 and up-

wards Triumphs, 2"-4 and 4b,p. Douglases, B.S.A., etc.;

state requirements, or would accept cash offer for the
lot; seen by appointment.—Box 9,773, c/o The Motor
Cycle.

-
[2562

ALUMINIUM Number Plates, ra=s?d polished letter-
ing and border on black background, 12/6 a pair,

please state make of motor cycle when ordering; car
size plates, 20/- a pair, post free, delivery 2 days.—
Martin Bros., 90* Brunswick St., Hackney Rd., Lon-
don, E.2. [9095

DRUMMOND Lathes, all models, S'Aia. and 4in.,
separate foot motors, stands and treadles, counter-

shafts. Now in stock. Immediate delivery. Engi-
neers' fine tools, micrometers, verniers, etc. Price list.—
Barns and Co., Ltd., 54, and 63, Stapleton Ed., Bristol.
•Phone: 1535. [9621

FOLLOWING Williamson Parts For Sale.—Engine
(less crankshaft, one connecting rod, one cylin-

der badly scored). Bosh waterproof mag., new tank,
Amac carburetter, 2-speed gear wheels, frame, side-
car; best offer over £30 for the lot.—Horswill, 42,
Bridge St.. Chester. [2339

"I Q 14 Premier C.B. Combination, 3-speed clutch.
-Lt/ lamps, " overhauled, splendid condition. 2 spare
handle-bars, "2 lamps, horn. Klaxon, 3-speed reverse
gear box, tyres, tuhes. overalls, heavy motor coat, several
other things; lot £65; s6parate.--2. West View, Farn-
borough Ed., Hants. [9185

PUNCTUEEPEOOF Tube, 700x80, new, cost 46/-,
sell 39'-: Oito wind screen, as new. 30/-: 26x2

Palmer studded cover, new, 21/-; Terrys Pillion seat.

20/-; decoiupressor, 5/6; Lucas head lamp with gener-
ator, for 2-Sh.D. Douglas, 48/-; Douglas belt, 7/-.— 88.
Park Ed., W, DulwicU [2453

FOR Sale, 5-7h.p. Coventry Victor engine, brand
, new, complete, less carburetter, Sturmey-Archer

3-speed box, 2 700x80 Avon Sunstbne covers and
tultes, 4 Lynton disc wheels, cycle car steering heads,
and hubs for Lvnton wheels; letters only.—Simms, 56,
Green Lane, Oldham. [X2884
TRIUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, in stock;

new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-
close stamp for reply. Why not second-hand goods
in place of new while prices are so high? Half the
price, satisfaction guaranteed.— Forfield Motors, 11,
Forfield Place, Leamington Spa". [52976

359-361. Euston Rd.,London, N.W.I
standard chassis sold to the
Trade only — takes any
[Standard type ol coach
built body Write for list.

Write for List—Trade onlJ
—of all parts for buildinS
up chassis. Sidecar lugS
of all kinds manufactured

every essential requird-
ment for the i)erfec[ lubr-ca-
tion of all motor cycles, and
their use ensures conditions
of highest efficiency aad
economy.

As supplied to H.M. the
King.

Sole Mannfactarers

—

MATTHEW WELLS
& Co., Ltd.,

" Wellsallne" Oil Works,
Hardman St., Mancbester

JWELLSALINR
MOTOR OILS

~i

TelegTamt—"OHmi>t. Manchattr." Telrvhone-Centrai 2593.

TH E "SEROB"ATTACHABLE MOTOR
CYCLE CUSHION FOR MOTOR CYCLE

SADDLES.

Road Shocks. .^m^Ŝ ^^^^^k '<<'ate<< Rub-
Saddle Sore- ^^^^^^^^v^JI ''"' Cushion,

ness, Etc. ^^^Hi^^^fei^ Covered
Turns an old ^BjgM^^^^ Strong Water-

Saddle into a 1^^^^3^ proof ma-
Comlortable |l ^^^ terial, can bs

Seat wl 3 wiped dry
^s whan wet

Proy. Pate.

Price 15/6 each.
Obtainable from all Cycle Agents, or Garages, or from

Wm.STEPHENS&Co., [*„^^-"„7 f.^

3-PLY WOOD for

SIDECARS, CARS, Etc. LISTS AND PRICES ON
APPLICATION.

Builders and General Traders Co.>

83, Celmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.

'Phone : Central 2836. 'Grams :
" Centradco," B'ham.

"ASLATT" TYRE STOPPING.
The i s. d. saver ol tyre bit's. Permanently
repairs cuts and gashes in motor, motor cycle,

and cvcle tyres. Saves vidcanising. Also repairs

any rubber article. Once used always used.

Tubes, 1 /2 (post free'.

THE ASLATT TYRE STOPPING CO.'

Moor Green House, West End, SOUTHAMPTON.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B57
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The 'AVRO' WINDSCREEN
(Triplex Glass)

Ideal for Motor Cycle, Sidecar, or Small Cycis Car

2 GUINEAS EACH. CARRIAGE PAID.

MISCELLANEOUS.
REX 1909 SVoh.p. Cylinder, new, £4/10; Precision

21/2^. p. cylinder, new, £4; Villiers cylinder,
Eecond-liand, perfect, £2 ; Humber 1911 cylinder,
new. £3/10; 1913 ditto, £3/15; 1914 w.c, £4/10;
Rex twin cylinders, second-hand 50/-, new £4/15,"'
Triumph 1909, S.H., £3.—Below.

LARGE Consignment ol Belt Rims, suit Triumph,
I

fixed and iree ' - - —
other sizes.—Below.

engine. 11/6 each; also many

SPJJCIAL.—Sidecar
with stays, new.

A\:uDE^c^.nf
AVRO WORKS, iSEVS'TON HEATH,

. MANCMESTEIR •

mudguard valances, complete
.12/6; Rex twin connecting rod,

£1; pair of Indian connecting rods, 30/-; Humber
! connecting rod, £1; dozens of connecting rods in
i

stock, many patterns; Villiers free epgine wheel, £3/5;
} Binks 3-iet, complete, 35/-; Armstrong belt wheel,
£1; large quantity of Armstrong and Sturmey gear

;i
parts. I have a tremendous stock of all accessories,
especially old pattern parts.—Syw. Pearson, Gate House,
Cheylesmore, Coventry. [X2984

TRIUMPH Chain Cases, 12/6 each; Douglas 25^i]i.p.

wheels, &ack £1, front 18/-; 26in. tubes. 2/6
each; secbud-hand belts, all sizes, from 7/6; 3 Indian
sid6car.s, minus wheels, £4/10 each; Indian cylinders,

, 15/- each.—Speechley, I, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill,
1 W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1902. ' [2792

1 T EG Shields for any make of machine, polished
J J-' aluminium, 22/6; light steel, stove enamelled

I black or finished in a.ny colour, 17/6. The above are
wire-edged, swaged, and complete with frame fittings.
Packing and carriage free. Trade supplied.—Mersey
Disc Co., 34, Sutton St., Warrington [2898

PATCNTS, TRADE MARKS
AND DESIGNS

IN ALL COUNTRIES.

Lewis Wm. Goold, A.i.Hech.E
Cliartcred Patent Jgenf,
CtyisuUing £ngineen.

EiiroUcd Patent Attorney ofthe l/nited States

Automobile & Electrical Dept.

:

ROWLAND L. GOOLD, C.p.a.

Associate 0/ the Institution of Automobile
Engineers,

Felloto of the CheiJiical Societtf,

Associate I.E.E.

Telegrams: " Diplomart/," B'ham.
Telephone: Central 2700.

S C(1RP0BATI0N ST., BIfiHINfiHAH.

REPAIRS
Every description of repairs to Covers
(including Re-treading) and Tubes, effici-
ently and promptly executed by Specialists

in tills cbjs of work since 1897.

. 2Gin. 17/6

RE-TREADING.
fJCtra HuovV RnljlHjr SliiJiliil or Uibl.ed TreadsllMvy Uubbar StlKUluil ur llilil«,a Trcada. 26iii.

'

u/.
l'-xlriiHc:iivyGroovo(lCarT>|>cTrM(la, 2ffill. and 650x65 '! .i-xoa Ucaiy Grooved Cur Ty 11 Treoils. 2eiii. and 7U0\80 il'.

icclmis and parliciilars on aj>plica!ion loTHE EXCELSIOR TYRE Co .Hur-st St., BIRMINGHAM

NO MORE F>UNOTURES!
Monie's Puncture Preventer

ufmh ,s to-day bringwc ,oy to ihowumd^ of molor cyclistsPunctures ceauL—aii'i R,:n Cover wars ::o% lojiKCr
From All Agents 8/6. By post 9/-

M.P. Puncture Preventer Co., 38. Bath at.. Giasww.

[VTOTOE Cycle back wheel. 26x2li
iTi extra lieavy Dunlop cover and

fitted witli new
tube, £4 ; new

26x214 Palmer cover, 4-ply, 45/-: new J.A.P.
pulley, .'idjust;i!ile. 7/6 ; jear part Irame, fitted with
Sturmey-Archei counter-^Inft bractet, £1.—Apply,
HowiL'h, Keeper's Corner, Burstow,, Surrey. [2478

ST. MARTIN'S, the premier house for accessories;
everything tor the motorist at lowest prices; new

and second-hand goods of every description ; bargains
too numeroas to mention.—Write, 'phone, or call, St.
Martin's Motor Works. Ltd., 11 and 12. Upper St.
Martin's Lane, W.C.2. 'Phone : Regent 5070-1.

[0042
INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Biixtou

Ed.. London {'Phone: Brixton 3129), oan supply
;i)l 7-9h.p. parts from stock, all new, including frames,
mudguards, wheels, silencers, exhnust pipes, tanks, con-
trols, brakes, linings for clutch and brakes, tools, e«"r3.
clutches, kick starter. They also specialise in Indian

\

repairs. [9605

1

TRIUMPH countersha-ft 1921 engine.
£25 ; ditto Sturmey-Archer gear

brand new,
.... , _ box, £18;

centre frame, back stays, 1914 cylinder complete, new,
£4; V,.2^-V- decompressor engine, less cylinder and
piston, £8: everything for Triumph; write ymr re-

ouirements.—Miles, 11, Chichester Rd., West Kilburn,
N.W.6. [3042

ELECTRIC Lighting Sets for motor cycles and small
cars supplied complete or in parts. English manu-

facture throughout and supplied either in nickel, brass,
or black finisli; fitted to machine it required. Call, or
write vonr requirements.—A. and E. Lower, Engineers,
F68 and 670, Seven Sisters Ed., South Totteuhara
N.15. ^ 965S

TRIUMPH Frame. 1913. 35/-; tank. 1913, dropped,
re-enamelied makers' colours, transfers, 37/6;

back wheel. 26x214, belt rim, \^y,2H^.<ys. 20/-; Doug-
las spring forks, complete, front wheel, tyre, mudguard,
handle-bars. 75/- lot; good Dunlop tyre, 26x2,i.zX2ii,

17/6; belt rim, 19x2?4X?-8. 8/-.—E. Jacobs, 95, North
Rd., Brighton. [2946

P.
and M- Cvlinder, 70/-: Amac carburetter. 30/-;

magneto, 4-ctI., £5/10; Ford Stepney, £2: Douglas,
crankshaft, new, 50/-; S.H., 30/-; flywheel, 35/-; me-
ohaiiical honis, cycle and car, new, 30/-: Vicar's vices,

cbeap; other parts to clear; 1917 Bradbury twin", 3-

speed, £85. guaranteed.—Mason, 42, Gleuthorn Rd.,
|

.Tesmond, Ncwcastle-ou-Tyne, [2475

MOTOR Cycle Lighting Sets,' head lamp (7in. front),

side and tail lamps, black and nickel, all

brackets, finest British make, armoured cable, bulbs,
switch, distribution board. 4-volt 40-amp. accumu-
lator ; the finest and best value on the market; 6 gns.
cuniplete.—The Colonial Motor Co.. 104a, Finchley
Rd.. N.W.5. Hiimpstead 7822. [2598

NEW H?avy Beaded Edge Covers, 26x2 27/6.
26x2'A 35/-. 26x2'A (sidecar) 27/6; endless

t nbes. .26x2 8/6. 26X3 12 / 6 ; new rubber belts,
7tt. 6in.x%in. 12/6, 8ft. 6in.x%in. 15/-. 6ft. 2in.X
liu. 10/6; inflators. 15in., 2/6;
11/6. Sent approval, carriage 1

—Palmers' Garage. Tooting. S.W. [2604

TRIUMPH 1919 Spaies.-Friiuie cpntrei*, 60/-; tanks,
3b/-; front lurks, complete. 100/-; wheel-, back,

55/-, wlieels, front, 38/-. HoukIji? 41i.ii. 1919 ryiimlf-rf.
25;-; gears complete. £12; handle-bar.s, 20/-; front
brakes 20/-; huii^ 18/-; froi'it ^forki?, new, complete,
£6 ; nnmeions other pnits ; state wjints, stump.—.»uiy,
The Mews. West St., Bromley, Kent. [2914

ENFIELD Part.s quite new and faultless, fcr 6b.p.
2-spei;d gear, 1916, onward. 36 tnoth chain whd

with brake drum, their reference No. 102, 19/-, spindle
only, reference No. RIO6, 18/-; expanding band only,
reference No. RllO. 9/-; high pear centre drum, rt-for-
em-c No. I15, 15/-; spring roller, reference No. 124,
2/9.— Dene Motor Cycle Co., Ilaymarkot, Newcastloon-
Tyno.

powerful foot pumijs,
aid, receipt remittance.

HOBSON'S Superior Motor Cycis House
No. 38,

Large size suitable for small car.

I-

Ploor and Slopin
Platform extra.

6 £r 7 6
6 £4 S 6

£5
fi £5 15

£6 2 6

Price,

8ft. X 6ft. size £15 H
9tt.x7ft. „ £18 7

10ft. x8H. „ £21
12fl.x8tt. „ £23 8
Uft.xBIt ,, £26 10
NOTE.—All Blzes are 6ft. high to eaves.

Treating outside with our wQDd-preser\'ative " Creosc
Leum," 12/-, 14/-, 17J-, 19/ , 21/- each extra respec
tively. Carriage paid to stations iu England au-

Wales for cash with order.

INEXPENSIVE. ARTISTIC. STRONG
Made in complete sections to bolt together, of BES*
QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed, tongued an
grooved, from Jin- boards by our own machineiT' o
strong framing, mortised, tenoned, and pinned tog'ethei

Roof of matchboards covered with superior waterproc
felt. Floor and sloping platform of tongued an
jrooved boards prepared from %\n. boards. Necessar
bolts and nuts for election supplied. Satisfactio

guaranteed. Write for free catalogue, No. 86, whic
contains particulars of above and bargains in portabi

buildings for all purposes, or No. 6 for Motor Ca.r Hous*

J. T. H08S0N St. 00., Becl-Foi-4
Establjched 80 years. W^orks 9 Acres.

MotorCar& Cycle House!

Portable Buildings
of every

description

Illustrated

List Free.

SOUTH-WESTEBN APPLIANCE CO
HIGH ST., FULHAM, LONDON, S.W

[X5983
l)5a .Ml Icttgis ixlaliiig t(, uilvcilibcmciits .sh.nild <,u„te tlic number at the en.l ol each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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THORNBERS MOTOR or CYCLE HOUSE

HeiRht Co Price Floor Extra.
LtnrtU. Width. Itidue. £ s. il. S I. d.

6ft. 5ft. 6.!ft. 8 17 6 2 6 6
8ft. 6ft. 7ft. 13 5 2 14

lOft. 8ft. 8ft. 21 10 5 5
15ft. lift. 9»t. 34 12
20ft. I2ft. gift- 46 18
30ft. 15ft. - lift. 77 15 27
All carriage paid to nearest Goods -ta'ion in sections-

Strongly built rootorsheds are our speciality. The
above house is built from s?lected tongued and
grooved matchboards over strong inside frame-
work, in sections to bolt together. Roof co^'e^ed

with best ielt. Flooirs made from inch T. and G.
matchboards on heavy battens and constructed to

carry two to three tons easily. AU hoilses seat
out with bolts and nuts and glas5, and ready for

easv erection on arrival. Dispatch in 7 to 10 da\'S.

THORNBER BROS., New House Appliance Works,
Ph'^np: -i7r,nii<ip dP Poor Mytholmroyd, Yofks.

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

Sizes 5. 6. 7,

8. 9, 10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

1/- extra
Carriage.

H.EMANUEL, Tyre Factor
ttorei : 37a, BaMi Pond Rd., Dalston, Lonilcn, N.

Sheldon Kngineering Co.

We can convert your

FIXED or HUB=GEABED MACHINE
to COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
SHELDON ENGINEERING CO.,

Jayley Lane, COVENTRY. 'Phone: 634.

MOTO-REVE
AL.U SRARE PARTS.
REPAIRS. NEW ENGINES.

SOLE CONCESSIONNAIEES—
aOTOR SUPPLY CO., 223a, Hrgh Street, LEWISHAM

rOP SPOILING CLOTHES!
No machine is complete without our
" IDEAL" LEG SHIELDS.
Easy to fit and detached in a moment.

a (rom finest planisTied steel. Eraceful in ontline, and aplen
' enamelled. ISTaLUAELE FOR WINTER EIDING

211- Post Free. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
norderiitg please slate }m7]ieofmackvig and vlie(hev footboards

or rests

iflDALL-TOON SSS'L^|^?^^:SUfifiEY.

MISCELLANEOUS.
EVERY Part in Stock for 1915 5h.p. IncUau motor

cycle, all sizes cf motor cycle chains in stock, any
[

pattern of piston made within 12 hours, huge stock ol
' J.A.P. (all sizes). Triumph, Humb3r, Indian, etc.,

engines overhauled at short notice, parts duplicated,
special prices for tanks, mudguards, etc.; cheapest
house in the trade.—Walter Matthews, 114, Suffolk
St., Birmingham. [4951

^ .H. Douglas Amar carburetter, 15 /- ; B. and B.

,

^ complete. 15-16in. inlet. 15/-; Amac, -iiin. inlet,

les? Ie\ers, 12/-; P. and H. large generator, complete,
10/6; 1914-15 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-^p<'ea. recently le-

Ini.-iiied and nsw tyre^. belt, lamp set. and Lucas horn
fittcu, mechanically perfect, and very .sporty,

platins as new: bargain, £45.—Popular Cycle Co.,
Itiversley Rd., Xuneaton.- [2795

E.I.C. Magneto, clockwise." £3/10; B.S.A. 2-^peed
wheel clutcii, control.^. £8/15; new Thomson-

Bennett starting magneto, £4/10; A.J.S. engine
sprocket. 19 teeth. 6/-; Premier adjustable pulley, 7/6;
B.8.A. front wheel with brake rim. £2; Douglas gear
box. £4; heav>-weight frame, 18/-; back rest, 9/-;
motor cycle electric horn, wants adjusting, 15/-.—James
Geary, Eurton-on-Trent. [X2775

SCOTT Back "Wheels complete. 35,'-; 6li.p. Enfield
back wheel (1 cone missing), 30(-; Triumph wheels,

complete, fronts 25/-, backs 35/-; 2-^ and 4h.ii. Doug-
las wheels, complete, fronts 12/6, backs 20/-; Doughi.'^
hubs, complete, 6/-; Trimuph belt rims, 6/-; TriumpL
back hubs, complete, 7/6; Triumph free-engine wheel,
complete, £2 ; knock-out spindle hubs, complete, 6/-.

Stamp, replv.—Cox, 149, Chepstow K4., Newport, Mon.
[52865

T.T. 3>$h.p. J.A.P., o.h.y.. complete, as new, £55;.
DouKlas caTburetter. 5/-; fork spring, Sason, 2/-:

ditto TriuTiph, barrel, 5/-; sidecar wheel. 26iu., 5/-;
Emery grinder (treadle), 20/-; Jap and Brown pulleys,
5/- each; Precision flange, 2/-; Jap pistons, 76 mm.,
Triumph-Precision, 85 mm., 5/- each; l'4h.p. Minerva
engine, belt rim. new tank, 50/-; 2h.p. Minerva engine.
needs repair. 20/-.—2, Worcester Parade, Gloucester.
Stamp reply [X2786

DISCS for Any Make of Light Car, cycle car, run-
about, or motor cycle wheels: solo sets for motor

cycle, in polished aluminium, 55 /- per set. in light
,^teel, stove enamelled black or finished in any colour,
42/-; provision made for belt rims, brake rims, security
bolts, speedometer, oiling, and our nickel neat fitting
v^ve covers; all fittings are nickel plated; packing and
nostase free; trade supplied.—Mersey Disc Co., 34, Suttn-
St., Warrington. - [1269

VILLIER3 Free-engine Wheel with controls, Palmer
tyre and tube, in perfect condition; £6 [26x21,4

rims) : also one Thomson-Bennett magneto, single, C.W.,
£4/15, watertight; one Thomson-Bennett magneto, twin,
C.^^ ., watertight. £5/5; Triumph clutch wheel, with
back stays, stand, carrier, all controls, and brake, £8
condition new ; also one wheel only, with all controls
£5.—B. Bastick and Co., 122-124, Edward Rd., Balsall
Heath, Birmingham^ [2901

TIME Sheets, for immediate use, snpplied from stock,
1/3 per 100; 12/6 per 1,000. Copyright forms

ruled and printed for daily, weekly, and foreman's
time sheets; also workmen's time sheets and pay
sheets, showing where employed on outdoor work,
travelling and other expenses; variations of work
forms; material sheets, contractor's record of carting.
Specimens free of charge and post free.—J. C. King,
Ltd., 42. Goswell Rd., London, E.C. [8972

WRITE for List.-J.A.P. 8h.p. twin, a.c. 1918, 50-=,

second-hand, guaranteed, £25 ; Matchless gears,

complete, 1920, £15/10; Amac carburetter, 1920, com-
plete, £3 ; Thomson-Bennett magneto, 50°, chain and
sproc^ket, £6/10; Kempsball anti-skid, 650x65, £3/5
each; Grimston tubes, 650x65, 10/- each; rims, 6/3
each; belt rims, 9/- each; hubs, 16/3 each; spokes and
nipples to suit; wind screens, Avro, 25/- each.—Tait,
Glendower Hotel, Soirth Keiisington, London. [2322

GOVERNMENT W^aterproofs, quite new. best pos-

sible quality oilskin jackets, lined, 13/6, 17/-;

trousers, lined, 12/6; Sou'-west-ers, 2/6; Pegamoid rub-

ber trousers. 15/6; officers' rubber Poncho capes, 22/6;
oilskin capes. lined. 13/9; many worth double. Seccnd-
hand jackets 8/-, trousers 8/-. coats (lined) 18/6; n-w
fawn cap covers, with neck shields, 1/11; all carriage
paid; approval or money back. Obtain our prices for

all kinds of waterproofs'.—Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. M.,
Shrewsbury. Established 32 years. [0110

BARGAINS: clean sweep this week, all brand new,
H.A.H. black electric head lamp, complete bulb,

holder, and wiring, £2/10; ditto rear, 7/6; ditto side-

car, lO/b; acetylene lerap set. 25/-; Douglas pattern
semi-T.T. t'ars, 12/-; Senspray carburetter, suit Rudge,
£2/5: Splitdorf mag., single, £4/15; T.-B., 5^^- twin.
£4/15; Cowey speedometer, £4/15; valves, 4/-; piston

rings, all sizes. 1/9; Rudee touring bors. all fittin;

£2/5: Bowden brakes. 12/6; all-leathoi biolbags, V/6
Popular Cycle Co., Riversley Rd., Nii"oafon. [2796

GOVERNMENT Surplus.-A sni.ill stock only re-

mains in response to our off^r to enthusiastic

winter riders in "Motor Cycle Show fiOi.Ie issue, viz.

Solid leather field boots, the ideal winter motoring
boot, well repaired, as worn by R.A S.C. and R.A.F.,
any size, 15/- pair carriage paid; also Canadian army
lace to knee boots, solid leather, in sound condition,

all sizes, 14/- pair carriage paid. Note, all boots guar-
anteed waterproof, and no extra charges for sizes 10-11.
Monev refunded willingly if not satisfied. Cross all

P.O. "money orders and cheques Barclay's Bank.—Jay
Bros., Government Dealers, 41, Caesar St., Shoreditch,
London. E.2. [2956

INDIAN GEARS
CUT TO PATTERN,

GEARS CUT
*-r MOTORS. MAG-
NETOS, CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS, or
anything that re-

quires a Eear.
Please write first
before sending
samples. No kick
starters or chain-

sprockets undertaken. Timing gears a
great spf'ciality.

BURTON G. RAYIVIOND,
27, Lisle St., Leicester Sauare, W.C 2

'Phone ; Gerrard 4*537.

'Grams: "Ciaouray, Westrand, London."

Write me
for a copy.

IRVINE SMITH,
Buttershaw, Bradford.

This Book

will tell

you all the

special ad-

V a n tages

of my
Coveralls.

It's worth

having.

GODDARD'S MOTOR HOUSES.
A well-constructed

house, built of fin.

matchboard, on
stout framing, made
in sections to bolt

together, roof of

matchboard cover-

ed tarred felt.

Ca.Tr. paid. Lists Post free.
Height

Length Width to Ridge Price
7ft. 5ft. 6ift. 8 15
8ft. 6ft. 7ft.

gft. 6ft. 7ift.

loft. 7ft. 8ft.

GODDARD'S

9 10
11 5
16 5

Floor extraISO
2
22^0

Vicara.g:e l.a.nc,
ILFORD, ESSEX.

SPARE RARTS
supplied from stock or immediately made to pattern
any machine. Rudge Spares in stoct:. Rudge Repairs
our speciality. N.S.U. Gears, British made, supplied to

fit any machine. N.S.U. Spares and Repairs. ROC
2-SReed Countershatt Gears, to fit any make Light-
weiglit, £7-10-0 coinplete.

Call, write, or phone—Kingsbury 162THE C.\A/. IVnOTOR CO.,
Motor Cycle SDecialists

709, Broa-way (Edgware Road), West Hendon, N. W

N. WRIGHT,

TRlUMPHo*agR PARTS.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B59

TRIUMPH AND
OTHER PARTS

A large and varied stock ot second-hand and new
parts. All replies and deliveries by return.

Avon House. WHITNASH,
Nr. LEAMINGTON.
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Buy direct from Ramont Works!
G'^eatest 3-Diece Suit Offer yet!

SPORTS COAT SUITS
la loi'-mafie fo yonr mensure. Eciual in lit

tjle. and finish, fit liaU West End thop prices

a \ d3ivered in 7 daya.

COA Ort /.TROUSERS &
from «»\^/" VEST extra

rha clieagest and test 3 piece Suitoffer
of tlie yeai— sold on a money-buck
guarantee. Don't send money

—

send for patterns. Booklet .md
measui'-ment form. Also patterrs f t

1 ad'e-'(t Gents' Riiincrats from 90-
and Gents' Overcoats {from 70/-'.

^Rgmont^
Dept14, Finsbury Pavement House, L.ond9n,E.O

FREOERIOKS,
Uxbridge Road, HAYES, Middlesex.

We are all ex-service men, and competent
carpenters: We defy competition, as we only

require a living wace.
LIST FREE. Established 17 ye.-rs.

sliape. toorder,
• Itypairaand re.

ime I n iiv

om 15/6.
i Illuit'atfd
1 BO'>Iiltt on le-

*^ '' lofp stag.

A n K i li a r r
lanka. wi tli

fil ler, tap, 1"

piece, pipini;,
ciipa, com-
plot«, alway3
111 >itock.

ymT<iTaiiriiBii^il!l.1lllliMJifTTmTT^niinmiiiiiHnmmj

Heavy J'oiible 'J'will
Waterproof Textino.

:iut Aah Frame, Strap'^
I

-tiPKB in BruBs, fNickeli
!"•• to Onb-r) Made t, lit

y ninlcG of body, hide anu
c!c Windows.
FMCE £4 O O

_ — , Write for liata.Tno nercuies noou Cu. ti&b, bcven listers Rd. S. Tottenham

L

TRIUMPH PARTS
We nre llio promptest ficm for thoso Prac
ticnily every pnrt for every model nctuoMy
in Btock. F ncloftf stnmpfid onvolono mxi
FORFIELD MOTORS

I 1-13. KORKIEI.D PLACE
LEAMINGTON SPA

TRIUMPH PARTS

MISCELLANEOUS.
GOVERNMENT Surphis ; on approval for cash. New

eoO(J.s.—Australian boots, 30/-; blue, wliitp, imcl
khaki gloie-, 1/11; natural fl.-innel pyjaiua suits, 12/11;
naval oilskin suit^, 15/-; uaval all-wool socks, 3/6; Can-
adian C;rrdi<:an jaetets, 15/-; gent's brown and black
field boots, 45'-- rubber tbigh and knee boots. 20/-; post
extra.—M. C. Lethbridge and Son, 75, George St.,

Devoupovt. . [2303

DISCS.—We are makers of discs for any type of

motor cycle, poliyhcd ahiminiuni 25/- and 30/-
l>er wheel, enamelled steel 20/- per wheel, Radge
Multi discs 5/- per wheel extra; discs lor Douglas,
Triumph, Indian, Ilarley-Davidson, and Rudge Malti
motor cycles always in stock; prompt deliveries.—Hill
and Co., Discs Specialists, 1 and 5, Walmersley Rd.,
Bury. Lanes. [0351

COPPER Exhaust Pipe (polished), all sizes in stock
from 2/9 tt., bending a speciality. Cast alu-

minirmi footboards, upcurved front and heel-piece,
checkered top, with adjustable clips, easily flttetl to
most machines; B.S.A., Levis, Sunbeam, Triumph,
Douglas, etc., 17/6 pair, carriage paid. Wheels,
kirks, belt rims, hubs,, handle-bars, mudguards, etc.,

in stock; write us your requirements. Complete sets
[ur home assembly; single-speed £45, 2-speed £52.

—

Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley, Bimiingham.
[X2878

WHEELS, Wheels, Wheels.—Motor cycle wheels
built to order, all sizes in stock. Motor cycle

frames repaired, altered, and brought up-to-date. Side-
car chassis repairs, discs fitted 26in. wdieels, steel
front 20/-, back 22/-, enamelled black, others to order.
Contracts wanted for frame and wheel building, cus-
tomers' own materials. Motor cycles overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, 2^jh.p. £8/5, 4h.p. £10. Wanted,
belt rims, all sizes, cheap for cash. Stamp enquiries.
—Pendleton, 28, Lonsdale Sq., Liverpool Rd., London,
N.l. [1848

AEROPLANES.—Splendid Xmas present for . yoxir
boy; genuine flying models, automatic stability,

fhe result of years of experiments; signed guarantee
with each one; 9in. twin screw, 3ft. long, 22in. span,
will rise off ground after run of 15 to 20!t., and fly

300 yards; 10/6 postage 1/-; smaller size 6/-; postage
1/-; competition model, rise off ground, length 3ft.
6in., span 30in-' 17/6; postage 1/6, as sold in the
large stores at double these prices; testimonials gladly
shown.—M.S Aviation Co.. 21, Moriug Kd., TootinK.
S.W.17. [7587

5(\Ck Douglas Forkf, 25/-; haudle-barp, 12/6; 500
vf" P. and M. I'raaies, 25/-; tanks, peifect,

20/-; Orado gear. K.S., £9; 1,000 large car spanners,
4/-; 1914 Roc 2-speed Siack wheel, eoraplele,' stays,

etc.. £9 ; 2-speed wheel, all -chain, £3 ; complete new,
iig;ht liack axle, hubs, centre ditt'erential, and chain
drive, eurlosed. £15; new 3-.speed and reveille bos to
fit. £12; 1920 sporting c^moelet sidecar. £17/10;
eideoar 1,'ody to order, from £8/10. Ask' your wants.
We repair, renovate all kind of motor goods. Buy, sell,

and ex('hani,^e new second-hand. Payments arranged.—
Montague's Motor Mart, 85-87, London Rd., Manchester.
'Phone: 7745 Central. [2411

"IQ16 New Imperial, 23/4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and
-»-«-' Jv.S., in t^pIeudK. condition, date guaraueed,
£40; 3h.p. unit, complete with luagueto, anjustablo
pulley, Amae carburetter, silencer, and engine plates,

sound, £10/ 10 ; lightweight dropped frame, complete
with 26iu. v/heels, Druid forks, tank, Lycett's pan
saddle, handle-bars, front and belt rim brake. £12

;

Bosch magneto, anti, guaranteed by Reliance Magneto
Co.. £2/15; head lamp and generator, £1 ; polished
aluuiininm mechanical horns, 15/6 each; ofilers con-
sidered. Please send stamp if you require a reply.
3' 2b. p. P, and M. wanted, cheap.—A. S. Phillipson
Hilda St., (jrimstiy. [2404

THE Cheapest House in the Trade for Accessories.—
Mabon gears, £10/8; clutches, £6 / 1 ; sidecar

bodies. 7 varieties, £7/15 to £10/15; Nelson hood,
£4/10; Blumel wind screen. £4/10; the Easting,
£4/10; the Orto, 52/6 and 72/6; the Raper, 57/-
the Caiuen, £3; the Wallboro. £2/10; Taylor's, 33/6
37/6, and 51/-; liigg.aj-'e grids. 25/-; storm aprons,
23/-; sidecar stand, 14/-; uuderslnng chassis, £11
step body type; £7/5; auxiliary arms. 17/9; spring
8hacklr-s, 6/6 set of 4; magnetos, M-L. £10/14/6:
E.LC. £8/10, all leading makes stocked; Watford
speedometers, trip. £6/5, plain model, £5/15; Enot's
drip-feed, 38/6, Best and Lloyds, 28/6; pillion seiits,

Tan-Sad, 44 / 9 ;, Tyuesider, 52 /- ; Willowbrook, 29 /-

;

the Juno, 18/6; engine pulleys, fixed, 4in., 13/9; Sin.,

14/C; 6in., 18/6; iidjustal)U!, 4in., 25/6; 5in., 27/9;
6in.. 30/-; 7in., 32/6, made to order; College mud-
shields. 32/6. 16/6. 12/-; aluminium lepshields, 36/6;
footboards, 15/- and 17/- pair; 3' 5in. and 4in. innd-
pnards, 14/6 and 16/6 ,-ct; W.S.R. ndjustuble jets,

8/6; Waterproof suits, 61/-; seatlcsH troui-ers, 23/-;
k>;::,inps, 14/6; leather helmets, 10/6; goggles, 4/6, 3/6,
and 2/-. Triplex 12/6 and 15/-; ganutlets, 14/-;
wirl'uretters. B. and B.. Amav, Scu.'^pruy, and Binks
at makers' prices; Bowdeu control levers, 7/10; band
l-rakes 44/- and 61/-; front brakes, 39/-; and 49/-;
fn.it irakes and footrcsts, 48/9 and 23/9; cross-over
brakes, 51/6; bolt rim brakes, 17/9; magneto control,
25/.; Lucas No. 462 lamp V^et. £4/17/6; P. and H.
lamp m4.s. No. 145, 60/-; No. 125, 55/-; (^idwnr lamps,
11/9 and 12/9: rear kimps, 6/9; Lucns horns, 27/6
and 14/u; mecbanical, 15/6. 30/-, and 37/6; Clay-'
rite mirrors, 13/-; Brooks B170 ,snddb', 60/-, BIk :

67/-; Lycetts pan neat. 43 /-; Ukantcs stands. 13/6iiair;,
tul'idar curriers, 3 5/6, (^xtrii strong, 22/6; pannier
t.a-H, 6/6, U/6. and 14/-; Auto-Whcels, in neiv con-

1

dition. £^1 cash; largo illn^tniled list, prire 6d
L-eiusHl will repay you.--M.Y. Kept., The Metrmioiitan
MachiuiHtH Co., Ltd., 248. •" '

MISCELLANEOUS.
GOVERNMENT Surplus.-Leather waistcoats, lij

flannel, 12/6; all wool cardigans, 10/6 ne
officers field boots lace up to knee, black and
(new), 47/6; solid leather leggings, whole ba*sprmg fron ts, black or tan (new) , 11/6; cffic(
trench coats, lined rubber (new), 32/6 with b(
ofticers' brogue shoes, tan, 21/-; rubber thigh bo
(new), 17/6: uaval boots (new), 21/-- ai'my ^^
natural shirts. 12/6; all g^ods post paid: ^ipro
^-< io^^*""

order.—Army and Navy Stores, Wens
tot., Norwich.

\2,{

TAMPS: Lucas, Miller. P. and H... Howes
-tJ Burley, large, £1; smaller si:!es, 15/-; ex-Govi
ment stock, undama-ged, postage 1/-. Brackets of
descriptions, 3/- per set, ready to fit on machine,
missmg bolts, etc. When ordering, please state t
required, rough sketch preferred. Handle-bars,
Coverument, sound, black. 5/-; P. and M
Triumph, various others, plated, 10/-; postage ex
Money returned if not satisfied.—Snodgrass, 18, Jr
tion Rd., Brentwood, Essex. [2t

T^iaiUMPH Engine Sprocket, 4/-; Triumph T.T. \

-- 12/6: Watford speedometer, almost new, cost
sell £4; Tau-Sad, 25/-; Lucas lamp and generator, g
as new, 25/-; Amac carburetter (2-stroke), complete v
controls, £1 ; another, without controls, 1 5/- ; "Xl
saddle, good condition, 16/-; 2^/ih.p. Douglas eproc
gear box), 6/-; Indian chain, long, 10/-; back wheel,
Triumph, 12/-; new toolbag, 5/-; second-hand, 3/-; ]

•:;;iin. belt, 8ft., 12/-; Douglas clutch pedal. 1913, E
postage extra.—L Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [3

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.~50^ C.A.V. magneto, u
£5/5; Best and Lloyd drip, new, 15/-; 26x

studded Dunlop, new (not clearance), £2/5 ; ti

6/6; Bowden magneto control, with cable, et-c., 10
Advance adjustable pulley, 10/-; Cameo wind -scrt

new, £2; lamii and generator, new, 30/-, P. and
Amac carburetter, 1920, £2/10; Bluemel's
pump, 6 / 6 ; 6-cyI. magneto, in parts, 25 / ; h
shaper machine, £12, new; ein. screwcutting trei

lathe, £30, heavv tool, all change wheels and chi
etc.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.'V

[2

AUCTION SALES.

MOTOR CYCLES AND COMBINATIO
of vtirious mnkert are ALWAYS iuclufle*! in o

WEEKLY AnCTION SALES held EVERY MONl:

AT THK JIOTOK AUCTION MART, SISYMO
PLACE, BfiYANSTON SQTTAEE, W.l.

Accessories iu 10.30 ii.ui. Veliicles at 2 p.IIl

-QODDARD ^ gMITH,
iTTTOMOBILE ATTCTIONEEES AND VALtTE

6 h.p. Martinsyde-Newman
Combisiatlon - • £170

IN STOCK, DELIVERED FREE.

BOOK NOW -For- 1921 IWodels

BARGAINS IN MOTOR COVERS.
OUNLOP CLEARANCE:

20* .X 2.i" heavy, 36/-; 26" x 2^" x 2j" extra heavy
56/-; 650 X 65 extra heavy, 60/-.

BELDAM (Shop Soiled) : -)

j.b \ 2 J, 52/- ; 630 X 65, 60 /- ; Carriage PaidK
on approval. ,^

LyttialFs Lane Garag^
COVENTRY.

P. & P. ACCESSORIESi,
.Tet Kova f r Zonith Cnrbnrctfers .. ..1/3 eatf
rtriiss 'Y" Pieces. Best quHlity .. .. 7d.
BtjiHs "Y" Pieces. Second (luallty .. .. 4d.
But Punches HeSt Qualiiy 3'-

Cumbiiioa Belt PuucU Hnl Cutter .. .. 8'9
Conibinntion Cliai'i Itivei Extractor J" imtlE") 8/9

Send for Desoriptive Leaflets.

P.& P. ENG. Co., Manfrs., Shoeburynessil

Co., Ltd., 248, lii-hiipHgQte, E.C. [_Z^'o^

B6o AM letters icliiliiig to nUvcrtlBCnieiilR nhould quote the number at the end of each' ad

v

L. & K. PASTE SOLDEf
CoiiiMiiud HoUlor luul Vliix

StrcnutbfiOxr.Ii. In Tiilie^ seircoiitftlj

7 he simt>k!il rorm ot $oldi:rin-',

A hoot! to tlio motorist—carry the tubo
l)Ooli(!t and nmko a ifood join on tlio rofti

ftCldH, llux, Hi-o. or ivonfi niqnlred—sqi
littlo pMta on to Hio im'tH nwdlnw rupaU^aijj

thd boat of a match or caiidin for Hniall JolnBJ
thu luliair \a douo. AimpvUcdto U.M\Q\
lEiady (or itiMtuiit ii^n. i'ur tubo 2/6 uoati

ive-morc & Knight, La., t80. Fleet 8t.,Loi

crtiscment, and the date of the issue. *l
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The Brussels Show.

ONLY pioneers among British motor cyclists

and motor cycle manufacturers know how
riiuch the whole movement owes tO' the

early designers in Belgium. It is now
almost ancient history that most of the

earliest Britis'h motor cycles were engined by the

products of our gallant little Ally across the

Channel. The first motor cycle engine to have

mechanically-operated inlet valves hailed from

that country, .and right up to the outbreak of

war a large number of British engine makers

obtafned their cylinder castings from Belgium.

It was with these facts' in mind that we visited

the Brussels Show,, which opened on Friday last,-

and, knowing the maui reason why the Belgian

motor cycle industry has not made greater head-

way, we were surprised to see the number of

motor cycle exhibits included.

We refer to the rough state of the Belgian

roads, which are of a character that no motor
cyclist whO' has not visited the country can
possibly form a tinje. conception. Undoubtedly,
good^ roads have popularised the motor cycle in

this country just as the pneumatic tyre made it

possible and the magneto gave it reliability.

It must be a matter of great satisfaction to

the British industry to know- that their products

easily predominated ; in fact, the number of

British makes represented outnumbered the

combined representatives of America, France,

Belgium, and Switzerland. Practically every

make of American machine was exhibited, as

compared with about 20% of those British

makers who exhibited at Olympia.

Elsewhere in this issue we illustrate and

describe the chief Continental exhibits, many of

which reveal new lines of thought in connection

with motor cycle design,, in which connection we
are in a position to state that at least one of

the designs bears a close resemblance to a

machine now being tried out by a British firm,

and which may make its appearance in the

spring.

Undoubtedly the ,
Belgian people are keenly

interested in motor cycles, but it will not be

until the roads are of better quality that the

single-track machine will come fully jnto its own
in that country.

Spring Frames or Spring Seats?

THERE is much evidence at the present

time that manufacturers are devoting their

attention to -the comfort of the rider.
_

A
number of new saddle springing devices

appeared at the Olympia Motor Cycle

Show, though the number of spring frames

increases almost imperceptibly.

There are two distinct schot)ls of thought in

regard to suspension," some of our best known
designers holding that it is advisable to reduce

unsprung weight to a minimum, whilst others

maintain that it is only necessary to provide

increased comfort for the rider.

At the present stage of the industry, the latter

alternative is perhaps the most satisfactory

solution, since modern rriotor cycles have been

proved to be capable of withstanding all reason-

able road shocks, whilst it is certainly easier and

less costly to produce a good saddle suspension

than a really effective spring frame. The ques-

tion of road adhesion is bound to crop up in any

controversy on this subject, and here also the

spruiig saddle devices will score to a certain

extent, though wheel slip is not likely to affect

the normal rider on average roads.

Looking forward to future development, we
cannot help thinking that the spring frame will

be the ultimate solution of the problem. It

has already been shown by. more than one

machine that a good spring frame is possible,

and it remains an undoubted fact that, if pro-

perly carried out, rear springing saves the

engine, transmission, tanks and cycle parts to a

considerable degree and permits of certain weight

reduction in these parts. It is noticeable also

that several spring frame machines are heavier

than their predecessors with rigid frames.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on ttie page facing the back cover
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A Good Stunt.

I

NE of the most appreciative crowds in the Gallery

at Olympia was to be found all the week in

front of the Villiers stand, where four of their

flywheel magnetos were sparking visibly at engine

speeds varying from 60 r.p.m. up to 1,350 r.p.m. At
60 r.p.m. the spark was not friglitfully impressive,

but as this gait corresponds to i m.p.h., w-ho cares?

By the time the speed was equal to 8 m.p.h., the spark
had become so Jierce that it literally crackled ; and at

1,350 r.p.m., the spark showed an intensive reckless-

ness which I .should judge to be equal to igniting

Government beer or Bolshevist gas.

Exiiibitofs' . Leg-ptilling.

EVERY morning, before the crowds flooded

Olympia, e.xhibitors tried to cure the inevitable
" Show head " by pulling each other's legs.

About 9.30 a.m. Jones (who is in a very sma:ll way,
and exhibits two- machines on a stand the size of an
ordinary blanket) meets Smith (who is a super-manu-
facturer, renting about .5 of the total floor space):

They confer as follows :

Smith (condescendingly) :
" Hello, old chap, how's

business your,way?"
Jones (attempting, to conceal his natural gratifica-

tion) :
" Not so dusty. I've sold my output !

"

Smith (in malicious envy) :
" You never mean to say

you've sold them hoilil
"

A Question of Pi-inciplc.

EN the conversation of some experts no, less than in

the technical press one encounters suspicions of
the tendency to make the three-wheeler chassis

heavier, more refined, and more elaborate. Why ?

Two points are quite clear. The heavier and the
more complex a 'bus is, the snore it will cost to buy
and to run:—^ Rolls-Royce is a cosriier possession than
a Xevi.s Popular. That goes without saying, and we
naturally expect a New Hudson to be more expe^nsive
than a Morgan. On the other hand, isn't it nonsense
to assume that the heavier and more elaborate outfit

necessarily gi\'es more trouble ? I don't suppose Mr.
Butterfield will charter a gunmai: to pursue me if I

sugge.st that a Rolls-Royce is possibly a shade more
reliable even than the Levis? Is it not, therefore,
'pegging the whole question tOjdenounce some of the
new three-wl-,eclcr.s Ijcfors we have tried them out on
the road ?

'
•

Gear Changing Made Easier.

FACTORY repair shops record the secret history
of tiie road ; aiid the tendency in gear box design
being towards the constant mesh type with

" sicjjped " dogs, one can guess that the sliding
pinion type has w.orried clumsy drivers. I confess that
10 this d;iy I sonietinies make a horrible noise in get-
ting down from lop lo middle or low alter a slow-up"
in traffic. ]f you piijnie yourself on yoin- driving, you
don't like In race yo'ir engine, and a down change on

the-level wants quite a lot of throttle to get silence out

of some gear boxes.. Well, the "stepped dog" (as

in the new Comery box) is going to be a real help.

Instead of trying to mesh teeth in notches which show

the barest clearance over the teeth, you begin by

slipping dogs into irotches which may be -)^in. wider

than the dogs. This is easy. The subsequent en-

gagement of the second " step ''' of the dog with the

second " step " of tlie notch is practically automatic.

A Recollection.

FREAK hills naturally bulk much larger in the

clubman's pui-view than in that of Ordinary

users. But, after all, some ordinaiy users have

to climb pretty freakish hills as part of their 'daily

riding ; and as balance is at best a dubious factor in

scrabbling up a freak hill on a two-wheeler, the three-

wheeler's amiability in such climbs is of spetial interest

to people who' live in strenuous districts. We all

know that driving grip of the rear wheel causes acute

an-xiety to our three-\vheeler super-cracks on freak

hills, and that their pet expedient is to concentrate

extra weight (c.-^.., a suitcase full of stones) in the tail.

This being so, one's memory harks back to such 'buses

as the 1906 Riley tri-car, which had its engine behind
the driver's seat. Cooling—both by water or direct

air—has made such strides that the stern position of

the engine is now qilite practicable, even for large

horse-powers; moreover, it would simplify and lighten

the chassis quite a lot. I rather wonder that not one
of the newest cycle cars coquets with this solution of

the problem. The Scott approaches it by a detour,

and the rest wholeheartedly gi\'e it a miss.

Automatic Lubricatiori.

FOR years I have asserted that the average motor
cyclist yearns for a car type of lubrication

system, which he can commit to oblivion until

a warm smell or an ominous clanking in his engine

cause him to dismount hurriedly and start blowing
through a lot of very greasy pipes. [N.B.—This
should not occiu- often.] We have had various essays

in tills direction. The old Wartnaby-Draper machine
\vent the whole hog, and expired in the effort.

Various American engines withoul, quite attaining my
ideal, travelled much nearer towards it than the aver-

age Britisher. At the Show we greeted three'machincs

which embody this most practical principle—the

Velocette, the new Bradshaw, and the Superb Four.

In addition, all " petroil " machines (including the

Scott Sociable) and most Americans offer veiy sipiilar

convenience. How .soon can such a system be applied

to a high efficiency single-cylinder? For critics must
never forget that the Americans have enormous
engines, which cannot be run, all out on British roads,

and so do not subject their bushes to such heavy
stresses. . A good many riders .intend to experiment

jvith the ;new B. and T,. pump, which is quite easily

fitted to 'most .standard machines at a low cost.
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The. Ladies' Model Overseas^

nT occurs to me that the perfection of' cheap, light

ladies' machines represents a profitable extension
of export business. Of course, bad roads, fierce

beasts, and the native question forbid a woman to

motor cycle unaccompanied in man)' of our (con-
found this awkward word ; whether I call them
" colonies," "' dependencies," or " dominions," some-
body will take offence: anyhow, you know what I

mean). But, after all, there are lots of corners of'

earth where the lonely white ivoman could get about
alone if it wasn't for the distances and her utter lack
of suitable transport. In this connection, it is interest-

ing to hear that one firm of two-stroke manufacturers
has exported forty ladies' models to .India alone
this year.

Two Types of Big Twin.

THE big air-cooled -V twin^cylinders are at last

diverging into two separate classes. In reality

there are perhaps three separate patterns, viz. :

{a) The motor cycle type.

{b) The dual-purpoSe type.

(f) The cycle car type.

In the past niost of our big twins have bern designed

as dual-purpose engines, for sale to fii-ms who make
big solo twins, sidecar pullers, or cycle cars indil-

ferently. To-day we have the 10-12 h.p. New
Hudson, the G.N. 90° twin, and the M.A.G.
90° twin all deliberately de.signed for cycle cars.

Practically all the rest are motor Cycle engines..

What's the difference? Well, ideally there

should be quite a lot. There is room, for a 90°

engine on a cycle car chassis, but not in a motoi"
' cycle frame. There, is room in a cycle car for a s

big oil sump under the engine, but there isn't

room on a motor cycle frame. There is no
reasonable limit to the height of a cycle car

enaine : there are narrow hmit? on a motor cvcle.
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On a motor cycle you must have your carburetter be-

tween the cylinders, and your magneto behind one of
the cylinders : on a cycle car these fittings can be put
where\-er you prefer. . A cycle car engine is required to
run declutched for much longer periods than a motor
cycle engine. Before long the " dual-puq^ose " twin
may die out, and be- replaced by engines specially

desigTied under the freer scope which a cycle car per-
mits, and also by engines specifically planned for

diamond frames. Consider the cam gear on the Ne^y
"Hudson engine, and you will see what I mean.

Ladies' Models,

SOME of the lirms who list special ladies' models
(especially in baby two-strokes) have been
astpnished and caught napping by the keen

demand for open frame models during tlie last month
or two. One ^finn, for example, received about nine
times more orders for men's models than for ladies'

until August; Since then the latter model has sold

the more freely of the two. The almost universal

proyision of clutches and kick-starters on modern
lightweights, if only as an

'

option, will infallibh extend the

conversion ot the fail sex, for

paddling off fiom cold is some-
times a faiil) stiff proposition

(Left) This old inn at Norton

St. Philip, Wiltshire, can claim to

be one of the most picturesque as

well as being the oldest licensed

village inn in England.

(Right) Another quaint Wiltshire

corner— Lacock village, near

Chippenham. The outfit shown

is a 4 h.p. Douglas.
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THE IDEAL MINIATURE.
Some Considerations of Design in a Lightweight

Motor Cycle for the Fair Sex and the Elderly.

IN
considering any design for a liglitweight in tlie

future, it is almost a certainty tliat the lady cyclist

will have to be catered for to an equal, extent as

the other sex. This is a fact which becomes' all the

more patent after observing the big increase in lady

drivers of motor cycles.

Whether the expansion in the number of. women
motorists is due tO' the more advanced age in w'hich

we live, or the gradual removalof common prejudices

against women indulging in outdoor sports, must te
a matter of opinion. In any case the advent of a

lightweight motor cycle of a really suitable type would
do an immense amount of good hi further increasing

the number of women motor cyclists, and,

incidentally, opening up a new market for

manufacturers.

The average machine, although reliable,

requires a certain

amount of physical

effort in its use,,

being rather heavy
for the average
woman or elderly

persoii to lift about,

when required. To
appeal to the large

potential ' market
waiting for the

advent of a more
suitable machine, it

s iTo u 1 d have the

following features

:

(i.) Low price. (2.)

Low weight. (3.)

Low riding position. (4.) An open frame. (5.) Enclosed
power unit and transmission, (6.) Perfect mudguarding.
(7.) Freedom from wrist and arm vibration. (8.)

accessibility. Such a machine would appeal not only

to would-be women drivers, but also to a great number
of elderly people of both sexes to whom the aboye
points are essential.

Speed not Wanted.
Speed should be no criterion at all, 20 m.p.h. pro-

bably being tlie maximum required at any lime ; but
an ideal lightweight, as outlined, would have to. climb
any hill under its own power.
The mount which makes the greatest appeal to the

prospective lady motor cyclist is the seat-type scooter,'
now grown into a miniature motor cycle; but the
wheels fitted to most of these little machines are a
shade too' small to give full comfort on a long journey
over bad roads. The ordinary' zy, h.p. ligiitweight
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motor cycle, on the other hand, is considered to be tt>o

' bTilky and heavy, for the timid rider, and is difficult to

mount and dismount without some exertion.

It remains, then, for a lightweight machine to be

evolved which shall be something of a hybrid between

the scooter and the ordinary motor cycle, with com-

fort, low weight, and manageability as prime features

introduced in the design. In the illustration an

endeavour has been inade to embody such features.

Clean Exterior Essential.

The frame of the proposed ideal Hghtweight is semi-

open, to give plenty of room Tor dress and to facilitate

mountin

A proposed layout for an ideal

lightweight machine, showing
the engine and gear box un-
covered. It should particularly

appeal to ladies and elderly

people.

LirriNG
handle;

and dis-

mounting. This is

probably the most

important feature of

all, since there is

.nothing which deters

\v'omen and elderly

folk so much asi

difficulty and awk-

wardness in arrang-

in.g one's self on the

saddle. Either
pressed steel con-

struction, or tubing

and aluminium sheet

covering, is sug-

g e s t e d for the

frame, and the

outer surface
must be as free as

p O' s si b 1 e from
anything which can catch or entangle the dress,

such as bolt heads, coiitrols, and external eiigine

fittings. In the centre of the frame is mounted the

engine and gear box, which are shown as built, in one

self-contained unit and completely enclosed within the

frame, with the exception of the cylinder fins for cool-

ing purposes. A 2 h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke

engine is proposed, having a T head, cylinder, out:side

flywheel incorporating magneto, single lever car-

buretter, and the crank case, which is in the nature

of an oblong aluminium box, is extended rearwards

to carry a small countershaft two-speed gear uiiit.

Incidentally, this case acts as an oil container for both
engine and gear unit. The object of forming the

engine and gear unit as a whole has been to bring all

the essential motive parts together and simplify design

and construction, and when overhauling is necessary,

to enable, the whole engine and .gear box to be with-

drawn en ,Moc from tlie frame. No clutch or kick-
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The Ideal Miniature.—

starter is incorporated as these features, although no

doubt desirable from the point of view of convenience

and ease of handhng, are not absolutely essential, and

their elimination from tl« design tends to reduce

comphGation and manufacturing costs.

Tcansmission, Wheels, and Springing.

The transmission to the rear is taken through a chain

which, with its case, is outside the frame to_ give the •

maximum of accessibility. To enable this to be

carried out, the rear sprocket is .carried on a short

hollow shaft on roller bearings concentric with the rear

'wheel spindle, and drives the wheel through a small

dog clutch.

To facilitate tyre repairs, the wheels are detachable

and interchangeable, and of not less than 2oin. in

diameter, with fairly large tyres. Some form of spring

forks is essential, with lateral stability in action, but

without a large number of working parts. If large

tyres are used, less tyre trouble is likely to be experi-

enced, and spring suspension for the rear wheel may
be unnecessary.

Providing for Comfort.

A large saddle is shown in the illustration, and it

forms an important point in regard to comfort on bad

roads. The saddle has a peak, and is not^of the pan

type, since the absence of any part in' the centre of

the machine for the purpose of knee grip makes the

former type of saddle desirable, since it i«5- of some

assistance in enabling the rider to maintain lateral

stability.

With regard to general equipment, it is' suggested

tiiat comprehensive mudguarding should be fitted over

the front wheel as well as knee shields at the front

part of the frame, and that the rear wheel should_ be
covered in as shown in the illustration. Efficient

protection against niiid and oil stains is a matter de-

manding a good deal of attention if the machine is to

be n success. For lighting purposes, a well is formed

in the frame behind the engine unit for the reception

of 'a dry battery for the head and rear lights. An
accumulator could bemused if desired, but as a rule

women and elderly riders do not ride much at night-

time, and a dry batterv may be all that is required.

The tool kit is contained in a detachable case under

the saddle—detachable, in order that the tools can be

packed in comfort without bending down during the

process.

Suitable for All.

This proposed outline of an ideal lightweight has no

claims for originality, but the writer makes a bid for

a machine that shall hold a greater attraction for the

class of person for which it is designed. Perhaps one
'

has only to suffer from some infirmity to realise

that the" majority of machines at_ present on the market
offer no attraction for those people who are physically

weak and incapable of handling machines seemingly

built for the strong and sturdy, but who at the same
time just as ardently desire the delights of motoring
and its Avide possibilities. M.M.

Unhonoured Gold Medal Performances are often the Lot of Trials Officials.

At all open trials an A.C.U. steward is in attendance. Here is a well-known .A.C.U. Consul, wearing the steward's armleb, and

'accompanying the competitors in a recent Midland tfial. He is riding a Beardmore-Precision.
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Seekers after (he Super-sporting Machine have a Widened Choice (or 1921.

The Return of the Medium-priced Solo Mount.

GF late years the sporting s,o\o motor cyclist has,

with sorrTe justice, complained that his interests

and tastes have been neglected in the rush to

cater for the family man, and the. family man's family.

One by one sporting mounts have been strengthened,

enlarged, and developed ' generally as machines
intended for sidecar work, but which could also be
used solo. The solo enthusiast who requires something
more than a lightweight has, however, been insistent

in his demands, and so 1921 brings a change.

A Revival.

A list of purely solo machines with a sporting, as

distinct from a utilitarian flavour, now includes some

of the most famous names in the industry. Those who
' regard motor cycling as a sport—and the finest sport

of all—^^continue to Torm a large section ^ of
_

the •

fraternity ; and certain manufacturers are realising

this, while those who ignore the requirements of the

sportsman and fail to give him what he wants are

losing a very good class of customer, to say the least.

The Genuine Sports Mount,
Our present purpose, however, is tO' deal particularly

with the e.xisting, revived, and entirely new " super-

solo mounts " now in the lists. No' attempt has been
made to include solo' mounts which have been primarily

designed for dual-purpose work, but rather shall we
deal with essentially -solo machines even

though they 'may be capable of light side-

ear work. For example, the 4 h.p.

Triumph is not included ; although it is

one ,of the most popular mounts on the

road and seldom need remain long in any-

body's dust, speed is not the main reason

of its existence. (The single-speed T.T.
model is not listed for ^g2i.) The same
applies to the majorily of present day
idual-purpo5e mounts.

x;^

SINGLE AND FLAT TWIN.

Two models with familiar names, both

of which are admirable sporting solo

mounts, the 31 h.p. o.h,v. Douglas and the

T.T. Norton.
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Mj MOUNTS

gears, it can get away tiom most
machines of its class in the average
friendly " blind." A redoubtable
trio is completed by the- inclusion of

the T.T. • Ro\'er, now offered as a

specially tuned speed model.

T-wo Flat Twins;
Of twins there are a few.

Not often fitted with t'onring

Dealing first with the firms who have never

backed out, the Norton deserves special

mention. This efficient long-stroke single,

with (Jirect belt or Phillpson pulley drive,

forms a combination of which only those

who have ridden it can realise the fascination.

With all-chain i.lrive and countershaft gear
box, the No. i6 Norton is also a fine example
of the " go anywhere sports " type. Speak-
ing without statistics, more leather helmets
are worn by Norton riders than on any other
two makes together

!

Another belt-driven machine, the T.T.
Rudge-JNIulti, although of fairly heavy build,
is JilsO' essentially a sportsman's mount, and,
with its pulling engine and high range of

(Top) A genuine T.T. Scott—the new Squirrel model ; and (below) the 3| h.p. o.h.v.
Dol which weighs but 196 lb.

(Right) Last year's T.T. winner in a modified form—the Sporting Sunbeam; and
(below) the sensational Bradshaw-Zenith.

(Bottom) A cleanly designed o.h.v fiat twin—the 3i h p. Brough; and (below) the
new six-va!ved T.T. model N.U.T.

bars, the3J-2 h.p. overhead-valvecl

Brough may be obtained in one
case with a guarantee of 60 ni.p.h.

' —which, for a coimtershaft

machine, is a striking figure.

Another very high efficiency fiat

twin is the new sporting DougJas,

either in its 2^ h.p. or 3^^ h.p.

guise. Here, too, o^'erhead valves,

lubrication, and combustion head are

ilesigned for maximum power output.

As an indication of what we may expect,

the 2.;/; h.p.-engined rnount has already

annexed both sidecar and solo hour
lecords in- the 350 c.c. classes at

Biooklands.-

Nuts—
Last year, despite a very complete

equipment, the N.U.T. was primarily

a solo mount—and a fast one at that,

but for 1 92 1 the Newcastle firm 'has

crone one better. The new six-valved
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The Sporting Solo Mount.—

twin is designed from 'steering head to rear hub on
'

' Irot stuff " lines, and the racing .experience of the

designer should ensure that it comes well -up to high ^
expectations. In appearance it is perhaps the most

taking machine of its class on the road.-

Also hailing from the north (if Manchester permits

the designation), the two new solo Dot-Japs have the

lines and the low weight that go to make up the
" nippy " machine. The 3^- h.p. twin only weighs

196 lb., and certainly promises to move.

—and Squirrels.

The makers of the Scott, too, are entering the

lists with a genuine T.T. product, very appropriately

named the "Squirrel." Weight here has been cut

down to a minimum (even the carrier has gone), but

strength has not been sacrificed. And if the new Scott

fails to get there by sheer speed—and, 'by the way,
the maximum figure here is somewhat of an eye-opener

—it will certainly get round a hairpin in less time

than it takes to write about it.

Sunbeam, performances in the T.T. augur well ^ot

the sporting modci of that ilk—where again Antipnn
methods have been resorted to. A carrier and fairly

ample mudguards are, however, retained, hut sn
aluminium piston strikes the right note of the " rev-

ving '' engine.
'

A DarK Horse.
Lastly, we have the new Bradshaw-Zenith. Both

names indicate much to the enthusiastic follower of

efficiency design : and the resultant product of the

combination does not belie' the hope. Yet untried

against etlrer machines, this super-scientilrc design

cannot fail to figure largely in competition results

next year.

There are others, toO'—many others, which are just

over the border line of our self-imposed classification

of "the purely sporting "—but, amongst those we
have -given, the solo enthusiast may spend many a

pleasant hour deciding which is to carry his colours

to victory. And what a scramble it will be round the

Island in 192:.

Notes on the 1920 Six Days Trials.
Extracts from (he Official Report recentiy issued by ttie Auto Cycle. Union

ALTHOUGH the A.C.U. Si.x Daysi Trial was held
during the last week in August, the judges' report
was not issued until the eve of the Olympia Show.
However, -the tardiness of issue is balanced by the,

mass of interesting matter that, it contains.

Somewhat startling is the statement that it was, possible
for a machine to gain a gold medal although entirely hors rfe

romhat. " This, in fact, actually did occur. One make alone
had three machines with damaged engines, without the judges
having any power to alter the awards otherwise obtained."
Such looseness in the -regulations is acknowledged, and
should not occur in future events.

As was to be e.xpected, there were more casualties among
the smaller machines, but, contrary lo what might be
expected. Class A (up to 275 c.c.) has a better record
than Class B (up to 350 c.c). In Class A 71% of the
starters finished, while in the old-established 350 c.c. class

only 47% of 'the staijters arrived at Brooklands, thus pro-
viding the class with the 'smallest percentage of finishei's.

It is, however, only fair to state that several of the
well-known 2| h.p. machines were not represented! at the
trial.

Light^veights to be Encouraged.

Nevertheless, even the smallest machines entered demon-
strated their ability to last through an arduous trial, and
proved themselves to be capable of going anywhere.
In view of the rapid approach of taxation by weight, the

report is worth its price if for the illuminating table of
weights alone. Allowing that these figures are "all on"
and not on the "stripped" taxation basis, it must be
noted that only ten machines (all in the 275 c.c. class) turned
the scale at under 200 lb. The judges strongly recommend
that the A.C.U. should make special provision during the
coming year for encouraging machines weighing, ,in touting
trim, somewhere between 100 and 150 lb. This has been
urged many times in U'/if. Molar Ci/cle, and we are glad to
Bee our efforts are now bearing fruit.

In the lun from Darlington to Thirsk, a distance of
seventy-nine miles, the petrol consumption of several
machines was measured approximately.
Some of the consumption figures recorded are as under :

Approx.
rri.p.r.

2J h.p. I.imre '«> I'clrol.

•.;t.h.p. 1^'vis I"l ,.

i; ii.p. .A.j.s. Fc r.)

7 h.p. James ?c .'i^l

K h.p. Match|r.-s m: •'!< letTil .iiuUicii/oli-

7 h.p. .Matitilc^, .".•;
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Silencer testing received much unf_avourable comment at

the lime, especially regarding the accuracy of the audio-

meter. It is. therefore, worthy of note that the report

states in almost every case the results obtained autoqiatically

by aucKonreter agreed with those noted by ear. Concluding
their remarks on silence, the judges state that the absence
of excessive noise was greatly appreciated by -the general

public, throughout the trial, this being of vakiablc assist

ance in popularising the motor cycle.

Speed Test at BroqKlands.

The inclusion of Brooklands. as part of the " condition

test," during which each machine travelling for thirty

minutes at a speed determined by its class was satisfactory,

but the judges consider that the duration of tlris test should .

be considerably increased in future. But few entrants had
any difficulty in maintaining the scheduled speeds ; in fact,

the majority exceeded the set speeds by about 5 m.p.h.,

except those whfise engines developed detects. This was the
'

real object of this test, namely, to eliminate^ those machines
which ivere on the verge of breaking down.
Brake tests were carried out on Brooklands test liill

-after 900 miles of riding itnder very severe conditions. The
judges consider that the .improvement in brakes js one of the

most remarkable features of the machines taking part in

the 1920 Si.x Days Trial. ^
Particular mention is also made of, the performances

of the following : Scott, Triumph, Velocette, A.J.S. (sc),

Levis, Matchless (sc), Harley-Davidson, Humber (sc),

Dunelt, Beardmore-Precisioii, and Coulson.

The judges also desire to draw attention to tlie liig^i stale

of mechanical efficiency of tlie machines which passed tlirough

the trials and wei'e presented for their e.v'amination at

Brooklands. Their condition was such as to bring the higlicst

credit on British manufacturers as a wliole.

Improvements made in brakes and silencers, and, above
all, in engine performance, as exemplified by freedom from
overheating, are highly satisfactory.

The judges consider that more attention should bo given

to cleanliness, streainliuc mndgiiarding. inei'tia of unsprung
parts, silence, front wheel brakes, and sidecar wheel brakes

(as operated by the passenger on the Humber machine).

Other iioints are ratchet brakes lo hold sidecar outfits on
hills wlu^n left unaltended, low speed engine balance, lubri-

cation of transmission, provision of detachable wheels with
knockout spindles, large bearing surfaces to steering liead,

lower centre of gravity, gi'ealer convenience for oil filling,

and lai'ger screw gi'eascra.
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A Semi-technical Discussion of Tapnet Clearances based upon Technical and
Theoredcal Considerations.

By H. GEORGE HARLEY, Consulting Engineer, eic

THE- little space, or clearance, between the valve
stem and tappet, or between the valve stem
and rocker m the case of overhead valves,

seems so small as to be of little importance to the
general user of internal combusdon engines. Although
realising the necessity of clearance under all condi-
tions, the average rider does not always rate at its

proper" \alue the importance of the amount of
clearance^ '

.

The Importance of Clearance during Designing.
In order to give the average user of petrol engines

some idea of the importance of tappet clearance ad-
justment, it is well at the beginnmg to ponit out that

'

this little space betw-een valve- and tappet, amounting
very often to only five or ten-thousandths of an inch,
is fixed upon by the expert technical designer only
after extensive and complicated mathematical calcula-
tions of running speeds, heat losses, cooling efiliciency,

expansion of cylinder, valve stems, etc. After fixing

a figure for the clearance, this is used in conjunction
with -figures governed.by the speeds, valve areas, lifts,

speeds of gases, rate of valve_ closing, spring strength,
and rate, etc., in designing the cam. Now; although
a cam is apparently such a simple thing, the calcula-
tions for the cam profile call for a high
degree of mathematical knowledge and a knowledge
of all, matters- connected vi\t\\ the thermal efiliciency

of the - engine, its probable performance, etc., in

addition to the other matters out-

lined above. During the cam
calculations the numbers used
are often less than one-
thousandth, being in the form of

a decimal of five or six figures,

and used in conjunction with
mathematical knowledge only
posses.sed by a highly trained

engineer.

A consideration of the above
information is worth -while, be-

cause it shows that, if the cal-

culations are based upon a

tappet clearance of, say, five-

thousandths of an inch, and
a mere five-thousandth in the

Fig. 1.

there is an error of

adjustment, the clearance, being ten-thousandths, will

obviously be twice as large as the clearance upon whi<;h
all the above-mentioned calculations -were based.
Although the actual calculations, which would be

highly interesting to an engineer, could be given

here by the writer, it is proposed only to give such

figures as may be necessary to allow the " every day
motor cyclist '' to see the main points of importance

of the subject.

in the first instance, it is well to go "into the subject

of heat expansion, and to deal with some points

not well known among users. The average rider is

quite aware that an exhaust valve increases in length

when heated, and tha't this increase in length should

always be less than the clearance allowed in ordeir

to have " hot '' clearance.

Now there are other considerations to be taken

into account that depend entirely upon the individual

design or type of engine.

For instance, to discuss the case illustrated in

fig. I, the clearance is shown exaggerated; if the

exhaust _stem be increased in length, due to heating,

the stem would take up a considerable amount of

the clearance by extending in a downward direction;

in addition to this, however, the cylinder, becoming -

heated, would extend in an upward direction. If

therefore

ej= expansion of valve,

f„ = expansion of cylinder (up to height of valve seat),

C = cold clearance

we have Ci = C -!-«„ — «!. = " hot " clearance ... ,
(r)

It will be seen in this case that the amount of

clearance is decreased by an amount equal to the

expansion of the valve, and is increased by an amount
equal to the expansion between the valve seat and
fcottom of flange of "cylinder.

The Care of the Inlet Valve.

Now the inlet valve is a different matter; in tliis

case the cylinder, of course, is expanded when hot,

but the stem -of the inlet valve may be quite cool

or, at any rate, not at a temperature to be compared
with the exhaust valve. The inlet valve clearance

may therefore increase a little or .remain at about
the same figure when runnmg or stationary. It is

probable that in most engines the inlet valve tnean

temperature is somewhere about equal to the mean
temperature of the cjiinder barrel; the variatiofi ia,

clearance would therefore not be great. It should
be noted that the clearance when cold may not be
the same for both valves, but the difference in working
conditions of the two valves may yet have been allowed
for when designing, and the hot clearances would
therefore be equal.

The conditions of expansion with overhead valves

are a little different from those of the older %'alve

A2a
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Tappet Clearances.—

arrangements, and when the valves, are operated by
rockers, as shown in fig. 2, these have the effect of

complicating the action of expansion.

With rocker-operated overhead valves, the expansion
of the valves may be assumed to be as,before explained,

but in this case, in addition to the valve and cylinder

expansion already discussed, it is necessary to take into

account the effect of cylinder expansion upon the

height of the rocker pivot.

Cylinder Expansion and Overhead Valves.

The comparatively slight heating of the rocker

bracket itself may usually l3B^ieglected, therefore' the

amount of lift of the rocker pivot, due to cylinder

expansion, depends almost entirely upon the amount
of expansion ~ between the

cylinder base and the base of

the rocker bracket.

As the base of the bracket
' is not necessarily always

placed at the same height as

the -^-alve seating, the height

of the former usually has to

be considered quite separately

from the latter.

In the second case, illus-

trated by fig.' 2, both valve

and cylinder expand in the

same direction, and the action

of each has a reducing effdct

upon the clearance ; on the

other hand, expansion of the

cyUnder increases the height

of the rocker pivot, and this

has the effect of iricreasing the

clearance.

Iw addition, the ratio of the

arm A to the arm B of the rocker'has an effect which
may be best illustrated by fig. 3. In the figure. the
arms are equal,. and therefore a lift of /oin. of the

Fig. 2.

cylinder would lift the pivot 4Tj-in. Now, supposing
the valve stem to remain' stationary, the point where
the push-rod is connected would lift twice ^^jj, equal to

-i^'m. It happens, however, that the valve also
lifts, and if ' the cylinder expansion lifted the valve

l^\fin. as well as the pivot jV"i-> the clearance wouW
be only increased j\;in.

It should te clear from this that any lift of the
pivot causes a lift at both ends of the rocker, and the
corresponding fift of the valve, due to cylinder expait-
sion, only takes up the clearance at one end of the
rocker; the push-rod, always being cool, does not
expand, therefore the increased height of the push-rod
end of the rocker causes an increase of clearance.
An understanding of the preceding principles is

necessary in order to see clearly that with overhead
valves the tappet clearance ad- c;-

justment is even more important
than with the ordinary type,
although both types require
exact adjustment.

Referring to fig, 4, it should
be evident that with A twice as

long as IJ, an error-of the adjustment of the clearange
at .S would mean, an error of twice tlie magnitude at T.-

AJO
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The foregoing will show how little errors" of adjust-
nient may be multiplied or caused to have far-reach-
ing effects on the running adjustments, out of all pro-
portion to the '

,,

error.

Having de-

scribed the heating

and expansion
effects upon the

two most usual

types of valve

f'ear. it is necessai'\'

Fig. 4.

to examine the effect of clearance

errors upon 'the timing of the' engine. The errors in

timing caused by incorrect tappet clearance are not

well known, although of great importance.

The cams of internal combustion engines are made
to a variety of designs, but as the following remarks

. apply to all valve gears, reference may be conveniently

made to the '' tangential-faced " type of cam. In fig.

5, when the point of the cam profile, crossed by line H,
is in contact with the tappet roller, the tappet com-

mences to lift, but the valve begins to. move when the

point on the profile coincident with line I is in contact

with the roller.

The reason~why the clearanoe angle does not vary

directly as the . lift, but only almost as the lift, is

that the angle Z does Tiot vary at a regular rate.

As differences of clearance cause the above-

mentioned variations of clearance angles, the angle

.S is therefore reduced by increase of tappet clearance,

and is increased by reduction of tappet clearance.

As angle S represents the valvl hft period, it will

now be understood what an enomjous effect incorrect

adjustment of tappet clearance has upon the valve

timing and therefore the running efficiency .-

Wrong Tappet Clearance and 'Unsatisfactory
Running.

Improper tappet clearance has many strange effects

upon running, and it should be noted that the ill-

effects, like most ill-effects of bad "timing," are most
serious when tlie en-

gine is going "all^ I

out." The writer

has iBade an in-

crease of as much
as 8 h.p. upon a

certain type of aero.-

engine during ex-

perimental tests
by merely altering

the tappet clear-

ance about two
" thousandths," and
has also increased

the horse-power of

a well-known en-

gine by nearly, 18

h.p. by redesigning

the cams, the slight

being much less in

o"

Fig. 5.

design

errors

varivition made in the

its effects than many
tappet adjustments common in smaller engines.

It is the knowledge of these "sensitive" points in

poppet valved engines which causes some designers
to turn their attention to sleeve and rotaiy valves, but
it is interesting that up to the present the most efficient

engines are of the poppet valve types.
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A Spring Frame Lightweight
P.V. Machines for 1921 marketed with Open or

ONE feature of the 1921 models is that
every class of rider is catered for.

A large number of ladies' models
have again appeared, and, without doubt,
will not fail to attract those members of
the gentler sex who have objected to
riding a machine %¥ith a frame designed
for the other sex. One fair critic at
Olympia complained that there were no
ladies' machines with spring frames, yet
just outside Olympia she might have
found such a machine in the P.V., no'"
made in the two types illustrated on this
page. A clutch and kick-starter are in-

cluded in the specification of the lady's
model.

A DisHnctive Detail.

There are few more practical light-

weights with modem refinements than

The P.V. spring frame ladies' lightweight.

for Ladies.
Diamond Frames.

5^

1921 P.V. lightweight, a thoroughly practical

little mount, and one of the few of its kind

fifed wi.h a Epring frame.

the 2i h.p. P. v., which is fitted with one
of the earliest and most satisfactory
forms of rear springing yet devised. As
may be remembered, the adjustable
springs are enclosed in the frame tubes.
Another distinctive detail is an easily

detachable rear . wheel, which may ' be
removed without disturbing the brake.
A 2^ h.p. Villiers engine supplies the
motive power. The flywheel magneto
control in this ca^e, however, is from the
handle-bai'.

Both models are fitted with Brampton
Biflex forkSj which, combined with the
rear springing, provide a degree of com-
fort -jiot often found on so small a
machine. A fairly long wheelbase should
also be conducive to smooth running, and
makes for great accessibility in both gear
box and engine location.

Two Lightweight Two-strokes.
A 350 c.c. Two-sfroke and a Smaller Machine that Sells at a Popular Price.

.\mple power for solo or lijht sidecar work is provided by the

350, c.c. Broler enjine fitted to the Spartan.

One of the cheapest machmes on tne mirket, the I'j. h.p.

Newton-Villiers, which sells at well under £50.

NEARLY fifty motor cycle manufac-
turers exhibited two-stroke light-

weights at Olympia, but this number
does not represent the total number of

-- makers offering this type of machine.

.Slany were . unable to take their models

i^ to Olympia, and among them were the

two machines illustrated above.

The Spartan '3500.0. Lightweight.

Previously known as the Welland B.

and the Broler, the Spartan is essentially

the same machine under a different name.
A '350 c.c. Broler two-stroke engine is

utilised as _power unit, driving through

an Albion two-speed gear box with clutch

and kick-starter. Double-row ball bear-

ings are fitted to the countershaft and

big end of this engine, which is a cleanly-

designed two-stroke of the conventional

three-port type. Band and belt rim

brakes both act on the rear wheel. A
light sidecar outfit to the same specifica-

tion is also marketed. Although not very

familiar in open competitions, the Spartan

made a commendable performance in both

the Leicester two-stroke trial and the

more recent Leicester M.C'.C'._ Pascall Cup

event. The concessionnaires are 'Messrs.

Wallis and Jannes, of Nottingham.

The Low-priced Newton-'7illiers.

One of the only lightweights proper
that does not possess some form of gear

changing mechanism, the Newton sells.

at the remarkably low figure of £48.

As the name implies, a Yifliers flywheel

magneto engine is fitted, and it may be

stated that the other components are of

the same high-class order. It is marketed

by Newton Bros., Levenshulme, Man-
chester.
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CAR PRACTICE IN MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.
Foinis in which Ihe Example of Ihe Larger Machine is being followed by (he Smaller.

Suggestions for Still Closer Unification of Principles of Design.
By CRITICUS.

followed car practice and what

degree of finality they have reached

in this matter, one is confronted

with a poser.

TO one more intimately con-

nected with the products

displayed at the Automobile
. Show, the Motor Cycle Exhibition

at Olympia came as a refreshing-

tonic. In place of the somewhat
detached and rather bored air of

both car seller and buyer, one
immediately plunged into an atmos-
phere of enthusiastic sellers and
amazingly candid and critical _
buyers. Indeed the candour of some .of the motor
cycle purchasers was amazing. Perfect strangers
advance on the designers themselves, and without pre-

amble roundly assert that the design of such and such
a. part is "rotten." Mark you, they do not say that
the design is incorrect in their opinion, or that it is

open to improvement—it is simply, plainly and
imbecilely "rotten!" It would appear that

no personal reflection is intended, but it

merely betokens - an amazing keenness and -

absorbed interest on the part of the motor,
cycle using public.

One is tempted to wonder, in face of this

prevalence of massed attack criticism, that
motor cycles, as regards the design of their

main components, the engine, gear box, -etc.,

have riot advanced upon more car-Hke lines

than has been the case. One would have
almost thought that the very enthusiasm and
candour of buyers and users would ha\e

'

impelled manufacturers for ^'ery shame to

have discarded all old-fashioned practice as'

not likely to appeal to such a discriminating
public.

One is forced to the conclusion that either
the practice followed in tl>e design of the
average motor cycle, although, perhaps, old-
fashioned, provides' extraordinary reliability

manufacturers ,as a whole are case-hardened against
criticism. Any way, it was very refreshing for a car
user to find himself in the midst of this seething mass
of enthusism, which was to be found any day at

Olympia during the progress of the" Motor Cycle Show.
Nor was such critical enthusiasm confined to the^

younger and,
p r e s u ni a bly,

more enthusias-

tic type of
motor cyclist

;

quite steady

p a t e r f amilias

types of buyer
were apparently
s'i m i 1 a r 1 y
affected.

If one is
a .s k e d ho y^
motor cycles

liave gradually

TTiis article is frankly written

from a car owner's point of view,

and while motor cyclists will not

agree unanimously with all the

points referred to, nevertheless the

views expressed are of interest as

coming from a member of " Thi
Autocar" staff.

While better than a

rim brake, the external

contracting type suffers

from its exposed posi-

tion,^

or else

An example of car type single lever

carburetter— the Claudcl-Hobson.

Car Features.

Detachable wheels, dynamo
lighting, external flywheels, internal

expanding brakes, sliding type gear

boxes, mechanical lubrication,

automatic carburation and even

pressed steel frames, may all be mentioned as items'

used in the design of both cars and motor cycks.

But when one has said this, one has. practically said

everything. Practically all these items are ordinary

everyday^part and parcel of a modern car's equipment.

On motor cycles many of the items are still the excep-

tion. To a motorist, there is something extraordinary

that some of the details enumerated have not

been clamoured for till .they have been

embodied as standard practice in the design

of high grade motor cycles.

Surely the very fact that the mechanism of

a motor cycle being continually exposed to

mud, dust, and wet,, in a way that no car

engine is ever exposed, confirms the prima

facie case for, as far as possible, embodying
what one may term the principle of -' auto-

maticity " in its design. It is a horrible

job mending tyres; everyone wants detach-

able wheels. It is terrible work wrestling

with evillj disposed acetylene geiierators.

Anyone who has ever used dynamo electric

lighting would, like the tramp in the soap

advertisement, never use any other. The
silence, cleanliness, and general r&liability of

the internal expanding brake—a type-practic-

ally universal on cars—are so satisfactory that

one cannot imagine the use of any other type on the

exposed-to-weather motor cycle.

Again, why are inside flywheels still clung to by the

majority of motor cycle engine makers ? Mechanically

there is everything to be said against their use, and

everything to be said in favour of the outside flywheel.

Why make the engine drive the flywheels through a

sea of oil ?

With regard to pressed

steTEb frames, it may be a

debatable point as to

whether the tube frame is

not 'perhaps more satisfac-

tory from a manufacturing
point of view, but if the

motor cvcle for the
million—in other words, a

motor cycle Ford—is ever

to appear, -it win have to

be a repetition job
capable of being repeat-ed

in \ast niinibcM'S for years

In the internal expanding

brake the shoes are protected

from mud and wet.

A '2
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THE SECRETS OF SUCCESS.

How Thousands of Men and Women Have Won Their Way
to High Positions in Life.

' There

ONE often hears the question asked, " What is the
Secret of Success?"
The answer might very well be given

:

is not one secret but many."
For Success in life does not depend upon the possession

of any cue particular quality. Many different qualities are

required, and it is the combination of these qualities that

proves irresistible in the combat and competition of Business,

Industrial, Professional, and Public Life.

Fortunately, most people can acquire these qualities if

they try, as the facts given in this page show.

Lord Ashfield'a Opinion.
Lord Ashfield, for e.\ample, speaking of the qualities

necessary in business management, says that the head of a

large business requires

:

—Judgment, —Prudence,
—Enterprise, —Fortitude,
-- Resolution, —Tact

and Sympathy
Now these qualities—and many other qualities of the

utmost value to a business man or woman—can be developed
by training the mind on scientific lines, as everyone who
practices Pelmanism knows.
And this being the case, it is not surprising to find

Manager after Manager writing to say how much Pelmanism
lias helped him in his work.

" Doubled lay Turnover."
One manager, for example, says that as the result o£

Pelmanism

—

" I doubled the tucaover -Of my -department last year. -This year
J am doing better than last. I am always originating new ideas,

and have a vivid and well-disciplined imagination."

Another Manager states that he owes his present position
" entirely to the_ results obtained from the Pelman Course."
A third business man says that he was in the rut " for

twenty-tw.o years." Then he began to Pelmanise and was
given more responsible work. Now he, too, is a Manager.
Yet another correspondent says that when he "vvas demobilised
at the end of" the war he became a Commercial Traveller.

He also took up Pelmanism. To day he is the Managing
Director of a successful business. " I attribute my
success," he says, " mainly to the results derived from your
excellent Course." Further, he adds, " If you will refer any
dubious cases' to me I shall be happy to convince them- of

its advantages."
'

_

and found that it gave them the Confidence in themselves
that wins the confidence of others. " Whilst our chief

accountant," so runs a letter recently received by the Pelman
Institute, " who secured me the post, is unaware that I am a

Pelmanist, I think I may truthfully say that I may thank the

Pelman principles for the Self-confidence which enabled me
to suggest that I should be entrusted with the work."

Seizing Opportunities.
Another secret of Success is the ability to seize opportuni-

ties. The world is full of opportunities. They come to

everyone. They are always coming. But only a few make
use of them and so find out how valuable they are. Pelman-
ism makes your mind alert so that you seize one opportunity
after another instead of letting them slip by. " From a
salary of £195 in August, 1918 (the time I completed the
Course)," writes a Yorkshire W''ool Dyer, " I rose in one step

to £400, and in January this year to £800 per annum. I do
not pretend that Pelmanism made the opportunities, but it

certainly taught me how to m«ke the most of them when
they did come."

Concentration, Memory and Personality.
Concentration is another secret of Success, just as Mind-

wandering is one of the causes of failure. If you concentrate well

you can master 'any problem and perform any task in half the
u.sual time. Yet another valuable quality is Retentiveness

—

the possession of a reliable Memory. Of what value is any
knowledge or experience if you cannot remember it—if you
forget? And yet another factor in Success is Personality,

which is really the_ result of developing all the other qualities

mentioned. Successful men and women are men and women
with Personalities. They are Personalities because they are

efficient. Inefficient men and women have weak personalities.

They are shadows drifting through life. Here is a letter

from a man who has developed Ck)ncentration, a good Memory
and Personality all through Pelmanism. He is a joiner's

apprentice, and this is what he says

:

" Eleven months after taking up your Course finds me a different

man. Concentration has been gained, my.meraory has been improved
from Moderate to Good, and all my Perceptions greatly strengthened.

Your Course is one which is suitable for persons of all temperaments,
and, apart from all monetary gains, it gives that developed mentality

_ and personality which is beyond price."

" More than Trebled My Income."
One of the results of developing these qualities is that

Pelmanists are enabled to double, treble, and even quadruple
Hundreds of such cases could be quoted. A" Be Resilient," says Lord Riddell. ^f

"' "ironies.

Another point of view-and a very important one-has ,9"''' 'V'^'f ' •

^"^'^'^
*^u-"g -"5 "^^ Course I have more

been expressed by Lord Riddell. In his opinion, one of the '^" trebled my income which is due.fiolely to your teaching,

most valuable qualities a business man or woman can have ^" .architect says: Since I commenced vour Course my
is that of Resilience. Many people fail utterly and entirely

efficiency has vastly increased. My income has gone up 300

because they do not possess th& quality. Defeat knocks P."'.,<^«"t "^
attribute all this to the Pelman Course. And

them out. It crushes them so that they never rise again.
similar letters have been received from men and w-omen all

To such people, he says, " failure comes as a staggering blow °^'^;\ ^i<= "'O';'.'^' engaged in almost every occupation that

from which they never recover." "If a man fails and sits ™"'' p.L„T™h„°wn,,i'd lii,. « i,n«», »h,» Ppin,,^.™ »,iii d h=n,Y , J. -i 1, 1 . . (( ii - 11 -11 1 1 1 • Readers who would hke to Know what Pelmanism will do for themdown unaer failure, he continues, the world will kick him should make use of the Coupon printed below. Post !t oft to-day, and
off his chair." But the man who ultimatelv succeeds is the by return they will receive, gratis and post free, a copy of an Interesting

man who gets up again "and makes another attempt." This book on Pelmanism, which will show them how thousands have mastered

is the man who dSes not lose confidence in himself under '"« "^"'^^ "' '""^'' '"" *"" '"'" "^i' '" •""""'•" '""' ''ai'P'"^''-

the blows of Fortune. He has Resilience. He has pluck. Use this Coupon or a Postcard (or Call) To-day.
He lias Self-confidence. And in the end he wins. " The : :

man who is able to resist the effects of failure and disappoint- : •j'q xHE PELMAN INSTITUTE, 1

ment and to concentrate his full attention on the next step,"
j igg_ Pelman House, Bloomsbury'st., London,W^C.I. i

says Lord Riddell, " is likely to succeed in the end, whereas _. _, , x- j j. r c '

thi man with weak powers of resistance will probably \
,^^'^--^1^.^?. '^^t'/''^ '- - P°

"'f '..^''°?,?'. °
i

buckle UD "
:

'the book, 'Mmd and Memory, a copy of Truth s :

.ri. o li .J
' Special Report, and an enrolment fomi entitling me to :

The Self-confidence that Vyins.
. , .,

-
i take the New Pelman Course on reduced terms. 1

Here again is a point where Pelmanism scores heavily. : ;

Pelmanism gives you Self-confidence. It banishes Depression, | N'VME •

Weakness of Will, Nervousness, and the Fear of Failure. It :
' '

'

"

j

gives you courage and assurance. It gives you that confidence
j ADDRESS '

which comes from the knowledge that your mind is trained, | j

alert, and capable. It gives you the ability to JIaster your | :

surroundings and to rise superior to your difficulties. And j ;

thousands of men and women have found this to be the fact, •
=

and have blessed the day when they first took up Pelmanism, • All Correspondence is Confidential.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ct/cle." B
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"Now, I ask you
would the Leading Motor

Cycle Manufacturers

standardise

unless they were satisfied

with their efficiency and

all-round reliability?"

C. A. VANDERVELL & Co., Ltd.,

ACTON LONDON, England.

REPAIRS ^% OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES

PROOF OF

RELIABILITY
Six Days Trial

Results

20 Gold Medals

Marvellous Hill

Climbing ot all types

Lightweight - FIRST

Heavyweight - FIRST

Passenger - FIRST

BY THE
MANUFACTURERS.

Our repair department
has now been greatly

extended, in order to

carry out its work with

a minimum delay

SEND YOUR ENGINE
WITH FULL

INSTRUCTIONS.

Quotation from us next

day if required.

BRITISH & BEST
ENGINE

J. A. Prestwich & Co., Ltd., Northnmberland Park/
'hone loli^^iliau azS-i TOTTENHAM N17 '<• '"«• "PrestWKh

Imi, :m '

T»li'u Londun.'

In omwerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cuclt.
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Car Practice in Motor Cycle Design.—

at a stretch. Whenever that hap-

pens there is no doubt whatever that

such a machine will be equipped
\\\X\\ a pressed steel frame, purely

for the sake of cheap manufacture.

One now comes to two enor-

mously vital points in the design of

motor cycles, and points where it

seems to the writer there is no
possible excuse for not following car

lead. These two points are
expressed under the headings of

"Mechanical Lubrication" and
" Automatic Carburation."

Lubrication.

Let us first consider the question

of lubrication. One is glad to see

that a few makers are following the

lead of America in providing some-

sort of purnp for circulating the oil,

though one cannot recall that any-

one carries out a complete forced

feed lubrication system. By this I

mean the provision of a proper

sized oil sump and a circulation of

all moving parts right up to tl>e

little end by means of a pump.
This was done some years ago on

the W. and D. engine, and it seertis

a thousand pities that that excellent

lead has not Been followed. First-

class lubrication is more than ever

necessary in these -days of heavy

sidecars. It would appear to be

still a generally true criticism to

say that the average motor cycle

engine is over-oiled half its time

and under-oiled the other half.

The result is that the oil consump-
tion on most motor cycle engines is

inordinately heavier proportionately
,

than on most car engines. The J

40-50 h.p. Rolls-Royce engine does'

1,200 miles per gallon of oil. How
many motor cycle passenger outfits

can come near that- figure?

One has only to think of the length

of time it is possible to run the
ordinary small car engine fitted with

a proper form of lubrication without

removing the carbon, compared to

an average motor cycle engine.

Most people put this down to the

difference between water and air-

cooling. The writer totally dis-

agrees and feels convinced that it

is the usual motor cycle system of

50% over-oiling coupled with 50%
under-oiling that causes such com- .

paratively enormous and frequent

hard baked carbon deposits on most
motor cycle pistons and cylinder

heads. There is real work for

designers in this direction, and it is

to be hoped that the future will see

If^^^ILS

CAR TYPE SPRINGING
ON MOTOR CYCtES.

ROYAL RUBY

J^p "
— — '

i^IJf
f^U

^ ^""a^HHyra^^fi ;

5i
JfWig^ ^ '^~! i-- - .-

8i

* ^ffi^^^ac.^„^L
COULSON

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
Although our contributor is a car engineer

he appears to favour coil springs for motor
cycles, yet very few cars embody them
Three different types of motor cycle rear

springing systems utilising leaf springs are

shown above. The Royal Ruby may be

said to consist of two frames connected by a

leaf spring; The Coulson is a spring wheel,

and has proportionately less unsprung weight

than most cars. The Beardmore-Precision

is a compromise of the two extreme types,

as the springing does not necessitate the

extra parts excepting the spring itself.
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less apathy on their part in this

important matter.

Carburation.

We now come to carburation.

The average carburetter fitted to a

motor cycle is equipped with two
levers to regulate the amount of gas
and air entering. For some reason

or other, the majority of motor
cyclists appear to distrust the one
lever automatic carburetter. It is

true that an ancient jest was made
to the effect that an automatic car-

ijuretter provides an incorrect mix-
ture on all speeds. This may once
have been the case, but it has long
since ceased to be so. Probably
the average non-automatic carbu-
retter of to-day gives a far more
incorrect mixture in the hands of

the ordinary user 'than does the

automatic instrument. The very

fact that the handle-bars of a motor
cycle are subjected to far more
\'ibration than is the steering wheel
of a car goes to prove the extreme
difificulty of correctly choosing the

positions of two levers. It is not
even the case that the provision of

two levers gives really good fuel-

consumption. There is only one
correct way to measure consumpficHi
of fuel, and that Is in ton miles per
gallon. Contrasted with the results

obtained on most cars the ton miles

per gallon achie^-ed on most motor
cycles is nothing short of a scandal.

This then would appear to show
that there is little good to be said

of the non-automatic carburetter.

It is good to see, therefore, that

quite a move in fa\'our of automatic
carburetters was noticeable at this

years Show. There is now an
excellent range of motor cycle auto-

matic carburetters on the market,
and it is fairly -safe to prophesy that

these will -attain greater popularity

as time goes on.

It is sometimes said by manufac-
turers of two lever carburetters that

the air lever is used only for shut-

ting off the air for starting. One
can hardly accept this as any excuse
for providing a couple of yards or

so of Bowden wire, which, to say

the least of it, does not improve
the clean appearance of the handle-

bars, when the carburetter itself

might be equipped with an air

strangler operated by a lever half

an inch long^

Brakes.

With regard to brakes, one is

unfeignedly glad to' see that the
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Car Practice in Motor Cycle Design.—

expanding tj'pe of brake both for front and rear wheels
is gaining popularity. The old front wheel rim brake
never was a great deal of use. The front wheel
dummy belt rim type of brake could be made to

function, excellently, but.it was generally ugly. To car

users, the equipment of motor cycle wheels with large

diameter extra rims upon which the brake -Shoes might
work -has always appeared as an example of strange

and ragged designing. Motor cycles for years have
been simply cr)dng out for internal expanding hul)

brakes as used on cars, and it appears likely that at

last these are in a fair way to become general. Of
external band brakes onmotor cycles the less said the

better. They are indifferent on cars ; on motor cycles,

.owing to their ver)- exposed position, they are-deplor-

able.

In their Favour.

If motor cycle designers are still more or less

groping in the dark in their efforts to follow car prac-

tise, there is one point- in which the smaller \ehicle

has the larger one guessing. This is in the matter of

ease of gear changing and clutch manipulation.
Nearly all cars are equipped with

clutches that require relatively more
effort to disengage by foot than
does the average motor cycle clutch

by hand. This is distinctly a

feather in the cap of the two-
wheeler. Nor can one think that
on any car is it possible to change
gear with such consummate ease and
complete silence as it is on prac-
tically every motor cycle.

Gear Boxes.
Designers of gear boxes for

motor cycles have not stood still,

and have been particularly praise-
worthy in their efforts to eliminate
unnecessary parts and reduce
weight. One feels, however, that a In the Matchless
good many gear units could with used in

advantage be cleaned up as regards
the exterior, many of them having too many crevices
in which oil, dust, and mud become entrenched. A

„ , smooth exterior is a

hall mark of good car

component design

—

motor cycles need
this " touch " sadly.

ft is also strange that

more effort is not

made to embody the
engine and gear box
in a single unit—

a

practice so 1 a r g e 1 y
prevalent on motor
cars.

The car driver

visiting the Show was
at first glance almost
tempted to enquire
if the solo motor
rjclist had ceased to

exist. Except as

Coil springs in compression

is the principle of the Hobart

frame.

I

\\\^

The Wooler sprmging system,

the Coulson. reduces unsprung
weight to a minimum. It employs
coil springs.
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regards the riders of light-

weight machines, the

Show was essentially a

passenger \-ehicle .show.

Runabouts and sidecars

of all .shapes and sizes

and degrees of equipment
were everywhere—in fact,

to see a stand of purely

solo machines other than

obviously small light-

weights was a rarity.

The time appears to be
ceasing to be when motor
cyclists will be classed as

solitary individuals. Even
some of the smallest

-machine ,s, although
destined by their makers
to run as solo mounts,
are not to be exempt from
the hand of the sidecar

makers because dotted about the Show were many
examples of miniature sidecars plainly announced as

designed for lightweights.' It is an

.
" agreeable testimony to the excel-

lence of material generally used in

the construction of both the motor
cycles and the sidecars that one

sees so very few of such light out-

fits in trouble by the roadside.

Spring Frames.
• In the matter of springiiig the

motor cycle industry is evidently

waking up. It is a very difficult

problem to spring cars well. Much
more is it difficult to follow suit

with so light a vehicle as a motor
cycle. Still, serious efforts are

being made, and it is sometliing to

find a general realisation on the

part of designers that the vertebrse

of those riding on motor cycles and
those riding in cars are similarly

Whether the leaf spring is quite the

thing for motor cycle suspension may be doubtful

—

the spiral spring has excellent attributes—but at all

events one may be thankful the designers have gone

so far as openly to confess that motor cycles,

just like cars, need suspension systems. We are

getting on.

-There is one final point in which some siilecar out-

fits are following car practice a little too closely. This

is in the matter of price. .
When one sees several

firms listing outfits at a price which, out of three

hundred pounds, leaves only about enough tO' fill the

tank, one is forced to wonder how long such pro-

positions will remain. It is shocks such as this that

make the success of many three-wheeled runabouts

and four-wheeled cycle cars assured. The drivers

of the latter type—three or foiu'-wheeled—keep dry

and' clean. Car drivers—however cheap the vehicle

—

keep dry and clean. De luxe, sidecar outfits will simply

have to follow this practice sooner rather than later.

One wonders if Mr. Alfred Scott has iiointed out

the wav.

system, coil sprmgs are

compression.

constructed.
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A Throttle-controlled Mechanical Lubricator,
Describing a Simple Oil Pump which Proportions Supply to Engine Load.

DIFFICULTIES in the way of
mechanical hibrication for motor
cycle engines- usually arise fi-oiri a

fear of complication and the unreliability
of small spring-operated ball valves,
which have proved troublesome in the
past.

In an effort to eliminate these faults,

Mr. A. Turner, of 6, Lincoln Street, Old
Basford, Nottingham, has produced a de-
vice having a positive rotary valve
operated by the same drive from the
timing gear which operates the pump
plunger ; the latter is given a variable'

throw dependent on the amount of-

throttle opening.
The appai'atus consists, essentially, of

a case (attached to the timing gear cov?r
of the engine) from which depends a
cylinder, wherein reciprocates a pump
plunger operated by an eccentric driven

Section of the Turner oil pump attached to

the timing gear of an engine.

Plungefj eccentric, and driving gear of the

Turner oil pump.

by an 8 to 1 reduction gear off the cam-
shaft. The amount of eccentricity of

the driving disc, which runs within the
pump connecting rod strap, may be varied

by moving an actuating rod horizontally

through the agency of Bowden mechanism
interconnected with the throttle. On the
actuating rod is a cylindrical section at

an angle of 37° to the horizontal, and
this slides in a hole bored through the
disc at a similar angle. It will be seen
that, according to the horizontal loca-

tion of the actuating rod, the throw of

the disc will be varied from zero to a

maximum.

Rotary Distribution Valve.

The pump cylinder is connected by a

passage to a chamber, in which rotates

the controlling valve. The latter runs
on a fixed -stud concentric with the pump
eccentric actuating rod, and drives the
eccentric itself through the medium of

a self-adjusting sliding tongue and groove
arrangement on the abutting faces of

the two parts.

On the periphery of the rotating valve
are two grooves connected by a transverse
slot. One of the grooves registers with
the passage communicating with the

pump cylinder, while the other, which
only e.xtends round half the circumfer-
ence, registers with the suction and de-

livery pipes.

In operation, the half groove uncovers"
the suction pipe as the pump plunger
ascends, thus sucking oii from the tank

;

on the down stroke of the pump the
delivery pipe orifice is uncovered, and
the charge of oil forced to the engine.
Advantages claimed for the arrange-

ment ilre : (1) No screws in assembly of

working parts, (2) entire mechanism run-
ning in oil, and (3) pump piston gudgeon
pin secured by split ring. The inventor
assures us that the I'unning on his own
3^ h. p.. Premier machine has been very
satisfactory, from the point of view of
both consumption and absence of trouble.

Exterior view of the oil pump. The
delivery is controlled by Bowden wire

interconnected with the throttle.

A NEW TYPE OF REAR SPRINGING.
AN ingenious system of springing a

motor cycle, retaining a constant

,;, transmission tension, has lately been

brought to our notice. The rear wheel is

suspended, on quarter-elliptical springs,

which are held in a special lug on a horn

plate sliding in guides at the base of the

rear forks. Actually the horn plate slidea

ip flanges, preventing any lateral move-
- ment of the wheel relative to the frame,

>and rubber buffers are placed top and

. bottom to take any extra, violent shocks

which may be received due to an excep-

tionally bad pothole. The guides are

curved in arcs of circles struck upon the

centre of the final transmission system, so

that the same chain tension is retained.
.

At the top of each guide there is a

lug, and on the top of each horn plate

there is another lug. Both these are

drilled for the reception of- a bolt, so that,

in the event of a spring breaking, the

frame may be locked solid, and the rider

can continue his journey home. Slots

are provided in. the horn plates for the

adjustment of the chains. -—

Each spring is attached to the frame
by a strap acting as a fulcrum. The
wheel is easily removed by withdrawing
the bottom bolt and rubber pad from
each guide, and removing a pin from
the side of the strap, so that this side
can be turned down about -a hinge. The

Belt or chain tension is kept constant with

this system of springing, although no hinged

members are used.

spring may then be pivoted outwards from

the wheel, allowing the horn piate to drop

out of the guides.

The rear stand is so designed that the

guides are not obstructed by the stand-

supporting lugs.

The system is adaptable to most motor
cycles with rigid frames ; and, where
tire countershaft sprocket and rear wheel

are moved fore and aft for chain adjust-

ment, the strap supporting the spring is

mounted on the frame so that it can ajso

be moved until it is in the same position

relative to the countershaft. The arrange-

ment reduces unsprung weight, prevents

lateral movement of the wheel, and elimi-

nates hinged joints in the rear of the

frame, while the life of the transmission

gear is claimed to be increased.

The inventor is Mr. G. H. Durston,
of W. -Henderson Gray's, A.M.I.M.E.,
8, York Place, Baker Street, London, W.l.

Mr. Durston is also producing a side-

car chassis sprung in a similar manner,
but using vertical guides in lieu of radial

brackets.
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THE LIGHTWEIGHT-

ITS POSSIBILITIES AND

REQUIREMENTS

TO ENSURE CONTINUED

EFFICIENCY.

IT
commonly happens that the lightweight machine
of moderate or low power is the first choice of

recruits to the ranks of motor cyclists, and this is

just as well, not because a heavier or more powerful

machine is more difficult to ride or to keep in order,

for this is by no means the case, but for the very good
reason that a lightweight is far more easy to handle
when the rider is not in the saddle. A heavy machine
when taken off its stand is apt to pull its unwary owner
over—I am assuming for the moment that the owner
is a novice and not accustomed to handling anything

heavier than a push bike (for the use of this term I

hereby tender my humble apologies to all pedal

cyclists)—or to knock him down, and lie upon him,

dribbling petrol apd oil the while over his best leather

coat and mustard, coloured waistcoat. It is very true

that a heavy machine takes careful handling, and the

new owner of one should always be careful to keep
it leaning slightly towards him, whereas a lightweight

is more amenable to discipline, and not likely to get

out of hand.
Two or Four=strohe.

The novice then having been 'guided by my sage

advice, though not given in so many words, and having

decided upon a lightweight motor cycle, is faced by
another question, viz., whether to buy a four-stroke or

a two-stroke. On this matter I cannot give definite

advice without offending someone or other—and

good riders, to boot—therefore, I will not give it, but

will content myself by laying before my readers (if any)

a few of the points which should be taken into con-

sideration before a choice is made, recognising all the

while that it will be in the end a case of cliacun

a son gout, which, being translated, rneans that any

motor cycle will cure a chappie of his gout.

Simplicitj'.

If simplicity be desired, a two-stroke engine has the

advantage, in the smaller number of moving parts.

These consist of piston, connecting rod, gudgeon pin,

crank, and axle carrying a flywheel, and a pulley or

sprocket. The four-stroke has all these, and, in addi-

b8

tion, inlet and exhaust valves with springs, tappets, and
timing gear. But simplicity does not consist only in

a limitation of the number of parts ; extra parts are no

real disadvantage, provided that they function as they

ought to do, and give no trouble. It is true that

valves must be ground in, and tappets adjusted at

intervals," of which more anon. Returning now to the

question of simplicity, it must be admitted that the

four-stroke, having had to give pride of place to the

two-stroke in the matter of the number of its moving

parts, scores when the two pistons are examined side

by side. In simplicity of action, too, I would give a

four-stroke pride of place. The charge is, in four

strokes of the piston (i) induced, i.e., drawn into the

cylinder, (2), compressed, (3) fired, (4) driven out into

the silencer, or, in other words, exhausted. In the

rival engine two of these processes are sometimes-being

performed at the same moment. While the piston is

rising in the cylinder, a charge already in place is being

compressed into the cylinder head and another charge

is being drawn into the crank case. The first men-

tioned charge is then fired, and while it expands the

second is partially compressed. As the piston

approaches the bottom of its stroke, first the exhaust

and then the transfer ports are opened (unfortunately,

they close in the reverse order), and while the burnt

gas escapes, the charge, which has been partially com-

pressed in the crank case, is transferred to the cylin-

der, and helps to drive the exploded gas out through

the exhaust port. This is effected by means of the

deflector on the piston head, which turns the fresh

gas upwards into the top of the cylinder, whence it

descends, driving the burnt gases before it. Tlie gases

'probably get mixed to a> certain extent, and doubtless

some of the fresh gas escapes through the exliaust

port, which, as has been already stated, is still partly

open after the transfer port has closed. As the piston

of a two-stroke has to perform the duty of opening

and closing the inlet, transfer, and exhaust ports, it

must be a good fit in the cylinder, and the crank ca-^e

must be compression tight.

i
*
4
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Notes for the Novice.—

When of good quality, both two-stroke and four-

stroke do their work extremely well. The former is

well known for the excellence of its pulling uphill at

moderate speeds, but as a rule it is not so fast as

its four-stroke brother. As the mixture is first sup-

plied tO' the crank case, a very simple method of oiling

can be used, which consists of mixing half a pint of

oil w-ith a gallon of petrol. This is known
as the petroil system. Against this must be

set the fact that errors in oiling may upset

the carburation, and, moreover, the petroil

system is messy. Errors -in carburation may
cause a two-stroke to four-stroke, that is, to

fire and misfire alternately, and consequently

lose one of its chief advantages, which con-

sists in its evenness of torque. In much the '
/,

same way defective carburation will cause a

four-stroke engine to eight-stroke.

Transmission.
Another much debated point is the question

of transmission. Personally, I am, and have

been for years, a chain enthusiast ; therefore

lovers of the belt can skip this part or con-

demn it right away as the lucubrations of a - The

bigoted idiot. I will, however, go so far P^"^!^ °^

as to admit that if there is one class of motor
"S'ne.

cycle on which a belt should be successful it is the

class about which I am now writing, i.e., the light-

weight. On one point a belt certainly scores ; it is

more easily mended than a chain, and this can some-
times be done without soiling the hands much. This
is lucky. On my own machines I have broken one
chain in ten years ; once when riding a borrowed
machine I mended a belt five times in a fortnight.

A chain should be adjusted so that it is not tight

in any position of the wheel, and it should be lubri-

cated with graphite if exposed. Oil-tight cases are,

of cO'Urse, desirable, if well made and carefully fitted,

but a tight guard does much to-keep a chain in good
order, as it keeps water from dripping off the mud-
guard on to the chain when the machine is standing.

Concert Pitch.
Now the owner of a lightweight constantly tries to

keep up with his friends who are mounted on more
powerful machines—and he

does it too—but this, alas,

means that his machine is

more often driven near the

limit, of its speed and power
than theirs, and consequently

it needs more frequent
attention.

It is a common complaint
against lightweights that
they are more difficult to

keep in tune than their
more powerful brethren.

This is hardly a fair state-

ment ; there may be something in it, but it requires

some amplification. The real facts are as follows

:

(i) It is more diflficult to keep any machine up to the

extreme limit of its tune than to keep it in moderate
order only

; (2) a machine needs more attention when
it is commonly run all out with an open throttle than

reciprocating

a two-stroke

Two usehil scrapers tor

removing carbon deposit.

wJren—to borrow a phrase from a friend—it is gener-

ally allowed tO' amble along on quarter throttle. Thus
we' see that a lightweight is likely to need more atten-

tion than a heavyweight, not because of any inherent

defect in itself, but because of the- treatment it often

receives. The exceptions to this statement, as a

general rule, are when lightness, is carried to excess

and certain parts are not up to their work, but such

mistakes in design are not restricted to light-

weights ; there are numerous examples to be

found even in the heaviest sidecar outfits. Of
this the A.C.U. Six Days Trials will be wit-

ness, and the fact tliat, the combustion head of

a little engine being smaller, a certain amount

of carbon deposit, say -jlg-in. thick, will reduce

the space by a greater percentage than a siniilar

thickness of carbon will reduce the combustion

chamber of a larger engine.

Valve Grinding and Piston Rings.

It is not advisable to do more grinding than

can be helped in the engine, as this w-ears away
the valve seating and forms pockets, which
^^ery seriously restrict the flow of the gas past

the valves. Various ingenious deyices have

been sold to assist the operation of valve

grinding, and it is not difficult to fake

something for oneself ; for instance, a piece

of wood 2in. thick may have a hole bored through

it to fit the valve stem, care being taken that

the hole is bored at right angles to the surface.

This hole should then be enlarged to the depth of

about a quarter of an inch, and equal in diameter

to the inside of the valve seating ; the edge of this

hole should be bevelled neatly with a knife and
smoothed off with sandpaper. It may also be neces-

sary to enlarge the top of the centre hole a trifle

to admit the valve stem, which often increases a -

little in diameter where it joins the head. If a

brace and suitable bits are available the operation is

much simplified, in which case it is better to begin

by boring the- larger hole. When a valve requires

grinding, the process can be commenced by placing

it in this block with a piece of emery paper, through

which-a-hole has been cut, underneath it. The block

can then be held in a vice and the valve turned with

a brace and screwdriver bit (a simple screwdriver will

do if a brace is not forthcoming). Most of the pitting

can be removed in this manner if care be exercised,

and the valve finished by grinding in the cylinder in

the usual manner with

fine .igrinding. paste or

powder mixed with oil.

Provided that the
piston rings are free in

their grooves and oily,

it is not necessary as a

rule to remove thsm, as

a little dirt behind them
does no harm ; in fact, many think it an advantage.

When decarbonising, the rider of a two-stroke should

always remember to scrape the ports thoroughly. This,

applies particularly to the exhaust port. If the piston

be removed for any purpose, care should be taken to

replace it correctly, i.e., with the sharply curved side

towards the transfer port and the gradual slope towards

the exhaust.
'

J.H.W.

Examples of two-stroke and

four-stroke pistons. In this case

the palm for simplicity lies with

the four-stroke.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

NOMENCLATURE.
Sir,—May I suggest one of the following for the sidecar

taxi: (1) Sidescab; (2) Sideshar
; (3) Sidetaxi?

W. M. TOMLIN.
LUBRICATION OF NAKED CHAINS.

Sir,—I have found the folliwing simple plan very satis-

factory : Put a lump of the ordinary thick tallow and
graphite chain lubricant in a flat tin, thin down with petrol

to the consistency of thin oil, and apply with an old tooth

brush. H.B.
Greenwich. ~

DOUBLE-ACTING STEAM ENGINES.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. R. C. Stebbings's letter on

" Torque and Comfort," he mentions that high speed steam
engines are generally, with one notable exception, single-

acting.

I wish to inform him that Messrs. W. Lisson and Co.,

Ltd., of Gloucester,, are world-famed for their high-speed
double-acting steam engines.

I should like to know which firm he refers to that makes
the notable exception. . H.A.T.

Gloucester.

SIDECAR ADJUSTMENT.
Sir,—Can any of your readers state definitely the best

method of adjusting a sidecar, as the makers' opinions differ

greatly?
Two very well-known companies say that sidecar and

cycle wheels should be parallel and vertical ; another com-
pany says that wheels should be fin. out of parallel (narrow
in front), but vertical; and a third concern says wheels
should be gin. narrower in front, sidecar wheel vertical,

and cycle wheel leaning slightly outwards.
The position of the sidecar axle relative to the bicycle axle

also diners greatly in various makes.
,The points in question are :

(1.) What is the best position for sidecar wheel, i.e., level,

before, or behind cycle wheel?
(2.) Should cycle wheel be vertical or leaning outwards?
(3.) Should cycle and sidecar wheels be parallel or narrower

in front?

(4.) Assuming other adjustments be correct, must sidecar
wheel be vertical, i.e., does it matter if wheel tilts slightly

outwards owing to an oversize tyre being used on the cycle?
W. R. SMITH.

OWNER GOING ABROAD.
Sir,—In reply to your correspondent writing under the

above heading, I would like to inform him that there are
difficulties in taking cars and motor cycles abroad, and it is

also likely to prove an expensive item to those not initiated

in the formalities of packing machines, arranging delivery
to the docks, freightage, and insurance, etc. I would
strongly recommend anyone wishing to take his machine
with him to get in touch with one of the many firms of
shipping agents, who would undertake the delivery of the
machine to any port required, on payment of a stated sum
agreed beforehand.
There are many owners who believe the wisest course to

bo to di.spo.se of their machines before leaving for abroad in

the hopi! of iH'iiig able to purchase their requirements the
other aide, but, as your correspondent stales, there are very
great difficulties in purchasing British motor cycles abroad.
I do not think 'that British.jnanufacturers, generally, have

12

given sufficient support to the question of British motor

cycles and cars abroad, mainly due, I believe, to the want

of a clearly defined policy. In your correspondent's case

he sent to an English firm to purchase an outfit to be sent to

him in India, and the firm were unable to supply, owing to

the makers' restrictions. The explanation is, I think, that

the foreign agencies are allotted to various merchant houses,

and orders may, therefore, only go through those particular

merchants.
I should be very pleased to help your correspondent or

anyone else who may have the same difficulties, and I will

endeavour to give them assistance to enable them to obtain

their requirements. L- W. TAYLOR.

A POST-1921 IDEAL.
Sir,—I have always had a soft side for twin two-strokes,

and share your surprise that, " despite the fact that it has

held its unique position for several years, the Scott remains

the only twin two-stroke on the market." My ideal mount

would be a cross between the Sunbeam and the Scott, that

is to say a twin two-stroke {but air-cooled if feasible) with

chain-drive enclosed in an oil-bath gear case, with the

orthodox type 'of frame, and everything protected from mud,

etc., as in the Sunbeam. It wasn't at Olympia.

I think such a machine would be very popular and

should like to see other readers' opinions on the matter,

and on points like the following : Is an air-cooled twin two-

stroke practicable? What relative position of the cylinders

would give maximum cooling? What drawbacks would such

an engine have? I think its advantages are obvious.

I hope no one will imagine that I am finding fault with

either the Scott or Sunbeam machines. They are already

known by their successes. SIGMA.
Macduff, N.B.

CHAIN DRIVE ON SPRING FRAME MACHINES.

Sir,—Some time ago you were kind enough to publish a

letter from me on the question of the design of spring frames

for motor cycles, and especially their relationship to the

satisfactory arrangement of a chain drive on such a machine.

Since then I have followed with interest your various

correspondents' suggestions and descriptions, and am now

venturing to write to you again, as I have, within the last

few days, come across a cliahi drive spring frame motor

cycle of rather novel design, which has overcome the

great objection of variable chain tension of the rear drive

in a very simple manner.
The machine is known as the " Ayres-Leyland, and is,

in arrangement, very similar to the majority of spring frame

designs, inasmuch as the chain stays are pivoted at the bottom

of the seat-pillar tube, the spring motion being controlled

by a cantilever spring carried just below the saddle as in

the ordinary arrangement. The gear box, however, instead

of being secured between the pivot and the engine, is actually

secured to the chain stays, and consequently the final drive

works at fixed centres irrespective of any movement of the

back wheel. Certainly, there is a slight variation in the

centres of the engine to gear box drive, but this, owing to the

smuH movement of the jjear box, only amounts to a few

thousandths and is negligible. On a test run the behaviour

of thp machine, both as regards its springing and the running

of tlie chains, was most satisfactory, and it appears to me
lis thougli at least one designer has secured that ideal of

all designs, efficiency with simplicity. T.

Hale, Cheshire.

Jfi
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A FAIRLY TALL ORDER.
Sir,—Can anj'one tell me where to find a lightweight two-

stroke, which can be used without any exertion, on which
a fair sized man does not appear ridiculous (26 or 28in.
wheels) ; which can be ridden in all weathers in ordinary
clothes without mess from mud or oil ; which can be used
any time of the day or night, at a moment's notice (electric

lighting) ; which will oil itself and not by any chance flood

with oil ; which will climb any hill ; and which will give a
year's silent service of daily pottering in a hilly- district on
present-day roads without attention to engme and trans-
mission, frame, or tyres—save replenishment with fuel and
oil weekly? G.P.

Sheffield.

A READER'S RUNABOUT.
Sir,—I am enclosing a photograph of a three-wheeler

on purely motor cycle lines, which I have made ; the chassis

design is registered.

The machine is of simple construction, the frame being
all straight standard tubes and lugs.

I have driven this machine 3,000 miles since Whitsuntide
without any -overhaul and with no trouble, except for a
small. one in the clutch. The consumption is just short of

sixty miles per gallon..

^S^LE 821

A home-constructed three-wheeler, entirely on motor cycle lines,

referred to inthe letter of Mr. H. D Day.

The following is a short specification of the macliine.

which is not so short and tubby as appears in the photo-

graph ;

Engine.—5-7 h.p. Coventry Victor, air-cooled.

Gear.—Sturmey-Archer.
Tkansmission.—All-chain.

Steering.—Rack and pinion.

Springing.—Semi-elliptic in front and tension springs in

rear.

I have climbed all hills I .have met in my journeys,
including Midland test Hills. H. D. DAY.

THE LAST NIGHT OF THE SHOW.
Sir,—With reference to the Motor Cycle Exhibition which

has just been held at Olympia, I should be glad if you
could find space in your valuable paper and put on record

the protest of many exhibitors as to the infernal pande-
monium created by various irresponsible assistants towards
the end of the Show.

It is surely known that this sort of thing is distinctly

forbidden in the agreement of the exhibitors, and I think

that the Society should see that this rule is not flouted.

This year the blowing of horns started soon after 8 p.m.,

when there were still visitors trying to get information with

a view to purchasing ; and personally I can say one such
visitor left our stand and quitted the building disgusted.

Certainly he said he would call at our works; but will he?
Further, I think it is disgusting and insulting to the

orchestra, who were doing theiji^tmost to render good music.

I think it a duty to write this, as I have attended every
Show from 1899 onwards in this country ; and I think we
can take it that the exhibitors are there for business, and
not obnoxious foolery. Certainly, asevery Exhibition ends,

the matter gets worse and starts earlier.

I am not a kill-joy, and if tlie last hour finishes up in a
social and dance it Vvould be pleasant, but I should be very
sorry to see our splendid Exhibition drop down to the level

of a " penny gaff " or Mitcham Fair.

JOHN J. LEONAED,
The Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.

THOSE INCREASED SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Sir,—Thei'e ics no difliculty in answering the question asked

by "Bled Dry." The pre-war subscription paid by A.A.
motor cycling members was 10s. 6d. per annum; this sub-
scription brought them all the benefits enjoyed by motor car

members paying £2 2s. per annum.
Everything has gone up in cost, and the pre-war subscrip-

tion is to-day quite inadequate for coverhig the expenses
incurred in rendering the services afforded to our motor
cycling members. There is no profiteering in this development
—it simply resolves itself into a matter of necessity.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary, Automobile Association and Motor Union.

Sir.—Permit me to tell " Bled Dry " what the A.A. has
done for me during the last year's membership.

In .\pril I was caught riding without lights. With one
day's warning the Association found and sent a solicitor

to defend me.
In August, I took my outfit to Belgium and France. I

explained what I intended to do. and back came a sheet

stating all the charges which would be incurred, 7'e Customs,
etc. On payment, 1 was in possession of all necessary papers
and arrangements, and knew that whatever official tackled
me, I had what he wanted—a great comfort

!

Returned, a summons to appear at Kirkham, some sixty

miles away, awaited me. I did not worry. The A.A. sent a
man. All this by correspondence and telegrams, which made
me feel that the organisation found it a pleasure to be able
to help me.

In September, I broke my frame and back spindle at mid-
night sixteen miles from home, which cost me 10s. to have
the outfit towed into Harrogate. I am perfectly certain that,

had I had the impudence to present the bill to the Association,
it would have paid it, but I did not.

Does " .Bled Dry " feel " over " or " under-average" when an
A.A. or A.C.U. sentry—paid out of the subscriptions of the
'average" man—warns him of danger, or gives him the
"all clear" at, say, cross roads?

It beats me to know why the subscription is still so small

!

E. R. HI\DLE.

Sir,—With reference to the letter of "Bled Drj'," in your
issue of December 2nd, surely the increased subscriptions of
the A.C.U. and A.A. are justified if one considers the
general increase of wages which their patrols, etc., must need
in order to meet the present cost of living.

The advantages these organisations offer—the large body
of patrols, free legal defence, touring facilities, etc.—are
well worth the increased subscriptions now called for.

E. J. NOEL.

Sir,—Might I be permitted to occupy your valuable space
with a reply to "Bled Dry's" letter?

Does he realise, in asking for a justification as to why the
A.A. has increased its subscription, the increased cost of the
work done by the A.A. ? In fact, the cost in some branches
must have been more than double long before now, and yet
the subscription has not been altered at all

!

As to what the A.A. does, may I let him have my own
personal experience? A short time ago I had the misfortune
to be summoned some distance from my home. Jly case was
taken up by the A. A., defended by its solicitors (whose
fees, like other thing's, have been i-aised), and all expenses
paid by it.

Now, if I had not been a member I should have had the
bother of going all that distance (120 miles), to say nothing
of the expense and time taken, the cost of which would have
been more than double ray subscription. Jly case is one of
many which the A.A. takes up, very often far more expensive
to it than mine was, yet it does it for the same annual
subscription. This instance is only one of many of the
benefits I have gained, to say nothing of the benefits the
motoring public receive in general.

A GRATEFUL MEINIBER OF THE .A.A.
Haywards Heath.
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CARRIER DESIGN.
^ir,—Tlie observer of the various whims of motor trade

designers is struck by the peculiaa' stagnation of carrier design
on motor cycles. The chief reason apparent for the present
universal carrier is a desu'e to square off the end of the
machine and to carry the number plate.
Unfortunately this square end of the machine is mistaken

lor a luggage carrier and used as such, the luggage in most
cases being a human being. The manufacturer shrugs his
shoulder.?, and declines to take any responsibility.
But now we have a leading saddle manufacturer fi.xing his

springs to this inadequate square end, which has to carry
the rider's weight and very often another rider as pillion.

It is now up to the manufacturer to build his carriers
suitable for carrying two people, or to warn his customers
that his carriers aj'e not strong enough for the practice.

G. A. DOWNE.
DYNAMO LIGHTING ON A MORGAN.

Sir,—As a constant reader of your excellent paper, I noticed
a few weeks bade some photographs of Morgans fitted -with
dynamo lighting.

I have fitted my
Aero model with
a P. and H.
dynaino lighting
set,, fitting the
dynamo on a small
platform on the
front axle and
taking the drive
from the flywheel.

It has proved ex-
tremely satisfac-

tory, and on
several occasions

I have driven the
machine all night,

having full lights

on for seven or

eight hours, with
no trouble what-
ever. I enclose a

photograph of the
machine showing
lighting set, as I

thought some of
your readers
might be thinking of fitting electric Irghting, and the
arrangement I have on my JMorgan might prove useful.

J. BARKER.

TEN THOUSAND MILES BEFORE DECARBONISING.
Sir,—As you will doubtless remember, you published in the

year 1914 a short account I sent you with regard to running
costs of a 21f h.p. New Hudson two-stroke two-speed model.

As the present demand is even more for economy In run-

ning costs, I thought the following particulars would be of

general interest to your large number of readers, being my
experience with a Douglas 4 h.p. combination purchased last

January in Birmingham, and since used daily and done over
10,000 miles in the extension of my business between Bristol

and Penzance.
I am more than pleased to be able to state I have never

had a mechanical stop during this period, and now, after ten

months' continual use, the total cost of necessary j'epairs is

under £2.
You will notice by the photographs the amount of carbon

deposit on the piston head is not excessive. The condition

of the valve stems, valve seatings, and the engine .generally

is excellent, having in view the tact that the machine has
been out in all weathers and never taken down for cleaning
nnlil <i few days ago.

When 1 fii'.st checked my petrol consumption I was doing
55 m.ji.g., but ill March last I altered the petrol level and
changed the 28 jet for a 24, which brought my average con-

fiuiiiption up to 65 m.p.g. lor town worK and 70 m.p.g. on
long difitaiice runs. Of course, I spent some little time before
finally obtaining this improved mileage, but the setting of

the carburetter now gives me unil'orm results, and I have
always used one brand of molor spirit, namely, Carburine.

Oiie can iiardly recommend the practice of running 10,000
miles willhjul decarbonising; but, except for a very slight
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How a dynamo lighting set may be neatly

fitted to a Morgan is described in the letter

of Mr. J. Barker. The dynamo is mounted
on the front axle,
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loss of power in the last 1.000 miles, I found no other ill-

effects, which speaks well for the lijbricating system and
Filtrate air-cooled oil, of which I have always used a plentiful

amount, but fee! that it was true economy having regard to

the excellent running and the small repair bill.

I only w-ish that I had some interest in the Douglas firm
other than being, as I am, a verv satisfied private owner.

E. VICTOR ABEL.
[Regarding the photographs (which, unfortunately, would not
reproduce with sufficient clearness), we fully bear out our
correspondent's statemeirts that the carbon deposit shown
is very slight indeed considering the mileage.

—

Ed.]

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—As a constant reader of your interesting paper for,

the last five years, I should like to claim a little space
to express my views regarding speed wobble.

I may say that I am an e.xperienced rider, and have done
a lot of motor cycle racing in this country, but I cannot
understand why a number of your correspondents " spill

"

as soon as they get a bit of a wobble on. I have had
wobbles at all speeds up to and over 80 m.p.h., but have
never had any difficulty in overcoming them. Here in New
Zealand all the racing is done on unbanked grass race-

courses laid down for horse racing, and, although one or
two of them are fairly smooth, the majority are so rough
that the front wheels of the faster machines lift from
anything from a foot to eighteen inches off the ground at
the worst bumps. When tliey come to earth again " speed
wobble " is generally the rule, but for all that I have
never seen a rider spill from that cause.
That speeds of 60-70 m.p.h. are impossible off the track,

as stated by your correspondents, appears to me to be
utterly ridiculous. On the road I have done 65-70L m.p.ln
with both Indian and Harley-Davidson, both in really

good running order, but neither .specially tuned,- and I

have turned up 78 m.p.h. (timed and speedometer) with a
weU-tuned four-cylinder Henderson, also on the road. This
machine would do over 70 m.p.h. before it was tuned up.
Contrary to what I have said' in the last paragraph, I

have never had a sign of a speed wobble' on the road,
and have seen a boy seventeen years of age riding an
Indian over a smooth piece of road at over 60 m.p.h. with
his hands in his pockets.

Perhaps some of your readers will be interested in the
speeds that are put up in New Zealand on the unbanked
grass courses. Some of them are : Flying mile, 49|s., eqaal
to a speed of nearly 73 m.p.h. ; fifteen miles (standing start),

13m., or an average speed of 69 m.p.h. These times were
put up by P. Coleman on an eight-valve Indian on the
Takapuna Racecourse at Auckland, which is the best in

New Zealand for motor cycle racing. The mile record
for singles is 57s., done by a four-valve 3-^- h.p. Indian.
Cambridge, N.Z. N. R. SOTJTER.

H a
B Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists q
1^

.„ „— ...„.„ . „.» —— ._ _
^

B Issued ,n conjunction with TJie Molor Cycle. Q
B • Q
Q "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By B
H THEM." Tlie standard handbook o. the motoc net. post. B
Q cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types B

of motor cycles, their management and care. B
Q Twenty-first Edition. Just pubUshed ., .. 2/6 z/io Q

S HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." ^1

Containing over 400 usefu " wrinklea " r.nd helpful

^ Lints in regard t-- motor cyces. Seventh Edition, a/- 2/3

Q "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." S
[3 A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and ri

Q cf remedying any trouble when (ound. Faurth
^^

g Edition. ,.. ... „ .„ ... 2/- 2/3 y
H ' MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.' B

By " I.Kio.N," of The Motot Cydc. An interesting rfl

B and amusing description of early motor cycling

B experiences, with ra.iiiy unique illustrations ... 5/- 5/^ b
Q "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS, H
[r England and Wales, Scotland. London {stiowhlg ^
Cj roads into .ind out of London and avoiding London). ^
Q Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10 ^

p. "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. ^'

X^ With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and fi!

Wales, Scotland, and the Lpodou District. New ^
Edition. Just published S/- 5 lA

B

^ Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE& SONS Ltd., ^
Jq 20 Tudor Street, London, E.C, or of leading Booksellers and E]

g Railway BookstaUs.
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Holders for Next Year's Licence Cards,
Many Examples of an Accessory brought info being by the

New Licensing System.

A neat aluminium
holder for the sidecar

body by the Taw Co.

Rotherham's

which IS affixed

handle-bar at it^

holder,

to the

centre.

IT is only to be expected that the
accessory makers are now busily en-

gaged in working out their ideas

for carrying the new licence card which
will be neoessarj' on and after January
1st, 1921.

The first firm to submit their samples
to us—and they deserve to be congratu-

^iated on their enterprise—was Messrs.
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, London,
E.C.I, who sent two holders, one of

which might be attached to the panel of
the sidecar body, while the other could
clip on to one of the front fork members
or on to the liandle-bar. These holders
were well finished, and made strictly

to Government specification.

Another idea has been carried out by
the Brookes Jlanufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Stud Works, Aston, Birriftngham. This
consists of a licence holder made in one
with the steel front number plate—an idea
which is very ingeniously carried out. A
similar device was also shown which is

suitable for attachment to any other part
of the machine.
The combined number plate and holder

idea seems quite good, and the Atlas
Engineering Co., of Hill Street, Coven-
try, who specialise in cast aluminium
number plates, are embodying a holder
cast with their front plates, which makes
an exceedingly neat job. Other patterns .

by this firm, intended for handle-bar
position and sidecar panels, are also

offered in cast aluminium.
IMessrs. R. Cadisch and Sons, Ltd.,

171, Great Portland Street, London, W.l,
produce two types of holders, one pro-
vided with a clip to fit on the handle-bars,
and the other with a bracket attachment.

RUBBER FRONT FRONT
I RING GLASS RIM

A holder with a " one nut

"

fixing offered by "F.R.S.
Lamps." Below, a sectional

plan view shows how it is

constructedj

One of the neatest of the

new holders, the Carlton,

which sells at a low price.

A clean exterior

characterises the

Dunhill holder.

The Taw Co.'s brass

holder, for the handle-

bar.

These models have a very pleasing
appearance, and, provided with a water-
proof washer, fulfil the Government
requirements.
The Service Co., Ltd., 289, High Hol-

born, Loudon, W.C.2, market both a
square and a round licence holder. Tlie
former is provided with a rubber washer
and a metal back-plate. It is proposed to
fit. a clip attachment as well as bracket.

Combined holder and front number-plate

produced by the Brookes Manufacturing

Co., and an alternative pattern for fixing

to existing number-plates.

The circular model is well finished, and
will be fitted with similar clips to those
of the square model.

Perhaps one of the neatest of the

holders so far submitted to us is the Carl-

ton, marketed by Spencer Bros., of Priory
Street, Coventry. It has fewer nuts
and bolts than the majority, and, having
no flanges, is smaller in over-all diameter.
Embodying a rubber -packing ring, and
having the back plate well inside the rim

of the circular front, it is perfectly

waterproof. Further, its price is

lower than the majority, and is sold

at 2s. 9d. with clips, or 2s. 6d. without,
plus 6d. postage.
.The lightest holder we have yet seen

is the product of the Taw ^Manufacturing
Co., Campsbourne Works, High Street,
Hornsey, N.8. It is made of aluminium
and weighs but 2 oz. and sells at 4s.

A similar holder is also made in brass,
and either may be obtained with a clip
fitting for 5s.

Dunhills, of 359-361, Euston Road,
-N.W.l, have also produced a very^eleanly
designed holder, which uses only three
small bolts to hold it together. It has a

very smooth exterior, and the back plate
is well recessed into the lounded flange.
An alternative to the one illustrated has a
handle-bar clip, and is sold at 8s.

Another well-made licence holder is

made by Rotherhams, of Coventry; while
Stanley and Hill, Ltd., Birmingham, the
makei-s of the well-known Motex lamps,
are also producing holders for both motor
cycles and sidecars, as are Tuck and
Blakemore, Ltd., of Coventry.
F.R.S. Lamps is still another firm which

has not been slow to take advantage of

the compulsory demand for this new
accessory. In this case the makers have
reduced the total number of bolts to one.

The price is 5s.

Among other firms marketing licence

card holders may be mentioned Messrs.
S. Smith and Sons, Ltd., 179, Great
Portland Street, W.l. ; A. J. Dew and
Co., 21, Endell Street, W.C.2; the British
Sheet Metal Co., Ltd., 24, Finsbury
Scjuare, E.C.2; Wright and Sons, Edg-
ware, Middlese.x ; and W. Brandish and
Sons, Foleshill Road, Coventry.

The Service Co.'s

square holder

Carnage's holder for the

handle-bar. Cadisch's holder.

Cast with the aluminium front

number-plate; a specialty of the

Atlas Engineering Co.
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Oimes to
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„ 20th
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ILlgM Tamps.
4.20 p.m.
4.20 ,,

4.21 „
4.21 „

Next Year's Outputs.

From many quarters we hear that next;

year's outputs were sold at the recent
Show.

More Daylight.

Although actually December 21st is tlie

shortest day, evenings are aU-eady draw-
ing out. Lighting-up time to-day is one
minute later than yesterday.

The Spotting Solo Mount.
The sporting solo " mediumweight "

is coming into its own. An article on
the new machines ot tliis type appears on
page 808.

"It's an 111 Wind."
The only people who bless the new

" carry your licence where it can be
seen " regulation are the accessory
makers. Some of them are very enthu-
siastic !

Electric Lighting Everywhere.

With more than half the machines at

the Olyinpia Show equipped with elec-

tric lighting outfits, chiefly combined
with llie ignition ^systems, it is safe to

predict that few.pf the London-Exeter
competitors will trust to acetylene.

Imports and Exports {or November.

The Board of Trade returns ot foreign

motor cycles and parts imjjorted during
November show a decided decrease both
in numbers and value over the corre-

.sponding figures for October.
.
The actual

figures with comparative amounts for two
previous' years arc :

IlIl'OIiTS.

Nov.,
1913.

61

Nov., Nov.,
1919. 1920.

134 iqsNu. ot ni'ilur o.veles

Value ol machines .iiKl

parts ... £9.110 £14.051 £20,491

Compared with last month tlicre is a
fall in the number of British motor
cytlcs c.\pinted during November; but it

will be noted that tlie total figui'es are
well over double those of tlie correspond
ing montli last year. The B.O.T. figures

arc as follows ;

I5llITlSrl E.VPOI!T.<!.

Nov.. Nov..
1913. 1919.

No. of motor cyclen 1,427 838

Nov.,
1920.
1,869

only ... '.,. ... £G4,373 £60.868 £166,405
Vnluo of paru and
accessoriei £18,990 £30,757 £83,284

Hiuts lOr t-ie Landoi-Exeter.

As tlie entry for the il.C.C. London-
E.xeter-Londou run on Decemiier 27th and
28th is a very large one, it is more than
ever necessary to ensure that the event
is carried out without giving offence to
the general public. Eiders should en-
deavour to make sure that their machines
are etiiciently silenced, since a long string
of competitors in the middle ot the night
is apt to give annoyance to residents
along the route. The captain of the
M.aC. (Mr. W. H. Wells) points out
that o\eralls and wet motor clothing must
be removed before entering the official

hotels.

Buy Now.

From now till about the end of Feb-
ruary there will be an unexampled oppor-
tunity of buying second-hand machines
at extremely low figures. Several factors

contribute to this state of affairs. The
uiual slackness at this time of the year,

of course, is partly responsible, but even
more" so is the new taxation scheme. It

cannot be too strongly emphasised that

it is to the advantage both of the buyer
and of the seller to carry through such
transactions now, and thus to avoid the
necessity of paying a greatly increased
tax twice over. Later on, next year,
owners who have paid the tax on mounts
they then desire to sell will be compelled
to increase their prices by corresponding
figures. ,

Special Jf^eatures.

THE SPORTING SOLO MOUNT.

CAR PRACTICE AND MOTOR CYCLE
-- DESIGN.

THE IDEAL MINIATURE,

Licence Card Holders.

Elsewhere in this issue Avill be found
particulars and illustrations ot many of

the new licence card holders.

A Month's Grace.

The new tax on motor cycles used any
time during January next must be paid
before the 31st of that montli.

To be a Solo Trial.

Arrangements for the proposed motor
cycie fox hunt in the Cudham district

are in the hands of iVIr. T. J. Eoss, cap-

tain of the Woolwich Club, 5, High Road,
Lee, S.E. He states it will be a solo

trial. 9

Where are the Progressive Cities?

An enormous potential demand for side-

car taxicabs was revealed at the Show,
but the business cannot be developed
pending the issue of hackney carriage

licences. Surely some go-ahead city will

rise to the occasion and give a lead. An
article dealing exhaustively with all

phases of the subject will .ippeiir in oiu-

pages in the near future.

Total value £83,363 £91,625 £249,689

A FAMILY OF PRACTICAL RIDERS. The producer of Ivy motor cycles, Mr, S. A.

Newman (second from left), with his four sons. Howard C. (third fiom left) is the designer

of the Maitinsyde-Ncwman engine, while Percy (fourth from left is responsible for the

3 h.p. Ivy two-stroke. All are mounted on Ivy machines.

C8
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Cars at the Brussels Show.
To-morrow's issue of The Aiiloear con-

tains a fully illustrated description of the
new car exhibits at the Brussels Show.

English as a Medium.
At the Brussels Salon last week it was

amusing to listen to a certain conversa-
tion in English between a Belgian, who
knew no Dutch, who was explaining the
advantages and points of the A.J.S. to
a Dutchman who had no French.

Midland Centre A.C.TJ.

The Midland Centre A.C.U. will

organise the 192.1 open events for which
permits have been gxanted to the Bir-
mingham and district clubs. This was
decided at the meeting of club delegates
which was held at Wolverhampton last

Saturday. The decision means that in-

dividual clubs or groups of clubs will no
longer run their big events in their own
name, but that a trials committee, con-
sisting of the secretary and trials secie-

tary of each of the affiliated clubs, will

jointly organise the open events in the
name of the centre. At a previous meet-
ing it Iiad been decided to divide the
Midland area into sections according to

the number of permits grftnted to the
centre, and that the clubs in the different

sections would co-operate in organising
the tritils. If the whole of England
eventually comes under the centre sys-

tem and these local branches follow the
lead given by the Midland Centre, then
all open trials in the future will be
A.C.U. events, and will be automatically
distinct from the clnb trial.

The M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

On Friday last, December 10th, the
Jlotor Cycling Club held its fourteenth
annual dinner at the WharncUtfe Eooms,
Hotel Great Central, London.
In the absence of the chairman, Lt.-Col.

Charles Jarrott, O.B.E., Mr. R. Head
took the chair. A large number of- mem-
bers and guests were present, and, at the
conclusion of an excellent dinner, the
chairman distributed a number of awards
which had been gained by members of
tr;e club during the year.

The recipients of the primary awards
of the London to Land's End Run were
as follows : The Jarrott Cup, T. S.

ShaiTatt ; the Pettyt Cup (for sidecar
machines), W. H. Elce ; the Lester Cup
(for light cars), W. B. Gibb.,
The winners of the cups awarded for

the events run off at Brooklauds were :

The Harry Smith Cup, Kaye Don ; the
Wells Cup, J. A. Masters ; the. Seed Cup,
R. C. Empson ; the Albert Brown Cup, B.
S. Marshall ; the 0. C. Godfrey Cup, S.

E. Garrett.
7'Jie Motor Cycle Cup. awarded to the

wiiming team in the Inter-club Team
Trial, was handed to representatives of
the Leicester and District M.OC.
No speeches were made. The Chair-

man, however, when e.xpressing his
appreciation, was glad to announce that
the membership of the club now exceeded
] ,000, and that a record entry of 230 had
been received for the London-Exeter Run
on Boxing Day.
A most entertaining musical programme

followed, but it is doubtful whether the
"no speeches" experiment will be re-

peated, as the evening did not seem com-
plete without them.

Sidecar Taxi for Birmingham.
A hackney carriage licence was issued

in Birmingham last week for a taxi-side-

car, which is now plying for hire on the

•streets of that city.

Wintry Weather.
Last week-end saw the whole country

frost and snow bound. Xevertheless,

many hardy riders were seen on the roads
and one or two club runs were held.

Motor Sleighing.

The query has recently been raised as

to the advantage that is claimed for the

American idea of substituting skids or

runners for the front or sidecir wheels
for snow riding. A cynic of our acquaint-

ance reraai-ks that he has found rubber
tyres possess remarkable skidding pro-

pensities.

The New Enfield Engine.

There seems to be some misapprehen-
sion regarding the engine fitted to the
1921 8 h.p. Enfield outfit. The fact that

it is made by Messrs. Vickers caused it

to be confused with proprietary engines
available to the trade generally. The unit

is essentially of Enfield design, and is

made exclusively for the Enfield Co.

Licence Card Holders. .,

Following upon our outline of the new'

licensing regulations, published in The
Motor Ci/ch of November 25th, last

week's issue contained (page 754) full

details with suggestions of how and where
to fit the new licence card in order to

comply with legal requirements. This
week we are able to describe a batch of

holders specially designed for use on
motor cycles. ilotor cyclists should
realise that penalties may be inflicted for

any breach of the regulations, and, in

order to prevent misunderstandings, we
shall be glad to answer any questions

with regard to points in the new taxation

not clear to readers, through out queries

department.
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Monday's Lucky Postbag.

For four weeks Maudes' Motor !Mart

are offering a new Autoped scooter as a

prize to a customer whose order is opened
first each Monday morning. Even the

purchaser of a Is. 9d. plug is eligible.

The F.I.C.M.

The next meeting of the Federation of

International Motor Cycle Clubs will be
held at the Belgian Royal Automobile
Club on Jlonday, January 20th. The
business to be discussed will be important
and interesting, since it' will largely deal

with the question of rules governing in-

ternational records. These rules, when
passed and confirmed at the meeting,
will come into force as from January 1st.

The Necessity for Insurance.

We are afraid we cannot agree witli

that optimist who smilingly declares that

he AvUl pay the £4 taxation on his side-

car outfit instead of insuring his machine
next year. Admittedly motor thefts will

be very difficult under the new registra-

tion scheme, but only time may prove

that they are impossible, and, anyhow,
insurance covers more contingencies than
theft.

A Corsican Grand Prix.

We understand that the Automobile
Club of Nice is organising a motor cycle

race in Corsica on April Snd to 6th next.

Corsica is a delightful island possessing

fairly good roads of the mountain variety,

with numerous corners, and fairly steep

gradients, so it may be anticipated that

an accentuated T.T. course will be chosen.

The race will be for two classes of

machines, those of under 350 c.c. and from
351 c.c. to 500 c.c. The competition will

be run under international rules and
the rules of the Union Motocycliste de
France. Entries cost 400 fr. per machine,
and will close at ordinary fees on
February 25th. Numerous prizes will be
oiiered. On Wednesday, April 6th, there

gold medals.

AT THE BRUSSELS SHOW.
Gear-box cover removed from the unconventional S. Spring

;

used to ciiculate the lubricating oi!.

observe the toothed ring

C9
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NO fewer than twenty-l'our iiuikes of

British motor cycles are exhibited
at the Brussels Show, which

opened on Friday last. This number is

more than all the representatives of other

countries put together. Of the balance,

three are Belgian, seven French, seven
American, and one Swiss, making a total

of forty-two. In addition, many British

makes of sidecars are exhibited, like the

motor cycles, by the Continental agents
of the firms concerned.
The Brussels Automobile Show' is held

in a handsome building known as the

Palais Cinquantenaire, which stands high
up in the city, and is approached by a
wide street. During the German occupa-
tion it was used as a motor vehicle repair

depot, and the damage done " has only
recently been repaired.

Pioneers.

Belgium has been associated with the
motor cycle from the earliest period in

its history, and motor cyclists owe this

brave little country a great deal, as its

eai-ly productions had a very distinct

effect upon design generally, and helped
to accelerate the evolution of the modern

British mount. It must not be forgotten
that the first motor cycle engine pro-

duced in quantities, and equipped with
mechanically-operated inlet valves, was
the Minerva, hailing from Antwerp,
which appeared in Eiigland in 1902.

A novelty on the D.F.R. two-stroke—

a

visible spark gap.

At the present time there are two dis-

tinct schools of thought among Belgian
motor cycle manufacturers. There are
those Avho have slavishly followed English
ideas and those wlio struck out on
original lines.

One of these latter is the Societe
Anonyme Ateliers Spring Streupaz-lez-

Liege. Reference was made in The Motoi
Cycle, to this interesting and original

mount some eighteen months ago, since

which date it has been modified slightly

The Spring Motor Cycle.

The Spring is made in two twin-cylin-

der models—the 3^-4 h.p., 65x75 mm.
(500 c.c), and the 6 h.p., 72x92 mm.
(750 c.c). Perhaps the chief feature

of the design is the position of the V
twin engine, placed transversely in the

front end of the dnplex frame. The
cylinders are set at 50°, and have side-

by-side valves facing forwards. Inlet

and exhaust pipes in each cylinder are

held in place by a single central bolt

and bridge piece, a simple and effective

method, which makes for security and
yet is easily dismountable.
The lubrication system is by splash, but

is ingeniously arranged. Since the crank
and gear box are in a single unit, the
flywheel has its own compartment, at the
base of which there is oil up to a certain

level. To facilitate the distribution of

the lubricant, the flywheel is supplied

An Auto-whccI Is the propciiant of this Auto-pallnclte. Motor-fly attachment with Its cylinder below the crank case.

CIO
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coupling dogs abut,

is the three-speed
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The Brussels Show.—
with a toothed ring similar to that fitted

to cars when an electric starter is fitted.

By this means the oil is flung into

troughs which, sloping forward, feed it

_into a space beneath the crank into whicli

the connecting rods dip. A neat oil

gauge is provided, and is placed con-'

ppicuously on the crank case. In the

750 c.c. model there is an ingenious

spring coupling between the flywheel and
gearsliaft, all shocks to the chain and
transmission being absorbed by the

against which the
Behind the flywheel

gear \box of the

oidinary sliding gear variety, while the

final drive is by bevel and chain to the

rear wheel. There is a further bevel at

the end of Ihe gearshatt, with which
the kick-starter quadrant engages. On
one model a spring frame is shown,
of which the. rear forks and chain stays

are hinged to the top and bottom of the

duple.v saddle tube. The joint to the top

is through a link, the upper end of which
is attached to a bracket under the saddle
cp/mected,to an attachnient on the tor.

tube by a pair of coil springs, while a

corresponding pair of springs are fixed

from the same point to a fork arrange-

ment at the rear of the saddle. The
system is so arranged that the springing

of the saddle and of the frame are inter-

connected, and the saddle is capable of

movement without altering its distance

from the ground.

Detail Fittings.

Being provided with knock-out spindles,

both wheels are easily detachable. Both
the front mudguard extension and the
rear half of the back guard are detach-

able, so that either tyre is readily acces-

sible, while with the rear guard -are com-
bined a spacious tool box and luggage
carrier, and in the case of the 750 c.c.

nachine the rear stand is of channel steel.

Each footboard is provided with a mud-
ihield, in which is a slit set at such an
ingle as to deflect the air on to the
idjacent cylinder, while under each is

I separate silencer provided with a

leparate foot-operated cut-out.

F.N. Exhibits.

The other Belgian made moCor cycle

vhich struck out on original lines ke]5t

ind improved upon tliem year by year is

lur old friend the F.X. The examples
;hown in the Salon are the same as those
vbich were on view in Olympia. The

I^J^^I^ILS S27_

A pleasing French two-stroke design— '

the D.F.R.

four-cylinder model is equipped with an
F.X. sidecar of handsome design, with
the sidecar wheel e,nclosed by vertical and
horizontal forks. The wheel spindle is

mounted on tubes telescoping into the

The kick-starter and decompressor of the

Gillet are interconnected.

vertical forks, and abutting against en-
closed coil' springs. A luggage carrier was
also fitted.

A French Two-stroke.

Among the two-strokes mav be men-
tioned the D.F.R. , a French machine
made at Neuillv-sur-Seine, and shown
by MJI. Beny Freres, 72, Boulevard

d'Avroy, Liege. The engine is the well-

finished Train 76x7S mm. two-stroke. In
general design it follows British practice,

having chain-cum-belt drive, Burman two-
.speed gear box, Saxon forks (made under
licence) and petroil lubrication. One in-

teresting feature Avas the visible .=park

gap embodied in the high-tension ter-

minal.

The machine is shown in two forms, as

a sporting and as a touring mount, and in

the latter form it has an excellent under-
shield which protects the chain and other
working parts. The Train water-cooled
two-stroke engine and an air-cooled twin-
cylinder of 6 h.p. were also shown by this

firm. The latter follows standard lines,

but is chiefly conspicuous for its excellent
finish.

Gillet Two-stroke.

Probably the most interesting two-
stroke in the Salon is the Gillet, made
by the Societe AnonjTne des Ateliers
C4illet, 546, Eue Hayenenx, Herstal.
The three-port engine follows a tendency
which is becoming increasingly popular,
in that it forms a unit construction -with

the gear box. Simplicity is the keynote
of the design, and altogether only five

pinions serve for the two-speed gear
(which is of the plain dog clutch variety),
the magneto drive, and the kick-starter
mechanism, also enclosed in the unit.
The kick-starter arm is behind the fly-

wheel, and has a folding pedal, which,
when extended, projects clear of the fly-

wheel rim. The piston is heavily drilled
to reduce its weight and assist' lubrica-
tion, while rollers are employed for
the big end and the main shaft, which
has three ball bearings. Ball bearingt
are also employed for the gearshafts.

Since the necessary reduction is effected
through the gears a good size pulley can
be employed, and incorporated witli this
is the clutch containfng four Ferodo discs.
The whole design shows careful thought.

The exhaust union is well ribbed so as
to assist cooling, and for the same reason
the sparking plug faces forwards.

Scooters.

Among the miniature motor cycles there
were only two scooters : of these one was
the British made Whippet shown bv il.
Feyens, and the Auto-patinette, consist-
ing of an Auto-wheel mounted in a duplex
frame, with disc wheels, shown by B.
and B. jMotors. There were also " two
genuine miniature motor cvcles, our 'old
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CiHct combined plate-

clutch ond puliey.

The Brussels Show.

—

friend, tlie

.I.E. S., shown
by si. Aron
stein, and the
French m ad e

Motor^fly.

This '
latter

is quite a n
iH'iyinal form
of attachment.
The p o w e r

plant is a t"n'o-

stroke engiiie

which is in-

verted so that

tlie crank case

is .supported by
a b racket
extendini); from
the saddle pin

ul the bicycle, while the cyUnder head
forms a lug Athich is connected to tlie rear

wheel spindle. Flywheel and magneto
are entirely enclosed, the latter being
chain driven. The rear cycle wheel is

of the disc variety, and has a leather-

covered rim attached to it, to which the
drive is conveyed through a flat surfaced
pulley on the side of the crank case

opposit* the flywheel. Pressm-e by this

ljulle.y on the dri\ing rim is e.xerted by
a spring, and means are provided of

obtaining " neutral " by pulling against
this .spring through a control lever on the
handle-bar. "Tlie engine is controlled by
the throttle lever onty. The outfit in-

cludes a tank fitted w-ith a liU'ge filler cap.

The Sarolea.

-Among the Belgian machines to" the
makers of which England is without
doubt in debt ow'ing to their lead in the
industry in 1902, mention must be made
of the Sarolea made b.y La Maison
Sarolea, Herstal, Liege. The firm started
at the very beginning of the movement
as manufacturers of engines, and many
excellent examples of their products were
in use in this country on machines of

well-known make.
Tlie modern Sarolea motor cycle is a

worthy descendant of such an ancestry.
As re.gards its design, nothing much can
be sard, except that it has followed a

.good lead, and has followed it well. The
4 h.p. Sarolea has a single-cylinder engine
(85x97 mm.), the best En.glish fittings,

and is altogether English in design and
equipment, particular attention being
liaid to comfort and convenience. A
totally new model is fitted with all-chain

drive, Sturmey-
Archer three-

speed gear box,
and an engine
provided with
a detachable
cylinder head,
which, we are
told, is not
only a conveni-
ence for decar-

bonising, but it

has a tendency
to keep cooler
than the one-

piece cylinder
casting.

Reference to

these m o 1 r

cycles having
more or less

unorthodox features is not complete with-

out including the Bleriot, an interesting

machine with two-cylinder vertical unit

engine and gear box which made its

(Irbia afc the 1919 Paris Salon. The
Bleriot sidecar body is shaped like

a submarine's hull, and it is interest-

ing to observe that this design is even

retained hi the tradesman's carrier. It

is shown by Agniez, 92, Avenue Cle

menceau, Brus.sels. There '

are many motor cycles

better known in th is

A lliicc-specd gear ol

ihc linhcld lypc is a

feature of (lie Molo-
sacoche— lliis is ihc

operating lever.

three-wheeler practice is followed, but the

unit system is employed; the crank case

arms form part of the unit, and serve

to attach the engine to the frame,
while the gear box has three .speeds and
the reverse.

From the gear box to the rear wheel
the drive is through an enclosed propeller-

shaft with a universal joint at the for-

ward end, while the final drive is by
bevel. An internal expanding
rear" brake acts on a ribbed

.

drum oil the-. opposite side of

country, some of wliich .n i' rcpnsented
by agencies in Belgium, and others by
their own depots. Of the latter we may
mention the Henderson, Douglas, B.S.A.,
and Harley-Davidson firms.

Many other British makes are shown by
local representatives, some of whom
exhibit several machines. The Ace, the
third four-cylinder in the exhibition, is

fihown by Van Heurck et Cie., 15, Champ
"^'leminck, Antwerp. The Indian is

exhibited by the Indian Import Co., 6,

Pvue Ledeganok, Antwerp. JIM, BeiTy
Freres, 72, Boulvard d'Avroy, Liege,
show P. and M. machines as well as

Indians. Noterman, 201, Rue Royal,
Brussels, Humber, Omega, and Enfield.

F. Depuy, 1-3, Chaussee de Bruges.
Brussels, King-Dick, Abingdon, and a
Sun-Vitesse. Fej'ens is also showing a

02 h.p. il.A.Gi. (Motosacoche) equijijied

with handle starting and a tlu'ee-spced

Enfield type gear (which has three engine
chains), a spring seat-pillar, and an all-

metal tool-bag, also a Clyno two-stroke,
Royal Ruby, Olympic, Ivy, and Martin-
syde. Aronstein is also showing the
Cleveland and Sunbeam. Oscar (iuillot

various t.ypes of James machines, ilotos

Verus et L.M.C., 92, Avenue Louise,
Brijssels, several examples of these makes.
Reinarlz, 36, Rue de la Sauveniere, Liege,
Reading Standard. R. S. Stokvis et Fils,

141, Rue Royal, Brussels, Rover. B. and
Vt. Motors a 4 h.p. Blackburne. Ilob.son.

Belgium, several Matchless sidecar oulfits.

There were also two Triumphs—thf^4 h.p.

and the Junior—the American Excelsior
and .Ariel.

A Belgian Three-wheeler.

Among the cycle cars may be men-
tioned the Diable three-wheeler, in which
are incorporated several features of

moder^i design. So far as general
arrangeinent is concerned, Ihc usual

Jiable shaft-driven fhree-whee'er.

which is exceptionally neat and

small.

the wheel to the bevel. It is exhibited
by Altero-eycle Pilutier, 45. Avenue Jean
A'olders, Brussels.

There is one four-wheeler which is

worthy of mention as beiiig of interest

to motor cyclists, and that is the tiny 8
h.p. four-cylinder Peugeot, which may
one day prove a competitor to the motor
cycle and sidecar. If~has a small four-

cylinder engine, with inlet and exhaust
valves under a single valve cap on each
cylinder. The cooling is by therrao-

syphon. and the steering gear box is

close up against the radiator, so as to

accommodate the steering column, which
approaches the horizontal, and goes
straight through .the dash, running over

and well plear of the engine. The frame,

is of a single channel steel pressing, fhrm-

in" the floorboards of the body. The
drive from the clutch is by in-opeller-

shaft to the worm-driven rear axle, the

two-speed and reverse gear box forming
part of the axle easing. The chassis is

suspended on a transverse spring in front

and quarter-elliptic springs at the rear:

It is exhibited by Automobiles Peugeot,
Paris.

Spring frame of one of the S Spring

machines.

ci6
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanieil by a 2(1. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Ignition Timing.

(1.) Mv machine is an 8 h.p.

twill Chatei--Lea 1912-14. Should
the spark occur at the dead centre

when fully retarded? (2.) If not.

how much before dead centre
hould it occur?—E.F.G.

I
The spark should occur at the top

id centre when the magneto control is

D-thirds retarded. (2.) Nothing is to

gained by timing the magneto in

iTince of this, provided the magneto has
riable ignition.

Position o£ Sidecar Wheel.
As I am very suspicious of^ the alignment of my outfit, I

>| would like to know the correct
-^ method to adopt to get the side-

car wheel ejcactly opposite the
back wheel of the motor cycle.—A.L.

the axle connection of your sidecar
> in the usual way on the stay of the
)tor cycle, it would appear that the
ly means to bring the sidecar axle
direct line with the back wheel axle
to use a cranked member for -the

aclunent at the stay. Some sidecars
ve such a connection, but if you con-
iiplate altering your existing sidecar
should not be a very expensive matter.

Neutral Position of Gear.

I have just purchased a 2| h.p.

— two-stroke motor cycle (Villiers
"5 engine), and it is fitted with an
-i-l Albion two-speed gear - (high, •

low, and neutral). I am not
experiencing any trouble, but what I

ivant to know is whether I am right,
when the engine is running in neutral
ppsition, to put the gear gently into
low speed in order to start the cycle
moving, and. "then next into high gear.
If neutral position is not for this pur-
pose, what is the advantage of having
it? I Iiave, of course, tried the above,
but the machine moves off with some
difficulty.—W.W.
is not desirable to engage either top
low speed w-hen the engine is running
th the gear in a neutral position, un-
s some " way " is got on the machine
fore engagement is made. It would
I'tainly do harm to place the gear in
V speed position slowly, as you appear
have done, as tlie gear box is of the
g clutch type, and the^gear is either
or out. Consequently a start from
standstill cannot properly be made
means of engaging the gears. A

iitral position in a plain two-speed
X is merely incidental, and cannot be
'tie much use of at any time.

Designing a Twin Two-stroke.

I am designing a flat twin
two-stroke engine to have a firing

stroke each half revolution of the
crankshaft. This will put both
cranks on the same plane, and

I am a bit puzzled as to how I shall

balance it to overcome vibration, so

will vou please give me some idea to

work"on?—J.H.Et -^

You will find it very difficult to balance
satisfactorily the engine which ycfu

describe, as the. weight of the reciprocat-

ing masses -is very high. It would be
much better to make an engine with side-

by-side cylinders and cranks set at 180°,

when the balance (with the exception of

a horizontal couple) is almost perfect.
The firing intervals, of course, would be
those which you require.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Dec 10th-19th—
Brussels Show.

Dec 27th-28th—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5th, 1921—
Scottish Motof Exhibition, Kelvin Hall.
Glasgow.

Loss of Compression.

(1.) My two-stroke engine has
started to lose power especially

on hills, and also takes consider-

able tmie to pick up speed on
the level. (2.) I have fitted a-

new piston ring at the top of the piston,

tliinking this would remedy the above,
but without satisfactory results, except-
ing when the engine is cold, then
there is an improvement, but on get-

ting warm the power falls off. (3.)

Please state the correct way to grind
in piston rings.—F.G.F.

(1.) The trouble is probably due to leak-

age of compression ; this may be due
to worn main bearings, worn piston
or piston rings, or to defective joints

between the cylinder and crank case,

or between the two halves of the crank
case. (2.) If the piston is mucli worn, a
new ring will not improve matters very
much. (3.) It is not advisable to grind
in the piston rings ; it is much better to

run the machine cai'efully for fifty or
sixty miles, during which distance the
compression will graduaOy improve.

Ignition Timing and Lubrication.

I have a Sj h.p. single-cylinder

~| water-cooled engine which I am
> using as a stationary power unit.

-iJ The ignition is fixed, and is by
-accumulator and coil. (1.) Could

you advise me as to the amount of lead

I should give the piston in timing the

ignition, so as not to risk a backfire,

and yet give perfect running for the

purpose required? (2.) The oiling is by
drip feed. How manv drops per minute
should I set this to?—S.H.B.

ll.) You do not state the stroke of the

engine, therefore we cannot give you a

definite figure; but, if the stroke does

not exceed 88 mm., about 5 mm. of

advance sliould be quite safe. (2.) With-
out knowing the engine, it is impossible

to tell you how to set the drip feed, but

you miffht try thirty drops per minute,

and if tliere is any overheating after run-

ning for, say, half an hour, you can
increase the supply, or, if the exhaust

smokes, .decrease it.

Valve Timing for Efficiency.

What are the exact positions

of opening and closing of inlet

and exhaust valves, which are

conducive to greatest efficiency,

also what margin of adjustment
would be advisable to allow in manu-
facturing? I am working out the

details for a new system of valves for

petrol engines, and would be very
greatly obliged for these particulars.

Perhaps the best thing would be to tell

me the earliest and latest positions for

the opening and closing of each valve.

Also will you please say what area

would the inlet and outlet need to be
if a clear valve way were made, i.e.,

the smallest and most efficient size oi

hole or clear opening through which
the cylinder could be fed and dis-

charged, sav for 2^, Sj, 4, 5-6, and 7

h.p.—W.S.
'

It is impossible to give you any definite

statement regarding the exact moment
of opening and closing of the valves,

as these vary between very wide limits,

according to the design of the engine.

For instance, an inlet valve might open
as much as 15° early, and close 50° late,

although mostly the inlet valve opens
about the- top dead centre of the stroke.

In the same way, the opening of exhaust •

valves may vary between 30° and 75°

early, and the closing may be anything
between top dead centre and 15° late.

Your second question is a matter which
is entirely dependent upon the design oJ

ports, lift of valves, and piston speeds.

CI7
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Paraffin-benzole Mixture.

(1.) Can I use half benzole and
lialf paraffin if I used a petrol

injection device to start the
engine? (2.) Is it [Dossible to fit

26in. X 2in. tvre.s on 26in. x l|in.

wheels?—C.J.E. " .

(1.) You would probably find that you could
etart on a mixture of half benzole and
paraffin even without the use of any
special starting device except in the very
coldest weather. (2.) You could not fix

Petroil Lubrication.

JMy machine is a 1914 Royal
Ruby - Villiers

.
two-stroke with

petroil lubrication. Will you
kindly tell me: what grade oil and
what proportion to petrol is likely

to give best results? I have just pur-
chased one gallon of Gargoyle B. Is this

suitable?—B.M.B.

Any good air-cooled oil, mixed in the
proportion of eight to twelve to one will

give the desired results. The oil you
tyres of 2in.- section on l|in. cycle wheels. mention is quite suitable.

Hub Gear Troubles.

I have a 3j h.p. Ariel, fitted

with a three-speed Mark VII.
Armstrong hub gear. Every time
I use the low or middle gear two
of the teeth are shorn off the

spindle. Can you say where the
trouble lies ? I am very careful with
it—always lift exhaust lever when
changing, run engine at suitable speed,
and tile spindle itself cannot shift.—R.R.

Probably the trouble is due to the
spindle being of unsuitable material.

Tlie Armstrong Mark VII. hub gear gave
satisfaction when retained in correct ad-

justment, but the original makers went
out of business in 1914.

SIDECARS OF
"BIG SINGLES."

Advertising Second-hand Machine.

^Yill you kindly give me your
opinion of the best method of

advertising a motor cycle? (1.)

The best type of advertisement.

(2.) Any special points to take
into consideration in framing it. (3.)

The best way to make it attractive.

The reason for asking these questions
is because I continually notice in your
paper advertisements which seem in-

sufficient and unconvineing.^T.C.B.

(1 and 2.) Give the engine, gear box, and
frame numbers of your machine, the date
of manufacture, the model, and date of

purchase, full details as to equipment,

Distinctively different, the

Norton and the Triumph side-

cais are both excellent examples

of good bodydesign.

The immediate and most striking feature of the Norton sidecar Is its clean

design and symmetrical appearance.

One of the most popular of the single -cylinder sidecar outfits—

die 4 h.p. Triumph.

DECEMBER 16th, 1920.

mileage, and general- condition, and,

course, the price at which you wish
sell. (3.) The only- way to make an advei^

tisement attractive is to take the public,

into your confidence by giving the fullest^

possible details. For example, do not

forget to say whether it has a hub gear-

if this is the fact. On the other han^
if it is a countershaft model make
most of it.

>
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READERS' REPLIES.

Extraordinary Plug Trouble.

the above matter, raised in

Show Report issue; "E.M." suffers from
a trouble I used to liave on a sirailaj

machine. Unfortunately I can dispj

cjuite a number of various makes
plugs as evidence of my suffer!

Some time ago 1 tried—almost
desperation—the Aviation K.L.G. pi _

and now all troubles of this nature haye
vanished. These plugs are expensi^/
but I have found nothing to stand up^
my engine in the same way. Since insti

ing them, my Rudge has travelled 0^

3,000 miles without a change of plug,

H. T. Brown.

Burnt Valves.

In your issue of October 28th a Ru'
rider, " B.S. "—under the above hei

ing—describes his woes. I believe

can be of some little assistance to hilBL

for I had the same trouble, and bidt
out three valves in very little tinSj';

then I bought a new valve guide fi-T

the makers, and until I read of " B.S..f

appeal for- help I Iiad forgotten that-St

was even possible to have a burnt-mil

valve.—H. T. Brown. -f =

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Brigg to Ch.\tswohth.—F.R.

Brigg, Scawby, Messingham, BlytSn,

Gainsborough, Saundby, E. Retfoid,

Worksop, Whitwell, Staveley, Brimingj
Sheepbridge, Baslow, Edensor, Chatswqi

ElPON TO RoCHfOED .\ND B.tCK.—C.(

Ripon, Boroughbridge, York, Marifet

Weighton, Beverley, Hull, ferry to New
Holland, Ulceby.' Harborough, Gmt
Coates, Great Grimsby, Louth, H(J6l-

castle, Doningtoii, Spalding, Petet-

Iporongh, Stilton, Huntingdon, Godmfiil'

Chester, Caxton, Royston, Buntingford,

Bishop Stortford. Wliite Roding, Chelms'

ford, Rayleigh, Rochford. Return -bjf

the route given to Huntingdon, tlien go

through Stilton, Wansford, Stamfwd,
Grantham. Newark, Tuxford, Ret£((ii^i

Bawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Al^BTi

ford, Wetherliy, Boroughbridge, RiTOt.

WoRTirrNG TO Leicester.—A.D. ^
Broadwater, Findon, Washington, 4HI'

ington. West (Jrinstead, Southwater,

Horsham, Bioadbridge Heath, Budt't

Cireen, C4raff,ani, Bi'aniley, Shalford,

(Uiildford, Stoke, Mayford. New Wokint
Oltershaw. Chertsey, Staines (edge of)

Windsor, Eton, Slough (edge of). Salt

hill, Farnhain Royal, Farnhani Common,
Beaconsfield, Amer.sham, Great Missfin

den, Wendover, Aylesbury, Waddesdoit

Biccter, Bayii.nrd^s Green, SouldeVJi

Aynho, AddeVbury (edge of), Banbwy
MoUington (edge of), Ladbroke, Southapi

Kytes " Hardwick, Duncliurch. Rugby

Lutlorworth, Blaby, Aviestone, Leicester,

C18
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THE LESSON OF
:>LYMPIA, 1920
uy the best Motor Cycle you

can get.

uy a "Montgomery" Sidecar

to fit it.

^E CAN SAVE YOU
POUNDS.

1921 Catalogue tre'e on request.

r W. MONTGOMERY & CO.,
1^1 Sidecar Specialists.

" COVENTRY .. ENGLAND.

MOTOR LICENCE HOLDERS
To Manufacturers

Buy your Blanks from us.

All you have to do then is to finish and assemble.

No tools to make.
No raw material to buy.

No scrap to return.

HARRISON & COMPANY,
Bradford St. Works, Birmingham.
Telegrams

'- REMARKABLE,
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m

I The Hoskison i

i Motors, Limited,

I Lozells, BIRMINGHAM.
Northern 643

Homobik. B'ham

1321.
For 1921 we are concenirating oil an exccpUonally high-class 2% h.p.

Solo Motor Cycle and a 4 h.p. model which is suitable alike ior Solo or

Sidecar work. The engine usedin each case is the BLACKBURNE,

and we Juive not succumbed to Vie temptation uf fitting the Ingher

powered engine into tlie Lightweight
,
frame, or vice-versa* The two

models are separate a}id distinct^ each being specifically designed ior

its own particular purpose. '

The prices are 99 Guineas a'.:d 120 Gttinsas respectively, and we
guarantee THESE PRICES TO REMAIN CONSTANT TILL
MARCH. 1921. Highly fmisliei, luxuriously equipped, and efficient

to tJie last degree, we claim each to be ilie best in its class on the tnarkjt.

^adco
E.

Orders will be booked
otatJ

^OFlIGHTVf^

Illustrated Booklet upon application.

A. RADNALL & CO.,
Dartmouth Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Standard Model £55
Two-speed , £63 10
Two-speed kick-starter £69 10
Sporting Model £69 10

Beware of overcharges by pFofiteers.

,G^

^ii.iJiiiiMiiiiiriniiiimiii)j|iitiiiiiii;i Mi'iiiiri[ituiiiiiiiiiiJ]iitiiMi'i)niiii'iiiiiiiMiiuiiiitiifJiiiiiiifiiii:i llllllllllIllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllilllllllt Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiinimiiiilllb

=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiti!i|]ii iiiiiiiii'iiitN NiiiJiiiiiMiiJiiiiiiii iifiii'tiiiiihiiM'-iittiiiiitiritrriiiM niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNi[iiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiuiuuiiiiituiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii)]iitii)iiiiiii=

The Best Road Guide for Motor Cyclists

ROUTE BOOK
With Road Maps of England & Wales,
Scotland, and the London District

AWELCOME departure trom the stcreotj'ped form oi

road book is made 4^n "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
ROUTE BOOK. In addition to the usual routes from

London, radiating main routes are given from otlier large

and populous centres in England and Wales, and Scotland,

as well as "linking-up" routes from all other cities and
towns of fair size. The intersecting; or linking-up routes

are clearly sliown by reference numbers. The items of

interest on tlie main roads are described by thewell-known
authority on roads, Mr. Chas. G. Harper. A useful set of

Maps of England, Wales, and Scotland, in Atlas form, an.

I

printed in red and black, is included.

List of Contents

Price 5/- net. By Post, 5/6.

Radiating Routes from Large and Populous •

Towns,Traffic-avoiding Routes, and Routes •

into and out of London. ;

Linking-up Routes from and to smaller :

Towns

.

:

List of Ferries in England, Wales, and •

Scotland, with their charges; •

List of Speed Limits in Various Counties :

Lighting up Time Table. :

Also 32-pagc MAP SECTION. j

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20. TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
And Leading Booksellera.

amininiiriiiiilllllimimiillllii: llMiltm ilimiimiui,:. Mninn imiiHIli 'iii<uiiiiiinHiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiinii(iiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiNiiiitiijiiiiiitnMiin<iiinuii]iiiiiHiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiM iitiiiitiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiitniiHHitii

In aTiMwering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ** The Motor Cycle.^*
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The Name is a Guarantee.

Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover St., Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES AND SIDECARS
If you visited Otympia you were undoubtedly impressed by the distinctive

features of the Rex models.

M<5del 44L, 4h.p., single-cylinder, chain-cum-belt drive. Motor Cycle.
Model 44G ,, ,, ,, ,, Combination.
Model 55BD 8 h.p., twin-cylinder ,, ,, ,.

Model 55CD ,, ,, all chain drive . „
and the Super Taxi Combination.

If. you did not visit Stand No. 84 send at once for full particulars.

THE "SHOW" OF THE SHOW.

ELEGANCE- REFINEMENT DISTINCTION

iTHE REX MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., COVENTRY,
In answering iliese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B13
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THE
"A.J.D.' LICENCE-
CARD HOLDER WILL
FIT ANYWHERE.

Screw flush to dash
or other flat surface
of car or lorry, or
can be fitted (by at-

tachments detailed
below), to the most
convenient position
on anymotor vehicle

CIRCULAR PATTERN
Retail Prices :

Brass '/b each.
Nickel 8/- each.

Price includes

:

(1) Angle Bracket (as illiis-

trated) for near side door
or wi-ndscreea frame.

(2) Claw Fittings for wind-
screen rod.

(3) Clip Fitting for. Motor"
Cycle Handlebar, or

{4) Lug Fitting for

Cycle Mudguard.

MOTOR LIGENCE-GARD HOLDERS.
WATERPROOF. HIGHLY FINISHED.

Conforming to New Regulations which come into force January 1st. Suitable for all

Vehicles; i.e., Cars, Lorries and Motor Cycles.

DELIVERY
FROM STOCK.
In addition to the
Holder ^ illustrated,

we have a number
of other patterns
with Clips suitable
for ^ all Motor

Vehicles.

HoIJer with de-
tat'liab e Angle

Motor Brack^'t for fittine
to top or near side

,.,„,. d or, or other con-
Please specify which Fitting re- venient PositiOQ.

quired when ordering.

lllustratio

Sectional view of

H Ider with de-

tachable Clip for
fitting to "Wind-
screen Frame, or
other convenient

position.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

ORDERS SHOULD

BE PLACED

THROUGH LOCAL

AGENT

TELEPHONE: 6262 REGENT {Private Brmich Exchange.) Tcleetanis; " DEWMOFAC, LONDON:'

A. J, DEW & CO.,
Motor Accessory Factors,

21. 25, Endell Street, LONDON, W.C. 2.

MOTOR OILS
for Cars, Cycles, Tractors,

Aeroplanes, and Boats.

High-grade and
Unexcelled.

Can be obtained tram
all Motor Garages
and motor Car
Dealers.

JOHN S,

Do n 't be
satisfied with less

than the best,

but demand "SPEEDON.'
Sole Manufacturers-

MORRIS & SON (OILS), LTD.,

Cross Lane Oii Works,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER

SMITHFIELD "

GENERATOR
9/6

Stocked and sold

by every parage
and agent,

everywhere.

REALITE LAMPS 5/

G. S. LINTINE & CO.,
86, Church Slrert, Shoreditch. London, E.G.

MILLFQRD PURPOSE

MICA INSULATION. DETACHABLE.
t- leaned, and replaced ni one minute, with a simple

mecbanical Gap adjustment.

SOOTING PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE
Send 3/6 for each Phia up to a set of Four, and if you wish to

return the Plug3 within 7 daya your money will ho retiirnacl

Price 4/6
Manii/iicturcd by

MILLFORUS, LTD.,
Bullock Street, Birmiiigham.

Transfers
for

Motor Cycles and Sidecars
Monograms : Crests
Names : Letters, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE.—We cannot supply Manufacturers' own
transfers to individual motor cyclists,

Si'ild particulars oi your requirements to

The British Transfer Printing
Co., Ltd.

(Proprietors: Iliffe an-l Son"! Ltd.\
Lontlon : r*0\/1i'MTRY Manchester :

:o,rudorSt.,E.C..|. ^^'-^ ^ *-»!» X IX. i igu.Deansgate.

Bi.| Jn on.-ivfriiiij thusc advcTtisemcnts it is iJe-^irable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
litional word. Paragraphs o{ under 8 words

ire ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must
)e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

idvertisements should be made payabIe___-j--5S"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed..—-*

—

'

rreasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ransit. shouli not be sent as remittances.

All adveruss.nents m this section should be

loconpaniel with remittance, and be addressed

o\he offices ol " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
itreet, London, £,G.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

;oventry. To ensure insertion letters should
le pasted in time to reach the offices of " The
Jotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
naming previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

uote the number which is printed at the end of

aeh advertisement, and the date of the issue

1 which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

) avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers^ letters may be
Idressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office-

'bed this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

gistratipa and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

jrdsBo.t 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
U appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
.dressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisement containing

nittattces should be sent by registered post, but in all such
ses it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
mber, as it Is unusuaUor these to be sold without first

Ing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wlh
sUItate business by embodying In their advertisements
ne mention ol the district in which the machine
ered may be seen and tried.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ly deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
itor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
ids is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
lount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
Tiage one way.^ For all transactions up to £10, a

' aosit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £10
I

i under fsoj thefee is 2/6; over £50 and under£75. 5/-;
, 2r £75 anounder £roo, 7/6; and on all transactions
ir lioo, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money

' lers should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

- ication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
s

: Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
lirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

I
SPECIAL NOTE.

> Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
:,iffer to their enquiries are requested to re£;ard the
iiAoe as an Indication that the goods advertised have
I &ady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
1 ,Qy enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
I lb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
A.B.C.

SALE.

>h.p. A.B.O. Motor Cycle; £150.—King and Harper,
1' 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. r^onc

I

020
[3805

3h.p. A.B.O., brand new, ehop-eoiled; dB125.

JEW 1920 3h.p. A.B.C., kick starter model, to clear:
7 £100, cash.—'Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron
,
alden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [X3337

'U .B.O. (July), all accessories, insnred, copper exhanats;
!*- best offer, or exchange r-ig single.—Hopkins, Win-
liester Bd., Kingscleje, North Hampshire. 13793

mAUCHOPES
Easy Terms of payment to suit customers' own
convenience. Write or 'phone.

We offer a large, and selected variety of Now
Machines, and can arrange to take Second-hand
Motor Cycles, Combinations, Cycle Cars, and
I-ight Cars in part payment.

The following can be delivered from Stock r

NEW MACHINES.
DOUGLAS 2} h.p. improvedW.D., 2-speed

gear, 1921 £85
QUADRANT Combination, with wind-

screen, 4.\ h.p., new 1921 £147 15
B.S.A., 4t h.p., Model H, new lale 1930 £110
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p.,

new 192 1, djTiamo lighting £182
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., clutch and kick-start,

newi92ir. £105
DOUGLAS, 2j h.D., 3-specd only, new

1921
". £100

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, late 1920 . . £127 10
BAT Combination, 6 h.p., late 1920 £175
TRIUMPH Junior, 2} h.p., late 1920 £75
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated by the

Triumph Cvde Co £105
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p., Nov.,

1920, chain drive £195
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., 2-speed, late

1920 £80 17
CLYNO, 2* h.p., 1920 £75
P. & S., 2{ h.p., 1Q20 £73
NEW IMPERIAL, 2? h.p., 2-speed, dutch .

and kick-starter, 1920 £89 5

LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., new late 1920 . . £130
SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., 3-speed, dutch, and

kick-start, new 1921 £155 8
BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 1921 £128
BRADBURY Combination, h.p., 1921 . £199
LEVIS, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 1921 £60
AUTOPED SCOOTERS, 2 only, dynamo

lighting, 1920 each £35

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. SOLOS.
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-?peed, kick-start, 1919 £100
B.S.A., 4} h.p.. Model K, 1919 £95
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2^ h.p., 1920 . . £85
WOOLER, 2} h.p., 1920 £82 10
S-roh.p. J.A.P. Engine, w.-c, magneto

included £45
OLYNO, 2-stroke, 1920 £55

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
8.S.A. 4^ h.p. 1914 Combination £76

TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p. 1920 . ... £152 10

Dynamo ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p.,

'^igie 1125

CLYNO Combination, 5 h.p., I9r7 £115

BRADBURY and Sidecar, 6 h.p. 1914 .. £110
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 £80 O
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., 1920 £205

MATCHLESS and Sidecar. 8 h.p., 1915 . . £125

QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., 1920 . £122 10

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8 h.p., 1914 £117 10

SUNBEAM Combination, 8 h.p., 1919 . . £215

ROVEfi Combination, 4-5 h.p-. 1920 S152 10

ARIEL and Sidecar, 3} h.p., r9i6 £97 10

LIGHT CARS.
PREMIER Super Runabout, 8 h.p., new

1920, spare wheel, detachable wheels . £275

A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., 1919 (special engine) £180

GARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 "' <•

A NUMBER OF SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS AND
ACCESSORIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ALSO
IN STOCK AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

LISTS ON APPLI'-ATION.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone Holbom 5777 Grama; Optflcer, Fleet St., London

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for Dec. SOth must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our hands by
Wednesday, Deo. 22nd.

SALE.

A

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
A.B.C.

A.B.C, 1920, 4-speed, ridden 200 miles; £120, or.

near oifer; smaller machine taken in part ex-
change.—Box 9.942, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3398

7 Q20 3h.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, as new. Ace discs,

i-v Palmer tyres, mileage 500; £95, no oflers.— IJ-

Brandish. 625. Foleshill Ed„ Coventry. [S;3464

J 020 A.B.C, absolutely like new, speedometer, Lucas
i-if lamps and horn, all tools, practically unused; cost

£175, accept £125.-36, West Hill, Sydenham. [3838

3ih.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new

:

cash, £150; may be obtained on deferred payments
lor a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118. Bromp-
ton Ed., London. [3438

Abingdon.

"IQ20 Abingdon King Dick 5-7h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
J-*/ and kick starter, all lamps, screen, horn,

fitted Canoelet touring sidecar, discs, mileage 800:
£145; guaranteed; exchanges or terms.—Homac's, 243,

Lower Clapton Kd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2403.
[3724

Acme.
1 Q20 Acme Combination, mileage under 2,000, spare
XJ? wheel, 2 sets lamps, gas and electric, speedometer,

spare belt and tube; £175.—Hunt, Woodford House,
Farley Kd., Luton. [3166

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combinations, with spare wheels.—Long-

man, Fisherton, Salisbury. [3815

J.S., 1921 models.—Early deliveries at Merrick's
Stores, 174, Listerhills Ed.. Bradford. [2472

5-6h.p. A.J.S. CombinaUon; £210.—King and Har-
per, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [3806

BRIGHTON, Hove and District A.J.S. Agents,

Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage, Guildford, A.J.S.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.-^yril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.
' [7998

UNEIDDEN Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination; £20 under

list price, namely £190.-Box 9,920, c/o The Motor

Cycle. I-S283

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, brand new. just delivered;

i-O £180, cost £210; bought car.-Box 1,000, c/o

The Motor Cycle. / [X3396

AJ.S. Brand New 1920 Combination, 6h.p. ; best

oiler over £185 accepted.—15, King Edward's At.

Chelmsford, Essex. [3501

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, July, mileage 1,500, speed-

-li/ ometer, hood, screen, spare wheel; £185.—Emery,
Sculptor, Burnham-on-Sea. [3231

1015 A.J.S. Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps,
Xt/ horn, screen, hood, splendid running order;

what offers?—Rev. Cox, Bampton, Devon. [3732

FO H haev a new A.J.S. Combination.—5, Heath
St Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).

Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days. [3351

A J S 1916 CB. Combination, spare wheel. Easting

screen speedometer, all accessories, unused 2

years mileage 5,000; £145.—Mills, Norton, Bury St.

Edmund's. [''66

BRAND New 1920 Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare

wheel, wind screen complete, only one left; to

clear £186 cash.-Walbro Motor Cycle Works, SaSron

Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X3336

1 020 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas Magdyno, specially

\.nj picked engine, tyres unpunctured, fitted with

draught-proof hood, complete and perfect; £220: Mid-

lands.-Box 996, c/o The Motor Cyde. [X3394

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, hood, screen, hood cover, side cur-

tains. Klaxon horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat, mechanically

perfect- £250.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3369

411 letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. CouibiBations.—Good deliveiiea for 1921. Book
your orders with us now to sa^e dis.Tppointuient.

Officially appoiuted agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

[3592

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,
J-*' Klaxon horn, side screen, aluminium number
plates, spare wheel unused, as new, cost £247 with
spares and extras; accept £225.—Box 1, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X34011

1 Q21 A.J.S —We are official agents, and can give
J- if early delivery of the new 7h.p. combination

;

book now; our extended terms are at your disposal.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [3727

Q(\ Gns.-A.J.S. twin 4-5h.p., 1916-17, countershaft
C>" S-speed, clutch, K.S., detachable wheels, excel-
lent mechanical condition, equipped 1920 bulbous
sidecar; £35; exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Glou-
cester Kd., S.W.7. [3914

1 Q 19 A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting, Bonnik-
-'-*' sen speedometer, Klaxon, hood, screen, polished
aluminium discs, spring seat pillar, top-hole condition,
verj^ smart; £210, or offer; buying car; after 6.—
l-orimer, 4, Beaumont St., W.l. [3375

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination (July), 3 Lucas lamps, 2
-1-*^ large Lucas generators. Easting, Tan-Sad, Binks,
Lucas mirror. H.B. muiUs, spare valves, knee grips,
back tyre unchanged and unpunctured; £190.—Spain,
74, Sntton Court, Chi,!wick, W.4. [3320

IQIS A.J.S. Combination, electric and acetylene
-*-^ lamp setf^, two pairs handle-bars, speedometer,
hor]i. e.xhau^t whistle, wind screen, and hood, excellent
condition ; £150.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Ed., South
Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [3839

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, in new condition, done
J- */ 950 miles, .sidecar six inches larger than standard,
holding child's spring seat. Triplex glass 3-fold screen,
also child's screen, hood, celluloid side curtain, acety-
lene lamp, horn, and spores, luxurious outfit, cost £230;
price £175. —Johnson, 3, Meriden 'St., Coventry.

[X3460
BABGAI^^-1918 A.J.S. combination (6|, Lucas

dynamo lighting, all lamps. Klaxon, sidecar mat,
apron, Kasting, spare wheel, 5 months' insurance,
sundries, ju^t completely overhauIe<l, reupholstered, re-

cnamellcd bv makers (unused since), only reason selling,

owner (stationed Ireland) unaV>le to use; £190.—Lee,
Pharmucy, Mcnston, nr. Leeds. [X3267

Alldays.

ALLOlsr 2^^h.p., 2-speed, kick start, just overhauled,
lamps, etc. ; £55,—2, Moreton Terrace Mews,

Pimlico, S.'VV.l. [3322

ALLDAYS Alton 254h.p., 1917, 2 speeds, jnst over-
hauled, lamps, etc.; £35.—Knight and Wheatley,

The Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey. [3461

WALLINGTON.—Allon, 191'?, very good condition,
new. lamps, tools, etc.; any- reasonable offer ac-

cepted.—8, Mellows Rd., Wallington. [3414

OQ GNS.—Allon 1917 2%h.p., 2-sxieed, Dunlops,00 horn, lamps, re-enamelled and replated.—Short,
487, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phone : Richmond 2362. [3616

American X.

AMERICAN X., 1920, in now condition, niileace 500,
3 speeds and clutch; £120, or near offer.-H. E.

Hall and Co., Tonbridge. [X3265a

NEW 1921 Models American X now in stock for
immediate delivery, an entirely new model with

many improvements, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 27x3V.in. tyres,
165 gns.; Millford bulbous back model de luxe side-
car to match, £44: write for catalogue.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5885

Ariel.

ARIEL 3'X!li.p., 3-speed, kick, sporting sidecar ; £80.
—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X3383

-|Q19'4h.p. Aiiel, 3-8peed, splendid condition; £65;
J-«/ wanted, lightweight.- 37, Arlington Ed., Surliiton.

' [3551
31h.p. Ariel, variable gear, 2 sets footrests, Miller

2 lamps; £36/10; perfect.—Brown, Beovor Hall,
Bamsley. [3177

NEW 1920 Twin Ariel Combination; £150.-Cliflord
Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal H().s]iital Ed,, Chelsea,

.S.\V.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [3830

1 Q20 3>2h.p. Ariel, as new, mileage 600, Lucas
-'-•.' lamps, spare valve, sprocket; £112.—Kirby,
Snitterby, Kirton, Lindsoy, Lines. [3366

ARIELS, order now for 1921 all-clmin and chain-
cum-belt models; spares in stock.-Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscombe Ed., East Croydon
[8165

1020 SVjh.p. Ariel Combination, electric light, horn,
-Lt/ speedometer, screen, and mirror, as now;
£150.-137, Cliatsworth Rd., Lower Clapton. London,
K.5- [3968

3Th.p. 1920 Ariel Combination, only done 600 miles,
2 hinipH, horn, and tools, and Binks curbnreltcr •

liait oflcr; must sell.—D. Murphy, Blackildge, W
I/Othfnn. [3317

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR motorists

THE UNDERMENTIONED
MOTO It CYCLES ARE

6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., Lucas dynamo
6/8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., J.A.P. cng.

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, S-speed -

8 h.p. New IMPERIAL Comb.
3| h.p. ROVER Comb., S-spced
3* h.p. RUDOE Multi, T.T. Touring

2f h.p. New IMPERIAL J.A.P.,2-sp'.

2* h.p. EDMUND J.A.P., Enfield gear 84
2J h.p. CALTHORPE J.A.P., „ 66
2J h.p. CALTHORPE, 2.stroke, 2.sp

2A h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2.specd

2J h.p. CONNAUGHT, single speed

2} h.p. JAMES, 2-spced . - -

2f h.p. METRO TYLER, 2.speed -

Ca.ll, Write, or 'Phone.

225
160
125
170
170
100
75

63
62
55
60
75

iini0

I

p. J. EVANS
i

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.
Tel. : Mid agio. Telegrams : "Lytcar, B'ham."

1921 MODELS.
8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Comb. - £160
Ditto, with Lucas Magdyno^ . . 182
7/9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., dynamo

lighting and speedometer - . 237
4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, dynamo

lighting and speedometer - - 180
4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, speedometer 165
4 h.p. NORTON Comb., Lucas Mag.

dyno. Triplex screen, leg shields 212
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., 3.speed i

chain drive - - 195 •

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, S-speed, belt i
drive 127 10 ^

5/6 h.p. ROVER Comb., 3. speed - 195
4A h.p. H UMBER flat twin - - 140
2i h.p. TRIUMPH 2.strokc . - 75
2} h.p. ENFIELD, 2. speed - . 65
2i h.p. ENFIELD, kick start - - 70
2J h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, Sturmey

gear go
23 h.p. EDMUND JAP, kick start - 95

1920 MODELS (Shop Soiled).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4i'iel.

ARLEL 3l2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new, Saxon bare,
guards, lamps, mechanical horn, enatlieiling good,

overhauled, any_test; £30; after 7, Saturdays after 2.-

41, Portsdown Rd., Maida Vale, W. [3923

ARIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chain
models which will be the Rolls-Royce of motor

cycles. AH spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,
7. Rochdale Ed.. Harpurhey, Ma'nchester- (8231

1 Q20 .-Vriel 6-7h.p. Combination, mileage abotri
L*J 1,000, in splendid condition, all lamps, horn,
etc., tyres practically as new; £135, or near offer.-
104a, Flnchley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead 7322. [3935

ARIEL New 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, complete
with accessories; customer unable to take de

livery; will accept ijl50.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548

[006i
1Q16-17 Ariel Combination, 3l2h.p., 3-speed, an(
-»-^ countershaft, K.S., speedometer, hood, screen
lamps, horn, spare tyre, accessories, perfect condition
£95.—Torodes, 7, Northfields Ay., Northflelds, Litth
Ealing, W.13. [365!

Bat.

BAT New 1920 6h.p., slightly soiled: £136, list £160
-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [15Q(

1 Q20 Bat-Jap 8h.p. Combination, run 400 miles,
X *y new ; . reasonable ofler.—Englemere, Laleham
Staines. [349.

6 h.p. Bat-Jap and Sidecar, streamline body, C.B., 2

speed, good condition; £65.-H. Monk, 5, Su:

St., Waltham Abbey. [366

BAT 1920 Model, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, twin-cyl., no

done 500 miles; £135, or near offer.—Applj
E..\.B., The Shrubberry, Ba.singstoke. [332

BAT 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders fo

early delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.-Mebe
154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone ; 3426 Mayfaii

[3251,

NEW 1920 Model No. 4 6h.p. 3-speed Bat-Jai'
slightly shop-soiled; at greatly reduced prict i

write for clearance list.—The Premier Motor Co., Astog
Rd., Birmingham. ISSSf

14120 6h.p. Bat, Dunhills Limousette sidecar, •vvinl

XZr screen, equipped, 2 spare covers and tube, insul
ance; genuine bargain, £160, cost- £220 June.—25. 0:
lord Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [370

BAT, 6h.p., fully equipped a? makers' specifioation:

shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; also secont

hand combination, same make.—Mebes, 154-156, G'

Portland St. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [717

-| 1 K GNS.—1920 Bat combination, 8h.p., 3-spee(

XJ-t? Swan sporting sidecar, new condition, F.E.i

Major lamps, horn, speedometer.—Short, 487, Uppt
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. Phone : Ri

'

mon 2362. '361

1Q20 Bat Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speed
XJJ clutch, and kick starter, 'Volex electric lightini

horn. Cameo wind screen, luggage carrier, sprin

frame_-Binks, delivered June; £150; exchanges
terms.—Homac's, 243^ Lower Clapton Rd., N.J

Phone ; Dalston 2408. [372

iC

B.A.T., 1920 model, delivered Aug., special 6h;

J.A.P. engine, 3-spced, K.S., clutch, chain-drii

and spring wheel, and Middleton sidecar, fitted wii

wind screen and apron, large size head lamp, sided

and rear lamps, two generators, horn, 700x80 Palm-

cord on back wheel, new chain fitted, and two spa

chains. This machine has had very little use, and is i

new both in appearance and running, full kit of too

and many .spares; price £180.— Seen and tried at tl

Hamilton lid.. Garage, Reading. 'Phone: 967. [31ir

IG

D;

(d

IC,

111

;l

Gl

Benrdmore.
BEARDMORE 1921 Model, in stock lor immedia*)

j

delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes, 154-

Gt Portland St'., W.l. 'Phone ; 3426 Mayfair. [32, li.

fully equipped as makers' ppecific n
shop-soiled^ at gre_a_tly_reduced_ price; n( ^j

tU

U

OEAEDMORB,
-L> tions, shop-s „ . - .

is the time to buy.—Mebe.i, 154-166, Gt. Poitlond S
WM, 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [71'

Blackburne.
DLACKBURNE 4h.p., 3-speed, 1920, nearly neB«<
-D £96.-Mnrston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [37

1020 Blackburne 4h.ii., 3-speed, all accessories; \ :i,

Xt7 gns., or nearest —40, Broom Grove, Rotherhr
[3'

BLACKBURNE, latest 1920 4h.p. model, new,
shop-soiled; makers' price £135, reduced to £

—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3|

BLACKBURNE, 1920, Sturuiey-Archer three-spo

clutch, lamps, horn, tools and spares complete,,

mileage, like new; £96.-529, Lordship Lane, diji

4 h.p. Blackburne, single-speed, very flexible, al

lever, Amac, variable pulley: a"'ck sale £(

Prall (side door), Calcy House, Leopold Ed., Wi;

don.

4h.p. Blackburne, new June, Binks, large la!

Klaxon, mud shields, speedometei-, 'I'an-Snd,

ghlBs, and spare parts, practically unscratched;

£160. price £110.—Huxley. Glcngorse, Pepcrharow B
Godalming. C«J[

piiil

Bl8 All letters relatInK to odvertlgementB should ouote the number nt the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TE 1919 25/^1). p. Douglas, splendid condition, many
spares; £85,

m, Bath.
-Paitei, Xondon Koad Garage, Bnth

[2531

i.RGAIN.—2
3 411. p. Douglas, fine oondition, nearly

new Miller lamps; ;iny trial; £56.—Hudtiou, Jhook
Redhill. [3490

,19-20 41i.p. Douglas Conibiuation, new clutch, flist-

class condition ; £150.—C. Jobnaon, 25, South-
St, Bath.- [3195

.h.p. Douglas, W.D. 1915, good condition, tyres
almost new; £50.—Dukes, Bethune Av., Fnern

let, N.ll. [3526

KTGLAS. 1919, 2"iih.p.. 2-speed, well equipped,
powerful and iierfect ; £58.-60, Wallingford Av., , /

Lcnsington. [3652 ^

)ITGLAS 1920 2-''i4li.p., trifling mileage, equipped,
insnre<l, absolutelv perfect; 80 gns.-4, Devon-
Kd., Holloway. [3595

SW Douglas 4h,p. Combination, complete, un-
soratfiied ; Bacriftoe. nasii wanted.—Basement, 23,

L^ent Grove, Clapharn. [3416

|15 Douglas 2^ili.p., perfect rondition, tyres new,
liimpa, horn, tool^, ete. ; tiial : £55.—Page, Wood-

3, Horkeslev, Colclicster. [3639

JITGLAS 1916 23,ili.p;, re-enamelled, plated.
makers' colours; any trial; £56.-30, Crystal
ce Park Rd., Sydenham. [3576

>XrGLAS 1915 2^,'ih.p., 2 speeds. Pedley's good
tyres, lamps, splendid condition; £42.—G., 63.

n Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [36o5

21 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write up.

your requirements. Trade supplied.—Moffat, Doug-
igeut Yeovil. Tel. : 50. [5043

.14 Douglas 2Mh.p., with accessories, condition,
iippearance almost as new; £38.—E., 13, Egre-

; Place, Halton, Hastings. [3491

EED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to in-
dividual requirements.—Robert Bamford (see
T Consulting Engineers). [6693

^.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, kick starter, lamps,
etc., seldom used during war; 60 gns.—Brewer,

oria Place, Newport, Mon.
'

[3358

DtJGLAS 1921 Solo, £85, £100, £105; combina-
tions £170; cash, exchange, or easy payments.—

>ries, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [3872

)UGLAS 1919 4h.p. Handsome Combination,
equipped regardless, mileage 1.000, perfect; £110.

,
Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [3654

p. Douglas, incomplete late models, £15.£30, few
left: sidecar chassis, Douglas, £5.—Banister and

en, 341, Upper St., Islington, N.l. [3634

20 23^4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S. model,
just delivered, not used; must sell, offers.—

King He:iry's Rd., Hampstead. [3940

19 Douglas 23^h.p., 2-speai, disc wheels, new
Dunlops, perfect condition; £45, or best offer.—

lay, 101, Albert St., Ramsbottom. , [3217

lUGLAS, 1920, 4h.p., fitted Lucas dynamo light-
ing set, as new in every way; £120; owner bought
Pollard. Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X2914

'UGLAS 1915 2Yih.p., good condition; £50, or
exchange with cash for 4h.p. combination.—
er, 85, Lyall Mews West, Lyall St..-S.W. [3464

UGLAS2%h.p., 1921, improved W.D. model. £85;
Douglas 2%h.p., 1921, clutch, 3-speed; £105.—
Pruen, Oxford St., Weston-super-Mare. [3402

lUGLAS 1915 2^fih.p., overhauled, new fittings
where- necessary, new P. and H. lamp set- trial
tlowed; gift at £39.-Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. [3509

20 3-speed Douglas, kick starter, 2^/4h.p., lamps,
speedometer. Klaxon, mileage 300 guaranteed

;

6115, sacrifice £90.—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs.
[3898

TJGLAS.-Two brand rew 2^h.p., 3-speed, 1921
models, with and without clutch ; each £5 under

I owner bought car.—Box 9,962, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3905^

20 Douglas Combination, 3 lamps, mechanical
horn, registered Sept., Hb new, expert examination

lid, room wanted; £155.—Gibb, Motora, Gloucester.
[6340

UGLAS 2^f4h.p., 1916, overhauled, fitted goo^l
tyres, tubes, etc., new P. and H. lamp set; any
ijr inspection allowed; £45.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrev.
i [3508
TJGLAS 19^6 2S/4h.p., C.A.V. mag., all accessories,
engine just overhauled (cost £10), perfect condition;
-Cobley, 62, Golborne Rd., North Kensington,

|. _ [3152

20 Douglas, 2'^4h.p.. 3-speed. P. and H. lamps,
Klaxon, mudshields, all .tools, as new; must sell;
Blake, 25, Clevedon Rd., Midsomer Norton, nr.

[3690

CTGLAS 1911 2^4h.p., 2 speed;^, free engine, new
tyres, tubes, and horn, good condition ; what
?—Handbury, Foston Lodge, Countesthorpe, Lei-

[3184

30 2^.p. Douglas, 3-5peed, kick start, clutch,
undershield. P. and M., Amac 2-leYer, 200 miles

;

or oSer.—Keble, Leconfield, College Rd., Ohelteu-
[3279

I

Bmw
CLEARANCE WEEK.
Machines quoted below.

No reasonable offer refused.
All under cost price

COMBINATIONS.
ig20 MATCHLESS Combinatioa, M.A.G

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, etc.. new List prica

1^20 RUDGE Combinatica, 6 h.p.. with
Rudge-Whitworth besu sidecar. Ira-

mediate delivery,

1Q20 4 b.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new List prica

1920 3^ b.-p. SUNBEAM Combination, brand
new List pries

1920 Model H MATCHLESS Combinatioa.
M.A.G. engine, Lucas acetylene lamps.
Lucas hom. speedometer, legshields.

Immediate delivery List price

1920 A.J.S. Combinatioa complete. Im-
mediate delivery - . List prico

1920 8 h.p, ENF!ELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, brand new List price

K20 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, standard
model ,> List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft model.
Swan sporting SideBar, complete witli

lamps. Special bargain; under list

price £195
1920 4\ b,p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chaia

drive model, brand new List price

192c 6 b.p. B.8.A. Combination, immediate
delivery List price

iquo latest chain drive 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combination; immediate delivery.

List oriea

1920 Sports Model ZENITH, electrically

equipped, speedometer. Cost ,^165. accept
£125

1920 A.J.S 6 h.p. combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting set. Brand new £240

1920 7-9 h.p, 4-cylinder F.N. Combination,
complete with all accessories, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind-
screen £190

1914 8 li,p, MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G.
engine, just been thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled at Matchless works £125

192c HENDERSON Combination, dynamo
lighting, set, electric hom, and Henderson
Elite sidecar ^ Offers

ic,::o EXCELSIOR Combination, dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and Hendecsou
Elite sidecar £165

SOLO MACHINES,

1Q20 4 h.p, TRIUMPH, countershaft model,
brand new List price

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, LO.M.. immediate
delivery List price

3920 3} b.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine.

immediate delivery List price

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, kick

5tarter model, immediate delivery,

Makers* list pries

1920 A.B.C.t 4 speedi, brand new, immediate
delivery *. List price

1518 7-9 h.p. HARLEY, just been overhauled
and re-enamelled at Harley-Davidson's,
special bargain. Only wants seeing £ltJ

SIDECARS.
Immediate delivery, Henderson Elite Side-

cars, suitable for Harleys,' Hendersons, etc..

also famous Dinky Sidecars, all models in Stock.

1920 G.N. Light Car, with or without dynamo.
Immediate delivery List price

WANTED,—First-class Combinations.

J. SMITH & CO.,
E2 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London. N.W,t

iBottom end ot Tottenham Court Rd,t

'Phone : Museum 593B.

pear offer.-H.W.L.M,
N.vr.i,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK,
Douglas.

T\OtIGLAS 2?4h.p., 1916 W.D., new 1919. good con-
-*-' ditiou, mileage 1,000, recent overhaul: £50, or

Upper Gloucester Place,
[saso

Olio.—Douglas .1919-20 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K,S„
•^^ Saxe blue combination, excelbnb mechanical con-
dition; exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd,,

.
S.\V.7. [3915

I

TT^OUGLAS 1916-17, buffer springs, long exhaust,
I J-' Alum leg shields, plating and enamel as new,
engine perfect; offers.—129, Beechcroft Rd., Upper
Tooting, S.W.IT. [3521

OINE Light Oombin.^tion, 23ih.p. Douglas, float side^
J- car, new condition, all lamps, screen, ^nd Klaxon;
real bargain, £78.—Vidler, 131, Mantilla Rd., Tooting'
Common, S.TT.l?. [3488

2?4h.p. Douglap, 3 speeds, new condition,
pa, horn, long exhaust, spare valveR, fully

insured to September, 1921; £85.-1, Norfolk Ed.,
SeTon Kings, Essex. [3374

DOUGLAS 1915-16 2Mh.p., 2-speed, original enamel
and plating, buffer head, long exhaust, P. and H.

lighting set, etc.; £46.-1, Albert Cottages, Marl-
borough Rd., S.E.I. [5922

1 Q20 Douglfia Combination, fitted Cowey horn. Cameo
-i-c/ Kind screen, electric light, good condition; trial
and inspection at Leicester; £140.—Write Box 9,930,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [3289

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1919, 2-speed, new from makers
May, 1919, splendid condition, new Lucas lamp

set, spares, tools, and all accessories; £70.—Wells, 129,

1Q20
-»-*' lamps.

Thurlow Park Rd., Dulwich. [3237

"1020 244h.p. Douglas.
-i-*' indistinguishable fr

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late 1916, fully
equipped, lamps, wind screen, and spares, first-rato

running order; £90, or near oflei ; trial, Chislehurst.—
Box 9,960, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3863

1 Q30 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 lamps, 2 gene-
-E-*7 rators, horn, etc., excellent order and condition;
£150; vieiv- by appointment.—Gibbs, 169, Coldharbour
Lane, S.E.5. 'Phone: Brixton 768, [3170

clutch, kick start, 3-speed,
nguishable from new, mileage under 300;

cost over £108, offered at £93; any trials by appoint-
ment.—Z.. 36. Alexandra Rd., Croydon. [3937

NEW 1921 Douglas 2%h.p., Olympia models, 3-speed
gear, hand-controlled clutch and kick starter;

£ 105 ; in stock ; delivered passenger any part of
coun try.—Herbert Robinson, Utd. ( below)

.

NEW 1921 Douglas 4h.p,, Olympia models, 3-speed,
£130; with fine finish, coachbuilt Douglas side-

car, painted saxe blue, £170; in stock; delivered pas-
senger any part of country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St„ Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. ^ [3880

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p, Combination, In excellent con-
-I-*/ dition, lamps, horn, speedometer, and tools,
mileage under 2,000 ; owner ordered abroad

;
price

£125.—Mercer, 11, Sloane Gate Mansions, S.W. [3745

Douglas, 2-speed, 1916, ju.st replated and
enamelled grey, a very smart machine; £33,

bargain
;
gramophone or children's toys part payment.—

St. Leonard's House, West St., Banbury, Oxon, [3346

have a late 1919 Douglas combination,
many accessories, as new, cheap.— 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

[3348
DOUGLAS 1921 2^4h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, kick

starter, all latest improvements, in stock; £105:
exchanges, extended terms.—Elce and Co., Bishops-
gate Av,, Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0069

"I Q20 2^/4h.p. 3-speed clutch and kick starter Doug-
X*' las, Lucas lamps, bulb horn, good engine, nt>

mileage, very carefully used; £87.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995, T,A,

:

Bicycles. [3883

DOUGLAS 2^h.p. (June, 1920), clutch, kick start,

Lnc^as lamps,- Cowey horn, Cowey speedometer,
pare belt. Brooks leg guards, tools, goggles, British

l^les map, etc., going abroad; £105.—Grant, 9, Wilbury
Av., Hove.

.
[3158

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, wind screen, disc wl'eels.

Cowey speedometer, large Autmilipse head lamp
and generator, rear lamp, Klaxon hom, smart outfit;

first £85; cash wanted.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thi'mtou
Heath, S.E. [?684

DOUGLAS. 1913, stored 1914 to 1920, clutch, kick
starter, hardly ridden, original plating, enamel,

absoUitely perfect, genuine chance acquire pre-war
quality half present price; any trial; £55.-4, Devon-
shire Rd., HoUoway. [3594

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p., 1920, 3-speed, clutch, K.S, (Model
W.), Stewart horn, only done 200 miles, unpunc-

tured, absolutely as new; present price of model £105,
best offer over 80 gns, for quick sale ; S.E. district.-

Box 9,958. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3861

03h.p.

F.O.C.H.
n

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and, the date of the Issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-spe6d, lamp9, bom, new tyres,
periect condition tliroughout, £50 ; Douglas 2^h.v,

spares, frames, tanks, ball laces, orank cases, etc. ; up-
liolstered spring pillion seats in all colours, stufipd hair,
finished best, leather cloth, 17/6, plus carriage.—Eanson,
Whitefriars, Chester. [3104

DOUGLAS, 2;ih.p., 1921 model, new improi'ed type
motor cycle, fitted with 2-speed gear box, foot

rests, large tank, wide forks and mudguards; price
£85; rotational deliveries.—Apply, authorised London
agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
St., New Bond St., W.l. [0352

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, 3-speed, new
from makers, perfect eondition, special sidecar,

hinged aluminium datili, wind screen, hood, horn, speedo-
meter, spares, 8v. dynamo lighting set, ammeter, latest

type Binks S-jet vertical outlet, leaving footboard clear,

£165; demonstrate within reasonable distance.—Hines,
Westmoore, Dorset. [3359

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, 4h.p., dynamo light-

ing, electric head, side, and tail lamps, accumu-
lators, hood, side curtains with windows, mahogany
framed screen, new belt, spare belt, complete set of
tools, Stewart speedometer with trip, good tyres, luggage
carrier, all in perfect running order, £145; stripped,
£125.—A. J. Hill, 15, Sea Ed., Bexhill-on-Sea. [3331

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles, on easy terms of payment,
4h.p. combination, £170; 2-speed solo model,

£100; 3-speed clutch, and kick starter model, £105;
plus a small cliarge for delivery from works to London.
The above are makfers" list prices; for easy payments
4% e;ifcra is charged, only one fifth deposit, balance
payable by 12 monthly instalments: write lor latest
lists of other machines in stock, etc.—Harrods, Ltd.,
118, Erompton Ed., London. [3441

Edmund.
EDMUND, 1921, in stock, three models; £90, £95,

and £105.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

^^ [3767
X'DilUND.—The super spring frame 1921 models.
-'-' Order now from S. B. Olapham (Motors), 27,
Stookwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3854

EDMUND 25^h.p. J.A.P., fitted with Enfield 2-speed
gear and clutch, spring frame, shop-soiled only

bargain, £84.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Blight St.
Birmingham. [0359

Elsu'ick.

1 Q 1 9 Elswick 2-stroke Lightweight, aluminium foot-
M-^f boards, valanced mudguards, perfect condition;
£48, or nearest.—9, West Bank, Scarborough. [3631

list

Enfield.

1 Q20 Magdyno Enfield Combination in stock
-L «^ price.—Below.

1Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combin.ation, brand new; £157.-
-Lt/ Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington
'Phone: Kensington 3709. [3845

ENFIELD Lightweight, new 2-3peed model ; £60.—
Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. -[3760

ENFIELD Comluuations and 2-strokes, 1921 models.
—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [5812

ENFIELD 2%h.p., 1919, equipped; £46.-18. Marl-
borough Ed., Old Kent Kd., S.E.I. [3692

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. C.B. Combination; price £85.—
Perrin's Garage, Ashford, Middlesex. [3216

1Q18 8h.p. Enfield Combination, as new; £95.-29,
-•-»/ St. Leonard's St., Bow. East 4703. [3698

1 Q21 Enfield Sh.p. Combination; £160. plus car-±0 riage.—Welford, St. James St.. Brighton. 13677

19
riage.—Welford, St. James St., Brighton. [3677

20 2i4h.p. Eoyal Enfield, all accessories; £50.—
GrifflU) 23, Ivanhoe St., Dudley, Worcs. [3702

1Q19 Sh.p. Twin Enfield, kick start model, electrically
J-t7 equipped : £58.-24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton.

(3552
ENFIELD 1919 2Vih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped;

£50.-18, Marlborough Rd.. Old Kent Rd.. S.E 1.

[3693

NEW Enfield Lightweight, just registered, with new
Lucas horn; £64.—Wain, Stanton Lees, Rowslev.

Derbys. [3101

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., exceptional offer; at
£89/10; any trial.—63, Walm Lane, Cricklewood,

N.W.2. •

[X3407

ENFIELD 1915, M.A.G. twin, 2-sp6ed, kick stmt,
lamiw, etc.; £37/10.—Payne, 1, Stanley E<1., Mort-

lake. [3142

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, as new; £135.—CharlesA^ St. Garage, Burrage Rd., Plumstead, London.
S.E. 18. [3136

1 Q19 Enfield Lightweight, Lucas lamps, horn; bar-
Ji*y gain price, £42.—Welford, St. James St..
Brighton. [3676

:you have;
i still to see"
our show of second-
hand machines.

Each one guaranteed
thoroughly overhauled

.

RUDGE MULTI.with all accessories
and coachbuiJt sidecar . . . . £75

B.S.A. combination {1919-20), Lucas
accessories, speedometer, etc.,

condition nearly as new . . . . £135

INDIAN combination, with electric

equipment, ivindscreen, etc. . . £170

INDIAN 1916 7-9 h.p. Powerplus
model, with spotting coachbuilt
sidecar, all accessories, specially

finished blue throughout, a smart
turnout , £115

ENFIELD combination, 6 h.p., with
all accessories, 1916 model . . £115

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. combination, late _

1920 model with all accessories"
and Easting Windscreen, like new £150

LEVIS 1920 with accessories, soiled

only £55

METRO-TYLER 1920 2^ h.p. 2-speed,
all red, nearly new . . . . £60

TRIUMPH 1918 4 h.p. 3-speed coun-
tershaft . ._ . . . . £85

CLYNO combinalion (1921) 8 h.p.,

with spare wheel, screen, etc.,

soiled only £225

RUDGE MULTWIN (1920) 7 9 H.p.
combination, with Easting wind-
screen, new lamps, horn, etc., this

outfit -is practically new . . . . £165
or near offer.

ROYAL RUBY {1920) 8 h.p. 3-speed
combination, with electric light . . £160

ENFIELD combination, 8 h.p.,

1918-19, renovated throughout as
new, with all lamps, etc. . . . . £135

SUNBEAM sJh.p. 1914-15 3-speed
and sidecar ; £100

HENDERSON conxbination (1915)
10 h.p., 4 cyl., with electric light,

speedometer, etc. . . , . . . £130

Full list and particulars of our
stock : POST FREE,

on application.

Any of the above machines are
available for purchase bv Ex-
tended Payments. — TERMS:
One quarter down, and the bal-
ance in 11 monthly payments.

* NOTE *
'

fONLY ONE ADDRESSl
and there you obtain'
the best at lowest prices.V

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I _ EnBeld.
• TyTEW 192Q 8h.p. Enfield Combination in Stoci'
I
-L' makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield HigH
way. Tel. : Waltham XJl. [034<

ENFIELB Combination, 6h.p., 1914, all accessoriei
Easting, splendid condition; £95.—Morris, S!

^

Osborne Rd., Forest Gate, E. [360

1 016 Enfield Combination, splendid condition, hoot
-1-*/ screen, etc.; trial given: £110, or nearesti4
Blackburne, 80, Victoria St., St. Albans. [369

1Q20 2;,.ai.p. Enfield, as new, little used, lamps aj
--*' all accessories, Lucas; accept £60, or offer.-M6Hi
10, Amblecote Rd., Grove Park, S.E. 12. [J§3

1 QIV 6h.p. Royal Enfield, as new, P.H. lamps, screei
-*-*' W.S.R. jet, spares, etc.; £135.—James McNeil
13, Belhaven St., Port Glasgow, Scotland. [358

II
TriJ 17 SERVICE
i n Hi CO., LTD.
289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON— W.C. 1

.

inA Cns.—Enfield 1916 6h p. C.B. combination;XvV exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
Rd., B.W.7. [3916

NEW au.p. Eoyal Enfleld-Jiip, recently delivered, iin-

lidden; iwuul price £177, to clear £160.—Hicks.
.Motr.rs, Truro. [3116

1Q20 2.speeil a-»tiol:e Eufleld, new, unridden : 60
JLtJ Kni'.—Letters only, Owner, 35, Lithos Ud., Soiltli
IlampsteiMl, N.\V.3. [32C7

|

B22 All letters relating to advertisements siiuuld quote the number at tlie end of eucli advertisement, nnd ttie date ot the Issue

'Admittedly London." Holborn 6430

S-^'^v

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,, with (
Xif without dynamo, in stock, immediate deliveri
list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Haiapstcad Rd
N.W.I. [035

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete wi)
lamps, horn, tools, et<r., like new; £53, or ofEer

'Phone: 7355 Hampstead.—20 and 22, Finchley M
N.W.S. [33!

1 Q 20 Royal Enfield, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all-chai
X«7 drive, brand new, unregistered; list £73/li
accept £65; exchanges.—HomaCLS, 243, Lower Claptc
Rd., N.E. 'Pbone: Dalston 2408. [37,'

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, 1921 model, Magdyl
lighting, Lucas born, Vickers engine, just arrm

from works, immediate delivery at makers' prio
£182.—Wilkins, Simpson (opposite Olympia), Londp

[531

-|Q20 Sh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, Lucas Ma
JLiJ dyno, wind screen and accessories, had 1 m'ontlj

use ; exchange lower power solo and c.iiEh, or sell leaso

able offer; will ride 20 miles to possible purchaser.

R. L. Knight, Photographer, Barnstaple. [33:

ENTIELD 1920 8h.p. Combin.ation, £160; 1919 2

h.p. model, £58; also 1916 6h.p. combination,
aceeasoiies; £135; exchanges; deferred payments
desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow; £1-

Higli Ed., Wood Green; and 387, Euston Rd., Londcj.

N.W. t'31

Enfield, 1920, 2-scater sidecar, Bonnikst
speedometer, Fallot head lamp. Low generaj'l

2 A.L. acetylene cylinders, side, rear lamp, KlaiM|;
watch, spare's. Tan-Sad, excellent condition; £174, m_
without cylinders £166; cost £194.-WestlakcChemiF
Ashford, Middlesex. [361

ENFIEID 6h.p. Combination, 1919, Bosch mag., al
shield, wind screen, dissolved acetylene lightil

set, new tvre on back wheel (old one as spare), la'I

colour, little used, perfect condition; £120.—Api»
after 6.30, or by appointment. Lake, 2, King s HI
Mansions, New King's Rd., Fulham, S.W, 1301,

Excelsior

EXCELSIOR 1920 2i,2b.p. 2-stroke, 2-spced, clut

kick starter; -£55/15. — Peters, Bootm|
Lancing. .

- ^3

1Q21 2V'h.p. '2-speed 2-stroke Britisll Excefe
-Ltl olympia model, as delivered from motor <^

show to us; list price £67. We can also give e»

delivery of other models; cash or easy payment! If

Agents, Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Dj !;

caster. l3^

F.N.

F.N.-CHATER. 25ih.p., reliable, fast, and sport;

27, Corinne Rd., Tufnell Park, N.19. [3<

£12.—F.N. 2?4h.p., Amac, belt, good condition, I

away; by appointment.—Chester, 93, Wood'-
Barnet I™
23.h,p. F.N., splendid condition, goes like fuiy, j

4 chanically perfect, new front and nearly new D

tyres, new mag., good carburetter; owner wants ca

£28.-11, Newberry Terrace, Weymouth. [31

F.N. Lightweight, kick-st»rNEW 1920 2y2b.p. —„-- - ., ,.

Shalt drive, slightly shop-soiled; at_ giei

reduced price; write for epecial cleai^ance list.-r'

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. (3

'¥.

I'

(iamage
GAJIAGE-VILLIERS, 1920, 2-speed, nice condit

all on; after 6; £55.-83, Shaftesbury Rd., B
mersmitb. w

Haden. '

HADEN-PRECISION 3i,Ul.p., 2-speed C.S.. M
livered, only ridden a few mileu; will accept :

—Apply, W. Henderson, LouUonstoue, Trabboch, j

sliire.
, .

E3

Harley-Davidson.

H\ELEY Sports, fully equipped, new; £145.—Oil

7. Exhibition Ed., S.W. 7. |1|

18 7-9h.p. Harlcy Combination, as new: £n|
—29, St. Leonpd's St.. Bow. East 4708. [r

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.r. Coinbiunl

Iniuiis, honi, goM order; £110.-322, WUitcM
Ed., Cioyrton. !'

HARLI'IY-nAVIDSONS.-I. have at present aJ
iissorlnient in slock, all fully guaranteed,—IL

86. iligb Rd., Lee. 13|

£115,-1919 JIailcy Combination, lovely oondjj

absolute snip; eiichnnges considered.—Toil

Mill Lane, West iran|ipstead.

Kl
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Barley-Davidson.

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
hea<l, rear, sidticnr Inmps, ]ioni, as. new; £190.—

Iter's, BradsbaTgate, Bolton. [X3368

1 18 Harley and Sidecar, electrically eanipped, np-
" pcarance and condition ns new; offers.—136,
enliam Ed., SoutljfieWs, S.W.18. (3088

J
SO Harley-Davidson, brand new; list piico £49/10

' accept £41.—Edward*, 50, Harrington Ed., Sonth
isington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [384/

AELEY-DAVIDSONS, 1919 and 1918 models, good
condition and running order; from £80.—Owen,
Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway. [X3405

:\ Gns.-Harley-Davidson 1917 7-91i.p. sporting
"J combination, speeds, clutch. K.S.: exchanges.—
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [3917

AELEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
tools, mileage 1,200, electric lighting; £195.—L.

t, 71, Norbuty Crescent, Norbury, S.W.16. [3147

1 18 Harley-Davidson Combination, good condition,
spare tyres, etv., privately owned; £140, or offer.

gents Worlds, Disraeli Ed., Willesden, N.W. [3191

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Flat Twin, hardly used.
In perfect condition; immediate sale, i£135, no

s; owner bought car.—Applv, 186, Campden Hill
Netting Hill Gate, W.8. [3641

ih.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1916, perfect
order and condition, new double-seater sidecar, lull
amps, horn, many spares, any trial; £140, or near
.—Dunn, Cross Keys, Mon. [3578

GNS.—Harley-Davidson 1919 7-9h.p. combina-
tion, 3-speed, in perfect condition, not ex-

y.—Short, 487, Upper Eichmond Ed., East Sheen,
14. Phone; Eichmoud 2562. [3618
.4SLEY New 4h.p. Flat Twin, sports model, com-
plete with speedometer, horn, lamps; reduced
£145—Elce and Co., Bishopsgat© Av., Camomile

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

iELEY-DATIDSON in stock: Model W., £150,
with speedometer and Klaxon; Model F, £185,
speedometer and Klaxon; Model J, £195, with

ric lamps, horn, and speedometer.—Marston, 31,
"" St, Chester. [3767
lE Sale, 1920 electrically eanipped Harley-Davidson,
with Millford sidecar painted to match. Easting
screen, mileage 500; cost £240, accept £230, or

;st ofler; business reasons for selling; can be seen
time.—John J. Parkee, 2, Bradley Av., Castleford.

[3774
i-RLBY-DAVIDSON, 1918-1919, 7-9h.p.. ex W.D.
stock, thoroughly overhauled, £100; fitted with
1920 Montgomery sidecar, £130; two similar com-
mons, slightly used since overhaul, but guaran-
£115; deferred payments 7'/,% extra.—Maudes'.
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3949
IRLEY-DAVmSON 1918-1919 Models, thor-
oughly overhauled and guaranteed, solo £100;
new Montgomery sidecar, £130; easy payments
10 down, 8 payments of £S. solo; £59/15 de-
and 8 payments £10 for combination.—Maudes',
Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter.

[5802
19 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., appeal-
ance and condition excellent, new hood and

0, cylinder acetylene lighting. Klaxon, sueed-
3r, special head lamp, spares, insured; owner bouirht
price £175; trial given.—Apply, Garage, 495, Fui-
Palace Ed., or owner, 'Wilson, 'Phone Mayfair 6666.

[2638
Hazlewood.

W 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start; £176.—Eddell, Thorne, Doncaster.

[3706

;ON"D-HAND 5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination
3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, complete with
1, speedometer, and horn, had about 6 months' use;
; may be obtained on deferred payments.—Harror".;
118, Brompton Ed., London. [3442

W 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutci
and kick atarter, a thoroughly reliable outfit,
ods have a large stock of these for sale at £18e
or on deferred payments 4% extra; only one
deposit, balance bv 12 monthlv instalmentc

ads, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [3433

Henderson.
3NDEES0N, 4-cyl., latest model, £220: with side-
car £265.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax

[3873
1& lOh.p, 2-speed Henderson, 4-cyL, coachbuilt
combination, hood, screen : £20 ; trial.—Knight,

Longmead Ed., Tooting, S.W.17. [3516

ENDERSON 4 cyl., 1921 Models.-The last word
in meter cycles. Booking early deliveries.—S. E

hom (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO

^ [383';
Tl DDEL K. Henderson (Blue) Combination, lavishly
I. appointed; cost £300 last September; must sell
b' e Xmas

;
price £250.—Garaged with Robertsons.

1 Gt. Portland St., W.l.-H.W., 34, Wellington
C t, Koightsbridge, S.W.I. [3591
"* '.W 1921 Model Henderson now in stock. The new

f .cdel K.R. includes 12h.p, 4-cyl. engine, 3-speed
-;r3e, 27x3^2 tyres, etc., the aristocrat of raotor

,
jatalogne free upon request.—Sole Midland dis-

... .^rs. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
ham. _ [3890

NEW

LICENCE

HOLDER

POST FREE.
These holders are made of alu-

minium and conform to Govern-
ment regulations. When ordering
please state whether required for

attaching to motor cycle, sidecar,

or car.

Under the new Licencing Regu-
lations which come into force,

on 1st Jan., 1921, every motor
vehicle must carry the new licence

card in a specified position on the

vehicle. For this purpose, a
waterproof holder with glass front

is necessary, so we have stocked
a large quantity of these to meet
the enormous demand that will

be made for them before the

end of this month.

Orders accompanied by
Postal Order 5/- will be
executed in strict rotation.

THE

EASTERN GARAGE
COMPANY.

418, Romford Road
FOREST GATE, E.7.

'Phone

:

EAST HAM 490
'Grams

;

'EGARACO, LONDON.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
liobart.

HOBART-J.A.P. 2sih.p., May, 1920, 2-sreed, clutch,
perfect condition; k.70, or offer.—Taylor, North

St., Langport, Somerset. , [3213

IQ16-17 Hobart-Villiers 25ih.p., 2-speed, M.L. mag.,
J-iJ Amuc, heavv Diinlops, lomps, accessories, tax 30/-,

new condition; £55, cost £85.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton.
[3650

1Q14 Hobart-Jap, 2Si-h.p. single-speed, engine No.
i-tJ 2920. Bosch, B. and.B., new Dunlop tyres and
belt, new exhaust valve, lamps, horn; perfect order;

£55. no offers.-Bayley, 2, Mount Pleasant, Congle-

ton r3749

NEW 2V2h.p. Hobart Lightweight.—2-speed models

in stock at manufacturers* list price, £75 ; 4%
e.xtra for deferred payment; only one-filth deposit,

balance by 12 monthlv instalments.—Hatreds, T.td

118, Brompton Ed., London. [3435

1Q20 Hobart-Jap 2jai.p., Sturmey-Archer gear, K.S..

-L*7 clutch, semi-T.T. bars, lamps, etc., done only

1,000 miles, perfect condition, owner buying combina-

tion, will ride' 50 miles to purchaser; £70 for quiet

ade.—Lodge, AUandale, Warmineter, Wilts. [3493

Humber.
3 ih.p. Flat Twin Humber and sidecar, mag., 1919;

2 trial; £95.-44, East St., Bromley, Kent. [3063

1 O20 (August) 4V'h.p. Flat Twin Humber Coml>ina-
-Lf7 tion, electric light; bargain, £155.-14, Claremont
Hill, Shrewsbuiy. [379S

HUMEEE Late 1919 Flat Twin, S-speed, lamps, etc.,

like new; £85; lightweight exchange.—70, Beecher
Ed., Cradley, Staffs. [S;3334

1Q19 4h.p. Humber Flat Twfn, hand clutch, 3-specd,
J- *y lamps, condition as new ; seen evenings ; no offers.

-Mellor, 30, Church St„ Eoystotf, Yorks. [3094

HUMBER 1914 3V2h.p. Combination. 3-speed hub,
kick start, Lucas lamps; £60; accept half down.

—Bunting, Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. Closed Sun-
days. - [3578

HUMBER Combination, brand new, 3'/-h.p„ 3-speed,

flat twin engine, ready for road; £145; any trial.

—Lankester Engineering Co., 83, Victoria Ed., Sur-
biton. [3407

Indian.
21 Indians early delivery of all models.—Hewett

Bros., 94, Western Ed., Hove, Sussex. [0345

INnlAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, exceptionally nice;
£170, lowest. Quick sale.—137, Cambridge Ed..

S.W.19. [3275

Ij>rDIAN Scout, with sidecar, speedometer, etc., latest

sporting model; £165.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

Chester. [3752

1 015 7-9h.p. Indian, solo, 3 speeds, clntch, all on,
J-«7 80 m.p.h.; first £78.-57, Sellons Av., Harles-
den, N.W. [3955

INDIAN 7-9h.p., re-enamelled and overhauled, mecha-
nically sound; *95.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

St.,- W.l. [3951

INfJIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled
and overhaiUed; £70.—C. Skelton, 172, Avenue

Ed., Acton, W.3. [3849

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, speedo-
meter, horn, spare tyre, stored during war; cheap,

£60.—Shepperd, Ottery, Devon. [3227

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., 1911-15, excellent con-
dition ; bargain, £80.—Holt Motors, KilUurn Lane,

W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 1341. [3099

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, C.B. sidecar, lamps,
tyres, practically new ; any trial given ; £60.

—

Eobinson, Eectory Lane, Aslitead. 3628

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, and coachbuilt
-Li/ sidecar, good condition, very fast; £65.—137,
Chatsworth Ed., Lower Clapton, London, E.5. [3960

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 5-6h.p., 5 speeds, foot
clutch, T.T. bars, Miiiford touring sidecar, splendid

order; £70.—G., 65, Solon Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. [5637

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed and clutch, Bosch,
Sinks, re-enamelled and overhauled, new tyres,

laid up during war; £80.—A. Hext, Ilminster, Som.
[5756

-| Q20 Indian Scout, T.T. bars, speedometer, spare
Xe/ chain, etq., tuned for speed work, small mileage;
£135.—Lord, c/o Coventry Motor Mart, London Ed

,

Coventry. [S3453

1Q20 7-9h.p. Indian and Grindlay sidecar, dynamo
jLv lighting, wind screen, hood, and speedometer,
as new; £210.-137, Chatsworth Ed., Lower Clapton,
London, E.5. [5959

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo
-L«7 lighting, mileage 3,000, uupunctured, all necessary _
spares and equipment, perfect in every way ; trial run

;

£175.—Elton Norris, The Gaer, Hereford. [3548

T.9h.p. Indian Luxurious Combination, 1915 model,
spring frame. Easting wind screen, electrical

equipment, speedometer, etc., tyres nearly new, genuine:
£85.-81, Little Ealing Lane, South Ealing. [3664

F.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 and 1920,
dynamo lighting; bargains.—5. Heath St., Hamp-

stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hami>
I stead 3753. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [5550

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of eactl advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

£60 Cash.—7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed. clutch. K.S.,

new heavy Diinlop rear, good front, all acoes-

sorie?, excellent condition and appearance; approval
deposit system preferred.—Harwood, Collingbourne,
Wilts.

,
13792

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Ccmbination. absolutely new, car

on right-hand side of machine, suit American or

Continental rider, complete set of new acetylene lamps,
horn, etc.; £190; owner going abroad.^Winning,
Strand Palace Hotel.

,
[3925

INDIAN" Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, electric horn and lighting:, comfortable

Mills-Fulford sidecar, original tyres, mechanically per-

fect, enamel unscratched ; £125, or near offer.—Wyatts,
Kelvedon Common, near Erenti\ood, Esses. [5281

1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, excellent tune and
J-t/ condition, small mileage. Easting wind Screen,
hand Klaxon, dynamo lighting, electric horn, 2 new
Danlop covers as spares, other tvres unpunctured;
£220; bargain.-Box 9,944, c/o TJte Motor Cycle. [3400

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, speedonreter,
-LiJ tools, large sprookct, iuU electric" eiiuipment,
aluminium sporting sidecar with head, step, and
Tvind screen; owner would consider 1920 il'jh.v- chain-
drivo Norton in part exchange.—Bos 982, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X3310

1 Q2.0 (June) 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 70R572,
-L *? full electrical equipment, speedometer, puncture
preTenter, spare chain, unused Dunlop tube, !Milltord

do luxe bulbous back sidecar, Eastiug- wind screen, lug-

gage gri4, in ^olendid order, and luUy insured till April
15th, 1921; £200, or nearest—Iv€t, 30, Preston Rd.,
Toubridge. [3593

SPORTING 1915 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, _ 3
speeds, hand'^nd foot clutch, cigar-shape sidecar,

red and gold discs all round, special 2in. brass exhaust
pipes, T.T. bare plating as new, new tyre^, Tan-Sad,
splendid lamp set, recently overhauled and re-enamelled

;

any trial; £120, or nearest.-Barratt, Cockayne Hatlev,
Potton, Beds. [349"

Invicta.

SECOND-HAND 2V2h.p. Invicta, Viiliers 2-stroke en
gin©, single speed, complete with accessories, cost

over £70, very little used; only £45; may be obtained
on deferred payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, BromTi+'^"
Ed., London. [3443

Ivy.

IVY Cycles.—Write. Rothwell and Milbourne, Cow
leigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

IVY, new, used few times, 2 speeds, 2-stroke, lamps,
horn, tools, etc.; £56.-353, King St., Hammei-

smith. i [3623

"I
Q20 Ivy Touring, kick start model, as new; list £79,

X»/ accept £59; cash wanted.—Box 9,951, c/o Tkt
Motor Cycle. [3854

IVY 1919 2^,ih.p., 2nspeed, T.T. bars, large P. and H.
lamps, disc wheels, Dunlop tyres, insured for £70;

bargain, £55.—R. D. Varty, Thuudersley, Essex. [3710

IMMEDIATE delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G

Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91, Gt
Pcrtland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

James.
~|Q16 James Combination, ^Uh. p., 3-speed counter-
-Ltf shaft; sacrifice, £78.—Denham House, Heading-
ton, Oxford. [3669

JAMES 1920 Sporting SUh.p. Twin, polished brass
. exhauf^t, fully eciuipiied;~£115.— 153, Yardlev Rd..

Acock's Green, Birmingham. ** PC3363

1 018 Jamey, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, engine just thoroughly
A,*J overhauled and eqxml to new, lamps, horn, spare
belt; £35.—Walker, Cumnor, Oxford. [3544

NEW 6h.p. James Combination, model de luxe side-
car, slightly shop-soiled, at greatly reduced price:

write lor special clearance list.-The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd,, Birmingham. [3891

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, speedonietpr,
mirror, luechnnical horn, Lucas acetylene lighting,'

wind screen, machine not scratched; a genuine bargain
£150.-N. V. Dixon, R.A.F. Cadet College, Cranwell
Lines. [3146

JAMES Bh.p. 1920 De Luxe Combination, hood,
.screen, lamjjs, 2 horns, tools, spares, insured

with A.A. to AuEUst, 1921, unpunctured tyres, mile-
,
age under 2,000. 70 m.p.g. ; £160.—James, 47, Streat-
ham Hill. S.W.2 [3964'

J.A.P.
4h.r. J.A.P. Combination, 2 speeds, free engine oil

fiiAfsBorifH. Bporting lot, in excellent condition •

£97.-10, Royal Pariide, Diiwes Rd., I'ulham. [3069

BELIEVE!) 1914 3i/,h.p. J.A.P., thoroughly over-
hauled, lighting set, horn, etc., eemi-T.T. £35 or

eichringe, cash adjustment one higher h.p.—P/^ake War-
wick lid., Banbury. [3428

J.E.S..

1021 J.E.B., the genuine lightweight, 75 1b., not anJ-«' expenrnent. The rnan on the spot can anpply you— Gibb, Glouc^ter. 'Phone: 852. [3605

m
Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write lor Catalogue,

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE OK application.

Sefld a p.c. for address or nearest agent.

We wish to include your name on our
mailing list, a few names from which
we publish here each week.

Stocks carried by:—
Moffat, Town Hall

Garage, Yeovil.

H. Robinson, Ltd.,

Cambridge.

Dan Bradbury,Sheaield

Herbert Ltd., St.Mary's
Butts, Reading.

Pell & Parker, Peter-
boro".

J. Grosehto, i. Old
Jew:;-, E.C.

Hunts, Ltd., 117, Long
Acre, W.C.

G. Walsh & Sons.
Ipswich.TRADERS

uui-i'te 'For- FREE Ca.'ta.los:*"^^
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Many different Models of

H.AH.MOTOR
CYCLE HEAD
LAMPS. Best quality

finish
throughout.
A.d

I u 5 table
locus. Ad-
i u s t a b 1 e
brackets.
Special dus'

and weather-
proof front.

I rice

:

Nickel. Black.
Fig. 8Si 41 ). 4.7;-ea.
Fig. 878 54/- 55/- ea,

COMPLETE SIDE AND
REAR SET.

Figs. 88r and 878.

H.A.H
HEAD LAMPS

HA.H.

Codeword :

"Sideset."

Price 44/- per complete Set. Or witliout Metal

Carrying Case. Price 33 /-

A most convenient iorm of hghting when a large

acetylene head lamp is used. Comprising ;

Fig. 573. Rear Lamp 9/6

„ 560. Sidecar Lamp 8/6

„ 386. Metal Cases ..., H/-
' Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery... 14/7

I'lg. 3.i;. „ ..

''SPEEDOt.lTE" HA.H. BQDGE
H.A H. Speedometer HOLDER.
L£tmp. Price, 7 /6 each. Price, I /6 each.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WOtlKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephones

:

Telegrams:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Juno.
TUNO, 2i/2h.p. Viiliers 2-stroke, overhauled, ne\" belt, new back tyre, good order; £38; evening
and Saturday.—54, Tentiman Rd., Clapham Ed., S.W

[3661

Kingsbury.

KINGSBURY 1920-21 2%h.p,, '

2-strokes, 2-speed
all-chain drive, Dunlop tyres, electric lighlini

sets, all unused; £70.—Colonial Motor Co., 104a
Finchley Ed., N.W.3. Hampstead 7822. [3941

Lea=Francis.

LE-4.-FHAJ\'CIS, 3'/.ll.r. il.A.G., neiv, slightly soiled
£125.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [3901

1 Q20 Lea-Francis Combination, as new, mileage 200
--«' £130.—Knight, Maypole House, Bexley, Kent.

[369'

LEA-FEANCIS, excellent order, including tyres, an:

trial, accessories; £80.-Mann, 14, Clements St.

Leamington Spa.
' [X33QJ

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on oui

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.

'W.l. [009!

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models.—We are now acceptini
orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed

-Mebes, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3431
Mayfair. [3261

a

r EA-FIIANCIS, M.A.G,, as makers' specificatione
^^ shop-toiled; at greatly reduced price; now is tin
time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [9881

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3'/i;h.p., complete, as per maken
sperification, eq nipped with electric lighting-, ;

speeds, and cluti-h ; £120, or near offer; mileage 50C
-H. E. Hall and Co., Tonbridge. [S326;

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick startei
M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on de

ferred payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods. T..tdi

118, Brompton lid., London. [343i

19

2

I

Levis.

21 Le\is, iminefliiite delivery ; satisfaction guaraii
teed.- Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [360

Ih.p. Levis, Enfield gear, all chain, mechanicall
a perlect; £48.-339, BrocWey Ed., S.E. [338

LEVIS Popular, 1916, 'sound running order; £35.
Neaves, 52, Denmark Ed., Wimbledon. [32*

LEVIS, 1920^ practically neiv, lamps, aocessorie,

£65. -Fuller, 249, Bath Ed., Hounsloiv. 133^ j|

LEVIS 23/ih.p., 1915, single speed; £32/10: fill

order.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X33,8
|

LEVIS 2',Mi.p.,-1916, Enfield 2.speed gear. CQuipp^ '"

condition us new; £45.-22, Eairlop Ed., Leytoil
stone. [30Wim

LEVIS, complete with lamps and horn ; £55 : elightlB*
soiled, latest niodel.-Marston, 31, Bridge SVf"

Chester. [37S|lici

-iQigi/, Levis, 2-speed, all accessories, splendid coJ
J-^y ditton; about £50.—Herbert, 30. Waldron Edi
Earlsfield, S.W. 18.

'

[32E|llC(

1 Q20 21/jli.p. Levis, liorn, lamps, speedometer, rerf™"':.
i-iJ condition: 50 gns.—Fry, 39, Walliscote JH"""
Weston-super-Mare. , [3!

LEVIS.-The finest lightweight at the price

Olynipia ; delivery of 1921 models from stool

Julians, 84, Broad St., Eeadiug. 'Phone: 1024 Eendl
[3'

LEVIS Popular, latest model, in stock; £6(8
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, VVooasto(

St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phont

Mayfair 6559. tOS?

1 Q21 Levis Popular, the most successful 2-stroke

X*y Olympia; immediate delivery from the ofiicj

agents; £60; exchanges or terms.-Homac's, 24

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalstou 2408.

ALL new 1921 Levis models now in stock for b
mediate delivery. 2i,ih.p. Popular, touring bat « J

£60; 2',,h.p. sports, T.T. bars, £60; 2;jh.p. ladie ,„,

with dress guard, £60.—Buy. your machine from tl i.,,,

I

Levis specialists, The Premier Motor Co., Aston R(
Birmingham. l*"-

,*
tcji

bii

LiM.C.

Q 17 GNS.-1915 SU.b.pl L.M.C., 2-speed, clutch. Ill

O I .^larl, fine order. 6nly wants seeing.—Eftord, J

The Mansions, Hillflcld Ed., West Ilampslead. [39.

LM C —Mebes and Mebes are the sole London ai

Home Counties agehts; early delivery of all 18.

models; trade enauiries Esteemed.— 154-6, Gt. Portljl

St., W.l. 'Phone: 3428 Mayfair. [381

LM C, suspension and ordinary models, shop-Ei

as makers' BpeciflcitjionB, at greatly reduced pj

also 6h.p. and 4iih.p. Combinations. second-han«

bargain prices.-Mobes, L'54-156, Gt. Portland St., JB
'Phono: 3426 Mayfair.; W

ItSl

'-H

B24 All letters relating to advertisements sliuuld quote the number .it the end of each advertisement, and thi date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

6L.p. Martiusyde, the super combination ; immediate
deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,

Ltd.. Norn-ieli. [2786

TlTAETIS^SrDE-NEWMAlJ.-Sole agents Kent and
.i-"- Sussex. Applieations^for snb-agencies now being
consulered.-ilotor Cycle Marts, Ltd., Fair Row, Chat-
bam. Phone: 301. [3640
TIlTAKTINSYDE-NEWSlAN 1921 Models.-We are"^ now accepting orders for early delivery, all
Models

; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes. 154-6. Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayiair. [3263
IllTAETlNSYDE-HEWMAN.-Sole agents for London,LTA iissex, Bucks.-Surrey, iMiddlesex, and Hertford;
ilso Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
:ombinaticn: £170; delivery ex stocli; trade supplied-
^changes and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100 Gt
'ortland St., W.I., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

MATCHLESS.
Alatchless.

|Q21 Models now ready; all the latest improve-Ltr me^ts. Ion can have one now, or book delivery

"i j"-! '°JJ'H'i ''^'^' Every combination personally

It';
^^ the Matchless specialist. Spares of alTdates

1 stock.-J. Tasseil, la, Bloomfield Ed., Plumstead.

if^fiS^^p^^-o,?^'^, dsliveries.-Pollard, Broom-
'-^ held Rd., Chelmsford. .[X2917a

I

P.T. Matchless, 5h.p., o.l.v., just overhauled l>r
1- makers; £60.-EddeU, Thome, Doncasfer. [3707

;,|li.p. Matchless Combination; £205.—King and
Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St. ..Cambridge. [3807

Q 21 Matchless, the passenger motor cycle; immedi-^ ate delivery.-Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852.

Q20 8h.p Matchless-M.A.G, Combination, taandy Ji^\,,^^'>V-^oae6: fil80.-Clarke. 98, Loudon
1., bt. Albans. [373g
TATCHLESS 1921 Combinations in stock- list
±_ exchanges arranged.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed.,"'• [2596
fATCHLESS New Combination, M.A.G. engine,
^ Slightly shopsoiled, exceptional bargain; £185.—

i|-ATCHLESS, 1921, delivery from stock, £205'
,'- Lucas Magdyno lighting set, £25 extra; ex-mges^ extended terms.—Elce and Co.. Bishopsgate
., CamomUe St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[J
19 Matchless Combination, 8h.p., beautifully

^equipped, spare wheel; £120.-60, Wallingford
, N. E;ensmgton. [Igjj
121 Matchless Combinations, Magdyno; deBverv^ from stock.—Agents. -Hewitt Bros.. 94 Western
, Hove, Sussex. _ [0334
J20 Matchless M.A.G. Combination, brand new» uniKcd, all lamps, horn: f205.-The Poplars'
Tkar, near Wakefield. - [3067
ATCHLESS, 1920. Magdyno. speedometer, spare
wheel unused, all accessories, perfect; £195—3-

lowan Ed., Goodmayes. [3306
ATCHLESS 1921 Models now ready for immediate
dehvery.—Alford, Charles St. Garage, Burrag'e Ed

mstead, London, S.B.18. [3137
ATCHLESS Combination, chain drtve, line turn-
out; £110, or lower power, cash adjustment.—26

awall Ed., Brixton, London. [3341
ATCHLESS Combination, practically new, hardlv
soiled, fully equipped, with all extras, hoed, etc -

.ords' Garage, Sidcup. 'Phone: 4. [3116
ATCHLESS.—Delivery of 1921 combination from
stock, dynamo lighting, etc. ; £230.—Julians 84

Id. St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024 Eeading. [3595

•pi i ATCHLESS Combination, 1920, 8h.p., small mile-^ age, beautiful condition, 55-60 m.p.g. - £230-
London.—Box 9.977, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3965

1 20 M:itchless Combination. Magdyno, all extras,
spares, insurance, absolutely as new; sacrifice betjt
Capt. Alexander, St. Winifreds, Lower Parkstone

«^*- [3384

1 1 20 Matchless. Magdyno, horn, legshields, hood.
good condition; bargain. £138.—Edwards, 50,

ington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken-^in^ton
[3840

[ATCHLESS 1914 M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination, 3-
speed, K.S., electric lighting. Easting, perfect run-
order; £115.-363, Sandycombe Ed., Kew Gardens,

~ [3339

rCHXESS Combination, 1921 model dynamo in
Rtock.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wcod-
F St. (off. Oxford St.), Bond St., London, Wl

I ne ; Mayfair 6559. . [0317
[LTCHLESS Spring Frame ConAination, hood,

screen, spare wheel, lamos, horn, used a "few
i; £190; great- b.irgaiii.; must sell.—H. Paskin

|;,ernon Ed., Chester. [3750
30 Matchless Combination, all accessories, includ-
^/ing Easting screen and hood, new condition:
for offer: evenings by appointment.—22, Earls-
vRd., Sydenham. [2721

T ^-'rjtf^rnt M^-if

and g:et it NOW
Your Motor Licence

Card Holder
Direct or flush fitting

holders in aluminium or
brass. Price, 4/-

Holders, with special clip

fittings, for cars and motor
cycles. Brass, 5/- ; nickel-

plated, 6/6

Postage and packing, 6d.
extra.

REMEMBER! Licence Cards must
be carried on all cars, motor cycles, etc,

on and after Jan. ist, 1921, Order your
holder now, and get it in good time.

HANDLE-BAR WATCHES make
excellent Christmas presents. Black
finish, plain dial, 20/- Ditto illuminated

diol, 25/- Postage and packing, 6d.

FOOT MUFFS for sidecar passengers

make winter riding enjoyable, and are

really sensible presents. Made of leather

cloth, and heavily fur lined. Price, 45 /-

Carriage, 1 /-

HANDLE-BAR MUFFS take care of

the driver's comfort, and are far

superior to gloves. Black waterproof,

lined with warm cloth. Price, 15/6 -

Ditto, wool lined, 25/- Tan leather,

fur lined, 50/- Carriage, 9d.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination. 1921 model, M.A.G.
engine, dynamo ligiiting, just arrived from works,

immediate delivery at makers' price £230.—Wilkins,
Simpson (opposite Olympia), London. 13388

j Q20 Model H Spring Frame Matehles.'; Motor, Ma?-
J- *^ dyuo, electric lighting-, legthields. rear drive,
speedometer, and all accessoriei; £200.— treeth, b,

Co^wall Parade, Church End. l^inchley. [219b

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book' your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd.. Lee, S.E„ for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock.

"
[3850

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. Combination. Magdvno
lighting, Lucas horn, leg shields, hood, wind screen,

spare wheel, J.A.P. engine No. 69467, perfect through-
out, insurance; £210.—Ingle, Kazimair, Feckenham
Ed., Redditch. * [X3296

MATCHLESS, 1915, 1919 improvements, M.A.G. en-
gine, spring wheel sidecar, detachable wheels and

spare, light car tyres, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric
horn, splendid outfit; £140.-64, Melrose Av.,
Mitcham. [3413

MATCHLESS 1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed Chain Drive
- Combination, new tyfes. chains, engine fi±ted

new connecting rods. Easting, luggage carrier, electric

lighting, guaranteed ijerfect ; £85, or near offer.

—

104a. Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead 7822. [3942

MATCHLESS 1921 Models.—5end orders along to

S. E. CUipham (Motors), Greenwich. As Mntch-
less specialists, we guarantee satisfaction and unUmited
service. Immediate delivery, or dat* to suit client. We
allow vou 10% on all deposits.—Xote address, Clnpham
iMotort;), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [2999

1 Q20 (Sept.) Matchless ConiUna'tion,- M.A.G. engine,
^*y electric lighting^ speedometer, hood and screen,
Stewait born, spare wheel and tyre, all tools, heavy
Dunlop tyres (unpunetured) all wheels, mileage 800,
extra good on hills, splendid- running order, and enamel
unscratched; trial a-rranged; mu.'^t sell; cost £240, ac-

cept £190.-4, Napier Rd., Wembley. [5506

19

H. TAYLOR .5 CO.
LIMITED.

ShowrooHK—Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs :

21, STORE STREET. Tottenham Couri Rd., W.C.I

Motor Cycles and Cars :

52-53rSUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON
Wholesale :

Sa, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I
Garage : Tottenham Court Road, W.i.

'Phones: Accessories and-Repairs, Museum 1240;
Motor Cycle, and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams : "'Dynametro, Westcent, London."

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

Metro.
20 Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke engine, magneto; £12.
—Bacon, Tobacconist, Canterbury. [3520,

Minerva.
K-Sh.p. Minerva. Combination, chaiu-cum-belt. Bosch.
O 650x65 tyrfes, puwerful ; £26.-434, Fulhara Rd.,
S.W. - [3572

3.h.p. Minerva, drop frame, mechanical valves, mag.,
r^4: B. and B., 5-40 m.p.h., 100 m.p.g.. sound and
reliable; photo; £20, or nearest.—Simpson, 28, Dulwich
Wood Park, S.E.19. [3295

Motosacoche.

Id 1-2 Motosacoche Lightweight, variable gear, good
-i-*/ condition ; £20.-137, Chatswortli Rd., Lower
Clapton, London, E.5. [3961

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2VJh.p., lamp, complete, good run-
ning order; £38.-20, Albard Rd., Teddington.

[3471

NEW HUDSON 2V-'h.p. Lightweight, 1916-17, good
condition: £42.—Letters to G., Doghurst, South.

Nutfield. Surrey. [3133

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, excellent condition, electric

lights, Dunlops, horn, tools; £33.—R. Old, Treator,
Padstow, Cornwall. [3127

1 Q20 2i4h.p. New Hudson, brand new; £65.—Edwards.
--t/ 50 Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone:
Keu-^ington 3709. [3846

BRAND New 1920 2'i.h.p. New Hudson. 2 speeds,
-shop-soiled onlv; £65, cash.—Walbro Motor Cvcle

Works, Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [^3341

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
start combination ; £78 ; exchange lightweight,

cash adjustment.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
don. [3343

NEW HUDSON 2J^.p., 1918, 2-strok6, 2-Kpee(J

countershaft, electric lighting, Lucas horn, Dun-
lop?:, excellent condition; £47/10.-128, Cooper's Lane.
Smethwick. [3531

BRAND New 1920 New Hudson 2>^.p, 2-stroke,
2-speed countershaft, fully equipped with lamps,

horn, etc.; will accept £68.-11, Auckland Rd., Unper
Norwood, S.E.19. - [3534

New ImperiaL

NEW IMPERIAL, 1921, 2-speed: £80/17; in stock.-
Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3756

NEW IMPERIAL. 2Uh.p., 1917,- lamps, horn, insur-
ance; ^40.—Turner, Duncton Mill, Petworth,

Sussex. [3661

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Combination, Sh.p., un-
punetured. well equipped; £160.-72, Cedar St.,

Southport. . 13781

NEW IMPERIAL 1916 23/4h.p., 2-spe6d. eemi-T.T.
bars, complete with lamps and horn; bargain,

£38.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3712

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2'^4h.p., 2-speed. lamps.
horn, etc.. good condition throughout; £45.—

Cane, Forty Farm, Wembley, Middlesex. [3299

ertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

New Imperial.

03hp. New Impeiial-.Tap, 2-sl)eeJ, excellent condi-

/W4 tion, new tyres, lamps, horn, tools, spare belt,

tyre, vnlves, chain, etc.; £46.-40, Wellington Rd^
N.W.8. t'^'-"

19 20 New Imperial Combination, beautiful condition.

over £200, sacrifice £160.—Butlsi, Portbleren, ilelston,

Cornwall. - r36o0

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1921 model, 2%h.p., 2-

speed, kick starter, baud clutch, brand new, un-

used immediate delivery ; 85 gns.—Central Uaraee.
Henley-on-Thames. - [1074

NEW IMPERI.4L, 1913, 2^'4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, pump, tools,

I'alnier tyres, perfect; £60.—Turner, Westbourne House,
Twickenham. 'Phune : 217 Richmond. [3582

, clutch,

as at Olympia, lor immediate
delivery; £89/5; exchanges or terms.—Official Agents,
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Kd., N.E. 'Phone:
Dalston 2408. 13717

fc21 New Imperial Combinatioii; Sli.p. J.A.P., 3

speeds, clutch, and kick starter, as at Olympia,
just arrived; £186/18; exchanges or terms.—Official
Agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E,
Phone: Dalston 2408. - [3716

1 Q21 New Imperial, 2-;-jb.p. ,L_A,P"".,'2 speeds,
J- ft/ and kick starter, .

^-^

w
New Scale.

-| Q20 New Scale 2-stroke, SV^h.?
i»?trol, clutch^

2-speed, b.b. con
miles only; £65.—

[3658
new^^ 300

llildred, Haintou' Sq., Grimsby.

j Q21 3V'h.p. New Scale 2-stroke and' Sidecar,
Xt? Olympia model, as delivered from motor cycle

show to us; list price £123; cash or easy payments.
We can also give early deliveries of other models.—
Gray and Raynes, Agents, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster. . [3446

NORTON New
Robbins, Garai

Norton.
4h.p. Big Four,

Rugby.

4, 3-speed, in stock

3-speed

;

"1 Q21 Norton Big 4, 3-speed,
-LiJ ston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

NOETON.—Immediate delivery all

Parker's, Bradsbawgate, Bolton.

NORTON Big Four,
agent, Oxford St.,

1921,—Jack Prtren,
Weston-super-Mare.

£135.-
[3111

:35.-M;u-
[3753

models.

—

[X3373

Norton
[3401

TO Hold Tour Own buy jnv B.E.S.
tion at £90.-'" ' " "

ISLE OF MAN 3',ih.p. 3-speed Norton, 1921, unridden

;

£132, bst—Box 9,880, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3109

Norton coujVfiaa-

-Weybourne Cottage, Farubam, Surrey.
[3790

"VTOETON.—North Yorkshire agents: R. H. L. Pjckei
-i-^ im: and Co., 239, Linthorpe Ed...- MiddlesbrougJi

[299 r

NORTON Big Four, all chain drive, iust delivered

£135,—Turpin'6, 22-29, Preston Ed,, Brighton.
[0304

NORTON Motor Cj'oIes.--Place that older with me;
earl" delive.ry dates.—Cook's Garage, Shilnal,

[8136
earl" delive.ry dates.

Salop.

\rORTON Big Four, 1920, 3-speed, fully equipped,
30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,

[3575
ll as new; £125.-
Sydenbam.

NORTON 1915 3>ib.p. Sports Moi.el,

dition; £55.-MuTrell, Oxford Mei
Gardens, W.IO,

chain drive, countershaft

P6rf«t con'

, Cambridge
[3449

19=
.-ban

3ih.p. sports NortoB, .. .- -

2 gc*i-; £132.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridg
St., Cambridse. [3808

NORTON Motor Cycles, sole district agents for Derby
all models in stock; ehquirie3 invited.—H. Palin,

Ltd.. Bourne St.. Derby. [B1.34
]

NORTON 1920 Big. Four Model, Sandum Bidecii,

Cnmeo wind ecreen, fully equipped; £150.—
Talker's, Bradclia^vgate, Bolton. [X3371

^21 Norton, 3'Ab.p., 3-3peed, chain drive, kirk

start, brand new, unregistered; £152: ex-

>s.—Shaw, Durkar, Watefield. [373.7

TOBTON, late 1920 3'/-h.r. T.T., Philipaon, Eink.s,

lamps, horu, knee-griys, tools, all as new; £100.
- Ifargrovc, jnnr., Wath, Ripon. [3432

NORTON 1920 and aideear, with laums, horn, Cowoy
pilipwloiiicter, and spares, very filightly soiled; bai-

i;:iii3, £150.-22, Bridge St. Row, Clie>it6r. [3764

NORTON T.T. bars, 3'/'h.p., Philipson, horn, lamps,

nutM\ condition, 1916-1917; £60.—Eoardman,
Abbotts Halt, Sturmer, Haverhill, SufEoik. [3225

3Xh.p. Norton, I.CM. model, 3 sperils, speri;i]lv

2 tuned, onlv done 500, uuBcrntv'liPd, lull euuiii-

lit- )iighest olVur; Cnnili'^rley.— Bo.\ 9,876, c/o 77/,

Mainr Cycle. [3105

Cj» 85.-1920 T.T. Norton 3'/jh.p., as -mew, milence
.yW i]r-t,'lij,'ili!e, Lufn.s horn, eleotrio lighting, tools, et

-NavltM, Did-sbnrv HoiiHe, Kllcsmere Park, Ecclesj ai

, h"<Mtci. Tel. : 813 Kccles.

rO20 3'/.]i.p. Snorts Model T.T. Nniton, complete with
•/ huw^v,, t-poodoijioter, etc., }nilrMgo under 200, veiy

I'lu-t: £95 c;iHh, no offr-rn ; aiiitointnicnt by letter; will

iid<* 60 inil'V to iienuine buv<-r.— it. S. ]''iy<^r, OkIkm-I
Knd. Tliiixlcd, KH.-if.S, f3183

les, aiuii-

[X3471

Ask the
who rides one!

VOU will then know that our machiives arc

THE BEST.

Slove.Ename'led and pialed in makers-

colours. Engine and gear boxes thoroughly

overhauled in our own workshops, and

GUARANTEED FOR 3 MONTHS.

Each machine complete^ with New Tyres.

Tool Bag. Pump, and Tool K->t.

2j h.p. DOUGLAS So^

V h.p DOUGLAS (.Solo) *85

i h.p. DOUGLAS (with brand new No. 2

Model Burlington Sidecar) SH"

4. h.p. TRIUMPHS (Countershaft Model) .. £100

ii.p. TRIUMPHS (with brand new No. 2
_

• Model Burlington Sidecar) "JO

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Send for our Bargain List of New and Second-

hand Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS SPARES.
Largequanlitiesof 2^and 4 h.p Spare Parts

£ t miles below Makers*^ Price.

Send us your enquiries and we shall be

pleased to quote you.

TO OWNERS OF COUNTER-
SHAFT TRIUMPHS.

Convert your clutch into foot as
well as hand control.

Foot Pedal for Sturmey-Archer Gear Box, 4/-

GENUINE NEW TRIUMPH
VALVES.
Ex W.D. Stores.

Inlel, complete with Spring and Cotter, 4,/-.

MILLER'S GENERATORS.
' Ex W.D., Type Ilia.

Brand new, 12/6 each.

List Price, 27/6. Postage, 1'-.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton,

NOBTON, 1920, new July, Big Tonr eufine,

triinie, Grado Hear, iiillion, coacbbudt sidel

Klaxon, tools, uuder 500 miles; £145, or near: oa|

85, Central Hill, Uiurer Norwood, London. LSI

1 Q20 JSTorton Big Four and Douglas sidecar, 4 Ian

J-ll 2 huge generators, Bonuitseu Speedometer, ,

cbanical bom, spare tyre and ''ihs'u^oS'l; '?"','
2

May. 1921, 2 carburetters (B. and B. benspiaj), i

grne sprocketi; oilers over f ISO.-Souderson, 23, W
St., Doncaster.

^'^

N.S.U.

TVf.S.U. 3h.p., B"o.«b n.as-., mi™'„*«^"l^S^-,™^A^i*
i> tion; £10.-Box 9, a.., c'o l/ie Ualoi Cvcle^

-Vr.S.U. 3i,:.h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, Bosch peil

IN order; £45; Saturdays, Sundays—^eaveb

Denmar Ed., Wimbledon. -
"-

'

1Q12 N.S.U., 6I1.P., 2-4peed, F-E.," and CB. s^

±y car, all lamps, etc.; £35.-Farnbanl^. 7, Be

champ Rd., Clapham Junction, S.W.ll '-^

N-^ao^i^iSr-BS^fer ^SS^
l9^'.1^5y^%t^^:?Hel^?^"=..--^
Hove. Susses.

,

XrUT. 1920 3i;.b.p., Masdyno, lully equipped sp,

JN did cnnditicm, Watford, speedomete. i
fllO-^

I Gile's Garage, Northampton. .

W- SPAHKOW, Ltd., Osborne Garage yco

. official N.U.T. agents, now b™'? "=, ."L™!!!;

early delivery; write or phone icr particulars. U
,

Yeovil 114.
,

„„,'"'
-1 rkpn N TT T Ma-dyno lighting, Lucas horn, enap

19 '°pfatYng 'aid -m'eehanlcal condition perfect ,

spares,'^inchtding unused
'^Xtbs ride 60 ' miles

surance policy valid 12
"X'^-!,^ "he=UT distric

genuine enquirer; uear,esl £150, Mancnt.c^i
^^

Box 9,946, c/o riic Motor Vlicle.

042/10 -O.K.. neiv....Tul.v, 1920, lamps and li«

i' Dewbii.st, Great liaddovr, CbelufetOid,

vd^i^^^-s.^-i^:^. K;r^vig

/^.K. ViUiers Aug 1920, Albion ^-specd>n^^

\J 200, complete; £56/10.—tJo.t a.aHa, t/u ^^

Citcle

[3

Salisbury. -*

O

I

u

'.k'SnXON 1920 2r..li.p,
2-=i5<>l[!v.'T4o''ci

'^

snares, excellent machine, a> new, i.40 c^
j,

inmg, Asbby Parva, Lutterworth. 1.4
j,

. , nnn T ^r^A nr-W S-lAll £1

111

DOUGLAS PATTERN
FOOTBOARDS.

si- h.p., 12/6 per pair; .( h.p., 15/- per pair.

These footboard are all rubber covered, with

brass edgings.

Ts 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS.
Write for particulars of our Clutch

Conversion Set.

No more broken drawbolts.

Haining, i\^nijy a.."-,
o-/iJ

:« r> C.NS-OK Union, 1920, brand new, 2-/^

43 2 stroke -Short, 437. Up.wr K'cbmo'id

^st Sheen, S.W.14. •Phone :
Eiehmond 2362.

y-v K Tunior 1916, .^mac, Dixie, extcUent conM „

Town, N.-7. ^ ^„ ^
_Omega. :

3r-5eiiS^5i.^i^ ^'^o.r^: -^^
p. and M.

and M., very early deliveries.-PoUaid, Broo^

Bd., Chelmsfoid. _

and M W.D. model, ov«rhauled, rc^enamd

£65.-180, Barry Bd., Duhvicb, Ixjudon. 13

J T\T iQiq thorou^blv overhauled and e'

tfn'vl ^a's-Polffiiir^omfield Ed., Cte

P
P
P
^'

J nT 1017 "2-sneed E.S., flrst-thiss conrlh

P- ??inp^-too"fbesVSIer' ovei>ieS-S47 Braccbr

DiTTnilinllMni. " y ''

TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
Motor Cycle Company, Ltd.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
Grams !

" BurlinRlon IVIotor«, Clapham.'

(^o yards Iroiu Clapham Comiuoa Underground
*^

Station.l

I

\\ ,\ll letters icl:.li.i« lo ;.tlvci ti.sciiv.ntr. should iiiiotc the number at the end of each

St., Birmingham, .

-D and M., £40, 2-speed "nteli.
,f
«>eu'lv

JJ^'''
';"!

P' neS- lamps, horn, luechanically . perfect
:

tli

Brummitt, Banbury.

-t rxm V and II. Coiiibinntion, beautiful condil

19'° nail mileag!-; fWO cash, no oflers.-lO, Par

Ed., West Hanipstead./

TO20 P. and Jt. Oiimbinntion new Hendcison «

IM ™r mileage 1/200, condition excellent; ill

Jiidglaii, nukes Av./nc,; Maiden, Sur.ey. t"

Pand M. CcinibiA"tiou, new sidecar, new lyr.s,

S;,l, all accessories new; £105, or cxcbango

oar.-Wain, Cotton Ed., Potters Bar, Middlcse.s. [.

Pand M 3!4i.p., now .Tuly, 1920, mileage 2

•

careful y driven; reasonable oHers.-Bart

228a, cfpsy Rd„ West Norwood. .'Sydenham 2210

a.m.-6 p.m. '

P.
and M. Combination, Dunhill. sidecar nnrt P

apron, lamps, ote., fully eampped; £100,

bnrgniu.-Melws. 154-156, Ut Portland .J>t._

^1 'Phono: 3426 Mayfair. Jg,^

advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES
P

FOR SALE.
and M.

i P' ^ii ^'
Jr^-'^-, Ji?^"^'' 'Mivered new fiom works

;Ln= Wn'^'i'^"'' ^'^°' Montgomery No. 2 sidecsT,^tempE, horn, all Epnres. m splendid condition; £105-
3 Blackburn WinsoVer l!d., Spalding. (3538

P' 'ih'K^l-
1?^°'°'' ^''''^'

^, "l"^"'^ 3"" 'ree engine, inJ- thorough running order, complete with Lica"
' .?niS"f, '^"fl "x?^

.generator, Bosch mag.r£27/10
J

3r near oirer.-65. High St., Keltham, MiddFesex. (3571

Premier.
[ih.p. S-speed Premier. Coachbnilt'i splendid condition --- -

Motor Cycle.

P.
and M. W.D.
anteed bv

3VL.h.p. Model, overhauled and gnar-
.i— ^78; others not overhauled but in

»,"°y,nn'"''^V ^f^'-
coninleto with MiUs-Fu [?rd

"
ide

MT, £100 and £H0; deferred pavments 7"A% eVra-llaudes, 100, Gt. Portland St., \V.l. [3950

P^;?^?^! ^"f ^S°'^'
e-^-W.D. models, thoroughly

7„nt S^i
" ''^^ "'"* guaranteed, tanks re-enameQerl

,a,n»/^„^'' "'''"?
<=l=f"' *78; ^™''ar models over-

inn »^,?^pfVn'''"""<l ^^ makers, £95; with sidecars,

00 Vf P^rfi?-.j"irPy'"™'= '^'i^ extra.-Maudes'
00, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter

[3803
Paragon.

'9^°.. v'l™!"",,^**™''*' 2-speed, spring frame, copper

o^nemo^T^
'''"^"°- ^'^^l^°-<^. Suffolk Ed.' S^^

_ (0189
Peco.

P^ES./'i*';''"^*'^', ^^^''•P- Henderson «deoai, 2

ole trill f?^'T''i''°y'*'''i''''''' ""'^'i '>"> "='^™-

[341!

Precision.

t^'^iii.Tri'''
?i«<=ision Combination, coachbnilt, sprungc wheel sidecar. KnfiplH croa,. j,o^ji„ ' ^.1:.°

„,„ ^'i^f' Eiifield gear, iandle starter,
etc.; S^5;erening after 7.30; appointment

Chetwynd Ed., N.W.S. [3527
-J., 109,

£35,
- — Combination,

bargain.—Box 988, c/o
[S3329

JEEMIEE S'ih.p. s-sperd Countershaft Combination

,et.r^p''-h°„™* "i"*''"^''' <^'^i*"'^
""d a'--etylene, spS

letjr., 2 horns, luggage and petrol carrier.^, etc every-ing giiaranteed perfect condition; any- trial- £90 orar ofler.-Write 35, Peak Hill, Sydenhaim [3270

>.V. 1913 3h.p., twii
stead Rd., Forest

P.V.
1 J..-\.P.;

Hill.
£27/10.- -127, Stan-

[3383

Quadrant.
[tJADBANT, new tyre and tube, good order; £20-
- Box 9,922, 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [3285

9^1i,W-^- Q"'"'?Dt Combination, Bosch, 3-speed

wmarl-S pf°h
°'^"

'

^^°--^- ^- Eolfe, 'Chevele?

,U-iDBANT 1S21 Combination, 5h.p., specialOlympia Show model, immediate delivery- £150[Jce-and Co., 15-16 Bishoi.sgate Ay., Caii^ilt St
1..3. Phone; Avenue 5548. [0066
l.tTADnAXT 1920 4'.a.p. Combination. !.hop-soil6d
1 a.= makers' specifications; at greatly reduced pri«

'

' if f*"*,?,'?^ '° bus-.-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland
I 1V.1. 'Phone: 3426 ilayfair. [7189

^^S^-^?','^^
"^''P- '^'», -S'^Ble; combination £145solo £115, new machines always in stock- th>

•f°St"''pf''^ ?"'/•' 'e";-Victor Hcrsman;
., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0277
120 Quadrant Combination, 4yh.p.. 3. speeds^clutch, and kick starter, all lamps, born
- ri'Vn'' ^'.f™'

delivered August, absolutely as
. £130: exchanges or terms.—Homac's 243 lowor
[iron Hd.. iX.E. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [tlS.

Hadco.
iO.—Eadco 2.6trcke, perfect, 120 m.p g all acc«s-

. HoKay n'V."'™"*
'" '>°"days.-35: Pieegroye

^^ ,Eadco Lightweight 2^.p. 2-sn3ed Modelslightly shop-soiled at giMtly reduced price

'

kwr.^^^l'''"'^
hst.-The Premier Motor Co., Iston

,, Kirmingnam. j-jggj

.'^„'2H„^'^''k"'^'^'.t'.='°5'^sP««3. 88 makers' speci
1

hr. t?m2 t' 'i?"""'",'!^' "* ^™*'>- r«'t";«l price; now
'

!'^l!hTns*°l4"2rSalFa^ir."*-'=^' «''
^""'"^f^tf

Readiug.Standard.
120 Eeading-Standaid, Canoelet sidecar electric

T'efr'^i^c'e-^Tploi""'
""'*« -^-. -'^"*

°^"lJH
EADING-STANPARD Combination, 1918 lOh p3 speeds; H. and P. clutch, electric lighting 2-'
er sidecar, speedometer, mechanical horl Caiieo

lew l7aSPo,ftfi'?.'
P«t^°I.'if"'er, tools, condS

1 „=n ?? outfit; any tna
; great bargain £12(1

ley, 99, Huxley Ed., Silver St.,^EdLonto°n Lofd™'
[3581

Reverei
SVEEE, 7i;iliers 2=Jh.p., 2-strok6, eoual to new
LSi^"r/,5°°°' -?«'"o>d Club m^ar dinner ^emonstrated anyivhcre; price, with spare belt tnt^

xTufke^^lt'B^edforl"^!^^'^- *^°-°"\^i'

Co.ei^

1921
DON'T HESITATE
ORDER YOUR NEW MACHINE

NOW
DELIVERY AT YOUB CONVENIENCE-

T.B. LIGHT CARS,
3 whee\ shaft drive

B. S. A.

SCOTT
VERUS
ALECTO
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
DOUGLAS
CALTHORPE
HENDERSON

NEW IMPERIAL
etc;

BURLINGTON SIDECARS
Special Models for the

TOURIST
or

SPEED MERCHANT

Write for our Illustrated Catalogues.

TRAOE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : " Burlington Motors, Clapham "

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
Rex.

£37; Rex Combina.tion 4h.p., handle start. 2-sncea.

ir , ^^i^h ^^- 'eliable.-102, Harold Ed., Upton
t-arK, i^.li. [3312

U,^5on''1-_ffJ.^' ^2°.'' ^SS-'^".'?"' '''H'.P^' hprn. etc.

„ ,

*!20.—Kniffht and %Vheatley, "Tli'e' Payement'.
Coulsdon, Surrey. [3460

REX 5-6h,p. Combination, coachbuilt. 3-speed, lamps,
speedometer, etc., perfect condition; £75—38

[3473Chalsey Ed., Brockley, S.E.4.

REX 1912 6-8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, handle start
overhauled, tyres, parts; £75; seen Saturdav after

3, Sunday iippointmcnt.—86, Chichele Ed., Crickiewood.
[3135

5-6h.p. Twin Eex, clutch, B. and B., Bosch, disc,
large copper exhaust, lamps, generator, low sporty

'bus, fast; £60; offers.—Club House, Newchapel Ling-
fleld, Surrey. . [3450

NEW Eex 8h.p. Combination, Blackburne engine,
detachajjle wheels, slightly shop-soiled, at greatly

reduced price ; write for special clearance list.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3894

"1 Q 20 Eorer SV^h.p,
-* «-' Dragon House, Petersfield,

31h.p.
2 horn, etc..

Rover.
all-chain, perfect; £125.- -Copner,

[3098

1920 Eover, new July, done 1,000, new lamps.
as new; £125.—Box 9,879, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [3108

ROVER 3',4h.p., B. and B., clutch, Bosch, good con-
dition and running order; £36.—Bowman, 9, Thirl-

inere St., Carlisle. [3426

1 Q20 31/^h.p. Eoyer, 3-speed, all chain drive, brand
i«/ new, shop-soiled; £127.—Clarke, 98, London
Ed., St. Albans. [3740

ROVER Combination, all that could be desired,
insured in July £136/5; 120 gns.—Write. Lewis,

12, Hafer Ed., S.W.ll. [3735

ROVER 6h.p. Combination, Army model, bought un-
nsed 1920, perfect condition, small mileage;

£140.—A.S., 93, Onslow Sq., London, S.W. [3305

T> OVER Motor Cycles. -Place your order with i.n

-tV official agent, the man who rides a Kover; im-
mediate deliyery.-Collard, Cook's Garage, Shitnal.

[2684

ROVER, 1916, splendid condition, countershaft, en-
gine rebored, new piston and rings, crank-pin, re-

bushed, tyres good; £85.—Binder, Jeweller, Oundle.
[3117

1 Q17 Rover, SMh.p. countershaft, Millford Corvette
Xt/ sidecar, the whole as new, no equipment: .?Z100,

bargain price.—Welford, St. James St., Brighton. .

[3CS0
1,Q 1 9 T.T. Rover, fully equipped, fast and economiciil,

,

JL t7 perfect condition throughout ; worth £90 ; no
reasonable offer refused.—Cant-rill, 172, Cross Rd.,
Coventry. - [X3414

OCTOBER, 1919, 3i5h.p. Rover Combination, Lucas
lamps and horn. Easting screen, luggage grid;

£135.
Lane,

-Seen bv apnointment, Templer, Kirkdale, Oldfield
Altringhamr [3371

6h.p. W.D. Eover Combination. 1919, hood, wind
screen, electric lighting, spring pillion seat, con-

dition as new

;

Ed., Belvedere,
£150,
Kent.

or near offer.-

1 Q20 3>fh.p. Eover

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the numb,

Owen, 4, Bexlev
[X3393

Motor Cycle, 3-Epeed, clutch "

and kick-starter, Lucas horn. Voles electric
lishtingr set, complete; £125.—Apply, 74, Mount-
Pleasant, Barrow-in-l^mess. [3535

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., W.D. model.
3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, had very

little use; £120; exchanges or terms.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 240S.

[3722
TJOVER Combination, 3Kb. p., 3-speed ccunfcershaft,
-tV kick starter, hood, screen, electric lighting, speed-
ometer, Tan-sad, grand condition, owner bcught car;
sacrifice £105.—Briarbank, Portsmouth Rd., Kingston-
on-Thames.

^
,[3919

ROVER 3>$h.p., countershaft -model,' also T.T. model.
Philipson pulley, as makers' specifications, shop-

Foiled; at jreatly reduced prices; now is the time to
hiir.-Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
3426 Mayfair. [7191

ROVER New 6h.p. Combination, latest type, bul-
bous back sidecar, slightly shopsoiled, excop-

tional bargain, which cannot be repeated; £175.—Elce
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. , [0065

NEWSV^h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speed
clutrli find kick starter, nnd with smart coachbuilt

sidecar; £180. or on deferred payments 5% extra, one
Quarter deDO^it, halao'^e bv 12 innntlilv instalments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London: [3439

"DOVER 5-6h.p., August, 1920, canoelet sidecar, new
-*-t engine last week, extra heavy Eempshall?,
puncture-proofed tubes, Lucas lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, grips, tools, etc., combination as new; £155,
or near offer; any trial.— 9. Eaton Ed., Coventrv.

. [:\!i459

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby 1921 Models, * book order now; de-

livery to ^suit clients.— S. E. Clapham (Motors)
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO.

er at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

[5833
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Royal Ruby.

SALE.

1 Q20 Roval Ruby, 3h.p„ spring frame, kick start.
J-£' 2-speed, itamediate delivery; £120—The Clydes-
dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow.- [0265

3 b. p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed, elutcb and
kick-starter, equipped witli Tan-Sad pillion seat,

lainp^, mecbanical born, etc., very little used and con-
dition as new; £110; may be obtained on Harrodj
deferred payments system.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., London. [3437

Rudge.
RtTDGE JSrew 6b.p. Model; £115, bargaln.-Marston,

31, Bridge St., Cbester. [3768

RUDGE 3'/,b.p. ^ £45; overbauled by makers.—Mareton,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [3771

£100.-
L3907

RTjDGE MuUi, 1914, Chatev coach sidecar; ^60.-
Taylor. 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham, [3643

RUDGE I.0.3I. Multi, neiv,
Cl-jrk, 7, Exliibition Rd.

slightly soiled

;

S.W.7.

Combination,
60, Bromar Rd.

lamps, splendid
Camberwell.

_ - [3176
Cycle, 1920, and sporting car,
£125.-Kniglit, Broomlleld .Hall,

[3397

RUDGE Slulti syi.p,
condition; £70.-

NEW Rudge Motor
complete, as liew

;

Chelmsford.

1 Q19 Rudge Multi, 3J2h-p., excellent condition, no
-fi-^ equipment: £50.—Welford, St. James St.,

Brighton. , [3679

RUDGE T.T., elutcli. E.I.C., Sensproy, discs, lamps,
etc. : £40, or near.— 2, Moreton Terrace Mexrs.

Pimlico, S.W.I. [3321

"RUDGE 3>ih.p. 1913, just overhauled, lamps, horn,
-t*- ete., £40, or nearest ojler. Ayllng, 4, Little Elm
I'lace, Chelsea. [3540

RUDGE Multi 1915 S'/di.p. Clutch Model, T.T. bars,
lamps, horn, speedometer; £48.—E. D. Vai-ty,

Thnndersley, Esfiex. « [3711

6h.p. big single and sidecar, con-
, all new lamps; £70.:—Welford,

Brighton. [3678

1 Q14 Rudge Multi,
^*y dition excellent
St. James St.,

RUDGE Isle o( Man Model 1920 Motor Cycle, only
used once; best ofier over £100.-15, King Ed-

ward's Av., Chelmsford. [3499

1020 I.O.M. Rudge, T.T., as new, perfect condition,
-It/ Watford '

'

' -----.-
bargain, £82.-7, South

r;u-k Hill Rd., Croydon. [3417

I.O.M._ Rudge, 1920, nearly new, equipped, signed
guarantee perfect; forced accept £80; obvious bar-

gain.-55, Eaton Terrace, S.W. [3477

1 Q20 SVih.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, mileage 500, splen-
Xi/ did condition: any trial; £95.—Parker, London
Road Garage, Batheastou, Bath. [2630

3Vl'h.p., single-
order; £65, or near offer.—Apply,.

R.A.B., The Shrubberry, Basingstoke. [3325

_ . , -, lamps,
racing cams, excellent condition

:

£85.—R., 19. Sunderland Terrace, Bayswater, W.2. [3145
"VrE.W_1920^ 5-6li.p.^and 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Coni-

speedometer

;

Croydon.

RUDGE Multi 1919 Touring Model,
cyl., excellent

-| Q 19 Rudge Multi, SV^h.p., I.O.M. T.T.
JLiJ Klaxon, pump,

binations in Stock,
and Co., Enfiold Highway

TJUDGE,

maker's price.—Shepherd
Tel. : Waltham X31.

[0341
.
2-speed Bradbury gears, recently completely

ovedhauled and re-enamelled, tyres good, lampe
and spares; £-60.-Cooper, 34, High St., Ware, Herts.

[3125
RUDGE Multi, I.O.M., 1920 model, only done 600

miles, and uuscratched, complete with lamps, horn,
tc.

: what offers?—Leethem, Arundel Factory, Ports-
'noiith.

. [3360

RUDGE TrO.M., 1920, mileage 800, overhauled liy

makers, very fast, with or without lightweight side-
car; best offers.-L. West, 71, Norbury Cresceut, Nnr-
I iiry, S.W.16. [3148

RUDGE, 1918-1919, Brooklands model, sloping
tank, all accessories, variable gear, fast and

powerful, in perfect order; £66, or take lightweight
part payment.—Snodgrass, 18, Junction Rd., Brent-
wood, Essex. [3610

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, I.O.M. T.T., little used, comrlete
--«.' with Lucfls horn, lamps, spare belt, etc.; will
I'.xchange for 1915 or 1916 25/lh.p. Douglas or Cotton
Ii*rlitweight and cash, or sell £96 or nearest.—Davies,
noo, Rochoster. [2464

T.T. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, starter,
any use, perfe t condition, not dis-

tiiik'nisliablc from new, owner getting light car; .any
. examination -or trial; complete with lamps and Lncae
lioin; £97, Ijargain.—Box 9,900, c/o The Motor Cuclr.

[3199

Sarolea.
i.p. Saroloii, good condition, needs few adjustments,
been standing; £18.-65, Douglas St., Ileptford.

[3502

Scott.

CCOTT, 1920, niileace under 1,000; fllO.-XIain

(^m^

n

D

n

1Q20 (May) 3Vill.P.
i-if hardly Jiad

&

V. id'.-. I.^imlirt^it(ln.
. 3(3.

[X3377
8*'()TTM, itiiiiiidi-'itc (Irlivpry from Kinfk, sdln nnil «-niri-

l»iiiatii>n.-(iibl), (iloin-eHt^r. 'I'liniu': 852. [3609

SOLES & HEELS

No matter what world conditions make
them dost you, we have continued to
base Ustikon sole prices on actual shoe
values—on what we put into Ustikon
Soles—on what you get out of them

—

full value for what you pay.

No apparatus is necessary, nails or screws are

obviated, and moreover, you get a sole that is

absolutely waterproof. Surely Ustikon Soles

are worth consideration.

Consider the wear not the price per pair.

GENTS', all sizes .. .. 3/9
LADIES', all sizes.. .. 2/9

Complete with Sol-fix and directions.

USTIKON .^

HEELS v*#^iPi=
The wearing ^:^^*»i^-;^23»^»t»S
quality of ^Bs^^j^W^f
these Heels ^^^i^. ..^^ftE^,,.^

Is Indicated by th ^'*S;.. >•?»$*»
fine workmanship "X '\^

and cafeful finish. Ir

actual weap they ape still

better than you expect.

ir—11" lod.

ir-ir v-
2^—21" 1/6
2.i"-2.| " 1/9
3" 2/-

"Are well worth a trial."

Please state size wlien ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost o!

postage to the Manager, Oept E.

Footwear Dept.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria. S.W.I.

SCOTT Sprjial Coniiiftition Mndnl.
new Ktl

St., Clic'ter.

wjilcd, £120; aim
-'

1)1 -

(3768^
SIOCKISTS WANTED.

WRITE TO-DAV.

Q

Jf

MOTOR

SCOTT
£88;

CYCLES
Scott.

Combination, 19151V

FOR SALE.

,_. splendid conditioi
- - . foi- solo, cash adinstmeut.—57, Kenbury Si

Camberwell, London. [33^

SCOTT, solo and combination (new), Sin. Pahnois,
stork : eash, exchange, or easy pajTnents.—Metotk
' .-— [38»

1917-18, excellent m
12, Comwi

[39!

recent overliai

-.See

[31-

very sooil ee

or excbant:e.
.37.

25, Horton St., Halifax.

IT-Q GXS.—Scott combination.
• vj elianical condition : esclianges.
Mews; Gloucester Ed., S.W.7

SEMI-T.T. Scott, Boscli, Dec., 1914, recent c
xeplocenient^ cost £20; reasonable ofier,

Hig-li Street Garage, Gnildford.

SCOTT Couibiuatfon.
c ition, any trial

46, Fielding Hd..

fully eanipped,
£80, nearest,

Wadsley Bridge.

1 Q20 (July) Scott Combination, electric hshtins. ton

-•-•-' indistinguisliable from new: £160,- or ueare

o«er.-8. Merchants Hill, Wainfeliu, I'ontypool. lol.

SCOTT Combination, 1914, Bosch, B. and B., 2-f.\Ki

=*tc., complete, aceumnlator electric light ;
way

tuning; £55.-Thorne, 2*, Temple Ed.,. South Ealin
|30"

ODiT, 1920 sports model,
enamel as new, plating

machine; £115.-1'), Lavin,

horn, very small milen^

fair, -perfect order, lovt

)ld House, Sonning, Bert
[241

SCOTTS from Welford, Scott agent, Brighton.-.^

Scott spares in stock, 1921 models for immedia
delivery; solo £130r combination £170. Get it

Welford's. ' l36'

Model, special JDlympia .She

£130.—Elce and Ci
SCOTT 1921 Sports

model, iramediate delivery;

15-16, Bishopsgate- Av., Camomile St,

Avenue 5548.

good mechanii

E.C.3. 'Phoni
[001

I 015 Scott C.B. Combination, .,

-Lt7 dition, been overhauled and repainted, couipk

with lamps, hood, and screen: £75, or offer.- J 11:

gent, Chobham, Woking. L^o

SCOTT Eotarv Valve T.T. Machine, S'/jh.p., 2 iiln

per cylinder, racing gears,- actual Tourist Troii

winner, requires slight repair and tuning; what olfei

—Capt. Hay, Cookham, Berks. -=5

SCOTT and Henderson Sidecar, Nov., 1920, acetyle

head, electric, side and tail lamps, Watford siiei

ometer,light car, rear tyre, only done 100 miles; fl6

trial by appointment.—Greenway, iSTaval College, Gi«
wich. f^'

COTT, 1913, auTI coachbuilt sidecar, Binks caria
8'"=

except leak in water jacket occurred last week;-

reasonable offer accepted: cash wanted; shown rumui
Saturday afternoon or Sunday.-Turner, Allan Hajli
Hambrook St., Eyeworth, Cheltenham. t-^™!

SCOTT, T.T., speciallv built for the T.T. f{tQl|

rotary valves, double pnle ignition, thoroB]

overliauled, re-enamelled and plated, largest P. anc

lamp set, very fast; inspection invited; £85; excMM|
or easy terms.—Scott .-Vgcnts, Homac's, 243,

Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.
Lou I
[37:1

SIXGEK 3lih.p.

runnii
Cheylesmore,

Singer.

2-speed Countershaft Model, inj
pf; £27/10.- Peai-son, Gate B"

Coventry. \A

Sparlibfook.

10|20 Sparkbrook 2%ih.p., 2-speed, as new
-lt> front and rear, horn, and spares, Cowey

^est tiiigl

£70, no offers.-E. B. Job, Oxted.

used for dtittV

SPAEKBEOOK (Octoberl 1920
' - speed, footboards, complete

ometct;

;

1 020 2%h.p. 2-speed Sparkbrook,
-Lt/ stration purposes, few miles only, perfect oonl

tion; £63.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, GkB
St., Cambridge. 'Phone : 995. I.A. : Blc^Tles. [3B[|

Model, 2oih.p.,

with lamps, LU' '

horn, leg shields, etc.; open to expert examinatli i

price £70.-0. Baker, Christchuroh St., Ringwood, Hnr 1

SPARKBROOK 2";f,h.p., 2spoed, the lightweight w
J

an ultra finish, as makers' specifications, aO',
1

soiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the linil! [4

buv.-Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Pn^tl
3426 Maylair. I'M

Sun.
:|

1020 Siin-V.T.S.. Stnrmev-.'ircher 2-9reed gear, ho'H

J-f controlled clutch and kick starter, soiled 011

J

genuinely as new; £63.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-; I

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. -. T.A. ;
Bicyclca

[3f 1

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM Now 3',jh.p., 3-speed; £155/8.-

Oiirage, llugliy.

SUNBEAM 1921 S'.bh)/-,

liiilcs; £155, no offers.

-

Eobbi,..

perfect, uuscratched, ^'('(

Banks, Clifford St., r({<

SUNBEAM 1920 Sjih.p. model, head and rear laTOJ

bulb horn, as now; £160.-Parker's, Btad8n)|l

gate, Bolton. l*^'

TO 14 Sunbeam Slih.p., in excellent order, with ;)
X.O oar; £110; particulars with ple:i»nie.—W., JJro.i

Meal Bank, Kendal. I"

SUNBEAM 3i;.h.n. 1919 Condnnntion, i>'it'' "L'*
cCHRoripp. speeflometer, iind wind ecrecn.— Miu»i

31, Hiidiic St., Chester. [3

A 36 Ml letters relating to ndvcrtlsemcnts alioulJ yuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam

C2\BEAar, 1920, 3 months old, fully eQiiipped, con-
'

. ditinn excelleut : £135; -iatercbangeablo n-lioel'=.—

yne, Eccleston, Chester.
"

[X2898

UNBEAM 3'/^h.p. Combination, unused and still in
crate; list price; owner bought ear.—Gill, Riitter's

n, Bioonifield. Chelmsford. [X2912

919 8h.p, Twin Sunbeam Combination, Lnr.is
drunmo lighting-, perfect order, complete; £195.

Ones, Cheveley, Farnham. [3186

921 Sunbeams; guaranteed delivery of all models.

-

Brighton and District Agents, Hewett Bros.. 94.
sl€rn -Rd., Ilore, Sussex. [0342

ib.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920, mileage under
2 500, condition as new, Lucas lamps, horn;
80.—Chirner's Garage, Harpenden. [3241

921 3'/^h.p. Simbenm Combination in stock for ira-
medinte -delivery ; makers' list price.—J- Smith

d Co., 52-54, Harapstead Rd., N.W.I. [0353

li.p. Sunbeam Combination, new November, 1919,
black and gold, electric lighting, spare wheel ; what

eis:—Write to Sunbeam, c/o"Abbctt, Easteheap, Lon-
a, E.G. [3087

920 Sunbeam SVsb.p.r Lucas horn, lamps (King
Road), Bonniksen, grips, spares, unpunctured, in-

i-ahre, excellent condition ; £140.—Barrett, 21, Albert
: .,' Devonport. [3092

lEALLY Excellent SV^h.p. Sunbeam^ 3 months old,
w Cowej' speedometer and horn, marvellous accelera-

very fast; 158 gns.—12, Mavfield Rd., Wimble-
1, S.W.19. [3666

920 Sunbeam SVsh.p.. brand new; immediate de-
livery ; £ 155 / 8 : exchangee or easy terms.-

mac's, 243. Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone

;

Iston 2408. [3718

919 Si^h.p. Sunbeam, Miller lamps. Klaxon, tools,
fully insured, solo, sidecar sprockets; any trial

inspection; £135. or nearest reasonable offer.—Girl's
ammar School, Watford. [3565

i

UNBEAM 1919 8h.p^ jind sidecar, done 5.000, just
overhaided by works, nenrlv new tyres, lamps, wind

re€D. speedometer, excellent condition ; £160.—A.
lUey, The Lodge, Harrow Park, Harrow. [39C9

UNBEAM 1920 3V2h.p. -.Sporting, witli Millford
' Skiff sidecar, done 4,000 miles, at present being
srhauled by Sunbeams, available immediately after
oas; £160.—Shaw, Hoifields Parm, Eotlev, Hants.

- [3269
ih.p. Sunbeam, 1916, late, and B.S.A. sidecar
2 attached, screen, tools, electric lighting, speedo-

,
ter, spare tyres and tubes, been carefully ridden,
al; seen by appointment.—P. Veare, Havant, Hants.

[3457
UNBEAM 1920 3',^>h.p. Sports Model, Lucas bend

and tail lamps, separate generators, Lucas horn,
itford speedometer, Aniac and B. and B. carbur-
ers. excellent condition ; £135.—Siddelev, Craekley,
milworth. [S:3362

ih.p. Sunbeam, 1920 model, oil hatli chain cases,
2 laminated front spring fork, lamps aad horn,
abeam No. 1 sidecar fitted two months ago. tyres
QQst unmarked; cash offers invited.—G. Sniitli. The

(»tar Circle. Coventry. ^ [X3306

UNBEAM Combination, 6-8h.p.. interchangeable
wheely, spare wheel, electric lighting, speedometer,

ad screen, hood, legshields, luggage carrier, handle
ifls, spares, etc., in excellent condition; £165.-97,'
J5S Lane, Swinton, Manchester. [0360

UNBEAM.—We -ajre Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

d plating under the supervision of Mr. T. C. ds la
ly Hate Sunbeamland).—The Molineaux Garage Co.,
d., Wolv3rhamjitcn. Tel.: 1160. [3458

915 3^^h.p. Sunbeam Combination (Canoelet), lamps,
liom, Watford speedometer, spare tubes and parts,

Jenge 4,000, used only week-ends, perfect nmning
odition; any trial; absolutelv genuine bargain, £120
12, Wcodfield Ed., N. Ealing, W.5. [3910

Q18 Sunbeam 3i.^h.p. Solo, 3-speed, and handle-bar
*^ clutch, -P. and H. lamrps, Klaxon, trip speed-
leter, Biiiks carburetter, kicks over in neutral, will
nib anything, spare cover and tube, extra T.T. handle-

: 112 gns.; seen by appointment—Purdv, Hook-
Park, Epsom: [3273
XBEAM 4h.p., Prench military model, done 1.500
miles, appearance good, condition better th.-iu new.
excellent, Smith's trip speadometer, -usual tcol^;.

--, gas and electric lighting. Aoe discs, electric and
i<";is horns, very reliable, f;ist machine; any jnspeo-
m; £130.—Dodds, Clifton Villas, Sunderland. [3620

Q20 3V;.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, new July 30th.
•^ Eastmg screen, Cowey trip speedometer.- P. and
.lamps, separate generators, horn, spare inner tube,
.11 set of tools, perfect condition, un^nctured, small
denge, insured to Aug. 4th, 1921; bargain for quick
Is; owner going abroad.—Pitcairn, Amport, Andovej'.

;
Q20 3'/^h.p. Sports Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar,

Y Dunhill wind screen, . Bonnikfen speedo-
eter, Oowey horn, Hunt's electric lighting, ex-
pnonal engine, specially tuned for speed, every-
ing perfect in every detail, no wear any-
aere, all tyres unpunctured, also spare tube and com-
lete set of tools, repair outfit, and insurance to Sep-
imoer; £185, or near ofEer cost £230.—Shal;espear,
|i, Park Mansions, Knightsbridge, S.W. [3154

^ SPECIAL

rXMAS
TOFFER^

Q To every purchaser of a newO
cover w^e are prepared to

g ive, free cff charge, anew and
hilly guaranteed Inner Tube.

TYRES
D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Swift.

SWIFT 3',ih.p., 3-speed, free engine, P. and H.
lamps, engine very powerful, toured 1.400

miles through Wales this year ^vith no trouble: owner
buying big combination: £60, .or offer.~J. Huntlev,
322, Glyn Hd., Clapton, B.5. [3966

T.D.C.
4?25; T.D.C. 2-speed. clutch, lass mag
<^ gift.—Capt. Collens, rairbolm,
Thames.

Our List
Size. Hake. Price. Price.

26x2 Avon Rubber Stud 25/6 31/-
,-, Englebcrt \\'iied-on Rib 25/- ii/-

26x21 .^von Combination «/. 91/-
„ Hutchinson Piissenger... . 41 - 6S/g
„ Beldam Extra Heavy. . . . 39,6 64/-
„ Bates No. i Special 39/6 67/-
„ Dunlop Heavy 39 .'S 33 '6

,, Palmer Cord Ribbed 39/- 52 /6
"

Clinciier De Luxe Ex. Hy 37/6 62 ;6

„ S. Jloulton Extra Heavy 37/6 'i9/-

,1 Enslei^ert Wired-on R.S. 35'- 64/-
5s;-
60;-

34/-
30/-Englebert Wired-on Rib

26x25 Dunlop Heavy 41 ;6 56 '9

,
Palmer Cord Heavy .... 39/6 66/-

„ Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hv. 39,1- 68/6
,, Bales No. r Special 37/6 71 /6

„ Avon Tricar Rubber Stud 34/5 72/6
26x2,\ Palmer Cord Heavv O.S. 59,'-

„ S. Moulton Extra Heavy 45,'- --77i-

„ Beldam Extra Heavv .

.

45,'- 7S;-
- 11 Palmer 2-ply Ribbed. . . . 39,'-

28x3 Goodrich Safety Tread..

.

52 6
Dunlop Extra Heavy. . . . as '3 84--

,. Wocd-Milne Extra Heavv 35/- Sl/-

„ Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads 33/-
,, Moseley Ex. Hy. 3-rib...

.

28/6 7S/-
650 < 65 Palmer Cord Heavy .... 68/- 79 ,''6

„ -Avon 3-rib 58 ;- 75/6
,, Dunlop W.D. Grooved . 52 ,'6 77,'-

700x80 70 -. S6/3

'BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS

o

Q

D
o

Dunlop. Pedlev. Bafcsi.

etc. Per Foot, Ml
Jin.

1/9
jin. lin.

2/2 3/3
T 'in

3/.

RETREADING AND
REPAIRS A SPECIALITY
—o— Send for our Price List. —o

—

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
{Seven dai/s aoainst remittance.)

Q

nearly new;
Sunbury-on-

[X3327

Triumph.:
TEIUirPH 3',:4.P.. varinWe Bear, drop frame; £35.—

Mafston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3766

ALL-CHAIN Triumph, new October, 500 miles; bi»st

offer over £120.—Banks, Clifford St., Tork. [3166

1Q12 T.T. Triumph, complete, less engine, earner;
X«7 £14.—Merry, 19, Victoria St., Nuneaton.

[X306O
1Q16 Baby Triumph, 2-spc6d, like new; £40, first

J-tJ cheque secures.—Box 989, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X3330
TEIUMPH 3>^.p., perfect nmning order, excellent

condition; £38.—Dodd, 25, Princes Ay., Chester.
[3533

LATE 1919 Triumph and Sunbeam sidecar, as ne\v.

Easting, fully eauipped; £135.-3, Harrington Sq.,

X.W.I. [3082

'T'EIUMPH 3'!!h'.p., in first-class condition: £40: any

Fieids.
correspondence. — 45, Blackstone Ed, London

[3422

clutch, minor defects, good
ParticiUars, Kirk, Kegwcrth,

A264-266,Vauxhall Bridge Rd,A
JJ Victoria, S.W.I.

^
^LXelephone: Victoria 6553

-I Q12 5V2I1-P. Xiiumpli,
-t*? runnins order; £30.- _ , ,

Derby. - [3427

TRIUMPH 1914 ^hrv. C.B. Combination, 3-speeii,

e3:cellent condition: £68.—Ireland, Santey. War-
rington. [X3271

TRIUMPH, 1919, as new: £92.-Dentarrorlois, 769,
The Broadway, Manor Park, Eomiord Rd., Lon-

don, E. [3333

"IQ20 Triumph Spring Wheel Gloria Ccmbination,
JL«^ absolutely" perfect condition throughout; £126.--
below.

~
^

1 Q20 Triump-i, all-chain, brand new. , slightly shop-
i *^ soiled ; £ 1 26.—Edwards, 50 , Harrington Ed.,

South Kensington. 'Phone; Kensington 3709. [3841

1 Q20 Triumph, countershaft, Henderson sidecar, .as
-Ltf new; 129 gns.—Ciaiglais, Dukes Af., Xew Mai-
den, Surrey. ,

[30E9

1 Q21 Triumph, 3-speed, latest cush .drive: list

-*-^ £127/10, sacrifice for £117/10.—Reynolds, Water-
bea'ch, Cambs. _ ' [3899

JUNIOR Triumph. 1920 model, perfect, 500 miles.

lamps, horn; £60.—Berry, 205, Hyde Kd., Wcod-
ley, Stockport. [3160

1 Triumphs; all models in stock for immediate
delivery.^Tbe Premier IVIotor Co., Aston Rd..

[3895

TRIU]\IPH 3V''h.p. 1912-13, dutch model, thoroughly
renovated; £45.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St..

ActoD, London. [X3386

3ih.p. 3-speed Triumph, euajne in perfect order: £50,
2 or ceare't; photo sent.—Wm. Drummond, Biact-

ridge. West Lothian.
"

[3315

TRIUJtPH 5V;.h.p., 1912, chitoh. -good condition;
exc'iantre 2"stroke; sell, £30.—Slater, 8. Graemes- .

dyke Av., Mortlake. ' [3459

TRIUMPH. 1914, S-speed, clutch, Canoelet C.B. side-

car, electric lighting, good condition; £80.-63,
Chelverton Rd., Putney. [3266

1 Q19 Triumph, as new, large P. and H., all spares,
JL*7 oversized piston fitted; price £95.—Harveyson,
Woodhail, Hatfield, Herts. [3086

"I (C|21 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stock for
-*-«^ iminediate deUverv.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54,
Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0354

"I Cbl5 Triumph, 3-6peed, clutch, accessories,' recentiy
-1-t/ renovated, excellent condition; bargain, £55.-26,
Becmead Av., Streatham. [3503

TRIUMPH, free engine, pedal kick start, drop frame,
horn, lamps, Broohs saddle, tyres sound; £50.—

Ba53,- Golf Club, St. Neots. ^ [3294

20 , T.T. Triumph, indistinguishable from brant]

new, mileage 500; cost £115, sacrifice lor £85.-

19
Birmingham.

19
Reynolds. Waterbeach, Cnmtip. [3900

TBIUMPH Combination, £125; 1919, hood, screen,
lamps, perfect order, various spares.—K., 38,

Marlow Ed., Anerley, S.E. [3466

BABY Triumpby- 1919, excellent condition, lamps,
horn, toctboards ; £67.—Graham, Kosebank, Naut-

n-ich Ed., Middleirich, Clieshire. . [3385

TEIUMPH 3',41i.p., clutch, about 1912, speedometer,
lamps, eoachbuilt sidecar; snip, £39,'10; ride away.

—365, King St., Hammersmitli. [3625

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 1918. re-enameHjed, perfect
order, head lamp, electric reai", tools, horn; £75.

—3, Kildowan Rd., Goodmayes. - [3307

1 Q13 Triumph 3|^.p.. single-speed, excellent con-
-Lt/ dition, recentlr overhauled: £35 or best offer.

—

Lone, The College; Wye, Kent. [3228

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number :it the end of each advertisement, and the dnte of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEItJMPH 1920 4h.E. Model, Triumpli sidecar, horn,

Watfoid sDeedometer, eaual to new; ^J'f^
P,irker's, Bradshawgnte, Bolton. [X3367

4h.p. Countershaft Triumpli, 1918 model, lamps,

horn, and tools, in first-class condition; fcSO.—L*.

Murphy, Blackridge, W, Lothian. [3314

TRIUMPH 3iih.p., iMlieved 1912, clutch, new Bosch,

lamps, horn, excellent condition, iast; £37.—Bona-
vista, Bowes Bd., New _

Southgate.- [3080

TEIUMPH 1918, '3-sp«ed, C.B, sidecar, electric light-

ing, new speedometer; £96; after 6, or week-end.—

8, Parolles Ed., Highg.nte ArchwSy. [3486

1Q14 Triumph, sidecar, 3 'speeds, clutch, fully

-Lt/ equipped, good condition; trials; .^65.— west,
5, Sutherland Terrace, Ebury Bridge. [3667

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, excellent condition;

£75, or reasonable offer; seen by appointment.—
Coleman, 81, Nightingale Lane, S.W.12. [3601

TEIUMPH 1917 Countershaft, just overhauled, -acces-

sories, spares; £85, or near offer; by appointment.

—Millikin, 24, Warren Ed., Chingford. [3489

TEIUMPH 1918 Countershaft, new tyres, overhauled

thoroughly and repainted, guaranteed condition.—
Letters, 54, Canal Ed., E. Sheen, S.W.14. [3138

TEIUMPH, countershaft, 1918, 4b.p.. 3-Epeed, lamps,
Stewart horn, Tan-Sad, in excellent condition;

£80.-27, Richmond Park Rd.,. Bournemouth. [3240

3th.p. Clutch Model Triumph, lamps, - horn, tools.

2 spares appearance and mechanical condition per-

fect; £40, offers.-21, Plaston Ed., Plumstead. [3174

TEIUMPH 1920 4h.p., Jittle used, fitted with new
Swan sidecar; best offer over £140 accepted.—

Buckingham, 21, Tindal -St., Chelmsford, Essex. [3500

TEItJMPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
plating as new, horn, lamps, spares, Tory small

mileage; £70.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning,- Berks.
[2482

BRAND New 1920 Triumph Combination, handsome
outfit, equipped regardless, insured; cost £191,

accept i£150.-i60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.
[3653

TRIUMPH, ^11 1921 Models.T^Early delivery, satis-

faction guaranteed by booking with S. E. Clap-

ham (Motors), 27, Stookwell St., Greenwioj, S.E.iO.

TEIUMPH- 1913 S'Ah.p., T.T., Bosch, re-enamelled,

lamps, horn, belt, tyres, practically new, engine
nerfecf £45.—Whiting, 40, Agraria Ed., Guildford.
' [3455

TRIUMPH 1917 C.S., 3 speeds, etc., all accessories,

1920 new gear box; £78, near offer-; must sell;

cash wanted.—Norchi, 59, South Island Place, Brixton.
[3697

4h p. Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 45964. re-

cently completely overhauled, good order, believed
1917- £6"7710 lowest.—Sealey, 88. Princes Ay., Wat-
lord. ,

f3747

T.T. Triumph 31Ah.p., 1912 engine, 1914 frame,
speedometer. Klaxon, lamp, knee grips, good con-

dition- £32, or nearest; photo.—Church, Bishops Stort-

ford. [3303

BRAND New Type II 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, flttel

With special bulbous back coachbuilt sidecar;

£160—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birming-

ham.
'

'.3896

1 018 Countershaft Triumph, engine and enamel per-

-LtF feet, leg shields, new mudguards and tyre, in-

i-niance, accessories; £80, or offers.-Elmfleld, PittviUe.

Cheltenham. [X3381

TEIUMPH 4h.p;, Model H, new November, not

done 250 miles, fitted F.E.S. lighting, ^Watford
speedometer, Lucas horn; £115.-Burnett, Eowsley,

Derl)y.shirc. E3369

TEIUMPH 4h.p., believed 1918, countershaft, 3

speeds new Dunlops, aluminium discs, large

lamps, horn, tools; sacrifice £82/10.-365, King
Hammersmith. [3624

FOCH lor 1921 Triumphs; earliest deliveries.— 5.

Heath St., Hampstead <nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9.". in-

eluding Saturdays. [3354

TRIUMPH. 1911, 3'Ah.p., Bosch, fixed engine, nearly

new tyres and tubes, good appearance and condi

lion horn, lamps; £37, or nearest.—Brougb ton

Mai'slon, Oxford. [3648

-012 Triumph 3'Ah.p., fixed gear pulley, engine newly
l-tJ overhauled by makers, excellent condition; owner

coing abroad ; £40.—Wathen, 9, Sutherland House, Mar-

loea Ed., Kensingtoil. [3274

-1 020 Triumph Model H, Lucas lamps, Lucas horn,

X«7 Cowev trip speedometer, mileage under 2,000,

),,-ifeft condition throughout; £115.—Mackiunon, 25,

Ridinioiid Ed., Staines. 3495

TnlUMPn, 1921.—All models lor immediate de-

livery at list prices; exchanges, extended terms.
— Kj.c and Co., Jlishopsgata Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3.

I'lionc; Avenue 5548. 10072

1 019 Triumph, not W.P. or renovated, polisherl ra-e.-,

XtJ (^iiditiou and appearance a« now. compleT.-.

lamps, mols. spare valve, tube and cover; £90.~Cndiiiaa.

liirrlitrec, Keresiey, Coventry. [X330^

118 Triumph CIS. Combinntion. Dnnlop tyrci19' Lnca.- lomii^, luunp, otii., in ftrst-olnss onlrr," any

Iruil- no reofonablfi offer realised.—Che.HterH. On-liarO

OaVaK**. Bedford Park. Cliiswifk. [3688,

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO-STHORES.

They get the
Best results
Jrom your
eivgiivc.

MR. VIVIAN PRESTWICH

riding a 250 c.c.

DIAMOND -J.A.P.

motor cycle

on November 29lh,

at Brooklands

BROKE
28

RECORDS.
The machine was fitted with

ABSOLUTELY
STANDARD-

B. & B.

CARBURETTER.

Send for descriptive

Booklets, post free.

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR C\LCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH, latest- model H, £127/ 10- Triu

, Junior model, £75; Triumph. Model H. renov

by makers, just delivered, as new, £105.—Eagles
Co., 275, High &l., Acton, London. [X

1 O20 Triumph Combination, special G.L. semi s

-LI/ ing body, Dunhill chassis. Cameo screen, la

horn, and spares, condition as new; £160; app
ment.—Fooks, 39, Warwick Av., W.9. 1

1 0|21 Triumph, -all-chain, £140: 1921- Triu^

LV chain-cum-belt, £127/10: 1921 Triumph,

type, 3-speed, £105; 1921 Triumph Junior, £75
in 6tock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. L

,

lit

TEITTMPHS In Stock: Model H solo, £127
Model H combination, £182/10; lightweight,

and W.D. Model, £105.-At the Triumph Af
West's (tiucolu), Ltd., High St., Lincoln. [Jt _

1Q17 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt siajji.i

-L «3' speedometer, Easting wind screen, lamps,
;1

pump, tools, and insurance policy, first-class condi

£125.—Apply, 25, Buckingham Place, Brighton. U

TEIUMPH 4h.p., 1919, Model H, countershal ai

speed, Watsonian latest sidecar with tas -

screen, excellent condition, all accessories; i-L

Eagles and Co., 275, High St.^ Acton, London. [A:

TEIUMPH Gloria, all 19M improvements, si

drive, top tube gear change, leg gmirds, ii

electric, hood, screen, spring wheel, perfect order
;

i;

seen Midlands.-Box 983, c/o The Motor Cade, q

1 Q16 Countershaft 4h.p. Triumph StMmey 3-^31

ly hand clutch, new l«?lt, t""tfes'^i,.,'i™?="i ,
looks as new, excellent running ol<i/''v?fi iKamn d

set, bargain; £58/J0.-21 Norfolk Ed., LittlehamJ t

TO 20 Triumph 4h.p. MiUtord Combination, lal

LV Klaxhorn, screen, higgage carrier leB SUJ

tools, accessories, in perfect eo°'ii'i9°',»'L'?''=if^

any trial; £116.-H., 51, Shoot-lip-HiU London,
^^^

rpKIUMPH, Model H. £127/10. S^D. £140.

i CI 05 LW £75; combination. Model

/i82/10 SD £195; immediate delivery.-Vi

Ha?die and Lane Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., Lop.

W.l ^

R{

*

El

>'

II

Olhn Triumph, Bosch, B.B., Mahon clutch, lal

3i 'oortoaX ride av;ay £3° •.. "'=0 triumph t.

with Best and Lloyd, 25/-; triumph PuUey,

Klaxon, 17/6.-10, AVmdermere Rd., London, B

After 6.
"

':^

Herts. -If

den. N.W. -1

1018 Triumph 4h.p., countershait, 3,
speeds, cla

19 "and kii st^.ter, Lrjcas laXnge°s- ir^'Srl

Si,'ma^s!'-2l3:Tref •Clt^fon ^!tt?°^N.E. T^
Dalston 2408. _ .

'

1AA SIP.G. Guaranteed: "20
,

"th p. Timi

.100 lightweight, canoelet, si'?':«>"f„ "^'^'U""
back re=t wind screen, and farner, lanip>, M!C

J^.^'^J-jy'^*,;)!
spares, tools, insurance, tfial; £139.

Sylvan ltd., Wanstead. J-_.

1 ftl9 (October) 4h.p. Triumph with 1920 Montgofl

It) Sdcrar lamps horn, Easting, .luggage gnd,

j

M.^ly new Dunlops excellent condition, dmen pie

Swner S; offers; trial by ,apjoiutment.-C. B. .1

well. Admiralty, London.

-i ir\9n Triumph Combination, veiT; sporty outw

19 bars Ace discs, long exhaust ^^r>e foH'^S,
let sidecar, with special wind screen and lusg",-^

Lucas accessories, tyres uupunctured; fl50.-ra

8 Mardol Head, Shrewsbury. I

fir*
p"!™ '£llo° nrnrt r "dise.-Keen, Leominster. C

IVTFW Triumnh 4h.p. Countersliaft Model, £1271

Soi5:S;'^^^^,"f^'Bl^=lS^^
995. T.A. : Bicycles.

-1 rvi9 Triumph Combination, brand new, sporti

19 ,„,lih«l aluiuinium s.^iecar, w ml J^^een

.,1 lo 1 onil '(li'c all round, large size P.H. lamjj

f,fa< horn, spa, e.hain anrl belt, long exlmini:

ametran™ as new, ;lrst-cl.,-.s thronghout; £12S,

ga n -^l" ivhaveu, Flowery Field, Stockport.

Velocette.

rELOCETTE 2'jh.p.. .2-speed, all-ohnin drive, Wf,

£45.— Hendeisiiu, Cl we Rd., Nantwich.

H
V

DESMAN can do Vclocettcs from stock.-VII

. lloiwilun, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Hverpooli ((I

EI.dCETTE, only ridden If" miles; for imraetl

sale, £70.- Pollard, Broomfleld Hd., Cliell^»|

,:j.S All letters relating to advertisements should tjuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

rELOCETTE 2-stroke, 2-6pee(J, No. 382/15, clmin
ilrive, souud, reliable, climb any hill; £40.—Craw-

ora, Cuasett. [3162

VEARLY New 1920 Latest Model Velocette. ..
-1 oL"t-rs: accept £65. quick sale.—Stevenson's Gar-
ge, Tunbridge Wells. 'Phone : 425. [3235

FMAIEDIATE Deliverv of new 1921 model P2
L Velocette: £75.—Sole BiiTningham Agents, The
l-emier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5897

"I'DONOVAN Motors arc sole London and district
-^ agents for the wonderful Velocette: immediate
eliTery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a. Gt. Portland St..
f-l-

,
[4708

"IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 model, 2'/Sh.p., 2-speed, all-chain

ive: £75.—Agents: W. Sranow, Ltd., Osborne Garage
«<"'' [1632
7"EL0CETTE 2.strolie Lightweight, excellent Condi-

„tion, lighting set, etc. ; accept £32, or exchange
ir Tniimph, Douglas, or good 4-stroke lightweiEht-61.
3ufh Ivorwood Hill, South Norwood, S.E. (3093
/ELOCETTE, the lightweirtit with a big heart. In

ttOLk tor immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatly
dnced price; now is the time to buv.-Mebe^, 154-156
t. Portland St., 'Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7196

ii'''''',,
'^f''^'«'te. last year's sports model, 2 speeds.

'* all chain, better than new, Bonniksen says 2,400
Ues, Lucas accessories, has done 50; bargain, £60-
ry sjre.ial.—Buckley-, c/o Priory Candv Co., Shirler,
ar Birmingham. "

[3222
Verus.

7"EEtJS, 2uih.p. Blackbnrne, 2-5peed. clutch, new
slightly soiled; £95.-CIark, 7, Exhibition Hd.,"'^-

[2691
»35 dov»n and S monthly payments of £7/10 secures

a brand new shopsoiled 1920 Verus Blackburne
peed 2>4h.p.—Maudes' (below).

»40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secures
' a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verus Blackburne.—
audes, lOp, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St.,
leter. [-3804

Vindec.
""INDEC 6h.p., new tyres, tub3s, belt, aluminium

footboards, guaranteed perfect; £30.-73, Haver-
ick Hill, Hampstead. [3920
h.p. Vindec, special aluminium crank cases, any
- number supplied.—Christie, moulders and engi-
srs, 9, HoUybank Place, Aberdeen, Scotland. [3253

White and Poppe.
THITE and Poppe SVih.p., -^.C, Bosch, B. and B.,
' lamp, etc., economical and reliable ride away
3.-45, TVest Hill Rd., S.W.IS: [3484

Wilkin.

,

[TILKIX, Models B and B4, shop-soiled ; at greatly
' reduced prices ; now is the time to buv.—Mebes
1-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 May-

[7197
Wolf.

TOLF, Peco engine, new. piston, 2 speeds, new mag.,
new Palmer back wheel, lamps, all accessories

:

).—Wilson, Gutherscalc, Keswick. [3646

Wooler.
700LEE, 1920, imused, P.H. lighting set, tools
' etc.; £90.-11, Eochester Terrace, Camden E4.,
VI. -. [3563

/"OOLER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled ; at
greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy —

MS. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426
rfair. [7192

, Zenith.

|21 Zenith Sportii>g Model; £123; in stock.—Mar-
stoa, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3755

jj|21 Zeniths, in stock.—AgeptsT Hewett Bros.. 94
*' Western Rd., Hove. Sussex. [0344
ijao Zenith 8h.p., dutch, kiel;-.s;tarter. only used
:/ 10 weeks: £135.—Tawstock, Cole St., Scunthorpe,

(3542
BNITH Combination, 8h.p., electric lighting, 3

tyre>. perfect condition; £85.-103, Moore Park
I'lilbam. [3518

.p. Zenith Combination, wicker sidecar, in thorough
-running order; £50.—25. Kosslyn Crescent. Wcild-
le, Harrow, [3943
ENITH Combination, coachbnilt, 4h.p., 1913, good
running order ; oifers.—Hale, 82, Hertford Ed ,

ield Wash. 'Phone: Waltham Cross 229. [3149

iTE 1919 6h.p. Zenith, condition as new, speed-
ometer, lamps, Tan-Sad, fast; £100; any trial.— 3,

»ze Place, Hampstead. Hampstead, 5982. [3144
|15-16 Zenith 4-5h.p., twin J.A.P., No. 5235,
' clutch, kick start, recently overhauled all acces-
es, spares; £68.-120, Macoma Ed., Plumstead.

SflTH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders for
early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes

•6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair!

iiNITn 8h.p., 1920. Jlodet H, shop-soiled; in s^oekat -greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.—
|s, 154-156, Gt, Portland St„ W.-. 'Phone : 3426
|ft'r- '

[7193
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ORDER YOUR
1921

MODELS NOW.
TAKE DELIVERY when it suits you.

G, N.
£241 17s. 6d.

ROVER
£300

COVENTRY
PREMIER

£288 15s.

MORGAN
£206

KINGSBURY
£295

NEWHUDSON
£250

HARPER
From £495

IIM STOGK-
O. K.

F>. & M.
B, S. A.
tM, U. T.
A, J. S.
SCOTT
ARI El.
LEVIS
U A tVI E S
Ft U D G EROVER
C I. Y IM OZENITHNORTON
ENFIELD
TR I U iVJ F» HDOUG I.AS
A S. 1. D A Y S
CAI.THORPE
iVlATCHI.ESS
BI.ACRBURNE
NEW HUDSON
I_EA FRAN CI SNEW IIVIPERIAI.

HARUEY-DAVIDSON
Deferred Terms to suit your own
convenience) NO FUSS, NO
DELAY, Second-hand List on
application.

LAMB'S
50, High Road, Wood Gre:n.

'Phone : Hbrnsey 1956.
'Grams : ''Doulainocy, Phone. London.''

" Closed 1 oc Thu's

151, High Street, Walthamstow.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169.

'Grams ; " Cyclotomo, Phone, London.'
Close I 1 o'c' 3hursi>

387, Euston Road, London, N.W.
'Phone : Museum 4978.

'Grams : "Lamocv, Phone, London,"
C Liset-i 1 o'l:' ' ^atL-'""

l%lllll%lllilXIIIIIKIIIIia«||||IKII||IKII
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 8h.p. Sportine Model in stock: £139-
\ ivian Hardie and Lane, Lfal., 24, Woodstork

St. foff Oxford St.l, Bond St.. London, W,l. 'PlionB-
Mnytuir 6569. [0319
TJ'.O.C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; earliest deliveries.— 5,
.*- Heath .St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-
cluding Saturdays. [3352

1 ni9 l-Sh.p. Sports Zenitii and licht Millford coavli-
-fi-*^ limit sidecar, speedometer, lamps, niechnuiial
horn; £93; or soio £90.—Eaivards, 50, Harrington lid..

South Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [3842

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6h.p. Zenith, T.T. bars, acces-
sories, grand condition, cheap.— 5. Heath St..

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saiurdars.

[3349
ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, clutch, kick start, Lm;.-.

Magdvno, Co«ey horn, luggage grid, petrol can
carrier, tools and sparer, only done 2,000, and is better
than new; £180; owner bought tar.—^yellands Garage.
Portsmouth Ed., Esher. [3230

NEW 8h.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204,
or on deterred payments; one fifth depcsit.

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
citarge being- made for credit terms.—Harrods, Ltd..
lis, Brompton Bd., London. [3440

ZENITH 6h.p., magnificent condition, indistinguish-
able from new, small mileage, tyres as good as

now, fully eauipped, including screen and speedometer;
seen any time; £120, or will exchange for lower power.
—5, St. George's Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [3084

ZENITH- 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, clutch, discs,

hood, acetylene and electric lighting, B.B. and
Amac carburetters, spare valves, tubes, etc., and lull

kit of tools, recently overhauled, appearance and condi-
tion perfect; £80.-32, Canterbury Ed., Brixton. [3574

8 h.p. 1919 -Sports Zenith, Swan sporting sidecar,

special engine, cylinders reground and w-nisted

pistons, polished crank case, dual oiling, 4ft-x3in.
nickel plated copper exhaust with pedal oper.tted baffle.

Ace discs, electric lighting, including 24 c.p. he.ad lamp
and Klaxon, Bonniksen speedometer with light, Binks
or Amac as reauired, sidecar finished Zenith colours,

specially upholstered, and Triplex wind screen, the whole
is in perfect condition and like new, 10-70 m.p.h. on
top, many spares, including valves, belts, tyre*?, racing
pulley, etc.; best offer over £165; seen by appoint-
ment.—Palmes, Holmwood Vicarage, Surrey. [3511

Ladies' Motor Cycles,

LADY'S New . Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, splendid condi-
tion; £40.—Weddle, Bourne, Lines. [3181

ROYAL RUBY 1917 Ladies 2l!.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-

speed, clutch, lamp, horn, new back tyre; £30.

—

Bartlett, Garstang, Lanes, [3528

Miscellaneous.

A. S-AX, 619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfteld^-S.W.n,
has for disposal

:

1 Q20 Jiouglas 4h.p., fully equipped, £85; 1915 Dong-
-L*/ las 2-J4h.p., condition as new, complete with
lamps, £50; Triumph clutch model, very fast, £42/10;
A,C. Autocarrier, in perfect running order, £55; Max-
well touring car, perfect running order, upholstering
as new, £120; Spyker 15-cwt van, C.B. body, in good
running order, £60; Commer Car 3-ton lorry, R.C.,
1915, chain case type, fully equipped, hoops, sheets,
etc., £325. Any exchange entertained. [3444

TEIDMPH, 1921, just delivered; in stock.-
Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.

TRIUMPH, 1919, new condition; £100.—Ligl
and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.

G

-Light

E^UGL.\S 1916 2i!ih.p.. not W.D.; £47.-
and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.

TRIUMPH Lightweight, 1920; £58.—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill,

S.W.2. [3809

1 Q21 Triumphs, Scohs, Bradlimys, James, Eudges.
it/ Campions, Morgans, -etc.—Eweus, Garage, King's
Lyun- [5659

BOOTHS'" Motories, Halifax.—6h. p. Endge combina-
tion, lamps, 1920 model, £125; 1920 4h.p. Blaclc-

burne-Verus, 3-speed, and new Millford sidecar, £120/10.

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.—1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
bination, shop-soiled, £145/10; 1920 Harley-

Davidson, very cheap.

BOOTHS' .
Motories, Halifax.—1915 Harlev-Davidson

combination, lamps, hood, etc., £87/10; 6h.p. 2-
spesd Rex combination, £40/10.

BOOTHS' Motorias, Halifax.—«h.p. J.A.P., free en-
gine. Druid forks, £30/10 ; 6h.p' Chater-Lea with

sidecar, £35/10.

BOOTHS' ilotories, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £115/10; 1920 2-speed Wolf, £52/10.

BOOTHS ' Motories, Halifax.—Six 1915 Douglases
£49/10; four 4h.p. Douglases. 1918, £8-5/10; 1914

3-^ih.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £35/10.

BOOTHS' Motorics.-1920 O.K. lightweight, Villiers
engine, only run 150, £43/10; ditto w-ith 2^peed.

£54/10; 1920 Oraerga, 2-SF6ed, £69/15; 1914 2-spee.l
Scatt, £47/10; 1920 lOh.p. S-n-ift light car, £420; 1920
H^ley-Davidsons, Ariels, Qnadriints, 0-K. ; exchanges.
—Booths' Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. [2621

A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

MOTOSACOCHE. new l.elt. soing order, £16
Sihi

December i6th, 1920I

2-speed oouiitershal't, good and liist,

2'-2li.p.

£55.—
[5114

JF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
car, apply Kwilcsale Private Motor Registry, 35,

I
Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. (0153

-| Q21 Motor Cycles.—Send your
J-«^ leading

BARGAIN.S.-Please peruse
small columiis. We are

order along, for
_ makes. Satisfaction and good servi.e

liiiaranteed.- S. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St..
(ireenwich, S.E.IO. [3852

MOTOR Cycle, llih.p., liplitweight, 3-spced clutoh,
Drixids, very low and light, similar to to-days

.T.E.S., engine and gear guaranteed; £18.—18, Key
Hill, Birmingham. [X3455

1 Q 20 Tliiumpli, Model H. new, just ridden home.
At' complete; 1920 N.TJ.l'., March, in excellent eon-
i.ition, as new. Magdyno, Lnca^, any trial; offers.—
linij.-ou. The Wold, Onndler Noi-thants. [3194

FRANK WHITWOHTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir
nunghani.—Little used Donglns coml>ination, £120;

Ixion 2-stroke, £32 ; Campiou-Villiers, 2-speed, £45

;

Knfleld 2-speed 2-stroke, leg shields, electric lighting,
new A. B.C., JX.V.T., Lea-Fiancis, lyy, Cedos; also

OOVENTRY Premier Super Runabout - [Xiesi

our advertisements in

-- — disposing of our large
^tock of shop-soiled models at greatly" reduced prices.
Do not M'ait. Come and buy at. once. The offer may
not occur again.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland 8t",
W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7194

MOTOR Cycles (New Models), sidecars, and liodies
actually in stock: "B.S.A., Allon, New Scale, Radio

(i models). Triumph. Douglas, Sun Vitesse (for ivhicli
we are the sole agents for the City of London), and
others at lowest nianufacturors' prices; carriage paid.—
Bancroftiau Co., 64 and 78, Bijhopsgate, London, E.C.2.

[0356
BATGHELOR and Co.'s Barg.lins.-1920 8h.p.

Enfield combination, brand new, £150; 1920
Triumph and sidecar, £125; 1920 P. and M. and
.-idecar, £115; 1920 Ariel combination, £115; 1920
Clyno 8h.p., spring frame model, £200; 1920 Douglas
3-speed, £75; 1918 Douglas 4h.p. conjbination £86-
1918 Clyno 8h.p. combination. £100.—Note address,
36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Itames. [S962

OATCHELOE and Co. Can Deliver from Stock
-•-» Triumph 4h.p. S.D. model, £140; Triumph 4h p
Model H, £127/10; Triumph 4h.p. W.Il.B. £105-
Triumph Junior. £.75-; Uouglas 1921, dutch; 2=.h p
model, £106; Douglas 1921 2)4h.p. 3-speed, £100;
Uouglas 23ah'.p. 2-speed model, £85; Matchle^= 1921
lombiuation, £230; Enfield 1921 combin.ition £160 —
Note address, 36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames.

[3963
"p.O.C.n, -the car, light car, and motor cycle
-1- specialists.—A good new and second-hand selectioii
always on view; prices to suit everybody; fair ca^h
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality We
snpply Triumph. Zenith, B.S.A., A.J.S. etc

'

also
'he famous Kingsbury .Junior, Bleriot Whippet
Grahame-While, G.N.—5. Heath St., Hampstead (nr'
Hampstead Tube Station). Phone : Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays, [3355

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles,

hire or enle.-
S.W.7.

Combinations, Cars (2-S-seaters) for
-12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd

[3912
MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.

AOTO-WHEEL B.SA., lor sale; £U._Grecn,
-^A Ackleton, ^\ olverhampton. [3523
WALL Auto-\Vlieel, as new; £12.-Rey. Jeyncs.

Froome s Hill. Ledhnrv. TTercforHcliivo [3662

£5.-
[3733

condi-
[3151

A.J.S. Motorcyclette Set, complete less mag.;
-*-~*- —Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4.

AUTO-WHEEL attached geufa cycle, perfect
tiou; £19.-26, Smithview Drive, Westclia.

WALL Auto-Wheel, almost new condition, had very
little use; £10.-85, Beaconsfield St., Bolton.

[3701.
J.E.S. Attachment .Set Complete, running order

reasonable offer accepted.—23, Milton
Hournemouth.

WALL Auto-Wheel
londilion; £20,

F
li.-lrarj

OR
lid., Maidstone.

fir

Bd.,
[331

1

witli lady's Rudge, excellent
separate.—Crittenden, 76,

[2747
Sale, Auto-Wheel, run 50 miles, plating nu-

lati'hed, tools, and bicycle iittaehment and stand
-t'onmber, Tytliing, Worcester. [3214
AUTO-WHEEL, nearly new. guaranteed pcrlcct, tyre

iinscralchcd, mag., carburetter, tank, everythiii"
iMinpl.-tc; sacrilice £15; decidoil baigniu, packed irr.r

I) i.vl'', 3. Portman St., Wliall.y Range, Manchester.
[3780

MOTOR SCOOTERS. ~

KI.NGSBURY Scooter, with scat,..rcrfcct, trial; £2';
—Write, Harman, 63, Hloano St,, London, [see,";

InyiERTON'S tCortligate, Ipswich, can delivery from
•*-' .-loek A. B.C. .'ikootaiuota

iV

I

ITwoStrokeI

I

I

We are placing on the Market, as from

the Olympia Show, a 3 h.p. (350 G.C.)

two-stroke Sidecar Combination, and

in order fo demonstrate its capabilities

we carried out a severe test on the Old

Wyche Cutting, Malvern (see copy o'

draft certificate below, in course ol

preparation by the Auto Cycle Union-

Sole Manutacturers:

S. A. NEWMAN,—^Lid,
IVY Moors,
Aston Cro s,

BIRMINGHAM-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Auto Cycle Union,

83, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.

2nd Nov.. 1920.

h.p.CERTIFIED TRIAL of

(350 C.C.) IVY

TWO-STROKE & SIDECAR.

On the 28th. of October, 1920, a 3 h.p.

IVY two-stroke and Sidecar, fitted with

a 350 CC. IVY Engine, made 1 S con-

secutive clean ascents, non-stop, of the

Old Wyche Cutting, at Malvern, with a

passenger in the sidecar, the driver being

Mr. Percy Newman. In addition to this,

an extra passenger was carried for two

further ascents, the machine being brought

to rest while the passenger mounted to

his place, during which time the engine

was not stopped. The weight of the

outfit, complete, with driver and passenger,

was 3i cwt. ; on the 16th ascent, the extra

weight of the second passenger brought

this up to 6i cwt., and during the 17th

ascent, up to 7 cwt. At the conclusion

of the trial, the engine showed no signs

of overheating. The trial was carried

out in fine weather, with no appreciable

wind, and the road surface was good

f Yours faithfully,

G DIXON SPAIN,

Assistanl Secretary.

THE

I

I

I

I

I
m

I

I

I

ttcooTun,
t~ aw 50;
'J'uribltdtce

A |o All Ictt

1919 KinRHbtirv,
i) IxiiRilin, £35.-

ond mobile pups.
(laii.

II U' w cniiilitinn, mile
II. H. Hull .-iiul Co.,

iX326a

Iaristocmt!
I OF ITSTYPE I

MOTOR SCOOTERS. •

A UTOGLIDEE Scooter, 2^.',h.p., climb any hill, '

-p- ridden 10 miles: owner unable to ride it- unni
horn and Lucas lighting- set front and rear- £5SJ
clear.-H. C. Chapman, 28, Wellington Ed., Bush 1
I'arlc, Euficld. [32

TRICYCLES rOR SALE.
AEGSOJf Hand and Motor Propelled

invalid and disabled.—rarticulii
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC

Tricycles,
Argson E;

George St., W.l. [21

t DSTEIl
"1. 12in..
ami
tand

Aero Tri'ijlci AUiminiuni Wind Scree
,

adiustable. Tit sporty sidecar, 22/6 eac
ther types.—McConneli and Bailev. 73. Gt, Pc

BODIES.
V'ENU.S Step Bodies are the best for old ohas

VTEXUa Uulbous Bodies are roomy and very smi

VENUS Tandems hold Z persons. Strong and lig

but not unslg'htly. Get cue.g'htly.

VENUS Bodies are made.in a faotory and snppl
direct. Catalogue +'ree.

Tottenlii

[2£

rrXTTS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St.. B.

ROYAL Leicester Sidefnr Bodies fit any chassis, flfe

class finish. Several )>ndie3 (new) to clear che
Write
turers.

for designs.—The
Lei<?est;er.

Willowbrook Co., Maniif

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbnilt bcdbs, many
signs and colours to choose from; aprons, noo

wind screens, repairs. Trade supplied .—City Mo
Co., 121, 123, 125, London Rd., Manchester. [[OC

SIDECAR Body Designs icr the trade only. Wo
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of origi:

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scalf

Cooper's- Vehicle .lournal, Ltd., established design
to the coach trade for nvcr 80 years. Consult us wl
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.G:^

[OC

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
J10R

QANDUiM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

SAXDUM" Sidecaf Catalogue for 1921, the ii

comprehensive in the trade.

SAXDUM Sidecars.—No. 1 De L-uxe, £24,^0; i

value in Olyiiipia Show.

SANDU^M Models. Tlie Kxfini.-^ite £24/10, and Sp
£28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

the smartest s:SANDUM Elite Sidecarj £28/10;
car on the road; highly recommended

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all. from £16/'i'j|

£50; absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A l.

cr 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. -l|
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously
foi-tablo seating for 2 adults, witb the weight in •

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours tQjj

ouy make of machine, £4'i, bodies only, £^
The latest development of Ihe 2-seater as dcsigaf^
us. and approved Uy the recognised expert?.

SANDUM — In.^ist .on Sandmn erklot^ed wheel chn|
or on RJrdev tj-pe chassis*

WAXf'UM Screen, £4/10; easily opcicte'd ly
^, ^er, with sc'.oen in any position.

SANDUM Featherweight Strcamlin; Body, smarfi"

racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and u)|
seat; when not in uso the seat back hinges forvT
and neat covcvali encloses the whole; price £4/17,'|

SANDUM ITocds, plated fittings,

mediate delivery'; £3.
:iuit nnv bods;|V li

ANDUM Sidecnrs.—Wholesale mnmifncturd
coachbuilL bodies, chassis, hocds, screen^

aiirons.

OANOUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-bui^

Ltd.. 336, Grn:
TIolhoTQ 933. FactoriCT
N.; and Britannia

S^^

tlie country,

^ANniIAM^ Ensineerins? Co.,

1^'

Kit

Wl
ltd., W.C.I. 'IMiouf

to 165, Tcntonyillo Rd.,
IJiitaniiin St., W.C.

I71LOAT Sidecars.-Mnnutactured by McOonnl
Hailcy, 73, Gt. I'ortland St., W.l.

FLOAT Sidecars. — Tniiiiediate delivery to
makes of motor cycles. »

FLOAT Sidocnns.—Wiito for illiiatrated li«g
28 Kns. complete with diassis and tyre.

FLOAT ,Sidccars are fittcil with iindcrslung dill

call and inspect at abovo address.

17L0AT Sidecars in stock at McConnell
73, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

and Bjl

:r.s rcljilinj! to .ulvciliscmoiits should iiiiiili: the luiinbci- nt the end of e;ich advertisement, and the date ot the issueiv
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"F^O.UGLAS Sidecar, ns new; £10: seen evenings.—
JU' 65, rlimsoll Ed., Finsbur.v Park. [3453

GLORIA Sidecar, good condition,- £30, or near offer.
—Gartside, College, Newport, Salop. [3265

LIGHT Coachbnilt Sidecar; £9/10.-59 Palfrey
Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Bd., S.W.8. [3787

CjIDECAE, brand new, cost £25; sell £18—

P

>-J Green, 63, Ravensbourne Ed., Bromley. [3629

ipEEFECTlpS- Coach Sidecar Bodies: £6/15.-Hali£a-t
-^ JMotor Exchange, Horton §t., Halifax. [3871
nANOELET Jlinor, good condition, with screen;
v.^ i.13/10.—38, ^o^manby Ed., Willesden. (3293
nOACHEni.T Sidecar, fit any machine .splendid^ condition; £5.-Iioi 992, do The Motor Cydf

Vtior^fSfl'^ ^if''%''
<-<>'"'»buiU. splendid^?ond"

'-' tion, £13/10.-Marston,»31, Bridge St., Chester.

aWAX Sporting Sidecar for American X and stom
^ txame Indian.-Motor Exchange, Horton It, Halii

L rfeef°a noiS™.'^'"""".-
Coachbuilt Sidecar, 26in.

-Below
connection, condition as neV; i81<I

• SS^^^^^^^iii^^&^'&i^-

^TE%T!;NS Model No. 2 Standard Tourin^- Model-
sI!rS,^°f:^ltl'-

£23/10; for Triumph? Rullk

i^m^]5® *^°^"' N^ 3 Standard Light Tourin-
'h.rto'4h'?p:"

"""''''' ~^°- '- niafhines Yr'o°rS

^^^rSSfte^^'fii,. \\^' ^°'^°",= ^^•^^ Model; price

iruoTon lire market
^ "°" luxurious streamline

ITEVENS Sidecars, 184-186, PentonviUe Ed Kin-'sCross, London, -phone; Central 10264 [3590

'^^SoTU- fT'3nn"'if''*', "^'"^V e^'^-llent condition.

rne'ToVnVflP""-^™''"- ^'^''^^ °* Mines, ^Cam:

TILLFOED, C.B., bulbous, apron, di,c carried

ntlf_Ha'ck'n°e"^'"°''^
fil6.-Scottr 3,' Mor'^petra

IDECAE, coachbuiit, suitable for Scott- bargain

. Isliigfon! II""" " ^"-^ ^-^O-"'
^""^li

riLCb'OED Sidecar, off 8h.j. Sunbeam, screen mat
tei^ilTXiaeir ''^- ''''

*='^--^-^"fS
OTAL Leicester Siracars to suit all machines, roomy

;es'fS ri9/s*t:^a?d.'.°'^*=^'-'
"""-* ^^"^^^

END Tour Sidecar to us for renoyation. New hood«^^wmd screens, and aprons fitted. -Write for cata^

^^ellr'.'r'?"* ?°-' ^°^"^ Leicester Sidecar Works,Helgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335
ASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies. No better orcheaper house.-228, PentonviUe Rl, King's Crossidon, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North, [9347
IDECAR to fit, and colour 1920, new; motor can-

(/ I, 'Tii'** ?,*^ "^- sncrifiee £30-; approval;
ito.—12, Wray Orescent, N.l. [X2922
FAELEY, Excelsior, and Henderson.-New De LuxeL bulbous back sidecars. 28x3 tvre, £39/19 -Motor
ehange, Horton St., Halifax. ^869
A Canoelet MM4'b lor Harleys, complete with heavyv' IJunlop tyres. Coverall aprons, bulbous backi
r, £17/10 to £27 each.-Belcw •

AA Douglas Sidecar Chassis, less tyres, £3/10 eachVVf singly; £3 each in lots of 20.-Homday Bros
Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway. ." [3479

(VAN Sidecar, 28x3'in. wheel, 13 gns.; coachbuiit
underslung sidecar! apron, wind screen 17 gns -

n any time.—895, Fulham Ed., Fulham. [3301

1?D Henderson Featherweight, guick detachment,
'-^ run 750 miles, tyre unpunctured, list price £23-
8/10.—Wootton, 18, Hercules Ed., HoUoway. (D) '

]ENDERSON Sidecar,—Largo stock of all models,
i shop-soiled, at greatly reduced prices ; now is the
[to buy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W 1

3426 Mayfair. [7198
iCHBUILT Sidecar, underslung. Easting screen,
food condition, 26Ln. wheel, tyre new, larger locker,
*r, £14/10; by appointment.—2, Queen's Gate
Victoria Park fid., E.9. (3368

rGiT3§5|jgREs-

ITYRE HOUSE!
I . — _- J M
NEW BELTS.

6ft. 6in. X Jiu. complete with
fastener 1 3/6

|in. any. length per foot 2/-
lin., 8ft. and Sft. 6in. per foot 3/3

Brand New Covers
1st Gr£i.cle Onlv<

prom Government Stores, etc*
24X2 Avon Druid 31 /-

24X2i Englebert 27/-
24x2^ Avon Druid 36/-
26x2 Clincher Ribbed 29 /-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26X2} Reavy rubber non-?kid .... 27/6

:, Avon Siinstone 39/6
„ Wood Milne Combination .

.

79/-
„ Goodrich safety tread 5S/6

26X2^' Diinlop heary rubber stud.. 42/6
„ Palmer cord heavy 39/6
„ Bates' special heavy 44/-
„ Wood-Milne extra heavy .. 37/6
„ Avon tricar 34/6
„ Hutchiason passehgpr .... 36/-

26x 2 J X z} Hutchinson
, nibbcr

studded 52/-
Englebert super 55/-

„ Englebert touring 47/6
„ Goodrich safety tread 61/-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26X25 Heavy non-skid ._ 37/6

„ Wood-Milne combination . . 55/-
26 X 2i Clincher de luxe heavy 50 /-\
26X2JX3 Dunlop heavy 45/-

,, Englebert passenger .. 47/-
„ Kom combination .... 57/6

26x3x2! Pedley heavy 3-rib 67/-

FOR AMERICAN RIMS.
28 X 2i Kempshall anti-skid 35/6

„ Kempshall non-skid 42/6
28x3 Moseley extra heavy 28/6

„ Kempshall 35 /-

„ Dunlop extra heavy . 48/6
„- Goodrich safety tread 59/6
„ Palmer cord 55 /-

„ Clincher de luxe extra heavy 55/-
„ Wood-Milne extra heavy .. 55/-

FOR 650 X 65 RIMS.

,, Spencer-Moulton 70 /-

„ Avon Sunstone 70 /-

650 X 65 Dunlgp grooved 57/6
„ Avon square 59/-

Avon 3-rib 59/6
Clincher de luxe ex. heavy 59/-

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26:<3-'.2i Pedley heavy -..^10/6

26 X 2} endless 6/9

26X 2.VX2i butted 10/-
26X2I endles? 6/6

28x3 Hutchinson 13/9
28 X 3 Avon 13/4
Seat carriage paid on 7 dans' approval against _

rem'ttn.Tice.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.

The TYRE HOUSE,

8 3) THeoba-ld's FToslcI,

HOLBORN, ^V.C.1
'Phone: Museum 15iZ.

\

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MR. DAVIDSON', ridin? Harley-David.-on and

Flying Miildieton sidecar, won 1.000 o.f:. champion-
l^iiip and broke 5 and 10 miles ^vorld's records Oct. 9th.

MR. 0. De LISSA came second 1,000 c.c. champion-
ship, ridjn? Motosacoche and Middleton tourinsf

1
spring wheel chassis.

ME. BEACH, of O'Donovan Motor?. Gt. Portland
St.. on Sept. 7th broke 12 records with S^^h.p.

Xorton and standard Flying Middleton siderar.

E. BREESE, riding B.S.A. with Middleton Flyer,
broke 4-hour record on June 23rd.

MIDDLETOX'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest
in the world.

MIDDEETON'S Undertake Repairs to any make of
sidecar, chassis, or bodywork. We do everything

in our own works. Kumanseus. What about your old-
fnshioued father's sorry chassis; let us make it up-to-
date by converting it to spring wheel type.

MIDDLETOX'S haTD four models.—the Flyer, for
racing; lightweight coach, for 23'4b.p. machines,

etc.; medium touring coach, for 3!/2h.p. upward?; and
eDScial tourers for big twins. Zenith, Harleys. Hender-
sons, Indians, including spring Iramo model, etc.; trade
supplied.

MIDDLETOIST'S Spring Wheel, the finest device of
tliis kind, now ready; £4 extra on any model.

MIDDLETOX'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers, 27, Stroud . Green Ed., Finsbury T^rk.

N.^l 'Phone: 1584 Hornsey. [1808

ROTAL Leicester, coachbuiit, underslung, hood, .wind
screen, eide curtains, storm apron, A-point connec-

tion; £18.—Ridgway, St. George St., Leicester. [X3281

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You .can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well

tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

CHASSIS.—The Sandum lightweight, £9/9; heavy-
weight, £12/12; heavyweight enclosed wheel typ3,

£22; spring- wheel type, £27. Ask to see oar special
sidecar connections. Trade enquiries invited.—Sand-
ham Engineering Co., 336, Grays Inn Rd., W.C.I.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [0325

TAXICABS.
£100 Down nnd 12 monthly payments of £20 secures

London tasicab.—Details, Palmers* Garage, Toot-
ing. [5822

BELSIZE Taxi Chassis, gate change, mag., suit
tradesman, drive away; £70_, or offer; exchange

cunsidered.—J. N. Thomson, 47, Station Rd., Hitchin.
[3517

TAXICARS.—B.S.A. Canoelet combinations, as ex-
hibited' at Olympia, ior early delivery.—The origi-

nntora: County Cycle and Motor Co., Bioad St., Bir-
mingham. [9708

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
;esi

[3607

21 Rover Sh.p. Light Car, dynamo lightnig ; £300:
"g. stock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3751

h;p. W.C. 2-seater Runabout, good order, no lurfchar
use; offer.— 133, Bewsey Rd., Warrington. [3505

GARDEN, 1919, tandem seating; 140 gns. ; many
improvements."16a, Montpelier Crescent, Brighton.

[3250

A.V. Monocar, J.A.P., 2-3peed; £120; exchange com-
bination.—26, Cornwall Rd., Brixton. London.

[3342

A.C. Sociable, like new, insurance and spares; £85;
after 2 Saturday.—60, Coinerford Rd., Brockley.-

MORGANS, delivery from stock.— Gibb, Gloucester.
'Phone: 852

19
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[3319
Qile;h.p. Richardson, electric ligMs, dickey, mileage

600; £240.—Hughes, Dentistry, Abergavenny.
[3545

MOEEIS-OXrOED, lote 1915, 5 lamps, tools, perfect
running; bargain, £276/10.-6, Suffolk Ed. South.

Bournemouth. ^ [3190

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.—Best
deliveries from Drake and Mouut, Ltd., Motor

Agents, Bracknell. [3936

G.N.—We are large contractors, and can nsualiv

supply from stock.—Victor Horsman. Ltd., 7.

Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0327

ROVER Lisht Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock for

immediate delivery; £300.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208.
Gt. Portland St.. London, W.l. [OaaJ

HOESTMANN lOh.p. 2-«eater, mechanical .starter,

hood, screen, electric lairips, detachable wheels:

£170.—Jones, Chevelev, Farnham. [3185

COVENTRY Premier 3-wheeler. 3 speeds and reverse,

dynamo lighting, etc., absolutely T.T. ; 275 gns.—
Motor E\cliange, Horton St., Halifax. [3876

T'ril9 Morgan, M.A.G.. water-cooled, splendid order:±V £160; I ash only.-CUfEord Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,

Kojal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, i3.^^ .3. [3831

G.N. Cycle Cars. £241/17/6, supplied anywhere,
sole Sheffield agents; Crouch Cars. £315. com-

1
plete.-Brooklands ]Motor Co., Ecclsall Ed., ShefP^'H.

i
[2915

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN De Luxe, model 1920, mileage under 500,

as new; £195, or exchange combination and cash.
— SiJi?;, Saioudale, Biscot Rd., Luton. [367o

MORGANS, G.N.'s Bleriot-Whippet, and Richardson
cvcle cars in stock at manufacturers' prices.—

AVest'.^ (Lincoln), Ltd., Hi^h St.. Lincoln. [S3269

A.C. Sociable, moderu types, fully equipped, meclinni-
cally sound, good appearance; from £60 to £85; trial.

-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.AY. [3157

MORGAN A.C, acetylene, electric, clock, speedo-
meter, i:pare?, tyre^^, condition good; bargain,

£110, oficr.-Claude Arms, Francis Rd., Leyton.
[3829

VERY Smart 2-seater Warne Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P.
twin engine, Bosch mag., wire wheels, excellenii

condition ; only £75.-83, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy-
don. [3556

A.V. ;Mouocor, 1920, 6h. p. .domed mudguard.?, ^ind
screen, very smart lot, mileage 1,700 ; £125, or

nfler.-'Phone : 7355 Hampsteiul—20 and 22, Fiuchley
Rd., N.W.S. [3338

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1918, like new, brass lamps,
speedometer. 8-day clock, Binks carburetter,' new

Punlop JMagnum tyres; £185.—R., 52, Barrington Rd.,
Brixton, S.W.&. "

^ [3482

GIBBONS Mark HI. Cycle Car, reduced to £115;
delivery within cne month; trials any time by

appointment. Agents required.—Gibbons and INIoore,

Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4838

G.N., just overhauled and repainted, all accessories,
must sell or exchange combination and £50 ; cash

]iart essential; trial any time; £130.—East, Top Floor,
47, Fleet St., London. [3323

T.E. 1921 Hodels, lOh.p. Blackburne, air-cooled,
£260," water-cooled £275; ready for delivery Janu-

ary,—Sole agents Sussex, County Garage, Gloucester
Place, Errglitou. Agents inyited.

'

[3231

VERY Smart Torpedo 2-seater, G.N. Type, 8h.p.
J.A.P. , 2 and reverse, Cbater gear box, electric

lighting; £75.—Gibbs, 57, Lancaster Rd., Hampstead,
N.W. 'Phone: Hampstead 2974.

'

[3584

MERRALL BROWN 3-wheeler, new, with spare
wheel and other extras, 4-<'3'l. Coventry Simplex

engine; £358/10; cash, exchange, or easy payments.-
Motor Exchange, Hortou St., Halifax. [3877

T.E. Tricars.—TVe have a few new 1920 models, Sh.p.
J.A.P., air-cooled, 3

' speeds and reveise, spt'ire

wheel, anetjiene lighting, disc wheels, screen, hood, tools,
pump; £235; new t;fx £4.—County Garage, Gloucester
Place, Brighton. [3230

MORGAN.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; our
allotment for this season is already booked, but

send us your old machine for repairs, overhauls, or
repainting.—The Moiirieus Garage Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton. Tel.: 1160. [3460

MORGAN He Luxe, air-cooled 1920 model, electric
lighting, Cowey speedometer, new back tyre,

September mechanically perfect, in good condition;
£220; owner receiving larger car.—Cummins, Ren-
ishaw. Chesterfield. [od7l

MORGAN Service Depot, London.—Repaii-s and
ovePhauls by experts. If you are in trouble,

phone UE, advice gratis. All spares in stock.—Official
Agents, Homacs, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone : Dalston 2408. -

. . [3729

1 Q20 jVIorgan W.C. De Luxe, J.A.P., hood, screen,
M-iJ lamps, in periect order, low mileage, guaran-
teed perfect in every way ; £210 ; easy payments
accepted.—Official Agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [3728

MORGANS, 1921.—We are official agents, and still

have a "lew vacant dates for early delivery;
full particulars and catalogues on request. Second-
hand machines always in stock. Extended payments
arranged.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clanton Rd., N.E.
Rhone : Dalston 2408. [3730

/^.N. 1921.-Elee and Co.. the Citv Light Car Special-
VH inta. Immediate delivery all ihodels, standard
touring, full eauipment, spare wheel, hood, etc.,

£241/17/6; dynamo lighting model, £275/12/6; Legere,
dynamo lighting set, £509?7/6.—Bishopsg-iite Av., Ciirao-
mile St., E.C.5. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0073

MERRALL-BROWN. late 1920. lOh.p.. special 3-

wheeler, blue body, aluminium bonnet. 4-cyl.

Coventry Simplex engine, C.A.V. dynamo lighting. 5
lamps, speedometer, disc interchangeable wheels, spare
wheel, screen, hood, petrol and oil indicator's, many
ro+itly improvemeut.s, full equipment and insurance,
mileage 1.200. cost £415; sacrifice. £260 or nearest,
quick sale.—Apply. 41, Park Lane, Piccadilly. Tel.:
Miiyfair 1874. [2963

CARS FOR SALE.
£30 Cash secures 7-9h.p. Singer light 2-seater.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [3817

/Gh.p. 2-seater Rover; Bell £55, or exchange.— Writn,
^9 18, Verekcr Rd., Wcct Kensington.

TWIN I'anhnrd, fast, man., in daily use; £50 foi
qili(rk «alo.— \Vi' ~" «'">"

ALEXANDERS

[3277

.0 l'<ir

iHOli, Milltingloy, BiiHingsloUc. [3741

i*75 Cash .and 12 montiilv payments £7/10 fccurf^
'S' splendid R.M.C. undt-rshing 2scater.—PalmerV
('•arn'/r. Tooting. 13818

1 QA UMS.-Ritz lOli.ii. l-cyl. 1917 BportiuR 2-Bentfr.AO^r cloirtii*! licIitiiiR: t'xcliiinge^.—12, Comwidl
Mfiv», tiloucostiT nd., H.W.7. (3913

A42 All letters veUiUnA to nUvcitisciiicnts should quote the number tit the end of cnch ndvci'tlscment,. niid the date ol the hsue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
SWOP Week.—\Vc don't want your filthy lucre I

week. We're going to be indeiollywellpendi
What about sonie swops, chops, 'changes. L
"verwechsel," as our Hun Iriends say. Avaswops
Wotaboutit ?—Co.x (below).-

CHOP AA'eek.—Now's your choportunity. H:iv.
you 2 or 3 old disused cars, or some old mc

bikes you'd exchange for a good car ? The excha .

is in your favour this week. If you haven't any, ^
consider War Loan, furniture, motor boats, ra(

cycles, pianos, old clothes, pot ferns, and il

havenit got anything to exchange, although we d(
like money, we- won't mind acceptiLng that, just
oblige. Don[t forget ovir systematic reduction schen
reduced prices another £250 this week, will you
Cox (below).

EXCHANGE Week.—Don't forget to bring j'usl

little cash adjustment. We ain't gref

although we like a lot. Dates guaranteed accuri
15h.p. 4-cyl. chassis, unknown make, live axle, g:

Zenith, Bosch, absurd bargain, £30! 3-ton 1915 '

brook lorry, many parts missing (but all parts
t,-.ir..iMe for £50). bargain, £35! 24h.p. 1910 L
Bollee chassis, enclosed valves, live axle, 4-speed g;

reduced from £185, now £65! 14-16h.p- Belsize
'

seater, live axle. gate. Bosch, Binks, pulU splendi
£85; 12h.p. AUdays van. Ford type body, sm
£100; 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin sporting streamline
seater discs, last, smart, £115; 1920 Sh.p. A.V. mc
car, £120; 8-lOh.p. Blumfield-Crescent stream
light car, 2-seater, 3-speed gear box, smart, £1
Ford van, good one, £165; 10-12h.p. 4-oyl. Hum
sporting streamline 4-seater. 1919 body, bulbous bi

armchair seats, particularly smart, £175; 8-10:

Warne light car, streaittline 2-seater7 dynamo light

discs, live axle, gate, £L75; smart little 8-lOh.p. 1

Globe coupe light car, Claudel, gate, £185; Unio
cwt. van, sump lubrication, monobloc, detachat
originally £350, now £195; Electromobile landau
good batteries, fine lot, £200.—Cox (below).

BUCKSHEE Week'U be along soon if I systems

ally reduce long enough. What hopes? 10
Whiting-Grant light car, 4-cyl. monobloc, enolc

valves, wire wheels, bull-nosed radiator, £225; 1

Bleriot Whippet cycle car, 8-lOh.p., detachable wlie

£225; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed valves, J
sump, £235; lOh.p. Delage sporting 2-seater, bult

back, dynamo lighting set, 4-cyl. monobloc, sm
£235; lOh.p. Le Gui 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc, 4-sl

gate, £245; 1920 G.N. 2-seateT, dynamo lighting,

tachable wheels, exceptionally nice, £245; 12-15

Gladiator torpedo, £246; 12-14h.p. Plat 4-sea

£250; lOh.p. coupe, 4-cyl. Chapuis-Dornier eng

pointed radiator, £250: 12-14h.p. Unic torpedo, s\

lubrication, .^mart, £265; 20h.p. Rapid torpedo, i..

smart 15-9h.p. 1912 Darracq, sleeve valve roomy
pedo, worm drive,' 4-speed gate. Zenith, £385 on
ally, £285; 1-ton 1916 Clydesdale lorry, £285; 18

6-cyl Horbick streamline tourer, £295; 12-15h.p. (

landaulet, monobloc, gate, cordr Zenith, £295; .

h p 1914 B.S.A. 2-seater, worm drive, sleeve ya

detachable wheels. £325; 15-20h.p. Chevrolet 3-sea

English coachwork. dickey, dynamo, starter, sm
£325- 12-16h.p. Crossley 3-seater, detachable wlM

monobloc, £325; 15.9h.p. Knight-Daimler 4-sea

worm drive, detachable wheels, smart, bargain, XI
15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston 3-seater, £345; 12h.p. j

cloverleaf 2-3-seater, dynamo lighting, nice. &l
llh.p. Brennabor streamline 4-seater. 4-cyl. monot
enclosed valves, steel disc wheels, detachables, :

ticularly smart, £350; smart 12-I5h.p. 1913=/i. Sizs

Naudiu streamline 5-seater. monobloc. detacni

wheels, £350; particularly posh ll.Oh.p. 1913<!4 H
ber streamline 4-seater, enclosed valves, detac^'

wheels, £375.—Cox (below). _ .

NOTICE These.—Exceptionally smart iaislj
ford-Buick 3-seater. 15-18h.p., dickey, E)

.

coachwork, C.A.V. dynamo lighting. Zenith, gate,

tacKables. £385; 9.5h.p. 1915 Standard 2-aB8

C.A.V. dynamo lighting, £385; other cars 01

types in stock, landaulets, interior drive saloons, I

turnover-side streamline tourers as fine as any. y
End style and finish at suburban prices.. Full pri|

list free (or see "The Autocar" or "The Motor *!

Cox (below).

COMMERCIALS.—Chars-a-bancs; 2. 3, and
20-30-seaters; list free. Why not exchanged

money earner?—Gox (below).

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight it

man, 6, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.Bt

all the above and others .nctiially in stock and ott^ .

Please call. Hours 9 to 6. Saturdays 5. No bffi ,'.

Sundays. Established 1902.
'"

1 A^i-P Huuibcr 2-3-seater, double dickey, left.

-L" iR^w Nnveniiier, 1919, in beaittiful eoni

luileiige low; £500, or nearest.— 2, Croft Hd., Co;

PVXH4HD. 4j'v1., 80 mm.Xl20 mm., old modil
splendid • unclition, 2-seatcr, hifrhest cliiss

work screi^ii, leather hood, * etc., etc.; trial;

Herts.—Uox 9,961, I'/o The Motor Click.

HDMBERETTE, 8h.p.,.ll.c., hood, screen, limiprf

liooil innning order; £125; Zenith, NoitOB

clinnge cnnsidei'-d, snlo or coml'inatinn, rash napisttt

—Wiito Biiuiatev, 42, Caiionl>iny Sip, N.l.

8ih,li. Rover 2-seater, recently ovcrhM
2 tliorougli good running order, new pistolL

new tvres; trial offered; £7S for quick sale; gw
bargain.-ApiJly, by letter, English. Colehill. '

borne, Dorset.

FOR Sale, Perry our, 2-»cator, with spare tyre

wheel, piinip, jack, and tools, head liinip, WM
ovethiinled and varnished in good condition, fttleq '

Zenith carbiii'ctter and uulgneto
;

piico £200.-45
(Jco. H'cvcs. Whitstable.
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CARS FOR SALE.

HUMBER Spoitin^j 2-seater, good condition, fresh
^ trom ppint-sliop, primrose, black wings Jind discs.

slectrio lighting, Autovac; £260 ; exchiingo Morgan,
Buckingham, Norton, etc. : stamp, particulars ; West
Ri-ltug.—Bns 987, c/n The Motor Cycle. [S3266
O-SEATER Cycle Car. 8-lOh.p. o.b.v. J.A.P., wuiei-
''^ cooled, 3 speeds and reverse, worm and eector st.eer-

ng' Quarter elliptic springing roar and front, handle
\Ait, lamps, liood and screen, all in perfect order;
l130, or exchange good modern, combination.—177,
lli(,'h St., Earnet. [S:3512

FOB' Disposal low price, 14h.p. 5-seater Argyll car,
fitted hood, pcreen, Zenith carburetter, electric

ighting, good tyres, spare tubes, would make good hire
;ar, very jelial'le, gennine bargain, £135, or exchange
i«w combination. Triumph preferred!—Melton Rubber
/Torks, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire. " [3027

PAXTON" Car Depot, 228a, Gip^y Rd., West Nor-
wood.—1914 4h.p. Green-Precision sporty combina-

ion, £67/10; 16h.p. Bell parcels van, live axle, gate,
1125; 25-<::wt. Unic commercial, large Tan body, sobds,
-cyl. Dionobloc, sump lubrication, bargain, £250; 12-
5b.p. Opel landaulet, delivered 1915, bargain, £285;
2-14h.p. Crossley 2-seater, dickey, detachable wheels,
louobloc, enclosed valveo, £295; smart 1915 Overland
treamline 4-s6ater. self-storter, dynamo ligliting, £335;
lao ,brond new 1920 25-cwt. commercial, £50 below
st price. All on view, Ciill. Part exchange enter-
lined if real good value.—Paxton. [1287

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
' -TOX Motor Lorry, 4-eyl., Boach mag., 3. speeds and

reverse; £40, bargain.-Bos 990, c/o The Motor
ycle. [X3331

?100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures
^ a magnificent 3-ton loiry.—Dettiilt:, PalmeT:'s Gar-

L'ii'®' Tooting. [3821

ORRY Bodies for Ford Tonnei? in Stock, extra
-i strong make, enclosed cab; £65.—The Willowbrook
0., Leice:;ter. [X3379
?85 Down and 12 monthly payments of £15 secures
w* splendid 1-tou truck, twin soUds, will carry 50-cwt.
Details, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

ALEXANDERS

[3825

tl

!lLp

ENGINES.
ETIS Twin Engine (new), handle start;

J Rcvelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park.
£10.-85.
. [3187

y. and M. Engine, -late model, little used, pprfe-"'t

:

£12/10.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [3586

h-.p. Douglas Engines", 1918, as new : £17 : stamp.
: X'lease.— Snow, 91, Mapledene Rd., JDalston. [3233

ih.p. Rex Engine, complete. £5; lightweight frame
** and tank, 30/-.—53, Stanway Rd., Coventry.

[X336C
ib.p. Gas Engine, 30-volt dji-amo, larg'e brazing lamp:
' cash ofier.- 9, Jubilee Terrace^ Broom.field Rd..
lelmsford. [3218

h.p. Twin, overhead ni-o. valvej, Bosch waterproof,
: B, and R.. small mileage; wanted, 6-8h,-p., also

ir bos.—69, S. Ealing Rd., W.5. [3558

ilRECISIOX Engine, mechanical valves, fine coudi-
.' tiou, £4; two good Tjheels and tank, 20/-.—Hood,
, JTotteridge Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [3212

EVIS Flat Twin Engine, w'ith special magneto,
i frame, new tank with drip f6e<l: £20; after 5.—
ide, 5, Mordauut Rd., Harlesden, X.W.IO. [3175

914 Triumph Engine, in perfect ordei, £12/10

:

1920 New crank case?, £7.—H. Richardson, 2,

Jton Yillas, Hawks Rd., Kingj^ton-on-Thames. [3613

-9h.p. Peugeot Twin Engine, complete with inductTon
pipes, new condition, £8 canh secures; Dixie mag-
for game, nearly new, £4.-2, Oriel St., Swindon.

- [3797
IRIUMPH 4h.r-, complete with decomftressor and

pulley, -just left Triumph Works, and cost over
il, 1914 type; sell £18/10.—18, Kev Hill, Birming-

[X3456

lEECISIOX Engine, lOh.p., a.c, M.L. magneto,
Zenith, engine sprocket, S-A. 3-speed countershaft,

chain, both new condition; offers.—Bos 997,~"c/o Tlie

tor Cycle. _ [X3361

I>RECISION Engine, twin 6h.p., with induction pipe.
2 magnets, chain wheels; this is in perfect con-

Jfljion; accept £17.—Dene Motor Cjx-le Co., Haymarket,
!>';'B|'W'^^^*1«"0"'^J'°'5- [X2294

.A.P. 2'^h.p. Single Engine, in perfect condition.
.^completo with exhaixst pipe, silencer, magneto;

ept £15/10.—Den© Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket,
wcastle-on-Tyne. [X2295

IWIN Siemens Unit, variable governor, pressure
gauge, magneto, carburetter, suitable jnotor boat

stationary purposes; £28; seen any ' time.~895.
Ilham Rd., Fulham. - - [3362

i'EW Power Unit, viz., Wall 2-stroke roller bearing
y engiiie, direv-t driven, Runbakeu mag., silencer,

];• sacrifice _ £15; by appointment only;—S., 156.
krou Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. [3619

li.p. King Dick Engine, quite new, complete with
exhaust pipe, silencer, magneto, chain case. 2

.s and chain; £18/10.—Dene Motor 'Cycle Co.,
Ijymarket, Kewcastle-on-Tyne. [X2296

ijOHPLETE Unit, in nrnning order, engine 3'Ah.p.
iL-- Humber, Senspray carburetter, accumulator ~and
I
L' good tank; bargains, £3/10, or offer.—Froud, Prnd
; Ct, iln-trifV NTriTf.linmhf'rlnnfl rsSt.', Alnwick, Northumberland. [3164

IRECORD-
i VALUEi w #ni^%^ ^

I

- ^^ ' ^^m i

m ^t^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^"
[

I HAS JUSTIFIED ITS NAME
|

^ - AND MANY HA\' E BOUGHT
m VALUE WHICH CANNOT BE [

M REPEATED. , [

iBrand-Newl

l1920Moilel$l
ARE \YHAT WE OFFER,
AND THE PRICES ARE
CALCULATED TO CLEAR
OUR ENTIRE STOCK AT
AN EARLY DATE, REGARD-
LESS OF ORIGINAL COST.

lOurLosslsyonrGainli
[m „ . I

[]]]] // you have, not yet got our
j

^ Bargain List, send for it
j

^ immediately.
j

^ THIS WEEK WE OFFER !

DID SOME FURTHER VERY- I

m SPECIAL VALUES WHIM!
j

jlj
BREAK ALL RECORDS. ;

i 500 "Euk" Easy Starters.!

j™ Ordinary Price 21/-

^ Special. Clearing Price, 4/6.

M dii

m

|Alexander&Co.
^ llS'-llS, Lothian Road,

i EDINBURGH.

I 272-274,GtWestern Road,

i GLASGOW.
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ENGINES.
i>^h.p. J.A.P. Engine. 1916, No. 200001, complete^4 with variable E.I.C. mag., carburetter, pulley,
silencer, etc., recently rebushcd; £13.-111, Tiverton
Rd., Bournbrook, Birmingham. [X3380

J.A.P. Engines in Stock.— Special o.h.v. engines
built, complete stock of spares for all type J.A.P.

engine^; Bosch magneto, 50'-- twin, £6/10; Al J.A.P.
engines from £15.—B.P. Garage. 40. Murray Mews,
Murray St., Camden Tuwn, N.W. [3910

EIGHT 8-lOh.p. Douslas Lighting Set, water-cooleil.
with radiator, 120 v. dyn;tmo, 20 amps., all on

one base. These are conjplete with eivitchboarda, akich
inclnrles I voltmeter, 2 amp. meters, and 6 BwitOTes.—
Below.

"P'OUR 8-lOh.p. Douglas Engines only, with radiator
J- and magneto and carburetter; £30 each.—Below.

SIX 4-cyI. Standard Lightinsr Sets, lOh.p. engine. Tvith

radiator, 120 v. dvnamo, 20 amp-, switchboard and
switches. As used on the workshop lorries. £75 each,

with magneto and carburetter.—Below.

EIGHT lOh.p. 4-cvl., Austin Lighting Sets. Particu-
hirs same as Standard. £75 each, with magneto

and carburetter.—Below.

-6b. p. 1916-17 Clyno Engines, less magneto and car-

buretter; £15 each.—Below.

I HAVE a very- large quantity of cable, electric lamps,
electric lighting shades and smtches, and also a

large quantity of switches and switchboards.—Below.

3h.p. Water-cooled Lighting Set, with radiator,

dynamo, and switchboard; £30.—Below.

A(\ Switchboards, in cases, with sliding glass doors,
'^tV containing 1 voltmeter, 2 amp. meters, and 5

switches ; price £4 each.—Please write or apply to J.

J. Dooley, 33, Killyon .Rdv, Clapham, S.W.8. [3207

T Q-16h.p. Alvaston Horizontally Opposed Water-cooled
X/W Twin Aero Engine, complete with carburetter,

magneto, and cast iron baseplate, only run on trials, and
in good condition; £50.—Gill Propeller Co., Ltd., King's
Lynn, [3335

1 tn|14 Triumph 4]i.p. Engine, iust out of worts, abso-
J-iy lutely it, £17; lV2h.p. De Dion engine, 35/-:

3h.p. a.i.o.v. engine, 25/-; quantity of old engines and
parts for disposal.-Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesiuore,

Coventry. [X3461

UNION" 2^troke Engine. 23^-h.p., fitted with C.A.T.
mag., B. and B. carburetter, long exhaust pipe,

also first-class frame, stand, carrier, tank with Best and
Llovd drip feed, the whole brand new; £30.—Homacs,
243, Lower Clapton Kd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.
-

. . ' [3715

SCOTT 3';ih.ii. En^^ine, H'iu 2-stroke, water-cooled,
' complete with carburetter and "firive sprockets, etc..

brand new, £20; Clvno 6h.p. engine, twin, complete
with induction pipe, magneto chain cover, drive spncket,

enclosed valves, brand new, £20 ; both above engrnee

?ost approximately £40 each.—E. "Watson, 132, High
St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. _ ^

[3567

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., specialists in

magneto repairs.

RELIANCE giiarantee to return your magneto with-

in 3 days,*and if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee
every magneto for 12 months. Armature wind-

ing a speciality.

RELIANCE work for, and are recommended by, some
of the largest firms in London and country, and

can supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spares for Bosch, U.H.. Eisemann,
E.I.C, C.A.V., SpTitdorl. Dixie, and all known

makfes.
^

RELIANCE specialise in the repair of IT.H. mag-
netos, and, having the original U.H. parts, can

guarantee a sound and reliable- job.

RELIANCE stock new and second-hand magnetos at
right prices; old magnetos taken in part payment.

Send for illustrated leaflet of the new Fellows light-

weight magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most eflS-

cient made. Special terms to the trade.

T>ELIANCE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
XV concerning your ignition troubles, and customers
may be certain of obtaining promptness and courtesy.

RELIANCE "Magneto Repairing Co., 11, Gt. Sutton
St., Goswell Rd., E.C.I. [2186

SPLITDOEF Magneto, 2-cyl., 50°; £4/10.—Green,
85, High Holborn. - [3423

OULTON Magneto, new and perfect; £4.—Harley
and Son, Fontenoy St., Liverpool.. [3210

DIXIE Twin Mngncftn. 180°. clrwkwrse. running
order; 60/-.-12. Eimore Kd., Sheffield. [3776

NEW British Magnetos for any machine; exchanges
quoted.—Collier's Motories, Horton St., Halifax.

[3867

BOSCH, single, clock, type ZEl, huge spark, £8/10;
Dixie, single, anti, £3.—Box 9,947, c/o The Hlotor

Ci'cle. .

' „ [5405

E.I.C. Magneto, clockwise, single, brand new; offers,

cash; approval.—Reg. Samso'n, Lodywood Rd., Bir-
mingham.

, _ _ [X3314

MAGNETO, C.A.Y., brand new, heavj^veight, single-
cvlinder. complete; £4/10. -Jackson, 89, Oak

Lane, Bradford. [342D

B

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A-B
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
SPARKING Plugs, best mates. Aero Type, 4 fori

6/-, post iree; fully guaranteed.—S-B.C, Worcester
St., "Wolverhampton. [X2387

£4.—Tliomc:on-Bennett. maenctoa, 180°, condition as
new, suit,ible 2^i and, 4h.p. Douglaaee.—Sulina

Ctarage, Sulina Ed., Brixton Hill. [3928

DYNAMO Lighting, specially suitable for Triumph;
£5 set

;
please write for particlars.—Light Car

and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill.

S.W.2. [3811

1-CTL. C.A.V.. 75/-: 1-evi. Thomson-Bennett, 75/-;
. 2-L'yL C.A.V., 180°, 80/-; all practically new and

sent on approval; clock or anti.— 32, Elnatlran Mews,
Maida Vale, W.9. - [3555

UNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be replaced
by a Boulton, £5 each; immediate dispatch. A

few shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.—Boulton Mag-
netos, Ltd., Oldhall St., Wolverhampton. [8955

BOSCH Siugle-cyl. Magnetos, latest waterproof pat-
tern, lor engines of 4h.p. or more, as new, ex

R.A.K., £5: also Bwrh 130° twin, as new, £5/10.-R.
Watsou, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suflollt. [3568

JEBRON. registered 291,298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc., cures

misfiring, 7/- each rivet; Jebron screws, fit Bosch
magnetos, 15/6 pair; old screws, Jebionised, 7/- each.

JEBRON, an Iridium-platinum contact, guaranteed
pure; there is no efficient substitute for these

metals.—Jebron, 38, Herbert St., Woolwich, S.E.18.
[0001

CHARLES PARKER and Co. [Eestablished 1913)
specialise in repair of n^agnetos, and can be de-

pended upon to give you quick service and a repair
which is guaranteed for 12 months at the right price.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. are organised to des-
patch repairs within 5 days from receipt, but

especially urgent magnetos can be put through in 24
honrs. -

€HARLES PARKER and Co., being manufacturers
of spare parts for Bosch, Eisemann, U.H., and

the Iwdiug British and American makes, can give im-
mediate attention to your enquiries,

U.H. Magne,tos.—Send them to a firm who have had
7 years" sxperience in repairing them, and guar-

antee you satisfaction.

CHARLES PARKER and Co., 55, Clmrchfield Rd.,
Acton, "W.S. 'Phone: Chiswick 1518. [-3559

ACCUMULATORS.-New C.A.V., 4 volt 15 amp.
hours, metal case with strap, 14/6, carriage paid;

approval against remittance. Trade supplied.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., London; aud Paris St., Exeter.

[1168
• OSC'H Magneto, ZEl, anti, in perfect order, as new
" accept £6/10;- Bosch magneto, ZEV, 55^, anti-

rloci:, in perfect order, as new; a bargain, £7.—Dene
Motor Cycle Co., 'Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

[X2298
SEND Your Magneto for repair to the Loveland Mag-

neto Repair Service, the service with 18 years'
liractical experience. Spare parts for all makes.—'Phone
Strealham 1390.—Crescent Magneto Works, Norbury,
S.W.16. , [8508

MAC4NET0 Repairs.—Send your magneto'to Palmer's
Garage. Tooting. Reply paid; quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efacient repair guaranteed
in from two to six days, usually within 24 hours.-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. ^ [3824

RUNBAKEN Repair ^ervicee.—Dynamos, magnetos,
and starters. Huge stocks of spare parts and a

modern plant enable us to make a thorough and effi-

(ient reijair to every make and' type. Pack in a strong
box, enclose instructions, and address to The Runfaken
Magneto Co., Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
f'Phone: Mayfair 3588). North of England: Derby St.,
CUeetham, Manchester ('Phone: City &266). [0257

MAGNETOS, Magnetos.-We hold a stock of V twin
magnetos of all degrees, and recommend the new-

H.T.H. 42° to Indian riders; Bosch magnetos, all degree^
and rotations; B.T.H. singles in stock; exchanges. The
only official Indian electrical service station B.T.II.,
Tliomson-Eennett, and Peel Conner repairs service.-
Kuston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad, London.

[3786

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (Established
1912), contractors to H.M. Government, ana

(iJtiuially appointed by the R.A.Ov-Magnnto repairs of
every description. All lepaivs at lowest possible prices,
;ind etrictly guaranteed. We can mostly return them
witliin 24 hours. We have several new and second-hand
dingle and 2-cyl. magneto3 in stock, all guaranteed.—
'J'lic Miif,'neto Repairing and Winding Co., 78, Hamp-
ft<;ad Rd., Euwton Rd.. London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A.; Kumaguelec, Eusroad, Londo'^

[1539
IJ^USTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair eervlco. ijiinr-

J nnt(:fed lepairB to all types of magnetos ; Splitdoif
mid Dixie Bpeciulistn ; official Indian electrical tiervica
tl.-ition ; Tliomsou-Bennott repairs and sparea. All re-
pairs aro tested on ao approved A.I.D. teat bench be-
16JQ dispatch, and therefore carry our gnarnateo for 12
inontliB. Wo hold tho largcHt stock of guaranteed mag-
neton in I^ondon, twins all degrecB; Rpmo pnrts for nil

makes in fifock ; charKed ocrumulatoiR all voltagen
olways leiidy in stock, pluga, caldes. i/^-watt and vacuum
Imlbg iill voltaijos. We give you real five norvico always.
-KuMton iKnition Co., 329. Kuston Rd.. I,ondon, N.W.I
'Dione: Museum 6034. T.A.i Magdymo, EunroiKl.
Lnndon. [0363

B^

ASTRA

DYNAMOS

D.C.l. 4 volt.

Simple, Reliable, Efficient,

Cannot Burn Out, Generates
at Slow Speed with no Danger
of Over - running or Over-
charging.

Can be fitted to any machine
— Prices

:

D.C. 1 . 4.volt type £6 10

COMPLETE

Motor Cycle Sets

from £12 2
including

—

I Dynamo, 1 Accumulator m slrong

case, I Head Lamp, I Tail Lamp,
Switch. Wire, and all necessary
fittings for most machines.

Repairs to M.I.R.A. and other

dynamos promptly executed.

6-voh. LIGHT CAR SETS
complete from £15 0.

We have vacancies for asents in a few districta.

Write or call for full particulars

:

The

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
110, Victoria Street, S.W.
Telephone : Victoria, 7545.

TYRES.

B

BRAND New Dunlop Tyres, 26x2in. ; 17/6, post £l»
—Clarke, 15, Sontli St., Lontti. [JV^i

BASTONE'S.—Special purr.iase. New Michelin mottt
cyde covers, beaded edge, 26X2V2 21/-, 26xVl

16/-.

ASTONE'S.—New Michelin Tabes, 26X2'4 and 26)i

2%, 8/6 each,

BASTONE'S for Cflveis and Tubes.—Special line <
Englebert wired edge covers, 26x21,^, raised tr6ad

25/-; ditto rubber-studded, 32/-; also large stock «
beaded edge covers, all makes, at low prices.—2Sf
Pcntonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Teli

2481 North. » [22Bi

BEAND New Clincher Tyres, 26x2'4 33/6, 26X£»J
39/6.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.

Wandsworth. _ [61?;

TTEES. Great sale.—Don't buy" any until yon hsici

seen our list. It is a revelation.—Bancroftian Ctt:

64 and 78. Bishopsgate, E.G. [OOS

ECONOiVIIO Tyre Co.—Cenuine bargains in new clea)

ance and Government sruplus stock ; all goods aei

carriage paid on 7 days' approval against remittance^

ECONOmC.—24x2M (fit 2in. rims) heavy rubie
non-sldd, 41/-, listed 54/6; 26x2Vi Dunlop heayj

37/6, listed £2/16/9.

ECONOMIC—26x25^ Dunlop heavy, 39/6, lisle,

£2/19/9; Palmer cord heavy. 39/6, liste

£3/19/4; Avon tricar, 37/6, listed £3/0/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2','. Palmer, 46/9. listed £3/lt
26x3x21/2 Dunlop, extra heavy, 47/6, listed £4/lg

TTICONOMIC.—28x2Vi (American) Goodyear Diamolg

'Phone : New Cross

45?

5z/;
liste

139J
[38E

Xli 46/-; 28 x3- Kernpshall pon-skid clearance,

listed £5/12/2; anti-skid 35/-, listed £3/9/6.

ECONOMIC—660x65 Clincher de Luxe -W.D
listed £4' 700x80 Dunlop grooved, 75/-

£4/19/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed, Dunlop rubber-stiji

24x2 27/9, 26x2 29/9, 26x2li 31/6,

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., .S.ES

(near Town Hall)
Repairs and retreading.

BIILL'S.—Large stock of motor cycle and voituiei]

covers and tubes at clearance prices.—BuU'e Ha]

ber CO., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin'r Lane, Londoi

W.0.2: Tel. : Gerrard 1347. [0^

STOCKTAKING Sale. 14 Days Only.—5,000 mo*
' cycle covers, brand-new soiled gocjds, 26xx2 25/

26x2'/, 27/6. 26X2% (for IV^) 28/-, 26x21,!. 28/-, -700^1

55;-.—Millards, Chesteraeld. - [11*

Oflx2V> Mackintosh and Spencei-Moulton TyiSI

'^O these are brand new and are not perishedjj]

dear 30/- each. Special quotations for aniintities ; 1

riiige extra —J. .1. Doolev, 33, Killyon Ed., Claphl

S.W.8. ; CS

WISE Motori.-ts reduce their running costs by m^
iiig their worn tyre covers to the Beldam Tf.

Co. ,1920J, Ltd., Jireutlord, Middlesex, to be retreafl*

A Beldam retread lasts as long ae many new pa
Estimates given flee. [Ocp

KEMPSIIALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson 'T.T., 21

Vi, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 3J

each; special prices for quantities over 6; earra

[roe ;
greatest bargains in tyres.—J. Smith and B

52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0?

RD VAUTY for Tyres.—New unused Dunlop h«
studded 26x21,;,. 37/6; 26x2%, 37/6; two olj

28x3 extra heavy. 47/5 each; also others at dearaa!

prices, all sizes from 24x2, only o few left, don't del)

—K. D. "Varty, Tlinndersley, Essex. [373

A26x2i^dn. Hi.!!h-dass Eubber-studded Cover, etraigi

from the factniv, for 30/-: just think of it; >

cle.irance- money refunded if not satisfied. HaTo 1

of these bargnine. Send for our repairs and retread

list.—Melton Rubber Works. Melton Mowbray. [0!

x2i/. New Beaded Cuvers, 30/-; new best qnal

tubes. 24x2Vj. 6/-; 26x2, 6/6; 26x21/1, 7

26X214 7/9; 26x2i,:.x2i/,, 8/6; 28x3, 9/6; 700>tj

ia/6- '7S0x?5, 12/6; new riibl.ci belts, 6ft. 2in.x

10/6; ISin. intiators, 2/6; sent npproval

receil't remittance.—I'ulmer's Garage,

26
XlJ

<arnago pa
Tooting, S.'WV

[31

BARGAINS.—Seven days' approval; limited nuirt

only: Englebert 26x2i/, heavy rubber-stufll

passenger 30/- (list 46/3), louring 35/6 (list 53i

solo 34/6 (list 49/-): Avon 3-ribbed, 20/3 (list 25J,
plus iMstago 1/-; tube, 8/6 (list 12/-). Ecpairij

kinds, to tvres and tubes.—Armstrong, 17, Colon
Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. LB

MOTOR Cycle Tubes—Best red qnallty. with sa
patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2. 5/3; i

2Vt. 6/6: 26X2, 5/9; 26x21/,, 6/-; 26X2%. 6/3; 2
21/, 6/6 26X2V2X2W, 6/9; 26x3, 7/-; 28X2. 7j

28X3 7/6- 29X31/., 7/9; 650x65, 8/-. All leoa

makes and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel. Tyro Fact
27 Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores, 37a. Balls Pond I
'Pione ; DUston 3161. [q!

GOVEENMHNT Kurplus.-Huge stock of spedj

selected second-hand covers, Dunlop heavy, i
luers, Keniiishnlli, Clincher.s, etc.. 26X2'^, 26x25i,

"

each- 28x3. 17/6 each ; new Dunlop and Bates tl

26x2i,i, 2%, and 2i/j. 7/6 each; special line of JD

700 grooved rebuilt I'overs, 40/- each; gooda cash;

iiroviil -Honiciton Rubber Works, Brooksbys
Uonicitoii. E.9. 'Phono: Dalston 3483. 'Grams;

,,\.wor, Hack., Loudon,

A|.( All letters rclntiiiA to advertisements should quote the number :it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Greetings

!

ONCE again the festive seasoii is upon us,

and in spite of the difficulties which beset

the motor cycHst the interest in his

favourite pastime never slackens. High

prices, increased taxation and paraded

licences all produce their quota of grumbles, but

serious as they are, the true motor cyclist is as

keen as ever. There is no more enthusiastic

body in the world than the army of riders who
use their machines throughout the year, and who
help to support the keenest, cleanest sport in the

world.

To all good riders, whether they be competi-

tion men, those who ride for business purposes

or week-end pleasure, to manufacturers, traders,

and purchasers alike, The Motor Cfcle extends

its heartiest Christmas greetings, and assures

them that it will continue to support all that is

in the best interests of the finest and' most

exhilarating pastime in the world.

Standardised Controls.

AGAIN a move is being made to bring about

standardisation of controls. For ten

years or more we have been urging that

attention be paid to this point, and from

time to time we have approached various

organisations such as the A.C.U., the Manufac-

turers' Union, and the Engineering Standards

Committee, on the matter. Now a sub-corn-

_

mittee of the A.C.U. has made a recommenda-

tion for the standardisation of such items as

carburetter and brake levers, but, although the

effort being made to interest the manufacturers

concerned is a step in the right direction, motor

cyclists must not think that the matter is settled,

and that in future uniform controls will be found

on every new machine they purchase.

It still remains a question for the makers to

consider, and while we know serious efforts will

be made by the management of the Manufac-

turers' Union to bring the question before its

members, it is by no means certain that sufficient

support will be given to the idea—or, if given,

that an agreement can be made between, say,

the various makers of carburetters.

As- pointed out in our leaderette in the issue

for August 19th last, there is a diversity of

opinion as to which is the better way for a car-

buretter lever to open, inwards or outwards.

Of the several points where standardisation is

desirable, the position of the brake levers and

the direction of opening the carburetter levers

are the most important, and probably the best

way to bring about ultimate standardisation of

controls throughout the machine will be for the

Manufacturers' Union to concentrate on one of

the important points mentioned.

Standardise Carburetter Controls First.

Carburetter controls probably represent the

easier proposition, as they not onlv affect a com-
paratively small number of makers, but are not

such a large undertaking as other items. It

will be appreciated that, even should the manu-
.

facturers come to a decision, -standardisation

must take some considerable time to come into

effect, as in many cases it would mean redesign-

ing certain details. Manufacturers could not be

expected to do this excepting in an entirely new
m.odel, as it will be found that the raison d'etre

of existing control positions is that they have

been considered to be the most convenient.

The recommendations of the A.C.U. Com-
mittee conform in the main with those which we
submitted to the Manufacturers' Union some
time ago, but w-ith this significant change, i.e.,

it is recommended that the foot brake be on

the right side .of the machine. It is difficult to

see whv this suggestion has been made, since the

majority of kick-starter pedals are on this side

of the machine. When a motor cyclist stops his

engine on ascending a hill, the difficulty of re-

starting with both brake and kick-starter on the

same side has to be experienced -to be fully

appreciated.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the oa^e facing the back cover
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Valves.

AT the Show I met a manufacturer whose speciahty

is valves on the grand- scale. To the best of

his belief the A. B.C. was the only 1920 motor
cycle fitted with valves made of stainless steel, which
never break, ,stretch, or burn. There is some excuse

for, this, since—quoting taken figures—a stainless

valve may cost 30.0% more than a 3% nickel steel

valve, as this steel is too hard for cheap production.

On the other hand he delivered himself of an amaz-

ing dictum. By paying approximately 6d. extra per

valve, it is possible to get a valve which is infinitely

more reliable and satisfactory than 3% nickel steel.

Yet hardly any firms in the industry will spring the

extra cost, even for their exhaust valves.

The B.T.H. Lighting Outfit.

ASUAL ^•isitors to the Show missed the B.T.H.
lighting set, which was on J. A. Ryley's stand

in the Gallery. It is the lightest and cheapest

outfit of the type tip to date, but at- present is only

ready in its baby two-stroke edition. The " idle

maximum " of the magneto armature is tapped by

a pick-up on the contact breaker and led to a battery

mounted in the rear prong of the lamp bracket. It

charges at .65 ampere, whereas a 4 c.p. head lamp
and 2 c.p. tail lamp discharge the battery at .9

ampere. It follows that the set, though unsuitable

for night work exclusively, should prove perfectly

efficient for machines which do three hours by day

for each hour which they travel by lamplight.

Long Life fi-om Dry Batteries.

KAM not enough of an electrician to deal faithfully

with our optimistic correspondents who claim

satisfactory lighting service from dry batteries. It

may be possible under the best conditions to obtain

eighty lamp hours" from a single small battery— I do
not know. But I know this. Both as a private

indi\idiial and in the semi-trade position of a technical

journalist, I have obtained a number of dry battery

sets from various firms who specialise in such outfits,

and, though I have often had tolerable results, my
uniform experience has l^een that "the convenience of

the system does not outweigh its cost. I confess that

I still occasionally employ dry batteries for tail lamps,

and, with luck, hope to get twenty hours'out of them.

I do not average anything like that period. I occasion-

ally get the wind up when batteries give out un-

expectedly soon. But for intermittent short distance

work, they are, taking them all rounil, better than

Ixion's " MOTOB CYCLE JtimiNISGENGES " have jusl

heen published in hook /orm, price 5s. 3d. post free, from
" The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Sireet, E.C.4.

anything else, and worth their cost. Still, I have

never had one solitary battery which suggested to me
that this form of lighting could" possibly be regarded

as cheap. On the other hand, we liave not all got

dynamos. I do not know of a decent paraffin or

candle tail lamp. And the acetylene tail lamp, as we
all know, is a constant source of anxiety, though it

can behave nicely on occasions. - For real tail lamp
joy, give me a dynamo outfit. If you carry "a spare

bulb, there is nothing to worry about.

About Toolbags.

n
DON'T often travel by the slow and expensive

train, but the other day Nemesis fell upon me,
and I had to wait an hour at Bristol station. Be-

guiling the tedium,, I spotted a brand new Douglas en

route to some lucky man, and I noticed that it was
fitted with the widest toolbags I have seen for a'

month of Sundays. They were long enough to accom-
modate a set of car tyre levers, and were equipped
with strap fasteners. An I".N. enthusiast writes his

praise of the toolbags fitted to the last edition of the

famous four-cylinder. They are of the all-metal type,

and the usUal lock and key is supplemented by a

spring tongue fastener secured by a milled nut. In

other wo^ds, they cannot lose their shape, they don't

jolt open on the road, and you can lock them when
you stoie the machine. These obvious ideals are not .

recognised by all designers.

Through Signposting.

I
N the question of signposting. Through sign-

posting is at present left to local authorities

(with very few exceptions, such as the Great
North Road), and they carry it out with a great lack

of imagination and efficiency. When you pobble into

a strange town, you never know if it will be sign-

posted or not, nor how, nor where. A few towns
have intelligent and striking direction posts or boards.

Some have faded legends painted before the war on
garden walls half-way round corners. Some have
curved scrollwork, engrossed with floriated lettering,

in any convenient public place. I cannot at the
moment name a single large town through which a

stranger could hope to pass without repeated dis-

mounts. There are four main requisites, viz.

:

1. Ev^^ery possibility of a false turn should be
safeguarded.

2. Switch routes avoiding traffic vortices

should be indicated where they exist.

3. The panels should be large. (Lettering of

the village signpost size is useless.)

4. Distinctive* colouring should be used in,

order to cat<'h the eye (say yellow and black).
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The Licence Pother.

HAM not quite as down upon the Transport Minis-
try as some grumblers. Their scheme is "apparently
plotted with several aims in view :

.

1. To keep tab of motor thieves. (I see nothing to
prevent the forgery of both licence cards and log-
books ; and many difficulties in the way of swift and
sure detection of such forgeries. But an additional
safeguard is certainly provided.)

2. To collect revenue cheaply, and to prevent fraud
through the use of unlicensed vehicles. (Only those
Ijehind the scenes know how much time and postage
has been wasted in the effort to track down motors
which have changed hands repeatedly, or how many
motors are trotting about under fictitious numbers,
or numbers which do not belong to them.)

3. To estimate the revenue from a given taxation

scheme. (At present nobody knows with any close

accuracy how many cars and motor cycles there are

on the road; hundreds of "numbers" have falleif

into disuse without ever being oflicially cancelled.)

But there are a few details on which no superman
has yet cast his eagle eye. For example, why can
a car be licensed for three months at a time, whereas
the humble motor cychst must (a) Awh up. a full year's

money in one mouthful, and (b) pay a year's tax even
if he does not buy his 'bus till Sejptember? Again,

a three-wheeler scaling over 8 cwt. may, apparently,

enjoy the benefits of a quarterly licence, whereas a

three-wheeler weighing under 8 cwt. may not. So
far no regulations seem to have been issued or any
penalties inflicted for failure to notify the decease of
a 'bus which is written off. There will be a stir at
the Transport Ministry in January should my 1921
'bus get -to the ground, card, logbook, and all.

Before long death certificates with an adequate fee

will doubtless be added to the scheme.

^'Productibility."

[OT quite a flying kilometre sort of word, I admit,
but I have known worse. I met a chappie at

the Show with that air of mild curiosity which
marks the technical journalist. ''Who are you for?"
I enquired, scenting a new. paper. He explained that

he had been chartered by an American firm of techni-

cal publishers to report to the U.E.A. motor cycle

trade on any special items of design in our machin'es

which might make for cheap and easy mass production.

"What's doing?" was my next impertinence. He
grinned, and allowed me to scan a sheaf of notes. I

have never tackled a Show from this particular view-

point, and I must confess that his analysis was not

encouraging. He was particularly critical of our twin-

cylinders, and wished to know what hidden reason

prevented the two cylinders from being interchangeable

in so many cases. But he also' waxed rather merry
about some items of single-cylinder design, having

unearthed tappets, etc., that were not'interchangeable.

'^'- * -.ktz
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Pleasures Awheel during the Christmas Holidays.

ANY motor cyclist who has used his machine at

Christmas time must retain memories of the
road that are distinct from all others, however

pleasurable they may be.

There are hundreds of motor cvclists who have com-
peted in the run from London to Exeter, in fact the

enthusiast considers that the motor cyclist's education
is not complete until he has taken part in this classic

e\ent. There are also other Christmas events of this

nature, and those who ha-se participated in them
naturally draw upon their experiences when the ques-

tion of Christmas rides is discussed.

It is not, however, such rides as these that inspire

the title of these notes, ^s the writer's experiences in a

London-Exeter were neither in keeping with the season

nor worthy of retention as pleasant memories.

On. Christinas Dvity,

The Yuletide experiences of the average motor
cyclist are totally different from those of the com-

pjetition rider. His rides generally have a definite -object,

although sometimes when the sun gives a sparkle to

the frost he may forsake his fireside for a, run into the

countrx merely for

the sake of the ride.
~

More usually, the

Christmas rides are

made awheel in lieu

of trains, trams, or
" Shanks's p o n y."

Sometimes it is an
exile, who uses his

machine to get to

the home of his

people.

What owner of a

sidecar cannot find

employment for his.

outfit . during t h.e

Christmas holidays ?

The turkey, t h e

cakes, the case of

wine whioh harassed
sliopkeeijers h a vc
forgoften to send
are {]uirkly roundeil

up. 'J'he holly, and
witli great hick, the

mi.stlelou also, can
be fetched from off

the commons 1 o

beconie something

A 2.)

instead of with the

PREPARING FOR
Gathering evergreens during

associated with the country

florists' shops.

Families are often scattered, and Christmas is

regarded as a suitable time for an annual reunion at

the " old home." Those of the clan who possess

motor cycles almost inevitably use them for the

journey, which, under favourable weather conditions,

is by no means the least enjoyable feature of the

holiday. Given a snow-bound road and a kindly sun,

the greatest lover of the fireside wonders why winter

riduig is not more general.

A Trip in Imagination.
Imagine the journey on a sunny Christmas morning

Avhen the loads are hard with frost. Imagine the

loading of the sidecar with human freight and the

locker filled with the ine\itable parcels with which we
burden ourseh'es at Christmastide. Imagine the good

wishes of your neighbours when you set off. P'urther,

in imagination, ''start her up," let in the clutch and

away in the smiling morn—perhaps only to return a

few minutes later to make sure that the cat has not

been locked in the house, or that the
,
pantry winilow

lias been fastened.
?""

]
The whole world

is animated by a

unixersal good will..

There are smiles on
the face of -everyone

—and across the
glistening village
streets, stranger hails

stranger with " a

Merry Christmas."

You may call at a

familiar half - wa\'

house, just to gi\'e

mine host a 11 il

hostess " the compli-
ments of the sea-

son," then off again.

There's a blazing

fire, and a hearty

welcome awaiting at

the journey's end.

Imagine it all,

you who stay at

'[ home, and you must
envy the man ' who
has to take to the

CHRISTMAS.
~ open road at

ast week's spell of snow. Christmas.

.J
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MOTOROSITIES!
OUR ARTIST IN A CYNICAL MOOD—SOME SHOW INSPIRATIONS.
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Opporlunity knocks Once at every Aan's Door, and on this Occasion our Hero
was " at Home."

THAT conceited ass Rutherford swaggered down
the steps of the golf pavilion just at the virong

moment. I hate men who wear M.C. ribbons

on civvy waistcoats. I shouldn't if I'd been old

enough to fight in the war.
" I like men who do things," murmured Dolly,

cruelly nipping in the bud my attempt to propose for

the nth. time.

She looked achingly pretty, as she leant back in

the deck chair. Eyes of delphinium blue. Twisty
little curls, as yellow as a cornfield in June, before

sun and wind have browned it to reddy gold. A nose
which would have been straight if its tip hadn't just

a quarter of a mind to be saucy. A slender little neck,

and a figure as graceful in repose as it was lovely in

movement. What an exasperating vision for cruel old

Dame Nature to dangle before a youthful bank clerk

with an affectionate nature and no prospects. Add
a clever little head, the heart of a sportsman, and
the jollicst girl nature in the whole world—then you
can picture my enslavement.

" For the last time, Dolly," I demanded desperately,
" will you give me a proper answer?"

Another Refusal.

She thre^v away her cigarette, leant forward with

her elbows on her knees, and looked me straight in

the eyes as -a pal should.

"Look here, old boy," she said almost tenderly,
" I like you awfully. Better than anybody else,

perhaps. I could easily like you better still, if I let

myself go. But we can't. I'm an outdoor girl, and
as expensive as they make them. Dad's spoilt me.
I've had nothing but the best since I left the nursery.

If I were idiot enough to say ' Yes,' what would
there be in front of us? You wouldn't let dad keep
us if he could, and since the war his ' divis ' are down
so that he couldn't help if he wanted to. It takes

him all his time to keep the Hall going. You're
earning, I suppose, ;£2oo a year, and not saving a

farthing. I've spent that, and more than that, on
frocks and golf every year since I came out. You
won't earn much more than tliat till you're a cashier

—ten years hence. I don't say I couldn't pinch and

live in. a dreadful • little villa for the man I loved.

Every girl co«ld, and I would. But we couldn't be

married at all for ten years, and even then—why, you'd

be at the bank all day, and I should be cooking and

scrubbing; and then there'd b^ cradles and—er-

things. I daresay I could face it all to-morrow, but to

wait ten years with only a poky little home and all

the household jobs which I hate at the end of it— it

isn't fair to ask a sporting girl to face that. I can't

do it, and once for all, it's a great big ' No.' I wisli

it could be ' Yes,' old boy, but you must see it can't.

So don't ask me again! And I'm not going to knock
about with you so much if you can't be sensible. For
instance, our round this evening had better be off,

don't you think?
"

She stood up, gave me her firm little hand tO' shake,

and disappeared into the pavilion.

The Crash.

Commonsense, of course, but no end of a facer for

me. I hadn't the heart to look for a game since she"

wouldn't play with me. I put my clubs back in the

rack, got out my bicycle, and pedalled ruefully horiie-

wards.

I was rudely shaken out of my dreams at the sharp

right-hand corner near Amberton church by a fool of

a motor cyclist. Evidently a stranger, riding something

with a sharp, crackly exhaust, he came round at a

cool 45, with his wheels skidding and his brakes

shrieking. Why he didn't come clean off, I can't

think. He did a terrific wobble, which slewed him
across the road, and I thought he was going to ram
my old Humber amidships. But he recovered himself

most adroitly, wrenched his 'bus over to his own side

just in time, grinned at me, and tore on, glancing back
over his shoulder. A second later I heard another

roar approaching—a sidecar outfit thundered into view

round the angle of the churchyard wall, and incon-

tinently upset into the ditch on the other side. Before

I could catch my breath three or four more racing

motor cycles pelted round the bend in a clump. One
of them crashed, and the others by some miracle

dodged through the gap between me and the overturned

sidecar on the edge of the ditch.
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Taking Risks.—

I dismounted and rushed towards the ditch, whilst

the motor cyclists returned looking very anxious. The
sidecar was upside down on the top of its two occu-

pants, and I was tugging at it ineffectually till the

other riders came up, when we soon righted it. In

the ditch lay two still, crumpled figures. We lifted

them out carefully, and laid them on their backs by

the roadside, and the motor cyclist who had passed

first knelt by them anxiously.
" Jack's winded, I think," he said presently, looking

up at the others, " but Percy's worse. Concussion, I

"fancy. His bones seem right enough. That's the

de\'il of a blind corner. All up wdth to^=taorrow's hill-

. climb anyhow. Here you, sir (addressing me), is

there a doc. or a hospital anywhere handy?"

The Competition Machine.
I told them that Dr. Johson lived a few hundred

yards away up the village, and they examined the side-

car, which seemed "to be undamaged, for the bodies

of its occupants had acted as buffers in the crash.
" Some of you stay here with Jack," said the fellow,

whom the others addressed as Utley. " He'll come
round in a minute or so for certain. His 'bus seems
all right. We'll put Percy in it, and take him to the

surgery. Take care of my 'bus till I come back. I

suppose I'll have to compete to-morrow just the same."
"I'll drive the sidecar," I put in eagerly, " I'm quite

a good driver, and then you can come along to the

doctor on your own machine with me."
" She's a hotstuff 'bus, you know ?" Utley .remarked

doubtfully. I glanced at it—8 h.p., o.h.v., open

, exhaust, with a cigar-shaped racing sidecar.

% • " That's all right," I rejoined. " I drive everything
.' I can borrt>w or steal, and ne^er crashed .yet."
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" Ven- well, then," consented Utley; "but easy on
the throttle, you know. She does 70 as soon as look
at you if you give her any gas."

We took Percy to the doctor, but I'm afraid my
thoughts were rather distracted from the limp, pallid

figure in the sidecar by the. extraordinary ferocity of

the engine beneath me. Like Utley's mount it was a

Blizzard—all the others, I noticed, were riding Whirl-
winds. Everybody knows what the Blizzards .do at

Brooklands and in hill-climbs; but I'm pretty well tied

to my desk at the bank, and I'd never actually seen

one of their special competition 'buses before. It

felt as if it had about ten ordinary engines concealed

somewhere about it, and I daren't open the throttle

more than a millimetre with that inanimate body in

the sidecar. Utley, of course, must be the Utley, and
" Percy," I supposed, is the Percv Richards who won
last year's T.T.

Fortunately, the doctor didn't seem at all rattled

about Percy. " Slight concussion," he said. A few

days in bed, and he'd be as right as rain. The
hospitable medico made him comfortable in a spare

bedroom, and told us to look in later that evening.

Ap Idea.

Utley asked me if I'd drive the sidecar to the rail-

way station with him, as the doctor showed us out.

" This is a pretty business," he explained confiden-

tially. ' Percy's sidecar and my solo are both very hot

stuff. We meant to sweep the board at the Clayshire

Club's hill-climb to-morrow afternoon, and were

coming up early to have a sniff at the hill. But the

fact is Percy's getting too old for his job. His nerve's

going, and he knows it ; has to fill himself up with

whisky nowadays befoif he does any stunt. We
were fools to rip along like that, but the Whirlwind

boys started it, and we
weren't going to give them
best. Percy's going on
the management side next

year, and we shall want
another trial rider. The
job is to find one"; you
see, you want a man with

the devil's own nerve, and
he must be a crack engine

tuner as well."

Then suddenly

—

" The directors will be
very upset at getthig no

ad. after spending hun-

dreds on getting that new
8 h.p. dead in the pink.

I funk racing round -

corners on sidecars, but

they'll expect me to try.

Look here, will you drive

her up to' Clayshire for

me, and then I may be

able to save the situation ?

She's Iiound to be faster

than any other passenger

entry, and 1 daresay 1

needn't drive her too blue

to win."
Ideas had occurred to

me while Utley was talk-

B3

and I cleared him."
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Taking Risks.—

ing. Hadn't Dolly said she was an outdoor girl?

Wasn't Percy going on the management side next year?

Didn't the Blizzard Co. want a new competition rider?

"No, I won't," I said slowly, "but I'm game to do

better than that if you agree. The Clayshire clmib

is up Jacob's Ladder, isn't it? I know that hill blind-

fold. Our local nuts do all their tuning there. I'll

take the 'bus up if you'll agree to my riding her in her

classes to-morrow. One thing more. If I
_

do

decently with her, you'll recommend me to the direc-

tors for Richards's job."

Utley gasped and stared at me.

"You'll excuse me," he said slowly, "but every

youngster fancies himself as a racing motor cyclist,

and thinks that winning a T.T. is as easy as falling

off a log.''

" I don't," I said tersely ;" but I do know that I can

give any of our local boys points at riding or tuning,

and there happens to be a good reason why I'd break

mv neck to get a better job with spme prospects in

front of it." - \
W& had reached the doctor's gate by now. Utley

looked me over appraisingly.
" I won't promise offhand," he said finally. "-Tell

you what. Ride the 'bus up with me, and if you

shape well on the hill to-morrow morning, I'll give"

you a show. Can't say more than that. 'We can

^phone the doctor to make sure Percy is all right, and

Jack will keep an eye on him, too."

The Test.

I dived into my digs to get a coat and a razor, and

in ten minutes we were off. I think my earnestness

had impressed Utley, for he rode just behind me, and

put me to one or two tests. Somewhere about

Featherbridge a new Bentley three-litre out on test

hooted its way past us at sixty. Utley rode up level.

"We're not going to stand that!" he bellowed, and

down went his nose on the steering head. An 8 h.p.

sidecar isn't exactly the mount one would choose for

a big scrap on a none too straight road, but I guessed

my driving was under sperial observation. Utley

intended to watch me, and didn't let his single right

out. I caught and passed him. Then I went after

the enormous dustcloud, which hinted that the Bentley

wasn't clean off the landscape yet. I didn't at all like

diving into that dustcloud, but I chanced it. There
were some awful seconds whilst the Bentley and I were
netk and neck, wreathed in smoke and grit and flying

stones and a thunderous roar. Then the car eased a

bit for a corner which its driver presumably didn't

know. I did know it, and I cleared him. It was
here I made good. It was just six miles to Clay-

borough, and Utley never sighted me again till I

slowed a bit for the tramlines. When we pulled up
outside the Golden Lion, he condescended to say,

"Youngster, I begin to hope you may do."
« * « * * # »'* »

Next morning we breakfasted early and lightly, so
as. to get out on the hill before the rest of the boys
were about. We had the hill to ourselves, and as I

stared up at its rutty corkscrew disappearing into the

larchwoods, I realised tliat it was one thing to scorch
up it on a standard solo 'Inis, and another to put a

fire-eating Brooklands sirlecar at it. Still, I'd inirnt

my boats. Old Porlcous, our manager, had nc\er
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loved me overwell, and when he discovered why my
desk was empty this morning, the bank would need

me no more. Utley and I left our machines at the

bottom and walked up. He had an eye like a hawk
for ruts and cambers and bits of loose stuff, which

might get looser still after twenty or thirty men had

been up. Then we walked down, and he got in the

sidecar for me to make my first climb.

Sweeping the Board.

To sav I was scared' is to put it mildly. Utley

knew the last words in sidecar racing. Once or twice

his body was extended horizontally like a poker to

keep the w'heel down, with his toes hitched under the

carrier or something— I had my hands too full holding

the brute to watch him, but I felt the wheel keep down
when by all the laws of nature it should have swuiig^up

o\'er my head. We simply screamed up, and it took

me half a mile to stop her when we were over the top.

Utley drew a long breath.

"Young man," he said solemnly, "consider your-

self engaged. What's more if you're half as hot on a

solo as you are on a sidecar, I don't mind how soon

you succeed to my job as well after a climb like that."

I lost heart a bit during the morning, as one work-

manlike 'bus after another roared out from Clay-

borough, and some of them simply ripped up the

ascent. Utley introduced me to lots of famous riders,

whom I had previously known only through the

columns,, of The Motor Cycle. The nonchalance of

these -veterans put the wind up me no end, for I w"as

palpitating with fear and hope. But Utley was frankly

contemptuous. ,

" Absolutely nothing to touch you," he decided

;

" and I can lick anything of my own c.c."

So it pro\'ed: I had to drive in five cfesses. My
first climb was a. bit scratchy, but the gorgeous Bliz-

zard engine wasn't pressed to fifths of seconds. I was
fastest by a bit—not much but enough. When I

came down, I noticed the boys at the foot of the hill

sur\eyed me with a new respect, and I knew I'd had
my full share of cheering on the way up. In the next

class I drove like a demon; and by the time I got to

the last class, I was literally inspired beyond all fear.

Five firsts, with Utley's seven in the solo classes!

Good enough, eh?
Utley pressed me to stay and dine at the Golden

Lion with the boys and officials. I knew a trick worth

two of that, and made him see that I meant driving

the 'bus back to Amberton, where he must pick me' up .

next morning en route to the factoiy. He was
.

evidently disappointed, but said I'd earned the right

to my own way.
" By the way," I said negligently, as we shook

hands, " what's my screw to be?"
" You're worth a lot," he answered ; " but they

;

won't offer you more than ;!^35o to start with. The
prospects are first-rate, and there are pickings

—

bonuses', and the like. Richards made ^£1,200 the

year he won the T.T. and you're young."

The Blizzard felt as if she had 6in. tyres all the way
home. I went straight round to the Hall. The maid
showed me into the drawing room. Dolly was half

buried in a big armchair—dreaming of something sad,

I fancy, for she had no book, and her lovely eyes

looked clouded. They were radiant when we said

gond-jiight. B.H.D.
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Progress of the Motor Cycle in Belgium.
Impressions of the Brussels Show. Belgium Rapidly Reconstructing. The Need tor

Good Roads. Rival Organisalions Controlling the Sport.

ONE of the most gratifying features of the

Brussels Show was the fact that the motor cycle
was very much to the fore. This is as it should

be in a motor show ; and the fact that the motor cycles
were shown in an annexe of the same building as the
cars was also clearly of benefit to the industry, as it

gave the man who was interested '

chiefly in cars an opportunity of
seeing the motor cycles, which
would not have been the case had
the motor cycle show been held
in a separate building or at a

'

different time.

There was really quite a number
of motor cycle exhibits, and it was
extremely gratifying to note the ^

number of British machines.
Naturally, in our report of the
Show^ in last week's issue, British
machines were not described, since
every one of them had been dealt
with in the Olympia Show number;
but the fact remains that most
well-known makes were represented, and this goes to
show that not only are British motor cycles appreciated
in Belgium, but that British manufacturers have con-
fidence in the Belgian market.
As the only Continental Show of importance held

this year, it is rather surprising that Continental manu-
facturers did not take greater advantage of it. It

was disappointing to see that the famous firm of
Peugeot exhibited pedal cycles only; that the Alcyon
was not there; that the Viratelle, one of the most
original French makes, was absent; and that not
a single Italian machine was to be seen in the

Exhibition.

The few Belgian machines, which we dealt with at

length in the last issue, show distinct originality, con-

siderable promise, and excellent finish.

To revert to the Belgian market for British-made

motor cycles,, the prospect is good on the whole,
though this little countrv, like every other, is suffering

Switzerland s representative at the Brussels Show—the Motosacoche. which has an

Enfield-type gear with three speeds

A distinctive Continental sidecar—the Blenot, with door on the right side

from shortage of money. There is, however, no
doubt that money has been made by quite a number of

people over there, and, though the country suffered

more than any other, it is making the most rapid re-

covery of any embroiled in the recent war.

The Regeneration of Belgium,
In the capital it is hard to realise that comparatively

recently it was entirely in the hands of the enemy, but,

thanks to tlie energ)' of the population, its industry,

and capability, for pulling together, such a recovery

has been effected as has never been recorded in the

world's history. As an example, men were at work
repairing the floor of the restaurant

: in our hotel at 4 a.m., which,
though not pleasant for the occu-
pants, at least served to mark the

energy universally displayed to
restore the country to its former
prosperity. With these indications

it is only natural to prophesy that

there is a good time in store for

Belgium in the near future, and that

trade between Belgium and England
will rapidly increase. The little

kingdom has the greatest admira-
tion for Great Britain, and will

never forget the latter's help and
hospitality to her refugees in the
dark days of 1914.

Good Roads Needed.
. To encourage and foster the

growth of a successful m v e-

ment one thing is needed and
needed badly, and that is a good
road system. Unfortunately, rail-

ways and trams have been, if any-

B5
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Progress of the Motor Cycle in Belgium.

—

thing, overdeveloped, and
the roads have been neg-

lected as a means of com-
munication. There is far

too much pave, and
sufficient attention is not

paid to the reconstruction

of the great highways, so

that they possess durable

surfaces capable of with-

standing the wear and tear

of modern motor traffic.

On the other hand, recon-

struction of the roads has

not been entirely neg-

lected, though much re-

mains to be done. Our
Belgian friends should
remember that the

splendid English road sur-

faces have done more
than anything else to encourage the rapid development

of the British motor cycle industry, and it is solely

due to these good roads that British motor cycles

have reached a higher standard than those of any
other country.

Motor Cycle Organisations in Belgium.
Though arirong the earliest nations to take up the

motor cycle, tl:»e general organisation of the sport is

more or less in its infancy, and at present the organi-

sers are undergoing a somewhat severe trial. The
interests of motor , cyclists are looked after by the

Federation Motocycliste Beige, a body which, like the

Auto-Cycle Union, has had the power of control dele--

gated to it by the chief automobile club—in this case

the Belgian Royal Automobile Club. Though it

suffers from inexperience, it is doing its best, and, not
Being too proud to learn, is endeavouring to form its

organisation on the lines of that of the Auto-Cycle
Union. During our visit we had a long and interesting

On the Continent the
advantages of spring saddle-

pillars are now appreciated.

This is the system employed

by the M.A.G. firm on the

new Motosacoche.

conversation with M. M. Fagard (president of the

F.M.B.), M. Marcellis (a member of the R.A.C.B.
and chairman of the Competitions Committee of the

Liege Motor Cycle Club), M. Mathot (a member of

the Competitions Committee of the same club), and

M. Colignon (general secretary of the Belgian Motor
Cyclists' Federation).

Interpreiation of F.T.C.M. Rules.
Motor cyclists in Belgium are apparently split up

into two camps: those adhering to the F.M.B. and
those who sympathise with the Union Velocipedique

Beige—the body which looked after the pastime pre-

vious to the founding of the F.M.B. At the end of

our lengthy conversation between the gentlemen meri-

Spring forks of the S
Spring machine.

The connecting-

rod, crankshaft and
drilled piston of the

Gillet two-stroke.

Combined engine and gear unit of the S Spring motor cycle

at the Brussels Show.

tioned and one of the " lost sheep" of the U.V.B.,
we were left with the irnpression that it appears a
good deal of the trouble existing between these bodies
was due to the failure of the F.M.B. to interpret the

P'.I.C.M. competition niles as they stand at present
,

with any idea of generosity. No provision is made in

these rules for the inclusion of motor cycles with

engines exceeding i,goo c.c, and one or two machines
coming under this category and hailing from the

United States are represented in Belgium by young
and enthusiastic motor cyclists. Being, therefore,

excluded by the F.M.B. from all competitions, they

have allied themselves to the pedal cycle organisers

—

a procedure which would be quite impossible in this

country.

However, there seems little doubt that Belgium
will reorganise her affaire to the satisfaction of all

concerned, and that on the occasion of the next

F.I.CM. meeting in Brussels, on January 20th, 1921,
the. British Auto-Cycle Union delegates will be able,

after a quiet talk to explain quite a number of points

about which their Belgian confreres are not clear.

So far as Belgian competitions for 1921 are con-

1

cerned, the most popular of the events run in that
'

country—the Paris-Liege-Paris trial—will, of course,

be held, while a Grand Prix race will be held on
September 2nd over a sporting course in the neigh-

bourhood of Spa. This will be a car event, but it

will be either preceded or followed by a motor cycle^

race, which will be run on T.T. lines.

BO
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THE NEW REGISTRATION BOOKS.
Each Motor Cycle is to have a "Dossier" which is not (o be Kept on the Machine.

THE time approaches when the whole
system of taxation on, and regis-

tration of, motoi' cycles will be
changed. We- have already given par-
ticulars of the new licence cai-d holders,
which have to be carried in such a posi-

tion that they can be seen by a police-

man from the near or* left side of the
machine.

In addition to having to purchase and
parade this compulsory accessory, motor
cyclists will have a registration book con-

sisting of a manilla board folder making
eight pages.

Four of these pages are shown in the

reproduction on this page, from which it

wil be seen that three changes of owner-
ship, after the initial purchase, are pro-

.vided for on pages 3 and 4. Page 6 will

contain full particulars of the machine,
date of registration, etc., and page 7 is

reserved, for a seven years record of

licences issued.

The following are the instructions con-

tained on pages 1 and 5 :

LICENCE REGISTRATION BOOK FOR MOTOR
- CYCLE, ETC.

1

.

The owner must sign iindei- the name and
address on page 3 (or 4) as soon as he
gets this book.

2. Keep this book in a safe place-^not on the
vehicle. If you lose the book, you may
have trouble and delay in renewing the

licence or in selling the vehicle ; and you
should report the loss at once to the
Registration Authority, whose address is

on page 2.

3. If the particulai-s on page 6 are not correct,

inform the Registration Authority at once.

4. Wlieuever the vehicle is on the road, the
licence must be carried in the approved
pattern holder in the prescribed position,
i.e., " in a conspicuous position visible at
all times by daylight from the near side
of the vehicle."

5. A ijolice officer or an officer of the Registra-
tion Authority may at any reasonable time
ask you, at your address, to show him this
registration book, and he may take ex-
tracts from it.

6. If you change the unladen weight of your
vehicle or its class (e.g., to goods) or (if

not already so licensed) desire to draw a
sidecar or trailer, you must at once inform
j'our Registration Authority and send this
book to them. (It is an offence not to
notify any change of the registration par-
ticulars.) If the alteration made increases
the amount of licence duty payable, you
should send a cheque for the amount' of
the additional duty.

[Page 5.]

7. If you change your permanent address, at once
put your name and new address in block
capitals in the " Change " space on
page 3 (or 4, if 3 is filled), sign your name
below it, and post the book to your Regis-
tration Authority. (It is an oiSence not
to notify change of permanent address.)

8. 11 you sell the vehicle, you must put the new
owner's name and address in block capitals
in the "Change-" space on page 3 (or 4
it 3 is filled), sign your name below it, and
iwst the book to your Registration
Authority. (It is an offence if you do not
notify the sale.) The new owner must also
send a written notice to the Registration
Authority of his district that he has bought
a vehicle, and give its index mark and
registration number. When the licence
expires, the new owner must furnish full
particulars of the vehicle on Form R.F.I
on making application for a new licence.

9. When your licence expires, it there has been
no change of ownership of the vehicle, get a
Renewal Form (R.F.Ia) from your Regis-
tration Authority or from a Money Order
Post Office, fill it up, and either :

(1) Send it to the Registration
Authority, or

(2) Take to a Principal Post Office in
your district

:

(a) The comiileted Form
R.F.Ia,

lb) The old licence,
(c) This book,
(d) The proper duty,

and you will get this book back, with a
new Hceuce.

10. It you do not wish to renew the old licence,
it must be surrendered within fourteen days
after the date of its expiry to your Regis-
tration Authority. (It is an c-flence if

you do not surrender it within the time
stated.) You cannot get a renewal of your
licence at a Post Office after the expiry
of the time stated.

11. If tlie licence is not renewed (and is conse-
quently surrendered) owing Lo the non-use
of the vehicle, you must retain this Regis-
tration Authority when you apply at a
subsequent date for another licence for the
same vehicle. When a vehicle is broken
up, the - registration book must be sur-
rendered to your Registration Authority.

Pages 2 and 8 are left blank and in-

tended for use by the Registration
Authority only.

The Auto Cycle Union has issued a
shilling guide on the subject of taxation
and I'egistration, but we understand that
this has not met with the approval of the
various authorities, as, in some districts,

it has not yet been definitely decided
which particular local department will

handle the matter. For example, the
Town Clerk's Department is given as the
Registration Authority for Coventry, but
the matter will be handled by the police.

In other cities similar confusion is likely

to occur, ag in some cases the police, in

others the town clerk's office or the city

treasury department, will take charge of

the registration.
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Page 6.

Extract from Registration Particulars.

(b) Marl: and Number—

(6) Description

Masofactoker's :

—

(d) Name^

ff) Typeot Model,

(/) H.P

(S) Weight unladen

Ih) NuThbe^or^^heet';_

Date Stamp

AND Initials

of issuihg

Officer

RECORD OF LICENCES ISSUED.

Amonat
Paid.

£ s.

Date to which
LiccDce nina.

Date Stamp and
'Initials dI

Issuing Officer,

C)
o
o
o
o
o
o

Actual reproduction of four pages ot the eight-paged Registration Book that will be issued on taking out a motor cycle licence

C7
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The (Bristnas 7R<^1
TIME TABLE.

STAINES ...8.0 p.m., Dec. 27

SALISBURY.. .11.30 „ „ „
CHARD BILL 3.51 a.m.,

PEAK HILL... 5.5 „

EJSpTER ... 5.46 „

TROW HILL 8.S

SALISBURY...12.24 p.m.,

STAINES ... 4.E0 „

/lonnon,

THE 1920 M.C.a's Londoii-E.xeter-Londjn Trial, start-

ing on Decem&r 27th and 28th, will be run under
strict trials conditions, and, whatever the weather is

like, it will not be in any sense an irresponsible

amble along the southern coast.

A departure from the accepted and familiar outward
route has been planned by Mr. B. Alan Hill, the organising

secretary, and this involves a cUtonr at Honiton to climb

a hill of some gradient near Sidmouth. As this will be
negotiated in the grim hour before dawn, it may account

for more than a few failures. ' '

Those who contend that the sporting side of the motor
cycle movement is on the wane have only to look at the

list*of entries, which is given below, for a -negation of

the idea. It will be seen that there are eighty solo riders

and a similar number of sidecar enthusiasts. In addition

to these there are thirteen three-wheelers and sixty-four

cars. Of these the palm for enthusiasm must certainly be

awarded to the soloists, especially those who are undertaking

the long double journey of 318 miles on lightweight machines.

The first pair of competitors start away from the Bridge
Hotel_, Staines, at 8 p.m. on Monday, December 27th, and
thex'eafter the competitors leave in pairs at one-minute
intervals. ~ The arrival of the first pair at Exeter is timed
for 5.45 a.m. on Tuesday, and after a short respite* the
competitors start out again on the homeward journey at

7.50 a.m., being due to finish at Staines at 4.50 p.m. on the
same day.
This run is essentially one which is only undertaken

by the keenest of riders, since it not only involves riding
throughout the whole of one night, but it is usually carried
out under the most adverse weather conditions. It is a
test of the riders, their machines, lighting equipment, and,
above all, of the water-proofness and cold-resisting qualities
of motor clothing, since it almost invariably rains when
the competitors are crossing such open and exposed stretches
of road as that over Salisbury Plain.

For the convenience of spectators along the I'oad, the list

of the entries given below is sectionised according to the ~

makes of machines used.

Full List of Motor Cycle, Sidecif, and Three-wherier Entrants, Classified according to Make.
- ,\.B.C, B.S.A,

13. V. Belfield (3 h.p.) 148, R. H. Attwood {6 h.p.*)

I.'i. W. S. Jameson (3 h.p.) CASTLE THREE.
If,. D. F. Bonhain Carter {3 h.p.) 165, W. R. Cornwall (8 h.p.f)
=5- A. Milward (3 h.p.)

E. 0. Brodiii (3 h.p.)

B. E. Belfield (3 h.p.)

A.J.S.

135.

140.

CLYNO.
\V. .A. Kav (8 h.p,«)

F. Smith (8 h.p.»)

S.S. E. W. Choldcrof [ (6 h.p.») CONNAUGHT.
8q. W. C. Hemv (7 h.p.«) 76, W. M, Greenwood (2} h.p.)

93- Kev. E. S. Powell (6 h.p.») CORONA.
100. P. W. Giles (5 h.p.»)

.•iS. |, Harrison (4 h,p.
101. D. H. Noble {7 h.p.*) 147, E. G, Operman {4 h,p.*)

107. R. A. Ravner (6 h.p.») COTTON.
no.
129.

S. Julian (6 h.p.*)

W. J. King (6 h.p,*)
60, Reg. Brown {2^ h.p.)

141. R. H. Bvwater (fih.p.*) COULSON-B.
157. 0. Wade (6 h.p.') .1. R, B. Clark (2J h.p,)

103.

ALECTO.
R. Dequin (2} h.p.»)

St.

64.

• J Co.

W. Bray (4 h.p,)

H. F. Edwards (4 h.p,)

H, Guy (23 h,p,*)

12.

40.

ARIEL.
I.. Pulhani (1} h.p.)

C. Bourk-t ,'3,1 h.p.)
J2S.

CO\'ENTRY EAGLE,
T. G. Mooney (6 h.p.*)

91- E. Atkins (3}" h.p.*) DALTON.
BEAUMONT, 63, E. Begley (i h.p,)

y.i- r,, VV, Shcph^Td (2; h,p.) DE DION,
BI.ACKHURNE, 5f., B. F. C. Fellows (2) h.p,)

52. S. C. Woolridge (4 h,p.) DOUGLAS,
O"). R. B, Whilfen (« h,p,*) T. P. W. Moffat (3.1 h.p,)

145. H, Clencll (4 h.p.") 45. F. G. Waters (23 h.p)

BROUGH. 50. A, H. S, Love (23 h,p.)

2 H. Kariilakc (5 h.p.) 71. Tudor Thompson (2,' h,p,)

3. V. \V. .Stevenson {34 h.p.) Rr. E. Clark (th.p.*)

III. S. S. Debenh.am (5 h.p.*) 82. E. Kiokham (3! h.p.')

"5- K. V. Chidley (5 h.p.*) S4. F. Clark, jun. (4 h.p.*)

BROUGH SUPERIOR. EDMUND.
.S. C. Brough (8 h.p.) 3f,. j. C. Walker (2! h.p.l

GRIGG,
70, S. C. Marshall (il h.p.;

G.W.S.
44. R. C. Bennett (2J h.p.)

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
32. F. G. Spikins (7-9 h.p.)

33. C. A. .McKeand (4 h.p,)

41. O. Wilson-Jones (7-9 h.p,)

53. J. R. H. Knight (7-9 h.p.)

79. J. A. O'Sullivan (4 h.p.)

97, J. I. R. Jenson (7-9 h.p,*)

102, J. A. Masters (7-9 h.p.*)

loS, B. Newit (7-9 h.p.*)

126. A. C. Rowe (7-gh.p.*)

131. S. Frank {7-9 h.p.*)

140. J. D. Marvin (7-9 h.p.*)

143. S. E. Longman (7-9 h.p.*)

154. S. C. Tail (7-9 h.p,')

155, F. C. Temple (7-9 h.p.«)

lie,. B. S. .Vllen {7-9 h.p.*)

HUMBER.
28, C. E. Hagenbach (4J h.p.)

loS, H, F. O. Evans (4I h.p,*)

INDIAN,
5. H, R, Harvcyson {4 h,p,)

22, C, C. Labin (4h,p,)

91, I, Macdonald (7-9 h,p,*)

96. H. Le Vack (4 h.p,*)

112. G. D. D,-dcy (7-9 h.p.*)

JAMES.
B9S. C. B. Cooke (5-C h.p.')

lir. H. A. Reyre (s-^j h.p.*)

124. H. H. Saddington (6 h.p.*)

139. C. Croslhwaite (6 b.p.*)

NEW SCALE.
67- H. J. Scale (3* h.p.)

1,19.

150.

105,

109.
116,

117.
118.

119,

120,

I3(,

133.

78,

161.

Ift2.

163.

164.

170.

I/I.

1/3-

43.

73-

9.3.

138.

80.

132.

133.

MARTINSYDE.
H. B.ashall (6 h.p.»)

A. G. Fenn (6 h.p.*)

T. T. Bashall (6h.p.«)

MATCHLESS.
.Arnold (8 h.p,*)
H. Juhan (8 h.p,*)
Packman (8 h,p,*)

J. Ellis (8 h.p,-)

I. Ross (8 h.p.*)

D. Hardee (8 h.p.')

Hoult (8 h.p.*)

S. Parsons (8 h.p.*)
W. Guiver {S h.p.»)

METRO-TYLER.
P. Nell {z\ h.p,)

S, Bennett (2i h,p.)

MORG.^N.
A. Pidgeon (10 h.p.t)
Pattison (roll. p. t)
W. Holmes (10 h.p.f)
E. Sawlell (10 h.p.t)
E. Bennett (8 h.p.t)

. H. Elce (10 h.p.t)
G. Prentice (8 h.p.f)

NEW HUDSON.
C. Earls (2! h.p.)

A. W. .Armstrong; (2} h.p.)

NEW IMPERIAL.
P. C, Collier (8 h,p,*)

H, Harrison (8 h,p.')

NORTON.
Kiiowles (4 h.p.)

Reynolds {.\ h,p,*)

Bradbury (4 h,p,')

•Sidecar. fThree-whceler.

b8
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Motor Cyde and Three-wheeler Competitors in the London-Exeter Run [Coniinucd).

^^ N.U.T. RE.K.

^^B A. C. Khodes (3.1 h.p.) SC. W. A. Fel.-Smith (8 h.p.*

^^E OLYMPIC. ROVER.
^^B H. Gold (jj h.p.) n. W. C. Boyer (3 h.p.)

^^B OMEGA. 113. G. Lee White (5 h.p.*)

^B- L. \V, G. Gotlcy (2j h.p.) ROYAL ENFIELD.
^^m P. & M. 13/. A. F. Pulling (8 h.p.*)

^B ^^' P. 0. CimciQgham (3I h.p.} ROYAL RUBY.

^B POV.^IL.
J. A. Watson Bourne (.( h.p.*)

133-

136.

H. Dale (8 h.p.*)
L. A. Apsey (.5 h.p.*)

SCOTT.
^^B PRHMIER. 17- H. B. Browning (3^ h.p )^m i('7. J. Hasbm (S h.p.r) 59 G. B. Betferidge (3J h.p.)

^^K R. Croucher (8 h.p.t) 65. K. Don (3; h.p.)

^K 1/2. A. J. Dixon (8 h.p.t) 66. J. Baker (3! h.p.)

^K QU.A.DRA!\'T.
15S. P. Pike (3; h.p.'l

^K B. Silver (.(.'. h.p.) SUNBEAM.

^B C. Wilson {4; h.p.») 10. T. Morgan (3.'. h.p.

14. H. F. Fellovvi (ji h.p.)
^v' KE.iDING-ST.ANDARD. 31. .\. Bridge (3! h.p.)B J. WaUis (8 h.p.) 23. ,T. L. Anderson (3' h.p.)

^P oy. G. A. Gibbs (S h.p.) 31. I.. Keevil'(3.! h.p.)

3".

4S.

54-

74.

92.

130.

166.
16S.

47.

57.

Gi.

62.

90.

IZI.

122.

J 23;

P. Street (3'. h.p.)
.\. Wooding (33 h.p.)
F. C. Townshend (3^ h-p.)
-v. S. Guthrie (3! h.p.)
P. W. White (8 h.p.*)
A. M. KniU (3I h.p.*)

T.B.
F. Spouse (10 h.p.t)
F. E. Douglas (10 h.p.t)

TRIUMPH.
T. Francis (4 h.p.)

R. C. Stauuton (4 h.p.)
H. E. Svmons (4 h.p.)

A. S. Pinchbeck (4 h.p.)

E. L. F. Taylor (4 h.p.)

C. Smith (4 h.p.)

C. F. Edwards (4 h.p.)
. R. B. Roberts {4 h.p.)
B. J. Sims (4 h.p.)

S. J. Marks (4 h.p.*)
E. Hillary (4 h.p.»)
G. S. White {4 h.p.*)
.A. P. McGowrao (4 h.p.*)

1 12. C. N. Green (4 h.p.*)

153. W. P. Brandon (4 b.p.»)

VELOCETTE.
6. G. Richardson (aj h.p.)

VERUS.
45. W. G. Churchill (2} h.p.)

WILKIN.
26. R. McRitchey (23 h.p.)

114- G. W. Wilkin (3I h.p.*)

WOOLER.
29. J. F. HuU (2:; h.p.)

39. F. \. I-ongman {2^ b.p.)

ZENITH.
19. V. Gavford (6 h.p.)

83. J. G. Goodenough (S h.p.*)

87. R. Charlesworth (8 h.o.*)

127. D. J. Stone (8 h.p.*)

UMSPECIFIED.
R. L. Richardson.
E. H. Fielden.

T. H. WiUey.'

7-

68.

1.5=

Sidecar. tTbree-wheeler.

Barrow and District M.C.

A whist drive and dance \vill be lield

ill the Co-operative Hall, Abbey Eoad,
Barrow, on . Thursday next, the 30th.

The whist drive commences at 7.30 p.m.
;

dancing until 2 a.m. Tickets, Is. 6d.
each, can be had from any member of

the committee, or from the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. W. A. Singleton.

Ripon and District M. and M.C.C.

The above club recently held their

annual dinner at the Unicorn Hotel.

when Mr. E. H. Ingram (vice-president),

in the unavoidable absence of the Presi-

dent, presided over a large gathering. In

the course of the evening the chairman
presented the prizes won during the past

year. An excellent musical programme
was contributed to by various member?
and friends.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

Over seventy members and friends

attended the first post-war dinner of the

Kidderminster Motor Cycling Club, held

at the Lion Hotel recently under the

chairmanship of Capt. W. H. Stewart-
^Smith. During the evening the presi-

tdent, Mr. Lbughton Goodwin, distributed

a large number of prizes won by members
in open and club competitions, including

;the handsome B.S.A. Challenge Cup,- open
to all England, which was won by Mr.
F. W. Giles, of Kidderminster and

'° Wolverhampton.

North-West London M.C.C.

Taking the place of the annual
London-Gloucester Christmas run, a short
" daylight " reliability trial will be run
on January 1st'. The start will be made
from Jack Straw's Castle, Hampstead,
at 9.30 a.m. ; and, after a short, circular

route through the Chiltern Hills, the

finish will also be at Hampstead at

. 4 p.m. A non-stop run of 15^ miles is

incliided, but tyre trouble in this section

is not heavily penalised, provided no
other adjustment be made to the machine
during such stop.

A prominent scheme in the' programme
of this club is the motor camping section,

'• which, while by no means a new pastime,
T, is not specially catered for by many

li
other clubs in this country.
The secretarv of the North-west

London M.C.C. "is Mr. H. J. Pooley, 23.

Clifton Avenue, N.3.

CLUB NEWS.
Keighley M.C.

The Keighley ^Motor Club recently
held its first amiual dinner ' at the
Queen's Hotel, about seventy members
and friends being present. The medals,
etc., for the past season's events 'n'ere

presented by the president, and a very
successful evening concluded with a

musical programme.

Stourbridge M.C.C.

The above club will hold its annual
Boxing Day event, the "Heroes" One
Day Eeliabilitj- Trial, on Monday, Decern"
ber 27th, over a sporting couree of

appi'oxiraately one lumdred miles. The
well known local hills wiU be included,
together with an acceleration test to

decide the ties. The Imich stop will be_

at headquarters. The start is at 10 a.m.

West Kent M.C.

^ In spite of the "Christmas card" weather,
a band of enthusia.sts met to. decide the
club's flexibility test on Saturday, Decem-
ber 11th, with the following results :

Under 350 c.c—Heath (2| Douglas).
Singles, over 350 c.c. — Gosling (4

Triumph). Twins, over 350 c.c.—East-
wood (8 Zenith). Passenger machines.

—

Barnes, jun. (6 Martinsyde sc). The run
back to headquarters was in the nature of

a " Colonial trip."

nkley and District MX. and L.C.C.

Piemarkably good consistency riding was
achieved by members of the Ukley and
District M.C. and L.C.C. in their winter
trial on December Sth, tor the trophy
presented by Capt. S. S. English. As
each competitor started he was given a

card showing the names of the places

through which he must pass. He had to

find his own way by means of the map
and was checked along the route by
observers. On the last circuit, which was
on a switchback track with a number of

rougli surfaces, W. Bradley's perform-

.

ance on a 4 h.p. Indian showed the

remarkable figures of .01 m.p.h. variation

of his standard time. His total error

from his first circuit vyas 2.12 m.p.h.

C. L. Peacock, on a 3| h.p. Scott and
sidecar, was placed second -with a total

error of 2.175 m.p.h., and Alec Dovenor,
also on a 3| h.p. Scott and sidecar, was
third with a total error of 2.626 m.p.h.
There was only one retirement.

Bedford and District M.C.

Not the least successful item on their

programme this year was the annual

dinner of the Bedford and District M.C,
which was held at the Dujon Cafe on
Thursday, the 9th. Over seventy members
attended, and the success of the evening
was enhanced by the presence of ladies.

Many handsome trophies and gold medals
were presented to successful competitors
in events during the past year ; and it

was generally agreed that the future of

the club was rosy.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.

The above club held a very .successful

hot pot supper and smoking concert on
Wednesday, December 1st, at the head-
quarters. South Shore Hotel, Blackpool.
At the general meeting on Monday,
Decernber 6th, at headquarters, Mr.
Thos. Sharpies, chairman of the club,
presented the three gold medals won in

the reliability trial held on October 17th,
1920 : Sidecar class, W. Lyons (7-9

Harley-Davidson, sc.) ; solo class, M.
Parkinson (3J Scott). On Boxing D^ty,
December 27th, the club will hold its

Christmas Reliability Trial over a 100
mile course.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

At the Masonic Hall, Worcester, on
Thursday, 9th December, the first annual
dinner of the above club was held under
the presidency of Mr. E. W. Barker. In
addition to praising the work of the sec-

retary, Mr. Howell, and the various other
officials, many interesting references were
made to the past and future work of the
club. They had many ambitious ideas,

including, on the social side, the renting
of a building as a club house, and on the
sporting side a suggested T.T. race round
the Jlalvern Hills. Mr. Alec Ross said

that he appreciated the way in which
the club had lived up to its title of " the

sportirrg club."
Ml-. E. W. Thomas proposed the

health of their Chairman, who, he said,

helped the club not onlj' with his name,
but also with his purse.

The Chairman, in replying, tendered
his thanks to Messrs. E. Davies and
Blandford and Mrs. Gibbs for having
contributed musical items during the
evening, and also to theii' treasurer, Mr.
B. Parkes^ who acted as accompanist.
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WONDER how many sidecar designers have
sought a woman's views on what constitutes com-
fort in sidecar design? Not all, I imagine, judg-

ing by results, despite the fact that sidecars are almost

exclusively used for the conveyance of the weaker
sex. Having had some little experience I would like

to give my view-s on the defects and possible improve-

ments in the design of the sidecar vehicle.

Springing seems to me to be the essential factor in

the matter of comfort. Without adequate springing a

sidecar journey of any length is not only uncomfortable,

but the effect on one's nerves is positively harmful,

dreams haunted by phantom pot-holes and stones of

enormous size being a not infrequent result of a

day's run. in a badly sprung vehicle. Some sidecars,

too, are not built deep enough, .and with unsuitable

springing the risk of being thrown out justifies the

feeling of fear experienced when the wheels of the

vehicle meet with obstruction, or when one of the all

too numerous stretches of bad road surface is traversed.

Worshipping at T-wo Shrines.

Reference might be made to the varying widths of

sidecars, for some are certainly not built wide enough

for comfort. (No, I am not blessed with too much
emhonpoint, turning the scale at a little under eight

stone, but I have more than once felt the need of

a gadget of the shoe horn persuasion to get into such

a sidecar.) "Economised
on size," says my escort,

" to give the 'bus a

better chance—we shall

fly up the hills on top.''

We do, but I am hardly

able to move during the

run, and need help to

get my cramped limbs

out of the " feather-

weight " at the end of

the journey.

Some sidecars passes-
sing many attractive

features have a distres-

sing habit of creating

neckache. This, I have
disco\-erjd, is due to the.

Bra

Some Candid Expressions

on Sidecar Comfort.

slope of the back of the vehicle. "Unless the sidecar

body is deep enough for support to be given to the

shoulders, the back panel should b.e at right-angles to

the seat, for it is far more comfortable to sit upright,

as in a Windsor chair, than to be in a half reclining

position with a badly aching neck.

Sidecars without seats, but fitted up instead with a

long floor cushion, are a different proposition, but. even

these luxurious conveyances have their failings. Often

they are not quite long enough, and to have one's

knees doubled up is as annoying as the knowledge

that one's shoe toes are being crushed against the end

of the sidecar body.

Pride and Practicability.

The exhibition of a woman getting into a sidecar is

often anything but an attractive sight. Frequently

her efforts end in a scramble, and there is a great

likelihood that they will be unavailing—without

assistance—if she is wearing a fashionable skirt of

1920 Anno Domini. Some sidecars have no door at

all, while others have a door about the size of a small

pocket handkerchief let into the top of the side panel.

To enable a lady passenger to get into a sidecar easily

and gracefully, the door should be wide enough, and
the opening low enough to enable her to step up com-
fortably from the ground, or as an alternative a con-

veniently placed step should be provided. '

The variety of
methods of fastening a

sidecar door is a matter

of wonder to my un-

mechanical mind. A
satisfactory and decidedlv

simple means of holding
the door in place is a
button on the inside of

the door itself, and is

infinitely preferable, from
the passenger's point of

view, to a fastener which
refuses to function if the

door is slightly warped,
or perhaps jolted a little

out of position. T wrilc

feelingly, ha\lng recent 1\

frequently her efforts end in a scramble, and there is a great

likelihood that they will be unavailing."
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ridden some miles

holding a sidecar

door in place when
an obstinate catch

refused to work.

In conclusion, I

would ask any side-

car maker to solicit

the help of a lady

of his acq-uaintance

before designing his

next model. I sug-

gest that he should

take her for a run

on a trial model,
impressing on her

before -the start that

her candid admis-
sion of any discom-

fort experienced is

required, and in-

\iting her sugges-

jions as to, any possible improvement in his design.

The italics are mine, for one finds it is seldom a wise.

' Who can say to what a smiling assurance of all being well may lead ?
"

can

mav
;av to

lead ?

what

S^5

and often a futile,

policy to grumble

when the occupant

of the saddle
asks after one's
comfort. New side-

cars do not grow on

blackberry bushes,

and where the " best

boy
'

' is concerned

the temptation is to

suffer silently, for in

grumbling a con-

siderable risk is

taken of further

delightful spins over

the roads and lanes

of our charming
countryside being

curtailed, or even
indefinitely p o s t-

poned, whereas who
a smiling assurance of all beins; well

Care of Overhead Valve Mechanism.
A Few Hin(s for Reducing Wear and (he Amounf of Attention Required.

AS everyone knows who has ever possessed an

engine having both valves overhead, it is neces-

sary to give the valve operating mechanism a

certain amount of attention. This, however, is amply
repaid by obtaining a higher degree of silence, dur-

ability of the various parts, and general efficiency.

oiLHBij.
-If. a few .simple.

/ measures are

carried into effect

the necessary

attention can be
reduced and the

mechanism can be
made to wear
better.

It is the custom
to keep the work-
ing parts well

lubricated with
engine oil, which,'

TAPE

The rocker joints of an overhead

valve mechanism wrapped with insulat-

mg tape to prevent grit wearing the

working parts.

unfortunately, causes the friction faces to collect grit,

this being the chief cause of wear; and at one time I

'used regularly to take the whole machinery to bits,

wash each part in paraffin, and put it together with

clean grease—a troublesome, but tliorougli, business.

-I ha^"e now taken to wrapping the rocker joints with

^insulating tape in such a way that the j'ofht is over-

Tapped, so that the tape not only serves to exclude

foreign matter, but acts as an absorbent wad. The
joint can be completely bound so that the tape sticks to

both members, since their movement will speedily re-

,
lease one side, thus leaving the rocker arm free to mo^'e.

If the tape can be so arranged on the top side as to

form a shghtly recessed cup, as it can in the case of

the A. B.C., so much the better, as a drop of oil intro-

duced into the cup is retained long enough to soak

into the joint, instead of being distributed broadcast.

In the case of the A.B.C. and a few other engines,

the end of the push rod comes, in contact with the

end of the adjustment screw—a point at which a good
deal- of wear takes place and some noise naturally

occurs. At one time I used to make a point of keep-

ing these two contact faces as clear of oil as possible,

as I found that the lubricant caused the adjustment

screW'S to work loose. One day, however, I washed
the whole mechanism with petrol, then put the adjust-

ment screws back with a little Summit jointing

material smeared on the threads.^which, by the way,
I have found most useful stuff—and this proved a

safe remedy against the loosening of the screws. It

also rendered it possible to keep the tappet rod ball

joint permanently lubricated. Take the tapped rod
out, and bind it near the end
which comes in contact with

the screw with some kind of

absorbent twine, such as thin

silk tape, and so as to form a

wad. This wad can then be
kept soaked with oil, which
oozes on to the traversing

surfaces and prevents clattering.

I think that anyone who cares

to carry these tips into effect

will find that their overhead
valve mechanism can be more or

less left to look after itself, and
will give much better service as

regards wear and reliability.

I may add that, in my opinion,
half the alleged shortcomings
of overhead valves are due to

a lack of intelligent interest on the part of those who
own them, and personally I much prefer this type to

the side-by-side variety^ Chinook.
B15

ROCKER. AH-r

ADJUSTIMG SCREW

Oil. RETA!t1«0

-TAPPET 1U)J

Overhead valve
adjustment screw and

the improvised oil-

retaining wad.
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STRING FOR CHAIN REPAIRS.
Sir,—It would be interesting to know if any of your

readers have managed to get out of such an apparently hoi^e-

less position by such simple means as I recently employed
when following hounds on my 1912 2| h.p. Douglas, i lie

chain brolie, and, although I had a spare link, I could not

'

find the spring to keep it together. The only thine 1 had in

my pocket was a piece of thin string, and, as a forlorn hope,

I decided to use it. I tied it crosswise round the link, and,
to my surjjrise,. reached home without further trouble, tlius

avoiding pushing my machine for eight miles.

R. HOPE.
A LICENCE CARRIER POINT.

Sir,—In reading " Further Details of New Licences '' in

your issue of December 9th, it struck me that the " off

"

rather than the " near " side was the better place to. carry the

new motor licence card which is about to be thrust upon us.

First, because, when carried on the near side, it limits the

card to the front forks or handle-bar in the dual-purpose
mount, unless the rider is willing to shift his licence every
time he attaches a sidecar. Secondly, motorists are alive to

the fact that most of the police we pass are point duty men,
who are only able to see the " off " side of our machines.
This is obvious, and needs no further comment.

;

Perhaps the authorities have a good reason for their action

;

if so I should verv much like to hear it.

R. A. McLaren.

Sir,—With regard to the new taxes there are these points
which will need to be watched for sidecar- outfits.

(1.) The registration receipt for the sidecar will need to be
separate from that for the motor cycle, as many of us keep
the sidecar when selling the machine. .

(2.) iMotors' are used both with and without sidecars.
Will the card have to be carried on the sidecar when together
and on the motor when solo, or can it be carried on the
motor ahvavs ? What a glorious victory it was

!

. EDGAR CARR.
THE SHOW AND THE SCHOOLBOY.

Sir,—I am a public schoolboy, and have been an interested
reader of T/ie Motor OifcU since I was given a 3J, h.p. Rudge
nine months ago. Could it not be arranged for the Motor
Cycle Show to be held in early January; or at some time
when public schoolboys could visit it? Day by day more and
more boys are becoming ardent, motor cyclists, and it is a
difficult task lo make a choice frorrK one or two motor cycles
seen in a country agent's window. In a school as far North
as this (Cumberland), there are about forty of us who live
in London, and many of us own motor cycles. One or two
of us hope even to follow in the footsteps of R. 0. Clark,
H. Le Vack, Watson-Bourne, and other premier motor cyclists
of the day. A. S. GRAY SCOTT.

ROAD REPAIRS AND NIGHT RIDING.
Sir,—Itccently I was bringing a sidecar from Newcastle

t^outhward.s, and, owing lo a slight fog, we were hugging
tlie side of the road. On the Newcastle side of Birtley we
knew that the road was under repair, and, consequently,' kept
our eyes open for the usual corporaliun danger lamps. They
appeared, and we intended approaching lo within twenty
yards before switching on lo the off side. However, suddenly
we crashed into some huge heaps of road metal, merely tipped
on the road, at least twenty-five yard.s from the first lamp.
I swerved quickly and tried to avoid the foremost heap but
iiif)

came near a frightful spill, my passenger being thrown
violently, nearly leaving the car.

After ascertaining possible damage; 1 examined the heaps,

and found them to be -first: a. load of earlh, then two loads of

lai'ge sized metal. We', gi^-: over the first one,, but would
rather not contemplate the,. jKJssible consequences if we had
struck the metal heaps -.fimt, these being about -3ft. or 4ft.

high. Needlfess to s.ay^ my "passenger is suffering' from
shock as a result of the accident. Luckily, as far as I can
ascertain, the machine is. undamaged, except for a broken
sidecar mudguard. ... EX-D.R.
Wolsingham. ,

' -
.

-

•

WHAT IS A SILENCER?
Sir,—As an old, reader of your valued paper .and ijrospec-

tive owner of - the machine iii question, I am more than
interested in the correspondence -in your recent issues with
reference to the silencing of the 3-^- h.p. sporting Norton.
-- The Sunbeam people also are turning out a machine with
a. similar exhaust fitting. It certainly seems to be somewhat
farcical that a machine in one particular district is fulfilling

all legal requirements, but on being run in some other place
is not." - - •

Cannot some action be taken to obtain a definite ruling on
this point ? E. E. HOWELL.

STRONGER CARRIERS WANTED.
Sir,—Anent " Pillion's I' letter in T/ie Motor Cycle, of the

2nd inst.,. I have, also observed ' that in the later models of

most machines the supports of the carrier are confined to

oblique stays longitudinally fixed to tlie hub of the back
wheel,, with no support to the saddle.

I knew of a case recently where a rivet sprang, and the
whole, carrier, together with the stays, fell backwards.
Luckily no pillion rider was using the carrier at the time.
This happened to a motor engineer of my acquaintance, who
thereupon pointed out the danger in my own machine. He
has devised neatly fitting stays which now connect the
carrier with the .'^ad.dle tube, the result being a distinct success.

Since that time he has standardised them, and now has
quite a demand. If any of your readers are interested, in

the acquisition of these stays, the name of the firm is Mason
and Peacock, Park Avenue, Hull, with which firm I have
no connection. ALAN G. FISHER.

BOILING WATER AND SODA FOR CHAINS.
Sir,—i?e "Ixion's" remarks on chains, perhaps my method

of cleaning them will be of intei'est. It may sound rather
drastic, and some may say that the process will aft'ect the
steel, but all I can say is that I have used it dozens of times
on both " push " and motor cycles with every success. My
present chain on a 4 h.p. Triumph has done well over 7,000
miles without a breakage, and is si ill going strong.
Put the chain in an old pan, fill up with water and a little

soda, and boil, then scrub with a stiff brush, and afterwards
boil again. It is surprising the dirt, grit, etc., that is left

in the pan and how clean the chain is. The chain should
be taken out when the water is still boiling, and the surjilius

water shaken off; the rest will have all dried iip by the time
llifi chain is cold. Now stand in paraffin for a few hours,
and then rub in some sort of grease.

I wonder if any reader could give me a lip for making a
belt guard for my Triumph. I find splashes of mud all over
'the engine, etc., if the roads are not drv. L K J

York.
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Sir,—I should like to say a few words in regard to the new
regulations, or inconveniences for motorists. 1 wish to protest

most strongly and vehemently against the exorbitant, in-

tolerant, and unfair taxation. What have all the motor
organisations done or going to do about this matter? They
seem to have taken it all lying down. I, for one, am going
to sever my connection with the A.C.U. over this busmess.

My fees will help towards the extra tax, if it be inevitable.

What has gone wrong with evij'ijbochj? Are we all going to

submit tamely and say nothing? Up and at 'em, everybody
is affected. Have we not had enough (and more) of control,

restrictions, inconveniences, etc. ? It is high time it was all

wiped off the board.
This registration form-showing business is a relic from Army

life.'

I have yet to learn that gun licences, . livery tax, carriage

tax, and also the dog tax have been raised on the same
extortionate scale. And why on earth the motorist alone

from among all other taxpayers should be the only one com-
pelled to carry a visible form showing the tax has been paid
defies all comprehension. It is time we said "Enough," and
assorted ourselves.

A WORKING MAN WEEK-END MOTORIST.
Leeds.

A READER'S REAR SPRINGING DESIGN.
Sir,—I think there must be some inherent difficulty in

designing satisfactory spring frames, as, judging from the
reluctance of the manufacturers to adopt them universally,

or the reluctance of experienced riders to possess them, one
must come to the conclusion that they do not give the satis-

faction that was expected of them, or they would have been
universally used by now.

I have been trying to think the matter out with a view
to obtain a permanent lateral rigidity that will not be over
springy and jumpy, and will not have too many pivots to

work loose ; also to keep a tension on the ones you must have,
sc that they will not be inclined to rattle and jump loose.

For this reason I have avoided the use of links.

A reader's idea for a sprmg frame, which makes use of both

leaf and coil springs. The latter are in compression against the

mudguard. (See letter by Mr. W. F. J. Simpson.)

I encloE.e a sketch which, I think, explains itself, merely
drawing attention to the fact that both the chain stays and
the back stays may be triangulated slightly, giving additional
rigidity.

As the load is taken by four leaf springs they could be
made of single leaves, slightly tapering, and my idea was
';to make them of rustless steel.

The leverage on them would nowhere be very great, so
:,1>hat they need not be fastened with strong heavy chairs—

•

in fact, simple pivot fastenings would give gi'eater resiliency

and avoid undue strain.

I do not see that the pivots should wear any worse than
; the links of the front fork, and simple provision could be
•/made for adjusting them or renewing them if necessary—in
?iact, all the parts could easily be replaced by the owner of

[the machine.
As the load is divided between the back stay and the

3-.springs, and this again has to be divided by four to get at

tje. load: taken by each spring; I, do not think the leaves

.

need be very thick, and I fancy they would take an extreme

bend without breaking.

I have shown a coil spring (compression) between the

carrier and mudguard partly to prevent the carrier from

rattling and partly to take any load the carrier rnight be

called upon- to resist (and, incidentally, it would relieve the

leaf springs).

As I have not the means at hand to make a large scale

draAving, it is very difficult to ascertain correctly the driving

centre. It seems to vary a great dea.! with slight modifica-

tions of the frame ; but this difficulty shows it would be

easy to find a centre that would practically give no slack to

the belt or chain.

I thought the design looked so promising that I have
applied for provisional protection.

WILLIAM P. J. SIMPSON.

THREE-INCH TYRES ON LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—I noticed in a recent issue of T!ie Motor Cyde you

raised the point of 26in. x 3in. tyres for lightweight machines,

especially selecting the Cleveland as an example.
Having ridden the Cleveland a considerable distance during

the present year, I should like to state that it is one of those

things that have to be tried to be realised, and if any have

doubts as to its being a success or otherwise, I should suggest

they try the Cleveland on their pet bit of "pot-holey"
tramlines on a greasy December day.

The point may be raised that these tyres slow a machine,

or pull down its efficiency, but the results we have had,

both solo and with a sidecar fitted, have justified us claiming,

or rather backing up, Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth's experiments

on Brooklands some time ago. It is interesting to note that

immediately after these tests Rudge-Whitworths standardised

650 X 65 mm. tyres on their models.

I made a journey to the Midlands to try and convince

one of our prominent lightweight manufacturers that there

is a wide market for a modile de luxe lightweight fitted with
large tyres and efficient mudguards, especially for doctors

and professional men, and beg to suggest in conclusion that

my experiments lead me to maintain that tyres of this class

make a spring frame absolutely superfluolis.

BERT H0ULDINC4,
Director, Beet Houldino, Marks, axd Co., Ltd.

THE ROADS BILL.

Sir,—On more than one occasion during the debates on
the Roads Bill, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry

of Transport has stated that the recommendations of the

Advisory Committee of the Ministry were unanimous as to

the necessity for the jaroposed registration book as part of

the 1921 administrative machinery for tlie collection of the

new motor taxes.

As representing the interests of the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders and the Automobile Association

on this Committee, it is only right that I should at once
explain that from the first I have been strongly opposed to

the recommendations of the majority of the Committee in

relation to this so-called registration book. .

The idea of the book originated, not as Sir Eric Geddes
infoi'med the House of Commons, in the Post Office, but in

the belief by some of my colleagues on the Committee that -

it would materially check the traffic in stolen motor vehicles.

The machinery of the Post Office- in renewing cjuarterly or

annual licences requires nothing more tlian a surrender of the

licence card. The registration book for this purpose is re-

dundant and unnecessary.
With reference to the very laudable desire to check the

traffic in stolen vehicles, it is instructive to mention that Sir

Eric Geddes refused to re-enact the provision contained in

the Motor Car Act, 1903, enabling an unregistered car to

be driven to an authority for registration, on the ground
that as the new machinery will enable the registration book
and the licence card to be obtained through the post, there

will be no necessity for the car to be driven to the registra-

tion authority at all.

We may be delighted to hear this, but if it be true it is

germane to ask what possible check the registration book
will provide against the traffic in stolen cars, when that
book can readily be obtained by the thief through the post.

It would sm-ely appear that this book as a document of

title will tend to aggravate the very disease it is intended to

remedy. ALFRED HACKING,
General Secretary, Motor Legislation Committee.

"

C3
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A SILENCING SUGGESTION.
Sir,—I have noticed in your columns several new designs

for silencers. Since the greatest difficulty in silencing

appears to be back pressure, I vfould like to suggest that
both silencing and engine efficiency would be greatly im-

proved by giving the exhaust valve a greater lift, or in a

two-stroke making the exhaust port larger, and casting small,

close i-adiating fins along the length of the exhaust pipe

and silencer. By this means the gases would be much
more .vapidly cooled, and the expansion on entering the
silencer would not be nearly so great. R. S. MORGAN.

OILING THE A.B.C.

Sir,—I agree with " Ixion " that jNIr. Bradshaw might
have arrived at a better system of oiling for his otherwise

beautifully designed A.B.C. I have so far mastered the

oiling of my machine that it is no longer a soui'Ce of trouble,

but that it is not perfect is proved by the fact that the left

cylinder gets a gocid deal hotter than the rights—so much so,

indeed, that my right foot is often cold while my left is

quite hot

!

It would be very convenient to have an adjustable and
independent feed to

each cylinder, and I iSl TAHK I
append a rough
sketch of an arfange-
ment which I am
thinking of fitting.

The ball valve is

simply to cut off the
supply when the
machine is standing,
in case one should
forget to turn it off

;

and the system would
be employed, I may
add, more for the
sake of equalising
the oiling than for
feeding t h e entire

supply. '

Though the sketch

A suggested arrangement for the oiling

of the A.B.C. engine, whereby equal

distribution of oil is mamtamed.

is self-explanatory, a word of description may prevent error.

The feed is maintained by the crank case vacuum, assisted

by gravity. The vacuum draws the ball valve off its seating

(if the ball valve does not stick!), then through the feed

pipes to the respective cylinder walls, each cylinder being
provided with an independent adjustment screw. An oil-

retaining groove is cut round each piston just below the

rings, and, there being but one outlet, and that on the

opposite side, namely, the bottom of the piston, this groove
is (theoretically) always full of oil.

I wonder if any other experimentalist has tried a similar

system. H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

BEATING THE PUNCTURE FIEND.
Sir,—In recent issues three writers reach out a helping

hand to the unhappy "Never Again." who, in T/ie Motor
Cycle last month, told a sad tale of puncture trouble, and
who, to get even with the puncture fiend, threatens to go
back to solid tyres.

As I have given some study to the puucture problem, and
have beeu free from pmictures for fully 50,000 miles, perhaps
"Never Again" will be interested in my experience.

In my first 11,000 miles motor cycliug I had forty-eevon
punctures. These were all in the 7'ear t.Vre. The experts told

me that that was due to the extra load there. I also noticed
th.Tt my puncture.''

—

(1.) Were caused by straight nails, incapable of standing
on end, unless for a moment.

(2.) Were got when going fast.

(7).) Were got on dry /o.ads, never on wet.
These fiicts seem to me to show that the front tyre is

really the puncture fiend. It puts nails on end to puncture
th"? rear tyre.

I therefuie designed and patented a rear tyre guard to
keep all nails out of the rear tyre. As I expected, this device
has reduced puncture troubles practically to zero. The
punclure preventer was a perfect success in a road test over
80,000 nails. (See Tlir. Motor (U/eh: of Chrislmns, 1919.) The
nail movement was photographed in one-thousandth of a

second, iunl a lantern slide pre[)ared. When this was shown
the whole thing became as plain as u piket-tiilf.

C.|
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Mr. C. Tyere (Tht Motor Cych, November 18th) recom-
mends my puncture preventer "for fiat-headed nails, standing
point up." He is quite right; but I would remind him that

such nails are uncommon on the road. Out of over 6,000
nails collected by me from British roads less than .one per
cent, were of the " point-up " kind. The deadliest foe is

the straight nail, which jumps up for an instant after the

passage of the front tyi-e over it, and finds a billet in the rear

tvre. The puncture preventer makes a clean sweep of these.

M. M. MONIE,
M.P. PrNCTCiiE Peevextek Co., 38, Bath_Streel, Glasgow.

EVERYDAY RIDERS' WANTS. .

Sir,
—"Easily Satisfied" should keep to the point. There

are one or two statements to which I take exception :

(1.) "It is easily seen he is not. an engineer." What mar-
vellous deduction ! I thought I accentuated this in my letter.

(2.) " Commonsense would tell anyone that, from an engi-

neering point of view, ball races are superior," etc.

i\Iy preference for plain bushes was for' eise'in replacing.

(3.) "What better front brake and spring frame than the

Beardmore," etc.? The front brake is ideal; but as the

makers have to run the risk of chain breakages this is as it

should be. Spring frames "cut no ice " with me.

(4.)
" What engineer would prefer to turn and fit bronze

bushes when ball races can be obtained," etc.?

We don't work because we love it, but because we have
to. 'Nuff sed.

However, I am immensely relieved to find that he agrees

with me on one point. Spares. Facit indignafio versum.
Glasgow, W. FED UP AND DISGUSTED.

UNPUNCTURABLE TYRES.
Sir,—Recently an intelligent boy called my attention to

an " unbustable " ball, explaining that even if the outer

rubber ball were cut or torn it did not become useless, as the

inner ball held the cover in shape. Such inner ball was a

core similar to the rubber sponges used for toilet purposes. •

Would it not be possible to manufacture aii inner tube,

the centre to be filled \vith a core of this rubber sponge?
I am assuming that the sponge core could be made of such
consistency as to give the deflated tube the appearance and
effect of a partly inflated, say half inflated, tube. The
difference between the consistency of the core and full in-

flation to be effected by the usual method of pumping up.
Such a tube, gashed, would only partly deflate

—

•i.e., to the
extent of the air pressure lost. The cover and tube would
then not be so liable to roll off and cause a smash as with
the present tube. Further, say on a sidecar wheel, one could
ride home on a punctured tube, the core being sufficient to

prevent damage. Probably to enable the use of such tubes,

one side of the rim would have to be removable as in large

car tyre practice, but this should not be a great drawback.
Sheffield. W 8406.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued .n coniunction with Thi Motof Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM.** The standard baudbootc o^ the motor net,

cycle. Co\-eK; every subject relating to all types

of motor cycles, their managemeat and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published _
'"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.**

Containing over 400 usefu. ** wrinkles " rjid helpful

Lints in regard tv motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
Areliable system for tracing motor cycle faults anl
cf remedying any trouble wheo found. Fourth

Edition. ... ...

""MOrOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES*
By " IxiOM,"' of The Motor Cycle. An interesting

and amusing description of early motor cycling
expcrieiicfs. with manv unique illustrations

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on Imen. Set of three, complete in coie.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE* ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England anJ
Wales, ScoUand, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

a /.I

2/- 2/1

SI- 5/4

S/» S/io

" - SI- SIA

Obtainable by post (remittance witli order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20 Tudor Street, London, E.C., or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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Further Examples of Licence
Card Holders.

IN last week's issue we were able to give
partica^irs and illustrations of the
licence card holders of fifteen firms

offering them. Amongst the further
batch of fifteen which has been submitted
to us is a very novel type manufactured
by Messrs. Nicol and La Eiviere, 4,

Emerald Street, London, W.C. A strip

of metal is fixed at the bottom of the
front plate by two small screws and again
at the top with a similar screw. This
portion retains the glass and metal holder
in position, whilst this latter can be
rapidly removed by unscrewing the top
screw. It is finished in aluminium or

nickel plate, and has a distinct!}' smart
appearance.
A substantially constructed holder is

marketed by Jlessrs. S. Smith and Sons
(M_A.), Ltd., 173, Great Portland Street,

London, W.l. The front plate is pro-

vided with a milled edge, whilst a boss

in the centre of the back plate holds
the glass and packing tightly against the

front plate. Three screws hold the body
together, and, at the same time, clamp
tlie tube fitting to the back plate. This
model is also supplied with a flange

fitting for attaching to the number plate.

Exceptionally neat is the holder, which
consists of two parts onl}"", manufactured
by Messrs. Grover, Smith and Willis,

Winchester
Street, Basing-
stoke. It is con-

structed of alu-

minium ; the cir-

cular front
plate is threaded
internally, into

which a solid

back plate is

screwed . _ The
back of the
holder is flush,

with the excep-

tion of a raised

portion vn. the

centre cut to re-

ceive a screw-

Coventry Plating and Press- driver. Two
work Co.'s holder in non- washers are
rusting polished nickel-silver provided, one m
which sells at a moderate fi'ont and one

pncg behind the glass.

A tube fixing is

provided, and is held to the body by two

bolts, whilst the back flange of the cbp

extends above the circular back plate and

locks it in position.

Over Thirly Firms

now offering (he

New Compulsory
Accessories.

^Messrs. Brown Bros.,
Ltd.-, of Great Eastern
Street, is another
fii'm which has intro-

duced a licence card
holder, which is, per-
haps, the most simple
of the many we have
seen. Briefly, it con-
sists of a brass tray
to take the licence card,
rubber ring and glass,

the whole being kept
in position by a spring ring after

manner of retaining lamp glasses.

Another firm producing a holder for

the number plate is ^Messrs. AVright and
Sons, Edgware. Middlesex. A circular

back plate receives the waterproof front

plate and glass, whilst the number plate

fixing is integral with the rear plate.

The Brown Bros, holder has three types of fixings, for front

number plate, handle-bar, and mudguard respectively.

the

The Grover, Smith, and Willis design in

aluminium.

The well-known saddle and bag firm of

J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
manufacture a holder in two patterns,

one whidi screws or bolts flush to any
flat surface, and the other is supplied
with a strap for attaching to the tank
or in a similar position.

One of the few firms producing a

square type holder is Car Components,
Ltd., 6, Hanover Square, London, W.l.
This holder has no flanges, and

presents a very neat appearance. It is

made for cars, sidecars, and motor cycles
;

the latter type, equipped with a clip for

the handle-bar, costs 9s, fed.

Godfreys, Ltd,, 208, Great Portland
Street, offer a very handsome holder in

brass or aluminium, with clip fitting Ss.,

or direct fitting 4s,, while Gratze, Ltd,,
have three types— (1) with a lug exten-

sion which may be bent to suit individual
requirements for 6s., (2) with clip exten-

sion at the side for fitting above or below
the handle-bar for 5s. 6d., and (3) with
clip extending from the centre of the

back of the holder at the same price.

W. Brandish and Sons, Foleshill Road,
Coventi-y, are oiiering a flangeless holder
of good design and exceptionally well

^finished for 2s, 6d, without clips, and
2s, 9d. with handle-bar fittings.

As is to be expected, the Terry holder,

made by the- famous Eedditch spring

firm, is a neat and well finished article.

Having a nickel-plated finish, it is offered

in three types— (1) for fitting to the wood-
work of car or sidecar, 5s, 5d. : (2) fitted

with a clip at the back of the holder for

attaching either to the windscreen, 7s, 6d, ;

or (3) for motor cycle handle-bars, with
an adjustable clip |in. or lin., 7s. 5d.

The Meteor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

98, -Tollington Park, London, N,4, the

makers of the Corona motor cycle, are

also producing a licence card holder, as

are the Coventry Plating and Presswork
Co,, Ltd,, whose product is iUustrated,-

~and F. Luie and Co,, Buckingham Street,

Birmingham.

A squsre holder by Car
Components, Ltd, Smith's holder.

Nichol and La Riviere's

method of holding the back

plate to the glass rim.

Bj Wright's holder,

in which the

rear plate is extended to

form the fastening to the

number plate.

Holder by the well-knowr

Terry spring firm.
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WE all in our hearts
dislike it—not
Christmas itself,

not the giving of

Christmas presents, but the
clioosmcj of them. It re-

quires such a blend of know-
ledge, intuition, judgment, and skill that
the task of selecting the right things for

the right people is no easy one.

Knowing how annoj'ing it is to receive
the si.xth Cigarette-case when one only
smokes a pipe, one is naturally chary of

inflicting a case of Black and White (even
if procurable) on a possibly recently con-
verted Pussyfooter. The uncertainty
applies all round.

To Suit all Purses.
But to those who number motor,

cyclists amongst their friends (and
this should include a great many of

our readers) the task is simpler.

Although the windows of the average
motor cycle or accessory dealer do
not all burst forth in a great pro-

fusion of holly and _ mistletoe at this

time of the year, they actually contain
excellent displays of Christmas gifts.

All purses are suited. What more mag--
nificent present than a new machine?
What cheaper and more useless than a

Teddy Bear mascot? For the more ex-
plicit guidance of the distracted giver
we propose briefly to touch on the more
useful and appreciated "gadgets" that
never come amiss to the lover of

the open road.

A "Safe" List.

Placing ourselves momentarily
in the position of the recipient,

there are obviously many acces-

sories, etc., of which, in contra-

distinction to the cigarette-case,

we cannot have too many. This class

deserves primary consideration, and, tabu-
lated, embraces sparking plugs, goggles,

tools (for the garage or the tool-

roll), and gloves. The actual choice
rests with individual taste.

Sparking plugs are, fortunately,
standardised in size; but, never-
theless, it is advisable to find out
what type best suits (he recipient's

engine, or, better still, which is his
favourite make. A good pair of
goggles is always useful, and a pair
of the unbreakable varietj' is what
most of us have been 'jninej In bvi/
,for years, but for some reason wo
liave never purchased.

A wide field is open to the
buyer of tools, ranging from
a 2in. King Dick to a small

screw-cutting lathe. A certain

amount of care must be exer-

cised, however. For example,
the- man who never cleans his

machine will look somewhat suspiciously

at a complete cleaning outfit.

, We are further from finality in gloves

than in anything else connected with
the pastime; and for this reason,

perhaps, the average motor
cyclist makes their collection

quite a hobby. And" there is

no annoying doubt about
sizes when buying the heavy
driving variety. Yes, gloves
are always a safe gift.

Has he a Speedometer ?
So far, we have dealt with

those things which may be
chosen without enquiry regarding our
friend's present possessions. If we possess
some knowledge on this point, our list

may be greatly extended.
The following immediately suggest

themselves : A lighting set; a
speedometer (specially r e c o m -

mended) ; a spara belt, chain, or
inner tube case ; a pillion seat ; a
horn ; a pair of knee-grips—indi-

cating what we might think of for

the machine only. A similar list

of sidecar comforts follows natur-
ally : A windscreen, a rug, an elec-

tric or exhaust heated foot-warmer,
or a foot-muff. Imagine one's self in a

sidecar, and the rest is simple.

Clothing.
Somehow, the average motor cyclist's

clothing does not appeal especia.lly for our
purpose. But there are very few who would
not appreciate a fur-lined leather coat, or,

at a more moderate price, a fur-lined
helmet. Gloves we have already men-
tioned.

Lastly, tliere are books. The writer
well remembers the reception he gave long
ago to an early edition of " Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them," and, remem-
bering, passes on the suggestion to those
whoso gift list includes the almost inevitable

meclianically-minded boy.

A few sound suggestions are more useful
in this case than a galaxy of possibilities

that perhaps serve only to bewilder. It

is possible that the would-be donor who
cannot be helped by the foregoing would
get no further in many more pages.
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4.22 p.m.
4.23 „
4.25 .,
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|p Our Readers.

i A yiei-vy Christmas.

Winter Hint.

i^Keep your ears warm.

atfausiasm.

., Again a record entry for the Loudon-
Exeter run on Boxing Xight.

^no^er Winter Hint.

A stone jar filled with hot water and
trapped in a rug makes au excellent
peater for the sidecar.

Bmponents, Ltd.

The balance slieet of llessrs. Com-
Bonents, Ltd.. shows a profit for 1920 of

|41,277. A dividend of 7^% (less tax)
recommended by the directors.

Dgineering Standardisation.

The British Engineering Standards
ssociation has reorganised its section

ich deals ^^^th automobile standardisa-
ftOB, and, to represent the British Cycle
nd jNIotxjr Cj'cle ^Manufacturers' and
fraders' Union, ^Ir. F. E. Baker (of

decision engine fame) and Mr. AV.

Qiater-Lea have been elected to the sec-

gonal committee.

ern DefinitioiL

\Thc Motor Cycle recognised the
'kwardness of the definition " horizon-

klly-opposed twin" and suggested tlie

Kcellent substitute "flat twin." a phrase
pi-ch has com-e to &tay. ' Now The
Moca/r has performed a similarly good

' Bervice by recognising the eight-cylinder
engine having its cylinders in line, as

"The Straight Eight," a terse and apt
t-.\pression.

For Users o£ Tran'sport.

Motor Transport is the new title of our
sister journal Motor Traction, w-hich for
fifteen and a half years has faithfully

recorded the progress and development of

the industrial vehicle industry from the
user's point of view. The scope of Motor
Transport is more fittinglv indicated by
the new title, the circulation of the
journal having grown to over 10,000 copies

per week.

ecar Taxicabs.

Interest in the sidecar taxi is being
lakelied in many quarters, and, on
lesday, December

_ 14th. Viscount
zon raised the question in the House
Commons, asking the Home Secretary
lether he could say what were the

serious objections to the use of this type
vehicle in London. He further asked
at committee had been referred to an

lis matter, and when that committee's
iport might be expected.

(E^o^^T <j2<^c
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Sfeclal JFeaturas.

THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.

TAKING RISKS—A KOTOR CYCLE SHORT
STORY.

ON THE OPEN ROAD AT CHRISTMAS.

Licence Card Holders.

-The number of manufactures of licence
card holders is now approaching forty.

£50,000 Reward.
The Commonwealth of Australia has

increased its offer of a reward for the
discoverv of petroleum oil in commercial
quantities from £10,000 to £50,000.

Distinction for Flywheel Magneto.
From time to time additions repre-

senting modern practice are made to the
engineering exhibits at South Kensington
Jluseum, and the latest item to be in-

cluded in the motor cycle section is a

Villiei's two-stroke engine with flywheel
magneto. The Villiers Engineering Co.,

Ltd., of Wolverhampton, are certainly

to be congratulated on the selection of

their production for inclusion in such a

collection.

Essex Index Marks.

In addition to the index marks E and
HK, the county of Essex has now NO.

Winter Riding.

Some very pleasant riding was obtained

during the real winter weather last week.

Price Redaction.

The A. B.C. motor cycle has been re-

duced to £140. Its specification now
includes a kick-starter.

All-weather Riders.

There are always a good number of

machines at the Editorial back door, and
the recent severe weather has not reduced
that number.

Air and Water-cooled Engines.

The air-cooled engine easily scores

over' its water-cooled sister at this time
of the year, where the feai' of burst

radiators clouds the car o^vner's horizon.

On Ice-hound Eoads.

A -member of 7'lie Motor Cycle staff,

whose daily mileage between home and
office is about twenty miles, reports that,

while several cars have been seen unable
to proceed over the ice-bound roads, not
once has he observed a motor cycle in

similar trouble.

Some enjoyable riding was obtained last week-end, when the country-side had on its winter

garb, and the temperature was not too low.

eg
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Singles and Twins.

Fifteen Triumph riders liave entered
tlie London-Exeter run, and a similar
number are down to ride Harley-David-
sons.

Foreign Decorations.

We offer our sincere congratulations
to Mr. Clive Preen, who was the first

secretary of the Public Schools Motor
Cycling Club, and was lately assistant

custodian of enemy property in Egypt,
on being awarded the Order of the Nile,

Third Class, permission to wear which
has been granted by H.M. the King.

Scottish Ex-D.R.'s Reunion.

It is proposed to hold during the Scot-

tish Motor Show in January a reunion
and dinner of ex-D.R.'s. • All Ex-Signal
Service D.E.'s who would like to attend
are requested to write to Mr. E- Watson,
c/o Jennings Ltd., 86, Mitchell Street,

Glasgow. It is to be hoped that con-
siderable support will be given to the
,first of these ventures to be held in

Scotland.

For Men who cannot Motor Cycle.

Sir Arthur Pearson is making a further
appeal to the public on behalf of St.

Dunstan's new headquarters for blinded
soldiers. The hostel has still nearly five

hundred men in training, some of whom
have been prevented by the severity of
their injuries from going to the home
before, and many others have only lately

lost their sight as the result of injuries

received during the war. We know our
readers will respond as liberally as their
means permit. Subscriptions should be
forwarded to Sir Arthur Pearson, St.

Dunstan's Headquarters, 1, Regent's
Park, N.W.I.

The Richmond Meet.
Added interest will be given to

next year's annual meet of . Northern
motor cyclists at Richmond (Yoi'ks.) on
Good Friday by the provision of a York-
shire Centre A.C.U. trophy. This will

be awarded to the club with the highest
attendance figures, based on percentage
of members present multiplied by dis-

tance to. the rendezvous.

^S^IL®
What Might Have Been.

Situated at Calne, the signpost illus-

trated below was erected in August last

by the A. A., and shows the tj-pe the
Association intended to utilise if its

offer, made at the beginning of the .year,

to signpost any continuous stretch of

fifty miles of main road had been
accepted. Unfortunately, the survej'ors

concerned rejected the offer. It will be
admitted that the design and. bold letter-

ing axe admirable. But how long shall

we have to wait before this .system

of signposting becomes universal ? Further
reference to signposting is made on page
853.

S,

The first national signpost. This
admirably designed sign is situated at

Calne, Wilts.
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Indian Imports.

India imported £750,000 worth of motor
cars and motor cycles during September,
says, the current- number of The Board
of Trade Journal.

Police Activity.

Motor cyclists should note that in cer-

tain districts, and particularly between
, Ru.shden and Wellingborough
(Northants), the police are active in

regard to motor cycles not fitted with two
brakes. In Fenny Stratford the

,

police

-are insisting that the 5 m.p.h. limit be
observed.

Sidecar Police in New York.

To combat the extraordinary crime
wave which at present is sweeping New
York, the Police Commissioner has placed

eighty motor cycles and sidecars at

various points in the city in readiness for

iiistant action. The mobility and speed:

of the sidecar should prove a big ad-

vantage where a gain of seconds means
so much.

Second-hand Prices.

Although the second-hand market is

undoubtedly slack, there is little sign

of a slump, in the true sense of the
word, as the following comparative table

shows :

Name, Model, and Date
of Machine.

."V-B-C, 3 h.p., 1920
A.J.S., 6 h.p., sidecar, lyjo .

B.S..\., 4^ h.p., sidecar, 1920
Douglas, zl h.p., igi6
Douglas, 4 h.p., sidecar, i9::o

Enfield, 8 h.p., sidecar, 1920 .

Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p.,

sidecar, 1920
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920
Matchless, 8 h.p., sidecar,

1920
Norton, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920
P. & M., 3! h.p., sidecar,

1919-20
.Rudge-Multi, 3?. h.p., 1920 ..

Scott. 3j h.p., T920
Sunbeam, 3I h.p., 1920 .....
Triumph. 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920
Zenith, 8 b.p., sidecar, 1920 .

Nov. 4th.

Lowest and
Highest.

/iio-^i5o
ifi75-fc50
£J30-£I75
£45-£68

£110-^160
Ct50-,<;i77

£I73-;C2I0
£i65-.C2r)

/:i6o-£230
£125-/145

£8o-£ioo
<;ioo-£i25

£l40-£l6o
£140-^80
fi28-£r98

Dec. 23rd.
Lowest and
Highest.

!C95-i;i,50

/132-/160

,{120-/155

il75-'.-

/:i3o-i230
£l30-{l50

£118-/130
£80-/100

£iio-£ii5
£l35-£l<5o
£ll5--£l75
/r65-£i8o

Note.—Where no cuiTCnt figures are indicated,

there were insufficient data available.

CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 843.)

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

The second annual dinner in connection
with the above club was held at the Rut-
land Hotel, Ilkeston, on Thursday even-
ing, December 2nd, 1920. The chair was
occupied by Capt. C. P. Maltby, J. P.

Wallington and District M.C.

The Wallington and District Motor
Cycle and Light Car Club held a general
meeting at the Greyhound Hotel, Croy-
don, on Monday, December 6th, when
it was decided to change the name of the
Wallington Motor Cycle Club to the
Wallington and District Motor Cycle and
Light Car Club.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

The above club held a " one-day
winter trial " for the Spencer Cup (which
had to be won outiight) on IJeccmber
12lh. There were forty-four entries, iind
it speaks well for the sporting .spirit

of the club members that twenty-three

CIO

riders faced the starter in a blinding
snowstorm. The course was a fairly

severe one over the Yorkshire dales,
and was about eighty miles in length.
The start was from the club head-
quarters, Belle Vue Hotel, Bradford. All
previous first prize winners were barred
from competing. The competition was
a test of map reading, as well as
riding to the schedule of 20 m.p.h.,
and' only eight riders, all of whom were
sidecarists, completed the course, with
the following, results : 1 (Spencer Cup),
J. C. Neilson (7-9 Harley .sc). total error
38m. 30s. ; 2 (gold medal), H. Fisher
(4 Triumph sc), 40m. 5s. : 3 (silver

medal), W. Clough (3| Scott sc), 46m.
35s.; 4 (bronze medal). S. Hoyle (7-9

American X sc), 49m. 30s. H.' Baxter
(4 Wilkin sc), H. Firth (3A P. and M.
•sc), Miss N. Suddard.s (3? Scott sc),
and II. K. Watson (3J Scott sc.) were
the only other fottr competitors to iinish ;

and, in view of the very arduous nature

of the riding, the committee has decided,
to award a special silver medal to the'

only lady rider for her plucky perform-;
ance of riding throughout a snowstormjl"
and finishing seventh.

York and District M.C.

The second annual ball of the abova
club will be held at the York Assembly
Rooms, on Friday, January 28th, 1921,

commencing at 9 p.m.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner of the above

club, held recently at the Gildredgc Hotel,

was of the happiest character, and, con-
,

sequently, was thoroughly enjoyed by the
'

eighty ladies and nentlemen present. Til6

chair was occupied by Mr. C. H. Lewis;
(one of the vice-presidents). The speeches

were almost all in more or less lighter'

vein, and the musical programme was of,

a most attractive character. I
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Main Road Travellers to have Right of Way.
Governmsnt Scheme for Signposting, and Several Other Important Aatters. Discussed

at Auto Cycle Union General Committee Meeting
AT the fourth A.C.U. General Com-

mittee meeting of the 1920-21 session
held at Cambridge last week several

important announcements were made, in-
cluding reference to the new Government
scheme of signposting.
The Secretary reported the invitation

to attend the deputation to the Ministry
of Transport, and mention was made
that the signs agreed upon had been
restricted to eight types of road dangers
to be indicated by signs and descriptive
wordings, somewhat similar to those in
use on the Continent. No indiscriminate
triangles were to be erected anywhere.
At cross roads no warning signs were to
be established on main roads, but only
on by-roads, tlius putting the responsi-
bility on the man entering the main road,
and giving the traffic on the main road
the right of way.

Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Six members of affiliated clubs and si.\

from the Competitions Committee are to
serve on the Anglo-Dutch Trial, and it is
hoped to include a representative from the
motor cycle manufacturers. The following
members- have signified their willingness
to serve : Messrs. E. B. Ware F A
Hardy, A. S. Ross, E. J. Bass, Dr. A.

M Low, and Mr. W. Cooper (secretary).
It IS also interesting to have to record

that the Auto Cycle Union is seeking to
persuade the Royal Automobile Club to
hand back the control of vehicles of engine
capacity of 1,100 c.c. to the Auto Cycle
Union in accordance with international
practice, as decided at the last meeting of
the International Federation of Motor
Cycle Clubs in Paris. It was reported that
the matter had been referred to the
International Council of Automobile Clubs.

One Day Winter Trial.

It has been decided to hold a one day
winter trial for stock machines on
February 25th. Though this is an inno-
vation so far as A.C.U. trials are con-
cerned, the idea is a very old one, and
it will certainly be both interesting and
instructive if only machines actually
selected from stock take part.

The 1921 Six Days Trials.

Drastic alterations have been made in
the method of running the 1921 Sis Days
Trials. A sub-committee recently met
and made many recommendations, which
have now been adopted.
A mudguarding test will be held" at

Brooklands over a specially prepared sur-

face. There will also be a preliminary
high-speed test on the track on the first

day of the trial, and twenty-five laps at

the conclusion of the trial. Petrol and
oil consumption tests will be made for
the whole distance.

Open Competition Permits.

It has been decided to increase the
number of open competition permits to

thirty.

The next General Committee meeting
will be held at Slu-ewsbury on February
2nd.

The 1921 T.T.

Below we give lists of entries already

received for next year's Tourist Trophy
Races in the Isle of "Man :

JUNIOR EACE.
Dr. C. Hopwood (Royal Enfield), Butterflelds,

Ltd. (three Levises), A. H. Haden (New Comet),
A. J. Stevens and Co. (six A.J.S.'s), and E. B.
Ware (two J.A.P.'s).

SENIOR RACE.
V. Olssen (Sunbeam), H. Minton ( ), T.

Vale ( ). John Marston, Ltd. (four Sunbeams),
Triumph Cycle Co. (three Triumphs), Scott Motor
Cycle Co, (three Scotts), Norton Motors, Ltd.
(three Nortons), A. J. Stevens and Co. (two
A.J.S.'s). Hendee Manufacturing Co, (three
Indians). E. B. Ware (J.A.P.), T. Mallon (Sun-
beam), W. Royle (Norton). Jack Thomas (Norton),
and Scott Motor Cycle Co, (three Scotts).

ON Wednesday, December 15th, the
Surbiton and District M.C.C. held
its first annual dinner at the Hol-

born Restaurant, London, W., when Dr.
A. M. Low was in the chair. Mr. A. S.

Mays-Smith, in proposing the toast of
" The Club," emphasised the progress
it had made. Dr, Low, in responding.

CLUB DINNERS.
SURBITON AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
paid a tribute to l\Ir. F. W. Barnes, the
captain of the club, and Mr. W. Pratt.'
A large number of cups and awards

were presented' by Mr. A. S. Mays-
Smith, whilst the Maudes Challenge
Shield was handed to representatives of
the Surbiton Club.
A further number of cups have been

offered for next year's events. They" in-

clude the Milano, the Cyril Pullen
Challenge, the Alec Ross, the East, the
Wright, the Amac, the Coulson, the
Sproston, and the Mays-Smith Cups.
An excellent musical programme fol-

lowed the dinner. The performers in-

cluded " Beatie and Babs.

"

BRADFORD MOTOR CYCLE AND LIGHT CAR CLUB.

AN evening spent amongst the club-

men of the north serves to demon-
strate that the keenness of club life

there is by no means on the wane.
Perhaps there is something in the

crispness of the mountain air blowing
across the moorlands that gives the
geniality of outlook, the crisp and racy
accents, and the heartiness and zest for
sport and social pleasures which were dis-

played at the Market Tavern, Bradford,
on Friday, December 17th. Tables
groaned equally with the weight of good
things and a display of medals and
trophies, which were to fall, or had

already fallen, before the onslaughts of

some 120 members of the Bradford M.C.
and L.C.C.
After the toast of "The King," pro-

posed by the President (Mr. J. E. Fearn-
ley). Sir. H. Harrop proposed the
health of " The Club," congratulating it

upon its rapid development and express-
'ing a hope that the body was now strong
enough to re-establish club premises of

its own. Mr. T. G. BuUus responded
and traced the history of the club from
May of this year, when it was revived
(after six years of quiescence) by a band
of thirtj'-eight enthusiasts ; at the pre-

sent moment the membership numbered
330. He laid particular stress upon the
enthusiasm of the hon. secretary, Mr.
W. A. Dovener (known affectionately as
" The Live Wire "), whose efforts never
ceased ; it was this enthusiastic official

who, at the very first meeting of the

revived club, introduced forty-two new
members, and it w'as he who engaged a

band to attract the public to the hill-

climb at Rosedale Abbey Bank immedi-
ately after the Six Days Trials.

The evening was brought to a close by
the toast of " The President," proposed--

by Mr. S. Haigh.

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.

THE club president, Mr. E. ManviUe,
M.P.. occupied the chair at the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor

Club's annual dinner on Friday last.

There were present about one hundred
members and guests, including the ^layor

of Coventry, and representatives of the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union, the A.C.U., and the A. A.
Major Watling '(C and M.C.M. and

T.U.), in proposing " The Club,"
touched on the energy displayed by the

officials of the club. Mr. Victor Holroyd,

one of the founder members, replied,

and drew attention to the fact that
several, of the original club officers were
present.

In proposing " The Visitors and Prize
Donors," Mr. E. M. Iliffe, C.B.E., em-
phasised the need of healthy competition,
and thanked the; prize donors for the
encouragement they had provided in this
direction. Replies were made by the
Mayor of Coventry, Capt. Fryer (A.A.),
and Maj. Dixon Spain (A.C.U.).
Replying to the toast of "The Presi-

dent," wittily proposed by Mr. E.

M. C. Instone, Mr. Manville spoke of his

Parliamentary duties in connection with
motoring activities, and pointed out the
importance of the club as representing

the centre of the motor industry in the

field of sport.

During the .evening the President dis-

tributed the prizes won during the year,

and an excellent musical programme was
included. A golden goblet is to be offered

as the chief award in a twenty-four hours
reliability trial next year.

C15
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A BIG TWIN SOLO MOUNT,
The 980 c.c. Brough-Superior Designed for the Sporting Rider.

FOR some time past we
have fceeii ;

urging that

the. claims of the purely

solo rider should receive

special attention. The 1920

Olvmpia Show demonstrated

the fact that many manufac-
turers once again have their

eyes on this important

iiiarket. Unfortunately, how-

ever, one of the most intei'-

esting products of specialisa-

tion "in this direction was
completed just too late for S
exhibition.

ilr. George Brough, whose
performances in many trials,

notably the Scottish Six
Days, are well known to most
motor cyclists, decided, some
mouths ago, to specialise on
a super sporting machine,
and informed us at that time that it was
his intention to produce a fast, light, and
well-equipped motor cycle, which should
include all necessary fittings, but no fancy
attachments, and, after inspecting his
latest production, we may safely say that
we have never examined a more sensibly
equipped big twin solo mount. To begin
with, lai'ge tyres (700x80 mm.) are
used, and the designer has not for-

gotten that mudguarding is just as im-
portant for the solo rider as for the
sidecarist. In consequence, really wide
guards, with deep valances, are included.

The chains, it is true, are covered only
as regards the top run, but th« majority
of sporting solo riders will prefer this

accessible arrangement to the entirely

enclosed type.

The popular 90 x 77 mm. overhead
valve J. A. P. engine has been specially re-

designed to suit the requirements of Mr.

A big twin designed for solo work, the 8 li.p. overhead-vaWed BrougH-Superior, which has a large plated tank.

DETAILS
OF THE BROUGH-

4 SUPERIOR.

(1) A cast aluminium inlet pipe with

cone and nut air leak preventers.

(2) The handle-bars form a unit with the

head clip.

(3) The saddle tank has no flats or

corners ; it is plated, and has a black top

panel, and hexagon top filler caps are fitted.

(4) A strongly webbed casting is employed
lor the head lug, which is formed in a single

piece.

CiG

Brough, and the light rocker gear and
superb finish are outstanding features

wliich catch the «ye. Added to this, we
are told that, with the aid of a special

Amae carburetter which is being supplied

for the machine, the engine will tick over

at the merest " crawl " and yet acceler-

ate with a rush.

In piX)of of this statement, each
machine will be guaranteed to do from
8 to 80 m.p.h. on top gear. It is never
an easy matter to dispose of the exhaust
pipes of an overhead valve engine, but,

in this case, the difficulty has been over-

come in an extremely neat manner.
A well ribbed cast iron port is screwed

on to each exhaust outlet, taking the place

of the usual exhaust pipe nut and the
curves necessary to avoid the frame tubes
are smooth and easy. From these ports,

pipes lead to a large two-piece aluminium
silencer placed forward of the engine and
below the magneto ; from this silencer

a tail pipe extends rearwards.

High Gear Batios.

To the bottom bracket is attached a

Sturmey - Archer gear box, having
strengthened teeth and a six-plate clutch.

The gear ratios provided by this box are

2.94-1, 4-1, and 5.9-1 ; such high ratios

are, of course, only suitable for high-

powered solo machines, but with the ex-

cellent pulling qualities of the overhead
valve J. A. P. engine they should be low
enough for any ordinary work, and, inci-

dentally, .should provide extremely nice

top gear running at medium and high
speeds. An Enfield type shock absorber
is mounted in the rear wheel, in order to

mitigate any tendency to "snatch."
Compactness characterises the frame-

work, and, by means of careful design,

it has been foufld to be jjossible to house
the big engine in a machine having a

w"heelbase of only 55in., and a saddle
height of under 30in. Naturally, a slop-

ing top tube is used, and the large saddle
tank IS rounded giving a capacity for

no less tlian 2i gallons of petrol and half
a gallon of oilT

Two points immediately .strike the
observer's eye.; fii'st, that the large filler

caps are of the hexagonal composition
type frequently u.sed on car radiatoi-s,

and, secondly, the plated finish which is

set off on the upper surface by a black

panel with a narrow gold line to relieve

the meeting of the two colours. It is,

perhaps, surprising that sidecar lugs

should be incorporated in the frame of a

purely solo motor cycle, but it is a proof

of the fact that Mr. George Brough
knows his public, for sooner or later

someone will attach a sporting sidecar,

and integral lugs are certainly preferable

to clip joints.

Ready for the Road.

All detail work is beautifully carried

out, and there is arr absence of clips which
will gladden the eye of the critic. Tlie

handle-bar. is brazed into the head tall

race lug, and a special lamp bracket
springs from the base of the Brampton
Biflex forks ; incidentally, an acetylene

lamp and generator will be supplied as

part of the equipment unless Lucas ^lag-
dyno is specially ordered.

Usually with an overhead valve engine

the exhaust pipes are very prominent. The
Brough-Superior is exceedingly neat in this

respect.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Automatic Inlet Valve Engine.

Will you please tell me how
to set the valves on a Kerry
engine? The inlet valve is of the

suction type, and is placed at

the end of the induction pipe.

—

H.H.
The inlet valve works automatically, and
the ^haust valx^ should be set so that

it is just closing- when the piston reaches

the top of the stroke.

Engine Location in Cycle Car.

I am contemplating building

a light three-wheeled monocar,
and am installing a S^ h.p. air-

cooled engine. The whole outfit

will not exceed the weight of

a solo motor cycle of the same power.
Do you think cooling would be satis-

factory, if the engine were fitted behind
the seat as in the A.C. Sociable (less

fan flywheels) but enclosed at the top

and sides with air scoop at bottom
facing forward ?—C.W.

In all probability you will find that the

engine will overheat, especially at low
speeds when running on bottom gear. It

will be much better to fit the engine at

the front of the chassis in order to give it

tlie full benefit of the cooling draught.

Consumption and Tyre Life.

My machine is a 1920 45 h.p.

B.S.A. all-chain drive with side-

car. It has gear ratios of 5-1.

8-1, and 13.2-1, and the total

weight of driver and passenger

is 24 stones. The tyres are 26x2iin.
Palmer cord on all wheels. Assuming
that it is carefully driven (about 18

m.p.h. average) : (1.) Are—the gear

ratios about right? (2.) What mileage

per gallon of petrol should I obtain ?

(3.) What mileage per gallon of engine

lubricating oil? (4.) What mileage

should the rear tyre give, also the other

tyres? (5.) Would larger tyres, say,

26x3in. to fit 2-^in. rims, be .an ad-

vantage ?—W.H. P.

(1.) The gear ratios should be quite in

order. (2.) About 70 to 80 m.p.g. (3.)

About 1,000 m.p.g.. (4.) The mileage

which you will obtain from tyres depends
on sevex'al factors, methods of driving

and luck being the most prominent. Given
reasonably good fortune, you should

obtain from 2,000 to 3,000 miles from the

back cover, while the tyres on the . front

and sidecar wheels should last about 5,000

to 8,000 miles. (5.) 26x3in. tyres would
have the effect of raising the gear
slightly ; they would also make the

machine much more comfortable, and in

all probability they would wear longer.

There is no objection to fitting them.

Life of Chains.

After ha\ang run a |in. x iin.

British chain for 4,500 miles as

final drive on a 7-9 h.p. American
machine, I find it has stretehed

to such an e-xtent that the rollers

will not fit down into the sprocket on
the driving wheel, but rides some ^in;

up for about one-third of the distance
of travel round the wheel. There is

now 1^-in. up and down play between
the sprockets for over half the length of

tlie chain, while for 3in. or 4in. the
chain is almost rigidly taut. Kindly
inform me: (1.) Is this harmful to the
chain or sprocket? (2.) Is this amount
of stretch abnormal? (3.) What is the
axerage life in miles of chain of this

size ?—HiKADIN.
(1.) The chain is apparently worn out,
and you should not attempt to use it any
longer, as in all probability it will spoil
the sprockets. (2.) The amount of stretch
in the chain varies considerably with the
care that has been expended on the trans-
mi.?sion during the time the machine has
been in use. An exposed chain should
be removed from the sprockets every 500
miles, soaked in pai-afiin, and then dipped
in molten tallow. (3.) The average life of

the chain cannot be given in definite

figures; "it all depends on the conditions

under which it has been used. We do not

thirjj, however, that you will obtain a

much greater mileage than 6,000 from the

unenclosed chain.

Changing an Engine.

I have a 4 h.p. 1918 W.D.
^1 machine, and wish to fit a twin

> engine of about 5-6 h.p. to replace

-2J the single-cylinder engine. Is this

a workable proposition?—H.W.G.
A certain amount of structtrral alteration

to the frame of the machine might be
necessary, but it should not be beyond the

. capabilities of the average, motor cycle

repairer. There does not appear to be
any other objection to your scheme.

Oversize Tyres.

What is the largest size cover
that can be fitted to a 26in. x
2iin. D section motor cycle rim ?

Will a 26in. x3in. x2iin. fit? Ap-
parently a 3in. to fit a 2iin. tyre

is not made. At present I have the
standard 26in. x 2iin. x 2iin.—R.A.Y.

The largest section tyre made for the
26in. X 2^in. rim is 26in. x 2i-in. for 2^in.

Several makes of 28in. x 3in. American
size tyres, however, can be used on this

section of rim, but the tyre makers neither
guarantee nor recommend them when so

fitted.

THE SIDECAR IN CENTRAL INDIA.
One has to live in countries where railways are scarce and transport difficult to appreciate fully

the handy sidecar. Here is shown a B.S.A. outfit used to take home black buck brought

down in the central provinces of India.

"7^.
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Cleaning Inside of Exhaust Pipes.

(1.) The exhaust pipes of my
?'

I

twin engine are badly choked at
the bends with carbon. What is

-U the simplest way of removing this
deposit? (2.) I am running my

3 h.p. twin J.A. P. engine on a fixed
gear of 5 to 1. Do you consider this
about satisfactory? (3.) What do you
consider to be the highest- possible road
speed attainable on this gear ratio?
(4.) Kindly state the best valve setting
for this engine

—

(a) for general work;
(b) for speed work.—H.C.B.

(1.) Heat the pipes to a dull red. This
will loosen the carbon inside them, and
the bulk of it can then be knocked out.
(2.) If most of your riding is on reason-
ably level roads thp 5 to 1 gear should be
fairly satisfactory, but it is quite likely
that a slightly lower gear would give
more speed. (3.) 45 to 50 m.p.h. (4.)
Unless you have facilities for making
special cams, we do not recommend that
you depart from the normal valve timing.
This setting is as follow^s : With piston
on. top dead centre, the exhaust valve
ehould be just closing and the inlet just
commencing to open.

The Date of a Machine.
I recently purchased an A.J.S.

outfit, and should be extremely
obliged if you could enlighten
me upon certain points re-
garding it. (1.) When pur-

chasing this machine I was und«r the
impression that it was of 6 h.p., but
upon measuring the cylinder its dimen-
sions were 70 mm. bore x. 83 mm.
stroke, and I came to the conclusion
that it was 4^ h.p. Is this so? (2.)

This machine is fitted with a two-speed
gear box, but I see no means of lubri-
cating the gears. Sliould this be packed
with grease when assembled, or is there
any other provision for lubrication?
(3.) A hand-controlled clutch is fitted,
apparently of the cork insert type,
operated by a powerful spring. How
can I tell when this spring is in correct
tension ? Also, is there any way of treat-
ing the corks to make them grip well?
(4.) A U.H. magneto is fitted, which also
seems to have no provision for lubri-
cating. Should this be oiled, or should
It run dry? (5.) Is tliis type of machine
still made, and, if not, can vou tell me
its date?—J.B.G.

(1.) The machine is a 5 h.p. model, the
cubic capacity being 638 c.c. (2.) The
gear box should be partly filled with
thick oil, and this should last for
about 1,000 miles. (3.) If there is no
slipping you may rest assured that the
pressure on the spring is sufficient. TTie
oest method of arriving at~the correct
adjustment is to unscrew the adjusting
nut until the clutch slips under load, and
then screw up again until the shipping is

ju.st eliniiiuitfd. The cork inserts do not
require any dressing, but they should be
quite free from oil or grease. If the
clutch slips due to any of the gear box
lubricant finding its way on to Uie corks
they may be washed with petrol. (4.)
No provision for lubrication is made on
the U.H. magneto The bearings are
packed with grease when assembled, and
will run for 3,000 to 5,000 miles without
attention. (6.) Many improvements have
been made in later models

; yours
appears to be of the 1913 type.

c 8
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READER'S REPLY.

Effects of Prolonged Wear.

I have a 1918 4 h.p. Triumph, and
although it has done a considerable mile-

age, it is by no means excessively worn,
but it manifests the same " jumpiness

"

in second gear that "H.C." complains
of in your issue of December 9th. The
effect is similar to a misfire, although not
a misfire, and the jump of the machine
occurs every ten yards or so, and is

accompanied by pronounced grinding from
the gear box. Whilst at the Show I was
advised to use thicker oil in the gear box
(such as Ambroleum), but I have been
unable to try this remedy as yet.—W. A.
Bourne.

IFmpoPtant i>atfcs.

Dec. 27th-28lh—
M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.
l'921.

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5lh—
Scottish Motor Exhibition Kelv!n Hall,
Glasgow.

Feb. 12th—
A.C.U. One-day Winter Trial.

Feb. 25th—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial— Brooklands.

March 25th

—

Richmond Meet.
March 26th—

M.C.C. London Land's End Trial.

May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run,

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Tobqtjat.—A.B.

Leicester, Narborough, Wolvey, Coven-
try, Finham Bridge, Warwick, Strat-

ford, Weston - sub - Edge, Broadway,
Winchcombe, Cheltenham, Gloucester,

Bristol, Redhill, Axbridge, Bridgwater,
Taunton, Wellington, Exeter, Dawlish7
Teignmouth, Torquay.

Stockton to Norwich.—H.C. y
Stockton, Yarm, Crathorne, Thirsk,

Borobridge, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferry-
bridge, Doncaster, Bawtry, Retford, Tux-
ford, Newark, Sleaford, Swineshead,
Holbeach, King's Lynn, Norwich.

Norwich to Conision.—J.B.P.
Norwich, Dereham, Longham, Litcham,

King's Lynn, Long Sutton, Holbeach,
Swineshead, Sleaford, Nevifark, Tuxford,
Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Went-
bridge, Ferrybridge, Micklefield, Aber-
ford, Bramham, Harewood, Arthington,
Pool, Otley, Ilkley, Addingham, Skip-
ton, Gargrave, Hellifield, Long Preston,
Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, Under-
barrow, Newby Bridge, Coniston.

Knighton to Mauchline.—G.M.P.
Knighton, Chin, Bishop's Castle> Min-

sterley, Shrewsbury, Whitchurch, Tar-
porley, Weaverham, Acton Bridge,
Stretton. Warrington, Winwick, Newttm-
le-Willows, Ashton-in-Makerfield, Wigaii,
Standish (not Chorley), Eu.xton, Preston,
Garstang, Lancaster (Castle), Carnforth,
Milnthorpe, Levens Bridge, Kendal,
Staveley, Windermere, Ambleside, Rydal,
Grasmere, Keswick, Portinscale, Basscn-
thwaite Water, the Castle Inn, Bolhel
(not Uldale), Red Dial, T'hursby, Car-
lisle, Annan, Dumfries, Thornhill, San-
quhai', Cunnock, Mauchline.

A Precision Depot in London.
The makers of the Beardmore-Pre-

cision motor cycles (Messrs. F. E.

Baker, Ltd., Kmg's Norton, Birming-

ham) have established a London depot

at 112, Great Portland Steeet, W.l.

Aluminium Pistons.

!Motor cyclists with a penchant for tmi-

ing and the modification of existing

machines will be interested to learn that

Ricardo Ripper pistons for a number of

standard machines can be obtained from
Messrs. Bentley and Draper, Ltd., 4,

Fenchurch Avenue, London, E.G. 3.

Sidecar Upholstery.

A Sandum sidecar is being exlribited

in the showrooms of the Rexine Co.,

Ltd. (Rexine House, 42, Newgate Street,

London, E.C.2), in order to illustrate the

use of Rexine in sidecar upholstery.

Magneto Matters.
A little booklet, listing successes w-011

with E.I.C. magnetos throughout 1920,

has just been issued. The claims

made include reliability, endurance,

stamina, and waterproofness, and on the

page opposite to that on which eacli of

these items appears are given details of

niunerous corroborative performances ac-

complished in competitions.

Catalogues Received.
Welkin Motor Cycles.—Describing

the popular Wilkin machines which dis-

tinguished themselves during 1920,

especially by the famous ride round the

coast under A.C.U. observation.

CLAyTON - \\'hight Accessories. A-
catalogue published by Messrs. Clayton-
Wright, Ltd., Great Hampton Street,

Birmingham, containing a selection of

motor cycle horns and mirrors.

Lubricating Exposed Chains.

We have had many queries of late as

to the life of chains on machines with
an exposed rear transmission, and our
answer in all such cases must be that the
service obtained depends entirely upon
the care bestowed upon them. An ex-

posed chain should be removed every 500
miles, thoroughly cleaned in paraffin, and
then soaked in a warm mixture of oil and
graphite ; this process is ideal—for the
chain ! Few riders keep up this prac-

tice rigorously, and, as an admirable
alternative method, we can recommend
that the chain be treated at frequent
intervals with Chemico chain lubricant.

- This preparation is in the form of a solid

stick of mixed grease and graphite which
is rubbed on to the chain while the latter

remains on its sprockets ; once on the

chain it works into the bearings instead
of being flung off, as is a surface dre.'ss-

ing of oil. Incidentally, this is only
one of the many useful lines produced
by the County Chemical Co., Ltd., nf

Biiniingham, whose wares extend from
viilcanisers to patches, sparking plugs to

lubber solution, and enamels to carbide.
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SIEMENS DRY BATTERV
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BEAR IICMT ONLY-
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EQUIPMENT No. 1. CompnsingSIDECAR and REAR LAMPS, and two Siemens DRV i

BATTERIES in LEATHER CASE. i

EQUIPMENT No. 2. Comprising REAR LAMP onlv, with glas< window for illuminating
Dumber plate, and one Siemens' DRY BATTERY in LEATHER CASE.

EQUIPMENT No. 3. Comprising REAR LAMP only (not suitable for illuminating rear
number plat?) and one Siemens' DRY BATTERY in LEATHER CASE.

lirustraled booklei
on application toSet.

Avp oxi'.nat number
of hours li^'lit from

ore Batt ry.

f'facK.
Incluciinfr

Batteries.
Spir-' Batteries.

No. 1 50 £3
'^ir'e Lamp, 8'-

Be>r t -m . S^6

No. 2 so £ 12 6 S/6

No. 3 Sf £12 6 2/6

SIEN/IENS BROTMER.S & C9 \I°
r£l£CeAMS SlEMENS.VOOlWICK TCLEPMOME CiTV 6400 -

WOOLWICH 'LONDON-SE-iB

When jucJged by the standard of "actual value for money," CALTHORPE
Motor Cycles easily "top the bill"—compare their valui with other makes.

n the CALTHORPE, the prospective buyer has a range of high-class, well-finishet.!, fully-equipped
achines, listed at exceptionally reasonable figui es—an " economy" proposition not to be passed by.

There are three models: the CALTHORPE 3 h.p. 2-stroke Combination at 110 Guineas, complete with
ngSet; the2| h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. at 70 Guineas; and the 3 h.p. CALTHORPE 2-stroke
Guineas, and specially note this

—

3 hp. 2-stroke Combination at 110 Guineas is practically equal in
A^er to the 3| h.p. models of other makes listed at much higher prices.

tfit pcrfectlv meets the demand for a lisrht. reliable, and economical passenger machine. It will take all reason-
lls, and comfortably averages 20 to 25 m,p,h. Approximate petrol consumption. 75 m.p.t;. Specification includes
PECO 2-stroke eiigine, 2-speed Sturmej-Archer Gear with Clutch and Kirk-starter, M-L Mag:-Dynamo Lighting

Set, Complete with light tj-pe Coach-built Sidecar"

In your own best interests, and before vou decide
on any other machine, send for complete informa-

. hon, and see what CALTHORPE value really is.

Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co.
(Minstrel & Rea Cycle Co , Ltd.),

BARN STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

Tht CALTllORfE 3 h.p. -i-slroke Combinal on,

comvliUe wlUi LUjkling Set Price 110 guineas.

'iIlI^,w|l!l"TP

Ecoistoiynr
INVBSTMENT

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR
CYCLES

The premier
Blackburne-engined
machine

To the

Discriminating Buyer.

Examine the design gener-
ally and in detail, the
components used, the
liberal size of tyres fitted,

and you will see they are
all for reliability and
comfortable riding.

The workmanship and
finish are of the best, and
we know you cannot get

BETTER VALUE.
Our Agents have demonstra-
tion machines and will be
pleased to have your inspection
of same.

Their address will be sent you
together with folders on
receipt of a postcard.

HILL BROTHERS
WALSALL STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

m

I The Hoskison
i Motors, Limited,

i Lozells, BIRMINGHAM.
Norlhern 643

Homobik. B'haiT

1921.
l-or i02t wc are coiicentyating on an exccpiionally hi0i-class 23 h.p.

Solo Motor Cycle and a 4 h.p. model which k siiilable alike for Solo of

Sidecar work. The engine used m each case ts Jie BLACKBURf^E,
an i rfg have not succumbed to the temptation ol fitting the higher

powersd engine >nto the Lightweight frame, ut vice-versa. The two

modcl<i arc separate and distinct, each being specifically design-cd ior

lis own particular purpose.

The prices are 99 Guineas av.d 120 Gum '.as -.espertivclv, and wt
si.arantes THESE PRICES TO REMAIN CONSTANT TILL
M.^RCH 1921. Highly finished, luxuriously equipped, and efficient

to Ihs last degree, v claim each to he the bes' in its ^lass on ih- market.

I

L E ^ 99

FASTENERS
RENOWNED

for their

perfect design

and stuidtr

a^K^
construction.

, Will prove a payin%' investment 'o any owner of a belt-

driven Motor Cycle. '

•'Slni[l-x" Improvec', W- "Simplex" AdjustaWr, 1/3
'Slanaarii" 1913, 1/3 "otandard" Adjustable, 1 /6

AM sizes same price. Ail Agents sell them.
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS
HERWIN, CANNY & CO., -7-

:
William St., WOOLWICH, LONDON. _J_

IkFINEST LUBRICANTS

YETPRODUCED.
''

..i

MOTOR
CYaE OILS

A'fanufochJteH by-

HILTON, RIDER & C° • L"^°

O" SUFFOLK HOUSE, SOUTHWARK . $ E .1,

PMOMts Hoo. 857 i 2829 ustAiiLisurn n,.-.

C22 In an.iwcrimj tlnsnt (iilicitincincnts H ft i/cmi'ilili: (n iiicii/ii'U "
'J'lii: Miilur Cycle.
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*'For Simplicity, Convenience,
and Universality of Application,

this * Maglita ' seems to be
one of the best things that

have yet been brought out.'*

'The Times:' Nov. 29ih, 1920

^ The ;'M-L" All British MAGLITA Combined Lighting and^ Ignition Set comprises Magneto - Generator, Lamps,
Battery, Switch-Gear and Wiring. The "Maglita" provides

your spark and lights your lamp. The "Maglita" is entirely
self-regulating You cannot bum out lamps at any speed.
Specify an "M-L Maglita" on any single-cyUnder machine you
order. No more lamp trouble. No worry and mess with
carbide. No more smells. Push the button arid off you go.

A Rover motor Cj'cle fitted

with an "M-L Maglita" Set-

GoSolds.

c. All euqiihies and correspondence relathia looterseas

trade, and to retail and trade business in this couk-

ii-y, io be addressed to S. Smith and Sons(M.A.},
Ltd.,179-1S5, Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

Sole Makers : Tlie ML Magneto Synd., Lid..

Coventry, to whom all enquiries from inanufactiirers

should be sent.

Excelsior'
< ^Q 1 C^/%<kM/« A ^'°^ appreciation of what motor cyclists really require is best evidenced

^ jy^ I ^PS^SOfl -'i- in the "EXCELSIOR" range for next season, comprising:

—

PfiOGfiAMME
EXCELSIOR Moddc de Luxe Combination

Complete, including Electric Lighting, Spare Wheel, Quickly
Detachable Leg Guards, Luggage Grid, Hood and Screen, etc.

Price £243 : 3s. net. Combination only, £195 net.

EXCELSIOR 4| h.p. Big Single Combination
Price of Combination, £160 net. Motor Cycle, £125 net.

EXCELSIOR 21 h.p. i^,%) "Blackburne."'4 »»«t«» V348
2-speecl Gear, with Clutch and Kick-starter

EXCELSIOR 2^ h.p. Qts) "Villiers."
2-stroke, 2-speed
With Clutch and Kick-starter .

.

. . £73

£96 net.

£67 net.
7 : 6 net.

NOTE.—Deliveries
at once for first
four Models, and
in 6 weeks' time
for Open Frame
Model. :: :: ::

EXCELSIOR Open Frame Model.
With Single Gear .. .. £49 : 10 net.
With Sturmey-Archer 2 speed and Clutch .. £66 net.

Write us AT ONCE to send you our Art Catalogue

BAYLISS, THOMAS & Co. (^^^^'ti^i'^a.) King's Bd., Tyselcy, B'HAM.(Motor Co., Ltd.)

Telephone

:

Lon{lon Agents : H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd..

125 Acock's Green. 62, Sussex Place. Soutli Kensington. S.W.
Telegrams :

'Monarch. Hay Mills.'

J
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The Graiseley Universal

Registration Card Holder.

Suitable for fix-

ing on tlie wing,
body, or wind
screen of Car
or Motor Cycle
Handle Bars.

Complies with
all Government
requirements.

In polished
Aluminium, 3,6
each.

In Brass, N.P.
finish, 4 3 each.

TTT TF—mm
j~.Mi.AL.

BRANDED GOODS ARE THE BEST jGOODS !

BRAND YOUR OWN
CARBIDE, OIL, GREASE, AND PETROL.

Obtainable from all the leading garages

The Graiseley Motor Accessories, Ltd.

Church Lane, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Trade terms on receipt of postcard.

No doubt you buy the above products ii> bulk—why not make

a name for your o^ti instead of a goodwill for- others?

TINS SUPPLIED IN ANY QUANTITY,
plain or decorated, bearing

YOUR OWN NAME, ADDRESS & BRAND.

Made in all shapes—oval, round, square, oblong, etc

We can supply your every waut in Tin World.

We supply the largest makers in the world.

ALBERT ED. BENTLEY, LTD.,
WHARF ST., CANNEL ST., ANCOATS,

MANCHESTER.
'Grams: "Canistrum." "Phone: 3903 Central.

Your Weatherproof Motor
Licence Card Holder.

Direct

Filling.

Brass, 4/-

Nickel, 4/6

5]}" Dia.

Provisional

Prices.

Complete

with Back

Plate and

Lug as

shown.

Brass, 5/-

Nick»l, 5/6

Orders taken in rotation.
Deliveries available in a few days.

Specially designed to fit to number plate, liandle-bars,

or mudguard on motor c\-clc ; and windscreen or panel
on motor car. Can easih' be fitted in short time.
Perfectl)' weatlicr tiglit washer back and front, lug can
be at top, bottom, or sides. Order at once and save delay.

Manulacturcd by Trace Enquiries Solicited.

DEVICE ENGINEERING CO.,
33, CLERKENWELL CLOSE,

LONDON, E.C.
Til. N^.; City tSsS. Tcli>f;'"ams ' Anuclique Smith Lon Ion."

THEy^Akl. USE

SPEED
MOTOR OILS
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

\\ rite for (till particulars to

John S. Morris & Son (Oils) Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Salfford, Manchester

THE WEATHERPROOF LICENCE CARD HOLDER
Guaranteed Waterproof.

You must have one on Jan. 1, 1921
ReKisttri-ii Design.

PRICE 5/-
Can be screwed to number plate or

sidecar, or supplied with clip for

handlebar or lop tube, at 1/- extra.

Supplied in Polished Brass, Nickel-

plated. Black, Nickel, or Aluminium.
Waterproof, neat, light, and unbreak-

able front.

Rectangular model for cars supplied

at €/- each. TRADE SUPPLIED.

S^-ihl at onct- to

E. REED & SONS, Ltd., Carlton Works, Daubeney Rd., Clapton, E.5

Bl8 In answering liicse adverdse/ncnta it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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There was no doubt about its being Christmas Eve. The Calendar proved it for one thing,
and it snowed heavily, for another. Besides Godfrey's had closed its doors at 5 o'clock
sharp—which was perhaps the most conclusive evidence of all.

The Managing Director knew it was Christmas Eve. Of course he did. How could it be
otherwise when all the letters he had signed that afternoon wished the recipients " The
Compliments of the Season.

He thought of this when he reached his home and congratulated himself on the host of
new friends which Godfrey's had made during the year, and the multitude of old friends
to whom the House owed so much of it's success.

Reviewing the past naturally led to a mental speculation as to

the future of the motor cj'cle industry. Perhaps a good dinner
and tlie genial warmth of a log fire made him more optimistic
tSan usual

;
perhaps the sound position of his firm and its ever

growing popularity had something to do with it also. Be that
as it may, he arrived at the very definite conclusion that the
outlook for the New Year was decidedly bright, and that the
pessimists were all wrong.

In this happy frame of mind he filled his pipe and reached for a quaint
old brass lamp which had long been converted into a petrol lighter.

To his amazement it lit without any assistance on
his part. With a sub-conscious effort he rubbed
the lamp and p-5-cl aimed, "Now for the genie."

Scarcely had the words been uttered, when the

Hghts went out, the yule log flared up, and the
genie appeared before him, crying "What are thy
commands ? I am ready to obey thee as thy

slave."

The best ot employing a genie is that one gets

things done quickly, so that by the time the bells rang out
on Christmas mom

—

The new taxation scheme, and all motor taxes, had been
withdrawn. Petrol was down to i/- per gallon. The
speed limit of 20 miles per hour had been removed, and
all police traps abolished.

And it was the same bells that awakened the dreamer, who
found the fire out, the lights full on, and a copy of the
" Arabian Nights " lying at his feet.

It is the season for dreams and good actions, for idle fancies which help us to

forget the Tax Collector and the everj'<lay cares of life.

It, as the Philosopher Montaigne contends, dreams are the tnie inter-

preters of our inclinations, should not this idle dream of Godfrey's urg^us'
to combined efforts to secure tor motorists more considerable treatment from
the po«"ers-that-be.

Godfrey's believe in Genie, and Godfrey's Genie is " Service "
; the ever-ready

slave who anticipates the wants and desires of all its customers.
In this Spirit we again rub the lamp, and this time the wish is

H mtrry Xmas ana a fimp new Ym
to our Fellow Motor Cyclists.

GODFREY'S, Ltd.,
208, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

^Ij!i;j|i!i!j|i!|li!|i!i| !i!i!i!i!ili!^mm
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XMAS GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR
CUSTOMERS AND THOSE
WHO ARE NOT SO

FORTUNATE

From

H JULIAN
84, BROAD ST., READING

Telephone : 1024

BIGGEST DEALER IN THE SOUTH

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.
EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS, 3- Down and 12 Monthly Instalments.

3 Months'

Guarantee.

3 Months'

Guarantee.

As Illustrated, p. &M.,3jli.p.,2-sp.,clutchand k/s, £82, orComb., £105 DOUGLAS, 4 n.p., 3-speed, clutch, and k/s, £85 Combination, £115
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-speed £65' TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-specd, clutch and k/s, £90 Corabination,'£l 15

The above macbines have all been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled and plated In our own works FULLY GUARANTEED.

BOOK YOUR ORDER WITH US NOW FOR—A.J.S., •Alton, •Ariel, "Blackburne, B.S.A., Brough, •Calthorpe, •Coulson, 'Douglas,

•Harley-Davldson, 'Homber, Indian, Lea Francis, 'Levis, 'Martinsyde, 'Matchless, 'O.K., 'Norton, P. & M., 'New Imperial

•Scott, Rudgc, 'Vclocctte, 'Zenith, Morgan Runabouts. Machines marked (') in stock for Immediate Delivery.

May we send you our /till list nt Gicirantccd Second-hand Machines, and Shop Soiled Models, at Special lieduced Prices i'

9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON. Phone—Croylon 2450.
'Grams—"Track. Croydon.'

i

B22 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A,

BEST Oilers for 1915 B.S.A. counteishaft C.B. com
biuntion, good order, or drive 40 miles to pur-

clraser.—51, Ueckenlinin Ed., Beekenhaui. [4179

1 Q20 B.S.A. , Model H, and No. 2 sidecar, brand
X«/ new, to clear: £125.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Bd., South Kensington. Tel. : Kens. 3709. [4517

B'.S.A. Combination, ,1920, 4Vih.p., fully equipped
with lamps, horn, wind screen and apron, not run

200 miles; £150.—Harris, High St., Slough. [4457

1Q13-14 B.S:A. 3i2-4%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, fully
J-«^ equipped, good tyres, take sidecnr: quick siile

£58; photo.-181, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent. [4326

B.S.A. Combination, Canoelet Minor, 2.spee<l, clutch,
splendid condition throughout, gunranteed ; £48

bargain; ivould separate.— 7, Cowdrey Ed., Wimbledon,B[4158-.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, hand and foot clutch,
Sandum spring wheel, touring outfit, just de-

livered, as exhibited Olympia; £200.—Seen. 336, Gray's
Inn Ed., W.C. [0361

1Q20 (Aug.) B.S.A. Combination, hardly used, chain
A*' drive, screen, Lucas lighting and horn, Cowey trip,
tools, spares, insurance; £162.-13, riorenco Ed., New
Cross, S.i;.l4. [4364

F.O.C.H for 1921 B.S.A.'s; earliest deliveries.—5.
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Uampstead Tube

Station). 'Phone:' Hampstead 3752, Hours 9-7, in
eluding Saturdays. [4210

B.S.A. 6h.p. and 4V4h.p. Solo in stock for immediate
delivery; price list and catalogue post free; de-

ferred pnymeiits arranged.-Sole district agents. The Wal-
sall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4010

B.S.A., Model K. £107, H. £110, D. £90, A
£150; combination. Model K. £149, H. £152.

A. £198: immediate delivery.—Vivian Hardie and
Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock St.. London, W.l. [0330

,*|Q20 B.S.A. Magdynamo Combination, speedo-X*P meter, horn, perfect condition, winner of Match-
less Cup in Woclwich Open Trial; £160.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Ed.. South Kensington. 'Phone :

Kensington 3709. [384b

/lih.p. B.S.A. 3-speed Combination, all-chain, late±4 1920, Palmer cord tyres, Easting, F.R.S. elec-
Tic lamps. Van Raden accumulator, Lucas horn, spare
ubs, run 300 miles only, perfect condition; £140;
Midlands.—Box 999, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3395

ITTA'UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Loudon, E.O.4.—
VV.- New B.S.A. machines from stock, chain and
hain-cum-belt, delivered from stock, prices £110 and
:107 respectively: also 4l4h.p. B.S.A.. 1919, chain-
um-belt; £85: and 4\4fi-P. 1914 B.S.A. combina-
ion, £75. [4578

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A, We have always iu fitock at least three

lodel-^. Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin, imme-
iate delivery: nil spflres iu stock; trade supplied.—
ones' Garage, MusweJl Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
arade, North Finchley. [4232

Calcott.

"^ALCOTT Motor Cycle, 2i/.,h.p.
; £36 ; selling because

-^ a new one on order,—Apply, Muudy, Midgham,
erks. [4418

Calthorpe.

916 25,41i.p, Calihorpe-Jap, 2-6peed, lamps, horn,
tools, etc. : £40.—Beeves, The Knoll, Eudgwick,

uasex. [4421

915 Calthorpe-Jap 2?4h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,
beautiful running order; first reasonable offer.

103a, High St., Wandsworth. [4394

'lAL't'HOEPE 1921 Models.—We are now accepting
V orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—
ebes, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Phone: 3426
aytair. [3258
1ALTH0RPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
-' agents for the County of Devon, all models in
ock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,
I, Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

tALTHOEPE 2J4h.-p., 2-speed Enfield gear, as makers
^ specifications; at greatly reduced price; now is
e time to buy.—Mobes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St
.1. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7180

1ALTH0BPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p„ Enfield 2-speed gear
J and clutch, shop-soiled only, bargain, £66; also
op-soiled 2^4h.p. 2.strok6 model with Enfield gear
13.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birming-
m. [0357

Cedos.
1ED0S.—1921 models ready for delivery: lists free,
-* —Phipps, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts. [4357

Centaur.
hip. Centaur, new tyres, mag., chain drive, flyer
: B. and B.; £30,-20, Pepper St., Nantwich.

[3980
I

Cleveland.
CLEVELAND 3h.p., shop-soiled; at greatly reduced
'' price; now is the time to buy.—Slebes, 154-156
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7181

iJLEVELAND 1919-20 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
'. start, polished engine unit throughout, beautifully
kmelled, lined, and plated, far superior to any Show
Idel; owner wants light car; £80.—Hammersmith
kting Works, 10, Gt. Church Lane, Hammersmith,
^one : 1684 Hammersmith. [4456

^^^^
TAYLORS

Sole London & District Agents for
A.J.S. & Excelsior Motor Cycles.

WINTER
RIDING COMFORTS

DRIVING HELMETS.
Tan leather, fleece lined 11/6
Waterproof Twill, fleece lined 15/-
Tan leather, Teddie lined .. .. .. .. 25/-

(Postage on Helmet 3d. extra.)

LOW GENERATORS.
Tbe famous Low Generator, motor cycle size, £2 17s. 9d

Light car size £4 10s. 9d. Carriage !/•
Write tor Illustrated Pamphlet.

ROBI HANDLE-BAR MUFFS.
Black Waterproof, Teddy lined, 25/-: Khaki Water-
proof, Cloth lined, 14/6. Carriage, 9d. Fur-lined Foot

Mufis, for sidecars, 45/-

GLOVE BARGAINS.
Waterprool Gauntlet, with leather palms, 21/- pei

pair. Post 6d.
Leather one-finger Gauntlet Mitts, linen, 12/6 ' per

pair. Post 6d.
Leather one-finger Mitts, with woollen wrists, 7/9

per pair. Post 6d.

MUDSHIELDS.
College Leather, No. lo8, 32/6: No. 252, 36/6-
No. 146, 24/- ; No. 259, 28/- Carriages 1/-
Sterling Leg Shields, enamelled blacl:, 50/- pair.

Carriage 1/-

SIDE SCREENS.
Special Celluloid, for A.J.S. Sidecars, price 45/

Carriage 1 /6

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Side Vallance, 60/- ; or withom

Vailance, 55/- Carnage 2/-

H TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

AccesrOries, Spare Parts aad Reitair^.

21» Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W-C-l-
Motor Cycles and Cars.

52*53, Sussex Place. South ICenslnston,
VVhoiesnle-

ss, ALFRED PLACE, W.G.I.
Garaco^ Tottenham Court Road, li\M.

Phones : Accessories avid Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles & Cars. Keiisincton 7260.

TeleKrams: *' Dynamotro, Westceut, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q20 Clyno 2-stroke, as good as new; £55.—Evans'
-•-" Garage, Newport, Salop. (4460

CLrNO, 2-speed, clutch, gooii order; £33/10.—Shaw.
Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X3809a

W.-IDCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
6h.p. Clyno combination, 1917; £115. [4582

CLYNO, 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, as new;
£55.-96, Shortlands Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames.

[4296
CLYNO Lightweights and Combinations.—Write

Rothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Mal-
vern. [1795

C^LYNO 2-strok6, 1920, run about 250 miles, lamp",
^ etc.. 2 speeds and clutch, practically new: £48

cash.-Allen, 10, Freshfield St., Earlsfleld. S-W.18.
[4035

CLYNO 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders
lor eariv delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes,

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Tel.: 3426 Mayfair.
[3254

CLYNO Lishtweight, 1920, shop-soiled, at greatly re-

duced price. Now is the time to buy.—Mebes,
154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.

(3255
CLYNO, 1920 brand new lightweight, 2-speed, 2-

stioke, hand clutch; flO under list, £65.—Elce
and Co., Btshopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0069

CLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; write
us for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re-

enamelling, and plating.—The Molineus Garage Co.,

Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3459

CLYNO 8h-p. 1921 Combiuation.—Batehelor and
Co., East Surrey agents, have a new 8h.p. com-

bination ; demonstration runs given ; orders booked for
very early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kingston-
on-Thames. 'Phone: 1809: [9545

8h.p, Clyno-Jap and Sunbeam Sidecar, fitted with
electric lighting set (accumulator), screen with

hinged dash, tyres in good condition, the whole in per-
fect condition and entirely overhauled, re-enamelled
and plated; £140. Midlands.—Bos 31, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X38S1

1016-17 .=-6h.p. 3-speed K.S. Clynos, W.D. models,
-1 *y unrenovated, £40 each. These machines aie worth
£120 when renovated. They are all complete, less mag.
and carburetter. New Thomson-Bennett magneto £5/10
extra. These machines only require overhauling and
renovating. The engines and gear boxes are quit« sound.
I have a large quantity of these machines, and they
are going like hot cakes. Come and gee them and have
your pick. They are all good ones. Heduction oii

quantities.—Below.

1016-17 6-6h.p. 3-spced K.S. Renovated Clynos, W.D.
Xt' models, £85 each solo. I have also every con-
ceivable spare for these machines. Not one of each, but
thousands. See my advt. under Miscellaneous for

spares. I sell spares cheap to buyers of machines.—
Apply or write to J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Kd., Clap-
ham, S.W.8. [4217

Connaught.
(^ONNAUGHT, 1921 Models.-The tried and trusted
V 2-strok6; immediate or early delivery.—S. E.

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.10.
[3835

CONNAUGHT Miniatur3 2',4h.p., 2-speed gear, shop-
soiled only, bargain, £62; also shop-soiled single

speed model, £52/10.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bricht
St., Birmingham. 10353

Coulson.

COULSON.—Earliest deliveries 1921 models.—Order
from R. B. Clark, Coulson specialist, 7, Exhibi-

tion Rd., S.W.7. (433S

COULSON-BLACKBURNB, brand new, 4h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, spring frame: any oflers for quick

sale this week.—Box 1.075, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4468

1Q20 Coulson B. S%h.p., 2-5peed, spring frame,
Xc? Blackburue engine, ridden only 400 miles;

offers —Blind, Gillingham, and Co.. Abingdon. Berks.
[4293

COULSON-B. 1921 models, ready for delivery, lists

free; 1919 2-!4h.p, 2-spe6d model, thoroughly over-

hauled- £65.—Phipp, Sherston. Malmesbury, Wilts.
[4358

COULSON B 1921 Models.—We are now accepting
orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.

—Mebes, 164-6, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. IS261

("10UL30N-B, 4h.p. and 2%h.p. models, shop-soiled:
-f at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to buy.

-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: 3425
Mayfair. (^182

4h.p. Coulson-B, Blackburne engine, spring frame. 3-

specd clutch and kick starter, only run about 100

miles condition and appearance as new, cost £124;
customer will accept £110 for quick sale; easv payments

if desired.—Harrods, 118. Brompton Rd.. London
,

[4538

EW Coulson B, 2?4h.p.. £99/15; fitted with 2-5oeed

_ . gear, spring frame, Blackburne engine; 25,4h.p.

model, with clutch and kick starter, i£110/5; 4h.p..

with 3-speed. clutch, and kick starter, etc.. 118 gns.J

if fitted with smart h.iat-shaped sidecar, painted

royal blue, £162/10, or US deferred payments 4% extra,

only one-flfth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instal-

menta.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.
[4526

N"^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Daj'ton.

14 Dayton 2V2h-P".. 2-stroke, Eunbaken mag.,
Amic carburetter, t.vres as new, new belt,

enamel and plating good, last; £17.~0gden, 11,
Thomas St., King's Lynn. [4400

19

D
Douglas.

OUGLAS, Douglas. Douglas.

D

D

1 Q21 Models in Stock; 4h.p. combination, £170
J-i/4h.p. eolo, £130; 2%lh.p. clutch model, £105; 2%
h.p. without clutch, £100.—Douglas Specialists, Viyiiii!

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Osfonl
St.), Bond St.. London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559

r031'

"IQ21 Douglas 2=,ih.p., 2-speed, in stock; £86.—Cross,
J-U Agent, Eotherhom. [X3754

OUGLAS Coml)inations and 2^4h.p. 1921 models.
Longman, Fisheitou, Salisbury. [3813

Q-SPEED Douglas, W.D. fnot renovated), in fine order:
iV £64.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [X3758

2ilh.p. Keconstructed Douglas Motor Cycle; £55,—
4 Autoveyors, 84, Victoria St., S.W.I. [3969

025: Douglas 1915 2^;4h.p., less gear box and mag.

—

* Side door, 36, High St., Hampstead. [4414

DOUGLAS.—Early deliveries all models.—Pollard
Broomfleld Rd. Garages^ Chelmsford. [X2915

OUGLAS.—A fine assortment in stock at price-
to suit all.—Ross, 86. Hig-h St.. Lee. [384f

BRIGHTON, Hove and District Douglas agents.-
Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0201

DOUGLAS 2=41l.p., 1916, 2 speeds, liorn ; £S6.—
Raumi, Engineer, Godstone, Surrey. 'Phone: 10.

[4125
"I Q19 2';4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped, perfect;
i-if iSSS.-60, Wallinglord Av., N. Kensington.

[4376
DOUGLAS 2?>ih.p., 1917, new condition, trial; £42.

—64, Forthbridge Rd., Clapham Common.
[4342

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., in good
condition ; £60.-262, Bhickhorse Lane, Waltham-

stow. [4278

1Q18 4h.p. Douglas, running order, 3-speed, kick
JLif start; £58 to clear.— Box 1,068, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4465

~|011 Douglas 2^,4h.p., single gear; bargain, £23,
J-iJ oflers.—Eell View, Halton Lea Gate, Lambley,
Carlisle. [4280

W.D. Douglas, uncrated Sept., 1919, peifect order';

£65, oli'er.- 13, Hamilton St., Atherton, near
Manchester. [4129

DOUGLAS Latest 1920 2'/ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
start; £100.—Eamm, Engineer, Godstone, Surrey.

'Phone: 10. ' . [4124

1Q15 Douglas 2^^h.p., all accessories, perfect order;
X£' £46.-C. S. M. Combes, The Drill Hall, High
St., Camden Town.. [4477

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, nearly new, ridden
500 miles, complete; £125.—Basement, 23, Cres-

cent Grove, Clapham. [4551

MAGNIFICENT Late Model 4h.p. Douglas Combina-
tion, now tyres, Ijelt, lamps, smart outfit; £90.—

21, Newton Av., Acton. [4299

1 Q19 Luxurious 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage
J- if 1,000, equipped regardless; iSllO.—60, Walling-
lord Av., N. Kensington. [4377

1 Q15 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
J-v lamps, splendid condition, perfect; £52.—L.,
39, South Parade, O.xtord. [4347

~| Q21 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us
J-*^ your requirements. Trade supplied.—Moffat, Doug-
l.ls Agent, Yeovil. Tel,: 60. (5043

DOUGLAS 1917 2-;ih.p., re-enamelled, plated
makers' colours, any trial; £53.-30, Crystal

Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [4390

SPEED Douglases.—Each machine prepared to in-
dividual requirements.—Robert Bamlord (see

under Consulting Engineers). [6693

1020 Douglas 4h.p. Solo; £117; brand new; list
-•-/ £130.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. Tel. : Kens. 3709. [4518

DOUGLAS 1921 Solos, £85, £100, £105; cimibin.i.
tions, £170; cash, exchange, or easy piivuients,—

Motorie,s, 25, Horton St,, Hiilifax". "

[/524

T\OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, lamps, hood,
*-' screen, unscratclied, smart lot; any trial; £90.—
91, Maplcdene Rd., Dalston, E.8. [4407
p|OUGLAS 2').',h.p., late 1913, excellent condition,
J-' engine perfoi^t, £45; Wotaoninn sidecar, 145/-,—
Kunrmerti, Deeihcrolt, Hustington, (4088
-I Q20 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-specd, clutch model, K.S.,
-*-«-' just delivered, unused; must sell; offers.—7]a
King Henry's Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [4507

1 O20 Donglns Comhinatinn, i lomp.s, nieihnnii'iil
-•-•-' horn, registered Sept.. <is now, (jxiiert exaniinution
Invitjl. room wulitcd; £155.-Oibl>, Motors, Gloufo^-ler,

DOUGLAS 2;4h.p., 2-.p<>ed, 1916, ovcrlioulwl and
enamelled, fitted with new P. and n, lamp set,

any trial allowed; £39.— Dowcll, livlliil,, Surruv.
' [4302

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery :

192 1 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb.. . £160
192 1 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Side-

car, dynamo lighting, and
spare wheel £207

1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. . . £170
1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Comb £186 18

1921 3jh.p.twinLEA-FRANCIS£130
1921 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
1921 2|-h.p. 3-.speed DOUGLAS,
with clutch £105

192 1 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain
drive £140

1921 !o h.p. HENDERSON,
with reverse gear £210

1920 i;-6 h.p. JAMES Comb. . . £175
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Comb £165

1920 2-stroke DIAMOND . . . . 4E50

1920 2|- h.p. 2-speed NEW
IMPERIAL, with clutch.... £83

1920 2-J h.p. 2-speed NEW
IMPERIAL, without clutch £78

1920 BABY TRIUMPH £70
1920 3i h P LEA-FRANCIS . . £118

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
191 5 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. £150
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb.. . £145
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports

, model, and Sidecar £130
1 920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb.

,

dynamo, and accessories . . £200
1920 2!, h.p. 2-speed EDMUND £78
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and

accessories £90
191 ; 4 Ji.p. TRIUMPH and
Sidecar £105

1920 4-cyl. HENDERSON and
Sidecar; all accessories.... £185

CANOEkET SIDECARS.
— All n/lodels in S-tocU. —

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and othsr Accessories.

CAR DEPOT :

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum O436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"PJOUGLAS 1S16 2%h.p., 2-speed, cluteh, kii-k start,
J-' with IJunhill,? chassis and box; £65.—Boels, 6,
Wiltoii Mews, South Bdgravia, London. [3981

p^OUGLAS, 1920, 4h.p., fitted Lucas dynamo light-
-*-' mg set. as new in everj' way; j£120; owner bought
car.—Pollard, Broomfleld Rd., Che;mslord. [X291i|

"|Q19 4h.p. Doujjlas Combination, perfect condition;--" genuine bargain, £100, or best offer —Bovingtoa
2, Eastleigh, Milner Ed., liurnhaui, Bucks. [4086

31h.p. Douglas, 2-spe6d, K.S., Wntvouian lightweight
2 sidecar, 1914-15, new tyres, all aece.«sories, fint

condition; £70.—Kvant, Eedclifle, Kewtown, Malvern.
[412J

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, new July tliis year anr
J.«^ in good condition throughout, complete witl
lamps, horn, etc.; f127/10.—Fryer's, Commercial Ed,
Hereford. [404!

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine recent!'
Xt/ overhauled; £90; ;my trial.-Herbert Eobinson
Ltd., 32-36, Green St., Cambridge. lel, : 995. I.A.
Bicycles. 142«;

1 Q20 4h.p. Doxxglas Combination, new conditioi
-Ltf throughout, electric light, every fitment fo

comfort; £145.—Walton, 3, Stourcliffe St., Marbl
Arch, W. [4371

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, 4h.p., excellent cot
dition, specially tuned, kick start, 3-.speed, Ilk

new; £105; appointments 28-29th December,—"23, Tb
Hyihe, Staines. [408

ELI CLAEK can give you good service both in nev
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful ti

you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [OOll

DOUGLAS 2%h.j)., 2-speed, 1916, excellent cond'
tion, Lucas lighting set, Tan-Sad, long exhaust!

any 'trial, seen any time; 52 gns.—Strickland, Come
House, Chobham Rd., Woking. [434

DOUGLAS 2J4h.p., 1915, in splendid condition, ne'

tyre, lighting set, knoe-grip*, long exhiiust, m(
chanical horn, full kit, tools, and spares ; £55, or nep

ofter.-24, Plymouth St., Swindon. [41,6

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Solo, lamps, BounikHen, dif

-•-" wheels, lin. belt, will do 50 m.p.h. ond 80-9

m.p.g., treated as a friend and not as a slave.—O.H
Bolnore, Hayward's Heath, Sussex. [397

1 Q IV 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new ma^:., ne
-i-tl tyres, recently, overhauled, lamps. Klaxon hon
in splendid condition; £75, or exchange furniture.-

Ivy House, Thomas St.. King's Lynn. [43^

NEW 1921 Douglas 2%h.p., Olympia models, 3-spS(

gear, hand-controlled clutch and kick starfcel

£105; in stock; delivered passenger any part <|

country.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. (below).

NEW 1921 Douglas 4h.p., Olympia models, 3-spea

£130; with fine finish, coachbuiU Douglas eid

car, painted saxe blue, £170; in stock; delivered p6
senger any part 0! country.—Herbert Robinson, Lti

32-35, Green St., Cambridge Tel. : 995. "T.A

Bicycles. M3<

1Q 11-15 Douglas 2i4b.p., 2-speed, overhauled
i-U makers (receipt £7/10), mud shields,

heavy Dunlops, new belt, guaranteed perfect, as

42 gns.—Hayes, 2, Chapel St., King's Lynn. [43!

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, fitted wij

electric lights, saxe blue sidecar, guarantet

perfect, practically new outfit, several spares; Rl

trial; bargain, £110.-41, Cowley Ed.. Brixton, S.Wj
[45*

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-sp6ed, clutch, countershaft, ftl

sidecar with apron, in absolutely perfect com
tion, bought new on Dec. 4th; owner wants a c»

cost £171, accept £160.—Box 1,087, c/o Tlic Mjj
Cycle. [45!

1 Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed clutch and kick starter Dot
M.iJ las, Lucas lamps, bulb hoiu, good engine, 1

mileage, very carefully used; £87.—Herbert Eobinsc

Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.
: 995. T.X

Bicycles. C''

1 Q20 2'!.'ih.p. 3-speed Douglas, Lucas horn, excclle

-It/ condition ond perfect meclianiciilly, mileage 1^,

with leggings and gloves; £80.-Herbert Eobinsou, B
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T."

Bicycles. '-^

-1 019 (August) 4h.p. Douglas Combination. liOl

-L«/ discs, tools, tyres like new, engine jnst overhanj

liy makers, sidecar repainted ond upholstered ;
licst_

up to £135, or will exchange tot solo.—Holthy

St., Brirtliueton.

Id 20 4h.p. Douglas Combluntion, fitted with
-Ltf heavy back cover, Lucas horn, lamps, and
in sidecar, ridden 350 miles only, condition gell'

HB new £150.—Herbelt Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,

St., Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A. :
Bicycles.,

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, 15,

2n'ih.p, Douglas machines, 1921, kick

models, 3 epecds, clutch, £105, 3 speeds only

4h.p. combinations, £170; 4h.p. Bolos, £130
2^jfi p. W.D. Douglas, suiiplied from Douglas
£57/10. Easy terms arranged or exchange.

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p,, purchased Nov., 11

run under 2,500 miles, iiiuny accessories, iitdf"

wind Hereon, speedometer, lamps, etc., condition as

first <Oieiiue £120 secures; can be seen by aplioint

-Hawker, Elccs, Chigwell, Essex. 'I'liono: ChigwoU

London aicu. l"

\

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of ?ach advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T\OUGLAS Combination, late 1919, screen, luggage
-V carrier, electric lighting, pillion, Klaxon, good
tyres, condition as new; £120; seen to 7 p.m., or
later by appointment.—C/o Hedley, 15, Rathgar
Rd.. Loughborough Junction Station, S.W. Tel.

:

Brixton 2967. [4406

T\OUGLAS, 23^h.p., 1921 model, new improved type
-*-' motor cycle, fitted with 2-spced gear box, foot-
rests, large tank, wide forks and mudguards; price
£85; rotational deliveries.—Apply, authorised Ixjndon
agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
St., New Bond St.. W.l. [0352

DOUGLAS 2"';h.p., 1919, 2-speed, purchased new
from makers, in perfect condition, extra large

P. and H. lamp set, electric rear lamp, new oversize
tyres, aluminium chain cover, tool roll complete, in-

sured till June next, spares; £70.—Moore, 61. High-
bury New Park, London, N, [4512

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles, on easy terms of payment.
4h.p. combination, £170; 2-speed. solo model,

£100; 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter model, £105;
plus a small charge for delivery from works to London.
The above are makers' list prices; for easy payments
4% extra is charged only one fifth deposit, balance
fiayable by 12 monthly instalments; v/rite for latest
ists of other machines in stock, etc.—Harrods, Ltd.,
113, Brompton Rd., London [4535

Draper.
3ih.p. T.T. Draper, ready to ride away;, sacrifice,

£ £25.-Spencer. North Kilworth, Rugby. [X3695

Edmund.
EDMUND.—The super spring frame 1921 models.

Order now from S. K. Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3844

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1920 254h.p., spring frame, equal
to new ; £63 ; gradual payments.—Bunting's

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. {Closed Sundays.)
[4559

EDMUND 2^4h.p. J.A.P., fitted with Enfield 2-speed
gear and cluteh, spring frame, shop-soiled only

;

bargain. £84.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [0359

Enfield.
EW 1920 Enfield. 2-stroke, 2-speed; £75; in stock.—
Randal, Andover. [0369

1Q16 Enfield Twin. 3h.D., perfect condition, good as
J-*/ new; £65.—Marquis", Esher. [4133

ENFIELD Combinations and 2-strokes, 1921 models.
—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [3812

1Q16-17 2i4h.p. Enfield, all on, perfect; sacrifice £45.
.-^*' —Young, Pinehurst, Headley, Hants. [4170

1 Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, brand new; £155.—
J-*' 41, Madrid Rd., Barnes. After 6 p.m. [4521

1 Q 20 8h.p. New Enfield Combination, in splendid
--•^ condition.—E. M. Gibbon, Glasbury, Breconshire.

[4091
ENFIELD Combination, 6-8h.p., 2-speed, good condi-

tion; £100.-262, Elaethorse Lane, Walthamstow.
[4279

1021 Royal Enfields; 8h.p. combination £160, 2i41i-P.
J-t/. 2-strok6 2-6peed £65.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd.,
SLeffield. [So796

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo
lighting: £182.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd.,

Kilburn, N.W. [4451

3h.p. Enfield, 1918, kick ttart, lamps, ]iorn, Tan-Sad,
good condition; £43, or offer.—78, Bargery Rd..

Catford, S.E.6. [4147

NEW 1920 8h,p. Enfield Combinatinii in Stock;
makers' price.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield High-

way. Tel. : Waltham X31. (0340

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyuo, brand
J-i' new, £190; 1919 model, dynamo lighting, £165.—
Eveson; Wollescote, Stourbridge. [4043

1 020 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Lucas accessories,
Xt7 had little use. in very good condition; £140.—
Evans' Garage, Newport, Salop. •

[4462

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., splendid condition;
£50 recently paid to makers for overhaul, acces-

lories; £120.—Coombe, Gower Villa, Melksham, Wilts.
[4151

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with or
J-v without dynamo, in stock, immediate delivery;

list price.-J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.,
N.W.I. [0352

1Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
J-v Cowey speedometer, Klaxon horn; bargain for
quick sale, £140.—Drumraond, 1, Wilton Crescent,
Wimbledon. [4282

ROYAL^ ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, engine
just overhauled, new chains and tyres, hood,

wscreen, D.A. lighting set. in excellent condition; £120.
G., 19, Netberford Rd., Clapham. [4554

JIQ20 Royal Enfield, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all-chain
1-t/ drive, brand new, unregistered; list £73/10,
iccept £65; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Id., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3720

I QIS 61i.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas head lamp
#.«/ and generator, Lucas horn, tyres good, mechanical
•ondition excellent; £130.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-

55, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.^ r^265

K

X

K

X

Lamb's

= 4

MORGAN Grand Prix.

CLYNO 8 h.p. comb. •

ROVER 5-6 h.p. comb.

ENFIELD 6 h.p. comb.

A.J.S. 6 h.p. comb.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. comb.

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. Mag. Dyno.

KINGSBURY Light Car.

JAMES 5-6 h.p. comb.

ARIEL 3J h.p. comb.

SCOTT 3| h.p. solo.

TRIUMPH
h.p. comb, and solo.

RUDGE I.O.M.

CLYNO 2f h.p.

And many others.

EXCHANGES.

LAMB'S
'Phone ; Walthamstow i6g.

Grams : " Cyclotomo, Phone, I^ndon.'
Cloaed 1 o'c. Thnrs.

387, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 4978.

'Grams : "Lamocy, Eusroad, London,"
Closed 1 o'c. Sat.

50, High Road, Wood Green, N.
'Phone : Homsey 1956.

'Grams : " Doulamocy, Phone, London.**
Closed 1 o'c, Thura.

K

K
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hnfield.

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, to makers' specification,
for early delivery, £160; dynamo lighting model,

£182 pliifj deliTery liom ivoiks; deferred payments for
^uiall extia charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed.,
London. [4544

"I
Q20 8h.p. Eoval Enfield Combination, Lucas Mng-

-L*/ dyno, wind screen and accessories, had 1 month's
use; exchange lower power solo and cash, or sell reasou-
alile offer; will Tide 20 miles to possible pnrchaser.—
E. L. Knight, Photographer, Barnstaple. [3356

TG^NPIELDS.—The cheapest twin combin.ntion on the
-LJ TOad. We are North London agents, and can give
immediate delivery of the standard model, £160; elec-
tric model, £180; trade supplied. All spares in etock.
—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at 'Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [4233

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
1921 new 8h.p. Ro.val Enfield combinations from

stock, dynamo lighting model £182, standard £160:
new 1921 2Vih.p. Eoyal Enfield 2-stroke, £65; and
6h.p. 1916 Eoyal Enfield combination, dynamo light-
ing, £115. Cash, exchange, or easy terms. [4584

Excelsior.

1 AA Gns.—Excelsior 7-9h.p., dynamo, 1920, absn-
-*-"" lutely new, solo.—54, Coval Ed., Mortlake.

[X3823
1Q21 2f/2h.p. 2-Epeed 2-strok6 British Excelsior,
X iy Olympia model, as delivered from motor cycle
show to us; list price £67. We can also give early
delivery of other models; cash or easy payments.

—

Agents, Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster. [3445

F.N.

1 Q20 F.N. 4-cyl. Coachbuilt Combination, with wind
•LiJ screen, 3-speed clutch, acetylene lamps, Cowcy
horn. Palmer cords, all accesgories, good couditinn

;

£125.—Evans and Sous, Stone. [1251

* Grandex.
~|Q13 Grandex Precision 3^ih.p., 2-speed, kick start.
-L»7 Bosch, Amac, drip feed, good tyres, horn,
pump, etc.; £34.—Millard, Coleman Rd., Belvedere.

[4290

Harley=Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—I have at present a fine

assortment in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ross,
86, High Rd., Lee. [3849

HARLEY-DAVIDSO-N' 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
fully equipped, low mileage, equal to new; £190.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. l.X^3789

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1918 7.9h.p. Combination,
kick start, hand or foot clntch, good order; £115.

—12, Kinerton St., Knightsbridge. [4068

-| Q19 Harley-Davidson 4h.p., sports model, electric
-Lt' lights, generator and battery. Klaxon, pump,
and tools, 80 m.p.g.; £135. Alsd*

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., with Harley-Davidson
Xtf sidecar, electric model with instruction book,
electric and bulb horns, pump and tools, speedometer,
hand and foot clutch, hand and foot brakes, in perfect
condition; £198; either machine delivered 100 miles.

—

St. Katherine's. Snodland, Kent, [4321

~| 019 Harley, complete, less engine unit only, escel-
JLU lent condition.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham
High Ed., S.\V.12. Latchmere 4441. [4156

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson Model J., with Mills-Fulford
-t*^ sidecar, new 3 months ago, as new; £210.—
Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X3795

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, 4y2b.p..
lamps, horn, sporting sidecar; to clear £75.—Eam-

bers', Eastbank St.. Southport. Tel.: 607 [4204

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, and coachbuilt tor-
pedo sidecar, electric model, good condition

throughout; £115.—Apply, Crealey's Garage, Preston.
Brighton. [4505

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, shop-soiled 4h.p. twin, com-
plete with speedometer' and Klaxon horn, for im-

mediate dehvery; £150.-Th6 Walsall Garage, Walsall.
Tel.; 444. [4007

1019 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidaon Combination, just
-I- *y overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres throughout,
in excellent condition.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—A.S.C.,
60, Mortimer St., W.l. - [4485

HARLEY Demonstration Combination, 1917, Mag-
dyno, discs, 3'A tyre, new H.D. tank, sidecar.

Triplex screen, hood, spares; £125; offer.—Sancreed,
Gallon Ed., Westcliff-on-Sea. [4023

HAELEY-DAT.IDSON, Oct., 1919, 7-9h.p., electric
model combination, Cowey, perfect mechanical con-

dition : best ofler accepted : bought car.—Bee, 40, High-
gate Av., ITulwood, Preston [4128

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, magneto model, H.D.
sidecar, 3 lamps and generators, speedometer, watch.

Hood, wind screen, nearly new; best offer near £220.—
15, The Marina, Soutlraifpton. [4004

AELET-DAVIDSON, 1917 (December), not W.D.,
electric model, speedometer, 2-6eater sidecar, fully

fitted,' the whole in splendid condition ; £138, bargain.—
22, Princess Ed., Fjnsbury Park. [4474

1 Q20 4h.p. Flat Twin Harley-Davidson, complete with
A.V lamps, horn, and speedometer, mileage under
3,000, guaranteed sound and as new in appearance;
£125. -Vale, Clrarch St., Leominster. [4044

H
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

HARLEY DAVIDSOISr 1919 7-9h.p., Montsomery
sidecar. Easting screen wbole outfit in new

londition; £x30: accept half down; entertain ex-

<]iange.—Bunting's Motors' Wealdstone. [4557

LATE 1919 Harley Combination, engine No.
19A5542, Klaxon, electric lighting, all in per-

iect condition, only wants seeing: any trial: £140,
or near oifer; will take 2^,4h.p. Douglas part exchange.
—177. High St.. Barnet. [4294

CH^AXOE for Bargain Hunters.—Late 1916 Harley
combination, electric lighting, horn, disc wheels,

new tyres, bulbous back sidecar, hood, screen, pillion

seat, enamelled buff, the outfit is in 1920 condition,
any reasonable trial, owner- must sell; no reasonable
offer refused.— 1, Pilgrim Hill, West Norwood, S.E,

[3975
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-1919 Models, thor-

oughly overhauled and guaranteed, solo £100;
with new Montgomery sidecar, £130: easy payments
£43/10 down, 8 payments of £8, solo; £59/15 de-
posit and 8 payments £10 for combination.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter.

[4479
Hazlewood.

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch
and kick otarter, .a thoroughly reliable outfit;

Harrods have a large stock of these for sale at £186
each, or on deferred payments 4% extra; only one-
fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Ed., London. [4525

Henderson.
HENDEESOJT, 4-cyl., latest model; £210; with side-

car £255.—Motor Exchange. Horton St., Halifax.
[4246

SPEED Model Henderson Racing Sidecar, suitable
for any power down to 2Jih.p. ; £8/10.—103a,

High St., Wandcworth. (4395

HENDERSONS, 1921, jr.st aTrived; immediate de-
livery, dynamo lighting.—Barker's Motors, 194,

Balham High Ed., 8.^7.12. Latchmere 4441. [4156

HENDEESOA- 4 cyl., 1921 Models.-The last word
in motor cycles. Booking early deliveries.— S. E

Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.. Greemvich, S.E. 10
[3837

HENDERSON. 2 months old, electric lighting. Swan
de luxe sidecar. Easting, 60 m.p.g., magnificent

outfit; will sacrifice: ofiers.—HirfJam, Exchange St.,

Norwich. [3981

BARGAIN,. 65 gns.^Henderson, 4-cyl., perfect con-
dition and order; any trial.—Short, 487, Upper

Richmond Rd.. East Sheen. S.W.14. 'Phone : Rich-
mond 2362. [4562

MOST Luxurious Henderson Combination in Lon
don, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, tools, spares.

(3reetinQ

!

HDa^ ^ouv Cbdstmas
. . be a . .

IRtObte fIDertte ®ne,

70 m.p.g.; £180:
The Motor Ci/de.

(see Exchange).

-

-Box 1,069. c/o
[4466

1 Q20 Henderson, magnificently fitted, as new,
J-J7 electric light and horn, large sidecar, picnic
basket, hood, screen, all spares : cost £300, what
offers? bought car.—42, Pecran Rd., Tulse Hill,
S.\y.2. [4413

Hobart.
£45.—Hob.lrt, 2-speed. 2-stToke, 1917, excellent con-

dition; any trial.— 1, Princethorpe Ed., Sydenham.
[4427

HOBAET Brand New 2',4h.p., 2.epeed. alnminium
footboards; list price £75, to clear £65.—Bambers',

Eastbank St., Sonthport. Tel.: 607. [4201

HOBAET Motor Cycles.—Early delivery of .ill models

.

cash or easy payments,—Sole agent for Durham.
T. A. Middleton, Ehet Bridge, Durham. [X3804

1 Q20 Hobart 2-stroke, 2Voh.p. Villiers engine, lamps,
J.iJ horn, tools, ett;., perfect condition: £47/10. or
near offer.—Apply, 54, Victoria Drive, Eastbourne.

[4368
NEW 2V2h-p. Hobart Lightweight.—2-speed models

in stock at manufacturers' list price. £75: 4%
extra for deferred payments; only one-fifth deposit,
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd..
lis, Brompton Ed., London. [4527

Hoskison.
HOSKISON-BLACKBUENB 1921 2%h.p. Sporting

Model, 2-.«p6ed. kick-starter, mechanical lubrica-
tjiin, spring saddle pillar, iiorn, topping solo mount
94 (;uj.—J. C. Phipp, Sberston, Malmestjury, Wilts.

[4359
Humber.

HUMBER SV.h.p., 2-speed: £30; exchange sidecar.
—32, Balfern St.. Battersea (Bell). [4309

HUMBEE 3'/2h.p.. May, 1919. flat twin and sidecar;
trial; £95.-44. East St., Bromley, Kent. [4560

3ih.p- Humber, 2-speed, Bosch mag., in pood
2 lunning order; £30.— Dupont, May's Hill, Neath,

ijlaiji. [4109

3 ill. p. Humber, 2-speed, just overhauled, fn perfect
2 condition; exchange good 2-stroke 2-9peed, or sell

£38.—WatklnsoD, Top Pit, Wortley, nr. ShefBold.
(4105

HUMBER Combination, brand now, 3V>h.p., 3-speed,
flat twin engine, ready for road; £145; any trial.

—Lankcstcr Engineerlnc Co., 83, Victoria Ed., Snr-
bitOD. [3407
-|Q19 3'/ih.p. Huml'er nnd Mills-Fulford Corvette
At/ sidecar, electric lighting set, bnlb bom, Stewart
speedometer, appoaraDe« and mechanical condftiun ex-
cellent, low milonge; £130.—Herbert Eohln«on, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.:
Bicycles. [4266

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1Q21 Indians, early delivery of all models.—Hewetfe
-I J/ Bros., 94.' Western Ed., Hove. Sussex. (0345

1 Q20 Indian Scout, fully equipped, nnd extras; £150,
-<-t» or near offer.—Wllman, Princes Ed., 'O iudcrmere.

1015 7-9h.p. Indian Clutch Model, mechanically per-

-Liy feet; £65, or offer.—Wells, College Town, Cam-
bcrley. 14164

TNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914-15, «';"llent cou-

A 4aition; sacriflce £65.-Halt Motors, Kilburn Lane,

W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 1341. 1*^'°

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., 1914.15, excellent con-

dition ; bargain, £80.-Holt Motors, Kilburn Lane.

W.IO. 'Phone: Willesdeu 1341. L^"^°

TNDIAN 5-6h.p., with sidecar and lamps, in ^°^_L running order; £40, or nearest offer.—Child, twi

thorne, Eookham, Leatherhead, Surrey. '^^

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus Combination, flynaroo light-

JL" Jng, perfect condition, accessories, mileage
'•'""go

140 ens.—E. Larwoud, Dereham, Norfolk. 1^^'

-IQ15 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, hand-

X«7 foot clutch, electric lights, disc wheelys
£90.—Austin, 92, Wednesbury Rd., Walsall.

STARTi
THE NEW

'year well on
a new machine.

WE have still a lew 1920

NEW, but slightly

SHOP -SOILED Solo

and Sidecar Combinations, at

SPECIALLY REDUCED
PRICES to clear, including

Lightweight Solo Machines'—

DIAMOND, LEVIS,

EXCELSIOR.
F.N,

RADOO,
VELOCETTE.

Heavy Solo Machines—

BAT, BROUGH, TRIUMPH.

Side-Car Combinations—

ACME, EXCELSIOR,
BAT, JAMES,
BROUGH, REX,

TRIUMPH.

1^ Indian (Jombmation v-an.p., o spc~=. -;y---.

foot clutch, electric lights, disc wheelys. Easting,

-Austin, 92, Wednesbury Rd., Walsall. 14^33

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

electric light, discs, horn, smart appearance, com

plete; £110.-W.G.G., 45, High St., Bedford. [4^bu

BARGAIN, 1916 Indian 7.9h.s. Powerplus, '"SPfed,

good lamps, chains, anu tyres, f«y good fast

machine: £65.—Blandea. Laienheath, Suffolk. Iti"'

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric, reason-

it' able offer accepted, perfect condition, accessories

,

owner going abroad.-Box 1,040, c/o The Molor Cych^

5h.p. 1915 Indian, 1920, E^yal Leicester sidecar, out-

fit practically new; £135, or exchange higher

power.-TJrown, 93, Railway St., Hebburn-on-T|ne^^

7-9h p Indian Combination, mechanically perfect,

enamel good, electric light and horn all acces-

sories; trial given; offers.-Motor. 22, Sackville Rd
Bexhill.

1^4379

1 O20 7-9h p. Powerplus Indian Combination, electric

Jiif cnuipment, condition and oppearance as new,

mileag... 3,400; price £190.-Minton, 95, Edsar St.

Hereford i-.^-..^

TNDIAN Combination, 1915, Sh p., MiUford, coaoh-

built body, electric light, kick-starter; price 100

gns.-'Whippet Works, Falion Terrace, aapham Janction .

'Phone: Battersea 1466. [lOSSJ

"'^'DIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-speed, olntch and kioki

starter, 1916 or 1917 model, coachbuilt combina^

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,

Astoii Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone ;

Telegrams :

- Central 7367 (2 lines)

'PKIMUS, Blrminghcni."

tion, in"'io've!y condition; accept £76 cash.-MofiattJ

139, Burntwood Lane, Earlsaeld, S.tt.l7. [403^

1rt20 7-9hp. Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamg
It' lighting, mileage 3,000, unpunctured, all necessara

spares and equipment, perfect in every ivay; trial luul

£175.-Elton Norris, The Gaer, Hereford. ^l^**!

FO.C.H. lor Indian Combinations, 1916 aud 1920|
dynamo lighting; bargains.—5. Heath St., gamp«

stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp
st^d 3762. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. 1420'a

TO 19 (New Jan., 1920) Indian Powerplus Combinal
J-U tion, electrically equipped, 2 spare inner tubes/'

1 Bpare outer, in thorouglily good condition, conipleto

tools, etc., must scU; £120 only.-faimpson, 30. Lans-

downe Kd., 'I'unbridge ^\elIs. Curo

sj n20 7-911.P. Powerplus Indian Motor Cycle Combina-.

ly tion, fully eouipped, sidecar fitted hood and wind

screen perfect mechanical condition, hud little use:

e fing owing illness J,^'e-^^^\J^^?T^^\:^?J'"'T3i^
1, Riissell Kd., or 'Phone Wiiiibledon 1396. 14027

-1 f»20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, excellent tune and

ly condition, small mileage, Easting wind screen,

hand Klaxon, d\'Bamo lighting, electric horn, 2 new

niinloo covers As spares, other lyres unpunctured:
£220° bargain -Box 9,944, c/o Tht Motor Cycle. (3400

LATE 1914 Indian Coachbuilt Combination, fully

eiiuipped, recently overhauled, 2-6pe6d, clutch,

speedometer. 3 electric lights, spring fratne, new hiBgage

earrh , spare retieart cover, stored diumg war. oivnet

deceased: £90.-Ves*ey Church St.. Creswell, Manstt|li

Invicta.

SECONDHAND 2V..h.p. Invicta, Villiets 2-stroke en-

Bine single speed, complete with accessories, cort

over £70 very little used; only £50; may be obtained

m, deferJed paymeiits.-llariods, Ltd.. 118. Brouptoff

Rd., London.
,

l"*'^
Ivy. 1

Ivy Cycles.— Write. Rothwell cud Milbonrne, OowJ

leigii Garage, Malvern (1796

IVY 2%h.p., believed 1916, lamps, horn, etc.; £33.-

.M. "rVylor, Trumpet Hotel, gtafiord. 14341

Ivy 1919 2^,11. p., 2*iie6d, T.T. bats, large P. and H,

lamps disc wheels. Dunlop tyres. Insured for £70J
liargaiu, £56.-R. D. Vorty, Thnndersley, Essex. I37g

Ivy. the aristocrat of its tyiw: delivery of all moT
from stock; prices and catnloguo post free.—

S

district agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. TH
444.

IMMEDIATE delivery of all Ivy models, the aoknfl

ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars. H.J
llonlv and Co., London and District Agents, 91. J
I'ortland St., \V.l. Mayfalr 4084. fOfl

1328 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt tho end of each advertisement, nnd the date ot the issue
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MOTOR

Durbam.

new engine, not

(X3806

100

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ixion.

ISION Motor Cycles.—Early cielivcry o( oil models;
e.nsli or easy payments.—Sole agent for Durham,

T. A. Middleton, Elvet Bridge " ' . ---

IXION 2?lh.p., 2-speed, ^_ - _- .

miles, lamp, horn, speedometer, good mechanical
condition: £45; North Yorkshire.-Bo.\ 1,071, c/o The
Motor Ci/cle. (D) [4470

J.H.
WAUOHOPE'S. 9, Shoe I,ane, London E.C.4.—

7-9h.p. 1915 J.H. and sidecar, splendid condi-
tion; £U0. [4568

•Tames.

JAMES 4'/ih.p., 1916, 3-speed, fnlly equipped; 48 ens.
—17, Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [4387

2-speed, slightly shop-soiled:
Sackille Rd.. Bexhill. [4380

~|Q20 James 2-stroke,XU £72.—Motor, 22,

JAMES New Combination, all models for immediate
delivery from stock.— Sole district agents, Tlie Wal-

sall Garage,' Walsall. Tel.: 444. - [4012

JAMES 41/lh.p. Combination, clntch. 3-speed, kick
start, Bosclt mag., new tyres, good condition; £100.

—Eeid, Brendon, Carr's Crescent, Formby, [4194

JAMES ^Combination, 4i,4h.p., 3-speed, kick start,
clutch; any trial; £88, or exchange lightweight,

cash adjustment.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell,
London. [4409

1 Q20 James Combination 4i4h.p., 3-speed, kick
^if starter, De Luxe sidecar, horn, D.A. lighting set,

spare cylinder, speedometer. Easting screen, tools, per-
fect condition; price with insurance to May, £165.—
Cole, Rutland Chambers, Neirmarket. [4143

Kingsbury.
1920-1 2-strokes, 2-speed, all-chain

brand new; £65.—104a, Finchley Rd.,
Hampstead 7822. [4508

KINGSBURY
drive,

N.W.

Lea^Francis.
1Q20 Lea-Francis Twin; solo £120,
-•-" £135. — Tel.: Museum 6626. -
Mortimer St., W.l.

combination
A.S.C.. 60,

[4487

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4. -
New 3V2h.p. Lea-Francis from stock; £130;

cash, easy terms, or exchange. [4571

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on onr
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [0099

"I
014 Lea-Francis, 2-speed, mechanically perfect, re-

-*-*/ cently overhauled by makers, cost £35; invoice
produced; £80.—Apply, Colebrook, 44, St. Mary Axe,
B.0.3. [4473

LEA-PRANCIS 1921 Models.—We are now accepting
orders for ea^ly delivery; your enquiry esteemed.

—Mebes, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W,l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. [3260

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G., as makers' speciBcatlons,
shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price: now is the

time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [9887

"I
020 I^a-Francis, 3',l>h.p. J.A.P., mileage 1,500, new

-*-v condition, lamps, horn, and speedometer; owner
going abroad; £115; seen by appointment in Exeter.—

. Bouthbrook, Whimple, Devon. [4021

NEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
M.A.G. engine; at list price, £130, or on de-

ferred payments '4% extra; only one-filth deposit,
balance by 12 monthly instalment^.—Harrods, Ltd..
118, Brompton Rd., London. [4528

Levis.

LEVIS 2V2h.p., single speed, good order, new tyres

;

£33/10.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.
[X3809

1 Q 20 Levis, perfect, tyrej unpunctured, accessories

;

,X«7 43 gne.—Fersfleld, Westbury Ed., New Maiden,
Surrey. [4323

LEViS Popular, October, 1919, new condition, all
accessories; £44.—Evans, Eedclifle, Newtown,

Malvern. [4121

LEVIS 2Kh.p., 1919, Edmond's spring frame. Enfleld
2-speed, chain drive, perfect condition; £52.-115,

-Tnam Ed., Plumstead. [4118

delivery
Sole district agents. The Walsall
444. [4013

T EVIS, the finest 2-st.roke in the world

2

from stock, £60,
Garage, Walsall. Tel.

Xh.p. Levis Popular Model, brand new from works;
4 £60, or on Harrods unique easy pavment system

*tX extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., LondonLi:4537EVIS Popular, latest model, in stock; £60.—
Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock

St. (oH Oxford St.), Bond St.. London. W.l. 'Phone -

Mayfair 6559. [0318
1021 Levis Popular, the most successful 2-stroke at
J-^ Olympia ; immediate delivery from the official
.agents; £60; exchanges or terms.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Rd., N.E 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

1 Q20 Levis, single-speed, excellent condition, £55;
'-*-*^ i:lpn 1918 P. and M. and sidecar, excellent con-
dition, £80, and a Eotax dynamo, 1 2-volt for car,

,
almost new, £12.—Apply, Williams, Priestwood Garage,

I

"Bracknell, Berks. [4106

BE HAPPY
You wil] always be happy if you buy
your equipment at the Service Co.,

Ltd., where every purchase is a

genuine bargain.

THE LOW LIGHT
CAR GENERATOR.
THE Generator for Motor
Cycle Combinations. Will
feed all three lamps,
Plenty of pure, dry gas.

XL954A9O/9.
Ditto Motor Cycle size,

XLg54 57/9 Carriage Pd.

HANDLE-BAR
WATCH.

Thief-proof. N.P.
cases. Special
movement to with
stand vibration.
XS305 30/- post

free.'

Send for our End of Season Bargain List of

Shop-soiled equipment.

LEATHER GARMENTS.
Tan Leather Motor
Cycle Jacket, lined
moleskin cloth, D.B.,
4oin. long, all round
belt, two inverted
pleats in back to allow
for forward position.
Smart and durable.

£8-17-6.

Best Quality Tan
Chrome-leather cuirass
lined wool. Soft and
durable 47/6

Surplus Moleskin
Jerkins, lined wool,
S.B.. 2gin. long. Post

Paid, 12/6.

SPECIAL OFFER.
70 "SERVICE" COLD
WEATHER JACKETS.

Made in Grey Frieze. D.B. body and sleeves,
lined fleece wind cuffs, 33iQ. long.
Worth 110/- Post Paid 40/-
State chest measurement.

HELMETS.

Tan Chrome Leather.

Teddy and fleece - lined.
Teddy-faced pealv .. .. 25/-

Tan Chrome Leather
Fleece-lined 18/6

State size hat worn.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST FREE.

THE

SERVICE Co.,LTD.,

289-293, High Holborn,

iLONDON, W.CIb^
'Grams—"Admittedly, London."

'Phone—Holborn 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln>Elk.

3ili.p. Lineolu-Elk, T.T., low, dropped bars, Bosch,
2 new Dunlops and tubes, running order: £25, or

nearest offer.—A. G. Atkina, I'enn, near High Wycouilie,
Buoks. [4254

1 Q20 Lincoln-Elk 2°4h.p., Albion 2-speed clntch, kick
-Lt/ starter, little used, as new; cost £85 May; take
£70; insurance August.—Fairlcss, iSTewftcld, Willinetnu,
Durham.

.
[1193

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 6h.p., Sturmey, connfer.shaft, never ridden,

touring or T.T. bars; will sacriflcei offers.-Huffani.
Exchange St., Norwich. [3982

L.M.C.—Mebes and Mebes are the sole London and
Home Counties agents; early delivery of all 1921

models; trade enquiries esteemed.—154-6. Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [3259

L.M.C, suspension and ordinary models, shop-soiled,

as makers* specifications, at greatly reduced prices;

also 6h.p. and 4i^h.p. combinations, second-hand; at
bargain prices.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
•Phone : 3426 Maylair. (7185

Martinsyde.
6h.p. Martinsyde, the super combination: immediate

deliveries, Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,

Ltd., Norwich. [2785

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models.—We are
now accepting orders for early delivery, all

models: your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes. 154-6. Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [3263

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents for London,
Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford

;

also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
combination; £170; delivery ex stock" trade supplied;
exchanges and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100. Gt.
Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

Matchless.

MATCHLESS.

1 021 Models now ready; all the latest improve-
-Ltf merits. You can have one now, or book delivery
for any forward date. Every combination personally
tested by the Matchless specialist. Spares of all dates
in stock.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfleld Rd.. Plumstead.

[6881
MATCHLESS.—Early deliveries.—Pollard, Broom-

fleld Rd., Chelmsford. [X2917a

SHREWSBURY Agent for Mateliless. 1912 models
from stock.—J. O. Pickering. [3988

1 Q21 Matchless Combination in stock for immediate
i-if delivery; £205.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Shef-
field. [X3797

"I 020 Matchless Combination, as delivered, shop-
-L»7 soiled; £175.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Wal-
den. Tel. : 16. [4313

1 Q21 Matchless Combinations, Magdyno; delivery
At/ from stock.—Agents. Hewitt Bros.. 94. Western
Rd.. Hove, Sussex. [0334

MATCHLESS 1921 Models now ready for immediate
deliverv.—AUord, Charles St. Garage, Burrage

Rd., Plumstead, London, S.E.18. [4322

1 Q 18 Matchless Combination, hood, screen, etc., ex-
1.U cellent condition; £155, or near offer.—Write,
Coomber, 90, High St., Marylebone. [4548

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1920, with full equipment,
electric lighting, just overhauled: £185.—Baels, 6,

Wilton Mews, South Belgravia, London. [3963

MATCHLESS 1921 Combinations in Stock; ex-

changes arranged.—Authorised agents. R. B.

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. Kensington
4096. [4334

MATCHLESS Combination, 1917 8h.p. J.A.P., East-
ing screen, Watford speedometer, spare wheel,

horn, etc.—Grindrod, The' Howe, Aughton, near Orms-
kirk, Lancashire. [^999

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921 model dynamo in

stock.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0317

MATCHLESS Comination. late 1920, electric light-

ing, speedometer, horn, screen, legshields, spare

wheel tools new condition; trial; 180 gns.—Jones.

2, St.' Chads Terrace, Shrewsury. (4386

-| O20 (Aug.) Matchless M.A.G., electric lamps and
XU horu, spare wheel, hood, screen, shields, very com-
plete equipment: £200 for quick sale; trial after 6

p.m.—252, St. Ann's R4.. Tottenham. [4131

1 Q18 Matchless Combination. M.A.G. engine, Lucas
X*y dynamo lighting, horn, speedometer, spare wheel,

rPcentlv overhauls] and repainted: £160, or near offer.—

Can be seen at Roote's Garage, Maidstone. [4115

MATCHLESS 1914 7-9h.p. J..'^.P. Combination,
chain drive, clutch. K.S.. Millford sidecar, East-

in" luggage carrier, electric lighting, guaranteed per-

fect' £80.—104a, Finchley Rd., N.W. Hampstead
7822. [4509

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.. for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models

also in stock. [3850

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. '

Matchless.

1 Q20 Matchless ai.A.G. Combination, Lucas Mag-
J-*/ dyno, all on, spei^dometer, insurance policy, etc.,

Eound: any examination; witli 6 extra new coTers; Ijar-

eain, £230, no offers; ride awav.—Trevista, The Grove,
Couledon, Surrey. [4146

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, to makers'
specification, £205; dynamo lighting model,

£251/7;6, or on Harrods unique easy payment system
for a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Bromp-
ton Rd:, London, [4545

MATCHLESS. 1920, £47 of ai^oessgries, including
jVIagdyno lighting, hqod eover and curtain, seieen,

with side yalances, Cowey horn, rear drive trip, speed-
uuioter, petrol eronouiiser doiug 65 m.p.g^. ; reason lor
selling, going abroad; £225.—Haynes, 28, Church St.,

Green^vich, S.E.IO. GreEmvieh 1330. [4155

MATCHLESS 1921 Models.-Send orders along to
S. E. Clapham {Motors), Greenwich. Aa Match-

less specialists, we guarantee satisfaction and unlimited
service. Immediate delivery, or date to suit client. We
allow you 10% on all deposits.—Note address, Clapham
(Motor*^), 27, StockAvell St., Greenwich. S-E.IG. L2999

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the -delightfully sprung and practically

designe<l Matchle-s combination ; the Kolls-Eoyoe oh'
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock j for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange ; trade supplied ; all
spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO,
and at Woodside Parade, North l^inchley. [4230

Jletro.
33.h.p. Metro-Tyler, in good running order, with
4 lamps, etc.; £49.—St, Katherine's, Snodland.

Kent. [4320

METRO-TYLEE, new 3Feb., 1920, 2'/ih.p., electric
lighting, rebushed. (phosphor bronze) by makers

;

any tiial; discs, accessories; £45.—Jones, 41, Abbeville
Rd., Clapham Common. [3987

METRO-TYLEE, brand n'ew, latest S. Type, 2-speed,
2-stroke, £80; cash, or £40 down and 12 instal-

ments of £3/6/8.—City agents, Elce and Co., Bishops-
gate At., Camounle St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0066
Minerva.

fi)3.h.p. Minerva, m.o.T., Bosch, B. and B., low, run-
-^4 ning order; £17, offers; photo,—205, Newton Rd.,
Burton-on-Trent.

"

[4327

5-6h.p. Minerva, clutch, Boscli, overhauled £11, appear-'
ance poor, condition excellent ; £30, offer, or unit

separately.-Write, Lowther, 22, Montague St., W.C.
[4188'

MINERVA 3Sh.p., C.A.T., mag., B. and B., long
- exhau.st cut-down frame, good tyres and tubes,

jui-t overhauled, very fast, owner no further use reason
for selling; bargain at £30.—J, F. Pearce, Glenview,
Perrawell Station. [4099

Moto=Reve.
4)3.h.p. Twin Mcto Reve, 1912, perfect, sporty, fa»t;
/V4 16 guj.. worth double; write appointment.—Maj.

Bailey, 181, Manor St., Clapham, London, S.W.4
[4298

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE "Lightweight, good' order, battery,

new leather belt; £12, or nearest.—Burnell, Wootton
Courtenay, Somerset. ._ [X3785

New Hudson.

BIG 6 New Hudson Combination, late model; £100,
or exchange lower power.-Warwick, Hinckley Ed.,

Leicester. [X3741

1 Q14 New Hudson Combination, splendid condition;
-Lt7 sacrifice, £50; must sell.—Fairhurst, 68. Stan-
dishgate, Wigan. [4318

1 Q20 2iih.p. New Hudson, brand new; £65.—Edwards.
A*-' 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone;
Kensington 3709. •

[3846

I C|20 New Hudson, 2-strok6, electric lighting, speed-
JL»/ ometer: cw-t £93, nearest £70.-115, Earlsfield
Rd.. Wandsworth. [4017

3ih.p. New Hudson, kick start, clutch, 3-8peed. dia<^

2 wheels, lamp^;, horn ; 36 gns.—Duncan, 8, Cliftou
Cresf.ent, Folkestom.'. ^ [4430

NEW HUDSON-J.A.P. 2%, 3-speed, good condition,
smart appearancp, splendid climber, lamps, horn,

watch holder, etc.; 35 gns., nearest.—Ear r, 43, Alfred
St., Swindon. [4173

New Imperial.

"I Q20 New Imperial Combination, as new; £110.—
3.iJ Wright's Carage, Saffron Wclden. Tel.: 16.

[4315

1 Qld Sh.p. Imperial Combination, perfect, fall
-«-^ e<]ui|)rjifnt, iminy spare.-, low mileage; bargain,
£160.-96, Eilton Ed., Bristol. [4053

1Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, all acces-
Xt/ sorics, small mileaKC, excellent condition; £165.
- Isard. North Tawton. N. Devon. [4286

"I C|20 Nf*v/ Tmiieiiiil Bli.p. Coiuliination, as new; any
A*/ trial by .'ippointnjcnt ; £170, or near.—Shears. 32,
(ijliiiiKliam Av., Gi)Iingh»nii, Kent. [4178

NEW IMPERIAL 1916 2'^r,h.p., 2-ape6d. semi-T.T.
liarH. com plot'- with hinip') and horn ; bargjiin,.

£38.—E. JJ. Varty, ThnnderHlcy. Essex, [3712

"XfEW IMPERIAL-J.A.r.. 4h.p.. 3 FpeedN. pear and
J-' rintcli. foln; £29, splendid hill-climber.—Mnffatl,
139, Jtunitwood Lane, EBrlsflcld. S.W.17. [4037,

INSTEAD OF OUR
USUAL DETAILED AD-

VERTISEMENT WE
TAKE THIS OPPOR-
TUNITY OF WISHING

ALL OUR FRIENDS

IS ASSURED IF YOU

DECIDE TO PURCHASE

YOUR MACHINE FOR

1921

HERE
THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams; "Burlington Motors, Clapham"
(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-

grouud Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperjal.

"VTEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles.-Early delivery of
-L* all models ; cash or easy payments.—Sole agent
for Durham, T. A. Middleton, Elyet Bridge, Durliam.

[S3802
NEW IMPEEIAIrJ.A.P., 1921 model, 2%h.i)., 2-

speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand irew, un-
used : immediate delivery ; 85 gns.—Central Oarage,
Henley-on-Thames. [1074

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2Vih.p. 1920
New Imperial-Japs,*' 2-speed clutch, aud kick

start models, £89/5: with 2.speed only, £80/17;
cash or easy terms. [4581

8h.p.T W.D. New Imperial, Milllord sidecar, acetylene
head, electric side, tail lamps, Easting screen,

low mileage, mechanically perfect; £140.—Pike. 21.
Erith Ed., Belvedere. [4405 ,

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, new 2%h.p. lightweight, 2-

speed : list price £80/17, special reduced price,
shop-soiled, £68.—Bice aud Co., Bishopsgate A-v., Camc-
nfile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

"I Q21 New Imperial, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch,
-i-i' and kick starter, as at Olympia, lor immediate
delivery; £89/5: exchanges or terms.—Official Agents,
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Phone

:

Dalston 2408- f.3717

.1021 New Imperial . Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., 3
-l-t' speeds, clutch, and kick starter, as at Olympia,
just arrived; £186/18; exchanges or terms.—Official
Agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone: Dalston 2408. [3716

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles and Comhiuations
supplied at manufacturers' list prices for cash, _

or on Harrcde unique easy payments system for a
small extra charge: full particulars on application.

—

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. * [4540

New Scale.

1 Q21 SV^h.p. New Scale 2-stroke and Sidecar,
Xi/ Olynipia model, as delivered from motor cycle
show to us; list price £123; cash or easy payments.
We can also give early deliveries of other models.

—

Gray and Raynes, Agents, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster. [3446

Norton.

NOETON.—North rorkshire agenta: E. H. L. Picker-
ing and Co., 239. Linthorpe Rd., Middlesbrough.

[2997
NORTON Motor Cycles.—Place that order -with me;

early deUverv dates.—Cook's Garage, Shifnal,
Salop. [8136

NORTON 1920 Big Four, Sandum sidecar, wind
screen, equal to new; £150. Parker's, Bnid-:haw-

gate, Bolton. [X3792

BIG Four Norton, Nov.^ 1919, ch^iin drive, lamps,
horn, excellent condition;' £105.—Pyke, R.A.

Mase, Woolwich. [41 75

NOETON Motor Cycles, sole district agents for Derby,
all models in stock; enquiries invited.—H Palin.

T.td., Bourne St., Derby rB134

1 Q20 3'4h.p. No. 9 Model T.T. Norton, ah.solutely

-L^ UDSrratcfied and as new; price £90.—Humphrevs,
Green Grize, Bullingham, Hereford. [4047

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.—
New 1921 4h.p: Norton de Luxe combination,

just delivered, oversize tyres; £180/9. [4583

1 Q20 J.'/fli.p. No. 16 Model Norton, fitted with
-l-«7 adjustable tappets and foot-controlled oiliug. con-

dition guaranteed; £105.—Vale, Church St., Leominster.
[4054

NORTON 3'/'h.p. Sporting Model, recently been over-

hauled, warranted all right ; trial or examination

;

spare belt, lamps, horn complete; £75, or neare.st.—Bos
1.062, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4222

3Hi.p. B.E.S. Norton, 1919, over 77 m.p.h. on track,

2 spare valves, piston rings, etc., tank n bit shabby,

'nit machine is -mechanioally sound: owner mast sell;

any reasonable offer accepted.—T. Twentyman, Picker-

ing, Yorks. (4136

B.R.8. Norton, 1916, Brooklands certificate, winner
of 500 c.c. open scratch race Brooklands, October

2nd, also many wins speed trials, hill-climbs, and
other Brooklands awards, engine in beautiful condi-

tion, as fa5t as B.S. model, spares include Philiiteon

pulley; best offer over £100.—Kennedy, Hascombe.
Surrey. [4411

N.U.T.

1 020 N.U.T., Magdyuo, almost new; £150.-Taylor,
y->3 39, Garden St., Burslem, Stiifls. 14018

N.U.T., only ridden 100 miles; lor Immediate sale,

:ei60.—Pollard. Broonlfield Rd.. Chelmsford.
[X2917b

N.U.T.. 1920, dvnamo lighting, discs. Klaxon, at

new; £125.-W., 9, Eardley Rd., Btreotham, i
S.W.16. 1437J-

N.U.T., 1920, dynamo lighting, discs. Klaxon, new '

condition: £125.—W., 9, Eardley Rd., Strcatham,.:-

S.W.16. [4550'

1021 N.U'F. 3'/>h.P. Standard Model Magdyno;
A«/ £165; in stock.—Hewett Bros.. 94. Western Rd.,

Ituvo. Sussex. (0343

1 Q20 N.U.T., dynamo lighting, J.A.P. engine, S.'

1.%J speeds, cost nearly £200; sacrifice 118 gns.— 1,,

Ebner St., Wandsworth. [4418

NU T. • delivery from stock of all models., - SoI«^

wholesale and retail agents for StafflordsbirCi the:

trade eupplied.-The Walsall Gurago, Wulsnll. : Tel. : 444;

,

B30 All letters relating to advertisements shoiilil quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

W SPARROW, Ltd.. Osborne Garage, Yeoyil,

. oficial N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone lor particulars.—Tel.

;

Yeotil 114. t°023
O.K.

1 020 O.K. Junior, brand new; £45.—Evans' Garage,
i-iJ Newport, Salop. [4461

O.K. SVih.p. Lightweight, 2-speed, good condition;

£23.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4389

O.K. Juniors. 2-spcea, kick starter, 2-speed only, and
single gear, 1921 models.—Longman, Fisherton,

Salisbury. [3814

"I 020 brand new O.K. Villiers, witli makers' guar-
J-t7 antee, the perfect mount; first "reasonable offer.

-103a, High St., Wandsworth. [4393

Omega.

NEW 1920 Omega 2-speoa; £75; in stock.—Randall,
Andover. [0368

OMEGA Combinations and 23^4]i.p. 1921 models.—
Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [3815

23.h.p. Omega-Jap, the sporting single; immediaii:
* deliveries.—Norwich Motor Co.. Ltd., Norwich.

[2787
33,b.p. Omega-Jap. Aug., 1920, rear heavy Dunlop,

4 nickel exhaust, 400 miles, fully insured, as new;
£68.—Capt. Andrews, Armoured Cars, Waieham. [4192

P. and M.

P.
and M., very early deliveries.—Pollard, Broomfield
Rd.. Chelmsford. [S2916

P.
and M., 1919, thoroughly overhauled and equal
to new; £85.—Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelms-

ford. [X2916

1Q19 P. and M. Combination, as new, not a W.D.
Xt/ ma<le up; £95.—Miss Patmoore, 106, Acre Lane.
.S.W.2 [4504

1 C1)'25'P. and M., condition guaranteed as new, mileage
-1.*^ Quite negligible, perfect in every detail; £105.—
Bryanston, Leominster. [t048

WAtJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
3'/.h.p. P. and M., 1920, £100; also 3lAh.p.

P.. and M.. 1919. £85. [4573

P. and M. Combination, in llrst-class condition, coach-
built sidecar and screen, and numerous spares;

£85.—Allen, 28, Hanworth Rd., Hounslow. [4061

LIGHTWEIGHT P. and M. Z'/ih.p., Bosch mag..
Pedley grips, footboards, carburetter wants seeing

to, otherwise in running order; £15.—Bos 1,025, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [4029

P.
and M. Combination, splendid condition, electric
lamps, speedometer, and spares; £70; or exchange

suitable light car chassis witn cash adjustment.—101,
Croxted Rd., Dulwich. [4300

P.
and M. Combination, Dunhill eidecar and storm
apron, lamps, etc.; fully equipped; £100, great

bargain.—Meoes, 154-156, Gt Portland St., W.l,
'Phone: 3426 Maylair. [7188

PHELON and Moore ex-W.B. Models, thoroughly over-
hauled and guaranteed, tanks re-enamelled, front

brakes, chain cases; £78. Similar models overhauled
and guaranteed by makers. £95; with sidecars, £100
an.. £110; easy payments TAX extra.—Maudes, 100, Gt.
Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [4480

Peugeot.
5-6h.p. Peugeot, low built, in good running order, 2-

speed, new belt, fast, and powerful ; must sell

;

' £30.-Grant, 261/2, West High St., Forfar. [4255

Precision.
PRECISION SJah.p., 1913, Bosch, Amac, 2-speed

countershaft, clutch, and kick start. Pan saddle,
ipring frame, new tyres, 120 m.p.g. ; £50.—E. Tranter,
±ianipton-in-Arden, Birmingham. [X3827

Premier.

IQ14 Premier Canoelet Combination, 3I^h.p., 2-speed
X«7 countershaft, wind screen, lamp Cowey speedo-
meter; letters only.—A.J., 61a, High St., Merton.

[411
PREMIER Lightweight, about 2'Ab.V; 3 speeds and

clutch, good condition; accept £25, for immediate
sate.-C. W. Allen, 10; Freshlord St., Earlsfleld, S.W.18.

[4036
Quadrant.

QUADRANT 1920 4i.ih.p. Combination, shop-soiled.
as makers' specifications; at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7189

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
New 4M'h.p. 1921 Quadrant combination, with

wind screen, £147/15; also 4y2h.p. 1920 Quadrant
combination, excellent condition, £120. [4567

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, 4J,4h.p.. 3 speeds,
Xt/ clutch, and kick starter, all lamps, horn.
Cameo wind screen, delivered August, absolutely as
new; £130; exchanges or terms.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Kd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [3721

Radco.

1 Qi5 Radco, 2-speed countershaft, good condition;
Xt7 £35.-24, Roberts Rd., Southampton. (D) [4073

RADCO Motor Cycles.—Early delivery of all models;
cash or easy payments.—Sole agent for Durham,

T. A. Middleton, Elvet Bridge, Durham. [X3803

1921
DONT HESITATE
ORDER YOUR NEW MACHINE

NOW
DELIVERY AT YOUR CONVENIENCE,

T.B. LIGHT CARS
3 wheel, shaft drive

B.S.A.
SCOTT
VERUS
JAMES
ALECTO
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
DOUGLAS
CALTHORPE
HENDERSON

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS
Special Models for the

TOURIST
or

SPEED MERCHANT
Write for our Illustrated Catalogues,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phooe: Brixton 2417.

Grams :
** Burlington Motors, Clapham."

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

1
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Radco.
T> ADCO'S.—One of the best 2-stroke9 on the road;

JX immediate delivery; all spares in stofk.—Jones

Garage, MusireU Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade,

North Fiuchley.

n
[4235

ADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci-

fications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; now

is the time to buy.-Mebes, 154-156, Gt., Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. t'l™

Reading-Standard.

PANIC Price, 110 gns.—1920 Reading-Standard com-

bination dynamo lighting, done 100 miles, other-

wise absolutely new.-Short, 487, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. S.W.14. Phone : Richmond 2362.

[456 i

Rex.

6-8h p. Eex C.B. Combination, 3-speed, good condi-

tion, ride away; £45, ofters.-JIarsh, 31, Capstone

Rd., Bournemouth. [ti'io

Rover.

1 Q20 New 5-6h.p. Rover, listed £182; ofleted for

-•-" £154.-Eveson, WoUescote, Stourbridge. 14U<»1

-1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, mileage 500, good

i-V as new; £175.-Rhodes, Appleby, 15°'"'"*''"'v4gg2

Rover, splendid __condaion^^^ £100.—
19 19 6h.p. ivuvci, i,t,...uu.v. -"-- -

Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel 16.
(4314

..Ih.p. Rover, 1914, new Grado gear; sacrifice £35:

02 must sell.-Fairhurst, 68, Standishgatc, W'lJ^n^

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p., W.D., laje 1918. 'amP^'

horn. Easting (new], spare tyre; £110.-Crowfora

105. Witton St., Northwioh. tiiau

OVER Motor Oycles.-Place your order with Mi

official agent, the man who rides a Kover im-
... .:i„i;-.,, nniinr/i r-nnt's Garago. Shifnal.

mediate delivery.-CoUard, Cook's Garage, Shifnal^^^

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, new
™f*}°^-ly delivered June, J.A.P. twin all-chain, latest type

sidecar, luggage carrier, reason buying car; ^U" ejt^

'n-arwickshire,-Boj; 25, c/o The Motor Cycle. [i-357S

ROVERS.—We are special agents, and can sif<? '"SP^'
diate delivery from stock 3iAh.p. comb., 5-6h p.

comb. Allsp-iresin stock.-Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, Korth Finchley. [4234

ROVER Combination, 5-6h p. J.A P.. W.D model

3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, had very

little use- £120; exchanges or terms.—Homacs, 246,

Kiwer Clapfen Rd.. N.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408.^^

ROVEE 3'Ab.v., countershaft model, also T.T. model,

Philipson pulley, as makers' specifications, shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced prices; now is the tmie to

huy.-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l,

3426 Mayfair.

1 O 20 5-6h p Rover Combination, electric lighting

i-if and horn, wind screen, luggage carrier, Bonniksen

sneedometer legshields, etc.. cost £260, any trial, owner

b?Sg ca" sl?riflce, £150, or near ofler.-12, Bridge

St.', Cambridge. I-^"^'-

NEW SVoh.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speea

clutch and kick starter, and with smart conchouilt

sidecar- £180, or ou deferred payments 5% estra. one

qiiurter' derosit. balance by 12 monthly instalments --

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [4531

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, Aug., 1919, not done

3 000 does 70 m.p.g., lamps, horn, speedometer,

wind screen and apron, luggage grid, full complement

of snares, recently overhauled by expert mechanic, any
.

^'^ n\ fc tt; i _'D^t..m-,ifMiiKo TjaiiTiflcA Btosen-
[4305

'Phone:
[7191

Bowereombe, Itadnage,
trial"; £165.-Hir5t,
church, Bucks.

Royal Ruby.
3h.p (Sept. 1920) Royal Ruby, lamps, horn, mileage

200, perfect order; £112, no offers.-Percy Kiln.

Elm Grove, Southsea. [4059

1 Q18 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, accessories:

A-7y best over £100: seen Clapham Junction.—Uox
1,067, c/o The Motor Cycle.

,
[4271

ROTAL Rubv 1921 Models, book order now; de-

livery to Vnit clients.—S. E. Clapham (Motors),

27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5833

1020 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick start,

Xu 2-speed, immediate delivery; £120.-The Clydes-

dale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265

ROYAL RUBY J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, Canoelet
sidecar, good running order. Cameo wind screen,

electric light; £130, or nearest offer; after 7 p.m.

—

92, Moselle Av., Wood Green, N. [4450

3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-sp6ed, cluteh and
kick-starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat,

lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used and con-

dition as new; £100: may be obtained on Harrods
deferred payments system.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., London. [4529

Rudge.

RUDGE 1919 I.O.M. Model, full T.T. bars, long
exhaust, very fast; £80.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. [S3795

RUDGE Multi 191S 3V2h.p. Clutch ' Model, T.T. bars,

lamps, horn, epeedometer; £48.—R. D. Varty,
Thundersley, Efieex. [3711

1020 Rudge- Multi, 3>{h.p.. guaranteed perfect,
-l-«^ original tyres as new; £100, nearest offer —
iBabbage, Chulmleigh, Devon. (4092

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

NEW 1920 5-6I1.P. and 7-9h.p, Rtldge Multi Com-
binations in Stock: maker's price.—Shepherd

and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham X31.
[0341

RUDGE Malti 5i/ih.p. Combination, tyres periect,
speedometer, Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad ; must sell,

offers: appointment.—Hermitage, 20, Haselrigge Rd.,
S.\V.4. [4446

KITDGE 1919 T.T. Model, in splendid condition, well

tnued, long e.xhaii^t, complete with lamps and
horn: a barsain, £90.—rioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grind-
Knr ,s... Edinburgh. [4098

RUDGE Multi SltJi.p., believed 1914, wicker sidecar,

recently overhauled, neM- rear hub, lamps, horn,
good tyres; £55.—Whiting and Marrison, 45, Duke
St., Henley-on-Thames [4152

Scott.

£59.—Scott, 191S (?). food condition; trial.— Cannter,
25, Compton Terrace, Higlibuiy, X. [X3739

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and
cominnation, in stock.—Millaids, Cliestertield. [4003

WAITCHOPE'M. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1920
Scott, delivery from stock; £130; cash or easy

terms. [4570

SCOTT Combination, late 1920, little used; £155, or
near offer.— Chatfield, Grosvenor Gardens Mews

East, Victoria.
, [4275

SCOTT, solo and combination (new), 3in. Palmers, in

stock ; cash, exchange, or easy payments.-Motorics,
25, Hoiton St., Halifax. [4246

SEMI-T.T. Scott, Bosch, Dec., 1914, recent overhaul,
replacements cost £20 ; reasonable offer.—Seen,

High Street Garage. Gnildford. [3178

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, very small mileage,
' enamel as new, plating fair, perfect order, lovely

machine; £115.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks,
[2483

SCOTT Combination, late 1920, little used, Binks
carburetter, Lucas lighting set, acetylene cylinder,

Bonniksen speedometer; £165, or nearest offer.

—

Turpin, 32, Powis Sq., Bayswater, London. [4291

SCOTT, T.T., specially built for the T.T. races,
rotary valves, double pole ignition, thoroughly

overhauled, re-enamelled and plated, largest P. and H.
lamp set. very fast; inspection invited: £85; exchanges
or easy terms.—Scott Agents, Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [3725

SCOTT, engine, geare, radiator 1915, all other parts
1920, perfect mechanical condition, appearance

ns new, Cos Atmos carburetter, C.A.V. mag., lamps,
horn, done 200 miles since overhaul by Scott experts

;

would ride any reasonable distance to purchaser; price
i'80.— Storrar, 8,. I'.irkstone Ed., Poole, Dorset. [4198

Singer.

3ih.p. T.T. Singer, Bosch, B. aud B., new wheels,
2 general condition very good; £35.-160, High

St., Old Woking. [3995
Sparkbrook.

NEW 2i^h.p. Sparkbrook, Villiers engine, single-
speed £69, 2-speed £75; or on Harrods unique

easy payment system 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. [4533

I Q20 2^4h.p. 2-speed Sparkbrook, used for demon-A^ stration purposes, few miles only, perfect condi-
tion; £63.—Herbert Robinson, I^td., 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [4260

GPARKBROOK 2)4h.p., 2-speed, the lightweight with
*^ an ultra finish, as makers' speciffcations, shop-
soiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the time to
buy.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone
3426 Mayfair. [7195

Sun.
SUX-VITESSE 2";ih.p., 2-Bpeed. clntrli, new tyres;

bargain, £35.— Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.
["N'SSIO

SUN Motor Cycles.—Early delivery of all models ; cash
or easy payments.-Sole agent for Durham, T. A.

Middleton, Elvet Bridge, Durham. [X3805

I Q20 Sun-V.T.S., Stunney-Archer 2-Bpeed gear, hand-
-i-tf controlled clutch and kick starter, soiled only,
genuinely as new: £63.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
Green Si, Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[4269
NEW 2i/yh.p. Sun-Vitesse, 2-stroke engine, single-

speed, £55; 2-Kpeed, £64: ditto, with clutch and
kick starter, £70; lady's model, ditto, £75; or on
Harrods tinique easy payment system 4% extra.-
Jlurroils, Ltd,. 118, Brompton Hd.. London. [4539

Sunbeam
lEW 1920 Sunbeam 3}^h,p. Solo; £155/8;NEW 1920 Sunbeam 3}^h,p. Solo; £155/8; in stock,

-Randall, Andover. [0366

"1021 3'/.h.p. Sitnbonm in stock; 148 gns.—Cross.
J-'J Agcn"t, Buthciham, [X3756

NEW 1921 3'A1"P. Sunbeam; £155/8.—Seen, Bounds'
<:arige, 22"3, High Rd,. Kilburn. N.W. [4452

SUNBEAM 1920 Z'Ah.V-, fully cijnipped, cqunl to
new; £160.— Parkor'a Brudshawgiite, Bolton.

(X3791
1 Q20 3>^i.p. Sunbeam, T.ucn.s. accesHories, ridden
X«7 tiom works only, £150; T.T. Model, brand new,
£150.-Hclow.

"I Ck20 3>$h.p. Sunbeam Oonibination ncceniiorieK, a^
,LJ/ new, guoiantccd: £175.— JCve-on, Wolleycote, Ktonr-
bri.iK.. (4040

I

D

n

n

D

Are you a " handy
|

man about the house " ?
Or do you call in your next-door
neighbour to help you out of many
of those little ** ticklish" jobs which
you could do as well as he if you
only knew how ?

One job you can do is repairing
your own boots and shoes with

DAVIS' USTIKON SOLES ft
You don't have to be a craftsman
to put these soles on, but you will be
surprised to see how "crafty" you
will have become as soon as you
have repaired a boot. No apparatus
or heat is required. The method is

simplicily itself.

GENTS', all Sizes .. .. 3/9
LADIES', ail sizes. . .. 2/9

Complete with Sol -fix and directions. L

HEELS ..^^^^fft
The wearing ^^^^^^^f^^^^*^^quality of ^^^S^Jb?K>.-^>- -^.-, .xEFii

these Heels ^^^^-vv/.
Is indicated by the ^<i^ ^^Ki
fine workmanship
and careful finish. In

actual weal* they ar»e still

better than you expect.

ir—ir lod.

n"-W 1/-
2^-21" 1/6

2i "-2r 1/9
3" 2/-

"Are well worth a trial."

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost o1

postage to the Manager, Dept. E.

Footwear Dept.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,

Victoria, S.W.I.

^
STOCKISTS WANTED.

WRITE TO-DAY. ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam,

ttUXBEAM, 8h.p,, perfect condition, 2 spare ivres
^^ and tube^, lamps, took.—Panett, Ilmiuster,
SoiUPTset. [4081
"1 Q21 Sunbeams; guaranteed delivery of all models.—
-1-*/ Brighton and District Agents, Hewett Bros., 94.
Western Rd., Hove, Susses, [0342

SUNBEAM Brand New 3J,^li,p., solo model, complete
with Lucas lamps and horn; £157/10.—The Wal-

sall Gnragp, Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4008

"I Q 1 9 3>2li.p. Sunbeam Combiuation, speedometer,
-*-t/ lamps, horn, toolw, etc., as new.—Tel.: Museum
6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [4486

1 Q21 3Vjh.p. ^nbeam Combination in stock lor ijji-
-1- «^ mediate delivery ; makers' list price.—J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Hampatead Ed., N.W.I. [0353

1 Q20 Sun"beam (new) SKh.p.,, 3-speed, laminated
Xt/ springs, interchangeable wheels; £140 cash.

—

Hallam, Rosedale, Dove Holes, Stockport. [X3820

3 ill. p. Sxmbeam, 1919, 'engine No. 5901, in perfect
2 condition, just overhauled, lamp, horn, and

knee grips; £ll5.—Evans' Garage, Newport, Salop.
[4459

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, lamps, Cowey speedo-
meter, all acce-ssories, complete, new condition;

£175.—Hartley,. Tobacco Manufacturers, Faruworth,
Bolton. [4171

1 Q20 Sunbeam 3'^h.p., brand new; immediate de-
J-t/ livery ; £155/8; exchanges or easy terms.ir •

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone

;

Dalston 2408. [3718

SUNBEAM 1920 3>^.p. Combination, Oowey me-
chanical horn, Lucas bulb horn, Luca,? best Limps,

Cowey speedometer, not run 100 miles, absolutely as
new; £200.—Baron, Hylauds, Kendal. [4079

SUNBEAM Combination, 1920, 3J.^.p., excellent
condition, done about 800 miles, compete -wmi

Lucas lampf^, horn, and speedometer.—il. Burton-Fann-
int-, 90, Newmarket Rd., Norwich. [4062

1Q20 Sunbeam sy^h-p. Sports Model, Cowey speed-
J-t/ omcter, Lucas lamps, horn, tyres unpunctured,
mileage 2,000, perfect condition; £160; or near offer.-
Heys, 15, Crescent Ed., Hale, Cheshire. [39&8

SUNBEAM Bh.p. Combination, hoed, screen, spare
wheel, speedometer, horn, lumps, pillion seat, com-

plete every detail, 700 miles : £200 ; seen any time.

—

Sharpe, Hai court Houee, Walliugton, Surrey. [4001.

31h.p. Sunbeam, 1920 loodel, oil bath chain cases,
2 laminated front spring fork, lamps and horn,

Sunbeam No. 1 sidecar fitted two months ago, tyres
almost unmarked; ea-sh offers invited.—G. Smith, The
Motor Cycle, Coventry. [S3306

SUNBEAM Combination, 6-8h.p., interchangeable
wheels, spare wheel, electric lighting-, speedometer,

wind screen, . hood, iegshields, luggage carrier, handle
muff's, spares, 'etc., in excellent condition; £165.-97,
Moss Lane, Swinton, Manehes-ter. [0360

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls', re-enamelling

and plating under the supei'visiou of Mr. T. C. de la

Hay (late Sunbeamland).—The Molineaui Garage Co.,
Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160; . [3458

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe l^ne, Londoii, E.C.4.—
1919 8li.p. Sunbeam combination, sijare wheel,

hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, mirror, warning
signal, tools, condition as new, 200 gns.; also new
3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, latest model, £155. [45'76

1 Q20 (Aug.) 3V2h.p, Sunbeam, latest Sunbeam si3e-
X t/ car, all wheels interchangeable, Sunbeam
screen, apron, speedometer, Iegshields, Lucas acces-
sories, very carefully used, appearance excellent;
£205.-Wrixon. 41, Rii-hmond Park Rd.. S.W.14. [4371

T.D.C.
33h.r. T.D.C. D3 Luxe, 2-stroke. 2-speed; £35.—
4 Humphries, 54, St. Mark's Ed., Maidenhead. [4137,

GREAT Bargain; brand new 60 gTi. T.D.C. de luxe
2*3troke, with 2-speed gear; accept £48; will take

sidecar anywhere.—191. Sweetman St., Wolverhampton.
[4367

Triumph.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in =tock.-
Kand:ill, Andover. [0365

19 21 Triumph, Model H, brand new; £112.-41,
Madrid "Rd., Barnes. [4522

JN %toik.-HaiKlall, 'Andover. [0364
1921 Triumrh S.D. Comliination ; £195;

1 020 Tyiie H. Triiinipli Comliination, new, sliop-soilert

;

i-O ISOKHS.-Jlitsous, Newmarket, [4425

41j.1). 1914 Triumiili, 3-.«poed Imb, perfeft eonditiou;
£60.-.Smitli, 16, Cnrlyle Rd., Of|mbridg;e. [4100

TElUMl'lt .Tiiuior, late 1919, perfect, excellent con-

liilinn; £58.-107, KinB St., Hammereuiitl]. [4283

TmiTMPH 1920 41i.i)., Trhnnrh sidecar, speedometer,
etc'.; £175.-Porker'(

lUlpI . _

Biadshnwgate, Bolton.
fx3788

1 O20 T.T. 41i.p. Triumph Solo, shop-soiled: £100.—
LtJ Wright's Garaee, SaUron Walden. Tel.: 16.

[4318

1 Oil 3'"li.p. Triumph, porleet order, good condition;

ItJ £35.- Watson, 8, Valebrooko, Sunderland.
[4349

ii3-: All letters itlalliis to advertisements should Quote the number ut the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
» Triumph.

4I1.P. Triumiih; solo £105. combination £125-
Tel.: Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.

W.l. [448fa

TRIUMPH 4h.p., clutch, new, lamps, mechanical
horn; £37.-0. M. Taylor, Trumpet Hotel, Staf.

lord. [4340

TKITTMPH Combination, variable gears, dj-unmo.
B.B., Bosch, .spares i £68.-169, Harvist Rd., Kil

burn. [4196

TRIUMPH, 1919, OS new; £92.-Dental Parlors, 769.
The Brcndway, Manor Park, Eomforcl Ed., Lou

don. E. [533;

|Q14 Triumph, S-speed model, recently OTerhaulert,^V good ctindition; £47/10.-12, Bridge St., Cam-
bridge.

^

[40t>2

4h.p. 1914 Triumph, 3-speed, dutch, lamps, horn, etc.,

^ splendid condition; £70.-160, High St., Old
\\okmg; [399,;

JUMOR Triumph, good condition, all accessories'
£45.— >^ rnder, 118, Hawcoat Lane, Barrmr-in.

Fllrue.«s. [4058
rpRIUMPH Brand New 4h.p.. 3..speed. Mcdel H
J. £127/10.-Bambers', Eastbnuk St., Scntliport
Tel.: 607. [4202

100 Cos.—Triumph 1919 and Canoelet, lamps,AW perfect condition, new.— 9, Grandeson Rd ,

Battersea. [X3822

I Q 20 Triumph-Gloria Combiuation, excellent condi-Lir tion thrcughout; £140.-Phipp, Sherston, Malmi«-
bnry, -Wilt?. [436

1

pOUNTERSHAFT Triumph, enamelled and platedV^ 1920 colours, as new; £62/10.-1, Othello St'
Liverpuul. |-4344

rflRIUMPH, 1920, brand new Tourist Tropliv model-X list price JE105, special reduced price, shop-soilc(i'
£85.—Below.

IIEiyMPH, 1920, brand new lightweight, 2-spepd 2-

., ,"'„"J^,^'
'^* l'""-'* ^'5' special reduced price, shop

fiOlled, £65.—Below.
npfRIUMI'H 1921 Models in stock for immediate dc-
J- lively at list price.—Elce and Co., Bishopsgale At
eamounle St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 6548. [0067
fPEIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, clntcli ex-
-«- cellenf condition, very fast; £80.-25, Braceh'ridge
St., Nuneaton. [S35V7
"DABX Triumph, 2 spejds, lamps and hom, splendid
J-^ order: bargain, £50.—Miss Edmondson 19, Barn-
field, u rexham. [4174
fyEIlrMPH Combination, inst arrived; list price —
J- Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Ed. S W 1'
Latchnicre 4441. _ ...

^ SPECIAL

r XMAS
TOFFER

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph (not W.D,), good con-J-t/ dition, ride away, nearest otter £90: 2';;h n
Ooulsnn R wnnloH H. .,.,..0 TJ., .. .1 .,-:..l. TV n 1

'COHI

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Gloria sidecar,
tord, lanips. horn, new condition:

The Hoo, Hitthin.

[4154

Easting. Wat-
£160.—James,

[4350
ITIRIUMPH Baby, Sept., 1919, little used, lullv
J. e,_iuipi«^d. spares; £60, or otfer.-,Sancreed, Galton
Bd., Tv est 'litr-on-Sea. [4024
"lt)214h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stock fmJ-*^ immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co 52-54
Hampstcad Rd., N.W.l. ' [0354

1Q12 Clutch Model Triumph, lamps. Klaxon first--^•^ class condition throughout; £45 or offer -Burr
48, Baling Park Gardens, W.S, '

[3972

1Q21 .Junior Triumph, £76; all-chain Triumph, £140-J-O Model H., £127/10: in stock, reads' to ride
Offay.-Oross, Agent, Eotlierham. [X3757
^llO.Triumph. June, 1919, Canoelet and alnnii
c** discs, S laiujis, g;ood tyres, little used, as u

[4022

OTo every purchaser of a new cover A
we are prepared to give, free of
charge, a new and fully guaranteed
Inner Tube. All goods are sent
Carriage Paid, and on approval,
seven days against remittance.

TYRES

m B wanted.—Boyce, Ranchvick, Nuniiey ' RU
rrome. ^q^as

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-spfied. clutch, 1919 model, little
UPed, rC'Iiaiuted. etc.. in first-rlncn nnnrlifinn

tliroughout; £100, or nea
bourne, Berks.

D
Size.

26x2

26x21

26x28

. ,- ...V ..mum
_, .. -7 good tyres, little used, as uew
34, Observatory Rd., East Sheen.

"

TIRIUMrH Combination, 1919, 4h.p., 3-spepd LuciJ- nccessones, perfect; a bargain at £135'
tiers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. ..

Bam-
[4203

1Q16 Countershaft Triumph Combination, 3 lampsAW tools, etc., excellent condition,—Seen at 5. The
Boulevard, Balham High Rd., S.\V.12. £90. =-""

[4366

1020 4h.p. Trinmph, Philipson pulley, sporting Canoe--i-M let sidecar, in splendid condition • £100 —Bul-
Iqughs Motors, Ltd., "Waterloo St., Oldham. [4020

'^!l*)^^ Triumph and TVatsonian Coachbuilt Sidecar
'„ .- ^'!.V^

speedometer, lamps, etc.. splendid condi-
-Jl, tion; £100. -Phillips, East St., Eye, Sussex. [4085

fEIUSIPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
*- plating as new, horn, lamps, spares, verv snnll
mileage; £70.-D. Lavin, Old House, Sonniug, Berks.

1Q20 Triumph, spring wheel. Gloria combination
-^>' perfect throughout: £126.—Edward?oughoi
rmgton Ed., South Kensington

. 50, liar
Tel. : Kens. 3709.B[4519RAND New 1920 Tliumph Combination, equipped

regardless, insured; cost £191, accept £148-
handsome outfit.— 60,Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.

IfRIUMPH, late 1914, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-spemi
^.r. ^^?X'

clutch, and kick starter, splendid condition:
£46.—Allen, 10, Freshford St., Earlsfleld. S.W.18.

."TIEIUMPH, All 1921 Models.-Early deliyery. ra'tts*
•• faction guaranteed by booking with S. E. Clap-

,liam (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwicu, S.E lO
[3836

Q
26x2}

28x3

700x80

Make,

Avon Rubber Stud
Englebcrt Wired on Rib
Avon Combination
Hutchinson Pa.ssenger...
Beldam Extra Heavy. .

.

Bates No. 1 Special
Dunlop iieavy
Palmer Cord Ribbed ...
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy
Hutchinson T/F
S. Mouiton Extra Heavy
Engiebert Wired-on R.S.
Beldam Heavy..,;
Engiebert Wired-on Rib
Dunlop Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy ....
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy,
I'^enipshall .Anti-skid. , ,

.

Bates No. 1 Special
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S.
S. Mouiton Extra Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy . .

Palmer 2-ply Ribbed. . . .

Engiebert Wired-on R.S.
Engiebert Wired-on Rib
Goodrich Safety Tread..

.

Dunlop Extra Heavy. . .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
EliteE.Hy.Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy .

.

Avon 3-rib

Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Partridge R, Non-skid

Our
Price.

25/6
25/.
44/-
44/-
39/6
39/6
39/6
39/-
37/6
37 ,.'6

37/5
35/-
34/-
30/-
41/6
39/6
39/-

37/6
37/6
34/6
59/-
45/.
45/-
39/-
35/-
30/-
52/6
48/6
35/-
33/-
68/-

58/-
52/6
85'-

List

Price,

D31/-

55/-
91/-

68/9
64/-
67/-

53 ,'6

52 /S

62/5
52j'-

59/-
64/-
58/-
60/-

5(5 .'9

66/-
68/6
73'-

71/6
72/6
74 '3

77,'-

73/- ,_
50/3 Q
70/-

93/6
84/-
8i/-

H
o

D
79/6 ,^-
75/6 o
77/- ^*

iro/.

BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Dunlop. Pedlev, Eatei, J^in. |in. 7in. Tin rljo

1/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/-"etc. Per Foot.

RETREADING p^-'^.™^'.. f^,6
Medium

, , i5/_
Eepairg a:e exec tei at -^

our ow 1 wo'Us under ex- Xr RPDA IDO
ir^rtsnie vsio". *™ »*-l"«irSO

DHI
Ml

Nor

RUBBER
P BOOTS

Made by
North British
'Rubber Co., Ltd.
Dominion
Rubber Co,,
Ltd.. etc.

Sizes 6, 7, 8, g, 10, II

264—266

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, ViGTORiA,n

S.W. 1.

Victoria 65S3.

osao
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the jiumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

(rreenwood's Garage, Pang-
[3971

p.O.C.ir. lor 1921 Triumphs; earliest deliveries.-5,
J- Heath St.. Ilampstead (nr. HaDipstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: ITampstead 3752. Hours 9-^^. i'n-

eluding Saturdays. [4211
TRIUMPH Countershaft Front Wheel, £1 ; rear

hub. 12/6; pair lappet guides, new, £1; B.S.A.
1914 front wheel, £1; Douglas frunt, 15/-.—Matthews.
Ockley, Surrey. , . [4383

1 Q14 41i.p.~ Triumph, 3-speed hub. clutch, Bosdi, p£j-
J-i7 ffct condition, P. and H. lamps, new Dunlop:
£40; with cnne sidecar, underslung-, £45.— Cornwell,
Ticehurst, Sussex. [4145

1 QIS Triumph 4h.p. W.D. Model, lamps, horn, pump
L «J' and tools, ready to ride away, owner goinK
abroad, delivered 100 miles; £85.—St. Katherine's.
Snodland, Kent. [4319

1 Q20 4h.p. Model H Triumph, done 1,500 miles,
-I- 1? Bonniksen, lamps, horn, tools, splendid condi-
tion, fast; £125.—Fellows, Moss Side, Manchester Rd..
Ashton-under-Lyne. [X3825

TRIUMPH 4h.p., T.T.. Swan sporting sidecar, all ai-
cessories and spares, splendid running order ; seen

by appointment; £130, or nearest.-Les Roses, Aslibur-
ton Rd., Croydon. [4475

1 020 Triumph Gloria, sprung wheel, luggage petrol
-L «7 grids, aluminium footboards, Tan-Sad, unpunc-
tnred, perfect, new August ; £140.—Brvn Rhedydd.
Mossley Hill, Liverpool. [3990
"IQ19 Triumph 4h.p. Solo, large sprocket, semi-T.T.
-^•-' handle-bars, knee-grips, lamps, exceptionally good
mndition; £85.— Writ© appointment, Axton, 22, Cranley
GiHTleus, Soutli Kensington. [4116

1 Q20 Triumi:ih Combiuation, only done 2,000 miles,
J-*? fitted with Bluemel wind screen, speedometer,
and all accessories, in new condition; £145.—Bounds.
223, High Rd.. Kilburn, N.W. [4453

TRIUMPHS In Stock: Model H solo. £127/10;
Model H combination. £182/10; lightweight, ip75;

aud W.D. Model. .£105.—At the .Triumph Asents.
AVest's (Lincoln). Ltd., High St., Lincoln. [X3268
1 020 Triumph and B.S.A. sidecar, run 2,500 miles,
J-*^ fitted new tyres, luggage grid. Stirling leg shields,

horu,^ lamp.^, speedometer, spare valve, spring, etc.

;

£155.~Verity, Longfield House, Hatfield, Herts. [S375o

TRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can fiive immediate delivery. Chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Muswsll
Hill, N.IO; and :it Woodside Parade, North Finrhley.

[4229
TRIUMPH, Model H. £127/10, S.D. £140. D.

£105. L.W. £75; combination. Model H.
£ 162 / 10, S.D. £195 ; immediate delivery.—Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St., London,
W.l. [0329

TRIUMPH, 1917, renovated makers, grand condi-
tion every way. 3-speed countershaft solo and

sidecar gears, complete limps, pump, etc., all good
condition; for quick sale, £75.—Seen. Horsman's
Garage, East Rd., Kingston. [4448

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, very spoity outfit, T.T.
-Lt' bars. Ace discs, long exhaust pipe, sporting Canoe-
let sidecar, with special wind screen and luggage grid.

Lucas accessories, tyres unpunctnred ; £150.—Hadley,
8. Mardol Head. Shrewsbury. [X3507

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919. late model, stream-
fort sidecar, splendid chassis, low mileage, fully

: ecjuipped in every detail, including spare tyre and tube;
! 100 gn,<.—Apply, M. S. M. Parsons, Sergeants' Mefvi,
'. Kensington Barrack?;. Church St., Kensington. [4050

1 0"13 Triumph, excellent order throughout, complete,
i tJ minus engine and -whe.^ls. £13 ; alao Triumph
Junior, api)earance as new. engine and gears perfect,

knge P. and H.lamp set, Luca.?; horn, legshields. etc.;

£47: "exchuuties.—Dawson, 34, Amuthill Rd., Bedford.
[4177

NEW Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft Model. £127/10;
4h.p., type WDB, £105; 4h.p., all chain drive.

£140; 4h.p.. fixed engine, sporting, £105; all modeU
in stock; Cambridge agents for Triumphs.—Herbert
Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel,:

995. T.A.: Bicycles. _^, [4263

TRIUMPH Combination. 3-speed countershaft. K.S.,
Millford Corvette .^idecar. Dunlop tyres and belt."

Bo?cfi. JB. and B., top feed variable, Brookti. T.T,
handle-bar.s. Millers lamps. Tan-Sad, grand condition;
£110,' nuif-t sell:' will separat-e.-Apply, Howich,
Keeper's Coiner, Barstow. Surrey.

"'- [4307

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. . London. E.C.4.-
New 4h.p. Triumph solo, delivery fronr. stock,

£127/10; also new 4h.p. Triumph combination, all^

chain drive, £195 ; new 4h.p. Triumph solo, all-

chain. £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £105;
-also 1920 4h.p. Triumph combination, £152/10. Easy
terms, or exchanges arranged.

'
[4580

TRIUMPH 1913 3",._.h.p., 5-speed. clutch. C.B. side-
car, whole jnst re-enamelled latest Triumpli

colour, Amac, Bosch. 1920 ars. Klaxon, new P. and
H. set, T.W.R. side. tail, extra generator, spares, belt,

cover, new tube. mag. chain, valve cap, jets, tools;

trial any time; £66/10, or nearest; monev needed.—
"Bond, 23. Applegarth Rd.. W.14. [4581

A2.5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

VELOCETTES, 1921 models, ready for delivery; liBtB

iree.—Pliipp, iSlaerston, MalmcsbuTy, Wilts.
[4560

VEtOCETTE, only ridden 100 miles; for immediate
eale, £70.—Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford.

[X2917

O'DONOVAN Motxjrs are sole London and district
agents for the wonderful Veiocette: immediate

delivery.—O'DonoTan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [4708

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of fhe famous
Veiocette, 19ai model, 2'4Ii.p., 2-siie6a, all-chain

drive: f 75.—Agents: W. Spirrow, Ltd., Osborne Ciarage,
Yeovil. [1632

VTELOCETTE, the lightweight with' a big heart. In
» stock for imiijediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatly

reduced price; now is the time to buy.—Hebes, 154-155,
Gt. Portland St., Wl.- 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. . [7196

Varus.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe I.ane, London, E.C.4.—

2'>4h.p. 1920 Verus-Blackburne, excellent condi-
tion; £85. [4566

^55 down and 8 monthly payments of £6/10 secures
c^ ;i iiraud new shop-soiled 1920 Verus-Elackburne
2-speed 2?4h.p.—Maudes' (below).

1?40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 securescV a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verus Blackburne.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St.,
lOxeter. [4481

-J
Q20 Verus, 2iih.p. 2-strok6, 2-sp6ej, kick-starter,

-•- " clutch model, first-class condition ; £55.—J. C.
I'liipp, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts. [4362

1 Q20 Verus, 2,i4li.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-starter,
--*' clutch model, had little use, tip-top condition

;

£58.-11. Phipp, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts. [1033

Victoria.

VIOTOEIA Motor Cycles.-Early delivery of all
models : cash or easy payments.—Sole agent for

Durham, T. A. Middleton, Elvet Bridge, Durham.
[X3807

Villiers.

Qiih.p. Villiers, S.A. 2-speed, clutch aud K.S., lamps,
'W* horn, etc., not done 600 miles; £77-:—Evans,
Ironmonger, Rhos, Wrexham. [X3717

Wilkin.

WILKIN, Models B and B4, shop-soiled: at greatlv
reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mebes,

154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 May-
lair. [7197

Williamson.
-Qb.p. Williamson Combination, new sidecar, child's

seat, hood, screen, lamps, etc.; £95, or offers.—
2, Fflnoh St., Deptford. 'Phone : New Cross 1497.

- [4289
1 t| 14-15 Williamson Combinatiou, 8h.p., air-cooled,
-«-*' all spares, for good solo and cash {T.T. Trimnph
or Noitou preferred): sell £100.— Parker, Alcester Ed.,
Feckenhaui, Redditch. [4351

\X7ILLIAM,S0N Slj.p., 1916 model. Water-cooled,
'* complete with luxurious sidecar, tj-res, etc.

exiellent, guaranteed; what offers; either cash or
exchange small power unit, Ford, or anything useful,
Inestock.—Jennings, Mendip Lodge, Godalminc, Surrev.

[4117

Wolf.
-jQ20 Wolf-Villiers, 2>^h.p., complete, lamps and
-I-*/ tools.— Wain, Stanton Lees, Itowsley, Derbyshire.

[4119
-|Q20 Shop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Blark-
-t-*' burue, J. A. P., aud Villiers engines and Sturmey-
Arches gear bo.xes; cheap to clear.—Tel. ; Museum 6626.
-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.. W.l. [4489

Wooler.
WOOLER, 1920, practically new; bargain. £80;

gradual payments.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. -

[4558

<r>3h.n. 1920 Wooler, 6 speeds, McNab's record-
^^4 breaker, £85; also new 1921 2->4h.T). Wooler
louring model, £103/ 10.—Wauchope's, 9, .Shoe Lane,
London. [4577

WOOLER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled; at
greatly reduced price; now is the time to buv.—

Mebea, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426
Mayfair. [7192

Zedel.
3h.p. ZedeU single-cyl., Bosch, Amac, in good run-

ning order, fast: sell £38; exchange high power
combiujition and £10.-Smart, Chnllymead, Mclkshaui:

[4032
Zenith.

21 Zeniths, in stock.— Agents. Hewelt Bros,. 94.
Western Rd.. Kove. Sussex. [0344

7ENITIIS.--Imniediate delivery ol 1921 models.—
'J Kvans' (iarage, Ncwjjort, Salop. [4463

£ih.p. Zonith-IJradua, Imlievod 1914, overhauled,' onamellcd, Kporty. good tyres, laU'ps, trial; £50;
exi-llUJigos.— 45, Kiply Rd., Belvedere. [4084

ZE.NITII 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders tor
early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebos,

154-6, Gt. Portland St.,- W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mavtair.
13262

19

MOXaR CYCLES PaR SALE.
^ Zenith.

I7ENITH 81i.p., 1920, Model 11, shop-soiled; in stock
^-J at greatly ledxiced price ; now is tne time to buy.—
Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., M'... 'Phone: 3426
Mayfan-. [7193
Xj^OR Sale. 1920 Zenith iTodel H Pidecar combination,
J- new in May, done 1,000 nule<, all aceessoriee,

'

pxeellent condition; £180.—N. C. King, The Croft,
Stourbridge. [3974

lyENITH 8h.p. Sporting Model in stock: £139.—
*-J A'ivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodatock
St. (off Oxford St.). Bond St., London. "W.l. 'Pbone^
Mnyfuir 6559. [03ia

F.O.C.H. for 1921 Zeniths; earliest deliveries.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube,

Station).. 'Phone: Sampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. _ [4209

THERE is a Zenith Service Depot ;it 89, "VTifimfMe

St., W., where you mav obttiiu nil e-paxe paits.

1921 models for immediate delivery, rod 1920 models
at greatly reduced prices.

WE Cater Solely for tbe Zenith rider, and prompt
eervice is assured. Accessories, overhauls, tuning*,;

information and advice. — The Motorists' Adrisory
Agency, Ltd., 89, Wi^more St.' Mayfair 5598. [4218

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination.. Lucas
head, rear, j^idecar lamp^, Cowey speedometer^

Ace disc wheels, indistineuisiiabio from new ;
£170.—

Parker's, Bradsbawgate, Bolton. [S3787

."1Q19 4-5b.p. Sports Zeuitu^and Ughfc Millford coacb^
Jt,*' built sidecar, speedometer, lamps, mechanical
horn; £93; or solo £90.—Emvards, 50, Harrington Ed:^
South Kensinffton. 'Phone: Kensington 5709. [3842'

1Q20 8h-p. Zenith, countershaft, with Henderson/
J- «-' Elite sidecar, di^s, horn, mirror, spare chain,,

hardly ridden, perfect condition, guarauteed ; £130, nea:^

oft'er.-Elm.s 433, Brixton Kd., S.^Y.9. 'Phone: 7041

Briston. [4074

NEW 8h.p. Zenith I\loJel II Combination; £204;
or on deferred payments: one filth deposit,

balance by 12 monthly imtahnents a small extra
charge being made for credit terms —Harrods. Ltd..

118, Brompton Rd., London. [4534

ZENITH 6b. p. J.A. P. Combination, clutch, discs.

huod, acetylene aud electric lighting, B.B. and
Amac carburetters, spare valves, tubes, etc., and full

kit of tools, recently uverbai.iled, appearance and condi-
tion perfect; £80.-32, Canterbury Rd., Brixton. [5574

TC|20 8h.p. Sporting Zenith, perfect appearance and
-t *^ mechanical condition, Eouniksen rjpeedometer,
Uiileage 1,050, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, knee-grips,
D.A. cylinders, etc. : £130.—Herbert - Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Teh: 995. T.A.:
Bicycles. " [4261

8h.p. Twin Zenith-Gradua 1920 Cniiit.inatiou, Heu-^
derson Elite sidecar, i^leotilu Uglitiu^, spate acei^

mulator, cover and tube, ug\y siiare l>elt", sidecar wind
screen, speedometer. Klaxon hoin, P.H. lamp^. done
only 3,000, thoroughly overhauled,- Dec. ; trial by ap-
pointment; price 170 gns., or near ofler.—Robinson,
Motor Works, Beccles. [4219

Ladies* Motor Cycled.

NEW Lady's Registered Dengn 1921 i;.^h.p. J.E.S-i
weight under 60 Ih, ; 42 gns. ; orders taken in

strict rotation : photo for stamp.—Chandler, Shepherd's
\\en. Hover. [4076

Miscellaneous.

GA. SAX, 619, Garnitt Lane, Eailsfiekl, S.W.I?-,
• has for disposal:

T Q20 Doupkiri 4h.p.. fully eanipped, £85; 1915 Doug-
J-t/ las a^ih.p., condition as new, complete witB
lamps. £50; Triumph clutch model, very fasr, £.42/l'0\
A.C. Autocarrier, in jierfect running order, £55; Ma^x?
well touring car, peifect running order, upholsteritig
as new, £120; Sjnyker 15-cwt van, C.B. body, in goqa
running order, £60; Conimer Car 3-ton lorry, R.G*
1915, chain case type, fully equipped, hoops, sheeftffl

etc., £325. Any exchange entertained. [344i!|

PAL:\JER'S Garage. Tooting.—S^-jh. p. Triumph, refe

cent model. Bosch, runs well; £25. j

PALMER'S Gaarge, Tooting.—2"'4h. p. Clemeng
Garrard light twin, £10: 8h.p. Henderson. £3S^

;\.LMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 2"':ih. p. New HudsO^
light roadster, 3 speeds, clutch ; £40.

lALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 2''.Ui. p. Grandex Pre-
cision, semi-T.T., £25; Rudge ^lulti, £35. [445<1'

ih.p. Motor Cycle, mag., running order: £17, or

2 olfer; trial.-SS, Gurthornc Rd., Forest Hill. [443B

1 Q21 Triumphs, Scotts, Bradburys. James, Eudgw,
Xt7 Campions, Morgsins, etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's
Lynn. [3659

FOR Immediate Disposal. 40 B.S.A. motor bicyelea

wil.i chain drive, M(»del H, 4I4I1.P. (557 r.e.),

>ingle-cyl. engine, 2Gx2',.in, Imnlop tyros, 3-speefl

lounteislial't gear; brand new.

1 t\ Harley-Dnvidson Motor Cycle? with Sidecars, map.'
-i-" model, fitted witli Goodyear Bluestreak tyrf"

7-911. p., twin cylinder, 3-.^reert conntet*<hiift gear,, ill

multiple dine dry plate chit-ch with liuiul and' 10

control ; new.

1 £\£\ New Swift Cvcli'«, free wIiecN with counttT
Xv\f l-raho. g'-ar 68. 3-1 Gin. diain.— I-'or tnitli«r

partu'ulais. apply Clarendon Maunla«'turin[; and Ku-

Kineeriu^ Co., Ltd., 20, Cnpthuli Av., London, E.C.2.
[413H|

P
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.
TONES' Garage.-1920 3i.,li.p. solo Ariel.-See^^ display advert.

TONES' OaraKe.-1920 Ariel combination, Magdyno." -See disijlay advert. . = j_

TONES' Garage.--1920 6-7ri.p, Ariel combination.-." oee display advert. ,
^

TONES' Garage.-1920 Sii.p, spring frame Bat.-See^ disp.aj advert.

JONES- GaraKe.-1920 Sli.p. Blackburne combination.^' —teee dispiay aavert.

TONES' Garage.-1920 B.S.A.. model H. and coacli-" built sidecar.-See display advert.

J^'^S' ,?''rase.-1920 4h.p. Douglas combiuation.-^^ ^>ee tlispI.Hy advert.

TONES' Garage - 1920 MatcIUess combination, Lueas" lamps and norn.—See. display advert.

JONES'- Garage. -1920 Rover combination, Si.i.h.p.-
oee display advert. ^ _ j ._ i'.

TONES' Garage.-1920 Rover , combination, 5-61i.p.-^ bee display advert.

J°'Idvert*'''"°^'~^^-°
^°^'- Kudge.-See displa,

J°'X -?i'',%fr^^"-°
-''"''' ^I Triumph.-See dis-

J^'^ad^ert*^'"'''^^'"'^'''"'"''-'''
r<='">"t«l--See display

J°^p1ify ^dye!t:~^^^°
'"'""'"'''' Triumph.-See dis-

J^lsplafa'Sf^erl"'" =^'^'^-^- ^^"-^ Wooler.-See

"'^L^w-'iYo",^"^'''"
C'-^"°' ^-'^-''^. 2-Peed, brand

"-H:, bi''nTn-;i-?i78°'">™'''
'^'^^^- ^-P-".

"^Mvv-iyl^"-^^^-"
Diamond-Jap, 2-speed. brand

°™fnd?^:,?^li.^^° ^"'^'^' ^-'""'^. ^-P«^'.

ONES' GaraEe.-1920 Ilobart, 2-strake, brand new;

JONES' Garage.-192C Levis,- fitted with Lucas
- accessories; £57 10

r^iicas

JONES' Garage.-1920 -Metro-Tyler, Jatest model S;

JONES' Garage.-1920 O.K.-rDions, brand new; £44.

JONES' Garage.-192G 2-speed Hadco; £60.

JONES' Garage.-1920 A.B.C. 4-speed; £130.'

J°'l^Spp^ri!ra^=LU'«9=°"='<'' =-^"°^-' '""^

J^'^^^atJSr^ll^^el:^^^'^ ^-^'•P- I-d'"' «-

J°';Sps°X:^7s^^n^e^v;^^£F30^^'»^^
combination, al,

JONESJ Garage.-Levis, as new, all accessories, 1916;

JONES' Garage.-1916 New Imperial, 2-speed; £42.

°'If 'lam^p^s'l^feF.'"^
J^--' =-'->^e. ^-Peed.

^°'^;rgr^J?;^'£^8"°" "-binatiin, all ac-

1

:ONES' Garage -Early 1920 P. and-M. combination
I

:

as new and unscratched, luUy equipped; £125:'
ONES' Garage.-Late 1919 3i.,h p Sunhe-i'm „,

.

-
.

done 100 miles, fnlly equippedwith Was kcces_sones. not scratched, and guaranteed as n^w; £142
JONES' Garage.-1918 8h.p. Sunbeam, '

3-speed" Lucas dynamo lighting, hood, wind screen spar^wheel, etc., a real top-hole lot; £160. -""" sP=>«

JONES' Gal-age.-Late 1919 Triumph, sidecar combmation, lully equipped, and as iiew; £14™
-JONES' Garage.-1918 W.D. Triumph, overhauled" and guaranteed in perfect condition; £|o
TONES' Garage.-1918 W.D. Triumph 'and almost

ilOO."'"
' "" ="""''*«^=1 i'' perfect cSnditTon;

J^^S Gjjgge.-Triumph renovated, 3 in stock;

JONES' Garage.-1919 electric HarJev combination

W.D.!£lX^^
c-onduion and perfect ordeJ.S

JONES' Garage -Late 1919 electric Harlev combina-

^ratc&"; "ttt^'''
'' •"'''•

"°J ^"- '°° "»"«, not

J°'Sr*Ho''?Strh""i!9°R ""k
"''" aouble-seater side-^^ car to matcn, £195, a bargain; not W.D.

JONES' Garage.-1918 Harley combination, abso-

£120
^^ "™ guaranteed perlect, not W.D.;

lJ°^i^^' i33™Se.-1913 Triumph, Philipson pulleyilV m perfect condition; £39.
fu'icy,

(T}ik adi-crtisement continued m tJtiril column.)
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WE CAN SUPPLY
IMMEDIATELY

THE NEW

LICENCE

HOLDER
Brass. Plated

S/- 6/6
(With CUp for Handlebir)

, POST FREE.

Also the new or second-hand

MOTOR CYCLE
OR

SIDECAR
to attach it to.

May we send you our List?

TERMS :

Cash, Exchange or Deferred
Payments.

THE
EASTERN GARAGE CO

,

4 IS, Romford Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham,
Telegrams :

" Egaraco, London."

Official Repairers to

R.A.C.
A.C.U.

A.A. & M.U.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

J°^;,^l f^^^Ee.-igig Rudge, 3Uh.p., as new, nottlohe 500 miles, in guaranteed order; £85

J°'Tnrer;^r50:'-~"^° ^'P'"" ^'""<="' '" P^'^t-'

JONE.S' Garage.-AH our machines are guaranteed
civer wifi? r? *" ""'' ,™ndition, J months' guarantee

£20 or £500
"='-'»'"!. no matter whethir it cost

JONES' Garage.-Our motto is tair and square deal-
ing, which cannot be found everywhere. Any

rTefp?i?H '""f' "P'c" ']"i ^''^P"^'' ^->'s'™. or upon the

^f„^,^n Inf^^, .^^^"^ ''"' '»" ^''° list.-Jones' Garage,

I FiScMll '^'"' ^^°- ^"'' at Woodside Parade, North
1
rincniey.

[-4226

Ty-ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Winter's bar-
li„

sains; grand motor cycles, combinations, start-ling reductions. Watch.—Below.
WAND.SWORTH.-Easy terms, easy terms, easy
' ' terms on any motor cycle.—Below.
TyANDSWOBTH.-Now's the time to buy real good
' ' motor cycles, at a winter's price.—Below.
"ryANDSWORTH.-1920 N.U.T. Twin, dynamo light-
^»' ing, 3 speeds, magnificent machine; 118 gns._

TT7-ANDSWORTH.-W-&.T., famous T.T. twin, over-
' ' head J.A.P., very fast, beanty; cheap.—Below.
TI7'ANDSWOHTH.-1920 Royal Rubv 2i/,h.p., almost" new machine, nearly gift; 45 gns.—Below.
TX/-ANpSWORTH.-1920 lovely red Indian, dynimo" lighting, 7-9h.p.,Powerplus; only 125 gns.—Below.
TTrANpSWORTH.-1920 Triumph, T.T., 4h.p., Lucas" lighting, mostly soiled, unscratched; 96 gns.—
Below.

'm'ANDSWOKTH.-1920 Triumph coachbuilt com-" bmation, 4h.p., 3 speeds, beautiful turnout; 135
gns.—Below.

T\7"ANDSWORTH.—1920 Scott coachbuilt combina-
»' tion. twin, water-cooled, complete, smart lot; 125

gns.—Below.

"\TrAXpS\\'ORTH.—1920 new Radoo, sporting moJel." 2i.oh.p., 2 speeds, discs; 65 gns.—Below.
TT^ANDSWORTH.-1920 De Luxe 234h.p., 2 speeds,
» T very sinart machine; only 49 gns.—Below,

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. 1918 4Vih.p., 3 speeds,
almost new, unscratched; 89 gns.—Below.

"TyANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. late coachbuilt combina-
\I ation, 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick; 85 gns.

—Below.
,

'
.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. with sidecar, SVih.p.,
mag., 2 speeds, countershaft; bargain, 49 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Red Indian coachbuilt combina-
. tion, spring frame, 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds, newly
painted; 6^ gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuUt combination, 5
h.p. twin, Bosch, 2 speeds; only 45 gns.—Below,

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap combination, 8h.p. twin,
Bosch, 2-speed countershaft; 48 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury, fine coachbuilt com-
bination, 4h.p., Bosch, 2 speeds; bargain, 55 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Antoine, with coachbuilt sidecar,
5-6h.p. twin, mag., almost gift; 28 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH;—Bradbury 3i/.h.p., mag., 3 speeds,
clearance; first cheque 29 gns.—Below. -

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-

Station). 'Phone : Battersea 327. [4417

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
car, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registry, 35

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.—6h.p. Budge combina-
tion, lamps, 1920 model, £125; 1920 4h p Black-

burne-Yerus, 3-speed, and new Millford sidecar, £120/10.

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.-1920 6h.p. Ariel com--
bmation, shop-soiled, £145/10; 1920 Harlev-

Davidson, very cheap.

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifa.^.-1915 Harley-Davidson
combination, lamps, hood, etc., £87/10 6h n 2

speed Eex combination, £40/10.

TDOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.—8h. p. J.A.P free en
-•r

5ine Druid forks, £30/10; eh.p. Chater-Lea with
sidecar, ±55/10,

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.-1919 P. and M with
new sidecar, £115/10; 1920 2^peed Wolf, £52/10

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.-Six 1915 Dou-la^fi^
£49/10: four 4h.B. Douglases, 191S, £85/10 1914

i

3;.ih.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £35/10.

BOOTHS' Mt)tories.-1920 O.E. lightweight, Villieraengine, only run 150, £43/10; ditto with 2^neTcl
£54/10; 1920 Omerga, 2-spe3d, £69/15; 1914 2 snewi
Scott, ^47/10; 1920 lOh.p. Swift light car £420- 19I0
Haney-Davidsons, Ariels Quadrants, O.K. exclian'M
—Booths' Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. [2621

1 Q^-k Motor Cycles.-Send your order along, for all-Lt/ leading makes. Satisfaction and good service
pnaranteed.- &. E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St
Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3832

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

A.STOXISHIIvG List of r.en' 1920 motor cycles in

stock .^t bargain price; no leosonable oflers re-

fused.-Lamb's, 151, High St., W.iltbanistow ; 50, Higli

Krt., T>'00(1 Green; and 587, Eiiston Ed., London, N.W.I.
[4236

RB. CLAEK and Co.—Brand new shoi>soiIed 1920
• models, 10% under list; Rudge I.O.M., Lea-

Francis, BA.T., Verus, Sports Harley, Diamond, New
Hudson. Call and inspect.—7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. [4336

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139. New St.. Bir-
mingham.—Little used Douglas 'combination, £120;

Ixion 2-stroke. £52; Cumpion-Villiers, 2-speed^ £45;
]-]nfieId 2-speed 2-stroke. leg shields. eLeetiic lighting,
new A. B.C., N.U.T.. Lea-Fraucis. Ivy. Cedos; also

r~<OVENTRY Premier Super Runabout. [X1881

A.C. Sociable, good order, requires painting; best offer

over £30; Rudge 2-speed motor cycle, very good
condition. £40; Daimler lorry, running order. £50;
ligjitweight motor cycle spring forks, complete less power
unit. £7.-Sinith, 126, Market St., Tottington, Bury,
Lancashire. [3979

BARGAINS.—Please peruse our advertisements in
small columns. We are disposing of our large

stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced prices.
Do not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer may
not occur again.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St.,

\¥.l, 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7194

MOTOR Cycles [New Models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in stock: B.S.A.. Allon, New Scale, Radco

(3 luodels), Triumph, Douglas. Sun Vitesse (for which
we are the sole agents for the City of London), and
others at lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage paid.—'
Bancroltiau Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, London, B.C.2.

[0356
F.O.C.H, the car. light car, and motor cycle

specialists.—A good new and second-hand selection
always on view; pnces to suit everybody; fair cash
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality. We
supply Triumph, Zenith, B.S.A., A.J.S., etc., also
the famous Kinesbury .Junior. Bleriot Whippet.
Grahame-White, G.N.—5. Heath St.. Hampstead {nr.
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays [4212

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
"ITTALL Auto-Wheel, good condition, toured Nortlj
'V Wales September; £12/10.—Thompson. Dhoon,

Hoghton, Preston. [X3811
1 Q21 Simplex Power Units, for attaching to push
Xt-' cycles; £25/10.— Sole agents, Bombers', Eastbank
St., Soutliport. Tel. : 607. [4205

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
TTQERTON'S Northgate. Ipswich, can delireTy from
-*-' siook A.B.C. Skootamotas and mobile pups.

* [1445
'INGSBUEY Scooter, with saddle, carrier, toolbag,
^ etc... run leas than 100 miles, practically new con-

dition
; £25.-Abbeville, Parson St.. Hendon. [4153

A .B.C. Skootamota.—As sole London agents, we can
-'^ offer inunediatc delivery of all models, including
Oouimereial Model; £55.—Autoveyors, 84, Victoria St
>=-^>-l- [9368

TRICYCLES rOR SALE.
AE6S0N Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disaliled.—Particulars. Argson Eng,
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hood.-, best and cheapest on the inaiket

made to fit any body.

fJEECULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-. and 80/-; write for
.i-M- list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd
South Tottenham, N.15. [4547

C-\MBER Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bii'lit
and Hayles, 78, Church St, Camberwell. [4181

TX7IND Screens, Auster Triplex, sporting type, as soldVf ;it 42/-; 12/6 each.—Central Garage, 302, London
Kd., Thornton Heath. [4556
AU.STEll Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Screens

12in.. adjustable, (it sporty sidecar, 22/6 each'
.Tnd other types.—McConnell and Bailey, 73. Gt Port-
land St., W.l. fTojO

BODIES.
yENUS Step Bodies are the best lor old chassis.

'y/'ENUS Bulbous Bodies s^ roomy and very smart.

VCENU.? Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and lieht
» but not unsightly. Get one.

'

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue *ree.

yrNrs .sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St.. B. Tottenham.

C<.\MBKR Concli Bodies uiiidD to order. -Bright and
' Haylc, 78, Clinreh St., Oiunberwell. [4ie2

PKItFECTION Coach Sidecar Bodies: £6/15 -Hali-
fax .Alotor Ex-chango, Hoiton St., Halifax. [4243

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit uny cl)n««l«. (list-
';l.-iHM finish. Several bmlies (new) to clear cheap

"'it.i lor designs.-The Willowbiook Co., M;innfac-
tiiHTs, Leicester. 10336

K^

.l-WrONG'VK'ACEi.

CHRISTMAS
To our friends
everywhere.

WE, the Managing Stafi of the

Layton Garages, beg to wish

you a Christinas full of peace,

hope, and joy.

We desire also to express heartfelt

thanks for the kindness experienced

at your hands, and to assure you
that our gratitude is unbounded
and sincere.

One outstanding factor that has
contributed towards making the

Layton Garages one of the very
best and largest motor cycle

businesses in the United Kingdom,
and that, in sjHte of the fact that

Bicester has only a population of

3,000, is the courtesy and kindness

you have so freely extended to us.

You have treated us like men, and
we have tried to justify your con-

fidence. Our business is strong,

and we are stronger because of

the contact with your personality;

in other words, our success is

yours, and we most gratefully

acknowledge the fact.

It is our hope iKat we may enjoy your
friendship unceasingly, and our plans
for 1921 are so arranged that no trans-

action carried out with us can ever give
you cause for regret. We will only
permit the BKST goods to come into
cur stock, so that you can never buy
anything other than one thing from us

—

and that is satisfaction Always we will
l^eep before us the value of your con-
fidence and friendship. We shall pro-
tect you, and 7levcr, if we can help it.

shall you regret coming into our circle.

The object of this advertisement is not
{o sell you anything- it is simply our
desire to say "Thank you" in the most
s'ncere mann?r, but if you have queries
(hat you wish to put to us, we are here
surrounded by what we believe to b? the
very test motor cycle stock in England,
and are at your service entirely.

But, above all things, do not
forget that to-day, more than
ever, our gratitude and best
wishes are YOURS.

J. W. TOLLAD Y,

General Manager.

ferrf^iTn

London Road, Bicester, and
90, High Street, Oxford.

BODIES.
SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies,

signs and colours to choose from; apri
many de-

- -- . aprons, heeds
wind screens, repairs, Trade supplied.—City Jtlotor
Co., 121, 123, 125. London Rd., Manchester. [[004€

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Xfork-
ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to tire coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when

ng new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.0.4.
[0004

SIDEC.4R ATTACHMENTS.

s
XpOR

OANDUM, the Sma .'t Sid&car Specialists.

SANDUM Sidecar Catalogue lot 1921, the mo;^
comprehensive in the trade.

SANDUM Sidecars.-Kg. 1 De Luxe, £24/10
value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models. Tlie ExQuisite £24/10, and Spoit;
£28/10, are of dibtinctive appeaiaiiLe.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, .£28/10; the smartest side.

car on the road; highly recommended in " Tht
jNIotor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all. from £16/16 t^

£50; absohitely honest \alue.

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sideoaf (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Sizt

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in ccr
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
any make of machine, £4'i, bodies only, £22/10
The latest development of the 2'^seater as designed bj
us, and approved by the recognised experts

SANDUM-— TH.-^ist on Sandnm er-closed wheel chassi;
or on fiirdev type chaysi;

^AN^'UM Screen, £4/lp; easily o-ptrated ly pac=S9n^ [-'sr, with t^creen in any potiition.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart an.
racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and unde

seat; when not in use the seat back hinges forwar.
and neat coverall encloses'the whole; price £4/17/6.

OANDUM Hood; plated fittings, suit any body;
mediate delivery; £5.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturers
coachbuilt bodies, chassis,_^. hoods, screens, ani

aprons.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders ii

the country.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's li
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories; 1(

to 165, Pentonville Rd.,
Britannia St., W.C.

N.; and Britannia Works
[001

G AMBER Lightweight Sidecars;" f 16/10.

1^AMBER Semi-touring Sidecars; £20/15.

lAlIBEK Tandem Sidecars; £27/10.

lists free.—Bright and
Ciimberwell, London.

C.AJLBER Sidecnrs
78. Clinich St.,

Bri.xton 2951.

TT'LOAT Sidecars.—iManufactured by McConnell ami Bailey, 73, Gt. Portland St., W.l

Hayles
'Plione

[11

^honc : 35 B iccstcr.

"clegram^: " Inlegriiy"
'Phone: 784 0.1 /rri/.

Biccstcy mid Ox/oiil. '^

delivery to St al

/\28 All letters rclnting to .ulvcrtiscments sho

1,076, c/o The Motor Carle.

iild quote the mimber at the entl of each ndvertisemeni, and the date of the issue.

FLOAT Sidecars.—Immediate
makes of motor cycles.

FLOAT Sidecars.—Write for illuBtrated list;

28 gns. complete with chassis and tyre.

];tiLOAT Sidecars are fitted with underslung chassis
call and inspect at above address.

FLOAT Sidecars in stock at McConnell and Baile\
73, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [705

HARLEY, Excelsior, and Henderson.—New Dt^ Ln^
bulbous biick sidecar, 28X3 tyre; d£59/19,-]loluT

CJWAN Sportingr Sidecar, for Americtiu Ex.—Mott
io' Exchange, Hortou St.j Halifax. ,424

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all mneliines, room
bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent spiingiug

prices from £19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to m for reucvntion. New hood
wind screens, and npious fitted. Write tor cat.

logue.

THE Willowbrook Co.. Royal Leicester Sidecar Wwl
Bel^rave Gate, Leicester. [.03.

Sidecar, touring, re-enaincUef
"

" " . Mithi:

enno canoe body, new chassis, tyre, til

tulir, only driven 5 nules; £12.— Blake, I
nonth, Cornwall. (D) [41

"I 021 Harley Sidecar, £42; brand new; list .£49/11
X«/ —Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kel
.sington. Tel.: Kens. 3709. [4M

FLYING Middle-ton, 1920, little need, conu'l^-ti^.

Ici-t iiuy nflr?r for onicl; side: seen London,

—

--' -- -• ^ '44Q
;

TURNER Conchlmilt
lis in^w, 26in,

Lyniington, Hants.

QIDECAIl,

li!
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The New Year.

AT
a moment when a wave of trade depres-

sion is sweeping over the world one is

apt. to take a rather gloomy outlook of

future events. There is, however, a

brighter side to the picture which con-

cerns the motor cycle industry. From the date

of the Armistice till the summer of 1920 there

existed an entirely fictitious state of trade

induced by a rush of purchasers who were once

more free to use the roads after the war period.

The end of this scramble for machines unfor-

tunately coincided with the normal yearly easing

of orders and also with a , state of world-wide

trade depression.

There is, however, no need to be pessimistic

with regard to the future of the motor cycle

industry. We are settling down to a normal

state of trade, and there is every prospect of a

brighter outlook in a few months time. Motor
cycles have proved their value in times past, and
are daily becoming a necessity to an ever

enlarging public. Their economy of running is

a sure magnet in these days.

In addition, the majority of motor cyclists are

enthusiasts who keep tlieir machines for only a

year, and there are still large fields to be explored

in the Overseas njarket. Again, a belated reduc-

tion in petrol prices will improve matters.

Interest in competition work is increasing, and

the keenness of the club man shows no signs of

waning; therefore we feel that we are expressing

no idle hope when we wish all readers of T/ie

Motor Cycle a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

The 1921 Six Days Trials.

ELSEWHERE in this issue will be found a

resume of the suggestions on- which the

A.C.U. proposes to base the regulations

governing next year's Six Days Trials.

A perusal will show that the so-called

freak hill policy which reached its culmination

last September is to be discontinued, and that

the forthcoming event will be over a route of

much less intrinsic severity
;

greater technical

demands, however, ^ will be made, and we are

promised that the machines will be -subjected to

much more rigorous examination, both before and
after the riding, tests, which are to commence
and finish with certain performances on Brook-

lands. Silence, springing, braking systems, and

oil retention are all marked down for criticism,

and as opposed to more sporting events in other

places, the " Six Days " tends to become still

more a mass of regulations. If it was definitely

manifest that these ordinances were introduced

for the all-round betterment of motor cycle

'design, there would surely be no cause for com-
plaint ; but one regulation alone shows th-at the

suggestions do not emanate from a source w'hich

keeps in view the universality of the motor cycle.

We refer, of course, to the reservation respecting

machines of over 350 c.c' capacity, which will

be compelled to draw a sidecar. This proposed
ruling discourages at one swoop the more power-
ful solO' machines. If it is carried into effect,

such features as ease of steering, weight dis-

tribution, light frames for solo use, and general
' manageability" are almost entirely discounted

in a class of machines which remain univer-

sally -popular. Useless to argue that the

trial is over roads which will make no demands
on the larger solo machines, since good steering

qualities, easy control, and particularly weight
reduction are essential to all types of solo

machines, whether on freak hills or elsewhere.
A wiser provision would have been that all

machines listed by the makers for sidecar tise

should be entered with sidecars attached ; such
a proviso would prevent the makers of double-
purpose outEts from confining their appearances
in public tests to the solo classes, which is pro-
bably what the A.C.U. aims at doing.

After all The Motor Cycle has done to en-
courage the lightweight motor cycle, it is good
to observe that the A.C.U. will encourage light-

weights, particularly those in the 200 lb. class.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover
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Naked Chain Life.

MEDICAL reader has sent me without com-
ment a filthy package on which I was fool

enough to pay excess postage. I will scrag my
friend when I meet him, for the package merely con-

tained a worn-out chain. It has done 4,021 miles on

a 7-9 h.p. combination, iTinning without a chain case.

During this .mileage, which was mostly town work,

and full of stops and starts, the chain has broken
thrice. Once as the result of a piece of wire becom-
ing entangled with the hub. .Once because the spring

clip was put on the wrong way round. Once from
sheer inanition. Does my correspondent mean to

imply that this is a. miraculous record for a naked
chain, or what?

A New Brake Pad.MEITHER the reports of the last A.C.U. Six

Days nor of Olympia noticed that a new brake
pad has appeared on the horizon. Up-to-date

motor cycle brake pads have been, composed of fibre.

I never heard, aay serious complaints of a good sample
of this material, though every now and then one
comes across a dud pad, which appears to be made
of compressed blotting paper, and melts when it gets

drenched. Car brakes are usually lined with asbestos

reinforced with wire gauze. In the early part of this

year the Ferodo laboratory got out a new "wireless
"

asbestos material, which they 'regard as superior to the

old reinforced pattern. Many sample brake pads of

the new stuff were tried out in this year's Six Days,
and seemed to do quite as well as fibre. Olympia
saw its Show debut, and by this time next year we
shall doubtless know whether it is better than the usual

fibre pad.

A Misspent Holiday.

n
BELIEVE theologians hold that there is a special

department, in Hell reserved for the writers of

advertisements. It must be so. After the Show
poor " Ixion " was looking a trifle spun, andJiis kindly

Editor gave him a week off. I stood on a suburban
platform and eyed the advertisements of holiday re-

sorts. The first poster displayed a buxom damsel
scantily swathed in a sort of crepe de chine crank case,

sitting on a sand castle in blazing sunshine, and ad-

ministering bountiful glad eyes to the platform. Being
a marrie^. man—and assisted by a below-zero draught
from the east which howled across the station—

I

turned resolutely to the next poster. This exhibited

maps of Cornwall and Italy carefully made to resemble

each other. Between them stood a botanical curiosity

Ixion'a " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES " have pist

been pvhliihed in honk form,, price 5s. 3d. post frer, from
" The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tvdor Street, E.C.4.

B4

in the shape of a tree, bearing apples on one side and
oranges on the other. Against its trunk leant two
damsels—one blonde, the other brunette. Beneath
ran a legend to the effect that in climate, produce,
and natural beauties Italy and Cornwall closely re-

semble each other. I hied me to Paddington, and
took a ticket to Cornwall.

I no longer have any wish to see Italy. The tem-
perature in Cornwall was below zero, and it snowed
hard. There were no apples. The damsels in my
selected watering place were extremely plain.

Heigh-ho

!

The Lttcas Electric Hooter.

E
WONDER how many owners of a Magdyno set

are aware that the Lucas pteople market a nice

electric horn to go with it, which can easUy be
connected up by any amateur in two minutes, and
creates just the penetrating sort of noise required to

shift a mirrorless char-a-banc over to its own side of

the road. The price, of course, is steep compared to

that of a bulb horn.

Pushbicycle Tail Lamps again-

LET me -hastily preface that the Editor will not
permit a resumption of the correspondence on
this vexed question. I merely refer to it be-

cause one of the staff of the New States?nan has sent
me a copy of that review for December 4th, in which
a cycHst re-opens the campaign for the abolition of
push-bicycle rear lamps, and is approA-ed by the
Editor. I thoroughly agree with the objection made
to the manner in which this regulation has been re-

imposed by the Ministry of Transport on the rather

dubious pretext of the railway strike, and without any
Parliamentary discussion or support. That is exactly

how we poor motorists are manhandled nowadays,
and the experience may help the untaxed cyclist to

sympathise with us. I further agree with the argu-

ment that " unlightable traffic " {e.g., sheep) probably
runs additional risks now that all '' lightable " traffic is

compelled to carry lamps. But I denounce the
editorial comments that push-bicycle rear lamps are

(rt) An intolerable burden
{h) Imposed solely to enable motorists to drive

fast.

As a cyclist I know that a rear lamp is not an in-

tolerable burden. As a motorist I know that rear

lamps are a real protection to cyclists from cars which,

so far from being driven fast, are being anxiously and
gently steered by humane motorists under conditions

of bad visibility. During the week-end of December
1 2th I had the misfortune to be out on a car in dark-

ness and a thick snowfall, and found the cyclists' rear
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lamps of vast assistance in driving home at an average
sjieed of less than 10 m.p.h. The Editor of the Neiv
Statesman should know that wild exaggeration is not

necessary in a good cause, and merely assists the dis^

disintegration of a bad cause.

~~

Did Anybody Notice?

AMERICAN advertisers very seldom miss an oppor-
tunity, but the displayed announcement of

Harley-Davidsons in our Show report issue left

too much to the intelligence of readers. I will repeat

its salient item here and now

:

Model J, complete with electric lighting,

horn, and speedometer ... ... £199 10s.

Model F, complete with acetylene light-

ing, mechanical horn, and speedometer £196 Os.

There are two very taking features in these price

statements. The first is that you can buy a machine
absolutely ready for the road, instead of having to

ransack your local agent's stock for accessories which
may or may not suit the layout of the machine. The
.second is that the complete electric equipment only adds
jQt, ios. to the cost, as compared with a complete non-

electric equipment. At present British electric equip-

ment costs more than this in most cases ; and where
such an equipment can be obtained at an infinitesimal

cost addition, manufacturers do not trouble to make
the fact plain to the world.

Narrowing the Issue.

n-DO not happen to know what a private owner,

resident in U.S.A., has to pay for the electric

equipment fitted to the Harley if he purchases it

separately for conversion pui'poses from the firm of

electricians whO' supply it to the Harley people. But

it is quite obvious that he would not have to pay any-
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thing like the sum a British electrical firm charges for

such an outfit ; otherwise the Harley people could not
supply it as a 70s. e.xtra upon gas lighting. An
amateur friend of mine recently got an estimate from
a leading firm of dynamo makers for fitting electi'ic

lighting tO' his 'bus. No structural alterations were
needed, as his machine was easily adaptable, and did
not require an extra drive ; bolting on and wiring

represented all the fitting required. The quotation
was exactly ;£30. I mention this lest readers should
imagine that motor cycle factories are profiteering,

and charging additional percentages of a formidable
character. This ;£30 set is the very make for which
a certain motor cycle factory charges ;£2^ 153. In
other words, so far from profiteering, the motor cycle

factory practically passes the lighting sets on to its

customers at trade price, ^lus a very small charge for

fitting. I do not even say that the dynamo fiiTns are

profiteering. No doubt their sets are of better quality

than the American .sets. No doubt their labour is

more expensive, and possibly less industrious. The
outstanding facts are that the American sets are of

very decent quality,' and that our price is very faf

from being competitive. Before long the Germans
will doubtless assault this market, and they will have
an enormous advantage in the low value of the mark,
as the magneto industry has already realised. The
German may even be able tO' supply magneto-dynamo
outfits at a lower cost than we can supply ordinary

magnetos, sO' that a machine with British gas lamps
and a British magneto^ may be listed at five pounds
more than the same machine with a German dymag.

I am sorry to draw attention to- such doleful possi-

bilities, but forewarned is forearmed. Patent rights

may alleviate the position temporarily, but I doubt
whether anything approaching an undodgable master
patent is possible in this sphere.

Jack frost or, more correctly, his brother hoar frost, performs some marvellous transformations to the countryside. It may be cold,

but it is worth it.

B5
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Should We Follow Car Practice ?

Obseivations Suggested by, rather than Replying to, the Conclusions of "Crilicus."

IN
The Motor Cycle of December i6th an article on

car- practice in motor cycle design appeared under

the signature of " Griticus," and the conclusions

on which the writer bases his opinions seem to call for

qualification.

These remarks, therefore, must be taken in their

general sense, sjnce they are only directed against

the contentions of the above-mentioned writer to the

extent that his reflections are assumed to be the mass-

opinion of the car using community. At the outset

we must recollect that the modern motor cycle pre-

ceded the car (assuming modern internal combustion-

engined vehicles to date from Gottlieb Daimler's first

effort), and that for many years cycle and car design

went Jiand-in-hand. With increase of engine and
transmission efficiency, however, the ideals of the car

world led to a divergence coincident with the realisa-

tion that the car, as such, was a vehicle needing special

features not then within the purview of cycle practice

;

many of those features are still outside the essential

needs of the motor cycle, which jt is to be hoped will

remain true to type and not be contorted into that

terrible thing which may be foisted upon us by zealots,

the " car on two wheels "—a growth prone to sporadic

outbursts in the U.S.A. !

Save Us from our Friends!
Thus car owners of the " Griticus " school look

with dismay on our power units, apparently naked and
exposed, and then urge a wider adoption of outside

flywheels on motor cycles because that is following car

practice. Now let us examine this very master.

Mechanically (in the case of single or V twin engines)

inside flywheels have many advantages, .commercially

they make a cheaper unit, while practically the

facilities which they permit in the direction of

enclosing moving parts 'and transmission are undeni-
able. Commentary on this question is really needless

in view of the tendency towards the enclosing of out-

side flywheels in special covers. (Shall we have to

invent a new definition for " inside-outside " or "out-
side-inside " flywheels ?)

In the matter of brakes it is doubtful whether the

belt-drum type is to be roundly condemned ; it may
appal the car-owner, but there is no obligation on the
part of the motor cycle designer to please the four-

wheel enthusiast. The belt-drum brake fulfils the
essential requirement of motor cycle practice; it is

light, ciieap, unaffected by weather, simple to adjust,

and is powerful as well as smooth.

Easy=changing Gears.
" Griticus " asserts that we are adopting sliding

gears, but bemoans the fact tliat we have a pull on
the score of easy gear manipulation. Now the sliding

gear is not nearly so common in motor cycles as
the constant mesh type, and it is to the latter, in con-
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junction with the various excellent "delayed action"
control mtechanisms now used, that' the motor cycle

owes its easy changing facilities.

In the lubrication of motor cycle engines there
appears to be no need for a slavish following of car
practice, since the problems involved are in most
cases of an entirely different nature. Gar engines
mostly have plain bearings which demand careful

lubrication ; motor cycles, on the other hand, are
largely equipped with ball and roller bearings, and
may be run efficiently on a splash lubrication system
with a supply controlled by crank case suction or
exhaust- opera ted depression. Ball or roller bearing
engines require a minimum of oil, and, provided the
pistons are correctly lubricated, the bearings should
take care of themselves. I firaily believe that motor
cycle engines are consistently and negligently over-
oiled ; my own machine, a 532 c.C twin with roller

bearings to big ends and cranks, has done 1,200
m.p.g. of oil (sidecar) regularly, and I believe this

could 'have been cut down.

"A Red Herring."
Finally, we are subjected to the inevitable ton-miles

per gallon criticism. Let it be said at once that the
car beats the motor cycle on this point only as the lorry

beats the car. Garburetter tests ,have proved that

a certain minimum consumption exists for a given
idling engine, and that the consumption accounts for

the great part of the same engine's fuel demand under
full load, i.e., an idling engine is not conducive to
favourable consumption-to-load ratio. The motor
cycle by reason of its high power-to-load ratio runs
largely with idling engine, and its consumption
approaches an irreducible minimum. A laden lorry,

with low power-to-weight ratio, runs economically on a
ton-miles per gallon basis, but it cannot be recom-
meujded as a " cheap " vehicle to run.

The reason motor cycle two-lever carburetters still

persist is because of that same need which calls into

being the wonderfully named and jjriced " petrof

economisers " (extra air inlets) largely offered to car
users as adjuncts to their automatic carburetters.

Specialised Needs—Specialised Methods.
Because certain details in car practice are used in

motor cycle construction and 7uce versa, owing to con-

temporary growth and similarity of service, it does not

follow that the one must necessarily follow the^ other

in any particular direction; to ask for further unifica-

tion of ideals merely for the sake of uniformity is

futile. Nothing in either sphere is permissible unless

it can be referred to a definite, useful, and purposeful

end. Let each type proceed along its own lines, having
regard rather to the complexity of its own, problems
than to the wholesale adoption of ideas developed in

other fields. Wharfedale.
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THE 34 h.p. FLAT TWIN BROUGH

MPANY machines are fast : many machines

are comfortable : some are fast and com-

fortable : a few are fast- and comfortable

simultaneously : but very few mediumweights
come under this category. The new 354
h.p. sporting Brough is one of the very

few. Or, more explicitly, the Brough may be driven

at really high speeds over really bad roads with little

appreciable effect on machine or rider.

For nearly ten years Messrs. W. E.

Brough have produced flat twins with

a distinctly sporting flavour; and the

machine that we recently rode away from
p

Nottingham bears evidence of this in ;~

every line. Although not identical in >

every respect Avith their 1921 model,

the main features are the sarne. It is

an entirely new design, and has a 496
c.c. flat twin engine with overhead valves

and detachable cylinder heads. A speed I

of 60 m.p.h. is guaranteed, which, for

a three-speed countershaft machine with

touring equipment, is an excellent figure.

Not on our test mount, but included

in the final design is a large internal-

expanding Ferodo-lined front brake,

also a special Amac carburetter that

bolts directly on to the timing cover,

which contains the cored gas passages.

We may now mention our only difficulty with this

particular mount. Until we learned to get the engine

Showing the neat cover for the

overhead valve rockers, which are

internally lubricated through
hollow operating rods.

really *' revvmg '

on second gear be-

fore engaging" the

rather high top

ratio, we found a

slight but distinct

tendency to
'

' pull-

up " when accelera-

ting. The deeper

float chamber and

shorter manifold of

the new carburetter,

however, should
remedy this. And,
even so, the get-

/&?«<:-

A ComJortable and

Speedy Sporting

Machine.

away, after short experience, is as rapid as any who
consider their tyres could desire.

Speeds that are Deceptive.
Once under way the speed, on

account of the remarkable degree of
comfort, becomes deceptive, and only
with streaming eyes and a " scraped "

corner comes the realisation that we have
been doing forty-five on a road where
we had previously never exceeded
thirty-five. It must not be inferred
from this bit of lurid corner work that

the steering is difficult. Naturally, an
outsize in Avheelbases makes the Brough
a different proposition from the usual
T.T. machine to pilot romid a " hair-

pin "
; but, again, cxperienUa docc't,

and, having learned—well, the cycle
almost steers itself.

That notorious "snag" of the flat

twin, difliculty of lubrication, appears to

have been very effectivelv overcome. We
set the automatic feed at an extravagant opening, and,
although on one memorable night ride, lost among

strange and slimy

byways,^ we co\'ered

more than ten miles
in second gear, with
a following w 1 n d,

that every now and
then obscured -our

path with dense ex-

h a u s t smoke, we
never had occasion
to remoA'e a plug.

Specially pleasing

to the critical ear

is the exhaust note,

well silenced,
Typically sporting lines are not sacrificed, although the mudguarding is of "

all weather
"

dimensions. The sharply dropped handle-bars were found to be most comfortable.
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^oad Tests of New Models.—

Autumn leaves are not an ideal road

surface ; however, the Brough is very

steady on most varieties of shme. A cross-

roads direction query.

Mudguarding for a sporting ^type

usually complete, a large flap at the

front guard proving most effective wi
of its diagonal setting and fle.xi

materially afl'ecting wind resistance

but with just

that hint of a

"crackle" that

indicates latent

power awaiting

a favourable

opportunity of
making itself

felt. Indeed,

the machine
"feels" like a

big twin in its

general propor-

tions ; a " long
'

'

engine and tank
o f large size
make it difficult

to believe that

the capacity of
the power unit

is but that of a

3* h-P- single^

and there was
nothing in the

Brough's per-
formance that

tended to
emphasise the

limitations ex-

pected of the

500 c.c. engine,

of mount is un-

lower end of the

thout, on account

ble construction,

The rear guard,

DECEMBER -30ih, ig20.

too, proved an excellent protection on some very muddy
journeys. A simple shield serves to protect the rear

chain, but the primary drive is enclosed in a large

aluminium cover. Both are quickly detachable.

_The exposed position of the valves keeps them effi-

ciently cooled, and their Itibrication is effected through
hd!low operating rods.

Thus a specification essentially intended for speed

actually combines the reliability and strength of a

Diagram of front brakes of the

ntemal expanding variety built

up in the hubs of 1921 Broughs.

hefty single with the smoothness and comfort of a
spring frame twin. And how it attains this latter end
Avithout any form of frame springing presents a nice

little problem for the theorists. Several factors con-

tribute—the even torque of a well-balanced engine,

a silky cush driv'e, a long wdieelbase, large tyres (kept

fairly soft), a comfortable riding position in conjunc-
tion with an excellent saddle (Brooks B 1 70) are, pro-
bably in the order we have given them, chiefly re-

sponsible.

But theorising, fortunately, does not alter the fact

that the latest Brough is comfortable. It is that rare

type of machine that on account of its diverse qualities

should appeal alike to clubman and tourist.

SIDECAR TAXI-CABS.—^A comprehensive article on this type of vehicle, together virith the views of fifteen police

authorities, appears on page 863.

The first machine to pass the Birmingham
regulations ; it is the Summit sidecar attached

to a 6 h.p. B.S.A. A cut-away front provides

clearance for handle-bars and location for taxi-

meter, as well as allowing a shorter body with

a full side door.

-,;^^*i»^W.
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The Prospects of a New Branch of

Passenger Machine Development.
Official Recognition Wanted.

ANEW phase of sidecar progress has recently

made itself evident, and but for lack of official

support in some quarters it would no doubt be

having a far reaching influence upon the commercial

prosperity of certain^sections of the motor cycle trade.

We refer, of course, to the many sidecar taxi-cabs

which are now undergoing tests in the hands of various

sidecar and ^niotor cycle manufacturers. These were

quite a feature of the Olympia Show, where at least

eight machines of this type were shown.

A Hampered Movement.
Conversing at Olympia with makers of this type of

vehicle we found that orders might have been freely

booked, given the immediate possibility of obtaining

hackney carriage licences for the sidecar taxi,_but so

far (with only a few exceptions) the official mind has

exhibited its usual apathy towards all things connected

with the motor cycle movement. By the second day

of the Show, for instance, one firm

alone had booked orders for thirty

complete taxi-cab outfits conditional

upon official sanction for their use

being obtained.

Summit (left) and Canoelet (right) methods of spare wheel and

luggage carrying arrangements.

may be slightly optimistic there is no reason why such

fl machine should not be run profitably for 8d. a mile,

which represents a saving of 33^% over the existing

taxi-cab fares in London. Apart from this actual

economy there should also be a saving in other direc-

tions. In traffic, for instance, the sidecar is much
faster than the four-wheeled car owing to its smaller

bulk, its rapid acceleration, and its great mobility. In
this latter direction, of course no four-wheeled vehicle

can compare with it, since the motor cycle and sidecar
will turn in its own length with the greatest ease ; it

thus lias the advantage under circumstances where the
ordinary taxi-cab would have to make use of its reverse.

Up

the

the

Economical Running.
The outstanding claim for

motor cycle taxi, as against^

ordinary four-wheeled vehicle, is its

economical running. This will per-

mit a great reduction in the fares

charged to the public for the same

class of service which has hitherto

been available, for even at the pre-

sent prices of supplies it is confidently

assumed that a 6 or 8 h. p. outfit with

a double-seated enclosed body may
be run at a charge to the passenger

of 6d. per mile. While this figure

Watsonian taxi with well for spare wheel

behind seats ; the hood material is removed

from sticks in order to show the interior.

Note the large luggage grid and boot at

the rear of the body.

Why is Encouragement Withheld?
to the present no definite reasons have been

forthcoming as to the reason for the

official refusals to grant licences. So
far as can be seen, almost all the

machines which were exhibited at

Olympia comply with the require-

ments which were framed in the first

case for four-wheelers, and it is

feared that a good deal of the dis-

inclination to consider the claims of

the smaller and lighter vehicle arises

from a desire to placate existing

interests. If this is so, the situation

is unfortunate, and it may take some
considerable time before anything

can be done. Nevertheless, even

those w'ho already own or dri\-e taxi-

cabs should be brought to realise that

the sidecar has advantages Avhich will

appeal to all. The cost of running

and the initial cost are proportion-
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The Taxi-sidecar.

—

ately less, in much the same ratio as the takings would

be less than present receipts; therefore the profits on

the business should be the same with less outlay and

responsibility. The fact also that a machine can be-

hired at a much more reasonable charge Avould no

doubt result in an increase of business, since the

general public, especially business men and others to

whom speedy transport is important, would not hesitate

to charter the sidecar taxi, simply because the low

price charged for its hire would not.deter the. economi-

Rex channel section chassis members also showing springing system.

cally minded. To those requiring a machine for

several hours the question of low charges would have a

special attraction.

The Required Specification.

Turning to'*the actual details of such a vehicle it is

unfortunate that there are no unifonn regulations exist-

ing throughout the country, probably the majority of

city councils pass their byelaws on the Scotland Yard
requirements, but this does i:iot always appear to be

the case, and consequently a machine which is suitable

for one town might require some modifications in

another. At the same time it is believed that if one

or two of our largest cities, such as London, New-
castle, or Manchester, would give a lead, the others

would accept machines conforming to the specifications

passed by them. It may be assumed, of course, that

the following details will be needed in evei7 case.

Dealing with the machine in the first case, this must
be of from 6 to 8 h.p. with gearing which will enable
it to make a standing start with full load on a gradient

of about I in 6 or i in 8 ; it must be capable of turning

within a 15ft. circle, it must have two brakes, each
one isapable of bringing the machine to a standstill in

a reasonable distance ; and it must have detachable
wheels, interchangeable with that of the sidecar, and
a spare wheel must be carried. Electric lighting

would be desirable, but in any case a light will be
needed for the taximeter itself in addition to the normal
lighting equipment required by law for all such vehicles.

The sidecar will' have to be capable of taking two

adult passengers (a minimum width for_ the seating

being usually specified). The body itself must be

capable of being fully enclosed so as to be weather-

proof, and the door must not be less than a specified

width, with perfectly straight sides; the height of the

hood must be such as not to prevent the driver from

looking directlv to his left when normally seated. The
taximeter must be so placed that it can be clearly seen ,

by the passenger, and it must be illuminated at night.

In addition to all this, there must be reasonable lug-

gage carrying capacity.

Present Position.

These requirements are by no means easy to fulfil,

at the same time keeping the size and width of the

outfit within reasonable limits, but an inspection of

the various machines which are now available shows

that in most cases the designers have met all these

stipulations in a very satisfactory way.

Each manufacturer interested is doing his utmost to

bring the claims of his particular machine before -the

notice of the licensing authorities, but, as before

stated, little interest appears to be taken, if we except

Nottingham, where the sidecar taxi was accepted some

time ago conditionally upon its being run by ex-service

men, and Birmingham, where at least one sidecar taxi

is in commission. Bradford (Yorks.) and Guildford

(Surrey) appear to be favourably disposed, while

other places have the matter under consideration.

No doubt before anything can be done a wide appeal

must be made, and the general public must make it

known that there is a

desire for this cheaper

type of transport in

our cities ; business

men who would largely

appreciate- the institu-

tion of sidecar taxi

ser\'ices could do
much by bringing the

matter before local

Chambers of Com-
merce and similar

bodies. Meanwhile
the practical proof of

the sidecar taxi outfit

might be demon-
strated by the in-

auguration of fleets

available for private hire. If this is done, it can only

be a matter of a little time before the hackney carriage

regulations are modified, and the sidecar taxi accepted
for universal use.

Campion spare wheel locker and
luggage platform.

TAXI SIDECARS AND THE
In order to ascertain the views of local authorities

concerning sdecar taxis, we . approached the chief

constables of several cities, but their opinions are
by no means unanimous. The taxi-sidecar is new,
and before long may be generally recognised.

Sir,— III an.swer to your letter of the 13th inst.,- I have
to inform you llmt (he question of licensing motor cycles
with sidecars has been before the Hackney Carriage, etc.,

Suh-commiltee on two occasions, but no decision has been
airived at, there not having been any applications before
fhem. F. Caldwell,

Chief Constable, Liverpool.

BIO

POLICE AUTHORITIES.
Sir,—Replying to your letter of the 13th inst., addressed

to the Chief Constable, I beg to inform you that my Council
has granted licences in respect of two motor cycles and side-

cars to ply for public hire in the borough. A third licence

was applied for by the same firm, but the Licensing Com-
mittee was not prepared to entertain any further similar

applications for the present.

The Committee has not laid down any special specification

in regard to such machines. ^
The two motor cycles in question, are the design of the

proprietors, who are two ex-Service officers, and the side-

cars contain accommodation for two passengers.

Fbedk. S. Hex,
Town Clerk, Torquay. •
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Rex taxi bodies have staggered seats and a perma-

nent roof with detachable flexible "lights."

Canoelet upper work is on convention cabriolet or

taxi-cab lines. The Campion has a fixed screen

with hood and side curtains, while the Watsonian
•
is another follower of true taxi-cab body design.
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The Taxi-sidecar.—
Sir,—Up to the present no application has been made to

the Watch Committee for the licensing of a sidecar taxi in

this borough. H. M. Haywood,
Chief Constable, Derby.

Sir,—The licensing of motor cycles with sidecar outfits

as hackney carriages is under consideration here, but no
decision has yet been arrived at.

J. B. Wright,
Chief Constable, Newcastle-on-Tync.

Sir,— I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

the 13th inst. respecting the use of motor cycles with side-

cars as hackney carriages, and to acquaint you that the
Police Authority of this" city has received a few applications
for the licensing of these vehicles. It was, however, found
by the applicants that the venture was not a financial

success, and they ceased to use the vehicles for the purpose
licensed. James A. Wilson,

Chief Constable, Cardiff.

Blrminghatn is Progressive.
Sir,—I have to inform you that the Watch Committee

of the City of Bii'mingham, at its meeting held on the
6th October, decided to license cycle cabs to ply for hire,

provided that the vehicles pass the necessary tests by the
hackney carriage experts.

J. D. Griffiths,
Chief Inspector, Birmingham.

The Birmingham City Police has printed rules and regu-
lations with respect to the licensing of motor sidecar taxi-

cabs, from which the following are extracts :

" Motor cycle taxicabs must be new, and submitted for

inspection in a thoroughly good condition, and no vehicle

will be licensed unless it is certified by the experts appointed
by the Watch Committee to be safe and fit for public

use as a motor cycle taxicab.
" There must be at least four connections, of approved

design, connecting the sidecar to the cycle.
" The cycle must be fitted with a countershaft gear box,

and geared not higher than 5^ to 1 or 5 to 1.

" All driving chains and sprockets must be protected by
suitable guard.
"The tyres shall not be less than 700x80 mm.
" A spare interchangeable wheel, of approved pattern,

must be carried.
" The sidecar must be of the landaulet or coupe type,

and fitted with an adjustable hood that can be lowered.
" Measurements.

" Width on seat rail (inside of lining)

Top of cushion to floor

Top of cushion to roof
Cushion from front to back not less than
Door

" The body must be so fitted as to enable the driver to

see over the sidecar. Adequate accommodation to enable
each passenger to sit with ease must be provided.

" Ground clearance shall not be less than S-^-in.

" Drop windows and doors must be constructed, so that
they may be readily opened by passenger from the inside.

" Suitable steps must be provided.
" The windscreen and door lights are to be of Triplex

Safety glass, or oilier glass that will not splinter, or of
some non-inflammable material.
" A fire extinguisher, of approved type, must be pro-

vided and carried on each taxicab."

32in.

9in.

36in.

18in.

ISin.

Under Consideration.
Sir,— I have to inform you that an application has already

been made to run sidecar taxis in this city, and the matter

'

is now under consideration. H. Allen,
(-'liicf Constable, Leicester.

Sir,—There has been only one application made for a
motor cycle and sidecar to be licensed as a hackney carriage,
and it has been granted. There is no specification as to tlie

suitability of the machine iit jn'e.'sent, but requirements are
in course of preparation. »

Josh. Fahnbalf,
Chief Constiible, Bradford.

BI2
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Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter dated the 13th inst.

respecting taxi sidecars, and have to inform you that 1

have brought the matter to the notice of the Watch Com-
mittee, who are the Hackney Carriage Licensing Department,
but they do not anticipate adopting the use of the vehicles

in question at the present juncture.

D, Webster,
Chief Constable, Wolverhampton.

Coventry's Requirements.
Sir,— (1.) I am willing to consider applications for the

licensing of sidecar outfits to ply for hire on taxicab
service.

(2.) Briefly, the cycle should be twin-cylinder-engined,

from 6 to 8 h.p., free from vibration, and with a clean

exhaust, and be capable of easy handling in congested
traffic.

The sidecar should afford ample seating room for two
persons, not necessarily side by side, fitted with hood and
side protective screens.

The windscreens should be of "non-flam." celluloid or

three-ply glass.

When the hood and screens are up both passengers should
be able without difficulty to get into the sidecar.

There should be an efficient luggage carrier, and a spare
wheel should be carried which will fit either of the wheels
of the cycle or the sidecar, and be capable of being changed
within a reasonably short time.

I have had one application, but neither the cycle nor the
sidecar was suitable for such work.

(3.) Two manufacturers have shown me machines.
Both cycles were suitable, but the sidecars I have seen

have not been quite what I should like.

Wm. Imber,
Chjief Constable, Coventry.

Sir,—This matter is at present receiving the consideration
of the Watch Committee.

F. J. Lemon (Lt.-Col.),

Chief Constable, Leeds.

Three Negatives.
Sir,—At a meeting on the 2nd inst. the Watch Committee

of this city fully considered the matter of licensing motor
cycles and sidecars as hackney carriages in Sheffield, when
three applications were submitted, and it was decided that
such vehicles 'should 710^ be licensed to ply for hire as

hackney carriages in this city.

J. Hall Dalw'ood (Lt.-Col.),

Chief Constable, Sheffield.

Sir,—I have to say that the Hackney Coach Committee has
had under consideration the question of licensing motor
cycles with sidecars for taxicab purposes, but has come to

the conclusion that vehicles of this kind are not suitable
for city work. R. Peacock,

Chief Constable, Manchester.

Sir,—So far no applications for the licensing of motor
cycle and sidecar outfits as public hackney carriages have
been received by me, neither am I willing to consider such
applications. J. H. Watson,

Chief Constable, Bristol.

Nottingham Taxi Sidecars.
Sir,—I beg to inform you that on June 14th last my

Watch Committee granted three licences for cycles and side-,

cars to ply for hire as taxi cycles, provided they were
worked by ex-service men only. They are under tlie same
regulations as for taxicabs.

The machines are 6 h.p. Campions, and the sidecars are
built to carry two passengers.
The fares charged are Is. for the first mile, and Bd. for

e.ach succeeding mile, with a proportion charge of 8d. for
each succeeding jiroportionate part of a mile.
There is a taximeter fitted on the front of each sidecar in

order that the passengers ran read the distance they have
travelled and the amount of faro due.
These cycles are giving every satisfaction to the piiblic.

F. Brook (Lt.-Col.),

Chief Constable, Nottingham.
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Olmes to TLlgljt TLamps.
Dec. 30th ... 4.27 p.m
Jan. 1st ... 4.30 „

„ 3rd ... 4.31 „
" 5tli ... 4.33 „

Chat •

Complimeuts of the Season.

The Editoi-and Staff of Tht Motor
Cycle wish every reader a Happy New
Year.

Car Practice.

Should we follow car. practice? This

point is discussed in an article on page

860.

Get Ready for Spring.

The present is a very favourable time,

from the quick delivery viewpoint, for

overhauls aitd renovations by the makers.

Oversize Tyres.

Tyres of a larger- section than that

standardised by the makers are becoming

more popular every day. It must be re-

membered that the fitting of such tyres-

automatically raises the gear, although,

strictly speaking, the numerical ratio re-

. mains unaltered.

Those Licence Card Holders.

A correspondent points out that licence

card holders of apparently the same

specification are offered to the public at

prices ranging from 2s. to lOs. He de-

mands an answer to the rather obvious

why?

E.E.F. D.E.'s Reunion Dinner.

It is desired that as many as possible

late D.R.'s of the Desert Mounted Corps

E E F. attend the second reunion dinner

oil February 5th, 1921. Will all those

not notified at the previous one, owing

to the lack of addresses, please com-

municate with either of the following :

Mr. J. G. King, 100, Bedford Road,

Kempston, Beds., or Mr. D. E. Andrews,

90, Deansgate, Manchester?

Standardisation of the Foot Brake.

Last week we commented on an inci-

dental objection to standardising the rear

brake pedal on the right of the machine,

as recommended by the A.C.U. Com-
mittee, viz., the difficulty of operating

.the kick-starter pedal simultaneously with

the brake after a stop on an up gradient.

Another point more inherent than inci-

dental is the fact that thousands of

machines are fitted with a brake acting on

the belt rim, which is invariably on the

left. Obviously, to take the pedal to the
right in this case complicates and weakens
the whole operating mechanism.

While You Wait.
To meet the convenience of motor

cyclists desirous of becoming members of
the A.A. whilst on the road, the road
patrols have been authorised to enrol new
members.

Wanted.
Owners of ex-W.D. machines, or rather

of machines with W.D. type flat handle-
bars, are looking for a licence holder
that su'ivfJs. Otherwise they will almost
be confined to the number plate position.

Justice

!

Last week a Bristol magistrate, in

fining several motor cyclists for not
having their machines properly lighted,

inferred that a fine is heavier when a
man attempted to save a day's wages by
not appearing. In safeguarding his

employment a man is therefore penalised.

IIIIIIIIIMIIiiimilllilililiiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiii miiiiii niiiiuiiiiiiiiii i i iiimM i iiii i iiii

Sfiecial T^eatures.-

SHOULD WE FOLLOW CAR PRACTICEt

THE TAXI-SIDECAR.

RENOVATING AN ILL-USED MORGAN.

Rumours.

It has been said that the author of

''Home, .sweet home" was an unsuccessful
competitor in an early London-Exeter run.

[When they went bv coaches perhaps.

—

Ed.]

The "Old George " at Norton St. Philip.

Illustrative of the keenness of our
readers, several "have pointed out that
Norton St. Philip is in Somerset, and
not in Wiltshire, as stated in 'J'/ie Motor
Ci/cle of Dec. 15th. Incidentally, one
correspondent recalls the interesting fact

that the old George Inn under discussion
was the resting place of Monmouth when
marching via Frome to his last renowned,
if disastrous, battle.

American motor cyclists have much colder weather to contend with than their British

contemporaries, yet sidecar hoods and screens have not yet found favour. However, the

passenger in this National sidecar appears comfortable enough, while the driver s ' coon

coat is reminiscent of the early days of motoring in this country—a smart turnout

nevertheless -

BI3
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1921 Costs.

Petrol down—taxes up—but the motor
cyclist who covers big annual mileages is

all to the good.

Endorsements in the Future.

For the third time the Roads Bill was
read and passed by the House of Lords
on Tuesday of last week. An important
amendment was agreed to, on the motion

of the Earl of Lytton, providing that,

if the owner of an endorsed licence has,

for a period of three years, no offence

recorded against him, he shall be en-

titled to a clean licen-ce.

The High Cost of Living.

What with increased taxation, increased

insurance rates, increased subscriptions to

motoring organisations, licence card

holders, etc., we are inclmed to agree

with tlie motor cyclist who thought of

selling his machine in order to be able

to afford these necessities—but has not.

DECEMBER 30th, igso

4-d.

On and after the issue of January I3th,

1921, the price of "The Motor Cycle"
will be 4d. instead of 4Jd. as hitherto.

A small reduction in the cost of paper
enables us to effect this slight change.

We regret we are unable at present to

-lower the price to 3d., but the vast

circulation (over 100,000 net) makes
this Impossible at the present cost of

labour and material.

A further reduction in price will be
made as soon as circumstances allow.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

An A.C.U. Innovation.

The A.C.U. are inaugurating a tennis

club for 1921. We may shortly expect
inter-centre matches, but there is no truth
in the rumour that a tie for the team
prize in the 1921 Six Days Trials will be
decided by the " racket." In the last

"Six Days" a maximum of only five

marks could be lost under this heading.

Multi Plugs Increase Power.

Mr. G. H. Lanchester presided on
Tuesday of last week at a Graduates'
Section (Coventry) meeting of the Institu-
tion of Automobile Engineers, Mr. A.

^ Hayward read a short paper on " Combus-
tion " before fifty-two members, gradu-
ates, and visitors at the Foi'emen's
Institute, Coventry.
Mr. A. P. Young, the magneto expert,

commented upon some points raised in
the paper, and stated that, in his opinion,
turbulence in the combustion chamber
increased the speed of pressure ri.se in
the ratio of about 8 to 1 compared with
the quiescent mixUiie. Referj-ing to the
advantages derived from the use of more
than one plug, he instanced a test where
a considerable increase in power was
effected by the use of four plugs. Ttio
reduction of horse-power in iiu engine
fitted with two plugs, willi only one in
Use, was about 5%.
Br4

Reduction in Price.

On and after Thursday, January 13th,

The Motor Cycle will cost you 4d. only.

Ultra Lightweights.

In next year's Six Days Trials a class

replete with their new licences and

holders on New Year's Day?

Next Year.

How many will appear, on the road
replete with their new licences and
holders on New Year's Day ?

London-Exeter-London.

There were 173 motor cycle and run-

about entrants for last Monday and Tues-
day's classic run to Exeter and back.

On Duty.

As we go to press the purr of a Scott

and the distinctive note of a single from
" down below " remind us that two
of the staff have departed to see the
London-Exeter Trial.

Re Keeping Ears Warm.
Despite a somewhat lamentable asso-

ciation with the super-knut, there is no
doubt that fur-lined helmets are tJie cold

weather headgear. Loss of dignity is

preferable to frost-bitten ears !

Sidecar or Solo.

Although the confirmed sidecarist often
dreads solo work on greasy roads, the true
soloist is perfectly happy, and, strange to

say, seldom skids, which proves that skid-
ding is generally caused by lack of

confidence.

New Models (?).

One would expect a printer's jounial
to be fairly free from compositors' errors;
yet a recent issue of the Printers'
Exchange contained a notice of " Pageot "

and " Inadrant " motor cycles in an
auction sale.

The Institution oJ Automobile Engineers.

The annual dinner and social evening
of the I.A.E. graduates will be held on
Saturday, 5th February, 1921. Tickets
(single 15/-, double 21/-) may now be
obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
D. J. Macklin, 54, MTalden Road, Acton,
W.3. As the number is limited, early
application is advisable.

The Price of Petrol in 1921.

Our readers will naturally rejoice
at the fact that the price of petrol
will be reduced by sevenpence a gallon
as from January 1st. This is on
account of the withdrawal of the petrol
tax of sixpence on every gallon of spirit

sold, and an extra penny the companies
have been wont to charge for the expense
of collecting it.

As to what the future price of . petrol
will be it is very hard to say. People
have feared that as soon as the tax came
off the price would go up, but, fortu-
nately, thi.s rumour seems to have no
foundation. In /act, it has been
suggested that the price may go down.
While we sincerely hope thiit this will
be the case, tfae controlling factor—Ihe
price of petrol in the U.S.A.—appears
to be more or less stabilised at the
present time, and no material change is

yet indicated.

1

Notes on

1921 Taxation

TO THOSE WHO NOW OWN
MOTOR CYCLES

Your new licence, which includes

taxation, must be paid before

January 31st.

This month's grace only applies to the first

month of the working of the new Act.

TO THOSE WHO TAKE DELIVERY
OF A NEW MOTOR CYCLE.

A licence, which will include num-
bers, must be taken out before the

machine can be used.

The tax and licence wiU be

;

5/- for motor-propelled machines
for invalids.

30/- lor a solo motor cycle under
2001b.

50 /- lor a sidecar outfit, the motor
cycle ol which is uuder 200 lb.

60/- for a solo motor cycle over
200 lb.

80 /- lor a sidecar outfit, the motor
cycle ol which is oyer 200 lb.

80/- lor a three-wheel«4 cycle car
under 8 cwt.

The weights mentioned are unladen
weights, i.e., without petrol, oil, and
equipment, which is not actually 'neces-
sary tor the machine to run on the road.

The licence card is square or circular,

and must be cai-ried on the machine
in a water-tight holder in such a
position that it may be seen from
the near side of the machine in the

daytime.

With a first licence for a machine
the own^r will be given a registration

book, which is intended to be a

record of the machine's life.

The new licence includes registration

and taxation, but does not include

the driving licence, which remains as

before—5s. per annum.

If a machine is licensed as a solo

mount, and it is decided to fit a
sidecar, the owner must take out a

fresh licence and hand in the one
existing, paying the balance of 20s.

Taxation in future goes with the
machine. The buyer of a second-

hand motor cycle should see that the

licence card is on the machine. He
must sign the seller's registration

book, and must see that the seller

also signs as the "old " owner, who
will then post it to the authorities

with whom the licence was taken out.

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL
THE 31st OF JANUARY I
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A NOVEL LIGHTWEIGHT
A Two-speed,
Two-stroke,
with Magneto
Flywheel and
Lighting Set

for £60.

IT is quite refreshing to
find a two-stroke wiiich
embodies several novel

features. This, however,
is the case with the 2|
h.p. Hawker, a lightweight
motor cycle intended for
mass production and to be
sold to the public at the
low figure of £60. It will

shortly be marketed by the
H. G. Hawker Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Kingston-
on-Thames, Mr. H. G.
-Hawker and Mr. T. 0.
M. Sopwith being the
best known members of the
company's board respon-
sible for its production.
The ideas followed in building the

Hawker have been cheapness of produc-
tion, solidity, simplicity, and of course
low weight, and we are assured that,

without any special effort being made to

Produced under one roof, the- new Hawker lightweight has more than the usual number of interesting points.
Observe the rear top tube lug.

A simple type of carburetter is fitted,

manufactured by the Hawker Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., and so arranged that the
air is controlled mechanically according
to the throttle opening.

Quite the most attractive feature in
obtain supreme lightness, the machine the design of the Hawker engine is the
weighs but 165 lb., including all acces- lubrication system. A sump is bolted to
sories and fuel. the base of the crank case in which the

oil is carried. When the piston de-
scends there is naturally pressure in the
crank case, and this is conveyed to the
sump through the non-return valve. When
the piston ascends 'there is suction in the
crank case, but, owing to the closing of
the non-return valve, which is of the
simple disc variety, there still remains a
certain amount of pressure in the sump,
with the result that the oil is forced
through the gauze filter into a hole
registering with a passage drilled through
one of the crank case webs and communi-
cating directly with the drilled crank-
shaft. By this simple method we have
forced lubrication through the crankshaft.
Any excess of oil passes through the
main bearing, lubricates the chains
through drilled chain sprockets, and the
balance returns to the sump through the

MAGNETS

Accessibility.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

70x76 mm. (292 c.c). Several novel
features are incorporated in its design.

The crank case and cylinder are in one
casting, but on the flywheel side of the
engine is a long main bearing which is

supported in a circular disc, the removal
of which gives access to the crank
chamber and enables the crankshaft to be
inserted. The engine is of the three-
port variety, but experiments have been
made in port construction, and it has been
found that the V-shaped induction port
gives better suction and renders the
engine less liable to four-stroke. Another
interesting feature is the casting of the
transfer jDort in one with the cylinder,

no separate cover to this being employed.
IGNITION "coil

non-return valve. The consumption of
oil is 1,200 miles to the gallon, or 250
miles to the sump-full.
The cylinder head is detachable, and,

when removed, it can -be easily freed of
carbon deposit, and sufficient of the piston

A detachable head

IS one of the

features of the

engine. The oil

sump here has

been removed.

Details of the Hawker magneto flywheel.

is exposed to allow the top side of it to
be cleaned without difficulty. Moreover,
the use of a detachable head facilitates

the cooling of the cylinder and prevents
distortion.

Flywheel Generator.

The ignition is by flywheel magneto, -

which is the subject of a patent. The
flywheel is a steel stamping with a deep
groove round its periphery engaging with
a lip on a stationary aluminium disc,

thus preventing foreign matter frcim

entering. There are two armature coils,

one above the flywheel centre, which
serves to supply the current for the igni-

tion, while the other, situated below the
flywheel centre, supplies the current for

the lamps. On the right of the centre

is the condenser, and on the left thereof

the -contact breaker, w-hich is actuated by

B15
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A Novel Lightweight.—

a cam on the exterior of the flywheel boss
and is accessible through a covered port
in the flywheel itself.

The engine is bolted into the frame
in the usual manner, but the size of the
engine plates is worthy of mention, as
these serve not only to carry the engine
but the gear box as well, the latter being
supported by bolts running through longi-
tudinal slots which allow the chains to

K^^^tt^

Showing the lubrication system of the
Hawker two-stroke engine. At the bottom
is shown the base plate with drain plug in
the centre. In the centre the main body of
the sump is depicted with filter, filler cap
on the right side, and the non-return valve
in the centre of the trough into which the
big end dips. The delivery to the crank-
shaft is indicated in the top illustration.

be adjusted without interfering with their
alignment. The gear box is of extremely
simple design, as there are no internal
wheels, but merely two chains, one for
the high and one for the low speeds, the
change of ratio being effected by means
of a dog clutch in the gear box. A
change speed lever is placed in such a
position adjacent to the saddle tube that
no undue force can be exerted when en-
gaging the gears, as all that is necessary
is quite a light pressure. Needless to
say, both chains are enclosed.

Double Shoe Brakes.

Two brakes are provided, and both are
applied to the belt rim. They are con-
structed of stampings, and have a common
take-off spring. Of these, one is worked
by the toe and the other by the heel on
the near side of the machine, so that in
case of emergency both may be applied
at once. Triumph type of forks are em-
ployed, while the saddle follows modern
practice, being anchored at the peak to
the top tube. Another interesting feature
is the cylindrical tool case, situated at

the rear portion of the carrier. It is

fitted with a bayonet joint cover and is

secured by a spring catch.

As mentioned before, the lighting of the
machine is from the flywheel magneto,
which gives excellent sparking at low
speeds and a perfectly steady light at

all reasonable speeds. It is intended to
employ a dry battery for use when the
machine is at a standstill.

Although it embodies several unortho-
dox features, the Hawker, in general
appearance, is far from freakish ; indeed,

26in. wheels and simple but symmetrical

DECEMBER 30th, 1920.

A simple gear arrange-

ment. The dogs are inside

the gear box, and there are

no internal gear wheels, but

two chains are employed

to give the two ratios.

frame lines leave a machine that coni-

pares most favourably with the majority

of lightweights in this direction.

The new Hawker is certainly the pro-

duction of active motor cyclists : Mr. T.
0. M. Sopwith has been a motor cyclist

for the last seventeen years, and, though
he has owned many cars, and, as all the

world knows, was one of the pioneers in

aviation, he has never forgotten his old

love ; the same remarks apply to Mr.
Hawker. If it can be produced for the

sum named, and we are assured that it

can, the Hawker should be excellent value
for money.

ble shoe

which
are indepen-
dently operated

by toe and heel

respectively

An American lih.p. Lightweight.
The Evans Two-stroke, which is a Step A tv. v v^ , r , -^
between the Motorised Bicycle and the ,g^C^ l:JZ\ni'':it^'JZiZt^s

Conventional Motor Cycle. ^.^W^ but 70 lb.

ONE of the lightest lightweights of
recent years is the Evans, a sample
of which we recently inspected at the

showrooms of Messrs. Vivian, Hardie
and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock Street'
London, W.l. It is a complete motor
cycle in miniature. The tiny engine of
}i "-P-, which is of the two-stroke variety,
IS mounted low down in the frame
Behind the flywlieel, which is a plain
steel disc, is arranged the three-point
chain drive driving the magneto and
countershaft, whence the power is con-
veyed to the rear wheel through a ^in.V belt. The control is by one lever on
the Ijandle-bars, which releases the com-
pression and also advances or retards

contrXng'th\"'en^ine.''no"th..oUlT"bein1 which fliet'uri„rtsff"** ' '^'^'' Jr^^'r '' '« '^'^^'^''"^ ^° -^« '^'^^

fitted. ^ '", ^'' ^"'"^ "P '"j'O
,

position on being the Berling magneto serves to illuminate

Bj6
leleased, and the forks are of the rigid the lamps. ThI machine weighs 70 lb.
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©YEEMAULMC AN lU;

How an Amateur Mechanic recHfied

(he Ravages

of Time and Bad Treatment.

WHETHER or not there are maiiy
motorists to-day who . would care

entirely to overhaul a cycle car is

a difficult matter to decide in view of

present conditions ; but one can be quite
safe in saying that the experience gained
in doing a job of this character is in-

valuable.
The machine in question was bought

at almost a moment's notice, and with-
out the possibility of making a previous
examination, hence the decision to take
the machine down entirely and make a

systematic overhaul. Despite the work
entailed, the ultimate cost of the overhaul
was 50% lower than if the work had been
carried out by a garage, as the cost of

skilled labour was avoided, and, taking
into account the bargain price of the
machine in the first instance, a big ad-
vantage all round was gained.

Overhauling the Chassis.

At the outset the body, radiator, and
engine were removed and put aside for

the time being. The chassis was then
mounted on a platform and stripped com-
pletely, the only parts not dismantled
being the wire spokes of the wheels.

With an old iron bath and a gallon of

paraffin each part of the chassis was
scraped, washed, and cleaned thoroughly,
and then inspected for sign's of wear and
tear, and notes made for reference
purposes.
The first repair job concerned the slid-

ing mountings which carry the stub axles

at the front of the chassis. The axle
mountings had worn so badly that the
front w h e el s

leaned inwards
instead of
slightly out-

wards, and tliere

much

CUPPED EnD
OF CHASSIS
CROSS STRUT

Fig. 1.—Through sheer neglect the

supporting tube, carrying the front axle

mounting, had worn in the chassis lugs

and tilted over sideways. In the smaller

sketch is shown how the supporting

tube cuts its way into the wing stay.

slack in the parts concerned that one
could rock the forepart of the chassis'
sideways two or three inches, there being
no measure of lateral stability whatever.
The cause of the trouble is shown in

fig. 1, where it will be seen that the stub
axle is tilting upwards instead of slightly
downwards. Investigation showed that

In the following account of an overhaul
carried out by a private 'owner, it is

desirable that four points are made clear.

(2) The machine was bought second-
hand at a low figure.

(2) Jt had previously covered many
thousands of miles and its wearing
parts neglected.

(3) The runabout appealed to the present

owner in view of the comparative
cheapness of replacement parts, and
simplicity of the chassis.

(af) The overhaul was undertaken private-

ly to save expense.

the lock-nut at the bottom of the ver-
tical wing stay had slackened off, thereby
allowing the cupped ends of the chassis
cross struts to spring apart slightly, and
allow lateral movement of the supporting
tube within the axle mountings. Still

continuing the investigation, it was dis-

covered that the tube in moving had cut
into the wing stays top and bottom ; and
if the car had been driven many miles
further, the tube, axle mounting, and
wheel might con-
ceivably have
come adrift from
the chassis. The
subsidiary d i a -

gram in fig. 1

shows, on a larger
scale, the manner
in which the
vertical tube had
moved sideways
and cut into the
wing stay.

New supporting
tiibes for the axle
mounting were ob-
tained, but it Avas
found that they
were slack in
the ends of the
chassis cross tubes, owing to the chafing
and wear caused by the old supporting
tubes ; and another way out of the diffi-

culty had to be evolved. New wing
stays were purchased, and were found
to fit tightly in the lugs of the chassis
cross tubes. The new supporting tubes
were then bushed to fit tightly on to the
wing stays, as shown in fig. 2, the bushes
being fully three inches long, in order to

2.—^The remedy
employed to realign the

supportmg lube of
the front axle mount-
mg with the wing stay

by the aid of a bush.

give stability. When th_ t at the

bottom was tightened up, the two lugs

at the ends of the chassis cross tubes
were brought tightly down on to. the
supporting tube, but the latter could not

move on the wing stay. This particular

repair obviates the necessity of having
new lugs fitted and brazed on to the

end of the chassis, cross tubes, and can
be carried out with comparatively small

expense.

STEERING
ARM LUG

LOCK NUtj

Fig. 3.—Showing, m exaggerated form, the

tilting up of the axle in the lug of the axle

mounting.

It was found that the stub axles still

tilted upwards to a certain extent after

this repair had been carried out on
account of the lock nuts on the axles
having shifted and the axles . becoming
loose, wearing the hole in the axle mount-
ing to an oval (as in fig. 3). No amount
of tightening of the lock nut would keep
the stub axle firm, owing to the leverage
exerted by the weisjht of the car on the
stub axle. The only remedy was to re-

bush the lug in the mounting to take the
axle firmly and without shake. Inci-

dentally, it may be mentioned that the
slackness and the rocking of the axle in

the axle mounting had caused the end
faces of the steering arnr and the lug to

wear badly ; hence all these parts had to

be scraped to fit again when the lug had
been rebushed to take the axle.

TIE ROD

FIBRE BLOCK

Figs. 4 & 5.—Tie-rod and chassis longitu-

dinal member before and after repair. In

the upper sketch is shown how the tie-rod

has worn through the tube, and in the

lower illustration is depicted hew a fibre

block IS interposed between the lube and
the tie-rod.

BI9
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Overhauling an Ill-used Morgan.

—

The next item on the repair list was
the inside cup of the ball bearing on one
of the front wheels. The cup had become
loose ill the hub owing to maladjustment
of the bearings generally. A imw bear-
ing cup did not fit tightly in the hub,
and the only way to obtain a good fit was
to take the whole wheel and mount it

on the face plate of a big lathe and get
the hub re-machined inside to take the
cup in a new position. This repair was
effected in a very short time by local

machinists, but owing to the cup being
fitted further into the hub (to the extent
of jin.), the outer dust cap of the hub
fouled the axle, hence that part, in turn,

had to be machined to clear the tip of

the axle. This repair, incidentally, shows
that alterations carried out on one's own
initiative require careful planning.

A Useful Tip.

After the front wheels, axles, and
mountings had been disposed of, the
chassis was turned upside down, and the

points of contact of the front tie-rod on
the two longitudinal tubes of the frame
examined carefully. It was found that
vibration had caused the tie-rod not only
to wear itself almost through at the point
of contact, but an oblong hole had been
worn in the longitudinal tubes also, as

shown in fig. 4. Under the circum-
stances, the best repair was effected by
obtaining a fibre block distance piece,

Ijin. broad, and having it machined to fit

snugly against the tube with a fairly

large bearing surface. The outer face of

Fig. 6.—Old and new
systems of pins controlling the clutch collar.

the block was then grooved carefully to
take the tie-rod, as in fig. 5. These
blocks were made for both points of con-
tact of the tie-rod on the frame.

Clutch Withdrawing Collar.

In the machine in question, the fibre

collar withdrawing the clutch is controlled
by two cross pins in a pivoted fork.
These pins are a " push-fit " in the arms
of the fork, and are locked by a split

pin (as in fig. 6) in each case. Owing to
wear of the pins in the arms, these parts
were scrapped and two bolts substituted
with lock nuts ; the bolts have the threads
turned off for |ths of an inch at the
end to fit snugly into the holes in the
clutch collar. The advantage of the
bolts over the plain "push-fit" pins is

that they can be screwed in, or out, to
obtain a nice floating fit in the clutch
collar without binding, and once they are
locked by the nuts they cannot move in

the arms of the clutch fork.

In a test run before the car was taken
down for overhaul a certain amount of
front wfiecl woblile was manife.sl, and
was accentuated liy the direct steering
system of the Morgrui. All the pins
were renewed wliere necessary, but
should any reader undertake this work

Fig. 7.—How the steering tie-rod moves
out of the horizontal position when one stub

axle rises higher than the other.

on a Morgan it must be remembered
that a very small degree of slack must
be left in the steering pin joints, owing
to the difference in vertical movement
that may occur between the rise and
fall of the stub axle mountings when
on the road. This movement will be
seen more clearly on reference to the
diagram, fig. 7, where it will be observed
that when, for instance, the left-hand
axle rises and the right-hand axle stays
in its normal position the tie-rod moves
out of parallel, and is, therefore, inclined
to bind on the steering pins A and B.

Attending to the Gears.

Having seen that the engine bearer
plates are true and not distorted in any
way, attention was then directed to the
rear of the chassis, and, in particular,
to the g;ear box, rear forks, back axle,
and chain transmission. The ball bear-
ing on the propeller-shaft behind the
bevel pinion was found to be very badly
worn, and allowed the pinion to with-
draw out of engagement with the crown
wheel. The gears, in these circum-
stances, were comparatively quiet, but
the bearing had in any case to be re-

newed, which resulted in the bevels
going back to their original or correct
position of engagement, and, since the
teeth of the wheels engaged with each
other in a new area of contact, they
became very noisy on trial when the
machine was again on the road. This
noisiness, however, disappeared after a
time when the bevels had become worn
in their new position. All the chains
and spi'ockets were worn, but as the
low gear is seldom usee! on a fast and
powerful little vehicle of this type, only
the high gear chain and sprockets were
renewed.

Inspection of the forks showed that
the machine, at some time or other, must
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have had a violent skid, which ended

in the back wheel striking an obstruction

a very heavy blow, the force of which

twisted the forks and bent the back

axle. The forks -gfere taken out, heated

up, and restraightened, and a new back

axle substituted, care being taken to

see that the two ball bearings in the rear

wheel hub fitted properly.

Lateral Stability oJ Rear Wheel.

It may be a hint to the lesser experi-

enced Morgan owner to know that the

lateral stability of the rear wheel almost

entirely depends upon the good fit of

the hinge pin in the forks in the gear

box. If this pin is loose in the forks,

or is likewise loose in the gear box,

then twisting, or rocking, of the rear

wheel will result, ' with diminished

stability on the road. In the writer's

machine very great care was taken to

see that the hinge pin was locked \\3,T<i

in the bosses in the gear box. The
damage to the rear forks mentioned
above also had the effect of twisting, or

distorting, the leaf springs above the

forks. The opportunity was taken at

the time of the overhaul to see that the

springs were replaced in alignment and
engaging correctly with the shackles

pivoted "to the forks near the rear axle.

The Engine.

In overhauling, the engine was taken as

a separate unit, and all the work done on

the bench. The cylinders were rebored, -

and new pistons and rings fitted by the

Fig. 8.—New type of overhead valve rocker

gear fitted to the 90 mm. bore I.A.P. engine.

Each pair of rockers is mounted on a cross

pin in a single fulcrum post.

Fig. 9.—Locking of the

cross pin, carrying the rockers

in the fulcrum post, by cotters.

makers, and the valves and guides were
also i-enewed. At the time, replacements
for the standard J. A. P. overhead valve
rockers, fulcrum posts, etc., were im-

possible to obtain, so a complete new set

of rockers, fulcrum posts, and tappet rods

was designed on a new basis and made
to order. A single steel post, held to the
cylinder head by two studs, supports a

pair of inlet and exhaust rockers by a

single cross pin, which is held in the

fulcrum post by two cotters and nuts.

At the tappet rod end of each rocker is

a cupped bolt, which en";ages with the

ball head of the tappet rod, and this bolt

is secured in position by the split end of

the rocker and a locking bolt and nut, as

shown in fig. 8. All the parts arc made
of steel and case-hardened, and on the

end of each valve stem is fitted a hard steel

cap to eliminate wear likely to be caused
by the movement of the rocker. The
adjustment of the valve clearance is

effected simply- by loosening the nut on
the locking bolt at the outer end of the
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Overhauling an Ill-used Morgan

BOSS

Fig 10.—(Left) The flywheel mount-

ing in its old state. (Right) Rebossed to

run true on the crankshaft.

rocker and adjusting the cupped bolt over

the tappet rod, relockii>g the assembly

afterwards.

In fig. 10 is shown the flywheel before

and after repair. As the fiywheef was
originally out of truth on the crankshaft,

it was decided to machine it in the hub
to fit on a steel flange, which, in turn,

was machined to fit on tlie tapered end of

the crankshaft. As the flywheel and the

new boss were machined very accurately,

the flywheel ran dead true with the crank-

shaft, and, in order to prevent movement,
the flange of the boss was riveted to the

flywheel, as shown tn the diagram. The
necessity for truing the flywheel was due
to the fact that if the wheel ran otherwise

both the clutch and the propeller-shaft

would run out of truth and vibrate at

speed, making a smooth engagement of the

clutch extremely difficult.

In assembling the engine, great care

wa^ taker, to obtain a good fit in the joints

in the crank case, cam box, and at the

lower end of the cylinders, for the reasons

that an oily engine, in the first instance,
is not a pretty sight ; and, secondly, oil

leakage is expensive, in view of the cost
of lubricating oil these days. The paper
gaskets between the cylinders and crank
case, and behind the cover of the cam
box, were very carefully cut to shape,
having no kinks or damaged spots in the
paper.

Bodywork.
After the engine and chassis were

assembled complete, the body was turned
upside down on trestles and given a
thorough wash with the water hose and
brush. The object of inverting the body
was to dislodge the accumulated dust and
dirt in the small corners inside the body,
and the cushions were removed before the
operation was begun. On the body being
secured in position on the chassis, it was
considered advisable to reinforce the
security of the tail to the main part of
the body, to make it suitable to carry an
extra load occasionally. Three bolts were
fitted between the lateral board inside
the tail and the back of the seat, as
shown in fig. 11, and any tendency for
the tail to droop is resisted by the bolts
in that position.

In the fhial tuning up of the machine
a good deal of trouble was taken in the
adjustment of the chain transmission and
brake gear. Owing to the difference in
the centres between the rear axle and the
fork hinge pin and the countershaft re-
spectively, the forks move through a

BOLTS

Fig. 1 1
.—Bolts fitted to give extra security

to tail on the rear part of body.
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smaller radius than in the case of the

chains, as illustrated in fig. 12. If the. car

is jacked up under the gear box, and the
chains adjusted with the forks drooped
and the rear wheel off the ground, then,
on the car being jacked down to the

Fig. 12.—Diagram indicating the differ-

ence in radius between the fork, hinge

pin, and the countershaft respectively,

with the rear axle.

ground again, it will be found that the
chains wilt be too tight for running. Tire
belter pfan is to adjust the chait;is with
the rear wheei on the ground, w'ith the
forks nearly horizontal and the rear
springs normally loaded.
In regard to brakes, the efficiency of

the grip of the brake bands on the drums
was affected considerably by the position
of the clamps on the rear fork arms cai'ry-

ing the fulcrum pins of the brake levers.

In fitting the brakes, the position of the
clamps was selected with care, in order
to give the most powerful leverage of the
brake arms, and, at the same time, to
obtain due clearance for the brake bands
on the drums in the " free " position.

In conclusion, it may be said that an
overhaul of this description appeals perhaps
only to a mechanically-minded and pains-

taiiing person. The saving in cash is an
important point, however; and, in the case
of the present machine, the total cost of

the entire outfit, witli new replacements,

amounted to less than an everage second-
hand sidecar outfit.

Adequately attired, there is real pleasure in winter riding, especially when the country is cloaked in snow.

B2.\
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NEXT YEAR'S SIX DAYS TRIALS.
All Aotor Cycles over 330 c.c. to have Sidecars.

SOME interesting news came to light
in the course of the Auto Cycle Union
general meeting, held at Cambridge,

and referred to briefly in the issue of the
23rd inst. The affiliation fees have been
revised, and now stand as follows :

Div. A. Is. 6d., Div. B. 10s. 6d., Div.
C 15s., of which 6d. is to be remitted
to the Centre in the case of fees paid in

respect of members of a club within that
Centre.

The most important announcement
which we have to record is that referring
to the Six Days Trials, which in 1921
will be run on entirely novel lines, so

transforming the trial that it will be
different from anything the A.C.U. has
done before. No freak hills and no freak
surfaces will be included. The following
resolution was passed ;

1. That a trial of at least six days" duration,
to be carried out oh a revised system of mark-
ing in which running cost shall be an impor-
tant iactor. is advisable and necessary for the
further improvement uf the modern motor
cycle, as a demonstration of its reliability
and for the encouragement of the sport and
pastime.

2. That for 1921 the trial should consist of
a preliminary examination and certain elimi-
nating tests at Brooklands, the latter com-
mencing on a Monday, and that the remainder
of that day should be spent proceeding to a
point " B." Tuesday from point " B " to
point " C," Wednesday out and back to " C,"
from " C " back to " B " on Thursday, and
on Friday from " B " to Brooklands. " where
certain final tests would be carried out,
Saturday being reserved for the final
examination.

3. That the tests at Brooklands should con-
sist of

:

(a) A preliminary high-speed reliability
test of from about four to eight laps at
minimum speeds, incorporating a test of

mudguarding by running over a prepared
surface each lap.

(h) A top gear slow running test down
the " straight," followed by an ascent of

the test hill.

(c)_ A silence test by audiometer and
observation during (h) above.
(d) If found practicable, a test of

springing.
(t) A brake test on the Friday, such test

to be for each brake separately, and, if

practica'ble, for both brakes together.

(f) A final high-speed reliability test of
twenty-five laps at minimum speeds,
followed by an examination for oil retention.

4. That by means of a special staff detailed
for the work, a petrol and oil consumption
test of each motor cycle for the whole distance
of the trial should be made.

5. That all motor cycles of over 350 c.c.

should be required to be fitted with sidecars.
6. That It would not be iu the interests

of the manufacturers or buying public to test
the solo and passenger classes separately.

7. That having regard to the tests outlined
above, and the suggested increased severity of

the schedule of marking, the severity of. the
road portion of the trial should be reduced as
compared with previous Six Bays Trials.

-8. That lightweights should be encouraged,
particularly having regard to the revision of
taxation, and that a class or classes should
be instituted for motor cycles with a laden
weight not exceeding 200 lb. It was suggested
that the less severe road test would make it

possible for lightweights of the scooter type
to compete, and that entries of such should
be encouraged under this heading.

There was considerable discussion con-
cerning the ^advisEibility of granting per-
mits for speed trials, and it was eventu-
ally agreed that before a permit was
granted the organisers should guarantee
that the safety of both the competitors
and spectators should be ensured. It
was also decided that the winners of
both Junior and Senior T.T. Races, and
all those entrants finishing within thirty
mii"tutes of the winner's time, should be

New T.T. Regulations.
transferred to the expert class without

further qualifications, and that all other

entrants finishing the course within the

time limit for their respective race should

be 'credited with a " first."

The new and recently amended inter-

national silencer regulation will be
adopted in the T.T. if passed at the next
F.I.C.M. meeting in Brussels. It reads

as follows :
" All motor cycles taking

part in any competition must be fitted

with an efficient exhaust system, as may
be required by the rules governing such

competition, but in races a free exhaust
may be perniitted. In all cases the ex-

haust gases must be so ejected as not to

raise dust, or otherwise be dangerous to

- a competitor. Uncovered exhaust ports

in the walls of the cylinder are forbidden
in all competitions."

It was suggested that the following

regulation should be added to the A.C.U.
competition rules: "All racing motor
cycles must be fitted with at least one
brake operating on the rear wheel, which
should be capable of bringing the

machine to a standstill should any part

of the transmission become inoperative."

Submitted to the General Committee, this

proposed regulation met with consider-

able opposition, Messrs. W. H. Wells
and Harry Reed taking strong exception
to it. The matter was therefore referred

back for further consideration by the
committee.
The number of ' open competitions

already sanctioned, namely, twenty, has
been increased to thirty.

TRADE NUMBER PLATES FOR 1921.
Details of

UNDER the new system of taxation
and licensing, the existing arrange-
ment of trade number plates is

annulled, and in its place wilj^ be sub-
stituted a new scheme in which a trade
licence will be embodied in the plate.

The following extracts from the Memor-
andum issued by the Ministry of
Transport are of interest to manufac-
turers and dealers :

" Under the new system a manufacturer
or dealer may obtain from the county

the Regulation Plates for Trade Purposes.

The new front trade number plate

council (or county borough or burgh
council) in whose area his business pre-
mises are situated an annual licence for
the sum of £10, which will be applicable
to any vehicle, or a licence at the annnal
rate of £1 10s., which will be restricted
to anj^ vehicle of the ' cycle ' class, which
class includes all vehicles with not more
than three wheels, and not exceeding 8
cwt. in weight. Any such licence, how-
ever, only entitles the owner to have one
vehicle upon the road at any one time
for a prescribed purpose. ' Applicants
may take out such .number of these
licences as they may reasonably require.

" Any such licence must be carried on
the front number plate of the vehicle in

use."
A large front number plate bearing a

triangular licence card holder will be
compulsory, and will conform to the fal-

lowing specification :

Licence Holder.
" The form of holder must be of metal

and of weatherproof construction. It

mu.st be triangular in shape, and conform
to the measurements specified hereunder :

"The plate to be paiiited with two
coats of good oi! paint and a finishing

coat of enamel paint of a pure white
colour. The plate to be drilled with
three ,'5 in. clearance holes, in the posi-

tions shown on the accompanying draw-
ing, suitable for attaching the licence

holder to the plate with -i%in. metal bolts.

The holes to be drilled to the same tem-
plate as that used for the licence holder.

" The figures and letters and a ^in.

border round the edge of the plate to be
painted a signal red colour.

"To be flat and rectangular in shape,
T^in. in length and 7-{^-in. in depth.

" Two rectangular slots, lin. in length
and ^in. in depth, to be made in the

plate as shown on the accompanying
drawing, and to be suitable for attaching
the plate to the motor cycle by means of

straps or otherwise."
The rear plate must be of similar con-

struction but without the licence holder,

and should measure Tjin. in length and
4^in. iu depth.

The 1921 rear trade plate, which, like its

companion, is to be red on a white ground.

i;24
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An Unusual Valve Gear.
A Single Compression-retaining Poppet Valve

Conjunction with a Distributing Flap Valve,

I

MODERN valve gear, particularly
side-by-side valve gear, is, like the
sidecar, something of an anomaly. _

Theoretically it is often most inefficient,

but, practically, it appears to function
extremely well indeed. However, there
is no doubt that valve efficiency can be
improved ; the problem lies in making

this improvement
without impairing
reliability.

Tile design we
illustrate, adapted
to a R u d g e

,

necessitates an en-

tirely new cylin-

der head, giving
approximately- a

hemispherical com-
bustion chamber,
into which is set

at an angle a
large overhead
poppet valve. A
flap valve, pivoted
at the fork of the
inlet and exhaust
passages, o s c i 1 -

lates in turn on
seatings on these

passages, and thus acts as a disti'ibuter.

A cain^ctuated push or tappet rod
engages m a ball socket underneath the
flap valve, while above the valve is

another rod similarly fixed and held down
by the main spring, which, of course, does
not need to be of excessive strength.

This sectional drawing of
the overhead valve mechanism
shows clearly the disposition

of the valves.

Diagrammatic
arrangement show-
ing the flap dis-

tribution valve.

An arrangement of leaf springing which obviates the use of a

saddle-pillar. The front of the saddle is pivoted on to the frame.

The action is simple.
The main valve re-

. mains open approxi-
mately all through the
exhaust and inlet
strokes, while the flap

valve changes over
from the inlet to the
exhaust seating at the
correct moment for
the induction stroke.

Among the advan-
tages claimed for this

design are totally en-
closed operating
mechanism, free gas
passages, efficient com-
bustion chamber, and
a slow operating main
valve which permits
(1) a larger valve, (2)

a greater lift, and (3)

a weaker spring. Also
,

the wasteful exhaust valve lifter is

aboli.fhed, for, as may be gathered from
the drawing, the action of lifting the
main valve for starting does not nullify
the effect of the induction stroke.

Improving the Suspension.

The converted Rudge of the inventor
(Mr. W. A. James, 115. Roseberv Road,
Muswell Hill, London, N.IO) has'another
interesting feature. This consists of
a spring saddle pivoted in front and
carried on two long leaf springs att.Tched

to the carrier in the
rear. A short run on
the machine demon-
strated the efficiency

of this springing
system. The engine
also appeared to

pull remarkably well,

though, without fur-

ther tests, it would be
impossible to give an
idea of how much im-
provement has been
effected by the valve
gear. We are in-

formed - that these

devices are fully patented bv the rider
who has carried out the conversions on his
own machine. ,

External view showing the enclosed valve

mechanism which is fitted on to a Rudge
engine.

ALUMINIUM NUMBER PLATES.
IT is a long time since we inspected

neater number plates than those
supplied by Mr. Thomas - Taylor,

Green Lane, Wolverhampton, for a Sun-
beam motor cycle in our possession.

The rear plate is a solid aluminium
casting, and the letters and figures are
most clearly defined. The marks in

question are riveted on to the plate,
" the rivets being solid with the letters

and figures, and cast so that tliey are
invisible in the finished article.

The front plate is provisionally
patented, the difficulty at first being to

get the steel plate at the bottom suitable
for fixing on the lugs of any make of

machine. The patented method of fixing

overcomes this difficulty.

There is no seam or joint along the

top, and the result is a really excellent

job,v calculated to enhance the appear-
ance of the smartest motor cycle on the

road. IMotor cycle sets cost 21s. postage
paid, and a point is made of the fact

that the finished plates can be despatched
the same dav as the order is received.

A set of number plates

remarkable for their fine

finish.

A NEW PLUG.
ANEW plug, which, it is claimed, will

never soot up, is the Automatic,
sold by the Alterna Cycle Light

Co., 89, Farringdon Street, London,

TheAutomatic
plug.

E.C.4. Its chief peculi-

arity is the loose sparking <

points on the central

electrode, which are free

to turn or slide up and
down.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle, * Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be

accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ANOTHER IDEAL.
Sir,—My ideal motor cycle woald be a B.S. Norton with

the standard wheelbase, fitted with a light, strong gear box,
clutch, two speeds, foot controlled change. I think tl^.e best

ratios would be 4 to 1 and 5.75 or 6 to 1. Chain drive would
be employed with a simple, securely fastened guard over

each chain. Such a machine should be super-excellent for

speed, handiness, riding comfort, control, and simplicity.

Doubtless other readers have somewhat similar tastes.

Stamford. P.F.C.

TENNIS FOR A.C.U. STAFF COMMITTEE.
Sir,—I thought that a good many of your readers might

be interested to know that the Staff Committee of the Auto
Cycle Union has decided to inaugurate a tennis club, to

commence with the 1921 season. This project has been
enthusiastically received, and the chief problem at the moment
is to secure the use of a suitable ground in the suburbs of

London. Should any readers of The Motor Cycle know of

such facilities they would greatly oblige by communicating
with the, writer. P. A. EYLES,

Staff Sports Hon. Sec, Auto Cycle Union.
London, S.W.I.

"IXION" BLUSHES.'
Sir,—I have just finished reading "Motor Cycle Remini-

scences," by "Ixion," and can thoroughly recommend the

book to all readers, whether motor cyclists or not. It is an
excellent history of motor cycles from the day of their birth

to the present time.

There is no dry technical reading : just a story, excellently

written, of how the motor cycle emerged from its dark pre-

historic days into modern times of efficiency and fame.
The author, apart from giving an interesting sketch of the

trials of various types of engines and machines in the early

days, keeps the reader amused by recounting liis own experi-

enoes on these "early monstrosities and contraptions." To
r<ia.d some of these expe^^ences (and there are many) is as

good as a tonic.

The book is written by one who has had practical experi-

ence of motor cycling aliice its birth, and who has been closely

associated with the movement tlirougliout.
" Ixion " needs no introduction to the motor cycling world.

I congratulate "I.\ion" (whatever his real name may be) on
this masterpiece, and liope that all motor cyclists will read
tills inleresting and humorous volume.
Edinburgh. LEA-FRANCIS.

"30

A JOINT CRITICISM.
Sir,—As two keen motor cyclists,

we have perused your " Show
copies with much interest, especi-

ally the criticisms of Olympia.
There is one small point at

Olympia, however, which particu-

larly impressed us—the effort neces-

sary to declutoh on the various

machines with hand - operated

clutches—a detail, we admit, but
a point of importance on long runs.

Among the easiest were the B.S. A.,
the 4 h.p. Blackburne (Burman),
and the 3 h.p. Royal Ruby—in fact,

the last-named was so light that

we wondered if the full number of

springs was in use.

There was also a large number
of machines of the de luxe type,

which, although fitted with detach-

able wheels, had to have a speedo-

meter pinion on each wheel. Surely
if the A.J.S. people can do without
these suiJerfluous pinions other

makers can do so. _ Also what a

tremendous number of machines
had not got the speedometer drive

complete, the driving pinion being
missing. If a manufacturer cannot
attend to a small point like this

for a Show machine, he certainly

cannot be trusted to attend to the

small details in the ordinary way.
We wonder if the tyre manu-

facturers will ever realise the need

for a decent motor car valve instead of a push bicycle

one, which brealvs so easilv? CD 5510.

Worthing and Hove. BY 7148.

THE CASE AGAINST THE HAND PUMP.
Sir,—I was interested to read the remarks on motor cycle

lubrication in your paper by "Criticus." My experience

bears out his statement that' the average motor cycle engine

is over oiled half its time, and under oiled the other halt.

I am riding a 4 h.p. single cyUnder engine, made by a well

known firm. It is fitted with the old-fashioned hand pump,
and though I have much admiration for this make of motor
cycle I think it is a pity that it should .stick to such a-
method of lubrication.

My objections to it are, the alternate over and under oil-

ing which first floods and then starves the engine, the risk of

seizure because so much is left to the- judgment of the rider,

excessive carbonisation, the awful waste of oil, and the

difficulty of starting.

I shc)uld be glad to know what there is to be said in

favour of the hand pump system, because a few makers,

and those not amongst the least important, are still relying

upon it. They must have a reason.

V. D. WOOD.
A POST-1921 IDEAL.

Sir,— I am glad that " Sigma " (December 16th) appreci-

ates the Scott. It is decidedly surprismg, however, that

he asks for air-cooling and an orthodox frame, for it is

usually admitted nowadays that the great success of the

Scott is due very largely indeed to its water-cooled engine

and properly designed frame. As far as the frame is con-

cerned, the Scott still remains the only machhie (excepting

perhaps the Cotton) which is not primarily a push cycle

with engine added. I am not inaintaiiiing that orthodox
frame design has not improved immensely, but the general

truth of my statement will not be dejiied. With regard

to the watei'-cooling, I feel strongly that for the Scott tjom-

pany to revert to air-cooling would bo a retrogression.

My own 1912 Scott I would not exchange for any other

machine on the road, unless it were a 1921 Scott. I admit

I nm an enthusiast, and keep my machine in good tunc.

i\ly experiences have shown me that for consistently good
averages over hilly roads, tliero is no solo machine to equal

the water-cooled -Scott. Ami mine, I must emphasise, is a

nine yenr old model.
My 'one big point of criticism is this. I feel that the

Scotib would be greatly improved by a three-speed gear.

\
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The present gear is delightful, and the foot-change ideal,

but a middle gear, though difficult to design, would be a
great advantage.
And another point. When the Scott Company adopt the

shaft drive we shall have the perfect solo mount.
N. WILLIAMS.

THREE-INCH TYRES ON THE CLEVELAND.
Sir,—In reply to " Ixion's " query re experience of the 3in.

tyred Cleveland, I have been riding a Cleveland for the past
four or five months over some of the worst and hilliest roads
in Devon, having previously ridden a lightweight shod with
2in. tyres, with the result that I cannot speak too highly in

favour of the big tyre, either, from a jAysical or a mechanical
standpoint. On the Cleveland one can' arrive at one's desti-
nation and partake oi refreshment without having to wait
for one's internal organs to subside and re;irrange themselves.
The big tyres also save the machine itself very considerably
in the matter of nuts and parts working loose. One can
afford to have the tyres pumped up much harder (and so save
the tyres) than in the case of the 2in. tyre, and still have
good resiliency. The machine is very steady on grease, and
gives one that very desirable feeling of stability, comfort, and
security.

Whilst on this point, there are several items about the
Cleveland ivhich'I should think well worthy of our own
manufacturers' consideration.
The direct drive magneto does away with one possible

source of trouble. The multiple-plate clutch (car type) is

a worthy innovation. Another very desirable featm-e is that
the transmission, worm-driven countershaft, clutch, and
change-speed gear are completely enclosed and run in oil.

'

The chain, although exposed and somewhat long, is very
hefty for a 3 h.p. machine, and not calculated to give very
much trouble, being about the size of that fitted to a 7-9 h.p.
sidecar machine.
The footboards, very stout and durable, are of the hinged

folding type. The compression of the engine is very high,
and is not fitted with a compression release. This is rather
a bad point at times relative to cooling the engine, but,
nevertheless, it compels driving in the proper manner, i.e.,

by the thi-ottle. The deficiency of a compression release, as
far- as cooling when coasting is concerned, is greatly minimised
by fitting a Binks carburetter, with which, by intelligent
driving and use of the extra air inlet, the engine will two-

.
stroke at all speeds, from 4 to 40 m.p.h. (This concurs with

-the remarks of "July" on "Misfiring of the Two-stroke"
in your issue of November 11th.)

The mileage Avhen fitted with a Binks is about 100 m.p.g.
The weight is about 180 lb.

The initial outlay, owing to import duty, crate, rail, fitting

of front brake and carrier, is fairly high ; but, by compari-
son with some of our home produce at the same price, it is

worth it.

I am not in any way connected with, or interested in, this

or any other firm or agent, and would very much have
preferred to buy British produce, if I could have obtained
what I wanted at a reasonable price. G. S.

Plymouth.

WHAT IS FORCED FEED LUBRICATION?
Sir,—We notice in TIw Motor Cycle of December 16th,

that you call attention to the small number of English
machines fitted with mechanical lubrication. This important
fact has certainly been neglected, and the writer has lately

been driving a twin sidecar outfit with the usual hand-
pump lubrication, and feels thoroughly disgusted with this

system, since he has used mechanically lubricated engines
since 1910.

The original Veloce engine was the first motor cycle engine
to be mechanically lubricated. The idea was a spray of oil

playing on the big end of the connecting rod. This spray of

oil issued from the camshaft and was timed so that the hole

in the cam always came opposite the big end when it was
at its nearest point to the camshaft. This engine gave
remarkably good results, but the oil pump was a source of

trouble, since it ran at half engine speed and was really too

busy to be reliable on a very high speed engine. In 1913 an
engine of this type, but modified to get additional cooling by
oil circulation similar to the new Bradshaw, was entered in

the T.T. and ridden by Mr. Cyril Pullin, who finished in

the Junior. The oil sump was formed with a large cooling

area similar to the cooling fins on a cylinder. Owmg to- the

speed the oil got too hot and caused a good deal of trouble

by getting on to the belt. It proved almost impossible to

keep the oil in the engine, for there was such an abundance
of hot oil fioating all over the working parts, and as the
cooling effect did not give us the corresponding advantage we
therefore abandoned the idea.

At present on the Velocette we are using a. slow speed
pump, in fact it runs at 1-75 of engine speed. It is, there-

fore, more reliable, and in addition the oil which is delivered
by the pump never returns, consequently the engine is

supplied with clean fresh oil and not oil which has deterior-

ated through constant circulation. VELOCE LIMITED.
P. J. GooDMAjj, Director.

Sir,—As the inventor of the Best and Lloyd mechanical
pump, will you allow me to comment on a statement appear-

ing on page 754 of your December 9th issue?

'ihis says that the "Best" pump "cannot be classed as a
pressure lubricator," and it seems to flie that the writer of

your article can hardly be fully acquainted with the principles

that govern the working of my pum]^, or possibly I may
have misunderstood his use of the term " pressure lubrica-

tor," which I take to be synonymous with a positive or

forced lubricator.

There are other types of automatic lubricator, where the

atmosphere limits the available pressure, as in the so-called
" suction feed " system.
Now the "Best" pump has a perfectly positive action

however much the delivery of oil may be reduced. This is

owing to the fact that the feed is controlled by altering the
length of the stroke and not by restricting any passage.

It is clear that the pump plunger is capable of exerting

practically an unlimited pressure if we take into account the
source of power (the engine) and the incompressibility of

oil. If there were any formidable obstruction in the
delivery pipe the oil would have to find its release somewhere
and would probably burst the pipe. Such an obstruction

would have to be produced artificially. Experience has
shown that any ordinary obstruction, such as congealed oil,

is gradually forced through into the crank case.

It is sometimes argued that a mechanical pump is not posi-

tive if it depends on spring operated ball valves. I notice

such a suggestion in your description of another mechanical
lubricator in your issue of December 15th. This may be the

case when comparatively rapid opening and closing of the
valves is required, but where there is an adequate gear
reduction no trouble with the working of the valves is

H. Wexperienced. WILLIAMS.
Best and Lloyd, Ltd.

The new £4 tax on a motor cycle gives the motor cyclist the

right to attach a sidecar or a trailer. Thus, while the owner of the

smallest four-wheeled cycle car has to pay on the h.p. basis with a

minimum of £6, the motor cyclist may have four wheels for £4.

The above illustration shows a two-seater Cygnet rear car attached

to an Indian motor cycle.
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WEIGHTS.
Sir,—In view of the new taxation by weight, I suggest

that motor cycle agents have a suitable weighing machine in

their depots in order that purchasers may know how much
their annual tax will be. LIGHTWEIGHT.

Lichfield.

A DISAPPEARING COUPE SIDECAR BODY.
Sir,—Having seen an illustration of a coupe sidecar in your

i.seue of October 51st, I venture to send you the enclosed

design in the hope that it is worthy of reproduction. The hood,
when down, is completely concealed in the body of the car

;

the sides also lower, almost similarly 'to a railway carriage

Suggested in the letter of Mr. A. Groves, this coupe sidecar body

possesses a disappearing top.

window. The hood, or top, is made in two sections, the

front of glass or mica, and the back section of three-ply

wood or aluminium, the front section sliding into the back,

and the whole sliding into a compartment in the rear of the

sidecar. A. GROVES.

A COMPREHENSIVE SPECIFICATION.
Sir,—My object in writing to you is to draw attention to

the particular features of a design I am working on at the
moment. And in view of the insistent demands in your
journal, notably by " Criticus," I think it should be of

special interest.

SpecHicat'ian : Duplex frame (spring front and rear),

cushion saddle, twin two-stroke air-cooled engine of 5-7 h.p.

,

sight feed lubrication, plate clutch, shaft drive, three-speed
gear, electric lighting, all engine and gear bo.x in one
assembly with nothing but control rods and cables exposed,
detachable cylinder head and crank case, brakes front and
rear, wheels interchangeable and detachable, leaving brakes
on frames, special ^nud-proof guards, adjustable mud shield

for rider, and mud shield for engine. I also claim that the
type of engine I have in hand, although conforming to

common design, should be more efficient. It is foolpi'oof

throughout, including lubrication.

MAX YOUNG.
CHANGES IN DESIGN.

Sir,—In your issue of December 9th, " Puzzled " remarks
that he was particularly struck with the fact that I have
reverted to cast iron cylinders in my new engine.

After the long discussions in the past in your pages on
the question of steel cylinders, which I always upheld, it is

perhaps not surprising that someone should ask if I have
any technical rea.sons for returning to cast iron ones.

The whole'of design is a compromise, and the best com-
promise produces the best article. Steel cylinders fitted

with air-cooling fins are better than cast iron ones similarly

fitted because it is possible to cut fine fins on the steel barrels,

and such fins can be designed to offer little restriction to the
flow of air through them, whereas cast iron fins have to be
shaped so as to render casting possible. Steel, also, has a
heat conductivity about 20% higher than has cast iron, and
(according to Dr. Gibson) a steel surface gives a greater heat
dissipation than even an aluminium or a copper surface.

But years pass by and science gives u.s greater knowledge
(if which the engineer does not (or should not) fail to

(ake advantage.
My new engine has cylinders which are not air-cooled by

(lie niethod.s we have previously used. They are not fitted
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wi.th cooling fins at all, therefore the advantages of steel do
not apply, but such advantages are replaced by other and
greater advantages.
Your readers are probably not yet fully acquainted with

the exact principals employed in the cooling of my new
engine, nor have they seen detail illustrations of the cylinder

barrels or crank case in section, therefore it is difficult (as

I see from the cori-espondence I have had) for many of them
and your correspondent "Puzzled" to understand the

reason of the change. GRANVILLE BRADSHAW.

SOME REASONS WHY.
Sir,—I have ceased to be a member of any motoring associa-

tion. In the first place, I can no longer afford the uicreased

subscription, as I shall have to use the money to purchase
my new licence holder and in having my number plates re-

painted. In the second place, I do not consider membership
worth while, because it does not appear that the associa-

tions are out to help the motorist in really vital matters.

Have they made any real effort to combat the provisions

of the new Roads Bill, which are to cause us so much trouble

and expense? Have they ever succeeded in reducing our

petrol costs? I must say that the only things I have ever

had for my membership have been salutes* from patrols.

On two occasions I have been hung up on the road this

year, but could not get any help from scouts, although two

of these did appear—unfortunately belonging to a rival

organisation to mine. Could anything be more absurd?

Why do the associations not join forces? They might then

together be a real power in the land. LIMIT.
Rugeley.

Sir,—May I be permitted, in view of the A. A. secretary's

remarks, published in your issue of December 16th, to range

myself on the side of " Bled Dry."

I first joined the A. A. in consequence of an advertisement

appearing in your valuable paper enumerating the benefits

derived from so doing, one of which is the free use of

telephone boxes.

Upon remitting my second subscription, I mentioned the

fact that I had not been supplied with a telephone box key.

I received a reply to the effect that it would be forwarded

on receipt of 2s. 6d. A remonstrance brought forth the

comparison of the car owners' and cycle owners' subscriptions.

On principle, I have' not remitted the 2s. 6d., more especi-

ally in view of the full page advertisement appearing in

your issue for December 16th.

Is it not up to the A. A. when setting out the advantages

of joining also to set out the extras which arise, and in its

correspondence to mark the maxim that " comparisons are

odious"? BLED DRY (2).

Salisbury.
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Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM " The standard handbook o' the motoc net, post,

cycle. 'Covero every subject relating to all types

oi motor' cycles, their management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just pubhshed ... „ 2/S 2/10

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful wrmltles r.nd helpful

Ijints in regard to motoc cycles. Seventh Edition, s'. 2/3

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES;'
Ateliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and

cf remedymg any trouble when found. Fourth

lidition. ... ... • - - 2'- 2/3

'motor CYCLE REMINISCENCES.'
By " IxiON," of Tlti Motor Cycle, An mterestmg

and amusing description of early motor cycling

experience, with many unique illustrations ... 5/. s/jj

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing

roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of Ihree, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

"THE MOTOR CYCLE'' ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Koad Maps ot buglaud and

Wales, Scotland, and the London Disttict. New
Edition. Just published ... $/• 5'4

Obtainable bv post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20 Tudor Street, I-opdon. E.C^ or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection oi questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accampanied by a id. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

^questions should be marlced " Legal " in the left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
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Difficult Stutit g.

I have been all over my 4 h.p.

Douglas, and everything seems-

to be in order, but it is neverthe-

less difficult to start. It will not

run slowly on the stand ; it either

races or stops. Why is this?—C.E.B.

Probably the cause of the trouble is an
air leak at the induction pipe joints.

You should carefully go over the entire

induction .system, and, if necessary, replace

the copper and asbestos flange washers,
smearing them with seccotme before

fitting.

Naming an Engine.

I have bought an old motor

^ cycle and wish to get full particu-

> lars of the engine. It is a twin-

cylinder, bore about Iffin., stroke

about 3in., overhead automatic
valves, no name whatever on the

carburetter or magneto, but has a .disc

on the crank case marked " Brevets,

Gianoli, Beige." On the pulley there

is the stamping '" Moto-Reve," but I

am not sure whether this was fitted to

the engine in the first place or whether
it is an odd part since fitted.—J. A.

The engine is evidently a Moto-Reve.
It was made in Switzerland and was
fitt.ed with the Gianoli magneto.

Uneven Running.

My 2| h.p. Douglas persists

in firing in a very jerky manner.
Both cylinders appear to fire at

times, but there is nothing sweet
in the running. The compression

is certainly low, but considering the

type of engine I do not think anything
out of the ordinary. I have taken the

engine down and decarbonised, taken
special precautions against air leak*,

ground in valves, and overhauled the

magneto. The only thing is the jet.

I am at present running on a 26

(Amac). Do . you consider this too

small?—R. P.

From your description the engine appears

to be in good order mechanically, and
consequently an ignition fault may be

suspected. You should carefully examine
the contact breaker and make quite cer-

tain that the rocker arm is working
freely. Also remove the high-tension

carbon brushes, and clean the slij5 ring

on the armature by inserting a piece of

rag soaked in petrol through one of the

carbon brush openings. A slightly' larger

jet might give sweeter running; You
wotild find that one of the variable jet

adapters which can be obtained for the

Amac carburetter would assist you in

tuning.

An Illusive Noise.

I have a lightweight machine^ fitted with an Enfield two-speed

> gear. Recently a knocking sound
-i-l has developed in the spindle of

the gear. The knock is not con-

tinuous, but occurs at indefinite periods.

I should be pleased to have any informa-

tion you could give me as to the cause

and remedy of the fault.—H.R.

Obviously we cannot tell you the cause
of a sound so vaguely described as the

one you mention, but as the dismantling
of the gear is quite a simple operation
it would be advisable to take it down.
Possibly the noise is due to a broken
ball race, or it may be due to the pulley
being loose on the shaft.

important JDaUs.

Jan 20lh—
F I.C.M. Conference, Brussels

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5lh—
Scottish Motor Exhibition Kelvin Hall
Glasgow.

Feb. 12th—
A.C.U. One day Winter Trial.

Feb 25th—
A.C.U. One-day ^Vinte^ Trial for
Stock Machines.

A.C.U. Silencer Trial— Brooklands.

March 25lh—
Richmond Meet.

March 26th—
M.C.C. London - Land's End Trial.

May 14lh—
M.C.C. London-Edir.burgh Run.

Belt Slip.

I am an all-weather rider of a^ 1919 model 2-J h.p. single-cylinder

> chain - cum - belt - driven machine.
-?-! and find that some oil is thrown

on to the belt from both the

crankshaft and gear bo.x. In wet
weather this causes a great deal of

belt-slipping. Can you suggest any
^ contrivance or improvement that will

remedy this nuisance in wet weather?

—

D.L.L.

In all probability the trouble is due to

the bearings of both engine and gear bo.x

being somewhat worn. Make sure whether
this is so or not. If worn, the remedy is

obvious ; but if the amount of wear is

not suffi'cient to warrant renewals, try the
effect of fitting either felt or leather
washers on the shafts immediately behind
the pulley and sprocket. Why oil should
cause more slipping in wet weather than
otherwise is not quite clear. Probably
the belt needs tightening.

Fitting Magneto Switch.

Being desirous of fitting a
switch on my motor cycle, and
there being no terminal on the

contact breaker casing for an

earth-wire, would it be all right

to branch a wire from the high-tension

wire running to the plug?—A.S.

On no account fit a switch in the high-

tension circuit. An ignition switch should

be arranged only to cut out the low-ten-

sion current. If a terminal is not fitted

on the contact breaker casing, it should

be quite easy to make the fitting your-

self. Y'ou merely require an insulated

terminal which makes contact with the

centre screw of the contact breaker.

Benzole and Tank Enamel.

I am using benzole in my
Triumph cycle, and I find where
it flows over at the filler cap it

is taking all the paint off the

tank. I should esteem it a favour
if you could tell me what to do to

prevent this.—H.C.

For 3,000 miles last year we used a
Triumph sidecar outfit on N.B.A. benzole
without experiencing the trouble to which
you refer. We used a safety filler in

replenishing the tank, and were always
careful not to spill any on the • enamel
work, and also we did not fill right up
in order to avoid flowing over when on
the road.

Blow-back in Drip Feed.

I purchased a new 4 h.p. flat

twin last April, and up to the
present time have had a lot of
trouble with the drip feed. The
oil keeps blowing back from the

front cylinder into the sight feed, and
it frequently fills the cup and splashes
all over the tank. .1 have written to
the makers about it, and they sent me
a complete new non-return valve, but
the results are just as before (in fact,

it is the second new valve I have
fitted). A few weeks ago the whole
engine was taken down for decarboni-
sation, but the blow back was not cured.

It has quite puzzled me and many more
in the town, and I should be very glad
if vou could advise me on the matter.

—

F.H.M.Y.
It is very difficult to explain the cause

of the trouble if the makers themselves
cannot cure it. It may possibly be due
to the piston being a loose fit in the
cylinder and a certain amount of gas
escaping past the rings and so through
to the drip feed. We assume, of course,

that the crank case release valve is quite

clear.
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Fixed Ignition on Two-stroke,

Will you please advise me
^1 regarding my 2i b.p. Radco two-

V (Stroke machine, which I cannot
-i-i persuade to run? I have re-made

the joint between the cylinder

and the crank case, also the carburetter

and exhaust joints. Both cylinder and
piston rings are dean, and the latter

are_ free in their grooves. Lubrication

3.S by petroil. 1 have retimed the

engine eo that the points break when
tne piston is at top. Immediately after

doing this I tried the machine, and it

ran beautifully for about half a mile. I

noticed that it soon recjuired full air.

Five minutes after this trial I attempted
"

t-o restart, but without success. I tiled

several Lodge plugs, including two that

are functioning correctly on my Douglas,
but the most I could get out of the
machine was an occasional bang. AW
the plugs gave an excellent spark when
I tried them in the air, and, so far as I

can see, the fault would seem to lie in

some mysterious fashion with the
magneto, which is of American make
with fixed ignition. I also overhauled
the petrol pipe and the jet, and both
were clear.—G.E.H.

Presumably, you have made certain that
the timing of the ignition has not slipped.

It is quite common, after a machine has
been overhauled, for the magneto sprocket
to move sufficiently to throw the timing
out. The spark should occur 6 mm. before
the ijiston reaches the top of the stroke
if the ignition is fixed. We .should

certainly recommend you to obtaiii an
English magneto with variable control.

A "Waiting List" Echo.

In October, 1919, I wrote to

?' j
a firm re delivery of a motor
cycle. The said firm informed

L-S-i rae that No. 48 place on their
waiting list was vacant, and that
hardly expected that particular

machine through before December or

January. They enclosed a leaflet

giving specification of the machine and
quoted the price. On the strength of

these facts I wired them to book me
the riiachine and sent them a deposit.

In May I sent a complaint to the firm
about the machine^ not having been
delivered, and they enclosed a schedule
of deliveries, giving date of No. 28
(to which I had been advanced) as

November. They also admitted that
their schedule w'as very disappointing
and that the price had been nearly
doulded, and stated that if I should
prefer to cancel the order they would
be pleased to refund the depo.sit in

full. I did not reply to that letter,

but purchased another machine in the
meantime. On August 2nd I got a
notice that my machine was in stock,

and I then asked that tlie order be
cancelled, but this they refused to do.
stating they intended to keep my deposit
as a "slight recompense." Will you
kindly let me know if I can now (a)

recover the deposit or (Ij) insist on
their supplying the machine at tlie

price originally quoted 7—S.H.
Whether you can recover your deposit
or alteinatively insi.st on the delivery of

a machine at the original price depends
entirely on the wording of the contract

between the dealer and yourself. Usually,
the acceptance of an order by an agent
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is conditional upon the makers' price at

time of deliverj'. From your letter it

would appear that you rather made a
convenience of the agent by allowing

your order to stand until you obtained

a machine from another source. You
should liave cancelled the order when
the agent . gave you the option of so

doijig.

Stronger Axle Wanted.

I have an auxiliary engine at-

tached to a first-class make of

bicycle on which I have covered

some 400 miles. The spindle of

the back wdieel has twice been
broken and once bent. Can.^ou suggest

the reason, and advise a remedy? I

have taken care to go slowly over

rough roads.—M.C.H.C.
Probably the stresses imposed by the

weight and e.xtra speed of the motor
attachment are too much for the spindle

of the bicycle. We would suggest that

you have a new spindle made of silver

steel (not hardened, of course). This

would probably give better results. Any
good mechanic should be able to make
one for you.

High Consumption on Small Engine.

I have a well-known 1920 single-

speed two-stroke motor cycle, and
can only obtain about 45 m.p.g.

on the Amac carburetter. The
level is correct, and it has the

correct jet, viz., No. 28. The top of the

jet is only about -sj-in. from the six or

seven inlet holes in the carburetter.

Can you help me to solve the difficultv?

—N.H.B.

High petrol consumption is rather a fault

of many small two-stroke engines ; but it

can usually be overcome by reducing the

jet size, and also by lowering the level.

The level should be so low that there is

only about 3-64in. play -on the float

chamber needle. Keep the ignition well

advanced, and also make sure that there

is no belt slip.

j'^rti'.B^ - -

An improvement to the Sterling leg shield

manufactured by the Highgate Motor Co.,

6, Highgate Road, Camp Hill, Birmingham.

Side valances of American cloth are now
supplied, either with new guards or to be

fitted to those in use.

U-Nead-It Repair Outfits.

We understand that the Progressive

Motor Co., 168, Regent Street, London,
W.l, is handling the TJ-Nead-It puncture

and tyre-repairing outfit described in The.

Motor Cycle of October 7th.

New F.R.S. Lamp Works.

Increase of business necessitating an
enlai'ged staff has resulted m the removal
of the makers of F.R.S. lighting equip-

ment. The new address is : F.R.S.
Lamps, "Beam Works," Vere Street,

Birmingham.

Union Two-stroke Engines.

After having made upwards of 2,500
Union engines, Messrs. Josiab Parkes
and Sons, Willenhall, Avill shortly dis-

continue their manufacture (by arrange-
ment with the patentee). Meanwhfle,
those interested in these excellent engines
should address their commiuiications to

Mr; R. S. Whaley, 50, Guildhall Build-
ings, Navigation Street, Birmingham.

An Engine Size Modified.

Endurance two-stroke engines, a sample
of which we illustrated on page 790 in our
issue of the 9tb inst. , now have a bore
and stroke of 58x72 mm. (251 c.c.) ; the
size quoted on the above-mentioned page
referred to an earlier model. The
makers, Slessrs. The Endurance Cycle
Co., Sheepcote Street, Birmingham, ai%
also making complete motor cycles in

increasingly large quantities.

Books and Catalogues Received.
Rover Motor Cycles.—A complete

list of the various Rover models, to-

gether with prices.

Dunhill's Sidecars.—A very well

illustrated list of these excellently de-

signed sidecars with full details and
prices.
"^ The A.STR.i Dynamo.—A most attrac-

tive booklet is now issued by the Astra
Dynamo Co., Ltd., 110, Victoi'ia Street,

London, S.W.I, showing how the Astra
dynamo is fitted on to various makes of

motor cycles, such as the 8 h.p. Sporting
Zenith, the 6 h.p. AJ.S. (solo or side-

car), and the 2J h.p. Douglas. Parts and
switches are also catalogued and priced.

The Motor, Marine, and Aircraft
Red Book, 1920 (W. C. Bersey and A.
Dorey). The Technical Publishing Co.,

Ltd., 1, Gough Square, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.I. Price 21s. A very valu-

able book of reference for all motorists,

containing a complete list of motor
cycles, with fullest particulars. The
motor cycle section is well carried out,

and is accompanied by a technical dic-

tionai-y in English, French, Italian,

Spanish, and Russian of motor cycle

terms. The book also contains par-

ticulars of motor cars, airships, in-

dustrial motor vehicles, legal informa-
tion, a list of motor and motor cycle

clubs, a list of technical books, and a
directory.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terras to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—t-q^
[

to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_—

=

[

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .
'

All advertisaments m this section should be
'

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
I Street, London, £,G,4, or 19, Hertford Street, >

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
} Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday 1

morning previous to the day of issue.
1

All letters relating to advertisements should

,

I
quote the number -which is printed at the end of

.

each advertisement, anl the date of the issue

In which it appeared. I

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

'

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear ia the advertisement. All replies should be

I .addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

remittances should be sent by registered post, but in all such
' eases it is advisable, to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles offered tor sale under a bos

namlier, as it is unusual tor (bese to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

tacilltate business by embodying In tbeir adveriisements

some mention of the district in which tbe machine
offered may be seen and tried.

S«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal ia perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to tbe depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
deposit fee of i/- is charged; on iransactions over £io
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under f75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under )fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
^The letter " D " at tbe end of an advertisement is an
Indication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
iteirous, but have not advised us to that efEect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
iUenc9 as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
nany enquiries that it b quite impossible to reply to
,iaob one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

EW 1920 A.B.C. 4-sp66d; £150; in stock.—Efln^lall.
AndoTer. [0367

A.B.C. 31i.p., makers' sidecar, Lums electric dynamo
set, kick starter, done -300 miles. Smith speedo-

meter, mechanical Ijorn; cost £215, sell £180 —Dr
Griffith, Buies, Suffolk. [4643

3ih.p. A.B.C. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting' model,
2 only run about 300 miles, condition as new; cash

iffi-150; may be obtained on Harrods deferred payments
Tor a smnll extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
*>n Ed., London. [4790

N^

N£ W MACHINES AND COMBINATIONS.
(Just Delivered.)

TBIUIWPH, 4h.p., chain-cum-belt £127 10
NORTON de Luxe Combination, 4 h.p. . . £180 9
ENFIELD, 2il).o., 2-5troke £65
TRIUMPH, 4li'.p., renovated by the

Triumph Cvcic Co £105
ROYAL ENFIELD Combiaation, 8 li.^.,

- MagdTOO £182
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 li.p.,

standard model £160
WOOLER, 2| Ii.p £103 10
QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., with

windscreen .- £147 15
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., clutch, and kick-start £105
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speeds only £100
BRADBURY, + h.p £128
SRADBURY Combination, 6 h.p £19S
LEVIS, 3i h.p., 2-stroke £60
BAT Combination, 6 h.p £175
TRIUMPH Junior, 2i h.p £75
TRIUMPH Combination, 4 h.p £195
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., No. i Model £80 17

NEW IMPERIAL, 25 h.p., No. 2 Model £89 5

P. & S., 2j h.D £73
CLYNO, 2.1 h.p £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p £130
SCOTT, 3? h.p £130
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £140
AUTOPED Scooters {2 onlv), dynamo

lighting each £30
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., improved W.D., new,

2-speed, renovated bv Douglas Bros. £85
SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-SDced, 1913-14 £55
WOOLER, 2j h,p„ 1920 £85
DOUGLAS, 4 h,p„ 1915 £65
P. & M., 3^ h.p,, rgig. 2-speed, kick-start £80
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2}h.p,, 1920 .. £85
B.S.A., Model K., 4I h,p„ 1919 £95
J.A.P. Engine, S-ioh.p., w.-c, magneto £45
WOOLER, 2j h.p., 1920 £82 10

RUDGE, 3', h.p., 1912 £40
D0UGLAS,"2; h.p,. 19:6, W,D £60
P. & M., 3i Ji.p., 1920 £105

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
B.3.A. Combination, 4i h.p,, 1914 £75
J.H. Combination. 7-9 h.p., 1915 £110
TRIUMPH Co7nbination, 4 h.p,, 1920 .. £152 10

Dynstmo ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p.,

iqi6 £115
CLYNO Combination, 6 h,p„ 1917 £115
INDIAN and Sidecar, i-fi h,p,. J913 ,.. £80
MATCHLESS Combination, ,Sh,p,, J920 , £205
MATCHLESS and Sidecar, 8 h,p., 191s . . £125
QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., 1920 . £122 10

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8 kp., 1914 £117 10

SUNSEAMCombination, 8h.p., 1919 £215

ROVER Combination, 4-5 h.p,, 1920 , . , £162 10

ARIEL and Sidecar. 3.! h.p., 1016 £97 10

ENFIELD .and Sidecar, 6 h.p £165
DOUGLAS and wicker Sidecar, 3! h.p.,

1914 «65
QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., 1920 . £120

A.J.S. Combination, 6 h.p,, J920 £200
LIGHT CARS (NEW).

Grand Prix MORGAN, S h,p,, 1920, w.-c.

M,A,G. engine £235 9

PREMIER Super Runabout, 8 h.p,, new
1921 spare wheel, detachable wheels £275

LIGHT CARS (SECOND-HAND).
A.V. Monocar. 6 h.p., 1919. special enguie £160

CARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 *^0 "

MORGAN, loh.p, M^iV.G, engine *P?.,'
A NUMBER OF SHOP-SOILED SIDECARDS AND
AtCESSORIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ALSO
IN STOCK AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

LIST 0.\ .\PPLIC.A14iON.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

Phone Holbom 5777 Grams: Opificer, Fleet St., London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C., 1920, only used for a few miles, latest model, .

^*- kick starter, exceptional bargain ; owner will ac-
fept £95.—ElcB and Co., Bishopsgate At., Camomile
St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

Abingdon.
1Q20 Abingdon King Dirk Combination, 5-7h.p., 3
-'-*^ spee<ls. kir-k-starter. all aci^essories, discs, mil*?age
approximately 800, £140; exchanaes or easy terms.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone;
Daiiton 2408. [4765

A.C.E.

ACE 10-12h.p.. special finish, i^in. gold line, Swan
sports sidecar and Avro wind screen. Ace discs,

Lucas dynamo lighting, Bonnik~eu speedometer and
Apollo born, smartest combination on the road, very
fast; cost o\fx £300, accept £250; owner buying rabbits.
—Hampton, Home Farm, "VN'ithdeiine, Brighton. [4847

A.J.S.

A-J.S. 7h.p. Combinations, with spare wheels.—Lnng-
raan, Eisherton, Salisbury. [3815

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril William?,
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A.: F^rta.

[7533

J.
C. PICKERIXG. Shrewsbury.-Early delivery 1921
models A.J.S.; 1920 from stock. [3989

A.J.S.. 1921 models.—Early deliveries at Merrick's
Stores, 174, ListerhUls Ed.. Bradford. [2472

BRIGHTON, Hove and District A.J.S. Agents,
Turpin's. 22-29, Preston Ed.. Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage, Guildford, A.J.S.
agents and expert' repairers since 1912. [7989

UNUSED 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination; immediate de-
livery; £20 under list, namely £190.—Bos 42, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X4118

A.J.S. Brand Xew 6h.p. Combination, complete with
horn 'and lamp; £195.—A.J.S. Specialists, The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.; 444. [4006

A.J.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when re-
quired; deferred payments arraAged.-A.J.S.

Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.; 444.
[4009

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, lamps, Cowey speedometer
J-iy and horn, tools, spares, Tan-Sad, tipare wheel un-
used, insurance; seen any time; £217.—Bear, Mnncot,
Hawarden. [4864

A.J.S. 5h.p. 1912 Model, with 2-speed, clutch, and
kick start, and Venus coachbuilt sidecar, in ex-

cellent running order; £70, or nearest ofler.—John Lyn-
dale, Naiberth. [4626

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, hood, screen, side curtains. Klaxon horn,

Tan-Sad. indistinguishable from new ; _ £250.—Parker's.
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4166

~| Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, engine and gear bos
J-t^ No. 3199, lamps, £30 recently spent in over-
hauling engine, gear bos, magnets, etc.; what offers?—
Lt. Lawder, 9, The Quay, Fareham. [4696

F.O.C.H. for A.J.S. Combinations, 1914 and 1920,
dynamo lighting; bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (near Harapstead Tube Station}. 'Phone; Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4668

"JO 19 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 4,000 miles, recently
Xt7 overhauled, with spare wheel, speedometer, etc.,

in excellent condition; £185, or nemest offer.—May be
seen at Belmont Garage, King St., Cambridge. [4676

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Ofiiciallv appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten, Ltd., High St:, Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

[3392
-J Q14 234'h.p. A.J.S,, 2-6peed, clutch, and K.S., almost
Xt/ new tyies, 1920 Amac, engine and gear box almost
ompletely renewed, all accessories, splendid mechanical
condition; any trial; £70, or best offer.—Muir, Bunga-
lows, Aston Rd., Wem. Salop. [4644

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, electric and acetylene
J-^ lamp sets, two pairs handle-bars, speedometer,
bom. exhaust whistle, wind screen, and hood, excellent
condition; £148.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. 'Phono: Ken, 3709. [3839

f Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. with Sidecar, screen apron, spare
-L */ wheel, lull kit of tools, spare chains, etc.,

dynamo lighting, guaranteed, mileage 250 only, very
good reas:on for selling; nearest offer 200 gns. ; must
sell.—J. H. C. Faire, Itedcot, Brighton Rd., Sutton.

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p.. 1919, latest Lucas Mog-
dvno lighting. Cowey trip speedometer, Lucas

horn, hood, hood cover, screen, storm apron, spare
wheel, fitted with Ace aluminium discs to all four
wheels; £200.—Eamm, Engineer, Godstoue, Surrey.
'Phone: 10. [4123

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

>16 Allon 2'j4h.p., 2-speed, good condition, ran-,
hing order; £34; ride away.—23, Leathwaite

Rn., Clapham, LondoB. [4651

ALLDATS 23;li.p., 1917-18, 2-speed, clutcli model,
new tank, new Miller lamps, spare belt and cliain,

liorn, etc.; £64, or nearest.—C. Eoberts, Maltbv
Market, Rotherliam. [4705

NEW 23ihgp. Alldays Allen Medel de Luxe, 2-

speed, cTuttjh, and kick starter; £85; or on
Harrods unique easy payment system 4% extra.—
Hairods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., Loudon. [4792

Ariel.

NEW 1920 Twin Ariel Combination; il50. -Clifford
AVilson Mfg. Co., 70, Eoval Hospital Ed., Clielsea,

S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [3830

AKIELS, order now for 1921 all-chain and chain-
cum-belt models ; spares in stock.-Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscombe Ed., East Croydon.
[8166

1 QlS'fi Ariel, 3'^li.p., 3-speed, excellent condition,
JL*J new tyres, spares; any reasonable offer: owner
poing abroad.—26, Samuel St., Newtown, Stockton-on-
Tees. [4818

AEIEL.— Oriiers now booking for the new nil-chain
moflels which will be the Eolls-Eoyce of motor

(Tcles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert,
7. Kochdale Ed., Harpurhey, Manchester. [8231

A RIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold this
.^^ for North London. We are practical riders and
gold medal winners with this wonderfully efficient and
reliable motor cycle. Have you eeen the new 4V2h.p.
comb.? it is a glorious outfit; immediate delivery: SV^
h.p. solo, S^Ah.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb., 4 models
in stock; air spares in stock; trade supplied.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [4231

Bat.

"1 Q20 Bat Model 4, ehop-soiled; £135.—Wright's Gar-
-Lt/ age. Saffron Walden. Tel. :_^16. [4755

BAT-J.A.P. 3,i,5h.p. Sporting Outfit, must be sold; a
cheap bargain, £36; after 6 p.m.—302, Moor Ter-

race, Eccleshill, Bradford. [-4616

BAT 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders for
early delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes,

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mavfair.
[3256

BAT, 6h.p., fully equipped a? makers' specifications,
shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; also second-

hand combination, same make.—Mebes, 154-156 Gt.
Portland St. W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair. [7177

BAT Sh.p. and' 6h.p., new, £135 each, or with side-
cars to suit, single-seater, £160, or double^^e.iter

£175; immediate delivery.—336, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.
[0374

T Q20 Bat Combination, 8h.p., 3 speeds, kick-starter,
JL*/ all chain drive, Volex electric lights, Binks,
Cameo screen, delivered June, £150; eschangej* or
easy terms.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4764

Beardmore.
BEAEDMOEE-PEECISION 1921 Model, in stock

for immediate delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—
Mebe«. 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426"
Miiylair. ' [3257

t>EARDMORE, fully equipped as makers* specifica-
--' tions, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; now
is the time to buy.—Mebes, 164-156, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7178

Blackburne.
GENUINE Bargain -Blackljinne 4h.p., 1920, new;

£120. -•Vivian Hardie and L:ine, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St., Bond St., W.l. [0320

"DLACKBURNE 4h.p Combination, 1920, mileag?
-*-* 500, sidecar new, undershield fitted, lamps,
horn, spare valve, tools; £130,—Granger, 1, Skinner
St., Whitbv. 'Phone: Whitby 11. [4588

1Q18 or 1919 4h.p. Blackbuine, Montgomery sidr-
-«.«^ car. lamps, horn, tyres excellent, had very littti-

use: great bargain, £100.—West Sussex Motor Co., I't^M-
land Ed., Worthing. 'I'lione: 272. [4719

DLACKBURNE 1920 Sh.p. Combination, spare
J-* wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, leg shields.
Klaxon, tools, etc., splendid condition; £175; can be
seen at Balhirds Motors, 92, (iloucestiM- Rd., South
Kensington, S.VV.7, ov write Elliot, 25, Whitmore Rd
lieckcnhnm. [0349

BraUbtiry.
fRADBUEY 6h.p. Twin, fully equipped as makers'
' HpeciflcationB, shop-soiled: nt greatly reduced price-

now is Uie time to buy.—Meties, 154-156. Gt. Portland
St., W.l 'i'Lono: 3426 Mayfair. [7179

Brougli.

LATE 1920 Model G. 5.6li.p. Brougli Conibiriiiti.m
Mwan nijorting sidcciir, di«c wheel, iiliimiiiiiiiii

fliiidh, <ir)inplcte with all hinips, Cowoy horn, 1(j<iIh,

npares, etc,, small mileage, condrtioti throughout tiiifj

iipiwiirnuce m new; £165; can be seen and tried Bnrtoa-
rm-Trent.-Box 1,137, c/0 The Motor Cycle. (463.1

JB'

Plane Mid. 2910. 'Gr.ims: "Lytcar, B'ham:

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

DON'T Wait Until

The Spring
Before deciding on your New Mount.

Orders are rapidly coming in For Delivery
during the early months of next year, and
New Models that are available Now will be

all booked up if you delay.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW.

1921 MODELS.
Dsnimo
Li:;hting

Se's.

£28

£22

£25
£25
£25
£25

COMBINATIONS.

A.J.S., 7 lip £215
ENFIELD, Sh.p., Vickers

Engine £160
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., Elect-

rically equipped . . £237
ROVER, 5-6 h.p £195
NORTON BIG FOUR . . £177
NEW IMPERIAL, Sh.p. 177Gns.
JAMES, 7 t P £195
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Chain

Drive £195

SOLO MACHINES.
INDIAN, Scout, 4 h.p £165
NORTON, 3 Ui.p., 3-speed £132
NORTON, 2J h.p., T;T £98
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Chain drive £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Belt drive £127 10
ROVER, 3I h.p., 3-,speed £127 10
HUMBER, 4-' h.p., Flat Twin £140
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Sports £139
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £135
RUDGE-MULTI, 3i h.p £110 5

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ENFIELD, 2:1 h.p., 2-.speed .

.

£65
ENFIELD, 2-speed, K.S £70
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-speed.. £75
MASSEY-ARRAN, 2} h.p.

J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S £90
EDMUND-J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S. £95
NEW IM.PERIAL-J.A.P., 2-

spccd, K S 85 Gns.

S ND F R LIST OF SPECIAL

CLEARANCE BARGAINS.
UNUSED SHOPSOILED MODELS,

SOLO AND COMBINATIONS

P.J.EVANS
81 & 91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR _SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A^, all models now in stock ; delivered anywhere.
\

—Below.

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, like new; £105.—Grime?,
|

18, Bruton Plnee, W'.l. [4827*

T>.S.A., condition perfect; write for full particulars.^
J-» —Allen, Marchington, Sttifis. [4614

B.S.A., brand new, ridden few miles, 3-speed, all-
cliaiu; 92gns.-116, Askew Kd., W. [4812

f>.S.A. 1914 4h.p., clutch model, perfect condition;
--»

- £35, bargaiu.~H. Wright, Arlesoy. Beds. [4838

B.S.A. Specialists.—Replacements by return.—Counfcy I

Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham.
[4177

BOLTON.—All B.S.A. models in stock, solo and
combinations, complete.—Grosvenor Garage, Biad-

ford St., Bolton. [X2019

B.S.A., brand new Magdyno combination; £10 \rnder
list; great opportunity.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

South Kensington. [4533

B.S.A. 1915, 12314, Model K, C.B. sidecar, fuUy
equipped. Easting, good condition, trial; £90 -

Newlyn, 21, Dane John, Canterbury. 14831

B.S..A 1920 4i4h.p., Sandum .^iidecar, fully equine. 1,

hand-controlled clutch, indistinguishable from u^n :

£130.-Parker's Biadshawgate, Bolton. [X4170

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, hand and foot clutch, L
Sandum spring wheel, touring outfit, just de-

livered, as exhibited Olympia; £200.—Seen, 336, Gray'g
Inn Rd., W.C. [0361

F.O.C.H for 1921 B.S.A.'a; earliest deliveries.—5.
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [4670

1 0-20 B.S.A. Magdynamo Combination, speedo-
M-\T meter, horn, perfect condition, winner of Match-
less Cup in Woolwich Open Trial ; £ 160.-Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone

;

Ken.?ington 3709. [3843

B.S.A. 6h.p. and 4i4h.p. Solo in stock for immediate
delivery ; price list and catalogue post free ; de-

ferred payments arranged.— Sole district agents. The Wal-
sall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4010

1 Q19 B.S.A., with Millford sidecar, complete with 3
J-t' lamps, Easting wind screen aud storiu apron, in
perfect condition, and open to expert examination, low
mileage.—Apply, JefEery, Crosswayfi, Alveston, Glo<?.

[4829
1 Q2.0 B.S.A. Chain-cum-belt Combination. Terry
it/ spring links and Bonniksen speedometer. Easting
wind screen, sprung luggage grid, all lamp?, two
generators, horn, spare springs, valve, and tube, the
whole in excellent condition; £125.—Bellasis, Shilton,

nr. Coventry. [X4090

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthj' of its name is the
B.S.A. We have always in stock, at least three

models, Model K, Model H, and 6-7b.p. twin, imme-
diate delivery ; all spares in stock ; trade supplied.—
.Tones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO. and at Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [4232

Calthorpe

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dec, 1919, 700
miles, perfect condition : best offer over £40.—

Bowden, Wilfred Rd., Boscombe, Bournemouth. [4870 :

CALTHORPE 1921 Models.—We are now accepting
orders lor early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—

.

Mebes, 154-6, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: 3426^
Mayfair. [3258 .

C
"CALTHORPE 23/4h,p.. 2-spe6d EnQeld gear, as makers'
^ specifications; at greatly reduced price; now \%

the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair.
'

[7180

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retalM
agents for the County of Devon, all models iaj

stock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Oo.,-

33, Torwood St.. Torquay. [0201,

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2^^ih.p., Enfield 2-speed gear
and clutch, shop-soiled only, bargain. £66; also

ehop-soiled 2^:'ih.p. 2-stroke model with Enfield gear.fl

£65 —P. J. Evans, 81-91. John Bright St., Birniiug-,

ham. [0357

Campion.
Oh.p. Campion-Preiisinn, 2-speed gear, good Condi-
f^ lion, suund niiil reliable; £40.—S. Smith, 30,

Bathwood Drive, Kuttun-in-Ashfield, Notts. [4684'

19 Sh.p. Campion-Jap Combination. Easting, new
tyre.s all aci-esaories, any trial, anywhere; £155*

tax dfvlncted for «pot cash.—Stephens and Kay, Eiigi

neers, Staveley, Chesterfield. [463!

Cedos.

I O20 Ct'dns 2',"h.p., 2-8peed, very little used, nnjg'XO iiitU'out imrcliine; only 50 gns.. very great bnri

ciiiii.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024;
I466fl^

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 1919-20 3h.p.. 2-spnpd. cluU-li. kid
start, potished ciifiine unit throiinlunit, beantifuH]

enamelled, lined, and plated, far Hiiin'rior to any ShoV
model; owner wants light car; £80.~Hammeramitl
Plating Works, 10, Gt. Church Lane. Hamraeraniltli

Phone: 1684 Hammersmith. ~^445l

19^

B42 All letters I'cliitiiiR to ndvertlsements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1Q19 SVih.P. HumN!i and Mills-Fulford Corvette
J-*' sidecar, electric lighting set, bulb horn, Stewtirt
speedometer, appearance and mechanical condition ex-
cellent, low mileage: £130.—Herbert Eobineon, Ltd..
.^'-35. Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A.
Bicycles. - [4739

Indian.
]Q21 Indian' early delivery of all models. -Hewet

•' Pros 94. Western Rd.. Hove. Sussex 1034';

TNDIAN S-eli.p. Combination, clutch model; £55,
J. ne.ir offer.—11, Friern Barnet Bd., JTew South-
gate. N.ll. [4815
1020 Scout Model Indian, only run in Aug.. un-
^ "sed since, fully insured, 'guaranteed perfect:

£120.—Pocklington, WainBeet, Linos. [4683
TNDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914-15, excellent con-

;?;, „*.'£": sacrifice £65.—Halt Motors. Kjlburn Lane,
W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 1341. (4476
TNDIAX 1920 4h.p. Scout Model with sporting side-

t!"„„
''^' ° r.?l^^'*- '""5' equipped, indistinguishable

from neir: £155.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
rx4172

"p.O.C.H. for Indian Combinations, 1916 ana 1920
-». dynaino lighting; bargains.—5. Heath St., Hamp-
stead lor. Hampstead Tube Station) 'Phone: Hamn
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4667
TNDIAJS" Powerplus Combination, August, 1920,
-"- Oulbous back, dynamo lighting, electric horn, speed-
ometer, done 2,000 only, as new : cost £225, sacrifice
±178 quick sale.—Harris, Merrilees, Trowbridge.
-, «,, T ,. , „, (a4113
1 9 ! i"''"'",',

.S-Sh.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick-

f-" starter, all lamps, horn, Bonniksen -speedometer,
tyres perfect, guaranteed perfect, £85; exchanges or
easy tems.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E
*Phon6: Dalston 2408. [4771

ANY Offers?—7h.p. twin Indian combination, Swan
Sidecar, lamps, new Aug., 1920, run 250 miles-

owner only selling for financial reasons; any reason-
able offer accepted for quick sale.—Write, Bo-i 1 120
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4604

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, clutch--*/ large Montgomery sidecar with luggage grid'
lamps, mechanical horn, speedometer, tools and spares'
splendid condition; any trial; £90, or nearest —135'
Balmoral Bd., Gillingham, Kent. [4726

i1 Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, excellent tune and
1-*-*^ condition, small mileage. Easting wind screen
hand Klaxon, dynamo lighting, electric horn, 2 new
IDunlop covers as spares, other tyres unpunctured-
£220; bargain.—Box 9,944, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3400

"I
C|13 7-9h.p. Indian Combination (blue), spring frame

-*-«-' 3-3peed, leg guards, roomv sidecar, hood, large
wind screen, luggage carrier, electric side and rear lamps
tyres, tubes perfect, spare ditto. Comfy cane seat oii
carrier, bought new, guaranteed perfect; £110.—GM
91, Wightuian Bd,, Harringay, N. [4708

Invicta.

SECOND-HAND 2i,4h.p. Invicta,
gine, single speed, complete -with accessories.

Villiers 2.stroke en-
- ,. -, , - "*b accessories, cost

over £70, very little used; only £50: may be obtained
o>i deferred payments.—Hartods. Ltd., 118, Brompton
Ed., London. [4796

Ivy

IVY 1919 2%h.p., 2.6peed, T.T. bats, large P. and H
lamps, disc -wheels, Dunlop tyres, insured for £70-

bargain, £55,—B. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. (37id

IVY, the aristocrat of its type: delivery of all models
from stock

;
prices and catalogue post free —Sole

district agents. The VTakall Garage, Walsall
"

Tel •

'""'•
[40li

IMMEDIATE delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H GHenly and Co., London and District Agents 91 rt

Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. fo022

31.

James.
James

Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

:

i 1V"'''II_ i^^? .Si^^R J["P*5 Combination; £190,
Waltham Cross

[0340

LEA-FRANCIS,
splendid goer;

TAMEb New Combination, all models for immediate" delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The Wal-
sall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4012
"1Q20 James Combination 4i4h.p., 3-speed, kick
-«-»/ starter, De Luxe sidecar, horn, D.A. lighting set
spare cylinder, speedometer. Easting screen, tools, per-
fect condition; price with insurance to May, £165 —
Cole, Kutlond Chambers, Newmarket. [4143

Lea.Francis.
1915, twin J.A.P., 3-speed gear,

o» ,',-„;„ -vv, a.oy trial; £60. or exchange-
Stanford, JNfidland Bank Chambers, Yeovil. [4603
LEA-FEANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts-—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St

.
W.l. - [0099

1 Q14 Lea-Francis, 2-speed, mechanically perfect, re-
:

-*-^ cently overhauled by makers, cost £35 ; invoice
produced; £80.—Apply. Colebrook, 44, St. Mary Axe
-E.C.3. [4473

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models.-We are now accepting
orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteem£d—Mebes. 154-6. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426

Mayfair. [3260

IResolution
for tbe

Bew Uear
DECIDE TO BUY YOUR
NEXT MACHINE FROM

THEEaSTERHGflBifiE

In NEW 1921 Models you are
offered the following excellent

selection from which to make
your choice.

A.J.S.

ARIEL
B.S.A.

BROUGH
BRITISH EXCELSIOR

BLACKBURNE
DIAMOND
INDIAN
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
MARTINSYDE - NEWMAN

NEW IMPERIAL
N.U.T.

ROYAL ENFIELD
RUDGE
SCOTT

SUNBEAM
TRIUMPH
ZENITH

If you prefer to lirnit your expendi-
ture to a second-hand motor cycle,

or one of our New 1920 Models at
reduced prices, please apply for list.

WE WILL QUOTE DEFERRED PAYMENT
TERMS FOR EITHER NEW OR
SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

4 IS, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

TelephoDe—490 East Ham.
TelegramE—"' Egaraco, LondoD.''

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea'Francis.

T EA-FRANCIS, M.A.G.. aa makera' epecificatiooa,
-*-' shop-!-oiled; at greativ reduced price; now is th9
time to buy.—Metres, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [9887

NEW Lea-Francis. 2-speed, clutch and kick starter.
M.A.G. engine; at list price. £130, or on de-

ferred payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit,
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods. Ltd..
118, Brompton Rd., London. [4788

Levis.

LEVIS 2i4h.p., es'ellent condition; hargain, £45.—
14, l>andora Rd., West Hamiistead. [4707

LEYIS. the finest 2-stroke in the world : delivery
from stock, £60.-Sole district agents. The Walsall

Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4013

3ih.p. Levis Popular Model, brand new from works;
4 £60, or on Harrods unique easy payment system

4% extra.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.
[4797

1 Q21 Levis Popular, in stock for immediate delivery,
-i-t^ £60; exchanges or easv term?.—Official Agents,
Homac'a, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., ^''.E. 'Phone:
Ualston 2408. [4768

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 1919 4i4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed, elec-

tric lighting, fully equipped, perfect condition;
no reasonable oiler refused.—Brown, 153, Cromwell Rd..
Peterborough. [4325

L.M.C—Mebes and Mebes are the sole Loudon and
Home Counties agents; early delivery of all 1921

models; trade enquiries esteemed.—154-6. Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair. [3259

L.M.C, suspension and ordinary models, shop-soiled.

as makers' specifications, at greatly reduced prices

;

also 6h.p. and 4i4h.p. combinations, second-hand; at

bargain prices.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7185

Martinsyde.
6h.p. Martinsyde, the super combination; immediate

deliveries. Norfolk agents.—Norwich Motor Co.,

Ltd.. Norwich. [2786

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models.—We are
now accepting orders for .early delivery, all

models; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes, 154-6, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair. [3263

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Sole agents for London,
Essex. Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford

;

also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newman
combination; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied;
exchanges and deferred 'payments.—Maudes", 100, Gt.
Portland St.. W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [5777

Matchless.
jl/TATCHLESS.

1 021 Models now ready; all the latest improve-
X«? mei;ts. Tou can have one now, or book delivery
for any forward date. Every combination personally
tested by the Matchless specialist. Spares of all dates
in stock.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead.

[6881
1Q21 Matchless Standard, lamps, horn, mileage 200;
X«/ bargain, £179.—Below.

1Q20 Matchless Magdyno brand new; £185.—
JL«? Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
'Phone : Kensington 3709. [4750

MATCHLESS.—Early deliveries.—Pollard, Broom-
field Rd., Chelmsford. [X2917a

SHREWSBURY Agent for Matchless. 192i:' models
from stock.—J. C Pickering. [3988

1 Q21 Matchless Co-jcbination in stock for immediate
-L*/ delivery; £205.—Stacev, 12, Ecclesall Bd., Shef-
field. . [S3797
"I Q 20 Matchless Combination, as delivered, shop-
JLt/ soiled; £175.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Waldeu.
Tel.: 16. [4756

1 Q 2 1 Matchless Combinations, Magdyno ; delivery
-i-t/ from stock.—Agents. Hewitt Bros.. 94, Western
Rd-. Hove, Susses. [0334

MATCHLESS Combination, 1917, 8h.p. M.A.G.. 3-

speed, F.R.S. lighting, hood, screen, and spare
wheel; £150.—Owner. 39, Avondale Rd., South Croydon.
'Phone: Croydon 2646. [4639

MATCHLESS Combination, 2-speed, kick start,

chain drive, fine turnout; £110; take lower power
part.—26, Cornwall Rd., Brixton, London. [4820

MATCHLESS 1921 Combinations in Stock; ex-
changes arranged.—Authorised agents, R. B.

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. Kensington
4096. [4334

1Q20 Matchless Combination, 'Sh.p. J.A.P., fitted

X*/ lamps, horn, hood, screen, small mileage, perfect
condition, mu-^t be sold quickly; a bargain; offers over
£160, cost £225.—Lugg, Arcade, Okehampton. [4613

MATCHLESS Model H., dynamo lighting, hood,
screen, spare wheel, etc., the last one of the 1920

models, brand new ; best offer secures.—Clapham
Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. 'Phone: 751.

[4779
MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders now

with Ross. 86, High Rd.. Lee. S.TE., for 1921
models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [3850

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOH^^CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, to makers'
specification, £205; dynamo lighting model,

£251/7/6, or on Harrods unique easy payment system
tor a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., London. [4805

I 020 JUatcbless [A-Lgnst), M.A.G. engine, Lucas Mag-
J-«-» dyno lighting, Lood, &iieedometer, all aocessories,
Ijijiuitiiiii condition, spare wJieel, Jiever been used; ownjer
taking' deliverv of Morgan; £215, or nearest.—44, Ding-
ivali Rd., Croydon. [4807

1O20 Matchless Combination. 7-9h.p., M.A.G.
Ji-*-*^ engine, hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel,
TjUl'O:? gas set throutrhout, abyohitely as new, £185;
eEi!>y payments.—Houiac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.L. 'Phone: Dals.ton 2408. [4765

MATCHLESS.—\Te are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination ; the Rolls-Royce on
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock; for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade enpplied ; all

spares in stoi^k.-^Jones' GoTage, Muswell Hill, N.IO,
and at ^yoodside Parade, North Pinchley. [4230

Metro.

METRO-TTLOR, 1920 (Sept.), 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all

on, mileage 350, as new; 55 gu6. ; any trial except
Sundays.—35, "tollhouse Rd., Baruoldwwick. [4620

Motosacoclie.
23.h.p. Motosacoche, variable gear. Bosch mag., fully

4 equipped, perfect condition; £28, or near offer.—
5, Tudor Rd., Hayes End, Middlesex. [4587

New Hudson.
T Ql*^ 6h.p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination,
i*^ engine just overhauled; £70.—Hope, 96, Bennett's
Lane, Bolton. [4586

NEW HUDSON Combination, 3-speed, kick start,
- clutch, chain, belt; anv trial: £88; for lightweight,

cash adjuetment.—57, Kenbuiy St., Cambern-ell, Lon-
don. [4821

New Imperial.

T Q20 New Imperial Combination, as new; £110.—
-L*/ Wright's Garage, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. ['1758

NEW IMPERIAL 1916 2~4h.p., Srspeed, semi-T.T.
bars, complete with lamps and horn ; bargain,

£38.—E. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3712

'C'OR Sale, New Imperial, 1917 2^h.p., 2-speed
£42, or
[X4114

eoirntershatt, and accessories ; must
near offer. —Bates, Riverside, Ohertsey.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1921 model. 2%h.p., 2-

speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand new, un-
used : immediate delivery ; 85 gns.—Central Garage,
Henley-on-Thames.

_
[1074

"Id 21 New Imperial: all models in .'^toek, combina-
JL«-' tion, £186/18; model 1. £80/17; Model 2,

£89/5; exchanges or easy teiths.—Official Agents,
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone:
DnL-ton 2408. [4760

NEW IMPERIAL "Motor Cycles and Combinations
supplied at manufacturers' list prices for cash,

or on Harrods unique easy payments system for a
small e.Ktra charge: iull particulars on application.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Rd., London. [4800

Norton.
VTORTON.—North Yorkshire agents: R. H. L. Picfcer-
-i-* my and Co.. 239. Linthorpe Rd., Middlefibiongh.

[2997
NORTON Motor Cycles.—Place that order with me;

early delivery datea.—Cook's Garage, Shifnal,
Salop. . [8136

NORTON 1920 Big Four, Sandum sidecar, wind
81-reen, equal to new; £150. Parker's, Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton. [X4168

NORTON Motor Cycles, sole district agents for Derby,
all models in stock; enquiries invited.—H. Palin.

Ltd.. Bourne St., Derby. [8134

NORTON 3'/L>h.p.,
' S-speed hub gear, clutch, lampc;,

engine No. 10164, excellent condition ; £55.—
Norri:4, CatuiOH Villa, Oakhom. ' [4703

1Q20 Big 4 Norton and De Lux© eide<'ar, absolutely
J- V new, Bhop-aoiled ; very great bargain, original
jrioe £177, leduced to 155 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St.,

Reading, 'i'hone : 1024. [4657

LATK 1919 3',{.h.p. Norton, geared model, as good as
new, electric lighting set ; £108/10, or nearest

(ffer.~I''urthci purticulars, write to L. Donaldson, Royal
Hott'A. Manstlcld-Wc.odbouse, Notts. [4113

"I
Q20 3'/.li.p. Sports Norton, S-npeed, and Canoelct

JL«J hidecar, all lampt;, winner of several gold metluls
in liill-<'linibs, hplendid condition

;
great bargain, 132

BBS.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024
[4660

N.S.U.

N.S.U. and Sidecar, 5-6b.p., 2-specd, Thomson-
Bennett, lamp.s, horn, uiirror. tools, ttparefi,

itound conditi<tn, motor house. 8ft 6in.x6tt 6in., Ibmr;
J'lt £50; going abroad.- Millar, Park Ter., Mavbole.

[4680
N.II.T.

N.U.T., only ridden 100 raileR; for immedinto talc
i:i50.-PoUard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford.

lX2917b

YOU'LL PICK UP
A BARGAIN

!

—if you are quick etbout it.

WE arc making FURTHER REDUC-
TIONS, and arc now offering our

stock «t SHOP-SOILED 1920 Moiels at
ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES TO CLEAR.
DELIVERED recently, THE MAJORITY

OF THESE MACHINES ARE
IDENTICAL WITH THE 1921 MODELS.
They are all the best makes—" no second-
raters "—and include

—

Lightweight Solo Machines :

—

DIAMOND, EXCELSIOR, F.N.„

LEVIS, RADCO, VELOCETTE
(Tax 30/-)

Heavy Solo Machines :
—

BAT, EROUGH, TRIUMPH
(Tax 60/-)

Sidecar Combinations :

—

ACME, BAT, BROUGH.
EXCELSIOR, JAMES, REX,

TRIUMPH (Tax 80/-)

Our New Showrooms are the Largest
Motor Cycle Showrooms in Great Britain,
but we must have room for New 1921
Models—hence this opportunity for yon
to

"PICK UP A BARGAIN."

BROUGH TYPE "G."
5-6 h.p. "Flat Twin."

COMPLETE LIST FREE ON REQUEST.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Tplcgrami :

" Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone; Ceutral 7367 (2 lioes).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

1Q21 NUT. 3%h,p. Standard Model, Magdvno;
Atf £165; io stock.—Hewett Bros., 94. Western Rd..
Hove. Sussex. [0343

N.U.T., Ot-t., 1920, Liacjns MJig<Jyno, Bonnikwn speed-
ometer, unsciatched; £140, 01: nearest.—Hampton,

Home Farm, Withdeaue, Biishtoii. [4848'

N.U.T. ; delivery from stock of all models. Sole
--"'holeeale and retail agents for Staffordshire; the

trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444.
[4014W SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,

• official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for
early delivery; write or "phone for particulars.—Tel.:
YeovU 114. [6023

O.K.

O.K. Juniors, 2-8pe€d, kick starter, 2-speed only, and
sin6:le gear, 1921 models.—Longman, Fishertoi),

Salisbury. [3814

1 <ai7 O.K., 25/il.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, T.T. bars, lamps,
Xtf etc., in first-class condition; will ride 30 juiles;
£45/10.—P. Saunders, Xongwell Green, near Bristol.

[4257
Omega.

EW 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75; in stock.—Randall.
Andover. [0368
MEGA Combinations and 2%h.p. 1921 models.—
Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [3816

.3h.p. Omega-Jap, tho sporting single; immediate
4 deliveries.—Norwich Motor Co., Ltd., Norwich.

Overstone.
[2787

£45.—Overstone-Tilliers 2-stroke, 1919, all accessories,
c^ niileiige negligible : any trial or examination ; by
appointment.—L. Jaikson, 11, Central Av., Littleborougb,
Lancfi. [4824

P. and M.

P. and M., very early deliveries.—Pollard, Broomfield
Rd., Chelmslord. [X2915

"p. and M., December, 1919, splendid machine. a«
-- new.—Ashley, Probus, Cornwall. [0370

P.
and M., 1919, thoroughly overhauled and equal
to new; ies5.—Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Cheims-

'ora- [X2916
p. and M. 1921 Model for immediate delivery; fl2S.
-•- -—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,
Manchester,

"

[4617
pHELON and Moore 1920 3^h.p. with brand new
-L \A atsonian sideuar to match, low mileage, indis-
tinguishable from new; £130.—Parker's, Bradshawgnte,
Bolton. [X4171
p. and M. Combination, Dunhill sidecar and storrn
J- apron, lamps, etc.. fully equipped ; £100, great
bargain.-Mebes, 154-156, Qt. Portland St.. W

1

'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. -^ [7188

PHELON and Moore ex-W.D. Models, thoroughly over-
hauled and guaranteed, tanks re=enamolled, front

brakes, chain cases; £78. Similar models overhauled
and guaranteed by makers. £95; with sidecars £100
an.. £110; easy payments 7>i% extra.—Maudes, 100 Gt
Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [4753

Premier.

1 Q14 3>2h.p. Premier, 3-.speecl, clutch, Bosch, B.
-*-*-' and B., good running order; £45.—W. Poole,
Stokenchurch, Bucks. [4591

Ouadrant.
NEW 1920 41/ili.p. Quadrant Combination; £145.—

Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel, : Waltham Cross
31. [0341
QUADRANT 1920 4;.5h.p. Combination, shop-soiled,

as makers* specifications; at greatly reduced price;
now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, (it. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7189

QUADR.4.NT Combination, 1920, 4!jh.p., in beautiful
condition, hood, screen, etc.; £120; accept half

down.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. Closed
Sundays. [4732

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, 4iih.p., Stnimey-
Xt/ Archer, 3 speeds, all chain drive, all hnirps,
horn, Cameo screen, under 500 miles, as new, £130;
exchanges or eilsy terms.—Homac's 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4761

Rndco.
RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci-

fications, shop-soiled; at greatly rotlucetl price; now
is the time to buy.— Melies, 154-156, Gt., Portland St.,
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7190

Rover.
19 6h.p. Rover, splendid condition ; £100.— Wright's

Giiiage, Salfrou Walden. Tel.: 16. [4757

1Q19 3'i;h.p. Rover, 3-speed countershaft, lamps,
-*•»' horn, etc., new condition; bargain, £75.— 11.

Wright, Arlesey, Bods. [4836

31 h.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, splcn-
2 did condition; fSO.-Wiite Mitchell, Thornliill,

Madeira Av., llroniley, Kent. [4714

1Q20 Rover 3'/..h.p., 3-Hiieed, new July, done 1.200,
-i-i/ with lumps, horn, f<pee<lnmcter, us new; £120.—
Bo.N 1.166, c/o The Uiitor Cycle. (4865

31 h.p. Rover, kt« 1919, S-spced, kick start, all ncces-

5 BOiies, splcndiil con*lition: £120, or nearest oJl'er. :

—Loach, 66, Park Av , WoHOster. [4819

19

a.^C, All letters relating to ndvertlaementi should quote the number iit the end of each advertisement, iind the diite of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.

1021 Triumphs, Scotts, Bradburys, James, Eudges,

J-tJ Oampions, Moigaas, etc.—Ewens, Guraga, lung s

Lynn., [3559

IF yon want a good privately owned motor cycle or

car, apply Kwiksale Prirate Motor Registry, 35,

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

BOOTHS' Motories. Halifax.—61i. p. Eudge combina-
tion, lamps, 1920 model. £125; 1920 4h.p. Black-

burne-Verus, 3-sp6ed, and new Milltord sidecar, £120/10.

BOOTHS' Motories Halifax.—1920 6h.p. Ariel com-
bination, shop.soiled, JE145;iO; 1920 Harley-

Davidson, yery cheap.

BOOTHS' MotCffias, Halifaj;.—1915 Harley-Davidson
combination, lumps, hood, etc., £37/10; 6h.p. 2-

Bpeed Kes combination, £40/10.

BOOTHS' Motoriee, Halifax.—Sh.p. J.A.P., tree en-
gine, Druid forks, £30/10; Sh.p. Ohater-Lea with

sidecar, £35/10.

BOOTHS' Motories, Halifax.—1919 P. and M., with
new sidecar, £115/10; 1920 2.apeed Wolf, £52/10.

BOOTHS ' Motories, Halifax.-Six 1915 Douglases,
£49/10; lour 4h.p. Douglases, 1918, £95/10; 1914

3%li.p. Sua-Precision, 3-3p6ed, £35/10.

Motorics.—1920 O.K. lightweight, Villiers
engine, only run 150, £43/10; ditto with 2-6Beed

£54/10; 1920 Omerga, 2-sp6Cd, £69/15; 1914 2-Epeed
Bcott, £47/10; 1920 lOh.p. Swift light car, £420; 1920
Harley-Davidsous, Ariels, Quadr^ut^y, O.K. ; exchanges,
—Booths' Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. [2621

RB. CLARK and Co.—Brand new shop-soiled 1920
• models, 10% under list; Rudge I.O.M., Lea

Francis, BA.'T., Verus, Sports Harley, Diamond, New
Hudson. Call and inspect.—7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. ~

[4336

ASTONISHING List of new 1920 motor cycles
stock at bargain prices. No reasonable oliers re-

fused.—Lamb's, 387, Eustou Ed., London, N.W. : 50,
High Ed., Wood Green, N. ; and 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow!. [472!

piEANK WHITWOETH,_Ltd., 139, New St., Bir.

DOOTHS'

mingham.—Little used Douglas combination
Ixion 2-strok6, £32 ; Campion-Tilliers, 2-:

Enfield 2-speed 2-atroke, leg shields, electric
new A.B.O., N.U.T., Lea-Francis. lyj-, Cedos

pjOVENTRY Premier Super Runabout.

£120
, £45;
ighting,
also

[X1881

BARGAINS.—Please peruse our advertisements
small columns. We are disposing of our large

stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced prices.
Do not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer may
not occur again.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. 'Phono: 3426 Mayfair. [7194

MOTOR Cycles (New Models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in stock: B.S.A., Alton, New Scale, Radco

(3 models). Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (for which
we are the sole agents for the City of London), and
others at lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage paid.—
Banoroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, London, B.C. 2.

[0356
F.O.C.H, the car, light car, and motor cycle

specialists.—A good new and second-hand selectiori
always on view; prices to suit everybody; fair cash
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality. We

' supply Triumph. Zenith, B.S.A., A.J.S., etc., also
the famous Kingsbury Junior, Bleriot Whippet
Grahame-White, G.N.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4671

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
Auto-wheel, perfect running order ; 9 gns —J

7, Abbey Place, Selby, Yorfcsliire.'

Mctorcyclette, Dunlop Magnum tyres, as new,',_"" every detail ; £28 •

jwner buying combination.—2, Milicent Villas, Havering
[4704

B.S.A,
Batchelor,

J.E.S.
1920 carburetter, perfect

jr buying combinati ~ ~'

IJEW., Eomt'ord.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
;'tf7' INGSBUET Scooter, new condition.-Offers to Win-
'XS- Stanley, Solvay Ed., North-wich. [4592

EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver from
stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.

[4863
A .B.p. Skootamota, in perfect brder, sacrifice, £42/10;
ti easy terms.-Homac'.s. 243, Lower Clapton Ed.
!^.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4775

IT'INGSBUEY Scooter, with saddle, carrier, toolbag.
XS. etc., run less than 100 miles, practically new con-

111

lition; £25,—Abbeville, Parson St., Hendon. [4153

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

II A EQBOiSr Hand and Motor Propelled QMcycles,
Ilea. invalid and disabled.

I 3o., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews,

. for
Particulars, Argson Eng,
George St., W.l. [2647

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
lltTERCULES Hoods, best and cheapest on the market,
Id- made to fit any body.

[EECULBS Hoods, 52/5, 65/-, and 80/-; write for
list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed.,

loufh Tottenham, N,.15. [4547
a'
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the best for old chassis.

Bodie-i are roomy and very smart.

NEW YEAR'S

RESOLUTIONS

YOURS should be, to buy a good

machine, in good time, from a good

Company, and get the best out of

the bright days to come.

DON'T DELAY, ORDER NOW.

OURS, is to continue to offer our

best in bargains to warrant and

ensure your continued custom.

Our Agencies include the

following :

T.B. LIGHT CARS
3 wheel, shaft drive.

B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
JAMES
ALECTO
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
DOUGLAS

CALTHORPE
HENDERSON

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixlon 2417.

'Grams: "Burlinglon Motors, Clapliim"

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under
ground Station.)

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and
but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue *ree.

VENITS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham,
[2298

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish. Several bodies (new) to clear cheap.

Write for designs.-The Willowbrook Co., Manufac-
turers, Leicester. 10336

SIDECAR Body Designs tor the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings. lull-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London. E.C.4.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
"pOR

CANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

SANDTJM Sidecar Catalogue for 1921, the most
comprehensive in the trade.

SANDTJM Sidecars.—No. 1 De Luxe, £24/10; best

value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models. The Exquisite £24/10, and Sporta

£28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, £23/10; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/16 to

£50; ahsolut'ely honest value.

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit

any make of machine, £4*5 , bodies only, £22/10
The latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDUM —Insist on Sandum euclosed wheel chassis,
or on girder type chassis.

^ANPUM Screen, £4/10; easily operated ty passen-^ ger, with ficreen in any position.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 13 lbs., locker in back and under

seat ; when not in use the seat back hinges forward
and neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6. -

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im-
mediate delivery; £3

Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturera or
bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and

SANDUM
coachbuilt

aprons.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in
the country.

UANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inu
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories: 162

to 165, Pentonville Rd., N. ; and Britannia Works,
Britannia St., W.C. [0019

COACHBUILT Sidecar, suit 4h.p.

;

House, Melbourne, Derby.

S^^

offers.—Shaw
[4593

TORPEDO Sidecar, ofl Indian, good condition- £2.
—4, Passmore St.. Sloane Sq., S.W.I. [4621

IDECAR, good as new; £16.—Write L. Donaldson,
Royal Hotel, Mansfield-Woodhouee, Notts. [4114

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines, roomy
bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent springing;

prices from £19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to xl^ for renovation. New hoods,
wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for cata-

logue.

THE Willowbrook Co.. Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

LICENCE Holders, circular, suit motor cycles or
cars, conforming to Transport Ministry regula-

tions,—Below.

LICENCE Holders, black, 3/6; brass, 4/-; alu-

minium, 4/-; plated, 4/6; postage 6d. Money re-

turned if not s atisfield.—Middleton's, below.

IDDLETON'S are standardising their patent
applied for spring wheel sidecars for comi,ng

season; rigid sidecars to order.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran-
teed for 3 years on usual conditions.

MIDDLETON'S (patent applied) one-piece unbreak-
able chassis axle, with spring wheel, is fitted to

all our 2-seaters and sidecars for heavy, powerful

machines.MIDDLETON'S undertake all classes of repairs to ,.

motor cycles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

London's oldest established sidecar
Rd., Finsbury Park.

•Phone: Hornsey 1584. [4809

M'

MIDDLETON'S,
makers, 27, Stroud Green

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. B49
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TQ21 Harley Sidecar, brand new; £41; list price.
Xt/ £49/10.—Eiiwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [4749

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock_ ol all models,
shop-soiled, at greatly reduced prices; now is the

time to buY.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7198

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through pa$sage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well
tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley,
Upper Highgate St.. Birmingham. [0152

CHASSIS.—The Sandura lightweight. £9/9; heavy-
weight. £12/12; heavyweight enclosed wheel type,

£22; spring wheel type, £27. Ask to see our special
eidecar connections. Trade enquiries invited.—Sand-
l,;im Eugineeiing Co., Ltd., 536, Grays Inn Rd., W.C.I.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [C525

TAXICABS.
d?100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secures^ London tasicab.—Details, Palmers' Garage, Toot-
in?. [44h1

TAXICARS.—B.S.A. Canoelet combinatione. ns ex-
hibited fit Olympia, for early delivery.—The origi-

nators: County Cycle and Motor .Co., Broad St., Bir-
miugbam. [9708 ^
RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

"1021 Richqrdsons, Morgans, Triumphs, Scotts. Euds-e,
J-«7 etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. 'Phone: 122.

[4599
G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.—Best

deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., Motor
Agents, Bracknell. [3936

(^ YCLE CAR. 6h.p. Precision engine, 2 speeds, belt
^ drive, spoiling body; £70, or ofler.—Spaight, Bella-

houston Hospital, Glasgow. [S3696

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock for
immediate delivery - --

. . £3C0.—Godfrey's, Lt^3., 208,
London, >Y.l. [0350

1(Q19 Morgan. M.A.G., water-cooled, splendid order-J«/ £160; cash only.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co, 70
Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. [3831

"VTORGANS, G.N.'s Bleriot-Whippet, and Richardson
J.TX cycle cars in stock at manufacturers' prices —

(Lincoln), Ltd., High St.. Lincoln. " [X3269

Gt.' Portland St.,

West's

J.A.P. 8h.p. 2-speed Cycle Car, shaft drive, live axl
hood, screen, etc. ^

. -

combination.—Rosery
. overhauled; £70, or exchange
Church Rd., Hanwell, [4273

P4

Q

T>LEKIOT Whippet Cycle Car, to makers' speciflca-
J-' tion; £250, or delerred payments 4% extra.—
Hanode, Ltd., 118, Biomptou Ed., London. [4803

A.C. Sociable, modern types, fully eduipped, mechani-
cally sound, good appearance ; from £60 to £85 ; tiial

—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [3157
(?|..N. Cvcle Cars, £241/17/6. supplied anywhere,
^-' sole Sheffield agents; Crouch Cars, £315 com-
plete.—Brooklands Motor Co., Ecclsall Rd., Sheffleld.

[2913
rjIBBONS Mark HI. Cycle Car, reduced to £115;v^ delivery within one month; trials any time by
appointment. Agents required.—Gibbons and Moore
Chadwell Heath, Essex. [4838
VTEW G.N. Cycle Car, to makers' specification. £245-
i-^ dynamo 'lightrng model, £275/12/6; imnLediate
delivery; deferred payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd
118, Biompton Kd., Loudon. [4801
rpAMPLIN 1921 2-seaters alwavs in stock, immediate
-»- delivery. We specialise in fittings for theee cars
I'reo tuition.—Tamplin and Son.=, 20, Heath Ed. Twick-
enham. 'Phofle; 96 Eichmoud. [4710
'T'.B. 1921 Models, lOh.p. Blaeklmrne, air-cooled
-»- £260, water-cooled £275: ready for delivery Janu-
ary.—Sole iigents Sussex, County Garage, Gloucester
IMace, Brighton. Agents invited. [3231
TlTOnGAX 1920 New Grand Prix Model, lOh.p. watei-±TX cooled M.A.U. engine, special streamline IjckIv
liidt to special order at Morgan works, complete with
]ioo4l, screen, lunirw, horn; £235.—Below.
A/TOEGAN 1921 Grand Prix, lOh.p. water-cooled
-i-'J. M.A.G. engine, delivered new for London-Exeter
tiial. Hush epeedomcter, instrument board, hood ccreeu
lamps, etc.

: £230 —Elce and Co., Bisliopsgate Av
'

Camomile St., E.C'.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

T' ''v 'f'SC""-"^''' ''"'"> " '^'^ "e" 1920 models, 8h nL JA.l'.. iiii-f-oolcd, 3 speeds and reverse, spare
wheel, acetylene lighting, di.sc wheels, screen, hood, tooli
Iiinii].; £236; new tax f4.-County Garage, Gloucester
Ph.c,., Brighton. [3230
nPAMPLIN Tandem, to makers' .specification, £165
-^ or liilly ec]Uiiiped with hr.od and screen, hiliiii'
horn, aluminium discs on wheels. £189/7, ir on de-
lerred payment 4/, extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
T'lij Ed., Londf.li, [4802
"[VTOBG.\X.—Wo nie npents for these ftimous im,-

,1 ;'V"""'
""'' "« !"'»• in a position to ot(er icusoii-

ahlo Ueh-.eiy. \\ c si^ciiilise in lepair.s, overhauls, an.

I

leiKiintiug.—The Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wc.lvcr-
lianipton. Tel. ; 1160. [3460
T^AMPLIJf 1920 8h.p. 2-«eater. complete with tool-- acetylene lighting set, horn, miocilonjeter, regis-

D

D

D

Are you a "handy
man about the house " ?
Or do you call in your next-door
neighbour to help you out of many
of those little " ticklish " jobs which
you could do as well as he if you
only knew how ?

One job you can do is repairing
your own boots and shoes with

DAVIS' USTIKON SOLES
You don't have to be a craftsmoin
to put these soles on, but you will be
surprised to see how "crafty" you
will have become as soon as you
have repaired a boot. No apparatus
or heat is required. The method is

simplici.y itself.

GENTS', all sizes .... 3/9
LADIES', all sizes.. .. 2/9

Complete with Sol-fjx and directions.

f^

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CROUCH Light Cars.—Have you inveftigated the

wonderful merits of this famous product ? II
not, please allow us to send you full particulars. Price
complete, ready lor the road, £295, value unequalled
anywhere.—Mebes and Mcbes (Est. 1893). the Original
Light Car Specialists, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
Tel. : 3426 Mayfair. [4252

G.N. Cycle Car.—Mebes and Mebes. the Original
Light Car Specialists, are the largest official Lon-

don agents. During season 1920 we have sold more ot
these than any other agent in England, therefore our
expert experience is at your disposal. Immediate de-
livery of all models from stock at makers' list price,
no waiting.—144, Gt. Portland St., W. Tel. : 3426
Mayfair. [4251

GARS FOR SALE.

DE DIOX Bh.p. 2-seater, electric linht. running
order; £45, oilers.—Parkfield Works, Church Ed.,

Lej^ton. [4630

D

USTIKON
HEELS D
The wearing
quality of
these Heels
is indicated by
fine workman
and careful fir

actual wear th<

better than you expect

ir-ii"
n_"~n"
Z"-2|"
21"—21"
3"

"Are well worth a trial."

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to the Manager, Dept. E.

Footwear Dept.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,

Victoria, S.W.I.

IM
j; Kuariinteed perf<vt order.—Tanjplin, 20, Heath
Tnickonliam. 'Phr.iie: 96 nichmond. [4709^

STOCKISTS WANTED.
WRITE TO-DAY.

ri50 All leUei-8 rcliitlng to tidvertlsenicnts should quote the number at the eiiil of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

^

£100 down and 12 payments £10 monthly ^pcures
.

nearly new Cheviolet 4-seater, dynamo self-starter. :.

—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 down and 12 monthly pavments £7/10 eecurefi
;

splendid E.M.C. undoislung 2-seatei.—Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 payments £5 monthly secures ex- i

cellent Dennis laadaulet.—Palmer's G.^Tage, Too^
j^

ing.

£250 secures Martini sporting 2-6eater, very smart

car.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. ^ L^'*^'^

TURKEYS Given AwayJ AU purchasers of cars

this week and until Dec. 31st will be presented

free with a fine large turkev and Christmas hamper
cnutaining a ham, Christmas pudding, "^^^.^e. Pies,

cake, fruit, sweets, etc., total value £5 (limit 50

hampers at £5—£250].—Cos ibelow).

GIVEN Away also as above to anyone making an
offer for any car, whether accepted or not, pro-

vided offer unconditional and accompanied by cheque
£10 deposit .(returnable il offer not accepted). Re-
member all dates guaranteed accurate.—Cox (below).

CHRISTMAS Bargains, guaranteed by my systema-
tic reduction scheme, still going strong. Another

£250 reductions this week, totalling over £5,000 to

datel 15h.p. 4-cyl. chassis, unknown make, live axle,

gate. Zenith, Bosch, absurd bargain. £201 24h.p.
1910 Leon Bollee chassis, enclosed valves, live axle,

4-speed, gate, reduced from £185, now £60 ! 14-16h.p.
Belsize 4-5-seater, live axle, gate, Bosch. Binks, pulls
splendidly, £80 t 12h.p. AUdays van. Ford type body,
smart, £95; 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin sporting stream-
line 2-seater, discs, fast, smart. £100; Williamson
combination, £130; 8-lOh.p. Blunifield Crescent
streamline light car, 2-seater. 3-speed gear box, smart,
£•140; Ford van. exceptionally good one, £160; 8-10
li.p, Warne 2-seater, dynamo lighting, discs, live axle,
gate, £170; 12h.p. 4-cyl. Humber streamline 4-seater,
1919 body, gate, £170; smart little S-lOh.p. 1913
Globe coupe light car. Claudel, gate. £180; Unic, 15-

cwt. van. sump lubrication, monobloc. detachables,
£190; nice little electric landaulet. £195; 11.4h.p.
1915 Whiting-Grant light car, monobloc, bull-nosed
radiator, £220; 1920 Bleriot-Whippet cvcle car,
8-lOh.p., detachable wheels, £220; lOh.p. Delage
sporting 2-seater, bulbous back, dynamo lighting, 4-cyl.
monobloc, smart, £250.—Cox (below).

TURKEYS, etc., included with all these!—12-1 4h.p.
Fiat 4-seater, monobloc, gate, smart, £225;

lOh.p. Le Gui 2-seater, 4-cyI. monobloc, 4-speed, gate,

£225; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed valves, gate,

sump, £230; lOh.p. Delage sporting 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, bulbous back, 4-cvl. monobloc. smart. £230;
12-15h.p. Gladiator torpedo, £235; 1920 G.N. 2-

seater, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels excep-
tionally nice, £240; lOh.p. 4-cyl. coupe, Chapuis-
Dornier monobloc engine, gate, bull-nosed brass
radiator. £245; 12-14h.p. Unic torpedo. £250; 1-ton

1916^;i CIvdesdale lorry. £250; 20h,p. Rapid torpedo,
£275; sm'art 15.9h.p. 1912 Darracq. sleeve valve,
roomy torpedo, worm drive, 4-speen, gate. Zenith
(£385 originally). £280; 18hi). 6-cyl. Ilorbick stream-
line tourer. £290; 12-15h.p. Opel lanilaulet. monobloc,
ate, cord. Zenith. £290; 15.9h.p. Knight Daimler,
-seater. worm drive, detachable wheels, smart, bar-

gain, £320; 13.9h.p. 1914 B.S.A. 2-seater. worm
drive sleeve valve, detachable wheels £520; 15-20h.p.
Chevrolet 3-seater, English coaclnvork. dickey, dyna-
mo, starter, smart, £320; 12-15h.p. Crosslev 3-seater,
iletachable wheels, monobloc, £320; 121i.p. 1913
Valveless Darracq. torpedo, detachable wheels, smart,
£330; 12h,p. Brennabor streamline 4-seater, 4-cyl.
ninnobluc. enclosed valves, steel disc wheels, detach-
ables. particularly smart, £325; smart 12-15h.p,
1913''4 Sizaire-Naudin streamline 5-seater. monobloc,
detachable wheels, £305; 15.9h.p. ArnO-Johnston
3-seater, dickey, enclosed valves, detachable wheels,
smart, £345; particularly posh 11.9h.p. 1913^i
Humber streamline 4-seater. enclosed valves, detachable
wheels. £350.—Cox (below).

NOTICE.-For list of all cars Irom £350 to £1,250
rioe '* The Motor'' or "The Autocar," or send

P.C. tor full printed list. All types stocked, includ-
ing latest type touring cars, landaulets, super-Jan-
dnulets. saloons, lorries, and vans (1, 2, 3, and 4
tons). 20-30-seaier chars-a-bancr;, 'buses, all <in view
on the premises; 60 cars actually in stock. Why not
call? Exchanges entertained.—Cox (below).

DOUGLAS S. COX. the motor car buyers' Father
Christmas. 6a, Lansdowne Hill. West Norwood,

S.IO. Hours 9 to 6, Saturday 5. No business Sun-
days. Closed Christmas Saturday and Monday (open
Tuesday). Established 1902. [4634
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CARS FOR SALE.

F'OR Sale, good 1919 Ford touring, ^nth 1914 body;
£190; will accept combination part poynieut.—

Whetstone. Littleport, Canibs. [4606

7-9h.p. Swift, stasgere^ seats, 1914, splendid condi-
tion, £170; exchange good combination, or arrange

easy payment;?.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [4729

1 Q20 Eicliardson Car, 8b.p.
At' used, excellent condition,

J.A.P. engine, hardly
spare tyre, tools, etc.,

e'eitric lighting; £185. no ofE ere.—Apply, H. Ixiviers and
Co,, Drapers, 38 to 42, Commercial St., ilae-ites.

Glamorgan. [4690

8ih.p. Rover 2-seater, recently overhauled,
2 thorough good running order, new piston and

new tyres; trial offered; £75 for quick sale; genuine
bargain.—Apply, by letter, English, Colehill, Wira-
borne, Dorset. [1208

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
LOERT Bodies for Ford Tenners in Stock, extra

strong make, enclosed cab; £65.—The Willowbrook
Co., Leicester. [0573

OlOO Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 fiecures^ a magnificent 3-ton lorry.-Details, Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting. [4440

£85 down and 12 monthly payments of £15 securos
splendid 1-ton truck, twin solids, will carry 30-

cwt.—Details. Pahner's Garage, Tooting. [4436

EMPRESS 15-20h.p., about 1916, standing idle 3
years, suitable for traveller's 'bus, roomy

mahogany coachbuilt bos body, converted to carry
goods or 10 passengers, thoroughly overhauled, re-

painted royal blue: £275.—Apply, Austin, 1, Cortayne
Rd.. New King's Rd., Fulham. [4872

ENGINES.
EIGHT 8-lOh.p. Douglas Lrghting Sc-t^. waer-cooled,

M'ith radiator, 120 v. dynamo, 20 amps., all on
one base. These are complete with ewitchboards, which
includes 1 voltmeter, 2 amp. meteis, and 6 switches.—
Below.

"OUR 8-lOh.p. Douglas Engines only, with radiator
and magneto and carburetter ; £30 each.—Below.P

SIS 4-cyl. Standard Lighting Sets,
radiator, 120 v. "

lOh.p. engine, with
dynamo, 30 amp., switchboard and

switches. These are exactly as used on the workshop
lorries. Price £75 each, with magneto and carburetter.
—Below.

EIGHT lOh.p. 4-cyl. Austin Lighting Sets. Particu-
lars same as Standard. £75 each, with magneto

and carburetter.—Below.

5-6h.p. Clyno Engines, less magneto and carburetter;
£15 each.—Below.

I ALSO Have a very large quantity of cable, switches,
switchboard.5, electric lamps, electric lighting

shades, etc—Below.

FORTY Switchboards,
doors,

eases with
containing one voltmeter, 2

5 switches ; £4 each.

sliding glass
amp. meters,

PLEASE Write or apply for anv of the above to J.
J. Dooley, 33, Killvon Ed., Clapham, S.W.8.

[4655
HEPPELTHWAITE'S for 3h.p. 2-strokes, brand new,

£7/10. worth £15: also 3h.p. N.S.U., £5/10; gear
to suit, £5/10: twin I'eugeot, 5-6h.p., £6/10.-19, Wil-
cox Ed., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [4678

J,
A.P. Engines in Stock.—Special o.h.v. engines

built, complete stock of spares for all type J.A.P.
engines; Bosch magneto, 50^ twin, £6/10; Al J.A.P.

from £15.—B. P. Garage. 40, Murray Mews,
St., Camden Town, N.W. [3930

engine;
Murray

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
specialistsRELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.

magneto repairs.

RELIANCE guarantee to retarn your magneto with-
in 3 days, and if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee
every magneto for 12 months. Armature wind-

ing a speciality.

RELIANCE work for, and are recommended by, some
of the largest firms in London and country, and

can supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spares tor Bosch, U.H., Eisemann.
E.I.C., C.A.V., Splitdorl, Dixie, and all known

makes.

RELIANCE specialise in the repair of U.H. mag-
netos, and, having the original U.H. parts, can

guarantee a sound and reliable job.

RELIANCE stock new and second-hand magnetos at
right prices; old magnetos taken in part payment.

Bend for illustrated leaflet of the new Fellows light-
weight magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most efH-
cieat made. Special terms to the trade.

RELIANCE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
concerning your ignition troubles, and customer;

may be certain of obtaining promptness and courtesy

Co., 11, Gt. Sutton
[2186

£3/10, new, with leads complete;
£3/10.-145, Fulham Palace

Rd., S.W.6. [4871

/f

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing
St., Goswell Rd., E.C.I.

C.A.V. Twin, new,
C.A.V. single, new,

SPECIAL

1921
OFFERS

To every purchaser of a new cover
we are prepared to give, free of
chstrge, a new and fully guaranteed
Inner Tube. All goods are sent
Carriage Paid, and on approval,
seven days against remittance.

TYRES
nSize.

26x2

26'x2i

Make.

o

n
O

D

26x2
I
Avon Rubber Stud
Englebcrt Wired-on Rib
Hutchinson Passenger..
.\von Combination
Dunlop Heavy
Beldam Estra Heavy. , .

.

Bates No. i Special
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Clincher DeLuxe Ex. Hy.
Englebert Wired-on R.S.
Beldam Heavy
Englebert Wired-on Rib
Dunlop Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy ....
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy.
Bates No. i Special
Kempshall Anti-skid ....
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S.
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy .

Palmer 2 -ply Ribbed. .

.

Englebert Wired-on R.S.
Englebert Wired-on Rib
Goodrich Safety Tread..

.

Dunlop Extra Heavy
Wood -Milne Extra Heavy
Elite E.Hy.Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Avon 3-rib
Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Partridge R. Non-skid .

28X21

26x2J

28X3

650x65

700x80

Our
Price.

25 i6

25).
44/-
44/-
39/6
39/6
39/6
37/6
37/6
37 6
35 -

34/-
30/-
41/6
39/6
39/-

37/6
37/6
37/-
34/6
59/-
45/-
45/-
39/-
35/-
30/-
52/6
48/6
35/-
33/-
68/-
58/-
52/8
85/-

List

Price.

31/-
55/-
68/9
91/-

53.'S

64/-

67/-
59/-
59/-
62/6
64/-
58/-
60;-

56/9
66/-
68/6
71/6
75'-

63/9
72/6
74 '5

77/-
78/-

50/3
72/6
70/-

93/6
84/-
81/

79/6
75/6
77!-
iio/-

Q

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
CONTACT Breakers, platinum points, new, 12/-

eaeh; t:afl6 supplied: stamp.—Jernier, 165, Chureh
EJ., Mitcham. [4868

ACCtJilTJLATOES, 4 volt 20 amp., in wUnloid casrs.
with extra tin case and handle, 13/6 each; reduc-

tion to trade for Quantity.—Below.

ACCUMULATORS.—Write for our list; very low
prices; spe'jiat ofler.—F. Yates and Son, 144,

Church St., Kensington. [S97B

ONE E.LC. Single-oyl. Magneto, pmctically new,
suit B.S.A. or Triumph, etp.; best offer for quick

sale.—Apply. Jeflery, Cro^ways. Alreston, Glos. [4830

THOMSllX-BEXNETT Masrnetcs new, 180», anti,
£3/15: Birlini! ditto, £3/15; Dixie, 180°. dock.

I

£3.—Banister and Botten. 341, Upper St., X.l. [4701

1-CTL. C.A.V., 75/-: 1-cvl. Thomson-Bennett, 75/-;
2-c,vl. C.A.V., 180°, 80/-; all practically new anil

sent on approval ; clock or anti.— 23; Elnathan Mews,
Maida Vale, W.9. • [3555

UNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be replaced
by a Eoultou. £5 each; immediate dispatch. A

few shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.—Boulton Mag-
netos, Ltd.. Oldhall St., Wolverhampton. [8955

JEBRON. registered 291,298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled ior blades, screws, etc., cure*

misfirinf?, 7/- each rivet; Jebron screws, fit Bosch
magnetos, 15^6 pair; old screws, Jebronised, 7/- 6;ich.

JEBEON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver. Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [0002

MAGNETO Eepairs.-
Garage, Tooting

M'

D
o

D

BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Sin. Jin. JirL lin. ijin.
1/7 1/9 2)2 3/3 3/-

Dunlop. Pedley. Bates,

etc. Per Foot.

RETREADING
&Kepairs are executed at

oar 0W.1 works under ex-
pert snnervisinn.

Extra Hian-
Heavy ..

Medium

£1
17/6
IS/-

REPAIRS

D

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS
Made by

North British
Rubber Co., Ltd.
Dominion
Rubber Co.,
Ltd.. etc.

Sizes 6, 7, S.g.io. 11, 12

18/6

fcMlllllll lllllll'l

264—266

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, VierORIA

S.W. 1

Victoria 6553,

o

Send your magneto to Palmer's
Reply paid, quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days—usually within 24 hours.

—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4438

RUNBAKEN Repair Services.—Dynamos, magnetos,
and starters. Huge stocks of spare iMirta and a

modern^plant enable us to make a thorough and effi-

cient repair to every make and type. Pack in a strong
box, enclose in^^tmetions, and address to The Bunbakeu
Magneto Co., Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
{'Phone; ilavfair 3588). North of England: Derby St.,

Cheetham, Manc-hester ('Phone: City ©266). [0257

AGNET03, Magnetos.—We hold a stock of V twin
magnetos of nil degrees, and recommend the new

B.T.H. 42° to Indian riders ; Bosch magnetos, all degree*
and rotations; B.T.H. singles in stock; exchanges. Thct

only official Indian electrical service station B.T.H., .

Thomson-Bennett, and Peel Conner repairs service.—
Euston Ignition Co.. 529, Eustou Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 5034. T.A. ; Mugdymo, Eusroad, Loudon.

[3786

THE Mngneto Repairing and Winding Co. (Established
1912), contractors to H.M. Government, ana

officially appointed !>y the K.A.C.—Magneto repairs of
every description. AJl repairs at lowest possible prices,

and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly return them
within 24 hours. We have several new and second-hand
single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—
The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78, Hamp-
stead Rd., Euston Rd.. London. N.W.I. *Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London* [1559
EtlSTON Ignition Co.'a 24 hour repair service, uuai-

nnteed repairs to all types of magnetos; Splitdnrf

and Dixie specialists; official Indian electrical service

station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All re-

pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench be-

fore dispatch, and therefore carry onr guarantee for 12
months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed mng.
netos in London, twins all degrees; spare parts for alt

makes in stock; charged accumulators all vultage-*

always ready jn stock, plugs, cables, 'i/o-v.ait and vacuiim
bulbs all voltages. We give you real live service aiw^y-*.

-Euston Ignition Co.. 329, Euston Rd., I^ndon. N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 5034. T.A : Mngdymo. En.<;roii.l.

London. [(1263

TYRES.
BAND New Clincher Tires, 26x2'4 33/6, 26x21,4

59/6.—^Yaudslvorth Motor Exchange, Ebner-- St.,

Wandsworth. [6171

rUES. Great sale.—Don't buy any until yon have
seen our list. It is a revelation.—Bancroftitin Co..

64 and 78, Bishopsgate, E.G. [0054

CONOillC Tyre Co.—Genuine bargains in new clear-

ance j.nd Goyernment surplus stock; all goods sent
carriage paid on 7 days' approval against remittance.

ECONOIIIC.—24x21^ (fit 2in. lims) heayy rubber
nouTikid, 41/-, listed 54/6; 26x2i4 Dunlop heavy,

37/6. listed £2/16/9.

ECONOMIC—26 x25j, Dunlop heavy, 39/6, listed

£2/19/9: Palmer cord heavy. 39/6, listed

£3/19/4; Avon tricar, 37/6, listed *3/0/6.

ECONOJIIC.-28x2i;. (American) Kempshall Non-
skid, brand new 52/6. listed £4/11/3; 28x3

Kempshall non-skid, clearance, 45/-, listed £5/12/2.

57/3,
list^

Wan

64

3^

-650x65 Clincher de Luse W.D.,
700x80 Dunlop grooved, 75/-,

ECONOIIIC-
listed £4

£4/19/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed. Dunlop rubber-stud,

24x2 27/9, 26x2 29/9, 26x2^1 31/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393.

[469r
(near Town Hall),

Repairs and retreading.

All letters relating to adveitlsements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, B51
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TYRES.
XT- EMANUEL'S ior jour motor cycle tyres.—Below.

O C X3 Dunlop Extra Heavy, 4.ply, 50/-, Palmer cord

/QO heavy 50/-, Palmei' cord 45/-. Wood-Milne extra

strong 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-, KempsbaU anti-skid

35/-.—Below.

7/VAX80, for voitnrette rims, will fit 650x65;
\J\f Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-Milne Gruvnb

70/-, Spencer-Moulton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, A\on
Sunstone 70/-.—Below.

OHx^xiV' Dunlop Heavy 45/-, ditto tubes 8/6.-
/WO Belov.'.

£iK fixes Palmer Cord Heavy 67/6, Palmer cord

OOV 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As loUows for voi-

turette rims: Michelin steel-studded 70/-, Dunlop
steel-studded 75/-, Wood-Milne square 45/-.—Below.

O/JxS'/j Dunlop Heavy Rubber-Studded 45/-, Bates
/*0 heavy pattern ribbed 39/6, Avon Sunstone 41/6,

Dunlop combination rubber and steel-studded 57/6,

Rom ditto 56/-. Wood-Milne 55/-.—Below.

OCx2% Dunlop Heavy 39/-. Wood-Milne extra

/wO strong 39/-. Moseley ribbed 34/-. Dunlop com-

bination 65/-.—Below.

Oiix2Vi Dunlop Heavy. 39/6. Dunlop combination
/C\) 55/-. Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 55/-. Bates

special heavy 37/6, Macintosh chain pattern 36/-.—

Below.

THE Above Tyres are Government surplus, not in

any way perished or soiled. All orders 7 days'

approval against remittance. If not satisfactory money
refunded. Country orders dispatched passenger train

same day as order received.—Below.

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrade Rd., N.16.
Stores: 37ii, Balls Pond Ed. 'Phone: Dalston

3161. [0235

BULL'S.—Large stock of motor cycle and voiturette

covers and tubes at clearance prices.—Bull's Rub-
ber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London,

W.C.2. Tel. : Gerrard 1347. [0243

£^1^x2^2 Mackintosh and Spenoer-Moulton Tyres,
/WO These are br.and new, and not perished ; to clear,

30/- each: special quotations lor <iuantities: carriage

extra.— J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.S.
[4664

ONE 28x3 Dunlop heavy. £2/10; 2 26x2y2 ditto,

£2/7/6 each; 26x2 ditto, £1/10; one 28x3 tube,

7/6; 1 26x2y tube, 7/-; 1 26x2 tube, 7/-. All Dun-
lop stock, brand new.—Wem Motor Co., New St., Wem,,
Salop. [4813

R. D. "VARTY for Tyres.-New unused Dunlop heavy
studded 26x2i,4, 37/6; 26x2%, 37/6; two only

28x3 extra heavy, 47/6 each: also otliere at clearance'

prices, all sizes from 24x2, only a few left, don't delay.

—R. D. 'Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3713

BELDAM Retreads of n motor tyre give thousands
of extra miles at a fraction of cost of new tyre.

Send old cover (any size) and we will quote cost of re-

tread or repairs ; price list free.—The Beldam Tyre Co.
(1920), Ltd., Brentford, Middlesex. [0310

KEMPSHALL Non--skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28 x
2^;, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/-

each; special prices for quantities over 6; carriage
free

;
greatest bargains in tyres.—J. Smith and Co.,

52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0269

DO I'ou Want Reliable High-class Retreading,
bursts vulcanising, chafed beads remoulding, or

butt ends fitted? Tlien get in touch with the Melton
Rubber Works. Melton Mowbray, and you will never
regret it. Trade work a speciality. [0347

0^x2V' New Beaded Covers.- 30/-; new best quality
/CO tulws, 24x2Vi 6/-, 26X2 6/6, 26x2^4 7/-, 26X21/,
7/9, 26x2i/,x2l4 8/6, 26x3 9/6, 700x80 10/6, 750X75
12(6; new rubber belts, 6tt 2in. xlin., 10/6; 16in
)nflator.«, 2/6; sent approval, carriage paid, receipt re-

ruittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.W. [4435

MOTOR Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with small
patch vulcanised by makers: 24X2, 5/3; 24x

2Vt, 5/6; 26X2, 5/9; 26x2V4. 6/-; 26X2%, 6/3; 26x
21/5, 6/6; 26x2i/2X2>4, 6/9; 26x3, 7/-; 28x2. 7/3;
28x3, 7/6; 29X3'/2, 7/9; 660x65. 8/-. All leading
make5 and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor,
27, Belgrade Hd.. N.16. Stores, 37a, Balls Pond Rd,
phone: Ds-lslon 3161. [0346

GOVERNMENT Surplus.-Huge stock of specially
selected second-hand covers, Dunlop heavy,

Palmers. Kempslialls, Clinchers, etc.. 26x2>4, 26x2^,
12/6 each; 28x3. 17/6 each; new Dunlop and Bates
tubes. 26x214, 2^8 an^ 21,2, 7/6 each; goods cash ap-
proval.—Homerton Rubber Works. Brooksbys Walk,
Homerton, E.9. 'Phono: Dalston 3483. Tel.: E

1^1

[0331

FTigh-cIasq work
Richard St.. At

Kutahlishcfl 25
[1797

rubwcr. Hack, London.

TANKS.
TANKS Re-enamollcd tn pattern.

onVv-— 1> JGnkiriH and Sons. 6,

kin«OD Bt.. rjeiiDHifdt'), M,ni)clieBt«r.

yoar ft.

TANKS, Re-enamelling, etc.-^We complote In 6 day;.
and Kuarantee niakrrs' latust colours with original

11(Jn'ff^^ trfidpi Tiiiirkf*: linti free.—Park Work.f, In.
T'arudi.-o I{d., llighljiny. N.5, |27«7

TANKS ol every deaeription replaced, repaired and
rt-enainelltd at our own works; all kinds of

fittings stocked; quick sc-rvice and reaKonable cliargce.
—Bend postiiKi! lor illustrated price list to A. Green,
Water St., Chapel St.. Sallord. Manchcitcr. Tel.

:

2191 CcDtral. [0256

MONEY WELL SPENT

IS SAFER THAN
IN THE BANKi

Sg for you do get good value for S

H your money, but ^ if the bank DL

K goes phut, you get nothing. ^
^ THE SERVICE GO. LTD. always ^
Sj give you the best possible value mr

a^ for money, and every convenience u
— for easy payment. Here are ™

some exceptional bargains.

SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED
21 but otherwise Brand New Motor Cycles at mf
ilU i^eatly reduced prices. bn

jC Down to3— O.K., 23 h.p. Union 2-stroke, C.^.V.

S^
magneto, Amac carburetter, etc. .

S CLYNO, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand-
controlled clutch

W CLYNO R h.p. Combination, spring— frame, 4 detachable wheels.- screen,

lusgage grid, latest model £225 u u
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, 3-speed,

. ^
clutcliandkick-starter,stomiaprer.,£i82 10 lUi

9S

£46

£64

1

m
X
m
X
1
K
1
K

a:

m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
1
K
1
K
1
K
ID

K
1
K
m
K
1
K
1
K

Jl
1

1
oSS
1
•x

9S
1

MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combinatioii,

3-speed .^. J .S. type gear box, hand-
controlled clutch, kick-starter .... £160

Ditto, with Lucas Magdyno lighting . . £185
HUMBER, 3i h.p., horizontal twin,.

3-speed all-chain drive, clutch, etc. £115
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J. A.P., 3-spced,

clutch, kick-starter, all-chaia drive,

2S X 3in. Dunlops £133
ZENITH, .t-5 h.p. J..4.P. engine, sport-

ing Model C, Gradua gear £112
ZENITH, 8 h.p.. Model H, Zenith gear,

countershaft clutch, and kick- —
starter £147 10 !l

P. & IW. 35 h.p. Combination . £147 10
N.U.T., 3I h.p. twin, 3-speed. Sturmey- ^

.Archer gear, with Lucas dynamo K^
lighting £150 Ull

^ TRIUMPH, -I h.p.. Model H, with expeu-— sive Gloria Sidecar, an ideal com-
bination £170

SIDECARS.
GRINDLAY, Popular Model, coachbiilt, with

apron, black with gold lines to suit - ^^
Triumph or other make £23 [I]]

CANOELET, Sporting K.4 Model, 4-point w
connection, torpedo apron £24 SI

CANOELET, M,M.4, complete with storm Ull

apron, bulbous back with locker, 4-point ^
attachment, finished black, lined gold,

suit powerful machine £35 ^
Ditto, enamelled throughout to matdr ^

Harley-Davidson, with Harley fittings £36
H ENDERSON, Elite Model, 28x3 in. wheel

J|g
and tyre, Harley colour and iittings . . £45 "

BAMCO "handsome coachbuilt Sidecar,

special for Harley, and finished Harlev -^-.

colours '. £35 UH
MILLFORD, Slufl model, complete with l|j

storm apron £25 —
CORVETTE Model, with storm apron £29 ^a,
WATSONIAN, Coupd Model, all enclosed, M

detachable top, commodious back
locker, 650 x 65 wheel and tyre £30 w

Owing to the greatly reduced prices at which
the above are oflered, our usual Extended Pay-
ment terms cannot be c]U0ted.

Special tenris for any of the above

—

S0% of the cash price deposit, and the

balance, plus 5%, in 6 equal monthly
instalments. Order form, etc., scut

per return on application,

machines and sidecars offered subject to

being unsold.
All

1

EH

K

BELTS.

A LARGE Qaantity of second-hand belting.—Tliese
belts are like uew; sizes %ia., Vain., lin., 6/- per

length. By taking 50 lengths 5/- each, and by taking
100 lengths 4/6 each.

NEW Belting, Dunlop, Pedley, and Sihertown, t?izes

%iu. at -1/9 per foot, lin. at 21- per foot, iVsin.;

at 2/6 per foot; special quotations for quantities.—

:

Apply, J- J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W. 8,

[46531

SURPLUS Government Stock, made bv Pedley. Silver-]

town, Lycett, and Dunlop; perfectly new, cash, re-i

funded if not approved; %in.xany length, at 1/7 per[
It.; '^in.xany length, at 1/9 per ft.; J^in.xany length,;
at 2/1 per ft.; iVgin.xany length, at 2/10 per It.;!

special offer of J^in. belts in 6ft. Bin. lengths, at 10/-,
each, and IQi^in. lengths at 17/6 each..—H. Emanuel,'
Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrave Rd., N.16. Stores, 37a,i

Balls Pond Rd. 'Phone: Dalston 3161. [0348

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), spply.,

Ernest J. Uass, Ineuianoe Breiker. 40, Chancery
Lane. W.a2. ft)005

ROYS, -Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of all

kinds. Competitive rates for motor cycles. Lloyd's
and Companies prospectuses on application.—170, Gt.'

Portland St., London. [0055'

THE Motor Cycle''
authorised by

^TUE SERVICE
« COMPANY, LTD.
K 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
^ LONDON W.C.J
mn "Admillcdly. London.*' Holborn 6430

Insnrance Policy is the policy

_, The Motor Cycle." and cOTera
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Compleiie comprelieneiTe Cover. Maximnmi
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy ot *' The!

Motor Cycle " to all policy holders paying a premium'
of £5 or over.—Full particulars and prospectuses on;

application.~The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance'

Co., Ltd.. iO, Tudor St., London, E.0.4. [0007

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Kd.,

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2373

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.— King, Registered

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.O.j

35 years' references. [0129|

W. BRTSON. B.Sc,, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., A.F.E.. Ae.S.,|

Chartered Patent Agent, 29, South-jmpton Bmld-j

ings, London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Mu£eujn 3651. [9622;

HN. & W. S. SKBEEBTT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow

of the Chartered Institute oi Patent Agents,

A I Mech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.); W. S.

Blierrett (Itegistered Patent Agent); patents, designs

and trade marks.—24, Temple Eow, Birmingham.
Tel.: Central 1033. T.A. : Skerrett, Birmingham.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

I>
OBERT BAMFORD, A.M.I.A.E. - Independent^

t advice based upon over 20 years' practical

mechanical experience; specialist in carburation and;

speed tuning.—36, 38, and 40, Pelham. St, =-"'i-

Kensington, S.W.7 (close to tube station).

Kensington 7213.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TRAVELLER (motor cyclistl retiuired bv makers of

cycle and motor specialities
;
ground from Thames

to South Coast; Balaiy, piirt expenses and commission.—

'

Box 1,155, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [4780

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUNG Gentleman requires .situation as- salesman,

demonstrator, or similar capacity, .thorough

knowledge motor eydes.-Box 1,165, c/o TTie Motor
I

Cjcle. " ^854
PARTNERSHIPS.

PARTNER wanted in motor business South England, I

to manage business; salary, part profits; must

SouthI
Tel. :l

1482'

thoroughly understand trade

1,161, c/o The Motor Cycle.

owner retiring. Box'
[4851

FINANCIAL.
DESIGNER oi a good all-weather motor cycle wishes)

to meet manufacturer or others interested; other;

designs on the way, including a 3-wh6eler.—Box 41, c/o;

The Motor Cycle.
.

[X4063

GENERAL TRADE.
WANTED, turning, drilling, wheel-building, brazing,-

etc., private or trade—Victory Engineering Works, I

8. Hope St.. Maidstone. [4646 I

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, thei
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London

;

terms, 7'A%, not chargeable il automobile unsold.!

Motors bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
stations: Fnlcon Lane, L.N.W. Illy.; M'inibledon, L.

and S.W. Rly.; and G.W.R.—Sole address. Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. London. [4433

WANTED.
PALMER'S Garnge, Tooting.—The auction side is now

held every week. '

PALMER'!* Garage, Tooting. — Auction sale every
Tlnusdiiy at 2. Catalogue mailed tree.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor i-yeles by auction. Moderate teiiiis. [4744

ANTED, back cylinder and piston lor 1911 Bex.—
Butt Rd., Colchester. [4856

Bi2 All letters relating to advci-tisenicnts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, TootiuE.—The pre-emiuent place

for disposiae of motor cycles.

PALMEK'S Gnnige. Tooting, will make you a casli

offer at sigbt.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—rou will be sure of a

good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands of meu have
sold their machines here.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
J- motor cycles in the weekly auction sale.

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Auction fee for motor
J- cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-, over £50 reserve
10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days' notice
IS given.

TDALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will collect machines
J- from any London railway station. The auction
sale 13 held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [4439

O-STBOEE Wanted for Cssh, complete, sound, cheap.—
>^ Stephen, 711, Commercial Rd., E.l. [4642

"]V".S.U. Gears, Phuipsons, magnetos, any motor parts,
J-^ clieap.—Box 1,1S9, <-/o Thz Motor Cycle. [4784

TX7"A^TED, motor cycle or good combination; cash
»» waiting.-Pouter, 70, Devonport Rd., W.12.

[X4089
COMBINATION, 1918 onwards; must be cheap.—

Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Berkeley Sq., W.l.
[4828TX7ANTED, lightweight, A.J.S. or Sunbeam preferred.

'» —Pope, 15, The Mansions, Hillfield Rd., N.W.6.
[4493

"IT/'ANTED, 3!.2h.p, Rover or Eudge single engine,
•» gooo condition.—92. Pontvgwindy Rd., Caerphilly,
Glam. [4632

"DUDGJ Wanted, not earlier than 1913, full par-
**' ticulars and price.—Macaskie. The Hvthe,
Staines. [X4083

COTTN'TERSHAFT, Triumph or Norton, belt drive,
Peifect condition.—Kemp, 100, Hewson Ed.,

Lincoln. [X3925

3 .3b. p. Engine, minus, mag. and carburetter; cheap.—
4 Particulars, Caldwell, Netherwood, Knock Ed..

Co. Down. [4607

MCNEILL and Piatt, Liverpool.—We purchase motor
cycles for prompt cash. Seud particulars.-'Phone:

1092 Eoyal. [3778

LIGHTWEIGHTS purchased cheap, late models only;
casu waiting; particulare.-Box 1,029, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [4015

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, Hendei-
sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [6185

WANTED, motor cycles, combinations, light cars,
any condition; cash on sight.—Dunn, 526, Euston

Rd., London. [0332

WANTED, B.S.A.. Triumph. Sunbeam, or any good
make; state year; low^ price.—Box 1,078. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [4496

"1T7'ANTED, second-band machines in part exchange
Vt for new or recent second-hand models.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4663

WANT Late Combination in exchange for 1919
Lea-Francis, cash adjustment, or sell £105—69,

Church Bd., Hendoa, N.W.4. [4862

WANTED, good up-to^iate second-hand motor cycle
accessories.—State particulars and price, Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.I. [0172

COTJLSON-B 2^'ih.p., state condition; would exchange
1920 O.K. Union 23ih.p. 2-stroke and cash, or

EOU cheap.—Box 1,119, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4597

WANTED, old engines, single and twin, viz., Kex,
Minerva, Peugeot, Hiimber, etc., also accessories,

cheap.—17, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W 8
[3976

"ITTANTED, Tnumph countershaft engine or crunk
VV case, with flywheels and connecting rod ; also
front mudguards.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

[4447
WANTED, up-to-date motor cycle and sidecar, for

traveller; must be late model, in perfect condi-
tion, and cheap for cash.—Full particulars, place and
time to view. Box 1,077, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4495

SPECIAL Cash Buyers Indians, B.S.A.'s, Triumphs.
Huinbers, Harleys, A.B.O.'s, Bradburys. ZenitTis.

P. and M.'s, Scotte, Matchless's, Clynos, Hex-Japs.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
[Town Station). [6170

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
and combinations, any make, or condition,—Call,

write, or 'phone, Short's Motor Stores, 485-493, Upper
Bichmond Rd.. East Sheeu, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

IF you wish to sell, exchange, or buy (for cash or
easy payments) a motor cycle or combinatipn, let

DB know your requirements; we undertake to give
Batislaction ; distance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange. Wealdstone, Harrow. [77S1

SEND Your Motor Cycle bo Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed im^fcdiately on receipt. Nearest
'station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale if

desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4434

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Se:id a p.c. for address of maresl agent.

TRADE RS
wt-i'te -For- FREE Oa.ta.loerue3
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS,—Head, Side, and

Tail Lamps, Aceuraulators, Carrying Case, Switch.

Wiring, etc. Ready lor installing.

.Many different Models of

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.

weather-proof front. Price as

illustrated, 72/6 each, Dickel.

Fig. 893, as 895, but with stem instead
of handle-bar fitting, 72/6 each.

S We wish to extend

New Year Greetings
m

Z and
m

j
Best Wishes

j to all

I Our Trade Friends,
i both

: Wholesale & Retail,
and hope that dnrinK the New Year
we shall continue to work together

* as satisfactorily as in the psist, and
• on a steadily increasing scale. •

a

H.A.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND
REAR SET.

Codeword
'* Sideset

Price 44/- per complete Set. Or without Metal
Carrying Case. Price 33/-

A most coDVeaient form of lighting when a large

acetylene head lamp is used. Comprising :

Fig. 573- Rear Lamp 9/6

„ s6o. Sidecar Lamp B/6

„ 3S6. Metal Casps 11/-
' Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery... 14/7

A. H. HUNT, L.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, En;.

Telephones

:

Telegrams:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydoo. "'

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1920 Indian Combination, dynamo light-

ing, for Morgan.—Dromana, Bernard Rd., Cowes.
,

[4661

EXCHANGE 5h.p. 2-speed motor cycle for lower-

powered machine.—Bostock, Brj-on St., Ilkeston.
. [X4162

4h.p. Bradbury, Philipson (£36). and cash tor late

combination.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick,

W.4. [4712

I.O.SI. Endue, 1920, new condition; £95; exchange
comliination.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

don. [1822

I
EXCHANGE 1920 Douglas, new, cost £113, for

-J light ear, Morgan, combination.—5, Victoria Av.,

Surbiton. [1823

Pand M., Sept., 1920, accessories, and £10, for

1920 Sunbeam, or 4h.p. Douglas.-.T. Turner.

Cockshott Hill, Eeigate. , tl''^''

5-6h.p. Peugeot Combination, 2-specd. ride away;

exchange lightweight, or sell cheap.-Stringer, 16

Canonbury Ed., Enfield. [1°18

1Q19 Lea-Francis, indistinguishable from new, for

1.U late combination; cash adjustment, 01 sell;

£105.-69, Church Ed., Hendon, N.W.4. [4860

EXCHANGE that Typewriter. Reliance Co. will

make a lair allowance for it in part payment.—
Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. [133U

n i\h n Singer Light Car. including insurance policy,

lU lust retyred with Dunlops, for high-class com-

bination or sell; £250.-336, Grays Inn Rd., W^C^^

EXCHANGE 1919 Lea-Francis for 1920 or 1921

Indian spring frame combination, cash Mjiisr-

ment, or sell £105.-69, Church Ed., Hendon, ^-J^-l^

h.p. Humberette Light Car, air-cooled, hood, screen.

— lamps. Stepney, good mechanical order, tor rwat

combination oflered.-Write Banister, 42, Canonbury dq.,

London, X.l. [1'"^

I'lXCH.VNGE 1920 Bleriot-Whippet, hood, screen,

i spare wheel, electric lighting, mileage 500, as new

for combination and cash.-Homac^s 243, Lower

Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [4774

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, complete with all

lamps, tools, mechanical horn, etc. (not W.u.

model] 3-8Eeed, kick starter; accept £95, or exchange

"r solo machine and cash.-Sims, Saxondale, B.scot

Rd., Luton. i''^^^

Qh.p. Cleveland, 1919-1920, polished engine Mamjllef
O lined, and plated throughout, beautiful condition

;

exchange for light car or light van, cash adjustment.-

HammSsmith Plating Works, 10, Gt. Church Lane

Hammersmith. ^

FOED with brand new English 5-seater sporting

touring body (Crossley type), upholstered in green,

one-man hood, one-piece screen, body cost £175, mounted

on 1919 chassis, perfect me';l'"Oi''al condition ;excbanfce

for 1920 Triumph and cish, or sell £260.-T\ ood 80,

Palace Grove, Bromley, Kent. Thone: Bromley 2098

8

REPAIRERS.
NY

,

[8920

repairs, replacements, over-

A RMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears RepairedA promptly and efiiciently.-County Engineering

Co., Hounslow.

ARIMSTEONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.-^Wc are

expeditious repairers.-County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired

while you wait.-Coanty Engineering Co., Hom-
slow.

SPARE Parts Dept.

hauls, etc.

HUAIBER Service Depot. Canterbury Rd Kilburn.

'S^V3. 'Phone: Willesden 1298-1299. T.A. :

Humberonia, London. [0333

i~1 R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder

Kj grinding specialist.

£1 000 is the value of the machine and equipment

that will grind your cylinder at our works.—1 oster

of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Ed.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster of Leeds has na

eaual. Price complete with piston from £2.

VALVES, Triumph, J.A.P., and all standard makes,

9(- a iair.-O. S. Foster. 170, Cardigan Hd., Leeds.

FOR Expert J.A.P. Overhauls and all genuine

spares, apply Crow Bros., Guildford. [3703

A EMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gear a speciality.—

A. Eover Depot. George St., Croydon.

ROVER and Hohart repairs and spare parts. Rover

Depot, Croydon Tel.: 222. [5091

WHITTALL Machinists Co., contractors to the War
OfBce for all motor repairs.—Below.

WHITTALL for Welding.—Experts in aluminium,

broken parts reliably^ welded, accurately ma-

chined, promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders ground with guaranteed

accuracy, pistons fiUed; prompt mcdepteN^^^

pistons made to pattern or sketch

ists Co., Whittall St., Birmingham
Whittall Machin-

[0017

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. B53
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REPAIRERS.
ENAMELLING and PLntias.—Norton and Co.,

Av., Moseley Ed., Eirmingliuui.

TUTEDIUM Sun

School
[4865

TmUMPH Kiders Please Note, I specialise in the
repair and parts for this faiuous single.—Below.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired and parts

supplied.—Below.

STUEMEY Countershaft Bo:ves supplied or fitted to

anv make of motor. Please state requirements.—
Dalby, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [2623

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes, by
heads; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges^ combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below,

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

s^nce hostilities ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

;

new pistons fitted.^^adgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham. - [2597

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Aroher Gear Specialists;

practically every part in stock at cut piicee.-
Below,

GEARS Repaired and returned within the "week
enquiries answered return of post.—Below.

Pinions, 10/6; small planets, 2/6;
p;nvl cages, 7/6 ; cones, 4/-; clutch cups, 6/6;

clutch nuts, 3/-.—Below.

MAIN Drivers, £2/2; axles, 35/-; best material used:
piice list on application.—A. F. Lewis, Charles-

town, Weymouth.

LONDON Agent for the above Armstrong gear parts;
White, 437, West Green Rd., Harringay, London,

N.15. [2693

CE.NTRAL Motor Co.—Cylinders (motor cycle or car)
rebored and ground to guaranteed accuracy.—

Below.

CENTRAL Motor Co.—Pistpns, rings, gudgeons, made
and fitted; accurate first-class work, guarantee^d.

Orders promptly executed; moderate charges.—Central
Motor Co.'s Engineering Works, Bromsgrove St., Bir-
mingham. [1556

PISTONS for all engines, up to 60 mm. 20/-. 70 mm.
22/6, 80 mm. 25/-, 90 mm. 27/6; complete with

lings and pin.—Below.

WELDING, scored or broken cylinders, crank cases,
etc. ; nothing too large or small.-Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, up to 70
mm. 45/-, to 85mm. 52/6; complete with piston;

3-5 days delivery.—Below.

VALVES in finest nickel steel, 67- each; piston rings
or any other parts made.—Kellett and ColJinson,

Ltd.. Hnvelook St., Gt. Horton, Bradford. [2585

PISTONS made to pattern or sketch ; cylinder re-

grinOiug a speciality.—W. Cole, 53, Sarehole Rd.,
Sparkhill. Birmingham. [X2462a

FRAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
plating, by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langhani

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

"\Tf7ELDING.—Cylinders, pistons, etc., welded, carriers,
VV silencers, et«.—Super Welding Co., Gorton Works,
Greongate, Salford, Manchester. [2441

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc..
made like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—

Touge Welding Co., Morton St.. Middleton, Manchest^er.
[X5995

MOTOR Cycle Cylinders Reground. new pistons,
rings, and gudgeon fitted, piston castings euj

plied, quick delivery.-Vulcan ' Engineering Work
Wal.'^deu [93l4

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special frames
and tanke built, any designs; enamelling and

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Ed
Birmingham [8000

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before;
handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works. Union St.. Coventry. Platers and enamellers
to the trade. [0024

CYLINDERS, 2^h.p. Douglas twins reground and
fitted with 2 high-grade pistons complete; 78/6

returned in 4 day;.—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Tavistock
St.. Leamington. . [X3653

CYLINDERS Reground, oversize pistons fitted, re-
bushing, engines overhauled, new gears and spare

parts made to pattern.—Edwards Eng. Co., 225, Acton
Lane. W.3. Chis. 1383. [0295
i^YLINDERS Rebored, ground, fitted with ovcr.size^ pistons, rings, and gudgeon pins; Triumph,
Kudgc, Rover, Ringer, Bradbury, Iluniber, etc., 50/-
''omiil.:l,t.-C.M.D. {below}.

QINOLE Cylinders under 71 mm., 45/- complete;
-' all covered by the C.M.D. guarantee.—Below.
03.h.p. Douglaft Twins Rebored, ground, fitted 2
^-1 oversize pjstons. 75/- complete; other twins,
Hex. J.A.P., and Indian, 75/- to 98/-, complete; de-
livery 3 days,—C.M.D. Engineering Co.. LcaininpU.n.

"IXT^ELDING.—Brukcn flanges, aluminium crank cases.» cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded
and machined complete; scored bores filled in and
ground to fcxisting pistons.-Below.

i'lYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted comph tc.

V. --.v!*-'*''
Londtm Welding Co., Essex Ploco, Chis-

wick. 'Phono: ChiHwick 536. [2966

^^M^

Sole London and District Agents for
A J.S. and British Excelsior Motor Cycles,

also Watsonian Sidecars.

:-^

LOW GENERATORS.
The famous Low Generator, absolutely depend-
able, motor cycle size, £2 17s. 9d. Ligbt car
size, £4 10s. Id. Carriage 1/-.

ROBI HANDLE-BAR IVIt^FFS.
Black Waterproof, Teddy lined, 2B/-. ^lack
Waterproof, Cloth lined, 15/6. Carriage 9d.
Fur lined foot mufis, for sidecars. 42/-

h6ods.
Specia.1 Aluminium finish, made from airship
fabric, complete with all fittings, 50/- Carriage 1 /6

WINq^CREpNS.
Cameo£2 15s.; and with valance, £3. Carriage2/-
Kasting £4 10s. Carriage and packih'i 4/-

LAMPS.
Motor Cycle Head Lamp and Generator Sets, H.B.
fitting, black and nickel finish, 55/- Lucas
"King of the Road," No. 462 £4 I7s. 61'

P. & H. Setd, 42/- to 75/- Carriage 1/- on
lamp sets.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

AccesBOrloB. Sjiarc Tarti and nepaiis,

21a. StoreSt.Tolenham Court Road, W.C.I.
Motor Cycles and CarM,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Wholesale—

38, ALFRED PLACE. WC 1.

Gorairc: Tt.ttmhnm Court lloml, W.
PlioniH : AfifiMHoriiH mill llL'iin'rs. IMiiijOum ]2l(l

Motor Cvi-li's nml Cnrn. Kciisinntoii T2(Hl.

TtJurraiiia: " Jiyimiiidnj, WV'^ti- lit, J.oiulon"

REPAIRERS.
TYPEWRITERS Repaired by Reliance Co. give

satisfaction. The spare part stock they carry
enables them to replace worn parts quickly.—Reliance
House, Gray's Inn Rd. Holborn 2388.- [1329

CUNBEAM Motor Cycle.?.—Repairs, overliauling, and
^^' renovation of Sunbeams by Sxinbeam experts at_

the makers' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
Competent and satisfactory service assured. [0184

WHY Wait for Repairs?—Engines overhauled, cylin.

ders reground, new pistons fitted in lew days
and spare rings by return; accuraey guaranteed-—
Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmingham. [B341

ENGINES Rebored, rebushcd, new pistons, rings,

valves; special parts to customer's drawinRs; .

enamelling, plating; quick despatch.—Ashgate En-
eineering Co., Ashgate Lane, Broomhill, Sheffield.

[6424
HARLEY-DAVIDSGN Repairs and Overhauls.-We

are now able to put work in hand without delay;

skilled staft under careful supervision.—Harley-David-
son Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St., London, W.l.

,
[0043

COMPLETE Engine Overhauls : any spare made for

any make of year in 2 or 3 days; new piston fit-

ting and cylinder grinding a speciality.-Russell j;ngi-

neering Co., Moorhead Works, Rockingham Lane, S'hel-

field. 'C325

CYLINDER Rebored. ground, fitted with new piston

complete, with rings and gudgeon pin, £2/15-.

twins, £5/5; compression guaranteed.—Henry and'

Leslie, Ltd., 133-135, Clifton Rd., South Norwood.!
London, S.B.25. [4B?2

PISTONS Made and cylinders rebored from £2/15.,:

We specialise in quick delivery, and can letnrn

your work in 3 days. We overhaul engine, make geari

wheels, cups, spindles, etc., and do welding and brazing.:

—Wards, see below.

PISTONS all eorts in stock, or made to requiremeuts
from 35/-; delivery one day.—Wards, " '"

Eichmoud Rd., Putney, 8.W.
51, Upper

[0326
-

ALUMINIUM Alloy Pistons.—Energise your fovouiite

machine during the winter. We fit aluminium
pietons, regrind cylinders, or completely overhaul en-

gines —Keighley Commercial Lorry and Engineering Co.,

Ilalifos: Hd.. Keighley, Yorks. [6096

PLATING and Euamelling.—Electro plating, polishing,

enamelling, aud lining of every description; best'

work and quickest deliveries in London; repetition

work- lowest prices.—Hammersmith Plating Works. 10,

Great Church Lane, Hammersmith. [4454

WELDING. Welding, Welding.—Welding done by
expert; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes. p:s- .

tons cranks, Hanges, etc.; aluminium .a sjeciality. No
cure' no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H.,

Heap, 105, Bisscll St., Birmingham. [0023

SEND Your Engine to Me for a thorough overhaul.

Compression restored ;
piston slots re-turned ;' new

rings and gudgeon pins fitted and rebushed throughout,

singles 40/-. twins 60/-.—B. H. Terry, 16. Grove
Parade. East Finchley, N.2. 'Phone; Finchley 2261.

[3927

BARKER'S Motors (4-cyl. motor cycle engine special-

ists). Over 20 years* automobile esperience. For
(luick and efBcient repairs consult us. Spare parts made
in the shortest possible time.-194. Ealham High Rd.,

SW12. Tel.: Latchmere 4441. T.A. : Pushtully, Bal..

London. _
[2959

A.J.S., Enfields, Sunbeams, also Matchless special

repairs. W5 specialise in these makes only, and

can undertake to do any kind of repairs in the quickest

possible time. Machines decarbonised, valve grinding

same day as undertaken.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54,

Hampstead Rd., N.W. [0292

OWl Is The Time for engine overhauls (any make):

Rebushed, new rings, etc., 50% under usual

charges- sntisfactiou guaranteed. Anything tor any
make supplied. Send to the man with 15 years practlr

col mechanical experience, machine shop to road test

—

George H. Dale, Motor Engineer, Temple St., Eusby.'

A CETSTLENB and Electric Welding.—Broken
-ii flanges cracked water jackets, scorccd bores, worn

bearings, built up; aluminium gear boses. crank cases,

any luoten motor part welded and machined up and

returned in 7 days, 14 years* - experience.—Lincoln

JoSries, jun.. Oun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse

Lane, Birmingham. [2818

E Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and
N S.U. engine-shaft gears; obr enormous stock

of N S U. spare parts (having acquired the company's

entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply;

to suit practically all N.S.U. models, inclnding tbe

earlier tvpes. fitted with Eiseman L.T. mag., also lor,

the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K.i

machines. In orderinK, it is important to submit old

parts as pattern, trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co.. Acton Hill Works. Spares Dept., 275, irigh St..'

Acton, London. [0355

FOR 13 Solid Years wo have earned our daily brend
by properly repairim: motors. We are Ihe oldest

firm of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our ex-

porieuco is worth a lot to you. You run no experi-

mental lisks here .Specially selected men anil

specially selected macldnory enable us to turn out

work which is u plea.sure to our clients and us. Cylin-

ders rebored and ground to a glass finish. .Pistons,

rings and hushes made that r«lly fit. I'lugincs over-

hauled; bodges rectified; satisTaction guaranteed. It

we canuot please you you are hopeless.—Tennnnt En-
KiueoriUK Co., 238, Bristol St., Birminghani. oflicinl

repaiiers to the A.C.U. and R.A.O. [0047

N^

W^

r<5,t All letters relating to udvcrtlscmcnts should quote the number :it the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer Hub and

countershaft Gears. All Parts in stock.

Prompt repairs. Recommended by
Sturmey-Archer Co. Lists and Instruction

Sheets supplied. Complete Sturmey-Archer
countershaft boxes in stock. Send repairs

—

Putney Station L. & S. W. R.

CROiVIWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, SW15.

'Phone: Putnev^ ^i6oi.

1
FAIR ROW, CHATHAM, KENT.

Opposite- 190 , High Street.
Successors to The Chatham e Oistrii

""" " - " -

1921 AGENCIES.
MARTINSYDE, * P. & S.

HARLEY -DAVII>SON

,

WILKIN, VELOCETTE,
DIAMOND, HOSKISON,
BEARDMORE-PRECISION.

SUN, O.K.,
PLUS ONE SIDECAR.

* \Vholesale Distributors for Kent and Sussex.

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countershaft Gears repaired im-
mediately, and in urgent cases we can repair

while you wait.

Actually in Stock.—New Sturmey-Archer
Countershaft Gear Boxes and spare parts

Send for illustrated list. Trade supplied.

Send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64, Staines Road HOUNSLOW.

Telesrams :
'' Three-speed. Hounslow."

REPAIRERS.
HAVE that es-W.D. Machine Made Like New.

Machine-: completely dismantled and ra»-enamelled
in makers' coloiu-s, all bright parts replated. engines,
gear I'oses, etc.. overhauled; the whole re-erected and
tested: prices, a^^h.p. Douglas, £10/10; 4h.p. Douglas's.
4hp. Triumphs. £12/1Q.-T. M. Green Empire VTorks.
Wortler Rd., Armlej-, Leeds. 'Phone: 26031. [3996 1

CYLINDER Grinding on Churchill. Heald. and!
Mayer Schmidt cylinder grinders. New pistons,

rings, valves. High-class workmanship; lowest prices
in the trade; Quick service. Bayard crowns, bevels,
and spun ; Chirron crowns, bevels, and spurs

;

Renault, Unic, Gregoire gears in stock.—Arklay and
Co., :Manor Works, Manor Grove, Ormside St.. Old
Kent Rd-, S.E. "Phone : New Cross 1050. [0363

MISCELLANEOUS.
^.
ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired

promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,
Hounslow. [9625
T AMP Brackets.

-j ,000 Pairs' just Arrived.

P. and H. and Miller's Brackets (to take lamp and
generator), handle-bar fitting, best heavyweight

type, brand new; our price 4/3; postage and packing
9d.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange. 135, Edgware Rd.
W.2. [4220

\yHAT a Chancel

/^REAT Clearance Sale.

G IVEIs^ Away Prices.

LICENCE
HOLDER

5/-

''Mabon" Ball Bearing Countershaft
VariakMe Pulley Gears,&Free Engine.

Eeadily fixed to Motor Cycles of 3* h.p. and upwards,
having clearance of 8^ inche3 between the centre of
engine-shaft and pedal, bracket, or foot-rest without
structural alterations.
Large diameter belt pulley. Belt always in tension,
Indestructable and foolproof.
Complete sets, including Chain, Sprocket bored for

engineshaft. Controls, BoUs for fising to Crankcase.
Machined to suit the various makes. Price £10 8s,

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
Woodside Gardens, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.17.

THE following are all brand new B.S.A. parts, gnar-^
anteed. and makers' oolous: Brand new B.S.A.

engines, £16; gear boxes. £12 complete; frames, £7;
front forks, complete with all fittings, £4; lamps, all
fittings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, £4; rear
wheel, complete witli chain sprocket, 50/-; front wheel,
25/-; handle-bars, complete with grips, etc., and front!
brake, 40/-; footboards, 15/- pair; footrest rubber and I

holders, 8/- pair; eush drive, complete. 30/-; valves
complete, in cate, 5/-; magneto sprockets, 3/-: cjrbu-'
retter, complete, 50/-; Renolds drivingc hain, 88 links,
20/-; silencers with esteneion, 25/-: front rim brake,
complete, 25/-; rear carriers, 35/-; front mudguards,
22/6; i^r, 18/-; chain ease for all chain drive, 55/-;
rear brake, complete. 25/-; throttle control wire and
casing, complete with nipple, all ready to replace old
one, 5/- pair ; kick st^rt spring, lOd. ; brake return
springs, 8d. ; front hubs, 10/-; rear stands, 14/-; front
stands, 12/-; and numerous other B.S.A. parte, all new
and guaranteed.—Below.

DOUGLAS 234h.p. Parts.—Belt rims, 15/-; back stands,
11/-; induction pipes, 14/-; cylinders, front only,

30/-: front brakes complete, 18/-; handle-bars, 14/-;
footrest Tubt)ers and holders. 5,'6 pair; back corriere,
22/-; front forks, le.ss fittings, 27/-; all above are brand
new, and guaranteed as from makers.—Below.

BEST and Llovd Drip-feed Lubricators, brand new,
12/6. listed 25/-: best quality heavv Bowden

throttle controls, double. 9/-, lifted 17/6; Bowden con-
trol for magneto, 12/6, listed 25/-; Bowden heavyweight
front rim brakes, complete, 22/6, listed 42/-.—Below.

NEW lilPEEIAX 8h.p. Spindles, back and front.
brand new, complete with cone nuts and dust

raps, suitable for machines up to 1920, 1.000 pairs in
stock, must be cleared, 4/6 pair, worth 30/-; New Im-
perial riders should not miss this excellent opportunity

;

something for nothing.—Below.

NEW IMPERIAL Centre Frames, 35/- to clear; New
Imjierial rear hubs, complete, 30/-; front, 12/-;

rear wheel chain sprockets, 10/-; engine sprockets, 7/6;
all above brand new.—Below.

RIMS, 28x2i^j Dunlop, drilled 36 and 40, also drilled
to take brake rim, 4/-; brake and belt rims. 16x [:

2VHin-, take %in. belt. 6/-; Zenith belt rims, 20x21,4,!:
take lin. belt, 12/-; all above as new.—Below.

j:

TRIUMPH Genuine Petrol and Oil Syringes, 3/-: I

Douglas, 1/3: Triumph and Douglas belts, as good
I

as new, 5/- each.—Below.
j

HEAVYWEIGHT Druid Spring Forts, complete,
65/- (not £8); Druid fork springs, 1/6 pair; Mills-!

Fulford sidecar mudguards, 14/- [not 27/6}.—Below.

FULL Size P. and H. Head Lamps No. 127, 18/-:
128, 17/-; Miller's 3lH, 17/-; above are brand,

new and guaranteed ; Miller's full size (27/6 listed)
,

generators, 9/-, new and guaranteed; Lucas lamp
brackets, 4/- pair, could be fitted to above.—Below.

I POST THREEPENCE. =

I ANY FINISH I

I STOCKED. I

i BEST QUALITY ONLY |

RUBBER FRONT FRON
RING GLASS RIM

It is the only perfect' holder

on the market, being adjust-

able for any handle-bars, and

always holding the licence in

the position desired by law.

nxAfpOTREST^^SSR

MSAD PillionSe^
AND so AVOID ACCIDENT

TAN-S^n WOM3Mf/fMST3//l/f//yffmf

Chains. Chains. Chains.pHAINS.

CLYNO Driving Chains, best heavy Renolds. Kx5-16,
5ft-, 15/- each (what a chance), and they're brand

new; Morgon size ^jX7-16ia. best heavy Coventry and
Renolds, 4/6 foot; every other size in stock at wholesale
price tin some cases less), all brand new and guaranteed.
—Below.

Engines^- three only, absolutely as new,
had test mn, complete with belt pulley,

I timing case chain, and magneto sprocket (Coventry
silent chain drive to magneto), £17 each. All above
are postage extra; stamped envelope for reply.—Marble
Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [4221

T.T. Rover
only

j F.R.S LAMPS,
I

^ BEAM WORKS, =
E VERE STREET, =

I BIRMINGHAM. I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B53
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BUY YOUR
1921

G.N.

MORGAN
ROVER
KINGSBURY
PREMIER

Light Car

O.K.

B.S.A.

ENFIELD
ZENITH
LEVIS
RUDGE
TRIUMPH
MATCHLESS
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Motor Cycle
(DEFERRED TERMS
by arrangement) from

LAMB'S
387, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

'Phone : Museum 4978,
'Grams: "Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

50, High Road, Wood Green, N.

'Phone : Homsey 1956.
'Grams : " Doularaocy, Phone, London.''

151, High Street, Walthamstow.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169.

Grams : ' Cyclotomo, Phone, London.'

D
MISCELLANEOUS.

OUGIiAS, Douglas, Douglas.

LARGE Stock of genuine Douglas spare parts aU"ays
in stock at list price.—Vivian Hardie and lane,

Ltd., 24, Wood.stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.,

W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0321

INDIAN Gear Boses and Engines, and all parts for
Fame. Below.

INDIAN Intake Domes, carburetterg, magnetos,
clutches, kick-starters.—Below.

INDIAN Carriers, chains and guards,
sprockets; in fact, everything for 7-9h,p.;

absolutely new.—Dennis Aeces.sorios Storee. 89,
ltd., Lohdon, epecialieta in Indian repairs.
Brixton 3129.

springs,
all parts
Brixton
'Phone

:

[8739

^AhE. Sale.
' See below.

Sale. Sale. Extraordinary prices.—

BANCEOFTIAN Co.'s Great Sale of Burplus stock to
be cleared regardless of cost, consisting of motor

cycles, all makes; tj-res, lamps, horns, sidecars hoods,
speedometers and all replacements, carburetters, mag-
netos, belting, accumulators, waterproof clothing,
chains, saddles, and everything for motor cyclists at
extraordinary prices. Call or write; you will save
money.—Bancroftian Co.. 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don. E.G. T.A. ; Chaikel, London. Tel. : London Wall
9,897. [0053

CLYNOS, incomplete. £15 to £30; Clyno spares at
half list prices.-Below.

DOUGLAS Chassis and Wheel, £3, reduction for
quantities; Douglas 4h.p. spares in large variety.-

Below. _

SADDLES, Brooks and Lyeett,
each ; belts, 2-piece, 1 /-

Botten. 341, Upper St., N.l.

reconditioned, 25/
foot.—Banister and

[4.699

MINERVA Frame, forke, tank, wheels, et<;.

Seal, 20, Quebec St., Wakefield.

Price complete

35/-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars.

fiOYAL
RUBY
Lhl No.

iS/3-

Price
4/6
each.TAIL LAMP

List No. 19 /i.

Price, 6 /6 each.

£4
[4590

TRIUMPH ana Douglas Spares.-We specialise in
all parts -and repairs for these machines.

WE are prepared to ouote special p.Tiees for
renovations for repairs during the winter season,

an.-i a representative "will be sent without any obliga-

tion in tfce London Area on receipt of postcard.

TRIUMPH.—Book your order for 1921 macliine now,
and malre sure of getting it. '-ur confidence is

so great in these machines that we will maintain free

of charge for a period.

HAXDLE-BAB Wutts, fur-lined, 7/6. postage and
packing 9d. extra : lino-covered Douglas foot-

boards, brass edged, 12/6. packing' and pottage 1/-

extra: knee-grips, leather, 6/6 pair, postage 6d. extra;
lamp bracket.; (Univer.«al), suitable for any type of

bead lamp auu generator, special price 8/6, packing
and postage 9d. extra, allows lamps to be switched in

any direction so -that night adjustments and repair:

can be easily attended to.

SPECIAL Offer.—Spanners, Sin. high-grade adjustable
wrench, and set of large size motor cycle tyre

levers, one minute type, 3/9; postage and packing
9d. extra.

PLATIXG and Enamelling; .Special auotations to

the trade. Cheques and P.O.'s to be crossed.-

Light Oar and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26 and
26a, Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2. [1600

CLYJsO Spares!—Every part in stock, cheap and brand
ne^v^: all goods sent on approval against cash.

WE Hold the largest stock in the world. Our prices

the very lowest. Write, stamp please.—Claridge's

Clyno House's, Chandos Rd., Redland, Bristol. [4846

TRIUMPH and Douglas Spares.—We specialise in

all parts and repairs for these machines.

WE are prepared to quote special prices for re-

novations for repairs during the winter season,

and a Tepresentative will be sent without any obliga-

tion in the London area on receipt of a postcard.

TRIUMPH,—Book vour order for 1921 machine now,
and make sure of getting it. Our confidence is

so great in these machines that we would maintain

them free of charge for a period.

HANDLE-BAR" Muffs, fur-lined; 6/6, postage and
packing 9d. extra.

LINO-COVERED Douglas Footboards, brass-edged;

12/6, packing and postage 1/- extra.

KNEE Grips, leather. 6/6 pair, postage 6d. extra;

horn bulbs, special price 3/6.

CHEQUES and P.O.'s to be crossed. Light Car
and Motor Cvcle Engineering Co., 26 and 26a,

Tulse Hill, London! S.W.2. [4500

GENUINE Douglas 2%h.p., pistons, rings, gudgeons;

50% off list.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2145

THE Spot for cheap dependable typewriters.—Reliance

House, 2, Gray's Inn Kd., Holborn, Vf.O. [1324

NSU fiPiii. J.A.P.. £6/10: Grade, £5/10; Dixie
50°, £4,—Box 1,158, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [4783

MOTOR Cycle House, 8ft.x6ft.x7Jt., new; £10/10,

—Harvey, 341, Battersea Park Rd., London. [4706

Boioa, lirand new:

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOB LISTS

206 HEBD LRNIP 58/ EACH

207 CEJIERATOR 62/ EBCH

I9ia SIDELAHP 18/6 tiCH

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Pries 18/6 each
Kit,l t or left fittin-,

SIDECAR LAMP.
L'-sf No. ig /2.

Price 7 /6 each.

J

tiTURMEY-ARCHEE Gear .
. „^ ^3 stock.-County Engineering Co., Hounslow. 7929

STOCKTAKING Sale, all lines reduced; send for lief.

—Ecg. Samson, Lndywood Rd., Biiiniiighmn.

I Jk.33 1

5

Maiefr m solid briss turned
xnd tlireaded at joints Every '^

imrt of solid constrnciion.
Tilts Idnip maj be taken to

iiioces lor cietniLii.'. and will remain alight

in tlie .itroneest gult;. Beat nuality lenses

iLTQ tilted, and ran be easily replaced if
,

broken. TbeiO lamps will last as lonp as f

tlio macliiiiGs they aro used ou. and are ab;olutely rostless^
)

LICENCE HOLDERS
iFor Motor Cycles.)

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with nuts and
screws
List No. 214. 3/6 each.

Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.

Price 4/- eath.
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodworlt or

metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

WESTWOO

n

RIM & PATENTS LT? &^JI
UAWDEN we BORPgtUEY BIRMINCHftM.

B56 All IttteiB rtUitiiig to ndvertiscmenta should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Coppen Allan
& Co.

Beg to announce that the sole

selling rights in the United

Kingdom, wholesale and retaii,

of the

Reading

Standard
8-10 h.p. TWIN

have been placed in their hands

by the manufacturers, and we
are desirous of granting agencies,

where these have not already

been arranged.

WE OFFER
EARLY DELIVERY

ON GUARANTEED DATES.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF

SPARES.

CONSIDERATE ATTENTION.

LIBERAL TERMS.

NO DEPOSIT.
The above also applies to the

HNEST SroECAR SHOWN
AT OLYMPIA,

"PLUS ONE"
A Single or Double-seater Side-

car at will.

Coppen, Allan & Co.,

89, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 5399.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TI> INKS Carburetlers.—Large stock ready for irnme-
--' diate delivery.—Booth's Motorics, Ilalilax.

BINKS Carburetteri.—We sperialise in these; all
motlels supplied.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

TDINKS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetter

T> INKS Carburetters for Douglae^ Scott, Indians,
Harlej-'Davidsons,

Halifax.

for
Triumphs. - Booth's Motories,

INKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try one.—Booth's Motories.

INKS Carburetters save petrol and give more
power.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

INKS Carburetters.—Let us" fake your old carbu-
rettor in exchange.—Booth's Motorics.

STATIONARY Engines.—l^sh.p., run on petrol or
paraffin; list free.—Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.—3h.p., run on petrol or
paraflBin.-Booth's Motories, Halifax.

TATIONARY Engines.—Hopper, cooledS tion, 2 flywheels; Hat free.

mag. igni-
-Booth's Motories.

STATIONARY Engines.-Large stock for immediate
delivery ; list free.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

TATIONARY Engines.—Latest design, run on
petrol or paraffin.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

TATIONARY Engines.—Large stock; send for list;
exchanges entertained.—Booth's Motories, Hali-

100
Halifax.

MAGNETOS, brand new, weatherproof model;
^£4717/6, carriage 1/6.—Booth's Motories,

1 >J l^ CARBURETTERS to be sold, cheap; Brown
-L I «J and Barlow, Amac, Capac, B.S.A., Senspray,
Triumph, Scott, Douglas; price from 15/-. Several
are latent 1920 models, hardly used; state require-
ments.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

NEW 1920 Lightweight Frame, fitted with Villiers
engine, mag.; ^£19/ 10.—Booth's Motories, Hali-

fax.

Ih.p. Gas Engine, with tank, £7; SVsb.p. Centaur
2 engine, m.o.v., 50/-; van body for G.W.K. car,
£9/10; 2Qx2\'-2 rims, 4/9; new 40 ampere accumu-
later, 27/6.—Booth's Motories, Halifax. [2622

TREMENDOUS Assortment of Triumph Spnres. all

yeors. Let me have your requirements.—Below.

REX 5f-jb.p. Engine, m.o.i.v., £5 : Triumph 1914
4h.p. engine, n^i new, £16: X.A.B. seat-pillar, new,

10/-; special brand new complete lamp brackets, suit
P und H. lamps, etc., 2/6 set.—Below.

S'lNGlSR 4i4b.p. Cylinder, £3/10; Singer pattern
'' 41/40. p. connecting rod, 34/-, new: heaps of Singer

spares.—Svd. Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Cov-
entry. [X4094

CELLULOID. Polished Sheets.-Athol Engineering
Co.. 9, Peru St., Higher Broughton, Manchester.

[3193
PATRICE.—4"/2in. S.C. lathe, ^iin. hollow spindle;

dtifeired payments ; list 1 5E.—Penraevon Place,
Leeds. [2235

ARMSTRONG and Sturmev-Archer Gears repaired
while you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houns-

low.

WHEELS. Srokea, Xipples.
done] Wheal Builder, 8. Whittall St

[9626

Cycle nnd Motor (Well-
Birming-

iiuui. - [4172

THICK Sheep-skin lined cycling coa't to knees, deep
sheep collar, belt; £2.—Box '39. c/o The Motor

fijcle.
-

[X4033

AEilSTEOXG Mark VII Wlesl, controls," £10/10
large saddle, 17/6.—Box 1,157, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [4782

SPARE Parts, replacements, repairs.—Humber, Ltd.,
Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. 'Phone; 1298

Willesden. [0197

piXHAlTST Tube (flexible], also hot air tube; list andJ-* particulars.-Bell, 27, South St., Ponders End
Middlesex. [453^
/^ROWN Adjustable Pulleys from stock, 15/9-
V-' J.A.P.'s, 17/6; engine sprockets manufactured.—
Ridington.

CROWN Magneto Sprockets, all sizes stocked- piston
rings, 1/9; valves, 5/-.—Ridington.

TIGHTER Flints, lid. doz., 3 doz. 2/-; long squares,
-Li 8d.— Ridington, Southampton St., Camberwell.

OUGLAS 3-speed Gear Box, for 2^4h.p., perfect
condition, less controls; £6.—Burnett, Rowslev

Derbyshire. [4816
0> KA Bright Steel Assorted Nuts, studs, bolts etc>^U\J scut carriage free, 10/-; approval.—Palmer'^J
Garage, Tooting. [4437

luggage, petrol and tool-

„ ^, „, .,. ,
Jration; £2.—Turner, 23,

Dudley Ed., Liverpool. [3234

P.
and M. Spares.—Huge stock, all parts ; cheap
frames, new. 35/-; tanks, 17/6, etc.—Inmari

Othello St., Liverpool. [4343
TRANSFERS, design-name, 14/6 gross; cycle linings

wholesale, samples 6d.—Transfer Co., 9, Church-
mead RJ., Willesden.

T>'

pAERIERS for Sidecars. .

V-/ box combined; no vibration:

I

New Address-

25, NORTON SI

HAL.IFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED

NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., coupd, dickey . £495
CALTHORPE, -t-scater 495 gns.
MERRALL-BROWN, 4-cyl., 3-wheeler £325
COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-wheeler.... £283 15
L.S.D., 8 h.p.. 1-wheeler £245
REX-BLACKBURNE, Model 55, 8 h.p..

Combination, 28x3, scare wheel . £218 18
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. CombinaUon £170
DOUGLAS, 2:! h.p., 3-speed, solo £100
SCOTT, 3i h.p.. 2-speed £130
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . . £120
NORTON, Big Four, 3-sp., and Sidecar £167 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 21 h.p., 2-5peed ... £80 17
B.S.A. 4^ h.p. 3-speed all-chain Com-

bination, hood, screen, and carrier £161 15
RUDGE-MULTI, 3i h.p., I.O.M. Model £110 5
SCOTT Combination, sin. Palmers £183 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £187 10
AUTOPED Scooter, new. Cash offer wanted.
HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, latest model f220

AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, ACME-J.A.P., BRAD-
BURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HENDERSON,
NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX, SUNBEAM,
SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles ; L.S.D.,

COVENTRY PREMIER, and MERRAL
BROWN 3-wheelers ; AIREDALE, DOUG-
LAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA Light Cars.
MILLS-FULFORD and SWAN Sidecars.
Exchange enouiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.
A.B.C., 1920, dyno lighting, speedometer,

electric horn, 700 miles £152 10
INDIAN 1920 Scout £135
CLYNO, rg30, 2I h.p., 2-speed, like new £62 10
ARIEL, 3.V h.p., 3-speed countershaft . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2-5troke £39 10
TRIUMPH, 3V h.p., single-speed £30
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, discs ... £72 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, red £62 10
TRIUMPH, rgrS, 4 h.p. countershaft . £92 10
WOLF, 2} h.p., spring forks £29 10

Passenger Machines.
LAGONDA r92o ir h.p. coupe £425
MORGAN, w'.-c. Grand Prix £165
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1920, rr.gh.p.,

2-seater, 900 miles £475
LAGONDA 1914 irh.p. coupS £210
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1920 Combination . . . £162 10
JAMES 5-5 h.p. countershaft de Luxe

1920 Combination, 400 miles £155
ARIEL 3i h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £125
VINDEC, '5 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £55
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., r920, and new latest

ti-pe bulbous back Sidecar £198 10
CLYNO 6 li.p. 3-speed Combination . . £95
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-

bination, very fine condition .... £99 10
DOUGLAS 1919 4 li.p. Combination . . £135
DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination .. £135 10
DOUGLAS 1920 4 h.p. Combination .. £152 10
B.S.A., I9r2, 3.Vh.p., single speed ... £39 10

Easy payments arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreen, standard £4 10

C.\.\'. Magnetos, from £7 17 6
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from .. £7 17 6
Cowey Horns. 50/-; Klaxons £1 16

Capac 1020 Carburetter, nearly new . £2 12 6

Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonniksen, Trip £6 16 6

Smith, Trip £5 15

Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10

Capac Carburetters, post free £4 6

New Army Knapsacks, I'.J.Xiiin. .. 5 6

Plated T.T. Bars for Triumphs £1 5

One-inch Touring Bars, black 15

26X2JX2J Palmer Sidecar Covers . . £1 15

Dixie Mag. tor Douglas, second-hand £2 15

Coachhuilt Sidecan Bodies £6 15
Caniage extra.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
constitute a remarkable combination of slow

running, abnormal power, together with extreme
simplicity. Price £4 6s., including packing and
carriage. Your pi carburetter taken

All letters relating to advertisements
i mead Kd.. willesden. [4713

gbould quote tlie number at the end of eacli advertisement, and the date of the issue. B57
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MISCELLANEOUS.

AMAC Carburetters, suitable for 2^^ili.p. and 4h.p.
Douglas, 67/-, complete; handle-bar controls, 15/6;

float chambers, 25/-; float chamber caps,_5/-.—E-obinsons.

BELTS.—Dunlop, ";4in. 2/9 ft., %in. 3/2 It., lin. 3/li
ft.: John Bull, ^^iu. 2/9 ft., %m. 3/4 ft, lin.

4/- ft.: Pedley, %m. 2/9 ft, %m. 3/2 ft., lin. 3/11 ft.

—Robinsons.

CHAINS.-Renolds, 56 links, %X%, 27/-; 54 links,

YsXVi, 24/-; 88 links, %xi4, 39/7; 68 links, V2X
3-16, 16/6; Douglas, 19/9; ^jiring cranked and inner
links, 1/3; Morgan cLains, 10/9 per foot—Robinsons.

i'^RAXE:SHAFTS.-2o4h.p. Douglas. 1911, 2 gns.;
Vy 1915-20, 55/-; 4h.p. Douglas, 84/-; Villiers
hakes, 18/- each.—Robinsons.

CYLINDERS and Connecting Rods.-2^4h.p. J.A.r.,
£5/19/6; 4, 6, and Sh.p., iiS/lO: 3h.p. Enfield,

70/-; Humberette, £6; Humber, £5/15; Sunbeam,
£6/10 ; Rudge, £4/10 ; Rover, £5/7/6 ; 2'-.iJi.p. and
4h.p. J.A.P. connecting rods, 30/-; 6b. p. and Sh.p..
79/6 pair.—Robinsons.

DOUGLAS Handbooks for 23^h.p. and 4h.p.; your
own repairs; 1/9 each, post free.—Robinsons.

suitable for any
very sporty, bO/-

DISCS, in polished aluminium,
make of machine:^, easily fitted,

and 70/-; Ace, 90/-.—Robinsons.

DOUGLAS Chain Guards,
—Robin.sons.

for 2^'4b.p. 7/-, 4h.p. 12/8

FEELERS showing exact adjustment for tappet
clearance, plug points, and contact breaker; 2/6.

—Robinsons. ,

FOOTBOARDS.—Douglas 2%h.p,, complete with ail

fittings, 32/6; 4h.p., 30/-; aluminiimi, lor Baby
and 4h.p. Triumph, 34/6. We will send on approTal.—
Robinsons.

FRAMES.—25^b.p. Douglas, £15; 4h.p. Douglas,
£10/18; Triumph front portion, £8/14; rear top

stars £2, rear bottom stays £4.—Robinsons.

-Albion 2-speed free-engine, complete,
Albion 2-spejd, with clutch and kick

starter, £12; Roc 2-sp6ed gear, complete with controls,
150/-; Douglas 2-sp6ed pulley and chain wheel, 200/-.
Tii'e trade supplied.-Robinsons.

C^EAR EOXES.-
^ 150/

KNEE-GRIPS.
canyas padded, 7/6; John Bull, fit any tank

10/6: leather and
6/9:

real, leatlier padded,
. . .ed, 7/6; John Bull,

all leather, best quality, 14/6.—Robinsons.

MUDGUARDS.-Douglas 2^4h.p. T.T., front and rear,
11/-; touring, front 15/-, rear 25/-; Douglas 4h.p.,

front 26/6, rear 30/8 ; sidecar niudshields, standard
fitting, extra strong stays, 17/6.—Robin.sons.

OVERALLS.—Suits, Tery heavy, dark fawn, dnublp
breasted, very warm, waist-foot leggings, 67 / 6

;

lightweight, 50/-; cheaper quality, 37/6. Black water-
riroof suits, G5/-; leggings with seats, flO/-; waist-foots,
20/-; single legs, 19/6. Brooks leggings, short brown,
28/-; long brown, 45/6; ttlack, short, 32/-. Any suit
sent on approval.—Robinsons.

-Frame, complete, £18/18;
, .

stand. 15/6; forks. £9; steering
columns, 18/6; fork springs, 4/6; chain guards,
13/-; cylinders. 60/-; pistons complete, £1/5;
gudgeon pins, 2/6; rings, 1/9; connecting rods, 39/-;
pmall end bushes, 3/6; big end, 6/-; crankshaft. 84/-;
flywheel, 60/-; sprocket. 7/10; valves, 6/6; springs.
1/3; collars, 9d.; cotters. 2d.; valve caps, 7/-; guides,
4/6; asbestos washers (exhaust) 9d., (valve caps) 5d.:
chains. 27/-; spare links, 1/3; rear brake, 25/-; front
brake complete. 52/6; head clips, 11/6; Dunlop belts,
£1/3/9; clutch draw bolts. 6/-; induction pipes. 36/-;
K.S. quadrants, 18/6; springs, 1/-; number plates,
2/6; too! bags, 25/-; tank complete, £6; intermediate
wheels. 12/-; masneto wheels, 10/6; camshaft wheels.
10/6; crankshaft pinion. 10/6; tappet, 9/-; guides,
8/-; silencers complete, 84/-.—Robinsons.

HUBS.-23/a.p. Douglas, £1/5; 6h.p. Enfield, rear.
complete. £3/18/6, front, £1/6; 3h.p. Enfield

rear. £3/16. front £1/5; Triumph 1919 rear hub
31/10; A.J.S., £4/4; B.S.A., 30/-.—Robinsons.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares.-
carrier, 48/-; back stan

fork

RENOLDS Chain.?.-
56 links. 27/-;

-101 links, HxH. 47/8; ditto
. . Hxl4. 54 links, 24/-; ditto, 88

links 39/7; Morgan chains. 10/9 foot; rivet extractors
fill j^izea. in ftock, 7/3 and 10/9; spring cranked and
inner spare links, 1/3.—Robinsons.

DRUID Pork)".—Complete for 3>^h.p. and 4h.p
machinfts, 5>$in. head, l>5in,, 15/6, column.

£6/5; heavy double spring type, £7.—Robinsons.

TOOLBAGS.-Armourcd toolb.-iKs, keys
Kiiitablo tor ""

' "'" ' '

. . and all flttiuRK
DougluB 2'/4h,p., 12/6; 4h.p., 17J6:

Tiiniiiph, 16/3; Sunbeam, 10/-; Riid^e, J3/6; Eufirid,
9/-: Jamcfl, 12/6; P. and M., 26/-; B.S.A., 13/6'
'/.f.uith, 30/-; tool rolls, leather 6/6; Dounh's tool kits
4 and 2^i.p., 55/-; Douglas tool rolls, 7/-; DoupbiH
pattern tool kit«, 27/6: standard tool kits, 17/6 and
22/6.—Robintiuns.

5X01

i
TelephonCj 995 Cambridge.
Telegrams, Bicj/cles, Cambridge.

i1921 MODELS OF

ft DOUGLAS MOTORSi
IN STOCK.

NO WAITING. IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.
1921 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed gear, improved
model £85
1921 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch, and
kicli-starter £105
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, solo £130
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170

Illustrated catalogues post free.

Exchanges and Special Terms of

PAYMENT ARRANGED.
Write for full particulars of above, and special
pamphlet dealing with the

2| h.p. and 3J h.p Sports

DOUGLAS
DOUGLAS SPARE PART LIST.

Just published. Complete. lilustratfd. Spare
Part price list of the -af- h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas.
Every part illustrated. 3d. each,' post free.

LICENCE HOLDERS.
Evpry raechanically-propelled vehicle used on
the road must fit one on and after January
2ist. i92r. Round pattern, suitable for Cars,
Lorries, and Motor Bicycles, complete with
fittings :

Smiths' All-black, 7/6; nickel 8/6
Rotherham's, nickel 5/8
We will send one to any address on seven

days' approval.

It

it

mm
fiREERSrCAMBMXl

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
Bulb Horns, slightly soiled 7 ^^e

Tool Kits, genuine Douglas 25 I—

Large Standard- Kits 19/6
Small Standard Kits 9/6
All the above are greatly reduced, and can be

had on approval.

EXHAUST PIPES.

Douglas, 2} h.o., plain, 12/6 ;
plated, 21 /-pair

Triumph, for any year, plain) 17/6; plated,
21 /- each. [Illustrations post free.]

DOUGLAS CHAIN CASES.
For rgi3-ig 2J h.p. Douglas each
For 1920 2? h.p., clutch and non-clutch,

each
Send for illustrations.

RACING HELMETS.
Tan Leather, warm lining, 10/6 and
Nut Leather, wool-lined, 16/3 and 19/6.
R.A.F. Pattern, 26/3 ; fur-lined, 45/-,

UNDERSHIELDS.
Suitable for Douglas 2'i h.p. and 4 h.p.

Protects engine from mud and dirt. Fit on
footbpards 15/6

7/6

3/6

13/6

DOUGLAS, TRIUMPH, J.A.P.. VILLIERS
and STURMEY-ARGHER

SPARES.
All in stock. See side columns, or send for

complete list, post free.

n

ft

ft

ft

§
ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

MISCELLANEOUS.
PIST0NS.-2M.h.p. Premier 30/-, 3i/^h.p.

35/- J.A.P., 4h.p., 6h.p., and 8h.p., 35/
30/-; Triumph. SVshv. and 4h.p., 30/--
2%hp. 18/-, 4h.p. 26/-, SVoh.p. 25/-; New
Indian, Sunbeam, and E.S.A. pattern, 30/-
39/9; Sh.p. Humberette, 35/-; Rover, 35/
plete with rings and gudgeon pins
—Robinsons.

premie]
; 23,4h.ii

Dougliif
Hudson
Rndge

all com-
Eover, 1913, 35/

PISTON Rings. — High tensile cast iron, Douglas
Triumph, J.A.P., Indian, Sunbeam, Eoirer, A.J.S.

Baby Triumph, P. and M., Humber, Premier, Enfield 1

B.S.A., all sizes in stock, no waiting, 1/9 each.-
Robiusons.

VALVES.—Rover, A.J.S.. B.S.A., Enfield, 2>^h.p.
2?/4h.p., ah.p. 6h.p., and 8h.p.; J.A.P. 4h.p

and 2^4 h.p. Humber, New Hudson, Douglas, Premier
James, Williamson, Ariel, Harley-Davidson, Indian, 5/t
each.—Robinsona.

J.A.P. 2?4h.p. Engine Spares, all parts
waiting.—Cylinder.^, 35/-; "valTe, 4/4,

in stock, m ^
. , valve guide,

2/-; valve spriugis, 4d. ; valve collar, 4d. valve cap ex-
haust, 2/-; valve cap inlet, 2/-; valve cap waeher, 2d.
exhaust pipe union nut, 1/6; inlet pipe, 1/6; compres-
sion tap, 31-

; compression tap washer, 2d. ; flywheel,
gear side, 12/6; flywheel, pulley side, 12/6; gear spindle,
L.H. thread end, 4/-; gear spindle taper end, 4/-; gear
spindle taper nut, L.H. thiead, 4d. ;

pulley spindle,
J.A.P. standard, 4/-; pulley spindle, Calthorpe type,
4/-; pulley spindle, New Imperial type, 4/-; pulley
spindle key, 3d. ; flywheel nut, check eerew, large 2d.,

small 2d.
;
pulley spindle nut, st-andard, 4d. ; New Im-

perial type, 4d. ; flywheel end, 4d.
;

pistons, 13/'
,

gudgeon pin, 3/-; gudgeon pin and plug, 4d. ; pietoii

rings, 1/8; connecting rods, 10/-; gudgeon pin bu^,
2/-; crank pin, 4/-; nut, 4d. ; busli. 3/-; crank case,
puJley side, standard, 22/6; lay bofe, 22/6; crank (fase

gear side, 32/6; gear cover and chain case, 30/-; chain ease
cover, 5/6; vacuum valve, 2/6: vacuum vnlve disc. Id.,
cylinder studs, 2d.; oil drain plug, 6d.; oil union body,
6d. ; nut, 4d. :. valve seating, 6d. ; valve disc. Id.; gear
cover studs, 3d.; tappet guide, 2/6; exhaust lifter lever,

3/-; spring, 3cl. ; rod complete, 3/-; guide, 1/3; spacing
tvleeve, 8d. ; adjuster and nut, 8d. ; adjuster support, 8d,
i_-ollar. 6d. ; bra.'^s yoke, 8d. ; brass cable nipple, 2d.

j

tappet body, 1/3; lock nut, 4d. ; tappet head, 1/-^ craiik
ease fixing bolts, 6d. ; nute for same, 2d. ; cylinder fixing
nuts, 2d. ; crank case relief tube, 6d. ; cam wheel bush,
1/3; ditto cover end, 1/3; chain cover screws, 2d.; cam
lever pivot pin, 1/9; exhaust, 3/9; inlet, 3/9; cam wheel,
7/-; nut, 3d.; gear pinion, screwed fit, 3/-; gear pinion,
taper fit, 3/-; lock nut to suit, 6d.; magneto driving"

sprocket' engine end, 2/6; magneto end, 2/6; magneto
driving chain, 2/6; gear spiudle bush, 3/-; pulley spindle
bush, standard, 3/-; ditto, lay, 3/-; adjustable pulley,

fixed half, 5/3; loose half. 5/3; lock nut, 2/6.—Herbert
Robinsons, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

VILLIERS
10/-; silencers,

pipes,
Pl€-

-Cylinders, 52/6; exhaust
18/-; crank case halves, complete

...th bushes. £2 each- (^tate which half required); crank
pin and nuts, 9/6; connecting rods, 12/-; pulley and"
screws 6/8; driving centre, 9/-; locking nut ond
washer._l/6; extractor, 4/6; pistons, 15/8; gudgeon
pins, 3/3; crank case bushes. 5/3; shafts, 18/-; set

of rollers, 4/6; piston rings. 2/6; flywheel. 27/6; fly-

wheel caps, 2/-; sprockets," 5/3; oiling bolt with elbow-
union, 5/-; chain covers, 16/-; magneto chains, 5/-

release valves and springs, 4/6; complete ilhis-J

trated price list, post free. The trade supplie<l.—
''

Robinsons.

STURMEY-ARCHER Countershaft Gear Spares.—Gear
box covers, £5; Dix controls, £2/10; axles, 16/

main gear wheels. £1/3/6; sliding pinions, 12/; low
gear axle pinions, 7/-; kick start pinions, 4/-; ball bear-^

tugs, 9/6; layshnfts, 23/-; Inyshaft sliding pinions, lOZ-J
cranks, 17/-: fibre rings, 5/-; clutch sprockets, £2/2.-_
ball cups, 7/-; kick start springs, 1/3; pulleys, 22/6;
send for our complete list of Sturmey-Archer couDter-*!of

shaft gear spares.—Robinsons. 4

(Thia advCTtiaemtnt continued in third column.)

B58 All letters rcintlng to advertisements shoulti quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

TRIUMPH Spares. Compression taps, 2/3; rem
stand?!. 34/-; front guard stays, 6/- pair; leai

carriers, 40/-; valve cops, inlet and exhaust, 4,8;
valve cotters, 2d. ; pistons complete, 25/-; connecting
rods complete, 28/10; connecting rod roller.", 2/i!;

cam wheels, 25/-; rocker arms, inlet and exhauat,
11/- ond 10/4; tappets complete with guides, 29/8;
union nuts, 3/3; rear brake pads. 3/9; rear biakfi

epring, 5d. ; kick start springs, 1/-; foot brake comjjlete,

57/6; fork buttresses, 12/6; valve springs, 8/9j
gudgeon pins, 3/9; bushes, large, 4/9, small 2/9;
piston rings, 1/9; valves, inlet and exhaust. 6/6j \iilva
springs, 9d.; filler caps, 2/6> footrests, rubber, fittej

to framf, 5/6 each; footrests complete, 39/-: flywheel
sprocket side, with mainshoft, £2/18; flywheel, gi

side, with gearshaft, £2/17; crank case bearings, 11/
tank complete, £5; magneto control complete, 14/.
aluminium footboards, junior or countershaft, 34/6]
front portion of frame. £7 / 5 ; top back stays, oj /-

bottom back Ftays, 67/-; front fork girders, 34/-
front stand, 23/-; hub complete, front, 23/2, reft]

26/6; front spindles complete. 12/-, rear 13/4; froni
whocl comi)lete. less tyro, 49/2; rear wheel ditto, 77/.'

odj untablo j'ulleys, 22 / 6.—Herbert Robinson. Lf

'

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A.: liicyclee,

[47;
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IN SUEDE LEATHER.
Plum and Buff Colours.

Single Breast. No Sleeves

With leather back and front.

Fleece lined 35/-

Ditto but with fleece back
and lining 30/-

Cheaper than many cloth vests.

rOOT
OVERALL

^™^^j»SttnztThTtwr No. iiito.

OBVIATES

DRAGGING

MUDDY
BOOT

THROUGH

"COLLEGE"
PATENT
FOOT

OVERALLS.

It is the ONLY over-
all which covers the
foot and caa be com-
pletely and instant-
ly removed without
pulling the foot
through. Made from
strong, serviceable
material ; cutting
sent on request.

" COLLEGE "

MUDSHIELDS.
In daily use by thous-
ands of ride.s. We have
numerous testimonials
from satisfied users.
You know- you want
such a thing, then send
for list NOW.

POCKET
SLIPPERS.

In grej'' or brown suede
leather, fleece lined
and with bag as illus-

trated. Each pair neat-
ly packed in cardboard
box and sent post paid
for 6/6.
Mention whether ladies
or geats,and size of boot.

j' Write for List to Sole Manufacturers:

COLLEGE LEATHER Co,
Castle St, NORTHAMPTON

73

MISCELLANEOUS.
1 KA SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws; 3/-; 144
XiJxF bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts. 2/6.—See below.

BEST Spring Washers. 3-16 to V'>in., 1/9; 36
castle nuts, ^:iin. to i':>in., 1/9.—See below.

1AA COPPERED Bifurcateil Rivets. 8d.; 12 Sin.
JL'^'* hack saw blaJes, 1/6; anv of the above car-
riage paid.—Wood. Titheharn St.. Preston. [X3926

VALVES.—The finest pattern vnlves procnrattle, 3%
nickel; all patterns stocked, 5/6 each; valve

Gpiings, 8d. each.—Below.

PISTON Rings.—High tensile cast iron; all patterns
in stock.' 1/9 each.—Below.

PISTONS, complete, for all engines, standard or
oversize keenest prices, immediate delivery,

—

Reid Watt and Co., 14a, Snow Hill, Birmingham. [1388

ARMSTRONG nnd Stunney-Archer Gears.-Any gear
repaired immediately by skilled mechanics.—

County Engineering Co., Ilounslow. [9627

MOTOR Cycle GloTes. fingerJesa, leather outside.
lined with iambs wool; 5/- a pair, carriage paid.

—H. Emanuel. 27, Belgrade Rd., N.16. [0125

Opr A TYPEWRITERS, all dependable makes, at ex-Ot/v ceptional prices.—Reliauce Co.. 2, Gray's Inn
Rd., Holborn. 'Phone: Holborn 2388. [1323

RELIANCE House has ti.e reputation for dependable
writmsj machines at reasonable prices.- 2, Grav's

Inn, Rd., W.C. 'Phone: Holborn 2388. [1326

TYPEWRITERS and How to Use Them," 2/6, illus-

trated manual, all about typing and typewriters.
—Reliance House. 2, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. [1327

TYPEWRITERS that Give no Trouble.—Relian r^e Com-
pany's machines are dependable; get lists.—Reliance

House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C. [1322

SPEEDOMETER Specialists.—We can supply from
stock the following makes of speedometer; Wat-

ford, Stewart, Jones, Cowey, etc.—Below.

XJEPAIRS in all Departments. Parts supplied.
-tVi Gear boxes for Stewarts in stock, also repaired.
All work and goods guaranteed. Send on your en-
quiry ; prompt attention

;
goods per return.—Pioneer

Accessories and Speedometer Supply and Repairing
Co., 223, Gray's Inn Rd.. London, W.C.I. (Trade sup-
plied). [4000

1 A.A STEEL Screws, nut:?, bolts, all turned, many
itfctt castle nuts, 3-16 to 9-16, absolutely perfect
5/6.—Hanuam, Eramall Lane, Sheffield. [4605

SPEEDOMETER, Jones's trip, complete with cable,
clip, ana sprocket, wheels, sound and accurate;

what offers?—Box 1,158, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7647

MOTOR Cycling Helmef. leather, beaver lined (new),
14/6: new complete P. and H. lamp set, 27/6:

Remy dynamo, £6.^97, Angell Rd., Brixton. [4718

CARBLDE. I)e3t guaranteed quality, Grade 1, 40/-
cwt. ; drums free ; all meshes : prompt delivery.—

Elloc Cycle Works. Gedney Drove End, Wisbech. [2527

CAJRBIDE, finest quality, giving 100% pure gas
yield, cwt. 44/-, half cwt. 24/-, 28 lb. 13/6. in-

cluding drums.—Young, Importer, Misterton, Somerset.
^ .,

[5693Q J.h.p. Douglas Engine. Bosch, Amac, 2-sp6ed gear,^^ tank, rear brake, boards, silencer, frame; £20,
or offer—Bunning, Grange, Walsoken, Wisbech.D[X4082ISSEMBLING 1914 Matchless 8h.p., Armstrong,

less power unit; offers parts; wicker sidecar, £5;
Cowev. £3.—Fairhurst, 53, Thames St., Sunburr,

[4648
TYPE Tour Correspondence, or your business may be

considered as out ot date as your writing; get type-
writer list.-Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.

ri325
NEW Watford Trip Speedometer, done 78 miles, £3/10;

Klaxon horn, as new, £1; B. and B. carburetter,
for lightweight, brand new, 50/-.—H. Wright, Ailesey,
Beds. - {4837

LUCAS Dynamo fGovernment), Aero, 12 v. 8 amp,,
12 V 12 amp., cut-out, electric control, for cars

or motor cycles; stamp.—C.J., 165, Church Ed., Mit-
cham. — [4869

HEAT your Garage with Cheepeet Patent Stove,
burns sawdust 10 hours without attention.—

;' Maud and Raistrick, Baikwel Works, Laisterdyke,
! Bradford. [7618

3-SPEED Sturmey-Archer Rear Wheel, clutch, and
belt pulley, £9; Rudge Multi rear wheel, 30/-;

i 4h.p. Douglas front wheel, £1.—Sales, Oakleigli Villas,
New Rd., Ascot. [4637

SIDECAE Covers and Aprons.—Send old cover, paper
pa*,tern, or sketch. We send sample material and

' price for new one per return,—Waterproof Co., Rutland
St., Nottingham. [4722

N.S.U. Low-tension Magneto and Coil, huge spark,
55/-; N.S.U. tank, 15/-; N.S.U. carburetter, 17/6;

Triumph 4Hin. pulley, new, 17/6.—Stewart, Old
Meadow.s West Drayton. [4627

MOTOR Rug. 20 gns., genmne Opossum, large
mounted on double cloth, quite new, sold car;

accept £5; approval willingly.—Wells, 110, Gillespie Ed.,
I^nsbuiy Park, London, N. [4585

D'
YNAMO Car Lighting, £4/17/6 : switchboard,

£1/7/6; 6le:-tric motor, new, Vnh.-p., £6/10; contact
biwiker, Bo<ich DU4, anti, 30/-.—Broome, Bungalow, St.
George, Abergele, N. Wales, [4681

L. . J

NEW BELTS.
6ft. 6iii. X Jin. complete with

fastener 13/6
|in. any length per foot .... 2/-
lin., Sft. and 8ft. 6in. per foot 3/3

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Brand New Covers

Is-t Or-a-de Only,
From Government Stores* etc-
24 A 2 Avon Druid 31 /-

24 X 2I Englebert 27 /-

24x2^ Avon Druid 36/-

26x3 Clincher Ribbed 29/-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26X 2j Heavy rubber non-skid 27/6

J,
Avon Sunstone 39/5

^„ Wood Milne Combination . . 79 /-

„ Goodrich safety tread 5S /6

26x2| Dunlop heavy rubber stud.. 42/6
„ Palmer cord heavy 39/6
„ Bates' special heavy 44/-

„ Wood-.Milne extra heavy .. 37/6
„ Avon tricar 34 /S

„ Hutchinson passenger .... 36/-

26x2 J X2j Hutchinson rubber
studded 52/-

^,
Englebert super 55 /

-

„ Englebert touring 47/6
„ Goodrich safety tread 61 /-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26x2^ Heavy non-skid 37/6

,, Wood-Milne combination .. 55/-
26 X 2i Clincher de luxe heavy .... 50 /-

26x3x25- Dunlop heavy 45/-

j,
Englebert passenger . . 47 /

-

„ Kom combination .... 57/6

„ Pedley heavy 3-rib .... 67/-

FOR AMERICAN RIMS.
28X2t Kempshall anti-skid 35/6

y, Kempshail non-skid 42/6
28x3 Kempshail 35 /-

„ Dunlop extra heavy 48/6
„ Goodrich safety tread 59/6
„ Palmer cord 55 /-

„ Clincher de luxe extra heavy 55/-

„ Wood-Milne extra^eavy .. 55/-

FOR 650 X 66 RIMS.
700 X 80 Dunlop grooved 80 /-

„ Spencer-Moidton 70 /-

„ Avon Sunstone 70/-
650 X 65 Dunlop grooved 57/6

„ Avon square 59 /-

„ Avon 3-rib 59/6
„ Clincher de luxe ex. heavy 59/-

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26x3x2^ Pedley heavy 10/6
26 X2i endless 6/6
26 X2f endless 6/9
26 X2iX2i endless 7/6
26 X2iX2i butted 10/-
26 X 2I endless 6/6
28x3" endless 8/5
28x3 Hutchinson 13/9
28x3 Avon 13/4

Sent carnage paid on 7 doi/s' approval against
remittance.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.

The TYRE HOUSE,

8 3, TheobEi.lcJ's Road,
HOUBORN, VkT.C.I

'Phone: Jl/ttse«m 1513.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. b59
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^jlA-iTON'GV

Select and test YOUR 1921

MACHINE at OUR RISK

FOR ONE MONTH.

WE have so much confidence in

our experience, judgment, and

the machines we sell, that we announce a

SPECUL JANUARY OFFER
to all motor cyclists, actual and prospec-

tive, who can selec^ a new or second-

hand machine from our stock of BEST
makes, either in person or by post, and

have it on test and m daily use for one

month from the date of delivery. If

the machine is then not entirely to the

satisfaction of the purchaser it can be

returned to us and exchanged for another

make of not less value—No deduction

will be made for the one month's deteri-

oration, we will carry that loss. The
value of the machine returned will be

credited in full.

Start the NEW YEAR Well-
Start it successfully, exercise care and
discrimination in your buying, be care-

ful to ensure that you are investmgyour
money in a machine with a good name
and reputation—a machine that will sell

well at any time you may wish to dispose

of it. Do not smk your capital in a

second-rate machine that rapidly deteri-

orates and has no value in the second-

hand market.

You cannot be too careful, and will be
well advised to allow us to help you.
We offer you our experience and advice,

knowing full well that, if you will avail

yourself of it, you will invest your money
to the best advantage. It is our business

and our pleasure to assist you quite

mdependent of sales.

We held no brief for any part'cular makes of
machines, but sell -only the BEST, because
only the best can give genuine satisfaction to
our chents and ourselves. If you cannot make
a personal call

WRITE TO us TO-DAY
and ask our advice—the p'easure of Riving will
be ours, the pleasure of receiving will be'yours

—

and if business results, the pleasure of doing
business will be mutual.

YOU TAKE NO RISK from
such an offer. Do not miss it !

/. W. TOLLADY,
General Maniger.

"far^^s^

ara^es
London Road, Bicester.

'Phone: 33, BicesUt.

Telegrams : " Integrity," Bicester. ^

liberal exchanges quoted.
special prices.—Collier's

MISCELLANEOUS.
OF5^ICE Furniture.—WLen buying, call at Reliance

House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn ; or 97d, Queen
Victoria St. Largest stock in London of genuine second-
hand pre-war made furniture. [132e

NEW Binks, Senspray, and Capac carburetters to
suit any machines.

1920 nearly new carburetters a
Motorics, Horton St., Halifas. [4662

LADIES' Suede Leather Hats, TO colours, latest
fashions; 9/6, worth 30/-; send 2d. addressed

envelop for illivstrations and full set patterns.—Swift
Co., 3, Parade, Northampton. f2628

REGULATION Licence Holders, car or cycle, nickel,
polished brass, oi' oxydised copper flnisli : 6.'6

post free; trade supplied.—Maud and Raistwick, Baik-
wel AVorks, Laisterdyke, Bradford. [4516

ALITMINIL^M Number I'lates, with embossed figures
which shine like silver, nnd defy oompetiticn for

neatness; prompt dpliverv; 15/6, cnsh with order.—"Ward
Motors, Ltd., 32, Hustler St., Bradford. [4727

HARLEYS. Harley?.—If yoxi want speed without
getting covered with mud, equip your machine

with • Barker's mud shields ; set, £2/2. — Barker's
Motors, 194, Balham High Rd.. S.W.I2. [1843

TRANSFER Lining, complete set for pedal bicycles
in gold, red, or green, also in double colours;

prices on application.—The British Transfer Printing
Co., Ltd., Transfer Specialists, Coventry. [0114

MAUDES'.—New registration card holders, numbei
plate fitting, 3/2; pideoiir body fitting. 31- ; handle-

bar, 5/-. 6/9, and 7/9; post fi'ee. Taic-ky buyer get.s

free motor cycle to fit.—Maudes' (below).

MAUDES'.—Phips : Clearance line of reconditioned
Lodge Aero, K.L.G., and Sphinx plugs, 1/9; post

free.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Discs, polished aluminium, 77/- set,
sidecar wheel 42/-; genuine Ace discs, specially

recommended, 90/- eet, botli wheels; sidecar, 45/-; leg
hields, polished aluminium, 32/- pair; steel, 17/6.—

BeloTv.

MAUDES'.—Bradbury 2-speed gears, Rudge and
Triumph, new, £10/5; Rover, £11/15.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Horns r Klaxon, 36/-; Cowey, 55/-;
H.B. bulb horns, 27/6; rear lamps, Motes, 5/-;

T.W.R.. 8/6.—Below.

Smith's,
delivery;

Easting wind screens, 90/-; sidecar luggage grido,'

27/6.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Spanners : Dum-bell, 3/-; Patchquick
outfits, 3/3; knee grips, leather, 10/6 and 11/6;

A.K., 12/6.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Chains: ^4x7-16ths for Morgans, 9/-
foot; ^ixY^in., 7/-; V^xWn., 6/-.—Below.

MAUDES'.—Peto Rridford accumulators, 4-voIt, 12-
nmp. liour, shop-soiled ; only 12/6.—Below.

AUDES'—Hutchinson type wader boots, 20/-

MAUDES'.—Speedometers : Cowey, 1 20 /-

105/-; Watford, 104/6; immediate

'iBalled-d's

-proprtetbe:-£,rlin9 L Newbeiiy Cobbelt

fir Cedric CrubHwo.iti

Motor- CycivE/ Dept
92, GLOU CESTEH ROAD,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.7.

'Phone— Kensini^ton 6312.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
ANOTHER sale" At""OUR " PRICES'
i9::o Prs-cticallv new 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE

COMBINATION, fullv equipped. Present
price, £215. Our price £168

1920 7 h.p. Powerpius INDIAN, dynamo
lighting, all accessories, hardly used.
Present price,^200. Our price £135

1920 ALLDAYS ALLON, unused, r.hop-
soiled, all lampSj horn, etc. Present
price, £90. Our pri<:e . . . . . . £80

1920 4 h.p. COULSON-B., 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, unused. Present price ^£129
Our price ... £115

1920 S h.p. BLACKBURNE COMBINATION,
extended scuttle, Triplex screen,
electrically equipped, speedometer.
Present price, £280. Our prJce.. £210

1920 2J h.p, DIAMOND, indistinguishable
from .new, mileage under 50, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter model, lamps,
etc. Present price, £90. Our price ... £70

1920 WOOLER, only run once. Pre;.-ent

price, ;^xo3. Our price £79

LET YOUR MACHINE MAKE MONEY.
'Ca.li or write for particulars-

M 43/9 ; ahop-eoiled saddles,

M^

Tan-Sad pillion seats,

22/6.—Below-

AUDES'.-Tyres : Special line Wood-Milne clear-
ance covers, 28x3in., 27/6 ; approval.—Below.

MAUDES5.—Phelon-Moore parts, new but soiled:
Brake drums, 9/-; rear mudguards, 11/-; front

mudguards, 15/-; front dt^nds, 7/-; rear, 11/6, service
jiTcen. See centre p'lge advertisement for particulars
of free motor cyelp. Trade suppliefl.—Maudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [4751

TRANSFERS.—Head, tank, and line transfers for
motor.";. Complete set.s. for pedal cycles, single

colours 1/6, double colours 2/-; 2d. stamp brings list.

—Axon, Station Buildings, Altrincham. rX2423

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Talves, guarnn
teed one year, any pattern, 71- each, 12/- pair;

step-cut piston rings, 5/- pair, post free, per return
—Capacity Tool Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [2465 1

SCOTT Spares.—Complete list on request. Send 1/-

for 12 gauze packings, best quality. You'll -want
them next time you decarbonise.—Ward Motors, Ltd.,
Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler St., Bradford. [3347

PISTONS, aluminium or cast iron.—B.S.A., Biadhurv,
NtMv Hudsiiii, Precision, Harley, Scott, Rudge, Sun-

lienm, SinK.er, Enfield, J. A.P., Premier, Triumph.—AV.

Cole, 53, Sarehole Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X2462

washers, for all motorists, all sizes.
". ".

, . 200. 7/6; 300
1.000, 30/-; carriage paid. -Special
63. Well St., Hackney, E. 9. [6456

Business is the supply of do-

Motor Licence S

HOLDERS
FOR CAR, LORRY,
or MOTOR CYCLE

SS
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
Mi

K
K
K
K
K
K

Coventry maniifactupe of best
materials and fine finish.

S8

NUTS, bolts,
Sample bag "< 50, 2/6; 100, 4/3

11/-; 500, 15/-; •
""" '" '

Nut iirnl Bolt Co

RELIANCE Conipnny'
peiul:ible writing iiiaclijnes ; 360 nlwnya ready, to

Hiiit nil rGQuiremeuts; moderate rriolfw.—Eelianre House,
2, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C. 'Phone: Holborn 2388. [1321

T.A.P. Specialists. --Still the largest stock in London
ol all type .I.A,P. parts; quantity ol W.D, part;

B.P.
Camden Touii,

[3928

5/- per gallon
; gntn-

arriage paid to any
nddres*!; liarrols free.—Walter Matthews, 114, Snil'olli

Ht., HirniiuBhaiu. Tel.: Midland 1858. 'Grains: W:il-
niatt. [Sg^,.

at preatly reduced prices; quotations by return.
GaraBO, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St.,

"

N.W.

BKST E.\tra Heavy Enifino Oil,

anti'cd flncKt procurable

;

No. 1 Pattern.

Round Polished Brass
With clip 5/6 Without clip 5/-

No. 2 Pattern.

^ Round Metal Enamelled k
^ or Plated. S

With clip 2/9 Without clip 2/6
Postage 6d. extra.

Best Value. Immediate Deliver^y.

Trade Supplied.

All enquiries with stamped envelope.

The Coventry Motor Mart,
Limited,

London Road, COVENTRY.
Telephone : 200.

Telegrams : "Selection, Covenlry."

e6o All letters relating to advertisements kIiouIJ quote the number at the end ol each advci tiscmcnt, and the date ot the issue.
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iRATTEN'S READY-MADI
MOTOR CYCLE GARAGES ?f^tu"«

8 feet

9 H
5 feet

6 »
8 ft. 6 ins

9 feet.9 M
Carriase Paid. Any ether 8;ze quoted on applicaticn.

CODStracted of extra heavy framework, covered with best quality

thi. filatchini:. Hoof lovered with Matching and Ruberold.
Window 10 opeu. Double Djors wiih lock aod key, made in

complete sect ons, first erected at onr Works and sent jnst ready
for immediatierec ion on airval. AH Bolts supplied. Write f01

Xo. 29 Cataloyiie,

F. PRATTEN & CO.,
"'osomer nobton.

Bnildinga, Bungalows,
etc, Wcr'fiS—2 Ac.es.

Mann factnrer3
Poultry App'iances.

k inds—Portab 1e
Gre=nbouS39. etc ,

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

Sizes 5, 6. 7,

8. 9. 10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

1/- extra
Carriage.

H. EMANUEL. Tyre Factor
stores : 37a, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, Londcn, N.

Motor Car& Cycle Houses

Portable Buildings
of every
description

Illustrated

List Free.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.
HIGH ST., FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

BOOTH FOOT-WARMER
/Patent)

COOIiS THE ENGINE, WARMS THE SIDECAR.
Getail Price 3 "'- /i« •m't\ nn. « t.^^....

^ x-O'^-T^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ WRONG.—
] Wi^

AGENTS WANTED.

C. H. BOOTH,
170. Hockley St.

RTRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LICENCE Holders, order now cifciilor pattern,

guaranteed waterproof, fit front mudguard or
number-plate*, please state which; 5/6.—Actual makers.
The Motor Cycle Depot. 257, Cavendish Rd., Balham.
S.W.12. [3985

WE Caa Bring your machines up-to-date and make
it into a countershaft model by fitting a new

back, with Stnrmev-Archer gear box: any mnchiue con
TTted.—A. Pilkin^'ton and Co.. 390, Lichfield Ed.
Birmingham. [2912

ELECTRIC Light Bulbs for Motor Cycles and Care,
one watt and half watt tvces stocked, any voltage.

—W. T. Clarke and Co.. Ltd., Electrical Engineers, Silver
St.. New Oxford St., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 1019,

(9601
CORRECTION.—Owing to a printer'^ error, the

Triumph silencers advertised in Dec. 2nd issue by
Messrs. Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crajrford Passage.
Farrtnsdon Rd., E.C., were incorrectly priced at 3/6 in-

stead of 32/6. [4858

3ILh.p. Preci.=ion Half Crank Case, timing side, 1911.
4 35/-; B.S.A. carburetter, 1919, like new, £2;

Amnc carburetter, single lever, 1920, for 3V2b.p., 50/-;
CIvno 2-t:troke piston, new, 15/-.—A. E. Hartill, Snow
Hill, Wolverhampton. [4638

RUDGE Long Exhaust Pipes, weldless steel tubing,
complete, all attachments, 37/- carriage paid;

nickel plated, 15/- extra; fit in 5 minutes.—C;W.
Motor Co.. 209, Broadway, West Hendon, N.W.
Phone : Kingsbury 162. [2913

NEW Te.ir Reeoluliona.—Buy youi Clyno spares from
the. cheapest house in the trade; pre-war prices

magneto platforms 2/6 each; all other parts as cheap
sidecar ohassis and wheel, £6.—dyno Accessories, 341
Upper St., London, N.l. [4806

STAMPS, best tempered steel, indispensable for work-
shops, cleared cheap. Letters, l-16in. 8/-, Vsin.

12/-, 3-16in. 16/-. i^in. 20,'- per eet. Numerals, l-16in.
4/-, '/^in. 5/-. 3-16in. 6/- per set—Countv Motor Co.,
High St., Gosforth, Newcastle. [4840

GENUINE Douglas Spare Parts of pvery description
in stock, at Douglas catalogue prices; trade sup-

plied. We are the largest stockists of Douglas spares
in the South of England.—Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St.. New Bond St., W.l. [0276

f> 3.1i.p. Douglas Spares.—Gear boses, £4/10; framee,^4 £5; forks complete. £3/5; front wheel,-. 17/6;
rears. £2; connecting rods, 17/6: crankshafts, £2; front
brakes complete, 19/6; carriers. 15/-; belts, 7/6; saddles,
25/-; lamp sete, £1; any parts supplied.—Below.

TRIUMPH Frames, £3; front mudguards, 17/6: rpara.
10/6; carriers, 17/6; stands, 15/-; control levers, I

10/6; handle-bars. 17/6.—Below.

TciOLBAGS, Douglng and Triumph, 4/6 each; new
helmets, fur-lined, 17/6.—Below.

LAMPS and Generators, £1 set; P. and H. and
F.R.S. ; good sound belt^; and fastener, 7/6;

Rrooks B170 saddles, 35/-; new Miller generators, 12/6;
K.L.G. plugs, 2/- each : carriage and postage on all

good3 extra.—The Douglas Specialists, Bulina Garage,
Sulina Rd.. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone: Streatham
40 and 2563. [3772

DISCS, polished aluminium, for any make of
machine, £1 per wheel; light steel, enamelled any

colour, 18/- per wheel. The above are complete with
neat fitting valve covers, nickel plated fittings, pro-
vision made for belt rims; trade supplied.—-Service
Manufacturing Co., 67, Dalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W.

[4839
SPEEDOMETERS.—Stewart gear boxes in stock. 22/6

complete; flexible shafts, 20/-; trade supplied.
Repairs to all makes of speedometers; Stewart repairs
a speciality; new and second-hand sets supplied.—The
liondon Speedometer Co., Kramer Mews, Earl's Court,
S.W. [9284

DRUMMOND Lathes, all models. 3'-^in. and 4in.,
separate loot motors, stands and treadles, counter-

shafts. Now in stock. Immediate delivery. Engi-
neers' fine tools, micrometers, verniers, etc. Price list.—
Barns and Co., Ltd.. 54, and 63, Stapleton Ed., Bristol.
'Phone : 1535. [9621

CHATER-LEA Front Wheel, 26x21^. rear mudguard,
£1; Triumph magneto sprocket, 7/6; spring, com-

plete for 1911 Triumph forks. 15/-; rear valanced mud-
guard, 5/-; wanted, 1918 4'4h.p. James front wheel,
263^. front and rear mudguards, carrier.—Box 1,160,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4810

TRIUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, in stock;
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-

close stamp for reply. Why not second-hand qoods
in place of new while prices are so high? Half the
price; satisfaction guaranteed. — Forfleld Motors. 11.
Foifield Place, Leamington Spa. [X4092

LEG Shields for any make of machine, polished
aluminium, 22 / 6 ; light steel, stove enamelled

black or finished in any colour. 17/6. The above are
wire-edged, swaged, and complete with frame fittings.
Packing and carriage free. Trade supplied.—Mersev
Disc Co.. 34. Sutton St., Warrington [2898

DOUGLAS Front Forks (less fittings), perfect con-
dition, 30/-; Douglas rear carrier, £1; Douglas

exhaust and inlet valves. 23ih.p. and 4h.p., new,
complete with spring and cotter, 4/6 each, plus
carriage ; various other Douglas spares cheap

[ prices
and description on application.—Dowell. Byfleot, Surrey

[4698

THE 1921

MORGAN
RUNABOUT.
We beg to announce that
we have been appointed

SOLE AGENTS
FOR
E.C., N., N.E., and S.E.),LONDON ^

COUNTY
except W althamslow,

OF ESSEX,
t/Kfyr {^iaiVlori, Gravesend, Chatham
IVCni Gillingham, Chislehurst).

We h£Lve specialised in the iVIorgan
Runabout for over 8 years and the
benefit of our experience is at

your disposal.

Place your order with the

Leading London Agents.

ALL SPARES IN STOCK.

15-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE STREET, E C.3.

'Grams: " Elcemocyca, London."
'Phone: Avenue 5548.

I

WE ARE OPEN
To sell at GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES, for cash, make ex-
changes, or supply on deferred
payments.

ONE HUNDRED NEW AND
SECOND-HAND MACHINES

in stock to select from.

CASH OFFERS INVITED.
Nev7 1920 sh h-P- 3-speed ARIEL.
New 1920 3.V h.p. 3-speed ARIEL comb. ; magdyno.
New 1920 6-7 h.p. 3-speed ARIEL comb.
NevT 1920 3 h.p. 4-speed T.T- A-B.C.

New 1920 4i h.p. chain drive B.S.A. and sidecar.

New 1920 8 h.p. 3-speed BLACKBURNE comb.
New 1920 8 h.p. spring frame 3-speed B.A-T.

New 1920 8 h.p. MATCHLESS, spare wheel, acety-

lene lamps, horn, screen, &c.
New 1920 s\ h.p. 3-speed ROVER comb.
New 1920 5-6 h.p. 3-speed ROVER comb.

New 1920 3i h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE.
Neve 1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS comb.
New 1920 2^ h.p. WOOLER 6-speed.

'

Dozens of others :—TRIUMPHS all chain,

TRIUMPH chain-cum-belt, TRIUMPH renovated.

SUNBEAMS, NEW IMPERIAL comb., etc., etc.

A post card iviU bring our BIG LIST to your door.

JONES GARAGE,
MUSWELL HILL, N.IO.
'Phone—Hornsey 2562.

AND AT

Woodside Parade, North Finchley.
'Phone—Finchley 2334.

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b6i
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Sidecar Lug Fittings.

'^^
§"¥'«•;

1—U>^l^in. Heavy T Lu^'3

2—U xijin, Liglit T Luss

::—]Un. Clip T, with bo't

i—Ijin. Plain Cliu with bolt

and nut.
5—liin. Plain Clip with l>olt

and nut
6—lain. Halved Clip, with yoke

end
7—Jiin. Halved Clip, with yoke

eud
R—Seat Connection yoke and

licit

0—It XI Jin. Double Clip, wilh
bolts

10—U^i^in. Double Halved
Clip

11—li
^- llin. Donble Halved

C.ip
12—Bearer Plate End, with nnt

Prices to the Trade
A laTRe variety of Special Lugs

th

Ciip.

Clip.

Clip

13—Rear Connection Clip
yoke Jin. round

U—Front Connection
n X lia.

Ma—Spindle for same
15—Front Connection

U><iin.
16—Frint Connectiou

11 ^ Jin.
17—6ia. serine Shackles
18— 4in. Spring Shackles
19-2in. Spring Shackl s

20—4-way Lug, liin. all ways
21—Ijin. Elbow
2-2— Ijin. Cross Lug
23—U;n. Angle Lug R2''

2i—Uin. Angle Lug 46°

25—Uin. Angle Lug 60®

2G—XJ Clip, with plate and nuts

27—IJin. Spring Clip
28—Mudguard Stay Clip, Is'".

oji Application.
of every description in ?tcck.

359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I.

The 'AVRO; WINDSCREEN
(Triplex Glass)

Ideal (or Motor Cycle, Sidecar, or Small Cycle Car

2 GUINEAS EACH, CARRIAGE PAID.

AVRO WORKS, NEWTON HEATH,
MANCHESTER

MISCELLANEOUS.
OJ.-r. Douglas "Wheeh: front 15/-, back 17/6; P.
-^4 and M. .tanks. 100, 15/- each ; Triumph chain
case?, 12/6 each; Clyno centre portion frame, £4/10;
mtio 6h.p. Clyno, £4/10; Clyno mag., twin, £4/10j
E.I.C. single mag., £3/10.—Speecbley, 1, Gunnersbury
Lane. Acton, AA^3.-'Phone: Chiswiek 1902. [4645

TRIUMPH Pattern W.D. wide sporting hamlle-bars,
27 /- (new) ; Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, J.S. hub

out of 1914 Triumph, complete with all contruls, as
new; 12 gns; valve caps, new, for 1906-14 Triumph,
inlet or exhaust, 5/8 each; carrier for old pattern
Triumph, 10/-.—Ward, 11, Radford Rd., Leamincton
Spa. [3:4091

ST. MARTIN'S, the premier house for accessories;
everything fur the motorist at lowest prices; new

nnd second-hand goods of every description; bargains
too numerous to mention.—Write, 'phone, or call, St,
Martin's Motor Works. Ltd., 11 and 12, Upper St.
Martin's Lane, W.C.2. 'Phone: Regent 5070-1.

[0042
INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessoiie.'; Stores, 89, Brixton

KcL, London ['Phone: Brixton 3129), can supply
all 7-9h.p. part? from stock, all. new, including frames
mudguards, wheels, silencers, exhaust pipes, tanks, con-
trols, brakes, linings for clutches and brakes, tools, Rears,
clutches, kick starter. They also specialise in Indian
repairs. [9605

STOCK-TAEING.-New large plated head Jamp sets,
' 42/-; belts, l>est makes, 33^% off.; Hailey speed-

ometer, 115/-: Cowey, 105/-; new tyre^, bargain prices;
1920 Automatic Amae, 39/6; Cox Atmos, 65/-:. Cameo,
52/- ; Easting, 78/- : write requirements—R. E. Clark
and Co., 7, Exhibition Kd., S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensing
ton 4096. [4866

ENFIELD Parts, quite new and faultless, for 6h,p.
2-speed gear, 1916, onward, 36 tooth chain wheel

with brake drum, their reference No. 102, 19/-, spindle
unly, reference No. R106. 18/-; expanding band only,
reference No. RllO, 9/-; high gear centre drum, refer-
ence No. 115, 15/-; spring roller, reference No. 124,
2/9.—Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. (X5983

TRIUMPH and other parts, second-hand and new;
large assortment for most years; also Triumph

1909 cylinder and piston, new, £4/18; pulley, 18/9,
new; 20in. free engine belt lim^ new, 15/-; 1919 leur
lirake lever and pad, 11/6; these are genuine parts;
Brooks toolbag, new, 13/6; drip feed hrbricator, new,
18/6.—Wrightj Avon House, Whitnash, iiear Leaming-
ton.

*
- [X4H7

DISCS.—We are makers of discs for any type of
motor cycle, x^olishod aluminium 25/- and 30/-

per wheel, euamelled steel 20/- per wheel, Rudge
Multi discs 5/- per wheel extra; discs for Douglas.
Triumph, Indian, Harley-Davidson, and Rudge Multi
motor cycles always in stock; prompt deliveries.—Hill
and Co., Discs Specialists, 1 and 3, Walmersley Rd.,
Bury. Lanes. [0351

CLYNO Spares. Clyno Spares. Clyno Spares.—I Jiave
the largest stock in England, and can supply every

part for Clyno machines. Try me for prices. These
parts are all new. Front domed mudguards with etjind
clip, £1 ; rear, 15/- ; frames (centre portion), £4/10

;

Brampton- forks. £6; tanks (second-hand), £2/10; cylin-
ders, £2/10; and every other part you require for Clyno
engines and gear boxes.—Below.

SIDECAR Cushions {new} for Clynos, 8/- eacli ; Clyno
tool boxes with tools, worth £8, my price £3.—

Below.

LARGE auantity of Clyno Tool Rolls with toole, 12/6
each.—Below.

QAA FITTERS' Toolbags, fitted with tools as used
/WVfV by the fitters in the Slough workshops; 30/-

eaeh.—Below.

A LARGE Quantity of Douglas and Triumph
Spanners, cheap.— 13 elow.

OAA SlHs Enfield front and rear mudguards, new:
fQ\j\J front £1, rear 15/-.-Below.

I^NE Brolt Dynamo for car lighting; £10.— Below.

2,000 4h.p. Clutch Withdrawal cones, nuts, and
washers; 1/6 per set.—Below.

000 Amao Air and- Throttle Slides for carburetters,
also large quantity of Amac spares.—Below.

3,000ft. Outer Cable, new, in 50ft. lengths, at 4d. per
foot; also 3,000ft. high-tension wire ior mnguetoa

at 2V2d. per .foot.—Below.

f>£\ 1914 Douglfls Back St-ands, new, 8/- each;
^yXj Triumph fork blades, 15/- each.—Below.

3.000 I/Jiiups and generators (Miller nud P. and H.),
new, 30/- set ; tJiwcitil quotJitions for quantities

;

bargains; 100 nerond-hand head liimps, large and siuail,

bargains, 12/6 each (lamp only) ; n few Lucas back
lamps and generators left^ new, 10/6 per set. Pleaise

enclose atamp when writing.—Please, apply or call to

J. J. Dooley. 33, Killyon Rd., Clupham, S.W.8. [4656

WHEELS, Wheels, Wheels.-Motor cycle wheels
built to order, all sizes in stock. Motor cycle

IramcG rejiaircd, altered, and brought up-to-date. Side-
car chasHis repairs, discs fitted 26in. wheels, steel

Iront 20/-, back 22/-, enamelled block, others to order.
Contracts wanted fnr frame and wheel building, cus-
tomers' own materials. Motor eyries overhauled, re-

cnamclled, plated. 2'4h.p. £8/5, 4h.p. £10. Wanted,
,

belt rims, all sizes, encjip (or cash. Stamp enquiries.
—l*(:ndlcton, 28, Lonadalo Htj., Liverpool Rd., London. I

N.l. [4718

2'

THORNBERS MOTOR or CYCLE HOUSE

Height to Price Floor Extri.
Length. Bidge. jE s. il.

6ft. 5ft. 6Jft. 8 17 6 2 6 6
8ft. 6ft. 7ft. 13 5 2 14

I oft. 8£t. 8£t. 21 10 5 5
15ft. lift. gjft 34 12
soft. 12ft. gift. 46 18
30ft. 15tt. lift. 77 15 27
All carriage paid to nearest Goods Sfa',ion in se^iions.

Strongly built motor sheds are our speciality. The
above house is built from selected tongued and
grooved matchboards over strong inside frame-
work, in sections to bolt together. Roof covered
with best felt. Floors made from inch T. and G.
matchboards on heavy battens and constructed to
carry two to three tons easily, AH houses sent
out with bolts and nuts and glass, and ready for
easy erection on arrival. Dispatch in 7 to 10 days.

THORNBER BROS., New House*^Appliance Works,
Phone: JTLnddenden Foot Mytholmroyd, YorkS,

raOCl

STO^

3q

»#SE
Look for

that name and trade
mark onbrokes.footrests,

and such sundries. It signi-
fies best, All-British excellence.

STONEHOUSE WORKS CO-
BS, Spon Lane Mills. West Bromwich.

INDIAN GEARS
CUT TO PATTERN-

GEARS CUT
for MOTORS, MAG-
NETOS. CAMERAS,
PROJECTORS, OP
anything that re-

quires a gear.
Please write first
before sending
samples. No kick
starters or chain-

sprockets undertaken. Timing gears a
great speciality.

BURTON O. RAYIVIOND,
27, Lisle St., Lcicestei* Square, W,C-2
'Phone : Gerrard 4637.
*Grams : "Cinburay, VVestrand, London."

"ASLATT" TYRE STOPPING.
The i s. d. saver of tyre bills. Permanently
repairs cuts and gashes in motor, motor cycle,

and cycle tyres. Saves vulcanising. Also repairs

any rubber article. Once used always used.

Tubes, 1/2 (post free'.

THE ASLATT TYRE STOPPING CO.
Moor Green House, West End, SOUTHAMPTON

b6j All letters relatlnjt to advertisements should auote the niiinbei at the end oT each advertlRcment. and the date ot the Issue,
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success-
fulMotor
Cycle Ser-

vice largely

depends upon the con-
struction of the frame.

Rigidity is essential and the reason

REYNOLDS'
BUTTED TUBES

are so largely used in the construction
of modern motor cycles is because
they give additional strength to
the vital parts—"the joints."

And the winning of the 1920 Senior T.T.
on a "REYNOLDS-Butted-Tube-built"
machine is a sure proof of thiit elliciency

The Patent Batted Tub« Co.,

Ltd.. Hay Hall Wks.
Tyseley,
B'HAM.

^

II you have a sidecar machine consider
the economy of buying a 5-gallon drum
of oil for your season's requirements—
the saving is considerable.

We tiave ready an interesiing, illustrated

leaflet showing how you can pour oil

from a drum w thout spilling a drop.

The current Lists give the prices of oils in drums.
Please ment'on " The Motor Cycle

"

PRICES COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSEA.LONDON .S .W.ll

The Name is a Guarantee.

VERUS
Alfbed Wiseman Ltd , Glovek Street, Birmingham.

In answering these advertisements it is dcsirabh to mention "The Motor Ci/de.''
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CAUTION

Standard Model (C3)

Detachable for cleaning. -

Price 5/- each
EVERYWHERE

Packed in- sealed red .,

metal box. ''•
"

I
ODGE Plugs are only guaranteed by the" makers when they are purchased in the

sealed metal boxes.

^ The only way the makers can ensure the

purchaser obtaining a Lodge Plug in the

perfect condition in which it leaves the

factory is by sealing the plugs up in boxes.

^ Purchasers who buy Lodge Plugs unboxed
(or even if boxed but without the lead seal)

do so at their own risk, as there is no know-
ing in what condition the plugs are, and the

makers accept no responsibility for them.

Q Therefore, it is of the utmost importance,

when buying Lodge Plugs, to see that boxes

are properly sealed with a lead seal bearing

the name "LODGE."

LODGE PLUGS LTD.,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR UG BY .11

^ya:ii!!^^3:c%is^W^^
^^HM^^s^^^m^

PriutHil foi tlif rioi-iiftiuA, IMMK *: rfi:»\8 Ltp. 20. Tudor 8tr&et. Loadoa. R.C.4. tty the Ooruwidt Piean. Ltd.. Coi^titry.
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